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PEEFACE TO THE SUPPLEMENT

A

SUPPLEMENT

to the

NEW

INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA was issued in 1924.

The success

achieved by that SUPPLEMENT and its demonstrated usefulness have led the publishers to undertake the present revision with the object of including a discussion of the most recent events and

phases of progress, as well as readjusting further the various articles to a perspective that even in
five years has
changed. The proper appreciation of the march of history requires that our own
times should be understood in view of rapid economic developments and the advance of science and
industry. In these fields, the new SUPPLEMENT supplies the latest information in such a manner as
to render it
immediately available to the general reader.
of
the
Many
problems left from the War, it is realized today are far from settled, but there

have been important developments due to the League of Nations, growing progress toward general disarmament, and an industrial
development with due regard for the rights of the individual.
On the other hand, enmities and suspicions have not vanished, and the world's readjustment has
been undertaken with a frank realization of the

difficulties

involved.

There have been serious

world over, and it is necessary for the user of an encyclopaedia, or in fact anywould understand the march of current events, to be able to coSrdinate and adjust recent

political questions the

one

who

War and the succeeding years.
industry, science and philosophy, educational activity and religious thought, all
have progressed, and these must be correlated not only with each other, but with the events of an
happenings to the

Commerce and

New topics of vital interest have come to our attention and new problems have dein
addition
to those for which real or partial solutions have been found. It is a discussion
veloped
of these that is offered in the present SUPPLEMENT. Applicable and meritorious matter of the former
earlier past.

volumes has been retained, but to

it

have been added the fruits of recent scholarship.

Many new

biographies of men and women are included, while the deaths of those who have died in recent
years will be found appropriately noted. Current topics of political and social discussion are presented, not in any partisan spirit but with a due regard to their fundamental bases, to which reference most advantageously can be made to the regular Tolume of the NEW INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOIn the bibliography accompanying many of the articles, titles of the latest and most useful

PEDIA.

books have been included.

volume or to outline its plan and scope, would be unnecessary here, even
The SUPPLEMENT, as does the NEW INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA, speaks for
As
itself, and its plan and scope are so simple that neither explanation nor suggestion is required.
usual, the biography is written by the editorial staff and special contributors; current history by
members of the staffs of Columbia University, New York University, the United States Department

To

classify the present

were space

available.

of Commerce, and by others. The commercial and financial record for foreign nations is derived
from the most recent and official statistical reports; while, for the United States, not only Finance
and Banking, but such modern developments as Chain Stores, Installment Selling, and Investment

Trusts have been authoritatively presented. Agriculture, with, its many pressing problems, i& treated
by a group of specialists in the United States Department of Agriculture who, contributing to the

NEW

IWTEEKATIOWAL ENCTCLOP^BDIA and the

NEW

INTERNATIONAL YEAR BOOK for many years,

models of accuracy, comprehensiveness, and succinctness of statement.
In Chemistry, the SUPPLEMENT presents a ne^ treatment. In Psychology, the progress of this everPower Engineergrowing science is discussed. New contributors are included for Civil Engineering,

have made these

articles

,

while Municipal Affairs, and Engineering and Electrical Engineering reing, and Motor Vehicles;
main in the same competent hands. In Literature, the SUPPLEMENT supplies a valuable record of
recent literary activity in the various nations, important alifce to the student and the librarian,
,

with the useful development that a somewhat farther gtibdivision characterizes the present work.
aad, Mineral Production,
Industries and Manufactures, Medicine, Labor

^^^^^'V^Mx^

Social
Music, Painting and Sculpture, Philology, bbth Classical 4&d Modm,, PiilQSojrtiy, Railways,
all
are
Welfare
etc
and
Prohibition
includes
Work,
of
ZoSogy,
v
course,
presented
Science, which,

comprehensively.

and
ticle

Photography and Motion Pictures, recognized in view of their growing importance
new and special treatment from highly competent authorities; while the ar-

application, receive

on the Theatre records dramatic advances.

articles, giving the most recent information regarding
the United States and foreign countries, there is included treatment of the leading American Cities
and also as a distinct and novel feature, a thoroughly up-to-date discussion of the larger European
In short, the general plan folCities with their post-war developments and present industrial status.
lowed has been not so much to reproduce the minor entries that make the ENCYCLOPEDIA itself so

In addition to the revision of the Gazetteer

useful, but to group allied subjects so that they receive well-rounded treatment.

HERBERT TREADWELL WADE.
December, 1929.
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ROBEET (1851-1928). An and on the Continent. He was professor of orthoAmerican surgeon and prolific paedics at Bowdoin College, and has been conwriter in nearly every field of nected with the Maine General Hospital, the ChilMe., and other inoperative surgery. He was born dren's Hospital Portland,
in New York City, and educated stitutions in that city. He wrote Treatment of
at the College of the City of New Scoliosos, which was translated into several
York in 1870 and Columbia University (M.D., foreign languages.
An
use
).
ABBOTT, EDWIN MILTON (18771874). A pioneer in 1904 in the surgical
edof radium, he soon became an authority in this American lawyer, born at Philadelphia and
He was a vigorous opponent of the theory ucated at the Central High School there and
field.
adthat tobacco was a cause of cancer. He was the University of Pennsylvania. He was
disconnected with several of New York's leading mitted to the bar in 1800 and subsequently
himself in criminal cases. He was
St. Luke's, New York Cancer,

ABBE,

hospitals, including

and New York Post-Graduate, and held the proin the New York Postfessorships of surgery
(Jraduate Medical School and Woman's Medical
He retired from active practice and
College.

teaching in 1923.

An
).
ABBOT, CHARLES GBEELEY (1872American astrophysicist (see VOL. I). In DeSecrecember, 1918, Dr. Abbot became Assistant

as

tary of the Smithsonian Institution, acting
of Dr. C. D. Walcott
Secretary on the decease
Jan.
in 1927 and until his election as Secretary
another expediconducted
he
1919
In
1928.
10,
a
tion to observe a total solar eclipse. Using
succeeded in measuring the
he
spectrobolometer,
heat of the stars to within Moo>ooo>ooo- The
and were earned on
experiments began in 1922
at the Mount Wilson Observatory in California
with the aid of the great 100-inch reflector. The
results are regarded as of the highest interest
Medal
to scientists. He received the Draper
of

Sciences

and

of the National Academy
of
the Rumford Medal of the American Academy

Arts and Sciences. His later works included
and the
Everyday Mysteries (1923); The Earth
Stars (1925), with S. A. Mitchell; Fundamentals
a revised edition oi'The
of Astronomy (1927);
in 1911 (1927),
which
originally appeared
Sun,
he puband, with P. E. Fowie and L. B. Aldrich,
of the
lished vols. iii and iv of the Annals

of the
Astrophysical Observatory, giving proof
from experithe
of
sun,
resulting
variability
ments in California and Algeria simultaneously
and later expeditions to Arizona and Chile.
).
ABBOTT, EDVILLE GBSRHABDT (1871-

born in Hanorthopaedic surgeon,
and educated at Bowdoin College and
known
at European universities. He became well
so-called Abbott method
mechanical
his
through

An American
cock, Me.,

the spine.
of treatment of lateral curvature of

In 1913 he demonstrated

Ms

method in England

tinguished
chief counsel in the fight of the Philadelphia
commuters against the railroads; a member of
the Pennsylvania House of Representatives,
on the Re1911-12; chairman of the Commission
vision of Criminal Laws of the State of Penn1912-15 and 1917-23; and in 1913 misylvania,

of the Court of Comnority nominee for judge
mon Pleas. He was appointed secretary of the
American Institute of Criminal Law and Criminology in 1913.

ABBOTT, ELEANOR HALLOWELL (Mas. FOBAn American writer
).
DYCECOBURN) (1872She was born at
of light, romantic stories.
in private
educated
was
and
Mass.,
Cambridge,
schools and at Radcliffe College, where she
was a special student. Besides being a frequent
contributor to magazines, she wrote: Tie Sick-aBed Lady (1911); The White Linen Xurse
The In(1913): Little Eve Edgarton (1914);
discreet

Letter

(1915);

Molly frake-Believe

(1916); The Stingy Receiver (1917);

Ne'er-do-

Peace on Earth
The Fairy Prince,
(1920) ; Rainy Week (1921) ;
and Other Stories, a collection of stories pubSilver
lished previously in magazines (1922);
Moon (1923), and Love and the Ladies (1928).
An Ameri).
GBACE (1878-

much

(1918)

ABBOTT,

;

Old-Dad (1919)

;

can social worker, born at Grand Island, Neb.,
and educated at the Grand Island College, the
and the University of
University of Nebraska,
the degree of
Chicago, from which she received
Ph.M. in political science in 1909. She was
director of the Immigrants' Protective League
Hull House, Chicago
(1908-17) and a resident of
of the Child Labor
(1908-15). She was director
Division of the Children's Bureau, U. S. Department of Labor, Washington, D. C. (1917-19),
executive secretary of the Illinois Immigrants'
Commission (1920-21), and chief of the Chilsince
dren's Bureau U. S. Department of Labor

ABBOTT
1021.
She served as unofficial representative of
the United States on the advisory committee of
the League of Nations on traffic in women and
children (Geneva, 1023), and as president of the
National Confeienoo of Social Work (1923).
Miss Abbott wrote The Immigrant and the Community (1017) and has contributed to various
periodicals.

ABBOTT, LAWRENCE FBASEB

An American editor and
Abbott. He was born in

(1859-

writer, son of

).

Lyman

Brooklyn, X. Y., and
graduated from Amherst College in -1881. From
1891 tu 1923, lie was president of the company
publishing the Outlook and, after 1923, director

and contributing editor. He received the degree of Litt.D. from Bowdoin College and from
the University of Vermont in 1923 and in 192526 was president of the New England Society

of New York. He was secietary to Theodore
Roosevelt during the latter's tour'of Europe and
Africa and edited Roosevelt's African and European Addresses (1010) and wrote the introduction to the work. He wrote Impressions of Theodore Roosevelt (1919); and Twelve (treat Modernists (1927). He also edited Letters of Archie Butt (1924) and wrote a biographical sketch
for the work.

ABBOTT, LEONARD D ALTON
American

ABEBCBOMBIE

2

(

1878-

)

.

An

and radical leader, born in
Liverpool, England. He went to the United
States in 1897, and became a member of the staff
of The Literary Digest in 1899. He early entered the socialist movement and remained an
active worker up to 1905. His interests later
turned to libertarian education, in which he at
once assumed a prominent place. He was associated in the publication of The Commonwealth, The Free Comrade and The Modem
School, and aided in the founding of the Rand
publicist

School

of Social Science, the Intercollegiate
Socialist Society, the Ferrer colony, and the
Ferrer School at Stelton, N. J. He wrote Ernest

ABDEEHALDEN",
Swi^s

chemist

Earn,

(1877-

).

A

and

physiologist, born in the
Canton of St. Gallen. He was educated at the
l'nivei>ity of liable and took his medical degree
at Berlin in 1902. After doing research under
Prof. Emil Fischer, the distinguished chemist
of Bctliri, he was made professor of
physiology
in the University of Halle (1908) and director
of the Kaiser \\ ilhelm Institute for physiologic,
1914.
Of much original research, his discovery
of the so-called defensive ferments is best known,
together with "Ahderhalden's reaction" in connection with their demonstration. In addition
to many articles, often in collaboration with
others, he has published numerous books.
His

Lchrbuch der Physiologische Chemie, which first
appeared in 1906, has gone through many
editions including English translations;
the
Handbuch der Biochemischen Arbeitsmethoden
appeared in 1909 and up to 1929 twenty-five volumes had been issued. Other works are
rhysiologwches Practikum (1912); Abwehrfermcnte der Thierisc.hen Orgatiiamen (1913; also
ail English translation) and Synthese der Zellbausteine (1912; also an English translation).
His crowning work is the immense Biochemlsches
Handlexikon, the publication of which began in
10 10.
Eleven volumes had appeared up to 1929.
ABDTTL AZIZ IBtf SAUD. See IBN SAUD.
ABDUL
II ab'dul-ha-med' (18421918). Thirty-fourth sultan 'of the Ottoman
Empire (see VOL. 1). After his deposition in
1909, he was a state prisoner and was confined
first in Saloniki, then in
Constantinople (1912),
and finally in Magnesia, near Smyrna (1915-18).
ABDTTL MEOTD EFFENTDI (1868).
Former Caliph at Constantinople, the son. of
Sultan Adul Aziz. He was a learned man, a patron of the arts, a painter, and a composer of
music. One of his paintings was hung in the
Paris Salon of 1914, at the request of Pierre
Loti.
After the Greek defeat in 1922, the office

HAMID

Crosby, A Valuation and a Tribute of sultan was abolished, the Sultan-Caliph Moand Francisco Ferrer His Life, Work, hammed VI fled, and on Nov. 1, 1922, Abdul
and Martyrdom (1910). He wrote many tracts Mejid was made Caliph. President Mustapha
and pamphlets. From 1905 to 1925 he was one Kemal Pasha caused the abolition of the caliof the editors of Current Literature, later Cur- phate on Mar. 3, 1924, and Abdul Mejid and his

Howard
(1907)

t

rent Opinion,

ABBOTT, LYMAN

(1835-1922).

An

Ameri-

can Congregational clergyman and editor (see
VOL. I). Dr. Abbott was a believer in military
preparedness and during the World War was a
strong supporter of the government's war policies.
As editor of the Outlook (New York), Dr.
Abbott obtained the cooperation of Theodore
Roosevelt, who, after the close of his second
term as President, was for a time contributing
editor. Dr. Abbott's later writings included
Reminiscences (1915); The Twentieth Century
Crusade (1918); What Christianity Means to

Me (1921).
ABBOTT,

WILBUR COBTEZ
).
(1869American historian and educator (see VOL. I).
In 1917 he wrote the Expansion of Europe, one
of the most important modern American historical works, having as its theme the story of the
commercial revolution which changed the character of European affairs and inaugurated the
modern era. From 1908 to 1920, Professor Abwas professor of history at Yale University
in the latter year went to Harvard UniverHis later works were,
sity to fill a similar chair.
besides the one noted above; Colonel John Scott
bott

and

Long Island (1918) ; Conflicts With Oblivion
(1924), and The New Barbarians (1925).

of

family were obliged to leave immediately for
See CALIPHATE.
A
ABEETDROTH, HERMANN, (1883).
German orchestral conductor, born in Frankforton-Main, Jan. 19, 1883. He received his musical education under
Ludwig Thuille in Munich,
and there began his career, in 1903, as conductor
of the Orchesterverein. From 1905-11, he was
conductor at the opera and of the Verein der
Musikfreunde in Ltibeck. In 1911 he went to
Essen as municipal music director, whence he
was called, in 1915, to Cologne in a similar capacity, succeeding at the same time Fritz Steinbach
as director of the Conservatory and conductor of
the famous Giirzenich Concerts. In 1918 he was
made Generalmusikdirektor, and in the following
year Professor. During the season of 1922-23,
he conducted the symphony concerts of the Berlin
Switzerland.

Staatsoper.

ABEBCROMBIE,
1881-

An

ab'Sr-krum'bi,

LASCELLES

English poet born at Ashtonupon-the-Mersey, Cheshire. He was educated at
Malvern and Victoria University, Manchester, and
lectured in poetry at the University of Liverpool,
contributing at the same time to various magazines.
In 1922 he became professor of English
literature at the University of Leeds.
His poetry
has been characterized as in the Victorian tradi).

ABEENON

ABYSSINIA

}

tion.

His

work, Interludes and Poems, appeared in 1908. His other works include Mary
*dthc Bramble 1910), The Sale of St. Thomas
(1011), Amblcm* of Love (1912), Deborah
(1912), Thomas Hardy, a Critical Study (1912),
Speculative Dialogues ( 1913), The Epic (1914)
7
of A
(10 - 2) ' J5 OMr 0* or '
Tin'
(1922), Principles of English Prosody (1023),
P/MTIIMP (1023), Theory of
Poetry (1924), /dea
of Great Poetry (1925), Romanticism, (1926),
Tieeire 7<fyZ/s (1928).
first

(

"

W*

'

1

ABEBIirON al>'er-non, EDGAB VINCENT D',
BARON OF EBHEB (1857A British diplo).
,

matist, born at Slinfold, Sussex, England, and
educated at Eton. In 1877, he
joined the Coldstream Guards and in 1880 began to serve in
various civil capacities as Biitish representative
in the Near East. He was
president of the Council of the Ottoman Public Debt in 1883
and, from
1883 to 1889, financial adviser to the Egyptian
Government. Thereafter, until 1897, he was governor of the Imperial Ottoman Bank in Constantinople. He was elected a member of Parliament in 1899 as a Conservative and was raised
to the peerage as Baron d'Abernon in 1914. He
served as British Ambassador at
Berlin^ 192026, and in the latter year he became chairman of
the Industrial Fatigue Research Board. He

wrote

A Grammar

of

Modern Greek (1881) and

collaborated in other publications.
ABERT, HERMANN ( 1 87 1 -1 927 )
German musicologist (see VOL. I).

.

An eminent
He remained

when he was called to the
University of Heidelberg, succeeding Wolf rum,
but already in the next year he accepted a similar
position at the University of Leipzig as successor
to Riemann and, in 1923, he was called to succeed Kretzschmar at the University of Berlin.
He died in Stuttgart, Aug. 13, 1927. The list of
his works is completed by the following: Johann
Josef Abert (1910; biography of his father),
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (2 vols., 1919-21),
Goethe und die Musik (1922), Illustriertes MusikleoriJcon (1927).
PSYCHOLOGY. See PSYin Halle until 1919,

ABNORMAL

CHOLOGY, ABNOBMAL and CONSCIOUSNESS AND
THE UNCONSCIOUS,,
ABORTION. At one time justifiable or therapeutic abortion was practiced principally in
the case of women with narrow pelves. Owing
to the perfection of the aseptic Caesarean operation, which now has a very low mortality and can
be performed successfully by any good surgeon,
interruption of pregnancy for simple contraction
of the pelvis is no longer considered as wholly
justifiable. On the other hand, in the interest of
reducing maternal mortality from childbirth and
in the salvage of maternal health, many obstetricians advocate and practice interruption of
pregnancy in a series of pathological conditions,
auch as tuberculosis, heart disease, insanity, etc.
This attitude receives some support from the
birth control and eugenic movements, but there
is an energetic counter-propaganda from religious
bodies and from advocates of higher birth
rates which tends to reduce cases of artificial
termination of pregnancy to a small minimum;
in other words, in nearly every oase in which
abortion is held to be justifiable, there are about
as many good reasons for non-intervention. See

BIRTH CONTROL.

ABRTTZZI,

a-broTrt'se',

LUIGI
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SAVOY AOSTA, DUKE OF TIIE (1873Italian vice admiral and explorer (see VOL. I).
He was commander-in-chief of the Italian naval

forces in the

World War, resigning in 1017. He
a colonization scheme in

afterward planned
Somaliland.

ABYSSINIA. A Ungdom of East Africa
comprising the provinces of Harrar, Wollo,
Gurage, Kaila. Gore, Sayu, Beiiislmiigul, \\ ogera,
Southern Tigre. Adowa and Aksini, Sokota,
Lasta, Goffa, Xekemti, and the Western Galla
countries.
The aioa has been variously estimated at from 350.00U to 430.000 square miles,
although the former figure is probably more
nearly accurate. The most recent estimate of
the population places it at
approximately 10,000,000, although the Abyssimans, properly so
called, number less than* 3,500.000.
The/ are
Christians of Hamitic origin. The capital is
Addis Abeba, with a population of from (>0,000
to 70,000. The other chief citv,
Harrar, lias a
"
population of about 40,000.
Industry and Trade. In spite of the richness of its resources, the economic
development
of the country has been retarded
by the instabilof
the social life and the absence of a
ity
strong
administrative machinery. Agriculture has remained primitive, and intercourse has been
hindered by the want of means of communication.
The products exported were only those of a
pastoral and crudely agricultural country. For
example, much of the coffee is wild. Hides and
skins are the casual by-products of animals
raised primarily for food and would he wasted
for the most part if there did not
happen to be
a foreign demand for them. Wax is gathered
from wild honeycombs and ivory is obtained
from wild animals killed mainly for that valuable material.

Grain, of course, is cultivated,

but in a primitive manner. Other agricultural
products include potatoes, beans, and other vegetables.
Civet production might properly be

an industry, since it is achieved by oVganizing breeding farms of civet cats. Gums, such
as gum arable, gum tragacanth, and myrrh, are
obtained by the usual simple process of tapping
the trees of the countryside. Estimate figures,
show that commerce is on the increase, totaling
2,500,000 annually. With poapproximately
tentialities of such an amazing extent, Abyssinia
well
become
one of the most productive
might
countries in the world. The principal trade
route is the French-Ethiopian railway, connecting Djibuti in French Somaliland with Addis
.Abeba, a distance of 489 miles, which was completed in 1917. Trade is carried on by caravan
in the interior and with the Sudan, British East
Africa, British Somaliland, Italian Eritrea, and
Italian Somali land. Gambela on the Baro River,
leased to the Sudan government in 1907, is an
important trade centre, and a steamer service
called

maintained between it and Khartum.
History. In December, 1913, Lij Yasu, *the
young grandson of the Emperor Menelek II,
succeeded to the throne. He embraced Islam
and, under Turco-German influence, embarked on
a policy of Moslem solidarity in cooperation with
his father, Ras (Prince) Michael, whom he
caused to be crowned king of the Moslem province of Wollo. In April, 1916, he openly acknowledged the overlordship of the Turkish
Sultan as Caliph. The Emperor's policy, however, was opposed by most of the native chiefs
and by the Christians. Finally, the Abuna, or
head of the Abyssinian church, publicly proclaimed the dethronement of the Emperor on the
and his
-ground of his apostasy (Sept. 27, 1916),
aunt, the Princess Zauditu, was crowned empress
is

ADAH
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called higher mental processes, correlated by the
cerebral hemispheres, in terms of rellex action.
His conditioned reflex technique perfected in the

course of animal research (see Pavlov, CondiHoned Reflexes, 1927) has heen, accordingly, applied to the study of human action in a purely
objective fashion. It is his belief that all
psychical phenomena are susceptible of study
by the methods of the physiologist.
Still further evidence of the growing importance of action in the interpretation of mental
phenomena is to be found in the recent studies of
the emotions where X-ray photographs are employed to detect the reactions of internal organs
during emotional states (see W. B. Cannon,
Bodily Changes in Pain, Hunger, Fear, and
Rage, 1918), and where the psychogalvanic reflex (Wechsler, The Measurement of Emotional
Reactions, 1925) is used to measure changes in
the sweat glands in emotion. Even in the ease of
imagery, which would ordinarily be thought of
as divorced from bodily movement, Washburn
finds a correlation, as a* part of her general the
ory that "all association is association between

movements" (see M. F. Washburn, Movement
and Mental Imagery, 1916).
For a psychology in which action plays a predominant role, see R. S. Woodworth, Psychology
(1921), and J. F. Dashielle, Fundamentals of
Objective Psychology (1928).

A French writer
( 1862-1920 )
and porte-parole of the symbolist
movement, whose most celebrated novel, La
Ville Inconnue, passed through more than a
dozen editions. He was an active writer until
the year of his death. During the World War,
he engaged in propagandist activity and shortly
before his death published 'Reims Devast6e and
Le Lion d Arras, which portray the heroic ruins

ADAM,

PAUL

.

(see VOL. I)

3

of northern France.

(1862-1926 ) . A British physician and pathologist, born in Manchester* England, and educated at Owens College
and Christ's College, Cambridge, where lie took
a medical degree. After study on the Continent,
he became house physician to the Manchester
Royal Infirmary and at the same time a member
of the faculty of the medical department of
Cambridge University. In 1892 he was appointed professor of pathology and bacteriology
at McGill University, Montreal, holding this
chair for many years. From 1919-26 he was

ADAMI, JOHN GEORGE

vice-chancellor* of the University of Liverpool.
He received numerous honors during his 27 years
in America, including the presidency of the Association of American Physicians (1911-12).
During the World War, he was a colonel of the
Canadian Army Medical Corps and in 1919 he
was made Commander of the Order of the British
Empire. His standard literary contribution is
Principles of Pathology (1st ed., 1908).

ADAMS,

ANETTE ABBOTT (1877-

).

An

She
Prattville, Calif.
was educated at the Chico State Normal School,
In
Calif., and the University of California.
1912 she was admitted to the California bar.
She held the office of Assistant United States
Attorney for the Northern District of California, 1914-19, and in 1918-20 she was United
States Attorney for the same district. In 1920

American lawyer, born at

she was appointed an Assistant Attorney GenShe resigned in 1921.
).
ADAMS, CHARLES CHRISTOPHER (1873An American zoo'logist, born at Clinton, 111.,
and educated at Illinois Wesleyan University,
eral of the United States.

ADAMS

;

Harvard University, and the University of ChiHe was curator of the Museum of the
cago.
University of Michigan (1903-06), director of
the Cincinnati Society of Natural History of
(1J)06-07), associate in animal ecology at the
University of Illinois (1908-14), assistant professor of forest zoology at the New York State
College of
Forestry' (Syracuse University),
1914-10 and in 1910 he became professor. He
was also director of the .Roosevelt Wild Life Forest Experiment Station and, after 1926, director
Besides nuof the New Yoik State Museum.
merous papers on animal ecology, he published
An Ecological Survey of Isle Royal, Lalte SuGuide to the
perior, in collaboration (1909)
Study of Animal Ecology (1915); An Ecological Study of Forest and Prairie Invertebrates
(1915); and Variations and Ecological Distribution of 1he Snails of the Genus lo (1915).
;

ADAMS,

CHARLES

FRANCIS
).
(1866and lawyer, the
great-great-grandson of President John Adams.
Born at Quincy, Mass., he attended Harvard

An American

cabinet

official

University, receiving the degree of A.B. cum
laude in 1888 and of LL.B. in 1892. He was
admitted to the Massachusetts bar in 1893 and

practiced in Boston with Sigourney Butler and
He was
later with Judge Kverett C. Bumpus.
mayor of Quincy in 1896-97 and in March,
1929, became Secretary of the Navy in President Hoover's cabinet. Besides being a director
of numerous financial and business institutions
he was treasurer of the Corporation of Harvard
College for many years and in June, 1929, he
received the honorary degree of LL.D. from that
One of the leading amateur yachtsuniversity.
men of the United States, he was skipper of the
Resolute which won the International Yacht
Races in 1920.

ADAMS,
American

An
COMFORT AVERY (1868).
and educator, born

electrical engineer

He graduated in 1890 from
in Cleveland, Ohio.
the Case School of Applied Science and later
For a year he
studied at Harvard University.
an electrical engineer with the Brush
In 1891 he was called to
Electric Company.
Harvard, where he remained. He became professor of electrical engineering in 1906, in 1914
Lawrence professor of engineering, and Dean of
the Engineering School in 1919. During the
World War, he was chairman of the division of
engineering of the National Research Council,
and also served on tlie Council of National Defense, besides acting as chairman of the welding
committee of the Emergency Fleet Corporation.
He has acted as consulting electrical engineer for
several large corporations. He has given much
attention to the study of induction and synchronous motors, to commutations, and to dynamo design schedules. Besides holding membership in many scientific societies, he was president
of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers
in 1918 and of the American Welding Society
was

He was chairman

of the American EnStandards Committee, 1918-20. He
wrote Dynamo Design Schedules and many articles on electrical engineering.
An Ameri) .
ADAMS, ELEANOR N. ( ?can college president, born in Lebanon, Ohio,
and educated at the Universities of Cincinnati,
Oxford (England), and at Yale. She was a
in 1919.

gineering

teacher in private schools in Cincinnati before
1911; instructor in English in the University of
Cincinnati (1911-12); and professor of English
(1915-18) at Oxford College for Women at Ox-

ADAMS

ADAMS,

FRANKLIN

PIERCE

American poet and columnist

(1881-

(see VOL. I).

).

As

"F. P. A." he has interested and charmed many
newspaper readers. His intellectual honesty and
his scorn for all pretense and stupidity, whether
in politics, literature, or everyday affairs, have
been factors in his popularity, and his light verse,
strongly reminiscent of C. S. Calverley, his paroand his translations from the Latin poets,
are among the bost of their sorts written in
America. In the New York Tribune and, after
Jan. 1, 1922, in the New York World, his daily
column, *'The Conning Tower," has attracted
contributors of prose and verse often quite as
witty and perspicacious as his own. His latest
published books were: By and Large (1914),
Weights and Measures (1917), Something Else
Again (1920), Overset (1922), So there! (1922),
80 Much Velvet (1924), and Half a, Loaf (1927).
He wrote, with 0. Henry, a musical comedy, I/o.
ADAMS, FREDERICK UPIIAM (1859-1921).
American author, inventor, and industrial engineer (see VOL. I). In the latter years of his
life, he became a leading exponent of Frederick
dies,

W. Taylor's system of scientific management for
industry. His publications after 1914 were The
Romance of Big Business (1915), Woodroto Wilson vs. Woodrow Wilson (1919), and The Open
Shop (1019).
GEORGE BURTON
(1851-1925).
American historian and educator (see vol. i).
His studies of the English constitution which included Outline Sketch of the English Constitution
(1918), The British Empire (1919), and The
Constitutional History of England (1921) were
favorably received in both England and America.
The last named presented in epitome the fruits
of the lifelong researches of the author, the purpose of which was to reject the Stubbs-Freeman
explanation of the Teutonic origin of the English
constitution and to establish his own theory of
feudal or Norman antecedents.

ADAMS,

HARRIET CHALMERS (1875).
An American explorer and lecturer, born at
Stockton, Calif. She made extensive journeys
through Mexico in 1900 and through Central
and South America (1903-OC), exploring regions
never before visited by a white woman. She visited Haiti in 1910 and the Philippines in 1912,
and from 1913 to 1914 she traversed Asia from
Siberia to Sumatra. In 1916 she was a war cor-

ADAMS,

respondent at the French front. On a tour of
South America, 1919-20, Mrs. Adams reached
frontiers not visited formerly by her. She made
researches in Spain and Spanish Africa, 1923Her work won for her a fellowship of the
24.

Royal Geographical Society of England, membership in the National Institute of Social Sciences
and in the geographical societies of many countries, honorary membership in the Academy of
Science and Art of Cadiz, Spain, and the presi-

of the International Society of Woman
Geographers. Mrs. Adams lectured extensively
on her travels and wrote of them in various
magazines*
ADAMS, HENRY CARTER (1851-1921). An
American economist and educator (see VOL. I).
His later works included Description of Industry (1918) and American Railway Accounting
(1918).
An Ameri).
ADAMS, HERBERT (1856-

jlency

can sculptor (see VOL. I).

ADAMS

r

ford, Ohio, of which she was elected president in
1918.
She is the author of Old English Scholarsliip in England (1917).

He

received medals

of honor

from the Panama-Pacific International
Kxposition and the Architectural League in 1915
and the \Vatrous Gold Medal from the National
Academy of Design in 1U1G. He was twice
president of the National Sculpture Society, and
once (1917-20) of the National Academy of
Design. Among his most important later work*
are two seated bronze statues, John .Mar bh all and

Rufus Ranney, and two historical figures, Stephen
Langton and Simon de Moritfort, for the courthouse of Cleveland, Ohio, and the graceful group
of the McMillan fountain, Washington, D. C.
He received the honorary degree of M.A. from
Yale in 1916 and from Tufts in 1927.

ADAMS,

JAMES

American historian.

TRCSLOW
(1878).
He was born in Brooklyn,

X. Y., and, after graduating from the Brooklrn
Polytechnic Institute (A.B., 1898), studied at
Yale. From 1900 to 1912, he was a member of a
Xew York Stock Exchange firm and acted as director of several banking, manufacturing, and
railroad corporations. From 1912 on, he devoted
himself entirely to literary and historical pursuits, publishing Memorials of Old Bridgehampton (1916) and History of the Town of Southampton (1918). Mr. Adams's first considerable
historical work was the Founding of A"eM? England (1921), which won immediate recognition
for its scholarly worth and stylistic qualities.

He

received the Pulitzer Prize for the best hisbook of the year. Mr. Adams continued
his chronicle with the volumes Revolutionary
yew England, lMt-l~t6 (1923), and AVte England in the Republic, ffiS-lSW ( 1 926 ) . He also
wrote Provincial Society, 16flO-1163 (1027).
He was with the Colonel House commission,
early in the World War, to prepare data for a
peace conference; later he was connected with the
torical

military

intelligence

division,

general

staff,

United States Army, with the rank of captain,
and in 1919 lie was detailed on special duty at
the peace conference in Paris.
He was a member of the Pulitzer Prize jury in
1924, 1925, and 1926.

An
ADAMS, JOHN TATLOB (1862).
American manufacturer and politician, born at
Dubuque, Iowa, and educated at the Dubuquo
High School. He entered the sash and door manufacturing business in 1881 and later became
president of the Carr, Ryder & Adams Company.
He entered politics in 1908 as manager of the
successful campaign of United States Senator Allison. In 1912 lie was manager of the Taft campaign in tLe Iowa primaries. In the same year,
he was a member of the Republican National
Committee for Iowa and was vice-chairman in
1917. From 1912 to 1916, lie was a member of
the executive and campaign committees, and from
1921 to 1924, chairman of the National Republican Committee. He was a member of the Iowa
State Council of National Defense in 1917.
An
ADAMS, JOSEPH QUINCT (1881).
American educator and author, born at Greenville, S. C., and educated at Wake Forest College,
the University of Chicago, Cornell University,
and the universities of London and Berlin.
After holding various pedagogical positions, he
was appointed instructor in English in Cornell
University in 1905 and became assistant professor of English literature in 1909 and professor
in 1919.
Wake Forest College conferred on him
the degree of Litt.D. in 1917. Besides contributing to American and European philological journals, he wrote several valuable studies, especially
in the field of the Elizabethan stage, which in-

ADAMS
(With others) Studies in Language and
The Conventual Buildings of
(191G); The Dramatic
Blackfriars, London
Records of Sir Henry Herbert, Master of the
elude:

Literature (1910)

Revels
(1917)

;

Playhouses
Shakespearean
An Allusion-Book to
Ben Jonson (1922) ; A Life of William ShakesThe Pre-Elizabethan Drama
(1923);
peare
(1917);

;

(in collaboration)

(in collaboration) A Register of Bibli(1924)
ographies of the English Language and Literature (1925). Pie edited Sheridan's The Rivals,
and The Turke, by John Mason. He was associate editor of Matenalen zur Kurtde des Aeltercn
Englischen Dramas and joint editor of Cornell
Studies in, English.
An American
).
ADAMS, ROGER (1889chemist. He was born at Boston and graduated
at Harvard in 1909 (Ph.D., 1912). He studied
at the University of Berlin in 1912-13. He was
instructor in organic chemistry at Harvard and
.Radcliffe (1913-16), assistant professor of the
same subject at the University of Illinois (191018), professor there since 1919, and head of the
chemistry department since 1920. In the World
War, he* was a major in the Chemical Warfare
Service.
He is a member of the National Research Council, was awarded the William H.
Nichols Medal in 1927, and was elected to the
National Academy of Sciences in 1929. Since
1922 he has been associate editor of the Journal
;

American Chemical Society. He wrote
Organic Syntheses, Vol. I (1921) and Vol. VIII

of the

(1927).

ADAMS, SAMUEL

HOPKINS (1871-

).

An

American author and publicist (see VOL. I).
The work he had done so effectively in exposing
the quack medicine industry Mr. Adams continued in the field of dishonest newspaper advertising. He wrote The Clarion (1914) and
Success (1921), both studies of modern journalism, and several other novels: Little Miss
OroucJi (1915); The Unspeakable Peck (1910);
Our Square and the People in It (1917) ; Common Cause (1918) ; Wanted, a Husband (1919) ;
From a Bench in Our Square (1922); Siege
(1925); Revelry
(1924); The Piper's Fee
(1926), and The Flagrant Tears, (1929).

ADAMS, WALTER

SYDNEY (1870-

).

An

American astronomer (see VOL. I). From 1913
to 1923, he was assistant director and after 1923,
director, of the Mt. Wilson Observatory of the
Carnegie Institution, at Pasadena, Calif. In
1917 he received the gold medal of the Royal
Astronomical Society of London, and the Draper
medal of the National Academy of Sciences in
1918.
He was made chairman of the committee
on classification of stellar spectra of the International Astronomical Union. His many papers
wore originally contributed to the Astro-nomical
Journal and to the Astrophysical Journal, but
they later appeared under the general title of
Contributions to the Mt. Wilson Observatory.
He is also the author of several memoirs, the
most important of which was a series of four
papers published in 1916 as Investigations on
Stellar Spectroscopy.

ADAMS, WAYMAN

(1883-

ADELPHI COLLEGE

8

).

An Amer-

ican portrait painter. He was born at Muncie,
Ind., and studied at the John Herron Art Institute, Indianapolis (1905-09), in Italy (1910),
and in Spain (1912). He was awarded the
Thomas R. Proctor Prize of the National Academy of Design in 1914, the Logan Medal (with
$1500) at the Art Institute, Chicago, in 1918,
the John 0. Shafer Prize at the Hoosier Salon,

Altman Prize

Chicago, in 192G, and the First

of the National Academy of Design in 1926, and
many others. In the same year, ho became a
member of the National Academy.

ADAMSON, THE

RT. HON. WILLIAM (1803British Labor politician, born at Halbeath, Fife. After working as a miner for many
years, he became assistant secretary of the Fife
and Kinross Miners' Association in 1902 and in
).

1908 its general secretary. He was elec-ted to
Parliament for West Fife in 1910, and when the
Labor party was reorganized in 1917, he became
In 1918 he was sworn in as a
its chairman.
member of the Privy Council. He was active as
leader of the Labor Party in the House of Commons. When on Jan. 22, 1924, Ramsay MacDonald formed his Labor cabinet, Adamson was
for Scotland.
He held the same
post in the second Labor cabinet formed June 7,

made Secretary
1929.

ADAMSON

LAW.

EIGHT-HOUR

See

LABOR ARBITRATION; UNITED STATES, under History; and STRIKES.
ADAPTATION". The adjustment of a plant
or animal to its environment or surroundings
as shown in its structure, form, or habits.
Adaptations are rarely or never peifect, and the
elimination of the less well adapted in the struggle for existence has been supposed to be a factor
in evolution.
See ZOOLOGY.
).
ADCOCK, ARTHUR ST. JOHN (1864An English, author, and editor, born in London.
After practicing law, he turned to literature in
1893, and in 1908 became acting editor of the
Bookman, which he has edited since 1923. He
is a fellow of the Royal Society of Literature.
In addition to contributing numerous essays,
poems, and short stories to various periodicals,
he published a number of books, including East
End Idylls (1897); From a London Garden
(1903); Admissions and Asides (1905); Exit
Homo (1921); The Divine Tragedy (1922);
With the Gilt Off; Gods of Modern Grub Street
(1923) ; The Bookman Treasury of Living Poets
(1925) ; City Songs (1926) ; and The Glory that
was Onto Street (1928).
An American
).
ADDAMS, JANE (1800settlement worker, lecturer, and contributor to
publications devoted to sociology, economics, etc.
She was a delegate to the Inter(see VOL. I).
national Women's Congress at The Hague (1915)
and was elected its president. She was also a
delegate to similar congresses held at Zurich
(1919), Vienna (1921), The Hague (1922), and
Washington, D. C. (1924). An avowed pacifist,
Miss Addanm has figured in movements looking toward the abolition of war. She published:
The Long Road of Women's Memory (1916);
Peace and Bread in Time of War ( 1922),
:

ADE, GEORGE

(18(>tt-

).

An American

humorist and playwright ( see VOL.
est books are: Ade's Fables (1914)

I
;

) .

His

lat-

Hand-Made

Falles (1920), and Single Blessedness (1922).
His play, Nellie, appeared in 1914, and he was
the author of the photo-plays, Our Leading Citi?
sten, Back Home and Broke, and Woman Proof.
ADELPHI (a-del'fi) COLLEGE. A nonsectarian college of liberal arts for women in
Brooklyn, N. Y.; founded in 189C. In 1913 the
students enrolled in regular college courses numbered 176, and those in 'extension courses, 98;
whereas, the enrollment in regular courses leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts was (J26
in the autumn of 1928 and there was a summerschool enrollment of, 89. The faculty had in-

ADEMT
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creased from 18 in 1013 to 44 by the autumn of
1028. The library was increased from 1.5,000 to
22,000 volumes during the same period. A campaign for the addition of $1,000,000 to the endowment fund was conducted during 1922-23,
and in 1925 a campaign for a similar amount
secured the necessary pledges, with about onehalf of the amount paid in by the end of the
year. In 1928 three new buildings were under
construction at Garden City, L. I., which were to
be completed in time for the opening of the
college in its new home in the autumn of 1929.
President, Frank Dickinson Blodgett, LL.D.
ADEN, a'clen or sYden. A peninsula and a
British protectorate on the southeastern Arabian coast. Area of the peninsula, 75 square
miles; of the protectorate, 9000 square miles.
The island of Perim, included in the settlement,
has an area of 5000 square miles. Population of
Aden and Perini in 1011, 46,165; in 1921, 54,923; of the protectorate in 1921, about 100,000.
Aden is an important entrepot and trans-shipment station for the Rod Sea country. Impoits
for 1911-12 were valued at 2,643,276; for 192627, 88,000,903 rupees; exports for the same years
were 2,318,595 and 09,540,118 rupees. A railway was begun in 19 lo to extend from Aden to
Lahej (25 miles) and has since been extended
to Habil, eight miles beyond Lahej. In 1921
administration was transferred from the India
Office to the Colonial Office.
An Austrian
).
ABLER, AJLFRED (1870neurologist, psychologist, and psychoanalist, born
in Vienna and educated at the university of that
After a short period as assistant at the
city.
university medical clinic, he identified himself
with neurology and its allied branches and later
with the Freudian movement. He became widely
known through his conception of the "inferiority complex" and through his visits to the United
States. All his important works have been
translated into English and have gone through
later editions. They include Studien fiber Min(1907, 3rd ed.,
dericerthigkeit von Organen
1927) Ueber den nervQsen Charakter, (1912, 2nd
ed. 1919)
Praxis und Theorie d. Individualpsychologic (1924, 3rd ed. 1927), and Understanding Human Nature (1927).
;

;

An American
).
ADLEB, FELIX (1851educator and reformer born in Germany (see
VOL. I). Among his later publications are The

World Crisis and Its Meaning (1915), and An
Ethical Philosophy of Life (3918). In 1923 Dr.
Adler delivered the Hibbert Lectures at Oxford,
published later in that year as The Reconstruction of 'the Spiritual Ideal.
A distin).
ADLEB, GUIDO (1855guished Austrian musicologist (see VOL. I). He
resigned his position as professor of Muaicology
at the Vienna University in 1927. Among other
works he wrote: Guslav Mahler (l$l) Methode
der Musikffeschichte (1919), Handbuch der Musikgeschichte (1924).
An
).
ADLEB, HERMAN MORRIS (1876American psychiatrist and criminologist, born in
,

New York

City.

ADRENALIN

g

He graduated from Harvard

deUniversity in 1897 and received his medical
He was
gree from Columbia University in 1901.
assistant professor of psychiatry at the Harvard
Medical School, 1912-17, and was chief of staff
of the Boston Psychopathic Hospital. He removed to Chicago, 1916, to study the facilities
there for the detection and care of mental infirmities and in 1917 was appointed State crimIn the same year, he became director
inologist.

of the Juvenile Psychopathic Institute.
In the
\Vorld War, he was'a major in the Medical Corps,

U. S.

Army, charged with

special duty in dis-

at

In
military prisons.
1019 he became professor of criminology and
head of the department of social hygiene, m^lical jurisprudence, and
criminology at the medical
He vviote
college of the University of Illinois.
the section on medical science and criminal justice in the criminal justice survey of the Cleveland Foundation (1021), and papers on psychiatric and oriminologiral subjects.
ADLEB, VICTOR (1832-HJ18). An Austrian
Socialist leader (see VOL T).
He playwi only a
passive part in the World War, but, with its termination, he once more took a prominent place
in Austrian politics. With other Social Democrats, he advocated Austrian union with the
German Reich. For a few days, he served as
Austrian Foreign Minister, but his collapse and
death, on Nov. 12, 10 IS, lost for the young and
helpless Republic the counsel of one of its most
astute politicians.
ADLEB, WOLFGANG FRIEDRICII (1879).
An Austrian politician, born at Vienna. He was
educated at the Realgymnasium in Vienna and
the University of Zurich and lectured in physics
in Zurich, 1007-11.
From 1910 to 1011, Dr." Adler edited the Social Democratic daily, Volksrecht, and for the next five years he was secretary of the Austrian Social Democratic Party
and editor of Kampf. His sympathy for the Socialists during the World War and expectation
of a rising of the pioletariat led him at the
breakup of the International (1916) to shoot the
Austrian Prime Minister, Count Stiirgkh. He
was condemned to death on May 19, 1917. This
sentence was commuted to 18 years* imprisonment and, in the chaos of 1918, he was amnestied.
In 1919 he was elected to the National Assembly.
He was president of the Austrian National
Workmen's Council and secretary of the International Labor Association of Socialist Parties.
It was due to his initiative that the last-

ciplinary

psychiatry

mentioned was founded in 1921. His later works
include Die Erneucrung der Internationale
(1918) Mach's Ueberwindung des Af echanischen
Materialismus
Ortsseit,
8ys1emzeit,
(1918);
Zonemeit und das Ausyeyeichnete Bezugssystem
der Electrodynamik* eine Unlersuchung iiber die
Lorenizische und die Einsteitfsche Kinematik
;

(1920), and Vor

dem Ausnammegericht

(1923).

A Swiss
).
(1845statesman, born at Geneva, where he studied law
at the academy. He was twice mayor of Cologny
and a member of the cantonal parliament almost
continuously from 1ST4 to 1915. After holding
other important government offices, he was elected,
in 1001, president of the Swiss National Council,
of which he was a member from 1889 to 1917.
In June, 1917, he became councillor of the federal
ADOB,

OUSTAVE

executive, head of the department of foreign afand a member of Parliament, which elected
him president for 1919. He represented Switzerland at the first meeting of the League of
Nations, was president of the international
fairs,

finance conference in Brussels (1920), and in
1021 became chairman of the International Committee of the Red Cross.
Whereas in 1914 this drug

ADBENALIN.

was considered merely as a strong astringent, it
has now become known as one of the moat useIt is a heart stimuhas sometimes reanimated the apparently moribund patient when in-

ful in the pharmacopoeia.
lant of great value and

ADBIATIC SEA
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Its power of conjected directly into the heart.
stricting UK blood vessels also makes it of value
in heiuorrliugtib.
As a local astringent on mucous
J

membranes, it is being supplanted to some extent
by the newly introduced epJiedrinei which forms*
moio stable solutions and has a more persistent
action.
Adrenalin is also known as Suprarenin
and Epinephrin. See SECRETIONS, INTEUNAL.
ADBIATIC SEA. See FITJME- ADRIATIC CONTROVERSY.

ADSORPTION".

See CHEMISTRY.

ADULT EDUCATION, See EDUCATION IN
THE UNITED STATES.
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOB THE. See SCIENCE, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF.
For BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE See SCIENCE, BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR ADVANCEMENT OF

ADVENT CHRISTIANS.
ADVENTISTS.

See ADVENTISTS.

ADVERTISING-

them in many

instances. The stimulation of
business activity during the years of war inflation led to an enormous increase of the expenditure for advertising, while of extraordinary
interest was the entry of
and semi-

governments

agencies into" selling campaigns which
lent a new dignity to the profession.
The British government was the first to use
advertising methods to sell its war bonds to the
people of Great Britain and the United States.
An expenditure of 100,000 was decided upon for
official

newspaper and poster advertising.

It

produced

extraordinary results, and the experiment was
repeated on a larger scale in the United States
when the Liberty Loans were floated in 1917
and 1918. The Victory Loan was sold to more
than 21,000,000 individual bondholders. In fact,
the poster as used for bond selling and recruiting in connection with the War marked the height
of this form of advertising, both as regards its
extent of use and the artistic and attractive
character of the posters themselves often the

"Advent Movement"
originated about 1840 with William Miller, who
became convinced that the coming of Christ in work of famous artists.
In commercial advertising, the perfection of
person must he premillennial. Out of this movement there developed the following churches The the four-color press has made it possible to
Advent Christian Church, the Seventh-day Ad- illustrate the text appeal with pictures of adventists, Life and Advent Union, the Church of vertised goods in their natural color and to use
God, Adventist, and the Churches of God in the work of skilled artists to present the matter
Christ Jesus. The Seventh-clay Adventists, the in most attractive form. This development has
largest body of the group, differed from the other been most prominent in American periodicals,
branches in that it never set a definite date for but is also found in Europe. In magazines of
the coming of the Lord. Its membership in- national circulation, many pages of advertising
creased
throughout the world from 125,- are printed in colors and in addition to printing
844 in 1914 to 285,293 in 1928. In North of high grade, skilled artists are employed to
America, the number of members increased prepare the copy. The annual expenditure for
from ^2,015 in 1914 to 113,737 in 1928, the advertising in the United States is said to be
number of churches rose from 2054 to 2229, over $1,500,000,000, although exact figures are
and the number of ordained and licensed minis- not a'vailable. This expenditure certainly reters from 709 to 1217.
Fifty-six publishing flects a growth of more than 100 per cent since
houses and branches issued 5108 separate pub- the War. Advertising, due to its extensive
lications; and the total value of sales since the growth and the huge financial outlay involved,
organization of the denomination was over $78,- has built itself up as a professional activity,
000,000. In 1928 the denomination supported drawing some of the best brains in all of the
222 mission fields and 175 colleges, theological more advanced countries.
In a survey made by the National Bureau of
seminaries, and intermediate schools. The activEconomic Research, the amount spent on adverities of the church were carried on in 135 countries, by 18,806 evangelistic and institutional
tising in 1927 was estimated at $1,502,000,000.
workers; there were 328 foreign institutions Of this total, the estimates assigned $690,000,valued at $49,293,887.27 and in 1927 the income 000 to newspapers; $400,000,000 to direct adamounted to $41,018,692.33. Between 1924 and vertising; $210,000,000 to magazines; $75,000,1929, the church sent 876 missionaries to foreign 000 each to business papers and outdoor
territory and for the support of their work the advertising; $25,000,000 to premium advertising,
United States and Canada contributed $13,308,- programmes and directories; $20,000,000 to

The

:

;

streetcar cards; and $7,000,000 to radio adverThe membership of the Advent Christian. tising. The increase in expenditure on adverChurch had decreased from 30,597 in 1916 to 29,- tising between 1921 and 1927 was 50 per cent,
381 on Jan. 1, 1929, and the number of churches 1923 and 1927 showing the largest increases
had fallen from 534 to 527. The figures of 1929, in the period. It was stated that although the
however, showed an increase over the previous amount expended on advertising increased for a
year of 3144 members and 80 churches. There time at nearly double the rate of other increases

771.07 in 1928.

were, at the beginning of 1929, 504 ordained min- in sales expenses, there has been a decline in
isters in the denomination and 109 licensed min- this ratio since 1924.
The most striking inisters.
The enrollment of the 333 Sunday schools creases in advertising outlay in the period coverwas 20,139. The church supported four publish- ed was in automotive equipment, clocks and
ing organizations, several homes and orphanages, watches, electric refrigerators, foods, home equipAurora College, and the New England School ment, pens and pencils, radio sets,
silverware,
of Theology.
soaps and cleansers, and toilet articles.
ADVEBTISING-. In the important transiThe centre of the profession is the
advertising
tions and changes affecting modern business duragency, which has grown from a mere brokerage
ing the World War and in the years succeeding office for the purchase of space to a technical
it, advertising naturally underwent an
and writes
impor- bureau which plans
tant development. This was quite natural as and executes the selling campaigns
advertising copy. In fact,
today advertising must be considered the most many of these organizations now
specialize in a
sensitive outpost of modern business, no,t
only re- single field of advertising, while others are so
sponding to changing conditions, but influencing extensive and so
comprehensively organized that

ADVERTISItfG

it

they arc able to supply

to a wide range
of interests. One of tin mot interesting developments in this connection iftlie use of publicity
to supplement paid
Free publicity
advartiang.
before the War was used hiefly by theatrical
press agents, who were siceessful in creating
news "stunts" for their stas. During the War,
all the relief and welfare
agencies maintained
publicity bureaus informirg the newspapers of
their activities, and this practice was speedily
imitated by private industial organizations. In
the latter case, it was no* always easy to make
out a legitimate news imerest, and editors put
themselves on guard aganst printing as news
service

what was obviously prhtte propaganda. Large
amounts of such copy dojet into the newspapers,
however, inasmuch as
interest

tie

and public

draw. Publicity
chandise, but it

mosphere,

which

line between private
not always easy to

inteust is
cannc; be

used to

c*n create

sell

mer-

a favorable

big corporations

regard

at-

as

invaluable.

Today, departmertsof public relations are a
feature of practically ill large corporations, and
even educational, plilinthropic, government, and
other organizations They aim to bring before
the people at large the activities and viewpoint
of the interests th^y serve. Often, they seek
publicity for scientilc work carried on by their
research laboratories and they endeavor to present the range of interest and organization of
their corporations. Such advertising and publicity are not confine! to competing interests, but
are found advantageous by monopolies.
In this connection, it may be said that in
the United States a recent commercial development has been severe and distinct competition
not merely between those engaged in a single line
of business, but between entire industries, as
for example steel against wood, and concrete
^
against brick. In such cases cooperative advertising through trade associations or industrial
groups has been developed ami not only skillful
advertising writers and press agents are employed, but campaigns developed where attractive and convincing printed master is distributed
in the interest of the industry and the material
it manufactures rather than to advance the

product of any single firm.
The development of financial advertising,

by itanks and
marked the growth and
pecially

es-

trust companies, has
coisolidation of these

large institiffions. Trust service, both corporate and pejonal, custody jervice, security departments, Jfe deposit vauts, foreign exchange,
and letters It credit, are bit a few of the functions of tJifee banking institutions which are
brought toMhe attention <f the public through
large and Knspicuous ad'ertisements in news-

papers andflnagazines. TJis advertising also inof periodic financial
thej presentation
reports and! notices of eletions or other matters
of records designed to feep the companies and
|
their actilrities in the public eye. Financial
advertising
naturally ha become not only elabwith it has gone the
orate, but
ipecialized a4
rof various cinds of booklets replete
preparati
with info
lative matteLikewi!
in the saleind renting of real estate,
increased attenspecial
trtising isarousing
tion and
e, too, thre have been elaborate devolves

velopmem
customer!
An<

portant

in plac'ig facts before possible
their mst attractive light.
field of pecialized advertising, imDt only iiiits extent but in its chax-

been that of the motor vehicle. No
small amount of the vnw of thi-* uivepsary
machine has resulted from elaborate advertising
carefully planned in \\\\\f\i all of the various,
methods of bringing the attention of r-ars, tho*,
acter, has

and other

to prn^piT'tive purchasers
In faK, advertising figures
in the soiling expense to a marked
degrees hut
at the same time it has developed the world
markets which the motor vein He enjoys.
Railway ami *tenm*hip advertising* has been
developed on a higher and more useful plane
with unquestioned economy to the transportation
companies as the various mediums employed are
carefully considered and tested. There has been
improvement not only in the use of newspaper
and magazine space, but in the publicity material
gratuitiousiy distributed. Today travel advertising is world-wide and in intuiy languages so
that an American in informed not only as regards routes, hotels and commodities in'his own
country and Europe, hut also in Asia, Africa,
and South America. This is done not only by
transportation companies and hotels, but on ah
elaborate scale by various states who
employ
skilled publicity directors for such activities and

have been

ailjunc'is

utilized.

circulate elaborately illustrated material.
natural result of extensive advertising has
been to increase the size of the more extensively

A

employed newspapers and magazines as there
must be maintained an appropriate proportion
between reading matter and advertising. In-

creased advertising not only acts for increased
reading matter, but as the circulation increases
in amount and character, the returns to the
publisher are greater so that he is able to secure more expensive contributions and features;
conversely, of course, the better the magazine
and the greater its circulation, the more valuable
an advertising medium it becomes.
recent development in advertising has been
the use of radio-broadcasting where a corporation will acquire the facilities of a broadcasting
organization for a certain specified time during which it will present by spoken word or by
music some programme of general interest with
incidental reference to the advertiser as the
source of the entertainment feature.
The airplane has been employed in advertising
using the wings for painted words or letters outlined in colored incandescent lights. Skywriting
where the aviator traces a message in the air
by a smoke trail is employed, as well as
circulars distributed from the sky.
The attempt to apply the methods of experimental psychology to advertising has been for
the most part abandoned. Whatever relation
advertising has to psychology is seen to belong
rather to the empirical psychology of motives,
the psychology that is practiced by interpreters
of human nature whether they be historians,
philosophers, or novelists. In advertising, the
recognized principle is to associate a strong
sentiment with the prosaic announcement of the
goods to sell. The use of this principle is open

A

to many moral objections, and it may "become
more and more necessary for society to legislate
against its too enthusiastic application. But as

things stand, it is part of the economic system
and the necessary competition for public attention.

With the growth of advertising as a profession,
special steps have been taken to eliminate as far
as possible improper methods. Prominent in
this activity are the advertising clubs, which

A.E.P.
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bring together the advertising -writers of the
United States and England in a common federation. These clubs spread the slogan "Truth
in Advertising" and endeavor in other ways to
standardize practices. This is reinforced by the
action of certain advertising mediums which
maintain definite standards for their columns
and reject copy that fails to comply on the score
of accuracy of statement, nature of goods adverCertain, trade assotised, or general reliability.
ciations, stock exchanges, and other groups have
adopted ethical and other standards of advertising which their members must not transgress.
Consult Frank PresLrey, The History and Development of Advertising (New York, 1929).
A.E.F. See WOULD WAR; ASMIES AND ABMY

AEBONAXTTICS. If one were to exclude the
actual invention of the heavier-than-air machine
for mechanical flight and its early practical development, it might be said without fear of
contradiction that the period following the
World War was the most momentous in the history of aerial navigation. In these years, not
only was mechanical flight reduced to practice,
it has become a method of transportation
which now has to be seriously considered.

but

Our consideration will take up first the
spherical balloon or aerostat, where naturally
there has been but little advance save in the
use of better fabrics for the gas container, as
the utility of this device was limited. Except
for flights, rather of a sporting nature, or to
test the air currents, spherical or freely flying
balloons have had a narrow field of usefulness.
Secondly, the airship can be considered, for it
reached a point where it was able to cross the
Atlantic Ocean, not to mention its use as a serious engine of war for purposes of demolition
when not opposed. Third in order will be discussed the various types of heavier-than-air craft,
such as airplanes, seaplanes, and helicopters.

Spherical Balloons and Balloon Racing.
During the War, there was little opportunity for
the use of spherical balloons by the belligerents.
For observation, the captive kite or sausage balloon was used, as it was more suitable for observation purposes owing to its greater stability
than the spherical balloon. Accordingly, activity in this department was not resumed until
in 1910, when the annual balloon race in the
United States again was held. On Oct. 2, 1919,
this competition was resumed at St. Louis, with
entries from 10 American cities. This competition became known as the National Elimination
Balloon Race and is held annually. It serves
fco select the American competitor and alternates
for the annual Gorden Bennett Balloon Trophy
Race which is held in the country of the winner

The compeof the previous year's competition.
tition is to determine the greatest distance to
be flown by any of the contestants. In 1927
the National Elimination Balloon Race was held
at Akron, Ohio. This contest was won by the
Rubber Go. V., piloted by W. T.
doodi/ear Tire
VanOrman, and W. W. Morton, the distance
covered being 718 miles. Second place was won

by the Detroit Flying Club Entry No. 3., with
a distance of 650 miles, and third place was taken
by U. & Army Air Corps 8-261, with a distance
of 595 miles.

The National Elimination Balloon Race held
from Bettis Field, Pittsburgh, on June 30, 1928,
was won by Capt. W. E. Kepner with Lieut.
Wm. 0. Eareckson as aide. Due to stormy

weather, most of the balloons were brought
down very close to Pittsburgh, and the distance
credited to Captain Kejmer, of 201.5 miles, was
the shortest which had ever won this racing
event.
The National Elimination Balloon races
of 1929 were accompanied by rain, sleet, and
wind storms. Several of the balloons were badly
weighted down with ice, and made but short
Lieut. T. W. G. Settle with Ensign
Wilfred Bushnell as aide established a record
in this event by landing at Charlottetown, Prince
Edward Island, a distance of 900 miles from the
flights.

start at Pittsburgh.

Gordon Bennett Competition. In 1920 the
annual international balloon race for the Gordon Bennett Trophy interrupted by the \\ar was
resumed. The United States was then the
trophy holder, so that the start was made from
North Birmingham, Ala., on Oct. 23, 1920.
Eight large spherical balloons participated, filled
with by-product coke gas from the Sloss-Sheffield Steel Iron Co. furnaces.
From this time,
this annual international air competition has
been held regularly in different countries, but
without improving on the record of 1887.6 kilometers, or 1172.9 miles, made by Augustus Post
and A. R. Hawley, Oct. 17-19, 1910; this was
American record for distance for the
spherical balloon up to 1924.
The race for the year 1923 was marked by very
severe storms, with high winds, rain, and electrical disturbances.
Six balloons were destroyed
or badly damaged, and considerable discussion
of the rules was caused by these misfortunes, as
the rules did not at that time permit postponing the race because of unfavorable weather
conditions. Good weather attended the races in
1924, but several of the balloons were forced to
descend to prevent being blown out over the
Atlantic ocean. This race was won by Lieut.
Ernest de Muyter of Belgium in the Belgica.
The 1927 Gordon Bennett Race was started
from the Ford Airport, near Dearborn, Mich., on
September 10. There were 15 balloons entered
in this race, representing eight countries. The
Detroit Flying Club's entry, piloted by E. J. Hill,
with A. G. Schlosfer as aide, won this event with
a distance of 744 miles. In the International
Race for the Gordpn Benett Trophy, held at DeE. Kepner
troit, June 30, 1928,
Capt.
covered a distance ->f 406.9 miles,
in so doing
won for the third cuisecutive time >r the United
*
States the James Gbrdon Bennett Vophy, securing its permaneu- possession, flf seventeen
races held for this rophy, seven hfVe been won
by the United Statej, five have bee^ won by Belalso the

W
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gium, two each by Germany and Switzerland, and
one by France.
yl
Balloon Records. None of the v$l *ious flights
exceeded the record for duration vaade by H.

Kaulen of Germany ft Dec. 13-17, \1913, of 87
hours, or that for distnee made by
German,
Berliner, on Feb. 8-10J914, of 3052. 7\ kilometers
(1896.9 miles), whilefor altitude Sfuring and
Berson on June 30, 190. reached a height of 10,f
800 meters (35,424 fee^
The International Aeronautic f Federation
(F.A.I.) makes a distintion of clas$ for spherical balloons, grouping in the fixttfc category
those up to 600 cubic Deters capacity, in the
second category those fjm 601 to v 900 cubic
901 to
meters, and in 'the third -ategory,
1201 cubic meters. Up -3 1929, t>m International Federation's recordafor durati^Mk and distance were, for balloons f the fir n f,J|category
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THE GERMAN

A.RSHIP, "GRAF ZEPPELIN,"

OVER PERTH AMBOY,

N.
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Courtesy Detroit Aircraft Corporation

ALL-METAL DIRIGIBLE ZM-2
150 FEET IN LENGTH,

MADE OF ALUMINUM ALLOY,

50

FEET

IN

DIAMETER

Courtesy Piteairn-Oterva Autoffiro Co.

CIERVA AUTOGIRO

IN

FLIGHT OVER BRYN ATHYN,

PA.
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cilities

previously

developed,

it

was

possible

straightway to proceed with further construc-

same designs but
increasing capacity and* motive power and improving equipment of the craft. The greater
tion, following essentially the

capacity naturally was required for explosives,
incendiary, and other bombs which were dropped
in the course of laids on enemy territory.
It was stated that the total number 'of German Zeppelins by the end of the War was 07,
of which 17 were lost in action with the enemy,

34 were accidtmtly

destroyed, and six were
captured. This statement shows clearly the
hazards incidental to the operation of airships.
In fact, when the French and British air
squadrons were well organized and the defense
measured np to its full strength, it was impossible to employ the Zeppelins on the western
front or even in air raids over Great Britain.
By the terms of the Versailles Treaty (1919),
the Germans surrendered all their lemaining
airships to the Allies, and their development
"

work was hindered

for several years.
Excepting
for the construction of the ZR-3 for the United
States Government, no rigid airship was built
until the Graf Zeppelin in 1928.
Graf Zeppelin. The flight of the Graf Zeppelin, beginning in Friedrichshafen in South
Germany and ending at Lakehurst, N. J., Oct.
15, 1928, may be considered one of the outstanding accomplishments of aeronautical history.
On the trip from Germany, a non-stop flight of
6100 miles was made lasting 112 hours. Aboard

were 60 persons, and during this long trip food,
water, and relatively comfortable accommodations were provided for everyone. Rough weather
damaged the right horizontal fin, cutting down
rthe speed of the craft considerably, but this was
repaired at Lakehurst and the return flight to
'Germany with 25 passengers and 40 in the crew,
was accomplished in 71 hours and 12 minutes. A
trip begun in May, 1929, was interrupted by engine trouble and failure, requiring the Graf
Zepplin to put about and descend at the French

aSrodrome near Toulon. On July 31, however,
the Graf Zeppelin left Friedrichshafen at 9.29
.Eastern Standard Time, and after a successful
trip reached Lakehurst at 6.29 P.M., landing at
8.52 F.M., and being in the air 95 hours 23
minutes. The return trip started from Lakekhurst at 11.39 P.M., August 8, and was accomplished in 48 hours 52 minutes, making a new
record. The airship then set out on a trip around
the world which was made in 21 days 7 hours
and 31 minutes, reaching Lakehurst on August 29.
1
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as follows: duration (France), George Cormier,
22 hours, 34 minutes, Aug. 10-11, 1024; distance
(France), George Cormier, July 1, 1922, 804.173
kilometers (499.69 miles).
The Zeppelin Airships. In the field of the
rigid airship, the work of Zeppelin done before
the War on a systematic basis looking not only
to military applications but also to u^c in commercial air travel and transportation was significant and had an important bearing. In
1913, 10 Zeppelin airships were in service in
Germany, and others were being built for the
^military or naval service. Of the latter, two of
Jbhe larger craft were destroyed accidentally in
1913. At the outbreak of the War there were
three Zeppelins, each of 15,000 cubic meters capacity (19,019 cubic yards; 530,000 cubic feet)
in the German Navy. With manufacturing fa-

The main frames of

tluj 'Irnf ZcpprJni an* 23bided polygon*, spaced 15 meter*
40/21 feet
apart, with two auxiliary frames between earn
pair of main frame?. The fia:i:es and longitudinal members are nf triangular Mvlinn, the
booms of all members- being of a holing circular
section.
The four bottom sides of ea*'li polygonal
frame are reinforced by a steel framing system.
The Graf Zeppelin has an overall length of 772
feet, a maximum diameter of hull of 100 feet, a
cubical capacity of 3.710,000 cubic feet, mid \vn<
designed for a gross lift of 107 tons, with a pay
load of 15 ton* in addition to a crew of 2<J and
fuel for cruising 0200 miles at a speed of (JS
miles per hour. The Graf Zeppclui was the first
airship to employ gaseous fuel, 1,200.000 c-uliic*
feet of "Blau" gas being taken on at Lakehurst
for the retuin trip to Germany.
The po\\er
plant equipment consists of five 12-cylinder, 5501

j

horse-power Ma ybach -Zeppelin engines, each
motor being housed in a separate power car slung
beneath the hull. At full throttle, a speed of
78 miles per hour could be attained.
British. Airships.
Previous to the War, the
dirigible balloon had aroused little interest in
Great Britain, and even in 1015 the British
government decided that they were not worth
building, principally on account of the inflammability of the* hydrogen gas, which could
be readily Ignited hy an incendiary bullet from
an airplane. The British government did build
in 1910 a series of non-rigid and semi-rigid airlargely

ships,

when

for

observation

purposes.

In

was

realized that there could be
made available helium in quantity, it was decided to build a ileet of rigid airships which
would be safe from dangers of explosion or fire.

1918,

it

Accordingly, with experience derived from the
War and particularly from a study of captured
Zeppelins which had been brought* to earth, including the L33 which had been brought down
in England, Sept. 23, 191 6, there was designed
in England before the Armistice, a type of airship which not only would be suitable for a
transatlantic trip, but would be able to carry
large amounts of high explosive.
Inasmuch as the British had suffered severely
from the Zeppelins, they sought to make these
craft, eight of which were projected, as efficient
as possible. None was completed before the
Armistice. The R3^ put into commission in
1910, made the first transatlantic night by an
airship.
Unfortunately, this craft ran agrouml
and, was destroyed, Jan. 28, 1921, during night
flying in Yorkshire. Another of the group, the
/WS, was purchased by the United States government and was preparing for an oversea trip to
America when it was wrecked in the air, and almost the entire crew of British and American

and men perished. The R36, on June 10,
had a successful endurance test; it was
30 hours in the air on a trip from Pulham to
Land's End and back. The R80, the J?3'/ and
the R3S all were completed, or practically comThe R80 had a volume of 1,pleted, by 1920.
250,000 cubic feet and a length of 530 feet, as
against a volume of 1,980,000 cubic feet and
f
length of 643 feet for the R8 t, and a volume of
2,720,000 cubic feet and a length of 698 feet for
the R38. The R34 scored the first transatlantic
flight for an airship, leaving East Fortune, near
Edinburgh, Scotland, at 2 A.M., July 2, 1919,
and, flying by way of Newfoundland, arrived
officers

1921,

at Roosevelt 'Field, Mineola, N. Y., at 9 A.M.,
return trip was made even
6, 1919.

July

A
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more successfully, leaving New York on July
and reaching Great Britain on the morning

of

a distance of 3200 miles in 75 hours
and 3 minutes, or a total flying time for the
RJj of 183 hours and 15 minutes for some 7000
miles on this transatlantic trip. This achievement \vas notable in that the airship experienced
fog, heavy squalls, thunder-storms, and head
winds, and indicated the possibilities of transatlantic night on a commercial scale.

July

12,

The British airships, R/00 and RWl built
have a volume of about 5,000,000 cubic
The R 101 is approximately 730 feet long,
and has a maximum diameter of a little more

later,
feet.
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The airship weighed 70,000 pounds without
fuel, supplies, or crew, and was able to
carry a
load of from 30,000 to 50,000
pounds of fuel,

gas.

supplies, crew, etc., depending on whether helium
or hydrogeti was used and the
to which the

degree

airship was inflated. A crew of 20 to 25 officers
and enlisted men was required.
The ZR1, christened the ShenandoaJi, when it
went into commission on October 10, 1923, was
the first airship of Zeppelin type to be filled with
helium 'gas, and in September, 1923, it made a
very satisfactory trial flight from the naval air
station at Lakehurst, N. J., followed
by several

extended and successful trips.
Over the greater portion of the
During the spring of 1924, in addition to the
length, the section is a polygon of 15 sides, repairs occasioned by her breaking loose from
changing to a section of 16 sides at the tail. the mooring mast, improvements were made,
In some respects, there has been a radical de- and five engines instead of six were installed.
parture from conventional airship practice in The engine formerly located in the after section
the design of the RWl. Steel has been used in of the control car was removed, and a new
spepreference to light alloys for all of the more cially constructed long-range radio sending and
heavily stressed components of the frame. The receiving set was installed in its place. Various
transverse frame rings have no radial wire flights were made and during a wind storm on
bracing, but are designed to have sufficient Sept. 3, 11)25 the Shenandoah was completely
stiffness without such aid.
The frame members wrecked in Noble County, Ohio, and 14 members
are jig-built, require no fitting in place, and are of the crew including Lieut. Commander
Zaehary
These air- Lanclsdowne, U. S. N., lost their lives.
easily removable in case of damage.
United
States
ships are notable in that they are designed for
"Boma." The
Airship
commercial instead of military use. Great care United States government in the autumn of 1921
has been taken to make the passenger accommo- purchased from Italy a large
semi-rigid airship
named the Roma, which with a capacity of
dations the utmost in comfort.
United States Airships. Before the United 1,200,000 cubic feet and a length of 410 feet was
States entered the War, several small airships stated to possess a
range of action of approxihad been secured for the Army and when it mately 3500 miles at 80 miles per hour, and
was decided to participate actively in the con- had at cruising speed a range of 8000 miles.
This airship was shipped to the United States
flict, a number of nonrigid dirigibles of the
"blimp" type, the first of which were tested and assembled at Langley Field, Virginia. The
in May, 1917. By 1919, a useful American six I2-cylinder
400-horse-power Ansaldo motors
5 received from Italy were later replaced with
airship had been developed of which the
was
a representative. This nonrigid airship Liberty motors, and flights were made with fair
was 192 feet in length, 43 feet wide and 45 feet success until Feb. 21, 1922, when,
flying near the
high, with a capacity of 180,000 cubic feet of army base at Hampton Koads, Va., the craft
It had a cruising speed of 42 miles an was forced to earth
through the failure of the
fas.
our and in May, 1019, made an attempt to rudder with its vertical controls. The metalcross the Atlantic by way of Halifax. A dis- clad nose of the
airship came into contact with
tance of 1050 miles was accomplished success- high-tension
electric-power wires, and immedifully, but a heavy gale arising, the airship was
ately the gas bag was ignited. With the excepdriven from its moorings and carried out to sea, tion of those members of the crew who
were able
where it was destroyed.
to jump, those on board were burned to death.
The United States War and Navy depart- The casualties included 13 officers and 21 nonments, however, had manifested an interest in commissioned officers,
privates, and civilians.
still larger airships, as they seemed to
United States Airship "Los Angeles."
possess
for the United States a considerable field of useThe United States Navy had determined to
fulness. In addition to the airship ordered make a
thorough test of dirigibles, and in 1921
from the British and a Zeppelin to be secured the Allied Council of
Ambassadors in Europe
under the Treaty of Versailles, the American agreed to
permit the Zeppelin works in Germany
1
government put under way still another airship to build for the United States on the
reparation'
of the rigid type, but following the lines of the account a
commercial airship of the L!)0 type,
German Zeppelin L'/0, captured intact in France with a
gas capacity of 2,475,000 cubic feet.
during the War, and supposed to represent the This permission was essential as in the
protocol
best efforts of the German
designers.
signed in June, 1919, 30,000 cubic meters (1,United States Airship "Shenandoah," It 059,000 cubic
feet) maximum capacity had been
was decided to construct this airship, originally made the limit for the
largest rigid airship
known as the ZRl, and its engines entirely in the that
Germany was permitted to construct.
United States, using the Philadelphia aircraft
The Zeppelin airship thus constructed for the
plant of the United States Navy for the fabri- United States, known at first as the
/?.?, was
cation with assembly at the
large hangar at a commercial type, as it was stipulated that even
Lakehurst, N. J. While the airship was based a reparations
ship must be used only for comon the Zeppelin designs, these were not followed mercial
purposes. It was 650 feet long, 90.75
absolutely, and improvements were introduced feet in diameter, and 101.8 feet
high from the
wherever possible. The craft as designed was floor of the control car to the
top of the hull.
677.49 feet in length and 78.74 feet in diameter, The
cruising speed ranges from 45 to 71 miles
with a height of 93 feet. There were 20
gas cells, an hour, affording a radius of action of some
or balloonettes, inside the frame and fabric, with 5000 miles, as
compared with 4000 miles for the
a total capacity of 2,115,000 cubic feet of buoyant Shenandoah. There
are five Maybach engines,
*

than 130

feet.
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S
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directly reversing without gears, each of 400
horse power, installed in cars suspended close
to the keel. The gas capacity is 2,475,000
cubic feet, and a gross lift of approximately
150,000 pounds is afforded, GO per cent of it useful load, including passengers, fuel, supplies,
etc.
The control car includes the passenger
cabin, supplied from an adjoining electric
kitchen, a radio and engineer's room, and forward, the navigator's cabin. The passenger
quarters accommodate 30 with berths similar to
those of a sleeping car, and a crew of 30 men is

required.

Completed in 1924
United States,
work of the famous
that time. In May
Los Angeles, made a
turn, a distance of
the

Shenandoah

assembly and the disposition of the various parts of the navy constructed rigid airship.
The Shenandoati was wrecked Sept. 3, 1925.

and successfully brought to

ZR3

represented the best
plant of Friedrichshafen of
1925, the ZR3, rechristened

Porto Rico and re4000 miles. In February,
1928, after four years of service, during which
many flights were made, the Los Angeles made a
non-stop flight to Panama, 2178 miles in 40
hours, again demonstrating the potential usefulness of airships in commercial and military
work.
New United States Airships. In October
flight to

1928, contracts for the construction of two
Zeppelins for the U. S. Navy were awarded to
the Goodyear Zeppelin Corporation, the contract
price for the two being $7,825,000. The specifications called for the construction of the frame of
'duralumin with steel-wire bracing. Air resistance will be cut down by putting the control,
five
passenger cabins, and space for carrying
of the
scouting airplanes within the streamline
These airships are nearly three times as
hull.
Comlarge in cubic contents as the Los Angeles.
of the
parison of the principal characteristics
below.
new
ships with the Los Angeles are given
*

.^

_

airships, unusual interest attached to the development during the War of a process and plant for
the production on a commercial scale of a substitute for hydrogen, in the form of helium.
The gas helium was next lightest to hydrogen,

but was not inflammable or susceptible to ignition from an electric spark or incendiary projectile, and at the same time it was most inert.
Its production in bulk was accomplished by the
United States government at Fort Worth, *Tex.,
using the oil from certain wells in Texas and
Oklahoma and separating the helium from the
other gases by a complicated refrigerating process.
This plant and process were developed so
that on Dec. 1, 1921, the United States Navy
nonrigid airship 07 was successfully inflated
with gas thus produced and made a number of
trips, and later the Shenandoah also was inflated
with the gas. Helium is noninfiammable and
is nonexplosive, but it has 92 per cent of the
lifting power of hydrogen, and accordingly for
the same gross lift would require an airship of
10 per cent greater volume. By 1924 the United
States was able to produce sufficient helium to
fill two such airships as the Shenandoah which
used the gas successfully on all its trips.
Development of the Airplane, from the
time of the first flight by Wilbur and Orville
Wright, Dec. 17, 1903, up to the beginning of the
World War in August, 1914, there had been a
rapid development of airplanes with the result
that practical machines were available which
could fly under conditions of satisfactory balance
and control, and over distances sufficiently great
to prove their usefulness. By 1914 there had
been developed four fundamental types of heavier-than-air machines : the tractor land plane and
seaplane, the latter fitted with pontoons, and
pusher land planes and flying boats. With the
exception of the Russian Sikorsky plane, which
was provided with four engines, all were singleengine machines, England and the United States
favoring biplanes, and France and Germany
monoplanes. Largely as a result of racing contests, for which substantial prizes had been 'offered, the French planes of 1914 were the fastest
in the world, and at that time the world speed
record stood at 125 miles per hour, made by
Prevost at Rheims, Sept. 29, 1913, when he flew
a Deperdussin plane with a 100 -horse-power

Gnome
for Airships. In view of many serious accidents caused by the ignition and explosion of the hydrogen in the gas containers of

Helium

engine.

In contrast to the sporting competitions of the
French, the Germans had arranged military tests

and

offered prizes for competitions,

where the
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wing and to them are fastened the wing branches of engineering. The strength of alribs, which have the exact contour that is desired most every part and material entering into a
for the cross-section of the wings. The spacing modern airplane is calculated during the course
of the ribs is such that the covering does not sag of the design, and actual load tests are applied
of the

noticably between the ribs. In addition to the
ribs, the wiug is braced in the horizontal plane
by internal wires and struts, which with the
spars form what is known as the drag truss.
The covering of cloth is applied as in the fuselage,
but it is generally reinforced at the loading and
trailing eclge^ of the wing by being fastened to
continuous surfaces of ply wood or metal at
these points. It has been demonstrated that
wings can be built lighter of aluminium alloys
than of wood, but many designers prefer the
old construction because of the relative ease of
inspection, maintenance, and repair. Corrosion
troubles have been encountered in the use of
alloys, especially when operating
water and manjr designers do not
like to use these materials in parts of the airplane that cannot be readily inspected.
In all-metal construction, three or more spars
are sometimes used instead of the two, and the
drag bracing is done away with by the use of
corrugated metal covering capable of withstanding the stress. The frames of the control surfaces are often built of small sizes of welded
steel tubing but this construction has been used
very little in wings.
In commercial monoplanes, the fuel tanks are
generally located in the wings as this is the best

aluminium

near

salt

place for them as regards fire risk and the safety
of pilot and passengers in case of a rough land-

Metal propellers, made of either duralumin
or steel are rapidly replacing the wooden ones
formerly used.

ing.

Landing gears are built in several forms and
always involve some form of shock-absorber device such as the rubber cord shock absorber, the
oleo and the oleo-pneumatic. In addition to absorbing the shock of landing, the chassis must
permit of "taxying" on the ground without too
much discomforture to the passengers. In the
oleo gear, a telescoping tube device is used in
which oil is forced through an orifice, as the overall length of the tubes shortens, thus acting as a
spring without rebound. In the oleo-pneumatic
type, air is compressed at the same time and
a slight rebound is experienced. Practically all
landing gears are of the split-axle type, that is,
of a type having separate wheels with no through
axle.
While this construction is somewhat heavier than the older form, it offers less air resistance and less danger of tripping up when
landing or taking off of a rough field.
Seaplane floats and flying-boat hulls are built
of all wood, all metal, and of a composite construction. The latter form finds the greatest
favor in the United States, while in Germany,
the tendency seems to be more strongly toward
the use of metal entirely both in float construction and in the structure of the airplane and its

covering.

To meet the exacting requirements of strength
with low weight, designers of aircraft have been
compelled to develop or adopt refinements in
calculations of the strength of parts to a degree
considerably beyond the requirements in other

in many cases to verify the results of tlie calculations.
Materials have been and are being studied
as never before in an effort to improve the
strength-weight ratio. This applies particularly

to engine manufacture.

Engines. The development of aircraft has
gone hand in hand with the improvement of internal combustion engines. The aim has been
always to secure greater power, reliability, and
economy, and at the same time to reduce the
unit weight of the power installation as compared with the horse power developed. The
development in this field from 1903 to the present
is shown by the
accompanying table where the
values of the outstanding airplane engines for
each year are given. In 1903 the figures are for
the Wright motor and the 1918 figure for horse
power, 450 pounds, is that of the Liberty motor.
In this, it will be noted, a ratio of 1.8 pounds jter
horse power was achieved.
Considerable improvement has been

made since
1918, chiefly in reliability, but also in reduction

of weight.
In 1928 water-cooled engines of the
type and size of the Liberty weighed about 1.5
pounds per horse power dry. In air-cooled engines, the Pratt & Whitney Wasp of 400 horse
power weighed 1.67 pounds per horse power.
Among the larger engines, a very low weight has
been achieved, 1.15 pounds per horse power in
the 1200-horse-power water-cooled Packard 1A2775, and 1.50 pounds per horse power in the
Curtiss Chieftain, which is a 600-horse-power
hexagonal air-cooled type.

Because of the relatively little advantage
gained by further reducing the weight of the
power plant, recent development has been in improving reliability, and has shown no rapid
decrease in weight. That reliability had been
attained was demonstrated in an endurance
flight record of 420 hours 21 minutes and 30
seconds made in July 1929 at St. Louis, Mo., at
the end of which time the engine was still functioning perfectly. Refueling had taken place 48
times in this flight.

Liberty Engine. The Liberty engine, which
was used as late as 1929, when it became obsolete
in the military service, is worthy of passing
comment as a war-time attempt by the United
States to produce on a quantity basis a new design in which all the best features of the various
engines used in the airplanes of the combatant

nations would be incorporated and which could be
manufactured immediately in quantity. At the
request of the Aircraft Production Board, C. J.
Vincent of the Packard Co. and E. J. Hall of the
Hall-Scott Motor Co., made a preliminary design
in 24 hours which met with the Board's approval,
and with the aid of a group of skilled motor-car
engine designers, layouts of the engine were completed in one week. In two weeks, detail drawings were 89 per cent complete, and in 35 days
after the project had been first undertaken, an
engine was completed and delivered to the U. 8.
Bureau of Standards laboratories at Washington,
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By 1918 the engine was in quantity production; an output of 3S7S motors was secured in
that year. These motors were used not only for
American airplanes in the closing months

of the

War

but were supplied to the French, British,
and Italian machines. The object of the Liberty
engine was to combine high power with lightness,

and the 12-cylinder motor was developed, in
which the best features of American and European types were combined in a single efficient
machine.
Notwithstanding that vast numbers of Liberty
engines were available after the close of hostilities, there was no tendency on the part of

magnetos were

ntouutt*'!

gine, the induction
the rear.

u the front of the en-

system and auxillian^ on

This type was replaced in 1028 by a s-ories of
similar engines ranging in power from 350 t<>
300 horse power. Weight was reduced without
sacrificing reliability, and several refinements
were made in the arrangement of the auxilUanes.
Incorporation of a stream-lined exhaust collector ring and a shutter to control the flow of
cooling air as standard equipment were out^

the near wing. The water flowing from edge to
edge of the wing and through the corrugations
its passage.
The
of the two sheets is
copied in
wing-type design eliminates the resistance of
the former core type of radiators which interfered with the attainment of the highest posIn the wing- type radiator, the
sible speed.
flow of water to each section can be controlled by
the pilot; this makes it possible to eliminate
any section when desired on account of leakage.
The Bureau of Aeronautics of the U. S. Navy
in 1923 decided on a radical innovation in
abandoning definitely the use of water-cooled
engines of less than 300 horse power in naval
aircraft construction. This action was taken
as a result of the success of the La wrance-Wright
Jl, a 200-horse-power air-cooled engine. A new
model of this engine, the J3, affording 200 horse
power at 1800 revolutions per minute, became
standard equipment for certain types of naval
This work was continued and resulted
aircraft.
in the Wright Whirlwind engine made famous
by the Lindbergh flight, and the other notable

standing improvements.
The Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Co. have specialized in air-cooled engines of large size. These,
like the Wright Whirlwind, were 9-cylinder
static ra dials, differing from the Wright" design
by having a solid master connecting rod and a
two-piece single-throw crankshaft. The Wasp,
rated at 425 horse power at 1900 revolutions per
minute, and the Hornet, rated at 500 horse power
at the same speed, are produced by this company
for both military and commercial use.
The year 1928 was marked by tremendous
activity in the aircraft-engine field, many newmodels being introduced, and several innovations.
Many of the large engines were geared, this construction appearing in the air-cooled types as
well as in the water-cooled. Great progress was
made in the refinement of the aerodynamic design of, air-cooled engines, the line type being
particularly favored in the small outputs. Dein
velopment was being carried on with the
the larger air-cooled motors, while the Curtiss
Company manufactured a two-bank radial engine
combining the advantages of the line and radial
types. The development of a new form of cowling for radial engines by the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics marked a great step
forward, showing increases in top speed as great
as 10 miles per hour in some instances.
Further refinement of the water-cooled engines
was mostly in the introduction of cooling fluids
permitting operation at higher temperatures
than formerly. Of various cooling fluids used,
ethylene glycol (this is one of the popular
brands of automobile anti-freeze solutions)
showed the best results. This allowed operation
at outlet temperatures of 300 F,3 with a corresponding large decrease in radiator. This gives
a twofold advantage, first a large reduction in
parasite resistance, and second, an appreciable
reduction in weight. Approximately one-fourth
the radiator area is required as that for water.
Also, the small size makes wing-skin radiators practicable for other than racing planes,
giving still further improvement in perform-

flights of 1927.

ance.

American aviation engineers to remain satisfied
with their design and many new types were developed. An interesting type was the Curtiss
D 12 engine, which was employed with great
success in planes participating in the Pulitzer,
Schneider, and other competitions in 1922 and
1923, and demonstrated its usefulness as an engine for a small high-speed airplane, singleseater, fighter, or scout, such as the Curtiss and
Boeing pursuit planes, or for a two-seater fighter.
There was a V-arrangement of the twelve
cylinders which were water cooled, and the
entire engine weighed 670 pounds dry, requiring 44 pounds of water. This engine gave
400 brake horse power at 200 revolutions per
minute. In connection with this engine was employed a wing type of radiator where two sheets
of brass, one flat and the other corrugated, were
soldered together and fastened to the surface of

The Wright Whirlwind engine was

of the nine-

cylinder static radial air-cooled type, having a
bore of 4.5 inches, and a stroke of 5.5 inches, a
total displacement of 788 cu. in. and developed
220 horse power at 1800 revolutions per minute.
The crank shaft had only one throw, and revolved on roller-and-ball bearings. Connection
was made to this single throw by means of
a master connecting rod and eight articulated
The cylinders were of steel with integral
rods.
fins, and the aluminum alloy heads were screwed
and shrunk in place. The valves were
in the head, on aluminum bronze seats,
sten or cobalt chrome steel was used for
exhaust valve, and high tungsten steel for the
inlet valve. The valves were operated by push
rods and rocker arms from four-lobed cams concentric about the crank shaft. Two Scintilla

V

Passenger accommodation in the Airplane.
In the early development of commercial aviation
in the United States, by far the greatest portion
of the business was mail, express, and valuable
freight. This naturally resulted in but little
attention being paid to comfort of passengers.
With the increasing passenger traffic, there has
been a rapid improvement in passenger accommodations. Much work has been done to deaden the
sound of the engines, both in sound-proofing the
cabins and in silencing the motors. Cabins are
larger and roomier than heretofore, and adequate
ventilation is provided. Even the smallest passenger transports overlook no details of passenger
comfort. Many luxurious air yachts have been
constructed for private and business use. Some

concerns have planes with full
for transporting executives.

office equipment
In general, the im-
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provement in passenger accommodations
been one of the outstanding advances of recent
years.

Typical Airplanes. Among the many airplanes a\ailable, the trend may be appreciated
by the accompanying specifications of typical

modern American machines:
Curtiss Robin. A 3-place cabin monoplane,
powered with a Curtiss OX-5 engine of 90 horse
power; span, 41 feet; length, 2*5 ft. 9 in.; height,
7 ft. 10 in.; wing area, 245 sq. ft.; weight, empty,
1489 Ih. loaded, 2217 lb,; high speed, 101 miles
per hour; landing speed, 46 miles per hour;
normal range, 600 miles.
Fairchild 21. A 2-place, open cockpit, lowwing monoplane, with Genet 80-horse-ppwer
engine; span, 28 feet.; length, 22 feet; height,
4 ft. 10*/2 in.; wing area, 139 sq. ft.; weight,
empty, 753 lb., loaded, 1250 lb.; high speed, 105
miles per hour; landing speed, 40 miles per hour;
normal range, 700 miles.
Mahoney-Ryan B 1. A 5-place cabin monoplane, with Wright Whirlwind 200-horse-ppwer
engine; span, 42 teet; length, 27 ft. 5 in.; height,
9 ft. 10 in,; wing area, 200 sq. ft.; weight,
empty, 1870 lb., loaded, 3300 lb.; high speed,
126 miles per hour; landing speed, 49 miles per
hour; cruising range, 700 miles.

A

cabin;
20-plaee
Keystone Patrician.
transport monoplane, with 3 Wright Cyclone
engines of 525 horse power each; span, 90 foot;
length, 63 feet; height, 13 feet; wing area, 1000
sq. ft.; weight, empty, 8>05 lb., loaded, 15,000
lb,; high speed, 151 miles per hour; landing
speed, 57 miles per hour; range, 750 miles.
Stout 4-AT. A 12-place cabin transport
monoplane, with 3 Wrignt Whirlwind engines,
200 horse power each; span, 74 feet; length,
49 ft. 10 in.; height, 12 ft. 8 in.; wing area,
785 sq. ft.; weight, empty, 6200 lb., loaded,
10,000 lb.; high speed, 114 miles per hour;
landing speed, 55 miles per hour; range, 540

miles.

A

Sikorsky S-38 Aniphibion.
10-place
cabin amphibian sesqui-plane, with 2 Pratt &
horse
400
Whitney Wasp engines,
power each;
span, 71 ft. 8 in.; length, 40 ft. 3 in.; height,
720
ft.
10
13
in.; wing area,
sq. ft.; weight,
empty, 6000 lb., loaded, 10,000 lb.; high speed,
125 miles per hour; landing speed, 55 miles per
hour; range, 500 miles.
Boeing 40-0. A 5-plaoe, semi-closed biplane,
with 1 Pratt & Whitney Wasp engine; span 44
ft. 2 in.: length, 33 ft. 4 in.; height, 11 ft. 8 in.;
wing area, 545 sq. ft.; weight, empty, 3522 lb.,
loaded, 6075 lb.; high speed, 129 miles per hour;
landing speed, 57 miles per hour.
Prevention of Stalling.
great deal of
attention has been given to averting stalling,
probably the greatest cause of airplane acciWhen the angle between the wing and its
dents.
direction of motion is increased, the lift is increased, until this angle is so large that the flow
This condition, known
of air becomes turbulent.
as "stalling" is accompanied by a marked loss
of lift, and will result in disaster if it occurs
uhen the plane is at low altitude. Various devices have been employed to reduce the hazards
of stalling.
The Handley-Page slot, one of
the most successful devices for increasing the
stalling angle has been developed in an automatic form. With this device, a slot at the
leading edge of the wing opens automatically
when the plane reaches the stalling attitude.

A

giving enough increase in lift capacity to maintain steady controlled flight. Slots also possess
the advantage of giving the plane more effective
control at slow speed. Devices that require the
attention of the pilot have not found favor, and
the automatic feature of the Handiey-Page slot
is its greatest advantage.
A rapid increase in
the number of planes using this device is expected.

The progress of ae'rodynamthe days of the Wright Brothers has
made the design of aircraft and the prediction
of performance in advance of construction a
science instead of a matter of guess work and
hopes. Research work in wind tunnels, carried
on in the United States by the National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics at Langley
Field, at the U. S. Bureau of Standards, at
Wright Field, by the U. 6. Army, and at the wind
tunnels at New York University, University of
Michigan, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
and Stanford University, furnishes the presentday aeronautical engineer with a wealth of reliable information with which he can develop his
designs. Several hundred wings of different sec*
tions have been tested, so that the designer may
select the form that host suits his conditions; and
the relative air resistance of the component parts
of the airplane have been tested, enabling him
better to judge the relative merits of alternative
forms of construction. When the airplane is
laid out on the drawing boards, a scale model may
be built and tested in the wind tunnel to determine any of the characteristics of the design
that are desired.
In the operation of the wind tunnel, air is
drawn past a model at a speed of from 40 to
100 miles per hour and the forces acting on
the model determined by direct measurement.
The results so obtained arc the same as if
the model moved through the air at the same
rate that the air in the tunnel moves past the
model.
An illustration of the practical results obtained is found in the experiments made on
cowling of air-cooled engines at Langley Field.
These tests showed that by merely giving the
engine cowling a proper shape, engine cooling
would be improved and the speed of the airplane
increased by about 25 miles per hour without
any other changes being made.

Aerodynamics.

ics since

The Daniel Guggenheim Safe Aircraft
Competition. In 1927 The Daniel Guggenheim
Fund for the Promotion of Aeronautics announced a Safe Aircraft Competition, with the
announced object "to achieve a real advance in
the safety of flying through the improvement in
'

GUGGENHEIM COMPETITION MINIMUM
REQUIREMENTS
Minimum
Minimum

flying speed

gliding speed

Top speed
Initial climb

Landing run
Approach over an obstruction 35 feet high and coming to rest 300 feet from
base oi obstruction.
Takeoff
Takeoff over an obstruction
35 feet high at a distance

35 miles per hour
38 miles per hour
110 miles per hour
400 feet per minute
100 feet
,

300 feet

of 500 feet from, base of
obstruction
Flattest glide
Steepest glide

8

degrees to horizontal
degrees to horizonwith airspeed less
than 45 miles per hour.
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the aerodynamic characteristics of heavier-thanair craft, without sacrificing the good practical
qualities of the present-day aircraft." To insure
a definite advance in safety, the rules of the competition require certain minimum characteristics,
the rating of the entrants being based on the
improvements made over such minimum requirements as are given in the table.
Motorless Flight. After the War, considerable attention was paid to airplanes without
motors, which were used in soaring flight.
These were popularly known as gliders, and socalled gliding contests were held; but this was
a misnomer, since the devices were essentially
planes or winged contrivances which depended
on upward air currents for their power to overcome the force of gravity.
large number of
different machines of this general class were
developed, and the success obtained by 1024 indicated the possibility of producing inexpensive
planes which would require engines with but
from 5 to 25 horse power and consequently could
be constructed and operated without large outIn the second place, a future development
lay.
might be the employment of towing planes or
cargo-carrying motorless airplanes to be hitched
to a strong motored plane, in much the same
fashion as a trailer to a motor car.
In 1911 Orville Wright made a soaring flight
record at Kittyliawk, N. C., remaining aloft
9 minutes and 45 seconds. He started from a
sand dune 7o feet high and rose to 230 feet,
hovering over the same spot nearly 9 minutes,
a record which stood until Dr. Klemperer, a
German scientist, built a soaring plane in which
he was able to make a 6-mile flight, remaining
in the air 13 minutes and 3 seconds, in 1921.
Inasmuch as the terms of the Peace Treaty restrict motor-driven flight, students and professors in Germany who had been carrying on*aviation studies prior to and during the War now
devoted themselves to research and experiment
in planes without motors. The record of
Klemperer did not last any longer than September 6 of the same year, when it was broken by a
student, at the Hanover Technical University,
named Martens, who, flying from the Wasserkuppe at the head of the Rhone Valley in Germany, was able to soar for 15 minutes and 40
seconds in a plane designed by Dr. George H.
Madelung, then a professor at Hanover.
On Sept. 13, 1921, an aviator named Harth
made a flight of 21 minutes and 37 seconds,
being able to alight at a spot only 35 feet below
his starting point. About this time competitions were held also in France, though, in comthe
parison with the work of German gliders,
showing made was not at all good. In the year
1922, however, some notable German contests
were held at the Waaserkuppe, where by this
time the local air currents were well underrecord of 3 hours and 6 minutes was
stood.
achieved by F. H. Hentzen, while two-passenger
aloft
gliders were shown, one of which remained
for 13 minutes. In November, 1922, a British
international contest for gliders was held near
and was won
Brighton, over the English downs,
who reby Alexis Maneyrol, a French aviator,
mained aloft in a tandem plane for 3 hours and

A

A

21 minutes.
In the early days of motorless flight, when
of the
dependence was placed on the shifting
and
control, gliding
for
stability
weight
pilot's
was extremely hazardous; but with modern de-

signs, a full set of cniitrnfc are pruvMud which to
a great extent eliminate this danger. By soaring, and taking advantage of the' upward currents of air, German pilots have established an

altitude record of 2300 feet, an endurance record of lo 1^ hours, and a distance record of 42
miles from the point of take-oil'. The gliders,
generally built in the form of a high- winged
monoplane, are launched into the wind by means
of a long rubber cord, which gives them'an altitude of from 20 to 50 feet, depending upon the
tension put in the cord. The Cassel soarer made
in Germany has a wing spread of 03 feet, and

weighs 2 14* pounds.
Gliding in the TJnited States. Due both
to the unsuitabihty of the terrain, and the relative cheapness of powered craft, gliding has
never been received with great favor in. the
United Slates, although powered flight was accomplished through the gliding experiments of
Chanute, Montgomery, and the Wright brothers.
Gliding in Ameiira was abandoned for some time
following the Wrights success. Encouraged by
the remarkable flights in Germany, the Curtiss
Company in 1022 built the first flying-boat glider
ever constructed. This gave a creditable performance over Long Island Sound. The same year,
a monoplane glider was built by Nordman. Students at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech1

nology built a glider which was entered in a
European contest, but crashed in one of the
events, though until then it was leading in the
hundred successful towed
Several
scoring.
flights were made on a glider built by students
at the California Institute of Technology. In
1928 an effort to encourage gliding was made,
three German glider pilots being brought to the
United States with several craft. Due to lack of
suitable territory the exhibitions did not measure
up to expectations. However, glider clubs have
been organized, with a view to promoting annual
meets.

Helicopter. As early as the time of Leonardo
da Vinci, air travel by means of a revolving
screw or propeller mounted on a vertical axis
had been in the minds of scientific men. No
unattempt to realize this idea was successful

the twentieth century, when a number of dewere brought out which, if not successful
on a practical basis, at least showed promise
and indicated progress in this field.
In France a helicopter was devised by Pateras
Pescara and constructed by the French technical

til

vices

section of aviation.

Here, vertical motion^was

in a
produced by the rotation of two wings
horizontal position, and a small propeller was
of experiments
provided. In 1923, in the course
at Issy-Ies-Moulineaux near the French capital,.
Pescara kept his machine in the air for three
averminutes, traveling above the ground at an
age height of one meter, and at the conclusion
remained stationary in the air for one minute.
Other notable performances of the Pescara heliof 200 meters
copter included a straight flight
and a circular
length, another of 460 meters,
with the
flight of 650 meters circumference,
machine landing in a circle of 10 meters diameter from which it took off. Pescara's machine had an automobile-like body, on which was
mounted a shaft turning a number of propelIt

was at

official tests

held at Issy-les-Mouli-

neaux during November, 1923, that Pescara manin the air at a height
aged to keep his machine
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passenger-miles per fatality. The majority of
the accidents were due to a lack of proper navigational facilities, both in the planes and on the
surface, storms and fog obliterating the landmarks, and forcing the planes to land off their
regular route. In 55 of the 85 accidents on
transport lines, there were no injuries.
The U. S. Department of Commerce, in analyzing' the causes of accidents, found that those attributed to faulty equipment were steadily decreasing, due to the greater care being exercised
by manufacturers and operators iu guarding
against structural failures as well as to the increased facilities enabling the Department of
Commerce to exercise control. About 29 per cent
of the accidents were caused by poor technique on
the part of the pilots, and indications seemed to
point to the fact that a more thorough training of
The contributing causes of
pilots was desirable.
the accidents occurring in 1928 are tabulated
by the Department of Commerce as follows.

CONTRIBUTING

PRINCIPAL

CAUSES

OF

ACCIDENTS, 1928
Collision
Collision
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in air with other machines
on or near the surface with other than

8

85

aircraft

Forced landings due to failure of power plant
Forced landings without failure of power plant
Other lauding accidents
Takeoff accidents

Taxying accidents
Fire in the air
Miscellaneous

54
242
194
122
27
9

83
12

Unknown
Total

1,062

Hairy Hawker flew around the
British Isles, 1043 miles in 2 V> days.
The original Langley Aerodrome was
29, 1914.
flown as a seaplane at Hammonds port, N. Y.
June 20, 1915
Lieut. P. N. Bellinger raised the
woud's altitude record for seaplanes to 10,000 feet.
Nov 20, 1916. Ruth Low flew a Curtiss biplane from
Chicago to New Yoik in 8 Ins., 55 min., and 35 sec*.
March, 1917. Katharine Stinbon flew from San, Diego
to San Franci&co iu 9 hrs. and 10 nun
May 15, 1918. First air mail .flight between Now
Aug.

17-18,

1913.

May

York and Washington.

1918. Altitude record brought to 28,000
by Capt. R. W. Schroeder, U. S. A., at Wright

Sept.

18,

feet

May

18, 1919.
lantic failed

First

attempt to

fly

across the

At-

when Harry Hawker and McKenzie

Grieve are forced down beside a steamer after 14 Ms
hours of flight.
MiJ y 'i 1 rr19 i 9
Fin>t tninHotlanlic flight completed
by the U. S. Navy NC-4, vm Trepassy Bay, A/ores,
and Lisbon, a distance of 4791 miles.
June 14, 1919. First non-ston flight across the Atlantic from St. Johns, N. P
to Clifton, Ireland.
Flight made by Alcock and Brown.
Feb 27, 1920
Altitude record bet at 36,020 feet by
Major R. W. Schroeder. U. S. A
June 4, 1920. A duration record of 24 hrs., 19 mm.,
7 sec. established by Lieutenants Bossontrol and
Bernard at Etaiupes, Franco.
Nov 25, 1020. The Pulitzer Trophy race won by
Capt. C. C Moseley at 17K miles pei hour.
Lieut John A. Maeready sets altiSept. 28. 1921.
tude record of 40,800 feet.
Dec. 30-31, 1921.
Duration record set at 26 hrs.,
12 miu., 35 sec. by Eddie Stmsou and Lloyd Bert
rand in an nil-metal plane
Oct. 5-6, 1922.
Duration locord set at 35 hrs.. 18
znm and 35 sec. by Lieutenants Kvltay and Macready over Rockwell Field, San Frimnsco
April 16-17, 1923.
Kelley nnd Maeready break their
duiatiou record by staying up 3(> hrb. and 5 mm.
May 2-3, 1923. Kolley and Maeready make a non'

'

,

,

stop,

coast-to-eoast

flight

irom

mm

New York

to

San

Diego, in 20 hrb. and 5()
Lieut. A. ,1. Williams U. S
4, 1923.
N., bet
world's speed record of 206.59 miles per hour.
1924.
The U. H. Army "Round the
May-August,
World" flight in which westbound crossings of both
the Atlantic and Pacific were accomplished for the

Nov.

In considering the above figures it must be
borne in miud that very minor accidents such as
broken wheels and struts are included. In 755
the total number of accidents listed there
was no personal injury, calling attention .to the

of

fact that about 75 per cent of the so-called accidents were of a trivial nature. It should also

be noted that the fatalities were confined principally to student and miscellaneous flying, and
that the regular transport service showed a very

high degree of safety.
Notable Flights. The most notable flights
which occurred during the first 25 years of practical flying are noted
chronologically in the
following table.

Orville Wright pilot
Orville Wright made the first sucSept. 15, 1904.
cessful complete* turn with an airplane.
Wilbur Wright, at Le Mans, France,
Sept. 21, 1908.
flew 1 hr., 31 mm., and 25 sec., establishing a
world's record for duration and winning the Aero

Club of Franc? 5000-franc prlw.
July 25, 1909. Blenot flew across the English Channel in 23 minutes
Glenn H. Curtiss won the Grftnd Prix at
Auff, 1909.
Rheims in the first International Air Meet.
Oct. 26, 1909.
Delagrange at Doncaster, established a
new speed record of f>0 miles per hour,
Paulhan at Los Angeles established
Jan. 14, 1910.
.

altitude record of 4165 feet
Jan. 30. 1911. J. M. MeOurdv attempted to fly from
Key West to Havana and fell 10 miles short of- his
goal.
June 00, 1911. Harry N. Atwood flew from Boston
to Washington.
Oalbraith B, Rodgers
Sept. 17 to Nov. 5, 1011.
crossed the United States from coast to coast by an
in
49
making
days,
many
repairs en route.
airplane
Aug. 20, 1912. Lmcoln Beaehy, at .Chicago, sot a
new altitude record of 11,042 feet,
Lieutenant Towers, tj. S. Navy esOct. 16, 1912.
tablished a duration record oC 6 hrs., 35 min.,. and

an

.

112 miles.

1

from New York to Pans, 3(>()0 miles.
June 4-5, ,1927
Claicuce Clinmhcrlin with C. A. Le
vine for a passenger How from Now York to P-Iifelebou, Germany, 3923 miles, non stop.
Maitland md Hagcmburger
June 28-29, 1927
Kan
Francisco to Hawaii, 2407 miles.
June 29-30, 1927
liyrd, Ne\v Yoik to Ver sur-Mer,
France, 3477 miles non stop flight.
Aug. 16-17, 1927. Dolo Unco, Kan Francisco to Honolulu; won by Arthur Oobel 2407 nuIeH.
March 30, 1928. Major Mario de Bernard!, Ttultun
;

Dec. 17, 1903. At Kitty Hawk, N. C., the Wright
Brothers made the first successful airplane flight,

10 sec.
Feb. 7, 1913.

time.
Lieut. Russell Maugfaan, U. S. A.,
23, 1924.
flew from New York to San Fruucisco in 21 hrs.
and 44 min., making
stops.
Aug. 31 to Sept. 1, 1925. Commander John Rodders,
U. S. N., made a distance record of 17: JO miles in an
attempt to fly from San KIAIICIKCO to Honolulu.
May 9, 1926. Commander Richard 13 Byrd, U. S. N.,
und Floyd Bennett flew across the North Pole.
May 20-21, 1927. The most spectacular flight of
aeronautic history.
Charles A, Lindbergh's flight
first

June

Air Service, established a world's speed recoid of
318 miles per hour.
German flyers make the first nonApril 12-13, 1928.
Ktop westward flight ucross tlio Atlantic.
May 21 to June 8, 1928. First flight across the Pacific from
Oakland, California, to Btishane, AUKtralia, by the Southern Cros t 7HJ5 miles in HI hrs.
nnd 19 mm, flying time.
Del Prete and Forranm, Italian flyJuly 3-4,. 1928.
ers, established a distance record of 44df> miles in a

non -Ktop flight from Kurope to South America.
Aug. 20, 1928. 'Arthur Gohel and Finny Tucker flew
from Los Angeles- to Curtiss Field in IK hrs., 58 min.
The U. S. \rm> Kokkcr 0-2 mono
Jan. 1-7, 1029,
plane, Question Mark, made a d unit ion record, re14 ec.
fueling in the air, of lf><> hrs.. 40 nun
Feb. 4-5, 1929.
Capt. Frank M. 1 1 a \\koH ami Oscar
E. Grubb beat Arthur Gobel's r ceo id from Los An
geles to CurtiHS Fiold by cutting down the time to
18 hrs., 21 min., and 50 sec., uning u Lockheed
plane equipped with tlio N* A. C. A. cowling just
.

developed at Lanitfey Field.
1929.
Lieut. Apollo Soucck, U. 3. N., made a
altitude record of 39,190 feet ut "Washington,

May 8,
new

Airplane Fort Worth flying above
Fort "Worth, Tex., made an endurance record of
172 hrs., 32 min., refueling 17 times.

May' 19-26, 1029.
Mutusis flew across the Dardanelles,
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June 13-14, 1929.

Prench Bernard monoplane Tellow Bird with 12 -cylinder Hispano Suiza engine
with aviators Jean Assolant. Rene Lefevre, and
Armeno Lotti, Jr., and a stowaway, flew from Old
Orchard, Me., to Comillas, Spam, 3128 miles, in
29 hrs., 52 min. on a nonstop flight to Paris.
June 27-29, 1929. Capt. Frank M. Hawks made a
round trip trans-continental flight from Roosevelt
Field to Los Angeles and return in 44 hrs., 3 mm.,
2 sec.; actual flying time, 36 hrs., 48 mm., 48 sec.
He made an East- Webt record of 19 hrs., 10 mm
and 32 sec and West-East record of 17 hrs., 33
min., and 16 sec.
July 2-9, 1929. Refueling endurance record of 264
hrs. 44 min., made by L. W, Mendell and R. S.
Reinhart in Buhl sesqui plane with Whirlwind en,

,
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Lieutenant Nelson made Hornafjord,
August
but Lieutenant \\ ado was forced down by motor
trouble and his plane wrecked.
The flight was continued by Smith and Nelson
by way of reel and, whoie they picked up the
Italian world aviator, Locatellf, who \\-as
given
permission by the authorities in Washington to
2,

accompany Smith and Nelson. From Fredriksdahl to Ivigtut and from Ivigtut to ley Tickle,

Labrador, seemed a short safe distance in comparison with the dangers safely passed. The
fliers arrived there August 31.
the flight down
gine at Culver City, Calif.
the Atlantic coast, thence west to the Pacific
1929.
Williams
and
July 8-10,
Roger Q.
Capt.
Lewis A Tancey In a nonstop flight to Rome from coast, to return to the starting point at Seattle
Old Orchard, Me., landed at Santander, Spain, with was literally a triumphal tour.
fuel tanks/ exhausted, and after refilling proceeded
Lindbergh's Flight. Shortly after successto Rome.
ful flights by Byrd and Amundsen to the North
Around-the-World Flights of 1924. In Pole in the spring of 1926 (see POLAR EXPLORA1924 a number of important attempts to fly TION), Raymond Orte-ig, a wealthy Paris hotel
around the world were organized, and repre- owner and a former resident of the United States,
sentatives of the United States, Great Britain, offered a prize of $25,000 to the crew of the first
and France started on carefully organized trips, airplane to make a non-stop flight from Paris to
meeting with varying degrees of success, but New York or from New York to Paris. The imall contributing to the
development and knowl- mediate effect of this offer was the awakening of
edge of the conditions of long distance flying. an intense but friendly rivalry between the airOn Mar. 17, 1024, the United States Army Air men of the two countries to see which could first
Service started its flight around the world with accomplish the feat.
A French flyer, Capt. Rene* Fonck, was tlie
an itinerary measuring between 25,000 and 26,000 miles. This flight started at Santa Monica, first to make the attempt, but his large, especially
constructed airplane crashed on the takeoff from
Calif,, and extended north to Seattle and thence
along the coast to Alaska, thence to Japan, from Roosevelt Field, Long Island, N. Y., and in the
which it waa continued to China, India, and the wreck and lire two of the crew were killed. Then
Mediterranean. Extensive
had in April, 1927, Lieut. Commander Noel Davis
preparations
been made for this trip, and the airplanes and and Lieut. S. H. Wooster met their death in the
engines employed were all American in design, American Legion, which they were flight-testing
material, and construction, built by the Douglas for the oversea trip.
At this time, Charles A. Lindbergh, twenty-five
Company of Santa Monica.
The first part *.tf the flight was made along years old, was in the factory of the Ryan Airthe coast to Seattle with incidental stops ways, Inc. watching the construction of the cabin
en route, and on April 6, the four world cruisers monoplane, Spirit of St. Louis, in which he was
to make his memorable flight.
Then followed
officially started from Seattle flying to Prince
Rupert, B. C. On April 10 they proceeded to Sit- news of the accident of Lieut. Commander Richard
ka, Alaska, and on April 13 they flew directly to E. Byrd and his pilot Floyd Bennett, Lieut.
Seward. Three of the ships flying from Seward George 0. Noville and Anthony G. Fokker, in
reached Chignik, a distance of 450 miles, but testing their Fokker monoplane America, built
Major Martin's plane failed to arrive, and the ex- for the ti ansatlantic flight. In this accident,
pedition was temporarily checked. Bad weather Bennett was put out of the race definitely by a
and other difficulties also delayed the flight in broken leg and Byrd received an injury to 'his
Alaska. On May 10 word was received that wrist preventing his flying for three or four
Major Martin and Sergeant Harvey had safely weeks.
On May 7, 1927, the famous French war ace,
reached Port Moller, an isolated point on the
Bering Sea shore of the Alaskan Peninsula, hav- Capt. Charles Nungesser, and Maj. Francois
ing wrecked their ship while Hying in a fog on Coli got away from Ee Bourget Field near Pans
for an East to West attempt.
False news was
April 30.
The remaining three cruisers, under the com- spread in Paris the next day that the French
mand of Lieut. Lowell H. Smith, flew on May 9 flyers had successfully completed the trip and
from Nazan to Chicago!!' on the Island at Attu, the whole nation went wild with joy. This joy
a distance of 530 miles, which marked the com- was Abort lived, however, because the flyers failed
to arrive and although a careful search of the
pletion, of the first of the seven divisions into
which, the grand journey of 27,000 miles was land and water along the proposed route was
On Juno 3 Lieutenant Smith, in com- carried out by the governments and airmen of
divided.
mand of the squadron successfully reached Japan, both countries, no trace of them was ever found.
In the meantime, Clarence Chamberlin, who
and on June '26 the American aviators were at
Calcutta, where wheels were substituted for had attracted public attention by establishing a
world's onduiauce record in a Bellanca-designed
floats, motors changed, and new wings fitted.
Leaving Calcutta on July 1, they flew across monoplane called the Columbia, had been financed
India and on to Constantinople. On July 13, by Charles A. Levine and Guiseppe M. Bella nca,
they left Bucharest, and with a stop for luncheon officers of the Columbia Aircraft Coiporation,
at Budapest, reached Vienna at 3 P.M. Leaving for an attempt for the prize. Mr. Levine was to
Vienna the following day, they arrived at Paris accompany Chamberlin a a passenger, but the
in time to participate in the observance of the start had been delayed to see how the French
French national holiday commemorating the Fall flyers made out and by trouble over the contracof the Bastille. London was reached on July 1 fi. tural rolatioiiH of Levine and Chamberlin, Acosta,
The following day Brough was reached, and after and Bertvanrl, with whom he had been negotiatrepairs departure was made for Kirkwall. On ing for the trip.
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This was the situation when Lindbergh arrived at Roosevelt Field on May 12, 1927,
having
llown from San Diego to St. Louis and from
St. Louis to New York, the 950 miles of the
latter hop being completed in 8 hours and 25
minutes, part of the way through a thunder

6
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aeronautics to the fore as one of America's greatcommercial interests with the result that commercial activity in the year following was more
than doubled.
est

OFFICIAL

WORLD RECORDS RECOGNIZED
BY THE

storm.

The same day that Lindbergh reached the

(May

15,

F. A.

I.

1920)

starting point, Commander Byrd's plane left HaaAirplanes returning to the point of departure
brouck Heights, N. J., for the scene and then followed a week of preparation for the trip, anxious without refueling.
Duration, Johanii, Hisztios, and Wilhem Zimsearch for the missing French flyers and the
merman (Germany), Junkers W-33 Junkers
scanning of weather reports by the crews of the
280 h.p., at Dessau, July 5, 6, 7, 1928, C5 hrs.
Columbia, the America, and the Spirit of Si. LV,
25 nuns.
Louis, all coopeiating in a spirit of friendly
Distance (Closed circuit). Arturo Ferrarin
rivalry.
When Lindbergh announced that he was to at- and Carlo del Prete (Italy), Savoia-Maichetti
Fiat A-22. Course Casalc dei Prati, Tone
tempt the ilight alone, the American public was S-04,
astonished but the astonishment soon turned to Flaria, Fara, d'Anzio, May 31, June 1-2, 1028.
admiration and he became the prime favorite in 7666.6 kms. (4703.7 miles).
Distance (Airline). Arturo Ferrarin and Carlo
the race. Just before midnight on May 20, Linddel
Prete
Savoia-Marchetti
(Italy),
8-04,
bergh made a sudden decision to be off. His
machanics
were
instructed to give the Spirit of JFiat 55 h -P* Rome to Touros, Brazil, July 3~
,,
.*_ ^
A_K
1 flOQ
*71UQ
1,.^~
lAAfitt
;t__v
St. Louis a final grooming while lie hurried for a 4-5 1028, 7188 kms. (4460 miles).
Altitude. Lieut. Apollo Soucek, U. S. N.
brief sleep. He was up again at 2 o'clock, the
(United States) Wright Apache, Pratt
Whitairplane was lashed to a truck and hauled to
the runway down which Rend Fonck's Sikorsky nev Was P' supercharged, 425 h.p. Anacowtia, D.
plane had run to its fatal crash only a few C.,_May 8, 1920, 30,11)0 ft.
Maximum Speed. Warrant Officer Bonnett
months before.
After a long wait, the tanks were filled with (France), Ferbois Monoplane, Hispano Suiza,
451 gallons of
145
more than the 550 h.p., at Istrcs, France, Dec. 11, 1024, 448,171
,,,

.

.

.

'

,

gasoline,
gallons
plane had e\er lifted before and Lindbergh, with
sandwiches for food, a letter of introduction
to Ambassador Herrick in Paris in his
pocket,
together with a return steamer ticket and a
five

expense money, was ready to
followed a tense interval for the
little

start.
five

Then

hundred

people who assembled in the rain to see the start.
As the plane gathered headway down the runway, it seemed doubtful of taking oil, but with
only a few feet to spare, it just did manage to
lift.
Then followed a narrow escape from collision with a tractor lying directly in the path,
and then a close margin clearing some telephone
wires, but at last the Spirit of SL Louis was in
the clear and on its way.
Bad weather was encountered on the way but
the trip of approximately 3<>00 miles was accomplished successfully in about 33 hours.
There had been considerable doubt as to the
reception Lindbergh would receive if he arrived
in Paris.
The situation had been made more
tense by the circulation of an altogether false
rumor that Nungeascr and Coli had been led to
their doom through false American weather reIn their enthusiasm for the daring of
ports.
tho young American aviator, tho French people,
however, forgot any grievances and the reception
accorded him was the largest and most enthusiastic ever offered a private citizen anywhere in the
world.
Throughout tho exciting days that followed,
Lindbergh's bearing and conduct were such that
he endeared himself to the entire world and aceomplifihoci more toward restoring friendly feeltoward America than could have been accom,.^ , ---------- . J ^_^,_ .-._, , -----------phshed in years of diplomatic effort through the
usual channels. Thus, a flight which started
as a competition for a prize ended as an event
of very great international importance.
Another important effect of this flight and of
those of 15yrd and Chamberlin which followed,
was tho awakening of tho American people to a
genuine interest in aeronautics. This flight and
tho work which Lindbergh continued brought
.

kilometers (278.480 miles) per hour.

SPEED FOB SPECIFIED DISTANCE WITHOUT

PAYLOAD
Speed for 100 kilometers. Lieut. Cyrus Bettis,
U. S. A. 8. (United States), Cuitiss U3C-1,
Curtiss V-1400, 600 h.p. Mitchd field, Oct. 12,
1925, 401.279 kilometers (249,342 miles) per
hour.

Speed for 500 Kilometers. Kadi LeCointe
(France), Nieuport to Delage, Hispnno Suixa
500 h.p., at iKtres, June 23, 1924, 300.006 kilometers (190.567 miles) per hour.
Speed for 1000 kilometers. Fernmid Lasne
(France), Nieuport to Deluge, 42C-1 Uispuno
iSniza. 500 h.p., Ktampiw, Aug. 39, I!H25. 248292 kilometers (154.293 miles) per hour.
Speed for 2000 kilometer*. Fcrnuncl Laane
(France), Nioupoit to Delage, 420- 1, Hispano
Suixa, 500 h.p., Ktampes, Sept. 12, 1925, 21K.759
kilometers (135.930 inileH) per hour,
Speed for 6000 kilometers. Arturo Ferrarin
(Italy), and Carlo del Prete, Savoia-Marchetti,
8-64, Fiat A-22. Course, Casale dei Prato,
Torre, Flaria, Fara, d'Anzio, May 31, June 12,
1928, 139.177 kilometers (86.479 miles) per
hour.
Air Mail. One of the oarlieat anggoKtod
applications of tho airplane was to the transportation of mail and small packages where time wa
an important consideration. Thin was*
attempted
spasmodically before the World War, and during
that conflict, airplanes were employed to tnumntit
dispatches and various articles or small freight.
In the United States during the War, there wa
i
naugura te d , on May 15, 191H, a regular airmail service between Washington au<l New York*
which functioned for a year with a performance
of 92.73 per cent, carrying 7,720,840 letter* with
revenues from the sale of airplane mail
stamps
amounting to $159,700, an against a cost of service of $137,000.06.
This air mail wa started
by the United States Army aviators, but on
to the Post
Aug. 10, 1918, it was turned
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were subsequently conducted.
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such activities

On May

15, 1919,

the Cleveland-Chicago air route was established,
and on July 1 of the same year New York and
Cleveland were connected, the combined service
making possible a substantial reduction of the
time of transmission for letters between these
centred, enabling them to catch mail trains, or
advancing them over mail-train time. On July
18, 1010, the rate on airplane mail was reduced
to $.02 an ounce, the regular first-class rate;
from that time, the air mail was on the same
basis as other means of transportation. In Europe also, a beginning was made in aerial mail
service, and during the British railway strike
of 1019, mail was carried by airplane,
the first
regular French aerial postal service was inNov.
when
mail
was
trans10,
1019,
augurated,
ported to England from Bourget, near Paris, and
service was maintained between that place and
Hounslow near London. On longer and shorter
routes, air-mail lines were established.
On Sept. 8, 1020, the first transcontinental
mail left Mincola Field near New York City,
reaching Marina Field near San Francisco on
September 11. This was made possible by the
establishment of definite routes or stages with
ddpfits at the change points, and while through
mail was not carried as a regular thing, the

ordinary mail was advanced wherever possible.
In 1023 United States mails were carried under contract between Seattle and Victoria, 13. C.,
on Pugct Sound; from New Orleans, La., along
the coast by the Gulf Coast Air Line; and in
Alaska, between Fairbanks and McGrath, where
the airplane was given a thorough and successful test in competition with dog sleds for the
transportation of local mails.
The transcontinental mail service at first was
not a through service but aimed to advance the
railway mail over the various stages and thus
cut down the actual time of transportation ma-

So regular and reliable was this servthat in the week ending Aug. 25, 1023, tests
were made showing the practicability of a direct 28-hour service between the Atlantic and
Pacific coasts by relays of mail planes flying
both day and night over a distance of 2680 miles.
These night flights, which made continuous movement of the mails possible, were made on the
specially equipped and lighted airway between
Chicago and Cheyenne, and it was shown conclusively that direct service between New York
and San Francisco could be maintained as soon
as authorized by Congress, which action came in
the following year.
Under authority provided by Congress in the
spring of 1924, the Postoffice Department was empowered to establish a transcontinental mail
which would permit direct transportation from
the Atlantic to the Pacific coast. For this
service, there was established a graded charge
ranging from $.08 to $.24, the country being
divided into zones, as from New York to Chieago, Chicago to Cheyenne, and Cheyenne to San
Fnmeisco. The airplanes used in the test flights
of 1023 to determine the feasibility of a regular
through mail service from coast to coast used
night Hying for this service along with special
plnnea of new types. The illuminated airways
were available for regular mail work, which was
begun on July 1, 1924. On May 1, 1020, night
transcontinental air service between New York
and San Francisco was established on a 31 hour
schedule from field to field.
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By the end of 1927, air-mail routes had been
extended to reach almost every part of the United
States. Additional routes were Boston to .New
York, Chicago to St. Louis, Chicago to Dallas,
Salt Lake City to Los Angeles, Pasco to Elko,
Detroit to Cleveland, Detroit to Chicago, Seattle
to Los Angeles, Chicago to Twin Cities, Atlanta
to Miami, Cleveland to Pittsburgh, Cheyenne to
Pueblo, Seattle to Victoria, New Orleans to Pilottown, Cleveland to Louisville, Detroit to Grand
.Rapids, and New York to Atlanta.
By this time also, all of the mail routes were
operated by private concerns, this having been
made possible by the Kelly Act passed by Congress in 1926, which authorized the Postmaster
General to contract with private parties for this
service.
The government through the Department of Commerce continued marking and
lighting airways, and the system as now developed is very extensive.
Statistics show that the United Stales leads all
other countries of the world in miles flown in
transport operations. This showing is made pos.sible only through the extensive development of
the air-mail service, as both Germany and France
surpass the United States in the number of passengers carried. This difference in development
is due primarily to the fact that the
European
countries have granted subsidies to the operators, which have enabled them to carry passengers
at rates sufficiently low to attract the traffic.
The well-established American policy of requiring
every industry to develop with no direct government help has made it necessary for tho operators
in the United States to seek loads which would
pay a higher rate per pound. Mail and express
meet the situation, with the result that the
carrying of passengers is a secondary consideration and the United States lags far behind
Europe in this activity.
At the end of 1928, there were 15,128 miles of
airways in the United States, two-thirds of that
mileage lighted and otherwise equipped for night
There were 32 air-line companies operatflying.
ing on regular daily schedules, the mail planes
alone flying a total average of 27,848 miles every
24 hours. In 1 926 there had been only 19 operators, in 1927 the number had grown to 24, and
the operating companies had grown considerably
in size and were in a much better financial posiIn 1928 the air lines had 294 transport
tion.
planes in service which flew a total of 10,472,024
miles as compared to 5,242,839 miles in 1927.

The doubled mileage was accompanied by a 300
per cent increase in mail poundage, and a 400
per cent increase in the number of passengers
carried on regularly scheduled service. In 1928
the transport planes carried 3,672,059 pounds of
mail, and 52,934 passengers. Express business
also had a heal thy .growth, and proposed cooperation with transcontinental railways to offer combined rail and air service gave promise of a still
further increase in passenger traffic. Schedules
for 48-hour service between New York and Los
of 1929.
Angeles were announced in the summer
Legislation in the TTnited States. Prior
to the enactment of the Air Commerce Act
in May, 192G, there had been in the United
States no national laws and very few State
laws governing aeronautical activities. This
lack of government control and direction probbecause* the
ably retarded progress considerably,
be expected to conpublic could not reasonably
sider the war surplus airplanes and motors, with
which they were invited to ily, as being reason-

AERONAUTICS
ably safe, especially in view of the fact that
no standard of air-worthiness was established
by w4hich they could judge the safety of the airplane, and no examination of the pilot or license
for him was required, by which his ability to
handle the machine could he judged.
The Air Commerce Act very effectively
remedied this situation. The National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics summarizes the act
as follows:
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ceeded to employ airplanes and photographers in
coast and topographical surveys and mapping
for rapid reconnoissance examinations of new
country. It was found also that photographs
made from airplanes afforded an extraordinary
picture of a wide range of territory, and in addition to maps and topographic studies such
photographs of water fronts, terminals, factory
sites, and other similar objects for industrial
uses in connection with engineering and construction purposes were in increasing demand.
Substantial improvements were made in the apparatus, and a new film magazine was designed
which permitted aerial enlargements on a more
efficient basis.
There also was developed in
1022 what was known as a hypersenaitized
panchromatic film several times faster than the
film first used, and this contributed to the success

This act provides tlie legislative cornerstone for the
development of commercial aviation in America. It
establishes certain fundamental principles, to govern
the relation of the Federal Government to the whole
problem of aiding the development of commercial aviaThe art asserts
tion in America on a sound basis.
the air over the
the doctrine of Federal Sovereignty
lands and waters of the United States, to the exclusion
It asserts under the commerce
of foreign nations.
laws of the Constitution the right of the Federal Government to regulate interstate air commerce. It au- and character of the pictures.
thorizes the designation of air\va.\fi by the Federal
Other Applications. In the United States,
Government, and compels adherence to a single set of the various
government agents were quite willing
Federal flyius rules on the part of all who use Mich
to make extensive experiments with the airairways, regardless of whether they are engngod in
interstate or intrastate air oommeive, or private flying.
pianos for various purposes when the machines
It authorizes Federal lighting systems along airways,
and the Federal establishment and maintenance of, could he placed at their disposal. The Department of Agriculture in its war against various
emergency landing fields. It authorizes the transfer
of the postal airways, including omerseney landing
insect pests, has distributed powdered calcium
of
Comthe
of
the
to
department
jurisdiction
fields,
arsenato over cotton plants from an airplane
merce, and the transfer of the Postal Air force or
This dusting
terminal facilities to the jurisdiction of the municipalflying at heights of 25 to 50 feet.
ities
concerned, under arrangomputH subject to the of the cotton plants with calcium arscnate
the
It
of
the
President.
conferaphitos
approval
^stnb*
lishment and maintenance of airports by the municipal- has worked effectively to destroy the boll weevil
and has been found very practical. The gypsy
ities
concerned, under arrangements subject to the
compulsory registration of aircraft engaged in inter- moth was attacked in somewhat similar experistate commerce, and for the optional registration of
ments carried on with a motor balloon, while in
It provides for the periodic examinaother aircraft.
the Philippines, a plague of locusts was handled
tion and rating of airmen serving in connection with,
It provides for the emergency use
registered aircraft.
in the same manner.
The patrol of the forests
of existing governmental facilities, extends the application of existing laws to foreign air traffic, and in short,
by airplanes during the dry season, as in some
imposes upon the administrative officer concerned the o*f the Pacific States, proved a very efficient way
Secretary of Commerce the duty of fostering the de- to detect incipient fires; a report by radio televelopment of air commerce in the United States.
phone would immediately bring the matter to
The act also authorized the appointment of an the attention of the nearest forest ranger or
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Aero- fire-fighting force.
International Aeronautic Federation. On
nautics, and thus the Aeronautics branch of the
Oct. 14, 390o, the International Aeronautic FedDepartment of Commerce came into being.
In carrying out th intentions of the act, the eration ( Federation Aeronautique Internationale,
establishment of aids to navigation was delegated F.A.I.) was formed, for the purpose of recordto the Lighthouse Service, and the mapping of ing aeronautic performances throughout the
airways to the Coast and Geodetic Survey. To world and soon became the sole international
consolidate research work, a wpccial aeronautics authority in aeronautic sport. The authority of
division was established in the Bureau of Stand- this body in aeronautic sport and technical matards, and a new organization built up to check ters is recognized and duly enforced by the nathe structural safety of Hying equipment and to tional aero clubs or aeronautic associations of
determine the ability of pilots applying for the leading countries. The headquarters of the
F.A.I. are in Paris, France.
Its representative
licenses under the act.
Other important legislation affecting aeronau- in the United States is the National Aeronautic
enacted by the
(J9th
tics
Congress were Association.
National Aeronautic Association, On Oct.
the five-year aircraft procurement acts for the
Army and Navy. With a programme outlined 12, 1922, the National Aeronautic Association
in advance, manufacturers were less reluctant was formed at Detroit, principally to "foster,
to proceed with expansion plans, and the encourage, and advance the science of aeromiuticH
stabilization of the industry was materially and all kindred and allied sciences." This national body maintains its headquarters at Washaided.

m

Aerial Photography. During the War, the
observers in airplanes flying over the enemy lines
early proceeded to take photographs which
gave an adequate representation of the terrain
below. These photographs were very valuable
both to the high commands and to the fire control officers of the various batteries, and it did
not take long to develop the work on a systematic basis as a means of adding to the information contained on the military maps.
After the close of hostilities, it was realized that
photography from airplanes had valuable scientific and commercial applications, and accordingly a number of the government bureaus pro-

ington, D. C., and is the national representative
the International Aeronautic Federation
transmitting to the headquarters of that body
for approval records and other matters requiring
international sanction.
of

Aeronautic Chamber of Commerce. In
1921 there was also established, with headquarters in New York City, the Aeronautic* Chamber
of Commerce of America, made up of persons,
firms, and corporations engaged in the business
of manufacturing, buying, selling, and dealing
in aircraft motors and aircraft parts and accessories of every kind, and to advance in general
aeronautical industry and commerce. In addi'
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COMBUSTION
INTERNAL
See
ENGINES;
PHYSICS j BOMBING OF VESSELS BY AIRCRAFT;
STRATEGY AND TACTICS; WORLD WAB.
AESTHETICS. In this as in most other
sciences of man, the empirical and the metaphysical are so intermingled that scarcely a writer
can be found who does not at one point OT another confound the two- The modern tendency
is to reject metaphysical interpretations and to
concentrate upon the positive scientific aspects
Since the beginning of the World
of problems.
War, the philosophic school of {esthetics has been

represented by Bosanquet and Croce. Both of
these men, with somewhat varying viewpoints,
made the idea of the beautiful into a drapeau
or standard around which to orient much, if not
all, of the activity of life.
Bosanquet stressed
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in
chiefly the Greek notion of contemplation,
which the finite being finds a brief but ineffable
union with the eternal and the absolute. Croce's
conception rellected more the dynamic and active
aspect of {esthetic experience; he made all art
and even the enjoyment of art consist in the expression of an intuition. This intuition, it may
be explained, is really nothing more than tho act
of judgment or perception in so far as it affirms,
perceives, or creates a unity. The aesthetic experience, according to both Bosanquet and Croce,
is created by the perceiving subject; created entirely, accoidmg to Croce; created by the mind
in an act of union with a reality which he docs
not completely control, in the more Platonic conception of the British philosopher.
The philosophic view of aesthetics deliberately
ignores the more empirical problems as to what
makes a specific object beautiful. This line of
attack has been taken up by the psychologists

and

sociologists of aesthetics. In psychology, the
was made for a long time to run down the
aesthetic experience by experimentally confronting the state of mind with the laboratory stimuli
Out of this apof different aesthetic qualities.
proach has come the notion of empathy, what the
Germans call ISinfuhlung, or sympathetic atH. (jr. Harttribution of qualities to an object.
man (JBtithehcs:
Critical Theory of Art,
effort

A

1019) and R. Hainan ("Zur Begrnndung dor
JEsthetik," Ztsch. fiir bathetic,, 1915), both attempt to determine the fundamental basis of the
Researches into tho psycholaesthetic experience.
ogy of aesthetics have been continued along more
literary, less rigidly experimental lines.
those who worked in this field may be-

Among

named

For a
Langfielcl, Marshall, and C. K. Ogden.
discussion of the psychological approach to
aesthetics, see C. E. Whitmore, American Journal
of Psychology, 1927.
The sociological approach to aesthetics was
prevalent in the writings of the French cesthetiWhat they attempted to do was to treat
cians.
aesthetic phenomena in much the same way that
modern scholarship treats moral and religious
customs, as a function of the changing society.
This approach has yielded more results in connection with literature and architecture than with
the fine arts. We come here to the question of
motifs, which are the carriers, as it were, of the

There can be no doubt that
aesthetic emotion.
these motifs are responsive to social changes*
corollary more or lesn improperly deduced from
this fact is that art and literature should be used
as vehicles for social and moral propaganda.

A

This view was largely championed by political
radicals and others interested in morally reforming or revolutionizing society. In Soviet
Russia, it may be noted, the revolutionary conception of art and culture was carried to an extreme. The attempt was made to create a special
culture representative of the proletariat the
so-called prole fault. The absurdity of the programme became apparent even to such men as
Trotsky, who in 1023 threw all his influence
against the movement! In times of social stress,
it is also to be expected that art would be used
as an agent for the conservation of values. This
tendency was manifested in practically all counIn America, the group headed by Irving
tries.
Babbitt, Paul Elmer More, and Stuart P. Sherman expounded a certain variety of classical humanism, which wan to serve as a bulwark against
the subversive influence** of social romantic ism.
In France, the jealous courting of the muses by
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rival social factions was to be seen in the clash
of the Action Frangaise group with the writers
of advanced opinions affiliated with the Clarte

movement. From a reaction against the attempts to drag aesthetics into the politics of the
right and the politics of the left developed a 10crudescence of the ivory tower conception of art.
The Creed of an sEsthele was loudly proclaimed
in England and America by such men as Clive
Such manifestoes were mot
Bell arid Leo Stein.
by the iconoclastic fire of Bernard Shaw, who
knew better than most radicals how to synthesize art and social idealism without disobeying
the dictates of good sense. An interesting sidelight on the philosophic aspects of this problem
is provided in a prize memoir submitted by
Charles Lalo to the French Academy of Moral
and Political Science. To the question whether
art can emancipate itself from morality, M. Lalo
replied that they ought to live together in Platonic, friendship.
The union is difficult, but it
is also necessary and unavoidable.
No exposition of modern aesthetics can be regarded as complete without a discussion of

psychoanalysis. The doctrines of psychoanalysis
contain gleanings fiom a number of philosophies.
In their emphasis on the will to live and the
expiession of the unconscious, they are linked up
with NietxRohe, von Ilartmann, Schopenhauer,
and their various intellectual ancestors. But besides these conscious philosophical elements,
there is in psychoanalysis a subconscious tendency, to use a Freudian term, to view all things
from the point of view of the psychiatrist. The
therapeutic value of art was recognized as eaily
as the days of Aristotle; in a vaguer manner, the
relation of art to the pathological expressions
of the sex instinct was also perceived.
The distinct and daring originality of psychoanalysis
lies in the fusion. of these scattered intuitions
into a more or less coherent system.
Art, according to Pfister's version of psychoanalytic
doctrine, is the expression or sublimation of inhibited tendencies. By the act of objectification,
the artist gets relief from his emotional sufferings. This theory at once accounts for the
prevalent preoccupation of art, particularly the
literary arts, with sexual themes ; for there ia no
doubt that in civilized society, it in the HOX instinct rather than the food and shelter instinct
which because of its imperiousness must needs be
restrained.
From the point of view of the psychiatrist,
who must take the biological categories for
granted, it is inevitable that art should be regarded as a biological safety-valve. But this is
obviously not tho whole story. The instinct* and
tendencies which the psychiatrist accepts as
given, the philosopher would call into question.
Freud himself, when in IHK philosophic moments
he transforms all tendencies into derivatives of
the great Libido, becomes a metaphysician and,
as such, must take all the risks of metaphysics.
The Libido caunot have a concrete sexual signification ; it becomes the Eros of Plato, the will
to live of Schopenhauer, the intellectual love of
Qod of Spinoza. But these conceptions* are beyond the realm of empirical science, although
they make the shortcomings of that science comprehensible.
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knighted in 1911.

AFGHANISTAN,

af-gan'-i-stan.

An

inde-

pendent monarchy of Central Asia bounded by
British India on the south and east, Persia on
the west, and Russian territory on the north.
The southern boundaries, long undetermined,
were fixed by a convention with Great Britain in
1021. The total area is estimated at 245,000
square miles; the population at approximately
The dominant racial element is the
8,000,000.
Afghan, which embraces Islam, and the leading
languages are Persian and Pushtu. The capital,
Kabul, has an estimated population of 100,000.

The other large cities are Kandahar (60,000)
and Herat (121,000). The activities of the
Afghans continue to be centred in the plains and
valleys, and agricultural and grazing products
are the chief support of the country. Copper
in the northern
districts, though no extensive mining is carried
Gold mines were worked under the British
on.
at Kandahar. The trade is chiefly carried on
with India and Bokhaia. The exports into India include timber, fruits and vegetables, grain,

and lead are reputed to be found

and particularly wool. The articles imported from India include cotton goods, indigo and other dyes,
sugar, hardware, and silver treasure. In 1917silk,

cattle, hides, tobacco, asafoetida,

18 the Indian statistics reported for this trade
exports into India of 1,147,000; imports from
India, 1,258,000; for 1924-25, exports into In122,000.
203,100; imports from India,
dia,
No large improvements have been made in the
modes of transportation and Afghans still resort to camel and horseback. Intercourse is
somewhat furthered by the establishment of tele*

phone communication between Kabul and KandaJaka and Jalalabad. Under the Amir Habibulla, motor roads were constructed for short
stretches, principally from Kabul to Kandahar,
and from Kabul to Dakka.
During and since the World War, Afghanistan
played a part in Central Asiatic affairs that

har,
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seemed hardly warranted by its isolation geoand its backward state economically,
fraphically
ts position between Russia and India and the
fact that it remained one of the few countries
still preserving the spirit of militant Islam
enhanced this importance. Afghanistan was
courted assiduously by Russia, Great Britain,
and Turkey in turn. The friendly relations that
the British government of India had maintained
with Afghanistan since 1007 served the Allies in
good stead during the War. With the outbreak
hostilities in 1014, the British succeeded
securing a pledge from the Amir Habilmlla
Khan, that his country would observe a strict

of
in

The Amir's position became increasneutrality.
ingly difficult with Turkey's entrance on the side
of Germany for attempts were made by German
and Turkish officers and Indian Nationalists to
preach a Holy War. The Amir successfully kept
the Afghans aloof from the struggle and, as a
result of his activities in checking the unruly
frontier tribes, he earned the lasting gratitude
of the British Indian government.
Unfortunately for Great Britain's peace, Ilabibuila was
assassinated on Feb. 20, 10 If). His successor,
Amanullah Khan (the third son of the late
Amir ) at once proclaimed the external independence of the country and attempted to establish,
relations with the Soviet Government at Moscow.
An Afghan Army was dispatched to the Indian
frontier in May, 1010, and but for the prompt
action of the British might have caused serious
disaffection among Indian Moslems.
Fighting
with irregular Afghan troops continued until the
,

signing of peace in August, 1010. AR a result
Anglo-Afghan treaty, Afghans were denied
the privilege of importing arms through India;
the Amir's demand for the payment of the arrears of the national subsidy was refused; and
the subsidy was entirely discontinued. On the
other hand, the treaty freed Afghanistan from its
dependence upon the British government for its
external policy and left the country free in both
The
its domestic and international relations.
awakening interest of Soviet Russia in Eastern
affairs served further to complicate matters.
treaty signed at Moscow on Feb. 28, 1921,
provided for the establishment of five Russian
consulates in Afghanistan, for a yearly subsidy
to the Amir, and for recognition of the independence of Bokhara and Khiva, the Itussians also
proposing to construct a telegraph .along the
of the

A

1

line

Kusha-IIerat-Kandahar-KabuL

TJiis

new

Afghan temper was further encouraged during
this period by the activities of the Turkish Nationalists,

who

cow (Mar.

],

signed with Afghanistan at Mos1021) a treaty of accord, and by
religious, political, and racial movements in the
Near East and India which tended to draw Afghanistan away from British influence and boded
no good for British security in India. A British mission was accordingly sent to Afghanistan.
It negotiated a new treaty (Nov. 22, 1921) by
which Afghanistan was again permitted to import arms through India and again guaranteed
her independence, but which did not materially
offset Russia's gains.
further trade convention, June, 1923, granted favored transporta-

A

and customs rights.
Following the establishment of full independence, Afghanistan entered on a period marked by
an intensified national consciousness and a
vigorous and comprehensive programme of westernization designed to raise the country from its
age-long primitive tribal status to that of a
tion
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modern nation. In pursuing this programme,
Amanullah took the lead. In 1921 he promulgated a new Constitution which provided for a
limited monarchy in place of the autocracy, although he retained for himself the post of prime
minister and most of the legislative and executive authority.
Compulsory education, as far
as it could be practically applied, was decreed
and, in January, 1921, the status of slavery,
under which the semi-Mongol Hazarah tribes of
the Central-North slopes of the Hindu-Kush had
suffered for generations, was abolished.
Diplomatic relations wcie begun with several countries
was
of Europe and Asia, the army
reorganized,
the building of a new capital was begun (1024),
to be called Dar-ul-Aman, and foreign engineers
were engaged to connect it by rail with Kabul.
But the pace of reform proved to be too fast for
all the country to follow.
In 1924 a formidable rebellion broke out in
the Manga! tribe of the Khost district. It was
charged by the Russians that British influence
encouraged the revolt, but the immediate occasion
was without doubt the resistance, by religious
and military elements, to the modernizing innovations. The revolting forces rallied around
Abdul Karim and proclaimed him Amir. After
many months of fighting, the insurrection was
oveicome and the rebels were severely punished.
Through 1025, however, there wa latent restlessness and the Amir refrained for a while from
pressing his reforms afi vigorously as before.
Yet, in various directions, he continued to promote the rejuvenation of the country. He opened
new primary and high schools and promoted instruction in mining, telegraphy, law, etc. The
effect ivene*ss of foreign airplanes in helping to
down the 1024 rebellion deeply impressed
Sut
he Amir and from that time on he gave special
attention to the development of an air service
through the purchase of planes and the sending
of young men abroad for training in flying. The
national budget was reorganized and high customs duties were laid upon imports. In June,
1926, the Amir took the title of King. In the
same year, the metric system of weights and
measures was adopted. The tendency to draw
closer to Russia, which had marked AmanuIIah's
reign from the beginning, produced a treaty with
the Soviet government, Aujaf. 31, 1926, which provided for neutrality on the part of each when
the other was at war, and for non-aggression.
In December, 1027, Amanullah and his Queen
began a tour of European countries which took
them through Italy, France, Belgium, Germany,
England, Poland, Russia, and Turkey and lasted
On his way to Europe, Amanullah
six months.
delivered in Bombay a notable address to Moslems urging tolerance of other religions. The
royal travelers were everywhere showered with
attentions but the chief tangible diplomatic result was the Mgning of a treaty of alliance with
Turkey, on May 27, 1928, which provided, among
other things, for the Mending of Turkish experts
to Afghanistan to help in modernizing the army.
Amanullah wa<* more deeply impressed than ever
with the achievements of the Western nations,
and he ended hi.s tour, moreover, in a Moslem
country liko his own winch was being made over
along Western lines. Fired with new zeal for his
reforms, he took up his modernizing programme
again with great vigor. Hi proposed innovations were sweeping. While he did not attempt
to impose tliem all on the whole country forthwith, the reforms he favored and partially en-
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forced included adoption of European clothing,
shaving of beards, discarding of the veils by
women, democratizing the Parliament, adoption
of universal manhood suffrage, abolition of cere-

monial dress, thorough modernization of the
army, abolition of titles of nobility, abolition of
polygamy, building of railroad bridges and highways, technical training of students, reorganization of government finances, etc.
In his endeavors, the Amir enjoyed widespread
support by the more intelligent elements of the
population. But some of the reform struck directly at age-old religious customs and once more
certain fanatical mullahs called the tribes to
resistance.
Revolt flamed up swiftly, chiefly

the Shinwaris, who occupied territory lying partly under British rule in India, southwest
of Khyber Pass.
They cut the road between
Kabul and India and threatened the capital.
But Amanullah's forces met and defeated them
and he apparently had the situation in hand
when a brigand chieftain, Bacha Sakan, or "The
Son of the Water Carrier," who had at first
sided with the King, turned on him and advanced on Kabul. The King thereupon treated
with the rebellious tribes and made large concessions' to them with respect to the reform programme. I3ut it was too late to save the capital.

among

When its capture was imminent, numbers of
foreign women and children were carried to India in large British airplanes. On Jan. 14,
1029, the King, unable longer to maintain his
position, abdicated in favor of bis brother Inayatullah Khan and fled to Kandahar. 15ut Inayatullah reigned only three days, when he, too, fled
from Kabul and left the government to Bacha
Sakati.
The latter declared himself King under
the title Habibullah Khan and organized a government. His support in the country, however,
was doubtful, and Amanullah, at Kandahar, rescinded his abdication and prepared an army to
attempt to regain the capital.
AFBICA.
continent of the eastern hemisphere with an estimated area of 11,500,000
square miles, exclusive of islands. Detailed accounts of African developments in recent years,
political,
geographic, and economic, wi'll be
found under the heads of the separate political

A

See ABYSSINIA, AUJKRIA,
KOYPT,
MOROCCO, TUNIS, SOUTH AFHICA, etc.
In
the
an
Sahara,
Explorations.
expedition
under Colonel Tilho (1912-17) doHcrihccl the
and
of
the
eastern
Sahydrography
orography
hara, demonstrated tlie absence of any connection
between Lake Chad and the Nile Basin, explored
the Tibeati and Kncli Mountains, penetrated a
divisions.

.

region of 1200 miles previously unviwited, discovered a mountain formation in the Libyan
Desert and surveyed more than (iOOO miles. In
1019 Captain Augieras announced hi researches
in the western Sahara, describing the extent of
the central plateau. In 3920 he crossed the
southwestern Sahara in Morocco and corrected
previous surveys of the region. In J921 Commandant Lauzanne crossed the western Sahara
and opened up a new route between Algeria and
the West. In 1923 Hassanein Bey explored parts
of tho Libyan Desert from Sollum to Siva and
to tho capital of Darfur. The years 1022-24
saw the following expeditions in the field: The
investigation of irrigation problems of the Niger

Valley under Prouat, Valude, and Atrdoin; the
collection of fauna and flora of the mountains of
the Sahara under Babault; an expedition to
study Tunisian ornithology under Balzac; a
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study of the fauna and flora of Central Africa
under Bruneau de Laborie. Since the World
War, several expeditions have experimented with
the automobile as a means of transportation and
have crossed the Sahara at different places. In
Tunis, Dr. Borchardt sought for traces of the
lost continent of Atlantis.

Studies of ancient

man

have been carried on in Algeria by the
Beloit-Logan Museum Expeditions of 1927 and
1928. Count de Prorok led an archaeological expedition to the Hoggar in 1925. In 1928 a group
of scientists from the University of Algiers under
M. Reygasse studied the natural history of the
Hoggar. The Augieras-Draper Expedition, of
1927-28 explored and mapped the district between the Hoggar and the Niger and contributed
much information on the archaeology and natural
history of the area. French military missions
have acquired much information in the course of
their penetration into the little-known regions of

the Sahara.

Egypt was continued by
the Egyptian Department of Antiquities. The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City,
made some important discoveries in 1928 and
British researchers continued their work at the
royal tombs and in the Fayum. In the Nile
Archaeological

work

in

Basin, English parties explored the Sobat River
system, the country between Balir-el-Jebel and
Lake Rudolf and the divide between the Congo
and Nile rivers. In 1920 a British aviator, flying over the Nile Basin, discovered a hitherto unknown range of volcanic hills lying north of

Khartoum.
The Abyssinian Highlands have been visited
by a number of French, Italian, and German
Collecting expeditions have been
sent out by the Field Museum of Natural History. An English expedition studied the hydrography of Lake Tsana. In 192S the Duke of
Abruzzi led an expedition to the source of the
ethnologists.

Webi
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Shebeli.

In East Africa, a British expedition (1919-20)
under Roscoe carried on extensive ethnographical
investigations in Uganda. A Smithsonian Institution party was maintained in Central and
South Africa covering the Transvaal, Kafue
River Valley, Lake Tanganyika and the Budongo
Forest for the collection of fauna and flora.
Shantz gathered 1600 specimens of plants for
introduction into- the United States. Prince
William of Sweden in explorations in the re-

Uganda collected 1000 mammals,
2000 birds, and more than 6000 insects. The
{etiology of the tribes in the Mongalla district
was investigated by an Anglo-Egyptian group.
The establishment of mandates after the World
War led to considerable activity in the matter
of boundary surveys and in many cases careful
studies were made of the physical characteristics
and economic resources of the mandates.
The Smithsonian-Chrysler Expedition of 1926,
which collected for the U. S. National Zoological
Park, was one of the many big game expeditions to East Africa. Martin Johnson devoted
much time to filming the fast-disappearing wild
life of this region.
Expeditions from the American Museum of Natural History havo included
the work of Carl Akeley in the preparation of
animal groups, the 1927 Taylor expedition to
the Sudan for the collection of birds and mammals, the Ruwenzori-Kivu Expedition of 1926-

gions south of

27, the Rockefeller ornithological expedition, and
the Carlisle-Clark expedition of 1928. The British Museum sponsored the archaeological investi-

gations of Leakey in Kenya and the Cutler Dinosaur expeditions which went into Tanganyika.
West Africa and the Congo Basin have been

frequently visited by tropical disease expeditions.
Some of the American ones have been sponsored
by Harvard University, the Rockefeller Institute,
and the Smithsonian Institution. Botanical
specimens were gathered for the U. S. Department of Agriculture by the Armour expedition
to West Africa. In 1927 Professor Olufsen led
an expedition to Senegal and Nigeria under the

Carlsbad Fund.

The Zimbabwe ruins have attracted much atand Dr. Frobenius made an archaeological
study of this group in 1928-29. The CameronCadi^ expeditions of 1926 and 1928 sought for
tention

remains of ancient man in the Kalahari Desert.
Linton led an ethnological expedition to Madagascar in 1926-27 to collect material for the

Museum.
Communications.

Field

Rapid

development

of

transportation facilities has accompanied the exploitation of the natural resources of interior
Africa. In the Sudan, a new line was completed
in 1929 from Port Sudan, via Kassala, to Sennar on the Blue Nile. Tapping a large region
to the south of the Port Sudan-Atbara route,
this line provides transportation facilities for
this fertile but undeveloped agricultural district.
The railhead of an Italian line has passed
Agordat in Eritrea and is approaching Kassala.
In Northwest Africa, military efforts for the
promotion of peace and the subsequent economic
development of the country have resulted in the
construction of an extensive railway net reaching from Casablanca on the Atlantic to the Gulf
of Gabes.
Spurs extend northward to the principal Mediterranean ports and southward into
the Sahara. The recent completion of the
Tangier-Fez Railway greatly facilitates communication with Europe.
West African railroads may be generally characterized as extending north from the Gulf of
Guinea to the Niger River. The major lines are
from Dakar Senegal) to the Niger, from Konakri (French Guinea) to Kankan on a tributary
of the Niger, the northward extensions of the
Ivory Coast, Gold Coast, and Dahomey lines and
the extensive loop route in Nigeria.
The commercial exploitation of the mineralized
areas of Katanga ( Belgian Congo ) and of Northern Rhodesia has led to two of the most significant railroad developments in the history of
African transportation. For some time, Katanga
minerals were exported from the several east
coast ports via a complicated rail and water route
to Dar es Salaam or via Livingstone and the
South African railway net. In 1928 the line to
Bukama was extended to Ilebo on the Kasai
River greatly shortening the river journey to
the mouth of the Congo and involving only one
transshipment. The gauge of this line conforms
with tli at of the South African railways, since it
is planned to continue the line to the niouth of
the Congo and to allow future uninterrupted
travel from Cape Town to Matadi. The second
significant line is the Benguella Railway which
is completed from Lobito to the Angola frontier.
Union of this line with the Katanga Railroad will provide for South African railways the
long-needed outlet on the west coast.
East Africa is connected with the Congo and
South Africa by water from Bukama to Kabalo,
by rail to Albertville, by ferry across Lake Tanganyika, aud thence by rail to .Dar es Salaam.
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of the Tanganyika RailTafoora to Lake Victoria has made
it possible, by crossing this lake, to travel from
Jinja or Kisumu, through Kenya Colony to

northward extension

way from

Mombassa.
Thus, the east and west communications in
South and Central Africa are developing rapidly.
The two gieat military projects the Cape-toCairo and the Trans-Sahara railways have not
been achieved. The former has gaps in Uganda
and the Sudan; the latter has not been commenced, although surveys are continuing.
Settled areas are now provided with motor
roads and South Africa, Rhodesia, and East
Africa arc served by a network of fair highways. This also is true in Northwest Africa.
Regular motor schedules are followed on the
Nile-Congo road from Stanleyville to Rejai.
Air trannport has great possibilities in Africa
where large stretches separate centres of activIn 1020 Sir Alan Cobham, on a round trip
ity.
from England to Cape Town, demonstrated the
practicability of this mode of transport. Since
then, numerous long flights have been made, no-

tably one by Lady Bailey who, alone and without
elaborate preparation, Hew a small plane to the
Cape from England and returned via the west
coast.
European nations are rapidly establishing air communications with their colonies.
History. The map of Africa, subsequent to
the World War, was subjected to many changes
as a result of that struggle. Shortly after the
outbreak of the hostilities in Europe, Belgium
inquired of France and Great Britain whether
they intended to maintain the neutrality of territories in the conventional basin of the Congo, in
accordance with the General Act of the Berlin
Conference, of Feb. 26, 1885; the German government, likewise, proposed the maintenance of neutrality in this region, on the ground that solidarity of the white race was necessary to preserve
European ascendancy in Africa. Great Britain
and France, having already begun hostilities
against the German colonies, declined the German offer of neutrality, and proceeded, with some
aid from the Belgian Congo, to conquer the German' possessions. British forces from the Gold

Coast and French from Dahomey mastered Togoland in August, 1914, German Southwest Africa
was successfully invaded in September, 1914, and
occupied before July, 1915, by British South
African troops. French and British columns,
convergently penetrating Kamerun, completed
the conquest of tliat colony in the spring of
1910, after encountering stubborn resistance.
German East Africa, resolutely defended by a
small German garrison supplemented by native
contingents, was not swept clear of German
forces until November, 1917, and then only after
an ambitious plan of invasion, designed by General Smuts, had been carried out by British,
South African, Indian, and native troops and
cooperating Belgian forces. During the War,
France and Great Britain by secret agreements
arranged in advance the partition of the German colonies, and by the Treaty of London
(1915) they promised Italy an extension of territory in Africa if they should be successful in
their plans.

The

of Versailles
(1919)
required
to Hurreudcr all overseas possessions
to the principal allied and associated powers,
transferred all Gorman piiblic property in the
colonies to the new powsesaora, exacted reparation for damage done to French nationals by

Treaty

Germany
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German encroachments in French Equatorial
Africa before the War, and compelled Germany
to relinquish all former treaty rights in the
French protectorate of Morocco. The Treaty
further provided that Togoland, Kamerun, and
German East Africa should be Class B mandates,
with safeguards of native rights and of the open
door, whereas Gorman Southwest Africa should,
belong to Class C, to be administered as an integral part of the mandatory; but the distribution
of these mandates was left to the allied powers.
A preliminary division of the territories was effected by the Supreme Council on May 7, 1919,
as follows: Gorman East Africa to Great Britain;
German Southwest Africa to the Union of South
Africa; Togoland and Kamerun to be disposed
of by Great Britain and France.
Subsequently,
the districts of Ruanda and Uriindi, in tlie
northwestern part of East Africa, were assigned
to Belgium as mandatory; and the remaining
nineteen-twentieths of East Africa, under the
new name

of Tanganyika Territory, became a
mandate. Of the Cameroons (former
Kamerun ), about five-sixths went to France, and
only a small strip along the Nigerian border to
Britain.
Togoland was split, France taking almost two-thirds and Britain a little more than
one-third.
The mandate for German Southwest
Africa (now Southwest Africa Protectorate)
was formally approved by the Council of the
League on Dec. 17, 1020; the Class B mandates

British

for the other

German

Colonies, divided as de-

were delayed until July 20, 1922. Other
minor adjustments were made. Portugal recovered a district known as the Kiongo. triangle,
which had been included in German Kast Africa.
In order to insure an unbroken route for the
Cape-to-Cairo Railway, Belgium transferred to
Britain a strip of Ruanda-Urundi. Moreover, in
fulfillment of the Treaty of London, by which
Italy had been promised compensation for AngloFrench gains, territorial concessions were made
scribed,

to Italy. Italy had desired territorial additions in French Somaliland (particularly Jibuti ) ; the extension of Tripoli to Lake Chad ;
rectifications in the Libyan Desert in the neighborhood of the oasis of Jarabaib; and the addition of territory along the Juba River.
France
coded to Italy the Ghadamcs and Trummo districts on the western border of Italian Libya;
further than this, France declined to go. Egypt,
at Britain's behest, transferred a long, narrow
strip, the Jarabaib region, to extend the eastern
frontier of Libya.
But when Kgypt became independent, she insisted that the agreement did
not bind her, and the Italian possession of the
strip was not finally established until December,
1925. Great Britain expressed herself in 1919
as willing to make concessions to Italy by additions to Italian Somaliland, but the Italian demand for more territory left the question open.
In 1924 Ramsay MaoDonald declared for the
English government that it, like the former
Baldwin government, planned to link the disposition of Jubaland with that of the Dodecanese,
and inasmuch as Italy had received the latter by
the Treaty of Lausanne (1923), there was little
likelihood of any favorable settlement being
reached, at least as far as Italy was concerned.
But in June, an amicable settlement was reached
when the 1019 Milner-Scialoja line was accepted.
Late in 1923 Italian ambitions encountered another setback in the discussions over the status
of Tangier when Groat Britain, France, and

Spain agreed upon a convention which repealed
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the capitulations under which the port had been
previously governed. Spain, however, was dissatisfied, and in the next few years continually
pressed for the inclusion of Tangier in the Spanish zone of influence, a concession which England
and France would not grant. Italy's claims
likewise became more insistent.
Early in 1928, France and Spain reached an
agreement and these two powers, with England
and Italy, then met in a conference (Mar. 20).
This continued until July 17, when an agreeItalian

claims for participation in the administration
and development of the port. In Morocco the
several years of fighting between the Spanish
and, later, the French, on thn one aide and on the
other the Riff and other tribes, which ended with
the defeat and banishment of Abd-ol-Krim in
1926, brought an agreement between Franco and
Spain in 192C providing for patrol of the coast
to prevent smuggling ot arms and ammunition,
and for delimiting the boundary between the two
protectorates.
Among other territorial changes were the settlement of the boundary between \Vadai and
Darfur in 1921 by France and Great Britain and

the independence of Egypt. Egypt in December,
1914, first became a British Protectorate, and
then, on Feb. 28, 1922, gained its independence
under its own king and legislative assembly.
The disposition of the Anglo- Egyptian Sudan, 'a
source of contention between Britain and Egypt,
was affected in 1924 by the murder of Sir Lee
Stack, Sirdar and Governor General for the
Sudan. Among the demands in the ensuing
British ultimatum was one for the withdrawal
of all
Egyptian officers and purely Egyptian military units from the Sudan. This was followed
by the organization of a Defense Force to replace the Egyptian Army there. The boundary
between the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan and French
Equatorial Africa was agreed upon in a protocol
Feb. 28, 1924.
In 1925 the Southwest Protectorate, formerly
German Southwest Africa, was accorded local
self-government through provision for a legislative assembly, an executive committee, and an
advisory council, which began functioning the
next year. A long-standing boundary dispute
with Portugal was decided in favor of the latter
country by a mixed commission in 1926. The
status of a mandated territory was maintained
for the protectorate, the Permanent Mandates
Commission of the League of Nations taking exception to a phrase in the boundary convention
implying union sovereignty over the territory.
Thus the World War and its aftermath saw
the elimination of the German territories, covering an area of 1,030,000 square miles, and the
re-partitioning of Africa along the following
lines:

the Egyptians' successful fight for native sovereignty, an account is given under EGYPT; the
contest between Indians and British in the
is recounted under KENTA; the
Union of South Africa's determination to cheek
the economic and political aspirations of the
Negroes and Indians (largely the woik of General Smuts) is told under SOUTH AFRICA,, UNION
OF.
As far as -the Europeans were concerned, a
more disquieting movement was that of the Negroes of the continent to gain a fuller hearing
for their demands for racial equality.
In 19 ID,
1021, and 1023, representatives of Negro groups
in America and Africa, more particularly from
the latter, met in Paris, London, and Lisbon,
under the aegis of the Pan-African Congress, and

Kenya Colony

there sot out a charter of liberties for their peoTheir purpose was plainly the development
ple.
of Africa for the benefit 'of Africans, and not
merely for the profit of the Europeans. They
sought political, educational, and economic equality, the restoration of native lands, e.g., in
Kenya, Rhodesia, and South Africa; the curbing
of
commercial exploitation in the Belgian
Congo; release from the hold of large industrial
monopolies in Portuguese East Africa, where, it
was claimed, the activities of a British-financed
company rendered nugatory the good intentions
of the liberal Portuguese code; and the appointments by the League of Nations of direct diplomatic representatives in the mandated territories
It was
witli powers to investigate and report.
too early to ascertain whether the movement
was gaining strength. In the 1021 Congress, 30
countries were represented as against only 13 iu
the 1923 Congress. But its implications indicated a serious challenge to the purposes of
European imperialism. The cry of "Africa for
the whites" was being met by that of "Africa for
the Africans."
AFRICA, EARLY CIVILIZATION OF. See

ETHNOGRAPHY,
An
).
AGrAR, FREDERICK ALFRED (1872American clergyman and writer, born in London,
England. He went to the United States in 1889.

He

studied at the Louisville Theological Semi-

nary and was ordained a Baptist minister in
1893. He was a medical missionary to the Congo
Free State (1893-94) and after holding various

and the superintendency of missions
Montana, Washington, and Idaho (1904-12),
he became efficiency and methods secretary of
the Northern Baptist Convention in 1913. He
became a specialist in church methods and is author of Church Finance (1915) ; Dead or Alive
(1916); Help Those Women (1917); PersonalDemocracy and lie
ity and Possessions (1917)
Church (1918); Church Officers (1918); The
Stewardship of Life (1919); Modern Money
Methods (1920); Manual of Church Methods
(1921 ) ; The Deacon at Work (1922) j The Com(1924); The Local Ghuroh
petent Church
(1926); and technical pamphlets upon church
pastorates
in

;

methods.

AGUE, ALVA

(1858-

).

An American

agricultural educator, born at Cheshire, Ohio.
He attended Marietta College and the University
From 1907 to 1912, he was professor
of Wooster.
in charge of agricultural extension work at the
Pennsylvania State College and, from 3912 to

Like other parts of the world after the War?
Africa became the scene of nationalistic aspiraOf
tions, which threatened white supremacy.

1918, performed the same service and was proHo
fessor of soil fertility at Rutgers College.
became associate editor of the National Stockman and Farmer and since 1890 has contributed
many articles on agriculture to periodicals. He
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also lectured on agricultural topics since
1801. From 1910 to 1025, he was secretary of
agriculture for the New Jersey State Departmerit of Agriculture. He wrote Essentials of
Soil Fertility; Crops and Me f hods for Soil Improvement; Right Use of Lime in Boil Improvement, and First Steps in Farming.

lias

A GEE,

FANNIE HEASLIP LEA (1834-

).

author, born at New Orleans and
educated at Tulaiie University. She has been a
frequent contributor to American magazines and
wrote: Quicksands (1911), TheJacoticUc tiwrics
(1912), Sicily Ann (1014), and Chloe Malone
(1916).
).
AGER, WALDEMAR (TiiBOnoa) (1800- "born
Norwegian-American editor and author,
in Fredriksstad, Norway, and educated in the
common schools. He went to America in 1885.
He joined the Fremad Publishing Company, Eau
Claire, Wis., in 1802, and in 1!)03 was appointed
treasurer and editor of Reform, a weekly. He
was also made secretary of the Norwegian Society
He is
of America and editor of its quarterly.
the author of Krislus for Pilatus (1911); Pad
Sons of the Old
veien til smeltcpottcn (1917)
Country (1920), and short stories and histories
in Norwegian. He is also known as a lecturer.
He was made a knight of the Norwegian Order
of Saint Olaf in 1923.

An American

A

;

AGNES SCOTT COLLEGE. An

institution
for women at Decatur, Ga., founded in 1889.
The student enrollment increased from 220 in
1914 to 470 in 1927-28, and the number on the
teaching staff from 35 to 00 in tlie autumn of
192S. The endowment was increased from $175,000 in 1914 to $1,165,000 in 1928 and the income
from $100,000 in 1914 to $325,000 for the session 1927-28. The volumes in the library during the same period increased from 4000 to 19,000 volumes; the land holdings of the college
were more than doubled and a number of new
buildings were constructed, including a gymnasium and health centre; and plans were projected for raising funds for additional buildings.
President, James Ross McCain, Ph.D., LL.D.

AGWEW,

WILLIAM HBNBY (1881-

).

An

American clergyman and educator, born in Westphalia, Kan., and educated at St. Louis University.

He

joined the Society of Jesus in 1900,

and was ordained priest in the Roman Catholic
Church in 1910. He served as dean of the department of science and mathematics at Loyola
University, Chicago, 111., for four years, and in
a similar capacity at St. Louis University for
one year. Then, from 1919-20, he was professor of natural theology at St. Louis University,
before becoming president of Loyola University
in 1921. At various times, he was chaplain of
public institutions in Chicago and New York.
He lectured widely at religious and educational
institutions and was at one time editor of The
Queen's Work, a magazine.
AGRICULTURAL CREDIT. This term lias
come into prominence within recent years in
several distinct senses, among which may be
recognized: rural credit (mortgage-bond loans) ;
marketing credit (loans for tho sale and carrying of farm products) ; and productive credit
(loans made for farmers' expenses during the
period of putting in and harvesting crops). Due
partly to the growth of an agrarian movement iu
many quarters and partly to the unsatisfactory
position of the farmer as the result of the changes
in prices during and .since the World War, the
problem of furnishing the farmer with an adc~

AGRICULTURAL CREDIT

quate mechanism for supplying these different
kinds of credit has become a political issue in
several countries and particularly iii the United
States.

Rural Credit. By rural credit is meant the
extension of loans to working fanners for the
purpose primarily of improving their land and
of equipping them with suitable farm buildings
and in some cases with the more permanent and
Since the farmer
lasting types of machinery.
has usually little or nothing upon which to base
his application for credit except tho title to his
land, this form of agricultural credit becomes a
system of advancing money upon farm mortgage,
fciince farm mortgages are costly and difficult to
supervise and crop failures suspend interest payments and sometimes necessitate the surrender
of title to the land, mortgage banking has been
developed in connection with agricultural operations and has been worked out on the cooperative principle, which is intended to put behind
the loan the protection of a joint guarantee derived from claims upon a considerable number of
This plan of cooperative
pieces of property.
mortgage banking was first developed in Germany
and came into definite existence about 1775, continuing in various forms since that date. Parallel systems have been introduced into nearly
all of the

European countries and some Oriental

with varying success. The typical form
plan is found in an organization of cooperative groups or associations whose members' applications for loans are passed on by their
states,
of the

neighbors or associates in the group. Under
the German plan, the next step is the issue of a
bond or obligation which is jointly binding on all
members of the group and their lands, and which
the recipient, the applicant for the loan, then
sells to as good advantage as he can.
Mortgage
banks have been established for the purpose of
assisting in this marketing process. Under other
variations of the scheme, the recipient obtains
his loan in money, mortgaging his land to the cooperative association, which is organized with a
small capital. The association then sells the
mortgage to a land bank which places it and a
soriefe of other mortgages given by contemporary
borrowers in a pool or trust fund. Bonds against
these mortgages are sold to investors; thus, the
mortgages serve as collateral to protect the
bonds.
[Federal jParm Loan Act. The Federal Farm
Loan Act adopted in 1916 by Congress is based
upon the last-described form of the cooperative
mortgage system. Farm loan associations are
formed in designated areas under conditions prescribed in the law, and their members are borrowers only. The borrowers submit applications
for loans under specified conditions and restrictions as to size, security, and valuation of the
land. When such loans are approved by the association after careful appraisal of the property, tho mortgages are transferred to a FedTwelve of these banks have
eral land bank.
been organised in districts covering the whole* of
the Continental United States. They soil bonds
issued in series against the mortgages which
they have thus purchased. All bonds are guaranteed by tho twelve banks, Tho Federal Farm
Loan Board, an appointive body in the Treasury
at Washington, supervises the operations of the
loan associations and the banks and anuentH to
or rejects applications for the iuue of bonds.
During the period from 1910 to early in 1928,
about 4957 farm loan organizations were formed,
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while at the latter date 4060 remained in operaand, under the cooperative principle, the
capital of the land hanks was increased with the
loan associations, which take out capital in proportion as they sell mortgages to the land hanks.
Thus, a total of ahout .$1,161,000,000 of bonds
has heen placed in the hands of the public by the
twelve banks. Under the Federal Farm Loan

country under specified conditions. In 1923
these banks were organized with a capital of
$1,500,000 each. Later, however, the paid-in
capital was increased to $2,000,000 in all save
one case where an additional $1,000,000 was
paid in on account of losses. At the opening
of 1928, total discounts by the 12 banks had been
$257,000,000 of which about $76,000,000 were

Act, provision also was made for institutions
as Joint Stock Land Banks. These were
to operate in somewhat the same way as the
Federal land banks, except that the former were
originally founded with government capital and
were steadily overseen by the Government. The
Joint Stock Land Banks were to be organized
with private capital and were to make mortgage
loans direct to farmers, instead of following the
same procedure as in the case of the farm land
banks, purchasing the mortgages from local loan
associations, which obtained them from the farm
borrowers who were their members. The Joint
Stock Land Banks early in 1928 numbered about

outstanding.

tion

known

The
up to June

fifty.

total issues of bonds

put out by them

In
30, 1928, was about $592,000,000.
general, the effect of the Farm Loan Act was undoubtedly to reduce the average rate of interest
on first-class landed security from
to 5 per

5%

cent, according to location ; and it thus tended to
establish a comparatively high degree of uniformity between different parts of the country.

Of the Joint Stock Land Banks, at one time numbering about fifty-four, two have had to be
placed in receivers' hands, while two were merged
with other banks, during the fiscal year 1928.
One of the remaining fifty banks was in process
of voluntary liquidation.
Intermediate Credit Banks. Because farm
land banks and joint stock land banks were
strictly limited to mortgage security, i.e. first
mortgages on farm lands, and were not authorized to make any extensions of funds for conducting agricultural business, sharp demand arose
in the United States in the years 1920-22 for
some system of banking which would provide
for loans running up to two or three years in
maturity protected by ordinary paper or chattel mortgages.
Such loans were especially designed to meet the requirements of the cattleand wool-raising industries and to some extent
for the use of fruit growers and others who required

period

loans

of

a

duration

greater

than could be obtained from the ordinary bank
and shorter than those contemplated by the
land mortgage act. On Mar. 4, 1923, Congress
accordingly provided for the creation of twelve
intermediate credit banks to be operated in connection with, or as departments of, the twelve
land banks. Each was to have a capital of not
more than $5,000,000, the actual amount to be
determined by the Secretary of the Treasury and
paid in by him out of any funds in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated. Each bank was to
be allowed to do business with ordinary banks
and with loan associations and corporate lenders of various kinds. It was to be permitted to
place its securities in trust, to issue tax exempt
debentures, and to sell these to the public in an
amount not to exceed twelve times its capital
Such debentures were to be purchasable
utock.
by Federal Reserve Banks. In lieu of issuing
debentures, the intermediate banks might make
acceptances against commodities in warehouses;
and such acceptances might be discounted with
Federal Reserve Banks, so as to give the farmer
access to the commercial banking funds of the

War Finance Corporation. During the
World War, the War Finance Corporation was
formed in the United States, whose purpose it
was to make loans to hard-pressed enterprises
which might be unable to obtain banking accommodation through ordinary channels. The concern had a nominal capital of $500,000,000 paid
out of the Treasury. It did a limited amount of
business during the War, but after the close of

the struggle it was largely liquidated and practically closed under the Administration of Secretary of the Treasury Houston. The Harding
administration which came into office in 1921
expanded and revived the operations of the concern and devoted it largely to agricultural relief with direct loans to banks and under certain conditions to corporations, for the purpose
of promoting export trade and enabling banks
with fro7en assets to obtain assistance on a longterm basis on a larger scale than they otherwise

could. The War Finance Corporation was extended from time to time, with operations during
its entire life of $601,000,000 of which $688,000,000 was repaid. When the intermediate
credit banks were organized, it was supposed
that they would take over the business of the
War Finance Corporation, but they did not prove
able to do so, owing to the less flexible conditions
under which they operated. The result was successive extensions of the life of the corporation
to Jan. 1, 1925, where it was placed in liquidation, notwithstanding a technical duration of its
charter to Apr. 4, 1929. During the later years
of the corporation, its activity was largely
sporadic, being intended for the relief of hardpressed banks in various parts of the country

winch were suffering from agricultural depressions.

Federal Reserve Operations. None of the
or intermediate mortgage-banking
enterprises already referred to has any bearing
on the question of currently financing the farmers' crops.
For many years, this matter had
presented serious difficulties in the United States,
largely because so great a proportion of American agriculture is of a seasonal nature. Cotton, for example, which comes to maturity and
is practically all gathered in by the middle
of November, must be financed over the period
during which it is to be consumed either at home
or in the course of the exporting period. That
is to say, funds must be provided from some
source with which to pay producing and harlong-term

.

vesting expenses, and other obligations incurred
by the farmer during the growing season. If he
sells the cotton, he is able to pay his expenses
out of the proceeds so far as they |0. Observation, however, has led some to think that the
lowest prices of the year prevail for some weeks
immediately after the peak for the harvesting
season. Hence, there was a desire to put the
farmer into a position to carry his crop until it
could be gradually sold at a price up to the averThis gave rise to the establishment of
age.
Federal warehouses and also to the adoption of
State warehouse systems operating under a uni-
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form warehouse law. It also led to the creation
of cobperative marketing associations whose function is to receive the cotton from their members,
btore it, and carry it until favorable opportunity
for selling presents itself. In order to carry the
crop in this way, the farmer or the cooperative
associations must be able to obtain satisfactory
accommodation at the banks, and in order to insure such accommodation, the Federal "Reserve

Act made provision for an unusually long period
of credit on farm paper, six months instead of
three, and also contemplated the use of the resources of the system so far as needed for the
orderly marketing af crops. Under the administration of the Federal Reserve Board, this idea
of orderly marketing came to signify the holding of the crop during the consumption period,
with the understanding that it should all be
placed on the market prior to the advent of a new
crop. What is said here of cotton applies also
to other staples, and is a general characterization of the crop-moving problem at large. The
working of the Federal Reserve system in connection with short-term farm paper has been
satisfactory as far as it goes, enabling the agriculturist to get at low rates all of the funds
to which he could be considered reasonably
entitled.
Such success has been, of course, much
furthered by the cooperation of the commercial
banks.
Agrarian Discontent. Very decided agrarian discontent has prevailed in the United States
for several years pant. One reason for it was the
artificially high prices that were fixed for foodThese tended to enstuffs during tho War.
courage farmers to bring too much land under
cultivation for certain crops and to neglect the
diversification of certain products. They also

tended to encourage a speculative movement and
inflated level of values in the farming community, with the result that many cultivators purchased or in some way took over land at valuations which could not thereafter be maintained.
After the close of the War, the fixed prices for
agricultural products were terminated and a
considerable slump in farm prices and values
set in.
This reaction was by many ascribed to
deflation, an effort on the part of the banks and
especially of the Federal Reserve system, to curtail the amount of credit going to the farmer.
One outcome of this discontent was the so-called
agricultural inquiry of 1921, conducted by a joint
committee representing the House and Senate.
The findings of the committee exonerated the
system for its discount policy but blamed it for
allowing expansion to oecur as rapidly as it had,
notwithstanding that the inevitable result was
reaction and deflation. Dissatisfaction continued
throughout the Northwest and some parts of the
Middle West, and the result was steady agitation
in Congress and out of it for some sort of relief.
One result of the agitation was the Intermediate
Credits Act of Mar. 4, 1923, already described.
The results of the Intermediate Credits Act,
however, proved disappointing. Congress had already endeavored to mitigate the discontent of
the farmer by giving him higher tariff rates, in
the Tariff Law of 1922, and these tariff rates
were subsequently raised still further through
presidential action under the so-called flexible
tariff provision of the Act of 1922.
However,
the results of tariff advances were not encouragafter the
lower
went
Farm prices actually
ing.
adoption of the Tariff Act than they had been
before it, and there was a widespread feeling

throughout the farming regions that the producer had in some way been duped. Aetual conditions during the years 1922-27 were, in many
parts of the country, bad, and it is estimated
that during those years fully 1,000,000 farm
workers transferred themselves to the cities
because of the attractiveness of the higher wages
paid in factory employment as compared with
the poor return obtained on the farm. Another
outcome of the discontent was a widespread conversion of land from the single crop plan to
discontent
farming. Nevertheless,
continued and out of it there developed a demand
for some method of fixing farm prices at higher
diversified

levels.

Such a method took shape in the so-called McNary-Haugen Bill which was prominent in Congress during the years 1027 and 1928 and was
twice vetoed by President Cooliclge. The bill essentially provided for a government price fixing
of farm products through the extension of credit
to farm organizations which were to buy and
hold surplus crops, thus keeping them off the
market until they could be exported, and establishing a home priee for them higher than the
foreign price by the amount of our tariff rates.
The farm-credit and farm-relief problems were
an important issue in the presidential campaign
of 1928; and Mr. Hoover, who was elected in the
autumn of 1928, recognized the state of feeling
by promising an extra session of Congress to bo
held immediately after his assumption of office Mar. 4, 1029, and to be especially charged
with the duty of dealing with the farm question,
particularly from the standpoint of prices and
This was duly assembled.
credit.

Farm Cooperation. What has seemed likely
to be a practical development in the iield of agricultural credit and at the same time a quite
helpful measure from the standpoint of the
farmer himself is the development of cooperative
credit associations with cooperative marketing
associations.

The method of the cooperative association is
to exact from its members an agreement to keep
a specified amount of land under cultivation for
a certain kind of crop over a given period of
years or, at all events, to cultivate no other

crop on that land, thus assuring a steady supfarmer
ply of the product in question. The
agrees to deliver his output through the association and to abide by its rules, which provide for grading, holding, and selling the product under conditions determined by the board of
The associadirectors and other authorities.
tion then provides for financing and carrying the
combined output furnished by its members.
This financing has been done in two principal
ways; by direct loan at banks with warehouse
receipts, representing the title to the cotton as
collateral, and by acceptances furnished by banks
with which arrangements have previously been
made. The acceptances are protected by warehouse receipts in the same way and then marketed by the association, or in some cases by the
accepting bank. The best of these agreements
provides also for regular marketing of the warehoused crop at a specified rate per month and
reduction of the outstanding acceptance in corresponding amount. This method has provided
an economical and apparently very safe form of
But, in apite of a promising early
finaneing.
growth, the cobperative associations have failed
to advance in strength and numbers save in
^

special regions.

See COOPERATION.
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Puture of Earm Credit. The discussion
since 1920 in the United States and elsewhere
confirms the opinion that sound farm credit
can he hased only on careful adjustment of
acreage to demand and that the holding or storage of surplus products merely intensifies the
problem of prices at a later date, even though it

may

temporarily advance them.

The passage

of special ''relief" laws has become the basis of
a movement represented by the so-called farm
bloc in the Senate and by similar organizations

Improvement of
and elimination of middlemen's charges both for selling and
financing appear to offer perhaps the best solu-

in.

foreign legislative bodies.

marketing methods

tion of the problem.
ING, AGRICULTURE.

atid

facilities

See FINANCE AND BANK-
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From

1910 agricultural education in the United States
broadened greatly, in research, graduate and
undergraduate work in colleges, courses in secondary and elementary schools and extension
work. A larger measure of public funds was
devoted to those enterprises than previously, and
a considerable number of private institutions
were devoted to the work. The interest of the
farming folk in agricultural education was sharpened and found new expression through their
organizations. The American system was profoundly strengthened by the operation of the
Smith-Lever Cooperative Extension Act of May
8, 1914 (see AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION WOBK),
and the Smith-Hughes Vocational Education Act
of Feb. 23, 1917. The U. S. Department of Agriculture and the agricultural experiment stations
(q.v.), which with few exceptions were departcolleges, supplied more
largely the new information on which improvement in the subject-matter of agricultural teaching was based.

ments of the agricultural

The Agricultural

Colleges.

In 1928 instruc-

tion in agriculture was given in 51 land-grant
colleges for white students ill the 48 States,
Alaska, Hawaii, and Porto Rico, 28 of these in
connection with State universities. It was also
featured in 17 institutions for Negroes in the

Southern States.

The number

of students in four-year under-

graduate courses in agriculture (including forestry and veterinary science) reached its peak
In 1919 it dein 1915 when there were 17,169.
clined to 10,345, rose to 15,477 in 1922, and declined to 12,957 in 1926 owing to agricultural
depression. There were alno large numbers of
in
students
work,
including
subcollegiate
short courses, summer schools, and corresponda
once courses, and
considerable number in graduate courses. In 1,926, 2054 men and 73 women
were gr'anted bachelors' degrees in agriculture,

and 358 students were given masters' degrees.
Seven universities and the Massachusetts Agricultural College granted doctors' degrees to 34
students specialising in agricultural subjects.
In the land-grant colleges for Negroes, in 1926,
there were 13,259 students, of whom 795 were in
secondary courses and 208 in collegiate courses
in agriculture.
The Federal appropriations for instruction in
the land-grant colleges were increased under the
provision in the Vocational Education Act for
teacher-training and temporarily by the Federal
acts for "Rehabilitation of Veterans of the World
War. But by far the greatest increase of revenue
came to these colleges through State appropriations for buildings, equipment, and current ex-
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penses. The agricultural divisions of these colleges received a good portion of these funds.
Many large buildings for agricultural work were
erected and well equipped. Additional farms,
live stock,

machinery,

libraries, etc.,

were pur-

The number and variety of courses were
greatly increased. The courses in agricultural
chased.

production under the heads of agronomy, hortianimal husbandry, and dairying
were strengthened in various ways, but much
emphasis was increasingly placed on the development of courses in rural engineering and in rural
economics and sociology.
The Graduate School of Agriculture under the
auspices of the Land Grant College Association
was held in 1914 at the University of Missouri
and in 1916 at the Massachusetts Agricultural
College, after which it was discontinued. This
was largely due to the development o regular
graduate courses leading to advanced degrees at
most of the agricultural colleges and particularly
at universities and the stronger colleges. In
the undergraduate work, special attention has
been paid to better organization of the curriculum, the adoption of a group system of electives, provisions to meet the needs of individual
students according to their interests and capaculture, forestry,

bilities, promotion of better teaching, and recognition of the importance of expert supervision
of the educational work as a whole by the appointment of directors of resident teaching or*
similar officers. College authorities generally
agreed that, during the first two years in college, students should be required to take general
basic courses, including a technical knowledge of
what the farmer needs to know in order to carry
on his work intelligently. The specialization
through group courses could then be undertaken
at the beginning of the junior year.
By 1922 all the land-grant colleges had departments offering courses in general psychology* educational psychology, methods of teach-

and other professional studies. A numthem had courses in methods of teach*
ing agriculture. The training of teachers of
agriculture for the secondary schools under the
Smith-Hughes Vocational Education Act was
committed to the land-grant colleges. They also
had become interested in the professional training,

ber of

ing of the college teachers.

The Association

of

Colleges and Universities, through its
committee on instruction in agriculture, home

Land Grant

economics and mechanic arts, urged that instructors in the technical department pursue
graduate work in education and study the problems of teaching in their respective fields. Heads
of departments were asked to guide young teachers and give them opportunity to teach a variety
of subjects and to commit the teaching of introductory and basic subjects to experienced and sucThe association also adopted
cessful teachers.
a recommendation that beginning with 1925
candidates for teaching positions in the colleges
be required to have professional training.
The School of Agriculture fox the Ameri-

can Expeditionary Force in the World War.

In 1919 a unique educational enterprise was undertaken for the benefit of the American soldiers
in France. This was planned and inaugurated by
the Young Men's Christian Association, and afterwards was taken over by the Army Education
Commission. This plan included a college of
agriculture located at Beaune which enrolled
GOOO students and a nearby farm school at Allery
with 2600 more. Thorough extension work
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courses in agriculture were carried to thousands
Nuof soldiers in practically every regiment.
merous trips to French farms and forests supplemented the class-room work. In charge was
President K. L. Butter field of the Massachusetts
Agricultural College, with whom were associated
a large number of the ablest agricultural educators from the colleges throughout the United
States. More than 150 were selected from the

Army, representing 40 agricultural colleges.
Agricultural Training for Disabled ExService Men. Under the Vocational Rehabilitation Act of June 27, 1018, the Federal Board
for Vocational Education included agriculture
in its programme for training disabled exservice men. In 1021 the rehabilitation work
was transferred to the Veterans' Bureau. Up
to June 30, 1921, about 15,000 men took advantage of such training. They were distributed
among the agricultural colleges and schools.
Some of them could join the regular classes, but
for the most part their general education was
too limited to permit this and special instruction had to be given them. During the fiscal
year 1922-23, more than 11,000 men were given
training in agriculture. Of these, about 2000
were pursuing college courses leading to a degree,
about 4000 were taking shorter college courses,
and about 5000 were in special practical courses.
Thousands of farms and other agricultural enterprises were utilized as placement and project
training opportunities for men on the job. This

method proved more

effective

than institutional

especially for men of limited educatheir health was improved. The rehabilitation work came to an end July 2, 1928.

training,
tion,

and

Secondary Education in Agriculture. In
1928 there were some 170 special agricultural
schools, and agriculture was being taught in
about 5000 high schools. About 3550 of these
schools received Federal and State funds under
the provision of the Smith-Hughes Vocational
Education Act of Feb. 23, 1917. This act was
administered by the Federal Board for Vocational
Education, which had a division for agricultural
education, and by State boards in all the States.
Plans for the work in agriculture, as in other
subjects, were initiated in the States and approved by the Federal Board as the basis for
allotment of Federal funds. The instruction
was for students from 14 years of age. Supervised practice work in agriculture during six
months of each year was required of all students.
The Federal funds for vocational instruction
in agriculture increased from $547,027 in 1918 to
$3,031,987 in 1928, and were offset by more than
this amount of the State and local funds. In
1918 vocational agriculture was taught in 009
schools by 895 teachers to 15,453 pupils and in
1928 in 3553 schools by 3853 teachers. There
were 94,730 boys and 2662 girls studying agriculture in the all-day schools and there were 41,553 students in evening and part-time classes.
Experience showed the advantage of connecting
the Smith-Hughes work in agriculture with the
local high schools, because thus the pupils lived
at home and as a rule carried on their practice
work on the home farm. Tins also made the
school a factor in improving the agriculture of
the local community. The agricultural instruction in the Smith-Hughes schools

was largely

conducted on a project basis. This led to an
attempt by the Federal Board, in cooperation
with tlie division of agricultural instruction in
the Department of Agriculture, to make job an-
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alyses of the different agricultural enterprises
and several publications \vere issued showing how
such analyses may be used in the teaching of

agricultural subjects.

Elementary Agricultural Education in the
United States. In 28 States, there are laws
requiring elementary agriculture to be taught in
the rural schools, and several others encourage
such teaching. In about 20 States, elementary
agriculture and nature study arc taught effectively in many rural schools, especially consolidated schools. A number of State departments
of education have published outline courses in
elementary agriculture for the use of teachers,
partly by cooperation with the agricultural colleges and the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
The agricultural colleges, through summer schools
and in other ways, help to train teachers for
this work.
These colleges and the U. S. Department of Agriculture also aid the rural teachers
by the distribution of publications, lantern slides
and other illustrative material, and by personal
services of the State and county extension
agents. The boys' and girls' clubs organized
by the extension agents are in many cases
Many
closely associated with the rural schools.
normal schools and high schools have courses
through which teachers are trained for work in
agriculture and nature study in the rural schools.
Other Countries. Institutions for agricultural education are in operation in many counincluding colleges, secondary and practical
schools, and special schools for horticulture, forestry, dairying, poultry, etc. In the European
countries, the regular work of the agricultural
institutions was greatly abridged during the

tries,

World War, but at that time and afterward, special arrangements were made for the instruction
of disabled soldiers in several countries.
Since
the War, considerable progress has been made in
expanding and strengthening agricultural education in these countries. In Great Britain, the
Development Commission under the law of 1900,
in cob'peration with the Ministry of Agriculture
and Fisheries, has greatly stimulated agricultural education and research through the establishment of centres of research at the Rothamsted
Experiment Station, at Cambridge, Oxford, and
other universities and colleges, promotion of the
resident teaching at these and other institutions, assistance to local authorities in maintaining short courses of 10 to 12 weeks (called
farm institutes) by itinerant teachers and broadening of the extension work through county representatives and other expert advisory officers.

For this work, Parliament has made large grants
of money to supplement local funds.
and the^ teachIn Canada, agricultural
colleges

ing of agriculture in many high, consolidated,
and elementary schools arc maintained in all
the provinces under the direction of
provincial
departments of agriculture and education, aided
the
Dominion
of
by
Department
Agriculture.
In 1917 the Agricultural Instruction Act, profor
extension
made
district
special
agents,
viding
arrangements for instruction of convalescent solAt St. Joseph, Trinidad,
diers by these agents.
the West Indian Agricultural College was opened
for students, Oct. 16, 1922. It lm served a a
centre for research and education in tropical
agriculture. The Imperial Department of Agriculture for the West Indies was transferred from
Barbados and located at this college.
In Belgium, a royal decree of Apr. 8, 1020, reorganized the higher agricultural education.

AGRICULTURAL STATIONS
for a bachelor's degree was to occupy
four years, but a license in agricultural, science
could be obtained on completion of a two years'
course.
higher normal institute of farm management has been established at Laeken. In
France, the law of Aug. 21, 1912, reorganized the
department and communal system of agricultural education and provided a bureau of agricultural services for each department. Laws enacted in 1918 and 1920 further systematized ag-

A

ricultural education and provided better opportunities for specialization in different branches
of agriculture, the training of teachers, winter
courses for farmers, continuation courses for boys
and girls leaving the primary schools and agricultural instruction for women.

In Denmark, agricultural education is given
the Royal Danish Agricultural College at
Copenhagen, at which the regular course occupies
two years, with additional special courses covering two more years; and in 22 agricultural
schools, with nine months' courses and special
shorter courses lasting from a few days to several
weeks. In Norway, there are the Norwegian
College of Agriculture, with a three years' course;
the State Training School for Teachers to Small
Holders, with a two years' course; and 42 county
or district agricultural schools, with courses of
to 18 months, 8 schools of horticulture, 3 of
forestry, and 4 of dairying. In Sweden there
are agricultural colleges at Ultuna and Alnarp,
10 secondary agricultural schools, 33 farm
schools with winter courses, and 4 schools of
gardening and agriculture.
In China, an educational survey in 1916 showed
the great need of more practical education and
that year the National Association of Vocational
Education was formed. The National Alliance of
Provincial Educational Associations also favored
vocational education. This movement greatly
stimulated progress in agricultural education in
colleges and secondary and primary schools.
An interesting development of agricultural
education has been connected with missionary colin

leges

and schools in several

countries.
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Many

mission boards are promoting this side of their
work, and young men are being trained in colleges
in the United States and elsewhere for it. A survey in Africa by the African Education Commission showed the importance of correlating missionary enterprises with the agricultural and
community life of the African peoples, through
practical instruction and extension work in connection with mission schools.

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STA-

TIONS.

These institutions, especially in the
United States, were called into unusual service
during the World War. To some extent, their
researches received a temporary setback from
the special demands upon their workers and the
fact that many were drafted into war activities

or accepted positions in the industries. After
the Armistice, the forces gradually returned, the
stations renewed their normal activities, and the
State appropriations were increased to some extent.
For several years, however, they suffered
from the decreased purchasing power of their
funds. The Federal appropriations remained unchanged, but by 1924 the resources from within
the States had fully doubled compared with those
in 1914. In addition to the main or central stations in each of the States, numerous substations
were maintained for typical regions or the study
of special branches of agriculture.
Cooperation
with the U. S. Department of Agriculture in-

creased quite steadily. An experiment station
under the supervision, of that Department was
established in the Virgin Islands in 1918.
new era of the experiment stations began
with the passage of the Purnell Act Feb. 24, 1925.
This Act not only substantially increased the
Federal support but extended the recognized
scope of the experiment stations to include agricultural economics, home economics, and rural
These subjects were not mentioned in
sociology.
previous legislation, which had related primarily
to subjects connected with agricultural producThe Purneli Act authorized an. initial aption.
propriation of $20,000 for each State, in addition
to the grants provided under the two previous
acts, the amount to increase by $10,000 annually
until the total for each State aggregated $60,000, in 1930.
This, with the grants under the
Hatch and Adams Acts, will provide $90,000 a
year to each State, or a total contribution from
the Federal Government of $4,320,000. These
funds are under the administrative supervision of
the Department of Agriculture. The growing
interest in economic problems of agriculture was
at once reflected in a marked expansion in that

A

and investigations in home economics and
rural sociology assumed a prominent place.
The total funds of the experiment stations in
the United States for 1928 aggregated approximately $14,000,000. These were used to some
extent in the carrying on of farms and in control and service work, but were devoted in large
measure to investigation. The stations employed
3000 persons in connection with their research
and administrative activities, some of them likewise serving part time on the teaching staffs of
the agricultural colleges. During the year 1928,
over 1800 publications were issued, which were
distributed widely through the" States and to forgrowing part of the technical
eign countries.
research was published in scientific journals
which served to increase materially the volume
The stations were carrying on a
of the output.
total of more than 7000 separate projects in 1928,
covering practically every phase of the agricultural industry and rural life, varying from
quite practical experiments to abstract inquiries
on the frontiers of science. In most of the
States, the investigation has become increasingly
technical in order to meet the type of problem
and the demand for accurate information.
field,

A

Numerous new buildings and special facilities
in which the experiment stations share were provided by the States. This has marked substantial

enlargement and improvement of the

facil-

agricultural research.
The Connecticut State Experiment Station observed its fiftieth anniversary in 1925 and the
North Carolina Station, in 1928.
system of forest experiment stations, supities for

A

ported by congressional appropriation; was inaugurated unde*r the U. S. Department of Agriculture, beginning with 1922-23 (see FOBESTBY).
In addition to these public agencies, the Boyce
Thompson Institute for Plant Research, supN. Y.,
ported privately, was opened at Yonkers,
in 1921. In the same year the Food Research
Institute was established at Stanford University,
with furids supplied by the Carnegie Corporation
of New York, for the study of the scientific and
economic aspects of food supply and use. The
Giannini Foundation of Agricultural Economics
was provided for in connection with the California College of Agriculture in 1928, with a contribution of $1,500,000. Another special pro-
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vision was a gift to the New York State College
of Agriculture in 1927 by Cliarles Lathrop Pack
for endowment and maintenance of a research
professorship in forest soils. The Herman Frasch
Foundation for Chemical Research, especially in
agricultural chemistry, with a fund of $1,000,000, was provided by the bequest of Mrs. Eliza-

beth Blee Frasch, and became operative in 1028.
In Great Britain, the repeal of the war-time
measure known as the Corn Production Act was
accompanied by the granting of 1,000,000 for
agricultural education and research, about half
of which has been allocated to research and advisory work* among various institutions. A
movement for enlarging agricultural research in
the United Kingdom was set on foot by the
recommendations of the Imperial Agricultural
Research Conference in 1927. A new agency,
known as the Rowett Research Institute, for
work in animal nutrition especially, was organized at the North of Scotland College of- Agriculture, contributions coming mainly from private sources. A National Poultry Institute was*
established in connection with the Harper- Adams
Agricultural College in Shropshire. A cotton
research station was provided for in Trinidad
and, in India, a cotton laboratory was established.
In Canada, the Dominion Government
was compelled to withdraw its assistance to the
experiment stations for a time after the War,
but eventually the support was resumed and the
stations are filling a very important part in developing the resources and extending the area
of production in that country.
Despite the financial stress in France, an appropriation of 2,000,000 francs was made for

experimental work in 1921, and an Institute of
Agricultural Research was established under the
Ministry of Agriculture, to which the existing
stations and laboratories hitherto administered
by the Department were assigned, with authority

to establish other stations and make grants for
research. This reorganization brought under
the Institute 38 stations and laboratories with
a total personnel of 236.
central station with
regional stations for the improvement of crop
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plants was more recently provided for, and eight
additional central stations with regional branches
to deal with the principal divisions of agriculture.

The Australian Commonwealth adopted plans
for locating one of its chain of research stations
in Queensland, providing 50,000 for capital ex10,000 annually for maintenance.
penses and

The South Australian Agricultural Education
Act of 1927 provided 5000 for the extension of
research at the Waite Agricultural Research
Institute, with increases expected to bring the

to 15,000 by 1936-37. An Institute
Rubber Research was incorporated by the Federated Malay States and established in 1927.

amount up

for

An

institute of agricultural research in Palestine,
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with a ranch of about 18,000 acres stocked with
sheep and with modern equipment. In various

new stations or additions to the
systems already in existence were brought into

other countries,
action.

Bibliography. B. J. Wickson, "The Beginnings of Agricultural Education and Research
in California," in Annual Report of California
Experiment Station for 1018; Duke of Bedford
and Spencer Pickering, Science and Fruit (j rowing A Record of 25 Years' Work at the Woburn
Experimental Fruit Farm (London, 1919); Edwin Grey, Rothamsted Experimental Station:
Reminiscences, Talcs, and Anecdotes (Harpendcn,
Herts, England, 1922) ; Agricultural Research
in 1925 (Royal Agricultural Society, London,
1926) ; Research and the Land (Ministry of Agriculture, London, 1926); Milton Conovcr, "The
Office of Experiment Stations, Its History, Activities and Organization," Service Monographs,
No. 32, Institute for Government Research,
(Baltimore, 1924); A. C. True, "History of the
Hatch Experiment Station Act of 1887," Assoc.
of Land Grant Colleges, Proceedings, (192G).
See also E. W. Allen et al, Report on the Agricultural Experiment Stations, published annually
by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington.

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION" WORK.

Agricultural extension work includes whatever
instruction on subjects related to agriculture and
country life is given by educational institutions
to persons other than resident students. Most of
this work is done away from the institutions, but
it may include meetings or short courses held
there. In the United States, courses at the institutions exceeding two weeks in duration are usually not classed as extension work. Most of the
agricultural extension work in the United States
is done cooperatively by the State agricultural
colleges and the U. S. Department of Agriculture
under the terms of the Smith-Lever Extension
Act of 1914 and related Federal and State legislation.
This act brought about a combination
of three more or less distinct lines of institutions: (1) farmers' institutes (see article iti

NEW

INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPAEDIA) ; (2) farm
demonstration work (see article in NfiAV INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPAEDIA); and (3) the correspondence and short courses, lectures at
farmers' meetings, exhibit at fairs, competitive
judging of live stock and other products, etc.,
carried on by the agricultural colleges.
From the beginning, the agricultural colleges
the Department of Agriculture disseminated
and_
agricultural information among the farming people through correspondence, distribution of publications, and addresses at meetings by members
of their staffs.
The colleges gradually enlarged
the scope of their extension work, particularly
in the decade beginning about 1905, when extension divisions were organized. During this

with a system of local stations, was planned under the Zionist movement. The State of Minas
Geraes, Brazil, inaugurated a new institution for

which

agricultural instruction and investigation, located at Vicosa; Colombia and Salvador each
provided for a series of stations, and Venezuela
opened a station for agriculture and forestry at
Caracas. In Peru, the National Agricultural Society was organized in 1926, with plans for inaugurating an experiment station in the northern
part and one in the southern part of the country,
with several substations.
high altitude station
was established in that country at 12,500 feet,

the colleges, through their Association, began to
ask Federal aid for extension work and several
bills were introduced in
Congress.
Kinally, a
bill, introduced by Hoke Smith of Georgia in tlio
Senate and Asbury F. Lever of South Carolina in
the House, was passed and was approved by
President Wilson, May 8, 1014. This act provides for agricultural extension work to be, carried on by the land-grant colleges in cooperation
with the U. S. Department of Agriculture and

A

work was considerably influenced by
movement of university extension, of
was often considered a part. Tn 1908

period, the

the general
it
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in accordance with plans annually submitted by
the colleges and approved by the Secretary of
Agriculture.
"CoSperative agricultural extension work shall
consist of the giving of instruction and practical
demonstrations in agriculture and honie economics to persons not attending or resident in
said colleges in the several communities, and imparting to such persons information on said subjects through field demonstrations, publications,
and otherwise; and this work shall be carried on
in such manner as may be mutually agreed upon
by the Secretary of Agriculture and the State
agricultural college or colleges receiving the benefits of this act."

To each State $10,000 annually was permanently appropriated and additional sums beginning with $600,000 in 1914 and increasing by
$500,000 for seven years thereafter, after which
$4,100,000 annually was to be permanently apSince 1920 supplementary funds
propriated.
were added by Congress. To receive the additional sums, the States were required to offset
them with equal amounts, provided by States,
county, college, local authority or individual contributions within the State.
"No portion of said moneys shall be applied,
directly or indirectly, to the purchase, erection,
preservation, or repair of any building or buildings, or the purchase or rental of land, or in
college-course teaching, lectures in colleges, promoting agricultural trains, or any other purpose

not specified in this act, and not more than five
per centum of each annual appropriation shall be
applied to the printing and distribution of publications."

From 1917 considerable additional amounts of
Federal funds were annually appropriated for
the cooperative extension work. The CapperKetoham Act of May 22, 1928, provided for the
further development of this work by authorizing
the annual appropriation of $980,000, of which
$20,000 goes to each State and the Territory of
Hawaii, beginning with the fiscal year 1929, and
for each year thereafter the additional lump
sum of $500,000. At least 80 per cent of the
sums appropriated under this act must be spent
for the salaries of county extension agents, who
"shall be men and women in fair and just proand these funds may be used for the
portions,"

promotion of agricultural trains.
Soon after the passage of the Smith-Lever Act,
the Department and the colleges generally entered into a formal agreement, through a "memorandum of understanding," under which the Dework
partment agreed to conduct all its extension
through the college, provided the college created
an extension division and put at its head a director who would be the joint representative of
tho college and the Department and have charge

of all the cooperative agricultural extension in
the State. For the Department's business necessitated by this act, a committee was at first organized, but on July 1, 1915, when the States Relations Service was created, general supervision
was given to the director of that service, under
whom were put two extension offices transferred
from tho Bureau of Plant Industry, one for 15
Southern States and the other for the 33 Northern and Western States. In 1920 the two offices
were combined and in 1923, when the States Relations Service was abolished, the Cooperative
Extension Office became a part of the new Extension Service, which contains also the Office
of Exhibits and the Motion Picture Laboratory.

The Extension

Office administers the Federal
funds for extension woik in the States and for
the maintenance of the Washington Office. Representatives of the different bureaus of the Department also do extension work in the States,
under the supervision of the Extension Service.
In the States, the college organization consists
of the extension directoi, leaders of county ag-

home economics, and club agents, and
extension specialists in the various branches of
agriculture and home economics, together with
the men and women agents located in the comities
This nation-wide system of practical edu*
;
cation for the farming people had hardly become well organized when the War brought to
it unusual responsibilities.
To aid in stimulating agricultural production and food conservation, the States Relations Service was given funds
to supplement the regular extension funds.
In
war-time, the extension organization was pushed
forward very rapidly until more than 2400 counties had agricultural agents and about 1700 counricultural,

ties

and 200

cities

had home demonstration

agents. About 2,000,000 boys and girls were enrolled in clubs. At one time, about 7000 persons
were included in the cooperative extension forces,
which accomplished a great work in aiding the
farmers to produce an adequate food supply and
our people generally to conserve this supply. To
accomplish this task, it was necessary to organ-

The
ize the farming people more thoroughly.
extension forces, therefore, were very active in
promoting the older organizations and forming
new ones. In the Northern and Western. States,

special advantage was taken of an organization
called the farm bureau. This movement hegan

New York

in 1911 and soon spread to other
In war time, the extension agents organized farm bureaus in many counties.
After the War, when economic conditions
aroused the farmers to the importance of cooperative marketing and legislation relating to
agriculture, the farm bureaus expanded their
work beyond the educational field and formed
State federations and a national federation called
the American Farm Bureau Federation. It was
then necessary to readjust the relations of the
extension forces to the farm bureaus and to con-

in

States.

work broadly
the war emergency funds were
withdrawn in 1919, the number of extension
workers materially decreased. The farming people, however, retained their interest in extension
work and before long the number of county extension workers again increased. Since the War,
much of the extension work has related to agricultural
economics,
particularly co&perative
fine these
defined.

forces to educational

When

marketing.

In 1928, out of 3044 counties reporting agricultural products, 2256 had men county extension
agents; 1041 had women agents. The men included 94 directors and State leaders, 113 assistant State leaders, 2318 white county agents and
assistants and 184 colored local agents. The
women agents were 44 State leaders, 83 assistant
State leaders, 941 white county agents and 115
colored local agents. The men and women agents
did much work with children, but there were also
special agents for boys' and girls* clubs, as follows: 42 State leaders, 74 assistant State leaders,
145 county leaders. In addition, there were
about 1000 extension specialists and several hundred clerical assistants, making a total extension force of 5160. About 620,000 boys
and girls were enrolled in 44,188 clubs. For
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the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1928, about
$575,000 was appropriated for the Extension
Service in the U. S. Department of Agriculture
and $22,402,800 was used in the States and
Hawaii. Of this amount, $8,564,050 was Federal
funds, including $1,346,500 derived from direct
appropriations to the Department of Agriculture,
$54,600 for forestry extension work, $6,182,935
under the terms of the Smith-Lever Act, and
$980,000 under the Capper-Keteham Act. From
sources within the States, $13,928,600 was contributed, of which $8,045,700 was State and
college funds; $4,797,500, county funds; and
$1,095,400, from farm organizations and other
sources. In Alaska, Guam, and the Virgin Islands', extension work was conducted by the
Federal experiment stations, and in Porto Rico,
by the insular bureau of agriculture.
Other Countries. Many countries had more
or less elaborate systems of agricultural extension work, usually under the general supervision of departments of agriculture and often
connected with agricultural colleges and schools.
In England and Wales, extension work was conducted through county agricultural councils,
with approval of the Ministry of Agriculture,
and aided the government funds by the Development Commission. The work was done by agriorganizers, itinerant lecturers, and
from agricultural colleges and the
similar organization existed in IreMinistry.
land. In Scotland, the work was done through
the universities. In Canada, a large number of

cultural

specialists
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extension agents were employed under the supervision of the provincial department of agriculture. Similar work was done in Australia, New
Zealand, and the Union of South Africa. In
France, under the Ministry of Agriculture were
inspectors-general, directors of agricultural services and their staffs in the several departments
similar
(counties), and extension specialists.
system existed in Belgium. The Belgian Peasants* League, with over 190,000 men, women, and
children as members, also carried on much work.
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providing for increased attention to research and
extension work, agricultural credit, cooperation,
standardization of products, warehousing, market and price studies, news service, and measures
for aiding and safeguarding marketing and distribution* The economic aspects of the industry
became a subject of extensive study. Official
standards were promulgated for leading products,
regulatory measures enacted to preserve competition and prevent unfair manipulation of prices,
the essentials of successful cooperation in marketing and distribution and in buying farm supplies
were studied, and organization of farming people
to promote their welfare was given unprecedented
impetus. The new conditions marked an epoch
in the industry.

Agriculture during the

World War. The

outbreak of the War found agriculture in a
highly developed condition in most of the counFor years special attention had been
tries.
given to the promotion of food production as a
source of strength and a safeguard. France was
noted for the large number of its small farms and
its thrifty

whom were

agricultural class, more than half of

landowners.

policy of enindustry, leading the world
in its agricultural investigation, instruction, and
favorable consideration for the industry. The
growing of food was looked upon as a measure
for the common good and was a part of its campaign for supremacy. It was producing about
82 per cent of its requirements in edible grains
(including flour), 93 per cent of its meatH, 92
per cent of its dairy products, 07 per cent of its
poultry, and 99 per cent of its vegetablesabout
88 per cent of the total food requirements of

Germany had long pursued a

couraging

the

that country. France was producing about 93
per cent of the required edible grains, 98 per
cent of meats, 80 per cent of poultry, and slightly
moro than it consumed of dairy products, vegetables, and fruits.
Austria-Hungary was almost
entirely self-sustaining in food supplies, while
Russia was a surplus producer of food stuffs,
exporting about 19 per cent of its production of

In Denmark, the Department of Agriculture,
Royal Agricultural Society, and local agricul- edible grains.
tural associations joined in the work. In
Great Britain, on the other hand, had allowed
Italy,
there were over 300 itinerant teachers of agri- its agriculture to languish and had developed
culture. The Government and the agricultural the policy of purchasing its food in large measure
societies conducted the work in Norway, Sweden, abroad.
It grew only 27 per cent of the required
Holland, Finland, and Germany. Tlieie was or- food grains, 53 per cent of the meats, 02 per cent
work in Spain, Switzerland, Bulgaria, of the dairy products, and 58 per cent of the
in other words, only about
fanized
ndia, Burma, British West Indes, Chile, Argen- poultry consumed
Prior to the outbreak
half of the food required.
tina, and other South American countries.
Bibliography. Important works in this field of the War, two-thirds of the total farm area was
include 0. B. Martin, The Demonstration Work iu permanent grass and only one-third in culti(Boston, 1921); M. C. Burritt, The County vated crops; whereas, in Germany, the proportion
Agent and the Farm Bureau (New York, 1922) ; was exactly the reverse. It was said that HritA. C. True, "History of Agricultural Extension ish agriculture fed with home-grown food a third
Work in the United States, 1785-1023," in Mis- more people and employed a third more labor in
cellaneous Publication* 15, United States Depart- 1870 than it did in 1913, because in the meantime
ment of Agriculture, (1928) ; Annual Reports of the country had so largely turned from cultithe Extension Service, United States Department vated crops to grass farming. The War soon
served to demonstrate the inadequate state of
of Agriculture.
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The period of the World
and the years following brought great
changes in agriculture. It marked groat stimulation of production and emphasis on the im-

War

portance of agriculture to the countries at war,
followed by the most serious and long-continued
depression that industry has ever experienced.
This period was also the'time of unusual developments in the interest of more productive and
better stabilized agriculture. In the United
States, numerous laws were passed by Congress

British agriculture.
At the outset, all of the European countries
took steps to conserve their food supplies, to
increase production of the most necessary staples, and to adapt the production to the military
needs and requirements of the people. The feeding of bread grains to live stock was largely restricted or prohibited. The amount of grain

used for brewing and distilling was cut down,

and

closer milling of cereals was required, the
%
of substitutes being first permitted

addition
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tion.

In Germany, the whole question

of production

was systematized and brought under government
regulation and, in France, organization was carried to a high degree." Laws in the latter country
;

permitted neglected land to be taken over by the
commune. The Government subsidized the purchase of expensive labor-saving machinery by cooperative societies or communes and bounties
were offered and prices guaranteed for essential
products. In most of the warring countries,
labor soon became scarce, owing to the extension
of the draft, and women began to take the places
of men in farm work. The seriousness of Great
Britain's position

was

intensified
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Nonessential crops such as
tobacco were prohibited and bulb growing and
hop growing were much reduced. With the development of the airplane, flax growing became a
war necessity and in Great Britain particularly
it was stimulated and placed under strict regulalater enjoined.

when

the sub-

marines became active. That country declined,
however, to guarantee the price of wheat, but
made patriotic appeals to farmers and landowners
to plow up their grass land and pastures and increase the acreage under wheat. This met with
much objection in the absence of a well-defined
policy toward agriculture. Later,
such a change in farming was enjoined and acts
passed enabling the taking over of such land and
placing a penalty on neglect of owners to practice
good farming.
The wheat crop of 1914 represented a world
shortage of approximately 386,000,000 bushels,
that of Europe alone amounting to 323,000,000

permanent

bushels; but, in the following year, the crop was
much the largest ever produced. Great Britain

shared in this; notwithstanding this, threefourths of its wheat supply had to be imported.
In that year (1915), the United Kingdom imported agricultural products valued at $1,342,000,000, while France bought food products costing $492,000,000. The United States produced
the greatest wheat crop in 1915 ever raised, passing the billion-bushel mark for the first time and
representing about one-fourth of the entire
world's production. This was in response to the
appeal from Europe and to increasing prices. The
export of wheat from the United States to Europe jumped to two and throe times the pre-war
amount.
In 1916 the crops of wheat, barley, oats, and
maize in the Northern Hemisphere were decidedly ICSH than in 1915, causing prices to rise
and anxiety to increase. With the continuance
of the War, the preeminent position of agriculture in the welfare of the countries involved
became unmistakable, and its importance was
conceded as second only to that of the military
activities.
With thousands of acres devastated,
relations with other countries interrupted, and
a vast number of farmers and farm laborers
drafted into the army, not only unusual demands
but unusual conditions had to be met.
To overcome its disadvantage, Great Britain
made most urgent appeals and adopted numerous
measures to readjust the systems of farming.
War committees and borough war societies
sought to assist the farmers in the matter of
'

information, labor, seed, fertilizers, etc., and attention was turned to the cultivation of land
not ordinarily employed in agriculture, such as
parks and pleasure grounds, the use of woodland for raising pigs, etc. Farmers were urged
to shorten the period of grass arid clover in ro-

and to reduce the acreage of bare fallow.
There was widespread effort to prevent the de-

tations

pletion of live stock in the warring countries, especially the work animals, milch cows, and
breeding stock. Scarcity of gasoline (petrol) for
tractors and other machines, high prices of fertilizers and the scarcity and cost of seeds were

other handicaps. Forage was unusually high and
was requisitioned in large amounts toy the armies.
Farmers felt that the well-nigh impossible was
being urged upon them. Prisoners of war, to
whom there was at firs! objection, were successfully used in France and England a.nd generally

found to be submissive. In 1917 Great Britain
enacted a comprehensive measure known as the
Corn Production Act, guaranteeing prices of
wheat for a period of six years, establishing
prices for oats and barley, and fixing a minimum

A

live agricultural
for agricultural labor.
policy was put into effect in that country under
the Defense of the Realm Act, enabling the taking over of waste lands and commons and com-

wage

pelling the breaking up of grass land and the
use of the cultivated land in accordance with
the needs of the country. It was estimated that
in 1917 an additional million acres were put under the plow in that country.
When the Untied States entered the World War
in 1917, renewed efforts were given to increasing
production of the essentials, for home use and
The Selective Service Law made
for the Allies.
agriculture one of the industries for which exeinption could be claimed. The United States
Food Administration fixed the price of the 1917
wheat crop at $2.20 per bushel for Number 1
hard, and the Federal Grain Corporation was
formed which took over the purchase of wheat
for export and for the larger flour mills. The
price had risen to $.3.18 and the fixing of a price
which was represented as little above the actual
cost of production under war conditions raised
considerable opposition, but was accepted as a
patriotic measure. While the wheat crop of 1917
was light, the aggregate of all cereals in the
United States was approximately a billion
bushels above the average of the previous five
years. In most of the Allied countries, the production of cereals fell off materially, showing
that Europe was fast declining in food-producing power. Restrictions on tfie use of any material suitable for human food became more
stringent. Horses wore placed on rations and
even the feeding of game and migratory birds
was prohibited. Shortage of tonnage and increased risk practically eliminated from the
market such surplus grain-producing countries
as India, Australia, and Argentina. This laid
the heavier burden on the United States and
Canada. The latter country had made a remarkable showing, and in 1918 responded with the
for all
largest areas on record in that country
food crops except corn, In the United States,

a carefully considered agricultural programme

laid out for 1918, the first of its kind in
America, in which special emphasis was laid
upon the wheat crop, with the aim of a billion
The necessary acreage was apportioned
bushels.
among the States and the duty of meeting the apportionment and assisting the farmers was as-

was

signed to the County extension agents, State
Councils of Defense, and other agencies. The
President iu a message to the farmers called upon
them for a supreme effort, and Congress appropriated $2,500,000 to be used as a revolving fund
in supplying farmers with suitable seed in cer-
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tain sections of shortage, the fund being administered by the Department of Agriculture.
The season of 1918 was adverse over considerable sections of the United States, but the production amounted to 921,438,000 bushels, the
largest ever raised except in the record year
of 1015, exceeding the preceding five-year average
by nearly 107,000,000 bushels. Equally striking
were the results in producing large supplies of
other crops, meat, and dairy products. The
labor situation became even more acute, with the
extension of the draft and the large opportunities offered by other industries.
Organized effort was made to meet the shortage.
Boys'
Working Reserve was organized, students were
recruited to work on the farms during their vacation, colleges lengthened the summer vacation,
and the Women's Land Army went into training.
Business men, clerks, and factory operatives

A

worked on the farms

after regular hours and in
their vacations to gather in the world's bread
crops without loss. On the whole, the results
furnished a new evidence of the remarkable resourcefulness of American agriculture.

Under stress of the emergency, Great Britain
redoubled its efforts and added another 2,000,000 acres to its tilled area, the increase in wheat
being 732,000 acres. The labor situation be-

came increasingly acute, and unusual and parttime labor had \o be resorted to. More than
300,000 whole-time and part-time women woikers were reported to be engaged on the land in
the United Kingdom. The acreage in wheat,
barley, and oats in 1018 was the highest ever
uwmled in British agriculture, and that in potatoes the largest since 1872. It was estimated
that the production would provide forty weeks5
supply of bread stuffs for the entire population
of the United Kingdom at the prevailing scale of
milling and consumption, a remarkable achievement for a country which only a few years before had imported its food stuffs in sucli large

measure.
France likewise made strenuous efforts to extend its food production in 1918, but by reason
of its reduced man power had 'about reached its

maximum.

While the wheat crop was larger and
of better quality than in the preceding year, pro-

duction had dwindled with the continuance of the
even with the 1918 increase was much
below the normal for that country. The potato
situation was particularly grave, the crop being
not over two-thirds of the ten-year average.
A systematic campaign like that of the previous year was prosecuted in the United States
in the fall of 1918, with the objective of a great
The response
liberty wheat harvest for 1919.
was an acreage more than 15,000,000 greater
than any previously recorded. Although the
season was not favorable for the spring-sown
crop, wheat production amounted to 967,979,000
bushels, considerably in excess of the 1918 crop
and the second largest in history. The total area
sown to leading cereals in the crop year of 1919
was 33,000,000 acres greater than tho pre-war
average for 1910-U, and produced 635,000,000
bushels more than that average. The 1910 crops
in the European countries, as estimated by the
International Institute of Agriculture, were not
over 70 per cent of their food requirements.
There was a decided decrease in the area devoted
to cereals and potatoes in Great Britain, with a
cpnsequcnt decrease in production. There were
corresponding decreases in livestock, with a disquieting prospect for milk and a falling off of

War and
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young stock and sheep. The post-war period,
found Europe largely dependent on

therefore,

imported food.

Agriculture Following the War.

In ihc
After the close of the War, the
Department of Agriculture, realizing the dangers
of over pi eduction as a result of the opening up
of the channels of trade and the resumption of
farming in Europe, recommended a reduction in
the wheat area of about 15 per cent and advised
safe farming. The season was unfavorable, the
labor shortage continued, amounting to approximately 37 per cent, and wages rose to an appalling point. This, with the continued high cost of
fertilizers, machinery, and supplies, all of which
had greatly increased since 1014, made the hazard
the
American
unusually
large.
Altogether,
farmers had to meet the most difficult situation
in 1020 they had ever experienced. The harvest,
one of the largest of record, met a falling market
in the late summer and autumn, with the worst
slump in the history of grain prices. This threw
the farmers and the banks supporting them into
panic and resulted in the most severe agricultural
depression the country had ever known. While
Europe was still in need of outside food, dilliculties of transportation, unfavorable exchange,

United Stales.

and inability of the countries to buy worked
against export. Moreover, Canada and British
India, two prominent exporting countries, had a
combined wheat crop 195,000,000 bushels greater
than in 1019.
While agriculture shared in the general business depression in America, no other industry was
affected so soon or so seriously.
Farmers had
not been allowed to profit by the war emergency
as other industries had. Trices had been hold
down by the Food Administration and by agreement. Crops were produced at maximum costs
on land inflated in price and often heavily mortgaged. The large wheat crop of 1 920 was worth
$3,000,000,000 less than tho smaller crop of
1919.
Live stock and its products likewise declined to an extent causing serious loss to producers.
The total value of animal products in
1920 was about $200,000,000 less than in 1919.
Congress, called upon for relief, revived the
War Finance Corporation to aid local banks
in carrying farmers and marketing crops and
passed an emergency tariff favorable io agriculture.
Price conditions continued in 3921,
with production far in excess of domestic needs,
high freight rates, inability of Europe to buy,
and general business depression. Wheat fell below $1 a bushel, with its purchasing power Uss
than the low price of 49 cents in 1894. Corn
on the farms of the Corn Beit was lower than
for 25 years.
It was estimated that one-fourth
of the farmers of the country were facing bankruptcy or, had been wiped out. Similarly, land
.rents, which had doubled, trebled, and increased
ever more in the prosperous years of the War,
caused many renters to lose not only their labor
but their savings. The purchasing power of the
principal farm xjrops became lower than ever before, and that of the major grain crops was
little more than half the
average for the five
pre-war years. The farmers' labor returna were
reduced to about the pre-war level, while the
wages of workers in other lines remained near the
war level.- The cost of getting fann products
to market frequently exceeded the amount the
farmer himself received in return. The situation attracted such attention that Congress
appointed the Joint Congressional Commission of
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velopment of agriculture, with a view to relating
it to the various agencies of distribution in such
a way as to avoid duplication, waste, and loss in
reaching the consumer.

The

severe agricultural depression continued

in 1022 with little abatement, while the cumulative effect noticeably increased and there was
great discouragement on the part of the farming

In most farming States, taxes on farms
had more than doubled since before the War.
In the Central Western States, these absorbed
one-third of the farm income, as compared with
people.

than one-tenth in 1913. Early in the year,
President Harding called a National Agricultural Conference at Washington, the first of the
kind ever held in the United States, with representatives from the principal farm organizations,
lines of
agricultural institutions, and various
industry directly related to agriculture. This
less

^

gave opportunity for a broadminded consideration of the situation and the outlining of remeThe recommendations and the
dial measure??.
measures urged were notable for their sound
constructive character. Favorable action was
taken on many of them. The revival of the War
Finance Corporation, making available more
than $350,000,000 for agricultural financing,
saved thousands of farmers from bankruptcy and
many banks in the agricultural regions from
repassing into the hands of receivers, besides
storing confidence and having a salient effect

upon interest rates. The provision for greatly
increased mortgage loans hy the farm-land banks
and joint stock land banks enabled farmers in
and
large numbers to refund their obligations
basis.
Unplace them on a deferred payment
usual attention was given to aiding the market-

A

tariff law more faing of farm products.
vorable to agriculture was enacted ; the Packers
and Stockyards Act placed all packing houses,
under governstockyards, and similar agencies
ment supervision, giving assurance of open com"
act was passed
pctitive conditions; and an
exextending government supervision over grain
to
changes dealing in futures, in the effort
control another practice believed to be disadvantageous to agriculture. During this^ period
the Farm Bloc in Congress "became active and
a source of great power, overriding party lines
and giving the farmers' interest unprecedented
backing.
Although there were some marks of improvement in 1923 over the three previous years, the
wheat situation became even worse, and it was
situation as a whole
only by comparison that the
appeared better. The 1923 wheat crop, nearly
three-fourths as large as that of 1919, had a
value of only $730,000,000, compared with
of
$2,080,000,000 in 1919. The aggregate value

crops and live-stock products, however, was estimated at $12,204,000,000, nearly a billion more
than in 1922. The index of the purchasing
power of farm crops as a group was 75 as compared with 64 in 1922. Many farmers, however,
had been reduced to the breaking point by the
of wheat and the shrinkage in value
low
price

of range cattle.

Thousands went bankrupt and

impoverished. Statistics of
fifteen wheat- and corn-producing States showed
that 0.5 per cent of the farmers had lost their

many more were
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Agricultural Inquiry, which in the winter of
1921-22 made a series of illuminating reports
and urged the necessity for the formulation of a
definite programme looking to the permanent de-

farms, while an additional 15 per cent were saved
only by the leniency of their creditors.
These continued four years of distress resulted
in increasing unrest and dissatisfaction over the
whole country and a drift to the towns and cities.
Of the many remedies suggested and pressed with
vigor, a common one was the guarantee of prices
for wheat, which did not find favor. The President raised the tariff on wheat 12 cents a bushel,
bringing it up to 42 cents, to meet the competition of

Canada.

It

was made

clear,

however,

that the United States could not successfully
compete with Canada in wheat selling in European markets, owing to cheaper production and
more advantageous shipping facilities. This, in
connection with the competition of other countries, the unfavorable exchange, and diminished
ability of Europe to buy, emphasized the need of

readjustment. The exports of wheat fell off
from upwards of 265,000,000 bushels in 1921 and
205,000,000 bushels in 1922 to a little less than
132,000,000 bushels in 1923. There was also a
considerable decline in exports of flour. The
of farm bankruptcies increased from 1.4
a year per 10,000 farms in 1904-13 to 12.2 per
year in 1925-27.
This depression continued, in gradually lessened degree, the season of 1928 marking an ad-

number

vance in some lines, notably in the live-stock industry.
Agriculture has not shared in the general business prosperity. There is conviction
that it is laboring under disadvantages which it
should be possible to remove. Its returns arc
not stabilized and the recurrence of surpluses,
despite attempts at readjustment, have reduced
the margin of profit to a point where returns
for labor and investment are disproportionately
small.
Special commissions, conferences, and inquiries by various organizations have been unable to supply a remedy. These have made it
apparent that there is no single remedy but that
a combination of more favorable conditions and
provisions must be looked to. Among these are
mentioned greater diversification and a, better
balanced production of leading crops, adjustment
between production and consumption, orderly
marketing, more adequate tariff for home-grown
products, a sound land policy, cheaper transportation, more equitable taxation of farm property,
and especially the provision of a Federal farm
board or commission to work out effective economic remedies. Such a board, it is expected,
would study the whole situation broadly as to
conditions and remedies, further develop sound
cooperative marketing, with adequate ware-

housing facilities and provisions to eliminate
waste in distribution; and would promote
farmer-owned and controlled stabilization corporations, with initial advances from the Federal
Treasury. The subject of "farm relief" was one
of the outstanding features of the presidential
campaign in 1928, to which both parties were
committed, and confidence was felt that with
clarification of the factors in the situation every
effort would be made further to stabilize the industry and restore its prosperity. Following his
inauguration, President Hoover called a special
session of Congress in April, 1929, to deal with
this matter and the tariff. See UNITED STATES.
Despite the depression, agricultural production
held up well. The acreage of crops harvested
in 1928 was the largest on record and a good
showing was made by most of the staple crops.
Wheat production was the largest since 1919,
amounting to over 900,000,000 bushels. The
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acreage of corn, by far the largest in any single
crop, nearly equaled the combined area in the
principal cereal crops, and production was unusually large. The oat crop was considerably
above the average, while barley and potatoes
were record crops and cotton, with the exception
of 1925 and 1926, rarely had been exceeded.
In Other Countries. While there was great
revival of agricultural production in the countries of

Europe, farming was in an abnormal con-

and suffered depresThe wheat growers of Australia had had
their market cut off by shortage of tonnage and
wheat was accumulating in large quantities.
The Government afforded relief by guaranteeing
$1 a bushel, later prepared for bulk storage and
shipment, and administered the elevator system.
Arrangements were made to finance the wheat
dition in several localities
sion.

pool, the Government advancing farmers three
shillings per bushel f .o.b. Aid was also extended
to the pastoral industry by a subsidy of %d. a
pound on beef. The Argentine live-stock industry was reported in the most serious condition in
its history, due to the slump in foreign demand,
depreciation in the value of grazing lands, and
threatened loss of herds through insufficient pasturage. South Africa, faced with a large cattle

surplus and very low prices, had a governmentprovided bounty equivalent to one cent per pound
on exported beef and one-half cent on live stock.
The cultivated area in Great Britain began
to decline almost immediately after the War.
Taxes had become high, wages advanced, and demands of tenants increased. Many large estates
were broken up and sold. The recommendations
of the Royal Commission, appointed under the
Ministry of Reconstruction, for a more liberal
policy toward agriculture were not enacted into
law and the essential features of a compromise
passed in 1920, continuing a portion of the Corn
Production Act and otherwise providing for
greater security in arable farming, were repealed
the following year, causing great disappointment
and sharp criticism. In 1920 the acreage under
wheat in England and Wales was only 70,000
acres more than in 1914, with an equal falling
In ten years, the urban population
off in oats.
had increased about 2,000,000, while rural disThe last payments
tricts declined about 50,000.
under the guaranteed minimum grain prices,
originated in 1917, were made in 1922. The
maintenance of this guarantee during six years
cost the country approximately
14,000,000.
The plight of British farmers in 1923 wan wellnigh desperate. In that year, 400,000 acres of
plowed land were laid down in grass. The wartime increase in cultivated acreage disappeared,
the land being laid down in grass, and wages
of agricultural labor tacame so low as to afford
only the scantiest livelihood. Despite this, the
net returns on large estates was only about 1
to 2 per cent. There was strong opposition to
protective tariff, because of the large amount of
unemployment in the industries and the demand
for cheap food. An Agricultural Tribunal made
a further report with recommendations and,
finally, near the close of the year, an agricultural
1 an acre was provided on arable
subsidy of
land, including market gardens, fruit, and hops,
contingent on the farmers' paying labor a .wage
of not less than 30 shillings a week. The depression continued without material abatement, and
in 1928 was declared by authorities to be fully as bad as in late eighties and early nineties.
France recovered quite rapidly after the War,
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In less than two years after the Armistice nearly
50 per cent of the devastated land had been
cleared and put under cultivation, and in a short
time practically the entire area had been restored.
Early assistance given farmers in that
area was extended to those who wished to acquire farm land to replace that too seriously
damaged for occupancy. By 1023 reconstruction
had reached a point where wheat production
was about 90 per cent of the pre-war figure.
French millers were still required to mill closely
and to incorporate from 8 to 10 per cent of substitutes in flour. As in several other
countries, rural depopulation became

European

something
farmers and laborers were

of a problem. Many
attracted to the towns by higher wages. Agriculture passed through a quite drastic readjustment,

more largely to animal husbandry.
Devastated lands in the Belgian war zone were
taken over by the Government, restored and
turned back to the original owners in good condition, with payment of 5 per cent interest on
pre-war value while in government hands.
Italy continued for several years to fix the
price for wheat and paid premiums for grain produced in the southern provinces or wheat produced in excess of that raised in 1918, the effort being to minimize importation.
Later,
Mussolini undertook measures for the promotion
of agriculture and announced the public policy
of giving first place to that industry.
Production in Germany recovered quite rapidly, but agricultural labor became a problem
and live stock numbers were short. Farmers
were slow to accept the Government Food Commission price for grain, and there was conflict
of interest between city and rural population.
Consequently, food shortage continued into 1924.
The three main aspects in connection with this
were (1) the breakdown in currency., causing a
collapse of distribution, (2) inability of merchants to finance the full annual margin of imports necessary to make up the usual deficit in
domestic production, and (3) widespread unemployment, as a result of which millions of workers in urban and manufacturing districts were
unable to purchase sufficient food, even if it
were in the market. Later, agriculture was restored to its former position and efforts were
put forth to stimulate live-stock production.
Russian agriculture recovered slowly, owing to
the disorganized condition of the country and the
indefinite land policy which contributed to distrust and uncertainty. Crop production in linos
in which the country was formerly a leader and a
large exporter decreased tremendously, while in
many sections famine conditions prevailed. By
1923, the grain area was reported at about 80 per
cent of the pre-war figures for the present Unasian territory, but only small quantities wore
shifting

available for export. Besides the local confiscation of the land in Soviet Russia, there were
various measures for breaking up largo estates
in Germany, Austria, Hungary, Poland, Rumania,

and Czechoslovakia.

By 1926 it was reported that agricultural production in Europe, outside of Russia, had pracCereals and potatoes were
tically recovered.
fully up to the pre-war average and the principal crops in all European countries (except
Russia) was only aboxit 5 per cent below that immediately preceding the War.
The production of corn (maize), barley, oats,
rye, wheat, and cotton by leading countries in 1 927
and 1928 is shown in the accompanying table*
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Census

of Agriculture. The agricultural
census of 1925 showed a total farm area in the
United States of 924,319,352 acres, as compared
with 955,883,715 acres in 1920 and 878,798,325
acres in 1910. In the 5 years, 1919-24, the total
area in harvested crops decreased 13,000,000
The agriculacres, the first decrease ever shown.
tural census of 1925 showed the total number of
farms to be 6,371,640, as compared with 6,448,343 in 1920. The aggregate value of all farm
property in 1920 was reported as $77,923,651,599,
and in 1925 as ,$57,017,740,040. This decline was
mainly in land values, which had dropped from
$54,829,503,059 in 1920 to $37,721,018,222 five
years later. In 1910 farm property was valued
at an aggregate of $40,991,449,090, and land
alone at $28,475,674,169. The increase in land
values was nearly 100 per cent from 1910 to 1920,
and the shrinkage in the five years following was
nearly a third. A survey by the Department of
Agriculture in March, 1928, showed that farm
real estate values wcie only 17 per cent above
the pre-war level, compared with 57 per cent in
1921.

For the first time in the country's, history, the
urban population exceeded that in rural territory iu 1920, and the growth of the former had
been at a considerably more rapid rate. This decline in rural population has since continued.
In the eight years, 1920-28, there was an estimated net loss of 3,283,000 persons on farms,
or an average of 400,000 a year. The Department of Agriculture estimated that less than
24 per cent of the population was actually living
on farms, and that one farm family was producing raw materials for food and clothing for three
families living in towns and cities. This is a
striking evidence of the efficiency developed in
agricultural production.
Position of the United States in World
Agriculture. Of the four countries which have
stood preeminent in agricultural production, i.e.,
the United States, Russia, China, and India, the
United States was the only one producing a surplus for export. It is the largest producer of
corn, it is much the largest wheat-producing
country of the world, and since the decline in
Russia, it leads in the other cereals except rye
and rice. No other country approaches it in
cotton or tobacco. Nearly 70 per cent of the
world's crop of corn, 60 per cent of the cotton,
50 per cent of the tobacco, and approximately
one-fourth of the total cereal supply is raised in
the United States. The large share of the world's
staple crops contributed by the United States
is grown with less than 4 per cent of the farmers
and farm laborers of the world, which shows the
high efficiency of the American farmer. The
productivity of the American farm has increased
steadily in the past few years, due to the increased use of machinery and mechanical power,
and the efficiency of the farmer* There also has
been a very marked upward trend in yield per
acre in recent years. The United States also
leads all nations in exports of agricultural products.
Since the War, the value of its agricultural exports has exceeded the combined value
of those from all other nations in the world, and
yet these exports amount to only one-eighth of
its production.
Four countries now furnish about
90 per cent of the world's surplus of agricultural products, i.e., the United States, Canada,
Argentina, and Australia, with the United States
contributing approximately half. Its four great

.
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surplus agricultural products are cotton, wheat,
corn, and hogs.
Farm Organization. The farming people
have made remarkable efforts to protect their
economic interests, promote their welfare, and
improve their general condition through organization.
The American Farm Bureau Federation, formed by the federation of the State farm
bureaus, based in turn on the County bureaus
organized to promote extension work, has become
one of the largest and most powerful national
organizations, wi^i a membership of approximately a million. The period of depression
stimulated efforts toward organization especially
for the purpose of cooperation in buying and selling products. The U. S. Department of Agriculture listed 11,400 active farmers' cooperative
associations in 1928, compared with less than
6000 in 1915, with a trebled membership.
These cooperatives in the 1927 marketing season
did a business amounting to $2,300,000,000; a
fourfold increase since 1915, representing about
one-fifth of the agricultural products of the
country. Grain, milk, cream, butter, fruit,
truck crops, nuts, cotton, tobacco, live stock, wool,
poultry, and eggs were the most prominent products handled by marketing associations. The
largest amount of business done by any one
group in 1927 was by that handling grain, $080,000,000; followed by dairy products amounting
to $620,000,000; live stock associations, $320,000,000; and fruit and vegetable associations,
$300,000,000. Some 30 large-scale farmers' coBperative buying associations purchased supplies
for their patrons in 1927 to the value of $<>0,000,
000. The essentials of success in corporation arc
becoming more firmly established, on the basis of
study and experience. The right of farmers to
associate for purposes of marketing their products without violation of the Sherman Act, was
specifically recognized by an act passed in 1922.
In Canada, a wheat pool has operated with increasing success} for several years. This pool did
a business of nearly $324,000,000 in 1928, handling 215,489,563 bushels of wheat, and over 18,000,000 bushels of other grain. Its subsidiaries
include in their membership more than half the
farmers in the three prairie provinces, and handle over 00 per cent of the entire grain crop.
Eleven terminal elevators of large capacity and
nearly a thousand country elevators are being
operated, with others under construction. The
pool has become a controlling factor in the grain
industry of the Dominion.
Standardization of Farm Products. Cooperative marketing, selling by contract, and
warehousing have been greatly promoted through
the establishment of Federal standard** for agricultural products. Such standards, authorized
by Congress, include cereals, cotton, hay, tobacco, live stock, wool, and many of the most
important fruits and vegetables. The cotton
standards have been adopted by the leading cotton exchanges of Europe for American <>otton.
The Warehouse Act, stabilizing the receipts for
products stored in licensed warehouses, necessitated such standards, as did also the inauguration by the Department of Agriculture of shipping-point inspection of fruits and vegetables.
Great benefit has been derived from this system
of standards, and their use has done away with
many of the controversies between shipper and
buyer.
Bibliography. The following may be notod
among the more important of the recent books
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on agriculture and agricultural subjects: L. H.
Bailey, Cyclopaedia, of Farm Crops (New York,
1922) ; Cyclopaedia of Farm Animals (New York,
H. J. Waters, Tlie Essentials of Agri1922)
culture (Boston and London, 1915); A. H. H.
Matthews, Fifty Tears of Agricultural Politics,
J 865-1915 (London, 1915); Linlithgow et al,
Report of the Royal Commission on Ajriculture
in India (London, 1928); E. Davenport, The
Farm (New York, 1927) ; W. M. Jardine et al,
Yearbook of Agriculture, 1921, Dept. of Agriculture (Washington, 1927) ; B. H. Hibbard, Ef;

fects of the Great

War upon

Agriculture in the

United States and Great Britain (Washington,
1919); H. C. Taylor, Agricultural Economics
(New York and London, 1919) ; J. M. Gillette,
Constructive Rural Sociology (New York, 1916) ;
J. E. Boyle, Agricultural Economics (Philadelphia and London, 1921) ; C. S. Duncan, Marketing, Its Problems and Methods (New York and
London, 1920); 0. B. Jesness, The Cooperative
Marketing of Farm Products (Philadelphia and
London, 1923) Helen Douglas Irvine, The MakN. S. B.
ing of Rural Europe (London, 1923)
Gras, A History of Agriculture in Europe and
America (New York, 1925) ; Lord Ernie, English
Farming, Past and Present (London, 4th ed.,
1927); M. E. Seebohm, The Evolution of the
English Farm (London, 1927) ; B. A. Hibbard,
A History of the Public Land Policies (New
York, 1924); H. L. Shantz and C. F. Marbut,
The Vegetation and Soils of America (New York,
1923) ; E. J. Russell, 8oil Conditions and Plant
Growth (London, 1927) L. A. Moorehouse, The
Management of the Farm (New York, 1925) L.
Carrier, The Beginnings of Agriculture in America (New York, 1923) ; J. Shaefer, The History
of Agriculture in Wisconsin (State Historical
Society, Madison, 1922); J. T. Stewart, Engir
neervng on the Farm (Chicago, 1923) ; J. S.
Chamberlain and C. A. Browne, Chemistry
Agriculture (New York, 1926); R. P. Teele,
the
The Economics of Land Reclamation
United States (Chicago, 1927).
AGRICULTURE, INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE
OF. The Institute, located at Rome, Italy, with
73 nations as adhering members, including the
United States, has become a great agency for
;

;

;

;

m

m

the collection of statistics relating to agriculture.
The Institute continued its work with difficulty
during the World War, but maintained its organization and has since made notable progress.
David Lubin, its originator and for many years
the United States representative, died early in
1919. English has been added to French as one
of the official languages of the Institute. The
condition and estimates for important crops and
live stock from the various countries reporting
are cabled promptly to the United States and
the information is disseminated by the Department of Agriculture by radio and otherwise.
An important undertaking promoted by the
Institute is the taking of a world agricultural
census, in 1930. This has been arranged for in
all the leading countries of the world, in many
of which such a census had never been taken.

UNITED STATES DEPARTThis Department, established as a
separate branch of the Government in 1862, has
grown to be one of the large central agencies,
working not only for the interests of the agricultural industry, but for the people living under it,
and for the public welfare generally. The range
of its service extends from food production and
health to weather prediction, means of communi-
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cation, and education. The chief functions of the
Department may be classed as administration,

service including information, regulation relating to the carrying out of various laws, and research. In recent years, the variety of its activities has been greatly enlarged and its work
extended. It conducts research and inquiry in

nearly every phase of crop and live-stock production and distribution, is carrying out a systematic soil survey, and is actively studying the
broad economic problems in the field of agriculture.
It is supervising the greatest road-building programme ever undertaken in history, by far
the most extensive system for aiding farmers
and their families directly through agricultural
extension, and a nation-wide system of agricultural experiment stations. See articles on

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION and AGRICULTURAL
EXPERIMENT STATIONS.
The Department of Agriculture also is adthe National Forests, comprising
of 184,000,000 acres of land, and it is
enforcing more than 30 regulatory laws for the
health, safety, and general welfare of the public.
Among the latter may be mentioned those relating to the inspection of food and drugs, the inspection of live stock and their products after
slaughter for food consumption, import and export of animals, and control of interstate movement; laws icgulathig the importation of foreign
birds and animals; interstate trade in game and
protection of migratory and insectivorous birds;
the inspection and quarantine of diseased or infested plants; road construction in coSperation
with the States; cotton, grain, and other standards; trade in grain futures; Federal licensing
of warehouses j and control of stockyards and

ministering

upward

packing-houses.

Edwin T. Meredith of Iowa succeeded David F.
Houston as Secretary of Agriculture in February, 1920, and in turn was succeeded by Henry
0. Wallace of Iowa on Mar. 4, 1921, who died in
Oct. 25, 1924. He was succeeded for a
few months by H. W. Gore. William M. Jardine, of Kansas, became secretaiy in March,
1925, and Arthur M, Hyde in March, 1929. In
addition to the Secretary, there is one assistant
office

secretary,

and

directors

of

Scientific

Work,

Regulatory Work, and Extension. The organization includes the Weather Bureau, the Forest
Service, the bureaus of Animal Industry, Plant
Industry, Chemistry and Soils, Entomology,
Dairy Industry, Biological Survey, Public Roads,
Agricultural Economics, and Home Economies;
the Office of Experiment Stations, Agricultural
Extension Service, Plant Quarantine and Control
Administration, Library, and several smaller
The Bureau of Home Economics was
units.
established as a separate unit July 1, 1923, and
the Bureau of Dairy Industry in 1924.

The personnel of the Department numbered
more than 22,189 persons in 1928 of whom 5000
were in Washington. Its funds for the ft seal
year ended June 30, 1929, aggregated $155,059,968, including $86,197,294 for road building. In
1928 the Department issued over 785 separate
new publications, and 585 reprints. The total
number of copies issued was 32,608,469, of which
9
11,367,959 were Farmers Bulletins. Included
in these publications were periodicals entitled

Journal

Monthly
of Agricultural Research,
Weather Review, E&periment Station Record,
Public Roads, Crops and Markets, and The Official Record, a house organ; an Annual Report
of the Secretary, and the Yearbook. In addition

AHERJST
to the above, a large number of articles were
prepared for publication outside, in trade, scien-

The Department
tific, and popular periodicals.
has an extensive and varied correspondence and
maintains radio and press services for the dissemination of matter of immediate interest. The
market news service employs nearly 8000 miles of
leased wires covering all sections of the country.
President Coolidge declared the Department "is
doing more for the Agriculture of the Nation
than any other government does or ever did."
An Ameri}
AHEB.MT, MARY EILEEN ( ?can librarian and editor, born near Indianapolis,
Ind., and educated at the Central Normal College of Indiana and the Library School of the
.

She
Institute of Technology, Chicago.
assistant state librarian of Indiana (1889and state librarian (1893-95). She was

Armour
was

93)
organizer (1896) and secretary (189G-1907) of
the library department of the National Education Association. In 1919 she was publicity
agent of the American Library Association in
France. Since 1896 she has been editor of Public
Libraries. She is a contributor to library and
educational journals and a lecturer.
FTJAD PASHA. See FUAD I.
MIBZA (1898Shah of
).
Persia (see VOL. I). He was crowned in 1914,
and the regency abolished. He never exercised
much power, and in 1923 he began living in
France. In February, 1925, when the Medjliss
conferred full power on Riza Khan, the Shah
was asked to return, but refused, and on October
31 of that year he was. deposed by the Medjliss.
In November, he tried to reassert his claims, but

AHMED
AHMED

A

with no success.
ZOGTJ.

AHMED

AICARD,

a'kiir',

See SKANDERBEG III.

JEAN

FRANCOIS

VICTOB

(1848-1921). French poet and novelist (see VOL.
I). After 1914 he published several volumes of
war poetry and two novels, Arlette des Mayons
(1917) and Gaspard de Besse (1919). The lastnamed work, in two volumes (Gaspard de Besse,
Raconie au$ Poilus de France, and (Jaspard dc
Besse, scs Dernicrcs Aventures) portrays a sort
of Provencal Robin Hood, a man of the people
who takes a truly Gallic pleasure in life and
leads an existence which is care-free if hardly
virtuous.

CONRAD

).
(1889(POTTER).
An American poet, born at Savannah, Ga., and
educated at Harvard. After the appearance of
his first volume, Earth Triumphant and Other
Talcs (1914), he became an important figure in
the American poetical renascence of the decade
1914-24. His work concerns itself with the consciousness of man rather than with the external
world, 'and his manner is sometimes obscure,

AIKEN",

often rich in color, varied in incident,
in technique and content. Though
the narrative poem in his favorite form, he has
also written lyrics of a high order. He published
a volume of critical essays, Scepticisms Notes

yet

AITCHISON
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it is

and musical

on Contemporary Poetry (1919). In 1023 he
published The Pilgrimage of Festus, a narrative
poem, which he called "a cerebral adventure."
He published also: (poems) Turns and Movies
(1910); The Jig of Fonlln (1910); Nocturne
of Remembered Spring (1917) ; The Charnel Rose
(1918) ; The House of Dust (1920) ; Punch-, The
Immortal IMr (1921); Priapus and the Pool
(1922) j Priapus and the Pool, and Other Poems
(1926) ; (stories) Bring! Bring! and Other Stories (1925); Blue Voyage, a novel,
appeared in
1927, and Costume by Eros, a collection of 14

He edited Modern American
stories, in 1928.
Poets (an anthology, 1922), and Selected Poems
From 1917 to 1919,
of Emily Dickinson (1924).
he was a contributing editor of The Dial, for
which he wrote short stories similar in manner
and phrasing to his poetry. In later years, he
has made his home in England.

AIKINS, SIR JAMES (ALBERT MANNING)
(1851-1929). Canadian lawyer and administrator, born in the County of Peel, Upper Canada.
He was educated at Upper Canada College and
the University of Toronto (1875), and was called
to the bar of Ontario in 1878 and to that of Manitoba in 1879.
He became a Queen's Counsel in
1884.
He was a member of Parliament from
Brandon, Canada, 1911-15. As director of the
Imperial Bank of Canada and other financial
companies, he took a prominent part in the
financial affairs of the Dominion. He was president of the Canadian Bar Association, 1914-21;
president of the Conference of Commissioners on
Uniformity of Laws. In 191(>-2G he was Lieutenant Governor of Manitoba. From 1887 to
1916, he
Council,

was Honorary Bursar and Member
University

of

of
later

and

Winnipeg,

Visitor.
He received the degree of LL.D. from
the universities of Toronto, Manitoba, and AlHe was
berta, arid from McMastcr University.
knighted in 1914.

AI3STSWOKTH, WILLIAM NEWMAN

(1872Episcopal
bishop, born at Camilla, Ga., and educated at
Emory College. lie was ordained in the ministry of the Methodist Episcopal Church South
in 1891 and served as pastor in various churches
in the South until 1909, when ho became president of Wesleyan Female College, Macon, (Ja.,
for three years. He took up his duties again as
pastor in 1013 and was elected bishop in 1918.
The degree of D.D. was conferred on him by
Emory College in 1905 and by the University of
1914. Baylor University made
Georgia in
).

An

American

Methodist

Bishop Ainsworth an LL.D. in 1920.
AIR, BOMBS. See BOMBING OF VESSELS B?
AIRCRAFT.
AIRCRAFT. See AERONAUTICS.
CARRIER. See VESSEL,
NAVAL; SHIPBUILDING; etc.

AIRCRAFT

AIRCRAFT G-TJNS. See SMALL
AIR DEFENSE. See BOMBING

AUMB.
OF VESSELS

BY AlKOHAFT; NAVIES.
AIRPLANE. See AKRONAUTICS.
AIRSHIPS, NAVAL, U. S. See

NAVIES,

United States.

AISHTON,

An American

RICHARD
railway

and educated

HENKY

official,

(1860),
boVn at Kvanston,

'

in the public schools.
Ho
entered the railroad service in 1878 as axman
in 'the engineering corps of the
Chicago and
111.,

Northwestern Railway. After holding various
other positions in the same company, he became

assistant superintendent in 1805, division
superintendent in 1897, general superintendent in
^
1890, assistant general manager in 1902, and
general manager of linos east of the Missouri
Biver, in 1000. From 1910 to 1014 he was vice
president in charge of operation and maintenance, and from 1010 to 1920, president. He was
director of the Western division of railways
under the United States government from 11)18 to
1920.
In the latter year, he became president
of the American Railway Association.
IN
AIS&tE, BATTLES OF a HE. Jae

WA

EtmopR.

'AJCTCHISOIT, CLYDE BRUCE (1875-

).

A

AITCHISOET
United States interstate commerce commissioner.
He was born at Clinton, Iowa, and educated at
Hastings College (Nebraska) and the University
of Oregon. He was admitted to the Iowa bar
in 1896 and to the Supreme Court of the United
States in 1908. From 1896 to 1903, he practiced
at Council Bluffs, Iowa, going to Portland, Oreg.,
in the latter year. In 1905-00 he was secretary
of the commission to revise the tax and revenue
laws of Oregon. From 1907 to 1916, he was a
member of the Railroad Commission of Oregon
and of its successor, the Public Service Commission,

He was

and was twice chairman.

solicitor

for the National Association of Railway Commissioners in 1916-17; in the latter year, by appointment of President Wilson, he became a
member of the Interstate Commerce Commission and served as chairman, 1019-20 and in
1925. He wrote Annotation of loica Decisions
(1902).

AITCHISOBT, JOHN YOUNG 1868-1926 )
(

.

An

American Baptist clergyman, born at Cascade,
Iowa, and educated at Central College, Pella,
Iowa, Des Moines College, and the Divinity

School of the University of Chicago. He occupied pulpits at Wasco, 111. and Maywood, 111.,
before he was ordained in the Baptist ministry
in 1896, and held various pastorates in the Mid-

dle West until 1909. He was secretary of the
American Baptist Home Missionary Society at
Chicago, 1909-12, and in the latter year was
made joint district secretary of the American
Baptist Home Mission Society and the American

Baptist Foreign Mission Society,

In 1916 he

became home secretary of the American Baptist

Foreign Mission Society. From 1919 to 1924,
Dr. Aitchison served as general director of the
General Board of Promotion of the Northern
Baptist Convention, which proposed to raise
$100,000,000 for the church. In 1924 he was
selected by the trustees of the University of
Chicago as assistant to the president, Dr. E. D.
Burton, with a special view to augmenting,
through his efforts, the capital resources of the
In the 18 months of his work, the
institution.
endowment fund was increased by nearly $700,000. Dr. Aitchison, who received the degree of
D.D. from Des Moines College in 1904, was considered an able administrator and one of the
leaders of his denomination.
).
AITKEIT, ROBERT INGEBSOLL (1878An American sculptor (see VOL. I.) His works
at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition
in San Francisco in 1915, "The Fountain of the
Earth" and "The Four Elements," won the silver
medal for sculpture and in the same year lie received the medal of honor of the Architectural
League of New York for sculpture. The National

Academy's Watrous Medal was awarded to him
in 1921.

He

AKRON
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designed the $50 gold piece struck

in commemoration of the Panama-Pacific Exposition, and the

by the United States Government

monument at Paris Island, S. C., and the Liberty
Memorial at Kansas City, Mo. He became an
instructor in sculptme *at the Art Students*
League, New York, and later at the schools of the
National Academy of Design. He was president
of the National Sculptuie Society and vice president of the National Institute of Arts and Letters, as well as member of leading art societies
of the United States and France.
AKELEY, CARL ETHAN (1864-1026). An

American explorer, naturalist, and inventor. He
was born in Orleans County, N. Y., and received
his education at the State Normal School, BrockHe began his work with the Field
port, N. V.
Museum in Chicago in 1895 and with the American Museum of Natural History in New York
City in 1909. During the World War, Mr. Akewith the United States Army as conFleet
sulting engineer and also in the Emergency
Corporation as special assistant in the concrete
department. He invented the cement gun, the
Akeley camera, and other devices. He studied
there for
big game in Africa, making four trips
that purpose, and died at Kabale, Uganda, while
on a tour of East Africa to obtain specimens for
ley served

the American Museum of Natural History. He
wrote In Brightest Africa (1923).
An American
).
AKZKTS, ZOE (1886poet and playwright, born at Humansvillc, Mo.
She was educated at home and at Monticello
Seminary, Godfrey, 111., and Hosmer Hall, St.
Louis, Mo. She began her literary career as a
contributor of poems and criticisms, with other
writings, to Reedy's Mirror and other magazines,
but she turned soon, with much success, to the

She published Interpreta(a volume "of poems) in 1911, and Cake
Upon the Waters, a novel, in 1919. Among her
numerous dramatic works are the following, with
the years of production given: Papa (1919);
The Magical City (1919); Decla&tfe (1910);
Footloose (called also Forget-Me~Not) (1920);
producing of plays.
tions

Daddy's Gone a-Hunting (1921); The Varying
Shore (1921) Greatness, called also The Teaas
"Nightingale. (1922) ; A Royal Fandango (1923) ;
The Moon-Flower (from the Hungarian, 1924) ;
First Love, an adaptation (1926), and Thou
Desperate Pilot (1927). Leading actresses of
America, including Ethel Barrymore, Marjorie
Rambeau, the late Emily Stevens, Elsie Ferguson
and Jobyna Howland, have appeared in Miss
;

Akins* plays.

AKRON. A manufacturing city of Ohio.
The population increased from 69,067 in 1910 to
208,435 in 1920 and, according to local estimate,
to 227,000 in 1928. The area in 1928 was 30
square miles. -The adjoining suburb of Kenmore was annexed by popular vote of both munithus adding a
cipalities in January, 1929,
13,500. The
city
population estimated at
in
adopted a charter of the city-manager type
1920, but reverted to its old form in 1924.

A

and a
city-planning commission was appointed
comprehensive zoning ordinance was adopted
water
Aug. 15, 1922. In 1015 a new municipal
an
which
was
established
represented
bronze
the
system
of
ment at the University
Virginia,
of about $13,000,000. It included
investment
Cleveland,
Ohio,
Nela
in
Park,
group, "Light,"
in the Cuyahoga River, with storage
the colossal bronzes, representing the Missouri' a reservoir
of 2,385^00,000 gallons, a complete
State
Missouri
the
at
capacity
and Mississippi rivers,
the Liberty purification system, and a pumping station.
Capitol, Jefferson City, Mo., and
Aitken was North Hill viaduct over the Cuyahoga River was
Mr.
Mo.
memorial, Kansas City,
of the railroad
States
the
United
in
Army opened in 1922. Eliminationlines
commissioned captain
of the Pennthe main
on
comcrossingsgtade
a
machine
to
gun
in 1017 and was assigned
Baltimore & Ohio railroads
and
Erie,
a
numexecuted
he
sylvania,
World
War,
pany. After the
the city was undertaken in 1924:. In
ber of war memorials, notably the marines' through

Among numerous monumental works executed by Mr. Aitken
may be mentioned the George Rogers Clark monu-

Missouri Centennial half-dollar.
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1929 a municipal airport was established on an
890-acre tract about four miles from the centre
of the city. An immense hangar was built by
the Goodyear-Zeppelin Corporation for the construction of airships for the U. S. Navy. Akron
is the rubber manufacturing centre of the world.

In 1023, 53,000 persons were employed in this
industry. Approximately 55 per cent of ^the
tires and inner tubes manufactured in the United
States are produced in Akron. Akron also has
important clay products, and cereal and fishingindustries. The assessed valuation of
the
property in Akron in 1927 was $366,726,000;
net indebtedness was $37,759,000.

tackle

A

AKBON, THE

coeducaUNIVERSITY OP.
institution at Akron, Ohio, founded in
1872 as Buchtel College, taken over by the city,
Buchtel College was rearid re-named in 1914.
tained as the name of the college of liberal arts
of the university, which also comprised in 1928
a college of engineering, Curtis School of Home
Economics, Teachers College, and a school of
commerce and secretarial science. The number
of day students enrolled increased from 198 in
1014 to 1128 in the autumn of 1928; the evesession enrollment totaled 1300; and the
tional

ning

summer
549.

session in

The number

1928 had an enrollment of
of faculty

members increased

from 23 to 93 during the years 1914-192H; and
the number of catalogued volumes in the library
from 10,000 to 27,000. The endowment of the
university in 1928 amounted to $70,582 and
the income for 1927-28 was $346,000. In 1920
bonds were issued to the amount of $150,000. for
the enlargement of the engineering laboratory;
in 1923 the alumni raised $35,000 for the erection
of a stadium seating 8000 persons; Teachers
College was erected iu 1921, in eo&peration with
the Akron Board of Education; and a new department of speech was created in September,
192H. The art collection, valued at $25,000,
from the estate of Miss Harriet Phillips, a former
resident of Akron who died in 1928, was given
to the university. President, George Frederick
Zook, Vh.D.
or
bam'a. The
al'a-ba'ma
twenty-eighth in size among the States (61,998 square miles) and the eighteenth in population; capital, Montgomery. The population on
July 1, 1928, was estimated at 2,573,000. It increased from 2,138,093 in 1910 to 2,348,174 in
1920. The white population incrcaHecl from 1,228,832 to 1,447,032; the Negroes decreased in
number from 908,282 lo 900,052. The native
white population rose from 1,209,870 to 1,429,370,
while the relatively small foreign-born population
decreased from 18,950 to 17,62. Both urban
and rural populations mounted, the former from
370,431 to f>09,317, the latter from 1,767,662 to
The populations of the largest cities
1,838,857.
increased thus: Birmingham, from 13*2,685 to
178,800; Mobile, 51,521 to 60,777; Montgomery,
38,130 to 43,464.

ALABAMA,

Agriculture.

In Alabama, agriculture was

A

liM

r> **

it,

^

occupied from 36 to 38 per cent of all the cultivated land in Alabama, in 11)20 the proportion
was 2G.O per cent. The acreage of cereals increased sharply, that of corn especially. There
was also a considerable increase in the growth of
forage crops and in the raising of hogs and some
other live stock.
While the population of the State increased
9.8 per cent during the decade 1910-20, the number of farms deci eased 2.6 per cent, or from 202,901 to 2o6,090, and to 2:J7,63l in 1025. Acreage
fell from 20,732,312 (1910) to 19,57ti,856 (1020)
and 16,739,000 (1925). There was, however, a
slight increase in the improved land in farms.
The total value of farm property increased from
$370,138,429 in 1910 to $090,848,720 in 1920,
tho
but declined again to $500,740,322 (1925)
average value per farm moved from $1408
(1910) to $2098 (1920) and to $2107 (1925).
The shift was largely attributed to the nation;

wide alteration of values.

The percentage of all land used for agricultural purposes in 1910 was 63.2; in 1920, 50,7;
in 1925, 51.0. The percentage of improved farm
land, however, increased. Of the total number of
farmers in 1925, 92,948 owned their farms, 448
were managers, and 144,235 were tenants. There
was an increase, long continued and still in
progress, of owners, witli a decrease in tenants.
The white farmers in 1920 numbered 100,800 and
the colored farmers, 95,205 in 1920 aud 83,400
in 1925. Of the white farmers in 1925, 70,835
owned their farms; of the colored fanners, 14,410.
There was a decrease in the Negro population,
1910-20, of nearly 1 per cent compared with an
increase of nearly 10 per cent in the preceding
decade, which noticeably aflected the farm-labor
The number of owner-operated farms
situation.
that were under mortgage in 1925 was 27,790,
or 29.9 per cent of the total number of such
farms. Live stock showed no considerable increase from 1920 to 1925, In 1920 the total
number of dairy cows was 491,103; in 1025, 490,189; swine, 1,496,893 in 1920 and 82(5,833 in
1925. The estimated production of the chief
farm crops of 1927 was as follows: Corn, 47,456,000 bushels; oats, 1,768,000; potatoes, 2,475,000; sweet potatoes, 7,350,000 bunhels; hay,
531,000 tons; cotton, 1,200,000 bales. Comparative figures for 1913 were as follows: Corn,
55,360,000 bushels; oats, 6,052,000; potatoes,
1,512,000 bushels; hay, 280,000 tons; cotton, 1>495,000 bales.
Education. Educational conditions in Ala-

bama showed a marked improvement,

especially

A new school code was enacted by
the Legislature in 1919, following a careful study
of the school system of the State by representatives of the Federal Bureau of Education under
the direction of the Alabama Education Commission.
In 1927 the Legislature passed a unified
education bill and made appropriations to provide a seven-month xnimiinum school term. In
1925-1926 the white enrollment, elementary and
after 1918.

affected greatly by the ravages of the cottonsecondary, was 408,323; in 1921, 358,743, For
boll weevil, which became serious about 1912. Negroes, .the enrollment in 1925-1926 was 182,The boll weevil had spread through the cotton- 082; in 1921, 164,340. According to statistic*
growing area by 1913. Its effects were shown ,of the United States Bureau of Education, there
both in the production of cotton and the area de- was a total enrollment in the elementary and
voted to it. The cotton-growing area declined in kindergarten schoola of the State, 1925-1926, of
the iirnt twelve years of 'the weevil by about 538,984, and in the secondary schools, 51,421, or
This lost* was recovered by a total enrollment in that year of 590,405.
1,000,000 acres.
1920, while the production declined about 400,000 High-school enrollment of Negro pupils, from
1780 in 1921, rose to 3435 in 1925-1026.
bales, or about 35 per cent, "but recovered the
Consolidation made considerable progress. In,
While eotton for many decides
loss by 1920.
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1025-1926 there weie 450 consolidated school
buildings in the State. Fourteen county training schools for Negro pupils are maintained and
summer schools for Negro teachers are conducted
during the year. Illiteracy in the State showed
a marked decrease from 26.2 per cent in 1010 to
20 per cent in 1920 ; among native whites, from
11.5 to 8.3 per cent; and among the Negroes,
from 46.4 to 38.8 per cent.
Manufactures. The industrial development
of Alabama during and since the World War

important iron and steel manufacturing cities
in the country.
During the War, Mobile was
important as a shipbuilding centre. The steel
ships manufactured, according to the census of

Railroad Administration in 1919 decided to
utilize the Warrior Iliver for coal and iron
traffic to Mobile and the Gulf, and purchased
barges and equipment for the purpose. The
river was opened to navigation in 1920. River
terminals were built at Shore Creek in the Warrior River to handle the traffic. Industrial

4,838,959 gross tons, compared with 5,215,740
tons in 1913. In 1915 the production* was
5,309,354 tons, but in 1916 there was an increase
of over 27 per cent, or a production of 6,747,900
tons.
In 1917 there was a slight increase in
value of shipments and in the quantity mined.
The value of the shipments in 1918 was 14 per
cent less than the previous year. There was
a continued decrease in 1919, both in quantity
and in value. In 1920 the total production was
5,894,000 gross tons. In 1921 the production
was 2,876,141 gross tons. In 1921 the shipments were 2,835,761 gross tons, but in 1926

amounted to $15,909,618.
Mining. The important mineral products of
Alabama are coal, iron ore, cement, and clay
products. Coal mining was hampered greatly by
a protracted strike in 1921. The coal production
in 1913 was 17,687,522 net tons. In 1915 the
output amounted to 14,927,037 net tons. In 1916
has been extensive. Great plate mills, costing there was a considerable increase, the total coal
over $12,000,000 were constructed in Birming- mined in that year being 18,086,197 tons. There
ham in 1917 by the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Rail- was an increase of approximately 2,000,000 tons
road Co., and huge shipbuilding plants were in 1917 and 1918. In 1919 the output fell again
erected by subsidiaries of the same company at to 15,536,721 net tons. In 1920 the output reMobile. At Muscle Shoals, the site of a gVeat mained about 16,000,000 tons, fell to 12,570,000
war-time Federal power development, atmos- tons in 1921, and thereafter recovered, being
pheric nitiogen was produced in October, 1917, 21,000,962 net tons in 1926, 19,765,806 tons in
with electric current brought nearly 100 miles 1927, and 17,621,362 tons in 1928, valued at $39,from a steam-generating station. The Federal 601,000. The production of iron ore in 1914 was

progress in the State was hampered somewhat by
coal-mining strikes in 1919 and 1920. Another
notable feature of water-power development during 1920 was the joining of the Alabama power
lines with those of Georgia, between Gastonburg,
Ala., and Rome, Ga.
By means of this connection, Alabama water power is supplied for the
mills of North Carolina and South Carolina during the low-water periods in those States, while
when the rivers are low in Alabama, power from
North Carolina and Soiith Carolina is brought in.
The manufacture of high-grade phosphoric acid
by the use of electric power was developed at
Anniston in 1920. In 1921 work undertaken to
raise the height of the dams of the Warrior
River to insure a depth of 8 feet during the

from Mobile to Birmingham, was
In the same year, the Alabama Power
Company began work which was finished in 1922
on its new dam at Duncan's Riffle on the Coosa
entire year,

completed.

River, to develop 120,000 horse power.
The Federal hydroelectric power plant of
Muscle Shoals on the Tennessee River, begun in
war time, was gradually constructed in subsequent years. It had four 30,000-horsepower
turbine generators, actuated by the waters of
the Wilson Dam, in operation at the end of 1925.
There has been rapid and continued industrial
development of the State. The number of manuin
facturing establishments increased from 3242
1914 to 3654 in 1919 and diminished to 2349 in
3925, and to 2355 in 1927. But the number of
manufacturing wage earners increased from 78,717 in 1914 to 107,159 in 1919, to 116,599 in
1925, and to 119,093 in 1927. The capital invested increased from $227,505,432 in 1914 to
$455,592,733 in 1919; and the value of products
rose from $178,797,633 to $492,732,895 (1919),
to $552,824,000 (1925), but fell to $530,372,126
(11)27).
The chief

manufacturing industries in 1919
were Cotton goods, with a product valued at $79,643,000; iron and steel works and rolling mills,
$64,980,000; iron and steel blast furnaces, $57,018,000 and lumber and timber products, $55,139,000, The chief manufacturing city in the
State is Birmingham, which is one of the most
:

j
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1919,

production had again risen, reaching
In 1927, 6,508,410 tons were
produced. Alabama ranks third in the production of iron ore. The manufacture of coke is
yearly

6,871,412 long tons.

an important industry. The production is between 3,000,000 and 5,000,000 net tons, but in
1921 it decreased sharply to 2,534,039. As^ a

whole, the mineral production of the State increased from $30,879,288 in 1914 to $83,709,894
in 1926. The State ranked eighteenth in 1926 in
the value of its mineral products. The census
figures for 1919 show a total value of the products of all mines and quarries in the State as
$59,866,040.

The

total for 1925

was

$77,1 39,340.

Finance.

State expenditures in the year ending Sept. 30, 1027, as reported by the U. S. Deof
Commerce, were: For maintenance
partment
and operation of departments, $16,197,071 (of
which $4,428,505 was for educational purposes) ;
for interest on debt, $1,673,520; for permanent
improvements, $12,005,632; total, $29,944,408
(of which $9,140,645 was for highways, $741,659 being for maintenance and $8,308,986 for construction ) . Revenues were $21,999,125, of which
property and special taxes provided 38.9 per
cent; State departments' earnings, 16.6 per cent;
licenses, coal and ore tonnage taxes, and gasoline
tax, 31.6 per cent.
Property valuation was
$1,121,993,430; State taxation thereon, $7,292,957. Net funded State debt, Sept. 30, 1927, was
$41,544,136.

Political and Other Events. The State remained overwhelmingly Democratic until the
presidential campaign of 1928, in which elements
hostile to the candidacy of Alfred E. Smith sought
to bring about a party defection. Oscar W. Underwood was elected United States Senator in
1914, to succeed Josepft F. Johnston, who died
in 1913; Charles Henderson was chosen Governor of the State, Prohibition became effective
in the State on July 1. In the presidential elec-
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tion of 1916, President Wilson received a pluralThe State, during 1917, had
ity of C8,9G9 votes.
remarkable industrial development, much of it
traceable to the War. Thomas E. Kilby was
elected governor in 1918, and John H. Bankhead
to the United States Senate.
In 1920 the Legislature submitted to the voters an amendment to
the constitution providing that in order to register a vote the elector must be of good character and must understand the duties and responsibilities of citizenship. This amendment
was designed to bar undesirable females of the
Negro race from voting. Senator Bankhead died
on Mar. 1, 1920, and former Gov. B. B. Comer
served as Senator by appointment until November.
J. Thomas Heflin, member of Congress was
then elected Senator and Underwood was reelected.
For President in 1920, Cox received
103,254 votes and Harding, 74,690. In 1920-21
a bitter coal-miners' strike caused disorder, but
the efforts to place the mines on a closed-shop
hasig failed. The semi-centennial of Birmingham was celebrated in October, 1921. In 1922,
W. W. Brandon was elected governor. Governor
Brandon pledged himself to continue the programme of social reform in the State which had
marked the administration of Governor Kilby.
The term of the latter had been notable for providing for the future abolition of the convict-

leasing system, the building of new and improved
prisons, enlarged schools, and other reform

measures.
In 1924 at a Democratic presidential preference
primary held iu April, Senator Underwood was
selected as the choice of the State for the party
nomination, and accordingly he had the support
of the Alabama delegation throughout the long
balloting at the National Convention in New
York. A great hydroelectric power development on the Tallapoosa River, near Cherokee
Bluffs, wan begun in 1925, with a dam designed to
impound 530,000,000 gallons of water and a generating station with three 45,000-horse-powcr
turbines. In 1920 Bibb Graves was elected governor by the Democratic vote, with Hugo L.
Black as United States Senator and all ten
incumbents of the State delegation in the House
of Representatives.
The death of a convict at
Flat Top Mine Camp led to renewed sentiment
against the convict-leasing system and to investigation which cast suspicion of fatal illtreatment in the cases of several other convicts.
The resulting agitation hastened the termination
of the convict-leasing system by the Legislature
of 1927. Proceedings were undertaken by State
Attorney General McCall in ] 927 against persons
accused of numerous (loggings attributed to the
activities of the Ku Klux Klan, mainly in Crenfihaw County, but it was found difficult in these
State prosecutions to prevail upon the juries to
convict.
In Blount County, however, a number
of the floggers were sentenced. TJhe vote for
President in the election of 1928 was: Smith,
327,790; Hoover, 120,725.
In March, 1029, Alabama suffered from disastrous floods.
State highway projects in Alabama completed in the fiscal year ended Oct. I, 1928, comprised 288.17 miles of road, costing $3,840,938.
3Pn the same period 0391 -linear feet of bridges
were constructed, at a gost of $694,157. Under
construction on October 1 were 954,57 miles of
road, to cost $7,010,284, and 30,282 feet of
bridges, to cost $1,914,357.
Legislation. The Legislature of Alabama
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meets every four years.

A

proposed amendment

to make the session biennial was defeated in
1916. The Legislature in the same
year passed
six constitutional amendments
relating chiefly
to taxes and the banking
system of the State.
The Legislature of 1919 refused to
the

ratify
woman-suffrage amendment. The same Legislature passed a
\vorkmen's-compensation law, an
income-tax law which was later declared uncon-

and a measure penalizing combinaIn tho name year,
it adopted an 8-hour
day and a 48-hour week
for children under the
of
16
age
years in all gainstitutional,

tions or agreements to strike.

^occupations. An elective workmen 's-eompensation law was also enacted. Tho
Legislature of
1923 deferred the effective date of the new law
the
for four
abolishing
convict-leasing
ful

system

years.

The Legislatures

1923 and of 1927 made
large appropriations for road construction and
for the development of State docks and other improvements at tho port of Mobile. Provision was
finally made in 1927 for the termination of the
convjot-leasing system and for a transfer of
convicts from county to State custody. The 1927
session of the Legislature treated the public
schools liberally, submitting to the voters of the
State a constitutional amendment to permit the
issue of $20,000,000 of bonds to finance school
construction; this proposal, however, was defeated by popular vote Jan. 10, 1928. The Legislature also passed measures to furnish aid to
districts, so as to enable them to keep their
schools open for at least seven months a year.
The death penalty was changed from hanging to
the electric chair.
coeducational
ALABAMA, UNIVERSITY OF.
State institution at University* Ala., founded
in 1831. The registration showed a marked increase between 1913, when there wore 052 students, and the autumn term of 1028, when there
were 3001 students, with an increase in summerschool enrollment ranging from 502 to 1873 during the same period. The faculty increased from
89 to 136, of whom 36 were new appointment** in
1928; the number of volumes in the library increased from 30,000 to 75,000 (including 20,000 government documents) and the endowment
of

A
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raised from $54*5,000 to $1,857,988. A new
library was erected in 1925 at a cost of $200,000
and a building to contain a supply Ktore, pot
office, and cafeteria was completed at a coat of
$100,000, while gifts to the amount of $120.000
were received during the year. In 1920, a chemistry building was added at a cost of $200,000;
in 1928 a new commerce building was
completed,
and a women'tt building for art, music, and home

was

economics and an education building were under
construction. President,
H.
George
Denny,
Ph.D., LLJD.

ISLANDS, o'lan I'landz, or O'lan.
archipelago made up of one large inland and
some 300 small ones at the entrance of the Gulf of
Bothnia. Their inhabitants in 1920 numbered
20,911; estimated in 1920, 27,234. From 1917
to 1921 the islands were the scene of unwonted
turmoil, The work of the Russian Revolution of
1917 left its impress on the minds of the Alanders, who, because they were bound to Sweden by
ties of language, custom, and trade, proceeded to
express their wish to bo reunited to Sweden by
a plebiscite in August, 1917. But the newly
constituted State of Finland was opposed to the
cession, offering as an alternative the establishment of local autonomy in the islands. It waft
An
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however, that Alanders regarded union
with Sweden as the only feasible plan. On the
ground of self-determination, they appealed to
the Allied peoples in November, 1918. In Febru-

plain,

ary, 1919, their case was presented again before
the Paris Peace Conference. But the Supreme
Council denied its jurisdiction, so that in 1920
the dispute was placed before the League of Nations,
A commission appointed to ascertain the

state of opinion in Sweden, Finland, and the
Aland Islands, reported back to the League Council in June, 1921.
On June 24, the Council announced as its decision that the islands were to
continue" as a part of Finland, but were to be
neutralized with respect to military matters and
also be guaranteed full local autonomy. Sweden
protested, but accepted the ruling and the islands
reverted to Finland. There is a county council
or land&taq of one chamber, which settles the
internal affairs of the Government. There is an
executive* council with a landtrdd as president.

of eight members, two elected from each judicial
district for four years, and a House of sixteen,
elected likewise. Beginning in 1913, the legislature met biennally. Its laws are subject to veto
by Congress. The divided and inefficient methods
of Federal control of Alaskan affairs liad long
been recognized, and Congress created in 19*27
resident commissioners of the Departments of
Agriculture, Commerce, and the Interior. When
mineral output and fisheries, by their decline,
first brought matters to a crisis, Congress voted
money for a government' railway. Executive
measures were next taken to remedy business
methods and save the situation. Upon, the recommendation of a board of- experts, the President
authorized the creation of a* permanent InterDepartmental Commission on Alaska, with these
functions:
"To coordinate and bring together
facts and suggestions touching matters affecting

make recommendations

Alaska, and

for definite

ALASKA. The period since 1014 has been
marked by important changes in Territorial af-

be avoided and
As a result, affairs under
efficiency secured."
Federal control were being handled more ef-

fairs.

ficiently,

From 1914 to 1918, Alaska suffered economic and industrial depression incident to
the War, which materially reduced the population by drawing recruits for the Army and Navy
and affected commerce. The census of January,
1020, numbered a population of 55,036, a decrease in ten years of 9,320, of which only oneThere appeared also certain
fifth was natives.
other adverse features: reduction in mineral output, temporary diminution of commerce, and
overfishing of salmon. Encouraging features
were many: reorganization of government with
a local legislature; enactment of progressive
laws; increase of the fur-seal herds and renewal
of the catch; utilization of forest resources; enlarged copper production; development of coal
mines; improved roads; increase and scientific
care of reindeer; land surveys; more productive
farms; and especially the completion of the
Alaska Government Railroad, to the central minCollege
ing districts of the Yukon watershed.
of Agriculture and Mining was established. Natives improved their sanitation and built better
houses. Action by Congress, long urged, to coordinate Federal control was taken in the Act
of Feb. 10, 1927, creating three commissioners,
to be appointed by the Federal Secretaries of the
Interior, of Commerce, and of Agriculture, respectively, to reside in the Territory and to
exercise wide administrative powers.
Agriculture. The agricultural station at
Matanuaka established a creamery in 1927.
That at Fairbanks raised 60 tons of wheat.
station at Sitka tests culture of fruits and vegeIn the districts of Anchorage, Fairtables.
banks, and Matanuska, there are 90 farms, where
stock does well. The crops are barley, oats,
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spring wheat, winter rye, and winter wheat.
Population. The population decreased from
64,336 in 1910 to 55,030, one-fifth of which was
natives, in 1920. The loss of 1249 natives was
due to epidemics of influenza. The peat bulk
of the decrease was due to enlistment in military
service. Diminished activity in gold mining has
had an adverse effect on the population total.
Government. The governor, surveyor general, and judges of the four judicial districts are
appointed by the President of the United States
for four years. The Territory is represented in
Congress by a Delegate, who has no vote. Under
the Act of Congress of Aug. 24, 1912, its Legislature, with limited powers, consists of a Senate

action

.

.

.

that duplication

may

commencing with 1024. Congress
meanwhile took minor action on general land

and land fur animals.
The revenue is derived from the license taxes, both Federal and Territorial. On
Jan. 1, 1924, there was a, balance ia the treasury of $218,345. The Federal taxes form the
Alaskan Fund, of which 65 per cent is spent on
roads; 25 per cent, on schools outsida of incorporated towns; and 10 per cent, for relief of inleases, reindeer,

Finances.

digents. This fund received $256,713 in 1927.
The Territorial Treasury balance on June 30,

was $1,194,613.
Banks. The 17 banks

1927,

tional)

vided

had in 1926
profits

of

(four

of

capital, surplus,

$1,346,000

them Naand undi-

and resources

of

$12,522,000.

Education. An Agricultural College and
School of Mines was established. Territorial appropriation for educational purposes in 1927
was $1,001,350. In 1925-26 there were 12 public
high schools with 40 teachers and an enrollment
In 1026-27
of 289 male and 257 female pupils.
there were 86 native schools maintained by the
Federal Government under the Alaska- Division
of the Bureau of Education, with 167 teachers
and an enrollment of 3616 pupils maintained at
a total cost of $437,700. In 1926-27 there
were 4915 pupils enrolled in white schools which
were conducted by 232 teachers with expenditures of $502,661.
Forests and Parks. The important resources
of the national forests Tongass,
15,444,000
amount to
acres, and Chugach, 5,130,000 acres
an estimated stand of 75,000,000,000 board feet.
In 1926, 55,761,000 board feet were cut for commercial use besides the large quantities free to
settlers.
Surveys have been made at localities
suitable for combined pulp mills and water
power. Agricultural and mining lands have
been largely segregated. In 1927 two contracts
were awarded for private exportation of pulpwood in Tongass Forest, each providing five billion feet and water-power sites. See FOBESTBY.
Commerce. Owing largely to war disturbances, Alaskan commercial shipments -were seriously affected. From 1918 the volume of trade
fell sharply but irregularly to and including
1921. It improved thereafter through 1926,
when exports to the States 'attained $73,300,506
and imports, $31,587,337. An exceptional salmon
catch in 1926 contributed to the export total
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In 1927 lower prices for copper and reduced
output led to exports of $51,348,688,
while imports rose to $35,604,108. In 1928 exports were $67,587,207 and imports $32,037,335.
Exports of canned salmon in 1928 totaled 286,981,615 pounds, valued at $45,548,683. Alaska's
were valued
exports to foreign countries in 1928
fishery

at $622,738 and imports, at $559,262.

The Eskimo and Indian inhabare gradually taking more prominent
parts in the activities of the Territory. This is
in the
especially true in southeastern Alaska,
cannery settlements, and at other industrial
The efforts of the Alaska Division of
centres.
the Bureau of Education to improve the condition of the natives has met with encouragement.
Under the direction of its agents, doctors, nurses,
Watives.

itants

teachers, herders, etc., modern methods of sanitation, comfortable dwellings, more gardens,
better schools, and higher standards generally
have been promoted in many remote villages.
Efficiency in industrial training has been followed by the organization of special settlements,
entirely native, and the formation of coSpera-

which are being successfully
Both the Metlakatla colony on Annette Island and the Indian town of Hydaburg
are modern communities with canneries, mills,
tive associations,

managed.

power, cooperative associations, etc.
Noorvik, on Kotzebue Sound near the Arctic
Circle, has, with other modern plants, an electriclighting system. The natives in southeastern
Alaska have taken important parts in the activities of that section, as clergymen, nurses,
teachers, engineers, and navigators. In 1922,
4192 natives were employed in the Alaskan
salmon canneries. The life conditions of many
Eskimos in remote regions, especially those
located in the marshy, unhealthful deltas of the
electric

Yukon and Kuskokwin

rivers,

were

still

dis-

Special efforts, with prospects of success, have been undertaken to better them.
Pisheries. From year to year the fishery industry has held its position as the most productive of the Territory. The aggregate yearly
value of fish shipped is twice to thrice that of

tressing.

The

total value of fishery
1924, was $560,231,000. In
Products
;s maximum year, 1918, the industry employed
31,213 persons; its investments in 1922 aggregated $45,208,000. The value of the annual
output increased from $15,739,000 in 1913 to
$59,844,850 in 1918. Decreases followed to $24,087,000 in 1922, whence the total again rose, being $54,669,882 in 1926-27. The more important
catches, in the order of value, are salmon, herFar exceeding in imporring, halibut and cod.

metals

exported.
to Jan.

1,

tance other species, the salmon

is

the most valua-

The number
ble factor in Alaskan prosperity.
of salmon caught and their value increased from
54,651,915 fish, $19,564,381, in 1914, to 101,454,688 fish, $53,464,812, in 1918. Of the salmon
catch, 95 per cent is canned. The great catch
of 1918, which counted 6,505,535 cases, 48 onepound cans to a case, fell off alarmingly, 60 per
There was an
cent, to 2,596,826 cases in 1921.
increase to 4,502,000 cases in 1922 and another
unimportant increase in 1923. In 1927 the product of the salmon industry was valued at* $32,361,767.
Although it was evident that commercial overexploitation was destroying the salmon-spawning
grounds, endangering the food supplies of the
natives and ruining a most valuable national
asset, Congress failed,

despite urgent requests,

8
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to modify the old and inadequate law regarding
Alaskan fisheries. The executive departments
were obliged to adopt stringent measures, as far

as the Federal laws permitted. By executive
orders of the President in 1922, two fishery
reservations were created, the Alaskan Peninsula
and the Southwestern. Under date of Oct. 25,
1923, regulations for fisheries on these and on
the Aleutian reservations were issued. Fishing
by the inhabitants is permitted for personal use.
but corporations can fish only when licensed
and under restriction set forth in these rules.
The herring industry was steadily expanding,
due largely to the introduction of the Scotch
method of curing pickled herring. The maximum value of $2,329,116 came in 1922. Oversupply, storms, and decreased productivity had
reduced the halibut catch, which in 1922
amounted to 11,000,000 pounds, but rose to
17,000,000 pounds in 1927. Cod fell off in
quantity and value from the maximum of 1918.
The 6,135,000 pounds caught in 1922 had a
value of $464,109 and later declined yot more.
A revival of the whale industry in 1922 resulted
in the catch of 445 animals valued at $409,168.
Of whale oil, 947,514 gallons were shipped in
See FISHERIES.
1927.
The fur-seal industry was formerly the most
important in Alaska. The rookeries of the
Pribilof Islands were estimated in 1867 to contain 4,000,000 seals. The herds were nearly exterminated by uncontrolled slaughter and by
pelagic hunting, so that by 1010 they contained
only one-twentieth of the former number. By
the treaty of 1912 between Great Britain, Japan,
Russia, and the United States, pelagic sealing
was made unlawful. Congress then enacted that
the fur-seal industry should be a government
monopoly, made the Pribilof Islands a closed
reservation to be governed by a commission of
experts and established a closed season so that
the herds might recuperate. Under an excellent
system of protection, the herds were slowly liut
steadily increasing, their number rising from
294,687 in 1914 to 604,692 in 1923. During the
decade, the taking of seals was renewed, and
about 30,000 animals were killed annually, the
number varying from 25,318 in 1918 to 34,890 in
1919. The percentage of yearly increase was
falling ott', being in 1924 about 4.0 annually.
The skins are sold at public auction and the
profits of the industry are in general $1,000,000
a year above the cost of the service. Improved
methods of taking pelts were adopted and the
of the skins for the market, formerly
fitting
done in England, became an American industry.
The fur-seal industry gives employment to the
337 natives on the reservation.
From about 150,000 head in 1914, the reindeer had increased in number by 1927 to over
enormous
however,
500,000. The
numbers,
caused conflicts as to pasturage, introduced
diseases, and led to decadence, so that the Biological Survey had to be called upon for aid in
locating suitable grazing areas, in combating
diseases, and in improving herd management.
Two-thirds of the deer were owned by the natives; the other third was being commercially
exploited. The plan of introducing the meat of
the reindeer to the markets of the Pacific coast
was successful, but its extent was at first limited
through lack of sufficient cold-storage plants on
the
commercial steamers. Originally introduced into the Bering Sea region, efforts were
inaugurated in 1924 to distribute the reindeer
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dredges. The summer placer miners fell off
from 4000 in 1913 to 410 in 1923. Quartz mines
were increasing in number and average product.
The change in silver output values, from $219,-

maximum of $1,039,000 in 1920
to $600,000 in 1923, was due to its being
almost entirely a by-product, though galena
ore was being mined in the Kantishna district.
Silver to a total value of $430,500 was produced in 1926.
Largely owing to the War, copper became the
most valuable mineral of the Territory. In
1914 six mines produced 21,660,000 pounds, valued at $2,852,934. Under pressure, eighteen
mines produced 119,655,000 pounds, worth $29,484,291, in 1916. Although the output fell to
47,221,000 pounds in 1919, it rose to 86,000,000
in 1923. Most of the copper came from the Kennecott group and the Beatson-Bonanza mines.

000 in 1913 to a

and

In 1926, 67,778,000 pounds, value $9,489,000,
were produced. From 28 tons in 1914, the
production of lead exceeded 800 tons in three

The maximum value was $146,The product in 1923 was worth
The 778 tons produced in 1926 had

separate years.

584 in 1917.

$60,000.
a value of $124,400.
closed the tin mines.

Low
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so as to benefit the largest number of natives.
Herds on the Aleutian and Pribilof Islands
thrive, as also in the Matanuska Valley and in
the Broad Pass region.
The destruction of the land game, -which at
one time was threatened, was stopped by means
of closed seasons, game wardens, and custom
inspections. The Bureau of Biological Survey
took the matter in hand upon the transfer of
these duties to the Department of Agriculture,
under the Act of Congress of May 31, 1920.
Minerals. The total mineral output to Jan.
The total
1, 1927, amounted to $571,000,000.
output through 1922 was: Gold, $335,526,000;
copper, $145,479,000; silver, $8,834,000; coal,
$2,723,000; tin, $938,000; lead, $772,000; antimony, $237,500; marble, petroleum, etc., $3,476,000. Mineral production was $1,000,000 in
1892; it reached its maximum product of $48,632,212 in 1916, and fell irregularly to $17,000,000 in 1921. The estimated product for 1926
was $17,606,890. The maximum single year's
output of gold was $15,627,000 in 1916. Output
decreased to $6,150,000 in 1923 and rallied to
$6,707,000 in 1926. The decreases were primarily due to the increased cost of mining, gold
value being fixed. Placer mining was slowly
passing as individual ventures were replaced by

prices

practically

Stimulated by the needs of the Alaska railroad under construction and operation, there
were largely increased outputs of coal from
mines along the line of the road. The product
was almost entirely sub-bituminous and lignitic
The output rose from 1400 tons in 1914
coal.
to 100,000 tons in 1923. Despite constant efforts to uncover workable veins of high-grade
coal in the Matanuska and the Bering River

working and of transportation kept down development. Enormous reserves
of low-grade bituminous and lignitic coal were
fields, difficulties of

located in various parts of the Territory, much
In
of it easily accessible and cheaply mined.
1927 much of the coal burned in Alaska was
imported, imports being 35,217 tons. Up to
1924, the only oil produced was from the private
wells in the Katalla field, which was barely
sufficient to meet the local demands for gasoline.
In 1922 more than 3,9,000,000 gallons of oil

various kinds were imported into Alaska.
Restrictions of Federal laws then made impracticable the economical exploitation of
petroleum
fields.
Under a later law, companies began drilling in 1923 on the Alaskan Peninsula, but pronounced development had not followed, tip to
1928. The Arctic Coast near Point Barrow
was thought to be a promising field for oil,
judging from seepages there observed. At the
request and expense of the Navy Department,
experts of the Geological Survey conducted an
exhaustive examination of the adjacent region.
of

Transportation.

The most important

fea-

ture of development in land transportation is
the government-built and -owned Alaska Railroad, 543 miles in length, connecting the icefree port of Seward with Fairbanks, the centre
of the Tanana mining district. Apart from
the main line, the system had the following
branches: Happy-Chatinka, 32 miles; Matanuska-Chickaloon, 45 miles; Healy coal mines,
4 miles. In January, 1924, there was a semiweekly train service to and from Fairbanks,
which involved two days' travel with a lay-over
at Curry. The Alaska Railroad serves directly
the mines of the Kenai, Susitna, Matanuska, and
central Yukon districts. Traversing a rich coal
it becomes the main source of fuel for the
region,
mines of the vast interior regions. It had already developed new mining grounds and brought
farming settlers into the contiguous regions.
The expenditures for the railroad up to June
30, 1923, amounted to $56,000,000, including
systems purchased, roads built and reconstructed, and operation. As the total revenue
from the road during 1923 was only $543,521, it
was evident that several years must elapse before the system would become self-supporting.
To replace the discontinued commercial transportation on the interior rivers, the railroad
met the needs of the settlements of the lower
Yukon by the establishment of a summer line

of steamboats between Fairbanks and Holy
Cross, where connection was made for the Norton
Sound region with the launches of the Northern

Commercial Company. Canadian boats in 1924
were caring for the settlers of the upper Yukon,
while taking ore to Fairbanks from the Klondike region. There had been constructed 6854
miles of roads and trails up to June 30, 1923,
toward which the Federal Government appropriated $4,300,000. The main road of 410 miles,
open throughout the year, is that from Valdez
to Fairbanks, with a branch to Chitina. The expenditure during 1923 for construction and
maintenance was $740,000. Unfortunately, road
work was done under three separate departments, two Federal and one Territorial. Such
aids to navigation as lights, buoys, and signals
were increased from 338 in 1915 to 779 in 1928,
A radiobeacon was established at Cape St. Ellas,
Oct. 3, 1927.

Telegraphy.

The importance of the
its 19 cables and 44

corps system, with
may be gauged by

signal*
offices,

messages in 1923, whose
It had 2700 miles
tariffs approximated $400,000.
of cables, 840 miles of land wire, and a radio
system. The governor reported: "The service
rendered in the progress and development of
Alaska cannot be overestimated.*' After 20
years* use, the existing cables were inadequate
for current business. New cables were purchased and were installed in the year 1924.
Supplementary to the Army system was the
Naval Communication Service, maintaining radio
its
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stations of great value to the public.

LIGHTHOUSES.
Local Legislation. The
biemially from 1913 to 1927.

was vetoed by Congress.

Its

See also

The conflicting interests of RusAustria, and Italy left much to be desired
in the Albanian settlement of 1913 as effected by
It lias been estithe Ambassadors' Conference.
mated that upward of .100,000 Albanians were
History.

sia,

Legislature

None

met

of its Acts

legislation

was

along progressive linos; education was fostered,
labor guarded as to hours, safety, compensation,
and liens; liquors and drugs were prohibited,
road and fishery commission authorized, whereby
be obcooperation with Federal bodies could
tained; banks and corporations regulated, and
the insane and indigent cared for.

ALASTRIM. See SMALLPOX.
ALBANIA, al-ba'ni-a. A Balkan

country,

whose boundaries wore first fixed in 1913, redrawn by the Council of Ambassadors on Nov.
9, 1921, and definitely fixed by an International
Commission in 1925. Area estimated at 17,374
at
square miles; population, in 1925, estimated
831,837. There were, according to a 1921 estimate, 584,675 MohammodanH; 158,215 Greek
Catholics, and 88,987 Roman Catholics in the
country. The estimated populations of the principal towns in 1927 were: Scutari, 32,000;
Koritza, 24,000; Tirana, the capital, 12,000;
Valona, G500; Durazzo, 5000. Education was,
of course, in its infancy. In 1927 there were
548 primary schools, 854 teachers, and about
24,000 pupils. There are besides 12 continua-

tion schools, two secondary schools and a teachtraining college.
Albania, because of its mountainous nature,
possesses no real means of communication and
is still a primitive pastoral and agricultural
The leading products, cereals, olive oil,
society.
tobacco, rice, and wool, are raised for home consumption, though, some exchange is carried on
with the neighboring^ Jugo-Slav market towns
to the north, and with Italy. The valleys of
the South are more favorable for agricultural
activities, and here it is that what prosperity
Albania could boast of is to be found. Natural
resources reported capable of exploitation, but
as yet little worked, are timber lands, coal,
iron pyrites, oil, asphalt, an'd hydroelectric
power. Trade was insignificant. In 1920, exports totaled 11,963,982 #old franca, largely to
Italy, Greece, and Jugo-Slavia, and comprised
skins, wool, dairy products, olives, olive oil,
and tobacco; imports totaled 24,864,731 gold
francs, covering purchase's of cereals, fruits, oil,
Beetc., from Italy, Greece, and Great Britain.
cause of the unfavorable trade balance, a customs
tariff was enacted, Fob. 5, 1922.
During the
War, the Austrian** constructed a few narrowgauge military railways, the most important of
which was the line from Durazzo to Tirana, 23
miles. All these, however, fell into disrepair
and were little used. In 1928 a railway was
under construction between Tirana and Durazzo.
Principal norta are San Giovanni di Modua, serving Scutari, Durazzo, and Valona. Italian, boats
are the only ones to call regularly. Government
accounts for 1927-28 were: Expenditures, 20,100,000 gold francs; revenues, 29,000,000 gold
francs, 5,496,700 in customs, and the remainder
in direct taxes. In May, 192/5, Albania obtained
a foreign loan of 70,500,000 gold francs, guaranteed by the customs and monopolies. The proceeds were to bo used for public works. In 1914,
Austria and Italy extended Prince William a
credit of 10,000,000 francs; these claims were
really eliminated, however, by the revenues collected by Austrians and Italians during the war
occupation and retained at Vienna and Rome.
ers'
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separated from their homeland and apportioned
among Serbia, Montenegro, and Greece. The
choice of William of Wicd, a German prince, as
Mpret of Albania, was also a cause of much
local discontent.
He arrived at Durazzo, Mar.
7, 1914; stayed under the shadow of the Austrian guns in the harbor during his brief reign
of six mouths, and lied the country for Germany
on the outbreak of the War. Once more Albania was left without a unified control and
at the mercy of the greater states that surrounded it. Local chieftains dominated the
scene until the conclusion of the War, though
they were helpless in the face of the invading
armies. For although it was neutral, Albania
was a theatre of war during 1914-18. Austrian armies took possession of northern and
central Albania; Italy was established at the
Harbor of Valona from November, 1916, on;
the Serbs encroached on the northern frontier
and the Greeks, on the southern. By the secret
Treaty of London (April, 1915), Albania had
been disposed of rather baldly as part of the bargain for Italian support. The Allies in this
convention recognized the Italian claim to Valona, while Italy on her side promised not to
resist the possible desires of France, Great Brittain, and Kussia to distribute among Montenegro, Serbia, and Greece the northern and
southern parts of Albania. It v/aa, therefore,
to protect her rights that Italy in June, 1917,
announced a virtual protectorate over the country and proceeded to occupy the whole of it
when the Allied drive, in tho autumn of 1918,
banished the Austrians. Within the same year,
matters were further complicated by the establishment of a republic under French protection in the neighborhood of Koritza, the presence of an Allied force at Scutari, and the
threatening movements of the Serbs on tho

north and west.

Throughout 1919 the Italians stayed on.
Against the protests of Albanian leaders, Italy
persisted in a policy of Italianization in tho
South, sending colonists and gaining control of
tho schools. The refusal of President Wilson
at the Peace Conference to countenance cither
partition or the establishment of an Italian
mandate prevented the submergence of the harassed country. Thus protected, Albanian resistance strengthened. In January, 1920, an assembly at Lushnja protested against partition
and elected a regency council, thereby creating
a provisional government strongly nationalistic
in tone.
The regency council of four, sitting
at Tirana, was composed of a representative
each of the Roman Catholic, Greek Orthodox,

and the two Moslem

Beets, the Suuni and the
Finally, in tho middle of the year,
warfare
desultory
began between Albanian** and
Italians which manifested itself first in uprisin
the
coast towns and then in fighting inings
land. Italians were even beaieged at Valona in
June. The Italian adventure had proved futile,
with the result that Gioiitti, for Italy, uigned
a convention on August 2 which guaranteed the
evacuation of the country and the surrender of
Valona, too, except for tho island of Saneno at
the entrance to Valona Bay. The French had,
meanwhile, left Koritza in the same year*

Bcktashi.
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There seemed at last a hope for a peaceful political development when, on Dec. 17, 1920, Albania
applied and was admitted to the League of

Nations, although it was plain that such admittance did not connote sovereignty on the
basis of the frontiers of 1913. Throughout 1921
Albania made unavailing pleas to the League
Council for intervention against the Greeks,
who, in 1920, had occupied a district northeast
of
Kpritza containing 2(5 villages and were
claiming the territory, which contained a large
Greek population, because of cultural sympathy

and economic necessity.
In the autumn of 1921, the Jugo-Slavs made
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revolt organized

by Ahmed Zogu, on Jugo-Slav

over the protest of the new Government to
the League of Nations. In December, the insurrectionists entered the capital, Tirana, and Fan
Noli and his followers fled to Italy.
Ahmed Zogu, who now dominated the country, proclaimed a Republic on Jan. 22, 1925, and
had himself chosen as President for a term
of seven years. He replaced the existing Albanian Army with forces loyal to himself, and
put a new constitution into effect. Although the
new government was anything but secure and
was obliged to make free use of exile measures
against its enemies, it proceeded with plans for
internal development. It granted to the AngloPersian Oil Company concessions to exploit certain territory for petroleum and this action,
after some international discussion, led to subsequent concessions to other foreign oil companies.
Boundary disputes were settled through
the grant to Jugo-Slavia of Sveti Naum in
1925 and by the signing of two protocols, on
July 31, 1926, by representatives of Albania,
Great Britain, France, Italy, Japan, Greece, and
Jugo-Slavia. These protocols related to the
Albanian-Greek and Albanian- Jugo-Slav frontiers and were the outgrowth of the work of
a boundary commission appointed in 1921 after
the country had been admitted to the League
of Nations. The opposition to Ahmed Zogu by
Fan Noli and his followers in Jugo-Slavia and
Italy was continuous and the new government
was anything but secure. In November, 1926,
a revolt broke out among the Malissors, North
and east of Scutari, but was soon suppressed.
Trade agreements were signed in 1926 with
Great Britain, Germany, Bulgaria, and Czechoslovakia, and a commercial, consular, and extradition convention was signed with Serbia.
In its relations with its neighbors, Albania,
under Ahmed Zogu's administration, for a while
preserved a certain harmony, the chief discordant note being its protest, in December, 1025,
to the League of Nations against the deportation as Turks of 50,000 Albanians from Greece
into Turkey. But Ahmed Zogu had been at the
head of the state less than a year before it
became apparent that he was definitely altering, in favor of Italy, the balance in Albanian
affairs which had been maintained between that
country and Jugo-Slavia. In September, 1925,
soil,

threatening military preparations on the north,
and Premier Lloyd George of Great Britain,
fearing a Balkan flare-up, demanded a consideration of the' whole Albanian question by the
Council of Ambassadors, Great Britain recognizing Albania's de jure independence on November 7. The Council announced its decision,
dated November 9, which practically confirmed
the 1913 boundary lines with minor modifications in favor of Jugo-Slavia and Greece. Albania's independence as a sovereign state was
recognized, but Italy's special interest was also
recognized in a highly important pronouncement which provided that, when Albania should
find it impossible to maintain intact her territorial integrity and should appeal to the League
Council for assistance, the powers would recommend that the restoration of her frontiers
should be entrusted to Italy. Boundary commissions were appointed to delimit the fronOn Aug. 25, 1923, the head of the Southtiers.
ern Boundary Commission, General Tellini, was
murdered at Janina, Greece. See GREECE and
ITALY.
In internal affairs, executive authority remained until 1925 in the hands of the Regency
Cabinet, aided by the indirectly elected Parliament of 72 members and a Council of eight ministers responsible to the Parliament.
In 1922
the Albanian Greek Orthodox Church asserted
its independence, and, in the next year, Albanian
Moslems approved of the abolition of both polygamy and the veil for women. From Dec. 22,
1021, the country was governed by a coalition
of representatives of its various interests. In
December, 1922, Ahmed Zogu became prime minister and, during the next year, the country
was relatively quiet. Steps were taken to ad- Italian initiative established an Albanian Navance education, and a financial adviser was ap- tional Bank with a capital of 12,500,000 gold
francs which Italy controlled from the start.
pointed by the League of Nations.
On July 28, 1922, the United States recog- Italian penetration was still further advanced
nized the government after a special commis- through the creation of the "Svea" (Societb
sioner had visited the country and effected an per il sviluppo economico dell*Albania) an or*
exchange of notes whereby Albania recognized ganization through which Albania was to be
the American naturalization of former Albanian developed by the building of roads and railways
subjects and accorded to American commerce and by harbor improvements. It was charged
in customs matters most-favore4-nation treat-, by the Jugo-Slavs that these works were dement. Ulysses Grant Smith, the first American signed and prosecuted with an eye more to
Minister, presented his credentials Pec. 4, 1922. Italian military advantage than to Albania's
He was followed in 1925 by Charles C. Hart. convenience. The money for this work came
Early in 1924 the latent opposition to Ahmed from an Italian loan of 50,000,000 gold franca
Zogu became pronounced, culminating in June to Albania, and when the latter country
in a revolt which forced him and his adherents was unable to meet the first installments,
to flee the country. The new government was Italy agreed to guarantee service for a few
headed by Fan Noli, Bishop of the Orthodox years.
Church, who had spent several years in the
Basing her action on the decision of the CounUnited States and was a graduate of Harvard cil of Ambassadors in 1921, Italy, in July,
University. He advocated certain agrarian and 1926, proposed that she should receive rights
financial reforms and was supported by Italy. of intervention and special privileges in AlBut before he could place his government on a bania. On Nov. 27, 1926, the Pact of Tirana
firm foundation, he was faced with a counter- was signed by the two countries. Its chief pro,
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were disYork, was bought by the State; tolls
continued and the roadway leading up to the
and the sharp
bridge was widened and paved,
blind turn into Broadway made easier. Many
on the parks,
improvements also were made
street
especially Lincoln Park, and important
improvements were effected. In 1027, $10,000,000 was appropriated by the Legislature to erect
a new State Office Building to house all the State
offices scattered throughout the city.
are exTransportation facilities in Albany

vision was that "Albania and Italy recognize
and accept the principle that any action directed
and territorial
against the political, juridical,
mustatus quo of Albania is contrary to their
tual political interests," and each country agreed
with
to form no political or military agreements
mutual inother powers prejudicial to their
was
It was to run for five years and
terests.
renewable. It aroused a storm of excited proand focused the alert attest hi

Jugo-Slavia

of all Europe upon Italo-AlbamanJuso-Slav relations. The premier of Jugo-Slavia
the failure of his policy of
resigned because of
with Italy
maintaining a cordial understanding
regarding Albania.
In March, 1927, Italy charged that Jugo-Slavia

tention

ceptionally good

.

was making military preparations which threaton the sugened Albania's independence but,
and France, Mussolini
gestion of Great Britain
with
took the matter up in direct conversations
Minister at Rome and no more

was heard of it. Relations between Jugo-Slavia
until
and Albania became increasingly strained
of the Jugoin June, 1927, when an employee
for

espislav legation at Duraxzo was arrested
the breaking point.
onage, the tension reached
were
and
were
severed,
Diplomatic relations
resumed only after the efforts of European powthe immediate
ers effected an adjustment of
incident To offset the Italian advance, Jugoalliance with anslavia sought eagerly for an
to a longothlr powfr. She finally reverted
for a tripartite
standing proposal 'of France
between that country Jugo-Slavia

agreement

and on
and Italy, which Italy had refused,
of
November 11 Jugo-Slavia signed a treaty
accord with France. Immediately (November
announced a further
22) Italy and Albania

lor

to rim for twenty years, providing
the two T countries.
military coSpcration between
Throughout 1027 internal improvements pronaceeded steadily under Italian direction.
with
tional army officered by Italians, together
milia gendarmerie, replaced the former feudal
It was largely increased in the following
tia.
the deportation of Alyear. The question of
their propbanians by Greece and the seizure of
much friction. Un
erty continued to cause
assumed the title of
Sept. 1, 1028, Ahmed Zogu
the constitution
Zogu I King of the Albanians,
into
being altered to transform the Republic
as
a Monarchy. He was immediately recognized
other powers of the
King by Italy and later by
was bitworld. The assumption of the throne
pact,

A

within

by King Zogu's enemies
and without the state.
ALBANY. The capital of New York State.
The population increased from 100,253 in 1910
to 113,344 in 1920, and to 120,400 in 1928, joy
estimate of the Bureau of the Census. A zoning
the city commission, has
plan, mapped out by
are
been adopted, and industries and individuals

out this plan.
working harmoniously to carry
In the past few years, the city itself has spent

A

millions of dollars on public improvements.
was expended in
large portion of this amount
the Hiidson
improving the river front along
is said to
River, with the result that Albany
of any
have one of the most attractive entrances
blocks beAmerican city. The land for several
and the Hudson River, together
tween

with

Broadway
and wharfage

(locks

rights,

w^"?

In 1010 the prithe city for a public park.
which carried the
vately owned Hudson Bridge,

main thoroughfare between

Boston and

air, land,

and water.

The

is

,

the Jugo-Slav

terly opposed

by

channel
being deepened to a
vesdepth of 27 feet to accommodate ocean-going
to a seasels, thus making Albany equivalent
the
port. In anticipation of this development,
is constructing
Albany Port District Commission
and waredocks, grain elevators, terminals,
in the
houses. The first municipal aviation field
it is
United States was established at Albany;
Field.
called the Quentin Roosevelt Memorial
Albany has 223 industries, employing nearly 10,000 persons and paying $12,383,000 in wages.
Among the well-known products manufactured
are car wheels, automobile accessories, clay
products, printing, meat packing, plate glass,
brass
food products, cigars and tobacco, iron and
and absorbent
foundry products, gas meters,
The value of these products in 1028
cotton.
of
was estimated at $52,178,000. Albany is one
the kast.
the recognized banking centres of
trust
has five banks of discount, including two
banks whose comcompanies, and seven savings
bined capital, surplus, and undivided profits
amount to $14,788,028. The assessed valuation
o
Albany in 1927 was $209,378,000;

Hudson River

New

n

,,.

prperty

the net debt was $10,402,000.
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AI/BEE, FRED HOUDLETT (1R76Alna,
American orthopaedic surgeon, born in
(A.B.
Me., and educated at Bowdoin College
190$).
1899) and Harvard University (M.D.,

He

He
also traveled and studied in Europe.
of orthopaedic surgery at the
York Post-Graduate Medical School and

became professor

New

surdirector of the department of orthopedic
the College of
gery and held the same posts at
He
Medicine of the University of Vermont.
was surgeon to the New York Post-Graduate
Hospital and at one time consulting surgeon
Railroad
to ten hospitals and the Pennsylvania
for his so-called
system. He is widely known

tuberculosis of

for
bone-inlay grafting operation
the spine (Pott's disease), first described m by
him in 1912. He demonstrated his original
in Germany,
surgical methods of bone grafting
and two years
France, and England in 1914,
use motorlater in France he was the first to
driven tools in bone surgery, in military pracIn 1017 after the entrance of the United
tice.
was commisStates into the World War, he
sioned as colonel in the Medical Reserve Corps,
and he became director of the United States

Army

General

Hospital

NO,

3,

and member

the. surof the advisory orthopirdic council to
geon general. He was the official representative
Intcr-Alhcd
of th? Army Medical Corps to the
and Bologna
Congress held in Rome, Parw,
the
delivered the opening address at
191!):
Congress held in Paris, 1922, repre-

m

Surgical
sented the

United State* at the Ncthcrland
1923, and
Orthopedic Congress, Amsterdam,International
was the honorary president of the
Congress on Industrial Accidents and Disease,

Amsterdam,

1925.

He

wrote:

Surgery (1915) and a largo

Bone

treatise,

Graft
Orthopcedw

ALBERS-SCHdNBEBG
and Reconstructional Surgery

many

(1919), besides

pamphlets.

ALBEBS-SCH6NBEBG,

Ul'bers-shen'berK,

(1865-1921). A prominent
German rontgenologist, born in Hamburg, where
he practiced after graduation (M.D.) at Leipzig
in 1891. His original bent was toward gynecology, but on RSntgen's discovery, he at once opened
an X-ray laboratory, one of the first on record,
and by 1897 had founded the periodical Fortschritie an der Gebiet der Rontgenstrahlen, followed in 1000 by Archiv und Atlas der Normalischen und PaUiologischen Anatomie in TypiscJien,
Rbntgcnbilde. In 1903 appeared his textbook
Die R6ntgen Technik (5th ed., 1919). About
1902 he was appointed rSntgenologist to the St.

HEINRICII

EBNST

Georg Hospital, Hamburg, and a famous X-ray
establishment was created in association with it.
When the new University of Hamburg was established in 1919, he was appointed a professor
of rontgenology, the first of the kind in Germany. He was a cofounder of the German
Rontgenological Society. As a pioneer, he made
many discoveries not only in the physiology of
the X-ray but in technical improvements of the
apparatus, including the means of self-protection.
He discovered the pernicious action of the rays
on the genital glands. He was one of the first
to develop X-ray cancer as a result of exposure.
Through the removal of the arm by amputation,
he managed to survive through many years of
usefulness. He also wrote over 150 articles for
periodicals. Among his minor works is a monograph on X-ray cancer (Das Rdntgencarcinom).
ALBEBT, DUKE OF WUBTTBMBEBG (1865- ).
A German general, born at Vienna. He was

appointed general in command of the Wiirttemberg Army in 1908, and in 1913 he was appointed
inspector general of the 6th Army Inspection.
He led the 4th Army on the western front at the
beginning of the World War and in 1916 was
made field marshal general. He became chief-

in-command at the front in Alsace-Lorraine,
where he remained till the end of the War. See
WAR IN EUROPE, Western Front.

ALBERT

I (1876).
King of the Belgians (see VOL. I). Following the invasion of
Belgium by the Germans in 1914, he joined his
troops and remained at the front throughout
the World War. Queen Elizabeth remained near
him, acting as a nurse in the Hdpital de
In July, 1926, when the
1 'Ocean at La Panne.
currency situation seemed desperate, the Chamber of Deputies gave him the power to issue
royal edicts, after consulting the Council of
Ministers, on all financial matters, thus making him a virtual dictator for six months. In
the summer of 1928, he and the Queen made a
There is an official
trip to the Belgian Congo.
biography by Evelyn Graham, Albert, King of the
Belgians (New York, 1929).
Ger).
ALBERT, EUGEN D' (1864man pianist and composer (see VOL. I). He

A

Die toten Augen
list of operas:
(Dresden, 1916; Chicago, 1923), Der Stier von
OUvera (Leipzig, 1918), Revolutionshochzeit
(Darmstadt, 1921),
(Leipzig, 1919), Sirocco
Mwreike von Nymwegen (Hamburg, 1923), Der
Golem (Frankfort, 1926).
ALBERTA, al-bur'ta.
province in western
Canada with an area of 255,285 square miles
and a population in 1921 of 588,454, representing a gain of 214,159, or 57.2 per cent since the
1911 census. The rural population in 1921 was
62 per cent of the whole, as compared with 75

added to his

A
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per cent in 1901. As in the other prairie provinces, males continued in excess of females, the
division in 1921 being 324,208 males and 264,246 females. The estimated population in 1929
was 646,000. The leading cities with their populations in 1926 were Calgary, 65,513; Edmonton, 65,163; Lethbridge, 10,893, and Medicine
Hat, 9536. Immigrants from the United States
steadily increased in number, so that the census
of 1916 recorded 91,600 settlers of American origin in Alberta.
Industry. Under the impetus of vast irrigation projects, Alberta was rapidly converted
into an agricultural country, so that by 1928
at least 16 per cent of the 60,000,000 acres of
arable land in the province were under crops.

The result

of irrigation activity manifested itthe appearance of a more diversified husbandry and a greater attention to root crops
and alfalfa. However, the prairie country accounted for the importance of wheat. Of the
9,777,816 acres sown in 1928, 6,707,526 were under wheat. Next in importance were oats, barThat the liveley, hay and clover, and rye.
stock industry did not decline, in spite of the
inroads of the farmers, may be seen from the
following: Cattle in 1912 and 1928, 745,299 and
1,299,495; sheep, 135,075 and 515,000; swine,
278,747 and 680,000. In 1926-27 there were
1078 grain elevators with a capacity of 40,983,000 bushels. In 1921, there were 83,431 farmers in the province. Minerals made up the second source of economic wealth. The vast coal
area which covers almost the entire province
accounted for 95 per cent of the annual output
In 1926 the outof all the prairie provinces.
put was 6,508,908 tons. Other mineral products
included cement, natural gas, sand and gravel,
bitumen, gold, and salt. The total mineral production was $26,681,641 in 1926, an increase of
$15,500,000 over the 1912 output. Local manufactures in 1924 showed 739 industrial establishments; capital, $67,565,979; number of employees, 8150; salaries and wages, $10,709,140;
cost of materials, $39,102,975; value of products,
$65,245,361. The leading industries are flourmills and gristmills, door and planing mills,
self in

slaughtering and meat packing. Lumbering and
fishing are also important activities.

Trade and Communications.

The

articles

entering principally into the interprovincial
trade are grain, live stock, hams, wool, eggs,
Durfish, butter, mining, and timber products.
ing the year ending Mar. 31, 1929, imports for
consumption of the Province of Alberta were
valued at $3,855,059; the Canadian exports
amounted to $51,910, and the foreign exports to
$2396. In 1920 there were 5061 miles of railway in the province, as compared with 2545
miles in 1914. In 1929 the province transferred
to the Canadian Pacific Railway 'and the
Canadian National Railways the Edmonton,
Dunvegan & British Columbia Railway, the
Central Canada Railway, the Alberta Great
Waterways Railway, and the Penibina Valley
Railway. These lines were to be merged under
one system to be known as the Northern Alberta
Railways. The telephone system owned by the
provincial government had 187,584 miles of wire
in 1926. Throughout the province, 57,250 tele-

phones were in

use.

Government.

The province's representation
Canadian Parliament is six in the Senate and 12 in the House of Commons. Revenues
for 1926 were $11,912,128, against $5,399,905
in the

ALBUIGHT

ALBRIGHT, HORACE MARDEN

An American

National Park

(1890-

official.

).

He was

Calif., and graduated at the
University of California (1912), where he served
for one year as assistant instructor in economics.
In 1914-17 while clerk to Franklin K. Lane,
then Secretary of the Interior, he studied law
and was admitted to the District of Columbia
bar. He was assistant attorney of the Interior
Department, assigned to National Park affairs
in 1017, and assistant director of the National
Park Service at Washington in 1917-18. From
1919 to 1929, he was field assistant in the Park
Service and superintendent of the Yellowstone
National Park. He also was temporarily in
charge of the Yosemite National Park (192729). In 1929 he was named as director of the
National Park Service to succeed Stephen T.
Mather.
ALCHEMY, MODERN. See PHYSICS.
ALCOCK, SIR JOHN (1802-1919). A British aviator born at Manchester. He was instructor of flying at Eastchurch at the outbreak of the World War and was afterward chief
instructor with the aeronautic squadron. He
served with distinction on the Turkish front and
in 1917 was taken a prisoner by the Turks. In
1919 he won the prize offered by the London
Daily Mail for the first successful flight across
the Atlantic, with Lieut. A. W. Brown. Both
men were knighted for this achievement. Alcock was killed at C6te* d'Evrard, north of Rouen,
in France, by the crashing of iis airplane.
ALCOHOL. See CHEMISTRY, APPLIED.
An American
).
ALBA, FRANCES (1883dramatic soprano (see VOL:' I). In 1928 she
was divorced from Giulio Gatti-Casassza, but the
divorce did not affect in any way her relations
as an artist of the Metropolitan Opera House.
An
).
ALBEIT, CARLOS COOLIDGE (1866American lawyer and educator, born at Wilmington, HI. He received his law degrees at
Now York University and in 1893 was admitted
to the bar. He practiced in New York from
1893 to 1904 and was associate professor of law
in New York University, 1 896-8 j professor,
1898-1904. In 1904 he became dean of the BufHe was legal adviser to Govfalo Law School.
ernor Hughes in 1909 and in the next year became New York State Commissioner on uniform
State Laws. He is the editor of A. Handbook
of the Code of Cwil Procedure (1901) the second edition of Abbott's^ Practice and Forms
(1907), the second edition of Abbott's Forms
of Pleading (1918), and Handbook of Civil
Practice (1921).
ALBEIT, UAYMOND MACDONALD (1873-1924)*
An American educator and author (see VOL. I).
From 1014 until his death, he was professor of
English at Stanford University. His later works
include Tennyson, flow to Know Him (1917);
Shakespeare (in Master Spirits of Literature
Series) (1921) ; The Boy Who Found the King
in
edited:
Headings
English
(1922). He

horn at Bishop,
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in 1013; and expenditures, $11,894,327, against
$5,275,584 in 1913. The public debt in 1026
amounted to $86,894,665. Education made
steady advances. The 150,526 pupils enrolled
in 1926 were more than double the number
of pupils of 1912.
The University of Alberta
had 1350 students in attendance in 1926. Total
expenditures for education in 1912 were $6,667,282; in 1926, $9,556,877. Women have the
franchise. On Mar. 31, 1929, there was a surplus of $1,817,871 in the Treasury.

Prose (1911 and 1917)

Sonnets of Shakespeare
;
(1913; variorum edition, 1916); Essays, English and American (1918); Critical Essays of
the Nineteenth Century (1921); Poems of the
English Race (1921).

ALBERSON,

VICTOR CLIFTON

An American

(1862-

).

educator and mining engineer,
born at Plymouth, Mass., and graduated from
Harvard University, 1885. After teaching in
Middle Western high schools, 1885-93, he became
successively professor of mathematics (189398), dean (1898-1900), acting president (190001), and dean (1901-03) of the Armour Institute of Technology, Chicago. He was president
of the Colorado School of Mines from 1903 to
1913 and 1917-25. Between lf)13 and 1917, he
was president (1913-15) of the Winnemucca
(Nev.) Mountain Mining Company and consulting engineer (1915-17). After relinquishing
the presidency of the Colorado School of Mines,
he became again a consulting mining engineer,
He is a member of the
specializing in oil shale.
of Mining and Metallurgical
Engineers, the Institute of Petroleum and Technologists, of London, and other societies of scientists.
He wrote: The Oil Shale Industry
(New York, 1920) and Oil Shale; a Resume for
1921 (Golden, Colo., 1923).

American Institute

CECIL CHARLES WINDSOR (1870English illustrator (sco VOL, I)
whose later published work includes: Old Inns
(1919-20); Old Manor Houses (1924) and
plates on hunting.
ALBINGT03ST, HILDA DOOLITTLE ("II. B.")
An American poet, born at Beth).
(1886lehem, Penn. She entered Bryn Mawr College
in 1904 and later went abroad. Her poetry
placed her among the most important of the
Imagists. Her works, which have appeared in
many periodicals, are distinctly Hellenic in their
delicacy and cold beauty. Her publications include Oread; Pear Tree; Heat; and Lethe.
).
ALBRICH, CHESTER HOLMES (1871An American architect, born at Providence, R.
educated
and
at
Columbia
and
I.,
University
the ficole des Beaux Arts, Paris. He has" practiced his profession since 1902 in New York, as
a member of the firm of Belano & Aldrich, de
signers of many well-known public buildings
and private residences. Among the former are
the Knickerbocker and the Colony Club buildingg
in New York, the Walters Art Gallery in Baltimore, Md., and Sage Hall at Yale University.
From 1917 to 1919 he was director general of
Civil Affairs of the American Ked Cross Coin*
mission to Italy, and received various Italian

ALDIIT,
).

An

decorations.

ALBRICH, MORTON ARNOLD

),
(1874educator, born at Boston, Mawa.
After graduation from Harvard University in
1895, he was a student at the universities of
Berlin, Munich, and Halle. He became successively instructor in economics at Harvard, asistant professor at Stanford University, and
associate professor arid profecutor of economics
and sociology at Tulane University. Since 1014
he has been dean of the college of commerce and
business administration of Tulane University,
Professor Aidrich has devoted himself to the
practical application of economic theories to
the needs of business administration.
RICHARD
An
ALBKICH,
(1863).
American writer on music (see VOL. I). He
his
as
musical editor of the
resigned
position

An American

New York

Times

in 1925.

He was

the chief con-

ALESSANDRI
tributor on American topics for the third edition
of Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians
collection of essays published
(1927-28).
originally in the Times he issued in book-form
under the title Musical Discourse (1928).
).
ALESSANDRI, ARTUBO (1869Chilean statesman who was educated in Catholic schools and studied law at the University
of Chile. At 24 he was a successful lawyer, and
in 1898 was elected to the Chamber of Deputies by the Liberals. Later, he became a minister of state, holding, among others, the portfolios of industry and public works, and at one
time being chief of the cabinet. On Dec. 23,
1920, he took office as President of the Chilean
Republic, committed to reforms which caused
a conflict with the conservative Senate in 1923.
The elections of March, 1924, backed the President, but business and financial conditions
seemed hopeless, and on September 9 he offered
his resignation, which the Senate refused to accept, granting him instead six months' leave of
absence. He went abroad, and the Government
was under military control until his return on
Mar. 20, 1925. An assembly to reform the constitution was called, the country became stabilized, and elections based on the new constitution
were called for October 24. Alessandri resigned
the presidency on October 1 because Colonel
Ibafiez, the War Minister, refused to join the
rest of the cabinet in resigning in the interest
In 1926 Alessandri came to
of free elections.
the United States for discussions of the Tacna
Arica dispute, and -in 1927, when Ibafiez became
president, he was exiled. See CHILE, History.
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ALEXANDER,

KING

OF

THE

HELLENES

(1893-1920). The second son of King Constantine and Queen Sophia, sister of the exKaiser of Germany. He ascended the throne of
Greece on June 12, 1917, after the Allies, believing him more sympathetic to their cause than
his elder brother, forced King Constantine to
abdicate in his favor. His original attitude of
active personal interest in his subjects and
kingdom immediately won for him the loyalty
of his people. The diplomatic triumphs of Venizelos, Liberalist leader, at the Peace Conference,
met serious reverses with the sudden death of

Alexander on Oct. 25, 1920, by blood-poisoning
from the bite of a pet monkey.
ALEXANDER I (1888).
King of the
Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes. The second son of
Prince Peter Karajorgjevic, later King of Serbia, was educated at St. Petersburg, entered
(1904) the corps des pages at the Czar's court,
and was formally recognized as crown prince
in 1909. On the outbreak of the Balkan War,
he had nominal command of the First Army.
Because of the ill health of King Peter, he was
made prince regent on June 24, 1914, and was
cominander-in-chief of, the Serbian
the World War started. The Prince
personally became very popular with his soldiers, whose privations and hardships he shared
throughout the War, with the exception of two
months in 1916 when he visited Paris and London and made the first official references to "the
Jugo-Slav people." On Dec. 1, 1918, he was
formally recognized as regent in all the JugoSlav provinces by delegates of the Jugo-Slav
National Council in Zagreb. In August, 1921,
after an attack on his life in June, he succeeded
his father as King of Jugo-Slavia. Because of
the great number of races, religions, and customs,
a large degree of local authority was desirable,

therefore

Army when
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but the need of centralization, in order to provide adequate defense, triumphed, resulting in
widespread discontent causing frequent changes
of ministry, particularly after the death of
Pashitch. On Jan. C, 1929, when the situation was growing worse, King Alexander proclaimed himself dictator, ruling through a ministry responsible only to him.
ALBERT V. (1885).
British public official, born at Weston-superMare. He was made secretary of the Parliamentary committee of the Cooperative Congress

A

ALEXANDER,

in November, 1920.
Two years later, he was
elected to the House of Commons by the Labor
party of the Hillsborough division of Sheffield,
and was returned in each successive election.

During the premiership of J. Ramsay MacDonald, from January to November, 1924, he
served as secretary of the Board of Trade, and
after MacDonald again came into power, in May,
1929, Alexander joined the Labor Cabinet as
Lord of the Admiralty. For a number of years
he was a Baptist lay preacher.
An
}.
ALEXANDER, CABTEB (1&81American educator, born in Paris, Mo., and educated at the University of Missouri and Columbia University. He held various positions as
teacher and as superintendent of schools in Missouri from 1898 to 1908.
From 1908 to 1910,
he was research scholar and later fellow in education at Columbia University. He was assistant professor of educational administration at
the University of Missouri (1010-13), taught
successively in the summer schools of Columbia
and Chicago universities, and from 1913 to
1918 was professor of school administration and
chairman of the committee on graduate work
at the George Peabody College for Teachers at
Nashville, Tenn. He was first assistant to the
State Superintendent of Public Instruction of
Wisconsin (1918-21) and from 1921 to 1924: was
assistant director of the Educational Finance
Inquiry in New York. He was staff specialist
on finance and administration for the Philippine school survey (1925) ; research associate of
the institute of educational research, division of
field studies, Teachers College, Columbia Uniafter* 1924, and associate professor of
education at Teachers College after 1925. Besides contributing to periodicals, he published:
Some Present Tendencies of Teachers9 Voluntary
School Statistics and
Associations
(1910)
Publicity (1919); (with W. W. Theisen) Publicity Campaigns for Better School Support
(1921); Bibliography of Educational Finance

versity,

;

(1924).

ALEXANDER,

HABTLET BUBB (1875-

).

An American

educator, professor of philosophy
at the University of Nebraska (s.ee VOL. I).,
During the World War, lie represented the ultrapragmatic wing of American philosophy and
sought to apply philosophizing to the everyday
problems of war and peace. Liberty and Democracy (1918) is a collection of such contemporary essays. Letters to Teachers <1919) is an
appeal to educators to forego the academic routine.
Among his other later works are The Mystery of Life (1913) 5 vol. x in the series, Mythology of All Nations, treating of North Ameri-

can mythology (1916), and vol. xi, treating of
Latin American mythology (1920) ; Odes and
Lyrics (1922); Nature and Human Nature
(1923) ; Manito Masks (1925) ; L'Art et la Phi->
losophie des Indiens de I'Amerique du Nord
(1925); and Qod's Drum, (1927). He contrib-

ALEXANDER
uted to the Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics
(1925). Professor Alexander lectured at the
Sorbonne, Paris, in 1925. In 1919 he was president of the American Philosophical Association.

ALEXANDER,

MAITLAND (1867-

).

An

American clergyman, born in New York City
and educated at Princeton University, McCorxnick Theological Seminary in Chicago, and
Princeton Theological Seminary. He was ordained in the Presbyterian ministry in 1892 and
held pastorates in New Jersey and New York
(1893 to 1899). He accepted a pastorate in
Pittsburgh in 1899, and in 1916 was moderator
of the Presbyterian General Assembly. He received the degree of D.D. from Lafayette College
in 1897.

An
).
(1863born in Maryland. He
enlisted in the United States Army as a private in 1886 and received a commission as
advanced
1889. He
in
lieutenant
second
through the grades (he was graduated from the

ALEXANDER,

American army

ROBERT

officer,

Army Staff College in 1910), and reached that
of colonel in 1917, after service in the SpanishAmerican, War, the Philippines, CuJ>a, and
Mexico. He went to France in 1917 as ingeneral, line of communications, was
of the 41st (1st Depot) Division in
1918, of the 63d brigade, 32d Division, also
in 1918, and of the 77th Division from August,
1918, to May, 1919. In this capacity, he took
part in the Oise-Aisne, Argonne-Meuse, and

spector

commander

Marne-Aisne operations. He was made a brigadier general Apr. 30, 1921, and on Aug. 4, 1921,
was appointed commander of the 3d F. A. Brigade. He was decorated with the Distinguished
Service Cross of the United States, the Croix

de Guerre (two citations) of France, and was
made a commander of the Legion of Honor of
France. On Aug. 26, 1927, he was raised to the

rank of major general.

He

retired

ALFANO
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Oct.

17,

1927.

An
).
ALEXANDER, SAMUEL (1859English philosopher and educator (see VOL. I).
With the publication of his Gifford Lectures,
Space, Time and Deity, in two volumes (1920),
he joined the ranks of the leading English philosophers. His work was hailed in many quarters as combining the sweep of the great German metaphysicians with the critical insight
characteristic of the British tradition. From
his point of view as a realist, Professor Alexander constructs a genuine ontological metaphysics. Space-time is his ultimate reality,
and he regards the entire universe as a hierarchy of complexes of this primitive matter;
new qualities evolve out of the lower complexes;
it is thus that life, sensation, and mind come
into being; and universals are patterns which
are repeated at various places in the scale of
evolution.
His conception of God is quite original.
"God as actually possessing deity does
not exist but as an ideal, is always becoming;
but God as the whole Universe tending toward
deity docs exist." Unlike the American neorealiuts, Professor Alexander is opposed to behaviorism in psychology. He regards mind as a
new quality and not as the neutral cross-section
imagined by Prof. E. B. Holt. Professor Alexander was made Honorable Fellow of Lincoln
In 1924 he retired
College, Oxford, in 1918.
from the faculty of Victoria University, Manchester, and in 1927 became Herbert Spencer
Lecturer at Oxford. His more recent works

include a number of articles on mind, discussions at the Aristotelian Society, Space, Time
and Deity (Gifford Lectures, 1920), and a lecture on Spinoza and Time (1921). For a critical consideration, see PHILOSOPHY.

ALEXANDER,
An

WALLACE McKiNNEY (1869-

American sugar manufacturer, born
on the Island of Maui (H. I.), whore he has extensive sugar plantations and refineries. He
was graduated from Yale University, 1892. He
was appointed chairman of the commission from
San Francisco visiting Japan (1920), chairman
of the Japanese Relations Committee of California, and president of the San Francisco
Chamber of Commerce (1921-22). He has been
president of Alexander & Baldwin, Ltd.; vicepresident of the Matson Navigation Company,
of the Hawaiian Commercial and Sugar Company, Ltd.; and of the Honolulu Consolidated
Oil Company of California and director of the
California and Hawaiian Sugar Refining Company, the Pacific Gas and Electric Company and
the Columbia Steel Corporation.
ALEXEYEV, MIKAIL (1857-1918). A Russian general who entered the army in 1876 and
).

completed his course at the General Stair Col1890. He took part in the war with
Turkey and the Russo-Japanese War, becoming
a general in 1904. At the outbreak of the
World War, he was chief of staff on the southwestern front, and credit for the Russian victory
in Galicia was given to him.
In 1915 he was
commander on the northwestern front until August, when he became chief of the general staff
A breakdown in health comof the Emperor.
1916,
pelled him to resign in November,
After the revolution of March, 1917, ho was
commander-in-chief but was dismissed in July,
Kercnsky recalling him in September to quell
the Kornilov revolt. Not wishing to work
with Kerensky or Kornilov, he retired, and at
the beginning of the Bolshevik rule fought
against it in South Russia. He died of heart
lege in

disease.

An
ALEY, ROBERT JUDSON (1863).
American educator (see VOL. I). After acting
as president of the University of Maine (19101921), he became the president of Butler UniHe was a trustee
versity, Indianapolis, Ind.
of the National Education Association, 1911-17,
and president, 1916-17; secretary of the National Council of Education, 1911-13, and president, 1913-17; a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and of
the Indiana Academy of Science, and a member
of the American Mathematical Society and the
Mathematical Association of America.
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An Italian
ALFANO,
).
operatic composer, born at Posilipo, near Naples.
After completing the course at the Naples ConFRANCO (1877-

servatory, under De Nardis and Serrao, he went
to Leipzig for further study with Jadasaohn.
In 1890 he wrote his first opera, Miranda, which
was never produced, and published his first compositions for piano. The performance of his sec-

An den Qucllen von JBnttchir (Bres1898) did not bring him the success he
had expected and he then went to Paris, where
he tried his fortune at the Folies-Bergercs with
ond opera,

lau,

two ballets, Ttiapoli and Lorenata (both in 1901).
Disappointed, he returned to his native country
and began work on Itisurrezione, after the novel
of Tolstoy, which aroused tremendous enthusi-

ALFONSO XIII
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asm at its premiere in Turin (1904). Soon this
work was heard with equal success at La Scala
in Milan, and then made its way outside of
Italy
to Brussels, Berlin, and Paris. In 1925 it had
American premiere at Chicago. From 191925 Alfano was professor of composition at the
Liceo Rossini in Bologna, whence he went to
Turin as director of the Liceo Giuseppe Verdi.
After the death of Puccini, he completed the
latter's
unfinished Turandot
(Milan, 1926).
Alfano's other operas are II Principe Zilah
(Genoa, 1909), L'ombra di Don Giovanni (Milan, 1914), Leggenda di Sakuntala (Bologna,
1921), Madonna, Imperia (Turin, 1927; New
York, 1928). Besides these operas, he wrote a
Symphony in E, two string quartets, and a Suite
romantica for orchestra.
ALFONSO XIII (1886).
King of
Spain (see VOL. I). He made tireless efforts
during the World War to assist refugees and to
obtain information concerning prisoners and the
missing. As a neutral, Spain was in a position
to do a service of this sort; but recognizing that
it was not a governmental duty, the King carits

ried

He

on the work entirely on his own

initiative.

supported Primo de Rivera after the latter
established a dictatorship in 1923.

ALFRED UNIVERSITY. A

coeducational,

non-sectarian institution at Alfred, New York;
organized as a private school in 1836, and chartered as a university in 1857. The student enrollment increased from 447 in 1912 to 665 in
1927-28, with an additional 138 in the 1928
summer session. The teaching staff in 1928
numbered 50. The endowment funds, buildings, and equipment, aggregated $1,607,533 in
1928, as compared with a valuation of $500,000
in 1912. The library during this period increased from 25,000 to 42,000 volumes.* The
New York State School of Clay Working and
Ceramics, and the New York State School of
Agriculture at Alfred, are parts of the University organization. President, Boothe Colwell

Davis, LL.D.

A Swedish
HUGO (1872).
composer and conductor, born in Stockholm.
After graduating from the Stockholm Conservatory in 1891, he continued to study violin with
Zetterquist and composition with Lindegren,
then traveled in Germany, France, and Belgium.
In 1900 he won the Jenny Lind Stipend for
three years, which he spent traveling and studySince 1910 he has been professor of music
ing.
at the University of Upsala, where he organized
a chorus, Orpheidrangar, which soon became
famous through extensive tours of Europe. He
has filled many engagements as conductor of
important festivals in Scandinavia and Ger-

ALFV^,

ALGERIA

in 1911, and the natives 5,192,426, against 4,711,276 in 1911. Frenchmen made up the majority of the European colonists, though it was
estimated that Algeria contained 150,000 Spaniards and 40,000 Italians, who were attracted by
the liberal land grants offered by the Government. The chief towns reported the following
population figures for 1926: Algiers, 226,218;
Oran, 150,301; Constantine, 93,733; Bone, 51,895; Tlemcen, 26,758; Sidi-bel Abbes, 43,148;
Blida, 24,758; Phillippeyille, 29,242; Setif, 26,677.
The native population, consisting of Arabs,
Berbers, Kabyles, and Mozabites, is entirely
Mussulman. The chief Christian church is the
Roman Catholic. Several Protestant churches
and Jewish synagogues are supported by gov-

ernment grants.

Industry and Commerce. Agriculture is
the leading activity of the population. An en*
lightened government interest contributed to its
continuous development. European colonists in
particular were encouraged to apply themselves
to scientific cultivation. Irrigation was resorted
to and the Algerian bureau of agriculture did
much to encourage the introduction of rustand drought-resisting varieties of hard and
The centres of production of cereal
soft wheat.
culture moved further and further south during the period, leaving the coast regions to the
cultivation of vineyards, citrus fruits, vegetables,
tobacco, etc. The leading cereal crops, wheat,
barley, and oats, produced a yield of 1,693,000
metric tons in 1927 as compared with 2,317,000
tons in 1921, and 1,089,840 in 1910. The average annual yield is 2,200,000 tons. Because of
the hard wheat produced and the presence of
many skilled Italians, the manufacture of macaroni has become important. The manufacture
of flour and semolina, too, are of importance.
The cultivation of the vine, following cereals
in order, yielded an average of 9,746,000 hectoTobacco planting has
liters during 1922-27.
shown advances. In 1909-13 the yield averaged
about 10,000 tons; in 1927 the planting was 87,024 acres and the yield, 26,550 tons. The
growth in the industry is due to the encouragement given by the French Tobacco Monopoly
which bought up the major part of the crop.
Other products contributing to the wealth of
the colony are alfa, or esparto-grass, palm-leaf
fibre, fruits, vegetables, lumber, woods, charcoal, etc.
Algeria, too, furnished France with
one-fourth of its sheep consumption. Minerals,
principally iron ore and phosphates, were also
important. There were mined in 1927, 2,029,000
metric tons of iron ore (1,432,748 in 1913),
847,000 tons of phosphates (370,934 in 1913),
64,748 tons of zinc (118,884 in 1913), 1800 tons
of petroleum (67 in 1913). After the War,
efforts were made to develop a greater coal
and lignite production, but with only little success.
Figures for trade follow: imports for

many- He is recognized as one of the foremost
contemporary Swedish composers. Works:
Four symphonies (F m., D, E, C m.) ; three
symphonic poems: An Island Saga, Eulogy and
Midsummer Watch; Upsala Rhapsody for or- 1913, 1920, and 1928, 667,305,000, 3,072,707,000,
and 4,968,146,000 francs, respectively exports for
chestra; a ballet-pantomime, The 8pirit of the
1,355,372,000, and
Mountain; 8 ten Sture for baritone, male chorus the same years, 501,169,000,
3,995,682,000 francs. The balance of trade thus
and orchestra; and some fine chamber music.
this was largely writALGERIA (Ar. Al-jazirah, the island; Fr. continued unfavorable, but
in ten off by the income due Algerians on foreign
Algerie). A French colony and territory
of tourists.
North Africa. Its area is estimated at 847,000 securities and by the expenditures
to the Leading exports in 1927 were wine, 1,315,730,square miles. The population according
census of 1926 was 6,064,865, of whom the north- 000 francs; sheep, 112,450,000; wheat, 108,164,and cigarettes, 48,ern division contained 5,522,640, and the south- 000; tobacco, 67,686,000;
1921 was 5,- 599,000. France, in 1927, took 62.2 per cent of
ern, 542,225. The population in
the im1926, the exports and supplied 73,1 per cent of
802,464. Of the total population in
On Dec. 31, 1927, there were 2716 miles
Europeans numbered 872,439, against 681,772 ports.

of

;

ALIEN ENEMY PROPERTY
railway, of which

of

State owned. In 1012 there were 2049 miles in
In 1920 a vast improvement scheme was
announced, calling for the development of railways, vehicle roads, ports, schools, colonization,
pobtal, telegraph, and telephone communications,
all.

forestation, irrigation, etc., and for this work
loans up to 1,600,000,000 francs were authorized
by the French Law of July 23, 1921.

Government and History.
There were no
important administrative changes in the colony
in recent years, except the extension of French
citizenship in 1919 to veterans of the French
army or navy, landowners, farmers, licensed
traders, those capable of reading and writing
French, and possessors of a French decoration.
Estimated revenue for 1012 and 1928 was 151,-

and 997,778,028 francs, respecand 1928 was 151,600,255 francs and 997,000,458 francs. In 1912,
600,313

francs

tively; expenditure for 1912

on natives were suppressed.
There was no external debt, and the French government met the expenses of the War and of
naval establishments. The colony has remained
peaceful and its economic progress proceeded unchecked under the beneficent eye of tho French
imperial administration. But the European
population grew very slowly, under the deterrent influence of the system of land tenure. Colonists
found their acquisition of property
checked by the faulty titles and the refusal of
the natives to sell their land, much of which
was held by communities. Again, tho onerous
conditions imposed upon colonists by the state,
i.e., a five years residence requirement for a comthe direct taxes

1

plete title, retarded

immigration.

ALIEN ENEMY PROPERTY CUSTO-

DIAN.

Sec UNITED STATES, under History.
METALS. See CHEMISALKALI

EARTH

TRY.
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ALLEE, WARDER CLYDE (1885American zodlogist and teacher, born at IJloomingdale, Ind., and educated at Earlham College
and the University of Chicago. After teaching
zoology and botany at the Universities of Chicago and Illinois and Williams College (191014), he became assistant professor of /oology
at Oklahoma University (1014-15)
professor
of biology at Lake Forest College (1915-21);
;

assistant professor of zoology at the University
of Chicago (1921-23), and associate professor
in 1023. From 1925 he was dean in the colleges
at tjie university. He was on the teaching staff
of the Marino Biological Laboratory at Woods
Hole (1911-21), lecturer in zoology at the University of California (1923) and professor of zoology at the National Summer School, Logan,
Utah, since 1924. In 1918 Professor Alice became secretary of the American Society of Zoologists and ho has held membership in several
national societies of scientists. He published
(with Marjorie Hill Alice) Jungle Island (1925),
and has written many papers on environment
as related to animal life, and on other subjects

connected with animal ecology.

ALLEGHENY
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more than one-half are

COLLEGE,
coeducational,
non-sectarian collage at Mcadville, Pa., under
the patronage of the Methodist Episcopal
Church; founded in 1815. The student enrollment rose from 405 in 1916 to 614 in the autumn of 1928, with an additional 143 in the
1928 summer session, and the faculty membership increased from 27 to 40. The productive
funds of the -college amounted to $1,400,000 in
1928, and the income for the year 1927-28 to

The number of volumes in the library
from 44,000 to 71,000 volumes and
numerous improvements were made in the plant
of the college. A new gymnasium and an addition to the women's dormitory were con$367,234.
increased

structed during the period 1914-24; Bentley
Hall, the original administration building was
restored to its colonial architecture in 1925,
through the generosity of John B. Ford of Detroit; a new central heating plant was erected
at au expense approximating $150,000, in 1926;
and Arter Hall, a recitation building, and Caflisch Memorial Hall, a freshman dormitory for
men, were under construction in 1928. Presi-

James A. Beebe, D.D., LL.D.
An
MILLS (1877).
American zoologist and teacher, born at Greencastle, Ind., and educated at De Pauw UniverHe was
sity and the University of Chicago.
instructor in anatomy, assistant professor and
professor of zoology in the University of Wisdent,

ALLEN, BENNET

(1903-13); professor of zoology at the
University of Kansas (1913-22); and associate
professor of biology at the University of California, Southern Branch (1022-24); professor
He has published articles on varisince 1924.
ous subjects in embryology, especially that of
the origin and development of germ glands, and
he has devoted much attention to the influence
of the glands of internal secretion.
consin

CALVIN

ALLEN,

FRANCIS

(0.

FRANK)

An American engineer, born at
).
(1851Roxbury, Mass. He was graduated at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1872,
After holding various engineering appointments,
chiefly in connection with waterworks and railroads, he studied law, was admitted to the bar
in 1885, and practiced in both New Mexico and
Ho was city attorney of
his native State.
N. M., in 1886. Returning in 1887 to
Socprro,
engineering, he became successively assistant, associate, and then professor of railroad engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
until 1010, when he was retired.
During the
World War, he was household fuel economy
agent for Massachusetts. Professor Allen published Railroad Curves and Earthworks (1880),
Tables for Karthwork Computation
(1803),
Field and Office Tab! on (1003), and Business
Law for Engineers (1017).

ALLEN,

FLORENCE ELLIN WOOD

(1884r-

),

judge, born at Salt Lake City,
Utah, and educated at Suit Lake College and
Western Reserve University and the law departments of the University of Chicago, and
New York University. She began her career aa
assistant to the Berlin correspondent of the

An American

Musical Courier (1004-00) and was later music
editor of the Cleveland Plain Dealer (1006-00)
and lecturer on music for the New York City
Board of Education (1010-13). She was admitted to the bar and began her law practice
at Cleveland, Ohio, in 1014. She became assistant county prosecutor of Cuyahoga County,
Ohio (1010-20), and was elected judge of the
Court of Common Pl(*a of Cuyahoga County,
Ohio, for the term 1021-20. In 1022 ahe wan
elected judge of the Supreme Court of Ohio, for
the term 1023-20. She was the firflt woman in
America to hold such an office and the first
woman in the world to judge first-degree murder
cases.

She published Patris, a book of poems

(Cleveland, 1008).

ALLEN, FREDERICK JAMES (1804-1027). An
American vocational director, bora at Limerick,

ALLEN*

;

;

the Allen fasting treatment for diabetes, born
at Des Moines, Iowa. He received his education
at the University of California (A.B., 1902),
studied for three years in the medical department of the University of Chicago, and received
his M.D. from the University of California
(1907). At the Harvard Laboratory of Preventive Medicine and Hygiene, he devoted himself
(1909-12) to research in the nature of
diabetes. Later (1913-18), he was on the staff
of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research in New York and in 1919 he founded
the Physiatric Institute at Morristown, N. J.
The results of his early laboratory work were
published in 1913 in Studies Concerning Glycosuria and Diabetes. In 1919, with Drs. J3.
Stillman and R. Fitz, he published Tofal Dietary
Restriction in the Treatment of Diabetes, and in
1925 Treatment of Kidney Diseases and High
Blood Pressure. In 1022 Dr. Allen established
the Journal of Metabolic Research, of which he
is editor-in-chief.

An
).
ALLEN, HENRY JUSTIN (1868American editor, author, United States Senator,
and former governor, born in Warren County,
Pa., and educated at Baker University and Washburn College, Kan. He began professional life
as an editor and subsequently owned several
daily newspapers, including the Daily Beacon
of Wichita, Kan. He was in France with the
American Red Cross in 1917 and 1918; in the
latter year he organized the "home communication service" of the American Red Cross in
France. He is best known for his work as
Governor of Kansas (1919-23), when he took
an active interest in industrial problems. In
1924 he was special commissioner for the Near
East Relief to investigate the work in various
countries of Europe and Asia. He was ap 1

pointed in 1929 to the seat in the Senate vacated
by Vice President Charles Curtis, his term to
expire in 1930. Washburn College and the University of Denver conferred on Senator Allen the
degree of LLJX He has contributed to magazines articles on political, industrial, and administrative subjects and is author of The Party
of the Third Part and The Story of the Kansas
Industrial Relations Court

(New York,

1921),

An
(1859).
American army officer, born at Sharpsburg, Ky.
He was graduated from the United States Military Academy in 1882, and was commissioned
in the Second Cavalry. He was engaged in exploration in Alaska in 1885-86, and later received the medal of the Imperial Russian Geo-

ALLEN, HENRY TUBBMAN

ALLEN"
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Me., and educated at Dartmouth College and
Harvard University. He held teaching positions
at Boston University and Simmons College, and
subsequently became director of the Young Men's
Civic Club of Boston (1004), investigator of
occupations for the Vocational Bureau in Boston (1910-17), and director of the Bureau of
Vocational Guidance of Harvard University and
lecturer in vocational guidance at Boston and
Harvard universities. His works include Tocations for Boys and Young Men (1911) ; The Law
as a Vocation (1913); Business Employments
(1916) Advertising as a Vocation (1918) The
Shipbuilding Industry (1918), and JL Guide
to the Study of Occupations and Studies of Occupations in Agriculture, Forestry and Animal
Industry (1921). He was editor of the Vocational G-uidance Magazine (1922-27).
).
ALLEN", FBEDERICK MADISON (1879An American physician, originator (1914) of

graphical Society. After serving as an instructor at the Military Academy and as a military
attache in Russia and Germany, and studying
at Georgetown College (A.M., 1898), he took
part in the campaigns in Cuba and the Philippines, and in 1901 was Governor of the Island
of Leyte. He organized and was the first chief
of the Philippine Constabulary. In 1916, as a
colonel, he was with the Mexican expedition, and
in 1917 he organized a cavalry brigade at Fort
When the United States entered
Riley, Kan.
the World War in 19,17, he was made a brigadier
general and assigned to the command of the
Ninetieth Division, with which he went to
France and took part in the fighting in the Toul
sector and the St. Mihiel and Argonne offensives.
In 1919 General Allen was assigned to command
of the American forces of occupation in Germany. Later, he became chairman of the national executive committee to raise funds for the
undernourished children of Germany, He was
appointed a major general of the regular army
He received
in 1921 and was retired in 1923.
the American Distinguished Service Medal, and
decorations from France, Belgium, Montenegro,
Panama, and Italy. Lincoln Memorial Uni1

and Georgetown University
(1915)
bestowed on him the degree of LL.D.
He wrote: Reconnaissance of the Copper, Tanana
and Kuyukuk Rivers (1886) The Military System of Sweden (1895) and My Rhineland Journey (1923).
).
ALLEN, SIB HUGH PEROT (1869versity

(1922)

;

A

distinguished British organist and conductor,
born at Reading. He was so precocious, that at
the age of eleven, entirely self-taught, he became regular organist at St. Saviour's Church,
Reading. He continued his studies by himself,
and held several positions as organist until he
was elected a scholar at Christ College, Cambridge, in 1892, after having won the degree of
Mus. Doc. at Oxford in 1889. At Cambridge he
organized a students' chorus and orchestra, with
which he gave performances of Bach's cantatas
in the College Chapel that attracted wide attention. In 1897 he was appointed organist of
St. Asaph's Cathedral, and the next year went to
Ely Cathedral, where he remained three years.
In 1901 he was elected organist at New Colhe founded
lege, Oxford, and in the same year
in London the Bach Choir. The former post he
filled with signal distinction until 1918, when
he was chosen successor of Sir Hubert Parry as
director of the Royal College of Music in London. The heavy duties of this position led him
to resign the conductorship of the Bach Choir
in 1920, which had long before that become
in Engrecognized as one of the finest choruses
land. Since then, he has made occasional appearances as guest-conductor of Bach's works
at festivals (Leeds, 1925; Oxford, 1922 and
1926). He was knighted in 1020.

ALLEJ8T, IDA COGSWELL

BAILETST (1885).
born at Danielson, Conn.,
and educated at the English High School, Worcester, Mass., Oread Institute of Domestic Science, Worcester, and the Metropolitan Hospital,
New York. She is a graduate dietician of the
last-named institution. She has been dietician
in several hospitals, director of domestic science
at the Y. W. C. A., Worcester, Mass., lecturer
on dietetics, and author of correspondence school
She lectured for the United States
courses.
Food Administration and has broadcast lectures
on diet. In 1920 she founded Mrs. Allen's

An American

dietician,

A-LLE3T
School of Good Cookery. She is a contributor
to .various magazines and has written several
books on cooking, diet, menus, serving meals,
and similar subjects, and was diet editor of the

Medical Review of Reviews.
A New
).
ALLEN, SIR JAMES (1885Zealand statesman, born in South Australia and
educated at Clifton College and St. John's College, Cambridge, and the Royal School of Mines.
During the World War, he was a Minister of
Defense under the M"assey-Ward war coalition,
and in 1920 he retired from politics, becoming
the Dominion's High Commissioner in London.
He resigned in 1926 and the next year became
a member of the Legislative Council for New
Zealand.

(1849-1925). An
ALLE2ST, JAMES LANB
American author (see Vol. I). He added to
his long list of works: The Last Christmas Tree
(1914) ; Sword of Youth (1915) The Cathedral
Singer (1916) Kentucky Warbler (1918); Em;

;

blems of Fidelity
Boos (1923).

ALLEN,

JOEL

(1919),

ALLENSTEIN-MABIENWEKDER

jo

and The Alabaster

ASAPII
(1838-1921). An
In 1916 he
(see VOL. I).

American zoologist
published an autobiographical and bibliographical paper in which he listed titles of 1433
articles published up to that date.
He was editor of The Auk (1884-91); Bulletin of the
American Museum of Natural History (1886the zoological numbers of the Memoirs
1918)
of the Museum (1895-1918); Check List of
"North American Birds (1895 and 1910); Supto the Code of Nomenclature and Check
Element
list
of North American Birds
(1887), and
Code of Nomenclature (1908).
An
ALLEN, PERCY STAFFORD (1869).
English classicist, president of Corpus Christ!
;

After attending Clifton ColCollege, Oxford.
lege and Corpus Christi, he was appointed assistant master at Magdalen College School, Oxford, in 1890 and from 1897 until 1901, he was
professor of history at the Government College,
Lahore, India. Elected a fellow of Merton College, Oxford, in 1908, he served as librarian

Wisconsin survey, and later he conducted West
Virginia, Michigan and other surveys, lie was
also an investigator and adviser for many local,
state and educational agencies.
From 1915 he
devoted himself to administrative problems; his
organization, the Institute for Public Service,
served as a clearing house for pamphlets and
brochures on the subject. In 1924-25 he was
the chief assistant in the cooperative and constructive survey of the public schools of New
York City and in 1926 became secretary of the
Municipal Economy Committee. His published
works include: Efficient Democracy (1907);
Civics and Health (1909); Woman's Part in
Government
Modern Philanthropy
(1911);
(1912); Self Surveys by Colleges and Universities; Universal Training for Citizenship;
Schools
Self
Surveys
by
Teacher-Training
(1917) ; Teachable Facts About Bolshevism, and
numerous war facts summaries. He was the
joint author of School Reports and School Efficiency

(1906).

ALLENBY,

MAN

(1801-

al'en-by,

A

EDMUND HENRY
British

HYTST-

maramil,
born in Felixstowe, England, lie was educated
at the Royal Military College at Sandhurst and
in 1882 entered the Inniskilling Dragoons, with
which he served in tlie Bechuaiialand expedition
of 1884-85 and in the Zululand operations of
1888; he also served in South Africa during the
Boer war (1899-1902), gaining the rank of
brevet colonel. In 1902 he was given command
of the Fifth Lancers and in 1905 was promoted to
command the Fourth Cavalry Brigade. He was
advanced to major general in 1909 and a year
later became inspector of cavalry.
In 1914 he
went to Fiance in charge of the cavalry division
and a year later was given command of the Fifth
Army Corps; shortly afterward, he became chief
).

field

of the Third Army, participating in the battle of
the Somme. The promotion to general was given
him in 1917 and he was placed in command of
the troops in Egypt and Palestine. The Palestine campaign of 1917 under his direction was
brilliantly conducted, culminating in the capture
(1915-24), as sub-warden (1919-21)., and as of Jerusalem on Dec. 9, 1917. Later in 1918 he
dean (1920-22). In 1924 he was appointed completed his undertaking by occupying Damaspresident of Corpus Christi. While at Merton, cus and Beirut, and all Syria putted into the
he was also curator of the Bodleian Library hands of the Allies. He was High Commis(1913) and of the Indian Institute (1914-25). sioner for Egypt (1919-25) and Captain of
Honorary D.Litt. degrees were conferred on him Deal Castle (1925-20). In 1928 he visited the
by the University of Leyden in 1922, the Uni- United States and attended the American Legion
versity of Louvain in 1927, and tlie University Convention. For his services in the World
of Durham in 1928, and he received an
honorary War he was promoted to the rank of field
LL.D. degree from the University of Birmingham marshal and made Viscount
Allenby of Mcggido
in 1927. He was made a fellow of the British and Felixstowe.
Besides being made a ComAcademy in 1923. With H. M. Allen, he pre- mander of the Bath and Kuight of Justice of
pared Opus flpistotarum Des. Ercutmi Hotcro- St. John of Jerusalem, he received the Grand
dami, vols. i-vii (1906-28). He also published Cross of St. Michael and St. George, Grand
Selections from Erasmus (1908, 1918), and The Cross of Bath, the
Distinguished Service Medal
Age of Erasmus (1914).
of the United States, the Croix de Guerre of
ALLEN, WILLIAM HARVEY (1874An both France and Belgium, and many other for).
American social worker and publicist, born at eign decorations. For his success in the PalesLeRpy, Minn. He was graduated from the Uni- tine campaign, the British government made
versity of Chicago in 1897, and studied later at him a grant of 50,000. Consult With A lion by
the universities of Leipzig, Berlin, and Penn- in Palestine, by F. S. Brereton
(1020) ; Atlcnby'n
sylvania. He was general agent for the New Final Triumph by W. T. Maffey (1920); and
York Association for Improving the Condition of Allenby of Armaaoddon. by Raymond Savage
fc
the Poor, 1903-07, and was a
(1925).
pioneer in the
creation of agencies for the scientific
of
Ullttnstudy
ALLENSTEIN-MABIENWEBDER,
social and administrative
04-98 of (lie
problems. He was stln-ra&-re'en-ver'de'r. Articles
head of the Bureau of Municipal Research, New
Treaty of Versailles, as a result of the demands
York, 1007-14, and director of the Training of the Poles, provided for the
holding of plebiSchool for Public Service, 1911-14. In the la
scites in the two regions known as AllenHtein
ter year,- he was director of the
of
and
Marienwerder
University
(total area 15,000 square kilo-

ALLEN"

TREATMENT

.

Germany.

ALLEN TREATMENT TOR DIABETES.

See DIABETES.

ALLIANCE FRANQAISE, FDBATION

DE

de 1'). An association of societies founded for the purpose of
encouraging in the United States and Canada
the study and cultivation of the language, literaEstablished in
ture, art, and history of France.
1902, it increased its groups from 150 in 1916
to 230 in 1928. It published a year book (Bulletin Offl'del) and a monthly, L'ticho de la
Federation, both in French. The Moliere centenary was celebrated in 1922 and the Pasteur
anniversary in 1923, while the Federation celebrated its own twenty -fifth anniversary in 1927.
A Congress of the French Language and Literature was organized in 1922 by the Federation in
Chicago. The French Academy awarded Le
Grand Prix de la Langue Francaise to the organization in 1925, Every year, the Federation
brings one or more eminent men of letters from
France as official lecturers to speak before the
groups and affiliated societies, and organizes
lecture tours for other distinguished French

I/,

(al'yftns' fran'saz', federa'sjo

travelers.

ALLIED DEBTS.

See FINANCE AND BANK-

ING, Inter-Governmental Debts.

ALLIN, CEPHAS DANIEL

(1875-1927).

ALONSO CORTES

7z

meters )
Allenstein, made up of eight East
Prussian districts (Ereise), had a population of
550,000, of whom 208,000 were Poles and 288,000, Germans. The Poles were Protestants, however, and were estranged from the great body of
Catholic Poles. Marienwerder, consisting of
four West Prussian districts on the East bank
of the Vistula, had a population of 24,000 Poles
and 114,000 Germans. Its disposition was important to Poland because it was traversed by
the Danzig-Mlava Eailway, the shortest route
from Danzig to Warsaw. Inter-Allied commissions controlled both areas until the plebiscite
date, June 11, 1920, when the returns showed
98 per cent of the vote in Allenstein and 92
per cent in Marienwerder favorable to Germany.
The two regions were therefore turned over to

An

born
political scientist and educator,
at Clinton, Ont., and educated at the universities
of Toronto, Harvard, Berlin, and Oxford. After
teaching successively political science at Leland
Stanford Jr. University and history at Queen's

American

University (Canada), 1902-OY, he entered the
University of Minnesota in 1907 as instructor
in political science. He was assistant professor, associate professor, and professor of public
law, 1910-19, and chairman of the department
Besides contribuof political science, 1920-27.
tions to professional journals, he wrote: The
Early Federation Movement of Australia (1907) ;
Annexation, Preferential Trade and Reciprocity
(1911), and The Tariff Relations of the Australian Colonies (1917).
ALLINSON", ANNE CKOSBY EMERY (Mrs.
).
FRANCIS GRBENLEAP AIXINSON (1871An American writer on the Greek and Latin clasShe was alumnae director
sics (see VOL. I).
-at Bryn Mawr College, 1906-08, and acting dean
of the Women's College at Brown University in
1920-21 and for one semester, 1922-23. She received the degree of Litt.D. from Bowdoin ColBrown University in
lege in 1911 and from
1916. In her two books, Greek bands and Let1909
ters, written with her husband (Boston,
and 1912) and Roads From Rome (New York,
1913 and 1922), as well as in contributions to

magazines, she describes in an engaging way
her travels in Greece and Italy, recalling the
literary and artistic associations of the places
visited and showing the influence of natural

environment

on literature. She wrote also:
Children of the Way (1923) and Friends With
Life (1925).
).
ALLIS, EDWABD PHELPS, JR. (1851An American manufactiirer aifd zoologist, born
in Milwaukee, Wis. He was educated at the
Delaware Literary Institute, at Antioch College, and at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He was graduated from the last-named

institution in 1871. He was a ni ember of the
firm of Edward P. Allis and Company, of Milwaukee, Wis., 1871-89, and vice president after
1889.
He established at Milwaukee the Lake
(now the Allis Research) Laboratory in 1887 as
a private institution, and removed it to Mentone,
France, in 1890. Thereafter he and his associates conducted at Mentone special researches
into vertebrate morphology. The University of
Wisconsin conferred on him the degree of LL.D.
in 1903. He was an associate in zoology at the
Harvard University Museum in 1911, and he
received in 1914 the honorary degree of M.D.
from the University of Grbningen. The work
of Dr. Allis has won many marks of recognition from the learned and scientific societies of
which he was a member. He was made laureate
of the Institute of France when he received the
Lallemand Prize and an officer of the Academy
when the Academic Palms were awarded to him;
he was made, also, a chevalier of the Legion of
Honor. From 1887 he was, wHh Dr. Charles
Otis Whitman, editor of the Journal of Morphology, and he was a member of the editorial board,
1908-11.

ALLISON, DAVID CLARK

(1881-

).

An

architect, born in Hookstown, Pa. He
took a special course in architecture at the
University of Pennsylvania and studied also at
the ficole des Beaux Arts in Paris. Beginning
the practice of his profession at Pittsburgh, Pa.,
in 1906, he moved in 1010 to Los Angeles, Calif.
He became a member of the firm of Allison &
Allison. This firm designed a group of 12 buildings for the University of California, Southern
Branch, and also several high-school groups, an
open-air Memorial Theatre at Santa Monica,
and more than 150 school buildings in California

American

and Arizona. During the World War, he was
a divisional representative of the American Red
Cross with the American combat division on the
British front in France.

ALLOYS.
ALNAES,

See CHEMISTRY, APPLIED.
EYVIND (1872A Nor).
wegian organist and composer, born at Fredrikstad. He received his first instruction from
private teachers in Oslo and then attended the
Leipzig Conservatory from 1892-95, studying
under TSeinccke. From 1895-1907 lie was organist in Drammen, then settled in Oslo, where
in 1916 he became organist of the Church of
the Redeemer, and in 1020, conductor of Holter's
Chorverein. His compositions include a Symphony in C m., Symphonic Variations, a pianoconcerto in D, a suite for violin and piano, male
choruses, piano pieces and songs.
ALONSO CORTES, kor-tas', NARCISO (1875*
).
Spanish publicist, poet, critic, and
literary historian, born in Valladolid. He was
appointed to the chair of Castilian Language and
Literature in Santander (1906) and many years
later became director of the Institute of his

A
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ALSACE-LORRAINE
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native city. He has published, among many
works, three poems, Fu tiles (1897), Rengloncitor
(1899), and Briznas; (a biography) Martinet
Villeryas; and Noticias de una, corte literaria
(1906) ; Romances populares dc Castillo, (1006) ;
and Condition juridica del extranjero en la Edad
Media (1007).

A Belgian
).
ALPAERTS, FLOR (1876He
composer and conductor, horn at Antwerp.

received his musical education at the Conservaand iu
tory there, under Block and Tilborghs,
1902 was appointed professor of fugue and comconductor of the
position. In 1910 lie became
symphony concerts of the Zoological Society.
FlemBeing especially interested in the modern
ish school, he established the Peter Benoit Fund,
which annually, in July and August, gives elaborate festivals of Benoit's works. As a guestconductor he has made extensive tours of Belstriven
gium, Holland, and France, where he has
to make better known the works of Flemish coman opera, Shyposers. His compositions include
lock (Antwerp, 1012) ; the symphonic poems
Psyche, Pallicler, Rcnouvcau, Cyrus, Symphonie
du Printemps; incidental music to ITauptmann's
Die versunkcne Olooke and Sophocles' (Edipws
on Colonusj three cantatas; piano pieces, and
<

songs.

ALSACE-LORRAINE, al'zas'lor'ran'. Since
1918, again the French departments of Bas-Ruin,
Haut-lUlin, and Moselle. Area, 15605 square
miles; population, in 1921, 1,709,749, as compared with 1,874,014 in 1010, According to the
10 10 census, 1,C34,2(JO were German-speaking and
204,262. French-speaking inhabitants. Roman
Catholics numbered 1,428,343; Protestants, 408,274; Jews, 30,483. The falling off in population
was accounted for in part by the loss of 45,000
mon in the War and the emigration of from 75,000
to 118,000 German citizens during 1018-21. According to a 1923 estimate, Germans in the three

In the potash mines of Alsace, whose acquisition
made France the gieatest producer in the world,
1,926,026 tons were mined in 1026 and 657,087
in 1921, as compared with 355,341 tons in 1013.
Alsace-Lorraine contains the only oil fields of
commercial importance in France, but supplies
only about 10 per cent of the total consumption.

As a
raine

result of these natural resources, the Loris the seat of a great iron and steel in-

In 1925 pig iron produced was 3,200,000 tons, as compared with 3,400,000 tons in
1913; steel, in 1925, showed a pioduction of
2,700.000 tons, as compared with 22,260,000 tons
in 1913. On the other hand, the textile industry is first in importance in Alsace, and by its
addition it increased the number of spindles
for the whole of France by 23 per cent. The
railroad system ranks with the best in France.
There are 131 kilometers of rivers open to navigation and 308 kilometers of canals.
Government. By decree, in 1018, the French
Republic took over the administration of the
provinces, and a High Commission, accompanied
by a military force, was installed at Strassburg.
To the High Commissioner were delegated the
functions of supervising the activities of the
three departments and of recommending appropriate legislation to the French Chambers
during the extremely delicate transitional period.
The introduction of the French code was to be
dustry.

only gradual. The first step was the installation of the French electoral and fiscal systems
on Oct. 17, 1010. For a closer understanding
between population and administration, a comt

mon

regional council was erected with legislative powers concerning budgeting but with only
consultative powers iii all other matters. The
French language was introduced in the schools,
though religious instruction iu German among
Alsatians was for the time being maintained.
The districts of Lower Alsace, Upper Alsace, and
Lorraine have now been incorporated in Franco
proper and are known, respectively, as the departments of Bas-Rhin, Haut-lihin, and Moselle.
History. In accordance with the terms of the

departments numbered 70,434 unnaturalized, and
78,000 naturalized. Other
foreign nationals
numbered 60,300. Tho French-speaking population was on the 'increase through the return of
French troops entered Mulhauson on
large numbers of former residents. Principal Armistice,
22.
cities with their populations in 102(5 were Strass- Nov. 15, 1018, and Strassburg on November
Alsace-Lorraine Diet, which
burg, 174,492 (106,707 in 1921); Mulhouse On December 5, the
in 1911 in re(MulJiausen), 99,802; Metz, 09,024; Sarregue- had been erected by Germany
mines, 14,318; Colmar, 42,255; Thionville, 13,- sponse to a (Ionian d for popular government,
and
410; Guebwiller, 11,520. The last four figures converted itself into a national assembly
are from the census of 1921. After 1020, instruc- formally welcomed the return of the French
"Le
tion was in French, a certain amount of time, admin ibtration. Its president declared:
however, being sot off for religious instruction referendum est fait!" and four days later tho
**<? plebiscite cst
in German in certain Alsatian districts. The French President replied:
was thus complete, and
University of Strassburg was opened in 1919, faitl" The occupation
the answer was given to that branch of AH tod
and in 1925 had 2729 students.
Industry. Agriculture continues to engage opinion, including tho Socialists, which sought
the attention of a large proportion of the popu- the holding of a plebiscite in tho two provinces
The leading crops were wheat, oats, in order to invest the restoration with a legal
lation.
sanction. A year later, in November, 1010, Alrye, barley, sugar beets, hops, potatoes. The
as Frenchmen, took part
production of wine is also of groat importance. satians and Lorraincrs,
The economic importance of the departments to in tho general election to the Ratift faction of
France, however, lay in their mineral wealth. all the political parties. In tho years immediIn Alsace were to be found petroleum and great ately following the War, the problems of adpotash fields; in Lorraine, some of the greatest ministration concerned themselves with tho
iron deposits in Europe. In fact, from Lor- readjustments in finance, education, language,
It was inevitable, of course, that difficulties
etc.
raine, Germany derived 75 per cent (21,000,000
arise.
Alsace, in particular, had Imcn
long tons) of all the iron mined in the Empire. should
In 1025 the output of iron ore had reached 15,- essentially a German province, and tho transi405,514 metric tons; which totaled more than tional period brought with it a derangement of
half of the whole French yield. Coal, mined habitual manners and modes of thought. There
was grumbling over the Bubatitution of a French
largely in that portion of the Saar Basin deposits which extends into Tworraine, yielded bureaucracy for the Gorman, over the tardy set3,795,262 tons, in 1913 and 5,279,319 in 1926. tlement of the language and religious questions,
,
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over the too zealous application of martial law,
and the inability of the Government to convert
the German currency into the French with
consistency. It was not until June, 1922, that
the French Government was able to straighten
out the financial tangle by providing funds
through which the pi evinces' banks might convert the currency at the authorized rate, viz.,
1.25 francs per mark.
The religious question, particularly in Alsace
where a large pai t of the population is Catholic,
provided the centre for a stormy controversy
which for a while involved all France. When,
in January, 1920, the French occupied the two
provinces, Marshal Joffre promised that their
longstanding customs would not be disturbed.
\Yhcn Premier Herriot came into power in 1924,
however, he proceeded with his plan of abolishing the French Embassy at the Vatican, and announced that Alsace-Lorraine would be brought
under existing laws separating Church and
State. Violent and continued opposition on
the part of French Catholics arose. On Jan. 26,
1025, the Premier stated that, for the time
being, the old Concordat of Napoleon would
continue to govern the relations of the provinces
to the Papacy, and a charge d'affaires was
maintained at Rome to represent them. On
March 14, Archbishop Ruch of Strassburg called
a three-day strike of school children as a protest against the setting up by the Government
of certain interdenominational schools. The
strike was only partially obeyed. When the
Herriot ministry fell in April, 1025, the controversy subsided for a while. The elements of
discontent, however, were still present, showing
themselves in such incidents as the organi/ation
of the "Heimatbund" and its issuance, in June,
1926, of a manifesto demanding partial selfgovernment for Alsace-Lorraine, and also the
protest to Premier Poincare presented later hy
a number of deputies from the two provinces
against the use of French insterd of German
as the official language in that territory. In
September, 1927, the Heimatbund was expanded
into a political party called "The Autonomist
Party of Alsace-Lorraine." Its professed aim
was to establish the provinces into an autonomous state which would, however, remain within
the political structure of France. The growing agitation for autonomy was supported by
one section of the Catholic population (although
other Catholics were opposed to it) and by
the Communists. On Nov. 13, 1927, the government suppressed three papers in AlsaceLorraine urging autonomy. Shortly thereafter,
the discovery of an alleged insurrectionary plot
led to a number of arrests. On May 1, 1928,
fifteen of those arrested were brought to trial
at Colmar and four wore convicted, including
two leaders, Georges Ricklin and Victor Rosse",
who were deputies-elect to the French Chamber of Deputies. Rosse* was pardoned on July 17,
was not
together with two others, but Ricklin
included as he had appealed his conviction in
Both Rossd and Rioklin were expelled
court.
from the Chamber of Deputies, but, in the succeeding elections to replace them, the autonomist
candidates were chosen by large majorities.
An
).
ALSTON, ROBERT GOTTEN (1873American lawyer, born in Barber County, Ala.,
and educated at the University of Alabama and
the Atlanta Law School (Ga.). He began prac1903 was
ticing in Atlanta in 1893 and until
a member of the firm of Tompkins & Alston,.

He was

later a

member

of the firm of McDarnel,
Black, and from 1911 to 1921 of the
firm of Robert C. & Philip H. Alston, In the
latter year, the firm became Alston, Alston,
Foster & Morse. Some of the positions he has
held are general counsel of the Southern Express Company, special counsel of the Atlantic
Coast Line Railroad, and general attorney of the

Alston

&

American Railway Express Company. He was
president of the Georgia Bar Association (1913
14) and chancellor of the diocese of the Protestant Episcopal Church of Atlanta, from 1907.
He received the degree of D.C.L. from the University of the South in 1918.

ALTHOIT,

HT. UEV.

HENRY (1873-

).

An American Roman

Catholic bishop, born in
Aviston, 111., and educated at St. Joseph's College, Teutopolis, 111., St. Francis Solanus College, Quincy, 111., and the University of Innsbruck, Austria. He was ordained priest in the
Roman Catholic Church at Innsbruck in 1902.
After serving as assistant and as pastor in^Missouri and in Illinois, he was consecrated bishop
of Belleville, 111., in 1914.

A
).
ALTSCHTTLER, MODEST (1873Russian orchestral conductor, born at Mogilev,
Feb. 15, 1873.
pupil at the

From 1886 to 1890, he was a
Moscow Conservatory, studying

'cello with Fitzenhagen and composition with
Arensky, Safonov, and Taneiev. After touring
Russia with his own trio, he came to New York,
where in 1903 he organized the Russian Symphony Orchestra for the purpose of introducing
the works of the then little-known Russian composers. Among those whom he first introduced
to American audiences were Rachmaninov, Ippolitov-Ivanov, Skriabin, Liadov, Vassilenko,
Spendiarov, and Konius. Players who made
their American de"but under his baton include
Elman, Lhevinue, Rachmaninov, and Margaret
Volavy. On Mar. 20, 1915, he gave the first

complete performance anywhere of Skriabin's
Prom6th6e, which requires the use of a specially
constructed color-keyboard. From the very beginning, Altschuler's concerts met with success.
In 1920 the orchestra was disbanded, after accomplishing the object for which it was founded.
In 1929 he became conductor of the newly established Los Angeles Symphony Society.
CEMENT. See CEMENT.

ALUMINA

ALUMINTTM,

or

ALUMINIUM.

The world's

output of aluminium in 1914 amounted to 73,000 metric tons; it reached a maximum of 205,000 metric tons in 1928. The United States
generally produced from 35 per cent to 50 per
cent of the world's output; at the same time, it
imports a certain amount and in 1926 the
amount imported reached a record total for
metal, crude scrap and alloys, of 74,878,767
pounds. The woild's production which reached
a war-time maximum of 163,000 metric tons in
in 1921.
19,18, declined to 75,000 metric tons
Since 1921 the world output has steadily increased, reaching a total of 204,000 metric tons
in 1927 and an estimated total of 205,000 metric
tons in 1928. According to the U. S. Bureau
of Mines, the value of the new aluminum produced in 1928 in the United States was $47,899,000, as compared with $39,200,000 in 1927.
Domestic aluminum was quoted at $.28 per
pound during the greater part of 1024 and 1925,
and at $.29 per pound late in 1925 and until
Jan. 2, 1926, when the price was returned to
$.28 per pound for 99 per cent aluminum,
where it remained until July 9, 1926, when a

ALUMINUM

ALVOBD
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new price classification was announced and sidered usable could be employed in making the
99 per cent plus grades were quoted at $.27 metal by introducing certain refinements into
per pound; in January, 1927, the price was the metallurgical process and by new developfurther reduced to $.26 per pound, and on ments in the production of industrially desirable
The world's production
Oct. 20, 1927, it was reduced to $.25 per silicon-aluminum alloys.
pound, being further reduced to $.243 per of aluminum since 1914 is shown in the accompound on Dec. 28, 1927, at which level it has panying table.
SALTS. See CHEMISTRY and
remained through 1928. The 98-99 per cent
grade was quoted at $.004 to $.01 per pound BAUXITE.
lower than the 99 per cent plus grades, and
ALVAREZ, al'va'ra', WALTER CLEMENT
An American physician born in
(1884).
foreign aluminium was approximately $.03 per
pound cheaper than the corresponding grades in San Francisco. Having received medical degrees
from Cooper Medical College in 1905 and Harthe United States.

ALUMINUM

ESTIMATED WORLD'S PRODUCTION OF ALUMINUM
(In metric tons)

According to Mineral Industry

() As
(*)
c

estimated by Bobt. J. Anderson and J.

W.

Richards.

Official statistics.

"Estimated from exports and other official data.
(*) Spain estimated to have produced 1,350 metric tons in 1928.
(

)

consumption of alumin-

vard University in 1913, he joined the faculty

urn since 1921 is directly connected with the
increased productive activity of the automobile
industry. Pistons and other reciprocating parts
of automotive engines are important outlets for
large tonnages of aluminum and high strength
aluminum alloys. Duralumin connecting rods
arc used in several motor-car engines. Buralumin is an alloy of aluminum with copper,

major work, The Mechanics of the Digestive
Tract (1922, 2d ed., 1928), and many minor
articles on digestion, intestinal peristalsis, and

specific

blood pressure.
the movements

The expansion

in the

manganese, and magnesium, having a maximum
gravity of 2.75 and a tensile strength of
55,000 pounds per square inch. The recent trip
and the
of
the Graf
Zeppelin between Germany
"
~
'....
United States was of special interest in this
-

connection, as this airship was constructed
largely of duralumin and other alumimim-alloy
parts 'were used in the motors. The Ford trimotor airplanes, also, are largely of duralumin
construction.
Other uses of aluminum of growing importance, in addition to its use in household ware
and various sorts of containers of that nature,
are in the production of aluminum foil and collapsible tubes where it has supplanted tin to
some extent; in bronze powder and in solid
rubber tires for motor cars and trucks; in the
radio industry; in the production of aluminumcoated steel plate to compete with tinplate; in
household refrigerating units; chairs and other
office furniture; and aluminum powder is also
finding greater utilization in the manufacture of
various aluminum paints. In steel metallurgy
it is employed for oxidizing and for thermite
purposes, and for alloys. Formerly, silicon had
been believed to be very harmful in the metal,
and in all steps in mining the ore and in making

aluminum, precautions were taken to remove
silica, but more recent research has indicated
that bauxite of lower grade than had been con-

of Stanford University, as instructor in modicine, becoming assistant professor in 1924 and
associate professor in 1926. In the latter year,
he was made professor of medicine at the Mayo

Foundation, Rochester, Minn.

He

published one

He advanced

the theory that
the intestinal muscles are
largely autonomous and independent of all xicrvof

ous influence.

ALVABEZ OTJIIITERO, SERAFIN and
JOAQUIN (born in 1871 and 1873, respectivcly)
Spanish dramatists. These two brothers
.

collaborated all their works, their plays dealalmost exclusively with Andalusia, In
bolh the comedy of manners and the gtinrro
are
their
chieo,
plays
outstanding. Both
brothers have been elected to the Spanish
Royal Academy of the Language. Among their
principal works are Las do Cain; A mores y

amorios; Puebla de majercs; El amor que patta;
genio alegre; Maftana del sol;
Clarines;
Pipiola; El centenario; and El cuartito de hora.
A
).
ALVEAH, MARCELO T. DB (1H68President of the Argentine Republic, born at

M

Dona

Buenos Aires, educated at the university there,
and elected to the National Congress in 1912.
In 1916 he was appointed minister of Argentina
to Paris, and from Oct. 12, 1022 to Oct. 12, 1028,
he was President of the Republic. He was a
member of the Radical Party. Sec ARGENTINA,
History^

ALVIELIjA,

COUNT

EuofeNB

GOBLET

D*

See GOBLET D'ALVIELLA, COUNT BuoftNE.
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1928).
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An American
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historian

(1868-
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After 1914 Professor Alvord was one of the
most prominent American historical scholars.
He was editor of the Illinois Centennial History,
and from 1914 to 1923 was managing editor of
the Mississippi Valley Historical Review. The
latter, under his direction, rapidly assumed a

commanding place in American historical scholarHis work, The Mississippi Valley in Britship.
ish Politics (2 vols., 1917), was an excellent
example of good technical research and received
the Louhat Prize. Professor Alvord published
The Illinois Country in 1919. He edited several
historical works dealing with the Mississippi
Valley. Prom 1909 to 1913, he was associate
professor of history at the University of Illinois,
and professor from 1913 to 1920. In the latter
year, he became professor of history at the University of Minnesota, remaining in this chair
until 1923.

ALVOBD,

JOHN-

WATSON

(1861-

).

An

American engineer, born at Newton Centre,
Mass., and educated at the Howard University
Preparatory School and at J. W. Hunt's Normal

School, Washington, D. C. He received the
honorary degree of C. E. from the University of
Wisconsin in 1913. His name is associated with
many important engineering enterprises, the
majority being in the Middle Western section of
the United States. He was connected with the
Chicago waterworks (1880-84), the World's
Columbian Exposition, Chicago (1890-93), the
Illinois and Michigan Canal (1897-190 ), the
United States Steel Corporation, Gary, Ind.
(1907), the Illinois State Board of Natural Resources and Conservation (1918), and many
other large projects. During the World War,
he was supervising engineer of Camp Grant, Illinois, and of Camp Las Cruses, Porto Rico,
consulting engineer of the Great Lakes Naval
Training Station, and chief engineer of the
United States Housing Corporation. In 1918
he became a director of the American Society
of Civil Engineers; from 1904 to 1906 he was

president of the Illinois Society of Engineers,
in 1910 president of the Western Society of
Engineers, and in the same year president of the
American .Waterworks Association. He has
written many articles on engineering, especially
on sewage disposal and waterworks. He published Relief From Floods in 1918.

An
).
ALWOOD, OLIN GOOD (1870American bishop, born at Delta, Ohio, and educated at Hartsville College, Ind. He was ordained in the ministry of the Church of the
United Brethren in Christ (old constitution) in
He

held various pastorates in Michigan
(1892-1903), was presiding elder
(1903-05), and bishop in charge of the Eastern,
Southwest, Pacific, and North Districts, each
one term (1905-21). He was editor of The
Christian Conservator (1921-25). Huntington
College, of which he was appointed trustee, bestowed on him the degree of D.D. in 1906.
).
AMADE, ALBERT GERARD LEO D' (1856French general, born at Toulouse and educated at La Fleche and Saint-Cyr. He entered
the army in 1876 and served as military attache
in China, with the British forces during the
South African War, in London, and in 1907-09
as commander of the expeditionary force in Morocco. In the World War, he was a member of
the War Council (1914) and was in charge of
the Army of the Alps till Italy joined the Allies;
he was then given other commands at Lille and
Douai. In 1915 he led the French forces at the
1892.

and

Ohio

.

A

AMERICAN- EXPEDITIONARY BOBCE
Dardanelles, and in Mar of that year he was
recalled to France and sent on a military mission to Russia. He was inspector general at
Lyons in 1J)16 and commandant of Reimes from
1917 to 1919, when he retired from active serv-

(See WAR IN EUROPE, Western Front.)
AMATOL. See EXPLOSIVES.
AMBASSADORS, COUNCIL OF. See PEACE

ice.

CONFERENCE AND TREATIES.
).
AMBLER, CHARLES HENRY (1876An American historian and educator. He was
born at New Mattamoros, Ohio, and studied
at West Virginia and Wisconsin Universities.
In 1908 he became professor of history at
Randolph-Macon College, from which he went to
the University of West Virginia in 1917. He
has edited valuable historical collections and
has written monographs for the journals of
learned societies. While Professor Ambler's
work has been concerned primarily with problems in Virginian local history, he carried into
his researches an understanding of the great importance which sectionalism has had in the
development of America. His most important
work is Sectionalism in Virginia from J777 to
1861 (1910). Other writings include Thomas
Ritchie A Study in Virginia Politics; Life and
Diary of John Floyd (1918).
An Ameri).
AMBROSE, PAUL (1868can organist and composer, born at Hamilton,
Ont., and educated in the public schools and
at Hamilton Collegiate Institute. He studied
piano with his father, a composer, and with other
teachers. He was organist in various New
York churches from 1886-1917; in 1917 he became organist and choirmaster of the First
Presbyterian Church of Trenton, N. J. He was
professor of music in the New Jersey State
schools, 1903-17, and was formerly engaged as
soloist and accompanist.
He is the composer
of many sacred and secular songs, vocal duets,
instrumental works, etc. He has held the vice
presidency of the Synthetic Guild of New York
City and was president of the New Jersey section of the National Association of Organists,
1913-15.

JUAN BATJTISTA (1865Argentinian anthropologist. He was
born in Gualeguay and educated at Buenos
Aires. He was early a student and collector
of archaeological specimens, and at the age of
21 was made director of the 'Zoological Museum
at Parana. At the time of his death, he was
director of the Ethnographical Museum in
Buenos Aires. Among his publications are Algunos Vasos Ceremoniales de la Region Colchaqui (1902) ; Antiguedad del Nuevo Mondo
(1903); Los Grandes Hachas Ceremoniales de
Patagonia (1903) ; Apuntes sobre la Arquelogia
de la Puna de Atacama (1904), and Los Vasos
del Pekara de Tilcara (Pan-American Congress,
1915-16).

AMBR08ETTI,

1918).

An

AMERICAN* ASSOCIATION'S AND SOCI-

ETIES.

For organizations whose official titles
begin with the word American, see under important descriptive word of the title, thus:
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION. See BAR ASSOCIATION, AMERICAN; AMERICAN LKGION. See LEGION, AMERICAN; AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. See LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, AMERICAN.

AMERICAN COTTNCIL ON EDUCATION.
AMERICAN EXPEDITIONARY FORCE.

See EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES.
See WORLD
TION.
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was announced and

99 per cent plus grades were quoted at $.27
per pound; in January, 1927, the price was
further reduced to $.26 per pound, and on
Oct. 20, 1927, it was reduced to $.25 per
pound, being further reduced to $.243 per
pound on Dec. 28, 1927, at which level it has
remained through 1928. The 98-99 per cent
grade was quoted at $.004 to $.01 per pound
lower than the 99 per cent nlus grades, and
foreign aluminium was approximately $.03 per
pound cheaper than the corresponding grades in
the United States.

sidered usable could be employed in making the
metal by introducing certain refinements into
the metallurgical process and by new developments in the production of industrially desirable
silicon-aluminum alloys. The world's production
of aluminum since 1914 is shown in the accom-

panying

table.

ALUMINUM

SALTS.

See CHEMISTS? and

BAUXITE.

ALVAREZ,

al'va'ra',

WALTER

CLEMENT

An

American physician born in
San Francisco. Having received medical degrees
from Cooper Medical College in 1905 and Har(1884-

).

ESTIMATBD WORLD'S PRODUCTION OF ALUMINUM
(In metric tons)
According to Mineral Industry

As
()
a
(

)

estimated by Robt. J. Anderson and J.

W.

Richards.

Official statistics.

'

Estimated from exports and other official data.
(*) Spain estimated to have produced 1,350 metric tons in 1928.

()

The expansion in the consumption of aluminurn since 1921 is directly connected with the
increased productive activity of the automobile
industry. Pistons and other reciprocating parts
of automotive engines are important outlets for
large tonnages of aluminum and high strength

aluminum

alloys.

Duralumin connecting rods

motor-car engines. Duralumin is an alloy of aluminum with copper,
manganese, and magnesium, having a maximum
specific gravity of 2.75 and a tensile strength of
55,000 pounds per square inch. The recent trip
of the Graf Zeppelin between Germany and the
United States was of special interest in this
are

used

in

several

connection, as this airship was constructed
largely of duralumin and other aluminum-alloy
parts were used in the motors. The Ford trimotor airplanes, also, are largely of duralumin
construction.
Other uses of aluminum of growing importance, in addition to its use in household ware
and various sorts of containers of that nature,
are in the production of aluminum foil and collapsible tubes where it has supplanted tin to
some extent; in bronze powder and in solid
rubber tires for motor cars and trucks; in the
radio industry; in the production of aluminumcoated steel plate to compete with tinplate; in
household refrigerating units; chairs and other
office furniture; and aluminum powder is also
finding greater utilization in the manufacture of
various aluminum paints. In steel metallurgy
it is employed for oxidizing and for thermite
purposes, and for alloys. Formerly, silicon had
been believed to be very harmful in the metal,
and in all steps in mining the ore and in making
aluminum, precautions "were taken to remove
silica, but more recent research has indicated
that bauxite of lower grade than had been con-

vard University in 1913, he joined the faculty
of Stanford University, as instructor in medicine, becoming assistant professor in 1924 and
associate professor in 1926. In the latter year,
he was made professor of medicine at the Mayo
Foundation, Rochester, Minn. He published one
major work, The Mechanics of the Digestive
Tract (1922, 2d ed., ^1928), and many minor
articles on digestion, intestinal peristalsis, and
blood pressure. He advanced the theory that
the movements of the intestinal muscles are
largely autonomous and independent of all nervous influence.

ALVAREZ QTTIKTTERO, SERAFIN and
JOAQUIN (born in 1871 and 1873, respectivelySpanish dramatists. These two brothers
collaborated all their works, their plays dealalmost exclusively with Andalusia. In
both the comedy of manners and the genero
are
their
chico,
outstanding. Both
plays
brothers have 'been elected to the "Spanish
Royal Academy of the Language. Among their
principal works are Las de Cain; Amores y

amorios; Puebla de majeres; El amor que pasa;

Clarines; El genio alegre; Manana del sol;
hora.
PipiolajEl centenario; and El cuartito de
A
).
ALVEAH, MARCELO T. DE (1868President of the Argentine Republic, born at
Buenos Aires, educated at the university there,
and elected to the National Congress in 1912.
In 1916 he was appointed minister of Argentina
to Paris, and from Oct. 12, 1922 to Oct. 12, 1928,
he was President of the Republic. He was a
member of the Radical Party. See ARGENTINA,

Dona

History.
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After 1914 Professor Alvord "was one of tire
most prominent American historical scholars.
He was editor of the Illinois Centennial History,
and from 1914 to 1923 was managing editor of
the Mississippi Valley Historical Review. The
latter, under his direction, rapidly assumed a

commanding place in American historical scholarHis work, The Mississippi Valley in Britship.
ish Politics (2 vols., 1917), was an excellent

AMERICAN EXPEDITIONARY PORCE
Dardanelles, and in

May of that year he was
recalled to France and sent on a military mission to Russia. He was inspector general at
Lyons in 101C and commandant of Reunes from
1917 to 1919, when he retired from active serv(See WAR IN EUROPE, Western Front.)
AMATOL. See EXPLOSIVES.
AMBASSADORS, COUNCIL OF. See PEACE

ice.

CONFERENCE AND TREATIES.
).
AMBLER, CHARLES HENRY (187(3An American historian and educator. He was
born at New Mattamoros, Ohio, and studied
at West Virginia and Wisconsin Universities.
In 1908 he became professor of history at
professor of history at the University of Illinois, Randolph-Macon College, from which he went to
and professor from 1913 to 1920. In the latter the University of West Virginia in 1017. He
year, he became professor of history at the Uni- has edited valuable historical collections and
versity of Minnesota, remaining in this chair has written monographs for the journals of
until 1923.
learned societies. While Professor Ambler's
An work has been concerned primarily with prob).
ALVORD, JOHN WATSON (1861American engineer, born at Newton Centre, lems in Virginian local history, he carried into
Mass., and educated at the Howard University his researches an understanding of the great imPreparatory School and at J. W. Hunt's Normal portance which sectionalism has had in the
School, Washington, D. C. He received the development of America. His most important
honorary degree of C. E. from the University of work is Sectionalism in Virginia from J777 to
Wisconsin in 1913. His name is associated with 1861 (1910). Other writings include Thomas
many important engineering enterprises, the Ritchie A Study in Virginia Politics; Life and
majority being in the Middle Western section of Diary of John Floyd (1918).
the United States. He was connected with the
An Ameri).
AMBROSE, PAUL (1868Chicago waterworks (1880-84), the World's can organist and composer, born at Hamilton,
Columbian Exposition, Chicago (1890-93), the Ont., and educated in the public schools and
Illinois and Michigan Canal (1897-190 ), the at Hamilton Collegiate Institute.
He studied
United States Steel Corporation, Gary, Ind. piano with his father, a composer, and with other
(1907), the Illinois State Board of Natural Re- teachers. He was organist in various INew
sources and Conservation (1918), and many York churches from 1886-1917; in 1917 he beother large projects. During the World War, came organist and choirmaster of the First
he was supervising engineer of Camp Grant, Il- Presbyterian Church of Trenton, K. J. He was
linois, and of Camp Las Cruses, Porto Rico,
professor of music in the New Jersey State
consulting engineer of the Great Lakes Naval schools, 1903-17, and was formerly engaged as
Training Station, and chief engineer of the soloist and accompanist. He is the composer
United States Housing Corporation. In 1918 of many sacred and secular songs, vocal duets,
he became a director of the American Society instrumental works, etc. He has held the vice
of Civil Engineers; from 1904 to 1906 he was presidency of the Synthetic Guild of New York
president of the Illinois Society of Engineers, City and was president of the New Jersey secin 1910 president of the Western Society of tion of the National Association of Organists,
Engineers, and in the same year president of the 1913-15.
American -Waterworks Association. He has
AMBROSETTI, JUAN BATJTISTA (18G5written many articles on engineering, especially 1918). An Argentinian anthropologist. He was
on sewage disposal and waterworks. He pub- born in Gualeguay and educated at Buenos
Aires. He was early a student and collector
lished Relief From Floods in 1918.
An of archaeological specimens, and at the age of
).
ALWOOD, OLIN GOOD (18707
American bishop, born at Delta, Ohio, and edu- 21 was made director of the 'ZoSlogical Museum
cated at Hartsville College, Ind. He was or- at Parana. At the time of his death, he was
dained in the ministry of the Church of the director of the Ethnographical Museum in
United Brethren in Christ (old constitution) in Buenos Aires. Among his publications are Al~
example of good technical research and received
the Loubat Prize. Professor Alvord published
The Illinois Country in 1919. He edited several
historical works dealing with the Mississippi
Valley. From 1909 to 1913, he was associate

He held various pastorates in Michigan
Ohio (1892-1903), was presiding elder
(1903-05), and bishop in charge of the Eastern,
Southwest, Pacific, and North Districts, each
one term (1905-21). He was editor of The
Christian Conservator (1921-25). Huntington
College, of which he was appointed trustee, bestowed on him the degree of D.D. in 1906.
)
AMADE, ALBERT GERARD LEO D' (1856A French general, born at Toulouse and educated at La Fl&ehe and Saint-Cyr. He entered
the army in 1876 and served as military attache*
in China, with the British forces during the
South African War, in London, and in 1907-09
1892.

and

.

.

of the expeditionary force in MoIn the World War, he was a member of
the War Council (1914) and was in charge of
the Army of the Alps till Italy joined the Allies;
he was then given other commands at Lille and
Douai. In 1915 he led the French forces at the

as

commander

rocco.

gunos Vasos Oeremoniales de la Region ColAntiguedad del Nuevo Hondo
chagui (1902)
(1903); Los Grandes Hachas Oeremoniales de
Patagonia (1903) ; Apuntes sobre la Arquelogia,
de la Puna- de Atacama (1904), and Los Vasos
del Pekara de Tilcara (Pan-American Congress,
;

1916-16).

AMERICAN ASSOCIATIONS AND

SOCI-

ETIES.

For organizations whose official titles
begin with the word American, see under important descriptive word of the title, thus:

AMERICAN BAB ASSOCIATION. See BAB ASSOCIATION, AMERICAN; AMERICAN LEGION. See LEGION, AMERICAN; AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION.

See LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, AMERICAN.

AMEBICAtf COUNCIL ON EDUCATION.
See EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES.

AMERICAN EXPEDITIONARY FORCE.

See WORLD
TION.

WARJ ARMIES AND ARMY ORGANIZA-

BUREAU
AHERICAIT
76
AMERICAN" I ABM BUREAU FEDERA- ship
1

AMERICAN" INDIAN'S.

SEE

ETHNOGBA-

PHY.

AMERICAN LAW INSTITUTE. SEE
AMERICAN LITERATURE. See LITERATURE, ENGLISH AND AMERICAN.
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL
LAW, PROGRESS OP THE.

HISTORY.

See EXPLORATION.

AMERY,

a'mer-I, RT.

HON.

LEOPOLD 0. M.

A British politician
).
(1873After serving in the World War,
(see VOL. I)
He was
lie was reflected to Parliament in 1918.
assistant secretary of the War Cabinet (1917);
member of the staff of the War Council, VerSTENNETT

.

of the staff of Secretary of State
(1017-18); Parliamentary Under-Secretary for the Colonies (1919-21); Parliamentary and Financial Secretary to the Admiralty
(1921-22); and First Lord of the Admiralty
(1922-24). He "was appointed Secretary of
State for Dominion Affairs and the Colonies in
1924. The Empire in the New Era, speeches delivered during his empire tour in 1927, were published in 1928, with a foreword by the Earl of
sailles,

for

and

War

Balfour.

An
).
AMES, JOSEPH SWZETMAN (1864American physicist (see VOL. I). In 1917 he
was a member of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, and in the same year
was also chairman of the foreign service committee of the National Research Council which
Tisited France and England for the purpose of
investigating scientific activities in connection

with warfare. He became a member of the National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics in
1917 and chairman in 1927. In June, 1929, lie
was elected president of Johns Hopkins, to succeed Frank J. Goodnow, whose resignation took
July 31, 1929. Dr. Ames had been provost
of the university and dean of the college faculty
for the preceding three years. He published The
Constitution of Matter (1913).

effect

An American
).
(1874North East on, Mass., and educated at Harvard University. Beginning as an

AMES, OAKES

botanist, born at

in botany
(1890-1900), instructor,
(1900-10), and assistant director of the Botanical Garden as Harvard (1899-1910), he became
assistant professor of economic botany in 1915
and professor of botany in 1926. He was director of the Botanical Garden, 1910-22. He has
been recognized as an authority on orchids, concerning which he has written numerous papers
for botanical periodicals. He wrote Notes on
Philippine Orchids (Boston, 1920) and a monumental serial work, Orchidaceas, of which seven
volumes have been published.

assistant

An Ameri(1871).
can theatrical and operatic producer (see VOL.
I). In recent years, his most noteworthy successes as a producer have been his brilliant revivals (1927-28) of the Gilbert and Sullivan
operas in London and New York.

AMES, WINTHROP

AMHERST

established in 1914; Ednew library
building for a memorial to his brother, James
B. Converse; and Mrs. Rufus Pratt Lincoln endowed a professorship in science in memory of
her son, Rufus Tyler Lincoln, in 1916. The
Amherst Memorial Fellowships were established
in 1919 and the John Woodruff Simpson Fellowships and Lectureships in 1922; Morrow Dormitory, designed to accommodate 63 students and
one member of the faculty, the gift of Mr. and
Mrs. Dwight W. Morrow, was opened for occupancy at the beginning of 1926; the Charles
Morton Merrill Fund (scholarship), was estab*
lished through the gift of securities valued at
about $100,000, in 1928 j The Anson D. Morse
Professorship of History was established in tho
same year by the gift of $160,000 from a donor
whose name was not made public and the Moore
Chemistry Laboratory, the gift of Mrs. William

ward

See AGRICULTURE.

TION".

A

COLLEGE.
non-sectarian institution for men at Amherst, Mass., founded
in 1821. The enrollment increased from 416 in
1914 to 739 in 1928-29, the faculty from 43
to 65 members (exclusive of emeritus and administrative officers and those on leave), and the

library from 107,800 to 151,000 volumes. The
productive funds were increased from $2,776,000 to $7,250,000 and the income from $224,800
to $712,000. The George Daniel Olds professor-

AMSTERDAM
in economics
C.

was

Converse gave $250,000 for a

;

Henry Moore, Edward Small Moore, and Paul
Moore, was under construction in 1928. Other
developments during the period under review
Experiments, begun in 1920, in conducting classes for workers in Holyoke and
Springfield,' the Amherst plan for alumni reading and study which was initiated in 1922; the
alumni subscription of a centennial gift fund
of $3,000,000 for the college in 1921, and a series
of publications, to be known as the Amherst
Books, was started. President, Arthur Stanley
Pease, Pn.D.
AMID01T, SAMUEL BARKER (1863-1925).
An American lawyer, banker, and politician,
born at Perry, Ohio, and educated at the Geneva
included:

.

Normal School, Obcrlin College, and
He began the practice of law
College.
in 1886. He was president or director of numerous banks and business concerns in Kansas,
From 1002
especially in Wichita, his home city.
to 1904 he was a member of the Democratic State
Committee of Kansas, and was appointed to the
Democratic National Committee in 1917. He
became vice chairman of the latter in 1919, as
well as assistant to the Attorney General of the
United States in the prosecution of the I. W. W.
cases in Kansas.
(Ohio)

Hiram

AMMONIA. See CHEMISTRY, APPLIED;
COKE; EXPLOSIVES; FERTILIZERS.
AMMONS, ELIAS MILTON (1860-1925). A
former Governor of Colorado. He was born in
Macon County, N. C., was taken to Colorado
in 1871, and was educated at the East Denver
High School. He worked at various odd jobs
during his boyhood and later joined the staff
of the Denver Times. In 1885 he went into
ranching and in 1890 entered politics as clerk
of the District Court of Douglas County, Colo.
After service in both houses of the State Legislature (speaker of the House of Representatives,
1893-94), he was elected Governor of Colorado,
as a Democrat, in 1913. He served until 1915.
He did much for the advancement of agriculture
and agricultural education in his State.
AMJCTTNITION". See ORDNANCE; ABTILLBRT; SMALL ASMS.
AMSTERDAM. The first city and second
port of the Netherlands (see VOL. I), situated
at the confluence of the Amstel with the Y (an
arm of the Zuider Zee) in the province of North
Holland. The Queen spends six days annually
in the city, where the Dutch 'monarchs are
crowned at Saint Catharine's. The number of
inhabitants was 609,084 in 1914; 642,162 according to the census of Deo. 31, 1920; 696,484 in

AMSTERDAM

Holland, by B. Elston (1020) the annual Report
on the Condition of Commerce, Industry and
Traffic of the Chamber of Commerce and Factories of Amsterdam; and the publications of
the statistical department of the city on its
many and various activities.
AMUNDSEN", a'mun-sen, ROALD (18721928).
Norwegian explorer (see YOL. I).
In 1018 he started in the Maud from Norway to
begin his drift with the ice current across the
Arctic Ocean. By July, 1020, he completed the
northeast passage and landed at Nome, Alaska.
After another attempt to reach the Pole by a
combination of boat (the Maud) and airplane
in 1922, he became bankrupt in 1924 and came
to the United States. In May, 1025, he and
Lincoln Ellsworth, an American who financed
him, left Spiizbergen in two seaplanes, but were
forced to turn back when only 600 miles out.
In May, 1920, he and Ellsworth made a 72-hou?
flight from Spitzbergen to Teller, Alaska, via
the North Pole, in the airship A or#e, designed
and built by the Italian, General Nobile, and
backed by the Italian government. Nobile and
Amundsen quarreled, each claiming the credit for
the flight belonged to their respective countries.
When Nobile was lost on his second polar flight
in the Italia, Amundsen, who had retired, volunteered to search for him and was last heard
from June 18, 1928, a few hours after he and
five others left Tromso, Norway, by airplane
in the search. All hope that he still lived was
abandoned when a float, found near Tro'niso on
August 31, was identified as that of Amundsen's
plane. His later writings include The NortliHast Passage (1918-20); The First Flight
Across the Polar Sea (1926), and My Life as an
Explorer (1927). See POLAR RESEABCH.
ANJ33MIA. Up to 1926 progress in the re_
lief of incurable primary anaemias
by surgical
intervention, especially by the removal of the
was
spleen,
considerably practiced. Hundreds
of such operations were performed. The removal
of the organ is not followed by injurious aftereffects and the operation is not especially hazardous. Usually, there is reason to suspect that
the anaemia is due to some disease of the spleen,
but in these pernicious forms of primary anaemia
the cause is often quite obscure; the spleen is
then removed as a last resort. Another surgical
resource now much used in these cases is repeated
transfusion of blood and the two were often combined. In 1926 one of the most decisive steps
forward in the treatment of this disease had
its initiation in a paper published
by Minot
and Murphy of Boston in the Journal of the
American Medioal Association for August 14.
This consisted in the use of a blood regenerative
diet, the essential constituents of which were sup;

A

mayor appointed by the Crown
The mayor, and from two to six
aldermen chosen by the council from among

years, with a
as president.

members, act as the executive, with the right
of suspending the resolutions of the council for
thirty days.
Diamond polishing continues to be the chief
industry and in 1922 there were 8300 workers
in 51 shops. The other more important indusits

are machinery manufacturing, shipbuilding, and sugar refining. The trade with the
colonies, particularly the Dutch East Indies, continues to be of the first importance. The accompanying table shows the sea-going vessels enter-

tries

T

ing the port:

7ear

No. of ships

Net Register Tonnage

In 1927, 1776 of these ships were Dutch; 566,
British; 484, German; and 207, Swedish. The
traffic with the interior is not very prosperous

many fees charged make it difficult to compete with the railroads and other
methods of inland traffic. The table diows
the Rhine traffic, the figures being in metric tons :
because the

The large amounts of goods entering Amsterdam
in 1926 was largely to be accounted for by the
English general and coal strikes.
Bibliography. Baedeker's Belgium and Holland, including the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg
(15 ed,, 1910);

A

Short Account of the Docks,

Harbour "Works, and Trading Establishments of
the City of Amsterdam, published by the municipality (1914) ; A Wanderer in Holland by E. V.
Lucas (17 ed., 1920); Het nieuwe Amsterdam
van 1795 tot den tegenwo'ordigen tijd, by Prof.
Dr. H. Brugmans (1923) De haven van Amsterdam en haar verbindinp met de see by Dr. M. G.
de Boer (1926) ; The Travellers Handbook to
;
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1922; 706,194 in 1923; and 726,527 in 1926.
In 1922 nearly 29 per cent of the population belonged to the Dutch Reformed Church, ahout
23 per cent to the Catholic Church, 10 per cent
were Jewish, 16 per cent belonged to other religions, and nearly 22 per cent were without reThe city is governed by a
ligious affiliations.
council, whose members are elected for four

1

plied by feeding with beef liver or calves liver.
About one year later, the same authors published
in the same periodical for Sept. 3, 1927, an account of 100 cases treated by this diet without a
single failure to respond favorably. Since the
first paper by these authors the diet has had an
extensive trial in most of the clinics and medical
centres of the world and the unanimity in the
favorable results obtained is unusual. Preparations of liver have been placed on the market
and the use of the diet has been extended with
some success to other forms of anaemia, including the secondary forms. For the first time we
may speak of a relative cure of pernicious anaemia in place of palliation and 'prolongation of
life; while the older methods of treatment in-

ANATOLIA
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have natueluding repeated blood transfusion
rally had their field narrowed although they may
be used as accessories. Thus far, no satisfactory
to the prinexplanation has been forthcoming as

Over
results.
ciples involved in these favorable
2000 cases have been treated with but 1 per cent
See FOOD

failure.

AN'ATO'LIA.

AND NUTRITION.
See TTJBKEY.

ANDERSON

Societies in the organization of the League of
Bed Cross Societies in France (1919), United

States

arbitrator

in

the

American-Norwegian

Shipping Claims Arbitration (1921-22), United
States legal expert for the Washington Conference (1921-22), and United States representative on the Mixed Claims Commission to discuss
matters at issue between the United States and
Germany, after 1923.

ANATOMY. See ZOOLOGY.
).
ANDEBSON, DICE ROBINS (1880ANCIENT MAN; See ANTHBOPOLOGY.
An American college president, born at CharANDAMANESE. See ETHNOGRAPHY.
ANDEHSEN, HENDBIK CHRISTIAN (1872- lottesville, Va., and educated at Randolph-Macon
of
After
An American

).

Norway.
1873.

He

sculptor, born in Bergen,
to Newport, R. I. in

He was taken

studied art and architecture in Bos-

ton, Paris, Naples, and Rome. Andersen wrote
The Creation of a World Centre of Communicafor the
tion, which contains a detailed plan
of a monumental city devoted to hu-

founding

man

enumerates the

progress; a second volume
of a world
legal and the economic advantages
centre. He was also founder of the World Conscience Society. His leading works in sculpture
include "The Fountain of Life," "The Fountain
of Immortality," "Jacob Wrestling with the
Angel," "Study of an Athlete," and busts, medallions, and portraits of Pope Benedict XV. He
made his home in Rome.

ALBERT BABNES (1857).
American judge, born near Zionsville, Ind.,
and educated at Wabash College. He was admitted to the bar in 1881. He practiced at Crawfordsville, Ind., 1881-1002, and was prosecuting
attorney of Montgomery County, Ind., 1886-90.

ANDERSON,

An

Chicago.
College and the University
teaching in various colleges and academies, he
was president of Willie Halsell College, Vinita,
Okla. (1906-07). He was instructor in history
at the University of Chicago in 1908-09, and was
of history and political science (1909?rofessor
9) and professor of economics ana political science and director of the School of Business Administration (1919-20) at Richmond College,
Va. In 1920 he became president of RandolphMacon Woman's College. He received t e degree
of LL.D. from the College of William and Mary
in 1924. He published William Branch CHles;
a Study in the Politics of Virginia and the Nation, 179'0-1815
(1914), Edmund Randolph,
Second Secretary of State (1927) , and edited
the Richmond College Historical Papers (191517).
).
ANDEBSON, EDWIN HATFIELD (1861An American librarian (see VOL. I). As director of the New York Public Library, since 1913

Mr. Anderson continued to be engaged in its exappointed United States district judge of pansion. He was president of the New York
the District of Indiana in 1902, He presided at Library Association in 1908, of the New York
the trial of the so-called dynamite conspiracy Library Club in 1910, and of the American Licase at Indianapolis in 1012 and in 1919 presided brary Association in 1913-14. In 1916 Columbia
at the trial of the case against the United Mine University conferred on him an honorary M.A.
Workers of America. Basing his decision on the
).
ANDEBSON, HENBY WATKINS (1870Lever act, he issued an injunction against the An American lawyer, born in Dinwiddie Coun9
miners officials, demanding that the strike or- ty, Va., and educated at Washington and Lee
der be rescinded. The legality of this injunc- University. He began the practice of law in
tion was questioned, but the miners' officials Richmond, Va., in 1898. In 1912 he was the regave in. In 1025 he was appointed judge of the organizer of the International & Great Northern Railroad Co. of Texas, and its general
United States Circuit Court.
ANDEBSON, CHANDLEB PARSONS (1866- counsel from 1912 to 1914. In 1916 he received
An American and international lawyer, the degree of LL.D. from Washington and Lee
).
born at Lakeville, Conn., and educated at Yale University. In 1921 he was appointed trustee by
University (B.A., 1887) and the Harvard Law the United States government for the Armour
School (1888-80). He was admitted to the and Swift interests in the stockyards and in the
New York bar in 1891 and soon attained promi- same year was the Republican candidate for
nence in the field of international law. In 1806- Governor of Virginia, having been unanimously
97 he was secretary for the United States and endorsed in 1920 by the Republican State ComGreat Britain of the Bering Sea Claims Com- mittee for the nomination for vice president of
mission, and in the following year secretary for the United States. In 1922-23 he was a special
the United States of the Joint High Commission assistant to the Attorney General of the United
with Great Britain for the settlement of Cana- States. During the War, he engaged in Red
dian questions. He was counsel in various in- Cross work in the Balkans and received decoraternational boundary disputes. From 1905 to tions from many foreign governments. In May,
1010. he was special counsel for the Department 1929, he was appointed a member of President
of State in the negotiation of treaties with Great Hoover's National Law Enforcement CommisBritain concerning British North America. He sion.
has also been United States agent in the North
ANDERSON, ISABEL (MRS. LARZ ANDERSON)
Atlantic Coast fisheries arbitration at The Hague
An American author, wife of the
(1876).
in 1910, counselor to the Department of State former Minister to Belgium and former Ambas(1010-13), United States arbitrator in the sador to Japan. She was born in Boston, Mass.,
British-American pecuniary claims arbitration and educated in private schools. She was active
(1913), legal adviser for the American embas- in relief work during the World War and was
sies and legations in Europe on questions of awarded several American and foreign decoraAmerican interests growing out of the War, and tions. In 1918 she received the degree of Litt.D.
for the Department of State (1914-15), coun- from George Washington University.
She is the
sel on international questions for the United author of stories for children and reminiscences
States War Industries Board (1917-18), counsel of travel and diplomatic and social life, written
for the International Committee of the Red Cross in a lively and entertaining manner. Her works

He was

ANDEBSON

;

cals.

ANDERSON, JOHN AUGUST

).
(1876astronomer, born at Rollag, Minn.,
who studied at Concordia College and the State
Normal School at Moorhead, Minn., and Valparaiso College, Ind. He received the degree of
Ph.D at Johns Hopkins in 1907, was associate
professor of astronomy there (1908-16) and
since 1916 has been physicist at Mount Wilson
(Calif.) Observatory, where he has specialized
in spectroscopy, the ruling of gratings, and
seismometers. He has been associate editor of
the American Optical Journal. In 1928 he was
elected to the National Academy of Sciences.

An American

ANDERSON, JOHN

FISHER

(187.3-

).

An American

physician and bacteriologist, born
at Fredricksburg, Va. (see VOL. I). On Jan.
1, 1916, Dr. Anderson became director of the research and biological laboratories of E. R. Squibb
& Sons, New Brunswick, N. J., also associate
professor of hygiene at Rutgers College. He was
co-editor of the United States Dispensatory 20th
ed. (1918).
',

ANDERSON, KARL

(1874-

ANDERSON
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include The Great Sea Horse (1909); Captain
Ginger's Fairy (Boston, 1910) ; Captain Ginger's
Playmates (Boston and Philadelphia, 1011;
translated into French and German, 1911) ;
Every Boy and Other Children's Plays (Xew
York, 1914) ; The 8 pell of Japan (Boston, 1914) ;
The Spell of Belgium (Boston, 1915) ; Presidents
and Pies (Boston, 1920) ; Topsy Turvy and the
Gold Star (Boston, 1920); Polly the Pagan
(Boston, 1922) Tlie Kiss and the Queue (1924) ;
Under the Slack Horse Flag (1925) ; The Wall
Paper Code (1926) ; and Circling South America
(1928). She has also contributed to periodi-

).

An Amer-

ican painter and illustrator, brother of Sherwood Anderson, the novelist. He was born at
Oxford, Ohio, and educated at the Art Institute
of Chicago and in Paris. He began his career
as an illustrator, but turned to painting and
soon achieved distinction for the beauty ^of his
of his piccolors and the imaginative
Duality
tures, which were exhibited in galleries in Eu-

ANDERSON, PEIBCE

(

1870-1 924

)

.

An Amer-

ican architect, born in Oswego, N. Y. He graduated from Harvard in 1892 and took postgraduate courses at Johns Hopkins and in Paris.
He received a diploma from the French government in 1900. He was with D. H. Burnham &
Co. and their successors from the year 1900 to
1917, and from the latter year he was a member
of the firm of Graham, Anderson, Probst &
White. In 1912 he was appointed to membership in the Federal Commission of Fine Arts
in succession to D. H. Burnham, deceased.
He
was chaiiman of the Central Department of the
Military Training Camps Association.

A
).
ANDERSON, SIIEBWOOD (1876prominent American author. He was born in
Camden, Ohio, educated in the public schools,
and engaged in business and newspaper work.
With the publication of Winesburg, Ohio (1919),
he won popular recognition as a novelist. In
this, as in his later works, Mr. Anderson's thesis
is not leveled at the village, but at the whole
character of contemporary life with its bustle,
its

garishness, and its

want

of satisfying aspira-

His Triumph of the Egg (1921), also a
volume of short stories, catches up the theme
and manner of the earlier work. These two
books are, artistically, the best of Mr. Anderson's
work. Windy McPherson's Son (1916), Marching Men (1917), and Poor White (1920) are concerned with rather inarticulate, restless young
tions.

men who

rebel against the confinement of their
native villages and plunge into the life of the
larger cities, only in the end to be thwarted in
their quest for real happiness. His other works
include Mid-American Chants (1918), Many Marriages (1922), a volume of poems, and Horses
and Men (1923), A Story Teller's Story (1924),
Dark Laughter (1925), Note Book and A New
Testament, verse, (1926). In 1927 he became
editor of two weekly newspapers in Virginia.
ANDERSON, WILLIAM FRANKLIN (1860An American Methodist Epi scopal bishop,
) .
born at Morgantown, Va. (now W. Va.) and
educated at West Virginia University, Ohio
Wesleyan University, Drew Theqlogical Semi-

rope and America and won numerous prizes.
His honors have included the silver medal of nary, and New York University. He was orthe Carnegie International Exhibition of 1910; dained in the Methodist ministry in 1887. After
the Lippincott Prize of the Pennsylvania Acad- holding several pastorates and offices with the
emy of the Fine Arta, 1915; the Altraan Prize Board of Education of the Methodist Episcopal
of the National Academy (of which Mr. An- Church, he was elected bishop in 1908. He was
derson is a member) ; the French gold medal of resident bishop of Chattanooga, Tenn., 1908-12,
the Art Institute of Chicago; the gold medal of and of Cincinnati, Ohio, 1912-14. In 1914-18
the National Arts Club of New York, and the he traveled widely as official supervisor of MethIsador prize of the Salmagundi Club, New York. odist missions in Europe and Africa. During the
of EmerAmong his best known works are "The Idlers" World War, he served on the Committee
(Art Institute of Chicago), "Sisters" (City gency and "Reconstruction of the Methodist EpisMuseum, St. Louis), "Apple Gatherers" (Cleve- copal Church in Europe and in the Army
land Museum), and "The Heirloom*' (Pennsyl- Y. M. C. A. He was delegate of the Methodist
vania Academy, Philadelphia).
Episcopal Church to the English and Irish WesAn leyan Conferences in 1918 and fraternal dele).
ANDERSON, PAUL LEWIS (1880American expert in pictorial photography, born gate from the Federal Council of Churches of
at Trenton, N. J. He studied electrical engi- Christ in America to the Assemble Gdnerale du
Francais in Lyons, France. In
neering at Lehigh University and from 1901 to Protestantisme
1907 held engineering positions with various elec- 1922 he was made a knight of the Legion of
He was one of the founders Honor of France. In 1924 he became resident
trical companies.
of the Struss-Anderson Laboratories for the man- bishop of Boston and in 1925 acting president of
ufacture of kalogcn, a photographic developer Boston University, holding that office until Feb.
which he originated. His photographs have been 1, 1926. He received the degree of D.D. from
LL.D. from
exhibited abroad and in this country. He is the Wesleyan University and that of
author of some excellent textbooks on photog- Ohio Wesleyan, Upper Iowa, and Ohio Northern
He wrote The Compulsion of Love
universities.
raphy, Pictorial Landscape Photography (1914),
(1904) and The Challenge of Today (1915),
Pictorial Photography, Its Principles and Practo the religious and secular
tice (1917), and The Fine Art of Photography with contributions
press.
(1919),

ANDERSON
ANDERSON, WILLIAM HAMILTON
).

(1874temperance worker, born
and educated at Blackburn

An American

at Carlinville, 111.,
College, Carlinville, 1892, and the University
of Michigan
(LL.B., 1896). After teaching

school and practicing law, he became attorney
of the Anti-Saloon League of Illinois in ^1900
and was State superintendent of the Illinois
he lajter
League, 1900-06. Beginning in Illinois,
held positions in the Anti-Saloon Leagues of New
York and Maryland, and in 1914 was elected
general superintendent of the Anti-Saloon League
of New York; he held also various offices on the
Board of Temperance, Prohibition, and Public
Morals of the Methodist Episcopal Church, in
the Anti-Saloon League of America, and in the
World
Against Alcoholism. He received

League

the degree of LL.D. from Illinois Wesleyan
University in 1919. Besides articles contributed
to various periodicals, he is the author oi The
Church in Action against the Saloon (Westerand The
ville, Ohio, 1906; 2d edition, 1910)
"Yonkers Plan" for Prohibition Enforcement
(Westerville, 1921).

ANDLEB,

CHARLES (1866-

).

A

French

),
professor at the College de France (1926who, after his graduation from the Sorbonne, devoted himself to German philosophy and literature. By 1908, after teaching in various lycees,
he had become a full professor at the University
of Paris and gathered around him quite a
group of young Germanistes frangais, whose object it was to bring about an intellectual rap-

prochement between France and Germany. He
critical biography of Nietzsche
in press, but the World War put off its publication until 1920-25. The volumes were entitled
Les Precurseurs de Nietzsche, La, Jeunesse de
Nietzsche, Nietfssche et Ic Pessimisme Esthetique,
Nietssclie et le Trans formisme Intellectuel, La,
Maturity de Nietzsche and La Derniere Philosopliie de Nietzsche: le Renouvellement de Toutes
les Valeurs.
They portray the German philosopher as an opponent of modern junkerism and
essentially a French genius nourished by the
work of the French psychological moralists.
During the War, Professor Andler published four
volumes on the rise of the Pan-Germanist movement. His other works include La Philosophie
de la Nature dans Kant (1891); Les Origines
du Socialisme d'Etat en Allemagne (1897); Le
Socialisme imperialiste dans V Allemagne contemporaine (1912), and La Decomposition politique Ju Socialisme allemand (1918).

had a six-volume

ANDORRA,

an-dOr'ra.

A

ANDREW
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semi-independent

republic in the Eastern Pyrenees between the
French department of Arifcge and Catalonia in
Spain. Its total area is 191 square miles; its
population at the latest count available in 1928,
5231, scattered among six villages, the largest
of which is the capital, Andorra la Vella. It is
ruled jointly by the Bishop of Urgel and the

French Republic, which maintains a permanent
delegate in the country. Both authorities receive a biennial due from the native government.
The excellent pasture land of the valley in which
the Republic is located furnishes the livelihood
of its inhabitants. Coarse cloth is made from
the wool of the flocks, some of which is exported.
Grains are imported from France. The projected trans-Pyreneean railway was to pass
within a few miles of the frontier and thus facilitate communications with the outside world.
Communications are maintained by means of
wagon-road with both Spain and France. Cata-

lan is spoken by the natives, who embrace CaFrench and Spanish currencies are
tholicism.
both in use, though the French people exert a

predominant innuence.

ANDRASSY,

an'dra-sln,

COUNT

JULIUS

A Hungarian statesman (see VOL.
1SGO-1929 )
In 1915 he urged making peace and an exI).
tension of the franchise in Hungary. As Foreign
Minister, in 1918, he declared the alliance with
Germany dissolved and tried to conclude a separate peace (Nov. 1). He retired from office in
the same year, but was returned to the National
Assembly as a non-partisan delegate (1920).
He became leader of the Christian National
Party, resigned because he was suspected of aiding ex-King Charles in his attempted return to
the throne of Hungary (October, 1921 ), and built
up the National Christian Farmer and Citizen
Party. His later works include A. Szdmusott
Rakoczi (1914) ; Whose Sin is the World War?
(1915) ; A. magyarsdg es nemetseg erdekszolidaritde (1916); Interessensolidaritat des Deutsch.

(

tums und Ungartums; Diplomacy and the War
(1920) 5 and Bismarck, Andrdssy and Their Suc-

cessors (1924, trans. 1927).

LEONID NIKOLAEVITCH (1871Russian writer and novelist (see
VOL. I). The Russian Revolution evolved in a
direction contrary to his aspirations, so he retired to a villa in Finland and wrote manifestoes

ANDR32EV,

1919).

A

Iron-

against the excesses of the Bolsheviks.

ically enough, these writings were used in the
propaganda of the reactionary counter-revolution-

whom Andreev

hated as bitterly as he did
Aside from political writings,
he published little after 1914, a play, The Sorrows of Belgium, being written in that year to
celebrate the heroism of the Belgians against the
invaders. It was produced in the United States
and so were the earlier plays, The Life of Man
(1917) ; The Rape of the Sabine Women (1922) ;
Be Who Gets Slapped (1922); and Anathema
ists,

the Bolsheviks.

(1923).

ANDRESS, JAMES MACE

(1881-

).

An

American psychologist and author of works on
physical education, born at Chesaning, Mich.,
and educated at the Michigan State Normal
College, the University of Chicago, Harvard UniHe was instrucversity, and Clark University,
tor in history and education at Manchester
(Ind.) College, 1906-07, head of the department
of psychology and school hygiene at the State
Normal School, Worcester, Mass., 1908-15, and
head of the department of psychology and child
study, Boston Normal School, 1915-23. He was
special lecturer on educational psychology and
on health education at various institutions, and
in 1920 he was special agent of the Bureau of
Education and taught at Chautauqua Institution,
N. Y. He wrote Johann Gottfried Herder as an
Educator (1916) ; Teaching Hygiene in the
Grades (1918); Health Education in Rural
Schools (1919) ; Rosy Cheeks and Strong Heart
(1920) ; A Journey to Health Land (1924) ; and
The Boys and Girls of Wake-up Town (1924).
He collaborated in the writing of Suggestions
for a Programme of Health Teaching in the
Elementary Schools (with M. C. Bragg; 1921) ;
Health and Success (1925); Health and Good
Citizenship (1925); and The Sunshine School
(1927).
( BBAM ) PIA.TT, JR. ( 1873) .
:

ANDREW, A

An American economist and
at La Porte, Ind. (see VOL. I

official, born
During the World
with the French and later
) .

War

he served

first

public
'

ANDREWS

ANDREWS
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with the American forces

(1914-19) and organized and directed the American Field Service with the French Army.
He received the
Croix de Guerre and became a Chevalier of the
French Legion of Honor in 1917, and received
the Distinguished Service Medal of the United
States in 1919. He was treasurer of the American Red Cross, 1910-12, and delegate to the international conference of the Red Cross in 1912.
In September, 1921, he was elected, as a Republican, to fill a vacancy in the National House of
Representatives for the Sixth Massachusetts Dis-

New York Tribune (1914).
New York University, Brooklyn

editorial staff of the

He

taught at

1926.

Polytechnic Institute (1914-17), and Stuyvesant
New York City (1915-21). He
has contributed to many magazines and is the
author of A Parfit Gentil Knight (1901); The
Interrupted Revels (1910); The Drama To-day
(1913) ; His Majesty the Fool (a play, produced
by the Little Theatre, Philadelphia, (1913);
The Technique of Play Writing (1915); The
Torches (a play from the French), 1917; Ladies'
Night (written in collaboration), 1920. He also
adapted Bluebeard's Eighth Wife (a play) from
the French in 1921, The Dollar Daddy from the

in Bucharest in 1927.

Hungarian in 1922, and 8am Abramovitch from
the French in 1926. His later works are The

and he was reelected in 1922, 1924, and
He was a delegate of the American Legion to the congress held in Rome in 1925, and
trict,

ANDREWS,

ARTHUR IRVING

An

(1878-

).

American historian and educator, born in
Providence, R. L, and educated at Brown University, the University of Wisconsin, and Harvard University. He was an instructor in history at Simmons College, 190G-09, and successively assistant professor of history, associate
professor, and professor of history and international law at Tufts College after 1909. He was
professor of diplomacy at Charles University,
Prague, in 1921. In 1927 he became professor
of history at the University of Vermont. He

has contributed to the American Journal of
International Law, the Historical Outlook, the
American Historical Review, and other periodicals.

ANDREWS,

AVERT DE LANO

An American

(1864-

).

lawyer, capitalist, and soldier, born
in Massena, N. Y. He was graduated from the
United States Military Academy in 1886, received his law education at George "Washington
University and the New York Law School and
was admitted to the New York Bar in 1891. He
soon attained prominence as a corporation lawyer,
and played an important part in the activities
of large industries. He was an officer or director of the General Asphalt Company, the Uintah
Railway Company, the Mexican Eagle Petroleum
Company, and several banks. He was police commissioner of New York City, 1895-98, a staff
officer in the Spanish-American War and saw
service in France (November, 1917-May, 1919),
as a staff member attached to General Headquarters. In 1918 he was made a brigadier
general. The United States, France, Belgium,
and Italy decorated him.

ANDREWS,

CIIABLES

McLEAN

(1863-

).

An American

historian and college professor,
born at Wethersfield, Conn. ( see VOL. I ) . Professor Andrews continued his work in the interpretation of colonial institutions in his Boston Merand the Nonimportation Movement
chants
(1917), Fathers of New England, (1919), and
Colonial Folkways (1919), books of particular
importance. The last named, written for the
Chronicles of America series, is a- kindly and
understanding study and constitutes a real contribution to American belles lettres. In 1921
he edited with his wife The Journal of a Lady of
Quality and in 1923, with Mrs. E. P. TrowIn 1924 he
bridge, Old Houses of Connecticut.
the Amerpublished The Colonial Background of
ican Revolution and in 1928 he was a contributor
to the Cambridge History of the British Empvre.

ANDREWS,

CHARLTON

(1878-

.

).

An

American author and educator, born at ConnersPauw University
ville,:Ind., and educated at De
and Harvard. He did newspaper work at Paris,
the
France, and Indianapolis* Ind., and was on

High School,

Get Me in the Movies
of Gestures (1926)
(1927); and The Golden Age, in collaboration

Lady

;

(1928).

ANDREWS,

FANNIE

FERN

(Pnnxips)

An American lecturer, social
(1867).
worker, and writer, born at Margaretville, N. S.,
and educated at the Salem (Mass.) Normal
School, Radcliffe College, and Harvard Summer
School. She is known as a lecturer on education
in Europe and America, as secretary and organizer of the American School Citizenship League,
and as a member of the advisory council of the
Institute of International Education and the International Peace Bureau (Berne, Switzerland),
the American Academy of Political and Social
Science, and many other societies. She was a delon Educaegate to the International Conference
tion in 1914, and represented the United States
Bureau of Education at Paris during the Peace
Conference. Her works include The War What
Should Be Said about it in the Schools t (Boston,
1914), Central Organisation for a Durable Peace
(Boston, 1916), Freedom of the Seas (The Hague,
1917), The United States and the World (1918),
The World Family (in a course in citizenship and
Course in Foreign Delapatriotism), (1918),
Comtions, prepared for the Army Education
mission (Paris, 1919), and The Mandatory System After the World War (a thesis, 1923).
She was also editor of an American Citizenship
Course in United States History (5 vols.). In
1925 she made an extended tour of Egypt and the
Near East to study the system of mandates.

A

An AmerFEANK (1872).
ican statistician, born at New Albany, Ind. He
in
graduated from Johns Hopkins University
1893 and took post-graduate courses in economics
in that university. Until 1900 he was a teacher
in the public schools of Maryland and Pennsylvania and in 1902-03 was employed in the United
States Navy Department. From 1903 to 1914,
he was assistant at the bureau of statistics
maintained by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, and from 1914 to 1921, chief of the division
of crop records of this bureau. In 1921-22 he
was chief of the division of statistics and historical research; in 1922-24 regional live-stock
statistician at Denver, Colo., and after 1924
and Nevada.
agricultural statistician for Utah
All of these offices were in the U. S, Department
From 1915 to 1921 he was a
of Agriculture.
member of the United States Crop Reporting
Board. He wrote bulletins on the marketing of
other subjects.
crops, statistics of sugar, and
IBENE OSGOOD (MRS. JOHN B.
An American writer on
ANDREWS (1879).
was born
problems of women, in industry. She
at Big Rapids, Mich., and was educated at the
School of Philanthropy in New York and the

ANDREWS,

ANDREWS,

,

ANDREWS
University of Wisconsin. She began her career
as agent for the Associated Charities at Minneapolis, Minn., and in 1906 was appointed special agent for relief work of the American Red
Cross at San Francisco. In the same year, she
was a factory inspector in Wisconsin. She was
head resident of the North western University
Settlement, Chicago, in 1907. She became assistant secretary of the American Association for
Labor Legislation in 1008 and was a member of
the Young Women's Christian Association National Industrial Commission to Europe in 1919.
She was married to John Bertram Andrews,
JOHN
1910.
in
(See ANDREWS,
economist,
BERTRAM). She is the author of Minimum "Wage
Legislation, "Working "Women in Tanneries* Irregular Employment and the Living Wage for
Women, The Economic Effects of the War upon
Women and Children in Great Britain (Oxford,
ini8, 1921; reprinted by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, Washington, D.
C.), and of contributions to the American Labor
Legislation Review, of which her husband is

1

;

ANET

2

ing reached the rank of brigadier general.

He

was chief executive of the New York Transit
Commission (1921-23) and from April, 1925, to
August, 1927, was Assistant Secretary of the
U. S. Treasury in charge of prohibition enforcement. In that capacity, he negotiated with the
British government for the curbing of liquor
imports. He is the author of Basic Course for
Cavalry (1914) ; Fundamentals of Military Service (1916); Leadership and Military Training
(1918)

;

and

Man Power

ANDREWS,

(1921).

ROT CHAPMAN

An American

(1884-

).

naturalist, explorer, and author,
chief of the division of Asiatic exploration of
the American Museum of Natural History, New
York City. He was born at Beloit, Wis., and
was educated at Beloit College (1906) and

He made

Columbia University (1913).

explora-

tions in Alaska in 1908, and was a special naturalist (1909-10) aboard the U. S. S. Albatross

on her voyage to the Dutch East Indies, Borneo,
and Celebes. He explored northern Korea in
1911-12, and in the following year was again in
founder and editor.
Alaska, with the Borden expedition. Until 1914
Mr. Andrews specialized in the study of whales
).
ANDREWS, JOHN BEBTBAM (1880An American economist, born at South Wayne, and other aquatic mammals. Two years later
Wis. He was educated at the University of he headed the first of the Asiatic expeditions of
Wisconsin and Dartmouth College. After teach- the American Museum of Natural History which
ing economics at both of these institutions, he be- produced important and fruitful results in the
came secretary and member of the executive discovery of evidence of very early animal and
committee of the American Association for Labor human life in Central Asia. The first expediLegislation in 1909. He founded in 1911, and tion (1916 and 1917) was to Tibet, southwest
continued to edit, the American Labor Legisla- China and Burma; the second (1919-20) was
tion Review (a quarterly), for --recording ad- to northern China and outer Mongolia; the
vances in social reform. As an authority on third (1921-24), to Central Asia, and the fourtn,
the problems of unemployment, he served as in 1927 and 1928, to the Gobi Desert region.
a member of the New York Mayor's committee The third expedition reported the discovery of
on unemployment, 1913-14, and in 1921 he was the remains of the oldest known mammals and
called upon by President Harding to become a numerous evidences of very ancient human life,

member

of the Federal

Unemployment Confer-

also geological strata previously undiscovered,

a member of the secretariat of the
League of Nations' first official International
Labor Conference in Washington, D. C., in 1921.
His other activities included health conservation,
work and industrial research. He held memberships in the American Economic Association,
the American Public Health Association and the

with some of the richest fields of fossils ever
found. Among the finds which attracted the notice of the entire world, lay and scientific, were

American Sociological Society. With Prof. John
R. Commons, he wrote Principles of Labor Legislation (1916) and History of Labor in the
United States (1918). He wrote also Labor
Problems and Labor Legislation (1922), and
United States government reports on occupational diseases, etc., and was associate editor of
Documentary History of American Industrial

earthing of animal remains still huger than
those of the baluchitherium, and other fossils of
interest and importance.
Among the incidental
results of the Andrews expeditions was the opening of the Gobi Desert to the use of motor cars
for commercial purposes.
Dr. Andrews received
the honorary degree of D.Sc, from Brown University in 1926. In 1918 he was in the intelligence service in China. He wrote: (with Her-

ence.

He was

Society (1910).

fossil eggs of the dinosaur and the skull and
parts of the skeleton of the baluchitherium, the
The exlargest known animal up to that time.
pedition which started in 1927 reported the un-

mann von W. Schulte), The California Gray
).
ANDREWS, LINCOLN CLARK (1867An American army officer and public official. Whale (1914); Whale Hunting With Gun and
He was born at Owatonna, Minn., studied at Camera (Chicago, 1916); The Sei Whale

Cornell University, and was graduated at West
in 1893. He served in the SpanishAmerican War and later in the Philippines,
where he was made governor of the Island of
Leyte. Later, he was instructor in cavalry
tactics at West Point for three years, saw two
years of duty in Cuba, and returned to act as inspector and instructor of cavalry for the
National Guard of New York (1911-15). He
was again on duty in the Philippines (191617), but after the United States entered the
World War, he was made commander of the
172d Infantry Brigade of the 80th Division at
Camp Grant, 111., and took that brigade to
France (August 1918). lie was retired from
active service at his own request in 1919, hav-

Point

(with Mrs. Yvette Borup Andrews)
Trails in China (Chicago, 1918);
Across Mongolian Plains (Chicago, 1921), and
On the Trail of Ancient Man (1926). The California Gray Whale and The Sei, Whale are publications of the American Museum of Natural
(1916);

Camps and

History.

AWET, CLAUDE

The pseudonym
( 1 868)
Jean Schopfer, a French novelist and essayist,
born in Morges, Switzerland. His novel Quand
la terre trembla (1921, tr. 1927), was a
good
naturalistic reproduction of the people's emotions during the Russian Revolution. His other
works include Voyage ideal en Italie (1899);
Petite Ville (1901) and Les Bergeries (1904),
novels of the French provinces; Les roses
of

.

ANGELL

ANGLO-JAPANESE ALLIANCE

$3

d'Ispahan, an automobile trip in Persia (1906) ;
Les 144 guatrains d'Omar Khayyam (1914);
La revolution russe (4 vols., 1917-19) ; Arianet
9
jeune fille russe (1920, tr. 1927); L Amour en
Russie (1922); Mademoiselle Bourrat (1923)
and La fille perdue (1924), plays; Feuilles
persanes (1924) ; La fin d'un monde (1925) ; and
Suzanne Lenglen (1927).
An
).
ANGELL, JAMES ROWLAND (1869American psychologist and educator, born at
Burlington, Vt. (see VOL. I). He was the Sorbonne exchange lecturer for 1915. On America's
entry into the War, he became a member of the
psychology committee of the National Research
Council and was assigned by the adjutant general's office to the work of classification of personnel in the Army. He was a member of the
advisory committee on education and special
training, in 1918, and chairman of the National
Research Council (1919-1920). In 1920 he became president of the Carnegie Corporation and
in 1921 he was chosen president of Yale Unifourth edition of Psychology was
versity.
published in 1908 and in 1918 An Introduction
to Psychology.
An Eng).
ANGELL, NORMAN (1874lish author and lecturer, son of the late Thomas
Angell Lane (see VOL. XIII under LANE, RALPH
NORMAN ANGELL). In 1929 he was elected to
Parliament as a Labor member. Among his
later writings are The Dangers of Half-Preparedness
(1916);
Why Freedom Matters
(1916); War Aims (1917); The Political Conditions of Allied Success (1918); The British
Revolution
and the American Democracy
(1919); The Economic Chaos and the Peace
Treaty (1919); The Fruits of Victory (1921);
// Britain is to Live (192?); Foreign Policy
and Our Daily Bread (1925); Human Nature
and the Peace Problem (1925) ; Must Britains
Travel the Moscow Road? (with special reference to Trotsky's Where is Britain Going?,
1026); The Public Mind: its disorders, its exploitation (1927), and The Money Game (1928).
PECTORIS. Not a little has been
learned of this condition since 1914. It is not
infrequently a consequence of remote syphilis
and of imperfect treatment of the latter in its
early stages. While it bears all the earmarks
of a degenerative and destructive affection, it
has been found amenable, even when well advanced, to the operation of division of the sympathetic nerve. Although this operation is not
new, it has had a tremendous increase in the
past few years and some individual operators

A
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Marked difit scores of times.
of opinion have arisen as to technic
and opinion is divided as to whether this intervention is an unqualified advance in treatment

have performed
ferences

or only a palliative which is at the same time
capable of as much harm as good. The subject
was discussed in full in a paper which appears in
the Journal of the American Medical Association for June 26, 1926. Two surgeons, Cutler
and Fine, were optimists who believe that the
operation has come to, stay, although time will
be required to establish general rules for intervention. McNealey, on the other hand, believed
that the operation is wrong both from the theoretical and practical angles, the same criticism
applying to all surgery which seeks to cure
disease by division of the sympathetic nerves.
Dr. Coflfey of Oregon who had operated on 35
cases had had no death either from the disease
or operation and had obtained relief in every
,

There seems no doubt that much relief
be obtained from suigery in a certain type
of case, while only years of close observation can
decide as to the quality of the end results.
See
ENGLAND,
case.

may

ANGLICAN
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ANGLIN, MARGARET

(MAIJY) (1876).
born in Ottawa, Ont. (see
VOL. I). In recent years, her appearances in
Greek tragedies and in the plays of Shakespeare
have been accorded high praise by the critics
and have been well received by the public, although it is held by some writers on the theatre
that her most distinctive gift is for high comedy,
as in Lady IVindermere's Fan, in which she
played in the season of 1914. In the preceding
year, she had presented the Elektra by Sophocles, in the Greek Theatre at Berkeley, Cal., followed by a series of Shakespearean representaIn 1915 she returned to
tions, also in 1913.
Berkeley with Iphigenia in Aulis, by Sophocles,
and the Medea of Euripides. The Woman in
Bronze (1919) and The Great Lady Dedlock, a
dramatization of Dickens' Bleak House (192324), preceded a lengthy tour (1924-25) and in
the latter year she opened the outdoor Garden
Theatre, in St. Louis, Mo., with Elektra. In
1926 she toured to California and Honolulu,
playing Elektra again in Berkeley. She appeared in Elektra at the Metropolitan Opera
House, New York City, in 1927. The same year,
she was awarded the Laetare Medal by the University of Notre Dame.

An American

actress,

ANGLO-JAPANESE ALLIANCE. On

Jan.

and Japan concluded an altwo powers, "actuated solely
by a desire to maintain the status quo and gen-

30, 1902, England
liance whereby the

eral peace in the extreme East," recognized the
independence and territorial integrity of China
and Korea and bound themselves to come to the*
assistance of each other in case more than one
power joined in hostilities against either one.

On Aug. 12, 1905, the treaty was renewed in a
revised form, inasmuch as it provided that war
with one power was to be sufficient cause for
common action. The changes in the Far East,
particularly the annexation of Korea by Japan,
brought again a renewal and revision of the
treaty in 1911. While the objects of the new
pact were essentially the same as those of the
treaty of 1905, an additional article was adopted
which read, "Should either of the high contracting parties conclude a treaty of general arbitration with a third power, it is agreed that nothing
in this agreement shall impose on such contracting party an obligation to go to war with the
power with whom such an arbitration treaty is in
force."
THis was inserted to exclude the United
States from the list of powers with whom Great
Britain might find herself at war as a, result
of the treaty.
The Anglo-Japanese Alliance had originally
been formed against Russia, and it had been a
factor in bringing about the Russo-Japanese War
and Russia's defeat. After 1907, when an understanding had been reached by Great Britain
and Japan on one side and Russia on the other,
Germany became the potential enemy, and a
direct result of these developments was the withdrawal of the British squadron from the Tar
Eastern waters to the North Sea. When the
War broke out, Japan declared war on Germany
"in accordance with the terms of the AngloJapanese Alliance." While outwardly fulfilling
her treaty obligations arising out of the Alt

ANGLO-JAPANESE ALLIANCE

Japan in reality used the Alliance as a
screen behind which she furthered her own aims
in the Far East, The preoccupation of the
Allies gave her a free hand. Occasional representations and protests from the Allies were of
no avail. Primarily as a result of the AngloJapanese Alliance, the conclusion of the War
found Japan, with the connivance of Great
Britain, in a powerful position, from which she
receded only after the Peace Conference.
In 1914 Great Britain and the United States
signed the Peace Commission Treaty, which,
arbitration treaty.
strictly speaking, was not an
Nevertheless, Sir Edward Grey, the English Foreign Secretary, notified the Japanese government
that the British government would regard the
within
treaty as a "general arbitration treaty"
the meaning of the exemption clause of the AlThe fact that this notification was kept
liance.
secret until 1921 served to strengthen the impression that the Alliance would operate against
any power whatsoever and thus worked materihad
ally to the benefit of Japan. After Japan
eliminated in succession, by means of the AngloJapanese Alliance, Russia and Germany as competing powers in the Far East, the most serious
obstacle to Japanese power in the Eastern Pacific was the growing ascendancy of the United
Aside from the question of Japanese
States.
liance,

immigration in Western Pacific territories, which
was in itself serious enough, Japanese and

American interests came more and more into
For example, the
conflict in the Far East.
United States stood for the "Open Door" in
China, while Japan was the strongest protagonist of the policy of zones of interest in that
country. It had been made clear to Japan that
the Anglo-Japanese Alliance would not operate
in case of a clash between Japan and the United
States.
Hence, there appeared in Japan signs
of coldness toward a continuation of the treaty
with England. It was no mere coincidence that

in 1916, simultaneously with vigorous demands
in the Japanese press for abrogation of the Alliance, the Japanese government concluded a secret treaty with Russia for cooperation in the
Far East, which would have superseded the pact
with England had not the Russian 'Revolution
occurred.
(See JAPAN and SIBEBIA AND THE
FAB EASTERN REPUBLIC.) Japan, thrown back
on the Anglo-Japanese Alliance for the time being, concluded thereupon in 1917 the LansingIshii Agreement, whereby she obtained liberty of
action in China, at least for the duration of the
War. See JAPAN.
The period following on the Peace Conference
witnessed further accord between Great Britain
and the United States, and the two powers began more and more to cooperate in all the
main issues of world affairs. At the same time,
the points of conflict between Japan and the
United States grew sharper. Japan was compelled under pressure from the Powers to forego
a large part of her position on the Far Eastern
mainland and, nolens nolens, had to accept the
Open Door policy in China. It became evident,
moreover, that no full accord or alliance between
Great Britain and the United States was possible while the Anglo-Japanese Alliance was in
existence. As a matter of fact, the Alliance

had outlived

its usefulness,

since

Japan would

not be able to count on British assistance against
her only possible rival. Hence, demands were
made in the press of both countries for the discontinuation

of

the treaty.

When,

therefore,
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after the lapse of the 10-year term, the renewal
of the Alliance came up for consideration in
July, 1920, it was decided in accordance with
the clause contained in the text of the 1911
treaty to let the Alliance run for another year.
Meanwhile, Great Britain desired to consult the
Dominions, whose attitude toward Japan was
akin to that of the United States. At the same

time, Great Britain and Japan discovered that
the text of the 1911 treaty was "inconsistent"
with the Covenant of the League of Nations and
in a note apprised the League of this fact,
promising that on the renewal of the treaty this
inconsistency would be remedied. When, after
the lapse of the year, no agreement had been
reached as to a proper basis for renewal, the
treaty was declared by mutual agreement in
July, 1921, to remain in force for three months,
and the League was informed that this automatic
extension conflicted in no way with the note to
the League of the preceding year. At the end
of the stipulated three months, the Washington
Conference (See WASHINGTON CONFERENCE) convened (November, 1921) and there treaties and
agreements were concluded in consequence of
which the Anglo-Japanese Alliance became comThe Alliance was allowed to
pletely obsolete.
lapse in consequence of the Four Power Treaty.
The Lansing-Ishii Agreement was superseded by
the Nine Power Treaty of the Open Door in
China. What actually took place was that
Great Britain and the United States reached a
complete accord as to the chief issues in the
Pacific and that Japan, under pressure from the
two English-speaking powers, had to make concessions and forego her liberty of action in the
Far East. The British change of front from the
Anglo-Japanese Alliance to cooperation with
the United States had become a fact. In consequence of these events and of the American
immigration legislation in 1924, Japan subsequently pursued a policy which indicated a
desire to reach an agreement with Soviet Russia on Far Eastern questions, similar to that
concluded with Imperial Russia in 1916.

ANGOLA,
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OB PORTUGUESE

WEST

Portuguese colony situated on the
West coast of Africa, bounded on the north and
east by the Belgian Congo, and on the south
and east by Rhodesia and the Union of South
Africa. It presents a coast-line of 1000 miles
to the Atlantic and has an estimated area of
484,800 square miles. In 1920 the population
AFEICA.

was placed at 5,000,000, including 31,000 whites.
The natives are of, Bantu-Negro stock. Loanda,
the capital, situated on the coast, has an estimated population of 18,000. Other important
towns are Cabinda, Ambriz, Novo Ridondo,
Benguela, Mossamades, and Port Alexander.
The chief products are coffee, rubber, wax, sugar,
vegetable oils, cocoanuts, ivory, oxen, fifth, and
whale oil. The rubber
de.industry steadily
clined, with the result that the Government applied itself to the encouragement of cotton and
sugar-cane culture. The colony contains con.

siderable quantities of copper, iron, petroleum,
salt, and some gold, none of which was worked
extensively. The trade, largely with Portugal
and carried in Portuguese bottoms, consists of
imported textiles and exported rubber, coffee,
dried fish, and whale oil. In 192G these totaled
225,569,000 -escudos for imports and 233,638,000
escudos for exports. Communications were, of
There are 818
course, still in- a primitive state.
miles of railway, 375 miles of .which were pur-

A3STGORA

GOVERNMENT
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chased by the Portuguese Government in 1018.
There are 2420 miles of roads and 7452 miles of
telegraph lines. The removal of Germany from
Africa as a result of the War left British influence dominant. Rivalry between British and
German interests had been keen for the gaining
of economic concessions and the Germans had
been particularly active in southern Angola.
German agents recruited native workers for
transportation to the Otavi copper mines in German territory and thus gained the enmity of
the Portuguese. During the War, border conflicts took place between German and
Portuguese
forces.

ANGO'RA GOVERNMENT. See TUBKEY.
ANIMAL PSYCHOLOGY. In 1914 animal
psychology was just emerging from the anecdotal
stage and was fighting for the right to be regarded as a legitimate branch of experimental
psychology. This right 10 years later had been
achieved through the perfection of objective
methods of control. Indeed, the technique of animal psychology, necessitating the study of external behavior without regard to states of consciousness, has had a powerful repercussion on
(see
BEHAVIORISM). The
psychology proper
greatest amount of experimenting was done on
learning and habit formation, with white rats
learning to pick their way in a maze, or to
choose the proper exit from an enclosure from

ANISPELD

[

movement

of the particle as the most
important
condition of the feeding reaction. Glass particles
are eaten if they are in motion but not otherwise.
Numerous experiments with light waves
led to no important conclusion as to the behavior
of the lower animals, inasmuch as the
light

stimulus produces immediate reactions from the
higher animals and from man.
The mental life of primates, particularly theii
modes of reacting to new situations, lias been
studied by Wolfgang Koehler (The Mentality of
Apes, 1925), Robert M. Yerkes (Almost Human,
1925, and Chimpanzee Intelligence and its Vocal
Expressions, 1025), and others. The former, interested particularly in Gestalt psychology, has
found evidence in the primates of a form of insight closely akin to reasoning in man. This
factor of insight, a direct adaptation of means
to ends, he believes should be given a position of
equal importance with the so-called ''trial and
error" learning theory put forward by E. L.
Thorndike some years earlier.
One of the most recent developments in animal
research grows out of dynamic psychology,
namely, the determination of animal motives or
"drives** as they are called, and their relative
strength. F. A.* Moss, C. J. Warden, and C. P.
Stone have investigated the strength of the sex,
hunger, maternal, and comfort drives, and still
other forms of motivation 'are in the process of
measurement. The most common technique consists in measuring the extent to which an animal
will traverse an unpleasant obstacle in order to
Consult Journal of Ansatisfy the "drive."
imal Behavior, Behavior Monographs, Journal
of Comparative Psychology, and Comparative

two or more alternatives. The topics treated
included learning ability, distribution of effort,
retention of motor habits, the relative influence
of such factors as repetition, reward and punishment, primacy and recency of experience, and
transfer of training.
As a result of these investigations, the long Psychology Monographs.
established laws of learning have been subjected
Bibliography. Most of the discussion of
to fresh criticism and to renewed experimental animal psychology is scattered through tKe psyattack. The theory of the conditioned reflex chological and biological periodicals. Washburn's
formulated by the Russians, Bechterev and Pav- The Animal Mind continues as the standard textbook on the subject. For a popular exlov, has been greatly elaborated and extended.
That certain reflexes, such as the salivating re- position of animal psychology, consult the first
flex in the case of dogs, can be made to function
section of McDougall's Outline of Psychology^
brief hisby conditions habitually associated with the and Hunter's General Psychology.
adequate stimulus, has been definitely estab- torical survey of animal psychology will be
lished.
More recently (see Pavlov, Conditioned found in C. J. Warden's, Short Outline of ComReflexes, 1027) emotional disturbances in an- parative Psychology.
imals, akin to the neuroses in human beings,
ANISFELD, BORIS ISRAELEYICH (1879
).
have been generated by a process of inhibiting
Russian painter and scenic decorator who was
and of building chains of conditioned reflexes.
born at Bieltsy, Bessarabia, and received his
Two other fruitful subjects of research were artistic training at the Odessa Art School and
the study of tropisms and instincts among the the Academy of Petrograd.
series of South
lowest animals and the higher mental processes Russian landscapes brought his first artistic
among animals most closely resembling man. triumph at Petrograd and Paris in 1905. The
The first seems by its nature to favor a mecha- same season saw his first scenic production, the
nistic explanation and the second a conscious "Marriage of
which in its daring color
Zpbeide,"
explanation. Jacques Loeb, in his two works, schemes and original conception was epoch-makThe Organism, considered as a whole from the ing in Russian scenic art. It attracted the attenand Tropisms, tion of Diaghilev, who employed him, on the
physico-chemical' standpoint,
forced movements and animal conduct, attempted Russian ballet.
(See PAINTING, under Russia.)
to extend the physico-chemical explanation to the Among other scenic triumphs were "Boris
entire animal kingdom, man included. However, Godounov" (1908), "Ivan the Terrible'* (1009),
experiments with the lowly amoeba revealed an "Sadko" (1911), "Islamey," "The Preludes,"
unexpected degree of complexity even in the "Egyptian Nights," and "La Reine Fiammett*"
movements of unicellular animals. Kepner and (New York, 1918). He was primarily a colorEdwards (Journal of Easperimenial Zoology, ist, but he subordinated color and all else to
1917, vol. xxiv, p. 381) find that the Am&ba constructive synthesis. Among his best known
pelamyxa 'has two types of feeding reactions, canvases are "Clouds on the Black Sea/* "Alder
one to non-moving objects which have no possibil- Grove Iver," and "Gray Day on the Neva"
ity of escape, the other to objects in motion, which landscapes; a series of still life; "The Blue
may escape. Schaeffer (Journal of Animal Be- Statue," "The Exodus,"- "Garden of Eden," "The
God," "Garden of the Hesperides,"
havior, 1917, vol. vii, p. 220) points out that Golden
the ordinary amoeba can choose between digestible "Buddha and the Pomegranates." His portraits
and 'non-digestible particles. He regards the include several of himself, the 'singer Chaliapin
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Conscience and Concessions (1918); and The
Church in the Community (1919). He also edited Preachers and Preaching (1900) ; New Wine
$kins (1901); Safeguarding Funds (1925);
Cooperation in Fiducial y Service (1927); and
Annuity Agreements of Charitable Organisations
(1927).
).
ANTHONY, KATIIERINE SUSAN (1877An American, writer on feminism, born at Rosefor
and
educated
at
ville, Ark.,
Peabody College
Teachers, Nashville, Tenn., the Universities of
and
Freiburg, Germany, and the UniHeidelberg
versity of Chicago. She was an instructor in
Weilesley College (1907-8) and did research
work in economics for the Russell Sage FoundaShe is author of
tion, New York (1909-13).
Mothers Who Must Earn (1914) ; Feminism in
Germany and Scandinavia- (1915) Labor Laws
of New York (1917); Margaret Fuller a Psychological Biography (1920). She was author
of the essay "The Family," in Civilization in
the United States an Inquiry by Thirty Americans (1921), co-author of Catherine the Great
(1925), and editor of The Endowment of Motherhood (1920). In 1927 she translated the
Memoirs of Catherine the Great.
ANTHRACITE. See COAL.
This communicable disease, ^in
the form known as malignant pustule or malignant carbuncle, came much before the public because of its transmission through infected horsehair shaving brushes. Ordinarily, it is an
occupational disease which occurs in workers in
rawhide, wool, horsehair, bristles, etc. Numerous cases have been reported in both horsehair
workers and tanners on the one hand and among
the general public on the other, as a result of
infection from the use of horsehair shaving
brushes. As a consequence of these infections,
the Health Department of Pennsylvania issued
a ruling that all horsehair should be subjected
to dry heat for 24 hours at 200 F., or for 2
;

ANTHRAX.

hours to steam at 15 pounds pressure, and finally
to continual boiling in water for 3 hours. The
public has been repeatedly warned by health authorities against the use of cheap shaving
brushes, but this warning is insufficient for the

protection of the community; and in New York
State, a law was passed which became effective
on Jan. 1, 1922, prohibiting the manufacture,
sale, and offering for sale of shaving brushes
made of horsehair. The general decline in the
use of the shaving brush in recent years must be
set down as due in part to the possibility of contamination. In the larger exposed industries,
as tanneries, the men are notably indifferent
toward self-protection, and only a small proportion are directly exposed to contagion. Statistics have shown that about 10 per cent of those
exposed will contract the disease, with a morSome 119 workers
tality of about 20 per cent.
in the Pennsylvania tanneries were infected during a period of 12 years.
ANTHROPOIiOG-Y. Coordinate progress has
been made in recent years in the several departments that comprise anthropology. The principal feature common to their growth has been
the stressing of the historical view of man's development. Few anthropologists other than conservatives of the older generation now maintain
that men developed in much the same fashion in
In place of this classical
all parts of the world.
evolutionary or parallelist view, they seek to unravel the specific history of each group of mankind. There also has been a shift beyond this,
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from a purely mechanical or objective statement
of man's cultural and racial history to an analysis of the psychic and biologic factors involved in his development.
Ethnographic research has grown until there
is now no important section of the primitive
world unknown. At the opening of the era, tlie
native cultures of Polynesia and South America
were little known: systematic descriptions are
now available from both areas, and our knowledge of North America and Africa has been conOn the other hand, little
siderably improved.
data has been added from Australia or other
Oceanic areas, and from Siberia. See ETHNOG-

RAPHY.
Ethnologic inquiry has moved to the analysis
two ways. Historical schemes
have been posited which put
primary emphasis on diffusion or spread of civilization from certain early centres. Elliot Smith
(England) maintains that all significant arts
are derived from Egypt; Graebner and Schmidt
(Germany-Austria) offer a pluralistic origin of
types of civilization, the forms of which have
variously combined over the world; Kroeber
(United States), while maintaining that single
elements diffused independently of each other,
inclines to consider the ancient centres of the
eastern Mediterranean, India, China, and Central America as playing the predomiuent role as
While such historical schemafoci of influence.
tization was stressed at the opening of this era,
there has been of late a return to an alternative
type of analysis. Boas and most other Americans, although not devoid of historical interests,
are concerned with the conditions under which
cultural traits are formed. Analogous to this is
the interest of Radcliffe Brown and Malinowski
interrela(Australia-England) in the functional
aim is to distionship of traits. Their avowed
cover general laws of cultural development, although avoiding the historical approach. See
of this material in
on a world scale

ETHNOLOGY.
Anthropologists are also concerned with the
a
biological history of men. While essentially
to deal with
zoological problem, they are forced
it because the zoologists' approach is too general
to provide a specific history of racial groups.
Their two special problems are the history of
and the discrimination of heritable
racial

types
characters from the special forms acquired durthe
growth of the individual. Recent deing
velopments in this field serve to strengthen the
fact of man's derivation from earlier ape-like
forms. Several new attempts at race classification have been made and new analyses of local
available
populations. Further evidence is now
to show the influence of environmental factors
PREHISTORIC
See MAN,
in forming local types.
RACES OF: INDIANS: RACE PROBLEMS IN THE

UNITED STATES.
PREHISTORY. The essential outlines of European prehistory were laid down in the early
decades of this century. Since the World War,
there has been some readjustment in the European field to fit discoveries in adjacent lands and
there has been exceptional activity in prehistoric

research in all continents. The now traditional
series of culture periods, Earlier and Later Stone
Ages (Palaeolithic and Neolithic), Bronze, Iron,
and historic periods, are now known to apply
properly to western Europe alone.
The earliest Paleolithic period (Eolithie) is
still a somewhat hypothetical phase of middle
or even early Pleistocene (Ice Age) times. Ober-
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maicr holds tliat the lower Palaeolithic phase
(Chcllean and Acheulean of France) reached
Europe from the south and was lacking in central and eastern Europe. There, its place was
taken by a synchronous Pre-Mousterian (Das
Palaolitliikum und Epipalaolithikum Spaniens,
Anthropos, 1919-20). The following Mousterian
period shows a remarkable uniformity of culture
over Europe, Minor Asia and North Africa. This
was followed by further differentiation on both
sides of the Mediterranean. Spain followed
North Africa; its Aurignacian being derived
from North African Capsian, and lacking the
succeeding Solutrean and Magdalenian periods
of France.
Of the transitional PalaeolithicNeolithic cultures (Obermaier*s Epipalseolithic),
the Terminal Capsian of southern Spain and
northern Africa was ancestral to the Tardenoisian of France and influenced the Azilian; the
French Campignian and Spanish Asturian are
classed as Proto-Neolithic.
Beside the important consideration that the
traditional series of Palaeolithic cultures of west-

ern Europe were not an outgrowth each from
the preceding on the spot, is the fact that these
periods were of unequal duration in various parts
of the continent. G. de Geer fixes the end of the
Palieolithic in Scandinavia at 8700 years ago
(Yraer, 1925, 1), although it is set at approximately double that antiquity on the Mediterranean. On the whole, cultural changes took
place earlier in the south and east than in western Europe, the west and north being influenced
from those directions. This cultural leadership
of the Mediterranean persisted into historic
times.

Outside of Europe, considerable evidence of
Paleolithic cultures has come to light since the
War, but much of it is uncertain as to geological

The Upper

Palaeolithic is recognized
on the Yenisei (western Siberia) by G. von
Merhart in the form of Aurignacian and Mag-

antiquity.

dalenian cultures, but the intervening Solutrean
is absent (American Anthropologist, 1923, 21).
The Gobi Desert (Mongolia) contains remains of
Mousterian and Aurignacian types derived from
the Yenisei, and a Proto-Neolithic derived from
some other source (N. C. Nelson, Amer. Anth.,
1926, 305; 1927, 177). The great bend of the
Hwang-ho (Northern China) also contains those
of Mousterian and of Aurignacian types (T. de
Chardin), and southern China those of Mousterian or early Aurignacian industry (Licent
and de Chardin, L'Anthropologie, 35, 201).
Palaeolithic implements with Neolithic aspects
are reported from Tonkin. It is noteworthy that
all these cultures of northern and eastern Asia
are of Upper Palaeolithic type (Mousterian or
later). Earlier types have long been known

from India.

Upper

Palaeolithic finds

have now

been made in Ceylon by F. Sarasin (L'AnthroStone tools of Palaeolithic type
pologie, 36, 75).
have also been found in South Africa, but there
uncertain.

Stra-

tification of Aurignacian over Chellean or
lean tools is reported from Rhodesia

Acheu-

too their geological position

is
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(Jour.

Royal Anthro. Inst., 54). On the other hand
Australia and Oceania seem devoid of evidences
of early occupation.
America has long been searched for such evidences, but all claims of high antiquity have been
disproven or are doubtful. Three sites in North
America investigated since the War have claim
to consideration, however. At Trenton, N. J.,
L. Spier demonstrated the existence of a simple

of possibly terminal Pleistocene age
(Anth. Papers, Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., 22, 167) ;
at Frederick, Okla., are equivocal remains which
0. P. Hay assigns to the first inter-glacial
period (Science, 1928, 160, 371, 442, 184). The
most reputable case thus far presented is a
group of blades of unique type which were found
with fossil bison bones at Folsom, N. M. Their
age is fixed by B. Brown as terminal Pleistoculture

A

cence.
summary of these new extra-European
finds reinforces the prevalent hypothesis that the
earliest remains of man will be found in the

World land-mass, while those
peripheral regions (Scandinavia, northern
Asia, N. America) are all of more recent date.
While the succeeding Neolithic period is classically set off from Paleolithic as profoundly
different because of its lithic technique, G.
Elliot Smith
regards the division of Upper from Lower Palaeolithic as more fundamental (Primitive Man, 1916).
L. Kroeber
(Anthropology, 1923) has pointed out that
stone-grinding as the primary criterion of
Neolithic industry is misleading, since this art
did not appear in Europe until a relatively late
stage in this period. He suggests a better definition of early Neolithic in terms of the bow,
pottery, and the dog. The Neolithic is furthermore the period in which agriculture, domestic
animals, weaving, houses, villages, and monuments first appear, and, as such, foreshadows
the beginnings of historic cultures. Neolithic reheart of the Old
of

A

mains have long been known throughout Europe,
and in general living primitive peoples may be
said to be on a Neolithic level.
Specifically,
Neolithic remains have recently been found in
the Fayum of Egypt, Mesopotamia, Kenya East
Africa), -South Africa, Mongolia, and northern
(

China.

Increasing perspective gained by the finds of
recent years has weaned many from the old doctrine that Egypt and Mesopotamia were in this
period the cradles of all civilization. The
clearer view is that of a series of foci of early
development whose interrelations were quite in-

Egypt and Mesopotamia were but two
stretched northward
and eastward quite to India and China. The
older view was founded in part on the assumptricate.

among many such which

tion that agriculture, a necessity to the rearing
was first practiced in these
great river valleys. On botanical grounds, N.
Vavilov deduces that our cereals are derived

of large social fabrics,

rather from mountainous districts between Abyssinia and Afghanistan (Studies on the Origin of
Cultivated Plants, Leningrad, 192C).
No revolutionary changes have been made in
recent years in our conception of the Bronze and
Iron periods, during which the historic nations
emerged. It is increasingly clear that metal
working in bronze and traits appearing at much
the same time, such as the wheel, wheel-made
pottery, and writing, had their origins in or
near the Near East and spread to the margins
of the Old World land-mass, but not beyond.
Iron, although in general use in the Near East
much later than the earliest bronzes, spread
more rapidly, outstripping bronze in Negro
Africa and in India, reaching Japan via southern Siberia about as early as bronze. It follows
that there were no equivalents of these metallising eras in Australia, Oceania, and the two
Americas. Great stress is laid on the cultural
unity of widely separated areas during these periods by such students as B. Laufer, who insists
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on an old and continuing connection of China
with the Near East ("Some Fundamental Ideas
of Chinese Culture," Jour. Race Development, 5;
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and its relation to present-day primitive cultures
A. L. Kroeber's Anthropology (1923). G. G.
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is

Mac Curdy's Human

Origins (1924) is the best
reference work available in English; M. Ebert's
Reallexikon der Torgeschichte, still in the process
of appearing, is of encyclopaedic range. -R. A.
S. Macalister's systematic Textbook of European
Archeology (1921) and M. C. Burkitt's Prehistory (1921) supplant Osborn, Sollas, etc. V.
G. Childe's Dawn of European Civilisation
(1925) is an excellent summary of post-Palceolithic cultures.
See ETHNOGRAPHY; ETHNOLOGY;

EUGENICS; MAN, PREHISTOBIO RACES OF.
ANTHROPOMETRY. See ANTHROPOLOGY.
ANTI-AIRCRAFT ARTILLERY. See ARTILLERY.

ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUNS.
ANTIBODIES.
ANTIN, MARY

See
See HEREDITY.

SMALL ARMS.

ANTIN GRABATT)
writer on the imShe was born at Polotzk, "Russia, went
to America in 1894, and was educated in the
public schools and the Girls' Latin School of
Boston, Teachers College (Columbia University),
and Barnard College. Her books, especially The
Promised Land (Boston, 1912) and They Who
Knock at Our Gates (Boston, 1914), made an
instant and deep impression by their sincerity,
their idealism,, and the vividness with which she
showed, from her own experience, what America
means to the immigrant. Her other works are
From Polotzk to Boston ( Boston, 1899 ) ; At
School in the Promised Land (selections from
The Promised Land, Boston, 1916), and The Lie
(Boston, 1919).
ANTIOCH COLLEGE.
non-sectarian, coeducational institution at Yellow Springs, Ohio,
founded by Horace Mann in 1853. The student
enrollment increased from 230 in 1913 to 649 in
1928-29; the faculty from 20 to 69 members;
and the library from 12,000 to 29,000 volumes.
In the autumn of 1921, the college was completely reorganized in order to determine what
were the controlling demands and opportunities
of modern life and to furnish in a single orderly
programme those elements of discipline and
training which would best prepare students for
all the relationships of life: personal, social, and
In pursuance of this plan, the colvocational.
lege united, in a single coordinated course of six
years, a liberal college education, guidance in the
choice of a profession or other calling and training for it, and a practical apprenticeship to life
through part-time practical work. Students were
not accepted who desired to confine themselves
The purpose of the
solely to technical training.
programme as established was primarily to
(1881migrant.

).

(MARY

An American

A

*

develop self-reliance and responsibility and to
give the student first-hand acquaintance with
practical life and his own powers. The parttime work also helped him to discover and prepare for his calling and more than cut in two
the cost of a college education. Half the students studied while the other half worked, in
alternate periods of five weeks. More than a
hundred firms codperated with the college in this

The enrollment was limited, and
were maintained between
and faculty. The professional and

programme.
close

relations

very
students
other vocational courses prepared for engineer-

See PROHIBITION.
ANTS. See ENTOMOLOGY, ECONOMIC.
(Fr. Anrers). Belgium's first
port and second largest city (see VOL. I), situated on the right bank of the Scheldt 53 miles
from its mouth and where it is 380 to G30 yards
wide. The population, excluding the suburbs,
was 312,884 on Dec. 31, 1912; 322,857 on the
same date in, 1919; 333,882 in 1920; 304,124 in,
1921; 300,321 in 1922; 300,077 in 1923; 302,159 in 1924; 300,026 in 1925; 300,175 in 1926,
and 300,001 in 1927. On Nov. 11, 1023, the Colonial School at Antwerp, which was founded on
Jan. 11, 1920, and the School of Tropical
Medicine, were united to form the Colonial UniThe old prison, le Steen, has been
versity.
converted into a Museum of Antiquities, its collection including the instruments of torture
which were formerly employed in the prison.
The newly erected Chamber of Commerce has a
unique interior, and the zoological gardens of
Antwerp are considered among the finest in the
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world.

Shipping. Antwerp's ample road and canal
network makes her the shipping centre of Belgium and western Germany. Her port, of which
facilities are being improved, has about 3%
miles of quays 100 yards wide, 20 docks, the
largest being 1050 yards long and 150 yards
wide, 16 of which are for maritime, and four for
inland, shipping. There are seven city dry docks
which repaired 452 ships in 1926. In 1913 the
new North Docks for maritime trade were opened
and by 1927 the quays of these docks were provided with sheds. During the World War, the

was

inactive; at its close, the Belgian merconsisted of 193 ships, 186 of which
were registered with Antwerp as their home port
(Jan. 1, 1920). The net register tonnage of seagoing vessels entering the port was as follows:
14,146,819 in 1913; 10,858,926 in 1920; 12,980,874 in 1921; 15,050,182 in 1922; 17,349,098 in
1923; 19,302,534 in 1924; 20,161,834 in 1925;
22,794,896 in 1926; and 23,490,300 in 1927. The
accompanying -table shows the origin of th&
larger part of this shipping for 1925 and 1926:
city

chant

fleet

1925

*

1926

Net Register Tons

In 1926, 11,599 seagoing ships entered the port
(9971 in 1925), the ten thousandth for the year
entering on November 14, the first time that

that number had ever been reached, and 11,612
ships cleared in 1926. Of river craft, 39,581
with a gauging tally of 11,003,700 tons entered
in 1925, and 41,886 with a gauging tally of 12,027,129 entered in 1926.

ATTZACS

<

History. On Aug. IT, 1914, King Albert and
his government moved to Antwerp and three days
later the Belgian
tensive and very

Army had
modern

retreated to the exfortifications of that

On Sept. 27, 1914, the siege of the city
city.
began, October 6 the Government sailed for Oatend, and on October 10 the city capitulated to
the Germans, who occupied it until the close of
hostilities.
The old paits of the city were not
damaged, the Germans having asked for and received a map of the city before starting the
bombardment. On Nov. 19, 1918, the King and

n,,
j^4.
i
:-~ A-4.
m,~
Queen made a state entry into Antwerp. The
Olympic Games of 1920 were held there from
August 14 to September 10. See OLYMPIC GAMES.
The hundredth anniversary of Belgium's independence was to be celebrated from April to
October, 1930, by an international exposition
held jointly at Antwerp and Lie"ge, the Antwerp

exposition being devoted to the colonies, shipping, agriculture, and Flemish art and the
Liege exposition to the iron and steel industries,
the sciences, and Walloon art.
ANZACS. See WOKLD WAR.
An Italian
).
A3STZILOTTI, M. (1869jurist, president of the Permanent Court of International Justice. He was educated at the
University of Pisa and became professor of international law at the University of Palermo
(1902), the University of Bologna (1904), and
the University of Rome (1911), and a member
of the Permanent Court of Arbitration in 1916.
During the Paris Peace Conference, he served
as legal adviser and technical representative on
the Italian delegation. In 1920-21 he was
Under-Secretary General to the League of Na:
tions.
He was appointed to the Permanent
Court of International Justice in January, 1928.
His principal work is General Theory of the
Responsibility of the State on International Law.

FILIBERTO, DUKE
OF (1869An Italian general, son of
).
Prince Amadeo of Savoy. He commanded the
1st Division at Turin and the 10th Army Corps
at Naples. When the World War began, he was
on the reserve list, but was appointed to command
the 3rd Army and remained in that position till
the end of the War. See WAR IN EUBOPE, under Italian Front,
APES, FOSSIL, gee MAN, PREHISTORIC EACES

AOST'A,

iL-os'ta,

EMANUELE

OF.

APICtTLTTTBE.

See ENTOMOLOG*, ECONOMIC.

APOLLINAIRE, GuiLLAUME

(pseudonym of

A. VON KOSTROWIECKI) (1880-1918). A French
poet and novelist who represented the extreme
modernist tendencies of lesjeunes. As editor of
(1903-04) and Les Soirees de
(1913-18), he influenced both the younger
school of French poetry and cubist
painting, and
hoped to develop an aesthetics which would unite
and
poetry
painting into a single art. His prose
works include Antitradition futuriste, an ex;

of

position

futurist

theory;

L'Enchanteur

Pourissant (1903); Le theatre italien (1910);
L'htresiarque et Compagnie (1912), his prose
masterpiece; Les mamelles de Tiresias,, a realistic
drama (1018); La femme assise, a posthumous

H

novel; and two posthumous miscellanies,
y a
ecdot ue
His poetry includes Alcools
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APPLETOtf, WILLIAM ARCHIBALD

(1859-

A

British Trade Union leader, born at
Nottingham, England. He was a lace maker in
Nottingham until 1896, whes he became secretary
of the Lace Makers' Trade Union.
In 1907 he
was elected secretary of the General Federation
of Trade Unions of Great Britain, and
during the
World War, he was accepted as spokesman for
British labor by the British government, although it was maintained that his organization
was usuiping the powers of the British Trade
Union Congress and the Labor Party. Among
hi s wr jti ngs on industrial economic
subjects are
Unemployment (1923) ; Trade Unionism (1924) ;
and Trade Unions: Their Past, Present and Future (1925).
).

APPONYT,

Sp'p6-nyl, ALBERT,

COUNT (1846-

Hungarian statesmen (see Vol. I). He
served in the Chamber of Deputies during the
World War and was Minister of Education in
the Esterhazy and Wekerle cabinets (1917),
).

but retired in 1918 as a result of the October
revolution. He represented his country at the
Versailles and Trianon Peace Conferences. Later, he took his place in the Lower House of the
newly constituted Hungarian Parliament, and
was chosen speaker. He had a great influence on
Hungarian policy. In 1923 he visited the United
States at the invitation of the Institute of International Education. His later
writings include

Austria-Hungary and the War (1915); The
American Peace and Hungary (1919); Hungarian Foreign Policy (1921) ; EmUkirataim, Hungarian politics from 1872 to 1922 (1922) Memoir* (vol. 1, 1922) Apponyi emlekkonyv
(1926) ;
Die verfassungsrechtliche Entwicklung Ungarns.
speeches delivered in three Dutch universities
(1927), and, with others, Justice for Hungary
;

;

(1928).

See WATER SUPPLY.
peninsula of southwestern Asia.
The area is estimated at 1,000,000 square miles,
the population, from, 6,000,000 to 7,000,000. Because of the nomadic habits of the Bedouin tribes
inhabiting the peninsula, accurate population
figures are impossible. The settled communities are to be found in the oases of central Arabia and in the fertile districts along the coasts.
The boundaries of the various principalities are
ill-defined and the loyalties of the various tribesmen are equally tenuous. The political divisions
in existence in 1929 were: (1) The Kingdom of
the Hedjas and 'Nejd which has an estimated
area
150,000 sq-iare miles and an estimated
of^
population of 900,000. It is the chief principality o f Arabia because of its possession'oFthe'holV
cities of Mecca (population 70,000) and Medina
(population 15,000). The capital is Mecca and
the chief port Jedda (population 25,000). The
gathering of dates forms the leading activity of
the natives; the more important imports are
food stuff's and building materials. Through the
heart of the kingdom runs the Hedjaz railway
with its terminus -at Medina (815 miles), and
it was the possession of this route which rendered Turkish power supreme in western Arabia.
On June 6, 1916, the Sherif Hussein threw ofi
the suzerainty of the Turkish Sultan and aasumed the title of King of the Hediaz. "The
Emirate of NeJ d a d Husa," in central Arabia,
which has an estimated population of 400,000 has
been absorbed by the Kingdom of the
See below, under
Its capital is
(population 20,000). Other" towns are
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dates, textiles, and live stock were produced and
exported to some extent. In 1914 the Emir Ibn

Saud expelled the Turks from Hosa and pushed
his dominions to the borders of the Persian
Gulf.
(2) The Emirate of Jebel Shammar in
central Arabia north of Nejd. The estimated
population is placed at 200,000. The capital is
Hail. In 1920, the emirate was annexed by the
Kingdom of Hedjaz. (3) Asir, a small area on
the Red Sea coast, south of the Hedjaz, with an
estimated population of 1,000,000, also has come
under the control of Ibn Saud.
(4) The Ima~
male of Yemen, at the southwestern extremity
of the peninsula. Its estimated area is 75,000 square miles; estimated population, 2,000,000. The capital, Sanaa, had 25,000 inhabitants; the chief port, Hodeida on the Red Sea,
Mocha is another port. The leading
40,000.
economic resource is coffee, which is exported
through Aden. On the east, the leading principalities are virtually British protectorates,
for Great Britain supported the reigning houses
and controlled their external policies. These
principalities were: (5) The Sultanate of Oman,
in southeastern Arabia, with a coast line of 1000
miles on the Oman and Persian gulfs. Its area
The
is 82,000 square miles ; population, 500,000.
largest cities are Muscat and Matrah, which together have 20,000 inhabitants. Dates are produced and exported, while the imports include
All these enterrice, cotton goods, and coffee.
prises are controlled by British Indians, and
it is with India that intercourse is mainly carried on. The Sultan's independence was guaranteed by Great Britain and France, a step made
necessary by the turbulence of the interior tribes
which recognized the sovereignty of the local
Ibadhi imamate rather than that of the sultanate.
(6) Trucial Oman, on the eastern coast,
made up of five sheikdoms. (7) El Qatar, a
sheikdom on the peninsula of that name, from
which the Turks were driven out in 1913 by the
Emir of Nejd. (8) Bahrein, made up of a group
of islands of which Bahrein Island is the chief.
The ruling sheik is maintained by a British sub(9) The Sultanate of Koweit, in the
sidy.
southeast on the Persian Gulf. It has an estimated population of 50,000. The town of Koweit is of considerable importance and most of
In 1914 the
its trade is carried on with India.
Sultan renounced the sovereignty of Turkey
and threw in his lot with the Allies. The present ruler is subsidized by the British government. The remaining political divisions are:
(10) The Protectorate of Aden (see ADEN) ; (11 )
The Kingdom of Transjordania (see TRANS JORDANIA). Irak, Syria, and Palestine also are
Arab lands, though situated north of the Arabian peninsula. Consult articles under those
titles.

Explorations. The War greatly retarded the
exploration and subsequent mapping of the
country, so that it is doubtful whether much
more was known of this land in 1029 than in
1914. While some new knowledge was acquired
of the topography and social and economic life
of Asir and Yemen, the only real advances were
made in central Arabia and in the Hedjaz Kingdom. The outstanding achievement was the
work of H. St. J. B. Philby, who, in 1917, on his
way to the court of the powerful Emir of Nejd,
and
penetrated into the heart of central Arabia
thus was the fif at European in 100 years to cross
from sea to sea. His journey lay from Ojair on
the Persian Gulf to Jedda on the Red Sea, by

way of Hofub, Rivadh, and Taif. In the following year, he journeyed into the southern
provinces of Nejd, laying his course from Riyadh
Dam, the capital of the little-known Wadi
Dawasir. As a result of these activities, cartographers were able to settle more accurately the
locations of such places as Riyadh, Hair, SulaiHis discoveries of a large lake
yil, and Dam.
near Laila and of several reservoirs were of
other travelers
particular importance. Two
achieved notable success. In 1914 Miss Gertrude
M. L. Bell (1868-1920) and Capt. W. H. I.
Shakespear each added 1500 miles of survey by
to

their observations.
The latter, in a three and
one-half months' journey just before the outbreak of the War, crossed Arabia by a northern
route, traversing 1200 of the total 1810 miles,
through country hitherto unknown to Europeans.
line lay from Koweit, on the Persian Gulf,
to Kuntilla, the first Egyptian outpost in Sinai.
Shakespear was killed in January, 1915, in a
clash between forces of Ibn Saud and Ibn Rash id.
During war operations, British military and
naval officers carried on extensive researches in
the Hedjaz.

His

Communications and Trade. The only railway in Arabia is still the Hedjaz line, though

the construction of two branch lines has been
considered. The first is to run from Medina
to Mecca (280 miles) and the second from Maan
to Akaba on the Red Sea. Internal communications are carried on by means of the native
caravan routes, the most important of which is
the transpeninsular track from Zobeir to Jedda
by way of Boreida and Mecca (913 miles). Economically, the activities of the Arabs are devoted
largely to the satisfaction of their local needs.
Cereals are cultivated, and camel, horse, and ass
rearing is carried on to some extent. Articles of
export include dates, hides, coffee, pearls, and
the native butter; imports are made up of cotton goods and foodstuffs. On the western coast,
the important ports of call are Aden, Hodeida,
Jedda, Mocha, and Jeizan; on the eastern coast,
Muscat, Manama, and Koweit. The only ports
carrying on a considerable commerce with Europe and the East are Aden and Manama, which
are the entrepots for Arabia.
History. The story of Arabia, since 1914',
may be divided into two phases : the first that of
the ascendancy of the British in Arabian affairs, exerted largely through the control of the
King of the Hedjaz; the second that of the passing of this influence with the growing suspicion
of British purposes and the impressive rise to
power of the Emir Ibn Saud, leader of the native
Wahabi movement. Arabs had looked coolly on
the Pan-Turanian movement before the War;
what nativist sentiment there was was largely
centred in the idea of an Arab empire free from
Turkish control. At one pole was thus the ambition of the Ottoman Sultan to absorb Arabia
completely; at the other stood the aspirations of
the various local leaders to head a nationalistic
movement. It was the ability on the part of the
British to capitalize this discontent that saved
Arabia from a holy war and freed British possessions in Arabia and East Africa, as well as India, from the threat of serious Ottoman attack.
In Hussein, the Sherif of Mecca, the British found
the key to the situation, for in 1915 they succeeded in making a treaty with him which guaranteed the establishment of an independent Arab
state under the Sherifian family for the support
Thus buttressed
of the war against the Turks*
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to 1913 had
fought in the Turkish cause, threw off his allegiance to the Sultan and in June, 1916, deIn December, he asclared his independence.
sumed the title of King of the Hedjaz; in the
next year, he was recognized by the Allies. The
Anglo-French declaration of Nov. 8, 1918, renewed the promise of Arab independence; the
Hedjaz was represented at the Peace Conference
by Hussein's ambitious son, the Emir Feisal;
and in 1920 the country gained admittance into
the League of Nations. But after 1920, it was
perceptible that neither was Hussein a dominating power in the Arab world nor was it at all
to be a
likely that Hedjaz would ever grow
united Arab kingdom. In the first place, PanArab ideals envisaged the incorporation of the
Sudan, Syria, Palestine, and Mesopotamia with
Arabia, an amalgamation which Great Britain
and France were prepared actively to oppose.
By the Sykes-Picot agreement of 1916 and the
Balfour Declaration of November, 1917, the

by British arms, Hussein, who up

French and British had indicated their interest
in Mesopotamia, Syria, and Palestine, which they

took as mandates when the War was over, regardless of Pan-Arab protests. To some extent,
however, the British government was willing to
utilize Hussein's aspirations.
Accordingly, two
of Hussein's sons were given thrones. Emir Feisal was established in Iraq (see MESOPOTAMIA)
and Emir Abdullah in Korak, or Transjordania
The British adminis(see TRANS J-ORDAKTA).
tration in India vigorously opposed the extension
of Sherifian power because of the Moslem objection to seeing the Holy Places in the hands of an
admittedly
ever,

when

JBritish-controlled kingdom. How*
in 1924 the Turkish Nationalists

abandoned the caliphate (q.v.) Sherifianism was
strengthened and King Hussein not only revived
his political ambitions but aspired to the caliphate also.
But the Arabs of central Arabia looked askance at a dynasty which they believed was so
obviously being used as a pawn by British imperialism, and increasingly pinned their hopes on
Nejd as the nucleus of Arab nationalism and on
Ibn Saud, its Emir, as their leader. In 1914
Ibn Saud allied himself with Great Britain and

waged war against his neighbor to the north,
Ibn Rashid, Emir of Jebel Shammur, who had
espoused the cause of the Turks. By 1918 he
was master of central Arabia and, in the years
following the War, he consolidated his position.
Hussein's pretentions to the caliphate he regarded with indifference, and when in 1924 Hussein, after a visit to Amman, his son's capital
in Transjordania, began to style himself King of
Arabia, Ibn Saud replied bluntly that he was
not acceptable to central Arabia in such a
r61e.
Hussein's power rapidly declined. Although he was proclaimed caliph by Arabian Mohammedans on March 7, 1924, and also by a
meeting of Arab dignitaries in Mecca late in the
summer, his claim received only indifferent support outside of Arabia or was actually opposed.
He signed a treaty of friendship with Soviet
Russia, but refused to sign a proposed treaty
with England because it sanctioned by inference
the retention of British control over Palestine.
When Ibn Saud attacked Hedjaz in September,
1924, after his forces had been repulsed by
British arms in attacks on the British mandatories, Transjordania and Irak, Hussein's appeal
for help was denied by the British. On Oct. 4,
1924, Hussein was forced to abdicate in favor of
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his son Ali, who at once evacuated Mecca. Ibn
Saud's forces advanced on Mecca and captured it.
Ali retreated to Jedda, the seaport, where he received some aid from his brothers and prepared
for a siege. The Wahabi forces reached the city
on Jan. 23, 1925, and remained encamped around
it until June, when it was temporarily abandoned.
During nearly the whole of 1925, the situation
was that of a stalemate between the opposing
forces.

The annual pilgrimage

to

Mecca was

by the state of war, pilgrims from India being landed only after the
British had sent a warship to Rabegh. In August, Ibn Saud attacked the Holy City of Medina
and the report spread that he had desecrated
it with a bombardment which injured the tomb
drastically curtailed

Mohammed itself. He denied the charge,
saying that he had no cannon, but it was later
effective in weakening his prestige and affecting
his claims to the caliphate. King All's resistance grew weaker and on December 20 he abdicated, leaving the whole Kingdom of Hedjaz to
Ibn Saud. An agreement between Great Britain
and Ibn Saud fixing the Transjordania-Nejd
frontier was published December 23.
Ibn Saud proceeded to consolidate his posiOn Jan. 11, 1926, he was proclaimed King
tion.
of the Hedjaz at Mecca and was presently recognized as such and as Sultan of Nejd by the
leading powers having interests in Arabia, except
Italy and Egypt. He turned his attention at
once to smoothing the path for the throngs of
pilgrims coming annually to Mecca, providing for
their comfort and reducing the costs of the
pilgrimage. In order to advance these objects
still further and to consider other Moslem problems, he called a Pan-Moslem Congress at Mecca.
It met June 6 and was attended by Sunni Mohammedans from most of the Moslem world. In
June and July, it discussed questions of hygiene
and sanitation, hospital and medical services,
transportation, etc., in connection with the annual pilgrimages, and considered a constitution
for similar annual meetings in Mecca as well
as for an executive committee consisting of representatives from various Moslem countries.
In August, King Ibn Saud promulgated a constitution for the Hedjaz which proclaimed the
country a monarchy with capital at Mecca,
While the King, in accordance with Moslem
custom, was given absolute power, the constitution also provided for local and regional councils.
Recognition of Ibn Saud's dominating position
in Arabia prevented much further friction. In
October, 1926, the Idrisi Emir of Asir, to the
south of Hedjaz, placed himself under the proof

tection of Ibn

Saud on terms which made him

partically a vassal, and later Ibn Saud extended
his authority over a number of tribal chiefs.
The agreement with the Emir of Asir almost
brought armed conflict with the Imam of Yemen,
who also had ambitions for the control of Asir,
but British and Italian influence prevented hostilities.

On May

20, 1927,

a treaty with Great Britain

was signed at Jedda by which that country

rec-

independence of Ibn Saud's government and various matters relating to the
frontiers of his territory and of the British protectorates were arranged. King Ibn Saud also
agreed to do what he could to suppress the slave
trade.
In November, 1927, a Wahabi raid led by
Mazid Ibn Dawish into Irak was reported, with
loss of life on both sides.
The raid was said
ognized the
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to be due to the establishment of a police post
at Busiyah, 75 miles north of the frontier,
against which Ibn Sand had protested. This and
later raids caused much general uneasiness, with
suggestions of possible war between the British
and the Arab Kingdom. But the difficulties apparently arose from the restlessness of unruly
tribes on the border and the good relations between the governments remained undisturbed.
On Jan. 21, 1929, Wahabi raiders fired on a

party of Americans between Basra and Koweit,

an American missionary, the Rev. Henry
Bilkerd. British airplanes bombed the raiding
party, which, apparently, was made up of tribesmen hostile to Ibn Saud who wished to involve
him in difficulties with foreign countries.
killing

While Ibn Saud was extending his dominion
over nearly all Arabia, the Imam Yahya of
Yemen, spiritual head of the Zaidi sect, maintained his position of independence and attained
a prestige second only to that of the conqueror
of Hedjaz. During the war, he threw in his lot
with the Turks and caused the British in the
Aden protectorate much trouble. At the end of
the war, Hodeida was occupied for a while by
British troops. In 1921 the Idrisi captured that
port and held it until 1925, when the Imam
Yahya of Yemen drove them out. His relations
with the British continued less than friendly
after the war. In 1919 a British mission was
captured and held for several months. His action in occupying a stretch of territory in the
hinterland of the Aden protectorate was the
source of friction with the British and, in order
to come to terms, a British mission visited him
at the close of 1925. It was unsuccessful, and
a second mission in the following summer likewise failed, as the Imam refused to surrender
the disputed land. Italy, however, signed a
treaty with him (1926) in which that country
recognized his independence and promised commercial and industrial aid. The next year, a
mission from Yemen visited Italy and it was
reported that it had arranged a secret treaty
providing for Italian aid, through the furnishing of arms and otherwise, and still further
strengthening the understanding between the
two governments.
ARBITRATION, IN INDUSTBIAL DISPUTES.
See LABOR ARBITRATION.
).
ARBOS, ENRIQUE FERNANDEZ (1863A distinguished Spanish' violinist and conductor (see VOL. i). During the season of 1903-4
he was concert master of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, Returning to Madrid, lie settled
there permanently as conductor of the Orquesta
Sinfonica and professor of violin at the Ateneo.
In 1928 he revisited the United States as guestconductor of the New York Symphony Orchestra,
and again the next year as guest-conductor of
the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
ARCHAEOLOGY. Egypt perhaps less than
any other country felt the impact of the World
War, so that here there was a more consistent
development of work than elsewhere. At Abydos
in 1014, behind the West wall of Seti's temple
was found what is probably the mystic tomb of
Osiris.
This is an underground structure, thirty
It may be
feet below the level of the temple.
described as a rectangular hall about 60 x 100
There are three
feet with walls 20 feet thick.
aisles separated by huge monolith piers 8 and a
half feet square and 15 feet in height, 5 on each
side of the central aisle. These piers support
an enormous architrave, 6 feet in height, which
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in turn carries a ceiling of granite blocks G feet
in thickness. In 1917 the expedition sent out
by the University of Pennsylvania investigated
at Gizeh the ancient necropolis near the pyramid
of Cheops.
It was found that the tombs belonged to princes and lesser officials. The burials took the form of shaft graves.
From one

tomb was recovered an inscription containing the
cartouches of Cheops, Chephren, and Dedefra,,
which established the fact that these kings followed each other in the order given.
The most consistent work, at least in continuity of exploration, was that of the Metropolitan
of Art, of New York City, which from

Museum

1910 investigated its chosen site at Thebes. In
1918 it carried to completion the excavation of
the palace city of Amenhotep III. On this site
in 1922 was discovered one of the most important
demotic papyri yet found. It throws light on
the history of Egypt during the period 309-246
B.C.
During his work at Illahun in 1920, in
which he cleared the 12th dynasty pyramid and
its surroundings, Petrie came most unexpectedly
on a small undisturbed prehistoric cemetery
which contained about one hundred burials. Practically every stage was represented from the open
grave to the shaft tomb. In all, 30 different
types were counted. One of the most interesting
finds of the year 1920 was the discovery of the
llth dynasty tomb of Mehenkwetre. It lay to
the south of Deir el-Bahari. In the monument
was a small chamber which contained a complete set of funerary models of gardens with
covered walks, slaughter
pools, fruit trees,
houses, carpenter shops, breweries, bakeries; in
fact there was found the complete equipment of

a princely house.
In 1921 the Egypt Exploration Fund resumed
its work at Tel el-Amarna.
This had been interrupted by the War. Had the town no other
claim to distinction than its association with
the name of Akhenaten it would still be interBut excavations showed that it presents
esting.
a beautiful illustration of organized town-

One of the most interesting discovwas that in some instances the streets
reached a width of 180 feet. The digging af-

planning.
eries

forded much information as to the character
of the private houses of the Egyptians. Of
course, in this case the houses were for the use
of workmen, and, doubtless for economy, they
were arranged according to one plan; yet it may
be assumed from that very fact that the plan
was usual. It showed in the centre of the house
a square living room with its clerestory. In this
room was a large clay brazier for heating and an
ablution slab for the ceremonial washing of
hands and feet. The work of the succeeding
year, 1922, was concentrated on the workmen's village, the main city, the river temple, and the
precinct of the south pool. From this campaign
was derived an excellent idea of a princely villa.
About the time of this discovery, Petrie was doing interesting work a mile or so distant from
the Royal Tombs at Abydos. Here it was found
that each king had laid out a great square of
graves about 240 x 400 feet. In this area were
discovered some 500 graves in which was evidence of the practice of human sacrifice. Apparently, at the death of a potentate, court
officials were buried alive with their master.
One might imagine that such a custom must
have had a depressing effect on the desire to
hold office. The dates of the interments are
ranged from the 3d to the 5th dynasty, that is to

94
say, 5437-5363 B.C.

Among

the objects found

King Zet. Many bone
arrow heads and neatly trimmed flints were rewas an ivory comb

of
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sults at the end of this period had not been conOne particular bit of evidence for the
clusive.
is the disstory of prehistoric Greece at least

a treaty
covery of an inscription which records
Atreus of
The most spectacular discovery since Theo- between a certain Hittite King and
document important
dore N. Davis's finding of the tomb of Youa and Mycenae. Not only is this
for establishing contact between the Greek mainTouya was the opening of the rockcut tomb of
Tutankhamen (q.v.) by Lord Carnarvon and land and the coast of Asia Minor, but also it
Howard Carter in the Valley of the Tombs of strengthens the value of Homer as a historical
document. Work at Nippur produced new tabKings at Luxor in 1922. Here below the tomb
of the creation and the
of Rameses VI was uncovered the opening of lets narrating the stories
histhe tomb of this king. A flight of stairs led deluge. With amazing rapidity, the early
down to two rock-hewn chambers which were tory of Mesopotamia is being revealed by finds at
The in- Kish and Ur. In the latter place, among the
literally crammed with golden treasure.
those of the year
trinsic value of the find, estimated at $40,000,- most remarkable finds were
1928 which brought to light the grave of the
000, is astounding enough MI itself. The tomb
was a revelation of the luxurious life of an King and his Queen Shib-ad. The amount of
treasure found in this latter *s tomb speaks
Egyptian king in the second millennium B.C. gold
the fourth millen1350). Owing to differences between the vividly of the luxury in Ur in
(e.
westward into Palestine, the
Egyptian government and Mr. Carter, who car- nium B.C. Moving
ried on the work after the sudden death of diggings of the English at Bethshemish threw
Lord Carnarvon, the exploration of the tomb some light on the origin of the Philistines, who
was interrupted, but work was resumed in appear to have been a people penetrating from
1923. Every year since then has witnessed the Mediterranean area.
The establishment of the American School at
new finds of great importance. During the
winter of 1927-28, the fourth and last chamber Jerusalem has produced results which help to
clear up the early history of this part of Paleswas opened.
As far back as 1911, the Archaeological Survey tine. Much of this work has centred in Jerusaof Nubia showed a certain correlation of the lem itself.
Greece was the scene of renewed archaeological
culture of this land with that of early Egypt.
So far as can be made out, the indigenous popu- activity at the close of the War, as well as
lation of the Nile Valley was closely related to the islands of the JEgean, and the eastern shores
In the course of time, this of the Mediterranean. In 1922 the American
this Nubian stock.
School of Classical Studies, in association with
primitive civilization was overrun by the invasion of a race which seems to have come in from the Fogg Art Museum of Harvard University,
Asia and to have begun this dynastic history of began explorations at Rhodes. At Colophon, the
Egypt. As if in retribution, this Nubian stock French had been engaged in excavating. At the
covered.

appears to have returned, at a much later date, latter place evidences of geometric culture, probto its ancient dominion of the Nile Valley. This ably of the sixth century, were discovered, and
at one place a Mycenaean beehive tomb was
is borne out by the results of the expedition sent
to Nubia in 1921 by Harvard University and the found, which shows that about 1000 B.C. the
Boston Museum of Pine Arts. At Napata, the culture of Ionia was about the same as that of
explorers examined royal cemeteries and at Nuri the JEgean and the Greek mainland. As in
a group of pyramids belonging to kings and Egypt, considerable of the archaeological work in
queens who lived in the years 660-250 B.C. Not Greece was connected with the problem of the
the least interesting event was the uncovering prehistory of the country. For a long time it
of the burial chamber of Tihaqa, who is men- had been the concern of scholars to discover the
tioned in Isaiah. From the data collected by the source from which came the pre-Mycenscan stock.
As early as 1912, Wace and Thompson worked
it is fairly well established that this
expedition,
Ethiopian people, of Libyan origin, entered the in Thessaly and were able to establish that, at
land about 900 B.C. and eventually became the least in that part of Greece, the inhabitants had
penetrated into the peninsula from the North.
conquerors of Egypt.
Asia Minor, because of the operations of the In this early period, contact with the southern
War, was a less profitable archaeological field Mycenaean culture of the Mediterranean was not
than Egypt. The Meaopotamian Valley became established until well on toward the close of
a seat of war and the great excavations inaugu- the Bronze Age. This pro-Mycenaoan civilization
rated by the Germans at Babylon in the last was latterly given the somewhat vague name of
years of the nineteenth century by Koldewey Helladic. That the people represented by this
came to a close with the opening of hostilies. culture penetrated gradually southward until
The resumption of archaeological work through- they overran Greece is proved by Blegen's disout this territory was tardy. In a measure, the coveries at Korakou, not far from Corinth.
delay was occasioned by the manifest hostility From the evidence already accumulated it would
of the Turks toward Western people. In 1020 appear that this Helladic culture represented
the British Museum resumed its work at Car- what might be called the original civilization of
chemish, which had .been interrupted in 1914. the Greek mainland and that its creators conThe efforts of the excavators were concentrated tinued in control of the country until, fairly
upon the site of the double ring of the city walls. early in the second millennium before our era, the
On the land side, all the gates, the fortifications race represented so well in the remains in Crete
of the acropolis, and the great river wall were and later at Tiryns and Mycenae invaded from
cleared out. On this site of Carchemish were dis- the Mediterranean, and conquering the native
covered a number of Hittite tombs and certain stock, made themselves overlords and gave us
other archaeological material belonging to this what we call Mycenaean culture. The use of
race.
All evidence illuminating this mysterious the term Helladic indicates an effort to discover
people is welcome, but in spite of attempts to a name which will describe more accurately
show an Indo-European source for the race, re- than Mycenaean or Minoan that culture which in
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the days of the florescence of Mycenae, to use deepest stratum, third from the top, manr iars
the words of one of its inventors, Dr. Blegen, ex- were found containing the bones of ch'ildren
tended "from Thessaly to southern Laconia and whose ages ranged from four months to twelve
from Thoricus to Pylos." The name, as can be years, grim evidence of the human sacrifice pracThe
seen, is intended more closely to fit the breadth ticed in the name of the goddess Tanit.
of culture which obtained in early Greece than date of these remains is about SCO B.C. So
any local or dynastic name could. This culture, far as can be made out, Carthage was a flourishor rather the period covered by this name, fol- ing Egyptian colony at the time Dido was suplows upon the Neolithic Age in Greece. It is posed to be building it. Egypt had established
synonymous with the Age of Bronze. Its dates a settlement there some 500 years before the
are about 2500 B.C. to 1200 B.C. Since it is a coming of the Phoenicians.
One notable discovery was made in 1021, when
period in which dates are all too vague, it has
been found convenient to divide it, as in Crete, an important hypogeum was located outside
into three divisions, known respectively as Early Porto Maggiore. The building dates from the
Helladic (2500-2000), Middle Helladic (2000- end of the second or early in the third century
1600), and Late Helladic (1600-1150?). Late of the Christian era. In the upper part is a
Helladic is meant to be synonymous with Myce- sepulchral chamber down to which, leads a stairnaean.
This was the time when the power of case that ends on a landing just outside the
Minoan Crete had extended northward and over- room. The main chamber is 15 x 17 feet and
come the indigenous culture which, developing on has a vaulted roof with an opening for light in
the mainland, had stemmed from the North be- the middle. Besides the two main rooms, there
are several galleries. After the close of the
fore the coming of the JEgean folk.
Wace, who had previously worked in Thessaly, War, excavations were pushed at Ostia and
showed by work at Mycense that this place was Pompeii. In addition to this, many smaller, tinalready inhabited at the close of the Neolithic important places had been more or less spasmodiAge and became a flourishing city about 2000- cally dug. Possibly the most interesting work
1500 B.C. He discovered that the famous cir- was in connection with the excavations at Pomcle of graves within the Lion Gate belonged to peii, where not only much interesting material
His examination of the palace made was actually recovered but much that would
this time.
otherwise have been lost was saved by the skillit clear that the structure was much more elaborate than had previously been believed. It ap- ful use of plaster poured into the natural molds
obpeared that, after Cnossus fell, the city was made by the volcanic deposit on the various
In this way, it was possible
fortified by a wall which was also carried jects covered by it.
around the famous circle of graves. At that to restore the appearance of such things as house
and
time, the ground was leveled, the circle of slabs doors, even to the bronze hinges, the nails,
was
erected, and new gravestones put in place to the very grain of the wood. The same care
mark the site of the original burials. These displayed in the reconstruction of houses, with
tombs belong to an earlier dynasty than that the result that in several places it was possible
balconies and
represented by the beehive tombs. To return to to reconstruct the overhanging
the palace, Wace found that the structure, which the window frames of the fronts of houses in
dates 1400-1100 B.C., is of the megaron type. such a way that much of the original appearance
Under it were traces of first or second Late Hel- of the street was obtained. At Syracuse, exladic culture (1600-1400). To this latter time cavations were conducted on the site of the
Athene. Under the foundations of the
belong the circle of graves which continued in temple of
use until 1400 B.C. Under the present palace building, the Italians discovered traces of preremains were those of an earlier palace dating Hellenic settlement. These remains were sucabout 2200-1800 B.C. This structure, older than ceeded by early colonial Greek remains.
Of late, Italy has come back with enormous
the palace at Tiryns, was later replaced by one
work. The most
belonging to the first Late Helladic period, and enthusiasm, to archaeological
that in turn by one much larger. This one impressive undertaking is the clearing of the site
recalls the buil'ding at Cnossus and helps to of Herculaneum, which because of the great
show the relationship of this culture with that depth of deposit, is most arduous. The draining
of Crete. The accumulated evidence makes it of Lake Nemi undertaken to recover the pleasure
clear that the earliest settlement on the site ships sunk there is another engineering feat to
In Spain, France, Enggoes back to the beginnings of the Bronze Age. the credit of the Italians.
The place became important in the period reach- land, and Germany, discoveries of minor impormade from time to time, usually
ing from 1800 to 1600 B.C. By the year 1300, tance have been
Mycen had become the chief city of that part unpremeditatedly. See ETHNOLOGY.
of Greece and so continued until the coming of
).
ARCHER, GLEASON LEONARD (1880An American lawyer, educator, and author, born
the Dorians.
at
Boston
Uniis
and
educated
at
Great
of
The most recent contribution
Pond, Me.,
importance
the excavation of the site of Olynthus by Dr. versity and the university law department
Much
Robinson of Johns Hopkins University.
(LL.B., 1906). He was admitted to the Massalie
light has been thrown on Greek history of the chusetts bar in 1906; in the same year,
founded the Suffolk Law School and became dean
fifth and fourth centuries B.C.
At Carthage, notable work was done by the and treasurer. He was appointed chief arbitra'French, who excavated two Punic temples and tor by the State of Massachusetts in the Springa Punic acropolis dating about 700 B.C. Near field street railway dispute of 1914. In 1926
the Punic parts of the city was discovered the Atlanta Law School, Atlanta, Ga., conferred an
temple of Tanit in the midst of a field which honorary LL.D. upon him. He is author of
was practically covered with votive inscriptions Law Office and Court Procedure (1910), Ethical
Law of Conset up in her honor and to Baal Ammon. Un- Obligations of the Lawyer (1910)
der these inscriptions was uncovered a bed of tracts (1911); Law of Agency (1915); Law of
urns containing the bones of birds and sheep Torts (1916); Equity and Trusts (1918); Law
as well as those of a few children. In the of Evidence (1919); Introduction to the Study
;
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Law (1919) ; Building a School (1919) ;
Lav? of Real Property (1923) ; Criminal Law
The Im(1923) ; Wills and Prolate (1925) and

of

Task (1926).

possible

(1856-1924). An EngShortly before
lish dramatic critic ( see VfL. II ) .
his death, Mr. Archer ventured into play writWar is War appeared in 1919, The Green
ing.
Goddess in 1921, and The Old Drama and the
New in 1923. His plays are considered relathan his critical
tively of much less importance
work.
) .
ARCHIBALD, RAYMOND CLARE ( 1875-

ARCHER, WILLIAM

and auprofessor of mathematics
eduthor, horn in Colchester County, N. S., and
cated at the University of Mount Allison, N. B.,
Harvard University, the University of Berlin,
the University of Strassburg, the Sorbonne, and
of Rome. He began his career in
the

An American

University

of mathematics at Mount
Allison Ladies' College and Acadia University,
and in 1908 was called to Brown University,
Providence, R. I. He was promoted to professor
in 1923. He was elected member of the Council
of the American Mathematical Society in 1918,
and librarian in 1921. In 1922 Professor Archibald became president and in 1923 trustee of the
Mathematical Association of America. In 1922
the University of Padua conferred on him the
honorary title of doctor. Besides contributing exand reviews
tensively to mathematical journals

Canada as professor

Europe and America, he is author of The
Cardioid and Borne of Its Related Curves
A Bibliography of the Life and Works
(1900)
of Simon Newcomb (1905 and 1924); Carlyle's
First Love, Margaret Gordon, Lady Bannerman
(1910); Mathematical Instruction in France
(1910); Euclid's Book on Divisions of Figures
with a Restoration (1916); The Training of
Teachers of Mathematics for the Secondary
in

;

Schools of the Countries Represented in the International Commission on the Teaching of
Mathematics (1918); Benjamin Peirce, 18091880 (1925); and Bibliography of Egyptian
Mathematics (1927). He was editor of the Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society,
1914-20, and of the American Mathematical
Monthly, 1917-18, and editor-in-chief of the latHe became associate editor of
ter, 1919-21.
Revue Semestrielle des Publications Mathtmatiques in 1921,

and

of Isis in 1924.

ALEKSANDB PORFIBIEVICH
A Russian sculptor, esteemed the
(1887).
foremost of radical modernists. He was born at
Kiev, studied two years at the Moscow Art
School, and went to Paris at 20. He was influenced by the Byzantine art of his native land, the
monumental sculpture of Egypt and archaic
Greece, the Gothic, which he studied in the
Louvre, and Central American carvings. Rejecting- Cubism, he aimed to achieve pure, abstract
sculpture independent of natural form. His figures were slender and rhythmic, the heads unfinished and small. One of his innovations was to
hollow out the parts of the figure he wished to
emphasize, which the imagination, of the spectator was expected to fill; another was "sculDtopaintings" in which wood, metals, and papiermache* were combined in decorative panels. His
school at Paris was dispersed by the World War
during which he worked at Nice. In 1921 he removed to Berlin, where he established an important school, and in 1924 to the United States. He
is represented in many Continental museums, including Berlin, Vienna, Frankfort, and Rotter-
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dam, Nisaka in Japan, and the Societe Anonyme
in New York. Consult his biography by Hans
Hildebrandt (Berlin, 1923).

ARCHITECTS, THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF.
The national organization of the American architectural profession. Delegates from the chapters
(which numbered 58 in 1928) assembled in annual convention constitute the highest authority
in the organization and elect the officers and directors and determine all policies of the Insti-

tute in professional matters. The Institute was
founded to organize and unite in fellowship the
architects of the United States, to promote the
aesthetic, scientific, and practical efficiency of the
profession, and to spread an understanding of
art and service among the people. Its activities
include efforts to improve and extend architectural education in universities and in the lower
schools; it sponsors and works for proper laws
for the registration of architects in various
states ; and maintains a public information service to give the prospective builder the financial
as well as the aesthetic service of the architect.
The sixty-first annual convention was held in
1928, at which time the Board of Directors reported that Maurice Chauchon, of Paris, was in
the United States to study, as the second appointee of the association under the conditions of
the French Traveling Fellowship, made possible
through the gift of Julian Clarence Levi, of

New

York.

Institute, under the direction of its Committee on the Plan of Washington and Environs,
continued its campaign of urging upon Congress
the desirability of effecting certain improvements
to insure the future greatness of the national
capital; the Committee on Education sponsored
art courses given under a grant of the Carnegie
Corporation, by which the Institute received
$10,000, making it possible for the committee in
1928 to invite 20 colleges to send their best art
teachers to take an intensive course in the fine
arts at the Fogg Museum at Harvard University,
These instructors, in turn, were to reproduce
such instruction for their students during the
following year, in an effort to educate the public

The

a more intelligent interest in, and knowledge
and appreciation of, architecture and the other

to

fine arts. An annual feature of the national convention, in addition to the reports of the various
committees, was the numerous lectures and addresses on architecture and related subjects. An
important phase of the Institute's work was the
attention it gave to the development of a plan
to bring about working collaboration between the
architect, the landscape architect, the painter,
the sculptor, and the craftsman.
By 1928, more than 3000 of the 10,000 practicing architects in the United States were members of the Institute; the initiation fee was
raised from $20 to $25 in 1927, which was in addition to the yearly membership fee of $25. In
1928 the endowment fund of the Institute
amounted to approximately $75,000, the income
from which was devoted to the maintenance of
The Octagon House in Washington; the property
and funds totaled $338,625.87, of which $46,-'
176.16 belonged to the Waid Education Fund, the
income being used to defray expenses of lecturers
sent o,ut to various States and to preparatory
schools. The headquarters of the Institute are
at The Octagon, Washington, D.C. Next to

Mount Vernon and

Monticello,

The Octagon

is

probably the finest of the old colonial nomes
near Washington having historical significance.
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nent architect, and built in 1798 for Colonel William Tayloe; after the burning of the White
House in 1814, it was occupied by President
Madison and his wife, Dolly Madison, during
1814 and 1815, while the White House was being
restored. The Treaty of Ghent which concluded
the War of 1812 was ratified by President Madison in the Round Room of The Octagon on Feb.
17, 1815.

ARCHITECTURE.

All over the world, the
vital and deepseated changes in architectural thinking and
criticism.
They have been years, if not definitely
of progress, at least of a movement toward novelty whose speed, in comparison with style
last

few years have witnessed

changes of the past, is amazing. In nearly all
the European countries, the most important architectural buildings since the World War have
been built in some sort of what is loosely
called "modernistic" style ; that is, a style which
as far as possible disregards past traditions and
attempts to create in accordance with the mechanical nature of modern materials and the
technical and commercial basis of modern life.
to about 1924, this movement had but little
effect in America; but since the Exposition des
Arts Decoratifs in Paris in 1925, there has occurred in the United States, also, a surprising
swing to the left. At first, this movement was
literary and commercial ; it was boomed in books
and by certain large shops out to develop a new
market. Yet it caught the popular fancy. "Modernistic" interiors filled the decorating columns
of Sunday supplements. "Modernistic" stage sets
decorated the most expensive reviews at the
theatres; modernism grew fashionable.
The effects of this were felt immediately
throughout the architectural world, and even the
usually conservative architectural press first
grew tolerant and then in large part wildly, and
rather non-critically, enthusiastic. Moreover, this
movement came just i t a time when the public

Up

was becoming more and more architecturally
conscious and being fed with an unprecedented
number of popular books on architecture. Edwin
Avery Park's New Backgrounds for & New Age
and the American publication of Le Corbusier's
Towards a Neto Architecture are typical. Both
of these works are obsessed with the idea of
machinery and its effect upon modern life; both
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was designed by William Thornton, an emi-

It

new. It is this class of designers who first
produced the art nouveau in France in the nineties. Its most characteristic modern exponents
are to be found in America in some of the followers of Louis Sullivan. In France, this moveelse,

ment has produced some of
work through the medium

its

most attractive

such brilliant
craftsmen as Brandt, in iron, and Ruhlman, in
furniture. The third group consists of those who
are "modernist" to be fashionable; this class embraces that myriad legion of inadequate and
worse craftsmen and artists who are born to
follow and not to lead.
In addition, there are, of course, the really
creative designers who transcend all these classes
and absorb and transmute into a new synthesis
not only the science and the novelty but also
all the tradition which is still alive. It is to such
as these that we must look for the creation of
of

great architecture.

The

chief characteristics of

modern

architec-

ture so created today may be summarized as
follows :
First, structural honesty. This implies a
soundness of conception in the building as a
whole, so that supporting members shall seem to
support, etc.
Second, regard for material. This means not
only that materials shall be used in a manner
conformable to their qualities but also an eager
quest for the most perfect material for each use
and a continual effort to get out of new materials, frequently mechanically manufactured,
the greatest possible decorative effect. The use
of brickwork in much of the recent radical building in Holland and Germany is characteristic.
Third, independence. This quality means that
the designer of a building should approach every
problem in it unprejudiced by stylistic bias. It
has led, among other things, to the development
of vertical lines and the omission of cornices in
American high buildings a'nd, in Germany, to the
nervous balancing of vertical lines and horizontal bands so characteristic of the work of Eric
Mendelssohn.
Fourth, novelty in decorative detail. It is in
this matter that there is the greatest divergence
of opinion. Naturalistic ornament is common,
especially in America, as in the arcade of the
New York Telephone Building, 1926, by McKenzie, Voorhees & Gxnelin, now Voorhees, Gmelin & Walker, or the bronze frieze of the Chanin
Building, New York, by Sloan & Robertson,

express the feeling that the great styles of the
past have grown up in accordance with their own
times and that twentieth-century inspiration 1929.
There are other architects who believe that
from past styles is fundamentally illogical.
Both are passionately sincere and underlying the the only fit ornament for a mechanistic era is
(esthetics of both is the same rather bleak con- geometric. Chief among these are Buchman &
Kahn, whose Number Two, Park Avenue, New
ception of beauty as the inevitable quality of
There are others, still,
is typical.
something that works, expresses its working, and York, 1927,
who have devised a new category of forms, based
is easily and cheaply made, and is efficient.
In all the countries of Europe and America, largely upon Egyptian, Assyrian, and archaic
commercial pressure and this basic aesthetic Greek precedent, freely combined ami readapted,
or on stylized simplification of classic details.
premise have mingled to produce three different
This, originally a peculiarly French idea, well
types of radical designers. The first are the pure illustrated
in the iron work of Ferro-Brandt, in
as
a
who
to
building
design
logicians,
attempt
America
has
produced many of its most gracious
would
a
mathematical
solve
theorem;
they
they
manifestations, as in certain of the banks of Denproduce the architecture of science. Such are A. nison & Hirons.
and G. Perret in Paris, with their stark, conUnited States. In the United States, it is
Notre Dame, at Raincy,
crete churches, e.g.
natural that commercial buildings furnish the
whose
Walter
in
and
Gropius,
Germany,
1924;
number of examples of radical design,
Bauhaus, at Dessau, 1926, is perhaps the most greatest
build- for they present the most modern type of proball
modern
of
mechanical
unmitigatedly
the pure rev- lem. The extent to which this radicalism reigns
ings. The second type consists of
can best be judged by the enormous growth of
the
who
are
past because it
olutionists,
against
loft buildings west of Fifth Avenue in New
is the past and demand a style that is, above all new

AUCHITECTtJBE
York, between 34th and 59th streets. Here,
most without exception, every new building
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al-

at-

be limited
similar to

by mathematical

theories strangely
of Ruskin,

the ethical theorizing

tempts novelty in design, largely following the eighty years ago.
The Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance
example of the geometric modernism of Buchman & Kahn. Strictly commercial, the stepped Building, at Springfield, Mass., by Kirkham &
masses of these buildings, occupying the limits Parlett, 1927, and the Kansas City Life InsurKansas City, by Wight &
of space allowed by the zoning law, produce an ance Building,
effect of stark power; the ornament that deco- Wight, 1925, both are spreading, low buildings
rates them, though almost always radical in in which no trace of modernism has entered;
type, is unimportant. The best of these modern the first is modified colonial, the other is pure
loft and office buildings is Number Two Park Greek revival. Other important office buildings,
Avenue, by Buchman & Kahn, 1927, particu- worthy of note, are the Southwestern Bell Telelarly noteworthy on account of the daring use of phone Company's building, St. Louis, by Mauran,
color reds and blues at its top, and the vivid Russell & Crowell, 1924; the addition to R. H.
richness of its lobby, in which ornament, basi- Macy & Co., New York, by Robert D. Kohn,
cally geometric, though with occasional Assyrian 1924; and the exquisitely simple and refined Alaand Egyptian touches, is used with the greatest bama Light and Power Company's building,
Birmingham, by Warren, Knight & Davis, 1927
imagination.
all in various types of
Office buildings pure and simple, generally of
freely novel detail.
the skyscraper type, have felt the impact of com- The last is unusually significant in the manner
mercial modernism somewhat less. Thus, the in^ which it is handled; its straightforward simTribune Building in Chicago, by Howells & plicity of line and mass is so quiet and unassumHood, 1925, though typically modern in its gen- ing that there is no unpleasant obtrusion of
eral towered effect, has all of its detail in a flam- structural necessities, no effort to be theoretical.
boyant late Gothic style, and even the American It is thus another example of those buildings
Radiator Building, by Raymond Hood, 1924, which, although true to structure and true to
though entirely novel in silhouette, in its use of their time, nevertheless do not force their date
black brick, and in the balance of color and gilt, upon one. They are bigger than any one passing

nevertheless bases all of its decorative detail on
the same type of late Gothic.
The best of the modern office buildings accept
the problem with a deeper logic by applying to

the ornament the same novelty that governs the
general design. The New York Telephone Building is typical of this synthesis. The lobby is
particularly interesting because it shows a richness and warmth more associated with Renaissance styles than with so-called modernism;
it
uses
modeled plaster,
bronze,
marbles,
and a richly painted ceiling in ways convincing and imaginative. Yet despite the novelty
of all its detail, its very warmth and richness
are things which some doctrinaire modernists
deplore.

The Fisher Building, in Detroit, by Albert
Kahn, 1928, is another beautiful example of a
modern problem, treated frankly, richly, and
with a distinct sense of monumentality. Its
piled up masses, broken into long, vertical bands
of light and shade, have power and beauty, quite

unconnected with their style. Somewhat similarly
free, though treated in a different manner, is the
American Insurance Union Citadel, at Columbus, Ohio, by C. Howard Crane, and Kiehler &
Bore, Associated, 1927, noteworthy on account
of its slim grace and rather
strange, domical

^
different, and expressive of the neoclassic type of decorative detail, is the
Fidelity

Mutual Life Insurance building, at Philadelphia,
by Zantzinger, Borie & Medary, with sculpture
by Lee Lawrie, 1927. This is a long, comparatively low building, whose parts have been
reduced to such simplicity that real monumentality results, and the sculpture is fresh, architectural, and dignified. Particularly interesting
is the balance of stone
pier and cast metal win-

dow spandrils. Again, however imaginative arid
novel in conception and detail, it is a
building
which no thoroughgoing doctrinaire modernist
would admire, as its use of stone and occasional
arched forms would be considered
contrary to
the essence of steel structure. It is all a
question
of where the line is to be drawn and whether
imaginative creation of architectural, forms is to

fashion.

There is no such pressure toward novelty in
monumental and public buildings, for in them
there is no such definite
change in materials and
requirements. Thus, there seems little that is
inconsistent in such a
building as the Detroit
Museum of Fine Arts, by Paul Cret and Zantzinger, Borie & Medary, Associated, 1927, with
its quiet and restrained classic
beauty, and the
Pasadena Public Library, by Myron Hunt and
H. C. Chambers, 1927, with its refined,
early
baroque playfulness. The Municipal Auditorium
of San Antonio, Texas,
by Ayres, Ayres, Willis
& Jackson, 1928, carries its Spanish Renaissance dress becomingly. In the Los
Angeles City
Hall, by Austin, Parkinson & Martin, 1928,
just as the problem was a new one, due to the
necessity of many floors of offices, so the solution was more fresh, and the
detail, though basically classic, with occasional Romanesque and
Byzantine touches, more novel and less academic.
The continuing work on the Nebraska State
Capitol at Lincoln, originally designed by the
late Bertram Grosvenor
Goodhue, and carried on
by Mayers, Brust & Phillip, the Goodhue Associates, preserves vigor, novelty, daring freshness^ and yet basic classicism. With unusual
foresight, the authorities in charge have carried
on the undertaking slowly and refused to
yield
to pressure to have the
building completed more
rapidly and more cheaply. As a result, tliere is
year by year growing, in Lincoln, the most significant public building built
during the last
few years in America. The decorative floors and
ceilings, largely the work of Hildreth M&ere, are
beautiful, integral parts of the whole scheme.
Distinguished by a similar directness, although
less simply powerful in
conception, is the Los
Angeles Public Library, also designed by the
late B. G. Goodhue, 1925, whose chief characteristic is the brilliant manner in
which, throughout the interior, the structural elements are allowed, themselves, to form the essence of the
decorative scheme.
The style variation ,in commemorative momi*
ments has been tremendous. Thus, the Kansas
City War Memorial,, 192C, and the New Britain,
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War Memorial,

1928, both by H. Van Buren
Magonigle, are handled with detail that is fresh
and unconventional. In both, the main feature
is a shatt and the main aim to produce
simply
an impression of rather restrained emotionalism.
In the Nashville, Tenn., War Memorial, by Ed-

strong Spanish influence, has a great sense of
richness and beauty in its interlaced vaulting
ribs and the great 'polychromed shields around
the walls. Another important work of R. A.
Cram is the Princeton Chapel, 1928, In this, as
in the Cathedral, the inspiration is that of meward Dougherty and McKirn, Mead & White, diaeval Gothic. It is all scholarly work, at times
Associated, 1927, and the Harding Memorial at beautiful in proportion and detail, at times
Marion, Ohio, by Henry HornlxDstel and Eric strangely cold and bookish.
Fisher Wood, 1028, the style is academic, in
Quite different in character are various atboth cases Greek Doric, and the effect more cold. tempts that have been made in the use of reinThe smaller memorials, of which the Virginia forced concrete in church design. The most orWar Memorial at Richmond, by Paul Cret and nate and ambitious of these is the National
Marcellus E. Wright, 1925, is typical, run the Shrine of the Sacred Heart in Washington, by
whole gamut between.
Murphy & Olmstead, 1926. In this, not only
Educational work continues, in the main, con- are the main structural elements of concrete, but
ventional. Thus, the Lawyer's Club at the Uni- also all the Byzantinesque ornament, in which
versity of Michigan, by York & Sawyer, 1924, there is a rich and original use of color, prois in the popular collegiate Gothic
the Harvard duced by ingredients incorporated into the mateGraduate School of Business Administration, by rial itself. Much simpler is the impressive CatheMcKim, Mead & White, 1927, is a scholarly, dral of St. John, in Los Angeles, by Pierpont
colonial group, with rather more than the usual & Walter S. Davis, 1926. In this, the form
imagination and charm in its composition; and marks give texture to tlie simple walls, and the
much new work at the University of Illinois, by ornament is carefully concentrated. Tlie effect is
James M. White and Charles A. Platt, is Geor- impressive out of all proportion to the size and
expenditure. Its simplicity forms a direct congian in inspiration.
The great number of schools that have been trast to the complex Gothic of the Riverside
built all over the United States are, unfortu- Church, New York, by Henry C. Pelton and
nately, rarely distinguished. More and more, Allen & Collens, Associated. The enormous
the necessity for great size, low cost, and enor- complexity and strange shapes of the steel work
mous window areas has tended to develop a of this building, necessary to carry the Gothic
school of almost factory type, particularly com- forms adopted, are almost a perfect reductio ad
mon in the Middle West. That this development a'bsurdum of the attempt to combine twentieth
is not necessary is evidenced by many noteworthy century structural systems with thirteenth cenexceptions, such as several public schools in tury architectural detail. It is probably some
Yonkers, N. Y., by Howard Chamberlain, treated factor of this kind which makes so many of the
in a modified colonial; the one-storied schools of small churches more effective than the large and
California, by Alison & Alison and others; and monumental types, for in these smaller buildthe parochial school of Sts. Simon and Jucle in ings, there is no such temptation to falsify, and
Brooklyn, by McGill & Hamlin, in an unconven- the stringent need for economy that is so fretional style of "Romanesque derivation.
quently present, thus itself becomes a benefit.
In housing, both in the city and in the counThe most remarkable of recent school groups
is the Cranbrook School, Cranbrook, Mich., by
try* style changes are much less evident than
Eliel Saarinen, 1928. In this work the restraint in the larger buildings. Here and there, the
and imagination of its designer famous for his most radical design may appear, as, for instance
railway station in Helsingfors, Finland, as well in an apartment house in Los Angeles, by R.' J.
as for his daring second prize design in the Neutra, 1928, which is frankly inspired by the
Chicago Tribune competition in 1924 -is beau- ultra-radical work of Eric Mendelssohn in Gerfirst
tifully
expressed. At
simple, many, and in the quieter Peacock Apartments
glance,
straightforward, and unassuming, these build- in Kansas City, by Borstrom & Brotts, or tie
ings reveal themselves, on closer scrutiny, to be interesting apartment hotel in Sixty-third Street,
full of the most subtle handling of materials and New York, by Henry Churchill and Herbert
touches of ornament, fresh and imaginative.
Lippmann. These are, however, exceptions; elseremarkable group whose purpose is at least where, conventionality reigns; the typical city
partially educational is the Columbia-Presby- apartment house has become a huge, rectangular
terian Medical Center, in New York, by James box with many windows and a rich doorway a
Gambrel Rogers, 1928. Here, the most efficient type almost standardized, with details of all
relationship of parts has been allowed to dictate sorts and occasionally possessing the beauty of
the plan and the necessity for great height, be- simplicity and pleasant texture. In the main,
cause of limited area, has forced this complex the tremendous flood of building of apartment
plan into tall, deeply shadowed masses of great houses and hotels that characterized the years
power. Its beauty is thus the product of inherent from 1920 to 1927, produced little of outstandconditions. The whole group, because of its ing architectural merit and almost nothing of
basic acceptance of the conditions of modern life, peculiar novelty or interest.
Occasional exceptions, such as Andrew J.
and its careful arrangement of/ all of those facilities which modern science has produced, is des- Thomas' great housing group on the Grand Contined to wield a large influence in the future.
course, New York, for the Rockefeller interests,
The largest ecclesiastical undertaking of the only serve to make more obvious the average
past few years has been the work on the Cathe- drab character of the product. Similarly, the
dral of St. John the Divine in New York, by R. construction of floods of speculative, small
A. Cram. This includes almost the entire nave, houses, particularly in Florida, and the suburbs
the beginning of the west front, the foundations of all the large cities, has produced results that
of the north transept, and the completion of the are depressingly uninteresting and vary from
baptistry. It is too early to judge the final ap- the ill-considered boxes that cover sordid miles
pearace of the nave, but the baptistry, full of of Brooklyn and Queens in New York and the
Conn.,

,

;
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suburbs of Detroit and Chicago, to the overornamented vulgarities of Florida and Hollywood.
Houses built for individual owners, on the
other hand, are frequently of great distinction,
although conservatism in style is general. The
best of them have, however, escaped from the
archaeology that was general up to the time of
the World War. More and more it is becoming
unimportant whether a house is colonial or
French or English; it is primarily just house.
As in the case of churches, the smaller and less
expensive houses are frequently more convincing
and have more of that style which comes from
consistency, than the larger and more expensive
types. Particularly worthy of study, as showing
this trend toward simplicity and directness, are
the houses of William Forster, Peabody Wilson

& Brown, and J. C. McKenzie Jr., around New
York; by Mellor & Meigs, Carl Ziegler, Robert
McGoodwin, and Edmund Gilchrist near Philadelphia; and in southern California, by Donald
McMurray, Reginald Johnson, and George W.
Smith. The colonial adaptations of R. H. Dana,
Jr., in Connecticut, are also admirable in their
preservation of the simple and unsophisticated
charm of the early buildings.
The most remarkable of all the recent houses
in America are those of Frank Lloyd Wright,
near Los Angeles. In these, there has been developed a new system of construction by means
.L.
,L.,-_
_.. ___^,
,__*__..,.._
of pre-cast concrete tiles, set with reinforcing
bars in the joints between them. By varying
patterns upon these tiles, and by the contrast
of plain and decorated units,, walls of extraor-

^

j.

dinary interost are produced. Moreover, the
houses are planned and composed with that unconventional genius so characteristic of their
designer. In these houses, he seems, for the first
time, to have achieved a material exactly suited
to his continually growing skill. These most
recent works of his lack the harshness and some
of the mannered peculiarities of his earlier work,

and are, nevertheless, instinct with vivid life.
The true fire of creation has produced them; new
materials put together by a great architect have

produced a beauty that is new in the world.
Great Britain. Here, also, the fl x of architectural taste is evident. Three influences are
dominant in the urban work the heavy baroque
classicism of the early twentieth
century, represented by many shops and office
buildings on
and
Oxford
Regent
streets,, London,, in which the
effort seems to be to crowd into one
fagade the
greatest possible

number of

rustications, "cheese

box" columns, broken pediments, cornices, and
other classic enrichments; the influence of the
more sober type of American monumental classicisra, as illustrated in the
War Me-

Southport

plifications of originally Gothic ideals of height

and structural expression. It is a development
apparently little affected by passing style fashions and produces, therefore, work direct, simand emotionally sound. The
ple,
dignified,
greatest monument of this movement is the completion of the choir and transepts of Liverpool
Cathedral, by Sir G. G. Scott, 1924, whose lavish
and rather sombre Gothic strikes a note of power

that is new in Gothic building. Characteristic
of the smaller churches, in which ornament is
almost eliminated, and the simple masses allowed to speak for themselves, are those of St.
Alphage at Hendon and the Roman Catholic
Church of St. Michael at Ashford, the former
by Nicholas Dixon-Spain, 1928, and the latter
by Sir G. G. Scott, 1928.

In educational work, the Button Valence
school in Kent, by Adams, Holden & Pearson,
1926, shows a simplicity of scheme and a directness of treatment similar to the ecclesiastical
work. The war memorial chapel of Charterhouse School, by Sir G. G, Scott, 1927, is in a
modernized Gothic. On the other hand, Ashburne Hall at the University of Manchester, by
Thomas Worthington & Sons, 1925, and the impassive new group of college buildings at Bristol, by Oatley & Lawrence, 1925, both are closer
to past tradition; the latter
particularly interesting in its rich, Tudor Gothic treatment. The war
memorial cloisters at Winchester School, by Sir
Herbert Baker, 1924, are full of dignified charm
and typically English twentieth-century freedom,
France. The Paris Exposition des Arts De"coratifs in 1925 was of tremendous
importance,
not onl y to France but also to the rest of the
orld. It brought into one focus all of the
struggling radical design movements of Europe,

w

Their combined effect produced
eager excitement
and wide. Since
almost
no
architecture has been
9 occurrence,
built in France uncolored
by its shadow. With
the customary French love of critical
logic, the
movement toward modernism in France " as re.
ceived extended critical examination and
France,
has
become
the
centre of the inexcellence,
radical designersthe
tellectualizing type of
* ----- "
architects who de~*
__ ________________
from theories,, rather thanA
* rom creative
and trust that beauty
W *H follow asimagination,
inevitably as the correct mathe*hat radiated its influence far

.

__ _

answer follows from a geometric
theorem. The square,
uncompromising boxes of
Jeanneret and Mallet-Stephens and the stark,
narsh shapes of the Perrets are the result. But
France also has always been the home of a strong
and vital architectural tradition, as well as
tne continuing idea of beauty in
exquisite and
imaginative craftsmanship. In the best modrn work, these two elements
mitigate the starkness of purely intellectual
designing. Thus,, such
churches as St.. Louis at Vincennes,, by Droz &
Marrast, 1924, with great intersecting concrete
arches and rich color decoration, are creations of
valid beauty, and the great casino at
Evian,
by J- Hebrard, 1928, the country club, La Festa,
at Monte Carlo by C,, Letrosne,,
1928,, and the
Stadium at Lyon, by Tony Gamier *
Municipal
l f\na
j
j__ j_i_
.1.
i
i
s... _
the
radical character of their de1926, despite
tail are all in the best vein of traditional French
niatical

morial, by Grayson & Barnish and A. L. MeMillan, Associated, 1924; and particularly in the
last three years, direct radical influence from
the Continent,
especially from Scandinavia, Germany, and Austria, as illustrated in the house
New Ways" in Northampton, designed by
Behrens of Vienna, 1926.
All of these influences tend to
merge with the
characteristic English love of heavy scale and
ornamental detail and richness of surface texture.
typical example of this
ng is
Adelaide
-(an oflSce building)/ in
- House
,
>
by Sir John Burnet, A.K.A., 1925. Britannic
rfmiaa /ov f\ffint
ln
c*i_ nij_._ _ji T A.
House
(an office T\ii{l3*m>\
Sir
Edward
Libuilding) , by
vens, R.A, 1925, shows the more Roman and
.classical phase of the movement; the Underdesign.
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ground Electric Railway office building, London,
by Adams, Holden & Pearson, 1927, with its
receding masses shows strong American influence.
In ecclesiastical work, an entirely different development is going on, based upon daring sim-
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GRAMMAR SCHOOL NO. 2
GLENDORA, CALIFORNIA
Allison

u

*

&

Allison, Architects

.

Photograph by Riram Myers

CHURCH OF THE HEAVENLY REST
NEW YORK CITY
B. G. Goodhue Associates, Architects
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RHEINHALLE CONTAINING THE PLANETARIUM AT THE
DUSSELDORF EXPOSITION
\A/Jlheim Kreis, Architect

*

*

Photographs from German Tourist Information

Office,

New York

THE EINSTEIN TOWER NEAR BERLIN
Erich Mendelsohn, Architect
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similar imaginative freedom is visible in
the Hotel de Tlntranaigeant at Paris by P.
Sardou, 192*5, and in the alterations of the Galleries Lafayette, by F. Chanat, 1927.
Such
small shops as the food shop Corcellen and that
of Roger & Gallet, both by M. Marrast, 1924,
continue the tradition of exquisite combination
of rich materials.
Similarly, the theatre of the
Michodiere, by Bluysen, 1927, and the Moulin
Nibodeau, 1925, both
Rouge, by Thiers, Forest
continue the tradition of lavish entertainment
halls
Parisian. The Salle
characteristically
Pleyel, by Auburtin, Grasset & Mathon, 1928,
combines one enormous concert hall and two
smaller recital halls in a plan of great brilliance.
The exterior, with its great rectangular windows
and octagonal openings above, is a lovely composition of unforced novelty. The interior of
the great hall, with its sweeping, curved lines,

has aroused much discussion. It is a form
basically without scale, and even the lovely
frieze around the bottom, by Jaulmes, cannot
swing the vast, egg-shaped interior.
The contributions of France to the world-wide
change in taste have been enormous; first of
all, through the development of a theoretical,
critical basis, and secondly, through the continued excellence of its decorative craftsmen,
that make its metal work, its furniture, and its
In
textiles an inspiration to all the world.
addition, the close connection of sculpture and
architecture remains a dominant element, as in
the monument of the heroes of the Dixmude, by

Roux

Spitz, 1925.

Germany and

Austria.

It is in

Germany

and in Austria that the sway of this new type of
design is most complete, perhaps because the
overturn, due to the War, was there most deeplyfelt.
Up to the time of the War, German architecture was largely controlled by court taste;
since the War, it is basically industrial and financial. This has meant that the problems
faced are new problems and the style most fitted

new style. In factory design, for instance, Germany has led the world, and the idea
of putting all the varied buildings of a modern,
industrial plant into one architectural composition, with creative beauty as well as engineering

to them, a

The hat
is purely a German idea.
factory of Steinberg, Hermann & Co., near Berlin, by Eric Mendelssohn, 1923, is typical, with
its spacious cool interiors and its central building that distantly recalls the shape of a felt
hat. Even more interesting is the factory layout for the manufacture of gasoline motors designed by Walter Gropius for the Industrial Exposition at Cologne as long ago as 1914; a more
.conventionally detailed, but equally boldly conceived, scheme is the bindery of the Ullstein A.
G. at Tempelhof, Berlin, by E. C. Schmohl, 1927.
The simplicity of Emil Fahrenkamp's storage
warehouse at Nuremburg, 1924, has a remarkefficiency,
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Hoeger, 1924. or his cigarette factory at Wandsbek, 1927.
Elsewhere, a more radical tendency
is evident in the sharp balance of vertical and
horizontal lines, with littlo or no ornament, as
in the Stuttgart shop
by Eric Mendelssohn,
1928, or in the high building in Cologne by J.
Koerfer, 1925.
In work of a more monumental chaiacter,
there is naturally greater restraint and frequently a distinct element of nationalistic tradition.
Thus, several recent Bavarian post oilices
Kirchenlamiz, by Erhard;
Schaftlach, by
Holzdammer ; and Mainburg, by Grimm, all 1927,
while without archaeological copying, use the
traditional Bavarian steep roofs, and the Finance
Ministry Building at Breslau, by Alleschcr,
The
1928, is distinctly neo-baroque in character.
Stuttgart railway station by Bonatz & Scholer,
1913-1927, is a remarkably dignified example of
monumental design without definite stylistic detail.
somewhat similar attempt to achieve
monumental effect, without classic detail, characterizes the buildings of several of the
expositions that have been held annually in Germany.
The permanent brick buildings of the Dusseldorf
Exposition, 1926, by W. Kreis, are particularly
successful; the Planetarium, with its dome top
and deeply projecting buttresses, is one of the

A

most

effective examples of its type that has yet
been built. The Tannenberg War Memorial at
Hohenstein, by Walter and Kreuger, 1927, produces its effect by stark size. The contrast between this war memorial and such a pre-war
monument as the Voelkersehlachts Denkmal at
Leipzig, with its diabolic gigantism and "brutally powerful figures, reveals the essential
soundness of the newer work.
It is, however, in the field of group lousing
that German design is preeminent. Each development is conceived as a whole with all the necessary play spaces and reserved areas as essential
parts the widest variety of plan types is found,
carefully considered from the point of view of
picturesque appearance anjl variety, as well as
sunlight and prevailing winds. The individual
houses are frequently less attractive than the
schemes as a whole; often the sterilizing touch
In other cases,
of doctrinaire cubism is evident.
however, simple directness of design has produced beauty, as in the housing group for the
Berlin street railway employees at Tempelhof,
by W. Borchard, 1924, or in a group of smaller
houses, the development at Zehlendorf-West, by
;

Mebes

&

Emmerich, 1924.

Austria. It is also housing which forms the
outstanding note of recent Austrian architecture.
In this work, the influence of Josef Hoffman
one of the most brilliant of twentieth-century
architects
is strong.
Particularly noteworthy
are large apartment-house groups in Vienna, in
which free charm of layout and material is combined with a distinct urban character. Such
In none of these housing groups are more than mere machines for
able, monumental character.
become works of art. Of several
cases, as too often in America, is a head office living; they
that at Fuchsenfeldhof, by Schmidt &
building made architecture, with the rest of the groups,
as most perfectly
group sprawling thoughtlessly behind, but the Aichmeyer, 1925, may be cited
whole is organized into one aesthetic unit. Even combining traditional Viennese romanticism
mine heads are similarly organized into archi- with twentieth-century economy. Of Hoffman's
was the Austecture, as in the Koenigsborn Mine at Unna, own work, the most characteristic
trian Building at the Paris Exposition des Arts
by Alfred Fischer, 1924.
A similar novelty controls the commercial Decoratifs, 1925, with its fresh, refined, and delwork. In Hamburg, the usual exterior mate- icate use of large scaled, horizontal moldings.
Italy. Architectural taste in Italy seems
rial, brick, has been allowed to dictate exterior
different and conflicting tenddetail; the result is such interesting, if eccen- still chaotic; three
encies are at work the ancient Roman, the
tric, forms as those of the Chilehaus, by Fritz
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The
baroque, and the extremely revolutionary.
Italian Building, by Brasini, at the Paris Exa heavy
of
position of 1925 was typical
;this;
modernism was imposed upon gigantic Roman
at Rome,
details.
Similarly, the Supercinema
shows the
by Foschini & Spaccarelli, 1927,
same combination, while the apartment houses
at Mian, by Broglio, 1925, and the Ambassador
Hotel in Rome, by Piacentini & Vogt, 1927,
show the baioque influence dominant. The
ultra-modern work is almost always harsh and
of
bizarre, without either the theoretical basis
French cubism or the inventive charm of the
best north European work.
Other Countries. If a similar general search
for new forms expressive of modern life dominates architecture throughout Europe, different
countries have found different individual expressions.
Thus, in Holland, horizontal lines and
horizontal projections dominate design and interestingly original combinations of reinforced
concrete and brick are used. The influence of
is everywhere evident.
almost universally vital and imaginative, although frequently experimental and unCharacteristic examples are apartment
sure.
houses in Amsterdam, by P. Kramer and M. de

irank Lloyd Wright

Work

is
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A

South Amer-

ican republic lying on the eastern coast of the
southern part of the continent, consisting of 14
Federal disprovinces, 10 territories, and one
Its area is 1,153,110 square miles and its
trict.
as compopulation (Jan. 1, 1927), 10,648,814,
pared with the census figure of 1014 of 7,885,237.
The populations of the larger cities were estimated thus in June 1027: Buenos Aires, 2,030,765; Rosario, 410,000; C6rdoba, 200,000; La
Because of
Plata, 169,000; Tucurnaii, 122,000.
the annual return of Spanish and Italian laborers to their homes after the harvests, immigration and emigration almost balanced, the numbers in 1917 being 51,665 immigrants to 83,999
emigrants; in 1019, 60,870 immigrants to 67,710 emigrants; in 1920, 188,688 immigrants to

148,907 emigrants; in 1926, 113,352 immigrants
to 159,448 emigrants. Before the World War,
non-Latin immigration amounted to only 13 per
cent of the total. Since the War, this proportion has increased rapidly. It was 19.6 per cent
in 1922, 25.2 per cent in 1923, and 30 per cent
in 1926.
The chief sources of the new immigration are Poland, Russia, Jugo-Slavia, Czechoslovakia, and Lithuania.

Agriculture. Because of the virgin fertility
Klerk, and especially the post-office building at of the soil, the food-crop harvests have been
Utrecht, by J. Crouwel, Jr., 1925, remarkable bountiful, with the result that Argentina in late
for its use of hyperbolic arches in the main hall. years has led the world in the exportation of
In Scandinavia, the modernism is much col- maize, as well as linseed, and stands next to the
ored by traditional late Renaissance classicism. United States and Canada in the exportation of
Restraint and charm are the chief merits of this wheat. The danger of sapping the soil is alwork. The concert hall and the Enskilda Bank, ways real, and the Government is wisely applyboth in Stockholm and both by Ivor Tengbom, ing itself to teaching the advantages of a more
1925, are typical. Very characteristic, also, are varied husbandry and intensive cultivation.
numerous simple church buildings by Tengbom This fact, together with the higher prices durand others, that are picturesque, true to Scan- ing the War, resulted in an increasing applicadinavian type, and yet stimulating in their fresh tion to cotton, tobacco, and sugar-cane culture.
In July, 1928, the President of the Republic
treatment of every form.
Outside of Europe, the most important archi- stated that the area planted to wheat, linseed,
tectural work not already noted is the gradual oats, barley, birdseed, and corn increased in
building of the new capital at Delhi, India, by 1927-28 to 17,338,000 hectares, an area 623,600
Sir E. Lutyens and Sir H. Baker. This group hectares larger than the plantings in the precedis lavishly planned on a great monumental scale
ing year and 4,372,645 hectares greater than in
and daringly attempts to build an aesthetic har- 1922. Exports of wheat, linseed, oats, barley,
mony by the combination of classic and native rye, and corn, which were 9,373,046 tons in 1926,
Indian forms. Particularly imaginative arc the rose to 15,501,694 tons in 1927.
The grazing industries of course stand next
Secretariat buildings, under construction in
1929; the legislative building, with its immense, to agriculture in prominence. In 1920, the last
circular colonnade, is both less daring in concep- year for which complete figures were available,
there were 37,004,900 cattle (29,116,625 in
tion and less interesting in mass.
League of Nations. The drawings submitted 1908); 9,432,400 horses (7,531,376 in 1908);
in the League of Nations competition in 1927 912,800 asses and mules (750,125 in 1908) ; 36,proved the chaos of architectural taste in Eu- 209,000 sheep (67,211,754 in 1908) ; 4,819,800
rope. Every type of taste was represented, from goats (3,945,086 in 1908); 1,436,600 pigs (1,the most severe classic through the wildest 403,501 in 1008).
Industry. By the latest industrial census,
baroque, to uncompromising and doctrinaire mechanism. As a first result, first prizes were dis- that of 1920, 48,779 factories, employing 410,201
tributed broadcast, obviously with regard to po- persons, with a capital of 1,787,662,000 pesos,
litical sensibilities as much as architectural
were enumerated. The value of manufactured
achievement. After further careful study of products was 1,861,789,710 pesos ($782,000,000).
the prize winning designs, the committee finally The most important single industry was that of
decided to appoint, as architects, the Paris firm food production; 19,000 establishments were enof N4not & Flegenheimer, whose design was gaged in it. Packing plants, and meat refrigeraone of the least radical in the competition, with tion, flour-mills, creameries, and wool-washing
a carefully studied plan, and a straightforward, plants were at the head.
classic style in the exterior.
The choice of such
Mining. This industry has reached no great
a conservative design will be much criticized, importance. Control of the mines is vested in
but was undoubtedly the, safest decision; to ex- the state and national governments, and concesperiment at the cost of the League of Nations in sions are strictly regulated. Petroleum is the
buildings that should be the most dignified in the most important of the products mined, the outworld and should stand for at least a century, put in 1927 being 8,726,000 barrels. During the
would have been a dangerous course.
War, wolfram and mica were in considerable
ARCTIC REG-ION. See POLAE RESEARCH. demand.
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Commerce. The total foreign trade of Argentina in recent years is shown below. The figures
given represent the real, rather than the nominal, value adopted for tariff purposes and are
stated in gold pesos with a par value in United
States money of 9G.5 cents per peso. In 1919
the average exchange value of the gold peso was
$.99; in 1920, $.907; in 1921, $.731, in 1922,
$.818; in 1927, $ 9C30.

3378 vessels of 11,864,000 net registered tons
entered the ports of the Republic.

The budget charges, in paper pesos,
1912 and 1927, were as follows, one paper
peso equaling 44 centavos gold money:
Finance.

for

Revenue

Tear

E tjienditure

COMMERCE
(In Gold Pesos)

Tear

Exports

Imports

The

chief articles imported are textiles, iron and
glassware and crockery, foodstuffs, oils,
chemicals, timber and wood, and coal. The exsteel,

are chiefly foodstuffs, including wheat,
corn, frozen beef and mutton, linseed, hides and
wool
and quebracho. The United States
skins,
holds a commanding position in Argentina's import trade, while the United Kingdom is the best
customer for Argentine exports. The trade with
the more important countries for 1913 and 1926,
the latest year for which details were available,
are given in thousands of dollars.

ports

TRADE WITH PRINCIPAL COUNTRIES
(Thousands of Dollars)

As reported to Congress on June 28, 1928, the consolidated internal debt on Dec. 31, 1927, was 1,051,697,962 pesos, as against 957,421,027 pesos
on Dec. 31, 1926. Foreign loans to the amount
of 253,205,636 pesos were issued during 1927 and
37,809,250 pesos were amortized, making the foreign debt at the end of 1927 total 1,103,820,137
pesos. The floating debt was reduced from 655,488,630 pesos on Dec. 31, 1926, to 408,440,376
pesos on Dec. 31, 1927. In addition to the latter sum, however, the Government recognizes a
debt of 40,000,000 pesos arising from differences
in exchange in connection with the cancellation of the English loan of 1920.
Education. Statistics published in
1928
showed 10,608 public elementary schools in
charge of 45,271 teachers, with an enrollment of
1,302,534 pupils. There were 44 national secondary schools with an enrollment of 15,111
pupils, and 84 normal schools with an enrollment
of 13,997. The five national universities, the
universities of Buenos Aires, La Plata, C6rdoba,
the Literal, and Tucuman, had a total enrollment of 15,843 students. The 1929 budget provided for expenditures of 147,797,756 pesos for
the Ministry of Justice and Education.
Defense. In 1910, two dreadnaughts were
laid down in American yards. These, finished
in 1917, were the Moreno and Rivadavia, both
of 27,940 tons displacement and capable of 23

knots per hour.

For 1929, the military budget

was 67,587,321 paper pesos and the naval budget

46,816,045 paper pesos. See NAVAL PROGRESS.
History. The period of the War saw Argentina confronted by local problems in many ways
analogous to those of the United States. The
ders

116,822

166,162

conflicting sympathies of the foreign-born population, many of whom returned to their native
lands to fight in the armies; the active Allied
and German propaganda; the rising cost of living; and the increasingly articulate character of
labor, which expressed itself in strikes and disturbances; all added to the vexations of the Government and distracted attention from matters
which had hitherto been Argentina's main conits economic expansion and developIn 1917 a general railway strike temporarily paralyzed business and sporadic strikes
continued throughout 1918 and 1919.
Argentina's r&le as a neutral was made difficult in 1917 by the intensification of the German
submarine campaign and the subsequent arrogance displayed by the German Foreign Office.

cern,

Comnrunications.

On

Jan. I, 1928, the
length of railways open to traffic was 22,791
which
4418 miles belonged to the State
miles, of
and 18,373 miles belonged to private companies.
In 1927 the total -receipts of both the State and
privately owned lines were 140,840,800 gold pesos
as against 137,942,400 in 1926. In 1927, 154,687,000 passengers and 49,471,000 metric tons of
freight were carried. The capital invested in
1925 amounted to 1,276,843,316 gold pesos. In
1926 there were 3939 post offices, 203,502 miles
of telegraph wire, 675,258 miles of telephone
wire, and 204,463 instruments in use. There
were 266,030 motor vehicles registered in 1927.
In the same year, the air line between Buenos
Aires and Montevideo .was abandoned. In 1927,

i.e.,

ment.

The famous spurlos versenkt despatch

of the

German Ambassador, which the papers
on Sept.

8,

1917

published
("I advise that they [Argen-

tina's ships] be sunk without trace"), brought
matters to a head and, after serious anti-German
disturbances in Buenos Aires, the Argentine
Congress voted for the severance of diplomatic
relations. But the President refused to act and,
in spite of the entry of the United States into
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the War, Argentina remained aloof from the
struggle.

In 1910 Roque Saenz Pefla was elected President, and on his death in 1914, the Vice President, de la Plaza, continued the term. In 1916
a split in the governing party caused the election

of Hip61ito Irigoyen, the Radical candidate, and
Argentina viewed an administration of hitherto
unknown men. Leaders in the new party included Honor io Pueyrredon, Diego Luis Molinari, Elpidio Gonzales, and Alfredo Demarchi.
Business men and technicians were appointed to
war and
important offices, and civilians held the
navy portfolios. In the congressional elections
The
of 1919, both houses remained Radical.
President's known sympathies for labor threw
him into many difficulties, notably with the foreign-owned public-service corporations. His able
administration and his success in maintaining

Argentina's neutrality won universal recognition for his talents. In 1922 Marcelo T. de Alvear, likewise of the radical party, was elected
President.
The six years of Dr. de Alvear's administration were marked by continued internal develop-

ment and harmonious foreign

relations.

The

presented one of the biggest
problems. Large annual deficits had to be
funded that for 1922 alone being 90,000,000
paper pesos and the floating debt had to be conFor these and other purposes, Argensolidated.
tina turned to the United States for a succession
of large loans, advanced not only to the National
fiscal

situations

Government but to city and provincial governments as well. Some of these loans, such as a
$50,000,000 loan of 1921, one for $27,000,000 in
1922, and one for $55,000,000 in 1923 were shortterm loans, made for the purpose of meeting current fiscal or refunding needs, but many were for
longer periods. Among the latter were two
loans in 1924, for $40,000,000 and $30,000,000,
respectively; two in 1925, for $45,000,000 and
two in 1926, for $20,000,000
$29,700,000;
and $16,000,000; two in 1927, for $27,000,000
and $21,200,000; and one in 1928 for $20,000,000. All these were made to the National Govr
ernment to run 34 years in each case, and all
called for 6 per cent interest except the last,
which was floated at 5% per cent. Besides these,
there was one loan of $40,000,000, $31,325,000
of which was taken in the United States to run
for thirty-three years at 6 per cent, made in
1927. Although new tax measures were proposed
from time to time, such as increased income
taxes, higher land valuations, etc., deficits continued to be met from year to year from the
proceeds of these foreign loans and from unexpectedly large current revenues due, to bountiful
returns from the country's leading industries,
and under President de Alvear's direction the
fiscal situation steadily improved.
The basic
soundness of the country's finances, in spite of
temporary stringencies, made it possible for the
Government to plan ambitious public works and

large military and naval programmes.

On Aug.

27, 1927, the Conversion Office was reopened and
the gold standard was reestablished on the basis

of 44 centavos gold per paper peso.
Strenuous opposition was aroused by the Government's attempt to put into effect a workers'pension law hastily passed in December, 1923.
It called for contributions from both
employer
and employee and met the strong disfavor of
both. Widespread strikes and lockouts caused
postponements in 1924, and in the following
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year the law was suspended.

In 1926

it

was

re-

pealed altogether. A strike of dock workers in
the summer of 1024 caused much inconvenience.
Among the pleasant social events of this period
was the visit of the Prince of Wales in August,
1925. The senate appropriated 400,000 pesos to
defray the expenses of an official programme and
during his three weeks' stay he was royally enA disagreement between the Governtertained.
ment of Argentina and the Vatican, which caused
strained relations for several years, arose in
March, 1924, when the Vatican refused to ratify
the appointment of Mgr. Michele de Andrea as

Archbishop of Buenos
ment, in accordance with
been recommended by the
and President de Alvear

This appointthe usual custom, had

Aires.

Argentine government,
insisted that it should

be carried through.
The controversy brought other disagreements
in its train and at one time proposals were presented in Congress for the full separation of
Church and State. The Argentine Minister to
the Vatican was recalled, and in January, 1925,
the Government announced to the Vatican that
the Papal Nuncio, Mgr. Giovanni Beda Cardinale,
was persona non grata. He was replaced, but
the original disagreement continued. Although
Mgr. de Andrea withdrew from his candidacy for
the position of Archbishop, the President refrained from nominating anyone else until
October, 1926, when his selection of Mgr. Fray
Bottaro brought the matter to a close.
The Government continued to give active attention to internal development plans, particularly the building of roads, lack of which has

been a big handicap* Cotton growing made
great strides and Argentina reached the point
of being listed as one of the world's exporters of
cotton. Immigration was sufficient in the main
to supply needed labor, although there was difficulty in inducing laborers to move out of the
cities into the agricultural regions where they
were most needed.
Following the restriction measures adopted in
the United States, it was expected that the immigrant tide would turn strongly toward ArgenThe
tina, but this proved not to be the case.
high tide of immigration was reached in 1923,
when 250,000 immigrants entered the country.
The need for permanent, rather than migratory,
settlers was strongly felt.
It led to the formation in 1927 of a "Railway Colonization Consortium" by the principal railway systems, a
company organized to acquire and improve unoccupied lands and sell them to settlers on highly
favorable terms. It received the hearty support
and aid of the Government and before the end
of the year had settled two small colonies from
Europe.
In its foreign relations following the War, Ar,
gentina's history was uneventful, which means
that for the most part they were entirely harmonious. Argentina was the first country to
ratify the League of Nations Covenant (July 7,
1919), but it withdrew from active participation in the following year when the League failed
to adopt a number of changes it recommended.
For many years thereafter, the country was half
within, half outside, the League. It did not
send delegates to Geneva or take part in the
major activities of the League, but desultorily
kept up its payment of dues. President de Alvear was friendly toward the League and urged
closer relations, especially after the admission
of Germany in 1926, but the influence of the
pre-
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ceding administration was sufficient to prevent
full adhesion.

The world-wide agitation attending the execution of Sacco and Vanzetti in the United
States was reflected in Argentina in the form of
demonstrations and strikes of protest. In December, 1927, two American branch banks were
bombed, presumably because of the strong antiAmerican feeling aroused by the execution. The
passage of the Fordney-McCumber Tariff Act
also brought in its train much irritation in Argentina. This feeling became pronounced when
the United States proposed to send a commission
to the country to investigate costs of production of corn and flaxseed. Diplomatic representation ensued and the visit of the commission
was cancelled. The feeling against the United
States was deepened by the quarantine against
Argentine cattle and sheep because of foot-andmouth disease. The intervention ,of the United
States in Nicaragua provoked s'trong expressions against North American imperialism.
At the Sixth Pan-American Conference at
Havana in January and February, 1928, Argentina took the lead in urging an unconditional
declaration against the intervention of any country in the internal affairs of another. The
United States insisted that the declarations
should be qualified. Dr. Honorio Pueyrredon,
chairman of the Argentine delegation, took a
firm stand also in favor of a Pan- American
agreement looking toward mutual tariff concessions, but when his Government failed to support him, he resigned as chairman of the delegation and also as Ambassador to the United
States. When the Pan-American Conference on
Arbitration and Conciliation met in Washington
in December, 1928, Argentina was the only country not represented, and it alone did not sign
the treaties agreed upon at the Conference.

The

presidential elections held in April, 1928,

brought out a heavy vote. The main division of
the electorate was into "Personalistas," and
"anti-Personalistas," or adherents and opponents
of former President Irigoyen, who was again a

The result of the election reflected the
candidate.
intense devotion of his following, 240 out of 376
He was known
electoral votes being cast for him.
^
as unfavorable toward the existing League of
Nations and in the fall the budget item for the
payment of League dues was eliminated. On
taking office in October, 1928, he resumed his
work of reform where he had laid it down six

He moved vigorously against officorruption, particularly in the provincial
governments. In the provinces of Mendoza and
San Juan, he removed the heads of the government and took over their duties himself. Late
in 1928, the Government published correspondence with Great Britain over the installation of
a wireless plant by Argentina on the South
Orkney Islands, the British protesting that
Argentina should first have received British per-*
mission. The correspondence reopened the longstanding differences over the ownership of the
islands, Argentina claiming not only these but
the Falkland Islands as well. In December, the
nation formally welcomed President-elect and
Mrs. Hoover on their South American tour. The
year 1929 was marked by a strong agitation
against the high tariffs of the United States,
which it was feared might be raised still higher
by the new administration. There was much
sentiment in favor of a tariff war against the
years before.
cial

United States.
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AB'IZO'NA. The fifth of the United States
in size (113,950 square miles) and the fortyfifth in population; capital, Phoenix.
The population of the State increased from 204,35-1 in
1910 to 334,162 in 1920, a gain of C3.5 per cent;
estimated population, 1928, 474,000. The white
population increased from 171,468 (1910) to
291,449 (1920), while the Negro population increased from 2009 to 8005, and the Indian population from 29,201 to 32,989. The Chinese in
1920 numbered 1137, against 1305 in 1910; the
Japanese, 515, against 301. The native white
population increased from 124,644 to 213,350,
while the foreign-born whites increased in number from 46,824 to 78,099. The urban population rose from 63,200 to 117,527, the rural,
from 141,094 to 216,635. The largest cities in
the State are Phoenix and Tucson. The population of the former increasing from 11,134 to
29,053, while the population of the latter grew
from 13,193 to 20,292.
Agriculture. Agriculture is not the leading
industry in Arizona, nor did the agricultural development of this State keep pace with the
growth of its population. While the increase in
population from 1910 to 1920 was 63.5 per cent,
the number of farms in the State increased only
8.1 per cent, or from 9227 to 9975.
The farms
in Arizona in 1925 numbered 10,802. It should
be noted that in 1910 individual schedules were
secured for farms on Indian reservations,
whereas in 1920 in a number of cases where the
farming operations of a reservation were returned on a single schedule, the reservation was
recorded as one farm, a difference of at least
2000 farms being thus accounted for. The land
in farms increased from 1,246,613 acres in 1910
to 5,802,126 in 1920 and 11,065,291 in 1925.
The improved land acreage also showed a considerable increase, from 350,173 (1910) to 712,803 (1920). The total value of farm property
made an apparent increase of 210.9 per cent,
from $75,123,070 (1910) to $233,592,989 (1920),
but declined thereafter to $194,048,696 in 1925.
The average value per farm rose from $8142
(1910) to $23,418 (1920), but fell to $17,964
in 1925. In interpreting these values, the general price inflation up to 1920 and the succeeding
The indeflation are to be taken into account.
dex number of prices paid to the producers of
farm products in the United States was 104 in
1910 and 216 in 1920. The proportion of land
used for agriculture in 1910 was 1.7 per cent; in
1920, 8 per cent; in 1925, 15.2 per cent. The
percentage of farm land improved decreased from
28.1 (1910) to 12.3 (1920). Of the total number of farms in 1925, 8179 were operated by
owners; 2327, by tenants; and 296, by managers.
The greater proportion of farmers in Arizona
are native. In 1920 there were 8262 native, and
1067 foreign-born, white farmers. Of a farm
population of 71,954 in 1925, 48,820 were white;
the remaining 23,134 were mostly Indian. Of
8179 farms operated by owners, 3276 (or 40.1
per cent) were under mortgage in 1025. Those
under mortgage numbered 3380 (1920) and
1043 (1910). Arizona is one of the most important States in live-stock production. In 1925
cattle numbered 1,068,727, as compared with
821,918 in 1920. Sheep increased to 1,163,905
from 881,914. Arizona is one of the most arid
States and its possibilities for agriculture are
controlled almost entirely by the development
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sion; Steward Observatory; State Museum; and
Arizona Bureau of Mines; and a college of eduIn comcation, which was organized in 1922.
mon with other Westein universities which have
concerned themselves primarily with local needs,
both cultural and industrial, the University of
Arizona, located in the midst of copper resources,
has developed a school of mines, with copper
specialists as instructors, to further the leading
industry of the State, which also furnishes threeOther problems
fifths of the American output.
which have engaged the attention of the university concern irrigation, certain types of dry
f aiming,
and plant adaptation to climatic

and

soil

conditions.

President,

Homer LeRoy

Shantz, Ph.D., Sc.D.

ARKANSAS,
of the

ar'kan-sa.

The

twenty-sixth

United States in size (53,335 square miles)

and the twenty-fifth in population; capital,
Little Rock. The population of the State increased from 1,574,449 in 1910 to 1,752,204 in
1920, or by 11.3 per cent; estimated population,
1928, 1,944,000. The white population increased
from 1,131,026 (1910) to 1,279,757; the Negro,
from 442,891 to 472,220. The population of
Arkansas is very largely native. The native
whites numbered '1,205,782 in 1920 as compared

with 1,114,117 in 1910, while the foreign-born
The
population decreased from 16,909 to 13,975.
urban population rose from 202,681 to 290,497,
while the rural increased from 1,371,768 to 1,401,707. The largest cities in the State are
Little Rock and Fort Smith. The population
of the former increased from 45,941 in 1910 to
65,142 in 1920, and that of the latter from 23,975
to 28,870.

Agriculture.

As Arkansas

is

an important

cotton-growing State, agricultural conditions
have been affected, as in the case of other Southern States, by the devastations of the boll weevil.
For a detailed accouni of the influence of the
weevil on agriculture and cotton growing, see
ENTOMOLOGY, ECONOMIC, under Boll Weevil. In
1923 in certain districts of Arkansas, the leaf
worm defoliated 95 to 98 per cent of the plants,
which dried up, and the immature bolls pro-

duced practically no crop. The boll-weevil attack, however, was less than in 1922, because
conditions were less favorable for the insect.
There followed a practice in 1924, 1925, and 1926
of increasing the acreage planted to cotton year
In
by year, so that production actually rose.

1913 such area was 2,502,000 acres and the proand
duction, 1,073,000 bales; in 1921, 2,382,000
in
797,000; in 1922, 2,844,000 and 1,040,000;
1923, 3,026,000 and 622,000; in 1924, 3,094,000
and 1,094,000; in 1925, 3,738,000 and 1,600,000;
in 1926, 3,782,000 and 1,620,000.
While the population of Arkansas increased
11.3 per cent in the decade 1910-20, the number
of farms increased 8.4 per cent, or from 214,678
to 232,604. It thereafter fell to 221,991 in 1925.
In 1910 the acreage in farms was 17,416,075;
in 1920, 17,456,750; and in 1925, 15,632,439.
The improved land in farms increased from 8,076,254 acres (1910) to 9,210,556 acres (1920),
or 14 per cent. The total value of farm property apparently increased from $400,089,303 in
1910 to $924,395,483 in 1920, and thereafter declined to $540,727,221 (1925) ; the average value
of farm property rose from $1864 (1910) to

(1920) and fell to $2833 (1925). In
interpreting these values and, indeed, all comparative values at the period involved, the inflation of the currency in years prior to 1920 is to
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be taken into account. The total percentage of
land used for agricultural purposes was 51.8 per
cent in 1910, 51.9 per cent in 1920, and 46.5 in
1925.
The percentage of improved land increased from 46.4 (1910) to 52.8 (1920). Of
the 221,991 farms in 1925, 95,476 were operated
by owners, as compared with 112,647 in 1920;
616, by managers, as compared with 730; 125,899, by -tenants, as compared with 119,221.
There was thus a marked decrease of owners and
a less extensive increase of tenants. The white
farmers in 1920 numbered 160,322 and in 1925,
158,708; colored farmers, 72,282 in 1920, decreased more sharply to 63,283 in 1925. The
farms free from mortgage in 1920 numbered 64,881; in 1910, 82,321. Those under mortgage
numbered 33,990 in 1920, as compared with 22,374 in 1910. Farmer owners reported as under
mortgage debt in 1925 numbered 31,419. In
1925 the total number of cattle in the State was
810,150; in 1920, 1,072,966; sheep numbered
100,159 in 1920 and 51,156 in 1925. The estimated production of the chief farm crops in 1927
included corn, 36,575,000 bushels; wheat, 322,000; oats, 4,140,000; rice 7,438,000; potatoes,
1,972,000; sweet potatoes, 4,408,000 bushels; and
hay, 876,000 tons. Comparative figures for 1913
are corn, 47,025,000 bushels; wheat, 1,313,000;
oats, 6,360,000; rice, 3,769,000; potatoes, 1,800,000 bushels; and hay 384,000 tons.
Mineral Production. Arkansas, recently becoming one of the more important of the mineralproducing States, has mineral resources of great
value. The most notable feature of the mineral
production of the State was the development of
the petroleum field. The results of this development on a large scale were shown only as late
as 1921, since previous to that time the reports
of production were included with those of other
States. In 1921 the oil production had reached
10,473,000 barrels, valued at $12,746,000; and
this increased to 40,179,000 barrels for 1927.
Coal mining ranked second in importance, until
exceeded by the natural-gas output. In 1914
coal production was 1,836,540 tons, valued at
$3,158,168; in 1916, 1,994,915 tons, $3,830,845;
1918, 2,227,369 tons, $8,172,376; 1920, 2,103,596
tons, $9,592,000; 1921, 1,227,777 tons, $5,360,000;
1927, 1,548,834 tons, valued at $5,393,000. Arkansas is chief among the States producing
bauxite, from which aluminium is taken. The
production in 1914 was 195,247 long tons, valued
at $976,686; 1916, 375,910 long tons, $2,011,590;
1920, 481,279 long tons, $2,897,892; 1921, 124,850 tons, $755,400; 1927, 303,830 tons, $1,892,
The total value of the mineral products of
860.
the State increased from $5,787,199 in 1914, to
$14,081,691 in 1918 and $84,485,672 in 1926.
Natural-gas production in 1926 was 43,566,000
cubic feet, valued at $5,817,000.
Manufactures. Arkansas is not an important manufacturing State, but there was a
substantial increase in its industrial development in recent years. The number of establishments in 1909 was 2925; 3123 in 1919; 1257 in
1925; and 1146 in 1927; while the number of
persons engaged in manufactories in those years
was 51,730, 58,202, 43,977, and 40,032, respecThe capital invested in 1909 amounted
tively.
to $70,174,345; in 1914, $77,162,485, and in 1919,
$138,817,974. The monetary value of the products increased from $74,916,367 in 1909, to
$200,312,858 in 1919, and was $195,208,000 for
The increase
1925, and $182,750,871 for 1927.
about 1919 was due in groat measure to the
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changes in industrial conditions brought about
The principal industries, with the
value of their product, in the three census
periods, were as follows: Lumber and timber

by the War.

products, 1909, $40,640,000; 1919, $91,852,000;
1925, $73,357,576; cottonseed oil and meal, 1909,
$7,789,000; 1919, $25,304,000; and 1927, $15,252,000; car construction and repair, 1909, $4,154,000; 1914, $4,971,000, and 1919, $11,030,000;
rice cleaning and polishing, 1909, $945,000; 1919,
$8,996,000; and 1925, $10,449,266. The most
important manufacturing cities of the State are
Little Rock and Fort Smith. The former had
125 manufacturing establishments in 1909, 149
in 1914, and 242 in 1919; the value of their products was $6,882,000, $7,755,000, and $23,168,000,
in those respective years. Fort Smith, in 1909,
had 83 manufacturing establishments, 103 in
1914, and 115 in 1919; the value of the products

for those years was $3,739,000, $4,646,000, and
$14,813,000, respectively.
Education. Educational conditions in Arkansas have made notable improvement during recent years. Important local legislation was enacted from time to time; and several important
commissions and associations carried on work
with excellent results. The Arkansas Illiteracy
Commission undertook to give adult illiterates
in the State the opportunity of at least learning
how to read and write; and the School Improvement Association was exerting its force in the
schools and communities in the
life of

many

In 1923 there were over 600 organized
school-improvement associations, with a memberThe Legislature
ship of approximately 15,000.
of 1919 passed a measure accepting the provisions of the Smith-Hughes Federal Act. providing for vocational education. The enrollment
in the schools increased from 395,978 in 1910 to
446,525 in 1916 and to 496,927 in 1925-26, while
the average daily attendance increased from
255,135 in 1910 to 292,750 in 1016 and 349,657
in 1925-26. The biennial survey of the Bureau
of Education showed for 1925-26 an enrollment
in the elementary and kindergarten schools of
the State of 462,175, and in the secondary
of white
schools, 34,752. The total enrollment
school pupils in the State in 19*25-26 was 382,The
172; and of the colored pupils, 114,755.
1925-26
permanent school fund of the State in
State.

total expendiyielded $65,725 in income. The
tures for public day schools, 1925-26, were:
The
current, $10,536,475; outlays, $3,429,391.
percentage of illiteracy in the State decreased
from 15.1 in 1910 to 11.5 in 1920, the percentage
among those of native white parentage decreasfrom
ing from 8.5 to 5.7, and among the Negroes,
32 to 26.5. An equalizing fund was provided
bv Act of 1927 authorizing payments to school
districts that, applying the 18-mill tax, were yet
unable to meet minimum school standards.
Finance. State expenditures in the year endTJ, S. Deing June 30, 1927, as reported by the
partment of Commerce, were: for maintenance
and operation of departments, $13,192,622 (of
which $4,011,789 was for local education); for
interest on debt, $157,667; for permanent im(of
provements, $7,343,863; total, $20,694,152
which $9,060,701 was for highways, $2,679,431
for conbeing for maintenance and $6,381,720
struction). Revenues were $20,311,611. Prop39.3 per cent;
erty and special taxes supplied
sales of licenses and gasoline tax, 43.1 per cent;
;

for
earnings of departments and remuneration
Property valua-officials' services, 4.8 per cent.

tion

was $614,383,153; State taxation thereon,
funded debt, June 30,

Net State
$5,345,133.
1927, was $3,017,087.

Political and Other Events. The State has
remained consistently Democratic. In 1914
Governor Hays was reflected. On Jan. 1, 1916,
State-wide prohibition went into effect as a result of laws passed by the Legislature of 1015.
Senator Clarke died Oct. 1, 1916, and W. F. Kirby
was chosen as his successor. In 1916 Charles
H. Brough was elected governor; for President,
Woodrow Wilson received 112,282 votes and
Charles E. Hughes, 47,135. A primary election
law was adopted. A constitutional convention
in 1918 submitted a new constitution to the peoGovernor Brough was
ple, who defeated it.
reflected in 1918 and J. T. Robinson was elected
to the United States Senate.
Camp Pike was
established near Little Rock during the World
War. In October, 1919, five white men and a
larger number of Negroes were killed in Phillips
County, in collisions between armed whites and
Negroes. Five hundred United States troops
were sent to the scene of the disorder from Camp
Pike. As a result of these disturbances, 86
Negroes were convicted on various charges and
12 condemned to death. In 1920, Thomas C.
McRae was elected governor and Thaddeus H.
Caraway was elected United States Senator.
For President, Cox received 105,618 votes; HardConstitutional amendments providing, 69,874.
ing for changes in the initiative and referendum,

equal suffrage, and an increase in the membership of the Supreme Court received a favorable vote; but as a majority of the total vote
cast for governor was required, and they failed
to receive this, the amendments failed of adop-

In 1922 Governor McRae was reflected; a
proposed amendment to the constitution, providing for a new initiative and referendum law, and
other amendments relating to taxation and revenue were defeated. In 1923 strikes on the Missouri & North Arkansas Railroad were ended in
December as a result of an agreement reached by
the parties and the Governor. In January,
1923, serious rioting occurred in Harrison. On
May 14, 1923, flood and fire at Hot Springs did

tion.

damage amounting to over $20,000,000.
State's vote for President in 1924

84,793;

Coolidge,

40,036;

The

was: Davis,

LaFoliette,

13,159.

Democrat, was elected governor
by 100,606 over 25,154 for Gabriel, the Republican candidate. John E. Martineau was elected
governor, on the Democratic ticket, in 1926. In

Tom

J. Terrall,

the Mississippi Valley floods of 1927, over 4,000,000 acres within the State were inundated. For
President in 1928, Smith received 119,196 votes;
Hoover, 77,751; Harvey Parnell, Democrat, was
elected governor.
Legislation. The Legislature of 1915 passed
a State-wide prohibition bill. In 1917 several
amendments were passed in the Legislature, but,
as noted above, they failed of adoption. At extra
sessions in 1919, measures

were passed to create

In 1921 the
commisLegislature abolished the corporation
sion and the paid penitentiary commission,
Railroad
substituting therefor the Arkansas
Commission and an honorary penitentiary comresolution was adopted for an amendmission.
ment to permit the taxation of personal propspecial

road-improvement

districts.

A

but

it

was

erty by improvement districts,
defeated at the polls. The Legislature of 1923
of oil and gas
passed measures tor the protection
for instruction in patriotism in
lands,

provided
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the public schools, and passed a uniform stock
transfer act. A State highway programme was

enacted in 1927, involving State measures for

payment of road-improvement district debts,
through the proceeds of automobile and gasoline
taxes; and State construction of highways
in
through issue of $52,000,000 of State debt
four years, by the agency of a State note board.
ARKANSAS, UNIVERSITY OF. A coeducational State institution founded in 1871, at
Fayetteville, Arkansas, and comprising colleges
^

of arts

and

sciences, education, engineering,

and

agriculture (including the experiment station);

a graduate school ; and schools of law and busi-

ness administration; while the medical school
The enrollment inis located at Little Rock.
creased from 665 in 1913 to approximately 1900
in the autumn of 1928, and summer school enrollment grew from 789 in 1923 to 850 in 1928.
The number of faculty members was increased
from 80 to 196 (in 1928-29), including adminofficers.

istrative

There

were

approximately

in compari90,000 volumes in the library in 1928,
son with 45,000 at the end of 1923; the productive funds of the University amounted to
$132,000 in 1928: and the income for the year
1928-29, to $1,200,000. Among the departments
added between 1914 and 1928 were those of economics, philosophy, journalism, secondary education, school administration, public speaking,
and a graduate school
agriculture, architecture,
and an en(in 1927) with a dean in charge,
The tax levied
gineering experiment station.
for the support of the University was somewhat more than doubled, to $.001; the State
for
Legislature in 1925 appropriated $650,000
new buildings; and later adopted a comprehensive building programme to be carried out by
1933, under which two new buildings for the
colleges of engineering and agriculture, respecwith equiptively, costing more than $700,000
ment, and comprising the first units to be added
under the new programme, were completed for
occupancy in 1927. President, John Clinton

Futrall, LL.D,

ARLEN", MICHAEL

(

1895-

).

Pseudonym

Kouyoumdjian, a British-Armenian
novelist. He was born along the shore of the
Danube, but his parents moved to England when
he was young. He went to school and a university there, and then visited Switzerland. On
of Dikran

his return to England, he broke with his parents
and began to write popular fiction about the
fashionable set with which he associated. His
stories and novels were The London Venture
(1920), The Romantic Lady, Piracy, These
Charmmg People (1924), The Green Hat (1924),
his most successful novel, which was dramatized
the following year; May Fair (1925), and Lily
Christine (1928).

An
).
ABLISS, Jir'lls, GEOKGE (1868English-American actor born in London, England, where he was educated. He made his first
appearance on the English stage at the Elephant
and Castle Theatre, London, in 1887, and subsequently toured in America with Mrs. Patrick
Campbell's company. Some of his best performances have been in The Darling of the Gods
(1902),

The Demi

(1908),

Disraeli

(1911),

Paganini (1916), Hamilton (1917), The Green
Goddess (1921-23), and Old English (1924-27).
He also has played leading rdles in several successful screen productions and is the author of
Widow's Weeds, There and Back, The West End,
The Wild Rabbit, What Shall It Profit? (with

ARMENIA

Brander Matthews), and Hamilton (with Mary
P. Hamilton; 1017). In 1927 he published an
autobiography, Vp the Years from Bloomsbury.
ARMAMENTS, LIMITATION OF. See WASHINGTON CONFERENCE. -For effect on naval design
and shipbuilding, see VESSEL, NAVAL; NAVIES.
ARMENIA. Armenia, as the term was
did not
generally employed before the War,
was no Ardesignate a sovereign state. There
menian state in modern times until the Armenian Republic of Erivan arose in 1918.
What the name did signify was portions of TurArmekey, Russia, and Persia inhabited by
nians. In the six Armenian vilayets of Turkey,
Mamxit-eli.e., Erzerum, Van, Bitlis, Diarbekr,
Aziz, and Sivas, lived approximately 1,000,000
Armenians, scattered among more than 3,000,000 Kurds, Turks, and other races, chicily
Moslems. Cilicia, styled Lesser Armenia by Nationalists, also was claimed by virtue of historical tradition and a large Armenian population.
Russian Transcaucasia, chiefly the provinces of
Erivan, Elisavetpol, and Tiflis, included something over 1,000,000 Armenians, mingled with
other races. In addition, perhaps 150,000 Armenians dwelt in northwestern Persia, wherefore the Persian province of Azerbaijan was
often included in Nationalist dreams of a greater
Armenia. After the outbreak of the War, the
Young Turk government charged the Armenians
with pro- Ally sympathy and revolutionary purposes and, on this pretext, the Turks began a
brutal and systematic campaign of extirpation
and banishment. Massacres took place in the
centres where groups of Armenians were to be
found, in Bitlis, Sivas, Kharput, and Trebizond.
Deported to Syria, Arabia, and Mesopotamia, and
gathered in huge concentration camps, they suffered all the privations of hunger and lack of
From
shelter, and they died in great numbers.
1,000,000 to 1,200,000 were deported, and of these
at least half met death by actual murder or as a
result of neglect.

The Russian advance into Asia Minor in
1915-16 and the fall of Erzerum served to distract the Turks and was the means of saving
many Armenians. But the collapse of Russia
in 1917 and the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk in
1918 placed the Armenians at the mercy of the
Turks once more. The Armenians in Transcaucasia tried to halt the ruin that awaited
them by creating the Republic of Erivan, but
the Turks swept into Transcaucasia in the
spring of 1918, and only the Armistice in the
autumn saved the remnants of the Armenians
from complete obliteration. The Peace Conference seemed favorable to Armenian hopes.

An Armenian

delegation, composed of llufmian
and Turkish Armenians, laid their people's aspirations before the Supreme Council. The
creation of an independent Armenia in the

midst of Turkish territory, no matter how just,
beset by many difficulties, and attempts
were made to induce the United States to accept
a mandate over it. The refusal of the American people to involve themselves In Eastern
politics and intrigue delayed the settlement of
the Armenian question until the completion of
the Treaty of Sevres. By this instrument, a
greater Armenia in Russia and Turkey was
provided for in 1920 and President Wilson was
chosen to map out the confines of the territory
in Turkey. President Wilson made public his
decision in March, 1921, three months after
Erivan had fallen before Turkish and Russian

was
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invaders. By the \Vilson line, Armenia was the country was almost wholly out off from congiven some 30,000 square miles in the Turkish tact with the outside world, aiicl being compelled
vilayets of Trebizond, Erzeram, Bitlis, and Van, to depend for its communications on the single
a coast-line of 150 miles on tie Black Sea, and Transcaucasian railway that passed through its
the port of Trebizond. It was a fair enough territory on the way from Batum to Baku.
award, but unfortunately, it was conditioned on The country has great industrial possibilities
the capability of the Armenians to take posses- for it was estimated that 0,000,000 horse power
sion.
Their inability to do this, the appearance could be utilized from the water courses.
of the Turkish Nationalist government at AnHistory. The destinies of Armenians were,
gora, the alliance between Bolshevist Russia and after all, to be cast in with the lot of Russia
Nationalist Turkey, the helplessness of the Euro- and not the West or the United States. Five
pean powers -who dared not emliark on a new days after the collapse of the Russian Empire,
war, rendered nugatory the Treaty of Sevres on" Sept. 20, ID 17, Armenia, with Georgia and
and wrecked all hopes for an independent Ar- Azerbaijan, established the Federal Republic of
menia. Meanwhile the entry into Erivan of Transcaucasia. The career of this federation
the Bolshevists and the creation of a Soviet was stormy; the sympathies of its members indicated marked dissimilarities; and a break,
.Republic, Dec. 2, 1920, heightened the indifference of the Allies.
hastened by the Turkish invasion of TranscauAlmost the last hope of the Armenians fell casia in the spring of 1918, came on May 26-28,
with the evacuation of Cilicia hy the French in 1918. War-torn Erivan was evacuated by the
1921.
(See CHICIA). In. 1919-20 about 500,000 Turks late in 1918; a brief respite followed;
Armenians, placing their faith in French aid, and then hostilities were renewed, this time
had pushed into Cilicia and put themselves un- with Georgia, in January, 1919. Meanwhile,
der the protection of French arms. But the without the formality of a popular election, a
Turkish Nationalists turned on the French in government keenly Nationalistic in tone had
been created at Erivan in the Russian Armeforce, invaded Cilicia, and took their usual
vengeance on the Armenians. It is estimated nian provinces, by the Dashnakzagan party
that 25,000 of them perished here in 1920. The
(moderate or Menshevist Socialist), and the
Franco-Turkish Treaty of Oct. 20, 1921, pro- country was organized not for reconstruction
vided for the departure of the French forces, and peace, but for expansion and war. The
abandoning the Armenians. Finally in 1923 Turks and the Kurds were the enemies. Enthe last chapter was written. By the Treaty of couraged by the fair promises of the Allied
Lausanne, a perplexed and war-weary Europe statesmen to believe that Armenia, like Poland,
sought relief th rough the restoration of the was to be regenerated, Armenians fell easy prey
status quo, and Turkey in Asia Minor was to the war temper. In July, '1919, a high comleft intact.
The roseate promise of an inde- missioner was despatched to Armenia, and
pendent Armenian State was now definitely credits were extended to the Dashnakzagan govended and the Armenians were again Russian, ernment; in August, Major General J. G. HarTurkish, and Persian subjects.
bord, U. S. A., appeared to ascertain the possibilSOCIALIST SOVIET REPUBLIC OP ARMENIA. ities of an American mandate over the country;
Since 1918 a state belonging to the Transcauca- on Apr. 23, 1920, the Government was formally
sian Federation and affiliated -with the Union of recognized by the United States; three days later,
Socialist and Soviet republics.
The republic, the San Remo Conference called on President
made up of the former Russian government of Wilson to delimit the boundaries of a free and
Erivan, is, like Georgia and Azerbaijan, situated greater Armenia. No power, however, seemed
on the Transeaueasian peninsula and has an willing to assume a mandate over Armenia or
estimated area of 1 1,680 square- miles and a to give the struggling Republic of Erivan the
population in 1926 of 867,671, as against 1,184,- aid of which it stood sorely in need; British
600 in 1914. Eighty per cent of the population troops, having temporarily occupied the region
is rural.
The population is largely Armenian in the winter of 1917-18, had been withdrawn
and Christian, about 60 per cent, while minor- in the following summer, to be replaced by Alities of Turco-Tartars, Russians, Greeks, Kurds, lied troops after the Armistice, which in turn
and Georgians are also to be found. Erivan, had been evacuated in 1920. The United States
the capital, has a population of about 62,000; Senate, unwilling to follow President Wilson's
Alexandropol, 50,000. A university, with but generous impulse, refused to consider a United
one faculty, however, was opened at Erivan in States mandate. Britain and France were
1920.
equally reluctant. Although alternative plans,
Industry and Trade. Agriculture engages such as protection by the League of Nations,
the great proportion of the population, wheat, were discussed, Armenia was left to its own
slender resources and extravagant pretensions.
rice, licorice root, tobacco, and wine being the
leading products. Prior to the War, Armenia Somewhat unreal, therefore, were the paper
produced up to 150,000 bales of ginned cotton promises contained 'in the Treaty of Sevres of
annually. Cotton growing decayed completely Aug. 10, 1920, whereby, out of the major porafter the Bolshevist Ee volution but is gradually tions of the Turkish vilayets of Van, Bitlis,
In 1926 the production of raw cotton Erzerum, and Trebizond, a republic was to be
reviving.
was 862,890 poods. Mining made up the most erected, and the final act, the drawing of the
important economic activity "before the War,^ for frontiers on the West, was delegated to President
here were found copper ore, rock salt, and iron Wilson. It was merely necessary for Armepyrite deposits. In fact, before the War, the nians to take possession, without aid from the
Government of Erivan produced 20 per cent of Allies, it is true, but with their good wishes.
Russia's whole copper output. From 18,000 to general mobilization was ordered, 34,000 men
20,000 tons of salt were extracted annually, 6500 were collected, and a move was commenced on
tons of copper, and 50,000 tons of iron pyrites. the Turkish provinces by bands of unskilled,
Three-quarters of the mines, however, had no ac- undernourished men. To defeat them was a
cess to railroads. Actually, having no seaf ront, surprisingly easy task. Karg fell without a
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struggle, Oct. 31, 1920; a week later, Alexanwas entered. By Nov. 7, 1920, when a
Turco-Armenian armistice was signed, not only
were Armenians in flight from the Turkish

dropol

provinces, but they saw Erivan wholly occupied
by the Nationalist Turks. The conduct of the
latter was typical for the six months the country remained in their possession, 140 towns were
destroyed, 400,000 people were rendered homeless, the countryside was stripped of every plow,
horse, ox, and milch cow. It was Russia, and
not the United States or Great Britain, that
was able to save something of the Armenian
hopes. Meanwhile, the Russian Bolsheviks, now
acting more or less in concert with the Turks,
:

10,000 Red troopers at Akstafa on
the Northwest frontier, invaded the country,
and co&perated with Armenian Bolshevists in
setting up a Soviet Republic. The new Government at once signed a provisional treaty at
Alexandropol on Dec. 2 with the Turkish Nationalist
commander, Kiazym Kara Bekir
Pasha. This treaty handed over to Turkey the
districts of Kars and Ardahan and renounced
This disaster
all claim to Turkish Armenia.
was confirmed by the Russo-Turkish Treaty of
Moscow in March, 1921, and by the treaty arranged at Kars the following October between
Turkey and the Transcaucasian republics. The
temporary restoration of the districts of Kara-

constructed and by 1925 the total area sown,
255,900 dessiatines, equalled the pre-war area
under cultivation. Cotton and tobacco raising
made steady advances year by year, and the minAt
of copper became a leading industry.
ing
Erivan, the capital, a large textile factory, a
national theatre, and a national university testified to the revival of industrial and cultural
In October, 1926, this pleasing aspect of
life.
national life was temporarily darkened by a disaster of major proportions, when a series of severe
earthquake shocks visited the country.
large
part of the city of Leninakan (formerly Alexwas
andropol)
destroyed, many hundreds of
people were killed, and thousands of homes were

A

had massed

razed.

bagh, Zangezoor, and Nakhitchevan to Armenia
was but an ephemeral and inadequate consola-

The problem of settling great numbers of Armenian refugees living precariously in various
parts of the Near East outside the borders of the
Armenian State engaged leisurely the attention
of the League of Nations for several years, which
finally, in 1925, sent a commission headed by
Dr. Fridtjof Nansen to Armenia to see what could
be done. The commission formulated a plan for
irrigating two large tracts near Erivan which
would provide a home for 15,000 refugees, and
proposed an international loan of $5,000,000 to
be raised under the auspices of the League of
Nations for this purpose. Although committees
of the League approved the plan at different
times, its lukewarm reception in some quarters,
presumably because of political considerations,
stood in the

tion.

A

final effort of

the Dashnakzagan Party to

power was unsuccessful. On Feb. 18,
1921, through a coup d'6tat, Erivan was seized,
but by April 2, the party was in flight, and
the Soviet reestablished. On April 21, the Turks
evacuated what remained of the Republic; on
October 13, in the above mentioned Treaty of
regain

Kars, Armenia was recognized by Turkey.
Russian aid was profuse but, in the face of the
great suffering, ineffective. In 1921, as a result
of the evacuation of Cilicia
by the
(q.v.)
French, it was reported that Erivan was filled
with 400,000 Turkish Armenian refugees. Russia sent clothing, agricultural implements, 1,500,000 gold rubles for the purchase of grains and
animals from Persia, medicines, and nurses; yet
in 1922 alone the death toll in Erivan was 150,000 from starvation and cholera. There was,
during 1922-24, an application to local problems
of
purely, for under the Soviet leaders the hope
the greater Armenia had been forsaken the Armenian national home was in Erivan. Kars,
and Ardahan; the Armenian vilayets of the for:

mer Ottoman Empire had definitely reverted to
Turkey, and Turkish possession of them was
tacitly recognized by the Allies when they signed
the Treaty of Lausanne with Turkey in 1923,
from which the Sevres clauses on Armenia were
quietly omitted. Nor was the tiny Republic of
Erivan itself really independent. From the Red
invasion, it had been overshadowed by the power
of Moscow, and at the end of "1921 it had been
reintegrated in a Federal Transcaucasian Republic which entered into the Alliance of Socialist
Soviet Republics, dominated by Moscow, by the
treaty of Dec. 30, 1922.
Under the Soviet regime, Armenia settled down
to her task of economic recovery and the building up of a nation to which the hundreds of
thousands of Armenians scattered over the world
could look back as a homeland. Progress was

marked.

A well-developed irrigation

system was

way

of its execution.

In Septem-

was reported that the British government, for reasons of economy, would not join
with other governments of Europe which had

ber, 1928, it

agreed to help finance the plan.
WAR IN EUROPE.

See RUSSIA;

ARMIES AND ARMY ORGANIZATION.

Military organization comprises the correct and
systematic arrangement of the man power and
economic resources of a nation to provide that
unity of effort essential to success in war. It
is employed to carry out the military policy of
a nation, which is formulated for the protection
and promotion of its national policies. Military organization is divided into the organization of land forces whose mission it is to carry
out in the field the military policy of the nation, and the organization of noncombatants
and of industries to provide equipment, munitions, and supplies to enable the land forces to
fulfill their mission.
Previous to the World
War, the major European powers and Japan in
the Far East had carried military organization
to a high degree of development, while the United
States, with no definite military policy, was in
a period of transition.
During the first three years of the World War,
the increase in fire power due to improvement in
rifles and machine guns, the increased mobility
and rate of fire of heavy artillery, the development of airplanes not only for observation and
reconnoissance but for bombing and combat, the
introduction of grenades, light mortars, and
tanks, and the utilization of gas and other
chemical agencies, gave rise to the formation
of small units to take advantage of these additional tactical opportunities, but resulted in
no radical reorganization either by the Central Powers or the Allies. In the United States,
during this period, trouble with Mexico caused
the mobilization of a large part of the Regular
Army and the National Guard on the Mexican
border and the organization of an expeditionary
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force which conducted a campaign in Mexican
There resulted a grouping of units

territory.

which made possible some training and experience
in the manoeuvring and supply of larger units,
and although little or no definite preparation

was made for the possible contingency of entry
into the War, the foundation was laid for the
expansion which became necessary after that

contingency materialized.
The establishment of Military Training
Camps, first for college students and then for
business men, in 1915 and 1916, resulted in
the partial training of many citizens who
formed the nucleus of the body of officers required when the emergency arrived. When the
United States entered the War, it became apparent that the forces to be raised should be
organized and equipped to utilize to the fullest extent the newly developed weapons and
should conform as far as practicable to the
organization of the Allies' forces, in conjunction with which the troops would operate. The
available forces at the outbreak of the War were
the Regular Army and the National Guard, but
the prompt enactment of the Selective Service
Act provided means for expanding these forces
to war strength beyond the natural expansion
by enlistment and for the creation of new units
to the full extent available of the man power of
the nation.
The armed forces of the United States were,
therefore, organized primarily into three components: first, the Regular Army; secondly, the
National Guard; and thirdly, the National
Army, combined as the United States Army in
August, 1918. The last named was provided
with officers in the higher commands from the
Regular Army and in the lower grades from the
reserve corps and from graduates of oftraining camps which were immediately
established. All these forces were organized
under new tables of organization prepared after
a study of the organization of the Allied armies;
the basic unit was a division of some 28,000 ofThe division was made up of a
ficers and men.
division headquarters, two infantry brigades, a
field artillery brigade, a division machine gun
battalion, a field signal battalion, an engineer
regiment, and divisional trains. An infantry
two
brigade was composed of a headquarters,
infantry regiments, and one machine gun batThe artillery brigade was composed of
talion.
a headquarters, two 75-millimeter gun regiments,
one 155-millimeter howitzer regiment, and a
trench mortar battery. An infantry regiment
was composed of a headquarters and three battalions with four rifle companies of 250 men, a
officers'

ficers'

supply company, and a machine gun company,
each. An artillery regiment comprised a headquarters and two battalions of three four-gun
a headquarters company and a supply
company, each. An engineer regiment was comwith
posed of a headquarters and two battalions
three companies of 250 men each. The divisional
trains comprised a headquarters and military
a supply
police company, an ammunition train,
train, an engineer train, usually attached to the
and a mobile
engineer regiment, a sanitary train,
ordnance repair shop, attached to the ammunibatteries,

tion train.

The road space occupied by a

division

was

miles with foot troops marching in columns
of squads.
General headquarters, reserve, army, and
corps troops comprising heavy artillery units,

30%
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of various
service units,

engineer units

and

kinds,

pioneer

in-

were organized and
assigned as required and as they were available.
Engineer, quartermaster, signal, and various other special units were organized for service in the base and intermediate zones and along
the lines of communication.
The divisions so organized proved unwieldy
and lacked mobility, their transportation was
complicated, their entry into, and withdrawal
from, battle was difficult, development was retarded, and the smaller units could not be
adequately supervised by the division commander
and his staff. They had great striking and penetration power and under the conditions on the
fantry,

Allied front they proved very effective.
In 1920 the National Defense Act of 1916 was
thoroughly revised in the light of war experience,
and a definite military policy for national defense was adopted; provision being made for the
maintenance of a small and highly trained peace
establishment consisting of the Regular Army,
the National Guard, and the Organized Reserves,
all so organized and trained as to be readily expanded to war strength in emergency. Provision was further made for voluntary military
training of citizens through reserve officers*
training corps established at various high
schools, colleges,

and

universities,

and by means

of annual civilian military training camps.
The Regular Army of the United States conIts peacestitutes a permanent military force.
time strength was limited by Congress in 1924
to 12,000 officers and 125,000 enlisted men. The
National Guard is, first, the organized militia of
the State to which it belongs, and secondly, a
component of the Army of the United States in
time of war. The National Guard is so organized and trained under supervision of the Federal authorities that when mobilized in time
of war it will constitute with the Regular Army
the first line of defense. The Organized Reserves, comprising the officers' reserve corps and
the enlisted reserve corps, composed of citizens
who voluntarily accept commissions or enlistments, are grouped into skeleton organizations
for rapid expansion in time of war. In time of
peace, the Regular Army, the National Guard,
and the Organized Reserves are organized, so far
as practicable, into brigades and divisions, and
for purposes of administration, training, and
tactical control, the continental area of the
United States in 1924 was divided on a basis of
military population into nine corps areas. The
Regular Army, owing to its limited strength, is
assigned to the corps areas according to military necessities; 'the National Guard and the Organized Reserves are distributed so that each
corps area contains two divisions of the National Guard and three divisions of Organized Reserves and also various corps and army troops.
In a major emergency, the complete mobilization would provide land forces consisting of six

armies with a total of 2,000,000 men, each
corps area furnishing one Regular Army division,
two National Guard divisions, and three Organized Reserve divisions and corps and army troops
according to their varying military population,
skeletonized units being brought to war strength
by enlistment and the operation of selective servIn a major emergency, mobilization would
ice.
be effected progressively, the Regular Army and
the National Guard' being first mobilized and
moved to the theatre of operations, followed by
the mobilization of the Reserves, including' the
field
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necessary troops for lines of communication and
the zone of the interior.
The amended National Defense Act of 1920
further provided for the organization of a General Staff in the War Department, modeled after
the General Staff which operated in France with
the American Expeditionary Forces during the
War. It consists of the Chief of Staff, the Deputy Chief of Staff, and four staff divisions dealing with personnel, intelligence, operations and
training, and supply: these divisions are desig-

nated, respectively, G-l, G-2, G-3, and G-4. The
duties of the General Staff, as defined in the Act,
are to prepare plans for national defense and. the
use of the military forces for that purpose, and
for the mobilization of the manhood of the nation and its material resources in emergency,
to investigate and report on all questions affecting the efficiency of the Army of the United
States and its state of preparation for military
operations, and to render professional aid and
assistance to the Secretary of War and the Chief
of Staff. To carry out one phase of these duties,
a war-plans division has been constituted to
study and develop plans for defense; this is so
organized that, in case of a major emergency,
it could take the field as the staff of general
headquarters in the theatre of operations. In
time of peace, command and administration are
carried out through the nine corps areas; no
commanders are appointed or staffs organized for
units greater than a division.
Subsequent to the adoption of the amended
National Defense Act of 1920, a board of officers
was assembled who defined a general plan of
organization for the Army of the United States
as provided for in the Act. The strategical
and tactical organization of the military forces,
it was recognized, might include a
general headquarters, groups of armies, corps or divisions,
depending on the theat e of operation, the
general strategical situation, and the size of the
forces engaged. Under the plans outlined by the
special board of officers, tables of organization
were prepared by the General Staff and put
into operation. Tables were prepared for such

general headquarters reserve, army, and corps
troops as might be required in a major emergency, and which should be included in the Organized Reserves.
typical organization of an
army in 1929 comprises an army headquarters
and army special troops; two or more corps
temporarily' assigned; two cavalry divisions;
heavy artillery from the general headquarters reserve; a brigade of anti-aircraft artillery; an air
service consisting of headquarters, an observation
group, and an attack wing; and certain special
troops of the signal corps, engineer corps, medical
corps, and ordnance corps, with the requisite
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trains.
typical organization of a corps comprises a corps headquarters and corps special
troops; two or more divisions temporarily assigned; an artillery brigade of two regiments of
155-millimeter howitzers and a regiment of 155millimeter guns; and an observation (flash) battalion and an ammunition train, an air service of

two observation squadrons and four balloon companies; an anti-aircraft regiment; a medical
regiment; an engineer regiment with three
auxiliary battalions; and the requisite trains.
In order to meet the objections to the divisions as organized during the War, the new
tables of organization provided for

a reduction in
and men. This

strength to about 20,000 officers
reduction was secured by transferring the
regi-

ment

of heavy artillery to the corps, reducing the
strength of the companies in the engineer regiment to 100 men, and the strength of a rifle com-

in an infantry regiment to 200 men, with a
corresponding reduction in the number of machine guns, but leaving the percentage of machine
guns to rifles the same. This reduction in
strength was in line with the changes in European armies based on the experience of the War.

pany

A division so organized still occupies a road space
with foot troops marching in columns of squads
of about 27 miles, and it is probable that further
reduction in the strength of a division will be
in the future, without making any reduction in the strength of a battalion.
The Detention of the two-brigade, four-regiment organization has to a certain extent sacrificed manoeuvring and mobility to striking
power, but in view of the modern tactics of organization in depth, the three-unit scheme was
not adopted until the battalion was reached in
organization. Since it was recognized that the
machine gun was purely an infantry weapon, the
machine gun battalions of the former organization were abandoned, and machine gun companies
were organized in each battalion.
An infantry division as organized in 1920 com-

made

prises a division headquarters;

special troops;

two infantry brigades, each consisting of a headquarters, a headquarters company and two regiments; a field artillery brigade consisting of a
headquarters, a headquarters battery, an ammunition train armed with two anti-aircraft
machine guns, and two regiments of 75-miUimeter guns, horse drawn ; a combat engineer regiment; a division aviation; a medical regiment;
and a division quartermaster train.
The special troops of an infantry division consist of a headquarters; a headquarters company;
a signal company; a light tank company of 24
tanks, 10 armed with 37-millimeter guns and
14 with machine guns; an ordnance company;
a service company (Q.M.C.) ; and a military
police company. An infantry regiment consists of a headquarters; a headquarters company;
a service company; a howitzer company armed
with three .37-millimeter guns and three 3-inch
trench mortars; and three battalions, each consisting of a headquarters, a headquarters company, three rifle companies and one machine gun
company armed with 12 machine guns. A field
(75-millimeter guns) conartillery regiment
sists of a headquarters; a headquarters battery;
a service battery, armed with two anti-aircraft
machine guns; and two battalions, each consisting of a headquarters and headquarters battery,
a combat train armed with three anti-aircraft
machine guns and three batteries of four 75millimeter guns and two anti-aircraft machine
guns each. A combat engineer regiment consists
of a headquarters; a headquarters and service
company, and two battalions of three companies
each. A division aviation consists of a headquarters; an observation squadron with three antiaircraft machine guns and 13 airplanes, each
armed with two fixed and two flexible machine
guns, and a photographic section. A medical
regiment consists of a headquarters; a service
company; a veterinary company; a collecting
battalion of three companies; an ambulance battalion, consisting of a headquarters,
,

one animal-

drawn company and two motorized companies;
and a hospital battalion of three companies. The

division quartermaster train consists of a headquarters; four motor transport companies, each
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with two %-ton and 27 1 %-ton trucks; two
motor repair sections; one motorcycle company
with 32 motorcycles; and two wagon companies
(animal-drawn), each with 60 wagons.

A

155-millimeter howitzer regiment (motorized), frequently attached to an infantry division, consists of a headquarters; a headquarters
battery; a service battery; and 3 battalions, each
consisting of a headquarters and headquarters
battery, a combat train and 2 batteries of four
155-millimeter guns and two anti-aircraft machine guns each.
cavalry division, as organized in 1929, comprises a headquarters; special troops; two cavalry brigades, each consisting of a headquarters,
a headquarters troop, and two cavalry regiments;
a field artillery regiment of 75-millimeter guns
(horse); an armored-car squadron; a division
aviation; a combat engineer battalion (mounted) ; a medical squadron; and a division quartermaster train.
The special troops of a cavalry division con-

A

a headquarters; a headquarters troop;
a signal troop ; a light tank company of 24 tanks,
armed as in an infantry division; and an ordnance company. A cavalry regiment consists
of a headquarters; a headquarters troop; a
machine-gun troop armed with 16 machine guns
and 3 one-pounders; and three squadrons each
consisting of a headquarters and two troops.
A field artillery regiment (horse) in a cavalry
sist of

division consists of a headquarters and headquarters battery ; a service battery ; and two battalions, each consisting of a headquarters and
headquarters battery, a combat train with three
anti-aircraft machine guns and three batteries
each of four 75-millimeter guns and two antiAn armored-car squadron
aircraft machine guns.
consists of a headquarters with 2 cross-country
cars; and 3 troops, each with 4 cross-country
cars and 12 armored cars each armed with a
machine gun and a submachine gun. A cavalry
division aviation consists of a headquarters; an
observation squadron with three anti-aircraft
machine guns and 13 airplanes each armed
with 2 fixed and 2 flexible machine guns; and
a photographic section. A combat engineer battalion, mounted, consists of a headquarters; a
headquarters and service platoon ; and three commedical squadron consists of a headpanies.
quarters ; a collecting troop an ambulance troop
with 10 animal-drawn and 10 motor ambulances;
a hospital troop; and a veterinary troop. A
cavalry division quartermaster train consists
of a headquarters 2 motor transport companies,
each with two %-ton and 27 %-ton trucks; 1
motor repair section; 1 wagon company with
66 wagons; and 4 pack trains, each of a bell
horse and 50 mules.
Regiments and higher units haye attached
medical personnel and chaplains. Units smaller
than a regiment, operating independently, have
attached medical personnel.
See ARTILLERY: STRATEGY AND TACTICS.
).
ARMIN, FRUEDRICH SIXT VON (1851German general, born at Wetzlar. In 1917
he was appointed chief -in-command of the 4th
Army in Flanders which, in 1918, took ArmenSee WOBLD WAR, under
tieres and Kemmel Hill.
Western Front.
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ARMISTICE, THE; See WORLD WAR.
ARMISTICES. See WAR, DIPLOMACY OF THE.
ARMORED CRUISER. See VESSEL, NAVAL.

ARMORED
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See VESSEL, NAVAL.
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ARMOUR,

J(OXATIIAX) OGDEN (1803-1927).
and merchant (see VOL.
II). After he had become head of Armour &
Co., in succession to his father, Philip D. Armour, in 1901, the sales grew approximately
from $250,000,000 in 1910 to $1,038,000,000 in
1919, with a total net income ranging from
$9,808,305 to $27,180,124. A suit was impend-

An American

capitalist

ing in 1920 for alleged violation of the Sherman
Anti-Trust Law, but an agreement was reached
with the United States Government whereby Armour & Co., as well as several other big packers,
should restrict their business to meat packing
alone.
The Armour interests suffered in the economic depression that followed the World War,
and in the year 1923 Armour & Co. was reorganized, Mr. Armour losing control but retaining
the chairmanship of the board of directors.
After 192G the firm ceased to be a family affair,
and in April, the Armour Grain Corporation,
which had been organized by the elder Armour
in 1890, was liquidated. Mr. Armour developed
at Lake Forest, 111., a model farm which was

valued at $5,000,000, but this enterprise also, of
which he was very fond, he was compelled to relinquish. He wrote The Packers and the People
(1906).

ARMSBY, HENBY PRENXISS (1853-1921).
American agricultural chemist, born at Northbridge, Mass, (see VOL. II). For the 14 years
which preceded his death, he was director of the
institute of animal nutrition at the Pennsyl-

vania State College. He was a member of the
Agricultural Committee of the National Research
Council (1917) and a delegate to the Inter-Allied
Scientific Food Commission (1918).
His later
works included The Nutrition of Farm Animals
(1917) and Conservation of Food Energy (1918).
ARMSTRONG, EDWAKD (1846-1928). An
English historian and educator (see VOL. II).
He was provost of Queen's College (1911-22)
and warden of Bradfield College (1910-25).
In 1921 he was lecturer to Oxford University
for the Dante sexcentenary and in 1926 he received the Serena Medal of the British Academy.
).
ARMSTRONG, EDWAED COOKE (1871An American educator, born at Winchester, Va.
.
VOL.
After
dethe
Romance
II)
(see
heading
partment at Johns Hopkins University for seven
he
became
years,
professor of the French language at Princeton in 1917. During the War,
he served as national recruiting secretary for the
Foyer du Soldat and as national director of
French instruction in the training camps (1918)
After the armistice, he was dean of American
students and lecturer at the University of Bordeaux. In 1925 he became secretary of the
American Council of Learned Societies. He is
a Chevalier of the French Legion of Honor.
He wrote and edited several books on the teach.

ing of French and was co-editor of Modern Language Notes (1011-15).

.ARMSTRONG, HELEN MAITLAND
An American

(1869-

born at Florence,
She was the daughter of the United
Italy.
States Consul General in Italy. Her early education, was at home; later, she studied at the Art
Students 9 League. Among her works are the
).

artist,

windows of All Saints' Chapel, Biltmore, N. C.,
and windows in the armory of Mrs. 0. H. P.
Belmont's New York house, the New York
Church of the Ascension, and St. Michael's
Church, and five in the chancel of the chapel at
Sailors' Snug Harbor, Staten Island.
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A German
FBITZ (18G6).

MENTAL MEASUKEMENT

ARNHEIM,

;

historian and traveler, born in Berlin and educated at the universities of Berlin and Halle. In
the course of his studies, he made prolonged tours
through Sweden, Belgium, and Norway (190012), and subsequently lectured on these counHe became editor of Mitteilungen an der
tries.
Historischen Litteratur (1915) and co-editor of
Schwedische Blatter
(1920). His numerous

works on historical subjects, literature, etc., include Der Hof Friedrichs des Grossen (1912) ;
Scliweden (1917) and Arteilung Skandinaischer
;

Staaten

in

der

lllustrierten

Weltgeschichte

(1920).

ARNOLD,

BION JOSEPH

(1861-

).

An

electrical engineer, born at Caznovia,
(see VOL. II).
During the years 1914-

American
Mich,
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21, he reviewed plans for a comprehensive system
of steam railway terminals for the city of Chicago and advised the officials of Boston, Des

Moines, Omaha, and other cities of the United
States, and of Winnipeg, Man., in regard to traction matters. He was a member of the Naval

Consulting Board during the World War and
was called into active service in December, 1917,
as a lieutenant colonel in the United States
Army Signal Corps, Aviation Section. He made
reports on the aluminium situation and supervised the development and production of aerial
as
torpedoes. In 1919 he received a commission
colonel in the air corps, Officers' Reserve Corps,
and in 1925 was transferred to the Auxiliary
Corps with the same rank.

ARNOLD, JULEAN

).
(HERBERT) (1876An American commercial attache for China. He
was born in Sacramento, Calif, and educated in
the University of California. In 1902 he was
commissioned by President Roosevelt the first
student interpreter to China and, from 1904 to
1914, held various consular positions in China
and Japan. He was commercial attache in
China and Japan, 1914-17, commercial attache*
in Japan, September-November, 1923, and has
been commercial attache" in China since 1914.
He received various decorations from the Chinese government and the degree of LL.D. from
He is
St. John's University, Shanghai, in 1919.
the author of numerous magazine articles on
China, and the compiler of the Commercial Handtook of China. In 1918, 1922, and 1926-27 he
was chairman of the American delegation to the
China Tariff Revision Commission, and has been
honorary high advisor of the National Bed Cross

of China.

An Ameri).
ARNOLD, RALPH (1875can geologist, born at Marshalltown, Iowa. He
was graduated from Throop Polytechnic Institute in 1896 and from Leland Stanford Junior
University in 1899, and pursued his studies at
the latter institution until 1902. He was an assistant in geology at Stanford, 1899-1903, and
also taught chemistry and physics at Hoitt's
School, Menlo Park, Calif., 1899-1900. In 1900
he entered the service of the United States Geologic Survey as a field assistant, and he passed
through the subordinate grades until he became
During these years, he acgeologist, 1908-09.
and
quired an intimate knowledge of the geology
paleontology of the California petroleum fields,
and in 1909 he resigned from the Survey to enter

private practice as an oil expert. He has made
investigations of the fields of various American
States, Trinidad, B. W. I., Venezuela, and other
In 1911-12 he was consulting petrocountries.
leum engineer of the United States Bureau of
Mines. He lectured at Harvard University, the
University of Chicago, and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, 1914 and 1915. He was
a member of the Excess Profits Tax Board, 1918,
valuation expert and chief of the mining, oil, and
gas section, 1918-19, and representative of the
board at the National Reconstruction Conference of 1918. Dr. Arnold, who received the degree of Sc.D. from the University of Pittsburgh
in 1921 and that of D".Eng. from the University
of Southern California in 1925, has been an
officer or member of many associations of scientists, and has written numerous papers on geology
and palaeontology. In 1914 he became an associate editor of Economic Geology.
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ARNOTTX,

ar'noo', ALEXANDKE
novelist, born at

French poet and

(1884-

).

Digne (Bas-

ses), France, who was the author of realistic
His style waa
stories and of a fantastic play.

His works include L'Allee
des mortes, poems ( 1906 ) , Au grand vent, poems
(1900) ; La mort de Pan drama (1909) ; Le roman litteraire IV, with D. Flaboche (1912) ;
Abisag ou I'figlise transportee par la loi (1918) ;
La nuit de Saint-Barnabe, describing Parisian urchins ( 1 920 ) ; La Legende du roi Arthur et des
Chevaliers de la Table Ronde, a translation of
Malory (1920) ; Indice 83, awarded the Prix de
la Renaissance (1922); Huon de Bordeaux, a
fairy melodrama (1922); Suite Variee (1925);
Le Chiffre (1926), and Rencontres avec Richard
alert, lively, dramatic.

Wagner

(1927).

ar-ra'm-us, SVANTB (1859Swedish chemist (see VOL. II).
Among his later books were Quantitative Laws
w, Biological Chemistry (1915), The Destinies
of the Stars (1918), and Chemistry and Modern

ARRHENTTTS,

1927).

A

Life (1919).

A
).
ARSONVAIi, ABStaE D' (1851French physician, physiologist, and physicist.
He was co-discoverer with Hertz, Tesla, and E,
Thomson of high-frequency electrical circuits and
sole originator of their use in the treatment of
disease.
Every piece of apparatus for this purpose was separately invented by him, and the ap-

method is known as arsonvalizaBorn at La Porcherie (Haute-Vienne),
he was educated in Limoges and received his
medical degree from the University of Paris in

plication of the
tion.

1877. He began his career as assistant in the
laboratory of Claude Bernard and in 1882 was
made director of the newly created laboratory of biological physics in the ficole des
Hautes fitudes. In 1889 he collaborated with
Brown-Squard in the pioneer research into the
internal secretions. In 1894 he was appointed
professor of medicine in the College de France.
Beginning in 1881 and through the ensuing quarter-century, he published a continuous series of

on electro-physiology in all of its aspects.
His pioneer work on the action of high-frequency
circuits on man and animals was done during
1890-95. In 1903, assisted by Chauveau and
others, he produced his magistral work TraiU
de Physique Biologique. He became vice president of 1'Academie des Sciences in 1916 and its

articles

president in 1917.

An Ameri).
ARTHUR, JULIA (1869can actress, born at Hamilton, Out. (see VOL.
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On

her return to the stage in 1914 after
an absence of 14 years, Miss Arthur acted in
The Eternal Magdalene in New York. Other of
her appearances were in Liberty Aflame (1917),
Out There (1918), An Ideal Husband (1918)
and Macbeth (1921).
ARTIFICIAL GEMS. See MINERALOGY.
ARTIFICIAL SILK. See RAYON.
ARTILLERY. The dictum of the great Napoleon that artillery has been and always will
be the determining factor of armies and peoples
was abundantly confirmed by battle experience
in the World War. One of the outstanding lessons of the War was the increasing relative importance of artillery in modern warfare. The
combatant troops of all the nations engaged in
this greatest of all conflicts insistently demanded
not only more artillery, but artillery of greater
power and increased mobility. With entire populations of nations engaged in the struggle, scientific, engineering, and manufacturing knowledge was focused on the production of more and
more powerful weapons to a degree never before
experienced. The natural result of this condition of affairs is the great array of more powerful ordnance which owes its existence to the
stimulus given inventive genius by the World
II).

War.

In addition to greater range and greater mobil-

modern artillerist demands greater rapidity of fire; greater permissible elevation, with
a view to possible use against aircraft; allaround fire or the nearest practicable approach
to it, in order to avoid constant shifting of the
entire gun carriage; increased quickness of going into action and limbering up for quick abandonment of untenable positions ; and interchangeability of the gun with its companion howitzer
ity, the

of a slightly larger calibre on combination gunhowitzer mounts in order to simplify supply and
maintenance problems in the field. Manifestly,
these conflicting requirements involve considerable compromise. The ingenuity of ordnance engineers has therefore been directed toward
securing the most desirable combination of characteristics.
To arrive at this result, practically
all of the war departments of the nations involved in the conflict, as soon as the Armistice

afforded proper opportunities, made a special effort to review the artillery situation not only in
their own armies but in the armies of all nations
involved in the War.
In the United States Army, this desire to benefit by the lessons of the strife after the war
ended in 1918, led to the convening of the
Board of Officers with instructions to make an exhaustive study of the entire artillery situation,
and then to recommend the types and calibres of
artillery which should be developed for future armament. Similarly constituted boards of officers
representing the Armies of the Allied Powers
made extended visits to the United States in the

years immediately following the War, admittedly
or presumably engaged in similar research. Few
of the great nations of the world disclose
the details of their ordnance designs, but under
the present form of government and existing
institutions of the United States, it would be
quite impossible to keep secret information of
It is probthis nature except in time of war.
able, however, that the information in regard to
recent developments in artillery design pubished
in the United States represents in the main a
fair gauge of progress in similar directions in

other countries, inasmuch as ordnance information was freely interchanged among the Allied
Powers, and successful attempts were made to
secure similar information from the authorities
of the Central Powers after the Armistice.
The
following descriptions of artillery material may,
therefore, be taken as typical of the state of the
art of ordnance design and manufacture throughout the world.
Light Field (Division) Artillery. Prior to
the War, weight was the determining factor in
the design of division artillery. Motor traction had not arrived at a degree of dependability

which would justify

its employment in manceuvring artillery over varying terrain. The main
reliance was still on animal transport, as it had
been for the preceding century. Assuming that
a horse could pull 650 pounds at all gaits and
that a six-horse team was the maximum number
that could be manoeuvred effectively, 3900 pounds
became the maximum weight for any complete
single unit of division artillery. Within this
limit, the ordnance engineers of all countries
strove to arrive at the best combination of range,

striking velocity, and explosive effect on bursts.
In the United States Army, a division field gun
3 inches in calibre, firing a projectile weighing
15 pounds, was adopted as standard, and other
countries varied only slightly from these figures.
In order to achieve greater bursting effect, a heavier projectile carrying a larger explosive
charge
was needed. Since the degree of mobility of the
division gun must be maintained, it was found
necessary to design a companion piece, the division howitzer, using a projectile approximately
twice as heavy as that of the gun and attaining
approximately the same range by providing for
greater elevation of the howitzer carriage than
provided by the gun carriage, thereby avoiding
the increased weight which would have resulted
through strengthening the gun to fire the heavier

low angles of elevation.
During the War, motor transport was developed to a high degree of dependability and the
projectile at

maximum

permissible weight of divisional arunits was considerably increased. Accordingly, the Calibre Board of the United States
Army laid down these requirements for ideal
tillery

divisional artillery:

Gun
Calibre

W<'eight

of

projectile

Maximum range

Carriage to permit
evation of

Traverbe

el-

Howitzer

About 3 inches 105 millimeter
Not over 20 30 to 35 pounds
pounds
15,000 yards

12,000 yards

80
860

65

360
normal or Not over 4500 Not over
Range
reduced charge
pounds
pounds

Weight

-with

Rate

of

fire,

per minute

4500

rounds 11,000 yards
20

Carriage to be interchangeable for gun and howitzer.
Perfection of split-trail type recommended.
Wheels to have rubber tires when motorized.
Development of self-propelled mounts recommended.
Simple firing mechanism, preferably of lanyard type,
desired.

One type

of breech block for both

gun and howitzer.
of 12 miles per

For normal use, a maximum speed
hour.

ARTILLERY

Division guns and howitzers which gave the
of
required ranges within the prescribed limits

weight were designed and successfully fired,
the increase in range over that of pre-war types
having heen attained principally by improve-

in the contour of the projectile and by
Invelocities of the pieces.
creased velocities necessitated corresponding increases in length of the piece, for the division
gun 131.7 inches in the new design, as compared with 87.8 inches in the pre-war type.
Increased length of the piece in turn made it
necessary to support it as near the breech as
possible in order to avoid the necessity of
digging holes in the ground to permit recoil
of the gun when fired at high elevation. The
consequent unbalancing of the gun requires the
addition of an equilibrator system to maintain
ease of manual elevation. Fortunately, the in-

ments

increasing muzzle

creased weight due

to the equilibrator system
the increased length of bore is more than
offset as far as mobility is concerned by the
introduction of dependable motor transport in

and

animal transport.
requirement for a maximum elevation of
80 degrees was due to a desire to provide for
possible use against aircraft and also in order
to provide a more curved trajectory which
would give a steeper angle of fall and thus prove
effective against personnel grouped behind earthworks but without overhead cover. The increased elevation obviously added nothing to
the maximum range inasmuch as elevation in
excess of 45 degrees tends to decrease range
rather than to increase it. In order to provide
for angles of elevation greater than 45 degrees,
it was necessary to increase the capacity and
therefore the weight of the equilibrator system,

place
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of

The

to provide variable recoil with consequent increased complication and weight of the equilibrator system. While entirely practicable from
an engineering and manufacturing standpoint,
complication of design necessary to meet requirements which were outside of the ordinary
functions of the piece led to a lowering of the
maximum required elevation in the ideal mount
from 80 degrees to 45 degrees, at which elevation practically maximum range is secured.
traverse of 3GO degrees as originally prescribed
for the ideal division gun and division howitzer
was likewise caused by a desire to provide a
piece suitable for use against aircraft, but this
requirement was abandoned in favor of two
types of carriages, the split-trail, which permits considerable changes in azimuth without
moving the gun carriage, and the box-trail,
which permits only a change of 10 degrees in
the azimuth but reduces complications of design
and decreases weight and cost.

A

The requirement of a carriage to mount interchangeably both the 75-millimeter gun and its
companion piece, the 105-millimetor howitzer,
was due to the feeling that it would expedite
manufacture in the shops and simplify maintenance in the field. Strict adherence to this
requirement, however, necessitated a combination carriage much heavier than cither a
specially designed gun carriage or howitzer carriage alone. Inasmuch as the howitzer mounted
on the combination carriage required ^ elevation mechanism of only 65 degrees, it did not
of the
fully utilize the weight of that part
mechanism needed to provide the 15 degrees
as the
greater elevation for the gun. Further,
howitzer imposed upon the carriage greater fircaring stresses than the gun, the combination

EXPENDITORE OF ARTILLERY AMMTTNITIOIT IN RECENT WARS
Previous Wars Compared with

Expenditures for

a,

One Year,

Average, year ended Mov. 10, 1918.

ended

MTov. 10, 1918.

One Month

b,

Civil

of World

War

and World War

Year ended June 30, 1864.

c,

Year
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Photograph* Ordnance Department, U. S. Army
1. U, S.
75-MM. GUN AND MOUNT, Ml, 45

ARMY
ARMY

TO LEFT.

2. U. S.

105-MM.

DEGREES ELEVATION AND TRAVERSED
ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUN AND MOUNT, Ml RIGHT SIDE.

ARTILLERY

Photographs, Ordnance Department, United States

Army

UNITED STATES ARMY ARTILLERY
1.

2.
3.

EIGHT-INCH HOWITZER, M1920MI, Mounted on an 8-Inch
riage, Ml 920 E, Elevation, 45 degrees.
A 155-MILLIMETER
GUN ON TRAILER MOUNT.
FOURTEEN-INCH GUN ON RAILWAY MOUNT, M1920.

Howitzer-155-mllllmeter

Gun Car-

ARTILLERY
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EXPENDITURE OF ARTILLERY AMMUNITION" IN MODERN BATTLES

Artillery preparation lasted:

a,

35 minutes,

&,

riage was of necessity made stronger and, therefore, heavier than was absolutely needed when

mounting a gun.

The need for

not only en

all

possible

but while being
manned in action was found to outweigh the
mobility

route

theoretical 'advantages which might be obtained
by interchangeability of mounting, and it is
entirely probable that in the future the division
gun and the division howitzer will each have its
specially designed carriage in order to keep the
weight down to a minimum and thereby effect

4 hours.

c,

Intermittent 7 days.

the greatest degree of mobility without decreasing power.
The increased application of motor transport
to military problems permitted not only the
hauling of greater loads at a speed equal to
that of animal transport but greatly increased
the speed at which these increased loads can be
moved. These increased speeds in themselves
affected artillery design by necessitating the
rubber-tiring of wheels and in
many cases
spring-supporting of loads, which had never

BATES OF ARTILLERY EIRE PER GTTN PER DAT IK RECENT WARS

* Siege of Sebastopol

6

** Field gun ammunition only.
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COMPARISON OF ARTILLERY AMMUNITION VALUES
BOUNDS CONSUMED
DURING ONE YEAR

J

ESTIMATED COST
OF AVERAGE ROUND

ESTIMATED AVERAGE
SIZE

OF AMMUNITION

WAR -WORLD WAR

CIVIL

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST
OF ARTILLERY AMMUNITION

LIONS

52,5T5.000

12 POUNDS
$2.00

1,950,000
CIVIL

WAR

-

WORLD WAR

CIVIL

teen found necessary before. Herte, as elsewhere,
no advantage is obtained without an off-setting
disadvantage. The application of rubber tires
to artillery wheels increases the total weight
of the unit by several hundred pounds.
Great progress also was made in the design and
manufacture of self-propelled mounts for division
artillery.
Requirements of an ideal mount were
set by the Calibre Board at a maximum speed of
12 miles per hour and a maximum weight not
to exceed the capacity of a light pontoon bridge,
or 9000 pounds. It is an interesting commentary on the rapid advances in automotive
engineering that within three years of the establishment of this required maximum speed, a
self-propelled mount for, 75-millimeter guns or
105-millimeter howitzers actually attained a
maximum speed of 30 miles per hour or twoand-a-half times what was deemed possible of
attainment when the Calibre Board established
its

requirements.

Medium

Field

(Corps)

Artillery.

These

characteristics for ideal corps artillery pieces
were established by the calibre Board:

MEDIUM FIELD (CORPS) ARTILLERY
Qun
Calibre

Weight

of

projectile

Maximum range

Howitzer

Between 4.7 in. About 155 mm.
and 5 in.
Not over 60 Ib. Not over 100
pounds

18,000 yd. su- 16,000 yd.
per-charge
Range, normal charge 12,000 yd.
Zones
- 5 to -f 80
Elevation
65
to
Traverse
360
360
Maximum rate of fire 6 rounds per 5 rounds per
minute
minute

-5

+

Generalities :
carri
should be developed for howitsplit-trail carnage
zer interchangeable, if practicable, with that for gun.
Maximum speed of 8 miles per hour.
Wheels for carriage should be rubber-tired.
Transport fully motorized, with wheel trailers for
long rapid hauls.
Weight limit, 12,000 pounds for wheeled vehicles,
and 15,000 pounds for caterpillars.

A

10 MILLIONS

WAR

pound
has

WORLD WAR

CIVIL

projectile to a

been

WAR- WORLD W4fl

maximum

of 20,500 yards

found

Self-propelled
practicable.
mounts for either the 4.7 gun or the 155-millimeter howitzer with a maximum speed of 15

miles per hour have been designed, manufactured,

and

Heavy

successfully tested.

Field (Army) Artillery.

Of

still

larger calibres are the army artillery, where
ideal characteristics were formulated as follows:

HEAVY FIELD (ARMY) ARTILLERY
Calibre

Weight

of

projectile

Howitzer
Gun
About 155 mm. About 8 inches
Not over 100 Ib. Not over 240 Ib.

Maximum range
25,000 yd.
Range, normal charge 18,000 yd.
Elevation
Zero to 65
Traverse
360
Type

H. E.

of projectiles

Shell

18,000 yd.

Zone
Zero to 65

360
H. E. Shell

Self-propelled caterpillar unit desirable for 155 nun.
gun.
Certain proportion should be retained on rubbertired wheel mounts.
It is desirable to develop a carriage which can be
used interchangeably for 155 mm. gun and 8 in.

howitzer.

Maximum speed of S. P. caterpillar 6 m.p.h.; wheel
mounts, 12 m.p.h.
Conventional caissons for this calibre are obsolete.
Transport: All of this type should be motorized.
Ammunition vehicles to correspond should be developed.

Requirements of heavy field artillery as given
above can be met except in regard to traverse of
360 degrees for the reasons previously discussed
under division and corps artillery. Unlike the
preceding classes, however, it is entirely practicable to design a carriage on which the 155millimeter gun and 8-inch howitzer can be

mounted interchangeably.*

REQUIREMENTS FOR SUPER-GUNS

The objections to unnecessarily high elevation
and 360 degrees traverse as well as to the interchangeable requirement for the carriage proper
are the same as discussed above for division artillery, but the disparity in stresses imposed
upon the mount by the corps gun and corps
howitzer is even greater than that of the division gun and the division howitzer. Since the
carriage had to be designed to mount the howitzer successfully, it was possible to
design a gun
of even greater power than was at first held to
be ideal and still to adhere to the desired degree
of mobility. Accordingly, a gun
firing a 50-

Time

for occupying position
Ihour
Prepared
Ito4hrs. 8 hours
Unprepared

Maximum
Gauge

of

Track

Ammunition fot
.

Ihour

rate of

fire

all

1 shot, 2
minutes
Stand- Stand- Stand- Standard
ard
ard
ard
cannon: Smokeless, flashless.

Related zone charges for howitzers.
Puses; Bore safe, instantaneous, and selective delay.

AETILLERY

howitzer can be used on the railroad mount for
the 14-inch 50-calibre gun.
Coast Defense Artillery. The superiority of
land fortifications over battleships where land
guns have approximately the same range as those
on the ships has always been accepted by artil-

The

failure of the joint British
and French naval attacks on the Turkish coast
defenses at the Dardanelles and the lack of success which attended the constant shelling of
hastily erected German defenses on the Belgian
coast, supplemented by bombing from the air,

lery authorities.
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Of the super-guns listed above, a 14-inch 50calibre gun on a railroad mount has been designed, manufactured, and successfully tested.
The 16-inch 25-calibre howitzer also has been
successfully fired from a barbette carriage. This

strengthened the contention that battleships
cannot hope to attack with success coast fortifications provided with armament of approximately equal power. However, due to the increased elevation and the correspondingly greater
range of guns mounted on battleships built since
the War, artillery intended for coast defense
purposes must of necessity be provided with carriages permitting elevation to develop the maximum range of the piece. In 1914 the American
14-inch 40-calibre gun mounted on a disappearing
carriage and the 12-inch long-range mortar were
typical of standard heavy coast defense armament. Through the development of airplane
carriers to accompany attacking fleets, and the
steeper angle of fall of projectiles fired at the
30 to 40 degrees elevation which is now required
,for long-range naval fire and provided in recent
designs of battleships, the need for protection
formerly given to guns mounted on disappearing
carriages by extensive concrete emplacements was
materially diminished. This consideration, together with the difficulty encountered in providing
the required high angles of elevation on disappearing carriages, resulted in the adoption of the
simpler barbette carriage for future installaThe best example of modern high-powered
tions.
coast defense artillery is probably in the 16-inch
50-calibre gun mounted on a barbette carriage
following designs of the United States Army
Ordnance Department. This gun is of wirewound construction, is approximately 70 feet in
length over all, and with its recoil band weighs
about 200 tons. It is equipped with a drop
breech-block of the Smith-Asbury type, operated
by compressed air. The normal charge for this
gun consists of 850 pounds of smokeless powder,
giving a maximum interior pressure of 38,000
pounds per square inch. With this charge, a
range of 50,000 yards is given an armor-piercing
projectile weighing 2340 pounds and capable of
penetrating 14 inches of battleship armor at all
ranges. The barbette carriage on which this
gun is mounted is simple and rugged in design;
yet it has adequate provision for rapid and accurate manoeuvring of the gun. The recoil of
the gun is controlled by four recoil cylinders
symmetrically located and integral with the
cradle.
The energy generated on discharge of
the piece is dissipated by forcing oil through
throttling grooves in, the wall of each cylinder as
the piston rods and heads, securely fastened to
the recoil band of the gun, move to the rear with
The piston rod pull amounts to 1,250,000
it.
pounds for every 40 inches of recoil, so that the
recoil cylinders dissipate 4,567,000 foot-pounds
of energy each time the gun is ftre$L To insure
the rate of fire of one round per minute, a power

rammer

is

located on the racer near the breech

The powder charge and projectile
up to the carriage on special cars
and rammed home by means of an electric motor
actuating the rammer through hydraulic speed
The carriage is equipped so that all
gears.
of the gun.

are brought

operations are normally pei formed by electricity
or compressed air, but the mechanisms are so
arranged as to permit manoeuvring by hand

power in emergencies.

German Long-range Guns. All military
weapons are appraised, in general, on the basis
of the amount of destruction they can cause.
If
the performance of the German long-range guns
used for the bombardment of Paris from Mar.
23 to Aug. 0, 1918, are judged on the usual basis,
they must be set down as failures. The casualties caused by them average only about two and
a half per round, notwithstanding that a thickly
populated city was being bombarded. The property damage per round fired was approximately
that of an ordinary 6-inch shell and in the aggregate was of negligible military value. However, these guns were not primarily weapons of
destruction but were rather psychological weapons, for their purpose was served when the German High Command was able to say without
fear of contradiction that their troops were bombarding Paris by artillery fire. At first, no
mention was made in their communiques that
super-guns of much greater range than had ever
before been even proposed for use in battle were
responsible for the artillery bombardment.
The known fact that Paris was under fire of
German artillery served two purposes. First, it
greatly heartened the German civilian population as well as troops in the field with the
knowledge that the ultimate goal had practically
been reached. Secondly, it caused consternation among the civilian population of the Allies,
who could not at first believe but that the Germans had succeeded in arriving at the gates of
Paris. Before it was learned that the shells
were coming from guns situated more than 75
miles from the city, a considerable exodus of
Parisians to the South and West of France
threw such a load on the railroad systems that
a serious interference with the movement of supplies and troops was narrowly, averted, but when
the French technical experts had succeeded in
reconstructing the projectile from fragments
found at the point of burst and had deduced
from their angle of fall the exterior ballistic
characteristics which must have been used to
produce the observed results, the situation was

immediately relieved.
Although over 300 shells fell in the environs
of Paris, none of them was known to have failed
to explode. Exact information in regard to the
ammunition remained unavailable. The guns
themselves were withdrawn into Germany and
broken up prior to the Armistice. Although the
terms of this undertaking provided for delivering one of these pieces to the Allies, Germany
never fulfilled the agreement, and exact information as to the design of. the gun and carriage
still remains in the sole possession of the small
group of Germans who conceived and successfully carried out this spectacular performance.
As an artillery curiosity, this tyjpe 'of gun attained a range never before considered possible
and also demonstrated that greater range could
be attained at an angle of 50 degrees than the
previously accepted 42 or 43 degrees, provided

that extremely high muzzle velocity

was used and
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the projectile attained extremely high altitudes
early enough in its flight to get 'full benefit from
the more highly rarefied strata of air, instead of
attempting to force the projectile against denser
strata of air encountered at lower altitudes
The following table gives the characteristics
of the German long-range gun, as computed, by
Maj. J. Maitland Addison of the British Army,
and in a parallel column, the reconstructed characteristics as determined by the French General
Staff.

French

Btitish
in miles
Maximum heucht in miles
Time of flight in seconds

Range

76

JJ
23 9

177
5,000
Muzzle velocity, ft. per second
50
Angle of elevation
Velocity of Vertex, ft. per second 2,267
Velocity point of fall, ft. per
2,626
second

237
177
5,620
48 -39'
2,270

10

8.73

330

54-51
265

8.3

8.66

400
130

441
168

47,000

sq. in.

of powder chamber in
cu. in.
22,000
16. Volume of bore in cu. in.
70,700
17. The breech construction to be
either of a number of pow15.

2,380

54-40

Ballistic coefficient

Angle of fall
10. Weight of projectile in pounds
11. Calibre in inches
12. Weight of powder in pounds
13. Length in calibre
Ibs.
14. Maximum
per
pressure,

57,000

Volume

21,400
88,500

der chambers in the gun itor a specially designed

self

cartridge case to give successive or prolonged explosions
of increment powder charges.

Bibliography. The most satisfactory source
of information on modern artillery is 'the current issues of the magazine Army Ordnance published at Washington by the Army Ordnance
Association. There are also various official
pamphlets published by the

Pew

War

Department.

authoritative treatises dealing with modern

artillery were produced after the World War,
however, McFarland, Ordnance and Gunnery
(New York, 1929) may be recommended. See
EXPLOSIVES; ORDNANCE; TRENCH WARFARE;
ARMIES AND ARMY ORGANIZATION; STRATEGY

AND TACTICS.
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LOLA (1886-

).

famous French lyric soprano, born at Sevres,
near Paris. She was the daughter of the celebrated Desire*e Artot, from whom she received

the 13th Dhisioii on the Russian front, and
In 1915 he was assolater the Cth Army Corps.
ciated with Mackensen in the vicinity of
Przemysl and later took Brest-Li tovsk". In
1916 he commanded the 1st Army and defended
Transylvania against the Rumanians. He was
appointed to succeed Conrad von Hotzendorf as
chief of the general staff of the Austro-Hun-

garian Armies.

An
).
ASAKAWA, KwAN-icni (1873American professor and author of works on
Japan, horn at Nihonmatsu, Japan (see VOL.

II). He carried on special investigations in
Japan, 1917-19. His later works include: The
Origin of Feudal Land Tenure in Japan (1914) ;
Some Aspects of Japanese Feudal Institutions
(1918); The Documents of Iriki (1926), and

contributions to Japan and Japanese-American
Relations (1912) and The Pacific Ocean in History (1017).
Yiddish
).
ASCH, SIIOLOM (1880playwright and fiction writer who went to the
United States at the age of 30 after establishing
a reputation as a novelist and dramatist in Germany and Russia. In 1907 Max Reinhardt produced his God of Vengeance in Berlin. The
beauty and poetry of Asch's early work in novel
and sketch are due to a certain literary naivete"
enabling him to express himself most completely.
His plays are considered inferior to his other
work. His later dramatic pieces include Die
Familie Grossgluck, Der Bund der Schwachen,
The God of Vengeance, Jephthah's Tochter, and
Shab'bethai Zebi. Other published works include
ifnole Moses, MottJce, the Vagabond, and other

A

stories

of

Jewish

life.

As an

artist,

Asch

is

rather to be classed with the modern Russian
novelists and playwrights than with any of his
Yiddish contemporaries.
An
).
ASCHAM, JOHN BAYNE (1873American clergyman and author, born at Vanlue,
Ohio, and educated at Ohio Wesleyan University,
Harvard University, and Boston University, in
Italy and Germany, and at the American School
of Oriental Research in Jerusalem. He entered
the Methodist' Episcopal ministry in 1897 and
was ordained in 1899. He served in various
churches in Ohio and was chaplain with the
American Army in France, at the base hospital
and hospital centre in Allerey, 1918-19. He was

special visitor from the American Waldensian
Aid Society to the Waldensian Church of Italy
her entire musical training. After her very in 1921, and in the same year he was delegate to
successful dbut at the Opera Comique in Paris the Fifth Ecumenical Methodist Episcopal Con(1905), she made a tour of Scandinavia, Poland, ference in London. From 1916 to 1925, he was
and Germany, and from 1906-08 was a member pastor of the Avondale Church, Cincinnati, Ohio
of the Komische Oper in Berlin. After another in the latter year, he became an executive of the
tour, she was engaged at the Hofoper in Berlin national council of the Young Men's Christian
(since 1918 the Staatsoper) in 1909, where she Association and an associate secretary for special
was one of the principal stars until her retire- work in Turkey. He wrote: Help from the flills
ment in 1927. As a singer and actress, she was (Cincinnati, 1910); A Syrian Pilgrimage (New
York, 1914) The Religion of Israel (New York,
scarcely inferior to her distinguished mother.
ARTS AND LETTEBS, AMERICAN ACADEMY 1918) ; The Religion of Judah (New York, 1920),
OP.
See ACADEMY OP ARTS AND LETTERS.
and Apostles, Fathers, and Reformers (New
ARTZYBASHEE, MIKHAIL PETROVITCH York, 1921).
An Australian
(1878-1927). A Russian novelist (see VOL. II).
).
ASCHE, OSCAR (1872Many of his works were translated into English, actor, born at Geelong. He was educated at the
including Sanin (1915), The Breaking Point Melbourne Grammar School and studied for the
(1915), Voina, War (1918), The Savage, and the stage at Chrifttiania, Norway. His first appearplays, Jealousy, Enemies, and The Law of the ance was at the Opera Comique.
Subsequently,
;

;

Savage (1923).

ABZ VON STRAUSSENBUBG,

ARTHUR,
An Austro-Hungarian genBABON (1857).
At
eral, born at Eermannstadt, Translyvania.
the beginning of the World War, he commanded

he played Shakespearean repertory for eight
years with F. R. Benson and joined Sir Herbert
Tree's company in 1902. In the following year,
he acted with Ellen Terry in The Vikings.
With Otho Stuart he managed the Adelphi The-
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atrc in 1004 and in 1007 took over the management of His -Majesty's Theatre in London.
Tour* of Australia' and South Africa followed.
It \\as in 30 1C that he appeared as Abu Hasan
in his own play Chu-Chin-Chow, "which reached
its 2238th performance in July, 1921, thereby
In caking all records of previous stage successes.
the part of Boudier in The
In 1024 he played
*
With F. 2forreys Connell, he
Ko}/al Visitor.
wrote Count Hannibal (1910) ; he is also the
author of The Spanish J/rtin. (1915), Eastward
Ho! (1919), and Mecca (1920).
a-shan'te, or
British protectorate in West Africa on the Gulf
of Guinea, included in the Gold Coast Colony.
It lias an estimated area of 12,000 square miles,
and in 1921, a population of 407,000, of whom

ASHANTEE. A

400 were Europeans. Though administratively
Anhanti is an independent unit with a local
judicial system in which the natives play an increasingly important part, economically it is to
be considered a division of the Gold Coast. Railroad revenues and custom duties are all credited
to the entire colony, with the result that the two
territories cannot be disassociated (see GOLD
COAST). Startling growth appeared in the native industry of cocoa culture, the output increasing from 9000 tons in 1913 to 70,848 tons
in 1927. The result was an increase in native
prosperity and tne appearance of private propOn the other hand, the gold output
erty.
has declined, the 1927-28 yield having been
103,511 ounces (valued at 439,942), as compared
with the 1911 yield of 124,900 ounces (valued at
530,800). The native population consistently
schools
were spreading
remained tranquil;
through the protectorate; about 400 miles of
motor road were built; European imports in-

creased. In short, Ashanti was an example of
a native African state rapidly on the road toward European ization.
ASHFIELD, ALBERT (HENRY) STANLEY,

An English railway operator,
(1874).
born at Derby. He was educated at technical
schools in the United States, and after successful
American experience in railway management, he
returned to England to undertake important
positions in the same field. In 1916 he was a
member of the Lloyd George government as president of the Board of Trade (1916-19). He was
knighteti in 1914 and created the first Baron of
Southwell in 1920.
An
).
ASHLEY, ROSCOE LEWIS (1872American writer on civics and history. He was
born at Rochester, N. Y., and was educated at
the University of Rochester (1894) and Columbia University
(1897). Since 1898 he has
taught history and social science at Pasadena,
Calif,
He has been a member of the executive
committee of the National Council of Teachers
of Social Studies. His special interest has been
the improvement of high-school courses and
texts.
He has published among other works,
The American Federal State (1902; 2d. ed.,
1911); American Government, for use in secondary schools (1903 and 1009) Ancient CMUzalion (1915) Early European History (1916);
Mediceval Civilisation (1916); Modern European Civilization (1918), The War and America
;

;

(1918) ; The Practice of Citizenship (1922), The
Constitution To-day (1924), and Human Outlook and Development (1925).
ASHLEY, THE RT. HON. WILFRID WILLIAM,
A British government official,
(1867.).
educated at Harrow and Magdalen College, Ox-

He

served for many years in the militia
and travelled in Africa and* America before entering the House of Commons as a Conservative
in 190G.
He was a Conservative whip (191113), Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of
Transport (1922-23), Undersecretary of State
for War (1923-24), and Minister of "Transport
(1924He commanded a battalion in
).
1914-15, and became a Privy Councillor in 1924.
An
).
ASHMTJN, MARGARET ELIZA. (?American writer of stories for girls and books
for English study.
She was born at Rural, Wis.,
and educated at the Stevens Point (Wis.) Kormal School and the University of Wisconsin.
After teaching in schools, she was instructor in
English at the University of Wisconsin from
1907-12. In the latter year, she removed to
New York to engage in literary work. Besides
contributing to magazines, she wrote several
textbooks on English and Stephen's Last Chance
(1918); Marion Frear's Summer (1920); Topless Towers (1921); Including Mother (1922),
Support (1922), The Lake (1924); No School
To-Morrow
School
To-day
(1925);
Keeps
(1926) Brenda Stays at Home (1926) ; Mother's
Away (1926), and Pa The Head of the Family
(1927).
ASHTON, WINIFRED. See DAITE, CLEMENCE.
ford.

).
ASHTTRST, HENRY FOUNTAIN (1874United States Senator from Arizona, born at
Winnemucca, Nev. (see VOL. II). He was
elected United States Senator in 1912 by the
unanimous vote of the first legislative assembly
of the State of Arizona and was reflected in
1916, 1922, and 1923.
ASIA, a'sha or a'zha. See EXPLORATION,
under Asia; ETHNOGRAPHY.
ASIA MI'NOR. See TUBKEY; SMYRNA; ARMENIA; CILICIA; and other divisions. See also
ARCHAEOLOGY.
ASIR, a'shar or a'zha. See ARABIA.
).
ASKWITH, GEORGE RANZIN (1861An English lawyer and arbitrator in industrial
disputes, born in Morley, Yorkshire, and educated at Marlborough and Brasenose College, Oxford. He was knighted in 1911 and in 1919 lie
was raised to the peerage. In 1907 he was assis-

tant secretary of the Board of Trade, in 1911
chairman of the Industrial Council, chairman of
the Fair Wages Advisory Committee (19091919), and president of the Middle Classes Union
(1921). He was chairman of the Council of the
Royal Society of Arts (1922-24), president of
the National Association of Trade Protection
Societies (1924-27 and 1928), and president of
the British Science Guild (1925-27). He wrote
Industrial Problems and Disputes (1920) and
Taverns, their History and Laics (1928).
ASPHALT. This mineral finds its chief use
in paving and, although subject to keen competi-

tion from concrete and coal tars, it has more
than held its own as reflected in an increased
annual consumption, to meet the demands of millions of motorists in the United States for good
roads. The production and manufacture of asphalt in the United States involves native
asphalt, related bitumens, and asphalt and asphaltic materials manufactured from petroleum.
The production of the native and related bitumen varieties in 1913 amounted to 1)2,004 short
tons, valued at $750,713, and in 1927 to 839,040
tons valued at $5,605,850. In the latter year,
sales of bituminous rock, the chief product of
this group, accounted for 796,100 short tons of
the total output, valued at $4,672,280. For
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years Kentucky was the most important
producing State for native asphalt, but sales at
the mines in Texas in 1927 for the first time in
several years exceeded those in- Kentucky. Imports of native asphalt and bituminous rock into
the United States in 1923 amounted to 129,138
tons, valued at $1,079,000; while imports of
crude asphalt in 1027 amounted to 157,082 tons,
valued at $1,138,898. In 1927, shipments from
Trinidad (including Tobago) and Venezuela comprised 06 per cent of the total imports, with
Venezuela showing a marked gain over Trinidad, as compared with 1920, and threatening to
of
displace the latter in first place. Exports
unmanufactured native asphalt and related bitumens amounted to 38,875 short tons in 1927,
valued at $1,034,334, while the value of manufactures of these minerals was $2,399,700, bringing the total value up to $3,434,034.
With the growth and extension of the Western
oil fields, an important industry was developed
in recovering petroleum asphalt from crude petroleum oils of so-called asphalt-base obtained
from California, Texas, and the mid-Continent
fields in the United States, while crude oil from
Mexico also was treated for this purpose at the
various refineries. For a number of years, Mexican petroleum, which has a high asphalt content,
figured prominently in the production of asphalt
in the United States, but by 1927 there had
been a material decline in the use of Mexican
crudes, with the result that there was a corresponding increase in the proportion manufactured from domestic crude petroleum over
previous years. The figures of the U. S. Bureau
of Mines for 1927 show total sales of asphalt and
domestic
asphaltic materials manufactured from
petroleum amounting to 1,52*5,420 short tons,
valued at $19,019,150 and manufactures from
amounting to 2,426,030,
foreign petroleum
valued at $35,771,940, or total manufactures
amounting to 3,951,450 tons, an increase of 14
for
per cent over 1928. The domestic figures
1927 compare with an output of 436,586 short
Manufactons, valued at $1,079,606, in 1913.
tured asphalt in 1927 sold at an average of
$13.87 per ton, as compared with $13.46 in 1926.
Of the manufactured asphalts, the paving variety
comprised 42 per cent of the total output, while
the roofing and waterproofing branch of the industry used more than 1,000",000 tons of petro-

many

1927, which represented a larger
increase over the previous year than was shown
by paving asphalts. Exports of petroleum asphalt in 1925, the first year they were recorded
separately, amounted to 89,014 tons, valued at
$1,762,048, as compared with 385,031 tons in
1927, valued at $8,325,413.
Imports of petroleum
asphalt in 1927 amounted to 385,031 short tons,
a gain of 163 per cent over 1926, which 'reflects
the rapid increase in the use of petroleum asphalt throughout the world. Germany and the

leum asphalt in

Netherlands rank first and second, respectively,
as importers of asphalts from the United States.
See PETROLEUM; ROADS AND PAVEMENTS.

AS'QUTTH, HEBBBBT HENBY, EABL OP OxFOBD AND ASQTJITH (1852-1928). A British
statesman (see VOL. II). The months followMr.
ing the outbreak of the World War found
Asquith, as premier, beset by many vexing problems. The question of conscription, the placing
of the country's industries on a war footing,
the turbulence of labor, and the series of unfortunate military expeditions, notably^ the Dardanelles campaign, on which the military com-

mand had embarked, embarrassed

his ministry

and aroused general discontent. In May, 1915,
as a result of popular pressure, he was compelled
to form a Coalition government, which included
most of the prominent Unionist leaders and two
Labor members. Mr. Asquith's hesitations and
delays, however, estranged many of his colleagues, with the result that Winston Churchill,
Sir John Simon, and Sir Edward Carson resigned
from his Cabinet in dissatisfaction. Meanwhile,
his position rapidly became insupportable as a
result of the loss of Lord Kitchener, who had
been one of the" mainstays of his government,
failure to terminate the War speedily, and his
inability to tighten the lines of the German
blockade. The end came with the sudden resignation (Dec. 5, 1916) from his cabinet of Lloyd
George, who had become identified by the coun-

try with a programme of vigorous aggression.
Mr. Asquith's resignation soon followed, and thus
ended a premiership of nine years. Until the
end of the War, he supported the Coalition from
the front opposition bench, but his decision to
champion the Liberal principles once more met
with a setback in his defeat in Lloyd George's
khaki campaign of 1918. In 1920 he returned
to Parliament as the result of a by-election.

From then

to 1922, he labored unceasingly in
the interests of his party, but how little he had
succeeded in restoring its prestige was shown
by the election of November, 1922, when Labor
moved up to second place and thus became the
party of opposition. In 1926 he resigned as
leader of the Liberal Party. He was created
Earl of Oxford and Asquith, and made Knight
of the Garter in 1925. In 1918 Mr. Asquith
published Occasional Adresses, a volume of his
Later publications are The Genesis
speeches.
(1923); Studies and Sketches
of the War
(1924); Fifty Years of Parliament (1926),
Speeches, IS87-1926, a selection (1927), and
Memoirs and Reflections 1852-1927 (1928).

ASQTTITH, MARGOT (TENNANT) (1864-

An

).

English author and widow of Herbert Asquith, former premier of England (see above).
English society was very much perturbed when
Mrs. Asquith's An Autobiography appeared in
1920. By a few it was regarded as remarkable,
while others refused to take her publication as
anything but a bid for publicity through impertinent self-esteem. Her later publications are
Places and Persons (1925) , Lay Sermons (1927),
and Octavia (1928).
ASSOCIATION TESTS. A technique devised by the Swiss psychiatrist, Dr. C. G. Jung,
A list of
for probing into a patient's neuroses.
words is read to the patient, who is asked to
respond each time with the first word that comes
to mind. By charting the time of response, noting the character' of the response words, and by
studying the patient's demeanor for any symptoms of emotion, the psychiatrist is able to get
an insight into the type of ideas which worry
him, and by means of these to diagnose the conDr. Jung also uses the association test
dition.
in preparation for the interpretation of a dream.
The same association-test technique has frequently been used in experiments on the detection of crime. Words that are especially significant for the suspected person, because of their
relation to a crime, are interspersed among other
neutral non-significant words. The measures of
(H. W. Crane, "A
guilt are the same as above.
Study in Association Reaction and Reaction
Time/* Psychological Monographs, 1915; and

ASTON
W. M. Marston, "Reaction Time Symptoms

:

of

Journal
Deception,"
of
Experimental P&#chology, 1020).
The term "association test" is also applied to
a series of te^ts of the knowledge of logical relations, such as opposities, synonyms, adjective
noun, verb-object, which have become a portion
of almost every widely used test of intelligence
(see R. S. Wood worth and F. L. Wells, ''Association Tests," Psychological Monographs, 1911).
A
ASTON, FRANCIS WILLIAM (1877).
British scientist, winner of the Nobel Prize for
chemistry (1922). He was born at Birmingham and educated at Malvern and Mason Colleges and Birmingham and Cambridge Universities, was assistant lecturer in physics at the
former university (1909), and then entered
Trinity College and the Cavendish Laboratory at
Cambridge (1910), receiving his bachelor of arts
research degree there two years later, and his
doctor of science degree at Birmingham (1914).
His experiments revealed the fact that nonradioactive elements are divisible into isotopes,
discovered through his improved mass-spectograph, and that most of the chemical elements
are a mixture of isotopes and isobares. In
1920 he was made a Fellow of Trinity College,
Cambridge. He received the medals of a number of British and foreign scientific societies and
was a corresponding member of the Russian
Academy of Science (1925) and a foreign member of the Reale Academia dei Lincei in Rome.
Besides many articles for scientific periodicals,
he wrote Isotopes (1922). See CHEMISTEY.
AS'TOR, NANCY WITCHEB LAHTGHORNE, VisAn American by birth
COTJWTESS, (1879).
and the first woman member of the British Imperial Parliament. She is the daughter of the
late Chiswell Dabney Langhorne of Virginia and
the wife of Viscount William Waldorf Astor.
When she won the election in Plymouth as
Coalition Unionist candidate in 1919, it was
not as a woman wholly ignorant of politics that
she took her place in the House of Commons.
She had always taken an active interest in her
husband's former constituency. She soon became an active and picturesque member of the
House of Commons, participating in many debates and acrimonious discussions. She was reelected in

May,

1929.

ASTOBGA, EMANUHLE

(1680-1757). An
The current
romantic account given there was first published
by Fr. Rochlitz in vol. ii of Fur Freunde der
Tonkunst (1825) and generally accepted until
the researches of Hans Volkmann proved the
whole story fictitious.
According to documentary evidence adduced by Volkmann, Astorga was born at Augusta, Sicily, Mar. 20, 1680,
and died in 1757, either at Lisbon or Madrid.
After receiving an excellent education in Augusta and Palermo, he entered the army and during the revolution in Palermo, in 1708, was an
officer in the municipal guard.
From 1712-17
he lived in Vienna, Znaim, and London, and in
1717-18 was senator in Palermo. After that, he
lived in Spain in the diplomatic service of Philip
and Ferdinand VI. Although he had practiced music from childhood, he never took it up
as a profession. His musical reputation was
won through his only opera Da-fni (Genoa,
1709), numerous chamber cantatas and espeConsult Hans Volkcially his Stabat Ma-ter.
mann, Emmuel ffiAstorga (Leipzig, vol. i, 1910;
Yd, ii, 1919).
Italian composer

V

(see

D*

VOL. II).
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The ]H'iio<l after 1914 witnessed lapid and remarkable extensions of astronomical knowledge; new and powerful methods of investigation, leading io accomplishments

formerly undreamed of, opened up whole new
inquiry and provided data for tin* solution of many problems of astronomy which u*ed
to be regarded as hopelessly beyond the
power
fields of

of man to solve.
One of the most significant
features of contemporary astronomical research
is its close relation to the sciences of
physips
and chemistry; scores of illustrations might be
advanced to show how often the clue to funda-

mental physical and chemical problems may be
found in the eosmical laboratories of the stars,
where the phenomena involve quantities of energy
and extremes of temperature and pressure far
beyond anything attainable on the earth, and,
conversely, how frequently advances in pure
physics aid in the solution of astronomical problems. It is also of considerable interest and importance that the laws found to hold within the
narrow range of conditions obtaining in the
terrestrial laboratory are found still to be valid
under the conditions in, and throughout the immeasurably long lives of, the stars factors unimportant in terrestrial phenomena sometimes
assume a dominant role and give rise to unexpected and strange phenomena, but none of the
laws known to hold on the earth needs to be replaced by something totally different; furthermore^the system of physical laws known to be
valid in the region of the universe comparatively
near the earth gives every evidence of still holding in the remote depths of the farthest observable reaches of space in which lie the distant island universes.

The Solar System. Sun. It is certain that,
because of the high temperature, the outer part
of the sun, down to a depth much greater than
that to which we can see, is in the gaseous state,
whatever may be the state of the far interior.
The opacity of these gases is surprisingly great,
because of their highly ionized condition; an
ionized gas scatters light thousands of times
more strongly than an ordinary gas, and the
haziness thus produced increases so rapidly with
the density that we can observe only a thin
superficial layer on the sun. The luminous surface directly visible in a telescope is the photosphere, in which originates the light of the continuous spectrum. Above the photosphere lies
the solar atmosphere, composed of luminous but
nearly transparent gases, and divided into the
reversing layer, some hundreds of kilometers
thick, in which the Fraunhofer lines are mainly
produced; the chromosphere, thousands of kilometers in thickness; and the corona, which extends outward hundreds of thousands of kilometers. The pressures in the solar atmosphere
are almost negligible; the average pressure in
the reversing layer is of the order of 0.0001 atmosphere, while that in the chromosphere is only
10-io atmosphere, or less than in any vacuum
obtainable on the earth. Probably the whole
amount of matter above the photosphere is about
equivalent to a layer of ordinary air ten feet
thick; only the great thickness of the solar atmosphere permits it to be seen at all.
The investigations of E. A. Milne and others
have shown that in the reversing layer of a star,
radiation pressure commences to become increasingly effective in supporting atoms against gravity, and in the chromosphere the atoms are supported almost entirely by such pressure. The
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that arising

from the selective absorption that produces the
dark lines in the spectrum; in contradistinction
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Sixty per cent of the spots consist of two
spots or groups of spots of opposite magnetic
polarity, as if they represented the two ends of
a single vortex filament; 30 per cent of the re-

to the general radiation pressure so important
in the interior of a gaseous star, this selective mainder show a tendency toward the bipolar
radiation pressure begins to be important only type. Before the sunspot minimum of 1912, the
near the surface: The pressure exerted by western member of each pair in the northern
radiation of any particular wave-length is pro- solar hemisphere was of south, or negative, poportional jointly to the net outward flux of larity, the eastern member of north polar itv,
radiation of that wave-length and to the degree and vice versa in the southern hemisphere; these
of obstruction offered by the absorption coeffi- conditions were exactly reversed in the spots of
cient; at a point in the interior, the inward and the next cycle, the western members in the uoi ththe outward streams of radiation of a wave- em hemisphere being of north polarity; and anlength close to one of strong selective absorp- other reversal, back to the conditions existing
to 1912, took place at the minimum of
tion are very nearly equal, since each (being un923. Assuming, as seems probable, that the
able to penetrate far) must have originated ?rior
close by, but near the boundary there is little sign, as yet unknown, of the dominant charge is
inward flux, the atoms are exposed to the full the same in all solar vortices, opposite polarities
brunt of the outward stream alone, and the in- indicate opposite directions of whirl; and the retense selective opacity gives rise to a large un- versal of polarities at minimum represents a
balanced radiation pressure which pushes the periodic reversal of direction of whirl. The
atoms outward. Internal mechanical equilibrium true period of solar changes is hence 22 years
under a steep pressure gradient, gravity, and instead of 11. The sign of the general magnetic
general radiation pressure thus shades off into field of the sun apparently remains unchanged;
equilibrium under a small pressure gradient, and no connection can be found between the
gravity, and strong selective radiation pressure. polarities of spots and the directions of whirl
The spectroheliograph, with which photo- of the high-level vortices. The origin of the
graphs may be taken in the light of a single spot vortex itself is not known, but must lie
chemical element at any desired level in the within the sun.
Four belts are prolific in prominences,' two of
solar atmosphere, and the spectrohelioscope,
with which visual observations of the same na- which coincide with the sunspot zones; and alture may be made, have revealed many remark- though the number of prominences is roughly
able details of structure entirely lost in ordi- proportional to the number of spots, 0. J. Lee
nary observations. Investigations with these and Mr. and Mrs. Maunder have shown that there
instruments, by Hale and others, have demon- is rarely any direct association between the two
strated that sunspots are great whirling or vor- phenomena, as was formerly thought to be the
tical storms in the solar atmosphere.
The mo- case.
tion of the vapors overlying the spots is radially
Fifty-seven of the known chemical elements
outward from the centre of the spot in the had been found in the sun by 1929, and there can
lower levels and inward in the higher levels. be but little doubt that all the others are presThe actual vortex appears to be deep-seated, be- ent. The spectra of some elements are still inneath the photosphere, with its top near the re- completely investigated; some have lines lying
versing layer; the inflow from the chromosphere, mostly too far in the ultra-violet or the infrawhich causes the vortices exhibited by the hy- red to be easily observable in the solar spectrum ;
drogen flocculi, is a secondary effect of a purely and the physical conditions in the sun are such
hydrodynamic character, produced in the high as to prevent the lines of some elements from
being intense enough to be seen. Those elelevels, where the direction of whirl is independent of that of the spot vortex below, and in gen- ments not yet identified are nearly all of either
eral obeys the same law that governs the direc- high atomic weight (and therefore liable to
sink below the visible surface) or high ionization of rotation of terrestrial cyclones.
Shortly after J. J. Thomson and others had tion potential (and therefore with lines difficult
shown that negatively and positively electrified to excite ) ; the elements with low ionization
particles must occur in great numbers in a hot potentials are known all to be present.
Modern physical theories of the origin of
gaseous body like the sun, Hale, by means of
the Zeeman effect, found that a magnetic field spectra render it probable that the unidentified
existed in and about every sunspot. This field lines in celestial spectra are due to familiar elepresumably is produced by the vortical whirl- ments under physical conditions not yet reproduced in the laboratory. Many lines of known
of charged material,
of one

ing

preponderantly

sign, although no Stark effect has been detected
in the solar spectrum and it seems almost certain that no electric field exists in the spots.
The strength of the magnetic field increases, up
to about 3300 gausses, with the diameter of the
"Invisible sunspots" have actually been
spot.
detected at Mount Wilson by searching for evidences of their Zeeman effect in promising regions, and this confirms the view that a spot
representing a vortex which becomes visible only
when cooling due to expansion is sufficiently
great to produce a perceptible decrease in the

brightness of the photosphere. The sun has been
found to possess a general magnetic field also,
the intensity of which diminishes rapidly with
altitude above the photosphere; its maximum intensity is about 50 gausses.

elements, predicted by spectroscopic theory but
not yet observed on the earth, have been found
among the previously unidentified lines in the

solar spectrum; and Freeman has found that
nearly all the emission lines in the spectrum of
the corona are due to argon.
Studies of the width, blackness, and "wings"
of the Fraunhofer lines, and of the intensities
of mutually related lines known as "multiplets,"
have made it possible, with the help of modern
spectroscopic theories, to estimate the relative
aburidance of the different elements in the atmospheres of both the sun and the stars; it is
found that a million times as many atoms 'are
active in producing the strongest lines in the
solar spectrum as in giving rise to the lines

barely visible.
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Solar Radiation Studies. At the Astrophysical Observatory of the Smithsonian Institution,
instruments and methods for daily measuring the intensity of solar radiation were improved, and three additional stations established, at Calama, Chile, Mt. Harqua Hala, Ariz.,
and in South Africa. The "solar constant" is
found to be low during years of solar quiescence
and high during the years of sunspot activity;
and in addition to this 11-year variation, it apparently exhibits minute irregular fluctuations
extending over periods of a few days or weeks.
Planets and Satellites. The radiation, exclusive of reflected sunlight, emitted by the moon
and the planets, has been measured by Pettit
and Nicholson, and by Coblentz and Lampland.
The results indicate that the surface temperature of the moon rises far above the boiling point
at midday, but sinks to about 150C. below zero
during the lunar night. On Mars, the equatorial
temperature conditions at noon during the summer season may not he unlike the bright cool
days on the earth ; the surface temperature rises
at times to perhaps 50F., but the temperature
of the atmospnere is probably very much lower.
Spectroscopic observations at Mount Wilson indicate that the quantity of water vapor present
in the Martian atmosphere is only 5 per cent
of that normally found in the earth's atmosphere, while the amount of oxygen is less than
that above Mt. Everest. Observations are unable to penerate below the high cloud layers on
Venus, but the comparatively high temperature
found for the dark hemisphere indicates a short
period of rotation; both oxygen and water vapor appear to be absent above the cloud surface.
The temperatures of the outer planets are extremely low 140 C. below zero in the case of
Jupiter though apparently too high to be
maintained by solar radiation alone; the thick
clouds would, however, be an effective blanket to
outgoing radiation; hence, the surface temperatures may be much higher than those observed.
negligible atmosphere, rises
the sunlit side.
of the moon and the planets,

its

400C. on

Photographs
taken in monochromatic light by Wood, Wright,
Ross, and others, have given many interesting
results.
Mars, for example, when photographed
through a color screen allowing the passage only
of deep-red light, shows a wealth of surface detail, but in violet light the disk is of uniform
intensity except for the polar caps; hence it is
concluded that the Martian atmosphere, like
our own, strongly scatters light of short waveshow
length, so that photographs in such light
only the atmosphere, the surface features being
obliterated. The larger diameter of the violet
images indicates a depth of about 60 miles for
the atmosphere. Clouds often appear, but their
exact nature is uncertain.
A ninth satellite of Jupiter was discovered by
Nicholson at the Lick Observatory in 1914.
Over* 1100 minor planets have received permanent numbers; Hirayazna has shown the
existence of several groups or families of minor
planets, the orbits of which have the characteristics that would have resulted if the members
had been formed by the explosive disruption of
a single parent mass.
s
Comets and Meteors. Comets, in addition to
to glow as they
stimulated
are
reflecting sunlight,
approach the sun; the origin of this selfluminosity was not understood until explained
by modern physical theories of radiation: It is

now known that an atom

or molecule in a given
state of ionization is incapable, if left to itself,
of permanently containing more than a certain
definite amount of internal energy; and if more
than this normal amount is in any way acquired
e.g., through the selective absorption of radi-

ant energy the excess ordinarily is given out
again almost immediately in the form of radiation.
The bright bands in cometary spectra
are due to the reemission of the same wave
lengths selectively absorbed from sunlight by
molecules of chemical compounds that remain
gaseous at very low temperatures.
The observed motions of the matter in cometary tails are not yet fully understood. The
material is in some way ejected from the nucleus
with considerable velocity, and moves under the
combined influence of gravitation and of repulsive forces from the sun. An investigation, by
Bobrovnikoff, of the motions in the tail of Comet
Morehouse 1908 III has shown that the repulsive
force acting was exactly of the amount that
Baade and Pauli calculated would be exerted on
ionized carbon dioxide molecules under radiation pressure from the sun, and the spectrum
showed the tail actually to consist chiefly of
this gas.
The matter was ejected directly away
from the sun. These results do not agree with the
Bessel-Bredichin theory of the formation of the
tail from envelopes ejected on the sunward side.
There is no evidence at present that any cornet
has entered the solar system from without; all
appear to approach the sun in genuine ellipses
of extreme eccentricity, but planetary perturbations sometimes change the orbit to a hyperbola and send the comet out of the system.
Russell has shown that the supposed cometary
families of Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune have
little or no foundation in fact; that of Jupiter,
however, is genuine.
A comet discovered by Skjellerup, Dec. 3, 1927,
and independently by many other observers,
reached daylight visibility while close to the
sun, but faded thereafter with extreme rapidity;
no other comet conspicuous to the naked eye
appeared in 1914-1928. The earth narrowly
escaped a collision with Pons-Winnecke's Comet
^

in June, 1921.

The Sidereal Universe. Past researches on
the fundamental problems of sidereal astronomy
had to deal with a restricted class of data, limited to a comparatively small number of stars;
this is rapidly ceasing to be the case.
Through
the use of photography, the determination of
(photospectral types, positions, magnitudes
graphic and photovisual), color indices, and
trigonometric parallaxes has been greatly accelerated ; the number of known proper motions and
radical velocities is steadily increasing. Many
new methods of determining stellar parallaxes,
temperatures, etc., have been devised. Accurate measurements of the heat from the stars
are possible by the use of improved thermo-

couples; and Abbot, with a spectrobolometric apparatus capable of detecting temperature differences of 1/100,000,000 degree, has determined
the spectral energy distribution and effective
temperatures of the brighter stars.
The most spectacular achievement was the
measurement, at the Mount Wilson Observatory,
of the angular diameter of several stars ly means
of an apparatus (devised by Michel son) consisting essentially of a 20-foot interferometer attached to the 100-inch reflector. On the night
of Dec. 13, 1920, Betelgeuse was found to have
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a disk 1/20 of a second of arc in diameter ; the
parallax is not known accurately, but the star
cannot be less than 200,000,000 miles in diameter.
Antares and Arcturus have been found to be
400,000,000 and 21,000,000 miles in diameter, respectively, while Mira is 250,000,000, Aldebaran
30,000,000, and Scheat 150,000,000.
Betelgeuse
varies in diameter.
The above data, in connection with the new
knowledge furnished by modern physics, have
led to a complete transformation of large parts
of astronomical science.
Physical Conditions in the Stars, and Stellar
Evolution. Over 99 per cent of the stars fall
on
into the spectral types B, A, F, G, K, and
the Harvard Classification (corresponding to
Types I-III of Secchi), which forms a continuous
and linear series; this is strong evidence that
the principal differences in stellar spectra arise
in the main from the variation of a single physical condition in the stellar atmospheres, and it
is now generally agreed that this condition is
temperature. If we could gradually heat up a
red star, the numerous metallic lines would fade
out and the lines of helium, nitrogen, etc., would
appear.
Saha has shown that this would be brought
about by the influence of temperature and pressure on the state of ionization of the atoms,
without any change whatever in the chemical
composition of the stellar atmospheres: For
lines of calcium, which are
and
example, the
produced in the highest levels of the solar atmosphere far above the luminous region of
and other lighter elements,
sodium, magnesiu
are the ''enhanced" lines, due to a calcium atom
which has lost one electron; in the high levels
of the chromosphere, where the ionization (which
is only partial at the higher pressures of the
lower levels) becomes complete, neutral calcium
disappears, while the lines representing the
ionized atoms remain conspicuous; but the lines
corresponding to the ionized atoms of the, other
elements present fail to appear because they happen to lie in the extreme ultra-violet. Again,
as we pass from the cooler to the hotter stars,
we find the easily ionized atoms of the metals
losing one electron. As the percentage of ionized
atoms grows, the ordinary lines of the metals
grow weak and vanish, while the spark lines appear and strengthen; at still higher temperatures, the ionized atoms lose a second electron
and pass into a state in which they give rise to
practically no lines at all in the visible spectrum,
while the lines of hydrogen and helium, difficult
to excite at low temperatures, appear. The stellar spectra unfold to us in an unbroken sequence
the physical phenomena which succeed each
other as the temperature varies from 3000 to
over 30,000C. Similarly, the enhanced, or
spark, lines of the elements are weakened in sunspot spectra, because of the lower temperature,
while the lines prominent in the flame and the
arc (due to neutral atoms) are strengthened.
The absolute magnitude of a star is defined
as the magnitude it would have if at a distance corresponding to a parallax of 0.1 seconds
of arc. Obviously, the apparent magnitude depends jointly on the absolute magnitude and the
real distance of the star ; and the absolute magnitude in turn is determined by the intrinsic
luminosity per unit surface area (which depends
on the temperature) and the size of the star.
It is to be expected that stars having the same
type of spectrum and hence the same tempera-
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ture, will have the same surface brightness; if
they differ in absolute magnitude, it will be by
virtue of a difference in size. Now, when classified by spectral type and absolute
magnitude,
the stars are found to fall mainly into three distinct groups.
One group consists of stars all
of great luminosity, varying little in absolute
magnitude from type to type; another, to which
the sun belongs, consists of stars whose absolute
brightness falls off rapidly with increasing redness.
These two groups are distinctly separated in types
and M, all
and
stars
being either very faint or very bright, none intermediate, but are partially intermingled in
type F and thoroughly so in type A, all B and
A stars being very bright. The third group
consists of stars of extremely high surface temperatures and hence early type spectra, but very
low absolute luminosity, of which few have yet
been discovered, but which must exist in space
in enormous numbers.
The stars of high luminosity are called
"giants"; those of low luminosity, "dwarfs";
and those of the third group, "white dwarfs."
What is known as the "main sequence" runs continuously from the intensely luminous type
stars to the faint
stars, and comprises all the
ordinary dwarf stars as well as most O, B, and
stars ; the giants form a side group that joins
the main sequence near type F, though it does
not link on continuously few giants of type F
have been found. The names giant and dwarf
were originally intended to apply to the relative
brightness, but it is found that in general they
correctly describe the relative size as well; a
giant star must be larger than a dwarf of the
same spectral type. The stellar diameters which
have been measured with the interferometer are
those of giant stars, and they agree well with
the diameters which may be computed theoretically from absolute magnitude and temperature. The differences in the sizes of the
stars must be due mainly to differences in density; for in striking contrast to the enormous
range of observed stellar luminosities, corresponding to a light ratio of over 100,000,000 to
1, stands the comparative uniformity of stellar
masses, as the study of the binary systems has
shown. With few exceptions, the masses of the
stars lie between
and 15 times that of the
and 2
sun, the majority of them between
times the sun's mass. It is inconceivable in the
light of present known facts that the vast bulks
of the giants can be due to anything other than
the diffuse ness of the matter composing them.
typical giant star is to be looked upon as a
mass of gas with average density about that of
our atmosphere, swollen to at least 1000 times
the bulk of the sun; the dwarfs, however, are
comparable in density and size with the sun,
while the white dwarfs are smaller and have extraordinarily high densities.
On the basis of these and other facts, Russell
and Hertzsprung independently put forth the
"giant and dwarf hypothesis" of stellar evolution, about 1914, although somewhat similar
views had been maintained for some time by
Lockyer: A mass of hot gas, isolated in space,
radiates heat and consequently contracts; Homer
Lane in 1870 showed that so long as the density
is low enough for the ordinary gas laws to be
obeyed approximately, the temperature of the
mass must rise with contraction, beginning to
fall only when the density begins to approach
that of a liquid. Hence, a gaseous star, starting
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as an immensely inflated tenuous mass of density perhaps 1/100,000 of that of our sun, would
condense, its temperature rise, and its original
reddish color change through yellow to white;
and the first of the above groups of stars, the
giants,

were,

on this hypothesis, assumed to

comprise stars in this ascending stage of evolution; their absolute magnitudes would depend
but little on spectral type, because their rising
temperatures would compensate for the decreasing

surface

areas.

Finally,

a
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critical

point

would be reached, at a density of one or two
tenths that of our sun, the temperature would
begin to fall, and the color go through yellow
to deepening shades of red as the star approached final extinction; the second of the
above groups, the dwarfs, were supposed to
comprise stars on this descending branch; here,
the decreasing temperature and diminishing
surface area would cause a rapid fall in brightness with advancing type. During the life history of a star, any given temperature would be
passed through twice, the maximum temperature being associated with middle age.
The fact that in the giant stars the material
is thus in the simple form of a perfect gas makes
it possible to infer something about the distribution of pressure, temperature, and density
throughout the interiors. To begin with, the
main bulk of the star must consist of matter
which, as a consequence of the high temperatures, is to a large extent broken up into its
constituent electrons and atomic nuclei, the resulting mixture of electrons and of atoms in
various stages of ionization behaving approximately like a mixture of perfect monatomic
Furthermore, the energy-carrying capacgases.
ity of electrons, atoms, and convection currents
is found to be so insignificant in comparison to that of radiation that the energy radiated from the stars must be brought to their
surfaces, not by convective transfer of matter, as
was formerly supposed., but mainly by radiaAt any
tion and absorption within the star:

point within, the gases settle down, in thermal
equilibrium, to the temperature of which they
radiate an amount of energy equal to that which
they absorb from the radiation flowing through
from below.
The energy of atomic motion in a gaseous star
constitutes a great store of heat, but not the
principal part of the star's total energy. The
ether inside the star is full of radiation waves
hastening in all directions; these waves are encased in the material, which prevents them from
leaking into outer space except at a slow rate.
An ether wave may thread the maze for -hundreds of years before finding its way out at the
surface. Of course, all hot bodies possess this
double store of material heat and ethereal heat,
but in all bodies with which we are directly familiar the ethereal portion is a most insignificant part of the whole only in the giant stars
does it rise to importance. This intense ethereal
energy inside the star exerts a strong pressure,
some extent
distending the star, and bearing to
the weight of the overlying 'layers: The temflow
perature gradient within causes an outward
of radiation, while the opacity of the stellar
material obstructs this flow; at the nigh temthe radiaperatures which exist inside a star,
tion consists mainly of soft X-rays to which the
matter is highly opaque; hence, the radiant enexerts
ergy leaks out slowly, and, in doing so,
a large pressure and incidentally is gradually

transformed into radiation of longer waveThe total pressure at any point is tlie
length.
sum of the gas pressure and the radiation pressure; and at each point there is a mechanical
equilibrium between the gravitational compressive force due to the weight of the overlying
material and the expansive forces of gas pressure and outward radiation pressure. The internal distribution of pressure, temperature, and
density in a gaseous star of given mass and

and hence the outward flux of energy,
the total radiation, and the absolute magnitude,
may be found by solving the mathematical equations which express the above conditions necessary to mechanical and radiative equilibrium.
In this way, Eddingtpn was led to a formula
for the absolute magnitude of a gaseous star
which indicated that stars of the same mass
ought all to be about equally bright, regardless
of size or spectral type, the mass being smaller
the fainter the star. This formula, derived on.
the explicit assumption that the gas laws were
obeyed, was unexpectedly found to predict correctly the observed magnitudes of dwarfs as
well as giants; apparently, therefore, the dwarfs,
in spite of their great densities, also obey the
perfect gas laws. Now, deviations from these
laws are the result of the finite size of atoms,
and arise when the atoms are packed too closely
together; Eddington pointed out that, at the high
temperatures of stellar interiors, the "effective
size" of the atoms is so much reduced by the
loss of the outer electrons that the material
might very well be compressed to densities thousands of times that of water before it would
deviate appreciably from a perfect gas. This
hypothesis provided an explanation of the white
dwarfs; the companion of the binary Sirius, for
example, is fainter than the sun and nearly as
massive, but of type F; if it really has the surface brightness indicated by its spectrum, it
could be only three times the diameter of the
earth, and hence would have a density about
50,000 times that of water. After Eddington's
suggestion, the spectrum of this star was examined for the shift of the lines predicted by the
theory of relativity, and the discovery that such
a displacement was present, of the theoretical
amount, verified both Eddington's hypothesis and
the theory of relativity.
The realization that even in the dwarf stars
the dismembered atoms are so small that the
material obeys the perfect gas laws necessitated
the abandonment of the giant and dwarf hypothesis of stellar evolution, which postulated
the failure of the gas laws in the dwarfs. The
low surface temperatures of the dwarf stars
must be due, not to low internal temperatures,
but to increased opacities; all stars must be
growing hotter inside.
radius",

The particular assumptions adopted by Edcritidington in deriving his formulae have been
cised by Jeans, who has obtained an alternative
set of formulse on the basis of different assumptions; however, these latter also indicate that
stars of a given mass must lie within rather
close limits of absolute brightness, and moreover
the mass-luminosity law is found by observation
to hold, regardless of the validity of the theoretical deductions of this law so far given.
Apparently, as a star radiates away energy
and declines

in luminosity, its nrass decreases;

now, modern physics has discovered an equivalence between mass and energy similar to that
between heat and work, such that any physical
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system upon losing energy decreases in mass,
and the secular diminution of stellar masses
must apparently be due to the actual conversion

of

mass Into an equivalent amount of
The sun,
is then radiated away.

energy which

at the present rate of radiation, is decreasing
in mass by about 4,000,000 tons per second.
The secular annihilation of matter within the
stars, perhaps through the coalescence of electrons and protons, and its transformation into
radiant energy, is probably the main source of
the stellar radiation sent out into space:
star must certainly have some source of energysupply other than that of contraction, in order
to keep up its vast stores of material and ethereal
great
energy and maintain its radiation.

A

A

geological, biological, and astronomical evidence indicates that the length of life
of a star must be of the order of 10 years; the
only source of energy adequate to provide such
a time-scale and to account for the diminution
of mass with decreasing luminosity appears to

variety
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be the transmutation of matter into energy.
The law of generation of internal heat in a
star, together with that of the rate of escape of
heat to space, will determine how bright and
hot a star of given size and mass will be; the
rate of escape is determined by the opacity and
the temperature gradient, but the latter will
itself be influenced by the distribution of the
source of energy through the body of the star.
Since the laws governing the liberation of
energy appear to be the main determining factor
in stellar evolution, the distribution of the
source within the star and the mechanism by
which the energy is released become of especial
importance for the construction of a theory to
replace the giant and dwarf hypothesis ; at present, however, these problems are largely matters
of speculation, and general agreement has not
yet been reached between different investigators.
Russell and Eddingtpn maintain that the rate of
transmutation of a given kind of matter increases

temperature and pressure, while Jeans
holds that if this were true the stars would be
explosively unstable; Jeans assumes each kind
of matter to transform at a fixed rate, and concludes that the energy of the stars comes mainly
from the transmutation of elements of atomic
weights higher than any found on the earth.
Each view has been made the basis for a new

with

theory of stellar evolution.
Furthermore, his most recent investigations
have led Jeans to the conclusion that, under any
circumstances, a gaseous star would be dynamically unstable, and that such extensive departures from the gas laws are necessary to produce
stability that the condition of a large part of
the mass of any actual star (though not necessarily a large part of its volume) is better described as liquid than gaseous; the prevalence
of binaries, which have almost certainly been
formed by fission, supports this theory, since
Jeans has shown that fission cannot take place
unless the internal state approximates to incomIn a liquid star, radiation prespressibility.
sure ceases to be of any importance. Jeans
suggests that a star is first born out of a nebula,
with a density so low that it is gaseous throughThe star will either
out, and hence unstable.
contract rapidly until substantial deviations
from the gas laws in its interior render it stable,
or, if its mass be large, it will pulsate within a
period of a few hundred days and begin life as
a long-period variable.

Once the star has become stable, its further
evolution is determined by the rate of transformation of matter into energy. As the star
loses mass and radiating power through the annihilation of active elements and the radiation
of the resulting energy, it slowly contracts and
the internal temperature and density increase.
The rise in temperature causes the atoms to become more and more highly ionized; now, in an
atom the external electrons are distributed
around the nucleus in successive "shells" or
of ionization
"rings/' and at different stages
the atoms are of very different "effective sizes."
As the density increases 'because of the contraction, the atoms become more closely packed
together, but as ea h ring of electrons is in turn

by the rising temperature,
the packing is relieved through the consequent
decrease in size of the atoms. The liquid state
is most closely approached just before a ring
is lost, while just afterwards there is a short
period of instability and rapid contraction during which the star is gaseous. The evolution
of a star consists in a series of drops from one
stable configuration to -another, together with
a slow steady progress through each such configuration; the giant, dwarf, and white dwarf
groupings represent stable states, separated from
each other by unstable configurations in which
few stars exist. The main sequence is composed of stars in which most of the atoms in
the interior are ionized down to the so-called
ring, and packed together until they form a
liquid; as a star slowly contracts and gets hotter, it moves down the main sequence until ionization of the
ring finally begins, when it quickly
passes through an unstable condition and becomes a white dwarf. In the giant stars, the
atoms in the interior are ionized down to the
L ring; in the white dwarfs most of the atoms
have lost all their external electrons and in
this condition seem to be immune to annihilation the little
energy which the white dwarfs
can generate and radiate comes from their cooler
outermost portions where the atoms are not so
completely ionized.
Spectrum lines are produced in the outermost,
highly rarefied, regions of stellar atmospheres,
where the pressures are negligibly small perhaps of the order of those in a vacuum arc.
Stars of the same spectral type, but of different
absolute magnitudes, are found to exhibit slight
differences in the character and intensity of
those lines which are peculiarly sensitive to the
physical conditions under which they are produced. These spectral differences between giants
and dwarfs are brought about by differences in
the density and depth of the atmospheres: In
the case of stars of the same mass and luminosity, but different sizes, surface gravity and
radiation pressure the two things which determine the equilibrium of a stellar atmosphere
are both less the greater the diameter, but in
the same proportion, so that the atmospheres
are of the same extent; but in the case of stars
of different masses, radiation pressure increases
with mass much faster than surface gravity,
hence the massive stars have much more extensive atmospheres than the less massive stars.
When surface gravity is low and radiation pressure is strong in comparison, an extensive atmosphere of low pressure and density exists; the
low pressure leads to extensive ionization, and
the enhanced lines are relatively strong; these
are the conditions in, giant stars, whereas in
finally stripped off
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Courtesy of the Mount Wilson Observatory

Courtesy of Yerkes Observatory

NEBUL/E ILLUSTRATING SUCCESSIVE STAGES OF EVOLUTION ACCORDING
TO THE THEORY OF J. H. JEANS
1.

N. G. C. 3115.

4. M 101.
3. N. G. C. 891.
2. N. G. C. 4594.
except the last lie In space so that we view them edgewise
successive views of the extraordinary solar prominence of May 29, 1919,
showing heights attained. White dot represents size of earth
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the dwarfs the enhanced lines are weakened and
the low-temperature lines strengthened. The
relation between absolute magnitude and the
relative intensities of sensitive lines may be
found from a study of the spectra of stars of
known parallax, and may then be used to determine the absolute magnitudes, and hence the
distances, of other stars from their spectra alone.

Thousands of these spectroscopic parallaxes have
been determined.
Variable 8 tars. Among the brightest and
most massive of stars are the Cepheid variables,
most of which are of spectral types F and G.
The type, and presumably, therefore, the surface
temperature, changes during the variation, the
change in brightness being due to the periodic
heating and cooling. The most plausible explanation of Cepheid variation is the pulsation
hypothesis of Shapley, which postulates a regular dilation and contraction of the star. The
semi-amplitude of the oscillations necessitated
by observed spectroscopic radial velocities in
C'epheids is from 4 to 14 per cent of the radii.
remarkable relation between absolute magnitude and period has been found for the Cepheids by Miss Leavitt, such that from the observed period the absolute magnitude, and hence
the distance, may be computed. The globular
clusters, the Magellanic Clouds, and some of
the spiral nebulae contain many Cepheid variables, and this relation affords a means of deter-

A

mining their distances.

Nova Aquilae III, discovered during the total
solar eclipse of June 8, 1918, was the most brilliant nova since Kepler's Star of 1604; normally
an irregular variable of the tenth or eleventh
magnitude, it attained a brightness of -0.5 magnitude on June 9. Nova Cygni III, normally a
faint star below the fifteenth magnitude, rose to
magnitude 3.5 on Aug. 20, 1920. Nova Pictoris
1925 was remarkable for the extreme slowness
with which it went through its changes, and
the many unusual phenomena which it exhibited.
So far as can be ascertained, novae are dwarfs
before the outbreak; no fully satisfactory theory
of the outburst has yet been proposed.
Nebula?. The nebulae may be divided into
planetary nebulae, whose spectra indicate them to
be composed of luminous gases ; diffuse, or irregular, nebulae, practically confined to the Milky

and Magellanic Clouds, and lying in genmoderate distances; and regularly-shaped
nebulae, which appear in all forms from circles

Way

eral at

or spheroids, through moderate ellipses and
greatly flattened ellipses d^awn out at the ends
of their major axes, sometimes almost to sharp
The
points, to the various forms of spirals.
planetary and the irregular nebulas are always
associated with stars, usually with the very
hottest stars. About half the diffuse nebulae
show a gaseous spectrum; the remainder show
a continuous spectrum crossed by dark lines, as
if they were opaque and reflected the light of the
neighboring stars.
Whenever the spectra of both nebula and associated stars can be obtained, they are found
to be identical; furthermore, if the stars are
of the hottest types, the nebula shows a gaseous
spectrum, but if the stars are of a cooler type
a continuous spectrum with dark lines is exhibited by the nebula. Quantitative luminosity
measurements by Hubble have shown that the
light sent out from nebulae is derived from assoSome nebulae merely reflect the
ciated stars:
light of nearby stars, while others are stimulated

;
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much the same way that
comets are caused to glow when they approach
the sun. Nebulosity not lighted up by stars
remains invisible or else appears as a dark marking on the sky; there are many large tracts of
obscuring matter in some regions, particularly
in the Milky Way great dark nebulae, clouds of
exceedingly minute dust particles which cut
off the stars behind; probably no hard and fast
division exists between dark or faintly luminous
nebulae and bright irregular gaseous nebula; in
fact, in some cases we can trace one grading into
the other.
An atom, upon acquiring an excess of energy
through absorption of radiation, such as takes
place in the nebulae, sometimes goes into a socalled "metastable" state, a condition in which it
retains the excess for a much longer time than
usual before radiating. This state may be terminated, and the energy given up, by collision with
another atom instead of by radiation under terrestrial laboratory conditions, collision usually
takes place before the atom has had a chance to
radiate, but in the nebulae, where the stimulating radiation is very weak, the density extremely
low, and collisions relatively infrequent, such an
atom may be expected to return to its normal
state by emitting radiation.
The spectral lines
which would thus be produced may be predicted
from modern spectroscopic theories, even though
they may never have been observed in the laboratory; and, in this way, I. S. Bowen in 1927
showed that nearly all the previous unidentified
lines in nebular spectra are due to metastable
atoms of ionized oxygen and nitrogen, thus solving a problem which has perplexed astrophysicists for over half a century.
The hotter of the nuclear stars which stimulate the planetaries to shine are estimated, from
the intensities of the lines in the nebular specSo extra, to have a temperature of 100,000.
cessively hot a star gives out a large amount of
radiation of such short wave-length that it
highly ionizes the nearby atoms; electrons are
ejected with high speed, and by "inelastic collisions" with other atoms impart just enough
energy to the latter to put them into the metastable condition and cause them to radiate the
characteristic nebular lines- Thus, the shortwave radiation from the star is transformed into
the energy of motion of electrons and thence into
the nebular radiation. Longer wave-length radiation from the star penetrates farther into
the nebula before being depleted, but does not
ionize the atoms so highly, so that the planeto self-luminosity in

;

taries consist of a series of concentric shells in
which the ionization is greater the nearer the
central star is approached; this explains the
relative sizes and intensities of the images of
planetaries given by a slitless spectroscope
the exciting power of the star decreases outward,
and the order of size of the images is exactly that

of -the ease of excitation of the wave-length of
the light emitted by each.
similar process
takes place in the diffuse nebulae which are excited to self-luminosity. Here also the lines requiring high energy for their excitation are
strongest in the central regions, fading out near
the borders before the more easily excited lines do.
The curious phenomenon of stationary calcium lines in the spectra of many spectroscopic
binaries and hot, early type stars has revealed
the existence in interstellar space of diffused absorbing clouds of quiescent calcium vapor, at rest
relative to the stars.
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The exceptional

made

in recent years in the accumulation and analysis of extensive statistical data
concerning the objects composing the sidereal

progress

universe has led to considerable revision of older
views on the size and arrangement of the galactic system.
Counts of the stars of different magnitudes in representative regions of the sky have
shown that we live in a finite universe, containing about thirty billion suns, of which one billion are within the reach of modern instruments.
The ratios of the number of stars of each magnitude to that of the next magnitude show that
the stars thin out quite perceptibly within distances reached by telescopes of moderate size.
It is generally agreed that the galactic system
is a disk-shaped organization of stars, of planetary, diffuse,

and dark

nebulse,

and

of loosely-

organized open star clusters of great variety;
all these objects concentrate, as we see them,
along the region of the Milky Way, which is
almost entirely a mere depth effect. The globular
clusters, though not in the Milky Way, also are
afliliated with the galactic system; while the
spiral nebulae, which avoid the Milky Way, are
galactic systems external to our own.
After the vast gap beyond the confines of the
solar system, lies a steady succession of stars,
nebulae, clusters,

and

star-clouds, until finally

we

reach the globular cluster N. G. C. 7006, which
Shapley finds, from the Cepheid variables which
it contains, to be 200,000 light-years distant and
hundreds of light-years in diameter. An extensive

study of all known globular clusters, carried
out by Shapley with the aid of the periodluminosity relation for the Cepheids, the characteristics of the B-type stars, etc., from which
the distribution of the clusters in space has been
determined, has shown that a third of the known
clusters are more than 100,000 light-years distant, and that the star-clouds of the galaxy extend at least as far as the -furthest clusters.
Shapley concludes that the diameter of the galactic system is of the order of 300,000 lightyears. In the system as outlined by the globular clusters, the galactic plane is still a plane of
symmetry and flattening, though the clusters extend to great distances both above and below
this plane. The system is elongated in plan, and
the sun is near one end of it, so that practically
all the clusters are located in one celestial hemisphere.

In the distribution of stars over the sky, as
ascertained by statistical studies of star counts
in selected regions, there exist in different galactic longitudes, at each galactic latitude (after
allowance is made for stars blotted out by the
obscuring clouds of dust and nebulosity in the
great rift of tie Milky Way) systematic departures in the number of stars per unit area from
the average for that latitude, of such a nature
as to indicate that the solar system is at some
distance from the centre of the galaxy though
almost exactly in its central plane. The centre
of the galaxy is found to lie in the direction of
Sagittarius (where five times as many stars are
visible as in the opposite directions) but this
centre itself, probably distant about 65,000 lightcosyears, is concealed behind the impenetrable
mic clouds of the Milky Way.
Furthermore, the brighter stars are not distributed over the sky in exactly the same manner as the fainter ones; and a study of the differences shows that, within the larger stellar
a secsystem or galaxy, there must be immersed
ondary local aggregation, of many million stars,
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to which our sun belongs.
This local cluster,
the nucleus of which is composed of the bright,
hot, and massive helium stars, comprises nearly
all stars brighter than the sixth magnitude.
Its

diameter is about 20,000 light-years, and its influence extends to stars of the sixteenth magnitude; probably three-fourths of all the stars
in the immediate neighborhood of the sun are

The sun is 300 light-years from the
centre of the local cluster, and 150 light-years
outside its central plane; this central plane is inclined twelve degrees to that of the galaxy, and
the cluster itself is a little south of the galactic plane.
This local cluster is probably enveloped in an absorbing nebulous cloud, since King
has found that, on the average, stars up to about
100 light-years distant are more reddish the
farther away they are; the absorbing medium
must fall off rapidly beyond, however, for there
is no further increase in redness with distance,
and, in fact, color-indices (photographic minus
0.5 to 1.9 ocphotovisual magnitudes) from
cur among the cluster stars just as among the
nearer stars. The general absorption of light
in space is negligible.
To a first approximation, the stars appear to
move at random in space, in all directions and at
speeds from zero up to 400 km/sec. However,
several groups of stars with equal and parallel
motions are known, forming moving clusters
which appear to be independent subsidiary systems. In addition to cluster motions, there is
also a general preferential motion of the stars
in two opposite directions in the galactic plane,
with a relative speed of about 40 km/sec;
this was explained by
Kapteyn on the hypothesis
of two great interpenetrating streams, within
each of which the stellar motions were at random. Finally, StrSmberg has discovered that
each of the various homogeneous groups into
which the heavenly bodies may be classified
such as giant and dwarf stars of each spectral
members.

type, globular clusters, spiral nebulse, et al.
is moving as a whole, like a great swarm, along
nearly the same direction in space, viz., in
the plane of the Milky Way and toward Sagittarius; the velocities of the groups along this
celestial highway vary from 12 km/sec for
the long-period Cepheids to 300 km/sec for
clusters and nebulas; within the groups the individuals are flying about in all directions, with
velocities that increase regularly with increase
of group speed.
Strdmberg's discovery is explained better by Schwarzschild's "ellipsoidal
hypothesis," proposed in 1908 as an alternative
to ELapteyn's two-stream theory. According to
the iuvestigations of Lindblad and others, the
motions of the stars indicate that the galaxy
consists of a number of subsystems, each in ap-

proximately dynamical equilibrium, rotating
with different speeds about a common axis perpendicular to the galactic plane.
Island Universes. Our own stellar system,
or galaxy, has been found to be not alone in
space; beyond its confines, even as outlined by
the globular clusters, lie millions of other galaxies, many of them comparable with our .own
universe. With the 100-inch reflector at Mount
Wilson, Hubble has succeeded in resolving the
outer parts of some of the spiral nebulse into
myriads of separate stars, among which a number of Cepheid variables have been found; and
from the period-luminosity relation for Cepheids,
the Andromeda nebula is found to be 900,000
while
light-years distant and 45,000 in diameter,
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830,000

light-years away.
distance of the cluster N. G. C. 6822 is 700,000
The
light-years.
Magellanic Clouds also are
external galaxies.
The non-galactic nebulae fall into a regular
sequence of forms, ranging from small compact
globular nebulie, th rough ilattened, expanded,
elliptical forms, to closely-wound spirals, and
finally widely open disc-shaped spirals; a statistical study of these nebulae shows them all to
have roughly the same general order of absolute
luminosity, with an average mass about 300,000,000 times that of the sun, and distributed
fairly uniformly in space. From the mean absolute magnitude, which is about -15.0, and the
apparent magnitudes, a rough estimate of the
distances may be made; the faintest nebulae
that can be detected with the 100-inch reflector
probably lie at an average distance of about
150,000,000 light-years, and a sphere of this
radius represents the region of space at present
observable. Objects at such a distance are now
being seen as they actually looked in past geological ages events occurring in the heavens
at the present moment, though traveling on their
way to the earth with the speed of light, may
not find man here to receive them when they arWith faster photographic plates and
rive.
larger telescopes, it will be possible to push the
boundaries of the observable region of space
back several times further, and with improvements believed to be practicable (some of which
were actually under way in 1929) to detect exceptionally brilliant nebulae at a distance of a
thousand million light-years, with light that
started on its way when the earth itself was

young.

It is probable that our own galactic system
resembles rather closely such highly resolved
spiral nebulae as Messier 33, consisting of a central condensation, knots, scattered stars, and
diffuse nebulosity, the whole being 200,000 to
300,000 light-years in diameter. The local
cluster forms an exceptionally large and dense
outlying spheroidal aggregation or knot in one
of the arms.
Cosmogony. Jeans has shown that the nebular hypothesis, with some modifications and
reservations, may be made to explain nearly
everything except that which it was specifically
invented to explain, viz., the solar system. The
heavens have indeed been searched in vain for
objects showing the rings required by the
Laplace-Roche theory or the evolution of a
'

rotating incompressible fluid mass; but numerous nebulas show the flattened and lenticular
forms indicated for the early stages by this
theory; others show lenticular centres with definite indications of detached matter around an
equatorial sharp edge, but this detached matter
is in the form of spiral arms.
Spectroscopic
examination of the regular nebulae shows in every
case a rotation with a high velocity about an
'axis which appears in the sky as the shortest
diameter of the nebula. Now Jeans has proved
that the classic "figures of equilibrium" will
not be materially different for even highly compressible gases in the case of slow rotation; but
as the rate of rotation increases through shrinkage, a compressible mass will finally, if the central density exceeds three times the mean density, take on the shape of a bi-convex lens, with a
Further adjustment of
sharj) equatorial edge.
equilibrium to increasing rate of rotation is no
longer possible by mere change of shape; addi-
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tional shrinkage involves an actual break-up of
the nebula, the excess of the angular momentum
beyond that which can be carried by the shrunken
mass being thrown off into apace by the ejection
of matter from the equatorial sharp edge.
Since
the nebula is not alone in the universe, the
equatorial edge will he deformed from a perfectly circular shape through the attraction of
other bodies, and this deformation, however
slight, will cause the ejected gas to stream out

from two antipodal points on the equator, into
This causes the dark equatoiial
spiral arms.
band observed in nebulae which are vieueri edge
on.
The ejected matter comes in time to dwarf
the central nucleus in size, until finally there is
little nucleus left.
The gigantic scale on which ejection takes
place is such that gravitative attraction overcomes the expansive influence of gas pressure
and is able to hold the jet together as a compact stream; but the issuing filament will break
up into separate aggregations, which give rise
to the lumpy appearance of the arms of spirals.
In many nebulae, the observed knots in the arms
take the form of pronounced condensations, and
these conin the outer regions of some nebul
densations have further developed into stars.
The family of stars thus born out of a single
nebula may be millions in number; they may
either mingle with the general mass of the stars,
giving rise to a cluster such as the Groat Bear
group, or, if the original nebula was sufficiently
remote from the main universe, they may form
a separate colony, such as the Hercules cluster,
These alternatives perhaps represent the two
extremes of a continuous chain of possibilities.
Quite possibly the main mass of the stars may
be a collection of clusters, each originated out
of a single nebula, now so intermingled that it
is difficult for an observer to detect the separate
groups.

The above evolutionary process is essentially,
at least in its early stages, that imagined by
Laplace, except that it is on an incomparably
grander scale. Each of the condensations, however, as it starts off into space, is a gaseous
nebula about the size and mass postulated by
Laplace; but dynamic theory proves that on account of the difference in scale, matter ejected
from such a nebula could not condense into filaments, still less into detached masses, but would
merely constitute a diffuse atmosphere about the
parent mass. As the latter shrunk by radiation,
the constancy of angular momentum would, until
it had shrunk to a certain critical density,
merely demand that more and more gas should
catabe transferred to this atmosphere.
clysmic period would then ensue, from which the
mass would emerge as a binary star with the
two components almost in contact. As development went on, the two components would move
apart, the orbits become more eccentric, the components themselves might repeat the process of
The distance which any parfission, and so on.
ticular system would go along this course would
depend in effect on the amount of rotation with
which it was originally endowed. Both theory
and observation agree that not many systems
stay out the whole course; probably only half
the stars in the sky are binaries, and only a
tenth this number are multiple systems.
Nowhere in this scheme is there a place for
anything in the least degree resembling our
solar system. However, it is to be expected that
off the normal course of evolution would exist

A
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branch lines to which a few systems would be
turned by some exceptional circumstance, such,
for instance, as the close approach of two stars;
and practically all contemporary hypotheses
tidal
a^ree in ascribing the solar system to the
disruption resulting from such a dynamic encounter. The principal theories of this type
are the planetesimal hypothesis of Chamberlin
and Moulton, and the tidal theory of Jeans and
Jeffreys; they differ considerably with respect
to the development of the system after the encounter took place. Darwin's well-known tidal
theory of the earth-moon system has received
further confirmation in the recent work of Jeffreys.

Celestial Mechanics. E. W. Brown's Lunar
Theory, developed according to the methods of
G. W. Hill, was completed by the publication of
the lunar tables in 1920. No terms of appreciable significance have been omitted, yet the
still deviates unmistakably from its predicted position. The irregular deviations are at
least partly due to irregular variations in the
rate of rotation of the earth, which, in turn,

moon

must apparently be brought about by

slight
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changes in the radius of the earth, the cause of
which is not certain. The secular acceleration
is undoubtedly due to the effects of tidal friction,
which causes a direct acceleration of the moon's
orbital motion, as well as a spurious acceleraICS.
of the day;
tion due to increase in the
length
ATAVISM. See HEREDITY.
the researches of Fotheringham have shown that
).
ATHEARJKT, WALTER SCOTT (1872the solar and lunar accelerations can be acAn American author and professor of religious
counted for by a slowing down of the rate of
education. He was born at Marengo, Iowa, and
rotation of the earth by 1/800 second per cenwas educated at Drake University, the State Unitury, and Jeffreys and Taylor have shown that
of Iowa and the University of Chicago.
tidal friction in shallow seas is fully capable of versity
He began his career as a public-school principal
doing this. Finally, there is a long period "term in
Iowa, and after holding an associate profesin the mean longitude of the moon the cause of
sorship of pedagogy at Drake University (1900which is unknown
Miscellaneous. The 100-inch Hooker reflec- 04), the deanship of Highland Park Normal
tor was put into regular operation at Mount College (1906-09) and the professorship of reWilson in 1919; the Dominion Observatory at ligious education at Drake (1909-16), he became professor of religious education at Boston
Victoria, B. C., with a 72-inch reflector, was
in 1916 and in 1919 director of the
opened in 1918. In 1929 the construction of University
a 200-inch reflector with mirror of fused quartz School of Religious Education and Social Service.
was being planned by the California Institute He lectured at Columbia University in summer,
191317. He has written numerous books on
of Technology.
Turkey adopted the Gregorian calendar in religious education, including Religious Educa1916; Russia, in 1918; Rumania, in 1919; Greece tion and American Democracy (1917), A Naand all adherents of the Eastern Orthodox, tional System of Education (1920) ; Ten Lessons
Churches, in 1923. The Julian Calendar is now on the Organization of the Modern Sunday School
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Uniates of the Russian Ukraine. The use of Mind (1921), and Character Building in a
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Democracy (1924). He was the editor or joint
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light-years.
(1924); The Master Library (ten volumes)
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ATHLETICS
ATHLETICS. The

"athletics''

em-

braces all games and sports of athletes and anyadequate treatment of this subject can only be
attained by individual articles on the various
games and sports. The reader is therefore referred to such titles as BASEBALL, FOOTBALL,
GOLF, TENNIS, etc. A brief survey of the subject of athletics as a whole appears to prove
conclusively that each succeeding generation
evinces greater enthusiasm for sports, both as
health building in themselves and as a source of
recreation. T\\o noticeable trends in sports history since the World War deserve passing comment; first, the ever-growing popularity of international competitions and, second, the amazing increase in interest shown in athletics by
women, not only as spectators but as participants. Women now stage their own national
meets in many branches of sports and each year
sees a larger number of international contests
for women being held.
Accompanying this growing devotion to sports
is found naturally enough an astounding increase in skill and proficiency. Each year finds
new record-breaking performances listed with
track athletics and swimming leading the way.
In such sports as golf and tennis, the advance is
signalized by

by the
GAMES.

much

average

higher adeptness displayed
OLYMPIC
See

participant.

ATHLETICS, TBACK and FIELD. The revival of the Olympic Games undoubtedly was
responsible in large measure for the progress
made by practically every country in track and
No other
field athletics during recent years.
branch of sports approaches this one both as
recordregards world-wide popularity and
are the
breaking achievements. So numerous
new standards established on the running track
and in field events, that it is only possible to
point out here the more important contributions
to the records. It might be noted generally,
however, that United States athletes have set
in field events, in relay racing, and in
the

pace
the short-distance running competitions. The
Finnish and British athletes have excelled in
events.
practically all the long-distance running
The oustanding short-distance runners, as
are
judged by record-breaking performances,
Charles W. Paddock, U. S., Chester Bowman,
U. S., C. A. Bracey, TJ. S., and Percy Williams,
Canada. The quarter-mile record holder is still
James E. Meredith, U- S., who set the record of
47.4 seconds back in 1916. The other leaders
and their specialties are D. G. A. Lowe, Great
Britain, 600 yards; Dr. Otto Peltzer, Germany,
880 yards; Lawrence Browa, U. S., 1000 yards;
Paavo Nurmi, Finland, 1 mile, 3 miles, 4 miles,
5 miles; Edvin Wide, Sweden, 2 miles; Alfred
E. Shrubb, Great Britain, 6 miles, 7 miles, 8
miles, 9 miles, 10 miles; F. Appleby, Great
Britain, 15 miles; H. Green, Great Britain, 25
For the metrical distances approximatmiles.
ing the foregoing, practically the same list of
stars is found.

In walking competitions, Canada and Great
Britain were supreme with such notable "pedestrians" as G. H. Goulding, Canada, and G. E.
Larner and H. V. L. Ross, Great Britain. In
jumping events, the United States shows the way
with H. M. Osborn (running high), Edward
Hamm (running broad) and Sabin Carr (pole
vault). John Kuck, U. S., is the leading shot
the
putter and Eric Krenz, U. S., excels with
discus.
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The javelin honors go

to E.. Pentilla,

Finland.

Leading hurdlers are E. J. Thomson,
Canada, G. C. \\eightman-Smith, South Africa,
and C. R. Brookins, John A. Gibson, and F.
Morgan Taylor, all of the United States. Relay
racing finds the United States on top, while the
outstanding all-round athlete appears in Paavo
Yrjola, of Finland, decathlon winner at the 1928
Olympic Games.
The Federation Sportive Feminine International in 1928 passed upon the records established by European women athletes in recent
Several United States standards which
years.
excelled those accepted were submitted to the
Federation but were not recognized as they were
not on the official forms of the Federation.
Among the women athletes in the top rank may
be mentioned Miss Mejzlikova, 11, of Czechoslovakia, and Miss Elsie Robinson, of the United
States, in the sprints; Miss Ethel Catherwood, of
Canada, and Catherine Maguire, of the United
States, in the high jump, and Miss Lillian Copeland, of the United States, in the weight events.
In comparison with the records established by
men, it is found that the women so far have
made their best showing in sprint races and
jumping. As an indication of the wide appeal
women's athletics are making it may be noted
that a Japanese girl, Kinuve Hitoroi, claimed the
world broad jump record of 5.98 meters.
Perhaps the most significant feature in connection with the universal popularity of track
and field sports is the increasing number of international competitions arranged each succeeding year. Some leaders of world thought profess
to see in this development a future guarantee
against wars.

See OLYMPIC GAMES.

ATHOLL, DUCHESS

or.

(KATHARINE MAB-

An English member of
).
JORY) (1874
Parliament, born the daughter of Sir James
Henry Ramsay,

of

Perthshire,

Scotland,

and

married to the eighth Duke of Atholl in 1899.
She attended the Wimbledon High School, and
the Royal College of Music, and, specializing in
piano, she became

an associate

of the latter in-

After her marriage she identified herself with nursing and other public activities.
She was elected a Unionist member of Parliament in 1923, and was returned in each succeeding election through that of May, 1929. After
November, 1924, she served on the Board of Education, as parliamentary secretary. Honorary
D.C.L. degree was conferred on her by both Oxford and McGill universities, and honorary LL.D.
degree by the universities of Manchester and
Glasgow. She is a Dame Commander of the
Order of the British Empire, and is the author
of several books of verse.
ATLANTA. The capital of Georgia, U. S. A.,
and one of the most important trade centres of
the South. The population rose from 154,839 in
IftlO to 203,550 in 1920, and to 255,100 in 1928,
by estimate of the Bureau of the Census. The
population of greater Atlanta, according to local
estimate, is 350,000. The area is 34.79 square
In 1920 greater Atlanta was created by
miles.
the Legislature adding the municipalities of
Avondale, College Point, Decatur, East Point and
Hapeville. The residential section was razed by
fire in 1917 with a loss of .$5,000,000.
Building
operations increased from $3,685,663 in 191C to
$20,584,734 in 1922 and to $27,094,912 in 1923,
while real estate values rose 35 per cent between
1918 and 1923. In 1927 the value of 4454
building permits issued was $12,081,122. Atlanta has more than 40 prominent office buildstitution.
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zoning ordinance, with racial segregaings.
tion districts, was adopted in 1923. In 1927 the
State Supreme Court in two successive actions
declared void the portion of this regulation which
forbade the building of shops in residential areas.
Two universities have oeen opened. Emory
University of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South, was moved to Atlanta in 1914 ; and Oglethorpe University, which was closed shortly after
the Civil War, was reopened in 1916. A hospital
conducted by the medical school of Emory University was completed in 1024 at a cost of
$2,000,000. Three large hotels, costing $6,500,000, $1,250,000, and $1,000,000, also were erected.
county court house, recently erected, cost

A

city is building a new City
cost of $1,278,000. In the newly
founded High Museum of Art is being collected
a representative group of paintings and sculpture. The construction of a number of viaducts

$1,200,000,
Hall at a

and the

to eliminate grade crossings within the city has
been carried out. More than $6,000,000 has
been spent for the reconstruction and extension
of the sewer system, $2,850,000 for improvements
in the department of waterworks, and $400,000
for a centrally located public market. The

amount spent yearly for new school buildings
and equipment has been approximately $5,500,000 for the past five years. Candler Field,
Atlanta's municipal airport, consisting of 297
acres, is a terminus for four air routes: New
York; Jacksonville-Miami;
Birmingham-New
Orleans ; Chattanooga-Nashville-Chicago.
the
of Manufactures,
U.
S.
to
Census
According
more than 1500 different commodities are manufactured within the metropolitan area of Atlanta.
The value of these products increased from $79,815,237 in 1921 to $131,236,952 in 1925. The
number of wage earners also increased from
12,660 in 1921 to 18,208 in 1925 and were paid
$17,643,000 in wages. Within the metropolitan
area of Atlanta are 20 banks and trust companies with a total capital of $14,237,700. The
Federal Reserve Bank of the Sixth district is
located in Atlanta. The assessed valuation of
property in Atlanta in 1927 was $382,499,000;
the net debt was $12,199,000. The colossal memorial to the Confederacy, which is being carved
on the face of Stone Mountain, a great monolith
of smooth, solid granite near Atlanta, was begun
by Gutzon Borgrum and is being continued by

Augustus Lukeman. The figure of General Lee
in the central group was unveiled on Apr. 9,
1928. Other figures in this group are Jefferson
Davis, "Stonewall" Jackson, and four outstanding Confederate generals selected by the State
historians of the Southern States. The plans

contemplate ultimately a cavalry group, an infantry group, and an artillery group, with a central group.
ATMOSPHERE. See METEOROLOGY.
ATOMIC NTTMBER. See CHEMISTBY.
ATOMS, ATOMIC THEORY. See CHEMISTBY; PHYSICS.
ATONALISM. See Music.
ATTENTION, The development of the psychology of attention since 1914 has shown the
two-fold nature of the problem. On the one
hand attention can be expressed in terms of
physical conditions, the conditions which attract
or distract attention, and on the other hand it
can be assimilated to subjective interest with
peculiar laws of its own. The experiments of
Dallenbach and Bowman sought to measure the
importance of size, form, and intensity of stim-
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ulus as determinants of attention, but these relationships seem to be largely empirical and do not
obey any comprehensive law. They also indicated that attention varies with the different
modalities of sensation, attention to touch being highest, with sound and light following in
the order named. Liddell (American Journal
of Psychology, 1920, vol. xxx, p. 241 ) sought to
verify the theory that attention waves in vision
are due, on the one hand, to the adaptation of
the part of the retina stimulated and, on the
other, to eye movements.
By using the Dodge
apparatus, he photographed the eye movements
simultaneously with the disappearances and ap-

pearances of minimal light. The result showed
no correlation between the movements and the
fluctuations of attention. The waves appeared
to continue while the eyes were stationary, while
movements neither brought back the light during
periods of no sensation nor prevented its dis-

appearance during the periods of visibility.
In France and Italy, attention was studied
from the point of view of subjective interest.
Professor Janet (Journal de Psychologie, 1921,
vol. xviii, p. 140) on the basis of his observations of neurasthenics brought out the intimate
relation between the oscillations of nervous tension and the emotional condition of the subject.
Rignano also championed an affective theory of
attention. A review of recent literature on attention will be found in Psychological Bulletin,
1926, p. 1. See ACTION; PERCEPTION.
A Swed).
ATTERBEBG, KURT (1887ish composer, born at G5teborg, Dee. 12, 1887.
After graduation as a civil engineer, in 1910,
he studied composition in Stockholm with A.
Hallen for one year, when he won the state
stipend enabling him to continue his studies at
the Hochschule in Berlin and with Schillings
at Stuttgart, in conducting. He conducted symphony concerts in Stockholm, Goteborg, and
Malmo*, and in 1920 made a very successful tour
of
Germany as conductor of his own works.
His compositions, avoiding all modernistic extravagances, have placed him in the front rank
of Swedish composers. He has written a concert overture in A minor, a violin concerto, a
'cello concerto, Vastkustbilder and Rhapsody for
orchestra, a symphonic poem for baritone and
orchestra, Requiem, incidental music to Didring's Jefta,, a pantomime-ballet (Der Svinaherde), two operas, Hcrwarth der ffarfner
(Stockholm, 1921, and Bdckahasten [The River
Horse] (Stockholm, 1925) and six symphonies,
of which the sixth, in C, won the. $10,000 prize
offered by the Columbia Phonograph Company
in commemoration of the Schubert Centennial

(1928).

An
) .
ATTERBT7RY, GROSVENOB ( 1 869American architect, born in Detroit. He graduated from Yale in 1891 and studied architecture at Columbia University and in Paris. He
made a special study of town planning, industrial housing, model tenants, and hospitals.
His best-known work was done in connection with
the development of the Forest Hills Gardens in
Long Island, founded by the Russell Sage

Foundation. He also planned several industrial
communities. He was architect for the restoration of the New York City Hall and for other
important buildings in New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, and other cities. He was chairman
and director of the war industry housing commission of the National Housing Association
during the World War. He served with the

ATTEBBTJBT

Educational Commission in France and
architect of the A. E. F. University at Beaune, France. He was elected an
associate member of the National Academy of
Design, a fellow of the American Institute of

Army

was supervising

Architects, president of the Architectural League
of New York, and was appointed a member of

the New
mission.

York State Tenement House Com-

ATTERBTTRY, WILLIAM WALLACE (1866An American railway official, horn at
).
New Albany, Ind. (see VOL. II). In May,
1912, he was promoted from the position of
fourth vice president of the Pennsylvania Railroad to that of vice president in charge of operation.
He received a leave of absence from the
system in 1917, to direct the construction and
operation of the military railroads in France
for the American forces, becoming director general of transportation. He received the rank of
brigadier general, and his services, which were
deemed invaluable, were rewarded by American,
French, British, and Belgian distinctions. He
remained in the military service until 1919, returning then to the Pennsylvania Railroad and
becoming again, in 1920, vice president in charge
of operation. In 1924 he was advanced to vice
president (without designation), and on Oct. 1,
1925, became president in succession to Samuel
Rea, retired. After his retirement from military service, he devoted much time to the study
of foreign railroad systems. General Atterbury
received the honorary degree of M.A. from Yale
University in 1911, and that of LL.D. from the
University of Pennsylvania in 1919.

ATTEfelDGE, HAROLD RICHARD

(1886-

).

American playwright and librettist. He
was born at Lake Forest, 111., and educated at
the University of Chicago. He wrote, mainly in
An,

collaboration with others, many popular musical
comedies, and a series of reviews, The Passing
Show (1912-19, 1921-23, 1925). Among his
numerous works are Broadway to Paris; The
Honeymoon Express; Robinson Crusoe, Jr.;
Monte Cristo, Jr.; The Rose of Stamboul; Make
It Snappy; The Dancing Girl; The Dream Girl;
Sky High, and The Princess Flavia.
AT'TRIBTJTE. In psychology, a unit of experience supplanting an earlier unit sensation.
The impossibility of producing in the laboratory
a pure sensation and the necessity of introspecting only on the attributes of sensational experience, such as quality, duration, intensity, etc.,
led to a revision of terminology. Psychological
experience is regarded by the Titchener school
as a process of which we are able to observe only
tiie

changing attributes.

See PSYCHOLOGY.

ALBERT WILLIAM (1879).
An American writer and lecturer on financial
topics, born at Jersey City, N. J., and graduated
at Amherst College, 1903. He was a reporter
for the New York Sun (1903-06) and financial
editor of the New York Press (1906-12) and
from 1915 to 1922 a member of the faculty of

ATWOOD,

the

School

versity.

of

Journalism

of

Columbia Uni-

He lectured at New York University,
He contributed financial articles regua number of magazines. He was the

1908-15.
larly to
joint author with

Thomas Conway, Jr., of Investment and Speculation (1911); and wrote Bow
to Get Ahead (1917) ; The Exchange and Speculation (1917); Putnam's Investment Handbook
(1919); An Elusive Panacea (1924), and The
'

Mind

of the Millionaire (1926).
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WALLACE WALTER

(1872-

).

An American

geographer and geologist, born at
Chicago, 111. He was graduated in 1897 at the
University of Chicago. He was an assistant
geologist with State surveys in New Jersey and
Wisconsin, 1897-1809, and taught at the Lewis
Institute, Chicago, (1897-09) and the Chicago
Institute
(1899-1901). After holding minor
positions at the University of Chicago, in 1910
he became assocfate professor of physiography
and general geology. In 1913 he was called to
the chair of physiography at Harvard University, and remained there until 1920, when
he accepted the presidency of Clark University
with the chair of physical geography. In 1901
he became connected with the United States Geological Survey and in 1906 with the Illinois
Geological Survey. His many researches have
included studies of the physical geography of
the Devil's Lake Region and of the EvanstonWaukegan region of Illinois, the glaciation of
the Rocky Mountain region, and the economic
geology of Alaska, especially the coal resources.
Among his more recent works are New Geography, Book II (1920), and numerous papers on
In 1925 he
scientific and educational subjects.
founded and became editor of Economic Geography.

1

AUDITION

.

Among

significant recent

de-

velopments in the psychology of audition was
a new theory of audition by Sir Thomas Wrightson published in his Inquiry into the Analytical
Mechanism of the Internal Ear (1918). On the
basis of new histological researches, he argued
against the tenability of Helmholtz's resonance
theory and advocated the substitution of a
pressure-balance theory of hearing. The Wrightson theory has been severely attacked by the
late E. B. Titchener and E. G. Boring, who
contended that it offered no advantage over the
generally accepted, hut not entirely adequate
Helmholtz theory. In a later discussion, Boring
expressed his preference for a non-resonance
theory of hearing (American Journal of Psychology, 1926 ; see also criticism by H. Banister,
same journal, 1927). Much experimentation
and discussion were devoted to the determination of the attributes of sound.

Watt

in his

Psychology of Sound (1917) pleaded for a uniformity of attributes in all sense modalities.
He accounted for pitch by the attribute of
order and regarded volume as extensity. He
brought forward a theory of auditory space
M. Ogden
paralleling the space of vision. R.
(Hearing, 1924), discussing the work of Koehler
and Revesez, would have psychologists accept
the attributes of pitch, volume, intensity, dura-

On the other
tion, and, probably, brightness.
hand, Rich*s experiments (American Journal of
Psychology, 1919, vol. xxs, p. 121) seemed to
point to the identity of pitch and "brightness,
but to make tonality a separate attribute. The
existence of an after-image in audition analogous
to the after-image of vision was called into question by H. G. Bishop (American Journal of Psychology, 1921, vol. xxxii, p. 305). Tones, ^ lie
found, have a characteristic modified ending
which depends for its intensity upon the intensity of stimulus and for its insistence upon
intensity and duration of stimulation. Localization, investigated by H. M. Halverson (American
Journal of Psychology, 1923, vol. xxxiv, p. 178),
is found to be dependent both on difference of
phase and on intensity, with the phase relation
more important. A review of the recent literature of facts and theories of audition will be
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found in the Psychological Bulletin, 1928. See a reconciliation between France and the new
democratic Germany. He also tried to popuPSYCHOLOGY, EXPERIMENTAL.
An American larize the lessons of history in their bearing on
AUER, JOHN (1875).
physiologist and pharmacologist, boin at Roches- the problem of war and peace in La guerre acHe graduated from the University of tuelle commentee par Vhistoire, war articles
ter, N. Y.
Michigan in 1808 and four years later received (1916), and in two series of public courses at
his degiee of doctor of medicine from Johns Hop- the Sorbonne
La paix future d'apres la revolukins. He was a medical house officer, Johns tion frangaise et Kant (1915), and Le
pat(1902-03), instructor in riotisme frangaise de la renaissance a la revoluHopkins Hospital
physiology at the Harvard University Medical tion (1921).
School (1906-07) associate at the Rockefeller
ATTLTMABT, DWIGHT EDWABD (1872).
Institute (1907) and during the period 1908-21 An American army officer, born at Allegheny,
an associate member of the Rockefeller Institute. Pa. He was graduated from the United States
In 1921 he became professor of pharmacology and Military Academy in 1894 and was appointed
director of the depaitment in the school of med- second lieutenant of cavalry, but in the same
icine of St. Louis University, and in 1924 phar- year was tiansferred to the artillery. He saw
macologist of St. Mary's gioup of hospitals, St. field service in Cuba in 1898 and organized and
Mo. Dr. Auei's numerous scientific commanded the Cuban artillery (1901-02). He
Louis,
societies include the American Society for Phar- held the rank of major when he was sent to
macology and Experimental Therapeutics (sec- Germany on a special' mission in 1914. He was
retary, 1912-1C, president after 1924). He has a student at the Army War College (1916) and
:

contributed to scientific literature the results of
researches into dige&tion, respiration, heart action, the physiological action of drugs, and other
subjects.

A Hungarian
(1845).
and teacher (see VOL. II). On Mar. 23,
made his American debut in New York,

AUEB, LEOPOLD.
violinist
10 IS, he

permanently as a teacher. In
1919, he undertook the regular instruction of a master-class for two months, September and October, at the Chicago Musical
Among his numerous pupils, the most
College.
famous are Hcifetz, El man, Zimbalist, Seidel,
Kathleen Parlow, Isolde Menges, and Cecilia
Hansen. The fundamental principles of his
method were published by his pupil Maia Bang
in her Elementary Violin Method (New York,
1920). He himself wrote a more extented treatise, Violin Playing as I Teach It (New York,
1921), and is the author of
Long Life in

where he
the

settled

fall of

My

J/7/*?c (1923).

An ac).
(1857worker and lecturer in the German women's
movement and in municipal and communal reforms. She came from a long line of lawyer
ancestors, residents of Bavaria, and after studying drama and appearing for a short time on
the stage, took up law and practiced for some
years in Munich. Later, she studied agriculture
and managed her own large estate. More recently, with Lida Heymann, she edited the magazine, D?e Frau im Rtaat.
ATJLABD, o'lar', (FuANgois VICTOR) ALPIIONSE (1849-1928). A French historian (see
VOL. II), honorary professor of the French revolution at the Sorbonne until his death. His
later scholarly researches on the French revoluATJGSPTTRa, ANITA

tive

comM

du
tion include the Recueil des actes du
salut public (26 vols.)
Paris sous le premier
Empire (2 vols, 1912-14) ; Lettres et "bulletins
;

de Barentin a Louis XVI, avril-juillet, 1189
(1915); Dictionnaires des Oonventiortnels de
Augusts Kuscinski (1916-19); La revolution
frangaise ct le regime feorfal (1919); Utetoire
politique de la grande guerre, with E. Bouvier
(1924) the last and ninth volume of fitudes et
legons sur la revolution frangaise (1924), and
Le christianisme et la revolution frangaise (1925,
tr. 1927).
After the Armistice, he threw his influence on the side of political liberalism. As
representative of France to the League of Nations, and president of the International Federation of League of Nations Societies, which
met in Berlin in 1927, he sought to bring about
;

an instructor there (1916-17). From October,
1917, to May, 11918, he commanded the Fifth
Field Artillery, in the American Expeditionary
Force. He was commissioned brigadier general
in the National Army, Apr. 12, 1918.
In July

of that year, he received command of the 51st
Brigade of Field Artillery, 26th Division, and
in October he became chief of artillery of the
5th Corps. In December, 1918, General Aultman

was made

chief of artillery of the

2nd Army.

In June, 1919, he was honorably discharged as
brigadier general in the National Army, and in
the same year was at the General Staff College.
In July, 1920, he received a recess appointment
as brigadier general in the regular service.
commission as brigadier general followed in 1921.
For his war services he received the American
Distinguished Service Medal and a War Department citation, as well as the French distinctions
of a commandership in the Legion of Honor and
the Croix de Guerre.
ATTMOOTEB,, STACY (1887-1928). An English author, who died at Clarens, Montreux.
After woiking as a decorative designer, and landscape painter, and exhibiting in the Royal Academy, the Royal Institute, and the International
Exhibition, he began delivering professional
monologues in 1908. After 1913 he contributed
short stories to numerous magazines in England
and America, and also published several collec9
tions of stories, such as, Three Bars Interval;
The Love-a-duck; Miss Bracegirdle and Others;
Odd Ftehf Overhead; and The Baby Grand
(1926). He also wrote the following novels:
Olga Bardel; Just Outside; The Querrils; One
After Another; and Heartbeat (1922).
A French
).
AURIC, GEORGES (1899modernistic composer, born at Lodeve, He>ault.
After studying at the Paris Conservatoire and
under d'Indy at the Schola Cantor urn, he began
his career as a composer as one of the notorious
group known as "Les Six" (Auric, Durey, HonegHe wrote a
ger, Milhaud, Poulbnc, Taillefer).
comic opera, La Reine de Goeur; the ballets, Les
Noces de Gamache, Les Facheuao, Les Pelicans,
Les Matelots, La Pastorate; Nocturne and Suite
for orchestra, and piano pieces.
A Brit).
AUSTIN, FREDERIC (1872ish dramatic baritone and composer, horn in London. He received his first instruction on the
piano from his mother and studied composition
with his uncle, Dr. W. H. Hunt. He began his
career in Liverpool as an organist, teaching also
harmony at the College of Music there. While

A
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It was not until 1022 that tlie wool industry
showed an approximation to pre-war conditions.
Heavy stocks had accumulated because of war
conditions, a diminished world demand, and tlie
fall in prices.
Only in 1022, as a result of the

heroic operation of the British- Australian Wool
Realization Association, established in 1021,
was the large supply disposed of. During the
interest was maniperiod 1914-24, an increasing
fested in cotton culture. The Government offers
bounties on rice, coffee, cigar tobacco leaf, fibres,
and combed wool for
oil, dried fruits, sugar,

Minerals.

The

total value of

mineral pro-

duction in all Australia in 1913 was 25,808,000;
1922, 20,316,000; 1923, 22,232,000; 1924, 24,23,951,291.
24,593,000; 1926,
646,000; 1925,
The value of the more important minerals in 1926
was as follows: Gold, 2,203,839; silver and
560,181; tin,
lead ores,
4,930,925; copper,
11,852,961. The total mineral
825,806; coal,
production for the Commonwealth up to the end
of 1925 was 1,105,355,631 ; of this amount, 621,534,933 was the value of gold.
Manufacturing. Here is to be seen the Commonwealth's greatest advance during recent
From 1911 to 1926, the number of emyears.
from
ployees in Australian factories increased
312,000 to 450,920, the amount of wages paid
rose from $118,200,000 to $321,481,999, and the
value of output advanced from $518,700,000 to
$1,994,181,000. JToodstuffs, machinery, clothing,
Imtextiles, etc., are the leading industries.
local
ports of the following have declined because
manufacturers began to supply the domestic

market: textiles and wearing apparel, confecare govtionery, cement, toilet articles. There
ernment bounties for the manufacture of iron
and steel and the production of shale oil. During 1926-27 256,603 was paid under the Iron
and Steel Products Bounty Act, for products
manufactured from materials produced and
manufactured in Australia.

Commerce.

The

adverse

trade

balance

in

compared with 19,821,411 in 1926-27. Both exports and imports
were lower in the former year than in the latter.
The exports in 1927-28 were 141,595,159, as
144,895,183 in 1926-27. Imcompared with
port figures for the same year were 148,116,550
and 164,716,594, respectively. The values of
the principal imports in 1927-28 with the 192627 figures in parentheses were as follows: Cotton and linen piece goods, 8,594,086 (10,128,1927-28 was
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6,521,391 as

947)5 electrical machinery, 7,133,556 (7,435,467) ; other machinery, 9,080,826 (9,214,719) ;

motor chassis and parts, 7,136,921 (12,764,6,194,842 (6,703,670); and
559); gasoline,
silk piece goods,
5,963,243 (0,866,738). The
most important exports in 1927-28 with 192627 figures in parentheses were: Wool, greasy,
6,58,707,745 (53,411,147); wool, scoured,
811,818 (5,820,500); wheat, 14,629,899 (20,and
5,229,212 (6,254,316);
785,414); Hour,
butter, 6,903,918 (5,465,347). Trade between
the United States and- Australia in 1927-28 was
as follows: Exports from Australia to the
United States, 9,113,353 (18,502,834 in 192627) ; imports from the United States to Aus(41,331,798 in 1926-27).
tralia,
35,520,981
Depressed conditions throughout the Commonwealth affected the trade between the two coun-

tries adversely.
In 1911, 4,993,220 tons entered, as compared
with. 5,558,875 tons in 1926-27; and 4,991,581

tons cleared Australian ports in 1911, as compared with 5,605,100 in 1926-27. On June 30,
1923, the Commonwealth possessed 49 steamships
of 252,o24 gross tons, valued at
14,156,938; the

purchase was made in 1916. In August,
a Federal Shipping Board was created to
take over management. By 1927, however, the
Government virtually admitted its failure as a
ship operator because, on June 1 of that year, it
owned only seven vessels of 53,420 tons.
first

1923,

Communications. From the 17,842 miles of
Commonwealth in 1912, of which

lines in the

16,898 miles were government-owned, railways
increased to 26,351 miles (25,379 miles government-owned) in 1926. The leading difficulty
confronting the Commonwealth is the variety
of gauges in use. It has been decided to adopt a
single standard gauge of 4 feet 8% inches, but
the cost was so great that the work is being done
piece-meal. Inasmuch as many of the railways

were for developmental purposes, operating ex-

A

transpenses continue to exceed revenues.
continental railway from north to south, over
1000 miles in length, has been under construction.
Something of the progress made in railway building may be ascertained from the activities of a single year, 1925-26, i.e., miles of
railway under construction and authorized in the
different states:
Victoria, 54 and 144; New

South Wales, 244 and 259; Queensland, 234 and
1165; South Australia, 29 and 46, Western
Australia, 112 and 174. Suburban lines in the
vicinity of Melbourne and Sydney have been
electrified and, as the traffic develops on main
country lines, it is intended to convert to electric traction busy sections which are within reasonable distance of a cheap power supply.
Finance. For 1911-12, revenues for the Commonwealth were 20,548,520, and expenditures
14,724,097. For 1921-22, these had reached
64,897,046 (revenues) and 77,930,426 (expen76,ditures) ; and for 1927-28, revenues were
670,222 and expenditures 82,120,459. The debts
of the Commonwealth and the states increased
enormously because of the War. In 1914 the
total debt of the Commonwealth and states was
337,000,000; by Dec. 31, 1927, the Commonwealth public debt was 479,658,216, and those
of the states,
679,223,572. In fact, the total
war expenditure for the seven years ending June
30, 1922, was
477,498,000, of which
135,340,000 was charged against revenues, while the remainder came from loans. Before the War
(1906-13), the Commonwealth .borrowed, for
3,401,237; during 1914productive purposes,
12,656,407 was borrowed toward the same
21,
end. For the same periods, state borrowings
totaled 88,471,724 and 146,295,100. The Commonwealth Bank, opened in 1913, had in 1926,
195,451,540 in deposits. On July 31, 1927, the
Commonwealth had in circulation 48,393,000
in notes, against which the gold reserve was
45.60 per cent of the total.
History. The year of the War's outbreak
saw the installation of a Labor government in
Australia. Mr. Cook's ministry had worked
under the handicap of a Labor majority in the
Senate since 1913, with the result that the new
problems of war and Labor's increasing independence forced the dissolution of Parliament.
In the elections of September, 1914, 'Labor's victory was impressive, the poll showing 41 seats
to 33 for the Liberals in the Lower House and 31
seats to 5 in the Upper, Mr. Fisher at first
headed the cabinet but was succeeded in October,
'
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1915,

by W. M. Hughes, whose

per-

sonality dominated the affairs of the Commonwealth for the next seven years. Under him,

Australia, once so indifferent to purposes of imperialism, became a veritable storm centre of
imperial politics. In spite of his Labor antecedents, Mr. Hughes returned from a visit to
England, in 1916, a "die-hard," advocating war
to the finish, compulsory military service, imperial trade protection, and a closer imperial
partnership. He felt that Australia's war spirit
was languishing from its first fine outburst,
which in September, 1914, had brought German
New Guinea, German Samoa, and the Bismarck
Archipelago into Australian hands within a
month and had sent steady streams of soldiers
to fight at Gallipoli, in France, and in PalesIn June and July, 1916, voluntary entine.
listments fell to 6000 monthly. In order to get
out the 300,000 troops he had promised London,
Mr. Hughes decided to resort to a conscription
referendum. Violent opposition developed, led
by Mr. Hughes's own Labor Party, which expelled him from its ranks. After a bitter campaign, conscription was defeated by a vote of
1,146,000 to 1,085,000. Around these two elements, therefore, the subsequent political struggles were to gather. On one side was the increasing intransigency of Labor; on the other
was the fixed determination of Mr. Hughes and
the conscriptionists to see the War through to
a successful conclusion. In February, 1917,
Hughesites and Liberals constituted a coalition
government under the name Nationalist Party,
with Mr. Hughes as premier. In the general
elections of May 5, 1917, the Nationalist Party
was returned, but with reduced majorities.
Labor was recalcitrant. Strikes, which had become frequent in 1916, took on a virulent form
in 1917; many of them were protected.
Nothing showed this temper better than the decisiveness with which Mr. Hughes's second conscription referendum was defeated, in December,
1917. The adverse majority this time was almost 200,000. Thenceforth, Labor's tone was
almost revolutionary. It issued a manifesto
stigmatizing the war as of capitalist origin, and,
in June, 1918, its annual convention demanded an
immediate cessation of hostilities. In the same
'

month, the important Australian Labor Conference met to congratulate Russia on the success of her revolution and to present a programme of peace terms as far-reaching as that
of the British Labor Party. On this hostile note,
the

war
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forceful

ended.

size and resources, Australia's war
was extraordinary. Recruiting brought
417,574 men under arms; of these, 329,682 saw
overseas service. The small Australian fleet
had been active, as witness the destruction of
the Emden by the Sydney. Casualties showed

For her

effort

58,471 killed -and died, 4264 prisoners, and 150,wounded. Various estimates have been
made as to the total war cost, one authority plac476,000,000. The country was oring it at

241

ganized for war service through measures which
gave the central Government very wide powers,
under which it fixed prices, pooled the country's
for
leading products, declared a moratorium
debtors, legislated merely by gazetting a regulation, etc.
Through its wheat pool, organized in
1915, it sold 500,000,000 bushels in the five seasons 1915-20, largely to Great Britain, and
through its wool pool disposed of 2,280,000,000
s of wool in the four seasons 1916-20.

After the War, the latter pool, under another
form, liquidated HA carry-over stocks by 1922
so successfully that the growers received a
One result of these economic measures
profit.
was a high degree of prosperitv in the period
1916-20.
Following the War, Australia entered with
vigor on reconstruction measures. Its attitude
toward the leturncd soldiers was ^i-nerous. Env
ployment was found for 121,339 ex-service men
up to April, 1922, and of these 22,444 were settled on land at a co&t to the Commonwealth of
31,513,130. In addition, the Reparation Department provided pensions for 222,537 men,
while 30,000,000 was distributed in gratuities.
On May 9, 1921, Australia established its civil
administration in the former German possessions
^

Kaiser Wilhelm's Land
(German New
Guinea), the Bismarck Archipelago, and the
Solomon Islands, which had been assigned to
Australia by the League of Nations under a Class
C mandate dated Dec. 17, 1920. The mandate
permitted the Commonwealth to extend its laws
to the mandated territory but not to establish
fortifications there. At the Peace Conference,
the imperialism of Mr. Hughes, his objection to
the Japanese racial-equality amendment to the
League Covenant, and his firm stand toward
Germany gave him, curiously enough, an imperial popularity and reputation at the same
time that his position at home steadily weakened. Australians were markedly turning toward local affairs from the larger world issues.
In post-war politics, the assertiveness of Labor
was the most prominent element. It found expression immediately after the War in championing the demand of a large group of the population for an aggrandizement of the central
Government's powers at the expense of those of
the states. Labor believed that it might thereby
of

more

easily realize its desires for government
control of industry, a common treatment of wage
problems, and nationalization of key industries.

Such a concentration

of power,

through consti-

tutional amendment, had been advocated by Mr.
Hughes until that object was achieved temporarily through the enactment of the war measures. In the elections of December, 1919, Labor
strongly supported two referenda for such constitutional amendments and continued its agitation even after the proposals had been defeated.
New political line-ups gradually made their ap-

Led by the Australian Workers'
Union, which was organized, like the American
Federation of Labor, on craft lines, Labor prior
to 1919 had advocated issues and shaped programmes with the deliberate aim of enlisting
pearance.

middle-class support. But the growing conservatism and hostility to Labor of a section of the
community induced a new radicalism, with in.dustrial rather than political action emphasized.
Labor swung far to the left, with an altogether
Marxian insistence on class loyalty. At ^the
same time, the farmers entered the political
scene with a new party of their own, the CounIt opposed particularly the Socialist
try, Party.
proposals of the Labor Party and the extension
of the eight-hour day. Very perceptible hosLabor and industry alike
tilities thus appeared.
were cold toward the Court of Conciliation. An
Economic Conference in February, 1922, was a
With these antipathies reflected in polifailure.
with
tics, Mr. Hughes found himself confronted
three hostile parties, Labor, the Liberals, and
the 'Country group, He hastened the elections,
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went to the coun- Among the international interests of this period
try on the i coord of his administration. The was the proposal for outlawing war advanced by
results showed, in. the Lower House, 27 National- the League of Nations, the so-called Geneva
Protocol. It was looked upon with disfavor in
ists, 29 Labor, 14 Country, and 4 Liberals; in
the Upper an increase of 11 seats for Labor to Australia and in March, 1925, the Government
8 for the Nationalists. Mr. Hughes felt him- announced a decision not to sign it. The interest
self discredited and resigned.
of Australians continued to centre largely on
A new government was formed ai a result of domestic affairs, particularly labor problems.
therefore,

and on Dec.

10, 1022,

a

Nationalist-Country-Liberal
Stanley M. Bruce as premier.

coalition,

with

The prevalence

of new men was shown by the fact that seven
cabinet members had had no previous Parliamentary experience, while Mr. Bruce had first been
elected to Parliament in 1918, and Mr. Page, the

Country

leader, in

1019.

The administration's

necessity for unification
in labor matters, taxation, and public-works
development, and advocated a strong defense
programme and greater application to the problems of immigration and land settlement. Little
of this was realized by 1924, for the Government's leading concern was the keeping of

programme accepted the

Labor from power.

In

this,

they were tempo-

rarily successful, but early in 1924 the Country
Party ceased to support the Nationalist-Liberal
coalition in state elections, and thus permitted
Labor victories in Queensland, Tasmania, and
Western Australia. For a while, five of the six
Australian states had Labor governments, New

South Wales being the only exception.

In the

broader

sphere of imperial politics, Premier
Bruce showed himself no whit less aggressive
than his predecessor. Representing Australia
in the Imperial Conference which met at London
in October, 1923, Mr. Bruce made an outspoken
plea for the adoption by the 'mother country of
a protective preferential tariff which would give
Australian and other colonial producers of meat
and grain an advantage over American exporters,

who, he declared, were driving Australian growers out of business.
In 1924 the Government adopted two important tariff changes, one increasing from 25 to
per cent the proportion of British workmanrequired in goods receiving preferential
treatment as British goods, and the other an
agreement with Canada by which each dominion
accorded the other preferential tariffs on specified lists of articles.
The Australia-Canada
agreement was hailed as of particular moment
in that it was the beginning, 'it was hoped, of
a process of linking together the parts of the
Empire through tariff preferentials. A further
step toward closer imperial relations was taken
in 1924 when Australia, and the British government each sent a liaison officer to the other,
and when Australia adopted a military and
naval programme designed to fit into the scheme
of .Empire defense,
In that year the Government laid down a five-year navy-building programme which included, besides the construction of two 10,000-ton cruisers, two submarines,
and later a seaplane carrier, the provision of
naval bases, munitions works, airplane bases,
*75

ship

By

the close of 1924, labor difficulties in shipping
had reached an acute stage. Contention
centred around the activities of the
Shipping
circles

Labor Bureau in Sydney, which had been established in 1917 for the purpose of
protecting
strike breakers. It was used after the War as an
agency through which ex-service men obtained
the preference granted them by law when
ships'
crews were to be made up and, since many of
these former soldiers were non-union men, the
Bureau was a constant object of attack by the
Waterside Workers' Trade Union, and later by
the Seamen's Union. The union men demanded
the abolition of the Bureau. Through December,
the controversy raged and in the closing weeks
of the year, despite all efforts of the Government
to bring about a settlement,
shipping was al-

most paralyzed.

On

Jan. 12, 1925, a riot occurred in the streets
Sydney. The trouble was not settled until
February 28, when the Bureau was abolished in
accordance with the unionist demands. In June,
of

further difficulty arose over a question of employment on ships in interstate trade while in
port, resulting in a strike. In September, the
country suffered from still another seamen's
strike, this time called in England and affecting
seamen on British vessels. For many weeks, it
interfered drastically with trade with England.
The successive disturbances emphasized strikingly the inadequacy of the powers of the central Government to deal with organized labor
outbreaks and led to movements to strengthen
the Government's hands. When the Federal
Parliament met in June, the Government presented an amendment to the immigration act
giving it power to proclaim a state of industrial

unrest and, while such state continued, to Ueport
persons not of Australian birth who were proved
to be stirring up industrial strife. It also provided that aliens who might be difficult to assimilate or were otherwise undesirable could be
denied admission to the country. The amendment having passed, although bitterly opposed
by Labor, the Government in August proclaimed
a state of industrial unrest, due to the shipping
strike, and took steps to deport certain agitators.
But the State of New South Wales, with
a Labor premier, refused the use of its lawenforcement machinery in effecting the deportation, and the Federal Government rushed through

Parliament a

bill creating its

own

force of peace

The situation, however, had reached
the point where an appeal to the country was
officers.

felt to

be necessary and, on September 16,

it

was announced that a general election would be
etc.
Both a Japanese fleet and a British fleet held, the issue being declared by the Government
visited Australia in 1924, the latter arousing to be whether the
country was to be governed by
special enthusiasm because it included vessels its own elected representatives or by a few Labor
which had become famous for their war exploits. extremists.
In April, the country's only battle cruiser, the
Australia, was ceremoniously sunk in accordance with the terms of the Washington Disarmament Conference.
In 1925 the visit of a large contingent of the
United States Navy stirred the populations of
Melbourne and Sydney to enthusiastic welcome.

After a strenuous campaign, the election, held
14, resulted in a victory for the two
coalition parties. The Nationalists
captured 38
seats in the House, the Country Party, 14, and
23.
While Labor led all the other parties
Labor,
in the total popular vote, its total was some
257,000 under the combined vote of the coalition

November
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preme Court declared the Deportation Act unconstitutional and the men were released.
When Parliament met on Jan. 13, 1926, the
governor general. Lord Stonehaven, recommended a number of measures aimed at tho
radicalism which was held responsible for the
labor troubles of the previous year. Part of
these were incorporated in the Commonwealth
Crimes Bill, which was passed over strenuous
Labor opposition. It provided that organizations which advocated or encouraged the overthrow of state or Federal governments by violence were illegal and that persons advocating
such action or destroying or injuring property
of the Commonwealth "or property used in trade
or commerce were subject to 'deportation, if
not Australian-born, or to other severe punish-

ment.
In May, the House of Representatives also approved two proposed amendments to the constitution and, in June, agreed upon the form in
which they were to be submitted to a referendum vote. One of these gave the Commonwealth
certain powers of regulating industry and commerce through control over trusts and similar
combinations, and the other gave the Federal
Government power to operate public utilities
interruption of essential services was
threatened. Both proposals were supported by
the two factions in Parliament, but, when the referendum vote was taken on September 4, both
were overwhelmingly defeated. The vote was
a reiteration of many previous pronouncements
of the people against increasing the powers of
the Federal Government. It left the question
of Federal authority over economic disturbances
still unsettled. Premier Bruce declared that the
Government had done all it could and that in
case of future trouble its hands were tied.
Strikes and threats of strikes continued to vex
the air. In September, 1927, a serious situation
which threatened a tie-up of the whole Australian railway system arose when the Queensland Labor government dismissed a number of
employees of the state-owned railway for refusing to handle the product of a sugar mill in
which a strike was in progress. The firmness of
the authorities and the pressure of public opinion brought about a settlement which was hailed
as a victory for constitutional government and
for moderate Labor over Labor extremists. In
December, 3927, another strike and lockout
among waterside workers tied up shipping and
for a while blocked the exportation of wool at
the height of the export season, and in September, 1928, still another serious shipping strike
commercial loss and was
brought considerable
"
attended with moo violence. Because of the
failure to preserve order, it- was reported, the
Labor government of Victoria fell, November 14.
But with all these political and labor difficulties, the country's economic development went
steadily forward. Commonwealth finances proved
to be soundly based. The yearly surpluses were
large enough to permit successive cuts in the income-tax rate, 'the raising of the invalid and oldage pension rate, and reduction of the Federal
The country returned to the gold standdebt.
ard in 1025 and in the same year a conversion
loan' of 67,000,000 was quickly oversubscribed by

when the
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parties.
compulsory-voting law was operative for the first time in this election and brought
out more than 90 per cent of the eligible voters.
The Government immediately took steps to deport two labor leader*, hut in December the Su-

Australian investors. In June, 1027, a conference was held at Mel bourne between Premier
Bruce and the six premiers and treasurers of the
states at which important reforms in state and
Federal financial operations wero woiked out,
including an arrangement for tho assumption by
the

Commonwealth of the laige and growing
The agreement, however, could be

state debts.

effect without a constituamendment.
Later in the same year, a Royal Commission
was appointed to study the constitutional powers
of the Federal Government and recommend desirable changes.
The specified subjects for its
inquiiy were aviation, company law, health, in-

only partially put into
tional

dustrial powers, judicial powers, navigation law,
taxation, trade and commerce, the interstate
commission, and the admission of new states,
An important factor in promoting Australian
development was the organized encouragement

On April 8, 1J)25, a migration
agreement was signed with the Hritish government by which Great Britain advanced to the
of immigration.

Austialian states
34,000,000 (part of
conditionally) at low interest lates to be
used in construction of roads, railways and
tramways, bridges, mills, and other aids to development, the states agreeing to provide for one
British immigrant for each
75 received.
several
it

Tn 1020 the Migration and Development Commission of four was named. Its duties included
advisory work in connection with the fund mentioned.

The exclusion legislation passed in the United
States turned South European immigration toward Australia and aroused there a strong sentiment favoring an "all-British" as well as an
"all-white" immigration policy. 1-abor opposed
an active policy of encouraging immigration and
in August, 1927, made a formal protest to the
attorney general. It was disclosed on that occasion that about one-third of the gain in population since 1021 had been due to immigration.
In accordance with its policy of promoting industrial development ahead of immigration, the
Government in 1927 began work on the final section of a transcontinental north-and-south railway to connect Adelaide and Port Darwin. In
1925 the Northern Territory was divided into
two states, to be known as North Australia, with
capital at Port Darwin, and Central Australia,
with capital at Alice Springs.
An outstanding event in Australian history
was the opening, with great ceremony, of the
new capital of the Commonwealth, Canberra.
This took place on May 9, 1027. The Duke of
York officiated aa the representative of ,the King.
The city was built especially for use as a capital.
It is located on Federal Territory of some 900
square miles ceded for this purpose by the State
It is planned as a model
of New South Wales.
city in which all building will be done in accordance with a prearranged design. Ownership
of all land is retained by the Government, which
grants long-time leases to private citizens.

The active

interest

in

aviation

was much

heightened early in 1928 by the feat of Bert
Hmkler in flying from England to Australia in
the record time of 16 days. For the fiscal year
it was announced that the Common] 927- 2,8,
wealth finances showed a deficit of 2,642,000,
attributed to a decline in customs and excise
receipts and a succession of adverse seasons in
certain primary industries. General elections
were held Nov. 17, 1928. They resulted in a

AtTSTBALIA

2,000,000 dam
began construction of a large
for the reclamation of a, wide area of agricultural land.

The governors general over the period reviewed were: Sir R. Hunro-Ferguson (191420); Lord Forster (1920-25); Lord Stonehaven (1925).
ATJSTBALIA, EABLY PEOPLES OF. See ETHNOGRAPHY.
AtTSTBIA, LOWER. A province of the Rean area of
public of Austria. In 1910 it had
7654.4 square miles and a population of 3,531,In 1923 its area was 7452 square miles and
See AUSTRIAN REits population
1,480,449.
PUBLIC.
province of the RepubAUSTB1A, UPPEE.
Its area in 1910 and 1923 was
lic of Austria.
4626.3 square miles. Its population in 1910
was 853,006; in 1923, 876,074. See AUSTRIAN
814.
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REPUBLIC.

ATTS'TBIA-HUN'GABY,

or

THE AUSTRO-

October, 1918, the
collapsed. Out of
its former constituent elements, the Austrian
Empire and the Hungarian Monarchy, emerged
a group of succession states whose territories
were made up in whole or in part of the old
Austrian and Hungarian provinces. Of these
succession states, the following were formed en-

HUNGARIAN MONARCHY. In
Austro-Huugarian Monarchy

of Austrian and Hungarian territories:
The Republic of Austria, the Kingdom of HunThe
gary, and the Republic of Czechoslovakia.
new states of Poland, Jugo-Slavia, were formed,
(See
in part, of Austro-Hungarian territories.
HUNGARY, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, POLAND, JUGOSLAVIA, as well as RUMANIA and ITALY, which,
also made territorial gains as a result of the
dissolution of the Dual Monarchy, and TYROL,
GERMAN SOUTH; KLAGENFURT BASIN, BURGENLAND, FIUME-ADRIATIC CONTROVERSY, BANAT,
TRANSYLVANIA, GALICIA, and TESCHEN, ZIPS, AND
ORAVA, scenes of territorial disputes arising out

tirely

of the peace treaties.)
tains a discussion of
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revictory for the two coalition parties, but a
duction in their strength in the House from 52
Labor gained 9 seats and raised its
to 43 seats.
On November 29, Premier
total number to 32.
Uruce announced a reorganization of his cabIn December, 1928, the State of Victoria
inet.

The present

article con-

the foreign policy of
Austria-Hungary, during the years 1914-18,
which is based to some extent on the researches
and writings of the well-known Ail trian historian, A. F. Pribram, notably his Austrian
Foreign Policy, 1908-18 (London, 1923). There
is also a consideration of the internal political
An
history of the Austrian Empire, 1914-18.
account of the recent history of the Austrian Reis
public is given under that title. Hungary
treated under the title HUNGARY.
Foreign Policy of Austria-Hungary, 191418. As a result of the Balkan Wars, the Dual

Monarchy suffered considerable loss of prestige*
The weakening of its position in the Balkans,
and the triumph of Serbia in the second Balkan
War, were circumstances as unfavorable to the
security of the Hapsburg monarchy as they were

favorable to the development of a violently antiSerbian and anti-Slavic policy at Vienna, where
it was keenly realized that,
among the 24,000,000 Slavic subjects of the Emperor-King, no small
number sympathized with Pan- Serbian and PanSlavic aims. In Serbia, the Viennese statesmen saw a direct menace to the Jugo-Slav provinces of Bosnia, Croatia-Slavonia, Dalmatia,

and Carniola

;

and, behind Serbian-Jugo-Slav na-

tionalism, they fancied they perceived a menac-

ing Russian Pan-Slavic design \\hich, if not
balked, would culminate in the dismemberment
of the polyglot Danizbian monarchy.
To regain
prestige and influence in the Balkans seemed vitally

macy

necessary. But Austro-Hungarian diplotried in vain to compose agreements be-

tween Bulgaria on the one hand and Rumania,
Turkey, and possibly Greece, on the other.
These efforts proved fruitless because of the
divergent interests and the mutual distrust of
the Balkan States. In fact, they served to
estrange Rumania and Bulgaria from Vienna, as
the rapprochement between Rumania and Russia
showed, following the meeting of King Charles
and Czar Nicholas at Con stanza on June 14,
1914. The treaty between Bulgaria and Turkey
fell through, and so did the compromise between
Rumania and Bulgaria and the attempt to bind
Greece closer to the Triple Alliance. These difficulties were aggravated still more by the fact
that Berlin and Vienna disagreed as to the service which the respective Balkan States would be
able to render to the Triple Alliance. Berlin held
that Bulgaria should be sacrificed to Rumania,
while Vienna feared that, in case Rumania
should refuse to consider such a proposal, it
would be confronted at some future time by a
solid Balkan bloc under the leadership of Russia.
Count Berchtold succeeded finally in convincing Berlin of the soundness of the Vienna
viewpoint, and from March, 1914, the fundamental aim of the Balkan policy of the Central
Powers was to bring Bulgaria entirely into their
camp. At the same time, the relations between
the Dual Monarchy and Italy grew steadily
colder, and although in the Conference of Abbazia, San Giuliano and Berchtold came to an
agreement in April, 1914, it became clearer every
day that soon the growing sympathy of the
Italians for the Entente would seriously endanger the Triple Alliance. Vienna's apprehensions in regard to Italy and the ever-increasing
influence of the Entente in that country were allayed, however, by the knowledge that negotiations were going on between the English and the
Germans for the establishment of more amicable relations.
These efforts were heartily seconded by Count Mensdorf, the Austro-Hungarian Ambassador in London. Meanwhile, Vienna
believed that France and Russia had succeeded
in creating a Balkan League and, under that im-

Konrad von Eo'tzendorf, chief of the
drew up on June 22, 1914, a memorandum in which he painted the Balkan situation as very dark for Austria-Hungary and requested that Rumania be compelled to commit
herself for or against the Central Powers and
that in the latter case an alliance be formed with
Bulgaria. A similar memorandum was prepared by Foreign Minister Berchtold for Berlin;
pression,

general

staff,

in this, the imperative need foi* the formation
of a Balkan League, not including Serbia, and
under the leadership of the Central Powers, was
Before this memorandum could be
stressed.
presented, events occurred which immediately
changed the entire situation. On June 23, 1914,
Francis Ferdinand, the Austro-Hungarian heir
to the throne, and his consort were assassinated
at Sarajevo in Bosnia. The resulting AustroHungarian ultimatum to Serbia, and the outbreak of the War are described elsewhere (see
WORLD WAR. The above-described policy was
of prime importance in bringing the War to pass.
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In taking a gambler's chance of crushing Serbia
without .Russian intervention, the reckless Berchtold was opposed by saner statesmen,
notably
Count Tisza, chief spokesman of the Hungarian
ruling class.
Italy refused active aid to Austria-Hungary
in her struggle with Serbia on the ground that
her treaty did not oblige her to, but she raised
the question of future compensation, a request
which was granted by Vienna under pressure
from Berlin, with the proviso that Italy would
fulfill her treaty obligations.
Italy denied again
that a casus fcederis existed and remained neutral.
Likewise, Rumania failed to join the Central Powers, although she was promised Bessarabia.
Rumania maintained that her construction
of her treaty obligations did not warrant the
abandonment of her neutrality. The Central
Powers were more successful in regard to

.
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the course of which the latter demanded extensive territorial concessions and the immediate
transfer of the ceded districts. The latter demand was flatly rejected by Burian, but Italy
was offered the major part of German South Tirol.
This Sonnino refused to accept and he presented
on Apr. 10, 1915, a memorandum in which Italy
demanded the whole of South Tirol, Gorizia, and
Gradisca, and made a number of other requests,
the fulfillment of which would have amounted in
substance to the establishment of Italian supremacy in the Adriatic. Italy would promise
neutrality for the duration of the War in return
for these concessions. Due to the grave military
situation at the time, Burian did not directly refuse these exorbitant demands but strove to keep
the negotiations open and gradually increased
Ms offers. His efforts were frustrated, however,
by the conclusion of the Treaty of London on

Turkey. The Austro-Hungarian Foreign Office Apr. 26, 1915, under which Italy bound herself
supported all promises and concessions made by to join the Entente within a month. On May 3,
Germany to Turkey in the early weeks of the 1915, Italy decided to declare its alliance with
War for the purpose of inducing the latter to Austria-Hungary dissolved. Vienna was now
enter the camp of the Central Powers. All ef- willing to grant the full demands of the Italians,
forts on the part of Austria-Hungary, to have but without avail, for Italy declared war on the
Bulgaria take an active part in the War against Dual Monarchy on May 23, 1915.
Vienna's tardy willingness to make great sacSerbia, so that her own armies might be released to meet the ever-growing pressure from rifices for the sake of an understanding with
the Russians on the eastern front, remained Italy had to a large extent been determined by
war
fruitless, because Ferdinand of Bulgaria was too the knowledge that Italy's declaration of
clever to commit himself, until the military supe- would ultimately be followed by that of Ruthe agreement of
riority of the Central Powers should be definitely mania, since on Feb. 6, 1915,
established. Advice from Berlin ^ in favor of September, 1914, between Italy and Rumania
territorial concessions to Rumania and later had been renewed and had received an addicounsel not to oppose a march of Rumanian tional stipulation whereby the two countries
themselves to mutual assistance in case
troops into Translyvania were strongly opposed pledged
an unprovoked attack on the part of Austriaby the Hungarians and hence not heeded by of
of the neBerchtold. After the death of King Charles of Hungary on either one. As a result
Rome and Vienna, BuchaRumania, on Oct. 10, 1914, the Rumanian situa- gotiations between
increased its demands,
tion became even more unsatisfactory, for Ferdi- rest had immediately
which, included now Transylvania in addition
nand, the new king, was less friendly to the
Vienna's refusal of these deCentral Powers than his uncle had been, and^al- to the Bukovina.
not bind mands strengthened the influence of the Entente
would
he
remained
he
neutral,
though
situation
further. The
still
Bucharest
himself to an agreement not to march against the in
for the Dual Monarchy, when
Central Powers, in spite of all efforts made in seemed critical
the news of the great victory at Gorlice,
this direction by Count Czernin, the able Austro- suddenly
May 2, 1915, arrived. This tremendous military
Hungarian Minister in Bucharest. Meanwhile, success
and the subsequent events in Oalicia
the negotiations with Sofia advanced or lagged
and
Poland
reor
victories
during the summer of 1915, were
with
the
in accordance
military
factors in helping the Rumanians to
the
in
Powers.
powerful
Central
the
Although
verses of
with decide on neutrality for toe time being. The
beginning of 1915, Vienna, in conjunction
ter- Rumanian horizon cleared up, the Central Powthe
to
far-reaching
grant
Berlin, was ready
ers turned their chief attention to Bulgaria, for
latter
the
of
ritorial demands
Bulgaria, provided
Centhe
side
of
Turkey's lack of arms and ammunition^ made
tne
on
War
the
country entered
establishment of direct land communication
the
to
decided
of
Ferdinand
tral Powers,
Bulgaria
the first
remain neutral for the time being in view of the with that country necessary. During
half of 1915, the Bulgarians had been continually
rethe
situation.
During
unfavorable military
with both the Central Powers and
mainder of 1914, Italy maintained her neutral- negotiating
Entente. Under the influence of the victothe
Entente.
the
with
relations
ity as well as cordial
Powers in Sofia
ries, the prospects of the Central
Regardless of Berchtold*s previous refusals, became much
and on Sept. 6, 1015,
Minisbrighter,
Italian
new
Foreign
Baron Sonnino, the
1914, treaties were signed between Austria-Hungary
ter, let Vienna know plainly in December,
herself
direction
this
in
having and Bulgaria, whereby Bulgaria pledged
all previous approaches
Serbia and was promwar
the
enter
to
against
that
as
intermediary,
been made through Berlin
ised in return the whole of what is today Serbian
territorial concessions on the part of AustriaMacedonia. It was further provided that, in
as
compensation
Hungary were desired by Italy
case Rumania and Greece should enter the War
beNew
for her future neutrality.
negotiations
the Allies' side, Bulgaria should receive the
on
in
the
Vienna
and
Rome
gan thereupon between
ceded by her to these states under the
territories
refused
still
middle of December, but Berchtold
of Bucharest (1913). With the conTreaty
Jan.
On
13,
demands.
to consider the Italian
Baron quest of Russian Poland in the summer of 1015,
1915, Count Berchtold was replaced by
with the
mil- the Central Powers were confronted
unfavorable
Burian. .In view of seemingly
serious problem of the final disposition of that
under
and
circumstances
itary and diplomatic
till
Burian opened country. No agreement could be reached,
strong pressure from Germany,
of 'the troops of the Dual Monarchy
defeat
the
in
with
Italy,
in March, 1915, new negotiations
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definite steps were taken.
proclamation on Nov.
5, 19 16, promised to the Poles the restoration

of
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in the Brussiloff offensive of August, 1916, gave
the Gorman pioposal for the creation of an independent state the preponderance. Still no

an independent Poland under a hereditary

1917.

As the

results of unlimited submarine
of expectation,
Emperor
Charles on Mar, 24, 1917, through his brother-inlaw, Prince Sixtus of Bourbon-Parma, proposed
peace pourparlers and assured France of Austrian
support for her "just claims" on Alsace-Lorraine.

warfare

fell

short

monarchy.

On Mar.

tion

substance of the

Meanwhile, the divided administraby the Germans in Warsaw and the Austro-Hungarians in Lublin conof the country

tinued.

During 1916 the Central Powers carried on
continuous negotiations with Rumania. Their
which were conditional on Rumania's entrance into the War on their side, were refused
by the Rumanian statesmen, who were at the
most prepared to concede only neutrality. Germany and the Austro-Hungarian High Command urged far-reaching concessions in Bukovina
and Transylvania, but Burian and the Hungarians were not willing to consider such proposals.
At the same time, the influence of the Entente
in Bucharest grew stronger all the time and
the Austro-Hungarian defeats in Russia in
August, 1916, served to strengthen the convicoffers,

tion of the Rumanians that the ultimate superiority in the War lay with the Allies. Burian
continued his steadfast refusal to grant the
Rumanian demands and at the end of August,

an agreement was concluded between the
and Rumania whereupon the latter, on
August 27, entered the War against the Central
Powers. In order to allay Turkish fears growing out of Rumania's entrance into the War,
Germany concluded two agreements with Turkey
on Jan. 11 and on Nov. 27, 1917, which provided
for the abolition of the capitulations. The Dual
Monarchy hesitated for a long time to come to similar agreements with Turkey, and only on Mar.
30, 1918, was a treaty signed between Turkey and
Austria-Hungary under which the latter bound
herself not to sign any peace reestablishing the
capitulations. The weariness of the AustroHungarian people, who had suffered more from
the War and were in a much weaker condition
than their German allies, induced the Vienna
government to address itself to Berlin in the
fall of 1916 with the proposal to inquire through
neutral channels whether the Allies were prepared for a discussion of peace. Germany objected and for a time there was a lively exchange of opinion between the two governments.
Finally an agreement was reached. Emperor
Francis Joseph had died meanwhile and Charles
had ascended the throne. The latter was determined on the conclusion of a peace satisfactory
On Dec. 12, 1916, the Quadruple
to both sides.
Alliance made its peace offer, proposing a conference of the Powers. Austria-Hungary at this
time was ready to conclude a peace which left
her territory intact and gave her minor frontier
rectifications.
The offer was met on Jan. 12,
1917, by the answer of the Allies to President
1916,
Allies

Wilson's peace proposal. Thereupon, Germany
started her campaign of submarine warfare.
Neither Count Czernin, who in the meantime had
become Austro-Hungarian Foreign Minister, nor
Emperor Charles entertained the sanguine hopes
which the Germans placed on this policy and
they gave their consent to it only under pressure
from the German statesmen and generals, and
the Emperor. Czernin, in fact, pointed out the
danger of war with the United States. While
war broke out between Germany and the United
States on Apr. 6, 1917, the United States did not
declare war on Austria-Hungary until Dec. 7,

27, 1917,

Count Czernin, who knew the

offer,

but not the text, signed

an agreement with the German Chancellor which
contained a minimum and maximum programme
for peace neither one of which provided for ceding Alsace-Lorraine to France.

On Apr.

3,

1917,

and repeatedly afterwards, Count Czernin approached the German Emperor and his statesmen with a peace proposal which suggested possible cession of Alsace-Lorraine to France and,
as compensation for this sacrifice, the annexation of Poland to Germany. Such a proposal
the Germans refused to consider. Shortly thereafter, the Prince Sixtus move came to naught,
because the Italians insisted on territorial concessions as promised by the London Treaty, which

Austria-Hungary was not prepared to grant at

Under these circumstances, Emperor
Charles and Czernin concluded, on May 17-18,
1917, an agreement with Germany which provided for large Austro-Hungarian annexations
in the Balkans and, on the fulfillment of these
conditions, for the surrender of Austro-Hungarian interests in Poland to Germany. Czernin,
however, during the remainder of 1917, continued
his efforts in various directions toward a peace
this time.

by agreement, but without

A

result.

ray of light appeared with the Bolshevik
ascent to power in the East. The new Russian
government issued a summons for a general
peace and, on the refusal of the Entente to consider it, began peace negotiations with the Quadruple Alliance on Jan. 9, 1918. Various difficulties arose, some of which led to the conclusion
on Feb. 9, 1918, of a separate peace between the
Ukrainians and the Quadruple Alliance. Under
this peace, the Austro-Hungarian frontiers remained unchanged, but the Dual Monarchy
promised to surrender the district of Cholm, in
Russian Poland, for incorporation into the
Ukrainian Republic, and to make Galicia an
autonomous Austrian Crownland. After further
difficulties with the Soviet delegates, in which
Czernin was often at variance with the German
spokesmen and which brought about a temporary renewal of the war with Russia, a peace
treaty was signed on Mar. 3, 1918, at BrestLitovsk. From this peace, the Dual Monarchy
received no territorial enlargement. Poland
having become an independent state under the
Brest-Litovsk Treaty, the Polish question came
up once more. The decision of the previous
year, to leave Poland to Germany, was abandoned, and Charles and Czernin advocated in its
stead the Austro-Polish solution, which provided
for the incorporation of Poland in Austria-Hungary. This scheme was opposed by the German
government, which would merely consent to a
personal union between Poland and the Dual
Monarchy. This latter proposal Vienna refused
to accept. The Poles made skillful use of this
disagreement between the two Powers and obtained the signature of the latter to a protocol
providing for a future rectification of the frontier between Poland and the Ukraine.
Count
Hertling, the German Chancellor, advised Vienna
in July, 1918, that Germany would not accept
the Austro-Polish solution and would leave it
to the Poles to choose their form of government,
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provided that they came beforehand to an agreeVienna accepted
in principle, but succeeding negotiations failed to
bring a solution. The peace with Russia led
also to the singing of the Peace Treaty of Bucharest on May 7, 1918, which gave Austria-Hungary a strategic frontier -with Rumania and
valuable economic advantages.
The favorable settlements gained in the East
could not, however, hide the grave condition of
the Dual Monarchy, which was in urgent need of
peace. Czernin, fully aware of this, attempted
unsuccessfully in various ways in the early
months of 1918 to bring about a cessation of hosHe even approached President Wilson
tilities.
through the King of Spain. The only possible
road which could lead to peace for AustriaHungary, namely, the conclusion of a separate
peace with the Allies, which would have been
equivalent to leaving Germany in the lurch,
Czernin refused to take. Ihe ultimate failure
of the great German effort in the West made
the Germans more amenable to the AustroHungarian insistence on peace by diplomacy, ali hough before August they had rejected all of
Charles's and Burian's efforts in this direction.
Since Vienna and Berlin could not agree on a

ment with the Central Powers.

proper course of action, Burian made finally,
without Germany's participation, an appeal to
the Allies which was turned down flatly and resulted in revealing to the Entente in a more
glaring light than ever the desperate straits of
the Dual Monarchy. The catastrophic military
events of the early fall and the defection of Bulgaria and Turkey ushered in the last act of the
drama. The Austrian collapse followed rapidly.
Austria-Hungary and Germany appealed to President Wilson for an armistice. When Wilson
failed to reply, Emperor Charles in a manifesto
on October 16 proclaimed Austria a federal

Wilson rejected the peace offer, finally
state.
declaring that the United States recognized
Czechoslovakia as an independent state and acknowledged the national aspirations of the

Southern Slavs. The dissolution becoming manifest now, Charles was ready to make a separate
peace at great sacrifice, provided the territories
remained under the dynasty, no matter in how
loose a federation. The debacle in Italy brought
about the final disintegration. On November 3,
the Dual Monarchy was forced to sign an, armistice which turned her over, defenseless, into the
hands of the victors and compelled her to give
passive aid against her ally. Emperor Charles
agreed to this under protest. But the catastrophe went still further. Charles gave up his
share in the Austrian government on November
11, without, however, renouncing his crown.
The Lammasch government finished its task of

The proclamation of
November 12 and of
the Hungarian Republic on November 16 completed the disintegration of the Dual Monarchy.
For the Treaty of St. Germain and the Treaty
of the Trianon, see PEACE CONFERENCE AND

liquidation and resigned.
the Austrian Republic on

TREATIES.

Internal Political History of the Austrian

1914H918. All predictions to the
of the
contrary notwithstanding, the outbreak
War evoked from the various nationalities comprising the Austrian Empire loud protestations
of their loyalty to the dynasty and the state.
Even the Czechs gave evidence of their enthusiastic support of Austria's cause in the War, and
the Austrian Poles called for a union of Russian

Empire,
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Poland and Galicia under the ITapfebury Crown.
nio.<t of the Julian* iu the Tirol remained faithful after Italy's entrance into the
War. In spite of these favorable demonstrations, the Austrian government did not deem it
advisable to convoke Parliament. The ministry
was in a position of almost complete political
impotence and practically all control over internal affairs was in the hands of the military,
which used rigid and shortsighted police measThis system led finally to the assa*sinaures.
tion of the premier, Count Sturgkh, on Oct. 21,
Likewise,

191G, by the Socialist, Friedrich Acller. Under
his successor, Dr. &5rber, little change was
wrought in the internal affairs of Austria. The
only outstanding event of his administration
was the creation of an Office for Food Control
on Nov. 14, 1010, which was later enlarged into
the Food Ministry. On the death of the aged

Francis Joseph, Nov. 21, 1916, young Charles
Francis Joseph, as the nearest heir, inherited
his great-uncle's crown.
Emperor Charles, ambitious and intelligent, was resolved not only to
maintain the greatness of his dynasty but also
to effect a constitutional readjustment more satemisfactory to the non-Gennan peoples of the
pire and to restore peace at the earliest opportunity.

Himself assuming supreme command

of

the army, he proceeded to replace many of the
highest officials with his own trusted friends.
That the highhanded measures of the military
rule and the economic hardships produced by
the War had not yet at this time seriously affected the allegiance of the various nationalities
to the Crown was evinced by the numerous
declarations of loyalty which followed on President Wilson's note of Dec. 11, 1916, and the answer of the Entente of Jan. 12, 1917, in which
reference had been made to the oppressed nationAt the same time, however,
alities of Austria.
actual attempts at ironing out the conflicts and
between the nationalities proved
difficulties
On the final convocation of Parliament,
futile.
on May 31, 1017, the Southern Slavs and the
Czechs demanded the creation of a federal state,

and the German Austrians offered strong oppoUnder these cirsition to any such proposal.
cumstances, Clam-Martinitz, who had hoped for a
national coalition, resigned on June 19, 191?,
and was succeeded by Hitter von Seidler. On
account of the amnesty granted the Czech political offenders on July 2, 1917, the German National Council at Prague passed on July 15 a
vote of censure. With a reorganized cabinet,
Seidler embarked in August, 1917, on a vast
plan of social, economic, and political reform,
In
which, however, proved a complete failure.
the state on
fact, his attempts at reconstructing
the basis of national autonomy served to reveal
to what extent dissolution had progressed. The
nationalities advanced demands now which could,
of the Emhardly be reconciled with the unity
fresh Parliament on June
a
of
The
calling
pire.
-The previous day,
16, 1918, proved no remedy.
comthe Czechs had set up at Prague a national
mittee demanding a* sovereign and independent
Czechoslovak state. Seidler resigned on July
Baron Hussarek, his successor, at22, 1918.
tempted in vain to reconcile the nationalities.
The Czechs won
Disintegration had gone too far.
Allied recognition in August and were acting as
an independent nation. The Poles, too, had become intractable, although Hussarek advocated
Polish independence. As a last means to avoid
dissolution, the Emperor issued on Oct. 16, 1918,
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tween the rising Republic

of

Austria and the

succession states, Czechoslovakia, Jugoslavia,
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his manifesto proposing a federal state for Austria.
Its effects on the nationalities was null,
because at the same time they -were beginning
to set up national councils. Disintegration was
an established fact. The last imperial cabinet,
the ministry of liquidation with the pacifist
Lammasch as premier, Oct. 27-31, 1918, could do
no more than help the peaceful settlement be-

and

Poland.

showed heavy adverse balances,
which, however, continued to* decrease. In 1921
imports of 8,228,249 metric tons were valued at
$349,900,000; exports of 1,546,532 tons were
valued at $180,259,000. For 1922 imports
weighed 7,448,737 tons and were worth $327,721,000; exports were 2,115,760 tons, at a value
of $209,944,000.
For 1927 the imports were
valued at $427,912,000 and the exports at $278,345,000. During 1926 the greatest amount of
imports by value, came from Czechoslovakia,
$75,500,000; from Germany, $65,651,000; from
Hungary, $48,345,000. Exports to Czechoof the Republic

AUSTRIAN* REPUBLIC. The Austrian
Empire had an area of 115,831.9 square miles
and a population of 28,571,934 in 1910. As a slovakia totaled $20,069,000; Germany, $28,407,result of the Treaty of St. Germain (Sept. 10, 000; Italy, $23,877,000; Hungary, $'23,511,000.
1919), the plebiscite decision in the Klagenfurt Up to 1923 trade was hard hit by Gerdistrict, and the ruling of the Council of Am- many's disastrous competition in foreign and
bassadors with respect to the Burgenland, the domestic commerce. The situation improved
Austrian Republic had, according to the census
of 1923, an area of 32,369 square miles and a
(See BURGENLAND and
population of 6,534,481.
ICLAGENFURT.) The density per square mile was
202 ; females in the population were in the ratio
of 1089 to 1000 males. The Republic consists
of the following provinces:
Vienna, Lower Aus-

Upper Austria, Salzburg Styria, Carinthia,
The leading
Tirol, Vorarlberg, and Burgenland.
towns gave these population figures for 1923
tria,

(1910 figure in parentheses): Vienna, 1,865,780 (2,031,498); Graz, 152,706 (151,886); Linz,
102,081 (67,817); Innsbruck, 56,401 (53,194);
Salzburg, 37,856 (36,210). From 1916 to 1919,
deaths continued to exceed births, the excess
being 31,815 in 1916, 66,877 in 1918, and 14,555
in 1919. Births in 1926 numbered 118,939,
and deaths, 94,081. Distribution by religions
was thus given in the 1910 census for all this
area except Burgenland: Catholics, 5,979,667;
Protestants, 165,007; Jews, 189,758. As for
education, there were, in 1925, 5252 elementary
schools attended by 717,571 pupils, 145 secondary schools with 44,513 pupils; and three
universities, viz., Vienna (9511 students), Graz
(2347 students), Innsbruck (1567 students).
Besides, there were 2 technical high schools and
13 theological schools.

Industry. Agriculture forms the main occupation of the country. In 1926, 4,766,708 acres
wjere under crops, largely in Lower Austria and
Upper Austria. The leading crops are wheat, of
which 10,360,000 bushels were counted in 1927;

after

1923,

particularly

with

respect

to

the

Balkan trade, because of the disorganization of
German industry and transportation, consequent
upon the Ruhr occupation, and because of the

German tendency

currencies.

to quote prices only in foreign

In 1923, however, the unfavorable

trade balance had mounted up to $163,000,000.
Replacements of depreciated stocks were heavy
in this first year of Austria's reconstruction;
imports were many to avoid future turnover
taxes, and many purchases were made in Germany with the stabilized Austrian crown, all of
which helped bring this about. The factors of
invisible

exchange were also

was the banking centre

effective.

Vienna

of the Succession States

as well as the wholesale centre; Austria had
large interests in the industries in the Succession States; the tourist trade was considerable.
Discounting these conditions, the adverse balance
was still high, and it was an important reason,
for Austria's economic plight.
The country had, in 1926, 4128 miles of railway, of which 3608 were state-owned. The principal lines were the Western, the Northern,
Northwestern, Eastern, and Franz Josef railways, the last connecting Vienna with Czechoslovakia. Not until July, 1923, was the Government able to see its way out of the hopeless
railway tangle. From the end of the War, the
railways had been regularly operated at a loss,
because the portion of the railway system left
in Austria contained a high percentage of mountainous track, which, before the War, had been
counterbalanced by the level stretches in the
territories now belonging to Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, and Poland; it was necessary to import fuel; a surplus of personnel prevailed; the

rye, 18,168,000; barley, 10,315,000; oats, 28,747,000; potatoes, 83,724,000; turnips, 1,202,449
metric tons. Deprived of the agricultural products of the rich provinces of Moravia, the Alpine
forelands, Bohemia, Galicia, Istria, and Goritza, government operation was unprofitable. To meet
the Austrians were compelled, after the War, to the situation, by the law of July 19, 1923, a corimport their food stocks from Hungary, Bohemia, poration was created to conduct operation under
Russia, and Rumania* Live stock numbered in a centralized control. The Government financed
1923: horses, 282,651; cows, 1,074,864; oxen, the venture with a capital of 200,000,000,000
302,103; bulls, 68,143; calves, 717,236; swine, crowns and placed control in the hands of a
1,473,000; sheep, 597,000; goats, 312,499. Min- directorate of 14, 11 of whom were to be business
eral supplies are scarcely adequate for local men or transportation experts, and 3, represenwants. In 1926, 2,957,700 metric tons of lig- tatives of railway employees. To the Governnite coal were mined and 157,300 tons of anthra- ment were reserved the rights to regulate tariffs,
Iron ore mined in 1926 totaled 1,094,400 approve loans, surpervise social and safety meascite.
Other minerals are ures, and regulate construction. River trajffic
tons, largely from Styria.
copper, zinc, lead, and salt. The leading indus- was equally hard hit by the loss of ships and
trial centres are in Lower Austria, Vorarlberg, barges during the War.
Finance. Nothing revealed so completely the
and Upper Styria, where iron foundries and machine, automobile, textile, and clothing factories helplessness of the country after the War as
are gathered. Chemical and paper goods works the unsatisfactory condition of government
are grouped chiefly around Vienna, which is also finances. Revenues for 1921-22 were 93,325,the centre of the artistic trades.
000,000 paper crowns, pr $42,276,000; for 1922,
Trade and Communications. The first years they were 209,763,000,600 crowns, or $169,698,,
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1928, 155,900,000 and $175,000,000. The deficits
for 1926, 1927, and 1928 are explained by capital investments in railways, posts and telegraphs, etc. The public debt amounted to $338,739,000 on Dec. 31, 1926, as against $349,266,000 at the end of the previous year.
Economic Conditions. Its state condition
it inevitable that the Austrian Republic
should turn to the printing press to meet current expenses. In June, 1919, 7,000,000,000 paat the end of
per crowns were in circulation;
1920, 30,600,000,000 paper crowns, with a
metallic reserve of 8,807,000 gold crowns; 1921,
181,000,000,000 paper crowns, with 10,022,000
gold crowns in reserve; 1922, 4,080,400,000,000
paper crowns, with 356,000 gold crowns in reThat the currency should depreciate with
serve.
this unprecedented inflation was inevitable.
The gold crown at par is worth $.2026. On Jan.
on
1, 1922, the paper crown was worth $.000387;

made
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000; for 1923, they were estimated at 11,488,267,000,000 crowns, or $100,830,000. Expenditures
for 1921-22 were 258,229,000,000 crowns ($116,978,000); for 1922, 347,533,000,000 ($281,154,000) ; for 1923, 13,8(52,760,000,000 ($194,079,000).
Thus, the deficits were $74,701,000 $111,456,000,
and $33,243,000. Prom 1919 to 1921, conditions
steadily grew worse, so that on Jan. 11, 1921,
the Austrian government confessed itself at the
end of its resources and offered to turn over the
country's administration to the Reparations
Commission which the Treaty of St. Germain
had established in the country. Finally, on
Sept. 27, 1922, the League of Nations accepted
responsibility for the economic rehabilitation of
Austria, and in so doing, practically established
a dictatorship over the Republic. The plan accepted included the placing of a loan of $135,000,000 for 20 years among Italy, Great Britain,
France, and Czechoslovakia; the appointment of
a commissioner general by the League of Nations
to direct expenditures; a committee of control
to represent each of the guarantor governments ;
the setting aside of gross receipts from customs
and the tobacco revenue as security ; the promise
on the part of Austria to eliminate the deficit
by 1925. The Austrian government agreed to
push retrenchments, cut down personnel, etc.
On Feb. 1, 1923, the League of Nations authorized the issuance of the loan. Of this, American
bankers took $25,000,000, at 7 per cent for 20
years. On February 21, the Reparations Commission renounced all rights to Austrian property and revenues for 20 years. As an indication of good faith, the Austrian government
between September, 1922, and October, 1923, dismissed 50,000 functionaries; on Nov. 22, 1922,
heavy increases were announced in the income
tax, the tax on shares, and the turnover tax.
Under Dr. Zimmermann, the League Commissioner General, appointed in December, 1922, the
financial reforms were pushed and the success
with which they met was indicated by the fact
that the draft budget of 1924 carried a deficit of
v
830,900,000,000 paper crowns as against the
1923 deficit of 2,064,200,000,000.
The success of the rehabilitation of Austrian
finances under Dr. Zimmermann was phenomenal.
The budget for 1925 showed actual receipts of
$151,500,000 against actual expenditures of
$140,800,000. On the basis of this showing the
financial control by the League of Nations was
withdrawn in 1926. In that year, receipts
totaled $161,100,000 and expenditures $165,700,000; 1927, $167,200,000 and $174,100,000;

Jan.

1023, $.00014. In June, 1024, a new
currency unit, the schilling (par $0.1407; 1
schillings: 10,000 paper crowns) was adopted
and gold reserves were supplied by an international loan. The cost of living mounted.
Compared with the figures for 1014. it rose to
13 in December, 1918; 69 in Januarv, 1921; G62
in January, 1922; and 11,271 in December, 1922.
By the end of 1927, it was only
per cent
above 1914. The establishment of the rehabilitation scheme at once changed tendencies for the
1,

Unemployment naturally mounted with
the general breakdown. In May, 1919, 186,000
persons were out of work, 132,000 of them in the
Vienna district alone; in December, 1927, the
number of unemployed was 207,000. The government applied itself to the problem of relief
doles; in April, 1919, 46,000 were receiving aid;
in December, 1927, 207,120.
History. The proclamation of the Republic
of Austria on Nov. 12, 1918, left the
country
in a precarious political and economic situation.
Its territory had been materially reduced and
comprised not even all of the German language
districts of the old Austrian Empire.
The government was carried on by the provisional National Assembly which had convened on Oct. 21,
On Feb. 16, 1919, a National Constituent
1918.
Assembly was elected, in which the Socialists
and the Christian Socialists held a majority.
The Assembly elected the Socialist, Seitz, Presibetter.

new Republic and appointed on Mar.
a ministry with Dr. Karl Renner as
Chancellor. The new Government launched a
programme of extensive social and economic redent of the
15, 1919,

form, including abolition of the feudal nobility
and nationalization of the means of production;
but confronted with serious internal difficulties,
it was not able to proceed very far along these
lines.
As a result of the spread of revolutionary ideas and of the very bad economic conditions, notably the lack of foodstuffs, Communist
agitation developed which had to be put down
by force. The establishment of a Soviet Republic in Hungary strained relations with that
country, for the Austrian government was in
constant fear of a rising among its own ultraradical elements with active support from the
Hungarians which, indeed, might have proved
serious, since the feeble Austrian army was in
part strongly Bolshevik in sympathy. Meanwhile, the internal situation grew steadily worse.
Except in the German language and nationality,
there was no bond of cohesion in this country,
which, against its will, was forced by the dictum
of the victors to exist as an independent state.
The old antagonism between the city of Vienna,
comprising one-fourth of the population of Austria, and the agricultural sections, which were
unwilling to supply the food without which
Vienna was doomed to starvation, assumed at
times serious proportions and threatened the
very existence of the metropolitan population.
The terms of the Treaty of St. Germain to which
Chancellor Renner affixed his signature on Sept.
10, 1919, served to aggravate the internal situation still further by blocking the much desired
union of German Austria with Germany which
had been decreed by the Fundamental Law of
Nov. 12, 1918, and by declaring the independence of Austria inalienable without tHe consent
of the League Council.
The withdrawal of socialist support from the
coalition forced the ministry to resign on June
11, 1920.
Pending a new general election, the

"
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Christian Socialist Dr. Michael Mayr presided
over a Proportional Cabinet representing all
On Oct. 1, 1920, a new constitution was
parties.
promulgated which was a formidable document
indeed and which went into much more detail
than customary. It declared Austria a democratic republic, composed of seven states and the
Austria became thereby a fedcity of Vienna.
eral state in place of the old Austrian centralized
state.
All privileges were abolished and equal
rights were given to all citizens. Universal
suffrage for women as well as for men was estabExeculished, and the voting age was set at 21.
tive power was vested in a president chosen for
four years and a cabinet appointed by the Assembly. Legislative power belonged to a Par-

liament of two chambers, an Assembly elected
for four years by popular vote and in accordance with the principle of proportional representation, and an Upper Chamber elected by the
provincial diets in proportion to the population
of the states. Since the Upper Chamber was
given only advisory powers, the Parliament consisted in fact of only one chamber. The President was to be elected in a joint session of both
chambers.

The elections (on Oct. 17, 1920) proved a victory for the moderate policy of the Christian
Socialists, who obtained 82 seats as compared
with (>6 for the Social Democrats and 19 for the
Pan-Germans. Dr. Mayr now formed a Christian Socialist cabinet, braving the open opposition of the Socialists. Dr. Michael Hainisch,
well-known as a sociological writer and formerly
a Socialist but now rather nonpartisan, was
elected President of the Kepublie by the new Assembly on Dec. 9, 1920. A ray of light illumined
the abysmal scene when the decision of the

Klagenfurt plebiscite (q.v.), on Oct. 10, 1920,
saved the territory for Austria. This was a
valuable territorial acquisition in view of the
agricultural productivity of the region. Another favorable turn was the admission of Austria into the League of Nations in December,
But the economic plight of the country
1920.
had grown worse meanwhile. With the apin dire
proaching winter of 1920, Austria was
need of food and fuel. Her production of these
necessaries of life was small in comparison with
her needs. Purchase of these commodities in
lack of funds,
foreign countries was precluded by
a deficit in the budget, and an ever-mounting inflation of the currency.

If anything, this situa-

became worse during the course of 1921 and
it was evident that the unfortunate country was
headed for disaster. By October of that year,
the crown had become practically worthless.
While the people were facing famine, the Government made desperate attempts to obtain financial
tion

aid abroad. In the spring of 1921, it requested
the Finance Committee of the League of Nations to procure the necessary funds for the purchase of foodstuffs. The League sent representatives to study the Austrian problem. Meanwhile, the economic distress and the apparent
uninterest of the outside world had made the
Austrians even more weary of an independence
which was forced on them and had aroused an

almost desperate desire for union
Alarmed by the extent of the
Allies declared on Apr. 14, 1921,
tion toward this end must cease

with Germany.
movement, the
that

all agita-

forthwith, lest
the Allies withdraw their proposals for financial
The Government was forced to curb the
relief.
movement, whereupon a section of the Chan-
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party refused him support, compelling
to resign. Schober, the Police President of Vienna, formed a new cabinet
in June, 1021.
The threat of the Allies did not,
however, prevent the people of Tirol on Apr.
24, 1921, nor those of Salzburg on May 29, from
voting by overwhelming majorities in favor of
union with Germany. The Austrian Assenibly
also voted to submit the question to a national
plebiscite, but the Allies, particularly France,
let it be known that they would prevent union
with Germany, whatever the outcome of the
cellor's

the

Mayr Ministry

plebiscite.

The movement was only partially dictated
by economic necessity, for political desires
and nationalist aspirations were important in
The plebiscites held were, of course, init.
effective except as indications of

popular senti-

The three-cornered controversy between
Austria, Hungary, and the Allies regarding
Burgenland (q.v.), a strip of western Hungary
inhabited chiefly by Germans and ceded to Austria by the Treaties of St. Germain and the
Trianon, was settled after long altercations and
some violence by the assignment of most of the
area to Austria and the return of a small portion, the Oedenburg, or Sopron, district, to Hungary, after a plebiscite held in that locality on
Dec. 17, 1921, had shown its predominantly Hunment.

garian sentiment.
The Schober cabinet was forced out of office
in May, 1922, over a budget question.
It was
succeeded by a coalition cabinet under Dr.
Ignaz Seipel, the leader of the Christian Socialists.
The desperate situation of the country at
this time made some sort of action imperative.
Austria had either to procure international
financial assistance or unite with one of three
countries,
neighboring
Italy,
Germany, or
Czechoslovakia. Italy addressed a note to the
countries concerned announcing that she would
consider union with Germany or the Little Entente a casus "belli. Thus, the only course open

was to seek

financial aid abroad.
Toward this
end, Chancellor Seipel appealed on Sept. 6, 1922,
to the League of Nations. The latter adopted
a plan for the restoration of Austrian finances,
providing for an international loan of 650,000,000 gold crowns redeemable in 20 years, secured by Austrian productive assets and guaranteed by England, France, Italy, Belgium,
Czechoslovakia, Spain, and Holland, and the
creation of a commissioner general, appointed
by the League to supervise Austrian expenditures.
Moreover, a committee of control, consisting of one representative of each of the governments guaranteeing the loan, was to be set
up. The guarantor states pledged themselves to

respect Austrian sovereignty and independence,
in return for which Austria agreed not to
alienate her independence. This last clause
was inserted in the agreement to prevent union
with Germany. The plan also provided for certain governmental reforms to insure economy.
On Nov. 26, 1922, the plan of the League was
approved by the Austrian Parliament, the Christian Socialists and the Pan-Germans voting for
The plan was
it and the Socialists against it.
put into operation immediately with Dr. Alfred
Zimmermann of Rotterdam as commissioner general.
The methods of drastic financial surgery
which were applied brought about as early as
the spring of 1923 the stabilization of the paper
crown and a reduction of the deficit in the
This
budget, although unemployment increased.
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increase was counteracted by an accompanying
decrease in the cost of living and a revival of
industry and trade which during the course of
the year absorbed a great number of the government employees dismissed for reasons of econ-

penditure, of wliii'h 50,000.000 crowns were to
be for investments. The Government in return
undertook to put through a number of reforms
relating to taxes, currency, etc. It was blow
in doing so, but by the middle of 1025 it had
succeeded in bringing about one of the mont

omy. Slowly, Austria progressed toward financial stability and economic reconstruction.
By the close of 1923, Vienna was regaining

important. This was an arrangement by which
the financial authority of the central goverment
over the provincial governments begun to be
clarified.
By the end of 1928, such authority
had been firmly established. This has been a
source of much difficulty because of the recalcitrant attitude of the city and province of Vienna,
which contained GO per cent of the country's
wealth and was more concerned with its own
budget than with that of the country.
In the autumn of 1924, Parliament provided
for a new silver currency, the monetary unit
being the schilling, to be put in circulation
July 1, 1925. This, with later legislation, practically put the country again on a gold basis.
At the request of the Government the League
of Nations in May, 1925, appointed two expert
economists to examine the condition of Austrian
economic affairs. Their report, presented to the
League Council on September 10, was on the
whole encouraging. Because of this favorable
report and the continued progress of the country's financial recovery, the League decided to
relinquish control of Austrian finances on July
1, 1926, if accounts still remained satisfactory.
But it retained the right to resume control at
any time within ten years if the balancing of
the budget appeared to be endangered, and it
also stipulated that the foreign advisor to the
National Bank should remain for three years
more. The year 1925 closed with a substantial
surplus, the first time since the War, and the
budget for the following year was balanced. Ac-

her position as the commercial and exchange
centre for the Danube Basin and Southern Europe, the budget deficit had been cut in half,
savings had multiplied, the currency had been
stabilized, industry had revived, and foreign
capital was beginning to come into the country.
Accompanying this economic recovery was a
lessened interest in union with Germany, as
shown by the October elections, and better relations with the Succession States. On Feb. 25,
1924, Austria resumed diplomatic relations with
Russia, and on October 13 signed an agreement
with Switzerland for a permanent board of conciliation.
Negotiations were carried on with
neighboring European countries for a reduction
of their high tariff rates, which were considered
as being largely responsible for Austria's ecodistress, but met with indifferent success.
Various internal disorders marked the year
1924. Early in the year a severe banking crisis
caused many failures and much suffering. On

nomic

June 1, Chancellor Seipel was seriously wounded
by an irresponsible Socialist. In September occured a strike of 60,000 metal workers and in
November, a strike of railway employees, the

latter leading to the resignation of Chancellor
He was asked to form another cabinet
Seipel.
but declined, recommending instead Dr. Rudolf
Ramek, who formed a coalition ministry on November 20. On December 9, Efr. Michael Hainisch
was reflected President for another term of

cordingly, on June 30, 1926, League control
ended. The report of the commissioner showed
that only a small part of the League's loan had
been used to cover current deficits, and that
otherwise also the experiment had been highly

four years.

While general economic conditions were
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dis-

continued to
couraging, the country's finances
show steady improvement and, in the spring
and summer of 1924, there began to appear ^evidences of a desire on the part of the Austrians
to escape from the supervision of the League of
Nations. The budget, however, had not yet been
balanced and there were many points of disand
agreement between the Austrian government rethe commissioner, Dr. Zimmermann, with
gard to policies leading up to that objective.
was
Dr. Zimmermann complained that Austria
the burdens necesholding back from assuming
the reply
sary for financial recovery, to which
was made that the wages of the working class
were the lowest in Europe and the cost of living
the
was higher than at any other time since
War. He also objected to the Governments action in raising the salaries of cml employees
and thus bringing about a much larger deficit
than the League had expected. A strong difoi
ference of opinion developed over the question
whether a balanced budget should be achieved
Austrians desired,
by increasing the taxes, as the
'normal
or bv decreasing expenditures. The
revenue and expendibudget," or the figure of
financial
tures which was to be attained before
reconstruction should be regarded as complete,
had originally been set at 350,000,000 gold
crowns. But it became evident that that figure
was much too low, and at the instance of the
Government the League Council, after an investigation by the commissioner and the Finance
Committee, agreed in September, 1924, to a 1925
budget figure of 545,000,000 gold crowns for ex-

successful.

Throughout this period, however, the economic
situation, while showing improvement, was still
anything but happy, as attested among other
things by continued strike movements and by
the large number of unemployed. At the close
of 1925, the unemployed numbered 250,000.
Throughout 1925 a strike of the civil employees
for higher wages impended. The Government
In Novemfinally granted them a small bonus.
ber, 1925, a bakers' strike in Vienna caused
much distress. These conditions, with other fac1

tors, led to revived agitation for the "anschluss"
or union with Germany. At a large demon stration at Magdeburg in February, 1925, the Austrian Secretary of State and the President of the
German Reichstag made speeches expressing
hope for an early union. In May, a CoSperative
Committee was formed in Vienna < to work for
this end and in August another great demonstration in Vienna showed the popularity of the
idea.
Italy and Czechoslovakia, however, voiced
their opposition, as did also the Little Entente
at a meeting in Bucharest, and the Government
held off from taking action. The internal political situation continued troublesome, due to
the ever-smouldering antagonism between the
Conservatives and the Social Democrats. The
former controlled the government of the country

and the latter, by a wide margin, the government of Vienna.
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In January, 1926, the Ramek cabinet resigned
but was immediately reconstituted. In June,
the announcement by Dr. Schneider, Minister
of Education, of an educational
programme
which limited to Vienna the application of a
law providing for the cessation of religious education in schools, led to his resignation and to
a great anti-Government demonstration on June
18.
The prestige of the Ramek government was
greatly weakened in the summer of 1926 by a

bank scandal. The Government had advanced
$9,000,000 to the Central Savings Bank to tide
it over a run, and it was shown that Dr. Ramek
and his party were politically involved in the
transaction. This was the real cause which led
to the resignation of the Ramek government on
October 15, although the ostensible reason was
a difficulty in connection with the demands of
civil

employees.
On October 20, Dr. Seipel again formed a
Cabinet, supported by the Christian Socialists
and the Pan-Germans. But the Socialist opposition was strong, and in the spring of 1927, when
no agreement could be reached on the Government's old-age and invalid pensions measure,
general elections were determined upon. These
were held April 24 and resulted in a gain of
three seats for the Socialists. But Dr. Seipel
was able to form another coalition government
on May 19. The elections did not allay the intensity of political feeling. On July 15, the
social antagonism famed out in a terrible riot
in Vienna over the acquittal by a jury of three
members of the Heimwehr, or irregular Austrian Fascist!, for the death of two Socialists in
the
January. Without authority
preceding
from their leaders, tens of thousands of workers
went on a strike, swarmed into the Ringstrasse,
overcame the small force of police, and burned
the Palace of Justice. The police, reinforced,
fired on the mob, killing seventy and wounding
hundreds. Several policemen also were killed.
Civil war was narrowly averted and the inflamed
feeling continued for many months, resulting
now and then in open clashes.
Although Chancellor Seipel was supposed to
look coldly on union with Germany, the favoring
sentiment was so strong that he consented to seek
economic union as a prelude to political union.
In 1927 he held a conference with German industrialists, at which it was decided to appoint
commissions to determine how Germany could

and industrially. The
also
^was paved for legal union. Parliament considered the creation of a common criminal code for the two countries and in the autumn
of 1927 one of its committees met a committee
from the German Reichstag to discuss the subIn November, 1927, Chancellor Marx and?
ject.
Foreign Minister Stresemann visited Austria,
but did not discuss the subject of union. In
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relieved the country from the necessity of importing great quantities of coal. Many treaties
relating to trade, arbitration, etc., were signed,
including an Austro-Czech treaty of arbitration,

trade agreements with Hungary, Jugo-Slavia, etc.,
but the burdensome tariff restrictions for the most

part refused to yield to diplomatic persuasion.
The most serious development in foreign relations at this time came to a head early in 1928.
For some years, the resistance of the German
population of South Tyrol, a former Austrian
territory incorporated with Italy as a result
of the War, to Mussolini's Italianization measures had roused the keen sympathy of the Germans of Austria and Germany. So strong did
this feeling become that in
February, 1928, Deputy Kolb and the Chancellor made moving
to
the Austrian Parliament, the latter
speeches
disclaiming intentions of diplomatic action but
expressing deepest sympathy for the South Tyrol
Germans. The Italian Minister at Vienna was recalled for conference by Mussolini, who on March
3 replied to Dr. Seipel in a
vigorous address.
Strained relations continued, but a
conciliatory
Dr
in
speech by
Seipel
July brought better feeling and led to a return of the Italian Minister.
Later in the year, Mussolini ordered that the
teaching of the scriptures by German-speaking
clergy in South Tyrol to Austrian children in
their own tongue should be
permitted.
The course of internal politics ran anything
but smoothly throughout 1928. At Feldkirch
on March 23 occurred a clash between the Heimwehr and the Socialist Defense League in which
several
persons were wounded. At Wiener
Neustadt, 30 miles from Vienna, the two organizations staged rival parades on October 7, bloodshed being prevented by the presence of large
forces of
^government troops. Dr. Seipel refused
to prohibit these demonstrations on the grounds
that the parties had a right to the free expression of their beliefs. In December, the end of
the second term of Dr. Hainisch as President
made the selection of a new President necessary,
the constitution forbidding the serving of more
than two terms by one man. Chancellor Seipel
tried to have the constitution amended to permit the third election of Dr. Hainisch, but when
he was unsuccessful he supported Wilhelm
Miklas, presiding officer of the Austrian Parliament, for the place. Over the opposition of the
Socialists, Miklas was elected December 5 and
1

assist Austria financially

installed

way

ported to have strong Clerical leanings and to
look with disfavor on union with Germany.
The year 1929 was early marked by evidences
of intense political feeling.
In a riot at Gloggnitz, near Vienna, on February 3, many were reOn February 24, when a douported injured.
ble parade by the Heimwehr and the Socialists
occurred in Vienna, every precaution was taken
to prevent a repetition of the bloody scenes of
the 1927 riot. In February, 1929, Leopold
Kunschak, leader of the Christian Socialists,
made a statement expressing distrust of the
Heimwehr and a fear' that it might develop into
a menace to parliamentary government, and
announced the formation of a new defense organization.
Chancellor Seipel, however, was reported as disapproving these sentiments.
Making use of her improved credit standing,
Austria took steps to obtain financial assistance
from abroad for further construction purposes
and for the relief thereby of unemployment.
In November, 1927, the City of Vienna floated

September of the following year,' however, a
Pan-German Jurists Congress opened at Salzburg with the German Minister of Justice and
a large number of other German officials and
and the greatest enthusiasm for
the union was expressed. Two months later,
November 12, when the tenth anniversary of
the Austrian Republic was celebrated, a Pan-German manifesto was issued endorsing the union
and signed by hundreds of leading Austrians.
Aside from political matters, the country con^
tinued to show steady improvement. Tourist
traffic showed gratifying gains and the advances
made in extending hydroelectric installations
jurists present,

in

office

December

10.

He was

re-
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a $30,000,000 loan through the National City
Company of New York. In 1928 the Austrian
government carried on negotiations to clear the
way for a loan of 725.000 000 schillings (about
$100,00,000) chiefly for rebuilding, extending,
and modernizing the country's railroad and
telegraph and telephone systems. Before this
loan could be offered, it was necessary to obtain
from Austria's nine creditor nations and from
the^ Reparation Commission waivers of the lien
which they held on certain Austrian resources
covering the $120,000,000 relief loan of 1920
and the $125,000,000 reconstruction loan of
1923. Such waivers were obtained from seven
of the nine
countries,
including Denmark,
France, Great Britain, the Netherlands, Norway,
Sweden, and Switzerland. No final agreement
was reached with the Reparation Commission,
Italy, or the United States.
In the spring of 1928, the United States Treasury asked Congress for authorization to make
such agreement and also to fund the original relief loan made by the United States to Austria

AZERBAIJAN"

Ijehalf of American literature to raise the standard, of literary criticism and to secuie for

American books the attention due them. The
constitution of the League was revised in 1 920 in
regard to membership, dues, and the formation
of guilds.
The League's plan to organize a council to bestow literary awards \vus announced in
the inaugural address of the President, Arthur
Train, in November, 1928. Arrangements wore
subsequently made with the New York Public
Library to house a collection of signed first editions of League members. Presidents of tlie
League have been: Winston Churchill, Rex
Beach, Owen Davis, Jesse Lynch Williams, Ellis
Parker Butler, and Arthur Train.
AUTOINTOXICATION. See DIET.
AUTOMATIC RIFLES. See SMALL ARMS.
AUTOMOBILES. See MOTOR VEHICLES.
AUTOMOBILE TIRES. See MOTOR VEHICLES; RUBBER.
).
AYLMER, SIR FENTON JOHN (1862-

A

British general.

He

joined the

army

in 1880,

gained distinction as an officer in Burma, India,
(the principal of which was $24,055,709) on and China, and in 1012 was made adjutant genterms which would insure the ultimate repay- eral at Simla. In 1915 he was promoted to the
ment of the entire principal with practically rank of lieutenant general and led the forces in
no interest. The bill passed the House of Mesopotamia for the* relief of Kut-el-Amara.
Representatives but failed to pass the Senate, The attack on the Turks failed; he was taken
to the keen disappointment of Austria. She prisoner in April, 191 C, and was exchanged in
concluded negotiations with the seven countries September. In the same year, he was made
named, however, for the funding of the relief Knight Commander of the Bath. See WORLD
loan and made first payments, in accordance WAR under Turkish Front.
An American
with the agreements, on January 1, 1929. At
).
AYRES, Louis (1874the session of Congress beginning in December, architect, born at Bergen Point, N. J. He grad1928, the United States Treasury renewed its re- uated from Rutgers College in 1896 and studied
quest for authorization to make similar agree- architecture in the offices of McKim, Mead &
ments and the bill was passed and became a law White, and York & Sawyer. In 1910 he went
February 2, 1929. While Austria has made an to York & Sawyer, prominent as the firm archinitial payment (in January) under the debt- itects of the Guarantee Trust Company Buildfunding agreement, as she was required to do by ing, Postal Life Building, Broadway Savings
the terms of the original bonds of the 1920 loan Bank, and Rockefeller Hospital in New York,
providing for equal treatment of all the creditor and other noteworthy buildings in that city and
nations, the final settlement was held up pend- elsewhere. He was appointed architect for the
ing an agreement between Austria and the Rep- Federal Reserve Bank, the Bowery Savings Bank
aration Commission. On April 1, 1929, no such Building, the Greenwich Savings Bank, all in
agreement had been reached and Italy and Aus- New York, the First National Bank in Boston,
tria likewise have failed to reach an agreement. etc. He was a member of the Federal Fine Arts
In 1929 it was thought that inherent in the Commission, 1921-25.
AZERBAIJAN , a'zer-bi-jan' SOCIALIST
economic situation in Austria there were possiOne of the three
bilities for even a more complete come-back than SOVIET REPUBLIC OF.
Transcaucasian republics, affiliated with the
is recorded by the facts of the previous two
years. The area of agricultural land under cul- union of Socialist Soviet Republics that emerged
tivation had increased productivity for the prin- in October, 1917; made up of the former RusBaku and Elisavetpol, and
cipal bread-grains, potatoes, and other foodstuffs, sian governments of
Asia
including the dairy industry, anywhere from 100 situated on the land bridge which links
to 500 per cent. The tourist trade had proved with Europe. The Republic derives its name
very profitable and efforts were being made to from the Persian Azerbaijan to which it belonged
attract wealthy foreigners to enjoy the natural up to 1813, when Russia acquired it. Geographattractions of the Republic. Industrially and in ically, it lies in the basin of two great Caucasian
the railroad situation, there is also evidence of rivers, the Kuru and the Aras, and is enclosed
considerable improvement. The exports of manu- by the Caspian Sea, the Caucasus, and the highlands of Armenia and Persian Azerbaijan.
factured articles had increased impressively.
OF AMERICA, INC. Around its chief city, Baku, is to be found oil,
AUTHORS'
An organization founded in 1912 to provide mu- and in this single fact lies the prominence of an
tual assistance in the technicalities and diffi- otherwise unimportant state. Within its boundculties of publishing and copyrighting. Mem- aries is an area of 32,950 square miles and a
in 1926 of 2,313,172. Seventy-five
bership was limited to persons of recognized population
of Tartar
standing in the literary or artistic professions. per cent of the people are Moslems
It is divided into four departments or guilds; and Turk stock, and almost the whole of the reThe American Dramatists; the Authors' Guild; mainder are Armenians. The few Russians and
The Guild of Free Lance Artists; and the Screen Europeans in the state are to be found in the
Writers* Guild. Throughout the decade, the Baku district.
Industry. The natives are a pastoral people.
League supplied confidential information to its
members regarding managers, producers, etc. Cattle- and sheep-herding is their leading activIn 1919 it launched a world-wide propaganda on ity. Lack of communications and absence of a
1
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met with

community life made for ignorance and suhostility in Odessa and were comand backwardness was further fostered pelled to withdraw, the British position in Transcaucasia
the
world.
was
with
Western
The
by unfamiliarity
correspondingly weakened. During
city of Baku, with an estimated population of July and August, 1919, the British withdrew.
real

perstition,

447,000, is the centre of great oil wells and before the War was the most prolific single district
in the world and almost the only source of Russia's petroleum output.
The production in 1927
was 625,500,000 Joods. Lines of communication
and trade centred here, making Baku the focal
point of the whole Transcaucasian isthmus,
The city was in direct communication by rail and
water with Europe and Asia, particularly because it was the eastern terminus of that TransCaucasian railway which ended in the west at
Batum, Georgia. Another tie that knitted the
two cities together into a single economic unit
was the pipe line that tapped the Baku oil fields.
The separation of these two cities from 1917 to
1923 as a result of political upheavals was
really the nucleus of the Transcaucasian prob-

When the Peace Conference assembled early in
1919, Azerbaijan attempted to have its boundary
question considered. This matter was compelled to wait on the completion of the Turkish

In January,
treaty, and nothing was settled.
1920, recognition was accorded by Great Britain
to Azerbaijan and its sister republics, Armenia
and Georgia.
little later, the three states exchanged treaties in which they promised to safe-

A

guard one another's independence and to permit
unimpeded intercourse between Batum and
Baku. This show of external independence was
brief.
The defeat of Denikin and the understanding that was reached between the Russians
and the Turkish Nationalists on Mar. 16, 1920,
once more left unhindered the Russian advance
into Transcaucasia. On Apr. 28, 1920, a Russian army entered Baku without opposition.
A rising of local Bolsheviks turned out the
Equality Party then in power and a Soviet government was established, patterned after and
in complete sympathy with the Moscow government. Local disorders as a result of the con-

lem. Besides the petroleum, some developments
were made in Azerbaijan in cotton culture, stockraising, silk, cereals, and fisheries.
History. The story of Azerbaijan is intimately connected with that of the Russian ReIn March, 1917, the Russian Republic
public.
was established; in September, in concert with centration of Russian activities exclusively in
Georgia and Armenia, Azerbaijan set up an Poland during the fall of 1920 caused much
Transcaucasia. bloodshed. Bolshevist
autonomous government for
sympathizers were atThe seat of this Federal Republic was established tacked by Tatars at Elisavetpol and Bolsheviks
at Tiflis and the Parliament, or, seim, of 132 and Armenians retaliated with the massacre of
members organized. The Republic had a brief some 15,000 Tatars of all ages. In September,
and stormy career, for profound divergences of 1920, Azerbaijan signed a series of treaties with
faith and sympathy impeded attempts at a mu- Soviet Russia consenting to unification of the
tual understanding. The Georgians and Arme- military organization, financial and economic
nians were Christians and looked to Europe for control, and foreign relations of the two counaid the Tatars of Azerbaijan were Mussulmans tries; Azerbaijan became a
dependent state with
and regarded Turkey as their natural ally. The a very restricted local autonomy. In the fall
invasion of Transcaucasia by Turkey in the of 1920, the Russian Bolsheviks
brought about
spring of 1918 to secure the territories allotted it the downfall of the national governments of
Mar.
under the Brest-Litovsk Treaty of
3, 1918,
Armenia and Georgia, and in the spring of 1921
caused serious dissension in the Republic, for the soviet governments were set up in these countheir
arms
refused
to
take
tries.
Once more Azerbaijan, Armenia, and
against
Azerbaijani
kinsmen. Other forces of disintegration were Georgia were bound together in a federal repubalso at work. A Bolshevik government had es- lic of Transcaucasia, but the federation was now
tablished itself at Baku, and aided by the Arme- in
vassalage to Soviet Russia. Thus, in effect,
nian traders in the city, succeeded in seriously Russia was once more in control of her old
hampering the activities of the Azerbaijan gov- Transcaucasian provinces and dominated their
ernment set up provisionally at Elisavetpol. In economic and political life as before the events
March, 1918, the Tatar Moslems were com- of 1917. This influence was given the stamp of
pelled to flee from Baku as a result of serious legality by the completion of the important
disorders in which thousands were slain. On
treaty of Dec. 30, 1922 (see RUSSIA), at Moscow;
Mar. 17, 1918, an Azerbaijan attack on Baku all the Russian soviet
republics were signatories
was repulsed, compelling the Tartars to turn to to this.
By it the governments of Russia, the
their co-rehgionists, the Turks, for aid. This
Ukraine, White Russia, Georgia, Armenia, Azerdefinite alliance with the Turks on the part of
baijan, Bokhara, and Khiva, substituted for
about
fall
the
of
the
Federal
Azerbaijan brought
their bi-lateral
H
wajk treaties
WWMBB .,a federal
icuciai B
1ICU
state, called
which
was
on
dissolved
1918.
Republic,
the Union of Socialist and Soviet Republics.
May 26,
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Great
all these movements
watched
Under the treaty, a centralized control for the
with alarm. The victories of the Turks, toarmy, navy, foreign affairs, trade, finances, ecogether with the threat to the East that their ad- nomic resources and relations, etc., was estabvances implied, compelled the despatch of a
lished, and the Central Executive Committee for
British force to the aid of the Russians and Ar- the Allies was
at once created. This body commenians beleaguered in Baku. But the counterprised 270 representatives from Russia, 68 from
attack of the Turks could not be withstood; the the
from White Russia, and 26 from
7
Ukraine,
British were compelled to take to their ships; the Transcaucasian
states.
As far as Azerbaijan
and Baku fell on Sept. 14, 1918. The armistice was
concerned, the Union meant, economically,
of October 30 between Turkey and the Allies
~
the
W *i
establishment
siMw**ojGMu wx
of je4a.uuii
relations uuuu
once more
mure with
wicu
^Tnn-M ,1 m
m 7- t
cleared
Transcaucasia of Turkish troops, and a the
port of Batum, and politically, the definite
British division soon took possession. It seems
passing of Azerbaijan as an independent state
to have been the intention of the British to main- after I
turbulent history of less than six years'
tarn a permanent sphere of control in Trans- duration. See
RUSSIA
caucasia. But this policy depended on French
AZORIW (1876See MABTINEZ Ruiz,
successes in the Ukraine, and when the French Jos&
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IRVING (18G5-

American scholar and

).

An was

born at
Dayton, Ohio (see VOL. II). In
1912 he became professor of French
critic,

Harvard University
1920 and 1923, he lectured at Kenyon College, Yale University, Stanford University, and the Sorbonne, Paris. His
Rousseau and Romanticism (1910), one of the
literature

at

BABBITT,
and between

outstanding critical productions of the time, synthesized the attitude toward life and letters
which he had expressed in previous works. His
brilliant attack on the fetish of naturalism in
science, philosophy, and literature, and his insistence on the classical formula of moderation
and form, came with particular timeliness, when
the romantic cult seemed to reach its apogee. In
the United States, he was more persistently romanticist because of the absence of a humanistic
tradition and also because of the firm entrenchment of pragmatism. Mr. Babbitt also published Democracy and Leadership (1924), besides occasional papers in reviews and other
periodicals.
itf* iwvJAy
J.UMU
BERNIE \wa.j\uctf
jLJJUtxi
(SMADE) (1868BABCOCK,
An American author, born at Unionville,
J..GJ

\

/*
___).

Ohio,

professor of neurology in the University of
Babinski has written over 200 papers on
nervous atfeetions. With Froment he published
Hysteropitliiatismc en Xeurologie de Guerre,
1917. This work was translated into English
by Sir H. Rolleston in 1918.
Paris.

A French
(1879).
born at Lormes (Nievre), France, who
was especially noted for his novels describing
Morvan, the section of France with which lie was
best acquainted. In 1918 he was awarded the
Vie Heureuse Prize. His works include Pas
comme les autres (1906), Les Manigants (1907),
Horiffons et coins du Morvan (1909), Jules Renard et son ceuvre (1909), Robes noires (1910),
Juliette la jolie (1912), Sous d'humlles toits,

BACHELIN, HENRI

novelist,

short stories (1913), L'heritage (1914), La
renaissance du livre (1917), L'ficlaircie (1918),
Le serviteur (1918), Les Rustres (1922), Le
chant du coq (1922-23), La cornemuse de JSaulieu (1925), La Vtnus ru&tique (1926), and La
maison d'Annike (1927). Consult Le roman
nouveau, by Jules Bertaut (1920),
BACHELLER, IRVING (ADDISON) (1859An <ca.ij.jei
-d-n
American CLUUUUJ.}
UVJAU ctb
at J.1C11U
Pierre).
/
author, born
pont, N. Y. (see VOL. II). He published Marj\,ci,4j,

She was educated at Little Rock University, ryers (1914) ; The Light in the Clearing (1917);
Arkansas, was a member of the "staff of the Keeping Up with William (1918) A Man for the
Arkansas Democrat and later owned and edited Ages (1919); The Prodigal Village (1020); In
The Arkansas Sketch Book, a quarterly, the first the Days of Poor Richard (1922) ; The Scudders
venture of its kind in her native State. She (1923); Father Alraham (1925); Dawn A
wrote Mammy, a drama read at Chautauqua Lost Romance of the Time of Christ (1927);
and lyceum circuits. She is alsp the author Coming Up the Road (1928), and The House of
of many historical works, including The Daugh- the Three Ganders (1928).
ter of a Patriot (1900) ; An Uncrowned Queen
BACOW, FRANK (1864-1922). An American
(1902); Yesterday and To-day in Arkansas actor, born at Marysville, Calif. He was edu(1917); The Soul of Ann Rutledge (1919); cated in the public schools of San Jose, Calif.,
The Lincoln Love Story (1919); The Soul of and made his first appearance on the stage at the
Ale Lincoln (1923); When Love Was Bold Garden Theatre, San Jose", in 1890, in the melo(1924) ; Booth and The Spirit of Lincoln (1925), drama, Ten Nights in a Bar-Room. He was for
17 years a member of a stock company in San
and Little Ale Lincoln (1926).
;

).
BABCOCK, SAMUEL GAVITT (1851-'
American bishop in the Protestant Episcopal
Church. He was born at Newport, R. I, and
was graduated from the Episcopal Theological
School at Cambridge, Mass., in 1891. He was
ordained deacon in 1877 and priest in 1891.
After holding pastorates in Rhode Island and
Massachusetts, he became archdeacon of Massachusetts in 1903. He was elected bishop in
1913 and in 1915 received the degree of D.IX
from Brown University.
A distin).
BABINSKI, JULES (1855successor
guished French neurologist, pupil and
of Charcot. Born in Paris, he graduated in
medicine from the university in 1885. He dis-

Francisco.

Pudd'n'

.

in

New York

in Alabama,

Head Wilson, Me and Grant, The

Cin>

Man, The Fortune Hunter, etc. His most
popular play was Lightning written by himself
in collaboration with Winchell Smith and pro-

derella

duced with extraordinary success for three consecutive years in New York, beginning in 1918.
He appeared in the leading role more than two
thousand times.
). An
BACON, RAYMOTO Foss (1880American chemical engineer, born at Mnncie,
Ind. He was graduated in 1899 at DePauw
University. From 1905 to 1910 he was chemist
in the United States Bureau of Science at Manila, and in 1910-11 with the Bureau of Chemistry in Washington, D. C. He held a petroleum
fellowship at the University of Pittsburgh, 101112, and then until 1921 he was connected with
the Mellon Institute of Industrial Research in

covered several valuable diagnostic signs in connection with neurological practice; two of these
are in daily use among neurologists. The socalled "oreat toe" or "first Babinski" reflex was
i __
i
_
iftA* e\rr
_.! XT*nMAAkJ 4-n.n aimt" 'Di4>a'Kv'>wth first
fi**&4 as
o o associate
acQ/viafa director,
j? i i*A/if/>r
1Q19. 14..
1912-14,
Pittsburgh,
described i.n 1896-97 and the "second toe sign
He was active
in 1903. He was Charcot's chief of clinic in and then as director, 1914-21.
the Salpetriere and Pitie" Hospitals, and during in the World War as colonel in the Chemical
the World War, he had charge of many traumatic Warfare Service, serving nine months in Prance
He as chief of the technical division of the Service.
neurological cases at the latter institution.
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BACON
He

received the degree of D.Sc. from the University of Pittsburgh in 1918 and from DePauw
University in 1919. In October, 1921, he began
practice in New York as a consulting chemical
engineer. Colonel Bacon received the Distinguished Service Medal in 1922. He became a
member of several American and foreign societies
of chemists and invented processes for the manufacture of gasoline, the recovery of cuprous sulphide from ores, and the hydrogenation of vegetable oils. He wrote: (With W. A. Hamor)
American Petroleum Industry (2 vols.) and
published also American Fuels (2 vols.) and

numerous papers and reports on chemistry.
BACON", MBS. SELDEN. See DASKAM, JOSEPHINE DODGE.
BADEN", FREE STATE OF. Formerly a grand
duchy,

now a

many.

Its

republic, in southwestern Gerarea is 5819 square miles; its population in 1925 (census), 2,312,462 (the 1910
census gave Baden, 2,142,833). The capital,
Karlsruhe, had, according to the census of 1925,

Mannlargest cities include:
heim (247,486), Freiburg (90,475), Heidelberg
(73,034), and Pforzheim, (78,859). No important changes have appeared in the activities of
145,694.

30' to 74
61
North Latitude and occupying
about 211,000 square miles. The natives, numbering over 1000, are largely concentrated about
whaling stations on the east and south coasts.
Because contact with the outside has led to radical changes in the Eskimo culture, the Canadian
government has recently established stations of
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police at Ponds
In addiInlet, Lake Harbor, and Pangmrtung.

tion to overseeing the natives, the Police make
exploratory patrols. The government steamship, Beothic, makes an annual inspection trip to
these Eskimo settlements. Bur wash in 1923-24
and Soper in 1924-26 studied the physical and
economic aspects of the country for the Canadian government. MacMillan spent the winter
of 1921-22 in southern Baffin Island.
The Putnam Expedition of 1927 made extensive corrections in maps of the northern coast of Foxe
Land reducing its extent by about 5000 square
miles.

BAGDAD. See IRAQ; WOBLD WAR.
BAGLEY, WILLIAM C( HANDLER)

The

the

population. Wheat, barley, rye, tobacco,
hemp, and various root crops are cultivated.
The vine culture yielded 6,488,232 gallons of
wine in 1926. The manufactures include tiles,
cigars, jewelry, machinery, musical instruments,
chemicals, hats, paper, leather, and brushes.
Up to the revolution of 1918, Baden was ruled

by a hereditary monarch, the Grand Duke, with
the aid of an election diet. The country, because of an alliance of the Liberal parties and
the Social Democrats, and also because of its
long liberal tradition, was regarded as one of
the most happily administered in all Europe.
But the downfall of the Hohenzollern family
dragged with it the reigning house of Baden
and the Grand Duke abdicated on Nov. 22, 1918.
On Jan. 15, 1919, a national assembly, which
had been elected on a basis of universal suffrage,
met for the preparation of a new constitution.
On May 21, 1919, the new constitution was promulgated, the first such document to emerge in
revolutionary Germany. It abolished all privilege of birth, religion, and caste; bestowed full
legal rights on women; recognized the right of
workers, including civil servants, to combine;
and granted the suffrage to all men and women
over 20. The sovereign power has been vested
in a single-chamber Diet (Landtag), which
chooses the ministry of four and, from their
number, one to act as minister-president and
president of the state. Through tne exercise of
the initiative, the Diet may be dissolved at any
time. Baden is a member of the German Federated Republic or Reich and has three members
in the Beichsrat, or Imperial Council.
BAEKELAJTO, baTce-land or ba', LEO HENDRIK (1863).
Belgian- American chemist
(see VOL. II), honorary professor of chemical
engineering at Columbia University. In 1914 he
was awarded the first Chandler Medal by Columbia University, in 1915 the Grand Prize at the
Panama-Pacific Exposition, and in 1916 the
Perkin Medal for industrial chemical research.
He was appointed to the Naval Consulting
Board in 1915, was president of the American
Chemical Society in 1924, and has been decorated
by France and Belgium.
BAFFIN" ISLAND.
large island in the
Canadian Arctic Archipelago extending from

A

A

BAHAMAS
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(1874-

American educator and historian, born
at Detroit, Mich. He was educated at the Mich).

igan Agricultural College, the University of
Wisconsin, and Cornell University. He taught
in the public schools and was professor of education at the University of Illinois (1908-17)
and at Teachers College, Columbia University,
after 1917. He was president of the National
Society for Study of Education and the Society of College Teachers of Education. During the World War, he edited The National
School Service for the Committee on Public Information. He received the degree of EdJX from
the Rhode Island State College in 1919. Among
his published books are The Educative Process
(1905) ; Classroom Management (1907) ; Craftsmanship in Teaching (1911) ; Educational Values
(1911); (with S. S. Colvin) Human Behavior
(1913); School Discipline (1915); (with C. A.
Beard) History of the American People (1918) ;
(with W. S. Learned) The Preparation of Teachers (1919) ; (with J. A. H. Keith) The Nation
and the Schools (1920); (with C. A. Beard)
First Book in American History (1920);
(with C. A. Beard) Our Old World Background
(1922) ; (with J. A. H. Keith) An Introduction
to Teaching (1924) ; Determinism in Education
(1925) ; and (with G. C. Kyte) The California

A

Curriculum Study (1926).

BAHA'MAS. A

British colony north of the
Indies consisting of 29 islands, 661 islets,
and over 3000 reefs. Only 20 islands of this
whole group are inhabited.
The principal islands
are New Providence, which contains the capital, Nassau (12,975) ; Abaco (3993) ; Grand Bahama (1695) ; San Salvador (686) ; Long Island

West

(4659); Eleuthra (6048); Exuma (3730); and
Island (6976). The estimated total
population in 1928 was 59,294. The planting of
sisal, the growing of vegetables, and the sponge
fisheries are the leading industries, while fruit
culture increased rapidly because of the establishment of canning factories. The imports for
1927 were valued at 1,844,932 and the exports
at 483,773. In 1927, 678,482 tons of shipping
entered, and 675,942 tons cleared, the ports of
the islands. In 1926 the share of the United
States in Bahamas imports was 44 per cent and
of their exports, 43 per cent, carried for the most

Andros

part in American bottoms. Government revenues for the fiscal year ended March 31, 1928
were 485,319 and expenditures 673,986. On

BAHREIN

154,105,
31, 1927 the public debt was
assets exceeded liabilities by
1,052,312.
large proportion of the illicit alcoholic traffic
carried on with the United States originates in

March

A

and

BAIN
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gree of LL.D. on him in 1922. He was retired in
1923 at his own request, after forty years'
service.

An
).
BAILEY, LIBERTY HYDE (1S3SAmerican horticulturist (see VOL. II). In 1920
he was president of the Botanical Society of
America. The George Robert White Medal was
BAHREIN
awarded to him in 1927. He is the author of
Holy Earth (1917); School-Book of Farminff
(1920)
Apple Tree (1922) ; Seven Stars-, Universal Service; What is Democracy?; and Wind
and Weather (all in 1923); Manual of Cultidrama.
vated Plants (1924); Manual of Gardening
).
(1925); Harvest of the Year (1927); and The
BAILEY, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN (1875An American electrical engineer and educator, Garden Lover (1928).
born at Sheridan, Mich. He studied electrical
BAILEY, PEABCE (1865-1922). An Ameriengineering at the University of Michigan, grad- ican neurologist and psychiatrist, educated at
uating in 1898, and after employment as a de- Princeton and Columbia univesities. He became
signer (1898) by the Edison Illuminating Com- a consultant in several New York hospitals and
pany of Detroit, and in the testing laboratory of with Collins and Fraenkel founded the Neurothe General Electric Company, Schenectady, logical Institute in that city. On the entry of
N. Y. (1898-99), he became successively an in- the United States into the World War, he was
structor in electrotherapeutics, instructor in elec- appointed chief of the division of neurology and
trical engineering, assistant professor, junior psychiatry in the United States Army, with the
professor, and professor of electrical engineering rank of colonel. He perfected a system for
at the University of Michigan, holding the last- weeding out defectives. He made a translation
named chair since 1913. He has been chief en- of Golobievski's Atlas and Epitome of Diseases
gineer and consulting engineer of the Fairbanks- Caused by Accident (1900) and wrote Diseases
Morse Electrical Manufacturing Company, and of the Nervous System Resulting from Accident
an engineer and official of other companies. He and Injury.

the Bahamas, the city of Nassau devoting itself
to a large extent to this activity.
ba-i:in'.
See ABABIA.
A Japanese ac).
BAIXO, ONOYJS ( ?tor of the Imperial Theatre in Tokyo whose delicacy and charm as an interpreter of female
He was a member of
r61es won him great favor.
the company which presented classical Kabuki

invented the Bailey electric lighting, starting,
ignition
system. He wrote: Induction
Coils (1903); Induction Motors (1911); Elementary Electrical Engineering ( 1913 ) ; Principles of Dynamo Electric Machinery (1915).
).
BAILEY, CAKOLYN SHERWIN (1875An American author of children's stories, born
from
at Hoosick Falls, N. Y. She graduated
Teachers College, Columbia University, in 1896.
She has contributed to magazines and has pub-

and

of stories for children,
story telling, methods of teaching
children, etc. Her books include The Peter
Newell Mother Goose ( 1905 ) ; The Jungle Primer
(1906); For the Story Teller (1910); Stories
Children Need (1915) ; Boys and Girls of Colonial Days (1917); Broad Stripes and Bright
Stars (1919); Flint; The Story of a Trail
(1922) ; Friendly Tales, a Community Story
Book (1923) ; Boys and Girls of Pioneer Days
(1924) ; In the Animal World (1924), and Boys
and Girls of Discovery Days (1926).

lished

many volumes

methods

of

An
).
(1859born in Tamaqua, Pa. He
was graduated from the United States Military

BAILEY, CHARLES JUSTIN

American

soldier,

;

An
).
(1874born at Camden, N. J. He
studied at the Pennsylvania Museum School of
Art and the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine

BAILEY, VEBNON HOWE

American

artist,

and in London and

Paris. Mr. Bailey's
streets in Europe and
America. The best known of his drawings are
his sketches in pencil of London. He is represented in many American galleries. Bailey was
the first artist privileged by the United States
government on the declaration of war in 1917 to
facmake drawings of navy yards, munition
'
These
tories, and other centres of war work.
drawings appeared in exhibitions and were published in leading magazines throughout the counThe Hispanic Society has a collection of
try.
150 drawings which Mr. Bailey made of Spain,
the Muse'e de la Guerre of France, a collection of
lithographs of American war subjects, and the
National Gallery in Washington, D. C., a collection of 80 war drawings. Besides working as a
newspaper artist in London and America, Mr.
Bailey illustrated many magazines and books.
He exhibited 41 lithographs of New York skyscrapers in New York and London in 1927.

Arts,

special

subject

is

city

An
).
BAIN, H(ABRY) FOSTER (1872-^
American geologist and mining engineer, born
the various grades, becoming colonel in 1911 at Seymour, Ind. He was educated at Moores
and brigadier general in 1913. On Aug. 5, 1917, Hill College (1890), Johns Hopkins University
he was commissioned major general in the Na- (1891-93), and the University of Chicago
tional Army. He commanded the Philippine
(1897). In the meantime, he became connected
was with the Iowa Geological Survey, in 1893, and
Department in 1918, and in the same year
made commander of the 81st Division of the Na- remained with it until 1900; for three years he
tional Army, with which he was in France in managed mines in Colorado, then he entered the
1918-19. In the latter year, he was appointed service of the United States Geological Survey,
commander of the Middle Atlantic Coast Artil- with which he remained for three years. He
he be- lectured on economic geology at the University
lery District, and in 1921 (in which year
came a major general in the regular army) com- of Iowa in 1897 and at the University of
mander of the Third Corps Area. He was Chicago, 1903-04. From 1905 to 1909, he was
awarded the American Distinguished Service director of the Illinois Geological Survey. He
and Scientific Press,
Medal, the Order of Leopold (Belgium), the was editor of the Mining
Croix de Guerre with palm (France), and was 1909-15, and in 1915-16 edited the Mining Magamade an officer of the French Legion of Honor. zine of London, in tne same years serving as a
in Belgium.
He studied at the University of Vermont (M.A., member of the Commission for Relief
de- He was engaged in explorations in the Far East
1898) and St. John's College bestowed the
Academy

and coast

in

1880.

artillery

He

served in the artillery

and was promoted through

"

BAINBRIDGE

in 1910-17 and in 1910-20. In 1918 he became
assistant director of the U. S. Bureau of Mines
and in 1021 succeeded to the directorship, which
he held until 1924. He was a consulting engineer in Argentina in 1924-25, and in the latter
year became secretary of the American Society
of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers. He is a
member of various societies of engineers.

BAINBRIDGE, WILLIAM SEAMAN
).

An American

born at Providence, R.
lege of Physicians
University "and at

(1870surgeon and gynaecologist,
I.

He

studied at the Col-

and Surgeons

of

Columbia

various hospitals in New
York City and abroad. He has been a prolific
writer on surgical subjects in many fields, notably intestinal stasis and cancer. He held ap-

pointments in many hospitals and became a
professor at the New York Polyclinic Medical
School and Hospital in 1906. Before the entry
of the United States into the World >Var, he was
United States medical observer -with the Allied
armies in the field and later was attached to
the Surgeon General's office to report his findAfter thr entry of the United States into
ings.
the War, he served as naval surgeon on vessels
and at naval base hospitals and was subsequently
appointed consulting surgeon of the Third Naval
Dr. Bainbridge received honorary deDistrict.
grees from Shurtleff College, Washington and
Jefferson College, the Western University of
Pennsylvania, Lincoln Memorial University, and
Coe College, and his work in the War was rewarded by decorations by France, Belgium, and
Italy, as well as by the award of the New York
State Conspicuous Service Cross. He is a member of many American and foreign medical societies and has been a delegate from the United
States to several international medical conHis books are A Compend of Operagresses.
tive Gynaecology (1906) ; Life's Day Guide-Posts
and Danger Signals in Health (1909); The
Cancer Problem {1914; two French editions
and a Spanish edition, 1924); Report on the
Medical and Surgical Developments of the War;
Report on Le Congres Internationale de medicine
et de pharmacie militaire (1922), on the second
international congress (1923), and on the third
international congress (1925).
An
).
BATRNSFATHEB, BRUCE (1887English humorist born at Murree, India, and
educated at the United Service College, Westward Ho. He studied to be an engineer, but his
experiences in the World War turned him into
a humorous artist. His black-and-white sketches
of life in the trenches, where he served with the

Royal Warwickshire Regiment, which appeared
in

Bystander,

made

Bairnfather's

reputation.

His successful play The Better 'Ole was based
on the adventures of the "Old Bill" of these
sketches.

He

published

drawings and in 1919
weekly comic paper.

BAKEB
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several sets of war
started Fragments, a

the Commission for Relief in Belgium, director
American Relief Administration, a commander in the United Status Naval Reserve
Force, and held other important offices.
of the

For his war work, he was made an

officer of

the Order of the Crown of Belgium, and a member of the Order of the White Rose of Finland
and of the Order of Polonia Restituta of Poland.
He wrote, in collaboration, Mother's Geese; a
New Broed (New York, 1906).
).
BAKER, GEOEGE F(ISIIER) (1840An American banker, born at Troy, N. Y. When
the First National Bank of New York City was
organized in 1863 under the Federal Banking

Law, he was

its cashier.

He was

president from

1867 to 1909, when he became chairman of the
board. He has for a long period been a director
in
numerous corporations. He has given
liberally to Cornell University and Harvard University, and to the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
An
).
BAKER, GEOEGE PIERCE (1866American author and educator (see VOL. II).
In 1924 he resigned as professor of English at
Harvard University, where as director of "The
47 Workshop" he had carried on active instruction in dramatic composition and playwriting.
In 1925 he became professor of the history and
technique of the drama in the newly organized
department of the drama at Yale and director
of the University Theatre there donated by Edward S. Harkness, which was formally opened
Dec. 10, 1926. He was author and director of
the "Pilgrim (Spirit," Massachusetts tercentenary pageant given at Plymouth in 1921, and
wrote Dramatic Technique (1919).
An
).
BAKER, SIR HERBERT (1862English architect, who, after attending Tonbridge School, was articled to Arthur Baker, and
later served as assistant to Sir E. George and
Peto. He also attended the Royal Academy
Schools, receiving the Aspital Prize, and becoming
a fellow of the Royal Institute of British Architects. He established a practice in South Africa
in 1892, where he designed a number of important
buildings, including the Groote Schuur for Cecil
Rhodes; the Government House at Pretoria; the
cathedrals at Capetown, and at Salisbury,
Rhodesia; and the Rhodes Memorial on Table
Mountain, Capetown. Sir Herbert also practiced
in London. He was appointed, with Sir E. L.
Lutyens, to build the new capital at Delhi, Brit-

He was elected an associate of the
Royal Academy in 1922, was knighted in 1926,
and received the gold medal of the Royal Acadish India.

emy

in 1927.

BAKER, HUGH

POTTER (1878An
).
born at St. Croix Falls, Wis.
He studied at Macalester College, St. Paul,
Minn., 1894-95, was graduated from the Michigan Agricultural College in 1901, and took postgraduate courses in forestry at Yale. He also
studied economics at the University of Munich.
For 10 years he was in the United States Forest
Service in Idaho, Wyoming, New Mexico, and
American

forester,

An
BABB (1870).
born at Wyandotte, Mich. He
began as reporter on the Detroit Tribune (1895other Western States. He became professor of
96) and was subsequently art critic, foreign corat the Iowa State College in 1904 and
respondent, etc., for various newspapers and forestry
filled the same chair at Pennsylvania State Colmagazines. He was American correspondent of
the London Daily Eaepress, 1904-05, and secre- lege, 1907-12. He 'was dean and professor of
silviculture of the New York State College of
tary to Joseph Pulitzer, 1906. Later, he was associate editor of Everybody's Magazine (1907 Forestry, 1912-20, and executive secretary of
-10) and literary editor of the Delineator (1911- the American Paper and Pulp Association (1920In 1928 he joined the staff of the Chamber
14). Through the Spanish- American War, he 28)
was ship's writer for the U.S.S. Tosemite and, of Commerce of the United States. During the
during the World War, he was a member of World War, he served with the 46th Infantry.

BAKEB,

American

GEORGE

editor,

.

BAKER
BAKER,

(MRS.) KABLE WILSON (1S7S-

An American author, born at Little Rock, Ark.,
and educated at the University of Chicago. In
spite of the frequent mordant bits, her poems
have visions of real beauty. Under the pseudonym of "Charlotte Wilson," she was co-author

Women and Prisons (1012), published in London by the Fabian Society. She lias contributed
fiction and poetry to various magazines and id
the author of Blue Smoke (poems, 1010); The
Garden of the Plynch (stories for children,
1920); The Burning Bush (poems, 1022), and
Old Coins (prose tales, 1023). In 1025 she published The Texas Flag Primer, adopted by the
Texas State Textbook Commission. Mrs. Baker
received the degree of Litt.D. from the Southern

of

In 1925-26 she
acting professor of English at the Stephen
F. Austin State Teachers* College, at Nacogdoches, Tex., and became associate professor in
1927.
An
).
BAKEB, NEWTON DIEHL (1871American lawyer and public official, born in

Methodist University in 1924.

was

Martinsburg, W. Va. He graduated from Johns
Hopkins University in 1892 and from the law
department of Washington and Lee University
in 1894.

He

BALDWIN
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).

served as private secretary to Post-

master General Wilson, 1896-97, and in the latter year began the practice of law at Martinsburg, W. Va. He removed to Cleveland, Ohio,
and from 1902 to 1912 was city solicitor. He
was elected mayor in 1912 and was reflected in
1914. His work as an efficient administrative
officer attracted wide attention and in 1916 he
was appointed Secretary of War by President

He was in charge of this branch of the
Government during the World War, and his conduct of the office was marked by zeal and by devotion to its duties. He served until Mar. 4,
1921. In that year, he was commissioned colonel
of the Officers' Reserve Corps. In 1928 he re-

Wilson.

ceived the Distinguished Service Medal. At the
conclusion of his official service, he resumed the
of
practice of law in Cleveland. He is a director
the Cleveland Trust Company and of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. He was a zealous advocate of the League of Nations, and at the Demo-

Art Gallery in Washington, and at various im-

portant galleries in the Cxi i ted State*. He won
the Marland Competition for the Pioneer
Woman Statue at Ponca, Oklahoma.
A
).
BAKEB, PHILIP J. NOEL (18SOBritish university professor and member of
Parliament. He attended Havcrford College,
U. S. A., and later went to King's Col lego, Cambridge, where he received numerous scholastic
honors. He was appointed vice principal of
Ruskin College, Oxford, in 1914. During the
World War, he served with the ambulance unit

France and Italy, receiving several decoraAt the Peace Conference he served on the
League of Nations Section of the British delegation, and until 1022 he was affiliated with the
League secretariat. In 1924 Baker was apin

tions.

pointed Sir Ernest Cassel professor of international relations at the University of London.
With the Labor majority in the election of May,
1929, he was sent to Parliament from the Coventry division. He wrote The Geneva Protocoal
(1925); Disarmament (1926); The League of
Nations at Work (1926) ; Disarmament and the
Coolidge Conference (1927); and, with E. B.
Baker, J. Allen Baker, M.P., a Memoir.
An
).
BAKEB, HAY STAXNAED (1870American author and publicist, born at Lansing,
Mich, (see VOL. II). After the World War,
in which he served as special commissioner of
the United States Department of State, in Great
Britain, France, and Italy, Mr. Baker was prominent as director of the press bureau of the
American peace delegation in Paris. Continuing
his prolific writing, he published books in many
genres. Under the pen-name of "David Grayson," he had written a series of rural studies
which in their idyllic charm struck a rather
unusual note in American literature. These
sketches included Adventures in Contentment
(1907), Adventures in Friendship (1910), The
Friendly Road ( 1913 ) , Great Possessions 1917 ) ,
and the novel Hempfield (1915). These were
followed in 1925 by Adventures in UnderstandIn 1920 appeared The
ing, in the same vein.
New Industrial Unrest, under his own name. As
(

a result of his activities in Paris, he wrote What
Wilson Did at Paris (1919), and Woodrow Wilson and World Settlement (3 vols., 1922). The
latter was a full account accompanied by official
In 1928 he was appointed by President Coolidge documents, and had as its purpose the vindicaa member of the Hague Court for International tion of President Wilson's attitude. In 1925-26
The Public Papers of
Justice, succeeding Oscar S. Straus, who had appeared, in six volumes,
died.
In May, 1929, he was appointed a mem- Woodrow Wilson, which Mr. Baker edited with
ber of President Hoover's National Law Enforce- Prof. William E. Dodd. Michigan State College
conferred on Mr, Baker the degree of LL.D. in
ment Commission.
An 1917, and Amherst College that of Litt.D. in 1926.
).
BAKEB, (PERCY) BRYANT (1881BAKU, ba-koo'. See AZERBAIJAN.
English sculptor, born at London. He studied
at the London Royal Academy of Arts. Baker
BALCH, EDWIN SWIFT (1856-1927). An
came to the United States in 1916 and served in American author. He was born at Philadelphia
the American Army (1018-19). His work in- and graduated from Harvard University, 1878.
cluded a statue of King Edward VII at Hudders- He was admitted to the Philadelphia bar in
a memorial to Archdeacon 1882. Besides contributing papers to the profield, Yorkshire;
which
Henry Robeson in Tewkesbury Abbey; the Rt: ceedings of several scientific societies of 1902
) ,
Hon. Percy Illingworth Memorial in London; a he was a member, he wrote : Antarctica (
marble bust of King Edward VII, executed for Comparative Art (1906); The North Pole and,
Mount McKintey and
Queen Alexandra; and a portrait of Prince Olav, Bradley Land (1913),
9
for the Queen of Norway. An idealistic imagi- Mountain Climbers Proofs (1914), Elsie Willinff
nation is evident in his "Eros" (Manchester) Balch in Memoriam, (1917); (with his wife,
and "Mnemosyne" (Hull City Art Galleries). Eugenia Macfarlane Balch) Art and Man
He made portrait busts of President Wilson, (1918) Arts of the World (1920).
An
).
BALDWIN, JAMES MARK (1861Gen. J. J. Pershing, Chief Justice William H.
and psychologist, born at
American
Calvin
and
philosopher
Theodore
Coolidge.
Roosevelt,
Taft,
at
His work has been exhibited at the Royal Aca- Columbia, S. C. (see VOL. II). He remained
the Corcoran the National University of Mexico as professor
Paris
the
Salon,
London,
demy,
cratic National Convention of 1924 he made a
strong but unsuccessful appeal for the inclusion
in the platform of a plank favoring the League.

;

BALDWIN

BALFOTTR
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and psychology from 1909 to 1913. numbering the Conservatives, he resigned in
During the World War, before the entry of the January, 1924. Ramsay MacDonald, heading
United States, he was an active advocate of the Labor government which followed, remained
American participation on the side of the Allies in office only until November, 1924, when a new
and delivered and published addresses pleading election was called. The Conservatives, who
Its did not then espouse protection, were successful,
for
intervention. American
"Neutrality,
Cause and Cure (1916) and France and the War and Baldwin again became Prime Minister and
(1916) are collections of such addresses. In First Lord of the Treasury. His "New Con1915 Professor Baldwin was Harvard lecturer servatism," more liberal in regard to social legat the provincial French universities and in islation than the old, among other things advo1915-16 was Herbert Spencer lecturer at Oxford cated conciliatory methods toward the working
University; in the latter year he published The classes. In 1925 he defeated the Conservative
Superstate and the Eternal Values the Spencer proposal for the alteration of the trade-unionmemorial lectures. In 1918 he became lecturer, levy law, which would have lessened the funds
and in 1919 professor, at L'ficole des Eautes of the Labor Party, because he did not wish to
Etudes Sociales, Paris. A Genetic Theory of start a struggle with the trade unions. In 1926
Reality, presented as the culmination of his during the general strike of May 3 which grew
of philosophy

,

previous studies in genetic logic, was published
in 1915. Besides that work, he published Paroles

Guerre (1919), and Between Two Wars
Memories and Opinions (3 vols., 1926). To
Professor Baldwin's numerous honors were added
de

those of election as foreign correspondent of
the Institut de France, in 1910, membership in
the Japanese Academy of Social Sciences, 1913,
and membership in the Royal Academy of Science
of Belgrade, 1918. In 1917 he was decorated
by the President of France, in person, with the
cross of the Legion of Honor, and in 1918 he
received the order of St. Saba of Servia, with the

rank of commander.

WASHINGTON (1875railway official, born at
Waterbury, Md., and educated at St. John's College, Annapolis, Md. (1893), and at Lehigh University (1896). He began his career in the engineering department of the Illinois Central
Railroad in 1896. From 1906 to 1915 he held
various positions with the Illinois Central and
Yazoo & Missouri Valley Railways, finally be-

BALDWIN,
).

LEWIS

An American

coming their general superintendent. He was
successively general manager and vice president
of the Central of Georgia Railway, 1915-18, and
in 1918 he became assistant regional director of
the United States Railroad Administration for
the Southern region. He held a similar position
in the Allegheny region, 1918-19, and became
director in 1919-20. In the latter year he was

also made vice president in charge of the operating department of the Illinois Central Railroad.
In 1923 he became president of the Missouri
Pacific Railroad.
).
BALDWIN, RT. HON. STANLEY (1867Prime Minister of Great Britain who was educated at Harrow and Trinity College, Cambridge.
He entered public life by contesting Kidderminster in 1906 as a Unionist, and in 1908 was
elected to Parliament from the Bewdley division
At first, business absorbed
of Worcestershire.
most of his attention, but, once started on an

A

active political career, his rise was rapid. He
was Financial Secretary of the Treasury (191721), President of the Board of Trade (1921-22),
and Chancellor of the Exchequer (1922-23). In
the latter position, he went to the United States
in January, 1923, with the British Financial Mission which funded the British war debt. On the
resignation of Bonar Law, May, 1923, Baldwin
took his place as premier. He believed .in tariff

protection as a remedy for unemployment, but
he was bound by his late chief's pledge to let
tariff reform alone.
After a little over six
months in office, he appealed to the country on

the protection issue and, as the election resulted
in the Labor and Liberal parties combined out-

out of the coal strike of

May

1,

the country as

a whole rallied to the support of the government, and the general strike was called off May
12.
The miners, however, remained out until
November, when lack of funds forced them back
with no real gains and great injury to the counIn October, he presided over the Imperial
try.
Conference, at which the trend was toward
greater autonomy of the dominions and preferential tariff rates

among

the

members

of the

Em-

His support of the Trade Union Bill of
?ire.
927, which made another general strike virtually impossible, represented a return to the old
Conservatism. In the same year he visited Canada on her sixteenth anniversary as a dominion,
the first premier to visit an overseas dominion

while in office. He resigned as Prime Minister in
June, 1929, following a Labor victory in a general election.
Mr. MacDonald again succeeded
him. He published Peace and Goodwill in Industry (1925), The Classics and the Plain Man
(1926), On England and Other Addresses
(1926), and Our Inheritance, another selection of
speeches (1928). See GREAT BRITAIN.
BALDWIN, THOMAS SCOTT (1854-1923).
An American aeronaut, born in Merrien County,
Mo. His flying experience extended over a 46year period from 1875 to 1921. He was credited
with being the first to descend from a balloon by
means of a parachute (at San Francisco in
1885). He operated a balloon at the St. Louis
Exposition, in 1904, and in 1908 he built the
first airship for the signal corps of the United
States Army. During the World War, he held
the rank of major in the aviation corps and

was

chief of

army baaoon production and

in-

spection.

An
BALFOTJR, SIR ARTHUR (1873).
English business man and public official, born in
London. He attended Ashville College, Harrogate. He has been connected with numerous
enterprises and government commisIn 1923 he served on the Board of Trade
Advisory Council, the Department of Oversea
Trade Advisory Council, and the National Debt
Commission, and as president of the Association
of British Chambers of Commerce; in 1924 as
chairman of the Government Committee on Industry and Trade. He was created a Knight
Commander of the Order of the British Empire
in 1923, and a baronet in 1929. He wrote,
Hints to the Practical Users of Tool-Steel.

business

sions.

BALFOTJB,

bal'ftfor

or

bal'fer,

ARTHUR

A British
JAMES, FIRST EARL OP (1848).
statesman and former prime minister (see VOL.
II). With other Unionist leaders, he discarded
all party differences on the outbreak of the
World War and joined Mr. Asquith's first Coah-

BALFCTOB,

tion cabinet of 1915 with the portfolio of First
Lord of the Admiralty. In this office, his work
met the uncompromising criticism of Winston
Churchill, whom he had displaced, but his dignified deportment and excellent reports earned pubIn his administration, the battle
lic confidence.
of Jutland was fought; he was responsible for
the appointment of Sir John Jeilicoe as First
Sea Lord and Sir David Beatty as commander
With the accession of Lloyd
of the sea forces.
George in December, 191C, Mr. Balfour was
transferred to the Foreign Office, where it was
felt that his pleasing address could be of greatest aid in gaming the sympathies of the United
In 1917 he came to the United States
States.
as the head of the British Mission and served as
an important element in fusing the purposes of
the two nations. In the same year, his statement to the effect that Great Britain would support the creation of Palestine as a homeland for
the Jews attracted the support of Jewry the
world over and was regarded as proof of English sincerity in championing the cause of small
nations. In the years that followed, Mr. Balfour accepted comparatively unimportant posts
cheerfully. He attended the Peace Conference
as a British representative. In 1919 he resigned
his Foreign Secretaryship to accept the less
significant post of First President of the Council.
In 1920 he represented his country at the
first Assembly of the League of Nations, and
in 1921 he once more came to America as his
government's spokesman at the Washington
Disarmament Conference. In 1923 he served on
the National Debt Commission and in 1924 he
was Chairman of the Government Committee on
Industry and Trade. His disinterested services
were fittingly recognized; the Order of Merit
was conferred on him in 1916 and in 1919 the

Fichancellorship of Cambridge University.
Earl of Balnally, in 1922 he was created first
four and Viscount Traprain of Wittingehame,
and thus took his seat in, and became leader of,
the House of Lords, after serving in the Com-

for almost 50 years. He published, after
1914, Theism and Humanism (1915), Essays,
Theism and
Speculative and Political (1920),
Thought (1923), and Opinions and Arguments
( 1927)
BAI/FOTO, SIB ISAAC BAYLEY (1853-1922).
Scotish botanist, born at Edinburgh (see VOL.
II ) . From 1888 to the year of his death, he was
of
King's Botanist in Scotland, Regius Keeper
the Boyal Botanic Garden at Edinburgh, and
at the University of Edinprofessor of botany

mons

A

burffh.
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PALES-

See

TINE.

,

a

.

peninsula in southeastern Europe north and west
See ALBANIA, BULGARIA,
of the Aegean soa.
GREECE, JCGO-SLAVIA, Rt MANIA, and TURKEY.
An
).
BALL, ELMER DAK WIN (1S70American entomologist, born at Athens, Vt. (see
VOL. II). He was State entomologist of Wisconsin (191G-1S), and professor of "zoology and
entomology at the Iowa State College, and State
entomologist of Iowa ( 1918-21 J. He was on
leave as Assistant Secretary of Agriculture
(1920-21) and in the latter year became director of the scientific work of the Department of
Agriculture. This position he held until 1925,
when he resigned to take charge of celery insect
investigations for the Florida State Plant Board,
at Sanford, Fla. From 1915 to 1916 he was
president of the Pacific Slope Association of
Economic Entomologists, and in 1918 was elected
president of the American Association, of Eco-

nomic Entomologists.
SIB CHARLES ALFRED (1856distinguished British surgeon who
has specialized in cranial and vascular surgery.
He received his medical degree from, the Unisurversity of London in 1881. He was chief
geon to the Metropolitan Police (1912-1916),
consulting surgeon to various hospitals, and,
during the World War, consulting surgeon to
the British army. He was knighted in 1018.
Among his published works are Surgery of the
Brain and Its Membranes (1907) ; Cerebral Decompression (1912); Surgery of the Temporal
Bone, 2 vols. (1919); Surgery of the Heart
(1920) and History of Surgery of the Brain
(1922). Earlier in his career, he wrote two
other works in collaboration, The Sealing of
Nerves with Stewart (1901), and Treatise on
Ligature of the Great Arteries in Continuity,
with Edmunds (1891).

BALLANCE,
).

A

BALLANTOTE, HENRY WIWTHROP

(1880-

An American

professor of law, born at
Oherlin, Ohio, and educated at Oberlin, Amherst,
and Harvard and the Harvard Law School. He
was admitted to the California bar in 1904 and
was lecturer on law at the University of California and assistant professor of law at Hastings
He
College of Law in San Francisco, 1905-09.
was dean of the law school of the University of
Montana, 1911-13, professor at the law school
of the University of Wisconsin, 1913-16, and
dean of the College of Law of the University of
In 1920 he became professor
Illinois, 1916-20.
of law in the University of Minnesota and in
1924 professor of law at the University of CaliBesides contributions to periodicals, he
fornia.
has written Problems in the Law of Contracts,
Preparation of Contracts and Conveyances
in Law With Solutions ( 1 927 ) ,
( 1921 ) , Problems
).

and On Corporations (1927).
BALLET. The year 1910 marked the beginning of a new era in the history of the ballet.
In May of that year Sergei Diaghilev appeared
in Paris with his new and individual creation
originally
and the Ballet Russe, which immediately created a
artists of Moscow gathered for amusement
War sensation. He had been working for several
relaxation. The prohibition of the World
of
ideas
turned the cabaret into a regular theatre
years toward the realization of his new
which the Revolution disapproved because there and had found sympathetic allies in Leon Bakst,
was no connection between the plays and the the painter, and Michael Fokin, the director of
Fokin, before
fled to Paris with his the Imperial Ballet in Moscow.
proletariat, so Baliev
and New York meeting Diaghilev, had seen Isadora Duncan
troupe. Paris (1920), London,
his produc- interpreting choreographically masterpieces of
(1922-23, 1925, and 1929) saw in
of absolute music (Beethoven's Seventh Symphony,
tions the "enigmatic smiling Russia that is
to
Chopin, Schumann, etc.)- Her art suggested
no time and no age.'*
mere technical skill of
BALKAN" STATES. The collective term ap- him the idea of using the
for the expression of defito those states which make up the Balkan tie dancer as a means

BALIEV, NIKITA

FYODOBOVITCH

).
(?Russian actor and theatrical producer whose
due to the success of
reputation in America was
his Chauve-Souris company. This "bat theatre
a cabaret where the authors and
was

A

plied

BALLET

rite emotions through pantomime. Thus the
collaboration of Diaghilev, Fokin, and Bakst resulted in the development of the ballet by coor-

costumes,
thc&e concomitant elements into a homogeneous whole.
Moscow thus became the cradle of the new art.
The beginning was made with the ballets in the
regular repertory, which were interpreted in the
new style. Then, following the example of Isa-

dinating

dancing,

lighting-effects

.

'
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stage-decorations,

and music, and fusing

dora Duncan, Fokin adapted choreographic actions to famous instrumental works, such as
Scheherazade,
Debussy's
Himsky-Korsakov's
VApres-midi d'un Faune, Strauss's Till Eulenspiegel. About that time Diaghilev met Stravinsky, then entirely unknown, whose style of music
seemed to fit admirably into the general scheme
of things. 'The young musician was commissioned to write the music to I'Oiseau de Feu.
In 1909, Diaghilev visited Paris with an operatic
company, ostensibly for the purpose of introducing Russian operas, in which ballets figure exIncidentally, separate performances
tensively.
of standard ballets also were given, and these
aroused the greatest enthusiasm. The following
year Diaghilev returned, but only with the Ballet Russe.
It was then that Stravinsky's ballet,
VOiseau de Feu, was produced with sensational
success. The next year (1911) furnished another sensation, the same composer's Petrushka.
Two years later, these phenomenal successes
were even eclipsed by Le Sacre du Printemps.
The opinion of musicians regarding the value of
Stravinsky's scores as absolute music does not
enter into consideration here ; what counts is the
fact that this music fits into the general ensemThis was proved beble as no other music does.
fore long, when Diaghilev commissioned ballets
from other composers of considerable reputation: Debussy (Jeux), Ravel (Daphnis et Chlo'e),
Hahn (Le Dieu bleu), Dukas (La Peri), Tcherepnin (Narcisse, Le Pavilion d'Armide), R.
Strauss (L4gende de Joseph). Paris had gone
wild over the new art, London fully indorsed

Affections Kerveuses and in 1902 collaborated
with Proust in the publication of the Traite de
la Neurasthenic. His greatest work was the
Traite de Pathologie Mentale (1903). His Life
of Swederiborg appeared in 1899. Two translations of his Neurasthenia were published in English, in

1902 and 1911.

BALLItf, ALBERT (1857-1918).
merchant,

A

German

of the Hamburgborn in Hamburg and

director-general

American line. He was
had a commercial education, both at home and
England. After organizing the emigrant
the Carr Line, he took charge of the passenger traffic of the Hamburg- American Line;
in 1886 he became a director and subsequently
director-general. He increased the share capiin

traffic of

tenfold and by acquiring other lines extended the business of the company to all parts
of the world.
He was the author of the GermanAmerican shipping agreement of 1902. As a
special confidant of William II, he advised him
on all commercial questions. During the World
War, he published some newspaper articles justifying Germany.
An American
).
BALLIN, HUGO (1879figure and decorative painter, born in New York
City (see VOL. II). He turned his attention to
tal

motion pictures and became president of Hugo
Ballin, Inc., which produced and mounted more
than eighty feature motion pictures including:
East Lynne, Pagan Lore, Baby Mine, The Journy's End, Jane Eyre, Vanity Fair, and Married
People.

BALLOON.
BALLOONS,

See AERONAUTICS.
IN WARFARE. See

STRATEGY

AND TACTICS.
KONSTANTIN D. (1867).
Russian poet, one of the leading symbolists,
and the founder of the Modernist school of Russian poetry with Bryusov (q. v.). At first he
caused a sensation but later lost some of his popularity on account of frequent repetitions. He
translated extensively from other languages, especially English, and wrote many critical essays.
Some of the best known of his volumes of poems
are Under Northern Skies
(1894), Silence
(1898), Burning Buildings (1900), Let Us Be.
Like the Sun (1903), Love Only (1904), The
Flame-Bird (1907), and Mirage (1922). He
also wrote Phlox Clusters after a journey to
Mexico, besides many short stories and a book of
poems for children. His translations include
Shelley's complete works, Whitman (most of
the Leaves of Grass), Poe, who influenced his
writing, Ibsen's dramas, Calderon's poems, and
works from the German, Polish, and Sanskrit.
BALTIC PROVINCES. A term applied to
three former provinces of the Russian Empire,
Courland, Livonia, and Estonia, in the region

A

BALMONT,

the verdict of Paris, and even conservative New
York gasped when the new organization made
its first appearance there
(1916). Such was
the success of the original season of two weeks
that the regular season at the Metropolitan
Opera House was shortened by three weeks in
order to present the new sensation to the subscribers.
Although Diaghilev has not revisited
the United States, interest in the new art has
been kept alive by the tours of several remarkable artists. Those that have established a naAnna Pavlova, Maria
tional reputation are:
Anna Bobenne, Michael Mordkin,
Theresa,
Michael Fokin and Vera Fokina, Zara Alexieva
and Holger Mehnen, W. Nijinsky, The Denishawn Dancers (Ruth St. Denis and Ted Shawn), of the Baltic Sea. At the conclusion of the
the Pavley-Oukrainsky Ballet (with the San World
War, a German army occupied the proCarlo Opera Company) and Adolf Bolm (with
vinces, and article 12 of the Armistice Conventhe Chicago Opera Company).
tion called for its withdrawal "as soon as the
BALLET, Ml'la', GILBERT (1853-1916).
Allies shall consider this desirable." To embardistinguished French neurologist and alienist, rass the Powers, however, the Germans decided
born at Ambazac (Haute-Vienne), who received to withdraw at
once, and beginning with NovemIn
his medical education at Limoges and Paris.
ber, 1918, detachments quit the country as Bol1882 he became chief of the clinic at the Sal- shevik forces
spread westward. The situation
He outlined a reform of the French was further complicated
pe*triere.
when German troops
in
1914
the
most
acof
law
and
was
one
lunacy
tinder General von der Goltz were induced to
He stay in Latvia to
tive opponents of alcohol abuse in France.
play the r61e of liberators.
was appointed professor of the history of medi- February, 1919, saw 20,000 Germans concentratcine (1907) and clinical professor of mental ed in the Libau-Windau area and
actively meddiseases two years later in the University of
dling in Latvian affairs. The tone of the Allied
Paris. In 1897 he published his Psychoses et notes became caustic with this turn of events.

A
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Apr. 23, 1919, the Allies called for the end
interference in local matters and the
recall of von der Goltz; on June 18 a demand
was made for German evacuation in accordance
with the terms of the Armistice. But an ultimatum from General Foch in the summer succeeded neither in hastening withdrawal nor in
preventing the German march north into Estonia. It was not until the Supreme Council
threatened economic pressure that Germany
showed a willingness to heed Allied protests. A
mixed commission was appointed to superintend
the withdrawal ; evacuation was begun in November, not without material damage to the population; and hy the middle of December, it was
complete. The subsequent history of the Baltic
Provinces is discussed elsewhere under the names
of the two republics, Estonia and Latvia, which
were created out of this territory. See ESTONIA
and LATVIA.
of

German

BALTIMORE

ranging upward to 35 feet, and anchorage areas
1200 acres in extent with depths ranging from
25 to 35 feet. Congress has authorized a large
increase in the deep-draft anchorage facilities of
the port, and efforts were under way to secure
uniform 40-foot channels, 1000 feet wide, for
the proper accommodation of shipping needs. In
1920 the General Assembly of Maryland passed
an Enabling Act authorizing the city of Baltimore to incur bonded indebtedness to the amount
of $50,000,000 for the purpose of developing, expanding, and improving the harbor and its facilities.

Wharf, pier, warehouse, terminal, and other
constructions were specified in the act, which
also authorized the work to be done under the direction of a Port Development Commission
named by the Mayor, the initial personnel of the
commission being named in the Ordinance. At
a subsequent municipal election the voters made
BALTIMORE. The metropolis of Maryland. available $10,000,000 as the first installment of
The population rose from 558,485 in 1910 to the loan. Initial construction under this pro733,826 in 1920, and to 830,400 in 1928 by esti- gramme was completed in August, 1929, involvmate of the Bureau of the Census. The area of ing new terminal equipment for the Western
the city increased from 31.8 square miles in Maryland Railway in the Port Covington sec1914 to 91.93 square miles in 1924, of which tion of the harbor. Total vessel movements of
78.82 square miles were land. An extensive the port in 1928 reached entrances of 2912
municipal improvement programme was devel- vessels of 7,758,417 net ship tons and clearances
oped in 1920. Loans for $51,750,000 were of 3402 vessels of 8,507,859 net tons. The valuaauthorized by popular vote in that year, and in tion of Baltimore's total port business increased
1922 another loan of $15,000,000, in addition to from $587,000,000 in 1922 to $781,000,000 in
the $7,000,000 allotted for the purpose from the 1927.
earlier loan, was voted for school improvement.
The total foreign and domestic commerce
With these suras, 16 new schools and a city col- of Baltimore has risen from 13,195,626 to 17,160,Customs
lege were built, and other schoolhouses already 697 short tons of cargo in five years.
built were repaired and improved. The water receipts of Baltimore increased from $1,587,006
supply for the city for many years to come also during the fiscal year 1920 to $11,012,226 during
was assured by the raising of the Loch Baven the fiscal year 1928. Its foreign trade in 1928
Dam from 188 to 240 feet elevation, the purchase was valued at approximately $226,025,000 with
of 4000 acres of land and the razing of two vil- almost a perfect balance between exports and
imports. Baltimore has 37 regular overseas
lages.
all imlarge water main was extended into steamship services, operating vessels to
each section of the new annex to the city, and portant world markets; 9 steamship lines
the private water companies operating there operating intercoastal service via the Panama
filtration plant was built, Canal to all important Pacific coast points; and
were purchased.
and plans were made for increasing its capacity. 11 steamship lines operating in regular coast
The sewage plant was enlarged and 162 miles service to all important points on the Atlantic
of sewers laid in the old city and the annexed and Gulf coasts.
Baltimore is the seventh city in the United
The municipal hospital for communidistrict.
cable diseases was constructed in 1923, the police States industrially, the annual output of its
factories
$700,000,000.
approximating
department was reorganized with a commissioner 2000
at its head, and a $1,000,000 loan for the erec- More than 85,000 persons are employed in these
tion of police buildings was approved in 1923. industries and receive $100,000,000 annually in
or more
Progress was made in street paving and several wages. Industries producing $40,000,000
bridges were built. In 1923 a zoning ordinance annually include men's clothing, copper and prodwas adopted, regulating the height and bulk of ucts, meat packing, and sugar; those producing
new buildings, the size of courts and yards, the $20,000,000 or more annually embrace foundry
number of families permitted to be housed per and machine work, tinware, cotton garments,
and publishacre, and the location of industries and trades. fertilizers and materials, printing
It divided the city into four use-districts, five ing.
During 1928, 44 new industries were announced
height-districts, and six area-districts. From
2500 to 5000 houses are built annually to take for Baltimore, with a proposed physical plant
care of the growing population. The assessed investment of $31,720,000 and proposed labor revalue of property for taxation purposes in 1928 quirements of 4245 workers; also 45 existing
was $1,935,040,570, according to local estimate; factories expanded their facilities at an expenditure of $5,805,000, necessitating new labor dethe net debt in 1927 was $125,342,000.
Baltimore is the second Atlantic coast port in mands of 3519 workers. This was the largest
States plant investment to be announced in any year
foreign trade volume and the first United
since 1920 and represents an increase of 219 per
port in intercoastal traffic westward via the
Panama Canal. It has 127 miles of deep-water cent over 1927, 221 per cent over 1926, and 152
cent over 1925. The Western Electric Comfrontage, about 45 miles of which has been de- per
has built a new plant costing $24,000,000
veloped, and berthage space of 90,649 lineal feet. pany
to be, when completed, the largest indusNavigation facilities comprise a main ship chan- designed
and
nel 35 feet deep at mean low water and 600 feet try within the corporate limits of Baltimore,
when fully operating employing 30,000 persons.
wide, numerous subsidiary channels with depths
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At the last meeting of the Maryland Legislature in 1928, an enabling act to finance the
building of a municipal airport for Baltimore
was approved to the extent of $1,500,000 and subthe
sequently submitted to and approved by
voters. In addition, the Public Improvement
Commission agreed to allot out of its harbor
funds of the general improvement loan the sum
making a fund of $2,200,000 availThe Legislature has been requested to

of $700,000,
able.

authorize an additional loan of $2,500,000 for this
purpose. Up to 1929, approximately $8,000,000
had been invested in commercial airports and
aircraft manufacturing facilities in Baltimore,
the leading manufacturers being the Glenn L.
Martin Company. Their project also embraces
schools for the training of pilots and instruction
of aircraft mechanics and technicians, radio and
a hotel for
telegraph facilities, a service station,
transient air passengers, and a water-front home
for those desiring close association

development
with aircraft in

all its phases.

A Ger).
BALTJSCHEK, HANS (1870man painter who was born in Breslau and studied
excelat the Berlin Academy. He was a realist

such as his
ling in scenes of contemporary life,
xailroad series, among them "On the Locomotive/'
and "the Station," his factory, foundry, and minat play," and "Berlin
ing scenes, and "Berlin
Revolution." He is represented in
during the

many European
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galleries.

of
BANAT OF TE3HESVAB,ofban'at
the

tem'esh-

Hungarian
Formerly a territory
Kingdom but since 1919 a Rumanian province
is 11,009 square
of flie same name. Its area
IB 1916, in
miles, and its- population, 1,582,133
the Allies, by
order to gain Rumanian support,
of whose terms the Serbs were not

var

L

desired the whole Banat was natural; and the
partition of the territory in 1920 left a group
of problems difficult of solution and containing
elements of inevitable discord.

WILDER DWIGIIT (1867).
chemist and educator, born at
Hiddletown, R. I. (see VOL. II). In 1913 he
became associate editor of the Journal of the
Franklin Institute. After serving as consulting
chemist to the Bureau of Mines, he was active
in the World War period as chairman of the
subcommittee on electro-chemistry of the National Research Council (1917-18), and chairman of the division of chemistry (1919-20).
He was also a lieutenant colonel in the Chemical
Warfare Service, and a member of the advisory
committee of the Service (1918-19). From
1922 to 1925, Professor Bancroft was a member
of the board of visitors of the United States
Bureau of Standards, and in the same period
he was vice president of the International Union of Chemistry. He received the honorary
degree of D.Sc. from Lafayette College in 1919
and from Cambridge University in 1923. In
1921 he published Applied Colloid Chemistry.
BANDHOLTZ, HARRY HILL (1864-1925).
An American soldier (see VOL. II). He served
on the Mexican border in 1916. After the entry
of the United States into the World War, he
became chief of staff of the Twenty-Seventh
Division (New York^ and went with it to
France, serving in this capacity until Feb.
From that date until Sept. 27, 1918,
9, 1918.
he commanded the 58th Infantry Brigade. Then
he became provost marshal general of the American Expeditionary Forces and was charged with
the duties not only of maintaining order in the
Army but of detecting and apprehending enemy
He remained as provost marshal general
spies.
until Aug. 5, 1919, and then, until 1920, served
as American representative of the interallied
military mission to Hungary. He was commander
of the 13th Infantry Brigade and on Sept. 21,
1921, he was transferred to the District of Washington. He suppressed miners' riots in West
Virginia, Sept. 1-12, 1921. In November, 1923,
he was raised to the rank of major general. For
his services in the World War, he received the
Distinguished Service Medal, and decorations
from the Governments of France, Belgium, Italy,
Rumania, and Montenegro. General Bandholtz
served as commander-in-chief of the Spanish
War Veterans.
BANDLER, SAMUEL WILLIS (1870).

BANCROFT,

An American

a secret treaty
the entire Banat.
apprised, promised Rumania
that the disThis was done in spite of the fact
no means a homotrict is ethnographically by
Ruaeneous unit, there being Slavs in the west,
and
manians in the east, and strong Hungarian
German minorities throughout. In 1919, an act
was promulof union of the Banat with Rumania
Crown and the Peace
gated by the Rumanian
Conference was confronted by a fait accompli.
The Supreme Council, however, refused to recognize the annexation and by the statement of
June 12, 1919, divided the Banat between Jugoslavia and Rumania. Meanwhile, the Serbs occupied the district, and, partly in protest against
an action that seemed to have the tacit consent
of the Supreme Council, the Rumanians marched
An American obstetrician and gynsecologist,
into Hungary and invested Budapest. It was
educated at Columbia University, who was pronot until the signing of the Treaty of the Trifessor of obstetrics and gynaecology in the New
anon (June, 1920) that Rumania finally signiYork Post-graduate Medical School. In addition
fied her consent to the partition of the district.
to papers on obstetrics, gynaecology, and endoBy this arrangement, the counties of Krassdhe wrote many books, including Der~
Sz5reny and Temes in the east were granted^to crinology,
moid and Other Cysts of the Ovary (1901),
Rumania, and the county of Torontal, bordering
on the Danube, to Jugo-Slavia. The economic also issued separately in German; Uterine and
considerations underlying the diplomatic con- Tubal Gestation (1903); Medical Gyn&cology
The Expecttroversy were perhaps of greater importance (1908) ; Vaginal Celiotomy (1911 ) ;
than the purely racial. To the Serbs, whose ant Mother (1916) ; and The Endocrine*, (1920).
lands are deficient in cereals, the rich farming In 1901 he published a translation into English of
country of the Banat made an especial appeal. Abel's Gynaecological Pathology.
The peasants of Temesvar wished to join the
BANERJEA, SIB SURENDRANATH (1848and jourSerbs; the landowners, because of Rumania's 1925). An Indian political reformer
nalist knighted in 1921. He was educated at
their
traditional
friendliness toward
class,
Colsought annexation to her. Again, any north Doveton College, Calcutta, and University
and south boundary line through the country lege, London. Early in his career he opened a
must disorganize its economic life because the school in Calcutta which later became Ripon
westward-flowing streams, the railways, and College. In 1876 he became editor of the BengaThat both countries lee newspaper, a political instrument in his
canals, all would be cut.

BANG

In 1905 he supported the boycott of
goods and the ''national education"
movement. He went to London in 1919 as representative of an "Indian Liberal" organization
which he had formed and gave evidence before
the' Joint Parliamentary Committee of both
Houses on Indian Reforms. From 1021 until
the elections of 1924, he was Minister for Local
Self-Government and Public Health in Bengal.
Thereafter, he wrote his autobiography: A
Nation in the Making, "being the Reminiscences
of Fifty Years of Public Life in Bengal.
BANG, bang, IVAR (1869-1918). A Swedish
chemist who began his career as a practicing
physician but took up chemistry under Professor
Hammarsten of Upsala, 1897-99. His research
attracted wide attention and led to his appointment in 1904 as professor of medical chemistry
in the University of Lund. Of several branches
of biochemistry to which he devoted especial athands.

foreign

tention, the most significant was the so-called
micromethod of quantitative analysis of the
blood. As a result of this, it is possible to de-

termine the percentage of constituents by testing
very small amounts of blood. His writings include Chemie und Biochemie der Lipoide (1911),
Der Blutzuclcer (1913), Methoden zur Mikro-

bestimmung einiger Blutbestandtheile (1916),
and Lehrbuch der Harnanalyse (1918).
BANKING. See FINANCE AND BANKING.
BANKS, COOPERATIVE. See LABOR BANKS;
COOPERATION.

BANNING,

KENDALL
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(1879-

).

An

American editor and author, born in New York
City and educated at Dartmouth (1902). From
1903 on he was engaged in the editing and
publishing of magazines, the editing of books

A

FREDERICK GRANT (1891).
Canadian physician born at Alliston, Ont.

BANTING,

In 1922 he received the larger share of credit
for the discovery of insulin (see DIABETES), apparently one of the greatest practical triumphs
With him was associof laboratory medicine.
ated Dr. Charles Herbert Best, of Toronto. Dr.
Banting took his medical degree at the UniverTwo years later he
sity of Toronto in 1916.
became a Member of the Royal College of Surgeons and Licentiate of the Royal College of
Physicians. During tbe \Vorld \Var, he was a
captain in the Army Medical Corps. He practiced medicine until May, 1921, at London, Out.,
holding also a teaching position at Western University in the same city. He was lecturer in
pharmacology at the University of Toronto,
(1921-22), and later senior demonstrator in the
department of medicine. Since 1923 he has been
professor of medical research. The first announcement of his great discovery was made in
the Journal of Laboratory and Clinical Medicine, vol. vii (1921-22).
Banting and Best also
published jointly an article on the treatment of
diabetes mellitus in the Canadian Medical Association Journal, vol. xii (1922). In 1923 the

Canadian government awarded Banting an an-

nuity of $7500, to enable him with freedom from
pecuniary worry to devote his time to the further study of this and similarly important matHe received the Starr Gold Medal for
ters.
Doctorate, University of Toronto, 1922; the
Nobel Prize for Medicine, 1923, and the Scott
Medal, 1924.
BANTTJ. See ETHNOGBAPHY.
BAPTISTS. The second largest Protestant
denomination in the United States, first estab-

songs,
asso-

lished in America in 1839. Three principal
bodies represent the Baptist churches in Amer-

ciate editor of System (1903-17), managing
editor of Hearst's Magazine and the Cosmopol-

ica: The Northern, Southern, and National (Negro) Conventions. Fourteen separate Baptist
organizations are listed in the American Baptist
Year Book for 1928, but the minor divisions,
such as Primitive, United, General, Free, etc.,
are separated from the main body of the denomination by no serious differences and the trend
for many years has been in the direction of BapThe Free Baptists, for example,
tist unity.

and the writing
books, and plays.

of

magazine

articles,

He was managing and

itan (1919-21), and editor of Popular Radio
(1922-28). During the World War, he served
as a major in the Signal Corps, United States
Army, as director of the division of pictures of
the Committee on Public Information, arid as
major on the general staff of the Army; he was
made officer in charge of compilation of a pictorial record and history of the War. He edited
a Dartmouth anthology and Songs for a Wedding Day, and (with L. M. Cockaday, 1924)
How to Build Jour Own Radio Receiver.
Among his books are Flotsam (1903); Bookplates (190G); Bypaths in Arcadia (1914);
Pirates (1916), and The Great Adventure
(1925). He wrote also Copy, a one-act play,
and The Garden of Punchinello (1917) and A
Garden Fate (1919), pantomimes.

An
).
BAJffTA, ARTHUR MANGUN (1877American zoologist, born near Greenwood, Ind.
He was educated at Indiana and Harvard uniHe was a teacher in Indiana public
versities.
schools (1896-1901)

;

assistant in zoology, Indi-

ana University (1903-05); assistant in zoology
at Harvard, (1905-06), and teaching fellow,
(1906-07). He became professor of biology at
Marietta College (1907-09); and in 1909 resident investigator at the Station for Experimental Evolution of the Carnegie Institution, Cold
Spring Harbor, N. Y. His researches have been
made into the development of pigment in animals, into the effects of changed environment on
cave-dwelling and non-cave-dwelling animals,
and into sex determination and other subjects
of biological and zoological" importance.

have practically merged with the Northern Convention. Between 1914 and 1927 Baptist membership in America increased from 5,799,233 to
From 1914 through 1927, the South8,587,498.
ern Convention advanced in membership from
2,522,623 to 2,821,079; the Northern Convention
from 1,291,688 to 1,419,883; and the National
Convention from 1,934,952 to 3,515,542. The
denomination made enormous gains among the
Negroes, both in the North and the South, and a'
Negro church, Olivet of Chicago, had the largest
Baptist congregation in the world. The aggregate Baptist membership of all countries, from
whose churches reports were obtained, was 10,672,512 in 1927. There was a rapid increase in
Russia and Eastern Europe generally after 1917,
as the Slav population found the Baptist doctrine and polity congenial and turned to them as
a substitute for the disrupted churches of the
post-revolutionary period. No accurate statistics were obtainable, but there were in 1927,
about 1,000,000 Russians who called themselves
Baptists. The next largest group of Baptists
outside of the United States was found in the
British Isles where there were over 400,000
.members.
While the attitude of opposition to infant

'
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"beTbaptism,
corollary,
liever's baptism," are distinguishing marks of
It
all Baptist bodies, there is no Baptist creed.
is characteristic of the denominational spirit
that no authority exists with power to bind the
individual churches in respect to matters of
faith.
The Northern Baptist Convention in
1924 accepted as an expression of the Baptist

acceptance of

its

position the Stockholm declaration of the Baptist World's Alliance, formulated in 1923, a
statement covering those points upon which
practically all Baptists are agreed. This action
was taken with the definite provision that the
statement was in no sense to be regarded as a
creed.

Baptist churches have always held to the congregational or independent system. Indeed, the
Baptist temper and tradition would hardly tolerate any other, though there was a growing disposition to moderate an individualism which left
each church absolutely sovereign in matters

touching its own worship and discipline, but
lacked certain advantages in achieving purposes
held by all the churches in common. This tendency to coordinate Baptist activities found expression in the New World Movement of the
Northein Convention, a five-year programme
which terminated in April, 1924, and in the $75,000,000 campaign of Southern Baptists. In the
case of the Northern Baptists, the movement resulted in the establishment, in 1924, of a permanent organization to unify and coordinate the
work of the various participating organizations,
known as the Board of Missionary CoSperation.
This board was made the agent of seven national
societies and boards, 36 State conventions, 14
standard city mission societies, and 52 schools
and colleges, for the purpose of disseminating

information regarding the various organizations
and raising funds for them. The churches, numbering nearly 10,000, which united through the
Northern Convention in support of all these
agencies, remained as independent as ever, but
they were applying such a measure of cooperation as their experiences after 1919 showed to
be possible and desirable. The receipts of this
board for the year 1025-26 totaled over $7,000,000, and were in turn distributed to 13 participating organizations.
The period which saw the rise of the coSperative spirit in the denomination also saw the
Baptist organizations take advanced ground for
a ministry of service. A strong Baptist interest
always supported schools maintained under
Christian influences and in 1928 there were 235
educational institutions maintained by the denomination in the United States and Canada,
while such institutions as Chicago, Brown, Colgate, and Rochester universities, and Vassar
College testify to the zeal for education that
has not been limited to America. In Burma,
Judson College, bearing the name of the most
famous of Baptist missionaries, was constituted
an integral part of the University of Rangoon,
taking equal rank with the Government college.
Great progress also was made in the development of opportunities for the education of women in the Orient, especially in India and
China; foreign missions were supported in India,
Burma, the West Indies, Central and South
America, China, Japan, Africa, the Philippines

and

European

countries;

and

there

were

churches in every part of the globe.
BAPTISTS, FREE. This branch of the Baptist denomination was undergoing union with

BARBADOS

the Northern Baptist Convention throughout the
period between 11)14 and 1928, having practically completed its policy of merging in the
latter year.
The movement began in 1911, and

complete financial arrangements were made in
1919, but the denomination retained its separate
legal existence for the administration of funds
and interests which awaited final settlement and
transfer.
See BAPTISTS.
An Aus).
BARAlTY, ROBERT (1870trian otologist, born in Vienna. Originally he
was an assistant of Pollitzer and as a student
in the University of Vienna, he began in 1902 a
series of investigations on the internal ear which
culminated in his monograph, Phy&iologie und
Pathologie des Bogengangapparates bein Menschcn, for which he was awarded the Nobel Prize
in medicine in 1915. In 1916 he received the appointment of professor of otology in the UniverIn 1919 he published Primare Exsity of Upsala.
cision und Primare h'aht Accidentellen Wunden
and in 1023, Die Itadikaloperalion des Ohres.
BAB ASSOCIATION", AMERICAN. An organ-

ization founded in 1878 to advance the science
of jurisprudence, promote the science of justice
and uniformity of legislation and of judicial decision throughout the nation, uphold the honor
of the profession of the law, and encourage cordial intercourse among the members of the
American Bar. Membership increased from 10,500 in 1916 to 27,500 in 1929. Addresses by
men prominent in commercial, professional, and
educational fields continued to be an interesting
feature of the annual meetings of the Association during the period 1914-28. Among the important resolutions adopted during this period
were: those in 1918, protesting against tne attempt to deprive the judges of the United States
courts of the right to express their opinion on
questions of fact in jury cases, and supporting
every grant of power desired by the President to
help in winning the War, but expressing the
opinion that constitutional changes were unnecessary; in 1919, approval of an act to make
uniform in all States the law of conditional
sales and the law of fraudulent conveyances and
to continue organized opposition to judicial recall; in 1921, censuring Kenesaw M. Landis in
accepting private employment while a member of
the Federal bench; in 1923, favoring adherence
to the Permanent Court of International Justice,
calling a new conference of nations at The Hague
to restate the established rules of international
law, to agree on certain amendments, and to consider certain subjects which were not adequately
regulated by international law. In 1924 the Association urged the enactment of the Commercial
Arbitration Act (SB-1005) ; in 1926, adopted a
resolution to cooperate with the Veterans' Bureau in caring for the right of so-called "orphans' cases"; and in 1928, approved the Act to
Promote Conservation of Petroleum and Natural
Gas, etc., and the Uniform Public Utilities Act.
The President elected at the 1928 meeting at
Chicago was Gurney E. Newlin of Los Angeles,
The headquarters of the Association are
Calif.
at Room 1119, 200 S. LaSalle Street, Chicago.
BARBADOS, bar-ba'doz. The most easterly
of the West Indian Islands, belonging to Great
Britain, with an area of 166 square miles, and a
population (census of 1921) of 156,312; estimated, 1927, 169,385. The cultivation of sugar
and cotton are the leading activities. The immediate years of the the War were marked by
great prosperity in the island, the culmination

BARBER
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being reached in 1020 when exports showed a
value of
4,SGr>,700, and imports
5,145,537.
(Compare with the 1013-14 figures of exports of
In 1920-27, the
700,009; imports 1,353,030.)
imports were valued at 2,155,167; the exports,

also organized a union of war veterans of France
to fight for the ideal of internationalism.
Both these organizations drifted into politics
and became more or less affiliated with the regular syndicalist and communist groups, and he
became literary director of L nunnini1& the organ of the Communist Party. His other works
include Pleureuscs, poems (1895); Lrs SuppliXou* awfrcs,
antes (1903); L'Enfer (190S)
short stories (1914); Quelques Coins du C*rur
(1921) ; Le Couteau enlre les Dents (1021) ; Lea
t

1,287,101.

(1871-1925). An American
architect, horn in Washington D. C. He was
educated at Yale and Columbia Universities and
the ficole des Beaux Arts in Paris. In 1900 he
began the practice of his profession in New
York, where he designed many buildings, including the National Park Bank* Building, Lotus
Club, and the Institute of Musical Art. Other
buildings designed by Barber are the Connecticut State Library in Hartford, Conn., and the
Department of Justice Building in Washington.

BARBER, DOWN

The last named was successful in a government
competition. He was one of the originators of
the atelier idea in the United States, conducting
such an institution in his own office. For many
years, he was editor of the New York Architect.
He was a member of the National Academy of
design and at one time president of the Society
of Beaux Arts Architects.
BARBOTTR, CLARENCE AUGUSTUS (1807An American university president. He
).
was born at Hartford, Conn., graduated at
Brown University (1S8S), and studied at Rochester Theological Seminary (1888-91). After being ordained to the Baptist ministry, he was
pastor of the Lake Avenue Church, Rochester,
N. Y. (1891-1909) and associate secretary of
the International Committee, Y. M. C. A. (190915). From 1915 to 1929, he was president of the
Rochester Theological Seminary and professor of
homiletics. In the latter year, he was chosen
president of Brown University. In 1916-17 he
was president of the Northern Baptist Convention.
He is the author of The Bible in the World
of Today (1911) ; Principles and Methods of Religious Work for Men and Boys (1912) ; Making
Religion Efficient (1912) ; and editor of Fellowship Hymns (1910); and Service Song Book

(1917).

BARBOTO, RAUPH HENRY

(1870-

).

An

American author, born at Cambridge, Mass, (see
VOL. II). His more recent writings include
Under the Tankee Ensign (1919), Mystery of
the Sea Lark
(1920), Quarter Back Bates
(1920), Metipom's Hostage (1921), Over Two
Seas (1922), and "Right End Emerson" (in
Football Eleven Books, 1922).
French
).
BABBTJSSE, HENRI (1874writer and novelist who was born at Asniferes
(Seine), worked as a dramatic critic on various
Paris newspapers, and acquired international
fame almost over night as the result of the publication of his war novel, Le Feu (1916). It is
the story of a squad in the trenches, told in the
The gruepoilus' own unvarnished language.
some, crude details of butchery and animality
of life at the front were realistically narrated,
and against this background the author made
his heroes philosophize on the future of human-

A

Despite its paci fistic tendencies, Le Feu was
awarded the Prix Goncourt. It was followed
by Clart$ and La Lueur dans Z'a&Cme, oe que
veut le groupe Cftarte, both of which continued

ity.

the author's purpose of using art as a vehicle
At the close of the
for social regeneration.
World War, M. Barbusse organized the Clarte"
movement, which sought to group together the
writers of the world and interest them in the
social and political progress of humanity. He

Lcs
Enchainements (1925); Jesus
(1927);
Judas de Jesus (1927), and I saw it Mytclf
(1928). Several of these books were translated
into English.
Consult Henri Barlussc, by Henri
1 920 ) ,
Hertz
and Voila vos lerycrs, by fimile
Verut (1928).
BARCELONA. The most important maritime and industrial centre of Spain. The popu(

lation at the census of 1923 was 720,311; in 1927
it was estimated to be 760,348.
The Old Town,

through which the Kamblas form the principal
thoroughfare,

is

the business section of the city.

The Ensanehe, or modern part of tlio city, is
traversed by broad promenades and avenues,
some of which are several kilometers in length
and are lined by artistic buildings, and profusely
planted with trees. The Old Town is inclosed
and divided from the Ensanche by a circle of
Rondas. These Rondas have several expansions,
is the spacious Plaza de
Cataluna, the central point of the city. Overlooking the Plaza are the Obras del Puerto palace,
or marine station, and the customs house. Other
modern buildings include the University of
Letters, the Faculty or College of Medicine, the
Hospital of San Pablo, the Catalan Concert Hall,
the Royal Palace, the post office, and the Church
of the Holy Family, a beautiful specimen of
Catalan architecture. The mediaeval ChapelRoyal of Santa Agueda has been converted into
an archaeological museum. In December, 1024,
the first subway in Barcelona was opened, and in
1928 a royal concession was granted for building
a subway between Barcelona and Badalona to be
completed within four years at an estimated cost
of 50,000,000 pesetas.
Harbor facilities are also
being improved and a large free port constructed.
The Barcelona International Exposition, which
was held in the Park of Montjuieh, was opened
on May 1, 1929, and continued through the year,
involving an expenditure of 140,000,000 pesetas.
It was divided into three main groups: Artistic and historical; industrial and commercial;
and athletic. Five permanent structures were
erected the National Palace, housing the artistic
and historical exhibits; the Palace of Building
Arts; the Palace of Temporary Exhibits; the
Press Building; and a stadium seating 60,000
persons. Among the temporary buildings were
the palaces of agriculture, textile and allied industries, electricity and motive power, the

but the principal one

:

theatre, labor, sports equipment,

modern

arts,

graphic arts, missions featuring the missions exhibit of the Vatican, and the State Pavilion conexhibits. The artistic
sisting of public service
and historical group stressed the development of
Spain from earliest history to the present, showon the
ing the influence of foreign contact
Spanish race and culture. Life in a typical
the
Spanish village in the Middle Ages was one of
the exposition,
principal attractions. During

regattas, automobile and horse
contests, golf and polo matches,
of the
fights were held, and plays

international
races,

swimming

and bull
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head of the chemical department of Goldsmith's
College, London, a position he left in 1913 to
A Brit- teach chemistry at Royal Holloway College,
).
BARCB.OFT, JOSEPH (1872He next joined the staff
ish physiologist born at Newry, Ireland, and University of London.
educated at King's College, Cambridge, where he of the Medical Research Committee, 1914, and in
later was associated as lecturer for many years. 1919 he became professor of chemistry in relaDuring the World War he was a member of the tion to medicine at the University of Edinburgh.
Ministry of Munitions and later became a Dr. Barger contributed to the study of rickets
member of the chemical warfare committee of by announcing, in July, 192G, that pure cholesthe War Office. In 1920 he was president of terol is inert, and that ergosterol, activated by
the section on physiology of the British Associa- radiation, has a preventative quality. His reSpanish classic period were staged in the Greek

Theatre.

He was made Fullerian Professor of Physiology at the Royal Institution in 1923 and in
1926 professor of physiology at Cambridge. He
published many records of original experiments
on physiological subjects, mostly in the Journal
of Physiology; edited the 6th. edition of Huxley's
Physiology and was joint editor of the Camtion.

search materially aided Dr. Adolf Windaus who
received the Nobel Prize in chemistry in 1928 for
proving that ultra-violet rays produce ergos-

Dr. Barger
terol, thereby preventing rickets.
wrote The Simpler Natural Bases (1914), as
well as various scientific papers. He was
elected a fellow of the Royal Society in 1919.

BARGONE,

FREDERIC CHARLES (1876).
who wrote under the pseudonym of Claude Farrere. He was born at Lyons,
and educated at the lyce"es of Marseilles and TouLike Pierre Loti, with whom he had many
lon.
points in common, Farrere entered the French
Navy, in which he was serving when he produced
An his "exotic novel, Les civilises, which won the
).
BAUD, HARRY ERWTNT (1867American educator in Peru. He was born at Prix Goncourt for 1905. His succeeding works
Crawfordsville, Ind., and was educated at Wa- also dealt with Oriental scenes. He made two
bash College and Columbia University. After attempts to get away from his exoticism, in
holding positions as instructor, 1894-98, he was Mademoiselle I) ax, jeune fille, (1907), and its
appointed division superintendent of schools in sequel Les petites alliees (1910), but in the rest
the Philippine Islands (1901-06). He was a of his work he returned to the theme of advenresearch scholar at Teachers College, Columbia ture, in which he sought the manner of Edgar
University (1907-09), and from 1909 to 1912 Allan Poe. His other works include Fumees
was official adviser of the Ministry of Instruc- d* opium (1904); L'homme qui assassina, later
tion at Lima, Peru. He was organizing director of dramatized (1907) ; La bataille (1909) ; Thomas
the Pan-American Division of the American As- I'Agnelet (1913); Pin de Turquie description
sociation for International Conciliation in New
(1913); Dix-sept histoires de marins (1914);
York (1913-15) and secretary of the Pan-Amer- Quatorze histoires de soldats (1916) ; La veille
ican Society of the United States (1915-19). d'armes, a war play, with L. Npoty (1917);
In 1919 he became again adviser on education La maison des hommes vivants (1919); Betes
in Peru, and assisted in preparing the organic et gens qui s'aimerent (1920); La derniere
school law of Peru (1910-12) and in putting it deesse (1920) ; Roaoelane and La vielle histoire,
into execution (1920). Besides contributing to plays (1920); Les hommes nouveau
(1922);
the Cyclopcedia of Education, he wrote The City Combats et "batailles sur mer 19 Ik, with Paul
School District (1909) Intellectual and Cultur- Chack (1925); Voyages, 1014-1926 (2 vols.,
al Relations between the United States and the 1926)
Le dernier dicu (1926) ; Une jeune fille
Other Republics of America (1914), and South voyagea (1926)
La fin de Psyche, continuing
America (1916).
Pierre Louys* (died 19-25) novel Psyche (1927),
BARDET, GEOFROT (1852-1923). A French and L'autre cote (1928). Many of his books,
physician and pharmaceutical chemist, distin- including Black Opium (1929), were translated
guished especially as & therapeutist. Born at into English. Consult Farrer, by M. Revon
Dreux, he spent some years in the laboratory (1924).
of Wurtz, He received his degree in medicine in
BARING, ba'rmg or bar'Ing, MATJRICE (1874An English author and journalist (see
1877 from the University of Paris where his
).
He served throughout the World War
thesis on the soporific alkaloids of opium was VOL. II)
crowned by the faculty. After graduation, he in the Air Corps and was made an officer of the
became laboratory chief for Dujardin-Beaumetz. Order of the British Empire and, in the followWith Trillat, he performed an early feat in syn- ing year, a chevalier of the Legion of Honor. In
thetic chemistry by obtaining the drug later January, 1925, he was granted an honorary comknown as urotropin. His major literary activ- mission as wing commander in the Air-Force
ity was the publication at irregular intervals of Officers' Reserve. His later books include Wlutt
Nouveaux Remedes, of which 20 volumes were I Saw in Russia (1913) An Outline of Russian
issued between 1386 and 1911. He edited the Literature (1914) ; Diminutive Dramas (1919)
Bulletin General de Therapeutique from 1895 to Round the World in any "Number of Ways
H. Q., 19tJ,-19t8 (1920) ; Passing
1917. In his alma mater, lie filled the chair of (1919 ) ; 22. F.
hydrology. Besides his knowledge of medicinal By (1921) The Puppet Show of Memory (1922) ;
Colwaters, he was known as an expert mineralogist. His Majesty's Embassy (1923) ; 0. (1924)
bridge Comparative Physiology. His only book
Respiratory Function of the Blood. Professor Barcroft became widely known for severe experiments conducted on himself. He was made
a fellow of the Royal Society in 1910, a commander of the Order of the British Empire in
1918, and received many other prizes and medals.
is

A French

novelist,

t

t

;

;

;

.

;

;

.

;

;

At the International Medical Congress at Paris lected Poems (1925);
in 1889, he functioned as general secretary and Daphne Adeane (1926)
chief organizer.

BARGER,

GEORGE

(1878-

).

lish physiological chemist, who studied in Holland, at University College, London, and at King's
In 1909 he was placed at the
College, Cambridge.

also

;

Memory (1928); Alga
made many translations.

Comfortless

An Eng-

Cat's Cradle (1925);
Tinker's Leave (1927) ;

1928).

He

BARING-GOULD, SABINE (1834-1924). An
English author (see VOL. II). His last works
include The Vicar of Morwenstow (1919), The

BARKER

Evangelical Revival (1020), In the Roar of the
Xca (1920), J/eJta/a/i (1920), and Early Reminiscences (1923).

BARKER,

ELSA

(

?-

).

Ap American

au-

thor, born at Leicester, Vt., and educated priShe was a teacher, shorthand reporter,
vately.
and writer for newspapers, lecturer for the New
of Education (1904-05), and a member of the editorial staff of Hampton's Magazine
(1009-10). Besides contributing poems and articles to magazines, she has written novels and
volumes of poetry. Her poems, especially those
in The Book of Love (1912) have received high

York Board

praise from critics both for their lyric feeling
style. Her prose works, dealing for the most
part with spiritualism (Letters From a- Living
Dead Man, 1914, War Letters from a- Living Dead, Man, 1015, and Last Letters from- the

Atkinson, a manipulative surgeon, and in 1904
succeeded to Atkinson's practice on the latter's
death. His career after 1004 was most successful.
Medical opposition was not directed
against him personally, and members of the
medical profession often referred cases of a certain type to him. His work was largely with
orthopedic patients, especially those having affections of the knee, flat foot, etc. During the
World War, the British medical profession opposed the demand to turn wounded soldiers over
to Barker's supervision. He was knighted in
1922. In 1927 he published Leaves from my
Life.

BARKER,

and

Living Dead Man, 1919) and psycho-analysis
(Fielding Sargeant, 1922), received less approbation. She wrote also Songs of a Yagrom
Angel (191G), and The Scab, a play produced
in Xew York and Boston (1904-05).
An English
) .
BARKER, ERNEST ( 1 874philosopher and educationist. He was educated
at Balliol College, Oxford, where he remained
as fellow lecturer and tutor until 1920. In 1920
he went to London University, where he became
he beprincipal of King's College and in 1927
came professor of political science at Cambridge.
In 1906 he published his Political Thought of
Plato and Aristotle, revised in 1918 as Greek
Political Theory, a work of the first importance,
which exerted much influence on the political
thought of England. His intimate knowledge
of the whole range of political philosophy was
displayed in his masterly summary, Political
Thought in England from Herbert Spencer to
To-day (1915). Other works from his pen were
The Dominican Order and Convocation (1913),
articles in the Cambridge Mediaeval History,
Greek Politics (1923), The Crusades (1923),
and National Character (1927).
).
BARKER, HARLEY GRANVUXE (1877An English playwright, born in London (see
VOL. II). In 1915 he had a successful New

York season, producing A Midsummer Night's
Dream, Shaw's AndrocJes and the Lion and The
Doctor's Dilemma, Anatole France's The Man
who Married a- Dumb "Wife, and other plays.
The Neighborhood Playhouse achieved success
with his Madras House (1921) and Winthrop
Ames with Anatol, from the German of SchnitzIn 1920, in England, he and his wife proler.
duced the Romantic Young Lady which they
translated from the Spanish of Martinez Sierra.
He wrote Souls on Fifth (1916), The Red Cross
France (1916), Three Short Plays: Rococo,

m

Tote

"by

Ballot, Farewell to the Theatre (1917),

The Exemplary Theatre"* plea for the recforce"
ognition of the theatre as an educational
(1922), The Secret Life (1923), From Henry
V to Hamlet (1925), Prefaces to Shakespeare
(1927), and His Majesty, a play (1928). He
translated Doctor Knock (1925) and Sia Gentlemen in a- Row (1927) from the French of Jules
Romain. With his wife, Helen Granville Barker, he translated four Plays of G. Martinez
Sierra published with a critical appreciation of
the plays (1923), and Four Plays "by Serafin and
Joaquin Alvarez Quintero in English Versions
(1927).
BARKER, SIB HERBERT ATKINSON (1869A British manipulative or "bloodless"
).
surgeon, born in Southport.

BARNARD
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He was a

pupil of

J.

ELLIS (1870VOL. II).

).

His

An Eng-

to
arouse England
German peril in the period
antecedent to the World War gave his writings of the years 1914-18 a wide audience both
lish

in

journalist

(see
to the

England* and the United States.

effort

Articles

published in the periodical press were collected
under the titles British Statesmanship (1917)
and Economic Statesmanship (1918, 2d. ed.
with ten additional chapters, 1920). Other
works included Modern Germany (enlarged edition,
1915), The Foundations of Germany
(1916), and America's Secret: The Causes of her
Economic Success (1927).
).
BARKER, LEWELLYS FBAXKLIN (1867An American anatomist, born at Norwich, Ont.
In 1913 he became emeritus
(see VOL. II).
professor of medicine at Johns Hopkins University and visiting physician at the Johns Hopkins Hospital. He was president of the National Committee for Mental Hygiene (1909-18) and
held high offices in medical societies. As the
successor to the late Dr. Osier in the Johns Hopkins Hospital medical clinic, Dr. Barker showed
an extensive literary activity like that of his
predecessor. In addition to many minor contributions to periodical literature in various departments of internal medicine and neurology,
he published Clinical Medicine, from the Tuesday Clinics of Johns Hopkins (1916) and Clinical Diagnosis of Internal Diseases (1916), comprising three large volumes (of more than 3000
pages) of the medical library known as Monographic Medicine. He was also senior editor,
with Hopkins and Nosenthal, of the five-volume
system of medicine entitled Endocrinology and
Metabolism (1922). Other works were Tuesday Clinics at Johns Hopkins Hospital (1922),
and The Young Man and Medicine (1927).
THE RT. HON. SIR MONTAGUE
An English public official and
(1868).
lawyer. He attended King's College, Cambridge,
receiving a number of scholastic honors, and in
1895 he was called to the bar by Lincoln's Inn.
Sir Montague lectured at the London School of
Economics, and was an examiner in law at London University. Elected to Parliament by the
Conservative Party of South Salford in December,
1910, he served continually until December, 1923.
After being parliamentary secretary in the Labor
Department (1920-22), he was made Minister
of Labor in October, 1922, retaining his seat in
the cabinet until February, 1924. He was created
a Knight Commander of the Order of the
British Empire in 1918, a Privy Councilor in
1922, and a first baronet in 1924. In addition to

BARLOW,

on Church Reform, and Law of Motor
Traction on Highway, and other works, he wrote
Education Acts (1902-03).
BARNARD, EDWARD EMEESON (1857-1923).
An American astronomer (see VOL. II) > He re-

his Essays

BABBJ&S
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eeived the Bruce Gold Medal from the Astronomical Society of the Pacific in 1917.
An
).
BABNABJ), GEORGE GBEY (1863American sculptor, born at Belief onte, Pa. (see
VOL. II) . His famous bronze statue of Abraham
Lincoln in Cincinnati (1917), with a replica
in Manchester, England, caused more discussion
than any other American sculpture. Its rugged
of the
^
strength and powerful characterization
it in
great tribune of the common people placed
American
the foremost rank of
sculpture.
Other important recent works are ''MaidenN. Y.;
hood," "Adam and Eve" (Tarrytown,
3'
Boston Museum) 5 "Rising Woman
(Metropolitan Museum, New York City) ; and a heroic
head of Lincoln (Bourne Collection, Portland,
Museum of
Oreg.). In 1926 the Metropolitan
Art, New York City, acquired, through the gift
of John D. Rockefeller, Jr., "The Cloisters," in
the upper part of New York City, in which Mr.
Barnard had had his studios and his collection
of objects of mediaeval European art. The col
lections were opened to the public as a branch
of the museum.

BABNARD COLLEGE.

college for

women

The undergraduate

in the educational system of
New York City, organized

Columbia University,

in 1889. The student body grew from 733 members in 1914, to 1144 in the spring of 1929; and
the faculty from 99 to 119 members. The Ella
Weed Library increased from 8600 to 33,000
volumes; and the annual income from $185,543,
to $764,859 for 1927-28, the income from endowment funds alone, exclusive of scholarship funds,
being $171,982. The productive funds of the
were $4,329,165;
College, as of June 30, 1928,
the value of grounds, $1,165,000, of buildings,
$2,348,774; and of equipment, $194,852. President, Nicholas Murray Butler, Ph.D., LL.D.
Litt.D.; Bean, Virginia Crocheron Gildersleeve,
Ph.D., LL.D. See also COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY.

BARNES, THE RT. HON. GEOBGB NICOLL
A British labor leader and politi)
(1850cian bora at Lochie, Scotland. Working as an
the
engineer, he became assistant secretary of
Amalgamated Society of Engineers (1892), and
general secretary of the same organization
(1896-1906). During this period, he made an
unsuccessful attempt to enter political life by
contesting Rochdale in 1895. In 1906 he defeated Andrew Bonar Law and represented the Gor.

bals division of Glasgow until 1922. He was
Pensions Minister (1916-18); Privy Councillor
(1916), resigning to represent labor in the War

(1917); Minister without portfolio
(1919), and Minister Plenipotentiary to the
Paris Peace Conference (1919). In the same
year, he attended the International Labor Conference at Washington, U. S. A. He was actively interested in the League of Nations, the Irish
question, old-age pensions, and the cooperative
movement. He wrote An Eastern Tour (1921) ;
From Workshop to War Cabinet (1923) ; Industrial Conflict: The Way Out (1924); and
The History of the International Labour Organisation (1926).

Cabinet

An Ameri).
BARNES, JAMES (1866can author, born at Annapolis, Md. (see VOL.
II). When the United States entered the World
War, he was head of the aviation school at
Princeton, N. J. and he was subsequently commissioned as major in the Signal Corps of the
3

to the aviation section, and
appointed head of the photographic division.
He went to France and organized there the

Army, assigned

work

pictures by the Army
making
At the close of the War, he was
commander of the United States school of aSrial
of

ae*rial

photographers.

photography at Rochester, N. Y. In 1915 he
published Through Central Africa from Coast
to Coast.

BABNOUW,

ADBIAAN JACOB (1877).
Dutch educator born in Amsterdam and educated at the Municipal Gymnasium there and
the unhersities of Leyden and Berlin. During
190219 he was professor of the Dutch language
and literature at the Municipal Gymnasium at
The Hague, lecturer in English at the University of Leyden (1902-19), and correspondent at
The Hague of the Nation (New York). He was
associate editor of the Weekly Review (1919-21),
and professor of the Dutch language and literaat Columbia University
ture
).
(1921Among his works are Anglo-Saxon Christian
Poetry, translated by Louise Dudley (1914);
Beatrijs, a Middle Dutch Legend (1914); Holland under Queen Wilhelmina (1923), and

A

Vondel (1925).

Y

BABOJA
A
).
NESSI, Pro (1872Spanish physician and novelist, born in San Sebastian. He studied medicine in Valencia and
earned his doctorate at Madrid (1893). After
practicing his profession for two years in Cestona, he moved to Madrid, tried several kinds of
business, and established a bakery with his

He

brother Ricardo, the painter and engraver.

gave himself chiefly, however, to journalism (on
El PaiSy El Impartial, and El Glooo), and to
writing novels. His principal works are Camino
de perfection (1902) Idilios vascos (1902) El
mayorasgo de Labraz (1903) ; the three volumes
of the trilogy La lucha por la vida (1904), a
;

;

naturalistic work of rebellion against the present
social order; Los ultimo s romdnticos (1906);
Paradox, rey (1906); Las tragedian grotescas
(1907); La tiudad de la Niebla (1909); El
arbol de la oiencia (1918) ; Aurora roja (1918) ;
Juventud y egolatria (2d ed. 1920) ; Zalacain

aventurero (1920) ; La casa de Aizgorri
and Memories de un homore de accitn
(1920)
(1913-1924). He was elected a corresponding
member of the Hispanic Society of America.
el

;

BABB, AMELIA

EDITH (HUDDLESTON) (1831-

An Anglo-American

novelist (see VOL.
works were Three Score
and Ten (1915), The Winning of Lucia (1915),
Profit and Loss (1916), Joan (1916), Christine
(1916), and An Orkney Maid (1917).
BABB&BE, CAMILLE EUGENE PIERRE (1851A French diplomat. As a youth he pre).
pared for a. journalistic career and attended the
Congress of Berlin as correspondent for a Parisian paper. His articles attracted the attention
of Waddington, then French minister of foreign
affairs, who offered him a post in the diplomatic
He rose rapidly through the ranks and,
corps.
after serving as Minister to Bavaria, he became
French Ambassador to Italy in 1897. He negotiated the commercial treaty of 1898 and in
1915 he won the diplomatic duel with Prince
von Billow and helped to bring Italy into the
World War on the side of the Allies. In 1922
he was a delegate to the Lausanne Conference
and in 1924, after the fall of Poincare^s ministry,
he resigned.

1919).

II)

.

Some

of her latest

BABBtS,

ba'rSs',

MAURICE (1862-1923).

A

French novelist and politician (see VOL. II).
During the World War, he devoted his talents to
patriotic journalism and published many addresses, lectures, and volumes of propaganda.

BARRETT

Un Jardin sur VOronte (1922), was
as a masterpiece of romantic fiction.
Written only for the most cultivated readers, it
transports the imagination to the Holy Land,
and develops its theme by describing the love of
a Christian knight for a Mohammedan princess.
The story of this passion is handled both sympathetically and ironically. His other later
works include La Colline Inspir4e (1913) La
Grande Pitie des
glises Frangaises (1914);
L'Ame Fran^aise et la Guerre (1915); Les
Traits Sternels de la France (1916) ; L'Angoisse
de Pascal (1919); La Lorraine Devastee (1919);
Le Genie du Rhin (1921); the six-volume
Chronique de la Grande Guerre (1920-22) ; and
The Sacred Hill, translated into English in 1929.
In politics, M. Barres was an advocate of the annexation of the Rhineland to France. Consult
Curtius (1921) and by
Maurice Barres, by E.
V. Giraud (1922).
).
BARRETT, CHABLES SIMON (1866An American farm expert, born in Pike county,
Ga. (see VOL. II). He was a delegate to many
His

novel,

hailed

;

K

on agricultural subjects in foreign
countries. President Wilson appointed him a
member of the National Agricultural Advisory
Commission ; he was also in 1917 a member of the
Price Fixing Commission for the wheat crop. As
a representative of the National Board of Farm
meetings

dent's agricultural commission.

(1866-

).

An

Russian Dancers (19201; Mary Rose (1920) and
Shall TT'c Join the Ladies? (1922). In 1026
Representative Plays were published. Some of
Barrie's novels and plays have been produced in

moving pictures very

successfully.

A
).
(1885Spanish coloratura soprano, born at Barcelona,
Mar. 10, 1885. A remarkably precocious child,
she graduated from the Barcelona Conservatory
at the age of twelve, having completed the
courses in violin, piano and composition. Two
years later, after only six months' study under
Bennet, she made her operatic dSbut in Barcelona as Selika with such success that she was
engaged the following year for La Scala in
Milan. Until 1913 she sang in various theatres
in Italy and made tours of South America,
France/ England, Russia, Germany, and Austria.
After three years' retirement, she made her Xew
York de"hut at the Metropolitan Opera House as
Lucia (Jan. 31, 1916) and sang there till 1920.
After that time, she appeared chiefly in Italy and
South America. In spite of a rather weak voice,
she won success through perfect vocal technic,
musical intelligence, and fascinating personalBARRIENTOS,

MARIA

ity.

BARROWS,

DAVID PBESCOTT

An American

(1873-

).

ethnologist, economist, and educaHe betor, born in Chicago, 111. (see VOL. II).
came dean of the faculties of the University of
California in 1913 and was president of the

Organizations and the National Farmers' Union,
he attended the peace conference at Paris, 191819, and he was also a member of the advisory
council to the American delegates at the international conference on the limitation of armaments. In 1924 he was a member of the Presi-

BARRETT, JOHN

BARRYMORE
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university, 1919-23. During the World War, he
was a member of the Committee for the Relief of

Belgium in charge of the food supply of Brussels
in 1916 and was major and lieutenant colonel

Ameri-

can journalist and diplomat, born at Grafton,
Vt. (see Vol. II). In 1916 he was delegate of
the United States to the Pan-American Scientific
Congress and secretary general of the congress.
He was presiding officer of the first and second
Pan-American Commercial Conferences (1911
and 1919), and was director of the Pan-American Union from 1907 to 1920, when it was reorganized. He was a member of the governing
board of the General Committee on Limitation
of Armaments
(1921-22). Later, he became
chairman of the International Pan-American
Conference and adviser and arbitrator in domestic and international economic matters. In recognition of his services to Pan-American amity
and business intercourse, he was decorated by
Venezuela with the Order of the Liberator in
1910 and 1921, and the Chinese government also
conferred an order on him for improving AsiaticAmerican relations. Hia list of honorary dewas auggrees from educational institutions
mented by that of LLJX from the University
of Panama in 1920. His latest published works
include Pan American Commerce, Pas*, Present,
and Future (1919); Pan America and Pan
Americanism (1922) ; The Catt of South America (1924), and articles on Latin-American and
Asiatic subjects.
BARBIE, SIB JAMES MATTHEW, FIBST BARAn EnaLish author (see
ONET (1860).
VOL. II). He received the Order of Merit, in
1922, and in, the same year was, Beetor of St.
Andrews University. Courage, the rectorial address, was published (1922). His; recent wor^
includes A Kis* for Cinderella (1916) ; The Old
Lady shows Her* Medals (1917); Dear Brutes
(1917)5 Bokoes of foe War ,(1918);,, A IWeUr
Remembered Voice (1918) 3 The, Truth about ihe
:

t

of cavalry in the Army (1917-18). He was
on active duty in the Philippine Islands and
Siberia, 1917-10. In 1925 he became brigadier
general and in 1926 major general of the
79th Infantry Brigade of the California National Guard. For his war work, Dr. Barrows
was decorated by the Governments of Prance,
Belgium, Italy, Czechoslovakia, Japan and Poland. He was a member of the board of directors of the California State School for Deaf
and Blind (1912-17), a member of the California State Commission on Rural Credit and
Colonization (1915-17), and became director of
the East Bay Public Utility Commission, of the
State in 1024. Pomona College conferred on
him the degree of LL.D. in 1914, and the University of California did so in 1919. He published A Decade of American Government in- the
Philippines in 1915, and in 1924 a revised edition of
History of the Philippines (1st ed. ?
1903; 2d. ed., 1912). In 1928 Dr. Barrows made
a six months" tour of Latin-America as visiting
professor of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.
ETHEL (MBS. RUSSELL GBIS-

A

BABBYMOBE,

A leading American
).
born in Philadelphia (see VOL. II).
Some of her recent performances have been in
The Lady of the Camelias (1917); The OffWOLD COLT) (1879-

actress,

(1918) ; Declas&ee
(1918) j Belinda
(1919), in which she scored a great success;
Glair de Lune (1921) ; Rose Bernd (1922) ; Romeo and. Juliet (1922); The Laughing Lady
(1923); A Royal Fandango (1923); The Second Mrs. Tanqueray (1924) j Hamlet and The
Merchant of Venice (with Walter BCampden,
1925), and The Constant IVife (1926-27). She
also toured in several of Barriers comedies.

cJianoe

BABRYHOKE,

JOHN

(18&2-

.

).

An

American actor and member of a noted theat*

BABEYMOBE
rical

family.

He made

Max

in

Mag da in Chicago in 1903 and in the following
December he appeared on the New York stage in
Glad of It. He next played in London (1905)
in The Dictator and later in Australia, in the
company of William Collier. Since his dbut,
Barrymore has not missed appearing on either
the American or the English stage each year.

He

first

attracted serious attention in Justice

and scored a great success as co-star with his
brother Lionel in The Jest (1919), but it was in
Richard III (1920) and Hamlet (1922) that his
art ripened and his reputation became assured.
Among other productions in which he has appeared are A Stubborn Cinderella, Are You a
Masonf, The Fortune Hunter, and Peter Ibbet-

He

son.

has also appeared as leading

man

in

moving pictures, some of his productions being
The Dictator, Nearly a King, The Red 'Widow,
The Lost Bridegroom, On the Quiet, The Test of
Honor, The Sea Beast, Beau Brummel, Don
Juan, The Beloved Rogue, and When a, Man
Loves.

BABBTMORE,

LIONEL

(1878-

).

actor,

peared as leading

of Ethel
his de*but in

brother

man

BABTHOLOM4

in

many

Munich with Gysis and at Paris
with Collin, Aman-Jean, and Whistler. His
work includes murals and paintings at the Unistudied art at

versity of Chicago, the Chicago University Club,
and the Council Chamber of the Chicago City
Hall, a landscape, "Roman Afternoon," at Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh, and "Blue Blinds/'
"Evening White," "Canton Street," murals at
the Burnham Library of the Art Institute in
Chicago. Mr. Bartlett is a member of the National Institute of Arts and Letters.
He received a silver medal from the St. Louis Exposition in 1904 and a silver medal from the
Panama-Pacific International Exposition, 1915.

BABTLETT,

FBEDEBICK ORIN

An American

(1876-

).

writer of popular fiction, born at
Haverhill, Mass., and educated in the public
schools, at Proctor Academy (Andover N. H.),
and at Harvard University. He was a reporter
on the Boston Record (1900-02) and on the Boston Herald (1902-06). He is the author of
many realistic novels and short stories of varied
character, tales of adventure, and stories for

An young

and John
The Rivals
Barrymore, who made
with his grandmother, Mrs. John Drew, in 1893,
He appeared with her also in The Road to Ruin.
He played in Squire Kate (1896), Cumberland
'61 (1897), and in several plays with Nance
O'NeiPs company. He was two seasons with his
uncle, John Drew. Among other plays in which
he has acted are Barrie's Pantaloon (1905);
Peter Ibbetson (1917); The Copperhead (1918);
The Jest (1919), all of which were noteworthy
successes, especially the last named; in the title
role of Macbeth (1921) ; The Claw (1922), and
Laugh, Clown, Laugh (1923). He has also apAmerican

BABTLETT
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his dSbut as

screen successes.

(PAUL) ALBERT (1848-1928). A French painter and sculptor (see VOL. II), who became an honorary
member of the Royal Academy in 192L His
later sculptures were in commemoration of the
authors and dramatists who died in the World
War in honor of Beymond the aviator at Montbrison; "Le Monument a Paris, 1914-18," Place
du Carrousel; "Le monument aux avocats," Palais de Justice, and "1874, Embrasse l'epe*e de
bar't6'l6'ma',

:

He was also the designer of
1918,*' at Cognac.
the Croix de Guerre of the French government.
).
BABTHOTT, bar'toV, Louis (1862French senator, statesman, and man of letters
VOL.
was
without
who
Minister
(see
II),
portAfter the
folio in the PainlevS cabinet (1917).
Armistice he was instrumental in practically all
the governmental overturns in France. He was
Minister of War in the Briand cabinet (192122), Minister of Justice in the Poincar government (1922-24), and chairman of the Reparation Commission (1924-26). In 1926 he again
became Minister of Justice in the Foincare*
cabinet. He represented France at the Genoa
Conference of 1922. In 1918, M. Barthou was
elected to the French Academy, doubtless on the
strength of his Life of Mirabcau (1913). Other
works include Lamartine Orateur (1914), which
M. Barthou considered his masterpiece; Sur les
routes du droit (1917); Lettres a un jeune
Frangais (1918) ; La Bataille du Marne (1919) ;
Lcs amours d*un pocte (1920), and Le general
ffugoy the father of Victor Hugo (1926).
).
BABTLETT, FREDERIC CLAY (1873An American painter, born in Chicago. He was
educated at private schools in America and

A

people, in which he shows unusual skill
in handling a plot and in character drawing.
His most successful novel was The Wall Street
Girl (Boston, 1916; New York, 1918). Other
works include Mistress Dorothy (1901); Joan
of the Alley (1005); The Web of the Golden

Spider (1909); The Forest Castaways (1911);

The Lady of the Lane (1912) Joan and Company (1919); Out of the Night (1923). Under
the pen name "William Carleton," he published
One Way Out (1911); New Lives for Old
(1913); The Red Geranium (1915). One Year
of Pierrot was published anonymously in 1917.
;

BARTLETT, PAUL WAYLAND (1865-1925).
An American sculptor (see VOL. II). His most
ambitious work,

the pediment group

House of Representatives

for

the

(Washington), was
completed in 1916. It is composed of 12 colossal figures representing "Democracy Protecting
Genius," conceived as typical examples of American laborers. Among his latest and most important works was "Patriotism," a colossal stone
statue at Duluth, Minn. Bartlett was elected to
the National Academy in 1917. He lived
abroad and died in Paris, and he expressed
the French tradition in much of his work.
).
BABTLETT, ROBERT ABRAM (1875An American explorer, born at Brigus, N. F.
In 1915 he returned from the
(see VOL. II).
Arctic, after having lost touch with the world
for many months and after his vessel, the Karluk, part of the Canadian government's Arctic
expedition of 1913-14, had been crushed in the
He commanded the third Crocker Land reice.
lief expedition to north Greenland, returning in
1917. In the same year, he was appointed marine superintendent of the United States Army
Transport Service at New York. In 1920 he was
promoted to the rank of lieutenant commander
in the United States Naval Reserve Force. Captain Bartlett was sent in 1925 by the National
Geographic Society to locate bases for aircraft
in northwest Alaska and on the shores of the
Arctic Ocean, and also to study the tides and
currents in that region and to dredge for flora
and fauna. He headed expeditions to North
Greenland and Ellesmere Land in 1926, to Fox
Basin and the West Shores of Baffin Land in
1927, and to Siberia in 1928. He received numerous honors from foreign and American geographic societies; they included the Hubbafd
Gold Medal of the National Geographic Society

BABTLEY

(1909); the Kane Medal of the Philadelphia
Geographic Society (1910) ; the gold medal of
the Harvard Travelers' Club (1915); the Back
Grant of the Royal Geographic Society (1918),
in recognition of his work in the Canadian expedition to which reference has been made, and
the gold medal of the American Geographic SoIn 1920 Bowdoin College conferred on
ciety.
Captain Bartlett an honorary M.A. He published The Last Voyage of the Karluk (1916)
and The Log of "Bob" Bartlett, an autobiogra-

phy (1928).

An Amer).
BABTLEY, NALBRO (1888ican writer, born at Buffalo, N. Y., and educated
at the public high school of that city. She first
wrote as a reporter on the Buffalo Morning Eospress (1907-09) and in the latter year went to
New York City as a "free lance" writer. She
acquired a large following in the popular publications to which she contributes frequently. Included among her works are Paradise Auction
(1917), Bargain True (1918), A Woman's Wowan (1918), Gorgeous Girl (1919), Careless
Daughters (1919), Gray Angels (1920), Fair to
Middling (1921), Up and Coming (1922), Juad
and Judd (1923), Bread and Jam (1924),
Patty cake Princess (1925), and Morning Thunder (1926).

A Hunga).
(1881composer, born at Nagy Sze"nt Miklos.
After studying with Kersch and Erkel, he finished his musical education at the Landesmusikakademie in Pesth, where he has been professor of piano since 1906. As a composer, he
exhibits strong futuristic tendencies. He wrote
an opera, Ritter Blaubarts Burg (Pesth, 1918) ;
a ballet, Der Wunderbare Prims (1919); two
dance pantomimes, Der Holsfgeschnitsite Prints
(1922) and The Miraculous Mandarin (1927);
a symphonic poem, Kossuth; two rhapsodies for
piano and orchestra; Two Portraits for orchestra; several suites for orchestra; a piano quintet and a string quartet, and pieces for the piano.
Fie has edited piano works of Haydn and Mo/art and published a collection of several hundred Hungarian, Slovakian, and Rumanian folkIn 1927-28 he made a successful tour of
songs.
the United States, appearing as pianist in Ms
BABT6E, BLA

rian

BABTSCH
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'

detective stories to popular magazines and is the
author of many stories for boys. Some of his
recent books are Bell Haven Eleven (1015), A.

of Columbus (1H16), The World's
Military Spies and Secret Serrire
Agents (1917), The Mystery of the Red Flame
(1918), The Pembroke Mason Affair (1920),
Little
Around Old Philadelphia
Journeys
(1925), and Famous Detective Mysteries (19:26).

Young Knight
Greatest

An
).
BABT02ST, GEORGE AARON (159American educator and Orientalist born at East
Farnham, province of Quebec, Canada (see VOL.
He was ordained in the Protestant EpisII).
copal Church in 1919. In 1921 he became professor of New Testament literature and language in the Protestant Episcopal Divinity
School, Philadelphia, and in 1922 he resigned as
professor of Biblical literature and Semitic languages at Bryn Mawr College to became professor of Semitic languages at the University of
Pennsylvania. His later published works were

Origin and Development of Babylonian
Writinff (1913); Sumerian Business and Administrative Documents from the Earliest Times
to the Dynasty of Agade (1915) ; ArcJiceology
and the Bible (1916, 5th ed., 1927); Religions
of the "World (1917, 2d. ed., 1919); Miscellaneous Babylonian Inscriptions, Part I, Sumerian
Religious Texts (1918) ; The Religion of Israel
Jesus of Nazareth, a Biography
(1918) ;
(1922); The Royal Inscriptions of Sumer and

The

Akkad (1928); Hit tit e Studies No. I (1928);
and Studies

m

flew

Testament

Christianity

(1928).

BARTON", WILLIAM ELEAZAB

An American

(1861-

).

clergyman and author (see VOL.
II). The Advance, of which Dr. Barton was
editor-in-chief, having been merged with the
Congregationalist, of Boston, in 1917, Dr. Barton
became corresponding editor of the CongreHe was moderator of the National
gationalist.
Council of Congregational Churches, 1921-23.
In 1924 he retired from his ministry at Oak
Park, 111. In 1927 he was a delegate to the

World Conference on Faith and Order at Lausanne. For many years, Dr. Barton has devoted
much time to research in the biography of
Abraham Lincoln and -has written several

authoritative works on that subject. His later
An Ameri- works include The Law of Congregational Usage
).
(1886Creeds and Covenants
can editor and writer on everyday ethics, born (1915) ; Congregational
(1917) ; The Parables of Safed the Sage ( 1917) ;
at Bobbins, Tenn., and educated at Amherst ColThe Soul of Abraham Lincoln (1919) ; Abraham
Tie was managing editor of the Chicago
lege.
; The Paternity
Home Herald (1907-09) and of The Housekeeper Lincoln and His BooTes O920)The
Life of Clara
of Abraham Lincoln (1920) ;
(1910-11); later he became assistant sales
Barton (1921) 5 Life of Lincoln (1025); The
manager for P. F. Collier & Son (1912-14), True
Story of Lincoln's Letter to Mrs. Biaby
editor of Every Week (1914-18), and president
(1926); The 'Great Good Man (1027); The
of Barton, Durstine & Osborn, an advertising
Abraham Lincoln
firm of New York. Besides contributing to mag- Women Lincoln Loved (1927) ;
end Walt Whitman (1928); Father of His
a/ines, he is the author of The Resurrection of
a Soul (1912) ; A Personal Letter to the Kaiser Country (1928) ; and Lineage of Lincoln (1929).
A zoologist
).
BABTSCH, PAUL (1871(1916) More Power to Tot* (1917); The Makborn at Tuntschendorf, Germany, and educated
ing of George Qroton (1917); What Shall it
at the University of Iowa. On his graduation
Profit a Manf (1919); It's <t Good Old World
became associated with the United
(1920); Unknown (1921); The Man Nobody in 1896, he
Knows (1925); The Book Nobody Knows States National Museum, continuing in positions
in 1921 he be(1926), and What Can a, Man Believef (1927). of increased responsibility until
An Ameri- came curator of the division of .mollusks, hel).
BABTON, GEORGE (1866can author and newspaperman, born in Phila- minths, and cerals. He became director of the
and physiological labratories in the
delphia, where he began newspaper work with the histological
Howard University
Philadelphia Inquirer (1387) and the Evening Medical department of
The Osprey
) anfl associate editor of
(1901Bulletin. He returned to the former as an ediHis researches published in the
).
after
writer
torial
having been secretary ,(19QOrto, the collector of customs at Philadelphia,
journals of learned societies and government bul1898-1913. He has contributed over 200 short letins, have been mainly with the mollusks, par-

own

compositions.

BARTON, BRUCE

;

'

BA&tTCH

BASS
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ticularly in experimental breeding of terrestrial
forms. He was a member of several commissions
and expeditions sent out by the U. S. Bureau of
Fisheries, by the National Museum, and by the
Carnegie Institution of Washington. During the
World War, he furnished a poison-gas detector
to the Chemical Warfare Service of the U. S.

Washington; 1926, New York;
York; 1928, New York.
Aside from the United States, the countries
in which baseball flourishes are Cuba, Mexico,
and Japan. College baseball in Japan is making
much progress, the leading universities having
secured the services of coaches from the United

Army.

States.

BAKTTCH, BERNARD MANNES
An American financier (see VOL.

(1870-

).

II). He was
a member of the President's conference for capital and labor (1919), and a member of the President's agricultural conference (1922). For his
services as an adviser on economics and administrator in the World War, he received the Dis-

tinguished Service Medal from President Wilson,
and decorations from Belgium, France, and Italy.
He received the degree of LL.D. from Williams
College in 1923 and from the University of
South Carolina in 1925. He was the donor of

funds for the International Institute of Politics
held annually at Williamstown, Mass. He is
the author of many pamphlets, public addresses,
etc., on agricultural and economic subjects, and
in 1920 published a volume, The Making of Economic and Reparation Sections of. the Peace
Treaty.

BASEBALL. The question as to whether
baseball is really America's national game is
arousing more and more discussion each year.
Professional baseball undoubtedly maintains its
hold upon those who satisfy their love of sports
by watching others get the exercise. The immense gate receipts in the major and minor
professional leagues attest the loyalty of devFor four years in succession (1923-26),
otees.
world receipts passed the $1,000,000 mark, while
the total attendance at these games has twice
(1923-1926) surpassed 300,000.

The town boy,

too, apparently is just as eager as ever to get
into action with hall, bat, and glove when the
season rolls around. Nevertheless, the directors
of the destinies of professional baseball are giv-

League
1927,

A

1925,

New

BASHFOBD,

EENEST FRANCIS (1873-1923).

British physician born at Bowden, England,
who became one of the first exclusive cancer
students. He was educated at the University
of Edinburgh where he gained many scholarships, including the M'Cosh Graduate Scholarship for study and research in the medical
schools of Europe. After two years abroad, he
returned to Edinburgh as assistant to the professor of materia medica. He initiated the mod-

ern experimental study of cancer, placing the
biological and statistical data on a comparative
basis. He was made honorary president of the
first International
Cancer Congress, held at
Heidelberg in 1906. He gave lecture courses
on cancer at the University of Birmingham in
1911 and in New York City in 1912. In addition
to his cancer articles, he wrote many papers on
drug action, immunity, biochemistry, wound

healing, etc.

BASKERVILLE, CHABLES (1870-1922). An
American chemist, born at Deer Brook, Miss.,
and educated at the universities of Mississippi
and Virginia, Vanderbilt, and North Carolina.
After a term as professor of chemistry at the
University of North Carolina, he became professor of chemistry and director of the chemical
laboratory of the College of the City of New York
in 1904, holding this position until his death.
In studying rare earths, he discovered the chemical elements carolinium and berzelium.
Other
problems of industrial chemistry upon which he
undertook productive research were the refining
and hydrogenation of vegetable oils, the reinforcing of metals, and the recovery of used paper
stocks. In 1912 he received the Longstreth
Prize from the Franklin Institute. He was the
author of nearly 200 papers, 8 books and 16 pa-

ing indications of worriment. The amazing
growth in popularity of golf, the lure of the
automobile on week ends and holidays, and other
diversions are surely having an effect on tents in the field of applied chemistry.
BASKETBALL. This indoor sport is rapidly
the national pastime. Then, too, there is no
doubt that college baseball is losing ground. assuming top rating in the American college
The attendance at the important college games world, its chief handicap being the lack of seatin recent years has been falling off rapidly. In ing accommodations for the ever increasing
an endeavor to remedy this condition, some of number of spectators attracted by the more imthe Eastern American colleges have organized portant games. Basketball has outgrown the
themselves into leagues with a championship gymnasium and even the armories in the larger
cities are proving inadequate to house the devtrophy as the goal. Football, rowing, basketball,
and hockey all appear to appeal to the college otees of this pastime. The construction of the
Palestra, seating 14,000 persons, by the Unimen more than baseball.
The New York American League club, versity of Pennsylvania in 1927 was the first
move taken by the larger institutions of the
familiarly known as the "Yankees,'* captured the
world championship both in 1927 and 1928, the Eastern States to meet the emergency.
Professional basketball also is making LeadPittsburgh Nationals and the St. Louis Nationals being their respective opponents. A re- way with the formation of the American League,
markable feature of these two Yankee triumphs an organization taking in several Eastern and
was that both were gained by four straight mid-Western cities. The game flourishes, too,
victories.

George Herman Ruth, popularly known as
"Babe" Ruth, accomplished in 1927 what experts
declared never could come to pass. This mighty
batsman knocked out 60 home runs during the
regular season of 154 games, thus excelling his

own mark

of 59, set in 1921.
of the pennant-winning clubs for the
four years ending with 1928 follows: National
League 1925, Pittsburgh; 1926, St. Louis;
1927, Pittsburgh; 1928, St. Louis. American

A

list

various religious organizations such as
C. A., Y. W. C. A., and Knights of Columbus. Church leagues as well are playing
through ambitious schedules each season. Oddly
enough, basketball has so far made little progress
in European countries.
BASRA. See MESOPOTAMIA.

among
the Y.

M.

An
).
BASS, CHARLES CASSEDT (1875American physician, born at Carley, Hiss. He
studied medicine at Tulane University (1899)
and practiced afc Columbia, Miss., 1899-1904.

BASSETT
After 1903

lie

BATES COLLEGE

I7S

devoted himself to the study of

bacteriology. He has done much original investigation in diseases caused by intestinal
parasites of man, notably hookworm, malaria,
pellagra, etc. In recognition of his work in
malaria, etc., he received gold medals from the
Medical Association of the State of Mississippi,
the Southern Medical Association, the American

the South African Customs Union, amounted to
696,950 in 1926 and imports to
605,014.
Leading exports are grain, cattle, wool, mohair.
Leading imports are blankets, ploughs, clothing,
The district supports its own
iron, and tinware.
administration, deriving its funds mainly from
a native poll tax and customs. An income tax

1926-27 brought in

in

10,784.

Revenues in

American

161,417 and expenditures, 203,461; in 1926-27 these were 274,404 and 272,627.
The native Basutos continued orderly
during and after the World War and many saw
service in France and Africa in labor continTo the question of annexation by the
gents.
Union of South Africa, however, they are constantlv opposed.

His later works included: The Plain Story of
American History (1015); Our War With Germany (1919); Selections from the Federalist
(1921) and The League of Nations; a Chapter in
World Politics, published in 1028, shortly after

(1872-1922).
French playwright, one of the foremost figures
of the French stage during the decade 1914-24,
born at Mimes, and educated at the Lyc4es
Henri IV and Janson de Sailly at Paris. His
first play, La Belle au bois dormant, was brought
out in 1*894, and his first great success came with

Medical Association, the Orleans Parish (La.)
Medical Society, and the National Institute of
Social Sciences. He is the author of Hookworm
Alveolodental
Disease, with G. Dock (1909)
Pyorrhara (1915) and Practical Clinical Laboratory Diagnosis (1917), both with F. M. Johns.
j,

BASSETT, JOHN SPENCER

(1867-1928).

An

historian, horn at Tarboro, N. C. (see
VOL. II). From 1919 until his death, he was
secretary of the American Historical Association.

Professor Bassett also edited, among
other works, Correspondence of George Bancroft
and Jared Sparks (1917) and The Correspondence of Andrew Jackson (6 vols., 1925).

his death.

BASSLEB, RAY SMITH

(1878-

).

An

American palaeontologist, born at Philadelphia
and educated at the University of Cincinnati.
In 1901 he became connected with the United
States National Museum, in which since 1911
he has been curator of palaeontology. Since
1904 he has been assistant professor and professor of geology at George Washington University. With Ferdinand Canu, he published
three quarto volumes of the Cenozoic Bryozoa of
North America and made these early forms of
life available for stratigraphic and economic
purposes. In 1910 he became secretary of the
Palfflontological Society of America.
).
BASTIN, EDSON SUTHERLAND (1878An American geologist and educator, born at
Chicago, 111., and educated at Michigan and Chicago universities (1902 and 1903). From 1904
to 1016, he was connected with the United States
Geological Survey, making investigations in
Maine and the \\estern States, and in 1916-17
he was engaged in the investigation of copper

properties in Chile. From 1917 until 1919, he
served the Government of the United States in

accumulating information concerning mineral resources, and from 1919 to 1920, he was chief of
the division of mineral resources of the United
States Geological Survey. Since 1920 he has
been professor of economic geology at the University of Chicago, and since 1922 also chairman
of the department of geology. He is the author

of numerous government reports and of articles
in geological and mining journals.
British native protecBASU'TOLAND.
torate in South Africa under the control of
the British Colonial Office, administered by a
resident commissioner under the direction of the
high commissioner for South Africa. It has an
area of 11,716 square miles. The census of, 1921
showed a native population of 495,937; 1603
Europeans, 172 Asiatics, 1069 colored. Maseru,
the capital, had 1890 natives and 399 Europeans.
The increase in the European population over
1911-21 was inconsiderable because of prohibitions on white settlements. Education advanced
steadily under missionary administration, in
1926 there being 531 native schools with 44,252
The exports of Basutoland, which is in

A

pupils.

1913-H were

A

BATAILLE, (Ftox) HEWHI

the

publication

of

Uaman

Though the plot was rather

Colibri

in

repelling,

1904.

Maman

charm of Baand the manner in which he idealized
his heroine. La Marche nuptiale (1905) was
regarded by many as the best of his earlier
Colibri triumphed by the sheer

taille's art

A new side of his talent was displayed
L'Amazone (1916), inspired by the World
War, treating of the struggle between the mateThere is in Bataille's
rial and the spiritual.
plays the reflection of a distinct individual temperament. In addition to the works mentioned,

works.
in

publications include La, L6preuse
(1896), a tragedy; Ton Sang and L'Enchantement (1900); Poliche (1906); Les Flambeaux
7
(1912); La Phalene (1913) ; 2V o*re Image, and
Les Scsurs d'Amour (1919) ; L'flomwie a la Rose
(1920); La Tendresse (1921); La Possession
(1922), and La Chair Humaine (1922). He
also wrote verse: La Chambre Blanche (1895) ;
La Divine Tragedie (1916), and La Quadrature
de rAmour (1920). Consult Henri Bataille, by
E. Gaubert (1908), and by P. Blanchart (1922).
An
).
BATES, HENRY MOORE (1869American lawyer and educator born at Chicago
and educated at the University of Michigan
(1890) and the law school of Northwestern University (1892). After practicing law in ChiBattille's

cago, 1892-1003, he became Tappan professor of
law at the University of Michigan and was made
dean of the law school there in 1910. In 191718 he was professor of law at the Harvard Law
School after which he returned to his former
post at the University of Michigan. In 1921
he was appointed a commissioner on uniform
State laws. He was president of the Association of American Law Schools (1912-13), a

member

of the executive committee of the American Institute of Criminal Law (1911-14), and
president of the Order of the Coif (1913-16).
He received the degree of LL.D, from Kalama200 College in 1925.
BATES, LINDON WAILAOE (1858-1924). An
American civil engineer (see VOL. II). He was
chairman of the engineering committee of the
Submarine Defense Association in 1917.

BATES

A

COLLEGE.
nou-sectarfan institution for the higher education of men and women
at Lewiston, Me., founded in 1804. From 1914
to 1928, the student body increased from 450 to
6l5 (in th$ autumn session),, with an additional
enrollment of '229 in the summer session; the

BATESON

faculty increased from 33 to 50; and the endowment from $800,000 to $1,800,000. The library
in 1928 contained 55,732 volumes. During this

period Bates College claimed unique records in
the fields of education, in that 40 per cent of

more than 2GOO living alumni were engaged
in teaching in 1923-24, and that it had provided
more than twice as many high-school principals
in New England as any other college; while in
debating, it was the first American college to
send a team to England, and the first to debate
an English university in the United States,
from which beginnings grew a new institution
of international debating. In 1927-28, a Bates
team, which was sent around the world, met
representative teams at some 25 leading universities of New Zealand, Australia, South Africa,
new department of inand Great Britain.
struction, that of music, with Prof. Seldon T.
Crafts at the head, was installed in 1925, and
courses in appreciation and history of music
were offered, besides supervision of all college
musical activities; a new system of honors
courses for superior students was adopted by
its

A

the faculty in the following year, and further
developed and improved in subsequent years.
In 1925 a new indoor athletic building for men
and women students, a $150,000 gift from
William Bingham, 2d, of Bethel, Me., was
started; in 1926 a chemical laboratory and a
physical education plant were constructed; in
the year 192G-27 the laboratory and Libbey
Forum underwent alterations to provide additional recitation facilities, and the year 1927
saw further renovations, providing for more
classrooms and offices. For 55 years, Bates had
but two presidents. The third president, Clifton Daggett Gray, Ph.D., LL.D., assumed office
in May, 1920, following the death of George Colby Bates, D.D.
BATESON-, WILLIAM (1861-1926). An English zoologist, born at Whitby and educated at
He was SilliSt. John's College, Cambridge.
man Lecturer at Yale University (1907) ; professor of biology at Cambridge University (190809 ) ; Fullerton professor of physiology in the
Royal Institution (1012-14) and president of
the British Association for the Advancement of
Science (1914). In 1910 he became dirctor of
the John Innes Horticultural Institution, and in
1922 a trustee of the British Museum. As the
guest of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, he delivered the principal
address at the meeting held in Toronto in December, 1921. His most important earlier researches dealt with various phases of the theory
of evolution; the moat important of the results
appeared as Materials for the Study of Variation
(1894). After 1900, he was prominently identified with the Mendelian study of genetics and
was regarded as the leading English authority
on this subject, maintaining in opposition to the
biometricians that only through the Mendelian
technique could accurate results in heredity be
obtained. Besides numerous shorter papers, he
published Mendel's Theory of Heredity (1902),
Problems in Genetics (1915), and Menders PrinIn 1928 his widow,
ciples of Heredity (1920).
Beatrice Bateson, published William Bateson,
F.R.S. Naturalist: his Essays and Addresses;
to ff ether wifh a short account of his life.
BATTALION. See ARMIES AND AEMY ORGANIZATION.
BATTISTI, CESARE (1875-1916). An Italian author and patriot, born at Trent, Austria,

BATTER
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and educated at Vienna, Gratz, and Florence.
devoted himself to geographical science and
particularly the history of the Trentino, and was
at one time a member of the Austrian upper
house. When Socialism made its appearance
in Italy, he became an enthusiastic supporter,
and edited, with Mussolini as an assistant,
the Socialist daily, II Popolo, working for the
autonomy of the Trentino, the cessation of Austrian interference, and subsequently the intervention of Italy against Austria. For his views
he was many times imprisoned by Austrian

He

In

authorities.

1915

he

entered

the

Italian

army and in July, 19 1C, while commanding a
company of the Vicenza Battalion, was wounded
at Monte Cor no, and subsequently died. He
wrote II Trentino, Saggio di Geografia, Fisica e
d'Antropogeografia; Termini Geografici Racolti
net Trentino,

BATTLE

among others.
CRUISES.. See VESSEL, NAVAL.

BATTLESHIP. See VESSEL,
TRIC SHIP PROPULSION.

BATTLES
WORLD

OF

\YAR.

BAUCH, BRUNO

NAVAL; ELEC-

THE FRONTIER. Sec
A German
(1877).

philosopher and Kantian scholar, born in Schleswig and educated at the universities of Freiburg, Strassburg, and Heidelberg. He studied
mathematics, natural science, and philosophy
and became associated with the neo-Kantian
group of Hermann Cohen. His first work, Gliickseliffkeit und Pers&nlichkeit in der Kritischen
Ethik, earned him a reputation in philosophical
circles.
On the occasion of the Kantian anni
versary, he published Luther und Kant in 1004,
and shortly afterward wrote a volume on Schil
ler.
Among his other woiks are a philosophical
biography of Kant and Fichte und Unsere Zeit
(1920). Contrary to the tendency before the
World War, Professor Bauch presents Fichte as

a champion of republican ideals and opposed to
military Pan-Germanism. His recent works include Jena und die Philosophic des deutschen
Idealismns (3922) Wahrheit, Wert, und Wirklichkeit (1923), Das Naturgesete (1924), FichU
und der deutsche 8taatsgedanke (1925), Die
Idee (1926) and Der Geist von Potsdam und

Weimar (1926.)
BATTER, L(ouis) A(GKICOLA)

).
(1865An American magnetician, born in Cincinnati,
Ohio (see VOL. II). He was Hallcy lecturer on
terrestrial magnetism at Oxford University in
1913, a member of the National Research Council in 1917, and chairman of the committee on
navigation and nautical instruments of the
Council of National Defense, 1917-18. Ho was
United States delegate to several international
meetings of scientists, and has held office and
membership in numerous foreign and American
In 1905 he received the Charles
associations.
Lagrange Prize of the Royal Society of Sciences,
Letters, and Arts of Belgium, and in 1913 the
George Neumayer Gold Medal in Berlin. The
University of Cincinnati (1913) and Brown
University (1914) made him an honorary Doctor of Science. He has written many articles
for the scientific press on terrestrial magnetism,
physics and kindred electricity and kindred sub-

jects.

BAITER, OTTO
Socialist politician.

An Austrian
).
He was a member of the

(1881-

jurisprudence at the University of
faculty
Vienna, where he devoted himself to the study
of economics. After being held a prisoner of
war in Russia (1915-17), he returned to
of

BATJMAN1T

Vienna and in November, 1918, after the revolution, he became an influential leader of his party,
bent on the union of German Austria with GerHe retired from oflice in 1919 but subsequently was recognized as a power in the Constitutent National Assembly and in the National
Parliament (National rat). His works include
Die 'Nationalitdtenfrage und die Sozialdemokratie (Vienna, 1907); Die Russische Revolution
und das Europaische Proletariat (1917) ; and
Bolschewismus oder Sozialdemokratief (1920).
A French
).
BATTMANN, fiMiLE (1885Catholic novelist and critic whose work shows
the influence of Bourget and Claudel. His novel,
Job le predestin6, which shared the Prix Balzac
in 1922, was mystical in spirit, like his much
discussed L'Immole (1909). His other works
include Les grandes formes de la musique.
L'osuvre de Camille Saint-Saens (1905); La
fosse auaf lions (1911); Trois Villes saintes
(1912) ; La pai du septieme jour, short sketches (1918); Le fer sur I'encline (1920); L'Anneau d'or. Des grands mystiques (1924) ; Saint
Paul (1925); Le signe sur les mains (1926),
and Mon frere le Dominicain (1927). Consult
Idees et Portraits by Louis Bertrand (1927).
A philol).
BATTMER, GEETRTID (1873ogist, teacher, lecturer, and active worker in the
woman's movement of Germany. She was born
in Berlin, where she studied at the university.
She is the author of some philological works, Die
Sosiale Idee und die Weltanschauungen^ des
Neunssehnten Jahrhunderts and Handouch der
Frauenfrage (in collaboration with Helene
Lange). She edited Die Eilfe and Die Frau,
was elected member of the Diet (1918), and became councilor in the Cabinet of the Interior.

many.

BATJMGARTEBT,

boum'gHr-ten, OTTO (1858-

A German theologian who was born at
).
Munich, and educated at the universities of
Strasbourg, Gsttingen, Heidelberg, and Zurich.
He was editor of Evangelische Freiheit and of

the Monastsschrift fiir kirclliche Praxis, published Evangelisch-Sosiale Zeitfragen, and wrote,
among other works, Religioses und kirchliohes
Leben in England, Politik und Moral, Carlyle

und

GoetJie.

1927 the United
States produced 320,940 long tons of bauxite,
valued at $1,988,780. Bauxite is the most imalso
portant ore-mineral of aluminium^ and is
in the chemibeing used to an increasing degree
cal and abrasives industries, as well as in the
the
production of aluminous cements. In 1914
United States output of bauxite was 219,318
long tons valued at $1,669,194. In 1918 domestic production exceeded 600,000 long tons, whereas in 1920 and in 1923, it was in excess of 500,000
long tons. The 1923 output of 522,690 long tons
was an increase of more than 72 per cent in
the
quantity, and 56 per cent in value, over
domestic production in 1922. However, the
1927 production figures represent a decrease of
18 per cent in quantity and in value from the
1926 output. Arkansas continued to hold first
an outplace as a producing State in 1927 with
put of 303,830 long tons as against 371,570 long
tons produced in 1926 and 493,880 long tons, in
1923.
No bauxite was produced in Alabama
during 1924, 1925, or 1926; in 1927 some bauxite was produced in the Eufaula district of Barbauxite
Alabama. Domestic
bour
County,
brought from $5. to $6.50 a long ton in 1927,
the average for the Arkansas output being $6.23
per long ton, for Alabama, $6.06, and for Georgia,

BATTXITE,

boks'it.

In

BAVARIA

17?

These figures are believed to represent
$5.46.
production costs very closely as the greater part
of the domestic bauxite is produced by the same
interests that own the consuming plants.
Imported bauxite, particularly from South
America, increased in importance to domestic
consumers and increased in volume and value
from 110,202 long tons, valued at $393,882 in
1923 to 356,580 long tons valued at #1,572,236
in 1927. Other sources of supply during this
period were Dalmatia and France. A laipe proportion of the bauxite imported from British
and Dutch Guiana entered the United State*
through ports on the Gulf of Mexico and was
used in the production of aluminium metal, and
a smaller proportion was shipped to North Atlantic ports for utilization in the chemical and
abrasives industries. Because of the extent,
quality, and low production costs of the deposits
in these South American count lies, their bauxite
has taken the place of the domestic product except in cases where domestic exploitation is particularly favorable.
Exports of bauxite

and bauxite concentrates
increased from 78,560 long tons valued at $3,380,486 in 1923, to 121,858 long tons valued at
$7,800,491 in 1927, the largest gain taking place
in 1926 and 1927 in response to increased demands of the Canadian and Norwegian plants
of the Aluminium Company of America.

BAUXITE PRODUCED AND CONSUMED IN THE
UNITED STATES IN 1923 AND IN 1927
According

fear
1923
1927

V. S. Bureau of Mines
[In long tons.}

to

Domestic
Production
522,690
320,940

Imports

Exports

119,020
356,580

78,560
121,858

DOMESTIC! BAUXITE

Apparent
Consumption
563,150
555,662

CONSUMED BY UNITED
1923 AND IN 1927

STATES INDUSTRIES IN

U. S. Bureau of Mines
[In long tons.}
Abrasives Alumina
and
Aluminium Chemicals
Cement

According

Tear

to

Total

Refactories

1923
1927

380,518
186,490

68,872
62,410

73,300
71,950

.

.

90

522,690
320,940

BAVA'RIA. During the World War, the
well-known Bavarian particularistic tendencies
were kept in check by a steadfast loyalty to the
Empire, in spite of the fact that the enemies of
Germany attempted to use these aspirations toward breaking the unity of the Empire. Upon
assuming the office of German chancellor in November, 1917, Count Hertling was succeeded as
Bavarian prime minister by von Dandl. The
latter's offer of electorial reform, advanced in
the Diet in October, 1918, came too late in the
face of the German crisis. The November revolution of 1918 resulted in the deposition of the
dynasty and the proclamation of the Republic.
On November 8, the Soldiers and Workers'
1

Council in Munich elected the radical Socialist,
Kurt Eisner, Prime Minister. Eisner wished
to swing Bavaria far to the left and acceded to
the urgent request for elections to the Bavarian
Constituent Assembly only after he had provided
in advance through ordinance for the establishment of a powerful Socialist government. The
elections of Jan. 9, 1919, resulted in the following party divisions in the Assembly: Bavarian
People's Party (successor of the Bavarian Catholic

Centre)

66,

Socialists

62,

Democrats

25,

BAVARIA

and German National
Farmers' League 15. On February 21,
the date of the convocation of the Assembly,
Kurt Eisner was assassinated by a former army
officer and, in consequence, a period of disorder
and lawlessness ensued in which the official Socialist Party and the provinces were at odds with
the Munich Soviets who attempted to usurp all
was
power. After much conflict a new ministry
formed by the Socialist, Hoffmann, and, in view

German

Party

People's Party

9,

of the threatening situation in the capital, the

Government and the Assembly were transferred
to Bamberg in Northern Bavaria. Meanwhile,
the Munich revolutionary councils set up a Soviet republic which was ruthlessly suppressed.
With the overthrow of the Soviets and the return of the Hoffmann government to Munich, the

slow but steady process of reaction in Bavaria
began. At the time of the Knapp Putsch (March,
1020), the reactionary movement had progressed
to a point where the Socialist government could
be replaced by a bourgeois coalition under von
Kahr, consisting of the Bavarian People's Party,
the Democrats, and the Farmers' League. The
elections for the Diet on June 6, 1920, showed a
further swing to the right. Thereupon, von
Kahr reorganized his cabinet so as to include
men more fully in sympathy with his own reactionary views. During 1921 the existence in
Bavaria of secret military organizations in violation of the Versailles Treaty led to a serious
dispute between the Berlin and Munich governments, as a result of which von Kahr resigned
on Sept. 12, 1921, and was succeeded by Count
von Lerchenfeld. The new premier represented
a more liberal viewpoint and reached subsequently a satisfactory agreement with the Government of the Reich. This turn toward moderation, however, was the result merely of pressure

from without and had little effect on Bavarian
reaction, which continued to grow daily in
strength. The Lerchenfeld government found
little support in the country to cope with the
secret military societies and the solid nationalist
organization against treaty-enforcement and de-

too

mocracy. Moreover, Bavaria became a haven
for all the extreme monarchist elements in Germany and henceforth all natlonist opposition to
the Republic had its headquarters in Munich.
In consequence of the activities of the Bavarian
reactionaries, in 1922 the Reich came into conCount von Lerchenfeld,
flict with the Allies.
whose liberal tendencies lacked the support of
the majority of the Bavarian people, was forced
to resign early in November of the same year
and a strongly monarchist government was
formed by von Knilling with a programme of
opposition to the fulfillment of the Peace Treaty.
Under the influence of the reparation policy of
the Allies and particularly of the developments
in the Ruhr, Bavarian reaction and nationalism
blazed forth in 1923 into a violent flame. The
National Socialists with a programme of extreme nationalism and anti-Semitism sought refuge in Bavaria and under the leadership of
Adolf Hitler formed activist organizations without interference from the Bavarian goverment.
On Sept. 26, 1923, the Knilling ministry suspended civil law and appointed von Kahr General
State Commissioner with the powers of a dictator.
Kahr and his lieutenant, General von
Lossow, the commander of the Bavarian Reichswehr, took a stand against the laws and decrees
of the Reich, especially against the "Law for the
tense situation beDefense of the Republic."
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tween Bavaria and the Reich resulted therefrom,
which on the part of Bavaria took the form of

direct refusal to recognize the authority of the
Berlin government. Only the utmost caution
and considerable sacrifice of principle on the
part of the central government prevented open
hostilities between the Reich and the recalcitrant state. To make matters even more complicated, the National Socialists under Ludendorff
and Hitler executed on Nov. 8, 1918, their ludicrous "Beer Hall" Putsch. Kahr and Lossow,
who at first had taken part in the affair but
later claimed that they had been forced into such
action by threats, suppressed the movement on
the following day by military force and arrested
the ringleaders. This procedure, however, by no
means met with the approval of Nationalist Bavaria and, in consequence of his starfd in the affair, Kahr's position in the Diet was considerably
weakened. Hence, Kahr and Lossow resigned in
February, 1924, and the full conduct of the government was again taken over by the Knilling
ministry. During the following month, the farcical trial of the perpetrators of the "Beer Hall"
Putsch gave the world a fair view of the
strength of Nationalism in Bavaria.
On Aug. 14, 1919, Bavaria adopted a new constitution, which conformed with the provisions
of the constitution of the Reich.
According to
this document, the supreme power lay with the
The executive power was vested in a
people.
ministry taken as a whole and the legislative
power in a single-chamber diet, elected for four
years by all Bavarian citizens, male or female,
of 20 years of age, on the basis of one member
for every 62,000 inhabitants.
Provision was
made for the application of the system of proportional representation and for equal, direct,
and secret suffrage. Under the constitution of
the Reich, Bavaria was shorn of its special military, financial, railroad,

See GERMANY.
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WILLIAM THOMAS (1875-

).

educator, born at Oberlin, Ohio,
and educated at Denison University, the Mechanics Institute of Rochester N. Y., and Teachers
College of Columbia University. After
teaching in various schools, he was director of
the Manual Training Department of the Illinois
State Normal University (1903-10), assistant
dean of the College of Engineering of the University of Illinois (1910-12), specialist in industrial education of the United States Bureau
of Education (1914-19), and assistant to the
commissioner (1919-23). He became associate
superintendent of Schools' at Tulsa, Okla., in 1923
and since 1909 has edited the Manual Training
Magazine, later changed to the Industrial Education Magazine ( Peoria, 111. ) .

BAX, ARNOLD

(E. TREVOR)

(1883-

British composer, born in London.
to 1905 he studied at the Royal

).

A

From 1900
Academy of

w.ith Tobias Matthay (piano) and FredCorder (composition). He has written
Festival Overture; the symphonic poems Into
the Twilight, In the Fairy Hills, Christmas Eve
on the Mountains, The Garden of Fand, November Woods, In Memoriam, and Tintagel;
choral works with orchestra, Fatherland and
Enchanted Summer; a Symphony in E flat minor; chamber music, piano pieces, and songs.
An English
).
BATES, GILBERT (1872He received the gold
sculptor, born in London.
medal and a traveling scholarship from the
Royal Academy in 1899. Examples of his work
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were purchased by the Dresden National Museum
the following year, and by the Royal Academy,
with the Chantrey Bequest, in 1910, and were
added to permanent collections iii Preston in
1920, Liverpool in 1921, and Dunedin in 1920.
Besides his portrait figures, which include that
of King George V, Bayes designed decorative
pieces, often with a horse as the motif. Among
these are the bronze equestrian statues of War
and Peace at the National Art Gallery in Sydney.
He won honorable mention at the Paris 'international Exhibition in 1900, and a diplome
d'honneur and gold medal at the international
exhibition of decorative art at Paris in 1925.
See SCULPTURE.
BAYLISS, SIB WILLIAM MADDOCK (1860British physiologist, born at Wednes1924).
bury, Staffordshire, and educated at Oxford and
the University of London. He was appointed
professor of general physiology in the University
of London and, with Harden, edited the BiochemHe delivered the Herter Lectures
ical Journal.
at the New York Academy of Medicine in 1922.
His principal writings are The Principles of
General Physiology (1915); Nature of Enzyme
Action ( 1908 ) Physiology of Food and. Economy of Diet (1917) ; Intravenous Injection and
Wound Shook (1918); Introduction to General
Physiology (1919); The Vaso-motor System
(1923), and Interfacial Forces and Phenomena
in Physiology (1923).
FESTIVAL. See Music, under Festivals.
An
).
BAYS, ALFHED WILLIAM (1876American lawyer, born at Vermont, 111., and
educated at Knox College and the School of Law
of Northwestern University. He was appointed
lecturer at the university in 1905 and was aduntil he became professor
vanced progressively
"
of law in 1912; at the same time he continued
his general practice in Chicago. He is author
and compiler of the American Commercial Law
Series, 9 vols. (1911-12; 2d ed., 1920-22), Cases
on Commercial Law (1914; 2d ed., 1923), Business Law (1919; 2d ed., 1925).
BAZIN, ba'zaw', REN ( FRANCIS) (1853French Catholic novelist and man of
).
Les Wouveaux OberU
letters (see VOL. III).
(1919) treating of the patriotism of the Alsatians, handled in a simple manner, was regarded
as a masterpiece. His other works include
Mtmovres d'une vieille fille; L Abandown6
(1914); Rtcits du temps de la guerre (1915);
La closerie de Champdolent (1917) ; Le manage
de Mile. Qimel; La barriere; Histoire de vingtquatre sonnet tes; Ferdinand Jacques Herv6 Bastim,
(1921); Charles de Foucauld, easplorateur
(1921; tr. 1923) ; II ttait quatre petits enfants,
children
for
(1923) ; Le conte du triolet
(1924); Paysages et pays d'Anjou (1926);
Baltus le Lowrain (1926), and Mis de l*6glise a
history of the Roman Catholic Church (1927).
Consult Rent Basin, by Charles Baussan (1924).
BEAL, ALVIN CASEY ( 1872-1928 ) . An American floriculturist, born at Mt. Vernon, 111., and
educated at Illinois and Cornell universities.
From 1900 to 1908, he was instructor of floriculture at the University of Illinois, and from
1913 to 1928, professor of floriculture at Cornell.
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He was a member

of

many

floricultural societies

and wrote numerous research bulletins and articles. In his later years, he specialized in the
development of gladioli and in 1927 wrote The
Gladiolus, a standard work of its culture.
An
).
BEAL; GIFFOBD REYNOLDS (1879-

BEAUD

American painter, born in New York, who
studied with Cha.se, DuMuad. and Hanger. He
was elected an Academician in M14 and he
took prizes at the Academy in 1010, 1913, and
1919.
In 1013 he took a modal at the Art Institute of Chicago and at the Corcoran fJallery,
Washington, D. C., and in 1915 lie wa.j* awarded
a gold medal at the Panama-Pacific Inter national
Exposition at San Francisco. Among his many
awards is included the gold modal of the Xais
Pieiil
tional Arts Club (1918 and 1025).
a versatile colorist. His subjects are takcm
from many fields and moods. His circus picOf another genre
tures had a peculiar reclame.
are his garden scenes, peopled with ladies in

and dandies of long ago. Later picshow gain in organization. His best
known work includes "Mayfair" and "The Albany Boat/* in the Metropolitan Museum (Xew
York), and "A Puff of Smoke/' in the Art Incrinolines

tures

stitute (Chicago).
He is represented also in
the Syracuse, San Francisco, and Detroit museums.

A
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BEARD, CHARLES AUSTIN (1874prominent American historian and publicist (see
VOL. III). After 1914, Mr. Beard's work assumed increasing importance. His insistence
on the part played by economics in the development of America's institutions was recognized
by American scholars as' a major contribution to
historical thought. He projected an ambitious
study of the interrelations between politics and
economics in American life, with The Economic
Interpretation of the Constitution (1913) and
a continuance of its story in The Economic
of Jeffersonian Democracy
(1915).
Origins
These works not only received the commendation
of scholars but also were read widely, for Mr.
Beard's stylistic talents are considerable. These
factors enhanced the popularity of his other
works; his Contemporary American History
(1914) and The History of the United States
(1921), are used as general texts by schools
throughout the country. In 1917 he gained
prominence by his stand for academic free
speech; his resignation from Columbia University was a protest against the dismissal of two
His interest in contemporary
of his colleagues.
social and educational problems then led him
to affiliate himself with the Bureau of Municipal
Research (New York) and later with the New
School for Social Research. He wrote prolifically on many historical and allied themes, his
works including the excellent Economic Basis
of Politics (1922), Cross Currents in Europe Today (1922), Administration and Politics of
Tokyo (1923), and The American Party Battle
(1923), besides several textbooks for schools.
With his wife, Mary Ritter Beard (q.v.), he
wrote The Rise of American Civilisation (1927),
one of the outstanding books of its decade. He
Panorama
was editor of Whither Mankind:
of Modem Civilisation (1928).
BEARD, MART RITTEB (MRS. CHARLES A.)
An American writer and suf).
(1876frage leader, born at Indianapolis and educated
at DePauw and Columbia universities. Slie
was editor of The Woman Voter until 1912, a
member of the executive committee of the Congressional Union for Woman Suffrage, and
former vice chairman for Manhattan of the
Woman Suffrage Pasty of New York. She is the
author of several excellent historical surveys,
'American Citizenship, with her husband (1913),
Women's Work in Municipalities ( 1915 ), Short
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History of the American Labor Movement (1920),
a useful and readable summary; and, in collaboration with her husband, History of the United
States (1921) and The Rise of American Civilisation (1927).

ISLAND. A desolate arctic island
at 74 30' North Lat. and 19 East Long, about
200 miles off Norway, which officially took possession of it Aug. 14, 1925. Its economic value
This coal, which has
lies in the coal mines.
coal
coking properties, supplements Spitzbergen
in the industries of Norway. The population is
the sumlargely seasonal, ranging from 260 in
mer of 1923 to 82 in the winter of 1923-24. See

BEAU

SPITSBERGEN.

BEATTY, be'ti, DAVID BEATTT, FIBST EARL
A British admiral born in
OF (1871).
County Wexford, Ireland. He entered the navy

in 1884, served with the Nile flotilla in 1896,
in 1900,
participated in the advance on Peking
acted as aide-de-camp to Edward VII in 1908
and as naval secretary to the First Lord of the

Admiralty in 1912, when he was made commander of the First Battle Cruiser Squadron. The
outbreak of the World War gave him the opportunity for independent command. He distinguished himself in the naval battles of Heligoland Bight (Aug. 28, 1914), Dogger Bank (Jan.
24, 1915), and Jutland. (May 31, 1916), where

his direction of the battle cruisers was characterized by spirit and enterprise. In December,
1916, he was raised to the post of commander-inchief of the Grand Fleet, in succession to Sir
John Jellicoe. In 1919 he received a peerage,
the Order of Merit, and was made First Sea
Lord, a position which he held until 1927.
Then he became Privy Councillor. He married,
in 1901, Ethel Field, the daughter of an American, Marshall Field.

A

BE ATTY, EDWARD WENTWOBTH

(1877-

).

president of the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company, born at Thorold, Ont., and educated
at Upper Canada College, the Model School of
Toronto, Harboard Collegiate Institution (Tolonto), Toronto University, and Osgoode Hall
Law School. After reading law in a Toronto
office, he was called to the Ontario Bar in 1901,
and in the same year was appointed assistant in
the law department of the Canadian Pacific
Railway. He became assistant solicitor in 1905,
general solicitor in 1910, general counsel in 1913,
vice president in 1915, King's counsel for Ontario in 1915, King's counsel for the Dominion
in the same year, and director of the company
in 1916. He was constituted a member of the
executive committee in 1916 and was elected
president in 1918. He was chancellor of Queens
University, Kingston, Ont., (1919-23) and has
been chancellor of McGill University, Montreal,
since 1921.

BEAT7X, CECELIA (1863can painter (see VOL. III). She

).

won

An

Ameri-

the Saltus

Medal from the National Academy of Design in
1914; medal of honor from the Panama-Pacific
International Exposition (1915) ; the Proctor
Portrait Prize from the National Academy of
Design (1915) ; the National Arts Club Prize of
the N. A. Women Painters Society (1917) ; and
the Logan Medal from the Art Institute of
Chicago in 1921. She is represented in the Metropolitan Museum of New York, the Boston Art
Museum, and the Art Institute of Chicago.

INSTITUTE

OF.
b6'zar%
DESIGN". This institute was organized in 1916
by members of the Society of Beaux-Arts Archi-

BEAUX-ARTS,

BECHTTANALAND

who had formerly attended the ficole des
Beaux Arts of Paris. It was formed in order
to carry on the educational work which had developed from the original social club of the
Society of Beaux-Arts Architects. The main
courses were in architecture, but this was supplemented by important courses in sculpture,
mural painting, and interior decoration. The
tects

institute now serves as a clearing house for advanced architectural design in the majority of
big architectural schools in the United States,
from California to New York, and its number of
pupils has increased from about 1100 in 1914
to 2077 in 1928.
Building, 304 East 44th
Street; Director, Whitney Warren, 16 East 47th
Street, New York, N. Y.
BEAVERBROOK, RT. HON. WILLIAM MAXWELL AITKEN, FIBST BABON OP (1879).
A British politician and owner of the London
Daily Express and its associated newspapers,
who was born in New Brunswick, Canada, and
educated at the public school there. A firm
believer in the British Empire, after amassing
a fortune in the cement business, he went to
England in 1910 and entered Parliament as a
Unionist, being knighted in the next year, and
raised to the peerage in 1916. In that year, he
was the official representative of the Canadian
government at the front, then he was in control of the Canadian War Records (1917), and
in 1918 he entered the cabinet as Chancellor of
the Duchy of Lancaster and Minister of Information. Through his personal influence, that
of his press,

and the power of his large fortune,

he played a leading part in political events during the World War and post-war period. He
wrote Canada, in Flanders (2 vols, 1916-1917),
Success
(1921), Politicians and the Press
(1925), and Politicians and the War (1928).
).
BEAZLEY, CHABLES RAYMOND (1868An English geographer and historian (see VOL.
III). In 1918 he made another visit to America
to lecture on the British armies in France.
Beazley was elected an honorary vice president
of the Royal Historical Society, a fellow of the
Royal Geographical Society, and a Member of
the Royal Asiatic Society. His later works are
Notebook of Mediceval History (1917); History
of Russia, with colleagues (1918) ; and Nineteenth Century Europe (1922).
BECHTEBEV, VLADIMIR (1857-1927). A
Russian neurologist and psychologist, born in
the Wjatka Province of Russia, and educated at
the Petersburg Medieo-Chirurgical Akademie
He discovered "Bechterev's nu(M.D., 1878).
cleus" (of the anterior auditory root) and his
experiments in the conditional reflexes in dogs
furnished an approach to the doctrine of human behaviorism. Before the World War, he
was professor of neurology and psychiatry in
the universities of Kasan and St. Petersburg.
Afterward, he devoted himself largely to the Le-

ningrad Brain Pantheon. Some of his most important books are Les voies de conduction du
cerveau et de la moelle (1900) ; Die Personlichkeit (1906); Psyche und Leben (1908); Les
fonctions nerveuses (1910), and Objective Psychologic oder Refiesnoloffie (1913). His most
important work after the War was Allgemeine
Orundlagen der Reflexologie des Menschen
(1926).

A

BECHTTANALAITD, be-chwa'na-land.
British native protectorate in South Africa
under control of the British Colonial Office, administered by a resident commissioner under the

BECK

whom

1743 were Europeans. The most important city is Serowe; population, 20,000. The
native peoples are a pastoral folk for the most

and export cattle and skins to South African markets, notably Kimberley, Johannesburg,
and Mafeking. The mines of the Tati District
produced gold and silver valued at 16,020 in
part,

1926-27. Administrative costs consistently increased, expenditures in 1913-14 being
66,749,
and in 1926-27, 108,578. The revenue in the
same year was 131,551. The protectorate belongs to the South African Customs Union and
no figures for local trade are kept. There are
10 schools for Europeans and 81 for natives

(1926-27).

Chronic Suppurations, which aroused much inThe use of the paste made possible X-ray
photographs of sinuses as bismuth is a contrast

terest.

substance. .Much debate arose as to the existence and nature of poisoning from absorption of
the paste, which sometimes developed.
An
).
BECK, JAMES MONTGOMERY (1861American lawyer and author, born at Philadelphia and educated at Moravian College. He
was admitted to the bar in 1884. He was
United States Attorney for the Eastern District
of Pennsylvania (1896-1900), assistant attorney general of the United States (1900-03), and
member of the law firms of Shearman & Sterling, New York (1913-17), and of Beck, Crawford & Harris, New York (1917-21). In addition, he has held the position of trustee and
director,

aud

in

1921-25

was

solicitor

general of the United States. He was a member
of the 70th Congress, representing the First
District of Pennsylvania. He is the ^author^of
several works on international relations, with
searching analyses of the problems of war and
peace. The Evidence in the Case (1914) discusses the question of responsibility for the

World War, with a condemnation of Germany.
The War and Humanity, with a foreword by

Theodore Roosevelt (1916), is a brief for world
cooperation. The Reckoning (1918) is a discussion of the moral aspects of the peace problem,
and The Passing of the 'New Freedom (1920) is
a satire on President Wilson. He is also author of The League of Nations (1919) ; The Constitution of the United States, with a preface by
the Earl of Balfour (1923), and The Vanishing
Bights of the States (1926).
An
).
BECKER, ALFRED LE ROY (1878American lawyer, born in Buffalo, N". Y., and
educated at Harvard and Buffalo universities.
He practiced law in Buffalo, 1902-14, and later
became deputy attorney of the State of New

(1915-19). He attained a nation-wide
reputation during the years 1917 to 1919 for
his investigation and exposure of German plots
and propaganda. In 1919 he resumed practice
in New York City. He is known as a lecturer
on Dutch history in New York. He is the
author of Forged Checks and Drafts (1927).

York

BECKER, CARL LOTUS
American

Iowa, and educated at Wisroiibin and Columbia
universities.
He taught histoiy successively at
Pennsylvania State and Daitmuuth colleges and
Kans-as, Minnesota, and Coinell universities.

He became

professor of histoiy at Cornell in
In 1915 he was made n" member of the
board of editors of the American Historical JteA student of Frederick .T. Turner, ho acriffic.
quired much of his master's historical philosophy, technical skill, and literary htyle. His
most successful works in this respect have been
"Kansas" in the Turner Essays (1010), Beginnings of the American People (101.3), and The
Eve of the Revolution (1918). The latter is
easily one of the best of the Chronicles of America series.
His other works include America's
TT0r Aims and Peace Terms (1918) ; The United
The
States, an Experiment in Democracy (1020)
Declaration of Independence A Study in the
History of Political Ideas (1922), and many
monographs on the French Revolution, which is
the theme of his principal seminar.
1017.

;

G. (1866An American
).
surgeon, horn in Bohemia, and educated in
Prague and at the University of Illinois (M. D.,
1896). About 1908 he reported favorable results from the use of a bismuth paste in the
treatment of tuberculous sinuses and in 1910
published a monograph Bismuth Paste in

BECK, EMIL
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direction of the high commissioner for South
Africa. It has an area of 275,000 square miles
and a population (census of 1921) of 152,983 of

historian, born in

(1873-.

).

An

Blackhawk County,

An
).
BECKETT, PERCY GORDON (1882American mining engineer, born in Quebec, Canada, and educated at Fettes College, Edinburgh,
and at the School of Mines at Camborne, Cornwall.
He served as superintendent and engineer
of
several
important mining corporations.
From 1008 to 1912, he was engineer for Phelps,
Dodge & Co., in Arizona, and was also the general
manager of the Old Dominion Company at Globe,
He became general manAriz., from 1912-17.
ager and vice president of the Phelps, Dodge
Corporation in Arizona in 1920.
BECKHAM, J. CKEPPS WICKLIFFE (1869An American lawyer and ex-senator,
).
born at Bardstovvn, Ky., and educated at the Central University of Kentucky.
He was admitted
to the Kentucky bar in 1893.
In 1894 and 189698, he was a member of the Kentucky House of
4
Representatives, and was Speaker in the latter
From 1900 to 1907, he was the governor
year.
of Kentucky.
He was a member of the United
States Senate, 1915-21, and a delegate-at-large
and member of the Committee on Resolutions of
the Democratic National Convention in 1904,
1908, and 1912; he was delegate-at-large in 1916
and 1920.

BEDFORD-JONES, HENRY JAMES

O'BRIEN.
An
(1887).
author, born at Napanee, Ont., and educated jat
(Toronto). He collaborated in
Trinity College
The Boys 9 Big-Qame series. The Boy Scouts of
the Air series, and The Captain Becky series
(1912). Besides contributions to magazines, he
has written Gatliered Verse (1916), L'Arle
Croche Mission (1917), The Mesa Tra.il (1920),
The Shadow (1922), Canada, 169o (1922), Son
of Cincinnati (1925), Rodomont (1925), Black
Bull (1927), and King's Passport (1928).
BEDIER, CHARLES-MARIE-JOSEPH ( 1 864-

(John

).

Wycliffe,

pseud.)

An eminent French

scholar

who was

born in Paris and, after teaching in the faculties
of Fribourg and Caen, succeeded Gaston Paris at
the College de France (1903) as professor of
mediaeval French language and literature. He
was elected to the French Academy in 1920 and
was a director of the Revue de France.
As a scholar, he united minute scientific accuracy with sure literary insight as. was shown
in the introduction to his edition of the Lai de
I'Ombre (1890), Les Fabliaux (1893), and Les
Legendes fipiques, 4 vols. (1908-13). In the Lai
de VQmbre, he opposed the mechanical German

method

of

text

constitution.

The

Ltgendes

BEEBE
$piques was

a monumental work in which he
refuted the old theory of the origin of epic poems. His Tristan et Iseult (1900) was an adaptation of the ancient story, based on all the extant mediaeval versions in every language, and
his Chanson de Roland (1922), with a commeneditary and glossary ( 1927 ) , was a diminutive
tion of the oldest French masterpiece.
The collating of these numerous texts was
care. During the World
done with

painstaking
War, Bedier abandoned his scholarly work and
of Germany, of
published several arraignments
which L Effort Francis is the best known. Be9

sides

numerous

articles in periodicals, his

work

not mentioned above includes Colin Muset, a
Latin thesis (1893); Etudes Critiques (1903);
Thomas's Roman de Tristan, 2 vols. (1903-05)
Deux Poemes de la Folie Tristan (1907) ; Chansons de Croisade (1909), and Histoire de la Hiteraturc frangaise illustree (2 vols, 1923-24).
He wrote part of the Ristoire de la nation franHanotaux.
c.aise, edited by Gabriel
).
BEEBE, ( CHARLES) WILLIAM (1877;

ornithologist, explorer, and essayHe is the author of
ist
(see VOL. III).
Monograph of the Pheasants, an elaborate work
in four volumes, the first of which appeared in
1918 and the second in 1921, Galapagos: World's

An American
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(1924), Jungle Days (1925), The Arcturus
Adventure (1925), Pheasant Jungles (1927),
He also wrote
and Beneath Tropic Seas ( 1 928 )
essays founded on his observations in the tropics.
Most of these appeared in the Atlantic Monthly.
A
).
BEECHAM, SIB THOMAS (1879British orchestral conductor, born in Liverpool.
While pursuing regular academic studies, he was
instructed in music by private teachers. In
1899 he formed at Huyton an amateur orchestra
which he conducted for three years and which
gave him sufficient practical experience to ac^cept, in 1902, a post as conductor with Truman's
Opera Company. At the conclusion of the tour,
he devoted an entire year to further serious
study and then appeared, in 1905, as a fullfledged symphonic conductor with the Queen's
Hall Orchestra. The following year, he founded
the New Symphony Orchestra, which he conducted till 1908, when he formed the Beecham
Symphony Orchestra. In 1910 he gave at Covent Garden a season of grand opera, conducting
personally an extensive repertoire and arousing
great enthusiasm by the excellence of the performances, to which his own splendidly drilled
orchestra largely contributed. This success induced him to continue his career as impresario
until 1920, when he suddenly retired from all
musical activity. He emerged from this voluntary retirement just as suddenly in 1923, when
he appeared as conductor of the Halle Orchestra
in Manchester. During the season 1915-16, he
was also conductor of the London Philharmonic
Society. He was knighted in 1916. Among the
important novelties which he introduced to England are R. Strauss's Feuersnot, Salome, Elektra, Rosenkavalier, Ariadne auf Naxos, and
d'Albert's
Josefsleaende;
Tieftand;
RimskyKorsakov's Le Coq d'Or; Delius's Romeo and
Juliette in the Village; liroux's Le Ohemineau;
Holbrook's Dylan; Lehmann's Everyman; Stan-

End

.

The

Critic,' Borodin's Prince Igor, MusGodunov and Chovantchina, etc.
he
all,
produced about 120 operas and ballets,
of which one-half were either novelties or reIn 1928 he visited the United States,
vivals^
appearing with almost sensational success as

ford's

sorgsky's Boris

In
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guest conductor of several of the foremost sym-

phony orchestras.

BEE DISEASES.

See

ENTOMOLOGY,

ECO-

NOMIC.

BEEP.

See LIVE STOCK.
See COKE.
EDWIN (1876).

BEEHIVE COKE.
BEER,
surgeon,

born in

An American
New York and educated at

Columbia University. He was a prolific writer
on surgery of the male urinary organs and in
1910 first described what was originally known
as Beer's method of treating tumors of the
bladder by the high frequency current applied
through the natural passages. His great success
with this method led to its general adoption by
genito-urinary surgeons. In recent years, he did
pioneer work in minor surgery upon child paHe has also published many papers on
tients.

abdominal surgery.

BEER, GEORGE Louis (1872-1920). An
American historian (see VOL. III). He served
with distinction on the American Commission to
Negotiate Peace (1919), in control of Colonial
affairs.
On the formation of the League of
Nations, he was made director of the mandatory
section of the League's secretariat. His imtimely death robbed the League of one of its
most enlightened champions. Friends collected
his important papers in 1923 under the title of
African Questions at the Peace Conference.
His studies of the British Colonial system in
America were awarded the first Loubat Prize in
1913 as the best work published in the English
language during the preceding five years on the
history, geography, or archaeology of America.
An American
).
BEER, THOMAS (1889writer, born at Council Bluffs, Iowa, and educated at Yale and Columbia universities. He
served in the World War (1917-18) and has
contributed short stories to The Century, Saturday Evening Post 9 Smart Set, etc. In 1922 he
published The Fair Rewards; in 1923, Stephen
Orane: A Study in American Letters, in 1924,
Sandoval, a novel, in 1926, The Mauve Decade,

and in 1928, Road

to

Heaven: a Romance of

Morals.

A British
).
BEEB'BOHM, MAX (1872author and caricaturist (see VOL. Ill), who
lived in Rapallo, Italy.
His later works include
Savonarola: an 'Elizabethan* play (1919) ; Seven
Men (1919); And Even Now (1920); More
(1922); A Defence of Cosmetics (1922); A
Peep Into the Past (1923); A Variety of
Things (1928), and The Dreadful Dragon of Hay
Hill (1928). He also published books of his
caricatures: A Survey (1921) ; Jtossetti and His
Circle (1922); Things Hew and Old (1923),
and Observations (1925). Consult Ma Beerbohm in Perspective, with a bibliography, by
Bohun Lynch (1921) ; Peeps at the Mighty, by
Patrick Braybrooke (1927), and The Artists of
the 1890's, by John Rothenstein (1928).
BEETLE, JAPANESE. See ENTOMOLOGY,
ECONOMIC.

An
BEHAMT, RICHARD JOSEPH (1879).
American surgeon, born at Pittsburgh, Pa., and
educated in medicine at the university there.

He

is known for his extensive
monograph Pain
(1914), the most complete work ever written
on the subject. In the second Balkan War he
served as a surgeon at the Fourth Reserve HosHe has been surgeon to various
pital in Serbia.
Pittsburgh hospitals and director of the cancer

department of the Pittsburgh Skin and Cancer
.Foundation.

BEHAVIORISM
BEHAVIORISM. A school of

psychological
developed in recent years "under the
leadership of the American psychologist. Prof.
John B. Watson. Its central idea is to regard
psychology as a scientific study of behavior and
to explain behavior as a system of responses to
stimuli. The topic of behaviorism in 1024 occupied the forefront of psychological polemic and
had divided Anglo-American psychologists into
two camps, the behaviorists "and the antiIn the United States, the psycholbehaviorists.
ogists styling themselves behaviorists were said
to constitute a numerical majority, but as there
exist among them infinite variations of doctrine,
ranging from Watson's own statement in his
Psychology from the Standpoint of a Behavioris t (lOlflj to the mere use of certain behavior
concepts, this is not as significant as it may
seem.
Behaviorism may be best understood as a
somewhat impatient attempt to make psychology a science like other sciences regardless of
the peculiar complexity of mental phenomena.
It is a reaction against the slow methods of experimental introspection developed by Wundt
and Titchener. It is therefore a revolt in the direction of empiricism and objectivity. The
method of behaviorism was evolved from animal
psychology. In 1906 there was published in
Paris a book by Kpstylef on the present crisis
in psych ology. *In it the author portrayed what
he regarded as the theoretical breakdown of experimental psychology, and showed that individual experimentation had outrun the capacity
of the science for synthesis. The number of
experimental papers accumulated in the United
States alone defied any effort at integration.

doctrine

As a remedy for this disorganization, Kosup the conditioned reflex theory de-

tylef held

veloped by the Russian physiologists, Pavlov and
Bechterev a theory which would transform psychology into an objective science. What was
this conditioned reflex? When food is exposed
to a dog, his mouth begins to salivate. This
Now the same dog can
is called a reflex action.
be made to salivate when food is exposed and a
gong rings at the same time. After the sound
of the gong and the exposure of the food has been
imposed upon the dog's attention at repeated
intervals, the food can be withdrawn altogether,
and the salivation reflex will be induced by the
sound of the gong alone. This conditioned reflex will function only a short length of time
about a month, unless its association with the
simple reflex is renewed.
In this conditioned reflex and in the formation
of new habit responses, Kostylef saw the hope
of developing a completely objective psychology
which would explain even the most complex
human activities. In retrospect, we may say
that we had here the essentials of the behaviorist programme without the label of behaviorism.
The behaviorist movement, however, did not
crystallize until the work of Pavlov and Bechterev was translated and made available in English and German, and was combined with the
already thriving animal psychology studied by
Thorndike, Washbiirn, Jennings, and Watson.
The behavior articles of Watson began to be
about 1913 and soon attracted a folSublished
)wing to the new point of view, as well as bitter criticism from the camp of the introspectionists.
is
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First and foremost, the-behaviorist viewpoint
a challenge to the traditional preoccupation

of psychology with consciousness.

Historically,

modern psychology developed out of the empirLocke's que-st for
ical movement in philosophy
the origin of ideas. The first fundamental

theory of psychology was the association of ideas
As the technique of physiology
or sensations.
\vas perfected, the association! st psychology was
modified into a physiological psychology, with
the hypothesis of psycho-physical parallelism as
the theoretical bridge. Mental phenomena as introspectively reported were correlated with the
physical or* physiological stimuli, and thus the
progress of the science was made to depend on
two factors: the perfection and precision of
laboratory apparatus and introspective training
on the p art of tne observer. Introspection
could never be made precise enough to compare
with the mathematical delicacy of physical and
physiological technique, and moreover, there was
the additional difficulty of passing from conscious taste to conscious action.
On the other hand, biology approached the
fc

study of animals and man 'precisely through
the notion of individual action for the protection of the organism, and it is from biology that
the idea of instincts, or inherited modes of action, and reflexes, or acts automatically induced
by stimuli, were developed and passed on to

The difficulty here was just the reto pass from acts to consciousness.
concept of the struggle for existence, with

psychology.
verse,

The

how

ambiguous connotation of mechanism and
conscious reflection, has often been made to serve
as a connecting link between activity and
thought. Around this concept has grown, the
school of psychology known as functionalist!!
implying that psychic activity is a unified function of the individual in his biological strugThe best representative of this psychology
gle.
in America was William James, who incidentally
derived his pragmatic philosophy largely out of
the same motif. Where the structuralists sought
microscopic precision through introspective analysis, the functionalists slurred over details for
the benefit of a sweeping gesture.
In animal psychology, treated elsewhere under
that title, none of the problems of introspective
analysis is present for the simple and sufficient
reason that we cannot ask animals to introspect.
The method of procedure is necessarily objective,
being confined to a study of external behavior in
correlation with the stimulus or situation set by
the experimenter for the animal. However, if
the observation is objective, the interpretation
of results or, for that matter, the setting of the
experiment, betrays a reference to the introspective consciousness of the human individual.
No experimenter can regard the animal as a
dumb mechanism in spite of the fact that the
response to stimulus is in many cases almost
automatic. And the very existence of the conditioned reflex leads to problems almost as puzzling as the association of ideas in man. But
just as the early associationists took the association of ideas to be a mechanical affair,
regulated by such conditions as contiguity, frequency, etc., so many of the animal psychologists look upon the conditioned reflex as if it
were an automatic mechanism. The discovery
of "insight" in the animal as a means of meeting
problems (see ANIMAL PSYCHOLOGY) also promises to offer serious difficulty to the behaviorist.
Under ordinary conditions, the adoption of the
technique of animal psychology to explore the
complexities of the human mind would be reits
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garded as an attempt to explain the obscure
by the more obscure. But the ground had already been prepared for throwing out consciousness from human psychology. As one wit
put it, after losing its "soul, psychology was
to lose its rnind. In 1904 James led a polemic
against the belief in the existence of consciousness as an entity. He was ready to grant a
functional existence to it, but would have nothing to do with "the hypothesis of a transempirical reality." Those who still cling to consciousness, he said, "are clinging to a mere echo,
the faint rumor left behind by the disappearing
*soul'
upon the air of philosophy. . The
healthy thing for philosophy is to leave off
.

.

grubbing underground for what effects effectuation or makes action act."
Another influence which favored the rise of
behaviorism was the pressure of American life
in the direction of an empirical applied psychology, or a psychology of individual capacities.
Here, too, biological functionalism was the imthe use of

plicit theoretical assumption, but
statistical methods prevented any grievous erIn the case of behaviorism, the appeal
rors.

presented is not that of the actuary, who predicts future cases by comparison with the tabulated instances of the past: it is rather the
appeal of system. FTuman activity is explained
in a quasi-mechanical manner as the play of inSensation and percepstincts, reflexes, habits.
tion are abolished, and thought is reduced to
the status of an implicit language habit. Red,
yellow, blue are no longer regarded as visual
sensations or after images, but are responses to
the respective physical stimuli.
This oversimplification has been criticized by
many psychologists who wish to remain behaviorists.
Thus, Prof. John Dewey wants to find

room for value and purpose concepts, and the
neo-realists who first welcomed the new psychology because it eliminated that "alien influx into

nature/* consciousness, have found much difficulty in explaining purpose behavioristically.
It must be admitted, however, that other systems of psychology, including structuralism,
have shared this difficulty of explaining moral
ideas.

The legitimacy of the behavioristic scheme has
been attacked on strictly scientific grounds by
Boring in his paper, Stimulus Error. "In introspective psychology," he writes, "it has been
customary to distinguish between attention to
the stimulus and attention to the sensation or
the subjective reaction produced by the stimulus."
The behaviorists, in common with the capacity
psychologists, refuse to recognize the stimulus
error (judgment about the stimulus instead of
the sensation) and correlate all responses in the
same column. Now it is possible, he holds, to
demonstrate experimentally the existence of an
equivocal correlation if the subjective disposimore popular illustrations are neglected.
tion of the same argument can be cited in the
difficulty of explaining hallucination in behavioristic terms.
Outside of psychology, behaviorism has received support from pragmatism because of the
similiarity of emphasis on action, and from neorealism for its realistic empiricism. The rationalists and idealists, however, regard behaviorism as a simple variety of materialism.
Their opinion is best represented by Lovejoy who
raises the "Paradox of the Thinking Behavior-

A

ist."

See

INSTINCT;

ACTION;

CONSCIOUSNESS

BEKKEE.
THE UNCONSCIOUS; PSYCHOLOGY, GENERAL.

Consult: J. B. Watson, "Psychology as the
Behavior ist Sees It," Psych. Rev. vol. xx
(1013); Behavior (1914); Psychology from the
Standpoint of a Rehaviorist (1919). Roback's
Behaviorism and Psychology (1922) is a polemic
against Behaviorism, and may be u.sed as a guide
to the discussions in the psj'chological periodicals.
A textbook of psychology that is in
sympathy with the behavioristic point of view
is, J. F. Dashiell, Fundamentals of Objective
Psychology, (1928).
A
BEHRENS, bfi'r&is, PETER (1868).
German architect, born in Hamburg. He was
honorary member of the Academy of Fine Arts
in Vienna and the Prussian Academy of Arts,
and in 1924 became piesident of the Academy
of Fine Arts in Munich.
He was lecturer at the
Arts and Crafts School in Vienna and the technical high school in Dresden,
Royal Bavarian
building inspector and professor of architecture.
Among the buildings designed by him were the
German Embassy at Leningrad, the St. Benno
Column in Munich, a mausoleum in Regensburg,
and the German Art Building at the exposition
in Rome (1911).

An
).
BEITH, bith, JOHN HAY (1876English writer, under the pen-name of Ian Hay,
He was educated at St. John's College, CamHis books, written in a humorous vein,
bridge.
became widely popular. They include The Right
Stuff (1908); A Man's Man (1909); A Safety
Match (1911); Happy -Go-Lucky (1913). He
served during the World War in the Argyll
and Sutherland Highlanders, rising to the rank
of major. His book, The First Hundred Thousand (1915), was one of the most widely read
volumes relating to the War. His later books include The Willing Horse (1921), The Lucky
Number (1923), Paid, uith Thanks (1925),
Half-a-Sovereign (1926), and The Poor Gentleman (1028). A Damsel in Distress, a play
written with P. G. Wodehouse, appeared in 1928.
An
).
BEKKER, LEANDER J. DE (1872American editor, born in Kentucky. From 1897
to 1919 he was identified with such various
publications as Carter's Magazine, the New York
Evening Post, and the New York Tribune. As
the editorial correspondent of the Trinune
(1919), he led the opposition to Mexican intervention. He was confidential assistant of the
United States War Trade Board and in 1914
was one of the founders and the first president
of La Ligue des Pays Neutres. In 1927 lie
organized an effort to restore the independence
He beof Haiti and published Occupied Haiti.
came secretary of the Writers' Publishing Company in 1915 and president in 1921. His works
include The Stokes Encyclopedia of Music and
Musicians (1908, 1910, 1912), The Plot against
Mexico (1919), De Bekker>s Music and Musicians (1924), and Wisdom and the Frail Lady
(192C). He edited Hoyt's New Practical Cyclopaedia, (22d ed.).
A noted Ger).
BEKKER, PAUL (1882man musicologist, born in Berlin. He began his
career as a violinist in the Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra, then was conductor in Aschaffenburg
and GOrlitz, but in 1906 abandoned the artistic
for a literary career, when he accepted the position as critic for the Berliner Ncueste Nachrichten.
This post he exchanged for a similar
one with the Berliner Allgem-eine Zeitung, in
1909, remaining there until 1911. From then
until 1925, he lived in Frankfort as critic of the
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Frankfurter Zeitung exerting great influence as
a champion of the modernistic composers. In
1925 he was appointed iiitendant of the theatre
in Kassel.
Since 1927 he has filled the same position in Wiesbaden.
Of his numerous publications, the inoi e important are Bcethoicn (1911;
many editions; English transl., 1926), Das
deutsche Musiklc'ben: Versuch einer sosiologischen Musikbetrachtung (1916), Die Symphonien
Gustav Mahlers (1021), Richard Wagner: Das
Leben im Werke (11)24), Von den "Katurreichen
des Klaiiges: Versuch einer Phdnomenologie der
Musik (1924), Matenale Grundlagen der Musik
(1926), Musikgeschichte als Geschichte der musikalischen

Formwandlungen (1926), Organische
und media msche Musik (1927).
An Ameri).
BELASCO, DAVID (1859can playwright and manager (see VOL. III).
As firm* a believer in old conventions now as
ever, Belasco has lengthened his career with such
popular successes as Polly with a Pant (1917),

Tiger Rose (1917), Daddies (1918), Tiger!
Tiger! (1018), The Gold Diggers (1919), De"burau

(1920)

and Kiki

(1922).

An

extrav-

agantly costly revival of The Merchant of Venice
(1923) roused a stormy critical discussion.
Mrs. Fiske came under his direction in Mary,
Mary, Quite Contrary (1923). He presented E.
H. Sothern in Accused (1925) and in What
Xever Dies (1926); and Lenore Ulric as "Lulu
Belle" (1926).

BELFAST. The capital of Northern Ireland.
The population of Belfast County Borough in
1926 was 415,007. The city is admirably situated on either bank of the. River Lagan at the
head of Belfast Lough. Being of modern growth,
has reaped the advantage of a broad outlook
on town planning denied to places which have
grown piecemeal throughout the centuries.
Local administration is vested in a corporation
which is responsible for roads, public health,
it

rating, housing, lighting, etc. The new Parliament Building of the Government of Northern
Ireland has been constructed at Stormont in the
eastern suburbs of Belfast. It is built of Portland stone with a plinth of Irish granite and
commands a glorious vista of the counties of

Antrim and Down.

Approach is by a broad
avenue which rises gradually for three quarters
of a mile and culminates in a flight of steps 90

A

new museum, the foundation stone
of which was laid by the Duke of York in July,
1924, is under construction, the first section having been completed in 1928 at a cost of approxiSince 1923 several public
100,000.
mately
elementary schools have been erected in Belfast,
the old Town Hall in Victoria Street being reconditioned as the headquarters of the Education Department. Important waterworks construction includes a new storage reservoir
which has been built in "Silent Valley" in the
Mourne Mountains, so -as to supply additional
water to Belfast. Locks and weirs have been
built across the tidal waters of the River Lagan
above the mouth of the River Blackstaff, with
spacious boulevards along their banks, the cost
of the entire project being estimated at approximately 340,000. Linen manufacture and shipbuilding are the principal industries of Belfast.
The former provides employment for approximately 110,000 persona. The value of linens
exported from the United Kingdom during 1927
was 9,800,798, practically the whole of which
came from Northern Ireland. The Belfast shipfeet wide.
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yards employ approximately 20,000 persons and

possess an output capacity exceeding 250,000 tons
a year. The total area or* the harbor amounts to
approximately 600 acres of land and 100U acres
of water and" the total quayajre to about 27,000
lineal feet.
Amongst the natural advantages
which Belfast has over most other ports is the
smallness of its tidal ran^e which at its maxi-

mum is only 9Va feet. This has rendered dock
gates unnecessary, and consequently vessels cuii
proceed direct to and from their berths at all
times, thus obviating the tedious delays which
arise at ports where vessels have to wait for
hih water in order to dock. The quays whicli
afford berths for vessels drawing up to 30 feet
at low water have a total extent of nearly G
miles.

BELGIAN CONGO.

See

CONGO, BELGIAN;

COPPER.

BELGIUM. A kingdom of western Europe,
bordering on the North Sea, between France and
the Netherlands. Belgium has an area of 11,755 square miles, with a population of 7,931,844
on Dec. 31, 1027, giving an average density of
675 persons to the square mile; the greatest of
any whole nation, though portions of other
countries may be more thickly populated. In
spite of war losses, the population of Belgium
(exclusive of the small territories annexed by
the Treaty of Versailles) decreased by only 22,431 between 1910 and 1920, and was after that
increasing at the rate of about 60,000 per year.
The country is highly industrialized with 1,600,000 engaged in industrial pursuits and an

agricultural population of 1,200,000 of whom
800,000 are actually engaged in agricultural
work. The principal city and capital, Brussels,
on Dec. 31, 1927, had a population of 783,1*23.
The chief port, Antwerp, had 421,988 people,
while Lige and Ghent possessed a population
of 168,823 and 163,207, respectively. Between
1910 and 1920, the last two years for which complete census figures are available, the number of
persons speaking only French increased from
2,833,334 to 2,855,835; the number speaking only
Flemish fell from 3,220,662 to 3,187,073, and
those speaking only German, from 31,415 to
Before the War, immigrants entering
16,877.
Belgium each year slightly exceeded emigrants
from the country, but afterward the situation
was reversed, and in 1921 immigrants numbered
24,389, compared with 27,443 emigrants. With
the economic recovery of Belgium, the excess of
emigrants was gradually diminishing, and the
former situation seemed likely to return in a

few years. The movement of population was
greatest between Belgium and France, followed
by the Netherlands and the United States. Emigrants in 1925 numbered 35,271; in 1926, 36,150; immigrants in the same years were 46,920
and 44,525.
Education. The educational system is becoming constantly more highly organized. In 3927
for primary instruction there were 8343 schools,
with 800,400 pupils; 3666 infant schools with
245,650 pupils and 2104 adult schools with 61,266 pupils. For higher education, there were
24 athenaeums and colleges, with 8280 pupils;
5 special athenaeums with 388 pupils; 4 communal and provincial colleges with 2027 students,
and 9 private colleges with 1481 students.
There were 131 state higher grade schools with
28,944 students, 17 communal and provincial
schools with 5021 students, and 7 private higher
grade schools with 764 students. There were
6 normal schools for training secondary school
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teachers and 81 for training elementary schoolteachers. Above these schools are the 4 universities (Ghent, Liege, Brussels, and Lotivain),
several technical and commercial institutions, 3
military schools, a school of veterinary education, a colonial school, and an agricultural institute.
The number of pupils in the universities
rose from 8332 in 1013-14 to 913G in 1926-27.
No
statistics have been compiled since
illiteracy

1920 when the proportion was 17.0 per cent.
Industry. Despite the predominantly industrial character of the country, Belgian agricultural production is of considerable importance.
The acreage of various crops returned practibut the
cally to normal in the post-war years,
and forage
emphasis was now more on sugar
the
beets, and other forage crops, than before
War. The accompanying table gives a comparison of the principal kinds of agricultural products in 1913 and 1927:

PRINCIPAL CROPS. AREA, PRODUCTION, AND
YIELD PER ACRE
Crops

Area (thousands

Production (thousands

of acres)

bushels,
of units
except as indicated)

1909-13

*

Unit, metric ton.

1927

1909-18

1 1911 to 1913 average.

1927

$ Unit,

pound.

The value of the principal minerals and metals
produced in Belgium in 1926 was as follows:
Coal, $100,128,000; pig iron, $48,083,000; zinc,
$30,469,000; lead, $13,842,000; and quarry products, $17,367,000.
Commerce. Foreign trade prospered during
1927 and the trade balance improved steadily.
Whereas, in 1913 Belgian exports equaled only
78 per cent of the value of imports, the ratio
was 92 per cent in 1927 and 91 per cent in 1926.
Total 1927 imports, reckoned in dollars to escape
the distortion of exchange fluctuations, increased
by 7.9 per cent over 1920 and exports, by 14
per cent. Features of the trade statistics were
the much higher imports of raw materials and
foodstuffs and the even greater advance in ex-

ports of manufactured products. Import items
showing the principal advances in quantity were
grains, oil cake, hides and skins, cotton, textile
manufactures other than wool and silk fabrics,
and, metals. Exports of rubber goods, iron and
steel products, and machinery increased considerably.

Mineral production is an important item in
Belgium. The country has as natural resources
supplies of coal and zinc, and after the economic
union with Luxemburg in 1922 gained ready
access to supplies of iron ore. Immediately
after the War, resumption of metallurgical activity was initiated and by 1923 production had
practically reached the pre-war level, except zinc
production, which advanced more slowly.
Belgian glass production, an extremely important industry in. the country, made rapid strides
in the post-war years, approaching pre-war volume in window glass and surpassing it in other
lines.
Bottle and glassware making increased
greatly in importance since the War, new factories for the former being opened at Lommel,
Moll, Selzaete, and Jumet. The textile industry
of Belgium is of paramount importance and is
operating on practically the same scale as be-

War. The number of cotton spindles in
the country was 1,976,000 on Feb. 1, 1927, compared with 1,518,134 oir Mar. 1, 1914.
The unemployment situation in Belgium has
practically ceased to be a problem. On Dec. 31,
1921, there were 86,093 unemployed; at the beginning of 1928, there was no unemployment.
The accompanying table gives the leading facts
concerning the industrial production of Belgium
in 1913 and 1927:

FOREIGN TRADE IN MERCHANDISE
Yearly average
or year *

Thousands of

Thousands of

metric tons

dollars

Imports

Domestic

Imports

Domestic

for con-

exports

for con-

exports

sumption

sumption

fore the

German occupation

during: years

19141918.
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over 12 per cent. Operating costs were equivalent to 82 per cent of receipts.
The volume of
traffic (217.242,000 passengers and 7<>,907 metric
tons of freight) was, however, considerably less

TRADE WITH PRINCIPAL COUNTRIES
Country

[Thousands of dollars J
Import* for

Domestic

conmin/ition,

Total

United States*

Canada
Argentina
Brazil
Chile

France

Germany

f

Great Britain J
Italy

Netherlands

Finfand
Spain

1927

1913

1987

894,865
80,284
5,677
61,142
10,440
17,641
121,013
145,893
99,276
8,468
68,225
51 533

807,312
89,563

701,475
20,532

708,013
67,147

65,295

3,563
17,593

21,531

164,827
100,042
94.549
11,079
86,236

13,524
3,095
132,260
181,443
98,597
14 654
61,886

85.351
125,185
135.S44
15,410
79,831

'

Sweden
Switzerland
British India

11,356
6,672
3,740
46,428

China

4 432

Japan

3.953
38,024
8,577
1,188

Australia

Belgian Congo

Egj pfr

Per cent

export*

1913

}

::;:::/

"'"{
8,779

...

6 556
T

12,802

.

.

;.;;;;

3 640

....

10,265
9,295
10,037
4.647
4,694
5,137
5,880

16,016

14,250

of total:

United States
France

Germany
Great Britain
Netherlands

9.0
13.5
16.3
11.1
7.7

11.1
20.4
12.4
11.7
10.7

2.9
18.9
25.9
14.1
8.8

BELQITTIE

9.1

11.6

169
18.4
10.8

* Exclusive of Porto Rico and
Hawaii.
t Includes Luxembourg in 1913.
j Exclusive of Ireland.

Finance. For the year 1913, budget estimates
gave receipts as 758,452,349 francs and expenditures as 884,829,630 francs, leaving a deficit of
126,377,281 francs. After a period of severe
inflation of currency, in the course of which the
annual budget suffered huge deficits, Belgian
currency and public finance returned to normal
in October, 1026, when the franc was stabilized
at 36 francs to one dollar. Prom that time on,
the Government was able not only to balance its
budget but to show a substantial profit. The
budget for 1028 showed receipts of 10,564,000,000
francs and expenditures of 0,283,000,000 francs;
the purposed budget for 1929 carried receipts of

31,485,090,000 francs and expenditures of 10,255,206,000 francs. On Jan. 1, 1928, the Belgian public debt amounted to 5 5,0<* 0,000,000
francs.

Communications. Belgium is a small, wellunified country, and communication facilities
are excellent; the country has access to the sea,
with a port of paramount importance in Antwerp; and it has also internal water connection
by river and canal, as well as water and rail
connection with the rest of western Europe.
Practically all of the railways in Belgium are
operated by the state; in 1913, the length of
the state railways was 2714 miles, while in 1927,

lines constructed during the War and
new districts of Eupen and Malmedy, it had increased to 2979 miles. The privately operated lines had in 1913 a length of
191 miles and in 1927, 189 miles.

with the

those in the

Most of the railways, as noted above, were
owned and operated by the central Government
prior to September, 1926, at which time the state
gave over the railways it controlled to the Societ6 Nationale Chemins de Fer Beiges, a semito
private company, in order to raise money
stabilize the franc.
During 1927, the first comunder the newplete calendar year of operation
in terms of
organization, the total receipts
francs -(2,885,890,000) increased by more than
30 per cent aud in terms of dollars ($80,228,000)
,

than in 1926.

The number

of ocftan-golng ves-

sels of 100 tons capacity or over on
172 or 304,380 gross tons in 1918;

June 30 was

270 of 616,070 tons in 1923; and 224 of 409,220 gross tons
Of the 1927 tonnage, 494,839 were
in 1927.
steam or other power vessels and 4390 were sailing vessels. The number of vessels entered at
Belgian ports in 1027 was 18,684, with a tonnage of 27,826,000 tons, compared with 11,964
About twovessels and 17,097,515 tons in 1913.
thirds of the tonnage entered at Antwerp before
the War and the proportion increased somewhat
after the War.
The two other leading ports are
Ghent and Ostend, which together receive about
20 per cent of the total tonnage. These statistics bring out particularly the increasing importance of shipping in Belgium, also the preeminence of the port of Antwerp in Belgian snipping
and its continued importance in European trade.

History. Belgium's history was overshadowed
by the War. On July 31, 1914, amid the
alarums of a threatened world conflict, the Belgian government ordered a general mobilization.
Two days later it was in receipt of an ultimatum *from Germany demanding the right of
passage across Belgian territories. The refusal
to comply brought down on the Belgian people
Durall the, horrors of a war-ridden country.
ing August 3 and 4, German troops entered and,
despite the heroic defense of the army, swept on
unchecked. The lines yielded in rapid succesLouvain was taken, August 10; Brussels,
sion.
August 20; the French frontier was crossed on
the 24th. The career of brutality embarked
upon by the German invaders in an endeavor to
break the spirit of the Belgian people will long
remain a symbol of the meaning and purpose of
modern warfare. The pillaging and burning of

homes and the deportations and indiscriminate
killing of civilians were coolly ordered and carried out by a staff and soldiery to whom war
meant ruthlessness. Belgian official records reveal more than 1000 deaths in the province of
The toll was almost
Lie*ge alone during August.
as heavy in the rfaraur, Limburg, and Luxemburg provinces. The destruction of Louvain was
indeed an act of cold-blooded ferocity. The city
was entered on August 19 and was tfred three
days later after all effective opposition had
The cathedral, the university and libceased.
rary, and more than 1000 homes were destroyed.
In the city and its environs, 300 men were shot,
and from it 1000 inhabitants were deported to
forced labor in Germany.
In Flanders the career of the Germans was
the same. With the fall of Brussels, the Belgian government fled to Antwerp, then to Ostend,
then to Havre. Under the German military governors, von der Goltz, von Bissing, and von Falkenhausen, Belgium was progressively organized
as a conquered province, control being made
finally complete in July, 1918, when the provinYet the spirit of
cial councils were suppressed.
the people could not be crushed. The world
now and then caught echoes of the heroic deeds
La Litre
of a M. Max or a Cardinal Mercier.
Belgique, printed secretly, appeared regularly
from 1915 to the end of the War. German influence and control permeated every channel of
Belgian life. German military and civil tribunals gradually replaced Belgian courts until in
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1918 the latter wore abolished entirely. Under
the German edicts, punishment was imposed on
those who were believed cognizant of a forbidden act and who did not denounce it, and the
presence of spies, etc., had to be reported on pain
of
imprisonment. Belgian magislong-term
trates were often forcibly deported to Germany,
the most flagrant example occurring in 1918
when the justices of the Brussels Court of Appeals were interned in a German civilian camp.
Belgium was struck at in other ways, notably
in the attempt to separate Flanders from Wallonia, first by encouraging in every way the use
of Flemish in the northern provinces and then,
in 1917, by erecting two different administrations, one to he governed from Brussels and the
other from Namur. The University of Ghent
was chosen as a pivotal point for these separatist
All other universities were closed,
activities.
lectures were given only in Flemish, non-sympathetic professors were dismissed. But this
and all other plans to divide the country culturally failed. Possibly affecting the life of the
people more closely was the Germanization of
all branches of the economic order for the furtherance of the Germany military effort. Beginning in 1914, German central bureaus monopolized coal, water, gas, electricity, oils, and fats.
All needed war materials were requisitioned and
paid for 'in vouchers, including even household
When
articles containing copper, lead, zinc, etc.
industry languished because of the draining
away of raw materials and machinery and the
cessation of trade, the status of the civil population became alarming. In 1917 idle workers
numbered 700,000. The Germans used this condition-as an excuse for one of their most harrowing war measures, that of deporting great numbers of the people for forced labor in Germany
or behind the lines in the war area. In 1916-18
more than 50,000 Belgians were sent to Germany
and another 50,000 to the war areas. Some Belgians no doubt went willingly enough to escape
starvation, but coercion was the rule. Not until
the American, Dutch, and Spanish diplomats
protested did the German Emperor promise to
send back all who had been coerced. But the
pledge was never carried out, and deportations
continued until the end of the War.
The story of Belgium during the War cannot
be complete without the tale of the Commission
in
for
Relief
Belgium. This organization,
brought into existence late in 1914 by the American and Spanish ambassadors and ministers at
London and Brussels, and the American ambassador and minister at Berlin and at the Hague,

and managed

until America's entry by Herbert
became the international clearing
liaison division for the Belgian
ComiU'Wational de Secours et d'Alimentation in
the work of feeding Belgium. Importations and
payments were handled by the Commission distributions by the Comitt National. To facilitate the work, the United States opened a
monthly credit of $15,000,000 for the CommisAn idea of the scope of the project may be
sion.
gained from the fact that the provisioning department of the Commission for Relief undertook
to feed from 7,000,000 to 10,000,000 people in
the devastated areas of Belgium and northern

C.

Hoover,
house and

;

France.

During the year ending Oct. 31, 1916, there
were imported 1,706,774 metric tons of food into
Belgium and 483,346 tons into France. Nearly
one-half of these supplies came from the United

States and the remainder came about equally from
Argentina and the British Empire, though small
quantities came from Holland. Food was distributed through 3000 communal communities in
Belgium and 2000 in France, staffed by about
35,000 volunteer workers. The benevolent department of the Commission cared for those who
were wholly or partially destitute, including
more than 1,500,000 children. It maintained
special committees for children, farmers, refugees, the tubercular, destitute, and others.
Up
to the close of 1917, the Commission had expended nearly $400,000,000, and during the
fiscal year ending Oct. 31, 1918, it spent for relief
in Belgium over $83,000,000 received from loans
to Belgium by the United States, and $7,275,000
from loans by Great Britain and France. To

complete the account, it should be stated that the
Commission also expended in 1918, in northern
France $56,000,000 received from the United
States loan to France, and an additional $2,376,500 received from French sources. When the

Commission wound up

its

affairs

on Apr.

30,

was stated that something like $1,000,000,000 had been spent in the relief of war vic1919, it

tims during 1914-19. Until the entrance of the
United States into the War, the entire personnel
of the Commission was American; after 1917,
direction was taken over by Spanish and Dutch
citizens, although Mr. Hoover remained throughout as chairman. The director in America was
Mr. W. L. Honnold, its treasurer, Mr. A. J.
Hemphill, while Mr. Poland was the European
director.

Nothing presented so disheartening an aspect
as the condition of Belgium on the resumption
of
enpeace; and nothing showed so clearly the
during qualities of the human spirit as the
rapidity with which Belgium was resurrected.
Not only had industry been destroyed but the
usual channels of communication had been com*
pletely dislocated. In fact, the damage to property was put at $7,600,000,000. Yet, by the end
of 1922 it could bj seen that the manufacturing industries were practically on a normal footIron and steel plants were operating on a
75 per cent basis; linen, cotton, and artificial
silk works exceeded their pre-war capacity, as
did also the plate-glass and cement factories.
The acreage under crops in 1922 was 97 per
cent of the 1913 figure. In 1918 shipping was
dead, the ports of Zeebrugge and Ostend badly
damaged and their terminal facilities wrecked.
The approach to Ghent by the sea canal from
Holland was choked up because of the severe
fighting which had taken place in that area.
The losses from destruction of railway bridges,
etc., in the four years of war were estimated at
$275,000,000. Rolling stock had been diverted
for military purposes and had greatly depreciated; rails had been torn up by the enemy in
retreat.
Yet so rapidly had reconstruction been
pushed that 58,221,686 metric tons of freight
were carried on the railroads in 1922 as against
66,541,975 metric tons in 1913, and 238,096,000
passengers in 1922, as against 204,541,098 in
1913. At the time of the Armistice, there were
800,000 industrial workers unemployed and being supported by government doles; in September, 1919, the number thus supported had fallen
to 200,000; by 1923 it was reported that marked
shortages of labor were apparent in all specialized industries and so acute in the unskilled
trades that laborers had to be imported from
ing.

Poland and

Italy.
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met the awesome probcoalition government representing the Catholics, Liberals, and Socialists
administered afl'airs. In 11H9 the elections, for
the first time, were conducted on the principle of
political

parties

lems with courage,

A

"one man, one vote" (women being given the
vote only in municipal elections), and resulted
in a great increase of the Socialist delegation,
the Catholic Party losing its majority for the
first time in 35 "years.
Legislative measures
were progressive and showed a desire to conIn 1919
ciliate all elements of the populace.
the repressive laws against freedom of association were, to a great extent, lifted and in the
same year labor unions accordingly increased
mightily; the eight-hour day in industry was
installed; so were the income tax, a progressive
inheritance tax, and a law limiting the sale of
Councils and commissions were erected
alcohol.
for the amicable settlement of problems arising
between capital and labor and their functions
soon penetrated into almost every important industry. But the controversy over one question,
the century-old Flemish movement involving particularly the question of the equal status of the

Flemish and French languages, became increassharper. In 1019 three Activists were
elected to Parliament besides many others of
Flemish sympathies in the Catholic Party, so
that, for a time, the Government considered offering a Fleming a cabinet portfolio.
The line of division became sharper in 1921.
As a result of continued agitation, the lower
ingly

bill for the installation of both
languages in the administration, to go into effect
Jan. 1, 1922. The measure occasioned a storm
of disapproval. Debate in the House was heated
and for the first time in parliamentary annals,
Walloons and Flemings voted against each other

House passed a

in solid blocs. It became increasingly perceptible that the Flemings could not be denied.
Their attacks on the influence of the French became more bitter, their focal point in particular being the University of Ghent. Despite the
pleas that the French language was necessary to
bridge the gap of the patois used by both
branches of the population and that the University was therefoie necessary as the seat of a
common culture, the Lower House in 1922 voted
for the use of the Flemish language at Ghent.

In June, 1923, the Flemish question almost occasioned the fall of the Theunis government.
This question and the new economic and social
problems which the War had brought in, had a
curious effect on political groupings. The traditional three parties were in a process of disintegration which showed itself in alliances cutting
athwart party lines. Thus, the Catholic Eight,
under the control of the Flemings, was split up
into Christian Democrats, Agrarians, Moderates,

and Conservatives; the

Socialists belonged
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to

National and International groups, the latter
Fleming in sympathy; the Liberals were either
GovConservative or Socialist in their leanings.
ernment, therefore, was falling more and more
into the bloc system. On the Flemish question,
the Catholics, International Socialists, andteome
Liberals stood together, and as this policy was
antipathetic to France, the group also opposed
a French alliance and favored one with Holland.
However, on the question of military service, the
group did not hold together, so that another alliance was necessary to effect legislation. The
same situation held in the question of the extension of the provincial and parliamentary

franchise to

women.

The Catholics, for

of political expediency ami IJIM-JUIS-O of th<* intiutu
conservatism of the wo in on. fu \oied the project.
The Liberals and Socialist-, though they wore
committed to the principle of political equality
for women, strenuously opposed.
The result. IxJ-

cause of these mixed 'loyalties, was an iinpus-.se
after the election of 1921 which had ended in the
return of a majority for no party. Only with
the greatest difficulty was Colonel Theunis able
to form a cabinet of Catholics and Liberals.
In the domain of foreign policy, an attempt
to strike a new and more independent
little success, however.
Belgium's
plea for revision of the Treaty of 1839 by which
she had lost to Holland the Province of Limhurg
and had been compelled to share with the Dutch
the control of the Scheldt, vias not entertained

was made
note,

with

by the Peace Conference, and subsequent negotiations with Holland were equally fruitless.
(See
HOLLAND and LIMBURG). Her territorial gains
as a result of the War were very small. To her
fell the districts of Eupen and Slalmedy and the
tract of Moresnet on the German frontier, in all
containing 382 square miles and a population of
64,000., and important for tanning and textile
works. Only a small number of the population
having indicated their desire to remain under
German sovereignty, these regions were formally
annexed in September, 1920. (See EupExY, MALMDY, and MOEESNET), In Africa, Belgium obtained Ruanda and Urundi, districts in western
ex-German East Africa, which have an area of
18,000 square miles and a population of 3,500,000, and are important agriculturally because
of their uplands.
(See CONGO, BELGIAN). In
1918, Belgium effected with France a defensive
alliance, and a military convention was concluded
in 1020. An economic convention designed to
cement still further the interest of the two countries was rejected in the Belgian Chamber, in
February, 1924, by a coalition of Socialist and
Flemish Catholic deputies, whose opposition led
Premier Georges Theunis to reorganize his cabinet, dropping out M. Jaspar and replacing him
with M. Paul Hymans as Foreign Minister. In
1922, Belgium concluded a treaty with. Luxemburg by which all customs barriers were abolished.

1924 several commercial treaties were
the most important being those with
Canada, Austria, and Japan. As for Russia,
though the Government in 1920 seemed favorably
disposed toward a resumption of commercial relations, in 1922 it definitely sided with France
at the Genoa Conference against any recognition, unless Russia conceded the rights of private
property. The reasons for the Belgian hostility
were plain: it was indicated that Belgians had
controlled about 150 Russian industrial and
mining enterprises, capitalized at $700,000,000.
By the peace treaty, in addition to 8 per cent
of the German indemnity, Belgium was assured
reimbursement from Germany for the 5,000,000,000 francs borrowed from 'the Allies and expended in the War. In the controversies with
Germany regarding reparation payments, Belgium, like France, was disposed to insist rigorously on execution of the Versailles Treaty and,
with France Belgium joined in occupying the
Ruhr, January, 1923. Subsequently, however,
French and Belgian policies tended to diverge,
until the report of tne Dawes Commission in
1924 offered a new basis of agreement* See

In

signed,
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of the expected advantages from the Dawes plan,
of
Belgium, with France, withdrew from a part
the occupied zone on the Ruhr. Although the
a cabspring elections were scheduled for May,
inet crisis set them forward to April 5, Many
controversial questions were involved, the leadresults of
ing one being woman suffrage. The
the elections showed a vote of 810,000 for the
Socialists, who gained 10 seats in the House;
751,000 for the Catholics, who lost 2 seats; and
305,000 for the Liberals, who lost 10 seats. The
task of forming a government which could command a majority was one of great difficulty, and
was achieved only after two months and a half
of

political

leader

of

M.

Poullet,
extremists,
with Socialist

Finally,
jockeying.
the Catholic Flemish

formed a democratic ministry

support, containing five Catholics, five Socialists,

and two Liberals. Extension of the vote
women was defeated in the Senate by a vote

to
of

71 to 56.

On August
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in
Belgian influence was prominent not only
helping to shape the reports of the Dawes Committee, but also in having them accepted at the
London Conference in July. In consideration

18 Belgium concluded an agree-

ment with the United States for refunding the
war and post-war debts, amounting with interest
to $727,830,500. This debt was divided into
two parts, that due to loans of $171,000,000
made during the War, and that due to loans of
$205,000,000 made after the war. Interest pu
the war debt was remitted entirely and the princarcipal also was to be cancelled if Germany
ried out her Dawcs-plan obligations. Payments
on the post-war debt were made low for the first
ten years, after which they would amount to
some $10,000,000 annually. Following the settlement, the Minister of Finance tried to arrange
a $150,000,000 loan from American and British
bankers to help in stabilizing the franc, but
could only do so by agreeing to reduce the
budget by 150,000,000 francs. This, Parliament
agreed to do, in December. But when the Government attempted to go forward with the negotiations, it could not reach an agreement with
the foreign bankers on other points, and the
stabilization plan, although not abandoned, was
held in abeyance. Because of this and other
factors the value of the franc entered in March
on an alarming decline which by the middle of
the year brought the country face to face with
the War. The
its most
dangerous crisis since
currency decline combined with other causes to
bring about a rapid disintegration of the cabinet.

In January, 1925, the Minister of Defense and
the Chief of Staff resigned over a question of a
reduction in the military forces. In May, the
Finance- Minister, Albert Janssen, resigned -and
was soon followed by the Minister of Colonies
and the Minister of the Interior. Premier Poullet was unable to fill their places and the government resigned on May 11. When an attempt
to enlist sufficient support for the Socialist
unsuccessful, the Cathleader, M. Brunct, wa
olic ex-Ministor of Foreign Affairs Henri Jaspar
finally succeeded, on May 22, in gathering together a Government of Public Safety. The
number of ministries was reduced from twelve
to nine and an outstanding financial figure in
the business world, M. Francqui, was placed in
charge of fiscal matters, serving as a member of
the cabinet without portfolio. Thereupon, both
cabinet and Parliament threw themselves into

the task of saving the franc and bringing about
stabilization.
The programme of Premier Jaspar included immediate and widespread economies, levying of new taxes, establishment of a
sinking fund with which to pay the floating debt
and take up an excess of currency, .renewal of
foreign credits, and stabilization of the franc.
Parliament did its part by promptly approving
the budget, voting 1500 million francs in new
taxes, and turning over (July 13 and 14) to
the King for six months its power of legislating

on certain specified subjects.
Under this semi-dictatorship, the Government
forced a consolidation of the floating debt and
formed a company to operate the national railways along private-ownership lines. As a result of these and other energetic measures, the

was

franc

stabilized

in

October.

A

new

cur-

rency unit, the "belga," was created, chiefly
for accounting use in foreign exchange.
It was
valued at five francs and was rated at .35 bclgas
to the pound sterling. The franc was tlms
stabilized on the basis of about 30 francs to the
dollar.
For effecting this result, a foreign loan
of $100,000,000 was authorised and arranged.
The result of stabilization was a quick return
of confidence and a marked improvement in the,
financial situation.
In the year or two following, the cost of living was materially lowered,

prospered, and government revonuos
showed gratifying surpluses. In the October
elections, the support of the public was evidenced by a gain of three scats for tlu* Catholic
Party and losses by the other principal particH.
In January, 1920, the beloved Cardinal Mercier died.
In the same month, Parliament ratified the Treaty of Locarno and later approved
and made effective a number of other international agreements, including the terms of the
debt settlement with the United JStatcs* the
World Court agreement, and various trade
A treaty controversy with China in
treaties.
1920 was noteworthy because it was the first
instance in which China sought to free licrnulf
from extra-terri tonality agreements with other
nations. The
pact in question was tlu> Treaty
of 1805, revision of which was requested by
business

China.
treaty

Later, that country declared that the

was no longer in force from Oct. 27,
and an arrangement wan proponed making

1020,

Belgians in China subject to Chi noun jurisdiction.
Belgium referred the matter to the World
Court, but, in January, 1927, withdrew the request for a ruling and gave notice of an effort to
negotiate a new treaty with China.
Following- the critical event* which resulted
in the staTnlization of the currency, Belgium
enjoyed a long period of political quiet and economic recovery. Throughout most of 1027, the
political parties refrained from preHB*m# controversial matters in order not to interfere with
the financial programme. There continued to
be discussion of the proposed ammntty for exiled
"Activists" who had helped (tonnany in her
war-time attempt to Hcparatc Flanders from
Belgium, but the sentiment of the country was
strongly adverse. (Germany renewed an offer
to buy back Eupen and Malm&ly, the two provinces assigned to Belgium by the Peace Confer*
More inence* but nothing came of the move*
sistent was the question of reduction in the
period of military service to mx mouth* from the
ten*, twelve-, and thirteen-month terms prevail*
This was continually being brought up |iy
ing.
the Socialists, and at length on Nov. 2}, 1927,
1

;

,
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the Jaspar cabinet fell because of a clash over
the subject. It was at once reorganized without the Socialist members, the most notable
substitution being that of M. Paul Hymans for
M. Vandervelde in the post of Foreign Minister.
Both, however, were known as ardent supporters of the League of Nations. The new cabinet turned the question of length of military
service over to a committee of parliamentary
and military experts and, following their recommendation, Parliament passed a bill setting terms
of service at 8 to 14 months according to the
arm, and making other provisions relating to
size of the annual contingent and languages to
be used by officers.
In 1928 much bitter feeling was aroused over
the question of a proposed inscription on the
facade of a magnificent new library which Americans built and presented to the University of
Louvain. Its American Architect, Whitney

Warren, planned to inscribe upon it a Latin
meaning: "Destroyed by German
Fury, Restored by an American Gift." The
rector of the university objected strongly on the
ground that it would promote international illinscription

Two factions presently developed in
support of these contentions, and national feeling ran high. Preceding the dedication on July
4, it was announced that a telegram from Herbert Hoover favored leaving the decision in the
hands of the rector of the university, which
meant that the inscription would be left off, and
the King supported that attitude. Mr. Warren
refused to attend the dedication and threatened
recourse to the courts. The controversy continued throughout the rest of the year. In
June, 1928, the royal family visited the Congo,
In December, many thousands were rendered
homeless by floods along the River Scheldt.
The gratification of the Belgian people at the
elevation of Herbert Hoover to the Presidency
of the United States was affectingly expressed
by public exercises on Jan, 19, 1929, when Mr.
Hoover, in Washington, conversed with King
Albert by radio telephone.
BELGIUM, COMMISSION FOB RELIEF IN. See
feeling.
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Since Cezanne (1922), On British Freedom
Landmarks in Nineteenth Century
(1923),
Painting (1927), and Civilisation (1928).
BELL, GERTRUDE M. L. (1868-1926). An
English traveler and geographer, born at Washington, Durham, and educated at Queen's College, London, and Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford.
Having made adventurous journeys through
northern Arabia (1913-14), she was able during
the World War to give valuable information concerning unknown routes and so to aid the British
.

army

in its advance into Palestine.

She

.

Lac, WJH., 101&-1S, and aide to the senior chaplain, of the Groat Lakes -Naval Training Station,
1017-19. Since 1919 he has been president and
warden of St. Stephen's College, Annandale-ontlie-Hudson (now -incorporated in Columbia University, New York). lie is the author of
Right and Wrong after>the War (1918) j Work
of the Church for Men at War (1919); The
Oood News (1921); Postmodernism and Other
Essays (1925) ; Common Sense in Education

(1928).

.
,

,

.

i

AIL English art
CLIVB (1881)
and- literary critic, educated at Trinity College,
Cambridge. In hia critical essays, he has harshly
rebuked all artiste who follow the doctrine of
.exact representation and lauded those wielding
their .talent fpr the expression -of .personal emotion, He is the author of ^{1914 ), Peace at
(1015), Pot Boilers (1918), Poems (1921),

BE&L,

,

\vas

attached to the Military Intelligence Department, Cairo (1915), and the Admiralty Intelligence Office in Cairo (1916-17). In 1916 she
was liaison officer of the Arab bureau in Iraq.
In 1917, she went with the British army to
Bagdad and later acted as assistant political officer, exercising extraordinary influence over the
Arab chiefs. She received the Founder's Medal
of the Royal Geographical Society and a C.B.E.
Her publications infor her political services.
clude Poems from the Divan of Bafts: (1897) ;
The Desert and the Sown (1907) The Thousand
and One Churches, with Sir W. M. Ramsay
(1909) ; Palace and Mosque at Ukhaider (1914),
and Review of the Civil Administration of Mesopotamia, issued by the Indian Office (1921).
The Letters of Gertrude Bell were edited by her
stepmother (1927), and Persian Pictures, first
brought out in 1894, 'was republished in 1928
after her death.
BELL, JAMES FRANKLIN (1856-1919). An
;

American

soldier

manded the second

He com(see VOL. III).
division of the United States

in Texas, 1914-15 j the Western Department at San Francisco to May, 1917, the Eastern
Department to September, 1917, and later the
77th Division of the Army, at Camp Upton.
A Scottish
).
BELL, JOHN JOY (1871journalist and author (see VOL. III). His later
works include The 'Whalers (1914); "Wee Mao(1915); Little Grey Ships
greegor Enlists

Army

(1916); Story of Kitty Carstairs (1917); All
Ages (1918); Just Jemima (1919); Jimmy
Johnny (1920); The Pie in the Oven, one act
Thread o> Scarlet, in one act, (1923)
(1922)
Courtin* Christina, in one act, (1924) ; The Brave
and Exit Mrs. McLeerie (1927).
Bailie (1925)
BELL, Louis (1864-1923). An American
electrical engineer,, born at Chester, N. H.
He
was graduated at Dartmouth in 1884 and won a
fellowship at Johns Hopkins. During 1888-89
ho was professor of applied electricity m Purdue
University and during 1890-92 he was editor of
The Electrical World. After 1893 he practiced
;

;

An
IDDINGS (1886).
American educator and clergyman. He was born
at Dayton, Ohio, graduated at the University of
Chicago (1007), and studied theology at the
Western Theological Seminary, Chicago (S. T.
He was ordained in the Protestant
B., -1912).
Kpiscopal Church in 1010, was a vicar at St.
Christopher's Church, Oak Park, 111., 1910-13,
doan of St. Paul's Cathedral Church, Fond du
BELL, BERNARD

'

BELL
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;

in Boston a a consulting engineer. Ho was active for many years in. the General Electric
Company and organized its electric power trans-

mission department; he designed the first polyphase plant; used in the United States, both for
power and lighting, an well as for railway servHis original investigations included studies
ice.
on spectroftcopy, alternating current phenomena,
wireless telephony, physiological optics, and the
interpretation of albedo. In addition to many
scientific papers and monographs, he was coauthor, with Oscar T. Crosby,, of .Th& Jfileotrio
Railway (1892), Power Distribution for JElectrio
Railroads (1896)', Eleclnio Power Transmission
,(1897), $he Art of Illumination (1902), and
fT&? ^eZesiope (1922).
,

BELL,

WIHXUC

,,

BLAJR -,(871-

).

A

British surgeon. And authority, qircanqer. Having taken bis medical .degree at King's College
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at Liverpool
Hospital, London, he began practice
and was appointed to the staff of the Royal Inin gynefirmary in 1905. He specialized first
of the
cology and obstetrics and in the study
ductless glands. In 1921 he was made professor
of obstetrics and gynecology in the University of
and obLiverpool and was also gynecological
When
stetrical surgeon to the Royal Infirmary.
the Liverpool Medical (Cancer) Research Or-

ganization was founded, he was made director.
His leading publications are Principles of Qynecology (3d. ed., 1919); Sex Complex (1916, 2d.
He is best
ed., 1920 ) , and The Pituitary ( 1919 )
known for his introduction of the lead treatment
of inoperable cancer, one of the few real advances
.

in this field in recent years.

BBLLIWaEB, PATRICK NETSON LYNCH
A naval airman born at Cheraw,
).

(1885-

S. C., and educated at the United States Naval
Academy. During the seizure and occupation of
Vera Cruz in 1914, he was in charge of the airpiano section and made daring flights over

BELM035TT, ALVA

H. P.)
E. SMITH (MRS.
9.
feminist, born at Mobile, Ala.,
and educated in France. While actively and
generously interested in movements for social
betterment, such as hospitals, children's homes,
the abolition of child labor, and tho improvement of working conditions for women engaged
in industry, she is known preeminently for her
efforts in the cause of woman's rights.
well-

An American

A

known speaker and writer on woman suffrage,
she was founder and later president of the Political Equality Association.
She was an organ-

Woman

izer of the
liberal

and a

Voters' Convention in 1915,
donor to the Woman's Party.

BELOIT' COLLEGE. A college of liberal
arts for men and women at Beloit, Wis., founded
in
1846. The
student enrollment increased
from 395 in 1913-14 to 559 in 1927-28, the number of members in the faculty from 35 to 40,
and the library from 50,000 to 78,000 bound
volumes and an equal number of pamphlets.
The endowment rose, in the same period from $1,208,966 to $2,682,814, and the income in 192728 was $323,198. New dormitories for freshmen were completed for occupancy in the autumn
of 1927. Edward Dwight Eaton, D.D., LL.IX,
who had been president since 1880, was succeeded
in 1917 by Melvin Amos Brannon, Ph.D., LL.D.,
but was acting president again in 1923, and was
succeeded by Irving Mauer, D.D., LL.D., who was
installed in 1924.

In 1919 he commanded the
territory.
"during the Transatlantic flight (May 3June 16). Later, he had charge of the material
division of naval aviation. During the War, he
received the Order of the Tower and the Sword
from the Portuguese government and the Navy
Cross. He was raised to the rank of commander,
U. 8. N., on Nov. 16, 1924.
An
).
BELLOC, be-lok', IIiLAiiiB (1870A German
).
BELOW, OTTO VON (1857English author, born in France (see VOL. III).
As a devout Roman Catholic, he has sought in soldier born at Danzig. In tho World War, he
much of his historical writing to stress the took part as a general of infantry and army compoint of view and interest of his church. Since mander in the battles of tlie 'Masurian 'Lakes
(February, 1915), the Macedonian campaigns of
1913, Mr. Belloc has lengthened the list of his
works with A Continuation of Linguard's His- 1916, the Italian campaigns of 1917, and the batin 1918.
In the last,
tory to the Death of Edward VII (1914), The tles on the Western front
Last Days of the French Monarchy (191C), he commanded the 17th Army. lie retired in
General Sketch of the European War, second 1910.
(1910),
BELTBAMI, bSl-trU'ine, LUCA (1854).
phase (The Battle of Hie Marne)
Europe and the Faith (1920), The House of An Italian architect, born in Milan, where in
he
became
1885
The
Jews
the
at
Commons and the Monarchy (1920),
professor
polytechnic
(1922), The Mercy of Allah (1922), The Con- school. He is especially well known for his work
on
ancient
Histrast (1923), Verses and Sonnets (1924),
buildings, having restored, aimm#
tory of England, 3 vols. (1925-28), The Cruise of others, the Palazzo Marino in 1890, which is
now
tho
town
hall of Milan; tho church and
French
Miniatures
History
The Nona (1925),
of
(1925), The Emerald of Catharine the Great cloister of Santa Maria del la Gruxie; and tho
(1926), A. Companion to Mr. Well's "Outline castle of Sform, 1890-95. He was nmcle a
in
1011. Beltrami
also
published
of History" (which aims at proving the errors, Senator
from a Catholic point of view, in Mr. Wells's books on the architecture of various periods,
imitations
of
and
Church
the
Catholic
History using
book, 1926), The
contemporary letterings.
II Castrllo di Afilano not to il
(1926), How the Reformation Happened (1928), These include:
dominio
the
Second
James
dcf/li 8fora 14$0-18S$ (1885; 2d ed.,
Danlon; a study (1928),
(1928), But Soft We Are Observed, with 37 1894, with additions to the history of the VisConUuida
K.
A
eonti
Chesterton
G.
atoriva del CastHlo di Milana
(1028),
) ;
drawings by
versation with an Angel (1928), Books That
(1H94); Jl Oimitero monumental*! di
Change The World, and Other Essays (1928), Milano t (htida artistica illmtrala, (1880); La
Belinda, (1928); and Survival* and New Arriv- Certosa di J'avia (1895; 2d e<l., 1007; translated
into Gorman, 1905).
als (1929).
BELLOWS, GEORGE WESLEY (1882*1925).
),
BfewtONO}, bc-m6N', CIURLKH (1848An American artist (see Vex. III). In his
French historian and palaeographer (sec VOL.
last years, he won a long list of awards for his Ill), a member of the Tnstitut and this director
unusual paintings. The chief awards included of the ficole Pratique des Huuteft-fttudeB (Horthe bronze medal, Carnegie Institute (1914), gold boiine), an institution for the encouragement of
medal, Panama-Pacific Exposition (1915), bronze disinterested scholarship outside of the academic
medal, Art Institute of Chicago (1916), Isidor degrees. He was also editor of the ttctnie His*
Medal, National Academy of Design (1916), torique. His later works include dhroniqw
Temple Medal, Pennsylvania Academy (1917), latine sur le premier divorce de Henry VJll
gold modal, Pennsylvania Academy
(1921), (1917); Le comte de Vile tfOUron (1017); La
bronze medal, Art Institute of Chicago (1921), Uuyenne pendant la dom' nation anglaise, 1J&2and first prize at Carnegie Institute (1922). 1J/5S (1920), and ttistoire de VKurop* de 896
In 1918 and 1919 he wan an instructor at the b J210, a new and revised edition of his earlier
Art Students' League, New York, and also in work in collaboration with Gabriel Moaod
1019 at the Art Institute, Chicago.
(1921).

enemy

NG1

WM-mJi

A

BEIT-AMI

BEN-AMI,

JACOB

).

A

Jewish

actor born at Minsk, Russia, who went to the
United States and played rdles in Yiddish for
the Yiddish Art Theatre, New York City. Later,
he won recognition on the American stage in

The Race with the Shadow, a special production
of the Theatre Guild with Arnold Daly's company; as Samson in Samson and Delilah, in The
Failures (1923)

and

;

Man

and The Masses (1924)

;

later in "Welded.

BENAVENTE Y

MARTINEZ, JACINTO
A Spanish dramatist, who in(1866).
augurated a new genre: plays for children,
and wrote for the first performance of the Teatro
dp los Ninos (Children's Theatre) El prfnoipe
que todo lo aprendio en los libros. Benavente
won the Nobel Prize for literature in 1922 and
in 1922-23 made a triumphal tour of Spanish
America and the United States. In 1929 he was
working on his translation of the complete
works of Shakespeare. Among his most important works are Gente conocida (a satire of the
leisure

Lo cursi (a satire of social
La noche del sdbado (a powerful

class);

climbers)

;

BE3STELM
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(1890-

tragedy); Los intereses creados (a keen study
of vested rights) ; La malquerida (an unusually
penetrating study of a struggle against an illicit
La otra honra (1924); Alfilerastos
love);
(1924); La mariposa que void sabre el mar
(1926);
hijo de Poliohinela (1927); Pepa
doncel (1928); and El demonio fu& antes angel

m

(1928).

BECTCHLEY, ROBERT CHARLES
An American editor and humorist,

(1889-

).

born at Worcester, Mass., and educated at Harvard UniIn the period 1912-14, he was with the
versity.
Curtis Publi ailing Company and subsequently
joined the editorial staff of the New York Tribune (1916-17). He was managing editor of
1

Vanity Fair (1919-20), dramatic editor of Life
(1920), and literary critic on the New York
World (1920-21). Mr. Benchley's writings have
the supreme virtue of genuine humor. He
wrote: Of All Things (1921); Love Conquers
All (1921 ) Pluck and Luck (1925) ; The Early
Worm (1027); and Twenty Thousand Leagues
Under the Sea, or David Copperfield (1928).
;

COUNT
BENCKENDORFF,
A Russian diplomat,

ALEXANDER

educated in
France and Germany. He entered the diplomatic service in 1869, acting as attache" to the
Russian embassies in Rome and Vienna. From
1897 to 1903, he was Minister to Denmark, and
from the latter year until his death he was .Ambassador to Great Britain. Largely responsible
for the reconciliation between Russia and England, he negotiated the Anglo-Russian agreement of 1907 which paved the way for the Triple
Entente.
French
).
BE2STDA, JUUEN- (1867critic and novelist, who, in a period dominated
by literary Bergsoniflm, became the vigorous defender of intellectualism and classical aesthetics.
His Belphegor (1018) was an attack on the artistic standards of the twentieth century and its
cultivation of feminine sentimentalities. His
novels, Le$ Amorandes (1922) and La Croite des
Roses (1923), were as intellectual as his critical
theory. Before the World War, he published
two polemical works against the new philosophy
of Bergson, Le Bergsonisme (1012), and 8ur le
succes du Bergsonisme -(1914). The Dialogue
d'Eleuthere was a charming philosophical discussion of the follies of the modern age, particuwrote
larly in its subjection to women.- He, also

(1849-1917).

A

'

I/ordination, fiction (1913); Les sentiments de
Critias, essays
(1917); Lettres a Melisan&e
(1925) ; Le trahison des clercs (1927, tr. 1928) ;
and Mon premier testament, a literary autobiography (1928).

BEND A

y WLADYSLAW THEODOR
).
(1873Polish-American illustrator born in Poznan,
Poland, and educated in Cracow, Vienna, San
Francisco, and New York. In 1911 he became
a naturalized citizen of the United States. He
was best known for his illustrations for American magazines, his decorative painting, and his
creation of a new type of mask known on the
stage as "Benda masks." He was awarded a
silver medal for his work at the Panama-Pacific

A

International Exposition, in 1915.

BENEDICT XV,

GIACOMO DELLA CHIESA

Pope, 1914-1922, and 260th successor of St. Peter, first bishop of Rome. He
was born at Pigli, Italy, educated at the gymnasia of his native city, and graduated with a
doctor's degree in jurisprudence at the uniHe was ordained as a priest in
versity there.
1878 and later served as undersecretary to Cardinal Meriano Rampoloa. He wan created archbishop of Bologna in 1907 and elevated to the
Cardinalate in May, 1914; in September of that
year, just two months after the outbreak of the
World War, he was elected pope. Benedict
was an unassuming head of the Roman Catholic
Church, a sincere patron of arts, and, as his
handling of the diplomatic -situation at the
Vatican during the chaos of the War proved, a
subtle statesman. Throughout the struggle, he
made frequent efforts to bring about a peace
settlement. Benedict XV modeled his policy on
that of Leo XIII and Pius X. During his pon(1854-1922).

XV

friendly relations were restored between
the Vatican and the French government, which
once more exchanged ambassadors. Great Britain also had a representative in Rome for poOn Jan. 21, 1922, he died of
litical reasons.
pneumonia after an illness of five days. His
circulars were published in eight parts (191523), and in 1917 he published the new Codex
Juris Canonioi. Consult La PapautS et Ohreti*
enle sous Benedict XV, by Goyau (1922).
BENEDEKT, MoRixz (1836-1920), An Austrian physician distinguished in many fields,
tificate,

including neuro-pathology, psychology, psychiatry, anthropology, criminology, and forensic
medicine. He received his degree in medicine
from the University of Vienna in 1859. He
studied the application of electricity to diagnosis
and treatment and in 1869 was made professor*
of nerve pathology and electrotherapy at his
alma mater. Among his numerous works were
later combined with
(1868,
JBlektrotherapie
another under the title Nervenpathologie und
Elektrotherapie) ; Anatomische Btudien an Ver*
Ireoherffehirnen (1879), which received an American translation; Kraniomelrie und Kephalometrie (1888), later translated into French;
Die Seelenkunde des Menschen (1895) ; and hia
autobiography, Aus meinem Leben (1906).
An Italian
).
BE3STELM, SEM: (1877playwright whose work was characterized by a
freshness of poetic fancy well illustrated in Ali
(1921 ) and The Love Thief and La. Santa Prima1

vera (1923). An early play, La Befffl, was
given in French in Paris (1910), and in English
SB New York as ?he Jest, with John and Lionel
Barrymare (1919). His other .playa include
La Maschera di Bruto (1908) pignola (1911) ;
La 0-orgona (.1913);- .Le^Nozze dei Centawn
;

BENES
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L'Amorosa
(1922);
L'Artsigoaolo
(1915);
(1925); Jl Vesso di perle (1926); and Con le
Several of these were in verse,
stelle (1927).
and he also wrote the poems, L'dStare (1916),
and the prose, Parole di lattaglia (1918), about
the World War. Ttalo Montemezzi composed the
music to his The Love of the Three Kings
(1'A.more dei Tre Re), one of the most moving
and beautiful modern operas.

A
).
BENISS, Benes, DR. EDTJARD (1884Czechoslovakian statesman of the Socialist Party,
born at Kozlany, Bohemia, and educated at the
University of Prague and the Sorhonne, Paris.
During the World War, he went to Paris as editor of a propagandist newspaper, La Nation
Tcheque, working with T. O. Masaryk, later president of the Czechoslovak Republic, for the setting
up of an independent Czechoslovak State. He
was general secretary of the Czechoslovak National Council in Paris 1915-18 and chief of the
Czechoslovak delegation to the Peace Conference
at Paris (1919-20). He became Foreign Minister of the new State in 1918, a position which
he has continued to fill. He was also premier
from September, 1921, to October, 1922. As chief
Czechoslovak delegate to the League of Nations
(1920), he was elected to the Council of
the League in 1923, 1925, and 1920. He was a
founder of the Little Entente, one of the drafters
of the Geneva Protocol (1924), and signed the
Locarno treaties of December, 1925, on behalf
of his country. His many publications on political
and sociological subjects include Le
Probleme Autrichien et la Question Toheque
(1908) ; The History of the Labor Movement in
Austria (1913); Le Botialisme Autrichien et la
Guerre; Political Partisanship (1914) ; The War
and Culture (1915); De truises VAutrioheBohemian Case for IndepenHongrie (1916)
;

dence (1917); The Spirit of the Czechoslovak
Revolution (1923); Five Years of Czechoslovak
Foreign Policy (1924) ; Difficulties of Democracy
(1924); Diplomatic Struggle for the Czechoslovak Independence (1925); Problems of Slavonic Policy (1926) ; and My War Memories
(1928).
-An
).
BENfiT, STEPHEN VINCENT (J 898American author, born at Bethlehem, Pa., and
educated at Yale University. As a student at
Yale, he published Young Adventure (1918) and
won a poetry prize. These early poems showed
a precocious facility which has since developed
into whimsical and bizarre expressions, in which
of his in^he is at his best. Other publications
'elude Heavens and Earth (1020); The Beginning of Wisdom (1921)5 Young People's Pride
(1923),
(1922), Jean Hugenot
Tiger Joy
(1925), Spanish Bayonet (1926), and John
Brown's Body (1928), which won the Pulitzer
prize for the best book of verse published in the
United States that year.
,

An
).
BEN&T, WILLIAM ROSE (1886American author and editor. He was born at
Fort Hamilton, New York Harbor, and was educated at the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale.
From 1907 on, he engaged in journalism and
editorial work, first in California and later aft a
member of the editorial staff of The Century
(1911-18) and the Nation's Business (1919He was associate editor of the Literary
20)'.
Review of the New York Evenfag Post (192024) and has since been associate editor of The
Saturday Review of Literature. He wrote poetry
of merit characterized by an excellent senso of
form and a real imaginative talent, besides a

finely

drawn romance and many

Among

critical papers.
his published works were the volumes of

(1913); The
verse, Merchants from Cathay
Falconer of Ood (1914); The Burglar of the
Zodiac (1918) Moons of Grandeur (1020) the
The Flying
novel, First Person Singular (1922)
King of Kuno, a story for children (1926) ;
Wild Goslings (1927); Man Po&stssctl poems
(1927) ; essays in Saturday Papers with II. S.
Canby and A. Loveman (1921); and with his
wife a translation of Claudel's The East 1 Know
In 1923 he married Elinor Wylic, the
(11)14).
;

;

;

',

t

poet.

BEldSST, MBS. WILLIAM ROSE.

See WYLIE,

ELINOR.

MAKCUS

BENJAMIN,

(1857-

).

An

American editor, born at San Francisco, Calif.,
and educated at the Columbia University School
of Mines. After following his profession of
chemist for several years, he turned to editorial
work and has served on the staffs of tho tf,yclopwdia of American Biography, the Standard
Dictionary, tho Universal Cyclopfrdia, the NEW
INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPAEDIA and the NEW INTERNATIONAL YEAR BOOKS. He was editor-inchief of Applcton's "New Practical Cyclopaedia, 6
vols. (1910).
Since 1896 he has been the editor
of the publications of tho United States National Museum and has been a member of tho
annual United States Assay Commission. During the World War, Dr. Benjamin was an aid

in the office of Naval Intelligence and received
the decoration of the golden palms with the rank
of Officier de I'lnstruction Publique from France
in 1020 and that of Officer of the Crown of Italy
in 1928. He has written extensively in biography, especially of scientific men and churchmen, in history and social science, and, on its

50th

anniversary,

Cosmos Club and

its

prepared a review* The
Relation to Men of Letters

(1928).

BENJAMIN, baN'aha'raaN', RKNtf (1885A French writer and novelist who alo
).
painted. He leaped into prominence through
the publication of his war novels, Gaspard (1015)
and Lea Repatrits (1918), the former being unanimously awarded the Prix Qoncourt for 1915.
M. Benjamin excelled in portraiture of Parisian

working- types and reproduced argot in tho
naturalistic manner of Zola.
Unlike Zolu, ho

had no

sociological

ax

to grind,

and

hit*

types

were singularly rich and good humored. Of Iritf
other works, several wore aatires, such as Lcs
Justices de pai ou lea vingt. faconft dc jugcr a
Paris (1013); Sous le cicl de France (1910);
Le palais et se$ gens de justice (1010) ; La farce
de la Sorbonne (11)21]I; Amadou, bolohMste
(1021); and Aliborons et demagogues, political
satire (1027). His playw include Le Pacha,
produced at the Odeon (1911); La pie borgne
(1921); Les plaisirs du hazard, a light-hearted,
sparkling play produced in Paris (1922) \ and
He
II faut gu& chacun aoit a GQ place (1924),
also wrote Valentine (1924) and Bateao (1025,
tr.

1027).

BKOT,

CAPT, ( WILLIAM) WEDGWOOD (1877English public official, who was
graduated from the University of London in
1898. A Liberal, he represented Si George's
Division, Tower Hamlets, in Parliament (190618), and Leitk (1918-27), being parliamentary
private secretary, in succession, of the Treasury,
the Board of JEdqcation, and the Admiralty*
He was also a. Junior Lord of the Treasury
(1010-15), a representative of His Majesty's
).

An

BElftSTETT

of Works in the House of Commons
(1912-14), and of the Insurance Commission
(1914). Joining the Labor party in 1927,
Benn was elected to Parliament by North Aberdeen in 1928, and on June 7, 1929, 'he was made
Secretary of State for India. For his services
during the World War he received, among other
awards, the Distinguished Hying Cross, Croix
de Guerre, and the Italian War Cross. In 1926
he was created a Companion of the Distinguished
Service Order.
).
BEN'NETT, ( ENOCH) ARNOLD (1867An English writer (see VOL. III). Some of his
later works are A. Great Man (1915) Oo?er
There: War Scenes on the Western Front
(1915); These Twain (1916) The Lion's KTwre
(1916) ; Books and Persons (1917) The Pretty
Lady (1918) ; The Roll Call (1919) From the
Log of the Velsa (1920) Our Women: Chapters
on the Sex Discord (1920); Things That Have
Interested Me (1921); Mr. Prohack (1922);
Riceyman Steps (1923); Elsie and the Child
(1925); Lord Raingo (1926); The flavour of
Life: Essays in Gusto (1928); Mediterranean
Scenes (limited ed., 1928); Accident (1928);
The Strange Vanguard (1928); and the plays,
The Title (1918), Judith (1919), Sacred and
Profane Love, 2d ed. (1919), The Love Match
(1922), The Return Journey (1928), and, with
E. Knoblock, London Life (1924), and a dramatization of Mr. Prohack (1927).
An
RICHABD
).
(1873BE3OTETT,
American actor, born at Deacon's Mills, Ind.,
who made his first stage appearance in Chicago
Office

;

;

;

;

in 1891. He is best known for his characterizations of George DuPont in Brieux's Damaged
Goods (1914); Julien Brignac in Maternity;
Chick Hewes in Kick In; Peter Marchmont in

The Unknown Purple; Christopher -Armstrong
For the Defense; Robert Mayo in Eugene
O'Neill's Beyond the fforison; "He" in Andreyev's
JJe Who Gets Slapped (1922), and the leading
r61e in Sir Gerald du Manner's The Dancers

in

(1923).

BENNINGTON

COLLEGE. An institution
of higher learning for women, located at Bennington, Vt., ground for which was broken in the
Student enrollment was to be
fall of 1929.
limited to 325. It will be the pioneer of colleges of the first -rank in not requiring students
to take subjects prescribed by academic tradition either in the college itself or for entrance.
The college will seek to give each matriculant
the particular kind of education that, in the
opinion of the teachers, will develop individual
aptitudes. Buildings will be in the Colonial

domeHtic style and were designed by J. W. Ames
and E. S. Dodge of Boston, The total expense
of founding tho cpllege including buildings,
scholarships, and free funds, was estimated at
$4,000,000, more than one-fourth of which was
in hand at the beginning of 192^ President:
Robert Dovore Leigh, fthoX
,

A
).
BENTOlT, bs-nwS', PIERRE (1884French novelist. Critics found in his work a
mixture of the romantic and the entertaining to
induce forgetfulnens.of the sorrows of the World
War. Just after the Armistice, Ktinigamark appeared, with the fatalistic setting of a small
German principality. Benott successfully ex,

lotted this ,air of fatality, eventually dispelled
gy a happy ending* in almost all qf his- novels.

L'Atlantide (1919), which earned the author the
Grand Prjx du Roman ,of the A,cadmie -FrauNorth Af$ai&.e, is an Oriental fairy tale of
,

BENSON
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rica.

Its art

was

likened to that of Steven-

South Sea romances and the story was compared to H. Rider-Haggard's She, from which
he was accused of plagiarizing. In Don Carlos
(1920), Le Lao Kale (1921 ), and La Chaussee des
Geants (1922), his subject was again a woman
marked by the finger of doom and saved in the
His other works include Les suplast chapter.
pliantes, poems (1920) L'oublie; Mademoiselle
de la Ferti (1923); La Chatelaine du Lioan
(1924); Les putts de Jacob (1925); Le roi Upreua (1927); and Axelle (1928). The majority of M. Benoit's novels have been translated
son's

into English.

BEWBIMO, J. HARRY MCALPIW 1 874An American dramatic author and director, born
(

) .

San Francisco, where he made his first stage
appearance in 1892. In 1897 Benrimo acted for
the first time in New York (Manhattan Theatre)
and in London. Subsequently, he appeared in
popular successes in New York and London, but
is probably best known as the co-author of The
Yellow Jacket, with George C. Hazelton (1912).
He is also co-author of Taking Chances (1916)
and The Willow Tree (1917). He has lived in
London in recent years, devoting his time to
at

stage direction

and consultation.

L. (1871An Amer).
ican editor and writer on pacifism, born at PlainHe was a member of the reportorial
well, Mich.
or editorial staffs of newspapers in Chicago, Salt
Lake City, and San Francisco (1890-97); assistant managing editor of the Detroit Journal
(1897-1901); managing editor of the Detroit
Times (1901-06), and of the Washington, D. C.
Times (1906-07) ; and a writer on political and
economic subjects for Pearson's Magazine (190816), and of signed editorials for The Appeal to
Reason (Girard, Kan., 1914-16). In 1916, he
was nominee of the Socialist Party for President
of the United States, but in 1918 he resigned
from the party, and in the latter year founded,
with W. F. Cochran, the Reconstruction MagaHe is well known as a writer on socialism,
zine.

BENSON, ALLAN

etc., and is author of The
Usurped Power of the Courts (1911); Common
8ense about the Navy (reprinted after 1911 by
the Anti-preparedness Committee) ; The Truth
About Socialism (New York, 1914); Our Dis-

government, war,

honest Constitution (New York, 1914) ; A Way
to Prevent War (1915) ; Inviting War to America (New York, 1916) ; What Ford Wages Have
Done (1917); The New Henry Ford (1923);
The Story of Geology (1927) ; and various magazine articles.
).
BENSON", E(DWARD) F(REDERIO) (1867English novelist (wee VOL. III). His many

An

later novels maintained his place as one of the
cleverer and more popular writers. They in-

cluded Michael (1916); Robin Linnet (1919);
Dodo Wonders (1921); Peter (1922); Colin
(1923); David of King's (1924); Colin
(1925), and Mezzanine (1926). He also wrote

H

Crescent and, Iron Cross, dealing with the relaTurkey and Germany before and during
the World War (1918); The White Eagle, of
Poland, telling of the German occupation and
the reconstruction of that country (1918); ,0,r
Family Affairs, 1 807-1800 (1920); Sir Francis
Drake (1927) ; The Life of AMUa,a<p> (JL928)j
and Paying Guests (1929).
).
BENSON",, Si* FBANK. (ROBBBO?) (1859An English actor born at Alre&ford, Hampshire,
and educated at Winchester ,and New College,
Oxford. He was knighted in 1916. At Oxford,
tions of

BENSON

Sir Frank appeared in Greek plays; immediately after leaving college, he went on the stage
and made his first appearance under Henry Irving at the Lyceum Theatre in Romeo and JuHe very shortly became manager of
liet ( 1882)
his own company and in 1901 founded a dramatic
After 1888 he managed the Stratford-pnschool.
Avon vShakespearean Festival. On the occasion
.

of the Shakespeare tercentary, he played the title
role in Julius Casar and was knighted after the

performance.

An
).
BEWSOJff, FRANK WESTON (1862American painter, born at Salem, Mass, (see VOL.
He won the Corcoran Gold Medal and
III).
W.

first

A. Clark Prize of the Corcoran Gallery,

Washington (1010) the Logan Medal and Prize
from the Art Institute of Chicago (1022); the
Logan Rrize from the Chicago Society of Etchers
(1918); the gold medal at the Philadelphia
;

Sesquifontcnnial (1920). He is represented in
the Metropolitan Museum, New York, the Corcoran Gallery, Washington, and the Art Institute
of Chicago.
An English
).
BENSON, STELLA (1892writer. Too delicate to attend school, she spent
her youth in France, Germany, and Switzerland.
She took part in the suffrage movement in 1914,
did war work in East London, and after traveling in America and the Orient returned to Eng-

and married J. C. O'Gorman AnderHer novels / rose (1015), This is the End
(1017), Living Alone (1919), TJie Poor Man
(1922), Pipes and a, Dancer (1024), and Oood-

land

in 1921

son.

Sttranacr (1925) are brilliantly written,
witty, powerfully descriptive, and original and
But her characters arc selfprecise in imagery.
conscioiiH skeptics, this skepticism in the later
works turning into a mockery of all effort as
She also wrote Twenty, poems (1018),
futile.
&;/r,

World: Sketches of Travel (1025),
aid Worlds Within Worlds, a book on travel in
TJie Mt1le
tlin
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East (1028).

BENSON", WILLIAM SHEPHERD (1855-

).

An American

naval officer, born in Macon, Ga.,
and educated at the United States Naval Academy. In 1881 he was inado ensign and roso
through the various grades, becoming lieutenant
commander in 1000, captain in 1909, and rear
admiral in 1915. He was commandant of the
Philadelphia Navy Yard (1913-15) and in 1015
was appointed Chief of Naval Operations. In
1917 he was a member of the commission appointed by President Wilson to confer with the
Allies in Europe and was also a member of the

He served as naval
special commission abroad.
of
representative in drawing up the naval terms

Armistice with Germany and the Central
Powers, and was naval adviser to the American
CommiftHion at the Peace Conference at Paris,
lie continued to servo as Chief of Naval Operations until Sept* 25, 1010, when he was retired
by operation of law. In 1920 he was appointed
chairman of the United States Shipping Board
and in the following year became a commissioner
of that board.
An AmerBENTLE Y, MADISON ( 1 870)
ican psychologist, born at Clinton, Iowa, and
educated at the University of Nebraska and Corthe.

.

nell University. He was instructor, and assistant
professor of psychology at Cornell University from

1808 to 1012 and has been professor and director

of the psychological laboratories at the UniverHe edited and supersity of UlinoiH since 1912.
vined studies in social and general psychology
(1016), and critical and experimental studies

in psychology published in 1021, 1024, 1925 and
1027. He also wrote The Field of Psychology
(1924). He is editor of the Psychological Index
and took a prominent part in the war activities
of the American Psychological Association.

BEOCHE,

LEGBOS.

BERATJD, HENRI

See BJ&RAUD, HENRI.
).

(1885-

A

French

novelist born at Lyons.
Although he began publishing in 1005, *he attained prominence only
in 1022 when the Acad6mio Ooncourt crowned
his two novels La marti/rc d'un olwse and Peau
de fesse. Among his other works are L'Heritane
des Symbolistes (1005), LPS worts lyriques
(1012), Le vitriol de lune (1021) ; Lazare (1024,
tr. 1025) ; Ce que j'ai vu <i Moscow (1025, tr.
1026) ; Le bois du tempher perdu (1020) ; Moti
ami Robespierre (1027, tr, 1028) ; La, gcrbe d'or
(1028) ; Twelve Portraits of the French Revolution (1028); The Discoverer, (JolMnbuH (1028),
and JRendez-vous Europfans (1028). M. Beraucl
sometimes used the pseudonyms Urbain Dher6
and Legros H^oche.

A noted Gorstudied at the
conservatories of Dresden and Leipzig (under
Brodsky) and made a most successful debut in
London, in 1880. From 1801-00 he was concertmaster in Magdeburg, 1800-08 in Chemnitz and
1808-1002 of the (Jewandhaus Orchestra in LeipIn 1004 ho accepted the professorship at
zig.
the Akadcniic der Tonkunst in Munich, but in
was
called as Ileennaiui's suecesKor to the
1007
lloch Conservatory in Frankfort, and in 1008
succeeded Marteau at the Conservatory of (JonTn 1020 he returned to hia former position
ova.
in Munich and there also established his own
BERBER,

man

FELIX (1871-

born at Jena.

violinist,

).

He

string quartet with his wife, Milly, liilrll, and
Kohler.
).
BERCHTOLD, LEOPOLD, COUNT (1803A former Austro-llungarian Foreign Minister
VOL.
After the outbreak of the World
(see
Ill)
War, he tried to persuade Italy and Rumania to
fulfill their obligations to Austria and bent all his
energy to securing new allies for the Central
Powers. He was, however, unsuccessful for the
most part, as he would not consent to the concession of Austrian territory, even though Germany urged it. He came into conflict with (erman statesmen and military leaders, accusing
them of not supporting Austria sufficiently
against Russia. Tn 1015 he fell from power, and
the following year was appointed Lord High
Steward to Charles Francis Joweph, the heir to
the throne. Later, he became Lord High Chamberlain but retired from politics on the fall of
the dynasty.
A Ku).
BERCOVICI, KONRAD (1882manian author (resident in the United State*
wan
since 1010). He
private-Iy educated and
wrote: Crimes of Charity HO 17) ; Dutit of New
York (1018); Ohitaa (1010); Murdo (1021);
The fttory of the dypitiefj (H>28); Alettnnder
(3928); Nights Abroad (1028); and Vosta's
Daughter, a play.
BEKE'A COLLEGE. A non-nectar fan, coeducational institution at Bcrea, Ky., founded in
1855 in the frpecial intercHt of the mountain people of the Southern Appalachians. The curriculum was divided into five department*: Collage,
.

normal Hchool, training

school,

academy, and

The

foundation-junior high school.

college do*

partment regiBtered a growth between MH4 and
1928 from 104 students to 437; and the total
registration in 1928 was 1942. There wan also
'

a summer

session enrollment of 453, of

whom

BERENSON

BERGKER
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191 were in the college, 167 in the normal school,
DAVID
EBIC
An AmerBEES,
'
(1890and 95 inL the academy. The faculty in 1928 ican
sociologist, born at Minneapolis, Minn., and
numbered 104, and the library was increased educated at the
of
Minnesota.
He
University
from 26,000 to 57,779 volumes. Six brick dormi- was
successively superintendent of schools in
tory and educational buildings were constructed various Minnesota towns (1912-14), with the
within the decade 1914-1924, besides a
hospital University of Wisconsin survey (1014), and a
.
arm
ap/nTrmnr/lQfiTn> 1150
PJA v\4-i,i4
mmw.'Kn. ^.
A"U_ TVjT_Ji ___
/TTT
r-ii
and flivfcrvnt.lftn
detention \xrstVfl
ward accommodating
patients. member of the Madison (Wis.) Chamber of
weaving industry was established, and a broom Commerce (1915). In 1915-16 he was assistant
industry, the latter in 1922-1923 turning out director of the Bureau of Municipal Research in
more than 7200 dozen brooms. The college Akron, Ohio, in 1917 assistant
secretary of the
maintained a dairy, a farm, a garden, a forest, Committee on Criminal Courts of the
Charity
and a cannery, in order to reduce the cost cf Organization Society of New York
City, and
maintenance, so that no student should be de- from 1917 to 1921 secretary of the Charities and
barred because of expenses. Developments fol- Welfare Committee of the
Philadelphia Chamber
lowing 1923 included the erection of a gymna- of Commerce. He was also secretary of the
sium for women and one for men; a new Americanization Bureau and of the Philadeldormitory for women in the normal school; a phia Welfare Federation. In 1918 he was lechome economics building; a new science build- turer on social statistics at Fordhani University.
and an animal husbandry building. During the War, he fought with the American
ing;
Changes in curriculum included the addition of forces in France. He is author of Pick Your
the ninth grade to the Foundation school; the Prof. (1920) and Personality Culture by
College
adoption of senior high-school courses in the Faculties (1920). He was managing editor of
academy; the discontinuance of the vocational Fundamentals of Musical Art.
school and the establishment of a vocational deBEBG-EN. A seaport city of Norway. The
partment. President, the Reverend William J. population in 1920 was 91,443. The area is
D.D.
13.5 square miles.
Hutchina,
In 1927, 831 vessels 'of 711,An 876 net tonnage were entered, and 643 vessels
BEBENSON, BERNAKD (1865).
American art critic (see VOL. III). His recent of 511,916 net tonnage were cleared. At TyskeVenetian Painting in bryggen (the German Quay) is a solid block of
publications include:
America, the Fourteenth Century (New York, quaint timber buildings erected in the fifteenth
in
the Study of Siennese Painting century by the Hanseatic League. The 16 gaards,
1916) Essays
or buildings, served not only as offices, salesrooms,
(ib., 1918) ; and Three Essays in Method (1927).
He compiled catalogues of the Italian paintings and warehouses but as living quarters for the
in the Widener and Friedsam collections.
merchants and their assistants. Business "is
A Polish still carried on in these buildings, but the best
BEBENT, WACLAV (1873).
born
at
Warsaw.
He attracted attention preserved has been converted into what is known
writer,
by his remarkable characterization of modern as the Hanseatic Museum. This museum porin
the
novels
Fachowieo
types
(1903) and Proch- trays to the minutest detail the life which was
no (1904), the latter a profound analysis of the lived in this town within a town five and six
decadent
artist.
Other
stories were centuries ago.
The town had its own laws and
metropolitan
Osimine (1911) and Zwe Eamienie (1922). He regulations, courts, police, etc., and allowed
made a successful de*but as a dramatist and was no Norwegian within the gates after nightfall.
looked on as the coming Polish writer in this All new buildings which have been erected
along
field.
He also collaborated on a Polish edition the quay have been built in the style of the
of Nietzsche.
fifteenth century. Bergen has a fine municipal
BEBESPOBD, ber'es-ferd, JOHN DAVYS theatre, beautiful parks, good art galleries, and
An English author, born at Cas- a famous zoological and oceanographical muse(1873).
Statues have been erected in its public
tor, near Peterborough, and educated at Oundle um.
and Petersborough. He studied architecture squares to Holberg, the father of modern Scandiin London but gave it up to turn to writ- navian literature; to Ole Bull, the
great violining, and published several plays and many nov- est; and to Edvard Grieg (1843-1907), the comels, in which he has portrayed characters exposer, whose home, Troldhaugen, has been preceptionally real. His style is dry but is vitalized served as a memorial museum and shrine.
by umisual psychological insight. His publicaBEBGENGBEN, RALPH WILIIELM ALEXIS
tions include the Jacob Stahl trilogy (1911An American essayist, born at
(1871).
12); Goslings (1913); The Mountains of the Gloucester, Mass., and educated at Harvard UniMoon (1915); These LynneJcers (1916,); The versity. He was cartoonist for the Boston SunWonder (1918); The Jervaise Comedy (1919); day (Hole '(1897-99), dramatic critic and ediThe Prisoners of Hartling (1922); love's Ptt- torial writer for the Boston Budget, a member
yrim (1923); Unity (1924); The Monkey Puss- of the editorial staff of the Boston Publicity
ale (1925); That Kind of Man (1926); The Bureau (1902-05), an art critic for the Boston
Tapestry (1927); The Instrument of Destmy Advertiser (1904-07). He is the author of sev(his first crime story, 1928), and Writing Aloud eral volumes of humorous, informal essays and
of a book of poems for children.
(1928).
His works inAn Austrian clude The Comforts of 'Home (Boston, 1918).
).
BEBG, ALBAW (1885composer, born in Vienna. He studied composi- The Perfect Gentleman (Boston 1919), The 8even
tion w,ith Arnold SchSnberg, adopting uncondi- Ages of Man (Boston, 1921), David, the Dreamer
(Boston, 1922), and Gentlemen All and Merry
tionally the latter's revolutionary ideas and becoming one of his most active propagandists. Companions (Boston, 1922).
In 1925 he was elected a director of the Austrian
BEBGEB, VIOTOE L. ( 1860-1929 ) An American Socialist editor and Congressman (see VOL,
brtuocJbL of the. International Society ,for Contemporary Music, He is one of the extreme futur- III). He never became acquiescent toward the
iste.
His, opera Wotsxek (Berlin, 1926) bas made World War and often wrote against it with the
the rounds of several of .the important opera result that he, in company with four other
houses of Austria and Germany.
Socialists, was brought to trial for violation. of

--.-.
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the Espionage Act in December, 1918. After a pared a short survey of French philosophy,
bitter legal battle which attracted national at- published in the collection La Science Franca ise,
this constituted his only scientention, he was found guilty (Jan. 8, 1919) and 2 vols., (1915);
sentenced to prison for 20 years. The House tific production during the four years of hostiliIn 1918, the Academy having resumed its
of Representatives, in November, voted his ex- ties.
clusion from the seat to which he had been meetings, Bergson delivered an address before it
elected the year previous. In December, 1919, on the life and works of his predecessor in its
he was once again elected by his Milwaukee con- membership, fimile Ollivier. This was published
stituency and was again denied his seat. In with the Discours de Reception, by \\viit Doumic
January, 1921, the United States Supreme (1918). At the close of the War, BorgHon
Court reversed his conviction; in Novembei, gathered up a number of his shorter writing
1922, the indictments against him were dis- and published them under the title of L'fincrffie
missed; and in the Maine mouth he was returned Spirituelle (1919), translated into English as
for the fourth time to Congress, this time as Mind Energy (1920). Ho took a leavo of abthe only Socialist Party representative. He sence from the College do France in 1919 in
was finally seated on Dec. 3, 1923. He was order to devote himself to philosophic writing,
reflected to the G9th and 70th Congresses but and at the beginning of 1922 ho resigned hit* chair
was defeated when lie ran again in November, definitely. Bergson was at work for some time
1928. His socialist doctrine was modeled after on the revision of the Gilford lectures delivthat of the German revisionist school of Kautsky ered in 1912. In 1922 a short volume came out,
and Bernstein, and therefore he rejected Soviet- Dw$e et Simultanfite d'aprks la TMoric d'EinIn 1924, with Morris Hillquit and others, stein. As the title suggests, the book atism.
lie supported the candidacy of Robert M. La
tempted to reconcile the theory of relativity with
Folletto for President. He was delegate of the the Bergsonian conception of duration. H< inAmerican Socialist Party to the International sisted that the relativity of mathematical times,
Socialist Congress at Marseilles, France, in 1925. which depends necessarily on the orientation
After 1927 he was chairman of the National of the observer, docs not 'preclude the existence
Executive Committee of the Socialist Party. He of an absolute qualitative time, revealed by psydied Aug. 7, 1929, from injuries' received in a chological introspection. He attacked therefore
street car accident.
not the mathematical theory of Einstein but the
A Swed- metaphysical interpretations which have been,
).
BERGER, VILHELM (1867ish-American editor and author, born at Vilrm- grafted on it. He headed the French delegation,
land, Sweden; he was educated in the high school which aided in the formation of the League of
there and later in Upsala College, N. J. lie Nations* Institute of Intellectual Cooperation,
was traveling agent for Swedish- American pub- and in 1928 he received the Nobel Pri/o for
lications
(1897-1903), editor of New York Literature for 1927.
), and office
The literature on Bergson* philosophy conNordstjernan (1903-13 and 1015manager and director of the Swedish Uithern tinued to increase at a rate which made him
Immigrant Home (1913-15) and the Swedish the subject of more commentaries than any other
Auguatana Home for the Aged, Brooklyn. He is modern thinker except Kant. Among the rethe author of numerous books in Swedish, deal- cent books in English are If. Wilden Cart's The
ing especially with the problems and conditions Philosophy of Change (1914); ami G. W. Cunof the Swedes in America, published from 1902
ningham's Bludu in the Philosophy of RcryKon
to 1925.
(1916); J. Alexander Gunu'ft Jicrffttou (1921);
and Mrs. Karin Stephen's The Mittuftc of Mind
F
BERGONEli!, JEAN-ALBAN (1807-1925).
French clectrotherapist and radium investigator (1922).
who was graduated in medicine at the University
An
).
BERKEY, CHARLES PETER (1807of Bordeaux in 1883 and was later appointed American geologist, born at Goshon, Iml., and
professor of biological physics and electrotherapy educated at the University of Minnesota, lu
After 1893 lie edited the Archives d'filec- 1892-1903 he was an instructor in geology at
there.
Ho Minnesota, and in the latter yuar went to Columtrititti Medicate, a periodical of great merit.
studied and wrote upon the physical phenomena bia, where he became a full professor In 1910.
of the muscles and the application of physics He was assistant geologist of State surveys of
His device for localizing metal Minnesota, Wisconsin, and New York. More reto medicine.
bodies in a human subject was employed during cently, aa consulting geologist to the New York
the World War. He twice received the Gold Oity Board of Water Supply IMS made an elabMedal of the Carnegie Foundation. While en- orate investigation of the geology of the CatHkill
gaged in an effort to produce a cure for cancer Aqueduct region. His original researches have
he received radium and X-ray injuries from wfcich also included studies on the geology of Porto
Rico and China. Since 1922 ho has been geolohe later died.
BERGSON, berg'sON', HENRI Louis (1859- gist of the Asiatic Expedition conducted by the
The moat notable of contemporary American Museum of Natural History. In lOsJO
).
French philosophers (see VOL. III). He was he was a member of the board of engineer K and
elected a member of the French Academy in the geologists which reported on the Boulder Dam.
BERKSHIRE PESTIVAL. Sec Mtftuc,
spring of 1034, already having Ixjcome a member of the Academy of Moral and Political under Chamber Muftio.
Science in 3903. The World War caused an inBERLIN. ber-Hn'; Oar, pron bfcr-lSn. The
terruption of hit* philosophic activity and he de- capital of Germany and of the Republican Btato
voted his talent to the French cause. Besides of Prussia (see VOL. JIT). In 1915 Berlin cotpublishing a pamphlet on the Significance de lot ered 20,91 square miles and had 1,879,000 inGuerre (1910), he wont twice on diplomatic mis- habitants; on Oct. 1, 1920, with the enlargement
sions to Washington and was instrumental in of the city ,by the attachment of various gtihurpreventing the recognition of the Hoviet gov- ban districts to it, it had 339 square miles and
ernment by the United States. On the occa- 3,803,785 inhabitants; and by the census of June
sion of the San Francisco Exposition, he pre- 10, 1926, while the area remained the same, the
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tion, mayor, attorney; several sectional councils,
a district assembly of from 15 to 45 members, and

a police headquarters.

Justice

is

administered

by a supreme court of judicature, 3 general courts,
10 tribunals, and industrial and commercial
For the purpose of electing city reprecourts.
sentatives, the 20 districts become 15 by grouping several of them together.

Industry and Commerce.

Berlin continues

manufacture nearly every article of domestic
and industrial use, the most important now being the electrical and lighting industries, iron
foundries, machinery factories, and the film and
radio industries. After a long period of slight
to

activity, the clothing trades, particularly that
of women's coats, are getting on their feet again.
Commercially, Berlin is the centre of every kind
of transportation : by rail, water, and air. Twelve
main railroad lines enter the city; her rivers and

canals connect her with Hamburg and Stettin,
and the Elbe and Oder Rivers; she is the centre
of Germany's very regular passenger, post, and
freight airplane service. She has two air ports,
Tempelhof and Staaken, and the service is
recognized as one of the best and safest in EuInternally, she has extended her subways
rope.
from Potsclamer Plata to Gesundbrunnen, and
from Bellealliance Plata to Wedding (1924).

The city is gradually spreading out, particularly
to the west, so that the Kurf iirstendamm and the
section through which it passes has become one
of the important business, residential, and

amusement

BERNARD

Z99

population rose to 4,024,165. This means that,
in area Berlin is the largest city in the world,
while, if judged according to population, she
ranks third, London and New York being larger.
Government. As the capital of the Reich,
Berlin is the seat of most of the imperial governmental departments and activities. On Oct.
1, 1920, she absorbed various suburbs and rural
communes, and was divided into twenty districts, the first six of which correspond to the
earlier Berlin. The administration is under the
Ober president of the Province of Brandenburg,
the magistrates, and the city Representative Assembly. The magistracy has at most 30 members, including the chief mayor, the mayors, and
at least 12 unpaid city councillors. The city
Assembly is made up of 225 members. For local
administration each district has its own organiza-

centres.

Buildings, After the Empire, the Republican
government has turned ,some of the palaces into
museums: in 1919 that of the former Crown
Prince was opened as a new branch of the National .Gallery, housing modern art, and in
September, 1021, the fcjchloss (former palace
of the Emperor) was opened as a museum where
the exhibitions of the Industrial Arts Museum
were shown in the former State Apartments.
The Administrative Academy (1019), a Political
(1920), the Sports Forum Academy for
(1920), and the German Institute for Foreigners were founded, and on Oct.
went
1, *1922, the City Vocational School Body
into office. By -uniting the vocational schools it
was found possible to start training schools, for the
.smaller callings* The United States has occupied

Academy

Bodily Exercises

own embassy since 4pl, 191$.
History. During Christies weejc, 1918, and
from Jan,, 5 to 13, ;1&19, the city was in a state
of revolution due to the revolt of a, naval ctMsion
and to the Spartacists under Ka'4 Liebknecht
and Rosa Luxemburg. Because, of the lack of
tlM -National Conatitutfajml Assembly
its
'

;

could not meet there but sat in Weimar (Feb.Aug., 1919). From March 13 to 17, 1920, occurred the Kapp Putsch, when Kapp, a right
wing conservative, with the military aid of von
Luttwitz, took over the city government by force.
After four days, he fled. After that time condi-

became normal.
Bibliography. Berlin und Umgelung by
Karl Baedeker (19th ed., 1921) Berlin im Weltkrieg, by Ernst Kaeber (1921); Probleme der
neuen Stadt Berlin, edited by Hans Brennert and
tions

;

E. 0. Stein (1920); Funfsig Jahr*. Berliner
Stadt-entwiisserung, by H. Eahn and F. Langbein
(1928);
Graphisch-statistiscJie
Darstellungen
von Berlin, published by the Statistical Office
(1928), and the Tear Books and various reports
of the Statistical Office of Berlin.

An Ameri).
BERLIN, IRVING (1888can composer, born in Russia and educated in
the public schools of New York City. At 16,
Berlin commenced his career as a performer in
the restaurants and cafe's of New York. Alexander's Hag-Time Band (1905) established his
position as the king of syncopation. He is the
writer and composer of the musical plays and
revues, Watch Your Step (1914); Stop! Look!
Listen! (1915); The Century Girl, with Victor
Herbert (1916) The Ziegfeld Follies of 1918;
The Canary, with Ivan Caryll (1918), and many
other popular song and dance successes. He is
the proprietor, with Sam H. Harris, of the
Music Box (New York) and composed the score
of the Music Boas Revues for 1921, 1922, and
;

1923.

BERLINER, EMILE (1851-1929). A German-American inventor (see VOL. III). He was
president of the District of Columbia TubercuAssociation
losis
(1915-25). In November,
1919, under his direction, his son, Henry A. Berliner, designed and used one of the first successful
helicopters. In 1925 lie invented the acoustic
tile.

An
A. (1895).
Washington, D. C., son of the
inventor Emile Berliner, and educated in Washington and at Cornell and the Massachusetts In-

BERLINER, HENRY

engineer, born

He designed, constructed,
stitute of Technology.
and flew the helicopter (1919) on which his
father had experimented since 1903, and in 1924

was engaged in helicopter development.
BERMTOA ISLANDS. The British colony
composed of approximately 3.50 sir ".11 islands lyarea
ing 518 miles east of Cape Hatteras. The
of the group is 19.3 square miles; the population, in 1926, 30,113, of whom 15,613 were white.
The chief town, Hamilton, on the Island of
Bermuda, has a population of 3000. Barely onethird of the area is fit for cultivation and on
this are planted early spring leguminous crops
for the .United States market. Similarly, most
of the commodities imported come from the
Urated States. The import trade totaled, in
239,553. In
1,404,824; and exports
1926,
1925 the total tonnage cleared was 2,749,780.
Until 1920, alcoholic liquors were exported to
the United States in large quantities, but, with
the coming of prohibition and the falling off. of
this traffic, experiments were conducted for the
conversion of the alcohol into motor spirits.
The Bermudas continue to attract American

and Winter colonists, as many as
making their residence there annually.

tourists

28,000

bfir'nar', (PAUL) TRISTAN (1866French wit, writer of comedies and
who was born in Besaacon. Besides

BEBJTARD,

A

BEBWARDES

one-act comedies, his works include the
longer comedies 8 a Nocur (1007), Le poulailler
(1909), Les phares Soubigou (1913), and Un
perdreau de I'aunfe (1026) ; the novels Mathilde
et ses mitaines, L'Enfant prodigue du Vesinet
(1921), Le jeu de massacre (1921) and Le voyage imprevu (1928) ; Le poilu cwil, gazette d'un
immobilist (1915); and Souvenirs epars d'un
ancien cavalier (1917).
BEKNTARDES, AKTHUB DE SILVA (1875).
president of Brazil, born at Vicosa,
Minas Geraes. After two years at Caraca Cola store at the age of
lege, he became a clerk
13 to earn enough to begin a college course at
Ouro Preto. He maintained himself there by
doing newspaper work. Later, he took up law
and began practice at Vicosa. He was elected
to the Congress of his native state, was its first
secretary, and later secretary of the treasury of
Minas Geraes. In September, 1018, he was
elected Governor of Minas Geraes, and was oc-

many

A

h

cupying this position when he was made President of Brazil for 1922-26. In 1924 and
1025, there were frequent revolutionary movements in the country. See BRAZIL.
A li).
BEKJSTAITEB, RUDOLF (1880brettist known ehieily for his adaptation, with
Carl Mcinhard, of the play Johannes Kreisler,
from Die Wunderlichcn Ocschichten dcs Kapellmeister Kreisler, produced in Now York (192223 )
Bernauer also wrote, with L. Jacobson and
0. Straus, the comic opera, The Chocolate Soldier, founded on Arms and the Man, by George
Bernard Shaw and revived at the Centxiry Thea.

FBIEDRICH VON (1*49).
A German military leader and writer, born at
Potrograd. lie served in the Franco-Prussian
War, and from 1891 to 1894 was at Berne as
military attache ; later, he went to Berlin as
head of the history department of the Grand
General Staff. He was general of cavalry and
commander of the 7th Army Corps from 1907 to
1909, retiring in the latter year to write on mili-

BERNHARDI,

1

tary subjects. He attracted international attention by his book, (Jcrmany and the Nessl War
(1912). At the outbreak of the World War,
he was again given command of an army corps
and served with distinction on the Stochod and
on the Western front. He published in English
Cavalry in War and Peace (1910) ; On War of
To-day (1914); and Kritavn as ticrmany'H Vassal (1914).

called

Nancy

school of psychotherapeuties, al-

though he remained throughout a general practitioner of medicine and professor of medicine
in the local university. His books were widely
translated and his clinic at Nancy was visited by
physicians from many countries. His first book,
devoted to general medicine, logons de Clinique
Medicate, appeared in 1877 and was translated
into Spanish. His first work on suggestion, De
la Suggestion et de Ses Applications 5 la Thtrapeutique (1888), was translated into German by
Freud and also into English. Hypnotisme, Suggestion et Psychotherapie appeared in 1891;

VHysttrie (1913) L'aphasie (1914)
matisme et Suggestion (1917).
;

;

and Auto-

BERNSTEIN, bfirn'stm, EDIUBD

1 850)
(
VOL. JI1). In
elected to the Reichstag and
became Town Councillor of Berlin. He also published a new edition of his book VorOMsacteung dcs
Sovialismus und Anfang dcr Soaialdemokratie

A

German public
1920 he was again

official

.

(see

(1915), besides Vblkcrrecht und Vdlker-Politik
(1919) and Wfrtechaftsioesen und Wirtschaftswcrden (1920). He also edited the complete

works

of

Ferdinand Lassalle.
ELBA ("EuNRT

(1800-

).

A

ROSMER")
German dramatist, born at Vi-

enna. She is the wife of Dr. Max Bernstein, a
prominent lawyer and successful playwright of
Munich. She was an actress but left the stage
on account of failing eyesight and wrote the
dramas \Vir Drci (1893) and Ddmmewng
(1894), and a volume of stories, Madonna. Her
greatest success was achieved with the poetical
drama Ktoiigskinder (1899), which was played
by Sir Arthur Harvey and his company in New
York under the title Children of the King. Tho

play was made the libretto of Ihimpcrdinck'ft
opera KonigMvdcr, in which Geraldinc Farrar
Other works of Fran
excelled as the Goose-girl.
Bernstein are Tedeum, a comedy of inuHical life,
the tragedies Thcmistoclcs and Achilles (1910)
the dramas Dagny, Mercle Johannes Jlvrkner,
;

t

Mutlcr Maria (1900) Nausikaa (190(f) Maria
Arndt (1908) ; and Schickxal (1914). Since the
World War, she has published JSrkennung, a
comedy; Achilles, a tragedy; the drama**, JKhe
and Johannes Kepler, and the dramatic scenes,
;

;

BEB3STHABDT,

b&rn'art',

SARAH

(184*-

1923). A French actress (ace VOL. TIT). In
1914, at the ago of 70, tho great tragedian waff
forced to undergo a leg amputation. Despite
this disability, who refused to abandon the stage.
She carried out a successful tour of America in
1915 and, on returning to France, she played in
her own productions almost continuously until
lier death, March 20, 1923.
Her later successes
included Daniel (1920), Maurice Rostand's La
Gloirc (1021 ), arid M. Vcmeuil'a Regine Armand
(1922). Her physical condition confined her
practically to immobility on the stage, but tho
charm of her voice, which had altered little with
age, insured her triumphs.

BERNHEIM,

ate in clinical surgery at the Johns Hopkins
Medical School. He wrote Surgery of the Vascular System (1913); Blood Transfusion (1017),
and a volume of his experiences at the front in
the World War, Passed as Censored (1918).
BERNHEIM, HIPPOLYTE (1840-1919). A
French physician, known for his investigation
of suggestion as a cause and remedy for disease.
With his chief, Licbeault, he founded the so-

BERNSTEIN,

tre in 1921.

An American

BEBNSTEIN
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BBRTKAK MOSES (1880-

).

Hurgoon, born at Padueah, Ky.,
and educated at Johns Hopkins and in Europe.
He is known for IIIH original work in blood transfusion and Hurgery of blood vesHclfl. During
the World War, he served with the Johns Hopkins Hospital Base Unit, later becoming associ-

Requiem.

BERNSTEIN,
CHARLES)
(aee

(1875-

HENRY
).

A

(LtiON

GUSTAVE

French dramatist

VOL, TIT), who continued to occupy a lead-

ing position
cal thrillers.

among writers of high-clans
His war play, f/Slfotlto*

theatri(

1917),

was acclaimed in France and the United Statcfl,
it was produced with Grace George (1017The play
18), as a drama of spiritual rebirth.
dealt with the customary French triangle and
attemped to show a purification of emotion*
in the white heat of the World War. The Olaw
wap produced in the United State* in 1021 with
Lionel Barrymoro and Irene Ftmwiek in the leading rdles. Ho wrote Judith in 1020, and La
where

gatcrie deft glaoes in 1920.
,

(1876-

.An

).

American journalist and translator of Russian

BERNSTORFP

literature. He was born at Neustadi>Scherwindt, Poland, of Russian parents, and emigrated
to the United States in 1893.' He visited
Europe at various times during a long period
of years as special correspondent of American
newspapers including the New York Times,
1908-12 and 1915) ; the New York Herald
(1917-19), and the New York American (192021 ). He was founder and editor of the The Day
(1914-16) and editor-in-chief of The American
Hebrew (1916-19). He wrote a number of
poems and a novel, Contrite Hearts of orthodox
Jewish family life but is better known for his
translations of Russian authors, especially
Andre*ev, and for his discovery and publication
of the secret telegrams exchanged between the
Czar and the Kaiser (1904-07), known as the
Willy-Nicky Correspondence. He is also the
author of Celebrities of Our Time (1925) and
The Road to Peace (1926). He is contributing
editor of the Jewish Tribune
,

JOHANN-HEINRICII A., COUNT
German diplomat and Ambassador plenipotentiary to the United States
from 1908 until the entrance of the latter into
the World War (see VOL. III). After leaving Washington, he served at Constantinople,
and following the Revolution was prominent in

BERNSTORFF,

VON (1862-

).

A

the peace discussions of the foreign department.
Since 1921 a member of the Diet and founder of
the Democratic Club, he has been repeatedly
sent on official missions to Geneva.
An
).
BERRY, EDWARD WILBER (1875American palceobotanist, born at Newark, N. J.,
and educated privately. He was successively
treasurer, manager, and president of the Passaic
(N. J.) Daily Wews from 1897 to 1905 and in
the latter year joined the teaching staff of Johns
Hopkins University, becoming professor of palaeobotany in 1917. In 1919 he visited South
America as a member of the Williams Memorial
Expedition. Since 1910 he has been associated
with the United States Geological Survey and
has contributed to its publications important
memoirs on the floras of southeastern North
America, on which he is considered an outstanding authority. After 1917 he held the office of
assistant State Geologist of Maryland. In 1901
he received the Walker Prize of the Boston Society of Natural History. He is the author of

more than two hundred

scientific

papers and a

book, Tree Ancestors (1923).

BERRY, MARTHA

McCiresNEY (1866).
promoter of education in the South.
She was born near Home, Ga., attended private
schools, and had the advantages of European
In '1902 she founded and has since
travel.
directed the Berry Schools for mountain boys
and girls at Mount Berry, Ga. Because of the
rapid increase in attendance at the schools, Miss
Berry was compelled to raise about $150,000 a
year by personal effort to supplement the income
from the limited endowment. In 1928 a campaign was started in New York to add $2,500,000
to the permanent endowment fund of the schools.
In 1925 the Roosevelt Medal was awarded to
Miss Berry for her services to the nation and
in 1928 she received an award of $5,000 from
the Pictorial Review for her twenty-six years
of labor on behalf of Southern youth.

An American

BERTHELOT,

PHILIPPE

BESANT

2OI

JOSEPH

Louis

A French diplomat and son of
).
(I860Marcellin Berthelot, the famous savant and
statesman. He passed through the- regular apprenticeship of the diplomatic career and' ad-

vanced rapidly to the position of Chef de Cabinet
and finally to secretary-general of the Quai
d'Orsay, with the rank of ambassador (1920),
and in 1921 he was a member of the French delegation to the Washington Disarmament Conference. Premier Briand was compelled to put
Berthelot on the retired list for 10 years in 1921
when his name was involved in the difficulties of
the Banque Industrial de Chine. Despite this
political scandal, he was recognized as one of the
ablest diplomats in France, and in 1925 he returned to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs as
general-secretary, and in 1926 was a delegate to
the Franco-Soviet Conference.
BERTOLINT, bSr'tD-le'ng, PIETBO (18531920). An Italian statesman, born at Montebelluna. He devoted himself to economic and administrative questions and represented his native
town in the Italian Parliament (1891). ^ After
holding various public offices and the Ministries
of Public Works (1907) and of the Colonies
(1912), he became a supporter of the extension
of the suffrage bill and devised a system for allowing illiterates to vote and at the same time
reducing electoral corruption. He remained in
retirement during the World War, was afterward appointed Senator, and headed the Italian
delegation to the Reparations Commission. He
wrote several important works on politics, economy, and local government in England.

BERTRAND,
SMILE)

(1866-

Louis
(MAEIB
French novelist, dis-

ber'tran',
).

A

the
ciple of Flaubert, who sought to continue
naturalistic and psychological novel. He was
born at Spincourt, Meuse, attended the lyce"e at
cole
Bar-le-Duc, the Lycee Henri IV, and the

Normale

Supe"rieure.

For nine years, he was

in the Iyc4e in Algiers
(1891-1900), and he frequently used Africa as
the setting for his stories. In 1925 he was
elected to the French Academy to take the place
of Maurice Barres. His works include the
novels Le sang des races ( 1899) , La Cina ( 1901 )
Pepete le bien aime (1904), Mademoiselle de
Jessincourt (1911), 8anguis Martyrurn (1917),
L>Infante (1920), Les villes d'or (1921), and
Jean Perbal (1925) and the following biography, criticism, or travel descriptions: La fin du
classicisme et le retour a V'antique (1897), Le
jardin de la mort (1905), Saint Augustm
(1913, tr. 1914), Flaubert a Paris, ou le mort
vivant (1921), Louis XIV (1923, tr. 1928);
Levant I'Islam (1926); Idtes et Portraits
(1927), and Sainte Thtrese (1927). Consult
The African Hovels of Louis Bertrand, by David
Clark Cabeen (1922) and Le victorieua) XX'
siecle, by Pierre Moreau (1925).
An
).
BEBWALD, WILLIAM (1864orchestra conductor, born at Schwerin, Ger-

professor of

rhetoric

,

,*

many. A pupil of Rheinberger and Faiszt, he
began his career as conductor of the Philharmonic Society at Libau in Russia. In 1892 he
settled in Syracuse, N. Y., where he has since
been head of the department of musical theory

at the University. From 1922-4 he was conductor of the newly organized Syracuse Symphony Orchestra. As a composer, ho is known
by his cantatas, The Seven Last Words of Christ
and Crudfiaion and Resurrection; two overtures
for orchestra; chamber music; and many songs
and pieces for the piano.
bes'ant, MBS. AOTTIK (1847).
English theosophist and social worker (see
VOL. III). She was elected president of the

BESAKT,

An

TheosopMcal Society in 1907, 1914, and 1921,

BESELER

BESTOR

202

and edited the Madras daily, New India. She
founded the Home Rule League for India and
was chosen its president (1916) also being presi,

dent of the Indian National Congress (1917),
and general-secretary of the National Convention of India
(1923). She traveled widely,
visiting the United States and England among
other countries and working for the spread of

theosophical doctrines. Her many later works
include Tlie Basis of Morality (1915) ; Reincarnation: its Answers to Life's Problems (1915) ;
A. World Iteligion, (1916); J5T. P. Blavatsky and
the Masters of the Wisdom (1918) 5 Man's Life
in Three Worlds: a Booklet for Beginners
(1919); Psychology (1919); Annie Bcsant: an
Autobiography (1920) ; The Riddle of Life and
How Theosophy Answers It (1922) ; Theosophio
Christianity (1922); India, Bond or Free?
(1920) ; and World Problems of To-day (192G).
Consult A Bibliography of Annie Besant, byTheodore Besterman (1924) and Mrs. Annie
Bcsant, by Geoffrey West (1927).
Ger).
BESELER, HANS VON (1850man soldier, born at Greifswald in Prussia. In
the World War, he led the assault on Antwerp,
which he took on Oct. 9, 1914. With the occu-

A

pation of Poland in 1915, he became German
Governor at Warsaw whore his attempts to set
up a Polish national government buttressed by
German arms met with only slight success. In
1918 the Armistice ended his activities.
BESNABD, bas'mir', PAUL ALBERT (1849French painter (see VOL. Ill) who
).
was head of the French School at Rome (191321) and became director of the ficole dcs Beaux
Arts in Paris in 1922. He was represented in
the official exhibition of French art hold in the
United States in 1019-20 by^ a symbolic portrait
of Cardinal Mcrcier and an important exhibition
of his works was shown in different cities of the
United States in 1024. He became a member
of the French Academy, of the Academic dcs
Beaux Arts, and an honorary member of the

A

Hoyal Academy of England. He wrote L'homme
&\> rose (1913) and Sous le del de Rome.

A
).
BESBJEDKA, AELX ANDRE (1870French physician, who was graduated in medi-

cine at tho University of Paris in 1897. Having joined tho staiF of the Pasteur Institute,
Paris, he published Anaphylaxie et Anti-anaph,ylaasie (1917); Hi&toire d'une id6e, dealing
with the work of Professor Metsclmikoff (1U21 ) ;
Immunisation local; pansement spfoifiyue (1925;
English trans, by Dr. II. Plots, 1927); and
titudes sur I'immunitd dans Ics maladies infeotieuses (1928). Besredka 13 known especially
for his researches into local immunization.
former govBESSABABIA, Wd-rn'bt-efc.
ernment of the Russian Empire but since 1920
a Rumanian province. It has an area of 17,146
square miles, an estimated population of 2,344,800, and is a country of rich cereal lands. t The
population is of a mixed character containing
large communities, in the southern districts, of
Ukrainians and Germans, as well as considerable
numbers of Jews, Poles, Bulgars, Armenians,
and Tatars. The collapse of the Kusaian Empire in 1917 gave impetus to the separatist
movement, which had long attracted the enthusiasm of the Rumanians *n the province, with
tho result that a request was made to the new
republican government for the establishment of
an autonomous* BeHnarubia. But the success of
the Bolshevist revolution encouraged the Rumanians to hope for loftier things. On Dec* 15,

A

1917, a "Council of the Land" proclaimed Bessarabia free, under the name "Moldavain ReIts independence, however, was shortpublic."
lived.
The hostility of the Ukrainians prompted
the Rumanian government to send an army into
the country and commence a carefully fostered
agitation for annexation. From January, 1918,
on, in spite of an Allied attempt in March to
bring Rumania and Soviet Russia to terms, the
Rumanians remained in occupation of the counThe Bessarabian National Council, wliioli
try.
was erected by the Rumanians, twice, in 1018,
asked for annexation to Rumania. Conversations were carried on between Russia and Rumania in 1910 and 1920, but unknown to Russia, Rumania at the very moment was secretly
treating with the Allies. On Oct. 28, 1020, a
treaty was signed by which Great Britain,
France, Italy, and Japan recognized Rumania's
sovereignty over Bessarabia.
An
).
BEST, CIIAKLES HEEBEBT (1899American physiologist. He was born at West
Pembroke, Me., and graduated at the University
of Toronto, Ontario, Can., in 1921. He pursued
his medical studies at that university, cooperating with Dr. F. G. Banting, on the chemical side,
in the memorable experiments that led to the discovery of insulin as a remedy for diabetes, and
since 1924 has been assistant professor of
physiological hygiene and research associate of
the Banting-Best Chair of medical research there.
He is especially distinguished for his researches
on insulin and carbohydrate metabolism.

BEST, HARRY

(1880-

).

An American

sociologist, especially interested in the problem
of the deaf, dumb, and blind.
He was born

at Millersburg, Ky., and educated at Centre College, Danville Ky., George Washington Univer-

Gallaudct College (Washington), Columbia
University, and the New York Law School, liefore 1912 he held various instructor ships in
schools and colleges for the deaf and dumb. He
was a resident worker in the University Settlement in New York from 1012 to 1010, and in tho
latter year became professor of sociology in the
University of Kentucky. He is the author of

sity,

two standard texts, The Deaf (1014), and The
Blind (1010) ; also The Blind Population of tho
United States (1027) ; The J)caf-Mute Population
the United States (1927),- and of contribuof
tions to periodicals

BESTELMEYER, heVte'l-ml'-e'r,
A German architect
).

GflttMAW

born in
Munich. He studied at Ansbach, Munich, and
Nuremberg, He designed the new Univernity
buildings at Munich, the Germanic Museum in
Nuremberg, the new Technical High School in
Munich, and the German Museum of Harvard
University. He was honorary member of tho
Societies of Architects of Berlin, Munich, Vienna,
and Dresden.
A
BESTOB, ARTHUR EUGENE (1879).
president of Chautauqua Institution, born at
JDixon, 111., and educated at the University of
(1874-

He was professor of history and poscience at Franklin College, Ind,, 190103, and lecturer on political science at too Extension Division of the University of Chicago,
1904-12. He was assistant general director of
Institution,
1005-07;
director,
Chautauqua
1907-15, and since 1915, president During the
7-1
191
he
was
Commitchairman
of
the
period
B,
tee on Lectures and Entertainments in the
Training Camps of the National War Work
Council of the Y, M. 0. A. and director of the
Chicago,

litical

BETHLEHEM BACH FESTIVAL

ac 3

speaking division of the Committee on Public
Informaton.

BETHLEHEM BACH FESTIVAL.
BETHLEN COUNT STEPHEN (1874-

Austrian author
published Leben

See

Music, under Festivals.
,

).

born at GernyesHe first entered Parliament in 1901 as a
zeg.
Liberal, joined the party of Independence in
1905, and after the Hungarian Soviets had been
overthrown, headed the Party of National Unity,
or of Christian Small Landowners and Citizens.
In 1919 he led the organization of forces against
Bela Kun and his Reds, in Vienna and Szeged,
and on April 15, 1921, he became Premier. He
was accused of using high-handed methods to
obtain a majority in the elections which followed
his dissolution of Parliament, but he passed a
series of reform bills and was able to obtain
the aid of the League of Nations in the financial
reconstruction of the country, which gradually
emerged from chaos. The elections of December, 1926, supported him, and by 1929 he had
remained in office longer than any other European premier. See HUNGARY, under History.

Hungarian

political leader

BETHMANN-HOLLWEG,

THEOBALD

(see VOL.

und Wirken

).

An

III). In 1917 he
des Freiherrn Koch,

von Liliencron, mit Beitragen zur Geschichte
der Allgemeinen Deutschen-Biographie
(New
His
Series, 1919, with Ludwig Angengruber
more recent works are Reue Gauge mit Ludwig
Marie
von
Ebner(1919);
Anssengruber
Eschenbach-Werke und Vermachtniss (1920)
Begas, biography (1925), and Karl ScJionherr

1

A

BEVEBIDGE
BETTELHEIM, ANTON (1851-

)

.

;

cest err eiohiscJie Volksst tick (1926).
He
also edited the letters of Anzengruber, Louise

und das

von Frangois,

Conrad Ferdinand Meyer, and

others.

BETTS, Louis

(1873-

).

An

American

portrait painter, bora at Little Rock, Ark., who
was the pupil of his father, E. D. Betts, Sr., of
William Chase, and of the Art Institute (Chicago). He received the Cresson Traveling Fellowship from the Pennsylvania Academy of Design and went to Europe to familiarize himself
with the work of Franz Hals and Velasquez.
He attracted attention as a copyist. His portraits are painted with regard to emphasizing
character above everything else, and he gains his
effects without the use of accessories or nonHe has painted portraits in Chicago,
essentials.

VON

(1856-1921). A German statesman and Chancellor of the German Empire, 1909-17 (see VOL.
III). As chancellor, Bethmann-Hollweg's place
in domestic and foreign affairs was decidedly
subordinate; his movements were continually
being circumscribed by the caprices of his royal
master and the intrigues of the military party
led by von Tirpitz. He entertained the same
ambitions for Germany's expansion as all Germans of the ruling class and regarded the violation of the Belgian Treaty and the declarations
of war which followed it with complacency.
He refused to accede to the unlimited submarine
warfare inaugurated in 1917. His compromising and equivocal attitude satisfied neither his
masters nor his critics. When the military
command attempted in July, 1917, to interfere
in affairs which he regarded as peculiarly his
own, he handed in his resignation. He retired
from public life to Hohenfinow, where, after preparing Reflections on the World War (1919), he
died on Jan. 1, 1921. See GERMANY, under His-,

New

York, London, Paris, Amsterdam, and Maand his work is represented in the permanent collections of the National Arts Club, New
York, and the Art Institute of Chicago. He is
a member of the National Academy and of the
National Institute of Arts and Letters.
BEVERIDGE, ALBERT JEREMIAH (1862drid,

1927).

An

American

author., public official,

and

lawyer (see VOL III). As a result of his adherence to the Progressive Party, he lost his seat
in the Senate, and he was the unsuccessful Progressive candidate for Governor of Indiana in
1914. By 1922, however, he had returned to
his Republican allegiance and in that year he
was the party's candidate for United States
Senator, but was defeated by Samuel M. Ralston,
Democrat. His last years were spent in writing,
and it is said that his literary fame, .based especially on his notable Life of John Marshall
(four vols., 1916-1019), would outlive Ms reputation as a legislator and orator. "Whet Is Back
tory.
BETHtTNE-BAKER, THE BET. JAMES of the War (1915) was severely criticized as
An English theologian pro-German. His later books were The InvisiFBANKLIN (1801).
and Cambridge professor, who attended King ble Government (1912) ; The State and the NaEdward's School, Birmingham, and Pembroke tion (1924); The Art of Public Speaking
(1924); and Abraham Lincoln, 1809-1858, pubCollege, Cambridge, where he won numerous honors in classical and theological subjects. He lished posthumously in two volumes in 1928.
served as headmaster's assistant at King Ed- He also contributed to magazines. Senator
ward's School, and as curate of St. George's, Beveridge's biography of John Marshall, conKdgbaston (1888-90). Elected dean of Pem- sidered by historians and critics as a scholarly
broke College in 1891, he remained until 1906. production, received the Roosevelt Medal. in 1923
He was appointed Lady Margaret's professor as "a valuable contribution to history." He reof divinity at Cambridge in 1911, served as ex- ceived the degree of LL,D. from DePauw, Pennamining chaplain to the Bishop of Rochester sylvania,, and Brown universities and from La(1905-14), and later held the same post under fayette College.
BEVERIDGE, SIE WILLIAM HENRY (1879the Bishop of Birmingham. Besides editing The
An English lawyer and economist, born
).
Journal of Theological Studies from 1903, he
wrote: The Influence of Christianity on War at Rangpur, Bengal, India. He attended Balliol
and from 1902 until 1909 was
(1888); The Sternness of Christ's Teaching College, Oxford,
the Con- Stowell Civil. Law Fellow of University College,
(1489) j The Meaning of Homoousios
Oxford. He wrote for the Morning Post (1906stantinopolitan Creed (1901)'; 'An Introduction
On 'the Board of Trade, he was a director
to the JSarty History of Christian Dootrine 08)
of 'labor exchanges < 1909-1 6 ),jand assistant sec(1903); an essay on "The Ethical Significance
of the employment department.
of Christian Doctrines," in Cambridge Theologi- retary in charge
Nestorvus and Ms Teaching Having been assistant general secretary to the
oal Essays (1905>
9
of Munition*. (191^16), he served
(1908) The Faith of the Apostles Creed -(1918) ; Ministry
and The Way of Modernising and Other Essays as second secretary, in the Ministry of
Food* (1916-18), becoming permanent secre-

m

.

;

-

,

'

,

BEWE3&

in 1919. In that year, he was made
director of the London School of Economics
and Political Scienee, and he was vice chancellor
of London University (1920-28). He served on
the Royal Commission on the coal industry in
Besides contributing to several periodi1925.
Problem of
cals, he wrote: Unemployment:

tary

A

Industry (1909) ; John and Irene: An Anthology of Thoughts on Woman (1912); Swish, a
submarine war game (1916) ; The Public Service
in War and Peace (1920); Peace in Austria
(1920); Insurance for All (1924); and British

Food Control (1928).
A
).
BEWEJEt, JULIUS AUGUST (1877German professor of theology and philology, born
at Katingen, Germany, and educated at the Royal
Gymnasium (Dusseldorf), Union Theological
of
Seminary (New York), and the universities

and Berlin. He was professor of Old
Testament language and literature at the Obcrlin
and
(Ohio) Theological Seminary (1902-04),
was ordained two years later in the CongregaCalled to Union Theological
tional ministry.
Seminary in 1904 as assistant professor of Biblical philology, he was made professor in 1914.
He became a 'member of the faculty of philology
of Columbia University iu 1913 and lecturer at
Basel, Halle,

Teachers College in 1912.

lie is the

several critical essays on the Old

and

author of

New Testa-

ments.

BEWIiEY, LUTHER BOCWE

(1876-

).

An

American educator in the Philippine Islands.
He was born at MoshcSm, Tenn., and educated
at Maryville College. In 1902 he went to the
Philippines as a teacher and held various positions until he was appointed superintendent of
schools in Manila in H)14. He became director
of education in the Philippine Islands in 1919.

A

).
BBTHBXJEDST, FRANZ ADAM (1871German novelist and playwright (see VOL.

He is author of
Deulschlartd, Heiligcs
Vaterland, a novel (1915) ; Der Philistcrf essays
(1919) ; and Beswch, four one-act plays (1919).
Beycrlein has not duplicated tho success of his
first works, Zapfennlreich and Jean oder Sedan ;
but his old spirit is unchanged in works published since the end of tho War: Wcllerleucliter im
Rechs froUliche
Herbst
Legcndcn
(1922);
9
(1922) ; Bant Agata i 8abura (1922) ; the trilogy Fridericus rex consisting of Kronprinst und
Descrteur ( 1922 ) Fridericus rev ( 1 923 ) and Der
Prosess des Mullen Arnold (1924) ; Die Sicken*
schlafer, stories (1924) ; Der Kurassier von Gutenssell, a novel (1925) ; Kain und Alct, a novel
(192C) ; and the comedy JPrau Marquise, (1926).
BIANCHI, byjin'ke, LEONARDO B. (18521927 ) . A distinguished Italian alienist who became Minister of Public Instruction for Italy.
Born in San Bartolorneo, he received his M.TX
from the University of Naples in 1871, became clinical professor of psychiatry and nouropathology there, and wa for years director of
the Provincial Asylum at Naples. His treatises
on neurological subjects include ISKmipleyia
III).

,

,

(1886); tfcmeiotica delte MaMtie del Systcme
Ncrvosa (1891), and Malattie del Ccrvello (undated). In 1905 appeared the Trattalo de Psichialria and in 1920, La Meccanica del Cervello
la Funvionv dei Lobi Frontali was published.
Both of these important works were translated
1$

into KngliHh.

BIBESCO, bft-Wko, PBIWCE ANTOINE
).

A

Blissaboth

(1878-

Rumanian diplomat, the husband of
Aquith, a writer and tho daughter of

the former British Premier,

BIDDLE
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lie

waa educated

in France, served as councillor to the Rumanian
Legislations in London and Petrograd, and from
1920 to 1926 was Minister to the United States.
In 1927 he became Minister to Spain.

BIBLE SOCIETY,

AMERICAN.

A

society

founded in 1816 which strives for a world circulation of the Bible to all people without denominational or racial discrimination. The
Bibles arc furnished at cost price and distributed
at cost price through the society's home, foreign,
and other agencies. The Scriptures issued by
the society in 1927, totaled 8,642,485 volumes,
as compared with 5,251,176 volumes in 1914.
Of the total issue in 1927, home agencies distributed 3,762,811 volumes; foreign agencies, 4,879,674. Iu 1927 the Scriptures were supplied
in 106 languages, including editions in Roman
and Gothic characters, and embossed editions for
tho blind. The total issues of the society increased from 103,519,891 volumes in 1914 to

194,063,737 volumes in 1927, of which 10S,132,107 had been distributed in the United States,
and 85,931,050 in foreign lands. Workers in
10 home agencies in 1927 totaled 927, of whom
412 were volunteers; workers in 12 foreign agencies numbered 2542, of whom 076 were volunteers.

During the World War, from August, 1914, to
the cud of 1910, the Society distributed 0,808,301 copies of the Bible free of cost among the
armed forces of the belligerent nations; of these
4,920,543 were given to men in the serviee, of the
United States, and 1,887,758 to those of other
nations. The translation and revision of the
Bible has been carried on continuously and recent activities include a translation of the entire Bible into Mandarin, which wan finished in
1919; the Portuguese, version completely revised
in 1917; the reproduction of the Cherokee! Scriptures, which was out of print, (1927).
Progress
was made in 1027 in the revision of the Gospels
in Yiddish, and four Gospels in Ilopi ; in Africa,
the Bible was published in Luba-Luhui ; and progress was made toward completing the New
Testament in Luragoli and Gospels in Olunyorc*
and in a revised Shootswa Now Testament; in
the Far Kast, the Society shared in a new publication of a diglot Cioapel of Matthew in Urdu
und Arabic; while in Kium, the Bible was completed in Lao or Tai Yuan, nn<l work was going
on in Tai Lu, and in the Philippines, progress
was reported on the revision of the New Testament in Tagalog and portions in Banmrciio.
The Society celebrated HB centennial in 11)16, at
which time commemorative exerciscB wore held
by synods and conferences, and in churchon, seminaries, etc., and public celebrations won* arranged in Washington and some 14 other ciwtrcn
in the United States, and in such foreign capitals as Buenos Aires, Tokyo, Peking, Bangkok,
and Cairo; also in Honolulu, Yokohama, and
Seoul. At that time, the Society
reported that
during tho century it had printed the Bible at
the New York Bible House iu 34 languages, and
had aided in the translation or revision of the
Scriptures into niore than 80 languages, and
through translation or circulation hod provided
the Scriptures in 150 of the more than 500 languages in which they are available* The official
publication of the Society ig the Bible Society

Record, and its headquarters are at the Bible
House, Astor Place, New York City*
BIDDLE, ANTKONV J. DREXKL (1H74).
An American author, born at Philadelphia and
educated at Heidelberg, Germany, lie lived in

BIDDLE
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the Madeira Islands for a number of years, and
returned to the United States in 1891, when he
took up editorial work. He was first on the
staff of the Philadelphia Public Ledger and in
1895 became editor of the Philadelphia Sunday
Graphic, which he revived. From 1895 to 1904
he was head of the publishing house of Drexel
Biddle (New York, San Francisco, and Philadelphia), and founded the Drexel Biddle Bible
Classes in the United States, the West Indies,
Great Britain, and Canada. In 1918 he was in
France as Marine Corps Captain of the Reserve
Forces. He is the author of several novels, but
his most important work is The Madeira Islands
(1000), an account of the history, customs, inhabitants, etc., which has, however, been criticized as biased and exaggerated.
An
BIDDLE, CIJAKLES J. (1890).
American Ace, officially credited with the destruction of eight enemy airplanes during the
War. He recently wrote The Way of the Eagle.
He was trained in French aviation schools and
was in active service, 1917-19. He won high
honors including the Distinguished Service
Cross, the French Legion of Honor, Croix de
Guerre with four palms, and the Belgian Order
of Leopold.
A promi).
BIER, AUGUST C. G. (1861nent German surgeon (see VOL. Ill) and professor of surgery in the University of Berlin.
After the World War, he published many articles
on his military experiences and upon the philosophy of medicine. His favorite subject was regeneration in the human body. In 1917 an edition appeared of Ohvrurgische Operationslehre,
by Bier, Braun, and Ktimmel.
).
BIBBSTADT, EDWARD 'HALE (1891An American author and editor, born in New
York City and educated at the Taft school at
Watertown, Conn. He has held various editorial positions with publishing firms, including
the Century Company, and was editor of the
Opera Ma gamine (19H-15), the Levant Review
(1923-24) and Travel (1025-27). In addition
to frequent contributions to The Bookman, Jfew
Republic, etc., he is the author of Dunsany, the
Dramatist (1917), Aspects of Americanization
(1922), Sounding Brass (1922), and Lost Trails
of the Spanish Main (1922). He edited Three
Plays of the Argentine (1920), Portmanteau
Plays, by Stuart Walker (1919), More Portmanteau Plays (1919), and Celebrated Crimes, by

Barrow (1928).

BIG- BERTHAS. See ABTILLERT.
BIG- IFOTJR. See PEACE CONFERENCE AND

TREATIES.

An
).
BIGGERS, EARL DERR (1884American author born at Warren, Ohio, and educated at Harvard. From 1008 to 1011, he was
identified with the Boston Traveler as conductor
of a humoroua column and as dramatic critic. He
wrote // You're only Human (1913); Thieves,
with Grovcr Harrison, (1913) ; Inside the Lines

board of the Council of National Defense, and of
the advisory committee of the United States Food
Administration and in 1020 he became medical
director of the General League of Red Cross
at
Societies,
Geneva, Switzerland. He was
knighted by the King of Spain for his services to
;

medicine. New York
preventive
University
(1910) and the University of Rochester (1917)
conferred the degree of LL.D. on Dr. Biggs,
and in 1020 he received that of D, Sc. from Harvard University.
BILLIABDS. See SPORTS.

An Amer(1854).
VOL. III). Dr. Billings
summed up his doctrines in a monograph Focal
Infection (the Lane Medical Lectures) in 1016
and with Salisbury completed the reference work
General Medicine, 15 vols. (1018). During the
World War, he served in the American Expeditionary Force as chief provost marshal, attached
In 1024 he
to the office of Surgeon General.
resigned as professor of medicine in Chicago UniBILLINGS, FRANK

ican

physican

(see

versity.

BINET

bS'na'-

SCALE.

See

MENTAL MEAS-

UREMENT.

BINET-VALMEB, Gu STAVE

).
(1875French novelist whose writings include La
Passion (1914)
Memoires d'un engag volontaire (1918); Le mendiant magnifique (1919);
Antoine Jassart, veuf (1921); L'Enfant qui
meurt (1921)
Les seigneurs, les dames, et
les petits messieurs
(1922); Les fours sans
ffloire (1922), and Un grand frangais: Coligny

A

;

;

(1927).

BINGHAM, HIRAM

(1875-

United

).

States Senator and explorer, horn at Honolulu,
T. H., and educated at Yale, the University of
California, and Harvard. After a year as preceptor in history and politics at Princeton, he
explored Bolivar's route across Venezuela and
Colombia, (1906-07) and lectured on South

geography and history (1907-09).
assistant professor (1909-15) and professor (1915-24) of Latin- American history at
Yale. In 1908 he was delegate of the United
States to the first Pan-American Scientific Congress at Santiago de Chile, and explored the
Spanish trade route from Buenos Aires to Lima.
He directed the Yale Peruvian Expedition in
1911, locating Vitcos, the last Inca capital, and
making the first ascent of Mt. Coropuna (21,703 feet). He also directed Peruvian expeditions in 1912 and 1914-15 under the auspices of
Yale University and the National Geographical
Society. He was commissioned major in the
Aviation Section of the Signal 0. R. 0. in 1917
and placed in charge of all the United States
schools of military aeronautics. Later, as a lieutenant colonel of Air Service, he served as chief of
the Air Personnel Division at Washington (1917With the A. E. F, in France, he was com18)-.
manding officer of the Allies' largest flying school

American

He was

He was

at Issoudun (August-December, 1018).

elector (1910), lieutenant governor
(1015); A Cure For Curdles, with William presidential
House of Connecticut (1923-24) governor (1924-25)
Hodge, (1017), Bee-saw (1910), The
(resigned), and United States Senator (1925"Without a, Key (1025), The Chinese Parrot
to
27). Ho" was reSlected to the Senate for the
(1026), and the popular novel, Seven' Keys
M. Cohan term 1927-33. He is the author of Journal of
fialdpate, dramatized by George
an Expedition Across Venezuela and Colombia
(1013).
Across South America (1911) Vitoos,
(1909)
BIGGS, HERMANN MICHAEL (18j59-19&3). the
Last Inca Capital (1912); In the WonderAn American physician (see VOL. JII), distinland of Peru (1913) ; An Explorer in the AAr
guished as a clinician, pathologist, bacterioloIn 1017 h? was a Service (1920), and Inca Land (1922).
officer.
gist, 'and sanitary
).
BTKTGHAM; JOSEPH WALTBB (1878member of the war relief commission of the
Tborn -at IndianRockefeller Foundation, of the general medical An American professor of laW;
;

;

BINGHAH

).
BINOHAJC, WALTER VAJ* DYKE (1880An American psychologist, born at 8 wan Lake,
Iowa. He was educated at the University of
^

the University of Berlin and
Chicago
taught at the University of Chicago; Teachers
College, Columbia University; and Dartmouth
College. As the head of the division of applied
psychology of the Carnegie Institute of Technology (1915-24), he carried out a number of
researches regarding the application of psychological theory to education and in business adverDuring the War, Professor Bingham
tising.
served as executive secretary of the committee
on the classification of personnel in the Army.
Since 1J)24 he has been director of the Personnel
Research Federation, Inc., and since 1920 president of the Psychological Corporation. He is
joint author of Procedures in Employment P&ycholoffy
(1926) and editor of the Personnel
Journal.

and

A

BINSWANGEB,

OTTO LUDWIG
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apolis and educated at the University of Chicago. He was acting assistant professor of law
at Cornell University, 1905-07, and at Stanford
University, 1907-08, becoming professor in the
latter institution, in. 1912.
In 1918 he was assistant director of the Bureau of War Trade Intelligence of the War Trade Board. He is
author of Cases on the Law of Water Rights
(1916) and articles in law journals.

(18*32-

).

distinguished German neurologist born at
Mfisterlingen, Switzerland, who received his medical degree from the University of Kflnigsberg
in 1878, took up the study of neurology and
psychiatry, and in 1882 was appointed professor
in these branches in the University of Jena
and director of the Grand Ducal Insane Asylum.
In 1911 he became rector of the university.
Binswanger is known chiefly for his exhaustive
treatises on various nervoiis affections, Die
Palhologie und Therapie tier Neurasthenic
(1890) 5 Die Kpilepsie (1800) ; and Die Hysteric
(190*), translated into English a volumes of
Nothnagel's Special Pathology and Therapy. In
collaboration with Siemerling, he published his
Lehrbuch der Psychiatric (1907) and also edited
the periodical Epilepsia, 1909-14.

LAUKENOE
( ROBERT)
BESTYOIJ;
bln'yon,
An English poet and art critic
(1869).
His plays Sakvntala (1920),
(see VOL. III).
Arthur, a Tragedy (1023), The Young King
(1924) and Boadicea (1925) were produced.
His later works include The "Winnowing Fan
(1915); The Anvil (1916); The Cause (1917);
The New World, poems (1018); The Four
Years (1910) j The Secret (1920) ; Court Painters of the Grand Mogul (1921); Drawings and
Engravings of W, Blake (1922) ; Japanese ColorPrints, with J. J. O'Brien Sexton (1923); The
The Followers of William
Sirens, an Ode (11)24)
Jilake (1925) ; Chinese Painters in English Collections
(102C)j Sophro the Wise (1927);
Poems of Nizami (1928), and The Idols, an ode
of the World War (1928). He edited The Letters of Maurice Hewlett (1926).
BIOCHEMISTRY. This subject has been
defined as the chemistry of physiology and hence
is naturally subdivided into the chemical
phe;

nomena of the KGparate functions of living organisms, an digestion, respiration, metabolism,
etc.
JiioclieniiHtry, however, is a much moro
comprehensive subject, for it comprises the
chemical composition of animal tisues, agricultural and plant chemistry, physico-cjhernistry of
the body including electrochemical reactions, the

the chemistry of disease
chemistry
processes and products, the chemical aspect of
therapeutics, etc., etc. Since most of these subdivisions are separately considered, the subject
of biochemistry is regarded by some authorities
as an artificial one. These authors retain the
old name of physiological chemistry and narrow
the scope to the dynamic chemistry of the animal functions, although these should be found
intact in any good work on physiology. The
chief use of the term "biochemistry" may be to
call attention to certain subjects which do not
receive proper attention in works on physiology
and of these there are not a few. There is, for
example, the subject of the animal syntheses,
of

foods,

which originated almost a century ago when
Wohler first formed urea from extra-animal
sources. Akin to this laboratory activity is the
isolation of definite chemical bodies from animal
tissues.
Both animal synthesis and isolation of
active principles have been going ahead steadily
up to the present time and, as a result, we have
long series of products which comprise adrenalin,

synthetic suprarenin, thyroxin, etc. Thus far, it
well appears that in the narrower and technical
sense, biochemistry really means laboratory analysis and synthesis which does not differ essentially from any other organic analysis and synthesis.

In recent years, there have been no radical
advances under this head and the only subdivisions which are of major interest to the medical
profession are SECRETIONS, INTERNAL, and VITAMINS, which the reader should consult. INSULIN receives a separate treatment and one may
consult also the articles on the. various deficiency diseases GOITRE, PELLAGRA, RICKETS, and
SCURVY. With these exceptions, the s\ibject of
biochemistry is discussed in the article on CHEMISTRY. Other articles in which
biochemistry is
actively involved comprise CANCER, DIABETES,
and
EPILEPSY.
Attention may bo called to
DIET,
the fact that while the condition (or conditions)
under
the
term "acidosis" tends to facomprised
vor the development of many pathological state**,

the
opposite condition of alkalosia in which the
alkaline index of the blood is elevated
-uppearn
to favor another but much smaller group of diseases which includes such mysterious maladioH
as cancer and epilepsy.

A

BIOLOGY.
term first applied by Lamarck
in 1801 and TreviranuH in 1802 to that
t\idy
of living beings which diil'ers in its point of view
from cither botany or zoology in that more attention is given to the fundamental lawn of life
and^less to details of anatomy and classification*
Obviously, this branch of science awuined especial importance after 1850 when the evolution
hypothecs furnished an interpretation for the
resemblances which appear between tho structures and activities of all
living U'inga, In
more recent years, the term "biology" ha* beau
used with two distinct meanings. On the one
hand, general biology deals with both plants
and animals and uses representatives of either
group according as one or ,the other better illustrates the principles under consideration; while,
on the other hand, the distinction between plants
and animals is retained and animal biology and
plant biology are treated as diHtinct subjects,
the word "biology" being hore Understood to
mean a study of plants or aniarals,
respectively,
deriving from a comprehensive examination of
the anatomy, embryology,
ecology, palaeontology,
and classification of either group, conciufiiojas as

BIOMETRY

to tlie fundamental principles underlying their
structures, their activities, their relations to one
another and their ancestral history.
As a result of intensive investigation along
these anatomical, physiological, and other lines,
each of these subdivisions of the subject hasacquired the importance of a distinct science

with

its

own technique and

Moreover,

own

its

vocabulary.

soon became evident that chemical

it

and physical reactions certainly accompany and
probably play an important part in all life processes, so that chemists and physicists have been
called on to develop biochemistry and biophysics as aids to further analysis of vital processes.
Hence, it follows that we have at the
present time no such thing as a science of biology but rather a group of biological sciences
all dealing with living matter and co6perating
in the attempt to answer some fundamental
biological problems: e.g. What is the nature
of living matter? How may it have originated
on the earth and to what extent is "life'^ a
physical and chemical process? How does living matter adjust itself to its environmental
conditions ? If the present lif& of the earth has
evolved from earlier life, wlia't are the forces
which have produced these modifications?
What are the laws according to which the pet

culiar characteristics of living beings are transWhile for purto
poses of instruction it is common practice
group the most important of these conclusions
into a summary called biology, these biological
sciences really differ so much, from one another
that they are best treated under distinct heads
as given below. See ANTHROPOLOGY ; BOTANY;

mitted to their descendants?

HEREDITY; ZOOLOGY; EVOLUTION.

For an

ex-

summary of the subject, consult
General Biology, by Burlhigame, Heath, Mar-

cellent

brief

and Pierce, or Animal Biology, by Haldano
and Huxley (1927).

tin,

BIOMETRY.

See HEREDITY.
An
ASAHEL, (1851).
American educator (see VOL. III). He was
president of the University of Wisconsin (191825 ) . Since 1925 he has been president emeritus.
From 1897 to 1919, he was director of the Geoof Wisconlogical and Natural History Survey
sin and, from the latter date, president of the
commission. He was one of the Conservation
Commissioners, 1908-18, and in 1918 became
of Phi Beta
president of the United Chapters
on
Kappa. He was the author of many books
rezoology and limnology. Professor Birge's
searches were mainly on the fauna or freshwater lakes and the biology of the floating
forms*
BIRKEWHEAD, RT. How. FBEDERIOK EDWIN
An Eng).
SMITH, FIRST EARL OF (1872lish lawyer and statesman (sec VOL. XXI), a
member of th* judicial committee of the Privy
Council and High Steward of Oxford. In the
France
early part of tlie World War, he served in
with the Indian corps, returning to England to
become Solicitor General (1915), and then Aton Ameritorney General (1915-17). In 1917,
ca's entry into the War, he was head of a special
mission to the United States. In 1919 he was
created Baron and entered the House of Lords as
In that year,
Lord Sigh Chancellor (1910-22)
he was made first Earl of Birkenhead ana received an Honora'ry D.C.L. at Oxford. 'In No-*
vember. 1924. he reSntered the government as
this post
Secretary of "State for India, filling
until October, 1928, when he resigned to enter

BIBGE, EDWABD

1

,

'
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business as a director of Imperial Chemical InWhile in the government, he was
dustries, Ltd.
valuable as a sane counsellor and brilliant deIn September, 1928, while the Foreign
bater.
Secretary was attending the League of Nations
sessions in Geneva, Lord Birkenhead assumed
his duties. He wrote The Destruction of Merchant Ships
My American Visit
(1917);
(1918); The Indian Corps in France (191D);
Points of View (1922)
Contemporary Person;

(1924); America Revisited,
(1924);
Fourteen English Judges
(1926); Famous
Trials of History (1926) ; Law, Life and Letters
alities

(1927)

;

and More Famous Trials

(1928.)

).
BIRKHATTG, KONBAD ELIAS (1892An American physician born in Bergen, Norway.

He

a degree in arts from Jamestown
Jamestown, N. D., in 1917 and an M,D.
from Johns Hopkins in 1024. During the next
year, he was Charleton Fellow in medical research at Johns Hopkins and in 1925 he went to
the University of Rochester, N. Y., as a teacher
of bacteriology.
He also became resident bacteriologist at the Strong Memorial Hospital.
In 1925-26 he isolated the toxin of erysipelas
and prepared an antitoxin therefrom which has
been used at Bellevue Hospital, New York City,
and other hospitals for the treatment of erysipelas with apparent good results, the mortality
and hospital sojourn having been materially rereceived

College,

duced.

BIRMINGHAM.
bama and one

The largest city of Alaof the leading industrial cities

South. The population increased from
132,085 in 1910 to 178,806 in 1920 and to 222,400 in 1928, by estimate of the Bureau of the
Census. In 1924 a $3,500,000 bond issue was
voted by the city for public-school improvements
and $650,000 for the public library. Other developments include a new stadium costing $500,000, a municipal auditorium costing $750,000,
and one of the finest municipal golf country clubs
in the United States.
programme of gradecrossing elimination is being carried out in cooperation with the railroads. The number of
manufacturing plants in Birmingham increased
from 274 in 1914 to 565 in 1924; in 1928 more
of the

A

manufactured 2000 different
value of which exceeded $100,250,000.
In 1925, according to the U. S. Census of Manufactures, 16,054 persons were employed in these
industries and received $18,120,000 in wages.
Steel is the most important industry, because
all the essentials for its manufacture are found
in this district. The assessed valuation of
property in Birmingham in 1928 was $222,741,815; the net debt was $15,615,007.
BIRMINGHAM. A city of England, the
chief seat of metal manufactures in Great Brit:
ain, and the leading hardware centre of the
world. The population at the census of 1921
was 910,444; in 1927 it was estimated to be
952,800. The municipal area is 40,087 acres
(about 70 square miles). On account of the
great boundaries extension, Birmingham has, after London and Glasgow, the largest population of
any city in the United Kingdom. The corporation was the first to avail itself of the provisions
of the Artisans* and Labourers' Dwellings Improvement Act of 1875, acquiring in 1876 about
45 acres with 1368 houses in an overcrowded
and unhealthful section and transforming^ it
completely. The capital expended on the imwhile
provement to Mar. 31, 1927, was 92,961,
tie value of the municipal estate was estimated
than 600

plants

articles, the

BIBMINGKEAM:
at more than

3,000,000.

also town-planned practically all of its undeveloped area and has adopted a scheme of road
widening under which all the main roads of the
city will he ultimately 120 feet wide. In 1912
a large extension was added to the Council House
so as to house the Museum and Art Gallery.
The Art Gallery is especially rich in the works
of Burne-Jones, who was a native of Birmingham, and of other artists of the Pre-Raphaelite
School. The foundation stone of the Hall of
Memory, the city's war memorial, was laid by the
Prince of Wales in 1923, the building being completed in 1925. Four bronze figures, by Albert
Toft, symbolize the services of the Navy, Army,

An additional reservoir of 500,000,000 gallons capacity
lias been constructed at Hartley so as to balance
the variations in demand. The first municipal
bank in England was established at Birmingham,
first under the Municipal Savings Bank Act of
1916 and afterward by authority of a local act
passed in 1019. At the end of the financial year
on Mar. 31, 1028, there were 254,433 deposiAir Force, and Women's Auxiliaries.

The hank, which combines the function
savings bank and a housing department
whereby advances can be made to depositors
to purchase their homos, has been a success both
as a means of encouraging thrift and as a
tors.

of a

sound example of municipal development.
BIRMINGHAM, GEOIIGB A. See HANNAY,

JAMES OWKW.
BIHWTEY, LAURESS

A bishop
,T. ( 1871) .
the Methodist Episcopal Church, born at
Dennison, Ohio, and educated at Scio College
and at the Boston University School of Theology.
Prom 1805 until 1911, he was pastor of various
Methodist churches in Ohio and Massachusetts.
He was dean of the Boston University School of
Theology from 1011 to 1920 and was elected
bishop in the latter year.
BIR'BELL, TUB KT. HON. AUGUSTINE (1850of

An English author and public
Vou Til). He was Secretary for

).

official

Ireland
from 1007 to 1010, and under his rule the Irish
Universities Act, the Irish Land Act, and the
Home Rule Act were passed by Parliament. At
the outbreak of the government rebellion, Easter
1010, he resigned. Although active in politics
for many years, Birrcll is better known as a
writer of essays and of biographies. Tie published Frederick Lockcr-Lampfton, a biography,
in 1920, and Jl/oro Obiter Dicta in 1924.
CONTROL. One of the circumstances that became apparent at the time of,
and immediately after, the World War was an
(see

BIRTH

almost world-wide awakening of avowed public
interest in the political, ethical, medical, and
practical aspects of family limitation. This
was probably due fundamentally to a realisation
that international competition tended to be' intensified by population pressure.
Tt was realized that tjie open spaces of the earth arc* now

small and relatively unattractive, as compared
with tliOHo into wh'iclt the European stock had
expanded during the nineteenth century. Moreover, the advancement in the complexity of social
life with the roHiiltuut expansion of wants and
especially tho increasing freedom of women had
brought into vigorous operation powerful Hpeial-

psycholopiciil forces favoring (he public cliHCUK*
of birth control.
complete survey would
show (hat there was no advanced country in
sidii
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The corporation has

A

Orient or Occident in which the subject Jmn not

been agitated and generally discussed in recent
years and especially since 1919.
American Movement. Active propaganda
for birth control began in the United States with
the publication in 1015 by Mrs. Margaret Sanger
of a magazine, The Woman Rebel, in which the
use of preventive methods was advocated. Her
indictment under the Federal law forbidding the
sending of "improper matter" through the mail,
the repeated postponement of her trial, and the
final quashing of the proceedings in February,
1016, gave wide publicity to the propaganda.
The same may be said of the arrest and the
sentence to thirty days in the workhouse of Mrs.
Sanger and her sister for activities connected
with a "birth control clinic" established in BrookThe case was appealed and reached the
lyn.
Federal Supreme Court in October, 1019; it was
dismissed on the ground of no jurisdiction. Interested persons by 1010 had formed the National Birth Control League; also a supporting

Woman's Committee of One Hundred, headed by
Mrs. Amos Pinchot, and the Committee of One
Thousand, headed by Dr. Ira S. Wile. Birth
Control Leagues were rapidly formed in more
than a score of the larger cities during 1016 and
1017. Various other arrests in 1010 brought
forward the issue of freedom of speech and press
and led to the formation oE the Free Speech
League, headed by Leonard P. Abbott, interested
in preserving the constitutional guarantees of
liberty of expression.
By the close of that year,
the propaganda was well organized, countrywide, and well supported. Every activity of the
promoters was considered by the press to have
considerable news value and the more decided
the opposition tho greater the publicity. While
the drama and the motion picture were used to
aid the propaganda, the most affective means
were public addresses, public debates, the pub*
Heation of the Birth Control Review (first issue,
February 1017), and the distribution of leaflets.
Considerable support was given the movement
by its indorsement in October, 1920, by the New
York State Federation of Women's Clubs by a
141) to 07.
Many efforts to secure repeal
of existing legislation, both State and Federal,

vote of

proved ineffective.
Tn November, 1021, the American Birth Control League was formed in New York City, witli
Mrs. Margaret Sanger as president. The League
organized the First American Birth Control Conference at New York, Nov. 11-18, 1J)21. One
of tho sessions was broken up by the
police,

as inquiry revealed, at the request of the ofThe
of the Homan Catholic Archbishop.
city council of Syracuse, New York, panned a
resolution prohibiting the holding of the. State
Birth Control Conference there in February,
1024; the resolution was vetoed by the mayor
after many elements in the community had been
aroused over the free-speech issue* The league
since that time has held notable conferences in
various American cities. See Bi&ru CONTROL
LBACJUS, AMERICAN.
fice

The Voluntary Parenthood League, with Mrs.
an director and headformed in
quarters in New York City, wa
It began the publication of The Birth
1JH9,
Control Herald in 1923. UH objects are "I. To

Mary Ware Dennett

render

available

for

the

people's

the

need,

knowledge a to how parenthood
may be voluntary rather than accidental; and,
at* a first
step the removal of the words |>rebefit scientific

4
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vention of conception from the Federal obscenity
laws. 2. The education of parents."
In 1927 the Committee of Maternal Health
of New York, which had begun to function in
1923, reported that 34 States had no express prohibition of birth control advice by physicians,
while 11 States forbade expressly that physicians
give such advice, and 4 other States which implied as much made the total 15. Of the 34
States; at least one, New York, permits physicians to give contraceptive advice. The Report
of the Committee of Maternal Health of New
York for 1928 gives a list of 28 Birth Control
Clinics in the United States, as follows: California 4
Colorado, 1 ; Illinois ( Chicago ) , 7
Maryland, 1 Michigan, 1 Minnesota, 1 New
Jersey, 1 New York, 10 Ohio, 1 and Virginia, 1.
The warfare against the Birth Control Research
Clinic which had been established in New York
City was renewed Apr. 16, 1929, after 6 years
of immunity. It was alleged that the animus
was of the same origin as that of 1923. Coincidently with this spectacular raid, which resulted in an acquittal for those arrested, Mrs.
Dennett who had continued her activity in the
movement was convicted for sending her sex
primer through the mails in the U. S. District
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Court and was fined on April

;

29.

The

entire subject of birth control is in such
a state of flux that no adequate summary of
the status can be ventured. As heretofore, much
intellectual opinion seems to be on the side
of the innovaters, but powerful groups still are
antagonistic. Thus, in 1928 the Parents' Exposition declined an exhibit in this field, although

there was one at the Sesquicentennial Exposition in Philadelphia in 1926.
International. National organizations are
found in England (founded in 1877), Holland
(1885), Germany (1889), France (1895), Spain
(1904), Belgium (1906), Switzerland (1908),
Czechoslovakia or Bohemia, (1901), Portugal,
Brazil (1905), Cuba (1907), Sweden (1911),
Italy (1913), Algeria, Mexico (1918), and Japan
(1921). These bodies constitute the Federation

Neo-Malthusian Leagues.
In Europe, increased activity and growing
favor for propaganda were manifest in England, Germany, and Austria, but not in France.
In England, widespread interest was aroused by
tho reports (see Bibliography below) of the
first and second National Birth Bate Commissions organized by the National Council of Public
Morals. These reports constitute a compendium
of

1

of religious, social, medical, and biological opinion for and against. Beligious opinion in England appears divided, though the Roman Catholics present the same opposition there as in the
United States. Medical and scientific opinion,
as also of social workers, is overwhelmingly favorable. Great publicity was secured by the prop-,
aganda of Dr. Marie Stopes and her husband,
Dr. H. V. Roe, who established in March, 1921,
the Mothers' Clinic. Two additional clinics in
London were opened the following year.
In France during the World war, the censor^
with birth control publiship greatly interfered
cations and such efforts as revived in 1919 were
terminated by an act of July, 1920, which drastically and comprehensively prohibited every sort
of propagation of knowledge of contraconception

and abortion. The publication, transportation,
and sale of literature is prohibited and public
-

lectures forbidden.
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Violations, moreover, are to

be tried by the judges of the Tribunal Correctionnel instead of the juries of the Cours
d'Assizes.
This not only means secret proceedings and hence no propaganda value in the
trials but places the guilty at the mercy of the
judges. This legislation was undoubtedly a reaction of publicists, employers, and militarists
to the after-war desire for population increase to
insure national safety and prestige. It had the
support of numerous economists and demographers and of various organizations, such as,
L' Alliance nationals pour Vaccroissement de la
population frangaise.
In Vienna, Austria, a clinic was opened in
November, 1923, by Johann Ferch, with the
support of the League Against Forced Motherhood. This began
for repeal of the
agitation
law prohibiting abortion. Dr. Fercli says, Birth
Control Review, July, 1924: "We propose that
poor and sick women in the first three months
of pregnancy shall have the right, for social and
health reasons, to interrupt the pregnancy."
The proposed law was defeated in December,
1923, by the combined opposition of clericals and
national militarists.
Japan, China, and India all show increasing
of
consciousness
overpopulation. Unchecked
births and decreasing death rates compel a discussion of Neo-Malthusian ism. In spite of official opposition, a birth-control group was formed
at Tokyo in 1921 with Baroness Miimoto as
head. In 1922 official objection to Mrs. ganger's
visit was withdrawn on the understanding she
would hold no public meetings. Nevertheless, the
Japan Birth Control League began issue of a
magazine in May, 1922. The first supporting
organization in China was formed by the women
of the National University in 1922. About the
same time, organized propaganda began in India.
At the present day (1929), the situation may
be summed up for Europe as follows: the movement is active and progressive in Great Britain,
Holland, Denmark, the Teutonic countries, and
Russia and the greatest antagonism is found in
France, Belgium, and Italy; while in all other
countries the movement is as yet undeveloped.
See ABORTION.

Bibliography. Birth Control Review (New
York) William J. Robinson, Woman: Her 8eoo
and Love Life, New York; Tho Critic and Guide
Company, Proceedings, First American Birth
Control Conference, November, 1021; Margaret
Sanger, What Every Woman Should Know; The
Pivot of Civilization; S. Adolphus Knopf, M.D.,
;

Birlh Control Its Medical, Social, JScorwrnical
and Moral Aspects; Adelyne More, Uncontrolled
Breeding, or Fcoundity versus Civilization; National Birth-Kate Commission, The Declining
Birth Rate, Its Causes and Effects, London, 1916;
Problems of Population and Parenthood, London,
1920; Harold Cox, The ProUew of Population,,
contains the best presentation of the ethical
aspects of birth control; Eden and Cedar Paul
(ed.), Population and Birth Control; H. H,
Laughlin, Eugcnical Sterilization in the United
States; The Rev. James Marchant (ed), Control
of Parenthood; The Rev. John M. Cooper, Birth
Control t a most effective presentation of the
Catholic viewpoint, National Catholic Welfare
Conference, Washington, D. C. The Publication
Committee of the Committee of Maternal Health
announced in 1929 that the forthcoming titles
were in course of preparation for early publication: Birth Control (for the medical profes-
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sion) ; Premarital Instruction and, Conjugal
Adjustment, in two parts, for the medical pro-

and

public, respectively (before 1930) ;
Conjugal Experience and What It Teaches (many
case histories) : Topographical Atlaa of Human
Reproduction; Sterility; Clinical and Social As-

fession

For a rapid orientation on the status and
literature of the past few years, see Biennial
JSeport of the Committee of Maternal Health of
the N. Y. Academy of Medicine (1928); and

pects.

Therapeutic Contraception, by

Hannah M. Stone

(1928).

A

BIBTH CONTROL LEAGUE,

AMERICAN.

society organized Nov. 2, 1921, and incorporated under the laws of New York State, Apr.
The purpose of the League is to make
5, 1922.
birth control information generally available in
the United States; in order that maternal and
infant mortality, hereditary disease, and crimi-

be decreased ; that prostitution,
child labor, and housing congestion may be lessoned; and that destitution and the resulting
need for charity may be prevented. The programme of the League is: (a) To work for
the amendment or repeal of those Federal and
State laws which interfere with the proscription

nal abortion

of

may

contraception

by

physicians,
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(b)

To

ac-

1

quaint physicians throughout the United States
with the most approved methods of contraception,
(c) To establish, in every centre of population, clinics where the poor niay receive conTo
(d)
traception advire from physicians,
demonstrate to the public, by moann of lectures,
pamphlets and the Birth Control Review, the
importance of birth control to the family, the
community, and the race. In 1929 the League
had 00,000 enrolled members and 1720 annual
members. It* organization work had resulted
in the establishment of four State leagues, and
numerous branches in various States. During
the four years that its Medical Director, Dr.
J. F. Cooper, was in tho field, from 1925 to 1029,
he lectured on the technique of contraception
to medical societies in every State, and enlisted
the interest and support of hundreds of physiIn 1925 the League organized the Sixthcians.
International Nco-Maltlmsian and Birth Control
Conference, in New York, New Jersey, Illinois,
California, Michigan, Ohio, Colorado, and GeorPresident, Mrs. F. Robertson Jones; vice
gia.
presidents, Mrs. Lewis L. Dclanelcl, Mrs. Richard Billings, Mrs. Dexter Blagdcn; treasurer,
Mrs. Warren Thorpe; secretary, Mrs. Robert S.
Iluse; medical director, Dr. James F* Cooper.
Headquarters, 104 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
BIRTH REGISTBATIOtf. See CHILD WELFABE, VITAL STATISTICS.
A Ger).
BXSCHOFF, DriCDRroit (1806man author born at Bremen, formerly known
under the pseudonym "Adam Ego." He has
written prolificacy on social ethics, freemasonry,
insurance lawn, and kindred subjects, and at the
same time hold the presidency of the loading
insurance company of Leipzig. His works include Die tioziale Fraye und ihre Lotnng
(1896; Kchtc vnd Falwte tierechtiglteit (1899) ;
Der tfosialo Orwndgedanke der Freim&urer*
lehre (1900) ; Dor I ndividmlirmus in der Freiw,(w,r<!rei
Afaurertum und Mensch( 1901 ) ;
hciU'lum
Wcsen und Sttcle der
( ] 002 ) ;
Freimaurerei (H)12); FreimaurorteGhe Kriegsgcdanken (1914) ; Vom fiukunftsberuf der JJeul*
when Froim ft>urcr (1015); Religion und Fretmaurcrai (1010), T)ie Rovialisirung Unnerw Wirt*
sohaftnlcbews (1918); NossMizmus und Religion

(1919); Lie Sozialisirung der Geister (1919);
Freimaurerei und Deutschtum (1920) and Torn
Vaterlandischen Beruf der Deutsclien Frci;

maurer (1919). Among his later works are
Arbeit, Freiheit, Drudcrlichkeit (1920) ; Die Religion der Freimaurer (1920); Pasifismus itnd
1023 )
Menschlichkeit
Freimaurerei ( 1 1)22 )
Heimat, ewe Botschaft fur cin neues Vatcrland
(1024) ; Vom Sinn der Arbeit (1926), and Christentum und Vaterland (1920).
).
BISHOP, FREDERIC LENDALL (1874An American physicist, born at St. Johnsbury,
Vt., and educated at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the University of Chicago. In 1898 he became head of the department of physics in the Bradley Polytechnic
Institute and remained there until 1900, when he
was called to the chair of physics in the Univer;

;

(

and also became dean of its
and school of mines. His
original investigations include studies on thermal conductivity and variations of wave length
sity of Pittsburgh,
engineering college

with pressure, surface tension, high temperature, and viscosity, on all of which ho has published papers. Besides editing EnffhiGGriiiff Edu*
cation, he has served as secretary of the Society
for the Promotion of Engineering Education and
is a member of many scientific societies.

An
BISHOP, JOSEPH UUCKIJN ( 1 847-1 928
American journalist and government official (see
VOL. III). His later works were A Chronicle of
350 Years (1918)
Theodore Jtooxcwlt and His
)

.

;

Shown

in His Letters (2 vols., 1920)
Life of Charles J. Bonaparte (1922); Life of
A. Barton Hepburn (1923); Notes and Ancedotcs of Many Years (1925). He also edited
Theodore Roosevelt's Letters to Ilia Children
(1919).

Time,

;

An
).
BISHOP, Louis UAUG&RES (1854American physician, born in New Brunswick,
N. J., and educated at Rutgers College and Columbia University. He became professor of diseases of the heart and circulation in Kordham
University Medical School and physician to Lin-

coln Hospital. He made many contributions to
periodical literature on diseases of the heart
and blood vessels, blood pressure, etc. HIM works
include Heart Disease, Blood Premiufe, etc.
(1909), translated into French the following
year; Arteriosclerosis (1914), translated into
French by Francon in 1921; Heart Trouble;
Their Prevention and Relief (1920) ; and A. Key
to the Klcclroeardiogram (1923).

BISSINO, FERDINAND, BAKON VON (1844A German soldier who was Governor

1917).

General (1914), and geueral-hi -chief (1915), in
Belgium during the World War. He died in
BrusftclK.
Wee BELOixrw, under History.
BISSOLATI
LEONIDA
,
( BKKOAM AHCUC
(1857-1020). An Italian Socialist statesman
born at Cremona, the son of Bergnmattchi, and
)

adopted son of the philosopher Binsolati.
weeklies,

//#

Grilica sociale

In his

and L& Lotli di

and the

daily, L'Avanti, he bocamt' widely
leader of the Hooialist element
in Italy which remained faithful to the Government during the World War. He waft elected to
Olaftsv,

known as the

Chamber in 1897, and eon tinned a member
until his death.
Because he could not yropathize with the Socialists in their anti-patriotic
sentiment*, particularly in the Libyan War,
the

Bissolati,

with Bonomi, formed what was called

the Reformed Socialist group. On the outbreak
of the War, lie enlisted, was wounded* and decorated for his valor. In June, 1910, after the
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Salandra government, he was appointed Minister without portfolio and served
under both Boselli and Orlando. At the Armistice, he resigned because of a disagreement over
the Pact of London. Although he advocated the
annexation of Fiume, he lost popular support because of his opposition to the annexation of Alto
Adige and North Dalmatia.
An
(1859).
BISTOLFI, LEONARDO
Italian sculptor, born in Turin. Recognized for
an effective though not profound realism, Bistolfi
has executed many public memorials, tablets,
and medal a, notably the "Offering" on the Victor
Emmanuel monument at Rome. Examples of
his work are to be found also in the United States
and Japan. See SCULPTURE.
BITTEBATTF, THEODOR (1877-1928). A
German historian, born at Nuremberg. He was
professor at the universities of Erlangen and
Munich, lecturer on history at the military academy of Munich, and writer of Die Eurbairischen Polen im Siebenjahrigen Kriege (1901);
Die TradiOeschichte des Rheinbundes (1905)
tioncn dcs Hochstifles Freising ( 1905-09 ) ; Bayern ah "Kdnigrcich (190l>) ; Die Deulschen Polen
und die Entsteliung des Krieges (1915) Napoleon I (1910); Friedrich der Grosse (1910);
Cfeschichte der Franssosischcn Revolution (1921 );
and other historical works.
An Aus).
BITTNER, JULIUS (1874trian composer, born in Vienna. He studied
there under J. Labor and B. Walter, but chose
the law as his profession. In 1918 he was made
a director of the Wiener Akadcmie der Tonkunst.
fall

of the

;

;

He

BLACKWELDER
tion he translated plays of BjCrnson, Bergstrozn,
Schnitzler. and others.

BJOBNSTAD,

ALFRED WILLIAM

1874)
born in St. Paul,
Minn., and educated at the University of Minnesota, which he left in 1896 to enter the army
at the outbreak of the Spanish-American War.
He was commissioned first lieutenant in the 13th
Minnesota Infantry in 1898, Captain of Volunteers in the United States Infantry in 1899, and
in 1901 first lieutenant in the Regular Army.
He was promoted to the rank of major in 1917,
to lieutenant colonel in the National Army in
the same year, and in 1918 to brigadier general.
From 1898 to 1904, he served in the Philippines.
He was on duty with the General Staff in 191112 and served in various capacities with that
body until 1917. He organized and directed, in

An American army

.

(

officer,

that year, 1G training camps for training officers
for the World War. He served as Chief of Staff
for the 30th Division in 1917 and organized and
directed the Army General Staff College in
France, 1917-18. He was Chief of Staff for the
3d Army Corps in 1918 and was commander of
the 13th Brigade in 1918-19. In this capacity,
he took part in all the major engagements in
France. After the War, he resumed duty at the
General Staff College and in 1920 was appointed
commander at Fort Snelling, Minn. Since 1925
he has been commander of the 7th Division.
He received the Distinguished Service Cross and
the Distinguished Service Medal and was decorated by the British and French governments.
BLACK, HENRY CAMPBELL (1860-1927). An
American law author and editor, born at Ossining, N\ Y., and educated at Trinity College.
He was admitted to the bar in 1883 and practiced for several years at Williamsport, Pa., and
In 1888 lie removed to WashSt. Paul, Minn.
ington, where he devoted himself to legal literaHe was editor of the Constitutional
ture.
Review. Among his published books are Constitutional Prohibitions (1887) ; Dictionary of Law
American Constitutional Law
(1891-1910);
(1895, 1897, 1019); Income and Other Federal
Taxes (1917 and 1919) ; and Relation of Executive Power to Legislation (1919).
Scottish).
BLACK, HUGH (1808American theologian (see VOL. III). He is the
author of The Open Door (1914), The New
World (1915), and Lest We Forget (1920).

is known chiefly as an operatic composer,
being his own librettist. His greatest success
he won with Das hQllisch Gold (Dresden, 1916).
His other operas, of unequal merit, are Die rote
Gret (Frankfort, 1907) : Der Musikant (Vienna,
1910); Der Bergsee (Vienna, 1911); Der Abenteurcr (Cologne, 1912); Die unsterbhohe Kanlei (Vienna, 1918); Die Kohlhaymerin (Vienna,
1921) ; Das Rosengartlein (Mannheim, 1923; rewritten, Mayence, 1928). He has also written
a symphony in F minor; a symphonic poem,
Vaterland; a 'collo sonata; two string quartets
(A and K); piano pieces and songs.
A
BITUMINOUS COAL. See COAL.
BITUMINOUS BOCKS. See ASPHALT.
BJERK3TES. See METEOROLOGY.
),
BJOBKMAN, EDWIN AUGUST (1806An
An American author, born at Stockholm, Swe).
BLACK, WILLIAM MURRAY ( 18f>5den. When he was 25 years old he went to American army officer (see VOL. III). He was
America and edited the Minnesota, Posten at St. commissioned a brigadier general in 1916 and a
Paul (1892-04). His later work in journalism major general in 1917. The latter year he was
took him as a reporter, music critic, and editor chairman of the Inland Transportation Comto The Time*, Minneapolis (1894-07), the New mittee of the Council of National Defense. He
York Sun and New York Times (1897-1905), was a member of the United States Shipping
and the New York Evening Post (1906). Sub- Board in 1919 and retired from active service
He was awarded the Dissequently, he was a departmental editor of The in the latter year.
World's Work and editor of the Modern Drama tinguished 'Service Medal in 1918 for planning
Series (1912-15). He represented the British and administering the engineering and military
War, In colDepartment of Information in Sweden (1915- railway service during the World
17), directed the Scandinavian bureau of the laboration with Prof. K. B. Phelps, ho invented
Committee on Public Information (1918^19), a method of purifying sewage by aeration*
BLACK-WART DISEASE OF POTATOES.
and was associate director of the League of Nations News Bureau (1920-21). In 1926 he be- See PLANTS, DISEASES OF.
An
).,
BLACKWELDER, EWOT (1BSO-.
came the literary editor of the Times, Asheville,
N. C. He wrote Is There Anything New Under American geologist, born at Chicago, 111., and
the 8vnf (1911); Gleams A. Fragmentary In- .educated at the University of Chicago. In 1902
'he was given a fellowship at Chicago, where he
terpretation of Man and Bis World (1912);
Voices of To-morrow (1913); Scandinavia and also became an, instructor in geology,- but in
1905 ,he transferred to Wisconsin, where he rethe War (1914) The Cry of the Ukraine (1915);
The Soul of a Child < 1922 ) ; Qatts of Life ( 1923 ) ; jnaiiied until 1916, attaining full professorial
He was professor of geology and
and. The Search for Atlantis* (1927,). In addl- rank In 1910.
,

,

;

BLACKWELL

a

head of the department in the University of
Illinois, 1916-19, and in 1919 was visiting professor of geology at Leland Stanford Junior University, where in 1922 he became a full professor.
From 100(> to 1918, he was also connected

with the United States Geological Survey. He
was a member of the California Petroleum Commission in 1017. He is the author of Regional
Geology of the United States (1012).
).
BLACKWELL, ALICE STONE (L857An American journalist (see VOL. III). She
was editor-in-chief of the Woman $ Journal
(Boston) until 1017, when the Woman's Journal, the Woman Voter, and the Headquarters
"News-Letter were consolidated as the Woman
She became contributing editor to the
Citteen.
latter.
She was named as presidential' elector
She is the author of
for La Follette in 1024.
The Little Grandmother of the Russian RevoluOwn Story
Catherine Breshhovsky's
tion:
3

(1917).

A
).
BLAINE, JOHN JAMES (1875United States Senator, born in Grant County,
Wis., who was graduated in law from Valparaiso
He began the prac(Ind.) University (1890).
tice of law at Boflcobel, in his native county, was
of Boscobel three terms, member of the
State Senate (1900-13), Attorney General of
Wisconsin (1019-21), and Governor three terms
He was then elected as a Republican
( 1021-20 ) .
to the United States Senate for the term 1927-33.
A bishop of
).
BLAKE, EDGAR ("I860the Methodist Episcopal Church, born at Gorham, Me., und educated in the common schools
and in the Boston University School of Theology.
During 1895-1 90S, he was pastor in Methodist
churches of Salem, Lebanon, and Manchester,
N. H. Later, he served as assistant secretary
and corresponding secretary of the Board of
Sunday Schools of the Methodist Episcopal
Church. Ho was elected bishop in 1020.

mayor

BLAKE,

An American

JOSEPH

AUGUSTUS
San

(1804-

).

"Francisco, and
educated at Yale and Columbia Universities.
He was professor of surgery in the College of

surgeon, born in

Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University,
1903-13, and has since been surgeon to several
New York hospitals. At the outbreak of the
World War, he had charge of the surgical ambulance at Neuilly, France, and in 1017 became
head of the American Red Cross Military Hospital.
In 1917 he was given the Cross of the Legion of Honor. He has written much on surgical subjects and in 1018 published his Gunshot
Fractures of the flaotremities.
BLAKELOCX, RALPH ALBEttT (1847-1010).
An American landscape painter, one of the foremost of the school (wee VOL. III). During his
long confinement as an insane person, hta great
paintings, from which he had been tin able to eke
a livelihood, brought record prices; "Moonlight,"
for example, wan wold to the Toledo Art Museum
for $20,000. In 191(1 he was released as sane
and endeavored to resume his work as a painter,
but without success. He was again confined in
10 1 8 and died at the camp of a friend in the
Adirondack**.

BLAKESLEE,

An American

ALBERT FRANCIS (1874-

).

botanist (see VOL. III). After
(!)15 he was resident investigator in plant geneticH and after 102') aHftiatant director at the CarStation for Experimental Evolution at
tutffta
He was a delegate
('old Spring Harbor, N. Y.
of the Carnegie Institute to the Pan-American
Scientific Congress at Lima, Peru, in 1024-25.

In 1929 he was elected a member of the National

Academy

of Sciences.

BLA&ESIiEE, GEORGE HUBBARD
An American professor (see VOL.

(1871III).

).

He

is

the editor of Recent Developments in China;
Latin America; Problems and Lessons of the
War; Mexico and the Caribbean; and edited the
Journal of International Relations until 1921.
He wrote The Recent Foreign Policy of 1hr,
United States (1925). He organized the Clark
University Conference on International Relations and in 1917-18 prepared reports on German colonies in the Pacific for the American
Commission to Negotiate Peace. He was technical advisor to the American delegation at the
Disarmament Conference in Washington, 1021.
He was a leader of the discussions at the Institute of Politics, Williamstown, Mass., in 1022,
1023, 1025, and 1920. He lectured on Far Eastern history at Harvard, 1020, and gave the
Schoulcr lectures at Johns Hopkins, 1927. In the
latter year, he was visiting Carnegie Professor of
international relations to universities in Japan,
Australia, and

New

'Zealand.

An
GILLISPJB (1880).
American economist, born at Shclbina, Mo., and
educated at Drake, Missouri, Colorado, and Columbia universities. He began as a newspaper
reporter and 'atcr bci*aino a university instructor and member of various economic commissions.
In 1919 he was made professor of economics of
the University of Minnesota. Among his works
are The United States Beet Ntigar Industry and
the Tariff (1912), National Tax Assoriutioii Digest and Jndcat (1927), and the brochure, Tho
Comparative Costa of State Governments (1U16).
BLANCHABD, ABTIIUB HORACE (1877An American civil engineer, born at
).
Providence, R. L, and educated at Brown and

BLAKEY, ROY

Columbia

universities.

neering at

was

He taught

civil

engi-

Brown University (ISDD-lOll), and

highway engineering at Colum(1011-17) and professor of highway engineering and highway transport at the University
of Michigan (1919-26). Meanwhile, he was Consultant to various oflicial organization**. During the World War, he was a member of the
Council of Defense and served an vice chairman
of the National Highway Commission. lk>Hid<s
being associated in the authorship of Higkwajttt
(1010-12) and Miffhway Myimwing (U)J3),
he was editor-in-chief of the American Hiffhican
JRngineer's Pockefbook (1010) and the American
Highway Transportation Handbook (1020),
professor of

bia

1

BLAND,

EDITH

NKWIUT

(Mits,

HurtKftT)

(1858-1024). An Knglish poet and novelist
She is the author of Harden
(see VOL, III).
Poems (1014), Ffoc Children and It (1021),

The Incredible Honeymoon (1021), The tilory
of the Amulet (1021), The Enohantcd (Jatttlc
(1022), The Lark (1022), and Mauy Votem:
Poems (1022). New Kditions of many of hor
earlier books

were published.

BLAND-STTTTOfr, SIR JOHN, KIRHT BAUOAn eminent British surgeon,
).

NET (1B55born at

Enfield.

Highway.

His writings, con-

cerned eh icily with pathology and gynecological
surgery, include Introduction to General Palhol*
ogv (1880) ; fAyammtit, Their Nature and Mor*
phology (1887); Evolution und t)incae (18.00);
Hurgic&l Disease* of the Ovaries end fallopian
Tubea (1801), and Tumors, /nnoeent and Malignant (1893), The volume on tumors, lag masterpiece, went through its seventh edition in
He has also written Oaltetww and Dis*

BLASCHKE

eases of the Bile-ducts (1907) ; Fibroids of the
'Uterus (1913), Selected Lectures and Essays
(1920), and Orations and Addresses (1024).
In collaboration with Giles, he wrote a textbook
on Diseases of Women (1897), which has also
seen its seventh edition. Knighted in 1912, he
was made baronet in 1925.

BLASCHKE, PAUL

(1850-

).

A

German

lexicographer, born at Wigandstal and educated
at the University of Leipzig. After employment
in the postal service, he spent several years as
a tutor and finally became a lexicographer.

During the period 1878-1916, he published innumerable books on French, Italian, Portuguese,
and Spanish grammar, German-English-French
guides to conversations, a German-EnglishFrench and French-English-German electrotechdictionary (1913), a Polish grammar
(1916), and a German-English-French medical
dictionary (1916).
BLASCO 1BANEZ, blas'ko ^-Ba'nyath, VI-

nical

CENTE

(1869-1928).

novelist,

and politician

A

Spanish journalist,
VOL. III). Elected

(see

to the Cortes for six consecutive terms, his republicanism became so militant that he was on
several occasions exiled. In 1909 he retired
from politics, but in the years just prior to his
death, he made a virulent attack upon King
Alfonso with his book Alfonso Exposed. As a
novelist, his form was influenced by the French
realists and naturalists; but, until the World
War, his subjects were generally Spanish. After
the War, his books were more international in
scope and were widely translated and read. They

included Mare Nostrum; La Tierra de Todos;
Los Enemigos de la Ahtjer; El Paraiso de last
Muicrcs; and Cuatro Jinetes del Apocalipsis
a penetrating study of the international and
interracial problems of the War. He was a
medalist in arts and letters of The Hispanic
t

Society of America.

BLASHFIELD, EDWIN HOWLAND

(1848painter (see VOL. III).
of
Institute
the
National
of
He was president
Arts and Letters in 1915-16 and was awarded
In 1920its gold medal in painting for 1923.
26 he was president of the National Academy
of Design.
).
BLATCH, HABRIOT STAWTON (1850An American lecturer and writer on feminism
In 1917 she was head of the
(see VOL. III).
Food Administration.
speakers' bureau of the
She is the author of Mobilizing "Woman Power
Woman's Point of View (1919), and
(1918),
Her
Elisabeth Cady 8tanton as Revealed
Reminiscences, Letters, and Diary (1921).
).
BLEASE, GOLEM AW LIVINGSTON (1868United States Senator (see VOL. III). Ten
of
the
South,
Governorship
years after resigning
Carolina, he was elected to the United States
over
He
1925-31.
Senate for the term
presided
the State Democratic Convention in 1926.
An eminent Ger).
BLECH, LEO (1871man conductor and composer (see VOL. III).
From 1913-23 he was general musical director
of the Royal Opera (since 1919, Staatsoper) in
Berlin. In 1923 he made an extensive tour of
the United States as principal conductor of the
to
Wagnerian Opera Company. After his return
Berlin, he was artistic director of the Deutsches
Opernhaus and conductor at the jGfrosse Volksin Vienna.
oper and in 1925 at the Volksoper
In 1926 he returned to the Staatsoper in Berlin.
An Austrian
).
BLEI, FRANZ (1871writer, born at Vienna, and 'educated ia
).

An American

A

A

BLICHFELDT
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m

cal economy at the universities of Vienna, Paris,
Berne, and Zurich. After traveling in France,
Italy, and America, he entered the literary field
as playwright, but soon devoted himself to the
His principal works include Oscar Wilde
essay.
( 1904 ) , Novalis (1904 ) , Yon Amourevscn Frauen
(1906), Felicien Rops (1906), Die Roniantische
Rennaissance ( 1 90G ) Landfahrer und A lenleurer
(1913), Die Puderquaste (1913), Menscliliche
Betrachtungen zsur Politik
(1915), Svmma>
(1918), Retrung (1920), Der Knabe Ganynied ( 1923 ) , Das Kuriositiitenkabinett der Literatur (1924), Die Frivolitat des Herrn von Disenberg (1925), Claws mid Elend beruhmter Frauen
(1927), and Das Erotische (1927). Among his
works translated into English is Fascinating
Women, Sacred and Profane ( 1 928 ) . He also has
translated numerous works of French authors,
among them Marcel Schwob's Monelle, Andre
Le Roi Candaule, Maurice Bar re's Du
Gide's
Sang, de la Volupte et de la Mort, and others of
Paul Claudel, Walt Whitman, and Oscar Wilde.
He has also edited the works of Goethe, Reinhold
Lenz, and some anthologies and magazines.
BLEIBTBETT, blTp'troi, CARL (1859-1928).
German author and historian, born in Berlin (see
VOL. III). He is said to have inaugurated the
,

A

in German literature by his
Die Revolution der Litter&kur (1885).
His contributions to war literature were Englands Waterlooluge
and Stegemanns
(1915)
Weltkrieg und die Marneschlacht (1916). He
also wrote Geschichte der englischcn Literatur
(1923), and Oeschichte des Weltkriegs (1925).
).
BLEINIETGHEB, ALBERT VICTOR (1873A German-American chemist, born at Polling,
in Bavaria, and educated at Ohio State University, where he became instructor and, later,

modern movement
essay,

associate professor in ceramics. He was professor of ceramics at the University of Illinois,
and head of the clay-products section of the

United States Geological Survey and of the Bureau of Standards. In 1920 he turned to commercial chemistry. He is a member of various technical societies including the American Ceramic
BeSociety, of which he was president in 1918.
sides editing various journals, he has published
the Collected Works of H. A. Seger (1903) and
is the author of The Manufacture of Hydraulic

Cement (1904).

A
BLEULEB, PAUL EUGEN (1857).
Swiss psychiatrist, known especially for his original conceptions of psychology and insanity.

He

divided all mankind into schizoids and syn-

tonics

and renamed dementia pnecox by

calling

that is, the highest pathologithe schizoid mind. Born,, at
the
Zojlikon, lie received his medical degree from
University of Berne, and became professor of
psychiatry, and after his retirement, honorary
professor, in the University of Ziirich. He wrote
Dementia Prcecox odcr Schizophrenia, (1911),
translated into English by William A. White
(1912) ; Das Autistisch-unflisssiplwierte Denken
in der Medizin (1919) ; Lehrbuch der Psychiatrie
(1920), translated into English by A. A. Brill
(1924) ; and Die Psychoide als Prinmp der organischen flnturivkalung (1925). He was editor of
the Jahrbuoh fur Psychoanalytisohe und Psychopathische Forschwngen during 1909-13. He was
tKe first, of Freud's contemporaries to speak
it schizophrenia;

cal expression

of

favorably of psychoanalysis.

BLIOHFELDT, HANS FBEDBRIK
An American mathematician, born
He came to the Untied States in
1

(1873-

).

in Denmark.
1888 and in

BLOCK
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1894 entered Leland Stanford, Junior, University.
studied also at the University of Leipzig.
then returned to Stanford as instructor in

An
).
BLISS, ROBERT WOODS (1875American diplomat, born at St. Louis, Mo., who
was graduated at Harvard (1900). From 1900

mathematics and was made professor of that
subject in 1913. Dr. Blichfeldt has made original studies of various subjects on continuous
groups, linear homogeneous substitution groups,
and the geometry of numbers, and has contributed papers on the results to the American
Journal of Mathematics and especially to the
transactions and bulletins of the American
Mathematical Society, of which he was a vice
president iu 1912. His published papers are
about 30 in number and include Finite Groups
of Linear Homogeneous Transformations, published as Part Two of the Theory and Application of Finite Group (1016).
BLEKTKT, HOLRROOK (1872-1028). An American actor and producer, born in San Francisco
and educated at Stanford University. He appeared on the legitimate stage as a child, and
later played in San Francisco before making his

to 1903, he served in Porto Rico, first as secretary of the Territory and then as secretary to
the Governor. He acted as secretary to American embassies and legations in Russia, Belgium,
Argentina, France, Holland (1904-18), wan chief
of the Division of Western affairs at the Department of State, Washington (1920-21), and
Third Assistant Secretary of State (1921-23).
He was appointed Minister to Sweden in 1923
and Ambassador to Argentina in 1927.

He
He

debut, in The New South, in 1893.
Later, he appeared throughout the United States
and in England. His successes included parts
in The Cat and the Cherub, The Battle of the

New York

Strong, The Duchess of Dantzic, The Clansman,
Salomy Jane, Salvation Nell, The Jtoss, The
Famous Mrs. Fair, Getting Together9 and The
Bad Man. In the last-named play, he had perhaps his best role, that of Pancho Lopez. In
1023-24 ho worked with success in moving pictures.
He starred in The Dove, 1025-26, and in
The Play's the Thing, by Molnar, in 1927. At
times, he was almost as active as a stage director as he wan a player. He was the president
of the Actors' Fidelity League.
British
).
BLISS, Aftfiiim <18!)Jcomposer, born in London. He studied in Cambridge under Dr. Charles Wood and at the Royal
College of Music under Sir Charles Stanford.
In 1023 he nettled in Santa Barbara, Calif.
He is one of the extreme modernists, striving for
unusual, bizarre effects, as in his Color 8ym*
phony, the four movements of which are entitled
"Purple," "Kcd," "Blue," "Green"; or Uout, a
vocal composition with ten instruments, the text
being a succession of meaningless syllables; or
a Rhapsodj/ where the tenor vocalizes on the

A

t

syllable ah; etc.

An
).
BUSS, GtiMEtT AMES (1876American mathematician, born at Chicago, where
he was educated at the university. As an instructor in mathematics, he taught at tho Univerfor a
sity of Minnesota. He went to G&ttingen
year in 1002 and then returned to Chicago as an
associate.

In 1004 he

was

called to the Univer-

and from there to Princeton,
where he remained three years. Returning to
sity of Missouri

Chicago in 1008 as associate professor, he continued in this capacity until 1013, when he atrank. During the
tained
full
professorial
World War, ho served as a scientific export on
rango-ttrinpr sections in the United States Army.
ITe has made special studies of differential equations, ealcuhm of variations, and theory of functions of lines with an application to ballistics,
on all of whirh he has contributed valuable
papers to the American Journal of Mafhematte*
and to the transactions and bulletins of the
American Mathematical Society, of which he
was president in 1021-221. Dr. Bliss wag associate editor of the Annals of Mathemalica in
1900-08 and of the transact ion a of the American
MaUieniaticul Society in 1908-10.

BLISS, TASKEB HOWARD

(1853-

).

An

American soldier, born at Lcwisburg, Pa, He
was graduated from the United States Military
Academy in 1875, was professor of military
science at the Naval War College from 1883 to
1888, and spent two years as military attache
at Madrid. At the close of the Spanish- American War in which he had served during the
Porto Rican campaign of 1898, he was appointed
collector of customs at the Port of Havana and
in 1902

was made

special envoy to Cuba, to ne-

gotiate the treaty of reciprocity between Cuba
and the United States, lie was commandant of
the Army War College in 1903. From 1905 to
In
11)09, he held commands iu the Philippines.
the early part of 1911, he commanded the provisional brigade on the southern California border
during the Mexican insurrection, after which
he was for a short time commander of the West-

ern Department. lie was placed in command of
the Department of the Kust on Aug. 1-, UUl,
and became chief of staff of the United States
Army, with tho rank of general, on Oct. 0, 1017.
Although he reached the legal ago of retirement
on December 31 of that year, he remained on
active duty by order of President Wilson and
was appointed to membership on the Supremo
War Council in Franco, lie was also a member
of the American Commission to Negotiate Peace
in Paris, 1918-19. Ho was detailed by tho
President as governor of the United States
Soldiers'
Home, 1920-27. He received the
United States Distinguished Service Medal.
BLISTEB RUST. Sec Fownnr.
A distinBLOCK, ERNEST (1880).
guished Swiss composer, born at Geneva. Ho
received his musical education at the Conservatoire in Brussels and later at llnch'a Conservatory in Frankfort. In 1009-10 ho waH conductor of the subscription concerts in Lausanne and,
from 11)11 to 1015, professor of composition at
tho Geneva Conservatory. In UUfJ he came to
New York, where he taught composition at the
David Marines Schools of Music. From 1020 to
1025, he was director of the Cleveland Institute
of Music.
Since 195 he ha been living in San
'Francisco as director of the local conservatory
there.
His music is rather bantu and auntcre;

he draws his inspiration mainly from Jowinh
subjects and consciously attempts to give expression to the aspirations and ideate of the
Jewish race. His works include an opera, Jtfaoleth (Paris, 1010} ; three symphonies, in C
sharp minor, in F (Israel], and tiymphonie Or*
ientale, on Hebrew themes; two symphonic
poems, fliver-Printemps and Viwre $t Aimer/
Trei* Poeme* Juifs for orchestra; Poemw
d'Atttomne for soprano and orchestra; Bchelomo
for 'cello and orchestra; PsalmH 2, 114, and 1#7
for solo voices and orchestra ; four string quarr
tets; a violin sonata; and a viola sonata which
won the Coolidge Prize at the Berkshire Cbawr

BLOCH
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and between the north of Scotland
and the Norwegian Coast. At the outbreak of
War, the Allies announced that they would follow the rules of the Declaration of London, of
which Great Britain and the United States were
not signatories, with some modifications. No
notice of formal blockade was given then or
in the south

ber Music Festival, 1919; a piano quintet (employing quarter tones) ; a suite for string orchestra and piano; 3 nocturnes for violin, 'cello
and piano; a Concerto grosso, and America, an
epic rhapsody, which won the $3000 prize offered
second operai
by Musical America in 1928.
Jezabel, begun in 1917, was still unfinished in
1929.
(1884).
BLOCH, JEAN-RICHAKD
French editor and author, born at Paris, who
besides writing essays, short stories and novels,
in 1910 founded the review I' Effort, which was
later enlarged and entitled VEffort Libre. His
best known works were Carnaval est mort, a collection of articles whose general tenor was that
there was no more art because there was no more
faith; Levy; premier livre de contes (1912);
c*. (1918); La nuit Tcurde (1925); Les
chasses de Renaut (1927), the last three being
novels, and the play, Le dernier empereur
(1926). Several of these stories give a sympathetic analysis of the Jewish character.
RusBLOCK, ALEXANDER A. (1880-1921).
sian poet and playwright, born in Petrograd, and
a leader of the Russian Modernist School. His

A

band were published; these lists were subsequently extended. The results of these measures were very unsatisfactory.
In the cases of neutral countries whose land
frontiers bordered Germany, interruption of
traffic in goods originating in> the neutral country or brought by land from some other neutral
country was neither legal nor practicable. But
in the case of goods imported by neutrals from
The docoverseas, the conditions were different.
trine of "continuous voyage" was amplified and
extended. All such goods in excess of local neutral requirements were seized and condemned
for purchase by the Allies or for confiscation,
The restrictions imposed on this trade, especially in regard to insurance, censorship, cables, and
the supply of coal and oil, forced the formation

poetry shows two distinct phases of development; during the earlier period, he seemed to
live in a mystic land of unreality and dreams;

of merchantile associations in the neutral countries outside the Baltic, and these guaranteed
the purely neutral destination oE cargoes.

later, he became vigorous, patriotic, hopeful.
Songs of the Beautiful Lady (1905) belongs to
the earlier phase, Poems on Russia 1915), to the
His poetry is impressionistic and he emlater.
ployed the so-called new rhythm, similar to that
of German and English.
Besides the works
mentioned, he wrote The Unexpected Joy (1907)
Snow-Mask (1907); Snow-Bound (1908); Night
Watches (1911); and The Twelve (1918). The

the United States entered the War, the
source of supply of goods which could be passed
on to the enemy via neutral territory was reduced to comparative unimportance, as control
could be exercised at the place of export. The
suppression of oversea trade designed to furnish
supplies to Germany was then complete and was
largely instrumental in forcing the enemy to sue
for peace.
BLOMPIELD, blum'fgld, SIR REGINALD
An English architect, born at
(1856).

A

m

A

(

;

last ia his masterpiece, giving a powerful picture
of Petrograd at the beginning of the Bolshevist

Revolution. Although not a Communist, he
was acclaimed by the Bolshevists after the
publication of The Twelve. He died from illness due to undernourishment under their re*-

gime.

BLOCK, PAUL

(1862-

).

A

German

edi-

and author, born at Memel. He studied at
Metnel and K&nigsberg and specialized in history and literature. In 1899 he became connected
with the Berlin Tageblatt, and has been its

tor

Paris correspondent
(1906-11), war correspondent, and literary editor. His works are the
Leuchtturm,
novels, JDer Oraum&nch (1885),
(1886), Anno Sturm (1887), Die Diamanten der
Konigin (1888); the plays, Der Rilcher (1888),
Riibezahl (1888), Rolands Knappen (1888), In
der Tiefe (3889), Bergmanns Gluok (1889),
a volume of Parisian sketches
Gift,
(1890)
(1911); Der Verwandelte Burger (1919), dealing with the outbreak of the revolution in Ger-

Am

;

many; and numerous

BLOCKADE,

translations.

ALLIED.

The measures taken

during the World War by Great Britain, with
the approval of the other Allies, and to some
extent assisted by them, to prevent goods from
reaching Germany which could assist the latter
in prosecuting the War, did not constitute normal blockade of the German Coast in the earlier
sense of the word. At first, it was less than a
blockade as heretofore understood; by 1916 it

had become the most drastic and effective control
of neutral commerce ever attempted by belligerents.
Submarine mines and submarine boats
had made a close blockade of the old type absolutely impracticable. The blockade lines of
cruisers were drawn across the English Channel
*8

later,

but

lists of articles

declared to be contra-

When

Aldington, Kent. His style is late English
Renaissance, Besides country houses, he designed many public buildings in London and elsewhere including the Goldsmiths' College, NewCross, the Imperial War Cross, Chelsea, and the
new buildings for Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford.
He also designed part of. the facade of the Quadrant in Regent Street, London. He was made
Associate of the Royal Academy in 1905 and
served as professor of architecture there from
1006 to 1010. He was awarded the gold medal
of the Royal Institute of British Architects in
1913 and, in the following year, was elected
president of that body. After the World War,
he was chosen principal architect of the Imperial
War Graves Commission. His works include The
formal Oarden in England, with F. I. Thomas
(1892) ; History of Renaissance Architecture in
England (1897); The Mispress Art (1908);
French Architecture, successive volumes (1911
and 1921 ) and The Touchstone of Architecture
(1925) . He was knighted in 1919.
).
BLONDIN, PIERRE EDO HARD (1874A Postmaster General of Canada, born at Saint
Francois 4u Lac, Yamaska, and educated at the
S&ninaire de Nicolet, St. Michel's College, Toronto, and Laval University, Montreal. In
1908 and 1911 lie was elected to the House of
Common? for Champlain and in the 'latter year
was Deputy Speaker. He was appointed member of the Privy Council and -Minister of Inland
Revenue in 1914j and was sworn in as Secretary of State, 1915, and as Postmaster General,
1917%
Blondin resigned office in 1017 and was
given command of the 158th Battalion of the
Canadian Expeditionary Forces. He was a Con;

BLOOD PBESSTTEE

member of Parliament for the County
Cham-plain in 1917 and in the following year
was called to the Senate.
BLOOD PRESSTJBE. Since about 1014,
many diagnosticians have formed the opinion
that the ordinary measurement, the systolic, is
insufficient to give a correct idea of the true
state of the hlood pressure. They have therefore advocated that the diastolic and differential
pressures be given more weight, the differential
or pulse pressure being the true index of the
While this attitude is sound in
circulation.
theory, it is so difficult to obtain satisfactory
readings of the pulse pressure that some practical men have returned to dependence on the
The practical value of
systolic pressure alone.
the systolic pressure is still held to be great,
but this value is restricted to a very few disIn regard to the prevention and relief
eases.
of high blood pressure, certain factors commonor
ly accused have never been proved to cause
maintain this condition. Remarkable reduction
of pressure has sometimes been obtained by the
use of certain diets, as the so-called basic or
alkaline diet, and also by the use of alkalies
Bcrvativo

of

1

themselves.
It is possible that this subject may have receded somewhat in importance during the past
few years and high medical authority has hazarded the opinion that blood pressure recording
apparatus has done as much harm as good by

making hypochondriacs put

of

healthy people.

become increasingly possible to
lower the blood pressure -when high by the use
of depressor substances and diet, but it is becoming more and more realized that the high
tension is often conservative in nature and that
it is not always nor altogether wise to lower it.
There comes a time in the subject with permaIt has probably

nent high tension when the pressure is lowered
spontaneously and this is commonly regarded
as a danger signal; so it is not altogether reassuring to bring about an artificial lowering.
In the majority of cases high tension is a symptom of some disease and treatment has to be
directed to the latter. In so-called essential
high tension, where no cause can bo found, it in
best to depend on personal hygiene including
change of occupation, a suitable diet, etc. and
leave drastic measures to the cases in which the
patient is threatened with death from hemorrhage, angina pectoris, and other serious and
fatal complications.

BLOOMEIELD,

MATJBIOB

(1855-1928).

An

American philologist and Sanskrit scholar (see
VOL. III). He was professor of Sanskrit and
comparative philology at Johns Hopkins University from 1881 until his death. His early
works dealt principally with the Vedas, their
Among his
religion, mythology, and poetry.
later publications were Rig-Veda Repetitions

(2 vols., 1016)5 W/e ow<Z Stories of the JWML
Savior Pfirgvan&tha. He wrote on topics in

Oriental literature for

TUB NEW INTERNATIONAL

A German so).
BXiOS, ANNA (1806worker and teacher, born at Liegnite. She
lias written on feminism and various social problems. Among her works are Krieg und Schule
(1915) and Vrauenarleil im Kriege (1017).
Who is the wife of Wi Hi elm Bios, the author*
An American
}.
BLTTE, RUHBBT (1867Hani teriau and public official (see VOL. III). In
1018 he wan elected president of the American
Medical Association and of the Association of
cial

BLYTHE
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Military Surgeons. In 1920-21 he was United
States delegate to the International Office of
Public Hygiene at Paris, and to the 3d Decennial Revision of International Nomenclature of
Diseases. He was American delegate to the
Opium Conference of the League of Nations at
Geneva in 1923. From 1920 to 1923, he was in
charge of the activities of the United States Public Health Service in Europe.
BLUE, VICTOR (1865-1928). An American
naval officer (see VOL. III). In the World War,
he commanded the United States battleship,
Texas, in the North Sea, under Admiral Beatty of
the British Navy. On Dec. 1C, 1918, he was reappointed chief of the Bureau of Navigation; an
He was made rear
oflice he had filled 1013-16.
admiral on Apr. 1, 1919, and was retired on July
For
his
services
in
1910.
the World War,
11,
he received the Distinguished Service Medal and
was decorated by King Albert of the Belgians
with the Order of Leopold.
).
BLUMENSCHEItf, ERNEST L. (1874An American painter, born at Pittsburgh, who
studied at the Art Students' League and the
Academic Julian, Paris. He worked as au illustrator for American magazines during the yours
1890-1908. Since 1908 he has been ch icily engaged in portrait work. He was awarded the
Potter Palmer Gold Medal and $1000 by the
Chicago Art Institute in 1917, the Altaian" Firut
Prize of $1000 by the National Academy of
Design in 1921, and the Ranger Purchase Prize
by the National Academy in 1923. He was
elected a member of the National Academy of

Design in 1027.

A

BLTOTOBN, EDMUND CHARLES
British author

poetry.

who was

chiefly

(1896-

known

).

for

hit*

He was

and Queen's

educated at Christ's Hospital
College, Oxford, served at the front

during the World War, and then became subAthenaum. From 1024: to 1927, he
was professor of English Literature at Tokyo
University. In 1922 he published The Shepherd,
a collection of poems, and in the same year was
awarded the Hawthorndcn Prize. He wrote
objective poems as a post-war reaction, later
turning again to subjective writing. His volumes of poems include The Wai/goner (1020) To
Nature (1923) ; Masks of Time (1025) Engthh
Poems, Jf$B, and fiiiglish Poems, 1928. Hw
prose writings are The Bonadvcnture (1022);
Christ's Hospital: A Retrospect (1923) ; On the
Poems of Henry Vavghan (1027); and heigh
Hunt's "Examiner" Examined (1028). Undertone* of War (1928), in prose and verse, gave a
masterly impression of war and its horrors. He
editor of the

;

;

edited Madriffals and Chronicles, by John Clare
(1024) ; A. tio*,g to David, by 0. Smart f !tt4) ;
Shelley and Keats: as they struck some Contemporaries ( 1920) ; The Actor, by It. Lloyd (102tf) ;
and flaydon*$ Autobiography (1928).

BITJNT, WILFRID KCAWKN (1840-1022). An
English author (see VOL. ITT). In 1914 he pub*
lishecl his complete poetical works.
He also
published My Diaries, in two parts (1019 and
1920).
An
).
BLYTHB, SAMUEL GEORGE (1808American writer born at Gcneueo, N. Y, where
he was educated at the State Normal School.
In the period 1803-99, he did editorial work
for the Buffalo flvpress, the Buffalo Courier and
Enquirer, and the Cosmopolitan Magazine* For
the next seven years, ho was Wanhington cornsRpondont for the New York World. He became
a stall writer of the gaiurday Evening JPwtt
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as Hertz's successor at the Metropolitan Opera
New York. This position he filled
with distinction after he began his American
career with a masterly performance of Gfilterdammerung (Nov. 17, 1915) until his resignation hi 1929.
Since 1916 he had also been conductor for the Society of the Friends of Music,
which, under his direction, prospered and gradually expanded its activities to such an extent
that Bodansky decided to abandon the field of
opera altogether. From 1919 to 1921, he led the
concerts of the National Symphony Orchestra
with conspicuous success. After the amalgamation of the latter organization with the Philharmonic Society (1921), he directed several Philharmonic concerts as guest-conductor. He is a
conductor of the Mahler type, authoritive, elecHe revised the scores of
trifying, and forceful.
Weber's Oberon and Freischut^ and Beethoven's
Fidelio, setting all the spoken dialogues to music.
These new versions were brought out at the
Metropolitan Opera House, under his direction,
on Dec. 28, 1918, Mar. 22, 1924, and Jan. 22,
1927, respectively. He has made an excellent
German translation of the libretto of Mozart's
Don Giovanni (1911).

(Philadelphia) in 1907. Among his publications are We Have With us To-night (1909);
Cutting It Out (1912) ; The Old Game (1914);

House in

The Fakers (1915); Eunkins (1919); The
Manikin Makers (1921); Keeping Wit at Fifty
(1923) ; A. Calm Review of a Calm Man (1923) ;
and The Revolt of Peter Purdy (1926).
BOARDMABT, MABEL THORP. An American
Red Cross official, born at Cleveland, Ohio, and
educated in nrivate schools in Cleveland and New
York, and in Europe. As a member of the
central committee of the American Red Cross,
she was a delegate from the United States to
the International Red Cross Conferences at London (1907) and Washington (1912). For many
years, she has been secretary of the American Red
Cross. She is the author of Under the Red Cross

An AmerBOAS, bo'as, FRANZ (1858).
ican anthropologist (see VOL. III). He retained
his professorship at Columbia University, but
retired in 1919 from his position as philologist
in the Bureau of American Ethnology. He is
the author of Primitive Art ( 1927 ) and publications on North American anthropology.
).
BOAS, ISMAE (IsiDOR) (1858Gevman physician and pioneer gastroenterologist, born at Exin in Posen, and educated at
Halle. In 1886 he established at Berlin the
first service for diseases of the stomach and
In 1907 he became professor of
intestines.
gastroenterology in the University, of Berlin.
He wrote Diagnostik und Therapie der Magenkrankheiten (1890-93, English trans., 1907);
Diagnostik und Therapie der Darmkrankheiten

A

BODE,

bo'de,

WILHELM vow

(1845-1929).

A

German

art critic and historian, born at Calvbrde in the province of Braunschweig (see VOL.
111). After the revolution of 1918, he continued
as director of the art gallery of the Kaiser Friedrich Museum and became a member of the Senate
Academy of Arts and Art History. Among his
later works translated into English were Franz
Hals, his Life and Works (1914); Sandra Botticelli (1925); and Florentine Sculptors of the

(1898, English trans., 1901); Die Lehre von
der Okkultcn Blutungen (1914) ; Diatetik der

Renaissance (1928).

Das HemorA
).
BODEWADT, JACOB A. C. (1883rhoidalleiden (1922); and Diagnostik und The'German author born in Tondern (formerly
rapie der Magcnkrankheit (1925). A mono- Schleswig, now Denmark). He has specialized
graph, Habitual Constipation, appeared in 1923 on political and literary subjects concerned with
in a translation by Dr. T. L. Steoinan.
the Low Germans and is the author of Johannes
Oustav Frensen
BOCKENHEIMEB, PHILIP? {1875).
Dose, der Erfolgreiche (1905)
A German surgeon, born at Frankfort-on-Main. (1906); J. H. Fehrs (1913); Weltkrieg und
In 1907 he was made professor of surgery in the Niederadecutschtum
Timm Kroger
(1915);
University of Berlin.- In 1904-OC, in collabo- (1910) and some one-act plays in Plattdeutsch

Magenund Darmkrankheiten

(1920)

;

;

;

Frohse, ho published the Atlas
TypiscJicr Ohirurgischen Operationen and in 1907
he published the Atlas Chirurgischer Krankheitstranslations.
received
Wider. Both
English
Other works were the Leitfaden der FraklurenBehandlung (1909) ; Plasttsohe Qperationen
(1912); and Die Xeue Chirurgie (1921).
ration

with

He edited Eolstenart (1914)-; J. H.
Fehrs's Gesammclte Dichtungen (1913); Klaus
Groth's Briefe uber Hock- und Niederdeutsch
(1914) ; Timm Kroger's Gedenkluch (1920) and
ZwschenzweiMeeren (1921); and an anthology,
Dichter der Nordmark (1921). In 1922 he became editor of the magazine, Nort-Sohleswig.
dialect.

.

;

An Aus),
BOD'IiEY, JOHIT EDWARD COUBTENAY (1853BODA3STZKY, ARTUB (1877trian conductor, born at Vienna. After gradua- 1925). An English author (see Vox,. III). His
tion from the Vienna Konaervatorium, he. began later works were An Introduction to t7ie English
his career in 1897 as violinist at the Hofoper Edition of the National History of France
and studied composition with A. von Zeralinsky. (1910) and The Romance of the Battle-line in
His first position as conductor was at the Stadt- France (1918).
German
theater at Budweis, where he conducted only
).
BOEH1T, MAX vow (1860operettas. In 1901 he went to the Karltheater writer, born in Potsdam. He concerns, himself
in Vienna and, two yeara later, became Mehler'a with customs, fashions, and art. He is the -auMenschen
assistant at the Hofoper. He then conducted thor of tipani&che ReiseMlder (1905)
one season at the Theater an der Wien (1904) >vnd Moden im Siebzehnten, Aotzehnten, und
and at the Lortzlng Theater in Berlin (1905). Neunzehnten Jahrhundert (1006)
biographies
In 1900-09 he was conductor at the Deutcbes of Guido Reni, Giorgione, Palma Vecchio, LoLandestheater in Prague and also conducted renzo Bernini, and Karl Spitsweg (1907-09);
symphony concerts. There, his excellent work Biedermeier (1911); Miniaturen und Silhouetsoon attracted attention, and in 1909 he was ten (191C ); Bekleidungskunst und Moderne
(1917) ; Vom Kaiserreich eur Republik (1$17) ;
called to Mannheim as director and first conductor of the Grandducal -Theater and conductor Modenspiegel (1919); JRokoko, tfrvnkreich im,
of the symphony and oratorio concerts. In 1914 Achlzehnten Jahrhundert ( 1919) ; England im
AchteehntenJahrhundert (1920) ; and Das Biihnlie conducted the first performances .of Parsifal
at Covent Garden, where Gatti-Cufcazza was eo enkostum in Altertum, Mittelalter, und Neuneit
with his ability, that he secured him (1921), His latest works are Deutschland im

A

;

;

1
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.
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held teaching appointments there until 1919.
She was professor of food economy and nutrition
at Kansas State Agricultural College, 1919-22,
and research chemist of the obstetrical department, Henry Ford Hospital at Detroit, Mich.,
after 1922. Her original investigations have
included studies in human nutrition, blood volume, excretion of calcium and magnesium phosphate, and an important research concerning pel-

Aohtaehnten Jahrhundert
Spanien
(1922);
(1024); Umpire (1925); Wallenstein (1925);
Pototei

und Mode (1926); and

Italien

(1926).

BOE2C HENRY and JUSTIN. See ROSNY, J. H.
).
BOGARDTTS, EMORY STEPHEN (1882An American sociologist, born near Belvidere,
111.,

and educated at Northwestern and Chicago

universities. At the University of Southern
California, he was assistant professor of socioland economics (1911-13) and associate pro-

lagra.

ogy

BOGERT, MARSTON TAYLOR
An American chemist (sec VOL.

fessor (1913-15), and in 1915 he became professor of sociology, and head of the department
two years later. 'He became director of the Division of Social Work at the same institution
in 1920 and was editor of the Journal of Applied
Sociology, 1921-27, and of the Journal of Nociol-

He cloHCly
ogy 09td Hocial Reuearch (11)27- )
identified himself with social work in southern

California and has published several works on
the subject, among them Introduction to Sociology (1917); Essentials of Americanization
(1919, 1920); and a History of Social Thought
(1922); Fundamentals of Social Psychology
(1924) ; The New Social Research 1920) ; and A.
City Boy and His Problems (1920).
An
).
BOGART, ERNEST LUDLOW (1870American economist and writer, born at Yonkers, N. Y., and educated at Princeton and the
University of Halle. He held assistant professorships at educational institutions, including Princeton. Tie became professor of economics at the University of Illinois in 1909 and
head of the department in 1920. He had charge
of commodity studies for the research bureau of
the War Trade Board in 1018 and in the next
year was regional economist in the Foreign
Trade Adviser's Office for the Department of
State. He was adviser on currency and banking to the Government of Persia, 1922-23.
Among his works are Economic History of Hie
United States (1907); Practical Economics
(1910); Headings in the Economic History of
the United States (1015); Centennial History
of Illinois (1918) ; Direct and Indirect Cost of
the (Jreat World War (1919); War Costs and
Their Financing (1921); Economic History of
Agriculture of the United States (1923) ; Internal Improvements ion. Ohio (1924); and Modern
Industry (1927).
).
BOGEET, GEORGE GLEASON (1834An American lawyer and educator, born in Scotland, and educated at Cornell University. After
studying law, he was admitted to the bar in
1008. For three years following, ho practiced at
Elmira, N. Y., and in 1911 was acting amintant

capacities. In 1919 be was appointed lieutenant colonel and judge advocate in the General
Corps. He was author of The Sale of (foods in
New York (1912) The Yemenis of the Law of
Trusts (1014) ; Horn look on Trusts (1921) and
;

;

Conditional Hales (1923). He wan editor of the
Cornell Law Quarterly in 1915-17 and 1019-23.
An
BOGERT, LOTTA JEAN (1888).
American chemist, bom at Scotland, S. IX,
and educated at Cornell and Yale universities.
She served as instructor at Simmons College
during 1010-12 and at Mt. Holyoke during
1011-12. After further studies at Yale, she

).

BOHEMIA,

bi-he'ml-d.

See

CZECHOSLO-

VAKIA.

A
).
BSHLATT, bS'lou, HEIENE (1859German novelist (see VOL, III). Daughter of
Hermann 13(>hlau, head of the old pubfirm
of
name in Weimar,
that
lishing
she was steepod in traditions of the Goethe

(

professor of law at Cornell. He was assistant professor in 1912, professor of law and
dean of the College of law in 1921-25, and became professor of law in the University of Chicago in 1925. In 1920 he was commissioner on
Uniform State Laws for New York. During the
World War, he served in many important legal

(1868-

III). During
the \Vorld War, ho was consultant of the Bureau
of Mines and hold a number of important posts
in the chemical and gas service of the United
States government. He has been consultant in
research and development work to the Chemical
Warfare Service since 1920. In 1927-28 he was
first visiting Carnegie professor of international
relations to Czechoslovakia.

which

the background of several later
(Jefivhichten, ueue Alt'
weimarer (Jcttchichten, Im frischen Wasser , and
flrau Maria Rlroms dart en (1925).
period,

volumes:

is

A.1 twcimarer

BOHM, MAX

(18C8-192:*).

An American

ar-

born at Cleveland, Ohio, in 1868, and educated at the 'Cleveland Art School. At 19 he
went to Europe, whore he wan the pupil of Jean
Paul Laurens, Lefebvre, and Benjamin Constant.
Two years after his first visit to Europe, he had
a picture in the Paris Salon (1889). In 1808
he won prizes and the gold medal of the Paris
Salon and, from that date, his list of award** has
been exceptionally long. Among them is a gold
medal from the Panama-Pacific Exposition 1915.
Bohni was elected an Associate of the National
Academy in 1917 and a full member in 1920.
His best-known pictures are "The Family" and
tist,

'

"Happy Hours" in the -Luxembourg MuseumBolxm's work as a mural painter is well illustrated in the music room of Mrs. Mary Longyear's house in Brookline, Mass.
NIELS HKNKICK DAVID (1885).
Danish scientist, born at Copenhagen and
educated at the university there. When but
little over twenty, he decide to devote himself
to the study of the atom. Ho became profoftKor
of mathematical physics at the University of
Copenhagen in 191 and director of its Institute
of Theoretical Physics in 1920. In 1922 he won
the Nobel Pri/e in physics for his theory hi re-

A

BOHR,

spect to the electric Ktruoturu of the atom (we
CHEMISTRY: Electric Theory of the Atom). In
November of the. following year, hc delivered a
scries of six lectures at Yale University, describ*
ing his theory as to how atoms arc built up by
the binding of one electron after another in an
atomic nudeuH. Thin theory enabled other Danish scientists to discover a new element, hafnium. AH a direct result of the Yale lectures,
the Rockefeller International Education Board
appropriated $40,000 for the enlargement and
extention of Dr. Bohr' laboratory at Copenhagen, in order that more student** might work
with Mm. His publications include Aohand*
IMS) 1C (Germ, trum
lungen uber Atombau,
1921) ; The Theory of Spectra and Atomic Qon
(1922); On the Quantum* Theory of

M
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A MODERN BOILER INSTALLATION
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See BOILEBS.
BOILERS. In the period since 1014, steam
boiler practice has made marked strides as to
capacities, steam pressures, rates of forcing,
methods of firing, ash disposal, and sustained
efficiencies.
These factors have all influenced
the general trend in design which has been

toward large furnaces, partially or completely
surrounded with water walls; relocation of
superheaters and redistribution of heating surfaces with a smaller proportion in the boiler
proper and a large proportion in the air preheaters, economizers, and superheaters.
Boilers are now in service in the United States
which evaporate half a million pounds of water
per hour and others in 1020 were building for
two of the power plants in New York City
that will be rated at 850,000 pounds of steam

per hour.

Steam pressures in 1014 ranged around 275 to
300 pounds per square inch in the larger stations, whereas the end of 1028 found American
practice ranging all the way up to 1800 pounds.
See POWER PLANTS.
Boilers in the 1200- to 1400-pound class, as
employed in the United States, differ from those
of lower pressure principally in the size and
thickness of the tubes and headers, and in the
dimensions of the drums. The walls of the latter, in order to withstand the tremendous pressures, are from five to six inches thick. This
thickness is too great to permit rolling the shell
or to employ riveting;

hence,

the drums are

forged out of solid ingots.
In Europe, where still higher pressures have
been attempted, the designs are quite special.
The Benson boiler, for instance, which operates
at the critical pressure of 3200 pounds per square
inch, has no drums but merely banks of small
tubes. Two of these boilers are in service in
developed in
(Jarmany. The Atmos boiler,
Sweden, has rotating tubes by means of which
high heat transfer is secured. An experimental
boiler of this type ran at 1400 pounds and 840
degrees for a considerable period and a larger
unit capable of generating 25,000 pounds of
steam per hour was reported to be under construction in France.
quite different type of
high-pressure boiler is that designed by Professor Loeffler of Charlottenburg in which highly
superheated steam is produced in a coil surrounding the furnace. From this, the steam is
pumped to coils in an insulated drum located
outside the setting. Hero, it bubbles up through
the water in the drum and generates more steam.
Another boiler employing the indirect heat transfer principle but differing in detail has been
built from the designs of Schmidt & Hartmanu.
Suteer Bros, in Switzerland have also built a

A

boiler

for

1500-pound

pressure.,

All

these

European high-pressure boilers are of relatively
small capacity compared with those that are in
regular
States,',

commercial

operation

in
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On

the Application of
the Quantum Theory to Atomic Structure
(1024). Consult "Note on the Quantization of
non-conditioned-periodic Systems," by M. S. Vallarta in Journal of Mathematics and Physics,
March, 1924, Boston, and Das Atom und die
Bohrsche Theorie seines Baues, by H. A. Kramers
and Hclge Hoist (1025), See PHYSICS.
THEORY. See CIIEMISTRY.
Line-spectra,

the

United

High pressures and high rates of foreign

boil'

have made pure feed water a necessity. This
has led to systematic control of feed water and
ers

to the increased use of evaporators. Steam
temperatures in Europe have in some instances
exceeded those employed in the United States
where 750 F. has been about the upper limit for
regular operation. For instance, the Langerbrugge Station in Belgium has operated successfully for several years at 850F. The limiting
factor in high steam temperature is the metal
which has a tendency to creep" over long periods
of service under the combined effects of high
pressure and high temperature. Much research
work is now going on in connection with alloy
steels with a view to overcoming this handicap.
One central station in the United States is installing an experimental boiler and turbine to
operate at 000.
Sustained boiler efficiencies of over 85 per
cent are now common and test efficiencies of over
00 per cent have been attained. The wide application of automatic combustion control has
helped to maintain high efficiencies in everyday
operation.

From

1021 to 1928, pulverized coal

made

re-

markable progress, both as to refinement in the
design of pulverizing equipment and the number of installations. It has proved a very
strong competition of the stoker and as such has
been responsible for bringing about striking improvements in stoker design. At present, practice
as regards new installations is about divided between the two methods of firing.
Oil firing of steam boilers is now being confined largely to the marine field, a few favorably
located central stations and industrial plants,
and to heating boilers. Experiments have been
made with pulverized coal for marine service
and the U.S. Shipping Board steamship, Mercer,
has made a considerable number of transatlantic
voyages with pulverized coal-fired boilers. Although successful, development work is still going on and two other Shipping Board vessels
are being fitted out with a somewhat modified
system. Simultaneously with the Mercer experiments,

two or three private shipping

inter-

have been carrying on development work
with pulverized coal. One outcome of the use
of pulverized coal with stationary boilers has
been the development, at the Charles R. Huntley
eats

Station in Buffalo, of the slagging furnace, in

which the ash is maintained in a molten state
and drawn off once a day. The hot slag is solidified and shattered by water sprays and sluiced
to a dump. Hydraulic sluicing of ash is now very
common with both stokers and pulverized coal.

Owing to the fact that the greater part of
the ash with pulverized coal goes out of the
stack in a finely divided state, many devices have
been developed to catch this fly ash and thus
prevent its becoming a nuisance to the neighborhood.
Electric Boilers. An interesting development
where coal or oil fuel was costly and water
power cheap and abundant, as in the northern
United States and Canada, was the use of elecwhere electricity was employed to
produce steam at the plant of the Laureutide
Company of Canada, where in 1923,' largest
Each unit
'boilers of this type were in service.
had a capacity of absorbing 35,000 kilowatts
of electricity and producing 100,000 pounds of
steam per hour. Another electric steam boiler
installed at Berlin, New Hampshire, employed
tric boilers,

BOJEB,

A

heating boilers combined practice with theory
so that the interests of all were protected and
the safety of the public was insured. The American Uniform Boiler Law Society was formed to
further the adoption of this code which secured
the approval of a number of States and the enactment into statutes. The code is now in
effect in 20 States and a large number of cities.
Mercury Boiler. Some successful experiments by W. L. 11. Emmet have culminated in
the development of a mercury boiler and turbine.
Inasmuch as mercury has a very much lower
vapor pressure than steam (boiling at C77F.
and having a preanurc of only 5 pounds at 900
F. ) , it is especially adapted to the binary cycle
without involving high pressures. That is, if mercury vapor bo generated at 35 pounds per square
inch in a mercury boiler and passed through a
mercury turbine and then condenHed, the condenser temperature is sufficiently high to generate steam at 200-pound pressure. After a
large number of experimental units had been
built, Mr. Emmet finally designed and built in
1023 an 1800 -kilo watt turbine and boiler to
operate Tinder these conditions at the Dutch
Point Station of the Hartford Electric Light
Company at Hartford, Conn. This unit operated for some time on commercial load as a
supplement to the existing steam capacity of
that station. Certain operating difficulties indicated the desirability of alterations in the
boiler detrign and, aa a result of this experience,
a larger boiler of different design, and fired with
pulverised coal, was built and installed in 1928
at the South Meadow Station of tho name company. This later unit is of 10,000-kilowatt rated
capacity.

The Hartford

installations arc the only merthat have been used for the production of power, although a considerable number
of mercury boiler* have been built for process
work where the close temperature control with

cury

.boilers

mercury makes it especially desirable.
Kxperiments have been made with other subHtan<xft than mercury for tho binary cycle.
The
Dow Chemical Company at Midland, Mich., has
experimented with diphcnyl oxide and other
companies have employed di phony I. To date,
none has reached tho stage of strictly commercial application.

BOXER,

bf/ySr,
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3-phase, 60-cycle current at 22,000 volts, and had
a capacity of 18,000 kilowatts generating steam
at 135-pound pressure.
National Boiler Code.
committee of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, appointed in ^ 19 11 to consider the subject of a
comprehensive national code for the construction and installation of steam boilers, presented
& preliminary draft of such a measure at the
annual meeting of the society in 1914. This
code was approved by the council of the Society
iu 1915, and straightway it was recommended as
a basis for uniform State and municipal legislation.
In preparing the draft, the Massachusetts
and Ohio State regulations were adopted as a
basis, and all interested manufacturers, users,
and engineers were invited to make suggestions.
The report and the accompanying code deal in
detail with specifications for steam boilers and
boiler tubes.
Uniform rules for safety valves, fire-tube and
water-tube boilers, and steam- and hot-water-

Jon AN (1872-

).

'A.

Nor-

wegian novelist (see VOL. III). His later works,
mowt of which wore translated into English, in-

clude Sigurd Braa, a drama (1916) ; The Great
Hunger (1916) ; The Face of the World (1917) ;

God and Woman (1920); The Last Viking
(1922); The Prisoner Who Sang (1924); The
Emigrants (1926), and The New Temple, a
sequel to The Great Hunger (1927, trans. 1928).
In

1023

he

visited

the

United

States.

See

SCANDINAVIAN LITERATURE, Norwegian.

BOK,} EDWARD WILLIAM

(1803-

).

An

American editor and author (see VOL. III). In
1919 he resigned from the editorship of The

Ladies' Home Journal. He has written Why
I Believe in Poverty (1915) ; The Americanization of Edward Bok (1920); Two Persons; an
Incident and an Epilogue (1922) ; A Man from

Mame

(1923); Twice Thirty (1924); Dollar*
(1926); and Perhaps / Am (1928), He
was the 'originator of the American Peace
Award, a prize of $100,000 offered in 1923 for the
most practicable plan for securing permanent
world peace.

Only

BOKHARA, bo-ka'rtt. Formerly a dependency of the Russian Empire with a crowned
head, but since the Revolution, an independent
republic (sec below). It is silnatod in Central
Asia, has an area of 79,440 square miles, and an
estimated population of 3,000,000. Bokhara,
the capital, has a population of 75,000; Karslii,
Its civilisation is typically Asiatic, the
25,000.
Occidental life pressing all about it having
touched it not at all. The activities of the people still indicate the pastoral and handicraft
Corn, fruit, silk, tobacco, cotton, and
stages.
hemp arc produced; goats, sheep, hornes, and
camels arc bred. Green tea, to the amount of
1125 tons yearly, was imported from India,
which, in turn, received almost all of Bokhara's
raw

silk.

In September, 1920, the reigning Amir, Mir
Alixn Khan, was deposed as the result of the return of the exiled Bokharan progressive intellectuals who received help in arms and troops
from Soviet Russia. A Soviet government was
set up. Towards the end of 1924, tho Soviets
of Bokhara, Khiva, and Turkestan agreed to
redistribute their territories on a national basis;
at the same time Bokhara and Khiva became
Socialist republics. As a renult of the redistribution completed in May, 1025, the new wtatcw
of Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, and Tajikistan
and several autonomous regions were established.
Thiw, Bokhara as a separate state diHuppeared.
BOLIVIA. A South American republic, and
the only country on the Western Hemisphere
that has no direct access to the sea. It is situated west of Brazil and northeast of Chile.
Its area is estimated at 787,000 square mile*,
certain territories still being in dispute; and HB
population is estimated at 2,500,000. La Paz>
the largest city and the actual seat of government, had in 1028 a population of 142,540 as
compared with about 70,000 in 1900. Other

large and important cities are Cochabamba, 31,500; Potosl, 80,700; and Sucre, 30,200.
Industry. Although mining i the principal
factor of economic wealth in tike country, agriculture continues to be the leading occupation
of the people. Of the agricultural products,
rubber is the most important. Tho rubber Induiftry is centred in the departments of Bent
and Santa Cruz. Rubber, in fact, is second in
importance only to tin. The crude rubber production Of Bolivia is only slightly inferior to
that of Brazil and many thousand acres of
wild rubber trees are available. Bolivia is,

BOLIVIA
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however, the second tin-producing country in
the world, ranking after the Malay Straits Settlements. Besides this, Bolivia produces important quantities of wolfram, silver, lead,
antimony, copper, and zinc. Considerable prospecting and some drilling for oil have been
undertaken, particularly in the eastern part of
the country, but no large production was reported. The value of the principal minerals in
1927 was: Tin, $33,650,000; antimony, $664,000; gold, $4000; bismuth, $255,000; and tungsten ore, $10,000.

Commerce. In 1927, the total value of all
exports was $43,704,000, of which $3,665,000
went to the United States. Minerals comprised
92.6 per cent of all the exports. The rubber exports consisted of 8,517,000 pounds valued at $1,765,000. The total value of all imports was
$22,733,000, of which $6,561,000 represented the
share of the United States. Great Britain, Germany, and France were the next in importance as
sources of origin for imports.

000,000 was floated, the proceeds of which were
to be used largely for refunding purposes.

Education.. An increasing interest is being
evinced in education in Bolivia. It is both free
and obligatory. In 1926 there were 1598 elementary schools with 2765 teachers and 79,973
pupils; for secondary education there were 27
colleges (17 national), five church institutions,
and five private schools with 403 teachers and
4213 students. At Sucre and La Paz are the
only two universities which possess more than
one faculty. There are several specialized technical schools. The best secondary institutions
are those schools endowed by American Methodists at La Paz and Cochabamba.
History. General Ismael Montes was for the
second time elected President of the "Republic for
the term 1913-17, to succeed President Villaz6n,
During his administration, the effects of the War
were felt in the decline of exports, though purchases by the United States lightened the strin-

gency considerably. As a result of Germany's
submarine campaign, Bolivia broke off diplomatic relations in April, 1917, and thus became
one of the signatories of the Peace Treaty in
1919, as well as an original member of the League

For the term 1917-21, Sr, Jose"
Guerra was elected, but he was compelled to resign and leave the country in 1920, as the result
of a revolution caused by his friendliness toward
Chile. In January, 1921, Sr. Bautista Saavedra,
leader of the revolution, was elected president by
the National Assembly; he was recognized by
the United States in February. At the end of
Sr. Saavedra's four-year term, Sr. Jose Cabino
Villanueva was elected President (May, 1925),
of Nations.

and

Abdon Saavedra, brother of the retiring
was elected Vice President. The inauguration date was Aug. 6, but President
Sr.

President,

The

manufactured
and beverages, and textiles.

chief articles of import are

articles, foodstuffs

The United States is the chief country to gain
by Germany's disappearance from the competitive market. However, Great Britain has also

made rapid

strides in obtaining the trade of

Bolivia.

Communications. In 1926 the total length of
railways in operation was 1244 miles including
a new line, opened in July, 1917, from Oruro to
Cochabamba. In addition, 230 miles were under

A

line was begun on May 10,
construction.
1928, to tap the oil lands in the east. In 1921
a line from Atocha to Villaz6n was commenced
and was completed in 1925. The importance of
this road lies in the fact that it connects with
the Argentine frontier and thus forms another
means of transcontinental transportation, via

La

Paz.

Finance. The cost of government has steadily mounted, and large deficits were returned
each -year. The 1928 budget called for revenues
of 51,897,187 bolivianos, and expenditures of 55,
802,973 bolivianos, a deficit of 3,905,786 bolivianos. In 1912 revenues and expenses were almost equal at about 17,300,000 bolivianos. In
1922, the deficit was over 20,000/000 bolivianos.
Dec. 31, 1928, the foreign debt of Bolivia
was reported as 175,826,000 bolivianos; internal
debt, 14,724,769.98 bolivianos, and floating debt
3^297,353.49 bolivianos. This would make a/ total of 193,848,123.47 bolivianos.
refunding
loan of $24,000,000 was authorized in the United
loan
of
a
and
States in 1922,
12,000,000 bolivianos was secured in 1923, to he applied to
the deficit In September, 1928, a loan, of $23,-

On

A

Saavedra prevented the accession of the Presiand at his instigation Congress on September 1 nullified the election, on
the grounds of fraud and ineligibility. Villanueva fled to Chile. President Saavedra, acting
in accordance with the constitution, turned the
office over to the president of the Senate, Dr.
dent-elect to office,

Felix Guzman, who was to continue as acting
President until further elections could be held.
Dr. Hernando Siles, a distinguished jurist, was
elected and was inaugurated Jan. 10, 1926, for
the period 1926-30.
Bolivia's continued efforts to gain an outlet
to the sea, barred to her by the treaty of 1904

with Chile, were unavailing. The Peace Conference refused to consider the question, and in
1920 Bolivia appealed to Chile to reopen it, but
met with no success. An appeal to the Assembly
of the League of Nations in the same year was
likewise fruitless. Bolivia then tried to have
herself included in the Tacna-Arica conference
between Peru and Chile which had been called
by the United States, but her application tq
President Harding was refused. When the plebiscite plan to settle the Tacna-Arica question
which had been decided upon by the United
States as arbiter finally collapsed, Bolivia was
In 1024 Bolivia signed
left still landlocked.
with Germany a convention renewing, with important modifications, the 1908 treaty of trade
and commerce. For the most part, internal political conditions were quiet.
In 1924 a revolt
in 'the Province of Santa Cruz: was put down
without much' difficulty. In 1927 -a more serious
rising among the Indians, of the departments
Botosi and Santa ru2 gauged much concern,

BOLL WEEVIL

but it also was suppressed. See TACNA-ABICA
CONTBOVEBSY.
In December, 1928, Bolivia for a while occupied world attention by rushing to the very
verge of war with Paraguay over a long-standing
boundary dispute. Bolivia's boundary on the
Argentine frontier had been fixed in 1913, on
the Peruvian frontier in 1915, and on the Brazilian in 1920.
But the Paraguay line had
never been delimited because of a dispute over
the ownership of a tract of about 100,000 square
miles known as the Chaco Boreal. Through
the good offices of Argentina, a joint commission
met in Buenos Aires in April, 1927, to try to
arrive at an agreement. No basis of accord was
found, although discussion continued intermitOn
tently for more than a year and a half.
Dec. 8, 1928, a clash of the armed Bolivian and
Paraguayan forces patrolling the border region
occurred, and both countries excitedly made
preparations for war. Diplomatic relations were
broken off and mobilization began. Immediworld moved
ately, however, the nations of the
to prevent war. On December 11, the Council
of the League of Nations cabled its conviction
that the two nations should settle the matter

with
peacefully, and followed this message up
others of like purport. But the actual averting
of hostilities was undoubtedly due to the PanAmerican Conference on Arbitration and Conciliation which was just beginning its sessions in
Washington. The conference immediately appointed a special committee of five to act on the
matter, and offered its good offices to both coun-

On December 17 and 18, Paraguay and
tries.
Bolivia, respectively, accepted this tender. The
way was thus paved for negotiations under the
auspices of the conference. These resulted in a
protocol, signed by both countries, providing
for a commission of nine to investigate the clash
in the Chaco and fix responsibility for it. This
commission was to report in six months. It was
to be concerned exclusively with the December
skirmish, the boundary dispute being left untouched.

BOLL 'WEEVIL. See COTTON AGRICULTURE
ENTOMOLOGY, ECONOMIC.
BOLLWORM. See ENTOMOLOGY, ECONOMIC.
BOLO, RAUB (PASHA) (1871-1918). A French
financial adventurer. By 1914, as a result of
his shady financial operations, Bolo Pasha (a
title gained from the Egyptian Khedive) was
known in the demimonde of two continents. In
1917 he was arrested for treason, it being
charged that he was in the hire of German
agents, particularly that he had traveled in the
;

;

United States, in 1015-16, in the interest of
Count von Bcrnstorff, German ambassador at
Washington. He was tried in February, 1918,
and shot at Vincennes, Apr. 17, 1918. An attempt was made two years later to link Caillaux's name with Bolo's.
A Ger).
B&LSCHE, WILKELM (1801man writer on science, born in Cologne. He
studied philology but specialized in nature and
literature and has written on scientific subjects
He is the
in a peculiarly fascinating style.
author of NaturwissenMhaflliche Grundfagen
dcr Pocsie (1887), BntwicklungftgeaohioKte tier
Natur (1893-90), Ztanrit* (1898), Licl>e*leT>en
in der Natur (1898-1902), Vom Baaillus sum
(1900), Goethe
Affwsvhen (1899), If
(1900), flntwiaklunfffilchre (1900), If inter der
WeltHtadt (1901), tfonnen und Honnenstaubchen
(1902), Die ErMerung der Menschheit (1903),

MM
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A.US der Schneegrube

(1904), Die Ab&tammung
der Menschheit (1904), Weltblick (1904), Naturgeheimniss (1905), Stammbaum der Tiere
(1905), Sieg des Lebena (1905), Auf dem Men*
schenstern (1909) ; Stunden im All (1909) Was
1st die Natur (1907), Menschen der Vorseit
(1909), Komet und Weltuntergang (1910), Festland und Meere im Wechsel der Zeit (1913),*
Stirb und Werde (1913), Menschen der Zukunft
(1913), Tierwanderung in der Urwelt (1914),
Neue Welten (1915), Stammbaum der Memchheil (1910), Schutz und Trutabundnisse in dcr
Natur
Eisseit
und Klimatwechscl
(1917),
(1919) etc. Bolsche also has written some fiction and has edited the works of Goethe, HaufT,
Novalis, Uhland, Heine, and others. His latest
works are Aus Urtagen dcr Tierwclt (1922),
Tierseele und Menschenseele (1924), Der singende Daum (1924), Die Abstammung der Kunst
(1926), Jm Bcrnsteinwald (1927), Von Drachen
und Zaubcrkiinsten (1925), and Lichtglaubc
(1927),
BOLSHEVISM. Bolshevism as it developed
in Russia and sought to extend its influence and
teaching throughout the world, is merely an application of the well-known doctrine of Communism familiar to Europe since the publication
of the Communist Manifesto in 1847.
Its system
includes these main precepts: the capture of
the means of production and distribution by
the proletariat, by force if necessary, and the
continued dictatorship of society by this proletariat, even though it should constitute a minoriThe word Bolshevism is derived from Bolty.
shevik (Russian Bolshevik, plural Bolshcviki)
the name applied to the members of the majority
(Russian bolshinstvd) at the second Congress of
the Russian Socialist Party in 1903, as opposed
to the Mensheviki or minority. This antagonism
between the two wings of Russian socialism,
centring mainly in the rejection, by the Bolsheviki, of democratic control, was continued
up to the Russian Revolution (1917) and after.
It served largely, too, to divide European ami
American socialism into two camps, the first
of which was ready to accept the Bolshevist
doctrine of the dictatorship of the proletariat,
and the second to repudiate it. Of the latter
group may be mentioned the Englishman MacDonald, the German Kautsky, the Americans
Berger and Hillquit. In the United States, after
1917, the term Bolshevism was applied loosely
to almost all movements that aimed at radical
change in the existing system of private ownership, whether the means advocated werp peaceFor the history of Russian Bolful or violent.
shevism, see RUSSIA* See also COMMUNISM for
other developments in theory and practice.
dra).
BOLTON, GUY KBGINALD (tmatic author, born in England, Ilia first play,
The Drone, written in collaboration with Douglas J. Wood, waa produced in New York in 1911.
After 1911 he wrote many plays, mostly in col;

;

A

laboration. Those on which he worked with P.
G. Wodehouse included Have a Heart (1917);
(1937) ; Oh!
Leave It to Jane (1917) ; Mis*
Ring*
Boy (1917); The Riviera Oirl (101 7
time (1917); Ask f)ad (1918); The Ovrl
Behind the Oun (1918) ; See You Later (1918) ;
The Rose of China (1919); and Sitting Pretty
With George Middleton, he wrote Potty
( 1924) .
t*t (1919);
with a Past (1917); Adam and
The Light of the World (1020) ; and The Cave
Owl (1920)* In association with other dramatists and composers, he wrote euch musical

MM

h
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BOLTOU, THADDEUS LINCOLN (1865An American psychologist, born at Sonora,
and educated at Michigan and Clark

).
111.,

universi-

After teaching in secondary schools, he hecame successively professor at the University of
Washington (1897-98), University of Nebraska
(1899-1910), and University of Montana (191217). In 1917 he became professor of psycholties.

ogy at Temple University (Philadelphia), and
in 1919, lecturer at the Philadelphia School of

Therapy. His experimental researches include papers on rhythm, growth of

Occupational

fatigue, motor
efficacy of consciousness,
cial traits.

memory,

BOLTWOOD,

power and intelligence,
and inheritance of spe-

School of Yale University in 1892 and continued
there as a graduate student, taking the degree
of Ph.D. in 1897. He carried on post-graduate
studies at Munich, Leipzig, and Yale, and held
the John Earlin# Fellowship of the University
of Manchester, 1909-10.
While engaged in research at Yale University and post-graduate
work, he was also active as a teacher, serving
as an assistant in analytical chemistry, 189496; instructor, 189G-1900; assistant professor
of physics, 1906-10, and professor of radiochemistry from 1910 until his death. During
1918-22 he was acting professor of chemistry
and director of the Kent chemical laboratory.

which included the
discovery of the element ionium in the radioactive group, won for him election in the Nain radio-chemistry,

tional Academy of Sciences. He was a frequent
contributor to chemical journals, and translated:
Quantitative Analysis 'by Electrolysis, by A. Classen (1898); and Physical Chemistry for Be-

ginners, by C. H.

Van Deventer

BOMB,

AIRCRAFT.
BY AIRCRAFT.

A

(1899).

See BOMBING OF VESSELS

BOMB, DEPTH.
portable submarine mine
carried by vessels in the Allies' anti-submarine
service during the World War and by some
others, for use against submarines which were
submerged. The bombs were of two types: stick
bombs, for projection by bomb-throwers, and
plain cylindrical bombs for dropping or ejection
from chutes. The bomb case was cylindrical, of
Hheet steel, and had a ring in each end for handstick
ling and securing. In stick bombs, the
was secured in the cylinder like the handle of
a hammer. Tn using either a single-barrel or
a
gun bomb-thrower, the stick of the bomb
was inserted in the muzzle. The firing mechanism of the bomb Could be set to cause explosion
at any desired depth and the safety key was
connected with the depth control. The charge
was from 50 to 300 pounds of high explosive
When a dedepending on the size of the bomb*
stroyer or patrol boat passed over the supposed
were slid overposition of a submarine, bombs
board from the chutes astern or projected from
the bomb-throwers, which could throw them
about 40 yards. The depth bomb was the most
in
important weapon used against submarines
the War, and according to British reports, it
of a 300destroyed 34 of them. The explosion
pound depth" bomb was always fatal at distances
of 25 feet or less an<i even at more than 30 feet
the plane of
if the explosion took place below

Y

the submarine and not too near the surface. At
moderate distances beyond the fatal range, the
violence of the explosion caused serious leaks
and often put out of action much of the operating mechanism thereby forcing the boat to the
surface or to the bottom, while the effect on the
nerves of the crew was severe. Depth charges
have been improved in details of construction
and operation since the War. The improvements
give greater safety in handling, greater range
of effectiveness, and greater certainty of desired operation.
Bombs with charges of 600
pounds of T.N.T. are now in service and give
effective results in a radius of 100 feet.
See

BOMBING OF VESSELS; MINE, SUBMARINE; NASUBMARINES AND THEIB

VIES OF THE WORLD;
WAR ACTIVITIES.

BOMBING- OF VESSELS BY

BERTRAM BORDEN (1870-1927).

An American chemist, born at Amherst, Mass.
He was graduated from the Sheffield Scientific

His work

OP VESSELS
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comedies as the 5 O'Olook Girl, Oh Kay! and
Rosalie, winch were presented with success in
New York.

AIRCRAFT.

The use of bombs by

aircraft in the attack of vessels was, during the World War, chiefly directed

against submarines. The bombs were small and
of the type employed against troops, fortifications, arms factories, railways, and the like, in
the attack of which numbers were usually more

important than great size. Although large
bombing planes and large bombs were developed
during hostilities, their use was exceptional.
Since the close of the War and particularly
since 1920, the large bombing plane designed to
attack naval vessels of the best protected and
most powerful type has received much attention
and is being steadily improved. The first extensive tests in the United States were made in
July, 1921. The ex-German battleship, Ostfriesland, the cruiser, Frankfurt, the destroyer, G102, and the submarine, U-ltf* were the vessels
attacked. Both army and navy planes joined
in the operations. The vessels withstood attack

remarkably well. Bombs of 600 pounds and less
which landed on the deck of the Ostfriesland produced local damage only. She was finally sunk
by 2000-pound bombs which exploded under
water close alongside.
Still more interesting tests were carried out
in the summer of 1923. The old battleships,
New Jersey and Virginia, were the targets. The
ships were anchored. The weather was mild
and so clear that approaching planes were visIn fact, all conditions were
ible 15 miles away.
abnormally in favor of the attacking force. The
first attack was made on the New Jersey from a
height of 11,000 feet by five airplanes, Martin
bombers, each carrying four 600-pound bombs
and one 100-pound sighting bomb. The planes
moved in column, half a mile apart, in a large
circle, and each dropped one bomb every time it
passed over the target. Three hits were made,
but the bombs exploded above decks and damaged only upper-deck plating and fittings. The
next attack was made by seven bombers at a
height of 6000 feet, with each plane carrying
one 2000-pound bomb. No hits were made, hut
one bomb exploded close alongside. The ship
took a slight list and it was thought she would

consequently, the next attack was made
on the Virginia by seven bombers at 5000 feet,
each carrying two 1100-pound bombs. One bomb
struck the ship and breaking through one or
more decks, exploded below with enormous effect;
the masts, smokepipes, upper deck, and upper
works were demolished. Thirty minutes later,
the vessel turned over and sank. Four hour*
after the attack with 2000-pound bombs, aw the
New Jersey was' still afloat with only a slight
list and no serious injury to masts, turrets, guns,
sink;

BONATZ

were made, though apparently one bomb fell
near enough to increase the ship's list slightly.
Two more bombers then appeared and diopped
three 1100-pound bombs; one of these made a
direct hit, and one fell close alongside. The
bomb which hit broke its way through one or
more decks and burst below, opening up the side
or bottom plating so that the ship turned over

and sank

in five minutes.
in these tests, the vessels had been under
way and steering zigzag courses at varying
speeds, no hits would have been made except by
accident. Had the upper decks been lightly
If,

armored, no explosions would have taken place
below decks and the resulting injuries would
have been no greater and perhaps less than the
hit of a single l-inch shell. Had the vessels
been fitted with cellular a nti -torpedo belts, the
bombs which fell close alongside would have
caused no serious damage except a slight reduction in speed.

If in addition

the vessels had

been equipped with anti-aircraft batteries, smoke
shells, and smoke- producing apparatus, and if
they had been accompanied by an aircraft carrier with a squadron of combat planes designed
for attacking bomlrcrs, then the attacking force
would have been in much greater danger than
the ships. In the present state of bomber development, the vessels which have most to fear

from them arc light cruisers and auxiliary vesand supply ship*; and transThose ought not to approach within 200
ports.
miles of a shore bomber station without adequate protection by aircraft, by swift patrol
vessels carrying numerous anti-aircraft guns
and other defensive apparatus, or by both.
Other bombing tests were conducted later in
the United States and in several foreign counTho results, so far as published, resemble
tries.
sels, especially fuel

in the foregoing paragraphs.
In consequence of this, many battleships, battle
cruisers, and other fighting ships are being fitted with armored upper decks. All naval vessels of the larger classes arc now designed with
special cellular protection against torpedoes and

those

described

BONNET
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or anything except light plating which was perforated and torn by the explosions and fragments of the 600-pound bombs, she was assailed
by seven bombers, each carrying two 1100pound bombs and flying at 3000 feet. No hits

and Atlantic City, N. J. She was also a member of the British Trades Union Council delegation which visited Russia in 1920 and was adviser to international labor conventions held
in Washington (1919) and in Geneva (1921, '22,
Elected to Parliament from
'23, '26, and '27).

1923, she became Parliamentary
Secretary to the Ministry of Labor in 1924.
She was reflected by Wallsend in 1926 and retained her seat until named Minister of Labor
in the Labor Cabinet formed June 7, 1929.
She was also chief woman officer of the National
Union of General and Municipal Workers.
British
).
BONE, MUIBHEAD (1876painter and etcher, born at Glasgow. He established himself in London in 181)1 and there*

Northampton in

A

made a reputation by his etchings. He
assisted prominently in founding the Society of
Twelve and he was elected a member of the New
English Art Club. The National Art Collections Fund in 1906 bought his etching, "The
quickly

Great Gantry, Charing Cross," and presented it
to the British Museum. He was appointed official artist on the Western front and with the
ileet by the British War Office from 1016 to
1918, and some of his drawings wore subsequently reproduced in volume form. Chalk line
and wash are successfully used to give rhythm,
form, and atmospheric efVect; in others of these
Mr. Bone
sketches, charcoal is the medium.
also did numerous individual portraits.

An
).
BONE, SCOTT CARDELLE (1800American editor and governor, born in Shelby
County, Ind., and educated in the public schools*
He wrote for the Indianapolis newspapers and
later identified himself with the Washington,
D. C., Post for 17 years, iirst as news editor
and later as managing editor. He owned and
edited the Washington Herald (HHNi-11) and
in 1911-18 he was editor-in-chief of the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer.
of the Alaska
ber of Commerce,

man

In 1914-lt5 he was chairBureau of the Seattle Chamand served as Governor of

Alaska (1921-25), having held in the interim
several positions of a political nature.

BONIIiLA
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san mSSr-tcn, ADOLFO (1875-1926). A Spanish
humanist, juriconsult, philosopher, liiHtorian, and
He was made dean of the
critic (see VOL. III).
faculty of philosophy and letters at the Univerunderwater bomb explosions and with smoke- sity of Madrid in 1922, a position he held until
screen appliances. Anti-aircraft guns of new his death. In 1024 he made a lecture tour of
and greatly improved types are carried by the United States. He was a member of the
combatant naval vessels of all classes from Hispanic Society of America and held honorary
battleships to Hubjnarinea and even by many degrees from several European universities.
A French
J.
auxiliaries. Bombing planes, for use against the
BONNARD, PIERRE (1807enemy's vmclfl and naval bases, form a part of painter and lithographer, born at Paris, where
the airplane equipment of U. 8. aircraft carriers. he studicxl under Bouguereau and 1C Floury*
See BOMB, DEITH; GUNNERY, NAVAL; ORDNANCE. He began his career with book ilhiBtrationa and
A lithographs. Painting later in the manner of
).
BONATZ, 'bfm-ate% PAUI, (1877German architect who was born in Munich and Manet, C&sanne, and Degas, he developed a
studied at the technical high school there. He symbolic, impressionistic style. His figure and
was the architect of the university and library landscape pictures are important for their exof Tubingen, the hospital of Strassburg, and the cellent coloring. Bomiard belongs to the Salon
faniouH wine cellars of Henckell at Bibcrich.
d'Automue, and to the Salon dan Independents.
An
).
BONNEB, GEBALDINR (1870BONDtflELD, MARGARET GBACK (1873A British Cabinet official and labor American author (see VOL. III). Her later
).
leader, born in Somerwet A&Biatant necrutary work includes The Oirl at Central (1014) ; The
of the fthop AsHistants' Union from 1808 to Black Eagle Mystery (lOltf); Treasure and
1008, she became known as a writer and lecturer Trouble Therewith
(1917); Miss Maitland,
for tltc Socialist and Labor movement. She Private Secretary (1919); The Leading Lady
was elected to the General Council of the Trades (1925) ; and Taken at the Flood (1927).
Union. Congress, of which she was chairman in
famous
).
BONNET, JOSEPH (18841923, and served an delegate to labor and trades French organist, born at Bordeaux. Under his
union conventions in Borne (1018), Paris (1918), father's instruction, his progress, was so rapid

A

BOKKTEY

that at the age of 14 he was appointed regular
organist at St. Nicolas and, a little later, at
St, Michel, where his recitals attracted attention.
He then entered the Paris Conservatoire,

where he studied with Guilmant and carried off
the first prize. In 1906 he won in competition
the coveted post of St. Eustache, Paris; all
competitors were first-prize winners of the Conservatoire. This position he has filled since
then, but he has been allowed frequent leave of absence for extended concert tours all over Europe. In 1917 he made his first tour of the
United States and met with such success that
he has repeated his visit annually. He aroused
special enthusiasm with his series of five historical recitals, as well as with his extraordinary
improvisations. In 1922 he organized in Rochchester, N. Y., after the model of that of the
Paris Conservatoire, a fully equipped organ de-

partment at the Eastman Conservatory.
BON'ITEY, THOMAS GEORGE (1833-1923).

An English geologist (see VOL. III). Among
his later publications are The Present Relations
of Science and Religion (1913); the text to
Andersons Volcanic Studies (1917), and Memories of a Long Life (1922).

BONSAL, STEPHEN

(1865-

following year, he was commissioned major in
the National Army and was on duty in the War
College in Washington. He went to France
with the American Expeditionary Force in 1918
and was American representative at the Congress of Oppressed Nationalities. He was attached to the American mission to the Peace
Conference after the Armistice, and 11 1919
was American member of the Inter-Allied mission to Austria-Hungary under General Smuts
and of the special mission to Germany and

Bohemia.

A

WALDEMAB

(1881).
German writer of French and Flemish ancestry
who was born in Holstein. From his seventeenth
to his twenty-fifth year, he traveled* mostly on
foot, in Europe, -Asia, and Egypt, and after
settling in Ambach on the Starnberger, began
to write poems, stories, and essays of rare poetical feeling and symbolism.
They are Das Feuer
(1907) ; Eros und die Evangelien (1920) Leben,
ich grtisse Dich (1921); Das Anjekind (1922);
Himmelstor (1922) ; Du lichter Traum (1922)
Mensokenwege (1922); Kanonier Grimbart's
Krfegsberichte ( 1922) ; Die Biene Maja und ihre
Alenteuer (1923), in English translation, Maja
the Bee; Mario, und die Tiere ( 1927 ) ; Indienfahrt, in English, An Indian Journey 1928) the
;

;

,

(

'

'

*

Not reported separately.

plays Die

Flamme

(1925) and

Framing (1907);

and two books

War

:

directly called forth by the World
Wartalan, also called Die Toten des ewigen

Krieges (1922), and Das junge Deutschland und
der grosse Krieg (1922), based upon the wellknown correspondence between Gerhart Haupt-

mann and Homain

Holland.

BOOTH, EVANGELINE CORY

(18G5-

).

A

commander of the Salvation Army and daughter of William Booth, founder of the Salvation
Army. She was born in England and educated
in London, later commanding field operations of
the Salvation Army in Great Britain, Canada,
and the Klondike, and, since 1004, in the United

with

States,

approximately 3000

officers

and

cadets and over 1200 corps and institutions under her. During the War, she did noteworthy
work, for which the United States government
awarded her the Distinguished Service Medal
(1919). She is the author and composer of the
words and music of many well-known Salvation

Army songs.
BOOTH, W(nxtAM) BRAMWELL (1856-1929).
An English religious leader (see VOL. Ill), general of the Salvation Army (1912-1929). The
High Council of the Salvation Army rnet near

An Amer- London

).

ican newspaper correspondent (see VOL. III).
In 1914 he was Commissioner of Public UtilHe was sent
ities in the Philippine Islands.
on a special mission to Mexico in 1915 and was
also with Hindenburg's army on the Eastern,
front in the same year. In 1916 he was advisor
at the American-Mexican Conference. In the
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;

in January, 1929, after he had been ill
months. He refused its suggestion
that he retire and on January 16 the council
deposed him by a vote of 55 to 8. He obtained
an injunction preventing the council from electing his successor. This recourse to law lost
him four of his supporters; and his petition to
be allowed to remain as general but without his
former right to choose his successor was again
E. J". Higgins,
rejected by a vote of 52 to 5.
chief of staff, was elected the new general
(Feb. 13, 1929). General Booth in May, 1929,
was appointed by King George a member of the
Order of Companions of Honor. He died June 16,
1929. He wrote many pamphlets on social and
for

eight

subjects and Echoes and Memories
and Glimpses Eastward (1927). ConWindows, by Harold Begbie

religious

(1925)

sult Painted
(1922).

BOOTS ANT) SHOES. In the production of
boots and shoes, the United States continued to
lead in both amount and value of output, followed by Great Britain and Germany. In addition to its own domestic consumption, there was
a considerable export business, amounting in
1928 to 4,681,770 pairs valued at $11,248,692,
Naturally, the manufacture of hoots and shoes
was seriously interfered with by the World War
and subsequent readjustment period as it affected
production, price of leather, and the normal
distribution. In 1927, however, according to the
Bureau of the Census, boot and shoe manufacturing ranked seventeenth among the industries of
the United States, with a product valued at
$944,7 14,46$ though in- the previous census of
1919, its value was $1,155,041,000.

BOOTS

AND SHOES

were becoming important producers.
Massachusetts led with a production of 83.310,625 pairs, followed by New York with 72,800,041
Other States in their order were, Missouri
pairs.
with 40,000,389 pairs, Illinois with 25,246,250
pairs, New Hampshire with 21,490,480 pairs,
Wisconsin with 17,058,63 pairs, Pennsylvania
with 16,602,134 pairs. Ohio with 15,324,137
pairs, and all other States 27,318,679 pairs. According to the census of manufactures of 1925,
when the total output of boots and shoes was
valued at $925,383,422, the following cities led
in the industry with a production of leather
footwear in excess of $10,000,000: New York,
St. Louis, Brockton, Milwaukee, Boston, Chicago,
Lynn, Manchester, Rochester, Auburn, Cincinnati,
Philadelphia, Columbus, and Marlboro.
The condition of the boot and shoe industry
in the interval from 1014 is shown in the accompanying tabulation from statistics published
by the Bureau of the Census. Whereas, in 1922
the total production of boots and shoes, exclusive
of rubber footwear, was 238,870,458 pairs, or
an increase of almost 11 per cent from 1914,
the production in 1927 was 367,067,065 pairs,
valued at $931,523,722, marking an output record

Illinois

for the
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The Bureau of the Census reported that New
England continued in 1028 as the leading centre
of the boot and shoe industry, but New York
had increased its output while Missouri and

American industry.

AVERAGE WHOLESALE PRICE PER PAITt OF
LEATHER BOOTS AND SHOES IN THE

sewn, 14.2 per cent were turned, and 7.8
per cent were wood or metal fastened, and 12
per cent stitched down. In the United States
the prices for shoes increased from 1913, during
the War reaching a peak in 1920.
From that time, there was a recession tending
toward more* suitable prices but not reaching
those prevailing before the War. In the American shoo industry, there was a tendency toward
consolidation and larger factories, so that the
number of establishments continued to decrease.
Also, the industry suffers from the variations
due to fashion, some of which may be of long
life and lead to considerable margin of profit by
the retailer on sales actually made, while others
are but temporary in their vogue. There has
been a tendency to decrease the number of styles
and to standardize the production, but it is
realized that fashion plays an important part
in the industry an in the case of the yogxic of
low shoes in preference to those higher cut, and
various temporary fashions.
In addition, the shoe industry has suffered due
to the increased use of motor cars and taxicabs,
and it has been stated that the average life of
a pair of shoes is 25 per cent more than before
the motor car was so universally used, in the
uiral districts, and in urban communities such
means of transportation as motor busses and
taxicalm had developed.
In It) 2 8 the exports of shoes from the United
States were as follows:

McKay

UNITED STATES

(From datavubUahed

"by

the

77.

EXPORTS OF SHOES IN

1928

8. Department of Labor)

Mon's

Women's
Children's
Slippers

666,435
361,500

750,399

In 1928 there were imported into the United
2, (J 1(5,884 pairs of all-leather boots and
shoes, valued at $8,254,224; 633,998 pairs of
Hlippers valued at $1,010,435; and 1,170,033
pairs of othor footwear valued at $310,193. This
was a substantial increase from 1021, when imports of boots, shoes, and slippers totaled but
$573,000. The increasing imports led in 1929 to

States

demands by American manufacturers that shoes
be removed* from the free lint and made dutiable*
The accompanying table will show the extent
of the boot and whoc export trade of the United
States which developed extraordinarily in the
years immediately following the War when the

*Data not

available.

of shoes manufactured in
the United States may be divided as follows!
Goodyear welted, McKay sewn, screw or metalIn
lic fastened, stitched down, and turned.
1927, 33.6 per cent of the shoos manufactured
wore of the Goodyear type, 30.0 per cent were

The principal types

European markets were larger constixners of
American shoes. Ordinarily, Cuba, Canada, Mexico, Jamaica, Panama, the Dominican Republic,
Newfoundland and Labrador and the United
Kingdom are the most important export markets
for the United States, though Australia, British
South Africa and some South American, Asiatic
and European countries take a quota* See also
LEATIJKU.

LEATHER BOOT, SHOE, AND SLIPPER BXPOKT TBADB py THE UNITED STATES
Division of
Statistics,
1

Bureau

of foreign and Domentic Commerce.
other* are for calendar

Figures for 1913 are for fretl year; aU

BORAH

An
BORAH, WILLIAM EDGAR (1865).
American Senator (see Vor* III). He was
again elected to the Senate in 1918 and in 1924.
During- the World War, he took an active part
in all matters relating to war measures, while
opposing the League to Enforce Peace and
violently advising against the policy of President Wilson, especially in regard to the League
of Nations. As delegate-at-large from Illinois,
he spoke successfully against the League at the
Republican National Convention of 1920. He
also opposed the Four-Power Treaty, believing
that the United States should stand aloof.
Since 1925 he has been chairman of the Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations and in this

capacity was active in securing ratification of
the Kellogg-Briand Peace Pact in January,
1929.

BOUCHARD, EDWIN

MOWTEFIORE

(1884-

An American lawyer and educator, born
in New York City. He attended the College of
the City of New York and afterward studied at
New York Law School and the Columbia University Law School. In 1910 he was expert on
) .

international law of the American agency of the
North Atlantic coast fisheries arbitration at The
Hague. In the same year, he traveled through
Europe for the Library of Congress and investigated and collected literature on Continental
law. He was law librarian of Congress (191116), and in 1915 accumulated commercial law
material in South America for the Department
of Commerce. In 1017 he was appointed pro-

fessor of law at the Yale University Law School.
His published writings include Quide to the Law
and Legal Literature of Germany (1911); The
Citizens
Abroad
of
Diplomatic Protection
(1910) ; The Declaratory Judgment (1918) and
Latin-American Commercial Law, with T. E.
Obregon (1920).
BORCHARDT, GEORG HERMANN. See HER;

MANN, GEORGE.

BORDEAUX,

bdr'do.

A

seaport of France,

ranking third after Marseilles and Le Havre,
chief town of the Department of the Gironde,
capital of the Province of Guienne, and 328 miles
from Paris. The population in 1926 was 256,020. The port of Bordeaux extends downstream
on the Garonne River to Bacalan, with an avantport at Pauillac and another recently constructed
at Le Vcrdon. There are subsidiary harbors at
Bassens and Blayc. The port has been autonomous since 192'? and contains 7 miles of wharves
and 125 miles of railroad lines. The 325 acres
of wharves and bond-houses are capable of accommodating more than 2,000,000 tons of goods.
During 1927 and 1928, wharf facilities were improved, masonry quays with a piling foundation
being substituted for the wooden wharves erected
during the War and a 25,000-ton floating dock,
electrically controlled, being installed In 1928,
144J) vessels of 2,195,184 tonnage entered the
port, and 1058 vessels of 1,389,630 tonnage were
cleared.
The centre of Bordeaux is the Place de la Comeclie, on the west side of which is the Grand-The*atrc, one of the finest eighteenth-century theatres
in existence. The 12 statues of the Muse's and

Graces above the colonnade are by Berruer. The
Cours de 1'Intendance, one of the principal business thoroughfares, leads to the Place Gambetta*
1

which stood ^the guillotine on
which 300 persons were executed during the Terror- The Oours du Chapeau-Kouge and the Bue
in the centre of

Ste,

Catherine, the

two

BORDEN
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chief shopping streets

radiating from the Place de la Comedie, are fine
examples of the eighteenth-century street architecture. The Church of Notre Dame, formerly the
chapel of the adjoining Dominican convent, has
been converted into a Museum of Antiquities. The
National Powder Factory and the National Saltpeter Refinery are government-owned. Other
manufactures include canned food, shoes, cord
and rope, barrels, iron, enameled ware, wines
and liqueurs. In June, 1917, the first American
troops to participate in the World War landed
at the port of Bassens, and from the American
Naval District headquarters in Bordeaux were
directed during the
engaged in convoy
in the vicinity.

War

the operations of vessels

work and submarine hunting

).
(1870bdr'do", HENEI
French novelist and critic, born at Thonon,
Haute-Savoie, and educated at the College de
Thonon, the College Stanislas (Paris), the
Sorbonne, and the Faculty of Law (Paris). He

A

BOBJXEATTX,

devoted himself to literary activities from 1901
until the outbreak of the World War, when he
entered the army, rising from the rank of a
captain to that of chief of battalion. He received many decorations and in 1920 was elected
to the French Academy. His first book, La
Course a la Vie (1893), was a volume of ^poems,
but he soon turned to the novel and critical esHis writings showed him to be a, moralist
say.
and psychologist rather than stylist. He pleaded
society against the individual and upheld tradiSome of his
tion, especially that of the family.
more important works were Jeanne Michelin,
his first attempt at a novel (1895); Le Pays
natal (1900); La Voie sans retour (1901); La
Peur de vivre, crowned by the French Academy
(1902); L'Amour en fuite (1903); La petite
Mademoiselle (1905); Les Yeua qui s'ouvrent
(1908); La Croiste des chemins (1909); La
Role de laine, considered one of his best novels
(1910) ; Le Neige sur les pas (1911) ; La Mai*
son (1913); La Maison morte (1922); La
Le cosur et le
Chartreuse du Repotovr (1924)
sang (1925); Les jeu dangfoeua (1926); Le
barrage (1927) ; Calvaire de Qimiev (1928) ; and
Andromede et le monstre (1928). Among his
works of a critical nature were Vies intimes
(1904) ; Portraits de femmes et d'enfants
(1909); La Vie au tUatre, 4 vols. (191021) ; Quelques portraits d'hommes (1914) ; Jules
Lemaitre (1920); Le Jeunesse d'Octave Feuil;

1821-90 (1922) ; Amours du temps passe*
(1923); Portraits d'hommes (2 vols. 1924);
Barley d'Aur evilly (1925); Dans la montagne
des Druses (1926); and Voyageurs d' Orient (2
1926). Inspired by the War were
vols,,
La jeunesse nouvelle (1915); Trois Tombes
Lea Demiers jours du fort de
(1916);
Voua; Les Captifs deUvre* (1917); La
Vie hSroique de Ouynemer (1918); Sur le Rhin
(1919); Le Plessis-de-Roye (1920); and La
Resurrection de la chair (1920). Consult Les
romanoiers du nouveau siecle, by Jules 'Bertaut
let,

(1912).

HON. SIB ROBERT LAIBD
Canadian statesman (see VOL.
IH). In 1914 he was created Grand Commander of the Order of St. Michael and St. George;
in 1915 he received the Grand Cross of the Legion of 'Honor; and in 1916 the Grand Cordon
of the Order of Leopold. He was honored with
the freedom of the city of various British muIn 1917 hie formed a Union govnicipalities.
ernment and was appointed Secretary of State

BOBDEN,

(1854-

).

RT.

A

BORNEO

58

He was a member of the
Imperial War Cabinet, the Imperial War Conference held in London, 1917-18, and was present at the Paris Peace Conference in 1919 as a
representative of Canada. It was he who presented the Peace Treaty to the Canadian Parliament in the same year. In July, 1920, he
tendered his resignation as Premier. In the
following year he was elected President of the
League of Nations Society of Canada and was
Marflcet Foundation Lecturer at the University
of Toronto. In 1921-22, he represented Canada
at the Washington Conference and signed many
treaties in this capacity, among them, the treaty
on limiting naval armaments, the four-power
treaty relating to insular possessions and dominions in the Pacific Ocean, the treaty relating
to the use of submarines and noxious gases in
warfare, and treaties in regard to China. In
April, 1922, he served as British arbitrator in
the arbitration between Great Britain and Peru
at Paris. He is the author of Canadian Con-

years of study under ^Vidal in Paris, she completed her education in Milan and Rome. Her
very successful debut in Rome as Carmen (Oct.
31, 1908) led to engagements in Paris, Milan,
Naples, and Buenos Aires. Her American dobut took place at the Metropolitan Opera House
as the heroine in Puccini's Manoii Lettcwtt
(Nov. 11, 1912); she immediately established
herself in favor. Her brilliant career really began after her overwhelming success as Fiora
in the American premiere of Montemezzi's
Amore dei Tre Re (Jan. 2, 1914). In the next
year, she was stricken with an affection of the
throat which necessitated a serious operation
and for some time it was feared that her career
had been ended. Fortunately, she not only recovered entirely, but after her illness" her voice
even gained in volume. She returned to the
Metropolitan Opera House in 1921, where she
continued as a regular member.

stitutional Studies.

Philadelphia. Originally destined for an engineering career, he took the degree of M.E. at
Cornell University in 1008. Shortly afterward,
he became interested in the study of psychology.
He was a member for more than 10 years of
Professor Titchencr's laboratory in which he
served iirst as assistant and then as instructor
(1913-18), From 1919 to I92i>, he wan professor of experimental psychology and director of
the psycholgical laboratory at Clark UniverIn 2922 he became associate professor of
sity.
psychology and in 1024 director of the psychoPrological laboratory at Harvard University.
most important contribution hu
fessor^ Boring's
been in the field of cutaneous and organic Hensations.
lie carried through, the Ilwid experiment in eutaneoufl nerve division and was able
to challenge Head's theoretical ccmehwioua a* to
the existence of two systems of nerve HeniTn his systematic outlook, ProfeHBor Borbility.
ing followed the general introspective position
of the Titchcner school but was more favorably
disposed toward the newer doctrines. See PHY-

for External Affairs.

A Belgian
JULES (1870).
pathologist and bacteriologist, born at Soigncs.
He graduated from the University of Brussels
in 1892 and later bocaine professor of bacteriology, paraaitology, and epidemiology and president of the medical faculty there. In 1901 ho
BOBDET,

was appointed head
atitule.

He

of the Brussels Pasteur Tnpublished two works ou immunity,

VJmmunitt (190J)) and TraiM do
Vfmmunilfi dans los Afaladiw Infcciiewcft
In 1010 he was awarded the Nobel
(It)iiO).
Bordet discovered complePrisie iu medicine.
ment'- fixation, with Geugou, in 1900-01; bacterial
heinolyais in 1899, and the bacillus of whoopingcough in 1900. Hut theory of immunimtion is
far simpler than that of Khrlieh, and many regard him an the leading figure in serocliagnosis
and immunization.
BORGKLTJM:, GUTZON (Joim GUTZON HE I,A
An American sculptor
).
MONTHK) (18C7(see VOL. 111).
Among his later works was a
group of 42 heroic figures in bronze, "Wars of
America/' in Military Park, Newark, N. J. He
designed and partly executed the Stone Mountain (Oa,) memorial to the Confederacy^ This
is a gigantic bas-relief depicting in heroic proportions a group of Southern leaders (Lee,
Forrest,
IJavifi, Stonewall Jacknou, Jolmaton,
and Stuart), in the midst of marching troops,
cut out of the mountain, and being a quarter of
The site of the memorial was
ft mile in length.
ctaUcatctl in May, 191J), but the work was not
begun till 1922. General Lec'8 head was unveiled Jan. 18, 1024. He was the designer and
wrulptor of the national memorial built by the
State of South Dakota on Mount Ruahmore in
the Black Hills, dedicated by President Ooolidge
fitudcs sur

in 1027,

BOBGLUM;

SOLON HANNIBAL (1868-1022).

An, American sculptor born at Ogden, Utah (sec
Vot. III). He was a brother of Guteon Borglum, sculptor and painter. He made the equestrian statue, "The Pioneer," at the, San Francisco Exposition (1015) and executed colofigal
portrait busts of generals of the Civil War (for
the Vicksburg, Mis*., National Park). He received the Croix de Guerre for services with the
French army in the World War and was active
in educational work in the American Expeditionary Force in France*
).
BOBI, LorcBKZiA (1888Spanish
lyric soprano* born at Valencia* After six

A

t

BORING-,

An American

EDWIN GARRIGUES (1886).
experimental psychologist, born in

CHOIXWY, KXPKRIMKNTAL.
BORIS III (1894The King of Bul).
He succeeded his father, King Ferdigaria.
nand, on the latter's abdication, Oct. 4, JO 18.
King Boris was born at Sofia, the eldest son of
King Ferdinand and Marie LOUIHQ de Bourbon,
and was oh r intoned an Orthodox Catholic, the reof Ms people, while his father wa
a
Catholic. He was educated in Bulgaria
by tutors and at the Cadet and Officers' Bc-hooL
Subsequently, he was aide-de-camp to the King
and several generals of the Bulgarian army*
In accordance with his promise to act tttrictly
as a constitutional king, Boris haft kept more
in the background of politics than hit? father.
In 1925, iu connection with the Communist
In
activities, an attempt was made on his life.
ligion

Roman

1027 he

made a tour

BOR'NEO, One

of Europe.
of the largest iftlanda in

the

world, situated in the East Indian Archipelago.
It has an area of 283,000 square miles*
Poit is divided into: (1) British Borneo
litically
which is made up of the divisions North Borneo, Brunei, and Sarawak, covering the northern portion of the island (total area, 77,100
square milesj total population, 882,637); (2)
Dutch Borneo, covering the rest of the island,
which IB made up of the divisions Weftt Coaat
Borneo and South and East Districts of Borneo (total area, 206,810 square miles; total

BOBNSCHEIN

population, 1,626,000), and which is administered from the Dutch East Indies. See DUTCH
EAST INDIES.
).
BOENSCHEIN, FRANZ CARL (1879An American violinist and composer, born at
Baltimore. From 1805 to 1902, he studied at
the Peabocly Conservatory there, with J. Van
Husteijn (violin) and O. B. Boise (composition). In 1905 he became violin instructor at
that institution and director of the junior orIn 1913 he was appointed conductor
chestra.
of the orchestra of the Baltimore Music School
Settlement. From 1910 to 1913, he was music
critic of the Baltimore Evening Sun and at various times was connected with other publications.
He wrote three symphonic poems for
9
orchestra, The Sea-god's Daughter, A Hero 8
Espousal, The Rime of the Ancient Mariner;
a suite, The Phantom Canoe; a ballad for baritone and orchestra, The Djinns; a violin concerto in G minor; a cantata for chorus and
orchestra, Onowa; and some chamber music.

BORODIN, JACOB

A

Uusian diplomat, who as Soviet representative in Peking and
later as adviser to the Canton Government, was
prominent in the revolutionary disturbances in
China in 1020-27. See CHINA under History.
An Amer).
BOBOWSKI, FELIX (1872ican composer, born at Burton, England. He
began his musical education with his father,
continued in London under A. Pollitzer (violin)
and C. W. Pearce (composition), and in 1888
entered the Cologne Conservatory, where he was
a pupil of G. Jensen (composition), E. Hauser
(

?-

)

.

and G. Japha
(violin).
Having
(piano),
taught for some time at Aberdeen, he settled
in 1804 in London and devoted himself to composition. In 1897 he became professor of theory
and composition at the Chicago Musical College and from 1916-25 was its director. From
190C to 1909, he was critic of the Chicago Evening Post and, from 1909 to 1918, he filled a
similar position on the Record-Herald. After
1908 he wrote the programme-books for the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. His compositions
include a ballet-pantomime, Boudour (Chicago,
1919) ; four symphonic poems. Eugcn Onegin,
Printemps Passionn6> Youth (North Shore Festival Prize, 1923) and Semiramis; Valse Palhetique, Marche Triomphale, Ecce Homo, Elegie
Symphonique, Trois Pcintures, for orchestra; a
piano concerto in D minor; Crtpuscule and tterer,ade for string orchestra; Allegro de Concert
for organ and orchestra; a string quartet in A
minor; a suite and three sonatas for organ;
and pieces for violin and piano and for piano
solo (Sonata russe, etc.).
A Dan).
BOBRESEN, HAKON (1876ish composer, born in Copenhagen. He studied
there with Job an Svendsen, won the Ancker Stipend in 1901 and spent the next three years
traveling and studying in Germany. He has
written the operas The Royal (tue$t (Copenhagen, 1019) and Kadddra, (Copenhagen, 1921) ;
a ballet, Tycho Brahe's Dream (1924); a symphonic episode, Thor's Journey to Jotunheim;
an overture, The Normans; a violin concerto;
4

a

sextet;

two string quartets.

BOSANQTJET,

A

.

bO'sSiw'ka',

BQXNABD

(1848*

British philosopher ('see Voj,. III).
in February, 1923, came at the height
of his creative activity. His last book, left unfinished, was published posthumously by hi?
tyidow, under the title Three Chapters qn the

1923).

Hfc death

f

Nature of Mind

(1923).

BOSSANGE
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The works written

since the World War belong to the third period of
his work, when he was defending the conception of
the absolute. These include The Meeting of Ex-

tremes in Contemporary Philosophy (1921);
Implication and Linear Inference ( 1 920
Life
and the Individual (Processes of the Aristotelian Society, 1918) ; and Some Suggestions as to
Ethics (1918). Taken together with the Gifford Lectures of 1911-12 (The Value and Destiny of the Individual), they may be regarded
as constituting a bulwark against the tide of
easy-going philosophies of sentiment to which
the modern mind is peculiarly inclined. In
Contemporary Philosophy, he pointed out how
Italian neoidealism (Gentile and Croce) and
British neo-realism (Alexander) converge at one
focus after starting from diametrically opposite
)

;

directions.

BOSHER,

KATE

LEE

LAWGLET

('^KATE

An American author
CAIRNS") (1865).
She wrote How It Happened(see VOL. III).
(1014) ; People Like That (1915) Kitty Canary
(1917) ; and His Friend, Miss McFarlane (1918),
;

BOSNIA-HEBZEGOVINA, bOs'nia-her'ts&Up to November, 1918, this land con-

go-ve'na.

tinued a territory of Austria-Hungary and was
administered from the Dual Monarchy's Min(It has an area of 19,768
istry of Finance.
square miles, and a population, in 1921, of 1,899,929, as compared with the 1910 population
On Nov. 1, 1918, the Diet conof 1,895,044.)
stituted itself a national government and took
over the administration of the territory; the
formation of Jugo-feJlavia found Bosnia-Herzegovina a constituent province of that Kingdom.
BOSPORUS STRAITS. See DARDANELLES
AND BOSPORUS STRAITS.
An American
).
BOSS, BENJAMIN (1880astronomer, born at Albany, K. Y. He was
graduated at Harvard in 1901 and at once became an assistant at the Dudley Observatory in
Albany. In 1905 he became connected with the
United States Naval Observatory in Washington and during 1900-08 he was in charge of the
Naval Observatory at Tutuila in Samoa, where
he made important observations of Newcomb's
fundamental stars. On his return to the United
States in 1908, he became secretary of the department of Meridian Astronomy of the Carne-

gie Institution, of which work he became director in 1915. The same year he became director
of the Dudley Observatory, in succession to his
father. His scientific work has had to do principally with the determination of the star positions and motions. He was a member of the
total eclipse expedition to Flint Island in 1008
and in 1912 became editor of the Astronomical

Journal.

BOSSAtfGKE, EDWARD RAYMOND (1871-

) .

An American architect,
France. He was brought

born at, Enghien in
to the United States
when nine years old and was educated at Columbia University and at studios in New York
and Rome. He was connected at various times
with Ernest Flagg, Carre>e & Hastings, and Warren & Whitmore; he was also a member of the
firm of Bossange & Newton. From 1913, to 1915

he was professor of architecture at Cornell l#iiversity and in the latter year became, a member
of the faculty of the Carnegie Institute of Techof
nology, where he was director of the College
Fine Arts, 1915-23; in 1923-2$ he was professor of architecture at Princeton and in the latter year became chairman, of the division: of -architecture of New York University,

BOSTON
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BOSTON. The capital of Massachusetts and
the commercial metropolis of New England. The
population rose from 680,092 in 1910 to 748,060
in 1920 and to 79D,200 in 1928, by estimate of
the Bureau of the Census. The population of
metropolitan Boston, according to local estimate,
is 1,808,845.
The area is 409 square miles.
During the World War, Boston shipping and
port facilities expanded rapidly. In 1919 a drydock, the largest in the United States, which had
been begun by the State of Massachusetts before
the War, was purchased by the U. S. Navy Department and completed. It is 1200 feet long
and 120 feet wide and coat more than $3,000,000.
Of the 40 miles of berthing space, an 8-mile
front is on a depth of 30 feet or more at mean
low water. Boston is the second port in the
United States in volume of ocean-borne passenger
traffic.
From 1005 to 11)20, the total waterborne business of the port averaged 9,500,000
net tons. From 1921 to 1925, the yearly average
was 13,500,000 tons. In 1920 the yearly average
increased to 15,000,000 tons, and in 1927, according to the annual report of the Chief of Engineers, War Department, it had reached 10,51)9,103 tons, valued at $1,050,891,407. In 1922 the
Boston airport wan established.

made an appropriation

The Legislature
and leased

for the airport
Boston for use as

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

Metropolitan Water Board were consolidated
under the Metropolitan District Commission.
Plans call for the enlargement of the metropolitan water system at a cost of more than $100,000,000, including the building of a 13-mile
tunnel through solid rock at a depth ranging
from 250 to (J50 feet below the surface.
In 1923 the Legislature created a Division of
Metropolitan Planning, which began immediately
to coordinate the activities of all the planning
boards in the 39 cities and towns of the metropolitan district. The zoning law of the city was
amended and the terrace- or tower-building plan
was adopted. This plan allows the construction
of a building of any height on a given site, provided that the cubic contents are no greater than
would be contained in a 155-foot solid structure.
In the past few years, building construction has
been especially active in the Park Square and
Boylston Street business section and in the
North Station district, the buildings erected
totaling more than $100,000,000 in value. A
new North Station has been constructed by the
Boston & Maine R. R. above which was built a
vast coliseum or Boston Garden. The assessed
valuation of property in Boston in 1027 was
91,035,610,000; the net debt was $100,020,000.
Metropolitan Boston is the largest port and
market of the allied shoe and leather industries
in the world. It is the centre of the most important cotton manufacturing district in the
United States; and the largest wool centre in
the world, receiving more than half of the raw
wool imported into the United States. It is an
important candy-manufacturing place and is
one of the recognized centres for printing and
publishing, holding third place for tho whole
United States. It is one of the three great
rubber manufacturing cities of the United
In 1027 there wc?re more than 5000
States.
factories in metropolitan Boa ton, representing
an aggregate investment of nearly $1)00,000,000
and employing 178,151 persons who received
$237,038,310 in wages. The products manufactured were valued at $1,280,419,147. Metropolitan Boston has 47.3 per cent of the
manufacturing plants of the State of Massachusetts and about 25 per cent of all the
factories of New England. In 1027 Boston's
exports amounted to 270,322 ton** and its imIn 1027 clearings of
ports, to 2,18(5,4:54 tons.
the Boston Clearing House amounted to $20,408,Boston is the home of the Federal He005,274.

a lauding
Additional money was raised
by private subscriptions to complete the construction and equipment of the field. It was
leased by the U. S. army for military purposes
on condition that commercial flyers Ix^ allowed
full use of the field.
Approximately $1,700,000
has been spent on the land itself, which is filled,
and on its development; $125,000 has been spent
on the landing area; and the city has appro*
priatcd an equal amount for further development. In addition, the city has appropriated
$125,000 for the Administration and Control
Building, the most elaborate to be attempted
so far in the United States
Beginning witli 1912, various new subway systems have boon built: the Cambridge line was
opened in 1012 and the Kant Boston extension
in 1916, the latter .41 miles long and cost $2,287,000 to construct; the Dorchester tunnel
completed in 1018 at a cost of $10,582,000 was
2.20 miles in length. In 1023 the Dorchester
tunnel was extended. In U)2H the construction
of an extension of the existing Boylston Street
subway was authorized at a cost of $5,000,000,
half to be met by t,hc Boston Klevated Co. and serve Bank of the first district.
Another enactment
A second section of the Museum of Fine Arts
half, by the city of Boston.
provided for the building of a vehicular txinnel was opened in 1015 and a new wing of decora*
1022-25
Into East Boston,
the State Legis- live arts in 1028. In 1025 Fenway Court, Mrn,
lature nuthorixcd a new 2 -mile northern gate- John L. (xunlncr'B Itc'iiaitwance palace, wan
to
towns
to
the
north and east of opened to the public as an art gallery. In 10)0
give the
way
BoRion bettor aecenH to the city. Downtown the, State House was enlarged by the addition of
traffic was expedited by the widening of Knee*
eat and west wings at a coHt of approximately
land and Tre merit streets; by widening Cam- $3,000,000, The police force of Boston went on
a
rul
Court
utreetn
new
direct
bridge
thorough- htrike 8e]>t. 0, 11)10, to compel recognition by the
fare was provided in the congested dintrict. citv administration of the organization of their
The moat notable development in the city's park union and their right to affiliate with the Ameriy-Htem has luson the cutting through of the can Federation of Labor. Order waft restored and
Strand way in Houth Boston and Dorcheater maintained by the State Guard, under Calvin
along the shore of Dorchester Bay. Thin im- Coolidge, then Governor of MaKsachuHottH. On the
provoincnt runs approximately BIX miles from third day, the strikers offered to return to duty,
Between the park but the city, declining to receive them, recruited
City Point to Ncpoimat.
roadway and the, water in a continuous baach, a new police force at an increased wage scale.
BOSTON"
OBOHESTBA. Hoc
varying In width from 50 to 500 feet* along
which variouH recreational facilities have been Mimic, under Orchc&tWft.
BOSTON" tTNIVEBSITY. A noa -sectarian
arranged. In 10 10 the Metropolitan Parks
Board, tho Metropolitan Sewer Board, and the institution at Boston, Mass**, founded in 1860,
the land in East

field for $1

a year.
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SYMPHONY

BOSTWICK

The student enrollment increased from 1827 in
to 12,234 in the autumn of 1928; and
1914,
from 1082 in the summer session of 1923 to 10,084 in the summer of 1928; the faculty was
increased from 170 members in 1914 to 463 in
with an additional 212 administrative
and Co trustees and university council
members; and the number -of volumes in the
library was increased from approximately 43000 to 150,000. The endowment during the
same period reached over $4,000,000, of which
$965,000 came by bequest in 1918 from Mrs. C.
C. Corbin. In 1922 a campaign for $4,500,000,
called the Fiftieth Endowment Fund, was
launched; in 192C a gift of $10,000 was received
from Mrs. Robert Bacon of New York, to found
a special lectureship on the United States Con1928,

officers

stitution in the College of Liberal Arts, the
lectures to be given annually by eminent authorities, to be open to the public, and to be disseminated in book form following upon the
delivery; a campaign was also successfully completed during 1926 for an additional endowment
of $1,500,000. of which $1,100,000 was raised by
pledges and $400,000 contributed by the General

Education Board.

An

interesting development
of a School for
a
with
student body of about 50 Boston
Police,
and suburban officers; the College of Secretarial
Science also broadened its scope to include a
number of cultural courses, and arrangements
were completed for a four-year course for music
teachers, leading to a degree, through the combined forces and facilities of the New England
Conservatory of Music, Boston University College of Liberal Arts, Department of Music, and
Boston University School .of Education. In 1924
Mrs. Lucy Jenkins Franklin was introduced into
office as the first dean of women at the University, and on that occasion Mrs. Calvin Coolidge
and Miss Marion Talbot, dean of women at the
University of Chicago, were granted the degree
of Doctor of Laws; and a gift of $100,000 from
Mrs. J. W. Wilbur of Brookline, Mass., was
announced for the erection of a women's buildIn 1925 the "week-end college" was estabing.
lished by the school of education to provide

in 1924
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was the establishment

can's Library

(1915), Library Essays (1920),
Librarian's Open Shelf (1920). He
edited Classics of American Lilrarianship, 3
vols. (1915-27).

and

A

BOSWOBTH,

EDWABD

INCREASE

(1861-

An American

theologian, born at Dundee, 111., and educated at Oberlin College, Yale
University, and the University of Leipzig. After a year as pastor of a Congregational Church
in Mount Vernon, Ohio, he joined the faculty of
the Oberlin Graduate School of Theology, in
which he was professor of New Testament lan-

1927).

and

1892-1927, and dean,
acting president of Oberlin
His works include Studies in
College, 1918-19.
the Acts and Epistles (1898) ; Studies in the
Life of Jesus Christ (1904); New Studies tw
Acts (1908); Commentary on Romans (1919);
What It Means to Be a Christian (1923) ; and
Life and Teaching of Jesus according to the First
Three Gospels (1924).
BOSWOBTH, (WILLIAM) WELLES (1809An American architect, born at Mari).
He was graduated at the Massachusetta, Ohio.
etts Institute of Technology (1889), and then
worked in the architects* offices of H. H. Richardson, Frederick Law Olmsted, and Carrere and
Hastings, and practiced independently in Boston
and New York. For his work as resident architect at the Pan-A'merican Exposition, Buffalo, in
1901, he was awarded a gold medal. He
designed the Western Union and American
Telephone and Telegraph buildings in New York
City, the U. S. War College at Belvoir on the
Potomac, and the new buildings of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology at Boston.
He was made a member of the National Academy

guages

1921-23.

literature,

He was

of Design in 1928.
Investigators in all fields of botanical science have been quite active, and the
amount of recent literature turned out has been

BOTANY.

very large.

Without disparaging

in

any way

in-

vestigations in other fields, only the more recent
discoveries in a few lines can be noted here.
General. Following the address of Dr. William Bateson, "Evolutionary Faith and Modern
Doubt," which was delivered in December, 1921,
courses for teachers and others who could not the foes of the theory of evolution seized upon it
attend the regular full-time programme; other as a repudiation of that doctrine, and numerous
were offered as to
developments in the same year included the hypotheses and explanations
establishment of a department of journalism the origin of species. Later, Dr. Bateson atwith a four-year course leading to a degree in tempted to correct this impression by stating,
doubts the truth of evolution,
journalism and a graduate department of the *'Though no one
have as yet no satisfactory account of that
College of Business Administration; and in 1926 we
a bureau of consumer research was established particular part of the theory that is concerned
the strict sense."
by the department of household economics. with the origin of species in
Numerous iiew buildings were provided during He did not consider with favor DeVries* Mutathe period thidr review, including dormitories, tion Theory which has lately been defended by
one for women in the school of -religious educa- Lotay and others, as an explanation of disconvariation.
tion, and the other for school of theology stu- tinuous
A. L. and A. C. Hagedoorn offered an explanadents, and in 1928 a 24-acre recreation centre at
of species based on the modern
Riverside, a suburb of Boston, given by William ion of the origin
E. Nickerson provided facilities for boating, ten- conception of the crossing and inbreeding of
According to their hypothesis, the sospecies.
nis, baseball, football, winter sports, and social
matic characters possessed by any group of indiactivities, to all students. President, Daniel L.
viduals capable of crossing are determined by
Marsh, 8.T.B., LLJX, Litt.D.
the genes of the zygotes which produce them,
).
BOSTWICK, .ABTHUB ELMOTHE (1860An American librarian (see VOL. III). He was and variation arises from the blending of genes
of the Missouri Library Association in that are not common to all the members of a
President
917 and of the publication board of the Ameri- group. This implies the influence of environcan Library Association, 3918-21. In 1925 he ment and Tansley thinks it is conceivable that
visited China by invitation of the Chinese Asso- genes may be altered or new ones created by
ciation for the Advancement of. Education, to* the long-continued influence of environment.
of Earmarks Bonnier reports the changed character of moun'inspect libraries. He is the author
Ameri- tain species when grown on, lowlands and, vice
of Literature (1914), The Making of
1

m

,
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Stadler reports
versa.
haying produced new
varieties of barley
by subjecting germinating
seeds to X-ray and radium emanations. Similar
results were obtained by Goodspeed with tobacco
when the reproductive cells were exposed to Xrays.
Early in 1020 Clark advanced the theory

that plants and animals possess potentialities
of variation, the culmination of which is circumscribed by environment. He rejects, to a considerable extent, the time element which is a
prominent factor in the commonly accepted theory of the origin of species.

The principles of serum diagnosis, so successfully applied for the recognition of certain diseases of man and domestic animals, have been
applied to plants by a number of botanists to
determine the relationship of families of plants,
of the Ranales
and Lange presented a
phylogeny

serum diagnosis and morphological
Similar work was in progress in which
Nelson and Dworak were making use of globulins from plants to determine resistance to certain diseases, and no antibodies were formed
when globulins from resistant plants were inanimals. Ivanov
into
experimental
jected
claimed that every species of plant shares in the
chemical attributes of those with which it is
clearly related and as the relations become more
distant other substances appear that are only
remotely related to the original one. This is
considered an evolutionary process that can be
made use of in the classification of plants and
in their successful crossing in plant breeding.
The Manilov reaction, which was developed
to differentiate sex in animals, has been successSatima and Blakealoe
fully applied to plants.
found that sex in fungi and in dioecious plants
could be determined by their reaction to -certain
dyes. Perkins confirmed this reaction and ho
claims it is due to different oxidizing and reducing powers related with sex.
Locb, MacDougal and others have devoted
much study to colloids, gels, artificial cells, etc.,
in an attempt to determine the fundamental principles underlying certain plant activities. MacDougal has succeeded in producing an artificial
cell that exhibits some of tho physical activities
of the living cell, and with it he has measured the
swelling of biocolloids, and the reaction of certain colloids in the external layers of the cell to
the surrounding medium was ascertained. The
bearing of some of these studies is noted elsewhere.
Physiological studies. Among the studios
of plant activity, photosynthesis, or the transformation of carbon dioxide and water vapor
into carbohydrates under the influence of light,
is one of the most attractive, as it is tho connecting link between inorganic matter and organized life* Protochlorophyll, a substance in
etiolated seedlings and considered by Liro to be
a decomposition product, has been found by
Koack, Eystor and others to be a pigment which
develops in plants without the influence of light
that changes photochemically into chlorophyll
upon exposure to light. A specific enzyme is
thought necessary for tho transformation. Willstatter has shown that the green coloring matter
in leaves is composed of two
pigments, chlorophyll a, and chlorophyll 6, which are normally
present in about the proportion of 72 per cent
of the former and 28 per cent of the latter, and
the greatest synthetic activity of the plant takes
place when these proportions are maintained.
Wlodek found that chlorophyll 6 increases in
leaves during the day and chlorophyll a during
based

on

studies.

BOTANY

Certain fertilizer constituents were
also found to influence the ratio between the two

the night.

forms of chlorophyll.
It is generally asserted that photosynthesis is
carried on by the chlorophyll in the chloroplasts,
but this appears to be true in part only. Investigations of Irving, confirmed by Briggs, indicated that some other agency than chlorophyll
takes part in photosynthesis. Willstatter and
Stoll thought an enzymic factor was involved,
and Spoehr claimed that the colorless components
of the protoplasm of the chloroplasts exerted an
important part in photosynthesis. Weinbcrg
suggested that chlorophyll initiated the process
of carbohydrate synthesis but that an enzyme
was necessary to complete the transformation of
the first product of photosynthesis. While carbon dioxide is generally obtained from the air,
Pollacci showed that green plants deprived of
supplies of carbon dioxide, except through their
roots, were able to sustain growth for a considerable time. See CHEMISTRY, ORGANIC.

The commonly accepted theory of photosynthesis is that starch ia the first visible product of such activity, but that formaldehyde is
the first step in its synthesis. This appears
to be confirmed by the chemical reaction of au
aqueous solution of carbon dioxide when subjected to the action of ultra-violet light or in
ordinary light in the presence of malachite
green. Baly, Iloilbron, and others demonstrated
the formation of formaldehyde in this inanncr,
and Oeilbron claimed that photosynthesis was
mainly the chemistry of the formation of formaldehyde and the synthesis of other products from
it.
On the other hand, not Max nor Maquenne
nor Molisch was able to find any truce of formaldehyde in living green leaves. From chemical
evidence, Thunberg deduced the hypothesis that
in the assimilation of carbon dioxide by plants,
sunlight decomposed water with the formation
hydrogen and hydrogen peroxide. The carbon dioxide reacts with the hydrogen and hydrogen peroxide to form methylcnc glycol which
in turn is transformed into formaldehyde
through the loss of a molecule of water. YVarburg conttidered heavy metals in the colls of
plants acted as catalysts for the production of
of

formaldehyde from carbon dioxide, and MeHargue claimed this an one function for manganese in plants. Baly reported the production
in his laboratory of a syrup containing glucoHtt
or fructose or both by exposing a large surface
of finely divided aluminum hydroxide or other
metalH, in aqueous KtmperiHiou, to carbon dioxide
in the presence of sunlight* Pictct and Vogel
also are reported to have synthesized cane sugar
in their laboratories.
This would indicate progress in our knowledge as to how plants are built

up from inorganic materials.
The theory of Bayer that formaldehyde is the
first product of
jjhotosynthcsis and that carbohydrates are derived by its condensation was
rather generally accepted, but there waft much
doubt an to how the other products were formed.
MacDougal did not believe that migar can be
formed by the simple condensation of formaldehyde. Hcxoses were considered by Dixon and
Mason the first sugars formed, while Davig be*
Heved saccharose was the first sugar produced
in the process of photosynthesis, and that it was
transformed into hexoses for transportation to
other parts of the plant. Siegfrpd claimed that
carbon dioxide must combine with some ammo
acid and that cartamina acid enters into the
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photosynthetic process. This theory received
support, but Sppehr and Locke subjected salts
of carbamino acids to the light of quartz mercury lamps without observing a trace of formaldehyde, ammonia, or hydrogen peroxide. Illumination, temperature, and carbon dioxide content
of the air influence photosynthesis, and this led
to the theory of Blackman on limiting factors.
He claimed that a single factor determined the
physiological activities of plants and where a
number of factors were involved, the slowest acting one would determine the result. Harder
rejected this claim and held that where two or
more factors were involved the rate of assimilation would depend on the combined value of all
the factors.
Since the announcement by Garner and Allard
in 1020 that each kind of plant requires a definite period of daily illumination for its normal
growth and reproduction, abundant confirmation
has been given to their theory. To this response
of plants to length of day they gave the name
photoperiodism, that is, the length of day required
to bring about fructification. It is now believed
that photoperiodism not only controls photosynthesis but influences the 'acidity relations, the
form of carbohydrate, the carbohydrate-nitrogen
ratio and the water content of the plant. McClelland, in Porto Rico, where the diurnal variation is not great, found that northern varieties
of onions would not form bulbs unless the photoperiod was artificially lengthened. Wanser, at
Lind, Washington, where there is a marked
difference in the length of day and night during
the growing season, reported that the heading of
wheat could be controlled irrespective of the
time of year -by adjusting the length of daily

illumination. Lubimenko and Szeglova, from
their experiments at Leningrad, concluded that,
in general, tropical plants require a short photoperiod; temperate-zone plants, a day of from 9
to 15 hours; and subarctic plants, the longest
period available. Recent experiments carried on
by the U. S. Department of Agriculture with
long- and. short-day plants which received 12
hours of illumination daily showed that, when
the alternate periods of light and darkness were
reduced, growth was progressively retarded until
the intervals were only about one minute in
length. When the intervals were further shortened to about five seconds, normal growth was
resumed and all plants behaved as though exposed to a long day. On the other hand, Harvey
reported having grown an extensive list of plants
from germination to seed-bearing, the plants
having been subjected to continual illumination
of strong electric light throughout the entire
period of growth. Setchell found eelgrass required a rather definite range of temperature
for growth and reproduction, and that with 'this
plant there was exhibited no evidence of photo1

periodism.
The cause of the movement of water through
the stems of plants continued to be undetermined,
but additional evidence was offered to explain
that phenomenon. It was repeatedly shown that
living cells were not necessary for the 'upward
movement of water in vegetable tissues. Dixon
is responsible for the cohesion theory that the
evaporation of water from the leaves exerts a continuous pull on the water column and investigations of M&cDougal confirm this conclusion. Rentier, Stetybrinck, arid others' affirmed that -the
hypothesis' was Adequate to explain water 'conduction. Other investigators claimed there was a

suction force exerted from above, and in partial
support of this hypothesis Harris, Gortner, and
Lawrence found there was an increased osmotic
concentration in the leaf sap from lower to higher
levels in trees and other tall-growing plants.
They also claimed there was a correlation between the habit of growth, environment, and
osmotic pressure in plants. Ursprung and Blum
considered that external conditions influenced
the osmotic pressure in plants and that there
was a daily, as well as an annual, periodicity in
osmotic movement. In a later paper, they
claimed there was a suction pressure that draws
water into the cells. Bose developed an instrument of great delicacy that was said to show the
movement of sap, and from his experiments he
developed the idea that there were pulsating
cells throughout the length of the plant and that
their pulsation gave rise to the conduction of
sap even in the absence of root pressure and
transpiration. Dixon claimed that the transportation of organic substances to the growing
points of plants takes place in the trachea. The
dissolved substances fill the trachese and are
moved by the forces set up by transpiration, the
expansion of growing cells and root pressure.
.

The principles underlying plant growth received the attention of plant physiologists.
Mitscherlich applied a formula to plant growth
that was based on the increase in
dry weight
under the influence of a number of variable factors.
Blackman claimed that the growth of annual plants proceeded, in the early stages, at
a compound interest rate, but his formula was
challenged by a number of investigators. Loeb
was responsible for what is called the inhibition
hypothesis of plant growth and in one of his
last contributions on regeneration and growth,
Loeb claimed that polarity in plant growth was
determined by differences in the tissues which
were reached by ascending and descending sap,
and this determined shoot and root growth.
Ecology. This comparatively new branch of
botany has become one of great activity. The
field of ecology had not been definitely limited,
but broadly it includes the relation of the plant
to its environment, plant associations, and plant
distribution.
The relation of the plant, or association of plants, to environment was the subject of many investigations, and numerous studon the 'ecology of more or
ies were
published
It was generally recogless restricted areas.

nized that vegetation usually 'reflects the character of the soil, moisture, temperature, etc.,
and correlations were established between plant
associations and soil types that were useful
in determining the agricultural value of large
areas of land. This led to studies of soil acidity
as influencing the occurrence and distribution
of plants.
Wherry brought together a mass of
information which is considered to show that the
peculiar floras of bogs, salt marshes, sand barrens, etc,, were due to soil acidity, and he be-

was of fundamental importance in controlling the distribution of native
plants. As a convenient method for determining the soil reaction, the hydrogen-ion concentration of the soil solution had come into common use, and many investigators reported on
its value as an index to the dominant features
of the vegetation of a soil type:
Laboratpry
studies showed that a certain .physiological balance of salts in solution was necessary for the
normal growth of plants, but"Hfbbard claimed
that the ratio of the salts could mry widely prolieved that soil acidity

;
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BOUCHARD
concentration
of botulism

is

guaranteed.

from preserved

Numerous

cases

were found to
than 6 per cent

olives

be due to a concentration of less
of brine. The products of any of the great foodpreserving factories may be regarded as safe
enough, while some of the small, obscure canneries lack the requisite technical knowledge
and equipment, thereby resembling the home
kitchen. Of interest in connection with the
treatment is the use of the aeroplane for transporting the botulus antitoxin from the source,
when the poisoning occurs in an out-of-the-way
locality.

Despite the campaign of enlightenment and
of late
prevention which has been carried out
years by State and Federal authorities, this disease is far from being conquered and occasional
epidemics still continue to appear in the United

States. The incidence of the disease is brought
up to 1022 in Public Health Bulletin No. 127
and we arc informed that there have been in all

91 outbreaks in groups or individuals with totals
of 345 cases and 213 deaths, a mortality of 61.7
per cent. Since 1922 and up to 1020, inclusive,

there have been recorded 56 additional outbreaks with 150 cases and 124 deaths, a mortality of 78 per cent. This Jfigure indicates that
the serum treatment of the disease, from which
so much was anticipated, is a disappointment,
due to the fact that there are different strains
of the bacillus botulinus, which- require different sera to exert the antidotal effect. Another
drawback is the fact that the serum cannot as
a rule be obtained in the initial period of the
disease when it should be most efficacious. See
also VETERINARY MEDICINE.
).
BOUCHARD, Wshiir' HENRI (1875A French sculptor, born at Dijon, the son of a
joiner and woodcarvor, who presided over his
earliest artistic education. He studied at Dijon
and at the ficole dcs Beaux Arts in Paris, whore
he won tlic Prix dc Home in 1801. He was
influenced by Rodin and early evinced a preference for labor subjects, such as the "Laborer
in Repose"
(1007), "Plowing in Burgandy"
.(Champs do Mars, Paris), "Accident to a Quar"ryman," "Man. with Hoc," the bronze, "Blacksmith" (Metropolitan Museum, New York City),
"The Stevedore" (Luxembourg Museum, Paris),
and "The Fishermen." His historical subjects,
all Gothic, "Charles the Bold" (Brussels), "The
Master Workman, 1 ' and "Claux Sluter" (Dijon),
were no less powerful and characteristic. In a
very different vein was his light and charming
bronze, "Girl with a Gazelle" (Metropolitan Museum, New York City). His most famous achtavenumt, done in collaboration with Paul
Landowski, was the international monument to
the Calvinist reformation, austere and sublime,
built into the old wall of Geneva. The four

great central figures, Farel, Calvin, Knox, and
Baza, were by both artiwts, and those of the six
lay heroes, including Oliver Cromwell, the Great
Klcctor of Brandenburg, and Roger Williams,
were by Bouchard. He was a realist of great
power but in no sense a litcralist, and his art
wa considered synthesized, architectonic, and
adapted to the material used, excelling especially
in rhythm.

A
RTJTLAND
).
(1878born at Aylesbury. He is
practically self-taught, having studied only one
year (1000*1) at the Royal College of Music.
From 1002-4 he played in the orchestra at the
Haymarket Theatre, and from then until 1011
TOtrGHTON,

British

composer,
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taught at the Midland Institute in Birmingham.
A visit to Bayreuth in 1910 aroused his enthusiasm to such an extent, that he resolved to establish a similar theatre in England. For this
purpose, he associated himself with the poet
Reginald Buckley and both began to work on a
scries of music dramas from the Arthurian logends. In cooperation with Christina Walshe,
they organized the Glastonbury Festival Players and began operations, in 1914, with a performance of Boughton's first opera, The Immortal Hour, on a text by Fiona Macleod. The
scheme was then interrupted by the War, but in
1919 the company was reorganized. The following year, the Glastonbury Players gave some successful performances in London and an enthusiastic friend even presented to them a site in
Glastonbury for the erection of a permanent
theatre, but financial difficulties soon compelled
them to dispose of the site. Boughton, how*
In tho summer of
ever, was not discouraged.
1920, he resumed operations in Glastonbury on
a modest scale and brought out the two first
dramas of the Arthurian cycle, The Birth of
Arthur and The Hound Table. In 1922 followed
an opera based on Euripides' Alkcstis, and in
1924 the third drama of the cycle, The Queen of
Cornwall, In tho meantime, these performances
attracted attention and other companies gave
performances in London of The Immortal Hour
(1922), Rcthlehem (1923) and Alkcstis (1924).
Besides these operas, Boughton wrote the choral
works with orchestra, The Skeleton in Armor, The.
Invincible Armada, Midnight, and Sony of Lib'
crty; several a cappclla choruses; two string
quartets; & violin sonata; and songs.

SAINT-GEORGES rm
(187(1Pen name of a French author, born at
near
wan
real
whose
name
Paris,
Reuil,
G. do Bouhelier-Lepelletier. His works conati*

BOTTHEIJERy
).

lute a satire on society, tho best of his productions being Le Carnaval des Ifafants, a throe-act
play, published in 1910. In most of his writings,
he showed the lack of a sense of propriety and
often became vulgar. His works, many of which
are dramas, include Discount sur la work dr. A'ar-

ou rimpMeuse metamorphose : Thforia de
VAmour (1895); ISAffaire Drcyfwt; la rfwolu*
tion en m,arohe (1898) La, Koute noire (1900) ;
cissc,

;

La

trapc'dic

du nouveaw Christ (1901

); flittloiro

de Ijutia, fille perdue et crimincne (1002) ; DCA
Passions de I'amour ( 1 904 ) La Tragtdie royalo
(1909) ; La Romance de Vhommc, poems (1912) ;
Le mystere dcs vivants et des mortu (1918);
La Vie d'une femme; QQdipe (1910);
a play (1920), and La Tragedie de Tristan et
Ytteult
(1923). Commit "L'omvre' de Saint
Georges de Bouhe"Iier," by Paul Blanchart, in the
;

Grande Revue

(Paris)

vol.

110,

pp,

438-457

(1025).

SrftpiXAKB
Bee BouHfttTER, SAINT OKOROES t>#.
BOULOGNE CONFERENCE. See REi'ABA-

BOtJBOfiLIEEr-LKPELLETIEB,

G

1

.

de.

WONS.

BOUXT,

ADRIAN

Csmtxc

(1B80-

).

A

British conductor, born at Chester. After graduation from Oxford, where ho had studied under
Hugh Allen, he went in 1912 to the Leipzig
Conservatory, and there catne into close contact
with NikieeL He' came Into rifominett<& during
the season of 1018-9 as guest-conductor of the
London Boyal Philharmonic Society. In 101fr
he was placed in enlarge of the classes in scorereading and conducting at the Koyal College of
Music, and shortly after succeeded Stanford as
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BOWDOIN COLLEGE

conductor of the students' orchestra. In 1920
he conducted the British Symphony Orchestra,

sketch (1914); Le sens de la Mart (1915);
Laearine (1917); Nemesis (1918); Anomalies,
the Sunday concerts of the London Symphony stories (1920); Laurence All ane (1920); L'eouOrchestra, and a season of Diaghilev's Ballet yere, stories (1921) ; 'Nouvelles pages de critique
Russe. During the following years, he appeared et de doctrine (2 vols. 1922) ; La gedle (1923) ;
as guest-conductor in Germany, Austria, and Cceur pensif ne sait ou il va (1924); Conflits
Spain, making a specialty of new works by Brit- intimes, short stories (1925) ; Le danseur monish composers. In 1923 he succeeded Sir Henry dain (1926); Nos actes nous suivent (1927);
Wood as conductor of the Birmingham Festival Le tapin, L'Enfant de la morte (1928), and
Choral Society, and the following year was ap- Quelques temoignages (1928). Consult Literpointed conductor of the Birmingham City Or- ary Impressions, by Jules Lemaftre (1921), and
chestra.
Idees et Portraits, by Louis Bertrand (1927).
BOTJRILLON. See HAMP, PIEREE.
BOXJRDELLE, fiatiLE ANTOINE (1861-1929).
A French sculptor, horn at Montauban, the foreBOTONE, b<55rn or b6rn, THE MOST REV.
most successor of Rodin. Dominated by Gothic FRANCIS ( 1861An English Roman Cath)
He
traditions, he studied chiefly at Paris, with olic cardinal, Archbishop of Westminster.
Rodin, who esteemed him the most important was born in Clapham and educated in England,
of his followers. His art, however, differed Paris, and Louvain, being ordained as a priest
widely from Rodin's, which was essentially pic- in 1884. He was a curate in various English
torial, while Bourdelle's was architectural, esparishes, rector of the Southwark Diocesan Semsentially sculpturesque, and dependent on the inary (1889), and became domestic prelate to
material. Archaic Greek and Gothic sculpture Pope Leo XIII in 1895. In the next year, he
were the chief influences in his art. His early was titular Bisop of Epiphania and Coadjutor to
works include charming studies of girls and the Bishop of Southwark, whom he succeeded in
young women. More recent productions were a 1897. In 1903 he became Archbishop of Westmonument to the defenders of Montauban minster and in 1911, a cardinal. He received
(1902); "The Archer Heracles" (1909, replica honorary degrees from Louvain and Oxford.
in The Metropolitan Museum of New York
BOURNE, RANDOLPH (SILLIMAN) (1886City) ; the remarkable reliefs on the Theatre 1918). An American author, born at Bloomdes Champs filysdes, Paris; monument to the field, N. J., and graduated at Columbia UniPolish poet Mickiewicz (1917), apostle of Polish versity in 1913, where he obtained a traveling
independence; monument to General Alvear in scholarship. He studied in London and Paris
Buenos Aires (1915-17), a colossal equestrian (1913-14). Essays which had appeared in the
statue and four allegorical figures, two of which, Atlantic Monthly and other papers were col"Force" and "Victory," have been called the fin- lected in Youth and Life (1913). He was a wellknown contributor to the leading American
est sculptures the World War brought forth.
Later productions were a superb madonna and magazines and was a member of the staff of
child (1922), in the Gothic spirit, and a monu- the New Republic at its inception in 1914;
ment to the miners of Monceaux who fell in the later, he wrote for The Seven Arts (1917) and
War. His powerful portraits include busts of the Dial, with which he was connected at the
Beethoven (Luxembourg Museum), Rodin, In- time of his death. His point of view was radigres, Anatole France (1019), M. Simu (Buchar- cal and always expressed with pointed style.
est), and Sir James George Frazer (1922), and His bitter opposition to the World War, due
rather to a high valuation of personality and
figures of Carpeaux and Rodin at work.
freedom than to doctrinaire pacifism, was the
).
BOTJBDET, b<55r'de', fiDOXJARD (1888A French dramatist whose play, La Prisonntere core of the posthumous Untimely Papers, edited
a study of homosexuality, aroused wide- by James OppenheUn. Of more general interest
( 1 920 )
spread comment. Produced in New York as The was the still later History of a, Literary Radical,
Captive, it was closed by the police* His other compiled by Van Wyck Brooks. Bourne's other
works include Le Rubicon (1910) ; L'ffeure du volumes were The Gary Schools (1916) and
berger (1922); L'Homme enchafat (1923); and Education and Limng (1917). A somewhat
sentimentalized picture of him is presented in
Vient de ParaUre (1927).
BOURGEOIS, btfor'zhwa' LEON VICTOR AU- Paul Rosenfeld's Port of New York.
BOUTELLEATT. See CHAEDONNE, JACQUES.
GUSTS (1851-1925). A French politician (see
VOL. Ill), who served as minister without portBOTTTKOTTX, b<5o'tro"o', ETIENNE fiMU-E
(1845-1921). A French philosopher
folio in the Briand cabinets
(1915-17). He MARIE
was elected president of the Senate in 1918 and (see VOL. Ill), who, during the World War,
in 1919 became the French member of the League made many public addresses which combined painternationalism.
with
of Nations Commission, doing important work triotism
enlightened
in tfec drafting of the Covenant. On Oct. 14, These addresses, published in book or pamphlet
1919, lie wfcs named first French representative form, include Certitude et V6rit6 (1915), Philon the League Council. In January, 1923, he osophy and War (1916), The Relation between
was reflected president of the Senate, but re- Thought and Action (1918), and L'Amtirique
la Guerre Mondiale (1918).
signed shortly afterward to devote the remain- dans
BOVINE TUBEBCTTLOSIS. See VETERIder of his life to the advocacy of the League
idea. His particular interest was the control NARY MEDICINE.
BOWDOICT, bo'd'n, COLLEGE. An instituof the illicit drug traffic, and he was one of the
tion for men at Brunswick, Me., founded in
signers of the International Opium Convention
of 1925. His later writings were La PoUtique 1794. The student enrollment increased from
de la Prevoyance Sociale (1914), Le Pacte de 394 in 1914 to 559 in the autumn of 1928 and
1919 et la 8ocMt6 des Nations (1920), and Le the faculty membership, from 29 to 50: The library was increased from 110,000, to-145,OOQ
TraitS de Versailles (1920).
A, volumes, and the productive endowment from $2,).
BOTJRGET, bsor'zha', PAUL (185&French novelist and critic (see VOL. III). His 312,652 to $4,984,000, while the income in 19271920 the college
later works include Le Dtmon de Midi, a travel 28 amounted to $250,000. In
.

,

*

,

BOWEMT
new

courses in philosophy, government,
arts; in 1921, discontinued the
medical school, and in the same year reported
a marked decrease in the number of students in
the more humanistic studies, and an increase in
the number of those specializing in chemistry
and economics. A chapel organ was installed in
1927 at a cost of $25,000 and a $50,000 gift
was added to the endowment fund; in 1928, a
offered

and the
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fine

swimming pool costing $150,000, and a Union
were completed.
building costing $200,000,
President, Kenneth Charles Morton Sills, LL.D.
A British pi).
BOWEW, YOBK (1884anist and composer, born in London. As early
as the age of eight, he played a concerto in
In 1898 he won a scholarship at the
public.
Royal Academy of Music, where he remained five
years, studying piano with Tobias Matthay and
composition with B. Haynes and F. Corder. He
is one of the foremost of English pianists and,
as a composer, he is at his best when writing
for his own instrument.
His compositions include two symphonies; two symphonic poems,
Eventide and The Lament of Tasso; three piano
concertos; a violin concerto; a viola concerto;
a rhapsody for 'cello and orchestra; a Hiring
quartet; a atring quartet for four violas; a 'cello
sonata; two sonatas and a suite for viola and
piano; five suites, a polonaise, and many smaller

field, both in the United States and its
colonial possessions, but in 1000 lie became chief
of the division of geodesy. During the World
War, he served in the Corps of Engineers with
the rank of major. He has represented the
United States at various international geodetic

the

conferences

and congresses and was chairman

of the Board of Surveys and Maps of the Federal Government, 1022-24.
Since 1022 he has
been a special lecturer at Lchigh University.

His

scientific researches have had to do with
the theory of isostasy and its applications to
dynamic and structural geology. He is the
author of Isostasy (1027).
BOWLES, FBANCIS TIFFANY (1858-1027).
An American naval constructor (see VOL. III).
In 1017 he became manager of the division of
construction and, later, assistant general manager of the United States Shipping Board of the
Emergency Fleet Corporation, at Washington,
D. C., serving until 1010. Pie was interested
He
in the development of the Cape Cod Canal.
was a member of the Institute of Naval Architects of London, and a past president of the
Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers of the United States.

An
).
BOWLEY, ALBERT JESSE (1875American army officer, born in Westminister,
He graduated from the United States
Calif.
Military Academy in 1807 and served in the
pieces for piano.
An Spanish-American War and in the Philippines.
BOWES, FREDERICK ORPEN ( 1 855}
English botanist (see VOL, III), Ho was made From 1001 to 1005, he was a professor in the
Pie nerved
professor emeritus of the University of Glasgow United States Military Academy.
in 1025, having taught there since 1885. The again in the Philippines in 1010-11 and in the
honorary D.Sc. degree was conferred upon him by latter year was appointed military attache to
Cambridge, Dublin, and Sydney universities and China. From 1015 to 1917, he did duty on the
the LL.D. degree by Aberdeen and by Glasgow. Mexican border. In the latter year he organized
He was awarded the Royal Gold Medal, the Lin- the 17th Field Artillery, and commanding it in
nstan Gold Medal, and the Ncill Prize of the France, participated in nearly all the important
Koyal Society of Edinburgh. A fellow of the actions in which the American Army took part.
Koyal Society, he served three terms as presi- Tn 1918 he was appointed commander of the 2d
dent of the botanical section of the British Field Artillery Brigade, 2d Division, and in the
Association for the Advancement of Science. In Ha me year became Chief of Artillery, Oth Corps.
1020 he was elected a foreign associate of the From 1010 to 1020, he was on duty at the GenNational Academy of Sciences (American). TJis eral Staff College. He was a member of the
later works include: Botany of the Living Plant General Staff Corps, 1020-21; appointed commander at Fort Bragg, N. C., in 1021. He was
(1919, 2d ed., 1923); The JPern$ (vol. i, 1023;
vol. ii, 1926; vol iji, 1928) ; and Plants and
promoted to be brigadier general in the National
(1925).
Army in 1018 and in the Regular Army in 1021*
.

Mm

BOWEBS,

An American

CLATTDE

GERNADK

(1878-

).

and author, born in Hamilton County, Ind., and educated in the public
schools and by private tutors. lie was an editorial writer for the Indianapolis Sentinel and
Terre Haute Star (1001-06) and editor of the
Fort Wayne JournaLGassette (1917-23), Since
1023 he has been an editorial writer for the New
York World. He was a delegate to the Democratic National Convention of 1008 and secretary to U. S. Senator John W. Kern in 1011-17.
In 1018 he was chairman of the platform
committee of the Indiana Democratic Convention
und in 1020 delivered the "keynote speech" at
editor

At the National DemoConvention of 1028, he was temporary
dhalrman and made the opening flpeech, He in
author of Irish Orators (1010); Ufc of
th
,/ohu Worth Kent, (1018)
The Party Rattles of
the. Jackson Period (1022) ; Jefferson and Hamilton (1025) ; and The Tragic tiro, (1029).
An Ameri).
BOWIE, WILUAM (1872can engineer, born at Annapolis Junction, Md.,
and educated at St. John's College, Trinity, and
Uhfgh. In 1805 he entered the United States
and Geodetic tiurvey, serving at first in
the State convention.
cratic

j

BOWLEY, ARTHUR

LYON (186J-

).

An

Erigliah economist and professor of statistics at
the University of London. He attended Trinity
College, Cambridge, and while assistant manter
at St. John's School,
Leathered (1803-90),
was Newnwrch lecturer at University College,
London (1807-08), a position which he tiHsumod
again during 1027-28. He was lecturer at the
London School of Economic* and Political
Science after 1805. Krom 1000 until 101 , ha

taught mathematics and economics at University
College, Heading, being appointed to the 'Uni-

London in 1015. Ho contributed to
and wrote J&n gland's
periodicals,
Foreign Trade in the 19th Century (1803, 3d
ed., 1022) ; Wage* in Ihc United Kingdom in the
versity of

scientific

19th Century (1000); Element* of fttatiatictt
(1901, 4th e4. 1020); National Progress in
Wealth and Trade (1004); An Mementary
Manual of Statistics (1010, 3d ed M 1020); A
Ocneral Course of Pure Mathematics (1013);
Measurement of Social Phenomena (1015) ; War
and Bwternal Trade (1015) ; The Division of the
Product of Industry (1010)
Change in Dfo
tribulion of Income (1020); Official Statistic*
(1021) ; The Course of Prices and Wage* during
j

BOWMAN

War (1921) ; The Mathematical Groundwork
of Economics (1924). Bowley also collaborated
in Livelihood and Poverty (1915); The Third
the

Winter of Unemployment (1922); Fas Poverty
Diminished ? (1925); Is Unemployment Inevitable? (1926) 5 and National Income in W2Jf
An Amer).
BOWMAN, ISAIAH (1878ican geographer (see VOL. III). In 1915 he became director of the American Geographical
Society of New York, and later (1917) received
the Bonaparte-Wyse gold medal of the Geographic Society of Paris, for his explorations and publications of South America.
In 1918-19 he was
chief territorial specialist of the American Commission to Negotiate Peace and became a member of the geographic committee of the National
Research Council in 1920. He is the author of
South America (1915) ; The Andes of Southern
Peru (191C); The New World Problems in
Political Geography (1921); Desert Trails of
Atacama, (1923); An American Boundary Dispute (1923); The Mohammedan World (1924);
and The Pioneer Fringe (1927).
BOXING. The retirement of Gene Tunney
as undefeated heavyweight champion of the
world in 1928 left professional boxing in a
somewhat chaotic state. Jack Dempsey, whom
Tunney defeated twice (Philadelphia, 1926, and
Chicago, 1927) has resisted all appeals that
he attempt to regain the championship, leaving a group of rather unsatisfactory candidates for supremacy. Among the more prominent aspirants for the heavyweight title in
1929 are Max Schmeling of Germany, Paolino
Uzcudun of Spain, and Jack Sharkey of the
United States. Tommy Loughran, holder of the
light heavyweight championship, also was considered a possibility. The financial setback
which characterized Tunney *s final battle against
Tom Heeney of New Zealand at the Yankee
Stadium in New York City, July 26, 1928, made
the boxing promoters wary of offering the big
purses that heavyweight fighters demand. The
Tunney-Heeney bout attracted only 43,191 persons and produced but $691,014 in gross receipts,
whereas back in 1921 tLe Dempsey-Carpentier
struggle at Jersey City Irew more than 80,000
.

spectators who paid $1,626,580 for admissions.
In the lighter weight boxing classes, Mickey
Walker holds the middleweight laurels, Joe
Dundee rules the welterweights, and Sammy ManMuch
dell clings to his lightweight honors.
dissatisfaction prevails in these ranks due to
the failure of the champions to defend their
titles against their stronger rivals.
Conditions are much more satisfactory in the

amateur boxing world where tournaments with
hundreds of competitors are conducted on a high
sportsmanlike plane. In the larger cities, these
amateur shows draw crowds often larger than
the professional affairs and afford much keener

and more entertaining
Boxing in colleges

exhibitions.
is

steadily

gaining in

popularity, with the Eastern Intercpllegiate,
Western Conference, and Coast Conference conducting- impressive annual tourneys.

BOYD, ERNEST

(1887-

).

An American

journalist, born in Ireland. He was
educated in France, Germany, and Switzerland
for the British Consular Service, which he entered in 1913. He soon after came to the
United States, where his efforts in familiarizAmericans with modern movements in Irish
critic

and

ing

and European

literature gave

place of prominence

among
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him

at once a

the younger

critics.

His writings in the American Mercury and the
Bookman on American literary types and his
causeries, first in the New York Evening Post
and then in the New York Tribune, on Continental literary tendencies, were welcome contributions in the work of building up American
critical standards.
His writings include Ireland's Literary Renaissance, The Contemporary
Drama of Ireland, Appreciations and DepreciaReal and Imaginary (11)24);
tions, Portraits
Studies in Ten Literatures (1925) H. L* Mencken (1925); Guy de Maupassant a Biographical Study (1926) ; Literary Blasphemies 1927)
Studies in Nine Literatures (1928); and Vol;

(

;

taire (1928).

An
).
BOYD, JAMES OSCAR (1874American theologian, born at Rahway, N. J.,
and educated at New York University, the University of Erlangen, and Princeton. From 1907
to 1915, he

was

assistant professor of Oriental

and Old Testament Literature in the Princeton
Theological Seminary, and from then until 1921,
pastor of the Presbyterian Church of the Redeemer in Paterson, N. J. In 1921 he was named
secretary for the Levant for the American Bible
His works include Ezekiel and the
Society.
Modern Dating of the Pentateuch (1908) and
Sin and Grace in the Koran (1012). He edited
the Octateuch in Ethiopia (1909) and A Brief

BiUe History

(1922).

BOYLE, HUGH CHARLES

Ro).
(1873Bishop of Pittsburgh, born at
Johnstown, Pa., and educated at Saint Vincent's,
Beatty, Pa. He was ordained to the Roman
Catholic priesthood in 1898, and acted as assistant in Saint Aloysius* Church, Wilmerding, Pa.,
and later in Saint Paul's Cathedral, Pittsburgh.
From 1916 to 1921, he was pastor of Saint Mary
Magdalene's Church, Homestead, Pa. In the
latter year, he was consecrated Bishop of Pitts-

man

Catholic

burgh.

BOYLE, JOHN J. (1851-1917). An American sculptor, born in New York City and educated at the Pennsylvania Academy ol Fine Arts
in Philadelphia and at the ficole dcs Beaux Arts,
Paris. He was particularly successful as a
sculptor of Indian figures and is chiefly known
for his group portraits of them. "The Stone
Age in North America," one of his best works,
Two other
is in Pairmount Park, Philadelphia.
groups by Boyle are "The Alarm," exhibited in
Lincoln Park, Chicago, and "The Savage Age"
at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition.
His work also included the seated "Franklin"
in Philadelphia and the figures "Bacon" and
"Plato" in the Congressional Library at Washington, D. C.

BOYLESVE,

bw'a'l&v,

REN

MABIE AUGUSTS

(1867-192C). The pseudonym' of RenS Tardiveau, a French author born, at La Haye-Descartes and educated at Poitiers, Tours, and the
University of Paris, who turned to novel writing
as his profession. He was received in the
French Academy in 1919. That he was a careful observer of provincial life was shown in La
Becquee, one of his best novels (1901). His
work had striking diversity, being realistic,
poetical, ironic, humorous, tragic. "His writings
include Le medeoin des dames de jtf&vns (1896),
Le Parfum des
Sainte-Marie-des-Fleurs ( 1897 )
lies Borrome'es (1808); Mademoiselle Oloque
(1899), L'JBnfant a la balustrade (1D04) ; Le bel
Avenir (1905) ; Mon Amour (1908) ; Le meilleur
Ami (1909) ; La Jeune Fille bien elevee (1912) ;
Madeleine jeune Femme (1913) 5 TV, n'es plus
;

BOYWTON
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rien (1917); Nymphes dansants avec des satyshort stories (1920) ; Le dangereu jeune
hommc (1921); filise (1921); and Le Carrosse
auat deiLOs lezards verts (1922).
rcs,

ration has erected 156 workmen's dwellings and
seven blocks of tenement dwellings under the
Housing Act, apart from work on 6054 houses
under post-war housing schemes.
storage reservoir of 2,200,000,000 gallons capacity has been
constructed on the upper reaches of the River

A

).
BOYNT03ST, HENRY WALCOTT (1869An American author (see VOL. III). He was
appointed a member of the Bookman staff in Nidd immediately below Angram TCcservoir. The
1915, and from 1919 to 1921 was on the staff total length of the newly -built Scar House Dam

In 1921 he identified himself
with the Independent and the Weekly Review.
lie published an edition of Carlyle's Essay on
Burns (1022) of Tennyson's Idylls of the King
(1923) ; and of Longfellow's Talcs of a Wayside

of the Review.

;

Inn (1925).

BOY

SCOTTTS OF

AMERICA. A

over GOO yards with a width at the bottom
and at the top of 11 feet. Bradford
became an episcopal city in 1020, the cathedral
of the diocese being St. Peter's (formerly the
parish church) which was built in the fifteenth
century and which is being enlarged.
is

of 140 feet

GAMALIEL

move-

BRADFORD,

for character building and citizenship
training in boys through a programme of work
and play; organized in February, 1910, and incorporated by Act of Congress in June, 1918.
The number of scouts and leaders increased
from about 311,500 in 1910 to 848,559 in
1929. Special, emphasis is laid on outdoor activities, such as camping and hiking, and over
200,000 boys camped for at least a week during
1929. Successive ranks of laeinbcrnhip may be
attained by proving efficiency in a variety of pur-

American author

ment

suits, including dairying, plumbing, pioneering,
physical development, astronomy, music, and
chemistry. Boys may become Star, Life, or
Eagle Scouts by accumulating a certain number
Sea scouting has been added
of Merit badges.
to the programme in order to teach seamanship
and water activities The Boy Scouts corporate
with the ForeHtry Department in fighting and
preventing forewt fires, and in conserving wild
life, and trees and plants.
They also work with
other organ issat ions, and aid in various local
campaign^ having been particularly active during the World War. The governing body, the
National Council, controls 12 scout districts,
which in 1929 were thorn selves sub-divided into
about 050 local councils, which altogether conducted 33,285 training courses for scout leaders.
The troops are usually organized in connection
with churches or schools; each compriHes from
8 to 32 boys, and one scout master appointed
by the National Council; patrols are composed
of eight boys, or fewer. Boys living beyond'
reach of the regular organization may join the
movement as Lone Scouts. (See LONE SCOUTS

).

An

He

has written Confederate Portraits (1014); Union Portraits (1916); Portraits of Women (1010); A

Naturalist of Souls (1017) ; Portraits of American Women (1910) ; A Prophet of
-/p^/, poem
(1920) ; Shadow Verses t poems; American Por1875-1900
traits,
(1921);
Damaged Soul*
(1923); The Love of Samuel Pepys (1024);

(1024); Wives (1025); Darwin
(1926); D. L. Moody .i Worker in tfow/s
(1927); and Life and I: an Autobiography of
Humanity (1928). Mr. Bradford in a master
of the "psychograph" as a method of literary

Bare Souls

portraiture.

A

BRAD'LEY,

FRANCIS HERBERT (1846-1924).

British philosopher, born at Glasbury and
educated at Oxford in the late I860 'a, just when
the idealistic reaction had set in against the
materialistic empiricism of Mill and Spencer.
Mr. Bradley identified himrolf with the Oxford
school of Neo-IIegelianw. IFe developed a philosophy of monistic abHolutJHm and for more than
40 years he served as a rallying centre for those

who sought
an echoing

in philonpliy something more than
of the scientific! commonplaces of the

day.

An invalid for the greater part of his life,
Mr. Bradley has published his few works in
the spells between "intervals of compulsory
idleness."

Presuppositions of Critical History

and Kthical Studies (1870) exhibit the
earlier Bradley, whose idealism fa not completely emancipated from a certain empiricism.
The Principles of Logic (1883) was an epochmaking work which was reprinted with a comOF AMERICA).
mentary and terminal essays in 1922. With
In recent years, Scouts have been made a part out doubt Bradley's greatest book IB A pjwaranw
of Important exploring expeditions. JKvcry four and Jteality (1893; 2d ed., rev., 1W)2), Its
years since 1920, Scouts from all parts of the thesis involved the f union of science and religion,
world have held a Jamboree, The first meeting and it was calculated therefore to shock the
took place in England, and was attended by 360 advocates both of modern science and traditional
members of the organization; the second was religion. Nevertheless the work of Mr. Brad*
held at Copenhagen; and in 1929 50,000 boys, ley stood up under the attacks of the Anglorepresenting 07 nations, camped together for two American pragmatists, and after 30 years its
weeks at Arrowe Park, Birkenhead, England. influence was distinctly visible in the realistic
Scout magazines are Hoy* 8 Life, and, for the system of Prof* Samuel Alexander.
The Essays on Truth and Reality (1924) conleaders, Scouting, Headquarters are at 2 Park
stituted a somewhat unsuccessful effort to exAvenue, New York, N, Y.
BEADPORD. An important manufacturing tend the criterion of the degrees of truth to the
city and centre of the woolen and worsted trade world of scientific fact and prediction.
of England. The population at the census of
BRADLEY, IlABpLD CORNELIUS (187ft),
1921 was 285,001; in 1927 it was estimated to An American chemist, born at Oakland, Calif,
be 293,200. -The municipal area is 22,870 acres and educated at the univernities of California
(about 30 square miles). The city is connected and Yale, whore he was instructor of physiologwith the Mersey on the west and with the ical chemistry in 1004-00 in the medical school.
Humber on the cast by canals and is an impor- In 1900 he was called to Wisconsin, where in
tant railroad centre. The principal textile in- 1010 he attained full professional rank. In
du&tries ore worsteds, woolens, silks, and cot- 101,0 he became research director of the Woods
tons; there are also important engineering and Hole Marine Biological Laboratory, His
iron works And quarries of freestone. The corpo- inal investigations have hatf to do with
(1874)

,

'

(1803-

(see VOL. III).

BRADY

subjects as the physiological chemistry of the
mollusks and the presence of various metals,
such as copper and zinc, in marine mollusca,
and manganese in fresh- water mussels. He has
also studied the chemistry of the human pancreatic juice and the specific nature of haemoglobins.

An American
ALICE (1892).
daughter of William A. Brady
She graduated from the Boston Con(q.v.).
servatory of Music, where she was a pupil of
Theodora Irvine, and made her professional d&but under an assumed name in The Balkan
Princess in 1911. Later, she sang in Gilbert and
Sullivan productions. She played Meg in Little
Women with much success and appeared with
John Barrymore in A Thief for a Night. During
1914 her best parts were in Sylvia Runs Away
and IVhat is Love? She began to act for the
motion pictures as well as the legitimate stage
in 1914 and has appeared in many pictures.

BRADY,

actress

and

singer,

Her

legitimate successes after 1918 include her
in Forever After, in Anna Ascends
(1920), Drifting, and Zander the Great (1923).
She was in such film productions as The Fear
Market and Sinners.

playing

An
A.
).
(1863manager, born at San
Francisco. In 1896 he took over the management 'of the Manhattcn Theatre and in 1911
built and opened the Playhouse with Sauce
WILLIAM

BRADY,

American

theatrical

for the Goose. The most notable productions
under his management were Pretty Peggy9 Foxy
Grandpa, the Pit, The Law and the Man, Baby
Mine, The Boss, Bunty Pulls the Strings, Clothes-,
and The Man and the Hour. He has presented
Grace George (Mrs. Brady ), Robert Mantell,
Holbrook Blinn, Cyril Scott, and others. He
was president of the National Motion Pictures

Industry, ,1915-20. In 1917 he was appointed
by President Wilson chairman of a commission
to organize the motion picture industry to coSperate with the Committee on Public Information.

A

bra'ga, THEOPHILO (1843-1924).
Portuguese philologist and President of Portugal
He edited and wrote the pref(see VOL. Ill),
ace of Portugal: an Anthology by George Young

BRAGA,

(1916).

BRAGDOK,

CLAUDE (1866-

).

Great Britain and after 1923 he was Pullerian
Professor of chemistry there, and director of the
Davy-Faraday Research Laboratory. In 1928
he was elected President of the British Association for Advancement of Science. His chief
writings are Studies in Radioactivity (1912)
and X-rays and Crystal Structure (1915) written in conjunction with his son, Concerning the
Nature of Things, Old Trades and New Knowledge, and Craftsmanship and Science (1928).
He was knighted in 1920. He has received
honorary degrees from leading British and

American

'

'

>

-

A

:

1

i

universities.

WILLIAM: LAWBENCE (1890).
British physicist, son of Sir William Henry
Bragg (see above) born in Adelaide, Australia,
and educated at Cambridge. He was lecturer on
natural sciences at Cambridge, 1914-19, but resigned to become professor of physics at the Victoria University, Manchester, in 1919. He was
associated with his father in the authorship of
X-Rays and Crystal Structure (1915), and
shared the Nobel Prize for physics with him in the
same year. During the World War, while with
the British Army as technical adviser on sound
ranging, he invented an electric theromometrie
device which enabled the exact position of the
enemy artillery to be determined.

A

BRAGG,

BRAILSPORD,

IlENBY NOEL (1873-

A

).

British author and journalist, born at Mirfield,
Yorkshire, England. He was educated at Glasgow University and taught there for a time;
later he wrote for the Manchester Guardian and
other newspapers. In 1897 he volunteered for
service with the Greek Foreign Legion. He was
relief agent in Macedonia (1903) and a member
of the Carnegie International Commission in the
Balkans (1913). He edited The New Leader,
the British Socialist organ (1922-26), and published The Broom of the War-God, a novel,
(1898);. Macedonia (1906); Shelley, Godwin,
and Their Circle (1913) ; The War cf Steel and
Gold (1914);
League of Nations (1917);
Across the Blockade (1019); After the Peace

A

The Russian Workers 9
(1920);
(1921) ; Socialism for To-day (1925)
Soviets Work
Age (1927).

Republic

How

;

the

and Olives of Endless

(1927),

BRAICTARD,

An Amer- American

ican architect, born at Oberlin, Ohio, who has
written many books and essays on architectural
subjects and was interested in the theatre. He
produced Hamlet; Maoleth, and Cyrano de
Bergerao for Walter Hampden. His recent
books include A Primer of Higher Space (The
Ornament:
Fourth Dimension) ;
Projectile
Four-Dimensional Vistas (1916); Architecture
ancTItemoorflc^ (1918); Oracle (1921); Old
Lamps for <'New (1925), etc*
BRAGGy SIB WILLIAM (Itarat) (1862British physicist, educated at Gam),
bridge* In Australia sfrom 1886-4 908 he was
professor of physics in 'the 'University of 'AdeHe moved to England on his appoint*
laide.
ment as Cavendish* professor of physics at the
University of Leeds, 1909-15. '.Jointly with his
son, William Lawrence Bragg- (q:v.) -he received
the Barnard Gold Medal of Columbia Univerfor
sity. (1914), fetid the Nobel Prize in physics
1915. Both snared in other honors for their
aeet -work in -the study of crystal structuvef
Pr&m 1915 to 1923?, he held.tbe
gfctt rays.
,
? physics in the Uaiversity 6f London,
He wa^'d&ctor of the Royal ifotittition of
<
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DAVID LEGGE

explorer and

army

(1856-

officer

(see

).

VOL.

In 1917 he became brigadier general of
the National Army, and the -following year
brigadier general of the United States Army.
He was retired in 1918. In 1926 he was awarded
the Cullom Medal by the American Geographical Society for Arctic explorations.

///.

BRAISTED, WILLIAM CLARENCE
An American naval surgeon, born
Ohio,

).
(1864at Toledo,

and educated at Michigan and Columbia

He served as surgeon-general during 1914-20 and was 'retired in the latter year
with 'the rank of rear admiral. In 1921 he became president of the Philadelphia College of
Pharmacy and Science. He was medical representative of the United States Navy Department
during the Russo-Japanese' War and fleet surgeon *of the Atlantic Squadron during 1912-14.
He received decorations from- Japan, and Vene-'
zutela and the Distinguished Service Medal from
the United, States government. In 1912-13 he
was, 'president of the Association of Military
Surgeons' and in 1919-20 president of the Ameriuniversities.

'

,

1

can^ Medical Association*

BRAND, -OHAm^s JOHN
'

(1879-

and economist,

);

<An

.born

to!
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Lac Qui Parle County, Minn. He graduated
from the University of Minnesota in 1902 and
in the year following was assistant curator of
botany at the Field Museum of Chicago. From
1903 to 1919, he was in the service of the U.
S. Department of Agriculture, in charge of
investigation of grasses and cotton. He was
chief of the Bureau of Markets from 1913 to

Wcrk

(1924), Pankraff
(1925), tfowmcr, sonnets
den Leben, essays ( 1025 ) ,
Das ncitti Theater (1926),

dcr Ifirtcnbub,
(1025),

Vom

Idyll
schaffcn-

1919 and in the latter year became vice presiPraucnroman ( 1 926 ) ,
and an edition of prodent and general manager of the American Fruit
Growers, Inc. He was specialist in marketing Goethe lyricists.
for the U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1022BRANDES, bran'dSs, GEOBG (MoKBis COHEN)
25.
Since 1925 he has been executive secretary
(1842-1027). A Danish critic (see VOL. Ill)
of the National Fertilizer Association. He served of world-wide reputation. Ilia later works inon several important commissions during the clude The World at War; Der Tragodie swelter
World War, besides being a member of the wool Teil, a criticism of the Versailles Treaty by a
neutral
section of the War Industries Board.
(1919); Wolfgang Goethe, 2 vols.,
BBANDEGEE, FRANK BOSWORTII (1804- translated by Allen W. Porterfield (1924), the
1924). An American Senator (see VOL. III). assembling of many years' notes which outline
He was reflected to the United States Senate in the development of the famous Gorman "from
cell up"; Julius Caesar (2 vols.) ; The Jesus
1914 and again in 1920.
).
Myth (1925)5 Xcllas (1925); and Petrua
BKANDEIS, LOULS DEMBTTZ (1856An American jurist (see VOL. Ill) and Associate (1926).
Justice of the Supreme Court of the United
A BritBRAiraWYW, FRANK (1867).
Prior to his elevation to the Federal ish painter and etcher (see VOL. III). Hi
States.
bench, Mr. Brandcia was prominent as a lawyer eight superb mural paintings for the Court of
and reformer and took an active part in the the Ages at the Panama-Pacific Exposition at
Zionist movement. He was nominated for asso- San Francisco
(1015) wore masterpieces of
He also did the mural
ciate justice of the U. S. Supreme Court in color and composition.
January, 1916; his confirmation by the Senate decoration of the Missouri State Capitol. He
was vigorously opposed, but after committee wrote Kclaium (1010).
An
BRANSON, EDWIN BAYER (1877hearings and full discussion, the requisite num).
ber of votes was cast in his favor. lie took his American geologist, born at Belleville, Kan.,
seat on June 5, 1910. He is the author of Other and educated at the University of Kansas.
In
People's Money, and II ow the Bankers Use It 1905 he became an instructor in geology at
(1914) and JBusincss A Profession (1014), be- Oberlin and four yoars later was advanced to
sides articles on t rusts, railroads, and Zionism. full professorship. He went to the University
of Missouri as professor and head of the
).
BIlAiKrDEJratnU*, ERICH (1868geologGerman author, born in Strataund. He studied ical department in 1910. He devoted much atlaw, then history, at the universities of Leipzig, tention to Devonian, Mississippiari, and Pcnn*
Berlin, Oottingcn, and Heidelberg, and became sylvanian stratigraphy, as well an to the geology
From 1919 to 1920, he was of Missouri, and is an accepted authority on
profesHor at IjtMpzty.
He is the palwojsoic fishes and Triassic amphibians.
rector of the Leipzig University.
author of Konig tiiginmund und JKurf&rst FriedBBAWTING, HJAUTAB (1800-1025). A
.rich I von ftrawtonburff (1891 ); Die (3 cfany en- Swedish statesman who first studied astronomy,
wahme llcinriohs von Braunschweig duroh den devoting himself for a time to scientific work in
tfGhmalkaldvulnuid (1804); Hcrsog llcinrich von the observatory of Stockholm. By bin control
Sach&en und die KcligiQscn Parlcten im Kelohe of the weekly journal, tto<iiald<imokratcn (1880(1896), Martin Lutlicrs Auffasswig vom tftaate 1JH7), he sjjread his social doctrimw, and for
und der (Jesellwhaft (1900); /Ho J'aj-fcyiftcjtfa- his articles in that publication he wan imprisriarJic Obstruction
(1904); Konig FriedriGh oned in 3888. He then entered politics, founded
With<tlm$ IV Rriefwevh&cl mit Ludolf Camp- and led the Social Democratic
Party in Sweden
hamen, tSjti-Sl (1905); Die fitUatrhunf/ dc
(1880), and in 180U was a member of the Second
'Wclttilaatcwyslcmti (1007); Dcr J'HiUrUt dcr Chamber of the RiktMlag. By 1m oratorical abilRildfttaalen in dcu Nortide u 1,8 chcn Bund (1910) ;
ity and as a leader of an increasingly powerful
Die Dcutwhe Jtenolutlon von 184$ (1911);
party, Bnuitin/r rose to a position of national
Deiitfwhe JKrwgmele (1017) Martin Lulhur als influent*. In 1917-18 he was Finance MiniKter
Vork&mpfer Itoutwfom Vcisles (1917); Wie of the Kden government, also in 1920 (March-"
(Jefttolton H'tr Ifmmro JKHohsvorfastntnff (-1019);
October), 1022, and October 1024 to January
and Die Naturali&li&cho Gctirhitihtsauffassung: 1025. When ill health forced his mignatioti,
Ihr Wexen und Hire Wandlungen (1020). His he was Prime Minister. He wa active in tli
latest works are Von Bismarck sum Wcltkrieg Second International and in 1020 introduced
<llW4)i and Me Uwachw dcs WcMriegs the question which terminated in a solid major(1925).
the Bolflhoviats and their
ity vote
A regime. disapproving
He was interested in uiany interBUANDENBTTBG, HAN* (1885).
German author and playwright, born in Bar- national labor
gatherings, represented Sweden
men. lie ha written verse and fiction and i a at flevcral
meetings of the League of Nation**,
student of modern drama and the dance. His whore he was a member of the sixth oommiiwion to
book* include, in poetry, In Jugend und Stonne mettle
qucifttionft of disarmament, and favored the
(1004), JSituMmMtcn (1006), (lemnff tilwr den Geneva Protocol, in the preparation of which ho
tiaatcn
(1012), Italimitethe Meghn
(3014), aviated. In 1021 the Nobel Peace Prim waa di/He MitriffOH Nltonmon (1021) the novels, Wrick vided
between him and M* targe, Secretary-GenWwtenfeott (1800), VMoc, Oder die Ucbenden eral :0f the
Inter-Parliamentary Bureau at Gen(l()00) t fh Kimmcr der J \igend, (1020) ; a vol- eva,
Besides political brochures, he wrote $ooiumti of sketches, Dcr Moderne Taws, and, Das aldemokratiens Orhundrade ,(2 vols., 1903-00).

A

;

'

Theater und das Neue Deut&chland (1919).
His latest works are Joseph Eiehendorff, sein
Leben und Wirken (1922), Der Sicg des Opfcrs,
tragisches Wort-und Tansspiel
(1022), Oraf
Qlcichen, a tragedy (1923), Legcnde dcs hciligen
Rochus (1023), Fricdrich fldlderlin's Leleti und

j

BBATOT
BBATTIT, HEINKICH

In 1921 he became pastor of the Messiah Baptist
Church of Brockton, Mass. Since 1923 he has
been professor of English at Shaw University,
Raleigh, N. C. Among his publications are A
Short History of the American Negro (1913;
rev. ed., 1919); The Negro in Literature and
Art (1918) ; Women of Achievement (1919) A
Social History of the American Negro (1921)
A Short History of the English Drama (1921)
A New Survey of English Literature (1925) ; and
Early Effort for Industrial flaw-cation,, a bro-

,

Gesellschaft,

and Annalen
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A

German Social Democratic politician and writer on
social questions.
He edited the important socialist publications, Neue Zeit, Archiv fur Soziale Gtesetegebung und Verwaltung, Die Neue

(1854-1927).

-JUT Sosialpolitik

und

Gesetzgebung.^ He was Minister for Agriculture
the Prussian government under the presidency of Hirsch (1919). His wife was the
daughter of General von Kretchman, an East
Prussian Junker. See BRAUN, LILY.
LILY
German
BBATJTBr,
(1863-1916).
writer, a feminist and socialist, who kept aloof
from party activities. She was horn in Halberstadt.
Her grandmother was Jenny von Gus-

;

in

;

;

A

chure (1923).

BBAY, FRANK CHAPIN

American editor

(1866-

(see VOL. III).

).

He was

An
asso-

ciate editor of Current Opinion from 1914 to
an illegitimate daughter of Jerome Bona- 1916. In 1919 he was editorial secretary of the
and
a
old
Weimar.
in
World's Court League and editor of the League
parte
prominent figure
Her father was General von Kretschmann, whose of Nations Magazine, and became in the next
She married- year a member of the editorial staff of the LiterJSlriegsbriefe, .7870-7.*, she edited.
Prof. Georg von Gizycki, a leader in the Ethical ary Digest.
Culture movement of Germany, and after his
An
BBAY, WILLIAM CROWELL (1879).
death, Dr. Heinrich Braun (See BRAUN, HEIN- American chemist, born at Wingham, Ont He
her works are Die Frauen- was graduated in 1902 at Toronto and then
Bicn). Among
frage (1901) Im Schatten der Tiiancn, a novel studied chemistry at Leipzig. He became a rebased on the life of Jenny von Gustedt (1908) ; search associate in physical chemistry at the
Memoiren einer Sossialistin, two volumes of auto- Massachusetts Institute of Technology and in
biography (1909-11) Die LiebesMefe der Mar- 1910 was made an assistant professor. In 1912
guise (1912); Mutter Maria, a tragedy (1913); he was called to California, where in 1918 he
Lebenasucher, a novel (1914); and Die Frauen became full professor of chemistry. During the
und der Krieg (1915).
World War, he served with the Chemical WarBRAT7N, OTTO (1897-1918). A German fare Service in Washington (1918) and as assowriter whose one posthumous volume gave him ciate director (1919) of the fixed nitrogen rea place in literature. He was the son of Dr. search laboratory. His original investigations
Heinrich Braun and Lily Braun (q.v.) and re- have had to do with qualitative analysis, ioniceived his education mainly from private tu- zation, and the halogens, on which subjects he
tors.
Although only 16 at the outbreak of the has published papers in the Journal of the
World War, he enlisted and served first on the American Chemical Society.
BBAZIL. The largest country on the contiEastern, then on the Western front, where he fell
in April, 1918. The diary, begun at the age of nent of South America, with an area of 3,285,10 and containing letters and poems, among 318 square miles and a population (census of
them Eros and Psyche, and five scenes on mo- 1920) of 30,033,605. This was a gain of 13,317,tives from Apuleius, was published by a friend 049 over the last official census year (1900), or
of his mother, Julie von Vogelstein, under the an average annual increase of 3.84 per cent.
title Aus den Nachgelas&enen Schriften ernes The average annual increase for the period 1 890Fruhvollendeten (1920), and appeared in an 1900 had been 2.12 per cent. The density of
English translation as The Diary of Otto Braun population increased from 5.2 in 1900 to 9.3 in
1920. -The estimated population in 1928 was
(1924).
A 39,695,000. The populations of the largest cities
).
BBATTNPELS, WALTER (1882German composer, born at Frankfort, where he were: Rio de Janeiro, 1,157,873; S&o Paulo.
studied with I. Kwast and thtju with Leschetizky 579,033; Bahia, 283,422; Pernambuco, 238,843;
and Navratil in Vienna. After further study Para, 236,402; Porto Alegre, 179,263. The
with L. Thuillc in Munich, he settled there in steady flow of immigration, which with 1911 be1903, devoting himself entirely to composi- gan to assume increasing proportions, was
tion.
His works show decidedly futuristic checked by the World War, but with 1920 once
tendencies. He wrote the operas Prinssessin' more took on importance. Between 1820 and
1 909
BramUlla
Uhlenspiegel 1920, 3,647,301 immigrants entered the country
( Stuttgart,
(1913), Die Vbgel (Munich, 1920); Don Oil of which 30 per cent entered during the years
von den griinen Ho$en (Munich, 1924) ; and ''Der 1908-20 alone. The greatest single year was
Warwolf; Ariels Gesang and-jSferewade, for small that of 1913, when 192,683 reached Brazilian
Phantastteche
orchestra;
Erscheinung tines ports. In 1923 there Were 86,767 immigrants disThcmas von EF. Berlio for full orchestra; Don tributed by nationalities as follows: Portuguese,
Juan, variations for orchestra on two themes 31,866; Italians, 15,839; Spaniards, 10,141; Gerfrom Mozart's opera: Te Deum, for chorus and mans, 8254. With the conclusion of hostilities,
to the
orchestra; Grosse Mesae, for soli, chorus, -arid the Government applied itself once more
orchestra ; Revelation, for tenor solo, chorus, and stimulation of immigration and offered agriculorchestra. He also composed songs lor baritone tural laborers every facility to induce settlement
and orchestra; a piano concerto, and piano pieces in the Federal colonies. The immigrants in 1925
numbered 84,883; in 1926, 121,629; in 1927, 101,and songs.
(1882- 568; but declined to 82,061 in 1928. Portuguese
BRAWLET, BENJAMIN (GRIFFITH) author
An American clergyman and
immigrants, who comprise the largest single im).
born at Columbia, S. C., and educated at the At- migrant movement into Brazil, numbered 32,882
lanta Baptist College, the University of Chicago, persons in 1928, as compared with 31,236 in 1927
and Harvard University. He taught English in and 38,791 in 1926. The only other groups num-'
the Atlanta Baptist College (Morehouse Col- bering more than 5000 were the Japanese, with
and the Italians, with 5493.
lege) aixd in Howard University (1902-20). 11,169,
tedt,

;

;
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Agriculture. Only a small fraction of Brazil's soil has yet been brought tinder cultivation.
Of the total area of Brazil only 12,588,000 acres,
or less than 1 per cent, were under crops in 192324 6,404,000 acres were under trees, shrubs, and
bushes; and about 1,236,000,000 acres were estimated to be covered by woods and forests. There
were 650,000 proprietors of land by the census
of 1920. Coffee is the leading crop, the annual
average production remaining 12,000,000 bags
132 pounds) because of regulations
(1 bag
and restrictions. In 1928 the yield was estimated at 24,000,000 bags. The 1928 sugar crop,
raised chiefly in Rio de Janeiro and Pernambuco, was 660,000 metric tons, as compared with
;

=

851,000 in 1920-27. Cotton, grown chiefly in
Sao Paulo, Cear, Rio Grande do Norte, Parahyba, Pernauibuco, Maranhao, and Sergipe, in
1927 amounted to 449,000 bales of 478 pounds
each. Tobacco, cultivated in Bahia, and Rio
Grande do Sul, netted in 1927, 163,747,000
pounds. Cacao (cocoa) cultivated in Espirito
Santo and Bahia yielded, in 1927, 161,342,000
pounds. Other important products, with quantity exported for 1912 and 1927, were: Mate*
(tea) 62,880 and 90,092 tons; rubber, 42,286 and
26,180 tons? hides, 36,255 and ($4,172 tons. The
packing industry, which was non-existent before the World War, under the stimulation of
American capital took on important proportions
immediately, the export of chilled and frozen
meats in 1 927 being 32,004 tons. The exportation
of pine, too, became an important factor in Brazilian commerce in recent years.
Mining. Gold and diamond industries are
steadily languishing, while the industrial ores,
under spur of foreign capital, are making considerable strides. Manganese ore, mica, and
monazitc sand showed tho greatest improve*
meats. Of the firat, 154,870 tons were exported
in 1912 and 241,823 tons in 1927. The mineral
exports in 1913 were valued at $3,412,950, while
in 1926 they were worth only $5,921,341.
Coal,
heretofore a negligible factor, began by 1920 to
in
a
1928
serious
so
that
it
estiwas
play
part,
mated that domestic coal (about 392,175 tons
in 1926) was supplying one-third of the local
needs.
Manufacturing. Cotton mills continue to
occupy the leading place in Brazilian home industries, the mills increasing from 194 with
761,816 spindles in 1910 to $29 mills with 2,528,611 spindles in 1927. This native industry
supplies about three- fourths of tho local textile
needs. Other indigenous industries are the tobacco, sugar-refining, and shoe manufactures.
Kecently iron and steel manufacturing have
grown steadily, so that by 1927, 70,000 metric
tons were being produced annually. Pig iron is
turned out in Minas Gerries and steel bars, in
Sao Paulo. By the census of 1920, there were
11,333 factories employing 151,841 hands, with
an investment of 665,676,000 milrcia and an out*
put valued annually at 741,536,000 milreis.
Under the stimulation of a high protective tariff,
such artificial industries as brewing, flour milling, tanning, etc*, are being developed.
Commerce. The end of the War saw Brazil's
foreign trade steadily mounting, the 1920 total
value of exports and imports being $845.409,578,
as compared with $539,285,040 in 1910. Brazil 1 *
foreign trade was more satisfactory in 1927 than
during tho preceding year. It it*, however, difficult to measure closely the recent changes because of the fluctuations in exchange (1923,
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10.23 cents per milreis; 1924, 10.94 cents; 1925,
12.20 cents; 1926, 14.44 cents; and 1927, 11.84).
In terms of milreis, both imports and exports increased from 1923 to 1925, and in terms of dollars, naturally the increase was much greater.
In 1926 there was a sharp decrease in milreis
values of hoth imports and exports, but owing
to the marked advance in exchange, the decline
in terms of dollars was comparatively small. In
1927 in terms of milreis, there was an increase
of 14 per cent in exports and 21 per cent in imports, but the exchange value of the milreis was
18 per cent lower, so that there was a considerable decrease in dollar value of exports and a
slight decline in that of imports. Although tho
value of exports in terms of dollars was leas in
1927 than the year before, most of the major individual exports were greater in quantity. In
coffee, the quantitative increase was about 10
per cent and the increase in milreis value about
9 per cent, while the dollar value fell off 10 per
cent.
Coffee accounted for 71 per cent of the
total value of exports in 1927, as compared with
74 per cent in 1926. Exports in 1927 totaled

$430,899,609. The five leading exports were:
Coffee
cocoa
($304,555,397) ;
($22,161,286) ;
hide ($15,484,923); yerba mate* ($13,007,035);
and rubber ($12,548,303). Tho total value of
imports was $387,035,946. The five leading imports were:
Machinery, apparatus, and tools
($47,827,480); wheat ($35,141,184); manufactures of iron and steel ($31,140,120); manufactured of cotton ($22,032,280) ; coal, coke, and
briquettes ($20,280,241). In 1928 the exports
were valued at $474,742,076 and imports, at
$441,763,001.
Tho United States in 1927 continued to to
.the largest source of Brazilian imports, with
28.7 per cent of the total as compared with
29.3 per cent in 1926. The United Kingdom
furnished 21.2 per cent, a considerable gain an
compared with 1926. In 1027 tho United Htaton
took 4(5.2 per cent of the exports. Germany
ranked next, with 10*4 per cent.

Merchant Marine.

From a merchant navy

Of 238 steamers of 130,582 tons in 1911, nhipH
flying Brazilian flag** increased to 376 VOMKO!H, of
100 tons or over, of 525,431 tons in 1927. The
Brazilian Lloyd Company, formed of Gorman
vcHWcls seized by the Government on its declaration of war, established a regular service between Bio de Janeiro and New York and also
with Liverpool and Portgual. In 1020, 84,307
vessels of 35,924,754 tons entered Brazilian ports
as compared with 17,072 veaaels of 12,927,000
tons in 1905,
Communications. In 1928, 19,576 miles* of
railway wore open for traffic an compared with
13,848 miles in 1911. The individual *tato possessing the greatest mileage were 8&o Paulo,
4227 miles; Minas Geracs, 4758 mite; Rio dp

Janeiro and Federal Dwtriet 1703 mite; Itini
Grande do Sul, 1882 mil?*; Bahia, 1218 miUm.
The principal railway its the govcrmwmt-owned
Central of Brazil, which han a total length of
1804 miles of lino in operation. This railway
connects the city of Rio dc Janeiro with the
states of Minas Geraes, $&o Paulo, and Rio de
Janeiro and has extended its service to Pahia.
In 1926 there wore 102,302 miles of telegraph
line; 270,017 miles of telephone wires; and 4203
post offices*
finance. The national finances In 192S
showed receipts of 2,210,512,035 mllrejs, expenditures of 1,922,161,345 milreis, and extraordinary
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German submarine campaign and the sinking of three Brazilian steamers. In May, 1917,
Congress authorized the President to declare
war at his pleasure and seize German interned
vessels (about 45 in number). On Oct. 26, 1917,
a state of war was declared and Brazil gave
much material aid. Late in 1917, a new military act was promulgated providing for a draft
army, but this move came too late to give any
assistance on the battle fronts. As an ally,
Brazil was represented at the Peace Conference,
took her place in the League of Nations, and was
elected a member of the Council.
Th "A. B. C." Entente of Argentina, Brazil,
and Chile was cemented in May, 1915, by the
signing of a treaty providing arbitral machinery
amounted to 190,399,000 paper milreis. Both in case of disputes. Discord did not appear
debts were reduced in 1928. The total paper until 1923, when Chile, aroused by Brazil's inmoney in circulation on the above date was creased naval programme, brought tip pointedly
3,004,859,000 milreis, and in 1928, 379,025,000 the question of disarmament.
meeting of the
milreis.
The average rate of exchange for the A. B. C. powers, preliminary to the annual Panpaper milreis in 1925 was $.1220; 1926, $.1444; American Conference, was held at Valparaiso in
1927, $.1184. The milreis was stabilized at January, 1923; but here and at the Conference
$.11963 by the law of Dec. 18, 1926. There is no itself nothing was accomplished. The administration of Dr. Wenceslao Braz (1914-18) sucgold in circulation.
Education. The advance in educational fa- ceeded to some extent in cutting the national
cilities is inconsiderable since attendance was deficit though that factor always rose to trounot compulsory. There are, according to the ble administrators. The success of his adminislatest reports
(1926), about 24,000 primary tration was due mostly to the great prosperity
schools, 17 agricultural, and 12 commercial of the war period when Brazilian products were
schools.
Courses in law, medicine, and engineer- much in demand. He was followed for the next
ing were given by 29 colleges. In 1920, the term by the former president, Sr. Alves, who
died in 1919 without assuming office. In the
University of Rio de Janeiro was founded.
Defense. The total peace strength, based on special election following, Dr. Epitacio de Silva
compulsory military service, was, in 1926, 43,- Pessoa, then head of the Brazilian peace delega015; the complete mobilization force was placed tion at Versailles, was chosen to nil out the
at 120,000 men. The military expense was term, 1918-22. For the presidential term 1922steadily cut, it being estimated that in 1927 the 26, Dr. Arturo da Silva Bernardes was elected.
figure had become 51 per cent lower than that Brazil's centennial anniversary -was celebrated
of 1913. No new dreadnaughts were laid down by an exposition held in Rio de Janeiro, beginafter 1907, but the Government decided in 1921 ning Sept. 7, 1922. Secretary of State Hughes
to reorganize completely the navy under the attended as official delegate of the United States.
mis- The cordiality displayed in Secretary Hughes'
supervision of American naval officers.
sion, headed by Commander Vogelgesang, was reception received material confirmation in the
attached in an expert capacity to the Brazilian most-favored nation agreement which was
Naval Department. Dry docks at Rio de Janeiro reached between Brazil and the United States in
and five naval stations on the coast were pro- October, 1923.
The administration of President Bernardes
vided for in 1922.
This decision to continue the naval programme was a troubled one. Revolutionary movements
of 1906 was received with misgivings by Brazil's disturbed the peace of the country throughout
South American neighbors, Chile in particular most of the four-year term. Late in 1922, a
in the State of Hip Grande do Sul led
protesting against steps that could end only in revolt
an armament-building race. See section on to protracted fighting and it was not until June,
Brazil under NAVIES OF THE WOBLD.
1923, that regular troops had the situation under
History. Brazil's internal history did not control as a result of the capture of Alegrete,
show the settled condition of her important the stronghold of the revolutionists. Much
was a revolt beginning July 4, 1924,
neighbors and revolts continued to trouble her more serious
Sao
governments and distract attention from more in the State of Sao Paulo. The city of
rebellion that broke out Paulo was, occupied by the revolutionists and
important concerns.
in February, 1914, among the rubber collectors they were reported to be advancing on Rio de
of Ceara reached alarming proportions and neces- Janeiro, But the Federal government soon had
sitated the intervention of the central Govern- the situation in hand. Its forces besieged the
ment. The outbreak of the World War affected insurrectionists for three weeks in the city of
Brazil's commercial stability seriously, because Sfio Paulo, and on July 27 drove them out:
of the country's dependence upon the European The revolt then collapsed. -Outbreaks occurred^
and other places,
purchasing and money markets. The temporary also in Para, Manaos, Bahia,
were suppressed, the Presifalling off of imports and exports with an ac- and although they
to declare a state of siege.
companying decline in customs receipts, the Gov- dent was compelled
ernment's mainstay, led to the establishment of For a long while, revolutionary fires continued to
a moratorium for the redemption of foreign se- smoulder and the Government maintained marLike other South American countries, tial law in affected regions until February,
curities.
Brazil naturally gravitated toward the United 1927. Its strong measure in putting down these
led to much bitter political feeling,
States,' with the result that the trade record outbreaks
the
United arid the elections due in March,, 1926, were
steadily mounted* Brazil, like
but -in
States, was, forced into the arms of tjie Allies by looked forward to with apprehension;
expenditures of 95,996,994 milreis, leaving a
surplus of 198,354,196 milreis. The 1921 account
showed a deficit of 56,011,364 paper milreis; for
1922 the deficit was 84,446,437 paper milreis;
and the deficit in 1923 amounted to $21,578,000.
In 1926 the deficit was $4,717,000, while in 1927,
for the first time since the War, a surplus was
achieved ($3,029,000). Total budgetary revenues and expenditures for 1929 were calculated
at 1,365,295,700 and 1,609,061,299 paper milreis.
On Dec. 31, 1927, the consolidated foreign
debt included
109,284,000, $156,890,000, and
335,554,000 francs,
making a total dollar
amount of $753,482,000. The internal debt on
Dec. 31, 1927, amounted to 288,347,000 paper milreis, and the floating debt on the same date
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Dr. Washington Luis Pereira de Souza, the factions fortunately found a candidate on whom
they could unite and he was chosen without
opposition. He was a former governor of the
State of Sao Paulo and when elected was a Federal Senator from that state. He took oflice
Nov. 15, 1926.
At the meeting of the League of Nations in
March, 1926, Brazil refused to accede to the request of Germany for a permanent seat on the
Council of the League unless Brazil also should
be granted the same position. When this was
refused, Brazil, in June, withdrew fiom the
League, giving the required two years' notice.
Other international relations continued fairly
harmonious. In 1925 a boundary dispute between Brazil, Colombia, and Peru was amicably
In 1927 a boundary treaty with Parsettled.
aguay was signed (ratified in 1929) and in 1928
boundary treaties with Argentina, Colombia, and
Bolivia were agreed to. Technical aid in public services was obtained from abroad through a
British commission on finance, an American naval
mission, and a Trench military mission. In 1927
the annual Interparliamentary Conference was
held at Rio dc Janeiro.
At the Sixth Pan-American Conference at
Havana, in January and February, 1928, Brazil's
representative supported the stand of the United
States against an unconditional declaration
against all intervention by one country in the
domestic affairs of another. Brazil was represented at the Arbitration and Conciliation Conference at Washington in December, 1928, and
signed the two treaties issuing from the conference.

Through the post-war period, Brazil's leading
preoccupation was her economic development.
Possessing vast resources of timber, iron, and
water power, it was only a question of years
before Brazil would become a nation of great
wealth. The government's policy was to foster
this growth in every direction, not infrequently
by paternalistic methods. Ambitious irrigation
programmes wore formulated; hydroelectric
power sites were mapped; a loan of $25,000,000
was applied to the electrification of the central
Brazil railways; protective tariffs on imports of
textiles and the like were established for the
encouragement of native industry. To cope with
the social problems to which the country's industrialization was giving form, a national labor
council was erected in 1923, with an elaborate
programme of research, including the study of

labor disputes, work days, women and children
In industry, etc.
It was recognized that an allimportant element in internal development was
the stabilization of the currency. When President Hernardes assumed oflice in 1922, he inaugurated a vigorous programme for bringing the

country out of Its financial morass. He introduced drastic economies, levied now taxes, and cut
down the great volume of paper currency. By
the end of the year 1025, th annual deficit,
which in 1022 had reached 440,000 contos de reis,
had been changed into a surplus.
When President Washington Luis took office,
in November, 1920, he immediately presented a
plan for wiabilmng the mil reis and a bill to effect that object was passed by Congress on December 18. Jt provided for a new currency unit,
the "cnwciro," to Jiave a value of 4 milrcis and
eventually to be represented by a coin containing 2 milligrams of gold nine-tenths fine. The
value of the milrcis was thus fixed at $0.11003

United States currency. Following the passage
of the law, measures were taken to build up a
gold fund looking toward the placing of the country on a gold basis. One of the most important
economic developments was the adoption in December, 1924, of a plan for controlling the marketing of Brazil's chief product, coffee. This plan
was known as the ''Permanent Coffee Defense
Plan" and was intended to substitute a continuous
control of the flow of coffee to market for the sporadic valorisation schemes that had been tried
since the beginning of the century.
It was to
operate as a semi-official enterprise of the State
In the year following its incepof Sao Paulo.
tion, it succeeded in maintaining oolToe prices at
a good level, thus contributing greatly to the
country's prosperity, but the permanent success
of this method as an economic device yet remained to be proved.
Brazil's once flourishing rubber industry, almost wiped out by Asiatic plantation rubber,
was given new life by a huge concession for
planting rubber trees granted to the Ford interests in the United States.
The Ford Industrial Company of Brazil was formed in October,
1927. The concession it prepared to work covered
3,700,000 acres on the Tapajos River 150 miles
south of Santarem in the State of Parti. Under
the terms of the concession, most materials and
machinery are admitted free for 50 years.

BREASTED, JAMES HENRY

An American

(1885-

).

He be(see VOL. I IT).
Department of Oriental Languages in the University of Chicago in 1915.
Earl Lecturer at the Pacific School of Religion
came head

historian

of the

and the University of California (1018), Hale
Foundation Lecturer at the American Academy
of Science in Washington, D. 0. (101!)), an<l
president of the American Oriental Society in
1918. In 1910 he was appointed director of the
Oriental Institute of Chicago, and in the year
following, he had charge of the arehipologieal
survey for the Institute, in Mesopotamia. In
1925 he was relieved of teaching responsibilities
in order to take charge of the work of the Institute and kindred research projects. He is
author of Outlines of European History, /, with
J. H. Robinson (1014); /* Short Ancient History (1914-15); Ancient Times, A IHHtory of
the fiarly World (1010) ; Bunny of //NJ Ancient
'World (1010) ; History of Europe, Ancient and
J. H. Robinon (1020); Ancient
History Atlas (1920); General l/itttory of Europe, with Robiiwon and Smith (1921); The
Oriental Institute of the Unwcrnit}/ of OhitaQO,
A Beginning and a Program (1922); Oriental
forerunners of Byssantine Painting (1924) ; J'fotorious Man (1026); Conquest of Civilisation
(1920); and Kdwin Smith Surgical Papyrus

Mediwal, with

(1928).

BRECK,

JOSEPH (1885-

)

An American

at Allston, Matw. He wad
graduated from Harvard, studied art in Europe
for a *ycar, and did graduate work in art at
Harvard, 1908-09. He was appointed assintant
curator in the Department of Decorative Artn
at the Metropolitan Museum, New York, in 1909
and director of the Minneapolis Society of Fine
Arts, 1914. In 1917 he returned to the Metropolitan Museum. His works in art scholarship
include catalogues of the Romanesque, Gothic,
and Renaissance sculptors represented in the
art director, born

Metropolitan Museum*

BBEMOND, bra'mo"nd, Aimti HENRI (180*5A French historian of Catholicism who
)*
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BRETON

was born at Aix-en-Provence and educated by Mankind, a sermon (1918); and Soldiers of the
the Jesuits there, going to England for his no- Wooden Cross, an address (1919).
vitiate, where he came under the influence of
BRENTANO, FBANZ (1838-1917). An AusCardinal Newman. In 1892 he became a priest trian philosopher (see VOL. III). He left beand literary writer for Etudes, where he showed hind a large number of unpublished scientific
brilliance and liberalism in his writings. After writings. Their
general content was made
about 10 years, he left the Jesuits and their known to the scientific world through the biogpaper, and wrote for the Revue des deux mondes raphy published in 1919 by Oscar Kraus, with
and the Correspondant. His masterpiece was reminiscences by Carl Stumpf and Edmund
Histoire Iitt6raire du sentiment religieuw en Hesserl. The papers deal largely with logical
'France depute la fin des guerres de religion j'us~ theory including the theory of objectives as dequ'a nos jours, which received the Grand Prix veloped by the so-called Austrian school, the node Gobert of the Academy in 1923, and caused tion of substance, and the scientific utility of
his election to that body in the same year, when that conception.
Gerthe book had reached only six volumes, bringing
).
BRENTANO, LUJO (1844it to the close of the seventeenth
century. His man economist (see VOL. Ill), descendant of the
vast amount of reading gave it a cultural solidity, Brentano family prominent in the romantic
and his sympathy with the subject, the freshness period of German literature. He has a great
of his point of view, and his flowing, delicate number of works on economic and philosophic
In 1928 its translation subjects to his credit; within the decade 1914-24
style, a lighter charm.
into English was begun, and by that year there he published Die Anfange des Modernen Kapiwere eight volumes in French. His works include talismus (1916); Die Bysantinische VolkswirtAmes religieuses (1002); The Mystery of New- schaft (1917) ; Arbeitslohn und Arbeitszeit nach
man (trans., 1907) La Provence mystique au dem Kriege (1918); Der Weltkrieg nach E. D.
XVH* siecle (1908); Apologie pour Fenelon Morel (1921); Clemens Brentano's Liebesleben
(1910) ; Sir Thomas More (trans., 1913) ; Sainte (1921); Der wirtschaftliche Mensch in der GesCatherine d'Alexandrie (1917); Les deux mu- cMchte ( 1923 ) ; and Konkrete Orundbedingungen
Pour le romantisme, der Volkswirtschaft (1924).
siques de la prose (1924)
9
An
).
BRENTANO, THEODORE (1854essays (1924) ; Le roman et I'histoire d un conversion (1925); La poesie pure (1926); and American jurist and public official, born at
Priere et poesie (1926, trans., 1928). His books Kalamazoo, Mich., and educated in the public
were crowned by the Academy four times, and schools of that city -and in Germany and Switzerin 1928 he received the honorary IXLitt. of Ox- land. In 1882 he was admitted to the bar by
the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia.
ford.
A Ger- From 1890 to 1891, he was judge of the Supreme
BRENNERT, HANS (1870).
man author and poet, born in Berlin. He stud- Court of Cook County, 111., serving also as chief
ied political economy and history, but turned justice. He was appointed Minister to Hungary
to literature, and has written two volumes of by President Harding, in 1922, and served until
verse, Landsturm
(1914) and Fruhlingskusse 1927, when he resigned.
An
).
BRERETON, LEWIS H. (1890(1018); five books of short stories, Jungfem
und Junggesellen: LieUose Geschichten (1906) ; air attache* of the American Embassy in Paris,
Lumpel (1916) Der Erdbeersiisse und (1919) ; born in Allegheny, Pa., and educated at St.
Die Stadt ohne Schlaf (1925), and Der Wieh- John's College and the United States Naval Acaernde Amtschimmel (1925); and the comedies, demy. In 1919 he was rated military aviator,
Die Hasenpfote (1901), Die Indische Amme for distinguished service against the enemy in
(1001), Der Kaiserjager (1905), Blau und Rot action at the front.
BREST-LITOVSK, brSst'lyS-tofsk' TBEATY
(1916), Von Fiinf Us 8ieten (1918), and BumHiserang (1920), besides numerous adaptations of OF. See AUSTKIA-HUNGABT; RUSSIA, under
THE.
plays from the English, Danish, and French, writ- tory; WAR, DIPLOMACY OF
ten cither alone or in collaboration with Erich
BRETHREN", GnxjKCH OF THE. The largest
of the five branches of the denomination known
Urban and others.
as the German Baptist "Dunkers," organized in
BRENT, CHARLES HENRY (1862-1929).
this
bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church (see 1708 at Schwarzenau, Germany, and in
VOL. III). He was elected bishop of New Jer- country in 1719. The number of members in1914 to 133,751 in 1928,
sey in 1914) but declined. In 1919 he accepted creased from 95,000 in
the bishopric of western New York. In 1921 he the number of churches from 1000 to 1031. In
was Duff Lecturer at the universities of Edin- 1928 there were 1180 Sunday schools with
carried on
burgh, Aberdeen, and Glasgow, and a member of 135,000 pupils. Mission work was
the board of overseers of Harvard University. throughout the period in India, China, Sweden,
For his services as chaplain at the General and Denmark, and was begun in Africa in 1923.
acadHeadquarters of the American Expeditionary Subsidies were made to eight colleges, one
Forces in France in 1918-19, he received the Dis- emy, and a training school, the total enrollment
The
tinguished Service Medal and other honors. In of those institutions being 4843 students.
1926-28 he was bishop in charge of the American Eive-Year Movement in the church was carried
P. E.. churches in EJurope. He was an outstand- on, from 1920 to 1924 inclusive, for the purpose
ing advocate of 'Christian unity and in 1927 of general expansion in membership, missionary,
presided over the World Conference on Faith and and educational fields. The Gospel Messenger
Order at Geneva. He died in Lausanne, Switzer- and The Missionary Visitor were the official publand, and was buried there. He was author of lications of the denomination.
).
Presence (1914) ; Prisoners of Hope (1915) InBRETON, bre-tdN, ANDBtf tE (ISCO^French poet, one of the most important
spirations of Responsibility and Other Papers
representatives of the Dadaist school in France.
(19,15) ; The Revelation of Discovery (1915) ;,
Mastertuilder (1910) ; The Conquest of Trouble He published an exposg of the doctrine of Dada
in the Nouvelle Revue Frangaise (August, 1.920).
<tnd, the Peace of Go$: Musings (1916) ; The
Xo.unt of Vision (1918) 3 The fainmontoealth of Besides this, he was the author of Rieuse, La,
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Fordt Noire, influenced by Rimbaud and Mailaruic, C16 de Sol, and Les pas perdus (1927).
A
).
BRETT, GBOKGE SIDNEY (1879-

He was educated at Christ Church, Oxford, and after his
graduation entered the Indian Educational Service.
He was professor of ethics at Trinity College, Toronto, Canada, and lecturer in the University of Toronto from 1008 to 1910, when he
became professor of philosophy in the latter inHis works include The Philosophy of
stitution.
tiasscndi
(1908); The Government, of Man
(1912) ; and a standard History of Psychology,
3 vol. (1912-21).
BBEWEB,, SIB ALFRED HERBERT (1865-1928).
distinguished British organist and conductor,
born in Gloucester. Even before completing his
studies at the Royal College of Music, he served
as organist of St.* Katharine's in Gloucester and
immediately after his graduation, in 1885, he
was appointed organist at Bristol Cathedral.
From 1890 till his death, which occurred at
Canadian professor of philosophy.

A

Gloucester, Mar. 1, 1028, he was organist aiul
choirmaster at Gloucester Cathedral, conductor
of the Gloucester Triennial Music Festival and
the Gloucestershire Orchestral Society. In recognition of distinguished services, lie was knighted in 1920. Among his compositions, the most
important are twelve cantatas which he wrote
for several of the great English festivals (GlouLeeds, WorccNtor, Cardiff).
cester, Hereford,
He also wrote minor orchestral works, pieces for
oigan and for piano, anthems and songs.

BREWER,

CITAUNCEY
(1801lawyer, born at lioston,
and educated at Williams College and the law
departments of Boston and Princeton universities,
lie was admitted to the bar in 1888, and
from that time practiced in Boston. He was
president of the North America Civil League for
Immigrants; a member oE the Immigration Committee of the National Civic Federation, the
Massachusetts Committee of Public Safety, and
the MaHHachusetts CoiiKtahulary .CommisKum;
and in 1017-18, was chief of the Poreign-Hpeakiug Soldier Section of the General Staff, United
States Army. Eta WUH the author of Jtiffhttt and
Duties of 'Neutral* (11)10); Tho Peril of the
Jtcpnblic (1022) ; Conquest of AV'? frnyland ?>,?/
the Immigrant ( 1020 ) and ho wrote on international law in various revicwn.
JAM IN (1800A
).
BREWSTEB,
bishop of the Protontaut Kpfocopal Church, born
at Now Haven, Conn,, educated at Yalo University and at the Gene ml Theological Seminary,
New Vork City. In J880-1000 he WAH ininfHtcr
or rector of churchen in Now York City, South
Orange, N. J., and Colorado Springs, Colo, lie
was dean of Saint Mark'w Cathedral, Salt Lake
City, Utah, 1900-00, and from the latter year
until 1910 he was nriwHionary Irixhop of western
Colorado. Tn 10] he became bishop of Maine.
An Ameri).
BRIAN, ftoffAM* (1877can actor and winger born at St. Johns, Newfoundland* After hiH Jh'Ht stage appearance at
Lawrence, MHHH,, in 1HOO, an llanlie Ontnt in
fthannwi, of the fliieth, he appeared eontinuouttly
in American theatres; later HUcce.sHCH included
character ixat ion of Handy Blair in The (Hrl
from Utah (H)14), the Grand Duke iu tiyUl
(!fHI), Ancln* <to Ccnircy in Her Regiment
(H)17), Kobert do LambriHHae in The (Hrl //<?).

D(ANIEL)

An American

'

;

Bo

Mnd

(I. )18), and Sunny in Muddies
This lawt role made him known all
over the United HtateH when he toured with the

the <luu

(lOli)).

(
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1920-21. Other musical producproduction,
tions in which he played leading rOles included
No, No, Nanette (1925-26), and Breakfast in
the Sun (1927-28),

A
).
BBIAND, bre'aN', AKISTIDE (18G2French statesman (see VOL. Ill), who was Minister of 'Justice in Viviani's cabinet from Aug.
20, 1014 to Oct. 29, 1015, when he succeeded
his chief as Premier and Minister of Foreign
Affairs.
The World War period was trying, one
of the chief difficulties being with Great Britain
over the
but he remained
Salpniki expedition,
in power until Mar. 19, 1917, when he was succeeded first by Ixibot and then Clemenceau, who

of his chief critics.
From Jan. 13,
1921, to Jan. 15, 1922, he was again Premier and
Minister of Foreign Affairs, attending, for about
11 days, the Washington Disarmament Confer-

had been one

ence of December, 1021, where he eloquently presented France's need of a strong military defense, at the same time denying all charges of
imperialism. In Europe, his chief diiliculty was
in the carrying out of the Versailles Treaty.
The French Nationalists demanded stronger and
stronger measures against Germany, and England warned that the Allies would regret it in
the end if they suppressed Germany too severely.
After a year of this, he resigned voluntarily, returning to the Government as Minister of" Foreign A/fairs under Painleve on Apr. 17, 1025, a
position which he hold continuously thereafter,
with the exception of the three-day Harriot minintry in July, 1020, in spite of the many changes
of cabinet chiefs.
He was again Premier us well,

from Nov.

28, 1025, until

July 20, 1020, during

the discouraging and difficult period of the steady
fall of the franc.
As Foreign Minister, he. wiw
more HiicccHMful, carrying out a policy of rapprochement with Germany marked by the Locarno treaties (December, 1023), the entry of
Germany into the League of Nations (September, 1020), and the agreement to call committees
of experts to discuss the reparations problem
and tho possible evacuation of the Rliineland
before 1035, the date net liy the Treaty of Versailles (September, 1028).
He and Ilerr Htrcwmaim worked together with infinite patience and
frequently in Hpito of great difficulties within
their respective countries, and xvere awarded tho
Nobel Prize, of 1020 for their effort** mi behalf
of peace.
In 1027 Briand auggested a pact to
outlaw war between France and the United
States, which resulted in the signing, at Paris
in August, 102ft, of the Kcllogg Pact to outlaw

war by

15 nation*, and HH HiilMaqiicnt ratificaby the United StateH and mmieroun other
On July 20, 1020, Briund wan called
HignatorioH.
upon for the eleventh time to form a Mlitfatry, in
which he. became Premier and Foreign Minister.
See FRANCE, under History and KKUXKKJ-BKIAND
PACT.
BRICK, flee ROADB AND PAVKMKNTH.
BRIDGE. Auction bridge is a development
of the more rewtricted card game, bridge, which
3n turn had developed from whiHt. There arc
four player^ and the dealer IWH the first right
tion

to "1ml,

that

ig

to

name

the

trump

Hint,

or

"no trumpH," and the number of triekn he <xpcetH to take over the "book" of ix which he

muHt win to score at all. Kkcli player, ntarting
at the deakr'B left, then ha an opportunity to
ovcrcall, to double, or redouble, and the bidding
ig continued until every one i
ftatmfied.
According to the auctiott law** adopted by the
Whist Club of New York, which took effect Apr,
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1926, each "odd" trick, that is, each above the
book, counts as follows: 10 points with no
trumps; 9 with spades as trumps; 8 with hearts
as trumps; 7 with diamonds; and 6 with clubs.
Thirty points constitute a game, the rubber ending when either side has captured two games,
the winners being permitted to add 250 to their
5,

honor

score.
These and other bridge laws have
been frequently changed according to usage, and
the bidding in England, as authorized by the
Portland Club, is determined by the value of
the suits, while in the United States, the number
of odd tricks bid is the determining factor.
The honors comprise ace, king, queen, jack,
and ten of the declared suits. In the United
States, if one side holds three trump honors it
counts 30 points; four honors, 40 points; four
in one hand, 80 points, two in one hand and
three in the other, 50 points; four in one and
one in the other, 90 points; and five in one
hand, 100 points. No-trump honors count relatively the same, four aces in one hand amounting

to 100.
Since 1918 a

new form of the game, "Contract
Bridge" has been evolved in the United States,
laying the emphasis on skillful bidding, as no
tricks won over those contracted for count in
the scoring. The game now has wide vogue in
the United States and England has recently
adopted it. With it has gone "majority calling
and in 1929 the Portland Club of London adopted
a provisional code of laws for contract. CONSULT: Lens on Bridge (1927), by Sidney S. Lenz,
and The Heart of Contract Bridge (1928), by
Thomas

L. Staples.

A

BRIDGE, FKANK

British
).
(1879composer, born at Brighton and educated at the
Royal College of Music in London. He has the
reputation of being one of the finest viola players
in England. In 1910-11 he was conductor of
the Brema opera season at the Savoy Theatre,
and in 1913 assistant to Beecham at Covent
Garden. After that, he appeared frequently as
guest-conductor of the principal English symphony orchestras and, in 1923, made a tour of
the United States, conducting his own works
with several of the leading American orchestras.
As a composer, he shows a decided predilection
for chamber music. His works include a string
quartet in E minor; three Idylls, three Novelet-

ten and Phantasy for string quartet; a string
performed at the' Berkshire Chamber Music Festival (1923); a piano trio; and
for orchestra, a symphonic poem, Isabella; Dance
sextet) in E,

Rhapsody; a suite, The flea; Dance Poem; a tonepoem, Summer, several compositions for piano,
for piano and violin, and for organ.
BR/IDGEMAN, RT. HON. WILLIAM CLIVE
(1864-

).

A

British statesman, educated at

Eton and Trinity College, Cambridge. He was
on the London School Board for Hackney (18971904), and was elected as a Unionist member
of Parliament by Oswestry in 1906. He was a
junior opposition whip (1911), a junior Lord
of the Treasury (1915-16), and Parliamentary
Secretary to the Ministry of Labor (1910-19),
and to the Board of Trade (1919-20). He then
became Secretary of Mines (1920-22), Home
Secretary (1022-24), and First Lord of the AdIn the latter
).
^miralty (November 1924was one
office, he effected! large economies and
of the delegates to the unsuccessful Geneva
Naval Conference of 1927. He was made a
Frivy Councilor, in 1920, an Ecclesiastical Commissioner in 1923, and fc viscount in 1929.
*

,
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BBrpCKEPOBT. A city and port of entry of
Connecticut on Long Island Sound. The population increased from 102,054 in 1910 to 143,555
in 1920 and to 180,000 in 1928,
according to local
estimate. The area is 14.6 square miles. While
the population of the city proper had increased
but 40.7 per cent, the population of the area
immediately surrounding Bridgeport has increased 52,4 per cent. In the suburban territory
of Bridgeport is a population of about 50,000
which would make the total population for
Bridgeport and its suburban area more than
200,000. In 1913 a city-planning commission
was organized. Since 1916 this commission has
been chiefly concerned with a number of special
problems, one of the most important of which is
traffic congestion.
Bridgeport is a zoned city,
its zoning ordinance having been adopted in 1926.
There are seven zones three for residence and
two each for business and industry. The maximum allowable height of buildings in business districts is 150 feet.
During the World War, a large
proportion of the ammunition used by the United
States and the Allies was made in Bridgeport.
The Remington-U. M. C. Company built several
large factories, employing 20,000 men night and
day in eight-hour shifts. Bridgeport's manufactures cover a vast variety of products estimated to total more than 5000 different items.
The number

of persons gainfully employed, including non-manufacturing- industries, is estimated to be 50,000. During the peak of 1919-20,
the total reached 53,000. One-fourth of the
city's built-up area is devoted to manufacturing
plants and their value constitutes more than 30
per cent of the taxable wealth of the community.
The total amount of capital invested in Bridgeport industry is estimated to be $200,000,000
and the value of products manufactured is more
than $150,000,000 annually.
Bridgeport has complete customs facilities.
considerable portion of imports are forwarded
from New York and other large ports in bond,
thus saving much time and trouble. The value
of goods passing through the local customs in
1928 was $2,205,417. The amount of Bridgeport's
domestic water-borne commerce in 1927 was 1,146,852 tons, with a value of nearly $100,000,000.
Manufacture for export is a prominent feature
of Bridgeport industry. In the case of some
factories, nearly one-fifth of the total output is
destined for export use.
modern port and
industrial terminal is to be erected, the plans
contemplating an initial expenditure of about
$250,000 for rail, dock, and warehouse facilities.
The Bridgeport airport, which is operated by the
Curtiss Flying Service, is one of the leading
airports of the East with facilities for both land
and sea planes. The Board of Education* has

A

A

embarked upon a five-year building programme,
the proposed school improvements being estimated at $2,000,000. The Bridgeport State
Trade School, one of a chain of nine similar
schools under the direction of the State Board
of Education, has been completed at a cost of
$400,000., It has monthly enrollment of 450
day, and 750 evening, student's. Bridgeport has
14 banking houses, two of them privately owned,
with estimated combined resources of more than
$150,000,000. The assessed valuation of property
in Bridgeport in 1928 was $264,217,255; the net
bounded debt was $14,155,000.
BBIDG-ES. In reviewing the recent progress
of bridge construction, the fact, of course, first
to be faced was the destruction of the World
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War, a period when Continental bridges were
demolished rather than constructed. After the
Armistice, Continental bridge building, in those
areas most completely wrecked by the War, was
of a temporary character and, even later, the
lack of funds has prohibited great expenditures
for this work in Europe.
It is necessary, therefore, to look to America, unravaged by the War
and financially well equipped, for the most important developments and progress with bridges
during the period under consideration.
Even in America, however, the War brought
important economic changes which greatly influenced many activities, among them bridge
construction. Principal of these changes has
been the great and apparently permanent increase in the cost of labor and in the cost of
those materials involving large labor items in
This has led
their preparation or manufacture.
to a careful search for more economical methods
of construction, the machine lias displaced,
wherever possible, hand methods in building as

paying load to dead load, came largely as the
response of the railroads to the limits set on
operating costs by the labor union on the one
hand and the Interstate Commerce Commission
on the other, and thus form another example of
economic influence in engineering design. It
would appear that at least a temporary maximum had been attained in this loading increase.
Railroad bridge building has apparently reached
a state of equilibrium. The exceptions arc to
be found in such special works as the connecting
railroads of which the Hell Gate Arch and the
Castleton, or Smith, Bridge are examples, and
in such great work as the Lackawanna Railroad
concrete viaducts.
On the other hand, the remarkable growth of
motor transportation has brought the highway
bridge to the fore. The automobile has advanced highway construction from a neglected

an activity totally overshadowed by railroad work and generally considered in engineering circles as relatively unimportant, into the
forefront of transportation problems. It has
it had already displaced hand methods in manufacture. It has led to a search for special forms often been impossible to meet the costs of the
of construction which promised economy of groat highway bridges demanded by this rapid
material, such, for example, as the use of the growth from" current highway building funds.
rigid frame and continuous construction rein- Recent years have witnessed a return to the toilforced concrete design. There has also been an bridge method of financing, a method xised in
interesting development of hoat treatment for the early days of American road building to meet
This "orgy of toll-bridge
steel rendering it capable of carrying greater a similar situation.
'
loads with safety.
Special high-carbon and al- building, as it has been called, was summarized
loy steela have been used forms which offered by the Bureau of Roads of the U. S. Department
no economy before the War, when the cost per of Agriculture in a report of conditions as of
unit of strength of ordinary structural steel was Jan. 1, 1028, At that time, there were 233 toll
lower than that of these specially treated or pre- bridges in the United States of which over 80
pared metals. Thus, as was observed many per cent was privately owned. The toll bridge
years ago by Wellington, a well-known Ameri- had almost Ixien abolished in America, but the
can railroad engineer, economic pressure, rather fact that over a third of thcKO bridges had boon
than simply the desire to refine and improve, is built since 1919 and that 29 new toll bridges in
1929 were under construction and plans for 163
still the main force which makes for perfection
art,

7

of engineering design.

With

those changes, cut-stone masonry, brickwork, and much of timber construction, before
the War almost obsolete, now have diwappeared.
The great era of masonry-arch construction in-

augurated on the Pennsylvania Railroad under
William Brown in the early nineties wa superfledod by an era of stecl-and-conorctc viaducts.
The masonry arch is used only where aesthetic
values are sought* Indeed, it would appear today that the greatly increased cost of concrete

additional bridges of tliia claws were either
under way or proposed shows clearly that the demand has been sufficient to encourage this form
of investment.
Indeed, we have just begun to
develop our highways, and highway bridge build-

ing promises to be the principal bridge activity
of the future.

Almost all these bridges are on the 180,000
miles of the Federal Aid Highway Sytim and
the large percentage of private owiuirKhip has
led to considerable agitation againnt this prachas, at leant temporarily, held up construction tice. Although private ownership under a franof great concrete bridgCH and given a new im- chise limited in life is the usual procedure, it
would appear that the scheme of State or competus to steel designs.
Combined with these economic factors which mission control and construction on a plan
have affected bridge construction has been the whereby the structure becomes free as noon as
remarkable shift of emphasis from railroad to tolls have fully met construction and financing
highway bridges. The railroads of the principal costs is certain to bo extended. The work of
countries of the world have been built. In the New York Port Authority is a notable exAmerica, the nineties saw the replacement of ample of this method and, provided it can be
the last of the old wrought-iron railroad bridges kept free of political influence, appears to be an
by steel> and, in tbe earlier years of the present ideal solution of the problem*
In the matter of highway-bridge loadings,
century, railroad bridge work, with a few notable exceptions, has been largely a matter of re- there has been a continued increase due to the
placing structures which, although far from increase in motor-truck loadings and weightsworn out, had become unsafe for the heavy mod- While as much as 25 tons on four wheels has
ern locomotive and train loadings. In 1005 been used in some American designa, a smaller
tons or less, has been far more
Cooper's B-40, a theoretical locomotive having load, even
40,000 pounds on each pair of driving wheels, common. On the other hand, British practice
was considered heavy enough for railroad bridge is to use much heavier loadings and such a
design. In 1017 the Hell Gate Arch was de- notable bridge as the Gato$hoad*jNewcatle Arch
While
signed for a Cooper's E-60, an increase of 50 per was designed for 100 tons on four wheel*.
it is .clearly recognized that British motor transcent
These increased train loads, as well as ad- portation, in view of the relatively short haul
vances in car designs, giving a greater ratio of common in the British Isles and the consequent
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economies of this typo of transportation,

is cer-

tain to require much heavier highway bridges
than is the case in America, it also seems possible
that American engineers are designing some
highway bridges for loads which may prove to
be too light, as has been the case with the older
railroad bridges, for future traffic requirements.
Private ownership, with the inevitable demand
for a reduction of costs to a minimum, has
doubtless had some influence on the adoption of
loadings which in many cases appear to leave
small margin for future increase.
Another tendency, which cannot be viewed
with full satisfaction by many engineers, is that
toward increased working stresses. It is argued
that, with

modern methods

of manufacture, struc-

tural materials, particularly steel and concrete,
are so uniform in quality that it is safe to work
them at considerably higher stresses than those
now prevailing, particularly where loads are
known with a high degree of exactness or where
maximum loadings are infrequent. To cite an
example, the heat-treated eyebars of the Florianopolis Bridge having a specified elastic limit
of 75,000 pounds per square inch are designed for
a maximum stress of 50,000, or
the elastic
limit, whereas past practice has generally favored a factor of %. There also has been some
agitation for higher stresses in building construction particularly in New York. While
some increases are doubtless reasonable and can
be justified as conservative practice, such increases should be* made only in cases where real
improvements in manufacture, design, or construction justify them and not solely in response
to demands for decreased costs.
As far as bridge types are concerned, there
have been no notable new developments since the
adoption in the United States of the rigid frame
type of structure for the smaller reinforced concrete bridges such as are seen in the Bronx and

%

Wcstchester Parkways, near New York City.
Suspension Bridges. Suspension bridges
continue to be favored for the longer spans and
for highway loads, loads which, although heavy
compared with former road requirements, are
light compared with modern railroad loadings.
From the standpoint of span, the Delaware River
Bridge (1026), between Carnden, N. J., and
Philadelphia, Pa., established a new record with
a span of 1750 feet, or 155 feet longer than the
old Brooklyn Bridge. The Bear Mountain suspension, crossing the Hudson River at a point
between Peekskill and Bear Mountain State
Park, N. Y., a highway toll span finished in
1025, also deserves mention for its span of 1632
feet with unloaded backstays. All these spans
will be exceeded by the Detroit-Windsor International Bridge (1850 feet), under construction
in 1929, while the stupendous Hudson River
Bridge (3500 feet) also building, between Fort
Lee, N, J., and Washington Heights, N. Y., will
be double any now completed span.
.

-

The

limit to size in suspension-bridge construction is reached when the structure becomes
so heavy that it is capable of supporting only
its own weight, and, as this limit has been estimated at some 10,000 feet, the great Hudson
River Bridge is hailed as simply a milestone in
the natural growth of suspension spans. Indeed,
a suspension span of even greater length than
the Hudson Bridge has been seriously discussed
for crossing the Narrows at the entrance -to the

upper bay,

New

Statcn Island.

York, between Brooklyn and
,
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In the details of design and construction of
suspension bridges, several interesting developments have occurred. The Florianopolis Bridge,
built in southern Brazil in 1926 with a span
of 1113% feet, is not only the longest span in
South America but is the longest eyebar suspension bridge in the world. Although the first
suspension bridges, a type of American origin,
were built with wrought-iron chains, the wirecable method, first perfected in France and with
which the name of Roebling in America is always connected, has generally shown greater
economy and has therefore been most commonly
used. In the Florianopolis Bridge, an ingenious
scheme was developed whereby a portion of the
cable formed the upper chord of the central part
of the stiffening truss.
This economy in design, combined with the fact that the steel company, interested in seeing their special heattreated eyebars introduced in practice, gave low
figures on this construction, made this type of
bridge more economical than a wire suspension.
See Trans. Am. Soc. 0. E., Vol. 92 (1928),
p. 266.

In wire suspension-bridge construction, the
most interesting two developments have been the
spinning of cable strands on land, rather than in
place, and the use of special heat-treated wire.
In two Ohio bridges of comparatively small span,
those at Portsmouth (700 feet) and Steubenville (689 feet), the strands, or bundles in which
the wires are first formed, were made on land,
were moved into position by means of special
carriers supported by a high construction, or
messenger cable, and were finally compresssed
and wrapped into the usual circular form after
the bridge was almost completed. In this way,
expensive staging and working platforms were
avoided. The method appears to offer opportunities for economy in the construction of
,

shorter spans.
Specially heat-treated cable wires were used
for the Mount Hope Suspension Bridge (1200
feet in span), which connects the mainland of
Rhode Island with the island on which Newport
is located, and also for the Detroit-Windsor International Bridge, already mentioned as a span
of 1850 feet. This treatment was expected to
have little influence on the ultimate strength of
the wire but has shown a marked effect in increasing the elastic limit, or yield point, and thus
permits higher working stresses. 'In these wire
cables, difficulties in construction were experienced in 1D2D leading to replacements of material.

The jump from the ancestor
Captain Ead's famous
St. Louis arch (1868-74, 520-ft. span) which
recently lias been checked up and reported safe
for present traffic, to Gustav Lindenthal's great
Hell Gate arch (practically a 1000-ft. span)
across the East River at New York in 1917, reSteel Arches.

of

modern

steel arches,

an increase in span of almost 100 per
cent and an even greater load increase. Yet>
there is under construction at Sydney, Australia,
an arch 1650 feet in span and the Kill van Kull
arch now being bui'lt at Bayonne, N. J., by the
Port Authority of New York, will have a span
While these later bridges will
of 1675 feet.
carry highway and rapid-transit loads -far less
than the aeavy railroad loads at Hell Gate, this
later bridge appears to have- served as the inas well as
spiration for these great new arches
for some smaller arches now completed. For

presented

;

example, the Newcastle-G-ateshead arch opened
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the Hell Gate type with
massive piers built largely to satisfy aesthetic
requirements.
This treatment of arch construction is, of
course, largely limited to locations where there
are compai atively low approaches. Among the

also are notable. One of these is the Snake
River cantilever, a light highway toll bridge
crossing the Snake Canyon in Idaho, and the two
cantilevers over Arthur Kill in New York, built
by the Port of New York Authority. The

steel-arch bridges in surroundings where steep
side walls make the arch particularly appropriate, is the new Lee's Ferry arch (1928)
across the canyon of the Colorado some 130 miles
north of Flagstaff, Ariz. The nearest rail-

the highest bridge in the world, as

in

England in 1928

is of

road being located at Flagstaff, all material had
to be brought to the site by motor truck. Furthermore, there was no means of transportation
to the opposite side of the canyon. While not a
great span, judged by modern standards (C16
feet), this construction, so far from a railroad,
Half the bridge
is of considerable interest.
was cantilevcred out from the canyon wall, 467
feet above the river, a temporary cablcway
closed the gap and enabled the workers to transfer the necessary material to the far side of the
canyon so that the other half of the arch could
bo built out to meet the portion first erected.
An interesting railroad arch, probably the
most important. of this type since the Hell Gate
arch, was completed early in 1 025 for the Michigan Central Railroad over the Niagara Gorge.
It is located between the older highway arch
and the railroad cantilever, and is a doubletrack, ballasted-floor structure with a main span
of 640 foot crossing the deep gorge high above
the Whirlpool Rapids.
Cantilever Bridges. "Undoubtedly, tho moat
important cantilever bridge record of the period
since 1914 was the final successful completion
Tbo
of the Great Quebec cantilever in 1017.
first attempt to build this ill-fated .structure
The now
failed with great loss of life in 1007.
design with a main span consisting of two cantilever anus of about GOO feet and a span of the
Rame length suspended between the ends of
these arms, was completed except for this central span in 1010. The suspended span was
erected on floats, floated to position beneath the
bridge, and a start had been made in lifting it
into position when one of the temporary bear*
ings gave way and the entire mans of ntecl disappeared beneath the deep waters of the St.
,

Another Bpnn was made and

hoisted into position by the. flame method in
the longest
1017, thus finishing the bridge
cantilever span in the world and vindicating
the engineering profeflHion in the eyes of a public which had begun to think that engincera had
at last tackled a problem beyond their abilities.
While the great cantilevers of the pant have
been railroad bridges, this typo alwo has bean
brought forward in the highway field by the
rapid development of motor trannportation. The
second largest cantilever in America and the
fourth largest in the world (Quebec, Forth, and
Blackwcll's Inland exceed it in span) wa completed in 1027 and is a privately owned toll
bridge crossing an arm of Ran Francisco Bay.
The Carquinez Straits Bridge consints of two
spans of 1100 feet with a central pier and anchor
arms of 500 feet each in general arrangement
thus resembling the Forth Bridge. In construction, it sets wo now records for tho atea of its
members, as it carries a lighter load than some
of the older railroad spans, but its foundations
are of special interest, for they were dredged
down to 132 foot below water level.
other smaller cantilever highway spans

former has a span of 700 feet and

is

probably

it is /302 feet

above stream bed. The latter two bridges connect the main land of New Jersey with Staten
Island and have spans of about 750 feet with
long inclined approaches necessitated by tho
clearance of 135 feet above the water surface
required by the War Department.
The cantilever bridge, a type which has until
recently held the span record of the world, has
thus also found a place in the new era of bridge
building the highway era.
Truss Bridges. While the suspension, arch,
and cantilever occupied the spectacular position
in bridge development, the simple truss continued to fill the requirements for moderate spans
and probably thousands of those bridges were
built in forms which have become more or ICKH
standardized. An outstanding truss bridge is
the Castleton or Smith Bridge over the Hudson
below Albany built by the New York Central
Railroad as part of its plan to relieve freight
congestion in Albany by constructing a by-paw
route for through freight trains. Topography
unfortunately dictated an unsymmctrieal arrangement of spans at Castleton and the bridge.,
a most' imposing structure in wait?, thus is far
from pleasing aesthetically. This i a doubletrack through-truss bridge with high uteel viaduct deck approaches leading to the two wimple.,
inclined upper chord truss spans. The cast span
is 400 feet and the main channel, or west span,
<JOO feet.
These rest on three high stone-faced
concrete piers giving a channel clearance of 135
feet.
The 400-ft span was erected first and
the (500-ft. apan was built out part way by cantilever ing from the smaller span uwhig temporary back stays. High atoel bents were then
erected on temporary pile foundation** in tho
river bottom, giving intermediate support, and
the cantilever nolieim* was then continued until
tho span wa closed. The maximum overhang

during erection was 270 foot. Thin ingenious
scheme of erection saved tho nectwHity for a very
high and contly falwwork, Mich UH would have
been used in earlier days of truHH*hrifl#e erection,
and is one of the most intcrenting recent construction development*.
One of the longest, if not the longest, Himple
trusH spang in tho world IB that of tin* Metropolis Bridge over the Ohio Kiver on a new line of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincv Kailroiid.
This bridge* fminhcd early in 1JH7, consist* of
four Kimple truss upatm of about 55 feet and one
It 5s a two-track Htructure and wan
of 720 feet.
erected on falsework and by derrick rather than
by the luuial traveler. The bue main IHIHH IK
110 feet in height, and eycbara 72 feat long were
used.

Another truss bridge, alno finished in the ftftmo
year, ia that at Sciotovillo over the Ohio Hiver.
This bridge appears to hold the record for continuous trusfl spam, having two wpann of 775 fwt
continuous over the centre pier. One span wa
erected on falHework, but the ftptui over the
tnain channel was cantileverorl out for 465 feet
to a temporary mipport and then continued by
aantilevering to closure, Other important con*
tinuous truHS spans, built a year or two later,
were the Allegheny River Bridge near
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three of 272, 520, and 347 feet, and three
(
of 347, 350, and 272 feet), and the Hudson Bay
Railroad Bridge at Kettle Rapids in the Nelson
River with three continuous spans of 300, 400,

burgh

and 300

feet.

from these examples, that even the
simple truss is still growing in span length and
is holding its own as an economical
type of railroad bridge for spans which a few years ago
would perhaps have been crossed by cantilevers
of a size which would have been considered notable.
The use of continuous trusses also shows
that American engineers are taking advantage
of this type, a form which, although economical,
has been more or less studiously avoided because
of uncertainties of foundations or of stress.
Bascule and Lift Bridges. The bascule
bridge in its various types, of which there are
several, continued in vogue, during the period
under consideration, both for railway and highway bridges. The most notable designs of bascule bridges were the Rail type and the Scherzer
The length of span and capacities of bastype.
cule bridges were increased, and in many oases
they were considered preferable to swing bridges
It is clear,

for crossing narrow waterways where there was
considerable traffic, and thus avoiding a central
pier such as is required for swing bridges. This
type of bridge was extensively employed in
Chicago, and there in 1923, 22 simple trunnion
bridges were in use. Two of these were built
with double decks and that across the Chicago
River at Wells Street, completed in 1921, had a
span of 268 feet centre to centre of trunnions,
affording a clear channel width of 220 feet.
Each leaf of this bridge is carried by two trunnions and weighs 2500 tons, of which 1300 tons is
counterweight. Besides being used in Chicago,
these bridges found extensive use across the
water-ways of Seattle.
Lift bridges also have been in favor for the

longer spans where a full channel width and
high clearance were essential. Two important
works of this type are the James River Highway
Bridges completed in 1928, with a central lift
span of 300 feet, and the double-deck, railroadhighway lift over the Kennebec at Bath, Me.,
span of 234 feet, opened late in 1927. The threetrack lift bridge of 198 feet, recently completed
(1928) by the Lackawanna Railroad at the
BTackensack River crossing near Jersey City, is
another notable example of this type of construction.

Concrete Bridges. It is difficult to realize
today, when concrete is so widely used, that reinforced concrete is a very recent structural material.
In America, the first generally accepted
theory of reinforced concrete design was published as the joint effort of the several national
engineering societies in 1912. Before 1900 the
bulk of Portland cement used in the United
States had been imported from abroad. By
1900 America was manufacturing about 10 million barrels a year, in response to a rapid increase in demand which began about. 1895. By
1920 this American production had reached 100
million barrels annually in spite of a bad setback on account of the War, and continued to
climb, reaching about 175 million in 1928. When
we realize that even in, the period from 1914 to
date the American cement industry has practically doubled in output, and that this is a
fair index, of the growth in concrete construction, it becomes clear tjiat justice cannot be done
to,tbdu3 type, of construction in a. brief
,

,
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such as this. It is only possible to select a few of
the leading developments.
The most notable concrete work of the war
period, at least in magnitude, was undoubtedly
the great railroad viaduct construction on the
Lackawanna Railroad. Increase in traffic on
this road justified several important improvements in grade and alignment which would effect

worth-while reductions in operating expenses.
These changes involved several great viaducts of
which the Tunkhannock is the largest. Begun
in

1912,

before

the

great

increase

in

prices

brought about by the War, it was completed in
1915 a huge, massive concrete bridge over half

a mile long, consisting of ten arches of 180-ft.
span, and higher than a twenty-story building
(240 feet). Its design involved some very interesting economic problems of span and of arch
and pier proportions. Its appearance makes it
one of the most impressive works of man ever
undertaken. It is doubtful if it will be duplicated in the near future, for increased oosts of
cement and concrete would make a steel structure far more economical indeed even when it
built, steel although less permanent would
have cost less.
While the Tunkhannock arches are practically
solid ribs of the voussoir type inherited from
stone-arch days, the development of the elastic
arch or arched rib of reinforced concrete has
been largely a European contribution in concrete-bridge design. Continental engineers with
superior technical training in the mathematics
of design and theory and facing an economic
situation in which labor was comparatively cheap
and material costly, the reverse of American
conditions, naturally turned for economy to those
refinements in design whereby materials may

was

be conserved. The records for light and graceful concrete arched ribs, frequently hinged, have
rested in Europe.
The three-hinged Griinewald arch opened late
in 1904 near Munich, Bavaria, with its two
record-breaking spans of 230 feet each, set a
mark that has since been exceeded by almost
100 per cent. The greatest concrete-arch spans
in Great Britain are those of the Royal Tweed
Bridge opened in 1928. This work carries the
Great North Road to Edinburgh across the
Tweed in four main spans varying from 248 to
feet.
On the continent the
a maximum of 361
greatest span is that of the Pierre du Vauvray
Bridge of 432 feet, over the Seine near Ande,
opened in 1924. The same engineer, M. Freyssinet has proposed a three-span concrete bridge
to carry both railroad and highway traffic across
the River Elorn in Brittany, near Brest, the
Plougastel Bridge. The spans were set at
613.36, 639.6, and 672.4 feet each, centre to
centre of piers, with a clearance at centre of 118
feet above the river level. This work, ,a& far as
known, is still held up on account of lack of
funds. As proposed, it has been exceeded in daring only by the plans made in 1907 for a HudsonFulton Memorial Bridge of 700 feet. in span at
New York a work also awaiting finances.
France also claims the record plain concretearch span in the Pont de la Caille, near Crusezlles
(458.5
(Haute Savoie), a hollow arch of 139.8
feet).
span of 236.3 feet, replacing a steel
structure oyer the 3Piave, near Beliunp, and completed in 1926 is the boldest concrete arch in

%

m

A

Italy.

While early American
,

.the

vpuseoir

type,

arches,

,

generally fol-

American engineers
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gradually adopted European methods of design
and used tlio open spandrel, independent rib
type of arch where it met American economic
demands. Hinged arches have not in general
been favored and construction has naturally followed more solid and substantial lines. Spans
of 200 to 300 feet have been common, however,
and hundreds of concrete highway arches and viaducts have been built in America in response
to the demands of motor transportation. The
three spans of 300 feet each, completed across
the Mississippi in 1027 joining St. Paul and
Minneapolis, are typical of the many works of
this kind built in America. Another recent and
large American bridge of reinforced concrete is
that crossing the Minnesota River between Fort
Snelling and Memlota, Minn. It is 41 19 feet long
and consists of twelve spans of 304 feet each.

American war memorials have frequently taken
the form of bridges and, in these monumental
structures, concrete usually plays a large part.
The longest span in America is still that of the
Cappclcn Memorial Arch at Minneapolis (400
feet) erected in 1023.

M. FreysKinet, already mentioned as the foremost of French concrete-arch experts, estimates
that a maximum span of 1115 feet may be secured for plain concrete arches, and 2723 feet
for reinforced concrete arches, without any special difficulties.
Engineers look forward with
great interest to this development. The problem
of Hcco7iclary stresses due to temperature, etc. in
those great spans is being solved abroad by
hinges of various kinds and it would appear that
the record constructions of this type would be
built in Europe unless American engineers look
with more favor on hinged arches, a typo of const ruction which has been studiously avoided in
America, and unless American labor and material
costs for concrete work show better economy than
they do at present.
Another interesting development in reinforced
concrete design, originating in Europe just before the World War, IB rigid frame construction.
In its simplest form as applied to bridges, this
may be roughly described as a construction in
which the two Hide supports and the beam spanning the opening between them, are made in one
unit there Is no joint at the top of the posts
and the entire section is continuous. An arch
span requires heavy abutments to take up the
inclined arch thniflt. Tlie rigid frame haft simple footings of the usual building type. The result iw a marked economy in cost of construction
and thene designs, which were first used in the
arteries from New York
built by the Bronx and WentehcHter Parkways Commiflsions, were hailed by
Huch a conservative and reliable journal a the
Wnginetritog NetC9*Rerord an "results so impres-

main traffic-parkway

northward

mvo

)>eiii#

and aesthetic range an
an important influence on short-span

in increased efficiency

to forecast
practice,"

Tho first of these bridges built in 1022 had
a span of 41 feet. It has become the principal type of this commission and spans of as
much as 70 foot show its economy even over the
wiHiglitly plate girder type of span,
Wiiilc there have been some adoptions of this
form by fftato highway oomroifwiontf and railroads, it would appear that this movement has
been dincou raged by the apparent complexity of
the com tmtat tons for this type of Htructure*
As go often happens, however* this problem, of
design has been met mont effectively by one* of
'
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the most important developments in many years
in the field of structural analysis.
The "deformeter" apparatus, designed and perfected by
an American engineer, G. E. Beggs, professor
of civil engineering at Princeton, has not only
proved a labor-saving device in the analysis o'f
continuous design and a means of checking the
elaborate theories which have been built up in
the mathematical attack on this problem, but
has alwo given invaluable data on the mechanical
behavior of other mechanically complicated
forms for which analysis has been lacking. In a
rough way, the apparatus may be described as
giving an accurate means of measuring by .special
scales, micrometer microscopes, etc., the deflections of small celluloid or bristol -board models.
From the law known as "Maxwell's law of reciprocal deflections," the stresses under assumed loud
conditions are then computed. Perhaps one of
the most interesting bridge applications, outside that already mentioned, is in the analysis
of the skew arch
a form long imperfectly understood and hence generally avoided even whore
topography would favor its use.
Bibliography. The literature of engineering has so rapidly increased during the period
under discussion that it is almost impossible tc
give an adequate bibliography even of new works
In bridge engineering, the
in a single field.
three volumes of Theory and Practice of Modern Framed Structure*, by Prof. T. 15. JolmHon,
1C. Turneaure.
rewritten by C. W. Bryan and
still stands a* a fundamental text.
(Latest
The structural series by G. A.
102(1).
ed.,
Hool and W.
Kinne is probably the most
notable of recent American publication* in thit
field:
Foundations, etc.
(1023); fttructunu
Members and Connections (IfcJS) ; fitrcwft in
Framed Structures (1024) ; Steel and Tim her
Structures (1024); Reinforced Concrete and

K

&

Masonry ^Structure* (lf)24); and Movable and
Long Rpan Mteel bridges (1023). Bridge /;
gineering (1016), "by the veteran American,
engineer J. A. L. Waddell, should also be mentioned, as well as the important two-volume
work on Mova blc Bridges, by ( >. K. 1 lovey ( 1 J Wi )
In 1020 there appeared a second edition of .1
Practical Treatise on Ruapcmion #rul//t*#, by I>.
B Stcintnan, New York, and Volume III, /tridtfCH
and Culverts of ttein forced Concrete Count ntrfton, aecond edition (New York, edited by (ioortfi
A. Hool.)
.

BBIDCKES, CALVIN BLACKMAN (1889-

},

An

American biologist, born at Schttylcr'H Kiilln
N. Y., and educated at Columbia University

He wa#

research aHjKtanfc in genetics to I'roft*,-*
of the n
search staff in genetics of the Curncgta Tnntitu
lion of Washington (ID10Ho publish^
).
numerous paper* on genetics and wan coauthu,
of Mechanism of Mendclfan Heredity, with Mul

Morgan (1010-19) and member

flor

ler,

He

Morgan, and Rturtwant (2d* <*<!., H)*J:*}
alfcto the author of Genetics of Drwophil

waft

(1025),

BBIDGES, KoBKAT

(1844-

).

An

Kit-

poet laureate (HOC VOL. HI), In 1023- 24
he held the Honorary Fellowship in Creative
Arts, University of Michigan. He also received
erit in 1920 and honorary degm-H
the Order of
from Oxford, Saint Andrews, and Harvard. He
published The tipirit of Man: Anthology in Kng*
lish and French ( 1016 ) , Yattendon Hyfano>t t Ibant
Obswri (1917), Britannia Vwtrte (1*1$) t October and OtKer Pom* ( 1980 ) , The QMtdawtt &6ok
of Bnglteh Poetry ( 1924) , and JVw V*f*t ( 1985) *
liflh

.

BMDGKES-ADAMS

Christiania, Norway.

BSIDGMA3ST, PEBCT WILLIAMS

).
(1882born at Cambridge,
Mass., and educated at Harvard. "Receiving a
fellowship, he continued his scientific studies at
Harvard and also served as an instructor in
physics, of which department he was made full

An American

physicist,

professor in 1919 and given the directorship of
the Jefferson laboratory. Since 1926 he has
TTollis professor of mathematics and natural philosophy. His researches have included
.important studies on various topics in mechanical physics, such as measurements of high
hydrostatic pressure, and in physical chemistry, such as change of phase under pressure and modifications of phosphorus. He is
the author of The Logic of Modern Physics
(1927).
).
BRIETTX, bre"e', EUGI&NE (1858French dramatist (see VOL. III). His later
works include Le Bourgeois aux Champs (1914) ;
Au Japon par Java (1914) ; Les Americains
Chev A'ott* (1920); Trois Ions amis (1921);
L'avocat
(1923), and La
(1922); L'enfant
famille Lavolette (1926). Consult The Plays of
Eugknc Bricux, by P. V. Thomas (1915) and

been

A

and Contemporary French Society, by
William H. Scheifley (1917).
BRIGADE. See ARMIES AND ARMY ORGANBricwa?

IZATION.

BKJGOS, CLABE

A. (1875-

BRILL
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A
).
(1889British stage director, educated at Oxford. He
was part manager and producer for the Bristol
Repertory Theatre, 1914-15, and in 1916-17 manafter and producer for the Liverpool Repertory
Theatre, which he renamed the Playhouse. In
1919 he undertook the direction of the Stratfordon-Avon Shakespearean Festivals and founded
and organized the New Shakespeare Company
under the auspices of a joint committee of the
Shakespeare Memorial National Theatre and
the governors of the Memorial Theatre, Stratforcl-on-Avon. In 1922 he produced a Shakespearean season at the National Theatre at
W.

BRIDGES-ADAMS,

).

An Amer-

ican cartoonist. He was born at Keedsburg,
Wis., studied at the University of Nebraska
(1894-96), and began work as a newspaper artist on the St. Louis Globe-Democrat in 1896. He
later went to the St. Louis Chronicle and turned
to cartoon-drawing when the development of the
half-tone process made the old methods of general
to
illustrating in newspapers obsolete. Going
New York, he joined the staff of the World
(1898-99) and later the New York Journal,

Latter

Saints; founded in 1875. The regular college enrollment increased from 650 in
1913 to 1250 in the autumn of 1928; summerschool registration reached 39G in 1928; the
faculty was increased from 30 to 98 members;
and the library from 600 to 60,000. The budget
for the year 1928 was $338,000.
Developments
at the University during the period under review
included: The construction of the first unit of
the Heber J. Grant Library building in 1925;
improvements in landscaping the grounds; the
enlargement of the Alpine summer school on

Day

Mt. Timpanogos, in 1925, for

facilities for

more

students in the natural sciences by the addition
of several buildings; and the establishment in
the same year of departments of zoology, entomology, botany, and bacteriology. In 1928 a

new stadium

the plant.
Harris, Ph.D.
to

and

athletic

President,

field were added
Franklin Stewart

An
).
BBIG'HOTTSE, HAROLD (1882English author and playwright. His recent productions inchide The Road to Raebury, in collaboration with Stanley Houghton (1915) ffolson's Choice and The Clock Goes Round (1916) ;
Other Times and Three Lancashire Plays (1920) ;
Once a Hero ( 1922 )
The Happy Hangman
(1922); The Apple Tree (1923); Mary's John
(1924); and What's Bred in the Bone (1927).
His stories include Fossie for Short; The Silver
lining; The Marbeck Inn (1920); Hepple&talls
(1922); The Wrong Shadow (1923); and ffindie Wakes, taken from S. Houghton's play
(1927).
BRIGHTMCAN, EDGAK SHEFFIELD (1884An American professor of philosophy,
).
born at Holbrook, Mass., and educated at Brown
and Boston universities and at Berlin and Marburg in Germany. He taught successively at
;

;

Brown

University, Wesleyan College (Neb.),
and Wesleyan University (Conn.). In 1919 he
was called to Boston University as professor of

in the Graduate School. In his
philosophy, he is a strong advocate of the religious doctrine of personalism. His works include The Sources of the Hetoateuch (1918),
Religious Values and Recent Philosophy (1921),
An Introduction to Philosophy (1925), and Im(1925).
mortality in Post-Kantian Idealism
He is also a contributor to the projected Encyclop&dia of Protestant Theology, The American Journal of Theology, The Journal of Religion, and other periodicals.

philosophy

BRIGHT'S DISEASE. See NEPEBITIS.
BRILL, GEORGE MACKENZIE (1866An American mechanical engineer, born

).

at
and Chicago Eseaminer and American. He then
went to. the Chicago Tribune (1907-14) and has Poughquag, N. Y., and educated at Cornell Unibeen with te New York Tribune Syndicate since versity. In 1897-1900 he was chief engineer
He was chairman of
1914. His work has been chiefly in the social, for Swift & Co., Chicago,
.

rather than the political field. He waa the creator of "Skin-nay," "The Bays of Real Sport/'
"When a Feller Needs a Friend," "Ain't It a
Grand and Glorious Feeling," "Somebody is Always Taking the Joy, Out of Life," "How to
Start the Day Wrong," "There's at Least One
in Every Office." "A Handy Man Around the
House," "That Guiltiest Feeling," and other reflections of the homely and intimate experience?

of life. The human touch has made his drawings
read daily in millions, of American homes for
more than a djecade. He wrote #010 to Draw

0<w;/o(W&,!(192C).

3&ttQIIA3 YOTJNwr

,

UOTyEBSITY. A

1

co-

'educaticinal institution at Prbvo, tJtah, under
o* the Church, of #esus Christ of
tfceijuspices

the jury of awards on general machinery at the
Panama-Pacific Exposition in in 15 and during
the World War was in the Ordnance Department
with the rank of major. He served also as chief
of the requirement section of the Emergency
Fleet Corporation in 1918. Since 1919 he has
been a consulting engineer in New York City.
BRILL, NATHAN EDWIN (1865-1925). An
American physician, born in New York and educated at the College of the City of New York
and the University of New York. He was physician to Mt. Sinai Hospital, 1891-192$, and
clinical professor of medicine at Columbia, 191 Q-

In 1917 he was made a major o! the medical
reserve corps an4 director of 9ase Hospital No. 3 in France. In,1910'ne discovered an.
25.

officers'

BUIHITOIT

endemic, non-contagious form of typhus fever
which had evidently prevailed in New York City
at intervals for many years, thereafter known
as Brill's disease. He contributed much to periodical medical literature on this and numerous
other subjects and in 1898 translated Klein percr's

book on physical diagnosis under the

title

Clinical Diagnosis.

An
CHRISTIAN
(1870).
BROTTOiST,
American art critic, born at West Chester, Pa.,
and educated at Haver ford College, tho universities of Heidelberg and Paris, and the ticole
du Louvre. Among his works on art arc Modern Artists (100S), Masterpieces of American
Painting (1910), Imprcsftions of Art at the
Panama-Pacific Exposition (1010), Introduction
1o the History of Scandinavian Art (1921), and

many

catalogues and contributions
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to

leading

ing-

with
with

health services, the corporation utilizes
acres, purchased in 1921, which
is to be developed into a complete orthopaedic
establishment.
its

an estate of 70

An
).
(18GSborn in Glassboro, N. J.
He graduated from the United States Naval
Academy in 1887 and was commissioned an
ensign in 1800, a captain in 1013, and a temporary rear admiral in 1018. He made a special
study of gunnery, torpedoes, and air craft and
from 1013 to 1010 was in charge of the development of aeronautics for the Navy. In 1018-19
ho commanded the United States Naval Base at
Plymouth, England. He was a member of the
International Armistice Commission in Belgium
in 1018, and in the following year commanded
tho United States Naval Forces in Turkey. He
served as high commissioner to Turkey in 101020 and waw a member of the International Commission of Inquiry in the Greek occupation of
Kinyrna, in 1910. Ho had general charge of
American interests in Asia Minor during the
Greco-Turkish campaign of 1022 and did eiliBRISTOL, MAKE LAMBERT

American naval

officer,

magazines and art reviews. He also contributed
Art. Christo the Iconographlo Dictionary
oj
tian Briiiton was decorated by King Gustnv V
of Sweden in 1017 and in 1015 was made advisory editor of Art in America.
An
AUTIIUB
(1804).
BRISBANE,
American newspaper editor (see VOL. III). He
bought tlio Washington Times in 1017 and the cient service after tho destruction of Smyrna in
Both of these he relief of refugees and protection of American inJ3r>ening Wittcotntin in 1018.
Ho was one of tho American
sold to' William Randolph Hearst in the follow- terests, 102:3-23.
ing year. In 10 1H ho became editor of tho delegates to tho Lausanne Conference, 3022-SiU.
lie resigned Later he was commander-in-chief of tho United
ni in cr.
Chicago Hrrald and
from tho editorship of the Now York Kwning States Asiatic Fleet.
BRITISH COLUMBIA. A Canadian provJournal in 1021, but continued to write editorials
ince on the Paeiilc coast. Area, 355,855 square
for the Hearst newspapers.
BRISTOL. An important seaport and manu- miles; population in 1011, ;*!)2,-480; in 1021,
facturing city of England. The population at .024,582. In 1021 the urban population num-

KM

the census of 1021 was 870,075; in 1027 it was
estimated to be 885,700. Tho municipal area is
18,700 acres. To enable Bristol to retain its
title aa a flrst-cliiHH port, groat additions have
been made to tho equipment and storage facili1
The
00.000.
ties of the port at a cost of
most important of these is the extension of the
Royal Kdward Dock at Avonmouth, which was
opened by the 1'rince of Wales on May 23, 10'28.
The eastern arm of the dock, which fonus the
main part o the new works, has a water area
of more than 15 acres and contains 3(>00 lineal
feet of quayage.
Equipment and storage facilities include reinforced concrete wharf structures,

transit Hhedw, and grain handling appliances.
The net tonnage of ships engaged in foreign trade
that entered the port in 10i>7 was 2,188,57.1, tho
tonnage of those cleared was 3,3'J7,SSU; the value
of soa-bonm trade in 1020 was
30,510,724. A
now low, level road, iiearly tf miles lwi<$, has
been constructed between the city and tlio (locks
at Avonmouth at a cost of about 800,000, replacing an old luirrmv highway which contained
Tho work inflleep groclkmtB and Mad corners.
volved tho conwtruction of largo retaining walls
and river wallw nnd the. construction of bridges,
one of which is more than 100 yards long and
JH carried on HIX Mpium owing to the trettchenuw
nature of the subsoil. Brmtol has been especially active in the mailer of bousing since the
War. In 1010 a Khortii#e of 10,000 houwcH WMH
dims then, more than 5000 houses
oatuwitod
have been erected through the efforts of the
;

bered 247,502 and tho rural 277,020. The rural
thus comprised 52.8 per cent of tho population,
which wa a gain over the 48.1 per cent of 1911.
The estimated population in 1920 was 501,000.
Chinese immigration was restricted by a head
tax, while- Japanese and Hindu immigrants were
regulated by diplomatic arrangements. Van'
couvor, tlio largest city, had a population in

1021 of 117,217 (100,401 in 1011 ) ; Victoria, tlio
hud 3,727 (91,000 in 1011) ; New Westminster, 14,405 (13,11)0 in 1011). By 1027 enrollment in elementary and secondary sehoola
had increased to 105,008 (44,045 in 1011). Tho
educational ystem also includes 7.3 high schools,
several normal schools, and the provincial tmiversitv. Total expenditures for education in
3011, >2,C>4 1 ,522 ; in 1 027, $8,3 1 1 ,020,
Industry. Only a small proportion of tho
country is under crops. Intensive agriculture
JH tho rules the leading activities centring in
fruit raining, hop growing, stack raining, and
tho cultivation of root crops, Onts are th<*
capital,

mot

importunt field crop. Remit developments were
tho increasing attention given to barnyard animals (poultry, swine, etc.), awl dairy products.
Agricultural production in 1027 WUH valued at
t7G,W)0,20l).
Lumbering, pulpwood, etc., ranked
first among the industries.
Tn 1920 tho value
of products waH $84,802,000.
Of thiH, th pulpwood and newsprint produced wore valued at
$10,315,000. The woods most sought after are
J)oiilnfl fir and white spruce.
Tho mineral production of th(j province ranked ncccmd only to
that- of Nova Scotia,
fn 1D2H, tho total value
of nifnewlH wan $5,372,5tf# cm compared with

corporation and privatft enterprise. To cope
with the slum problem, tho corporation hn also
provided a number of three-story flats. Recent $32,440,800 in 1012. Gold, in 1828, yielded *fc,important acquisitions of the (lity are Colftton 031 ,308; Hilm, $6.18Mftl; coal, 112,033,510;
Hall, one of the largest halls in England and lead, $13,901,412; and copper, *]4,6ft4& Tho
capable of sealing 4000 persons, juud BliWHC undeveloped coal iields are particularly rich.
Castle, a flue, estate of 200 *ireH oji which play- The local fisheries rank next iu importance, the

BRITISH EAST APBICA

1927 catch being valued at $23,227,904. The
leading commercial fish are salmon, halibut, cod,
sturgeon, smelts, sardines, and herring. The
seal industry is economically terminated, as
only natives are permitted to participate in it.

About $32,000,000 is invested in the fishing industry. In 1927, there were in all, 8243 industrial establishments, mainly concerned with the
lumber and fish industries, that represented a
of
capital
$251,051,877
(1926). Employees
totaled 111,812, wages, $175,173,8:56; and value
added by manufacture, $91,788,000. The total
available water power in the province is estimated at over 1,931,142 h.p.; of this, 473,142 had
been developed by the end of 1927 and 465,000
additional horse power was under way.
Trade and Communications. In 1926 there
were 5144 miles of railway in the province as
compared with 1855 in 1912. Ocean-going steamboats and coastwise vessels are operated by the
Canadian Pacific Railway. Communications are
regularly maintained between Vancouver and
Prince Rupert. The Panama Canal is being
utilized to bring Canadian Pacific and Atlantic
ports into closer touch. In 1925-26, 9589 vessels of 10,242,972 tons entered in the seagoing trade and 9954 of 10,766,338 tons cleared.
In the coastwise trade, 35,407 vessels of 15,316,176 tons entered and 35,310 of 15,195,702 cleared.
The trade of the province has increased considerably. In 1912 exports and imports were valued at $20,272,840 and $49,345,161; by 1926
these were $192,457,737 and $73,510,348. Exports consist of minerals (gold, silver, copper,
coal), sea products (salmon, halibut, herrings,
whale products, and oil ) , lumber, furs, skins, etc.
Fruit is shipped in large quantities to the Canadian prairie provinces. During the year ending
Mar. 31, 1029, imports for consumption of the
Province of British Columbia were valued at
$10,243,232; the Canadian exports amounted to
$31,200,257, and the foreign exports to $105,139.

Government. The province's representation
in the Canadian Parliament is 6 in the Senate
and 14 in the House of Commons. Revenues
for 1920-27 were $20,258,915 ($10,479,259 in
1913-14); expenditures for 1926-27 were $17,846,690 ($15,762,912 in 1913-14). Women have
been granted the ballot.
AFRICA.
British posBRITISH
session covering a large area of Africa, and com-

A

EAST

KENYA COLONY, UGANDA

PBOTECTOBATB,
See these articles.
BRITISH EMPIRE. The purpose of this
article is to deal with general matters concerning the British Empire as a whole, the affairs
of Great Britain, Ireland, and the several colonies being set forth elsewhere in seperate articles, to which the reader is referred for details.
Much to the chagrin of its enemies, the British Empire failed to disintegrate, on the outbreak of war in 1914, under pressure of the se-

prising

and ZANZIBAR.

cessionist forces upon which
so confidently counted.

had

ca wore the

German ho^es

German

imperialists
Only in South Afriof an anti-imperial

rebellion measurably gratified, and even there, the
insurrection led by Boer irreconcilable^ (Maritz,
de Wet, Beyers, and, Kemp), in October, 1914,

speedily crushed By, Boer loyalists, Premier
Botjia and Defense Minister Smuts. Conspiracies in India and elsewhere were only flashes in
the tan. The Turkish Sultan's proclamation of
a Holy War failed to move the Moslem masses
in British possessions. The Empire held tothe self-governing dominions
gether. Moreover,

was
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came to the mother country's aid with an enthusiastic loyalty few had ventured to anticipate.
Canada enlisted 595,441 men and sent 432,642
of them to fight overseas; Australia sent 329,682; New Zealand raised an army of 124,211 and
sent 100,444 soldiers and nurses to distant battle
fronts; South Africa mustered 146,515 men, of
30,000 were used in Europe and 43,000
in East Africa, besides conquering German
Southwest Africa and raising a force of 85,000
colored troops and military laborers. India,
instead of rebelling, supplied 1,679,416 men, to
be drawn on for battles in France, on Gallipoli,
in East Africa, while the British garrison in
India was at one time reduced to as few as

whom

15,000 men. Altogether, the dominions, colonies,
and India contributed 3,284,043 men, of whom
202,321 were killed and 428,644 wounded, to
defend the empire to which they belonged.
The War not only demonstrated the strength

but also enlarged the territorial extent of the
Empire. Cyprus, occupied since 1878, and Egypt,
occupied since 1882, were declared British protectorates shortly after Turkey entered the conflict in 1914, and were definitely ceded by the
latter in the Treaties of Sevres (1020) and
Lausanne (1923), along with Palestine and Mesopotamia over which Great Britain became mandatory power, together with the connecting Arabian hinterlands. The former Turkish province
of Hedjaz, having declared independence at Brit*
ish prompting during the War, became a veiled
protectorate, whose nominally independent King
accepted a subsidy and advice from Britain. All
except the northwestern corner of German East
Africa, a thin slice of the Cameroon a, somewhat
less than half of Togoland, and the island of
Nauru, became British mandates as a result
of the peace settlement; but to these should be
added the Australian mandate over German New
Guinea (Kaiser Wilhelm's Land and Bismarck
Archipelago), the New Zealand mandate over
German Samoa, and the South African mandate
over German Southwest Africa. The mandates
gained by Britain and her dominions added 884,500 square miles to the Empire, and if one includes Egypt, Cyprus, and Hedjaz, the total territorial accretion was about 1,300,000 square
miles. At .the close of the world conflict, the
Empire embraced over 2,000,000 square miles and
330,000,000 persons in Asia; over 4,000,000
square miles and 63,000,000 persons in Africa;
4,000,000 square miles and 11,000,000 inhabitants
in America; and 3,250,000 square miles and alin Australasia: a grand
total of more, than 13,000,000 square miles and
nearly half a billion human beings.
So huge an empire proved, in years after the
War, to be not an unmixed blessing. Cyprus,
the mandates, and several older colonies, pre-

most 8,000,0000 persons

sented the harassed taxpayers of England with
unwelcome annual deficits to be paid, while the
maintenance of occupying forces in Mesopotamia,
Persia, and elsewhere was almost incredibly expensive. Moreover, the awakened nationalism of
backward races strengthened the tendency toward
which the need, of financial retrenchment pointed.
Instead of meeting native demands with- bullet
and bayonet, Great Britain granted conditional
independence to Egypt and to Mesopotamia in
1922, withdrew froni Persia and Baku, in 1920-

acquiesced in Afghanistan's reassertion of
independence in }921, and by the Government
of India Act of 1919, Accorded incomplete satisfaction to the Indian aspiration for sicaraj.
21,

BRITISH
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Different in motive, but similar in the tendency
to diminish rather than expand the Empire's
holdings, were the cession to Italy after the
War of the Jarabaib strip on the West-Egyptian frontier and of Jubaland (from Nottheabtorn Kenya), and the promise at the Washington
Conference to restore Wci-hai-wei to China if
the other powers would also surrender their leaseholds.
The most significant political development in
the Empire during and after the War was the
definite assumption by the dominions of a new
status.
For a long while before the War, their
steady growth had been taking them farther mid
farther away from the position of subject colo-

nies.
The thorough-going manner in which they
rallied to the defense of England in the
and the magnitude of their sacrifices gave them

a precedent. Later in 1923,
at the Imperial Conference held in London in
that year, the principle involved was formally
sanctioned by the conference action in declaring
that each dominion was to have the right of
ters as establishing

concluding independent treaties on subjects which
concerned itself alone. The conference also
agreed that the dominions and India were to
be represented on any delegation to a conference
for the negotiation of international treaties by
the Empire. As a result of discussions at the
conference and later, it was definitely established
that the dominions would incur no active obligations under a treaty unless they had formally
ratified it themselves.

The whole subject

of inter-imperial relations
to a head in the important Imperial Conference of 1026. It was opened on October 19,
and was attended by the Prime Ministers of
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa,

War came

a claim to greater autonomy, which could not
be ignored. During the War, this claim was
recognized by the establishment (in 1017 and
1918) of an Imperial War Cabinet and an Imperial War Conference, in which the United
Kingdom, India, and each dominion was represented on an entirely equal basis. Those bodies
had only advisory, and no administrative, powers.
At the Peace Conference, the dominions and
India insisted upon and finally obtained the
right to be represented by their own dologatioiw.
When the League of Nations was constituted,
they demanded separate membership, and as
finally worked out their status within the
League became practically that of independent
nations.

Following tlie War, the relations between the
dominions and Groat Britain were marked by a
continued effort on the part of the former to
act on the presumption that full autonomy was
to be taken for granted, and on the part of the
British authorities a more or less reluctant yielding of ground. Until 1020, however, there can
hardly he said to have been a clearcut official
definition of the new rotations, which indeed
will probably continue to include some ambiguous

points as long as the Empire holds together.
The personal influence of the South African
General Smuts was largely responsible for the
Downing Street policy of placating rather than
reHitfting the dcMre for autonomy.
The Imperial Conference of 1021 "brought no
change in the constitutional status quo, although
it did lead to the adoption of a uniform policy
with regard to the proponed renewal of the AngloJapanese Alliance which Canada opposed and
prepared the way for the Washington Conferonce.
In 1021 the Irish Treaty was signed and
through it certain advances that had been made
toward autonomy for the parts of the Kmpire
were brought to the point of formal acknowledgment. The Irish Free State took on dominion
status. The treaty provision that the new state
was not to be involved in actual war (except in
case of invasion) without the oonwont of ittt own
Parliament was later accepted by the British
government as applying to all the dominions.

In this treaty alo thft term "Commonwealth of
Nations'* was adopted in place of "Kmpire/'
The question of the degree of independence to
bo enjoyed by the dominions came more definitely
to the front in connection with their relations
with foreign eountrioH. In 1023 Canada successfully contended for the right to sign a treaty with
the United HiatcH relating to halibut fisheries
without the cosignature. of a British representative, and the action was considered hi some quar-

and Newfoundland, by the President and Foreign
Minister of the Irish Free State, and by representatives of India and Great Britain. The Committee on Inter-Imperial Relations headed by
Lord Balfour went thoroughly into the chief
phases of the subject and made a report, on
November 19, which was accepted by the conference.
The report deprecated the laying down of
a conMtituiion for the Empire which, it said,
"considered as a whole, defies classification and
bears no real resemblance to any other political
organization which now exists or has over yet
been tried." 35ut it did set forth in definite terms
the root principle of association of the various
parts of the Empire, defining their status in
the following explicit tenn: "They are autonomous Communities within the British Kmpire,
equal in status, in no way Huborclinate* one to
another in any aspect of their domestic or internal affairs, though united by a common allegiance to the Crown, and freely associated as
members of the British Commonwealth of Nations."

While this seemed to settle the question of
status (although it did not specifically mention
foreign relations) it was recognized that, in the
actual conduct of imperial affairs, the principles
of equality and
similarity would "not universally
extend to function." Various changes in existing
detailed jmwtieeH were recommended.
With regard to foreign relations, it watt frankly recognised that the chief responsibility mutst continue
to rest with Great Britain, but that the governing consideration wu&t be that neither Great
Britain nor the dominionn could be committed
to the acceptance of active obligations unless
with the deftuito assent of their own govern-

Tho report recommended the dropping
"United Kingdom" aa applied to
Great Britain and Ireland, and the definition of
ments.
of the

title

the position of the governors general of the dominions a& representatives of the Crown and not
of the British ministry. Another feature of the
work of the conference was the stressing of the
need for ciower communication, particularly by
^ir transport, between the parts of the Empire*
The report of the conference was received without criticism by the various dominions and it
was the senae of thegoyertimentH that their relations with Great Britain needed no further
defining, although several questions, imch for example off the right of secession, were not cleared
up. The emergence of the dominions on the international fltagg as autonomous} nations wan
one more step in 1024 wliwsn the Irish
,

BRITISH HONDURAS

Free State appointed a minister to the United
States to attend to purely Irish questions. In
1926 and 1927, Canada and the United States
also established direct relations through resident

A

ministers at the respective capitals.
similar
right of representation was accorded the other

dominions.

BRITISH H01TOURAS. A

British

Crown

colony in Central America. Area, 8592 square
miles; population in 1921, 45,317; estimated in
1926, 48,584. Belize, the chief town, had 12,661
inhabitants in 1921. Agriculture continues to
engage the population. The exports in 1926
were valued at $3,928,790; imports, $5,065,663.
Of the 1926 exports, $3,208,000 went to the
United States; $245,502, to the United Kingdom
and $206,635, to Canada; of the imports, $2,375,428 came from the United States; $858,149,
from the United Kingdom ; $612,998, from Mexico,
$539,392 from Canada; and $284,630, from
Guatemala. The imports in 1927 were valued
at
808,393. By 1922-23
1,042,317; exports,
revenues and expenditures almost doubled those
of 1913-14. For 1922-23 they were: revenue,
226,114; for 1927-28
234,059; expenditure,
219,373;
they were; revenue,
expenditure,
242,289. The debt in 1928, was 326,660. The
of
to
the
the country
forests
attempts
exploit

show little success, for production of cedar, mahogany, and logwood was considerably lower in
1927 than in 1911.
BRITISH ISLES. See GREAT BRITAIN.
BRITISH LABOR PARTY. See GREAT
BRITAIN, under History.
BORNEO. See STBAITS
BRITISH

NORTH
^^
BRITISH WEST AFRICA.
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SETTLEMENTS.

The general

name given to the following British
in West Africa; Nigeria (colony and

colonies

protecto-

Gold Coast (comprising the Gold Coast
rate)
colony, Ashanti, and the Northern Territories);
Sierra Leone (colony and protectorate). See
;

separate articles.

before

lecture

1927),

the

British

and contributed

Academy, London.
MM. The

articles to

SWbert Journal, Proceedings

of the Aristotelian

and International Journal of Ethics.
BROADCASTING. The development of

Society,

ra-

dio broadcasting, since its start about 1920, has

had the most phenomenal growth of any American industry. David SarnofT, vice president of
the Radio Corporation of America, in 1929

esti-

mated the radio business of the previous year
at $600,000,000 and the number of receiving sets
The total
in the United States at 10,000,000.
number for the world has been estimated at 20,000,000. The sending out of music, lectures,
and other entertainment to be received by the
listener free of charge is uniquely an American
In other countries, the listener is
enterprise.
taxed, the money thus raised being used to support the broadcasting activities. In the United
States, there are over 600 transmitting stations
sending out power varying from a few watts to
50 kilowatts, on frequencies generally lying between 500 and 1500 kilocycles. Many of these
stations send out programmes sponsored by a
client, who pays for the use of the station, as
well as for the artist he engages. The charge
for a station depends upon the estimated number of its listeners, being about $500 per hour
for a good station.
Besides the individually operated stations,
there are many which normally operate as one
element of a chain. Two companies, the National Broadcasting Co. and the Columbia Broadcasting Co., in 1020 controlled these chains from
From the studio of the key
their key stations.
station, the performance is sent out over wires
to the others, and the country may be actually
covered by the voice of a single speaker. On
many occasions the voice of the President of the
United States has been heard by radio listeners
from coast to coast and from the Gulf of Mexico
to the Canadian border. The President's audience actually comprises tens of millions of lis-

teners.
),
BRITTON, NATHANIEL LOKD (1859During the political campaign of 1928, the
An American botanist (see VOL. III). He retwo candidates made comparatively few speeches,
signed as director of the New York Botanical
Garden in 1929. Among his later publications yet it seemed likely that practically every citheard each of them at least

are Flora of

Bermuda

(1918);

The Bahama

Flora, with C. F. Mill spough( 1920) ; Monograph
of the Cactus Family, (with J. N. Rose, 191920).

An
BROAD7 CHARLIE DUWBAB (1887).
English professor of philosophy, born in London,
and educated at Cambridge, where he achieved
high honors as a student of metaphysical and

izen of the country
once. This new method of campaigning is quite
enlightening for the electorate; it is quite easy
to discern the political sincerity of the speaker,
when sitting in an easy chair at home, away
from the torchlight procession and excited
crowds. The importance of this method of a
candidate or his supporter putting his case be-

when it is stated
that each major political party spent ,about
$1,000,000 for radio facilities during the 1928

ethical philosophy. He was successively fellow
of Trinity College, assistant professor of logic
at the University of St. Andrews, lecturer on

fore the voters can be estimated

logic at University College, Dundee, professor
of philosophy at the University of Bristol, and
University lecturer in moral science at Camin common with the rest of the so-called
bridge,

election.

Cambridge group, Professor Broad- approaches
philosophy from the point of view of science.
Mis first work, Perception, Physics and Reality
(1914), was an attempt to find out what knowledge science gives us about the real world. This
investigation is continued in Scientific Thought
(1923). In both of these, he has expounded a
theory of perception involving epistemological
dualism. He also wrote Mind owA its Place in
Mature (1925) ; The Philosophy of Francis
fiacon (an address delivered at Cambridge on
the occasion of the Bacon tercentenary, Octt 5,

Wewton (Annual Master, Mind

A

great change has taken
Receiving Sets.
of
place during the past few years, in the type
receiving set used by the broadcast listener.
Instead of using battery power and head telephones for reception, the modern set, uses power
from the elcttric-light socket and is always
equipped with a loucl-apcaking telephone, called
the loud speaker. The receiving ,set always consists of a few (generally three) Modes and
associated circuits used .for radio frequency amThese stages of amplification are genplificati m.
erally tuned, giving the set sufllcfGnfc selectivity
to separate stations only a few- kilocycles apart.
The average good set today amplifies the signal
from one to five thousand times (in voltage)
before seeding it to the detector* After being
,

,

,

BROADCASTING

A good set will deliver from 0.1 to
watt of undistorted signal to the loud

speaker.
1.0

speaker,

when the

signal picked

up

in the an-

tenna is a few hundred microvolts. The "output" triode should be of at least 10 watts rating
and preferably there should be two of them,
arranged in "push-pull" connection, to supply
power to the loud speaker.
The loud speakers recently have been greatly
improved; when connected to a proper receiving
set, they will reproduce with reasonable fidelity
all frequencies of the received signal from about
70 to COOO per second. This range is covered
only by the moving coil, or "dynamic" speaker;
the older horn type had a much more limited
frequency response, from about 200 to 2000 vibrations per second.
1

Broadcasting

Stations.

tions in the United States are
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reduced to audible frequency by the detector, the
signal is further amplified from ten to a thousand times before being supplied to the loud

Broadcasting

now

sta-

all controlled

by tho Government through the Radio CommisThis body specificn the amount of power
a station may use and the frequency on which
The Radio Act of 1928 ordered
it must operate.
the commission to allocate the available radio
sion.

channels equally between the five zones into
which the country was divided by the act. Those
stations which had been rendering the better
service to tlio listeners were granted powers
from 1 to 25 kilowatts, whereas those stations
serving local listeners are limited to comparaIn allocating power and fretively low power.
quency, the commission was striving mainly to
prevent interference between tho different stations.
Engineers working with the commission
sot up the following more or less arbitrary classification of the range of radio stations, according to their power:

In the latter year, he became deputy
commissioner of mines of Canada and dean of
the faculty of applied science in the University
of British Columbia. As consulting geologist,
lie served in Egypt during the World War in the
Canadian military forces, with the rank of
major. He was a member of many scientific and
technical societies and a fellow of the Royal
Society of Canada, which he served as general
1008-14.

He was general secretary of the Insecretary.
ternational Geological Congress, 1013-22, and of
the Pan-Pacific Congress in 1923. He served a
consulting geologist of the Crown Colony, HongKong, 1920-27. He is the author of The Physical Basis of Canada.

BROCKDORFF, BARON CAY VON

A

(1874-

German writer on philosophical
He was educated in the German state

topuniversities and became professor of philosophy at
the University of Kiel. His philosophical works
include Die Philosophischen Anfangsgrunde dcr
Psychologic (1005), Die Oeachichfe der Philottophie und dcr Problem ihrcr Bcrgrciinchkc.lt
(1006), Die Wissenschaftliche Sclbstcrkcnntnis
(1008), Philosophic und Padnf/ogik (1012), Dis~
kontinuilat und Dialcktik (1014), 7>i*<? "Walirheit
tibcr Bcrgfion (1015), Holies (1010), Rchopcnhauer und die Nachkantibncrn (1010), Descartes
(1023), Englistfie Aufklarung
(1024), and
Deutsche Aufklariniff (102C).
).

ics.

BROCKELMANN,

KARL

(1808-

).

A

professor at the University of Halle (see Voi,.
IV). In 1017 he published Die Altcrcn Tortitufcr dcr Osman ischen Littcralur.
BROD'RICK, ST. JOHN, FIRST KART, OF MinAii
LETOJNT
stsitemwm
(1856).
Knglisli
He beeame Knight of tho Order
(see VOL. IV).
In 1017-18 he served
of St. Patrick in 1015.
on tho Irinh Convention. Ho wiw created Firnt

Earl of Midleton, Ireland, und Viscount DUUBford of Dunsford, Surrey, in 1020.
An
Louis
(180B).
BROMFIEI/D,
Poor
Inttrfrrence
Rating o/ Veri/ffood Good
American fiction writer, born at Mansfield, Ohio,
Service
Service
Station
Service
Range
600 miles who studied at Cornell and Columbia (honorary
100 miles
Smiles 10 miles
50 watts
"
"
B.A. because of service in the World War). IJu
6 "
!JO
500 ""
800 "
1,800 "
"
"
"
20
100
1,000
6,000
5,000 "
served with the American Ambulamte Corps at"
"
"
300
60
2,000
50,000
tached to tho French Army (1017-10) and WUH
awarded the Crois do Guerre. 1 1 is first novol,
See RAIHO TELEPHONY.
The (Urccn Bay Tree (1024), was received with
BROADCASTING MUSIC. See Music, Me- acclaim by the critics. In the following year
chanical Kcproduclioii.
PoHftcsftion was hardly less sueeesssful, and iu
1020 Early Autumn wan awarded the Pulitzer
).
BROCA, (BKNJAMIN) AUGUST (1857A French surgeon who received his medical de- Prize of $1000. Among his Inter workH arc A
gree from the Univcrwity of Paris. His numer- Good Woman (1027); The House of U'omrH, a
ous writings include TraHcment des Tuwcurs play (1027) ; The titrangc Va#c of Afititi Annie.
Blanches chest I'flnfant (1800) ; Traitf, dc Thtira* Spragg (1028) ; and Awake and If chaarse (102!)).
A
).
peitiignc InfankUe, with I^pemlre (lttJ)4); Bur
BRONS03ST, irowARDLooAPT (187SVAnatomic Chirurgiaale et Chirurgic d* Orcille Canadian pliynidnt, born at Wanhington, Coinu,
MoycnnC) translated into Kngliah (1001); and and educated at Vale. In 1004 he \VIIH called to
Legons Oliniquf.8 do Ohirurgio Infantile (1002). McGill University and remained thora until 1010,
During tho World War, Broca produced numer- when he accepted tho Munro chair of phynicrt at
ou works on nnlitm*y surgery, PrMs de JW<?rfe- Dalhousie University, Halifax, N. B. His origieine Opfoatoire 1010) ; La Prothfoe dcaAmpulfa nal work has included studio* on radio activity,
en Chirurgie de Oucrrc (1017); Lett Rtqiicllea high roKistance and standard cells, on which n
Ha was preniOfttto'trrtfoulaireft tie* Plfiieti de (2 item, trans- lias published valuable papiTH.
lated into English (1010); Lir/ations ct Ampu- dont of tho Nova Scotian Institute of Science,
tation*, English translation (1017); Chirurgie 1918-20.
BRONZE A0E. Bcc ARCiir^oixxiT.
do (htcrre et. Aprfa-ffitcrre (1021) ; and Tuberoulow cMrurgiwle ( \ 025
BROOKE, KUPERT (18B7-1015). An EngA lish poet, born at Kugby und educated ut Bug).
BROCK, H*;arNrAU> WALTER (1874Canadian geologist, born at Perth, Ont. Ho by School
K5n#*s College* Cyiinibrldgo, whoro
studied at Toronto Univerity, the School of he later won a fellowship. HIB first publisbed
Mining Kingston, Canada, and Heidelberg. In volume was Po&ms (1911). Two years later he
1897 ho entered tlie service of tho Geological made a trip to America and on to the Samoa n
meanwhile writing letters home about
Survey of Canada, of which he was director in
(

) .

ad
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his travels. These were published at the time
in a London newspaper and have since been published in book form as Letters from America
One
(19 1C), with a preface by Henry James.
other book, 191Jf and Other Poems, published
posthumously, and an essay, John Webster
and the Elizabelhan, Drama, (1910), conclude his
short list of contributions to literature.
Brooke's
writing possessed so much power that lovers of
poetry felt sharply the loss to English literature
caused by his premature death on Apr. 23, 1915.
He had joined the Naval Brigade early in the
World War and was on his way to Gallip'oli when
he became a victim of blood-poisoning. His Collected Poems, prefaced by Edward Marsh, were
published in 1918.

time instructors. The productive funds of the
Institute rose from $389,876 to $1,469,502, and
the annual income from $103,287 to $324,607.
The main college library, known as the Spicer
Memorial, was a gift of the late Captain Elihu
Spicer, in memory of his son Uriah D. Spicer of
the class of 1873, and contained about 5000 volumes in 1028; the other five libraries were the
Mailloux Library for the department of electrical engineering; technical libraries in the de-

SMITH

gineering, bachelor of civil engineering, bachelor
of electrical engineering, bachelor of mechanical engineering, and bachelor of science in chemistry; also the degree of engineer; and the
degree of master, with designation of the
curriculum, upon completion of the necessary study. Among the more recent gifts to
the Institute were the following: Cash from the
estate of Charles E. Perkins, $158,945.19, and
stocks valued at $170,781.50; $6000, annually,
from the United States Shellac Importers Association, for the establishment and maintenance
of a research fellowship on the properties and
uses of shellac; and apparatus and materials
for use in the laboratories from individuals and
industrial concerns. The Institute in 11)28 possessed property valued at $504,388 to he used as
a building site for new buildings. President,
Parke R. Kolbe, PhJD., was chosen as the fifth
president of the Institute in 1J>25, to succeed
Fred W. Atkinson, Ph.D., who had served in that
capacity since 1904.

BROOKHART,
A United
).

WIJLDMAN

(18G9-

States Senator, born in Scotland County, Mo., and educated in the public
schools and in the Southern Iowa Normal School.
After teaching in country and high schools for
five years, he was admitted to the bar in 1892
and began practice at Washington, Iowa. He was
county attorney (1895-1901), served as a second
lieutenant in the Spanish-American War, was
advanced to colonel in the Iowa National Guard,
and in the World War was a major of ordnance
and lieutenant colonel of infantry, serving as a
special instructor in marksmanship. He was
elected in 1922 to the U. S. Senate to fill a
vacancy for the term ending in 1025 and was
again elected as a Progressive Republican in
1926 for the term ending in 1933. He is the
author of Rifle Training in War (1918), and Rifle
Training For War (1920).

BROOKLYN INSTITUTE OF ARTS AND

SCIENCES. An

partments of chemistry, mechanical engineering,
and physics; history and economics library, conmathematics
10,000 volumes;
taining" about
library; department of English library; and
modern languages library. Degrees conferred by
the Institute include: bachelor of chemical en-

institution founded in 1824 in
Brooklyn, N. Y., and reincorporated in 1890.
Until 1917 it was divided into three general deBROOKS, ALFRED HULSE (1871-1924). An
partments, education, museums, and the botanic* American geologist and explorer (see Yol. IV).
garden; in that year the biological laboratory, He was commissioned lieutenant colonel of Enfounded in 1880 under Institute auspices, be- gineers in 1918, and was chief geologist of the
came a fourth department of the Institute. The A.E.F., serving in France from 1917 to 1919.
department of education offered courses in a He was with the American Peace Commission in
variety of subjects, and also arranged lectures February and April, 1919.
An Amerand concerts by prominent men and women and
).
BROOKS, CHARLES (1872eminent artists. By 1928, 1700 members were ican plant pathologist, born in Salem, Ind. He
enrolled in the school of pedagogy; 308,248 at- graduated from the University of Indiana in
tended lectures; and 001,875 engaged in other 1904 and took graduate courses at the University
activities.
In the same year, 701,681 attended of Missouri. After teaching botany at Newthe Museum, and 1,101,653 the Botanic Gardens, Hampshire College and the New Hampshire
which comprised more than fifty acres. .There Agricultural Experiment Station, he became
wore over 20,000 volumes in the library. TJhe in 1912 pathologist at the Bureau of Plant Inreceipts rose from $385,748 in 1917 to $606,680 dustry of the United States Department of Agriin 1028, and the permanent funds from $942,- culture. He was a member of several scientific
400 to $2,070,413. The Institute received a be- societies and carried on researches in fruit disquest of $01,000 from Mrs. Georgietta Proctor eases, especially those of apples.
An
).
for the work of the departments of physics and
BROOKS, 3onN GRAHAM (1846engineering, $10,000 from Mrs. Caroline Mather American author and lecturer (see VOL. IV).
for its general work, and the final payment of He published Labors CJiallenge to the Social
$20,000 on the Robert B. Woodward bequest. Order in 1920.
An
).
Frank L. Babbott succeeded A. Augustus Healy
BROOKS, VAN WYCK (1886as president in 1920, and John H. Denbigh be- American critic, born at Plainfield, N. J., and
educated at Harvard. For a time he was an
came secretary in 1922.
POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE. instructor at Leland Stanford, Junior, University.
An institution for the technical education of In 1920 he went to the Freeman, whose literary
men, in Brooklyn, It. Y., founded in 1853. The editor ho was until that excellent periodical susday registration, which is restricted to 450, in- pended publication in 1924. Early works .pubcreased from a total of 187 in 1914, covering all lished were: The Wine of the Puritans (1909) ;
and The Malady of
Ideal (]913), and John
departments, to a total in 1927-28 of 487,
the evening registration, from 514 in 1914, to dington Symonds -(1914). With the appearance
1483 in 1927-28. There was, in addition, a .reg- of his America's Coming-of-Age ,(1915), it at
istration of 354 in the summer of 1928. The once was apparent that Mr. Brooks, tetter than
the day any one, else in his generation, had placed his
faculty in. the latter year numbered 43 in
reason for America's esthetic.
session and 86 in tjie evening, including part- fingers on the
,

BROOKLYN

1

Me

M-

BROOKS

His appreciation of the material and
sterility.
moral conditioning influence of the frontier on
the development of American cultural life was
a discovery of the first importance. His Ordeal
of Mark Twain
(1919), The Pilgrimage of
Henry Jawes (1925), and Emerson and Others
(1927), really developments of the same theme,
were by many considered the most important
For Henry James,
critical works of the period.
he received the Dial Prise for 1023.
An
).
BB.OOKS, WILLIAM PENN (1851American agriculturist, horn at South Scituate,
Mass., and educated at the Massachusetts Agricultural College and in Germany. From 1877 to
1 887, he was on the
faculty of the Imperial College in Japan and for several years acted as its
president. From 1889 to 1900, he was on the faculty of the Massachusetts Agricultural College.
In 18S9 he became director of the Massachusetts
Agricultural Experiment Station and also acted
as consulting agriculturist, 1918-21. He was a
member of several scientific societies and contributed many reports on agricultural subjects
to their proceedings. He wrote Agriculture
(1901) and (Jcneral Agriculture, Dairying and
Poultry Farming.
An
).
BBOSSABT, FERDINAND (1849American Roman Catholic bishop, born in Germany and educated at St. Francis College, at
Mt. St. Mary Seminary (Cincinnati), and in
Belgium at the College of St. Nicolas and the
University of Louvaiu. From 1872 until 1916,
he was rector iu various towns in Kentucky
or vicar general of the diocese of Covington.
He was biahop of Covington 1910-23. He translated several theological works from the Ger-

man

of Denitte, Meyenberg, and Schaeffer.
RIIODA
(1840brou'ton,
1920). An English novelist (see VOL, IV).
1920.
Her
She died at Head ing ton on June 5,

BROTTOHTON,

a Vow (1914;
Mesh (1917), A

latest uovelw include Concerning

Oth ed., 1920), A Thorn in the
Fool in her Folly (1920).

A

BBOITN, HEYWOOD (CAMPBELL) (1888-

).

newspaper columnist and author, born in
Brooklyn, N. Y., and graduated from Harvard
in 1910. He was connected with the Morning

Telegraph, (1008-09; 1910-12), and served as
a columnist the New York Tribune (1912-21),
the New York World (1921-27) and the New
York Telegram (1.027- ), He was long- the editor of the column 'It Seems To Me" in the
World. He was dramatic critic of Vanity Fair
and a lecturer on the drama at Columbia University in 1920 and at the Rand School in 1921*
IT ey wood Broun has made himself known as a
breezy and outspoken humorist, with now and
then a guarded philosophy breaking the surface
of his mirth. Having served as a war correspondent, he is the author of American Expeditionary Poroeswith General Pershing
the American Forces (1918); also he wrote
Seeing Things at Night (1921) ; The Boy Grew
Older (1923); The Sun Field (1023); Randle
Follow* His Nose (1926) ; and Anthony Com*
stock, Roundsman of the Lord, with Margaret
Leech (1027).
An American
).
BROWN, ALICE (1857author (see Vor* TV), Her later books include
Children of Earth (1915)
Bromley Neighborhood (1917) The Prisoner (1930) ; The Flying
Teuton (101ft) ; Homespun and Gold (1920) ;
The Wind Hetwcen the Worlds (1920) ; One-Act
Mayft (1921); Loui&e Imogen Guiney~~-& Study
The Old Crow (1922); Ellen Prior,

md

j

;
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verse (1923) The Hysterics of Ann (1925) and
Dear Old Templcton (1927).
An
).
BROWKT, ARTHUR JUDSON (1856American clergyman and author (sec VOL. IV).
He was a delegate to the World Conference on
Faith and Order at Lausanne, 1927. He has
written The "Why and How of Foreign Missions
Can a
(rev. ed., 1921), Unity and Missions
Divided Church Save the World? (1915), Hiring
Churches in Non-Christian Lands (1915), Russia in Transformation (1917), The Mastery of
the Far East (1919); rev. ed., (1921), and The
Expectation of Siam (1925).
).
BROWN, CHARLES REYNOLDS (1862An American clergyman (see VOL. IV). In
1920 he was Ingersoll lecturer on immortality
at Harvard University, and in the same year
;

;

published his lectures under the title Living
Again. He is also the author of The Healing
Power of Suggestion (1916), Five Young Men
address (1917),
(1917), Whols Jesus Christ?,
The Master's Way (1910), Story Books of
the Early Hebrews (1919), YaJc Talks (1010),
The ft cliff ion of a Layman (1921), Social Rcluildcrs (Mendenhall Lectures, 1921), The Honor of the Church (1022), Lincoln, the (*reatest
Man of the Nineteenth Century (1022), The Art
of Preaching, Yale University Lynmn ItoecluM"
Lectures (1922), The Larger Faith (192,'J), Why
I Believe in Religion (1923), What Is Vowr
Name? (1924), Where Do You live? (192">),
Ten Short Stories from the Bible (1925), These
Twelve (1920), and The Making of a Minister
(1927).

BROWN,

DBMETRA

KENNETH

(DKMKTRA

A Greek- American au).
(1877thor, born on the Island of Bouyouk Ada, Sa
of Marmora.
She ran away from home to escape
^a prearranged marriage and came to the United
*
States. In 1904 she was married to Kenneth
Brown (q.v.), novelist, and soon began to write.
Her second book, ffaremlik, published in 1009,
commanded wide attention. It consisted of 10
Btudies of Turkish women, A Child of the OriVAKA)

ent (1914) relates the story of the author'*! own
childhood. Other books of hers include The
First Secretary
(1907); The Duke'* Price
(1910); Finclla in Fairyland (1910); In the
Shadow of Islam ( 1911 ) ; The (iraap of the Knit an
(191C); The Heart of the Kalkam (1917); /
the Heart of German Intrigue (19 IB), which
grew out of interviews with King Constantino;
and The Unveiled ladies of titamboul (192*1).
).
BROWN", ERNEST WILLIAM (I860An American mathematician (BCD Vox.. TV).
He was president of the American Mathemat-

Society from 1914 to 1910. In 1920 he
published Tables of the Motion of the Moon.
).
BBOWJtf, FRANK CIIOUTKAU (1H76An American architect, born at Minneapolis*,
Minn., and educated at the Minneapolis School
of Fine Arts and the Boston Art Club and in
Europe. In 1002 he began practice in Boston
and from 1907 until 1919 was editor of the
Architectural Review, In 1010 he became a
member of the faculty of Boston University and
in 1939 head of the department of art anrl arHis publications include Letters and
chitecture,
Lettering (1902)? The Order* of Architecture
(1904) ; New England Colonial House* (1015) ;
Modem English Churchy (1017); The Jtrteh
House (1919); and Modern English Country
ical

nouses

(11)23).

An Ameri(1854).
can architect, born in Fatiqtiier County, Va.,
BROWtf, GLENN

BROWN"
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and educated at Washington and Lee and George
Washington universities and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. He began practice in
1878, and was admitted to membership in important architectural societies of Europe and
America, as well as to the American Academy
in Rome and the National Institute of Arts and
Letters. His
include
publications
Healthy
Foundations for Houses (1885); Trap Syphonage (1886);
History of the United States
Capitol (1900); Papers on the Improvement of
Washington City (1901); Personal Recollections of Charles F. McXim (1916) ; and Roosevelt and the Fine Arts (1919)
He was also the
editor of several series, among them
being the
Proceedings of the American Institute of Archi-

A

.

tects

(1899-1909).

BROWN,

KENNETH (1868An Amer).
ican author and journalist (see VOL. IV). In
1917 he went with his wife to study the Greek
situation; together, they published In Pawn to
(1919). He is also author of Putter
Perkins (1923). See BROWN, DEMETRA.

BROWNE

Jean Paul Laurens, Rene" M&iard and RaffaSlli.
the Ranger Fund Purchase
Prize, National Academy of Design, in 1921; the
Samuel T. Shaw Purchase Prize ($1000) in 1925,
and the Second Altman Prize for Landscape,
N.A.D., in 1926. He was elected a member of
the National Academy in 1926. His work is
represented in the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York, the Art Institute of Chicago, and
of

He was awarded

various other galleries.

An
).
BROWN, WALTER FOLGER (1869American postmaster general, born at Massillon,
Ohio, who was graduated at Harvard (1892),
and studied at the Harvard Law School (189394). He practiced law at Toledo, Ohio from
1894 to 1927. In 1906-12 he was chairman of
the Ohio Republican State Central Committee,
joined the Roosevelt Progressive movement in
1912, and was chairman of the Progressive State
Central and Executive Committee of Ohio
(1912-13), and member of the Progressive

National Executive Committee. From Nov. 2,
1927, to Mar. 4, 1929, he was Assistant Secretary
of Commerce.
He became a member of PresiBROWN, PHILIP MARSHALL (1875).
An American educator and diplomat, born at dent Hoover's cabinet in March, 1929, being apHampden, Me., and educated at Williams Col- pointed Postmaster General.
In 1900-01, he served as secretary to
>.
BROWM", WILLIAM ADAMS (1865lege.
Lloyd C. Griscom and from 1901 to 1903 was An American theologian (see VOL. IV). He was
second secretary for the American Legation at acting provost of Yale University, 1919-20.
Constantinople. He served as Secretary of Le- From 1917 to 1919, he was secretary of the Gengation in Guatemala and Honduras, 1903-07, eral War-time Commission of the Churches.
and as secretary of the American Embassy at He was also chairman of the committee on the
Constantinople, 1907-08. From the latter year War and religion, and a member of the committo 1910, he was Minister to Honduras. Resign- tee of the Outlook, the Committee of Fourteen,
ing from the diplomatic service, he was ap- and the administrative committee of the Fedpointed instructor in international law at Har- eral Council of Churches of Christ in America.
vard University in 1912 and in the following He was a member of the continuation committee
year became assistant professor of international of the World Conference on Faith and Order,
law and diplomacy at Princeton, where he was 1927. He is the author of Modern Theology
later appointed professor of international law and the Preaching of the Gospel (1914); 1$
(1915). He was associate editor of the Ameri- Christianity Practicallef (1916); Modem Miscan Journal of International Law and was an sions in the Far East, privately printed (1917) ;
associate member of the Institute of Interna- Christianity and Industry, addresses (1919);
tional Law at Brussels. He was the author of Minister as Teacher, lectures
(1920); The
Turkey (1914), International Re- Church in America (1922); Imperialistic ReForeigners
alities
(1917), International Society (1923), ligion and the Religion of Democracy (1923);
The Creative Experience (1923) ; and The Life
etc.
An Ameri- of Prayer in a World of Science (1926).
).
BROWN, PRESTON (1872can army officer, born at Lexington, Ky. He
BROWNE, EDWARD GRANVILLE (1862-1926).
graduated from Yale in 1892 and in 1894 en- An English professor (see VOL. IV). He was
tered the Army as a private. He was commis- the author of The Press and Poetry in Modern
sioned 2d lieutenant in 1897 and rose through Persia (1914); Material for the Study of 'the
the various grades, becoming a major in 1916, Bdoi Religion (1918); The Persian Qonstitua brigadier general in 1918, and a major general tional Movement (1918) ; a continuation of his
in 1925. He served as Chief of Staff in the 2d Literary History of Persia (1920); Literary
division at Chateau-ThierTy and St. Mihiel in History of Persia, vol. ii, 3d ed. (1921) ; Translation of Chatdr Magata, with notes (1921) ; and
1018,,. and was Chief of Staff for the 4th Army
1
1
Corps. In August, 1918, he was appointed Com- Arabian Medicine ( 92
An
),
BROWNE, GEORGE ELMER (1871manding General of the 3d Division, serving in
that capacity through the battle of Meuse- American artist born at Gloucester, Mass., eduof Drawing and Painting,
,Argonne. In November, 1918, he became As- cated at the School
sistant Chief of Staff at General Headquarters the Museum of Fine Arts and Cowles Art School
in the occupied German territory. He was ap(Boston) and a pupil of Jules Lefebvre and
pointed instructor in the Army General Staff Col- Bobert Fleury in Paris. He was elected a full
of Design in
lege in 1919. He was awarded the Distinguished member of the National Academy
Service Medal for Exceptional Service for his 1928. He conducted classes in Europe in 1922,
work as Chief of Staff and in other capacities. 1925, and 1927* Mr. Browne's canvases are broad
In 1919-21 he was acting commander of the in treatment and, his manner very energetic. His
throughout Europe
Army War College. In 1921 he was appointed pictures have been exhibited
In 1904 the French govcpnajnanding general of the 3d, Infantry Bri- and the United States.
his
ernment
1st
area.
Thought
painting, "The Bait Sellers
.Corps
gade, IB 1926 he commanded the
collection of
An American of ,Cape Cod/* from tihe Salon.
).
t.$9QWlT, ROT (1879or
landscape painter. 'He was born at Decatur, 111., nine lithographs is ia tjtte Ne,w X fc .Bubjic
iqL'at the Art Stunts' League* New Library. "The Wain leam^ is :in the, National
the Acad^mie Julian, Paris, as a pupil Gallery at Washington.
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control of all athletic sports. The endowment
PORTER EMERSON (1879).
and playwright, born in and building funds were increased in the same
Beverly, Mass. He began writing short stories, year by $1,000,000. In the following year, the
verse, and essays in 1901. He was one of the graduate department of the University was
founders of the Vigilantes in 1916. Among his made a graduate school, with a dean and a regisplays are A Fool There Was (1906), The Spend- trar; and gifts of five scholarships of $1,000
thrift (1908), A Girl of To-day (1915), and each for graduate study at Brown were anThe Bad Man (1920). He also wrote the one- nounced. In 1928 the corporation voted to
act plays, A Hero, In and Out, Married, etc. change the name of the Women's College to
Other works of his are A Fool There Was, a Pembroke College; Prof. Albert Davis Mead,
novel (1908) Peace at Any Price (1916) ; Stars who had been serving temporarily as vice presi
and Stripes (1917); and Some one and Some- dent of the University for several years, was
body (1917).
permanently elected to that office; and the Rev,
BROWNELL, WILLIAM CRARY (1851-1928). Dr. Clarence A. Barbour, of the Class of 1888,
An American essayist and critic (see VOL. IV). president of Colgate-llochester Divinity School,
He wrote Criticism (1914), Standards (1917), Rochester, N. Y., was elected President, to sucAmerican Prose Masters (new edition, 1923); ceed Dr. William H. P. Faunce, who retired in
The Genius of Style (1924); Democratic Dis- June, 1929, after serving as head of Brown for
tinction in America (1928).
30 years. Among the additions to the physical
BROWNING-, JOHN M. (1855-1926). An plant of the institution during the period under
American gun inventor. He was born at Ogden, review were a new stadium, baseball field, and
Utah, and at the ag:e of thirteen made a gun other extensive facilities for sports; liegeman
of scrap iron in his father's gun shop. In Hall, a dormitory provided for by a gift from
1879 he patented a breech-loading rifle and in the estate of John R. liegeman; Marston Mod1884 a repeating rifle. Later, ho obtained many ern Language Building, a gift of Edgar L. Mar-

BROWNE,

An American

novelist

;

other patents on rapid-fire guns. His automatic
guns were adopted by several European governments. The United States government adopted
his automatic pistol in 1908, and his machine
guns and machine rifle in 1918. They were extensively used in the World War* He held the
decoration of the Order of Leopold, of Belgium.

(1837-1923). An J2ngauthor and lecturer (see VOL. IV). He
became bellow of the Arcadia Academy, Rome,
in 1918. In 1921 he was made trustee and
chairman of the British Academy of Arts in

BROWirorG-, OSCAR

lish

,

He is the author, of A ttislory of MeGeneral Hisdiaeval Italy, 568- 1MO (1914),
tory of Italy (1015), History of the Modern
World (popular edition, 1916), and Memories

Rome.

A

of Later Yearn

(192,'J).

BBOWKT-TAIL MOTH.

See

ENTOMOLOGY,

ECONOMIC.

BBOTCNT UNIVERSITY. An

institution of

higher education at Providenco, "R. I., founded
in 1764. It increased its enrollment during the
period 1914-28 as follows: Undergraduate men
students, from 910 to 1324; graduate students,
from 102 to 275; students in the Women's College, from 203 to 500; students in the school of
education, instituted in 1910, from 51 to 100.
The faculty was increased in membership during
the years 1914-28 from 77 to '204; and the endowment was brought up to $9,405,032, of which
$8,931,012 was for the Men's College and $473,419 for the Women's College, the income from
endowment in 1028 being $510,394. The library
was increased to 350,000 volumes by 1928. In
1919, the University liberalized the entrance requirements by modifying the language and
mathematics requirements and increasing the
number of elective courses, as well as making

compulsory a comprehensive psychological test.
During the year 1020, the university charter
was amended, removing the Baptist denominational requirement for president and adding
six undenominational trustees, the charter having originally called for 22 Baptist trustees and
14 of other denominations; entrance requirements were further changed to require more algebra; new officer were created providing for a
student counselor and director of religious activities, an athletic conch as a member of the
faculty,

and an athletic

council,

to have full

ston; Littlefield Hall, a dormitory; Alumna
Hall, for social purposes, at the Women's College
(1020) ; and in 1927 a biological annex, a gymnasium, and a psychological laboratory to house

the

new

psychological department.

BRUCE, ANDREW ALEXANDER

).
(1866born at Nunda Drug, in the
Madras Presidency of India, and educated in
England and at the University of WiHconsm.
He practiced law in Chicago from 1893 to 1898
and in the latter year was appointed assistant
professor of law at the University of Wisconsin.
In 1902 he was appointed professor of law at
the University of North Dakota and from 1904
to 1911 acted also as dean of the College of Law.
He was appointed associate justice of the Supreme Court of North Dakota in 1911 and served
until 1916, when he became chief justice.
In
1919 he was appointed professor of law at tlur
University of Minnesota. Since 1922 he has
held a similar chair at Northwestern Univcrnity.

An American

jurist,

was a member of the Committee of th<*
American Bur Association which invwiigatwl
lie

on the report of court martial proceeding*! in
the United States Army in 1010. lie wan the
author of Property and tfocwl.y (1910), A oPartisan League ( 1921 ) , The Law of Bailments,
and The American Judge (1024) and was a frequent contributor on legal subjects to magazines
r

and newnpapenj.
B&TJCE, MAJ. GEN. SIB DAVIP (18fl5~
),
An English army surgeon and scientific writer
VOL.
.
a
While member on the Adviwory
(nee
IV)
Board of the Army Corps, he (lid valuable research upon the connection between human and
animal disease in Nyaaalaml, Africa (1011-14)*
Prom 1014 until his retirement, with the rank of
major general, in 1010, he was commandant of
the Royal Army Medical College, and in 102425 he was colonel commandant of the Royal
Army Medical Corps. During the World War,
he alrto worked with the War Office, an pathologiPrcal, tetanufvand trench-fever committees.
ident of the British Association for the Advancement of Science (1024), lie was a member
of

numerous other learned Britiah and European

societies, and
and scientific

received many honorary degrees
awards.
An American
BIBUGB, DONALD (1884),
fomter, born at Newtoavllle, Mass,, and edu
,

BRUCE
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cated at Yale University. He graduated from
the Yale School of Forestry in 1910. From that
year until 1916, he was forest assistant, forest examiner, and forestprofessor of the United States
Forest Service. He was professor of
forestry
at the University of California,
1915-24, and
silviculturist, U. S. Forest Service, after 1924.

He

wrote on subjects of forest engineering.
ADDINGTON
H(EIUTC)
(BAYLBT)
An American author (see VOL.
(1874).
IV). In 1916 he resigned as staff contributor

BRUCE,

to the Outlook. He was
psychological adviser to
the Associated Newspapers ( 1 015-17 )
He is the
author of Adventurings in the Psychical (1914),
Sleep and Sleeplessness (1915), Psychology and
Parenthood (1915), The Riddle of Personality
(new and rev. ed., 1916), Handicaps of Childhood (1917), Nerve Control and how to Gain It
and Your
(1918), Self-Development
(1921)
Growing Child (1927). He has edited The Education of Karl Witte (1914) and the Mind and
Health Series of Medical HandlooJcs (1915).
BRUCE, THE RT. How. STANLEY MELBOURNE
A premier of Australia who was
(1883).
educated at Cambridge and served with distinction in the World War from 1914 to 1917, being
twice wounded. In 1918 he was elected to the
Australian Parliament and represented his country before the League of Nations in 1921. He
.

moved to Chicago and

after further study there
under E. Liebling (piano) and B. Ziehn (composition) was appointed professor of piano and
composition at the Chicago Musical College in
1898, a position he still held in 1929. Included
among his works are four symphonies (E flat,
E minor, D, and A) ; three symphonic poems,
Lied des Singschwans, Evangeline, Ein DammerunasbUd; four overtures; Symphonic Fantasy in C; variations on a theme by Beethoven;
A Fairy Tale; two concertos for piano and orchestra, in C minor and F minor; a concerto for
organ and orchestra in E flat minor ; Jerusalem,
a cantata for mixed voices and orchestra; two
male choruses with orchestra, gangers Fluch
and Saxons' War Song; a mass, six parts, a cappella; Psalm 84 for ten parts; six string quar-

tets; two string quintets; a string sextet; and
numerous works for organ and for piano.
A French
).
BRU1TEAU, ALFRED (1857composer (see VOL. IV). In 1925 he was elected
a member of the Academy and made Inspector
General of Musical Instruction. He added to
the list of his works the operas (all produced
at the Ope"ra Comique in Paris), Les quatre
joumees (1916), Le Roi Candaule (1920), Le
Jardin du Paradis (1921), Angelo tyran de Padoue (1928); the lyric scene Le Tambour and
Le Navire; Lieds de France, Chansons a danser
during a period when and Les Chants de la Vie. He also published an-

became premier in 1023,
Labor controlled most of the state governments.
His efforts to make the central Government more
effective were vetoed in the 1926 referendum.
He represented Australia at the Imperial and
Economic Conferences (1923) and at the Imperial Conference of 1926.

In addition to the
premiership, he became Minister for External
Affairs in 1923 and Minister of Health in 1927.
).
BRUCE, W(ILLIAM) CABELL (1800United States Senator, born in Charlotte County,
Va. His education was received at Norwood
(Va.) High School and College ('1875-78) and
the University of Virginia (1879-80) and he
obtained the degree of LL.B at the University
He practiced law at Baltimore,
of Maryland.
1887-1923, He was a member of the Maryland
Senate in 1894 and 1896, being president in the
From 1903 to 1908, he was head
latter year.
of the Baltimore Law Department. In 1910 he
was a member of the Baltimore Charter Commission and he served as general counsel of the
Maryland Public Service Commission from 1910
to 1922. As U. S. Senator for the term 192329, he was an outspoken opponent of the prohibition laws. He is the author of Benjamin
Franklin, tielf-Revealed (2 vols., 1917); John
Randolph of Roanoke (2 vols., 1922); and Below 1he James (1927).
BRUCE, WILLIAM SPIERS (1867-1921).
Scottish explorer and scientist (spe VOL. IV).
Between 1912 and 1920, he marie four scientific
voyages to Spitsbergen, on which region he was

an acknowledged authority.
BRUCE-JOY, ALBERT (1842-1924). An
Irish sculptor (see VOL. IV), whose later ideal
"Thetis and Achilles," "The
subjects include:
Pets," "The Cricketer," "The Fencers," "Tennis"
and "The Boy Scout."

BRUNE,

ADOLPH

GERHARD

(1870-

).

American composer, bom at Bakkum, Gerfrom
many. He received his first instruction
his father and then studied organ with E, Brennecke in Osnabriick. In 1889 he went to Peoria,
five years as- organist
111., ..where -he remained
of St. Joseph's and the Cathedral. He then

An

other book,

La Tie

et

les

CEuvres de Gabriel

Faure (1025).

BRUNEI, broo'm'.
BRUNOT, brun'o',

See STRAITS SETTLEMENT.
FERDINAND (1860).
French philologist born at Saint-Die (Vosges)
and educated there, at the Lycfe Loiiis-le-Grand
in Paris, and at the fieole Normale Superieure.
After teaching in Bar-le-Duc and Lyon, he became lecturer in the history of the French language at the University of Paris (1891), professor (1900), and dean of the faculty of letters
there (1919). He was a member of the Institute
of France and of the High Council for Public
Instruction. His great work was Histoire de la
langue frangaise des origines & 1000 (9 vols.,
1902-27), and his other publications, besides
those in reviews, include Grammaire historique de
la langue franchise (1889), La doctrine de Maiherbe (1891), and La pemee et la langue (1922).
).
BRUtfSCHVICG-, LfiON" (1869French philosopher born at Nantes. On the
death of Lachelier and of Boutroux, he became the
recognized leader of the French school of critical idealists.
Accepting from Boutroux the notion of the contingence of the laws of nature
and from Lachelier the belief in the primacy of
the act of judgment, he transformed the legacy
of his masters into a modern philosophy of
science standing equidistant from pure empiricism and from ontological rationalism. Brunschvicg was educated at the ficole Norniale
Superieure and won a prize from the Academy
of Moral and Political Science in 1891 for a
memoir on Spinoza. Thia youthful work, subsequently revised and expanded by the most
painstaking scholarly research, went through
several editions, and earned for its author the
reputation of one of the keenest modern in-

A

A

terpreters of Spinozism. Through his interest
in the philosophy of the seventeenth century, he
was led to undertake a commentary on Pascal
and published an edition of the Penstes in three
volumes and the complete works in 14 volumes

(1908-21). His philosophic reputation was
based chiefly on two works on the philosophy of

BRYAN
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mathematics and of science. After ascending the
regular academic ladder, Bnmschvicg was called
to the Sox-bonne in 1914. In 1020 he was
elected to the Academy of Moral and Political
Science, and in 1923 he was nominated to the
Legion of Honor, His works include Spinoaa
(1894), Cambronne (1804), La Modalite du
Jugement (1897), Pensees et Opuscules de
Pascal
(1897), Introduction a la Vie de
L'ldeaUsme
Contemporain
I'Msprit
(1900),
(1905), Les Stapes de la philosophic mathematique (1812), Nature etLfoertt (l92l),L'Eoep6ricnce humaine et la Causalite physique, (1922),
and Spinoza et ses Contemporains (1923).

THOMAS LAUDER

(18441916). A distinguished British physician who
devoted much of his time to original research
in physiology and pharmacology. Born in Bowdon, Roxburghshire, he was educated at the
University of Edinburgh. He spent years at
Vienna, Berlin, Leipzig, and other medical centres, in the study of drug action, physiological
chemistry, and physiology. With St. Bartholomews, he discovered the medical uses of amyl
As early as 1874, ho tested a muscle
nitrite.
extract on a diabetic patient and thus claimed
priority in the use of internal secretions. His

BRTOTON",

SIR

principal writings are On Digitalis, his graduation thesis (1868); Tables of Materia Mediea

(1877); Textbook of Pharmacology, Therapeuand Materia Medica (1885); On Disorders
of Digestion (1880) ; lectures on the Action of
Medicines (1897) Index of Diseases and Remedies (1890), translated into German, Italian, and
Russian; Disorders of Assimilation and Digcs*
tion (1901); Therapeutics of the Circulation
(1908) ; and Collected Papers on Circulation and
Respiration (1010). He was knighted in 1900
and made a baronet in 1008.
BBXTSH, KDWABD F. (1847-1927). An American physician and manufacturer born in Dublin,
Ireland. He wan taken to Canada when throe
years of age and later came to the United States.
He took a degree in medicine at Bellevue Hospital Medical College in 1875 and in 1878 settled in Mt. Vernon, N. Y., where he became the
Tie was
city's first mayor, serving four terms.
widely known as a pioneer manufacturer of
kumyfls, now in universal use in tucknoHS.
BRTTSILOBT, br<5o'nMoff, AUCXKI ALEXFJVITCU (1853-1920). A Russian general, born
of a prominent family at Kutais in the Caucasus. Ho wa educated for the army and by
1909 had risen to the rank of a commanding
In Au#ut, 1914, he led the 8th Army
general.
in Galicia where he distinguished himself in
that and the following year, In 1910 he wa
commander on the southwestern front, where
his offensive caused a victory over the Auatrians
near Lutsk, which eased the pressure of the
In
latter on the Italian front for Rome time*
1917, under the Lvov coalition ministry, he was
commander-in-chief for about two months. Ho
accepted the Bolshevist regime, and served under
to Kamoncv* comit as assistant counselor
mander -in -chief (1920), commander in southern
JUussia (1921), then in Moscow, and finally as
head of the chief administration of the Red
Army, a potation which he held at the time of
tics

;

bin death.

BRUSSELS

(Fr. Rnwellee, Flem, Brussel).
Belgium (see You TV) and of
the province of Brabant, situated in lat. 50
The population, in51' N. and long. 40 22' EL
cluding the suburbs, which form 12 distinct com-

The

capital of

munes and are the seat of most of the industries
of Brussels, was 663,(547 on Dec. 31, 1012; 680,268 on the same date, 1919; 684,870 in 1920;
775,039 in 1921; 783,522 in 1922; 787,000 in
1923; 794,311 in 1924; 801,656 in 1925; and
808,664 in 1926. The city is governed by a
burgomaster, aided by seven aldermen and a
town council. In 1921 the entire areas of Laeken, Haeren, and Neder-Over-Hcmbeek, and sections of Molenbeek-Saint-Jcan and Schaerbeek
were incorporated as a part of the city, raising
the number of suburban communes from 8 to 12.
The foremost manufactures are lace, wool, cotton, wood, and leather goods.
An international commercial fair, the object
of which is to afford manufacturers an opportunity to bring their products to the notice of potential buyers from all parts of the world, is hold
annually in the Great Hall in the Pare du Cinquantenaire. At the ninth fair, which was held
in April, 1928, there were 2889 exhibitors. Bel-

gium had 1845 representatives; France, 440;
Germany and Japan, 135 each; and Great Britain,
120. The Museum of Ornamental and Monumental Arts also is located in the Pare du Ciuquantcnairc, and in the old Porte de Hal IK
installed the Museum of Arms and Armor, a collection which includes souvenirs of Belgium's
military past down to the World War. Tu contrast to the thirteenth-century Church of Saints
Michel and Gudulc ifl the modern Church of St.

Mary, built in Byzantine

known

style.

Belgium's Un-

at the foot of the
column, surmounted by a statue of Leopold 1,
in the Place du Congrea,
History. In 1914 the Belgian Army did not
defend Brussels, and on August 20 of that your
German troops, led by General Sixt von Arinin,
occupied the city, wMeh became the seat of the
German eivil government and of the Governor
General of Belgium. On Sept. 2, 1014, Field
Marshal von dcr Goltz was appointed to the latter
position, and in the following year he wan KUCceeded by General von Biasing. The citizens followed a policy of passive resistance led by BurgoSoldier

is

buried

master Adolphe Max, who was deported, am!
Alderman Maurice Lemonnier. The city WUR the
headquarters of the Comitc National de Sewwrs
which, with the aid of the American Committee*
under Herbert Hoover, organized the feeding of
the Belgian population.

The Germans

left

Bruw-

November, 1918, and on the 18th
of that month, the King and Queen of the Belgians made a state entry into their capital.
From July to December 1020, three international
financial conferences wen* hold in BniiwelK.
BRUSSELS COKFEEENCE. See REPABAselw early in

TIDNB.

A forCHAtttES W. (1807).
of Nebraska, born at Satem, III,
He is the younger brother of William Jennings
Bryan. He was educated in the public wnoolft
and for a short time read for the fair but noon
relinquished these studios to take up farming.
For many year*, he wa tiwiodftted with hi*
brother in politics and in the editing of Tho
Commoner. For five year* he was editor and
proprietor of the American Home*t6&. He was
mayor of Lincoln, 191M7. In 1022 he ran lor
governor of Nebraska and carried that not"
xoally Republican State by a majority of 00,380*
He was tendered the nomination for the vice
presidency by the Democratic National Convention in July, '1024. While governor, he estab*
BBYAH-,

mer governor

Halted state gasoline filling stations.

BBYAN
BRYAN,

).

An and

American university president (see VOL. IV).
On his resignation from the presidency of Colgate University, he became president of Ohio University in 1921.

BRYAN

An

1

,

NATHAN PHILEMON

(1872-

).

American legislator and judge (see VOL. IV).
He became judge of the United States Circuit
Court of Appeals, fifth judicial circuit, in 1920.
BRYAN, WILLIAM JENNINGS (1800-1025).
Ex-Secrotary of State of the United States (see
VOL. IV). He resigned as Secretary of State
on June 0, 191 5. In 1018 he became president
of the National Dry Federation. After 1020 he
changed his legal residence from Nebraska to
Florida. As a delegate to the National Democratic Convention of 1024, lie opposed a resolution denouncing the Ku Klux Klan. In religion,
he became a leading exponent of fundamentalJ

He

aided the prosecution of John T.
Scopes, the Dayton, Tenn., schoolteacher charged
with teaching evolution in violation of a State
law. He died a few days after the trial. He
is the author of The Making of Man (1014),
Man (1014), A Message from Bethlehem (1014),
The People's Law (1014), The Price of a Soul
(1014), Royal Art (1014), The Value of an Ideal
(1^14); Prohibition, an address (1016); The
War in Europe and Its Lesson for Us (reprinted,
1010) World Peace, a debate with William Howard Taft (1017), The First Commandment
(1017), Heart-to-heart Appeals (1917), The
Menace of Darwinism, and the Bible and Us Enemies (1021), and In His Image (James Sprunt
Lectures, 10th series, 1022). After his death,
on July 20, 1025, there was published The
Memoirs of William Jennings Bryan, by himself and his wife, Mary Baird Bryan.
An
).
BRYAN, WILLIAM LOWE (I860ism.

,

American psychologist and university president,
born at Bloom ington, Ind., and educated at the
universities of Indiana, Berlin, Paris, and
Wurzburg. He taught philosophy as a member
of

the

faculty of

the

University of Indiana

became vice president,
and in 1002 president, of the university. In
(1885-

),

and

in 1803

1010 he was chosen trustee of the Carnegie
Foundation. His principal professional contributions to psychology have dealt with the development of motor ability and the psychology
of occupations. Tie is the author of The Repub(with his wife, 1808) and The
lic of Plato
Spirit of

Mian*

(1017).

BBYAN-CHAMOBBO TBEATY.

See NIC-

ARAGUA.
(1838-1022).
JAMES, VISCOUNT
English writer and diplomat (see
later
his
VOL. IV). During
years he was an
ardent supporter of the League of Nations.
When lie was 83 years old, he published his last
book, Modern Democracies (1921). It is a comparative history of several democratic governments,
BBYtf
(mar) COLLEGE. A npnsectarian institution for the higher education
of women at Kryn Mawr, Pa., founded -in 1880;
Throughout the period from 1014 to 1028, the
enrollment remained about the same, with a
registration of 494 in 1028-20. The faculty in
the autumn of 1928 numbered 70 members. The
number of volumes in the library was increased
during the period under, review from 74,293 to
120,500, and the productive funds of, the college
from $1,184,323 to $5,481,000, largely as a result
oi endowment campaigns conducted in 1918-2Q

BRYCE,

An eminent
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ELMER BURRITT (1865-

A

summer school for women workers
in industry was opened in 1021 under the direction of a committee composed of an equal number of representatives of the college and of women
workers in industry, and was held annually
thenceforth.
department of music was also
established in 1021; in 1925 a $500,000 fund was
raised for the endowment of the department
of music, and to permit the building of Goodhart Hall, for student organizations and the department of music, which was completed and
dedicated at the close of the college year in 1028 ;
and a system of reading for honors was intro1925.

A

duced in 1927-28.

President, Marion

Edwards

Park, Ph.D., LL.D., succeeded M. Carey Thomas,
Ph.D., who resigned in 1922, after serving for
28 years as president of the college.
BBYUSOV, VALERY J. (1873-1924). A Russian poet, novelist, and critic, born in Moscow.
With Balmoiit (q.v.), he was one of the leading
symbolists and helped found the Modernist
school.
Also, like Balmont, he was strongly influenced by Poe's works.
His first verses, published in 1894, show an affinity to the French
Symbolists, but his later works were of a more
classical character. He wrote of the modern
industrial city, and using Pushkin as a model,
emphasized the horrible. He edited The Scales
during its existence, and later the literary section of Russkaja Myslj. At first, he was ridiculed, but eventually he was recognized as a

master of classical literature. His works include Stephanos (1005) The Avis of the Globe,
short stories and plays (1007)
The Flaming
The Far and Near, two
Angel, a novel ( 1909 )
volumes of essays, and The Republic of the
Southern Cross, and other Stories (1918). His
complete works in 25 volumes were published
;

;

;

in 1012. He translated many foreign poets, including Verlaine, Maeterlinck, D'Annunzio, Oscar Wilde, and Verhaeren.
Jewish
).
BUBER, MARTIN (1878author and scholar, born in Vienna. His principal works are Die Geschichte des Rabbi Nachman (1006), Die Legende des Baalschem (1007),
Ekstatische Itonfessionen (1008), Reden und
Gleichnisse des Tschuang-Tse (1910), Drei Reden
fiber das Jvdentum (1911 ), Daniel (1913), Vom
Geiste des Judentums (1015), Die Judische Bewegung (1017), Die Rede, die Lehre und das Lied
(1917), Worte an die Zett (1919), Cherutk
(1919), Der Eeilige Weg (1919), and Der
Qrosse Alaggid (1921). Buber edited the Kalevala and Die Gesellschaft, a collection of socialpsychological monographs (190&-13). He translated Die Schrift in collaboration with Fraiiz
Eosenzweig (1925) and Des Baalschem Unterweisvng (1027).
BUBONIC PLAGUE. An epidemic of this
affection at Dakar, West Africa, in 1014-15,
showed that it may be transmitted directly from
man to man in the bubonic as well as pneumonic forms and that the rats then become attacked
It further appeared that patients
secondarily.
with bubonic plague are often vigorous-looking
and able to travel long distances and that the
white residents in cities like Dakar are not

A

.

much exposed
'There,

to contagion.

has been an unusual opportunity, of

inroads in, new territory especially,
Up to 1899 the disease was
practically unknown here or at least had never
penetrated beyond the .seaports. la, 1901 the
rats of the 'Cape Town, docks developed, an epizo&tic of plague and from ,tfrat time on the dis-

studying
in

its

South Africa.

<

BTTCHAN

ease has been classed among the endemic maladies, cases in mankind standing in a natural relationship with rat infection. In the period
19 16-1020 spontaneous cases developed in certain localities which for a long time baffled the
health authorities. Not until 1921 was it shown
beyond doubt that certain species of wild rodents were suffering from the disease and were
in position to transmit it to human victims.

These included mice and ground squirrels. In
1923-24 a serious epidemic broke out in the
Orange Free State in which 329 people were
victims with a mortality of almost 60 per cent.
About 12 per cent of the victims died of the

At the same
time, the rodents of this area had been nearly
exterminated. They were chiefly wild but had

pneumonic form of the

disease.

they belonged to the semi-domestic species like
household rats and mice which seem to have
escaped the epizootic the ravages must have
been infinitely greater. The flea parasites of
wild rodents seldom attack the domestic species.
A
).
BUCHA3ST, bfik'an, JOHN (1875British author and member of Parliament, born
at Perth and educated at Glasgow University
and Brasenose College. He received the Newdigate Prize in 1898. In 1901-03 he was private
secretary to Lord Milner, then the High Commissioner of South Africa, and in 1906 joined
the Edinburgh publishing firm of Thomas Nelson & Sons of which he became a director.
He was elected a member of Parliament as a
Conservative in 1927. His early publications,
which include The African Colony (1903) and
A Lodge in the Wilderness (1906), are obviously based on his- early life in Africa. Among
his later publications are some exceptionally
well-written novels and accounts of the World
War, particularly a History of the Great War
(1921-22; 4 vols., 1923). The last mentioned
is

an

effective

A few of his

summary

of its gigantic subject.

more recent books are Lord Minto:
A Memoir (1924) John Uacnab (1925) ; Witch
Wood (1927); The Runagates Club (1928);
Montrose, a brilliant study of Scottish history
(1928); and Courts of The Morning (1929).
BUCHAREST, TBEATY OF, MARCH, 1918.
See RUMANIA.
;

A Ger)
BtfaHER, buk'er, KABL 1847man historian and economist, born in Kirberg.
He studied history, philology, and economy at
(

.

Bonn and Gottingen and was

professor at the
universities of Dorpat, Basle, and Karlsruhe,
and rector at Leipzig. He wrote many works
on economic and social topics, among them Die

Aufstande der Unfreien Arbeiler (1874), Die
Frauenfrage im Miitelalter (1882), Die Gewerblichen Betriebsformen in Ihrer Historischen Entwicklung (1892), Arbeit und Rhylhmus, 5th
ed. (1019), Der Deutsche Buchhandel und die
Das Zeitungswesen
(1904),
Wissenschaften
(1911), Der Deutsche Kaufmann und die Handelshochschule (1911), Unsere ISache und die
Tagespresse (1915), Das Stadtische Beamtentum in Mittelalter (1015), Die Deutsche Tagespresse und die Kritik (1917), Der Sozialismus
(1919), and Lebenserinnervngen (1919).
A Ger),
BTJCHHORN, JOSEF (1875man writer, born at Cologne. He has 'been
connected with various newspapers and has published Die ffohenstauffen, a novel (1908) ; Lug.

insland, a volume of sketches of the lower
lUiine (1909); the plays, Studenten and Behn-

sucht (1918) the comedy, Der Schafer von Jena
(1920); some volumes of war verse, Deutsche
;
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Jugend,

Wach Auf
9

spiegel (1920); and
tant character, like

Der Deutsche Zeitnumerous works of a mili-

(1917)

;

Wir Vergessen zu Leicht
(1917), Zwischen Goethe und Hcheidemann
(1919), Politik und Presse (1919), Bekenntnisse (1920), Hindenburg, der Fiihrer in Unsere
Zukunft (1920), and Lasst uns vom Reiche Zeugen (1921). He recently published Margaret
Helmers, a novel (1922) ; the plays Bartholomaus Blume, Die Michelstrude, and Schill;
a volume of stories from the Rhine Zwischen den
Wet tern (1927); and the novel, Abgeordnete
Meyer (1927).

A

).
boog'ner, MAX (1881writer, born at Munich. He studied at
the university, specialized on the history of the
Carolingian period, and wrote, among other

BTJCHNEB,

German

works, Bine Uumanistische Lobrede auf Kilian
von Bibra (1908), Entstehung und Ausbildung
der Kurfiirstenfabel (1912), Bayerns Teilnahme
an den Dcutschen K6nigswahlen (1913), Grundlagen der Beziehungcn ewischen Landeskirche
und Thronfolge im Mittelalter (1913), Biographic des Aldnch (1914), Zum Briefwechsel Sinhards und des Anseigs (1918), Einhard als
Kilnstler (1919), Einhardt's Kunstler und Gelehrtenleben (1922), and Schwarssrotgelb und
Sch icarerotweiss ( 1 924 )
BTTCHTEL, buk'tel, COLLEGE. See AJKRON,
.

UNIVERSITY

OF.

BUCK, BEAUMONT BONAPARTE
An American army officer, born

(1860in

).

Mayhew,

He graduated from the United States
Miss.
Military Academy in 1885 and was commissioned
second lieutenant in the same year. During the
Spanish- American War, he served as major of the2d Texas Infantry. He was commissioned captain in the Regular Army in 1899, lieutenant
colonel hi 1914, colonel in 1916 and brigadier
geueial of the National Army in 1917. He commanded the 28th Infantry of the 1st Division of
the American Expeditionary Force in 1917, and
in the same year was given command of the 2d
Infantry Brigade of the 1st Division. In 1918
he was appointed commander of the 34th Division and participated in the first ail-American
offensive in 1918. He also took part in ail the
other major campaigns of the American troops
in France.
In November, 1918, he returned to
the United States and was appointed commander
of Camp McArthur. lie served as commander
of various other camps and departments and in
1921 became acting chief of staff with the 90th
Division of organized reserves. He was retired
in 1924.

WILLIAM WARWICK (1859English professor of law. He attended Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge,
and was later called to the Inner Temple Bar.
Elected a fellow of Cambridge in 1887, he became a law lecturer there in 1895, a tutor in
1903, and in 1914 Regius professor of civil law.
He was made president of Gonville and Caius
College hi 1923, An honorary LL.D. degree was
conferred on him by the university of Edinburgh, and the honorary Dr. en Droit degree by
the universities of Lyou and Louvain. Besides
contributing, to various publications, he wrote
Works on Roman Private Law.
BUCKNTELL TTNTVEBSITY. A coeducational Baptist institution, offering courses in

BUCKLAND,
).

An

liberal arts, biology, education,

and

commerce and

fi-

engineering, at Lewisburg, Fa.;
founded in 1846 as the University of Lewisburg,
but renamed in 1886 in honor of its benefactor,
nance,

BUDAPEST
William Bucknell.

During the period 1913 to
1928-29, the registration increased from 600, of
which one-sixth was in the preparatory departments, to 1097; the faculty was increased
from 48 members to 71 and there was a summer
session in 1928 with a registration of 318. The
funds increased from $1,250,000 in
Productive
913 to $1,700,000 in 1928 and the income in
the latter year was $534,000.
campaign to
raise an additional $1,000,000 for the endowment fund was successfully completed in 1926;
a dormitory to accommodate 170 women, and the
Ziegler Memorial Infirmaty, a gift of Mrs. Ziogler, in memory of Dr. S. Lewis Ziegler of Philadelphia, were completed in the following year;
and a new botany building with a large greenhouse, and a new dining hall for women were
erected in 1928. Emory W. Hunt, D.D., LL.D.,
D.C.L., became president in 1919.
;

A

BUDAPEST, boo'da-pest. The capital of
Hungary. The population in 1927 was 971,169.
The new commercial free port of Budapest, situated on Cscpel Island, about 2% miles below
the city, was opened on Oct. 22, 1928. It comprises an area of about 1*500 acres and cost about
$4,500,000. It consists of two parts, the free
port and the petroleum port. The free port has
a length of 1000 meters (3280.8 feet) and is
about 150 meters (492 feet) wide. Barges can
be accommodated along the wharves for a distance
of about 2200 meters (7217.83 feet) and there is
a depth of water of 2.6 meters (8.53 feet) above
the low-water mark in this part of the Danube.
The big grain elevator comprises 14 floors and
has capacity for 45,000 tons of grain. The petroleum port is situated south of the free port
and comprises a basin of 360 meters (1181.1
feet) long by 120 meters (393.7 feet) wide.
This part of the port was finished in 1924 and
during 1928 handled about 70,000 tons of oil.
The Sfcechenyi Suspension Bridge, the oldest
fixed bridge across the Danube, has been rebuilt
by complete renewal of the cables and suspended
structure and reinforcement of the anchorages
at a cost of 6,500,000 kronen, equivalent to
$1,300,000 at the time. The main span of the
bridge is 665 feet centre to centre of piers; the
side spans from pier centre to face of anchorage
are 288 feet earn; the length of the bridge between outer ends of anchorages is about 1500
This masterpiece of engineering was built
feet.
between 1838 and 1848 on the initiative of Count
Stephen SzAchenyi. From a technical point of
view the Elizabeth Bridge, built between 1898
and 1903, is the most important construction
in Budapest. It has a single span of 290 meters
(over 300 yards) in length, being the longest
span in all Europe.
A iportion of tbe Millenary Monument, which
was begun in 1896 to commemorate the thousand

Hungary, was destroyed during the Comnmne in 1919. In the niches are
statues of Hungarian kings and bas-reliefs representing historical scenes. New museums, include the Museum of the Hungarian National
Association of Plastic Arts and the Agricultural
Museum, built with a view to representing all the
important characteristics of Hungarian .agriculture beginning with the Roman Age. The latter
is situated on Sx6cbenyi Island in the Town Park
The building is a reproduction of the anlake.

years' existence of

cient castle of "Vajda-Hunyad," a special feature
of which is the magnificent Hall of Knights,, On
the -east side of the lake stands a bronze statue
of Gfcorge Washington, erected by Hungarian'

,

,
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Americans. Other recent buildings are the
Church-House and College of the Piarists erected
in 1915 and the National Archives, in TComan
The Szadadsag Te"r (Libstyle, erected in 1918.
erty Square) contains four statues representing
the portions of the country severed from Hungary
by the Trianon Peace Treaty of 1020.
)
BUDGE, SIR ERNEST A. VVALLIS (1857An English Orientalist (see VOL. IV). He retained his position as keeper of Egyptian and
Assyrian antiquities at the British Museum until
1924. He was knighted in 1920. Among his
numerous books are Papyrus of Ani (1913);
Rosclta Stone (1913); Short History of the
Egyptian People (1914); Literature of the Ancient Egyptians (1914) ; Egyptian Wall-Painting
(1914); Egyptian Sculptures (1914); Assyrian
Sculptures (1914); Miscellaneous Coptic Texts
in the dialect of Upper Egypt (1915) ; By Nile
and Tigris (1920); An Egyptian Hieroglyphic
Dictionary (1920); The Seven Tablets of Creation (1921) ; The Queen of Sheba and Menyelek
(1921 ) ; Legends of the Virgin 1922) ; 110 Miracles of the Virgin (1923) ; Fairy Tales (1923) ;
Tutankhamen (1923); Baraldm and Y^wasef,
2 vols. (1923); The Teaching of Amenemapt
(1924) ; History of Assi/riology (1925) ; Babylo*
nian Life (1923) ; Dwellers on the Nile (1920) ;
Cleopatra's Needle (1927) ; History of Ethiopia
(Nubia and Abyssinia) (1928); Cave of Treasures (1928) ; Book of the Saints of the Ethiopian
Church, 4 vols. (1928); Divine Origin of the
.

(

and The Monks
Craft of the Herbalist (1928)
Khan (1028).
BUDGET, AMERICAN. See FINANCE AND
;

of Kvbltti

BACKING.

BT7ERGER,

bur'ger,

LEO (1879-

).

An

American surgeon distinguished as a "bacterioHe
logist, urologist, and blood-vessel surgeon.
was born in Vienna, received his medical training at Columbia University (M.D., 1901), and
studied at the surgical clinic of the University
of Breslau (1905-06). Later, he became professor of urological surgery at the New York

Poly el in ic Hospital. He has been a prolific
writer on bacteriology and urology since 1909 and
some of his urological papers have appeared in
the French and German special journals. His
recognition of a disease named by him thromboangitis oblitcrans caused him to be widely
known. This affection is often spoken of as
"Bucrger's disease." His earliest paper on the
subject appeared in 1909 and in 1924 ho published a large monograph, The Circulatory Disturbances of the Extremities.
BUFFALO. A city of New York State, the
second in population and one of the Great Lakes
ports. The population increased from 423,715
in 1910 to 506,775 in 1920 and to 555,800 in 1928,
by estimate of the Bureau of the Census. In
1916 the city adopted the commission form of
government. It provided 'for a council, composed
of the mayor and four commissioners elected at
large on a'nonpartisan ticket for four-year terms.
This was changed in 1928 to a councilmauic form
of municipal government. Several important
municipal improvements recently have been efA tunnel 6500 feet long WAS bored to
fected.
carry the water from Lake Erie to the city's
flew pumping station and a new water purification' plant was built at a cost of $4,000,000.
high-pressure system fot fire '.protection was
Tlie outer
installed' in the business districts'.
harbor was improved; the Buffalo River was
deepened and enlarged upstream; and a new

A
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drawbridge was

On Aug.

3927 the International Bridge between Buffalo and Fort Lee,
Ontario, was formally dedicated. The New
York Barge Canal system was provided with
two large terminals for the transfer of cargoes
from the large lake freighters. In 1028 the city
had 37.4 miles of water fiont, two-thirds of
which had been improved, two water-front parks
being constructed by reclaiming land from Lake
Erie and Niagara Hiver. Among the office
buildings and other structures which have been
constructed are the Buffalo Athletic Club, the
Elks Club Building, the Liberty Bank Building,
the Saturn Club, the Rand Building, the New
York Central Railroad Terminal, the National
Sciences Museum, and seven branch libraries.
The Buffalo Normal School, the largest in the
State, is being replaced by a larger State Teachers College. The University of Buffalo, Canisius
College, and other private institutions are being
enlarged, and four new high schools and 23 pubThe number of
lic schools are being erected.
dwellings constructed within the city's limits
increased from 2007 in 1914 to 3615 in 1923; in
1028 approximately 3000 were constructed.
The assessed valuation of property in Buffalo increased from $346,560.790 in 1914 to $1,059,000,000 in 1928, according to local estimate; the
net debt in 1927 waa $78,185,000.
Buffalo has the greatest diversity of industries
of any manufacturing city. During and following the World War, it became the largest airplane manufacturing city, the largest aniline
producing centre, and one of the most important
rubber and tire centres in the United States.
After 1920 several new flour-milling companies,
which increased the annual output of flour approximately from 6,000,000 to 10,000,000 barrels,
were added to the city's industries; and the capacity of
struction,

built.

7,

grain elevators, all of modern conwas enlarged to 41,000,000 bushels.

its

Buffalo is also an important steel, iron, copper,
and brass centre. Its industries which numbered
2225 in 1914 were increased to 2500 in 1928.
The number of wage earners increased from 54,416 in 3914 to 75,899 in 1919, while the value
of products manufactured increased from $247,516,000 in 1914 to $034,410,000 in 1910. In
1925, according to the U. S. Census of Manufactures, 60,015 pei-sous were employed in these
industries and received $90,000,000 in wages.
The value of products manufactured was $675,436,000. The growth of industry forced the
greater utilization of the hydroelectric power
resources of Niagara Falls, so that by 1928 more
than 95 per cent of the power used was from
that source. Commerce has developed to such
an extent that Buffalo is the largest inland
port in amount of tonnage, and the fourth port
in foreign import commerce in the United States.
BXTGAYEV, B. N. See BYELY, ANDREY,
BUILDING. See ABCHITBCTUBE ; CITY PLANNING.
BtTISSON , bwS'sdN', FBBDINAND (EDOUARD)
A French administrator, publi).
(1841cist, and pedagogue (see VOL. IV), who again
served in the Chamber of Deputies (1919-23).
From 1916 to 1920, he was president of the
League of the Rights of Man, and in 1927 he
was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. He wrote
Lc fond religieiia de la morale lalque ,(1919).

tion in 1922, 689,907.
In spite of Austrian occupation since 1777, the population was largely

Rumanian and Ruthenian. The largest town.
Cernauti (Czernowitz), had an estimated population of 100,000 in 1920. The inhabitants,
densely settled on the land, devoted themselves
to agriculture and its by-products, the most
important industries being brewing and flour
The cultural level of the people was
milling.
low, and illiteracy was higher there than in any
other of the former Austro-Hungarian crownlands except Dal mat ia. Late in 1918, when the
fall of the Austrian monarchy seemed imminent,
the people expressed their desire for reunion
with Rumania, only the Ruthenians, who indeed
were in a plurality, dissenting because of their
traditional friendship with Austria. The Treaty
of St. Germain allocated almost the whole province to Rumania except for a small territory in
the north crossed by the railroad running from
Zaleszcyki to Kolomea and including a railroad
junction which was given to Poland. In 1920
Bukowina's national council was dissolved and

a provincial government was erected, drawing
Buits powers from the central Government.
kowina is represented by 19 Senators and 16
Deputies in the Rumanian Parliament.

A

BULGA'RIA.
European kingdom situated
in the Balkan Peninsula. Area in 1926, 39,814
square miles; in 1914, 43,305 square miles.
The census of Dec. 31, 1926, recorded 5,483,125
inhabitants. By the census of 1910, there were
4,337,51'S inhabitants to which were added 130,000 people in 1913, as a result of the territorial gains of the Balkan wars.
By the Treaty
of Neuilly, Bulgaria was compelled to cede to
Jugo-Slavia the following districts on its western front: Tsaribrod (21,000 Bulgarians and
no Serbs), Bosilegrad (22,000 Bulgarians and
no Serbs), Strumitsa (25,000 inhabitants, mostly

Bulgarians with a few Macedonians and no
Serbs), and a portion of the Timok Valley. To
Greece went Westem Thrace, thus depriving
(See
Bulgaria of her outlet on the JEgean.
THRACE.) The capital, Sofia, in 1926 had 213,1C2 inhabitants. Other large towns, with their
populations in 1920 are Phillippopolis (85,188), Varna (60,787), Ruschuk U5,672), Slivno (29,335), Plevna (29,063).
Agriculture and Industry. Agriculture as
the chief occupation engages two-tin r,ds of the
people, most of whom possess their lands outIn 1921, 9,290,175 acres were under
right.
cultivation. The accompanying table indicates
the principal crops and their yields (in short
tpns) for 1909-13 and 1927.

1

b67>'kO-ve"na.
a
BTJKOWIN'A,
Formerly
crownland of Austria, but since November, 1018,
a Rumanian province. Area, 4030 square miles;

population in 1910, 800,098$ estimated popula-

*

Comprising territory within present boundaries..
tTTnit, metric ton.
f.TJnit, pound.
t19,14.
Unit, gallon of must.
II

The mining industry has shown great advances.
Coal mined in -3 927 totaled 1,237,650 metric tons,
as compared with an average pre-war yield of

BULGARIA

125,000 tons. Copper, salt, cement, and lead
production are considerable.
Commerce and Transportation. Converted
on a basis of average annual exchange, imports
for 1913, 1920, 1927, were valued at $30,535,000,
$39,849,000, $44,403.000; exports for the same
years were $18,013,000, $29,574,000, $47,988,000.
Since the World War, favorable trade balances
have been secured only in 1922 and 1927. Principal countries of origin of imports ( 1927 ) were

Germany, "United Kingdom, Italy, Austria,
United States. American imports reached an
average of $200,000 for 1910-14, $1,900,000 for
1921, and $701,000 for 1927. Principal countries of destination of exports in 1927 were
Turkey, Germany, Italy, France, United States.
Exports to the United States totaled an average
of $400,000 for 1910-14, $400,000 for 1921, and
$494,000 for 1927. Size of shipping, an excellent index of the state of the country, showed
that 4,951,452 tons entered Bulgarian ports in
1911; in 1925 only 3,073,437 tons. In 1913 the
total length of railways was 1388 miles, all state
owned; in 1927 these had increased to 1651
Several short lines were projected after
the War, but lack of funds held up the work of
construction.
Finance. On Jan. 1, 1912, the public debt
totaled 623,346,807 leva (with the lev equal to
the franc) . On Sept. 30, 1927, the total debt was
$205,292,000; consisting of internal funded debt,
$4,275,000; internal floating debt, $34,328; external funded debt, $165,371,000; and external
floating debt, $1,218,000. "Reparations by the
Treaty of Neuilly 'were fixed at 2,250,000,000
gold francs, but early in 1923 were lowered to
550,000,000 gold francs, payable during 60 years.
The internal debt, of .course, was insignificant
because of the depreciation of the currency.
Revenues in 1909 were $38,584,418 ; expenditures, $36,830,884; of which latter, for debt
For 1926 government finances
service, $415,120.
were (converted at average exchange rate) :
revenues, $46,566,000; expenditures, $45,985,000.
The revenue for 1927-28 was estimated at $50,-

miles.

630,000 and expenditures of $50,628,000. That
for 1928-29 called for receipts of 6747 million
leva and expenditures of 6993 million leva. The
paper currency steadily increased. In 1913,
188,742,000 leva were in circulation; at the end
of 1927, 3,726,972,000. For this, there was in
the country on Dec. 31, 1927, 1,277,435,000 leva
in 'gold and 165,382,000 leva in silver. The cost
of living rose twentyfold between 1913 and 1922,
and continued to rise in 1923, 1924, and 1925.
It declined slightly in 1926 and still further in
1927 due to a partial de facto stabilization of
the currency.
Defense. By the Treaty of Neuilly, Bulto
garia's war establishment was to be reduced
an army of 20,000 men, voluntarily enlisted for
a 12-year term; a frontier guard of 3000, and
a gendarmerie of 10,000. Owing to circumstances caused by unrest on the 'borders', of Bulestablishgaria, a slight increase in the treaty
ment was authorized and on Jan. 1, 1927, there
were 19,016 men Jn the regular army, 6431 in

the gendarmerie, and 2874 ?n.the frontier jjiiard,
thus being within the
treaty Jimits.
History. Sjtill spaartiftg from the humiliations of the Treaty of .Bucharest U9,i3), Tsar
Ferdinand and the, .ruling clique for tlw Bula pea^garian, population was almost, exclusively
the pur-,
Swtry tttod tad little understanding of

all branches of the service
v

,

,
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port of modern nationalism planned to retrieve
their fortunes by entering the War on the winning side. Deluged with propaganda, the country held back its decision for more than a year.
But the Entente could not meet all the Bulgarian demands because Serbia and Greece
would not give up parts of Macedonia demanded,
and when the Agrarian leader, Stambulisky,
who contended for neutrality, was silenced by a
sentence of life imprisonment, the way was
clear for the country to cast its lot with the
Central Powers. War was declared on Serbia
on Oct. 12, 1915. The decision aided the Central Powers in a strategic rather than a material way, for it cleared the path for munitions
and troops to Constantinople, cut off Eusaia
from her allies, and forced the Allies
to send troops to a new front at Saloniki.
Aided by German money and technical help,
Bulgaria in the first two years enjoyed phenomenal successes. Serbia's armies were pressed
back to the Adriatic, and in a grandiose manifesto, the Bulgarian King declared that the traditional enemy no longer existed. War was declared on Rumania, Sept. 1, 1916, and armies

In November, Monastir
opening Macedonia to the invader. But in
1917 the Bulgarian effort perceptibly weakened,
partly because of the failing food supply and
the discontent of the peasant soldiery who had
been long away from their fields. When the

occupied the Dobrudja.
fell,

line of defense

was

lengthened, in July, 1918,

through the Austro-Hungarian defeat in Albania, Bulgaria's position became precarious.
In September, 1918, Serbian troops broke across
the frontier and the Bulgarian high command,
realizing defeat, asked for an armistice.
On Oct. 4, 1918, King Ferdinand abdicated,
and with him fled the ministry. Boris III succeeded to the throne. Stambulisky was released
from prison and formed an Agrarian government, which was, on Nov. 27, 1919, invited to
sign the Treaty of Neuilly. The terms were
onerous. Territorial cessions were required in
disregard of economic and ethnographic considerations. Certain small districts on the western
frontier were turned over to Jugo-Slavia for
strategic reasons. The renunciation of Thrace
deprived Bulgaria of her JSgean littoral, as well
as important winter pasture lands in the valleys
south of the mountains which were made the
international boundary. Other terms were: the
confirmation of the cession of the southern Dobrudja to Rumania; the reduction of the army;

the surrender of all tanks, armored cars, poison
a reparation charge of 2,250,000,000 gold francs; restitution of all live stock
seized; an annual supply for five years of 50,000
tons of coal to Jugoslavia; the support of all
Allied commissions. Concessions were made in
a guarantee of freedom of transit to the JSgean
ana 'a promise of the protection of Bulgarian
minorities in neighboring states. The problems
of the new Government were intensified by the
flocked into
presence of the 300,000 refugees who
the country from Thrace, Macedonia, .and the
Dobrndja.
.
government was confirmed in
/The

gas, airplanes;

'

:

,

,

Agrarian
power bV the' general elections of MarJ 28J I 920;
which returned 110 Agrarians, 50 Coifltopritists,
anil 9 Socialists, it's compared with' 6D for the
r

,

in*

bourgeois parties. Under Statpftttjisfcy, .an
iernal policy was formulated tfhjdliyin the interreconstruction
est of the agricultural class.,
in the face of the
$usfa.e&
stubbornly
programme,
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opposition of the bourgeoisie, included such diverse items as compulsory labor (1920), the
expropriation of Crown and Church lands and
all estates over 75 acres in the interests of the
landless peasantry (1921), the prohibition of
speculation and profiteering (1920), the extension of the education code (1920), and government control of foreign trade through consortiums. Stambulisky's tone toward his central
healthy
European neighbors was friendly.
agrarianism was the foundation of his country's
well-being as it was also, he saw, of Czechoslovakia, Poland, Jugo-Slavia, and Rumania. In
January, 1021, he tried to gain the support
of the first two for the creation of an international agrarian league, the so-called Green
common protection
International, for their
against the bourgeois reactionaries and the

The same purpose was

expressed in the declarations of the congress of
the Bulgarian Peasant Union, held in February,
1921. To lighten his country's Burdens by gaining the good will of the Supreme Council and to
show western Europe that Bulgaria had parted
with the old ways, during 1921-23, Stambulisky
proceeded against those ministers who had involved the country in the War by contracting an
alliance with Germany and breaking off relations
with Serbia without the consent of the Sobranje.
The last step taken was the sentencing to life
imprisonment of six members of the Radoslavoff ministry; April, 1923.
As a result of these
activities, Lloyd George, at the Genoa conference (1922) gave Stambulisky his support, while
in March, 1923, the Reparations Commission,
equally convinced of Bulgaria's good intentions,
reduced the Bulgarian indemnity to 550,000,000
gold francs.
There was no lack of opposition at home, as
was to have been expected. Anti-Stambulisky
outbreaks occurred frequently during 1922 and,
in September, street fighting in Sofia led to 15

185 seats against the opposition's 62. Where
once there had been confidence, now was to be
found suspicion: Bulgaria again became the
storm-centre of Balkan intrigue and recriminations.
Jugo-Slavia, Rumania, and Greece looked
askance at Bulgaria's request for permission to
employ conscription in the recruiting of the
army; Bulgaria, Serbs charged, had become the
stamping ground of Macedonian anti-Serb propaganda; from Greece came the demand that the
recruiting of bands near the Thracian frontier
cease.

In internal affairs, the continued activities of
the Communist-Agrarian alliance could not be
broken up, in spite of the high-handed actions
of the Government. In 1924 and 1925 these activities blazed out in continual riots and depredations. On Aug. 21, 1924, General Todor Alexandroff, famous leader of the Internal Macedonian
Revolutionary Organization, was assassinated,
by members of that body, the murder leading
to other killings in reprisal. On Apr. 16, 1925,
following a series of political murders and an
unsuccessful attempt on the life of King Boris,
the seething ferment beneath the surface burst
out in an outrage which shocked the civilized
world. At the funeral of General Gheorghiev,
slain two days before, a bomb was exploded in
the crowded cathedral of Svcta Nedelia at Sofia,

more than 120 people and wounding hunThe government acted promptly. Martial law was declared, thousands of suspects were
arrested, and a number of persons were convicted
of conspiracy and hanged.
The Council of Ambassadors approved a temporary increase in the
country's armed forces. On May 4 the government outlawed all communists and announced
that their organizations would be destroyed.
The severe measures adopted put a stop to
anti-government violence. Nevertheless it was
felt that this violence had been due to the strong
repressive policies of the Tsankoff government
and that a more moderate rule would be benekilling
dreds.

deaths and the wounding of over 200. The elections of April, 1923, seemed to indicate that

the country wholeheartedly supported the Agrarian cabinet, since 212 Agrarians, 16 Communists, and 15 Bourgeois were returned; but that
any hope for continued domestic peace and sanity
was illusory was shown when, on the morning of
June 9, 1923, a coup d'Slat overthrew the government, forced the arrest of all the ministers except
Stambulisky, who was absent from the capital,
and set up a bourgeois bloc ministry headed by
M. Tsankoff. Stambulisky himself was tracked
down and killed five days later; the Sobranje
was dissolved; and with the recognition of the
revolutionary government, first by King Boris,
and later (June 27) by the Little Entente, the
revolution was complete.
An indication of the temper of the new Government was shown by the insistence with which
it made demands upon the Lausanne Conference
of 1923 for an outlet to the ^Egean by way of
the Maritza Valley and the port of Etedeagatch,
and the refusal of the treaty commissioners to
comply resulted in the familiar sabre-rattling,
so characteristic of old Bulgaria. Throughout thfe year, affairs were turbulent. The Government attempted a diversion by attacks on the
Communists, 95 of whom were brought to trial
in July for counter-revolutionary agitation;
while Agrarians and Communists retaliated by
disorders and riots, even going so far as to
seize and hold several towns in the northeast
was short-lived
1923)* The
rising
(Sept.

though the Government did not cease its repressive actions, and this in spite of the
presumably
popular victory which it obtained at the polls,
November 18, when the bourgeois parties gained

On Jan. 3, 1926, Professor Tsankoff resigned and was succeeded by M. Liaptcheff,
leader of the more radical wing of the Democrats.

ficial.

He immediately initiated a policy of moderation
by obtaining the passage of a general amnesty
bill.
Many liberties were restored, and in a short
time, impressed by the sincerity of his conciliatory measures, the country for a while became
comparatively quiet.

Among

the problems that

demanded solution at this time was that caused
by the influx of great numbers of political refuThese
gees, mostly from Macedonia and Thrace.
destitute people, driven from their homes by

make way for the
Greeks deported by Turkey, kept thronging across
their
until
total
mounted
to a quarthe border
In 1926 the Government
ter million or more.
found it necessary to apply for a loan to the
League of Nations. In September, the League
Council finally approved a loan of 2,250,000,
against which the Bank of England advanced
400,000 for immediate use in relieving the refupersecution or dispossessed to

In foreign affairs, the period. was marked by
almost constant friction with Bulgaria's neighIn Qetober,
bors, extending over many jrears.
,

(

1925, Greek forces at' Saloniki advanced inijo
Bulgarian territory as a result of an attack, by
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Bulgarian guerrillas on a Greek frontier post on
October 19. Instead of resisting Bulgaria laid
the case before the League of Nations, which on
October 26 ordered the immediate withdrawal of
the Greek forces, and later directed the payment
by Greece of an indemnity of 30,000,000 leva.
In 1925 a treaty of friendship was signed with
Turkey and was ratified the following year, although the opposition to it was hitter because
of the provisions relating to the property of
pre-war Bulgarian refugees. Far more serious
as an apparently endless source of trouble, both
internal and external, were the activities of the
powerful Macedonian revolutionaries in Bulgaria,
particularly as reflected in the raids of bands of
comitadji across the Jugo-Slav and Rumanian
borders. Both Jugo-Slavia and Greece had acquired parts of Macedonia, and it was for the
purpose of uniting the Macedonians in these
countries and Bulgaria into an autonomous state
that continual agitation was carried on. It was
inspired by the I.M.R.O. (Internal Macedonian
Revolutionary Organization) and other secret
There were fresocieties operating in Bulgaria.
quent political assassinations, and these organizations were at least partly responsible for the

numerous raids across the

frontier by the comftadji or irregular bands operating in the wild

mountainous border country where they were almost immune from capture by government troops.
In 1926 tension with Jugo-Slavia almost approached the point of war. On August 11, that
country joined with Rumania and Greece in a
joint note of protest, but it failed to bring satisfactory action by Bulgaria. Aside from the
Macedonian difficulties the year 1027 was comparatively quiet. The general elections in May
were marked by less government control than
usual, but they resulted nevertheless in increased
support for the government, which counted 175

.

followers in Parliament, as against 141 before.
In the latter part of the year continued comitadji
attacks, resulting, among other violences, in the
murder of a Jugo-Slav general in charge of a
frontier garrison, brought serious tension again.
But the tone of the Jugo-Slav protest was moderate and when Bulgaria declared martial law in
the troubled districts and took other strong measures, the threatened crisis was averted. It was
charged, not proved, that Italian influence was
encouraging the attacks on Jugo-Slavia.
On July 8, 192S, the Macedonian question
flamed up also in domestic disorders when General Protogeroff, leader of the I.M.R.O., was
assassinated by an- ambitious rival in the organization. The country then witnessed a bloody
warfare between two factions in which street
fighting in the capital itself became common.
Great Britain and France joined in urging repressive measures against tie I.M.R.O. and the
i cognation
of its cabinet supporter, General
Volkoff, Minister of War. General Volkoff retained his position until the close of the year,
but early in 1029 he resigned and .was appointed
Minister to Italy.
The year 1928 was marked also by the floating
of another foreign loan to which, the League of
Nations gave its consent on March 15. The
amount was for 500,000 and was placed in
England and the United States and on the Continent by the end of November. As one of the
conditions of the agreement .with the League the
National Bank was changed 'into a private jointstock bank. M. Gheorgfiieff, Minister of Railways, resigned in protest at the change. In the
,

(

BULLARD

latter part of April, very violent earthquakes

shook southern Bulgaria resulting in damage

amounting to millions of dollars and in much
loss of life.
The year 1929 opened with promise
of improved relations with Bulgaria's neighbors.
Frontier raids were much less in evidence
and in April Bulgaria and Jugo-Slavia concluded
an agreement wherby the latter country was
again opened to Bulgarian subjects, who had been
barred when the disorders were at their height.
BULGARIAN LITERATURE. The misfortunes of Bulgaria in the Balkan Wars and
later in the World War cast a deep gloom over
the intellectual life of the country. In 1921
Ivan Vazov, the foremost writer, died. His long
career had extended over the entire history of
modern Bulgarian literature and he had worked
in practically every style.
ure, he was deeply mourned
younger authors fall into

An

outstanding

fig-

by his nation. The
two main groups.

There are mystical and symbolistic writers, as
Ivan Grozev and Nikolay Raynov, who stress
either pure art or a mystical escape from an oppressive reality, Grozev especially interesting
himself in the mediaeval Bogomils and their unusual beliefs.
Others, as Yordan Yovkov, describe realistically the life of the villagers in the
still others, as Angel Karaliychev,
illustrate the life of the peasant in an almost

Dobrudja or

expressionistic manner. There is much activity
in the literature but as in the case of many of

the other Slavonic literatures, the new tendencies
appearing since the War have not been able to
work themselves out and it is possible only to
guess at the progress of the development.
BTJXKLEY L(ucrus) DUNCAN (1845-1928).
An American dermatologist and physician born
in New York (see VOL. IV). He was largely
responsible for the organization of the

New York

Skin and Cancer Hospital and was one of the
founders of the American Dermatological Association.
His natural interest in the subject of
malignant tumors led him to devote his attention
entirely to the study of their non-surgical treatment. His later works, in which he set forth
the results of his investigations, were Canoer:
Its Cause and Treatment, 2 vols. (1915-16) ;
The Medical Treatment of Cancer (1919) Cancer and Its Non-Surgical Treatment (1921),
and Cancer of the Breast (1924). He established a quarterly periodical, Cancer, in 1924.
BTTLLABD, ABTIIUB ("Albert Edwards")
(1879-1929). An American author, born at St.
Joseph, Mo., and educated at Blair Presbyterian
Academy and Hamilton College (Clinton, N. Y.).
As foreign correspondent, he was connected with
Harper's Weekly, Collier's Weekly, The Outlook,
Atlantic Monthly, etc. In 1917-19 he was a
member of the committeee on public information
and subsequently director of its Russian and Si;

berian divisions. He was special assistant to
the Department of State for work in the Russian Division, 1919-21, and for the following
three years, editor of Our World. He was a
member of the secretariat of the League of Nations, 1926-27, and was attached to the American delegation to the International Economic
Conference at Geneva in 1927. Among his
works are The Diplomacy of the Great "War

(1916); Mobtttewg America (1917); The RusPendulum (1919); The Stranger (1020);
and A B C'& of Disarmament and Pacific Prollems (1921).
An
).
BULLARD, ROBERT LEE (1861American army officer, born in Youngsboro, Ala.
sian

\
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An American
the United States Military
).
BTTNDY, OMAR (1861and was appointed second army officer, born in Newcastle, Ind. He gradsame year. During the uated from the United States Military Academy
Spanish-American War, ho served as colonel of in 1883 and rose through the various grades, bethe 3d Alabama Infantry. In 1889 he was com- coming colonel of the 10th Infantry in 1914 and
missioned colonel of volunteers in the Army, and adjutant general in 1915. His earlier service
included campaigns against the Indians and in
in 1002, following his discharge from the Volunteer Service, "became a major in the Regu- the Spanish- American War. He served in the
lar Army. He was promoted to be colonel in General Staff College from 1002 to 1905. In 1017
1911 and brigadier general in 1917. He com- he was appointed brigadier general and, later in
manded the 2d Brigade of the 1st Division in the year major general of the National Army.
France in June, July, and August, 1917, and From October, 1917, to July, 1918, he comin the last month was appointed major general manded the 2nd Division of the American Exin the National Army. He commanded the 1st peditionary Forces in France; in 1918 he comDivision in all its engagements and operations manded the 6th and 7th Army Corps. At the
against the Germans, from December, 1917, to close of the War, he was appointed major general
the Regular Army and was given command
July, 1918. He was promoted to the rank of of
lieutenant general in 1018 and major general of of the Philippine Department in 1022. In
the Regular Army in November of the same year. 1924-25 he was commander of the 5th Corps
Prom October, 1918, to April, 1919, he com- area. He was retired on June 17, 1925.
A "Russian
).
manded the 2d Army. He was awarded the
BTTMTENr, IVAN A. (1870Distinguished Service Medal and was decorated poet and novelist, born at Voronezh, who folby France, Belgium, and Italy, He was ap- lowed the older classic tradition. He made his
stories
pointed commander of the Department of the d6but about 1905, with a volume of short
East in 1921. On Jan. 15, 1925, he was retired. and poems, becoming a stabilizing force in RusSince that year, he has been president of the sian literature, which had run wild under the influence of the decadents and the early revolution.
National Security League.
In exile in Paris after the revolution, he
).
BULLOCK, bul'lok, SHAN F. (1865An English novelist (see VOL. IV). His recent describes that event with vivid realism. His
books are The Making of a Soldier (1916), Mr. works include various collections of poems
Ruby Jumps the Traces (1917), Mors et Vita, (1886-1915); The Village, a novel (1910, Eng.
(1923), The Loughsiders (1924), and Glean- tr. 1923); The Temple of the Sun (travel
sketches) ; The Gentleman from San Francisco,
ings (1926).
stories, (1917); The Cry, stories (1921);
BtJXOW, bu'lo, BEBNHAKD HEWDBICK KARL short
Dream of Chang, stories (1923); The SacA German The
).'
MARTIN, PRINCE vow (1849a novel (1925); The Cicadas;
statesman (gee VOL- IV). Having been very ac- rament of Love,
The Rose of Jericho, poems and stories; Maya's
tive in furthering the German
policy previous
to the World War, von Bulow was given tempo- Love, a novel (1926); The Life of Arsenicv
and translations of Byron, Tennyson,
rary charge of the German Embassy in Rome on (1928);
With Gorky and Kuprin, he
Dec. 19, 1914, to try to smooth over the differ- and Longfellow.
ences between Austria-Hungary and Italy. He wrote Reminiscences of Anton Chekhov (trans.
was unsuccessful and Italy declared war on May 1921).
).
BITNZELL, HERBERT HOBACE (1887He is the author of Imperial Ger23, 1915.
born near Prague, CzechoAn American
many, a book defending his own foreign policy. slovakia. In chemist,
1903 he removed to the United
It was translated into English in 1914, and a reStates and in 1906 graduated from the Univervised edition, omitting many compromising pasHe did graduate work at that
sity of Chicago.
sages, appeared in 1916.
An institution and in Berlin and later became an
).
BTTMPUS, HERMAN CAREY (1862with the United States Department of
American educator (see VOL. IV). He resigned expert
and chemical biologist
as president of Tufts College in 1919 and in the Agriculture (1910-11)
in the same department, (1911-16).
He served
same year held the chairmanship of the Massafor several years on the faculty of Georgetown
chusetts Security League. Since 1924 he has
in
and
1917-18 was professor and
been secretary of the corporation of Brown Uni- University
head of the chemistry deparment at the Univerof
director
and since 1925
He graduated from
in 1885
lieutenant in the

Academy

versity
the Buffalo

consulting

Museum of Science.
BTTMSTEAD, HENRY ANDREWS
1920). An American physicist, born at

111,

and educated at Johns Hopkins and Yale.
instructor in physics and assistant pro-

He was

fessor in the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale,
1893-1906. He left Yale in 1906 to become, full
professor at the Sloane Physical Laboratory.
He al.Ho became director of the latter, a place
which' he held until his death. During the
World War, ho was a scientific attach^ of the
United Sates Embassy in London (1918-19).

He was

connected with the National Research
Council (1920). His scientific researches in.
eluded .studies on radioactive gas in water and
on atmospheric radioactivity, as well as on the
effects produced by rfcntgen rays in different
metals. He also published a series of papers on
the emission of, electrons by metals under the influence of alpha rays.

Cincinnati. He hay been professor of
chemistry at the Woman's Medical College of
Pennsylvania since 1920 and also has practiced
as consulting chemist. He contributed numerous
papers to chemical journals and was a member of
sity of

(J870Pekin,

several scientific societies

(1849-1926). An
IV). He continued his experiments at the Burbank Experiment Farms at Santa Rosa, Calif. Tbcro he
evolved many new varieties of fruits and flow-

BTTBBANK,

LUTHER

American naturalist

(see VOL.

including new apples, peaches, nuts, berand valuable trees. On these farms, lie
had over 5000 distinctive botanical specimens
from all parts of the world, and over 1,000,000
plants were raised every year for testing. He
was special lecturer on evolution at Leland
Stanford, Junior, University. He wrote Training of the American Plant j Lulher Burbank,
His Methods and Discoveries: and Mow Plants
Are Trained to Work for Man (1921).
ers,

rien,
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b<5or-gn'land'. The problem
this region, sometimes known as German
West Hungary, presented in the peace settlement, after the World War, was unusual in involving the transfer of territory from one enemy

BURGrEKXAND,

which

country, Austria, to another, Hungary. The
Burgenland, lying on the frontier between Austria and Hungary and including parts of the

Hungarian counties of Vas, Sopron,
and Moson, has an area of 1532 square miles
and a population of 285,609. Ethnical divi-

three

Germans, 215,000; Croats and
Magyars, 15,000; Jews and
others, 10,000. On the grounds of race, therefore, the validity of the Austrian claims before
the Peace Conference were obvious. Other considerations were favorable to the transfer and
it is likely that some of these bore more weight
with the Supreme Council than the matter of
ethnography. It was pointed out that the Burgenland was "the kitchen garden of Vienna"
and that its separation from the city by an
sions

were:

Wends,

45,000;

international boundary would entail distinct
hardships. Again, the territory would serve as
an excellent buffer region between the two states,
an important desideratum in view of the establishment of the Bolshevist regime of Bela Kun
in Hungary. Therefore, on July 20, 1919, the
Peace Conference decided to cede the Burgenland
to Austria without a plebiscite. Throughout
1920 Hungary remained in control and as negotiations regarding the cession yielded no definite
The advent of reresults, tension increased.
action in Hungary under Horthy complicated
matters. It was maintained that the Burgenland was one of the richest regions of the former
kingdom and that 30 per cent of its population
had been engaged in various manufacturing establishments vital to the economic life of Hunand stone
gary. There were located coal mines
quarries as well as the city of Sopron (Oedentrade of
burg), the centre of a great carrying
cattle and foodstuffs. It was becoming plain
that Hungarians would not relinquish, the region
without a struggle. In August, 1921, irregular
Friedrich and
troops, of the party of ex-premier
the reactionary society known as "The Awakenand
ing Hungarians,*' poured into the country
who had
forcibly ejected the Austrian officials
appeared to take possession in accordance with
the provisions of the Treaty of the Trianon.
Austria, by this time, had become more than
her part,
eager for the cession; Hungary, for
eastern
stubbornly maintained her rights to the
the armed
portion and refused to move against
bands. In September, Czechoslovakia, for the
Little Entente, appealed to the Allies in behalf
of Austria. On September 25, the Council of
Ambassadors demanded the withdrawal of Hunof Italy,
garian troops, meanwhile, at the behest
refusing to permit Czechoslovakia and Jugoslavia to interfere. Largely as a .result of Italian intervention, a truce was patched up, October
whjich Hungary promised to clear the
13,

by

counties of the predatory bands anfl hand ovelr
the Burgenland to Austria, while Austria qonsented to the holding of a plebiscite in the town
of Sopron and its environs. Such a plebiscite
wag held in .December at Sopron and proved
favorable for Hungary. On December 30, ther*
fore, Sopron, and those districts contiguous to
the Hungarian frontier were turned over to the
Hungarian police by an Allied military commis,

'

sion.
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BUBGKESS,

(FRANK)

GELBTT

(18C6-

).

An American author and illustrator (see VOL.
IV). He is the author of Burgess Unabridged
(1914),

Romance
(1916),

The Good Encyclopedia (1915) , The
of the Commonplace, enlarged edition

War

the Creator

(1916), Mrs. Hope's

Husband (1917), Have You an Educated Heart?
(1923), Ain't Angle Awful! (1923), The Purple
Cow (1923), Why Be a Goopf (1924), and Why
Men Hate "Women (1927).
).
BURGESS, GEORGE KIMBALL (1874-

An American physicist, born at Newton, Mass.
He was graduated in 1896 from the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology, where for two
years he served as assistant in physics. He
then studied in Paris, taught in the Universities
of Michigan and California, and in 1903 went
to Washington as physicist in the Bureau of
Standards, where after successive promotions he
became in 1923 director of the Bureau in succession to Dr. S. W. Stratton. Dr. Burgess also
served the United States as a member of various

foreign-service and engineering commissions of
the National Research Council, especially during
the World War, and was a member of the National Aircraft Standards Board. The results
of his many investigations have been published
in a series of papers on the constant of gravitation,

on high-temperature measurements, and on

the properties of metals and alloys; many of
these were issued in the series of technical
papers of the Bureau of Standards.
J.
BURGESS, JOHN WILLIAM (1844
An American university dean (see Vol. TV).
In 1914-15 he was visiting American professor
in Austrian universities. He is the author of
Causes of the European Conflict (1914), The
European War of 1914 (1915; popular edition,
1916), The Reconciliation of Oovernment with
Liberty (1915), The Administration of President Rutherford B. Hayes (1915), America's Relations to the Great War (1916), Militarism and
the Emperor (1916), The Russian Revolution
and the Soviet Constitution (1919), The Transformation of the Constitutional Law of the
United States Between 1898 and 1920 (1921),
Recent Changes in American Constitutional
Theory (1923), and The Sanctity of Law
Wherein Does It Consist? (1927).
BURKE, BILLIE (MBS. FLORENZ ZIEGFELD,

An American actress, born
).
JB.) (1886in Washington, D. 0. She .made her dbut in
London in support of Edna May in The School
Girl at the Pavilion Music Hall. She appeared
as leading woman in Mr. George (1907). In.
the same year, she came to America and was
very successful in her characterizations of Beatrice Dupre, as John Drew's leading woman in
My Wife. Her later successes in New York were
in Jerry, The Rescuing Angel, Caesar's Wife, The
Intimate Strangers (1921), Rose. Briar (1023),

Annie Dear (1924), and The Marquise (1927).
She also has devoted much time to the moving
pictures*

BUR'KITT, FRANCIS CRAWFORD
An English professor and biblical

(1864scholar

,

).

(see

VOL. IV)* Among his later works aye Jewish
and Christian Apocalypses (Swejch," Lectures)
(1914), SomeThquahts on the Athanasiqn Creed
(1916), Eucharist and Sacrifice (1921), Earliest
Sources of the, Life of Jesus (rev. &,, 192?),
The Early Syriav Lectionary 8f/stevn (1923),
and Christian Beginnings (1924).
).
BUBLEIGKS, HENRY THACKEE (1866writer, bom at
Ail American siager
'
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In 1392 he entered the National knighted in 1914, won the gold medal of the
Erie, Pa.,
Conservatory in New York City, studying there Royal Institute of British Architects in 1923,
with Rukin Goldmark, J. White, and M. Spicker. and was elected a fellow of the Royal Academy
In 1894 he became baritone soloist at St. in 1925.
George's, and in 1899 baritone soloist at the
BURNETT, FBANCES (ELIZA) HODGSON
Temple Emanu-El. As a song writer, he justly (1849-1924). An American author (see VOL.
gained wide -ponularity. In 1917 he was awarded IV). After 1914 she added to her already long
the Spingarn Medal for the highest achieve- list of works The One I Knew Best of All ( 1915)
ment during 1916 by an American citizen of Little Hunchback Zia (1916), White People
African descent. In 1920 Harvard University (1917), Good Wolf (1919), The Head of the
conferred on him the degree of Doctor of Music. House of Coombe (1922), Robin (sequel to The
Bead of the House of Coombe, 1922 ) , and others.
).
BiraiiESON, ALBERT SIDNEY (1803An American postmaster general ( see VOL. IV ) In addition to her writing she edited The ChilIn 1918 he became chairman of the United dren's Book (1914).
States telephone and telegraph administration.
BUB3STHAM, CLARA LOUISE (18G1-1927).
He retired from the office of postmaster general An American author, born at Newton, Mass,
in 1921.
She wrote many stories and poems for the magazines and the text for many of her father's
).
BURLESON, HUGH LATIMER (1865A bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church, cantatas. Among her novels were Dr. La timer
born at Xorthfield, Minn., and educated at Ra- (1893); The Right Princess (1902); Jewel
cine College, Wis., and at the General Theo(1903) ; Jewel's Story Book (1904) The Opened
From 1893 Shutters (190C); The Leaven of Love (1908);
logical Seminary in New York City.
to 1900, he was curate, assistant, or rector of The Inner Flame (1912); The Right Track
9
Protestant Episcopal churches in New York and
(1914); Instead of the Thorn (191C) ; Hearts
Wisconsin. During the seven years following, Heaven (1018) In Apple-blossom Time (1919) ;
he was dean of the Cathedral of the District of The Keynote (1921); The Queen of Farrandale
North Dakota, and in 1909-1 C, secretary of the (1923); The Lauarons (1925); and Tobey's
Board of Missions of the Protestant Episcopal First Case (1926). She was a Christian ScienChurch of tho United States. In the latter year, tist and most of her books are permeated with
he became bishop of South Dakota. He wrote the principles of that faith. She was notably
The Conquest of the Continent (1911) and Our successful in depicting New England characters.
Church and Our Country (1918).
BTTBrNHAM, HARRY LAWSON WEBSTER LAWAn English
).
BTTKLIKT, NATALIE CUETIS (1875.-1921). An SON, IST. VISCOUNT (18C2American writer born in New York City. She peer, born in London. He attended Balliol Colstudied music in France and Germany and de- lege, Oxford. A Unionist, he represented various
voted herself particularly to the collection of constituencies in Parliament at intervals befolk-songs of Indian tribes, traveling widely tween 1885 and 1910. IJe was a member of the
among them for that purpose. She made similar London County Council (1889-02, 1897-1904)
studies among the Zulu and other tribes of and was Mayor of Stepney (1908-09). Since
South Africa and among American Negroes. 1916 he has been president of the Empire Press
In 1917 she married the artist, Paul Burlin. Union. He was also president of the InterAmong her writings, which relate chiefly to national Labor Conferences at Geneva (1921primitive music in America and Africa, are 22, and 192G) of the Imperial Prows Conferences
at Ottawa (1920), and Melbourne (1920); and
fSonffs of Ancient America (1905), The Indians*
Book (1907), Hampton Negro Folk Songs of the Public Health congresses at Bordeaux
(1924) and Ghent (1927). He served on tho
(1918), and Songs and Tales -from the Dark
Indian Statutory Commission (1927-28). VisContinent (1920).
BUBOrao?, JOHN (1803-1928). A Scottish count Burnham has received numerous honorary
classical scholar (see VOL. IV). In 1919, he be- degrees, and European decorations, including the
came Associate of the Royal Academy of Bel- Legion of Honor. lie was created a baronet in
gium and in the same year was also made Hon- 1892, a baron in 1903, a Companion of Honour
orary Fellow of the Educational Institute of of the British Empire, 1917, a Vincount in 1019,
Scotland. In 1926 he went to the United States and a Knight of the Grand Cross of St. Michael
as Sather Professor in Classical Literature at and St. George in 1927.
A
).
BURNS, JAMES ALOYSIUS (18G7the University of California. He retired from
active work when he was made professor emeritus Roman Catholic clergyman and college presiof Greek at St. Andrews (1926). He is author dent, born at Michigan City, Ind., and educated
of Greek Philosophy; TJialcs to Plato (1914), at tie University of Notre Dame. After two
The floer&tio Doctrine of the Roul (1916), and years spent as a lay teacher, he was ordained to
JHghor Education ana the War (1917). His the Roman Catholic priesthood in 1893 and from
Early Greek Philosophy, which reached its third that time until 1900 was professor of sciences
edition in 1920, was translated into German in the University of Notre Dame. Ho wan then
made president and professor of moral theology
(1913) and French (1919).
in Holy Cross College (Washington), In 1919
).
BTTIOTET, SIR JOHN JAMES (1857A British architect, born at Glasgow, where he he returned to the University of Notre Dame as
attended the Collegiate and Western Academy, president for three years. *He became provinlater studying in Paris at the ficole des Beaux cial .superior of tlie Congregation of the Holy
Arts. He has designed various types of build* Cross in the United States in 1027. His publiEstablishinga, but his most important work has been with cations include Principles, Origin and
public structures, including, in Glasgow, the ment of the Catholic School System (1908)
Royal Institute of Fine Arts, and the extensions The Growth and Development of the Catholic
to the University and Western Infirmary, and, School System (1912), and Catholic Education:
in London, the King Edward VII Galleries of A Stud?/ of Vondition* (1917).
An
).
the British Museum Extension, and the building
BtmiTS, RT. HON. JOHN (1858of the Institute of Chemistry, London. He was English member of Parliament (see VOL. IV).
,

.

;

;

;

;

BURNS

BURTON
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In 1914= he resigned from the presidency of the 1917-10 (see VOL.
IV). In 1920 he became
Local Governmental Board and became
presiParliamentary Librarian of Canada.
dent of the Board of Trade. He
resigned from
BURROUGHS, Jonw (1837-1921). An
the latter office when war was declared. He American
essayist and naturalist, born at Koxheld his seat in Parliament as a Labor member
bury, N. Y. (see VOL. IV). His writings in his
until 1918.
later years took on a wider aspect than his earAn Ameri- lier books and were devoted largely to a general
BURNS, KEIVIN (1881).
can spectroscopist, born at Pleasant Ridge, N. B.
study of life and its meaning. In 1913 he pubHe was graduated at the University
of Min- lished The Summit of the
Years; in 1915, The
nesota in 1903. He was connected with the Lick Breath
of Life; in 1916, Under the Apple Trees;
Observatory during 1904-07 and again as a in 1919, Field and
and in 1920, AcceptMartin Kellogg fellow during 1910-12. In 1913 ing the Universe. Study;
John Burroughs died on
he was a physicist at the Bureau of Standards March
29, 1921, and was buried at Roxbury,
(Washington), but in 1920 he became the as- near his Catskill lodge. Consult The Heart of
tronomer at the Allegheny Observatory. His
Burroughs (1928), edited by Clara Barrus,
specialty is the application of the spectroscope which includes his diaries and letters.
to heavenly bodies, the orbit of lambda AnBURSTING CHARGES. See EXPLOSIVES.
dromedae, the ring nebula in Lyra, and the Orion
CYRIL LODOWIC (1883An
BURT,
).
region, on which he has published his findings. English psychologist and
physiologist. He atAn tended Jesus College, Oxford,
BURR, GEOKGE LINCOLN (1857).
and Wiirzburg
American professor (see VOL. IV). He was
University^ and in 1908 returned to Oxford as
John Stambaugh professor of history in Cornell the John Locke scholar in mental
philosophy.
University, 1919-22. He edited Narratives of He lectured on experimental psychology and
WUchcraft Cases (1913).
An
BURR, WILLIAM WESLEY (1880).
American agriculturalist, born at Goodland, Ind.
He graduated from the University of Nebraska
in 1906 and until 1913 was associate
professor

of crops and soils there. From 1903 to 1913,
also in charge of the cooperative work in
the office of dry-land agriculture in the North
Platte Experiment Station, Bureau of Plant Industry, United States Department of Agriculture.
From 1913 to 1916, he was assistant agriculturist and from the latter date professor
of agronomy and head of the department at the
University of Nebraska. He was also vicedirector of the experiment station of that university. He was a member of several scientific

he was

societies and wrote on soil moisture, crop
production, dry-land agriculture, etc.

CHAMPLINAn
(1874).
American scholar born at Portland, Me., and
educated at Brown University and at Berlin,
Marburg, and Oxford. From 1912 to 1915, he
was librarian of Manchester College, Oxford,
and from 1915 to 1917, librarian and member

BURRAGE,

of the faculty of Brown University. He made
archaeological investigations in Crete in 1926 and
1927. Dis publications include
New Year's
Gift ly Robert Browne, 1588 (1904); The

A

Church Covenant Idea, (1904) ; The True Story
of Robert Browne (lf)OG); New Facts ConcernThe Early English
ing John Robinson (1910)
;

Dissenters 'in the Light of Recent Research
(1912); John Penry, the So-Called Martyr of
Congregationalism (1913); Nazareth and the
Beginnings of Christianity (1014) ; John Portfs
Lost Description of Plymouth Colony (1918);
An Answer to John Robinson of Leyden (1920) :
The Minoan Hieroglyphic 'Inscriptions, I: The
Phtestos Whorl (1921), and Prehistoric JEgean
Inscriptions from Minoan Crete, the JEgean
Islands, Cyprus, Greece and Troy, Part I
(1922).
BURRELL, DAVID JAMBS (1844-1926). An
American clergyman (see VOL. IV). He is the
author of We Would See Jesus (1914), The
9
Apostles Creed (1915), Why I Believe the Bible
(1917), The Laughter of Ood (1918), Campaigns
of Paul (1919), The Resurrection and the Life
Beyond (1920), Paul's Companions (1921), and
Paul's Letters (1921).
"
).' Secretary
BURRELL, MARTIN (1858of 'State of Canada and Minister of Mines,

physiology at the University of Liverpool (190913), and in the psychological laboratory of
Cambridge (1912-13). After 1913 he was psychologist to the London County Council, of the
Education Department, and after 1924 professor
of education at the
University of London. In
1923 he was
^resident of the psychological section of the British Association for the Advancement of Science. He contributed articles to various priodicals, and wrote: The Distribution of
Educational AUlities (1917) ; Mental and Scholastic Tests (1921) ; Handbook of Tests (1923)
and The Young Delinquent (1925).
BURTON, ERNEST DBWITT (1856-1925). An
American theologian and university president
He was president of the Univer(see VOL. IV.)
sity of Chicago, 1923-25. He was the author of
Harmony of the Synoptic Gospels
Greek, with
Edgar J, Goodspeed (1920); Commentary on
Paul's Epistle to the Galatians (1920); Jesus
of Nazareth, How He Thought, Lived, Worked,
and Achieved (1920); and Source Book for the
Study of the Teaching of Jesus in Its Historical
Relationships (1923).
BURT03ST, MABIOBT LB ROT (1874-1925). An
American University president (see VOL. IV).
In 1917 he resigned as president of Smith College (Northampton, Mass.), to accept the presidency of the University of Minnesota. He stayed
in the latter institution until 1020, when he
became president of the University of Michigan. His works include Life Which Is Life Indeed '(1914), First Things (1915), and On
Being Divine (1916), and various articles and
,-

m

annual reports.

BURTON,

An American

RICHARD

EUGENE

college professor

(1861-

).

(see Vol. IV).

He

resigned his professorship at the University
of Minnesota in 1925, to devote his attention to
literary work. His works include Sow to See a
Play (1914), Bernard Shaw the Man and the

Mask

(1916), Poems of Earth's Meaning (1917),
Charles Dickens How to Know Bim
He was president of the Drama League
( 1919 )
of America, (1914-15).
).
BURTON", THEODOBE ELIJAH (1851An American Congressman (see Vol. IV). He
served as a member of Congress ( 1921-29 ) for the
22d District of Ohio. In 1928 he was elected to
the U. S/ Senate for the term expiring in 1933.
He Was a member of the Foreign Debt Commission, 1922-27, and chairman of the United States

and

.

BURTON

delegation to the Conference for Control of, Traffic
in Arms at Geneva in 1925. He has been president of the American Peace Society since 1925.
He had the unanimous support of the Ohio delegation for presidential nominee in the Republican
national convention in 1916. From 1917 to 1919,
he was president of the Merchants' National
Bank of New York City, and in the latter year
he was also Stafford Little lecturer at Princeton University. His works include Some Political Tendencies of the Times and the Effect of
the "War Thereon (1919) and The Constitution,
Its Origin and Distinctive Features (1923).

BURTON, WILLIAM MERIAM (1856An American chemist, born at Cleveland,

).

Ohio,

and educated at Western Reserve and Johns
Hopkins universities. In 1889 he entered the
service of the Standard Oil Company of Indiana,
as chemist, and after serving as superintendent
and vice president was its president, 1918-27.
His important investigations have had to do with
the technology of petroleum, notably a "cracking" process which has doubled the output of
gasoline. The Willard Gibbs Medal of the American Chemical Society was conferred on him in
1018 and in 1922 he received the Perkins Medal
of the Society of Chemical Industry.

A

Cana).
BTJBY, SIB GEORGE (18GUdian railway official born in Montreal. He was
educated at Montreal College and in 1883 entered
the employ of the Canadian Pacific Railroad.
In 1907 he was made general manager of its
Western lines and from 1911 was vice president
of the road. In 1917 he visited Russia to assist
in the reorganization of shipping in that counIn the same year he was knighted.
try.
A Ger).
B1TSCH, bush, ADOLF (1891man violinist and composer, horn at Siegen,
Westphalia.

He

received his first

instruction

and made such rapid progress
that at the age of eleven he was admitted to
the advanced class of Willy Hess at the Cologne

from

his father,

Conservatory. After graduation, in 1908, he
studied composition under Hugo Griiters in
Bonn. In 1912 he became concert-master of the
Konzertverein in Vienna, succeeded Marteau, in
1918, as principal professor of violin at the
Hochschule fur Musik in Berlin, ani in 1926
took up his residence in Basel* In 1907 he met
Beger, who was so impressed with the young
man's art that, whenever possible, Busch played
first violin in Roger's chamber-music composiThis close association explains the fact
tions.
that Busch's earlier compositions are little more
than imitations of Roger's style. In 1919 Busch
formed his own string quartet with Karl Reitz,
Emil Bolmke, and Paul Griimmer, Reitz and
Bohnke being later succeeded by Gttsta Andreaason and Karl Doktor. Both as soloist and ensemble player, Busch ranks among the very greatest.
His works include two symphonic**, in E
minor j two overtures, Lwstspiel
minor and
and Konig 6dipus; a violin -concerto in
minor;
a piano concerto in C; a Fantasy for *cello and
chamber-music
and
a
orchestra,
great many
compositions.
CARL
An American
).
(1802BUSCH,
composer and conductor, born at Bjerre, Denmark. After completion of his studies at the
Conservatory in Copenhagen, he spent a year in
Paris as viola player in Godard's orchestra.
In 1887 he settled in Kansas City, where in 1912
he founded the Kansas City Symphony Orchestra,
which he still conducts (1929). He frequently
appeared with other orchestras in the United

D

BUSTAMENTE
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A

States, Germany, and Denmark, as conductor of
his own works. His works include a symphonic

prologue, The Passing of King Arthur; a symphonic poem, Minnehaha's Vision; Ode to France,
and Negro Carnival for orchestra; a symphony
in C; two orchestral suites; A Chant from the
Great Plains for military band; Sir Galahad for
baritone, chorus and orchestra ; and nine cantatas.
An eminent
).
BUSCH, FRITZ (1890German conductor, brother of Adolf Busch, born
at Siegen, Westphalia. After completing his
studies at the Cologne Conservatory under
Steinhach, Boettcher, and Klauwell, he began his
career as conductor and chorus director at the
Stad theater in Riga in 1909. After one year as
conductor of the Musikverein in Gotha, he succeeded Schwickerath, in 1912, as municipal
music director at Aix-la-Chapelle, and then was
called to succeed Schillings, in 1918, as first conductor at the opera in Stuttgart, where he was
made artistic director the next year. In 1922
he succeeded Fritz Reiner in a similar capacity
in Dresden. When, after an interruption of ten
years, the Bayreuth Festivals were resumed in
1924, he conducted the King des Nibelunyen. In
1927 he was in the United States as guest-conductor of the New York Symphony Orchestra.
In 1928 he conducted in Dresden the premiere
of Richard Strauss's Die agyptische Helena.
A
).
BTJSCH, JOSEPH FRANCIS (1866Roman Catholic bishop, born at Red Wing,
Minn., and educated at Innsbruck, Austria, and
at the Catholic University (Washington, D. C.).
Ordained to the Roman Catholic priesthood in
1889, he became secretary to Archbishop Ireland
and assistant pastor in St. Paul, Minn., then pastor in South St. Paul, Minneapolis, and LaSueur,
Minn. In 1910 he became Bishop of Lead, S: D.,
and in 1915 Bishop of St. Cloud, Minn.
BUSH, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN (1860-1927).
An American railway official, born, in Wellsboro,
Pa., and educated at the State Normal School
at Mansfield, Pa. He began his railway service
on the Northern Pacific Railroad in 1882. In
1887 he was appointed division engineer of the
Union Pacific Railroad in Idaho and Oregon.
He served as general manager and superintendent of several railroads in the West and was
president and receiver of the Western Maryland
Railroad, 1907-11. He held the same offices in
the Missouri Pacific Railroad, 1911-27. He was
president also of the Denver & Rio Grande.
Railroad in 1912-15, and held several important government offices and was a member of the
advisory board on fuels and structural material
in 1907. During the World War, he acted as
regional director in the southwestern district for
the Federal railroad administration.
) .
BUSTAMEKTTE, ANTONIO S. DB ( 1865-

A

Cuban

jurist and professor of international
who was educated at the Jesuit Colegio do
He was professor of public and
Bcle*n, Havana.

law,

private international law at the University .of
after 1891, Senator (1902 and 190818), president of the Cuban delegation to the
Hague Peace Conference (1907), Cuban plenipotentiary to the Paris Peace Conference (1919),
a member of the Permanent Court of Arbitration
(1908), and a judge of the Permanent
Court of International Justice. His principal
works are Pro gramas de las Asignaturcs de
Dercoho International PuUico y Priitado: Jl
Orden Publioo; Estudio de Derecho Interridwonol
Privado; Le Carnal de Panama et 1$ Lroit International.

Havana

BUTLER
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BUTLER, HENRY MONTAGU (1833-1918). was educated at Cambridge and acted as
An English educator (see VOL. IV). He pub- de-camp to his father when the latter was

lished a volume of classical verse, Leisure Hours
of a Long Life (1914).
).
BTJTLER, HOWARD RUSSELL (1856An American artist who was the founder (1880)
and president (1889-1906) of the American Fine
Arts Society. He won the Carnegie Prize from
the National Academy of Design (1916) and the
prize from the Duxbury Exhibition in 1917. He
accompanied the United States Naval Observation Expedition to Baker, Oreg., and painted the
solar eclipse of June, 1918. He also painted
the solar eclipses of Sept. 10, 1923 (California)
and Jan. 24, 1925 (Middletown, Conn.)
).
BTJTLEB, NICHOLAS MURRAY (1862An American educator, president of Columbia
University (see VOL. IV). He continued to
take an active part in educational and political
affairs.
In 1014 he became president of the
France- America Society, and in 1919 corresponding member of the Academy of Arts and Letters
of Naples. In 1917 he was president of the
American Hellenic Society. He was mentioned
as a possible candidate for the presidency in
1920 and received several votes in the National
Convention. In May, 1924, he created a nationwide sensation by a speech delivered at a dinner
of the Missouri Society, in which he denounced
the Prohibition Constitutional Amendment, and
declared that it should be repealed. He expressed like sentiments at the National Republican Convention of 1928. He was a member of
the Commission on the Reorganization of the
N. Y. State Government, 1925-26, and vice chairman of the Mayor's New York City Committee
'on Plan and Development, 1926-27. He became president of the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace in 1925, and was reflected
in 1929. His later publications include The
Meaning of Education (1915); The World in
Ferment (1917) ; Is America Worth Saving f and
Other Addresses (1920) ; Scholarship and Service
(1921); Building the American Nation (1923);
and The Faith of a Liberal (1924).
An Amer).
BUTLER, PIERCE (1866ican jurist. He was born in Dakota County,
Minn., graduated at Carleton College (1887),
and was admitted to the bar in 1888. He was
county attorney of Ramsey County (1893-97)
and later was general attorney of the Chicago,
St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railway (18991905). Resuming general practice, he acted as
counsel in several important Canadian railway
He was a member of the Board of Recases.
gents of the University of Minnesota (190724). In November, 1922, he was appointed an
Associate Justice of the United States Supreme
Court by President Coolidge.
).
BtTTTENWEISEB, MOSES- (1862An American scholar, born at Beerfelden in Germany and educated at the universities of Wiirzburg, Leipzig, and Heidelberg. In 1897 he became professor of Bibical exegesis in* the Hebrew

Union College of Cincinnati, Ohio. His works
include The Hebrew Ettas-Apocalypse, in Ger-

N

co-Hebraic Apoca(1897) ; An Outline of
(1901); The Prophets of
lyptic Literature
Israel (1914); The Book of Job (1920); The
Importance of the Tenses for the Interpretation
of the Psalms (1925) ; and numerous articles in
learned publications.
BTJTTEE. See DAIRYING.

man

1

BTTX'TOtf, TfE

An English
10

RT.-

How. NOEL (1869).
and labor leader. He

social reformer

aide-

Governor of South Australia. He founded a farmers' cooperative society, was an active member
of many organizations engaged in social reform
work and also of the Christian Social Union.
In January, 1924, and again, in June, 1920, he
was appointed Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries in the Labor cabinets of Ramsay MacDonald.
He published Europe and the Turks and
"With the Bulgarian Staff, and was joint author
of The Heart of the Empire, Travel and Politics
in Armenia, The War and the Balkans, Balkan
Problems and European Peace, Oppressed Peoples and the League of Nations.

BUXTOIT, STDNEY CHARLES BUXTON, FIRST
EARL OP (1853). An English statesman (see

VOL. IV). He became High Commissioner and
Governor General of South Africa in 1914 and
was at the same time created Viscount Buxton.
In 1920 he retired from olfice. He wrote, in
addition to treatises on economics and finance,
General Botha (3d ed,, 1024).
BUZZARD, SIB E(KNEST) FABQUHAB, FIRST
BAROiV (1871An English physician and
).
university professor, born in London. He attended Magdalen College, Oxford, and served his
internship at St. Thomas's Hospital, London.
In 1906 he was Goulstonian lecturer on acute
infective and toxic conditions of the nervous
system at the Royal College of Physicians, Ireland. Sir Farquhar subsequently became physician extraordinary to King George V, physician
at St. Thomas's Hospital, and consulting neurologist to the Hospital of Diseases of tlie Throat.
In 1928 he was appointed Regius professor of
medicine at Oxford. He is a fellow of the Txoyal
College of Physicians, and of the Royal Society
of Medicine, and was created a Knight Commander of the Royal Victorian Order in 1927, and a
baronet in 1929. He has contributed many
papers, chiefly on neurology, to scientific and

medical publications.

BYELY, AWDBBT

(B. N". BUGAYEV) (1880of B. N". BXJGATEV, a Russian poet, novelist, and critic, whose writings
included many genres and styles. He was gifted
in mathematics, philosophy, and music, but
neglected these talents for literary symbolism.
He began his career in 1904 by a series of philosophical and critical essays in The Scales and
also by his first volume of collected poetry, entitled Gold in Blue. He came to be regarded as
the most individual of the Russian modernists.
His works include Symphonies, symbolic poems
in prose; The Heroic (Northern Symphony),
1902; The Second (Dramatic Symphony), 1904;
The Return (Third Symphony), ]905j The Goblet of Snow-Storms (Fourth Symphony), 1908;
The Silver Dove, 1Q10; Petersburg, 1912, .novels,
parts of a trilogy, the third part, Kotifc Letajew,
appearing in 1918. Poems, 1904-17 ; Symbolism
(essays on artistic creation), 1910, and The
Star (1918).
BYNG-, blng, JULIAN (HEDWOBTH GEORGE)
British
).
BYKTG, FIRST VISCOUNT (1862general. He saw service in India and South.
).

Pseudonym

A

and in 1909 was made major general.
VThen'the British occupied Egypt in 1912, he was
placed in charge of the army of occupation.
During the World War, he was a corps commander, first in the Dardanelles campaign
and then on the Western front, where
( 1915-16)
he was chosen to head the newly formed Canadian Army Corps (1916). In this position, he
Africa,

BYJSTNEB
was responsible

for the celebrated storming of

(Apr. 9, 1917). In June, 1917, he
was raised to the post of army commander, exe-

Vimy Ridge

cuted the attack on the Cambrai front in Novemand was promoted to the rank of full gen-

ber,

eral.

In 1919 he was made Baron of

Vimy and

From 1921-26 he was Govof Thorpe-le-Soken.
ernor General of Canada and, at the close of his
term, he became first Viscount Byng. In November, 1928, he became Commissioner of the
Metropolitan Police, popularly known as Scot-

land Yard.

An Ameri).
BY3OTEE, WITTER (1881can author and playwright, born in Brooklyn,
N. Y., and educated at Harvard. He is associate
editor of Palms. His best known work includes
The New World (1915); Iphigenia In Tauris
(1915); Any Girl (1917)'; Qrenstone Poems
(1917); A Canticle of Praise (1919); The Beloved Stranger (1919) ; A Canticle of
(1920); Pins for Wings (1920, under pseu-

Pm

donym

of

Emanuel Morgan)

;

A Book

of Plays

(1922); Caravan (verse, 1925); Cake (play,
1926) ; The Pamphlet Poets (1927). He is coauthor with Arthur Davidson Ficke of Speotra
(1916); and with Julia Ford, of Bniokerty

Kick (1919).

BY-PRODUCT COKE.

See COKE.

BY-PRODUCTS. RECOVERY
ISTRY, APPLIED; FERTILIZERS.
HARRY E. (1865-

BYBAM,

otf.

See CHEM-

),

He

served

in several capacities in this company until 1894,
when he began service with the Great Northern

Railroad as chief clerk in the vice president's
office.
He filled important positions with several
railroads in the Middle and Far West and was

appointed general superintendent for Nebraska
of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy in 1904.
In 1917 he was appointed president of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad. Later,
he was made receiver of that road and since the
reorganization of the company in 1927, he has
been chairman of the board.

BYBD,

The expedition had a
more complete equipment than any previous
group of polar explorers and it was expected
that important contributions would be made to
after crossing Eoss Sea.

the knowledge of the geology, biology, topography, and meteorology of the Antarctic Continent. By means of the radio, Commander Byrd
and his associates kept constantly in contact with
the United States.

Railroad at the age of 16.

KICHARD EVELYN

where he was* at the date of the Armistice.
In 1925 he was in command of the aviation
unit of the MacMillian Polar Expedition. In
the following year, with Floyd Bennett as pilot,
he made the first flight in an airplane over the
North Pole and back to the base at Kings Bay,
Spitzbergen, covering a distance of 1360 miles in
15^ hours. In June, 1927, with three companions, he flew from New York to the coast of
France-^a distance of 4200 miles in 42 hours.
After his polar flight he was promoted
by the
Navy to the grade of commander and was presented by President Coolidge with the Hubbard
Gold Medal "for valor in exploration/' He was
awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor, the
D.S.M., Flying Cross, and 22 citations from
the Navy Department. He is an officer of the
Legion of Honor. In 1927-28 he organized an
Antarctic exploring expedition which sailed in
three vessels in the summer and autumn of 1928
and established a base in the Bay of Whales,
N.S.,

(1888-

),

An

American aviator, polar explorer, and member
of a distinguished Virginia family, who was born
at Winchester and received his' schooling in military academies, the University of Virginia, and
the U. S. Naval Academy (grad., 1912). Entering the Navy as ensign, he was advanced through
the grades to lieutenant commander, but retired
in 1916 because of physical disability resulting
from an injury to one of his feet. He then

went into aviation and after temporary service
at Washington in the World War, was placed
in command of the U. S. Air Station at Halifax,

He

the author of Skyward,
See also Struggle,
autobiography
a biography of Commander Byrd, by Charles

An Amer- an

ican railway official, born in Galesburg, 111., and
educated in the common schools. He began his
railway service with the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy

BYBNE

28o

J. V.

is

(1928),

Murphy

BY&NE,

(1928).

CHRISTOPHER EDWAKD (1867-

).

A Roman

Catholic bishop, born at Byrnesville,
Mo., and educated at St. Mary's College (Kan.)

and

Mary's Seminary (Baltimore, Md,)1891 to 1918, he was pastor of churches
in Columbia, Edina, and Saint Louis, Mo. In
1918 he was made bishop of Galveston, Tex.
St.

From

BYRNE,
BYRNE)

Dora

OSWALD
An American

(BRIAN

BONN

author,
born in New York City, and educated at the
University College, Dublin, and in Paris and
was
Leipzig. On his return to New York, he
connected with the New York Sun and the Brook-

(1889-1928).

lyn Daily Eagle. His books and magazine concontained a haunting and elusive

tributions

Stories Without Women, published in
was followed by The Stranger's Banquet
(1919) The Foolish Matron (1920) The Woman Qod Changed (1921); Mcsser Marco Polo
(1921) ; The Wind Bloweth (1922) The Changeling, a collection of short stories (1923) ; Blind
O'Malley of Shanganagh
(1924);
Raftery
(192S) ; Hangman's House (1926); Brother

beauty.

,1915,

;

;

;

,

Saul '(1927). A book of nine tales, entitled
Destiny Bay, was published shortly after his
death and in 1929 appeared his last novel, The
Field of Bonor.

JAMES

BRANCH

(1879-

An American

author, born
at Richmond, Va., and educated at
).

William and Mary College. For
a year, he was instructor in French
and Greek in William and Mary

CABELL,

College, and thereafter, until 1901, was occupied
as a journalist in Richmond and New York. His
works include The Soul of Melicent (afterward

published under the title Domnei, 1913); The
Rivet in Grandfather's NecTc (1915); The Cerlain Hour (1916); The Cream of the Jest
1917) ; Jurgen (1919) ; The Judging of Jurgen
(1920) ; Figures of Earth (1921) ; Joseph Heryesheimer (1921) ; The Jewel Merchants (1921) ;
The Lineage of Lichfield (1922) ; The High Place
(1923); Straws and Prayer-Books (1924); The
Silver Stallion (1926); The Music from Behind the Moon (1926); Something about Eve
(1927) ; Ballads from the Hidden Way (1928) ;
and The White Role (1928).
An
).
CABOT, RICHARD CLARKE (1868American physician born at Brookline, Mass.,
(see VOL. IV). He became a full professor of
medicine at Harvard University in 1919 and in
1920, professor of social ethics. From 1912 to
1921, lie was chief of the medical staff of the
Massachusetts General Hospital. He served in
France (1917-19) as major and later lieutenant
colonel of the U. S. Army Medical Reserve Corps.
His book Physical Diagnosis went through nine
editions from 1901 to 1927. His later works
are Laymen's Handbook of Medicine (1916);
Rewards and Training of a Physician (1917);
Social Work
(1919); Facts on the Heart
(1926) ; and Adventures on the Borderlands of
Ethics (1926). In his medical works, several of
(

which went through numerous editions, he originated a new feature in medical teaching. The
subject matter consisted wholly of case histories
presented in a novel fashion.
CADMAtf, CHARLES WAKEFIELD (1881An American composer, born at Johns).
town, Pa. He received his entire musical education from private teachers in Pittsburgh, where he
lived until 1909 as organist of various churches,
conductor of a male chorus, and critic of the
Pittaburg -Dispatch. Having become interested
in the music of the American Indians, be spent
some time at the reservation of the Omaha Indians, making phonographic records of their
songs and pieces for flute. Together with Princess Tsiamna Redfeather, a full-blooded Indian
mezzo-soprano, he lectured on Indian lore, making extensive tours of the United States and
also visiting Paris and .London. Of his operas,
Shanewis or The Rolin Woman was produced
at the Metropolitan Opera House (Mar. 23,
,

1

The Garden of Mystery (New York,
1925); The Witoh of %alem (Chicago, 1926);
The Sunset Trail .(Rochester, 1927), The Red
Rivals or Qaoma (-three acts) ,has not yet J>ee&
produced although completed in ,1919. His -other
works cpnsisjt of a pjanp trio in D, a piano
lt)18)'5

-

;

sonata in A, a Japanese song cycle, several Indian song cycles and two operettas.

CADMAZST, S(AMUEL) PARSES (1804-

).

An American

clergyman, born at Wellington,
England, and educated at the University of London. From 189C to 1901, he was pastor of the
Metropolitan Temple (Methodist Episcopal),
New York City, and after that time pastor of
the Central Congregational Church at Brooklyn,
N, Y. He was a popular lecturer, lis Sunday
afternoon talks being broadcast by radio. He
was president of the Federal Council of the
Churches of Christ in America (1924-28) and
at the expiration of this term was elected the
first radio minister of the Federal Council of
Churches. His works include: Charles Darwin
and Other English Thinkers (191J); The Victory of Christmas; The Religious Uses of Mem"
ory (1912) ; The Life of William Owen (1912!) ;
The Three Religious Leaders of Oxford (1916) ;
Ambassadors of God (1920); Christianity and
the State (1925); and Pro Christi (1928).
CADORNA, ka-dOr'na, COUNT LUIGI (18501928). An Italian general who was born at
Pallanza, entered the army in 1868, became chief
of the general staff in 1911, and was commanderin-chief of the Italian Army from 1915 to December, 1917. After the defeat at Caporetto,
he was tranferred to the Military Council at
Versailles, and later, as a result of the findings
of the Caporetto inquiry commission, was retired from the army. In 1924 he was made a
Marshal by Mussolini. He wrote Let guerra
alia fronte italiana (2 vols., 1921).
).,
CAILLATTX', ka'yo, JOSEPH (1863French public official (see VOL. IV). Six days
after the release of Mme. Caillaux, who had
been tried for and acquitted of the shooting of
M. Gaston Calmette, the World War began. In
1916, Caillaux went to Rome and because of
remarks made by him to Italian statesmen that
France could not continue the War after the
of 1917 and that first peace, then an alspring
liance with Germany should be concluded,
Briand gave permission to the Italian government to confiscate his papers. The taking of
these papers proved most, embarrassing to Caillaux, one being the elaboration of a project to
overthrow the legal government and have himself
made dictator, and the other containing the
names of politicians, newspaper managers, etc.,
whom it would be necessary to arrest or exile.
At the close of 1917, the Charnbre voted to' suspend his parliamentary immunity, and on. Jan.
After a trial that
14, 1918, he was arrested.
dragged on f or-two years, he was sentenced by the
Senate, sitting as a judicial bodv, to the imprisonment that he had already served, five years prohibition, of residence in French territory, and the
.deprivation of civil rights for ten 'years, but was
granted an, amnesty by, the Parliament elected in
Mayj 1924, and in November of that year* retu'rned
to Paris. Elected to the Senate; he was again
Finance Minister, hi the cabinets' of Painlev4 and
Briwd, from April tp October, '1,925,, and from

A
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June to July, 1926, when the franc was at its
lowest ebb. His writings include L'impdt sur le
revenu (1910 and 1914), Mes Prisons (1920),
and Oft va la France, oil va V Europe? '(1922).
A British
).
CAEGTE, SIB HALL (1853novelist and dramatist (see VOL. IV). During
the World War, he wrote British propaganda in
the United States. He was knighted in 1918
and made a Companion of Honour in 1022. Many
of his novels were dramatized and filmed, both
in the United States and in England, and a collected edition of his works was issued in 1921.
His later books included Scenes in the Great
War (1915); Britain's Daughters (1916); The
Iron Hand, a play (1916) The Minister, a play
(1918); The Woman of Knockaloe (1923); and
The Master of Alan (1923). He edited King
Albert's Book (1914-15), for which he was made
an Officer of the Order of Leopold.
CALCITTM:. See CHEMISTRY.
CALDER, A(LEXANDER) STEELING (1870An American sculptor (see VOL. IV).
).
He became a member of the National Academy of
Design in 1913. The Grand Prize of^the AlaskaYukon Exposition was awarded to him, and also
the Designer's Medal of the San Francisco Expo;

sition (1915).
).
CALDEB, JAMES ALEXANDER (1868Canadian public official (see VOL. IV). After
1914 he was Minister of Railways and Highways,
first vice president of the Canadian Chamber of
Commerce of London, and a member of the ImSince 1921 he
perial War Conference (1918).
has been a Liberal-Unionist Member of the Senate.

CALDWELL, BUBNS

DURBIHT (1858-1922).
railway official, born in Placerville,
He was educated in the public schols of
Calif.
Chambersburg, Pa., and began his railway servFrom 1886
ice in 1875 with the Vandalia Line.
to 1892, he was employed in important capacities with several Western railroads, from 1889
to 1902 was traffic manager of the D. L. & W.
Railroad, from 1902 to 1911, vice president of
that road, and from 1911 to 1922 was president
of Wells Fargo & Co.
He was chairman of the
board of the American Railway Express Company (1918-22).
CALENDAR. See ASTKONOMY.
CALIFORNIA. The second State in size
(158,297 square miles) and the eighth in population; capital, Sacramento. The population of
the State increased during the decade 1910-20,
from 2,377,549 to 3,426,8(51, a gain of 44.1 per
estimated population, 1928, 4,556,000.
cent;
The white population increased from 2,259,672
(1910) to 3,264,711 (1920); the Negro, from

An American

21,645 to 38,763; the Indian, from 16,371 to
17,360. The Chinese decreased in number from
36,248 to 28,812, but the Japanese increased ,in
number from 41,356 to 71,952* The native
white population increased from 1,742,422 to
2,683,049, while the number of foreign-born
whites increased from 517,250 to 681,662. The
urban population in 1910 was 1,469,739; in
1920, 2,331,729; the rural population showed
an increase of from 907,810 to 1,095,132. The
populations of the chief cities increased as follows; San Francisco (q.v.) from 416,912 to
506,676; Oakland (q.v.), from 150,174 to 216,261 ; San Diego, from 39,578 to 74,683. During
the decade, Los Angeles (q.v.) passed San Francisco as the largest city in the State, with a
population of 319,198 in 1910 and 576,673 in
Local estimates for Jan. 1, 1929, placed
1920.
the population of Los Angeles at over 1,400,000.

While the population in the
State increased 44.1 per cent in the period
1910-20, the number of farms increased by 33.4
per cent, or from 88,197 in 1910 to 117,670 in
1920, and rose further to 136,409 in 1925, owing
partly to the cutting up of tracts. In 1925 the
acreage was 27,517,000, a decrease from 1920,
when it was 29,365,667, and a slight decrease
from 1910 as well. Improved land in farms
increased from 11,389,894 acres in 1910 to 11,878,339 in 1920. The total value of farm property in the State apparently increased from $1,614,694,584 (1910) to $3,431,021,861 (1920) and
was $3,424,785,986 in 1925,- the average value
of farm property rose from $18,308 in 1910 to
$29,158 in 1920, and then fell to $25,107 in
1925. In interpreting* these values, however,
and, indeed, all comparative values in the period
in question, the inflation of values, the nation
over, and the ensuing reaction must be taken
into account. The total percentage of the land
area in farms in California increased from 28
per cent in 1910 to 29.5 per cent in 1920 and
diminished to 27.6 in 1925. The percentage of
improved farm land decreased slightly from 40.8
per cent (1910) to 40.4 per cent (1920). Of the
total of 136,409 farmers in 1925, the number
operating as owners was 109,654, as compared
with 117,670 in 1920; as managers, 6709, as
compared with 4940; and as tenants, 20,046, as
compared with 25,141. There was a continuation of the previous increase of owners, partly
The white farmoffset by a decrease in tenants.
ers in 1920 numbered 11,184, as compared with
85,119 in 1910; and the number of Japanese
farmers had increased from 1816 to 5152 during
that time. The total number of colored farmers, including Negroes, Indians, Japanese, and
Chinese, was 6486 in 1920, as compared with
307$ in 1910. The farms free from mortgage
numbered 36,042 in 1920, as compared with 39,368 in 1910; while the number of mortgaged
farms increased from 26,749 in 1910 to 44,109
in 1920, and to 50,801 in 1925. Of the 117,670
farms in the State in 1920, 67,391 were irrigated,
or a total irrigated area devoted to agriculture
of 4,219,040 acres. Of all farms in 1920, 57.3
per cent was irrigated, as compared with 44.6
per cent in 1910.
The number of cattle in 1925 was 1,918,489;
and in 1920, 2,008,037. The number of sheep
increased from 2,400,151 in 1920 to 3,045,095 in
1925. Poultry raising developed appreciably,
the number of chickens being nearly 12,784,512
in 1925. The production of small fruits in
1919 was 15,458,726 quarts, compared with 26,824,120 quarts in 1909; oranges, 21,628,444
boxes, compared with 14,436,180 in 1909; lemons,
6,551,657 boxes, compared with 2,756,221; and
grapefruit, 465,085 boxes, compared with 122,Agriculture.

515.

The coming

of prohibition,

which

it

was

anticipated would paralyze the wine-grape industry and depreciate the value of lands used
for the purpose, had quite the opposite effect.
The vine-growing area more than doubled, and
until new vineyards in excess of demand came
into bearing, prices for the crop far in excess of those that previously prevailed were secured. The estimated production of the chief
crops in 1927 was as foIIowB: Corn, 2,464,000
bushels; wheat, 13,642,000; barley, 25,422,000;
rice, 8,960,00;
potatoes, 7,956,000; sweet potatoes, 1,080,000; hay, 5,332,000 tons; and cotton, 94,000 bales.
Comparative figures for 1913
are corn, 1,815,000 bushels; wheat, 4,200,000;
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barley, 33,150,000; rice, 293,000; potatoes, 8,092,000; hay, 3,000,000 tons; and cotton, 23,000 bales.
Mining. California is one of the most important of the mineral-producing States and in
the value of its products in 1926 ranked third,

being surpassed only by Pennsylvania and Oklain that year. The most important of its
mineral products are petroleum, natural-gas
gasoline, natural gas, and cement. The development of the petroleum fields of the State has
been one of the most important events in the
history of mineral production in the country,
the extent of this development being shown by a
comparison of figures for several of the years in
the period starting with 1914. In that year, the
production was 99,775,327 barrels, valued at

homa

$48,060,096; 1916, 90,951,936 barrels, $53,702,733; 1918, 97,531,997 barrels, $118,770,790; in
1920, 103,377,000 barrels, $178,395,000; 1926,
224,673,000 barrels, $345,547,000; 1927, 230,752,000 barrels, $280,000,000 (estimated). On the
other hand, the production of gold in the State
has decreased, with but occasional exceptions,
from year to year since 1914. The production
in 1914 was 999,113 fine ounces, valued at $20,653,496; in 1916, 1,035,745 fine ounces, $21,410,741 5 in 1918, 799,588 fine ounces; 1920,
692,297 fine ounces; 1922, 709,677 fine ounces;
1926, 581,700 fine ounces; 1928, 521*739.50 fine
ounces. This decrease was due partly to the
exhaustion of a number of the deep mines and to
general depression in the gold-mining industry
in the last few years.
The cement industry has
shown a comparatively steady increase for many
years. There were produced in 1914, 5,075,114
barrels; in 1920, 7,098,084; in 1921, 7,302,784;
in 1926, 13,842,483; and in 1927, 14,580,054.
The output of natural gas increased from 17,828,928 M. cubic feet in 1914 to 204,915,000 M.
cubic feet in 1926. In 1920, the production was
60,041,000 M. cubic feet, and in 1921, 75,942,000
M. cubic feet. There was produced also a considerable amount of copper, varying from 30,507,692 pounds in 1914 to 48,153,139 in 1917;
12,626,272 in 1920; 49,433,716 in 1924; 30,442,961 in 1926; 25,150,743 in 1928. The silver prodxiction is still important. In 1914 it was 1,471,859 fine ounces; in 1916, 2,564,354; in 1919,
1,107,189; in 1920, 1,706,327; in 1921, 3,629,223; in 1926, 1,977,956; in 1928, 1,478,771. The
State has produced large quantities of lead and

The lead production has varied from 4,251,923 pounds in 1914 to 21,868,628 in 1917;
13,372,049 in 1918; 4,813,510 in 1920; 1,124,-

zinc.

276 in 1921, and 1,891,037 in 1928. The zinc
production in 1914 was 389,471 pounds, which
increased in 1916 to 15,256,485 pounds, fell again
in 1919 to 472,990 pounds, then rose in 1921 to
1,057,731

pounds, and was 8,062,625 in 1927.

In addition to the minerals mentioned above,
California produces asphalt, clay, slate, stone,
and many other products of great value. The
total value of the mineral production of the
State in 1914 was $101,013,199; in 1918, $204,673,547; in 1925, $496,923,376; and in 1926,
$523,352,257.
Manufactures. California is an increasingly
important industrial State. The number of
manufacturing establishments has fluctuated, being 7659 in 1909 to 11,942 in 1919, and 10,066
in 1927, while the number of persons engaged
manufactories as wage earners was 139,481 in
1914,, 243,962 in 1919, and 262,936 in 1927.
The capital invested in 1909 was $537,134,359;
i
1914, $736,105,445, and in 1919, '$1,233,480,-

m
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The most important industries are petroleum refining, canning, and preserving, Cali273.

fornia ranking first

among the States in the
canning of fruits and vegetables. The value of
these products in 1909 was $32,915.000; in 1919,
$219,279,000; in 1925, $199,156,316. The value
of the products of the petroleum-refining industry, which in 1925 ranked first in importance,
was $17,878,000 in 1909; $213,292,000 in 1919;
and $369,581,955 in 1925. Shipbuilding and
boatbuilding, ranking third in the value of its
product, had an output in 1909 valued at $4,132,000; in 1914, $8,104,000, and in 1919, $185,882,000; the extraordinary growth from 1914
to 1919 being the result of great shipbuilding operations carried on because of the War.
Slaughtering and meat packing also form an
important industry. The value of the product
in 1909 was $34,280,000; in 1914, $50,012,000,
and in 1919, $94,450,000. The increase in the
value of products from 1914 to 15)19 was in
great measure due to the changes in the industrial conditions brought about by the War; a
more definite evidence of progress is shown by
a comparison of the number of wage earners and
of the horse power used, both of which indicate
unmistakably a growth in the manufactures of
the State.
The chief manufacturing cities are San Fran-

Los Angeles, and Oakland. In San Franthe number of manufacturing establishments, with the value of their products, was:
in 1909, 1796 and $133,041,000; 1919, 2360 and
cisco,
cisco,

$417,321,000; in 1925 products attained the
value of $531,827,000. The manufacturing establishments of Oakland interests increased from
441 in 1909 to 573 in 1914 and 593 in 1919,
the value of products was $22,343,000 (1909)
$134,755,000 (1919); and $144,841,000 (1925).
Education. California has
been
always
among the foremost States in its educational
advancement. In 1913, the ex-officio Board of
Education was abolished, and was superseded by
the State Department of Education, which, however, was handicapped by the fact that it was in
a measure double-headed and divided authority
between the Superintendent of Public Instruction and the Governor. In 1921 a special legislative committee on education studied the school
system of the State with the object of suggesting improvement in the laws to render the educational administration more efficient; and the
Legislature of that year passed a law which
carried into effect many of the recommendations
made by the commission, although it could not
alter the administrative form of the educational
system, such a change involving a constitutional
amendment. The Legislature of 1923 further
amended the law of 1921. Studies for the elimination of useless matter from the elementary
school curriculum led to reforms therein in 1925.
The total enrollment in the schools of the State
in 1914, including kindergarten, elementary,
;

and normal schools, was 501,921. The enrollment in the kindergartens and elementary
schools in the academic year 1925-26 was 759,676; in the high schools, 256,707. In 1922 the
enrollment in kindergartens was 20,061; in the
elementary schools, 571,678, and in the high
high,

schools, including junior colleges and special
schools, 227,270. The total expenditures for elementary and high schools, 1925-26, were:
Calicurrent, $95,825,128; outlays, $41,163,268.
fornia's percentage of illiteracy is among the
lowest of the States. It decreased from 4.3 per
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Finance. State expenditures in the year
ended June 30, 1928, as reported Tby the U. S.
Department of Commerce, were: for maintenance
and operation of governmental departments, $64,404,531 (of which $24,109,102 was for local
education) ; for public service enterprises, $2,558,923; for interest on debt, $4,351,646; for
permanent improvements, $17.216,047; total,
$89,031,147 (of which $15,796,198 was for highways, $4,976,297 being for maintenance and
$10,819,901 for construction). Revenues were
$101,729,699; property and special taxes furnished 19.3 per cent thereof; departmental earnings and remuneration for State services, 6.5
per cent; license sales and gasoline taxation, 60
per cent. No general property tax was levied,
other revenue more than covering expenditures.
Net State funded debt on June 30, 1927, was
$115,614,867. Of outstanding bonds, $64,725,000 were highway debt.
Political and Other Events. Hiram W.
Johnson, Governor in 1914, subsequently held
a commanding position in the State and in national affairs. While James D. Phelan, the
Democratic candidate for United States Senator,
was elected in 1914, Johnson, on a Progressive
ticket, was reflected Governor. At this election,
a proposed prohibition amendment to the conThe Progressives constitution was defeated.
novel
tinued to control the State Legislature.

A

departure in legal procedure was the appointment, in 1914, of a public defender in Los
Angeles County. On Apr. 30, 1914, there was an
eruption of Mt. Lassen, a supposedly extinct
volcano in the northern part of the State. In
1916, as a result of area added in the municipal
elections, Los Angeles- became the largest municipal area in the country. On July 22, 1916,
during a preparedness parade in San Francisco,
an infernal machine was exploded in tho crowd,
causing the death of six and the injury of 25.
On Jan. 28, 1916, a dam at San Diego burst,
causing the -death of 65 persons and a property
C. C.
loss of $200,000,000.
Young, Republican,
was elected governor in 1926, and Senator Shortwhile
was
reflected,
ridge
a^referendum proposal
to repeal the State Prohibition Act was defeated
sectional
vote
a
of the southern counby
largely
Los Angeles
ties, San Francisco favoring repeal.
experienced difficulties with its water system,
the Owens Valley in 1927, where sympathizers with local interests deprived of irrigation water dynamited the aqueduct repeatedly,
and in 1928 at the darn in San Francisquito Canyon, which broke Mar. 13, 1928, causing the
loss of over 400 lives.
California,
occupied a prominent place in the
first in

presidential election in 1916. The Republican
Party was divided by factional dispute and as
a result the Democratic electors received a plurality of 3373 -votes. This result gave tho election to President Wilson, For the first time in
the history of the State, women voted. Cover*
nor Johnson was elected to the United States
Senate. William D. Stephens,- lieutenant governor, became governor of the State and was reelected in 1918. The Supreme Court in 1918 upheld the -constitutionality of the State Primary
Election Law. Samuel M* Shortridge was elected
Senator, defeating J. D. Phelan, Democrat, At
this election, a prohibition amendment and an
,
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cent in 1910 to 3.9 per cent in 1920 ; the decrease
among native whites being from 0.6 to 0.4 per
cent; among the Negroes, from 8.4 to 5.6 per

act prohibiting vivisection and compulsory
vaccination were defeated. For President, in
1920. Harding received 624,992 votes and Cox,
229,191. A referendum on Nov. 2, 1920, ratified
the anti-alien land-leasing law passed by the
Legislature. The chief object of this act was
to prevent Japanese from holding agricultural
land in California. Its effect was to render it
impossible for 60,000 or 70,000 resident Japanese
to lease land in their own right or in behalf of
their children. In 1922, Friend W. Richardson,
Republican, was elected governor and Senator
Johnson was reflected in 1922 and 1928. An
investigation into election expenses paid for by
corporations was carried on by the State Senate
in 1923, and measures were passed to prevent
excessive expenditures. On Sept. 17, 1923, a
fire in Berkeley caused a property loss of over
$10,000,000. On November 11 of this year, the
United States Supreme Court declared valid
laws prohibiting alien ownership of land in the
State. In the presidential primaries of 1923,
President Coolidge was endorsed by the Republicans and William G. McAdoo, by the Democrats.
The State's Presidential vote was: Coolidge
733,250 ; LaFollette
( Republican ) ,
( Progressive),
(Democrat), running
424,649; Davis
third, received 105,514. Tho votes in 1924 ratified eight constitutional amendments, one authorizing taxation of stocks, bonds, mortgages, and
other credits at other than the general property
For President in 1928, Hoover received
rate.
1,102,323 votes; Smith, 614,356.
Legislation. The Legislature of 1915 passed
a measure abolishing political party distinction
from, the ballots. This, however, was defeated
by referendum later in the year. Attempts to
amend the Anti-alien Land Act, passed in 1913,
failed.
constitutional amendment of 1917 pro*
vided for a compensation law subject to the apM
"blue sky law was also
proval of the people.
enacted and a constitutional amendment providing for social insurance. In 1919 the Legislature appropriated $1,000,000 for^the extension
of the State land settlement project including
preferential selection of farms by returned service ra<?n.
$40,000,000 highway bond issuo
was submitted to the people and adopted on July
1.
constitutional amendment
providing for a
constitutional convention was voted on in No-

A

A

A

A

vember, 1920, and passed. This legislature
passed also a compulsory education law and created a department of agriculture* In 1921 the
Legislature passed several measures to aid soldiers; reorganized numerous State boards and
offices into six administrative departments under
the governor; created a small-claims court and
county public defenders, and enacted a State
prohibition enforcement act. In 1923 the Legislature made instruction in the Constitution of
the United States compulsory in all schools,
amended the Workmen's-Compensation Law, andt
passed an absent voters act. The State Civil
Service Commission was replaced in 1925 by a
courts were authorized t&
single commissioner
appoint exports in criminal trials; and criminal
action to maintain canned-fruit standards was
authorized. The Governor's Council of Nine,
comprising the chief department heads, was created in 1927, to centralize activities of the various State commissions,, The Reapportionment
Act of 1927 provided one State Senator to oach
j

county.
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CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE

1

000. The productive funds grew from $5,540,263 in 1914 to $13,280,313 in 1927-28, and the
income for the latter year was $532,251. Five
buildings were completed in 1917 from a $2,000,000 State-bond issue: Wheeler Hall, a classroom
named for the president of the University; a
new wing for the library; Hilgard Hall, an agriculture building ; a wing for the chemical laboratory; and a unit for the power plant. In 1923
Le Conte Hall for the department of physics;
Hesse Hall, the first unit of a group of buildings
for the engineering departments, and the California Memorial Stadium, costing $1,350,000,
were completed; while Haviland Hall, for the

school of education, was in course of construcLater additions to the plant included four
buildings on the new campus at Los Angeles in
1928, in addition to which it was planned to
have a fifth ready for occupancy when the institution was moved in the summer of 1929.
tion.

On the Berkeley campus, Bowles Hall, a dormithe
tory for men, and the first dormitory at
University of California, was completed in 1928,
and work was started on a life sciences building, to be the largest used for academic purposes
in the United States. The International House,
to cost $1,750,000, a fine-arts group and audi-

'

torium, and an engineering building, were
a number of
planned for the year 1920, and
changes were effected on the campus in the way
of improvements and additional acreage. David
Preacott Barrows, Ph.D., succeeded Benjamin
Icle Wheeler as president in 1019, and was succeedcd in turn in 1923 by William Wallace
Campbell, Sc.D., LL.D. In 1929 Robert Gordon
Dr. Campbell havS^roul was elected president.
ing presented Ms resignation to take effect

July

31, 1930.

CALIFOBNIA INSTITTTTE OI TECHNOLOGY. An institution of collegiate and
1

graduate instruction and research in the pure
and applied sciences, at Pasadena, Calif.,
founded as Thropp Polytechnic Institute in 1891,
The present campus was acquired in 1910 and at
that time was adopted the present policy of development of an institution of university grade
devoted to undergraduate and advanced instruction in the fundamental sciences and in the
varidus branches of engineering, and to research

in 'these fields. Since the World War, the proIn 1917
gress of the institute has been rapid.
the Gates Chemical Laboratory was erected and
in
equipped, and an extension was completed
192C. In 1923 the Norman Bridge Laboratory
of Physics was opened. In 1922 Culbertson
Hall, an auditorium seating 500 persons, was
erected and in 1924 the High-Potential Research
Laboratory was built and equipped- through the
cooperation of the Southern California Edison
Company. A laboratory of steani engineering,
an engineering research laboratory, 'and a seisjofcal laboratory were* erected 'in 1927.
for the Daniel Guggenheim Graduate

A

'
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founded in 1868, laving
Calif.,
Berkeley,
branches at Los Angeles, Davis, Riverside, Mount
Hamilton, La Jolla, Mountain View, Cortena,
and in the Imperial Valley. The enrollment of
full-time students increased from 7526 in 1914 to
16,959 in the autumn of 1928, plus an enrollment of 35,467 in extension classes, 6,692 in
correspondence schools, and 10,288 in the summer session of 1928. The faculty increased from
434 to approximately 1500 members on the regular teaching staff and 700 on the extension staffs;
the library from 200,000 volumes to about 1,000,-

School of Aeronautics was completed in 1928,
also a Hall of Humanities provided for by gift
from Mr. and Mrs. Joseph B. Dabney, and the
first large unit of the William G. Kerckhoff
Laboratories of Biology. Monetary gifts have
included nearly $3,000,000 from the General Education Board; $40,000 from the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching; $30,000
a year for a period of years from the Carnegie
Institution of Washington for the support of researches in the structure of matter and the
nature of radiation; and $12,000 for researches in genetics; $185,000 from th- Carnegie
Corporation of New York; $350,000 from the
Daniel Guggenheim Fund for the Promotion of
Aeronautics, part of which was used for the
building mentioned above; and $20,000 a year
from the Rockefeller Foundation, through the
National Research Council, to National Research
Fellows conducting work at the Institute. Student enrollment in the fall of 1923 was 639 and
there were 200 members of the staff of instruction and research, including teaching fellows and
assistants. Productive funds in the fall of 1928
amounted to approximately $9,000,000 and annual income to approximately $500,000. The
International Education Board provided for the
construction by the Institute of the Astrophysical Observatory, equipped with a 200-inch reflecting telescope and many auxiliary instruments.
prime purpose of the gift was to
secure for the observatory the advantage in its
design, construction, and operation, of the combined knowledge and experience of the group of
investigators in the research laboratories of the
institute and in the neighboring Mount Wilson
Observatory of the Carnegie Institution of Washington. The institute has no president, the administration centring in an Executive Council
of eight, of which Robert A. Millikan, PhJX,
LLJX, Sc.D., Nobel Laureate, is chairman.
Other members are Arthur H. Fleming, Allan C.
Balch, George B. Hale, Thomas H. Morgan, William Bennet Munro, Arthur A. Noyes, and Henry

A

M.

Bobhifton.

CALIPHATE.

The Caliphate or leadership
of the Mohammedan world, which had been held
Iby rulers of Turkey since the sixteenth century,
was allowed to lapse on Mar. 3, 1924, when the
Turkish Grand National Assembly at Angora deposed Abdul Mejid from the office of Caliph and
abolished the institution, at least temporarily,
in so far as Turkey was concerned. The Caliphate immediately became the subject of international intrigue and universal discussion. The
spiritual and temporal powers which the Turkish Sultans had enjoyed as Caliphs have often
been exaggerated, even to the point of. erroneously comparing the Caliphate to the Papacy.
In theory, to be sure, the Caliph was the representative or vicegerent of the prophet Mohammed, guardian of the sacred law of Islam, defender
of the faith, and spokesman of some 300,000,000
Mohammedans. As a matter of fact, although for a while after Mohammed's death, A.D.
G32, the -Caliphs enjoyed great prestige, the
office was not recognized by the large body of
schismatic Shahs in Persia and elsewhere, nor
did it in modern times command much more
1

than nominal respect among non-Turkish Mohammedan populations. It "was a mere shadow
when it was taken by Sultan Seliia I from the
*

last of the Abbasids, in the sixteenth century,
become hereditary in the house of Othman.
Abdul Hamid II used it * a, convenient into'

CALIPHATE
stmment
and

to enlist support from Mohammedans
outside his empire, and the dramatic German Emperor William II generously but inaccurately referred to the Sultan "whom 300,000,000 Mohammedans throughout the world revere as the
Caliph"; but after the revolution of 1908 and
the rise of the Young Turks, the artificially inflated prestige of the Caliphate was punctured
by a scries of inglorious wars and by Arab revolts against the Pan-Turanian policies of the

Young Turk leaders. The Young Turks, indeed,
were willing to use the Caliphate for their own
nationalistic ends, but placed little confidence in

dubious vitality.
of the World War made the use
of sentiment once more desirable. To rally the
Islamic host to the aid of Turkey, the Sultan,
Mohammed V, in 1015 was induced to become
once again the head of a militant Caliphate and
to proclaim the dreaded Jihad, or Holy War.
The Holy War failed outside of Turkey, for
Arab, Berber, and Indian Mohammedans fought
its

The outbreak

in the Allies' cause; it became increasingly evident to the West that the Caliph's position,
heretofore magnified by the Powers in the interests of their own policies, was really sadly
insecure. For Mustapha, Kemal and the Nationalist Turks, after the War, the institution of the
Caliphate possessed no attraction. It is difficult
to say whether, in their admiration for Western
institutions, the Nationalists did not lean too
far over to the left, and in pretending a lack
of sympathy for religious ideas, tend to minim-

the hold that Mohammedanism still had
on the great masses of the Turkish population.
At any rate, action was drastic. After the
Mudania Convention had given Constantinople
into their hands, the Nationalists, on Nov. 2,
1922, deposed the Sultan-CalipU, Mohammed VI,
and abolished the Sultanate. They named Abdul Mejid Caliph, but they sheared the office of
Islam was made to
all its temporal power.
realize that Turkey merely waited for a propitious moment to rid herself of the Caliphate altogether. The top eager interest of Indian Mohammedans furnished the opportunity. After
the War, Indian extremists worked heroically
for the resurgence of the Caliphate's high dignity, not in the interest of Turkey but rather
in that of an independent India. The appeal
was frankly religious and sentimental; around
Nationalist Turkey, which had successfully defied Croat Britain, crystallized a myth of the
new Mohammedan leader who was to guide the
Islamic world back to its former greatness.
The Nationalists regarded such talk with susTo them, in an agitation of this kind,
picion.
the way seemed easily left open for foreign interference in Turkish affairs. When the wellintentioned Indian Mohammedans, the Aga Khan
and Ameer Ali, in a letter to lamet Pasha, the
Turkish Premier, on Nov. 24, 1023, urged on the
Angora government the necessity for upholding
the power of the Caliphate, summary action
was decided on. The so-called tribunal of independence was appointed to try the Constantinople editors whose papers were alleged to have
published the letter before Ismet Pasha had
even received it. And then, in the debate on
the budget in the Assembly, on Mar. 1, 1924,
Muatapha Kemal demanded the abolition of the
Caliphate. Two days later, the Assembly complied, and on the next day Abdul Mejid and
his son were bundled across the European fronize
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to strengthen his political pretensions

To

how

completely secular and religious affairs were henceforth to be sundered,
drastic measures were enacted providing for the
seizure of effects and estates belonging to the
deposed Othman family, the confiscation of all
the
property of the Pious Foundations, the subordination to the civil authorities of the law
tier.

indicate

administration based on the Koran,
abolition

of

religious

schools.

and the
Turkey thus

parted with her past and frankly accepted Occidental standards. Whether the loss of the
prestige which the Caliphate had formerly conferred on her would militate against Turkey's
influence remained to be seen.
The abolition of the Caliphate brought consternation to many sections of the Moslem world,
and stirring protests were made against the
action of the Turkish government. Shortly after
the deposition of Abdul Mejid, King Hussein
of the Hedjaz laid claim to the title by virtue
of his direct descent from the Prophet and his
control of the two holy cities, Mecca and Medina.
He was proclaimed Caliph in Transjordania in

March, but, outside

of- Palestine,

Syria,
*

and

parts of Arabia, his claim received little attention. It disappeared entirely when his kingdom was conquered by Ibn Baud. Among
Moslems, the Caliphate situation brought forth
shade of opinion, ranging from the conevery
tention that the position was without significance
to the assertions of those who held that the
Sultanate of Turkey and the Caliphate were
indivisible.

Among the more authoritative voices was
that of the Egyptian Moslems, who held that the
Caliphate was vacant and should be filled by
election by representatives from all Islam.
They proposed to call a Caliphate conference in
Cairo in March, 1925, but later postponed the
meeting for a year. The conference, held in
May, 1926, was only partially representative
and took no decisive steps.
In the meantime, Ibn Saud had completed his
conquest of Hedjaz and was in control of the
Holy Cities. He made every effort to cultivate
the good will of all Moslems, particularly by
providing conveniences and lowering costs to
the throngs of pilgrims visiting these cities, and
it was presumed that he was paving the way
for his own selection as Caliph. In 1926 he
called a great Moslem Congress to meet in
Mecca in June and July. It was attended by
delegations from all lands professing the Sunni
Mohammedan faith, and it gave much attention
to such matters as the health and comfort of
pilgrims and the care of the holy places. But
the subject of the Caliphate was considered only
in an informal way and no action upon it was
taken. Following this Congress, the situation
with respect to the spiritual headship of Islam
remained nebulous, reflecting the great diversity
of views as to its importance and the proper
manner of filling the place.
An
).
CALKINS, HANSOM M. (1863American railway official, born at Ogdensburg,
N. Y. He was educated in the public schools of
that city and began his railway service with, the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul Railroad in
1879. He rose through various grades with that
road and in the years following served with
many important railways in the West, chiefly
as traffic manager. He served in this capacity
with the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Kailway from 1913 to 1917 and was made president
In 1920, he became vice
of that road in 1918.

HAT/LAW
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president and after 1926 was assistant to the
receiver during the receivership and reorganization.

biologigue et chimique des eaua; d'&gout, 8 vols.

(1905-14) ; Recherches experimentales sur le
tuberculose (1907-14); Les venins, les animau

An venimeux et la serotherapy antiv$nimeuse
).
CALLAM", JOHN GURNET (1875American mechanical engineer, born at North- (1907; in English translation, 1908) also with
Conn. He graduated from the Massa- Breton, L'Ankylostomiase (1905); and (with
field,
chusetts Institute of Technology in 1896 and Imbeaux and Poitevin)
gouts et vidanges, orfor several years was with the General Electric dures menageres, cimetieres, 2 vols. (1911).
Company and with the Arthur D. Little Com- After the World war, he became active in tuberpany of Boston. He was professor of steam and culosis prevention through the immunizing of
gas engineering at the University of Wisconsin infants. His Infection bacillaire et la tuberfrom 1915 to 1920, when he became professor of culose (1920) received an English translation
industrial management of the Graduate School and in 1927 appeared La vaccination preventive
;

of Business Administration at Harvard. He
took out about 70 patents, chiefly in connection

contre la tuberculose.

with steam turbines, and was a member of

actor born in Manchester wlio made his
first appearance at the Theatre Royal at Durban, Natal, in 1878. During 1888-89 he toured
in America with Mrs. Langtry and in conjunction with Martin Harvey and William Haviland
took but the Lyceum Vacation Company. He
toured with Miss Fortescue and Ben Greet's
company and in 1890 formed his own company

sev-

eral scientific societies.

(1877kiil-ya' PLUTARCO ELIAS
Mexican President and public official,
born in the State of Sonora and at one time
Governor of that State. He was a close associate of President Obregon (q.v.) and with the
backing of the Labor Party became Secretary

CALLES,
) .

A

of the Interior in Obregon's cabinet. In August,
1923, he resigned to conduct his campaign for
nomination to the Presidency, in which he was
supported by Obregon, the Labor Party, and sevbitter fight ensued beeral smaller groups.

A

CAL'VERT, Louis

(1859-1923).

An

Eng-

lish

and produced Shakespearean plays. From 1915
to 1919, he was in America. Ho then returned
to England, playing in Daddalums and in The
Tempest. In 1922 he was best known as the
Baron in He Who Gets Slapped. He died July
18, 1923.
Among his hooks were An Actor's
Hamlet and Problems of the Actor (1919).

tween Calles and Adolfo de la Huerta, nominee
of the Cooperative Party, which ended in an unsuccessful attempt at revolution by the latter.
).
CALVERT, PHILIP POWELL (1871Calles was elected in July, 1924, and made a An American zoologist born at Philadelphia,
tour of the United States and Europe before Pa., and educated at the University of Pennsylassuming office on November 30. His adminis- vania (Ph.D., 1885) and at Berlin and Jena.
tration was marked at the start by the improve- He was assistant instructor in zoology at the
ment of finances by drastic economy, and later University of Pennsylvania (1892-97), instructor
by the amicable settlement of difficulties with (1897-1907), assistant professor (1907-12), and
the United States over the enforcement of the professor (1912Professor Calvert trav).
land laws, a long and bitter struggle with the eled extensively in Mexico and Central AmerRoman Catholic Church, and a number of un- ica, and his scientific publications were mainly
successful revolutions. He declined renomina- studies on the dragon flies of Central America.
tion for the Presidency and at the conclusion He was associate editor of the Entomological
of his term on Dec. 1, 1928, retired to private life. News, 1893-1910, and editor after 1911. He is
Upon the outbreak of a serious revolt against the author (with Amelia, S. Calvert) of A Year
the Portes Gil administration on Mar. 2, 1929, of Costa Rican Natural History (1917).
An
he was recalled and appointed Secretary of War,
).
CALVIN, EDGAR EUGENE (1858assuming command in the field of the main gov- American railway official, born in Indianapolis.
ernment armies which finally crushed the revolt He was educated in the public schools of that
in April and May. See MEXICO, History.
city and began his railroad career as telegraph
on the Indianapolis, Cincinnati & LaGALLOWAY, ALFRED W. (1872-1926). An operator Railroad
in
1875. He entered the
American coal operator, born in Manchester, fayette
service of the Union Pacific Railway in 1882,
England. He came to the United States in 1882

and was educated in the public schools of BrookN. Y. He was employed in many important
capacities in several railroads and from 1013 to
1020 was president of the Davis Coal & Coke
Company, of Baltimore and of the Buffalo &
Susquehanna Coal and Coke Co., 1925-26. From

lyn,

1917 to 1923, he was also president of the Pittsburgh Terminal Coal Company and was director
and official in many important coal-mining and
other corporations.
kal'mSt', ALBEBT (1863).
French bacteriologist and sanitarian, born at
Nice. He received the degree of M.D. from the
University of Paris in 1886, spent some years
as surgeon in the French Navy, and in 1889

A

CALMETTE,

*

founded and became director of a branch Pasteur
Institute in Saigon. Resigning from the navy,
he was appointed director of the Pasteur Institute at Lille and remained until the death of
Metchnikoff, when he succeeded Roux as assists
ant director of the Paris institute. Calmette's
chief publications are: Recherches sur I' Duration

rising to the office of trainmaster. After serving as general superintendent and general manager of several important railways in the West,
lie was appointed president of the Union Pacific
Railroad in 1916. During the World War, he
acted as Federal manager for many important
roads and in 1920 became vice president of the

Union

Pacific-

System

lines.

CAMBODIA. See FRENCH iNDo-CmwA.
CAMBONV kaN'bON', JULES MARTIN (1845).

A

French

diplomat

(see

VOL.

IV).

Having been Trench Ambassador in Berlin until
the outbreak of the World War, his knowledge
of German affairs was very valuable to France.
He was General Secretary for Foreign Affairs
Cloiriencean appointed him president
in 1915.
of the Ministry in 1017 so that he might advise
in the Franco-American negotiations of tjiat
year, and in 1918 he was made Councilor tpr the
Affairs of Alsace-Lorraine. He was elected to
the French Academy in the same year, and in
1020 was president of the Conference of Ambassadors.

CAMBOtf

2

CAMBON, PIEKBE PATIL (1843-1924). A
French diplomat (see VOL. IV), Ambassador to
England (1898-1920) and a member of the
Institut (Academic des Sciences, Morales et
Politiques). He was largely influential in frustrating Germany's efforts to separate France
and England in 1914, and he also did much durFrance and
'
ing the peace negotiations to keep
Great Britain on good terms. lie resigned as
Ambassador to Great Britain in November, 1920,
and died at Paris, May 28, 1924.

CAMBBAI, BATTLE OF. See WAR ITT EDROPE.
CAMBRIDGE. An educational and manu-

facturing city of Massachusetts. The population rose from 104,839 in 1910 to 109,694 in 1920
and to 125,800 in 1928, by estimate of the Bureau of the Census. In April, 1923, a 14,000,the
plant of
water-purification
000-galloii
mechanical or rapid-filter type was opened. It
was the first of its kind for general purposes and
the only one municipally operated in MassachuThe catchment area covered 23.C square
setts.
miles and contained two impounding reservoirs,
one having a storage capacity of 3,000,000,000
In
gallons and the other of 400,000,000 gallons.
1025, 21,945 persons were employed in approximately 350 manufacturing establishments and
received $27,409,000 in wages; the value of
Camproducts manufactured was $105,833,000.
bridge has 111 miles of streets, 174 miles of
sewers, 143 miles of water pipes. There are 28
public schools, 10 parochial schools, 6 private
schools, and 2 higher institutions of learning,
Harvard University and the Massachusetts InThe assessed valuation of
stitute of Technology.
property in 1928 was $183,385,700; the net indebtedness was $7,202,274.
CAMDEN".
city of New Jersey on the

A

Delaware

River

opposite

Philadelphia.

Its

population rose from 94,538 in 1910 to 116,309
in 1920, and to 135,400 in 1928 by estimate of
the Bureau of the Census. The commisfiion form
of government was adopted in 1923. Since 1924,
as the result of the adoption of a city plan,
Camden has undergone a transformation. The
outstanding features have been the construction of a $1,250,000 Community Hotel in
1925, the erection of the city's first skythe
scraper, the Wilson Building, in 1026,

reopening of a large theatre in 1920, and most
cently the construction of a second skyscraper,
two large bank buildings, and another hotel.
The $2,000,000 Marine Terminal and the $0,200,000 City Hall and Bu Terminal, in combination
with an annex to the County Court House, are
also being erected. The suspension liridge between Camden and Philadelphia, which was begun in 1 921, was completed in 1926 at a total
cost' of $28,871,000.
The main span 'is 1750
feet, with an underclearance of 130 feet and a
total length of 1.82 miles.
In 1924, .$6,000,000
waa expended on new boulevards, and the same
year the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad
opened a new $3,000,000 terminal with 14 tracks.
Carnden is mainly an industrial city and its 350
manufacturing plants in 1925 gave employment

lo 22.700 persons, receiving wages of $29,175,000, and turning out products valued at $164,051,000. The assessed valuation of property in

1928 was $191,459,525; the net indebtedness
$10,554,176.

A

CAMERON",

SIB DAVID

YOUNG (1865-

was
).

British painter and etcher, born at Glasgow.
After attending the Glasgow Academy, he studied

CAMOUFLAGE

&
in Edinburgh.

Among other honors, his work,
represented in art galleries in England,
Europe, and America, won gold medals at Dresden (1897), at Paris (1900), and at Munich
(1905). He was elected to the Royal Scottish
Academy in 1918, and to the Royal Academy in
1920. Tlie Honorary LL.D. degree was conferred
on him by the universities of Glasgow (1911),
Manchester ( 1923 ) and Cambridge ( 1 928 ) . He
was knighted in 1924, His books include The
Clyde Seb (1890) ; North Holland (1892); North
Italy (189C); The London Set (1900); Paris
Etchings (1904); Etchings in Belgium (1907);
illustrations to Sir Herbert Maxwell's Story of
the Tweed (1905), and etchings to illustrate
The Compleat Angler (1902).
BritCAMEROON, ka'me-r<3on', BRITISH.
ish mandate territory formerly a part of the
German Kamenm on the west coast of Central
Africa stretching from the sea along the Nigerian frontier to Lake Chad. Area, 31,000 square
miles; population, estimated in 1928, 600,000.
While the territory was administered from Nigeria, independent accounts were maintained although the revenues and expenditures are incorporated in the accounts for Nigeria. The
leading exports in 1926 were palm products,
rubber, ivory, cocoa, and totaled 220,740. Imports totaled 273,439. In 1926, 13d vessels of
265,536 tons entered Victoria. The mark was
used until July 1, 1922, and then was replaced
by British currency.
CAMEROON, FRENCH. A French territory
on the west coast of Central Africa, formerly
the German Kainornn, held under a mandate of
the League of Nations. Area, 166.489 square
miles and population in 1926, 1,878,683. By
decree of March, 1921, the territory was given
autonomy and a seat of government in 1921 was
erected at the inland town of Yaounde* (population 30,000). Duala, the chief port, had about
18,000 inhabitants. The Commissioner of the
Cameroon sat on the council of the governor of
French Equatorial Africa, and thus common action was assured. The budget for 1927 balanced
at 41,768,350 francs. A special railway budget
included 16,000,000 francs. The leading products
are coffee, tobacco, palm oil, and ivory and netted
an export value of 155,000,000 francs in 192G.
Imports were 192,000,000 francs. In 1925, 217
vessels, four-fifths of thorn French, entered the
port of Duala. The territory had 369 miles of
railway in 1927, and 1120 miles of roads.
railway from Duala to Yaounde was constructed.
Bel).
CAMMAEUTS, MTLB (1878gian poet born at Brussels, who in 1908, went
to England to live, remaining a Belgian subject.
Among his French works were translations of
John Ruskin a'nd G. K. Chesterton; two plays,
Las Deutc Bossus and La VeilUc de Noitl; and
Poemes Tntimes (1922). He also wrote: Z/e*
Bellini An Essay in Art Criticism; Belgian
Poems (1915); New Belgian Poems (1917);
Through the Iron Bars (1917); Messines and
Other Poems (1918) ; Belgium, from the Roman
Invasion to tlie Present Day (1920) ; The Childhood of Christ as seen "by the Primitive Masters
(1922) ; The Treasure House of Belgium (1924) 3
and The Poetry of "Nonsense (1925), Caxnmaerfca's poems written during the World War
and his Through the Iron Bars, which recounts
the sufferings of Belgium in that period, won for
him a wide popularity.
which
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CAMP

(1859-1925), An American
authority on athletics (see VOL. IV). He is
author of the following: Auction Up-to-Date
(1914); Captain Danny (1914); Danny, the
Freshman (1915); Keeping Fit All the Wai;
(1919); Spaulding's Official Football Guide
(1920); Football Without a Coach (1920);
Handbook on Health and How to Use It (1920) ;
Daily Dozen
(1921);
Training for Sports
(1921) ; and How to Play Football (1922).

CAMPBELL,

kam'b'l, BEATRICE STELLA

NER (MBS. PATRICK) (1867-

TAN-

An

English
actress (see VOL. IV). She married George F.
M. Cornwallis-West in 1914. The same year, she
came to America and toured in Shaw's Pygmalion.
The following year, she played the leading
r6le in The Second Mrs. Tanqueray and Mrs.
Blaine in Searchlights. She returned to London
and among her best rOles was Lady Macbeth
(1920), played to James K. Hackett's Macbeth.
She lias published My Life and Some Letters
(1922).
CAMPBELL, EDWARD DE MILLB (18631925). An American chemist (see VOL. IV).
In 1917 he was consulting chemist of the United
States Ordnance Department at large. He wrote
many articles on chemical and allied subjects,
and was a member of many scientific societies.
).
CAMPBELL, HENRY DONALD (1862An American geologist, born at Lexington, Va.
He attended Washington and Lee University
where he received the degrees of A.M. in 1882
and Ph.D., in 1885, and also studied in 1886-87
at Berlin and in 1887-88 at Heidelberg. In
1882, he was made an instructor in chemistry
and geology at Washington and Lee and in 1888
attained the chair of geology and biology. After
1920 he devoted his attention to geology. Dr.
Campbell served as dean of the academic faculty
during 190C-08 and in 1908 became dean of
).

Washington and Lee University. During January-June, 1912, he was acting president of the
institution. He is an authority on the
geology
.of West Virginia and on the Mesozoic diabases
of the Atlantic border.

CAMPBELL,

OSCAR

JAMES,

JR.

An American educator, born at
Ohio. He was professor of English

(1879-

Cleveat the
University of Wisconsin from 1911 to 1921, and
in 1921 became professor of English at the University of Michigan. In 1918, the United States
government commissioned him to collect information about Turkey to be used at the Peace Conference. His writings include: The Comedies of
Holberg (1914); A Book of Narratives, with
K. A. Rice (1917); The Position of the Roode
en IVitte Roo* in the Saga of Richard III
(1919), and Great "Nineteenth-Century English
Poets (1928).
-MRS. PATRICK. See CAMPBELL,
).

land,
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CAMP, WALTER

He has given special attention to the micro-structure and physical properties of metals and alloys and has studied the
influence of heat and the mechanical treatment
on the structure and properties of iron and steel
and other alloys. During the World War, he
served with the National Research Council on his
Mines (1911-21).

specialities.

CAMPBELL,

WILLIAM

WALLACE

(1862-

An American

astronomer and university
president (see VOL. IV). He was president of
)

the American Association for the Advancement
of Science in 1915 and of the American Astronomical Society in 1922-25. As director of the
Lick Observatory, he was in charge of eclipse
expeditions to Western Australia in September,
1922, and to Lower California in September,
1923.
He has been president of the University
of California since July, 1923 (his retirement in
July, 1930, was announced in June, 1929). He
was the Halley Lecturer at Oxford in 1925, and
was made an officer of the French Legion of

Honor

in 1927.

CAMPENXKOTK,
M. E. (1889-

).

kamp'-Sn-donk,

A

German

HEDWSICH
who was

artist

born in Kurfeld, studied textile and other industrial art at the Technical High School, and
became professor at the Art Academy of DQsHe has exhibited paintings and decorseldorf.
ative works at Munich, Dresden, Berlin, Darmstadt, and the Section d'Or in Paris, and is a
contributor to art magazines and other publications.

CAHP FIRE

OTBLS.

An

organization for

founded in 1912 in connection with schools
and churches, for the purpose of promoting good
health and better citizenship by providing a programme of wholesome and pleasant outdoor acBy 1929 there were Camp
tivities, and service.
Fire organizations throughout the United States,
and in twenty-three other countries. The membership in 1916 was 35,980, while in 1028, 132,982 members and guardians were enrolled, and
the junior organization, the Blue Birds, numbered
17,284. During 1928 approximately 43 per cent
of the members went camping. In the same
girls

2,847 persons attended the 103 leaders'
Each year the Camp Fire
training courses.
Girls undertake some particular project, as in
1928 they specialized in home and hand crafts,
and citizenship, while in 1929 the project
year,

adopted was home gardening and house plants,
and the presentation of flowers to the sick.
CANADA. A British dominion in the northern half of the North American continent,
bounded on the west by the Pacific Ocean and
Alaska; on the south by the United States; on
the east by the Atlantic Ocean, the Gulf of St.
Lawrence, and Davis Strait; and on the north
CAMPBELL,
by the Arctic Ocean. The total area of Canada
fe 3,729,665 square miles, consisting of 3,603,BEATRICE STELLA TANNER.
An 336 square miles of land and 126,329 square
).
CAMPBELL, WILLIAM (1876American metallurgist, born at Newcastle on miles of water- The Sixth Census of the Dominshows the total population on
Tyne, England. He was graduated at the Dur- ion of Canada
ham College of Science in 1898, where he also June 1, 1921, as 8,788,483, as compared, with
received degrees in 1903 and in 1905, After a 7,206,643 on June 1, 1911, an increase of 1,581,in the decade. On June
year at the Royal School of Mines in London as 840, or 21.95 per cent
Research Scholar, he came to New York and 1, 1929, .the population 'of the Dominion was ofstudied at Columbia, receiving his Pfc.D., in ftcially estimated at 9,796,800. From 1911. to
1903. He lectured 'on geology and metallurgy 3921, there occurred in the four western proat Durham, England, and In 1903, became a .lec- vinces an increase of population from 1,720,601
five
turer-oil, geology at Columbia, where in 1914 he to 2,430,664, or 44.2 per cent, while -the
became .full professor of metallurgy. During eastern provinces increased from, 5,471,023 to
1907-11, he was metallographer to the United ^295,189, an increase of $24,166*, persons, which,
for the
though, .absolutely .larger than -the figure
,'Greolp'giCftl Survey and to the Bureau, of
,
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west, constituted an increase of only 15 per
cent over the 1911 population. Ontario and
Quebec still contained the major portion of the
population; in 1921, 60 per cent, as compared
with 63 per cent in 1911. The density of population in Canada was 2.44 to the square mile.
In 1921, the ratio of males to females was 515
males to 485 females per 1000 of population, as
compared to 530 males to 470 female per 1000
in 1911. The decline was accounted for by the
loss of 60,000 Canadian men during the War and
the checking of immigration. Of Canada's total
population, 4,436,041, or 49.52 per cent, were
classed as rural in 1921, as compared with
3,933,696 in 1911. The urban population numbered 4,352,442 in 1921 and 3,272,947 in 1911.
In 1921, there were only 83,599 more persons
in the rural communities than in the urban; in
1911, the excess was 660,749. The census of
1921 showed that for the first time Canada possessed cities of more than a half-million popu-

These were Montreal and Toronto.
lation.
Populations of important cities in 1921, with
1911 shown in parentheses, were: Montreal,
618,506 (490,504); Toronto, 521,893 (381,833);
Winnipeg, 179,087 (136,035); Vancouver, 117,217 (100,401); Hamilton, 114,151
(81,969);
Ottawa, 107,843 (87,062); Quebec, 95,193 (78,710); Calgary, 63,305 (43,704); London, 60,959 (46,300) Edmonton, 52,821 .(31,064) ; Halifax, 58,372
(46,619). Births in 1926 were
232,205; marriages, 66,570; and deaths, 107,318.
Immigrant arrivals in 1928 totaled 151,597, of
whom 25,007 came from the United States and
50,872 from the United Kingdom. In 1913 im;

069 males and 51,771 females; in 1911, there
were 40,502 teachers. The total expenditures on
schools under public control was $122,701,259, of
which governments contributed $10,860,596 and
local taxation, most of the balance.
Higher education in Canada is carried on in 23 universities

and 83 colleges, including 21 classical colleges
in Quebec. Of the universities, six are state
controlled (New Brunswick, Toronto, Manitoba,
Saskatchewan, Alberta, and British Columbia) ;
four others are undenominational (Dalhousie,
McGill, Queen's and Western) ; while the remainder are denominational. The number of
students registered in universities during the
year 1926 was 12,975 in state-controllea institutions (teaching staff, 1388) ; 7485 in other
undenominational institutions (staff, 903); and
24,023 in denominational institutions (staff,
1750) ; making a grand total of 44,483, with a
teaching staff of 4041.
Agriculture. The economic prosperity of
Canada continues dependent primarily upon agriculture. Farm products comprised 55 per cent
of Canadian exports, the most important being
wheat and

pork products, and dairy prodtotal area under field crops in 1927
was 53,782,965 acres, as against 57,189,681 in
1922, and 35,375,430 in 1913. The total values
of field crops for 1913, 1922, and 1923 were estimated as follows:
ucts.

flour,

The

migrant arrivals totaled 402,432; of whom 139,009 came from the United States and 150,542
from the United Kingdom. The racial distri-

bution of the population was, in percentages:
English (1021), 28.96 and (1911), 25.30 Irish
(1921), 12.60 and (1911), 14.58; Scotch (1921),
13.36 and (1911), 13.85. The total population
of the British races was 54 per cent in 1911 and
55 per cent in 1921.
The population of Canada on June 1, 1929,
by provinces and territories as estimated by the
Dominion Bureau of Statistics, was as follows:
Prince Edward Island, 86,100; Nova Scotia, 550,400; New Brunswick, 419,300; Quebec, 2,690,400; Ontario, 3,271,300; Manitoba, 003,200;
Saskatchewan, 886,700; Alberta, 640,000; British Columbia, 591,000; Yukon Territory, 3000;
j

and North West Territories, 9400.
Education. Throughout the Dominion of
Canada, public education is a matter of provincial concern. In Quebec, there are two distinct systems of education in each of which the
teaching of religion occupies a prominent position the Protestant and the Roman Catholic
systems. In the academic year ended in 1926,
there were 2,272,415 pupils in attendance at
educational institutions in Canada. Of the
above, 1,915,703 were enrolled in ordinary day
schools under public control, the average daily
attendance numbering 1,555,620; in 1911, 1,350,821 pupils were enrolled, the average attendance
being 866,956. Pupils
attending vocational
schools numbered 88,961 in 1926. There were
] 7,8 18 students in
private business colleges, and
70,059 in other private schools under college
grade. University students in regular courses
numbered 44,483 and college students in regular
Students in classical colleges
courses, 17,917.
numbered 10,595. There were, in 1926, 63,840
teachers in schools under public control, 12,-

The

total value of the principal Canadian field
crops in 1928, according to the preliminary estimate of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, was
$1,051,043,000, as compared with $1,134,192,000
in 1927. This represented a decline of 7.3 per
cent*

The total value of all field crops in 1913 was
$552,771,500. Canada's most important crop is
wheat, the total yield for the year 1928 being
finally estimated at 550,482,000 bushels from an
area of 24,114,846 acres, as compared with 399,780,400 bushels from 22,422,693 acres in 1922,
and 231,717,000 bushels in 1913 from 11,015,000
acres. The wheat crop of 550,482,000 bushels in
1928 was the largest on record for Canada, and
compared with 440,025,000 bushels, the previous
year's record crop, and 407,136,000 bushels, the
record crop of 1926. The average yield per
acre for all wheat in 1928 was 22.3 bushels, as
compared with 17% bushels in 1922, 26 bushels
in 1915, and 21 bushels in 1913. Oats yielded
in 1928 the total of 474,242,000 bushels from
13,240,000 acres, as compared with 491,239,000
bushels from 14,541,229 acres in 1922, and with
404,669,000 bushels from 10,434,000 acres in
1913. The average yield per acre was 35.3 bushels in 1928, 33% bushels in 1922, 'and 38.78
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bushels in 1913. Barley yielded the total of
96,938,000 bushels from 3,506,000 acres in 1927,
as compared with 71,805,300 bushels from 2,599,520 in 1922 and with 48,319.000 bushels

Saskatchewan, $392,603,000; Quebec, $277,050,000; Alberta, $264,028,000; Manitoba, $148,867,000; British Columbia, $50,715,000; Nova
Scotia, $40,162,000; New Brunswick, $34,307,from 1,613,000 acres in 1913. The average 000; and Prince Edward Island, $21,750,000.
yields per acre were 27.6 bushels in 1927, 27% Increased revenue was reported for Nova Scotia,
bushels in 1922, and 29.96 bushels in 1913. New Brunswick, Manitoba, and British ColumFlaxseed in 1927 yielded 4,355,000 bushels bia. The gross agricultural wealth of Canada
from 475,931 acres, as compared with 5,008,500 for 1928 is estimated at about $8,027,301,000,
bushels from 565,479 acres in 1922 and 17,- an increase of $19,353,000 over the previous year.
539,000 bushels from 1,522,800 acres in 1913.
Forestry. The total land area of Canada is
The yield per acre was 8.1 bushels in 1927, as approximately 3,547,000 square miles. The area
against 8.85 bushels in 1922 and 11.30 bushels covered by existing forests is approximately 1,in 1913. The total yields of root and fodder 227,000 square miles, some of which is agriculcrops in 1927, as compared with those of 1922 tural land. The estimated stand of timber of
and 1913, are given in the following table:
merchantable size in Canada in 1926 was 242

For the year 1926, the quantities and values
of various fruits produced commercially in Canada were as follows; the corresponding figures
for 1922 and quantities only for 1910 being
given, if available: apples, 2,984,230 barrels,
value, $15,776,222 (5,048,405 barrels, value $24,692,182; 10,018,066 bushels); pears, 214,010
bushels, value $567,127, (461,227 bushels, value
$668,854; 504,171 bushels); plums and prunes,
319,130 bushels, value $520,182 (408,438 bushels, value $522,393; 508,994 bushels); peaches,
226,465 bushels, value $527,063 (577,561 bushels, $668,854; 646,826 bushels); cherries 180,345 bushels, value $557,266, (202,740 bushels,
$481,850 j 238,974 bushels). The gross agricultural wealth of Canada for 1926 was estimated to be $7,817,718,000, as compared with
$6,774,461,000 in 1922. The total estimated agricultural revenue of Canada in 1926 was $1,668,175,000, as compared with $1,380,289,000 in 1922,
$1,383,958,000 in 1921, $2,011,201,000 in 1920,
and $2,109,291,000 in 1919, which was the peak
year.

The numbers of farm live stock for the Dominion, 1927, were estimated as follows, the
corresponding numbers for 1922 and 1913
(where available) being given within parentheses: horses, 3,422,000 (3,648,871; 2,866,008);
mules, 7554 (9202); cattle, 9,172,000 (9,719,869; 6,849,433); sheep, 3,264,000 (3,263,525;
2,598,470); swine, 4,695,000 (3,915,684; 2,753,964); poultry, 49,641,472 (42,930,562); rabbits in British Columbia, 45,480 (51,623). The
total production of farm eggs in Canada for the
year 1926 was approximately 237,080,399 dozens,
as compared with 194,058,468 dozens in 1922,
and 123,071,034 dozens in 1910, the total estimated value being $66,198,285 in, 1926, as compared with $48,490,578 in 1922, The total production of wool in Canada in 1927 was placed
at 18,673,000 pounds, as compared with 18,52C,292 pounds in 1922, and 6,933,955 pounds
in 1913.
The total agricultural revenue of Canada for
1928, $1,730,304,000, was 2.8 per cent less than
the previous year, the principal reductions being
due to declines in the value of field crops (prinAgricultural revecipally grains) and tobacco.
nue by provinces, in the order of their importance, was as follows: Ontario, $500,821,000;

billion cubic feet, of which 194 billion cubic
feet were soft wood and 47 billion, hard wood.
The manufacture of lumber, lath, shingles, and

products and by-products of the sawforms the principal industry in Canada
depending on the forest for its raw materials.
The lumber cut in 1925 was 3,888,920 thousand feet, board measure, valued at $99,725,519; shingles cut, 3,156,261 thousand feet;
value, $11,154,773; lath cut, 1,292,963 thousand
feet, value $6,415,927; in 1913 the lumber cut
was 3,816,642 thousand feet; value, $65,796,438;
shingles cut, 1,485,279 thousand feet; value,
$3,064,641; lath cut, 739,678 thousand feet;
other

mill,

value, $1,783,283. The total value of all classes
of forest products in 1925 was $209,276,561, as
compared with $312,683,509 in 1920, and $177,120,000 in 1913. The pulp and paper industry
of Canada has made rapid progress in the last
two decades. In 1926 there were in existence
in Canada 44 pulp mills, 36 combined pulp and
paper mills, and 34 mills making paper only;
in 1901, there were 25 mills all told. The industry in Canada includes three forms of industrial activity, i.e., the operations in the woods
with pulpwood as a product, the manufacture
of pulp, and the manufacture of paper. The
total production of pulp in 1926 was 3,299,791
tons, valued at $115,154,199, of which 2,167,813
tons were used in Canadian pulp mills and
cords were exported unmanufac1,061,978
tured. In 1913 total production was 2,144,064
cords; value, $14,313,939; used in Canadian
pulp mills, 1,109,034 cords; exported unmanufactured, 1,035,030 cords. After 1902 the exports of raw pulpwood went exclusively to the
United States and amounted by 1927 to 1,541,769 cords. The total pulp production in 1926
was 3,299,791 tons; value, $115,154,199; the
amount of mechanical pulp produced was 1,901,-

268 tons; value, $44,800,257; and the amount
of chemical fibre, 1,251,178 tons, valued at
$69,220,427. The earliest accurate detailed statistics available concerning the industry were
those of 1917, when the total pulp production
was 1,464,308 tons, valued at $65,515,335; in
1913, the total production was 854,624 tons.
Canada's paper production in 1926, was 2,266,143 tons, valued at $158,182,227; in 1917, production was 853,689 tons, valued at $58,750,341.
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The United States market absorbs annually
about four-fifths of Canada's pulp and paper
shipments; and two-thirds of the newsprint
paper consumed in the United States is either
of Canadian manufacture or made from wood or
wood pulp imported from Canada. Exports of
wood pulp to the United States in the year ended
Mar. 31, 1928, totaled 041,000 tons, valued at
$37,815,000; exports of pulpwood amounted to
1,502,000 cords, valued at $15,183.000; and exports of paper were valued at $118,405,000.
Fisheries. The total value of the products
of the Canadian fishing industry in the calendar
year 1927 was $49,400,600, compared with $49,241,339 for 1920 and $33,207,748 in 1913. In
1927 the total capital invested in the fisheries
$51,147,725. The number of employees engaged in the primary operations of fishing was
63,303 in 1927, and in canning and curing establishments, 16,817; a total of 80,120. In 1928
the output of the Canadian fisheries was valued
at $54,971,319, of which amount British Columbia accounted for 48 per cent of the total and
the Maritime Provinces, for 32 per cent. Perhaps 60 per cent of the annual capture is an
average export, of which the United States takes
approximately one-half and Great Britain, one-

was

quarter. In the fiscal year 1927-28, total exports amounted to $48,070,000, of which $10,162.000 wont to the United States.
3\Cinerals.
The value of the mineral production of Canada for 1927 was (the production in
1922 and 1913 is shown in parentheses) : metal-

lies, $113,135,582
($62,120,291; $66,361,351);
nomnetalUcs, $88,498,024 (82,642,210; $79,273,461 ); structural materials and clay products,

(1922, $30,534,741). For princi$42,986,402
pal products of the mineral industry in 1927,
as compared with 1013, see above table. Mineral production, in 1928 was estimated at $271,006,000. A notable increase was' the output of
copper during 1928, 202,696>046 pounds valued
at $28,598,249. The production of blister copper was 124,824,371 pounds valued at $18,322,883.

Tlie

output of petroleum products from
iri 1928 was valued at $83,-

Canadian plants
122,172.

Manufactures. According to the census of
1926, there were in Canada 22,708 manufacturing establishment^, as compared with 19,218 in
1910. In 1926 the total number of employees
was 581,527, the amount of capital invested
$3,808,380,981; and the output was valued at
$3,247,803,000. In 1910 the total number of employees was 515,203, capital $1 47,583,609, and
output $1,165,975,639. The cost of materials
was $1,728,624,000 in 1926, leaving $1,519,279,000 as the value added by manufacture; in
1910 the cost of materials was $601,509,018 and
the value added by manufacture, $564,466,621.
The salaries and wages of employees in 1926
were $576,015,171, as compared with $283,31 1,505 in 1910.
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economic importance. In 1926 there were
40,352 miles of steam railways in operation, as
compared with 29,304 miles in 1913. Of the
1926 mileage, 22,681 miles were owned by the
Government, as compared with 2734 miles in
1914. Much of the increase in governmentowned railways was after 1915, when it became
necessary for the Government to take over and
operate the National Transcontinental Railway.
Thereafter, the Government acquired control of
the Canadian Northern, Grand Trunk Pacific,
and the Grand Trunk proper, the first and third
in 1918, and the second in 1919.
The last step
in the consolidation of the various railways
under government operation and control was
taken on Jan. 30, 1923, when the unification of
the Grand Trunk and the Canadian National
Railways was provided for, and the act to incorporate the Canadian National Railways was
brought into effect. In addition to the above
roads, the Central Vermont Railway is a part
of the Canadian National Railway System.
Steam-railway statistics for 1926, with 1913 figures shown in parentheses, were: total train
miles, 60,176,000, (67,320,000); passengers carried, 42,686,000 (46,185,968); freight, 122,477,000 tons (106,992,710 tons); gross earnings,
$493,600,000 ($256,702,703); operating expenses,
$389,503,452 ($182,011,690). Up to Dec. 31,
1926, the total value of government aid granted
to steam railways in Canada, exclusive of the two
government railways, Intercolonial Railways
System, and the Prince Edward Island Railway,
vital

amounted to $225,467,753. Of this sum, $176,693,510 represented aid granted by the Dominion Government, $33,360,615 that granted by the
provincial governments, and $15,413,628 that
granted by the municipalities. Besides this financial aid, the Dominion and provincial governments had guaranteed railway bonds to the
amount of $484,536,819.
Telephone and Telegraph. At the end of
1927, there were 1 ,259,987 telephones in Canada,
an increase of .58,970 during the year. In 1928
there were in use 337,971 miles of telegraph wire,
an increase of 14,432 miles over 1927, and 53,777
miles of pole line, 1046 miles more than in the
previous year. Operating expenses in 1928 were
$11,647,063, an increase of 9 per cent above the
1927 figure; and the gross revenue amounted to
$14,740',741, which was 13.5 per cent above that
In 1928, 16,862,954 telegrams were
of 1927.
transmitted. On July 1, 1929, the Canadian National Telegraphs acquired and began operating
the complete Western Union Telegraphs in the

Maritime Provinces.
Canals. The canal system of the Dominion
involves important commercial waterways as
follows: Sault Ste. Marie Canal, 1.30 miles in
length on the St. Mary's Rapids; the Welland
Canal, 26.75 miles in length from Port Dalhousie to Port Colborne; the St. Lawrence Canals involving the Lachine, Soulanges, and other
Bailways. As Canada is nearly 4000 miles canals around rapids,; the Chambly Canal in
wide, railway transportation is a problem of Quebec; St. Peters Canal, Capfe Breton Island,
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The 1928-29 budget provided for revenues of
$419,480,000 and expenditures of $364,065,000.
National Wealth. The national wealth of
Canada for 1920 was estimated by the Dominion
statistician at $22,482,841,122, The major items
were: Farm values (land, buildings, imple-

the Murray Canal on the Isthmus of
the Ottawa Canals on the Ottawa
River; the Rideau Canal between Ottawa and
Kempten; the Trent Canal, 126 14 miles; in Ontario; and the St. Andrew's Canal in Winnipeg.
The Canadian canal at Sault Ste. Marie in
1928 carried a freight tonnage of 2,007,137, as
against the total of 86,992,254 tons for hoth the
Canadian and the United States Canals. The
freight tonnage for the other canals for 1928
was as follows: Welland, 7,439,617 tons; St.
Lawrence, 8,411,542 tons; Chamhly, 179,808
tons; St. Peter's, 52,848 tons; Murray, 1,385
tons; Ottawa, 487,786 tons; Rideau, 51,999 tons;
Trent, 36,311 tons; and St. Andrews, 51,948

N.

S.;

Murray;

ments and machinery, and

tons.

Shipping.

For the

fiscal

year ended Mar.

31, 1927, a total of 113,604 vessels

(21,382 seaof 66,349,000 tons register (23224,000
sea-going) entered Canadian ports in the seagoing, coastwise, and rivers and lakes trades,
as compared with 140,597 (18,320 sea-going)
vessels of 72,667,084 tons register (14,982,393)
for the fiscal year 1914.
Clearances in 1927
totaled 111,737 vessels (20,923 'sea-going)" .registered tonnage 65,542,000 (22,925,000 -sea-going) ; in 1914, clearances numbered 135,542 vessels
(17,695
registered tonnage
sea-going),
66,707,541 tons (14,586,093 sea-going).
Public Finance. During the fiscal year ending Mar. 31, 1928, the total revenue of the '.Dominion was $412,580,0000; in 1923 it amounted
to $384,790,135 and in 1914 to $163,174,395.
Expenditures, including those chargeable to the
consolidated fund and to the capital account,
totaled $333,730,000 for the fiscal year 1927-28,
$322,069,003 for 1922-23, and $186,241,048 for
1913-14. The net public debt of Canada on
Mar. 31, 1929, no credit being taken for nonactive assets, was $2,215,504,705; on Mar. 31,
1923, 'it was $2,430,202,552; and on Mar. 31,
1914, it was $335,996,850. Details of receipts
and 'expenditures for the fiscal years 1925-26,
1926-27, and 1927-28 are shown in the accom-

going)

panying

"

table.

GOVERNMENT RECEIPTS

.

AJSTD
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EXPENDITURES

.

live stock,

Census

1921), $6,592,351,789; forest (estimated value
of accessible raw materials, pulp wood, and capital invested in woods operations), $1,244,343,100; steam and electric railways (investment
in road and equipment, $2,868,000,000); urban
real property, $5,944,000,000; stocks of raw materials and manufactured goods, $1,316,000,000;
household furnishings, clothing, carriages, moThese estimates were
tors, etc., $1,144,000,000.
based on 1920 when money values of conixnodiThe natural income of
ties reached their peak.
Canada was placed at Between $4,500,000,000 and
$5,000,000,000. In 1925 the national wealth
was placed at $25,673,174,000 and in 1927 at
$27,687,000,000, or a per capita of $2909.
Foreign investments in Canada in Jan. 1,
1929, were officially estimated at $5,742,043,000,
of which the United States accounted for $3,286,78(5,000 and Great Britain for $2,209,517,000.
Investments of the United States in Canada included $857,606,000 in government securities;
$509,463,000 in railways; $301,376,000 in other
public utilities; $450,506,000 in the pulp, paper
and lumber industries; $224,914,000 in mining;
and $241,316,000 in the metal industries.
Commerce. The foreign trade of Canada
during the fiscal year ending Mar. 31, 1929,
showed an increase in value as well as in volume, compared with that for. the previous fiscal
year, 1928. The total value of the imports for
the fiscal year 1929 was $1,265,679,091; for
1928, $1,108,956,466; and for 1914, $619,193,998;'; while the exports of Canadian produce in
1929 were valued at $1,363,586,672; in 1928, at
$1,228,207,606; and in 1914 at $431,588,439. In
1929 the total trade with the United States
amounted to $1,389,871,205, imports accounting
for $868,056,680 of this amount, and exports,
foreign and domestic, for $521,814,525; while in
1928 the trade totaled $1,216,080,756, imports
amounting to $719,436,237 and exports to $496,644,519. In 1914 'the total- trade with the
United States was $559,674,963, imports from
the United States being valued at $396,302,138
and exports to' the United States at $163,674,The tra.de of Canada with the United
963.
Kingdom during the year ending Mar. 31, 1929,
amounted to $025,689,530; imports amounted to
$194,020,573, and exports, foreign and domestic,
to $431,668,957. During 1928, the total trade
was valued at $598,659,210, the imports accounting for $185,895,857 of this amount, and exports
for $412,763,353 ; and during 1914 the total trade
was valued at ,$416,497,018, of w,ljch imports
amounted to $117^135,343 and exports to $299,'

361,675.

During

.

.

,

tl*e

year ended Mar, 31, 1929, the trade

balance was favorable to Canada by $123,093,984, as compared with a favorable balance in
1928 of $141,499,831, and an unfavorable balance in 1921 of $29,730,763, and for the prewar year 19*4 "of $163,756,774. From 19,16, fo,
1920, Canada's exports exceeded her imports
each year by a very large amount, 'due principally to abnormal conditions which existed dur-.
ing the war period and the rec,oxi8t?ructibn period
following the termination ot hostilities;- Prior
to 1916* the trade balance wa* unfavorable to
,

,

* Included under "All ctitar."
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IMPORTS FOB CONSUMPTION, BY PRINCIPAL COMMODITIES, FISCAL YEARS ENDED MARCH
Commodity

Corn

2914

1929

1914
619,194

7,i98

14,i28

4,692
3,801
15,733

87,628

25,126
39,425

17,598

18,726

Total imports*

1000 bu.

Vegetables
Fruits
Coffee, green

1000

Ibs.

Tea
Sugar

Beverages, alcoholic
Tobacco, unmanufactured

1000

Ibs.

Furs
Hides and skins
Leather
Cottons
Cotton, raw
Flax, hemp,

1000 Ibs.
and jute products
and its products c
Wool and its products
1000 yds.
Worsteds and serges
Wood, unmanufactured or partially manufactured
Wood, manufactured
Paper
1000 Ibs.
Rubber, unmanufactured

*>

*
petroleum, crude
Petroleum, refined*
Rolling mill products
Oils,

Engines and

Farm

)

8,373
5,110
3,847
8,834
8,454

9,044
11,496
31,448
10,325

45

tons
tons

anthracite

C9al bituminous
t

6
(

6,650

13*8,734

Silk

Coal,

77,704
3,882

1000
4

13,224
920,651
174,935

gal.

boilers *

implements

Machinery

Automobiles and
Automobile parts

trucks

number

6,288

49,864

f

Metals
Silver in bars, etc.

Chemicals
Vegetable

31

Value (thousands of

Quantity

oils

Books and printed matter

dollars)

1929
1,265,679
13,792
9,299
35,876
5,865
11,752
31,757
48,844
6,766
17,165
12,429
10,997
63,293
28,204
15,854
29,615
54,428
13,727
16,639
12,386
13,649
17,410
28,529
25,897
37,660
23,678
60,084
19,307
40,292
60,262
42,968
55,761
422,049
1,029
37,723
10,809
16,539

Includes the following amount for parcel post and parcel express which are not shown under the specified
commodity: 1914, $3,800,914.
B Not
Includes steam, fire, locomotive, automobile, and othreported separately in 1914.
e Excludes artificial silk
er internal combustion engines.
(rayon) and its products.
* Figures for 1914 are not comparable with later years. 'Excludes
engines.

DOMESTIC EXPORTS, BY PRINCIPAL COMMODITIES, FISCAL YEARS ENDED MARCH
Commodity

*

Total excludes gold, silver, and coppor coins and
Not reported separately in 1914,

1914

refined gold bullion.

31

Value (thousands of

Quantity

1929

1914

dollars)

1989

.
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for a number of years. The exports of
Canadian produce, with portions exported to the
British Empire and foreign countries for the fis-

Canada

cal years 1914, 1020, 1921, 1922,
Fiscal

1914
1920
1921
1922
1929

$

and 1929 were:

To British
Empire

Years Total Exports

To Foreign
Countries

431,588.439 $238,642,517 $192,945,922
1,239,492,098
561,791,887 677,700,211
1,189,163,701
403,452,219 785,711,482
740,240,680
345,835,410 394,405,270
1,363,586,672
429,730,485 933,856,187

Canada vastly improved her position among the
principal exporting countries of the world after
1913. In 1913 Canada occupied tenth place as
an exporting country, but by 1927 she had advanced to fifth place, being surpassed by the
United States, the United Kingdom, France, and
Germany. With respect to the principal importing "countries, Canada occupied eighth place

and fifth place in 1027.
History. Canada's loyalty in the World War
was unquestioned. Old party strifes were
dropped and the imperial bonds, which many had
seen loosened under dominion government, tightened, as Canada hastened to proffer aid to the
mother country. Parliament assembled on August 18, 1914, passed immediately eight war
bills, and appropriated $50,000,000 for war expenditures. As part of her naval contribution,
in 1913,
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haps the most important single measure was the
Soldier Settlement Act whose purpose was to
settle the men on the land.
Aside from the 160
acres they were entitled to as civilians, men
might make application for an additional homestead. Funds were to be appropriated from
which loans might be made for the purchase of
the land, improvements, and live stock.
Throughout the War, the Unionist party, with
Sir Robert Borden as Premier, was in control
of the Government.
Sir Wilfred Laurier's opposition was consistently stormy. His patriotism, of course, was not to be questioned, but
the attitude of some of his party was more than
lukewarm. Racial animosities revived and became especially heated when, with the general
elections of 1917 in sight, Sir Robert Borden
introduced a measure for 'compulsory military
service.
It was hotly opposed by the Liberals,
and among the French Canadians feeling against
it ran high.
In Montreal, draft riots in July
and a general strike called in August were illus-

the

continued violent opposition.
Robert Borden attempted to
strengthen his government by including five
Liberals in his cabinet. A group of laws was
also passed to "purify" the electorate. The
elections of December 17 left the balance of
power in the hands of the Liberal Unionists
(i.e., supporters of Sir Robert Borden), as the
Unionists had only won 108 seats out of 235.
In Quebec, 62 out of 05 Parliamentary districts
were won by anti-draft Liberals, and in January,
1918, the Quebec Parliament debated a secession
resolution.
Rioting and street fighting occurred
in the spring.
trations

of

On October

12, Sir

Canada offered two powerful submarines, purchased from Chile, and the cruisers, "Niobe and
Rainbow. The call to the colors met with generous response. In three weeks, 32,000 men were
in training at Valcartier, almost 10,000 others
were under arms, and 150,000 volunteers were
waiting only to be called. It is significant that
2400 French-Canadians joined the first continLabor also was pressing its demands. In the
The First Canadian Division arrived difficult transition period after the Armistice,
gent.
in England Oct. 14, 1914, and reached the war these demands became especially insistent. Offiarea Feb. 11, 1915. The Second Division cial gestures, like the appointment (on April
reached France in the fall of 1915; the Third 9, 1919) of a Royal Commission to consider
and Fourth in 1916; the Canadian Army Corps labor questions, were unavailing. In spite of
was formed late in 1915. Up to the passage of the hostility of the Trades and Labor Congress
the Draft Act in August, 1917, 465,984 men has the "one big union" movement took on impetus,
voluntarily enlisted. By the act, in 1917-18 83,- particularly in the West, but also in Toronto.
355 more men were obtained. In all services, In June, 1919, radicalism reached its peak when
595,441 Canadians were under arms during the a local labor dispute in Winnipeg brought on a
period of the War. Total casualties were 210,- general strike in which every lalor union in the
000, divided as follows: killed in action, 51,670;
Supported by returned solcity participated.
died of disease, etc., 5000; wounded, 149,700; diers, the workers took full control, governing
prisoners of war, 3730. The Canadian Army the city through a local council. The affair
Corps, as part of the First British Army, saw blew over, fortunately without bloodshed, and
service at the second battle of Ypres (1915), the the end of the year saw old conditions restored,
battle of the Somme (1916), the taking of Vimy
New leaders, too, appeared after the War.
Ridge, Arleux, Fresnoy, and Hill 70 (1917), the Sir Wilfred Laurier died Feb. 17, 1919, and in
battle of Amiens, Arras, and Cambrai (1918). August, Mr. William Mackenzie King was elected
Canadians, too, saw service in Russia, Mace- as the head of the Liberal Party. In July, 1920,
donia, and Palestine. To the ships above men- Sir Robert Borden resigned and was succeeded
tioned, there were added in the Canadian fleet by Mr. Arthur Meighen, who remained in power,
a mother-ship for the submarines, a mine-sweep- however, only until December, 1921, when the
ing service, and a large number of motor elections brought the Conservatives down in delaunches. The personnel of the navy at the feat. The contest, revolving about a> high-tariff
War's conclusion consisted of 749 men and offi- issue, was a heated one with five parties in the
Women voted for the first time. The
cers, besides 4500 volunteers in the reserve en- field.
gaged in patrol duty. About 13,000 men were result was unexpectedly decisive. The Premier
in the Royal Air Force; there were Canadians and ten members of the cabinet lost their seats,
on British ships, and in the medical, engineering, the Conservatives winning only 51 seats all* told.
services. Canadian One of the surprises was the strength of the
radiotelegraph
forestry,
shipyards turned out vessels and factories were Progressives, or Farmers' Party, which won 65
converted into munition plants. The problem of seats. The Liberals, with 117 seats, assumed
the repatriated soldier was met with foresight. the government and Mr. King became Premier.
For the most part, the Liberals and the ProIn 1916 provision was made for the vocational
training of disabled soldiers; in 1918 a depart- gressives worked in harmony. The latter were
ment was oreated for the care of veterans and led first by T. A. Crerar and later by Robert
Per* Forke. The most important issues on which
their* restoration to pe$ce~time activities.
,
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was a common sentiment -were a low tariff
with reciprocity between Canada and the United
States, unified control of all government railways under a single board of management, and
encouragement of immigration for the benefit
of the rural districts.
These and occasional
constitutional questions, such as the reform of
there

the Senate, continued for many years to be the
leading domestic issues in Canadian politics.
Immigration particularly occupied the public
mind and the 1923 session of Parliament was
given over almost entirely to its consideration.
The serious decline in immigration from the
United States (only 22,000 Americans had entered in 1922-23, as compared with 139,000 in
1913), and the none too rapid development of
the Western provinces, compelled the Government to apply itself to the formulation of an
elaborate programme. Plans were laid for large
expenditures in propaganda and in establishing
foreign agencies; for attracting immigrants
from Great Britain and the Scandinavian countries; and for the removal of restrictions on
immigration from the late enemy countries.

In 1924 an agreement was made with Great
Britain providing for the settlement, over a
three-year period, of 3000 British families in
Canada, the British government to give 300 to
each family for the purchase of farm equipment
and Canada to place the immigrants- on farms.
But perhaps the greatest incentive to immigration was the announcement, Dec. 15, 1925, of an
agreement with the Imperial authorities by
which transportation rates for immigrants were
io be drastically reduced.
year later, these
low rates were still further lowered for fanners,
farm laborers, and domestics. The cost of
making these cuts was shared between the British and Canadian governments and the steamship companies. These various measures presently showed results. Whereas in 1924-25 total
immigration had fallen to 111,362, including
only 15,914 from the United States, and 53,178
from the British Isles, in the fiscal year 192728, the total reached 151,597, including 25,007
from the United States and 50,872 British.
During the latter year, 39,887 Canadians living
in the United States also were repatriated.
While the immigration tide was at low ebb,
the apparent inadequacy of the government's

A

together with dissatisfaction over the failure to reduce tariff schedules,
-caused the Progressives to hold aloof from the
cabinet, which was composed entirely of Liberals.
Being in a paper minority, Mr. King's
government functioned greeariouBly; but the
1924 session proved a quiet one and he maintained his position. Perhaps the moat important
measure passed was that for the union of Presbyterians, Methodists, and Congregationalists
into the United Church of Canada.
(See CAWADA, THE UNITED CHURCH OF). The union became effective in 1925. The principal opponents
of the union were a group of Presbyterians, and
they maintained a Presbyterian organization
while tho other two denominations were completely absorbed.
In the 1025 Parliament, the proposed granting
of a government subsidy to a fleet of 10 vessels
in order to combat the alleged monopoly of the
North Atlantic Steamship Conference brought
efforts to increase

it,

The proposal was finally restirring debate.
ferred to a special committee of Parliament,
which held hearings, but it was abandoned in
June- on the death of Sir William Peterson, with

a
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whom

the contract was to be made. Among
controversial issues were the proposed
amalgamation of the Canadian Pacific and the
other

government-owned Canadian National Railway
systems, and the exportation of hydroelectric
power. \Yhile the Government's position was
not threatened more than usual by any of these
measures, theie were indications that its farmer
support was disintegrating, and in the summer
it became evident that a general election was
not far off.
In September, the date of polling was announced as October 29. In the campaign, Mr.
Meighen made tariff protection the leading issue, but many other questions were involved and

the political situation was complex. The actual
voting did not clear it up. The Conservatives
obtained 116 seats; the Liberals, 101; the Progressives, 25 ; Labor, 2 and Independent, 1. The
Prime Minister and several of his cabinet mem;

The ensuing situation was
anomalous and unprecedented in Canadian polibers were defeated.

After consulting with the governor genMr. King decided to retain office until
Parliament should meet and then to leave the
question of a government to that body. When
Parliament met in January, 1926, the Progressives, holding the balance of power, were divided,
but enough of them rallied to the support of
the Liberals to enable the latter to keep control
by an always questionable margin. Mr. King
was returned at a by-election in February. On
this uncertain basis, Parliament carried on until
summer. It took up various foreign problems,
including the diversion of Great Lakes water
by Chicago, and passed a budget which provided
for a number of tariff and tax reductions. Totics.

eral,

close of June, however, the debate on
a committee report on customs irregularities
brought about what was considered a vote of
censure and, on June 28, Mr. King resigned, ad-

ward the

vising the dissolution of Parliament; but the
governor general, instead of following this advice, asked Mr. Meighen to form a ministry.
In the face of strenuous protests that such
action was unconstitutional, the new Government attempted to function, and was at first sustained by a close vote; but on July 2, it was
defeated, and the governor general dissolved

Parliament.

In the campaign that followed, the customs
scandals and the constitutional questions played
a large part. The result of the election
held on September 14 was a clear victory for
the Liberals, who obtained 119 seats, as against
91 for the Conservatives and small blocks of
seats for other parties sympathetic with the
Liberals. The new Government was thus well
fortified and offered a welcome political stablity
to the country following many years of uncertain control. Among the constitutional changes
debated intermittently over several years, the
most insistent was senate reform. Critics- of
the Senate urged that its power over legislation
should be curbed, or that its members be selected
by .the electorate instead of being appointed for
life by tfce governor general, or that it should
be abolished altogether. Following the Senate's
action amending a number of bills in 1924, the
Prime Minister promised a thorough study of
the question of limiting. its powers. In campaign speeches, he suggested that the veto power

should be inoperative on bills which had twice
passed the House of Commons. In March, 1925,
the House practically directed the Government
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to submit the subjects to a Provincial Conference, but such conference was not held until
Nov. 3, 1927. On that date, the DominionProvincial Conference began a week's sessions,
attended by the Prime Minister and several of
the members of his cabinet, and by the Provincial Premiers.
It unanimously opposed the abolition of the Senate and sentiment was also

strongly against making the body elective.
Only a small body of opinion favored changes
which would make the Senate more responsive
to the electorate.
The conference also fully discussed proposed
changes in the method of amending the British
North America Act of 1867, which is Canada's
constitution, in order to conform to the country's increasingly independent status. In 1028
the Supreme Court handed down a decision that
women were not constitutionally eligible to
membership in the Senate. In the summer of
1927, the whole nation participated with enthusiasm in the celebration of the Diamond Jubilee
of Confederation, marking the sixtieth anniversary of the coming together of the Provinces
to form the confederation. The Prince of Wales3
Prince George, and Premier Baldwin of Great
Britain visited the country and, among other
exercises, attended the opening of the Peace
Bridge between Buffalo, N. Y., and Erie, Out.
on August 7. Vice President Dawes, Secretary
of State Kellogg, Governor Smith of New York,
and Premier King likewise participated in the
ceremonies.
Among the matters of internal administration
engaging public attention after the War, prohibition measures were conspicuous. In contrast to the United States, Canada left the whole
subject of liquor-traffic regulation to the separate
Of the nine provinces, Quebec reprovinces.
mained consistently wet, Nova Scotia and Prince
Edward Island adopted and retained prohibition,
and New Brunswick adopted it before the War
and abandoned it in favor of government control
in 1927. The other five provinces passed prohibition laws during the War, Alberta, British
Columbia, Manitoba, and Ontario in 1016 and
Saskatchewan in 1017. Following the War, all
five at one time or another gave up prohibition
and replaced it with a government-control system. British Columbia declared for such a system in 1920, Alberta in 1922, Manitoba in 1923,
'

Saskatchewan in 1924, and Ontario in 1927.
The plan adopted by Ontario attracted much
attention in the United States, and may be considered fairly typical of the others. It set up
a Liquor Control Board whose function it was
to administer the Control Act, establishing government liquor stores, supervising their operation, and prosecuting violators of the liquor
law. It had a complete monopoly of the buying
and selling of liquor. Liquors could be sold
only to holders of permits, yearly if residents,
and monthly if transients, for which a $2 fee
was charged. The sealed; package containing
liquor could not be opened on the premises of
the government store and no liquor could be
.

consumed

there.

of international and inter-imperial
relations, the development of greatest moment

In the
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field

1

in the post-war period was the assumption by

Canada of the status of a< free nation, among the
-commonwealths' within the British, Empire.
It is doubtful whether the War brought CanWhile
ada, and the Empire closer, .together.
Sir Btftot Bfrden sat at the Imperial War Cab-

inet and Canadian representatives signed the
peace treaties and received seats in the League
of Nations Assembly, the independent temper
was revealed in the demands made in 1920 for
the right to amend the Canadian Constitution
without application to the British Parliament
as well as for the appointment of a Canadian
Minister to the United States with independent
In 1924, when a resolution was offered
status.
in the Canadian Parliament affirming this right
to amend the constitution, it was withdrawn
when all parties agreed that Canada's position
of equality in the Empire was so well established
that no such declaration was necessary, An interesting sidelight on the earnestness with

which

Canadians

were

increasingly pressing
in the negotiations of
1923 with the United States over the signing
of a convention for the preservation of the
halibut fisheries in the northern Pacific. The
United States, in reply to the query raised by
Canada, expressed itself as willing to conclude
such a convention "between the United States
the

point

and Great

was shown

To the surprise

Britain.*'

of

the

Americans, the Canadian government replied
with some tartness that it desired the words
"Dominion of Canada * substituted for "Great
Britain" (January 16). This action precipitated a lively discussion in Canada, where, in
many quarters, it was regarded as an abortive
attempt on the part of the ministry to arrogate
the treaty-making power. Upon the insistence
of the United States Senate, whose purpose it
was to include within the meaning of the treaty
all British nationals, the Canadian commissioner
signed the convention late in 1923 "as the duly
accredited representative of the King." Other
striking expressions of the Canadian spirit of
independence were the declaration, by a member
of the Canadian cabinet in March, 1924, that
decisions of the Imperial Conference were not
to be considered binding* unless approved by the
Canadian Parliament, and the refusal of Mackenzie King to recommend to the Parliament,
in June, 1924, the ratification of tie Lausanne
Treaty. This last, of course, was merely a ges1

ture, for the signing of the treaty by the British government was binding on Canada as well;
but Canada declared it would in no way be

bound' by obligations under the treaty beyond
that which the Canadian Parliament would recognize as arising out of the situation. Another
indication of the new sentiment was the request
made in 1921 by the Canadian Parliament, aa
the result of 'a universal demand, that the Crown
desist from conferring hereditary titles on Canadian citizens. In the same year, top, the Conservative Premier, Mr. Meighen, indicated how
much closer the ties were between Canada and
the United States than between Canada and the
Empire, .by opposing the renewal of the AnglpJapaneso Treaty. In 1926 Premier Mackenzie
King attended the Imperial Conference in London. Its proceedings were closely followed in
the Canadian press. The general result of the
conference, so far as Canada was concerned,
was held to be .a reaffirmation of Canada's assumed status of equality with Great Britain,
although the Premier on his return declared
that no attempt had been made to lay down a
constitution for the empire. The report of the
conference started a debate in Parliament in the
course of which a resolution, asserting that declarations and recommendations of the conference should, not binti. Parliament without its
.

*

-
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of Nations Council, Senator Raoul Dandurand
acting as Canada's representative; and by the
appointment of Sir William Henry Clarke as
High Commissioner for Great Britain to Canada
to represent that country, the governor general
being considered a representative of the Crown.

In September, 1928, Canada also opened a legation at Paris and announced that steps were
being taken to open one at Tokyo. France and
Japan in 1928 had opened legations at Ottawa,
Other international events of note included the
to open a St. Lawrence-Great Lakes
Canal, proposed in the United States; the signing of agreements with the United States in
1025 for a closer restriction of the trade in.

movement

of extradinarcotics and for
extending the list
table crimes; an extended investigation and re-

port of a Commission on Customs and Excise on
the question of smuggling between the United
States and Canada, particularly of liquor; and
and trade
the signing of a number of tariff
agreements (with Belgium, the Netherlands,
Australia, and Finland in 1924 and 1925 and
with Cuba in 1927).
By 1929 Canada had practically recovered
from the economic losses of the War and was
riding on a high tide of prosperity. The budget
introduced by Mr. Kingj on Mar. 1, 1929, provided for further reductions of taxes and maintenance of the existing tariff schedules except
for a few reductions. For the fiscal year 192829, the debt reduction was announced as $09,782,000.

Canadian governors general during the period
were the Duke of Conuaught (1911-16), the
Duke of Devonshire (1916-21), Lord Byng of
Vimy (1921-26), Viscount Willingdon (1926See separate articles on the provinces;
).
also BAFFIN LAND; BXPLOEATION; POLAR RESEARCH; NAVIES OF THE WORID.
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special approval, was voted down at the behest
of the Government. Canadian nationality was
further emphasized by the appointment in 1926
of Vincent Massey as Canadian Minister to
Washington and by the arrival in June, 1927,
of William Phillips as first United States Minister to Canada; by the election of Canada in
1927 as a non-permanent member of the League

OF.

A

die-

nomination formed by the union of the Congregational Churches, the Methodist Church, and
the Presbyterian Church in Canada on June 10,
1925, after negotiations extending over twenty
years. The Methodist Churches of Newfoundland and Bermuda also were included in the
Union. The United Church of Canada has effected a consolidation of many rural congregations; the 410 self-supporting- charges entering
the union in 1925 were reduced to approximate-

the year ending Dec. 31, 1927: 11
Conferences; 115 Presbyteries; 637,7oO communicants; an increase of 37,228 since Mar. 31,
1926; 395,724 families under pastoral care; and
with the addition of about 300 new Sunday
schools during 1927, there were 619,570 pupils
at the end of the year.
CANALS. While the great ship canals in
all parts of the world, Suez, Panama, Welland,
and the Sault Ste. Marie, continued to show
their great economic value, the inland canal
problem appears to have reached a totally different status in America and abroad. Apparently,
differences in economic conditions and demands
have made the inland canal in most cases a thing
of the past in America, whereas differences in
the same factors make it an important means
of transportation on the European Continent.
tistics for

PANAMA CANAL; SUEZ CANAL.
The outstanding canal construction in the

See

United States in recent years undoubtedly has
been the New York State Barge Canal completed
in 1917 at a cost of about 175 million dollars.
It furnishes a striking example of the economics
of American inland canal transportation.
For
this groat work, an excellent piece of design
from the technical standpoint, is probably the
greatest economic failure in the history of the
world. Built on what has proved to be an
absolutely fallacious and incorrect analysis of
the engineering economics involved, if indeed
any analysis worthy of the name was made, it
costs the people of New York $7,000,000 a year
in interest and maintenance charges and carries
less than 10 per cent of the traffic for which it

was designed.
In spite of the inherent defects of the inland
canal as a means of transportation in America,
the slowness of canal traffic, the fact that in
northern latitudes canals are frozen over for
a considerable period each year, and that, although the cost per ton-mile of transport may
be low, the cost of handling freight by canal
must include the cost of loading and unloading,
of transporting from source to terminal and terminal to destination, much of which is eliminated by the modern railroad with its rapid movement of freight from door to door by means of
industrial tracks and sidings in spite of all
these items, there was neither enough local
freight to justify the construction of this canal
nor hope of securing enough through freight to
make it worth while. It was expected that the
people of New York State by popular vote had
solved the problem of the economic ration d'etre
for this great work, when, like Kipling's village
which voted the world was flat, they voted to
build the Canal. Attempts have been made to
fret the Federal govcimncnt to take over the
Barge Canal and make it into a Great LakesAtlantic waterway, but it still remains a liabil-

number by 1028. On the other
which received aid from the
various home missions in 1925 had become self' ity on New York State.
As a matter of fact, fully three-quarters of
supporting by 1928, under the direction of the
United Church of Canada. The Board of Home the canals built in the United States have been
ly one-half that

hand, 375

fields

MihKionR also opened 285 new fields, each of
which included three or four places previously
untouched by any denomination, thus providing
the solitary church for nearly 1000 communities.
Altogether in 1928, there were 1571 home-mission fields, comprising 4308 preaching places.
At the third General Council, at Winnipeg,
Man., in September, 1928, plans were made for

abandoned for reasons similar to those stated
above, whereas European conditions still encourage the maintenance and construction of
canal

works.

It

is

believed

that

the funda-

due not only to the willingness of business in Europe to use slower means
of transportation than the railroad, but also to
the fact that labor is cheap and therefore handling, that is, loading and unloading or transmental difference

is

an evangelical movement before the nineteenth
centenary of Pentecost in 1930. The position ferring, is inexpensive, and thuH the unquestionof the denomination was indicated by the sta- ably lower cost of water transportation is not
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wiped out by the cost of getting freight
from the canal system.

At

hope
ica,

to or

the present time, there seems to be little
of a general inland canal revival in Amerat least one based on sound economic
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at the summit level. This did away with, the
three locks, constructed in 1830 with a width of
24 feet and a length of 220 feet, which had served
to restrict navigation. The summit level of
these locks was 15 feet above mean low tide,
while the mean ranges of tide at Delaware City

grounds, although millions have been spent on
inland waterways and enthusiastic supporters and Chesapeake City were respectively 6 feet and
of the canal idea continue to agitate for further 2 feet. The project adopted for the improveexpenditures. In certain cases, American canal ment provided for a lockless tide-level canal 12
constructions, although not encouraged by any feet deep and 90 feet wide on the bottom, estiimmediate hopes of great traffic, are going for- mated to cost $12,000,000. This canal when
ward. Principal of these are the Illinois & enlarged will form part of an inland waterOhio Waterways and the Inland Waterways way from Philadelphia to Norfolk and thus part
system of the Atlantic coast. The outstanding of the plan, being gradually constructed, for an
work on the American continent at the present inland waterway along the northern Atlantic
time is undoubtedly the Welland Canal in Can- coast. Proponents of this scheme argue for it
ada, the completion of which is awaited with on the ground of use by small shipping and for
national defense.
great interest.
Ohio River Canalization. The improveCape Cod Canal. The Cape Cod Canal
which had been under construction for a num- ment of the Ohio River for navigation, with the
ber of years was formally opened on Aug. 1, plan of providing a minimum depth of 9 feet
1914, and established direct connection between for its entire length of 968 miles is being conBuzzard's Bay on the south and Cape Cod Bay tinued by the Corps of Engineers of the United
on the north. It shortened the distance between States Army. Two fixed and 48 movable dams
Vineyard Sound and Boston by about 70 miles, with navigation locks generally 110 x 600 feet in
and eliminated considerable danger due to hid- size at each dam, are involved. The total cost
den reefs and banks along the coast of the Cape, of the work is estimated at $105,000,000 and it
not to mention fogs which are often prevalent is of great technical interest because of the variin this region. The canal is a sea-level canal ous types of movable dams involved. These inwithout locks and practically a straight line with clude Chanoine wickets and other devices not
a single curve. It is lighted by electricity at common in American practice.
Lake Washington Ship Canal.
waternight and is crossed by railway and highway
bridges which give a width of 150 feet in the way which couples Lake Washington with Seclear between the piers. For the greater part attle on Puget Sound, on the North Pacific
of its length, the canal has a bottom width of coast, was opened in 1917. Formed in large
100 feet and a depth of 25 feet at mean low- part by dredged channel, this canal, a total of
water. At three points, the bottom width is some 8 miles in length, permits ships in the
increased to 250 feet, so as to make passing Alaska and coast trade to be raised some 25 feet
points for vessels, while in the approach chan- for storage to a fresh-water harbor of 250,000
nels, a width of 250 to 350 feet is maintained' acres free from troublesome marine borers and
to deep water at both ends of the canal.
rapid salt-water deterioration. The depth of
massive breakwater, 3000 feet in length to the canal is 28 feet and special precautions have
the shore line, protects the entrance to the canal to be observed to prevent the salt water from
from being filled in by the action of the waves "climbing" through the locks to the lake. See
in addition to forming a shallow harbor for also SAULT STE MAKIE, CANALS AT.
Welland Canal. Probably the most imporshipping. The excavation of the canal for the
most part was done by hydraulic dredges. By tant canal work in the new world now in prog1915 the canal was made passable for large ress and Hearing completion, is the Welland
steamers and deep-draft barges. After the Ship Canal which will join lakes Erie and OnWorld War, it was proposed that the United tario. Although this work was started in 1913,
States government should acquire the Cape Cod construction was held up due to the .Great War,
Canal, and in 1921 Secretaries Weeks, Denby, but was resumed later and the contract for the
and Hoover made an investigation and recom- last section was let in 1925. It is expected that
mended that the Federal government should the work will be completed in 1930. Seven locks,
acquire the control of the canal at a price of among the largest in the world, will replace the
$11,500,000 for which sum the Boston, Cape Cod numerous small locks of the present canal. An
& New York Canal Co. was willing to sell. The unfortunate accident in August, 1928, wrecked
deal was authorized in 1927, "but was not finally one of the huge canal gates a mitring leaf
closed until 1928 when the canal was taken over 82% feet high was overturned by a falling crane
but the Canadian government is carrying the
by the Government and will be operated as a
work forward as rapidly as possible. In 1929
toll-free national waterway.
Chesapeake and Delaware Canal. This the lock at the Port Col bourne end of the canal,
canal, about 15 miles in length, extending from 1380 feet long and with a depth of 30 feet of
Delaware City, on the Delawa e River, to Chesa- water was opened for operation in connection
peake City, Maryland, on a stream flowing into with the old canal.
The Welland Canal will permit lake shipping
Chesapeake Bay, was formally taken over by the
Government, the event being officially celebrated to reach ports .on Lake Ontario and will doubtat Delaware City on Oct. 11, 1919. This canal less have an important effect on traffic routes
was chartered in 1799, but was acquired by the between the Great Lakes and tie Atlantic seaNational government under an appropriation of board. There are, of course, two possibilities.
$2,514,290 by Congress, with an additional item Either the St. Lawrence of the Great Lakesof $500,000 for deepening and widening. The Hudson ship canal may be built or ports may be
improvement involved making this waterway a established on Lake Ontario, superseding to a
sea-level canal which would require an increased considerable extent the Lake Erie ports, for
excavation of 10 feet for a considerable distance transshipment from lake steamers to railroads.
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Lawrence project is still tied up in inter- sluices, so that it was possible to navigate with
national difficulties and the Great Lakes-Hudson larger vessels than previously. A notable dam
Canal, because of physical and operating diffi- of this type was built at Mainkur; it included a roller weir, a power plant, and a raft
culties, as well as the New York Barge Canal
failure, also seems rather remote. The Cana- chute 300 meters long and 12 meters wide, todian government has, therefore, already selected gether with two side openings, each 30.C meters
Prescott, Ontario, a town well along the St. wide, and a ship passage 40 meters wide.
The power plants at this dam were put in
Lawrence below the eastern end of Lake Ontario,
as a site for a new port. On the United States operation in 1921, but the sluices were completed
and ready for use in 1917. The canalization
side, no official action is, of course, possible, but
Oswego would naturally hope to profit by such of the Main was to extend from Frankfort to
extension of the Great Lakes steamship lines Werenfeld, and it was proposed to add open
canal
construction between
into Lake Ontario as may occur.
Werenfeld and
Chicago Drainage and Illinois Canals. Schweinfurt, while from Schweinfurt to BamAlthough the Chicago Drainage Canal was built berg, it would be impossible to canalize the river.
There also was set on foot an important waterprimarily to enable Chicago to dischaige her
drainage into the upper Mississippi Valley in- way involving the canalization of the Neckar
stead of Lake Michigan, her source of water through Baden and Wiirttemberg from Mannsupply, it will become in the near future a con- heim to Plorhingen, using the river bed for largenecting link in a waterway from the Great Lakes vessel traffic, The plan involved also special
to the Mississippi. This will be made possible canalization from Plochingen to Ulm and from
through the construction of a connecting Illinois Ulm to Ravensburg and Frieclrickshafen in order
waterway, 63 miles long from the Drainage Canal to supply the states of Baden and Wiirttemberg
at Lockport to the Illinois River at Starved with coal and other facilities. Such a canal
Rock. It is expected that the work will be com- system naturally involved a large number of
feet wide locks, some of them of considerable height, and
pleted by 1930. The Canal will be 200
with a 0-ft. depth of water and will require five the development of river basins.
As a result of this development, the Neckar
locks 110 x GOO feet. Provision also has been
made by Congress for a 0-ft. depth in the Illinois would be made a navigable waterway for, all
River from Starved Rock to the Mississippi. In seasons of the year, for barges of 3200 tons,
the meantime, the whole Chicago drainage and completely loaded, and the traffic which before
water-supply pioblem is still under- discussion. the War amounted to 400,000 tons per year
Thirteen, states Lave been acting together in an would naturally reach much larger figures with
attempt to secure a ruling from the United the improved waterway, being estimated by some
States Supreme Court which will prevent the at as much as, or in excess of, 5,000,000 tons.
diversion of water at Chicago for sewerage pur- The various power plants situated on the banks
of the river between Mannheim and Plochingen
See WATER SUPPLY.
poses.
The Murray River Works, Australia. before the War represented an output of 15,000
Kapid progress is being made on these, great f horse power, but with the completion of the
navigation and irrigation works in the south- works undertaken would develop some 63,000
east corner of Australia. The Murray River, horse power.
The beginning of these German canal works
with its principal branch, the Darling, empties
into the sea near Adelaide in South Australia, was made during the War, but at the close of
and this state bas long been interested in im- hostilities comparatively little was done for a
St.

On the other hand, while except to afford labor to the unemployed.
it for navigation.
South Wales and Victoria, in whose terri- Work was begun again on a large scale during
irrithe autumn of 1921 and the construction of the
tory it rises, were interested primarily in
gation development. South Australia began bridges and dams also was started, but in 1923
works in 1011, after ineffective attempts to se- the increase of costs led to the slowing down of
cure cooperation with her sister states. The the project.
At the present time, throe other important
Act of 1915, however, brought about an effective
scheme for' concerted action between the Com- works are under way. The Rhine-Danube Canal
monwealth of Australia and the three states is practically finished and in large part open to
and work has since gone forward on a project traffic. It is expected that the so-called Midwhich has been changed more or less from time land Canal, joining tho Rhenanian-WeHtphalian
to time but which involves an expenditure of industrial district with central Germany, will be
so'me 35 or 40 million dollars. The most impor- completely in service by 1930. The Hanskanal,
tant works are the two dams forming storage from the Ruhr to Hamburg, also is under conreservoirs at Lake Victoria on the lower, and at struction but will not be finished for some eight
Mitta Mitta on the tipper, .Murray, a stream years.
Marseilles-Rhone Canal. A notable Euwhich is in some years navigable at all times
for as much as 1100 miles from its mouth, while ropean canal project executed during the period
in other years it dries up in part and may be of the, World War ,was the Marseilles-Rhone
navigable for only one month. The work will be Canal involving an artificial waterway 51 miles
in length and extending from the Rhone River
completed in the near future,
German Internal Waterways. In Conti- at, Aries .to, the Bay of Marseilles. This canal
nental Europe, the various systems of canals was also notable in that it included a tunnel
which had been rather highly developed found four and a half miles in length which pierces
advantageous use during the World War. A the mountain, ridge north of the city and affords
notable instance was the River Main which was direct access to the, harbor. A typical, section
rendered navigable for vessels .up to 1200 tons, of this tunnel is a square invert 59 feet wide
and was employed as an internal route for gen- and 15* feet deep with an approximately semieral commerce and, war supplies, particularly circular arch, of '41 feet radius, affording an
timber. The canalization of ,this river involved excavated section 79 feet wide and 50 feet high.
the construction of dams provided with ship (See, .TUNNELS.)',, In addition; to, the .tunnel,
proving
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there vas involved a breakwater construction
between Marseilles and Port de Bone, and in
the iStang de Berre. At Aries, where the canal
had access to the Rhone, a system of locks was

not only is it so hazardous that it can, he
carried out only in hospitals under skilled super-

vision; its results in the hands of some who
have tested it have been very disappointing.
For some years, evidence has been accumulating
built.
CANBERRA. The capitol of Australia that cancer is a disease caused or favored by a
dedicated May 9, 1927.
See AUSTRALIA.
high alkaline index of the blood and tissues.
An Dr. E. McDonald of the University of Penn).
CANBY, HENRY SEIDEL (1878American professor and editor (see VOL. IV). sylvania Cancer Institute recently told the
In 1916, he became advisor in literary composi- American Chemical Society Institute that alkation with professorial rank at Yale University. linity is the decisive factor in cancer genesis.
He resigned as assistant editor of the Yale Re- This should give leads for a rational treatment,
view in 1020, becoming editor of the Literary but thus far no plan has been developed.
The enormous economic wastage of cancer
Review of the New York Evening Post, 1920-24,
and of the Saturday Review of Literature after has been recently computed by actuaries as
1924. In 1918 he was on liaison work in Eng- eight hundred million dollars annually for the
land, Ireland, and France for the British Minis- United States alone. This loss, if it involved
try of Information. His works include: College property and not life, would call forth vast
Sons and College Fathers ( 1915) ; Facts, Thought engineering efforts which are not even foreand Imagination (in collaboration, 1917); Good shadowed today.
CANDLE POWER. See ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
English (in collaboration, 1018); Education by
Violence (1919); Our House (1919); Everyday
CANFIELD, DOROTHY, See FISHEE, DOBOAmericans (1920) Saturday Papers: Essays on THY CANFIELD.
An EngLiterature from the Literary Review (1921)
CANNAN, EDWIF (1861).
and Definitions: Essays in Contemporary Criti- lish economist (see VOL. IV). He became procism (1922) ; Defini lions, second series (1924) ; fessor emeritus of political economy in the
Better Writing (1926). He is coeditor of: University of London in 1926. His later works
/Selections from Jol\n MasefieJd (11)17), War include Money (1918, 5th ed., 1926) ; Coal NaAims and Peace Ideals (1919), Anthony and tionalisation (1919) ; The Paper Pound of J7J97Cleopatra (1921), and editor of Stevenson's 1821 (1920); and An Economist's Protest
Master -of Ballantrae (1922).
(1027).
An EngCANCER. Despite all organized effort to
).
CANAAN, GILBERT (1884warn the public of the urgent need of early lish novelist and dramatist. He was educated
recognition and treatment of cancer, the mor- at Cambridge and was a dramatic critic on The
tality from the disease since 1914-28 has been Star in 1900-10. Among his books are The
appaVently on the increase. The expression "ap- Anatomy of Society (1919) ; Time and Eternity
parently" is used because of the ease with which (1920); Pigs and Peacocks (1921); Old flf aid's
statistics can be assailed.
There is some evidence Love (1922) ; Letters from a Distance (1923);
to show that raneer was not increasing, although The House of Prophecy (1924); and the play,
none which shows any diminution. Granted that The Release of the Soul (1920).
CANNING. See BOTULISM.
the death rate is a constant, improvements in
CANNON. See ARTILLERY; ORDNANCE.
diagnosis and increasing average duration of life,
A
which result from modern sanitation, would still
).
CANNON, JAMES, JR. (1864convey the illusion of an annual increase. If bishop of the- Methodist Episcopal Church, South,
every death were followed by a skilled autopsy, born at Salisbury, Md., and educated at Ranthe number of cancer deaths could be made to dolph-Macon College, Princeton University, and
show an increase which would not be due to Princeton Theological Seminary. Having been
spread of the disease. The campaign of educa- ordained to the ministry in 1888, he was named
tion conducted by the Association for Cancer to different pastorates in Virginia. From 1894
Control cannot prevail against the innate fear to 1911, he was principal of the Blackstone Feof an examination, the fear of an unfavorable male Institute, and from 1914 to 1918, principal
of the Blackstone College for Girls. In 1918,
diagnosis, and the fear of operation.
An increasing number of surgeons show pes- he became a bishop. In 1920-24 lie headed a
simism, as in the statement by one that early commission of the Federal Council of Churches
of Europe.
operations can cure cancer although the diag- on Relation with the Religious Bodies
nosis must l)e made at a stage in which success- He was chairman of the national legislative
The favor- committee of the Anti-Saloon League and of
ful diagnosis is seldom practicable.
able percentages obtained by surgeons of unusual the Board of Temperance and Social Service,
attainments and experience operating under ideal M, E- Church, South, after 1914. Since 19l9
conditions appear to show that early interven- he has been chairman of the executive comtion can conquer the. jdiwasc; but the average mittee, of the World League against Alcoholism.
of 1024, he took
patient will be operated on by the local surgeon In the presidential campaign
an active par,t in behalf of prohibition and in
and under less favorable conditions.
What has been said of the- knife applies with 1928 was a leader of the Southern Pemocrats
the same force to radium and X-ra^r therapy. who voted the Republican ticket because of the
Under |the most favorable auspices, individual anti-prohibition stand taken by Alfred E. Smith,
candidate.
operators obtain excellent results, but this does the Democratic presidential
;

;

1

1

'

not benefit the average caneer victim. The
alleged discovery of the causation of cancer by
'

Gye and Barnard, although vouched for
high authority, has borne no fruit. More
promising is the Blair Bell lead treatments an
accessory to X-ray therapy, for this not onlv has
a solid 'theoretical foundation font it sce-ma in
trained hands to give dependable results. But
[

CANNON,

GURNET

JOSEPH

(1836-1920).

An American lawyer and Congressman ;(see VOL.
He retired .from. Congress on Man 4, 1#23,
by IV)
.

;

after .serving for 46 years, during wlMch he was
four timfefi Speaker of the House of RepresentaIn 1927 appeared {TnoZtVo* Cannon: the
tives.
of a Pioneer, American, as .Told ;to L. White
.

CANHON
CANNON, WALTER

An American

BRADFORD

physioloist,

).
(1871born at Prairie du

Chien, Wis., and educated at Harvard (A.B.,
1896; M.D., 1900). In 1900 he was made George
Higginson professor of physiology at Harvard.
His works include Laboratory Course in Physiology (1911) ; Bodily Changes in Pain, Hunger,
Fear, etc.; and Traumatic Shock (1923). He
was one of the editors of the periodical Psychobiology (1919-20). He made many contributions to physiological periodical literature, was
Crooman lecturer before the Royal Society, London, 1918, and was president of the Medical
Research Society of the American Red Cross in
France, 1917-18. He received American and
British decorations for his services in the World

War.

ABCHBISHOP

CANTERBURY,
COSMO GOBDON.

CAITTIGNY.

OP.

See LANG,

WAR

IN EUROPE.
).
(1874A Roman Catholic bishop, born in Limerick,
Ireland, and educated at the colleges of the
Sacred Heart and Saint Patrick, Ireland. He
was ordained to the Roman Catholic priesthood
in 1899, and from that date until 1904 was
See

CA1TTWELL, JOHN JOSEPH

curate in Berkeley, Calif. For the following 10
years, he was secretary to the Archbishop of San
Francisco, and from 1014 to 1917, vicar general
of the same diocese. He was made Bishop of
Monterey and Los Angeles in 1917.

CAPE COD CANAL. See CANALS.
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE, PROVINCE OP

See SOUTH AFRICA,
CAPEK. JOSEF.

UNION

THE.

OF.

See CAPEK, KAREL.
A
KAHBL (1890).
Czech journalist and playwright who was born
at Male Svatonovice and educated at the uni-

CAPEK,

kfi'pfck',

versities of Prague, Berlin, and Paris. While
Btill a student, he and his brother JOSEPH
), an artist as well as a writer,
(1888collaborated on short stories collected as Giant's

Garden and Radiant Depths. Karei was art director of the national theatre in Prague, but soon
established his own theatre, the Vinohradsky,
where he produced the dramas of Shakespeare,
Goethe,
Ibsen,
Strindberg,
Byron, Moliere,
Hauptmann; and Czech authors, and gave
also
Shelley's Cenci its world premiere. He
wrote plays which included The Robber (1918) ;
(1020), and The
jfc.I7.72., a satiric melodrama
Live In (1921), written with his
World
brother Joseph, an arraignment of human life,
known as the "insect play," because its char-

We

acters were insects; Macro pulos Affair (1022);
The Creators, with his brother Joseph (1026);
and The Maoropulos Secret (1927). R.V.R. and
The World We Live In were success fully presented in New York in 1922-23, and The Macropvlos Secret in 1927. He also wrote Crossways,
short stories; Pragmatism; Criticism of Words;
Painfirl Stories; Manufacturing of the Absolute,
a novel (1922); Italian Letters; Krakatit, a
novel; How a Theatre-Play is Made* with his
brother (1025)
English Letters (1925); About
the Nearest Things (192G); The Absolute at
;

Large

(1926); and

(1028).

How

a,

Play

is

Produced

An
(1870).
VOL. IV). He was
Lecturer on Missions at the

CAPER, EDWARD WAEBBN
American

sociologist

CAPPS
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(see

again Thompson
Hartford Theological Seminary in 1914, 1917,
and 1918. He identified himself with the Kennedy School of Missions as secretary, instructor
in sociology, and associate professor (1914 to

1917), becoming in 1917 full professor, and in
1919, dean. He was appointed assistant recording secretary of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions in 1915. In
1919-20 he was chairman of the training school
section of the Religious Education Association,
and from 1920 to 1922, chairman of the Association of Institutions Engaged in Missionary
Training. He edited Preparation for Missionary
Work in Japan (1915), and Preparation for
Presenting Christianity to the Hindus (1917).
He wrote The History of Connecticut Institutions (1925).

CAPERS, WILLIAM THEODOTUS

(1867).
Protestant Episcopal bishop, born at GreenS. C., and educated at South, Carolina
College, Furmaa University, and the Theological

A

ville,

of Virginia. He was
in
rector
churches in N. Carolina and S. Carolina and in
Mississippi from 1895 to 1905 and dean of Christ
Church Cathedral, Lexington, Ely. (1905-12).
From 1913 to 1916, he was bishop coadjutor in
the diocese of West Texas. In 1916 he was
made bishop of that diocese.
CAPITAL SHIP. See VESSEL, NAVAL.
CAPORETTO. See WAR IN EUBOPE.
United
CAPPER, ARTHUR (1805).
States Senator and publisher, who was born at
Garnctt, Kan., and graduated at the local high
school. He began as a compositor on the Topeka
Daily Capital and was successively reporter, city
editor, and Washington correspondent of that
newspaper, of which he has been publisher and
proprietor since 1892. 9 He also published Capper's Weekly, Farmers Mail and Breeze, Household Magasme, Capper's Farmer, Missouri Ruralist, Ohio Farmer, Michigan Farmer, and Pennsylvania Farmer. He served as president of the
Board of Resents of the Kansas Agricultural
College, was Governor of Kansas (1915-19), and
was elected United States Senator for the terms
1919-31. In the Senate, he gave particular attention to farm-relief legislation.
).
CAPPON, JAMES (1854professor
emeritus of English, and dean of the Arts Faculty at Queen's University, Canada (see VOL. IV).
fie is the author of various pamphlets, especially
a scries on the War: What the Present War
Means, German Politics and British Politics,
Democracy and Monarchy in the Modern State,
The Scandinavian Nations and the War, Bourgeois and Bolshevist, and A School of Idealism.
An Amer).
CAPPS, CHARLES R. (1871ican railway official, born in Norfolk, Va. He
was educated at Roanoke College and began liis
railway career with the Seaboard & Ifounoke
Railway. He acted in important capacities with
several railroads in the South, and in 1915 was
appointed first vice piesident of the Sea boa id
Air Line. He was president of the Marion

Seminary

A

A

Southern Railway and was director and vice
many other roads in the South.
An Ameri).
CAPPS, EDWARD (I860can philologist (see VOL. IV), He has been
professor of Greek language and literature at
the universities of Chicago and Princeton and
lecturer at Johns Hopkins (1917). He was
American Red Cross Commissioner to Greece,
1918-19, and Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
president of

Plenipotentiary, 1920-21.

CAPPS; WASHINGTON LEE

Amerioan naval

officer

(1864-

(see VOL. IV).

An
).
He was

president of the Navy Compensation Board and
general manager of the Emergency Fleet Corporation in 1917*' He was awarded the Navy

*

CARAWAY

Distinguished Medal for his work during the
World War. He became president of the Naval

War

CARNARVON"
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Claims Board in 1925.

A
TnADDErs H. (1871).
United States Senator, born in Stoddard County,
Mo., who was graduated at Dixon College, Tenn.
(1SOG). He was elected to Congress in 1913
as a Democrat from the First Arkansas District
and continued there until 1921, when he was

CARAWAY,

chosen U. S. Senator. lie was reflected in 1026
for the term expiring in 1033. In the pre-nomination Presidential campaign of 1928, he opposed
hut supported
the
candidacy of Alfred E. Smith,
him for election as the Democratic nominee.
CARBON, CARBON COMPOUNDS. See

CHEMISTRY.

CARBON BLACK.

See NATURAL GAS.
See MOTOR VEHICLES.
CARCHEMISH. See ARCHAEOLOGY.
).
CARGO, kar-ko, FRANCIS (1886French author, horn at Noumea, New Caledonia,
whose real name was Carcopino. He was a
poet, belonging to the Fantaisiste school, a
a dramatist, and art critic for
novelist,
L'Homme libre and Gil Bias. During the World
War, he was an aviation pilot at fitampes. His

CARBITRETOR.

A

works were picturesque, painting Montmartre
and being written in the argot of Paris. He has

copal churches of the State, and with an enrollment limited since 1020 to about 800 stir
dents. The faculty included 73 teachers in 1928,
and about 25 administrative officers. The
endowment funds in 1028 amounted to about $2,500,000 and the plant was valued at approximately $3,500,000; the annual budget for educational purposes for 1028-29 was estimated at
$580,000, exclusive of expenses of dormitories,
dining halls, and other service properties,
amounting to about $4oO,000, bringing the total

operating
President,

budget

up

to

about

$1,000,000.

Donald John Cowling, Ph.D., LL.D.

An Ameri).
CARLSEN, EIIIL (1853can landscape and marine painter (see VOL. IV).
He received the Inness Gold Medal in 1907,
the Gold Medal of Honor of the Panama-Pacific
Exposition at San. Francisco in 1015, the Jennie Seshan Gold Medal of the Pennsylvania
Academy of Fine Arts (1016), the Saltus Gold
Medal of the National Academy of Design
(1010), the Carnegie Prize in 1919, and the Gold
Modal of the Sesquicentennial Exposition at
Philadelphia in 1026.
An
).
CARLSON", JOHN FABIAN (1875American landscape painter, horn in Smaland,
Sweden, who came to the United States in 1886.
He studied art at the Art Students* League in

been called the "romancier drs apaches." His New York and in Buffalo, and became head inwritings include: Instincts (1911); La, loheme structor of landscape painting at the Art Stuet won ccewr, poems
(1012); Jtsus-la-caille dents' League School, Woodstock, N. Y. Carlson
(1014); Les Innocents (1016); Au coin des has been known particularly for his wonderfully
Les Malhevrs de toned and richly tauutifnl winter themes. His
rues, tales, (1016, 1018, 1022)
Fernande, sequel to Jesus-la-Caille (1918); canvases are distinguished by the quality of
L'tquipe (1019) ; La, Poesie (1919) ; Petits airs, light which invariably envelops and irradiates
poems (1920); Franc?/? Carco, racont$ par lui- the scene, integrating all its rich colors in one
(1021); Mon homme, a play with Andre" full-toned harmony. In 1011 he was elected an
Picard (1021); L'homme traquG, awarded the Associate of the National Academy, and in 1923
Grand Prix du Roman by the French Academy he received the Ranger Fund Purchase Prize of
(1922, tr. 1924); Promenades pittorcsques a the National Academy. He is well represented
VtrosMa 1'6 trait gere, in the Corcoran Gallery, Washington, the muMontmartre
(1922);
in
sharply criticized by the French reviews, as the seums at Toledo, Ohio, Youngstown, Pa., and
author seems out of his element (1923); Rien other public collections* He founded a School
qu'nne femme (1024) : Le roman de Frangois of Landscape Painting at Woodstock in 1923.
An
).
CARLTON, NEWCOMB (1809"Villon
(1026); De Montmartre au quartier
latin (1027), as The Last Bohemian (1928); American engineer and business man, horn at
JRue Pigalle (1028), and La Wgende et la vie Elizabeth, N. J., and educated at Stevens InstiFrom 1801 to 1019. he practiced as a
tute.
d'Utrillo (1028).
mechanical engineer in Buffalo, N. Y., and was
CARCOPINO, F. See CARGO, FRANCIS.
subsequently director of works of the Pan).
.CARDOZO, BENJAMIN NATHAN (1870An American jurist, Chief Judge of the New York American Exposition for three years. Ho was
Court of Appeals. He was born in New York then connected with the Bell Telephone Company
;

mme

from Columbia College in 1880, and the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
and was admitted to the bar two years later. Co. until the year 1010, when lie became vice
of the Western Union Telegraph ComBecoming a justice of the Supreme Court of New president
York in 1014, ho was designated to serve as a pany. He was made president of this company
in 1014.
judge of the Court of Appeals and was elected
CARMEN, (WILLIAM) Buss (18G1-1929).
for a full term on that bench in 1917. In 1926
he became Chief Judge. He is the author of An American poet (see VOL. IV). His later
Jurisdiction of the New York Court of Appeals works include: Earth Deities (with Mary, Perry
a translation of C. A. Debussy's
(1000), Growth of the Law (1924), Nature of King, 1014)
(1015); Open, Letter
the Judicial Procr&s (1025), and Paradoxes of Album of Six Songs
Legal Science (1028). He received the degree (1020); Later Poems (with an appreciation by
of doctor of laws from Columbia, Yale, New K. H. Hathaway, 1021 1022); Far Horizons
York University, University of Michigan, and (1025).
CARNARVON, kSir-nar'von, GEOBGB EDW^ABD
Harvard.
CARINTHIA. A province of the Republic STANHOPE MOLYNEUX HERBERT, EARL OF (1866of Austria, Its area in 1010 was 3087 square 1923). A British peer, and co-discoverer of the
tomb of Tutankhamen in Egypt. He was born
miles; in 1923, 3680 square miles. Its population in 1010 was 306,200; in 1923, 370,817. See June 26, 1800, and was educated at Eton, and
Trinity College, Cambridge. His interest in
AUSTRIAN REPUBLIC.
CABLETON COLLEGE. A coeducational Egyptology was aroused by the -collections of
institution at North field, Minn., founded in I860; illuminated books and manuscripts which he
maintaining relations of cooperation with the had gathered, and in 1000 he applied for permisCongregational, Baptist; -and Protestant Epis- sion to excavate at Thebes. As he had obtained
City, graduated

,

;
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the assistance of Howard Carter, former inspector in the service of antiquities at Thebes, the

CARNEGIE INSTITUTION

of $10,000,000 in the hands of 25 trustees,
mostly presidents of universities and colleges,
permission was granted and the two undertook for the purpose of encouraging higher education
a series of excavations mostly on the northern in the United States, Canada, and Newfoundland,
side of Assassif Valley near the Temple of Derel chiefly by providing retiring allowances for teachBahri. In 1908 they discovered the tomb of a ers in universities and colleges and pensions for
prince of the Eighteenth Dynasty, containing their widows. The foundation was incorporated
precious caskets and a gaming board. In suc- by Act of Congress in 1006. Its resources were
ceeding years, tombs were systematically dis- increased by a further gift of $5,000,000 from
covered and cleared. Meanwhile, Lord Carnar- Mr. Carnegie in 1908, and by appropriations
von, with his family, took up his residence in the of $1,250,000 in 1913, and $12,000,000 in 1918
Valley of the Kings and worked on an account from the Carnegie Corporation, which Mr. Carof the excavation, which appeared in 1912 under negie established in 1911. At the completion of
9
the title of Five Years Exploration at Thebes. its twenty-third year in 1028, the foundation
After the World War, he received a concession had endowments and accumulated reserves
in the Valley of the Kings, and with Mr. Carter amounting to $31,527,000, and had distributed
undertook to excavate down to bed rock. In $17,372,000 in retiring allowances and pensions
November, 1922, after long labors, they un- to 1000 teachers and 500 widows, chiefly through
covered the wall which finally pointed to the 72 associated institutions, selected because of
tomb of Tutankhamen. On Apr. 5, 1923, as their educational excellence. The foundation
the result of an insect bite, Lord Carnarvon publishes extensive annual reports, which deal
died at Cairo. See TUTANKHAMEN; ARCHEOL- with many educational problems. Its Division
OGY.
of Educational Enquiry, established in 1913, has
CABNEGIE COBPOBATION OF
issued a score of comprehensive bulletins, dealing
YORK. An organization founded by Andrew with medical, legal, engineering, dental, and vo
Carnegie and chartered under the laws of the cational education, the training of teachers, in?
State of New York in 1911, to promote "the tercollegiate athletics, and kindred subjects.
advancement and diffusion of knowledge and Dr. Henry Smith Pritchett is president and
understanding among the people of the United Clyde Furst, secretary. The headquarters are
States." The Corporation was originally en* at 522 Fifth Avenue, New York. See UNIVERSIdowed at $125,000,000, the amount to be in- TIES AND COLLEGES.
CARNEGIE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLcreased upon the final settlement of Mr. CarAlthough the income of the OGY. A non-sectarian institution for techninegie's estate.
endowment fund is applicable only within the cal education at Schenley Park, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
United States, the Corporation holds a special founded in 1900 by Andrew Carnegie. The stufund of $10,000,000, the income of which may be dent enrollment increased from 3285 in 1914 to
devoted to projects in Canada and the British 6039 in the autumn of 1928, and from 628 in the
colonies.
The activities of the Carnegie Cor- summer session of 1923, to 755 in 1928; the
poration are limited to financial cooperation faculty from 202 to 355 members. The producwith existing institutions and associations, and tive funds in 1924 were $8,000,000; in 1928,
although it is an educational foundation, it is $15,900,000; and the income in 1928 was $794,not an operating agency.
000, exclusive of student fees. The institute
The outstanding features of the programme has a campus branch of the Carnegie Library of
of the corporation are concerned with library Pittsburgh, which has 450,000 volumes. In
service, the place of arts in American life, adult 1922 the Institute received 13 pledges of $10,education, scientific research, and educational 000 each, to be paid in annual amounts of $1,000,
In 1924-25 a sum of $5,000,000 to be bringing the total amount pledged up to $130,studies.
distributed over a period of five years was 000, for the purchase of paintings for Carnegie
given to the Carnegie Institution of Washington Institute of Technology. This amount was in
to augment its endowment, and $100,000 was turn met with an offer from the Carnegie Corset aside to be used for tbe purchase of teaching poration of New York to match these subscripequipment for departments of fine arts in colleges tions dollar for, dollar up to the total sum of
and universities throughout the United States; $150,000. In 1925 the Carnegie Corporation of
four endowment grants of $50,000 each were New York paid to the Board of Trustees of the
given for the support of fine arts departments Carnegie Institute, the sum of $8,000,000 as an
in colleges; .and a number of grants were made endowment for the Institute of Technology,. and
for the development and support of college at the same time offered another sum of $8,000,"Research 000, payable in 1946, provided the Trusteed in
libraries and library-school activities.
activities in pyorrhea; production and purifica- the meantime collect a sum of $4,000,000, contion of insulin'; investigations of oteosclerosis;
stituting a further endowment of $12,000,000.
and the studies conducted by the Society for President, Thomas Stocklmm Baker, Ph,D., LL.D.
CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHthe Promotion of Engineering Education and
the Modern Language Association, all received INGTON. An institution established in 1902
support over a period of years. The Trustees in for the purpose of encouraging research, and in1929 were: James Bertram, Nicholas Murray vestigation and the application of knowledge to
Butler, Louise M. Carnegie, John J. Carty, the improvement of mankind. In 1921 it was
Samuel Harden Church, Robert A. Franks, Wil- announced that important now discoveries had
liam J. Holland, Henry James, Frederick P. Kep- been made by Dr. A. A. Michelson, of tbe Mt.
pel, Russell C. Leffingwell, John C. Merriam, Wilson Observatory, that furnished a new startJohn A. Poynton, Henry S. PHtehett, and Elihu ing point for further investigations concerning
Root.
the nature of the universe. By use of the interCABNEOIE FOUNDATION FOB THE ferometer, the dimension H of Betelgeuse in <Mon
OP TEACHING, THE. and mauy other stars were meatfured, and the
A foundation .established by Andrew Carnegie way was opened for corresponding observationson Apr. 16, 1905, when he placed an endowment on a group of stars theretofore seemingly en-

NEW

ADVANCEMENT

CARNEGIE INSTITUTION'

and with other agencies. This
possible experiment, under Carl G. Hartman, in the growth of macaques embryos. In
1926 significant facts concerning human embryos

The large ruling machine,
tirely out of range.
for many years under construction, was successfully operated in the preparation of diffraction gratings.

Embryology

made

At the Mount Wilson Observatory, further important work was accomplished in 1926, including Dr. King's classification of spectral lines;
Henry Norris Russell's complete analysis of a,
complex spectrum; Mr. Pettit's measurements of
ultra-violet solar radiation; Dr. Michelson's
measurement of the velocity of light with improved instruments; Dr. Hubble's contribution
to the knowledge of the universe of spiral nebulae; and observations of the sun made possible
by the spectrohelioscope designed by Dr. Hale.
The department of terrestrial magnetism has
been engaged in making a magnetic survey of the
earth. Its investigations included the phenomena of magnetism, electricity, and gravitation.
The non-magnetic ship, Garnegie, made a number
of voyages in the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian
oceans, and in 1916 sailod around the Antarctic
ice pack in 1 18 days.
This sea survey, begun in
1909, in which the Carnegie traveled 300,000
miles, was completed in 1921, and the regions visited were charted.
The Carnegie sailed

on

its

seventh cruise,

1028, with improved apparatus and a
more experienced staff, to extend the previous observations to the correlated aspects of physical
oceanography. The department of terrestrial
magnetism also maintained two permanent recording stations at HuancayOj Peru, and at
Watheroo in southwestern Australia, nearly opposite sides of the earth, to investigate the relation of electric currents in the earth and the
earth's magnetic changes.
The geophysical laboratory was engaged in a
study of the atomic structure of minerals, especially of the minerals emanating from the interior of the earth, such as the lavas of the
Hawaiian Islands and the fumaroles of the

May
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1,

were established, and it was found that the
transformation of white blood cells are concerned
in the origin of certain types of malignant tumors. Ecology formed a part of the study of
the Mayan civilization, and in 1925 F. E. Morley
and his associates did special research work in
that field. Other ecological studies concerning
environmental relations of plants, which were
undertaken at a number of stations in Colorado,
Arizona, and other Western States, led to a, new
interpretation of the development of vegetation.
The department of genetics is located at Cold
Spring Harbor, L. I., with a section of experimental evolution, and a
record office.
eugenics
It has carried on researches in variations in the
elements of the cell recognized as bearers of
characters transmitted to descendants. In May,
1920, a notable celebration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the founding of the Cold Spring
Harbor laboratory was held. In 1921 a laboratory was built for the department of botanical
research at Carmel, Calif., to be devoted to chemical and physical research with a view to obtaining additional information concerning the basis

This department with laband at Carmel, Calif.,
as the laboratory for plant

of plant activities.

oratories at Tucson, Ariz,

now known

is

physiology.

The

different fields of plant sciences

were coordinated in the Division of Plant Biology in 1928 under Dr. H. A. Sporler and, during the year, important work was done in photosynthesis, taxonomic and ecologic problems, arid
conditions, and tree growth.
Researches also are carried on in many other
lines, such as literature and law.
During the

World War, two-thirds of the Institution's staff
were devoted to work for the Government.
The Indets Medicus, published by the Carnegie
Katmai region of Alaska. In 1926 H. S. Roberts Institution for twenty-four years, was taken over
assisted that study by improvements in micro- by the American Medical Association in 1927.
Between 1902 and 1928, 573 volumes, on varifurnaces. Investigations also were -conducted
looking toward the solution of certain critical ous subjects, were published by the institution.
problems in earthquake study, and a representa- Its total receipts in the same period were $61,tive wag sent to Chile to study the problems 502,218.29, this sura but slightly exceeding the
A series of lectures on recent rearising from the earthquake of November, 1922. expenditures.
A -patent was granted, in 1925, for Dr. John A. searches, initiated in 1921, has become an imporAnderson's seismometer for recording and meas- tant personal means of interpreting to the scienuring earth tremors. TJie' California earthquake tific public some Of the results of current
of June 29, 1925, stimulated further seismologi- investigations; and such- work was supplemented
cal research in which scientists of the Carnegie by comprehensive exhibits in the Administration
Institution took a leading part.
Building in Washington relative to current prog-

As a direct result of archaeological investigations in Guatemala and Yucatan, extending over
the past decade, agreement was reached with the
Mexicap, government for a ten-year programme
of investigation at the ancient Maya city of
Chiehen-Itza in Yucatan, where, in 1928, the
study of middle American archaeology -was advanced by the final restoration, under the direction of Earl Morris, of the Warriors' Temple.
Valuable research also was accomplished at
Uaxactum, the principal site of the Guatemala
excavations.
.

;

Along with the specifically archaeological investigations, the researches included a study of
the physical characteristics of the Maya race
and. of the environment in which it developed.
Through an advisory committee of eminent 'biolfor studies on
ogist, a preliminary programme
the physical basis' of hiiman behavior WAS
adopted IB 'Cooperation with>tiie Department. 'of
1

ress of work..

See EXPLORATION.

CARNOTITE.

See RADIUM.

CAROLINE AND

PELEW ISLANDS.

See PACIFIC OCEAN ISLANDS.

CARPENTER, EDWAED

CHILDS (1871).
dramatic author and novelist born at Philadelphia, Pa. 'His well-known plays include:
The Dragon-Fly (with J. Luther Long) Captain
Courtesy; Remembrance; The Order of the Rose;
The Barber of New Orleans; Bread upon the
Waters; The Challenge; The Tongues of Men;
The Cinderella .Man (1915); The Pipes of Pan
(1917) ; The Three Bears (1917) JBao (1920).;
Romeo and Jane (1920); The Girl and the
Highways (1920) ; Pot Luck (1921) ; and Connie
Goes Some (1923). Besides writing many novels, Mr. Carpenter wan financial editor of the
Philadelphia Inquirer 1905-16;

A

;

;-

,

-,

OAHPENTEBy, JOHN ALDBW

An

).
(.187&Ataeriean composer* borniti Bfcrk Ridge, HI.,
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Feb. 28, 1876. Besides taking the regular
courses at Harvard University, he at the same
time completed the full course in music under
Prof. J. K. Paine. In 1906 he studied composition with E. Elgar in Rome and later (1908-12)
pursued the same subject with B. Ziehn in Chicago. Although he never followed music as a
profession, his compositions show a thorough
mastery of all technical means and at the same

CARSON

In collaboration with Dakin, he evolved
ing.
the so-called Carrel-Dakin solution of sodium
hyposulphite and this, with the technique devised, was used largely as a standardized method
of wound care.
In 1917 in collaboration (Carrel and Dehelly) was published the handbook,
Le trait ement des plaies infectees, which appeared simultaneously in English. In collaboration with Professor Tuffier, Carrel also conducted researches on surgery of the orifices of
the heart. In 1910 he returned to the Rocke-

time pronounced impressionistic tendencies. His
works comprise: The Birthday of the Infanta,
a ballet-pantomime (Chicago, 1919) and a sec- feller Institute, New York City, to resume his
ond ballet, Skyscrapers (Metropolitan Opera original research into the growth and preservaHouse, Feb. 19, 1926); for orchestra, a sym- tion of tissue outside the body, the implantation
phony, A Sermon in Stones (Norfolk Fest., and grafting of tissues, and cancer,
CARREL-DAKIIT SOLUTION". See CAR1917), Adventures in a Perambulator, Krazy
Kat, A Pilgrim Vision (Mayflower Tercentenary, REL, ALEXIS.
An
).
1920); Concertino for piano and orchestra; a
CARRINGTON, FITZ ROY (1869violin-sonata; a song-cycle, Gitanjali, and about American editor and curator (see VOL. IV). He
30 detached songs.
resigned as editor of the Print Collector's QuarGEORGES terly in 1918, but became American editor of the
CARPENTIER,
kar-pen-te-a,
French heavyweight boxer, born same periodical in 1021. Since 1024 he has been
(1894).
at Lens, France. He engaged in more than one with the print department of M. Knoedler & Co.,
hundred matches, his most important battles New York. He is the author of: Engravers and
having been with Jack Dempaey (q.v.), world's Etchers (Scammon Lectures, 1921).
An Ameri).
heavyweight champion in 1921, Battling Siki in
CARROLL, EARL (1894can theatrical producer and builder of a plastic
1922, and Torn Gibbons and Gene Tunney (q.v.)
in 1924.
Defeated by all four, he retired from and well-appointed theatre in New York City,
the ring and started on a theatrical career.
the Earl Carroll Playhouse. One of his latest imCARPETS. See TEXTILE MANUFACTURING,
in the theatre is a system of buildErovements
under Wool.
ig raised platforms and steps by means of unit
An American building-block construction whereby a long, wide
).
CABR, HARVEY (1873experimental psychologist, born at Morris, 111. flight of stairs can be built in a limited space, as
He was educated at the universities of Colorado well as platforms of any shape. In 1927 Carroll
and Chicago. After receiving his doctorate, he was convicted of perjury in the United States
was an instructor of psychology at Pratt In- courts and served a term in the penitentiary at
In 1908, he joined the faculty of the Atlanta, Ga.
stitute.
University of Chicago, serving as assistant and
CA^'SON", RT, HON. SIR EDWARD HENRY
British statesassociate professor and since 1023 as professor. CARSON, BARON (1854).
In 1926 he became chairman of the department. man and lawyer (see VOL. IV). He became atHis professional contributions include papers on torney general in June, 1915, but resigned in
comparative psychology, visual space perception, October because he felt that the policy of Mr.
and educational theory. He is the author of Asquith's cabinet was to desert Serbia in the
Textbook of Psychology.
World War. From December, 1915, to July,
An 1916, he was First Lord of the Admiralty, a po).
CABB, HERBERT WILDOW (1857English philosophical writer. He was educated sition which he resigned to become a member,
at Oxford, and in his adult life combined the without portfolio, of the War Cabinet (1-91G-18).
vocation of banker with the writing of semi- After the War, he turned again to Irish affairs,
popular works on philosophy. He received the and demanded the repeal of the Home Rule Act.
honorary degree of D.Litt. (Durham) in 1912, He supported Lloyd George's proposal for the reand from 1916 to 1918 was president of the form of the Government of Ireland by establishAristotelian Society. In 1018 he became profes- ing parliaments in both Dublin and Belfast, and
sor of philosophy at the University of London, his efforts to make this plan a success were reKing's College, and editor of the Proceedings of warded by the overwhelming majority in favor
of it in the elections of May, 1921. Sir Edward
the Aristotelian Society.
In his works, Professor Carr shows the influ- Carson refused a seat in the new Parliament,
ence of the philosophy of Bergson and of Croce, and also declined to succeed Mr. Bonar Law as
for both of whom he became a popular torch- leader in the House of Commons. He quitted
The Prob- active politics in 1921, and accepted a life peerbearer. His publications include:
lem of Truth (1912); Henri Bergson (1912); age as Baron Carson of Duncairn. After his
The Philosophy of Change (1914) The Philoso- retirement, he served as Lord of Appeal in
;

phy of Benedetto Croce (1018) Bcrgson's Mind Ordinary.
An
The Principle of
).
CABSOtf, HARRY ROBERTS (1869Energy (Translation, 1920)
Gentile's Theory of Mind as American Protestant Episcopal Bishop of Haiti,
Relativity (1020)
Pure Act (Translation, 1921); A Theory of born at Norristown, Pa. He was educated at
Monads (1922); The Scientific Approach to the University of the South and was ordained in
Philosophy (1924); and Changing Backgrounds 1896 by Bishop Sessums of Louisiana, in whose
in Religion and Ethics (1927), and The Unique diocese he served as general missionary until
1898. During the Spanish-American war, he
Status of Man (1028).
An Ameri- was chaplain of the 2d Louisiana Infantry.
).
CARREL, ALEXIS (1873can biologist (see VOL. IV). At the outbreak of After peace was declared in 1899, he held pasthe World War, Dr. Carrel returned to France torates in Louisiana, and in 1910 was made
as a military surgeon and established a research' Archdeacon of Louisiana. He went to the Cathe
laboratory in order to determine the most prac- nal Zone as missionary in 1912, and founded
ticable antiseptics and technique for wound dress- Holy Comforter Mission for lepers. He was con;

;

;

CARTELLIERI

secrated Missionary Bishop of Haiti in the Cathedral of St. John the Divine, New York City,
on Jan. 10, 1923. On Jan. 1, 1928, he also assumed charge of the work of the church in the

Dominican Republic.
G. M. ALEXANDER (1867German writer "bora at Odessa. He

CABTELLIEBI,
).

A

studied at the universities of Paris, Tubingen,
Leipzig, Berlin, and was professor at Heidelberg
and Jena. His principal works include: Philip
II Aug. Konig fon- Frankreich (1899) Regesten
des Bischoffs von Konstanz (1894-5) ; Philip II
Aug. und der Zusammenhruch dcs angevinischen
;

Reiches (1913) ; Die Schlacht von Bou vines im
Rahmen der europaischen Politib (1914); Weimar und Jena (1913) Deutsvhland und Frankreich in Wandel der Jahrhunderte (1914);
Frankreichs polilische Beziehungen zu Deutschland von Frankfurter Frieden bis zum Auslruch
des Weltkrieas (1918); Gobineau (1D17); and
Grundzuge der Weltgeschichte 378-1014 (1919).
His recent works are Zum 'Qedachtniss der
Reichsgriindung (1922) ; Geschichle der neueren
Revolutionen 1&2JI-1811 (1923); Deutschland
in der Weltpolitik seit dem Frankfurter Frieden
(1923), and Weltgeschichte als Machtgeschichte
;

(1927).

An Eng(1873).
horn at Swaffham, Norfolk.
He was trained as an artist, and began his work
as an archaeologist in Egypt in 1891 under Pro-

CAB'TEB, HOWARD

lish

archaeologist,

fessor Flinders Petrie, assisting in the excavation of Tel-el-Amarna in 1892. He was Government Inspector-in-Chief of Egyptian Antiquities
in Upper
Egypt from 1900 to 1905. He made
many discoveries, and in 1017 began with Lord
Carnarvon the work leading to the finding of
the tomb of Tutankhamen in 1923. He visited
the United States in 1924, and gave a series of
illustrated lectures in New York City on the
finding of the tomb of Tutankhamen. He then
continued his excavations in Egypt. In addition to articles in archaeological magazines, he
has cooperated with his associates in publishing
the results of his various excavations
:

MoWc, The tomb of Thothmes IV
(1904) ; The Tomb of Hatshopsttfr (1906) Five
Tears E&pl oration at Thebes: a record of work
done 1907-11 (1912), and The Tomb of Tut-

BiUn

el

;

9

ankh-Amen (with A.

C.

Mace. 2

vols.,

1923,

1927).

CARTER, WILLIAM HARDING (1851-1925).
An American army officer, born at Nashville,
Tenn. He was educated at the Kentucky Military Institute at Frankfort, and served in the
Spanish -American War. In 1913 he commanded
the 2d Division of the United States Army, and
the Hawaiian Department in 1914-15, and retired in 1915. Upon being recalled to active
service in 1917-18, he commanded the Central
Department at Chicago. He wrote From Yorktown to Santiago with the ftiath Cavalry
(ifibO) ; Old Army Sketches (1906) ; Giles Carter of Virginia (1909); The American Army
(1915) ; Life and Services of Lieutenant Chaffee
(1917); Horses, Saddles and Bridles, 4th ed.
:

CARTHAGE COLLEGE. A

from $250,000 to $855,000, and the income in
1927-28 amounted to $43,500. A campaign for
a $200,000 endowment was successfully completed in 1928; a new heating plant was installed
at a cost of from $25,000 to $30,000; and a department of agriculture was added to the curriculum beginning with the autumn term of
1928-29. President, N. J. Gould Wickey, Ph.D.
An
).
CABTY, JOHN JOSEPH (1861American electrical engineer, born at Cambridge,
Mass. He was educated in the Cambridge Latin
School and began his active work in telephony
in 1879 with the Bell Telephone Company in
Boston. In 1887 he was called to the charge of
the cable department of the Western Electric
Company in New York City and two years later
became chief engineer of the New York Telephone
Company. In 1908 he became chief engineer of
the American Telephone and Telegraph Company and in 1919 vice president of the company.

As a pioneer

in the development of the telephone,

he has invented

many improvements, including
telephone signaling apparatus, various switchboard and telephone-exchange apparatus, as well
as the telephone transmitter from secondary
batteries.
Among the important achievements
accomplished under his direction were the underground telephone cable between Boston and
Washington, transcontinental telephone lines,
and telephoning without wires from Washington
to Hawaii, and from Washington to Paris. During the World War, he was a member of the National Research Council and served in France
with the rank of colonel. Later, he was appointed a brigadier general in the Reserve Corps.
The Distinguished Service Medal of his own
country and the Japanese orders of the Rising
Sun and Sacred Treasure were conferred on him
and he was made an officer of the Legion of
Honor. He received the Longstreth Medal
(1903) and the Franklin Medal (1916) from
the Franklin Institute, and the Edison Medal
(1918) of the American Institute of Electrical
engineers.

CARUSO, ENRICO
dramatic

tenor

(see

coeducational

founded in 1870.
The student enrollment increased from approximately 80 in 1914 'to 308 in 1927-28, and in
111.,

addition, there was a .summer-session enrollment
in 1928 of 47. The faculty in the autumn of
1928 numbered 28 members. Between the years
1914 and 1928, the endowment was increased

(.1873-1921).

An

Italian

IV), He died at
During the last decade

VOL.

Naples, August 2, 1921.
of his life, his position as the greatest living
dramatic tenor was unchallenged. His last appearance was as Eleazar in La Juive at the Metropolitan Opera House (Dec. 24, 1920). Consult P. V. H. Key and B. Zirato, Enrico Caruso
(Boston, 1923); Dorothy Caruso and T. Goddard, Wings of Song: The Story of Oaruso (New
York, 1028).

CARVER,

An

THOMAS

NIXON

(1865-

American economist (see VOL. IV).

).

Among

his later writings arc Essays in Social Justice

(1915); The Conservation of Human Resources
(IQII) ; Government Control of the Liquor Business in Oreat Britain and the United States
(1917); War Thrift (1919); Principles of
Political Economy (1019) ; Principles of National Economy (1921) ; The Economy of Human

Energy

(

1924 )

;

The Present Economic Revolu-

tion in the United States (1925)

Rural Sociology

(1918).

institution at Carthage,

CASALS
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(1927);

World (1927).
CASALS, PABLO

;

Principles of

and This Economic

.

A

famous
).
(1876Spanish violoncellist and conductor (see Vol..
IV). In 1914 he married the American soprano
Susan Metcalfe, and as her accompanist proved
himself also a pianist of rare attainments. In
1919 he established in Barcelona the Orquesta
Pau Casals, which in a short time he brought

CASARES OIL

again aroused boundless enthusiasm.
A SpanCASARES GIL, JOSE (1806).
ish chemist born in Santiago de Galicia, where
he studied at the university before going to
Salamanca. After serving as professor of chemistry at the University of Barcelona, and dean
of its Faculty of Sciences, he accepted the chair
of chemistry at the Central University, at Madrid.
He lias served twice as Senator for the University
of Santiago. He was influential in establishing
traveling fellowships for Spanish students attending foreign universities.

CASE, SHIRLEY JACKSON (1872-

CASIMIR/I

308

to such perfection that he took it on a tour of
France and won new laurels as a conductor of
unusual ability. On his first visit to England
in this latter capacity, in 1925, he created a
furor. In spite of these activities, he never
neglected his 'cello, so that he is still regarded
as the greatest living 'cellist. On his recent
tours of the United States (1926-27-28), he

).

Maggio for chorus and orchestra;

2 choreographic comedies. La Giara (Paris, 1924; New
York, 1927), and II Convento veneziano (Milan,
1925) ; chamber music; many pieces for piano;
and songs (several cycles). He also published a
history of music, L'Evoluzione della Musica
(1924), which was translated in French and
English.

CASE'MEETT,

29,

American educator and theologian born at HatPoint, New Brunswick, Canada. He was
educated at Acadia University (Nova Scotia),
Yale, and the University of Mai burg. He instructed in mathematics and Greek, and, 190608, was professor of the history and philosophy
In
of religion at Bates College, Lewiston, Me.
the year 1008, he went to the University of
Chicago where he subsequently became professor of early church history and New Testament
interpretations, 1917-25, and of the history of
eaily Christianity after 1025. In 1023 he was

made head of the department of church history.
He was managing editor of the 'American Journal of Theology (1912-20) and editor of the
Journal of Religion after 1927. He was author
of: The Historicity of Jesus (1912) ; The Evolution of Early Christianity (1914); The Millennial Hope
(1918); The Revelation of John
(1919); The Social Origins of Christianity
(1923); Jesus a fretc Biography (1927).
An Ital)..
CASELLA, ALFREDO (1883ian composer, one of the leaders of the modernHe was taught by his
ists, born at Turin.
mother until 1896, when he entered the Paris
Conservatoire, studying under Dimmer (piano, 1st
He then
prize, 1899) and Faur? (composition).
made extensive tours of Europe as a pianist and
conductor. From 1912 to 1925, he was professor
of advanced piano classes at the Conservatoire,
and then accepted a similar position, as Sgambati's successor, at the Liceo Musicale di S.
Cecilia in Home, which he resigned in 1923 to
devote all his time to concert tours and the propagation of modern music. In. 1917 lie founded
in Rome the Society Nassionale di Musica
Moderna, which, in 1923, as Corporazione delle
Musiche Nuove Italiane, was affiliated as the
Italian section with the International Society
for Contemporary Music. His first tour of the
United States (1921), -when he appeared as
pianist and conductor of his own works, was
so successful that he has revisited this country
every year since then. In 1928 he was the
regular conductor of the summer concerts of
the Boston Symphony Orchestra. In 1926 he
was made chevalier of the Legion of Honor. His
works for orchestra include two sym phonies j
Italia, a rhapsody on Sicilian and Neapolitan
folk-tunes; Suite in C; Le Oowvent $ur I'eau, a
symphonic suite; Elegia eroica; Pagine di
Guerra; Prologue pour une tragedie; Pupa&
#ettij Concerto Romano for organ and orchestra,',}
Scarlattianat for piano and orchestra i Notte oft

ROGER

and hanged oa August

An under

field

SIR

DAVIS

(1864-

Irish revolutionist. From 1895 to 1913,,
he was in the British consular service, distinguishing himself by his efforts to suppress
cruelty to the natives in the Congo Free State
and in Brazil. In 1910 he aided in the Sinn
Fein revolt. After passing some months in
Germany, where he was believed to have engaged in a treasonable plot, he WHS captured in
Ireland, Apr. 21, 19KJ, on landing from a German
submarine, was convicted of high treason, June

1916).

3.

See

IRELAND

History.

CASE SCHOOL OE APPLIED SCIENCE.
An engineering college in Cleveland, Ohio,
1881. The student enrollment in
of 1928 was 642, as compared with
1923, and practically the same number

founded in
the

538

autumn
in

in 19 13. The faculty increased from 45 members in 1913 to 69 in 1928, the library from
13,505 to 24,485 volumes, and the endowment
from $2,438,788 to $4,040,315, the income for
1928 being $357,109. The school received as
a gift from Worcester R. Warner and Ambrose

Swasey a student observatory equipped with an
object glass of 10-inch aperture, two astronomical ti ail sits of 3- and 4-inch aperture, a 4inch zenith telescope, a 2-inch theodolite, and
two Riefler clocks. Professor Dayton C. Miller
of the school devised a method of 'photographing
sound waves, through which it was possible to
make complete analysis* up to 30 different components of any znusical sound, and .thus tell
exactly what tones and overtones any musical instrument gives out; and so to compare any two
musical sounds, as, for example, the notes of
other, to determine which
is the finer instrument.
During 1926 gifts to
the amount of $1,670,000 were received, and a
new mechanical engineering laboratory, to cost,
with equipment, $500,000, was begun, and in
1928 a mechanics and hydraulics laboratory,
costing about $155,000, was finished. President,
Charles Sumner Howe, PhD., D.Sc., LL.D.

two pianos with each

A

CASIHCTRI, R AFFAELE CASIMIRO

( 1

880-

) .

noted Italian composer and musicologist, born
at Gualdo Tadino, Umbria. He received his
musical education from L. Bottazzo in Padua
and began his career as editor of Rassegna
Gregoriana in Rome in 1901. After several
years' activity as maeslro di cappella in various
seminaries and churches in Teano, Capua,
Perugia, and Vercelli, he was called, in 1911, in
the same capacity to San Giovanni in Laterano
In 1922 he founded the Society T*oliin Rome.
fonica Romana, a chorus of CO trained singers,
which he brought to such perfection that he
undertook extended concert tours, through
Europe, and, in 1927, also visited the United
Besides contributing in a practical
States.
manner toward reviving interest in the older d
cappella music, .he published the results of
original researches in various periodicals and
books. Of the latter, the more important are
G. Pi da Palestrina: Niwvi dooumenti fiiografici
(1918 and 1922), Nuove rioercTie sul Palestrina
(1923), La rinasoit* della musica' saera >nel

CASSEL
secolo JCy/

(1924).

His compositions include

two

oratorios, San Pancrazio and Santo Stefano;
Madrigali e Scherzi for mixed chorus; numerous litanies, offertories, motets, and several

masses.

A
).
(1866Swedish economist and student of mathematics
who studied at Stockholm and abroad. Early
in his career he instructed in national economy
at the high school in Stockholm, and about the
same time published Das Recht auf den vollen
Arbeit sertrag (1900), and The Nature and
"Necessity of Interest (1903). Many times after
1905, he was identified with state financial matters in Sweden. In 1921 he was one of the
Swedish representatives at the London meeting
CASSEL,

kas'sel,

GUSTAV

of the International Chamber of Commerce, and
in 1922 he was a member of the international
commission to stabilize the German mark. He

The Theory of Social Economy
(1918, En. trans. 1923), and his Memorandum
on the World's Monetary Problems was published by the League of Nations for the International Financial Conference in Brussels in
1920. Other works include Germany's Economic

published

Power

(1916); The Worlds
of Resistance
Monetary Problems (1921) Money and Foreign
(1922) 3 Fundamental
Exchange After 10 1
Thoughts in Economics, lectures delivered at
the University of London (1925) Recent Monopolistic
Tendencies in Industry
and Trade
(1927)
Foreign Investments (1928), and PostWar Monetary Stabilisation (1928).
;

;

;

CASSIRER,

kas'-sS-rar',

ERNST (1874-

A German philosopher of the nee-Kantian

).

school
avail-

(see VOL IV). His work has been made
able in English through the translation of Substany und Function, to which has been added in
the same volume some chapters on Einstein's
theory of relativity. His more recent works
include FrcihcU vnd Form (1918), Heinricfa von
Klcist und die Kavtiftche Philosophic (1917),
and Zur Einstein* when Relalivitaetfilheorie
(1921). The English translation of Subslanz
wan published in 1923 under the title Substance
and Function and Evifttein's Theory of Relativity.
Professor Cassirer edited a new edition of Kant's
works in 11 volumes, and wrote the concluding
(1912-18). Among his
biographical volume
latest works 'are Philosophic tier symbolischen
For men (1923), tyrache und Mi/thus (1925)
Individuum und Kosmos in
Philosophie der

dw

Renaissance (1927). Since 1919 he has been
at the University of Hamburg.
An Italo).
CASTELLANI, AIJDO (1875British physician,- authority on tropical luodicine, born at Florence aad educated at the
Universities of Florence (3CJX, 1899 ) t Bonn,
and the London School of Tropical Medicine.
His earlier years of .practice were occupied in
part by the, study of tropical diseases, notably
African deeping sickness ,and yaws. In this
research, he represented in part a .special, commission from the Royal Society of England* He
was professor of tropical medicine at the Ceylon
Medical College (1903-15), and at the 'Royal
ince 1910 he
tlniversity of Naples (1915-lD).
has been visiting lecturer at the London School
"of Tropical Medicine and director of tropical
On the ofctr
xtiedicine for the Bogs' Institute.
'break of the World War; 'he was made 'a Ifeutcn#nt colonel of the'R6yil Italian Medial Sefv:
ide.
In 1926 he 'became professor of tropical
medicine at Tulane University, New Orleans.
(He is: 'best kaown by his exhaustive work, written
1

1

.

GATHER

3 09

in collaboration

Manual
1923).

(Castellani

and Chalmers),

A

Tropical Medicine (1910, 4th ed.
In 1927 appeared Fungi of Fungal Disof

eases.

CASTEL3STAU,

EDOTTAKD

ka'stel-no',

Vi-

A French
COMTE DE CURI&RES DE (1851).
general, who was educated at Saint-Cyr and the
He served in the Francoficole de Guerre.
Prussian War, in Cochin-China and Algeria, before the World War, was a member; of the
Superior War Council, and in 1914 was in com-

of the 2d Fiench Army. He early distinguished himself as the ''Savior of Nancy"
with the result that in December, 1915, he was
made chief of the general staff. In this capacity,
he went to Greece and helped plan the defenses
of Saloniki, and in 1916, he aided in the defense of Verdun* Early in 1917, he was sent
on a mission to Russia, and on his return he commanded the armies of the East, until tlie close
of the war.
remarkable soldier, it was said
that only political enmities prevented his rise
to the highest military post France had at her
nationalist and member of the Bloc
disposal.
National, he was elected to the Chamber of
Deputies in 1919, and later became a Senator.
He was president of the Ligucs des Patriotes
and of the Federation Rationale
(1923)
Consult Le General de Castelnau
Catholiquc.
by V. Giraud (1D21).
CASTLE, ECEKTON (1858-1920). An Eng-

mand

A

A

lish novelifat ,(sce

VOL. IV).

His later novels,

written for the most part in collaboration with

Agnes Castle, include: The ~Ways of
Miss Barbara (1914); The Hope of the House
(1915); The Black Office (1917); Wolf Lure
(1917); Minniglen (1918); New Wine (1919);
Little Hours in Great Days (1919); John
Seneschal's Margaret (1920).
AD Ameri).
CASTRO, MATILDE (1S79can educator born in Chicago. She was educated at the University of Chicago and taught
philosophy as a member of the faculties of
Mount Holyoke College, Vassar College, and
Rockford College. In 1913, she was called to
Bryn Mawr as director of the model school and
professor of education. In 1923 she was married to Dean James H. Tufts of the University
of Chicago.
She is the author of The Respecand Logic
tive Standpoints of Psychology
his wife,

(1913).

CATALAN MOVEMENT.

See SPAIHT, under

History.

CATALYSIS, CATALYSTS.

See CHEMIS-

TRY; and CHEMISTRY, APPLIED.

CATERPILLAR TRACTOR. See
GATHER, WJCLLA SIBEBT (1876-

TRACTOR.
.).

An

American author -born at Winchester,. Va.

She
was educated at the University of Nebraska,
and shortly after her graduation went into
journalistic work. In 1906-12, she was assoeditor
of
ciate
McClure's Afaga&ine. Miss
Gather is a writer who deals simply and profoundly with the problems of life, presenting
them in a direct style. She received the degree
of LattD. from Yale University in 1929. Among
her works- are April Twilight .(19Q3), a book of
verse: The Troll Garden (1905), which attracted
considerable
(1912) ;, The
(1913) ; The
tonio,

attention;

Alexander' $

'Bridge

Bohemian Oirl (1912).;
Pioneers
8on$ of the Lark (1015),;, My An(1918); Youth and the Bripht Medusa

.(1920);,

'Qve.of Oyrs

(1922>;.^1 host

Lady

The> Pvofessor't House- (1925); My
Mortal 'Enemy (1926) ; and Dearth Gomes for the
(.J023),;

CATHOLIC CHTTBCH
Archbishop (1927).

One

of

Ours won the Pul-

itzer Prize as the best novel published in 1922.

CATHOLIC CHTTBCH.

See

ROMAN CATH-

OLIC CHURCH.

CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY
ICA.

Off

AMER-

An

institution of higher learning located
at Washington, D. C.; established in 1887 by
the Hierarchy of the United States. It includes the schools of theology, canon law, law,
and sciences; graduate
philosophy, letters,
schools of sciences, law, and philosophy; and
affiliated with it are the Catholic Sisters for
the training of teachers, Trinity College for

young women, and the hous.es of study of 20
The student body in the
religious orders.
university proper in the autumn of 1028 numbered 803, the faculty 113 members, and the
library contained 273,000 volumes. The summer session of 1028 had an enrollment of 742.
The productive funds amounted to $2,048,778
and the income for the year to $748,071. An
important advance in the way of organization
occurred in 1923 with the establishment of the
School of Canon Law; and in the way of equipment, in the construcion of the Martin Maloney
Chemical Laboratory. A gymnasium was constructed with floor space of 44,000 square feet,
and a stadium was started in 1924. Toward
the construction and equipment of the John

K. Mullen Memorial Library, begun in 1925,
additional sums of money were contributed by
Mr. Mullen of Denver, Colo., in subsequent
years. The Hierarchy of the United States
also contributed various sums of money toward
the construction of a home for ecclesiastical
professors. Periodical publications of the uniThe Catholic Educational Reversity were:
view; The Catholic Historical Review; The

Charities Review; and the Corpus
Scriptorum Orirntalium. Rector of the UniH. Ryan, Ph.D.,
versity, Monsignor James

Catholic

S.T.D.",

who

succeeded the Ht. Rev.

Thomas

J.

Shahan, S.T.D., J.U.L., LL.D. Titular Bishop
of Germanicopolis, in 1928.
An
).
CATT, CAKEIE CHAPMAN (1859American suffrage leader (see VOL. IV). In
1920 she had the pleasure of seeing the work
of a lifetime crowned with success when the
women of America went to the presidential polls
for tlio first time. In June, 1020, she was
reflected president of the International Woman
Suffrage Alliance, arid in 1923 she was made
honorary president on her announcement that
thereafter all her activities were to be devoted
to the newly formed Pan-American Union. Her
extensive travels during the years 1920-24, in
Europe and South America, influenced greatly
the progress of woman suffrage.
).
CATTELL, J(AMES) McKEEN (1860Psychologist and educator (see VOL. IV). He
was dismissed from Columbia University under
war conditions (1917), but in the course of a
legal battle with the university was able to
recover the amount of his pension. In 1919
he published a volume attacking the administration of the Carnegie pensions for university
professors. Retired from active teaching, he
continued his educational work as editor of The
Rctenliflc Monthly* School and Nocicty, and
Science and Education. He published his fourth

American Men of Science in 1927.
president of the American Association
for tlie Advancement of Science in "1924 and
in 1929 was president of the International Psychological Congress at New Haven*
edition

He was

of

CAVELL
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CATTLE. See DAIRYING; LIVE STOCK; VETERINARY MEDICINE.
CAVALRY. See ARMIES AND ARMY ORGANIZATION; STRATEGY AND TACTICS.
CAVE, GEORGE, VISCOUNT (1836-1928). An
English jurist, born in London. He was educated at St. John's College, Oxford, and began
the practice of law in 1880. He was a member
of Parliament from 1906 to 1918, when he was
created a viscount. Among the many important
posts he filled were those of standing counsel
of Oxford University
(1913-1915); attorney
general to the Prince of Wales (1914-15)";
General (1915-10); Home Secretary
(1916-1920) ; and a Lord of Appeal (1919-20).
He was chairman of the Southern Rhodesia
Commission (1910-20), of the Munitions Inquiry Tribunal (1921), and of the Committee
on Trade Boards (1921-22). He was Chancellor of Oxford University from 1925-28.
In
the Baldwin cabinets, he was Lord Chancellor
from Oct. 25, 1022, to Jan. 21, 1924, and from
.Nov. 4, 1924, until his resignation on Mar. 28,
Solicitor

1928, the day before his death. On the same day,
his advancement to an earldom was announced.
For a short time in 1927, he was acting Prime
Minister.
He edited several legal treatises.

CAVELL, EDITH (1865-1915). A British
nurse born at Swardeston, Norfolk. She was
educated in England and Belgium and in 1895
entered a London hospital as probationer. She
held various positions as superintendent and
matron, and in 1907 was appointed the first
matron of th^ Berkemlael Medical Institute at
Brussels. During the World War, the institute
became a Red Cross hospital. On August 5,
1915, Miss Cavell was arrested by German
officers on the charge of having assisted British,
French, and Belgian soldiers to escape from
Belgium. She admitted the charge and was
sentenced to be shot on October 11. An unsuccessful appeal for postponement of the execution was made by Brand Whitlock and the Marquis de ^Villalobar, American and Spanish
Ministers in Brussels, respectively. The German
surgeon and the priest who were present at
the execution both stated that she was killed
by the volley of the firing squad. The circumstances of the execution provoked widespread
indignation and Miss Cavell was regarded as a
martyr not only in England but in other countries.
A memorial service at Westminster
Abbey, attended by Premier Asquith and representatives of the royal family, was attended
by a vast multitude. A statue, by Sir 0.
Frampton, was erected to her memory opposite
the National Portrait Gallery, London. In 1928
the controversy as to the manner of her execution was renewed by the appearance of the
British film Dawn, in which, at the scene of the
execution, Miss Cavell was represented as fainting after the shooting of a soldier who refused
to fire. She was not killed by the volley of the
firing squad, according to the film, but was shot
by the officer who then killed himself. The
German government protested against this presentation

of

the

execution,

and

Sir

Austen

Chamberlain, the British Foreign Secretary, opposed the exhibition of Dawn in England. The
literature about her includes A Nolle Woman,
by Ernest Protheroe (1916); The Case of Mi&s
Cavell; from the unpublished documents of
the trial: the property of a commissary of the

German government;

interpreted

by Ambrose

CAWTHOBN

musical plays.

In 1910 he appeared as Oscar

Spiel in Girlies at the

New Amsterdam

New

Theatre,

York. This was followed by his appearance as Louis von Schloppenliauer in The Slim
Princess in 1011. He played in Sybil during
1010-17, in RamUer Rose in 1018, and as Timothy in The Canary during 1010-20. He also
took the pait of the Hon. Hudson Hobson in
The Half-Moon in 1020. In 102C he went into

moving

pictures.

CECIL,

sSs'ul

or

sts'Il

(EDGAR ALGERNON)

ROBERT, FIRST VISCOUNT OF CHELWOOD (1864An English statesman, third son of
).
the Marquis of Salisbury. He was educated
at Eton and University College, Oxford, and
read for the bar. After two years as private
secretary to his father (1886-88), he devoted
himself to the law until 1906, when he was
elected to Parliament as a Conservative. He
fought against disestablishment, social legis-

and tariff reform, and it was the last
issue that brought on his defeat in 1010. TIo
was reflected in 1911 and sat after that for the
Hitcbin division,
until
1923
Hertfordshire,
when he was created Viscount Cecil of Chelwood. During the World War, he displayed his
great abilities in the difficult offices of Parliamentary Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs
(1915-16), Minister of Blockade (1016-18), and
Assistant Secretary of State for Foreign affairs
(1918). His subsequent career took on something of the nature of a crusade. He early became convinced of the necessity for some such
instrument as the League of Nations to preserve
international peace and together with General
Smuts, among the British, threw himself wholeheartedly into the movement. With Smuts, he
was British representative on the League of
Nations' Commission, and it was as a result of
Smuts's intercession that South Africa tendered
him her seat 'in the League Assembly, when
Lloyd George passed him over. He % continued
on the Assembly for South Africa into 1923.
In April, 1023, he came to the United States in
the interests of the League. As the head of the
League of Nations Union, he worked untiringly
in the interest of universal peace. In 1923 ne
entered the short-lived Baldwin cabinet with the
portfolio of Lord Privy Seal. From 1924 to
1029, lie was Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster in the second Baldwin government. He was
an ardent believer in disarmament and represented Great Britain on the League Preparatory
Commission for Disarmament and at the tripower naval Disarmament Conference at Geneva
in 1027. He loyally followed the cabinet instructions, but, when the Conference ended as a
lation,

failure, he claimed that if the

Government had

really desired a successful outcome it could have
been achieved. Because he could no longer endorse the foreign policy of his. government, lie,
resigned. He wrote Conservatism and Peace
(1928) and Ttie Way* of Pewe, a selection from
l?is writings and speeches (1928), and was joint
author of Principles of Commertical Law and

Our National Church.
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Got (1020), and With Edith Cavell in Belgium,
by Jacqueline Van Til (1922).
CAWTHOR1T, JOSEPH ( BRIDGES) (1869An American actor born in New York
).
City. He was educated at home by his mother
and appeared on the stage as a child in Hobinson's Music Hall, New York, in 1871, then with
Haverly's Minstrels. He was taken to England
at the age of nine, and was comedian in several

CECIL, RT.
HEATHCOTE)

HON.

(1869-

LORD
).

HUGH

(EICHABD

An English

politi-

Marquis of Salisbury. He
received his education at Eton and University
College, Oxford, and for a time was a Fellow
of Hertford.
He entered politics in 1805 as a
Conservative and served in Parliament continuously to 1906. He was among the young Conservatives to take a stand against Chamberlain's
tariff programme, and as such, gained an excellent reputation.
He was defeated in 1006
and not returned again until he was sent up
by Oxford in 1010, a seat he held from that
time on. In 1921 he followed his brother, Lord
Robert (q.v.), in the break from Lloyd George.
brilliant orator, he was the spokesman of the
High Church Party in the House of Commons.
His book Conservatism was the best expression
of the philosophical implications of the doctrine
in his generation.
cian, fifth son of the

A

CELESTIAL 3VCECHAMTCS.

See ASTRON-

OMY.

CELLULOSE. See CHEMISTBY, APPLIED;
EXPLOSIVES; SILK, ARTIFICIAL.
CEMENT. An important development since
the World War has been the larger use of ^ concrete for many forms of construction of widely
different types.
This naturally has led to an
increased demand for cement, and with it came
various improvements in the scientific proportioning of the constituents and control over the
manufacturing processes so as to obtain a uniform and standard material of carefully specIn the United States,
ified
characteristics.
Portland cement makes up the bulk of the
cement output. It is manufactured by calcining to incipient vitrefaction a mixture of limestone and clay marl, or blast-furnace slag, in
the approximate proportions of one part of
clay or shale to three .of limestone. In the
United States, 125 plants were engaged in the
production of cement in 1921, according to the
census of manufactures for, that year. In 1928
the number of plants so engaged lad increased
to 160 according to an estimate by Rock Products. Machinery is extensively used in the
and packing of the mapreparation, handling,
terial and consequently the industry gives employment to a relatively small number. According to Rock Products, 36,292 wage earners
produced 173,206,513 barrels of Portland cement
with an estimated production of 1.6 barrels per

man-hour. The consumption of fuel and power
is unusually heavy and, from the standpoint of
power demand, the Portland cement industry
ranks among the first ten manufacturing industries.

The value of Portland cement shipments in
1928 in the United States was $275,885,902, as
compared with $278,854,647 5n 1927, though the
tonnage output in 1928 was slightly greater
than in 1927. The average factory price per
barrel in 1928 was $1.52 according to Rook
Products. The cement industry is well distributed throughout the country. The most important area of production is Eastern Pennsylvania, in the Lehigh district, where is found
a valuable raw material known as cement rock.
This region is not only the greatest producer
but has the largest number of plants, and is
followed in order of importance by California
and a district comprising Illinois, Indiana, and
Michigan, The general tendency in cement
manufacturing has been to install large plant
units and to exercise greater care in the process
,

,

CEMENT

POBTLAND CEMENT PRODUCED IN THE UNITED
STATES, 1917-1928, IN BARRELS
>

According to U. S. Bureau of Mines (1928 estimate by
Rook Products)

1917
1918
1919

1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925

1926
1927
1928

much
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manufacture. New plants continue to be
built though the industry in 1929 was operating
at only about 73 per cent of capacity. More
economical utilization of waste steam has reduced production costs in many plants.
The production of Portland cement in the
United States in 1928 was 176,195,488 barrels
from 156 plants as compared with 173,206,513
barrels from 153 plants in 1927. The production of masonry, natural, and puzzolan cements
in the United States in 1028, as reported by the
U.S. Bureau of Mines, was 2,210,404 barrels,
valued at $2,910,097.
Cemont manufacturing in Europe was naturally interfered with by the World War, but was
gradually resumed as the reconstruction progressed. France was a leader in this respect,
not only using considerable amounts of cement
in her own reconstruction work, but she also
was able to restore the markets of the other
countries. In Belgium, the annual pre-war output was gradually approached again as condiIn England, the
tions returned to normality.
industry suffered considerably after the War
on account of high coal and labor costs and the
large amount of foieign imports. In Germany,
activity was restricted after the War, and the
loss of coal fields and the consequent necessity of
importing fuel restricted production, though in
Westphalia pre-wai conditions had been reached
by 1922. Subsequent to the War, a cement industry was established in China; Japan was already productive.
Besides Portland cement, higher alumina
cements were developed in France and latterly
in the United States.
These cements, while
they do not set more rapidly, show a greater
strength after 24 hours than that of Portland
cement after 28 days. A greater resistance to
the chemical attacks of sea water and sulphatebearing ground waters was also claimed for
them. Alumina cement was more costly, as
high-grade aluminium ore, such- as bauxite, was
largely required in the manufacture.
The method of using alumina cement is
of

92,814,202
71.081,663
80,777.935
100,023,245
98,842,049
114,789,984
137,460,2J)8

149,358,109
161,658,901
164,520,163
173,206,513
175,968.000

the flame 'as that for Portland cement, except that wetter mixtures are used, and it must
be used alone, not mixed with Portland cement.
The cement, though not quick in setting, so

that ample time must be afforded for mixing,
setting, transporting, and placing, nevertheless
develops very rapidly, after setting, the high
strength which is its principal advantage.
During the War, alumina cement was used
by the French Army in the construction of concrete foundations for big guns which were
ready^for operation within 24 hours. To offset
its higher cost, alumina cement possesses or
was thought to possess many superior properties.

APPARENT CONSUMPTION or PORTLAND CEMENT
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928

CEKSTTS.

Barrels

Value

116,897,194
136,589,066
147,192,669
159,943 073
164,456,987
173.098 182
176,913.695

$204,593,075
257,704.348
264,571,342
281.357,462
280,122,525
279,014,381
268,307 281

The Fourteenth Decennial Census

of the United States was taken as of Jan. 1,
1020. It covered population, agriculture, manufactures, forestry and forest products, and mines

and quarries.

Over 00,000 enumerators were employed to collect the data in regard to population and agriculture. The enumerators worked
under the supervision of 372 district supervisors
who were appointed especially for this task. The
results of the Fourteenth Census, as published,
comprised 13 quarto volumes four on population, four on agriculture, three on manufactures,
one on irrigation and drainage, and one on mines
and quarries in all, over 12.000 pages of printed
matter consisting mainly of statistical tables.
The Fifteenth Decennial Census was provided
for by the Act of June 18, 1029, to be taken as
of Apr. 1, 1030, and to include all the subjects
covered by the previous census and also the
subject of' distribution, or wholesale and retail
This act is the first
trade, and unemployment.
since 1850 to combine the census and congressional apportionment. The personnel required
for this Fifteenth Census wan estimated at over
100,000 enumerators and about 550 supervisors.
The actual period of enumeration was planned,
as a rule, not to extend beyond two weeks in
The
cities and one month in country districts.
population census reports the sex, color, age,
marital status (whether single, married, widowed, or divorced), nativity, and occupation of
It also carries questions as to
each person.
school attendance, and whether able to read and
write, and to speak English; and in the case of
the foreign-born, it asks whether naturalixed or
alien and the year of immigration to the United
The population census of 1030, as reStates.
quired by law, was to include also two or three
more questions in regard to unemployment.
The agricultural schedule carries questions as
to acreage, tenure, value of farms, farm implements or machinery, different classes of live
In all, there probably
stock, crops raised, etc.
will be about 350 questions on the agricultural
schedule and 25 or 30 on the population schedule.

SUPPLIES OF PORTLAND OB ME NT IK THE UNITED STATUS 1922-1928
3Tear
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CENTRAL AMERICAN UNION

The census of manufactures, which is now
taken every two years, covers quantity and value
of products; number of employees; amounts
paid for wages; salaries, materials, and contract
work; horse power; coal used; and other facts
regarding the industries of the United States.
Under the law of 1929, a period of three years

ington's

1907 pact and other matters. The sittings
commenced on Dec. 4, 1922, and ended on Feb. 7,
1923. The plan of a Central American Union
was voted down by Guatemala, Nicaragua, and
Costa Rica, but a treaty of peace and amity to
supplement the treaty of 1907 was signed, as

conventions relating to a Central
international commissions
of inquiry, limitation of military, naval, and
air forces and armaments, free trade (Costa
Rica dissenting), etc. Unfortunately, the treaty
contained no guarantees against war and was
hardly considered by Central Americans an
adequate substitute for a federal union.
STATIONS. See
ELECTRIC

well

;

CENTRAL
CENTRAL

including electric railways, telegraphs, telephones, and central electric light and power
The census of agriculture has now
stations.
been made quinquennial, since the law provides
that such a census shall regularly be taken in
the ffth year following the decennial census.
Commencing in 1921, a census of manufactures
has been taken every two years. Such a census
had previously been taken at five-year intervals.
Decennially, but not always during' the three-year
regular decennial census periods, the Bureau
publishes life tables; information relating to
institutional population, that is, prisoners and
juvenile delinquents, insane in hospitals, feebleminded and epileptics, paupers in almshouses;
religious bodies; transportation by water; and
wealth, debt, and taxation.
The Bureau issues the Monthly Survey of Current Business containing important current statistics on domestic, industrial, and commercial
movements. It collects and publishes also, either
semi-monthly, monthly, quarterly, or semi-annually, statistics of production, stocks, and consumption, covering various key commodities,
such as cotton; hides, skins, and leather; boots
and shoes; clothing; hosiery; wool consumption
and' stocks; tobacco; sugar; etc. For the use
of various interested organizations, it has made
annual estimates from time to time, between
the decennial announcements of the population
of States, counties, and cities, for use during
intercensal years. At two-year intervals, the
Bureau issues an Official Register or directory of
persons in the service of the United States, exclusive of the Army and Navy.

TUCKY:
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institution for the
at Danville, Ky.,
founded in 1819. The student enrollment increased from 107 in 1914 to 333 in 1927-28; the
faculty increased from 18 in 1923 to 28 in 1928;
the endowment, which in 1914 amounted to
$330,000, aggregated $1,249,106 in 1928; the
total income from all sources for the year 192728 was $127,401 and plant assets in 1928 were
$501,702, bringing the total assets up to $1,750,868. The library, which had 30,000 volumes in
1923, had 31,711 in 1928. In 1918 the name of
the institution was changed from Central University of Kentucky, which it had been called
since 1901, to its original name, Centre College,
and in 1926 the Kentucky College for Women
was taken over by Centre College and conducted
as the Woman's Department of Centre College,
a coordinate institution. In 1923 a stadium
seating 8500 people was added to the equipment
of t)ie college. President. Charles J. Turck,
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CABLOS MANUEL
Cuban diplomat, SOIL of the
President of Cuba, born in New York

DE (1871first

of

LL.D.

CilSPEDES,

).

thas'pSi-das,

A

City and educated in the United States, Prance,
Germany. He was governor of the
Province of Santiago de Cuba
(1895-98),
and from that time on was active in the affairs
He was
of Cuba, favoring liberal measures.
vice president of the House of Representatives
(1902-08), represented Cuba in Italy, Greece,
and Argentina, successively (1909-14), and was
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister PlenipoHe beteniary to the United States (1914-22)
came Secretary of State in 1922 and on Nov. 17,
1926, resigned, and went to Paris as minister.

and

,

plan

had been practically rendered
^effective by Nicaragua's refusal, with Wash-
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POWER STATIONS AND GENERATING APPABATUSJ
POWER PLANTS, STEAM ENGINES AND TURBINES.

the consumption of pulpwood. Quinquennially,
the Bureau takes a census of electrical industries,

^reaty,, whicji

as

American tribunal,

;

1907

accept the decree of the

in force. This conference also led, in October,
1922, to the calling by Secretary Hughes of a
further conference of the five republics to meet
in Washington for the purpose of reinforcing the

statistics of States and cities; marriage and divorce and forest products, including the produe"tion of lumber, lath, shingles, wood pulp, and

proposed in 1917 for a federal republic, which
after preliminary negotiations failed in 1922.
Later in that year at the suggestion of the Presi-,
dent of Nicaragua, who was known to be under the
influence of Washington, a conference was .held on
board the United States cruiser, Tacoma, in Foriseca Bay. It was attended by the presidents and
cabinets of Nicaragua, Honduras, and Salvador,
and by the United States ministers to those countries.
It renewed, some of, the features of the

to

support,

American Court relative to Ponseca
Bay, although Guatemala and Costa Rica refused to adhere to the Tacoma agreement on
the grounds that the Treaty of 1907 was still
Central

known as the census period is allowed for
the completion of the census. That is none too
much time for inspecting and coding the schedules, punching the cards, making various runs
through the electric tabulating machines, preparing the copy for the printer, and publishing
the results. This is the first census law to
provide that the results of the census shall be
sent to Congress by a specified time.
The decennial censuses, although of great magnitude, are only a part of the many activities of
the Bureau. The Bureau operates at full speed
at all times. It collects and publishes yearly
statistics concerning births and deaths financial
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.

An island and British
situated in the Indian. Ocean off
the coast of Hindustan. In 1921 its resident
population was 4,497,854, an increase of 9.6'
Of
per, cent over the last decennial census.
these, the Europeans totaled 8099
(8524, in,
1911),j Burghers, 29,403 (26,673 in 1911) ;,Singr
halese, 3,015,970 j Tamilis, 1,119,690; "Moors,"
284,848, others 26,440. The non-resident .population,, i.e.,
military, shippings etc,, waa 6695..

CEYLON,

Crown colony
,

.

s&-ldn'.
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The estimated population in 1927 was 5,124,992,
The principal towns had the following populain 1921: Colombo, 244,000 (213,396 in
1911). Galle, 39,100 (40,187 in 1911); Jaffna,
42,400; Kandy, 32,000. Agriculture continues
as the leading activity, 3,000,000 acres out of
the total 10,212,400 acres being under cultivation in 1922. In 1925 the distribution was as
follows: paddy, 834,000 acres; other grain, 104,000 acres; cacao, 35,000 acres; cinnamon, 25,000
acres; tea 442,000 acres; coconuts, 883,000
tions

acres; rubber, 475,000 acres (215,000 in 1911).
In 1928 export of tea totaled 217,000,000
pounds (186,594,000 pounds in 1911); the export of rubber, 131,840,500 pounds, of which
81,625,400 pounds went to the United States.
The commercial record shows a continual improvement, in 1926 the imports being worth
28,075,198 and the exports (including reex13,309,386 and
29,951,583, as against
ports)
15,657,570 for 1913. Principal exports in 1927
were: Copra, 2,122,988; coconut oil, 1,104,518;
601,006 desicated
tea,
14,246,123; coconuts,
8,650,509. The principal
1,365,451; rubber,
imports included cotton goods, rice, coal and
coke, and sugar. In 1027 total tonnage entered
and cleared was 21,394 tons (14,926,764 in 1911)
of which 13,152,000 tons were British (9,571,159 in 1911). In the same year, 851 miles of
railway were open. For 1926-27 the budget
contained the charges: for revenue, 8,623,928;
for expenditures, 8,069,753. The public debt at
the end of 1926 amounted to 12,657,393 sterling
and 3,000,000 rupees. By an Order in Council
of December, 1923, certain changes in Ceylon's
administrative machinery were effected. The
size of the legislative council was increased,
the unofficial members being placed in the majority.

An
).
CHA.FEE, ZECHARIAH, JR. (1885American law professor, born at Providence.
R. L He was educated at Brown University
and the Harvard Law School and for a time
engaged in the private practice of law. In 1916
he went to the Harvard Law School where he
was made a professor in 1919. He was among
first to protest against the violation of the
constitutional liberties of American citizens in
the years following the World War. In com?

the

pany with Dean Pound and Felix Frankfurter
Harvard Law faculty, among others, he
helped evolve a sociological point of view toward
law. He was chairman of the Committee
the
on Coal and Civil Liberties reporting to the
U. S. Coal Commission in 1923. He wrote:
FreeCases on Negotiable Instruments (1919)
dom of Speech (1920) Oases on Equitable Relief against Torts (1924), and The Inquiring
of the

;

;

Mind

(1928).

CHAIN" STORES. By
meant groups

of

retail

"chain" stores are
establishments which

arc operated under a common management and
ownership. They may be "branches" of a large
parent institution, or they may he establishments
of substantially the same size, none of them
much superior to any of the others, and all of
them operated from a management office at
These "units" may, when reheadquarters.
quired, be organized as independent corporations
whose stock is then held by the management
company (as in the case of banks), or they may
be simply retail establishments which are actually owned and directly operated by the management concern without the intervention of a
stock or corporate organization in any form.

CHAIN STORES

Origin and Scope. Chain-store operation in
some form has been carried on in the United
States for quite a while. The Great Atlantic &
Pacific Tea Co. dates from 1859, the Jones Tea
The F. W. Woolworth Co., was
Co., from 1872.
organized in 1879, the James Butler enterprise
in 1882, while among the more recent were
S, S. Kresge Co., which, however, takes its rise
from 1807, the United Cigar Stores, which dates
from 1900, and the J. C. Penney Co., from 1902.
Great difference of scope, however, exists among
the different chains. Some of them assert that
they have a unit in every considerable town in
the United States and are thus "national," while
others operate in certain groups of States or
It is probable that at the present
localities.
time several chains have units numbering upward of 1000, while the organization of new
stores is going on very rapidly.
Of late years,
there has been a tendency for the larger chain
organizations to go into the wholesaling, and
in some cases into the manufacturing business,
thus creating an unbroken series of distributive
units extending from producer straight through
to consumer.
Simultaneous with this development, there haR been a tendency to extend the
chain method into a considerable number of new
fields.
It is best established today in groceries,
drugs, cigars and tobacco, and dry goods and
clothing, but it is also expanding into the fields
of candy* bakeries, restaurants, banking, hotels,
and music. In all, 55 different fields are now
partly or largely occupied. The total amount of
merchandise dispensed by chain stores is variously estimated, but the total turnover is probably not less than $2,900,000,000 per annum for
51 principal chains.

Reason for Chain-store Development. The
reason for chain-store development as distinct
from individual store growth is variously set
forth, but the most important consideration is
undoubtedly found in the high cost of retailing and consequent high prices for goods. It is
estimated by the best authorities that the individual business man today must set aside about
40 per cent of every dollar which he receives
in actual sales to cover his overhead and distributing charges. That is, today, if he is
obliged to pay more than 60 cents out of every
dollar for the goods he gets, he* will be unable
to make ends meet in the long run. The chain
store was originally an effort to cut the cost
of retailing, and by furnishing goods at lower
prices to extend the scope of sales and increase
the turnover. In accomplishing this object,
analysis was first made of the different elements
entering into retail prices. They were found to
be chiefly (1) cost of goods laid down in the
establishment, (2) wages, rent, carrying charges,
and depreciation, (3) losses and expense through
the extension of credit to customers, (4) cost
of delivery, and (5) advertising. Host chain
stores have worked on the idea of eliminating so
far as possible all of these charges beyond, the
original cost of goods except a minimum personnel and rent charge. The wage item it has been
endeavored to hold to the lowest possible figure
by reducing the operations of the store to a
routine basis, more or less easily, covered by
standard instructions, and thus eliminating the
necessity of very high-cost personnel at the
various units.
In these ways, it has been hoped to giye chain
stores a competitive advantage over retail stores
conducted and owned by an individual or local

CHAIN- STOKES

corporation and hence to enable the elimination
of these units by the pressure of competition.
Success of Chain Store. In the beginning
of the movement, and particularly during the
years of early and rapid development after 1900,
chain stores adhered quite closely to their original principles. They sold comparatively few
articles, but they sold them for cash and insisted
that the buyers take them away on the
j'cash-and-carry" plan. They rarely, if ever,
extended credit, and since the articles which they
retailed were for the most part not very perishThe profit per
able, their losses were small.
unit of goods sold was small, but large turnover
was relied on to make up for such limitation
of the margin of earnings. In this way prices
were set at figures sometimes as much as 20 per
cent lower than those charged at independent
establishments.
As time has gone on, the pressure to extend
credit and make delivery has been strong, and
some chains now set themselves forth as furnishing both types of accommodation, although others
adhere to the earlier plan. As they have successively added the older elements of service
which led to high cost, their costs have accordingly tended to approximate those of the indestore.
An investigation carefully made
in the spring of 1020 embracing a large number
of stores in New York City showed only a small
margin of price advantage in favor of chain
stores, as compared with independent establishments. However, the number of chain stores
has tended to increase with great rapidity, so
that in many ^ towns in the West and South,
they have entirely superseded other stores in

pendent

the grocery and cigar business, and have made
decided inroads into the field in other lines.
So successful have they been, that the chain
store movement has now spread to other countries, and has taken some root in Great Britain
and Ireland, Germany, and other continental
countries.

The chain store has,
obtained a very decided permanent
advantage over the retail establishment, in the
fact that it has made a careful comparative
study of retailing and distributing costs which
it is able to standardize and keep up to date.
By standardizing commodities, it has succeeded
in putting upon the markets products which
are recognized as of satisfactory quality, but
which can be produced much more cheaply than
could the multifarious competing products which
were originally sold by independent establishments. "Private brands" also have been used
to advantage in place of patented articles. By
producing these articles on the large scale, it
has been found practicable to eliminate many
items of competitive expense and actually to
bring the goods to the consumer at a very much
narrower cost than formerly. Since in Xnany
cases the independent storekeeper has been able
to take advantage of these generally lowered
costs for standardized articles, he has in turn
been able to compete and to remain in business,
while the consumer has profited from the lower
prices all around. The chain store, however,
has naturally retained its advance, or "lead,"
and -in many communities is recognized as petting the pace for the independent establishments.
Its great advantage thus comes from constant
careful analysis of retail expenses and of changing* popular tastes, as well as,, it (should >,e
from Jts ^ability to owate, new

Study of Retailing.
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and tastes by offering the consumer articles which
he prefers to those to which he has been accustomed or items that lead him to broaden his consumption in a way that otherwise would not
have been expected.
The chain store also has made great advances
in studying the psychology of window display,
attractive arrangement of interiors, adoption of

standard sanitary and convenient equipment,
and general improvement of appearance. By
adherence to a one-price policy and maintenance
of standard qualities, the chain store has, moreover, been able to increase the confidence of the
consumer in the goods that he buys and in the

character of his relations with the manager of
the establishment. There has been little if any
effort to avoid competition between chains, and
in most American cities decided inter-chain,
competition is observable, with the result that
such gains as have been extended to the consumer are generally retained by him through
competition, even after an old chain, first established in a locality, has succeeded in taking
away much of the trade that formerly went to
individual establishments.
Analysis of Selling Costs. Considerable
difference of opinion and practice has existed
among chain store managers as to policies to be
pursued in paying employees, and these differences have led to experimentation as to selling
It is uncosts, rates of turnover, and the like.

doubtedly true that some classes of chain stores,
such as the 5- and 10-cent stores, have been desirous of employing the very cheapest grade of
labor. Within recent years conditions have materially altered, and today it is recognized that
efficient selling methods and capacity on the
part of employees tend strongly to build up
In chain stores at the present time,
profits.
three main methods of compensation are adopted
(1) flat salary, (2) salary and commission or
bonus, and (3) salary accompanied by a percentage of profits, or in some cases ownership of
stock. Experience seems to show that the profitsharing devices are able to pay for themselves,
and leave something behind for the owners,
through the more active participation of the
employee in his work. Analyses of selling costs
have been installed in practically all chain stores,
and as a result, a standard selling expense divided into a variety of major elements has been
established.
By this .method, the reports of .the
various units in the chains have been tested, and

when

excessive selling cost is noted, investigation is made for the purpose of seeing what may
be the cause of it. Executive managers receive
fairly large remuneration, while unit managers
are paid about as much as they would receive
if they were working independently, operating
stores for themselves.
Finance of Chain Stores. The financing ,of
the chain store is interesting as throwing light

upon important sources of saving. All well-managed chain stores take the discounts for cash
which are allowed by manufacturers of goods
and in this way are able to save a substantial
percentage of the sums which Were formerly
paid out by individual establishments which ,tpok
the longest possible credit and then, endeavored
to reimburse themselves by adding the expense
to prices. JFor the most part, the larger chains
have begun on a small scale with capital, Belonging, to, the promoter ,or organizer, and wfth very
,

,

feV

stores.

Later units were then financed out
In a recent

of the profits of the older istores,
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year, the capital required per store by the Atlantic & Pacific Co. was stated as only $4300,
while Woolworth requited $43,918 and Childs

Restaurant $185,000 per store.
Chain stores have now become so well established that the best of them are recognized as
substantial investments and are quoted on the
stock exchanges of the country. They thus have
no difficulty in financing themselves by the offering of new stock through banking houses whenever they desire to expand and are able to show
satisfactory profits. Early in the year 1929,
one or more investment trusts having as their
object the purchase of stock in chain-store companies were organized, and at last accounts were
doing a profitable business. The current or
^

short-term financing of the chain store presents
comparatively few difficulties and the methods
employed there represent one of the principal
advantages which the system has enjoyed as compared with the independent store system. Since
the central office is usually located in proximity
to large and well-equipped banking establishments, it usually has no difficulty in obtaining
all of the accommodation to which it is enCentralized methods of buying and econotitled.
mies in shipping enable it to finance its operations on the most economical basis, with the
result that the amount of borrowing necessary is
reduced. In those chains which adhere to the original cash-and-carry plan, and which regularly
remit their takings to the head office, the extent
of dependence on banks is naturally small.
In these circumstances, chain stores have been
able to show very satisfactory earnings, reports
varying from about 30 per cent in one chain
during a recent year to a fraction over 7 per
cent during the same year by one of the smaller
and less well-known chains. Average earnings
on capital for ten or twelve of the >est-known
enterprises vary between 15 and 20 per cent.
literature
on
chain
Bibliography. The
stores is very extensive, but among recent books
on the subject may be mentioned W. J. Baxter,
Chain Store Distribution and Management (New
York 1928) and Hayward and White, Cliain
Stores (Xew York 1922).
CHALIAPIIsrE, FEODOB IVANOYITOH (1873A Russian dramatic bass, born at
).
Kazan. Without any preliminary musical training, he became, in 1890, a member of the chorus
of a traveling light opera company, whose director immediately was struck by the exceptional
beauty and power of his voice and soon entrusted
Him with loading rOlon. In 1892-03, he studied
systematically with ITsatov in Tiflis, and during
thfc summer season of 1894 he made his dbut in
grand opera at the Maryinsky Theatre in Petrograd, where he remained two years. In 1896,
he joined Mamontov's Private Opera in Moscow,
whence Inn reputation, especially as an unsurpassed interpreter of Russian national types,
rapidly spread all over Europe. His first appearances at the Metropolitan Opera House,
New York (1907-08) did not arouse unusual
enthusiasm, probably because he had no opportftnity of singing his famous Russian roles, but
when, on his second visit, he appeared as Boris
Godunov (Dec. 9, 1921), his success was overwhelming. Likewise, his recitals drew capacity
houses. JLater, he became an annual visitor,
dividing his time between the Metropolitan
Opera House and the Chicago Civic Opera Company. Consult his autobiography, Pages de moVie (Paris, 1927).
;

CHAMBERLAIN", THE

RT. How.
A British government
(1869).
official, brother of Sir Austen Chamberlain (q.v.).
He was educated at Rugby and jVlason College,
Birmingham, and in the latter city was a member
of the city council and chairman of the town
planning committee (1911), an alderman (1914),
Lord Mayor (1915-16), and a Unionist representative of its
Ladywpod division in Parliament
In national politics, he was a
(1918).
member of the Central Control Board (1915),
Director General of National Service (1916-17),
and Postmaster General (1922-23). In 1923
he was successively Paymaster General, Minister
of Health, and Chancellor of the Exchequer, holding the latter office until the advent of Labor
to power in January, 1924. With the fall of
Labor, he became Minister of Health (November,
1924) in the ministry which was headed by
Stanley Baldwin. In 1922 he had been made a
Privy Councilor.
CHAMBERLAIN, CLARK WELLS (1870An American physicist, born at Litch).
He was graduated at Denison in
field, Ohio.
1894 and then studied as a fellow at Chicago,
and at Columbia. In 1900-01 he was professor
of physics and astromomy at Colby, then held
the chair of physics at Denison (1901-08), and
a similar chair at Vassar (1908-13). He was
then called to the presidency of Denison, where
he remained until 1925. He was with the
Cavendish Laboratory of Cambridge Univer-

NEVILLE

sity, 1925-27, and became associate professor
of physics at Michigan State College in 1927.
His original investigations have included studies
on the radius of molecular attraction, achromatization of interference, and the relative motion
of the earth and ether; he devised a compound

interferometer, a diffractometer,
scope of high resolving power.

CHAMBERLAI^

and a spectro-

GEORGE EARLE (1854lawyer and public official
He was reflected to the United
(see VOL. V).
States Senate from Oregon for the term of 191521, and was the author of the Chamberlain Military Preparedness Bill of 1918. He was, by appointment of President Harding, a member of the
United States Shipping Board from 1921 to 1923,
when he resigned. He then practiced law at
Portland, Oreg., and Washington, D. C., and was
engaged in several important Constitutional
cases.
Among these was the one involving the
Oregon School of Law in reference to religion,
argued before the United States Supreme Court,
in which case Senator Chamberlain represented
the State of Oregon.
CHAMBERLAIN", HOUSTON STEWART (18551927). A German writer (see VOL. V). Since
1914, his works include:
Lebenswege meines
Denkens (1919) ; Mensch imd Gott; Betrachtun*
gen uber Religion und Christentum (1921).
CHAMBERLAIN, JOHN LOOMIS (1858An American army officer, born in New
).
York. He was graduated at the United States
Military Academy in 1880, entered the Army a&
second lieutenant in the 1st Artillery, and continued in the military service until his retirement, in 1921 as a major general. He served
in the Spanish-American War of 1898-99 as
chief ordnance officer with the rank of major
of volunteers; in the campaign against the
Sioux Indians in 1900-01; in the campaign
against* the Moros in the Philippines in 1903;
and, after his transfer to the Inspector General's
Department, continued in the service until 'his
1928).
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appointment in 1917 as Inspector General, in
which capacity he served during the World War,
inspecting the American Expeditionary Forces in
France in 1918. For "exceptional meritorious
service," he received the Distinguished Service
Medal. General Chamberlain was a graduate
of the Artillery School in 1890 and of the Army

the Division of Traffic for the Federal Railway
Administration from 1918 to 1920, and was also
a member of the War Industries Board. He was
appointed vice president in charge of traffic for
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa F Railroad in
1920.

ROBERT WILLIAM (1865).
author (see VOL. V). His later
books include: The Dark Star (1915); The
CHAMBERLAIN, THE RT. HON. SIB Restless Seat (1917); In Secret (1918); The
A British Crimson Tide (1919); Slayer of Souls (1920);
AUSTEN (1863).
(JOSEPH)
statesman (see VOL. V), son of Joseph Chamber- Little Red Foot (1921); America (1921); The
In the Coalition government after the out- Hi-jackers (1923); The Girl in Golden Rags
Iain.
break of the World War, he was Secretary of (1924); The Man They Hanged (1925); The
State for India. Because of criticism of the lack Drums of Aulone (1926); The Sun Hawk
9
of medical preparation for the advance on Bag(1927); The Rogues Moon (1927); and The
knew
nothhe
Parrot
in
he
(1929).
1917,
although
Sappy
dad,
resigned
).
CHAMBERS, WILL GRANT (1867ing about the matter until too late for it to be
remedied. He again took office in 1918 under An American psychologist born in Westmoreland
Lloyd George as minister without portfolio, and Co., Pa. He was educated at Lafayette, Clark,
later was appointed Chancellor of the Ex- and Chicago Universities. After Ms graduation,
chequer, a position he had previously held he was professor of mathematics in the State
1903-06. The budget he introduced in 1919 re- normal schools of Pennsylvania and Minnesota.
duced by one-sixth the duties on articles from He was .professor of education and dean of the
the colonies, thus making the principle of Im- School of Education at the University of Pittsperial Preference, which had been in his father's burgh, 1909-21, and dean of a similar school at
programme fifteen years before, a regular part the Pennsylvania State College after 1923. His
of the British financial system. By increasing professional contributions included papers on
the excess profits duty to 60 per cent, and intro- genetic psychology, the evolution of ideas, memducing a corporation tax, he was able to balance ory types, individual differences, and correlation
the budget in his second year and to make a of character traits.
).
CHANDLER, WILLIAM HENRY (1878large payment on the national debt. When Mr.
Bonar Law resigned the Unionist leadership on An American pomologist, born at Butler, Mo.
Mar. 17, 1921, Mr. Chamberlain was unani- He was graduated from the University of Mismously chosen leader of the party. He became souri in 1905 and took postgraduate courses in
leader of the House of Commons and Lord Privy that institution. Until 1910 he was assistant
Seal (1921-22). From November, 1924, he was horticulturist at the University of Missouri, inSecretary of State for Foreign Affairs. He was structor in 1910-11, and assistant professor from
a prime mover and a signatory of the Locarno 1911 to 1913. From 1913 to 1923 he was pro-

War

College in 1913, and
to Austria in 1897-08.

was military

attache"

CHAMBERS,

An American

(1925). He was vitally interested in
the League of Nations, and attended its sessions
as head of the British delegation; but the Empire league was his first thought and his basic
policy was to foster trade and add to its prosperity. In 1926 he was awarded the Nobel
Peace Prize jointly with General Charles G.
Dawes, at that time Vice President of the United

pomology at Cornell University, and in
1920-23, vice director of research. Since 1923
he has held the professorship of pomology at the
University of California. Professor Chandler

States.

AIN.

treaties

CHAMBERLIN, THOMAS
An

CHBOWDEB (1843-

American geologist (see VOL. V).
From 1898 to 1914, he was president of the Chicago Academy of Sciences. His later books include The Origin of the Earth (1916). He was
1928).

fessor of

wrote on plant tissues and temperature, fruit
and fertilizers, pruning, etc. He is the author
of Fruit Growing (1925).
CHANNEL ISLANDS. See GREAT BRIT-
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GUT (MA-

JEANNE VIOLET)

A French author, born in Paris,
).
whose works were crowned by the
for many years editor of the Journal of Geology. French Academy. She is the author of Ma
From J919 to his death in 1928, he was emeritus Conscience en robe rose, crowned by the Academy
(1896); Le Chateau de la Vieillesse (1900);
professor ofgeology in the University of Chicago.
CHAMBER MUSIC. See Music, under Fianoe'e d'avril, crowned by the Academy (1900)
Mon Ami Voiseau lieu (1900); Les Ruines en
Chamber Music.
CHAMBERS, SIR EDMUND KERCHEVER flews ( 1 90 1 ) ; Ames ftminines ( 1902 ) ; Le
An English scholar and educator Sphinx Wane (1903); L'Aventure d'ffuguette
).
(1866(1904) ; Le Thtotre de la Primevere (1305) Le
(see VOL. V). His later works include Shakespeare: A Survey (1925) and Arthur of Britain Baiser au clair de lune (1908); La Folle his(1927). He was made a Knight Commander of toire de Fridolme (1908) Malencontre (1910) ;
La Passag&re (1911); Le Hasard et Vamour
the Order of the British Empire in 1925.
CHAMBERS, EDWARD (1859-1927). An (1911) ; and La Ville assteffe'e. Janina, octolre,
American railway official, born in Waukegan, 1912-mars, 1918, crowned by the Academy,
He began his railway service with the (1913).
111.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa F 'Railroad in 1878,
).
CHAPLIN, CHARLES SPENCER (1889and served in many important capacities with A leading comedian on the motion-picture stage.
that road. He was assistant freight; traffic man- He was born in London, England, and after
(1875-

three

of

;

;

;

ager for the coast lines 'and vice president of the varied ^experience in the' theatre, made his debut
road from 1905 to 1917, when he resigned to be- as a film performer in the United States in 1914,
come direqtor of transportation of the United where he soon became the 'most familiar figure
States Food Administration and the, United in screen productions. He starred in many
States Grain Corporation. He was director of pieces of his own creation, including The Kid
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(1920-21), which was highly popular with all
classes.
In 1921 he visited Europe where he received a popular welcome almost without precedent. He establishd a motion-picture plant at
Hollywood, Calif., where he has produced many
popular screen comedies.
).
CHAPMAN, CHARLES EDWARD (1880
An American historian, born at Franklin, N. H.,
and educated at Princeton University, Tufts College, Harvard University, and at the Universities
of California and Seville (Spain).
He was admitted to the bar in 1906, and thereafter was
connected with the United Railways Company,
San Francisco, and with the Western Electric
Company, until 1909, when he became a teacher
of history, first in the Riverside (Calif.) High
School and afterwards in the University of Cali-

He was made associate professor of hisfornia.
tory in the University of California in 1919 and
The
professor in 1927, His works include:
CaliFounding of Spanish California (1916) ;

A

fornian in South America (1917) ; A History of
Spain (1918) ; A Catalogue of Materials in the
"Archivo general de Indias" for the History of
the Pacific Coast and the American Southwest
(1919); A History of California; the Spanish
Period (1921); and A History of the Cuban
Republic (1927).
CHAPMAN, CHARLES SHEPARD (1879An American artist born at Morristown,
).
N. Y., who studied with Chase and W. Appleton
Clark. He was elected Associate Member of the
'National Academy in 1919. Among his awards
were the Saltus Gold Medal from the National
Academy in 1917, the Carnegie Prize from the
Academy in 1921, and the second Altman Prize,
N. A. D. (1926). Chapman's work as a painter
and illustrator has been on exhibition in various
parts of the country and one of his best known
canvases, "In the Deep Woods/* is in the Metropolitan Museum, New York.
FRANK MICHLER (1864).
An American ornithologist (see VOL. V). Besides his activities as curator of orthinology and
conductor of zoological explorations for the
American Museum of Natural History, Dr. Chapman served in 1917-18 as director of the American Red Cross Bureau of Publications and as
commissioner of the American Red Cross to Latin
America. He was awarded the first Elliot Medal
by the National Academy of Sciences in 1918
and was president of the Burroughs Memorial
Association in 1921-25* In 1928 the Roosevelt
Medal of Honor was awarded to him. His later
Travels of Birds
publications include The
(1916) ; The Distribution of Bird-Life in ColumUa (1917); Our Winter Birds (1918); What
Bird is Thatf (1920) The Distribution of BirdLife in Ecuador (1926).
HERMAN HAXJPT (1874).
An American forester, born at Cambridge, Mass.
He graduated from the University of Minnesota
in 1896 and took postgraduate courses at the
Yale Forest School. From 1898 to 1903 he was
superintendent of the United States Agricultural
Experiment Station at Grand Rapids, Minn.,
and after a year in the United States Forest
Service was instructor and assistant professor at
the Yale Forestry School from 1906 to 1911 when

CHAPMAN,

-,

CHAPMAW,

he became Harriman professor of forest man*
agement at Yale. From 1913 to 1924, Prpfessor

Chapman was a member of the State Park and
Forest Commission of Connecticut. He wrote
Forest Valuation (1014), Forest Mensuration
(1921), and forest Finance (1926).

CHAPMAK,

JOHN JAY

(1862-

).

An

American author (see. VOL. V). He is the author of Homeric Scenes (verse, 1914)
Memories and Milestones (1915); Deutschland iioer
Alles (1915); Notes on Religion (1915); Greek
Genius and Other Essays (1915) The Letters of
Victor Chapman, with Memoirs (1917); Songs
and Poems (1919); William Lloyd Garrison
;

j

(2d ed., revised and enlarged, 1921 ) ; Glance
toward Shakespeare (1922); Letters and Religion (1923); and Dante (essay and translations, 1927).

CHABCOT, JEAN MARTIN. See PSYCHOLOGY,
ABNORMAL; and PSYCHOANALYSIS.
CHABDONITE, shar-d6n, JACQUES (pseudoA French
nym of BLUTELLEAU (1884).
novelist.

In his novel HEpithalame, he tried to

away from the subjectivism, the "moi," of
many of the psychological novels of the twentieth century, by describing the psychological
get

reactions of a couple. This novel shows some
influence of George Eliot's Middlemarch and of
Tolstoi's Anna Karenina.
He also wrote Le

chant du 'bienheureua) (1927).
CHARITIES. Recent years have seen profound changes taking place in the concept of
charity. Before the World War, charitable organizations were largely concerning themselves
with two things: to collect and administer funds
for the relief of the needy; and to carry on constant warfare against social injustice. The
tasks of social-work agencies were the work of
volunteers, or persons who did not see that any
special training was needed for their jobs; but
since the War, the following changes have manifested themselves:
At
1. The professlonalization of social work.
the present time, there exist as many as 26
schools and colleges for the purpose of training
social workers. The result has been a great
increase in the professional personnel,

and

it

has been estimated that, from 1915 to 1925, the
number of paid social workers in the United
States had increased 65 per cent. There were,
in 1929, about 25,000 professional social workers.

Social case work today is not predicated
social injustice but upon individual in*
Today, there exist a number of per*
feriority.
sons who are "underprivileged," who cannot
make their adjustments to society but need the
care, study, and sympathetic aid of the social
worker to effect that end. The concern of the
earlier case worker was for the economic welfare
of the family, for the creation of a minimum
budget for actual material needs, etc.; but this
"left little place for beauty, for creative joy,
for elation of the spirit." Today, the case
worker remedies maladjustments by bringing in
the psychologist and psychiatrist, or by buying
flowers or cheap little prints for the family being served. In other words, social case work
has lost sight of the fact that the great reason
for dependency today is the insecurity brought
in the train of our modern industrial life,, and
that the average man does not need "creative
2.

upon

joy" but protection against unemployment, inand premature old age.
sickness,
These, naturally, only the State can give. It is
interesting to note that, in the fight being car-,
ried on for State programmes of social insurance,
the professional social worker is either silent or
For example, at the very
is in the opposition.
time (1929) that New York's governor was urging a State system of old-age pensions, the orvalidity,
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tional beds for old people.
3.

The formation

of

community

result of the experiences of the

chests.

War,

it

As a
was

found that funds could be more expeditiously
raised, to the satisfaction of the large givers,

if

but a single drive were made every year. By
1928 there were existing, in 300 communities
in the country, these "community chests" for
the* collection of funds needed for social-service
purposes. Among them, they raised in the
neighborhood of $65,000,000 annually. Unfortunately, the chest was depriving charitable giving of its personal interest, was leading to the
acceptance of modern business ideas where the
only thing that counted was that the drive
"should go over the top," and was forcing regimentation in social work in that the participating agencies were being scrutinized from the
point of view of per-capita costs.
4.
Charitable funds were being increasingly
concentrated in foundations. By the end of
1928, there were in existence in the country at
least 100 of these with probably one billion
dollars in investments among them. Seven of
the largest, to wit, the General Education
Board (founded 1903), Milbank Fund Association (1905), Russell Sage Foundation (1907),
Carnegie Corporation (1911), Rockefeller Foundation (1913), Commonwealth Fund (1918),
Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial (1918),
had combined endowments of one-half billion
dollars and annual incomes totaling 28% millions.
These charitable foundations had the
following in common they did not grant charity
to individuals they did not engage in emergency
relief; they did not ordinarily contribute to the
budgets of welfare societies; they were spending
their money in research, education, and health.
Increasingly, individual fellows were being taken
care of to carry on researches in the social sciences.
Some of the money was being spent
wisely, some very foolishly indeed. As yet, no
adequate examination has been made of the
operations of these funds to determine whether
the benefactors were right in disposing of their
fortunes as they did. From the history of some
the
of these foundations, it would
appear that
rich man is finding trouble in disposing of his
fortune for the "good of his fellow men.
:

;

1

The bill of American private social work is
the
gigantic today. It has been estimated that
country sees being spent annually as much as
two billion dollars on philanthropic activities!
In New York City alone, there are 1200 social
agencies in operation. The income of social welfare agencies in 19 cities, only one of which had
a population
in a single
the country,
(public and
general and
formatories,

of more than one million, amounted
year to $112,780,524. Throughout
there are 15,600 welfare institutions
private), divided as follows: 4900

special hospitals; 3*500 prisons, reetc.; 2700 children's homes; 2100
almshouses; 1300 homes for the aged; 526 mental hospitals; 108 institutions for the feebleminded and the epileptic; 125 institutions for
convalescents and incurables. These institutions minister to approximately six million
,

persons annually.

As a result of the questions brought up by
tie contemplation of 'the motives and methods
of private philanthropy, people were beginning
to j5oint out that the care of dependency was the
concern of the State and not of individuals:
;

<
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ganized welfare agency of New York City was
complaining that there were hot enough institu-

Just as the State had proceeded to the aid of
dependent children with pensions for their
mothers and had put on the statute books laws
for the compensation of workmen injured during
their work, so it was the business of the State to
take care of the sick, the unemployed, the invaWhat progress has been
lided, and the aged.
made in agitation for new social insurance codes
will be found in the articles SOCIAL INSURANCE,
OLD-AGE PENSIONS, UNEMPLOYMENT. See also
the articles MOTHERS' PENSIONS, JUVENILE
COURTS, WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION, MINIMUM
WAGE, WOMEN IN INDUSTRY, etc.
CHARLES If EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA AND
KING OF HUNGARY (1887-1922). The last of
the Efapsburg rulers, successor to the Emperor
Francis Joseph, was born at Persenheug, Aug.
17, 1887, the eldest son of the Archduke Otto.
He was little known until after his marriage
with Princess Zita of Parma, in 1911. He attended one of the large Viennese boys 9 schools
and spent his military life in distant garrison
towns. During the World War, he nominally
commanded the army that invaded Rumania.
On the death of the Emperor Francis Joseph on
Nov. 21, 191C, Charles proclaimed himself
supreme war lord, and he and his consort were
crowned King and Queen of Hungary in Budapest, December 30.
During the War, he addressed a letter to his brother-in-law, Prince
Sixte of Bourbon-Parma, in which he supported
the claims of France in Alsace-Lorraine, and
proposed the restoration of both Belgium and
Serbia. Charles disavowed the letter, when it
was published, in April, 1918, but it had a disheartening effect on the Central Powers, After
the political and military collapse of AustriaHungary, on Nov. 11, 1918, Charles relinquished
the throne of Austria, and two days later that
of Hungary. In March, 1919, he left Austria to
live in Switzerland and in April of that year the
Austrian Par' ament formally deposed him, annulled all the sovereign rights of the House of
Hapsburg, and exiled its members from Austria.
Charles made no attempt to regain the Austrian throne, but in March, 1921, and again in
October of that year, he escaped from Switzerland
to Hungary, where his efforts to regain power
were unsuccessful. These attempts made it evident that Switzerland was no longer a safe place
for him.
A British warship took him and his
wife to Madeira where he arrived Nov. 19, 1921.
He died there April 1, 1922.
:

CHARLES, THE

A

YEN. ROBERT HENRY (1855-

British divine and author (see VOL.
V). In 1919 he was made archdeacon of Westminister Abbey. From the same year, he was
Warburton Lecturer in Lincoln's Inn Chapel, and
Schweich Lecturer in 1919-20. He received
the first award of the British Academy's Medal
for Biblical Studies. His later works include:
Religious Development Between the Old and New
Testaments (1914) 5 The Chronicle of John of
Wikiu translated from the Ethiopic (1916) ; Sermons Preached in Westminister Aoley (1917);
The Apocalypse, edited with Teat, Transit
tion, and Commentary (2 vols.> 1920); The
Teaching of the "New Testament on Divorce
(1921); Lectures on the Apocalypse (Schweich
Lectures, 1919, 1922); The Adventure mto the
Unknown (2d impression, 1923) ; The Decalogue
(Warburton Lectures, 2d Impression, 1924) ;
Gambling and Betting (2d impression 1925);
Divorce and Nullity (1927),, and Critical Commeniary on the Book of Daniel (1929).
).

CHABNWOOB
CHABrlTWOOD, GODFREY
SON,

FIRST BARON

(1864-

RATIIBONE BEN).

An

English

educated at Balliol College, Oxford.
of Parliament from 1802 to
1895 and Mayor of Litchfield from 1909 to 1911.
In the latter year, he was made a baron. In
1916 he published a biography of Abraham
Lincoln which was very favorably received in
the United States. In 1923 he published an interpretative biography of Theodore Roosevelt;
in 1926, According to St. John; and Tracks in

historian,

He was a member

the

Snow

(1927).

CHARTERS,

WALLACE

WERRETT

(1875-

An

American educator, born at Hartford, Ont., Canada, who was graduated from
McMaater University, Toronto, in 1898, and
took postgraduate courses at Columbia University and at the University of Chicago. He
).
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was

professor of the theory of teaching at the
University of Missouri, 1907-17, dean of the
School of Education there, 1910-17, professor of
education at the University of Illinois, 1917-19,
and professor of education and director of the research bureau for retail training at the Carnegie
Institute of Technology, 1919-23. He had a
similar chair at the University of Pittsburgh,
1923-25. Since 1924 he has been professor of
education at the University of Chicago. He
was the author of Methods of Teaching (1910),
Teaching the Common Branches (1913), How
to Sell at Retail (1922), and Curriculum Construction (1923), and also contributed numerous bulletins and articles to educational journals.
He edited many series of educational books.

characterizations include:
Olivia Dangerfield
in Come out of the Kitchen (1916); Mrs. Calthorpe in Perkins (1918) ; Comtesse de Candale
with Henry Miller in A. Marriage of Convenience; Judith Baldwin in Moonlight and Honeysuckle (1919); Mary Rose in the play of that
name (1920). She appeared in La Tendresse
(translated from the French by herself, 1922) ;
and in The CJiangelings (1923).

CHATTTATTQUA INSTITUTION

1

.

An

or-

ganization founded in 1874 at Chautauqua,
N. Y., conducting an annual series of lectures and
entertainments called the general assembly; a

weeks 9 summer school,- and a home reading
By an arrangement made in 1923, the
department of education of the summer school
is carried on by New York University, and credit
six

circle.

given in the University to all students successfully completing the work. In addition to the
primary school and kindergarten managed by
the Institution, a summer high school was established in 1927.
About 45,000 persons attended
the general assembly each year between 1924 and
1929; by 1928 there were 19 departments in the
summer school, with 125 instructors, and 2500
students.

CHEESE.

See DAIRYING.

chemz'ferd, FREDEBIOK JOHN
NAPIER TIIESIGER, VISCOUNT (1868A
).
British public official who was educated at OxHe became a member of the London
ford.
School Board (1900-04), and of the County
Council, 1904-05. He was Governor of Queensland from 1905 to 1909, and of New South Wales
CHARTERS FOR CITIES. See MUNICI- from 1909 to 1913. In 1916 he was made
PAL GOVERNMENT.
Viceroy of India, retiring from that office in
CHATEATTBRIANT, sha'to'bre'-an', AL- 1921 when he was made a viscount. He was a
A French author who Conservative in politics, and much surprise was
PIIONSE DE (1877).
was born at Hennes and educated at Nantes. felt when he was asked to take the place of First
Besides stories for reviews, he wrote only two Lord of the Admiralty in Ramsay MacDonald's
novels, Monsieur des Lourdines, which received Labor cabinet early in 1924. He accepted the
the Prix Gon court for 1911, and La Bricre, trans- post, however, as he found himself in accord

lated as the Peat Cutlers in 1927, a realistic
study of the people and the country of La Briere,
which was awarded the Grand Prix du Roman
of the French Academy in 1923.
CHi.TEATT-THIERRY. See WORLD WAR.

EDWARD KEBLE (1878English author and journalist (see
VOL. V). He entered the Royal Naval Volunteer
Reserve as Temporary Lieutenant in 1914 and
was promoted to the rank of Acting Lieutenant
Commander in 1918. He was in the Auxiliary
Patrol Service in command of various ships
(1914-17) and was on the staff of the historical section of the Committee for Imperial Defense (1917-21). His later works, which deal
mainly with the sea and its life, include: The

CHAT'TERTON",
).

An

Old East Indiamcn (1914) The Romance of Piracy (1914); Q-Shipft and tlieir Story (1922);
The Mercantile. Marine (1923); Ship Models
Steamship Models
(1923) 5 Seamen All (1924)
(1024) ; Whalers and Whaling (1925) The Ship
Under Sail (1920) ; Windjammers and ShcllbacJcs
(1926) s The Brotherhood of the Sea (1927);
Captain John Smith (1927) ; and Old Sea Paint;

;

;

ings (1928).

CHATTERTON",

RUTH

American actress born in

(1893-

New York

).

City.

An
She

m

stage d<Sbut in Washington, D. C.,
1909, as Polly Trippett in Merely Mary Ann.
She came to New York in 1911 and three years
later first played Judy Abbott in Daddy Long
Legs, a part which made her famous throughout
the United States. Other of her well-known

made her

CHELMSPORD,

with the new premier's policies. In 1926-28
he was temporary Agent General in London for
New South Wales.

CHEMICAL WARFARE.

The active

be-

ginning of the use of toxic gas in the World
War dated from Apr. 22, 1915, when chlorine
was released by the Germans in an attack
against the French and British lines in the
northeastern portion of the upper Ypres salient
This was indeed a mo(see WORLD WAR).
mentous step for the Germans, as it introduced
into civilized warfare a new weapon which, led
o new tactics of offense and defense.
The importance of the use of toxic gas in
modern warfare is shown by the fact that during the year 1918, from 20 to 33 per cent of all
the American battle casualties were due to it,
but there was the compensating feature that
where armies were supplied with masks and
other defensive equipment only about 2 per
cent of tbe gas casualties were fatal as compared with 24 per cent for those wounded by
high explosive shells, shrapnel, bulleta, etc.
By far the greater part of the gas casualties
resulted from the gas projectiles fired by field
artillery, which in the British Army reached
the great total of 180,000. In fact, it was estimated that 90 per cent of the total gas- casualties
could be thus accounted for, notwithstanding the
heavy losses at the first attacks in 1915 among
troops quite unprepared when cloud gas was released from cylinders. Trusting to air currents
to carry the gas was not satisfactory, and it

CHEMICAL WARFARE
was charged

into projectiles which could be fired
from guns, howitzers, or mortars.
The use of lethal shells began in 1916 and
these projectiles charged with deadly gases were
used in addition to the lachrymatory gases.
The three main killing gases used in chemical
warfare were phosgene, diphosgene, and chlorTheir use made improved masks or
picrin.
respirators essential, and it was a constant contest between
new toxic gases and
developing

finding adequate protection against them.
Chlorine was the first gas to be used and
after it had been allowed to escape from cylinders, it was found that in its liquid form it
could be filled into bombs or drums, which, discharged from crude mortars, would be detonated
in the usual way by a fuse and booster charge
and small bursting charge of high explosive.
Chlorine is a greenish-yellow gas of stiong suf-

focating odor which commerically is used for
bleaching and purification of water supplies.
By cold and pressure, it is liquefied for storage
and transport. At Ypres, the Germans permitted this gas to float out, but they were insufficiently supplied with it, and also without
means of protecting themselves so that they were
afraid to advance through it.
Phosgene, a gas formed by the combination
of chlorine and carbon monoxide in the presence
of a catalyzer, is a colorless gas that liquefies at
8 C. It was one of the deadliest gases used
during the War and was employed not merely to
annoy or to compel the wearing of masks but to
It was often used in
kill as many as possible.
an attack as it did not persist long in the air
or on the ground after the explosion of the shell,
and as a result it would clear away by the time
that the oncoming troops reached the place of
gas concentration.
CJilorpiorin, a liquid that is an active poison
and, in addition, a lachrymator or tear producer,
is made by the reaction between picric acid or

calcium picrate and chlorine. It is a colorless
liquid that boils at a temperature of approximately 1 12 C. and the gas while not so poisonous as some of the toxic gases nevertheless, was
quite

efficient.

war gas

to be

was the first
large scale in the

This, after chlorine,

made on a
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United States.

Mustard Gas, Dlchlordiethyl Sulphide, was
introduced by the Germans in July, 1917, at
Ypres and immediately became a most effective agent in gas warfare. It also proved a
were
boomerang for the Germans, as they never
able to improve their original facilities for
manufacture which could not produce more than.
6 tons per day at the end of the War. At that
time, Prance and England had improved methods
and quantity production, while the United States
had 10 times the German capacity at the time
of the Armistice. This gas, it is interesting to
note, was prepared by the Germans by the
method originally described by Victor Meyer
and later developed in Enail Fischer's laboratory. Mustard gas is a colorless, slightly
oily liquid boiling at 220 C. with some decomC. or below, the
position and freezing at 14
forpier temperature applying to the pure liquid.
Mustard gas was not necessarily fatal except in
sufficient amounts and it acted on the skin like
a, deep burn. It attacked, the lungs, the eyes,

the skin, and even the intestines., It blistered
the skin- and produced nausea, thus requiring
the removal of tjie mask. It had a delayed, action
ancj often a .man might be gassed even fatally

before he was aware of it, and then he was beyond the reach of treatment. Ground soaked
with mustard gas remains impregnated for days

continually giving off the vapor.
Diphosgene, or superpalite, perchlormethyl
formate, was extensively employed by the Germans as was diphenylchlorarsine, their bluecross gas, which produced sneezing and a disagreeable temporary sickness. The latter gas
was not considered by the Allies very efficient
though made by the Germans in large amounts.
Diphenylcyanarsine and ethyl dichorarsine were
also employed by the Germans.
Lachrymatory or tear gases were extensively
used during the World War by both sides in
order to annoy and cut down the efficiency of
the enemy and most of all to compel him to
keep masked continually. This form of gassing
was cheaper than the use of poison gas and
even a trace of tear gas in the air would blind
a man temporarily. In fact, a single tear-gas
shell could distribute its charge so widely as to
require the wearing of masks over an area so
wide that from 500 to 1000 phosgene shells
would be needed for the same effect. The tear
gas was irritating to the membranes of the eye,
and so far as it alone was concerned goggles
might suffice for protection, hut the usual practice was to mix it with deadlier gases.
Most
tear gases had chlorine or bromine as a base, the
bromine being derived from subterranean brines,
and the gas could be used alone, but such combinations as bromben^yi cyanide were made, the
one specified being extensively produced in the

United States.
In addition to the gases mentioned, others
were employed and new toxic materials were
developed during the War by organic and
physiological chemists. Much was accomplished
that was never revealed, and had the War continued another year the annihilation of the
Central Powers by the discharge from aircraft
of deadly gases produced in the United States
and elsewhere was predicted.
Gas Masks. Naturally the use of gas immediately resulted in defensive measures. After
the first attack by the Germans in 1915, extemporized masks and impregnated fabric helmets
were rapidly developed in England and hurried
to the Continent, consisting merely of gauze pads
soaked with neutralising chemicals. Then came
masks or helmets of a box respirator, type first
introduced by the British in August, 1916, where

absorbing and neutralizing chemicals purified
the air before it was inhaled by the wearer. An
essential element of these respirators was the
charcoal, which had to be prepared with great
care.
Gradually, the British and the Americans
developed double protection masks which were
efficient

under

all conditions.

protective suits
gas.

Use

There were also

and gloves to

resist

mustard

of Gas. By 1917 tlje extensive
use of gas 'led to the development
of special tactics both for attack and defense.
Shells filled with gas and appropriately painted
or striped to indicate the charge were issued
along with shrapnel and high explosive. .The
kind of gas selected was determined by the
nature of the plan or the military objective,
all carefully considered especially with regard
to the target and terrain. For example, in case
of an advance, a gas that would /disperse readily
would be employed, or ,it might be that lanes
would fee left for the troops going "up to seize

Tactical

and

effective
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or contest an objective. It must be remembered
that while an ordinary high explosive or shrapnel
shell exerts its effect immediately after the
burst, that of a chemical shell has just begun
and may even persist in the case of some of the
chemical charges for a week or ten days.
Furthermore, a bomb-proof shelter, safe against
flying fragments, is no protection against a chemical shell whose fumes can pass around corners
or sink into the ground.
The artillery during the War made a distinction between "lethal" and "neutralizing" projectiles and fire and this was the basis of the marking of the shell. The lethal shell is used to
produce casualties and was employed against
occupied positions for surprise effect, the object being to concentrate the greatest possible
number of shells on the target in the smallest
time, which should not exceed two or three
minutes, as in that time gas masks can be adjusted and no further casualties should develop.
In attacks of this kind, phosgene is employed.
With neutralizing shells or those filled with
chemicals which are persistent and vaporize
slowly, a slow searching fire is maintained
scattered over the area to be neutralized. In
other words, the aim is to develop an atmosphere
intolerable for unprotected troops, so that the
artillerist seeks to find lines of communication,
camps, rest billets, trench systems, cross roads,
battery positions, and in short any point where

troops are likely to be concentrated. The aim is
to make them wear respirators, thus cutting
down their efficiency in using field or machine
guns, in construction or supply work or the

bringing up of transport.
TACTICS.

See STRATEGY

AND

Grenades. The modern grenade is in effect
a small explosive shell thrown at the target
by the soldier with his good right arm or by
means of an attachment (tromblon) fastened to
the muzzle of his rifle. The so-called defensive
grenade consisted of a gray-iron casting, the
grenade body, which contained an explosive
charge of nitrostarch and a suitable firing mechanism designed to prevent explosions until the
thrown grenade was a safe distance from the
thrower. The defensive grenade was intended
to burst into fragments and was used only by

men

actually within the trenches, the walls of

which would protect the thrower from

flying

fragments. This fragmentation type of grenade
was the most used and the most useful of all
developed during the War. An American contribution to trench warfare was the offensive
grenade, the body of which was made of paper
which produced its deadly effect by the flame or
concussion of the explosive itself. This type was
safe to use in open offensive movements since
there were no fragments of metal to fly back
and injure the thrower. Gas grenades, the bodies
of which consisted of two sheet-metal cups welded
so as to be gas-tight, were under development
and were used principally to make the enemy
trenches and dugouts uninhabitable on release
of their toxic contents.

Phosphorus

grenades, of construction similar

to the gas type, were used to scatter burning
phosphorus over an area 10 to 15 feet across.
The dense cloud of white smoke thus produced
was utilized to build smoke screens for the' protection of
in open attack on machine-gun
troojps

nests.

Incendiary

grenades

were
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essentially

paper bombs filled with highly inflamable material and intended for use in destroying struc-

tures by

fire.

In

still

another class was the

Thermit grenade, consisting of a terne-plate container filled with Thermit, a patented composition which developed an intense heat while meltThese grenades found their principal use
ing.
in destroying captured guns which could not be
moved, by fusing the breach mechanism to an
extent preventing further use. A combination
mount and rifle grenade also was developed by
the British and later adopted by the United
States Army. The great majority of rifle grenades were of the French Viven-Bessiere type,
provided with a hole extending entirely through
the middle of the grenade. In order to use this
grenade, a specially designed holder is fitted to
the muzzle of an ordinary service rifle. When
the rifle is fired, the bullet passes through the
hole in the grenade and the discharged gases
following the bullet have enough energy left to
throw the grenade approximately 200 yards.
The rifle grenade was used both as a defensive
and an offensive weapon, since the firers were well
out of range of the exploding missile, which 'had
an effective radius of nearly 75 yards on burst.
CHEMISTKrY. In chemistry, the years following the outbreak of the World War formed
a period whose most characteristic feature has
been turmoil and upheaval in what seemed the
very foundations of the science. In many fields,
however, the new data have already been assimilated and the science has won through to
clear, definite, and more inclusive concepts to
take the place of those which had proven in-

adequate. Periods of great activity in any
science generally follow and have their roots in
the discovery of new facts or of new methods of
investigation. The great activity in the investigation and development of fundamental

chemical theory, which, slackened by the World
War, burst forth with all the greater volume
with the peace, traces back very largely to the
discovery of two methods of investigation in the
years just before the War. These are the positive ray analysis of Sir J. J. Thomson and Aston,
and the X-ray analysis of crystal structure developed by Laue and by W. H. and W. L. Bragg.
Isotopes. There is no principle in chemistry more fundamental than that of the constancy of combining weights. Thus, 35.458
grams of chlorine, no more, no less, combine with
107.880 grams of silver. There can be no quantitative analysis, no quantitative relations whatsoever in chemistry without this constancy. An
analyst who determines the proportion of chlorine in a material does not do so by converting

the combined chlorine to elementary chlorine and
weighing it, which is difficult or even impossible.
He converts the chlorine to silver chloride by
known simple methods, weighs the silver chlpr-i
ide, and calculates the proportion of the chlorine
in the original material by assuming that the
proportion of chlorine in silver chloride is

always
35.458
107.880
35.45fc.
From the time of Dalton until quite recently,
there had seemed to be but one possible interpretation of the constancy of combining weights.
According to this, the weights of the atoms of
chlorine and silver are in the proportion of
35.458 to 107.880, one atom of chlorine combines with one atom of silver when silver chloride is formed, and all atoms of chlorine have
the same weight. Yet there is now convincing
evidence that this constancy in- combining

+
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weight is due not to a constancy in weight of
the atoms of chlorine but to the existence in
constant proportions of two kinds of chlorine
atoms of atomic weights 35 and 37, respectively.
The experimental fact of constancy in combining
weight remains, but the theoretical interpretation of constant weight of the atoms of a given
element proves incorrect. There could be no
better example of the way in which ideas, which
seem inseparably bound up with certain facts,
can be replaced by entirely new and contrary
ideas without any controversion of the facts.
The first evidence in this direction came from
the study of radioactive elements. Soddy suggested in 1911 that lead produced as the end
product in radioactive change might be chemically identical with ordinary lead yet differ in
atomic weight and predicted specifically that
lead produced in the uranium radium series
of radioactive changes should have a lower, lead
produced in the thorium series should have
a higher, atomic weight than ordinary lead.
Experiments carried out by himself and by
others notably Kichards of Harvard, the leading exponent of precise atomic weight determination proved that these predictions were indeed
true.
In spite of the differences in combining
proportions, the three kinds of lead were all
lead, identical with each other in all the properties by which the identity of a substance is
determined and incapable of separation by ordinary chemical methods, no matter how refined
or how persistent the work. A single element
such as lead can then exist in varieties, which
differ only in atomic mass and derived properSuch varieties of a single element are
ties.

formed by radioactive decomposition, the utmost
exertions have failed to show the slightest difference in the combining weights of different
samples of elements which are known with certainty to be composed of two or more isotopes.
Thus, Baxter and Parsons in 1922 compared
carefully the atomic weight of nickel of terrestrial origin with that of nickel from a meteorite
of extra-terrestrial origin and found no detectable difference.. Similar studies have since been
made on other elements. The conclusion is inescapable that, whatever the process by which
the elements are formed, and no one doubts that
they are composed of the same fundamental
stuff, the process of formation, both on. this
earth and in whatever part of the universe is
the source of the meteorites, produces the isotopes of a given element in a constant proportion.

The Unitary Concept of Matter. The same
measurements of Aston's have given great support to the unitary concept of the nature of

matter. He finds, namely, that the true weights
of the atoms are whole-number multiples or very
nearly so of a number which is almost the same
as the atomic weight of hydrogen, the element
with the lightest atoms. The old hypothesis of
Prout, that all of the elements are built up from
hydrogen, foundered on the existence of many
elements whose atomic weights are not even approximaely whole-number multiples of the
weight of the hydrogen atom. But if chlorine
consists of two kinds of atoms with weights of
35 and 37, instead of one kind with an atomic
weight of 35.458, this idea becomes rejuvenated,

especially since relativity theory can account
called its isotopes.
fully for such discrepancies from the whole-numProof of the existence of isotopes among non- ber rule as remain. It is now clear that all matradioactive elements became possible through ter must be built up from the same fundamental
Sir J. J. Thomson's invention and through stuff, and that transmutation of the elements is
Aston's extensive development and application theoretically possible. Actually, however, transin the case of
of a new and ingenious method of determining mutation has been realized
onty
the weights of atoms, the method of positive ray radioactive changes, which man 'is unable to conanalysis. When an electrical discharge passes trol even to the extent of modifying the rate
through a gas at low pressure, the mofecules of the change, and in the case of certain lighter
resent are disrupted. Many of the fragments, elements, which Rutherford has shown to be deSicluding the atoms of the elements present, are composed when their atoms are struck by the
electrically charged and are set in motion by high-speed projectiles resulting from the sponthe electric field present. Since a beam of taneous decomposition of radioactive atoms.
atoms thus produced leaves a trace on a photoSeparation of Isotopes. In spite of the fact
graphic plate, it is possible to study the extent that the isotopes of most elements exist in nature
to which these atoms are deflected from a in constant proportions, and that without tho
straight course by electrical and magnetic fields benign provision of this constancy chemistry as
at right angles to their path. Other things be- a quantitative science could not exist, the
ing equal, a heavy atom is less deflected than chemist has perversely but characteristically ina light one and the masses of all the atoms sisted upon trying to separate or even partially
present in a given gas can be determined from to separate complex elements into their consti-

such deflections. Such measurements give true
atomic masses and, when isotopes of a single
element are present, each produces its own effect
dependent upon its mass, whereas the combining
weight givefl an average of the atomic weights
of the Isotopes. In 1913 Sir J". J. Thomson
showed in this way that the element neon is
composed of two varieties of atoms of atomic
weights 20 and 22. Aston took up the work
later and in 1920 there appeared the first of a,
long series of publications from which it is
now known that many elements are mixtures of
isotopes in constant proportion.
The constancy of the proportions of the isotopes of a given element id a most striking- result and one whose cause is still obscure. Except for the radioactive elements, including those
tb-havfe been
vtm'etitfs dfle^i wJiiBh ffrfe
'
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tuent isotopes. It has been amply demonstrated
that no chemical process and no process of crystallization can accomplish this because of the
absolute identity of the properties of isotopes.
It is, however, possible to take advantage of the
difference in mass, which results in a difference
in the rates of gaseous diffusion of isotopes. In'
this way sufficient separation to produce a
measurable -change in atomic weight has been
obtained at the expense of enormous labbr.
This demonstration has been carried out by
Bronsted and Hevesy at Copenhagen and by
1

Harkins at 'Chicago.
/
The Determination, of Crystal' Structure.
In 1912 Laue in Switzerland proved that' X-rays,
whose nature had been in doubt, are light, but
light of

same

a wave length

so small that rb is of the

oTdtfr df mfefextiftatte kfc'
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the atoms of crystalline substances. The proof
rests upon the fact that X-rays are diffracted by
the ordered arrangement in lines and planes of
the atoms in a crystal just as visible light is diffracted by the lines of a ruled diffraction gratThe genius of W. H. and W. L. Bragg
ing.
solved the difficult problem of determining simultaneously the wave length of certain X-rays
and the arrangement of the atoms in certain
crystals, and it is now possible therefore to use
the method of crystal diffraction to determine
either the wave length of unknown X-rays or
the arrangement of atoms in a crystal of un-

known structure.
The Nature of

Salt Crystals. The very first
structure determinations that the Braggs made,
that of the chlorides of sodium and potassium,
announced the overthrow of an idea which chemists had held complacently ever since there was
a molecular theory of chemistry. The result
which they obtained was, namely, that the crystal of sodium chloride consists of a three dimensional chessboard of sodium and chlorine atoms.
In this, six equivalent chlorine atoms surround
each sodium atom, and six equivalent sodium
atoms surround each chlorine atom. It is obvious that one black square of a chessboard does
not bear a particular relation to any one of
the four white squares which surround it. No
more does one sodium atom in a sodium chloride
crystal show any evidence that it is associated
to form a molecule with any one of the six
equivalent chlorine atoms which surround it.
The theory that a particular sodium atom is
combined with and associated with a particular
chlorine atom to form a molecule of sodium
chloride was originally developed to explain the
properties of gases; it had been extended on the
basis of considerable evidence to liquids, but it
had been applied to solids simply for the reason
that there was no evidence against it. With
this evidence of the Braggs, chemists came to the
realization that they had really had no evidence
for the assumption that molecules exist in solids,
and that the new idea is simpler and more satisfactory than the old.
It soon appeared that what is true of sodium
and potassium chlorides is true in general of
salt-like substances; that magnesium oxide, calcium carbonate, sodium nitrate likewise consist
of just such a chessboard arrangement of the
metallic part and the acidic part of the salt. All
of these truly salt-like compounds share certain
other properties. They have high melting and
boiling points, and most important of all, they
conduct the electric current excellently when
they are converted to a liquid either by fusion
or by solution in a solvent. In the liquid state
then, they are largely composed of ions, that is
of
to say, of electrically charged atoms .or
groups
atoms.
It was not, therefore, a very bold step to suppose that the crystalline salt is also composed
of charged atoms which are held in a rigid structure so that motion and hence electrical conduction is now impossible; that the very forces of
cohesion of the crystal depend essentially upon
the attraction between the positive and negative
charges.
Starting in 1920, Born and others at
Gftttingcn made a determined mathematical attack upon this problem and showed that there
are no properties of these simple salt crystals
which are not in complete agreement with the
principle that the forces which hold the crystal
together are essentially, electrical in nature, and
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that the salt crystal is an assemblage of electrically charged ions.

The Electronic Theory of Chemical Combination. An electronic theory of chemical
combination was first proposed by Helmholtz in
1880 simultaneously with the proposal that elec'
tricity is atomic in nature. Ilelmholtz's idea
was this: Faraday's laws of electrolysis prove
that electricity reacts by atoms with atoms of
matter. Atoms therefore can lose or gain electrical charge only in quantities equal to one or
more atoms

of electricity.

Interpreted in the light of the later demonstration that atoms of electricity are always
negative atoms, called electrons, this means that
the reaction between sodium and chlorine consists in the transfer of one electron from each
sodium atom to a chlorine atom. This leaves
the sodium atoms with unit positive, the chlorine
atoms with unit negative charge, and the atoms
then cling together because of their charges.
The crystal structure investigations show, however, that the sodium and chlorine atoms do not
cling together in pairs, but build up a much
larger assemblage in which there is alternation
of positive and negative charges.
The law of definite proportions becomes in
this case a consequence of the atomic nature of
electrical charge.
It results from the fact that
the quantity of electricity which a sodium atom
can lose is one electron, which is also just the
quantity that one chlorine atom can gain. The
crystal will tend toward electrical neutrality as
the condition of greatest stability and this results in the presence in it of equal numbers of
sodium and chlorine atoms. Therefore, sodium
and chlorine will combine in a constant proportion which is the proportion of the weights (or
average weights) of the atoms of sodium and
chlorine. This makes for an extremely simple
and satisfactory interpretation of a great deal
of chemistry.
Sodium is a characteristic monovalent metal because its atoms contain one
loosely held electron, and one only. Chlorine is
a reactive monovalent non-metal because its
atoms are capable of attaching firmly one and
only one extra electron. One magnesium atom
combines with two chlorine atoms because magnesium atoms contain two loosely held electrons,
and so on.
Non-Polar Compounds. The simple and at-

tractive electrical theory of chemical combination never became generally accepted by chemists, in spite of the great interest in it and the
extensive efforts to apply it which accompanied
the tremendous usefulness of the electron theory
in physics. The reason is the complete failure
of this theory to account for what are called

non-polar compounds. To take a simple example of this very common type of combination, the
properties of the hydrogen molecule, which consists of two hydrogen atoms, are quite contrary
to this theory. It is at first sight possible to
suppose that two hydrogen atoms can exchange
an electron so that one becomes positively, the
other negatively, charged, and that they then
cling together in a molecule; but if this were
so, the hydrogen molecule would be an electric
dipole; it would be positively charged on one
end, negatively charged on the other, and'Debye
has shown that a substance consisting of molecules possessing this kind of electrical dissymmetry must have certain easily recognized
Such a substance, and many actual
properties.
examples are known, must have a relatively large
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dielectric constant, and one which varies markedly with temperature and with frequency. In
fact, the value of the electrical moment of a
molecule may be calculated from the temperature coefficient of the dielectric constant. Now,
gaseous hydrogen lacks these properties completely, and behaves in every way as it should
if its molcules are entirely symmetrical elecThe simple electronic theory fails here
trically.
and with many other important substances, notably with most of the carbon compounds, which
are so important to life.
It seems further to be true that crystals of
these non-polar compounds contain the same
molecules which exist in the
or liquid
gaseous
states, contrary to the assumption made by some
in the first enthusiasm engendered by the
Braggs' results.
It is chiefly to G. NT. Lewis of the University
of California that we owe the recognition of
the fact that sodium chloride may be formed by
a transfer of charges from sodium to chlorine
and a clinging together of the charged atoms
thus produced, and that hydrogen may nevertheless be formed by a fusion of the structures of
two hydrogen atoms without any transfer of
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trochemistry by Faraday in 1835. Only so can
one understand such facts as the conduction of
electricity by these solutions, the motion of their
constituents with the current, and the chemical
reactions at the electrode. Thus, the copper in
a copper salt solution moves toward the negative electrode when current flows, at the negative electrode copper is deposited, and copper
dissolves from the positive electrode if this is
copper. The copper acts as if positively charged
in its salt solutions, copper metal can be converted to the salt by positive charges, and copper metal can be obtained from the salt solution
by neutralizing the positive charge.
Until 1881, however, it was supposed that the
concentration of these electrically charged ions
is extremely minute.
The proposal in this year
by the Swedish scientist, ArrheniuR, of a method
of estimating the concentrations of ions in solution changed this view considerably. According
to the conclusions of Arrhenius, which soon won
general acceptance, there are many electrolytes,

including most salts in aqueous solution, which
are quite largely dissociated into ions. These
are called strong electrolytes, and it was found
that all strong electrolytes of a given valence
type have very nearly the same large extent of
ionization in solutions of a given concentration.
In addition, there are many weak electrolytes,
substances of the most widely varying degrees

charge, any development of polarity. There
seem to be two kinds of chemical combination,
the polar typified by sodium chloride, and the
non-polar typified by hydrogen. Whether these
types merge gradually, so that there are intermediate cases in which at least a partial transfer of charge is accompanied by some fusion;
and where, if the two types of combination are
mutually exclusive, the line of demarcation is
to be drawn, is a subject still much under discussion.
The nature of the non-polar combination of

of ionization, some almost strong, some hardly
ionized at all. This theory became one of the
most important features of the great development of what is called physical chemistry, and
furnished the foundation of the knowledge and
understanding of the physical properties and of
the chemical reactions of solutions of acids,
bases, and salts.
The prime reason for the importance of this
theory is the principle that the properties of an
electrolyte solution are largely the properties of

atoms is a problem of great importance, but one
which must still be considered far from solution.
Chemists have accumulated a vast amount
The theory explains the physical propof information and have developed many em- its ions.
pirical generalizations, which await a greater erty that all dilute copper-salt solutions have
synthesis and a harmonizing with the generali- the same blue color and the chemical property
zations of the new physics on the structure of that all copper-salt solutions give a black preatoms. Among such empirical generalizations cipitate with hydrogen sulfide upon the basis
may be mentioned the far-reaching conclusions that both the color and the reaction are properof Alfred Werner of Ztirieh. Werner worked ties of copper ion and that all copper-salt solufrom the assumption that complex ions, that is, tions contain this ion. There was always the
groups of atoms bound together and carrying a inconsistency, however, that the Arrhenius methcharge, are held together by the same types of ods of estimating degree of ionization indicate
linkage and have the same kind of structure as that a significant proportion of the electrolyte
the neutral molecules of organic chemistry, and remains unionized, yet exerts no effects upon the
derived a set of very general rules about chem- properties of the solution. These methods indiMost of this work was done cate, for instance, that a moderately dilute soluical combination.
before 1910, but the full appreciation of its im- tion of copper sulfate contains only 40 per cent
portance was somewhat delayed. That it is ap- of its copper in the form of copper ion and 60
preciated is shown by the Nobel Prize award to per cent as copper sulfate, whereas color and
Werner in 1913 and by the extensive use made properties in general indicate the presence of
of Werner's conclusions in the speculations of 'copper ions and sulfate ions, but give no evidence for the presence of unionized copper sulLewis and of Langmuir.
Solutions of Electrolytes.
development fate.
It is only since 1923, however, that the matheof the greatest importance to chemistry 'and one
which is closely related to the newer knowledge matical theory of Debye and Hiickel has made it
of the nature of salt crystals which rose from clear that the Arrhenius methods of determinthe discovery of the Braggs is the simplification ing degree of ionization are over simplified;
in the theory of the nature of salt solutions that they neglect certain important effects which
which is generally called the principle of the are due to the charges on the ions and that, if
these complications are given due consideration,
complete ionization of strong electrolytes.
Acids, bases, and salts form a large and im- there exists no obstacle to the belief that the
portant section of the subject matter of chem- ionization of copper sulfate and other strong
That solutions of electrolytes is practically complete. It is a hyistry, both pure and applied.
these substances contain electrically charged pothetiqal extrapolation to say that there is no
atoms or groups of atoms, called ,ious, has been copper, sqlfate in a dilute copper*6ulfate solugenerally belayed since .the foundatiqn of elec- tion, but it is unquestionably true that- there
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properties of the solution which
necessitate the assumption that copper-sulfate
molecules are present, no convincing reason for
believing that there is anything in the solution but copper ions and sulfate ions. Out of
the discovery of the complexity of the methods of determining degree of ionization, we have

determining the structure of crystals but also
a method of measuring the wave length of
X-rays, and had shown that an element emits an
X-ray spectrum when it or its compounds are
used as target for electron bombardment in an
X-ray tube. Moseley now investigated the relation of these spectra to the nature of the element. He found that X-ray spectra are simple
and that the frequency of the radiation increases
in a regular way from element to element, the
square root of the frequency being linearly related to the atomic number. In particular, the
order of X-ray frequencies is the order of the
chemical properties in the case of cobalt and
nickel, where the order of chemical properties
and atomic weights do not coincide. This one
discovery gave a direct means of determining
quantitatively the atomic number of an clement,
by determining the frequencies of its X-ray spectrum, and demonstrated conclusively that atomic
number represents some fundamental property
of the atom, rather than a chance order of arrangement. This fundamental quantity, Moseley said, can only be the charge on the central

developed a great simplification of our views on
the nature of electrolyte solutions; and it is a
great simplification, not only because of the obvious fact that it is easier to treat of two things,
copper ion and sulfate ion, than it is to treat
of three things, these ions plus copper sxilfate,
but because it links up so perfectly with the
newer knowledge of salt crystals. In fact, the
ready acceptance of the revolutionary idea that
molecules of certain electrolytes do not exist in
solution is unquestionably closely related to the
previous proof of the absence of molecules in

^

crystalline salts.
No discussion of progress in the study of
solutions can omit an acknowledgment of the
great part in this progress which has been
played by the work of G. N. Lewis. All modern
investigations of solutions make use of exact
thcrmodynamic methods for which he, more than

any

positive nucleus.

whom science owes these discovkilled in the fighting at Gallipoli in
his twenty-eighth year, "the youngest investigator surely to have won so secure a place in
the history of science," says Soddy.
Moseley, to

other, is responsible.

Atomic Mumber.

A
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known

eries,

great increase in clar-

and simplicity in fundamental theory has
come with the introduction of the concept of
atomic number and the identification of this
with a fundamental and measurable property of
ity

was

The Bohr Theory.

of atomic

the structure of the atom. Since Mendeleef,
chemists have been interested in such relations
of atoms of one kind to those of another as are
represented by the periodic table. In particular,
there has been much effort to represent the
properties of the elements as functions of some
sort or another of the atomic weight, for atomic
weight is the most obvious and apparently the
most characteristic and fundamental property
of an element. The essence of the periodic table
is indeed the principle of writing down the elements in the order of increasing atomic weight,
and the value of the table lies in the fact that
when the elements are written in this order
there is a periodicity such that similar elements
follow each other in an order regulated by definite laws. Rydberg in 1897 suggested, however,
that a more fundamental number, by which to
describe an element and to which to relate other
properties, is obtained if the elements are written down in the order of increasing atomic
weight, and a whole number is then assigned to
each element in this order. Thus, hydrogen has
the atomic number 1, helium 2, lithium 3, beryllium 4, boron 5, carbon. 6, and so on. The properties of the elements are more simply and directly related to these atomic numbers than to
atomic weights. Thus, the difference in atomic*
weight between successive elements is variable,
sometimes small, sometimes large, whereas the
difference in other properties from element to
element in this order is about the same, like the
whole number progression of the atomic numbers, and regardless of the difference in atomic
weight. Atom'ic number nevertheless remained
a somewhat vague concept, for there lacked any
direct and simple method of determining it and
any picture of the atom which accounted for it*

Moseley's interpretation

number as nuclear charge depended

upon the Rutherford-Bohr atomic structure theory. Rutherford had been led by complicated
considerations arising from alpha particle scattering experiments to the conclusion that the
atom contains of a nucleus of dimensions much
smaller than those of the atom, that the nucleus
is positively charged, and that it includes
pracSurroundtically the whole mass of the atom.
ing this nucleus are a number of electrons circulating in orbits which make up the greater part
of the volume of the atom.
Bohr attempted to
treat the problem of stability of such a planetary
structure by methods which make use of the
quantum theory of radiation. His results have
had marvelous success in the explanation of the

physical properties of isolated atoms, that is, of
the properties of elementary substances in the
state of monoatomic gases at low pressures; and
in the explanation of properties of atoms which,
like X-ray emission and absorption, are little affected by chemical combination, and which are
believed to depend upon interior portions of the
atomic structure.
Moseley saw that the application of these
methods of Bohr to the relation between X-ray
frequency and nuclear charge must lead to just
such a result as that which he had found for the
relation between X-ray frequencies and atomic
numbers. He was thus led to his conclusion
that the physical meaning of atomic number is
the number of unit or elementary positive
charges on the nucleus.

The Nuclear Theory of Atomic Structure,
These two principles, that the atom consists of
a small positively charged nucleus surrounded

by a number of electrons equal to the number of
unit positive charges on the nucleus, and that
the number of such unit positive charges is equal
to the atomic numl>er, have become foundation
importance.
In 1914 Moseley in England supplied the stones of physics and chemistry. Much corrobmethod of determining atomic number and gave orative evidence has appeared, and there are no
a strong indication of its meaning. The results known facts in conflict with these principles,
of the Bragga had given not only a method of but the strongest reason for accepting them and
.
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the

cliief reason for their importance is that they
clearly predict that the properties of elementary
substances in general may be divided into two
classes, those which depend upon the number and
arrangement of the extranuclear electrons, and
those which depend
upon the nucleus. The properties such as melting points, boiling points,
solubilities, energies of reaction, reaction velocities, spectra, and so forth, upon which reliance
is placed for the identification of elements and
their compounds, depend only upon the number,
arrangement, and firmness of attachment of the
extranuclear electrons.
The forces controlling
these properties of the exterior of the atom are
purely electrical, and depend only upon the
charge of the nucleus, and not at all upon its
mass. Granted that nuclei can be identical in
charge but different in mass, the existence of

compounds has brought some clarity to this field,
and the nature of extremely polar or salt-like
compounds seems well settled. With these, a
principle enunciated by Lewis in America and
by Kossel in Germany rules. According to this,
there is a particular stability about the arrange-

ment and number of electrons in an inert gas
atom, and other atoms lose or gain with relative
ease a number of electrons necessary to leave
them with the electron number of an inert gas
atom. The fact that an inert gas forms no
stable chemical compounds is to be related to the
fact that its structure is of such inherent stability that there is very little tendency either
to lose or to gain electrons; sodium is a monovalent metal because the loss of one electron

atom with the same number of elecpossessed by the atoms of the inert
isotopes becomes immediately explicable. Fur- gas neon; magnesium is a bivalent metal bethermore, the close and regular relation between cause its atoms contain 12 electrons, and can
chemical and physical properties and atomic easily lose two electrons to form a doubly
number receives a sound foundation, for these charged ion with the same number of electrons,
properties depend upon nuclear charge which is 10, as the atoms of neon; chlorine is a monovaatomic number. That there is an approximate lent non-metal because its atoms contain 17
relationship between nuclear charge and nuclear electrons, whereas 18 electrons represent the
mass appears, however, from the fact that the stable configuration of the inert gas argon.
The why of the valence relationships in nonperiodic table could have been developed in
terms of atomic weights.
The Discovery of New Elements. Moseley's method of determining atomic number by
determining X-ray frequencies can be reversed,
and the X-ray frequencies which correspond to
any particular atomic number can be calculated
from that atomic number. This is particularly
important, because it gives a new and most valu-

searching for a new element.
Thus, the clement with the atomic number 72
was not known. Bohr predicted from his considerations on atomic structure that this element
should resemble zirconium. In 1923 Coster and
Hevesy at Copenhagen proved that element 72,
which they named hafnium, is indeed present in
zirconium minerals, and resembles zirconium
closely in its properties. They were able to do
this because the X-ray spectrum of this unknown
element could be predicted quantitatively by the
laws discovered by Moseley, and because no
purification or separation is necessary in order
to obtain an X-ray spectrum. Similarly Harris,
Yntema, and Hopkins of Illinois could use X-ray
spectra as corroborative evidence for their discovery of element 01, which they called illinium,
and Noddack and Tacke in Germany proved the
existence of elements 43 and 75 by X-ray spectra.
Chemical Valence Theory. The further development and amplification of the quantum
theory of atomic structure at the hands of Bohr
and other mathematical physicists is a matter
of great interest to the chemist. Bohr has indeed used the rules of chemical valence with
considerable success for verification and confirmation of his conclusions derived from quite different evidence. One may hope greatly for the
improvement of valence theory from this kind of
Chemical
result, and improvement is needed.
valence theory consists of a series of partial and
incomplete generalizations, sometimes mutually
contradictory, yet often extremely valuable in
limited fields as the organic chemists' valence
rules have been in the chemistry of catbcta 'compounds, and as Werner's principles have been
in inorganic chemistry. Even in these cases
there has lacked any mechanism, any basis for
the behavior described by ithe generalization.
The' distinction between polar stnft
able

'

method

of

leaves its

trons as

polar

may

is

combination remains unsolved. Much
be hoped for from the further application

of the
in its

quantum theory

to molecules, especially

newer developments. Yet there is still
much to be done in the extension and clarifica-

tion of the empirical rules of chemical valence.
Thus, Stock of Berlin seems to have proven that
the substance B>H is so similar in structure and
properties to CJ3.a that it must be concluded that
boron is quadrivalent in the one case if carbon
Here is a result which is in
is in the other.
direct contradiction to all previous chemical
rules of valence and to all atomic structure theories yet proposed. That such a discovery could
he made at such a late date in the history of
chemistry is because of the difficulty of the experimentation and because there has been no
indication of commercial usefulness for these
compounds. Stock's achievement in separating
fl

complex mixtures of poisonous, spontaneously
inflamable substances, gaseous at ordinary tem-

and
peratures, and in purifying, analyzing,
studying the reactions and properties of the constituents of these mixtures marks a great advance in chemical methods. Every such accomplishment as this helps lay the foundation upon
which a really complete and inclusive valence
theory may some day be built.
Structural Chemistry. The development of

organic chemistry with its tremendous practical
applications has been founded upon the idea that
the arrangement of atoms in molecules can be
deduced from the chemical reactions of these
molecules, and that the arrangement or structure once found can be used as a method of reof a
cording and of predicting the -properties
of a comparticular substance. The structure
pound is determined by a study of chemical reactions, it is verified by chemical reactions,- and
it has been useful chiefly as a means of recording
and predicting chemical reactions. To many
thoughtful chemists, it has seemed doubtful
whether any high degree of physical reality can
be assigned to these structures, whether .they
valuable
represent any more than an immensely
shorthand or systematic* for recording and clasof
sifying chemical reactions. ,-TJie appearance
several metizhbtis which, do j*fc depend upon
,

.
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chemical reactions for investigating the spacial
arrangement of atoms is therefore especially important. That the results of these methods, in
so far as they have been applied, agree completely with the conclusions of structural chemistry means that the- basic assumptions of
structural chemistry are much broader, more
inclusive, and more real than a working hypothesis directed solely toward the end of the elucidation, the recording, and the classification of
the reactions of carbon compounds.
Arrangement of atoms in space is exactly
what X-ray analysis of crystal structure can
determine. Unfortunately, the determination of
crystal structure meets with especial difficulty
in the case of organic compounds, and only a
few such structures have been completely determined. Such results as have been obtained,
however, are in agreement with the results of
structural organic chemistry; but a considerable number of inorganic complex compounds
have had their spacial configurations determined
by this method with results which are in entire
agreement with Werner's conclusions derived by
the application of the fundamental methods of
organic structural chemistry to the structure of
inorganic complex ions. The verification of
these chemically derived structures by this entirely different physical method is a great triumph for the methods of structural chemistry.
As was mentioned in the discussion of nonpolar compounds, Debye has shown how the electrical symmetry or dissymmetry of a molecule
can be estimated from the dielectric properties
The application of this
of the substances.
method of investigation to the derivatives of
benzene by Smyth and others has resulted in a
perfect confirmation of the structures of the organic chemist. Compounds which the organic
chemist says are symmetrical spatially are symmetrical electrically, compounds which the organic chemist predicts to be polar are found to
possess molecules with an electric moment.
Fields of Research. There are a number of
branches of chemistry which have been the subject of the most extensive investigations since
1914 without any definite or approximately
complete answer to the problems concerned having yet been attained. In all periods in the history of science, there have been such active
fields in which many new facts are discovered by
painstaking research, in which the accumulation
of new facts leads constantly to the breaking
down of old, and the setting up of new, hypotheses, and the constantly changing hypotheses lead
ever to new experiments which lead to the discovery of yet further facts. Through all this,
there runs always a steady increase in the
known facts and still more in the recognition
of
the relationships between known facts.
Sooner or later, there comes a Faraday, a Pasteur, a Kekule", or an Arrhenius to clarify the
field with an idea and some crucial experiments. One cannot, during the heat of the
struggle, assay properly the importance of this
or that experiment or hypothesis, one certainly
cannot predict the direction from which the answer is to be expected, for it is the essence of a
difficult problem that the answer is to be found
in an unexpected direction. For such fields,
then, one can but state the existence of the activity, point out the reason for the interest, and
pay due tribute to the value and importance of
the efforts of the workers in the field. The study
of reaction velocity and catalysis, photochemis-

whole

try,

and

colloid

chemistry

can

properly

be

classed under this heading of very active fields
of research during the years since 1914.

Reaction Velocity and Catalysis. There
are two chief aspects of the study of any chemical reaction.
One is the question of the position of the equilibrium in the reaction, the question of how nearly complete the reaction will be
if it is given unlimited time.
The other is the
question of the rate at which the reaction proceeds.
The first is the problem of chemical statics, the second the problem of chemical dynamics. The ideal of chemical statics will be
attained when it is possible to substitute in a
mathematical formula certain numbers, say 11
and 17, and a temperature, say 25 centigrade,
and to calculate therefrom with certainty the
extent to which elements 11 and 17, that is
sodium and chlorine, react with each other at
25 centrigrade.
We are lar from the attainment of this ideal,
but we can see progress, we can see many regularities, many indications of the correctness of
the methods of attack in use; and the usefulness
of the tool of thermodynamics for the purpose
is clear.
The problem of chemical dynamics,
however, the prediction a priori of how rapidly a
given reaction will go, seems much further from
Reaction velocity seems to be a
realization.

much more haphazard

sort of thing,

much

less

amenable to rule and generalization than does
the extent of reaction. The substitution of one
substance for another similar one in a reaction
will, in general, produce a greater effect upon the
velocity than upon the extent of a reaction.
Furthermore, the velocity but not the extent of a
reaction is often greatly affected by the presence of catalysts, substances which take no permanent part in the reaction, and which are
present in the reaction products in exactly the
same amount as in the reaction mixtui*e.

Aside from

its

fundamental

scientific

impor-

tance, the problem of reaction velocity and catalysis is of enormous importance in the applications of chemistry. On the one hand, the success
or failure of an industrial process depends upon

whether the reaction concerned requires 10 seconds, 10 hours, or 10 years, and upon the extent
to which a particular reaction can be made to
proceed so much more rapidly than other competing reactions as practically to exclude these
others. All of these technical problems are to
be solved, if at all, by the discovery of catalysts.
On the other hand, it becomes constantly more
apparent that life processes are dependant upon
the elaboration by the living organism of very
specific catalysts, and that the study of the
nature of such biological catalysts and of their
mode of action is one of the most fertile methods
of attacking the chemistry of living organisms.
We have very much y^et to learn about the mechanism of even the simplest chemical reactions,
but we are learning.
As for catalysis, the efforts of pure scientists
are being supplemented by the rapid discovery
by the chemical industries of great quantities of
empirical data about the selection and use of
catalysts, information which will sooner or later
become the common property of science.
Photochemistry. The study of the effects
of radiation upon the extent and velocity, of
The
chemical reactions is called photochemistry.
recent great interest in this has been stimulated
in part no doubt by the great success which the
quantum theory has had in treating the. emission
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of light by atoms and molecules.
Specifically, the quantum, theory indicates that
the subjection of matter to light of high frequency is in many ways analogous to its subjection to a high electric potential or to a high
temperature, with the difference that there is at
least the possibility that the radiation may be

and absorption

tuned, so to speak, to the particular reaction
is desired to the exclusion of competing re-

which

actioiis.

Colloid Chemistry

and Adsorption.

It

was

Graham

in 1861 that solutions of
starch, gelatine, gums, and such materials differ from ordinary solutions in the very small
tendency to diffuse which the former possess.
Further, a membrane of parchment or collodion,
through which water and many dissolved substances, such as salts and sugar, pass easily,
retains starch and other such materials completely or almost so. Solutions whose constituents diffuse very slowly and are retained by
parchment or collodion membranes are called
It also has been found that many
colloidal.
substances, such as hydrated ferric oxide and
even metallic gold, which are in the ordinary
sense insoluble, are capable under special conditions of forming solutions which have these

recognized

bjr
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colloidal characteristics.
Colloidal solutions have in general special optical properties.
They scatter light strongly so
that the path of a beam of light through such a
solution is easily visible when viewed at right
angles to the direction of the beam, whereas such
a path is practically invisible in pure water or
in a solution which is not colloidal. When the
path of a powerful beam of light through such
a solution is viewed by a microscope set at right
angles to the beam so that only scattered light
enters the microscope objective (this is called an
ultrarnicroscope), individual spots of light are
seen and each such spot is interpreted to represent the light diffracted by the individual particles which correspond to the molecules in ordinary solutions.

All these properties, both the optical properand those relating to diffusion, indicate
strongly that these particles are much larger
than the molecules of non-colloidal solutions.
Colloidal solutions represent, then, a link between ordinary solutions, on the one hand, and
coarse suspensions and emulsions, on the other.
The ultimate particles are either molecules of
much greater size than the molecules of ordinary
solutions, or they consist of many molecules of
ordinary size united into particles which because
of some special conditions of electric charge or
combination with other constituents of the solution do not settle out or coalesce.
closely related question is that of adsorption.
There is sufficient theoretical reason to
expect the fields of force and other properties of
the surface of a solid or liquid particle to be
very different from those inside the particle,
and sufficient experimental evidence that small
particles can attach and hold firmly on their
surface molecules of gaseous or dissolved substances with which they come in contact. The
relative surface of a material increases with its
degree of subdivision, so that a very small particle can be thought of as being almost entirely
surface. Adsorption, therefore, should increase
as 'the degree of subdivision increases, and should
ties

A

1

be, and is, very great with particles which approach the dimensions of colloidal particles.
The ".gross composition of a material composed

such particles with their adsorbed matter
since adsorption does
not correspond to the formation of definite compounds, and for such materials the law of definite proportions does not hold. Instead of combining only in certain very definite proportions,
an adsorbed material can be held in any proportion whatsoever within wide limits, and the
properties of the product vary continuously
with the proportion of adsorbed substance.
Colloidal solutions and adsorption have been
known to exist for a long time, "but activity in
the field has been especially great since 1914.
Aside from the fact that such border-line subjects are likely to be of particularly great importance in the growth of science, this branch
has enormous practical importance. Living organisms are composed largely of colloidal material, and this means that physiology, medicine,
and those branches of industrial chemistry
which are concerned with the products of living
organisms have much to do with colloidal chemof

must vary continuously

istry.

Organic Chemistry. The fundamental assumptions of structural organic chemistry and
its general methods of procedure have justified
their usefulness over a period of so many years
that it is hardly unexpected that there have been
no extensive or fundamental overturns in these
principles or methods in many decades. The
support which the fundamental assumptions of
structural chemistry have received from other
fields has already been mentioned.
The developments of organic chemistry, then,
have been either in the direction of refinement
and extension of these fundamental principles,
work of great importance but work which is of
and for the specialist in the field, or they have
been applications of the methods and results of
organic chemistry. Organic chemistry represents a valuable technique at the service of
other branches of science, and incidentally the
one highly developed method of scientific reasonIt is
ing which is not mathematical in nature.
being used with a large and constantly increasing measure of success in the investigation of
the products of living organisms, of proteins,
sugars, enzymes, of natural drugs, perfumes, and
coloring matters. The year 1928 saw the announcement by Pictet of Switzerland that sucrose, the common sugar of our tables, whether
obtained from cane or beet, has finally been synthesized. To the organic chemist, this is a great
method of organic
chemistry with natural products consists first
in the isolation of a substance in the pure state
and its analysis; second in the derivation of a
structural formula by the study of its reactions ;
and, finally, in its synthesis from simpler material.
Without this final step, the problem of the
structure is not felt to be solved with certainty;
with it, the next thought has often been its possible artificial preparation more cheaply than it
can be obtained in nature. The organic chemist
has always gone further and prepared new substep forward, for the classical

stances different from any known in nature,
some of which have become of great value.
constantly increasing list of purely artificial
drugs, dyestuffs, and odorous substances testifies
to his skill in this direction. See BIOLOGICAL

A
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A

The
B C of Atoms. (New York,
At the bases of all industries which use chem1923) j O. N. Lewis, Valence and the Structure icals is the heavy chemical industry, which
id.
manufactures such substances as sulphuric, nitof Atoms and Molecules (New York, 1923)
The Anatomy of Science (New Haven, 1926); ric, and hydrochloric acids, sodium carbonate,
Sidgwick, The Electronic Theory of Valency sodium hydroxide, and the other common acids,
(Oxford University Press, 1927);
Gerlach, alkalis, and salts. The chemistry of these procFuchs, Matter, Electricity, Energy (New York, esses of manufacture is relatively simple, it has
1026); Aston, Isotopes (London, 1923); W. H. long been known, and revolutionary changes are
and W. L. Bragg, X-ray and Crystal Struc- not to be looked for in every decade. There
ture (London, 1024); Contemporary Develop- have been, however, decided trends in the period
ments in Chemistry
(Columbia University since 1914. More and more sulphuric acid is
Press, 1927) ; Stewart, Recent Advances in Phys- made by the contact process instead of by the
older chamber process. The contact process proical and Inorganic Chemistry (London, 1926);
Annual Survey of American Chemistry, vols. duces directly acid of high concentration, and the
1-3, (New York, 1920-1028); Chemistry in the plant requires much less space.
Twentieth Century, edited by Armstrong (LonTransportation is and always has been a great
don, 1924).
problem with the heavy chemical industry.
CHEMISTRY, APPLIED. The World War Many of its products have had to be shipped in
focused popular and governmental attention fragile glass carboys, with great expense for
upon a particular part of chemical industry, handling in such small packages, and constant
that of the organic dyestuffs. Before the War, danger of loss from breakage. It represents,
this industry was confined largely to Germany, therefore, a great advance for the industry that
where support of research by the industry and an American company has developed a method
by the Government had led to great advances. of attaching a rubber coating so firmly and perThe great shortage, during the early part of the manently to metal that rubber lined tank cars
War, in the neutral and allied countries con- are now in service for the transportation of
tributed much to the realization of the impor- such corrosive chemicals.
tance of this industry and of the extent to which
Nitrogen Fixation. The greatest change in
dyestuffs and the related pharmaceutical sub- the heavy chemical industry is the increase in
stances interlace with every part of industrial the extent to which supplies of nitrogen comlife.
Even more effective was the demonstration pounds are obtained from the nitrogen of the
that an organic chemical industry is an indis- air. Nitrogen is a common element, four-fifths
pensable school for the training of chemists, en- by volume of the air is nitrogen, but the elegineers, and executives for the production of all mentary nitrogen of the air is inert and unrekinds of materials for war.
(See EXPLOSIVES.) active, and it is extremely difficult to make it
The existence of such an industry guarantees enter into combination. Plants must have commuch of the preparation for that contest of bined nitrogen, and except for the ability of
certain bacteria present in the nodules on the
scientific and technical wits which is an important part of modern war. If there is to be roots of legumes to use the nitrogen of the air,
any preparation for national defense, if a coun- this combined nitrogen must be supplied as fertry is to have armies and navies, the lack of a tilizer. Besides the demands for fertilizer, large
flourishing chemical industry is as fatal to this quantities of nitrogen compounds are required
preparation as the lack of shipyards or of steel for the manufacture of explosives, almost all of
mills.
Every great power now possesses such an which are nitrogen compounds, of dyestuffs, and
industry, and protects it by tariff or. embargo of nitrocellulose used for lacquers, for photoRussell,

;

against foreign competition.
With several great national dyestuff industries existent and a market only slightly greater
than that which was supplied by the Germans
alone, it is not surprising that the period following the War has been a time of consolidation
and of extension of the brains and knowledge of
this industry to related fields. In Germany, for
instance, practically all the chemical industry of
the country is united in the Interessen Gemeinschaft, one of the most formidable industrial organizations the world has ever known. In this,
however, the importance of heavy chemicals, of
synthetic nitrogen compounds and other fertilizers, of products from coal and coal gas, of artificial fiilk, and of Pharmaceuticals outweighs
that of dyestuffs. The most significant developments of technical chemistry of the poftt-war
period have been in these other fields both in

Germany and

Heavy

elsewhere.

Chemicals.

The

dyestuff industry
chemical industry in
point of view of quantity or value of its products. It is the most chemical industry in the
sense that it is the one in which continued chemical research has been most necessary and most
immediately remunerative. There is hardly an
industry, however, which is not to some extent
chemical, in which chemical research may not be
expected to be profitable.

was never the

greatest

graphic films, and for plastics.
Before processes for the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen, that is, its conversion to some
compound, were perfected, the world's supply of
nitrogen compounds depended upon green manuring with leguminous plants, upon ammonia obtained from coal gas, and upon the limited and
monopolized sodium nitrate of Chile. Several
processes for the combination of the nitrogen
and oxygen of the air were first developed, followed by the cyanamide process. These require
large quantities of electric power, and are only
possible

when

this is cheap.

In 1913 the first industrial plant for the production of ammonia by the direct combination of
nitrogen and hydrogen went into operation at
Oppau in Germany, and production has increased
rapidly in all parts of the world. In this process, whose technical difficulties were first solved
by Haber, nitrogen from the air is combined with
hydrogen. This ia usually obtained by the ac-;
tion of steam on hot coke, the water gas thus
formed being subjected to various processes to
remove the carbon monoxide and various harmThe combination takes place, at
ful impurities.
an elevated temperature, which is maintained by
the heat of the reaction, so that large expenditures of energy; for heating are unnecessary.
The pressures used range from! 00 to 900 atrnds;

and

thfe

engineering

cTiffidulfcies wtbroh."

had,
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to be overcome in the construction of operating
apparatus to withstand these temperatures and

pressures were tremendous. The heart of the
process is the catalyst, for which stiitahly prepared metallic iron is generally used. It is in
connection with catalysts for ammonia synthesis
1
that the now common term "promoter* was first
used. It was found, namely, that the addition
of small amounts of certain materials, called
promoters, which are not in themselves catalysts,
to the iron catalysts greatly increased the effectiveness of the catalysts. It has since been
found that such behavior is common with contact
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This has been attacked by Bergius who
subjects coal to treatment with hydrogen for this
purpose. The commercial possibilities of this
process are being actively studied.
The outstanding achievement since tie World
War, both in the chemistry of coal products and
in the application of catalysis, has been the discovery and successful commercial application of
methods of obtaining complex carbon compounds
lem.

from water gas. Water gas is essentially a mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen, which is
prepared by passing steam over heated coke.
In 1927 the catalytic preparation of methanol
or wood alcohol from water gas was announced
catalysts.
In 1927 more than half of the world's con- from Germany and Prance, and synthetic methasumption of combined nitrogen was satisfied by nol soon came on the market. This struck a
one or the other of the nitrogen fixation proc- severe blow at the industry of wood distillation.
It should be emphasized that combina- This is an interesting example of the change in
esses.
tion of some sort is the essential thing. Either emphasis of a chemical process with a complex
ammonia compounds or nitrates can be used as product. The destructive distillation of wood
fertilizers, and ammonia mixed with air can be was first carried out for the sake of the charcoal,
passed over a heated platinum gauze to give and no other product is obtained in primitive
nearly quantitative conversion to oxides of nitro-

gen which can be converted to nitric acid and
nitrates.

The Chemical tTtilization of Coal. Coal is
being looked upon more and more as a chemCoal
ical raw material, less as a mere fuel.
is far from being the pure carbon which we
often carelessly think it to be. If it is heated
out of contact with air, destructive distillation takes place. The process has long been
in use for Iwo main purposes. The nearly pure
carbon which remains after the distillation is
called coke. It is a smokeless fuel, but even,
more important, it is the usual form of carbon
for the reduction of iron oxide to iron in the
blast furnace and for other metallurgical purposes. The gaseous products of the distillation
after purification have been used for many years
as gas for light and fuel. Because gas plants
have had to purify their gas before distribution,
they have always recovered a number of other
products besides gas and coke. Among these are
ammonia and coal tar, a complex mixture from
which a large number of valuable chemical raw
materials have been obtained.
Manufacturers of coke for metallurgical purposes were interested chiefly in the production of
a coke of sufficient mechanical strength for blast
furnace use, and such coke can be made in a
simple apparatus, the beehive oven, in which
none of the by-products of the distillation of the
coal are saved. Before the World War, satisfactory by-product coke ovens which produced a
useful coke, yet saved all the ammonia, tar, and
other by-products, and used only part of the gas
for heating the ovens, were in use, largely in
Europe and to some extent in America. The
War with its immense demands for coal-tar
products, particularly for toluene for the manufacture of TNT, resulted in a great increase in
the use of such ovens, and a decrease in the
wasteful beehive oven. See COKE.
When coal is distilled at a temperature much
lower than that used in ordinary coke-oven or
gas-retort practice, quite different products are
obtained. A greater proportion of liquid byproducts is obtained and these are of quite different chemical nature from those of the classical
coal tar. These low-temperature carbpnization

methods. It is possible, however, to obtain tar,
methanol, and acetic acid, and methanol and
acetic acid became the chief object of wood distillation when coke displaced charcoal for most
purposes. Then, other methods for obtaining
acetic acid appeared. This is now obtained
where electric power is cheap from calcium carbide through acetylene and acetaldehyde, and is
also prepared by the quick vinegar process from
alcohol. Moreover, the acetone whose preparation represented an important use of acetic acid
is now made together with butyl alcohol as a direct product of the fermentation of corn. The
demand for methanol represented practically the
sole reason why wood must be distilled in large
quantities, and that compulsion has now disappeared.
From this same water gas, with a different
catalyst and under different conditions, Fischer
and Tropsch have prepared complex mixtures
called synthol with a lower oxygen content and
greater calorific value than methanol. These
have possible usefulness as motor fuel. The
preparation of a volatile motor fuel from coal
and water gives mankind another reserve
against the exhaustion of the petroleum supply.

Petroleum and Natural Gas. Petroleum is
another natural product which, was originally
thought of simply as a fuel to be burned directly
or after separation

by

distillation alone.

It is

now being more and more treated chemically
either to make it more useful as a fuel, which
corresponds to the conversion of coal into coke
and gas, or used directly as a raw material for
the preparation of solvents and other valuable
products. Petroleum is a complex mixture composed chiefly of compounds of carbon and hydrogen. These are of varying composition and correspondingly of varying boiling points. For use
in motor-car or airplane engines, only the more

and easily evaporated components of this
mixture can be used. The separation by distil*
lation of the. crude petroleum yields gasoline in
a volume less than a quarter that of the oil used,
and distillation alone can do no more. It has
been found, however, that if the higher boiling
portions of the petroleum, from which the gasoline originally present has been, removed, is qribr,
jected to high pressures and temperatures,,, it is
with. jthe. formation of a
processes- have excited much interest although' decomposed, "cracked,"
none are yet in large-scale. commercial operation., highly .complex mixture .of which a considerable
The conversion of. coal into a, liquid fuel with its portion has, the volatility ,ad desirable fuel charof handling is. an interesting prob- acteristics, of gasoline. .This -prpduct can be eepvolatile
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arated by distillation and the higher boiling macan be again cracked. In this way, it is
possible to convert much the larger part of
petroleum into gasoline. The first large plant
for the manufacture of cracked gasoline started
operations in 1013, and the process has been constantly increasing in use, so that in 1925 approximately one-quarter of the gasoline used
was cracked. This is an important step in the
conservation of fuel supply suitable for the lightweight internal-combustion engine.
Much gasoline also is obtained from natural
terial

gas which contains gasoline vapor in much the
same way as air may contain water vapor. By
compression and cooling, or by adsorption, this
vapor may be largely recovered to give a gasoThis has espeline of relatively high volatility.
cial value, since it may be blended with gasolines
of low volatility to give a mixture of satisfactory properties, thus rendering possible the inclusion of a greater proportion of the petroleum
in the gasoline fraction.
Anti-Knock G-aso lines. The general use of
high-compression gasoline engines has been made
possible by the study of the chemical properties
of gasoline fuels. An internal-combustion engine is more efficient the more highly the fuel
air mixture is compressed before the explosion.
With gasoline, a limit is set to this increased
efficiency by^ the appearance of knocking or pinkThis is due to violent and rapid combusing.
tion, to a detonation which gives a blow, instead
of a slow explosion which gives a push, to the
piston. Riccardo first showed the importance of
knocking and its dependence upon fuel composition. Especially, he found that benzene and
similar aromatic hydrocarbons which can be obtained from coal distillation do not knock even
at high compressions, and that the addition of
sufficient proportions of benzene to petroleum
gasoline gave a knockless fuel. The available
supplies of benzene, however, are too limited to
make this method of suppressing knocking generally available.
Midgely in 1922 found that the addition of a
fraction of 1 per cent of lead tetraethyl to
gasoline entirely suppresses knocking. Methods
of preparing this compound, which had been a

laboratory curiosity, were developed on a large
scale, and large quantities of gasoline using this
substance are being sold. Further study of
knocking has shown that what seem at first sight
unimportant minutiae of the structure of a hydrocarbon exert enormous effects upon vthe tendency to knock when this hydrocarbon is used as
Branchedfuel in an internal combustion engine.
chain compounds have a very different action

from straight-chain ones, unsaturated compounds from saturated ones.
The chemistry of these hydrocarbons has
therefore become a matter of the greatest practical interest, and is being actively studied. We
are no longer satisfied with the fact that all of
these compounds burn, we must be interested in

From the propylene, isopropyl alcohol is now
being prepared on a large scale. This is a useful solvent, particularly because of the
legal restrictions on the use of ethyl alcohol.
related
product which has come onto the market in large
quantities is ethylene glycol. This substance
which resembles glycerine is being used as an
"anti-freeze" for motor-car radiators, and as a
raw material for the preparation of many interesting derivatives. Among these are glycol nitrate, from which low-freezing dynamites can
be made, and various ethers which are odorless,
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high-boiling solvents for lacquers.

Helium.
^

Hydrogen and helium are the only
Hydrogen

possible lifting gases for dirigibles.

has the greater lifting power, but helium is noninflammable and has a lifting power over 90 per
cent that of hydrogen. Helium was discovered
by Sir William Ramsay in 1895 as an extremely
rare element. It is one of the inert gases, and
its non-inflammability is simply one aspect of its
chemical inertness. During the World War, it
was discovered or recollected that certain natural
gases contain helium in appreciable proportions.
The Texas gas which is now being used for
helium isolation contains about 1.75 per cent by
volume of this formerly very rare element. Its
isolation is simple in principle, although complex
in its engineering. Helium has the lowest boiling point of any known gas, and it can be separated from the other constituents of natural gas

by liquefaction and fractional distillation. The
power of the remaining gas is increased
slightly by the removal of this non-inflammable
So far as known at present, the
constituent.
United States is the only country which possesses natural-gas supplies with a helium concalorific

tent sufficiently large to make extraction practicable, and is therefore the only country which
can take advantage of the great increase in
safety of operation which the use of this gas
makes possible for dirigibles.
flotation. There are two decidedly chemical
applications in the field of obtaining metals
from their ores. Ores usually consist of a complex mixture of minerals, and conversion to the
metal consists partly in the separation of these
minerals, partly in changing one of these minerals, the true ore, to the metal of which it
is a compound.
Many methods of separating
minerals have been used, but the introduction of

has helped to solve many difficult probIn this piocess, the finely ground ore is
suspended in water to which small amounts of
flotation reagents have been added. Agitation
and the introduction of streams of air result in
the formation of a froth in which certain of the
minerals are suspended, each particle attached
to a bubble, whereas other minerals sink. The
determination of which minerals go into the
froth and which sink depends largely upon the
nature of the addition agent, and by suitable
choice very valuable results have been attained.
This is undoubtedly a problem in colloidal
flotation

lems.

the

way they burn. This we already know to be
a complex ebemical problem in which the meth-

chemistry,
of colloid

ods of organic chemical research are of great
value. Tt has already been demonstrated that
the process of cracking can be modified to produce a greater proportion of the kind of hydro-

theory.

and

in this, as in many applications
chemistry, .practice still outruns

Electrochemistry.

Electrochemistry

has

made great advances in the obtaining

of metals
by electrolytic processes or in the purification of

by electrolytic means. Copper, lead,
and zinc are now- largely obtained or
purified by these methods.
metals

carbons which tend to prevent knocking.
Other Petroleum Products. The cracking

nickel,

of petroleum produces considerable quantities of
gaseous* substances which contain ethylene, pro*
and other unsaturated compounds.
pylene,

There has been great improvement in the
status of electroplating in the direction of an

CHEMISTRY

the plating solution are now well understood.
Two metals not previously used in commercial
electroplating are now used very largely. Cadmium, hitherto thought of as a relatively rare
element, is used as a corrosion-preventing coat-

ing on iron. Chromium gives an electrodeposit
harder than the hardest file, more resistant to
corrosion than any other deposit except gold, resistant to high temperature and most acids.

The bluish cast of chromium ife now often seen
on the bright parts of motor cars. It was announced in 1928 that the difficult problem of
electroplating upon aluminum has been solved.
Such plated aluminum should be more valuable
because of increased resistance to corrosion and
better appearance.

Lacquers consisting essentially of
solution of nitrocellulose in volatile solvents
have been known and have had valuable applications for a long time. The related celluloseacetate lacquers, which leave a film of much
lower inflammability than those of nitrocellulose
but are more expensive, came into prominence
during the World War as "dope" for airplane
The fabric covering of fehe wing is fas-wings.
tened tightly over the framework and painted
with a cellulose-acetate or nitrate solution.
The great shrinkage which these materials un-

Lacquers.

a

dergo on drying produces a taut smooth surface.
These lacquers have the great advantage of
very rapid drying. They dry solely by evaporation of a solvent, whereas oil varnishes and
enamels dry by chemical reaction with the oxygen of the air. While it is possible to increase
the rate of this oxidation of the oil film by adding catalysts, called driers, these driers tend also
to accelerate the further oxidation which leads
to the deterioration of the varnish film. This
sets a limit to the rate of drying which can be
attained. The drawback which long prevented
more general use of nitrocellulose lacquers was
the high viscosity of nitrocellulose solutions. A
solution containing 5 per cent of nitrocellulose
was about; as viscous as could properly be applied with a brush or spray gun. It has lately
been discovered in America that it is possible by
modifications in the method of preparation of
the nitrocellulose to obtain a product ^ which
gives a satisfactory consistency for application
concentration is as high as 22 per cent.
This means that less than a quarter as much
solvent is needed for the application of a given
amount of coating, and furthermore that a decreased number of coats are necessary because
each coat leaves a thicker deposit. Both of these
represent large savings in the cost of applicaFurther improvements, notably in the adtion.
dition of resins, have led to the almost universal
use of lacquers instead of .oil enamels in painting

when the

automobile bodies.
Solvents. A most important part in the
properties of any lacquer of this sort is played
by the high-boiling solvents. These have a boiling point appreciably higher than that of water,
they evaporate slowly, and they remain longer
than any water which may be absorbed from
the atmosphere during the evaporation of the
,

more

volatile solvents,

and which might
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improved understanding of the empirically arrived at methods of the plater. Many old established methods have been improved by the application of this improved knowledge and the use
of modern methods of physicoeheinical control.
The importance and the nature of the action of
hydrogen-ion concentration and conductivity of

other-

wise destroy the tenacity and useful properties
of the film.
Before the World War, amyl acetate prepared from the amyl alcohol of fusel oil,
a by-product of the distillation of alcohol and of

was available in sufficient quanto supply the limited demand for nitrocellulose lacquers.
The present demand, however, is much too large to be supplied from this
source. Synthetic amyl acetate is now available, and a large part of the lacquers have been
distilled liquors,

tities

made with butyl acetate prepared from fermentation butyl alcohol.
The butyl alcohol acetone fermentation process
is interesting as the one new application of
fermentation to the preparation of chemicals, for
the preparation of alcohol and acetic acid goes
back to the mists of antiquity. Its history is an
interesting example of the shift in emphasis of
a chemical industry. There has long been interest in synthetic or artificial rubber, a problem which is not yet solved technically, and it
was early realized that the demands for rubber
are so great that the raw material from which
it is to be made must be available in very large

An artificial rubber can be made
quantities.
from butyl alcohol, and research directed toward

the production of butyl alcohol resulted just before the World War in the discovery of a microorganism which could be used for the commercial
production of butyl alcohol from such starchy
materials as corn. There are also obtained in
this fermentation about one-half ass much acetone
as butyl alcohol, smaller amounts of ethyl alcohol,

and large quantities of hydrogen and carbon

dioxide.

During the War, there arose a vast demand
for acetone which is used in the manufacture of
smokeless powder, and as a solvent for airplane
This fermentation process was therefore
dopes.
put into operation on a large scale for the sake
of the acetone, the butyl alcohol being an embar-

rassing by-product. Now, however, both butyl
alcohol and acetone are in demand as lacquer
solvents. Furthermore, the bran and germ of
the corn are saved for the preparation of oil and
stock feed, and the hydrogen and carbon dioxide
are used for the catalytic production of methanol. Altogether, this represents a beautiful ex-

ample of by-product
Parm Products.

utilization.

This

chemical

conversion

of corn to solvents offers another outlet to the
products of agriculture besides the traditional
one of food. It accomplishes the same end as
diversification of crop. The development of
chemical methods for the uae of such by-products
of agriculture as straw and cornstalks is exciting much interest and is being actively investi-

gated. Straw and cornstalk paper is an interesting commercial possibility of the future if not
of the present.
Artificial Resins. There has been a steady
growth in the use of artificial resins. Baekeland discovered that combination of phenol and
formaldehyde under proper conditions can be
made to give a product which first softens and
takes the impression of a mold when subjected
to heat and pressure, but then hardens to an
insoluble infusible product while the temperahigh. For accurate molding proca great advance pver the use of a
plastic material of the ordinary sort .which,
softens when heated and stays soft as long as the
heat ,is maintained. Other types, of artificial
resins prepared from other raw materials -also

ture

is still

esses, this is

are being actively investigated.

,
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Great improvements have been
made in the use of rubber. Vulcanized rubber
is prepared by heating rubber and sulphur tothese
gether, but no rubber product consists of
two substances alone. It was at first thought
that the more rubber the better the product under all conditions, but it has been gradually realized that the carbon black, magnesia, zinc oxide, and other powdered materials which are
always added are not merely fillers whose sole
purpose is to save expense, but that they may
exert a very favorable action upon the finished
product. For one purpose, say tire treads, where
resistance to abrasion is extremely important,
one type of mixture gives a product much better than any pure rubber sulphur mixture could
be, for another purpose a quite different mixture
Another important advance is the
is desirable.
discovery of methods for the increased use of reclaim, that is, of rubber which has already been
vulcanized and used once.

Rubber.

The introduction of accelerators, substances
usually complex organic compounds, which exert
a catalytic effect upon the process of vulcanizais a great advance in rubber technology.
Vulcanization now becomes possible at much
lower temperatures or in shorter times than

tion,

and is under better control.
work of Moureu in France has
focussed attention upon the frequence of nega-

was
The

possible before,
scientific

tive catalysis in the reactions of oxygen. Thus,
found that benzaldehyde reacts rapidly with
oxygen when pure, but that the addition of minute fractions of 1 per cent of certain substances reduces the velocity of the oxidation
nearly to zero. This idea has been applied to the
of the deterioration of rubber, which
Erevention
to a large extent the result of reaction with
j
oxygen, and a number of rubber anti-oxidants
it is

are on the market. See RUBBER.
Glass. Before the World War, the special
glass required for laboratory purposes was made
in Germany alone. Such glass must have a
very low solubility in water and chemical reagents, a property which is not possessed to a

by ordinary glass. There has
developed in America, however, a glass
which is the equal of the best previously known
resistance glass in resistance to the action of
water and reagents, and has in addition so low
a thermal expansion that breakage due to temsufficient degree

been

is greatly decreased.
In addilow coefficient makes possible the manufacture of apparatus with a thicker wall, and
this decreases the breakage from mechanical
shock. This glass is used not only for laboratory
apparatus, "but also for household cooking ware

perature changes

tion, this

and for many other purposes. Altogether, it is
a major contribution of American technology.
The discovery of the importance to animal life
of the ultra-violet light from the sun has led to
the investigation of the ultra-violet transmission of glasses. Ordinary window glass is
opaque to the therapeutic ultra-violet, but it has
been found that suitable attention to the materials used in glass makes it possible to manufacture a glass which is transparent to these
radiations.

Bibliography. In addition to papers appearing in the technical press, the following
may be suggested as helpful iu the field: Reports of the Progress of Applied Chemistry
(London, The Society of Chemistry Industry)?
Darrow, The Story of Chemistry (Indianapolis,
Creative Chemistry
Slossoa,
1927) ;
(New

York, 1920); ib., Snapshots of Science (New
York, 1928). Consult also Annual Survey of
American Chemistry, and Chemistry in the
Twentieth Century, referred to under CHEMISTRY.
See PHOTOGBAPHY.
CHENEY, SHELDON WARBEN (1886).
An American author born at Berkeley, Calif.,
who founded the Theatre Arts Magazine in 1916

and edited it until 1921. He was associated with
the Equity Players, 1922-23. His most important recent books on the theatre include The New
Movement in the Theatre (1914), The Art Theatre (1917), The Open Air Theatre (1918), Modern Art and the Theatre ( 1921 ) , A Primer of Modern Art (1923), and Stage Deooration (1927).

A
).
CHERATJ, shar'-6, GASTON (1874French writer, born at Niort (Deux-Sevres),
France. He was the author of realistic novels
in the manner of Flaubert, but his treatment,
while characterized by the same minute observawas less convincing than that of his model.
His works have the atmosphere of Vendee. In
Champi-Tortu (1906), he attempted a novel of
childhood, but succeeded less well than some of
his contemporaries in creating a type. His
works include: Les grandes epoques de M. Thebault, Essai de psychologic bourgeoisie, I (1902) ;
La saison babieaire de M. Thebault, Essai de
psychologie bourgeoise, II (1902, 1919); Monseigneur voyage (1903, 1910); Le part du feu
(1909); La prison de verre (1911, 1912); Le
monstre (1913)*; L'Otscau de proie et le remous
(1913); Valentine PaoquauJt (1920); La mair
son de Patrice (1924) ; Le flambeau des Riffault
(1925) ; and Le vent du destin (1926).
An Eng).
CHERRY, CHARLES (1874He made
lish actor born in Greenwich, Kent.
his de*but at 18 and played for several years in
England with John Hare. In 1899 he came to
the United States and acted with Henrietta
Crosman, Elsie de Wolfe, Mary Mannering, and
Maxiue Elliott. He starred in: The Bachelor;
The Spitfire; The Seven Sisters; Thy Neighbor's Wife; 8candal (1920-21) ; The Tyranny of
Love (1921); The Dover Road (1921-22); Suction,

cess (1923) ; The Camel's Bark (1923)
Pelican (1924).

;

and The

CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CA-

NAL.

See CANALS.
An unusually large number of international chess competitions are now being
held annually at Berlin, Vienna, Budapest, The
Hague, and other capitals. Recent winners of
these various tournaments have been R. Reti of
Czechoslovakia, A. Nimzowitsch of Germany, J.
R. Capablanca of Cuba and World's Champion,
1921-1926, Alexander Alekhinc of Russia, World
Champion in 1027, and Dr. S. Tartakower of
France. E. 0, Bogoljubow of Germany is another master who has figured prominently in
these international competitions, challenging the
champion in 1928. In the United States, local
tournaments are held, as well as annual inter-

CHESS.

and club contests.
COLBY MITCHELL (1844).
An American naval officer (see VOL. V.) In
1917, he became professor of naval science at
Yale University, and was superintendent of the
naval units of Yale and Brown Universities unHe was president of the Inter*
til April, 1919.
Ocean Engineering Company and negotiated
concessions for the construction of railroads and
the development of mines and oil wells in Turkey. These concessions later were canceled by
collegiate

CHESTER,

the Turkish government.

CHESTER

GEOKGE RANDOLPH ( 1869-1 924).
In colwriter (see VOJL. V).
laboration with his wife, Lillian De Rimo
The Ball of Fire (1914);
Chester, he wrote:
Cordelia Blossom,
a dramatization
(1014)
of Cordelia Blossom (1014) ; Runaway June
(1015) The Enemy (1015) ; and Wonderful Adventures of Little Prince Toofat (1022). He
was a frequent contributor to the Saturday Evening Post.

CHESTER,

An American

;

;

CHES'TERTOIT,

GILBERT KEITH
(1874English author (see VOL. V). He
made a lecture tour of the United States in 1921.
His works since 1014 include: The Flying Inn
(1914); The Wisdom of Father Brown (1914,
1921); Poems (1915); The Crirn.es of England
(1915); A. Shilling for Uy Thoughts (1016);
A. Short History of England (1917)$ Irish Impressions (1910); The Superstition of Divorce
The Uses
(1920); The New Jerusalem (1920)
of Diversity (1921); The Erils of Eugenics
(1922); What I Saw in America (1922); The
Ballad of St. Barbara, and other Verses (1922)
The Man Who Knew too Much, and Other

An

).
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;

;

she-vrg'yfiN (Louis)
Trench wiiter, a nephew of
Taine, who chose England and the Orient as ob'
He was born at Ruelle (Chajects of study.
rente), and educated at the University Col(London), the ficole Alsacienne
lego School
(Paris), the Lyee Louis-le-Grand, and the Uni-

(1864-

).

A

r,

He was professor of English at
the fioole Navale of Brest in 1887-88, and from
1889 to 1894 was maitre de conferences at the
Faculty of Letters of the University of Lille.
He was with the British Army at the front
during the World War, and afterward (1921)
was leeched in the French Academy. His writversity of Paris.

ings fall into two distinct classes: impressions
of travel, and critical essays on England and
English literature. Besides many articles in the

Revue de Panfi and the Revue dcs deux mondes
Dans Vlnde (1891; English
translation, Romantic India)
Sydney Smith et
t

his works include:

;

la renaissance des idtes liberales en Anglelerre
au J72T* s&cle (thesis, 1894) ; Terres mortes
(1897); titudes anylaisrs (1901); Un Grepuscule d'fslam (1906); A'owz^ZJes etudes anglaises

Tales of The Long Bow (1925)
(1910) L'Anglefcrre et la guerre (1916; English
Stories (1922)
The Everlasting Man (1925); William Colbett translation, Britain and the War, with a preface
Prcs des combattants
(1926); The Incredulity of Father Brown by Rudyard Kipling)
Marrakech dans les valmes (1919) Les
(1918)
(1926); The Return of Don Quixote (1927);
;

;

;

;

;

;

Trois etudes de litRobert Louis Stevenson
(1927);
Generally Americains a Btest (1920)
Speaking (essays, 1928); The Judgement of tfrature anglaise (Kipling, Shakespeare, Galsand The Poet worthy), (1921; English translation, 1923);
Doctor Johnson, a play ( 1 928
;

)

and The Lunatics, short
EASES

;

stories (1929).

CHESTWTJT BLIGHT.
OF.

CHETWODE,

GEN. SIB PHILIP WALIIOTJSE,

SEVENTH BARONET (1869dier, e'ducated at Eton,

who

A

British sol).
rose to the rank of

colonel in 1912, brigadier general in 1914 f major
general in 1916, and general in 1926. He served
in Burma and South Africa and during the
World War commanded cavalry in France, the
Desert Corps in Egypt, and the 20th Army Corps
under General Allenby in the Palestine and Syrian campaigns. He was military secretary at
the War Office (1919-20); deputy chief of the
Imperial General Staff (1920-22) ; adjutant general to the Forces (1922-23); comniander-inchief of the Aldershot Command (1923-27) ; and
after 1928 chief of the General Staff in India.
He was made a Knight Commander of the Bath
in 1918.
CHETWOOD, CIIABLES HOWABD (1869An American surgeon and urologist,
).
born at Elizabeth, N. J. He was graduated in
arts at Princeton and in medicine at Bellevue

Hospital Medical College (1887), became professor of genito-urinary surgery in the New York
of the
Polyclinic in 1897 and was secretary
His principal work, The
faculty -(1903-09).
Practice of Urology* which ran through four ediFor many years, Dr.
tions, appeared in 1913.
Chotwood has made contributions on a special
condition of the bladder neck, sometimes called
"Chetwood^s disease," in which there are the
symptoms of obstruction yet no mechanical obstruction to the passage of instruments.

CHEVALIER,

shc-va'lya',

ALBERT

U861-

English actor, music-hall singer, and
composer of "Coster" songs (see VOL, V). In
1910 in Loridon, Mr: Chevalier played Eccles
in Caste, One of his notable characterizations
was Joe Brown in My Old Dutch, a production
which he .wrote -with, Arthur Shirley in 1916
and With which he toured repeatedly, from 1916
1923)

.

to 1020.

An

,,

Sanctuaires et paysages d'Asie (1920)
Uencliantement oreton (1925); Derniers reflets &
Voccident (1925); and Les puritains du d4sert
(of Southern Algeria, 1927).
KAI-SHEK ('(President
).
of the Nationalist, or Nanking, government of
China and an army officer whose generalship
was largely responsible for its establishment
during the civil wars of 1926-28. He was
elected President Oct. 9, 1928, by the Central
Executive Committee of the Nationalist party,
after the territorial and political unity of the
country had been virtually achieved by the overthrow of opposing northern war lords and the
capture of Peking and Tientsin. See CHINA,
under History.
CHICAGO. The second city of the United
States. The population rose from 2,189,620 in
1910, to 2,701,703 in 1920, and to 3,157,400 in
1928 by estimate of the Bureau of the Census.
The Negro population increased 155 per cent,
from 44,103 in 1910 to 112,536 in 1920. The
area is 208.6 square miles. The metropolitan
district, as officially defined, comprises the counties of Cook, Kane, DuPage, Lake, and Will in
Illinois and Lake in Indiana and has a total area
;

See PLANTS, DIS-

CHIANG

of 3596 square miles.

Since 1909 the development of the city according to the plan of the Chicago Plan Commission
has been in process. The cost of 12 cityplanning improvements between 19,09 and 1920
totaled more than $230,000,000, including bonds
voted to the amount of $61,500,000 and $8,-'
000,000 of special assessments on property
directly benefited. In 1927 a bond Usue of $3,700,000 for the construction of the Wabash Avenue Bridge across the Chicago River and another
of ,$15,000,000 for the construction of the Town
Hall were approved. A zoning commission,
headed by the city commissioner of buildings,
was appointed in 1921. Two years; later, the
of
city adopted four classes of use and five
yol-x
time districts, the latter type; .being a combinadistricts.
area
tion of the more usual, height aitf
,

CHICAGO

.

traffic.

Two extensive railway terminal developments,
involving a total expenditure by the railroad
companies of some $103,000,000, have been going
forward in line with the plan of Chicago. The
Union Station, which cost $75,000,000 to erect,
The other project is that of the
is completed.
Illinois
Central Railroad. Electrification of
this railroad's suburban service has been comand plans wore being developed for the
erection of a new $88,000,000 terminal to accommodate the 13 railroads using three different
south side stations. Chicago is the largest railroad centre in the West, 38 railroads, including 23 trunk lines, terminating there. Freight
traffic in and out of Chicago consists of about
21,000 cars per day; 4501 industries are served
by private side tracks. Beneath the streets of
Chicago's business district are 61 miles of freight
tunnels, electrically operated, connecting railroad

pleted,

and 60

warehouses,
stores, and office buildings, thus eliminating
trucking. In 1020 the Chicago & Northwestern
Railway constructed a $2,000,000 freight station on the site of its old passenger terminal
at Wells Street, with a capacity for handling
10,000 tons of freight daily. The air rights
were sold to Marshall Field & Co. which were
to erect over the terminal an 18-story Merchandise Mart costing $30,000,000. Chicago's
rapid-transit service operates 1850 cars over
227 miles of track and carries 227,000,000 paslines
sengers annually. The Chicago surface
operate 3639 cars over 1080 miles of single track
and carry 882,000,000 paasengors annually.
Chicago has an extensive system of parks and
boulevards, the park 'area within the city limits
being 6446 acres. More than 200 acres have
been added to Lincoln Park on the north by
shore. The project
filling in the Lake Michigan
cost $1,875,000, but tho land so made is estimated to be worth $15,000,000. The south shore
development from Grant Park to Jackson Park,
freight stations

factories,
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Roosevelt Road, one of the important street
improvements, was completed from Ashland Avenue to Michigan Avenue, the street being widened for two miles of its length from 66 to 108
feet at a total cost of $4,500,000.
Michigan
Avenue was widened to 130 feet its entire length
to the river, and carried on in a straight line
via a new drawbridge supplanting the narrow
Rush Street Bridge into Lake Shore Drive, north
of the river. The bridge and approaches were
built on two levels. The cost^of this improvement was $13,115,558, of which amount about
$8,000,000 was for the bridge. The bridge houses
have been embellished by four groups of sculpture. The two groups on the south pylons, which
are the work of Henry Bering, are entitled
"Defense" and "Regeneration," the one commemorating Fort Dearborn and the Massacre of
1812 and the other the great Chicago fire of
1871. The groups to be placed on the north
pylons, which are the work of Earl Eraser, are
entitled "The Pioneers" and "The Discoverers"
and commemorate Chicago's early history. The
Wacker Drive improvement on the northern
boundary of Chicago's central business district
was completed in 192G Two levels have been
provided. The upper level, which is 110 feet
wide, is for general traffic, and the lower level,
which is 135 feet wide, is for the exclusive use
of heavy, commercial traffic which can pass six
abreast, three lines in one direction and three
in the other, without interruption from cross

consisting of a park 1138 acres in extent, 6
miles long and varying in width from 1100 to
4000 feet, is being carried out. Within this
park there will be a lagoon 6 miles long, 600
feet wide, and covering an area of 343 acres.
The development will include also playgrounds,
golf courses, yacht harbors, driveways, walks,
picnic grounds, tennis courts, and other forms
of outdoor recreation and has required the issuance of $52,000,000 of bonds.
The Field Natural History Museum has been
built at the southern end of Grant Park at a
cost of $6,000,000 as the first step in the development of this space as an educational centre.
One of the principal features is a terrace, 40 foot
wide and 6 feet high, which has a retaining wall,
steps, and balustrade of the same marble as the

building

proper.

Soldiers'

Field,

an

athletic

stadium seating 65,000, has been erected south
of the Field Museum. The Fine Arts Building
in Jackson Park has been restored at a cost of
$5,000,000 and will house an industrial exhibit,
inspired by the industrial museums of Munich
and Vienna and made possible by the gift of
$3,000,000 from Julius Rosen wald. Chicago is
to have a large aquarium as a result of the
gift of $3,000,000 from the late John C. Shedd.
The aquarium, which will form part of the lakefront development, will be 300 feet in diameter
and will have an octagonal dome 100 feet high.
The Morton Arboretum, founded in 1921 by Joy
Morton on his estate at Lisle, is being developed
into one of the largest arboreta in the United
States. The Chicago Zo6logical Park is boing
organized on a 196-acre tract near Riverside.
Plans include a goat hill TOO feet high, beautiful
fountains, landscape gardening, an artificial lake,

and many other features that will give the
animals natural surroundings.
Thirteen steamship lines serve tKe port of Chicago, which has 101 miles of water front, 52
miles of which are equipped with dock and railroad facilities. A municipal pier 3000 feet long
and 292 feet wide, with 8500 feet of dockage, was
completed in 1916. Railroad tracks and warehouses for convenience of shipping and trolley
tracks extend the length of the pier. A rockfilled pile breakwater, 2350 feet long, protects
the pier from heavy weather on the lake and
has been so built that it can be used as the
dock walls of other piers and can be extended

as required when additional commerce makes
such action necessary, The Chicago municipal
airport is one of the finest in the United Statos.
It has an area of 320 acres, about half of which
has been improved; and negotiations are under
way to have the Belt Line Railroad, which
bounds the north side of the field, moved further
to the north to make available another 320
acres.
Chicago is the terminus for seven airmail routes. There are 19 smaller commercial,
municipal, and military airports and landing
fields; exclusive of auxiliary fields, and eight
aircraft manufacturers are located in the metropolitan area.
There are 46 industrial districts in Chicago,
comprising an area of 6855 acres. In 1025 there
were 9112 manufacturing establishments employing 370,041 persons and paying $563,634,650
in wages, according to the U. S. Census of Manufactures; the value of products manufactured,
was $3,439,163,391. During the past few years,
Chicago has undergone an extensive building
transformation. The year 1926 witnessed the
construction of 1560 stores and factories, 130 of-

CHICAGO UNIVERSITY

7415 single residence, 51 churches,
theatres, 4523 apartment buildings,
and 562 miscellaneous buildings. During 1927,
12,025 permits were issued for buildings at a
cost of $352,936,000. Two outstanding buildings
are Tribune Tower, the home of the Chicago
Tribune, erected in 1023 at a cost of $7,000,000
and the Chicago Daily News Building, erected
in 1929 at a cost of $13,000,000. The latter
was the first structure to use the "air rights"
above the city's railroad tracks and was also
the first building to utilize the elevated sidewalk arcade in an effort to solve the complicated
The assessed valupedestrian-traffic problem.
ation of property in 1927 was $4,250,438,000 the
fice buildings,

halls,

and

;

net debt was $241,700,000. Chicago has 3490
miles of streets within the city limits, of which
2550 miles were paved at the end of 1027. Ten

pumping stations pumped more than 330,000,000,000 gallons of water through 375 miles of water
mains during 1927. The typhoid fever death
rate is the lowest in the United States for any
Chicago is the
city over 500,000 population.
home of the Federal "Reserve Bank of the seventh
district and its bank clearings in 1928 totaled
$37,842,400,000. The Chicago public-school system includes 290 elementary, 14 junior high, 24
high,

and

1

normal

schools.

The

public-school

enrollment during 1927 was 522,904. In addition, 137,958 students attended denominational

The ten major colleges and universities
schools.
in Chicago were attended during 1927-28 by 47,000 students. In 1920 the city increased the
number of city wards from 35 to 50, but reduced
ward representation on the city council from two
to one, thus cutting the council membership from
7(j to 50.
coeducational
UNIVERSITY or.
institution at Chicago, 111., founded in 1890,
largely through the gifts of John D. TCockefeller,

CHICAGO,
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although additional millions in contributions
were subsequently received from other sources.
The enrollment of students grew from 744 in the
year 1892-93 to 7781 in 1914-15, and to 8108
in the autumn quarter and C342 in the summer
quarter of 1928. The number of members on the
faculty, above the rank of assistant, increased
from 274 in 191^-15 to 755 in 1927^8. The
bound volmes in the libraries increased from
458,616 in 1914 to approximately 800,000 in
1928; and in addition, it was estimated that
there were available about 400,000 unbound
volumes and pamphlets.' The productive funds
increased, between 1914-15 and 1927-28, from
$18,598,275 to $43,400,000; and it was estimated
that the total resources of the University, including funds held as agent and funds held
The
temporarily, were in excess of $77,800,000.
University and affiliated institutions in 1928
occupied over 65 buildings for educational purthe site
poses and 196 acres of land, including
of -the Yerkes Observatory at Williams Bay,
Wisconsin.
Numerous gifts and bequests were made to
the University during the period under review,
including the property, with an estimated value
of $1,500,000, deeded in 1918 by LaVerne Noyes,
to constitute the LaVerne Noyes Foundation,
the income to be used to pay tuition fees for
deserving students who had served in the Army
dr Navy of the United States in the World War,
or for their -descendants. In 1925 work was begun on the construction of the' Albert Merritt
Billings Hospital and in following years large
added to the Frank Billings Medical

Endowment Fund.

The Divinity School in 1916
an anonymous gift of $200,000 for
buildings, and this sum was later augmented by
a gift of $150,000; and in 1925 by $1,000,000
from John D. Rockefeller, Jr., as additional endowment for the school. In the same year,
$500,000 was received from the Wieboldt Foundation for a modern language building and $1,000,000 from Douglas Smith for the endowment
of medical research, the income to be used for
received

the investigation of the causes, nature, prevenIn the autumn
tion, and treatment of disease.
of 1925, the University engaged in a campaign
to raise $17,500,000 for the endowment and new
buildings, and by October of that year had
raised over $6,000,000 of the amount.
The University Chapel, seating about 2000, was begun
in 1925 and completed in 1926. In the latter
year, the grand-stands at Stagg Field were enlarged to accommodate 48,000 spectators; the
Carnegie Corporation granted $1,385,000 for the
establishment of a graduate library school ; and
the total outlay for the construction of buildings approximated $8,500,000, while the sum expended for the same purpose in 1927 was over
$8,000,000. In 1927 George Herbert Jones contributed $665,000 for the erection, equipment,
and maintenance, of the George Herbert Jones
Laboratory, for the department of chemistry;
Col. John Roberts gave $1,000,000 for the erection and mainten nee of a hospital to be known,
as the Bobs Roberts Memorial Hospital for children; in 1928 contributions to the Frank Billings
Medical Endowment Fund totaled $401,923; Mr.

and Mrs. Albert D. Lasker gave $1,000,000 to
endow a programme of medical research into
the causes, nature, prevention," and cure of. degenerative diseases common to middle age; John
D. Rockefeller, Jr., pledged $13,000 a year for
five years for the expenses of the Oriental Institute; and Mr. Julius Rosenwald gave a total of
$500,000 in two equal sums for the departments
of physics, mathematics, and astronomy, and
to the building fund of the Chicago Lying-in
Hospital and Dispensary. Robert Maynard
Hutchins, LL.D., was elected president in
1929.

CHICAGO DRAINAGE CANAL. See CANALS; SEWERAGE ANE SEWAOB TREATMENT.
CHICAGO FIELD MUSEUM. See EXPLORATION.

CHICAGO OPERA ASSOCIATION.

See

Music, under Opera.

CHICAGO SANITARY DISTRICT.

See

SEWAGE AND SEWAGE TBEATMENT.

CHICAGO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.

See Music, under Orchestras.
CHICKERIN, GEOBGY VASSZLIEVICH.

See

TcniTOHERIN.
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CHILD, CHARLES MANNING (1869An American zoologist born at Ypsilanti, Mich.
He was educated at Wesleyan University

(Ph.B., 1890; M.S., 1892), and at the Univer(Ph.D., 1804), He was assity of Leipzig
sistant in biology at Wesleyan
University

(1890-92) ; and assistant in zoology (1895-06),
associate
(1896-1)8), instructor
(1898-190'5),
assistant professor (1905-09), associate professor (1909-16), professor (1916), at the
University of Chicago. Besides numerous arin
ticles
he published
zoological
journals,
Senescence and Rejuvenescence (1915); Individuality in Organisms (1915); Origin and Development of the Nervous System (1921), and
Physiological Foundations of Behavior (1924).

CHILD

represented the United States at the Conferences
at Genoa and Lausanne. He wrote: Jim Hands
(1910); The Man in the Shadow (1911); The
Blue Wall (1912); Potential Russia (1916);
Vanishing Man (1919); Velvet Black (11320);
The Sands of Nora (1921); Fresh Waters
(1924); A Diplomat Looks at Europe (1925);
and Battling the Criminal (1925).
CHILD LABOR. The movement for the restriction of the labor of children in industry
has been vigorously carried on in the United
States since 1914 and, while no outstanding successes could be reported, there can be no question
that there was much to hearten the friends of
the movement. Federal action had definitely
to be abandoned a number of States were slow
to adopt even elementary reforms and were lax
in the administrative enforcement of the laws
on their statute books; but the manufacturers
employing child labor were plainly put on the
defensive and the intelligent efforts of the National Child Labor Committee were making their
mark in the creation of a favorable public opinion.
Too, the patient researches of the Children's Bureau of the U. S. Department of Labor
and the propaganda carried on by the American
Federation of Labor were helping to illumine
many dark corners. The period of the World
War had seen the relaxation of the vigilance of
the administrative officers with the result that
an unusual number of work permits for children
was granted; but the economic depression that
set in with the end of 1920 brought a movement
back to the schools and, despite such setbacks
as the upsetting of the Federal Child Labor Tax
Law and the defeat of all efforts generally at
Federal control, "there was no concerted attempt
to lower standards.
Statistics. Over the period 1910-1920, the
number of children gainfully employed decreased
markedly. In 1910 there were 1,990,225 children from 10 to 15 years, inclusive, gainfully
employed in industry; by 1920 the figure had
dropped to 1,000,858, or a decrease of 46.7 per
In the same decade, the child population
cent.
had increased 15.5 per cent. Thus, in 1910,
184 per cent of all children were gainfully employed, as against a proportion of 8.5 per cent
in 1920. This decline was to be found in all
In 1910 there were to be found 1,industries.
432,428 children in agriculture; by 1920 the
;

figure
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).
CHILD, KICHABD WASHBUBN (1881An American author and diplomat, born at
and
educated
Harvard
at
Worcester, Mass.,
University. He was engaged in the practice of
law during the period 1906-17. In 1917-18 he
was employed in the United States Treasury
on problems of "war finance. In 1919, he became editor of Collier's Weekly. He was American Ambassador to Italy, 1921-24. In 1922 he

had dropped to 047,300. In mining acwere 18,090 children in 1910 and

tivities, thorc

7191 in 1920. In domestic service, there were
to be found 112,157 children in 1910 and 54,006
In manufacturing and mechanical inin 1920.
dustries, there were being employed 260,944
children in 1910 as against 185,337 in 1920. In
clerical occupations, the number increased from
71,001 to 80,140 in 1920.
It is of interest to note that more than onethird of the 1,060,858 child workers in 1920
were under 14, the legal age for factory employment in 45 States at the time of the taking of
the, census.
The failure of the State child-labor
laws to prevent this widespread employment of

was

to be attributed to the numerous exceptions permitted by many of the State laws as
well as to the inadequate enforcement of their
provisions. It is impossible to give more than
estimates for the extent of child labor for the
period following 1920. The National Child Labor
Committee, in 1926 during the period of agitation for the ratification of the Federal Child
Labor Amendment, placed the figure at 2,000,000. Another source, estimating on the basis of
child population and school attendance, put the
number of children between 7 and 15, inclusive,
gainfully employed at 3,000,000 and the number
of children between the ages of 7 and 18 at 5,800,000. The American Federation of Labor
reported that the following States had the largest
number of child workers between the ages of 10
and 15 inclusive: Georgia, 89,000; Alabama, 84,000; Texas, 81,000; Mississippi, 70,000; South
Carolina, 64,000; North Carolina, 62,000; Pennsylvania, 66,000; New York, 50,000.
Federal Action. The period saw the complete defeat of all efforts to end child labor by
the action of the Federal Government. Early
in 1916 the Keating-Owen Bill was passed by
both houses of Congress and became a law on
Sept. 1, 1917. This measure, enacted under the
interstate-commerce clause of the Constitution,
prohibited the shipment in interstate commerce,
within 30 days after production, of any goods
produced by children under ages specified for
certain industries. Its constitutionality was attacked almost immediately in North Carolina
and, on appeal to the Supreme Court of the
United States, the law was declared invalid in
June, 1918, on the ground that it interfered
with the powers reserved to the States under the
Tenth Amendment. Another act was immediately passed by Congress, becoming a law in
February, 1919. In an attempt to circumvent
the objection of the Supreme Court, the basis of
the act was shifted from the interstate-commerce
clause to the taxing power of the Congress by
the placing of a 10 ner cent tax on the net profits of all commodities produced as a result of
the labor of children. This, too, was at once
questioned in the courts of North Carolina; in
1922 the law was declared unconstitutional by
the Supreme Court. By a unanimous decision,
children

the Court found that Congress was using its tax
power illegally, i.e., to punish instead of for
the raising of revenue.
The friends of Federal action refused to be deterred. Late in 1923 there was introduced in
Congress the Federal Child Labor Amendment,
which ran as follows: "Section 1. The Con-

gress shall have power to limit, regulate, and
prohibit the labor of persons under 18 years of
age. Section 2. The power oi; the several
States is unimpaired by this article except that
the operation of State laws shall be suspended
to the extent necessary to give effect to legislation enacted by Congress." On Apr. 26, 19?4,
by a vote of 297 to 69, the House adopted the
amendment; on June 2, the Senate did likewise
by a vote of 67 to 23. The amendment .thus
went to the States for ratification. It met with,
a speedy fate. By Jan. 27, 1925, it was seen

that the amendment had been lost through the
rejection of it by 13 State legislatures. Before
1925 wan over, the following States had refused
their ratification: Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Maine, Minnesota, Missouri,
New Hampshire, North Dakota, North Carolina,
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Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Carolina,
South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont,
Washington, West Virginia. By the end of 1928,
only five states had ratified: Arizona, Arkansas, California, Montana, Wisconsin.
The following reasons were generally cited for
the defeat of the amendment: It was an unwarranted interference with the rights of the
States. It marked a recoil against the tendency
to seek Federal action in the solution of social
and economic problems. It was felt that the
general hostility toward the passage of the
Eighteenth Amendment (Prohibition) was making itself felt in opposition to all Federal amendments. The farming groups had opposed the
ratification of the act because of their feeling
that the amendment would be used to prevent
the employment of their own rhildien on familyowned farms. The American Federation of Labor directly charged that the farmers had defeated the amendment. While the friends of the
amendment indicated their belief that this
method of solving the problem was not closed to
them and that the agitation for ratification
would continue, there was a marked lessening
At its 1926 convention, the
of the propaganda.
American Federation of Labor still breathed its
defiance of the employers of child labor; at subsequent conventions, its voice was raised in
other causes. Even the National Child Labor
Committee, in its 1928 annual meeting, had
nothing to say about the continuance of pressure
for the passage of ,tho Child Labor Amendment.
State Action. The status of children in industry was safeguarded by the States and many
of them had elaborate codes on their statute
books. Unfortunately, the enforcement of these
laws presented difficult problems and too often
inadequate provision was made for the creation
of administrative machinery. For example, in
most States, there were no special child-labor
inspectors and the regular factory inspectors
were expected also to perform these furictions.
With respect to the age limit, Utah and Wyomforing did not fix a minimum age; 41 States
bade certain types of work for children under
14; 5 States forbade work for children under 15;
Montana and Ohio fixed the minimum age at
16.
Twenty-three States, however, allowed children under 14 to work outside of school hours
and, in the following States, children under 14
were permitted to work in factories: California,
Colorado, Idaho, Nevada, New Mexico, and Virfrom
ginia. In 17 States, children were barred
working in only a limited group of occupations.
Therefore, in only 9 States were children under
14 absolutely forbidden to work. Tenement
home wo'rk was regulated in 14 States; 25 States
'

With re110 laws affecting street trades.
gard to the issuance of employment permits,
liitd

,

States required such.
The following were the provisions made with
regard to the employment of children in hazardous industries: in 30 States, 16 years was the
age limit for work in mines and quarries; in
33 States, 14-year-old children might work on
railroads and, in 2$ States, they might work
around explosives; in 35 States, .it was lawful
for children to work on scaffolding; in 22 States,

only

1*3

they might run elevators, and in 17, they were
allowed to wipe, -oil, and clean machinery in
motion. Montana was the only State which did
not permit children to work oft or near mbchin-

The

foliowing provisions

were in
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effect

With

regard to the schooling of working children: in
15 States, a child had to finish 8 grades (unless
over 14 years of age) ; in 5 States, a child had
to finish 8 grades (unless 16 years old)
in
)

;

10 States, a child had to finish the sixth or
seventh grade; in 5 States, the fifth grade; in
2 States, the fourth grade; in 6 States some
simple educational requirement had to be filled;
in 7 States no educational requirement was

In most

States, no permits were
the child was over 16 years. In
28 States, the child had to stay in school until
16, if not working; in 14 States, the child had
to stay in school until 17 or 18, if not working.
In 24 States, health certificates were required
for working children under 16 years. The following were the requirements with regard to
hours of work: Montana forbade all factory labor by children under 16; 37 States had an 8hour day and a 48-hour week (3 of these had the
44-hour week) ; 5 States had a 10 -hour day and
the 54-hour week; Georgia and North Carolina
each had a 60-hour week.
Almost all States forbade night work for
children under 16; 13 States fixed the hours of
night work as between 7 P.M. and 6 A. M,; 24
States provided for longer rest periods; Nevada
and Utah made no provision at all. The States
sought to protect minors, illegally employed,
who had suffered injuries in the following ways:

necessary.

necessary

if

in 14 States, children illegally employed fell
outside the workmen's-compensation law and the
only recourse was a civil suit; in 19 States, such
minors that were injured might ask for compensation under the workmen's law; in Wisconsin,
the employer alone had to pay triple compensation in Maryland, Michigan, New Jersey, and
New York, the employer had to pay double compensation; in Illinois and Missouri, the employer had to pay an additional 50 per cent.
Continuation-school laws were on the statute
hooks of 27 States: in 14, employed children
under 16 had to attend these schools for from
4 to 8 hours weekly; in 13 States, .employed
children under 18 had to go to continuation
;

school.

Standards. The minimum standards of the
National Child Labor Committee were as follows: 1. No child under 14 shall be employed

any gainful occupation. 2. No child under
16 shall be employed: a. At any work or in
any place dangerous to life, health or morals.
5. After 7 at night or before 6 in the morning,
o. For more than 8 hours a day or 48 hours
a week. d. During the hours when the public
school is in session, unless the child has completed the eight grade, e. Without a work permit. 3. No child under 18 shall be employed at
any work or in any place dangerous for children
under 18, e.g., oiling, wiping, or cleaning machinery in motiou; switch tending; working in connection wth electric wires, explosives, elevators,
in

hoisting machines; night messenger work.
The National Association of Manufactures,
late in 1927, announced the following plan for
the greater protection of working children of
the ages of 14 and 15. 1. An. employment certificate issued under State authority for each

A

job applied for. 2.
physical examination by
physicians designated by the State. 3. Comjjietion of the sixth grade with proper provision
minimum of four
for vacation permits. 4.
hours a week of continued education either in
continuation schools or under shop plans ap?
proved by properly constituted State authority,

A

1
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which should have the power to release individuals incapable of further education. 5. For children under 10, in manufacturing, mining, transportation, or commercial occupations, a 48-hour
week, No night work after 9 at night or before
7 in the morning. G. The strengthening of laws
forbidding the employment of children in hazardous occupations. This plan was subject to considerable attack on the following grounds: 37
States and the District of Columbia already had
8-hour 'lawsj 37 States and the District of
Columbia already forbade night work after 5,
6, or 7 P. M.J it was a minimum programme in
that a large number of States had already accepted or gone beyond the standards set up by
the manufacturers, e.g., only 6 States did not require employment certificates, 17 States did not
require physical examinations, 19 States did not
require the completion of the sixth grade, 21
States had no continuation-school law, 32 States
permitted work before 7 A. M., 5 States permitted work after 9 P. M. in manufacturing industries and 15, in mercantile establishments.
The following is the programme adopted in
1928 by the International Federation of Trade
Unions, the Labor and Socialist International,
and the Socialist Youth International: 1. The
minimum age for work shall be through 14 years.
2. Attendance at an elementary school shall be
compulsory until admission to the wage-earning
class.
3. the introduction of compulsory vocational instruction until the eighteenth year. 4.
The extension, up to the completion of the eigh-

teenth year, of protective legislation applicable
to apprentices and young workers. 5. The 48free Saturday half -holiday and
hour week. 6.
a free Sunday. 7. No night work. 8. A miniof three weeks' paid holiday for wage-earning young persons under 16, a two weeks' paid
holiday for wage-earning young persons between
16 and 18. 9. Regulations providing for the

A

mum

unemployment relief, and training of
unemployed young workers.
International Action. By the draft convention adopted at the Washington Conference of
welfare,

1919, 14 years was set as the entering age for
children
working in manufacturing plants,

mines, and transportation. By the conventions
of 1920 and 1921, the occupations of seafaring,
commerce, and agriculture were included. The
convention of 1919 was ratified by the following
countries: Belgium, Bulgaria, Chile, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Great
Britain, Greece, Irish Free State, Italy, Japan
Latvia, Netherlands, Poland, Rumania, JugoChina and India
slavia, and Switzerland.
passed similar laws. The 1920 convention affecting seafaring activities was ratified by 19
countries. The 1921 convention, concerning itself with the employ of children in agriculture,
was ratified by 11 countries. The 1919 and 1921
conventions alao forbade the employment of children (under 18 years) in industry and agriculture between 10 at night and 5 in the morning.
Those were adopted by 20 countries, as follows:
Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Chile, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Great Britain, Greece,
Hungary, India, Irish Free State, Italy, Latvia,
Netherlands, Poland, Rumania, Jugo-Slavia, and
Switzerland.
Since 1915 the interest
in the problems of child welfare has constantly
increased and there has been great activity among
public, as well as private, agencies in the United
States, In 1912 there was a special bureau for

CHILD WELFARE.
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the health of children in only one State; by 1028
such bureaus were to be found in all the States.
The practice of physical and dental examinations
in the public schools was rapidly spreading.
Special agencies to provide for dependent, neglected, and delinquent children had been one of
the great developments of the period under examination (see JUVENILE COURTS). As a result
of mothers'-pension legislation, 44 States had
made it possible for dependent children to stay
in their own homes. During the period 1915-28,
States were putting on their statute books laws
providing for the care and education of the physically handicapped, the tubercular, the blind
and deaf, and the mentally defective. The same
period saw the great development of the idea
of foster-home care for dependent children,
with the result that institutional orphan asylums were regarded askance by those familiar
with the latest methods in child care. It is true
that a good deal of the enthusiasm that marked
the consideration of those problems was not subject to scientific scrutiny largely because of the
absence of reliable data. There were no data
that made it possible, e.g., to compare the effects of foster-home care with that in an institution.

Again, how many of the programmes for the
checking of delinquency, the boys' clubs, the

Big Brothers, etc., had in mind a definite idea
of the nature of the problem and whether or not
the methods then in use were meeting with any
success? Frank critics pointed out that these
elaborate projects were attracting the good boys

(who would remain good, anyway) and had no
on the bad boys. At any rate, the period
showed that it was necessary to get at fundamentals. Nursery schools, where two-year-old
children were assembled in groups, provided for
effect

expert supervision of play, feeding, sleeping,
habit formation, etc., so that, through the examination of control groups, it might be possible
to answer some of the perplexing problems that

were arising.
In the field of public health, the advances were
apparent. During the year 1927, the infant
mortality rate was the lowest on record. For
the 683 cities in the birth-registration area, the
rate was 64.9 per 1000 live births, as compared
with the 1926 rate of 73.7. Seattle had the
lowest rate among the large cities, with 41 deaths
per 1000 live births 5 New Orleans had the highest rate, with 88. There can be no question
that this gratifying improvement was due to
energetic public-health programmes, especially
those that grew out of the work of the ShepherdTowner Act. See MATERNITY PROTECTION,
The Children's Bureau of the Department of
Labor, which was founded in 1912 and .was the
first national organization of its kind in any
country, has been a clue in this field. Its work
began with an inquiry into the subject of
infant mortality and published reports on
its findings and popular bulletins on proper
infant and maternal care. Subsequently, it carried on research and published much material
on such subjects as child labor, juvenile delinquency, and juvenile courts, illegitimacy as a
problem in child welfare, and the mothers'-pension laws. It also investigated the methods of
child care in New Zealand, which had the lowest
infant mortality rate of any country. The
Bureau was given the administration of the
first Child-Labor Act, which was in effect nine
months- before it was declared unconstitutional,

,
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and of the Maternity and Infancy Act. See
MATERNTTX- PROTECTION; CHHD LABOR; MOTHERS' PENSIONS; EDUCATION IN THE UNITED
STATES.

CHILDREN'S BUREAU.
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South American republic

silver, cobalt, manganese, coal, salt, borax, sulphur, and other minerals. Nitrate of soda with
its by-product, iodine, remains the most important single mineral product and the chief
article of commerce; its production steadily
absorbed large blocks of capital. The following
table indicates the production, and export of
nitrate for certain years.

extending along the western or Pacific coast from
Peru to the southern extremity of the continent.
Its area is 200,084 square miles and its population, hy the census of Jan. 1, 1920, 3,754,723.
This was a gain of 505,444 over the last official
census, that of 1907, or an annual increase of
1.2 per cent.
The populations of the principal
towns in 1927 were Santiago, the capital, 587,875; Valparaiso, 101,750; Concepcion, 64,074;
Iquique, 36,200; Talcahuano, 35,152; Chilian,
31,187; Antofagasta, 60,331. The movement of
population continued toward the cities in 1920;
A break in the nitrate market followed in
46.6 per cent was urban, as compared with 38.6
1921 and 1922 as a result of the fall of the
cent
in
1895
and
43.3
cent
in
1907.
per
per
farmers' purchasing power the world over. The
Agriculture. In 1924-25 there were in Chile manipulations of a
European buyers' pool and a
5,095,000 acres of arable land, or 2.7 per cent
producing- association were features of this
of the total area, 32,744,000 acres of permanent
trade. More than 3,000,000 tons accumulated
meadows and pasture; 239,000 acres of trees, with no
buyers. The ensuing depression affected
shrubs, and bushes; and 12,216,000 acres of the whole
country because of Chile's dependence
woods and forests. The following table shows the on its nitrate
trade.
Chilean pesos dropped
advance made in agriculture from the pre-war from 3 to 11 to the dollar;
more than four-fifths
to the post-war period.
of the nitrate plants closed, and hard times were
universal, so that the Government was comArea (thousands of

Production (thousands

acres)

of units* bushels
except as indicated)

1909-10

Crop

to

market did

1909-10

1926-27

to

1926-27

1913-14

1913-14

Wheat

1,055

1,432

Barley
Oats

116
81
59
73

190
139
58
69

21.243
4,309
3,503
1.538
9,048

150

95
23
175

23,286
5,202
4,139
1,577
11,200
2,226

56,735

54,432 *

Corn
Potatoes

Beans
Peas
Grapevines

to resort to unemployment doles. The
not recover until the producers
yielded to necessity in 1922-23, and cut prices
mateiially. This was due largely to the development of synthetic fertilizer manufactures.
The year ending June 30, 1923, saw the sale
of 2,000,000 tons of nitrate, and the year 1927
saw the exportation of 2,375,441 tons. In the
calendar year 1927, total mineral products exported were valued at $164,711,000, an. increase
of $40,000,000 over the 1911 figures.
Manufacturing. In 1926 Chile had 3075
manufacturing establishments using raw materials to the value of 813,771,000 paper pesos
(1925) ; 78,499 workmen were employed. Goods
valued at 1,471,584,000 paper pesos were produced. Leading manufactured products are food
pelled

,

377

Unit, gallon of wine.

In 1927-28 there were 33,524,000 bushels of
wheat, 7,032,000 of barley, and 7,172,000 of oats
produced. The possibility of reaching the American market during the winter for fruits and
vegetables has led ^to a growing interest in horticulture and gardening. The trend toward intensive agriculture manifested itself in the increase in dairy farming, though production by
1928 did not yet suffice for local wants. In
1926 livestock included 323,581 horses, 27,364
asses, '40,187 mules, 1,918,433 cattle, 4,093,872
sheep, 357,033 goats, and 246,636 pigs. These
showed little change from the figures of 1912.
The wool clip in 1919 amounted to 16,937 metric
tons, and in 1927 it was 10,000 metric tons.
Mining. In spite of the importance of agriculture, mining is the greatest source of the

country's economic wealth. The copper industry
increased in recent years, Chile advancing to
the place of the world's second largest producer.
Iron ore deposits, placed at 1,000,000,000 tons,
are found: in the departments of Atacama and
Co<uimbo. Besides, there are mines for gold,

supplies, gas and electric power, textiles, leather,
furs, clothing, chemicals, paper, metal goods,

and tobacco. In 1920-21 Gerbecame active once more and Gershipping became important, woolen mills,
mills, and railway shops and other indus-

alcohol, lumber,

man
man

capital

flour
trial establishments increasing in the southern
districts around Concepcion, Peneo, and Valdivia.

Commerce. Up to 1920, Chilean commerce
showed steady advancement except in 1915 and
1916, but the depression that set in with 1920
brought the trade record for 1922 below the pre-

war
1927

level.

were

Imports for 1913, 1920, 1922, and
worth $120,274,001, $166,103,810.

and $120,51 0,000 S exports for the
were $142,801,577, $284,293,108,
and $203,943,000. The accom$121,037^500,

$86,571,275,

same

years

.

panying table indicates the distribution of the.
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trade by countries for 1913 and 1927. In 1928
imports amounted to 1,169,700,000 pesos (1 peso
$.1217) and exports to 1,965,900,000 pesos, an
increase over 1927 of 9 per cent in imports and
16.4 per cent in exports.
The United States steadily forged to the front
in Chilean trade during the World War and was
ahle to maintain its leading position afterward.
In 1918 Chilean exports to the United States
equalled the combined values of all other countries, while imports from the United States into
Chile accounted for 46.6 per cent of the total.
In 1927 American imports into Chile were 29.7
per cent of the total, as compared with 16 per
cent in 1913. Exports to the United States were

=

31.6 per cent in 1927 and 21.3 per cent in 1913.
Thus, Great Britain was completely supplanted.
The maintenance of cordial commercial relations
between Chile and the United States was due to
the expansion of shipping facilities, the local establishment of American hanks and credit information companies, investments in Chilean
mines and industries, and the completion of direct cable service.
Shipping in 1922 was far
below the pre-war level, but improved materially
by 1928. Foreign vessels and tonnage entering
Chilean ports in 1911 were 14,698 vessels, of
26,164,068 tons, and in 1926, 3666 vessels, of 11,612,000 tons. By the law of 1922, coastwise
trade was confined to ships of Chilean registry.
In 191-2 six American ships of 9000 tons entered
Chilean ports by 1926 the figure was 501 ships
;

of 1,773,000 tons.

In 1926 there were 5356
miles of railway, 3398 of them State owned, as
compared with 2740 in 1911, with 1418 State
owned* In 1921 work was begun on electrification of the line between Santiago and Valparaiso
and that between Llay-Llay and Los Andes, 233
miles in all; this was completed in 1924.
Though agitation was carried on for construction of the Chilean section of the Antofagasta
( Chile )-Salta
(Argentina) railroad, no headway
was made; this was due to a feeling prevalent in
Chile that Argentina would receive most of the
The projected railway is
benefit from the line.
350 miles, 200 miles of which lie in Chile.
JPinance, The budget for 1929 provided for
the collection of 1,123,291,500 pesos in revenue.
The 1912 figures were 101,050,000 gold pesos and
189,200,000 paper pesos. Expenditures in the
1928 budget totaled 1,071,603,975 pesos; in 1912
expenditures according to the budget were 81,070,966 gold and 280,894,118 paper pesos. The
public debt on Dec. 31, 1922, was $240,673,000.
The paper peso in 1914 was worth, on an average,
5.50 to the dollar, and in 1918, 3.47; but in 1921
the industrial depression lowered it to 8.29; in
1922 it was 8.41; and the average for 1923 was

Communications.

8.22, notwithstanding improved economic conditions.
By 1927 it was fairly well stabilized at
about $0.1207, or a little over 8 to the dollar.

Education. Primary education was made
compulsory in 1920, but the figures for 1928
show no great change from 1911. In the later
year, primary schools numbered 3123 (2896 in
1911); enrolled pupils, 459,777 in July, 1928
(375,274 in 1911); and teachers, 9414 in 1926
(4829 in 1911). In 1926, 60,620- pupils were
in secondary schools (20,329 in 1911). Two
new universities were .opened in 1920, the Industrial University at Valparaiso and the
University of Concepcion. Agricultural and vocational education are receiving increased attention.
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The known sympathies of a conHistory.
siderable element of the Chilean population for
Germany in the World War, througn family, intellectual, and commercial ties, did not interfere
with the neutrality which it maintained throughout. The falling off of trade immediately following the outbreak of the War caused serious unrest, but affairs improved when Chile began to
play a prominent part in furnishing the Allies
with war materials. In 1918 this intercourse
reached its peak, with widespread prosperity.
In 1919 exports fell to half their former volume
but were completely restored in 1920. Not until the world-wide depression of the next year
did trade once more languish, to the accompani-

ment of labor troubles and disorders.
The end of the administration of Juan Luis
Sanfuentes
revealed

Conservative

(1915-20),

an

election

how widely

liberal

leader, brought on

The

coalition

campaign which,
tendencies had

was fought between
Arturo Alessandri, candidate of the Liberal Alliance, a bloc of middle-class and working-men's
parties, and Luis Barros-Borgoiio, the representative of the governing bureaucracy. The returns gave Alessandri 179 electoral votes to
spread.

campaign

Barros-Borgoflo's 175, but, because of several
contests and the tense political feeling, Alessanclri's victory was not assured until a special
Court of Honor found for him a vote of 177 to
176 (Oct. 4, 1920) . The new president was committed to a reform programme that included administrative decentralization, qualified woman
suffrage, separation of church and state, an income tax, a labor code, and state control of the
nitrate industry. He found it, however, almost
impossible to make progress with these reforms,
which met with such opposition from the conservative elements in Congress that even the
necessary routine functions of government could
hardly be carried on. To quiet the political turmoil, the President, on Jan. 7, 1924, dissolved
Congress; but a compromise was effected and
on February 9 the Senate, in return for acceptance by Alessandri of a limitation on his power
to suspend Congress, passed a number of measures, including an income-tax law, which lie par
ticularly
of

desired.

The Congressional

elections

March, 1924, upheld his liberal policies and,

when Congress met on June

1, the Government
had a majority in both Houses; but the hopes
for harmony which such a state of affairs
aroused were soon dissipated. Congress seemed
to have become merely a battlefield for political
factions.
Little or no legislation of value could
be passed, government finances were demoralized,
salaries of government officials were left unpaid,
and no revenue was in sight to meet the heavy
and growing deficit. Failure of a bill increasing
military pay brought matters to a head. On
September 4, a group of army officers presented
an ultimatum demanding the immediate passage

of

certain

measures.

Although the President

and Congress promptly complied and the existing
ministry resigned, and although, a little later
the military group issued a statement saying
that no military or other dictatorship was intended, it was recognized that the powers of
government had definitely passed into new hands
and a .bloodless revolution had been brought
about. President Alessandri left the country on
A .Junta de
a six months' "leave of absence."
Gobierno, or committee of government, headed,

by General Luis Altarmirano, appointed a cabinet .containing both military and civilian ele.

-
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ments (September 12), and announced a general
election of President and Congress for the following May 10, 1925.
With* Congress dissolved, the

through a

new government,
on a

series of decree laws, entered

vigorous programme of reform measures affecting the whole life of the country; but its progress was halted abruptly when a new coup d'etat,
Jan. 23, 192/5, placed a second military group in
The two factions came near to civil
control.
war but were brought together under a plan by
which military, naval, and civilian elements were
repiesented ou a new Junta.
Immediately after the coup, President Alessandri had been invited to return and resume the
Presidency. He replied from Venice, Italy, consenting to do so provided the military should
return to their proper duties, a constituent assembly should be called to revise the constitution, new election laws should be passed, and a
non-partisan civil government should be established.
These conditions having been agreed to,
he returned on March 20 and was enthusiastically received. Ho at once set about the task
of placing the government on a constitutional
basis

by appointing a committee

changes
troubles
eral

in

the

marked

stiike

in

to

propose

existing constitution.
this unsettled period.

Valparaiso

in

Labor

A

gen-

February for a

while paralyzed business, and later outbreaks of
workers in the nitrate regions brought the military into action and resulted in the banishment
of a number of radicals to the island of Juan
Fernandez.
A more auspicious development in 1925 was
the adoption of plans for stabilizing Chilean
A financial mission headed by the
finance.
American, Prof. E. \V. Kemmerer, made an exhaustive study of the country's finance and advanced a number *of recommendations. As a
result, a cential bank was created (August 21)
and a law was signed (September 16) establishing as the country's monetary unit the gold peso
of 0.183037 grams fine, valued at about 12 cents,
United States currency, or at the rate of 40 to
the pound sterling. After many years of instability, Chilean currency was thus at last put

on

a* gold basis.
In July, the constitutional committee made

It recommended a revised constituits report.
tion whose central feature would be a concentration of power in the hands of the President.
Ministers weie made responsible to the President only. The President's term was marie six
years instead of five, and he was to be elected by
direct popular vote. Other provisions separated
church and state, centralized financial control,

In August, a plebiscite overwhelmingly apetc.
proved the new constitution. Before the election of a new President could be held (as provided for in the constitution), political feeling
ran very high over candidacies, and, as one re'

President Alessandri resigned. The leading factions at length agreed upon former President Figucroa and he was elected (October 24)
sult,

by a large

majority.

This

result,

however,

failed to bring the public peace of mind so much
Strike riots in Santiago followed the
desired,
election and were symptomatic of a restlessness
of labor which was always threatening to break
out in disorders.
During the following year, this feeling was refected politically in tense parliamentary situations, the radical and labor elements being op-

posed

-by

the military.
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Leading the army group

was the Minister

of War, Col. Carlos Ibafiez, a
forceful figure destined to dominate the politics
of Chile for years. Early in 1027, Colonel
Ib&Sez took a series of steps which, by midyear, had placed him in the Piesidency with the
powers of a dictator. In February, he became
Premier and Minister of the Interior, and in
April, Vice President, with practically full con-

President Figueroa resigned and, in May,
were held to choose his successor.
Colonel Ibanez was elected by a great majority.
As his power grew, he waged vigorous war on
all communistic and disloyal influences as well
as corruptionists, his professed aim being the
promotion of an intense, even an austere, natiol.

elections

His measuies were often drastic.
Early in 1027, he banished a large number of
communists to the island of Mas-a-Fuera and in
1928 also deported to the same uninviting place
bands of "red" agitators. Other political opposition was crushed by the summary exile of various leaders, most prominent of whom was
former President Alessandri. Measures were
taken to weed out of the schools and the government service all persons suspected of being
in sympathy with radicalism. As a result of
these measures, a new national spirit was
evoked which greatly stimulated many lines of
Trade and industry revived, 'the finanactivity.
cial
situation improved,
unemployment detionalism.

creased.

In the

field of

war period was

international relations, the post*

most part uneventful exall-important development, the
attempt over several years to settle the TacnaArica question. In 1919, at the request of the
Council of the League of Nations, Chile jo ; ned
the League, and had the pleasure of eseing
Augustin Edwards, Chilean Minister to London,
elected president of the third League Assembly
in 1922. In the spring of 1923, the Fifth PanAmerican Conference was held at Santiago.
The chief controversial issue, disarmament as
between the A. B. C. powers of South America,
was left unsettled and the failure to reach an
agreement caused much disquietude in Chile, as
the country was spending an average of 22 per
cent of its budget on defense. On Feb. 24, 1927,
Chile and Italy signed a treaty in which a
method was outlined for settling any future discept

for

for the

one

putes that might arise.
Chile's international concerns, however, centred almost wholly on the Tacna-Arica problem,
a rankling source of trouble since the Treaty of

Ancon

in 1884. That treaty provided for a
plebiscite to determine the ownership of the two
obscure provinces, Tacna and Arica, which have

no economic importance with their area of only
26,036 square miles and population of 39,000.
Negotiations in 1920 and 1921 ended in an impasse., In July, 1922, both governments agreed
to accept the President of the United States as
arbitrator and agreed further that if a plebiscite
was determined upon, the President was to fix
the conditions under which it would lie held.
President Coolidge announced his decision in N
March, 1925. It called for a plebiscite, with
of 10,000,000 pesos to the losing counplebprovided in the Treaty of Ancon.
iscite commission of three, made up of one representative of Chile, one of Peru, and one member,
the chairman, to be appointed by the President
of the United States, was to supervise the preparations for, and the holding of, the plebiscite.
The award also decided that the province of Tar-

payment
try a

A

CHINA

Friction presently developed, particularly over
the date of the plebiscite, which Chile insisted
should be held without delay, and, later, over alleged misuse of her administrative powers by
Chile to prevent a fair vote. Chile's delegates
remained away from many meetings of the commission. On December tt, the commission announced February 15 to March 15 as the registiation period and April 15 as the date of the
Geneial Pershing resigned and was
plebiscite.
succeeded on January 13 by Gen. William Lassi ter, U. S. A.
Although registration of voters
began, the plebiscite date was postponed and it
became evident that the whole plan, had fallen
through. In November, 1925, Secretary Kellogg,
of the United States Department of State, made
a further effort to effect a settlement by submitting a concrete proposal, assigning the two provinces to Bolivia, but it proved unacceptable.
President Ibaficz favored direct negotiations between Peru and Chile and they were carried on
into 1020. Just when they seemed to have
reached an impasse, it was announced at Washington (May 10, 1920) that through the good
oflices of President Hoover a settlement of the
long-drawn-out controversy had been reached.
The terms of the settlement gave Tacna to Peru,
and Arica to Chile. Chile was to pay to Peru
$0.000,000 and was to grant to Peru a wharf,
customhouse, and railway station at Arica. Bolivia and her desire for an outlet to the sea
were not mentioned in the settlement. See

TACNA ARICA

CONTBOVEKSY, In July, 1929,
Chile ratified the Kellogg Peace Pact.
CHINA. China proper consists of the 18
provinces, about 2,000,000 square miles in area,
Chihli, Sliansi, Shantung, Kansu, Shensi, Honan,
Anhwei, Kiangsu, Chekiang-, Kiangsi, Hupeh,
Szechwan, Kweichow, Hunan, Fukien, Kwantung, Kwangsi, and Yunnan; and the dependencies of Manchuria, Mongolia, Sinkiang (Chinese
Turkestan), and Tibet a total area of 4,282,000
square miles. The exact population is un-

6

Not shown separately.
Not included fix totals.
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apa rightly belonged to Peru, fi.nd Chile acquiesced. Gen. John J. Per sh ing, U. S. A., was
selected as the American member of the commission, which organized at Arica on August 4.

known; estimates vary from 325,000,000 to

445,-

China, therefore, has a density of
population of from 80 to 100 per square mile and
about 175 for China proper; Shantung had 528
to the square mile; and Kansu, 40. Six-sevenths
of China's population, however, live on one-third
of its area and are concentrated generally along
the coasts aud in the huge delta plains of the
three great rivers, the Yellow in the north, the
Yangtze in the centre, and the West River in the
000,000.

south.

Agriculture.

No

reliable

statistics

of pro-

duction in China are available. The only reliable clue to production is the surplus exported
and regularly lecordcd by the Maritime Customs, under foreign control. The following estimate of China's production of chief crops is
based on observation by reliable authorities:
silk, 100,000,000 pounds; rice, (500,000,000 bushels; wheat, 200,000,000 bushels;
soya beans,
150,000,000 bushels, 70 per cent Manchurian;
Han cotton, 2,200,000 bales; Kaoliang corn, 200,000,000 bushels; mai/e, 100,000,000 bushels; millet, 100,000,000 bushels; peanuts, 200,000 tons.
Soya beans and raw cotton showed remarkable
increases following 1913. Other crops remained
the same.
The following tables give a comparison be*
twcen the exports and imports of China for the
years 1013 and 102(i. It will be noted that despite the years of the World War and the almost
continual struggle for supremacy in the civil
war in China, with its political agitation, military operations, commandeering of transportation facilities, labor disputes, boycotts, and currency depreciation, the dollar value of imports
and exports has more than doubled.
The combined value of China's export and
import merchandise trade in 1927 was $1,332,770.000, representing exports of $(556,804,000
and imports of $675,90(1,000. During 1927 the
United States supplied 16.2 per cent of China's
imports and bought in return 13 per cent of her
exports:
Japan's shares were 28 and 30 per
cent, respectively; Great Britain's (exclusive of
7.3 and 6.3 per cent; Germany's, 3.8
cent.

Hongkong),
and 2.2 per

CHINA
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DOMESTIC EXPORTS BY PRINCIPAL COMMODITIES

During 1926, 158,996 vessels of
tons entered and cleared Chinese
Of these, 5338 of 6,496,351 tons were
ports.
American; 36,474 of 47,645,090 tons, British;
2262 of 2,321,632 tons, French; 813 of 2,905,127
tons, German; 1045 of 731,499 tons, Italian; 29,654 of 38,948,844 tons, Japanese; 2407 of 3,301,874 tons, Norwegian; 1444 of 447,094 tons,
Portuguese. In 1913 the total tonnage which
entered and cleared was 93,334,830; in 1921,
114,619,544.
Bailroads. China had in 1927 only 8750
jniles of railroads to cover an area of 4,500,000
Shipping.

134,659,606

square miles.

There was practically no new

construction after 1913. The 23 different railroad lines form two north-and-south trunk lines,
one from Changsha, below the Yangtze, to Peking
and one extending from Shanghai to Tientsin
and on up to Harbin. There is one east-andwest trunk line, which, when completed, will extend from Lanchow, in Kansu, to Haichow, on
the seacoast of Shantung. There are various
connecting and disconnected short lines.
National Debt. On Oct. 21, 1921, China's
national debt was reliably estimated at $1,about $.50
814,002,511.88 silver ($1 silver
gold). In addition, there' was at least $86,000,000 (silver) contracted in concealed debt,

=

treasury notes, and unpaid salaries of officials,
or a total of $1,900,002,511.88. The detail of
this debt, which was about $5 (silver) per
capita is as follows:' Secured on Maritime Customs au.d Salt Revenue; general foreign loans,
$267,979,252.34; foreign railway loans, $334,802,631; foreign indemnities, $482,841,744; internal long-term loans, $275,226,738 ; 'internal
snort-term loans, $69,101,978.54; treasury notes,
'

salaries, $20,000,000; total unsecured, $450,410,168.
American estimate placed the public
debt on Dec. 31, 1925, at $1,250,000,000. All

An

and indemnity obligations secured
on the customs revenue were met in full
during
1927 and 1928. See below, under History, for the
establishment of the Nationalist government in
1928 and for the relations of China to the Wash-

foreign loans

ington

Arms

History.

Conference.
At the beginning

of

1914,

Yuan,

Shih-kai was carefully proceeding in the execution of his plans for the reconstruction of the
old a-utoci'atic government and of the centralization of power. Step by step he emasculated
the innovations of Western democracy and parliamentarianism. Outside of the circles of
Young China, these measures produced little reaction, for the mass of people were not greatly
interested in the Western innovations which ran
counter to their instincts and customs, and,
after all, they were tired of being looted in the
name of liberty. It was only when the President decided to perform henceforth the Winter
Solstice sacrifice at the Temple of Heaven that
the people began to take notice, because by performing this ceremony, the symbol of the old
emperor's function in the state, he practically
proclaimed himself an autocratic mler. This
policy of Yuan Shih-kai was strikingly demonstrated
by the presidential mandates, especially
the Presidential Election Law of December,
1914, whereby the President's term of office was
lengthened to 10 years. Deftly Yuan Shihkai *s astute statesmanship restored the authority
of the central government, at the head of which,
he ruled as undisputed dictator.
1f 'the restoration of the monarchy and the
1

$18,640,000: total secured, $1,449,592,343.88; realization of Yuan Shih-kai's designs' on the
unsecured: foreign obligations, $217,047,073 ; na- throne had been merely matters of internal poltive obligations;' $41,412,07$; concealed debt, itick, they ''would probably have succeeded; but
$65,000,000; advances on salt, $40,951,017; addi- questions of foreign policy intervened to frustional concealed debt, $40,000,000; treasury trate Yuan's schemes. After the capture of Kiaonotes; $H,<MO,000; salt brads, $10,000,000; ckow, the Japanese government presented, on.
18, 19 15,' a proetocol emtodyixig the notoriDa*agdn'3oat -Festival notes* $2/)00,QOO; unpaid
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Twenty-one Demands, the fulfillment of bors, and dockyards in Fukien Province. To
which would have meant the most serious in- Group Five, the Peking government resolutely
fringement of Chinese sovereignty that had oc- refused assent; the most that could be conceded
was an exchange of notes stating that China
curred thus far.
(See JAPAN and SHANTUNG.)
After four months of negotiations, in which Yuan had not given any foreign nation permission
Shih-kai took the stand that acceptance of the to construct military or naval works on the
demands would tend to impair China's sover- Fukien coast. There had been rumors of an
eignty and the treaty rights of other Powers, agreement for such construction by the Bethlethe Chinese Foreign Office was compelled, by a hem Steel Company.
48-hour ultimatum, to accept most of the JapaAlthough the other items in Group Five were
nese demands, in. slightly modified form. As temporarily dropped, the Japanese government
originally presented, the Twenty-one Demands merely postponed them "for future discussion";
were grouped in five sections. The first section and they may be regarded as significantly exrequired the Chinese government's full assent, pressive of the imperialist aims of the Japanese
in advance, to whatever settlement Japan and government in 1915. The net result of China's
Germany might make regarding the disposition partial acquiescence in the Twenty-one Demands
of German rights in Shantung, the opening of of 1915 was to fortify Japan's privileged posiadditional commercial ports in Shantung, and tion in her spheres of influence south Manchuria,
the construction of a branch from the Shantung eastern Mongolia, Shantung, and Fukien and
to open the heart of the rich Yangtze valley to
railway to Chefoo or Lungkow.
These stipulations were accepted with very Japanese economic penetration. The attitude of
little alteration and embodied in a treaty and the United States Government toward the JapIn re- anese manoeuvre was set forth in identical notes
several notes, signed on May 25, 1915.
turn, Japan agreed to return the leased terri- to China and Japan, May 9, stating that the
tory of Kiaochow Bay to China, after the War, United States could not recognize any agreements
if certain conditions were fulfilled.
(See PEACE impairing treaty rights, the integrity of China, or
CONFERENCES and SHANTUNG.) Section II, like- the Open Door; and as Secretary Bryan had alwise accepted and embodied in a treaty with ready issued a statement to the press on May 6,
several
supplementary exchanges of notes, expressing his hope that the agreements might be
strengthened Japan's grip on southern Manchuria mutually "satisfactory" and contribute to the
and eastern inner Mongolia, by extending the "prosperity" and "cordial relationship" of "these
Japanese lease of Port Arthur, Dalny, the South great Oriental empires," it was obvious that the
Manchurian Railway, and the Antung-Mukden United States, while formally supporting Chinese
Railway to 99 years, by granting Japanese sub- integrity, was not disposed to offer any deterjects the right of leasing or owning land and mined opposition to Japanese aggression.
These events served to make it clear that in
engaging in any kind of business, by handing
the Kirin-Changchun Railway over to Japanese any fundamental change in the Chinese governadministration, and by assuring to Japan an ment, such as the restoration of the monarchy,
option on the development of mines, the financing Japanese intervention would have to be reckof railways, and the nomination of foreign ad- oned with.
When, therefore, the State CounSection III proposed cil referred the question of the monarchy to a
visers in these provinces.
to convert the Hanyehping Company, the great vote of the provinces, in October, 1915, the
Chinese coal, iron, and steel concern located at Japanese Minister in Peking, supported by his
Hankow on the Yangtze, in the British sphere British and Russian colleagues, "offered friendly
of influence, into a joint Sino-Japanese enter- advice" on behalf of his government against*
the restoration of the monarchy. This interprise with monopolistic control of future mine
development in the neighborhood. To this ex- vention of the Powers, especially of Japan,
traordinary demand, China assented in an ex- sealed the fate of Yuan's aspirations to the
change of notes, but the clause relative to fu- throne. Although the provinces registered a
ture mining operations was omitted. Section unanimous vote in favor .of his accession on
IV embodied a blanket pledge on the part of Nov. 5, 191 5, -the proclamation of the monarchy
China "not to cede or lease to a third power on December 12 was followed almost immediany harbor, bay, or island along the coast of ately by an insurrection, which rapidly accumChina"; this pledge China refused to incor- ulated speed and became general. The Southporate in any treaty or note, as such a declara- ern leaders set up a provisional government at
Canton and hailed as president the former Vice
tion, would have implied a Japanese protectorate.
After many and proFinally, Section V, or "Group Five" as it President, Li Yuan-hung.
was more commonly called, contained provisions longed manoeuvres to save his face, Yuan Shihthat would have meant the firm establishment kai died on June 5, 1916, of a broken heart,
of a Japanese protectorate over China; China as it was said. Li Yuan-hung became Presiwas to employ 'influential Japanese as advisers dent, and Tuan Chi-jui, Premier, of the Chinese
in political, financial, and military affairs";
Republic,
If Yuan's death was universally regarded as
Japan was to have a share in the police administration "of the important places in China"; a temporary solution of China's great internal
China was to purchase "say 50 per cent" of problem, it proved almost at once to be quite
her war munitions from Japan, either directly the opposite. After his death, conditions in
or through a Sino-Japanese arsenal. Further- China became rapidly more chaotic. The new
more, Japanese were to be allowed to propagate Peking government made a show at parliamentary government by convening the Parliament
religious doctrines, i.e., Buddhism, in, China;
Japanese hospitals, churches, and schools were of 1913 for Aug. 1, 1916. Its measures, however,
to be given the right of owning land; Japan did not tend to produce any cooperation from the
was to build certain railways in the Yangtze Southern or Canton government. The essential
Valley, again infringing on the British sphere difference between the two camps was that
of influence; and Japan was to have an option Peking was dominated by the military party,
on supplying capital for mines, railways, har- a combination of military governors and shrewd
ous

,
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politicians, in which the former used the latter
for their purposes, whereas Canton represented

the

Kuo

Min-tang Party and Young China with

their exuberant enthusiasm for Western democracy.

During the remainder of 1916 the political
and financial situation grew more disorganized.
Then came the entry of China into the World
War. On Mar. 14, 1917, Allied influence (supported by persuasion from the United States),
finally prevailed over German intrigue and the
Peking government severed relations with Germany. The Premier and the military party insisted upon waging war actively but were held
back hy President Li, the Kuo Min-tang, and
the Canton chieftains, who favored a declaration of war by parliamentary procedure. President Li dissolved Parliament unconstitutionally,
and, on May 23, 1917, dismissed Premier Tuan,
who thereupon set up a provisional government
in Tienstin supported hy the military governors,
or Tuchuns. When, on June 6, the United States
intimated in a note that internal unity was
more important than a declaration of war, Japan,
which was generally regarded as controlling
Tuan, resented the move. At this juncture, a
new force appeared. On June 12. General Chang
Hsiin arrived before Peking with an army and,
after 18 days of apparently satisfactory meditation, suddenly restored the Manchu Emperor
to the throne. But the rule of the young Son
of Heaven lasted only 12 days. From Tientsin,
Tuan Chi-jui marched on Peking with troops
supplied by the Tuchuns and the republican
South, ejected Chang Hsiin and the Emperor,
and reestablished the Republic. Resuming the
premiership, Tuan, on July 18, replaced Li Yuanhung as President with Vice. President Feng
Kuo-chang. A formal declaration of war on

Germany

followed,

on Aug.

14,

1917.

It in-

volved the sequestration of German property, the
uprooting of German financial and commercial
interests in China, and, as a reward from the
Allies, a loan of 10,000,000 yen, secured by the
salt revenues (gabelle), and a suspension of
Boxer indemnity payments.
Submissive to Japan, the new Government enjoyed relatively strong authority. But the Southern faction, opposing the militarism of the Pe-

king government and especially a declaration
of war without action by Parliament, revolted
in June, 1917, an<J. set up a new government in
Canton headed by Dr. Sun Yat-sen who had traveled and studied extensively in the West. Premier Tuan's desire for strong military measures
against the rebellious elements was opposed by
President Peng and a hopeless tangle ensued,
with war between North and South (in which
some provinces remained neutral), conflict be^
tween the Peking leaders, and independent action
by the Northern Tuchuns. Premier Tuan finally

had his way and the war against the secessionists was waged, with fluctuating success, during the remainder of 1917 and the first half of
1918. To preserve a semblance of constitutionality, Tuan convened an assembly for a revision

of the electoral law. On the promulgation of
this law, on Feb. 17, 1918, the new Parliament
waa elected, which, on September 4, chose Hsfl

Shih-chang as President to. replace Feng Kuochang, who had proved unsatisfactory to the
Anfu Club. The new President made a sincere
effort tp end the civil war and -on Nov. 18, 1018,
ordered the Northern commanclers.to wjithdiraw
from ^outhern .territories,,, Tfiis .armistice was
f
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followed in the spring of 1919 by a peace conference at Shanghai, which, however, achieved
nothing.
Under Tuan Chi-jui and the Anfu Party, China
became powerless in the hands of the Japanese,
since the Allies were too preoccupied with the
World War to interfere. In March, 1918, the
Peking government concluded military and naval
agreements with Japan whereby the Japanese,
under the pretext of action against a Bolshevist
danger, obtained a complete hold on Northern
China, including control of the Chinese Eastern
Railway and Northern Manchuria. At the Peace
Conference, Japan's actions with regard to China
during the War received the official indorsement
of the Allied Powers when Lloyd George and
le*menceau, in acordance with secret pledges
given to Japan in 1017, and President Wilson, in
order to save the League of Nations, and relying
on the Japanese promise eventually to excavate
Shantung, accorded Japan all the former German "rights, title, and privileges in the province
of
Shantung." (See PEACE CONFERENCES. )
The Chinese delegates, supported by Chinese
public opinion, pleaded their case with ardor
and ability and refused to sign the Versailles
Treaty, which contained the article relating to
Shantung. The decision of the conference aroused
vehement indignation in China, which Young
China successfully employed to launch an anti-

Japanese movement.

The general

disappoint-

of the Chinese people, who
derived some comfort from the fact that the
United States refused to ratify the Treaty, were

ment and resentment

directed primarily against the ruling Anfu Party,
the pro- Japanese policy of which was blamed for
the national misfortune. Although, in the great
excitement, the guilt of that political clique was
greatly exaggerated for reasons of internal policy,
there was nevertheless much cause for such feeling, since the position of the Chinese delegation
at the conference had been seriously injured when
it became known that the Tuan government had
concluded, in the fall of 1918, a secret agreement
whereby Chinese rights with regard to Shantung
had been practically surrendered. In the summer of 1920, the anti-Japanese movement, under
the influence of the agitation of the students,
drove Tuan Chi-jui and the Anfu Club from the
government. The Anfu leaders took refuge in the
Japanese Legation, and some of them fled subsequently to Japan to escape popular wrath.
Japan worked hard to consolidate her position in China, but after the Peace Conference
the Powers were once more able to devote their
attention to Far Eastern affairs, and subsequent
events brought about a partial modification of
the Japanese policy in China. The new Peking
governments were less subservient to Japan than
the Anfu leaders and strove to recover some.. of
the ground lost during the War. Repeated attempts on the part of Japan in 1020 and 1921
to -come to an agreement with China regarding
Shantung, by offering to restore the territory provided certain concessions were granted her, failed
because of Peking's steadfast refusal to consider
anything* short *of almost unconditional evacuation. At the Washington
Conference
(see
WASHINGTON CONFERENCE) at the end of 1921,
the Chinese, delegation insisted on bringing the
Shantung question before the Conference. The
Japanese, on the other hand, wanted to negotiate with the Chinese dierctly, for this would
have confirmed the tacit Japanese contention,
contained also in the Lausing-Ishii Agreement,
1
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that China was in fact an informal Japanese
The Conference decided on a compromise by conceding the Japanese demand but
providing for Anglo-American mediation in case
of deadlock. When the deadlock actually took
place, the English and American mediators, influenced by public opinion at home, brought
pressure to bear on the Japanese to give way.
The Shantung Treaty which was signed by Japan and China early in 1922 provided for the
restoration to China of the former German
protectorate.

Leased Territory of Kiaochow and all public
properties therein, together with the TsingtaoiTsinanfu Railway and its branches, the value
of the railway properties being reimbursed to
Japan by China. The conference reached, in addition, numerous other agreements of primary
importance to China. See SHANTUNG and WASHINGTON CONFERENCE.
The lapsing of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance
as a result of the conclusion of the Four Power
Treaty, it is widely believed, should affect China
greatly in the future, inasmuch as in consequence thereof Great Britain will be inclined
in the future to cooperate with the United States
rather than with Japan in regard to Chinese
The surrender by the Japanese of Kiaoaffairs.
chow Bay induced the British to promise to relinquish the Leased Territory of Wei-hai-wei.
Provisions were made also for a revision of
the customs schedule and for the abolition of
the foreign post offices in China. The conclusion of the Nine Power Treaty reaffirming the
Open Door and the integrity of China brought
with it also the abrogation of the Lansing-Ishii

Agreement.
In general, the Washington Conference resulted
in a material improvement of the Chinese situation with reference to the Powers. Whether
it was due to pressure from the Powers or to
a voluntary new orientation of Japanese policy, Japan seemed to modify thereafter her policy
of encroachment on Chinese territory and sovereignty. By far the most important result of
the Washington Conference with regard to China,
however, was the adoption of the open-door
policy, which, in substance, amounts to a concerted exploitation of China by the Powers as
over against competitive exploitation based on
spheres of influence in the past. This develop*
xnent is to be ascribed directly to the efforts of
the United States. The Chinese Loan Consortium and its workings were part and parcel of
this policy. An agreement had been arrived
at; in October, 1920, whereby combined financial
supervision over China had been provided through
the establishment of the Four Power Consortium
to represent banking interests in the United
States, Great Britain, France, and Japan. The
chief points in the arrangement were the establishment of an international board for the abolition of special spheres of influence, insistence
on the disbanding of troops, and the combining
*of all railway concessions into a large Chinese
railway system financed and supervised by the
consortium.
After the fall of Tuan Chi-jui and the Anfu
Club from power, tho Government passed into
the hands of the Chihli faction, the ruling politicians of which renewed the old struggle for
Peispoils on a still greater scale. General
fu, who had been an important factor in the
defeat of the Anfu Club, and who had come to
the fore with a proposal for a national convenfew powerful
tion, was deftly pushed aside.

Wu

A

super-Tuchuns, chief of whom were Tsao Kun
and Chang Tso-lin, reduced the authority of the
central government to a mere shadow, removing
the
figurehead
the situation

officials

at will.

In the South,

was hardly more hopeful. The
Canton government had become disrupted and
intermittent fighting took place between Sun
Yat-sen, his former lieutenant, Chen Chiung-ming,
and other factional leaders. In 1922 a struggle
for supremacy broke out among the Northern

Wu

Tuchuns.
Pei-fu, lord of the Yangtze, opposed Liang Shih-yi, who was a creature of Chang
Tso-lin, lord of Manchuria.
In the fighting that ensued between Chang and
Wu, the powerful Manchurian Tuchun was defeated and driven back to his own province. The
victory made General Wu a dictator. He forced
President Hsii Shih-chang and the cabinet to
resign and recalled former President Li Yuanghung and the twice-dissolved Parliament of 1917.
In view of Li's reputation as a defender of parliamentary rule and of General Wu's supposed
liberal tendencies, these developments gave rise
to hopes for the establishment of orderly and
constitutional government.
These hopes were sadly disappointed; neither
President Li nor Parliament (nor the Cabinet),

which was composed of leaders of Young China,
were able to cope with the situation, and it was
evident that General Wu's good intentions had
been grossly exaggerated. The Tuchun rule remained essentially as before, with the three
powerful leaders, Wu Pei-fu, Tsao Kun, and

Chang Tso-lin striving for supremacy. Relations
between North and South likewise continued
hostile, but both General Wu and Dr. Sun Yatsen were each prevented from advancing against
the other's capital by rival ry in their own territories.
Slowly, however, two large hostile camps
Pei-fu
evolved, the Northern group under
and Tsao Kun, with Chen Chiung-ming in the
South as collaborator, and the Southern group,
led by Dr. Sun Yat-sen, who counted on the
aid of Marshals Chang Tso-lin and Tuan Chijui in the North.
In 1923 Peking again changed masters, when
President Li Yuan-hung was forced out by the
militarists and fled to Tientsin and then to
Shanghai, where, in conjunction with 200 members of Parliament, he attempted unsuccessfully
to form a provisional government. He later
found an asylum in Japan. The Presidency remained unfilled until October, 1923, when Marshal
Tsao Kun (by wholesale bribery, it was claimed),
induced enough members of Parliament to return
from Shanghai to form a quorum and elect him
to the office. He thus emerged as the most
powerful factor in the North and, on the whole,
used his new authority well. Immediately after
his inauguration, lie persuaded Parliament to
adopt a new constitution providing for far-

Wu

1

reaching provincial decentralization. He faithPei-fu in his successful camfully supported
paign against the South which, in the spring of
1024, brought a large portion of southwestern
China under Northern control. For a brief space,*

Wu

the country came near being unified, nominally
at least, under one central authority. Only
Manchuria and the provinces of Chekiang,
Kwangtung, and Yunnan refused to 'acknowledge
the authority of Tsao Kun.
The prestige of the central government was
so far restored that it was able to conclude
'

important agreements with two foreign governments. In May, Germany and China came to
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terms with respect to financial claims and other
matters. Against Chinese reparation claims,

been growing more pronounced.

large blocks of pre-war
railway bonds and bonds of the reorganization
loan of 1013, while China released unsold
German property sequestrated during the war
and permitted the recstablishment of the
Deutsche-Asiatisehe Bank. On May 31, after
months of negotiation, China signed a series of
agreements with Russia providing for recognition of the Soviet government, the right of
China to purchase the Chinese Eastern Railway,
renunciation by Russia of extraterritorial rights
and of Boxer indemnity payments, return to
Russia of legation and consular buildings, etc.
In June, 1924, the United States Congress
passed a law remitting all further payments on
the Boxer indemnity obligations.
In September, civil war again raised its head
in the North. Chi Hsi-yuan, in control of
Kiangsu Province, and Lu Yung-hsiang, Governor of Chekiang, began fighting each other for
Their little war
the possession of Shanghai
soon drew in the big leaders. Marshal Chang
Tso-lin took up the caupe of his ally Lu, and
Pei-fu made common cause with Chi.
Other leaders throughout China showed their
sympathy with one side or the other, Dr. Sun
Yat-sen taking side with the Manchurian overlord.
Chang Tso-lin marched on Peking and
Pei-fu came up with large forces to defend
the capital; but before they met in a decisive
engagement, the issue was decided in a totally
unexpected manner. Wu's general in command
in Peking was the so-called Christian general,
Feng Yu-hsiang, whose rigid discipline and insistence on moral conditions in his army gave
him what were reputed to be the best troops in
China. On being ordered to attack the Manchurian forces, he suddenly deserted \Vu, took
over the control of Peking, and formed a new
held out for a few days but
government.
was compelled to retreat and his army disintegrated. Chang Tso-lin, and Feng Yu-hsiang,
temporarily allies, placed Tuan Chi-jui at the
head of the government, but with the title of
Chief Executive instead of President. He announced a new constitution* and a provisional

at first with a deep
theories of Moscow. It found its chief expression in the activities of the Kuo Mm-tang and
the Canton government, but it permeated the
North as well and influenced the policies of the
various Peking governments. The other development was the steady and continued industrialization of China. Factories and mills multiplied, particularly along the coast and the inland
transportation arteries, bringing in their train
a revolution in the mode of life of millions of
Chinese.
large part of these mills were

Germany surrendered

Wu

Wu

Wu

government and called a reorganization conference to meet in 1925.
When Run Yat-sen came north and conferred
with Marshals Feng, Tuan, and Chang, hope for
a central government with authority over the
whole country was on re more renewed; but the
hope again proved illusory. On Feb.^ 1, 1925,
the reorganization conference met, but

its eleven

weeks of secret sessions accomplished very little.
Tn the midst of it, on March 12, Dr. Sun Yat-sen

He was the leader of the Kuo Min-tang,
and had been the central figure of the whole
revolutionary movement and the moving spirit
died.

in the overthrow; of the Manchu dynasty. In
1911 he had been chosen first President of the
Republic but had stepped aside in favor of Yuan
Shih-kai, who surpassed him, he thought, in
administrative ability. Throughout the year, the
political situation continued unstable, although
no clashes involving the major leaders occurred
until toward the close of the year,
In another field, however, outbreaks and
turbulence with a far-reachjng effect marked
th,e
year 1925.. Throughout these troubled
years of incessant civil war, two developments in
Chinese ,Hf$ calculated to bring increasing conflicts with foreign interests in. the country haci
,

spirit of nationalism,

One was the

more or

less closely allied
interest in tlie radical

A

and operated by foreigners, though
they employed Chinese labor.
Without the restraints of factory laws or an
informed public opinion, this rise of machine
industries repeated many of the worst evils that
marked the industrialization of England a
century before. Children of five and six years
of age often worked 12 hours a day, while wages
even for adults hardly sufficed in many cases
to support life. These conditions induced a rapid
unionization of labor, whose solidarity was strikingly evidenced in such events as the Hongkong seamen's strike of 1922, which tied up
shipping along the coast. Labor restivoncss,
anti-foreign feeling, and an awakening national
consciousness combined, in 1925, to produce a
state of public mind which observers felt to be
increasingly charged with danger.
On May 30, 1025, the expected outbreak came.
A Japanese overseer had killed a Chinese laborer
in a Shanghai mill, and when a parade of strikcapitalized

ers and students, organized in protest, grew
threatening, they were fired upon by Sikh police
of the International Settlement on the order of a
British police officer. Nine Chinese were killed
and twenty wounded. These and further killings in the rioting that followed in the next day
or two kindled a flame which swept over the
whole country, rousing the Chinese against all
foreigners, but particularly against the British
and the Japanese. Strikes and boycotts against.
British and Japanese goods were declared, and
demonstrations in Peking and many of the treaty
ports caused much further loss of life. On
June 2, American, British, and Italian marines
were landed at Shanghai from cruisers and
gunboats -which had rushed to the scene and the
International Settlement was made ready for a
siege.

A

For a.while, the situation was extremely tense.
general strike tied up business of all kinds,

the merchants even closing their doors; but
the intense feeling of the Chinese gradually
eased off,, and by June 27, normal business could
resume again. In other cities, however, the
wave of anti-foreign agitation, did not so
quickly subside. It reached its height in Canton.
great parade of Chinese on June 23, in
protest against the Shanghai killings, parsed
the Shameen, the foreign district, and when
firing began on one side or the other, British,
and French marines turned their machine guns
on the demonstrators, killing and wounding
between 100 and 200 China* participants.
French' civilian was killed and three other
While there was no
iforeigners were wounded.
further violence, the hostility of the Chinese
found expression in a stringent btycott against
British; trade in Hongkong wlilch lasted for 15
months and for a time practically paralyzed
the
later,
foreign business, Many nw?ktas

A

A

,
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British Government was obliged to arrange for
a loan of 3,000,000 to Hongkong to help the
city over the crisis. In other parts of China,
anti-foreign demonstrations and rioting continued throughout July but gradually subsided
into the more peaceful form of boycotts and
strikes.
The Shanghai shootings, however, were
branded deep in the national consciousness and
immensely furthered the cause of the Nationalists.

Parallel with this popular growth of national

a series of moves were being made on
the international board tending to remove something of the stigma of helplessness which foreign
powers had so long held fastened upon China.
The tendency in that direction had been particularly marked since the Washington Conference/ On Doc. 10, 1922, Japan returned
Tsingtao to China against the payment of 14,000,000 gold yen. The Tsingtao Railroad was
returned on Jan. 1, 1923, on China's promise to
compensate Japan in due time by the payment
of 53,000,000 gold marks. A Chinese note of
Mar. 10, 1023, requesting the abrogation of the
Sino-Japanese Treaties and Agreements of the
spring of 1015 was met by Japan with a blunt
refusal.
(See JAPAN".)
Japan maintained her
hold on Inner Mongolia and Manchuria and, in
the latter province, she was generally credited
with being the support of Chang Tso-lin in his
feeling,

open defiance of the Peking government and his
wars on other Tuchuns; (See MONGOLIA and

MANCHURIA.) The restoration of Wei-hai-wei
by Great Britain and of Kwang-chow-wan by
France, as promised at the Washington Conference, had not been effected by the summer of
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particularly of missionaries, took
place during these years of turmoil.
The most flagrant instance was the derailing
of the Shanghai-Peking Express on May 6, 1923,
which resulted in the abduction of some 300
passengers, including 20 foreigners. This affaii
elicited sharp protests from the Powers.
After
dilatory tactics on the part of the Peking
government, the foreign prisoners were released
some months afterward. Claims for damages
were filed, but it was not until Feb. 21, 1925, that
the Peking government settled the most important of these claims by paying $300,000 in
silver to the dean of "the diplomatic corps.
The American claims covering material and
moral damage amounted to $144,000.
This same year of 1925 saw also other important steps taken to bring greater harmony in
the relations of China with the Powers
The
long-drawn dispute with France referred to
above, which arose when China insisted on paying her Boxer indemnity obligations in depreciated French paper instead of gold francs,
foreigners,

was settled, on April 12, by an agreement under
which unpaid installments were to be used to
rehabilitate the Banque Inclustrielle de Chine
and payments due in the future were to constitute a loan to the Chinese government in terms
of American dollars.
On June 30, Great Britain
provided for the use of future Boxer indemnity
payments for purposes mutually beneficial to
the two nations.
With the settlement of the dispute with
France, that country ratified the treaties of the

Washington Conference relating to China, and
the way was finally cleared for carrying out the
1929, partly because of failure of Great Britain treaty provisions calling for a conference of
and China to agree on terms of surrender, and the Powers for the purpose of raising Chinese
in the case of France, partly because of failure customs duties, in general, from 5 per cent to
7% per cent. This conference met October 26,
to settle the Boxer indemnity dispute.
Whatever impulses the 'Western powers may and the Chinese delegates immediately presented
have had toward a more liberal attitude in a demand for full tariff autonomy. This was
these and other matters, were held in check by eventually conceded by the Powers, with the
the absence of a strong and authoritative govern- effective date set at Jan. 1, 1929, and with
ment. In particular, this lack of control resulted insistence by the Powers that "likin" taxes were
to be abolished at the same time; but disagree'in two administrative difficulties which served
as constant international irritants. These were ment as to interim rates kept the conference in
financial disorders and the bandit problems, due session over many .months. The Chinese deledirectly to internal strife and Tuchun rule. The gates ceased to attend the sessions and the
Peking government founfl it increasingly difficult conference finally faded out without settling the
to collect revenues for carrying on te adminis- question; but both the Peking and the Canton
tration and for paying outstanding foreign governments, over the protests of the Powers,
in the in due course placed the 2% per cent surtax on
obligations. The military governors
interior withheld the taxes and used them for imports.
Another provision of the Washington Treaties
ihcir own selfish purposes, while certain lucrative revenues, such aa the customs duties and was carried out when the signatories followed
the income from the salt gabelle, were pledged Secretary Kellogg's initiative in appointing
as securities for foreign loans, At the same representatives to an extraterritoriality contime, the financial supervision of the consortium ference. This conference met in Peking Jan. 12,
struck a snag because the Chinese government 1920, and continued its investigations for eight
refused to give the guarantees which were re-; months. On September 1C, it made its report,
garded as absolutely necessary for the stabili- which included recommendations that the
Powers might consider the progressive abolition
zation of Chinese finances.
The bandit problem was no less vexing, of extraterritoriality privileges when China had
landless civil wars and Tuchun rule had resulted adopted specified reforms in her judicial system,
in a tremendous increase of the mercenary and pending such action that Chinese laws
-

soldiery fighting for one or the other of the many
On the failure of the chieftains to pay
factions.
their undisciplined hosts, or on their disbanding,
thene soldiers resorted with arms in hand to
open banditry. For 'lack of authority, the
central government was, either unable or unwilling to cope with the situation. Consequently,

murder, rape, and robbery were almost daily
cases
of
of
occurrences. Many
kidnaping

should be followed, so far as practicable, in the
procedure of the extraterritorial courts.
While these efforts at adjustment with the
Washington Conference participants were in
progress, Russia had been pursuing a policy of
Jier own toward both the North and the South.
Russian influence and aid, were effective factors
in promoting and maintaining the Kuo Min-tang.
In July, 1925, General Borodin, Russian Com-

CHIBTA

munist, was appointed adviser to the Nationalist
government. While his connection with the
Russian government remained for a while unknown to the public, it was later disclosed that
the Russian Embassy was supplying him with
funds. Following the agreements of 1024, Russia
made her Peking representative an ambassador;
but relations with the Peking government were
of an uncertain friendliness. The open sympathy of the Russian authorities with the Kuo
Min-tang brought very strained relations with
such Northern leaders as Chang Tso-lin, who was
bitterly opposed to Communism. It led to a
raid on Russian Embassy buildings in April,
1927, and the seizure of secret documents, and
to much friction over the control of the Chinese
Eastern Railway.
In June, 1926, China took a significant step
when she gave notice to Belgium that the
Treaty of 1865, due for revision in October,
would be abrogated. This was the first of the
long string of "unequal treaties" which China
attempted to cancel. These treaties were a
major grievance with all Chinese factions, since
it was through them that foreign nations, large
and small, enjoyed numerous privileges predicated on Chinese weakness. They included
extraterritoriality privileges, maintenance of
foreign postal services on Chinese soil, restriction of customs rates to 5 per cent, maintenance
of bodies of foreign troops in China and of war
vessels in Chinese waters, establishment of
autonomous communities of foreigners in certain
control over banks and railways, etc.
While the war had cancelled these privileges in
the case of Germany and Austria, and Russia
had renounced them, other powers were slow to
surrender them. Belgium protested the unilateral abrogation of the Treaty of 1865 and referred the controversy to the Permanent Court of
International Justice, but early in 1027 withdrew
the case and began negotiations with Peking for
cities,

a new treaty.
While these events were taking

place, the
interminable struggle for control continued with
In the South, a Yunnanese army
little pause.
occupied Canton and on June 6, 1925, its leader,
General Yang Hsi-min, opened hostilities on
the Kuo Min-tang. By June 12, however, the
latter was completely victorious, driving the
Yunnanese with great slaughter from the city.
In the North, the career of Chang, Tso-lin, lord
of Manchuria, came near being ended when a
rebellion by General Kuo Sung-lin failed of
success, as reported, only through the timely
extension of aid to Chang by the Japanese. As
it was, Kuo Sung-lin was defeated and executed,

with his wife, in December, 1925. In December
also,
Feng Yu-hsiang attacked and defeated
General Li Ching-lin, governor of Chihli, and
captured Tientsin from him. Li was allied with
Chang Tso-lin, who sent him munitions but
too late.
It appeared to be only a question of time
before the two victorious generals, Feng and
Chang, would battle for supremacy, particularly
as the former was now definitely allied with
the Southern Nationalists. The clash came on
Jan. 10, 1926, and resulted in a defeat for the
Manchurian general. General
Pei-fu, however, came to his assistance and with the help
of General Li Ching-lin, who brought an army
from Shantung, the new allies forced Feng first
out of Tientsin to Peking, and then out of the
capital ifco Kalgan. Here ]the, Kuominchun, or

Wu

,
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Nationalist

when

army, remained until August 16,
in good order into Mongolia.

retired

it

In March, these hostilities almost precipitated an
international crisis, when the Kuominehun fortified the Taku forts at the mouth of the Pei
River, which leads to Tientsin and Peking, arid
stopped all river traffic. The United States,
Great Britain, France, Italy, and Japan joined
in a protest that this action violated the Boxer
protocol of 1901 by which free communication
between Peking and the sea was to be maintained. The protest was effective and the river
was cleared. President Tuan Chi-jiri's position,
however, was still further weakened by the
incident and when his supporter, Feng- Yu-hsiang,
was driven from Peking, he was deposed.
The varying fortunes of the warring factions
in the North were soon rendered- of secondary
significance by the military developments of the
South. While the antagonism of the Right and
Left groups in the Kuo Min-tang grew sharper
(following the death of Sun Yat-sen), it did not
for the time being prevent unity of action in
military a/fairs. In May, 1026, the Southern
Nationalists were materially strengthened by the
addition of the army of Tang Sheng-chi, who deserted
Pei-fu.
With this aid, Chiang Kaishek, commando r-in-chief of the Cantonese forces,
was able to advance rapidly northward. In
July, the combined armies recaptured Changsha, in Hunan Province, which a short time before had boon lost to Wu's troops, and proceeded

Wu

northward toward Hankow. The rapid progress
of the- Southern forces brought Wu hurriedly
from the North to take personal charge of the
defense; but his army crumbled away before
the advancing Nationalists, who, in September,
reached Hankow, on the Yangtze K iver. That important centre, together with the neighboring city
of Hanyang, were surrendered to the Nationalist
armies on Sept. 7, hut nearby Wucliang resisted
the besiegers until October 10. Meanwhile,
Chiang Kai-shek continued his triumphant ad-

vance. Wu Pei-fii's army melted away before
him and the general himself was forced to retire
to Chengchow. A more formidable army now
1

appeared to check the onrush of the Southern
troops. This was the force of General Sun Chuanfang, military governor of Kiangsu Province and
On March 30, he had proclaimed
of Shanghai.
the independence, under his control, of the five
provinces of central China Kiangsu, Chekiang,
Anhwei, Kiangsi, and Fukien. As between the
North and 'the South, he had remained neutral
until the successes of Chiang Kai-shek brought
the Nationalist to the borders of his territory.
Then he made common cause with Wu Pei-fu.
and Chang Tso-lin. His army engaged that of
Chiang in September and October with varying
-

success.

The Nationalists had a most powerful ally in
the sympathy of Chinese generally with their
central idea of "China for the Chinese." Operating behind the lines of .the enemy, it tended
to disintegrate the opposition and detach great
numbers of enemy troops. Wholesale desertions
wiped out the greater part of Sun Chuan-fang's
army, and when two columns of troops were
directed agaiast Chiang Kai-shek from the
,

Nqrth,. both encountered such opposition that
they failed to reach their destination. By the
close' of 1926, Chiang held control of most of
the .territory south of the Yangtze, includi
the greater part of the provinces of Kiang
Fukieu, and Chekiang, and was threat
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Shanghai. After the capture of Hankow, the
seat of the Nationalist government was moved
to that city fiom Canton.
The dramatic and spectacular success of the
Nationalist armies brought swift repercussions
in the foreign offices of the Powers, among the
populace of China, and in the ranks of the Kuo
Min-tang itself. Great Britain on Dec. 25, 1926,
made public a memorandum handed by the
British charge* d'affaires in Peking to the representatives of the "Treaty Powers" in which a
new "constructive policy" was suggested, including practical recognition of the government
of the South, immediate consent to the imposition of the "Washington surtaxes" on all
imports into the country, a liberal attitude with
regard to extraterritoriality and the abandonment of the foreign control over the "concessions," etc. It proposed, however, that the
Powers should act in concert, and this suggestion,
together with orders for further large troop
movements to China, added to the suspicion in
China that the real object of Great Britain was
to form a united diplomatic front in opposition
to the rising tide of nationalism. On the other
hand, the memorandum was received with marked
dissent in both Prance and Japan because its
liberal concessions, in the words of the semiofficial Paris Matin, were "flagrantly inopportune." On December 28, the French cabinet
refused to accept the suggested collaboration.
The attitude of Japan, which was particularly
concerned about the tariff increases, was much
the same as that of France. Failing to obtain
united action by the Powers, Great Britain accepted the Nationalist suggestion of separate
negotiations and submitted an offer of liberal
concessions; but the Nationalist Foreign Minister, Eugene Chen, refused to continue negotiations because of the British show of military

On

Jan. 26, 1027, Secretary Kellogg
issued a statement defining the position of the
United States in which he asserted that the
force.

United States Government desired to deal with
China "in a most liberal spirit" and expressed a
continue negotiations on extraand customs in company with the
other Powers, or to take up negotiations on
behalf of the United States alone, as soon as
China could agree on delegates representing the
people or the authorities of the whole country.
All the Powers maintained their right to proreadiness

to

territoriality

own nationals in the disturbed areas.
for such protection at this time was
particularly pressing. Throughout China the
successes of the Nationalists had raised a storm
of anti-Christian and anti-foreign agitation,
tect their

The need

attended frequently by threatening demonstrations and actual mob violence. European and
American refugees came in increasing numbers
from the interior to the coast cities where they
could rest under the protection of foreign warships and troops. Religious bodies took steps
to remove their missionaries from the more
isolated stations.
So full of menace did the situation become
that the American Minister, on Jan. 13, 1927,
advised American citizens throughout the interior and the South to seek protection in the
coast cities. The United States dispatched further naval vessels and marines to the Far East
and other Powers took similar action, Great
Britain ordering 20,000 additional troops to
Shanghai. Early in January, the British concessions in Hankow and Kiukiang were overrun

CHINA

by mobs. On March 24, when the Nationalists
entered Nanking, a systematic attack was made
on foreigners there. Seven persons were killed,
including one American, the American and
Japanese consulates were entered and damaged,
and the British, Japanese, and American consuls were fired upon.
British and American
citizens, including the American consul, took
refuge in buildings of the Standard Oil Co., and
when they were fired upon there, gunboats of
the United States and Great Britain lying nearby
on the river shelled the city for a short time
until the persons under attack could be removed
to the vessels. Although there was little loss
of life, the Nanking incident greatly intensified
the hostile feeling toward foreigners throughout

the country and on the other hand brought sharp
communications from England and America to
the Nationalist government and the lodging of
claims which were eventually fully satisfied.
In the meantime, the Nationalist military
forces were continuing their triumphant advance
with Shanghai as their immediate objective. In
January, they occupied the province of Anhwei
and on February 17 captured Hangchow. Continuous Nationalistic propaganda in enemy
territory, threats of strikes by workers in cities
they approached, and the defection to their cause
of one military leader after another as they
advanced greatly helped their forward progress.
Their Northern commander, Feng Yu-hftiang, likewise threatened with an army of 50,000 the
rear of the opposing armies, which now comprised the forces of Chang Tso-lin, Chang Tsungchang, Governor of Shantung, and Sun Chuan^
fang, late governor of the "five provinces."
Shanghai was finally occupied on March 21,
when the general in command came over to the
Nationalists. Two days later, Nanking was

and Chiang Kai-shek began preparations for the final drive on Poking. By this
time, the antagonism of the moderates and the
communists within the Kuo Min-tang organization had deepened to the point of an open
rupture, Chiang Kai-shek, as leader of the
moderates, definitely broke with the communists
and set up his own government at Nanking in
opposition to the Hankow government of the
extremists. The move aligned the army of
Tang Seng-chi with his foes, but Chiang nevercaptured

continued his advance northward. In
addition to Feng Yu-lwiang, he now had as allies
Pei-fu and the "model governor" of Sliansi
Province, Yen Hsi-shan, who cast in his lot with
the Southern cuiihe.
theless

Wu

By May 30, Chiang's army had taken Pengpu
and Suchow and was threatening an advance
into Shantung. Eaily in June, the Northern
forces retreated across the Yellow River. With

the Northern cause apparently desperate, rumors
of peace negotiations and an alliance between
Chang Tso-lin and Chiang Kai-shek on the basis
of Sun Yat-scn's principles were heard but were
sharply denied by the latter. In the middle of
June, Chang Tso-lin was constituted dictator of
the Northern forces and the Peking government.
Toward the close of June, Feng Yu-hsiang and
Chiang Kai-shek met in Suchow to plan a
concerted advance on Peking; but in July, the
defense of Shantung suddenly stiffened. The
Northern army concentrated on. an. attack on
Sucbow and, after prolonged and bitter '-fighting,
recaptured the city. It marked the turn of the
tide.
Chiang Kai-shek, driven back from one
position after another, resigned his command
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15, because of his reverses and in
order to preserve harmony in his party, and
later retired to Japan.
Under General Sun Chuan-fang, the Northern
army now advanced until it threatened Nanking
and Shanghai; but their desperate situation
rallied the Nationalists and they first stopped
the enemy advance and then gradually pushed
the Northern army back until by the middle of
December they were again in possession of
Suchow. Once more successful, the Nationalist
leaders insisted on the return of Chiang Kaishek to the command of their forces and he
consented, but stipulated that he was to retire
when the military victory should be complete.
On both sides, the early months of 1928 were
spent in preparations for a renewal of .the conIn April, the Northern general, Sun Chuanflict.
fang, attacked Feng Yu-hsiang,. but the latter's
army counter-attacked and in conjunction with
the forces of Chiang Kai-shek inflicted a severe
defeat on the Northerners. On May 1, Chiang
Kai-shek captured Tsinan, capital of Shantung
Province; but the victory immediately brought
a clash with the Japanese, who had moved considerable forces to Shantung, and on their orders
he was forced, under protest to the Japanese
Government and to the League of Nations, to
evacuate the city* He then turned toward
Peking, but events made it unnecessary for him
to advance on the capital. Faced by converging
Nationalist armies, Chang Tso-lin did not await
the attack but on June 3 (it is believed on the
advice of the Japanese) left the city with his
cabinet for Manchuria. When his train neared

on August

to abandon extra1930.
On Octqber 3, the basis for a new government
was laid by the promulgation of a new consti-

also

pledged

territoriality

themselves

by Jan.

1,

tution (which, however, was declared to be
provisional in character) creating live branches
of government, executive, legislative, judicial,
examination (for testing candidates for public
position), and control (for exercising powers of
impeachment and auditing). The President and
Vice President were provided for as heads of
the executive branch and presumably of the
nation itself. On October 9, the Executive
Committee of the Kuo Min-tang elected Chiang
Kai-shek President, and he announced a cabinet
which included the following: Minister of
Foreign Affairs, C. T. Wang; Finance, T. V.

Soong; War, Feng Yu-hsiang; Agriculture, Yu
Industry, H. H. Kung; Education,
Chiang Meng-ling; Railways, Sun Fo; Interior,
Yen Hsi-Shan; Communications, Wang Po-chun;
Pei-clii;

and Health, Hsueh

Tu-pi.

These officials applied themselves at once to
the task of making China a unified state which
could take its place as an equal in' the family
of nations. Among the first moves in that
direction was the promulgation on Dec. 10, 1928,
of a new schedule of import tariffs to go into
effect Feb. 1, 1929.
They covered practically

and were drawn up to
than protection, with a
to 59 per cent. Japan
any new rates until her
should be abrogated by
mutual consent, but finally accepted them on
Mukden, it was bombed and he died shortly the day before they became effective. Foreign
afterward from his injuries. There was strong administration of the customs machinery was
evidence that the Japanese were concerned in not affected by tariff autonomy. In January,
the plot. On June 5, General Yen Hsi-shan, 1929, an attempt was made to form a practicable
Governor of Shansi, occupied Peking with his plan for cutting down ihe country's military
Nationalist army, and the full triumph of the forces by nearly a million men. The major
Nationalist cause was assured. The death of policies of the Government were directed toward
Chang Tso-lin removed the last great obstacle centralizing administration of the country in
to the consolidation of the country under the the
with respect to
capital,
particularly
Kuo Min-tang. Although there was some fur- financial and military matters. The first forther scattered fighting, the opposing armies soon midable challenge to its authority came in the
melted away. Chang Tso-lin's son and successor, shape of a revolt by General Chang Tsung-chang,
Chang Hsueh-liang, received the representatives former Governor of Shantung. It centred
of the new regime cordially and readily ac- around Chefoo. Hostilities began on February
knowledged the authority of their government 21 and for a while the rebel forces made some
over the whole of China. On the insistence of headway; but in May they were defeated by
the Japanese, he delayed announcing his adherence the government general, Liu Chen-men, and
for several months, but, on December 29, he Chang Tsung-chang fled to Japan. Another
raised the flag of the new government over his revolt in Hankow was quickly put down. More
dangerous than these actual outbreaks was the
palace instead of the old flag of the Republic.
With the military victory completed, the disaffection of Feng Yu-hsiang, who resigned his
Nationalist, leaders turned at once to the task
of reconstruction. Peking was abandoned as a
capital and renamed Peiping, and the seat of

all

articles

of import

provide revenue rather
moderate range of 7%
alone held out 'against
old treaty with China

post as Minister of

War

in the spring of 1929.

Antagonism between Feng and his following
and the official government led by Chiang Kaithe new government, was placed at Nanking. shek grew greater until, in May, it was reported
Without waiting for the formal organization of that Feng was on the verge of beginning war on
a new constitutional government, the United the Nanking government. By a resolution of
States, on July 25, signed a treaty with China the Central Executive Committee of the Kuo
recognizing the Nationalist regime and its Min-tang on May 23, Feng was dismissed -from
complete tariff autonomy, the Senate ratifying all official connection with the Government and
the treaty on Feb. 11, 1929. Before the dose a punitive mandate against him was authorized.
of the year, twelve .nations in all had taken The situation did not reach the stage of, open
action of this kind with respect to the tariff, warfare, however, and in midsummer it was
stipulating only that no nation: should enjoy reported in the press that he was, being sent
greater tariff; benefits than the signatories of the abroad by the Government on an extended
treaties.
They included the United States, mission of study. Disorders occurred in Canton
Germany, Norway, Belgium, Italy, Denmark, in May, when Kwantung forces were 'obliged to
Portugal, the Netherlands, Great Britain,, Swe- defend that city against an attaiefc by a Kwangsi
Five of theses-Italy, faction-. On May 30 occurred the 'final act in
ce, and, Spain.
the history of Japanese occupation of Shantung,
Spain, Denmark,; and
,

1

,

,

;

.

CHINA
when the

last of the Japanese troops departed

from the province. On June 1, an elaborate state
funeral was held at Nanking for Dr. Sun Yat-sen,
whose body had been brought down from near
Peiping. Throughout the first half of 1929, a
very severe famine prevailed in central China
See RUSaffecting tens of millions of Chinese.
SIA, under History.
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CHINABD,

).
(1881shin'ar', GILBERT
French philologist who was born in Chatellerault and studied at Poitiers and the Sorbonne. He was instructor of French at the College of the City of New York in 1908, then for
four years at Brown University, and from 1912-

A

professor at the University of California.
lie was at Johns Hopkins, where he
was joint editor of the Johns Hopkins Studies in
Romance Literature and Languages, and professor of French literature after 1925. His publiL'exotisme americain dans la
cations include:
litterature frangaise, au XVIeme sfecle (1911) ;
L'Amerique et le reve eaotique (1913) L'exo19,

After 1919,

;

tisme am&ricain dans I'oeuvre de Chateaubriand
(1918); Chateaubriand, Les Watches (1919);
La doctrine de I'Americanisme (1919); Volney
et I'Amerique (1923) ; Jefferson et les Ideologues
(1925) ; Les refugi&& Iwguenots en Amerique
(1925); The Common Place Book of Thomas
3
Jefferson (1926) ; Destutt de Tracy, de I Amour
( 1926 ) ; and Les amities frangaises de Jefferson
(1927).
CHIROL, chlr'ol, Sra VALENTINE (1852An English journalist and writer on the
) .
Orient (see VOL. V). His later works include:
Cecil Spring-Rice: In Memoriam (1919); The
Egyptian Problem (1920) India, Old and New
(1921); The Occident and the Orient (1924);
India (Modern Nations Series, 1926); and his
reminiscences, Fifty Years of a Changing World
(1927).
CHIROPRACTIC.
system of preventing
and healing disease by manipulation which followed the success of osteopathy but which its
practitioners assert to be of independent origin
and derived by its originator, D. D. Palmer,
from discoveries made acidentally during so;

A

called magnetic healing. At first, a practitioner of
the latter and conductor of a school of magnetic
healing, D. D. Palmer, then of Davenport, Iowa,
changed his methods to what he designated as a
chiropractic. He soon established his cult in Okla-

homa, where he opened a college. This period,
from the accidental discovery until the establish-

ment of the school, covered the decade 1895-1905.
Palmer later removed to California and continued his practice there until his death at San
Diego in 1913.

Disputes arose as to the

legiti-

mate successor

of Palmer and also as to the essenB. J. Palmer, son
tial features of chiropractic.
of the founder, opened a school of Chiropractic at
Davenport which turned out thousands of graduates practicing the so-called Palmer method.
It has been admitted by the legitimate chiro-

many bogus graduates and unqualipractitioners often usurped the name and
functions of chiropractic, and they asserted that
universal legalization of the practice would be
necessary to eliminate this fraudulent element.
Owing to the highly technical character of the
manipulations of chiropractic, as well as the
different conceptions of the -art by its own practitioners, no attempt will be made to describe
them here.
practors that
fied
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Since the introduction of this cult, about 150
schools have been started for qualifying practitioners of chiropractic, but many have closed
no less than 48 in the past few years and
the number functioning in 1928 was said to be
only 40 of very unequal facilities for instruction. No less than six exist in California, where
the cult nourishes. The best known are the
original Palmer School at Davenport, Iowa., with
between 200 and 300 annual graduates, the
National College of Chiropractic in Chicago, and
the Los Angeles College of Chiropractic with an
output of about 100 graduates.
At a meeting of chiropractors in Pittsburgh,
Feb. 26, 1928, B. J. Palmer complained that 80
per cent of the chiropractors in Pennsylvania
were practicing medicine, and that this defection
meant the downfall of the cult as such. During
the preceding 18 months the supreme courts of
seven States had handed down legal injunctions
whereby the cause of chiropractic was permanthe
cult
for
lost.
Bills
ently
legalizing
have been lost in the legislatures of New York,
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and the District
of Columbia, while licensing boards

have been

recognized in Kentucky and Indiana.

CHITTENDEN,
).

An American

RUSSELL

HENRY

(1856-

physiological chemist (see

During the World War, Chittenden
was a member of the Advisory Committee on
Food Utilization and also a member of the ex-

VOL. V).

ecutive committeee of the National Research
Council. He edited the United States Report of
the Inter-Allied Scientific Commission (1918).
In 1922 he was made emeritus professor of physiological chemistry at the Sheffield Scientific
School, Yale University.

CHLOROPHYLL.
CHODAT, sh&'da',

See BOTAN*.
ROBEBT (1865-

).

A

Swiss botanist (see VOL. V), director of the
Botanic Institute, The. Alpine Garden "La Linnaea," and the laboratory of Alpine biology at
Bourg-St.-Pierre. In 1914 he was made a member of the Linnean Society and in 1918 director
of PHerbier Boissier. His later works include:
Vegetation du Paraguay (1916-1921); Biologie
des Plant es (1917) ; another volume of Principes
de botanique (1920); and Scenedes mus, monographic (1926).
CHOLECYSTOGRAPHY. See GALL-STONE
DISEASE.
CHOSEN". See KOEEA.
).
CHRISTEN, kre'sten, JosEFlNE (1869An Austrian sculptor and feminist, born in
Bohemia of Czech and French parentage. She
studied music and for 13 years was on the operatic stage under the direction of the famous
manager, Angelo Neumann. Then she studied
art in Prague and later in Paris, and in 1908
From 1915 to 1917, she was
settled in Vienna.
with the Austrian Army as official sculptor, and
in 1918 exhibited her war work. Becoming absorbed in political life, she founded and was
president of the Austrian Women Voters' Association.
Her principal works are "Cain,"
"Salome" and "The Consoling Muse." She did
,

many private monuments and exhibited portraits
in Paris, Vienna, Turin, etc. Her musical compositions included a mass; some orchestral works,
and songs with piano accompaniment.
CHRISTIAN X, GAEL FBEDEBIK

ALBEBT
ALESANDEB VILEELM (1870).
King of
Denmark and Iceland (see VOL. V). By his
personal popularity and tact, he was able during
the World War to keep Denmark strictly neu-
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In 1915 he approved a new constitution
tral.
which limited the monarchy, in 1917 Denmark
sold the Danish West Indies to the United
States, in 1018 Iceland was given greater states
and in 1020 Denmark entered the League
of Nations. The great event of his reign, however, was the plebiscite which brought back
North Schleswig to Denmark. During his reign
more than 2500 square miles of useless land were
reclaimed to agriculture; a merchant marine
was developed; world-wide commercial enterprise launched; and a number of important
See DENMARK,
scientific discoveries were made.
rights,

under

ffintary.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

day, increased in membership from 168,779 in
1918 to 252,622 in 1927; and the Tenth Legion,
whose members gave one-tenth of their incomes
to religious work, increased its membership from
biennial convention of the
51,302 to 73,859.
Society
* was held at Kansas City, Mo., July 3-8,
1929.
The headquarters of the society are at
Mount Vernon and Joy Streets, Boston, Mass.
CHRISTIANIA. See OSLO.
CHRISTIAN" SCIENCE. During the years
1915-28, the Christian Science denomination
continued and increased its previous progress.
In the first thirty-five years of the Christian
Science movement (1879-1914), the number of

A

CHRISTIAN CHURCH.

This denomina- organized congregations (churches and sociechanged the name of its administrative ties) grew from one to 1488. During the fourbody from the American Christian Convention teen years from the beginning of 1915 to the
to the General Convention of the Christian end of 1928, this number increased from 1488 to
Church in 1022. There were, in 1916, 1213 2382. Of the last mentioned number, 1907 were
ministers; 1265 churches, including 111 colored; in the United States, 185 were in Great Britain
118,737 members, including 10,120 colored; and and Ireland, 61 were in Canada, 38 in Germany,
1115 Sunday schools, with 91.853 members. 17 in South Africa, 14 in Australia, 12 in SwitThese compared with the following statistics re- zerland, 9 in New Zealand, 4 in France, 4 in
in Sweden, and 38 in other countries.
ported to the denomination in 1028: 1113 or- Holland, 3
dained ministers, including 216 colored; 308 At the end of 1928, there were 9589 Christian
unordained, including 121 colored; 1202 churches, Science practitioners accredited as such by the
First
including 173 colored; 118,206 members, includ- Christian Science Mother Church, the
Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Mass.
ing 14,107 colored; 917 Sunday schools with
93,108 members; and 372 Christian Endeavor At the same time, the number of Christian
Science teachers authorized by The Mother
societies with 8264 members.
The foreign mission work, which has been car- Church was 306.
One of the most notable developments during
ried on for some years in Japan and Porto Rico,
was extended to South America in 1026. Home the period under review is the growth of Chrismissionaries are active in the Western lumber tian Science Sunday Schools. In the early hisof this denomination, children attended
camps and among the Indians, and with Negroes tory
and mountaineers. The Christian Publishing Sunday services with their parents. Afterthe larger churches had Sunday
Association, at Dayton, Ohio, in addition to wards, only
other periodicals, issues one of the oldest reli- Schools. In recent years, however, each church
and society has conducted a Sunday School for
gious newspapers in the United States, The Herald of Oosepel Liberty, a weekly founded in 1808. pupils up to the age of twenty years. Now, it is
The denomination maintains eight educational not unusual for the number of children in a
School to equal or exceed the number of
institutions, a home for aged ministers, and an Sunday
adult members in the church or society, and
orphanage.
On Mar. 3, 1024, the Commission on Christian more than a few of the pupils in these schools
have parents who are not interested in Christian
Unity of the Church addressed an overture to Science
for themselves.
a number of churches looking toward a corporate
Another notable development during the
unity. As a result of this action, the National
Council of the Congregational Church and the period 1915-18 has been the increased appreciaGeneral Convention of the Christian Church tion and respect for Christian Science shown by
Criticism and misapprehension of
voted a merger of the two denominations, to be the public.
known as the General Council of the Congrega- this religion have diminished, attendance at its
tional and Christian Churches, which came church services and lectures has increased steadThe ily. So has the demand for Christian Science
officially before the two bodies in 1929.
literature (the writings of Mary Baker Eddy and
of the two denominations are
tion

enterprises

being

combined as rapidly as the necessary legal the periodicals issued by The Christian Science
so has the inquiry for
Publishing Society)
adjustments can be effected.
Science healing and the acknowlCHRISTIAN ENDEAVOB, INTERNATIONAL Christian
SOCIETY OP. Founded in 1881 as the United edged results thereof. Acquaintance with Chriswas tian Science and interest in this subject have
Society of Christian Endeavor, the name
bee*n greatly extended by the radio broadcasting
changed in August, 1027. It is an interdenomi- of church services and
lectures, which is now
national society designed to train young people
done extensively and regularly.
for church membership and clfurch work. DeNotable, also, have been the recognitions given
partments of Christian vocatidns, and of travel to Christian Science
by national and state govand recreation were added in 1927 'to the four
ernments. For instance, there have been chapgroups, junior, intermediate, and senior societies, lains in the United States
Army and Navy, and
and alumni council, into which the activities of
numerous acts of legislative bodies have implied
the organizatidSfc were previously divided. The
number of societies throughout the world in- that Christian Science treatment has acquired a
remedial practices.
creased from 75,000 in 1914 to approximately permanent place among
the United States Congress, when legislat80,000 with 4,000,000 members by 1020. In the Thus,
of Columbia, and the legislatter year, the International Society included ing for the District
branches in over seventy countries besides the latures in most of the United States have apUnited States and Canada. The Comrades of plied religious freedom to the practice of Christhe Quiet Hour, who devoted themselves to a tian Science, either explicitly or in general
The same can be said for several of the
definite period of prayer and meditation each terms.
;
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Canadian Provinces;
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and in England, where

Christian Science is not so well known, the British Parliament, when passing the Nursing
Homes Kegistration Act, 1027, exempted Christian Science houses from medical requirements.
During the period 1915-28, the Christian Scientists developed and extended their unique
agency, the Christian Science reading room.
Each Church of Christ, Scientist, provides, at a
place convenient for the public, at least one reading room where anybody who desires to do so
may read or study the Bible with the books and
periodicals which constitute the authorized literature of Christian Science, or may enjoy an
interval of meditation and rest. In the larger
cities, each of the local churches has a reading
room in its own vicinity, while all of them unite
in maintaining one or more reading rooms in central locations; and the quiet welcome to be
found at these rooms is. accepted by a large and
increasing number of people who may or may
not be affiliated with Christian Science.
During the years 1915-28, the growth and permanency of the Christian Science denomination
has been evidenced remarkably by the increased
number of church edifices. Almost without exception, the meetings of this denomination in
Boston and elsewhere began in rented halls.
Now, many or most of the branch churches have
followed the example of The Mother Church in
erecting and owning their own buildings. Always designed to be of churchly type, many of
these edifices are notable for beauty as well as
adaptation to Christian Science services.
In 1920 The Christian Science Benevolent Association opened a large sanatorium in Brookline, Mass., which was under the auspices of The
Mother Church. As enlarged since then, it furnishes accommodations for 148 guests, who
there either for care while in quest of
mayj go
Christian Science healing or for recuperation
site for a similar institution has
and rest.
been acquired at San Francisco which is also to
be under the auspices of The Mother Church. At
many other places, homes for the care of patients
under Christian Science treatment are conducted
by Christian Scientists as personal undertakings,
the practice of Christian Science healing being
always regarded as an individual ministry.
Another institution opened in 1927 under the
auspices of The Mother Church is The Christian

A

He graduated from Iowa Agricultural
College in 1903 and since 1905 has been connected with the agricultural department of Purdue University as superintendent of agricultural
extension, director of the Agricultural Experiment Station, and director of the Summer School
for Teachers.
He was State Pood Director for
Indiana, 1917-19, and assistant Secretary of
Agriculture, 1918-19. He was also a member of
several important boards relating to agriculture
during the World War. Since 1919 he has been
superintendent of the International Grain and
Canada.

Hay Show.

CHRISTY, HOWARD
An American painter

CIIANDLEB (1873).
(see VOL. V). He returned to portrait painting in 1920 and painted
portraits of Will. H. Hays, George Harvey, Post
Wheeler, and others. He also painted portraits
of the late President Warren G. Harding, former
President and Mrs. Coolidge, Charles E. Hughes,
Premier Mussolini, Crown Prince Humbert of
Italy,

and many

others.

CHROMOSOMES.
CHUBB, PERCIVAL

See ZOOLOGY.
(1860).

An American educator (see VOL. V). He was president of
the Drama League of America from 1915 to
1917 and from 1918 to 1920.
OP ENGLAND. See ENGLAND,

CHURCH
OF.
CHUBCH OP GOD. See ADVENTISTS.
CHURCH OP THE NEW JERUSALEM.
See NEW JERUSALEM:, CHURCH OF THE.
CHURCH UNITY. See RELIGIOUS CONCHURCH

TROVERSIES, and articles on different denominations.

CHURCHES OP CHRIST.

See DISCIPLES

OF CHRIST,

CHURCHES OP CHRIST IN AMERICA,
FEDERAL COUNCIL, OP THE. See FEDERAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN AMERICA.
CHURCHILL, CHARLES SAMUEL (1856An American railway official, born in
).
New Britain, Conn. He graduated from the
Sheffield Scientific School in 1878 and, from
1879 to 1881, was engaged in surveys and railroad construction in Connecticut and Pennsylvania. He served as superintendent of construction and as engineer of many important railroads
in the Middle West and, from 1918 to 1026, was
vice president of the Norfolk & Western KailHe was chairman of commissions repreroad.
senting the Southern group of railways on FedAn authority on the
eral valuation, in 1913.
ventilation of railway tunnels arid on the testing of materials, he was a frequent contributor
of technical articles to engineering publications
and a member of several scientific and engineer-

This is a home
on the site near
Concord, N. H., where Mrs. Mary Baker Eddy resided from 1892 to 1908. As now constructed,
the main building has accommodations for 1.50
residents and employees, and is surrounded bygrounds comprising about 100 acres. An audi- ing societies.
torium seating 150 is used for Christian Science
An
).
CHURCHILL, WINSTON (1871His most reserviced; the dining-room, large enough for 00 American author (see VOL. V).
persons, anticipates additional buildings or ex- cent works include: A. Far Country (1015);
tensions. Admission to the home depends on The Dwelling Place of Light (10J7) A. Traveller
length of service and creditable work for Chris- in Wa.r*Time with an Jssay on the American
Science Pleasant

View Home.

for elderly Christian Scientists

;

t

tian Science.
In recent years, the Christian Science Mother
Church has encountered persistent opposition
from former members still claiming to be Christian-Scientists.
Controversy and litigation have
resulted, but the attitude of The Mother Church
has been consistently defensive, and neither its

position nor its progress appears to have been,
impaired.

CHRISTIANS. See CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
).
CHRISTIE, GEORGE IRVING (1881An 4m&ictfn efttt&ftr, btortn ad WuflStestgrj dnt.;

Contribution 'to the Democratic Idea (1918),;
Dr. Jonathan, three-act play, (I919)j and The
Crisis (1021).
,.
,

,

CHURCH'ILL, THE

fc-r.

HON.

WIN.STON

LEONARD SPENCER (1874An English
).
At the outbreak pf the
( see, VOL., V).
World War, he was First Lord of the Admiralty
but, was forced to resign in J 9 15, and was then
appointed Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster.
brief service in the army, he was made
After
~
inister pf Munitions,
^ 1017-18. He wae blamed

statesman

.
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thelesa served as Secretary of State for War and
for Air (1918-21). He was Secretary of State
for the Colonies (1921-22). From 1924 to the
advent of the Labor Government in June, 1929,
he was Chancellor of the Exchequer in the Conservative ministry, having turned from the Liberal Party in o'l'der to oppose socialism. In
1925, under his administration, Great Britain returned to the gold standard. He wrote: The
World Crisis (4 vols., 1923-27), of which a
large part is a defense of his policies as First
Lord of the Admiralty, and The World Crisis:

The Aftermath (2 vols., 1928, 1929).
CILICIA. This region in southeastern Asia
Minor was the centre, after the World War, of
Armenian nationalistic aspirations and later of
French imperialistic schemes. It was occupied
by the British-French forces in their triumphant

march north

in

1918;

its

control fell to the

French in 1919 in accordance with the terms of
the secret Sykes-Picot agreement of May, 1916.
The later discredited Sevres Treaty of 1920 put
the stamp of approval on the occupation by assigning a portion of Cilicia to the French man-

date territory of Syria. A secret treaty, signed
at the same time by France, Great Britain, and
Italy, protected France in her rights in the rest
of the territory by means of a zone of influence.
Armenians flocked there in the hope of gaining
asylum, as well as possible French support in
operations against the Turkish Nationalists who
late in 1920 were moving against their compatriots in the East.
The French policy had
veered about, however. Rather than manifest
an interest in Armenians, the French bent all
their energies to conciliating the Turks. The
Turks, strangely enough, were unyielding, and
French attempts at the pacification of Cilicia
were stubbornly resisted in 1920-21. The policy
proved wasteful and ill-adyised, and from March,
1921, the French tried to withdraw as gracefully
as they might. Finally, on Oct. 20, 1921, France
and the Angora govet nmetit signed a treaty
which provided for the evacuation of Cilicia.
A subsequent agreement pro(See TURKEY.)
vided for the protection of the Christian populations, the postponement of military conscriptions, and the creation of a Franco-Turkish
commission with Cilician representation for the

"

safeguarding of property. By Great Britain,
the step was regarded with hostility, for it
meant a further repudiation of the Entente as
well as the endangenng of British interests in
the Near East. The boundary between Syria
and Turkey, as fixed by the Treaty of Oct. 20,
1921, was 'written into the Treaty of Lausanne
of July 24, 1923. Cilicia thus once more reverted to Turkey.
CINCnnSTATI, sm'sm-nrtl. The second city
of Ohio, ranking eighteenth among cities of the

The population increased from
384,745 in 1910 to 401,247 in 1920, and to 413,700 in 1928, by estimate of the Bureau of the
Census. Approximately 90 per cent of the population is American born. A home-rule charter
was adopted in 1918 by popular vote, and in
1926 the city-manager form of government was
United States.

accepted, with proportional representation for
the nine members of the Council.. The City
Manager is selected by the Council and receives
a salary of $25,000 a year. One of the Council
members, chosen by that body, acts as Mayor.
rapid transit system 'is under construction,
a portion of it utilizing the right of way of the
Miami ttttd Erie )&aaS; which. Was'

A

CINCINNATI

turned over by the State for the purpose. The
completed work will include 2.45 miles of subway, 9 miles of open trackage, 0.2 miles of tunnel, 3.4 miles of concrete trestle and 1.4 miles
of concrete elevated structure. The exhaustion
of $6,000,000 provided by a bond issue in 1916
led to a halt in construction in 1928. On Jan.
1, 1929, by charter amendment, the duties of the
Rapid Transit Commission passed to the City
Manager. Further plans are to be developed.
The street railway is privately owned, being
operated on a serv'ice-at-eost system. A* doubledeck terminal for interurhan electric cars was
finished in 1923 at a total cost of approximately
$11,000,000. The Southern Railway, extending
336 miles from Cincinnati to Chattanooga and
valued at approximately $48,000,000 by the
Interstate Commerce Commission, is the only
railroad in the United States which is municipally owned.
To accommodate nine railroads, radiating
from Cincinnati to all sections of the United
States, a Union Depot and Freight Terminal to
cost $75,000,000 is being erected.
Cincinnati is
also a leading airport. Lunken Field, in the
eastern part of the city, consists of 058 acres
with a 3800-foot runway, while Watson Field, at
Blue Ash, consists of 100 acres. The improvement of the Ohio River, with a view to estab-

lishing a 9-ft. stage the year round, was completed in 1924 and has proved of special benefit
to Cincinnati in the shipment of coal from the
Kentucky, Tennessee, and West Virginia fields.
The average number of wage earners in metropolitan Cincinnati's 2094 manufacturing establishments in 1925 was 90,659. The output of
these establishments was valued at $678,700,210.
The Bureau of Business Research of Ohio State
University estimated the total wage and salary
payments for 1926 at $233,279,000, the second
largest in the State. From 1920 to 1920, there
was an increase of 24.4 per cent in industrial
payrolls and during the same period an increase
in manufacturing total wage and salary payments of 6.56 per cent.
The assessed valuation of real and personal
property in Cincinnati is $1,107,000,000, the tax
rate for 1928 being $21.60 per $1000. In December, 1928, the general bonded debt amounted
to $99,322,580. In 1928 the total value of
building permits issued was $42,661,323, an increase of approximately 13 per cent over the
previous year. Cincinnati has 626.33 miles of
paved streets and 625 miles of sewers. Recent
public improvements include the Central Parkway, which cost $4,250,000, and the Chamber
of Commerce Building, which cost $2,000,000.
Among the bonds approved by vote of the people in 1928 were: $1.000,000 for the Western
Hills Viaduct to be built by the city and the
Union Terminal Company, the latter to pay
approximately $2,500,000 and the city $1,000,000; $1,000,000 for the widening of Plum Street
from the Central Parkway to Second Street,
so as to expedite traffic in 'the central district;
$2,000;000 for the elimination of some 10 impor-

tant grade crossings; $300,000 for an outdoor
dispensary at the General Hospital; $500,000
for playfields; and $JOO,000 for additional
parks.
Cincinnati has 23 banks with a capital of $26,125,000. Surplus and undivided profit* amount
to $31,942,871; loans, $206,586,710; deposits,
$357,390,010; total resources, $448,062,024. The

w&lth

is

approximately

4,500,
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The churches number 403, with the following in
the lead: Roman Catholic, 71; Baptist, 66;
Methodist Episcopal, 41;
Presbyterian, 42;
Protestant Episcopal, 20; Jewish, 18. The extensive public-library system includes one main
library and several branches in schools and
other agencies, with a yearly circulation of
2,343,910 books. There are 14 otber special
libraries.
The public schools number 05, with an
enrollment of 00,753 and the parochial schools,
208 with an enrollment of 45,025. See CINCINNATI, UNIVERSITY OP.
CINCINNATI, UNivEBsrra OF. A coeducational
municipal institution at Cincinnati,
Ohio, founded in 1871. From 1914 to 1028, the
student body inci eased from 18(56 to 0001, and
1310 attended the summer session of 1928; the
faculty increased from 186 to 571 members; the
library, from 90,000 bound volumes and 79,000
pamphlets to 144,048 volumes; the productive
funds, from $1,500,000 to $0,239,545; and the income, from $200,000 to $1,820,821. The College
of Commerce was merged with the College of Engineering, which was known thereafter as the
College of Engineering and Commerce; the Cincinnati Hospital Training School for Nurses became a department in the College of Medicine
in 1010; the Cincinnati Law School became the
College of Law of the University in 1918; the
School of Household Arts, organized in 1914,
was made the department of home economics in

ably placed in parked areas. Consequently, in
the city- and regionai-planning fields, plans were
far in advance of executed pi ejects, or even projects fairly started;

and what has gone beyond

the paper stage is often piecemeal work. This is
due largely to the difficulties of fitting into governmental framework the new parts essential
for comprehensive city and regional planning.
In regional planning, the difficulties are still
greater than in city planning, because regional
areas embrace scoies of governmentally independent cities, villages, and rural townships, not
co-terminous with counties, often covering several counties, and not easily brought under a
single governmental organization because of various obstacles, some human and some constitutional.
In both city and regional areas, notably
the former, various public improvements have
been carried out, each independent of the other,
but without much needed correlation, and not
always with due regard for the entire area, even
for the one class of engineering works as
It is
streets, sewers, water supply, or parks.
this correlation, through not only a master plan
for each class of service but also by means of a
grand master plan for all, that is the reason
and aim of city and regional planning.
Zoning. After some years of city planning,
much of which never got beyond the paper stage,
partly because done by temporary voluntary bodies instead of by permanent governmental agencies, it became evident that dependable city
planning rested on zoning; that is, upon deter-

the College of Education; a new department of
hygiene and physical education was organized in
1910; and a department of leather research and mining, subject to reasonably frequent modificaa professorship of surgical anatomy were created tion, what parts of a city 'shall be devoted to
in 1921. In 1922 the School of* Applied Arts residences of various typessingle, semi-detached,
was opened under the direction of the dean of or apartment what part to business, what to
the College of Engineering and Commerce. A manufacturing, and where a few classes of inchemistry building and a women's building were dustry actually or likely to be nuisances, but escompleted in 3910 and a dormitory for men in sential to at least a large city, shall be allowed.
1923; the Alphonso Taft College of Law Build- Permissible heights ot buildings and percentage
ing was opened in 1925 and in that year the of lots built upon also are taken into consideraTanners' Council of America built a research tion. Upon use and height of buildings and perlaboratory in connection with the College of centage of the ground covered by them depend
Engineering and Commerce. In 1929 Dean Her- density of population, street widths, kinds of
man Schneider, Sc.D., was elected president suc- pavement, size of water mains and sewers, transportation facilities, size, location and character
ceeding Frederick Charles Hicks, Ph.D.
CINCINNATI
OBCHES- of schools, playgrounds and parks, telephone and
The need for /oning did not beTHA. Roc Music, under Orchestras.
light service.
come widely apparent until just before the entry
CINEMA. See MOVING PICTURES.
CINEPHOTOGrRAPHY. See PHOTOGRAPHY. of the United States into the World War.
The fact that zoning requires no construction
CITIES. See MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT.
CITRUS CANKER. See PLANTS, DISEASES outlay and comparatively little operating expense and that it prepares the way for the more
OP.

SYMPHONY

CITY

AND REGIONAL

*

PLAN3STINa.

The existence in 1929 of over 700 city-,
and rcgional-planning bodies in the

village-*

United

States where there were none of either twentyfive years earlier, attests the rapid growth of a
significant movement caused not only by city
growth but also by an increasing consciousness
Since about
of its many attendant problems.
1920, practical recognition has been given to the
fact that planning problems do not stop at city
boundaries but extend to large tributary areas
which often go beyond county and sometimes
pass over state lines; hence, regional planning.
In any new field, it is easier to plan than to
This is particularly true in one reexecute.
quiring education, then legislation, and then still
more education before governing bodies will provide funds to widen and extend streets, to ac-

qniro mid improve playgrounds, parks and reservations, to provide transit facilities and to build
civic centres or groups of public buildings, suit-

orderly, more economical, and more efficient construction of several kinds of municipal works
facilitated /oning at a time when many other

municipal activities were almost at a standstill.
Although not known by that name at the time,
zoning in America was begun as early as 1904
by Boston, following State enabling legislation
of 1808 and 1004 which empowered Boston to
limit the height of building near the Public Library on Copley Square. In 1909 Los Angeles,
instituted zoning in a limited way. Two .other
cities
zoned in 1913. In 1915 zoning was
adopted by Neenah, Wis. What gave it its real
start in America was the exhaustive study of the
subject made in New York City, followed by the
a remarkably, complete zoning ordiadoption of
nance in 1916, under the State, Enabling Act
passed two years earlier. Two more citie,s
adopted /oning in 1916 and four in 1917.
At the.close of 1920, there were 38 zoned cities,*
and in the next year the number ckmbl^d. Erog-t
,

.

CITY

ress was then rapid, so that at the end of 1928,
according to figures gathered by the U. S. Department of Commerce, there -were 742 zoned
These cities were located in 44 States
cities.
and the District of Columhia. The only States
without at least one zoned city in 1928 were

Vermont, West Virginia, Montana, Wyoming,
and New Mexico.
The distribution of the 742 zoned municipalities by States and years is shown by the accompanying table, compiled by the Division of
Building and Housing of the U. S. Department
of Commerce.
New York led with 132 zoned
cities, and was followed by New Jersey with 84;
California, 72; Illinois, 66; Massachusetts, 62;
Pennsylvania, 42; Ohio, 39; Michigan, 31.
These eight States had 528 of the 742 zoned
cities.
It should be understood that the character of zoning varies greatly from city to city.
These variations have been indicated in a list
of zoned cities, by States, giving also dates of
the various ordinances, which has been issued
and revised from time to time by the U. S. De-

partment of Commerce.
Zoning is effected by a city ordinance.

When

comprehensive, it prescribes the percentage of
the area of lots which may be covered with
buildings or sets a minimum limit on the depths
of front and rear and the widths of side lots the
heights to which buildings may be carried, either
specifically or in relation to street widths, but
generally with provisions for towers and for
carrying other limited parts of a building above
the main cornice line by means of one or more
setbacks; and the classes of buildings that may
be erected, as, for instance, residence, business,
or industrial. Generally, there are two or more
subdivisions in each main class. For instance,
there may be single-family, two-family, and
apartment-house residence districts, or even
;

many more
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subdivisions in this class.

ordinances. In 1923 there were two adverse decisions in the 'New Jersey Supreme Court, and
one in the Missouri Supreme Court, while the
Louisiana and Wisconsin courts upheld local
zoning ordinances. The two adverse decisions in
New Jersey were limited in application compared with those in the three other States.
They were upheld on appeal, but in 1927 a State
constitutional amendment giving authority for

zoning was adopted by a heavy popular majority
and in 1928 a statute putting it into effect was
enacted.

The Missouri decision, in the highest State
court, was sweepingly against zoning as outside
the police power and confiscatory, while the
Louisiana and Wisconsin decisions, also in the
highest State courts, were as unconditionally
sweeping in the opposite direction. The Missouri decision, four to three; held that the St.
Louis zoning ordinance "provides for the taking
of property for a public use without compensation and without a judicial hearing," is outside
the police power, and would result in "confiscation pure and simple." The New Orleans zoning
ordinance, sustained by the Louisiana Supreme
Court in reversal of a lower court, rests on this
authorization of zoning in the Louisiana constitution of 1021 : "All municipalities are .authorized to zone their territory to create residential,
commercial and industrial districts and to prohibit the establishment of places of business in
residential districts." The court held that the
New Orleans ordinance "is a valid exercise of
the police power" and not in violation of the
Federal constitution. The Louisiana court even
went so far as to declare that aesthetic considerations, as affecting "the comfort and happiness of
the residents" of a district and sustaining "in a
general way the value of property in a neighborhood," may be protected by a zoning ordinance.
"An eyesore in a neighborhood of
It also said:
residences might be as much of a public nuisance,
and as ruinous to property values in the neighborhood generally, as a disagreeable noise, odor,
or menace to safety or health."
In the Milwaukee decision, given fry the State
Supreme Court of Wisconsin on Dec. 11, 1923,
the court said in part:

Constitutionality of Zoning. The legal basis of zoning is the police power.
Reliance
should not be placed on the general grant of police powers by the State to.the city but rather in
specific State zoning legislation, preferably but
not necessarily applicable to all the municipalities of the State.
Since there was no such thing
as zoning when many of the State constitutions
If in the prosecution of governmental functions it
were adopted, it has been considered necessary becomes necessary to take private property, compensaor advisable to secure constitutional amendments tion must be made, but incidental damage to property
resulting from governmental activities or laws passed
authorizing zoning in some States. Broadly, in the promotion of the public welfare is not considered
the power to authorize zoning rests with each a taking of the property for which compensation must
State legislature, subject to the limitations of be made.
1

the constitution of its own State, and of the
United States. A standard or model State-zonact was drawn in 1922 by a coming enabling
mittee of experts appointed by Secretary of
Commerce Hoover, and has been revised from
time to time since. Acts modeled wholly or
partly on this standard have been passed by

many

States.

Prior to the sweeping decision of the United
States Supreme Court in the Euclid case (1926),
summarized below, upholding the broad principles of zoning, State court decisions were in some
cases strongly adverse to zoning and in others
equally strong in support of its legality under
the State constitution, depending largely upon
the conservatism or broad social vision of the
State judges. The Euclid decision established
the fundamental principles of zoning so firmly
as. to leave little to the Federal -district and,
State cpurts except to rule the reasonableness ot
properly drawn and equitably enforced zoning

... It cannot be denied that a city systematically
developed offers greater attractiveness to the house
seeker than a city developed in a haphazard way.
The one compares to the other as a well ordered department store compares to a junk shop.

By a unanimous decision of the Kansas {State
Supremo Court in a Wichita case, the validity
of
a commercial building from a resiexcluding
dence district was established. Included in the
"There is an
decision were these sentences:
aesthetic and cultural side of municipal development which may be fostered within reasonable
limitations.
Such legislation is merely a liberalized application of the general welfare purposes of the State and Federal constitutions."
See National Municipal Review, June 1923, for
synopsis of case and decision.
Euclid Zoning Decision. The ruling decision on the constitutionality of zoning was
handed down in 1926 by the United States Supreme Court ( Village of Euolid a?. Ambler Realty
Co., 272 tJ. S. 365; see 1926 Z^^ International
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Year Book). It overruled a Federal District
Court and upheld a zoning ordinance passed in
1022 by the Village of Euclid, Ohio, a suburb
of Cleveland, having a population of about 7500.
Despite the fact that the court accepted evidence
designed to show that the market value of the
tract of land in question for residential purposes, to which it was restricted by the zoning
ordinance, was only $125 per acre, while for the
industrial use to which the owner wished to put
the land it was worth $10,000 an acre, the court
upheld the ordinance as not against either the
constitution of Ohio or Section 1 of the 14th
Amendment of the Constitution of the United
In the course of its opinion, in disStates.
cussing nuisances, the court held, as applicable
"A
to placing business in a residence district:
nuisance may be merely a right thing in the
wrong place like a pig in the parlor instead of
the barnyard. If the validity of the legislative
classification for zoning purposes be fairly debatable, the legislative judgment must be allowed to control. (Radice v. New York, 264
After pointing out that some
TJ. S. 202, 204.)
State courts have reversed their own decisions
against zoning, the court reviews, with approval,
lower court decisions upholding the exclusion of
business buildings from residence districts, in
the interest of "the health and safety of the
9
community/ The court also states:

The matter of zoning has received much attention
at the hands of commissions and experts, and the iesuits of their investigations have been set forth in
comprehensive reports. These reports,, -which hear
every evidence of painstaking consideration, concur in
the view that the segregation of residential, business,
and industrial buildings will make it easier to provide
fire apparatus suitable for the, character and intensity
of the development in each section; that it will increase
the safety and security of home life; greatly tend to
street accidents,

especially to children,

by

re-

Srevent
aring the traffic and resulting confusion in residential
sections; decrease noise and other conditions which
produce or intensify nervous disorders; preserve a
more favorable environment in which to rear children,
etc.

In both the United States and Canada, city
planning is controlled by several States and
provinces, and activities of the general government in that field are confined to advice, research, and the collection and dissemination of
information. State activities in America have
been confined to legislation except that in a few
instances State departments or divisions of city
planning have been created, notably in Massachusetts and Pennsylvania. In 1017 Canada,
through its Department of Conservation and
Development put 'out a model town-planning act
for the benefit of such of the provincial Legislatures as might wish to pass acts dealing with
the subject.
In 1919 the British Town Planning Act of
1909 was amended. An important change was
a clause making town planning compulsory instead of permissive, the compulsory feature going into effect Jan. 1, 1923, in all places which
by the Census of 1921 had a population of 20,000 or more. 'See The New International Year
Book, 1919, for further details.
Regional planning received increasing attention since papers oh the subject were presented
to the National Conference on City Planning at
its meeting in 1919 (see Proceedings of the Conference). Up to 1924, the subject had not gone
beyond the study and report stage. By far the
most notable undertaking of this kind, under
the name, "Plan of New York and Its Environs,"
'"Regional Survey oi New
(changed later

W
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York and Environs") was begun early in 1921
and first publicly announced in May, 1922, at a
largely attended meeting of engineers, architects
city planners, publicists, and civic workers helc
in New York City at the call of the Riissell Sage
Foundation, the chief backer of the project. Th<
plan included the entire metropolitan districl
of New York and New Jersey and all of Long
Island and took in territory extending 40 miles
south and west from the City Hall of New Yorls
into New Jersey, 60 miles north up the Hudsor
River Valley, 55 miles east into Connecticut
and the whole of Long Island, taking in Bridge
port, Conn.; West Point, N. Y.; Princeton, N
J., and a large part of the New Jersey seacoast.
The regional suivcy embraces some 5.500 square
miles with a resident population of some 10,
000,000, living in over 400 communitites. The
work was in charge of a committee having Fred
eric A. Delano as chairman, with Thomas Adams
as general director of plans and surveys. Bj
1929 the committee had published several of its
proposed Survey volumes and a series of mono
graphs and had under way two Plan volumes.
Los Angeles Regional Planning Conferences
were held in 1922 and 1923. The committee or
Municipal and Metropolitan Affairs of the Bos
ton Chamber of Commerce made a report ir
1922 on Metropolitan Planning and Develop
ment in Boston and Its Environs. In 192
there was formed within the Metropolitan District Commission of Massachusetts a Division oi
Metropolitan Planning to investigate the trans
portation service and its coordination with
roads, bridges, waterways, railroads, street rail
ways, and other arteries of traffic. In Janu
ary, 1924, a Minneapolis'-St. Paul Metropolitar
Planning Committee was organized to serv<
an area 25 miles in radius. This movement had
been started by the Northwestern Section o1
the American Society of Civil Engineers. Dur
ing 1923 the Regional Planning Association oJ
America was formed, with Clarence S. Stein oJ
New York City as secretary.
Up to the end of February, 1929, a list main
tained by the U. S. Department of Commerce in
eluded 30 rcgional-planning commissions, officia
and ^ unofficial, besides 649 official and 37 un
official municipal -planning commissions.
These
ranged from bodies confined to counties to th<
tri-state organization covering metropolitan Nev
York, Connecticut, and New Jersey, and a scconc
tri-state body centring in Philadelphia to thi
National Capital Park and Planning Commissior
at Washington, the studies of which extend intc
Maryland and Virginia. Notable for accomplish
ment in cooperation with minor civil divisiont
has been the Chicago Regional Planning Com
mission, a voluntary organization. In Ne^
York State working under State legislation, th<
Niagara Frontier Planning Board (Buffalo) anc
the Onondaga County Regional Planning Boarc
may be mentioned. See Engineering News-Rec
ord f Oct. 4, and Nov. 22, 1928, pp. 496 and 758
for the first two of a series of articles on regiona.
engineering, by W. W. DcBerard, former chie
of the Chicago Regional Planning Com
engineer
mission.

Construction work to carry out city replan
ning improvements included large expenditure!
at Chicago for important street widening^ anc
extensions, and also lesser improvements and sc
down the scale to the widening of streets for c
block or two in small places at St. Louis, Detroit
Bttrtttn;

afecl

el^e'whfeTfe.

divT<
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groups at Cleveland, Denver, San Francisco, and Court of Justice building was projected for
smaller places have been developed.
early construction, to replace an old court house
Civic Centre Projects. Notable groups of and a hall of records on the civic-centre site
public buildings were to be found in 1920 from which will be torn down and the space they filled
coast to coast, only partly executed, as a rule, left clear. A "great circle" is included in the
or else in the planning or at best the site-acquisi- project, near a small circular plaza which is the
tion state. A simple but impressive group had original centre of the Pueblo Los Angeles, dating
been completed some years earlier at Springfield, back to 1781.
Hew cities under construction in 1920, more
Mass., consisting of a city hall and an auditorium, with a detached tower between them. In or less like the "garden cities" of England, inthe District of Columbia, progress had been cluded Eadburn, N. J., and Westehester, 111.,
made on a revivification of the I/Enfant plan laid out de novo for populations of 25,000 and
for grouping Federal buildings, adopted over a 98,000, respectively, the ftrbt as a self -contained
century ago, Department of Commerce, Internal city with business, industries, residences, and
Revenue, and Archives buildings had been au- paika, the other a purely residential city, with
thorized, and five others were projected on a facilities for business to meet local needs only.
Corlarge triangle bounded by Pennsylvania Avenue, As a site for Badburn, the City Housing
Fifteenth and B Streets. The five additional poration (New York City), bought 1,000 acres
buildings proposed but not authorized were for of land in the borough of Fair Lawn, between
the Department of Labor, Department of Jus- Paterson on the we&t and Hackensack on the
east, some fifteen miles from New York City.
tice, a General Accounting Office, Independent
Establishments and Interstate Commerce Com- After preliminary engineering studies, ground
mission. Progress also had been made on a was broken Aug* 1, 1928. By Mar. 1, 1029, some
plan for a municipal centre, also bounded on one streets had been provided with water, sewerage,
side by Pennsylvania Avenue; a bill authorizing gas, electric-light wires, and paving; 200 onethe District Commissioners to purchase land family houses and a large store and office buildfor the purpose, but carrying no appropriation, ing were nearly completed and plans had been
was signed by President Coolidge on Mar, 2, 1920. made for a gioup of apartment buildings to
At Rochester, the outcome of the subject was house 1000 families. Additional housing at the
uncertain early in 1929, while at Buffalo, there rate of 1000 families a year was proposed.
was some definite accomplishment. The Cleve- feature of Radburn was the separation of autoland group plan had several buildings completed mobile and pedestrian traffic, short stub-end
from
along a mall leading up from the lake bluff, this residence streets extending either way
with, gardens and walks
being one of the earliest projects. At Cincinnati, through-traffic streets,
a county court house had been built as a part of between the houses, parks, and playgrounds bea group plan along the Central Parkway, a boule- hind them, and a school for each two or three
vard on the site of an abandoned canal. The City blocks. Walks in the parks and underpasses
of Duluth dedicated a city hall in November, beneath main vehicular streets enable children to
to school without crossing motor-vehicle
1928, near the existing county court house and go
construction was to start in 1929 on a Federal routes at grade. The general scheme just outat Kadburn and elsewhere, was
building. Progress had been made at St. Paul lined, adopted
on both a State and a city civic centre, plans for thus characterized by Jacob L. Crane, Jr., in an
each having been approved by the city-planning article entitled "Turning City Streets Inside
in The American Mercury, March, 1929:
board, but neither had been approved by the re- Out,"
The specifications call for a large enough area to
spective legislative and appropriating bodies,
provide for group play, say at least 100 ft vide and
although the bonds had been voted for a city as long as the block happens to be. There should be
hall and court house and public-safety building, no access for automobiles. "Woodmar in Indiana, the
Country Club District at Kansas City, an outlying dewithout specification of their sites.
velopment near Dallas and the Radburn project in New
land had been
At St.

A

Louis,
partly acquired
in 1929 for a memorial plaza and civic centre
near the city hall; a civil courts building had
been completed and steps were being taken for
a municipal auditorium and convention hall,
to be 'followed by a memorial building and, it was
hoped, by a Federal building. Across from a
park in front of the Colorado 'capitol, the State
Office Building and the State Museum, an amphitheatre, 'Carnegie Library, and Colonnade to
Civic Benefactors had been, built and the surrounding area landscaped. Still further on, the
city had bought land and torn down buildings
for a site for city and county buildings, bids for
the construction of which had been received. The
United States Mint wa on the corner of the next
San Francisco built a city hall on a fireblock.
swept area after the earthquake of 1906 and
across the plaza fronting the city hall there stood
in 1929 an. auditorium and a State building.
Several other buildings were projected as a
part of this group'. Los Angeles completed a*
large city hall in 1928 on part of a civic^centre
site previously approved and 'set 'apart by the
Federal
'city and .the county authorities.
Building oi the site was fii fcdsttericiB/' ftmdft" for
'

:

a

Stktfc tfoil&infc We're aVrfilat&ty

A
&& a

c'cfenty

A

two-thousand acre IlliJersey furnish examples.
nois land operation now under development is laid out
interior playgrounds. ...
If we are to have
suitable interior parks or playgrounds, we must turn
our houses around and front them on open spaces.
could then push our houses back to the service-way

with

We

has become.
city of Westehester, 111., was located
on 2200 acres of undeveloped land, 13 miles
west of Chicago. The project was laid out ac-

which the

street

The new

cording to an article by one
and constructing engineers

News-Record,

Feb.

21,

of the designing

(see

1929).

Engineering
Construction

work on the first (500-acre) unit of this project
wag well under way early in 1929, with over
$3,000,000 spent or to be spent for streets,
sewers, and street lighting.
Bibliography. Among the many books on
city planning and allied subjects published
since 1913 are Nolen, City Planning (New

York) and New Towns for Old (Boston) ; Lewis,
The Planning of the Moderti City, followed by
new edition in 19J22 (New, York); Adanip .Rural
Planning and Development (Ottawa, Canada)
Garden Cities, and Back *0 tfMZiwk* (I/>ndon)
or*, Daniel Burriham, Planner of .'Cities (BosWflliamsv
IMw <*f tyity' Planning and
)j'
on wOTTu-wKfe r^gislktibn aJntl American
;

;

T^

'i

CITY
court decisions

MANAGER

(New York)
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Baker, Legal Aspects of Zoning (Chicago)
James, Land Planning in the United Nlates for the City, State and
Nation (New York); Kimball, Manual of Information on City Planning and Zoning (Cambridge, Mass.) ; Hughes and Lanborn, Towns and
Town Planning, Ancient and Modern (London)
;

;

5

Adshead, Town Planning and Town Development
(London) ; Wier (editor) Parks: A Manual of
Municipal and County Parks (New York).
Consult also annual reports of National City
City PlanPlanning Conference (New York)
ning, a quarterly (Boston) in which once a year
is an annual survey; and Town Planning Re;

view, a British quarterly. For more details regarding many of the projects and doings memtionod in this article, see issues of the A'cw?
1 tiler national Tear Book.

CIVIC FEDERATION

to deal with social and industrial problems.
Aside from the work carried on throughout the
year by the executives and various committees,
the Federation assembles annually to arrange
its programmes, and to take its stand
upon current public matters. At the 1024
meeting held
in New York City, April 23-24, the department
on current economic and political movements

reported on industrial, social, and civic progress
in the past fifty years.
The discussion embraced the new economic policy of the American
Federation of Labor, Soviet Russia, pacifism
and militarism, and practical politics. A department of industrial relations was created on
Dec. 30, 1924, in memory of August "Belmont and
Samuel Gompers, to alleviate the difficulties between employer and employees. In 1925 the
New York Industrial Round Table convened

ZONED MUNICIPALITIES BY STATES AND YEARS

COMPILED BY UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OP COMMERCE, DIVISION OF BUILDING AND HOUSING, STTBJEOT TO
FINAL REVISION

CITY MAJ3TAGEB.
"OIVIC CENTRES.

See MUNICIPAL GOVEBNSee CITT

AND REGIONAL

PLANNING.

CIVIC FEDEKATIO3ST, THE NATIONAL. An

American educational

society, organized in 1000,

twice,

once

to

discuss

the

possibility

of

eliminating industrial waste and controversy,
and again to compare competitive and regulated
industries. The department of subversive movements continued its opposition to Russian
communistic activities in the United States.

CIVIL SERVICE
The department

REFORM

CLAPP
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move-

second,

ments devoted the year to a study of the
After a prolonged
effects of the Sherman Law.

service,

of

current

economic

study of old-age pensions in the United States

and other
partment

Age

countries, the industrial welfare deissued, in 1925, the Proposal upon Old

Annuities.

In 1026 the Round Tables discussed the problems of the coal industry in the United States,
and the practicability of compulsory arbitration.
The department of political education completed, Nov 1, 1926, the campaign of the previous year, to rouse general interest in voting, and
in other party activities. The industrial relations department advocated trade agreement in
organized industry. In 1927 the movement to
enlist the public in political affairs was continued under the department of active citizenship.
According to the recommendations of the department of industrial relations, a commission
was appointed to study: The Sherman AntiTrust Act; government by injunction; the
"yellow dog" contract; and the company union.
In April, 1927, the department of industrial
welfare published a second report on old-age

pensions.

partment,

In coSperation with the woman's demade a survey of the housing con-

it

ditions in army posts. The woman's department also made a survey of illiteracy among
adults, and investigated almshor. es in New
York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Connecticut. The National Civic Federation sent various
commissions to Europe in 1927 to study foreign
social and industrial conditions.
In 1928 the work of the Federation continued
along the lines instituted in the previous year.
The efforts of the department of active citizenship were endorsed by both presidential candidates, and the interest in the election was un-

and third classes in the competitive civil
and urged legislation empowering the

President to place in the competitive classified
service all Federal positions then exempt by
It also urged the adoption of the restatute.
commendation of the Joint Congressional Committee to include in the competitive service all
field positions in the Internal Revenue Service,
and reported to Congress the need for the extension of the Civil Service Act to the District
of Columbia service. The League was successful in 1928 in its campaign against the proposal
made in Congress to include in the competitive
service, without examination, the old prohibition agents, and succeeded in its efforts to have
such positions filled after competitive examination.
Good Government is the official organ of

the League and the president in 1028 was George
McAneny. Headquarters are at 8 West 40th
Street, New York.

CLAIR,

A bishop

MATTHFW

WESLEY

(1865-

).

of the Methodist Episcopal Church born
at Union, W. Va., and educated at Morgan ColHe was ordained to the minislege, Baltimore.
try of the Methodist Episcopal Church in 1889,

and held various charges in West Virginia and
in the District of Columbia until 1910, when he
became district superintendent in Washington.
In 1920 he was made bishop and assigned to
Monrovia, Liberia.

CLAIBE, INA (FAGAN)

(1892-

}.

An

and

vocalist born at Washington, D. C.,
who opened her career by impeisonations of
Harry Lauder in vaudeville entertainment in
1907.
She has spent her time between plays
and vaudeville and is best known for her talent
of mimicry.
Some of her best parts included:
Polly Shannon in Polly with a Past (1917);
actress

precedented. In 1929 Elihu Root was honorary
president of the organization, and Matthew Woll
acting president. Headquarters were at the

Jerry Lamar in The Gold Diggers (1919); and
the wife in Bluebeard's Eighth Wife. She also
starred in The Awful Truth (1923), Grounds
for Divorce (1924), and The Last of Mrs. Chey-

Metropolitan Tower,

ney (1025).

New York

City.

SERVICE REPORM LEAGUE,

An
).
CLAPP, CHARLES HORACE (1883organization founded in 1881, American geologist and university president, born
to establish and pi-omote the merit system of at Boston, Mass. He was graduated in 1905 at
appointment, promotion, and removal of govern- the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where
ment officials throughout the United States. in 1910 he received the Ph.D. degree. In 1905
The League has continued its activity in investi- he became instructor of geology at the Univergating conditions in the Government, in protest- sity of North Dakota, and at the same time, asing against violations of the law, and urging the sistant geologist of the State Survey. Two
extension of the merit system. As a result of years later, he returned to the Institute of Techits findings on the source of inefficiency in nology.
During 1908-15, tye was geologist on
government departments during the War, Presi- the Geological Survey of Canada, and then for
dent Wilson reorganized the Civil Service Com- three years was professor of geology at the Unimission in 1919. Clauses inimical' to civil-serv- versity of Arizona. He was called in 1916 to
ice reform were struck out from the National the chair of geology at the Montana School of
Defense Bill, the Shipping and Defense Bills of Mines; in- 191 8 he became president of the School
1916, and the 1920 Census Bill, although the of Mines and in 1921, president of the State
Rural Credits Bill and the Volstead Bill were University of Montana. He was also director
enacted without changes suggested by the League. of the Montana Bureau of Mines, 1919-22, and
A bill sponsored by the League which provided assistant geologist of the United States Geologifor the reorganization of the Foreign Service cal Suivey 1914-25. His original investigawas enacted, a successful campaign was con- tions have to do with petrology and economic
ducted in Colorado in cooperation with the local geology, on which subjects he has published
committee for a civil-service amendment to the many papers and reports.
An
).
CLAPP, ADWTN JONES (1881constitution, and civil-service charters were
secured with its 'aid in several important cities American economist, born at Hudson, Win., and
throughout the Nation. Under the Harding ad- educated at Yale University and at the Unimin fatration, the League protested the dismissal versity of Berlin, Germany. During the period
of the director and 30 employees of the Bureau 1010-12, 'he taught economics at Yale and at
of Kngfaving and Printing and the dismissal of New York IJniversity. From 1914 to 1920, he
A- P. Davis from the office of Commissioner of was professor of economics in New York UniReclamation.
During 1928 the League spon- versity, and afterward was privately engaged
sored legislation placing postmasters of the first, in the .study of economic problems. He wrote:
CIVIL

NATIONAL.

An

'

CLABK
The

Rhine (1911); The Port of
(1911) Economic Aspects of the War
(1915); The Port of Boston (1016); Railway
Traffic (1917); The Port of Charleston (1921),
and The Port of Baltimore (1921). He was
financial editor of the New York American,
1922-23, and editor, 1924. Later he served as
staff correspondent and financial writer for the
Navigable

Hamburg

;

Hearst newspapers.

An
).
CLABK, ALBEBT CUBTIS (1859English classical scholar (see VOL. V). He became professor of Latin at Oxford University in
1913.
His later works include The Primitive
Text of the Gospels and Acts (1914); Recent
Developments in Textual Criticism (1914) ; The
Descent of Manuscripts (1918); The Reappearance of the Text of the Classics (1921).
).
CLARK, BARRETT H(ARPER) (1890An author and editor horn in Toronto, Canada.
He is best known for his many books on the
theatre, including The Continental Drama, of
To-day (1014); British and American Drama of
To-day (1915); Contemporary French Dramatists (1915); How to Produce Amateur Plays
(1917-25); A. Study of the Modern Drama
(1925); Euqme O'Neitl (1926); Cfidipus or
Pollyanna (1927). He was editor of The World's
Best Plays series, 58 vols. (1915-26) ; four titles
in the Drama League's series (1014-18) ; Walter
Pritchard Eaton's Plays and Players (1916);
Representative One-act Plays by British and
Irish Authors
(1921); Appleton Play-Book
(192(5), and Great Short Novels of the World
of The Rivet in Grandis
co-author
He
(1027).
father's Neck (1921) and edited and translated
many foreign plays. He was dramatic director of
Camp Humphreys in the World War.

CLABK, CHAMP

(1850-1921).

An American

VOL. V). From 1919 until his
death, he was Democratic minority leader in the
United States House of Representatives, having been Speaker in the House previous to that
He was defeated in the election of 1920.
date.
He died in Washington, D. C., on Mar, 2, 1921.
).
CLABK, CHARLES EDWARD (1889An American law teacher. He was graduated at
of
1911
at
Yale
School
in
and
the
Yale. College
politician

CLABK
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(see

Law, summa cum laude, in 1913, and practiced
at New Haven for six years, fie was a member
of the Connecticut Legislature in 1017 and became assistant professor of law in the Yale Law

School (1910-22), associate professor (192223), and professor after 1923 (Lines Professor,
1027-20, and Starling Professor, 1029- ). In
1029 he was made dean of the Yale Law School.
He is co-author of Probate Law and Practice in
Connecticut (1915), and author of Code Pleading (1028), and Keal Covenants (1029).

An
).
CLABK, CLARENCE DON (1851American senator (see VOL. V). He was ap-

pointed member of the International Joint Commission in 1919 and became chairman of the
United States section.
An
).
CLABK, GBORGB LUTHER (1877American lawyer, born at Waynesville, Ohio.
Ho graduated from Kenyon College in 1896, and
studied law at Indiana University and at Harvard. From 1902 to 1904, he was instructor in
law at Lcland Stanford, Junior, University, and
from 1904 to 1000 was professor of law at the
University of Illinois. He held a like position at the University of Michigan from 1000
to 1912, at the University of Missouri from
1913 to 1Q21, at the University of Cincinnati,
and at New York University after

1925. He is author of Equity
Selected Cases on Equity (1921).

(1919)

and

;

CLABK, JAMES TRUMAN
American railway

official,

He was

(1852-1922). An
born in Albany, N. Y.

educated in the public schools of
that city and began his railway service as messenger boy with the New York Central Railroad in 1870. In 1873 he joined the Chicago
and Northwestern Railroad and was rapidly
promoted to important positions with that line,
becoming vice president in charge of traffic in
1899.
Prom 1916 to 1922, he was president of
the C. St. P. M. & 0. Railway.
An
CLABK, JOHN BATES (1847).
American economist (see VOL. V). He retired
from his Columbia professorship and from his
post as director of the division of economics and
history in the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace in 1023. In 1028 a volume of
economic essays in honor of Professor Clark was
published by his colleagues, friends, and former
students.

JOHN

CLABK,

MURRAY

(1860-

).

A

scholar. He was educated at the University of Toronto. At one
time, he was president of the Royal Canadian

Canadian lawyer and

Institute, the most
of .the Dominion.

important learned society
appointed by the
government to codify the mining laws of Canada.
Among his publications are The Law

He was

of Mines in Canada; Company Law; International Arbitration; The Future of Canada;

Proportional Representation; Thermotics, Canada and the Navy; The Reign of Law; Canada's Gold and War Finance; Disallowance;
The Virginia Experiment; Canada and Virginia;

The Gold Standard and the Pre-Cambnan; and
Geneva.

CLARK,

REUBEN JR. (1871).
lawyer and diplomat. Born and
reared in Utah, he studied at the Latter Day
Saints' College, Salt Lake City, and at the Uniof Utah. After several years of teachyersity
ing in his native State, he went to New York,
where he was admitted to the bar and obtained
the LL.B. degree from Columbia University. He
J(osHtjTA)

An American

was assistant solicitor of the State Department
at Washington in 1906-10 and solicitor, 1910-

13.
He served as general counsel for the United
States before the American British Claims Commission in 1913 and as counsel for the State
Department and expert assistant -to the American commissioners at the Conference on Limitation of Armaments in 1021, In 1927 he was
retained by Ambassador Dwight W. Morrow as
special counsel in negotiating a settlement of
issues between the United States and Mexico.
He was appointed Under Secretary of State in
1028 and at once gave particular attention to
Latin-American affairs. In the Taft administration, under the direction of Secretary Knox, ihe
prepared a memorandum, The Right of the
United States to Protect Its Citizens in Foreign
Countries by Landing Forces.
Ain
)'.
CLARK, L(EON) PIERCE

(1870-^

American neurologist and psychiatrist an4 $
leading authority on epilepsy. Born at Ingleside, N. Y., he received his medical degree frojn
New York University in 1892 and became resident physician of the Craig Colony for EpilepAfter serving many years in this capacity,
he settled in New York as, a neurologist. In
connection with the treatment of epilepsy he
has of late years advocated psychotherapeutic
measures as valuable and has, made converts to

tics.

,

CLABOE

CLATTSSEff
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and Great Britain.
has written assiduously on the subject of
epilepsy for nearly 30 years. In 1926 he founded

this view in this country

He

the Archives for Psychoanalysis.
CLARK, SIB WILLIAM (HENET) (1876British public official, appointed High
) .

A

Commissioner in Canada in 1928. He was educated at Eton, Trinity College, and Cambridge
University and after some years in the diplomatic service became private secretary successively to Lloyd George, Winston Churchill, and
In 1916-17 he was conother public figures.
troller general of commercial intelligence in the
Department of Board of Trade, and in 1917-28
controller general of the Department of Overseas
Trade. He was knighted in 1915.
).
CLARK, WILLIAM MANSFIELD (1884An American physiological chemist. He was

born at

Tivoli, N. Y., graduated at Williams
College in 1907, and received the degree of Ph.D.
at Johns Hopkins in 1910. He was research
chemist in the dairy division of the U. S. De-

partment of Agriculture, 1910-20, and professor of chemistry in the Hygienic Laboratory
of the U. S. Public Health Service, 1020-27.
After 1927 he was De Lamar professor of physiIn 1928
ological chemistry at Johns Hopkins.
he was elected to the National Academy of
Sciences. He is the author of The Determination
of Hydrogen Ions (1920).
).
CLARKE, SIB EDWARD GEORGE (1841An English lawyer (see VOL. V). He retired
from the bar in 1914. His later works include:
The Book of Psalms: the Prayer Book Version
Corrected (1915) ; The National Church (1916) ;
The Story of My Life (1918); and Benjamin
Disraeli: The Romance of a Great Career (1926).
An
).
CLARKE, JOHN HESSIN (1857American jurist, born at Lisbon, Ohio. He
graduated from Western Reserve University in
1877, and in the following ypar was admitted
to the Ohio bar. From 1878 to 1880, he practiced at Lisbon, and after 1880 at Youngstown.
He moved to Cleveland in 1897 where he remained until 1914. For many years he was
general counsel of the New York Central and
the St. Louis railroads. He served as United
States district judge for the Northern District
of Ohio from 1914 to 1916, and in -the latter
year was appointed associate justice of the Supreme Court of the United States. He resigned
in 1923 in order to devote all his time to the
interests of the League of Nations, of which
he was an ardent supporter.
CLARKE, JOHN MASON (1857-1925). An
American geologist and palaeontologist (see VOL.
V). He was president of the Geologic I Society of America in 1916-17. His works include :
Organic Dependence and Disease ( 1921 ) ;
James Hall of Albany (1922) 5 L'lle Percee
(1923).

CLAUKSON COLLEGE OF TECHNOLA college for men founded in 189C at

OGY.

CLARK

A

non-sectarian inTTinyEBSITY.
stitution, comprising a college for men and a
coeducational graduate division of arts and
sciences, at Worcester, Mass., founded in 1889.
The enrollment in the autumn of 1028 was 481,
distributed as follows: Undergraduates, 235;
graduate students, o'5 (as compared with 94 in
1914); special students, 16; and extension
students, 165; and in addition, there was a
summer-session enrollment of 224. Between
1914 and 1928, the number of members in the
faculty was increased from 21 to 40; the
library

was increased from 60,000 to 105,000
and the productive funds from $2,-

volumes;

to $5,000,000. A graduate school of
geography was established in 1921; a department of geology was added in 1922; special
emphasis was given in 1923 and 1924 to studies

400,000

in history,

international

relations,

and geography; and the publication

economics,
of

two new

quarterly journals, the Journal of Economic
Geography, and Genetic Psychology
(Monographs) was begun in 1925. President, Wallace
W. Atwood, Ph.D.
CLASSICAL PHILOLOGY. See PHJXOLOOY, CLASSICAL.

A
CLATTDEL, kl6d'-el', PAUL (1868).
French diplomat, poet, dramatist, and member
of the French Institute, who was born in Champagne at Villeneuve-sur-Feie, and educated in

Paris.
He frequented the Symbolist circles, attending jVIallarmc's famous Tuesdays. Later, he
entered the French consular service and was sent
successively to the United States, China, Czechslovakia, and Germany. During the World War,
he was transferred to the diplomatic service, acting first as Minister to Brazil (1916) and Denmark (1919), and then as Ambassador to Japan
(1921-20) and to the United States (1927After his conversion to Catholicism at
).
20, he became a poet of mysticism, and broke
with the French classical tradition of analytic
clarity.

He

excelled in giving an impression of
was best known for his dramahad a literary vogue both before

ensembles and
tic poems.
He
and after the
Marie (1911)

War, when L'annonce faite d
was played in Paris. Claudel's

works include: Vers d'PM (1895) : La Connaissance de VEst (1900); i'Arfcre (1900-01);
L'Otage; Cette Heure qui cst entre le pnntemps
et Vtte; Art poetique (1907); L'&change; Le
Pariage de Midi; La Tele &or; Le Repos du
septieme jour; La jeune file Violaine; La Ville;
La Cbnnaissance du monde; 'Oinq gr&ndes Odes
(1910) ; Le Pain dur; La A wi* de Noel (1914) ;
Corona Unigatitis ; Poemes d'et&
(1914);
de
lune
P#cmes
L'Ours
la
et
guerre;
(1919); Le pere humiliS (1920); Feuilles de
Saints; Les Eume'nides d'Eschylle; Proteus
(1922); L'oiseau noir dans le soleil levant,
social life in Japan, illustrated by Foujita
(1927), and Positions et Propositions (1928).
Quite a number of these works have been transr

Potsdam, N. Y. The number of students increased from 104 in 1914 to 375 in the autumn

lated into English.

of

1928 and the number of faculty members
from 10 to 24; productive funds totaled $700,000. In that year also the college received as
a gift an estate of 625 acres which was the
ancestral home of the Clarkson family. The

mous Swedish dramatic mezzo-soprano, born

moving

After studying in her native city,
Berlin, and Bayreuth, she made her d6but at the
Royal Opera in Stockholm in 1903. During
1912-17 she was one of the principals of the
Chicago Opera Company, appearing also as
guest in London and Paris. Since 1917 she has
been a member of the Metropolitan Opera Company. The extraordinary range of her voice
,(Frc2) enables her to sing with equal facility

of the institution to this

ite---Clark-

contingent upon the receipt of additional funds for the purpose. Joseph Eugene
Rowe, Ph.D., succeeded John P* Brooks, ScJ>.,
as president in 1028.

son Hill

is

:

,

CLATTSSEN,
Stockholm.

,

JULIA

(1879-

).

A

fa-

in

CLAXTON

cieties.
).
CLAYTON", HENRY DE LAMAB (1857jurist He was born in Barbour

An American

County, Ala., and graduated from the University of Alabama in 1877, and from the law de-

university in 1878. From
?artment
893 to 1800, he was United States District Attorney, and in 1807 was elected to the 55th
Congress, serving until May, 1014, when he was
appointed district judge for the Middle and
Northern Districts of Alabama, While in Congress, he was the author of the Clayton Act for
the regulation of railways and was chairman of
the Judiciary Committee in the 02d and 63d
Congresses. *In 1908, he served as permanent
chairman at the Democratic National Conventhe

of

tion.

CLAYTON

A3STTI-TBTJST

ACT.

See

TRUSTS

CLEARING- HOUSES.

See

FINANCE AND

BANKING.

CLEABWATER,

ALPHONSO

TRUMPBOUR

An American jurist. He was
).
(1848born at West Point, N. Y., and was educated
in public and private schools. In 1871 he was
admitted to the bar and was elected district
attorney of Ulster County in 1877, being reelected several times. He was appointed justice
of the Supreme Court to succeed Alton B.
Parker, chosen chief judge of the Court of
Appeals* He held many important positions
both in legal and civil life, and was many times
a delegate to national, State, and other conventions.
He is the author of numerous papers and
addresses on historical, patriotic, and biogiaphical subjects, and served on many important
legal commissions. He supervised the translation of the Dutch records of Ulster County,
1895-98. In 1925 he served as a commissioner
on the consolidation of State departments. He
is known as a collector of early American
silver.

CLEMEN",

A

klem'-en,

OTTO CONSTANTIN (1871-

theological historian born in
Grimma. He studied theology and history,
specializing on the Reformation. His principal
works are Johann Pupper von Goch (1800) ;
(1907); Aleutian
Oeorg Helta, Briefwcchsel
) .

German

Studien zu Melanchthons
(1913); Alte EinUattdrucJce (1911); lieitrdge su deutschen KulturgescUchtc aus Mifau, Riga und Reval (1919).
Clemen is the editor of many pamphlets on the
Reformation and the works of Luther.
A German
).
CLEMEN, PAUL (1866writer born at Sommerfeld. He studied philos-

Chrosner

(1008);

Reden und OediMcn

history, and later became professor of
art 'history at Bonn and director of the art galIn 1907-08 he
loricH of the Rhine provinces.
was exchange professor at Harvard. He has

ophy and

other works: Die Portraitdarstellnng Karls des (jrossen (1889); Der karolinffische Kaiserpalast #u Ingelheim (1890);
Merovinger und Earolinger Plastik (1892) ; Die
Kunstdcnkmaler der Rheinprovinzen (1892);

written

among

(1900);

CLEVELAND
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high soprano roles (Briinnhilde, Kundry, A'ida)
and low contralto r61es (Fides, Dalila).
CLAXTON, PHILANDER PEIESTLBY (1862An American educator (see VOL. V).
).
He resigned as United States Commissioner of
Education in 1921, becoming provost of the University of Alabama, 1021-23, and superintendent of schools at Tulsa, Okla., in 1923. He is
also known as a member of several peace so-

Die romanisohe Monumental"

malerei in den Rlieinlanden (1910); Denkmalpfage in Frankrcich (1918) ; Kunstschutz im
Kriege (1919); and Belgische Kunstdenkmaler (1921).

CLlSMENXJEATT, kia/man'so', GEORGES EuG&NE BENJAMIN (1841A French states).
man (see VOL. V), who had written and spoken
about the possibility of war long before the
World War began, urging the realization of the
artillery programme. In September, 1914, his
paper, L'Uomme Libre, was suppressed on account of its violent criticism of the army medical services.
Two days later, he issued L'Hom-

me JBnchahi^, in which he fought the policy of
the Government. He also attacked them in the
Senate. On the outbreak of War, he was president of the Foreign Affairs Committee, and later
became president of the Army Committee of
the Upper Chamber. His policy was directly
opposed to M. Caillaux's (q.v.), as he advocated fighting to the finish. On Nov. 16, 1917,
he succeeded M. Painleve* as Prime Minister, and
formed his "Victory Cabinet," thus defeating
the efforts of M. Caillaux. While he was in
power duiing the War, his policy was drastic
in regard both to the conduct of the War and
to food restriction. This policy was
accepted
without opposition as long as the War lasted,
but after the Armistice, his countrymen showed
less confidence in him as a leader in peace-time.
Attempts were made to drive him from office
before the peace negotiations, but he remained
in power until after the Peace Treaty was
signed, presiding over the Peace Conference,
as France's chief delegate. On Feb. 19, 1919,
he was

upon and wounded by a young
Smile Cottin. He was proposed as
candidate of his party for the Presidency in
1920, but withdrew his name when he saw "that
he stood little chance of success against M.
Deschanel. He
then retired from politics,
traveled in the Orient in that year and visited
the United States in 1922. He became a member of the French Academy in 1918, and was
given the doctor's degree at 'Oxford in 1921.
USmoslhenes (1926) and American Reconstruction (1928) were two of his late works.
Consult CltimenceaUi fta vie son csuvre, by G. Geffired

anarchist,

and Lumet (1920).
ERNEST WILSON (I860).
An American teacher in Japan and writer on
Japanese subjects (see VOL. V). He was vice
president of the Asiatic Society of Japan from
f roy

CLEMENT,

1910 to 1921. In 1920 ,he resigned as special
correspondent of the Chicago Daily News. His
A tfhort History of Jarecent works include:
pan (1915), Constitutional Imperialism in Japan (1916), and Fifty Sessions of the Japanese
Imperial Diet (1925).
CLEVELAND. Fifth city in size in the

United States. The population rose from 569,342 in 1910 to '796,841 in 1920, and to 1,010,300
in 1928, by estimate of the Bureau of the CenThe area of the city has increased from
sus.
51.83 square miles in 191 4 to 70.67 square miles
in 1928.
Cleveland is the largest city in the
United States operating under the city-manager
plan of government. The necessary charter

amendment was passed

in

November, 1921, and

the plan went into effect in January, 1924. The
Council consists of 25 members, who are elected
in groups of five, six, seven, and seven from
four large districts by proportional representaThe proposal to return to the federal
tion.
form has been submitted .to the voters several
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times but defeated each time, although by not
a very large majority. Among the important
municipal building enterprises which Cleveland
has undertaken in recent years have been the
construction of the first units of the Union Terminal group, the erection of additional buildings on the Mall, and the development of the
Western Reserve Medical Centre. The Terminal
group will be a city within a city, and the cost
of the entire enterprise will be approximately
$200,000,000. The Terminal Tower, 52 stories
in height, will be the focal point of the group,
which will include the enlarged Cleveland Hotel,
a 12-story office building, a large department
store, the 18-story Medical Arts Building, and
the 18-story Builders Exchange Building. The
entire project will occupy about 35 acres.
The Mall group, in the heart of the downtown
section, is nearing completion as the result of
favorable action on the part of voters on recent
bond issues. Already constructed are the City
Hall, the County Court House, the Public Auditorium, the Federal Building, Main Library,
Plain Dealer Building, and Federal "Reserve
Bank Building. Wings to the large Auditorium
provide a dozen smaller halls, one of which is an
A $2,000,000 school
theatre.
experimental
headquarters building and a $2,500,000 stadium
are under construction.
The Western Reserve Medical Centre will consist of the following: Lakeside Hospital ($3,Nurses'
600,000);
($1,600,000);
Dormitory
Rainbow Hospital ($600,000); Western Reserve
University Medical School ($2,250,000) ; Western Reserve University Nursing School ($750,000) ; Babies' and Children's Hospital ($1,125,000); Maternity Hospital ($1,500,000); Allen
Memorial Library ($600,000) ; Pathological Institute ($750,000); and the Private Pavilion
($800,000). Funds for the erection of the entire group have been provided by public subscription; and the Rainbow, Babies' and Children's, and Maternity hospitals, the Medical
School, and the Library have already been constructed. The Medical Centre is part of a great
educational and cultural development, the plans
for which include Western Reserve University,
Case School of Applied Science, the Cleveland
Museum of Art, the School of Education, and
several churches. See WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY and CASE SCHOOL op APPLIED SCIENCE.
Public utilities are being rapidly expanded.
Chief of these, as the result of an $8,000,000
bond issue approved in 1927, is the simplification of the communication over the Cuyahoga
River Valley between the eastern and western
sections of the city. About $1,000,000 will be
used for the purchase of land at the bridge approaches and $7,000,000 for the structure itself.
More than $1,250,000 has been spent in purchasing and developing a municipal airport, located nine miles from the heart of the city.
More than 1000 acres have been acquired, and
nine hangars have, been built This airport is a
division point for the New York-Chicago line and
is considered one of the best in the United States.
As the result of a Federal road survey, Cleveland is spending approximately $1,000*000 annually for the building of new, atreets-and the
extension and widening of existing ones. The
development of its lake front is also under way.
Plans call for filling in where needed, between
Gordon Park on the east and Edgewater Park
on the west, a distance of about six miles. Provision, also. has been made for extensive ware,

and wharf facilities, as well as an
where planes may stop to take on or un-

houses

air field
load passengers, thus bringing that service within a few minutes from the downtown section.

Another outstanding development is the metropolitan park system. More than 10,000 acres,
located roughly on a 90-mile lialf-cirole and consisting of nine units or reservations from 100 to
1000 acres in size, have been acquired.
The assessed valuation of property in Cleveland in 1027 was $2.002,159,190; the tax revenue was $20.036.305; and the bonded indebtedness is $135,506,750. Cleveland has 1105 miles
of streets, 934 of which are paved; 1000 miles
of gas mains; 1050 miles of sewers; 2240 miles of
water mains; and 418 miles of street railway.
According to the U. S. Census of Manufactures
for 1927, 2416 industries are established in
Cleveland and Cuyahoga County, employing an
average of 142,450 workers who are paid $217,143,945 annually. Their output of finished
products for 1927 was valued at $1,121,102,411.
Cleveland has 22 banks whose clearings in 1928
amounted to $6,913,067.000; it is also the home
of the Federal Reserve Bank of the fourth district.
Cleveland's Public Library, which was recently
completed at a cost of $4,500,000, is the centre
of an extensive library system through which, in
1927, the circulation of books for home use
amounted to 7,725,742. The public schools
number 166, with an enrollment of 145,661
pupils and 4502 teachers: the parochial schools
number 123, with an enrollment of 46,946 pupils
and 1092 teachers. There are also five private
schools and ten degree-conferring institutions.

CLEVELAND,

FREDERICK

AIBEET

An American

(1865-

economist, born at Sterling, 111., and educated at DePauw University
and at the universities of Chicago and Pennsylvania. In 1900-03 he taught finance in Philadelphia and New York City. Thereafter he
served on many boards and commissions
dealing
with economics, and notably, since 1907, on the
bureaus of municipal research in New York and
Philadelphia. He has held the chair of United
States citizenship, Maxwell Foundation, Boston
University, since 1919. His works include: TJie
Growth of Democracy in the United, States
).

Funds and

Use* (1902); The
(1905); Chapters in
Administration
and
Municipal
Accounting
Railroad Promotion and Capitalization
(1909)
A.
Handbook
of Afunicipal Account(1912);
ing (1913)
Organized Democracy (1913); and
(1898);

Bank and

their

the Treasury

;

,*

American Citizenship

(1927).

He

also

colla-

borated on the following works:
Railroad Finance (with F. W. Powell, 1913) ; Democracy
in Reconstruction (with Joseph Schafer, 1919);
The Budget and Responsible Government (with
A. E, Buck, 1920) ; National Expenditures and
Public Economy (addresses and papers; with
S. M. Lindsay, 1921).
CLEVE1TGER, GALEN HOWELL (1877).
An American metallurgist, born at Pike, N. Y.
He was graduated at the South Dakota School
of Mines in 1901. During 1901-0*5 he served
professionally as a chemist and metallurgist to
various mining companies, and then spent a
year as instructor in metallurgy at Stanford,
where, after three year# in consulting practice*,
he returned and held professorial relations with
that university until 1918, when he
again re-

sumed his consulting practice. Durmg the
World War, he was chairman of the section on
metallurgy of the National Research Council,

CLIFFORD
and

smelting.

CLIF'FOBD,

SIR

HUGH (CHARLES)

(1866A British colonial administrator (see VOL.
).
V). He was in charge of the administration
of the British sphere of occupation in Togoland
during and immediately after the World War,
and was governor of the Gold Coast until 1919,
when he became governor and commander-inchief of Nigeria. He was governor of Ceylon
from 1925 to 1927, and then became governor
of the Straits Settlements and High Commissioner for the
of the

Knight

Malay States. He was created
Grand Cross of St. Michael and

St. George in 1921.
His writings during this
The Further Side of Silence
period include:
(1916); The German Colonies (1918); The
Gold Coast Regiment in Hie JBast African Campaign (1920); A Prince of Malaya (192G).; In
Days that are Dead (1927); and Some Reflections on the Ceylon Land Question (1927). He
translated the Malay penal code and is joint
author of a Dictionary of the Malay Language.

CJLIFFORD,

LUCY JANE

(Mas.

WILLIAM

An

English author (see
VOL. V). She wrote the novels: The House in
Marylebone (1917); Mr. Webster and Others
(1918); Miss Fingal (1919); and the plays: A
Woman Alone (1915), Two's Company (1915),
and Eve's Lover (1927).
CLIMATE. Sec METEOROLOGY.
CLOCK MOTOR. See ELECTEIO MOTORS IN

KINGDOM)

(?-192Q).

CLYNES, THE RT.

A

age which was in no way met by the amount of
coal actually turned over under the terms of the
Armistice. Germany's loss of the mines of Alsace and Silesia, and temporarily of those in the
Saar Basin and the Palatinate, naturally cut

down production; in 1913 Germany exported
more coal than it imported, but in 1922 the imports were in excess of the exports.
Production in the United States.

The accompanying table showing world production and
the percentage produced by the United States
gives some idea of the relative increase in domestic production during the War and the subsequent return to the pre-war production status.
The high percentage in 1926 was the result of
the British strike.
When the United States entered the War, the
industry was organized under government supervision to secure a maximum output and to
stabilize prices.
The coal committee of the National Council of Defense fixed a price in 1917;
this was later repudiated by its chairman, Secretary of War Baker. After further consideration of the matter, on Aug. 21, 1917, President
Wilson fixed a base price for coal, and on August 26, Dr. Harry A. Garfield was appointed
fuel administrator.
Notwithstanding a decline
in the number of miners through military service, coal production picked up in 1918 and more
than enough to meet the needs of the country
was produced.

ANNUAL COAL PRODUCTION OF THE UNITED
STATES
(Net tons)
Anthracite

INDUSTRY.
).

COAL
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became vice chairman of the Division
of Engineering on the Council. He has invented
various processes for the treatment of ores and
is an accepted
authority on gold extraction and
on manganese-silver ores, as well as on electric
later

British

Bituminous

Total

How. JOHN ROBERT (1869-

labor leader, born at

Old-

ham, Lancashire, England. As a child, he
worked in a cotton mill. He became a tradeunion organizer, and was elected president of
the National Union of General and Municipal
Workers. He entered Parliament in 1906. He
was Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of

Food (1917-18), Food Controller (191 8-1 9},'
and chairman of the Parliamentary Labor Party
(1921-22). He was a moderate of the tradeunion side of the British Labor movement, and
in 1924 was Lord Privy. Seal and deputy leader
of the House of Commons in Ramsay MacDonald's Labor cabinet. Later, he became deputy leader and deputy chairman of the Parliamentary Labor Party, a member of the National
Executive Labor Party, and in 1029 Secretary of
State for Home Affairs in the second Labor
Cabinet. He received the honorary degree of
IXC.L. from Oxford and Durham universities*
COAL. The coal industry throughout the
world underwent many significant changes because of the World War and resultant political
and economic conditions. As a prime essential
to modern industry, coal was naturally important in the War; it was required on an extra^

The soft-coal region was the scene of a serious strike in 1919, when the miners demanded
the permanent continuance of war-time wages j
The
it was officially terminated December 10.
industry became increasingly efficient in 1920,
with the aim of making good the shortages
caused by the strike of the previous year; this
was achieved in the face of a railway strike and
failure to allot and handle railway cars propIn 1922 conditions were very bad, with
erly.
serious strikes in both the anthracite and bi-

ordinary scale for the production of munitions.
Some of the combatant nations were cut off
from their ordinary sources of commercial supply and did not contain this essential within

tuminous fields.
During this period, there was increased cost
of coal, and this resulted both in greater conservation* and improved furnace equipment and

their boundaries.
In this period, the United States, which pre-

operation, as well as the substitution of other
fuels, such as crude oil, which could be operated
more efficiently. The bituminous strike
1922
paralysed the union coal fields, but on the other
hand, the non-union fields were able to produce
as much, as 5,000,000 tons a week, which could
have been increased "to possibly 6,000,000 or

viously had become preeminent as a producer
of coal, maintained its lead and increased its
In Great Britain, no increase was efoutput.
fected in production. In France, destruction
of the mines by the Germans resulted in a short-

m

'
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even 7,500,000 tons in case of a national emergency. Various attempts were made to end this
strike and eonf ei ences were called by the President of the United States, hut without result.
It was finally concluded with a victory for the
United Mine Workers of America which forced
the continuance all winter of the war-time
wages.
Decreased production of both anthracite and
bituminous coal featured the domestic industry
in 1924. Prices in general were somewhat lower
than in 1923. No car shortage prevailed and no
important labor troubles developed. Despite the
general industrial prosperity of 1925, the coal
industry remained in a depression. Only the
great anthracite strike which began on Sept. 1,
1925, and lasted until February of 1926 saved
the bituminous producers from a more severe
setback. Labor conditions in the bituminous

but as indicated in the preceding table production showed

a marked

decline.

RCine Fatalities* The mining of coal continued as a hazardous occupation in the United

The total number of fatalities was lowStates.
est in 1922 of any year since the beginning
of the War.
Since 1922 the number of fatalities has been larger, in more or less direct connection with the increased production since that
year. In 1928 one gas-explosion in an anthracite
mine caused the death of ten men; and thirteen
major explosions in bituminous mines resulted
in the loss of 316 lives. The use of "permissible" explosives in increasing quantities is
looked forward to as one of the best methods
of decreasing coal-mine fatalities. The following statistics from the U. S. Bureau of Mines
show the number of accidents in this field during recent years.

FATALITIES AT COAL MINES
1917

1918
2,580

2,696

1919

1920

1921

1922

1923

1924

1925

1926

1927

1928

2,317

2,271

1,987

1,971

2,458

2,396

2,230

2,510

2,224

2,200

In part estimated.

were satisfactory, as the signing of a longMechanization. In recent years, there has
time wage agreement at Jacksonville, Fla., been a great growth in mechanization of the
to run from Apr. 1, 1924, to Mar. 31, 1927, American coal industry and, in addition to cuthad removed the possibility of interruption by ting machines and haulage locomotives, loading
strike.
Average sales prices in 1925 were cut machines and conveyors are being increasingly
by approximately 25 per cent and over 100,000 employed. From approximately 2,000.000 tons
men were laid off because of the forced shutdown in 1923, the production of bituminous coal by
of many
mines and production curtailment at mechanized mining increased to 21,559,000 tons
*
These devices consisted mainly in deothers. The year 1926 was a period of large in 1928.
production in the bituminous industry and the vices to reduce the labor of hand shoveling into
depression felt since 1924 was temporarily less mine cars. In 1928 according to the United
acute.
During the year, four major short-time States Bureau of Mines, the following tonnage
influences dominated the soft-coal market a was produced by various types of devices: By
need for household fuel in place of anthracite mobile loading machines, 11,811,000 tons, or 54.8
during the first quarter, a large total consump- per cent; by scrapers, 1,548,000 tons, or 7.2 per
tion which reflected record industrial activity, cent; by pit-car loaders, 4,117,000 tens, or 19.1
a windfall export trade in the wake of a seven- per cent; and by conveyors, including duckbills,
month strike in the United Kingdom, and in the 4,083,000 tons, or 18.9 per cent.
World's Production of Coal. The world's
closing months of the year purchases for storage
against the anticipated suspension in, the union production of coal of all grades in 1928 was
Production
estimated by the U. S. Bureau of Mines at apbituminous fields on Apr, I, 1927.
for November, 1926, was 59,213,000 tons, a gain proximately 1 ,444,000,000 metric* tons.
A metrecric ton is 2204.6 pounds, roughly the same as
of 2,013,000 tons over the previous monthly
strike
anthracite
the gross ton, of 2,240 pounds). Of the grand
ord set in October, 1919. The
lasted 170 calendar days and was the longest total, 217,000,000 tons were lignite, and 1,227,anthracite
the
in the history of
Despite 000,000 tons were bituminous coal and anthraregion.
the suspension of mining in the first six weeks cite. In 1913, the last year before the World
of 1926, the year's production of anthracite War, the production of lignite was 129,000,000
nearly equalled the average, of other recent years. and the production of bituminous and aTithraOn February 12, a new agreement was signed cite, 1,213,000,000 tons. The output of lignite
between miners- and operators to run until Aug. thus shows a very large increase over the preThe agreement continued the wages war level, chiefly on account of the rapid growth
31, 1930.
and working conditions existing before the sus- of the German lignite industry. The output of
pension, ,but provided that at any time after coal proper, on the other hand, shows an inJan. 1, 1927, either party might propose modi- crease of only 1 per cent. Whereas, in the.
fields

(

'

wage scale, and means for con-;
sidering such modifications were also provided.
,0n Apr. 1, 1927, the looked^for strike in the
bituminous coal mines became effective, continuing into 1928. Production of both grades of
coal 'declined from' 1926, a condition that is
largely accredited to 'the unqsually mild winter
of 1926-1927. The export trade was feature:
fications in the

,

less.

.'

''',',

The year 1926 was featured by unemployment
Jn, many ojf the union-c,ontr<>Hed, districts,., ^he
proportion of non-union coal .produced was conDetailed! statistics as to pro7
$i0.eral>ly larger.
ductioa and consumption are hot yet available;
'

quarter-century before 1913, the production of

bituminous and anthracite grew At the averalge
rate of 31,000,000 tons every year, in the entire
1$ years since then it has grown only 14,000,000
tons-

,

British Coal Industry. At the end of
March, 1921, the policy of department control
was ended in Great Britain, and the industry
was restored to private ownership. This involved the reduction of wages and the abandonment of state subsides. Already a point had
been reached where, with the highest wages on
record, tl^ere had resulted the lowest average
output per miner ever recorded. Uneinploy,

,

COAL

accomplished. British wages this year decreased 40 per cent in the leading coal fields
and, while coal was exported, it was at prices
that did not permit of profit. In the following
year, 1922, however, the industry was restored
to a more normal basis, producing 255,891,786
metric tons; and in 1923 this was increased to
over 260,000,000 tons. In 1924 production was
well maintained at close to the 1923 mark.
considerably larger decline was noted in 1925,
however, and in 1926 production was reduced by
about 50 per cent by the national stoppage
which reduced the total activity of the British
coal trade to less than six months.
This great
strike was of major economic significance, not
only to the British industry which suffered one
of its most disastrous years, but to the United
States and European countries which were called
upon to furnish coal for British consumption,
thereby increasing the activity and appearance
of prosperity in some of the other important
coal-producing countries of the world during 1926.
The British coal industry during 1927 passed
through three more or less 'distinct phases. The
first period was one of optimism, great activity,
and remunerative trade a natural reaction from
the disastrous stoppage which came to an end
toward the close of 1926. The second period
was one of intense competition, particularly for
the regaining of export markets, with steadily
and rapidly declining price-levels, increasing unemployment, substantial trading losses, and general depression throughout the industry. In the
third period, which comprised the closing months
of the year, depressed conditions and trading
losses continued, and, largely as a result, there
was a growing tendency toward reorganization
and reconstruction of the indiistry to meet the
changed conditions prevailing in the world coal
trade. An 'outstanding feature of the year was
the recovery of productive activity to a level
exceeding that in the period immediately preceeding the 1926 stoppage.
In 1928 further progress toward the
industry's
return to normalcy was recorded. A definite
end to the long-continued drop in prices was
noted and the markets exhibited a more buoyant
air.
Continental nations showed signs of opening their markets to British coal once more and
the general feeling was that really substantial
progress was being made in the rehabilitation
of the British coal industry.

A

French Coal Industry. Eecent years have
marked great progress in the restoration of
France's
coal-producing industry. Following
the nearly complete destruction of the French

PRODUCTION OF COAL IN FRANCE
(Metric Tons)

1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
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ment and strikes now developed in the industry,
and readjustment was imperative; this, by the
following year, was more or less satisfactorily

40,844,218
26,568,258
19,523,863
21,310,000
28,H91,728
25,000,000
22,476,766
25,274,304
28,940,473
31,940,845
3ft,543,670

mines by the Germans during the War, the output was steadily built up until in 1924 it passed
the pre-war mark recorded in 1913* Since 1924
the progress has been equally good as the accompanying table indicates.
German Coal Industry. The unsuccessful
outcome of the War was indeed serious for Gercoal industry was concerned,
in its bearing on manufacturing. In 1913 the
German coal production was in excess of 190,000,000 metric tons of bituminous coal and 87,000,000 tons of lignite, in addition to coke and
briquettes, as specified in the accompanying
table.
Of this amount, Germany was able to export 34,598,408 tons, or an excess o-f 24,058,339

many, so far as the

tons over domestic consumption. Naturally,
during the War, the exports of Germany were
confined to adjacent neutral countries; after the
Armistice, Germany was stripped permanently
of coal lands which had been considered invaluable to its industry.

PRODUCTION OF COAL AND FUEL IN THE
GERMAN EMPIRE
(Metric Tons)

1913

Bituminous

1922

1927

190,109,440 129,964,597 153,598,000
87,283,084 137,207,125 150,805,000
34,630,391 29,664,291 32,260,000

Lignite

SB"

Bituminous

bri-

quettes
Lignite
quettes

bri-

6,992,499

5,562,811

4,971,000

21,498,397

29,466,149

36,463,000

In 1922 the German inland requirements of
bituminous coal were estimated at 150,000,000
tons, and for this, as will appear in the accompanying table, approximately 130,000,000 tona
were available. The loss of coal-production
capacity in Germany was due first to the fact
that rich coal areas in Upper Silesia, which in
1913 had produced 32,500,000 tons of coal, or
17 per cent of the entire product of the nation,
were allocated to Poland, while Alsace-Lorraine,
which in 1913 had produced 4,790,000 tons, was
.

returned to France. In addition, Germany lost
the Saar Basin and the Palatinate for 15 years,
at the end of which a plebiscite was to be taken
to determine the sovereignty of these areas,
which, in 1013, produced 12,223,000 tons of
coal;

in 1920, 0,410,433 tons,

and

in

1921, 9,-

574,602 tons. Furthermore, the German coal
industry was restricted by reduced hours of
labor, which were materially decreased from
ar while labor itthose prevailing before the

W

self

was marked by

less efficiency.

Industrial activity !n Germany was enhanced
by the operation of the Dawes plan. The loss
of the higher-grade coal mines is plainly reflected in the accompanying table which shows
that the percentage of lignite produced is in-

creasing with great rapidity. Germany was a
leader in the rationalization-of-industry movement that followed the World War and it ap-

pears that this movement will do much toward
the reSstablishment of German industry on a
plane not far below that existing prior to the
War. The trend of production undoubtedly is
upward and an equable settlement of the reparations plan will doubtless do much to improve the
industrial situation further. In 1928 the total
anthracite and bituminous coal from German
mines amounted to 150,900,000 metric tons.
Belgian Coal Industry. The fact that the
Germans did not completely destroy the Belgian
mines, an they had those in France during the
War, worked to the advantage of the programme
,

44,955,320
48,033,564

52467,522
52,846,698
52,530,000
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of rehabilitation that was started upon immediately following the Armistice. The low
point of production was recorded in 1918 when

13,887,600 metric tons of coal was produced. By
1927 this figure had been increased to 27,573,550
metric tons. Present output is in excess of domestic consumption though with the return of
Belgian industry to its pre-war level of activity,
some of the additional requirements will need
to be fulfilled by the import trade.
Consult current issues of The Coal Age, and
also Part 1 ; Atlas of Commercial Geology, "Mineral Resources and Mineral Industry."

WORLD'S PRODUCTION OP COAL
(In Metric Tons)

excerpts from Wagner's works. He is the composer of an opera, Bardana pains (Petrograd,
1916), a symphonic poem, The Eagle (Leeds
Festival, 1925), and of some orchestral works,
in smaller form.

COATES, THE RT. HON. JOSEPH GORDON
A New Zealand statesman, who
(1878).
was born in Matakohe, educated at the public

school there. He was elected to the House of
Representatives in 1911, served with the British
forces in France, 1917-19, and became Minister
of Justice (1919-20), Postmaster General and
Minister of Telegraphs (1919-25), Minister of
Public Works (1920-26), of Native Affairs
(1921-28), and of Railways (11)23-28), In
1925 he became Premier, retaining the last two
portfolios and adding that of External Affairs in
1928. In 1926 he was made a member of the
Privy Council. In December, 1928 a "no confidence" vote forced his resignation.
COBB, FBANK IRVING (1869-1923). An

American editor and writer, born in Shawnee
County, Kan. He was educated in the public
schools and at the Michigan State Normal
School, beginning newspaper work for the Grand.
Rapids Herald when he was 21 years old. Before being invited to New York by Joseph Pulitzer, he had been chief editorial writer on the
Detroit free Press (1900-04), having just previous to that been on the Detroit Evening News.
Mr. Cobb directed the editorial page of the New
York World for 20 years (1904-23), and became

COAL LOADERS.

See ELECTRIC MOTOBS IN

INDUSTRY.

COAL STRIKE.

See

COAL;

STRIKES AND

L6CKOUTS.

COAST DEFENSE.

See ARTTLLERT.
A British
(1882,).
orchestral conductor, born (of an English father
and a Russian mother) at Petrograd. Although
he had studied piano with an older brother, he
did not decide on a musical career until he was
20. He then entered the Leipzig Conservatory,
where his teachers were Teichmuller (piano),
Klengel ('cello) and Nikisch (conducting).
He made his dbut as conductor with Offenbach's
Contes d'Hoffmann in Leipzig. Upon the recommendation of Nikisch, he was appointed principal conductor of the Elberfeld opera in 1906.
After a short time as Schuch's assistant in Dresden, he went to Mannheim as coordinate conductor with Bodanzky. Here, the director of the
Imperial Opera at Petrograd heard him and engaged him in 1911 for that institution, where
Coates remained through the horrors of the revolution until 1919. In 1914 he made his first
appearance in London, alternating with Bodanzky in the first performances of Pcwsifal in England. In 1919 he returned as conductor for
Beecham's operatic company, directing also some
concerts of the London Philharmonic Society

COATES, ALBERT

of the -Symphony Orchestra. On Dee. 30,
J920, he made his American d6but with the New
York Symphony Orchestra with emphatic success, and for two seasons he alternated with
Damrosch. During the 'summer of 1923, he conducted a season of Russian opera at Barcelona,

and

and in 1924 and 1925 he was the guest-conductor
of the Rochester Symphony Orchestra for the
second half of the season. During the summer
of 1928, he was heard at the Hollywood Bowl,
in California, and the Stadium Concerts in 'New
York. He has made a vast number of records
for the Victor Company, especially of extended

recognized as, perhaps, the strongest writer on
the New York press since Horace Greeley. He
has been described as a writer who shunned
sophistry and wrote sincerely and simply.
Though his editorials were not signed and were
written for a paper that he did not own, he be-

came

a.

States.

powerful personality in the United
In October, 1918, Mr. Cobb was drafted

into national service as an unofficial adviser at
the Peace Conference, where he was an admirer
of President Wilson and a firm advocate of the
League of Nations.

COBB,

IBVIN-

An American

SHREWSBURY

)

(1876-

).

author, born at Padueah, Ky., and
educated at the common schools and in private
He
academies.
began as a reporter for papers
in Padueah and Louisville. From 1904, when
he became editor of the humorous section of the
New York Evening 8un, he was section editor
or contributor to New York newspapers, notathe World. In 1911 he became a staff conbly
tributor to the Saturday Evening Post, for
which he was also war correspondent in Europe
at intervals between 1914-18. Among his numerous works are the following: Funa~bashi (a
musical comedy, 1907); Mr. Busybody (musical
comedy, 1908) ; Back Home (1912), produced as
a comedy (1915) ; CoWs Anatomy (1912) ; The
Escape of Mr. Trimm (1913); CoWs Bill of
Pare (1913); Roughing It'de Luspe (1914);
Europe Revised (1914) ; Paths of Glory (1915) ;
Old Judge Priest (1915, 1923) ; Fiolle, D.D.
(1916); Speaking of Operations (1916); Local
Color (1916); Speaking of Prussians (1917);
Those Times and These (1917); The Glory of
the Coming (1918); The Thunders of Silence
(1918); The Life of the Party (1&19); Prom
Place to Place (1919); Oh, Well, You Know
How Women Are! (1919); The Abandoned
Farmers (1920) ; A Plea for Old Cap Collier
(1921); One Third Off (1921): Sundry Accounts (1922); Stickful* (1923); A Laugh a
Day Keep* the Doctor Away (1923); The

COBB
Doctor
Goim? on
(1923);
(1924); Here Comes the Bride! (1925); Borne
United States (1926); Ladies and Gentlemen
(1927) All Aboard (1928) ; Red Linker (1929),
;

and numerous series in periodicals.
laborated on dramatic productions.

COBB,

TY(BUS

RAYMOND)

He

also col-

(1886-

).

Professional baseball player, born at Narrows,
Ga. After a brief stay in the minors, he joined
the Detroit Club of the American League in
1905, becoming manager of that club, 1920-26.
He played the seasons of 1927 and 1928 with
the Philadelphia Athletics. He is regarded as
one of the best all-round players America's national game has ever developed, being especially
renowned as a batsman and in his earlier career
for his speed on the base paths. See Ty Cooo,
the Idol of Baseball Fandom, by Sverre 0.
Braathen (1928).
COBERIT, CAMDEBT McCoBiCACK (1855-1920).
An American professor of theology, born at
Uniontown, Pa., and educated at Allegheny ColHe was
lege, Boston University, and in Europe.
ordained to the ministry of 'the Methodist Episcopal Church in 1878, and was thereafter member of several conferences. In 1906 he became
professor of the English Bible and the philosophy of religion in Allegheny College. Among
his works are Ancient Egypt in the Light of

Modern' Discovery (1892); A Critical Commentary on the Books of Ezekiel and Daniel (1901) ;
Bible Etchings of Immortality (1905); Recent
the Holy Land (1914) ; Studies
Explorations
of Immortality (1916); and The New Archest
logical Discoveries and Their Bearing upon the
"New Testament and upon the Life and Timjss of
the Primitive Church (1917, 1921).
An
).
COBLE, ABTHUB BYRON (1878American mathematician, born at Williamstown,
Pa. He was graduated at Pennsylvania College,
Gettysburg, in 1897, after which he studied at
Johns Hopkins University. He was instructor
in mathematics at the University of Missouri
in 1902-03. After a year of research work, he
returned to Johns Hopkins as instructor in
mathematics and continued there until 1918, attaining in 1909 an associate professorship. In
1918 he was called to the chair of mathematics
at the University of Illinois. Called to Johns
Hopkins as professor of mathematics in 1927,
he returned to Illinpis the following year.
Among the subjects on which he has published
the results of his studies are the theory of invariants, groups and correspondences, the quintec
and sextec equations, symmetric binary forms and
involutes, point set and cremona groups, and por-

m

t

isms. He was an associate editor of the American Journal of Mathematics during 1915-19.
).
COBTJRN, CHAKLES DOUVILLE (1877An actor-manager born at Macon, Ga. When he
was 18, he became manager of the Savannah
(Ga.) Theatre and two years later took up the
stage as a, profession. He played in stock
through the Middle West and starred in The
Christian and other plays. 'The Coburn Players
were organized by him in 1905 for the production and promotion of the classic drama. He
owns and controls the American and .Canadian
rights to The* Yellow Jacket and The Better >0le.

which gave him hip
created the rdle of "Old Bill"
and later of "French Leone" (1920-21). He
produced So This Is London (1922-24), The
Farmer's. Wife (1925), The Right Age to Marry,
and! Old Bill, M. P. (1926).
It

was

this last production

reputation.

He

CODY

p

Snake

MBS.
COBTTBN",
ELEANOR HALLOWELL.

FOKDYCE.

See

ABBOTT,

COCHIN", kd'shaN', HENRY DENYS BENOIT
MARIE (1854r-1927). A French writer and legislator (see VOL. V), who in 1914, retired from
the Chamber of Deputies in favor of his son.
His

later works include: Les deuce guerres
(1917); L'osuvre de guerre du pevtitre Albert
Bernard (1918), and a translation of Les triompheSf by Petrarca (published in the collection
Les cent chef-d'ceuvres etrangers9 1920). He
also wrote **L'art Chretien sur les confins des

et XX siecles," in La ine CathoUque dans
France contemporaine (1918), and "LVame du
Consult "Un
Nord," in Le Nord devast6 ( 1 920 )
humaniste chre'tien," by Maurice Denis in the
Revue heldomadaire (Paris) Annee 36, vol. 10

XIX*
la

.

pp. 591-607 (1927).

COCHIN-CHINA.

See

FRENCH INDO-CHINA.

kok'ran, CHABLES BLAKE
theatrical manager born in
).
England. He was educated at Oxford,
an actor and made his first appearance

COCHRACT,

A

(1873Sussex,

became
in

New

York. Subsequently, he was press representative
to various theatres, circuses, and exhibitions in
the United States. For three years, he was
personal representative of the late Richard Mansfield.
After 1917 he became responsible for the
productions of the Oxford Theatre and produced
The Better 'Ole. His other successes include:
In the Wight Watch (1918); The MOM Who
Came Back (1920); The League of Notions
(1921); As You TFere (1918). Since 1926 he
has been manager of Albert Hall. He wrote

The Secrets

A

of

a Showman (1925).

COCKBAN, WILLIAM

BOTJRKE

distinguished American lawyer

(1854-1923).
and orator

He was active throughout his
(see VOL. V).
career in Democratic politics and was at the
time of his death a member of Congress.

A
COCTEATT, kok'to', JEAN (1891).
French poet and pamphleteer born at MaisonLaffite, France, whose work was a barometer 'of
contemporary developments in art and music.
Thus, he wrote both Cubist and Dadaist poems,
besides pamphlets in which he justified his own

He did not hesitate to condemn his
after he came to a new point of view
in regard to the art of literary expression! He
seemed more* at ease in the pamphlet than in
any other type of writing, his most brilliant
and successful work being perhaps, Le Coq et
evolution.

own works

I'arlequin: Notes autowr de la musique (1918).
first novel, Le Grand eoart, appeared in
1923 and, like his poems, it was impressionistic.
His other works include: La Lampe

His

d'Aladm

(poem, 1909); Le Prince frwole
(poems* 1910); La Danse de Rophocle (poems,
1912; L'Art dtcoratif de Leon Bakst (with
Arsene Alexandre, 1914) ; Prelude a I'&pres-midi
d'un faune (with others; 1915) ; Le Cap de
Bowne-Esp&rance ; Potomak (dedicated to Stravinsky, and afterward condemned by the author); Parade (a ballet with music by Eric
Satie, 1917); Les Mortis de la tour Eiffel;
Thomas I'imposteur .(1823); Dessins (1&23);
Lettres a Jacques Maritain (see also his Reponse & Jean Copeau, 1926); OrpMe (1927),
and OSdipe-Roi;, Romeo et Juliette (1928).
CODLING MOTH. See ENTOMOLOGY, ECO-

NOMIC.

,

COD-LIVER

;

See Foop AND ]SfaTRTO03sr.
.CODY, VBNF. HENBY JOHN (1868-,, ). A
Canadian educator aiod clergyman (see VOL, Vj.
He was Archdeacon of York, Canada (1909-19).

OHi.

,

COE COLLEGE

COZE
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In 1914-15 lie was a member of the Ontario
COHA1T, GEORGE M(ICHAEL) (1878).
Commission on Unemployment. He was Min- An American playwright and producer (see VOL.
ister of Education in the same province in 1918- V).
His recent successful plays and pro19, and in 1921 chairman of the Commission ductions include: Hit-the-Trail HoUidaij; Abie's
on University Finances in Ontario. Elected Irish Rose, written by Anne Nichols, The Song
Archbishop of Melbourne, Australia, in the same and Dance Man, The Rise of Rosie Q'Reitly, a
year, he declined the office. At Geneva, in Sep- satire on Cinderella, and The Merry JK&lones
tember, 1926, he preached the English sermon (a musical play, 1927).
for the Seventh Assembly of the League of NaCOHEN, BELA. See KUN, BELA.
tions.
An
).
COHEN, JULIUS HENRY (1873COE COLLEGE. An institution at Cedar American lawyer. He was born in Brooklyn,
Rapids, Iowa, founded in 1881. The student en- N. Y., and was graduated from the Law Departrollment in Liberal Arts increased from 742 in ment of New York University in 1896. In the
1918 to 831 in the year 1928-29, with 307 in the following year he was admitted to the bar and
The faculty began practice in New York City. He served as
college in the summer of 1928.
was increased in the same period from 47 to 75 city attorney of the Transit Reform Committee
members, and the hbiary from 15,920 to 30,655 of One Hundred (1900 to 1905) and as special
volumes. During 1928 a gymnasium costing counsel to the Public Service Commission and
$250,000 was being erected. Harry Morehouse to the Port of New York Authority. He was a
Gage, D.D., LL.D., succeeded John Abner Mar- member of several legal societies and was the

author of Law an.d Order in Industry ,(1916);
An The Law Business or Profession (1916); and
HEHTRT SLOANE (1877).
American clergyman and author, born in New 'American Labor Policy (1918). He was a freYork, educated at Yale University, at New Col- quent contributor to legal periodicals.
An
).
COHEN, MORRIS RAPHAEL (1880lege, Edinburgh, the University of Marburg, and
the Union Theological Seminary, New York. American professor of philosophy born in Minsk,
He was ordained to the Presbyterian ministry in Russia. Taken to America when still a child,
1900, and after five years as pastor of the Bed- he was educated at the College of the City of
ford Park Church, New York, was appointed to New York, and pursued graduate studies in
the Madison Avenue Church in the same city philosophy under Royce and James at Harvard,
in 1905.
In the previous year, he had been receiving the doctorate in 1906. He taught
named associate professor of practical theology mathematics and philosophy at the College of
in the Union Theological Seminary. He re- the City of New York and at intervals at Columsigned the pastorship in 1926, becoming presi- bia University, Johns Hopkins, and the New
dent of the Seminary. He was several times School for Social Research (New York), after
preacher to universities, including Yale and Har- 1923. Professor Cohen also contributed polemi^ard. Aside from editing and collaborating, he cal writings on political and social questions to
wrote a number of books, among them The Creed the New Itepublic and other journals.
An
).
of Jesus (1907); Social Aspects of the Cross
COHEN", OCTAVUS ROY (1891The Christian and the Church (1912) ; American author, born in South Carolina where
(inil)
University Sermons (1914) ; The Ten Command- he received his secondary and college education.
ments (1915); Christian Convictions (1915); At first an engineer, he soon drifted into jourIn a Dai/ of Social Rebuilding (the Lyman nalism, which he relinquished for authorship in
Beccher Lectures, at Yale University, 1918) j A 1915. He immediately became popular as a reMore Christian Industrial Order (1920); What suit of his stories printed in the Saturday EvePortraits of Jesus ning Post which concerned themselves with the
is there in Religion? (1922)
Christ (1926); and What to Preach (1926).
adventures of the Southern Negro. If his people
An seemed to possess the usual mythical Negro
).
COEFMA1T, DE WITT (1854American naval officer, born in Shenandoah Co., qualities of drollery and miscomprehensions, his
Va. He graduated from the United States tales at any rate were spirited. Among others
Naval Academy in 1876. During the Spanish- he wrote: Polished Ebony (1919); (fray Dusk
American War, he served on the Terror. He was (1920); Come Seven (1920); Highly Colored
appointed lieutenant commander in 1899; com- (1921) ; Midnight (1922) Dark Days end Black
mander in 1905; captain in 1909, and rear-ad- Knights (1923); Bigger and Blacker (1925);
miral in 1914. He served in many capacities, besides some plays and mystery romances.
COKE. Subsequent to 1914, many important
both ashore and afloat, and in 1916 was commander of the 3d Division of the Atlantic Fleet. developments were recorded in the manufacture
Later in, the same year, he commanded the 6th of coke which normally requires about 15 per
Division of the Atlantic Fleet, and, in June, cent of the 'bituminous coal produced in the
1910, he was promoted to the rank of vice ad- United States. When the demand for coke is
miral. He commanded the second battleship active, the requirements are between 75 and 85
force in 1918 and in the same year was given million tons of raw coal a year for smelting the
the command of the 5th Naval District and ores of iron and other metals, as well as for
Naval Operating Base at Hampton Roads. On use in foundries, arid as a smokeless domestic
Nov.* 28, 1918, he was retired 'by operation of fuel. The production of beehive coke involves
law. He was a member of the Board of Awards, the loss of many valuable by-products, as benzol,
Medal* and Honors until Oct. 30, 1919.
toluol, and ammonia, which could be obtained
COQ-HLAW, kdg'lon, SIR TIMOTHY AUGUSTINE by the distillation of coal in the by-product oven,
(1856-1926). An Australian statistician (see and for which there was an increased demand
VOL. V). He was created knight in 1914 and at the beginning of thd World War, for ;use in
Knight .Commander of the Order of St. Michael the manufacture of explosives. In 1919, 56 per
and >8t. George in- 1918; He was again Agent cent of all the coke manufactured in the United
General for New South Wales in,; 191 6-17' and States was made in by-product ovens, and by
1920-25. In 1918 he- published ''History -o/ 1926 .the percentage had increased to 91.8 per
cent*
;-.'.
Labour, and Industry it& AvstouUd, (&-vols.).
quis, D.D., LL.JD., as president in 1921.
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The economic advantage of tlie use of the by- as compared with those previously published by
product oven is shown by the fact that a ton of the Department of Commerce.
coal of 2000 pounds so treated would yield apThe exports of coke from the United States in
proximately 19 pounds of sulphate of ammonia, 1928 totaled 980,050 tons, valued at $7,304,531,
7.1 gallons of tar, 2.4 gallons of crude light oil,
and corresponding figures for imports of coke
10,500 cubic feet of gas, and 1425 pounds of were 131,876 tons and $1,132,855.
coke. The ammonia thus obtained can be used
in refrigeration, for the manufacture of high- PRODUCTION OP COKE IN THE UNITED STATES
explosive
and for

phate.

ammonia
making the

From

nitrate

(see

STATISTICAL AND ECONOMIC SURVEY U.

EXPLOSIVES),

S.

BUREAU OF

MINES

ammonium sulderived many organic

fertilizer

the tar are

compounds, such as the aniline dyes, and the ultimate residue, coal -tar pitch, is employed in
road making, in making roofing, and as a binder
for the fuel briquettes.
In refining the tar, some
crude light oil is obtained but much more is secured by washing the coke-oven gas. The crude
light oil is valuable inasmuch as it yields benzol, the base of picric acid, and toluol, the base
of the explosive trinitrotoluol, or TNT, which
was employed so extensively in the World War.
The distillation of coal is also* important for its
yield of illuminating gas for domestic or industrial purposes.

Blast furnaces consume a large proportion of
the coke produced in the United States. In
1928 the consumption of coke amounted to 51,706,000 tons and, of this amount, 30,700,000 tons
or 76.7 per cent, were consumed in blast furnaces. The remainder was used in foundries,
in smelting the non-ferrous metals, in the manufacture of water-gas, in miscellaneous other industrial uses, and for household heating. The
quantity of coke used for house heating lias increased since the war period, as shown by the
higher percentage of coke used in other ways
than for furnace use. The production of coke in
1926 set a new record at 50,865,537 tons, due to
the fact that it was in demand to meet the
deficit in anthracite coal production caused by
the miners' strike in that year. The decrease
of 10.4 per cent shown by the 1927 figures was
attributed in part to an abundant supply of
anthracite in that year and particularly to the
diminished activity of the blast furnaces caused
by a 7.3 per cent decline as compared with 1926,
in pig-iron output. The total production in
1028, 52,582,000 tons, was an increase of 2.9 per
cent over ] 927, with a new record for by-product
coke, 48,205,577 tons, or 9.8 per cent increase
over 1927.
The output of beehive coke declined from 72.5
per cent of the total coke production in the
United States in 1913 to 8.3 per cent in 1928,
while that of by-product coke increased from
27.5 per cent to 91.7 per cent. The decreased
production in the beehive branch of the industry
was due to the fact that it was assuming the
position of an auxilliary which supplied only the
surplus requirements of the metallurgical industry which could not be met by the by-product
industry. Figures show that the output of beehive coke fell from 10,286,000 tons in 1924 to
4,376,000 tons in 1928, while the output of byproduct ovens 33,984,000 tons in 1924 increased to 48,205,577 tons in 1928. The number
of by-product plants devoted to the production
of coke in 1913 was 36; in 1028 the number had
increased to 83. Of this total, 46 were affiliated
with iron furnaces and 37 were non -furnace
plants, the former group producing 77.7 of the
total output. Due to developments in the coke
industry the allocation of certain plants was
changed from "furnace" to "other" and vice versa,
a change which is reflected in certain statistics

'

The production
amounted

of by-product coke in 1928, as

a considerable increase as against 39,912,159 tons in 1925.
The relative proportions of beehive and byproduct coke used have undergone a considerable change since 1913 when the beehive ovens
contributed 72.5 per cent of the total, and the
by-product ovens 27.5 per cent, as against an
average of 8.3 per cent and 91.7 per cent, rePennsylvania, which led in
spectively, in 1928.
the production of beehive coke, together with
Ohio produced 72.7 per cent of the total output
stated,

of this

to 48,20(1,000 tons,

product in 1928.

Pennsylvania, likewise,
of by-product coke,
the output of which exceeded that of beehive
coke. The output of the by-product ovens in
1928 was 13,623,000 tons. Ohio ranked second,

was the leading producer

Indiana third, Alabama fourth, and

New York

fifth.

A

partial explanation for the marked decrease in the output of coke from 1926 was found
in the fact that in that year there was a greater
demand for coke to meet the deficit in anthracite,
due to the miners' strike, while the supply of
anthracite was abundant in 1927. The diminished activity of blast furnaces in the latter
year, however, was the principal cause for a
decrease, because pig-iron production then declined 7.3 per cent below the 192(5 level. la
1928 it increased 4.4 over 1927. When due allowance was made for exports and imports,
the estimated consumption of coke in 1927 was
51,796,276 tons, of which about 39,700,000 tons
were consumed in blast furnaces, and the remainder in foundries, in smelting the non-ferrous
metals, in the manufacture of water-gas, in miscellaneous other industrial uses, and for house-

hold heating.

The

latter item

has been on the

increase since the War, as indicated by the lower
percentages shown for furnace use. Blast furnaces continued, however, to consume the largest
proportion of coke, the percentage in 1928 being
76.0 per cent of the total consumption.

The potential coking capacity of by-product
plants at the end of 1928 on the basis of 100
per cent operation under favorable conditions
amounted to about 58,000,000 net tons, an increase of more than 5,000,000 tons over 1927,
due to the addition of 511 new ovens. There
were, in addition, approximately 100 new ovens
tinder construction at the ,end of 1928' which
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was vested in an executive committe& of which
100 per cent operation. At this rate the Professor Ernest C. JMarriner was chairman.
An
).
COLE, L(EON) J(ACOB) (1877plants in existence have a coal-carbonizing capacity of 82,800,000 tons of bituminous coal, American zoblogist born at Allegany, N. Y. He
which will he increased later to 84,600,000 tons was educated at the University of Michigan
through the addition of new ovens. There were (A.B., 1901) and at Harvard (Ph.D., 1906).
83 by-product plants producing coke in 1928, He was assistant in zoology at Michigan (1898of which 46 were affiliated with iron furnaces, 1902) ; Austin
teaching fellow, Harvard (1903and 37 with non-furnace plants. The furnace 06 ) chief of the division of animal breeding at
of
and
the
Rhode
the total,
Island Experiment Station (1906plants produced 79.1 per cent
the non-furnace plants 20.9 per cent. See CHEM- 07) ; and instructor in zodlogy, Yale (1907-10).
APPLIED.
In
Professor
Cole went to the College of
1910
ISTRY,
).
Agriculture, University of Wisconsin, where he
COKEB, WILLIAM CHAMBERS (1872An American botanist, born at Hartsville, S. C. was successively associate professor of experiHe graduated from South Carolina College in mental breeding (1U10-14), professor (1914-18),
1894 and took postgraduate courses at Johns and professor of genetics (1918- ). In 1923Hopkins University and in Germany. He taught 24 he was on leave as chief of the animal husfor several years in the summer schools of the bandry division of the Bureau of Animal IndusBrooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences, at Cold try, U. S. Department of Agriculture. In 1020Spring Harbor, L. I., and in 1902 became asso- 27 he was chairman of the division of biology
ciate professor of botany at the University of and agriculture of the National Research Council.
The foremost
North Carolina. He was made professor in 1907
).
COLE, TIMOTHY (1852and Kenan professor of botany in 1920. Pro- American wood engraver (see VOL. V). His
fessor Coker was a member of many scientific latest undertaking was a series of carvings of old
societies and the author of The Plant Life of masters in American public and private galleries.
Hartsville, S. O. (1912); The Frees of North He published with his own illustrations, Wood
Carolina (with H. R. Totten, 1916); The Sa- Engraving; Three Essays (Grolier Club, New
prolegniacea of the United States (1921); The York, 1916), and The Magic Line, a Study of
Clavarias of the United States and Canada the Technique of 'Wood Engraving (New York,
(1923). Besides these, he contributed numerous 1917).
articles on morphology and botany to scientific
).
COLBMAN, ABTHUB PHILEMON (1852Emeritus professor of geology in Toronto Uniperiodicals.
An Amer- versity (see VOL. V). He was president of the
).
COLBY, BAINBRIDGE (1869ican lawyer and statesman, born at St. Louis, Geological Society of America in 1915 and of
Mo., and educated at Williams College and at the Royal Society of Canada in 1921. He pubthe Columbia and New York University law lished, with VV. A. Parks, An Elementary OeoloIn 1892 he began the practice of law in gy (1022). Besides his reports on the economic
schools.
New York. From 1901, when he was elected geology of Ontario (in Bureau of Mines Reports
a member of the New York Assembly, he took and Geological Survey of Canada), he is the
an active interest in State and National politics, author of Canadian Rockies; New and Old
being one of the founders of the Progressive Trails, and Ice Ages, Recent and Ancient ( 1926 )
National Party. He served on numerous boards
COLES, J(ONATHAN) ACKERMAJ* (1843-1925).
and commissions of the Government and in 1917 An American physician, art collector, and philwas a member of the American Mission to the anthropist, born at Newark, N. J. He received
Inter-Allied Conference in Paris. In 1920-21 degrees from Columbia University in arts
he was Secretary of State in President Wilson's (1864) and in medicine (1868). After continucabinet.
ing his studies (1877-78) in European uniAn Ameri- versities and hospitals, he began to collect art
).
COLBY, EVERETT (1874can lawyer (see VOL. V). He was a member of objects and bestow them on institutions and
the Republican National Committee from 1916 to cities. Among the recipients were the City of
1920. In 1917 he served in the United States Newark, the Metropolitan Museum of Art (New
Food Administration, was major in the Officers' York), and the universities of Columbia, Yale,
Reserve Corps in 1918, and chairman of the Harvard, Oxford, and Cambridge. He was a
executive committee of the League of Nations co-founder of the Valley Forge Library. His
Non-Partisan Association founded in January, purely philanthropic work comprised the build1923.
ing of homes at Mountainside, Union Co., N. J.,
COLBY COLLEGE.
liberal arts college at for orphaned, crippled, and friendless children,
Waterville, Me., with coordinate divisions for and educational buildings in the Far East. He
men and women; founded in 1813. The student held memberships in many medical, historical,
enrollment increased from 440 in 1916 to 631 charitable, and religious organizations.
in the autumn of 1928, when it was divided
).
Pseudonym
COLETTE, kS'-lgf, (1873as follows: men, 383; women; 248; and the fac- of a French novelist who first married Henry
1928.
in
3
women
33
men
and
numbered
a
Gauthier-Vi
writer
the.
liars,
ulty
using
pseudonym
The endowment was $1,350,000 and the income of Willy, and with him wrote Otoudine, four, volthe
The
bound
volumes
in
of
umes
of
number
her
adventures
$259,350.
(1900-03), under 1/he
library increased from 50,000 in 1914 to 75,000 name of Colette Willy. She then married Henri
in 1928. Recent developments included the erec- de Jouvenel ( 1912)
fi|he received recognition by
tion of an Alumnae Health Building, providing by being made a chevalier of the Legion of
physical education facilities for women; plans Honor. Her works include: L'fngenue libertine;
for a new gymnasium fot men, for which ground Dialogues de l$tes; L'Envers du Music Hall; La
was to be ftroken in the spring of 1929 ^ and a retraite sentimentale {1907); En, Oamarades;
nefr department of business Administration. La Vagabonde, dramatized in .1923
(1910);
Arthur J. Roberts, 3LL.D-, president since 1908, L'Entrave (1913),; ka paix chess ,les betes
died oii. Oct., 11, 1927, and in the autumn of ( 19l(J ) ; Les Jieure* lovgues ( 1017 )
Dan* la
1928 the 'administrative authority of. the college foule,, essays (1918); Mitsou, ,(1919); Chert,
would bring the capacity up to 58,600,000 tons
at

;
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in

1922

;

A

A cliapel

and a dormitory housing 200 men were

built in 1922; a new recitation hall, costing
$400,000, was completed in 1926; and Eaton
Hall, formerly used by the Colgate Theological
Seminary, was acquired as a dormitory to be
used for freshmen, in 1928; a department of

personnel and a vocational-guidance and placement bureau were established in 1927. President, George Barton Cutten, Pli.D., D.D., LL.D.
COLLEGES. See UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.
An
CHARLES
(1873).
COLLETS,
American architect, born in New York City and
educated at Yale University and at the ficole
des Beaux Arts in Paris. He collaborated on
the plans for the buildings of the Union Theological Seminary in New York and of the Andover Theological Seminary in Cambridge, Mass.;
also on those of the libraries of Ohio State University and Vassar College and of the Memorial
Chapel of Williams College, as well as on the
plans for the Christian Science Church in Concord, N. H., and for the Park Avenue Baptist

New York City.
COLLIER, WILLIAM MILLER

Church,

(1867-
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La Chambre
(1920)
eclairee; La Maison de Claudine; Le Ble en
heroe; La femme cachee t short stories (1924),
and La -fin de Cheri (1026).
COLGATE "UNIVERSITY.
non-sectarian
institution for men at Hamilton, N. Y., founded
in 1819. With the exception of the two war
years, 1917-19, the University showed a steady
growth for the period between 1914 and 1928,
the student "body increasing from 518, to 993 in
the autumn of 1928; the faculty, from 47 to
84; the library, from 80,000 to 114,000 volumes;
and the endowment from $2,000,000 to $4,160,000.
dramatized

).

American diplomat (see VOL. V). He was
lecturer on international law at the New York
Law School until 1918. In 1915 he held the
same position at Wells College, and from 1916
to 1918, he lectured on diplomacy at George
Washington University, of which he was president from 1917 to 1921. In 1914 he was appointed head of the American delegation to the

An

International Conference at Christiania, to outline a government for the Islands of Spitzon
bergen. He was a member of the committee
the Repubpolicies and platform, authorized by
lican National Committee in 1920. In 1921 he

was appointed Ambassador to Chile, a post which
he resigned in 1929, after playing a leading part
in the settlement of the Tacna-Arica dispute between Chile and Peru. He was the recipient
of several foreign decorations, during and
after tho World War. He is author of: The
Law and the Higher Law (1918) ; George
Washington's Will and George Washington University (1918); College Influences Before the
War and After the War (1920) ; The Influence
of Lawyers in the Past and in the Future (in
Spanish, 1921), and (with Guillermo, Feliu
Crux) La Primera, Mision de los Estados Unidos
en Chile (1926).
).
COLLINS, SIB WILLIAM JOB (1859British physician and surgeon, born in Lonat
the
his
medical
who
received
don,
training
University College Medical School there and
Bartholomew's Hospital. A consulting ophthalmic surgeon to several London hospitals, he
has been vice lieutenant of the County of Lon-

A

don; vice chancellor, senator, and demonstrator
of anatomy at London University; a plenipotentiary for Great Britain to the three opium con-

ferences at The Hague (1911-12, 1913, 1914);
a member of Parliament (1906-10 and 1917-18),
and chairman of various government boards.

Besides medical works, he wrote The Etiology
of the European Conflagration (1915) ; The
Ethics and Law of Drug and Alcohol Addiction
(1916); The Life and Doctrine of Sir Edwin
Chadwick (1924). He was knighted in 1902.
).
COLLIE'S, CIIABLES WALLACE (1879An American lawyer, born at Gal ion, Ala., and
educated at the Alabama Polytechnic Institute,
the University of Chicago, and Harvard. He was
admitted to the bar in 1901 and for five years
practiced in Birmingham, Ala. From 1915 to
1918, he was in charge of the economic section
of the legislative reference service of the Library
of Congress, and the director of this section from
1918 to 1920. He assisted in drafting a bill for
a national budget and in 1920-21 was law librarian of Congress, serving also as counsel of
the Bureau of the Budget. He was deputy comptroller of the currency, 1923-27, and drafted the
McFadden-Pepper National Bank Bill in 1924.
He wrote The National Budget System in American Finance (1915) The British Budget System
(1920); The Branch Banking Question (1926),
and contributed articles on constitutional law
;

and public finance to many law periodicals.
An Amer).
COLLINS, JOSEPH (1866ican physician, neurologist, and author, who
was born in Brookfield, Conn. He received the
degree of M. D. from New York University
in 1888 and after some years of private practice took up the specialty of neurology, becoming professor of that subject in the New York
Post-Graduate Medical School. He was later a
co-founder and visiting physician to the New
York Neurological Institute. He has long been
known as an author. His major writings, medical and secular, are Letters to a Neurologist
The Way with the
(1908; second series 1910)
Nerves (1911) Sleep and the Sleepless (1912)
Neurological Clinics (1918); My Italian Tear
(1919) ; The Doctor Looks at Literature (1923) ;
The Doctor Looks at Biography (1925); The
Doctor Looks at Love and Life (1926) ; Taking
the Literary Pulse, and The Doctor Looks at
Marriage and Medicine (1928).
).
COLLINS, ,,Ross ALEXANDER (1880An American lawyer and public official, born at
He was graduated from KenCollinsville, Mass.
tucky University in 1899, and from the Law Department of the University of Mississippi in
In the same year, lie began practice in
1901.
Meridian, Miss. He was elected attorney general of the State in 1912 and was reflected in
1915. In 1919 he was a candidate for governor
in the Democratic primary. He was a member
;

;

;

of Congress 1921-29 for the Fifth Mississippi
District
An
HEBMANN
).
(1855COLLITZ,
American philologist (see VOL. V), professor of
Germanic philology at Johns Hopkins, 190727. He was editor of Hesperus: Schriften mur
germanischen Philologie after 1912 and author
of Sammlung der griechischen Dialektenschriften
(1884-1915).
COLLOID CHEMISTRY. See CHEMISTRY.
COLLOIDS. See CHEMISTRY; BOTANY j SOIL.
COLOM'BIA. A South American republic
situated in the northwestern part of the conti-

Because of boundary disputes, its fronwere not definitely delimited in 1929. Its
area is variously estimated at from 435,000 to
440,846 square miles. The population at the
nent.
tiers
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census of Mar. 5, 1918, was 5,855,077, of whom
158,428 were Indians. The population in 1012
was 5,072,604. The capital, Bogota, had 143,994. Other large cities with their populations
were: Barranquilla, 64,543; Cartagena, 51,382;
Medellin, 79,146; Cali, 45,525; Manizales, 43,203. In 1928 a law authorized the taking of a
general census of the Republic. Preliminary
figures gave to Bogota more than 220,000 inhabitants and indicated a population in excess
of 100,000 each for Medellin, Barranquilla and

057 pesos, as against 12,043,145 pesos in 1912,

and 45,158,061 pesos for expenditures, which
amounted to 12,500,000 pesos in 1912. Total
currency in circulation as of Dec. 31, 1927, was
46,370,000 pesos. During July, 1923, the Colombian government used the first $5,000,000
installment of the American payments on the
$25,000,000 guaranteed under the 1921 treaty
to establish a central bank of issue, modeled on
the Federal Reserve Banks. This exerted a stabilizing effect on the finances and currency of the

and slightly below this number for Mani- country. An American mission gave Colombia
and Cartagena. Cucuta, Pereira, and Bu- valuable assistance in its finances in 1923.
Communications. In 1927 there were 1438
caramanza, were estimated in excess of 40,000,
and nearly 20,000 for Popayan.
miles of railway, compared with 620 in 1911.
Industry and Trade. Coffee is the principal Construction work was done during 1923 on the
crop and chief article of export, for Colombia Pacific railway, so that this line was complete
ranked second only to Brazil as a coffee-produc- to Zarzal, a distance of about 200 miles from
ing country. The export totaled 334,412,920 the port of Buenaventura. In 1923 the Copounds in 1027, value, $79,808,000, that sold in lombian Congress passed laws providing for the
the United States bringing $65,585,000. The ex- expenditure of the remaining $20,000,000 of
port in 1913 was 134,136,000 pounds. Bananas American payments on the construction of 11
are the second important agricultural product, railroads and other improvements.
with exports in 1927 of 196,624,000 kilos, valued
History. Recent outstanding events in Coat $5,587,000. In 1913, 157,385 tons were ex- lombia's history have centred in the settlement
Cali,
zales

Panama question with the United States.
After the failure of the treaty of 1909, a new
pact was drawn up in 1914 which contained a
plain apology, attributed to the Secretary of
State at the time, William J. Bryan, for the
American part in the Panama revolution; the
agreement gave Colombian citizens the same
rights as those of American citizens in the use
of the Canal Zone and the Panama Canal, and
it provided for the payment of a $25,000,000
compensation in five equal annual installments.
Colombia ratified the treaty, but the American
Senate, incensed at its apologetic tone, withheld
its consent until 1921, when, under the Republican administration, the objectionable phrases

ported. Other important crops are rice, sugar,
cotton, corn, tobacco, and wheat, while vegetable
ivory, rubber, gums, medicinal plants, and dyewoods were important forest products. Gold
mining, one of the oldest industries in Colombia, has been carried on since Spanish colonial

days, and exports, which represented practically
the entire production, were about $5,000,000.
The platinum mines, which furnished the greatest part of the world's supply, have an annual
production worth some $5,000,000. The emerald
mines, controlled by the Government, are the
largest producers in the world. The petroleum
industry is still in its infancy but promises to
be of increasing importance. Petroleum was
first exported in 1926, and by the end of that
year exports amounted to 5,000,000 barrels; in
1927 the exports were 13,679,000 barrels. The
impetus given manufacturing during the War
placed many small-scale industries in the towns
on a stable footing and progress was made in the
production of cotton textiles, shoes, cigarettes,
beer, flour, soap, and matches. The making of
Panama hats, a native industry requiring no machinery, prospered. The foreign trade of Colombia has grown steadily. The balance of trade
has been favorable for many years, with the result that the Colombia peso, which is worth
$0.973, was in 1918 above par in New York, and
in. 1928 was a little above par.
Exports in 1927
were valued at $121,340,000, compared with $33,457,370 in 1913; and imports for 1927 were
$118,894,000, compared -with $27,822,385 in
The United States took, on the average,
1913.
about 70 per cent of' all exports and supplied
some 47 per cent of all imports, so that -it
ranked first in Colombian foreign trade, with
Great Britain second. Exports to the United
States in 1927 amounted to $91,800*000, compared with $15,714,000 in- 191 3, while imports
from the United States were -$51,481,102, compared with $7,647,000 in, 1913.-. The .chief .exports are coffee, gold, bananas, platinum, and
hides; and the principal imports, textiles, foodstuffs, machinery, and construction material.
Finance. The Colombian national debt as of
Pec, 81, 1926, was 23,T68,000 pesos. This figure

of the

were withdrawn. On Nov. 5, 1921, the Colombian Senate accepted the treaty as revised, and
on Mar. 2, 1922, the House of Representatives
finally acceded, so that in the fall Colombia received its first payment of $5,000,000. The remainder was paid in annual installments of $5,000,000 each. This fund was devoted largely
to the founding of a national bank and the promoting of various railway projects. From
1914 to 1918, Jose" Vincente Concha served! as
President and his Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Marco Fidel Suarez was elected to the office for
1918-22. A decree issued by President Suarez
nationalizing oil resources caused considerable
excitement in business circles but was declared
unconstitutional by the Supreme Court. Presi;

dent Suarez resigned in 1921 because of opposition encountered in the Congress, and a provisional president, Jorge Holguin, was appointed
to fill out the term. For the years 1922-26,

General Pedro Nel Ospina, Conservative, was
elected.

In April, 1925, an attempted revolt bgainst
President Ospina by military leaders was frustrated when he unexpectedly returned to the
capital from a tour of the country. In February, 1926, the Conservative 'Party candidate,
Dr. -Miguel Abadia Mendez, was 'chosen President without opposition and was 'inaugurated
on August 7. His first cabinet resigned four
months later, as a result of lack of confidence
throughout the country in its competency. Cocomprised 14,242,000 pesos, of foreign debt, and lombia's foreign relations have 'been without
,9,526,000 of internal debt. The 'budget 'for the special .incident. The country remained neutral
year 1928* showed eatimated revenues*,of -51,044;- doling the World War and joined the League of
,

t
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votes; Smith, 133,131. W, H. Adams, Democrat,
was reflected governor in 1928.
Legislation. The Legislature meets bienni-

1915 a workman's-compensation law
In 1917 a special session of the
Legislature voted $2,500,000 in war bonds. The
Legislature in this year amended the liquor laws,
passed a pure-food law, and amended the laws
relating to elections. The Legislature of 1919
ratified the Federal Prohibition Amendment and
reSnacted the Workmen's Compensation Law
amendments. In 1921 the Legislature referred
to the electors an amendment prohibiting aliens
from holding land in the State. Laws relating
to corporations were amended and an inherially.

was

In

passed.

tance-tax:

measure enacted.

A
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special session of

the Legislature, held in April, 1922, provided
for the creation of an improvement district
against which bonds were authorized for the
construction of the Moffat Tunnel, a railway
tunnel through the mountains near James Peak,
northwest of Denver, on the line of the Denver
& Salt Lake Railroad. A second act authorized
the organization of a flood-control district along
the Arkansas River for the protection of Pueblo
and other communities. The Legislature of 1923
passed measures to compensate veterans of all
wars, beginning with the Civil War, and to facilitate the cooperative marketing of agricultural products.
COLOBADO, UNIVERSITY OF. A^ coeducational State institution at Boulder, Colo., founded in 1876. The student enrollment increased
from 1236 in 1914 to 2990 in 1928-29; the faculty increased from 200 to 2SS members in the
same period; and the volumes in the library,
from 100,000 to 183,175. There was also a sum-,
mer-quarter registration in 1928 of 3437. The
total income for general maintenance, from
State fees, tuition, etc., was estimated at about
$1,195,000 in 1928, while approximately $501,000, including fees, was received for operation
of hospitals, and $125,000 for new buildings.
Twenty residence scholarships were established
in 1922 and separate departments in journalism
and anthropology were opened. The General
Education Board gave $700,000 to be used for the
construction of a medical plant at Denver, and a
yearly stipend of $50,000 for its maintenance
over a term of years; the Liberal Arts BuildHosings, the Macky Auditorium, a University
and Medical School, the State Psychopathic
buildg'tal
ospitai and Nurses' Home, a chemistry
other iming, an engineering laboratory, and
provements, were added to the plant of the
University during the period ,1914-1928. In
1918 George Norlin, Ph.D., LL.D., succeeded
Livingston Farrand, LL.D., as president.
COLOBADO COLLEGE. A privately endowed, non-denominational liberal arts college'
for men and women, founded at Colorado
Springs, Col., under- the auspices of the 'Conengregational Church in 1874. The student
rollment increased from 5C1 in 1914 to 679
in the academic year 1927-28, exclusive of music
and art students, the net grand total for the
latter year being '974. The enrollment in the
summer session of 1928 was 167. The faculty
during the period under review was increased
from 51 to 63 members. The endowment was
increased from $1,042,000 to $2,422,044 during
the same years, and' the annual income from
$85,165 to $483,404; the number of volumes in
the library, from 75,000 to 110,000 volumes. In
November, 1928, the College received from E,

P. Shove, a member of the Board of Trustees
since 1912, the gift of $225,000 for the erection,
equipment, and (if possible) maintenance of a
collegiate chapel as a memorial to his clergy-

men

ancestors of the past twelve generations,

and the Trustees voted to undertake a campaign
for $300,000 to augment the general endowment funds. A new system of honors courses
was inaugurated during the period, permitting
of greater specialization and wider scope for
individual investigation among the members of
the two upper classes who had distinguished
themselves in the first two years. A change
in entrance requirements in September, 1927,
provided for a greater freedom of choice in submatter but a higher quality requirement,
ject
inasmuch as students must be in the upper twothirds of their class in high school to qualify
for admission. Charles Christopher Mierow,
PhJX, LL.D., a member of the faculty from
1916, became dean and acting president in the
autumn of 1923, and was inaugurated as president on Dec. 5, 1925.
,
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An Irish
).
COLUM, PADEAIC (1881American poet and dramatist, born at Longford,
Ireland. One of the early leaders of the Irish
literary renaissance, he soon gained prominence
as editor of the Irish Review and a writer of
charming lyrics. He came to the United States
in 1914, where, in company with Ernest Boyd
and others, he did much to familiarize Americans
with the current trends in Irish literature. His
later work has been largely concerned with the
preparation of children's books, done with that
meticulous care and poetic sense so conspicuous
in all his writings. Among his books were: Wild

Earth (1907); Three Plays (1916); The Adventures of Odysseus (1918); The Golden Fleece
(1921) ; The Anthology of Irish Poetry (1921 ;
Castle Conquer (a novel, 1923); two volumes
of Hawaiian stories (1924-25) ; The Road Round.
Ireland (1926); Creatures, verse, (1927); and
The Fountain of Youth (1927).
)

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY* A

ndn-secta-

rian institution of higher learning founded as
King's College in 1754. The principal buildings are at Morningside Heights, New York
City, and comprise Columbia College, a college
of liberal arts for undergraduate men; schools
of mines, engineering, chemistry, architecture,
journalism, business, and library service; the
non-professional graduate faculties of political
science, philosophy, and pure science; Barnard
College, for undergraduate .women; Teachers
College, including the departments of education
and practical -arts; and the university library.
The College of Physicians and Surgeons, the
medical school, formerly on West Fifty-ninth
Street, and the School of Dental and Oral Surgery, are located on West 168th Street, at the
Medical Centre, dedicated and opened in 1928.
,

.

on West Sixty-eighth
Junior College was opened in
the Borough of Brooklyn in 1928. In the same
year, St. Stephen's College, Annandale-on-Hudson, was. incorporated in the University system.
In addition to the regular sessions, there is a
thorough system of university extension 'and
home study, and in the summer, besides the
regular summer session at Morningside Heights,
a summer, camp at Morris,' Conn. v Extramural
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COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
work

in many subjects is conducted in various
centres near New York.
The enrollment of the university grew steadily
from 14,098 resident students in 1913 to 36,398 on Mar. 2, 1929 including 14,007 in the
summer session of 1928, but excluding duplicates: and the number of members of the faculties was increased from 907 in the earlier year
to 2714 in 1928. The library was increased

during this period from 550,000 bound volumes

and 75,000 German dissertations

to

1,132,230

volumes. In 1928 the total endowment amounted to $69,550,071.31 and the estimated total resources of the university, $124,415,474.10. The
annual budget for the academic year 1928-29

set at $13,829,105.94.
An elaborate building programme was laid out in 1919, since which
year to the physical equipment of the university
have been added Johnson Hall, a residence for
women graduate students, Hussell Hall, the library and administration building for Teachers
College, Hewitt Hall, a residence for undergraduate women of Barnard College, completely
the
laboratories,
physics
equipped modern
Chandler Laboratories for advanced instruction
and research in chemistry, John Jay Hall, a
residence and dining hall for undergraduate
men containing also headquarters for student
activities, new buildings for the College of Physicians and Surgeons and for the School of Dental and Oral Hygiene as units in the Medical
Centre, established on West 168th Street in conjunction with the Presbyterian Hospital, and the

was

Casa Italiana, a centre of Italian culture.

The

University acquired a tract of more than twentyeight acres at the northern end of Manhattan
Island for an athletic field known as Baker Field,
in honor of its donor, George F. Baker. Various
apartment houses in the vicinity of the university for the use of officers and teachers were

purchased in this period. Early in 1929, a parcel of real estate comprising almost three solid
city blocks between Fifth and Sixth avenues and
to
fromFifty-first
Forty-eighth
streets, held at a nominal value when acquired
by the university in 1814, was leased for a period
of eighty-seven years at a rental reported to be
approximately $3,000,000 annually. This transaction was held to be one of the largest of
its kind ever consummated in New York City
and by its terms the university secured a considerable addition to its annual income.
In 1918 women were admitted as students to
the medical school for the first time and in 1927,
to the Law School. In 1923 the College of Dental and Oral Surgery of New York was merged
with the School of Dentistry, established in 3917,
and the school thus formed, known as the School
of Dental and Oral Surgery of Columbia University, was moved to the Medical Centre on
West 168th Street in 1928. Lincoln School was
established in 1917 under the direction of Teachers College, for the
purpose of scientific experimentation and constructive work in the reorganization of elementary and secondary education.
In 1919 selective tests were instituted which may
be substituted for entrance examinations for
Columbia College, and this system has since been
modified and extended for use in other schools
of the university. In 1,927-28 the entire curricula of the undergraduate colleges for men and
women were revised, so as to, present to the
student of today a programme, truly educational
in. character, based upon the, largest experience
and the best wisdom and 'adapted to various

extending

COLUMBUS

3? i

modern

needs.
Home-study courses carrying
no academic credit were instituted in 1919 under
the department of university extension. The
School of Library Service, with which are absorbed and combined the former New York
State Library School of Albany, New York, and
the Library School maintained by the New York
Public Library, was opened in 1926, thereby
carrying to final consummation a plan first
entered upon by the university in 1883. In cooperation with the University of Porto Rico,
Columbia, in 1026, established and undertook to
maintain the School of Tropical Medicine at San
Juan, Porto Rico. In 1928 Seth Low Junior
College was established in the Borough of Brooklyn as a development of the work of university
extension and named in honor of a former Mayor
of both Brooklyn and New York and a former
resident of the university as well St. Stephen's
S ollege, Annandale-on-Hudson, New York, became a member of the university's educational
system ; and an agreement was entered into with
the Union Theological Seminary by the terms of
which the faculty of the Seminary becomes in
;

the faculty of theology in the university's
educational system. In the same year, the
trustees voted an increased schedule of salaries
making the minimum salary for full professorship $7500, the increases applying to all grades
effect

of academic appointment.
The faculty of law completed in 1923 a plan
for the organization of advanced instruction
and research in the field of public and private
law and the degree of doctor of law (Doctor
Juris) to be conferred on practically the same
terms as the degree of doctor of philosophy in
other fields of knowledge, was established. In
1928 there was created a new academic status,
that of Emeritus Professor in Residence, by the
terms of which a professor of distinction may
continue a limited programme of instruction and
research after reaching the retiring age. Presi-

dent, Nicholas Murray Butler, LL.D. (t&ntab.),
D.Litt. (Oxon), Jur.D. (Paris). See BARNARD

COLLEGE.

COLUMBIAN" SQUIRES.

See KNIGHTS OF

COLUMBUS.

COLTTBOUS. The

capital

of

Ohio.

The

area of the city was increased from 14,570.2 to
15,824.5 acres by the annexation of Linden

Heights Village in 1921. The population increased from 181,511 in 1910 to 237,031 in 1920,
and to 299,000 in 1928, by the estimate of the
Bureau of the Census. A municipal charter of
the home-rule type went into effect in 1916.
Since 1920 a city-planning commission has carried on

an active programme,

its

membership

consisting of the city engineer and director of
public safety and various citizens, including a
professor of municipal engineering, a real estate
man, an architect, and a newspaper publisher.
Plans for the establishment of an elaborate
civic centre along the Scioto River have resulted
in the erection of a number of public buildings,

including

the City Hall, American Insurance

and a high school costing $1,*
000,000. Another reservoir, capable of containing 5,833,000,000 gallons, has been built, and
the purification and pumping works have been
enlarged. The cost of this was met by a $3,000,000 bond issue voted in 1919. In 1021 three
concrete arch bridges were opened to .traffic to
replace the, bridges lost in the great flood of
The Mound Street Bridge, 1050 feet long
1913.
and supported by nine- arches, was built by the

Union

.

citadel,
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city at a cost of $6,000,000; the others at Broad
Street and at Town Street were built by Franklin County at a cost of $600,000 apiece. An
elaborate passenger air station was constructed
at the Municipal Airport in 1929.
The assessed valuation of property in Columbus in 1927 was $594,323,000; the net indebtedness was $27,220,000. Nearly $6,000,000 has

been expended on a school-building programme.
The value of manufacturing increased from $70,000,000 in 1914 to $178,289,061 in 1925. From
1925 to 1927, there was extensive construction

COMMUNISM

Previous to the War, two socialist groups,
differing in aim and procedure, existed in Russia.
The first group, the Revolutionary Socialists, regarded Russia as an agricultural country
whose economic development must necessarily
be different from that of western Europe. The
second group, the Social Democratic Party, stood
squarely on the basis of the Marxian doctrine
of the class struggle and held that Russia must
1917.

go through the industrial and capitalistic
stage in order to attain the socialist ideal. It
was this group, or rather its majority element,
the Bolsheviki, who through their majorities
in the Workmen's and Soldiers' Councils seized
the power in Russia in November, 1917, organized the communist state, and elaborated the
first

apartment houses, office and theatre buildfactories and warehouses.
COLVTN, kol'vin, SIR SIDNEY (1845-1927).
An English art and book critic (see VOL. V).
Besides being a member of numerous learned communist doctrine. They set up a dictatorship
and art societies, he was author of John Keats, of the proletariat that is, of the communists
His Life and Poetry (1917), and Memories and
and suppressed all elements opposed to their
Rotes (1921). Consult The Colvins and Their rule. They had no illusions as to the advisaFriends, by E. V. Lucas (1928).
bility of applying their principles of liberty
MILE and democracy to existing conditions. In their
COMBES, kdNb, ( JUSTIN Louis)
(1835-1921). A French statesman (see VOL. opinion, Russia was in a state of transition
V), who was a member, without portfolio, of during which all opposition had to be wiped
the Briand ministry of 1915-16.
out ruthlessly and preparations had to be made
COMBINING WEIGHTS. See CHEMISTEY. to bring about the socialist state. The execuCOMETS. Sec ASTRONOMY; PHYSICS.
tive power of the Russian communist state was
in the hands of the Board of People's Commis),
COMFORT, WILL LEVINGTON (1878An American novelist, born at Kalamazoo, Mich., saries, which derived its authority from the
and educated in the public schools of Detroit. All-Russian Congress of Soviets, the members
Ho served in the United States Cavalry during of which were communists, with very few excepthe Spanish-American War, and was war cor- tions. The Communist Party in Russia, which
respondent in the Philippines and China in 1899 wielded absolute power, seldom exceeded a memand in Japan and Russia in 1904. Besides bership of 700,000. It was the agency through
numerous contributions to periodicals, he wrote which the Government kept in contact with the
the following: Routledffe Rides Alone (1910); trade unions and all other organizations.
Under the auspices of the Soviet government,
Fate Knocks at the Door (1912) Down Among
Men (1913); Midstream (1914); Red Fleece the Third or Communist International was or(1915); Lot d Company (1915); Child and ganized in March, 1919, at Moscow. It was
Country (1916); The Hive (1918); The Shield- headed by Gregory Zinovieff, who was responsiing Wing (1918); Son of Power (1920); This ble for a persistent propaganda being carried
Man's World (1921) ; The Public Square (1923) ; on in Great Britain,- Germany, and France. The
Sonora (1925); and Sa- so-called Zinovieff letters played a prominent
Somewhere South
madhi (1927).
part in the British election campaign of 1924
COMMISSION-MAN- and helped in the defeat of the Labor governCOMMISSIONof

ings,

;

m

AND

AGER PLAN* OF CITY GOVERNMENT.
See MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT.
COMMISSION FOR BELIEF IN BELGIUM.

See BELGIUM.

COMMON PRAYER, BOOK OF. See ENGCOMMONWEALTH FUND. See UNIVER-

LAND, CHURCH OF.
SITIES

AND COLLEGES.

COMMUNISM. As

the type of socialist doctrine which, on the basis of the Marxian Communist Manifesto, strives for the attainment
of the socialist aim by means of the dictatorship of the proletariat, communism is a recent
development and quite different from the earlier
interpretation, While the communists believe,
like the socialists, in collective ownership of the
means of production, they are unalterably op-

posed to any temporizing and to any cooperation
toward this end with the bourgeois parties.
The communists believe that the revolutionary
working classes must seize the power and set up
a dictatorship of the proletariat in preparation
for

the

socialist

however, that the
as such, but they
of transition, until
majority rule is
must be carried on

This does not mean,
communists reject democracy
hold that, during the period

state.

the socialist state is achieved,
unfeasible and the struggle
by a class-conscious minority.

Modern communism is distinctly a fruit of
the Russian Bolshevik Revolution of November,

Zinovieff resigned in October, 1926, his
decline being synonymous with the ousting of

ment.

Trotsky and Kameneff from the political bureau
of the Russian Communist Party. He was succeeded by Bucharin, under whom the international activities of the party were permitted
to languish as a result of the opportunist tactics
of the Stalinists.
Bucharin, too, resigned in
March, 1929, and appeared to ally himself with
the Trotskists, who by this time included such
other brilliant party leaders as Radek, RakowThe peak of the Third Interski, Smilga, etc.
national was reached at the fifth congress of the
body, when 500 delegates from 60 countries
assembled in Moscow (1924).
The radical dissenting elements of the American Socialist Party established the American
Communist Party in September, 1919. A day
later, the Communist Labor Party was founded
by John Reed. The differences between the two
groups were slight and a section of the Communist Party united in 1920 with the Commu-

nist Labor Party to form the United Communist
Party. The American Government took strong
action against the communists and the result
was that the movement was driven underground.

The Workers* Party was formed
1921, but was compelled to exist

in December,
secretly as a

result of the attitude of the Federal and State
in the national election of 1924;

governments,

COMMUNITY CHESTS

the Workers' Party polled 36,380 votes. The
Workers' Party, in the election of 1928, nominated William Z. Foster and Benjamin Gitlow
and issued a manifesto in which it called for
the establishment of a workers* and farmers'
government and a communist society in which
the "means of production will not be the property
of the few." Its candidates received 48,228
In certain trade unions, the communists
votes.
played significant rGles, their struggle with the
Rights succeeding in disrupting the ladies' dress
and fur industries in New York City, for example. Toward the close of the period under
review, communists in trade unions gave up
their tactics of boring from within and formed
parallel unions; thus sapping the strength of the
conservative
trade-union
organizations. In
1029 the party's internal organization was split
asunder by the Stalin -Trotsky conflict. In
France, Germany, and, to a lesser extent, in
Great Britain, the communist groups were active.
See RUSSIA; SOCIALISM.
CHESTS. See CHARITIES.
DRAMA. See EDUCATION
IN THE UNITED STATES.
MUSIC. See Music.
COMPANIONATE MARRIAGE. See DIVORCE.
COMPANY. See AEMIES AND As&cr ORGANIZATION.
COMPASS, EABTH INDUCTION. See NAVIGA-

COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY

TION.

COMPASS,

See NAVIGATION.
AGAINST.
OFFENSIVE

RADIO.

COMPIEG-NE,
WORLD WAR.

COMPLEX,

See

See PSYCHOLOGY, AB-

IDEA or.

NORMAL.

An
).
COMSTOCK, ADA LOUISE (1876American educator and college president, born
She studied at the Uniin Moorhead, Minn.
and
versity of Pennsylvania and Smith College
took postgraduate courses at Columbia, Mt.
Holyoke, and the University of Michigan. She
served on the faculty of the University of
Minnesota as professor and dean of women until 1912, when she was appointed dean of Smith
College. After eleven years there, she became
president of Radcliffe College (1923). In 1928
President Hoover appointed her as the only woman member of his National Law Enforcement
Commission.

COMSTOCK,

F.

BAY

(1880-

).

An

American theatrical producer born in Buffalo,
N. Y., who began as a producer for the theatre
in 1900 and has been best known for his productions of Very Good, Eddie; Oh, Boy I; Oh,
Lady, Lady; Oh, My Dear; Chu Chin Chovo;
and Mecca. He brought to the United States
BaliefTs Ohauve-Souris and presented Madame
Eleanor Duse .for her last American tour.
).
COMSTOCK, HARRIET THERESA (18GOAn American author, born at Nichols, N. Y.
She was educated at an academy in Plainfield,
,

N. J. In 1885, she was .married to Philip CornHer books, mostly for chilstock, of Brooklyn.
dren, had a very wide Rale. They .include:
Molly, the

Drummer Boy

Thousand Tears Ago (1902)
(novel;
(1911) |

Beyond

A Boy of a
;
Janet of the Dunes

(1900)
;

the North Woods
A Son of the mils (1913) The Place
the Wmds (19,14); The, Vindication
Martfiselle /o; A. Novel of the 81. .Law-

1908);

Joyce

CONGO
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.of

;,

(1917) ;
rence Country (1918); Unbroken Lines (1919);
Ftie, .Shield of Silence, '(1921) ; At the tfrpssroads (1^22) and The Tenth Wormm, (1923).

-*n
CONAISTT, JAMES BEYAXT (1S03).
American chemist, bom at Boston, Mas*., and
educated at Roxbury Latin School and Harvard
(A.B., 1914; Ph.D., 191G). After a year as
instructor in chemistry at Harvard, he became
a major in the research division of the Chemical
Warfare Service during the \Vorld War. Returning to Harvard in 1919, he was successively
assistant professor, associate professor, and

(1919-29). In 1929 he
Sheldon Emery Professor of organic
chemistry. In the same year, he was elected to
the National Academy of Sciences. He is the
author of Organic Chemistry (1928).
CONCRETE. See CEMESTT; ROADS AND
professor of chemistry

became

PAVEMENTS.

CONE, HuTcmNSOtf INCH AM:
An American naval officer (see

).
(1871YoL. Y). He
commanded the United States Naval Aviation
Forces from August, 1917, to October, 1918, and

was wounded when his ship was sunk in the
Irish Sea by a German submarine 5n 1918. He
received many foreign decorations and the
Distinguished Service Medal of the United
States Navy. He was retired in 1922. He
served as general manager of the U. S. Shipping
Board Emergency Fleet Corporation (resigned
1925).
CONPZiAGBATIONS. See FIBE PROTECTION.

OONGER,

SEYMOUR

BEACH

).
(1876at Port
University of Michigan in 1900, served on the staff of
several papers in Michigan and after 1 903 served
the Associated Press as correspondent in St. Petersburg during tlie revolution of 1903 and the
Eusso-Japanese War, director of the Berlin
bureau from 1910 to 1917, and war correspondent with the German and Austro-Hungarian forces until the United States entered the
World War. He represented the Associated
Press at the Peace Conference at Paris. In
1918 he was foreign adviser to the War Trade
Board in Washington, and acted as chief correspondent of the Public ledger, Philadelphia, in
central and eastern Europe, 1920-25. During
the Spanish-American War, he served as private
in the 32d Michigan Infantry.
CONGO, BELGIAN. A Belgian colony of central Africa, with an estimated area in 1928 of
918,000 square miles, and a native population
estimated at 8,500,000 to 11,000,000. The white
population on Jan. 1, 1927, numbered 18,169.
Of the population of 1927, 11,898 were Belgians;
844, English; 443, Americans; 1368, Portuguese;

An American newspaper writer, born
Huron, Mich. He graduated from the

and 981,
Boma, the

Italians.
capital,

The leading

Matadi,

cities were
Banana, Leopold'

Stanley Pool, and Elizabethville.
Industry and Trade. The rubber industry

ville,

has steadily dropped in importance. In 1926
only 1,128,818 kilos were exported, as compared
with 3,401,970 kilos in 191 1. On the other hand,
the palm-oil industry, exploited by British capital, has made steady advances, so that by 192$
the export of palm nuts was 70,424,630 kilos
(5,573,630 in 1910), and of palm oil, 18,447,270
(1,963,037; in 1910). With the fall in
rubber, attention was turned to the cultivation
of cotton, cocoa, rice, and copal, whose export
in 1911 amounted to 1,944,455 kilos. In 1926
The
this export amounted to 20,856,410 kilos.
development of the copper, mines, top, increased
enormously trailer the, British penetration into

kilos

Katanga.

,

(See COPPEB.),

,

Furnaces were buUt

CONGREGATIONALISM

for the smelting of the ore for shipment to the

United Kingdom. In 1911 the shipment was
about 909,090 kilos; hy 1926 it had reached
78,983,310. Gold, diamonds, and ivory are other
important products. Exports, both general and
special, were valued at 142,590,000 francs in
1912; in 1926 they were valued at 729,301,977
francs.
Copper, palm nuts, and oil were particularly important. Belgium, of course, absorbed most of the trade. Leading imports
were cotton, provisions, machinery, spirits, ships,
and arms. Imports in 1913 were worth 71,590,781

francs; in 1926, 1,293,197,242 francs.

The

United States imports were put at 76,451,822
francs, a tremendous increase over the 74,525
francs of 1913. By Jan. 1, 1927, the total
length of railways had increased to 1623 miles.
The most important project begun in 1921 was
a line from Chilongo in the Katanga to Angola,
400 miles, to be linked eventually with the line
to Lobito Bay on the Atlantic Ocean. This
would give the Katanga mines direct connection
with European markets. In 1911 a pipe line was
laid from Matadi to Leopoldville for the purpose
of transporting crude oil for the use of river
steamers. In 1927 there were 2167 miles of
telegraph line, about twice as much as in 1912
(1145 miles), and 17 wireless stations (5 in
1912).

Finance. The 1928 budget provided for receipts of 521,563,585 francs, against 40,418,100
for 1913 ; 1928 expenditures were placed at 521,241,955 francs, against 50,933,064 for 1913. The
public debt in 1928 was 1,893,050,983 francs.
Expenditures usually exceed receipts, with the
result that the deficit steadily
have to be made for its service.

mounts and loans

History. Natives were employed in the
fighting in East Africa and aided in the subjection of German East Africa. At the conclusion
of the War, Belgium was given the districts of
Ruanda and Urundi, formerly belonging to Ger-

man

East Africa, and the territory around Lake

Kivu necessary

to

make

All in all,
19,000 square miles were added to the Congo's
territory. To facilitate the construction of the
Cape to Cairo railway and more particularly a
line from the Tanganyika Territory to Uganda,
Belgium turned over to Great Britain portions
of this

new

it

Belgian.

territory.
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Congregational-

ism traces its origin to the Separatist and Puritan developments of the Reformation in England.
Its policy represents adaptation to conditions rather than accord to a theory of church
government. The local church is the unit and
every church member has an equal voice in its
conduct and is equally subject to its control.
The membership increased from 750,193 in 1914
to 928,558 on Jan* 1, 1928, and the number of
Sunday-school pupils from 701,460 to 742,270;
the number of churches, on the other hand, decreased from 6096 to 5548 and the number of
ministers from 6066 to 5609. In October, 1923,

the National Council, the representative body of
the denomination, approved the proposals of
the Interchurch Conference on Organic Union,
that as soon as at least six denominations
agreed, they should merge under the name of
the United Churches of Christ in America. The
plan grew out of overtures made by the General
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the
United States of America in 1918 and was referred in 1921 to State conferences and district
associations for action-. The National Council

in 1923 also expressed its willingness to confer
with the Presbyterian Church with a view to
merging. In 1929 the National Council meeting
at Detroit voted for an organic union with the
Christian Church. A five-year tercentenary campaign in celebration of the anniversary of the
landing of the Pilgrim Fathers was carried on in
1915-20, one item of which was the subscrib-

ing of $5,000,000 as an endowment of a pension
system for ministers, and in June, 1928, a group
of 1200 Congregationalists from England made
a pilgrimage to Boston and Plymouth Rock and
visited Providence, New Bedford, and other New
England cities, as well as New York and BrookOn Jan.
lyn, before their return to England.
1, 1928, the denomination was maintaining 17
missions under 12 Hags, 98 stations in connection with these missions and 1,665 outstations.
Statistics of the American Missionary Association showed 236 churches with 11,254 members,
and 32 schools with 7,472 pupils. The denomination had affiliations with 10 theological seminaries and 41 colleges, although some of the
latter

were undenominational.

CONGREGATIONAL METHODISTS.

This
branch of the Methodist Church was organized
in Georgia in 1872 as a protest against certain
features of the episcopacy and the itinerancy,
and for the purpose of securing a more democratic form of church government. In 1881 a
small group of Southern churches divided from
the main body to form the New Congregational
Methodist Church; by 1928 they had 25 churches,
with 1229 members. The churches of the

Congregational Methodists in 1916 numbered
with a membership of 12,603, and 250 minThe denomination in 1928 had 145
isters.
churches, with 9691 members, and 125 minisThe total enrollment of the 80 Sunday
ters.
197,

schools

was 4807.

CONKLING, GRACE WALCOTT HAZARD ?American author, born in New York
).
(

City and educated at Smith College and in EuIn 1914 she went to Smith to teach
English, becoming associate professor. Her collected volumes of verse included Afternoons of
April (1915); Wilderness Songs (1920); Ship's
Log and Other Poems (1924) ; and Flying Fish
In the
a, Book of Songs and Sonnets (1926).
period she attracted wide attention as the
teacher of her little daughter, Hilda Conkling,
whose Poems by a Little Girl (1920) displayed
great ability.
rope.

CONNAUGHT,

kdn'nat,

ARTHUR WIIXIAM

PATRICK ALBERT, DUKE OP (1850-

).
English statesman (see VOL. V). In 1916 he retired
from his position as Governor General of Canada, and in 1920 went to India to represent the
King o'f England in the inauguration of the legislative councils of Madras, Bengal, and Bombay.
His only son, Prince Arthur of Connaught, who
was educated for the British Army and served at
the front during the World War, was Governor
General of the Union of South Africa, 1920-23.

CONNECTICUT. The forty-sixth State of
the United States in size (4965 square miles)
and the twenty-ninth in population; capital,
Hartford. The population of the State increased
from 1,114,756 in 1910 to 1,380,631 in 1920, or
by 23.9 per cent; estimated population, 1928,
1,667,000. The white population increased from
1,098,897 (1910) to 1,358,732 (1920); Negro,
from 15,174 to 21,046; native white, from 770,138 to 982,219; foreign-born white, from 328,769
to 376,513: The urban population rose from

CONITECTICTJT
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731,797 in 1910 to 936,339 in 1920; the rural,
The growth of the
principal cities was New Haven (q.v.), 133,605
to 162,537; Bridgeport (q.v.), 102,054 to 143,555; Hartford (q.v.), 98,915 to 138,036.
Agriculture. While the population of the
State has increased by reason of large urban
growth, the percentage of rural population declined from 40.1 in 1900 and 34.4 in 1910, to
32.2 in 1920. Thereafter, the total area in
farms decreased slightly from 1,898,980 acres
in 1920 to 1,832,110 in 1925; the number of
farms, however, rose slightly from 22.655 to 23,440; the improved land in farms was 701,086
acres in 1920. The total value of farm property which had increased from $159,399,771
in 1910 to $226,991,617 in 1920 rose somewhat
further to $230,828,891 in 1925, but the average
value per farm, having risen from $5944 in
1910 to $10,019 in 1920, fell to $9932 in 1925.
In interpreting these and all other comparative values for the period covered, the nationwide inflation and deflation of prices must be
considered. The total percentage of land in
Connecticut used for agricultural purposes in
1920 was 61.6, and decreased to 59,4 in 1925.
The percentage of improved land in farms decreased from 32 to 22.7 between 1910 and 1920.
Of the 22,655 farmers of 1920, 14,955 were native
white, as compared with 19,841 in 1910; foreignborn white, 7625, as compared with 6861; colOf the total numored, 75, as compared with 1 13.
ber of farms, 23,2-iO in 1925, 21,258 were operated
by their owners, as compared with 19,666 in
1920; managers operated 1070 farms in 1920 and
494 in 1925; tenants operated 1919 farms in
1920, 1488 in 192?. Farms reported by operator
owners as mortgaged numbered 8920 in 1920,

from 382,959 to 444,292.

1925. The number of all cattle on
farms in 1920 was 173.764; in 1925, 152,864.

and 9197 in

.The number of sheep decreased from 10,842 to
6941. Tobacco growing underwent an extensive
and fairly continuous decline for several years
after 1920. The estimated production of the
chief farm crops in 1927 was as follows: corn,

2,090,000 bushels; oats, 480,000; potatoes, 1,635,000 bushels ; hay, 538,000 tons ; and tobacco,
28,886,000 pounds. Comparative figures for
1913 are corn, 2,348,000 bushels; oats, 308,000;
potatoes, 2,208,000 bushels; hay, 432,000 fons;
and tobacco, 28,520,000 pounds.

Mining. Connecticut is not an important
[mineral-producing State, and its mineral products in the decade were chiefly nonmetallic. In
order of importance, they were clay products,
stone, lime, sand, and gravel. The value of the
clay products was $1,229,037 in 1914; in 1920,
$3,255,295; and in 1921, $1,703,528. In 1926 the
products was $3,291,298.
The annual value of the stone production was
approximately $2,500,000. The total value of
the mineral products of the State was $3,023,192
in 1914; $6,326,326 in 1920; $4,219,457 in 1921;

year's output of

day

$7,695,341 in 1926.

Manufactures. Connecticut is one of the
most important manufacturing States. In 1920,
18 of its cities had more than 10,000 inhabitants,
with a combined- population of 865,943, or 62.7
per cent of the population of the^ State. In 1919,
71 'per. cent of the .value of the State's, manufactured products was reported frptu these
cities. '"The number of .manufacturing, establishments in 1927, waa 2877; in 19}& 4104; in 1919,
3002. :Wage,. earners en,48,72:; ,and. in 1925,
gaged in manufactories numbered:' 1927, 240,,

'

.

,
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1914, 226,264; 1919, 292,672; 1925, 242,The capital invested in 1914 was $620,The value
194,294, and in 1919, $1,232,324,318.
of the products was $1,284,738,563 for 1927;
$545,471,517 for 1914; $1,392,431,620 for 1919;
and $1,274,932,562 for 1925; the increase from
1914 to 1919 was largely due to changes in industrial conditions brought about by the World
War, and cannot properly be used to measure
the normal growth of manufactures during the
period. The increase in the number of wage
earners indicates a decided growth of the manufacturing activities of the State. Foundry and
machine-shop products rank high in their value
which in 1925 was $83,721,957; in 1914, $67,009,000; and in 1919, $203,626,000. Industries
relating to the manufacture of brass, bronze,
and copper pzoducts rose to first place, with,
products valued at $156,141,974 in 1925; in
1914, $69,353,000, and in 1919, $169,550,000. In
the manufacture of textiles, Connecticut is one
of the most important States; in recent years,
it ranked first in the fur-felt hat industry,
fourth in silk, sixth in manufactured cotton,
and sixth in the combined woolen and worstedgoods industry. The value of cotton-goods production in 1909 was $24,232,000; in 1914,
$30,809,000; and in 1919, $1015,054,000. The
silk-goods production was valued at $21,003,000
in 1909; $30,592,000 in 1014; and $68,053,000 in
1919. The value of woolen products fell from
$19,363,228 in 1909 to $17,128,975 in 1914; in
1919 it had risen to $53,814,059. The most important manufacturing cities in the State are
302.

Bridgeport, Hartford, New Britain, New Haven,
and Waterbury. Bridgeport had 367 establishments in 1909; 405 in 1914; and 443 in 1919; with
valued at $85,126,000 for 1914; $208;Sroducts
90,000 for 1919; and $149,098,000 for 1925.
In Waterbury, 169 establishments in 1909, 190

in 1914, and 253 in 1919, had products valued
at $50,350,000, $50,659,000, and $130,193,000,
respectively. New Haven had 588 establishments in 1909, 538 in 1914, and 769 in 1919;
the production attained the value of $57,752,000 in 1914; $125,456,000 in 1919; and $110,506,000 in 1925. In Hartford, which had 396
establishments in 1909, 380 in 1914, and 504
in 1919, the value of local products was $42,831,000 in 1914, $118,003,000 in 1919, and $109,678,000 in 1925. New Britain counted 111 establishments in 1909, with products valued at
$22,021,000; 1914, 120, with $23,227,000; and in
1919, 116, with $63,622,000. Other important
manufacturing cities are Ansonia, Bristol,

Danbury, Meriden, Middletown, New London,
Norwalk, Torrington, Stamford, and Willimantic.

Education. Legislation in 1913 provided for
the codification of the school laws and for vocational guidance in schools. In 1917 an agreement was made under the Smith-Hughes Act,
for Federal assistance in vocational education.
A measure passed in 1921 provided for a division of physical education and health ; another
bill created a division of special educational
standards. In 1923 provision was made for
"State 'aid for 'the transportation of elementary
school pupils and for the penalizing of any town
which unduly delays in providing adequate school
The department of Americanization,
facilities.
established in 1919, was changed, to the Division
qf Adult Education. The enrollment in the
public, scnopls in 1925-;26 was 320,463,' the
'average attendance, 265,807; the enrollment had
,

,

.
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been, in 1921-22, 279,043 and attendance 229,689. Enrollment in the elementary schools was
279,106 in 1925-26, and in high schools, 41,357.
The total expenditure for public day schools in
1925-26 was: current, $24,988,651; outlays, $7,777,076. The percentage of illiteracy in the
State increased from 7.2 per cent in 1910 to
7.8 per cent in 1920. Among those of native
white parentage, it decreased from 0.6 per cent
in 1910 to 0.4 per cent in 1920, and among the
Negroes, from 7.8 to 7.5 per cent. Among foreign-born whites, it increased from 16 to 18,1

1915 the

Pinance. State expenditures in the year ending June 30, 1927, as reported by the U. S.
Department of Commerce, were: for maintenance and operation of governmental departments, '$20,100,613 (of which $1,581,491 was
for local education); for running public-service
enterprises, $81,800; for interest on debt, $656,865; for permanent improvements, $9,050,580;

re-

).
CONNELIiEY, WILLIAM ELSEY (1855An American author (see VOL. V). His recent

works include History of Kansas (5 vols., 1917),
and History of Kentucky (5 vols., 1922).
CONNELLY, MARO ( MARCUS COOK) (1890An American playwright born at Mc).
Keesport, Pa. He began his writing as a reporter for the Pittsbuvg Run. He has contributed
verse and articles to Life, Everybody's, and other
magazines and has written lyrics for several musical comedies including: Dulcy; To the Ladies;
Little Old Millersville (in collaboration with G.
S. Kaufmann, 1921-22); The Beggar on Horseback (with Kaufmann, 1923), founded on P.
Apel's Hans Sonnenstosacrs Hollenfahrt; and
The Butter and Egg Man (1926) .

078,148.

Political and Other Events. In 1914 Marcus H. Holcomb, Republican, was elected goverSenator Brandegce was reflected over Gov.
nor.
Simon E. Baldwin. Governor Holcomb was reelected in 1916, and George P. McLean wad reelected senator. In the presidential election in
1916, Charles E. Hughes received 106,514 votes;
President Wilson, 99,786 votes. In 1917 and the
years following, the great industrial cities of the
State prospered because of activities following
the entrance of the United States into the War.
Manufactories were made over for war uses and
others built. At the end of 1917, the Stale had
about 9000 men in camp under the selective
draft law and about 4000 volunteers. In 1918

CONNOR,

RALPH.

See

GORDON,

CHABLES

WILLIAM.

CONNOR, WILLIAM DUBWARD

).
(1874born at Beloit, Wis.
Graduated from the United State Military
Academy in 1897, he rose through the ranks
from second lieutenant to major general (1925).
He served in the Philippines in 1898 and for
several years following was engaged in engineering capacities, serving also with the General
Staff from 1912 to 191(5. In 1017 he served with
the A. E. F. as assistant chief of staff. He was
appointed chief of staff of the 32d Division in
1918, and in the same year commanded the. 63d
Infantry Brigade of that division. In 1918-19
he was chief of staff of the Service of Supply,
and was commanding general of the American
forces in France to Jan. 7, 1919. In 1921 he
was chief of the Transportation Service and in
the same year acted as assistant chief of staff.
He received decorations and honors from the
British and French governments. He commanded
the U. S. Army forces in China, 1923-26. In
1926-27 'he commanded the 2d Division. Since
1927 he has been commandant of the Army War
College at Washington, D. C.
CON'RAD, JOSEPH (1857-1924). An EngIn 1924 he made
lish novelist (see VOL. V).
a visit to the United States. The later works
by 'Conrad include Within the Tides (1915);
Viotory (1915) ; The Shadow-Line (1917); The
Arrow of Gold (1919); Hescue (1920); Notes
on Life and 'Letters (1921 ); The Rover (1923) ;
Under Western Eyes (1923) ; The Shorter Tales
of Joseph Oonrad (1924) ; Suspense (an unfinished novel, 1925); Last Essays (1926), and
The Sisters (another unfinished novel, 1928).
There lias been, published- a great deal of litera-

An American

Governor Holcomb was again elected. The total
of men drafted in the Federal service,
1917-18, -was 23,533, with a total of 54,123 in
the Army and Navy for the State. In 1920
Everett J. Lake was elected governor, and Senator Brandcgee was reflected. For President,
the State gave Warren G. Harding 229,238 votes
and James M. Cox: 120,721. In 1922 Charles A.

number

Terapleton,

A

Amendment was

A

total, $29,880,918 (of which $11,891,370 was for
highways, $4,101,020 being for maintenance and
$7,790,350 for construction). Revenues were
$32,658,116. Of these, property and special
taxes formed 25.2 per cent; departmental earnings and remuneration for officers' services, 9.8
per cent; license sales and gasoline taxation,
64.0 per cent. Property valuation was $2,554,603,534; State taxes thereon were $1,812,953.
Net State funded debt on June 30, 1927, was $3,-

Republican, was elected governor
Senator McLean was reflected. In the
presidential election of 1924, the State voted:
Coolidgc, 246,322; Davis, 110,184; LaFollette,
42,416. Professor Hiram Bingham of Yale, Republican, was elected governor, but resigned office in ,1925 aflor serving one day, having been
made Senator in the meantime by special election
following the death of Brandegee. In 1925 were
created the State Water Commission and tho Commissioner of Aviation. John H. Trumbull, lieutenant governor, succeeded Governor Bingham,
Board of Finance
,and was reSlected in 1926.
and Control was created in 1927 to correlate
State expenditure and budget making. Hoover,
for President, received 296,614 votes in 1928;
Smith, 252,040.
Legislation. In 1915 the budget system was
readopted and the State's financial policy
vamped to provide a pay-as-you-go policy. In

Suffrage

jected by the Legislature, but the State after
steadfastly opposing it, suddenly ratified in 1920,
when doubt about Tennessee's ratification seemed
likely to threaten the validity of the forthcoming presidential election. Demand for a
soldiers' bonus resulted in the establishment of
a $2,500,000 State fund, the income to be paid
to an ex-service men's organization, for the aid
of needy veterans or their dependents.
In 1921
a child-welfare bureau and a juvenile-court system were established; a uniform system of
accounting for all State departments and institutions was set up, and persons accused of crimes
received option whether to be tried by the court
or by jury. In 1923 the Legislature passed a bill
to faciliate cooperative marketing of agricultural products and amendments were made to
constitutional amendthe income-tax laws.
ment adopted in 1924 allowed the governor to
veto single items in appropriation bills.

per cent.

and

Woman

.

soldier,
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ture about Conrad: including a Life of Conrad Add to this the failure to deal adequately with
by Ford Madox Ford (1924); Joseph Conrad: perception and with the higher thought processes,
Life and Letters, by Gr. Jean-Aubry (2 vols., and its rather uncertain stand in the case of
192T) Letters from Joseph Conrad, 1895-1924, instincts and the general substratum of our conedited with an introduction and notes by Ed- scious life, and we are in a fair way to appreward Garnett (1928) Letters of Joseph Conrad ciate the significance of the revolt against struc;

;

by Richard Curie (1928 ) ;
and The Last Twelve Years of Joseph Conrad, by
to Richard Curie, edited

Richard Curie (1928).

CONSCIOUSNESS

AND THE UNCON-

SCIOUS.

turalism as a psychological doctrine.
If one should employ a metaphor drawn from
politics, the revolt of behaviorism might be
characterized as a revolt from the left; that is,
in the direction of more mechanical objectivity.
The revolt of the psychoanalytic movement
would then be a push from the right. Behaviorism (q.v.) developed out of the objective

The conception of consciousness was
revolutionized in the period since 1914 by the action of two antithetical extremist movements.
These movements were behaviorism and the new
psychology centring around psychoanalysis and methods of animal psychology and biology and
clinical investigations of abnormal psychology. in theory sought to abolish consciousness as
The theoretical principles in the name of which anything but a functional relation of physiolthey took the field against the old-fashioned
structural psychology were diametrically opposed, but the new schools were at one in their
dissatisfaction with experimental introspection
as a method for dealing with the practical problems of psychology.
The systematic position of structural psychology was expressed in the doctrine of psychophysical parallelism; this doctrine not only
gave a certain theoretical clearness to the problems of psychology, but what is more important,
it lent iself to a vast experimental programme.
Psychical phenomena were regarded not as in
any sense caused by physical or physiological
phenomena but as running parallel with the
lower series. The hypothesis of parallelism
dates back to the seventeenth century, when it
was used as a metaphysical theory to explain
the entire structure of the universe. In its
modern form, the hypothesis was less pretentious. It took psychological and physical experience at their common-sense face value and
postulated as a method of investigation and comparison the non-interaction of the two series.
In order to compare consciousness with physiology, it was necessary to analyze its structure.
This was done by the method of introspection;
in opposition, that is, to the method of logical
reflection 'under which philosophers down to
Kant had decomposed the mind into abstract
categories or faculties. The analysis of consciousness was carried on under experimentally
controlled external conditions, and in this manner consciousness was first decomposed into
sensations as elements, and when "this theory
proved untenable, into attributes as the fundamental units. These attributes, such as extensity, duration, clearness, quality,
life

and

intensity,

were aspects of conscious

corresponding
to specific alterations of physical or physiological conditions.
By the method of controlled

introspection experimental psychology was designed, to avoid the'Scylla of the subjective faculty psychology and the Charybdis of materialistic mechanism; but in the view of its opponents,
structuralism sinned in botjx directions. In actual
practice, the theory of psycho-physical parallelisni
was held to approach more and morp the doctrine
known as epiphenomenalisxn, according to which
consciousness was only a phosphorescence peculiar
to the biological behavior -of the neuron particles,
Structuralism certainly failed to satisfy the
common-sense belief in the efficacy of min<L on tbe
material world., On the .other hand, its preoccupation with defining, mental life in terms of a
logical system drew oil it the wrath of those
who were, growing impatient at the failure of
psychology to become a science like ot&ex sciences.
,

reflexes.
It achieved thereby unity of
method, but only at the expense of ruthlessly
exterminating the chiaroscuro of mental life.
Behaviorism, whatever its significance in. psychological experimentation, marked a. return to
the metaphysics of the man-machine* with the
addition of the notion of the conditioned reflex.

ogical

conditioned reflex, the phenomenon
observe so frequently in gymnastic
training, that is the unconscious saving grace of
behaviorism, for willy-nilly it imprints into the
rigid materialistic mechanism the principle of
contingence. Several attempts have been made
to combine behaviorism with a realistic metaphysic for the evident purpose of eliminating
consciousness as a directing principle in the
universal drama. Typical of these are the
works of E. B. Holt {The Concept of Consciousness, 1914 and The Freudian Wish, 1915) and
On the other
articles by Prof. R. B. Perry.
hand the English Neo-Realist, Prof. S. Alexander, while postulating a general monistic position, yet refuses to reduce the quality of consciousness to any of the lower levels of existence.
To him, it is a quality over and above the nervous system in much the same manner that life
is something beyond the physico-chemical reactions of the living plant or animal.
The line between the scientific aspects of the
problem of consciousness and the radiating metaIt is this

that

we

physical speculations

and

more

is

always

difficult

to draw,

maintain in the
concept of the unconscious* The importance of
this notion has arisen from its growing use in
clinical psychiatry, where it serves to explain
and to link together facts which cannot be organized on the old hypothesis of parallelism.
The unconscious might have remained merely a
romantic idea dear to the metaphysicians of
Schopenhauerian descent had not the French
school and the psychoanalytic group developed
it into a systematic theory of neuroses and
it is still

difficult to

*

psychoneuroses.

It is in vain, therefore, that
,

Knight Dunlap protested (Mysticism, Freudianism and Scientific Psychology, 1920) against the
unscientific nature of the new movement. The
theory of

the-

unconscious

is

much, less rigorous

than the. theories employed in the physiological
branch of psychology, and it is moreover based
on a different method of, approach, and different
type of word symbols; hence arise problems
of liaison between the so-called old and new
psychology. But withal,, .the, Freudian .theory of the .unconscious, despite ,its admitted
lack ,of rigor and its tendency to degrade into
extravaganza, is .preferable to a. refusal to organize the phenomena of a^ormaL psychology
at all.
t
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postulated by the theory of
the unconscious is a hierarchic continuity of
psychic life extending indefinitely back into the
history of the individual, the 'history of the
race, and ultimately into the history of life itself.
Whereas we ordinarily explain conscious
experience by the presence of physical stimuli
outside the body, the theory of the unconscious
explains a great part of conscious phenomena,
particularly those which are not explained by
the first method, by past history. In dream life,
very little correlation can be traced between the
mental phenomena and the physical stimuli affecting the person; much more interesting correlations can be obtained between the events of
a dream and the past history, or even the fuFor an opposing view,
ture, of the individual.
consult L. H. Horton, The Dream Problem
(1925). Even in normal consciousness, there
appears to be much more in the mind than the
stimulus which has given rise to the sensory
experience, and the residue is generally explained
on the basis of memory. The parallelistic hypothesis is unable to account for the impulse to action save by the intervention of a new mechanism, from which consciousness is excluded, the
inochanism of reflexes, instincts, and habits. The
theory of the unconscious is an effort to unify
the three schemas of sensory perception, memory,
and instinctive response into a single chain.
What we regard as full or clear consciousness is
merely the end product of a historical evolution.
As an end product, it contains the cumulative
story of the past, a story which can be recovered
by the proper analytic method,
The method of analysis parallels the comparative method of biology in searching for vestigial
traces.
Obviously, it cannot be mere external
observation by the microscope and the scalpel,
since that form of observation is insufficient to
detect even the grosser biological evolution.
The analysis has to be within consciousness, or
within the lower levels of consciousness manifested in hypnosis or in dreams, and when this
is insufficient, selected facts from the history of
the individual are introduced. The event of
breaking a leg is not generally of much importance to the subsequent morale of the individual,
but a childhood fear, long since forgotten, may
be the missing link which accounts for a present
psychological condition. The daring genius of
Freud has consisted very largely in seizing on
certain facts as significant which to other observers seemed irrelevant. Prof. Pierre Janet
in recent years elaborated a theory of various
brief,

is

1

levels

of

pHychologicaT

tension,

according

to

which there arc stable gradations of plateaus in
the continuity from psychological automatism
to the highest levels of reflective conscious acThese levels are interestingly correlated
tivity.
With the physical metabolism -of the organism.
Thus, the execution of a conscious and deliberate act was found to demand a greater expenditure of physical energy than the same act
executed as a reflex. This theory serves also to
make more understandable not only the phenomena of sleep and hypnosis but the fluctuations in the behavior of psychopathological
cases.

Another ramification in the theory of the unconscious is the problem of multiple personThe clinical evidence on this subject
alities.
shows all gradations from what might to regarded as metaphorical divisions of personality
to genuine cleavages in conscious activity. Im-
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pressed by these phenomena, Dr. Morton Prince

and Prof. William McDougall have fought for
a recognition of pluralism. Professor McDougall's method of meeting the problem is
through a revision of the Leibnitzian monadology. From the point of view of positive science, this problem, in reality the metaphysical
problem, of the one and the many, is quite irrelevant.
Whether the individual be regarded
as a distinct consciousness or as a collection of
conscious instincts, or monads, it is evident that
here is no escape from the paradox of unity and
In cases of multiple personality, it is
diversity.
the type of unity and the type or diversity which
differ from those to be found in a normal conscious
with multiple interests.
personality

The relation of consciousness and the unconto the instincts or heredity tendencies
equally a problem of the one and the many.
Freudian psychologists often identify the unconscious with the sex instinct and, at other
times, they speak of the sex instinct as an instinct among other instincts. At other times,
they split the unconscious into two warring
entities.
These ambiguities are practically unavoidable in the attempt to give dialectic movement to the life of the psyche. The physical instinct of sex, because it is in the generality of
men the strongest of the discrete physical urges,
as well as the most mysterious, has very frequently been employed as a symbol for the enPlato's Eros is an instance
tire drive of life.
in point.
But the symbol qua symbol of an underlying reality cannot be confounded with the
scious

is

symbol qua independent entity. The whole theory of sublimation hinges on the distinction between symbol and reality; .for it is not sex, regarded as a discreet instinct, that is sublimated
into intellectual or artistic activity; it is rather
the elan vital expressed in the sex instinct which
has found new channels. Yet 'from a phenomenological view it would seem as, if there were a
real conversion or substitution.
From the foregoing discussion it is evident
that the representative theory of consciousness,
according to which the mind carried .a pointto-point image of a physical reality, must now
be regarded as obsolete. If our psychological
life is made up of images, then our physical experience too is made up of images or symbols.
The latter symbols or images are more stable
and conventional than the so-called fainter
images of the subjective consciousness, but they
are not different in kind. If consciousness be
regarded as the phenomenon of knowledge or
intelligible awareness, it follows that we never
escape that phenomenon in all human experience.
But if consciousness be employed in another
sense to denote the subjective level of experience, then the phenomena of consciousness form
a distinct subject matter of science, a subject
matter paralleling "biology but not reducible to
it.
And this science has now been organized by
means of the unconscious as a concept of continuity. The unconscious must not be hypostasized into an entity, for like the, concept of
an imaginary number in mathematics, it makes
trouble when it is set up against concrete physical experience, although it remains perfectly
intelligible in its scientific setting.
It is useful for many purposes to correlate
one level of experience with another and, in this
respect, there will always be room for a science

of physiological psychology whioh uses the method
This science is anof controlled introspection.

'
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alogous to the sciences of biochemistry (q.v.)
and biophysics, but like the latter it can only
make correlations and cannot reduce the facts
of one level to those of a lower level. Under the
view here exposed, there is justification for all
the prevailing methods of investigating the phenomena of consciousness, but the justification
cannot be extended to the metaphysics which is
consciously or subconsciously brought in with
each^ method. Thus, behaviorism is a metaphysic means of materialistic monism, but this
extrapolation of the doctrine is not at all necessary to the- positive method of charting individual behavior and thereby predicting conduct.
The same principle applies to structuralism and
the psychoanalytic methods of investigating
consciousness.

Whatever

conflict

arises

exists

between rival metaphysical dogmas and not in
the positive intellectual organization of facts.

Bibliography. John Dewey, Human Nature
and Conduct (1922) Sigmund Freud, A General
;

Introduction to Phychoanalysis (1920); Introductory Lectures on Psychoanalysis (1922); W.
W.
McDougall, Outline of Psychology (1923)
H. Rivers, Instinct and the Unconscious (1920) ;
J. B. Watson, Psychology from the Standpoint
of a Behaviorist (1919) R. S. Woodworth, Psychology, a Study in Mental Life (1920); The
Unconscious, a Sympo'sium, by C. M. Child,
K. Koffka, J. E. Anderson, etc. (1928).
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CONSTANT, FRANK HENEY (18C9An American engineer, born at Cincinnati,
Ohio, on July 25, 1809. He was graduated in
1891 at the University of Cincinnati, and at once
entered upon the practice of his profession, as
assistant engineer of the King Bridge Company.
In 1893-95 he was with the Osborn Engineering
Company. In 1895 he became assistant professor of structural engineering at the University
of Minnesota and two years later was made full
professor. In 1914 he was called to the chair of
civil engineering and made head of the department
at Princeton.
;

;

CONSTANTINE

kSn'stcn-tin,

I,

KING OF

(See VOL. V.) His connection with the German Imperial family (his
wife was the sister of the former German Em-

GREECE (1868-1923).

peror) and his known sympathies for German
to maintain
methods generally, prompted
Greek neutrality in the World War. The ensuing struggle between him and Venizelos, who
was disposed toward an alliance with the Allies,
in large part made up the history of Greece in
the eventful years 1914-17. The occupation of
,Saloniki by an Allied Army, the formation of a

Mm

Venizelist

"Provisional government," the cap-

Athens by English and French contingents, all combined to seal Constantine's fate.
Ho yielded to the Allied demand and on June 11,

.ture of

1917, relinquished his throne in favor of his
second son \Alexander, living in exile until December, 1920. The death of his son and the
overthrow of Venizelos in the election of November, 1920, resulted in his triumphal reentry
into his capital, and it was largely to rehabilitate his fortunes that he embarked on the Ana.tolian adventure (June, 1921). The disastrous
defeat that his armies suffered in the GrecoTurkish War (1921-22) and the consistent refusal of the Allies to support or recognize his
aspirations again combined to embarrass him,
and he was forced to abdicate a second time,
.Sept. 27, 1922. ,He took refuge at Palermo,
.where he died, Jan, 11, 1923, See G-KEECE, under
,

CONSTANTINOPLE
CONSTANTINOPLE. The maritime

centre

and principal city of Turkey. The population
including Scutari, Pera, and Stamboul, according
to the census of 1927, was 673,029. One of the
most dramatic changes made by the Nationalist
government was the shifting of the capital of
Turkey from Constantinople to Angora. On
1920, the Constantinople Parliament
dissolved, and on Oct. 13, 1923, by decision

Apr. 11,

was

of the

Grand National Assembly, Angora was

declared to be the capital of Turkey. Up to
the abdication of the Sultan in November, 1922,
however, a government deriving its authority
from him continued to exist in Constantinople
but exerted no effective power outside the city.
In the Grand National Assembly, Constantinople
has only 15 deputies, or 5 per cent of the total
number in the Chamber, and this city of past
power has become merely a province of the
Nationalist government. The occupation of Constantinople by the Allies also came formally to
an end in October, 1923.
The most important events that have taken
place in Constantinople are the refugee situation,
the devastating fires, and the emancipation of
women. During the War, refugee populations of
entire villages-^Greek, Armenian, Russian, Jewreached the city penniless, there
ish, Georgian
to live in open streets, on the ruined walls, in
huts made of boxes, and in discarded army tents.
The Red Cross and Near East Relief adequately
met the situation, establishing camps, hospitals,
and orphanages. By the
clinics, workshops,
activities of these organizations, it is estimated
that in the Near East 1,500,000 lives were saved,
132,500 of them being orphan children; 12,500,000 persons were fed during famine periods;
and 6,000,000 persons received medical aid. The
destruction caused by devastating iires has also

caused great suffering in Constantinople. The
Turkish daily, Vakit, announced in 1920 that
during the past decade 17,191 buildings in Constantiiiople had been burned, yet within that
period only 532 structures had been rebuilt.
These losses have been attributed to the typical
frame construction, lack of repair, and a primitive system of fire control.
third great change has been the emancipation of women. With the passing of harem
traditions, the women of Constantinople have
advanced from a childlike ignorance to an intelligence that is astonishing when the conditions
under which they have lived for hundreds of
years are considered. The University of Constantinople, including the medical department,
has been opened to women students, 'and women
are found at work in the offices of the Government or in business houses. The Nludafa-a-yHoukouki Nissvar (Society for the Defense of
the Rights of Women) which was organized at
Constantinople in 1923 has these aims: To transform the outdoor costume of Turkish women
(casting aside the veil) ; to ameliorate the rules
of marriage according to the exigencies of common sense; to fortify woman in the home; to
render mothers capable' of bringing up their
children according to modern principles; te
encourage women, to earn their own living and
to find them work in order to remedy the present
evils; to open women's schools in order to give
to young Turkish girls an education suited to
the needp of their country and to improve those
schools already existing.
The shipping activities of Constantinople are
devoted primarily to through traffic and trans-
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shipment. In 1027 the number of vessels clearing and in transit was 13,195, with a total
tonnage of 11,321,654. In 1926 the Turkish
government created a free zone at Constantinople
in the neighborhood of Seraglio Point. Further
docks were erected, landing cranes installed, and
other modern improvements undertaken. The
Hippodrome is being excavated under the direction of archaeologists of the British Academy
with the understanding that the treasure found
is to be handed over, in accordance with Turkish law, to the Stamboul Museum. In 1925
Yildiz itiosh, famous as the residence of Sul-

to Baltimore in 1916, where he remained until
1920, when he was elected Bishop of Delaware.
He was a delegate to the General Conventions
of the Protestant Episcopal Church in 1913 and
1919. During the World War, he served in
France with the 77th Division of the American
Expeditionary Forces as Y. M. C. A. secretary.

COOKE, MAEJORIB BENTON

(?-1920).

An

American author, born at Richmond, Ind. She
began writing for magazines at an early age,
and won success for her monologues, which she
delivered throughout the country -after 1902.
Three one-act plays by her were produced on
the stage. Bambi, a novel produced in 191-1,
had an immediate and remarkable success. She
also wrote: Modern Monologues (1903); Dramatic Episodes (1905); Plays for Children
'

tan Abdul Hamid, was converted into a casino.
See DARDANELLES and BOSPORUS STRAITS.
LAW. See LAW,
CONSTITUTIONAL
PROGRESS OF THE.
CONSUMERS' COOPERATION. See COOPERATION.
(1905); The Owl Who lived in the Woods
CONTINUATION SCHOOLS. See EDUCA- (1910); Dr. David (1911); The Dual Alliance
TION IN THE UNITED STATES.
(1915); Cinderella Jane (1917); The Tfa-eshCONTRACT, LIBEBTY OF. See LAW, PROG- old (1918) ; The Clutch of Circumstance (1918) ;
The Cricket (1919); Married? (1921). She
RESS OF THE.
CONTRACTS. See LAW, PROGRESS OF THE. died in 1920 while in Japan on a world tour.
CONVOY. See WORLD WAR.
).
COOKE, MORRIS LLEWELLYN (1872An American engineer, born at Carlisle, Pa.
).
CONWAY, ROBERT SEYMOUR (1864An English classical philologist (see VOL. VI). After having served as a reporter on various
He was lecturer in classics at Harvard Uni- Philadelphia, Denver, and New York newspapers,
versity in 1927 and Wilding Lecturer in Christ- he was graduated from Lehigh University (M.E.,
church College, Canterbury, New Zealand, in 1895). He practiced his profession with vari1928. Honorary degrees were bestowed on him ous corporations until 1905, after which he deby Dublin (LittJD., 1921), Padua (1022), and voted himself to consulting practice. In 1910
Oxford (DXitt., 1928). His later works in- he made a study of collegiate administrative
clude New Studies of a Great Inheritance methods for the Carnegie Foundation. In 1911(1921); The Making of Latin (1923); Poetry 15, he was director of the Department of Public
and Government (1928) ; and Harvard Lectures Works in Philadelphia. During the SpanishAmerican War, he served in the United States
on the VergilianAge (1928).
CON'WAY, SIR (WILLIAM) MARTIN (1856- Navy as assistant engineer, and during the
An English art critic and explorer (see World War he was in Washington as chair).
VOL. VI). He became trustee of the Wallace man of the storage system of the War Industries
Collection (1910), trustee of the National Por- Board of the Council of National Defense
(1917) and as assistant to the chairman of the
trait Gallery (1922), and president of the Kent
recent United States Shipping Board (1918). He is
(1923). His
Society
Archaeological
books include The Sport of Collecting (1914); the author of Academic and Industrial Efficiency
The Crowd in Peace and War (1915); The (1910), Snapping Cords (1915), and Our Cities
Abbey of St. Dennis (1916); Mountain Memo- Awake (1918).
COOK ISLANDS. See PACIFIC OCEAN
ries (1920) ; The Van Eycks and Tlievr Followers (1921); Palestine and Morocco (1923); and ISLANDS.
).
COOLEY, MOETIMEE ELWYW (1855Art Treasures of Soviet Russia (1925).
(1873-1924). An An American engineer (see VOL. VI). He was
COOK, GEORGE CRAM
American author, born at Davenport, la., and elected president of the Federated American Eneducated at the universities of Iowa, Harvard, gineering Societies in 1921 and continued the
In 1895-99 he taught investigation of public utility properties in
Heidelfcerg, and Geneva.
in the University of Iowa and afterward for a American Cities.
COOLIDGE, ARCHIBALD CAB? (1866-1928).
short time in Leland Stanford, Junior, University.
In 1911 he became associate literary editor of An American professor of history, and one-time
the Chicago Evening Post, and in 1915 director member of the diplomatic service (see VOL. VI).
of the Provincetown Players. His works in- In 1918 he was sent as special agent of the
clude: In Hampton Roads (1899); Roderick American State Department to Sweden and
TaHaf&rro, a Story of Maximilian's -Empire northern Russia. The following year, he was
(1903); Evolution and the Superman (1906); chief of the mission attached to the' Peace ConThe Chasm (1911) ; Battle-Hymn of the Work* ference which spent five months in Vienna and
ers (1912); The 0. T. U. (1914); Suppressed three months in Paris. In 1921 he became a
Desires (1920; first written as a play in 1915) ; member of the American Relief Administration
and The Sprmg (1921; produced as a play and in Russia. He was author of The Origins of
published).
-

American
). An
(1875Protestant Episcopal Bishop of Delaware, born
at Kansas City, Mo. He was graduated at
Trinity College in 1898 and from the General
Theological Seminary in 1902. Ordained in
1902, he served as a missionary in North Dakota
for two years and then became vicar of the
Chapel of the Incarnation in New York City.
In 1911 ho was called to other pastorates, going

COOK, PHILIP

the Triple Alliance (1917), and translator of
Secret Treaties of Austria-Hungary, 1879-1914,
by Alfred Francis Pribram (2 vols., 1920-21),
He was also a contributed to The American Historical Review and other publications and was
editor of Foreign Affairs*

A 'Presi).
COOLIDGE, CALVIN (1872dent of the United States, born at Plymouth,
Vt. He was graduated at Amherst College,
Mass., and practiced law at Northampton, Mass.
'
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After holding various local offices, lie served in
the Massachusetts State Senate (1912-15), was
Lieutenant Governor of Massachusetts { 1916-18 ) ,
and Governor (1919-20). He first became nationally known through his intervention in the
Boston police strike of 1919, when his prompt
action in calling out the State troops prevented
serious trouble and ended the strike. He was
hailed throughout the nation as a strong champion of law and order, and his selection as candidate for the vice presidency was felt to add
greatly to the chances of Republican success at
the polls. At the convention, he was nominated
by acclamation. When President Harding died
on Aug. 2, 1923, Calvin Cooiidge became President, taking the oath of office on August 3. He
announced that he would follow in general the
policies of his predecessor. Toward the end of
the year 1923, the so-called "oil scandals"

caused him much embarrassment. Both civil
and criminal actions were begun in the courts
-by the Government and continued with varying
The criticisms launched against Atsuccess.
torney General Daugherty and Secretary of the
Navy Denby finally forced their resignations
from the cabinet and relieved the situation somewhat. But Congress proved more and more independent of his leadership by passing the bonus
bill over his veto, changing the Mellon Tax Bill,
and refusing to accede to his request in regard

to postponing the operation of the Japanese exclusion part of the Immigration Bill. He was
nominated at the Republican National Convention in June, 1924, as candidate for the Presidency to succeed himself and was elected on
November 4, obtaining 382 electoral votes from
35 states. In the first year of Ms second administration, there was a material reduction in the
debt and also in Federal taxation. In
?ublic
927 he vetoed the McNary-Haugen Bill for
farm relief. It was generally conceded that he
could have obtained the party's nomination for
the Presidency in 1928, but on Aug. 2, 1927, he
announced that he did not "choose to run for
President in 1928.'* In the same year, his appointment of Dwight Morrow as Ambassador to
Mexico resulted in greatly improved relations
between the two countries. In January, 1928,
he made his first trip outside of the United
States while President to address the PanAmerican Conference at Havana, Cuba. He
lent his support to the Kellogg iPeaee Pact but
was criticized because he advocated in an Armistice Day speech, Nov. 11, 1928, the adoption by Congress of a cruiser-construction programme which had been considerably reduced
from that proposed in a bill introduced in the
preceding Congress. At the conclusion of his
term, he returned to his home at Northampton

where he wrote a number of magazine articles
on his life and various aspects of the Presidency.
Two collections of his speeches have been pubMassachusetts! (1919),
lished, Have Faith
and The Price of Freedom '(1924).
COOLIDGKE, WILLIAM DAVID (1873).
An American physical chemist and inventor,
born at Hudson, Mass,. He received his tech;

m

.

nical training at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, and Leipzig University (Ph:D.,
1899). During the years 1901-05, he was successively instructor and afisigtant professor in
physical chemistry at th'e'M'. I; T. Fjrom 1905
to 1908, he was engaged on research in jphysicofcfcemistry for the Gteaeral Electric Company at
Schenectady, N. Y., and sine* 1908 lie hats been
,
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assistant director

of that company's

research

laboratory. He was awarded the Rumford
Medal in 1914 for the invention and applications
of
ductile tungsten. He also received the
Howard N. Potts Medal for the development of
a new and improved X-ray tube, the Louis
Edward Levy Medal of the Franklin Institute,
and the gold medal of the American College of

Radiology. He is a member of the National
Academy of Sciences.
). An
COO'PER, COLIN CAMPBELL (1856-

American artist (see VOL. VI). He won a gold
medal for oil painting and a silver medal for
water color at the Panama-Pacific International
Exposition (1915) as well as other prizes in
1918 and 1919. One of his best recent pictures
was "Broadway in War Time" in the Pennslyvania Academy of Fine Arts.
An
).
COOPER, HUGH LINCOLN (1865American hydraulic engineer, born at Sheldon,
Houston Co\, Minn. With only a high-school
education, he began in bridge engineering at
eighteen and at twenty-five was chief engineer
and superintendent of the Chicago Bridge &
Iron Co. Since 1891 he has been engaged in
hydraulic engineering as applied to power
development for electric uses. He designed and
largely built the hydroelectric plant of the
Mississippi River Power Company at Keokuk,
Iowa, the Toronto Power Company's plants at
Niagara Falls, and the Muscle Shoals, Ala.,
water-power project. Later, he was consulting
engineer for a $75,000,000 water-power and
navigation project in Ukraine, Russia, and was
commissioned to design the great power dam in
Egypt.
An
).
COOPER, IRVING STEIGEB (1882American bishop of the Old Catholic Church,
and theosophist, born at Santa Barbara, Calif.,
and educated at the University of California
and at Madras, India. He was consecrated regionary bishop for the Liberal Catholic Church
for the United States, in 1919. He wrote:
Methods of Psychic Development (1911) ; Ways to
Perfect Health (1912) ; The Secret of Happiness
(1912); Theosophy Simplified (1915); Repncarnation, the Hope of the 'World (1917).
COOPER, THE REV. JAMES (1846-1922). A
British theologian (see VOL. VI). In 1916 and
again in 1921, he was president of the Scottish
Ucclesiological Society,

an

office

which he had

held in 1903 and 1911. He was Moderator of
the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland
in 4917. In 1922 he retired from his professorship in church history at the University of Glasgow. His later works include: Our Sacred Heritage (closing address as Moderator, 1917), and
Reunion, a Voice from Scotland (1918).
An American
).
COOPER, LANE (1875university professor (see Vox* VI). He was
acting associate professor during the summer
term of 1914 at the University of Illinois. The
following year lie became full professor of English language and literature at Cornell University.
Among his later works are Methods
and Aims in the Study of Literature (1915,
Concordance to the "Works of Horace
1921) ;
(1916) ; Louis Agassiz as a Teacher (1917) ; The
Greek Genius and its influence (1917); George
Meredith, an Essay on Comedy (1918); Two
Views of Education, with Other Papers ,(1^22) ;
An Artetotelwwi Theory of, ComQ&y (1922);
Concordawoe of the Latm, Greek arid Italian
Poems of Jofvn Milton (1923); and The Poetics
of Aristotle (1923).
'.,<,,,
1

A

COOPER
(1881).
born at Pekin,

American
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COOPER, THOMAS POE

An

tive groups,

and while in Italy these had been

111.
agriculturist,
to 1907, he was statistical agent of
the Minnesota Experiment Station and special
agent of the Bureau of Statistics, United States
Department of Agriculture. He graduated from
the University of Minnesota in 1908 and until
1911 was assistant in farm management and

destroyed by the Fascist regime, in France, they
still prospered.
The following table indicates how important
consumers' cooperatives are in some of the countries of the world

economist at that university.
From 1914 to 1917, he was director of the
North Dakota Experiment Station and in 1918
became dean and director of the Agricultural
College of the University of Kentucky. He was
chief of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics,

PERCENTAGE

From 1902

agricultural

U.

S.

Department

of Agriculture, 1925-26.

JOIIN (1882An
).
American educator, horn in Sacramento, Calif.,
who was appointed head of the U. S. Bureau of
Education by President Coolidge in December,
1928. He attended the University of California,
receiving the degrees of A.B. and M.A., and

COOPER, WILLIAM

then became successively teacher, supervisor, and
in

district

various California
superintendent
public and high schools. He also taught education at summer sessions of the Universities of
California, Oregon, and Washington. He was
superintendent of schools at Fresno, Calif., from
1921 to 1926, and at San Diego, Calif., from
1926 to 1927, when he was appointed state
superintendent of public instruction.
COOPERATION. If one idea has taken universal hold in our modern industrial world, it
It has many
is that of the cooperative society.
phases: there are cooperative stores, credit unions, building and loan associations, insurance
groups, agricultural pools, artisans' and labor
productive societies, etc. Local societies are
grouped together sectionally and nationally.
In some countries, from 40 to 45 per cent of the
population was being reached through consumIn 35 countries!
ers' cooperative organizations.
examined by the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, there were found to be 300,000 societies

with a combined membership of more than

44,-

500,000 persons. The consumers* cooperatives
alone number 50,000 societies in 22 countries,
with a membership of 27,000,000 persons and
yearly sales of over five and one-half billion
A single fact, such as the following,
dollars.
of extraordinary significance: The English
Cooperative Wholesale Society was the largest
manufacturing, trading, and landowning unit in
the United Kingdom.
In Great Britain, there were 1825 consumers*
is

cooperatives with 6,017,464 members; in Densocieties with 865,002 members; in
France, 4131 with 3,111,322 members; in Germany, 50,181 with 3,382,011 members; in India,
61,016 with 2,508,827 members; in Russia, 78,865 with 19,129,033 members; in the United

mark, 5148

States, 12,149 with 2,815,230 members. In various countries, various types of societies had been
developed more rapidly than others. In Great9
Britain and the United States, the consumers
cooperatives led all the rest. In Germany, the
credit society had flourished mightily; and in
Denmark, the agricultural society led. France
and Italy were the homes of workmen's produc.

1 These countries are:
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Czechoslovakia,
Ceylon, jOhma.

Canada,

Polandi

Portugal,

Bumania,

Russia,

.

Bulgaria,

Denmark,

South

Africa,

:

THROUGH

TABLE 1
OF POPULATION
SUPPLIED
CONSUMERS'
COOPERATIVE
SOCIETIES
Per cent
45
40
40
40
35-40
35
30
30
20
20
20
15
10

United Kingdom

Denmark
Finland

Hungary
Iceland
Switzerland

France
Russia
Belgium

Germany
Sweden
Norway
Netherlands
Bulgaria

8
6
2.5
1

Australia
United States

Argentina

An examination of the membership and sales
of local consumers' societies for the most successful countries in which the system is in operation (compared with the United States) would
indicate the following:
Average
Country

Average
membership
per society

Belgium
Great Britain

Germany
Australia
United States

yearly
sales per
society

Average
yearly
sales

per

member

5,004
3,810
3,218
2,838

$357,385
687,764
139,536

$71
181
43

310

105,543

854

The Federal Bureau of Labor Statistics in
1927 published an important summary of the
growth of the cooperative movement (other than
agricultural) in which it pointed out the following facts about cooperation in the United States:
1. In 1925 the total cooperative membership was
700,000; the business done was $300,000,000,
and several million people were reached. 2. The
Middle West has been the seat of the greatest
development of the consumer's cooperatives.
Credit unions, which had their greatest growth
after 1920, developed largely in the East. 3.
The workers' productive societies have shown
the smallest growth. In 1925 these societies,
which had some 4500 members, did a business
of $9,000,000. 4. The credit unions have developed more rapidly than the regular consumers"
societies.
In 1925 these made loans of more
than $20,000,000 and had a membership of 170,000 persons. 5. The housing co5perative societies have made their appearance for the most
part in New York City. These groups have
provided dwellings for 1805 families and own
$4,000,000 in property. 6. The consumers' societies appear, to have weathered successfully
the hard times that followed 1920. In 1925
nearly 25 per cent of these had sales of $100,000
or more. Nearly three-fourths of them showed
profits for the year. The societies have been
putting their money into reserves instead of
distributing them as dividends, as shown by the
fact ,that the reserves of the societies total more
than half of the paid-in share capital. 7. The
cooperative wholesale business appears to have
been abandoned. The following table shows the
existence of tfce societies by geographical divi?
,

COOPERATIVE BANKS
TABLE 2
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL COOPEBATOBS
[By geographical

divisions]

Consumers' Credit and
workers'

societies

societies

New England
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
West North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central

18.9
10.3
29.0
27.2
1.0

48.2
45.4

.5

.7
.9

1.5
.5

1.9

1.3

Mountain

11.1

.9

100.0

Total

100.0

The accompanying two tables show the status
of the consumers' societies in the United States :
"

TABLE 3
TOTAL AND AVERAGE MEMBERSHIP OF CONSUMERS' COOPERATIVE SOCIETIES
Type

After 1910 he was a member of the psychology
department of the last-named institution, becoming associate professor in 1921. He is the
author of Investigation with a Trumpet Medium
(American Society for Psychical Research,
1915), Formal Discipline from the Standpoint
of Experimental Psychology (1910), and Experiments in Psychical Research (1917). He is also
the contributor of a number of articles on psychology, psychical research, education, and statistical methods, published in professional journals.

.8

Pacific

IN 1925
Number
"
'

of society

of-
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Membership

A

COPE, SIR ARTHUR STOCKDAIB

(1857-

).

British portrait painter and fellow of the
Royal Academy. After attending schools at
Norwich and Wiesbaden, he studied art at
Carey's and at the Hoyal Academy schools.
His paintings, which he has exhibited at the
Royal Academy since 1876, include portraits of
King Edward VII, the German Emperor, King
George V, and the Prince of Wales. He was
knighted in 1917, and was made a Knight Commander of the Royal Victorian Order in 1927.

A
COPE ATT, ko'po', JACQUES (1879).
French actor-manager, formerly director of the
Theatre Vieux Colombier. He was a reformer

in

the

theatre.

He

successfully

waged war

against decrepit tradition, but he kept traditions which remained full of life and richness.
The Classics, for the most part, formed his

were:
his
performances
repertory. Among
Dostoyevsky's The Brothers Kar&massov, a very
moving production and adaptation; Twelfth
'Night, one of the plays most frequently presented; and Andre Gide's Saul, one of his most
important theatrical achievements. In 1919 the
Vieux Colombier came to New York City, and he
took the part of Washington in Percy Mackaye's
Washington. He wrote Miscellaneous Pamphlets

and Clippings,

lS)lJjf-1919j

Etudes d'art

d'un autre temps (1923),
(1923; tr. 1924). Consult
The Art of the Vieux Colombier, 6y Waldo David
Frank (1918).
(1868COPELAND, ROYAL S(AMUEL)
An American physician and ophthal).
mologist, and United States Senator from New
York. Born in Dexter, Mich., he received his
M.D. from the University of Michigan, 1889,
and in 1905 was made ophthalmologist to that
university. He moved to New York in 1908 to
occupy the same 'chair and assume the deanship
of the New York Homcepathic Medical College

COMPARISON OF BUSINESS DONE BY CON- dramatique; critique
SUMERS' SOCIETIES EACH YEAR, 1920 AND
and La maison natale
1925
1920

1925

Num-

Number of

Amount

her of

Amount

societies
societies

of

business

soeieties

business

Type of society
Retail

store

handling :
General merchandise
Groceries
Groceries and meats
Students' supplies
Other commodities

of

204 $24,097,722 322 $29,610,246
30
26
7
5

2,363,523
2,495,261
1,079,981
326,621

49
36
11
8

3,487,979
4,346,690
2,899,626
401,069

Total

Grand

total

career as

mayor

of

of the local Board of Education
in 1907-08. In 1018, he became Commissioner
of Public Health and president of the Board of
Health, New York City, resigning in 3923 upon
his election as Senator. He was reflected in
1928 for the term 1929-35. He published
Refraction, in collaboration, in 3906, and The
Health Book in 1924.

was president

292 $34,851,773 471 $49,710,788

See AGRICULTURE for discussion of the agricultural cooperatives in the United States.
See
LABOR
COOPERATIVE BANKS.

BANKS.

COOPERATIVE MARiKETINGt See COOPERATION; COTTON; AOEICULTTJBE; and AGRICULTURAL CREDIT.

COOPERATIVE MORTGAGE BANKINGSee AGRICULTURAL CBEDIT.

).. An
.COOVER, JOHN, EDGAR (1872American psychologist horn at Remington, Ind.
.

Ife

He began his political
Ann Arbor in 3901-03 and

and Flower Hospital.

Wholesale societies
Gasoline filling stations
Bakeries
Laundries
Boarding houses
Restaurants
Water-supply societies
Miscellaneous

was educated at the Colorado State Normal

School and Leland Stanford, Junior, University.

COPEJffAN, SYDNEY A. MONCKTON

A

(1862-

British physician and authority on
public health, hygiene, and forensic^ medicine.
He was educated in arts and medicine at the
University of Cambridge, became a member of
the medical faculty 6f the University of London,
and lectured on his special subjects in a number
From 1916 to 1937, he
of British universities.
was lieutenant colonel in charge of the hygiene department of the Royal Army Medical College.
His principle work is Vaccination, Its Natural
History ancL Pathology (1898).
).

COPENHAGEN

The capital and largest
The population in 1925 was
city of Denmark.
587,150; including the suburbs it was 731,496
or 21 per cent of the total population of the
country. From 1916 to 1921, extensive harbor
improvements were carried out, representing an
expenditure of 40,000,000 kroner. These improvements involved the reclamation of more
than 5500 acres of land and an increase in tne

bulhead of more than 5000 yards. The new
harbor has a total expanse of about 13 kilometers (8.078 miles), the distance between the
breakwaters on either side of the entrance being
8 kilometers (4.97 miles). The wharfage of the
free port was increased to 4773 meters (5250
yards). In 1927, 17,000 vessels of 5,279,000
tonnage were cleared through the port of Copenhagen. The seat of the Government, the Foreign
Office, and the Supreme Court have been located
in Ohristiansborg Castle, which was built some
on th$ ruins of a former castle deyears ago
stroyed in the great Are of 1884. In the basement may be seen ruins of the former castle and
fragments of Absalon's mediaeval fortress which
were revealed by excavations made in 1918. Over
the gateway to the castle is a tablet, unveiled
Feb. 11, 1919, in memory of the defense of Copenhagen in 1659 the 250th anniversary of the
Other buildings in the vicinity are the
event.
old Hofteater (Court Theatre) which has been
converted into a theatrical museum; the royal
stables, housing a valuable collection of harness
and coaches; the arsenal, containing a historical collection of arms; the royal archives
from the time of Frederik III; and the royal

The town has grown around the
nucleus of these buildings, and their style of
architecture and atmosphere, so to speak, pervades the city. Modern developments include
the Langelinie Promenade fronting the free
port, the grounds and wide boulevards which
have been laid out on the old fortifications, the
new Kaadhus (City Hall), the botanical gardens, and 0stre Anloeg Park. In 1924 the
Museum of Decorative Arts was installed in a
library.

beautiful eighteenth-century edifice.
COPPER. The World War naturally had an
important effect on the production of copper, as
this metal was required in large quantities for
munitions. The world's production amounted
to 1,104,517 short tons in 1913, but under the
stimulation of war-time needs, it reached a maximum of 1,585,228 short tons in 1917. Following the War, production declined to a minimum
Since 1921 world outof 601,913 tons in ,1021.
put has increased each year until it reached a
record total of 1,954,021 short tons in 1928.
Production capacity developed to fulfill requirements during the War was greatly in excess of requirements during the period immediately following the cessation of hostilities.
Legal restrictions in the United States prevented

producers

from

making

definite

COPPEB
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agreements

to curtail and allocate production .allowances
in accordance with consumptive demand. Consequently, the industry passed through several

years of overproduction immediately following
the War with a resultant reduction of price
levels that meant
unprofitable operation for
many producers, particularly in the United
States where operating costs are high because
of the low-grade ores treated, high labor costs,
and exorbitant taxation charges in many
States. The price of copper averaged 15.27
cents per pound in. New York in 1913; in 1916

the average price per pound was 27.2 cents.
During 1921, the year of greatest deflation, the
price declined to 12.5 cents per pound. During
the next six years, the average price remained
below 14.5 cents per pound, out advanced to
14.57 cents in 1928 and was in excess of 19 cents
per pound in the early months of 1929 as the
result of a great increase in consumptive demand
that taxed the productive capacity of the mines

and metallurgical

plants.

Several statistical organizations formed in
the United States since the War have been of
material assistance in directing the industry
back into its path of normal progress. The

American Bureau of Metal Statistics was formed
in 1921 to compile and distribute data relating
to production, stocks, and consumption of all
the more important non-ferrous metals. In the
same year, the Copper and Brass Research Asso-

ciation was organized to develop new uses for
copper and brass products and to educate the
public t6 the benefits that might be derived from
the use of these products in places where other
substances previously had been accepted without
question. Copper Exporters, Incorporated, was
formed in 1926 for the purpose of fixing prices
in the export market. In 1927 the Copper Institute was formed for the purpose of providing
domestic producers and particularly the selling
agencies with detailed data of sales positions,
stocks, shipments, and other information of that
nature at weekly intervals. These various
agencies have been important factors in securing the rationalization of the copper industry.
An unusually high rate of consumption prevailed during the closing months of 1928 that resulted in the breaking of all previous production
and consumption records. Increased use of copper in such industries as automobile, radio,
cable,
railway electrification, building, and
others, resulted in the speeding up of productive
activity to a point never previously approached,
not even during the height of the war-time de-

mand.

The United States continues as the leading
producer of copper, though Chile in second place
is gaining ground and recent developments in
Africa make ii> evident that ere long African
copper will be a very important factor in the
world trade. Increased production will come
from Canada, also, from several new properties
that are not yet fully equipped for operation,
and from increased output of copper from the
the International
of
deposits
in Ontario. In the United
States, on the other hand, no new properties of
importance have been discovered, though there
is little doubt that additional equipment at
a number of the large mines will permit considerable expansion of productive operations.
Several new producers recently have made
their entry, of which Andes -Copper in Chile,.
Noranda in Quebec, and Bwana H'Kubwa in
northern Rhodesia, are likely to prove of pricopper-nickel

Nickel

Company

mary importance. Important new developments
under way in 1929 included the Flin Flon and
Sherrit-Gordon in. Manitoba, and the Roan
Antelope and N'Changa properties in' northern
Rhodesia. Present producers which can and
doubtless will increase their capacity considerably if demand continues at the present ii&h
rate are Utah Copper, Nevada Consolidated,
Inspiration, Phelps Dodge, and Caluteet &' Arizona in the United States; Chile Coyper, Andes
Copper, and Braden in Chile y Cerro de Pasco in
'

COPPER
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WORLD'S COPPER PRODUCTION BY COUNTRIES 1927
112,012
11,612

1922

3,600
7,122
64,137
239,720
14,096
28,400

63,388

66,041

5,222
27,073
9,615
36,408
2,000

12,900
57,843
13,000
47,572
12,000

15,086
65,844
13,132
52,463
13,000

54,750
3,795

53,912

768,779

848,413

11,838

11,380

*

36,500
61

741,283

650,912
'

5,000

"Am. Bureau

556,594

Metal
*TJ. S. Bur. of Mines.
of

866,976

5,000

<

1,245,720

Statistics, except as noted.

6,000

1,366,745

As

6,804
87,666
289,895
17,118
24,000

907

97

125

104

Total 953,177

1928
128,034
11,654
3,300

52,816
12,478
4,581
9,212
22,952
129,575
10,694
17,000
319
54,126

796,522

774,749
*

11,400
1,434,716

officially

* Estimated.

*

11,100
1,479,270

reported.

*

1,525,586 1,708,649

CORAL REEFS

In 1928 exports of copper from the United
States were valued at $169,823,077 of which refined copper in ingots, bars, or other forms
amounted to 948,309,890 pounds, valued at $140,340,375. Germany was the largest customer for
the refined metal, taking 206,549,919 pounds,
valued at $30,012,066; followed by the United
Kingdom with 185,816,840 pounds, valued at
$27,657,763; France with 171,440,871 pounds,
valued at $25,821,800; Italy with 115,427,602
pounds, valued at $17,606,139; Belgium with
77,431,816 pounds, valued at $11,248,936. The
United States in 1928 imported copper to the
value of $98,187,440, of which copper ores, concentrates, and regulus were valued at $16,734,735. Unrefined, black, blister, and converter
copper in pigs, bars, etc. were valued at $67,598,035, and refined copper at $12,634,463.
CORAL REEFS. See GEOLOGY.
An American
).
CORBIN, JOHN (1870dramatic critic and author (see VOL. VI). He
wrote The Edge (1915) and until 1916 was
secretary of the Drama* "Society of New York.
From 1917 to 1919, he was dramatic critic of
the New York Times and from 1919 to 1926
editorial writer for the

same paper.

He

pro-

duced Shakespeare's Tempest (with full text in
the Elizabethan manner) in 1916, and in 1922
published The Return of the Middle Class.
COREI/LI, MARIE (1864-1924). An Engglish novelist (see VOL. VI). Her later publications include Innocent, Her Fancy and His
Fact (1914, 1921); The Young Diana (1917);
My Little Bit, a Record of War Work (1919) ;
The Love of Long Ago (1920) ; The Secret Power
(1921), and The Treasure of Heaven: a Ro:

mance

of Riches

(

1921 )

.

An
ELLIS (1866).
born in Braddock, Pa., and

COREY, WILLIAM
American

capitalist,

CORN
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educated in the public schools and at Duff's
College, Pittsburgh. He entered the Edgar
Thompson Steel Works at the age of 16, and hecame superintendent of the plate mill at the
Homestead Steel Works in 1889, succeeding
Charles M. Schwab as general superintendent
at these works in 1897. From 1901 to 1903, he
was president of the Carnegie Steel Company,
and from that year to 1911 was president of
the United States Steel Corporation. In the
latter year, he resigned this post to become chairman of the board of the Midvale Steel and Ordnance Company. He was director and official
in many important financial insitutions.
CORFU DECLARATION and Other Items.
See ALBANIA; OKEECE; ITALY; JUGOSLAVIA.
CORK. A commercial city of the Irish
Free State and the third city of Ireland. The
population of Cork County Borough in 1926 was
78,490. Cork's chief commercial advantage is
its proximity to the Harbor of Cobh (Queenstown) with which it is connected by the River
Lee. In 1927, 1377 vessels with a tonnage of
622,559 entered the port, and 1406 vessels with
a tonnage of 623,570 were cleared. In December,
1920, part of the business section of Cork was
burned in the course of a fire started by incendiaries.
Since 1923 so many improvements have
been carried out that the whole appearance of
the city has been changed. The greater part of
St. Patrick's Street, the principal thoroughfare,
iias been rebuilt; most of the principal streets
have been remade with asphalt surfaces ; all the
quays have been relaid on concrete foundations;
and the olfl sewage tunnel has been reconstructed.
The water-supply system also has been over-

hauled, a filtration plant installed, and waste
so efficiently eliminated that the daily consumption of water has been reduced from 50 to
less than 30 gallons per head of population.
In
1927 a municipal loan of 100,000 was provided
for housing construction. One of the principal
changes has been the location of the Ford motor
industry in Ireland on Cork's once-famous race
course.

CORN". Corn is produced on three-fourths of
the farms in the United States. The average
annual production of the country for the years
1919-28, inclusive, was 2,857,000,000 bushels.
The average annual production of the leading
corn states for the same period was as follows :
Iowa, 431,820,000 bushels; Illinois, 321,278,000
bushels; and Nebraska, 217,380,000 bushels.
The average acre yield in the United States increased from 26.1 bushels for the ten-year period
1910-19 to 28.25 bushels for the ten-year period
1919-28. According to U. S. Census reports*, of
a total acreage of 98,401,627 acres in 1924, 82,328,843 acres, yielding 1,823,880,173 bushels,
were harvested for grain, 4,227,812 acres producing 28,407,960 tons were cut for silage, 6,672,646 acres were cut for' fodder, and 5,172,326
acres were pastured off with hogs. Since the
World War, corn production in southeastern,
Europe has more than regained its pre-war
status.
The corn area of Russia in 1928 was
10,690,000 acres, the area having more than
doubled during the five-year period. Argentina,
its average annual production in ten years, continues to lead all countries
in corn exports.
The average annual total value of the corn
crop of the United States for the five-year period
1910-14 was $1,577,000,000, but the higher price
of corn from 1916 to 1919 raised the value for
that period to $3,024,000,000. The 1920 crop
was the largest ever harvested, but prices were
receding and its total value was only $2,150,000,000, while in 1921, with a yield only 4 per cent
tinder the crop of 1920, prices had dropped so
low that the total value was only $1,303,000.000,
or only 43 per cent of the annual value during
the war period and about 16 per cent less than
the pre-war value although the crop was 10 per
cent larger than the pre-war average. During
the War, the average farm price of corn rose
above $1.90 per bushel; but the price began to
decline in 1920 and reached the low point at the
end of 1921, reducing the purchasing power of
marked
corn far below that of any other year.
rise in the cost of production since 1914 coupled
with the rapid and severe decline in price, was
one of the principle factors leading to the agricultural economic crisis beginning in 1920 and
continuing for a series of years.
The United States Grain Standards Act of
Aug. 11, 1916, required that in all interstate
buying and selling of shelled corn the .grades
used shall be the Federal grades established by
the Secretary of Agriculture. According to
these grades, based on condition and quality, the
best corn is graded Number One and corn lower
in quality is given numerical grades down to and
including Number Six, while a "sample grade"
is added for corn too low in quality for the

which has increased

A

As revised and effective Sept.
1927, these standards include grades for
weevily corn. To the insect pests attacking the
corn crop in the United States was added the
numbered grades.
15,

European corn borer,
in 1917,

and now

first

reported near Boston

established in parts of the

CORN BORER, EUROPEAN
New England

States, New York, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, and the Province of
Ontario in Canada. (See ENTOMOLOGY, ECONOMIC, under European Corn borer). The diseases
of corn which have become troublesome in recent
years are the brown-spot disease, characterized
by brown spots usually on the leaf, the leaf
sheath and the stalk, and root rot of corn which
results in the partial or total decay of the root
system causing the plant to lodge, and which attacks also the stalk and the ear.
Corn Products. Statistics published by the
U. S. Department of Commerce in 1928 showed
that the United States in 1925 produced 854,125,000 pounds of cornstarch, 1,444,858,000
pounds of corn sirup, 580,370,000 pounds of corn
sugar, and 12,705,000 gallons of corn oil. Corn
oil, derived largely from the germ in the corn
kernel and formerly used mainly in the manufacture of soaps and paints, is now refined and
used for food in the form of lard and butter
substitutes, salad and cooking oils, shortening,
and other similar substances. It is also used
in making rubber substitute. With the increase
in the manufacture of corn products during the
World War, the annual production of corn oil
increased to some extent. Cornstalks, of which
the United States, as estimated, produces annually about 125,000,000 tons, are used for the

manufacture of paper and paper board and efforts are being made to put this industry on a
profitable basis. Corn cobs used as fuel on
farms are also utilized in making paper
products, adhesives, furfural, and other commodiConsult United States Department of Agties.
riculture Jearbooks, 1921

and

1927.

See AGRI-

See ENTO-

MOLOGY, ECONOMIC.

ceived a gift of $1,500,000 for the erection of
a new building for the Cornell Law School.
President, Livingston Farrand, LL.D.
CORPS. See ARMIES AND ABMF ORGANIZA-

TION.

CORRESPONDENCE STUDY.

See

EDU-

CATION IN THE UNITED STATES.

An Ameri).
CORTISSOZ, HOYAL (?can journalist, born in New York City. For
many jears he was literary and art director of
the New York Tribune and its successor the
New York Heraid-Tribune; was a frequent contributor to magazines on art subjects and also
lectured much on art. He was the author of
St. Gaudens (1907)
John LaFarge
(1911); Art and Common Sense (1913); Life
Nine Holes of Golf
of Whit claw Reid ( 1021
(1922); American Artists (1923); and Person-

Augustus

;

)

;

He edited many classics,
Don Quixote and The Autobiography
Benvenuto Cellini. He also edited Whitelaw

alities in

Art (1925),

including
of
Reid's

American and English Studies.

An eminent
).
(1877French pianist and conductor, born at Nyon,

He studied at the Paris Conservaunder Decambes, Bouquou, and Diemer,
graduating in 1896 as winner of the first prize.
The same year, he made his debut in Paris, playing the Beethoven C minor concerto at one of
the Colonne concerts. From 1898 to 1901, he was
at Bayreuth, studying Wagner's works with J.
Kniese and acting as repetitor at the festivals.
Returning to Paris, he placed emphasis upon
the works of Wagner, conducting the first performance in France of GQtterdammerung (Theatre
du Chateau d'Eau, May 17, 1902) and establishing the Association de Concerts A. Cortot. In
1904 he became conductor of the Socit& Nationale and also became a champion of con tern poary French composers. The next year he formed
a trio with Jacques Thibaud and Pablo Casals,
which immediately won international fame. In
1907 he was appointed professor of piano at the
Conservatoire, succeeding Raoul Puguo. Shortly
after that he began extensive concert tours
of Europe, securely establishing his position
Switzerland.

An
).
(1900American actress born at Buffalo, N. Y., who
made her first appearance in 1916 with the
Washington Square Players in BusJMo and remained with that company some time, playing
The Death of Tintagiles, Plots and Playwrights,
In 1918 she was with the Jessie Bonstelle
etc.
Stock Company at Buffalo and subsequently
toured in Cheating Cheaters and The Man Who
Came Back. In 1910 she played Jo in Little
Women in London and the next year toured in
The Man Outside. One of her best characterizations in New York was the part of Eileen
Baxter- Jones in Nice People (1921). In 1924
she starred in Candida and in 1929 in The Age of

CORNELL,

were completed in 1923. Other notable gifts
were $500,000 from August Heckscher to endow
general research, $50,000 from Mrs. Sarah Manning Sage for medical research, and an anonymous gift of $200,000 for pediatrics. In 1928
by agreement with New York Hospital, a single
institution was formed to occupy jointly a new
building to be erected at an estimated cost of
$11,000,000 between 68th and 70ta streets, overlooking the East River, New York City, the
joint endowment to be augumented by a large
appropriation from the General Education Board
and generous legacies provided by the will of
Payne Whitney. In 1929 the University re-

CORTOT, ALFRED

CULTURE.

CORN BORER, EUROPEAN.

COSGRAVE
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KATHARINE

^^
A
CORNELL "UNIVERSITY.

Innocence.

non-sectarian, coeducational institution at Ithaca, New
York, established in 1865. The university's annual income available for current expenses increased between 1914 and 1928 from $3,000,000
to approximately $7,000,000 including $2,038,000
of State and $335,000 of Federal appropriations,
and over $250,000 from alumni.
campaign for
new endowment, begun in 1919, yielded subscriptions of more than $6,000,000, mainly in increased salaries for faculty members, and the
total productive funds in 1928 were $21,230,The enrollment of students in the au391.
tumn of 1928 was 5387 as compared with 5015
in 1914 and the faculty numbered 1106, an increase of 356 over 1914. The volumes in the
library numbered 780,000 in 1928. The Baker
Laboratory of Chemistry, for which George F.
leaker gave $1,500,000 arid the $4QO,000 State
Building for the department of dairy industry,

A

toire

among

the foremost pianists of the present day.

His success at his American dbut (New York,
1918) was so emphatic that he has become an
annual visitor. In 1923 the Royal Philharmonic
Society of London awarded to him its muchcoveted Gold Medal, an honor bestowed on only
one Frenchman before him, Gounod. He is the
author of Principes rationels dc la technique
pianisti(jue (192$).
).
COSGKRAVE, WILLIAM THOMAS (1880An Irish statesman, bom at Dublin. He was
9
educated at the Christian Brothers Schools, and,
a forbusiness
in
in
amassed
Dublin,
engaging

tune.

He

,was

a member

of the' secret revolu-

tionary organization called the Irish Republican

COSMIC BAYS
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Brotherhood and a leader in the Sinn Fein ranks,
and on May 5, 1916, he was arrested, brought
to trial, and sentenced to death. His sentence
was changed to imprisonment for life, but he
was released in the general amnesty of 1917. In
the fall of 1917, he was elected to Parliament,
but because of his Sinn Fein principles, did not
take his seat. In May, 1918, he was again arrested and taken to England. He returned in

1919, was again arrested and deported. Upon his
return to Dublin this last time, he became Minister of Local Government in the Dail Eireann.
In January, 1922, he put through a plan to
1,000,000 on housing within the year.
spend
On the death of Arthur Griffith and of Michael
Collins, Cosgrave became head of the Provisional
Government and when the Irish Free State was
constituted in December, 1922, was elected president of the Executive Council. He was also Minister of Finance (1922-23) and Minister of Defense, 1924.
Cosgrave favored financial help for
the peasants so that they might change their staHe
tus from tenants to peasant proprietors.
represented the Irish Free State at Geneva when
it was admitted to the League of Nations ( 1923 )
The entrance of the de Valera republicans into
the Dail in 1927 reduced his majority to one
and a new election was held in which he retained power by a small margin. See IRELAND,
.

under

ffistory.

COSMIC KAYS. See PHYSICS.
COSMOGONY. See ASTEONOMT.
COSSIO, MANUEL BABTOLOM^

(1858).
Spanish humanist, art critic, and educator.
Born in Haro (Logrono), he studied law and
earned his doctorate at the University of Madrid.
He was professor of the theory and history of
art in the School of Fine Arts at Barcelona;
professor of pedagogy in the University of
Madrid; director of the National Pedagogical
Museum of Madrid; professor in the School of
Criminology; and director of the Instituci6n
Greco (2
Libre de Ensefianza. His study,
vols., 1908), is his most important work.

A

M

COSTA RICA,

kqs'ta

rek'a.

A

Central

American republic situated between Nicaragua
and Panama. Its area is variously estimated at
18,691 to 23,000 square miles. According to the
census of 1927, the population was 471,524. Immigration in 1926 was 6402 (1911, 9537) and
the emigration, 5894 (1911, 8170). The populations of the largest cities, according to the census
of 1927, were: San Jose*, with suburbs, 50,580;
Cartago, 14,883; Heredia, 7631; Alajuela, 8496;

Lim6n, 15,624.

Industry and Finance.

Agriculture contin-

ues to prosper. In 1913 exports of coffee totaled
13,019,059 kilos, at a value of $3,605,930; in
1927, 35,539,000 pounds, at $10,611,000. In
1913 Great Britain took 82 per cent of the total;
the United States, 6 per cent. During the
World War, the United States displaced Great
Britain from her commanding position, only to
be compelled to yield up first place once more in
1922, when she bought 34 per cent, and Great
The banana industry, worked for
Britain, 59.
the most part by the United Fruit Company,
ranked second in importance in point of export
value. In 1912 the number of bunches shipped
was 10,647,702; in 1927, 7,853,000. Production
was decreased somewhat after 1923 by blight.
Cacao production has assumed economic importance. Exports in 1913 were 845,931 pounds; in
1927, 7,544,000. Mining, on the other hand, decreased, because of the exhaustion of the known

COSTA RICA

ore bodies.

Exports of gold and silver bullion
for 1905-14 were worth an annual average of
$706,457; in 10-27, $506,000. Commerce over the
whole period showed imports of $8,687,280 for
1913; for 1927, $16,311,000; exports for 1913
and 1927, $10,234,149 and $18,058,000. In 1912,
46 per cent of the imports came from the United
States; in 1927, 50.3 per cent. Exports to the
United States decreased from 55 per cent to 32.9
per cent in 1927. They had reached 68 per cent
in 1921. The year 1922 was the first to show
a surplus since 1912. Expenditures in 1913
were 10,184,261 colones; in 1922, 17,311,165 colones, in 1927, 23,319,189 colones. Revenues for
the same years were 9,612,533, 18,971,023, and
30,584,123 colones. On Dec. 31, 1927, the public
debt was 80,047,942 colones. The par value of the
colon is $0.465 (2.15 colones to the dollar). In
1922 the colon was worth 4.4 to the dollar, so that
the Government was compelled to fix the legal
rate of exchange, in October, 1922, at 4 colones.
During 1923 there was a fluctuation in value,
the colon going as high as 4.54 to the dollar, but
the exceptionally good coffee crop and high prices
of 1924 increased the gold exchange and made
possible the regulation of the rate at 4 colones
again. It remained stable at that rate down

through 1928.
History. President Alfredo Gonz&lez, elected
in 1914, was confronted by serious disturbances
in 1917 on his attempt to inaugurate a radical
financial programme and was compelled to relinquish his office. His successor, Federico Tinoco,
leader of the revolutionists, was refused the recognition of the United States, with the result
that his waning influence ended with his overthrow in 1919 at the hands of Julio Acosta
Garcia. The latter served as President, 1920-24,
and during his administration the country regained the stability for which it had formerly
been celebrated in Spanish America. Under a
small and satisfied landowning class, prosperity
prevailed. In 1917 Costa Rica severed relations
with Germany and in 1918 assumed the rCle of
an Associate Power on the side of the Allies.
In 1920 the suffrage was extended to women.
In 1921 the administration was thwarted in its
attempt to join the newly-formed Central American Union -by the negative vote of the National
(See CENTRAL AMERICAN UNION).
Assembly.
In August, 1921, Costa Rica came near to open
hostilities with Panama when that country refused to recognize an arbitral award of disputed
territory to Costa Rica. In 1923 Secretary of
State Hughes announced that it was the intention of the United States tp recognize Costa
Rica's rights in the use of the San Juan River
for the Nicaragua!! Canal route. The question
had arisen out of Costa Rica's protest against
the Bryan-Ch morro Treaty of 1916 and her subsequent suit before the Central American Court
of Justice, on the
ground that the route, in being
run through the San Juan River, alienated her
territorial rights. For the presidential term
1924-28, Rieardo Jiminez was elected in May,
1924. His administration saw continued growth
in prosperity for the country, enabling it to re-

duce materially its foreign debt, establish a farm
loan bank, build sewerage systems for many
towns, fwild roafe bridges, etc., and improve
schools. In 1928 Cleto Gonzales Viquez, Deader
of the National Party, was elected President
for the term beginning May 8. He had! .been
President once before, from 1906 to 1910. On
Jan. 2$, 1925, Costa Rica gave notice of with,

COSTIGAtt
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drawal from the League of Nations. According
to report, she was offended at criticism for failure to pay her dues. Full payment of all dues
accompanied the withdrawal notice. In 1928 a
note from the League urged that Costa Rica
should again become a member. In reply Costa
Rica attracted world attention by requesting a
definition of the Monroe Doctrine. In September, 1928, it was announced that Costa Rica had
decided to rejoin the League.

COSTIGAKT,

An American

JOHN

EDWARD

(1888-

).

and landscape painter, born
at Providence, R. L, and self-taught in art. He
was awarded the Peterson Purchase Prize of the
Chicago Art Institute in 1922, the Kremer
Purchase Prize of the International Water Color
figure

Exposition in 1923, the Shaw $1000 Purchase
Prize of the Salmagundi Club (N. Y.) in 1924,
the Tuthill Purchase Prize of the International
Water Color Exhibition at the Chicago Art
Institute in 1924, the National Arts Club Prize
(K Y.) in 1925, the Saltus Medal of the
National Academy of Design in 1925, and the
Clark $300 Prize of the National Academy of
Design in 1927. He became an associate of the
National Academy in 1924.
COST OP LIVING- IN*
UNITED
STATES. The cost-of-living index numbers
given by the United States Bureau of Labor
Statistics show the changes in the cost of living
throughout the United States during 1914-28 in
comparison with the average cost in 1913. Retail prices of food are secured directly from 15
to 25 dealers in each of 51 cities and prices are
also secured for coal, wood, gas, electricity, and
kerosene from dealers in a number of cities.
Other data on retail prices are secured by speRental figures are for 400 to 2000
cial agents.
houses and apartments in each city, according to
The costs of clothing, furniture,
its population.
and miscellaneous items are determined from
four quotations from each city on each of a
large number of items; in Greater New York,
In
five quotations were secured instead of four.
the calculation of the index number, the nrices
for the different articles of food are weighed
according to the relative values shown in the
budgets of over 12,000 families examined by the
Federal Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1918-19.
As compared with the average for 1913 as
100.0, the cost of living for the whole United
States varied widely for the period being reviewed. In December, 1916, the index had
reached 118,3; a year later, it was 142.4; in
December, 1918, it was 174.4. The high point
was reached in June, 1920, when the index was
From thence on, the index receded
216.5.

THE

slowly, dropping to 180.4 in May, 1921, and to
166.3 in September, 1922. Between that month
and June, 1928, the range was never wide, being from 168.8 for March, 1923, to 175.6 for
December, 1926. In June, 1928, the index was
Over the
170.0, and in December, 1928, 171.
period, June, 1920-December, 1928, the decrease
averaged 20.9 per cent. In some cities, the decre^se was even greater. In Detroit, it, was
24.8 per cent; in Kansas City, 26,3 per cent; in
Portland, Oreg., 24 per cent; in Savannah, 24

per cent.

/

tables on pages 400 and 401 show that
there were marked differences in the rates of increase in the six budget divisions. Over 1913
the cost of food increased 26 per cent in 1916
and 78; per cent in I9SSO. By December, 1921,
the increase had dropped to 49.9 per cent only

The

COST or

mount again slowly to 66.5 per cent in December, 1925. In June, 1928, food cost 52.6
per cent more than it had in 1913. Clothing
showed even greater variations. In December,
1918, clothing cost 105.3 per cent more than it
had in 1913; in December, 1920, it cost 158.5 per
cent; and then the cost of clothing began to
drop sharply, so that by June, 1928, the increase
over 1913 was only 62.6 per cent. The cost
of bousing showed the same wide fluctuations,
in December, 1920, being 61.1 per cent greater
than in 1913 and a year later, 61.4 per cent.
This item of the household budget mounted until
it reached 68.2 per cent in December, 1924, only
to recede slightly in the following years; so
that, with the renewal of building activities,
the increase in June, 1928, over the 1913 figure
was 57.6 per cent. It will be observed by reference to the table that the trend of costs for
fuel and light showed something of the same
variations as in the case of housing.
In addition to the cost-of-living index number
for the United States, the Bureau of Labor Statistics published data on the change in the cost
of living in 19 cities where comparison could
be made with prices prevailing in December.
1914. Each of these index numbers is weighed
according to the proportionate expenditures for
the different budget divisions shown by the budgets collected in the city by the Bureau during
1918-19. The food expenditure, however, is
weighed according to the average expenditure
shown in all budgets collected in the geographical division in which the city is located.
As
will be seen by reference to the accompanying
table, there is considerable variation among the
cities in the amount of change in the total cost
of living. In all instances, living costs increased
slowly at first and then more rapidly, until the
highest point was reached in June, 1920. The
decrease was fairly rapid until 1922 and from
thence on the fluctuations were within a fairly
narrow range. It is interesting to observe the
differences existing among the individual cities
in June, 1928. Buffalo appeared the most expensive city to live in, with Detroit, Cleveland,
and Philadelphia following. Portland, Oreg.,
was the cheapest. In fact, on the basis of increases over 1914, the cost of living in Buffalo
was more than 50 per cent greater than in Portto

land.
It is interesting to compare the trend in the
cost of living in the United States with costs
in various foreign countries since 1913. The index numbers are based upon the cost of food,
clothing, fuel and light, rent, house furnishings,
These data, preetc., with certain variations.

sented in Table II on page 401, show that while
the cost of living in the United States and in Ireland rose in the same ratio from 100 in 1913
to 170 in June, 1928 the increase was considerably less in Canada and Germany and muoh
in 'Finland, Czechoslovakia, Italy, arid
greater
France. In Finland, the cost of living increased
from 100 in 1913 to 1212 in June, 1928; in
Prague, capital of Czechoslovakia, from 100 to
736; in Milan, Italy, from 100 to 526; in Paris,
France, from 100 to 507. The index figure for
Denmark was 176 in June, 1928, and for Belgium, 204. The cost of living reached its peak
in the United States, Canada, and Denmark in
1920, 'but continued to rise in most of the other
European countries until 1926 or 1927. See also
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CHANGES IN COST OP LIYING IN THE UNITED STATES AND VARIOUS FOREIGN COUNTRIES
TABLE II

Y

MORI, EMUJO (1857).
Spanish literary historian and critic. He
studied law at the University of Oviedo, receiving the doctorate in 1877. Devoting himself at
once to literary pursuits, he was elected a
member of the Spanish Royal Academy of the
Language, of which, a few years later, he became
perpetual secretary. His specialty is the history
of the drama. Among his most important
Conde de Villamediana
publications are
Tirso de Molina (1893) ; Vida y obras
(1886)
de D. Enrique de Villena, (1896) ; E studios sobre
el arte escenico de E. Maria del jRoftario Fernandez; La, Tirana, (1897); Don Ramdn de la
Cruss y sus obras (1899) ; Estudios de historia
Uteraria ( 1901 ) ; Sobre el origen y desarrollo de
'la leyenda des los Amantes de Teruel
(1903);
Las armas de los Gvrones (1903); Bibliografia
teatro
del
de las controversias sobre la licited
en Espana (1904); and a historical novel, El
hijo del Conde-Duque (1912).
COTTON. The cotton situation of the world,
in 1929 was unsatisfactory from almost every
standpoint. As a result of recent investigations
new industrial uses for cotton have been developed and the quantity required for automobile
tires, artificial leather, pyroxylin, which has
many uses, etc., is very large. This new demand,

A

M

;

coupled with diminishing world supplies of cothas made it difficult if not impossible for
spinners and weavers to keep their spindles and
looms fully employed. On the other hand, the
growers of cotton in many countries have been
hard put to produce their crop at a profit on
account of insects, diseases, unfavorable climatic,
soil, and labor conditions, and in some cases,
ton,

of adequate transportation. The maxiworld's production of cotton was attained
1926 when a crop of 27,812,000 bales was
marketed. The production statistics of all countries except the United States is given in bales
of 478 pounds, and for the United States, running .bales which average a little more than 500
pounds each. Of this total, 17,755,000 bales, or
nearly 64 per cent, was produced in the United
States.
In 1928 the estimated world's production of commercial cotton was 25,751,000 bales,
of which 14,296,549 bales, or about 55% per cent,
was grown in the United States, Following the
year 1920, there was a surplus of commercial
cotton for a few crops and there was a large
carry-over, but reduced production and growing
demand had so drawn upon the reserve that for
somo purposes there was a deficient supply. This
was shown in the greatly depressed condition in
the spinning centres of many countries.

lack

mum
in

UNITED STATES COTTON PRODUCTION

COTTON GINNED FROM THE CROPS OF

1926-1928
AND 1928

1926, 1927,
(Linters are not included)

Running Bales (counting round as half
bales)

United States

a Includes

"bales

1927

1926

1928

1927

1926

12,783,112

17,755,070

14,477,874

12,956,043

17,977,374

'

Illinois,

Equivalent 5 00 -pound

1928
14,296,549

Kansas, and Kentucky
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Boll Weevil and Pink Bollworm. In certain
of the United States, the reduced projparts
duction was due to a number of causes, the principal of which is the boll weevil, Anthonomus
grandis. The boll weevil, which is a native of
Central America and Mexico, made its appearance near Brownsville, Tex., about 1892. It advanced toward the north and east at an average
rate of about 100 miles a year until in 1923
practically all the old cotton belt from Texas

and Oklahoma to North Carolina was infested.
So severe were its ravages that the production
of upland cotton was greatly curtailed and the
crop of Sea Island cotton was reduced from a

maximum

of 119,000 bales in 1911 to less than
1000 bales in 1923. For several years, no commercial Sea Island cotton has been produced in
the United States. The presence of the boll weevil necessitated the adoption of modified methods
of growing the crop that materially increased
its cost.
Early maturing varieties are more extensively grown, and heavy applications of fertilizers are recommended to hasten the maturity
of the crop. Poisoning the weevils with calicum
arsenate Las been extensively adopted and more
than 1,000,000 pounds of this material were employed in 1923. Where the land is sufficiently
fertile to produce at least half a bale to the acre,
the use of calicum arsenate has proved very profitable. Dusting from airplanes has been successfully developed. By the combination of these
methods, it has been found entirely practicable
to.

grow cotton in regions

of heavy boll-weevil

infestation.

The pink bollworm, Pectmophora gossypiella,
a serious menace to cotton growing, appeared
about 1916 in Louisiana and Texas, having probably been introduced from Mexico. It was
eradicated by 1918 through cleaning all fields,
the establishment,
gins, and seed mills, and by
surrounding the infested areas, of zones in which
no cotton was grown. In 192T it again was
found in west-central Texas and the same measures have been put in force for its control. In
the meantime, the pink bollworm has become established in the tower Rio Grande Valley in
New Mexico, where it is a menace to cotton growing in other districts. Quarantine measures
have been adopted to prevent its spread. See
ENTOMOLOGY, ECONOMIC.
Distribution, of Production. There was a
very considerable extension of the cotton area
of the United States after 1914. Arizona and
California became important producers of cotton,
with a production in 1923 of more than 132,000
bales.
In Arizona, the industry was largely
built up around strains of Egyptian cotton, _and
in 1920 the production of Egyptian-American
cotton was in excess of 100,000 bales. This cotton is of a special type, having very long and
fine lint, and it is suited to special manufacThe overproduction in 1920 resulted in a
tures.
fall in price and a reduced planting of these
varieties. In 1927 only 24,223 bales of this type
of cotton were grown, while there was a decided
increase of short-staple cotton both in Arizona

and in

California.

There has been a remarkable extension of cotton growing in the plateau region of northwestern Texas. Extension areas suited to the
crop, large fields that permit of machine cultivation, mechanical methods of harvesting, and
f reodpm 'from boll-weevil injury, all favor cotton
production in this region. In 1927 in 13 counties of northwestern Texas, over 150,000 bales

COTTON

of cotton were produced where there was no
commercial crop of cotton in 1922.
In Egypt, one of the great cotton-producing
countries, there was a steady decline in the
yield of cotton per acre, and although there was
a large area brought under cultivation by the
construction of the great Assuan Dam, the total
production of cotton showed little increase. Several commissions studied the situation and the
reduced production per acre was attributed to
various causes, among them changed cultural
methods, rise of water table due to overirrigation, extensive planting of varieties of low production but yielding fine lint, and the spread
of pests, especially the pink bollworm.
The
Egyptian government limits the area to be planted
in cotton, supervises the crop, its marketing,
etc.

For many years, Great Britain has been the
greatest consumer of cotton, about 35 per cent
of all the spindles devoted to cotton spinning
being in that kingdom. In order to make English spinners less dependent upon the United
States for supplies of cotton, an active campaign was started to increase the growing of
cotton within the British Empire. In 1902
there was organized the British Cotton Growing Association. In 1919 the Empire Cotton
Growing Corporation was chartered and supported by contributions from the Government
and by a tax of 6d. per bale on all cotton imported into and spun in the United Kingdom.
Through the activities of these organizations, the
growing of cotton has been stimulated in many
parts of the British Empire. In some countries, subsidies have been granted to growers,
gins have been erected, experiment stations and
seed farms established, and irrigation works constructed, all with a view to increasing cotton,
production. While no large amounts of cotton
were added 'to the world's production, the possibilities of successful cotton growing in some
countries seemed assured. Empire-grown cotton, exclusive of India, in 1926-27 amounted to
361,318 bales, as compared with 84,522 bales in
1918-19. Parts of Africa, particularly the Sudan, Uganda, and Nigeria, were considered very
promising. In Australia, the climate and soils
appeared favorable, and it was believed a profitable industry could be built up. Efforts were
being made to improve the cotton situation in
India, and a fund derived from a tax of 4 annas
(about $.08.) a bale on all cotton grown in the
country was devoted to research in the cotton
industry. This tax was reduced to 2 annas in
1926, Brazil had a 1927 crop estimated at 492,000 bales. An international commission visited
Brazil in 1922 and reported favorably on the
possibilities for cotton growing and suggested
means whereby production might be greatly in-

Although active efforts were made by European agencies to increase the production of cotton in order that there might be larger supplies
for the old spinning centres, there has been a

rapid expansion of spinning in new territories
and it is considered doubtful whether the desired
object will be attained. Japan, reporting more
than 6,200,000 spindles in 1928, became an important consumer of raw cotton. In Brazil, as
cotton production has increased, manufacturing
India is conit into yarn and cloth has grown.
suming more of its crop in domestic manufactures and the exports are not increasing "very appreciably.

COTTON

In February, 1924, there were in the United
States 37,742,000 spindles, an increase of about
15 per cent since 1914, indicating a material increase in cotton consumption within the country. In February, 1929, there were in place
35,327,824 spindles, of which 31,007,936 were acThere was a decided movement of cotton
tive.
spinning toward the cotton-growing State's, and
while there were still about 2,000,000 spindles
more in the Northern than in the Southern States,
the number of active spindles and spindle-hours
per month in the cotton-growing States were
greater in the South in February, 1924. In February, 1929, however, there were in tae cottongrowing States 18,713,214 spindles, as compared
with 15,118,014 for New England and 1,486,596 for other States. See TEXTILE MANUFACTURINGS
).
COTTON, HENRY ANDREWS (1869An American psychiatrist widely known in connection with the relief of certain forms of insanity through surgical intervention. Born in
Norfolk, Va., he graduated at the Baltimore
Polytechnic Institute in 1894 and took his medical degree at the University of Maryland in
1899. He studied psychiatry in Europe during
1905-07 in the laboratories of Professors
Kraepelin and Alzheimer, at Munich. Upon his
return, he was placed at the head of the New
Jersey State Insane Asylum where he studied
the relation of physical factors to the causation
of mental disorders. In 1921 he delivered a
course of lectures at Princeton on the relation,
of focal infection to insanity. His views and
experience are set down in his book, The Defective, Delinquent, and Insane (1921).
An
).
COTTOMT, JOSEPH POTTJEB (1875American lawyer, born at Newport, R, I. He was
graduated from Harvard in 1896 and from the
Harvard Law School in 1900. After 1915, he
served as counsel to the New York Commission

on Workmen's Compensation, and was consulting counsel of the Federal Reserve Board and
of the United States Shipping Board. He was
chief of the meat division, United States Food
Administration, in December, 1917, and in the
following year was European representative of
the Federal Food Administration. He was also
a member of the Inter-Allied Finance Council.
In 1929 he was appointed Under Secretary of

John

He

edited Constitutional Decisions
Marshall (1906).

State.

of

COTTON, MANUFACTURES off. See TEXTILE
MANUFAOTDBINGJ also COTTON, above.
COTTONXBOLIi WEEVIL. See ENTOMOL,

OGY, ECONOMIC.

COTTRELL, FREDERICK GARDNER (1877An American chemist (see VOL. VI).
).
During 1920-21 he was director o.f the United
States Bureau of Mines, and, also -chairman of
the Division of Chemistry and Chemical Tech,

nology of the National Research Council; Since
1922 he has directed the Fixed Nitrogen Research Laboratory, U. S. Department of Agri,

culture*

COTTRELL

PROCESS. The Cottrell process for precipitating fine, particles of solid matter in smoke, gases, and furnace 'fumes, is very
widely applied, in, American metallurgical
plants. It recovers material of very great value,
as in metal smelters; and greatly reduce*
and fumes exhausted froan, chimneya, The process consists of passing .tlte fumes between two
conductors maintained at ,& unidirectional, difference of potential of from 50*000 to 100,000, volte.
,
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For this purpose, high potential alternating
voltages are rectified by means of a mechanical
rectifier or more recently by means of a hot
cathode two-electrode vacuum tube known as a
kenotron.
GOTHS ksya, fiMlLE (1857-1926). A French
mental healer and hypnotist, born at Troyes,
France. At 19, he became an apprentice in a
pharmacy, and at the end of three years went
to Paris and took his Ph.D. in Pharmacy, helping to pay his way by winning a competition
for a government fellowship of 1200 francs a
year. Later, a druggist, at Troyes offered him a
partnership, and when the druggist died shortly
thereafter, he left the store to his young partner.
Coue became a hypnotist, then an autosuggestionist, and had a sanitarium where he
practiced without charge to his patients. After
a somewhat sensational career in France and
England, he came to the United States early in
1923 and held many clinics in New York City
and throughout the country. Coup's theory was
that the subconscious mind, trained by repeating
many times each day : "Every day in every way
I am getting better and better," will direct the
diseased organ to do the thing that will make
it better.
He described his theories and method^ in a book entitled, in the English translation, Self-Mastery by Ctinacious Autosuggestion.

LEE (1881An
).
and college president (see
VOL. VI). During 1917 and 1918, he was an
expert for the National Exports Council and the
War Industries Board. He was with the Army
Overseas Educational Commission during 1918
and 1919. Since 1921 he has been president of
the North Dakota Agricultural and Mechanical

COTOTER,

American

JOHN

statistician

College.

COTTLTER, JOHN MERLE

(1851-1928).

An

American botanist (see VOL. VI). Professor
Coulter remained head of the department of
botany of the University of Chicago until 1925,
For the last three- years of his life, he was adviser to the Boyce Thompson Institute of Plant
Research at Yonkers, N. Y. and during 1923-28
he was* a member of the National Research
Council. He wrote- Plant Genetics* (1918), and
(with Merle C. Coulter), Whene Evolution and
Religion Meet (1924).

COTJLTOW,

A

kSl'-t#n,

GEOEGE GORDON (1858-

British historian who was university
lecturer in English at Cambridge. He was educated at the Lycge Imperial, St. Omer, Felstead
School, St. Catharine's College, Cambridge, and
at Heidelberg, and after being assistant master
at Sherborne, Sedbergh, and Dulwich, he became
Birbeck Lecturer in ecclesiastical history at
) .

Trinity College, Cambridge. He was a Fellow
of St. John's College, Cambridge, and an honorary, Fellow of St. Catharine's. His books, written in a brilliant and appealing style, include
,

Mam

Chaucer and his England (1908); The
Illusions of Pacifism (1916) ; The Case for Coinpulsory Military Service 1(1917); Social Life in
Great Britain from the Conquest to the Reformation (1918) ;. Five Centuries of ReUg*on>*be
llth to the IGthr Vol. I, St. Bernard (1923),
Vol. II, Tradition (1927); The Death Penalty
for Heresy from US*, to 1921 A.D. (1924);
The Mediaeval Village, (1925), and Art and the
Reformation (1928) . He edited Cambridge Studies in' Medieval Life and Thought, writing two
studies himself: The Monastic Legend (1905)
anxj fri&js and .People (1907), and, he .also
edited Democracy and\ Military Service which

COUNTY
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Great Southern

ai plein le dos de Margot (1911) ; Les Boulingrvn (1914), and Une lettre chargte. In 1918
his Theatre was published in two volumes, and
in 1919 Le miroir concave, another collection of
plays. He wrote many in collaboration with
others, the most famous being Catulle Mendes,

in 1885.

with

was an abbreviated translation

of the

Nouvelle, by Jean Jaures (1916).
An
).
COUNTY, ALBERT JOHN (1871American railway official, born in Dublin, Ireland. He entered the railway service with the

& Western Railway of Ireland,
Removing to the United States, he be-

clerk in the secretary's department of the
Pennsylvania Railroad, and in the years following served in various important capacities

came

with that road and with its subsidiary lines.
In 1916 he was appointed vice president in charge
of accounting and in 1925 vice president in
charge of the treasury and corporate work of
the Pennsylvania and affiliated roads. He was
also director and president of most of the branch
and affiliated lines of the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company, an official and director in many important financial institutions and a member of

many learned societies.
COUPEBTTS, Louis

(1863-1923).

A

Dutch

novelist, born at The Hague, where he was educated. His youth was spent in Batavia, Greece,
His publicaItaly, and the South of France.
tions began to make an impression in foreign

countries as early as 1891, when The Footsteps
of Fate was published in England. His first
venture was a volume of verse, Men Lent van
Vaensen (1884), but after the publication of

(1887), he wrote only fiction. The
be rendered into English by the official
translator of his works, Alexander Teixeira de
Mattoa, was a short love story entitled Ecstasy
(1891), which appeared in the United States in
1919. This was followed by English versions of
Majesty; Universal Peace; Psyche; Fidessa;
Babel; Ood and the Gods; and a series of four
novels entitled "Books of the Small Souls"

Orchidecen

first to

(1914-18), namely, Small Souls; The Later
Life; The Twilight of the Souls; and Dr. Adriaan. He also published at intervals historical novels which reflected his researches in the
Greek and the Italian past, including The Mountain Light, a study of the emperor Heliogabalus,
and The Comedians (De Komodidnten, 1906),
which deals with two young actors in the reign
of Domitian. Another, The Tour, of which the
scene is laid in Egypt in the reign of Tiberius,
was published in the United States in 1920.
His other historical romances are Abu-Abdallah
the Unfortunate; The Flymg Chessboard; and
Xerxes or Pride. He also wrote two mythologi-

Dionysus and Heracles; Old People
and the Things that Pass, issued in the United
States in 1919, and The Law Inevitable (1921).
In addition, he published volumes of travelers'
impressions, sketches, short stories,, and a number of novels whose scenes are laid in the Dutch
East Indies. After his death, Eastwards (1924)
and Nippon (1926), books of travel, were pubcal romances,

lished.

COURLAWD.

See BALTIC PBOVINCES; Lrra-

TTANIA: LATVIA.

COTTBTELINE,

'GBOKGBS

(1860-

The

).

of Georges Moinaux, a French humor*
istT writer of novels, stories, and short plays.
He was born in Tours and educated at the College de Meaux. H.e was a member of the Goncourt Academy. Among his many works are
Les gatites de I'escadron (1886); Le tram de 8

pseudonym

h. 47 (1888) Messieurs le ronds-de-cuvr (1893) ;
Boubouroche, perhaps his best work ( 1893 ; La
voiture versee (1898); L>Article SSO (1900);
La conversion d'Aloeste, a continuation of Mol.
1
ou
i&rc's Misanthrope (1900); La cruche
;

)

.

whom

he wrote Les joyeuses commeres de
by Rabuteau and PiernS (1892).
Georges Courteline, by R. Le Brun

Paris, music

Consult
(1906) or by Beatrice Elliott (1928), the latter
being selections to show the many-sidedness of
his work, and La Philosophic de CPeorges Gourteline (1917).

COTJRTEKTAY, WILLIAM

(1875-

).

An

American actor born at Worcester, Mass., who
attracted notice first as a member of the late
Mansfield's company. He played in
various places in the United States and made
his most notable recent successes in: Under Fire
General Post
(1915); Pals First
(1917);
(1937); The Maid of the Mountains (1918);
Cappy Ricks (1919); Civilian Clothes (1920);
and Honors Are Even ( 1921 ) * In 1924 he played
Roland Valetti in The Harem.

Richard

COXTBT OF INDUSTRIAL BELATIO1XS.
See LABOR ARBITBATION; KANSAS.
COURT TENNIS. See TENNIS.,
An
COTTSE, E( anger) IRVING (1866).
American painter (see VOL. VI) whose specialty
is the portrayal of Indian life.
He has won
many prizes for his Indian paintings including
a silver medal from the Panama-Pacific International Exposition (1915), the Altman Prize
from the National Academy of Design (1916),
Isidor Prize from the Salmagundi Club (1917),
the Ranger Fund Purchase Prize from the Na*
tional Academy of Design (1921), and the Lippincott Prize from the Pennsylvania Academy
of Fine Arts (1921).
A United
).
COUZBNS, JAMES (1872States Senator, born at Chatham, Ontario, Can.,
and educated in the public schools. In 1903 he
began the manufacture of automobiles in Detroit, Mich., becoming closely associated with
Henry Ford (q.v.) in that industry (1903-15).
He was vice president, general manager, and
treasurer of the Ford Motor Company. Differing sharply with Ford on issues in connection
with the World War, he resigned from the organization. Having
been commissioner of the
Detroit police department and commissioner of
street railways, he" was elected Mayor of Detroit
(1919-22). Appointed by Governor Groesbeck
to complete the unexpired term of Truman S.
Newberry as United States Senator (]L 922-25),
he was elected for the succeeding term (1925-31 )
He has been chairman of the Senate Committee
on Education and Labor and a member of the
Interstate Commerce Committee.
).
COVENBT?, CHARLES GARDEN (1874An American architect born in Boston. He received his professional training in an architect's
His princioffice and during travel in Europe.
pal architectural, achievements are the Christian Science Church and the Burrage residence
in Boston, the Memorial Church in Fairhaven,
Mass., and the Messiah. Home in New York. He
has specialized in church architecture and has
been an active worker in the Protestant Episcopal Church.
British
).
COWARD, NOBL (1899actor, playwright, and composer, who was bom
at Teddington, England. At ten he left Croyden
School to begin his career as an actor in a village fairy play. By 1917 he had written The
.

A

COWL
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Last Trac7c and was acting his
9

first

ment (1916), and

of the Royal Commission on
Decimal Currency (1919). He published Economic Liberty in 1920, and The Problem of
Population in 1923.
An
).
COX, JAMES M(IDDLETON) (1870American governor and newspaper publisher
He was Governor of Ohio for
(see VOL. VI).
the terms 1913-15, 1917-19, and 1919-21. In
1920, he was Democratic nominee for President
of the United States, but was defeated by the Hepublican candidate, Warren G. Harding. He
bought the Miami Metropolis (Miami, Fla.)
and the Canton Hews, Canton, (X, in 1923.
).
COX, SIR PERCY ZACHABIAH (1864A British diplomat and colonial administrator,
who was educated at Harrow and Sandhurst.
After a few years in the British Army, he was appointed to the Indian political department, and
acted as consul on the Somali Coast, at Berbera,
in Arabia, and on the Persian Gulf. He was secretary of the foreign department of the Government of India in 1914 and acting British
Minister to Persia, 1918-20. His administration of Iraq as high commissioner (1920-23)
covered the transition from military rule
through a provisional government to the time
when Feisal, a son of the King of the Hedjaz,
was made King by the British in 1921. In 1924
he was the British plenipotentiary in the negotiations over the Turko-Iraq frontier, and in 1925
he was India's plenipotentiary at the Geneva
conference for framing a convention for control

important

After serving in the army (1918), he
played Bobbie in I'll Leave It To- You, his first
successful play (1920), and the next year made
a trip to America, where his efforts to market
his three plays were in vain. In London, "Young
Idea was a success, as were his sketches for
revues, notably Chariot's, as well as his acting
part.

London producers were eager to
stage The Vorte$, written in five days, but not
with the author in the part of Nicky Lancaster
so, financed by Michael Arlen, Coward played
and produced it successfully (1924), and
brought it to New York (1925). Also produced
in New York were Say Fever, a failure (1925),
J3a*y Virtue (1925), This Was A Man (1926),
Fallen Angels (1927), The Marquise (1927), and
This Year of Grave, a musical revue, starring
Beatrice Lillie and the author (1928). Other
in this field.

plays, produced only in London, were The Rat
On With the Dance, a revue, The Queen
Was in the Parlour, Home Ghat, and Rirocco, a
complete failure. On the whole, his dialogue is
clever, his instinct for effect good, and there is
continual action in his plays.
COWL, JABTE (maiden name Cowles) (1887An American actress, born in Boston.
).
She began her stage career as an extra girl, one
of her early small parts being in The Music
Master. She had her first big leading role in
David Belasco's production. Is Matrimony a
Failure, and then she played stock. This was
followed by The Gamblers, her first great suc-

Trap,

of the arms traffic.
and by Within the Law, Common Clay, and
COXE, WILLIAM BRISCOM (1869-1927). An
other successes. She turned her attention to American marine engineer, born in Reading, Pa.
playwriting also, and wrote Daybreak with Jane He received his engineering education in GerMurfin, then Lilac Time and Information, Please. many and for several years was with a marine
Her most notable triumph has been Juliet, in construction company in Scotland. He acted as
Romeo and Juliet, which she played in 1923 and foreign representative and assistant general su1924.
She began to study this rdle when she perintendent for the Cramp Shipbuilding Comwas 13, and her interpretation of her part was pany from 1898 to 1904, and built for them sevgiven great praise. She appeared also in Pel- eral large battleships for Russia and other
Uas and Melisande, in Antony and Cleopatra countries. He was president and official in
(1923); in Noel Coward's Easy Virtue (in the many shipbuilding and engineering corporaUnited States and England, 1925-26); and in tions. During the Spanish- American War he
The Road 1o Rome (1927-28).
served as lieutenant in the United States Navy
and from 1917 to 1920 was district manager of
).
COWLEY, ARTHUR ERNEST (1861An English Hebrew scholar (see VOL VI). He the Emergency Fleet Corporation, Delaware
was made librarian of the Bodleian Library, River District. He was president of the Atlan*
Oxford, in 1919. His later works included tic Coast Shipbuilders'- Association from 1917
Jewish Documents of the Time of Ezra (1919)
to 1920.
CBACKIWa OF PETBOLETTM. See CHEMThe Sittites (1920) ; Aramaic Papyri of the 5th
Century B. C. (1923) ; and Catalogue of Hebrew ISTRY; PETROLEUM.
in
Printed Books
the Bodleian Library (1928).
CRAFTS, WILBUR FISK (1850-1922). An
An American clergyman (see VOL. VI). He was
).
COWLING, DONALD JOHN (1880American university professor and college presi- United States delegate to the Purity Congresses
dent, born at Trevalga, Cornwall, England. He in 1915, 1916, and in the same years was a
was brought to America by hid parents in 1882 member of the Union National Commission to
and was educated at Lebanon Valley College^ frame an amendment for Constitutional ProhiYale and Baker universities. He received the bition. In 1917 he became a member of the
honorary LL.D. degree from Knox, Williams, and Presbyterian Social Service Commission and of
Oberlin colleges. After teaching philosophy at the United States Committee of War-time ActivBaker University, he became, in 1909, president ities. At the time of his death, he was superof Carleton College. Dr. Cowling was a leader intendent of the International Eeform Bureau at
in religious, education, and was trustee of the Washington, D. C. Among his later works are
Congregational Foundation, 'for Education and The Bible in School Plans in All Lands (1914) ;
Dress Reform
of the Chicago Theological Seminary. In 1918 Bible 8tories and Poems (1914)
he 'was president of 'the Association of American (1918) ; Why Dryt Briefs for Prohibition, LoColleges and in 1919 served on the American cal, State, National, and International (1918,
Council on Education.
1919) ; Made in Mayflower Land (1920) ; That
COWS. See DAIRYING,- LIVE StrbcK; VETEBI- Boy and Girl of Yours, and Other Addresses
cess,

;

;

'
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(1921).

'',

'COX, HAROLD (1859tor and economist (see
of * the

'

1

).
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CRAI0, -AUSTIN"

).

An

Ameri-

historian, born at Eddytown, NVY., and educated' at Cornell University, the University of

He was a can

Committed on Public Retrench-

.

(1872-

CRAIG

professor of history in the University of the
Philippines, 1912-22, and professor of history
in the University of Manila (1922-27). His
works include The Story of Jotte Rteal (1909) ;
Los Errores de Retana (1910); The Lineage,
Life and Labors of Jose Rizal (1912), and The
Story of the Philippine People (1919). He also
edited the following: The Rizal Translations
(191 2-14 ) ;
Pre-Spanish Philippine History,
A. D. 4S-152t (1915); The Former Philippines
'

1

through Foreign Eyes (1915); The Beginnings
(1916); Famous
of Philippine Nationalism
Filipinos (1916); Ristal's Own Story (1919);
The Filipinos' Part in the Philippines' Past
(1921); Rizal's Life and Minor Writings
(1927).

CRAIG, krag, CHAKIES FRANKLIN (1872An American bacteriologist (see VOL.
).
VI).

Dr. Craig

Medical Museum in 1918, resigning to accept the chair of bacteriology, parasitology and
preventive medicine at the Army Medical School,
Washington, D. C. (1020-22). He served as
medical inspector of the Hawaiian Department
at Honolulu, 1922-26, and then returned to the
Army Medical School as director of the department of preventive medicine and clinical pathology, His monograph, The Wassermann Test, was
published in 1918. He is also the author of
Maivual of the Parasitic Protozoa of Man ( 1925)

A
.

An
).
(1872English actor (see VOL. VT). His later publications on the theatre include The Theatre Advancing (1921), Scene (1923), Woodcuts and
some Words (1924), Nothing, or the Book-plate
(1925), and Bocks and Theatres (1925,). In
1928 he co&perated in a notable production of
Macbeth in America.
CRAIG-, JAMES. See CRAXGAVON, FIRST VisCOUNT OF STORMONT.
CRAIG-AVON*, FIBST VISCOUNT OF STOBMONT (1871Born James Craig in
).
County Down, Ireland, he became the first Prime
Minister of Northern Ireland, an office which he
has held continuously since 1921. He was edn.cated at Merchiston and served in the South
African -and World Wars. Entering politics in
1903, he was elected to Parliament as an Ulster
Unionist 5n 1906 and was returned regularly
until 1921. He was parliamentary secretary to
the Ministry of Pensions in 1919-20, and parlia-

CRAIG, EDWARD GORDON

financial

secretary

to

the

Ad-

miralty in 1920-21. He was created a baronet
in 1918 and viscount in 1027. Honorary degrees
were bestowed upon him by Queens University,
Belfast
1926).

(LL.D.,

CEAIGIB,

Religion of Ancient Scandinavia ( 1906 ) ; Icelandic Sagas (1913) ; The Maitland Folio Manuscript (1919-27) ; Specimens of Anglo-Saxon
Prose and Poetry (1923-25); The Study of
American English (1927).
An
).
CRAM, RALPH ADAMS (1803American architect (see VOL. VI). He was the
architect of the Cathedral of St. John the Divine
in

New York

City and supervising architect of

Princeton University, for which he designed the
Chapel, completed in 1928. His later works
included The Substance of Gothic (1917); The
Nemesis of Mediocrity (1918); The Oreat
Thousand Years (1918) ; The Sins of the Fathers
(1919); Walled Towns (1919); Gold, Frankincense, and Myrrh (1919), and Towards the Great

Peace (1822).

CRAMER, JOHN

LUTHER (1871-

).

An

American railway official, born in Burlington,
Iowa. He was educated in the schools of that
city and began his railway career with the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway as clerk,
In the years immediately following,
in various capacities with the Montana Central and other roads in the West and
Northwest. From 1889 to 1902, he was auditor
of the Great Northern Railway and was assistant comptroller of the Rock Island System from
1902 to 1904. From 1904 to 1911, he was vice
president and comptroller of the C. H. & D.
Railway Co., and from the year 1904 on, served in
various offices with the Pere Marquette Railin 1883.

was appointed curator at the he served

Army

mentary and
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Rochester, and Pacific University, Oreg. He was
a school superintendent in Oregon from 1895 to
1898, -when he began the practice of law. In
1904, he entered the Philippine Civil Service.
He was assistant professor and Kizal research

1922), and Oxford

(D.. 0. L.,

road Company, becoming vice president and
treasurer of that company in 1920,
).
CRANE, CIIAKLES RICHARD (1858An American business man and diplomat, born
at Chicago and educated in the public schools
of that city. He early entered business and
from 1894 to 1914 he was vice president or president of the Crane Company of Chicago. In
1917 'he was a member of the President s Special Diplomatic Commission to Russia, and in
1919 was American Commissioner on Mandates
in Turkey. In 1920-21 he was American Minister to China,
CRANE, FRANK (1861-1928). An American journalist (see VOL. VI). His recent works
include: War and World Government (1915);
Adventures, in Common Sense (1916); The
Looking Glass (1917); Christmas and the Year
Round (1917); Dr. Frank Crane's Opinion of
Astrology (edited by F. T. Allen, 1918) ; Lighted
Windows (1918); 400 Four-Minute Essays (10
vols.,
1919) ; The Crane Classics (10 vols.,
1920)
Why T am a Christian (1924); Everyday Wisdom (10 vols., 1927); and Then Ten
;

Commandments
tle of

WIIXIAM

A.

).
(1867A British philologist, born in Dundee, Scotland,
who has been joint editor of the English Oxford
Dictionary since 1001. After studying at St.
Andrews University and Copenhagen, he lectured
at St. Andrews and the Taylor Institution, Oxford, and was a fellow of Oriel College, Oxford,
(191 7-25), and Rawlinson and Bosworth Professor of Anglo-Saxon there ,( 1910-25). H$
then accepted a professorship of English ,at the
University of Chicago. He was knighted in
1928. Hia works include various publications on
Scottish, Gaelic, and Scandinavian subjects;

Life

the Ancient

CRANE, WALTER

He

also

translated,

Poem

of Tndia (1918)-

RICHARD (1870-

).

An

American mining engineer, born at Grafton,
Mass.

SIR

(1928).

with Arthur Crane, Bhagavadgita, or The Bat-

He was

graduated in 1895 at the Univerr

sity of Kansas, took post-graduate courses there
in 1896, and then studied at Columbia, obtaining
his Ph.D. in 1901, In 1898, he became assistant
professor of mining at Kansas and seven years
later returned to Columbia, where he taught
until 1908, when, he accepted a call to the chair

of mining at the Pennsylvania School of Mines
and Metallurgy, also serving as dean. In 1918
he became mining engineer with the United
States Bureau of Mines, in 1920 chief engineer
of the War Minerals Relief Commission, in 1021
superintendent of the. Southern Mining Experiment Station in Birmingham, Ala., and Jatejr
-

,

CRANES

versity), he continued to exercise a strong inOn the ocfluence in the direction of idealism.
casion of the twenty-fifth anniversary of his
a
testimonial volume of
service to philosophy,
essays was published by former pupils of the

supervising research engineer for the Bureau
Dr. Crane also served on the United
States Geological Survey during 1902-05. In
addition to many other technical papers, he is
author of A Treatise on Gold and Silver (1908),
Index of Mining Engineering Literature (1909),
and Ore Mining Methods (1910).
CRANES, ELECTRIC. See ELECTRIC MOTORS
of Mines.

Sage School (1917).

CREWE,

CRAPSEY, ALGERNON SIDNEY (1847-1927).
An American author and former Protestant
(see VOL. VI).

Included

among his later works are: The Rise of the
Working Class (1914); The Ways of the Gods
(1920)

and The Last

;

of the Heretics (1924).

CRAVATH, PAUL DRENNAN

(1861-

).

An American lawyer, born at Berlin Heights,
Ohio. He was educated abroad and at Oberlin
He graduated
College, graduating in 1882.
from the Law Department of Columbia University in 1886,
the bar.

to

and in the same year was admitted
He was advisory counsel to the

American Mission to the Inter-Allied Council
on War Purchases and Finance, in London and
Paris, in 1918, and was awarded the Distinguished Service Medal for exceptionally meritorious service during the World War. He also
received decorations from the French and Italian
governments. He was a member of many legal
and other societies.

An Ameri).
CRAVEN, FRANK (1875can actor and dramatist who played in the
United States until 1913, when he went to London in Bought and Paid For. He returned to
the United States with his own play, Too Many
Cooks, in which his acting established his reputation, and which he took to London in 1919.
Other plays in which he has acted are This
Way Out* (his own play, 1917) Going Up

crowds.

CRILE, GEORGE WASHINGTON

).
(1864surgeon (see VOL. VI). Dr. Crile
was very active throughout the World War and,
before the participation of the United States,
was at the head of the Lakeside Hospital Unit
attached to the British Expeditionary Force in
France. After the entry of the United States,
he was again in France in the capacity of senior
consultant in surgical research and was made
colonel of the Medical Officers' Reserve Corps.
In 1924 Dr. Crile and others founded the Cleveland Clinic Hospital, an outgrowth of the Cleveland Clinic, founded in 1921 for clinical and
research activities. There he evolved his bipolar theory of living processes the theory that
an electric force builds up and maintains the
form and structure of all living cells published

An American

The Girl from Home (1920)

The First
Year (his own play, 1920). In collaboration
with George V. Hobart, he wrote The Little
;

Stranger.

He

;

also wrote Spite Corner

(1921)

and New Brooms (1924).

WILLIAM HENRY (1855).
educator (see VOL. VI). He was
appointed National War Work Council secretary of the Y. M. C. A. in 1917 and was in
France in 1917-18. In 1920 he resigned as
president of Allegheny College, becoming president emeritus. He is the author of The Ameri-

CRAWFORD,

An American

can College (1915).
COOPERATIVE. See COSPERATIOW
CREDIT BANKS. See AGRICULTURAL CREDIT.
CREDIT UNIONS. See COOPERATION.
An American
).
CREEL, GEORGE (1876editor and author, born at Blackburn, Mo., and
educated in the public schools. From 1899 until 1913, he was successively editor of the Kansas City Independent, the Denver Post and the
Rocky Mountain News. In 1917-19 he was chairman of President Wilson's Committee on Public
Information. His works include: Quatrains of
Christ (1904); Children in Bondage (1913);
Wilson and 1he Issues (1916); Ireland's Fight
for Freedom (1919) ; How We Advertised America (1920); The War, the World, and Wilson
(1920) ; Police Commissioner Ewright Replies to
Sis Critics (1921)j Uncle Henry; The People
Next Door (1926); Sons of the Eagle (1927);

CREDIT,

.

and Sam Houston (1928).

CREIGHTON, JAMES EDWIN

An

,

in 1924. He also became known as a leader in
the surgical treatment of goitre. In May, 1929,
the clinic was destroyed by the explosion of Xray films stored in the basement and by fire,
which followed the explosion. More than 120
occupants of the building died from the effects
of poisonous gas fumes released by the exploPlans for rebuilding the clinic were ansion.
nounced. His later works included The Origin
and Nature of the Emotions (1915); A MechMan as
anistic View of War and Peace (1915)
an Adaptive Mechanism (1916); The Kinetic
Drive (1916); A Physical Interpretation of
Shock (1921) ; Surgical tihocfaand the Shackles*
Operation, in collaboration with Lower (1920) ;
A. Bipolar Theory of Livinq Processes (1924);
;

and Problems of Surgery (1928).

CRIME AI7D CRIMINOLOGY.

See PENOL-

OGY.

CRISP, ARTHTJB (1881-

(1861-1924).

"American philosopher. Both as editor of
the Philosophical Review and as professor at
the Sage School of Philosophy .(Cornell Uni14

ROBERT OFFLEY ASHBURTON

coming more frequent and attract fair -sized

;

(1917)

kr<5o,

).
CREWE-MJLLNES, FIRST MARQUIS OF (1858A British diplomat and public official (see VOL.
Paris
to
Ambassador
was
(1922-28).
VI). He
He was again lord president of the Council
of
the
Board of
was
and
(1915-16),
president
Education (1916), and chairman of the London
County Council (1917).
An
).
CREWS, LAURA HOPE (1880American actress born in San Francisco, who
made her first appearance on the stage as a child.
She appeared later in stock and played with
Frances Starr. Her later characteri/ations,
which have been among her best, include Mrs.
Deane in Peter Ibletson (1917); Mrs. Sherman
Fessenden in On the Hiring-Line ("The Wrong
Number," 1919) ; The wife, in Tea for Three
(1920); Olivia in Mr. Pirn Passes By (1921) ;
Dora Taber in The Changelings (1923).
CRICKET. Cricket, primarily a British
sport, is attaining varied degrees of popularity
throughout various dependencies of the British
Empire and in the United States. International
competition between teams of Great Britain
and the United States, Canada and the United
States, and Great Britain and Australia arc be-

IN INDUSTRY.

Episcopal clergyman

CRISP
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).

An American

painter. He was born at Hamilton, Ont,, and
studied with Bryson Burroughs and Frank Dumond at the Art Students' League, New York
His art is essentially decorative and he
x

CROATIA

is best known as a mural painter.
Among his
most important murals are the decorations of
the Belasco Theatre and the Playhouse, in New
York City, and of the Houses of Parliament

in Ottawa, Canada, besides many private residences in the United States. His best-known
recent canvases are "British Recruiting on Boston Common,'* in the Commons' reading room
of the House of Parliament, Ottawa, and "L'En-

Canadian National Gallery. He was
core,"
elected Associate of the National Academy of
Design in 1911, won the first Hallgarten prize
at the National Academy in 1916, and the gold
medal at the New York Architectural League in
1923.

CROATIA, kro-fi'shl-a, See JUGOSLAVIA.
CROCE, kro'cha, BENEDETTO (1866
An Italian philosopher (see VOL. VI).

).

Al-

though he accomplished his mature work between his 30th and 50th years, his reputation
in Anglo-Saxon countries developed largely after
the World War. The publication of a biographical volume in English by Piccoli (1923) corresponded to the growing interest in a philosopher
who, like Bergson, was able to combine popular
appeal and intellectual insight. At the close of
the War, Signer Croce took an active part in

Italian politics. He attacked the politics of
President Wilson, which he regarded as shortsighted and dangerous to Italian interests, and
in 1920 to 1921 served as minister of education
His later works inin the cabinet of Giolitti.
clude La Letteratura della Nuova Italia, essays
Teoria della storiografia
(4 vols., 1914-15)
(1916); Conversazioni criticke (1918); Goethe
(1919); Pagine sparse (3 vols., 1919-20) ; La
Poesia di Dante (1020); Ariosto, Shakespeare
New Essays on ^Esthetics
e Corncille (1920)
(Eng. trans., 1021 ) ; Storia della, storiografia
italiana net secolo XIX (1921); Poesia e non
poesia (1923); Storia del Regno di NapoU
(1924) ; Vomini e cose della veccliia Italia
(1926); Autobiographic (Eng. trans., 1927),
and Storia d'ltalia dal 1811 al IQ15 (Eng. trans.,
1928). See ^ESTHETICS and ITALIAN LITERATURE.
;

;

CROCKER, BOSWORTH

(Mas. LUDWIO LEWIplaywright born in London.
She was brought to the United States
as a child and educated in America* She is best
known for her plays, The Dog, produced by the
Bryden Road Players (1915); The Lo&t Straw
(1917) ; Pawns of War (1918) ; The Baby Car*
riaffe (1919) ; Humble Folk, a collection of oneact plays with a foreword by Laidwig Lewisohn
(1923); Heritage (1925); Cost of a flat
(1925); Reprisal (1926); Iseult Of the White
Hands (1927); Josephine (19,27). She also
wrote a novel, Don Juan's Wife (1924) and con-

SOHN )

.

(

?

)

.

A

tributed verse and critical articles on the drama
to contemporary magazines.
CROISET, krwa/xa' ( JOSEPH MARIE) AJUPBED
French philologist (see VOL.
(1845-1923).
VT) who was .the author of L*Effort de la
France (1916), Les democraties antiques (1916);
and ffistory of Latin and Greek and Democracy
(1919), He alao edited Otero Jose Pacifico*:
ISArgentine devant I'hisboire (1921), translated
volumes 2 and 3 of the .QSuvres Completes of
Plato, and, with his brother, Maurice, translated
the tragedies of Euripides into Spanish.

A

'

-

A French
).
(1846philologist (see VOL. VI) . He was the author of
La civilisation helUnique (2 vols., 1922) and
translated into Spanish Homer: la Odisea (4921)
CROISET, MAURICE

CROSS

408

and collaborated with his brother on a Spanish
translation of Euripides Traffedias (1921). He
also edited and translated Volume I of the
(Euvres Compiles of Plato, and the Harangues
of Demosthenes (2 vols., 1924-25).

FRANCIS DE (1877Franz von Wiener,
a French-Belgian playwright who was born in
Brussels, educated at the Atheuee and the university there, and then lived in Paris. His
plays, a few of which were in verse, were comedies, or else more serious studies in which the
dialogue was clever and witty. His works in-

CROISSET,
).

knvii'-sa',

The pseudonym

of

(1901); Le Paon (1904); Le
Bonheur, mesdames (1905); Paris-New York
(1907); Le Ccsur dispose (1912); L'tipervier
(1914); Pour la langue frangaise (1924)<, and
La ferie cinghalaise, travel in Ceylon (20 ed.,
1926). He wrote many plays in collaboration
with others, the most notable of whom was
Robert de Flers, with whom he wrote Le retour
(1921); Les Vignes du seigneur (1923); Les
"N ouveaux 'messieurs (1926) ; and Les Precieuses
de Geneve (1928).
CRO'KER, BITHIA MARY (SHEPPABD) ( ?1920).. An English novelist (see VOL. VI).
She died in London on Oct. 21, 1920. Her works
written since 1914 include: Li&moyle (1914) ;
Her Own People (1914); Babes in the Wood
(1915); Owen, in Marriage (1916); Johanna
(1917); Bridget (1918); The CJiaperon (1920).
CROZSTATJ, kro'-n6, RUDOLF GEOSGE (1855A German journalist and author born
).
at Solingen. He Has spent a great part of his
time in New York. Among his works are QescJiiohte der Sojinger Klvngenindustrie (1885);
Unter dem> Sternenbanner (1887); Das Buck
der
Reklame (1889); Im wilden Westen
(1890) ; Amerika, QescJiichte seiner EntdeoJvung
(1890); Our Wasteful Nation (1908); Drei
Jalvrhwnderte deutschen Lebens in Amerika
(1909); The British Black Book (1915); Our
Hyplienated Citizens (1915) ; German Achievements in America (1916) ; Woman Triumphant,
the Story of ffer Struggles for Freedom (1919) ;
The Discovery of America and the Landfall of
Columbus (1921); The Army of the American
Revolution and its Organiser (1923) ; Die Deutschen als Grilnder von "New Amsterdam-New
"York und als UrJieber der amerikanisohen Frciheitsbestrebungen (1926), a work claiming for
the Germans* the credit of having founded New
clude Cherubin

York and originated the American movement
for freedom.

CROOKS, kruks, WILLIAM (1852-1921). An
English labor leader (see VOL. VI). In 1916 he
was appointed Privy Councillor. He died soon
after his retirement from Parliament in 1921.

CROSLAND, THOMAS W(ILLIAM)

H(ODG-

SON) (1868-1924). A British editor and author
His later works include: The
(see- VOL. VI).
Chant of Affection (1915); The Showmen
(1915); The Soul of a Crown Prince (1915);
The English Sonnet (1916); Pop Goes the
Weasel (1924), and The Laureate 8 Job (verse,
9

1924).

CROSS, (CHARLES) WHITMAN (1854-

An American

).

geologist (see VOL. VI). In 1918
he was president of the Geological Society of
America, and a member of the National Research Council, 1918-22. He was also author
of geological reports and maps published by the
United States Geological Survey.
Atl
).
CROSS, WlLBTTR LUCIUS (1802American university dean (see VOL. VI). In

CBOTHERS

1916, lie "became dean of the Graduate School of
Yale University, and in 1921, professor of English, resigning from a similar position in the
Sheffield Scientific School.
He was acting provost, 1922-23. He is the author of A. History

Henry Fielding (1918) ; An Outline of Biography (1924); and editor of Sterne s Political
Romance (1914); Lounsbury's Life and Times
of Tennyson (1915); Shakespeare's Love's Laof

9

bor's Lost

(Yale Shakespeare, 1918); Tristram

Shandy (1923); Sentimental Journey (1926),
and The Modern English Novel (1928).
).

An

American playwright born at Bloomington,

111.,

RACHEL

CBOTHERS,
who

(1878-

directs the production of her

The quality of her work

is

own

plays.

good and her plays

known

are exceptionally well

CtJBA
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in

the

United

They include: The Three of Us; The
Coming of Mrs. Patrick; Myself Bettma; A
Man's World; Young Wisdom; Ourselves; The
Heart of Paddy Whack; Old Lady 81; Onoe
Upon a Time; Mother Carey's Chickens; A.
Little Journey; 39 East; He and She; Nice
People; Everyday; Expressing Willie; A Lady's
States.

pressions in several volumes. One of Ms most
important works was My Life and Work (with
Henry Ford, 1922), an excellent analysis of the
mental processes of a large industrialist. He
also wrote The First Million the Hardest (with
A. B. Farquhar, 1922) ; Life of John JEL. Patterson (1923); Today and Tomorrow (with Henry
Ford, 1926) ; Men and Rubier (with H. S. Firestone, 1926).

(JROZIER,

WILLIAM

(1855-

).

An

American soldier (see VOL. VI). He was a
major general and chief of ordnance from the
"beginning of the World War until December,
1917, a member of the War Council, and commander of the Northeastern Department until
Dec. 31, 1918, when he was retired. For a time
after his retirement, he lived in Peking. In 1928
the Polish Government conferred on him the
decoration of Commander of the Order of Polonia
Restituta. He wrote Ordnance and the World

War (1920).
CRUISER. See VESSEL, NAVAL.
CRUISER, ARMORED. See VESSEL, NAVAL.

ORTIZ, OSWALDO GONSALVES (1872-1917). A
HERBERT (1859).
distinguished Brazilian sanitarian who studied
An American army officer. He was educated at medicine at Rio de Janeiro and Paris and tacUnited States Military Academy and the teriology at the Pasteur Institute, Paris. ReUniversity of Missouri Law School, and became turning to Rio de Janeiro, he started an institute
major in the United States Judge Advocate's for bacteriology and serotherapy in 1900. He
He was in- the Philippines from was made director of public health for the city
office in 1895,
1898 to 1901, and with the Japanese Army in with absolute powers to stamp out plague, yelManchuria in 1904r-05. In 1899-1902 he was low fever, small pox, malaria, and other pestiJudge Advocate General of the Army of Cuban lences. His methods embraced everything known
Virtue; Venus.

CROWDER, ENOCH

in preventive medicine, including the condemning of much property, and within three years
stitution and to direct its financial policies and the city was comparatively healthy. The public
General Crowder is best known for reaction was so severe that at one time a revolegislation.
his remarkable record as Provost Marshal Gen- lution was threatened. Cruz by this time was
eral during the World War in administering thexr r actically director of public health for the
Selective Service Act which he himselOada whole of Brazil and as a result of his campaign
drafted. Under this law, about 24,OOOjQ0tTmen his small private institute was raised to the
altogether had been registered and classified status of a state institution, known as the Oswithin 18 months after America had entered the waldo Cruz Institute. Its annual reports illusWar, two million of whom were in France, and trate its high character.
'CRYSTAL STRUCTURE. See CHEMISTRY;
almost as many more ready to go. He was
awarded the D.S.M. for this service and re- PHYSICS.
CRYSTALS. See CHEMISTRY; PHYIOS.
ceived numerous foreign decorations. In 1919,
CUBA. An island republic of the West Inupon invitation of the Cuban government, he
initiated reforms in the Cuban electoral laws dies with an area of 44,164 square miles and a
as population according to the census of November,
and in 1921 President Handing named
his personal representative to the Cuban Govern- 1919, of 2,889,004. This was a gain of 840,024
of -the United States' over the last census year, 1907, or an annual
the- rank
jnent t In 1923
'
'
"
representative in Cuba was raised to that of average increaae of 3.4 per cent. Th e white
ambassadpr, and General Crowder was, the first population increased, with a proportion to the
to serve in that capacity. He was retired in total population in 1907 and 1919, respectively,
of 69.7 and 74.3 per cent.
Males continued in
1927. See CUBA.
min- excess of females, the proportions for the two
).
CBQWELL, BENEDICT (1869ing engineer, born, in Cleveland, Ohio, who en- years were 52.5 and 52 per cent. The estimated
tered war service in 1916 and was a member of population at the beginning of 1928 was 3,573,the.K^rnan board of the War Department to 850. Immigration in 1911 amounted to 38,053;
report on munitions of war and arsenals. In 1919, 80,485; 1920, 340,241; 1921-22, 128,177;
1917-20 he was Assistant Secretary of War and 1927, 37,186. Immigration is of a transitory
in 1918 was made director of munitions. Since character, a lar^e proportion of the immigrants
1,920 he has been chairman of the board, of the
returning to their native countries at the end of
CroweJl & Little Construction PO., Clesvelancl, the sugar-crop .season. Populations of the large
1907 and ,1927 were: Havana^ the capiOhio. Among his .recent books are The Iron Ores towns
of.Lalce ^wpewr.and JB[o? America Went to tal, 295,t57 and 580,946; Ciexifuegos, 30,10,0
and.; 46,Camagiiey,, 29,616
War, in collaboration with. Captl Robert T. Wil- and 39,020;
son (1921).
582; Santiago de Cuba, 45,470 and 63,216;
An Matanzas, 36,009 an.d 45,101,. On June 30,
SAMUEL, (18SO-7,
),American authpr, born at Philadelphia. Ije was 1927, there were 321,821 children, enrolled in the
cheated ,at the, University of Pennsylvania -and 3702 elementary schools, which, i&d 7110 teachwitli
subsequently engaged .in newspaper, work., He ers. .There were also 467 private, schools
Burppe in, 1918-19 .and. ^Sleeted Ms im- 1545 teachers and 30,293,, pupils. .University in-

Occupation; he drafted the legal code for the
new republic and also helped to frame its con-
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CUBA

struction is provided by the University of Havana, which had 5473 students in 1926-27.
Industry. Sugar cultivation is the leading
activity and the source of the country's wellbeing. The crop consistently increased after
1913. For that year, the crop was 2,443,986
long tons. The crop reached the very large total of 4,104,205 long tons in 1919 but dropped to
3,758,347 long tons in 1920; 1921 again showed
an upward turn; 3,974,116 long tons were produced in that year. The 1922 crop reached almost 4,000,000 tons, while that of 1923, falling

below previous estimates, showed a total production slightly in excess of 3,600,000 tons. In
1927 the crop was 4,508,000, while that of 1928
was limited to 4,000,000 tons. The purchase of
sugar by the United States reflects the state of
In 1913-14 the United States brought
affairs.
4,926,606,000 pounds for $98,394,782; in 1921,
5,180,145,000 pounds for $194,156,615; in 1922,
9,054,289,838 pounds for $227,257,590; in 1923, 6,852,685,625 pounds for $331,925,712, and in
1927, 6,600,000,000 pounds for $183,480,000.
Tobacco is the crop of next greatest economic
importance. In 1913 over 27,500,000 pounds
were exported to the
(value $16,164,795)
United States; in 1926, 24,113,000 pounds
(value $22,068,000). Other agricultural products are coffee, cacao, and tropical vegetables and
fruits for the American winter markets, the
economic value of these groups being slight. Cat-

tle raising is receiving increasing attention

with

the result that herds increased from 2,829,553
heads in 1912 to 4,512,000 in 1925. Horses similarly increased in number. Mineral areas are
considerable,
per, chrome,

but production

is 'small.

Iron, cop-

and asphalt are
export and there is a small

manganese

CUBA
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ores,

regularly produced for
output of coal and petroleum. Total exports of
minerals in 1927 were valued at $2,576,000, as
compared with $2,444,000 in 1926. Production
of iron ore in 1913 was 1,608,000 metric tons; in
1926, 587,000 tons; copper in 1913, 3400 tons; in
1927, 14,096 tons.

Commerce. Imports in 1912 totaled $120,229,317 and exports $146,787,295; for 1918-19
they reached $316,000,000 and $477,000,000 and
in 1919-20 the very high point of $435,000,000
and $862,000,000; for 1920-21 they dropped to
$356,435,000 and $278,000,000 and for 1921-22
to $180,259,000 and $323,911,000. By 1923 imfor
ports once more ascended to $226,118,000
the fiscal year. In 1927 imports were valued at
$257,384,000 and exports, at $322,705,000. The
United States is the most important factor in
Cuba's foreign trade, the -proportions for exports
and imports ranging between 70 and 80 i>er cent
of the whole. In 1913-14 the American imports
from Cuba totaled $132,303,795; for 1920, $721,693,880; for 1922, $267,840,867; for 1923, $376,442,581; and for 1927, $245,195;052. American
exports to Cuba amounted to $68,884,428 in
1913-14; for 1920, $515,208,731; for 1922, $127,873,202; for 1923, $192,437,893; and for 1927,
$159,681,523. The importance of this trade may
be gauged by the fact that in 1920, American imports and exports from and to Cuba almost
equaled the whole United States trade with
South America. For 1922-23 the American
trade with Cuba was equal to 75 per cent of the
whole South America.n trade. Other countries
in Cuban trade are Great Britain,
participating
imSpain, and France. Imports, in the order of
portance, are foodstuffs, textiles, metals and metal
goods, machinery, drugs, and wood.

Finance* For 1912-13 estimated revenues
were $37,940,000 and expenditures, $33,974,147;
for 1922-23, $55,638,800 and $54,852,302; for
1928-29, $84,400,000 and $84,387,000. The national debt in 1911 was $62,083,100, with the
debt service, in 1911, $2,464,585. In July, 1922,
the public debt was $91,542,400 and in February,
1928, $93,443,500, funded and floating. By the

law of November, 1914, a Cuban coinage was established, with a gold peso equal to the American
dollar. American coinage remains legal tender.
Cuban currency in circulation in June, 1927,

was

$23,786,750 gold, $8,413,140 silver, $1,449,-

560 nickel, and $228,572,002 in American bank
notes. In an effort to hasten the stabilization
of financial conditions, the United States Federal Reserve Board granted the applications of
the Boston and Atlanta Federal Reserve Banks
to establish agencies in Cuba in June, 1923. At
the same time, as a result of the recommendations
of the former governor of the Federal Reserve
Board, W. P. G. Harding, who had served as
financial adviser to Cuba in 1922, a Cuban national commission reported in favor of the creation of a Cuban Reserve Bank with powers to
accept deposits, rediscount commercial paper,
and issue paper currency.
Communications and Shipping. In 1928
there were 3027 miles of railway, as compared
with 1949 in 1913. 7408 vessels of 24,421,972
tons net entered and 7244 vessels 23,893,754 tons
net cleared the ports of the Republic.
History. Large sugar crops and good prices
brought the country increasing prosperity. Fol*
lowing the closely contested election of 1916, a.
revolt broke out, Feb. 9, 1917, led by ex-President Gomez, but the Government, aided by the
presence of American forces in the province of
Oriente and by American moral support, soon
had the situation in hand. In May, 1917, the
Cuban Congress announced the reelection of
President Menocal over his Liberal opponent,
Alfredo Zayas. On April 7, 1917, both houses of
Congress unanimously passed a measure declaring
war on Germany.
war loan of $13,000,000
was raised, new taxes laid, a draft act passed
(1918), and the office of alien property custodian created. In 1919, as the result of the aid
of General Enoch H. Crowder, U. S. A., invited
by the Cuban government to advise on
electoral reforms, a new electoral code was
adopted designed to secure fair elections
for the country in the future and providing, among other things, for obligatory voting
and the public counting of ballots. In the election of 1920, political excitement ran high. Dr.
Zayas, running on a Conservative-Liberal coalition ticket against General Gomez, was declared
elected.
The threatened crisis that followed, together with the declaration of a moratorium, led
President Wilson to send General Crowder once
more to Cuba. New provincial elections confirmed -Zayas's victory and he was inaugurated

A

on May

20.

In 1920-21 Cuba suffered a severe financial
depression which was felt the more severely because of its contrast with the abnormal prosperity of 1919. In January, 1922, American
marines were removed from the island, but General Crowder remained until October, 1922. His
influence brought a number of administrative
reforms, including a new civil service law, improvement of the accounts system, and means
for facilitating the removal of judges. He also
helped in the construction of a $50,000,000 loan,

CUBA

approved by the United States in accordance
with the Flatt Amendment and floated in January, 1923. With the reform measures mentioned,
this loan helped to dissipate the 1920-21 depression and restore prosperity. General Crowder
was named as the first American Ambassador to
Cuba on Feb. 9, 1923, and on Sept. 1, 1923, Dr.
Cosme de la Torriente was named Cuban Ambassador to the United States. Two days later Dr.
de la Torriente was elected president of the
League of Nations assembly at Geneva. In

July, 1923, the feeling against continued participation of the United States in Cuban affairs
found expression in a joint resolution in Congress stating that "outside interference with
their civil aft airs" might prejudice Cuba against

the United States.
In domestic affairs, a new force emerged in
August, 1923, with the formation of the yeterans* and Patriots* Association. It immediately
began to conduct a campaign against public
graft, the national lottery, the disabilities of
women, and for the paying of soldiers' back
pensions. It was so powerful that its programme was at once adopted by one of the candidates for presidential honors. In 1924 this
propaganda almost succeeded in precipitating
a national crisis. President Zayas moved
against the Association with alacrity; its leader,
General Garcfa-Velez, was dismissed from the diplomatic service and compelled to quit the country; El Sol, the Association's organ, was
suppressed on March 25. Garcia-Ve'lez took
refuge in New York and continued to direct activities, and sentiment in Cuba became feverish.
An armed revolt broke out on April 29, in
Central Cuba; to this the Government replied
by seizing the leaders of the Veterans' and Patriots* Association.
Fighting went on for two
weeks, principally in the provinces of Santa
Clara and Oriente, but the back of the rebellion
was broken when President Zayas succeeded in
inducing the United States War Department to
sell the Cuban government large stores of arms
and ammunition. Materials to the value of
$208,000 were purchased in this way by May 10.
general amnesty was granted May 17. Hostile elements insisted that the incident had been
enormously magnified, for the most part by Zayas
himself who sought to strengthen his popularity in Cuba, and that the Veterans' and
Patriots' Association, instead of being discredited, remained a great force in internal affairs.
Its influence, at any rate, was a large factor in
eliminating President Zayas from the presidential race in 1924, from which he withdrew because of lack of popular support. He threw his
strength to General Gerardo Machado, the Liberal candidate. The other candidate was General Mario Menocal, former President, who was
9
supported by the Veterans' and- Patriots Association and other reform advocates.
In the November elections, General Machado
was chosen by a large plurality. In the spring
of 1925, he visited the United States. He was
inaugurated on May 20, Ms inaugural address
promising to maintain cordial relations with the.
United States and to promote internal improvements. In March, 1925, the United States Senate ratified a treaty with Cuba which had been
before it for 20 years, by which the United
States relinquished all claims to the Isle of

A

Pines.,

In other, respects, foreign
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relations*, for.

the most part, were also satisfactory, although
there was evidence of chafing among Cuban ma*

restrictions of the Platt
the United States certain
rights of supervision over Cuba's internal afIn November, 1926, a flurry was caused
fairs.
by a statement made by a Uruguayan delegate
to the League of Nations to the effect that Cuban
sovereignty was restricted by the terms of her
relations with the United States. A rupture

under

tionals

the

Amendment giving

was averted, only by an
apology by. Uruguay.
In April and May, 1927, President Machado
made an extended trip in the United States, in
the course of which he expressed the desire for
a modification of the Platt Amendment and later
he advocated its complete repeal. In September, 1927, Cuba was elected to a non-permanent
seat on the League of Nations Council. The
outstanding international event of President Machado's first administration was the holding of
the Sixth Pan-American Conference at Havana
in January and February, 1928, and the attending visit of President Coolidge to the island.
Cuban economics was marked by an attempt in
1927 and 1928 to keep the price of sugar stabilized by restricting the output, and in 1928 by
the
exports. Although
officially
regulating
scheme was credited with having some effect on
prices, the lack of a monopoly of world production by Cuba prevented.it from achieving its full
objective and at the close of 1928 all restriction
in ^diplomatic relations
official

was

abolished.

Politically, the course of events

under Presi-

dent Machado paralleled that in many other
countries during this period in tending toward
a centralized control which, it was charged by
the opposition, approached, if it did not actually
constitute, a dictatorship. Political opposition
was strongly discountenanced, and on. occasion
sternly suppressed. On April 18, 1928, Senator
Shipstead introduced into the United States Sen-

a resolution calling for an investigation
under the Platt Amendment of charges of suppression of freedom of speech, political deportations, closing of the national university, manipulation of courts, etc. The resolution aroused a
storm of protest in the Cuban press, but the
ate

Government took no official notice of it.
In June, 1927, President Machado approved
a bill providing for certain constitutional amendments. In accordance with Cuban law, these
amendments, after being passed by the Cuban
Congress, must be passed upon by a constitutional
convention elected for that purpose. The convention met the following year. As one result of its deliberations the term of the president was set at six years instead of four. He
was restricted to a single term, but this limitation did not apply to President Maehado.
coalition of three political parties nominated
him for another term and in the elections in
November he was chosen without opposition for
a term ending in 1935. He was inaugurated in
the new capital at Havana.
CUBISM. See PAINTING.
OUIiBEBTSOlT, WILLIAM SMITH: (1884An American lawyer, tariff expert, and
).
diplomat, born at Greensburg, Pa. He graduated from the College of Emporia, Kan., in 1907,
and from Yale University in 1908. After taking special courses in Cferman universities, he
became examiner of the United States Tariff
Board in' 1910, serving until 1912. From 1917
to 1923, he was a member of the United States
Tariff Commission, serving as vice chairman after
1922. He resigned in 1925 to accept appointment

A

,

'
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Rumania, during the World Health Service expert with the Navy. He became
War, lie was engaged in Y. M. C, A. service in Surgeon General of the U. S. Public Service in
France, and in services for the Government at 1920. He was president of the Allied Medical
the Peace Conference in Paris. He is the author Mission to Poland and
represented the United
of Alexander Hamilton, an Essay (1911) ; Com- States on other international conferences. He
mercial Policy in War Time and After (1919) ; is the author of
professional papers and pamRaw Materials and Foodstuffs in the Commercial phlets.
Policies of Nations (1924); A Survey of the
CUMMINS, ALBERT BAIRD (1850-1926). An
Economics of Diplomacy (1925).
American Senator (see VOL. VI). He was reelected United States Senator for the terms
).
CULLEN", THOMAS STEPHEN (1868An American gynecologist, born at Bridgewater, 1915-21 and 1921-27. He was joint author with
Ont. He was educated at the Toronto Col- Representative Esch of the act which returned
legiate Institute and the University of Toronto, the railroads to private ownership after the
became associated with the Johns Hopkins World War. He succeeded Calvin Coolidge as
Hospital College and was made a professor of president of the 'Senate in August, 1923.
clinical gynecology at the latter and visiting
CUMONT, ku'mON', FRANZ VAL&RY MARIE
A Belgian writer on Oriental regynecologist to the hospital. He has written,
).
(1868alone and in collaboration four important ligions (see VOL. VI), who, in 1928, added an
monographs: Cancer of the Uterus (1900); honorary D.Litt, from, Cambridge, England, to
Adenomyoma of the Uterus (1908) Mi/omata his long list- of distinctions. His later works
as Minister to

;

of the Uterus (1909) ; Disease of the Umbilicus
(1916); and also Henry Mills Hurd (1920);
and Early Medicine in Maryland (1927).
CULTURE. HISTORY OF. See ETHNOLOGY.

CUMBERLAND,
).

include Comment la Belgique fut romanisee
(1914), titudes syriennes (1916), After-life in
Roman Paganism (1922), Juliani imp. epistulce
et fragmenta, with Bidez (1922), and Fouilles
de Doura-Europos (1926).
CUJSFLIEFE-LISTER, kun-lif-llster, THE RT.
British governHow. SIR PHILIP ( 1884) .

WILLIAM WILSON (1890economist, born at La

An American

A

Verne, Calif., and educated at Occidental College,
Los Angeles, and at Columbia and Princeton
universities. In 1916 he became a member of
the faculty of the University of Minnesota. In
1818-20 he was economic or financial expert on
United States Government boards and commissions, to the Paris Peace Conference, to Turkey,
and Armenia and in 1921 was attached to the
Department of State as expert on foreign trade.
In 1921-23 he was Adminstrator of Customs of
the Republic of Peru and governor of the Reserve Bank of Peru, 1923-24. Since 1924 he
has acted as financial adviser and general receiver of the Republic, of Haiti. He published
Cooperative MarlteUng ( 1 9] 8

CUMBERLAND

CHURCH.

ment

) .

Princeton, Ky.

CTTJOrara, ETTGH S. ( 1869-

)

.

An Amer-

ican Surgeon General of the Bureau of Public
Health Service. He was born in Virginia and received the degree of M.D. at the University of
that State (1893). Appointed an assistant surgeon in the U. S. Public Health Service in 1894,
lie was advanced to the rank of surgeon in 1911.
During the World War he served as a Public

his present

name

in

He was

educated at Winchester and University College, Oxford, was called to the bar in
1908, and served in the army from 1914 to 1917,
receiving the Military Cross. In the latter year,
he became joint secretary of the Ministry of
National Service, and in 1918 he entered Parliament as a Unionist. After serving on several
committees, he was Parliamentary Secretary to
the Board of Trade (1920-21), secretary to the
Overseas Trade Department (1921-22), and
president of the Board of Trade (1922-23, and
He was knighted in 1920 and became
24) .
a privy councilor in 1922.
1924,

PRESBYTERIAN

This denomination originated in
Tennessee in 1810 as an outgrowth of the revival of 1800 in Kentucky and Tennessee and
in protest against some of the doctrines taught
by Calvinists of that day. The membership in
1929 was 04,031, as compared with a membership of 72,052 in 1916, and the number of ministers in the latter year was 735, as compared
with 728 in 1916. In 1929 there were reported
10 synods and 62 presbyteries. As a result of
the merger movement of 1906, when about half
the denomination joined with the Presbyterian
Church in the United States of America, the
Cumberland branch in 1914 was practically without property and without any educational endowment; in 1929 the church property was
valued at $3,968,868; there was an endowment
of $500,000 for educations and under the direction of the Board of Education, Bethel College
and the Cumberland Presbyterian Theological
Seminary, were maintained at McKenzie, Tenn.
The Cumberland Presbyterian was published at
Nashville. The 1928 National Meeting was held
at Jackson, Tenn., and the 1929 meeting at

who assumed

official

CTJ3STO,
f

(

1876-

general
Line.

kii'-n6

of

(CARL

JOSEPH)

WELHELM

A German chancellor, and director-

) ,

the

Hamburg-American Steamship

He was born

at Suhl, Thuringia, Ger-

many, and educated at Berlin, Heidelberg, and
Breslau. He became connected with the Department of the Treasury in 1906, and in 1912 was
made privy councilor. During the World War,
he was director of the grain and food, organization, and upon the death of Albert Ballin became the head of the Hamburg- American Steam-

ship Line. He represented Germany at the
Paris Peace Conference, and became chancellor

in November, 1922. He was much criticized because of his policy of passive resistance to the
French occupation 'of 'the Buhr, and also for the

He resigned on Aug. 12,
of' the mark.
1929, the immediate cause being the loss of
Socialistic backing in the Reichstag.

fall

1

FRANCOIS, VIOOMTE BE
French dramatist (see VOL.
VI), who was elected to the French .Academy in
1918. His later works were La Danae devant
Ivmiroir (1914); L>Ame en FoUe (1920); La
Comedie du Genie (1920); L'lvresse du Sage
{1922); Terre inhumaine (1922); La 'Viveuse
et le moribond (1926); and Orage mtfstique
(1927). Consult Idees el portraits; by Louis
Bertrand (1927).
).
CURLEY, MICHAEL JOSEF?. (1879An American Roman Catholic archbishop, born
at Golden Island, Athlone, Ireland/ and* educated
in the &oyal University of ItfelancTaiid at the
College of the Propaganda Fide 'in Home. He

CTJREL,

(1854-1928).

ku'rel',

A

...

CTTRRAIT

to the Roman Catholic priesthood
in 1904, and for the 10 ensuing years was a
missionary in Florida. In 1914 he was made
Bishop of Saint Augustine and in 1921 Archbishop of Baltimore to succeed Cardinal Gibbons.

was ordained

CTTB3&AN, CHARLES COUETXET (1861-

An American
awarded the

).

(see VOL. VI). He was
Altman Prize by the National

artist

first

Academy of Design in 1920.
CTTBB.ELLEY, CHABLES TRICK (1876-

).

A

Canadian clergyman, director of the Royal
Ontario Museum of Archaeology (see VOL. VI).
In 1919 he returned from his eight-year collecting trip to Egypt and Europe. Later, ho was

appointed professor of the history of industrial
art in the University of Toronto.
CURRICDTjTJM REVISION*. See EDUCATION ITT THE UNITED STATES.
An Ameri).
CTTBTIS, CHABLES (1860can Senator and Vice President (see VOL. VI).
He was reflected to the United States Senate for
the terms 1915-21, 1921-27, and 1927-33. In
June, 1028, he was nominated for vice president
by the National Republican Convention at Kansas City and elected on Nov. 6 for the term beginning on Mar. 4, 1929.

CYBUS HERMANN KOTZSCHMAR
An American publisher (see VOL.
He purchased the New York Evening Post

CTJBTIS,
(1850

VI

) .

).

in 1923, retaining his ownership of the PhiladelEvening Post
phia Public Ledger, the Saturday
9
(Philadelphia), the Ladies Home Journal, and
the Country Gentleman, and expanding the circulation and influence of all these publications.
In 1924 he founded the Curtis Institute of
Music, Philadelphia, of which Josef Hofmann
became director in 1927.
).
CTTBTISSy GLENN HAMMOND (1878American aviator (see VOL. VI). In 1914,
he designed and constructed for Rodman Wanamaker the America, which was the first heavier-than-air flying boat made for transatlantic

An

passage. In 1917, in conjunction with J. N.
Willys, he increased the output of his factories
to meet the war demands of England, Russia, and
the United States. He developed various types
of aircraft, especially the Wasp, the holder of
world records for speed and altitude, and, with
the United States Navy, the Navy-Curtiss flying boats 1, 2, 3, and 4. He also built several
types of aeronautical motors and designed and

made machines

of distinctive plan.

).
CtTRTISS, RALPH HAMILTON (1880An American astronomer, born at Derby, Conn.
He was graduated in 1901 at the University of
California, where in 1904 he received his PhJX

an assistant in astronomy at
1900-rOl, he was a fellow during 1901-05 at the Lick Observatory, and was
a member of the Lick Eclipse Expedition (1901)
to Sumatra. 2n 1905 he became assistant astronomer at Allegheny Observatory and two
After, serving as

California

du ing

.

years later, assistant professor of astrophysics
at Michigan, where in 1918 he became full professor, also serving as assistant director and
after 1927, director, of the Detroit Observatory.
His researches have had to do chiefly with the
speotroscopy of the heavenly bodies, photography,
of comet forms, speetrography, of variable stars,
and .of stars -with peculiar spectra in Class B,
on, all of which he has published papers.
i

,

,
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An,
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.

,
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,

(

1878-19'27 )>

Owoseo, Mick
1907, he, wa,s engaged, in newspaper

American author, born
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;at

-

work, but in the latter year resigned from these
activities to devote himself exclusively to novelwriting.

His romances enjoyed a wide popular-

ity and sold by the hundreds of thousands annually.
They were usually vivid tales of the

Canadian Northlands, depicting conventional
emotions and conflicts, but writlen with an earnestness that often gave them the aspect of

The better known included: Flower of
the Xorth (1912) ; God's Country and tli& Woman (1915); Xomads of the North (1919); The
Valley of Silent Men (1920) ; The Country Beyond, (1022); The Alaskan (1923); A Gentle-

reality.

man

of Courage (1924) ; The Ancient Highway
(1925) ; The Black Hunter (192G).
CTJR'ZOlsr LINE. See VILXA DISTRICT.

CTTKZOBT OF KEDLESTOIST, GEORGE NATHANIEL CURZON, FIRST MARQUIS OP (18591925). An English statesman (see VOL. VI).
In the Asquith coalition cabinet, he was Lord
Privy Seal (1915-16) and President of the Air
Board (1916). In December, 1916, in Lloyd
George's government, he was one of the four
members of the War Cabinet in whose charge
rested the details of all military and civilian
operations, leader of the House of Lords, and
lord president of the Council. In 1919 he resigned the latter office and became Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs, a portfolio he held
until his retirement on the resignation of the
While Lloyd
first Baldwin government in 1924.
George was Prime Minister, Curzoa was not the
chief in his own department, but when Bonar
Law became Premier, he was given a free hand.
In the West, he had continual differences with
France, first over the reparations question, and
then in actively opposing the French occupation
of the Euhr. But in the JBast, his leadership had
its real successes.
In April, 1923, lie presided
over the Lausanne Conference to conclude a
peace with Turkey. The task was a difficult and
complicated one and the terms that Curzou got
were considered the best obtainable.
He was an expert analyst of a situation, but
was not regarded as an equally able executive.
He was apt to push a plan and then retreat from
it.
Although considering the bill for the enfranchisement of women very undesirable, he
did not vote against it. He attained all the
grades of the peerage except that of Duke. In
1916 he received the Garter. He wrote Modern
Parliamentary Eloquence (1913); War Poems
and Other Translations (1915) ; Subjects of the
Day (1915); Tales of Travel (1923); British
Government in India (1925) ; and Leaves from a
.

Viceroy's Note-Book and OtJier Papers (edited
W. Pember and L Malcolm, 1926), The
Earl of Honaldshay wrote The Life of Lord (fur-

by F.

son (3 vols, 1927-28).
CTTSHEITDTTU', k6t>sh'en-dln, TUBT RT. How.
RcnsTAXD JOHN MCNEILL, FIRST BARON (1861A British public official who was born in
)
.

Ireland and educated at Harrow and Christ
Church, Oxford. In 1887 he was admitted to the
bar. Twelve years later he became assistant editor of St. James's Gazette, of which he was .editor
Unionist in politics, Jie
from 1900 ,to 1904.
stood four times for Parliament from 1906, to
1910 and in 1911 was elected, retaining Ms seat
until he was raised to the peerage in 1927. He
was parliamentary Under-Secretary of- State fo-r
Foreign Affairs from 1922 to 1925, with the, exception of the period in 1924 when: I*abor was 'in
control of the Government,, Finajoci^ Se&rfctiaTy
of/tbe Treasury (1025-27), aad, after, ike ,re*igr

A

CTTSHING

nation of Lord Robert Cecil in August, 1927,
took his place in the cabinet as Chancellor of
the Duchy of Lancaster and British representative at the League of Nations.
At the same
time, he became a peer as Lord Cushendun. He
had been made member of the Privy Council
in 1924. In August, 1928, the poor health of
Sir Austin Chamberlain forced him to take a
long vacation, and Lord Cushendun was appointed acting Foreign Secretary in his absence.
In this capacity, he signed the Paris Peace Pact,
and had the difficult task of allaying the suspicions of the other nations on their discovery of
the Anglo-French naval accord. He wrote Some
Rule: Its History and Danger (1907) Socialism
(1908) ; "History of Australia and New Zealand"
in Historian's History of the World (1908), and
Ulster's Stand for Union (1925).
(1869GUSHING-, HARVEY (WILLIAMS)
;

An American surgeon (see VOL. VI).
).
During the World War, Dr. Cushing was director
of United States Base Hospital No. 5. His
monograph, Tumors of the Nervus Acusticus,
was published in 1917. Recently, Dr. Cushing has
lectured in Great Britain on his special subject
of tumors of the brain and the number of patients
whom he has operated on for this condition is
now reckoned

in the thousands. In the field of
literature, Dr. Cushing produced a biography of
Sir William Osier in two volumes (1924) which
won the Pulitzer award of $1000 for the year's
best biographical work. Later works are Studies
in Intracranial Physiology and Surgery (1926)
and Consecratio Medici and Other Papers
,(1029).

CTTSHinr, ARTHUR ROBERTSON (1866-1926).
pharmacologist, who was born in Speymouth, Mo ray shire, Scotland. He was graduated in arts and medicine from the University

A British

Aberdeen in 1889, took post-graduate courses
on the Continent, and during 1892-93 was assistant to the professor of pharmacy at the University of Strassburg. In 1893 he came to the
United States as professor of pharmacology at
the University of Michigan, remaining until 1905,
when he was called to the chair of pharmacology
and materia medica at the University of London.
In 1918 he was called to the same department of
the University of Edinburgh. His chief writof

ings are his TcrtTzook of Pharmacology and
Therapeutics, (1916, 8th ed., 1924) and monographs, Secretion of Urine (1917) and Use
Medicine of Digitalis and its Allies (1924).

m

CTTTHELL, CHESTER WELDE

(1884).
American lawyer, born in New York City.
After graduating from Columbia University Law
School, he began the practice of law in New
.York City, and also in Washington. In 191819 he acted as general counsel of the United
States Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation, and effected collections of claims of the
War Department against England, France, and
Italy. He was awarded the Distinguished Service Medal of the United States and decorations
by the governments of France and Italy.
CYCLING. Professional cycling now ranks
as one of the most profitable sports in the United
States, where large velodromes have been constructed to accommodate the large crowds attracted by the professional racing events. Cy<0jing as a recreation also has its devotees, particularly among the children.
CYCLONES. See METEOROLOGY.
CYPBTJS. An island of the Mediterranean
and a British Crown colony; area, 3584 square
,Att

,
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miles; population in 1911, 274,108; in 1926,
310,709. The population was 80 per cent Greek
and almost 20 per cent Turkish. The leading
Chief exports in 1926
activity is agriculture.
(1911 figure in parentheses) were animals, 71,166 (94,932); carobs,
153,905 (182,883);
wine, 39,178 (53,685); raisins, 58,198 (29,636); fruits, 40,905 (21,585); silk cocoons,
6204 (27,587). Imports are foodstuffs, coal,
petroleum, cotton piece goods, manufactured arThe trade record shows
ticles, and machinery.
that the imports for 1913, 1920, and 1927, exclusive of bullion, were
619,337,
2,008,759,
and
1,585,639; exports for the same years,
Revenues
620,591,
1,200,449, and
1,542,870.
for 1913-14 were
341,816; for 1926,
629,266.
296,165; for
Expenditures for 1913-14 were
1926,
655,227. The imperial annual grant is
186,732. Brit50,000; the public debt, 1926,
ish occupation of Cyprus, since 1878, became outright possession when the British Government
declared the island formally annexed on Nov. 5,
1914. The Treaty of Lausanne in- 1923 recognized Great Britain's right in Cyprus.
CYBENAICA. See LIBYA.
CYTOLOOY. See ZOO'LOGY.
CZECHOSLOVAKIA, chSko-slova'kia. One
of the newly created states of Europe, formed
out of all or parts of the old Austro-Hungarian
government of Bohemia, Moravia, Silesia, Slovakia, and Ruthenia, on Oct. 28, 1918. The
frontiers, delimited by the Treaties of Versailles,
St. Germain, and the Trianon, and the Ambassadors' Conference of July 28, 1920, affecting the
Teschen district, had an area of 54,207 square
miles and a population, by the census of Feb.
The provinces, with
15, 1921, of 13,613,172.
their areas and populations, are Bohemia, 20,102 square miles, population, 6,670,582; Moravia, 8616 square miles, population, 2,662.884;
Silesia, 1708 square miles, population, 672,268;
Slovakia, 18,895 square miles, population, 3,000,870; Ruthenia, 4886 square miles, population, 606,568. The principal towns, with their
populations in 1921, are Prague, 676,657;
Brunn, 221,758; Pifsen, 88,416; Pressburg, 93,189; Kosice, 52,898. Ethnologically, the great
majority of the people are Czechoslovaks (8,760,937 ) the ratio between Czechs and Slovaks
Of the other races, the
is about three to one.
Germans include 3,123,568, the Magyars, 745,431; the Ruthenians, 461,849; the Jews 180,855;
the Poles, 75,853. From 1910 to 1921, the
Czechoslovaks increased 9 per cent and the
Ruthenians 6, while the Germans declined 17
per cent and the Magyars 30. By religions,
the population was divided into Roman Catho10,384,833; Protestants, 990,319; Greek
lics,
Catholics, 535,543, and Jews, 354,342.
Compulsory education is provided for with particular
care in Slovakia and Ruthenia, where the stern
policy of Magyarization systematically carried
;

out by the Hungarian government had kept
the mass of the population ignorant of their native tongue. In 1926 there were 14,158 public
and private elementary schools, with 694,282
boys and 709,541 girls; and 1736 public and
private higher grade schools with 165,601 boys
and 144,409 girls. There were also 354 secondary Latin and technical schools with 108,760
pupils. There are four universities as follows:
Prague (Czech) with 8176 students; Prague
(German), 3447; Brunn (Czech), 1878; and
Bratislava (Slovak), 1309. By the treaties,
racial minorities are guaranteed protection in

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

and religious rights. In districts
where a minority constituted 20 per cent of the
population, full rights were accorded for the use
of the native tongue in schools and before judiSee SLAVONIC
cial and administrative bodies.
LITERATURE.
Agriculture. Because industry in the East

their racial

was primarily
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agricultural, the largest single

group of workers is busied on the land; this
is about 40 per cent of the total population.
Methods of production are intensive; aided by
a strong government interest, they yield good
In 1926 there were 14,609 acres of
profit.
arable land, or about 42 per cent of the total
area; 6,374,000 acres of permanent meadow
and pasture; 406,000 acres of trees, shrubs, and
bushes and 11,495,000 acres of woods and forests.
The following table compares acreage and
production in 1919 and 1927:

workers in coal mining in 1928 reached 94,420.
The petroleum region, extending along the Carpathians and marking the continuation of the
Galician fields, produces about 7000 tons annuWith these resources, the metallurgical
ally.
industry is able to support 27 furnaces, 10 of
them in Bohemia, the most important at Wit-

kowitz and Kladno, with an annual capacity
of 1,500,000 tons. In 1927, 1,300,000 tons of
pig iron were turned out; in 1921, 543,100 tons.
Steel production reached 1,700,000 tons in 1927.
There are well-known mineral springs at Karlsbad, Marienbad, Franzenbad, Teplitz, and the
chalybeate

springs

of

Giesshiibel

and

Bilin.

Other plants, numbering some 11,619 in 1925
concern themselves with the manufacture of textiles, glass and precious stones, food articles,
furniture, machines, metals, paper, and chemicals.
The important centres for textiles are
Reichenberg, Trautenau, and Brunn; for china,
Karlsbad; for glass, Gablonz and Haida; for

chemicals, Aussig.

Commerce. Imports in 1921 reached a value
of 22,435,000,000 crowns; in 1922, 12,695,000,000 crowns 5 and in 1927 they were 17,937,095,000 crowns. Exports for 1921 and 1922 were

*unit metric ton 'unit, pound
d
unit, gallon of wine
f

C

1920

Live stock (1927) included cattle, 4,691,320;
horses, 740,202; pigs, 2,539,201; sheep, 861,128;
goats, 1,244,701. These numbers were considerably less than those antedating the World War.
The sugar-beet industry, which ranked second
in the world, engaged 166 factories and refineries in 1926, and these produced 722,955 metric
tons of sugar; production in 1927-28 was
1,241,000 tons. Similarly, the hop industry supported 525 breweries which produced 264,749,000
gallons of beer in 1927. The centre of hop culture is in the Saaz, the breweries in Pilsen. Land
reform, always a crying need in the provinces,
because of the preponderance of great entailed
estates usually owned by foreign families or by
German or Magyar overlords, became at once
the concern of the new Government. By an act
of 1919, the National Assembly ordered the expropriation of all estates of more than 475 acres
if cultivated and of 350 'acres if uncultivated.
By January, 1922, 9,746,076 acres had been
In Bohemia, farms of 7% acres or less
seized.
totaled only 23.5 per cent of the whole area;
all the rest consisted of large -estates.
In Moravia, small farms had totaled 29.6 per cent,
and in Silesia, 25.2 per cent. The progressive
character of -the agricultural class was indicated by the presence of some 10,000 agricultural
cooperatives with a membership of 1,000,000.

Minerals and Industries.

Coal and iron
minerals. Coal production,
including lignite, in 1921 totaled 32,699,112
metric tons; in 1928, 35,880,861 tons. While
coal does not suffice for native wants, the yield
of lignite is more than sufficient. In the
Ostrava-Karvin Basin, 70 per cent of the total
coal production was mined; in the Most-Teplice
Basin, 77 per cent of ,tbe total lignite was extracted. Other mines yield gold, lead, copper,
The total number of
rock-salt, and graphite.
are

the

principal

27,312,000,000 and 18,086,000,000 crowns, and
20,125,773,000 crowns in 1927. Tlie principal exports are glass, finished textiles, fuel, and
sugar; the imports are raw textiles, foodstuffs,
and iron. The greatest volume of imports
come from Germany, which, in 1927, sent 35.2
per cent of the total. Others participating were
the United States, 5.6 per cent; and Austria, 7.8
per cent. Proportions of exports, by value, in
1927 were: Germany, 24.1 per cent; Austria, 15.2
per cent; United Kingdom, 7.6 per cent. Imports from the United States for 1927 were
valued at $36,343,000, and exports at $29,958,000.
Communications. On Jan. 1, 1928, there
were 8522 miles of railway in the state, of

which

45849 miles

were government owned.

In

July, 1923, the Government acquired the Bustchrad Railway, the last privately owned line
of importance. From 1920 on, the 'Government
applied itself to the projection of a system of
The programme
lines connecting east and west.
called for the construction of 15 new lines, 558
kilometers in length, of which 389 kilometers
were to be in Slovakia, and the rest, of lines

connecting Slovakia with the West. The plan
included the building of a railway through the
centre of Slovakia, leading from Veaeli on the
Moravia River to Marmarosska, Sihot. There
are 265 miles of navigable waterways on the
Elbe and Danube rivers. The former connects
the country with Hamburg and the North Sea
and the latter with the Balkans. Fressburg is
the chief port on the Danube and its terminal
developments are being rapidly pushed. By the
Treaties, Czechoslovakia was given the right to
use certain wharfs in the ports of Hamburg and
of
Stettin. The country had 44,231' miles
telegraph line and 249,194 of telephone line in
1926.

Finance. In 1927 the total debt amounted to
34,385,000,000 crowns, of which 23,592,000,000
were internal debt; 6,393,000,000; external debt;
and 4,400,000,000, debt imposed under the terms of
the peace treaty. In the budget for 1928, receipts were estimated at 9,562,270,000 crowns
($283,043,000, at $.0296) and expenditures, at
9,536,074,000 crowns ($282^68,000). Revenues
came from direct taxation, indirect taxation,
government monopolies, and state enterprises.
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the service of the debt, the 1928 budget carried 2,774,369,000 crowns. In December, 1927,
8,417,000,000 crowns were in circulation, against
a metallic reserve of 1,007,000,000 crowns.
History. That Czechs, whose dreams of national independence had been kept alive since
their defeat at the Battle of the White Mountain in 1620, should look on the outbreak of
the War with misgivings and should render its
prosecution only a lukewarm support was to be
expected. Their leaders had openly identified
themselves with Pan-Slavism; victory for the
Central Powers would mean submergence of
their racial aspirations. But that resentment
should be so violent as to take the form of
wholesale desertions had presumably never occurred to the Austrian bureaucracy. It is estimated that voluntary surrenders of Czechs to
Serbs numbered 35,000 in 1914 alone; 300,000
surrendered to Russians and 30,000 to Italians
during the war period. Retaliatory measures
were therefore extreme. Czech civilians interned numbered 25,000; 5000 were sentenced to
death by courts martial; attempts were made
to force submission by the imprisonment of the
womenfolk of absent Czech patriots; papers
wore suppressed, the Slav societies dissolved,
and German installed as the official language in
Bohemia. Magyar activities in Slovakia wore
even harsher. Driven underground, Slovak resistance took the form of a secret society, a sort

States did so on Sept. 3, 1918. On October 7,
the Dual Monarchy formally accepted President
Wilson's statements as a basis, for negotiation;
on October 14, Benes announced the establishment of a Czechoslovak government, and its
principles were promulgated on October 18; on
the same day, President Wilson declared to
Austria-Hungary that no negotiations could be
undertaken without the recognition of Czechoslovakia's and Jugo-Slavia's independence; on
October 17, Andrassy accepted for the Dual
Monarchy and in so doing dealt Austria-Hun-

its deathblow.
Czechoslovakia was now a European state. Its
first national assembly met at Prague, Nov. 14,
1918, welcomed the Slovak delegates, elected
Masaryk first president by acclamation, and set
up a cabinet with Dr. Kramaf as Premier and
Dr. Bones as Foreign Minister. Dr. Kramaf and
Dr. Benes were delegated to represent the counThe conflicting
try at the Peace Conference.
claims of self determination and historic rights
have already been alluded to: in these centred
the leading difficulty before the Peace Commissioners with respect* to Czechoslovakia. The old
Czech kingdom had included the whole of the
provinces of Bohemia, Moravia, and Austrian
Silesia; within these there were now 3,500,000
Germans, constituting 37 per cent of Bohemia's
population, 28 per cent of Moravia's, and 44
per cent of Silesia's. It was therefore with
some hesitation that the Supreme Council deof Mafia, which kept up a steady stream of
communications with leaders abroad, maintained cided to yield to the demand for historic jusa secret intelligence, and practiced successfully tice, instead of racial, and created a state eman economic and military sabotage.
bracing so great a number of a minority and
The outside world was apprised of the struggles antagonistic people. Ample grounds were to be
of the people for independence by the Czecho- found for the decision; the Czechs had after all
slovak National Committee at Paris, and the come to the country first, while the Germans
work of the outstanding national leaders, the had been colonized there; the boundaries had
Czechs Masaryk and Benes, and the Slovak Ste- to be kept intact for strategic reasons; ecofanik. First fruits of their labors appeared nomic considerations, such as the convergence
when the liberation of the Czechoslovaks was in- of the rivers toward the centre of the country,
cluded in the statement of the Allies' war-aims and German Bohemia's being an industrial cenon Jan. 30, 1917; the next development was tre and thus serving to' complement the agriCzech spokesmen's audacious championing of cultural districts of the rest of the country,
their causes of historic rights and national self- favored the move. In the case of Slovakia, hisdetermination in the first Austrian Parliament toric rights were ignored in favor of Czechocalled since 1914, on May 30, 1917. On Jan. 6, slovak claims, and the Danube was accepted as
1018, at Prague, a convention of all the leaders the southern frontier in spite of large Magyar
of the Czechoslovak world met and openly made minorities on the left bank. In Ruthenia, in
demands for a sovereign state and the liberation 572,028 inhabitants, -there were 319,361 Ruthof Slovaks from Magyar exploitation.
Other ewes, 1 09,434 Magyars, 02,187 Germans, and only
such congresses, at Prague, April 13; at Home, 4057 Slovaks, and the request of certain deleApril 8-10, and again at Prague, May 16, made gates of Ruthenians resident in the United
States for union with Czechoslovakia was far
it plain to the Allies that the subject races of
from convincing; but as the Allies wished to
the Dual
Monarchy were one in demanding lib- establish
between
direct
territorial contact
Other evidence of the wholeheartederation.
ness with which Czechoslovaks wore ready to Czechoslovakia and Rumania, and above all to
so strategically imgive proof of their support of the Allies' pur- prevent the future tinion of
as Carpathian Ruthenia with
poses was furnished by their equipping troops portant a region
for the Allies' armies. The most important Russia or Ukrainia, ethnic ties were ignored,
Czech -unit was the corps formed of Czech pris- and- the area was assigned to Czechoslovakia,
oners in Russia after the revolution. This with -treaty stipulation for autonomy, a septook part in the 'fighting on the eastern front arate diet, and -the retention of the Rutjiene
in July, 1937, and then, after the collapse of
language. Only in the Teschen, Zips, and the
the Russian -4-rmy, undertook an astounding Orava areas in the north was the boundand almost mythical journey through the heart ary left undetermined; the Treaty provided
of Siberia in 1918 to join the troops on the for plebiscites there. The Czechoslovak comwestern frout. In the West, in December, missioners also effected the internationalization
1017, a Czechoslovak unit was recognized; on of the- Elbe, the use of free zones in the feorts of
the Italian front, the same steps were taken. Hamburg and Stettin, and the reconetitution of
Danube.
Beginning with the summer of 1918, one after the European 'Commission of .tire
The National' Assembly continued to sit unanother of the Allies recognized Czechoslovakia
as of their number and the National Com- til the framing and adoption of the new conthe "United stitution,, Feb. 29,, 1920,, This document, whicl*
mittee as its de facto
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showed largely the American and French ina president, a parliament
a judiciary somewhat on
the American plan. The President was to he
elected for seven years by both Houses in joint
session, was to represent the Republic in its international relations, to head the army, and to
have the power to summon, prorogue, and disfluence, provided for
of two houses, and

solve Parliament. He did not have the right
of veto. Both Chambers were to be elected
by universal manhood and womanhood suffrage, on the basis of proportional representation.
The Chamber of Deputies was to have
300 members; the Senate, 150. Declarations of
war and amendments to the constitution might
be passed only by a three-fifths vote of all the
members of both Houses. Finance and army
bills were to originate in the Lower House.
Cabinet ministers, 15 in number, were to be
appointed by the president and to be responsible to the Parliament. During the intervals

between sessions, a permanent parliamentary
commission was to exercise the legislative power.
A constitutional tribunal was to pass on the
constitutionality of laws; there were to be special benches in the case of litigation in mining matters; and industrial courts were provided for labor disputes.
In the elections of April, 1920, no less than
eleven parties returned representatives to the
Chamber or the Senate, or both, the vote by nationalities being: Czechoslovaks, 4,203,480; Ger-

and Magyars, 274,630. The
had by far the largest deputa,tion, 74 deputies and 41 senators, although 22
deputies and 5 senators broke away to form a
Communist wing. A Social 'Democrat, V.
Tussar, accordingly formed a ministry, on July
8,
1919, succeeding Kramaf. On Sept. 15,
1920, Tussar was succeeded by Jan Cerny (Namans,

1,576,692;
Social Democrats

tional Democrat), as a result of a split in the
Socialist Party. Cerny in turn gave way to
Benes" (Independent) on Sept. 26, 1921, and Benes
to the Agrarian A. Svehla on Oct. 8, 1922. In
all these cabinets, the portfolio of foreign affairs
was held by Dr. BeneS. The cabinets included
representatives of all Czechoslovak parties ex-

cept the extreme left.

small farmer.

As

for "Ruthenia, it

was not

March, 1924, that elections were held

until
in the prov-

inces for representatives to the National Assembly.
Educational and religious differences contribto
uted
domestic
friction.
The relentless
Magyarization in Slovakia and Poithenia had
left the larger part of the population illiterate,
whereas in Bohemia and Moravia educational
standards were high. In 1020 as a result of the
*6

Away from

Rome*' movement, which contended

for such changes in Roman Catholic practice as
abolition of celibacy, the use of the vernacular in

church services, and a more democratic church
administration, all of which the Pope naturally
bodies
refused
to
dissatisfied
countenance,
founded the Czechoslovak National Church. By
the 1921 census, 120 churches and 525,313 communicants were recorded. The political significance of the act lay in the fact that the Church
was being supported by the Czechs, while the
Slovaks, who were the most pious Catholic peasantry of Europe, regarded it with hostility.
In the national Parliament, these differences
combined with other divergencies in political
belief to produce such strains in the coalition
government as to make it difficult for the cabinet to hold together. Toward the close of 1924,
the Slovak, German, Hungarian, and Ruthenian
delegates, representing the racial minorities,
walked out of Parliament. In spite of its lack
of unity, however, the Government retained sufficent strength to initiate and carry forward a
comprehensive financial reorganization, under
which expenditures were presently cut down and
the yearly budgets began to show continual small
surpluses. As one of the new features, a national bank authorized to issue currency on a

gold-redemption basis was established. The Government was able also to put through a, number
of measures for the better protection of the working classes. In the session ending in J\me, 1924,
Parliament passed laws to guard tenants against
excessive charges by landlords and to widen the
scope of unemployment insurance. In October,
1924, it passed a noteworthy act providing for
sickness,

disability,

and old-age

benefits

for

workers, the cost to be met by equal premiums
from employer and employee, and by government

The Svehla cabinet, which remained in power subsidy. In May, 1925, a complementary law
some years, rested on a coalition of five parties, was passed which applied these benefits to inthe Agrarians, Social Democrats, Czechoslovak dependent, non-salaried workers. Taken toSocialists, National Democrats, and People's
gether, these various acts constitute one of the
Party (Clericals). The problems confronting most comprehensive sets of social-insurance safethe leaders of the young state were indeed grave. guards to be found anywhere in the- world.
Food and clothing were scarce, the cost of While Socialist influence was pressing this legisof lation, the Agrarians were demanding a protecliving high, the coal shortage serious, the rate
exchange, unfavorable, and' the transportation
system, because of the studied plan of AustriaHungary, hopelessly inadequate. But the economic snarl slowly disentangled itself so that
from 3922 on Czechoslovakia presented the pleasant spectacle of a country at work, with high
wages, and an appreciating currency. The wellbeing of the workers and rural laborers was zealously provided, for in elaborate codes of social
Cultural problems- were less easy
legislation.
of solution. The problem of racial minorities
out deeply. The superior attitude of the, Czechs
toward the Slovaks brought increasing flisgatis,faction until it reached the point where an au*
1

tQnomous. movement made, much head wayw The
Gejcma&s, the most cultivated. and industrialized
ofrtfeeixaices of the country wei^e, treated h,aj?shly,
$n4 they and the .Magyars weus fear hfti
by, the .expropriation oj the land in favor*, pf
.

,

on agricultural products. Opposition
Social Democrats, one of the coalition
parties, prevented passage of the measure in
1924, but in 1925 they agreed to the imposition
of duties when prices went below the cost of
production. The issue was not settled, however,
and it continued to be a disintegrating force
tive tariff

by the

within the coalition.
further weakened by
controversy. Among

The Government was still
a revival of the religious

the reforms which the
Government was anxious to push was
the further separation of church and state,
With its precarious support, it could do no
more than pass an act ;providing fpr certain, national holidays in .place of a number of church
holidays. Whea; the Government officially participated in the celebration of tip John fiuas
anniversary, on July ft, tiw Vatican promptly
protested and withdrew, the papal nuncio from
coalition

,

-

:
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Shortly thereafter, the Government's
representative to the Vatican also was recalled.
The clash was echoed in the cabinet, from which a
Socialist minister resigned.
The elections toward which events had long
been tending soon became inevitable. They were
held in November and resulted in a small reduction in the number of seats held by the coalition
parties, bringing their combined vote in the Lower
House down to 146, or less than a majority of
the 300 members of that body. The Czech Agrarians still led all other parties with 45 seats. The
Clericals held 31 scats, the Social Democrats 29,
the Czechoslovak Socialists 28, and the National
Democrats 13. In order that a government
might be formed, these five parties were joined
by a sixth, the Middle Class or Traders' Party,
with 13 seats. The Communists with 41 seats
were numerically the strongest of the several opposition parties. In December, M. Svehla succeeded in forming a new coalition government,
but it was felt to be only a temporary arrangement. A new alignment of political forces was
in fact in process, marked among other features
by the tendency of the Germans and other racial
minorities to draw closer to the national Government, whose authority was thus more consolidated than at any time since the establishment
of the Republic.
On Mar. 17, 1926, M. Svehla resigned, partly
because of illness and partly because of a failure
to solve questions of pay for state employees and
an additional tax on grain, and the Socialists,
alienated by a revival of the proposed measure for
flat agricultural tariffs, left the coalition.
new cabinet, made up of officials, was formed
by former Premier Cerny, but it was admittedly
a provisional and stop-gap government.
The anomalous political situation furnished
just the right soil for the germination of the
seeds of Fascism which were abroad in the land.
In May, a demonstration was held in Slovakia,
where the Fascists championed the Slovak demands for autonomy. The disaffected elements
there and elsewhere, however, failed to rally to
the Fascist cause and the movement presently
subsided as an imminent threat. The political
ferment of the times was reflected in an exceedingly stormy session of Parliament, which adjourned in June after passing the agricultural
tariff measure and others of some importance.
In October, the changes which had been proceeding in political sentiment received formal recogni-

Prague.

A

tion

when M. Svehla,

partially restored to health,

again took thehelm with a cabinet which included,
notably, representatives of the German Agrarians and the Christian Socialists. The temper of
the new Government was markedly bourgeoisconservative and the Socialists were largely carried into the opposition* Among the noteworthy
reforms effected by the new Government was the
establishment of a system of local administration in the provinces, which to a great extent
quieted the demands of the Slovaks for autonomy*
In 1027 the first seven-year term of Dr.
Masaryk as President expired. In spite of his
immense popularity throughout the country, his
reflection for a second term was strongly opposed
by conservative elements as well as by the Communists. However, on May 27, he was reflected
by the two Houses of Parliament, receiving 274
out of a possible 432 votes, or 16 more than the
required three-fifths. For the Communist candidate, 54 ballots were cast, and 104 ballots were
blank. In a speech delivered in October, Presi-
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dent Masaryk declared that, aside from the
revolution itself, land reform was the outstanding achievement of the Government. That the
position of the cabinet was more conservative
than the general sentiment of the country was
indicated when it was forced to modify materially a bill to amend the workmen's insurance act
before the bill could be passed, and also when the
elections to the legislatures of the provinces

showed marked Socialist gains.

The

result

was

attributed in part to a reaction against governmental repression of Socialistic activities.
Slovak indignation rose high in December,
1928, when Professor Tuka, a Slovak member of
the Lower House, was arrested on charges of espionage and high treason. On Mar. 2, 1929,
Alexander Mach, secretary of a Slovak national
organization, also was arrested. Because of
long-continued ill -health, Premier Svehla was
forced to resign, Feb. 1, 1929, and was succeeded,
without a cabinet reorganization, by M. Franz
Udrzal, Minister of War.
The foreign policy of Czechoslovakia was
perforce bold, in view of the new nation's situation as a landlocked state almost surrounded by
a cordon of hostile neighbors. In its international relations, it was guided by two principles, the maintenance of friendly relations with

the Entente and with France first and then
with Italy, and the creation of a group of conventions with the succession states of AustriajHungary for the preservation of the status quo.
With the aid of France, the military establishment was perfected; in 1921 a military accord
between the two powers was formed; on Jan %
25, 1924, after lengthy pourparlers between
PoincarS and Masaryk, and BeneS, a political alliance with important implications was signed.
This included a pledge on the part of both
nations to maintain the peace treaties and to
prevent a Hapsburg restoration; promises of
mutual support, but without definite military
commitments; the upholding of the League of
Nations; arbitration in the case of disputes,
and a new commercial convention. Though
Benes succeeded in convincing Great Britain
that the intent of the treaty was pacific, by
Germany and Italy the whole was regarded
with suspicion, while Austrian and Hungarian
comments were plainly querulous. In order to
offset this increase of French influence, Italy, on
May 28, concluded a treaty with Czechoslovakia
providing for cordial relations between the two
countries, close adherence to the Peace Treaties,
arrangements for possible concerted action in
case of war between either country and a third
power, and defense of mutual interests.
The creation of the Little Entente in Central
Europe was largely the work of Benes*. By a
series of bilateral conventions formed in 1920
and 1921, Czechoslovakia, Jugoslavia, and Rumania united to preserve the peace in central
Europe, to further the maintenance of normal
economic relations, and to block consistently all
attempts at reaction, in Hungary and Austria
(For the character of the alliparticularly.
ance and its achievements, see LITTLE ENTENTE.)
A political convention of a similar nature was
signed with Poland in 1921. Relations with Poland, however, continued strained because of
frontier disputes. But, in 1923, the chief point
of controversy, involving the village of Tayorina,
was referred to the League of Nations which decided in favor of Czechoslovakia. Friendly feelings between the two countries were completely
i
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destroyed by a series of treaties signed in 1924
1925.
Czechoslovakia regarded with suspicion all attempts at a Hapsburg restoration in
Hungary it objected, too, to the proposed union
of Austria and Germany, or a Danubian confederation. In the field of commercial relations,
treaties and trade agreements were concluded
with almost all the country's European neighbors and with the United States on the basis
of the most-favored-nation clause. In Russian

and

;
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between Austria and Germany, on the grounds
that the international balance of power in Europe would be disturbed by the creation of so
powerful a German state. On Jan. 26, 1929,
President Masaryk signed, for Czechoslovakia,
the Kellogg treaty outlawing war.

CZECHOSLOVAK
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problems which the Czechoslovak Republic has
been called uprvn to face have been in many ways
less complicated than those confronting some of
political affairs, Benes steadfastly refused to in- her neighbors and this is reflected in her literatervene, but in 1921 unofficial missions were ex- ture. In fact, any consideration of the Republic
changed between Russia and Czechoslovakia, must start with her President, Thomas G. Masand on June 5, 1922, a commercial agreement aryk, the philosopher statesman who has been able
similar to the Anglo-Russian arrangement was to steer the course of the country from the very
concluded, opening the vast but disorganized beginning of the World War. His own writings,
Eussian market to Czech enterprise. In Sep- speeches, memoirs, and philosophical works, totember, 1923, Czechoslovakia was elected as one gether with those of his associates, as Edward
of the smaller nations to be represented in the Benes, play a very important part in the proLeague of Nations Council. This was in line duction of the country. Passing over these, it
with the understanding- insisted upon by the is in the field of lyric poetry that the CzechoLittle Entente and agreed to by the League, that slovaks have most distinguished themselves.
at least one member of the Entente should at all There is a large number of poets many of whom
have not become known abroad who have been
times have a seat in the Council.
Czechoslovakia continued to make support of of high standing. Among them we may mention
the Little Entente the central feature of her for- J. S. Machar, and Viktor Dyk, both of whom
eign policy, and worked to strengthen the alliance were imprisoned by the Austrian government
and broaden its scope. In 1925 the country during the War. Among other poets were Anparticipated in the Locarno Conference, the re- tonin Sova and Otakar Theer. R. Medek was
sult of which was to render more secure Czecho- the chief poet produced by the Czechoslovak
slovakia's position in the midst of the jealousies Legions in Siberia. Still others were Stanislav
and rivalries of Central Europe. As a specific K. Neumann, Otakar Fischer, Jozef Chaloupka.
outcome of the Conference, Czechoslovakia signed Otaker Brezina, a mystic poet of remarkable
a general arbitration treaty with Germany. This power, has practically stopped writing, although
was followed, in 1926, by a comprehensive arbi- he remains one of the most significant figures in
tration treaty with Austria which made arbitra- Czech poetry.
As regards Slovak poetry, Hviezdoslav (Pavel
tion practically obligatory in all disputes which
could not be settled through the usual diplo- Orszagh), the foremost author, died in 1918 and
matic channels, and created a permanent arbi- his place has been taken, if not filled, by many
tration board from which appeals could be taken of the younger generation, as the Rev. Ignac
to the Hague court. Arbitration treaties with Grebac-Orlov, Jan Jesensk& Ludmila Podjavorother countries also were negotiated, including inska, and others.
In the field of the novel, Czech literature sufDenmark, Sweden, Spain, and the United States,
and Czechoslovak relations generally were fered a great loss in the death of Karel M.
placed on a friendly basis with all countries fcapek-Chod in 1927. A profound pessimist, and
except Hungary. Advances made by Dr. Benei at one time a man almost devoted to determinism
toward Hungary met with little or no encourage- of a particularly unpleasant kind, he was a masment although they indicated a willingness to ter of psychology, and more than that he knew
make territorial readjustments in favor of thoroughly the capital city of Prague. His
Hungary and to accept a settlement of the mon- novels, as those of Anna Tilschova, Alois Jirisek
archical question which did not bring back the F. Srainek, V. Vaneuva, and others, are at times
direct Hapsburg succession to the throne. The of national rather than international appeal and
opposition of the Little Entente, led by Czecho- for that reason they have not been recognized
This is not true
slovakia, to revision of the Peace Treaties con- abroad as much as they should.
tinued to be the chief obstacle to friendly of the foremost Czech author, Karel 6apek, the
relations. A tariff agreement, however, based dramatist, not to be confused with the older
on the most-favored-nation principle, was signed novelist. His dramas, as R. U. R. 9 the Insect
with Hungary in 1927.
Oomedy> and the Makropoulos Affair have gone
In 1928 negotiations were begun looking to into many foreign countries and his essays, as
the broadening of the scope of the Little Entente Letters from England, show that he has a real
agreement. Meetings of parliamentary repre- gift for satire. Karel dapek is an author who
sentatives of the three countries were held to questions the value of the machine world and
"

discuss an extension of the political understanding to other fields, particularly economic. In
February, 1929, an economic conference of representatives of the three nations was held at
Bucharest to prepare agenda for the spring
meeting of the Little Entente in Belgrade.
When this meeting was held, in May, no definite
agreement was reached and up to the middle of
1929 the three countries were still only preparing the ground for possible future action. While
the February conference was proceeding, a statement was issued by Czechoslovakia strongly opposing the proposed "anschluss," or union

constantly feels that mankind is in danger of
becoming the victim of its own inventions. He
is still a young man and he bids fair to become
the leading author of modern Europe.
As regards Slovak prose, .since the death of
Svetozdr Hurban Vajansktf in 1916, no oirfatanding figure has appeared with the possible exception of JMilko Urban, who published the LwAs elsewhere, the tremendous
inff Whip- in- 1926.
ferment, of liberation encouraged a, mass of production, but Iife,,is only now quieting down sufficiently for an, atmosphere favorable to careful

prose

work to

develop.

i
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See ABEBNOIT,

EDGAB VINCENT.
BDQAE VINCENT D'.

A literary and
movement started by an
international group of artists and
writers who met at the Cafe* Voltaire in Zurich during the World War. The manifesto of Tristan Tzara, the leader, was largely
meaningless, some of the clearest passages being:
"I am neither for nor against, and I do not ex"DADA means
."
plain, for I hate sense.
nothing." "We want works, straightforward,
strong, accurate, and forever not understood.
."
The idea, which
Logic is always wrong
* ended in senselessness, was to
adapt the forms of
literary and artistic expression to suit the trend
DAJDAISM.

artistic

D'ABEENON,
.

,

.'

.

of tlie times; because of the great need for somenew after the War, and because of the eccentricities of the movement, such as holding
meetings at which authors, in reading their

thing

works, tried to shout louder than a jazz band or
a large electric gong, the Dadaists succeeded in
holding public attention for several years after
1920, when their first meeting in Paris was held.
Complete meaninglessness was the only rule all
who complied with this were hailed as D'adaists,
and all were presidents. Dadaist poetry consisted largely of letters or syllables repeated in
such a way as to make no sense, but usually so
that some rhythm was retained. The tendency
in the other arts was also to abandon traditional
methods and forms, and there were even attempts
to make it a political creed a sort of superanarchism. The name taken by the movement
several origins: it was purposely devoid of sense; it was the name of a dead cafe*
singer; Tsara opened Larousse at random and a
green hand pointed to the word Dada, which
seemed to him a supreme title in that it glorified
the first word the infant speaks as the highest art.
Some of the chief members of the movement
were Francis Picabia, Andre* Breton, Philippe
Soupault, Paul Morand, Georg Groz, Adolf Knoblauch, Richard -Htilsenbeck, and Kurt Schwitters.

was given
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DAECKEB, ALBERT THOMAS (1872Kornan Catholic archbishop, born at New Vcrnon, Ind., and educated at Saint Francis College,
Cincinnati, and in several houses of the Friars
Minor. He was ordained to the Roman Catholic priesthood in 1896, and from that time until
1919 was connected with various churches in
Missouri, Nebraska, and New Mexico. In 1919
he wan consecrated Archibshop of Santa Fe, N. M.
A Cana).
DAEOE, JOHN W. (1866dian journalist (see VOL. VI). In 1919 he was
the representative of the Canadian Department
of Public Information at the Paris Peace Conference.
He is the author of Laurier: A 8tudy
Canadian Politics (1922).
An
(1870).
DAHLOREN, ULBIO
American zoologist born in Brooklyn, N. T.
He was educated at Princeton 'University, and

m

was

instructor in biology (1895-99), 'assistant
professor (1899-1911), and professor of biology
at Princeton. In 1921 he was di)
(1911-

rector of the Mount Desert Island Biological
Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Me. Professor Dahlgren published (with Kepner) Principles of Animal Histology ( 1908) , Production of Light ly Organisms (1915), and various shorter papers,
mostly on electric and luminous organs of fishes.
DAHOMEY.
French colony on the west
coast of Africa between Togoland and British
Nigeria, forming part of the Government General of French West Africa. Its area is 42,460 square miles and its population in 1925
was 979,609, of whom 900 were Europeans. The
capital and chief business centre is Porto Novo,
with an estimated population of 25,000. Other
Palm
cities are Abomey, Whydah, and Kotonu.
kernels and palm oil are the products of greatest
economic value. Cotton cultivation was successfully introduced in the central provinces. Imports in 1926 were 186,537,810 francs and exIn comparing these
ports, 181,704,213 francs.
with the 1911 imports of 19,524,531 francs and
exports of 21,958,301 francs, account should be
taken of the fall in value of the French franc
during the period 1914-28. Germany's- share
of the palm-kernel trade was largely absorbed
by Great Britain after the War. In 1926 the
local budget balanced at 19,102,000 francs. The
natives remained orderly during the War and
many served in the carrier contingents doing
duty in Europe and the Cameroon.
DAIL EIREANN. 'See IRELAND.
).
DAINGERFIELD, ELUOTT (1859An American painter (see VOL. VI), head of
Permanent Art School, Blowing Rock, N. 0.
His work, as exemplified in "An Arcadian
Huntress," is pervaded with poetic meaning.
Among his later pictures, "The City That Never
Was" and "Tower of Silence" were imaginative
impressions of the Grand Canyon. In 1914 he
published Ralph Albert Blakelock.
DAIRYING. The production and use of
dairy products has continued to make steady
advancement. The public has become better
educated to a more complete realization of 'the
food value of dairy products, and consumption
has consequently been stimulated. Producers

A

and dealers have come to

exercise greater sani-

tary precautions in the production of milk and
the manufacture of its products. Pasteurization now is almost universal in the milk supplies
of the larger cities, the ordinances of many of
the cities allowing no raw milk to be sold. The
spread of contagious diseases transmitted in
milk has been reduced to a minimum. The

manufactured dairy products have become better

known and more

fully appreciated by increased
advertising and by marketing products of more
uniform quality and in a more attractive way.
wider use of brand names for advertising purposes is also employed. Cheese and ice-cream
consumption has been tremendously increased in
this way. It has been suggested that prohibition also played a part in the increased Use of
ice cream and milk drinks. United States Department of Agriculture estimates indicate 'that

A
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the per-capita consumption of dairy products
expressed in terms of whole milk lias reached
more than 1000 pounds a year.
The continued development of eo6perative and
other organizations of milk producers brought
more independence in transactions with milk
dealers and the receipt of better prices for milk.
Since the first real stand of the dairymen
against the dealers, in October, 1916, when the
Dairymen's League of New York State declared
a strike pending the adjustment of milk prices
for the ensuing six months' period, many cooperative organizations were rapidly established
and now control large businesses, some of them
going so far as to buy milk plants and to manufacture various types of dairy products.
Along with the development of cooperative
marketing associations, producers also progressed profitably in the development of cowetc.
bull
associations,
associations,
testing
Such testing made it possible to distinguish the
profitable from the unprofitable cow and served
to dexnontrate the importance of Tiigh producers.
The bull associations made it possible for owners of small herds to obtain the service of better
bulls at a reasonable cost. Pure-bred-sire campaigns and advanced registry testing in the
different breeds of pure-bred dairy cattle also
showed much progress. The increases in the
cost of labor and feeds occurring during the
World War made it absolutely necessary that
milk prices be increased accordingly. The
soundness of the dairy business was clearly substantiated in its ability to survive the period of
depression following the War and continue as a
relatively stable industry without the serious
disaster 'that occured in so many other agricultural enterprises.
Two matters of recent importance to the dairy
industry were the creation of the Bureau of
Dairy Industry in the U. S. Department of Ag-

1924, which practically amounted
to the elevation of the Dairy Division of the
Bureau of Animal Industry to a place of equal
recognition with the other bureaus of the Department; and the holding of the World's Dairy
Congress in the United States in 1923 and another in England in 1928. Kepresentatives

from an average of 127,000,000 pounds before
the War to 180,000,000 pounds in 102G. The
exports of butter and condensed and evaporated
milk from that country were practically doubled
in the last five years. Exports of dairy products from, the Baltic states, including Latvia,
Lithuania, Estonia, Finland, and Sweden, approximately equaled the pre-war figures. In
fact, practically all the northern European
countries showed substantial increases in butter
surpluses during the last few years. Australian butter exports are setting new records every
few years, notwithstanding periodic unfavorable

weather conditions.
The United States has shown a rapid change
from an exporting to an importing country since
1922. In terms of the milk equivalent of the
various products, the United States Department
of Agriculture calculated an import balance of
dairy products in 1922 of 106,000,000 pounds,
but in, 1926 and 1927 this was increased to over
1,100,000,000 pounds, with the probability of not
quite such a large balance for 1928. The following table giving the imports and exports of dairy
products of the United States in. recent years,
indicates that this change has largely been
brought about by a considerable increase in the
amounts of cheese imported and & reduction in
the amounts of canned milk exported. It is of
interest that this import balance is being established, notwthstanding the increase in the tariff
on butter from 8 to 12 cents per pound, which
was made effective in May, 1925. Present ta-

on

and milk have not elimiZealand and Danish butter, Swiss
and Canadian cheese, and Canadian milk and
cream from the United States, but they have
maintained a higher price for these products to
riffs

nated

butter, cheese,

New

the producer's advantage.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS, OF DAIRY PRODUCTS
OF THE UNITED STATES
IMPORTS

riculture, in

attended both congresses from the larger countries of the world and discussed research, education, health, and economics as related to dairyAside from the World Dairy congresses
ing.
just mentioned, the Scottish Cattle Breeding
Conference, held at Edinburgh, Scotland, in
1924, was international in scope and of considerable interest to scientists working on dairycattle-breeding problems. The National Dairy
Council represents many phases of the dairy industry and is devoted to the promotion of
health and child welfare through the education
of the public in dairy matters, under the directorship of, Dr. C. W. Larson, former chief of
the Bureau of Dairy Industry.
International Conditions. During, recent
-

years, certain of the European countries which
'formerly produced large amounts of butter,
cheese, and other dairy products for export, have
in a measure regained their former plaqe in the

Quantity not given in Cotamerce reports of United
States.

Trends in Research. Mineral and vitamin
world's dairy-products market which they lost
a direct bearing- on the nutriduring the War, and, in addition, there was a studies have had
spectacular expansion ,in butter, production in tion of dairy animals as well as on the studies
the Southern Hemisphere. The. butter exports of the nutritive .properties of dairy products.
of Denmark in 1927 were! the largest oa record, Work on the importance of minerals in the raand, exports of cheese from X^e,' Netherlands* tions of dairy cattle was frterisively carried on
the world's greatest exporter of cheese, increased -by E. B. Forbes at the Ohio Experiment Station,
,

,

,
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B. B. Hart at the Wisconsin Experiment Station,
and E. B. Meigs of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture. These investigations tended to
siiow the difficulties of keeping cows
producing
large amounts of milk in a positive calcium balance, even when plenty of calcium was supplied
in the ration. The significance of the legumes,
inore especially alfalfa, as an aid to the maintenance of a positive calcium balance was first
suggested from the Wisconsin Station and was
later corroborated by other investigators. The
proper curing of the alfalfa used is essential to
prevent the partial or entire destruction of the
vitamin which aids calcium assimilation. The

Pennsylvania and Minnesota Experiment Stations found that dairy calves unlike many other
animals were able to make normal growth and
produce young on rations lacking in vitamin B,
due to their ability to synthesi2e this substance
in their digestive tract from the action ot the
fermentation bacteria normally present,. Cows
were, however, unable to synthesize sufficient
vitamin B for the maintenance of normal milk
production.
In studies of milk secretion, the Maine and
Missouri Experiment stations found that from
70 to 80 per cent of the milk produced at a single
milking was present in the udder before milking
started, while the balance was secreted from
cells of the mammary gland as the stimulation

from milking proceeded. The Illinois Experiment Station found "that the fat content of the
milk could be increased by feeds or rations high
in oil, the oil itself being responsible, and not
the additional energy supplied or the specific
action of the feeds. The limiting factor in milk
production, however, was the energy produced
in the milk.
Much attention was given to the composition
of ice cream and the effects of the various ingredients of the mix and changes in the portions
of the fat, and milk solids-not-fat, on the quality
of the finished product and on the overrun. The
part played by pasteurization, Jhomogenization,
and other special practices in the manufacture

was likewise studied.
From experimental work conducted over a
period of years at the New York Geneva Station,
an atlas was prepared which contained 16
of ice cream

micropfcotographs of methylene-bhie preparations
of market milk and cream.
By the use of this
atlas, it was possible to determine the previous
treatment of the sample; for instance, pasteurized and raw milk may be differentiated as well
as milk which was handled in poorly cleaned
utensils or which was improperly cooled.
few of the more outstandBibliography.
ing recent publications in dairying include:
Proceedings of the World's Dairy Congress (London, 1928) j W. W. Yapp and W. B. Nevens,
Dairy Cattle: Selection, Feeding, and Management (New York and London, 1926); C. W.
Larson and F. S. Putney, revised by H. 0. Henderson, Dairy Cattle Feeding and Management
(New York and Ixmdon, 1928, 2 ed., rev.) ; P.
Coche, La Production Laitiere en Danemarh
(Paris, 1928); J. W. Gowen, Mttk Secretion
(Baltimore, 1924): Fundamentals of Dairy
Science, a treatise by associates of L. A. Rogers (New York, 1928); 0. Kahn and P. F.
(Berlin,
Sharp, Physik der Mildiwirtschaft
1928) ; L. L. Van Slyke, Modem Methote of
Testing Milk Products (New York and London,
1027, 3. ed., ser.) ; A. Miyawaki, Condensed ilk
(New York and London, 1928) ; 0. F. Hunziker,
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The Butter Industry (LaGrange 111., 1927, 2d
ed.) ; L. L. Van Slyke and W. V. Price, Cheese
(New York and London, 1927) ; G. D. Turnbow
and L. A. Raffetto, Ice Cream (New York and
London, 1928) ; J. T. Bowen, Dairy Engineering
(New York and London, 1925).
DALLAS. The leading wholesale market and
manufacturing centre of Texas. The population
rose from 92,104 in 1910 to 158,976 in 1920 and
to 217,800 in 1928 by estimate of the Bureau
of the Census. The area is 28.7 square miles.
The first stej) in carrying out the city plan which
was adopted in 1910 was the erection of the Union
Station costing $6,000,000 and an interurban station costing $1,000,000. This was followed by
the removal of railway tracks from Pacific Avenue
so as to create a new main thoroughfare in the
downtown district. Recently, about $1,500,000
has been
expended annually for opening and
widening major thoroughfares. Three bond issues, totaling $37,000,000, have been voted for
carrying out, over a period of nine years, such
projects as the elimination of grade crossings;
the opening and widening of streets; the development of parkways and boulevards; the erection
of additional school buildings, an art gallery, and
a municipal auditorium; the purchase of an airport; and the extension of water, drainage, and
sewer systems.
bond issue of $500,000 has
also been voted for enlarging the Dallas Public
Library and for building several branches. Dallas has spent about $250,000 in developing its
park system, which covers more than. 4000 acres.
In 1928 10,000 acres of overflow lands were
being reclaimed for business and industrial development along the Trinity River at a cost of

A

some $6,500,000.
The value of building permits in Dallas increased from $13,755,219 in 1920 to $34,849,558
in 1925; in 1927 the value of permits issued was
$12,053,333. Of special significance is the theatre erected by the Dallas Little Theatre, an
organization which successfully produces amateur plays. The assessed valuation of property

was $254,288,075; the net indebtedness
$20,824,261. The factory output of Dallas has
increased from $116,160,150 in 1920 to $167,890,000 in 1927. In 1925 there were about 700
in 1928

manufacturing plants that employed 9412 persons and paid $11,104,000 in wages. In 1927 the

wholesale business of Dallas was estimated at
$840,000,000 and the retail business at $255,000,000. Dallas is the home of the Federal Reserve
Bank of the eleventh district; its bank clearings
in 1928 amounting to $2,775,501,000. There are
45 elementary public schools, 7 high schools,
several private schools, and one university, Southern Methodist University. The State Fair of
Texas, the largest State fair in the United States,
Several million
is held annually in Dallas.
dollars are invested in permanent improvements.
special feature is the auditorium, seating 5000

A

persons, in which grand opera is presented.

An
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DAXIXNT, CYRUS EDWIN (1881American sculptor (see VOL. VI). He has in
recent years continued his impressive Indian
subjects in such works as "The Hunter" (1915),
Arlington, Mass.; "Massasoit" (1921), Plymouth, Mass., and "The Last Arrow" (1923). ^Ee
has succeeded also in the domain of historical
sculpture in works lils;e "Anne Sutchinson,"
State House, Boston, and, the impressive relief,
"Signing the Compact/' Provincetown, Mass.
).
DAIiMAN, G-XISTAF HEBMAIOT (1855German Orientalist, professor of Old Testa*
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DALMATIA

merit Exegesis at the University of Greifswald
(see VOL. VI). In 1917, he was appointed professor in the University of Greifswald, and in
1918 he became G-eheim-Konsistorial-Rat. His
works published since 1914 include: Die Kapelle
&um heiligen Kreus und das heilige Grab in
Gdrlits und in Jerusalem (1915); Orte und
TVe^re *fesu (1921 ); Das Grab Christi in Deutschland (1922); Jesus-Jesrliua ; Die drei Sprachen
Jesu; Jesus in der Synagogue, auf dem Berge,

beim Passahmahl, am Kreue (1922); Eundert
deutsahe Fliegerbilder aus Paldstina (1925) ;
and Arbeit und Sitte in Palastina (1927).
DALMATIA. See FIUME- ADRIATIC CONTROVERSY.

DALBYMPLE,

LEONA (MES.

C.

ACTON WIL-

An American

In

author.
SON) (1884).
1914, she won a prize of $10,000 for her novel,
Diane of the Green Van. Among her other
stories are Traumerei (1912)
The Lovable Meddler (1915); Jimsy, the Christmas Kid (1915)
When the Title-Log Burns (1916); Kenny
(1917); "Paul" stories (1920); Fool's Hill
(1923), and A Fool's Bells (a play, 1925). She
also has written short stories for magazines, and
moving picture scenarios.
).
DALTOW, ALBERT CLAYTON (1867An American army officer, born at Lafayette,
Ind. He entered the United States Army as a
private in the 25th Infantry in 1889 and was
promoted second lieutenant two years later, and
by successive advancements became brigadier
general in the Quartermaster's Department in
1922. His services included participation in the
campaigns against the Cheyenne Indians in
1890 and the Sioux in 1891 and in the Santiago
campaign in 1898, as well as in the Philippines during 1899-1902, and on the Mexican
border in 1916-17. During the World War, he
organized the Army Transport Service from
New York (1917-18) and in 1919 he was in
France commanding the 9th Division. He received the Distinguished Service Medal for his
;

;

;

He was assistant quartermaster genat Washington, 1922-26, and after 1926
was president and vice president of the U. S.
Shipping Board Merchant Fleet Corporation.
He is a graduate of the Infantry-Cavalry School
(i895), the General Staff School (1920), and
the Army War College (1921).
PLAIT. See EDDALT03ST
UCATION IN THE UNITED STATES.
D*ALVIELLA, dal-vyel'la, COUNT GOBLET.
See GOBLET D'ALVIELLA, COUNT EUGENE.
).
DALY, THOMAS AUGUSTINE (1871An American writer born in Philadelphia, Pa.
He was educated in the public schools and at
Villanova College, Pa., and also attended Fordham University to the close of his sophomore
year. He was associated with several newspapers, among them the Catholic Standard and
Times, Philadelphia, and the Evening Ledger
and Philadelphia Record. He is the author of
the following books: Canzoni (1906); Oarmina
(1909) ; Madrigali (1912) ; Little Polly's Pomes
(1913); Songs of Wedlock (1916); McAroni
Ballades (1919) ; and two prose works, The
Wissahiokon (1922) and Herself and the Houseservices.
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(1924).

DAMPT, JEAN
A French
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(BAPTISTE AUGUSTE) (1854sculptor, born at Venarey
(C6te-d'0r). After studying at Dijon, he came
under the influence of Jouffroy in Paris, and in
1879 under that of Dubois. He then specialized
in Italian art fro'm 1882 until 1883. He exe-

cuted a statue of Diana and Actseon in 1887,
but his popularity is due to his later work in
gold and silver, and to his plaster statuettes.
His sculptures are represented iii the Musee du
Luxembourg, by Saint Jean Baptist e, and in the
museum at Dijon. Dampt is a member of the

Academic des Beaux Arts.
DAMS. The period since 1914 has been
marked by the construction of the greatest
dams the world has ever known. Indeed, in
1929 designs were under way for even greater
works than had existed and it would appear
that the maximum size of dam which can be
built is merely a matter of funds to meet its

At the "beginning of the twentieth century, a dam 100 feet high was a high dam. Today, at least two projects call for dams 550
feet high.
In 1900, when the Assuan dam on the
Nile was under construction, 6400 feet long, it
cost.

was rightly considered as one of the engineering
wonders of the world. While it still retains
its position as one of the longest, if not the
longest, dam in the world, several others have
been built which approach it in magnitude.
Earth dams have grown from heights of 100 to
250 feet or more in extreme height. Of course,
this remarkable activity in dam construction

simply reflects the great economic demand for
water facilities. Water supplies for domestic
use, for irrigation, and for power have been so
essential to modern life that the engineer has
been called upon to build works of constantly
increasing magnitude.
The period of service or estimated life of the
structure, available funds, location, and particularly the foundation conditions, have been the
determining factors in the choice of the type of
dam built. The older gravity-masonry dam and
the newer arch dam, the earth- and the rockfill dams, as well as several still later forms such
as reinforced concrete, slab, arch or dome types,
are in use today. Timber dams are practically
obsolete and the ill-fated steel dam has never
been revived after its early failures.

In modern designs, particularly in America
where labor is very costly, there has been a
tendency toward reducing sections and taking
chances on foundations. The recent warnings
such as the St. Francis failure and several
earth-dam slips have, however, caused a halt in
this trend. It seems probable that the maximum in base pressure in masonry and on slopes
in earth-dam design has about been reached, and
that the future will witness a return to more
conservative construction. In some cases at
least, these recent difficulties have led to legal
requirements and government approval of designs and projects for dam construction. Ifc
is

quite possible that additional legislation may-

be forthcoming to hold in check the few engineers who succumb to the heavy pressure _so
frequently put upon them to reduce cost with
the result that taking a chance ends in disaster.
Gravity-Masonry Dams, Where a long period of service is anticipated and where funds
are available, 'this type of dam still retains
premier honors as the most conservative, safest
of structure. The St. Franfailure in 1928 in no way reflected on
the well-established methods of calculation and
design of the gravity dam. It simply showed
what" has been known for many years,

and long-lived type

cis

dam

again
namely, that the gravity

dam requires a foundation of equal quality to the masonry of the
dam itself if the work is to be a proper con-
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struction of this type. High gravity dams must
be founded on solid rock. This often requires
deep and costly excavation to clear out the foundation down to solid material. Furthermore,
the deeper the foundation the higher the dam
becomes and the greater its thickness. Hence,
deep foundations mean costly construction.
Economic pressure tends to use every means to
reduce cost and the temptation to avoid excavathas
ing to solid rock, thus taking a chance,
sometimes proved too great to resist. It is also
true that some dam sites do not afford suitable
foundations at any depth for this type of dam.
This, indeed, was probably the case at the St.
Francis site. Topographic conditions are only
one of the elements which make a true dam site
another equally important item involves a
consideration of the geological features.
Recent years also have witnessed another important and perhaps dangerous trend in gravitydam design. In the earlier days of masonrydam design, a base pressure of 1 tons per square
foot was considered reasonable. In the first
great American gravity dam, the New Croton
Dam (1892-1907), a maximum of 14 tons was
allowed. For the Kensico Dam (1910-17), a
very conservative design, the same figure was
adopted. In the meantime, however, the pressure on the Arrowrock Dam (1912) had been
allowed to go as high as 30 tons per square foot

several other successful designs with simipressure were built. In 1928 the U. S.
Reclamation Service proposed to design the huge
Boulder Canyon Dani (550 ft. high), using 40
tons per square foot. An increased pressure of
course results in a thinner section, in a saving
in material, and a reduction of cost. That the
early figures were unduly conservative is true,
"but 'it is significant that the report of a special
commission, appointed by President Coolidge to
review the Boulder Canyon project, recommended
that 30 tons be adopted as the maximum in the

and
lar

design of this dam.

forces

were taken into account in the design. In
to the usual water pressure acting

addition

from

against the
the foundation level
(lowest elevation, 70 ft.), allowance was also
made for a possible ice thrust of 23.5 tons per
linear foot acting at normal full-water level
flood level

back face of the

(elevation, 300 ft.)

dam down to

(elevation, 355) and for an upward pressure
on the base varying from that due to two-thirds
of the full hydrostatic pressure on the upstream

downstream toe.
While many great dams have been built without any expansion joints, or as they should
more properly be called, contraction joints, spe-

face to zero at the

was made in the Kensico dam for
such joints. At intervals of 75 feet, joints extend entirely through the structure. The entire problem of shrinkage in large masses of concrete, the effect of contraction due to cooling
after setting (the chemical action accompanying the setting of ordinary Portland cement
causes a rise in temperature of 35 to 45 degrees
above normal), and the effect of general temperature changes are all somewhat debated points
in mass-concrete design which have been recently
cial provision

receiving

much

attention.

In planning for the construction of the Kensico Dam, the contractors, who took the contract
for $7,953,050, adopted a plan of construction
using stiff-leg derricks fed by construction railroads running along the axis of the dam, instead
of relying on the usual cableways. This scheme

much more rapid construction, and the
completed far ahead of schedule time.
Almost a million dollars was spent on the plant
for this construction. It was one of the first

permitted

dam was

big jobs in which electricity was widely used,
practically all the plant, except the locomotives
used in hauling, being electrically operated with
power transmitted some 15 miles from New York
The contractors were also fortunate in
City,,
finding a good

market

for their

equipment after

the completion of the dam at the beginning of
America's entry into the World War.
The St. Francis Dam Disaster. On the .night
of Mar. 12-13, 1928, the ends, or wings, of this
205-ft. high-arched gravity type of concrete

dam,

gave way, bringing death to some 450 people in
the valley below, sweeping away a power house,
to
bursting an aqueduct, and doing damage

roads, railroads, farms, etc., to an extent of
central portion of the
millions of dollars.
dam, about 100 feet long (the total length was
650 feet) remained standing, but both wings were
wrecked by the release of the 38,000 acre-feet
of water held in the reservoir, and the torrent,
said to have been 100 feet deep, carried huge
a mile
portions of the structure almost half
down the valley.
The dam was located in the San Francisquito
Canyon about one and one-half miles above
Power House No. 2 of the Los Angeles Munici-
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Kensico Dam,. This structure, completed in
1916, is remarkable in several ways. It is a
large dam, 307 ft. maximum height, unusual
provisions were made in its design, its*design
has received more attention from the aesthetic
standpoint than any other structure of its kind,
and its construction was notably novel and rapid.
The Kensico Dam forms a reservoir which occupies practically the entire watershed of the
Kensico River a small stream. It is an emergency reservoir on the Catskill water-supply
system for New York City and holds a supply
which would suffice for over a month should it
be necessary to shut off the aqueduct for repairs.
The valley below the dam is thickly built up
with high-class suburban dwellings, and it was
obvious that the dam had to be safe beyond ail
shadow of doubt. For this reason, all possible

pal Power Bureau and roughly 45 miles north
of the City of Los Angeles. Completed early
in 1926 and built to provide storage for the Los
Angeles aqueduct water for use in years of deficient run off, it was practically full at the

time of failure. Although some seepage had occurred around the dam, an investigation the day
before the disaster showed -clear water with no
indication of erosion*

In general, the reports of the

many

committees

which investigated the failure agree in seating
that the dam was of ample cross-section and
was built of good materials, so that its failure
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in no way reflects on the safety of this
of
typ^e
structure when built on adequate foundations.
On the other hand, a fault, classed as dead and in
which no movement took place at the time of
failure, passes through the dam site and results
in the adjoining rock masses being badly shattered.
These rocks consist of a mica schist of
very poor quality and a rock described as red
conglomerate and supposed to have been formed

000,000. The reservoir when full covers an area
of 3068 acres, having a capacity of about 280,000 acre-feet This dam is located about 60
miles below the Hetch Hetchy Dam of the San

Francisco water-supply project.

Wilson Dam. The Muscle Shoals project to
develop power by a dam across the Tennessee
River was an important war-time undertaking

put under way in' 1918. The Wilson Dam
Dam No. 2 across the Tennessee was a structure of the overflow type about 4600 feet in
length from bank to bank and about 96 feet
high from bed rock to pool level. It not only
would supply power but would render adequate
depth of water for navigation of the Tennessee
River. The dam was founded on solid rock
with two tandem locks, excavated in solid rock,
60 feet wide by 350 feet in length at the north
end of the dam, each giving a lift of about 45^
feet and affording a minimum depth over mitre

gypsum. Both
materials, particularly the latter, have been
found to soften under water. It is difficult,
therefore, to state positively that any type of
dam would have been absolutely safe at this
site and it is even more clear that it was not
a suitable foundation material for the gravity
type which requires a solid bed-rock base due
to the high and unequal pressure exerted by
this particular type of dam on its foundation.
Hetch Hetcliy Dam. Another important
dam for domestic water supply is this structure
located on the Tuolumne River, California, about
250 miles east of San Francisco, and at an
elevation greater by 3600 feet. It was built as
a straight cyclopean masonry-gravity section
dam 600 feet in length with a siphon spillway.
of gravel loosely cemented with

the crest of the dam to the lowest excait was 311 feet in height, and the dam
a height, above stream level, of 212 feet,
there being an average excavation of 72 feet.

From

Don Pedro Dam. The highest curved gravity type of dam in the United States, and in fact
one of the highest dams of any kind was completed in 1923, across the Tuolumne River in
California. This dam was built on a simple
curve with a radius of 675 feet and a height of
283 feet above stream bed. It is 1040 feet long
on the crest and contains 282,000 cubic yards of

concrete masonry. Spillway openings with a
capacity of 100,000 second-feet are provided by
means of 10 gates, each 58 feet long and weighing 22 tons. These gates sink into the lip when
not in use and can be raised to increase the
reservoir height by nine feet. There was also
a power house built at the toe of the dam which
was equipped for an initial capacity of 150,000
horse power. The Don Pedro Dam forms a reservoir four miles above the La Grange Diversion
Dam for the joint use of the Turlock and Modesto Irrigation districts in the San Joaquin Valley,
California. Its estimated cost was about $4,-

of
is

7%

feet.

The spillway section

of the

States Bureau of Reclamation, and its engineers have developed designs in which most of
the leading types have been represented, as will

TOTITED STATES
50 FT.

sills

dam

2660 feet in length, and over its crest
rise 8-foot piers which support a concrete arch
bridge. In the 58 openings between the piers
are vertical steel sliding-crest gates 18 feet high
and 38 feet wide, which are sufficient to pass a
flood 75 per cent greater than the highest ever
known on the river without any appreciable rise
in the upper pool level. The heel trench is 35
feet wide and is carried down below the base of
the dam so as to give a minimum breast wall of
five feet without any seams.
The power house proper is located in a sec-*
tion of the dam about 1200 feet long, which is
a continuation of the spillway section and includes a building for housing the generating
machinery. Here were to be installed at the
beginning four 30,000-h.p. turbines, although
power was available to generate from 300,000
to '375,000 h.p., and provision was made for a
corresponding installation of turbines. This
dam contains nearly 1,000,000 cubic yards of
masonry and is one of the largest dams ever
as regards its volume. See MUSCLE
.built
SHOALS.
Dams of IT. S. Reclamation Service. Some
of the most important dam construction in the
United States has been carried on by the United

vation,
rises to
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BUREAU OP RECLAMATION WITH HEIGHT OF

OR MORE

Crest

DAMS

appear from the accompanying table giving a
of United States dams of over 50
feet built by the Reclamation Service. Up to
the end of 1923, the Bureau had built three dams
over 300 feet high, two dams between 200 and
300 feet, four dams between 100 and 200 feet,
and nearly 100 dams ranging from about 2^ to
nearly 100 feet in height. In 1924 there were
six dams under construction, the most important of which were the Tieton River Dam in the
State of Washington, with an estimated volume
of 185,000 cubic yards, and a height of 244 feet
(maximum height to the bottom of the core

summary

is 321 feet) ; the McKay
of Oregon with an estimated

wall
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Dam

in the State

volume of

2,300,-

000 cubic yards and a height of 159 feet; and
the Black Cannon Dam in Idaho with an estimated volume of 74,500 cubic yards and a
height of 153 feet.
The Arrowrock Dam near Boise, Idaho, built
by the United States Reclamation Service in
the interval between 1910 and 1916, has a
height of 340 feet, and is 1100 feet long on the
crest.
It is built of concrete with large stones
imbedded in the concrete. The total volume,
including the spillways, is 610,000 cubic yards.
Another high masonry dam constructed by the
United States Reclamation Service was the Elephant Butte Dam across the Rio Grande, 120
miles above El Paso, Texas. This dam, which
was finished in 1916, has a height of 306 feet
above bedrock, and contains 605,200 cubic feet
of concrete.

Boulder Dam. The United States Reclamation Service in 1924 proposed the improvement
of the Colorado River Basin so as to provide
adequate flood control, the impounding of water
for irrigation, the storing of water for generating electric power, the provision of an allAmerican canal for supplying the Imperial Valley with irrigation water, and a possible future
source of domestic water to supply California
An essential element of the project is
cities.
the construction of a dam across the Boulder
Canyon, raising the water surface 550 feet,
a height equal to that of the Washington Monument, and twice that of the Don Pedro Dam in

means of three diversion tunnels 35 feet in
diameter in the solid rock of the canyon, which
would by-pass the site of the dam. Even these
estimates required modification according to the
report of a special commission of experts ap
pointed by President Coolidge late in 1928.
As finally passed, the Boulder Canyon Bill has
certain requirements as regards approval by
the several States concerned, refunding the cost
of the all -American canal and securing a contract for the *ale of the 1,000,000 horse power
to be developed on favorable terms, which must
be met before construction is begun. The cost
was estimated at $165,000,000, of which some
$70,000,000 was for the dam, and the bill carried
an authorization for this sum to be advanced
by the United States Treasury if and when the
required conditions are met.
San Gabriel Dam. The Los Angeles FloodControl District called for bids in November,
1928, for the construction of a high dam at the
forks of the San Gabriel Canyon. This project
has as its object the relief of flood conditions
and the plans had been held up for over three
years pending arrangements for financing. The
dam site is about 30 miles east of Los Angeles
at the forks of the San Gabriel River and the
dam, a very high structure (425 feet above
stream bed and about 500 feet above foundawill be of the gravity-arch type. A
tions)
storage capacity of 240,000 acre-feet will be developed and almost 3,800,000 cubic yards of
concrete will be required (about three times
the quantity used in the much discussed Muscle
Shoals Dam). Irrigation water being much in
demand in the area below the dam it is planned,
to serve for this use as well as for the primary
purpose of flood relief. With this end in view,
the lower 157,000 acre-feet will be used for impounding water for irrigation while the upper
83,000 will be held available at all times for
flood relief

through storage.

Owyh.ee Dam. At a point known as the Hole
in the Ground about 21 miles southwest of
Nyssa on the Union Pacific Railroad, the U. S.
Bureau of Reclamation is planning to build a
remarkably high gravity-arch type dam. A reservoir will thus be formed which will have a
California.
The proposed dam would contain about three total capacity of 1,120,000 acre-feet and will
times as many cubic yards of masonry as the form the principal storage for the Owyhee ReAssuan Dam in Egypt, which with 1,179,000 cu- clamation Project embracing some 120,000 acres
bic yards had a record for the greatest amount in eastern Oregon and western Idaho. Steep
of masonry of any dam yet constructed, though canyon walls permit a comparatively short dam,
in the main portion about 300 to 500 feet with
it was exceeded by the Wilson Dam with 1,291,385 cubic yards. The Boulder Dam would a top length of between 800 and 900 feet, to be
cost about $50,000,000 or 2% times as much carried up to the remarkable height of 520 feet
as the Assuan Dam. It would provide a reser- above the lowest concrete of the deep foundavoir over 100 miles long with an area of about tion cut-off or an average of 390 feet above
150,000 acres, or 50 per cent greater than that
of Gatun Lake on the Panama Canal. This
reservoir would have a capacity of 20,000,000
acre-feet, over 6 times as great as that of Gatun
Lake and about 10 times as great as that of
the Elephant Butte Reservoir in New Mexico,
the largest in the United States.
The dam as recommended in the Fall-Davis
report, submitted in 1922, would begin 150 foot
below the bed of the river, and would rise to
a height of 605 feet, being 1350 feet long and
650 feet thick at its base. The so-called Boulder
Canyon Dam Bill was not passed and signed
by the President until late in 1928. In the

meantime, the project had taken more definite
form. The height was reduced to 550 feet.
Special provision for floods was planned by

the

general

foundation

level.

Contraction

joints will be placed at intervals of 50 feet in
the length of the dam and inspection galleries
will be provided in the body of the structure
which will be 20 feet thick at the top and probably about 300 feet at the base. Following,
as this work does, the St. Francis disaster, great
attention has been paid to investigations of

the foundation and experts have agreed upon
Work will be under way in 1929.
Boiler-Crest Dam. The Grand River Dam,
completed in 1915 to form. a diverting structure
of the high line or main canal project, was a
this point.

pioneer American roller-crest dam. It IB a steel
roller crest surmounting an ogee gravity spillway section, with a sluiceway and a canal intake
of a capacity of 1425 cubic feet per second at its
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west end* By means of this roller crest, the entire upper 10 feet of the darn can be raised above
high water so that the elevation of the hack
water surface with low stream flow may he maintained at full height, yet the crest may be rapidly
cleared to pass flood flows. The canal intake is
controlled by nine regulator gates each 7 feet
square. In front of the intake head walls is the
sluiceway, 60 feet wide and 225 feet long. The
dam proper consists of six sections, each 70
feet wide, or a total of 420 feet.
The roller crests consist each of a hollow
steel cylinder, each 74 feet, 9% inches long,
and 7 feet, 1% inches in diameter, the ends
projecting about 2% feet into recesses in the
piers and rolled on smooth tracks at an angle
of 20 degrees with the vertical, while a toothed
rim engages in a toothed rack. The hollow
cylinder axle and the required height of the crest
are obtained by fastening to the cylinder an extension shield which rests on the sill when the
roller is down, thus forming the bottom seal.
There is also a roller crest at the sluiceway
of essentially the same design but of different
dimensions.
Spanish. Dams. Spain, the home of the earliest existing dams of the gravity type, has been
the scene of some remarkable recent dam construction. These works have been primarily for
power purposes and have established the record
heights for the Continent of Europe.
The San Antonio Dam was built in 1914^17
in Tremp, in the Spanish Pyrenees across the
Noguera Pallaresa River, by the
Irrigation

Ebrp
and Power Company. It is located in a narrow
foundations.
above
is
269
and
feet
gorge
high
In plan, this

dam

is curved,

the radius of the
While the

upstream face being 300 meters.

crest of the dam is only 666 feet long, it is an
interesting structure because of its height and
the special control gates and provisions for discharging floods. It is also typical of this type
of construction in Spain.
The Camarasa Dam was built by the same
company, across the same stream and for ^the
same purposes, that is, combined use for irrigation and storage, as the San Antonio Dam. This
dam built during 1918-20 when finished was
not only by far the highest dam in Europe but
also the highest gravity dam in the world. It
rises to a height of 333 feet from fred rock to
crest, and contains 285,000 cubic yards of cyclopean concrete. It is 270 feet wide at the base
and 13 feet wide at the crest, which is widened
to 21 feet to provide a roadway and foot walk

along the top, whose length is 460 feet. This
dam is of gravity section and is arched on a
radius of 1000 feet. It forms a reservoir which
supplies a head of water so that, at the power
house, some 88,000 horse power is generated. The
dam was built in a very narrow part of a deep
gorge, so that it was necessary to place the
spillway adjacent to the south abutment of the
dam, and the headworks controlled the flow to
the power house on the opposite side at the north
abutment. At the power house, located below
the dam, the total head of 270 feet was developed.
Sukkur-Barrage, Bhatghor. Construction
began on one of the largest dams in the world
in October, 1923, across the Indus River in the
Province of Sind in India at Bhatghar, 35 miles
from Poona. >This dam forms a reservoir with
a storage capacity of 551,000 acre-feet as compared with 1,070,000 acre-feet stored by the Assuan.Deun in Egypt, and would provide water
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for the irrigation of 6,000,000 acres of land, the
entire project including about 850 miles of main
canals and over 1200 miles with branch canals
in addition to the dam, costing about $50,000,000. The dam known as the Lloyd Dam, or
Sukkur-Barrage, will be one mile in. length and
will be built of masonry using local limestone,
with 66 arched openings of 60 feet each, provided with control gates. The height of the dam
above the lowest foundation will be 185 feet and
the height of the water above the sills of the
lowest sluices will be 143 feet, a height which
can be increased to 153 feet by means of gates in
the waste weir. The masonry content of the
dam will be approximately 800,000 cubic yards,
and it will have two bridges on the top, the
lower one directly over the water openings,
carrying a roadway, while the other will be used
for the machinery operating the gates. The
Lloyd Dam takes the place of an older dam.
In connection with the Lloyd Dam, attention
might be directed to the elaborate system of
canals by which the water is distributed. The
eastern canal at Kara is to be carried through a
deep cut nearly double the width of the Suez,
while the northeastern canal will be nearly 100
miles long and will have about 500 branches, being nearly as wide as the Suez Canal, and will
The Central
irrigate more than 750,000 acres.
Rice Canal, which is the second largest, will he
87 miles in length, and will have 350 miles of
branches. It will have a discharge equal to
that of the River Thames.

Arch. Dams. While many dams of the pure
gravity type have been built curved in plan,
instead of the usual straight top, this has been
done simply as an increased factor of safety.
On the other hand, certain locations have permitted the construction of true arched dams
practically horizontal arches or arches with the
axis vertical. The deep narrow canyons of the
western United States, with almost vertical side
walls of solid rock, form the ideal site for this
type of structure. Indeed it is an, American
development. Such construction permits a great
reduction in the thickness of the dam section.
Instead of a thickness at the base of two or
even three hundred feet for high gravity dams,
less than 100 feet may suffice for equally high
arch dams. The Pathfinder Dam of the United
States Reclamation Service (1905-10) and the
Shoshone Dam, built at the same time by the
same service, are notable examples of this type.
The former has a maximum height of 210 feet
and a thickness at the base of 94 feet while
the corresponding figures for the latter structure are 328 feet and 108 feet.
This type of dam, properly designed, should
be quite as long-lived and conservative a structure as a gravity dam, and it undoubtedly offers
great economy of material. It has been quite
widely used both in the United States and abroad
and is such an important type today that special investigations have been undertaken to clear
up disputed or uncertain points in arch dam
design.

Arch Dam Investigation. In 1922 in the
United States, the Engineering Foundation nut
under way a practical study and investigation
of arch dams in order to learn as much as possible about their characteristics and performances in different conditions and temperature of
depth of water in the reservoirs.
For the systematic investigation of arch
dams, the committee appointed by the Engi-
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neering Foundation in 1924, proposed to build
a test dam 60 to 100 feet high, which was to he
tested repeatedly during construction and under
different conditions, and finally to destruction.
site selected was in Stevenson Greek, a tributary of the San Joaquin River, about 60 miles
east of Fresno, Calif. This site was in conjunction with a U-shaped section, typical of many

The

dam

sites, and a stream gradient of about 25
per cent. It afforded a suitable foundation without an undue amount of stripping and was convenient and accessible. There was adequate
water available derived from a tunnel from
Shaver Lake which passed near by so that the
reservoir formed by the test dam could be filled
at will. This reservoir was not so large as to
imperil life or property in case of the actual
failure of the structure. This test dam was
constructed, certain experimental results have
already been secured, and the work is being con-

tinued.

Hartebeestpoort Dam. In September, 1923,
the Hartebeestpoort D'am on the Crocodile River
This dam, situin South Africa was completed.
ated about 23 miles from Pretoria, closes a gap
in the Magaliesberg Range, and affords a reservoir with a surface area of about 6.7 square
miles with a gross storage capacity of 136,241
acre-feet at spillway level, or 123,232 acre-feet
above outlet level, having a drainage area of
1506 square miles, and an average annual rainThis dam is built of
fall of 26.34 inches.
concrete in arch plan, 195 feet high, from the lowest foundation to the top of the solid parapet wall. It has a top radius of 240 feet on the
up-stream face, and at the bottom the radius is
148 feet and 75 feet on the up-stream and downstream faces, respectively) affording a thickness
of 73 feet. From the bottom, elevation 3795, to
elevation 3960, both faces have a batter of 1
in 5.714, above which point they are vertical
giving a roadway along the top.
The height of the dam from the river-bed
level to the elevation of the crest of the waste
weir is 140 feet, with an approximate height
flood level of 158 feet to the top of practically
163 feet. At the west side of the gap, there was
a flat slope which required the construction of
a long tangent abutment beyond which the
spillway was cut in the rock and separated
from the reservoir proper by a levee, or weir,
420 feet long. This spillway was 56 feet wide
at this upper end and increased in width to
12$ feet at the bottom where it is crossed by a
concrete arched bridge. The channel so formed
is lined with concrete and beyond its lower
end below the dam the rock surface of the cliff
On each side of the dam
is faced with gunite.
there is an outlet tower from which through
pipes the water is passed into an open canal,
whence it proceeds for irrigation purposes to
the territory below the dam. As the main road
from Pretoria to Rustenberg crosses the dam,
it has been made particularly ornamental as
regards its finish and that of the bridge towers.
Montejaqtie Dam. In 1924 there was completed a concrete dam of pure arch type in the
Andalusian Mountains of Spain, which with a
maximum height of 273 feet from the, lowest
portion of the foundation to the crest was the
highest structure of the kind essayed up to that
time on the Continent. It was built across a
gorge of the Gaduares River, where the cliffs
rise almost vertically, and was of variable radius
increasing from 72 feet at the base to 123 feet

at the crest which, measured along the centre
Excavation was
line, 'was 256 feet in length.
begun in July, 1923, and the crushed stone and
sand were obtained from adjacent sources of
supply. The completed structure contained 35,000 cubic yards of concrete and formed a reservoir containing 1,412,000,000 cubic feet of
water. The design was the work of Swiss engineers who also supervised the construction.
Special Types of Masonry Dams. It is obvious that there are many locations either not
suited to the construction of masonry dams of
the gravity or arch types or where considerations of cost exclude these types or even an

earth dam.

The twentieth century has witnessed

several new types of dams designed particularly
to meet these conditions. The principal forms
are the reinforced concrete slab-and-buttress dam,

the multiple-arch

dam

a multiple-dome type.
Slab-and-buttress

and,

more

still

Dams.

The

recently,

slab-and-

buttress type was first brought forward by the
Ambursen Hydraulic Construction Company of
Boston in 1903. It consists of a series of triangular buttresses, 15 to 20 feet centres and

at right angles to the axis of the dam, the upstream, sloping faces of these buttresses supporting inclined slabs of reinforced concrete. The
highest dam of this type which we know is the
La Pr$le or Douglas Dam at Douglas, Wyo.
This structure, completed in 1908-09, to impound over eight billion gallons of water for irrigation purpos'es, has an extreme height of 150
feet and is 135 feet high above the original

water

level.

Stony Gorge Dam.

This work,*a U. S. Bureau of Reclamation project-, illustrates a more
recent use of this type of dam. It is 120 feet

high of the usual slab-and-buttress design of
reinforced concrete and is being built by the
Ambursen. Company. By 1929 the dam had been
practically completed, and is on the Orland project in California. It will furnish a supplemental supply to 20,000 acres already under
irrigation.

Multiple-arch Dams. Another type of dam,
the multiple arch, is similar to the slab buttress, the principal difference being that the
slab between buttresses is replaced by an arch.
This has an advantage in that concrete in compression carries the load and reliance does not
have to be placed upon tensile steel reinforcement, as in the slab type. It is in this way
a more conservative and presumably a longerlived structure. At the same time, the thrust
of one arch must be balanced against the adjoining arches and the failure of one arch may
thus leave unbalanced thrusts and result in the
failure of adjoining sections. The new edition
of Wegman's well-known book, Design and Construction of Dcwns, published in 1927, includes
a special article of over 100 pages on this type
of structure and illustrates clearly the increasing use of the multiple-arch dam.
One of the earliest dams of this type was the
Hume Lake Dam built in 1908. This dam had
12 arches of 50-foot span and was 50 to 60
It was followed in 1910-11 with the
feet high.
New Bear Valley Dam, replacing the old pioneer
arch dam built in 1884* The new structure is
91*$ feet high and has 10 arches of 32-foot span
centre to centre of buttresses. In more recent
years, this type seems to have replaced in large
measure the slab type dam and numbers of multi-

ple-arch

dams have been

built:

'

The Sherman
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Island Dam, built in 1925, consisting of 31 bays,
19 feet centre to centre of buttresses with, a maximum height of 80% feet, is typical of this type
of

dam.

A more recent American structure of this type is the Lake Pleasant
Dam, Arizona, completed in 1927. This is 2146
feet long and its height, 170 feet above stream
bed, shows the inevitable increase in size with
an increase in familiarity with the type among
engineers and an increase in confidence as to
Lake Pleasant Dam.

its structural stability

and
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design.

In order to secure a sufficient cross-section
for stability without undue use of materials,
the novel expedient of building the buttresses
of hollow form was used in this dam. They
were 60-foot centres and were built witii double
walls 16 feet apart for their full height and
battered inside. The clear span of the arches
is thus 44 feet, the upper side of the buttresses
being closed by flat slabs. The up-stream slope
is 9 horizontal to 10 vertical, and the arches are
3-centred with a thickness varying with the
height. The unique construction and the great
height, 252 feet maximum above foundations,
make this one of the most notable dams of this
type.

Tirso Dam. Completed in 1923 in western
Sardinia, Italy, this multiple-arch dam 200 feet
high, was the* highest dam of this type in the
world, being almost 70 feet higher than the
Lake Hodges Dam, which had the record for
height in the United States. The Tirso Dam
had reinforced-concrete arches supported on
cut-stone masonry buttresses and formed the
main structure of a power plant generating
some 30,000 horse power at maximum load and
10,000 horse power normally. The dam itself
forms a reservoir with a surface area of 8.5
square miles, which has- a storage capacity of
some 330,000 acre-feet, and will furnish irrigation water to about 75,000 acres.
The Tirso Dam in southern Italy, built in
1923, was exceeded in height by a new dam
built in the following year for the Suviana
Reservoir on the Limentra di Treppio Brook in
the Province of Bologna, which has a height of
2S6 feet, as compared with 213 feet for the Tirso
Dam. This was a concrete multiple-arch dam
built for the State Railways of Italy, so as to
afford a storage capacity of 35,000 acre-feet, of
which 29,000 acre-feet was to be utilizable storage.
In the development of water power in Italy, a
number of concrete multiple-arch dams of large
proportions had been constructed, though they
did not have the height of the two dams mentioned. Thus, the Pavana Reservoir across the
Limentra di Sambuca Brook, also in Bologna,
was formed by a concrete multiple-arch dam
187 feet high, and had a storage capacity of 810
acre-feet.

Gleno Dam Failure. Among the more serious of recent dam failures was that of a European multiple-arch dam -at Gleno, about 30 miles
northeast of Bergamo in north central Italy, on
Dec. 1, 1923, resulting in, a loss of some 500
lives and property destruction estimated at
150,000,000 lire. This dam, which formed a reservoir of 190,000,000 cubic feet capacifiy, was
a reinforced concrete structure of multiple-arch
type 143 feet in height above the stream, 863
feet long on top, and of curved ground plan,
with a central portion 250 feet in length flanked
on .either end by straight, portion tangents to
the central curve. The multiple-arch construcr

tion rested on a gravity base of stone masonry,
being substituted without proper authority for
the gravity dam for which official permission
had been granted. The masonry base was 5^
feet high and some 250 feet long and carried
the curved part of the superstructure, while
the straight portions at the sides were built
directly on the rock of the side of the valley.
In all there were 25 arches of semi-cylindrical
form, 26 feet 3 inches between buttresses and
inclined 53 degrees to the horizontal.
At the time of the failure, eight of the arches
of the curved portion of the dam, together with
their buttresses, and the first arch of the tangent section on the left bank together with the
heavy buttress at the point of tangency went
This released a vast volume of water
out.
which passed down the steep and narrow valley
of the Dezzo River, for 12 miles to its junction
with the Oglio River at Darfo, and then down
the Oglio Valley 5 or 6 miles to Iseo Lake at
Pisogne. Power stations at Yilminore, Dezzo,
Mazzuno, Angola, and Darfo, a. number of factories, including the Voltre Steel Works at
Darfo, and many houses and villages were destroyed by the flood. The failure of the dam
was due to the faulty design and construction
of the base. The execution of the work was
badly performed and there was a failure to cut
footings in the rock for the buttresses. Improper materials, badly mixed and poured, lax
inspection and incompetent direction, all contributed to the disaster as was revealed in an
It was beofficial report published in 1924.
lieved that one outcome of the catastrophe
would be the -formation of a government department to pass on the design and construction of
all dams as had been proposed previously by
different Italian engineers.
Coolidge Multiple-Dome Dam. One of the
most interesting and remarkable danis of a novel
type ever constructed is this work on the Gila
River in Arizona. It is an essential part of a
project authorized in 1924 to irrigate some 100,000 acres, largely Indian lands adjacent to the
Salt River Project in Arizona, and was built
by the United States Indian Service. Several
studies of different types of dam, together with
estimates of their relative economy, showed a
slight saving for the novel dome type over its
nearest competitor, the well-known multiplearch. Three egg-shaped half domes of 180-foot
span and 251 feet high, with joining buttresses,
form the main portion of the dam which is about
550 feet long with side spillways on either end
166 feet wide. It is claimed that this type
offers advantages for certain sites and is subject
to comparatively simple calculation. The domes
vary in thickness from 4 to 20 feet and are reinforced for temperature changes, no expansion
joints being provided except in the buttresses.
Earth Dams. In many cases, the provisions
for passing floods over dams require that practically the entire dam be made a spillway. In
such cases, the gravity-masonry type is usually
used. On the other hand, the spillway portion
of a dam may be comparatively small or isplated
from the main dam structure. In these eases,
particularly where suitable material is 'available and foundations for a gravity type would
require deep and costly excavation, the earth
dam may be, used. Until recent years^ ,the earth
dant has been- employed primarily for long low
dykes or* enabarkmenta. Such a dam over 100
frfet high was very unusuaL
Today, there is an
1

1

:

i
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dam 245 feet high. This progess has been installation of
r
e
in the development upstream
slope
?
Jr
rJ"""
to^ProTOaents
"
"
of the
method
earth

'

'

of construction.
in the eastern United
States were built by depositing the earth in
layers and compacting by rolling. At the best,
this is a costly method of
handling the large
yardage involved in such construction. On the
other hand, such dams in the West were built
by sluicing the fill, from banks located above
the level of the dam, by hydraulic giants or

hydraulic
Earlier earth dams

through high pressure jets of water
against the banks. The water, brought down to
the dam in sluices, frequently carried 25 or 30
per cent of solids which settled out under water
in the lake or pond maintained on the dam site
by building up the edges, along the slopes, with
This method of movspecial heavy coarse fill.
ing earth is extremely cheap but can only be
used in a location where suitable earth is available at a level well above the top of the dam.
The following table gives some of the recent
notable hydraulic fill dams:
nozzles,

2 reducing to

1 on 2% downstream.
Tietoa Dam. In order to provide a reservoir with a capacity of 205,500 acre-feet as a
" "
J

A

Dam

Spillway

lit.

above stream
bed
245
Dix Rivor, Kentucky (1926)

Total ht. above

stream bed

275

The "Wanaque Dam. One of the most important of earth dams recently constructed in
the eastern United States is this dam built
to form a reservoir for the North Jersey water
supply (Patterson, Passaic, Newark, and other
The dam closes a valley 1500 feet wide
cities).
with rock outcropping on both sides but dipping
concrete
100 foot below ground at the bottom.
core wall carries down to rock and the top of the
dam is 92 feet above the original ground level.
Tlie principal interest attaches to the construction both of the core wall and the dam. The core
wall was built in a sheeted trench 100 feet deep
a remarkable performance and the dam, involving almost a million cubic yards of earth,
was built by sluicing and compacting material
brought to the site and distributed along the

A

dam by a

remarkable series of belt conveyors.

The conveyors had a total length of nearly two
and one half miles and constituted the largest

'

'art of

the storage system for the Yakima proWashington, the United States Reclamation
ureau constructed
i
u ucu an
u earth iuuu
dam uu
on the
me Tulon
J.UUMI
River about 26 miles above Naches, Washington, in the Mt. Rainier National Forest.
This
was an earth dam heavilv blanketed with rock,
approximately 230 feet liigh and 900 feet long
on the crest, with a concrete core wall of an
approximate height of .330 feet extended over
solid rock to the crest.
During the construetion of the dam, a diversion tunnel 2200 feet
long and of a diameter of approximately 21 feet
was constructed to carry the waters of the Tieton River, and this work after the completion
of the dam was to be used as a portion of the
ject,

_^ W

wui

outlet control.

The embankment forming the dam
hydraulic

maximum

More recently it has been found economically
possible to pump the liquid mixture of water,
sand, and clay, from lower levels to the level of
the work. Recent construction of earth dams of
considerable height has, therefore, been almost
entirely by the hydraulic fill method. Core walls
of concrete have been very generally used, the
function of tho earth fills inside and out then
becoming largely a matter of supporting this
impermeable core wall. The stability of these
slopes is a point of much importance and the
several slips which have occurred in recent constructions seem to clearly indicate that the old
ratio of 1 on 2 is not low enough for stability.
record dam of the rock-fill-earth type is
shown in the following table:

this kind ever undertaken. An
of 1 on 3 was adopted with 1 on

consists of

blanketed with rock, having a
height of approximately 230 feet, a
fill

slope on the downstream side. The material
brought to the dam site from borrow pits in
cars was washed into position by hydraulic
giants to a central pool divided by the core
wall. Here a pump was installed to pump a
large amount of the soft clay material from the
lower side of the core wall to the upper side,
leaving a fine graded sandy material against
the downstream side of the core wall and a
clayey puddle against the upstream side of the

core wall.

The volume of the embankment is approximately 2,000,000 cubic yards. In the rock cliff
on the west side, a spillway was to be built with
an overflow lip 420 feet long, equipped with
six drum gates of the Arrowrock type, 65 feet
long and 8 feet high. This spillway has a capacity under normal conditions of 30,000 secondfeet and a capacity of 50,000 second-feet before
the dam would be overtopped. It discharges
through a concrete conduit down the side of
the cliff to a pool well below the toe of the
dam. The outlet control works operate to control the water at three stages so that the gates
will never have to operate under a greater head
than 80 feet. These outlets each have a capacity of 25,000 second-feet which will be the
maximum of any irrigation dam.
Cobble Mountain Dam. This dam forms
part of the additional supply system for the
city of Springfield, Mass., being developed on
Little River, a branch of the Westfield, west of
the city and above the existing system. The dam
is located in a narrow gorge and, although 1505
feet wide at the base (toe to toe) will be only
700 feet long at the crest. Some 22 billion gallons storage is expected and the lake will cover
1120 acres. A separate spillway 800 feet long
is provided and a diversion tunnel, 1600 feet
long, will be used to carry flood flows around
the dam site during construction and later for
an outlet to the dam. Another outlet tunnel,
7105 feet long and 9% x 10 feet horseshoe section, will convey the water to a point lower
down in the gorge at existing works giving a
head of 450 feet for power development. Suitable material for the dam has to be hauled
about one mile and will either be sluiced into
place from "dissolving boxes" or placed by the
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semi-hydraulic method of dumping dry at the
outer edges and washing into place. It is expected that the work will be completed by
October, 1930, and inasmuch as the dani will be
245 feet high above stream bed, it will be the
highest earth dam in the world.
Table Bock Cove Earth Dam. That the stability of the earth embankments of a hydraulicfill earth dam during construction needs careful
observation and attention was amply demonstrated in the slide on the 180-foot Nexaca Dam
similar
in Mexico in 1909 and
through other
construction difficulties with this type. In the
earth water-supply dam for Greenville, S. C.,
built in 1925-1927, however, another source of
danger almost caused a major disaster. The
dam was a rolled-fill embankment, not a hydraulic structure, ,nd 140 feet high above foundations. A 42-inch drain pipe, used to divert
the stream flow during construction, was closed
by a valve at its lower end, at the downstream
of the dam. A break in this drain which, of
course, was under full water pressure, caused
a large slide in the dam with the reservoir almost full. The dam held while the stored water

was slowly drawn off.
Dix River Bock-Pill

gineer (London) and Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers (New York, current), as well as Reports, Chief of Engineers U.
8. Army ( Washington, annual ) ; and Reports,
Commissioner of the Reclamation Bureau (Wash,

ington,

annual).

See

WATER POWEB; WATEB

SUPPLT.

An
).
DANVA, CHARLES LOOMIS (1852American neurologist (see VOL. VI). He became professor of nervous diseases at the newly

founded Cornell University Medical School, New
York City, in 1902. In 1914-16 he was president of the

New York Academy

of Medicine.

His Textlook of Nervous Diseases reached 10
editions by 1929. He also wrote Peaks of Medical History.

DANA, JOHN COTTON (1856-1929). An
American librarian (see VOL. VI). lie continued as head of the Newark, N. J., Free Public
Library and director of the Newark Museum
Association until his death, publishing The Industrialist as an Artist (1927); Art is All in

Your Eye (1927); Should Museums- le Useful?
(1927); Changes in Library Methods in a
Changing World (1927), and numerous other
pamphlets and monographs.
An American
).
DANA, PAUL (1852-

Dam. The record
dam, a western United States type, was editor (see VOL. VI). He was stationed at
built in 1923-1926 on the Dix Elver in Ken- Namur from May to June, 1915, as a, member
In general, these dams have been built of the Committee for Relief in Belgium.
tucky.
A Ca).
DANDUBAETD, RAOUL (18G1by first placing a rock fill across the stream. On
the upper surface of this fill, a watertight dia- nadian lawyer and statesman (see VOL. VI).
phragm, or apron is placed. In some cases, this He became minister without portfolio in Canada
has consisted simply of two layers of timber in 1921 and was president of the Sixth Assembly
planking with waterproof paper between. Obvi- of the League of Nations. Mrs. Dandurand, his
ously a more or less temporary construction, wife, was elected vice president of the National
this apron was frequently protected by an earth Council of Women, and was decorated by the
In other cases, a sheet- French government for her literary attainments.
fill sloping upstream.
Reinforced consteel diaphragm has been used.
DANDY, WALTEBE. (1866- ). An Amercrete was obviously the ideal material, but due ican surgeon, born at Sedalia, Mo. He gradurock-fill

of this type settle ated in arts at the University of Missouri in
that a more flexible 1907 and in medicine at Johns Hopkins in
material such as timber or steel was indicated. 1910, later joining the Johns Hopkins faculty.
Nevertheless, in the Dix Dam a reinforced con- In 1921 he was made associate professor of
crete apron 18 inches thick has been employed. surgery, specializing in brain and spinal cord
Almost two million yards of rock was blasted work along the lines inaugurated by Professor
out near the dam and was dumped into the Harvey Cushing (q.v.). He contributed many
gorge between cliffs about 1000 feet apart. In important papers on the causes and mechanism,
this way, a barrier with slopes of about 45 de- diagnosis, and surgical treatment of brain tugrees was built to a maximum height of almost mors, brain abscess, internal hydrodcephalus,
300 feet* On the upstream slope of this huge em- convulsions, etc., and introduced pneuznography
bankment, a heavy dry rubble paving was placed into routine use in the diagnosis of brain
by derricks. Over this paving, the concrete fac- tumors.
DAlSflE, CLEMENCE (WINIFEED ASHTON) (?ing or paving, furnishing the water-tight diaAn English author, who wrote the fol).
phragm, was built. Some 300,000 acre-feet of
water, forming a lake 36 miles long, will be held lowing novels: Regiment of Women j Fvrst the
back of this dam. It is part of the Kentucky Blade; Legend (1919), a novel composed chiefly
Hydro-Electric Company's project for power de- of conversation which gives a striking revelation
velopment in this section and a new waterworks of character through its sublety of method;
for Danville, Ky., also is involved.
Wandering Stars (1924); The Dearly Beloved
Bibliography. Among the recent and more of Benjamin CoVb (1927); and The Batyons (in
notable available works on dams are Weg- four parts, 1928). She was an actress for four
mann, Design and Construction of Dams (8th or five years and also wrote the following
dramas: A BUI of Divorcement (1921); Will
ed., revised and enlarged, New York, 1927),
which has a full bibliography of the available Shakespeare (1922); The Way Things Happen
literature; Creager, Engineering for Masonry
(1924); N&loth's Vineyard (1925); and MariDams (Rev. ed., 1929, New York, also translated ners (1927).
into French) ; Morrison and Brodie, High Ma). An. AmerDANIELS, JOSEPHTTS (1862sonry Dams (2d ed,, New STork, 1916) ; Davis, ican public official (see VOL VI). He was
United States Irrigation Works (Washington, D. Secretary of the Navy tinder President Wilson
from 1913 to 1921, and from the Beginning urged
C., 1917) ; Kammuller, Die Theorie der Gewidhtsstaumauern (Berlin, 1929). Most satisfactory, the establishment of a larger Navy. He believed
however, are the files of ttye Engineering "News- in government ownership of armorplate factories,
Record
(New York) ; Reclamation Record and .of telephones and telegraphs* In 1921 he
(Washington) ; Engineering (London),; and En* resumed the editorship of the Raleigh News and
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DANISH LITERATURE

DANISH LITERATURE.

See

SCANDINA-

VIAN LlTERATUBE.

D'ANinrN'ZIO. See ANNTTNZIO;
LITERATURE; ITALY, under History.

DANUBE RIVER.

See

ITALIAN

WORLD WAR.

DANZIG-.

Formerly belonging to Germany,
but since 1920 a Free City established by the
Treaty of Versailles and placed under the
League of Nations* protection. The area of the
district is about 754 miles and the population,
on Aug. 31, 1924, 384,000, largely German; in
The Free City
fact, only 6 per cent were Poles.

area contains 318 localities, four of them cities
with the following populations in 1927: Danzig
proper, 230,000 ; Zoppot, 27,500 ; Neuteich, 28CO ;
Tiegenhof, 3100. Of the Free City's total boundary line of 147 miles, 35 miles are on the sea.
The production of the rural sections falls short
of the requirements of the population with the
result that foodstuffs have to be imported. The
same is true of lumber, and stocks have to be
imported from Poland. With Poland, Danzig
is connected by three main lines,
Danzig to
Warsaw, 204 miles; Danzig to Lodz, 263 miles;
Danzig to Posen, 192 miles. Inland waterways
communication is maintained by the Vistula.
Although by 1922 Danzig's trade had not reached
pre-war proportions, it seemed in a fair way to
recover

its

old stability.

DABLINQ
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Observer. He wrote The Navy and the Nation
(1919) ; Our Navy at War (1922) ; and Life of
Woodrow Wilson (1924).

In 1913, 1921, and

1925 imports into Danzig by sea weighed, in
metric tons, 1,233,630. 1,322,428, and 690,779;
and exports by sea, 878,471, 383,448, and 2,031,969. A resumption of the importation of hides

and skins, wool, wine, etc., all of which were
destined for reshipment, appeared in 1922. Before the War, the principal exports from Danzig
were grain, lumber, and sugar. Lumber has
recovered pre-war proportions; sugar, too, was
rapidly increasing, but grain had become an
article of import. In 1926 the exports were as
follows: Lumber, 1,391,000 tons (in 1927, 1,700,000 tons); grain, 272,000; sugar, 185,000;
and coal, 3,405,000. Total goods imported in
1927 amounted to 1,517,194 tons and goods exported to 6,380,419 tons. In 1913, 2854 vessels
of 918,097 net tons entered, and 2836 vessels of
931,509 net tons cleared, Danzig; in 1926, 5967
vessels of 3,432,480 net tons entered and 5963
vessels of 3,395,840 net tons cleared. The Free
is not a port where no customs
City of Danzig
duties, are levied but is included in the Polish
Customs Union with duties levied according to
the Polish tariff schedule. One basin only is
set aside as a "free port" where goods may be
imported without duty and stored, transhipped
or reexported later. With modern facilities Danzigin 1928 ranked third among the Baltic ports.
Ilistory. The problem posed in. 1919 by the
Polish claim to a sea outlet involved several important considerations. Danzig, the focal point
of Polish aspirations, was overwhelmingly German in population, at least 90 per cent. The
creation of a Polish "corridor" through Prussia
to connect Poland with Danzig on the sea meant
the separation from the Reich of some 2,000,000 Germans in East Prussia. On the other
hand, Danzig was bound up with the life of the
new state economically and geographically, for
Danzig was the port of the Vistula, and the
valley of the Vistula was really Poland. But
to preserve the principle of self-determination,
of which so much had been made during the

War, and to check the growth of a German irredentism, a compromise had to be effected.
Articles 100-108 of the Treaty of Versailles,
therefore, set up in Danzig and the German
area about it a Free City under the League of
Nations. Its governing head was to be a High
Commissioner; foreign relations and customs
tariff were to be controlled by Poland; while
economic matters such as administration of

railways, posts, telegraph lines, waterways, and
port facilities, were to be largely in Polish
hands. Under Article 103 of the Versailles
Treaty, which provided for the drafting of a
constitution by representatives of the city in
agreement with the High Commissioner appointed by the League, a Constituent Assembly
was elected in Danzig on May 16, 1920, by universal suffrage with proportional representation.
This Assembly, in which the various German
parties had an overwhelming majority, drew
up a constitution which was approved by the
High Commissioner and the League. The formal
proclamation of the new state, in accordance

with these arrangements, occurred on Nov. 15,
1920. The essential points of the new system
thus created were that the High Commissioner
was to decide all points of dispute between Danzig and Poland, though a right of appeal to the
League Council was assured; local autonomy
was preserved through the creation of a bicameral diet, the president of whose upper house
was to act as state head; a single customs area
was to exist, and Poland was to be in charge of
railway, postal, telegraph, telephone, diplomatic,
and consular matters ; Danzig port and terminal
questions were to be in the hands of a joint
board headed by a neutral. The High Commissioner in 1928 was Dr. von Ham el who assumed
his duties in February, 1926. See POLAND,
under History.

DARDANELLES AND BOSPORUS

STRAITS. To

the completed Treaty of Lausanne of July, 1923, was appended an elaborate
convention for the regulation of the Dardanelles
and Bosporus Straits in peace and war. A commission was set up under the protection of the
League of Nations, presided over by a Turk with
powers to execute the prescribed regulations
for the passage of ships. A demilitarized zone
was mapped out, to include much smaller areas
along the shores of the Dardanelles Strait and
the Strait of Bosporus. The Turks were permitted to maintain a garrison at Constantinople and the free movement of their fleet in
Turkish waters was not to be impaired. In time
of peace, the Straits were to be free for all
merchant vessels and for warships; in time of
war, Turkey, if a belligerent, was permitted to
exclude enemy merchantmen and warships.

DARLING-, JAY NORWOOD

(J.

N. DING)

An American cartoonist. He was
).
(1876born at Norwood, Mich., and studied at Yankton
College, S. D., and Beloit College, receiving -Jhis
bachelor's degree at the latter institution.

After serving as a reporter on Sioux City
(Iowa) newspapers, he became cartoonist for the
Journal (1901-06). Later he held a like position on the Des Moines Register (1906-11), the
New York Qlole (1911-13), the Des Moines
Register again (1913-17), and the New York
Herald Trfoune and Des Moines Register after
1917. He also contributed cartoons to Oollier'9
Weekly and the Country Gentleman, His syn:
dicated cartoons reached an estimated total of
5,000,000 newspaper readers daily.

His earlier

DARLING

tendency to crowd the scenes of Ms cartoons with,
detail was modified as his technique matured.

A

striking characteristic was his ability to
create the semblance of rapid motion, as shown
in the whirlwind effects of which he made fre-

quent use.
situations

His handling

of

difficult

political

was praised by many as wise and

DABLItfa, SAMUEL TAYLOR

(1872-

).

American physician, parasitologist and au-

thority on tropical medicine, born in Harrison,
N. J. He obtained his medical degree at the
College of Physicians and Surgeons at Baltimore in 1903 and he was in charge of the laboratory of the Panama Canal during the construction period (1900-14), later accompanying

General Gorgas to South Africa. He became
a member of the staff of the Rockefeller Foundation in 1915 and was chairman of the expedition
to the Far East for the puropse of studying
hookworm and malaria; later, he visited Brazil
in a similar capacity. He wrote many papers on
tropical diseases and animal parasites and pub*
lished, in collaboration: Hookworm and Malaria,
Research in Malaya, Java, and the Fiji Islands
(Darling, Barber, and Hacker, 1917), and Studies in

and

Hookworm

Infection in Brazil

(Darling

Smillie, 1021).

BABLENTaTON, JAMES HENRT (1856An American Protestant Episcopal bishop

).

(see

VOL. VI). He declined an appointment on the
United States Commission to Russia, but became
head of the Serbian Relief Fund in the United
States. In 1920, he was chairman of the commission sent by the Protestant Episcopal Church
to confer with the Eastern Orthodox Churches
and the Old Catholics, which visited Constantinople, Athens, and other European capitals for
the purpose of making a concordat. He is the
author of Verses by the Way (3d series, 1927).

DARLINGTON,

URBAN

VALENTINE

W.

(1870). A bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, born in Shelby Co., Ky., and
educated at the Kentucky Wesleyan College. In
180(1, he was ordained and from that time until
1917 was pastor in various churches in Kentucky and West Virginia. In 1917-18, he was
president of the Morris Harvey College in BarHe was made a bishop in
boursville, W. Va.
1918.

DABMSTAEDTER, darm-sta'-ter,
A German historian, born
).

(1873lin.

He

PAUL

the Archives of Surgery.
D'AKSONVAL, ARSJ&NE.

studied at the universities of Berlin,

Gesohichte der Aufteilung
Afrikas (1913-20).

WILLIAM

'wnd

Kolonisation

(1876-

See

ARSONVAL,

D*.

DABTMOTTTH COLLEGE. A

non-sectarian
at Hanover, N. H., for which
an English royal charter was granted in 17C9.
With the exception of the War years, 1917-19,
when the number of students registered in the
institution for

men

college fell off sharply, Dartmouth has grown
steadily from 1914. Between that time and
1928, the enrollment increased from 1329 to 2244;
the faculty was increased from 123 io 261; and
the library from 130,000 to 240,000 volumes.
Among the numerous buildings constructed oil
the campus were Topliff Hall and Russell Sage*
Hall, dormitories; the Steele Chemistry Building; Robinson Hall, headquarters of other than
athletic student organizations; the Fisher Ames
Baker Memorial Library, the gift of George F.
Baker of New York, costing $1,000,000; a. new
varsity field house, the gift of Howard Clark
Davis; a laboratory for the natural sciences;
new golf links at Hilton Field; the Spalding
Swimming Pool; and a concrete football stand,
a memorial to the Dartmouth men who died in
the War. During 1928 there were also under
construction the Carpenter Art Building, the
Sanborn English House, and two dormitories.
In 1922 a new selective process for admission,

was adopted under which due weight was given
to scholarship, character, qualities of leadership, and apparent ability to profit by college
education, and special treatment was also provided later for students of high grade. Ernest
Martin Hopkins, Litt.D., L.D., succeeded Ernest
Fox Nichols as president in 1916.
THEOBY. See EVOLUTION;

DABWINIAN

HEREDITY; ZOOLOGY.
DASKAM, JOSEPHINE DODGE (MRS. SELDEN
An American author
(1876BACON)
).
(see VOL. VI). Her recent works include: ToDay's Daughter (1914); Open Market (1915);
When Binks Came; The Memoirs of a- Baby
(1920); Blind Cupid (1923), and new editions
of many of her earlier publications.
She is also the compiler of On Our Hill (1918)
Square
Peggy (1919); Truth o Women (1923); Medusa's Head (1926); and Counterpoint (1927).
3>ATO
IBADIEB, dS't6 a e'ril-dyar', EDTTARDO (1856-1921). A Spanish jurisconsult and
statesman (see VOL. VI). Upon the outbreak
of the War, Dato was still in office and Spam's
;

9

in Ber-

Munich, Freiburg, and Strassburg, and became
professor in Gottingen in 1907. His works include Das ReicUsgut in der Lomlardei und in
Piemont (189C), Die Befreiung der Leib eigenen
in 8avoyeri t Sohweiz und Lothringen (1897), and
a history of the United States for Ullstein's
History of the World. A recent publication was

DAUBACH,

he took part in the Chateau-Thierry, St. Mihiel,
and Meuse-Argonne campaigns in the World
War. Dr. Darrach contributed articles on surgery, anatomy, and medical education to professional journals and was associate editor of

ARS&KE,

courageous.

An

DATJDET
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K An

American surgeon, dean of the College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University. He
was born at Germantown, Pa., was graduated at
Yale (A.B.) in 1897, and received the degree of
M.D. at Columbia in 1901, taking the First Harsen Prize. After 1903 he taught anatomy and
surgery at Columbia, becoming professor of clinical surgery in 1916, and dean of the medical

faculty in 1919.' He 'was attending surgeon at
the Presbyterian Hospital, the Vanderbilt Clinic,
the Rjoosevelt Hospital, and Bellevue Hospital.
As a colonel of the Medical Corps, U. 8. Army;

was a result of his efforts. 5He was
Prime Minister during the crisis of 1917, and
neutrality

again in 1920-21. He was assassinated at Madrid on Mar. 8, 1921*
DAUDET. dd'da'. ERNEST (1837-1921).
French novelist and historian (see VOL. VI).
His principal later works were Les avtews de to
guerre de 19U, Vol. I, Bismarck, Vol. II, OuiU
laume II et Francois-Joseph (1916); Les comL& Jtft*plices des-auteurs de la guerre (1917)
sio'n du Comte de Saint-Vallier
(1918); La
Mission du Baron de Couroel (1910) ; Soixante
annees du regne des 'Romanoff (1919) L'nvantdemier tiomanoff: Alewandre III (1920); #ouvenirs de mon temps (1st vol., 1921; others to
be finished by his son):

A

;

;

BATTDET, LEON

(Ifc67-

and

member

novelist

editor,

'").

of the

A

French
Academie

DATJG-HERTY

Goncourt (see VOL. VI). His Mtmoires, published from 1913 to 1922, -were edited and
translated by Arthur Kingsland Griggs ( 1925 ) .
II is other later works include: Bars du jong allemand (1915) ; Le Bonheur d'etre riche (1917) ;

(1919) ; Le stupide XlXeme
1928); Les (Euvrcs devant les
Hommes (1922); L'EIecatombe, war memoirs
(1923); Moloch et Mincrve (1924); Un jour
d'orage, a novel (1023); La roman et les nouveaux ecrivains (1923); L'affotrie dit, regime,
1919-25 (1925); Le r$ve 6veille (1920); titudes
and Qowrrier des
et milieux litteraires (1927)

Dans

la

lumiere

nitcle (1921; tr.

;

During the World
War, he was prominent in the campaign against
defeatism and afterwards was conspicuous as
head of the Action Franchise, the monarchist
a memagitation. From 1919 until 1924, he was
ber of the extreme right of the Chamber of
In 1927 his son was killed and Dau"Deputies.
det implicated the police, which resulted in his
pays-las

(4

vols.,

1928).

arrest after a four-day siege in the office of
9
Frangaise. He caused an uproar by
his escape from prison, and went first to Belgium
and thon to Holland.

L Action

HARRT MICA.TAH (1860An American public official, born at
Washington Court House, Ohio. He was edu-

DATTGHERTY,
).

'

cated in the public
at the University of
tice at Washington
in 1893 removed to

schools

and studied law

Michigan. He began pracCourt House in 1881 and
Columbus, Ohio, where he
was in practice from 1902 to 1921, He was
active in politics and was one of the leaders
responsible for the nomination and election of
President Harding, in whose cabinet he became
Attorney General in 1921, Prior to that time,
he had served in the Ohio House of Representatives for two terms.
Following the death of
President Harding in August, 1923, Mr. Daugherty was retained in office by President CoolThroughout his terrn^ of service, he had
idge..
been subject to severe criticism and this culminated in 1922 in an effort to bring impeachment proceedings in the House of RepresentaThis failed on the ground that the
tives.
evidence did not warrant the proceedings. In
March, 1923, as a result of charges instigated
chiefly by Senator Burton K. Wheeler of Montana, a committee of the Senate began an investigation into Mr. Daugherty's administration of
his office. In spite of great pressure brought
to bear upon him, President Coolidge refused to
ask for Mr. Daugherty's resignation until the
charges had been heard. Following Mr. Daugherty's refusal to furnish certain information to
the committee, President Coolidge asked for

and received his resignation on Mar. 28, 1924.
Tn 1927 he was acquitted of conspiracy to defraud the Government.
An
).
DAVKETPOBT, EUGENE (1856American agriculturist (see VOL. VI). From
1895 to 1922, he was dean of the College of
Agriculture at the University of Illinois, and
in the Jatter year was made professor emeritus.
Until 1922, he was director of the Agricultural
Experiment Station and professor of thremmatology at the University of Illinois. He
wrote many agricultural bulletins for the, experiment stations of Michigan and Illinois. He
is also author of Vacation on the Trail (1923)
,

and

Ttie

Farm

(1927).

WILLIAM (1870Protestant Episcopal bishop, born at Brandon, Vt. He studied at Ho-

DAVENPORT,
) .

GEORGE

An American
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bart College and was graduated from the
General Theological Seminary in 1896, in which
year he was also ordained. Subsequently, he
was rector of various churches in the East, until
he was consecrated bishop on Sept. 15, 1920.
He has since resided at Easton, Md. While in
Burlington, he served as provincial secretary of
the first province.
).
DAVID, KARL HEINBICH (1884Swiss composer, born at St. Gall. He studied
in Cologne and Munich, and then taught at the
Basel Conservatory, 1910-14. The following
three years he spent again in Germany, and
then settled in Zurich, where, in 1927, he became editor of the Schweizerische Musik&eitung.
He wrote Das hohe Lied Salomonis for soli, women's voices and orchestra; several female
choruses with orchestra; a considerable quantity
of chamber music; and the operas Aschenputtel
(Basel, 1021), Der Sizilianer (Zurich, 1924),
Juaendfestfipiel (Zurich, 1924), and Traumwandel (Zurich, 1928).
An American
DAVIDSON, Jo (1883).
sculptor born in New York City of "Russian parents.
He has won fame for his sculptures by
the interpretation of the mental and physical
in his subjects. His art is expressive of subdued emotion and characterized by raassiveness
of line.
His original work won recognition in
Paris, America, and London. He designed a
heroic group for the French government to commemorate the first victory of the Marne and a
statue of Senator Robert M. La Follette (q.v.)
for the Capitol at Washington, D. C.
DAVIDSON, THE MOST REV. AND RT. HON.

A

RANDALL TUOMAS, FIRST BARON OF LAMBETH

A former prelate of the Church of
(1848).
England (see VOL. VI), Archbishop of Canterbury from 1903 to 1928. Feeling himself too old
to fill adequately so arduous a position, he resigned an unprecedented action at the age of
80, after 25 years as Primate of All England.
His resignation, which took effect November 12,
was signalized by the many honors bestowed upon

He was given the freedom of the City of
London and was made a baron so that he might
still take part in the debates in the House of
Lords. A gift of more than $81,000 was raised
by public subscription, $10,000 of which came
from his American admirers. As Primate, he
was a strong force for the reconciliation of the
factions within the church. He was decorated
by Greece (1918), and Belgium and Serbia
(1919), He wrote The Testing of a Nation
(1919) and Occasions (1925).
him.

DAVIDSON COLLEGE. An

institution for
at Davidson, N. C.,
founded in 1837. The student enrollment increased from 335 in 1914 to 625 in 1927-28, and
in addition there was a summer school enrollment in 1928 of 90 ; the teaching staff increased
from 15 to 45 in the autumn of 1928; the productive funds from $284,745 to $931,775, plus a
5 per cent equity in the Duke endowment; and
the income increased from $48,557 to $311,102
in 1927-28, while the total plant valuation was
-at $1,106,752 in 1928.
The library conSpaced
ined 24,560 volumes in the latter year. During the period under review, three large fireproof
dormitories, housing 340 students, were erected
at a cost of $225,000; and a central heating plant
and homes for the professors were built; numerous courses were added to the curriculum; and

the higher education of

men

entrance requirements were raised.
J. Martin, MJX, Ph.D. 3 LL.D

W.

President,
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DAVIES, ARTHUB B. (1862-1928). An American painter (see VOL. VI). In 1916 he was
awarded the first W. A. Clark Prize and Corcoran gold medal. His manner continued highly
individualistic, his rebellion against the existing
order still softened by the romantic, mystic athis subjects.
mosphere with which he surrounded
In his later works, among them u Sea, Wind, and
Sky/' "Strewing Dust/' "Orchard of Pleasant
Bounties," and "Orestes," something of the math-

DAVIS

electron impact, X-ray emission, etc., he was
elected to the National Academy of Sciences in
1929.

An
).
DAVIS, CHARLES HAROLD (1856American painter (see VOL. VI). The change
from his earlier tendency to interpret nature in
her more sombre moods is to be seen in such
later paintings as "The Sunny Hillside," "In
Golden Light," and "On the West Wind," where
hill and tree, as well as cloud, are used expressively and a spirit of light and joy predominates.
An
).
DAVIS, DWIGHT FILLEY (1879American public official and Governor General
of the Philippines.
He was born at St. Louis,
Mo. After graduation at Harvard, he studied
law at Washington University (LL.B., 1903)
and at once became actively interested in the
community life of his native city, serving on
various municipal commissions and in city offices.
In the World War, he was successively
captain, major, and lieutenant colonel and was
awarded the D.S.C. "for extraordinary heroism" in operations at Baulny and Chaudron
Farm, France, on Sept. 29-30, 1917. He was ap-

ematical or intellectual appeared to be displacing his earlier instinctive rhythm. By
some, his feeling for abstract beauty was felt
to be verging on preciosity. See Arthur JB.
Davies: Essays on the Man and His Art, by
Duncan Phillips, Dwight Williams, Royal Cortissoz, Frank Jewett Mather, Jr., Edward W.
Root, and Gustavus A. Eisen (1924).
DAVIES, SIB (HENRY) WALFOED (1869A British organist and composer, born
).
at Oswestry, England. He received his first musical education as a chorister in St. George's
chapel, Windsor. From 1885 to 1890, he studied
organ with Sir W. Parratt, acting frequently as
his assistant. In 1890 he won a scholarship at pointed Director of the War Finance Corporathe Royal College of Music, wh'ere for four years tion, 1921-23, Assistant Secretary of War,
he studied composition, at the same time holding 1923-25, and Secretary of War, 1925-29. Presipositions as organist. In 1895 he became pro- dent Hoover named him as Governor General of
fessor of counterpoint at the Royal College of the Philippines in May, 1929. In his inaugural
Music, remaining there till 1919, when he be- address of July 8, 1929, he pledged his adminiscame professor of music at the University of tration to friendly cooperation with the Filipino
Aberystwyth. He also was conductor of the people, and the suppression of dishonesty in
London Church Choir Association (1901-13) government.
and of the Bach Choir (1903-07). He was
).
DAVIS, HARVEY NATHANIEL (1881knighted in 1922. His works include an An American physicist, born at Providence, R. I.
oratorio, The Temple; two symphonies; two He was graduated in 1901 at Brown Univerovertures, Dedication and Festal; two suites for sity and received his Ph.D. at Harvard in 1906.
orchestra, Partheiiia and Wordsworth; 8hort He was instructor of physics at Harvard in
Requiem, a cappella; three piano quartets; two 1905-10, and, after successive promotions, he
string quartets; three violin sonatas; a horn became professor of mechanical engineering,
sonata; anthems, songs, and part-songs. He 1919-27. Since 1928 he has been president of
also published Music and Christian Worship the Stevens Institute of Technology. He also
served with the General Electric Company dur(1913).
DAVIES, SIR Louis HENBY- (1845-1924). A ing 1917-18, in charge of their turbine departCanadian jurist (see VOL. VT). He remained ment; and in 1921 became consulting engineer
a member of the Dominion House of Commons to the United States Bureau of Mines. During
from 1882 to 1918, when he was appointed chief the World War, he was associated with the Air
justice of the Supreme Court of Canada. In Service of the United States Army as a, mechanithe same year, Chief Justice Davies became De- cal engineer. His various original investigations have had to do with the thermal properties
puty Governor General of Canada.
of matter. He is the author (with L. S. Marks)
).
DAVXES, WILLIAM HENBY (1870Welsh poet and author, born at Newport, Eng- of Steam Tables and Diagrams (1908) and (with
land. He began life as a picture-frame maker, N. H. Black) of Practical Physios for High
but after completing his apprenticeship, he Schools (1913).
DAVIS, HENBY WILLIAM CARLESS (1874rtramped through England and America, picking
1928). An English historian (see VOL. VI).
fruit, selling pins and needles, etc., and crossed
the ocean several times on cattle boats. His pub- In 1915 he was a member of the War Trade
lished poems include Collected Poems: Second Intelligence Department, and the following year
Series (1923), Secrets (1924), A Poet 9s Alpha- of the War Trade Advisory Committee. He was
let (1825) ; The Song of Love (1926) ; A. Poet's made Commander in the Order of the British
Calendar (1927), and Collected Poems (1929). Empire in 1918 and became director of the DicHis prose works are The Autobiography of a tionary of National Biography (1920), and was
Super-Tramp (IMS] + Beggars (1909), A Weak professor of modern history in the "University
Woman (1911), The True Traveler (1912), A of Manchester (1921-25). In 1924 he was
Poet's Pilgrimage 1918), Later Days (1925); Fords Lecturer at Oxford University. From
The Adventures of Johnny Walker, Tramp 1925 until his death, he was Regius Professor of
modern history at Oxford, and in 1926 he was
(1926), and Dancing Mad (1927).
An American made curator of the Bodleian Library. His
)
DAVIS, BEBGEN ( 1809physicist. He was born at White House, "$. J-, works include: Political Thought of Treitachke
graduated at Rutgers College (B.S., 1896), re- (1914) ; Why We Are at War (in collaboration.
ceived the Ph.D degree at Columbia, and studied 1914) ; contributions to the History of the Peace
He became in- Conference (ed. Temperley, 1920, etc.); "Engat, Gottingen and Cambridge.
nfrfefr Nation
structor in physics at Columbia in ,1903, and land, 1815-46," in Story of the
(1923); and Medieval England (1924). He
professor in 1918. Having contributed papers
edited 0<ofor& Pamphlets (1914-15).
oil sound ionization by collision, radiation by-

A

.

DAVIS

later worked in iron and steel mills in
Pittsburgh and in JSlwood, Ind. From 1808
on, he was active in city and State politics in
Indiana and in various fraternal organizations.
He was a founder of the Mooseheart (111.)
Home and School. He was named Secretary of
Labor in 1921 by President Harding and continued under Presidents Coolidge and Hoover.
An
).
DAVIS, JOHN WILLIAM (1873American lawyer and diplomatist, born at
Clarksburg, W. Va., and educated at Washington and Lee University. He was admitted to
the bar in 1895, and from 1890 to 1897 was as-

and

sistant professor of law in Washington and Lee
University. During the period 1897-1913, he
practiced law at Clarksburg, took an active interest in State and national politics, and was
elected to Congress. From 1913 to 1918, he
was Solicitor General of the United States, and
from the latter year until 1921, he was Ambassador to Great Britain. In 1924 he was Democratic nominee for the Presidency. In 1921 he
resumed the practice of law in New York City.
He is president of the English-Speaking Union
for the United States. See UNITED STATES,
tinder History.

DAVIS, KATHEBINB BEMENT (1860An American sociologist (see VOL. VI).
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An Amer(1867).
ican lawyer, born at Keokuk, Iowa. After passing through the public schools at Keokuk and
London, Ont., he was admitted to the bar in
3877 and began practice in Keokuk, where he
remained until 1903. He acted as city solicitor
Under the Federal
of Keokuk, and as mayor.
administration of railways, he was general
solicitor for the Chicago and Northwestern, and
in 1920-21 he was general counsel of the United
States Railroad Administration. In the latter
and
year, he was appointed director general
agent of the President in settling controversies
arising out of Federal control. He resigned
that post in 1926 and resumed private practice
at DCS Moines, Iowa.
An
).
DAVIS, JAMES JOHN (1873American cabinet member, born at Tredegar,
South Wales, where he attended the -public
schools. He came to the United States in 1881
DAVIS, JAMES Cox

).

She
was appointed, by Mayor Mitchel, Commissioner
of Correction of New York City, for the term

From 1915 to
1, 1914, to Dec. 28, 1915.
1917, she was chairman of the Parole Commission. In 1918 she was director of the women's
work section of the Social Hygiene Division of
Jan.

the Commission on Training Camp Activities,
and in the same year, was appointed general
secretary of the Bureau of Social Hygiene. She
directed a study of the housing conditions of
employed women in the Borough of Manhattan,
New York City, the results of which were published in 1922.

An Amer).
DAVIS, NOBMAIT H. (1878ican statesman, born in Bedford Co., Tenn., and
educated at Vanderbilt University and the University of California. In 1902 lie interested
himself in the sugar, banking, and other businesses in Cuba. During the World War, he was
active on various commissions and boards and
as special delegate to foreign countries, particularly as regards financial problems. He was
financial adviser to the American Peace Deleof the Armistice
gates in Paris and a member
Commission and of the Supreme Economic
Council. In 1919-20 he was Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, and from 1920 to 1921, he

was alternately Under Secretary of State and
Acting Secretary of State. In May, 1927, he
served as a member of the American delegation
to the International Economic Conference at
Geneva.

An American
).
DAVIS, OWEN (1874dramatist born in Portland, Me., who began
writing plays in 1898 and has written more than
100 plays produced in New York. Of these,
about 50, mostly melodramas, were produced by
A. H. \Yoods. His most recent popular plays
were: The Family Cupboard; Sinners; Mile a
Minute; Forever After; Opportunity; The Detour (1921); Icebound (1922), which was
awarded the Pulitzer Prize for the year; The
Nervous Wreck (1923); Lazybones (1924);
Easy Come, Easy Go (1925); Beware of Widows (1925).

DAVISON,

F(REDEBICK)

TBUBEE

(1896Secretary of
War, who was born in New York City, graduated at Yale, and who studied law at Columbia
(LL.B., 1022). In the World War, he served in
the Naval Air Service. Ho was admitted to the
bar in 1922 and began practice in New York
City. He represented Nassau County in the
State Assembly in 1922-2C. In 192C President
Coolidge appointed him Assistant Secretary of
War and President Hoover, three years later,
reappomtcd him to the same office. He has had
special oversight of the development of the army
aviation service. He was a trustee of the Guggenheim Fund for the Promotion of Aviation,
and a member of the executive committee of the
National Crime Commission.
DAVISOMT, HENRY POMEBOY (1867-1922).
An American banker born at Troy, Pa. After
attending school at Greylock Institute, South
Willianistown, Mass., he was errand boy in a
bank conducted by his uncle at Troy, Pa. He
later went to the Astor Place Bank, New York
City, remaining there from 1891 to 1894. He
became vice president of the First National Bank
in 1902 and afterwards a member of the firm of
He was chairman of the
J. P. Morgan & Co.
executive commission and a director of the Bankers' Trust Company; director of the American
Foreign Securities Company; and from 1917 to
1919, he was chairman of the War Council of
the American Red Cross, during the time when
$300,000,000 was raised by popular subscription
).

for

war

An American

sufferers.

Assistant

He was

elected

chairman of

the governing board of the World League of
Cross Societies in Paris, May, 1919.

Red

DAVISSON, CLINTON JOSEPH (1881).
An American physicist. He was born at Bloomington, 111., and graduated (B.S.) at the University of Chicago in 1908. He obtained the
Ph.D degree at Princeton in 1911. For six
years, he was instructor in physics at the Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, and since
1917 has been a member of the technical staff
of -the Bell Telephone Laboratories in New York
City, In 1928 he was awarded the Comstock
Prize ($2300) for the discovery of electron diffraction. In the following year, he was elected
to the National Academy of Sciences. He is the
author of many papers on radiation, thermionics, and electron physics.

DAWES,

CHARLES GATES (1865-

).

An

VOL. VI), In
1917 he was in France on General Pershing's
administrative staff. He was chairman of the
general purchasing board and also general purchasing agent for the United States Army in

American

public

official

(see

DAWES BEPORT
France.

In 1919 he returned to the United

and in 1921 was appointed by the President as director of the newly created Bureau of
the Budget, and organized the first budget of the
United States government. On July 8, 1922,
he. retired from the Budget Bureau, and in November of the same year was elected director
of the Chicago & Great Western Railway Company. In 1923 General Dawes was appointed
chairman of an international group of experts
to ascertain Germany's capacity to pay war
reparations which formulated the Dawes Plan,
put into operation Sept. 1, 1924. (see REPARATIONS). Nominated for Vice President of the
United States by the Republican Party in
June, 1924, he was elected in November. In
his inaugural address, he vigorously attacked the
States,

rules of the Senate permitting unlimited debate
and advocated their modification throughout
his term of office, but without success. In 1925
he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize jointly
with Sir Austen Chamberlain, British Foreign
Secretary. He turned over his share of the
prize to the endowment fund of the Walter
Hines Page School of International Relations
at Johns Hopkins. At the expiration of his
term as Vice President in March, 1929, he headed
a commission of American financial experts who
reorganized the finances of the Dominican Republic* While engaged in this task, he was appointed Ambassador to Great Britain to succeed
Alanson B. Houghton. Immediately after assuming his duties as Ambassador in June, 1929,
he outlined President Hoover's proposals for
limitation of naval armaments to Prime Minister Ramsay MacDonald in Scotland (Sunday,
June 16), and on June 18, speaking before The
Pilgrims in London, he indicated the procedure
which the United States Government would follow in its attempt to secure world naval limitation.
Through the Summer he was in active
conference with the Prime Minister on this subHe received an honorary D.C.L. degree
ject.
from Oxford, 1929. He wrote A. Journal of the
Great War (1921) and The First Tear of the
Budget of the United States (1923).

DAWES REPORT.

See REPABATIONS.
An
ALEC JOHN (1872).
English novelist (see VOL. VI). He served
throughout the World War (1914-19), was
awarded the Croix de Guerre with Palm, and
decorated with the Order of the British Empire.
In, 1919-21, he was director of information to
the Government of Bombay. He is author of
How to Help Lord Kitchener (1914); jSfomwe
Battle Stories (1916) ; Baok to BUghty (1917) ;
For France (1917); Everybody's Dog Book
(1922); Britain's 'Life Boats (1923); Peter of

DAWSON,

MonTc$-le<*se:

Emergency
"Young

Dog

His Mortal Tenement (1924) The
Marie (1926); and Letters to

).

VI).

;

of

Owners^ (19-27).
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COSTNGSBY

(WILLIAM)
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(1883-

An Anglo-American author (see VOL.
He 'joined the Canadian Army at the

front in 1916 and continued in service until the
end of the World War. After having been
wounded, he came twice to the United States
(1917, 1918) on lecture tours. In 1918 he investigated, for the British Ministry of Infor-*
xaation, American military preparedness in
France. In 1919 he went to England to study.
European' reconstruction problems, anct subsequently lectured on the subject of the United
States. He also visited and reported on the
devastated regions of central and eastern Eu^

rope at the request of Herbert Hoover. His
recent works include: Florence on a Certain
Night (1914) ; The Raft (1914) ; Slaves of Free-

dom

(1916); The Seventh Christmas (1917,
1921); Carry On (1917); The Glory of the
Trenches (1918); Out To Win (1916); Living
Bayonets (1919); The Test of Scarlet (1919);
The Little House (1920) ; It Might Have Happened to You ( 1921 ) ; The Kingdom Round the
Corner (1921, 1923); Christmas Outside Eden
(1922) ; The Coast of Folly (1924) ; Old Youth

He also edited, with W. J. Dawson
Best Short Stories (1923).
DAWSOK", MILES MENANDER (1863).
An American lawyer (see VOL. VI). He was
adviser to the Governor of New York and the
commission regarding workmen's compensation
in 1914. He was special counsel for the United
States in the tax litigation in 1915 and 1917.
In 1917 and 1921 he was adviser to the War
Risk Bureau, and in 1918-19, special attorney
examiner for the United States Shipping Board
Emergency Fleet Corporation. In the latter
year, he was also counsel and actuary for the
commission to investigate the New York State
Insurance Fund. He is the author of The Ethics of Confucius (1915) and Ethics of Socrates
(1924) and the translator of Brand, a poetical
tragedy, by Henrik Ibsen (1916).
DAWSOET, THE REV. WILLIAM JAMES (18541928). An English clergyman and author (see
VOL. VI), who settled in the United States and
was a Presbyterian pastor in Newark, N. J. He
was the author of: Robert Shenstone (novel,
1917); The Father of a Soldier (1917); The
War Eagle (1918); Chalmers Comes Back
(1919); The Borrowdale Tragedy (1920); and
The Autobiography of a Mmd (1925). He edited, with Coningsby Dawson (q.v.), Best Short
(1925).
(q.v.),

Stories

(1923).

DAWSOK OF

BABON (186-

PENN",

A

BERTKAND,

FIRST

British medical authorsince
ity, Physician-in-Ordinary to King George
1907 and to the Prince of Wales since 1923.
Receiving his medical training at University
).

V

College and London Hospital, he became physician to the hospital andphysician-extraorcLmary
to King Edward VIL He was created baron in
1920, a Knight Commander of the Bath in 1926,
and a Privy Councilor in 1929, following King
George's recovery from his severe illness of the
winter of 1928-29. He holds honorary degrees
from leading British and American universities.
His long list of medical works includes The Diagnosis and Operative Treatment of Diseases of
the Stomach (1908); The Microlio Factor vn
Oasfiro-Intestinal Disease (1911); and Paratyphoid Fever (1916).
An American uni).
DAY, GLIVE (1871-

versity professor (see VOL. VI). He was chief
of the Balkan Division of the American Commission to Negotiate Peace (Paris, 1918-19). He
published a revised and enlarged edition of Ms

History of Commerce (1922); The Question of
the Balkans, a brochure (1920), and History of
Commerce of the United States (1925).
An
).
DAY, .FBAJSTK PABXEB (1881American college president. He was. born at
Shufyenacadie, Nova Scotia, and graduated at
Mount Allison University, Sacgville. N- B.
(1903). He later studied at Oxford .(Rhodes.
Scalar) and the University of Berlin .(19Q509), and w,a$ a lecturer at the University of
watol,'Eng." (1908-09). Returning.to America,
he, held professorships of .English at the Ujri-

DAY

DEARBORN

45 8

versity of New Brunswick (1909-12) and the
Carnegie Institute of Technology at Pittsburgh
(1912-14 ) . In the World War, he recruited and

commanded the 185th Cape Breton Highlanders,
served in France with the 16th Royal Scots, and
commanded the 25th Canadian Infantry Battalion.
After the Armistice, he returned to the
Carnegie Institute of Technology as dean (191927). He was professor of English at Swarthmore College (1927-29) and was installed as
president of Union College, Schenectady, N. Y.,
in 1929. He is the author of Rdver of Strangers;

The Autobiography of a Fisherman; and Rocklound; besides short stories contributed to magazines.

building and loan associations, the assets of
which exceed $125,000,000. The building and
loan system is said to be the largest in the
United States, both in the number of institutions and amount of assets. The assessed valuation of real property in Dayton, in 1928, was
$347,277,780, the tax rate being $25 per $1000:
and the net debt was $19,443,126.
Dayton is also an educational centre. It has
32 public schools, 17 parochial schools, two sem-

and one

university. Bonebrake Semiconducted by the United Brethren
Church, and students of this denomination from
every part of the country receive their theological education here.
Central Theological Seminary is maintained by the Reformed Church. It
is a denominational college preparing students
for the ministry.
The University of Dayton, a
Roman Catholic institution, has an annual enrollment of 1200 students. The buildings and
grounds are valued at $2,350,000. Its courses
are open to persons of any religious faith who
desire education in commerce and law, engineering, arts and letters, and natural science.
An
).
DEAIiEY, t JAMES QUAYIJE (1861.American university professor (see VOL. VI).

inaries

nary

is

An
).
DAY, HOLMATT FRANCIS (1865American author (see VOL. VI). Among his
later works are The Landloper (1915); Along
Came Ruth (play produced in New York, 1914)
Blow the Man Down (1916) Where Your Treasure Is (1917); Kavanagh's Clare (1917); Tfo
Rider of the Kmg Log (1919); When Egypt
Went Broke (1920) All Wool Morrison (1921) ;
Joan of Arc of tJie North Woods (1922); The
Lovmg Are the Daring (1923) Clothes Make
the Pirate (1925); John Lang (1926); StarHe was president of the American Sociological
wagons (1928).
DAY, JAMES ROSOOE (1845-1923). An Association in 1920, and in 1921 went to China
American educator (see VOL. VI). In 1922 he as exchange professor and lecturer. In 1928
became chancellor emeritus of Syracuse Uni- he became professor emeritus at Brown UniHe was famous as a defender of "big versity and joined the staff of the Dallas, Tex.,
versity.
business." During and after the World War, he News. He wrote The Urowth of State Consticriticized the Wilson administration and the tutions (1915)
Sociology Its Development and
League of Nations unsparingly. He published Applications (1920); State and Government
MH Neighbor the WorkingmaAi, and at the time (1921); Foreign Policies of the United States
of his death was about to start on an autobiog(1927); and Political Situations in Rhode Is;

;

;

;

;

land (1928).

raphy.

DAYTON. A

city of Ohio.

The population

increased from 116,577 in 1910 to 152,559 in
1920, and to 184,500 in 1928 by estimate of the
Bureau of the Census. The population of
Greater Dayton is estimated at 220,000. The
corporate limits of Dayton cover an area of 17
square miles, while the suburbs which surround
the city extend this area to 40 square miles.
Dayton operates under the city manager form of
in the
government, being the first large city
United States to adopt this plan (1914). The
Valley, which gives to Dayton much oHls
scenic beauty, also brought to it the devastating
The Miami River overflowed its
flood in 1913.
banks, inundating the downtown section, but
Dayton citizens turned this calamity into an opthe city on
portunity to reestablish and rebuild
a bigger scale and also build a series of dams
which would prevent the occurrence of another
These dams, when completed in 1923,
flood.
cost $32,000,000 and are considered one of the

Miami

world's greatest engineering projects.
Dayton is known internationally as the home
of aviation. Here the first heavier-than-air flyreing machine was invented and the city has
mained an important aviation centre. It presented to the United States Government 5000
acres of land which is now the permanent home
of governmental research and engineering laboratories.
The aviation field is named in honor of

Wilbur and Orville Wright.
its
Efoyton is essentially an industrial city,
industries manufacturing more than 1000 different articles. The 50,000 employees in 510
manufacturing establishments are paid $63,500,000 a year. The value of goods manufactured
and sold each year is placed at $327,000,000.
There are eight banking institutions and 18

DEAN, ARTHUR LYMAN

(1878-

).

An

American chemist and university president, born
at Southwick, Mass. He was graduated at Harvard in 1900 and received his PhJD. from Yale
in 1902. During 1902-07, he taught plant physiology at Sheffield Scientific School, Yale, and was
also a Carnegie research assistant during 190405, as well as chief of the section of wood chemistry in the United States forest Service during
1905-07. He had charge of the chemical laboratory of A. D. Little in Boston during 1907-08,
but at the close of the year returned to the
Sheffield Scientific School, being assistant professor until 1914. That year he was called to the
presidency of the University of Hawaii in Honolulu,

where he remained until 1927.

His

origi-

nal investigations have included studies on inuand
lin,
proteolytic enzymes, creosote oils,
chaulmoogra oil in treatment of leprosy, on all
of which he has published valuable papers.
DEAN, BASOTORD (1867-1928). An American zoologist and expert in armor (see VOL. VI).
Dr. Dean's active professorship of vertebrate zo1927. In 1926
ology at Columbia terminated in
he retired as curator of ichthyology at the American Musuem of Natural History, but retained
an honorary curatorship. From 1903 until his
death, he was curator of arms and armor at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City.
He also was adviser on armor to the U. S. War
Department. In addition to many works on
fishes (including a bibliography of 50,000 titles),
he was the author of several publications on
arms and armor.
DEARBORN, GEORGE VAN NESS (1869An American psychologist and surgeon,
).
born at Nashua, N. H. He was educated at
Dartmouth College and the College of Physicians

DEABBOBtf
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sentenced to 10 years* imprisonment. The decision was sustained by the Supreme Court of the
United States on Mar. 10, 191i>, and he went to

(M.D.,
Surgeons, Columbia University
in psychology at
1893). After graduate study
Harvard and Columbia (Ph.D., 1899), he became
a professor of psychology and education at the
Mass. (in06Sargent Normal School, Cambridge,
at Tufts Col21) and professor of physiology
and since the World
lege (1000-16). During
he has been attached to the U. S.

and

prison on Apr. 13, 1919. He was pardoned by
President Harding on Dec. 24, 1921, but his
In 1925 he
restored.
political rights were not
Socialist
campaigned in New York City for the
candidate. His health was broken by
Mayoralty
War,
on behalf of political prisoners. He
Public Health Service, neuropsychiatric division. his"labors
in a sanitarium at Elmhurst, III.
to
died
contributions
professional
various
Besides
DEBT, PUBLIC. See FINANCE AND BANKING.
(1899) ;
journals, he wrote The Emotion of Joy
MotorDEEPING, (GEORGE) WARWICK (1877(1008);
Human
Physiology
Textbook of
and
A British author born in Southend, Es)
Ken&oru Development (1010); Physiology
educated at Merchant Taylors' School
and
on
works
other
sex,
and
psychology
Hygiene (1921) ;
and Trinity College, Cambridge. He became a
and hygiene.
turned to
).
doctor, but after practicing a year,
DEAHBOBN", WALTER FENNO (1878he joined the Royal Army
An American psychologist and educator born at literature. In 1915
at Wes- Medical Corps and served in Gallip.oli, Egypt,
Marblehead, Mass. He was educated
his and Fram-e. The appealing and human qualities
levan and Columbia universities, receiving
They
latter institution in of his characters made his novels popular.
degree of. Ph.D. from the
A Woman's \\ar
He pursued medical studies in German at include Uther and Igraine; The
1905
Return of tlie
(1007) ; The Rust of Rome;
the University of Munich, taught educational
(1016); Martin Valliant
Wisconsin, and Petticoat: Unrest
psychology at the University of
House of
of education
(1017); Second Youth .(1919); The
in' 1900-12 was associate professor
He was assistant Adventure' (1921); The Secret Sanctuary
at the University of Chicago.
Xorrell and Son,
since 1017 at
(1923); Suvla, John (1924);
professor, 1912-17, and professor
made his reputation (192o);
Harvard. One of the leading authorities in edu- the novel that
has con- Doomsday (1927); Kilty (1928); Old Pybus
cational psychology, Professor Dearborn
of
(1928); and Ropers Row (1920).
tributed numerous papers on the psychology
DEFLATION". See AGRICULTURE ; FINANCE
in learning, inreading, the practice experiment
hygiene, and. school AND BANKING.
tests, mental
telligence
of
training. He is the author
Tests of Intelligence (1920).

DEATH. See ZOOLOGY.
DEAVER, JOHN BLAIR

(1855-

An

).

de-

American surgeon, .who received his medical
of Pennsylvania in
gree from the University
of
1878, and was appointed Barton professor
to the University
surgery there and chief surgeon
emeritus in
Hospital. He became professor
His major publications include: Treatise
1923
in
on Appendicitis (1896), which was expanded
3
its fourth edition (1913) ; Surgical Anatomy,
Ihe Prostate
vols. (18R9-93); Enlargement of
in colSurgery of the Upper Abdomen,
(1905)
;

1913
laboration with Ashhurst, 2 vols (1909
Head
the
of
1
Anatomy
Surgical
?,f
The Breast, in collaboration with McFarlafcd
with
(1917) ; Excursions into Surgical Subjects,
new
Reimann (1923). In 1926-7 appearedLa title
with the
edition of his anatomical work
Human Body, 3 volfl.
Surgical Anatomy of the
BLOIS, AUSTEN KENNEDY (]80J- N. )
b.,
An American clergyman, born at Wolf ville,
in Berlin
educated at Brown University, and
of
and
Germany. He became president

^^W

DE

Leipzig,
lrt4.
Sburtleff Allege, Alton, 111., in
and Africa, and
1900-01, he traveled in Europe
on returning to the United State* became pasintor of several Baptist churches successively
'Church of Boston
cluding the First Baptist
1911-26. 'He edited the WKtehwan-Exawner,
of the
New York, 1926-28, and was president "wrote
Eastern Theological. Seminary, 1 926-. He
The
Bible Study in American Colleges (1899
DemocPioneer School (1900) ; Imperialism and
1 **
racy (1901); History of the Fyrtf **f
of
(1916);
Church in Boston,

tatf
1

,,

:,

;

i

We

$*-&!

John

Mason Peck,

Prophet V ^* PW*<
of Watfow: Studies m the

; The Message,
,'
Book, of Proverbs (1920,),,,
n
DEBS. -BiiGENE, VteTOR (1855-1926).
01
American Socialist leader, and
r
of yjolafopn
(see VOL. Vl) . He w,as convict^
and wtfs
of 'tne espionage act in September, 1918,

(1917)

,

J^

1

,

,

An Ameri).
FOREST, LEE (1873was
can inventor (see VOL. VI). In 1915 he
awarded a gold medal by the San Francisco Exthe radio
position for his work in developing
taken out^ over 120
telephone. In 1919 he had
most important
patents on radio devices, the
and
being the "Audion," a detector, OHcillator,
service
amplifier which made possible telephone
both by wire and wireless across the continent.
were susSeveral of his most important patents
tained by the .courts.
An
).
DE HAVEN, FRANK (1856American painter, born at Bluffton, Ipd. He
was a pupil' of George H. Smilie. Having spehe won the limes and
in

DE

Dearborn Group

-

!*SJ

landscapes,
cialized
Shaw prizes of the Salmagundi Club (New York)
and
1901, silver medals at the Charlesin' inOO

Ven

the
ton and St. Louis Expositions, and
of
Prize (1916), and the Plimpton Prize (1025)
was elected a
the Salmagundi Club. In 1920 lie
member .of the National Academy of Design.
DEISSMA1TN, dls'mUn, GUSTAV ADOLF
,

'

'

(1806-

)

A German New Testament

scholar,

^V^"*"

University of
member of the Bran(1916and of the Prussian
Provincial
Synod
drabnrg
He
General Synod from 1914 on (see VOL. VI)
for the cleraymm
delivered a course of lectures
and Brussels. In
in 1916-17 in Warsaw, Vilna,
time Olaw-Prtn
1918 he was for the second
and tna
Lecturer at the University 'of Upsala,
member of the German
following year beanie a
His works pubEvangelical Synod in Dresden.
Der Lebrstoff fur
lished since lp!3 include:
at

pro-fcssor
sistorialrat

thc>

,

.

(1914); per
Religion ffetohtchte
die Reliw* (1914);
Deutsfher
1

*0

**

Schwwtsegen

28th ed., 1916) ; Inneres Aufyebot (1st
(1915
to 3d ed., 1915); Evanffelisoker WocKertbrief
Jtiu* and the
(1914-21);' The' Reli&iek of
Faith of Paul, (English ed., 1923) 5 De ProD'ie Regiertongswtesensohaft
funditt (1925),,' and
(1925). J
in SeibWdtorttekfanpen
^ . ._, L .
'

'

.

t

|

-^4 ^^fljif-iigp', -JEAN' PIERRE
:

\l%54-192$).

&

French

his-

DELAGOA BAY
torian who was born at Lyons,
entered the French Palseographic
In 1885 he
ficole des Cartes.
learned Histoire des Arocats du

and in 1879
Institute, the

published the
Parlement de
Paris. His monumental work on Charles V. occupied 25 years of labor; three volumes were
published from 1897 to 1916, and at his death two
additional volumes remained unpublished. Delachenal was also the author of the Ormdes
Chroniques de France (1910-1916-1920).
BAY. See POBTUGUESE EAST

DELAGOA
DE LA GORGE.
DE LA MARE,

AFRICA.

See

LA
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GORGE.

WALTER (1873-

1918); Old Chester Tales (1919, Introduction
by Vida D. Scudder); Promises of Alice
(1919); Small Things (1919); Old Chester Secret
(1^20); The Vehement Flame (1922);
New Friends in Old Chester (1924); and The

Kays

(1926).

An
(?).
born at Washington. She
wrote: Zebedee V (1912); The Land of Conient (1913); The Colonel's Experiment (1913);
Rags (1915); The White Pearl (1916); June
To-morrow Morning (1917); Two
(1916);
Alike (1918) and The Way of All Earth (1925).
She also wrote feature photoplays and contributed to many magazines.
An
).
DELANO, FREDERIC ADRIAN (1863
American railroad president born in Hongkong,
China (see VOL. VI). Tie was appointed by
President Wilson to the Federal Reserve Board
in 1914, b-t resigned in June, 1918, to join the
Army. He was commissioned major of the Engineering Corps and assigned to the staff of
General Atterbury, director general of transportation at Xours, France. He was promoted
to be colonel of the transportation corps in May,
1919, and discharged on Oct. 25, 1919. He was
appointed receiver for the Supreme Court of the
United States in the lied River Boundary Case,
and was chairman of the international commission of the League of Nations to inquire into
EDITH BABNABD

DELANO,

American

author,

;

).

An

English author, born at Charlton, Kent, and
educated at St. Paul's Cathedral School, where
he founded the Chorister's Journal (1889), which
He left school at Easter in
is still in existence.
1890, and worked for the Anglo-American Oil
Company until 1008, when a small government
him to
grant and pension of 100 a year allowed
devote all of his time to writing. At first he
wrote for magazines under the name of Walter
Itamal. There are three distinct sides to his

work his poetry, his juvenile and light prose,
and his strangely abnormal and decadent prose
such as The Return (1910), The Memoirs of a
Midget (1921), The Riddle and Other Stones
(1923), and The Connoisseur and Other Stories
His other prose works were Henry
(1926).

in Persia.
Brorken, recounting his travels among the char- the pioduction of opium
An Ameri).
acters of literature (1904); The Three MullaDELANO, LYMAN (1883N. Y.
Mulgars, the story of thiec monkeys (1910); can laihvay official, born in Newburg,
Ding Dong Bell He graduated from Harvard in 190(>, arid began
Crossings, a fairy play (1921)
with the Atlantic
(1924) ; and Broomsticks and Other Stories for his railway career in 1900
the young (1925). His poetical works include Coast Line R. R., eventually becoming the exwas an official and
Songs of Childhood (1902); The Listeners and ecutive vice president. He
and terminal
Otlier Poems
(1912); Peacor.k Pie (1913); director in many other railroads
the period of the World
Motley and Other Poems (1919) ; Collected companies. During
for the A. C. L.
Poems, 1902-JQ1S (1920); Stuff and Nonsense, War, he was Federal manager
and 80 On (1927), and Selected Poems (1927). and other railroads.
).
His anthology Come Hither (1923) was very
DELANO, WILLIAM: ADAMS (1874^
A Biog- An American architect, born in New York City
popular. Consult Walter de la Mare:
at Yale University and at the
raphical and Critical Study, by R. L, Mdgroz and educated
He began pracin Paris.
(1924), Figures in Modern Literature^ by John ficole des Beaux Arts
New York in 1903, and from that time
Boynton Priestly (1Q24), and Forrest Reid, tice in
until 1910 was professor of design in Columbia
Walter de la Mare (1920).
An University. He collaborated on the plans for
).
DELAMABTEB, ERIC (1880American organist and composer, born in Lan- the Knickerbocker, Colony, and India House club
After studying the organ with G. H. buildings in New York.
sing, Mich,
DELAWARE. The forty-seventh State of the
Fairclough in St. Paul and W. Middelschulte
and
in Chicago, he went for further study to Guil- United States in size (2370 square miles)
mant in Paris (1900-02). During 1900-02 he the forty-sixth in population; capital, Dover.
was organist at the New England Congrega- The total population increased from 202,322 in
of 10.2 per cent;
tional Church in Chicago, then at the First 1910 to 223,003 in 1920, a gain
white
Church of Christt Scientist, and since 1914 at the estimated population, 1928, 244,000. The
Fourth Presbyterian Church. From 1911 to 1913, population rose from 171,102 (1910) to 102,6*5
he was conductor of the Musical Art Society. (1920) ; the number of Negroes fell from 31,181
from
Tn 1018 he was appointed assistant conductor of to 30,335 that of native whites increased
from, 17,the Chicago Symphony Orchestra and in 1924 he 153,682 to 172,805; foreign-born whites,
The urban population grew from
organized the Solo Orchestra (25 performers), 420 to 19,810.
whose object is the performance of modern works 97,085 to 120,767; the rural decreased from
is
written for unusual combinations of instruments. 105,237 to 102,236. The only large city
He was music critic for the Chicago Record* Wilmington (q.v.), with a population of 110,Herald (1908-09), Tribune (1900-10), and 168 in 1920 and 87,411 in 1910.
estimated
popafter 1910 for the Inter-Ocean, He has written
Agriculture. While the
two symphonies (G and G minor) ; two over- ulation of the State showed an increase up to
number of farms which had decreased
tures, Old New England and The Betrothal; 1928, the
made
Serenade and three suites for orchestra; two con- from 10,836 (1910) to 10,140 (1920),
for 1925; acreage,
certos for organ and orchestra; and some cham- but a scant gain to 10,257
The
944,511 in 1920, fell to 890,641 in 1025.
ber mimic.
total value of farm property showed a slight
).
DELAND, MARGARETTA WADE (1857An American author (see VOL, VI). She is the decrease from $80,137,614 (1920) to $72,798,416
farm from
author of: The Hands of Esau (1914) ; Around (1925); and the average value per
of tenancy
Old Chester (1915); The Msmg Tide (1916, $7903 to $7097. The percentage
;

4

;

DELAWARE

in 1925 was 35.8, as against 30.3 in 1920. Of
the total 10,257 farms in 1925, 0515 were worked
by owners, compared with 6010 in 1920; 74, by
managers, compared with 144; 3668, by tenants,
compared with 3986. The white farmers in
1920 numbered 9268, and increased to 9426 in
1925; Negro farmers, 827 in 1920, numbered 831
in 1925. The total number of dairy cows in
1920 was 37,878; in 1925, 33,793. The number
of sheep decreased from 3220 to 1749. The
estimated production of the chief farm crops
in 1928 was:
Corn, 4,448,000 bushels; wheat,
1,836,000; potatoes, 658,000; sweet potatoes,
980,000 bushels; and hay, 141,000 tons. Comparative figures for 1913 are corn, 6,206,000
bushels; wheat, 1,638,000; potatoes, 957,000
bushels; and hay, 94,000 tons. In 1927 the
apple and peach crops were estimated at 1,150,000 and 287,000 bushels, respectively.

Manufactures. Delaware is not an important industrial State. The only city of more
than 10,000 inhabitants is Wilmington, and the
industries of the State are to a large extent
concentrated there. This city had 61 per cent
of the value of manufactured products in 1925.
In that year there were in the State 419 manufacturing establishments; in 1914, 808; and in
1919, 668. The census of manufactures taken in
1927 indicated 446 establishments in the State.
Wage earners engaged in manufactories in 1927
numbered 21,016; in 1925, 20,704; in 1914, 22,-

,
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The capital invested
155,- and in 1919, 29,035.
increased from $60,905,671 in 1909 to $69,323,927
in 1914, and $148,207,598 in 1919. The total
value of products increased from $52,830,619 in
1909 to $165,073,009 in 1919, and declined to
$125,406,332 in 1925, amounting to $129,899,735 in 1927, hut the war-time increase was due
largely to the change in industrial conditions
caused by the War, and these figures cannot be
used to measure the normal growth of manufactures between 1909 and 1919. It will be
noted that the number of establishments decreased to a large extent due mainly to conditions
and the elimination of the smaller plants. The
most important industries in point of value of
products are those connected with the manufacture and tanning of leather. These were
valued at $16,989,208 for 1925; $9,183,000 in
Pulp goods
1914; and $50,138,000 in 1919.
ranked second, with a product valued at $1,032,000 in 1909; $9,385,000 in 1919. Car construetion and repair products in 1909 were valued at
$3,251,000; 1914, $3,551,000; and 1919, $7,687,000; and the products of iron and steel, steel
work, and rolling mills in 1900 was valued at
$1,715,000; in 1914, $1,669,000; in 1919, $7,1 1 5,000.
In 1 909, Wilmington had 261 establishments, with products valued at $38,069,000; in
1919, 262, with $121,040,000; and in 1925 the
production attained $76,502,000,
Education. The development of education in
Delaware has gone on persistently for many years.
As in other Southern States, the mixture of
whites and Negroes in the, population adds to the
In 1019
difficulty of educational advancement.
a new school code was put into effect. A school
law, passed by the Legislature in 1020 and modified by the Legislature of 1921, provided for a
bi-partisan State Board of Education; for improved methods for raising funds for school
purposes; consolidations of school districts by
referendum vote of the districts involved; continuation of vocational training in agriculture
and home economics, and State support of high
'

schools.
Sixty scholarships for the training of
teachers in the University of Delaware were provided in 1919 by Pierre S. Du Pont and other
members of the Du Pont family. There has been
great improvement in the supervision of rural
schools and in the provision of industrial training in the colored schools. The enrollment in the
public schools increased from 36,000 in 1913 to
39,297 in 3925-26. Of this number, 33,170 were
whites and 6127 were colored. In the colored
elementary schools, 5830 were enrolled; in the
colored high schools, 297. The total expenditure
tor public day schools for the academic year

1925-26 was: current, $2,857,035; outlays for
buildings, sites, and equipment, $774,720.
The percentage of illiteracy in Delaware decreased from 10 in 1910 to 7.4 in 1920; among
the native whites, from 4.2 to 2.6; among the
toreign-born whites, from 19.7 to 18.2; and
among the Negroes, from 32.9 to 24.6.
Pinance. Expenditures in the year ending
June 30, 1928, as reported by the U. S, Department of Commerce, were: for maintenance and
operation of State governmental departments,

new

which $1,406,380 was aid for
for interest payments on debt,
$474,073; for permanent improvements, $2,558,123; total, $7,858,231 (of which $2,383,939 was
for highways, $258,167 being for maintenance
Revenues were
and $2,125,772 for construction)
$8,968,467. Property and special taxes formed$4,826,035

(of

local education)

;

.

58.8 per cent of the total ; departmental earnings
for services rendered by officials, 6.3 per cent sales of licenses and a sale
tax on gasoline, 23.1 per cent.
Property valuation was $265,582,580; State taxation thereon,

and remuneration

$398,374. Net State funded debt was $8,448,752.
The chief part of the debt was for high)litical and Other Events. In 1914 a Hepublican candidate for the House of Representa-

Thomas W. Miller, was elected. Great
industrial prosperity was brought about by the
War. Some of the largest ammunition factories
Several
in America were located in the State.
serious explosions occurred in ammunition facIn 1916 Josiah Wolcott,
tories during 1915.
Democratic candidate, was elected to the United
States Senate, while John G. Towusend, Hepublican, was elected governor. In 1016 Hughes
received 26,011 votes for President; Wilson,
In 1918 L. Heisler Ball, Republican, was
24,753.
In 1920 William D. Denny,
elected Senator.
Republican, won the governorship ; for President,
Harding received 52,858 votes; Cox, 39,897. In
1922, Thomas F. Bayard, Democrat, was elected
Senator. H. P. Robinson
(Republican) was
The vote for Preselected governor in 1924.
ident was: Goolidge, 52,441; Davis, 33,445. In
1928 C. N. Buck (Republican) was elected governor, while Hoover received 68,860 votes for
President, to 36,643 for Smith.
tives,

Legislation. In 1915 an agricultural commission was created. In 1017 the laws relating
to the adminstration of the State government
were amended, and so were the child-labor laws.
A workmen's-compensation act was passed and
measures were enacted to prevent monopolies in
the buying and selling of commodities. The
Legislature of 1919 created a banking department, passed school laws, and amended the criminal law. In 1921 the Legislature imposed an
income tax for school purposes, amended the law
in respect to alien land ownership, provided a
tax on shares of banking corporations, estab-

DELBET

DELBET,

PIEKBE Louis ERNEST (1861-

).

One of the leading surgeons of France. His
chief hospital connection was with the HotelDieu, and his principal works are Du traitement des aneurysmes ext ernes (1899) ; Des suppurations pelviennes ohes la femme (1891);
f
Legons de clinique chirurgicale faites a l HotelDieu (1899); Qrands process morlides (1907);
Methode de traitement des fractures (1916).
In collaboration, he published: Affections chirurgicales des arteres (1911, with Moquot) ; Maladies de I'anus et du rectum j(1916, with
Brechot) ; Biologic de la plaie de guerre (1918,
with Fiessinger) ; Nouveau traite de chirurgie,
with Le Dentu, which came out serially, the
first volume in 1907.
With Mendaro, he pub-

lished Cancers

du

sein (1923).
deT-bruk, HANS G. L. (18481920). Professor of history at the University
of Berlin, Qeheimregierungrsrat (see VOL. VI)..
In 1920 he became a member of the Historical
Committee for the Imperial Archives. His
works published since 1913 include Regierung
und Volkswille (1914, 1920); Bismarcks Erbe
(1915); Krieg und Politik, 3 vols. (1919);
Qeschichte der Eriegskunst, 4th vol. (1920);

DELBEtJCK,

Kautsky und Harden (1920); Ludendorf,
pits,

Falckenhayn

portrat
(1922);
Weltkrieg (1925).

Tir-

(1920); Ludendorffs Selost-

and

Vor

und

nach

dem

deTka'sa', THEOPHILE (1852French statesman (see VOL. VI). In
1913-14 he served as Ambassador at Petrograd,
and from 1914 to 1915 was Minister of Foreign
Affairs in Viviani's cabinet, having previously
served in this capacity in 1905-08 and in 1912.
He was recognized as one of the most eminent

DELOASSfi,

1923).

DE

4, (2

lished a child-welfare commission, and adopted
legislation for carrying out the education programme of 1920.

A

Garden;

two

IdCILLE

string

quartets;

three

violin

sonatas.

DELL, FLOYD

(1887-

).

An American

novelist and critic, born at Barry, 111. He entered the field of journalism at the age of 18
and in six years was the literary editor of the
Chicago Evening Post. In 1914 he went to
New York to associate himself with Max Eastman in the publication of The Masses, a periodical with a radical economic policy and an excellent literary department (1914-17). He did
similar work on The Liberator
(1918-24).
Early attempts at writing did not reveal his
true me"tier until the publication of his novel
He followed the success of this
Mooncalf ( 1920 )
1

work with The Briary-Bush (1921). These together made a full-length portrait of the American .youth, of the period: ambitious, curious,
aesthetically-minded, but thwarted by the hostility
of his environment and his own sentimental
heritage. Janet March (1923) was a less successful attempt to do the same thing for the

young American woman. Other books included
Were 7ou Ever a Child? (1919) LooJcmg at Life
(1924); Intellectual Vagabondage (1926); Outline of Marriage (1927); Upton Sinclair (1927).
In 1927 he edited with Paul Jordan Smith An
:

:

All-English Edition
Melancholy.

of

Burton's

Anatomy

of

).
d6-lorm', EDMOND (1847surgeon general of France before and durwhich
before
World
War, many years
ing the
he published his great work Traite de ohirurgie
de guei-re in 'two volumes (1888-1893). When
war was declared in 1914, he issued his manual,
Precis de chirurgie de guerre, which was translated into English for the British Army in 1915.
He published Chirurgie de guerre fractures
de
( 1917 ) ; and Les enseignements ohirurgicausu
la grande guerre (1920).

A

DELORME,

A
).
DELTEEt, deT-ti', JOSEPH (1894rFrench writer who was born at Pieusse, near
Carcassonne, educated in a seminary, and then
became a notary's clerk. With the outbreak of
the World War, he turned to literature, first attracting wide attention in 1925 when his Jeanne
d'Aro received 'the Prix Femina-Vie Eeureuse.
Various orthodox critics branded it as sacrilegious
works include Le colpe altrui (1914) ; Marianna but Delteil defended himself
by claiming it to
Sirca (1915); L'incendio nell'uliveto (1918);
a study of Joan the woman, not Joan the saint.
La madre (1920) ; 11 segreto dell'uomo solitario be
In general, his work was fantastic and had a
(1921); Chiaroscuro (1921), and II Dio dei
tendency to shock the conservative. His other
viventi (1926).
works include the novels 8wr la flewe Amour;
FRTEDRICH
(1850DELITZSCH, da'-Hch',
Cholera; ,Les Cinq sens; the poems Le Cceur
(see VOL. VI)
). A German Assyriologist
crowned by the French Academy (1920);
who was professor at the University of Berlin grec,
Le Cygne Androgyne; Ode a Limoua}; the essays
and member of the Akademie der Wissenschaf ten.
best known aa the
Consult "L'oeuvre de
DelcasseY' by G. Baynal, in Pages d'histoire, No.
85 (1916).
An Ital).
DELED'DA, GBAZIA (1875ian novelist (see VOL. VI), who received the
Nobel Prize for Literature in 1926. Her later
of French, statesman, and
founder of the Entente.

was

1

His works published after 1913 include: ,8um-

Grammatik (1914) ; Bumerisclies Glossar
(1914); Die Qrosse T&WQJwrig (1920; Part 2,
1921, 1922); Lese-und Sehreibfehler w, Alien,
Testament (1920).
Brit).
DELICTS, FREDERICK (1863ish composer, horn in Bradford, Yorkshire (see
VOL. VI). The production of his opera JFVwitmore und Gcrda, which was in rehearsal at
Cologne in 1914, was prevented by the outbreak
of the War, but had its premiere at Frankfort in
1910. He added to the list of his major works:
Requiem for chorus and, orchestra; incidental
music to Flicker's ffassan; a piano concerto in
C minor; a violin concerto; a 'cello concerto; a
concerto for violin and 'cello; for orchestra::
the
tf Fair, Life's Dance, Summer Night on,
crische

A

T,

Worth Country Sketches,

In,

a Summer

Discours aua> Oiseou; Mes Amours; La Passion de Jeanne d' Aro; Le Mai de Cceur; Perpignan, and De J.-J. Rousseau a Mistral, (1928);
On the River Amour (1929) ; and the prose epics
Les Pottus and La Fayette (1928).
DE MILLE, CECIL BLOUNT (1881).
An American actor and motion-picture producer,
educated at the Pennsylvania Military College
and the American Academy of Dramatic Arts.
After being successively playwright, actor, and
theatrical producer, after. 19 14 he devoted himself entirely to
production for the moving picCKrf of the
tures. His best work includes:
Golden West; tfhe Warrens, of Virginia; Carof 4ro; The Dream Girl; The Woman
Ood Forgot; The Devil Stone; The Whispering
Chorus;. Don't Chawge Your Husband;, For
Bejter, For Worse;. ,M,ale .&$. Fewrolt; Why

mw,;Joan

DE MORGAN

Change Tour Wife,' Something to Think About;
The Affairs of Anatol; Fool's Paradise; Manslaughter; The Ten Commandments; The Volga
Boatman, and The King of Kings.
DE MOK'GAN, WILLIAM FREND (1839-1017).

An

English novelist
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(see VOL. VI).

TJie

Old

Madhouse was published posthumously in 1919,
and The Old Man's Yout7i, De Morgan's incompleted novel, was published, with additions by
his widow_jn 1021.
A BelDE MUTTER, ERNEST (?).
gian airman who won the Gordon Bennett balloon
race in 1920, 1922, 1923, and 1924, thus hecoming the permanent possessor of the original Gordon Bennett cup. A new trophy was then
presented by the King of the Belgians. In 1925
De Muyter came in second, in 1926 third, and in

He was

elected

member

ical Institute of

of the Austrian Historspecialized on Ital-

Home and

ian history and politics. His principal works
are Geschichte des Palaszo di San Mwco in
Rom "bekannt als Palazzo di Tenesia (1909) ;
Die verschollene Mappa Mundi ini Palazzo di
Venesia (1912) ; Der italienisclie Irre&entismus
(1912) ; Palast und Basilica di San- 3farco
(1913); Die Riidgrenze Deutsch-Tirols (1919);
Jtalicn auf falschen Wege (1019) ; Siidtirol im
Lichte des italienischen Irredenlismus* Xationalismus und Imperialism
He edited
(1919),
Glauben und Wissen unserer Welt (1909-20)
and, after 1927, Bausteine fur Leben unA Welt-

anschauuny.

DENGUE,

den'g&.

The recent extensive

epi-

demic of this affection in Greece recalls the fact
1927 sixth. He published La navigation ae- that as late as 1922 it visited the Southern
rienne et les randonnees victorieuses du "Bel- States between. Alabama and Texas, inclusive,
and the city of Galveston alone had 30,000 vicgica" (1935).
DEM"BY, EDWIN (1870-1929). An American tims. For many years, the exact nature of this
lawyer and cabinet official born, at Evansville, disease and the mode of its propagation were obInd. As a boy, he went to Peking with his fa- scure, and it has been confused with epidemic inther, then Minister to China, and served in the fluenza and even with yellow fever of an exMaritime Customs Service during 1887-94. He tremely mild type without jaundice. It is now
then returned to the United States, was gradu- known to be a specific disease having no conated in law at the University of Michigan in nection with any other malady and is diffused
1896, and was admitted to practice in the same by certain species of mosquito. Mosquito prois responsible for its occasional apyear. In 1903 he was a member of the Michigan pagation
House of Representatives, then was elected from pearance in more northerly latitudes in the
the First Michigan District to Congress, serving hot season of the year. The epidemic in Greece
during 1905-11. During the War with Spain, has led to some advance in our knowledge of
he was a gunner's mate on the Yosemite, and the disease which has been transmitted experiwhen the United States entered the World War, mentally by the species of mosquito known as
he enlisted as a private in the United States the Stegomyia fascitia. The rate of diffusion
Marine Corps, becoming a major on the Re- is relatively slow, four or five months having
serves' list in that Corps.
By appointment of been required for the disease to become panPresident Harding, he became Secretary of the demic, even over a small country like Greece.
Navy in March, 1921, but in response to a re- There were two waves of the epidemic, the first
with several months of latency. As
quest from Congress to President Coolidge, he being small
case with influenza, there was
resigned from his office in March, 1924, and re- is sometimes the
turned to Detroit, where he resumed the prac- a notable tendency to hemorrhages. The alleged
deaths from dengue were mostly due to other
tice of his profession.
affections, as paratyphus and tropical malaria.
).
DEJTEEN", CHARLES SAMUEL (1863A United States Senator (see Vox. VI). While The original victims were from
DEMI
dent-kin, ANTON (1872).
engaged in the practice of law at Chicago, he
was appointed United States Senator in 1925 to A Russian soldier who served in the Russo-Japserve the unexpired term of the late Medill Mc- anese War and in the World War was chief
Cormick. He was elected to the same office as of the general Staff under Generals Alexeiev and
Brussilov. Following the Russian revolution, he
a Republican for the term 1925-31.
A was in command of the western front (Jxme,
).
DEN&EUfiAZ, ALEXAWDKE (1875Swiss composer, born at Lausanne. He studied 1917), and later in that year of the southwestern
under the organist, E. Blanchet, and, from 1891 front. On General Kornilov's death, Denikin
to 1895, at the Dresden Conservatory. In 1896 took command of his volunteer force Mar. 31,
he succeeded his former teacher as organist at 1918, by February, 1919, with an army of about
St. Francois in Lausanne and became conduc100,000 men, he took the offensive against the
tor of a male choral society and teacher of Soviet government, and by November h,d estabtheory at the Conservatory. In 1918 he was lished a fighting front from which he advanced
appointed dossent at the university. His works a considerable distance in the interior of southern
include three symphonies (C, C minor, and E Russia. In February, 1920, he was 'defeated by
minor); a symphonic, suite, bes #at*ons;'sym: the Soviet Army, and in April of that year, he
phonic variations, Scenes de la Vie de Oirque; retired to England, giving General Wrangel comtwo symphonic poems, Le Rfoe and Epopte mand over the troops that remained.
A
).
DEJjTlS, de-ntf, MAUBICE .(1870-,
Symphonique; the symphonic pieces, Autow,du
monde, Au Tombeau de Tut-ank-amen, St. 4^* French, painter bom at Qranville, Manche. He,
tome ,au Desert; Concerto Qrosso, for organ was a professor at the fieole des Beaux- Arts, one
,

and orchestra; a

violin concerto; a'*cell,o con:
three cantatas; three string' quartets;
incidental music to Morals Da Dime/ and organ;
sonatas.
DENGEL, PHUJPP IGNAZ (1874- ")1 Gercerfco;

'

man

'

philosopher and professor .of general History at the University of Iti^brttdk. ''fife was
born; at Elbigenalp in the,, Tyrol, and studied,
at the' univefsities 6i Innsbruck, aaa 'Bexittu'
'

,

1

"

of the so-called Symbolists, and. later leader of
the Neo-tracLitionalist School. He studied at the
ficole.des Beaux Arts and was strongly influenced by Paul Serusier, who favored syjitliesis
and the use of form and color, to express sub,

jective States of mind.
the Ifcose Crois; group

He was -also bi^e witfc
who favored idealist

decorative art rather than realism.'
visit to

Italy impressed

Mm

In 1894 a

-With the "value of
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Italian quattrocento art and influenced his work
to a large extent. He found the subjects for
most of his important murals in religious pieces
and classical mythology. Besides murals, he
executed many easel pictures, illustrated books,
and contributed to art reviews. In 1902, he

was made a full member of the Socie*te* Rationale
des Beaux Arts and in 1914 he became Chevade la Legion d'Honneur. His most important pieces were exhibited at the Salon des
Independents and the Salon d'Automme, and
he was also represented in the Luxembourg,
lier

Paris.

DENTSON TTNIVERSITY. A coeducational
Baptist institution, founded in 1831, at GranThe student enrollment increased
vilie, Ohio.
from 575 in 1914, to 889 in the autumn of 1928,
while the summer session enrollment in 1928
was 160; the members of the faculty increased
from 43 to 61 during the period under review.
The productive endowment was increased from
$2,250,000 to $3,200,000 between 1924 and 1928,
and the income in 1928 was $239,000. Marsh
Hall, which was partially destroyed by fire in
was

fully reconstructed; Swasey Chapel,
was completed in 1925, and plans
were formulated in 1924 for the construction of

1918,

seating 1300,

Whistler Memorial Hospital, which was ready
The gift of a
for occupancy on Jan. 1, 1929.
large tract of land by Col. Edward A. Deeds in
1924 made possible the enlargement of the
campus and provided the site for Deeds Athletic
Field, with a concrete stadium seating 6000, and a
field house fully equipped.
During the year
1928, the Military Science Department of the
institution

was

States.

1910, 535,018 horses, 2,253,982 cattle, 726,829
sheep, 1,467,822 swine, and about 15,000,000
hens. In 1927, 274,000 acres were under wheat;
453,000, rye; 882,000, barley; 1,012,000, oats;
and 189,000, potatoes.
Industry. Small plants are the rule. In
1914 factories numbered 82,442; in 1925, 89,175.
There were employed in 1912, 346,000 hands; in
1925, 392,000. Because of the demands of
belligerents during the War, manufacturing
activity increased considerably, but the worldwide depression of 1921 brought the country
back to its pre-war status. The production of
margarine, one of the most important industries,
increased somewhat; in 1926 the output was
69,616 tons, compared with a 1911 output of
35,400 tons.
Commerce. The trade record for typical
years follows, in millions of kroner; value
$.268:

discontinued, which resulted in

the withdrawal of the Reserve Officers' Training
Corps. The inauguration of Avery Albert Shaw,
D.D., D.C.L., LL.D., as president of the University occurred on Oct. 21, 1927, and was attended by 96 official representatives from the
various colleges and universities of the United
dress
Arts."

DENMARK

law of 1919, in particular, aimed at the parceling up of large estates held in entail. Intensive cultivation and dairy farming are
making
continued headway through the initiative of the
cooperative societies. The World War of course
dealt Denmark's agriculture a severe blow, for
its prosperity was
dependent on its export trade
particularly in dairy products and pork. After
the War, recovery was rapid. In 1927 there
were 523,785 horses, 2,911,949 cattle, 233,000
sheep, 3,728,623 swine, and 18,524,000 hens; in

The subject of Shaw's inaugural adwas "A Christian College of Liberal

DENMARK. The smallest of the Scandinavian countries, whose area, by the accession of
North Schleswig in 1920, was increased to 16,568 square miles, and whose population, by the
census of Nov. 5, 1925, was 3,434,555. The increase in population over the previous census
period was distributed evenly between the rural
and urban centres. The population of the capOther
ital, Copenhagen, was 587,150, in 1925.
large towns are Aarhus, 76,226; Odense, 52,376; Aalborg, 42,812; Horsens, 28,135; and
Randers, 26,856. The population growth is
about 1 per cent annually. Emigration was
chiefly to tho United States, 6300, in 1920; in
1921, 5309; in 1926, 5804. The pre-war yearly
average was 9000. North Schleswig has an
area of 1538 square miles and a population of
164,500
(1920). The Faeroe Islands count
22,835 inhabitants and an area of. 540 square
miles.

Agriculture. A movement from the land to
the cities was shown in Denmark, the tillers
of the soil dropping from 40 per cent of the total population in 1900 to less than 35 per cent
in 1921. The movement toward the creation of
small holdings has been continuous recently; the

In 1926 cattle to the value of $13,076,000 were
exported; pork and bacon to the value of $218,498,000; and butter to the value of $112,937,000.
Exports and imports by countries for typical
years in thousands of kroner, were:

In December, 1926, 1870 vessels of 1,108,300
tons were flying the Danish flag; 638 of these
were steamers. During the War, official figures
put the shipping losses due to submarine attacks
and mines at almost 150 ships, of 230,000 tons.
In 1926, 33,073 vessels of 10,431,000 tons entered
Danish ports and 34,640 vessels of 10,608,000
tons cleared. Important maritime activities include the opening of the Odense Canal in 1921
and the commencement in 1922 of the Drogden,
a channel for larger ships between the North
Sea and the Baltic.
Communication. At the end of 1927, the
country had 4721 miles of road, with 23,740
miles of by-ways. Railways totaled 3153 miles.

DENMARK
The length
miles.

By
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state telegraph lines was 9070
means of radio-telegraph stations at
of

Blaavand, Copenhagen, and Amager,
is in touch with ships at sea and with,
the United States.
Finance. The 1928-29 budget balanced at
412,404,000 kroner, with estimated expenditures
for the year of 319,433,000 kroner and revenues
of .324,338,000 kroner; with an actual surplus
for the year of about 1,000,000 kroner for expenditure. In 1927 the total debt stood at 1,163,000,000 kroner; the 1913 figure was 348,040,923
kroner. The public debt on Mar. 31, 1929 was
estimated at 1,172,000,000 kroner, or 340 kroner

Lyngby,

Denmark

per capita.
History. During the war, because of her
proximity to the belligerents, Denmark's position was precarious. Early in August, 1914, it
was found necessary to fix prices and regulate
exports to prove the country's desire for an effective neutrality. In the war atmosphere, opposing parties quickly came to terms with each
other, and a revision of the constitution which
had long been agitated was agreed upon. On
1915, the now constitution was signed by
It vested sovereign power in the King
through his ministers, forbade the King to declare war without the consent of Parliament, and
provided for universal suffrage and proportional representation. Amendments were promulgated on Sept. 10. 1920. The tightening of
the submarine campaign in 1917 broight renewed hardships to the Danish population.
Rationing was resorted to, and state and local

June

5,

the King.

agencies contributed extensively to poor and unemployment relief. Large sums also had to be
expended on military defense. As a result, the
Government was compelled to resort to loans to
make up deficits appearing annually in the

budgets.

Following the War, Denmark did not escape
the difficulties of reconstruction which other
countries
competition,
experienced. German
made possible by the low value of the mark,
the
to
added
uncertainty of economic
naturally
conditions. The cost' of living as measured by
retail prices gradually rose, so that in 1921 it
more than doubled that of the last pre-war year.
Baaed on prices for 1013 considered as 100, the
index number for October, 1920, reached 403,
but by October of the next year it had fallen
back to 202. Although wages up to 1021 kept
pace witt prices, a certain amount of unrest
was generated by the demobilisation of troops
and the break in foreign markets, particularly
among the transport workers. In general, however, the labor situation showed a marked stadue largely to the high degree of
bility,
organization of both employers and employees,
ihe Combined Trade Unions enrolling about 280,000 factory and agricultural workers.
Denmark followed in the wake of other
countries of northern Europe in establishing
elaborate agencies for social insurance in industry. Illness and unemployment pensions and
old -age pensions were wholly or partly provided
by the state (the budget of 1923 carried 15,346,000 kroner for pension charges alone) and
the state also contributed to the unemployment
fund of the trade unions. A comprehensive
compensation act, passed in 1916, was also in
effect.

By 1922 agriculture had almost reached
normal. Production of eggs, butter, and bacon
showed a remarkable recovery.' Late in August,

1922,

the

unemployed numbered only

But the country was not

30,000.
to weather the 1921-22

In September, 19*22, the
Danish Landmandsbank, the most important
Danish banking institution, suddenly collapsed,
due to business involvements based on the high
price levels of preceding years. The Government
was obliged to effect a reorganization. Ninety
million kroner of the outstanding capital had to
be written off, while the Danish National Bank
was called on to contribute 30,000,000 kroner
toward the bank's new surplus. Public confidence was diverted more and more from private
banking and centred in the Danish National
Bank. Denmark's foreign trade received a severe
blow in 1922, when the United States emergency
tariff imposed what seemed prohibitive rates
on Danish goods. Of a piece with the economic
distress was the renewed interest in emigration
schemes. Plans were launched in 1022 for the
emigration and settlement of Danish, colonists in
Madagascar, Lithuania, Central America and
South America.
After a bitter political contest, a plebiscite
in December, 1916, approved the sale of the
Danish West Indies or Virgin Islands to the
depression too easily.

A

further dimUnited States for $25,000.000.
inution of the Danish Empire took place in
1918 when Iceland (q.v.) was granted its independence; thenceforth, Iceland and Denmark
were connected only by a personal union under
the Danish King. Greenland (q.v.) alone remained a colonial possession. In 1920 Denmark regained part of the province of Schleswig
which had been wrested from her by Prussia in
1864. The Peace Treaty provided for two plebiscities in North and Central Schleswig, respecadministratively, and under an international
tion, they were held in February and March,
1920, The result was favorable for Denmark
in North Schleswig, the vote being 75,000 for
union, and 25,000 against; while in. the Central
district the natives decided by a vote of 51,000
to 12,000 to remain a part of Germany. On
took part
Sept. 21, 1920, citizens of Schleswig
in the Danish general elections for the first
time. The parties returned to the Lower House
numbered 52 Liberals, representing the farmers; 18 Radicals, representing the small landholders; 48 Socialists, representing the city
workers; 27 Conservatives, sitting for the middle class; 3 for Trade Party; 1 Schleswig (German Party). The ministry therefore was formed
by the Liberals. The Liberal Premier Neergaard,

supported by a parliamentary bloc, remained in
during the troublesome reconstruction
when,
years, and was not overthrown until 1924,
parliamentary elections gave victory to the Social Democratic Party (the labor party), despite

power

the inclusion of a capital-levy plank in its platform. After the victory at the polls, a Social
Democratic Cabinet was formed under the premiership of Theodore Stauning but it commanded a majority of only two or three votes,
the strength of the parties being: Social Democrats, 55; Liberals; 45; Radicals, 20; Conserva1.
Skillful manoeuvring
to keep the ministry in power.
Late in 1924, however, it did not hesitate to

tives,

28;

Germans,

was required

propose practically complete disarmament, on
the theory that the country could not be defended in time of war anyway and might as
well save the expense of a military establishment. The bill introduced into Parliament
called for the replacement of the army by a small

DENMABX
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police and patrol force of not more than 7000,
the abolition of the navy, and the razing of
fortifications.
Throughout 1025 the proposal
was discussed and the bill, with several changes,
was finally put through the Lower House by a
majority of one vote (Mar. 1926). In the
the
following year, however, it was rejected by

Lan dating.
The most serious labor troubles -in the history
of the country began in March, 1925, when exand new terms
isting wage agreements expired
could not be agreed upon. Metal industries,
cement and sugar factories, the building trades,
which at
etc., were drawn into the controversy,
one time affected 100,000 workmen and threatthe whole economic life of the
ened to
paralyze

lasted
country. The combined strike and lockout
until June 8, when government arbitrators finally effected a compromise.
The stabilizing of the krone, which government
toward par, also
policy brought rapidly upward
entailed much economic distress and unemployment. The Government proposed to relieve conditions by granting subsidies to the industries
most all'ected, the money to be raised hy a special
failed of parliacapital tax. When this proposal
to the
mentary support, the Government went
resulted
country. The elections on Dec. 2, 1926,
in the loss of two seats by the Social Democrats

and four by the Radical's, thus wiping out the
cabministry's slender majority. The Stauning
inet thereupon resigned and .was succeeded in
mid-December by a Liberal Party cabinet headed

M. Madsen-Mygdal, which 'announced a
in goythoroughgoing policy of retrenchment
ernment expenditures and carried it through in

by

policy ,and other factors,
trade and manufacture enjoyed, an encouraging revival in 1028.
The question of defense continued 'to be a
troublesome one. The Government's proposal, in
1027.

Due

to

this

December, 1927, of a programme which would
'increase the effectiveness of existing military
forces through reorganization but would -reduce
the
military appropriations to accord with
both

by
higher 'value of the krone was opposed
the Conservatives, who insisted on a greater
admilitary establishment, and by the Socialist
similar proposal was
vocates of disarmament.
presented again by the Government in October,
out of
1928, and aroused heated debate in and
Parliament, When the measure came .to a vote
in March, 1929, the Conservatives refrained from
voting because of the defeat, of their amendment
providing for increased forces, and the Government fell. Elections were held April 24, and
resulted in a, victory for the Social Democrats,
who obtained 61 seats, as against 53 in the former Parliament. The Liberals lost 3 of tftcir 40
The
seats and the Conservatives 6 -of, their 30
Radicals' strength remained at 16 votes, the
Justice Party obtained 3 woats in place of 2
before, and the Sehloswte orGe.rman Party kept
its singlfi seat. Former Premier Stauning -formed
a ministry practically the Haw as the one he
had headed before*. He. proposed to press the
disarmament measure, and in.wpitc of the -fact
that the Upper House was in the control of the
of tho entiopposition, it was felt that because
mont of the country, -as shown in the elect ion,
the measure stood a fair chance of being adopted.
In foreign affairs the pont-war years were
and
comparatively uneventful. Jn 3924 Norway
Denmark arrived at an .understanding which removed a disagreement of some years, 'with regard

A
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to hunting, fishing, etc., on the east coast of
Greenland. Denmark later extended to Great
Britain and France the same rights as to Norway. This period also saw the signing of a
series of treaties of trade and arbitration with
European countries. Soviet Russia was recognized in 1924 and agreements or treaties relating
to trade and shipping were concluded with Poland, Latvia, and Czechoslovakia.
With her neighbors to the north, Denmark's
In 1924
relations became particularly cordial.
a series of agreements were effected establishing
Boards of Conciliation to deal with any serious
difficulties that might arise between Denmark,
Norway, Finland, and Sweden, and later similar
arrangements were made with Switzerland, Germany, and other countries. Treaties of arbitration likewise were signed with Germany, France,
Poland, Czechoslovakia, and the northern Scandinavian countries, and in 1928 with the United
The Kellogg Treaty outlawing war was
States.
In
ratified by the Uigsdag on Mar. 2, 1929.
1928 the only tension with international bearings was that between Denmark and Germany
over affairs in Danish and German Schleswig.
It was eased when improved economic conditions
quieted an unrest in Danish Schleswig which at
one time had threatened to break out in a revolt, and when the desires of the population of
German Schleswig with respect to their educational needrt were satisfied.
A
).
DEN'NERT, EBERHARD (1861German writer on nature and popular philosophy, who was born at Putzerlin near Staargard,
Pomerania. He studied at the universities of

Marburg and Bonn, and was

successively assis-

tant at the Botanical Institute of Marburg, director of. the Keplerbund, and editor of the nature department of the Deutsche Encyclopadie.
Among his numerous "works are Closes oder
Darwin (1907) ; Baeckels Welianschauung naturwissenseJiaftlich leJeuchlet (1908); Die Zelle
ein Wundqrwerk, (1909); Die gesclrichtliche

Entvncklung der Descendenstheorie (1910); Die
Welt fiir sich-und die Welt mit Oott (1913);
Mehr Naturfreude filr die'Jugend (1914) Mbt
es ein Leben nach dem Todef ( 1915) ; Qott, Seele,
deist, Jensens (1916); Not und Mangel im
Lichte der Eutwicklung (1916); Der Stoat als
leoendigcr Organismus (1920).
;

An Amer).
DENNETT, TYLER (1883ican author, born at Spencer, Wis., and educated at Bates College and at Williams College.
.From 1914 to 1916, he was associate 'editor of
The World Outlook. He directed the publicity
of the Methodist centenary (19.KM8), and in
1919-20 held the same position in the Inter

church World Movement. He lectured on American history at Johns Hopkins, 1923-24 and
since 1927. Since 1924 he has been chief of the
Division of Publications, Department of State.
.Ho is also known as a lectuier on Asia, having
traveled widely in the Orient and in Africa.
He is author of The Demon a lie .Movement in
Asia (1918); A Belter World (1020); Americans in Eastern Asia ,(1023) j Roosevelt and the
Russo-Japanese War (1924).
An
).
DENNIS, ALFRED PEAKCE (1869-,
American diplomat, born in Worcester Co., ]V[d.,
During
aijd educated at Princeton University.
tjie period J 894-1 907, he w,as profettyor of history
at Wesleyan University (Conn.) and at Smith
In the latter year, he .resigned because
College.
of ill health, aud engaged in twiner. In 1918
he-

was commerical.att9.ch4 at the American Em,

DE NOAILIiES

bassy at Rome, and in 1921 held the same post
in London. As a representative of the Department of Commerce, he made investigations for
Secretary Hoover in Central and Eastern Europe
(1922). He became assistant to Mr. Hoover
at Washington in 1924 and in 1925 was appointed a member of the U. S. Tariff Commis-

A

sion.
student of political history and economics, he has made frequent contributions on
those subjects to the Atlantic Monthly, the Yale
Review* International Journal, Saturday Eve-

ning Post,
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etc.

DE

NOAILLES, COUNTESS ANNA. See
NOAILLES, COUNTESS ANNA DE.
A
).
DENT, EDWABD JOSEPH (1876noted British musicologist, born at Ribston,
Yorkshire. He studied at* Eton under C. H.
Lloyd and later at Cambridge under C. Wood
and C. V. Stanford. In 1902 he was elected
Fellow of King's College, Cambridge, and soon
after began to attract attention through his
scholarly researches concerning various periods
of musical history. In 1919 he became critic
of the Athenceum and in 1926 succeeded his
former teacher as professor of music at Cambridge. He was one of the organizers of the

Methodist Episcopal Church; founded in
The enrollment increased from 1159 in
1913 to 2714 in 1028-2!), and the lacully from
132 members in 1916 to 177 in the autumn of
1928. The summer-school enrollment in 1928

of the

1864.

was 820. The library increased from 38,000 to
more than 50,000 volumes. In 1024 tlie University received as a gift the Foster Buildings
Property and Leasehold, which, less indebtedChancellor,
ness, was estimated at $300,000.
Frederick Maurice Hunter, A.M., Ed.D.

A

DEPATTW

UNIVERSITY.
coeducational institution at Greencastle, Ind., under
the auspices of the Methodist Episcopal Church ;
founded in 1837. DoPauw grew steadily during
the period 1913 to 1928, increasing its student
body from 1000, in the former year, to 161C in
the autumn of 1928, with an additional registration of 133 in the summer session of 1928.
The total number of volumes in the library was
increased to 68,059 in 192S; and the number
of members on the faculty was increased from
50, to 91 in the liberal arts college, and 16 in
the school of music. The equipment of the University was augmented by the erection of Rector
Hall, a dormitory for women j the Clem Stude-

British Music Society (1919) and was largely
instrumental in developing the first Salzburg
Festival (1922) into the International Society
for Contemporary Music, of which he was the
He contributed to Grove's Dicfirst president.
tionary of Music and Musicians, Gobbet's CfycZop&dia of Chamber Music, and wrote the chapter
on French music for Tilley's Modern France and
the chapter on English music for Adler's Handtuck der Musikgeschichte. He is the author
of Alessandro Scarlatti: His Life and Works
(1905), Mossart's Operas (1913), Terpander or
Music and the Future (1926), Foundations of
English Opera (1928).

baker Memorial Administration Building; Longden Hall, a dormitory for men, in 1927; and
Lucy Rowland Hall, a dormitory for women, in
1928. The productive funds were increased
from $1,300,000 to $5,297,853, which included $2,124,573 assets of the Rector Scholarship Foundation. Additions to the latter fund included
approximately $650,000 in 1927 and $146,741 in
1928. In the latter year, the University also
received $25,000 to establish the Albert J. Beveridge Fellowship for research in American history. G. Bromley Oxnam, D.D., was inaugurated

the Census. In 1916, after three years' trial of
the commission form of government Denver
went back to the mayor-council form. The new
charter provided for a small council of nine men

An American

DENVEB.

The capital of Colorado. The
population increased from 256,491 in 1920 to
294,200 in 1928, by estimate of the Bureau of

of appointment and
removal to the mayor. Since 1918 the water
system has been municipally owned. Zoning
and city-planning provisions were put through
in 1924, and a programme of paving carried on
within the city. From 1924 to 1928, approximately $7,000,000 was spent on new buildings
for the city's public schools, unusually high
teaching standards were established, and an
improved curriculum adopted. In 1928 Denver
completed plans for the construction of the 'new
City and County Administration Building upon

and assigned wide powers

the structure to cost $4,250,000.
The assessed valuation of property in Denver
in 1927 was $440,118,465, and the net indebted-'
ness was $32,087,418. The value of manufacturing increased from about $70,500,000 in 1913 to
$129,889,181 in 1927, and the number of establishments from 738 to 789. According to the
U. S. Census of Distribution for 1926; and the
U. 6. Census of Manufactures for 192?, Denver
has an average of 45,000 wage earners in its
manufacturing, wholesale, and retail establishments. Its wholesale sales amount' to $323,599,300 yearly. Bank clearings in 1928 were
its Civic Centre,

1

-

"

$1,863,583,000.

DENVER,

/

"','
A

UNIVERSITY OP.
coeducational
institution at Denver, Colo,, under 'tibte auspices
>

president in October, 1928.

DEPENDENTS, DEFECTIVES, DELIN-

QUENTS.

See CHILD WELFABE,PENSIONS; and JUVENILE COURTS.

MOTHERS'

DEPEW, CHAUNCEY

MITCHELL (1834-1928).
lawyer, orator, United States Sena-

tor and railway official (see Voi* VI). He was
strongly opposed to pacifism from the outbreak
of the World War, and in 1915, after the sinking of the Lusitania, urged drastic action
against Germany by the United States. Despite
his advanced .years, he attended to the duties
of the chairmanship of the entire New York
Central railway system, which position he filled
from 1898 until his death. He was an active
worker in the" cause of good feeling between England and the United States. He published Some
Views on the Threshold of Fourscore (1914), and
Speeches and Literary Contributions at Fourscore awl Four (1918).
BOMB. See BOMB, DEPTH.

DEPTH

A

French
).
DEBAIN, ANDKE (1880<painter, born at Chatou, Seine-et-Oise. He first
studied with Carriere* and later fell under the
influence of Van Goghs, finally adopting the
method of Cezanne, the master of "Les Fauves."
About 1908 Derain commenced experimenting in
cubist painting, and he gradually adopted the
style of the new school, becoming a leader of the
younger artists. From the first, his color was
subdued, and gray tones' predominate in his later
landscape and figure paintings. 'He also did
wood engraving.. His work 'includes: "Les Baig1

'

<

-

neuses" -(1908) j "Paysages de Canis (11909) ; and
"La R&ate, d'Albaho" < 1921 ); '$ee JPAHHOTO.
DEBBY, ^DWABJD GEOE&B VEDEEEBS STANLEY,
C1S6S'"). An English
'

DERCUM
public

official,

cabinet

and diplomat

born in London. He was educated at Wellington College, and later served in the Grenadier Guards (1885-95) and as aide-de-camp to
the Governor General of Canada. He was a Lord
of the Treasury (1895-1900), chief press censor
in South Africa (1900), financial secretary to
the War Office (1900-03), Postmaster General
(1903-05), member of Parliament from West
Houghton division of Lancashire (1892-1906),
and Director General of Recruiting (1915-16).
In February, 1916, he became chairman of the
military air service joint committee, from which
office he resigned two months later, and in July
of the same year, upon the formation of Lloyd
George's government, he accepted the secretaryship of War. In 1918 he was appointed Ambassador to France, from which post he resigned
in 1920. From 1922 to 1924, he was again Secretary for War.

DERCTTM, FRANCIS XAVIER
An American neurologist (see VOL.

(1856).
VI). He became professor emeritus of Jefferson Medical
College in 1925. He published Hysteria and Accident Compensation (1916); An Essay on the
Biology of Mind (1922) ; The Biology of Internal
Secretions (1924), and Physiology of the Mind
(1925).
dS/kaN', BARON EDOUABD (1847Belgian jurist (see VOL. VI). He
was president of the International Parliamentary Conference of Commerce in 1928. His
later works include: Receuil international des
traites du Me siecle, vol. i, 1801-25 (1914),
Receuil international des traites du 20e siecle,
vol. vi, 1906 (1914), both written with others;
Rapport a la Conference de la Haye sur le
rbglement patifique des confiits internationally
and'Le genie des religions (1923).
).
3>ESCAVBS, d&'kav', LUCIEN (1861A French author (see VOL. VI), who sometimes
wrote tinder the pseudonyms of Compere GuilHis later works include: Bvribi (1911);
leri.
Ateliers d'aveugles (1912); PhiUmon (1914);
anssieuse
La
Maison
Barabas
(1914);
(3916) Dans Paris bombard^ (1919) La Saign&e with Noziere; Pierre Dupont, a comedy
(1922) ; Le coeur ebloui, drama (1926), and Les
fautes de I'amour, drama (1928). Consult Luden Descaves, by Jbmile Morelly.
DESCHAMPS, ALBERT. See PSYCHOLOGY,

DESCAMPS,

A

).

;

;

ABNORMAL.

DESCHANEl,

PAUL

(ExrataE
French statesman and
Louis) (1856-1922).
author (see VOL. VI). In January, 1920, he
was elected President of France, but his health
soon began to fail, and in May, while on a train
near Montargis, he fell from the window, sufferd&'sha'nel',

A

ing injuries which finally obliged him to resign
the Presidency. Though he afterwards appeared
in the Senate for a short time, his career was
practically over. In 1920 he published Qawbetta.

DES MOUSES,

d
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minister,

The

capital

of

Iowa. The population increased from 86,368
5n 1910 to 126,468 in 1920, and to 151,900 in
1928, according to the estimate of the Bureau
of the Census. Its area is 55.91 square miles.

With a commanding and central location and
with a great system of railroad lines and highways radiating in every direction, Des Koines
the industrial, commercial, political, social,
financial, and governmental centre of the State.
is

Between 1914 and 1924, the State Capitol Park
was increased from 18 to 83 acres by the razing
of several city blocks, and a new municipal court

and public safety building was erected on the
river front Civic Centre.

A

diagonal boulevard,

Keosauqua Way, was constructed, connecting the
business district with the northwest residential
section, and Fifth Avenue was widened and
graded at a cost for the two projects of more
than $1,000,000. Locations for new units of the
public-school system
purchased, and
building programme was partially completed, involving a final cost of approximately $7,000,000.
new building to house the offices of the North-

were

a

A

western Bell Telephone Company and two of
the exchanges and another building to house the
east side exchange and a new set of underground cables have been erected at a cost of
$3,000,000. The U. S. Government is constructing a new building to house Federal offices.
There are more than 400 factories in Des
Moin.es manufacturing a thousand or more different products, the value of which exceeds $100,000,000 annually. The pay roll in 1927 for 56,547 employees amounted to $74,679,841. About
one-fourth of Des Moines's factory output is made
from raw materials produced in Iowa. In addition to being a great industrial and commerical
centre, Des Moines is one of the largest insurance
centres in the West. It has 43 home offices
whose annual income is more than $100,000,000

and whose total assets are more than $300,000,000. Bank clearings in 1928 amounted to $520,231,000. Des Moines is also one of the six largest
publishing centres in the United States. More
than 80 publications, with a total subscription
list of more than 6,000,000 and with issues
totaling 148,000,000 annually, are published
regularly in Des Moines. This city leads in
agriculture publications, its 14 farm journals

having a combined circulation of approximately
3,000,000. Iowa's capital received an early start
in the development of aviation, and effort is
being made to make it an aviation industry centre, as well as an important city on commercial and mail air routes.
The taxable valuation of property in Des Moines subject to ad
for the city corporation was
$79,896,662 in 1928. The per-capita tax levy for
the city, school, State, and county was $51.59.
The net indebtedness, funded or fixed debt less
sinking fund assets, was $18,412,153. Des
Moines leads the nation in home ownership with

valorem taxes

51.1 per cent.

D'ESFEREY, Louis FBANCHET. See FRANCHET D'ESPEREY, LOUIS FELIX MARIE FRANQOIS.
DESSOIR,

dft'-swilr',

MAX

(1867-

).

A

psychologist, born at Berlin. He was
educated in the German universities and passed

German

through the academic cursus honorum, becoming
professor at the University of Berlin in 1920.

As editor of the Zeitschrift fur JEsthetik und allgememe Kunstwissenschaft, he was one of the
leaders in the empirical study of the principles
of taste. He was also interested in the various
phases of abnormal psychology and psychical research, and published his findings in a volume
on Jenseits tier Seele (On the Other Side of the
Soul,

1920).

His

Oeschichte

der Psychologic

was translated into English under the
title of History of Modern Psychology.
Among
his other works are Sine Bibliographic des moderen Hypnotismus
H890), Das Doppel-Ich
(1911)

(1896), Oesohichte der neueren deutschen Psychologic (1903), 3sthetik und allegmeme Kunstwissenschaft (1906), Philosophises Lesebuch
(1911), Jenseits der Seele (1920), and Diesseits
der Seele (1923).

DESTROYER
DESTROYER.
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See VESSEL, NAVAL.
Snt HENRI Wn,HELM AUGUST (?).
Dutchman, the
managing director of the Royal Dutch-Shell ComDutch
pany. In 1890 Kessler of the
de'tgr-dlng,

A

TCpyal

Petroleum Company, raised Deterding from a
bank clerk in Java, where he was born, to be his
assistant, and six years later, on the death of

Kessler, Deterding was elected managing director
of the company. In his conflict with the Standard
Oil in China, he made an agreement with the
British Shell Company and the French Rothschild
concerns whereby they distributed his products
(1902). After four years of this agreement,
which was not carried out without friction, a

DETROIT

the many public woiks which have been
constructed since 1914 are the Belle Isle Bridge,
the new public library, and the Detroit Institute
of Arts, each of which cost $3,000,000. The
River Rouge improvements, including dredging

Among

1

and a new bridge, cost about $10,000,000.

A

Detroit-Canada vehicular tunnel under the Detroit River and an international bridge over the
river, connecting the city with Windsor, Ont.,
are under construction at a cost of more than
$25,000,000.

Detroit has an extensive municipal airport,
which was established in 1927, two military air
fields, two Naval Reserve aviation bases, and
several commercial airports, the most important
merger was arranged, and Deterding was made of which is the one operated by the Ford Motor
director of the powerful new interest, which, Co. The area of the municipal field comprises
among other things, provided fuel for the British 250 acres. At the election in November, 1928, a
Navy. During the World War, he was in con- bond issue of $5,000,000 was authorized for the
trol of the British petroleum and benzine sup- acquisition of additional land and the further
plies, and by never allowing the transportation development of the site, including structures,
A hangar anrl exhibifacilities of the army and navy to stall, con- lighting, and equipment.
tributed largely to the allied victory.

In 1920

he was made an honorary Knight Commander of
the Order of the British Empire.
An
).
DETIiEFSEiKr, Jouisr A. (1883American zoSlogist born at Norwich, Conn., and
educated at Dartmouth and at Harvard. Tie was
Austin teaching fellow of Harvard (1908-12)
and was at the University of Illinois as assistant professor of genetics (1912-18), associate
professor (1918-19) and professor (1919-22).
He was professor of the Wistar Institute of Anatomy, Philadelphia, from 1922 to l!)2o, when he
became associate editor of Biological Alstrads.
Professor Detlefsen wrote on genetics, especially
in domesticated animals. He was co-author of
Our Present Knowledge of Heredity (1926).
DETONATORS. See EXPLOSIVES.
DETROIT. The chief city of Michigan. Its
population rose from 405,766 in 1910 to 993,678
in 1920 and to 1,378,900 in 1928 by estimate of
the Bureau of the Census. In 1914 the area of
the incorporated city was 41.76 square miles;
in 1924, 92.66 square miles; and in 1928, 139
square miles. During the five-year period, 19231927, Detroit built 654 miles of new street paving and 223 miles of alley paving at a cost of
$50,479,540 in an endeavor to keep pace with
the growth of the city. In 1928 the public works
department reported that there were 1495 miles
of paved streets, 2238 miles of sewers, 3401 miles
of water mains, 2301 miles of gas mains, and
668 miles of street-car and bus lines. At a
voters apspecial election in April, 1028, Detroit
proved a bond issue of $30,000,000 for sewer construction, and a plan for the widening of
Woodward Avenue to a breadth of 204 feet, with
removal and replacement of the Grand Trunk
Railway tracks to supply the necessary space, was
declared valid by the State Supreme Court. In
April, 1922, the city of Detroit voted an authorization of the purchase of the street railway
linos of the Detroit United Railway Company for
$19,850,000 and began operation of the lines on
May 1. The trackage purchased was 311 miles,
and the city added 72 miles of new line to the

system. A rapid transit subway plan, which
has been under consideration for several years,
was submitted to the voters in April, 1929, but
The plan offered was the
failed of approval.
joint proposition of the Street Railway Commission and the Rapid Transit. Commission and proTided for 'the construction of the 'first unit of the
system at an estimated cost of $91,000,000.

tion building, to cost approximately $1,000.000,
are under construction. The exhibition building
will be available for the annual All -American
Aircraft Show.
The Port of Detroit is one of the most important on the Great Lakes, in 1020 ranking first in
exports and imports. In 1927 the total foreign
cargo commerce was 338,223 tons. The available water frontage is 24 miles, with more than
13 miles of improved harbor frontage. The port
is the home of five steamship linos operating 37
vessels.
Detroit's principal industries include
motor vehicles, bodies, and parts ; iron and stool
products; drugs, chemicals, and allied products; brass, copper, and non-ferrous metal products; machinery, foundry, and maclihie-shop
products ; paper and printing products ; slaughtering and meat packing. In 1928, 254,269 persons were employed in 2078 plants receiving
$429,321,000 in wages; the total value of products manufactured in the metropolitan area was
$2,217,717,000. In 1928 building permits approximating $10,000,000 were taken out by 219
manufacturing concerns for the construction of
new plants or additions to factories. Of these,
14 companies had programmes involving between
$100,000 and $1 50,000. The automobile industry,
which is represented by such well-known firms as
the Ford Motor Co., General Motors Corp., Cadillac Motor Car Co., Hudson Motor Car Co., Chrys-

Motor Corp., Studebaker Corp., has especially
shown a vast expansion during recent years.
There are 3 National banks, 15 State banks, and
11 trust companies in Detroit, whose capital, surplus, and undivided profits in 1028 amounted to

ler

$115,885,914.
In 1928, 28,550 permits were issued for building
construction In Detroit and represented a value
of $129,260,285. Among the buildings erected
was the Union Trust Building, 40 stories in
height and tlic tallest but one building in the
The assessed valuation of property in
city.
1928, according to local estimate, was $3,562,213,760; the net debt in 3927 was $214,224,000.
Detroit has 185 elementary schools, 14 intermediate schools, 14 high schools, 153 parochial
schools, 14 schools for the anaemic, and. 5 .college
units. The Cass Technical High School, which
is one of the largest high schools in the United
States, has more than 1,3,000 pupils. The total
public-school enrollment -in 1928 was 232,235;
the parochial-school enrollment was 72,132. In
1928 Detroit was declared winner in the inter-

*
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chamber of commerce fire-waste contest for the posed the Cosgrave government. But shortly he
best showing of fire-waste reduction.
became the leader of Fianna Fail, a Republican
DETROIT, UNIVERSITY OF. An institution party which was more moderate than Sinn Fein.
of higher education at Detroit, Mich., under the This
group was willing to accept the Free State if
auspices of the Roman Catholic Church, founded the oath of allegience to the King was abolished.
in 1877. The enrollment of the University in- However, in 1927 de Valera and his associates
creased from 792 in 1918 to 3044 in the autumn took the oath and on
August 12 entered the
of 1928; there were 332 students in the high Dail or -Chamber of
Deputies, thus becoming an
school in the same year. The faculty increased opposition party within the
government.
from 69 to 181 members and the library from
An
).
DEVINE, EDWARD TIIOMAS (186718,000 to 50,000 volumes. A day school of com- American leader in social work (see VOL. VI).
merce and finance as well as night courses were In 1916 he was special agent at the American
added in 1922. The institution is conducted by Embassy in Petrograd. He was chief of the Buthe Fathers of the Society of Jesus, whose serv- reau of Refugees and Relief under the American
lied Cross Commission to France (1917-18);
ices, as well as those of several lay professors,
are given gratis. In 1928 productive funds member of the U. S. Coal Commission (1922amounted to $643,213.35. A faculty residence, 23); and professor of social economy and dean
power house, engineering, commerce and finance, of the graduate school, American University,
chemistry, and science buildings, and the Soldiers' Washington, D. C., since 1926. His later works
Tower were completed in 1927. President, the include, The Normal Life (1915), Disabled SolBev. John P. McNichols, S.J., Ph.D.
diers and Sailors (1919) ; Social Work (1921) ;
A Ger- Economic Problems of Mining, Marketing, and
DETTMAKTST, LUDWIO (1865).
man painter who was born in Flensfourg, studied Consumption of Anthracite and Soft Coal in the
art in Hamburg and at the Academy of Berlin, United States (1925).
and traveled in France, Holland, and England.
DEVOOTORT, HUDSON EWBANKE KEARLEY,
He is known for his landscapes, portraits, and FIBST VISCOUNT (1856An English poli).
mural paintings. He exhibited in Berlin, Mu- tician and business man, "born at Uxbridge and
nich, Vienna, Chicago, and Venice, where he re- educated at Cranleigh School. He entered the
ceived the Grand Prix at the International Art firm of Kearley and Tonge, subsequently becomExhibition (1897), and Milan, where he be- ing a senior partner. In 189 he entered Parcame honorary member of the Academy of Fine liament as Liberal member for Devonport (1892Arts.
1910). He was parliamentary secretary to the
DKUSSEtf, dois'-sen, PAUL (1845-1919). A Board of Trade (1905-09), was chairman of the
first
German philosopher and Orientalist (see VOL. Port of London Authority
(1009),
VI). He completed his Allgemcine Geschichte Food Controller (1916), and secretary to the
der Philosophic in 1917. His autobiography was Sugar Commission (1917). He was created a
published posthumously in 1922 by his widow, baronet in 1908, was raised to the peerage in
Erika Rosenthal-Deussen.
1910, and 5n 1917 was created a viscount.
DE VALERA, dg va-ler'-a, EDWARD (EA- DEVONSHIRE, VICTOR CHRISTIAN WILUAM CAVENDISH, NINTH DUKE OF (1868). An Irish Republican loader
).
MONN) (1882born in Charlesville, County Cork, Ireland, and A British statesman educated at Cambridge. He
educated at the Christian Brothers' School entered Parliament as a Liberal in 1891, was Fi(Charlesville), Blackrock College, and the Royal nancial Secretary to the Treasury (1903-05), a
University of Ireland. He taught mathematics civil Lord of the Admiralty (1915-16), Governorand languages at several of the Catholic Colleges General of Canada (1916-21), and Secretary of
of Ireland. He first attracted notice in 1916 by State for the Colonies (1922-24). From 1923
his activity in the Easter rebellion, in which he he was High Steward of Cambridge University,
commanded a band of insurgents. This move- and in 1928 was Chancellor of Leeds Univerment, involving a "Provisional Government of sity.
the Irish Republic" it was to be provisional
).
DEVOBE, DANIEL BRADFORD (1860only until the successes of its arms made it An American soldier, born in Monroe Co., Ohio.
permanent called for, and received, popular sup- He graduated, from the United States Military
.

port against British rule. After this outbreak Academy in 1885, served during the Spanishhad been put down, he surrendered and was sen- American War as captain of volunteers and was
tenced to death, but the sentence was commuted commissioned captain of the Regular Army in
to life imprisonment* He was released in tho 1899. He rose to the rank of colonel in 1916
general amnesty of June, 1917, and wherever he and in the following year was appointed brigaappeared in Ireland he received enthusiastic dem- dier general. He had charge of the training of
onstrations. East Clare elected him to Parlia- troops in Illinois and commanded the 167th Briment by a 30,000 majority, and be held this seat gade in France in 1918. In the following year,
until the formation of the Irish Free State in He was commander of Camp Logan, Houston,
The Sinn Fein convention elected him Tex., and in 1920-21 commanded the 10th In1922.
President of the Irish Republic (1917) and he fantry at Camp Sherman. In 1921-22 he was
was President of Sinn Fein from 1 91 7 to 1 925. In adjutant general at Governor's Island, New York
the spring, 1918, he was rearrested for his part Harbor. His career included service in, the Philin plotting another rebellion and a German inva- ippines, Panama Canal Zone, and as a member
sion, but in February, 1919, he escaped from the
prison at Lincoln, England, and made his way to
the United States. He returned to Ireland in
1921 and became Chancellor of the National University of Ireland. In the same year, negotiations for settlement of the Irish question were begun with tho British government. He was
against the compromise which resulted in the
establishment of the Irish Free State and he op?

of the -faculty of the United States Military
He was retired in 1922.
,

Academy.

,

DEWAR,

JAMBS
VOL. VI ).

dO'Sr, SIB

(1842-1923)-.

A

In 1915 he pubBritish chemist (se;e
lished (with G. D. Liveing) Collected Papers
on Spectroscope, The Copley Medal of the Royal
Society of London was- awarded to, him in 1910,
and the Franklin Medal of* the Franklin Institute -of Philadelphia in 1919.
,
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DB WET, d.e vSt', CHRISTIAN HTJDOLKI

(1854African military leader and
statesman (see VOL. VI). He was one of the
leaders in the rebellion in the South African
Union which broke out in 1914. He was defeated at ^Mushroom Valley by General Botha
on Nov. 12, 1914, taken prisoner by Colonel Brits
on December 1, and sentenced to a term of six
years and to pay a fine of 2000. He was released after one year's imprisonment, however,
giving a written promise to take no further part
1922).

A South

DIABETES

tinction between the immediate exigencies of
social action and the more cultural aspects of
philosophic inquiry. Both in his Reconstruction
and in his Human Nature and Conduct (1922),
we meet with the notion that contemplative ideas

(including the mystical belief in a transcendent
Deity) are luxuries too great to be indulged in
by the modern man because they tend to inhibit
The latter work, moreliis impulses for action.
over, contains a remarkable discussion of the
problems of social psychology, with particular
in politics.
emphasis on the much abused topic of instincts.
For reasons of social optimism, Professor Dewey
DEWEY, CHAKLES SOHUVELDT (1882).
An American financial adviser, born at Cadiz, rejects the realistic conception of preexistent deOhio, who was graduated at Yale (Ph.B., 1004). terminisms fatally controlling the course of huHis early experience in finance was gained in man action; instead, he regards both instincts
administering the trust estate of his family at and habits as existing only from the moment
Chicago. During the World War, he served in they come into play but with a retroactive power
the U. S. Navy as a division officer on the battle- of explanation. Such a solution opens up vistas
He was vice president of the of critical idealism, perhaps beyond the intentions
ship, Mississippi.
Northern Trust Company of Chicago, 1920-24, of the pragmatic philosophy. Professor Dewey's
and Assistant Secretary of the U. S. Treasury, other works after 1914 include: German Phil1924-27. Since Nov. 5, 1927 he has been finan- osophy and Politics (1915); Essays in Experimental Logic (1916) ; Democracy and Education
cial adviser to the Republic of Poland and director
of the Bank of Poland. For his services in sta(1916); Creative Intelligence
(with others,
1917); Experience and- Nature (1925); The
bilizing Polish currency, he was awarded the
Grand Cross with the stars of the Order of Public and Its Problems (1927), and Characters
and Events (1929). Consult The PJvilosophy of
Polonia.
An Ameri- John Dewey, selected and edited by Joseph Rat).
DEWEY, EVELYN (1889ned
(1928).
can educational psychologist, and daughter of
).
John Dewey. She was educated at Barnard ColDEWING, THOMAS WILMEB (1851An
American
She is the author of Schools of To-morrow
figure and portrait painter (see
lege.
VOL.
At
the
death
of
L.
Charles
Freer,
VI).
(1915), New Schools for Old (1919), Methods
and Results of Testing School Children (1920), in 1919, the Freer collection of Dewing's paintto
WashNational
at
the
and The Dalton Laboratory Pl<m (1922). She ings passed
Gallery
was the director of a psychological survey of ington, where a room in the Freer Gallery was
oil
works
over
to
these
New York City, 1918-20.
given
paintings, pasAn tels, silver j hits, and screens. A lyric vision,
).
DEWEY, HARRY PINNEO (1861the
of
his
and
texture
exquisite
paintings, evoke
American clergyman, born at Toulon, 111., and
educated at Williams College and Andover The- about his figures an air of charm and tenderness and mystery.
ological Seminary. He was ordained in the ConDBdfmlL UEBAIN, See BRA.UD, HENEI.
gregational ministry in 1887, and from that
).
D'HEBrELLE, FELIX H. (1873year until 1907 served as pastor in various
churches. He then became pastor of Ply- Canadian bacteriologist, born in Montreal. He
mouth Church, Minneapolis. From 1904 to 1907, received Ms general and medical education in
he was a director of the Brooklyn Heights Semi- Montreal and Paris and from 1901 to 1908
nary, the Long Island Historical Society, and served as state bacteriologist in Guatemala City
the Eye and Ear Hospital. He was a member and at Merida, Mexico. In 1908 he returned to
of the National Service* Committee of Congrega- Paris to enter the 'Pasteur Institute as a staff
tional Churches, 1917-19, and of the National member and from 1914 to 1921 was chief of the
Council Commission on Missions, 1921-27. In laboratory. From 1921 to 1923, lie held a
1914 he was made director of the Northeast similar position in the University of Leiden and
Neighborhood Settlement House in Minneapolis, in 1923-28 he was director of the bacteriological
and in 1918 of the Pillsbury Settlement House service of the International Sanitary Council of
.in the same city.
Egypt. In 1928 he became professor of bacteriolAn American ogy at the Yale Medical School. While con).
DEWEY, JOHN (1859the Pasteur Institute, he made Ms
philosopher and educator (see VOL. Yl).' With nected with
the death of William Jam.es in 1910, Professor remarkable discovery of the bacteriophage, a
Dewey became the leader of the pragmatic school substance or organism developed in bacteriologiin the United States, and under his 'direction cal cultures which can attack and dissolve the
the emphasis of pragmatism was changed from bacteria. His collected writings on this subject
that of religion and the will t6 believte to the were originally published in French, but in 1922
he published a monograph in English with the
practical problems of social reconstruction. After the World War, he went on' 'an educational title The Baotertophaffe which has gone through
mission to China and Japan. While in- Tokyo, he several amplified editions, the latest in 1927.
DIABETES, drarbe'tSz. Two radical clepardelivered a series of lecttires, subsequently published under the title of Reconstruction in PWos- tares in the treatment of diabetes have been inThe innovations, *re
ophy ( 1 902 ) . In 1924- Professor' Dewey went on troduced in recent years.
an educational visit 'to 'Constantinople, in 1928 respectively the. Allen fasting treatment and' tfce
discovery ,at the University of Toronto of tne
lie visited Russia and 'in 1929 delrwared $xe Qiffrom
-ford Lectures at Edinburgh. He was selected organic preparation, insulin, manufactured
as 'chairman 6f a league for Independent Action, the animal pancreas.. In contrasting these ne^
1929. .A Tesowjces^it may be stated thai the Allen fasting
'the nuqleus of a new political party, itf
treatment is both curative ;a,nd able to arrest
if rfe^uent contributor to the New RbpvbttGf 'Brdfosthe progress of the .diafcass; .when the pancreas
soar De^wey did not attempt 'to ^raw-laiiudi of a. dis-
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remains able to function. Under favorable circumstances, it is computed that all but about 8
per cent of the patients treated are benefited.

The treatment itself is naturally a hardship, as
the patient must remain in bed for some weeks,
and it cannot be well carried out save in special
institutions and under expert care. The field
of the insulin treatment is somewhat different.
The patient is in an advanced stage of the malady and menaced with death by diabetic acidosis.
The injected pancreatic substance makes up for
the deficiency of pancreas substance in the body,
and so the patient may be kept alive indefinitely
as long as he can receive these injections; he
may even resume some of his former usefulness.
He is not so restricted in his diet as the ordinary
As in the case of the fasting treatdiabetic.
ment, the insulin treatment is to be given only
by those who are specially instructed, as there
is no little danger to the patient from the unskilled use of the remedy.

At first sight, one may think of a paradox
in the status of our knowledge of this disease and
our ability to control it. Although we are able
to control the milder type of case by diet alone
and the severe case by the assiduous use of insulin, the disease and incidence mortality have
not been correspondingly diminished. This can
only mean that the treatment cannot be properly
carried out that to secure results there must be
either skilled attendance or the most faithful execution of medical direction by the patient and his
friends.* One of the most instructive cases on record is that of a young diabetic physician who for
nine years by rigid adherence to the Allen dietetic
plan kept himself from growing worse ; then when
insulin was introduced he was able to improve and
to lead a normal active life in his profession in
addition to marriage and raising a family.
When we bear in mind that this patient is not
really cured of his disease, the significance of his
struggle may be better visualized. See FOOD AND
NUTRITION; DIKT; INSULIN.
RusDIA0HILEV, SERGEI (1872-1929).
sian producer of ballet. See BALLET.
DIAMONDS. In no other industry has such
excellent control been manifest as in the diamond
industry since 1888. During the World War,
operations were shut down for one year and in
all other periods of depression operations have
been curtailed and the danger of overproduction
and market demoralization have -been avoided.
The outstanding feature of the industry in recent years is the tremendous increase in production from the South African alluvial deposHs.
Following discoveries in the Lichtenberg districts
thut resulted in an enormous production, diamonds valued at more than 4,000,000 were obtained within six months, under government
supervision, from the alluvial fields near the
mouth of the Nolloth River, in Namaqualand;
in 1929 these were being held by the Union government to be disposed of as the market can absorb them. The continued discovery and development of new alluvial deposits has resulted in a
considerable change in the production of diamonds in the Union of South Africa. The 1926
production virtually trebled the previous alluvial production, and brought alluvials to a point
where they represented one-quarter of the total
production; then 1927 saw another similar increase that brought alluvial production practifrom the
cally on a par witK mine production
standpoint of carats produced, and in value exceeded the mine production.

A

The output of the diamond mines of the Belgian
Congo and Angola have shown a tremendous
growth from 23,877 carats in 1914, to 666,290
carats in 1924, and to 1,262,000 carats in 1926.
In 1927, however, owing to the heavy productions
in South Africa, the output in the Belgian
Congo
was kept down, but that in Angola showed a
considerable increase. Diamonds are being produced in the Gold Coast by several companies, one

of whichthe African Selection Trust, Ltd.
has estimated their reserves at 9,000,000 carats.
New discoveries have been reported at Shinyanga
in Tanganyika Territory though production from

this region declined in 1928. The thirty-ninth
annual report of the DeBeers Consolidated Mines
for the year ended June 30, 1927, showed net
profit of 1,441,640 as compared with 2,193,430
in the preceeding year and net profit of 3,160,630 for the year ended June 30, 1925.
feature of 1928 was the establishment of a

A

limited diamond-cutting industry at Kimberly
in South Africa. Amsterdam and Antwerp continue as the leading markets for the cutting of
gems. Brazil supplies the United States with
the diamonds required for industrial purposes.
The leading South African diamond producers

renewed their interproducers* agreement governing their quotas of sales to the London Diamond
Syndicate in 1925. The new agreement is to
remain in force for five years and, at the time it
was announced, it served to put to an end
rumors that were prevalent that disagreement
among the producers was threatening to disrupt
the organization of the industry. The quotas
in the new agreement are unchanged from those
previously ruling.

DIAMOND PRODUCTION OF THE WORLD
From Mineral Industry
(In Metric Oarats)

1926

Union of
Mines

1927

South. Africa

2,393,784
808,329
3,217,967
520,000
1,108,000*
154,370
152,148 *

Alluvial
Total

Southwest Africa
Belgian Congo

Angola
Gold Ooast
Southern Rhodesia
Tanganyika

105

2,398,631
2,318,407
4,708,038
500,000<
975,000 *
201,000
340,020

6,695
43,198
164.156

17,168
34,018
173,797

5,374,000

6,950,000

Brazil
British Guiana

ft

Borneo
India

New

South Wales

Total

Estimated.

b

Exports.

e

Figures not available.

See MINERALOGY.
(1861-1028). An
Italian soldier who was born at Naples, educated
at the Military College of Turin, and who served
He commanded
in the Libyan War (1911-12).
the 49th Division on the Oarso front after the
entrance of Italy in the World War, and was promoted to commander of the 23d Army Corps
which penetrated the Selo line on the Middle
Carso in August, 1917. After the disaster of
the Caporetto, when the German and Austrian
troops broke the Italian line and forced it to retreat to the Piave River, Diaz was appointed
commander-in-chief to succeed General Cadorna
(Nov. 8, 1917). He made a brilliant defense
and established his reputation as one of the greatest generals of the War. By the end of June,
1918, he had forced the enemy east of the Piave,
and on October 27, he attacked across the river
week
and was successful all along the line.
In ,1921 the Bong
later, Austria surrendered.

DIAMONDS,
DIAZ,

de'az',

ARTIFICIAL.

ARMANDO

A

DIAZ MIRON
created

him Duca

della Vittoria,

and in the same

year he visited the United States. He was Minister of War in the Mussolini cabinet until ill
health forced his resignation (1922-24). In the
latter year, he was made a Marshal of Italy.
DIAZ MIRON, SALVADOR (1853-1928). A

Mexican

poet, oiator, journalist, and statesman,
born in Vera Cruz. He was deputy to the Congreso de la Union, and became nationally known
because of his discourse concerning the "English
Debt." For years before his death, he was considered the national poet of Mexico. His most
notable works are A Lord Byron; El Czar de
todas las fiusias; f Que es poesiat and Lo eterno.
A Ger).
DIBELITJS, MARTTN (1883man theologian and historian born at Dresden.
He specialized on the literature and history of

primitive Christianity and other religions. He
studied at the universities of Neuchatel, Leipzig, Tubingen, and Berlin and was professor of
theology in Berlin from 1910 to 1915, later becoming professor of New Testament theology at
Heidelberg. His principal works are Die Lade
Jahwes (1906) ; Die Oeisterwelt im Glauben des
Paulus (1909) ; UrchristJiche Ueberlieferung von
Johannes dem Taufer (1911) ; Isisweihe lei Apu(1917); Formgeschichte der Evangclien
lejus
( 1919) ; Kommentar zum Jalobusbriefe ( 1921 ) ;
Geschichtliche uvd ubergesohicht Religion im
Christ entum (1925).
A Ger).
DIBELITJS, WILHELM (1876-

man

who specializes on English lanHe sucliterature, born in Berlin.

philologist

guage and

cessively held professorships in Posen, Hamburg,
and other cities before retiring to Godesberg on
the Rhine. His principal works are John Copgrave und die enalische Schiftsprache (1899),

Englisclie Romarikunst (1910), and an exhaustive study of Charles Dickens (1916).

An
).
DICK, GEORGE FREDERICK (1881American bacteriologist, who with his wife,
Gladys Henry Dick, discovered the apparent
cause of scarlet fever, a skin test for susceptibility to the disease, a method of immunization
against the same, and an antitoxin for its treatment. Dick was born at Fort Wayne, Ind., and
received his medical degree from Rush Medical
College in 1905. He wrote a few papers on bacteriology under his own name but upon his marriage to Miss Henry all of their efforts were
published jointly. Beginning in 1914, they published papers on general subjects but in 1921
devoted all of their attention to scarlet fever,
the first paper on this subject appearing in 1921.
The research is still in progress. Thus far, they
have published no treatise or general summary.
While the entire problem of scarlet fever is not
yet solved, their work is regarded as of the
highest significance for pathology.
DICE!, GLADYS HENRY. See DICK, GEORGE
FREDERICS, above.
An
).
DICKINSON, ASA DON (1876American librarian and editor, born at Detroit,
Mich. He studied at the Columbia University
Law School and the State Library School at
Albany, N. Y. In the period 1903-12, he was
successively connected with the Brooklyn Public
Library, Union College Library (Schenectady,
N. Y.), Washington State College Library, and
others. In 1912-15 and 1916-18, he was on the
editorial staff of Doubleday, Page '& Co., and
later in the war-service department of the American Library Association at Hoboken, N. J.,

1918-19 ) . Since 1919 he has
been librarian of th$ University of Pennsylvania.

and 'Paris, .France

(

DICKINSON COLLEGE
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His work organizing the Punjab libraries for
the Indian government was followed by the publication of Punjab Library Primer, in 1917. Mr.
Dickinson also published Europe at War (1914),
The Kaiser (1914), One Thousand Best Books
(1924), Best Books of Our Time (1928), and several children's publications along a patriotic vein.

DICK'INSON,
An
).

(1862-

religious

G(OLDSWORTHY)

LOWES

English writer on history and
subjects (see VOL. VI). His later

An Essay on the Civilisation of
and Japan (1914) ; The European
Anarchy (1916); The Choice Before Us (1917);
The Magio Flute (1920); War: its Nature,
Cause, and Cure (1923), and The International
Anarchy, 190$-H (1926). The latter, by an
works include

India, China,

analytical review of the ten years before the
to show that a reform in international intercourse is necessary, and appeals
to the younger generation, to effect it,

World War, intends

).
DICKINSON, HOBART CUTLER (187oAn American physicist, born at Bangor, Me. He

was educated at Williams College and later
gained the Ph.D. degree at Clark University.
During 1900-01 he was assistant at Williams,
but in 1903, entered the service of the United
States Bureau of Standards, where in 1923 he
became chief of the division of heat and power.
His original studies have included papers on
therraometry, calorimetry, specific heats of
liquids, heats of combustion and fusion, thermal
properties of refrigerants, thermal conductivities,
and internal combusion engines.
).
DICKINSON, SIDNEY EDWARD (1890An American painter, born at Wallingford, Conn.,
who studied under George Bridgman, William
M. Chase, and Douglas Volk. He received the
Philadelphia Prize of the Pennsylvania Academy
of Fine Arts in 1923, the Popular Prize of the
Corcoran Gallery (Washington, D. C.) in 1924,
and the Beck Gold Medal of the Pennsylvania
Academy in the same year. In- 1927 he became
a member of the National Academy of Design.
He is represented in the Corcoran Gallery, the
Art Institute of Chicago, and the City Art Muse-

um of St. Louis.
DICKINSON, THOMAS
).

An American

H(ERBEBT) (1877born at Randolph,

writer,

Charlotte County, Va. He studied at Ohio State
University, Columbia University, and the University of Wisconsin. During the World War,
he was a member of the United States Food Administration (1917-18), and the American Relief Administration, Paris and New York (W1922). He edited The Play-Boole (1913-15), and
several books on the drama. In addition to

he has published The Case
American Drama (1915), Contemporary
Drama of England (1917), The Insurgent Thearticles in magazines,

of

atre (1917), Russia in the Red Shadow (1922),
The United States and the League (1923), Playwrights of the New American Theatre (1925),
and An Outline of Contemporary Drama (1927).
coeducational
DICKINSON COLLEGE.

A

institution of higher learning at Carlisle, Pa.,
founded in 1783. In recent years, by action of the
Board of Trustees student enrollment has been
limited to approximately 500; in the fall of 1928,

registration was 557 and there were 35 members
of the facility. la the same year, productive
funds of the college totaled more than $900,000,
and there were more than 40,000 volumes in the
new gymnasium, costing $230,000,
library.
was opened in the fall of 1928, President, Mei-

A

vin Grant Filler,

LitUX

DICKSEE
DICKSEE,

(FBANE)
(1853-1928). A British painter who was president of the Royal Academy (1924-1928). He
was born in London, educated at the Rev. Mr.
G. Eenslow's School in that city, and then studied at the Eoyal Academy (1809), and under
Henry Holiday. Being particularly interested in
illustration, he started by drawing for magazines
and books, and in 1876 he first exhibited at the
*
Academy. In the following year, his "Harmony
was selected as the picture of the year and was
purchased by the Chan trey bequest. Dickhee was
made an Associate of the Royal Academy in 1881,
and was made a full member 10 years later.
Aside from his portraits, notably "A Woman in
White" (1928), he gained his popularity with
9

romantic

his
bestrepresentations. Among
pictures are "The Ideal" and "The Two
Crowns" which hang in the Tate Gallery, London,

known

and "The Symbol," "The Crisis/' "The House
Builders," and "A Reverie" in the Walker Art
His other important, picGallery, Liverpool.
tures include "The Passing of Arthur/* "La
Belle Dame Sans Merci," "The Funeral of the
Viking," and "The Shadowed Face." He was
knighted in 1025, received the DCL. from Ox.ford in 1926, and in 1927 was created a Knight
Commander of the Royal Victorian Order.
).
DICKSON, LEONARD EUGENE? (1874An American mathematician (see VOL. VI). In
1923 he was the winner of the $1000 prize of the
A.A.A.8. for the moat important contribution to
science.
Among his later writings are Algebraic
Invariants (1915); Finite Groups (1910); Hi*
tory of Hie Theory of Numbers (1919) ; vol. ii,
1920); Trigonometry with Practical Applications (1921), First Course in the Theory of
Equations (1921); Algebras and Their Arithmetics
(1923); Modern Algebraic Theories
,

(192G).
,

DICTIONARIES.

See PHILOLOGY, MODERN.

DlESCH-KAtTLPITSS,

deseh-koul'ftia,

A

>

CARL

German librarian, born in
).
studied at the universities of Tubingen and Leipzig and was, especially interested in
modern literature, the history of the stage, and
the Reformation. He is librarian of the state
library of Berlin. Among his principal works
are Bitch der Reformation (1917); Deutsahe
Diehtung im fSirome ties Lebens, (1921), and
Bibliographic far germanistischen Zeitsohriften
(1927).
H. (1880Sorau.

He

t

DIESEL ENGINE.

TION*

See INTERNAL-COMBUSENGINES; SHIPBUILDING, under Propelling

Machinery,
DIET. The discovery, of the vitamins and
other advances have added greatly to knowledge
of dietetics. It is-no longer possible to distinguish
between food and drugs, for the end products of
protein digestion are closely related chemically
to certain active drugs. Some of the aminoaeids are known to be stimulants of growth;
Oiey agree to this extent with growths itamins.
The hormones at times present in the diet are
of the same nature as those manufactured in
the body itself and have the statys of .drugs.
WJiilo autointoxication ,is still imperfectly understood, we know that the action of intestinal
bacteria on food can give rise to certain poisonous products, and ,we can Burinifle that the behavior known as conjugation, in which the split
products of digestion may lose their pofopn9UB
properties by uniting with one another,, may son?limes fail to take, place. .-A disease .may, sometimes be controlled by diametrically
,

DIETRICH
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SIB FRANCIS BEBITABD

plans of diet; everything depends on the individual case. Typhoid fever, often the result of im-

pure and germ-infested drinking water, has often
been beneficially treated by semi-starvation; at
the other extreme, supposing of course that the
digestive processes have not been greatly impaired, equally good results have resulted from
stuffing the patient with highly concentrated
food. The latter course counteracts the great
tendency to lose weight. The dietetic treatment
of diabetes was revolutionised, and the application of the Allen fasting treatment has justly
been regarded as a great triumph in therapeutics.
In this resource, the short fast has been followed by the use of a very light .diet slowly increased in nutritive value. The introduction of
insulin into the therapeutics of diabetes made
posible the use of a more liberal diet.
Acidosis, a form of autointoxication which is
not to be confused with intestinal self-poison-

was shown to play an extraordinary part
in the causation of disease. The readiness with
which it can now be controlled by diet in one of
the greatest recent advances in medicine. The
condition develops in actual starvation and in
diabetes, in which the carbon of the diet is imperfectly utilized; it may also follow dietetic
errors of excess. Acidonis, with its lowering of
the noraml alkaline reserves of the body,, follows on a diet consisting largely of so-called
acid-forming foods, some of which have always
been regarded as staples. The use of a diet in
which alkali formers predominate and even the
addition of alk alines to ordinary diet often leads
ing,

to great improvement.

The beneficial results of the so-called basic
from which acid formers are largely omit-

diet,

ted, are seen especially in the middle-aged and
elderly, and such chronic conditions as high
blood pressure and affections usually a scribed to

excess. of uric acid or slowing up of nutrition
with accumulation of waste products in the body,
respond remarkably well.' In any, case of chronic
disease or ill health of obscure origin, in which

there is reason to suspect the presence of diminished alkaline reserves, the basic diet, which entails no trouble or discomfort, may forestall expensive cures at distant resorts and surgical
intervention for the supposed results of focal
infection.
Important advances in the subject of
dietetics are given under ANAEMIA, EPILEPSY,
and RICKETS, while the subjects of food deficiency
and food poisoning are discussed incidentally
under BIOCHEMISTRY, BOTULISM, DIABETES, INSULIN, PELLAGRA, SCURVY, SECRETIONS, INTERNAL,
TULAREJKIA, and VITAMINS. See also POOD and
.

NUTRITION.
).
DIETRICH, JOHN HASSLES (1878^
An American clergyman, born at Ohambersburg,

and educated at Franklin and Marshall
College and at the Reformed Theological seminary at Lancaster, Pa. He was ordained in the
miuifltiy of the Reformed Church in 1005, but
before this he held various positions, stuck as
Pa.,

of Life's Frerih
private secretary and manager
From 1905 to 1936, he held variou
pastorates, becoming in the latter year pastor
of the, First Unitarian Society in Minneapolis.
'Pe ia the author of The Gain for Region in
Modem Thwght (1908); The Religion, of a
Old
ijw
Substitutes
for
(10Jl)j
Sceptic
Soul
to,,
(1914)5 .tfront 8tar$vst
Beliefs
(1WJ) ; The Religion of Evolution (1917) ; The
Religion of /Inanity (19*9);,,Z)o We Weed a

Air Fund.

,

The Present

Crisis

DIEZ

in Religion (1923); Humanism
a A'ete Faith
for a Few Age (1925); The Humanist Pulpit
(1926); The Fathers of Evolution (192T).

DIEZ,

dets,

JULIUS (1870-

A

).

German

painter who was born in Nuremberg and studied
at the Munich Academy and at the Kunstgewerbeschule. He is represented in many galleries, among them the University and German
Museum of Munich, and the city halls of Leipsic
and Hanover. He received the Grand Prix at
Brussels. He was teacher in the School of Arts

and

Crafts, Munich.

DIFrENDORFER, RALPH EUGENE

(1879clergyman, born at Hayesville, Ohio, and educated at Ohio Wesleyan University, Drew Theological Seminary, and iJnion
Theological Seminary. From 1904 to 1916, he
was secretary of the Missionary Education Movement in the United States and Canada. The following year (1916-17), he was educational secretary of the Board of Home Missions and Church
Extension and of the Board of Foreign Missions
of the Methodist Episcopal Church. He was associate secretary of the Centenary Commission
of the Board of Home Missions and Church Extension in 1918, and in 1919-20 served as director
of the Home Missions Survey of the Interchurch
World Movement. Since 1924 he has been corresponding Secretary of the Methodist Board of
Foreign Missions. He is the author of Child
Life in the Mission Lands (1904); Junior
the Life of Christ (1904) ; A Modem
Studies
Disciple of Jesus Christ David Livingstone
(1913); Thy Kingdom Come- (1914); Missionary Education in Home and School (1917) ; The
Church and the Community (1920). He edited
The World Service of the Methodist Episcopal
) .

An American

m

Church (1923).

DIKBAN",

KOTJTOUMDJIAN.

MICHAEL.

BILL, LUDWIG (1848especially known for

).

See

A

ABLEST,

German

art-

his landscapes, who
was born in Karlsruhe and studied at the gymnasium and Techniche Hochschule in Stuttgart
and the Academy of Munich. He was professor
of landscape painting at the Karlsruhe Academy
of Arts. His work is represented in many European galleries and in the Carnegie Institute
at Pittsburgh. He founded the Munich Secession and was a member of the secessions
of Berlin, Vienna, and London and honorary
member of Fine Arts of Munich. He was decorated by Austria, Bavaria, and Wiirtemberg.
DII/LOtf, JOHN (1851-1927). An Irish politician (see VOL. VII). Irf 1918 he succeeded
John Redmond us head of the Irish Nationalist
Party and was bitter in denouncing England's
methods in coercing the Irish. During the World
War, he supported British participation and was
among those who favored Ireland's participation in the conflict but opposed conscription
in Ireland. Failing of election to parliament
in December, 1918, he retired from public life.
He criticized the Free State government after its
establishment but failed to secure any general
support.
J. 'An English
DILNOT, FRANK (1876author and journalist, born in 'Hampshire. He
ist,

was educated privately and began

as,

a new&-

paper reporter in 1900 on the staff of the Central News, Loridon which Jie left two years later
for the Daily Ma& (190^10). 5e wap editor
of the Datty Citizen, a Britiah' lifljpr organ
(1912-15), and thereafter,

DI1TWIDDIE
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was a xjprrespon<ient
(

for 'the Chronicle to investigate ,36610! and., eco-

nomic conditions in England.

In 1916-19, he

was president

of the Association of Foreign Correspondents in America and in 1919-20, editor
of the Ulobe. His publications, the majority

which give evidence of thorough insight into
and economic conditions in England, include: The Old Order Chan get h: the Passing
of Power from the House of Lords ( 1911) , Llo-yd
George the Man (1917), The "New America
(1919), and England after the War (1920).
His Lloyd George the Man had a second edition
with three supplementary chapters in 1923 under
the title Lloyd George. The undi scrim mating adof

social

miration of the first edition distinctly ebbed
in the supplementary chapters.
A French
).
DIM1TET, ERNEST (I860writer and clergyman, born at Trelon, northern
France, and educated at Cambrai, Lille University, where he studied under the poet, Angellier,
and at the Sorbonne. For many years he was
head of the English department in College Stanislas, Paris, during which he made frequent lecture tours in England and the United States. He
resigned in 1923. One of his first works, Figures
de Moines (1908) was crowned by the French
Academy and Les Sceurs Bronte (1910) received an English translation in 1927. France
Herself Again (1914) ; The Tendencies of French
Thought (1915) ; From a Paris a,lcony (1924) ;
and The Art of Thinking (1928), were written
in English.

DINGLER, HUGO ALBERT EMMANTJEL
itfATsnsr

and

(1881-

).

HEE-

A

physicist, born in

German mathematician
Munich and educated at

the high school of Aschaffenburg and at the
universities of Erlangen, Gottingen, and Munich.
He became a member of the faculty of the University of Munich in 1912. His works include:
The Foundations for a Critique of the Exact
Sciences (1907); The Boundaries and Aims of
Science (1910) ; The Bases of Natural Philosophy
(1913); The Elements of Physics (1920); Remarks on the Theory of Relatwity (1921) ; Physik und Hypothese (1921); Relativit&tstheorie
und Okonomieprinsiip (1922) j Das Problem, des
absoluten Raumes ( 1923 ) ; Der Griwdgedanke der
Mach'scJien Philosophic (1924), and Der Zusammenbruch der "Wissenschaft und der Primatiw
der Philosophic (1926).

CHABLES ALLEN (1860).
clergyman and Dante scholar (see
VOL. VII). In 1920 Dr. Dinsmore gave up his
pastorate at Waterbury, Conn., and became pro-

DUTSMOBE,

An American

fessor of spiritual interpretation of literature
at the Yale Divinity School. In 1920 he was
Carew lecturer at the Hartford Theological Seminary. His Life of Dante was published in 1919.
He also wrote Religious Certitude in an Age of

Science (1924).

DI2STWIDDIE, .ALBERT BLEDSOE

(

1 871-

)

.

An American

university president, bop at Lexington, 'Ky. y and, educated at the University of
Virginia and the University of Gettingen, Germany. He began his career with a teaching
licentiate in the University of Virginia, in 1888,
and, held various teaching positions, principally
in secondary schools, .until 1896, when he was
appointed professor of mathematics in South-

western Presbyterian University. In 1&06 he
called to Tulane University as assistant professor of applied mathematics 'and astronomy.
He was inade associate professor in 1908, full
of Arts
professor via ,,19 10, dean' of the College

was

and Sciences and director of th6 summer school
from 1910 to 1918, and, president in 1918. He

DINWIDDIE

also elected president of the American Association of University Professors, the Louisiana
Council of Education, and other educational associations.
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was

(1867An American temperance advocate (see
).
VOL. VII). He directed the national campaign
for the Constitutional Amendment for the prohibition of the liquor traffic in 1917, was president
of the International Congress against Alcoholism in 1920-21, and continued active as an of-

DIRIGIBLES,

IN WAEFARE.

AND TACTICS.

DISARMA1SIENT.

See

See STRATEGY

WASHINGTON CON-

FERENCE and PAN-AMERICAN CONFERENCES.

'DISARMAMENT

CONFERENCE.

See

WASHINGTON CONFERENCE.

DISCIPLES OF CHRIST. The

fifth largest

Protestant communion in the United States, one
is known as the Churches of
Christ, congregational in organization. It seeks
to restore the union of the churches
through a
ficer of numerous temperance organizations.
return to the plan outlined in the New TestaDIPHTHERIA. An important advance in ment without human additions of creeds and
knowledge of this plague is contained in the ap- formulas. The number of communicants throughplication of the Schick test to school children 9 out the world increased from 1,362,711 in 1914
to determine the relative susceptibility or im- to 1,629,383 in 1928. In the United States, there
munity to infection. Many facts have come to were 8396 churches in 1916, and 7648 in 1926;
light which contradict popular belief. Diph- with respective memberships of 1,226,028 and 1,theria has commonly been regarded as a disease 377,595. Sunday schools numbered 7549 in 1916,
of the tenement population, while scarlet fever with 942,879 pupils; and 6680 in 1926, with 1,was believed to attack both social extremes in- 000,416 pupils. In addition to varied types of
The Schick test shows plainly that home mission work among Negroes, Indians,
differently.
the prosperous enjoy no immunity from diph- Orientals, Mexican-Americans, and immigrants,
theria and that the susceptibility to the infec- foreign missions had extended by 1928 to the
tion among the well-to-do is about three times Belgian Congo, Africa, China, India, Jamaica,
as great as among the indigent. This is offset Japan, Mexico, the Philippine Islands, Porto
by the recognition among the prosperous of the Rico, Argentina, Paraguay, and Tibet. The six
importance of segregation. The Schick test has boards which directed all mission work united
in 1920 under the title of the United Christian
shown also that heredity is a factor.
In any case, susceptibility and immunity are Missionary Society, with headquarters at St.
not lasting, and tests have to be repeated at Louis, Mo. The communion maintained in 1928
comparatively short intervals. Susceptibility a total of 512 foreign-mission schools, with an
enrollment of 15,621; and there were 5800 bapis apt to disappear after the age of two or three
years. The Negro child is much more suscep- tisms during that year. The 15 hospitals and
In the
tible to the disease than some of the whites, 21 dispensaries treated 349,577 patients.
Immunization tests are suc- United States, 25 colleges cooperated with the
e.g., the Italians.
cessful in a proportion varying from 70 to 93 church's board of education, and Bible chairs
per cent. Reports of results of the application were maintained in four State universities. The
of the Schick test vary much with the local- Men and Millions Movement was started in 1913
ity.
Diphtheria was responsible for 20,000 to secure $6,300,000 to equip mission stations and
deaths annually in the United States. Suscep- increase the endowment of the educational and
tibility exists in 85 per cent of all children benevolent institutions of the communion, to en*tested.
list 1000 workers for the mission field, and to
The campaign of immunization against this start "every member" canvasses as the best plan
disease in the hope of stamping it out has been for securing regular offerings for missions. The
successful in the localities where it has been movement was completed in 1918. During the
earnestly carried out-y-chiefly suburban and ru- fiscal year 1928, the churches of the United States
ral; but the great cities lave shown indiffer- and Canada contributed $4,063,937.86.
DISEASES OF PLANTS. See PLANTS, DIence and in 1927 four of them accounted for
88 per cent of the national mortality and at the SEASES OF.
same time the death rate in these cities shows an
DITRICHSTEIN, LEO (1868-1928). An
For some reason not clear, the im- Austro-American actor-playwright, born in Temincrease.
munizing campaign has not been carried out in esvar, Austria-Hungary. He was educated in
Europe, and even in Germany, the home of anti- Vienna, and madejhis first appearance with a
toxin, and Austria, the birthplace of the Schick light opera company in Hungary. He made his
New York d<but in Die Ehre, in 1890. He studtest, there is no movement in this direction.
the disease ied English, and appeared successfully in Mr.
It is true that for some years
past
has not been a menace, but quite recently the Wilkinson's Widows, Trilby, Are You a Mason f
medical journals have been stressing the ap- Hedda GaWer, Doctor Claudius, and other plays,
pearance of a deadly type of the disease fortu- as a portrayer of comedy and romantic rdles.
nately rare which has resisted the serum treat- He became an American citizen in 1897. Mr.
ment. The old claim that this type of disease Ditrichstein's greatest success was scored in the
represents a mixed infection has been disputed play, The Great Lover, written by him in colby some health officers, who find that it is a laboration with Frederick and Fanny Hatton, in
pure virulent diphtheria. The belief has gained 1915. He was the author of numerous plays,
ground that an affection like diphtheria cannot produced in America and England, among them
he understood unless studied in a long perspec- Gossip (with Clyde Fitch, 1895); A. Southern
a century at least. Attention has been Romance (1897); The Last Appeal (1901);
tive
called to the fact that the doses of antitoxin What's the Matter With Susan? (1904); The
have steadily increased in size, since the first Ambitious Mrs. Aloott (1907); The Million
introduction of scrum treatment. This phenom- (from the French, 1911) ; The Concert (1911) ;
enon may be explained in several ways.
Temperamental Journey (1912); The Phantom
WAR. Rival (1914).
OF
DIVISION, See AKMIES AND ABMY ORGANISee WAR, DIPLOMACY OF THE.
ZATION.
DIRIGIBLES. See AEEONAUTICS.
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DIVORCE. Since 1914 there has been an
extraordinary increase in the number of divorces
granted in countries all over the civilized world.
There is no question that perhaps the most
important single reason contributing to this
state of affairs was the new-found freedom of the
women. Fundamentalists naturally took alarm;
the sanctity
of the marriage tie was being
*
threatened. On the other hand, it was possible
to demonstrate that persons that received divorces did not stay single for long, but sought
other partners in marriage. That is to say, the
ease, despite legal obstacles, with which it was
possible to obtain divorces merely meant that

epileptic, feeble-minded, tubercular, or syphilitic
persons or to first cousins. 4. Males between 18
and 21 and females between 16 and 18 must have
the consent of parents or guardians. 5. Applications for marriage are to be made two weeks
before the issuance of the license. 6. The lawful
marriage of the father and mother of an illegiti-

make it legitimate. 7. Didecreed upon the following
grounds: adultery; cruel and inhuman treatment; abandonment or failure to provide for
one year; incurable insanity; conviction of an
infamous crime. 8, The final decree may be
granted after the lapse of one year onlyj during
which either party may not remarry, 9. All
divorce actions must be defended.
10. Alimony
may be decreed. 11. In providing for the chil12.
dren, the court shall favor the mother.
divorce decreed in one State shall be recognized
in all States. Interestingly enough, the conservatives and the radicals both attacked the
mate

vorce

child

shall

may be

people were breaking marriage ties because they
upon marital happiness. This was
something of a gain over the old marriage of
convenience, even if it left old-fashioned moralists
breathless. While people were getting
more divorces, they were also getting more
marriage licenses. In 1890 of the total male
population in the United States, 34.9 per cent Capper Bill. The radical position demanded
was married; in 1920 the ratio was 41.3 per that collusive divorce be recognized, Le., where
cent.
During the period, the divorce rate had husband and wife both agreed that marriage
grown tremendously. Divorces have increased in their case had proved a failure and should
from 27,919 in 1887 to 180,853 in 1926; the rate in therefore be sundered.
Demands for State action date back to 1879,
1887 was 47 per 100,000 population while in
1926 it had become 152 per 100,000. In 1887, when the American Bar Association established
Since that
5.5 divorces took place for every 100 marriages, a committee to consider uniformity.
while in 1926 the ratio was 15 divorces to every time, there has been established a group known
as the Commissioners on Uniform State Laws
100 marriages.
In 1927 the total number of marriages was for the purpose of promoting "uniformity in
State laws on all subjects where uniformity is
1,200,694, as compared with 1,202,574 in 1926.
In 1927 the number of divorces was 192,037, as deemed desirable and practicable." This body
compared with 180,853 in the previous year. has been the leading champion of State action
On the basis of population estimates, the num- and, in fact, has drawn up a series of laws
ber of marriages per 1000 in 1927 was 10.12, as some of which have already been accepted by a
number of States. Its Desertion and Noncompared with a rate of 10.27 in 1926. In 1927
the divorce rate was 1.62 per 1000, as compared Support Act has been adopted by 16 States; its
Divorce Procedure Act by 2 States; its Annulwith a rate of 1.52 for the previous year.
The phase of this problem to attract the most ment of Marriage and Divorce Act by 3 States;
its Marriage Evasion Act by 5 States; its Dipublic attention was the need for uniformity of
The various States, left to their vorce Statistics Act by 1 State; its Marriage
legislation.
own resources, had developed a confusing diver- Statistics Act by 1 State; its Marriage and
License Act by 2 States; its Migratory
sity of divorce legislation. In South Carolina, Marriage
divorce was not allowed; in New Hampshire, Divorce Act by 1 State.
These slow and legal processes have nothing
there were 14 recognized grounds for a decree.
to do with the popular subject of companionate
Counting certain duplications, there were in the
United States 363 causes for divorce: in one marriage which was widely discussed, beginning
with 1927, as a result of a book written by
State, New York, unfaithfulness alone; in others,
for a variety of reasons down to mere bad tem- Judge Ben.B. Lindsey. Judge Lindsey's solution
The legal complications ensuing on the re- for the inadequate marriage-and-divorce codes is
per.
which a childless couple
marriage of divorced persons were correspond- a type of marriage under
if the marriage has proved unconingly abundant and confusing: a marriage legal may separate
in one State was bigamous in another, and a genial. Unfortunately, the implications of the
child legitimate in one State was illegitimate in 'term were generally misunderstood, for people
another. Naturally, a demand for uniformity began to talk of contracting "companionate
was inevitable. The question was agitated marriages" in the same sense that "trial maralong two lines: Federal enactment through a riages" were once spoken of. At the the present
constitutional amendment; and State enactment time, a marriage is a marriage, regardless of
of a uniform regulatory law. Agitation along what understanding the parties entering into it
Federal lines dates back to 1884, when the first may have reached and it may be dissolved only
bill was introduced in the lower House for a by the lengthy and costly method of divorce.
Federal amendment to the Constitution calling Nowhere in the United States today does the law
for a uniform in arriage-and -divorce law. In permit the dissolution of a marriage by collusion
recent times, Senator Capper has been spon- and that, in a word, is what most people mean
soring this type of legislation. His first bill by "companionate marriage."
Other Countries. The tendency abroad durwas introduced in 1921; he reintroduced the
measure in 1925 and 1927. His proposal calls for ing the period was markedly toward liberaliof divorce 'provisions. Spain and Italy
Congressional enactment of laws for marriage, zation
(both predominantly Catholic countries), where
divorce, the legitimatization of children, and
the care of children affected by divorce. The en- divorce was not allowed, were in striking conmarriage license for trast. In England, -the report of the Royal Diacting bill called for: 1.
in 1912, had recmarriage. 2. Minimum age for males, 18; for vorce Commission, presented
of
females, 16. 3. No licenses to be granted to ommended an increase of both the causes
insisted

A

A

DIX

desire as a reason for the dissolution of marriage. In Austria and Russia, this had been legal for Jews; in Holland, the principle was
evident in a provision for divorce after five
years of judicial separation; Belgium recognized as grounds "mutual and unwavering con-

and in Portugal and Rumania, mutual
was accepted, subject to provisions.
The new German, Austrian, and Russian legislation on the subject, in adopting mutual consent as a cause, endeavored specifically to provide against an irresponsible attitude toward
children or wife. The Scandinavian experiment
was most noteworthy. As a result of a comsent";

consent

prehensive study of Scandinavian social legislation, 1910-18, divorce legislation was adopted

Sweden

in 1915, in Norway in 1918, and in
in 1922, which definitely recognized
mutual consent as the fundamental reason for
the dissolution of marriage. Separation for a
year, however, was required before the granting
of the decree. Both parents were required to
contribute to the support of children. The
question of custody was left to be settled by the
parents where possible and where there was involved, no danger to the welfare of the child.
For cases where divorce was desired by only one
party, the grounds were liberal, including such
as flagrant, neglect, misuse of intoxicants, etc.
Ger).
DIX, KJCJKT WALTHER (1878man pedagogue and writer on subjects of eduHe studied at the unication, born in Greiz.
versities of Dresden and Jena and has devoted
himself to teaching and studying child psychology, child hygiene, etc. Among his works
are Erstiehwff und Nervositat im Kindesalter
(1909); KQrperliohe und geistige EntiMklung
eines Kindes (1911-12); Kindeskunde (1911);'
Entwicklung der Denkahte (1921); Gemtitsleder frilhen Kvndheit (1923); and Die
ben
Reifezeit (1927).
in

Denmark

A

m

DIXCXNT, AMZI CLABENCE (1854*1925). An
American clergyman and author (see VOL. VII).
From 1922 to his death, he was pastor of the
University Baptist Church, Baltimore, Md.
include: Reconstruction
latex
His
works
(1019) ; The Birth of Christ;, the Incarnation of
God (1919); Why I am a Christian (1921);
Higher Critic Myths and Moths (192.1).

DIX03NT,
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and facilities for divorcement. Although this was steadily opposed by the Church
of England and several bills on the subject
were defeated during the period, in 1923 a
measure was got through by which the terms
for a decree, infidelity, were at least made
identical for men and women (previously, for
women, cruelty or desertion as well as inThe prohibitive
fidelity had been necessary).
cost of divorce in England had been somewhat eased by a Poor Person's Act, under
which, if an individual did not object to be so
classed, a decree might be obtained at a cheaper
rate; but up to 1924, only one divorce court (in
London) had been established and this condition added greatly to the expense of securing a
On the Continent, there was an unmisdecree.
takable drift toward the adoption of mutual
divorce

(1856-

).

An

American teacher and author (see Vol.. VII).
In 1920 he wrote The Spiritual Meaning of
Tennyson's "In Memoriam" and Manual of Modern Roots,

An
).
DIX01T, JOSEPH MOOBE (1867-.
He was
American public official (see Vol.. VII)
Governor of Montana for the term 1921-25. In
.

1929 he was appointed an Assistant Secretary

of the Interior.

An
).
DIXON, ROLAND BURRAGE (1875American anthropologist (see VOL. VII). He
was professor at Harvard after 1916 and member of the American Commission to Negotiate

He is a contributor
anthropological and ethnological journals
and his most recent works include Oceanic
Mythology (Myths of the Idonesian, Oceanian,
Australian region, published in 1915), The
Racial History of Man (1923), and The Building of Cultures (1928).
An American
DIXOU, ROYAL (1885).
author, born at Huntsville, Tex., and educated
at the Sam Houston Normal Institute and as a
special student at the University of Chicago.
After spending five years with the department
of botany at the Field Museum of Chicago, he
entered the literary field as a member of the
Houston Chronicle staff. He has been a special
contributor to the leading newspapers of New
York, where he has lectured for the Board of
Education. His interest and attention have
been directed to immigration. His works include The Human Side of Plants (1914) ;
Americanization (1916) ; The Human Side of
Animals (1918); Hidden Children (1922);
Personality of Plants (1923) 5 Pharaoh's Bird
(1927).
An Ameri).
DIXCOT, THOMAS (1864Peace (1916-18) in Paris.
to

can novelist and playwright (see VOL. VII).
His photoplay, The Birth of a Nation, appeared
in 1915, and he published Fall of a, Nation
(1916), The Way of a Man (1918), A Man of
the People (1920), The Man in Gray (1921),
The Black Hood (1924), and The Love Complex (1925).

DJEMAL PASHA,

jem'el

A

pa-sha,

(An MED

Turkish soldier and
After a
politician, born at Constantinople.
French education) he entered the Turkish Army,
and soon became lieutenant colonel. He was a
major in the Young Turk movement (1908),
and iu 1911, he was made governor of Bagdad,
and shortly after, Vali of Constantinople. About
this time, he resigned his military command and
devoted, himself to politics, becoming Minister

DJBMAL) (1873-1922).

Works (1913), and Minister of Ma(1914). These political activities brought
upon, him the personal antagonism of Enver
Pasha. This
and his pro-French attitude
caused him to be sent to Syria as commanderin-chief of the 4th Army in 1014. Upon being
recalled in 1917, he was made commander-inchief of all, the troops except those at the Sinai
front, an exception which led to friction. As
a result Djemal abandoned military operations,
returned to Constantinople, and resumed his
duties as Minister of Marine, but opportunities
In 1918 he
for power did not come his way.
fled from Turkey, and in 3919 was condemned
to death by a Turkish court martial. He tried
to bring about an understanding between Soviet
Russia and the Turkish Nationalists. He became military advisor to the Amir of Afghanistan, and wag murdered in Tiflis when on
business for the Afghan Army.
DOBRUDJA. See BULGARIA; RUMANIA.
DOCKS., While the U. S. Navy authorities
have long recognized the fact that suitable dry
docks, or graving docks, as they are sometimes
called, are essential in any scheme of naval
preparedness, it would seem that the low status
of the American merchant marine had led to a
of Public

rine

,

DOCKS

neglect of such facilities in the United States
prior to the World War. Indeed it is said that
when the United States actively joined the
Allies in the War and took over for transport
service the former German liner, the Vaterland,
renamed Leviathan, there was no drydock in the
United States large enough for that vessel. One
of the most important of the existing docks was
the Brooklyn Navy Yard Dock at New York.

This structure, with a usable length of 700 feet,
with a width of 110 feet at the keel blocks and
with a depth over the sill of 36 feet, was
authorized in 1900 but not completed until 1912.
It was a most difficult piece of construction on

a bottom of quicksand. The first contractor
came to grief in 1008; the second lasted but one
year; the third contract involved both a changed
design and increased dimensions.
Apparently, the needs of the American Navy
and shipping at the time of the World War
stimulated the development of dock facilities
in the United States, and a number of important
docks have since been built.

Norfolk

Navy Yard Drydock.

The United

at Portsmouth, Va., had
its facilities increased by the construction of a
drydock 1011 feet long, 144 feet wide at the coping, and 40 feet deep, which was opened in April,
1919, after having been under construction since
February, 1917. This work involved the excavation of 625,000 cubic yards and the placing
of a total yardage of concrete of 185 000. The
Norfolk Navy Yard also contained two drydocks, built through the cooperation and financial assistance of the United States Shipping

States

BOCKS
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Navy Yard

Board during the War, which were completed
in 1919 and formally inaugurated on October
81, of that year, by the Queen of the Belgians.
Commonwealth Drydock. In 1915 active
work was begun on a large drydock at South
Boston built by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts which was an important element in the
port and harbor development of Boston. This
dock at the time of its completion was the larg-

work under way, and

after a technical
of construction
was adopted in 1915, and finished in 1919.
full report of this drydock, the history of its
early construction, as well as the adoption of
the new design, is contained in the Transactions
of the American Society of Civil Engineers, vol.
hex, page 223, 1916.
of the

investigation

a

modified plan

A

Balboa Drydock. In 1916 the new drydock
at Balboa, at the Pacific terminal of the Panama Canal 2one, was completed with a length
of 1000 feet, a width of 110 feet, and a depth
of 35 feet over the blocks at mean tide.
This
structure was one of the important works connected with the shipping facilities of the Panama Canal, and made possible the docking and
repair of steamers of considerable size.
St. John, N". B., Drydock.
The St. John
Drydock and Shipbuilding Company in November, 1923, opened its new drydock at St. John,
N. B. This new dock was the largest of its
kind in the world, having an extreme length of
1225 feet and length over the blocks of 1150
It was so arranged that it could "be used
feet.
in two independent sections, one 650 feet long
and the other 500 feet long. There was a patent slipway 720 feet in length and a cradle 240
The depth over the sill at high tide
feet long.
was 42 feet. The dock was provided with a 70ton fixed crane and a 20-ton traveling crane.
Drydock at Quebec. The Champlain drydock at Quebec, which had been under construc-

was completed in August, 1918.
Situated on the south side of the St. Lawrence,
and with a length of 1150 feet, a width of 120
feet and depth over the sill of 34 feet at neap
tide, and 40 feet at high water at spring tide,
it was at the time of its completion one of the
largest drydocks in the world, heing able to accommodate the largest ships for which the port

tion since 1914,

Quebec had adequate deep-water berths.
This dock was divided into two compartments,
with an inner chamber 650 feet in length and
an outer one 500 feet in length, the latter being
est in the United States, being 1176 feet long closed by a rolling caisson, while the middle
and 149 feet, 9 inches wide. It could take care entrance was formed by a floating caisson. For
of a ship of 1150 feet in length with a beam emptying the dock, three main pumps of the
of 115 feet and 45 feet draft. It had a capacity horizontal centrifugal type, designed to deliver
of 55,000,000 gallons, and was unwatered by 63,000 gallons a minute against the total head
three electric pumps, requiring about two hours of 25 feet, were provided. These were operated
for the operation. This dock cost the Common- by electric power and could empty the dock in
wealth of Massachusetts over $3,000,000, and about two and a half hours.
was purchased by the United States Government
American-built Docks in Trance. At the
under authority from Congress for $4,100,000, mouth of the Loire River in France, during the
being formally taken over by the United States War, engineers of the American Army conNavy and put in commission on Dec. 22, 1919, structed a notable timber dock system which
the battleship Virginia being the first vessel provided new berths for 10 vessels in addition
to an existing series of docks adjoining, preto -use the dock:
Pearl Harbor Drydock. As early as 1908, viously constructed by the French. These docks
the United 'States Navy began the construction were -built of timber supported by wooden piles
of a -drydock at Pearl Harbor, Hawaiian Is- and were located on mud fiats. On their shore
lands, which was completed and flooded on Aug. side were built long low classification sheds, and
21, 1919. The plans for developing a small further inland a receiving yard, and a departure
naval station located at this point involved the yard for the handling of freight cars. There
construction of a graving dock 589 feet long, but was provided specially designed timber rigging
with the completion of the Panama Canal and for the handling of ships' cargoes, and heavy
the increased size of ships navigating the Pa- steel gantry cranes were erected also.
cific Ocean, it was determined to increase its
Floating Docks. In the period after 1914,
dimensions. Accordingly, the dock was v built there was also an increase in the size -and
1022 feet long L38 feet wide at the coping, and' capadiy of floating docks which, it will be
39% feet in effective depth, there being 43% recalled, could v be, used at any convenient locafeet depth from top of qoping to floor. This tion, and could be moved from place to place if
gave a clear water basin, 1010 feet 'long and so desired. At the close of the War, two large
1010 fleet wide at the/ bottom clearance. In floating docks owned by Germany and, at the
1913 a- seismic .disturbance caused the lollapse time, the largest structures of the kind, passed
of

,

;
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Into the possession of the British. Each of
these had an overall length of about 700 feet
and a lift of some 40.000 tons. The British
Admiralty, however, decided that there was
need of a still larger floating dock, and in November, 1922, one was put under construction
with a length of 960 feet, and a lifting capacity
of 60,000 tons. This was built at the Walker
Shipyard of Sir W. G. Armstrong, Whitworth
& Co., and was designed for the port of
Southampton. This dock which, at the time of
its completion, in 1924, was the world's largest
floating dock, was of the double-sided, selfdocking sectional box type, and consisted of
pontoon and two parallel walls divided transversely by seven sections. When in position at
Roiithamptou, it was moored by four steel booms
110 feet long, hinged at one end to the dock and
at the other extremity to four dolphins of reWhen submerged, the dock
in forced concrete.
contains some 80,000 tons of water, to pump out
which, 14 motor-driven centrifugal pumps were
provided and with all in operation some four
hours were required to remove the water. The
British Government accordingly had, with the
Southampton and the two German docks, three
floating docks, each of which was capable of taking a large battleship, such as the Hood, and a

and maintenance advantage

fact that all of these docks
could be passed through, the Suez Canal.
Bibliography. Such special constructions as
drydocks are generally described only in the
more technical publications, such as are published by the engineering societies. In ordinary
dock work, few structural improvements or
changes have been noted in recent years. Reinforced concrete has of course been widely
used, although the older timber^ construction
still holds its important position in such work,
On the other hand, important developments have
occurred in the application of machinery to
dock work in connection with loading, unloadrecent work of
ing, storing, and shipping.
interest on these facilities in general is Carleton
Greene, Wharves a nd Piers (New York).

was gained by the

A

An Amer).
DODD, LEE WILSON (1879ican author and playwright, born at Franklin,
Pa., and educated at Yale. He studied law at
the New York Law School and was admitted to
the bar in 1902, but gave lip law five years later
for literature, in which he made distinct accomover
plishnicnt, but has been criticized as being
Modern AlHe is the author of
novelistic.
chemist (100G); The Return of Eve (1909);
Speed (1911); The Middle Miles (1915); His
Majesty Bunker Bean (1915); Pals First; The
Book' of ftwan (1920); Lilia Chenoworth
(1922); The Girl NesKt Door (1923); The
Changelings (play, 1923) ; The Sly Giraffe (for
children, 1923); The Golden Complex (1927);
The Great Enlightenment (verse, 1928).
An
).
DODD, WiLLiAAf EDWARD (1869American historian, born at Clayton, N". C., and
oclucatcd at Virginia Polytechnical Institute
and the University of Leipzig. While successively holding the chairs of history at HandolphMa con College (1900-08) and at the University
of Chicago (1908), be wrote Jeffersons
KucMehr sur Politib, 1706 (1900) Life 6f Nothamel Macon (1903) ; Life of Jefferson Davis
(1907); Statesmen of the Old South (1911);
The Cot (on Kingdom (Chronicles of America
series, 1919); Woodrow Wilson and ffis Work
(1920); and Lincoln or Lee (1928). In ad-

A

;

he was editor and joint author of the
Riverside History of the United States (1915)
joint editor, with Ray Stannard Baker, of The
Public Papers of Woodrow Wilson (1924-26) ;
and co-translator of Lamprecht's What Is Hisdition,

toryf (1905).

DODDS, EDWABD CHABLES

(1899-

).

A

physician, biochemist, and chemical
He was educated at Harrow and
pathologist.
the Middlesex Hospital Medical School, where
at first he served as student demonstrator in
biochemistry. Later, he was made professor of
biochemistry in the University of London and
held the title of chemical pathologist to several
prominent hospitals. When the philanthropist,
Courtauld, established a special research institute for Dodds at the Middlesex Hospital Medical School, he returned to that institution as
Courtauld Professor of biochemistry. He has
collaborated in two books, Recent Advances in
Medicine (with G. E. Beaumont) and The
Chemical and Physiological Properties of the
Internal Secretions (with F. C. Dickens). One
of his notable achievements has been a largoscale method of manufacturing insulin at reduced cost. He was summoned in consultation
at the illness of His Majesty, George V, in
1928-29, partly as a result of his study of the
action of calcium on the blood,
DODECANESE.
group of 12 small islands,
the Sporades, off the southwest coast of Asia

British

A

Minor,

among which,

included.
inhabited.

politically,

Rhodes was

Most of them, barren
Of their total

rocks, are unpopulation,. 100,198

in 1917, the greater part were Greek sponge
fishermen inhabiting Rhodes and Cos. During
the Libyan War between Italy and Turkey, the
Italians occupied the islands, and by the Treaty
of Lausanne of 1912, Italy was permitted to
continue occupation only as a guarantee toward
Turkish evacuation of Tripoli. The Turks
claimed to have fulfilled their obligations, but
the Italians stayed on. In 1919 the Greek
Premier, Venizelos, effected a bargain with
Tittoni, Italian Foreign Minister, by which
the Dodecanese were to be turned over to
Greece and Rhodes to Italy. The disposition
of the latter the Italians promised to submit
to a plebiscite when Great Britain should promThe
ise to do similarly in the case of Cyprus.
Peace Treaty of Sevres in 1920 transferred
the islands from Turkish to Italian sovereignity,
while the separate Greco-Italian Treaty signed
on the same day, in accordance with the Venizclos-Tittoni agreement, promised all except
Rhodes, where a plebiscite was to be held, to
Greece. Despite this pledge, Italy continued
in occupation of the disputed territory, and
shortly afterward repudiated the agreement,
on the ground that the Sevres Treaty had not
been ratified. The overthrow of Venizelos, the
defeat of Greece in its Asia Minor adventure,
and the rise of Italian chauvinism under Mussolini, gave substance to the belief that Venizelos's settlement was only too ephemeral and
that Italy rather than Greece was to control
the eaatern Mediterranean. The soundness of
these conjectures was confirmed when, regardless of self-determination and the principle of
nationalism, and in a spirit typical of the old
diplomacy, the Great Powers in 1923 confirmed
By article 25 of
Italy's hold on the islands.
the Treaty of Lausanne, Turkey renounced all
rights over the Dodecanese, Rhodes, and the
island of Castellorwzo in favor of Italy. No

DODGE
;

(1915). He became* the editor
the Journal of Experimental
Psychology
(1916) and of the Journal of Comparative
Psychology (1921). He is the author of numerous scientific monographs and papers on the
psychology of language, vision, eye movement,
and dynamic psychology in general.
DODGE, WILLIAM DE LEFTWICH (1867).
An American artist born at Liberty, Va., who
studied in Paris and Munich and entered first
place in the examination for the ficole des
Beaux Arts. Mr. Dodge's work as a mural
painter is represented in New York by his decorations of the Empire Theatre, of the WaldorfAstoria Hotel, and of other theatres and hotels.
Among his principal works were the decorations of the Cafe" de 1'Opera, Paris, The Folies
Bergeres Theatre, murals for the Panama-Pacific International Exposition, and for the
Flag
Room in the capitol at Albany, "Mosaics for the
Hall of Records, New York, "Signing of the
Peace," at Versailles, and "Taking of the Fort
de Vaux." He was chief of color for the Sesquicentennial Exposition at Philadelphia in
effects of alcohol

of

1926.

A

DOFLEIN, FRANZ

J. T.
(1873).
2o5logist born in Paris. He traveled
in
the
United
West
States,
extensively
Indies,

German

and Mexico. He succeeded Weismann as professor of zoology at the University of Munich,
in 1912, and became professor at Breslau in
1918. Professor Doflein's published works were
on

the

protozoa,

animal

biology,

and psy-

chology.

DOHEWY, EDWARD

An American

LAURENCE (1856-

).

capitalist and oil producer, born
at Fond du Lac, Wis., who spent his early years
prospecting- for gold with varying success.
Stranded in Los Angeles in 1892, he noticed a
wagonload of pitch passing along the street and

investigated the hole from which it was taken.
obtained a lease of a lot nearby, and at 225
feet struck a gusher which started the Los An-

He

geles

oil

field.

After

finding

several

other

and gaining several fortunes, he went to
Mexico in 1900 and organi7ed the Mexican Petroleum Company with $10,000,000 capital, and
fields

obtained leases on about 1,000,000 acres of barren land near Tampico. In four or five
years,

Tampico was a world

oil .centre.

DOLMETSCH
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mention was made in the treaty of the promised
See GREECE ITALY/
plebiscite.
An AmerDODGE, RAYMOND (1871).
ican experimental psychologist. He was educated at Williams
College and the University of
Halle (Germany). In 1806 he was appointed
professor of philosophy at Ursinus College, and
the following year became associated with Wesleyan University, where he was full professor
1902-24. Since 1924 he has been
professor in
the Institute of
Psychology at Yale. He was
selected to conduct expriments on the
psychology of nutrition at the Carnegie Institute* laboratory (1913-14), and also the psychological

The

control
of such vast enterprises
inevitably led Doheny
into political activity. In Mexico, he was
charged with being responsible for several revolutions, and he was a large factor in California politics. He was prominent in the transactions in regard to the United States naval oil
reserves, and was called to Washington to testify before the investigating committee early in
1924. His testimony revealed that he had lent
$100,000 to former Secretary of the Interior Albert B. Fall, and that a number of ^-cabinet

members and other government officials had
been employed by him in connection with the
The Government's suit against
leases.
oil
Doheny for cancellation of the lease on naval
oil reserve No. 1 at Elk Hills, Calif,, was decider!
in the Federal District Court in June, 1925,
in favor of the Government. This was affirmed by
the U. S. Supreme Court in 1927.

DOHEBTY,

PHILIP

JOSEPH

(185G-

An American

).

lawyer, born at Charlestown,
Mass., and educated at the School of Law, Boston University. He practiced in Boston from
1877 to 1908; in the latter year becoming attorney to the division of safety of the Interstate Commerce Commission and, in 1013, chief
attorney. Beginning in 1884, he held various
political offices, including membership in the
Massachusetts House of Representatives. In
1909 he served as special assistant to the Attorney General in the Mondou-N. Y. N. H. <&
H. R. R. case, involving the constitutionality of
the Federal Hailway Employers' Liability Act.
In 1914 he was on the commission to investigate the finances of the New Haven Railroad.
In 1918 he was appointed manager of the property-protection section of the United States
Railroad Administration and, the following year,
became attorney to the valuation bureau of the
Interstate Commerce Commission. He is the
author of The Liability of Railroads to Interstate Employees (1911).

A
DOE3TANYI, ERNST VON (1877).
Hungarian pianist and composer, born in PressFrom 1005 to 191 5. he was
burg (see VOL. VII)
.

professor of piano at the KcJnigliclie Hochschule
fur Musik in Berlin, then accepted a similar
position at the Hochschule in Budapest, and in
1919 became director. After a few months, he
resigned this post to become president of the
Philharmonic Society. Since 1920 lie has made
several pianistic tours of the United States, and
in 192o also appeared as conductor of tlie State
Symphony Orchestra in New York. He added
to his works the operas Tante Simona (Dresden,
1912), Der Turm des 'Wojewoden, (Budapest,
1922; as Iva's Trum, Dftsscldorf, 1926), Der
Tenor (Budapest, 1929) ; two symphonies (F
and D minor) 5 Fesiouverture for triple orchestra; Ruralia, Hungarica; a piano concerto in
E minor; a violin concerto in D; and considerable chamber music of more than ordinary merit.
A GerDOHSE, dds, RICHARD (1875).
man historian, born at Lubz, Mecklenburg. He
at
studied
the universities of Munich, Marburg,
Geneva, and Rostock, specializing on modern
languages and history. He traveled in France

and Spain and was journalist, correspondent,
and editor of various papers. His principal
works are Cfolley Gibbers Bearleitung von
Shakespeare's Richard HI (1897) a volume of
verse, Aus siillen Stunden (1902); Kunst fur
;

die Jugenti,

(1902); several books of verse in
(1902-14); Moderne deutsche Literatur (1920) ; Deutsche Literatur van Anfang
lis Hebbel
(1921); and Das mederdeutsche
Drama (1921) ; Oustav Kohne, sem Wesen und
sein Wcrk (1027), and biographies of Pritz
Reuler, Wilhelm Holzamer, and Fritz Slovenhagen.
A faDOLHETSCH, ARNOLD (1858),
mous British connoisseur of old instruments,
born at Le Mans, France. While working as an
apprentice in his father's piano factory, he
showed such talent for the violin that he was
sent "to Vieuztemps in Brussels. Afjter further

Low German

DOMBBOWSKI

number

of their best

workmen

There he remained until

at his disposal.
restoring old

1909,

spinets, harpsichords, etc. and giving numerous
He then conrecitals on these instruments.
tinued the same occupation in Paris, where the
factory of Gaveau was at his disposal. In 1914
he settled in London and established his own
factory at Ilaslemere, Surrey. With his -wife
and four children he gave, in 1025, in Ilaslemere
a festival of older music with such success that

the Haslemere Festival has become an annual
In 1928 the Dolmetsch Foundation was
event.
established to insure the perpetuation of the
festival Dolmetsch edited two volumes of
works of English composers of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries (1012) and wrote an important book: The Interpretation of the Music
of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries
(1015).
d&m-brdf'skg, ERICH FRANZ
German student of theoretical

DOMBROWSKI,
(1882-

).

A

and practical economy, born in Danzig. lie became a well known traveler and editor, and a
lecturer at Danzig, Kiel, Berlin, and Leipzig.
He wrote %ehn Jahre deutsoher Kvlturentwicklung vor dem Kriege (1915); Dos alte und
neue Bystem (1019); and more recently Politische Ko'pfe Dculschlands
(1020); and Die
Miinner dcr tilergangszeit, Kopfe der Qegenwart*

NeveKonfe

(1025).

DOMINIAM", LEON

(1880-

).

An Amer-

ican geographer, born at Constantinople, Turkey. He was graduated at Robert College in
1808 and during 1898-1900 studied at Liege.
After traveling in Turkey and Mexico, he served
as assistant to the U. S. Geological Survey,
instructor in the New Mexico School of Mines,
and special writer for the National Geographic
Magazine. He became connected with the Department of State in 1918, serving it on various
technical matters, especially with tho American
Peace Conference in France during 1919. Since
1921 he has been United States Consul in Borne.
He served as a delegate to the 12th International Geographical Congress in Toronto in 1913
and to tho 2d Pan-American Scientific Congress
hold in Washington in 1915. He in the author
of The Frontiers of Language and Nationality
in Europe (1917).

DOMINICAN

REPUBLIC.

See

SANTO

DOMINGO.

A
).
D01WAY, df/nS', MAURICE (1850French dramatic author (see VOL VII), whose
work includes: Alfred de Musset
recent
(1014); La Parisienne et la guerre (1016);
L>Impromptu du paquetage (1916); Le Thffitre
Premieres impressions
armies
(1916) ;
une dame Blanche (1917);
(1917); Lettre$
Pendant qu'ils sont b Noyon (1017) ; La Ohasse
a I'homme (1019); Dialogues d'hier (1920);
Rous le sourvre d'filisabelh, essays (1924); La
vie amoureuse &Alfred de Musset (1926), and

w$

<fc

Autour du

(Jhat

Noir,

DOTTIN

4 5s

study at the Royal College of Music in London,
lie taught violin at Dulwich College.
Becoming
the possessor of a viola d'amore, he immediately made himself master not only of that
instrument, but of every member of the viol
family, and began to collect and repair old instruments. With his wife and a pupil, Kathleen Salmon, he formed a trio, with which he
gave recitals of early music written for the old
instruments. A tour of the United States, in
1902, attracted so much attention, that Chickering & Sons of Boston placed their factory and a

miscellaneous

(1926).

1927 his series, issued under the title Theatre
Complet, had reached eight volumes.
).
DOBG-ELfjS, d6r-zhel s ROLAND (1886French novelist, who came to the front with
the publication of his war novels, Les Croix de
Bois (1918) and Le Cabaret de la Belle Femme
(1921 ). In spite of the intensity of his subject,
his style was that of a sober realism, which was
in many ways the equal of the melodramatic
pages of Barbusse's Under Fire. His other
works include La Machine & finir la guerre (in
collaboration with Itegis Gignoux, 1916); La
Boule de qui (1021); Saint-Mag Loire (1021);
Sous les Ailes de mon moulin (1922) ; Le Reveil
des morts (1923) ; On the Mandarin Road, travel in Indo-China (192); Partir (1020); and
La Caravane Sans Chameauto (1928). Les
Crow de Bois, Saint-Magloire, and Partir were
translated into English. Dorgeles received the
Prix Feraina for 1918 and 1919.
An AmerDOER, RHETA. CIIILDE ( ?)
ican author and social worker (see VOL VII).
She was war correspondent for a syndicate of
21 newspapers during 1917-18, and was foreign correspondent with headquarters at Prague
Her later books include Inside the
in 1020-23.
Russian Revolution (1917), The Hosier's Mother
in France (1918), Czechoslovakia (1921),
Woman of Fifty (1924), and Susan B. Anthony

By

A

.

A

(1028).

An
).
DOB/SEY, GEORGE AMOR (1868American anthropologist and author (See VOL.
VII
Dr. Dorsey severed his connection with the
) .

Museum of Natural History, Chicago, and
the University of Chicago in 1915. He served
in the United States Navy in 1018-21 as lieutenant and. lieutenant commander, was assistant
naval attaoh6 at Madrid in 1918, and naval attache at Lisbon in 1019-21. He was also adviser on Spanish problems to the American Commission to Negotiate Peace at Paris in 1919.
Since 1925 he has lectured on anthropology at
the New School for Social Research in New York.
He is the author of Young Low (a novel, 1917) ;
Why We Behave Like Human Beings (1925);
The Nature *'of Man (1927); The Evolution of
Charles Darwin (1927); and various anthropological researches published by the Field
Field

Museum

of Natural History.

.

ERITOST (1873). *An
American physicist, born at Annapolis Junction,
Md. He was graduated in 1893 from Johns
Hopkins, where he was a fellow during 189697 and received his Ph.D. After serving as a
research fellow at the Yerkes Observatory during 1899, he returned to Johns Hopkins and was

DORSEY, N(OAH)

an associate in physics until 1901, when he entered the service of the Government as physicist to the Bureau of Soils in the Department
of Agriculture. In 1903 he transferred to the
Bureau of Standards, in which he attained the
rank of physcist in 1917. In 1921 he assumed
a consulting relation with the Bureau in addition to his private practice. His principal in-

vestigations have included the physios of the soil,
absolute measurement in electricity and physics*
of the medical sciences, including applications
Besides many articles contributed to
of X-rays.
scientific journals, he is the author of Physios
or Radioactivity (1921).
DOTTIN, HENRI GEORGES (1863-1928).
French philologist, (see VOL, VTI) who became a
correspondent of the Institut de France in 1919,
and edited the Revue 'Celtigue.' Hifi later
works were Les anciens peuples de VEurope

A

,

DOTTGALL

(1916); La, tongue gauloise (1920); Les Litteraturea Celtiques (1924), and L'6pope irlandaise (1925).

DOUGALIi, LILY
novelist

(see

VOL

(1858-1923).
VII). Among

A

Canadian

her

recent

workw arc The Practice of Christianity (1914),
and The Christian Doctrine of Health (1916).
She was part author of Concerning Prayer
(3916) -Immortality (1917) The Spirit (1919);
(rod and Ike Struggle for Existence (1919)
Arcades Ambo (1919), a volume of poems, and The
Lord of Thought (1922).
;

;

DOUGHERTY,

PAUL

(1877-

).

An

American marine painter, horn in Brooklyn,
N. Y. He was graduated from the Brooklyn
Polytechnic Institute and the New York Law
School and studied art in Europe, spending

much of his time in London, Paris, Florence,
Venice, and Munich. In 1906 lie was elected
an associate of the National Academy and the

next year he was made a full member. He is
also a member of the National Institute of
Arts and Letters. Mr. Dougherty's marine
paintings have been exhibited all over the
United States and in many parts of Europe
and include: "October Seas"; "The Road to
Cayey"; "Lake Louise" (Metropolitan Museum,
N. Y.) ; "Sun and Storm" (National Gallery,
Washington); "Flood Tide" (Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh); "Storm Quiet" (Chicago Art
Institute); "The Land and the Sea" (Corcoran
Gallery, Washington); "Autumn Oaks" (Brooklyn Institute Museum). Among Mr. Dougherty's awards was the gold medal from the Panama-Pacific International Exposition in 1915.

DOUGHTY,

DOYLE

463

do'tl or dou'tT,

ARTHUR GEORGE

A Canadian historian (see VOL.
(1800).
VII). In 1017 Doughty was attached to the
Canadian Expeditionary Force War Archives
Survey and in 1910 he accompanied the Prince
Wales as historian on his Canadian tour.
a member of the Canadian delegation
to the Imperial Conferences of 1923 and 1926.
Among. his later works appear The Acadian Exiles (1915), A Daughter of New France (1916),
and Rotes on the History of Canada, Prepared
for the Visit of the Prince of Wales (1919).
DOUGHTY, CHARLES MONTAGUE (18431926). An English explorer and author (see
VOL. VII). His later work was devoted almost
entirely to the writing of poetry and poetic
drama. The Titans appeared in 1916 and ManConsult
soul, or the Riddle of the World in 1920.
The Life of Charles M. Doughty, by D. G.
Hogarth (1928).
of

He was

DOUGHTY,. HOWARD WATERS

(1871-

).

An

known, he contributed in 1914 an edition

(sec-

ond) of nistoire de Sienne.

A
d<5o'm$', PAUL
).
(1807statesman (see VOL. VII). He was
elected to the Senate in 1912, opposed the policies
of Briand's war cabinet, and entered that of
Painlavft* as Minister without Portfolio (1917).
In Briand's cabinets of 1921-22 and 1925-26, he
was Finance Minister, and in 1927 he was made
DOUMER,

French

president of the Senate.
DOU3MEBGTJE, doo'merg',

GASTOTT (1863VOL, VII).
He held the portfolio for the colonies through
the ministries of Viviani and Briand (1914March, 1917), when he was sent to Russia to
persuade the Kerensky government not to make
a separate peace with Germany and Austria.
He was president of the Sonate in 1923 and

A

).

French statesman

(see

1924, until his election as twelfth President of
He was the first
13, 1924.

France on Juno

Protestant and the

bachelor to hold that

first

office.

A
).
DOT7MIC, doo'me-k', REI^ (1860French literary and dramatic critic (see VOL.
VII), editor of the Revue des Deux Mondes
and permanent secretary of the
(1910)
His later works
French Academy (1923).
include Le soldat de 19t fi, Le salut avx chefs
(1915), Les Elegantes, and La Defense de
I'esprit frangais (1910),

DOTTRIWE. See VETERINARY MEDICINE.
D'OVIDIO, FRANCESCO. See OVIDIO, FRANCESCO

D'.

BOWLING,

man

Catholic

AUSTIN
archbishop,

(1868horn in

).

A

Ro-

New York

He graduated from Manhattan College
City.
in 1887, and after studying at St. John's Seminary and the Catholic University, was ordained
in 1891. He served as pastor in Warren, R. I.,
and from 1905 to 1912 was pastor of Saints
Peter and Paul Cathedral. He was consecrated
Bishop of Des Moines in 1912 and Archbishop of
St.

Paul in 1919.

DOWNS, LAWRENCE

ALOTSIUS (1872).
railway official, horn in GreencasHe was graduated from Purdue Unitle, Jnd.
versity in 1894 and in the following year began
his railroad career with the Vandalia road.
He occupied many important positions with the
Illinois Central Railroad until 1920, when he

An American

elected vice president and general manager
of the Central of Georgia Railway. In 1924-26
he was president of the same company and of
the Ocean Steamship Company, Savannah. Since
1926 he has been president of the Illinois Central
System. He was the author of Development of
Banking in Illinois (1914).

was

American chemist, born. at Baltimore, Md.
educated at Johns Hopkins University,
BOYLE, doil, SIB ARTHUR CONAW (1859A British novelist and spiritualist (see
where he received his PhD. ,in 1005. During
).
1905-06, he was instructor, of chemistry at Mis- VOL. VII). After 19-13 Sir Arthur added to Ms
souri and. during 1907-08, at Ayisconsin, after long .list of works with The Case of Oscar Slater
which he went to Amherst, where lie became (1914); The Valley of Fear (1015); A Visit
History of the British
full professor in 3913* His original investiga- to Three Fronts (1916)
tions have been chiefly in the field of organic Campaign in France and Flanders, vols. i and ii
Guards Ccme
chemistry, notably on derivatives of trimethyl- (1915-20); Danger (1918); The
Three of Them (1923) Memparacouic and camphoronic acids and on the re- Through (1920)
actions with various metals of compounds con- ories and Adventures (1924);: The Land of
Mist (a novel, 1925) ; The Case Book of Shergaining the trifcalogept methyl group.
Deep
DOUGLAS, dfig'lccs, ROBERT XANOTOK (1864- lock Holmes (1927), and The Marieot
An English art critic, lecturer, and au- (3928). A .Wen .Revelation (1918);; The Vital
).
He served in the World Message (1920); 'The Wanderings of a Spiritthor .(see VOL, VII}..
War as- staff captain at the Mfcr Office (19,16- ualist {1921} , and History cf Spiritualism ,(2
were written in sionnection with his
J7) and -was .director, of tfoe National Gallery, vols. 1926),

He was

;

,

;

;

,

,

>

.

Ireland* (1916-23). To the .literature of, Sienese art, as an, authority on, w^ch; lie, was
:

studies in the field of spiritualism. He lectured
subject of spiritualism in

and -debated on the

DBAPT ACT

DRESEL
464
Europe and America. He related his American His most important later works are The Titan (1914); The Genius (1915); Plays of the
experiences in Our American Adventure (1923)
and Our Second American Adventure (1924).
Natural and Supernatural (1916); A Hoosier
DRAFT ACT. See UNITED STATES, History. Holiday (1916); The Hand of the Potter
DRAFT TREATY OP MUTUAL ASSIS- (1919); Hey-Rub-a-Dub-Dub, a book of essays
and philosophy; Book About Myself (1922);
TANCE. See WASHINGTON CONFERENCE.
An The Color of a Great City (1923) An Ameri).
DRAGE, draj, GEOFFREY (I860English sociologist (see VOL. VII). He was a can Tragedy (1925); Moods (verse, 1926);
member of the Departmental Committees Na- Chains, stories (1927); A Gallery of Women
tional Register (1015), vice president of the
(1928); Dreiser Looks at Russia (1928); and
Royal Statistical Society (1916-18), chairman of The Genius (1928). From his first novel, he has,
the Denison House Committee on Public Assis- with each new book, been accused of immoraltance (1010), and chairman of tlie Official Statis- ity. His works show a mind of titanic force
In 1910 he was attached dealing with dispassionate insight and compastics Committee (1919)
to the War Office in the military intelligence sion with the motives and forces that surround
See A Bibliography of the Writings
section, and in the following year was director mankind.
of the Investigation Board of Agriculture. of Theodore Dreiser, by Edward D. MacDonald
Among his later works may be mentioned: (1928).
;

.

DRESDEN", drSz'den, Ger. pron. dras'den.
Capital city of the Free State of Saxony, Ger(1916); Pre-war Statistics of Poland and many, and of the County of Dresden (see VOL.
Lithuania (1918) The Cost of Public Assistance VII), the sixth largest city of Germany. It is
(1921); The Dole and Demoralization (1923), situated on both sides of the river Elbe where it
The Riddle of Japan (1925); and Poor Law is 170 yards wide. The number of inhabitants
was 548,308 in 1910; 520,326 in 1919; and 019,Reform (1927).
RECLAMATION. See REC- 157 according to the census of June 16, 1925.
Of the many industries, cigarettes, porcelain,
LAMATION.
An Ameri- pottery, glass, sewing and writing machines,
).
DBAXE, DURANT (1878can professor of philosophy. He was born at chocolate, photographic apparatus, tinware, and
Hartford, and was educated at Harvard and bicycles are the most important. In 1922 there
Columbia Universities. In 1812 he joined the were more than 100,000 factory workers in the
faculty of Wesleyan University, and in 1915 city, the industrial centre is largely near the
became professor of philosophy and education railroad and the Elbe, and because it spreads
at Vassar. Ho was one of a group of seven who out beyond the boundaries of the city, the appublished the Essays on Critical Realism (1920). pearance is not that of an industrial centre.
Among his other writings are The Problem of Dresden has a stock exchange, a chamber of comThings in Themselves (1911); Problems of merce, a branch of the Reichsbank, and other
Conduct (1914); Problems of Religion (1916); banks of importance. With 2300 meters of quays,
America Faces the Future (1922) ; Mind and warehouses, and other facilities, it is the fourth
Its Place in Nature (1925) ; and The New Mor- port of transshipment of the Elbe. In 1924, 2507
craft with 237,100 tons of goods entered the
ality (1928).
UNIVERSITY. An institution city and 2477 craft with 129,800 tons of goods
for the higher education of men and women, at left the city. Also 12,572 tons of floating wood
The stu- entered the city. It is the seat of three shipping
D'es Moincs, Iowa, founded in 1881.
dent enrollment increased from 1594 in 1913 to companies, has an airport connecting^ with vari1735 in the autumn of 1928, and the faculty ous parts of Europe, and also seven railroad lines,
from 80 to 00 during the same period. The several stations, and a railroad bridge over the
fixed endowment in 1928 amounted to $1,266,- Elbe.
Dresden is governed by a chief burgomaster,
770, and the number of volumes in the library
to 51,024, as compared with 26,000 volumes in two burgomasters, 30 aldermen, and a council
1913. Drake University Municipal Observa- of 84 city representatives. In 1927 a new systory was builib by the city of Des Moines in tem of supplying the city with electricity for
Waverland Park in 1921. Arthur Holmes, both light and power was installed.
Ph.D., succeeded Hill M. Bell as president in
DBESEL, ELLIS Lonmo (1805-1925). An
was in turn succeeded by Daniel W. American diplomatist, born at Boston, Mass.,
1918,
and educated in private schools in the United
Morehouse, Ph.D., in 1922.
).
States, Switzerland, and Germany, and at HarDREIER, MABY BLISABKTH (1875An American social worker, born in Brooklyn, vard University. He practiced law in Boston
N".
M and educated in private schools, at home, from 1892 to 1915, then went to Berlin as atand at the New York School of Philanthropy. tache of the American Embassy, and until 1917
Prom 1906 to 1915, she was president of the was special representative of the State DepartWoman's Trade Union League, subsequently ment there. On the declaration of war by the
serving on the executive committee. From United States, he was sent to Berne in the same
1911 to 1915, she was a member of the New capacity. He organized the Central Committee
York State Factory Investigating Commission, for American Prisoner's, and was the repreand in 1915 was appointed to the Board of Edu- sentative in Switzerland of the American Red
cation by Mayor Mitchel. She resigned in or- Cross and of the War Trade Board. He became
der to give all her time to work for woman's first secretary of the Legation in 1918, and in
suffrage. She was chairman of the New York the same year, attache with the American
State Committee on Women in Industry of the delegation to the Peace Conference in Paris.
Advisory Commission of the Council of National He was named honorary counselor to the AmeriDefense and of the Women's Joint Legislative can Embassy in 1919, but did not enter upon
his duties, being
Conference (1918-27).
appointed American commissioner to Germany in the autumn of the same
). An AmerDREISER, THEODORE (1871ican author and journalist (see VOL. VII). year. As plenipotentiary of the United States
EpJiemera
Statistics

(1915);
a

and

;
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Government, he signed the peace treaty with
Germany on Aug. 25, 1921. He was charge d'affaires in Berlin, 1921-22.

DRESSER, HORATIO WILLIS
An American author prominent
Thought movement. He was born

.A

(1866in the

).

New

at Yarmouth,
Me., and educated at Harvard University.: He
early began his career as a telegraph operator
and railroad agent in California, but returned to
Boston and became editor and publisher of the
Journal of Practical Metaphysics (1896-98) and
of the periodical entitled The Higher Law (18991902). He was assistant in philosophy at Harvard, 1903-11. His writings, which are mostly
philosophical, include: The Power of Silence
(1895) ; The Perfect Whole (189U) ; In Search of
a Soul (1897) ; Methods and Problems of Spiritual Healing (1899) ; Education and the Philosophical Ideal (1900) ; A Book of Secrets (1902) ;
Health, and the Inner Life (1908) ; JL Physician
to the Soul (1908); A Message to the Well
(1910) ; Human Efficiency (1912) ; The Religion
of the Spirit in Modern Life (1914) ; Handbook
of the New Thought (1917) ; and The Victorious
Faith (1917), He edited On the Threshold of
the Spirit World (1919) ; A. History of the New
Thought Movement (1919); The Open Vision
The Quimby Manuscripts ( 1921 ) ;
( 1920 ) ;
Spiritual Health and Healing (1922); Psychology in Theory and Application (1924); Ethics

(1918), the best known to Americans; Loyalties
(1919); Mary Stuart (1921); Oliver Cromwell
(1921) ; Preludes (1922) ; Robert E. Lee (1923) ;
Robert Burns (1925); and Bird-in-Hand (1928).
The Collected Plays appeared in 1925 and The
Gentle Art of Theatre Going in 1927. In 1923
his Collected Poems came out, the next year he
published an Anthology of English Verse, and
Victorian Poetry. All About Me; Poems for a
Child, appeared in 1928. In 1929, with Henry
Seidel Canby, he published Twentieth Century
Poetry.
DROP BOMBS. See BOMBING OF VESSELS

BY AIRCRAFT; ORDNANCE.
(JAMES) EBIO (1876Englishman, Secretary General to the
League of Nations since its foundation in 1919.
He was educated at Eton, entered the Foreign

DR,UM3301TD, SIR
) .

An

Office in 1900, and served as private secretary
to the under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs from 1906 to 1910, with the exception of
a short period in 1908, when he was precis writer
to Sir Edward Grey, the Foreign Secretary, filling
this office also in 1910-11. He then was one of
the private secretaries of Premier Asqnith (191215), and private secretary to the Foreign Sec-

retary (1916-19), accompanying Mr. Palfour on
his special mission to the United States in 1917.

See LEAGUE OF NATIONS.
An English
).
DBTTHY, ALFRED (1859sculptor, born at London. After attending the
New College School, Oxford, he went to the Oxford School of Art, and to the National Art
Training School, later studying in Paris under
Dalou. After the World War, the French influence predominated in English sculpture, and
Drury was one of of its- chief exponents. His

in Theory and Application < 1925 ) ; and History
of Ancient and Medieval Philosophy (1926).
A
).
DRESSLER, WILLY OSKAB (1876German vriter on art and interior decoration,
born in Berlin. His principal works are Mob el
im Zimmer der Neueeit (1901); Moderne Silbergerate (1902); Qeschiohte des Porzellans
(1904); Kunstgewerbe oder angewandte Kunst extensive, work varies from interpretative figures
in Beziehung wr kunstlerischen Kultur (1910) ; to marble portrait busts. He was elected to the
Neugestaltung der Verwaltung der Kunstanye- Royal Academy in 1913, and is an Associate of
See SCULPTURE.
legenheiten im Reich und in den Bundesstaaten the Royal Cambrian Academy.
Der Eckstein in der Wirtschaft von den
( 1917)
DBTJBfT, FRANCIS KEESE WYWKOOP (1878An American librarian, born at Ghent,
Werkleuten vergessen ! ( 1 92 1 ) .
).
N. Y., and educated at Rutgers College and the
).
DRIESCH, dresh, HANS A. E. (1867German biologist and philosopher (see VOL. "University of Illinois. He was assistant libraVII). In 1921 he became professor at the Uni- rian at the Gardner A. Sage library, New Brunsversity of Leipzig. His writings after the World wick, N". J., (1899-1903) ; acting and assistant
War were largely concerned with speculative and librarian at the University of Illinois (1907metaphysical problems. Professor Driesch was 19); assistant librarian, Brown University
also very much interested in psychical research
(1919-20)> and assistant professor at Brown
He is known as a compiler and
and ser.ve4 on committees investigating various (1920).
His published works after editor. Following are his published works (comspiritistic mediums.
1914 include Lett und Seele (1916); Wirklioh- pilations) : List of Serials in the University of
keitslehre (1917); Wissenschaft und Denken Illinois Library (1911) ; Technical and Scientific
(1920); Metaphysik (1924); The Crisis in Serials in the Library of Providence (1920);
Psychology (trans., 1925), and The Possibilir Some of the Best Dramas (1917) ; Plays of Toties of Metaphysics (trans., 1926).
Day (1921); Novels Too Good to Miss (1926).
An He also wrote College Life and College Sport
).
DRINKWATER, JOHN (18821924 ) , and Viewpoints in Modern Drama ( 1926 ) .
English poet, playwright, and critic, born, at (
DBTJRY COLLEGE. A non-sectarian coeduLeytonstone, Essex. He was educated at the Oxford High School and served for 12 years as cational college founded at Springfield, Mo., in
insurance clerk. He then turned his attention 1873. The number of students increased from,
to theatrical enterprises and became manager 276 in 1914 to 463 in 1928, the faculty from
and producer to the Pilgrim Players, who later 21 to 33, and volumes iix the library from 30,000
The- to 45,000. The productive funds, in 1928,
developed into the Birmingham Repertory
atre Company. His first volume of poems ap- amounted to $900,000, annuities to $370,000,
and the annual income to $115,000. In the fivepeared in 1908 and his first play, Cophetua (in
1923 to 1928, three new buildings,
verse), in 1911. After that he wrote a great year period,
a dormitory for girls, Clara
many plays, poems, and critical studies. Among Wallace Hall, of
Music, and Harwood Library,
ihe latter are Critical Studies of WilUam Mor- Thompson Hall
Presiris (1912); Swinburne (1913); The Pilgrim of were erected at a total cost of $250,000.
W. Nadal, PhJX, LLJX
Eternity: Byron, a Conflict (1925) ; Mr. Charles, dent, Thomas
JDBYDOCKS. See DOCKS.
King of England (1926); Oliver Cromwell: a
ALEXANDER
(1$58-1926). An
DTTANE,
Character Study (1927) ; and Charles James Foot
and au(1928 ) . Some of- his plays are Abraham, Lincoln American physician, ophthalmologist,
;
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N. Y. He received his degree in arts at Union College in 1878 and in medicine at Columbia University in 1881. While
practicing as an ophthalmologist in New York,
he served as medical editor to Webster's International Dictionary, the Oxford Dictionary and
other less-known works and as collaborator in
several important works on the eye.
In 1892
he brought out an American edition of Fuchs'
Textbook of Ophthalmology, which has gone
through seven editions, and in 1903 his StuHe was active durdent's Medical
Dictionary.
ing the Spanish-American War and again in the
World War in the signal service. In 1899 he
thor, born in Malone,

had published a manual of signalling which was
adopted as a textbook by the United States Government.

An Amer-

of

3,700,000,000

gallons

capacity

situated

at

Roundwood about 25 miles from the city, and a
great system of main drainage completed. The
port also has been very active. In 1927 the number of vessels engaged in foreign trade that entered the port was 5535 with a tonnage of
2,230,166, the number of vessels cleared was 5612 with
a tonnage of 2,269,339. A deep-water
quay, with
berthage of 35 feet at low water, has been built
for the accommodation of large overseas vessels.
Since^ the War many thousands of workmen's
dwellings, mostly of the cottage-garden type,
have been constructed.

An
DUBLIN", Louis I(SBAEL) (1882).
American statistician, born in Kovno, Lithuania, and educated at the College of the City
of New York and Columbia
University (Ph.D.,

1904). As statistician of the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company (1911), he carried out
important researches upon problems of vital statistics and public health and
published the results in several books and monographs.
In
July, 1929, he was named chairman of the executive committee to assist the Department of Comof biophysics. His principal investigations have merce in making the population census of 1930.
been studies on the velocity of chemical reacDTTBOIS, du'bwa', CHAKLBS GILBERT (1870American banker and business man, born
tions and induced activity, alpha rays of radium,
) .
in
New York City, and educated at Dartmouth.
heat effects of radioactive substances, ioniand
zation,
absorption and emission spectra of Upon leaving college, he entered business with
X-rays, on all of which topics he has published the Western Electric Company in New York and
valuable papers. During the World War, he was within a little over a decade became secretary
chairman of the committee on X-rays in the Sec- and supervisor of the company's branch houses.
tion on Physical Sciences of the National Research He was president (1919-26) and chairman of
For his researches in radioactivity the board (1926-27), and also was comptroller of
Council.
and X-rays he was awarded the John. Scott the American Telephone and Telegraph Company
Medal and premium of $800 (1922), the Corn- (1907-18) and of the American Red Cross, Washstock Prize of $1,000 by the National Academy ington, D. C. (1917-18). He has held the presiof Science (1922), and the first Leonard Prize of
dency or directorship of many leading trust com$500 by the American Roentgen Ray Society
panies and banking corporations in the United
*

DUAJTB, WILLIAM

(1872-

).

ican physicist, born at Philadelphia, Pa. He
was graduated at Pennsylvania in 1892 and received his Ph.D. at Harvard in 1897. During
1907-13, he worked as an investigator at the
Curie radium laboratory in Paris, then returned
to Harvard, where in 1917 he became professor

(1923).

,

DTTBUMT.

Capital of the Irish Free State
(Saorstat Ei rearm) and seat of political power
for 26 of the 32 counties of Ireland. The population of Dublin County Borough in 1926 was 316,693.
In May, 1921, the Customs House, the
General Post Office, and the Four Courts were
destroyed by fire but are being rebuilt; most of
the business section along Sackville Street also
was burned out. The famous dome of the Four
Courts, which was a striking object to visitors
approaching the Irish capital from the sea, has
been restored. The Irish, Free State Parliament
(Dail Hireann) is housed in the former residence
of the Duke of Leinster and is flanked on either
side by fine modern buildings, the National
Museum and the National Library. The National Museum contains one of the finest collections of ancient gold ornaments in the world,
dating back to pre-Cfrristian times and a testimony to Irish culture in the past. Abbey
Theatre has been made the centre of the Nationalist movement in drama and is devoted exclusively to the production of plays Irish in character and origin. Dublin Castle, where the
Lord Lieutenant or Viceroy of Ireland formerly
hold hi R court, is the seat of the Courts of JusThe corporation has spent more than
tice.
300*000 in the clearance of unsanitary areas anfl.
2,04(5,475 on housing schemes.
The annual expenditure on the repaving and maintenance of
existing roadways, streets, and widening schemes

has boon approximately 140,000. The city markets have been rebuilt, libraries established, a
large electricity supply plant installed, an adequate supply of water, provided by two reservoirs

States.

An
DTTBOIS, EUGENE FLOYD (188&),
American physician, born at West New Brighton,
N. Y. He received the degrees of A,B. from
Harvard (1903) and M.D. from Columbia
(1906). From 1910 to 1917, he taught applied
pharmacology in the Cornell Medical School and

was

later

made

associate professor of medicine.

In 1913 he became director of the Russell
Sage Institute of Pathology and in 1919 director

and

visiting physician of Bellevue Hospital. He
charge of the research division of the
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery -of the U. S.
Navy, in which connection he has carried out
investigations into the use of airplanes, submarines, and gas in warfare. His chief publication
is also in

Basal Metabolism in Health and Disease
(1924). He has made various studies under the
head of anthropology.
DTTBOIS, Louis ERNEST, CARDINAL (18561929). A French prelate who was born at
Saint. Calais, Sarthe, and ordained priest in
1879. He was curate at Saint-Benolt du Mans
in 1895, and passed rapidly through the various
grades of the Catholic hierarchy. He .was Bishop
of Verdun in 1901, Archbishop of Bourges in
1909, Archbishop of Rouen in IQI'6, and Archbishop of Paris in 1920. He became Cardinal
in 1916. Cardinal Dubois was a Knight of the
Holy Sepulchre and a member of the Academy
of St. Thomas Aquinas. His writings, included
a number of biographies and historial chronicles.
DTT BOIS, WILLIAM EDWARD .BUBGHARDT
(1868An American editor and author
).
of Negro descent bom at Great Barriugton,
and educated at Harvard and the Uniis

,
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versity of Berlin. During the period 1896-1910,
he was professor of economics and history at
Atlanta University, and since 1910 has been
editor of the Crisis. He has given indication
of his keen interest in the advancement of the
Negro, in his writings: The Suppression of the

Slave Trade (1896); The Philadelphia Xegro
(1899) ; Quest of the Silver Fleece (1911) ; The
Black Folk (1924), and The Dark Princess
He edited the Atlanta University Stud( 1928 ) .
ies of the yegro Problem (1897-1911).
DTI BOSE, HORACE MELLABD (1858).
bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South,
born in Choctaw County, Ala., and educated at
Waynesboro Academy, Mississippi, and by private tutors. He was licensed to preach in the
Methodist Episcopal Church in 1876, and three
years later was ordained. He was a member
of the Mississippi Conference from 1877 to 1880,
and held various pastorates from 1881 to 1890.
Prom 1890 to 1894, he was editor of the Pacific
Methodist Advocate in San Francisco; served in
various pastorates for the next three years, and
became secretary of the Epworth League and
editor of the Epworth Era in 1898. From 1910
to 1915, he was again pastor, and from 1915 to
1918 was book editor for the Methodist Episcopal
Church of the South, and editor of the Methodist
Quarterly Review in Nashville. He was elected
bishop in 1918, being stationed at Berkeley, Calif.
He was a member of the Ecumenical Conferences
which took place in 1901 and 1911. He was
author of a number of religious books and
pamphlets and edited the Aftermath Series, a
symposium of reviews of problems in Biblical
criticism (12 volumes, 1923).
BIT G-ABJ), ROGER MABTIN, See MABTXN DU
GAKD, ROGER.
BUGGAKT, STEPHEN PIERCE (1870).
An American author and political scientist, born
in New York City and educated at the College
of the City of New York and Columbia University.

A

international reputation as a sociological jurist.
He was the author of Etudes de droit public;
L'6tatf les gouvernants, et les agents; manuel de
droit constitutionnel (2 ed., 1911); Traite de
droit constitutionnel (2 vols., 1911, 3 vols., 2d.
Les transfortnations du droit
ed., 1921-23) ;
public, translated as Law in the Modern Rtaie, bv
Frida and Harold Laski i- 1919 (1913), and
Souverainet6 et liberty lectures given at Columbia University (1922). He and H. Monnier
edited Les constitutions et les princip&les, lois
politiques de la France depuis J7S3 (1898, 4th
ed., 1925).
).
DTTHAMEL, du'a'mel', GEOEGES (1884The pseudonym of Items Thevenin, a French
writer who was born in Paris. He became a doctor, but gave up that profession for literature,
and, with Jules Remains and Charles Vildrac,

represented what has been called the "unanimist" movement, which implied an all-pervading
sympathy and
participation in the "collective
99
consciousness
of the sociologists. During the
World War, he was mobilized as an assistant
physician, and his descriptions of what he saw,
in Vie des martyrs (1917) and Civilisation
(1918), Prix Goncourt for 1919, brought him
into the front ranks of the writers of his day.
In 1928 he published Les sept dernieres plaies,
which, with the above books, formed a triology.
His other works include: L'homme en tte,
poetry (1909) ; 8elon ma loit poems (1910) ; La
lumieret
drama
(1911) ;
Propos critiques
(1912); Compagnons, poems
(1912); Dans
Vombre des statues, a play (1912) 5 Paul Olaudel
(1913); Le combat, a play (1913); Les poetes
et la poesie, IQlS-lQlb; La> recherche de la- grace
(1918) ; La possession du monde (1919) ; Lapointe et Ropiteau, a comedy (1919); JBntretiens dans le tumult e (1919); Eltgies (1920);
Confession de minuit ( 1920 ) ; L'ceuvre des athletes, a play given at the Tieuso Colombier ( 1920 ) ;
Les hommes abandonnes
Lettres d'AusHe was associate professor and professor of paste, essays (1922); La(1921);
journee des aveux, a
political science at the College of the City of play
produced at the Champs-tftysges, and Quand
New York (1896-1928); and director of the vous
voudrez (1924); Deux hommes (1924);
Institute of International Education (1919- Essai sur le roman
(1925) ; Lettres <w, P&t&gon,
Commission for Mental essays (1926); La pierre &Horeb (1926); Lea
), the National
Hygiene, and the Council on Foreign Relations.
et les jeuso (1926) ; Maurice de Vlaminsk
He was lecturer on international relations at plaisirs
(1927) ; La nuit d'orage (1928) j and Le voyage
Columbia, 1924r-25, and has been secretary of de MOSGOU (1928). Many of the books were
the American University Union in Europe since translated into
English. Consult Georges Duha1926. He was a member of the Philippine Edumel, by Luc Durtain (1920), Les outrages de
cational Survey Commission (1925) and of the
Georges Duhamel, a bibliography, by Claude
Institute of Pacific Relations (1927). He pub- Aveline
(1925), and Georges Duhamel, by many
lished The Eastern Question A Study in Diplo- authors in the series ficrwains et
poetes d'aumacy (1902), A History of Education (1916), and jourd'hui (1927).
The League of Nations ( 1919 )
A distin).
BTTKAS, PATO
(1865DTJGGAR, BENJAMIN MINOR (1872).
guished French composer, born in Paris. He,
American' educator (see VOL. VII). He was re- studied at the Conservatoire
tuader Mathias, Dusearch professor of plant physiology at Missouri
and Guirand, taught orchestration there.
Botanical Garden and Washington University bpis,
from 1909-12, and then was appointed member
from 1912 to 1927 when he became professor of on the committee of studies. In 1,926 he "was
apand
at
the.
Univereconomic
physiological
cole
botany
pointed professor of composition at the
sity of Wisconsin. He edited the department of Normale de Musique in Paris, and in 1928 was
physiology in Botanical Abstracts, 1917-26, and elected Widor's successor as director of the Confor Biological Abstracts since 1926. Professor ser.vatoife. His most famous work 14 an orches1
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Duggar wrote Mushroom QrowvAg
contributed

many

articles

'(1915),

and

t6 botanical maga'

'

zines.
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(MARIE NICOLAS)

French' jurist, bom. 'at
college nere and
tne/law' faculty of the University of Bordeaux.
He r#no;s(ihed in the university ae a member of
the fa&ilty, becoming it a 'dean/ and achieved an

Lfioft

(185$-

).-

Lttbpurne, and educated at the

v

scherzo, ffApprenti Border., His opera
Ariane et Barbe Bleue (Paris 1907 quickly
its way to the principal opera houses of Germany,
Austria (1908),, Italy (1.909,); 'and Key York
(1911). Besides, he wrote two J>allets> La, Piri

tral

)

1911) and Fantaisie chortoffraphique
(Kris, 1928); a symphony ijbjC: three overtures, King &ear9 Gdtts vfa Xterfahfoigen and
: and some fine
piano tyledses* Together
(Paris,

'

DUKE
DUKE,

JAMES

BUCHANAN (1857-1925).
tobacco manufacturer and founder
of Duke University (see VOL. VII).
He served
as president of the American Tobacco Company,
which he had organized, until 1912. In 1922
he gave $1,000,000 for the endowment fund of
Trinity College at Durham, N. C., and $25,000
for a memorial gymnasium. Two years later
he placed securities valued at $40,000,000 in a
trust fund to be administered by a board of trustees for educational and philanthropic purposes
in North and South Carolina. This trust provided for the establishment in North Carolina
of Duke University (q.v.).
Trinity College was
then expanded into Duke University to meet the
conditions of the gift, and Mr. Duke's will
greatly increased the available funds for the

An American

institution.

A British
).
DUKES, ASHLEY (1885author and dramatist who was educated at Silcoates School, and Manchester and Munich- uniFrom 1909 to 1925, with the exception
versities.
of the four years which he spent on active service
during the World War, he was dramatic critic
Besides translations of Gerfor various papers.
man plays and poems, he wrote Modem Dramatists, a criticism and sketch of the lives of some
of them (1911 )j The Youngest Drama, more
studies ( 1923 ) ; The Man with a Load of Mischief,
a romantic comedy of the past, written in beautiful prose ( 3 924 ) , and produced in London in 1925 ;
The Song of Drums, a heroic comedy about Tyl
Ulenspiegel (1926) ; Drama, historical and critical essays (1926); One More River, a comedy
(1927); Remembrance is a Flower, a play
(1927); The Fountain Bead (1928), and The
World to Play With (1928).
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with Saint-SaSns, he completed and orchestrated
Guiraud's opera, Fredegonde (Paris, 1805).

institution for

higher education at Durham, N. C., which was
established in 1924 by the expansion of Trinity
possible through benefactions from
College,
James B. Duke, who, in 1924, executed an
indenture setting aside $40,000,000 for educational and charitable purposes, $6,000,000 of the
fund for the erection of buildings at Duke University, while 32 per cent of the income was to go
to the University beginning in 1926. Later, he
gave $2,000,000 to be applied to the building fund
and after his death in 1925 by his will there was
added $10,000,000 of which $4,000,000 was for
medical-school buildings. An additional $7,000,000 was given to the building fund making a
Under the
total for buildings of $19,000,000.
will of the founder, Duke University is to reFor
cuivo 10 per cent of the residuary estate.
the new construction more than 4000 acres of
land adjoining the old- Trinity College campus
was purchased. Eleven new buildings, including a library, a union hall for recreational and
student activities, a chapel, five dormitories, a
class-room building, a science hall, and a faculty
apartment house arc now completed and oc-

made

cupied. Work is progressing satisfactorily on
the large group of more than forty buildings
which will comprise the complete plan for the
University, all of which will be built of native
North Carolina stone of Cambrian formation,
taken from a quarry owned by the university.
Total university endowment in 1928 amounted to
$20,785,207.05. The library contains 108,865
books. The Angior B. Duke Memorial Loan
Fund for students exceeds $500,000. Enrollment in the autumn of 1928 was 1806, of which

1576 were undergraduates. There were 62 students in the graduate school of religion and 168
were enrolled in other graduate departments.
The faculty and administrative staff numbered
235 in 1928. An attendance of 1484 was recorded
during the summer session of the same year.
President, William Preston Few, LL.D.

DULUTH. A

city and lake port in MinneThe population rose from 78,466 in 1910
to 98,917 in 1920, and to 116,800 in 1928, by estimate of the Bureau of the Census. Duluth ranks
sota.

second, in comparison with the principal ports
of the United States, based on total freight tonnage arriving and departing, being surpassed
only by New York. The harbor area is 19
square miles and the harbor frontage 40 lineal
There are 49 wharves handling freight
miles.
other than iron ore, coal, and grain, 22 coal docks,
9 iron-ore docks, 27 grain elevators, 10 railroads
serving the port, and 52 steamship lines. The
facilities for handling ore, coal, and grain are
probably not surpassed by any other port. In

anticipation of even greater activity on the inland waters with the completion of the Great
Lakes-St. Lawrence Waterway Project and the
consequent development of industry and commerce throughout the central-northwestern group
of States, a joint port commission has been appointed for the Duluth-Superior Harbor. This
commission, consisting of six members, three
of whom were from the city of Superior and three
from Duluth, will conduct a study of the present
facilities and services offered to shipping.
It
also will initiate such additional measures as
seem advisable to provide the most ideal conditions for the service of ocean carriers and such
other commerce as may be induced to seek in-

land distribution. This commission was appointed by the Governors of Minnesota and Wisconsin under the authority of the State
Legislatures.

Duluth has a widely diversified line of manufactures, including iron and steel, wood, woolen,
grain, cement, and dairy products. Morgan
Park, a model city for workmen, was built between 1914 and 1924 by the Minnesota Steel

Company, the largest

single

manufacturing

in-

dustry, for its employees within the limits of
Duluth. Duluth has 83.92 miles of street railway, 225.71 miles of sewers, 127.94 miles of paved
streets, 39 miles of boulevard drive, 12 playgrounds, four athletic fields, and 75 parks. In
1927 a new municipal building was erected at
a cost of $750,000. In 1926 a toll bridge with
a movable span affording a clear channel width
of 227 feet was erected between the cities of
Duluth, Minn., and Superior, Wis. The value
of 2520 building permits which were issued in
1927 was $4,494,388. The assessed valuation of
property in Duluth, according to 1927 statistics,
was $133,728,000; the net debt amounted to $12,342,000. In 1928 bank clearings amounted to
$439,673,000.
).
DOTLAS, du'ma', GEOBGES (1866French psychologist, born at Le*dignan (Dept.
of Gard), and educated in Paris at the ficole
Normale Sup&ieure. He passed both the aggregation and the doctorate in philosophy, and took
the degree of doctor of medicine. He taught
philosophy at the college of Chaptal and later
became lecturer on psychology at the Sorbonne,
as well as chief of the psychological laboratory
at the clinic for mental maladies in the Faculty
He was a frequent contributor
of Medicine.
to the Journal de Psychologic, .the Revue Philo&o-,
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phique, and the Revue cfe Paris. On the death
of Kibot, he took over the editing of the long
projected Trait de Psychologie. The first volume of this treatise, with contributions from 30
leading psychologists, appeared in 1923, and the
second in 1&24. Professor Dumas's chief interests were in the psychology of affective states.
His published works include: Tolstoi et la philosophie de Vamowr; Les Etats intellectuels dans
la m&ancoUe; La Tristesse et la joie; Psychologie de deux Messies positivistes (August Gomte
et St. Simon) ; Le Sourire; Nevrose et psychose
de guerre chest les Austro-Allemands (1918), and
Troubles menteaua; et troubles nerveu de guerre
(1919). He edited Les questions du temps pre-

sent; etudes de culture generate.

DIT MATJRIER, du mC'rya', SIR GERALD
An English actor and manager
(1873).
born at Hampstead, and educated at Harrow.
His first stage appearance was at the age of 20
at the Garrick Theatre, London. Two years
later, he joined Herbert Tree in Shakespearean
repertory and also in his father's play Trilby.
Among his successes are his parts in Peter Pan;
The Admirable Crichton; Little Mary; What

Every Woman Knows, and his leading parts in
Oonan Doyle's Raffles and McCutcheon's Brewster>s Millions.
He wrote the play, A Royal
Rival, produced by Lewis Waller; also Charles
I and Charles II, with the cooperation of 'his
brother, Guy Louis Busson du Maurier, and The
Dancers which was produced in New York in
1923-24. He was knighted in 1922. In 1928
he played Dr. Fausting in Arnold Bennett's The
Return Journey.

A

Loms

DTTMTJR,
French

(1864r).
du'm<56r',
novelist, born at Geneva, Switzerland,

and educated at the university there and at the
Sorbonne, Paris. His earlier works contained
amusing descriptions of Genevese Calvinism.
His works include Un Coeo de g6nte (1902);
Les trois Demoiselles du pere Marie (1909) ; Le
Centenaire de Jean-Jacques (1910) L'ficole du
dimanche (1911); Les deux Swisses, 1914-17
(1917); Nach Paris! (1919); Le Boucher de
Verdun, being the German Crown Prince (1921)
;

;

Les

defaitistes

(1923);

La

croiqj

rouge et la

La guerre olfcst les neutres
(1925) ; and Dieu protege le Tsar, about Rasputin (1928).
An
).
DUN-GAIT, GBOEGE BRAND (1801American soldier, born in Lexington, Ky. Graduated from the United States Military Academy
in 1886, he was commissioned 2d lieutenant,
served as captain of voluteers during the Spanish-American War, and was appointed captain
in 1899, colonel in 1916, brigadier general N. A.,
1917, major general in 1918, and brigadier genHe served in the Philiperal, U. S. A., in 1920.
as a member of the General Staff from
?ines
914 to 1917. From the latter year to 1919, he
was with the American Expeditionary Forces in
France as commander successively of the 26th
croix Blanche; ou,

Infantry, 1st Division, and the 1st Brigade, 1st
Division. He commanded the 77th Division from
May to August, 1918, and the 82d Division during the Meuse-Argonne offensive. He was
awarded decorations, by the British and French
governments and the Distinguished Service
Medal of the United States. In 1922 he was
promoted to major general, U, S. A. He, commanded the Seventh Corps Area (Omaha) , 192225, and ,was retired in 1925.

An
).
Du.NJH.AM, JAMES HENRY (1870American clergyman and educator, born at Bed-

minster, N.

and educated at Princeton Uni-

J.,

versity, Princeton Theological Seminary, the University of Berlin, and the University of
Pennsylvania. He was ordained in the Presbyterian ministry in 1896, and until 1912 was
pastor of the First Church at
Holly. In

ML

1914 he began his work as educator, teaching
in the Haverford (Pa.) School and holding the
position of professor of ethics in the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences at Temple UniverSince 1915 he
sity, Philadelphia, in 1914-15.
has been professor of philosophy and dean of
the college. He is the author of Freedom, and
Purpose The Psychology of Spinoza, (191G) ;

and John Fourteen (1917).
DT7NKEBS. See BRETHREN, CHUBCH OF THE.
One of the
DTJNXAF, KNIGHT (1875).
leading American experimental psychologists.
He was born at Diamond Spring, Calif., and educated at the University of California. In 1906
he joined the faculty of Johns Hopkins Univer-

He is
sity, becoming full professor in 1916.
managing editor of the Journal of Comparative
Psychology and editor of Psychology Classics.
His works include: A System of Psychology
(1912) ; Outline of Psycho-biology (1914) ; Personal Beauty and Racial Betterment (1920);

Mysticism, Freudianism, and Scientific Psychology (1920); Elements of Scientific Psychology
(1922) ; Social Psychology (1925) ; Old and New
Viewpoints in Psychology (1925).
DTTlOr, ARTHUR WILLIAM (1868-1927). An
American educator, born at Galesburg, 111, and
educated at Knox College and the University of
Chicago. He began Ms career as instructor in
English and lecturer in sociology at the University of Cincinnati (1896-98). He headed the
department of history and civics in the Shortridge High School, Indianapolis, 1900-10. In
1910-11, he was civic secretary of the City Club
of Philadelphia; in 1911-14, executive secretary
of the Public Education Association, New York
City; and from 1914 to 1921, was specialist in
civic education in the United States Bureau of
Education. In 1920 he became associate national
director of the Junior Red Cross, and was advanced to the position of national director in
1921. He was the author of: The Community
and the Citizen (1907); The Teaching of Community Civics (with others; 1915); Social
Studies in Secondary Education (1916) ; Citizenship in Secondary Education (1916) ; Citizenship
in School and Out (with Hannah Margaret Morris; 1920); Community Civics and Rural Life
(1920); Community Civics for City 8dhools
(1921).
An American
).
DTTN1T, GAWD (1870electrical engineer (see VOL. VTI).
He was a
member of the War Department Nitrate Commission in 1916-18 and chairman of the State
special committee on submarine
cables 'in 1918. He also served as one of the
U. S. delegates to the Third Pan-American Com-mercial Conference in Washington in 1927.

Department

An
).
DTJTOT, SAMUEL GRACE (1877American transportation specialist (see VOL.
VII). He wrote American Tranportation Question (1912); Government Ownership of Railways (1913); Railway Regulation or Owner-

(1918). He also contributed articles to
periodicals and lectured frequently on transportation subjects.

shipf

'

DTOOJlNGy WILLIAM

ARCHIBAUD

(1858-

1922).' An American educator and historian
(see VOL. VII) . He published The British Em-

DXTNSANY

DURTAIff
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pire and the United States (1914), and a History of Political Theories (3 vols., 1902-20).
a&n-sa'-ns, EDWARD JOHN MOEB-

Domestic Commerce, 1921-24. Since 1924 he has
been chief of the Division of Statistical Research, Department of Commerce and editor of
DUNSANT,
TON DRAX PLUNKETT, EIGHTEENTH BARON (1878- the Statistical Abstract of the U. S. and ComAn Irish author and playwright, born in merce Year book. He contributed articles on
)
London and educated at Eton and Sandhurst. economic and political subjects to many
He served in the South African War with the Cold- economic journals, and in 1915 published The
stream Guards. In the World War, he was Cap- Trust Problem.
tain of the Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers. Many
).
DTTRANT, WILLIAM JAMES (1885of Dunsany's works are laid in the Golden Age An American philosopher and author, born at
of Spain and are saturated with the romantic North Adams, Mass., who was graduated at
spirit of mediaeval gloom and colored adventure. St. Peter's College, Jersey City, N. J., in 1907.
His publications include: The Gods of Pegana For four years, after graduation, he held a proThe Sword fessorship of Latin and French at Seton Hall
(1905) ; Time and the Gods (1906)
of Welleran (1908) A Dreamer's Tales (1910) ;
College, South Orange, N. J. While directing
Tales of War (1918)
Unhappy Far-off Things the Labor Temple School in New York City
(1914-27) he obtained the. degree of Ph.D. at
(1919); Talcs of Three Hemispheres (1920);
The Chronicles of Rodriguez (1922) The King Columbia. He is author of Philosophy and the
of Elfland's Daughter (1924) ; The Charwoman's Social Problem (1917) ; The Story of Philosophy
Shadow (1926); Nitmber Siss Joy Street (with (1926); Transition (1927); and The Mansions
Walter De La Mare and others), stories for of Philosophy (1929).
).
DURHAM:, HENRY WELLES (1874boys and girls (1928) and The Blessing of Pan
(1928). Among his plays are; The Qlittermg An American civil engineer, born in Chicago.
Gate (1909); Xing Argimenes (1911); The He graduated from the School of Mines at CoGods of the Mountain (1911) 5 The Golden Doom lumbia University in 1895, and was engaged on
(1912); The Tents of the Arabs (1914); A surveys with the United States Geological SurNight at an Inn (1916); // (1921); Plays of vey, and with the United States Nicaragua
Near and Far (1922); Ateawnder and Three Canal Commission and with the Isthmian Canal
Small Plays (1925).
Commission. From 1900 to 1-904, he was as.

;

;

;

;

DtT

T(HOMAS) COLEMAW (1863United States Senator and member
of the well-known Delaware family, who was
born at Louisville, Ky., and studied at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. After
his twenty-first year he was engaged in coal and
iron mining in Kentucky and in the operation of
street railways.
Removing to Wilmington, Del.,
in 1900, he became president of the E. I, DuPont
de Nemours Powder Company (1902-15). In
1908 he became a member of the Republican National Committee. He was appointed a member
of the U. S. Senate to fill a vacancy (1921-22)
and was elected for the term 1025-31, but because of continued ill health resigned his Senate
seat in December, 1928.
A famous
MARCEL (1886).
French organist, born at Rouen. Under his
).

PONT,

A

DUPK,

father's instruction, his progress was so rapid
that, at the age of 12, he became the regular or-

ganist at St. Vivien. Later, he entered the
Paris Conservatoire, where he carried off the
In 1914 he won
first prize for piano in 1905.
tie rrix de "Rome with the cantata Psyoh6.
His meteoric rise to fame began in 1916, when
he took Vierne's place at Notre Dame during
the latter's protracted illness. In 1920 he
created a sensation by playing from memory, in
10 recitals, all the organ works of Bach. Immediately after that event, he made a sensationOn Nov. 18,
ally successful tour of England.
1921, he made his American delmt with the inauguration of the great organ in the Wana*
maker Auditorium in New York, exhibiting at
the same time his marvelous powers of improvisation. He was made Chevalier of the
Legion of Honor in 1923.
DTrBAIiTTMIlT. An alloy of aluminium and

sistant engineer in charge of construction of
the New York subway, and was resident engineer in charge of municipal improvements in
Panama, from 1904 to 1907. From the latter
date to 1912, he was in charge of the surveys
and construction of the Cape Cod Canal, and
from 1912 to 1915 was chief engineer of highways for Manhattan Borough. He was a member of the New York National Guard and
served on the Mexican border in 1916. He was
appointed major of engineers in 1917 and was
given command of the 41st Engineers, which he
commanded in France. For a time, he was in
charge of forestry operations in France and
later was in charge of road maintenance. He
was honorably discharged in October, 1919. In
1920-22 he was engaged in making plans for
the sanitation of several cities in Peru. Since
1924 he has been in charge of sanitation and
paving at Managua, Nicaragua. He wrote
Street Paving and Maintenance in European
,

Cities (1915).

A

DtrBKHEIM,

Emus

dur'kan',

(1858-1917).

French philosopher (see VOL. VII). Hepublished a number of brochures on the World
War and was honored by the French government
with the cross of the Legion of Honor. His later
works were La Sociologie (1915), Education ef
sociologie, essay (1922), and Sociologie et philosophie (1924). The sociological method of approaching philosophic problems, which he
founded, was continued by a host of disciples,
among whom may be mentioned Bougie, Hubert,

and Mauss.

A
).
DTTBrTAIISr, durVfcaN', LTJO (1881French author whose works include the "Conquetes du Monde" series: L'Etape necessaire;
Douse Cent Mille (1922) La Source Rouge; Ma
magnesium. See ALUMINIUM; MOTOB VEHICLES. KMell (1925), and Amfrique in two volumes,
Qudrantieme
tage> three short stories (8 eel,
).
DUBAITO, E(DWABD) DANA (1871An American statistician (see VOL. VII). He, 1927) and, Hollywood d4pa*$6, a novel (1928),
was employed by the United States Pood Ad- both the result of his visit to the United States.
une tile
ministration from 1917 to 1919, and was adviser He also wrote Mpnuscrit trouv$ dans
(1913); Georges Dubamel, a critical study
to the food minister of Poland from 1019 to 1921.
(1920) ; Face & Face; ou, LePoete et toi (1921) ;
lie was chief of the Eastern European Division
an account
of t&o United States Bureau of Foreign and L'Autre Europe: Moscou et.ssajoi,
;

,

,

DUSE

of Ills trip to Russia (1928), and a drama, Le
Donneur de sang, played at the Odeon (1928).
His volumes of poetry were Pegase ( 1908 )
;

Kong Harald

(1914) ; Lise (1918); Le Jtetour
des homines (1920), and Perspectives.
DUSE, doo'2a, ELEONORA (1859-1924). An
Italian actress (see VOL. VII). The World War
depleted her fortune, so in spite of poor health
she was forced to appear on the stage again.
While on an American tour, she beoame seriously
ill with a cold and general nervous breakdown,
and died at Pittsburgh, Apr. 21, 1924. Her last
appearance at the Metropolitan Opera House in
New York was an ovation, every seat and all
the standing room being occupied.
DUSSAP, MME. EDGAR. See CHANTEPLEURE,

GUY.

DUTCH

EAST INDIES (NETHERLANDS INDIA). The Dutch possessions in the Malay
Archipelago. They have a total area of 733,649 square miles, and a population, by the census of 1920, of 49,350,834. The 1905 census figure was 38,070,782. In 1926 the population was
estimated at 51,717,088. In 1920 there were
169,355 Europeans, 48,112,706 natives, and 878,986 other Orientals, mostly Chinese and Arabs.
By administrative divisions, the 1920 population
was divided among Java and Madura (34,984,171), and the Outer Possessions, i. e., the Island
Sumatra (5,852,135), Riau-Lingga Archipelago (223,122), Banca (154,141), Billiton (68,of

582),

Borneo, West Coast

DUTCH REFORMED CHURCH
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(605,402),

Borneo,

South and East Districts (1,020,599), Island of
Celebes (3,108,337), Molucca Islands (622,671),
Timor Archipelago (1,146,660), Bali and Lombok (1,565,014). New Guinea was included.
Populations of the leading cities in 1920 were
Batavia, 2,787,000; Soerabaya, 2,460,000; Semarang, 2,737,000. The great mass of the natives were Mohammedan in faith. Education
made steady advances. In 1927 there were 605
public and private schools serving Europeans
and people associated with them. Total attendance was 121,499, and expenditure on education amounted to 14,276,000 guilders, a guilder
equaling $0.40. There were also 16,789 native
schools, with an attendance of 1,283,271, maintained at a cost of 29,540,900 guilders.
Industry. The majority of the population
works on the land. Java and Madura, which
account for a great part of the entire agricultural industry, had, in 1926, 18,106,000 acres
under native culture or about 55 per cent of
their total area; 1,523,000 acres were cultivated
in plantations operated by Europeans, who hold
most of the land leases in Java. Sugar remains
the crop of greatest economic importance, and in
1926, 178 factories were serving the industry.
Tho following table indicates the condition of
native activities before and after the War as
shown in exports, in metric tons:

tons; the tin mines yielded 32,607 tons; and the
principal mineral oils, 21,242,000 barrels, The oil
fields are controlled by the lloya.1 Dutch and
bftell Companies.
Gold is worked in Sumatra
and diamonds, in Borneo.

Trade.

Total imports, both government and

private, exclusive of specie, for the years 1913,
1921, and 1926 were 463,702,000, 1,102,963,000,
and 855,731,000 guilders. Exports, similarly,
for 1913, 1921, and 1926 were 671,434,000, 1,190,799,000, and 1,592,409,000 guilcleis. The
Dutch East Indies' great importance as a
market for manufactured goods and a source
of raw materials is being recognized by foreign commercial houses. In particular, British,

Japanese, Swedish, Belgian, Danish, and German interests are active. Imports from the
United States for 1913, 1920, and 1925 were
valued at $3,358,164, .$59,018,190, and $21,442,000. Exports to the United States were valued
at $4,995,150, $167,416,000, and $100,901,000.
In 1928 exports to the United States from Java
and Madura were valued at $53,900,793 and
from other portions at $32,251,203. In that
year United States imports to Java and Madura
were $25,409,470 and to other Dutch East Indies, $9,035,224.
Shipping entered in 1013 was
6253 steamers of 5,046,000 tons and 2G64 sailing
vessels of 192,000 tons; in 1926, 11,506 steamers
of 8,694,206 tons and 8040 sailing vessels of
526,899 tons. Chief ports are Tanjong Priok
(for Batavia), Soerabaya, Semarang, Cheribon,
and Tegal in Java; Padang and Belwan Deli in
Sumatra; Balikpapan in Borneo, Macassar in
Celebes.

Communications. In December, 1926, there
were 3870 miles of railway both state owned
and private; 1721 miles in 1913. Of the former, 2930 were in Java and 015 in Sumatra.
Government telegraph and cable lines were 14,159 miles, compared with 12,319 in 1913.

Government. Superior administration is in
counthe hands of the governor general.
cil of five with power of a legislative and advisory nature sat for the whole territory. In
1917 a Volksraad, or people's council, was
erected, with powers to discuss the budget and
advise the Government. Made up of some 40
members, it included Europeans, natives, and
foreign Orientals. Further extensions of home

A

rule were granted in 1925. The 1913 and 1928
budgets showed revenues of 305,573,000 and 747,194,826 guilders and expenditures of 317,810,000
and 798,110,550 guilders. Deficits were covered
by loans. The public debt on Dec. 31, 1927, was
Extraor1 ,056.000,000, guilders ( $422,000,000 )
dinary expeditures went toward the improvement
of the Outer Possessions and the encourage.

of industries. Revenues came largely from
sales of opium in India, import, export, and
excise duties, land revenues, coal, and income
taxes. The Dutch East Indies continued peaceful during and after the War and Dutch

ment

neutrality assured the colony an unchecked
prosperity. Pi ogress was steady in the development of the Outer Possessions. Late in 1926,
several uprisings occurred in the islands, particularly in Java. The Government suppressed
them and claimed that they were the result of

Communistic propaganda.

Native cultures are
toes* coconuts.

maize, cassava, potaThe live stock industry also is
rice,

The government

largely controlled
the mines. In 1926 the principal coal mines in
Java, Sumatra, and Borneo yielded 1,466,359

flourishing.
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DUTCH GUIANA. See GUIANA.
DUTCH NATIONALISTS. See
AFRICA, UNION OF.
DUTCH REFORMED CHTTRCH.
FORMED CHURCH
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AHLHAM

A

COLLEGE.
coeducational institution at Richmond, Ind.,
^A
founded in 1859. The student enrollment increased from 413 in 1914
J to 4G9 for 1927-28; and the faculty
from 32 to 38 members. The number of volumes in the library was increased from
19,000 in 1914, to 35,900 in 1928; and yearly income increased from $25,118 in 1914, to $279,825
for the year 1927-28, while productive funds of
the college in 1928 amounted to $1,237,235. Carpenter Hall, a new administration and class-room
building, was completed for occupancy in 1927.

^

I

^t

-^

M. Edwards, PLD.
AGE OF, BABTH STRUCTUKE,

President, David

EARTH,

See GEOLOGY; PHYSICS.

EAJtTH

lUDTTCTICXN

1

COMPASS.

ETC.

See

NAVIGATION.

EARTHQUAKES.

About noon on Sept. 1,
1923, Tokyo, Yokohama, Nagoya, and many villages and* pleasure resorts of Japan were almost entirely wiped out, in the greatest earthquake disaster of history. Earthquake, fire, and
sea-wave took a toll of 99,331 killed, 43,476 missing, and 103,733 injured, over an area of about
one square degree, dwarfing into insignificance
each on the long list of similar disasters in the
past for which Japan, one of the most seismic
regions of the globe, is noted.
The Japanese Islands lie in a series of island
festoons fringing the Asiatic Continent, with
their convexities facing the Pacific. Outside
these festoons, and not far from them, are long
narrow troughs in the sea floor, running parallel
to the trend of the island groups. The troughs
are the downward, and the island festoons the
upward, curves of great folds in the crust of
the earth; in many cases, the folding movement'
is still going on. Stresses accumulate until
suddenly relieved by faulting. The convex side
of the festoon slopes more steeply iihan the other.
The Japan Sea to the West is shallow, but on
the Pacific side, between the Japan coast and
the Kurile Islands, the earth's crust in one
place plunges down into the great Tuscarora
Deep nearly 27,000 feet, within 110 to 240 miles
of the coast. The earthquakes of Japan follow
a rule which is general in such cases: they
are most numerous and violent on this steep
The epicentre of the 1923 quake -appears
slope.

quakes came through with a fine showing; the
better constructed brick buildings also survived
both quake and fire, although in general the
brick buildings proved unusually dangerous.
From 1914 to 1921, 199 earthquakes, some semidestructive, originated "around Tokyo, but the
immediate neighborhood of Tokyo- was quiet.
This fact led Ornori to forecast a commencement
of seismic activity in the latter district, after
the others had become quiet, since they were all
in the same seismic zone; in 1922 he predicted
the occurrence of severe shocks within six years.

See JAPAN.

An earthquake of truly appalling magnitude
took place on. Dec. 16, 1920, near Pingliang,
Kansu, China. The region was thickly populated; many of the people lived in caves in the
hillsides, and were buried alive by the landslept on clay platforms under
were kept burning, and such of these
as escaped being dropped into the fires were
left to die of the cold.
The estimates of deaths
vary from 100,000 to 1,000,000. The tremor
was felt in Tokyo, 1000 kilometers away. On
May 23, 1927, another quake occurred with an
epicentre 130 miles farther west, in which 10,000
were killed.
In the disastrous shock in Central Italy, Jan,
slides;

which

others

fires

the ratio of deaths to population was
highest ever recorded. Thirty thousand
people perished, including 97, per cent of the
population of Lapelle, and 90 per cent of the
11,000 inhabitants of Avezzano. Yet the shock
was by no means of the first order of magnitude, and the destruction was chiefly due to the
strong tecfaulty construction of buildings.
tonic quake, registered all over the globe, was
associated with the eruption of Sakura-jima,
Jan. 12, 1914;- the epicentre was near the volcano, and the quake was of a character entirely
different from that of the usual local volcanic
13, 1915,

the

A

quake.

The more important of the great number of
other earthquakes which occurred during' 191428 were: 1914, May 9, Sicily; 100 lives lost;
Linera totally wrecked. 1916, Alaska, a severe
quake, but the region affected was almost en1911, June 7, San Salvador
tirely, uninhabited.
nearly destroyed; Dec. 25-29, "Guatemala laid
in ruins. 1918, Feb. 13, Swatow, China, several
to have been under Sagami Bay, the floor of hundred perished; Qct. 11 and 22, Porto Kico,which underwent great changes; the focus was 150 lives lost, and a great deal of property deprobably about 50 kilometers (31.07 miles.) stroyed,; Apr. 21-23, considerable damage to
deep. This was the first destructive quake to* property in southern California. 19J9, Apr- 28,
San Salvador partly .destroyed; Nov* 27, several
originate in the region since 1703.
The first and greatest shock came at 11.58.44' villages destroyed in western. Asia. Minor,, and
A.M.; there were no foreshocks to give warning. many lives Ipst; June ,29, Central* Italy shaken.
An unusually large number of aftershocks were 1920, May 14, heavy damage in Central Italy;
recorded, 1039 in the five days following the Sept 7, Carrara ,an<L surrounding territory sufimplying that- the faulting movement fered heavily, with 10Q towns damaged or 'denke,a pronounced vertical component. The, stroyed, and hundreds perished,; January, southgreatest aftershocks were those on, Sept, 2, 1923, ern .Mexico; February, Transcaucasia,; many
and Jan. 14 and August 13-15, 1924. In Toltyo,, villages .destroyed,; June 22, Los Angeles, Calif.,
12 square miles were swept, by the fire fchat fol- considerable property damage. J 52^, Jan. 31, a
lowed the quake.- Modern reinforced concrete: severe sheets occurred off the 'California coast,
structures especially designed to withstand earth- resulting, in minor .damage, at several points;
473
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Nov. 11 and afterward, Chile, many lives and
much, property lost. 1923, near Lou-ho-hein,
China, 1000 lives lost; May and September, Persia; disastrous shocks, December, Colombia and
Ecuador; September, Calcutta, little damage.
1924, Mar. 14^15, five Costa Rican towns destroyed, with considerable loss of life; Apr. 14,
southeast of Mindanao, a severe quake May and
September, Armenia, great loss of life. 1025,
June 29, Santa Barbara, Calif., heavily damaged,
and 12 lives lost, by strong local shock; Feb. 28,
eastern United States and Canada rocked by a
quake with epicentre south of Saguenay River
in Quebec. 1926, June 26-27, Egypt and the
islands of the Mediterranean and JSgean Seas,
Crete and Rhodes damaged; great damage and
loss of life occurred in Sumatra in June and
July, and in Armenia in October and November.
1927, Mar. 7, many towns destroyed in central
and western Japan, 6734 injured, 3274 killed;
July 11, Palestine, 800 injured, 268 killed, in
the first great quake of the region since 1837;
considerable damage was caused in Jugo-Slavia
in February; and on October 24 a quake of
great magnitude occurred in Alaska, but with;

^

out serious consequences, because of the sparsely settled character of the country. 19%S, Dec.
1,

Chile, 200 killed, great property

damage

es-

pecially in Talca and Chilian; March 22, April
13 and 17, June 36, and October 8, severe quakes
in Oaxaco, Mexico, and neighboring regions;
Oct. 4, Kaledijk, Turkey; April 9, Mucasani,
Peru; March 10, Nehandan, Persia; March 31
and April 24, Smyrna; April, series of intense
quakes in southern Bulgaria, 100 killed, 700 injured; April 22, Corinth, Greece. See PHYSICS;

SEISMOLOGY.

EAST AFRICA PROTECTORATE.

See

KENYA COLONY.

EASTMAN,

GEORGE (1854-

).

An Amer-

ican kodak inventor and manufacturer (see VOL.
VII). He has continued the- manufacture of
photographic equipment on a large scale at
Rochester, N. Y., where in connection with his
plant, he has built up important research laboraOn July 30, 1928, lie announced the
tories.
perfection of a process of color photography by

which an amateur may take

still

'or

moving

pictures reproducing all the colors of the spectrum. In recent years, lie has been personally
interested in calendar reform and in African
Mr. Eastman's gifts to
wild-life photography.
education have exceeded $50,000,000, including a
$4;500,000 endowment for the Eastman School of
Music, established as a department of the University of Rochester in 1918, and $4,000,000 to
found a school of medicine and dentistry a,t the
same institution in 1921.
Brit).
EASTON", FLOBENCB (1884ish dramatic soprano, born at Middlesbroughon-Tees, Yorkshire. She was educated in Toronto, Canada, where, at the age of 10, she made
her first public appearance as a pianist. Subsequently, she studied singing at the Royal Academy of Music in London and with E. Haslam
iu Paris. In 1903, she made her de*but as Cio
Oio San with the Moody-Manners Opera Company at Covent Garden. The nextjear, Savage
engaged her to sing Kundry for his production
of Parsifal (in English), which he took on an
extended tour of the United States, and in 190607 sho returned under the same manager, singing in Madame Butterfly. From 3907 to 1913,
she aazig leading roles at the Royal Opera in
Berlin and from 1913 to 1915 at the Stadtheater

A

in Hamburg. At the same time, she appeared
at Covent Garden in the Wagner and Strauss
performances. From 1915 to 1917, she was a
member of the Chicago Opera Company, and
then went to the Metropolitan Opera House,

New

York, where she immediately became one
the piinie favorites. In 1904 she married
Francis Maclennan, the tenor.

of

EATOKT, JAMES SHIRLEY (1868American railway

).

An

born in Nashville,
Tenn., who was graduated from Marietta College
specialist,

He

served as expert in the adaptation
machines for railroad
accounting, and from 1899 to 1903 was statistician for the Lehigh Valley Railroad. He was
railroad editor for the Wall Street Journal, examiner for the Federal Trade Commission
(1917-20) and statistician and economist for
the Bureau of Economics and Engineering of
the National Association of the Owners of Kailway Securities (1921-22). During 1922-26 he
was engaged in railroad expert work in New York
He wrote Railroad Operation (1900);
City.
Education for Effic-icney in Railroad Service
(1910); Railroad Expense Handbook (1911).
in 1889.

of the electric tabulating

).
EATON, WALTER PEICHABD (1878An American author and critic, born at Maiden,

Mass., and educated at Harvard. During the
period 1900-08, he was successively reporter on
the Boston Journal, a member of the dramatic
department of the New York Tribune, and dramatic critic of the New York Sun and later of
the American Magazine (1909-18). He is the
author of juvenile stories, out-of-door books,
and publications on the theatre, which include:
The American Stage of To-Day (1908) ; At the
New Theatre and Others (1910); Barn Doors
and Byways (1913) ; Plays and Players (1910) ;
In Berkshire Fields (1919) ; On the Edge of the
Wilderness (1920) ; Boy Scouts on Katahdvn,
(1924); Skyline Camps (1924); The Actor's
Bucolic Attitude (1926);
Heritage (1924);

A

Sawkeye's

Room Mate

(1927).

ABASTENIA ST. LEGEB (1878).
An American sculptor, born in Webster City,
La. She studied modeling with Frank Vogan
in Canton, Ohio, and at the Art Students'
League, New York, with George Grey Barnard.
She was elected an Associate of the National
Academy in 1921. Her first sculptures were

EBERLE,

copies of old gravestones in the cemetery at
Canton. In New York, she found her inspiration in the life of the East Side, which she has
interpreted with a great deal of sympathy.
Some of her sculptures, "The Girl on Roller
Skates" and "Mowgli," are in the Metropolitan
Museum, New York "Little Mother" is in the
Chicago Art Institute. Others are at the Worcester Art Museum, Carnegie Institute, and other
centres.
She exhibited in Europe with success.

WALTEB (18C4-1929).
naval officer, born at Denton,
Texas, and graduated from the United States
Naval Academy in 1885. He served on the
Oregon in the Spanish-American War, in tire
EBEB.LE,

EDWARD

An American

Philippine insurrection in 1899, and commanded
the Atlantic torpedo fleet from 1911 to 1913.
He was superintendent of the United States
Naval Academy from 1915 to 1919, and practically rebuilt its general organization and educational system. During 1921 and 1922, he was
commander in chief of the Pacific fleet, with
rank of admiral, and in 1923 was appointed
Chief of Naval Operations in the Navy Department at Washington.
;

EBERT
a'burt, FRIEDRICII

dler's trade, became a journeyman, and
finally
settled in Bremen. He was actively interested
in the Social Democratic Party, edited the
Bremcr Volksscitung in 1893, and was tradeunion secretary to the Bremen Burgerschaft in
1900. It was not till 1905, when he was appointed to the Executive Committee of the Social

Democratic Party, that he became widely prominent in politics. He was sent to the Reichstag
in 1912 and was one of the influential members
of his party who supported the Government in
the World War. He attended the conference of
Socialists at Stockholm in 1918. The same year,
he was named Chancellor to succeed Prince "Max
of Baden.
strong opponent of the Spartacists, Bolshevists, and Communists, he did more
perhaps than anyone else to restore order to the
country and to suppress insurrections during
the revolution in 1918. He was elected first
president of the Reich on Nov. 12, 1919, and his
term of office was afterwards extended to 1925.
His presidency was marked by the so-called
Kapp putsch of 1920, the Bavarian coup of 1923,
and the Saxon Communist movement of the
same year. He died Feb. 28, 1925, shortly before the expiration of his term of office. Consult Eines Menschen Weg (1926), a biography
by Emil J. Felden. President Ebert exerted a
strong influence on the intellectual leaders of
Germany, many of them becoming converted to
the republican idea through contact with

A

"him.

ECKENEB, HUGO

(1868-

).

A

German

airship designer and navigator, born in Flensburg. After work in economics, he. took up the
study of the construction and navigation of
Zeppelins in 1908 and became an. instructor in
naval aviation during the World War and in
1920 a director of the Zeppelin Company. He
made two dirigible nights to the United States
from Germany, in October, 1923, as commander
of the ZR III7 and again in 1928 as commander
of the Graf Zeppelin, repeating his successful
trips to the United States in 1929 when he
arranged for a round-the-world cruise. i*his
was successfully completed from Aug. 7 to 29,
1929. Dr. Eckener then remained in the United
States to arrange for the development of air
transportation by dirigible with certain large
financial interests.

ECKEBT,

A

eVert,

German

CHBISTIAJT L.
economist, born

M.

(1874r-

at Mainz
and educated at the universities of Munich, BerHe was made professor of
lin, and Giessen.
).

political science in Cologne University in 1902.
In 1904 he was called to the University of Bonn,

in 1017 he was made Geheimer Regferwngs-Rat
(Privy Councillor), and in 1919-20, first director of the University of Cologne, which had
just been founded. His numerous works include: Der Fronbote im Mittel-Alter (1897);
"John Ruskin" (in Schmollers Jahrbuoh XXVI;
*
1902) ; Deutsche Seefahrten nach Sudamerika"
(in Sohmollers Jahrbuch; 1904) ; Peter Cornelius
(1906); Bildungsfrage des JowrnaUstenstandes (1913); Die wvrtschaftUohe Bedeutung
Reoht und Wvrtschaft
des
Wehrbeitrages,
(1914); Wirtsohaftliohe wnd finanoieUe Folgen
des Friedens von Versailles (1921); Deutsche
Romfahrt '(1921); Altvater NU .(1924); and
Umstellwng der deutsohen Handespolitik (1924),
He contributed many scholarly articles to lead-.
k
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(1871-1925). A
German statesman, born at Heidelberg. After
an elementary education, lie learned the sad-

EBERT,

ing periodicals and edited Rothschilds Taschen-

luch

filr

Kauflevte (38th

ed.,

1020)

.

EOKLES, CLABEXCB HEXBY (1875An American professor of dairy husbandry,

in Marshall Co., Iowa.
Iowa State College in

).

born

He graduated from

the

1895, and took postgraduate courses at the University of Wisconsin
and in Germany and Switzerland." After a year
as assistant in dairy husbandry in the Iowa
State College, he became professor of dairy husbandry at the University of Missouri, remaining
there until 1919, when he was appointed chief of
the dairy-husbandry division of the University of
Minnesota. He wrote Dairy Cattle and Milk
Production (1911), Dairy Farming (1916), and
also bulletins

ECOLOGY.

on agricultural

subjects.

See BOTAJSTY; ZOOLOGY.
See

ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY.

ENTO-

MOLOGY, ECONOMIC.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY. See GEOLOGY.
ECONOMIC ZOSLOaY. See ZOOLOGY.
ECUADOR, Sk'wa-d&r. A South American

republic on the northwest coast between Colombia on the north and Peru on the south. Its
area was estimated in 1926 at 11.0,000
square
miles, with 7430 square miles in addition for the
Island.
In
Galapagos
view, however, of still unsettled boundary disputes, the area of the councannot
be
maximum
try
definitely fixed.
claim put the area as high as 276,000
square
miles.
The estimated population in 1926 was
at
1,562,500. Quito, the capital city, has
given
80,000 inhabitants. Other large cities, with
their
are Guayaquil,
populations,
100,000;
Cuenca, 30,000; and Biobamba, 12,000.
Cacao
is
the
Industry.
principle crop; the
total number of trees was between 80,000,000
and 100,000,000, with an annual yield of 42,000
metric tons, although in recent years production is diminishing. Exports of cacao beans in
1927 amounted to 21,766 metric tons compared
with 38,224 in* 1912. Coffee is increasing in

A

importance, with an annual production from 6,000 to 10,000 metric tons. The exportation of
tropical fruits, such as oranges, bananas, and
pineapples, to the countries to the south also is
important. The production of cotton, lentils,
rice, sugar, and tobacco is increasing; ivory,
nuts, and rubber are important forest products,
whereas the output of lumber is gradually decreasing. Annual exports of Panama hats are
valued at about $800,000. The only mining of
importance is carried on by one gold-mining
company whose output in 1926 was 62,486
ounces. The oil fields of Santa Elna, worked
by British companies, were producing 537,000
barrels by 1927, with a 1928 production estimated in excess of 1,000,000 barrels. In 1926
exports were $12,763,000 and imports $9,451,000;
the United States took 39.7 per cent of the exports and furnished 42.4 per cent of the imports.
Cacao constituted 49 per cent of all exports, followed by- coffee. The total exports in 1928
through the ports of Guayaquil, Manta and Bahia
amounted in value to 77,466,799 sucres (!
sucre=$0,20) as against 69,073,389 sucres in
1927. Principal imports are textiles, foodstuffs,
and hardware. Total exports in 1912 were $13,689,696 and imports, $10,354,564. The country
has only a few- small manufacturing plants.
Communications. Little building of /ailways has been done recently. Several short Tines
were projected and partially completed, notably
those from Ambato to Curaray and from Quito
to Esmeraldas. In 1928,, <5QQ -miles were in
-

ECUADOR

operation and 100 miles more under construction.
Airplane service has been established between parts of Ecuador and Colombia. Wireless
telegraph stations are at Quito, Guayaquil, and

Esmeraldas.

Education. After 1915 the educational organization underwent a series of changes. New
curricula were introduced in the primary schools
in 1916 and in the normal schools in 1917.
In 1923 the 1488 schools in operation were attended by 101,378 pupils, as compared with 70,000 in 1911. In 1927-28 there were 1771
schools including government, municipal, and
private schools having an enrollment of 128,746 and attendance of 111,699 pupils, with 2399
teachers. In 14 national "collegios" for secondary education, there was an enrollment of 2284
students with 226 teachers, while the four universities had a total enrollment of 777 distributed as follows: Central University, Quito,
380; University of Guayaquil, 240; University of
Cuenca, 125, and University Ccuneil of Loja, 32.
Finance. The budget for 1913 carried revenues and expenditures at $9,921,000; in 1928
the ordinary budget balanced at $10,318,000.
Up to 1914, exchange was maintained at par
The outbreak of the World
(1 sucre=$0.487).
War caused the suspension of the gold conversion of paper and, with the continuing unfavorable trade balance, the value of the sucre
steadily fell. From 1917 on, the Government
attempted to fix a legal exchange rate, but an
rate
December,
open-market
prevailed. In
1923, the official rate was 4.0 sucres to the dollar, but by 1927, an entirely new financial system had been installed under the leadership of
Dr. E. W. Kemmerer of Princeton University.

A

governmental central banking system was inaugurated and a new monetary law stabilized the
sucre at $0.20. On June 30, 1928, the total public
debt was 17,018,666 sucres, as compared with
49,355,427 sucres in 1925 and 70,101,412 in 1922.
History. Internal affairs were turbulent well
into 1915 under President Plaza. Under President Baquerizo, 1936-20, the administration
was busied with fiscal affairs, in which the demands of the Guayaquil & Quito Bailroad Company, the leading holder of the foreign debt,
played a prominent part; the country was also
Involved in difficulties with the belligerent naThe Allies protested against Germany's
tions.
use of the Galapagos Islands as coaling stations
and in spite of official disclaimers Ecuador's
neutrality was questioned. In 1917, however,
diplomatic relations with Germany were severed
and Ecuador thus technically became a member
of the Allied and Associate Powers. Up to
1929, it had not joined the League of Nations.
By the treaty of 1916, a boundary commission
was appointed to adjust the frontier between
Ecuador and Colombia; the work was finished in
1919. The work which was commenced under
General Plaza in the cleaning up of Guayaquil in
1913 was renewed in 1918 under Colonel Gorgas
and came to a satisfactory conclusion two years
In 1920 it was officially reported that
later.
the danger of yellow fever had been eliminated
not only in Guayaquil but in several adjacent
provinces. In 1920 an unsuccessful attempt
was made by a British company to purchase the
Galapagos islands with a view to exploiting
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tion

was suddenly

cut short by a military coup
The President was arrested and shortly
thereafter resigned. He was exiled to Chile
where he died in 1928. The military junta
organized a government with Senor Modesto
Jojon as Premier and General Gomez de la
Torre as Minister of War and Navy. In April,
Dr. Isidro Ayora became provisional President
d'etat.

pending the calling of a constituent assembly.
presently established a dictatorship and set
about effecting many reforms. Chief of these
was a thorough reorganization of government
The Kemmerer commission, which befinances.
gan work in October, 1926, recommended 25
projects for putting the country's finances on a
sound basis. In accordance with these recommendations, a central bank was established, beginning operations in August, 1927, and the
sucre was placed on a gold basis. American
experts were engaged as controller of the cur-

He

rency, superintendent of banks, collector of customs, and adviser to the central bank.
return to constitutional government was
decreed by President Ayora in July, 1928. On
August 14, the United States gave de jure reconcognition to the existing government.
stitutional assembly was elected and on October
10 it reolected Dr. Ayora as provisional PresiIn accordance with the new constitution,
dent.
the assembly, on Mar. 27, 1929, elected him as
constitutional President for a five-year term and

A

A

he was inaugurated on April 12. After debate
the new constitution was ratified in the spring of
1929 and on March 25 it was proclaimed.
EDDINGTOIT, ARTHUR STANLEY (1882An English astronomer and physicist,
).
born at Kendall and educated at Owens College
(now Manchester University), Trinity College,
and Cambridge. He was chief assistant at the
Royal Observatory, Greenwich, from 1906 to
1913, when he became Plumian Professor of astronomy at Cambridge. He was president of the
Royal Astronomical Society in 1921-23 and became recognized as a leading authority on relaHis most important publications are
tivity.
(1920); The
Space, Time, and Gravitation
Mathematical Theory of Relativity (1923) ; The
Internal Constitution of the Stars (1926) ; Stars

and The Nature of the Phy;
World, (1928); Science and the Unseen
World (1929). See ASTRONOMY; PHYSICS.
An Ameri).
EDDY, SHERWOOD (1871can author and a secretary of the Young Men's
Christian Association, born at Leavenworth,
Kan., and educated at Yale. As a national secretary .of the Y. M. C. A., he worked in an
honorary capacity among students in Japan,
Korea, China, India, the Near East, and Russia.
In the World War, he was Y. M. C. A. secretary
with the British Army, 1915-17, and with the
American Army in 1917. Besides works published in England and India, he wrote: The
Awakening of India (1911); The "New Era
As*<*'(1913) ; The Students of Asia (1915) ; BufWith Our Soldiers
ferwff and the War (1916)
in France (1917); Everybody'* World (1920);
Facing the Crisis (1922); The New World of
Labor (1923) ; New Challenges to Faith (1926) ;
Religion and Social Justice (1928) .
and Atoms (1927)

sical

m

;

EDGAR, WILLIAM CROWBLL

(1806-,

).

and publisher, born at Latheir valuable guano deposits. The president Grosse, Wis., and educated at a St. Louis high
editor
of Ecuador for 1920-24 was Dr. Jo&6 L. Tamayo. school. He became manager (1882) and
For. the term 1924-28, Dr. Gonaalo S. Cordoba (1886-rl924) of the Northwestern Miller, -and
was elected, but on July 9, 1925, Ms administra- president of the Miller, Publishing Company.

An American

editor

EDGE
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established and edited The Bellman (1906For his part in the relief given to Rus10).
sian peasants in 1891, lie was decorated by the
Emperor of Russia. During the World War, he
assisted in the Belgian Relief movement and
aided Herbert Hoover in the organization of the

Americans of Scottish descent. In June, 1929,
the 600th anniversary of King Robert the Bruce's
charter to Edinburgh was celebrated, with pageantry depicting famous episodes in the history
of Edinburgh and the unveiling of statues to
Bruce and Wallace by the Duke of York.

American milling industry. His publications
include: Btory of a Grain of Wheat (1903);
Brief in Behalf of American Millers (1913);
Food Control and Food Fallacies (1917); England During the Last Months of the War (1918) ;

American electrician and inventor (see VOL.
VII). The following inventions are accredited
to him Universal Stock Ticker; quadruplex and

He

a Doggerel Bard (1921) ; The Medal
(1925); Jtidson Moss Bemis, Pioneer
(1926); Christmas at Dingley Dell (1926).
United
).
EDGE, WALTER EVANS (1874born in Philadelphia. He
States
Senator,
learned the printers' trade in Atlantic City
(N. J.) newspaper offices, later becoming proprietor of two of them and establishing a national advertising agency. After serving in the
Spanish- American War, he became secretary to
the New Jersey State Senate (1911-04), member of the Assembly (1910), State Senator
(1911-16), Republican leader of the Senate
(1912), and Senate president (1915), He took
an active part in securing the passage of bills
for workmen's compensation, a State budget

Rhymes

of

of Gold

system, and a central purchasing bureau, and
elected governor for the term 1917-20, resigning in 1919 to take a seat in the United
States Senate for the term ending in 1925. He
was reflected for the term 1925-31. He was
chairman of the Senate Committee on Interoceanic Canals and a member of the Banking and
Currency and Finance Committees. In 1929
President Hoover appointed him Ambassador to
France to succeed Myron T. Herrick.
EDINBURGH. The capital of Scotland and
seat of the supreme court, of various departments of government, of the general assemblies
of the Scottish churches, and of the military
headquarters for Scotland. The population rose
from 320,318, in 1911 to 420,264 in 1921; in
1928 the estimated population was 426,300.
The municipal area is 32,402 acres. Since
1920 the official bounds of the city have been
extended so as to include the Burgh of Leith
and part of the suburban district of the County
of Midlothian. The city is governed by a town
council of 71 members and sends 6 members to
Parliament. Recent municipal improvements
include the erection of a new generating station at Portobello, with a total projected capacity of 100,000 kilowatts, intended to meet the
present and future requirements not only of the
city but of the surrounding area. The corporation has also established on the outskirts of
the city new cattle and corn markets and
slaughter houses (in substitution for those which
were situated in the centre of the city) , at a cost
of 140,746. The magnificent Scottish National
War Memorial, which was designed by Sir
Robert Lorimer, consists of a Hall of Honor
and a heptagonal shrine, "To the Glory qf God
and in Memory of Scots Who Fell (1914-1918)."
The seven windows are filled with stained, glass,
depicting war as a mysterious element in the
destiny pf man, and below are reliefs showing
types of all who served in the World ,War. In
the niches between the windows are figures pf
the virtues and stone panels with the insignia
of the. four Scottish divisions' that fought in
the War, The memorial was- opened by the
Prince of Wales on July ,14,, 1927. Tfce;,saine
year, a beautiful war memorial wag erected by

was

,

t

EDISON

1

,

THOMAS ALVA

(1847-

An

).

:

sextuplex telegraphic transmission; microtastemeter; phonograph; incandescent lamp and
light system; moving pictures; alkaline storage
battery; mimeograph ;, poured-concrete houses;
transmitter of the telephone; microphone; magnetic separator. He has received more than
1000 patents. His later work was devoted
of
chiefly to the perfection and improvement
inventions already made. At the outbreak of
the World War, he designed, built and operated
successfully benzol plants, carbolic-acid plants,
and plants for the making of aniline salt and
other products. In July, 1915, he was appointed
president of the Naval Consulting Board, and
in this capacity performed valuable service to
the Government, for which he made many war
inventions. In 1929 he received many honors on
the occasion of the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the incandescent lamp.

ED'MITtfDSOM-, THE REV. GEORGE (1848An English clergyman and historian see
VOL. VII). He was vicar of St. Saviour's, Walton Place, Upper Chelsea (1906-20), and rural
) .

(

dean of Chelsea ( 1916-20 ). In 1922 he published
A History of Holland (Cambridge Historical Series) and The Journal, Travels, and Labours of
Father Samuel Fritz, in the River Amazon,
16S6-1'?%8. The latter was translated and edited from the original Spanish manuscript for
the Hakluyt Society.
EDSON, KATHEBINE PHILIPS (MES. CHABLES

FARWELL EDSON) (1870An American
).
social worker and feminist born at Kenton,

Ohio, and educated in private schools. In 1912
she became a member of the Progressive Party's
State central committee of California, serving
for four years.
Well known as an arbiter in
labor disputes, she was responsible for the Minimum Wage Bill which the California Legislature passed in 1913. From 1916 to 1920, she
was a member of the executive committee of the

Republican State committee and, subsequently,
a delegate to the Republican National Convention (1920) and a member (1920-24) of the executive committee of the Republican National Committee. In 1921 she became a member of the advisory committee of the Conference on the Limitation of Armaments. Since 1927 she has been
chief of the Division of Industrial Welfare of
the California Department of Industrial Relations.

EDSTROM,

DAVID>

(1873-

tor, writer, lecturer, and, teacher
.

).

A

sculp-

who came

to

1

United States in 1880 from Hvetlanda,
Sweden, where he .was born. At 21 he decided
to study art, and worked his way to Stockholm^
where he attended the technical schools and the
Royal Academy of Fine Arts as a pupil of
Borjison. He then went, to Florence and, Paris,
where he, studied .with Injalbert., He has exhibited in most of the, leading cities of the
United States and Europe and is best known
the

,

,

for his metaphysical sculptmres,,'"?ear/' "Pride,"
^Bnvy," "Caliban," "The Qry-.tf Poverty." An
artist of versatile moods, Edstroin always
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shows in his work the psychic character of his
He has made portrait busts of the
subject.
Crown Prince and Princess of Sweden and many
other important persons. In 1924 he lectured
at Upsala University.
EDUCATION". See EDUCATION IN THE
UNITED STATES; paragraphs on Education in
the articles on the separate States and on foreign countries and UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.
EDUCATION, AGRICULTURAL. See AGEICTJLTTJBAL EDUCATION.
:

EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES.

STATISTICS. Attendance. The report of the U. S.
Commissioner of Education published in 1928
shows that the enrollment in public kindergartens in 1925-20 was 673,231 and in private
schools 54,456, making a total of 727,687. In
public elementary schools, there were 20,310,771
and in private schools 2,088,644, the total being
22,399,415. The total enrollment, therefore, in
elementary and kindergarten was 23,127,102.
The enrollment in the elementary school has increased 63 per cent since 1890. The general
population, however, increased 87 per cent, while
the school population, those of ages five to
seventeen, inclusive, increased 62 per cent. It
appears, therefore, that the enrollment in puhlic
schools has kept pace with the school population, hut the school population has not increased as rapidly as the general population.
The enrollment in public secondary schools
was 3,757,466 and in private schools and academies, 295,625, making a total of 4,053,091.
There were also totals of 5,632 secondary students in preparatory departments of colleges and
23,402 in secondary courses in normal schools
and teachers' colleges. The number of secondary

students, therefore, was 4,132,125. The enrollin secondary schools shows an increase of
1,055 per cent since 1890. In 1890 only 1.6 per
cent of the school enrollment was in high schools.
In 1926, however,* 15.2 per cent of the total enrollment was in high schools.
During the school year 1925-26, a total of

ment

434,539 pupils were graduated from the public
Of this number, 190,054 were boys
and 244,485 were girls. Of those who were
graduated in 1925, about 37 per cent of the boys
and 28 per cent of the girls entered college in

high schools.

of 1925 graduates who envaries greatly between
In South Carolina, the rate is 54 per
States.
cent, while in Maine it is 15.4 per cent.
For the school year 1925-26, tho enrollment
in public normal schools including teachers' col-

1926.
tered

The percentage

college

in

1926

leges was 51,105 'men and 201,802 women; a
total of 252,907. Ip. private normal schools and
teachers* colleges, there were 3116 men and 14,183 women-Ha total of 17,290. Teacher-training students in public high schools numbered
7113 boys and 40,442 girls, a total of 47,555.
In the private high schools and academies, there
were 491 boys and 2521 girls, a total of 3012.
The enrollment in the 'teacher-training depart-

ments of public colleges were 20,722 men and
58,378 women, a total of 79,100. In the private
colleges, there were 24,855 men and 69,562
women, a total of 94,417. The grand total of
those preparing to teach was 494,290. There
are about 900,000 teaching positions in the
United States. It appears, therefore, that there
is

one prospective teacher for every two posi-

tionH.

The enrollment in special
was as follows:

private,

schools, public

and
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Industrial schools for delinquents,
84,844
Schools for deaf,
17,496
Schools for the Mud,
6,084
Schools for the feeble-minded and subnormal,
104,021
Schools for Indians.
29,158
Schools in Alaska,
8,055
Commercial and Business schools,
188,363
All schools in outlying parts of the United
States,

The enrollment

in

universities,

colleges,

and

149,928
767,263

professional schools,

There were enrolled in extension courses 396,565 students, and in summer courses 209,454.
There were 62,604 students in practice and
model schools and 3,772 in winter short courses.
The grand total of enrollment in all types of
schools

was

31,037,736.

In 1925 more than 80 per cent of

all of the
children enrolled in kindergartens, elementary
schools, and secondary schools attended each
day. In that year, the schools were in session
an average 169.6 days. Each child, therefore,
attended on an average 136.5 days.
The average length of school life shows a
remarkable increase. In 1800 the average number of days that a child spent in school was 80.
In 1840 he spent 208 days in school. In 1870
the length of his school life was 582 days. In

1890 it was 770 days. In 1920 it was 1200
days, while in 1924 each child on the average
was in school a total of 1246 days.
Costs. The total cost of public elementary
schools for 1925-26, including kindergartens, was
$1,308,396,445. The public high schools cost
$697,911,735. Private elementary schools cost
$135,679,661; private high schools and academIf the costs of all the special
ies, $54,909,388.
schools and universities and colleges be included,
the total is $2,744,979,698.
The estimated cost per pupil enrolled in 192526 was $63.31 in the public elementary schools,
$185.74 in the public high schools, and $599.81
in public universities and colleges. The increasing cost of schools has brought about serious
controversies in various cities and States. In
some places, there are organized bodies whose
purpose is to decrease the expenditures for pubThose who urge a decrease in
lic education.
expenditure point to the fact that in 1913, the
the
per-capita cost in public schools, based upon
number in average daily attendance was $38.31.
It was $40.43 in 1915, $49.12 in 1918, $64.16 in
1920, $95.45 in 1925, and $102.05 in 1926. In
1915, the total expenditure per capita of population was $6.03. It was $9.80 in 1920, and
$17.30 in 1926.
Those who oppose decreasing the school expenditures present statistics showing that the
total educational expenses in 1926 were only
18.86 per cent of the expenditures for automobiles, and 36.14 per cent of the expenditures for
luxuries including tobacco, soft drinks, ice
cream, candy, chewing gum, theatres, jewelry,
perfumes, cosmetics, sporting goods, toys, etc.
There is a pronounced tendency among school
officials to reduce expenses wherever possible.

Sometimes this has been accomplished by increasing the size of classes, so as to reduce the

number

of

teachers.

activities
clearly established.

eliminated

,

Sometimes cities have
whose values were not
(

The State Departments of Education reported a tqtal value of public elementary and secondary school property for 1926 of
Property.

schools
report
$4,676,603,539. Private high
$511,544,000, Teacher-training institutions, in-
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eluding their endowments, had a total valuation of $202,630,512, and colleges and universiIt is estimated that the
ties, $2,334,307,421.
property of private elementary schools is valued
at $400,000,000. This would make the total
valuation for the institutions mentioned $8,125,085,472.

Teachers in the Public Schools. In 1024,
the last year for which data are available, the
public kindergartens employed as teachers 10,852 women and private kindergartens, 2,140.
In 192t> the public schools employed 75,436 men
and 569,195 women, a total of 644,631. The
public high schools employed 63,364 men and
106,164 women, a total of 169,538. Private
elementary schools employed 1072 men and 54,570 women, a total of 56,272. The private high
schools employed 7397 men and 12,748 women,
a

total of 20,145.

Negro Education.

The U.

S.

Bureau of Edu-

cation has published a summary of statistics of
education of the Negro race in 18 Southern
States. The enrollment in public schools was
2,218,312. The enrollment in public high schools

was

The average number of days at55,083.
tended by
each pupil in the school year 1925-26
*
was 93, and the average length of the school
year was 132 days. Nearly 69 per cent of the
Negro school population in these States was enrolled.
The teachers in the Negro schools in
these 18 States number 7591 men and 37,434
women, a total of 45,025. Throughout the
United States, the enrollment of Negro pupils
in all public schools was 38,129 boys and 60,576 girls, a total of 98,705. In addition, there
were 10,261 students in private high schools. In
the privately controlled universities, colleges,
and professional schools for Negroes, there were
in the preparatory departments 2568 men and
3002 women, a total of 5590. In the collegiate
departments, there were 3840 men and 3765
women, a total of 7605. In the graduates' departments, there were 30 students equally divided between men and women. In the privately
controlled universities, colleges, and professional
schools for Negroes, there was an enrollment of
7593 men and 6363 women, making a total of
13,956. The
public teacher-training institutions for Negroes enrolled 16,588 students of
whom 3932 were men and 12,656 were women.
The private institutions enrolled 5277 of whom

men and 2978 were women.
Adult Education. The movement

2299 were

to

pro-

vide for the education of adults has reached a
large numstage of thorough organization.
ber of institutions are coftperating in making it
possible for a person anywhere in the United
States to secure training in practically any
subject that he may care to choose. The American Association for Adult Education, with
headquarters at 41 East 42d Street, New York
City, acts as a clearing house for all matters
relating to adult education. The U. S. Bureau

A

Education has collected information from
institutions regarding their facilities
for help. The results were published in Bulletin 23, 1928.
Among the more important ofof

various

ferings are the following:
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be interested in undertaking correspondence
courses should write to the State University.
Class Work Outside of Institutions. It is
claimed that in every State of the Union there
are institutions of higher learning that give
class work outside of their walls. An instructor
from the institution concerned meets the classes
and conducts the work in much the same manner as is employed within the institution. In
most cases, the institutions are compelled to require a certain minimum enrollment in order
to justify them in providing the instructor. In
some cases, this minimum is as low as 10 persons.
Any individual desiring information regarding tne possibility of extension work in his
own community should make inquiry from his

may

public-school department.

Public Lectures and Lyceums. It is reported by 195 colleges and universities that they
render service for women's clubs, teachers' institutions, commencement exercises, and so on by
providing lecturers either from their own faculties or from other sources.
Many of them
also furnish music and slides and films to illustrate lectures that may be used by local
talent.

Visual Instruction. It is reported by^ 52
colleges and -universities that they furnish visual
aids for instruction and entertainment purposes.
Some of these institutions offer short courses
to teachers and club leaders on how to make use
of visual aids that they supply.
Home Reading Courses. It is reported by
37 institutions that they provide home reading
courses. The U. S. Bureau of Education provides no less than 31 such courses. The American Library Association supplies a series
entitled Reading "With a Purpose. There are
short reviews of the books to be read. In addition to the courses supplied by the TJ. S. Bureau
of Education and the American Library Association, courses have been prepared by the institutions themselves.
Publications
Nature. All
Educational in
and some
State universities,
land-grant colleges,
other institutions distribute publications educational in nature. In addition, the Federal

Government

issues

many

leaflets, bulletins,

and

other

publications for general distribution.
Anyone interested in such publications should
communicate with his State University or with
the Superintendent of Documents, Government
Printing Office, Washington, D. C.
Pitblio Information
and Package Library
Service. Information service for the public is
rendered by 59 colleges and universities. This
offering takes the form of library service in
which the use of the institution's library is
made available to all who request it or package
libraries which are made up largely of magazine clippings selected from current issues of
pamphlets and reports. Some of the institutions collect and send 'packages on more than
one thousand subjects. To supplement the assistance offered <by library and package library
service, some of the institutions through extension divisions prepare and supply bibliography and study outlines. The '-university of

Correspondence Study Oowrses. Practically North Carolina furnished such assistance to
any subject desired may be taken through a no less than 700 clubs during *>ne year.
Community Drama. There are 54 colleges
correspondence course conducted by some institutions in the country. The student is expected and universities assisting local communities in
to write all of the lessons and send them to the interpreting through pageants/ folk plays, and
instructor. He in turn corrects tine papers and dramas the spirit and the history of the State.
returns them with his criticism. Anyone who The University of Indiana has a, 'collection of
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professional literature bearing upon the
curricula has greatly increased. Courses bearing upon this subject have been introduced into
all the teacher-training institutions, and all
the national organizations connected with education have devoted much time to the discussion of this topic, several
having published important year books that deal with curriculum
construction.

There are 141 institutions equipped to aid local
communities by holding institutes, conferences,
or short courses. The conferences and institutes
deal with local or State problems. The courses
deal with a great variety of subjects such as
various phases of farming and home problems.
There is an increasing demand for short courses
for business men and technical workers in such
subjects

as

salesmanship,

applied

Industrial Education. Three major purposes may be recognized in the provisions that
are made for industrial education in the public
schools.
These have been described by Maris
M. Proffitt in a bulletin entitled Industrial Edu-

psychology,

highway engineering, and banking.
Parent-Teacher Association or Other Club
Service. There are 64 institutions equipped to

cation, published
tion.
They are:

promote parent-teacher associations or other
club service by assisting in the formulation of
programmes, distributing literature, and in some
cases by helping in the preparation of monthly
The parent-teacher movement has
bulletins.
developed to such an extent that a number of colleges provide courses on the principles, practices,
and policies of parent-teacher associations.
Radio. There is an increasing number of
courses offered by radio. Radio is used by 65

new

courses of study.
little attention was given to the
selection of subject matter that met the needs
of a given community or that took into account
the interests of the children. Now the selection
of material which shall be taught represents a
serious attempt to analyze conditions that
affect the child as well as society at large. The
effort is made to combine or fuse subjects in
order that they may better meet the needs of
the school.
The traditional curriculum had a strictly
its
subject matter.
logical organization of
There is a strong tendency now to organize the
curriculum about activities or problems with
which the children are expected to deal.

Educa-

common

to

home

life

and

leisure-time activi-

most modern schools.
3. Training in exploratory and developmental forms
experiences. Courses offered for the realization of
this objective include projects in a variety of activities,
such as woodworking, metal working, painting, and
The work is planned not to give the first
electricity.
part of several trade courses but to provide the individual, through controlled experiences, opportunities to
react in connection with a variety
va
of materials, tools,
of

'

and operations.

Intelligence Testing. Since the World War,
public schools have given a large amount of
attention to the testing of the intelligence
of pupils. While this plan is not universal, it
is true that by far the greater number of
pupils in the United States have been tested.
In recent years, there has been a marked tendency toward grouping children on the basis of
their abilities. The child's standing in the intelligence test has been one basis for such groupIn the language of the school, there have
ing.

vision,

In the past,

of

and which are of a non-vocational character. For
example, training in the common and ordinary use and
care of such industrial products as furniture, automoelectrical machinery,
and apparatus, and for
biles,
such industrial services as electricity, gas, and water in
the home. The aim is to make more intelligent consumers. The courses that are offered for this purpose
are not designed to train pupils for employment. They
are a part of the general educational programme in

time, it is believed that many subjects of real
value have been omitted.
The methods used in producing new curricula
differ
very decidedly from those employed
earlier.
It has been customary to depend upon
one person or at most a small group to develop
particular courses of study. At present, each
person connected with administration, super-

of

Bureau

ties,

subjects had from time to time been added,
but little attention had been devoted to the
selection and organization of subjects, so that
they might conform to the teachings of modern psychology and sociology* As a result, the
curriculum has been crowded, and there is
a growing conviction thai much of the subject
matter taught is not of real value. At the same

and instruction has a responsibility. In
teachers have been freed from their
regular class-room work for a period of several
months in order that they might put their
entire time and attention to the development

S.

equipment.
2. Training in the use of industrial products and
services,

New

cities,

by the U.

1. Training for the creation of an industrial product
ox service.
For example, training for carpenters,
bricklayers, welders, pattern makers, foundrymen, and
tailors is for the purpose of providing an industrial
product. The training involved in fulfilling this purpose is strictly vocational and must, therefore, be
given in special schools or in schools having special

institutions either in giving lectures or in conducting other extension work. At present, there
is no way of determining how many people are
assisted by .such courses, but 5000 people enrolled for courses given by radio by the division
of university extension of the Massachusetts
State Department of Education.
Curriculum Revision. Changing the curricula or courses of study in the elementary
and secondary schools has been an important
activity in educational circles since 1920. For
30 years prior to this time, attention had been
focused primarily upon methods of teaching.

some
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more than 1000 plays that have been found suitable for schools, churches, and clubs.
Institutes, Conferences, and Short Courses.

.

been X, Y, and Z groups. Usually the X group
represented those of superior ability and attainments; the Y group, those who are normal;
and the Z,' those who are inferior. This method
of grouping children has developed as a logical
procedure rather than as the outcome of definite
research. It has brought in its wake many
protests and a large amount of dissatisfaction.
Those who have favored the plan have undertaken to answer the objections that have been
raised, and they have made a very plausible
case for intelligence testing.
There are three well-defined positions in regard to intelligence testing, especially as applied to public-school children. Those who have
been instrumental in developing the intelligence
tests have in general assumed a very decided
validity for the tests. They have asserted in
effect that intelligence is an inherited quality

and that

There have been
it does not change.
schools in which children have had their intelligence tested in the first grade, and this has
been taken as a measure of tl^eir intelligence
throughout the elementary school period. Those
who employed this procedure have made the as-
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sumption that intelligence can be measured and
measured by tests that are now in existence.
Directly opposed to the view just mentioned
has been a conception that intelligence cannot
be measured by any of the devices that are in
existence at the present time. Those who advocate this view insist that, even though it were
possible to measure intelligence, it would be a
most dangerous procedure, for it would inevitably lead to an aristocracy as well as to unand distress. They,
limited discouragement
therefore, condemn unqualifiedly any attempt to
is

make

use of any intelligence testing in the
public schools.
There is a third group who insist that the
intelligence tests as we now have them tend to

measure environmental influences quite as much
as they measure inherited capacities. This
group would not condemn the use of the tests,
but they do condemn the interpretations that
have been placed upon the results.
The National Society For the Study of Education appointed a committee of outstanding
psychologists who brought together in a year
book the significant investigations. The year
book, which appeared in February, 1928, is entitled Nature and Nurture, Tlieir Influence Upon
Briefly stated, the results of investigations and experiments seem to show that

Intelligence.

child's intelligence as measured by tests
affected by environment.
It is too early to determine the effect that
these investigations will have upon the practice
in the schools; it is true, however, that the findings have received serious attention, and there

the
is

is now a tendency among psychologists to be
more conservative than was the case earlier.
New Departures in Elementary Education.
Junior Sigh Schools. Studies of school atten-

dance begining in 1907 called attention to
remarkable dropping off of students between the elementary and high school and in
the first year of the high school. A study of
the

the reasons for this led to the belief that the lack
of coordination between the elementary school
and the high school was largely responsible for
this condition. Almost none of the subjects
studied in the elementary school were continued
in the high school. Between the two institutions
^

was a sharp cleavage in organization as well
as in teaching methods. The last year of the
elementary school was largely devoted to a
review of the work of the school. These and
other considerations led school officials to formulate plans for the organization of a new
element in the school system, which came to be
known under various names, most commonly,
junior high school. This school usually cares
for the children of the seventh, eighth and ninth
school years. The effort is made to have the
courses of study include a wider range of subjects than under the other form of organization.
This is for the purpose of giving boys and girls
the opportunity to explore various fields and
and to determine their fitness for such work as
will follow in the high school, which under, this
plan is known as the senior high school. The
junior high school, or intermediate school, as
some prefer to call it, has now reached a position of great importance. There are no less
than 3058 schools of this character/ and most
citjes are now, taking .provision for. them, .in
,

their

new

building:

programmes,

The Platoon School Organisation*
of school .organization, also

known

This 'form
as the "work-
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play-study" school, was designed to meet the
newer conditions which exist especially in the
larger cities. It has been extensively employed
in the schools of Detroit. Typical platoon
schools have 20 to 28 sections or classes of 40
pupils each. The buildings provide a gymnasium, an auditorium, open-air play rooms, special rooms for music, art, literature, science,

and

library, and "home rooms" which correspond
to the usual class rooms. The standard school
day is six hours long, a three-hour session in
the morning and a three-hour session in the
afternoon. The usual morning session is from
8:30 to 11:30, and the afternoon session from
12:30 to 3:30. Some schools have a somewhat

longer noon period. With the exception of
pupils of the first grade and those especially
excused, all pupils remain in school six hours
and are busy during this entire period. The
school membership is divided into two groups
or platoons. .While one group is engaged in
the home room, or regular room, the other group
is attending classes in the
special rooms. Thus,
half of the pupils are in the home looms at any
given time and the other half are engaged in
special activities. For home-room activities, the
school day of 6 hours is divided into four periods
of 90 minutes each. Each platoon has home-room
work for 90 minutes in the morning and 90 minutes in the afternoon.
For special-room activities, the 6-hour day is
divided into 12 30-minute periods. Each platoon
is engaged in special activities
during C of these
12 30-minute periods each day. Each pupil
spends 90 minutes of the morning in the home
room under the control of the home room teacher
and the remaining 90 minutes of the morning in
the special activities, 30 minutes in 3 separate
special rooms. In the afternoon, he againspends 90 minutes in the home room and the

remaining 90 minutes in 3 special rooms.

The

number

of special-room activities possible in a
platoon school is determined by the number of
classes or groups of pupils involved. If there are
20 -classes, the school must house 800 pupils, or

400 in each platoon. This requires 10 home
rooms to care for 400 pupils. The remaining 400
pupils may be provided for in special rooms.
The cost of buildings for the platoon schools
is
somewhat greater per pupil in the 20section schools and a little less in the 28section schools than in the traditional schools.
The capacity of the school building is increased
by more than 40 per cent by the platoon orThe per-capita cost of instruction
rriization.
about the same in both types of schools.

The Dalton Laboratory Plan. Following 1890
efforts were made to provide individual
instruction in the class room. Some of these
plans were widely advertised and they were

many

introduced into various school systems. By
1920, however, scarcely an evidence of these
The demand for in-*
earlier, attempts existed.
dividual attention had increased rather than
diminished. The Dalton laboratory 'Plan as
developed -by Miss Helen Parkhurst and first
used in 1919 has become one of the outstanding
plans for providing individual instruction.
Miss Parkhurst first tried her plan with a
group of crippled children in 1919. The next
year, it was introduced in the Dalton, Mass.,
High- School. Miss Parkhurst spent the summer in ,1921 in England, where she conducted
a model school according to the Dalton. Laboratory Plan and lectured to groups of teachers
'
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and school

officials.
The plan was immediately
adopted by a large number of schools throughout England. It is estimated that more than
7000 schools in the United States are conducted
at least in part according to this plan. Miss
Parkhurst conducts a school of her own in New
York City. It is called The Children's University School. Her book, Education On The Daiton Plant has been translated into several languages, and she has been invited by various

foreign countries to aid in the reorganization
of some of their schools.
The Dalton Laboratory Plan may be applied
in the high school and in the elementary school
from the fourth grade up. For convenience, the
different parts of the curriculum are divided
into major and minor subjects. The former
group includes mathematics, history, science,
English, geography, foreign languages, etc.; the
latter, music, art, handiwork, domestic science,
manual training, gymnastics, etc, Miss Parkhurst advises that the plan he introduced with
major subjects first. Each subject is then divided into what would correspond to 20-day
periods or jobs and the pupil accepts the jobs
assigned for his class for a month as a contract.
Each child has in his possession a complete outline of the work which he will be required to
do for four weeks. These outlines, made by
the teachers, are explicit. The children are
grouped much as they would he in a regular
public school and are always identified with
forms or grades. At the opening of school in
the autumn, the child receives the assignment
of jobs that he is supposed to do in the next 20
school days, or four school weeks. Having accepted his contract, the child is free to approach
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is claimed that children very soon learn
apportion their time in the most effective
way.
Nursery School or Pre-kmdergarten. The education of children of pre-school age is receiving
a large amount of attention. There are those
who have made the claim that much adult life
is dependent upon the way in which the individual is treated in the first three or four years
of his life.
significant outcome of the study
of young children has been the formation of a
new type of school called the nursery or prekindergarten school. In such schools, children
from two and one-half years up are received and
given such training and exercise as they are
supposed to require. These schools should not
be confused with the institutions formed to take
care of the young child in order that the mother
may be permitted to work. The nursery school
receives children from all
types of homes, and
it has its justification in its efficiency as an
educational institution. There are a number
of private nursery schools.
In some cases,
schools of this character are conducted in connection with social settlements, public health
centres, day hospitals, etc. Various colleges,

It
to

A

universities,

and teacher-training institutions

support nursery schools in connection with their

model or practice schools. No public-school system has yet assumed the entire responsibility
for operating a nursery school. This is due in
part to the lack of legal rulings that would
permit the appropriation of funds for such expenditures.

Research centres in the field of nursery education have been
established at
Columbia
University, Cornell University, University of
of
Johns
No
classes
California, University
his work in any way he may choose.
Iowa,
Hopkins,
are taught as in the ordinary school procedure. University of Minnesota, Yale University, and
Merrill-Palmer
School
of
Home
of
to
do
all
choose
child may, for example,
Making, in Deone subject during the first few days and to troit. The Laura Spelman Rockefeller ~Foundaleave the other subjects untouched. He knows tion has given financial assistance toward
exactly how much he must do, and he knows at furthering research of this character.
the end of each day of study how far he has
Progressive Education. Since 1918 the term
5'
has been employed to
progressed. He must complete the entire con-, "progressive education
tract before he can receive other jobs, but he designate either a certain theory of education
may receive the next contract whenever he has or the practice that is followed in some schools.
completed the jobs called for in the contract The theory that gave rise to this name differs
under consideration. If, therefore, he is able from that which has operated in public and
to accomplish the work planned for four weeks private schools in that it emphasizes the imporin throe weeks, he immediately goes to the next tance of the individual and urges a greater
contract. If he cannot complete it in the four respect for individuality and freedom than is
weeks, he may have a longer time. In this way, found in traditional schools. The work that
takes place in such schools is usually characeach child progresses at his own rate.
The different classes or forms meet occasion- terized by a large degree of informality. Children are encouraged to be creative rather than
ally, perhaps two or three times a week, for
group conferences with their teachers. Aside to conform to standards that have been set by
from these group meetings, the teachers deal others.
with individuals, and the pupils call for help
Progressive schools do not ignore such requirewhen they need it and are required to report ments as college admission, but in general they
on progress in accordance with their assign- do not require strict adherence to a set course
ment. The rooms in which the teachers meet of study or to the following of a single text.
the children are called laboratories, instead of It is maintained that children who are treated
a
rooms. In the
Children's
class
University in this more liberal way obtain not only
School, there is no such furniture as in an ordi- wealth of knowledge, skills, and attitudes that
nary school room. Since the children do not are usually lacking in the traditional schools
recite as an entire class, there is no need for a but also they obtain a better control over the
large number of seats or desks in a room. They formal subjects that are made the basis in the
come to the laboratory for the purpose of con- ordinary school. There has been no extensive
sulting the books there, or to consult the teacher. investigation into the validity of the claims
system of charts or graphs designed by made by those who advocate progressive eduMiB ParkhurBt makes it possible for the teacher cation. In some cases, schools that nave claimed
as well UH the child to know just where they to follow this plan have failed. Others have
stand. The teachers therefore are able to assist found it necessary to modify their plans to the
the children in properly apportioning their time. extent of utilizing at least some of the methods

A

A
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Still others are apparently
in regular schools.
succeeding in following the general notions that
have been advanced. It is generally conceded,
however, that this movement has had an important influence on the regular schools. Many of
the plans that have been advocated by those
who believe in progressive education have been

adopted.

Vocational Education. Part-time Courses.
There is an increasing interest in part-time
and evening courses on the part of those who
have entered upon employment. In general, the
students who attend such classes are subject
to the part-time educational laws which provide
that all young people who are employed must
attend school for a given number of hours each
week until they reach a certain age which varies
in the different states. In Chicago, the age
limit is 17 and may be extended to 18. In
New York, the limit is 18 years. The use of
part-time courses is not confined to those who
are compelled to attend. Young workers who
desire to become more proficient are attending
such courses in increasing numbers. There are
in existence part-time apprenticeship courses in

which the student alternates between the school
and industry. Twenty-five of Pittsburgh's largest industrial plants are cooperating with the
public schools in such work.
Various industrial organizations throughout
the country maintain educational courses for
their employees. The Henry Ford Trade School
is a noteworthy example.
It is maintained for
boys between 12 and 18 years of age. It reports an enrollment of 1800. Each boy receives
at the start $7.20 per week and in addition $2
a month for a savings account.
Continuation Schools or Courses. Part-time
courses that are designed primarily to care for
those who are compelled to attend are often
called continuation courses.
Objections have
been made to continuation classes on the ground
that employers were unwilling to allow their
workers the several hours each week that the
law requires. It has been asserted that this
attitude on the part of employers has made
it difficult ancK often impossible for worthy
young people to secure employment. Those who
have charge of continuation work do not deny
that this condition exists, but they urge that
the difficulty can easily be overcome.
Vocational Training for Disabled Civilians.
In 1920 Congress provided for civilian vocational rehabilitation. Before this, several States
had compensation laws designed to help those
who were in economic straits because of accidents
in connection with their occupations. There
were also various philanthropic organizations
that- endeavored to aid such, unfortunates and
to assist, them in finding employment. There
was, however, no organized plan for training
such, adults to undertake new work.
(Under the provisions of the law, the Federal
SJiurd.of Vocational Education is required to
cooperate with the various States in "the promotion of vocational rehabilitation of ^persons
disabled in industry or in any legitimate occupation and their return to civil employment."
For the year ending June 30, 1926,, the total
expenditures for civilian rehabilitation were
$1,272,877.30, of which $578,347.33 was, Federal
money and $694,03,9.97 was supplied by the
States. The total number of persons rehabilitated for that, year was approximately 5600.
,See UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.
,
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EDWARD, (ALBERT CHRISTIAN GEORGE ANDREW PATRICK DAVID), PBIXCE OF WALES (1894The eldest son of King George V and
).
Queen Mary of England, born at White Lodge,
Richmond Park. The Prince began to prepare
for the navy when he was eight years old; in
1907, he entered Osborne and in 1909 the Royal
Naval College at Dartsmouth. Upon becoming
a midshipman, he was appointed to H.M.S.
Hindustan. In October of 1912, he entered
Magdalen College, Oxford, but his university
career was cut short by the outbreak of the
World War. During the War, he served as aidede-camp to Sir John French in Flanders and in
France, with the Mediterranean Expeditionary
Force in Egypt, on the Italian front, and subsequently with the Canadian and Australian forces
in France and Belgium. The Prince visited
Canada and the United States in 1919, on E.M.S.
Renown, and in the next year went to New Zealand and Australia by way of the Panama Canal.
In 1921 he visited India, and in 1923, made a
hasty visit incognito to his ranch in Canada.
In 1924 he went to the United States and again
to his Canadian ranch. The next year he made

a trip of over six months, visiting Africa and
South America. In 1926, as President of the
British Association for the Advancement of
Science, he gave the opening address at its meeting at Oxford. The following year, he and his
brother, Prince George, visited Spain in April.
In August, accompanied by Prime Minister and
Mrs. Baldwin, the two Princes went to Canada
to celebrate the sixtieth anniversary of Canada's
becoming a Dominion. In September, 1928, the
Prince of
ales > accompanied part way by his
brother Prince Henry, the Duke of Gloucester,
started on a four months' tour of East and
South Africa, which was interrupted by the

W

King George. On December
the Prince left Dar-es-Salaam on H.M.S. Enterprise, left her at Brindisi, Italy, for a special
train, and reached London on December 11, after
a journey of more than 6500 miles accomplished
in nine and one-half days. He was appointed
one of the six counselors 'of State to take over
the work of the King during his illness. The
Prince's career has been characterized by democratic simplicity. In the winter of 1928-29, he
called the attention of the country to the condition of unemployed miners and their families
by a tour of the mining districts.
serious illness of

2,

EDWARDS. THE MOST REV. AXFBED GEOBGE
(1848).- An English clergyman, the first
Archbishop of Wales, born at Llanymawddwy,
and educated at Jesus College, Oxford. He was
ordained curate of Llandingat, Carmathen, in
1874, becoming headmaster of the college, Landovery, a year later. He became vicar and rural
dean of Carmathen in 1885, bishop of St. Asaph
in 1889, and in 1920, after the disestablishment
of the Welsh Church, was created Archbishop
of Wales* In that year, he received honorary
degrees from Oxford, Cambridge, and Wales.
His publications include: The Church

w

Wales

(1888), Commonsense Patriotism (1894), Landmarks in Welsh Church History (1912), and
Memories (1927).

EDWARDS,

An American

CLABENOE RANSOM (I860-

)

.

born at Cleveland, Ohio.
He was graduated at the United States Military
Academy in -1883, and by, successive promotions
attained the rank of major general and was
retired in that grade in December, 1922, after
40 yearn of service. He participated in the cam.soldier,

EPWABDS

paigns in the Philippines, serving as adjutant
general on General T. W. Lawton's staff in 1899.
In 1902 he was made chief of the Bureau of
Insular Affairs. In 1912 he returned to regular

Army service and during 1915-17 was in command of the United States troops in the Panama Canal Zone. Later, he had charge of the
Department of the Northeast, where he organDivision. He
ized in 1917 the 26th "Yankee
was in France during 1917-18 on front-line duty.
On his return to the United States, he was as5'

signed to the command of the First Corps area
with headquarters in Boston. He received the
Croix de Guerre with palm and was made an
officer of the Legion of Honor.
).
EDWABDS, EDWABD IRVING (1863United States Senator, born at Jersey City,
York
New
N. J., and educated at
University.
He has been connected with the First National
since
Bank of Jersey City
1882, being president
in 1916-25 and later chairman of the board.
of
New Jersey (1911He was State Comptroller
17), member of the State Senate in 1919 (resigned), and Governor (1920-23). He was a
member of the United States Senate for the term
1923-29 but was defeated for reelection.
EGAIT, MATJBICE FKAXCIS (1852-1924). An
American scholar and diplomat (see VOL. VII).
From. 1907 until 1918, he was United States
Ambassador to Denmark. In addition to publishing The Ivy Sedge (1914) and Ten Tears
on the German Frontier (1919), he was a prolific contributor to leading American magazines.
EGEBTOK", ej'Sr-ton, HUGH EDWARD (18551927). An English historian (see VOL. VII),
who was Beit Professor of Colonial History at
Oxford (1905-20), and Follow of All Souls Colof
lege there. In 1923 he became a member
the International and Colonial Institute. Be-

A

;

sides

contributing to

tions,

he wrote

vols. iv

historical publicaix of the Cambridge

many
and
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Modern History, British Foreign Policy

in

Eu-

rope (1917), British Colonial Policy in the %Qlh
Century (1922), and Causes and Character of
the American Revolution (1923).
EGYPT. A kingdom in northeastern Africa
since Feb. 28, 1922, when the British protectorate terminated. The total area of Egypt proper,
including the Libyan Desert, the region between
the Nile and the Red Sea, and the Sinai Peninsula, is about 383,000 square miles; but the
cultivated and settled area, i.e., the Nile Valley
and Delta, is but 13,000 square miles. The
population for this section was, by the 1927
census, 14,168,756; this made a' density of 1044
'

per square mile, an increase of 10.6 j>er cent
over the last decennial census. The increase
for 1897-1907 was 14.9 per cent. The largest
towns had the following populations in 1927:
Cairo, 1,059,824 (654,476 in 1907); Alexandria,
570,314 (332,246 in 1907) ; Port Said, 103,223
(49,884 in 1907); Suez, 35,547; Tanta, 89,712;
Mausura, 62,815 Zagazig, 62,315; Asyut, 57,036.
The 1917 census showed 11,623,753 Mos(Copts),
lems, 856,670 Orthodox Christians
47,564 Protestants, 107,531 Roman Catholics,
and 59,581 Jews. The country had 238,661 foreigners and 452,203 nomacU.
Elementary education is supplied by native
schools called Haktabs. In 1927-28 the number
j

of these receiving grants-in-aid and under government inspection was 2361, with 205,901
pupils and 5039 teachers; the number of those
under immediate direction of the Government
was 1719 wiih a total attendance of 208,787. Of

the latter 277 maktabs with 54,226 pupils were
under the Ministry of Education. Attendance at
1330 maktabs was compulsory. The total number of schools under the control of the provincial
councils in 1927, either through direct management or through grants-in-aid was 3899, with
339,999 pupils.
Egypt has besides "Maktabs," colleges of medicine, law, engineering, and agriculture, a military institution, special technical schools, sec-

ondary schools, higher primary schools, etc.
Besides native schools, there are British, American, French, Greek, Italian, and other foreign
schools. Much of the native agitation against
British rule
about the failure of
crystallized
the British to increase the facilities for education.
After 40 years of British domination, it
was pointed out, 92 per cent of the men and
99 per cent of the women were still illiterate.
The British policy had been directed almost
exclusively toward the furtherance of secondary
education, and even here the equipment was inadequate. Because of the failure to found a
State University, the natives sought instruction
at the university of El-Azhar (Cairo), the chief
centre of Moslem orthodoxy, and the antiOccidental spirit which resulted was inevitable.
Agriculture. In 1926-27 the cultivable area
of Egypt was reckoned at 8,276,788 feddans (1

=

feddan
1.038 acres), of which 2,052,061 were
uncultivated. About 62 per cent of the population is engaged on the land. The cultivation
of cotton is the most important single activity;
1,574,000 acres were sown with it in 1927, as
compared with 1,743,000 in 1909-13. The yield
in 1927 was 1,252,000 bales, averaging 478
pounds net and in 1928 estimated at 1,491,000
The Government frequently has had to
bales.
take measures to restrict the acreage because
of the neglect of food crops. For the years 192123, for example, only one-third of each holding
could be planted in cotton. In 1927, 1,655,000
acres under wheat yielded 44,346,000 bushels,
compared with a yield of 35,731,000 bushels in
1913-14; barley, 376,000 and 11,961,000 bushels
(12,050,000 bushels in 1913-14); maize, 19,000 acres; and millet, 262,559. Thus, the food
crops steadily declined in the face of the growing cotton culture. In 1929, 49,000 acres were
under sugar cane, as compared with 50,000 in
1909-13. In 1913 the sugar export amounted
to 5133 metric tons, valued at 79,068, and this
increased in 1927 to 25,219 metric tons, valued
at $1,729,000. In 1913, 690,644,548 pounds of
raw cotton, valued at $127,310,414, were exported; in 1927, 731,291,000 pounds, valued at
$104,438,000. To supplement the Assuan Dam
for the reclaiming of waste areas, a large irrigation project was developed including the raising of the dam by 6 meters and increasing the
capacity of the reservoir from 1,065,000,000
cubic meters to 2,423,000,000 cubic ureters. There
was a barrage at Isnah, one at Assiout, and also
one

at

Zifta.

Further

important

irrigation

work was undertaken and in April, 1927, a
contract was signed for the construction of the
barrage of Nag Hamadi, midway between the
Assiout and Isnah barrages. The object of the
barrage was to change the system of irrigation

of 500,000 feddans of land west of the Nile from
basin to perennial watering, thus doubling or
trebling the number of crops per year. Through
canalization, it was hoped also perennially to
irrigate 115,000 feddans east of the Nile and
add 300,000 feddans on the west to basin irri-
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the budget draft for 1028-29 carried a credit
of E2,250,000 for continuation of the work on
the barrage and on the canalization, which was
expected to be completed around 1930.

and

Mining

Manufacturing.

Principal

mineral products in 1927 were, in metric tons,
phosphate rock, 279,389; manganese-iron ore,
152,345; petroleum, 1,356,000 barrels. The increase in the last was particularly marked, for
up to 1912 petroleum was hardly produced at all.
In 1913 the output was only 88,000 barrels. The
manufacture of cigarettes, the leading industrial
activity, visibly declined after 1913. In 1927
the amount of tobacco imported for the making
of Egyptian cigarettes was 14,830,000 pounds, as
compared with. 18,027,000 in 1913. Imports
from China became important during the World

War.
Trade. For 1913 imports were $139,047,323;
1920, $382,053,600; 1921, $219,256,537; 1922,
$196,736,078; 1927, $242,729,000. Exports for
1913 were $157i993,704; 1920, $320,501,479; 1921,
$143,606,445; 1922, $221,172,538; 1927, $243,428,925. The. year 1922 was the first to show
a normal condition since 1913 and a favorable
trade balance was restored. In both 1920 and
1921, there were heavy adverse trade balances,
but for 1922 the foreign trade showed a favorable surplus of $24,436,460; in 1923 $61,487,711, and in 1928 the favorable balance was
$26,595,335 including reexports. In 1913 this
had been about $19,000,000. Cotton continues
in the place of leading prominence, its exports
totaling 90 per cent of the entire export trade.
Next in importance are cottonseed, refined sugar,
cottonseed cake, cigarettes, onions, eggs, etc.
Leading imports with value in Egyptian pounds
(E5
$4.9431) in 1928 were cotton and cotton

=

(E6,484,782) ; wheat and wheat flour
tobacco
coal
(El,592,441),
(E2,158,737),
(E1,358,849), and fertilizers (E2,320,639).
The fluctuations in flour imports showed something of the part cotton played in Egyptian
economic life. Imports for 19-13 were $10,000,000; 1920, $24,000,000; 1921, $25,000,000; 1922,
$8,000,000; 1928,
E2,158,737. In 1913 Great
Britain was the leading country of origin of
Egyptian imports; it sent 30.5 per cent of the
whole. The United States ranked ninth with
In 1927 the proportions were:
1.9 per cent.
Great Britain, 21.8 per cent; United States was
fifth with 5.2 per cent.
The last figures for the
United States were a distinct falling off from the
1920 and 1921 proportions of 10.6 and 15.1. Proportions by countries of destination of Egyptian
exports were, for 1913, Great Britain, 43.1 per
cent, and the United States, 7.8 per cent; for 1927,
Great Britain, 39.6 per cent, and the United
States, 14.1 per cent. In 1919 and 1920 the
United States proportions were 22 and 30 per
The American purchases of raw cotton
cent.
are significant. In 1913, 66,712,453 pounds
($12,188,240) were purchased; in 1927, 121,462,000 pounds ($32,472,000)'. Alexandria handled 90 per cent of the total trade in 1918
and 90 per cent in 1927. Port Said and Suez
handled 8.4 per cent in 1913 and 8 per cent in
textiles

;''''

'

1927.

,

GoxoLmunications. No important railroad
construction has been accomplished recently except the double tracking of tyue line* from Cairo
to Luxor in 1928 and previously the continue
1

1

1
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The cost of the barrage was estimated
at E1 3 976,555. The work during 1927 was financed by a budgetary credit of E250,000, and

gation.

tion of the line

from Salhia to Quantara, which

joined with the line across the Sinai Peninsula
to Jerusalem by a bridge over the Suez Canal.
The bridge was removed in 1921 because it obstructed the Canal traffic. In 1924 a railway
217 miles long was begun, from Kassala to
Port Sudan. Total mileage on Apr. 30, 1927,
of state-owned railways
(single and double
track) was 2272 miles. There were also 854
miles of line operated by private companies.
line connecting Benha and Meneuf was completed in 1929. In 1919 the Ministry of Communication took over control of all railway,

A

telephone, telegraph, post-office, port,

and

light-

Cairo and Assiout have wireless
stations and an airport is located at Cairo.
Finance. In 1912 revenues were placed at
E15,900,000 and expenditures at E15,400,000.
During the War, deficits were evident for the
first time in the country's financing, the 191415 preliminary budget showing an adverse balance of E 1,460,000. The fall in prices during
the year left the very large deficit of
E15,600,000. In 1921-22 the accounts had been restored to their normal relationship, with an
expenditure of E3 7,747, 000 and a revenue of
E41,803,000. For the fiscal year 1928-29, the
budget estimates were E37,532,000 revenues and
E41,532,000 expenditures. The reserve fund in
1928 amounted to
E35,000,000. In 1926 the
amount of the public debt was E 9 1,977,000
($454,643,000). The 1927-28 budget carried
E4,798,000 for debt service. The National
Bank, the bank of issue, had in circulation in
January, 1928, notes to the value of E27,500,000. The gold reserve in January, 1928, was

ing

facilities.

E3,800,000.

History.

On

Dec. 18, 1914, the empty suze-

rainty of Turkey was factually terminated when
the British Foreign Office declared Egypt a
British Protectorate, with. Hussein Kamil replacing the Khedive Abbas Hilmi and taking the
title of Sultan.
Under the high commissionerships of Sir H. McMahon (1915-16), who succeeded Lord Kitchener, and Sir R, Wingate
(1916-19) Egypt was put on a war footing.
By 1915 some 40,000 British troops Lad arrived
in the country. With the growth of a powerful
British bureaucracy, under the new order, the
failure of the Legislative Assembly to convene,
the cruel treatment of native soldiers, the censorship of opinion, the suppression of native
newspapers and of political discussion in the
state schools, and finally the heavy requisitions
of animals and produce imposed on the fellahin
during the War, nationalistic aspirations were
increasingly aroused and particularly the educated Egyptians were made restive. Two Nationalist leaders, Zaghlul Pasha and Adli Pasha
Yeghen, made repeated but vain efforts to present their case to the British Foreign Office, and
when' Zaghlul Pasha was deported to Malta
on Mar. 9, 1919, on order of die puppet sultan
Ahmed Fuad (1917), serious disturbances
ensued. Even the fellahin, much to the' surprise
of the British, joined in 'the disorders, and the
Copts lined up with the Mussulmans. Kiots
broke out at Cairo and Tanta in March,
1919, and British soldiers, firing into the mobs,
killed many. Railway lines were torn up, and
Cairo was isolated a's a result of 'the cutting 6f
telegraph wires; Alexandria' 'was the gcene of
popular disturbances; 'a British detachment was
Arabs were
besieged by fellahin in Assuit; the
'"
broking in from the Weist.
1

'

-
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at Cairo, with bloodshed again resulting. Zaghlul Pasha, now a popular hero, was permitted
to return from Malta but the political strike

continued and transportation was broken
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Lord Allenby, appointed as special high commissioner in March, 1919, vainly attempted pacification hut was met by a strike of officials

off.

In April, 1919, Rushdi Pasha was invited to
form a government once more but after two
weeks his ministry, unable to handle the situation, resigned. Meanwhile Zaghlul had re-

and Arabic as
language; compulsory free education

lished as the national religion

the

official

for both sexes is assured; legislative power is
vested in the King in consultation with the
Senate and the Legislative Assembly; the King
may declare war and make peace through a
cabinet; parliamentary assent is needed for the
declaration of offensive war, and all treaties of
peace and alliance are ineffective without parliamentary ratification; the ministry is responsible to the Parliament; two-fifths of the senators
are renominated by the King, and the remainder
are elected; the Assembly is elected by universal
manhood suffrage; the rights of the Egyptian
Debt Commission and the Capitulations are not
to be affected by legislation. Representation

paired to Paris to place his country's case before the Peace Conference; but he was never
given a hearing, for President Wilson, on behalf
of the United States, had recognized the British
Protectorate within a short time of his arrival.
In December, 1919, a British mission headed of racial minorities, greater freedom for women,
by Lord Milncr arrived in Egypt but was uni- the predominant position claimed by England
versally boycotted and after four months re- in regard to Egyptian foreign relations and the
turned to England. There it negotiated with military protection of the Suez Canal, all points
the Egyptian Paris delegation the so-called Mil- of sharp contention, were not included in the
ner-Zaghlul Agreement, providing for the rec- constitution, nor was the question of the Sudan
ognition of Egypt as a constitutional monarchy, settled.
The Zaghlulists continued in opposition because
the right of Great Britain to defend Egyptian
territory and maintain an army there, the nam- of the failure of the constitution to incorporate
ing of British financial and judicial advisers, a bill of rights. The unsettled internal .affairs
the calling of a constituent assembly, the crea- led to frequent changes of ministries. Sariyat
tion of a legislature, religious toleration, pro- Pasha resigned on Nov. 30, 1922, after holding
Tewfik Ncssim Pasha, his
tection of the rights of foreigners, etc.
office since March 1;
The agreement, however, was unfavorably re- successor, was compelled to resign on Feb. 5,
ceived in Egypt and a new ministry, headed by 1023, because of his willingness to relinquish
Adli Pasha, selected a delegation to negotiate the Egyptian claim to the Sudan. After a month
a new understanding. Zaghlul insisted that cer- of political bargaining, a new ministry was formed
tain preliminary conditions should be accepted by Yehia Irahim Pasha on March 15. The turbuas a basis for these negotiations, and when they lence in politics indicated with what dissatiswere refused he and his Nationalists opposed the faction Egyptians st.ill looked on the settlement.
Government and demanded the calling of a Leg- Feminism and a rampant nationalism which
Further riots in May, 1921, would accept nothing but complete independence
islative Assembly.
caused the British to suppress Nationalist news- were the order of the day, and rioting and
papers and arrest agitators. The Egyptian dele- outrages were only too frequent. The Egyptian
at
gation met with no success in ^London and the government patterned an ineffectual attempt
retaliation after the methods of the British adwinter of 1921 saw a renewal of the disorders.
The arrest and removal of Zaghlul Pasha and ministration and instituted a rigorous censorship
36 followers, first to Suez and then to the on May 31. The return of Zaghlul and the reSeychelles Islands, whence Zaghlul was later newed activities of his executive committee made
transferred to Gibraltar before his release on the campaign preceding the preliminary elecMar. 30, 1923, was followed by street fighting tions of September 27 bitter. Zaghlul's proand another political strike on the part of gov- gramme called only for Egyptian independence,
ernment officials, together with the adoption on and the wholehearted support which his party
Jan. 23, 1922, of a policy of passive resistance. received showed how thoroughly the country,
The seeming impasse and the visit of Lord especially the rural districts, subscribed to the
conAllenby to England to counsel the termination sentiment. As a result of the balloting
of the protectorate forced the hand of the British ducted in September, November, and January,
returned with
government, with the result that in February, 1924, the Nationalist Party was
1922, Lloyd George made a unilateral declara- an extraordinary majority, 176 seats out of a
tion incorporating the termination of the pro- total of 214. On January 17 Yehia Pasha rethe outcast
tectorate, the abolition of martial law, security signed; and on January 28, Zaghlul,
for the communications of the British Empire and political exile, saw his work crowned with
in Egypt, defense of Egypt against foreign ag- success by the offer of the Premiership. He at
of February,
gression, protection of foreign interests and of once accepted, and in the first days
minorities in Egypt, and guarantees of British he was installed in office amid great rejoicings.
On Feb. 28, 1922, the One of his first acts was to interrupt Howard
interest in the Sudan.
was officially terminated; on March Carter's excavations at the tomb of Tutank6 the Sultan Ahmed Fuad was officially pro- hamen (q.v.) and to put the work under the con?rotectorate
claimed King as Fuad I. On March I 4, the Eng- trol of the Egyptian Department of Antiquities.
lish House of Commons approved the Govern- In December, 1924, Howard Carter signed a
ment's Egyptian policy by a vote of 202 to 70. contract to resume his work in 1925* See ABOHUnder Ruslidi Pasha, a commission set to work .fflOLOGY.
Consistent with his past record, Zaghlul proto formulate a constitution.
The new constitution promulgated in May, ceeded at once to attempt realization of his
1923, after many stormy preliminary settings of programme, which was nothing less than the
the commission, contained the following provi- complete independence of Egypt, in domestic
sions: JBgypt is declared a sovereign, free, inde- and .foreign affairs alike, and recognition ..o
pendent state with a hereditary, monarchical, the Sudan as an integral part of the country..'
and constitutional government; Islam is estab- But Ramsay ,MacDonald> the new Labor Prime
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Minister of Great Britain, disappointed him by
adhering to the policy of his predecessors. The
primary object of that policy was the protection
of the Suez Canal and the route to the East;
but the dispute came to centre around control
of the Sudan. The Egyptian Nationalists insisted that the Sudan was historically a part
of their country, and that control of the waters
of the Upper Nile meant control of the whole
life of Egypt.
This latter undeniable fact lay
also at the bottom of the British determination
to retain authority in the Sudan.
The Egypian Parliament met on Mar. 15, 1924,
and was almost unanimous in support of the
Premier. In October, Zaghlul Pasha visited England to confer with Mr. MacDonald, but the
two viewpoints Droved irreconcilable and he returned with nothing accomplished. Shortly after
his return, a band of conspirators, on November 19, assassinated Sir Lee Stack, Governor
General of the Sudan and Sirdar of the Egyptian army, in Cairo. The reaction of the British
government was swift and stern. Although the
Egyptian authorities promptly disclaimed any
connection with the outrage, Lord Allenby on
November 22 presented to them an ultimatum
from London demanding that the Egyptian government should (1) present an ample apology
for the crime; (2) seek out and severely punish
the criminals; (3) energetically put down all

EIGHT-HOUR

LAW

with internal problems &uch as government economy, regulation of Mle waters, and restriction
on cotton growing. An agreement was readied
as to the amount of water that might safely be
diverted for Sudan irrigation. On December 8,
a law was passed limiting cotton acreage for
three years to about one-third the 1020 area.
Among the non-political events in 192G were

the Caliphate Congress held in Cairo in May
without decisive results, and the rejected offer
by John IX Rockefeller, Jr., of $10,000,000 for a
museum to house Egyptian antiquities. In April,
1927, the extremists of the Wafd, or Zaghlul
Nationalists, forced the resignation of
Premier Adli and only Zaghlul's intervention prevented the overthrow also of his successor, Sarwat Pasha. When a Parliamentai-y committee
recommended measures lessening British control
the British government objected in a note, reinforced by battleships, and the Egyptians
yielded.

King Fuad and Premier Sarwafc visited LonOn August 23, Nationalist aspirations received a severe blow in the death of

don in July.

Zaghlul, soul of the independence movement, at
the age of 70. But his passing did not mean a
cessation of the activities of his party. Mustapha Nahas Pasha took over the leadership, and

on Mar. 16, 1928, became Prime Minister when
Sarwat Pasha resigned, because of opposition
to a proposed treaty with Great Britain provid-

popular political demonstrations; (4) pay the
British government immediately 500,000; (5) ing, among; other things, for stationing a, British
withdraw at once all Egyptian officers and purely Army in Egypt for ten years, support of Great
Egyptian units of troops from the Sudan; (6) Britain by Egypt in case of war, British control
give notice that the area to be irrigated at Gezira of Egypt's foreign relations, etc. When this
was to be increased by the Sudan government treaty "was definitely rejected, the British govfrom 300,000 feddans to an unlimited amount; ernment demanded that certain pending bills
(7) withdraw opposition to any measures the relating to public assemblies, election of village
and the right to bear arms should
British
might want to take for the protection headmen,
not be passed, and when the Egyptians protested
of foreign interests in Egypt.
The Egyptian cabinet consented to the first against this interference in their internal affour but refused assent to the Sudanese demands fairs, the British made the point that sovereignty
and temporized on the seventh. The British in internal affairs could be exercised only when
thereupon ordered the Sudan government to put it did not conflict with British interests. Warthe military and irrigation provisions into ef- ships were sent and armed intervention was
averted only by postponing action on the bills.
fect, and occupied the customs house at AlexIn June, 1928, Mustapha Nahas Pasha was
andria. Zaghlul immediately resigned and a
new Cabinet of moderates, headed by Ziwar dismissed by the King for personal irregulariPasha, was sworn in and acceded to all the Brit- ties and Mahmud Pasha succeeded him on June
ish demands. The Egyptian government ap- 27. On July 19 the King and the new Prime
took the drastic action of dissolving
pealed, without avail, to the League of Nations. Minister
On December 10, the British Foreign Office Parliament and suspending the constitution for
warned the Powers that the matter was purely three years. There was much protest by the
a domestic one. The Egyptian Parliament was Wafd, but the public seemed not dissatisfied.
dissolved December 22 and elections ordered for On Jan. 24, 1929, it was announced that Egypt
had ratified the Kellogg anti-war treaty, and
early in 1925. They were held in March and
resulted in a decisive indorsement of the Zagh- on February 16 that she would put into effect
lul party. When the new Parliament organized a new customs tariff at the end of one year.
On March 21, a royal decree provided for the
Tby electing Zaghlul president of the Chamber,'
it was promptly dissolved and the Cabinet ruled punishment of anyone inciting hostility tootle
for the rest of the year alone. The resignation existing regime or participating in prohibited
of Lord Allenby and the succession of Sir George demonstrations. In July, announcement was
of the retireLloyd were declared to be without political sig- made in the British Parliament
A threatening dispute with Italy ment of Lord Lloyd as High Commissioner for
nificance.
arose when the Egyptian government objected to Egypt. In the middle of the year press reports
the cession of the oasis of Jarabub, in fulfill- described an agreement between Great Britain
ment of a British promise of 1919, but the Ital- and Egypt relating to control of the Nile waters.
It provided for the heightening of the Aasuan
ian claims' were eventually conceded.
In the elections of May, 1926, the Zaghlulists Dam and tire building of a new dam at Jebel
were again overwhelmingly victorious. But Aulia, surveys for a dam where the Nile emerges
from Albert Nyanza, and a canal through the
Zaghlul was barred from the leadership by the
Sudd.
British, and Adli Pasha formed a government, region of the
EIGHT-HOTO DAT? . See HOURS OF LABOR.
Zaghlul being again elected president of the
EIGHT-HOTTB LAW. See LABOR ABBITRAChamber. For a while, comparative political
quiet prevailed, the Government occupying itself TIOW.
1

EINHORN

An Ameri(1862).
can physician and pioneer in gastroenterology,
born in Grodno, Russia. After graduation from
the gymnasium at Riga, he received the degree
of M.D. from the University of Berlin in 1884,
migrating shortly afterward to the United
States.
He was made professor of medicine in
the New York Postgraduate School and Hospital
in 1888. As a gas tr center olog 1st, he has devised
many new forms of apparatus for diagnostic
or therapeutic work, which are known by his
name. In addition to contributions to periodical literature, he has written several standard
textbooks: Diseases of the Stomach (1896);
Diseases of the Intestines (1900); Practical
Problems of Diet and Nutrition (1905) ; Lectures
on Dietetics (1914); The Duodenal Tube (1920,
2d ed., 1926; German transl. 1924).
A great
).
EINSTEIN, ALBERT (1879German-Swiss physicist and author of the special

and general theories

of
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MAX

Relativity

theory of radiation, upon which he had published
papers dating back to 1907. The phenomena
covered by this theory concern the behavior of
sub-atomic masses and at that time were considered outside the range of the relativity principle which provides continuous and invariant
equations for systems of large masses. Quanta
formed therefore the next objective of the Relativity theory, but it seemed to

stein

scientists

was a

fairly typical

European

intellectual.

In politics, he was a liberal with socialistic
sympathies. During the period of political effervescence in Germany, he suffered from persecution at the hands of reactionary and antiSemitic partisans, and threats against his life'
were reported. While he was in the United
States, he took a public interest in the activities
of Jewish Zionists.

(see

RELATIVITY), born at Ulm, Wurttembergl Einstein spent his youth in Munich, where his
father controlled electro-technical works. He
studied at the University of Zurich and supported himself by teaching at the Technische
Hochschule. Einstein's next few years were
years of painful struggle and gradual advancement. Tutor at Schaffhausen from 1900-01, he
returned to Zurich for a year, and then became
examiner of patents at the federal patent office
in Berne. It was while earning his living as
a government employee that Einstein published
a paper on the ''Electrodynamics of moving
bodies" describing his special theory of relativity
as a solution for the paradoxes of the Michelson-Morley experiment (1905). This theory embraced at the time only the interrelationships of
space and time measurements, and it was while
working out the problems and implications set
by this theory that Einstein was led in 1916 to
generalize his conception so as to include gravitational phenomena, and subsequently electromagnetism as well. In the meantime, having
become a Swiss citizen, Einstein was called in
1909 to teach at the University of Zurich, and in
1911, to the University of Prague. The next
year, however, he returned to the Technische
Hochschule in Zurich with the title of full professor.
By this time, Einstein's reputation had
spread throughout the scientific world, and in
1913 he was invited to lecture before the Prussian Academy of Science. The next year, he received a research professorship without restrictions from the Kaiser Wilhelm Institut fur Physik and the University of Berlin.
The outbreak of the World War found Einstein
formulating specifically the general theory of
relativity and indicating certain empirical -tests.
revision of the complicated mathematical calculations enabled the theory in 1919 to account
for the displacement of the perihelion of Mercury within 1 second of actual observations,
where the theory of Newton had left a discrepancy of 42 seconds. The eclipse of the sun
in May, 1919, as observed in Brazil, also confirmed the deflection of the sun's rays in the
neighborhood of the solar mass as predicted by
the theory. Einstein now leaped into world
fame overnight, and was saluted as the greatest physicist since Newton. He visited England, the United States, Italy, and France, and
in each country received great ovations and
honors. On his return to Germany, Einstein
busied himself with the problems of the quantum

many

doubtful whether the Einsteinian principle could
be extended to such phenomena without considerable modification. In 1929 Einstein published
his remarkable work, Zur Einheitlichen Feld*
theorie, giving unified field laws for gravitation
and electromagneticism. This completed the
unification of all fields involved in natural
phenomena. In his extra-scientific life, Ein-

Einstein's other published works include, in
addition to numerous papers contributed to
learned periodicals, the following books: The
Special and General Theory of Relativity (Eng.
trans., 1920); Sidelights on Relativity (Eng.
trans., 1922) ; The Meaning of Relativity (containing the Princeton lectures delivered 1921 ) ;
The Principle of Relativity (a collection of essays
by Einstein and others, 1923); Untersuchungen
iiber die Theorie der "Brownsctien Bewegung"
(1922). See PHYSICS ; RELATIVITY.
An Amer).
EINSTEIN-, LEWIS (1877ican diplomat and author, born in New York,
and educated at Columbia University. His first
diplomatic post was as third secretary at the
American Embassy in Paris (1903-05), and
since that time he has been at the embassies of:
London (1905-06); Constantinople (1906 and
1908); Peking, China
(1909); Costa Rica
(19 11-13), as envoy extraordinary and minister
plenipotentiary; Constantinople (1915), as special agent of the State Department; Bulgaria
(1915-16), as American diplomatic representative in charge of British interests; and Czechoslovakia (1921), as envoy extraordinary
and minister plenipotentiary. His works include: Luigi Puloi and the Morgante Maggiore
(1902) ; The Relation of Literature to History
(1903) ; American Foreign Policy by a Diplomatist (1909); Inside Constantinople (1917);
.Prophecy of the War; Tudor Ideals (1921,);

A

"Lewis Cass and American Diplomacy Under
President Buchanan"' (in Lives of Secretaries of
State, 1927).
EINTHOVEN, WILLEM (1860-1927).
Dutch physiologist, born in Java and educated
at the University of Utrecht, where he was assistant to the well-known physicists, Bonders
and Snellen. He was professor of physiology
in the University of'Leyden (1886-1927). His
most notable achievement was the invention of
the string galvanometer by means of which it
became possible to register the numerous variations of the heart beat. For this, he received
the Nobel Prize for Medicine in 1924. In the
same year, he visited and lectured in the United

A

.

States.

FREDERICK GAEL (1872).
American seminary president and Methodist
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Episcopal clergyman, born at Mundelsheim, Ger-

many, and educated at the gymnasium in Landsberg, Germany, at Xew York University, Drew
Theological Seminary, the University of Pennsylvania, Columbia University, and the University
In 1902 he was appointed professor
of Berlin.
of Semitic languages at the Garrett Biblical
Institute, Evanston, III., served as dean, 191924, and as president after 1924. He was professor of Biblical literature in Northwestern
University, 1918-24. He is the author of:
Sidon A study in Oriental History (1907); A.
Commentary on the Minor Prophets (1907) ;
Prophecy and the Prophets (1909) ; The Worker
and Tiis Bible (1909); The Christian View of
the Old Testament (1912) ; Books of the Pentateuch (1916); The Psalms and Other Sacred
Writings (1918); The Prophetic Books of the
Old Testament (1923).

pounds of brass with 300 kilowatts. Temperaup to 1800 F. may be obtained.
Are furnaces, particularly for steel, have developed rapidly in design and application. Alternating currents are more convenient because
a transformer may be used for the supply instead of a motor-generator set. Single-phase
ture

furnaces are available, but, particularly in large
sizes, the three-phase ones are preferable from
notable
the viewpoint of the balanced supply.
example of an arc furnace is that of the United
States Naval Ordnance plant which holds 40
tons of steel and takes 3300 kilowatts, normally
in the form of three-phase currents at 110 volts,
with a maximum current of 21,200 amperes per
phase. In the industries, three-phase furnaces
of a rating as high as 20,000 kilovolt-ampcres

A

have been

installed.

The induction furnace as used primarily for
EISELSBERG, ANTON, BABOX VON (1860- copper, brass, etc., is constructed like a transAn Austrian surgeon, born at Steinhaus. former, using the metal to be melted as a short)
He received his medical degree from the Univer- circuited secondary and works at normal power
Sizes range up to 300 kilowatts.
sity of Vienna and was professor of surgery in frequencies.
the Universities of Utrecht (1893-96). KSnigs- The repulsion-induction furnace is a special form
in which the secondary is so placed that the
).
berg (1896-1901), and Vienna (1901His only considerable work "was KranJcheiten der leakage flux keeps the molten metal flowing by
Schilddrilse
(1901). In 1918 appeared his the eddy currents induced in it. The "core.

"Festschrift" which comprised vol. ex of the
Archives fur klinische Chirurgie, of which he is
co-editor, and was made Tip wholly of papers by

numerous prominent surgeons who were formerly
his pupils.

i&SNEft,

man

I'zngr,

KURT

(1867-1919).

A

Ger-

publicist, born in Berlin. He
became a journalist, and was many times imprisoned on account of the extreme radical character of his writings. From 1898 to 1905, he
was a member of the editorial staff of Vorwaerts
in Berlin; he was subsequently on Socialist
papers in Niirnberg and Munich. During the

Socialist

and

World War, he turned against his party because
supported the War, and in 1918 was charged
with treason at Munich for inciting munitions
workers to strike, but he was released. On
November 7 of the same year, he held a mass
meeting in Munich which led to the overthrow
of the Bavarian monarchy and the creation of
it

a revolutionary government with Eisner as presiHis policy was extreme. He supported
dent.
the Workmen's and Soldiers' Councils, and was
opposed to the centralizing policy of the Berlin
government, fle finally agreed, however, to the
reestablishment of the federal system and the
election of a National Constituent Assembly.
But in the meantime, a Bavarian Assembly had
been elected. This fortified the fears of the reactionaries 'and as he was going to open the
Assembly on Feb. 21, 1919, he was assassinated
by Count Amo, and Munich was plunged for
a time into a state of Bolshevism. See BAVARIA.

AND
AUTOMOBILES
ELECTRIC
TRUCKS. See MOTOR VEHICLES.
ELECTRIC BOILERS. See BORERS.
ELECTRIC DRIVE. See SHIPBUILDING.
ELECTRIC FURNACES. A new type of

furnace has come into general application so
that now we have four types recpgnized: resistance, arc, induction, and coreloss or liigh
frequency.
The resistance ty^ furnace employs a conductor of high resistance 'metal, such as nichrome
or calorite as used in Jiousehojd heating appliances, maintained at a liigh temperature by
current, either direct ot (more .generally) alterusual size Js designed for 1500
nating.
,

,

,

A

1

'

or high-frequency-induction furnace is for
ferrous materials. The materials to be melted

loss,"

occupy the place usually assigned to the magnetic iron core in a transformer and are heated
due to excessive .eddy currents and core loss set
up in them by the high frequency, usually from

500 to 2000 cycles per second, but sometimes as
high as 12,000. The lower frequencies are supplied by motor-generator sets and the higher
frequencies by oscillating tube sets. Consult
R. Stansel, 'Industrial Electric Heating" in
General Electric Review.
ELECTRIC GENERATORS. See ELECTRIC
POWER STATIONS AND GENEKATHTG APPARATUS;
STEAM: ENGINES AND TUEBINES.
ELECTRICITY, THEORIES OF. See CHEMISTRY; PHYSIOS.
ELECTRIC) LIGHT
POWER. See

K

AND

MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING".

The more striking

achievements in the field of electric lighting since
1914 have been: the great improvement in the
efficiency of the incandescent lamp and the increase in the intensity of illumination, used in
general practice. In this period, the old favorites, the carbon lamp and the metallized-filament
lamp, have practically disappeared from the
market, and the tungsten-filament lamp reigns
supreme among incandescent lamps and also
has superseded the arc lamp in new installations
except for display effects. In 1919 the manufacture of the metallized-filament lamp was abandoned, and in 1927 only 4 per cent of the lamps
made were of the carbon-filament type, the remainder were tungsten lamps. During 1928 a
total of 312,QOO,000 large tungsten-filament
lamps were sold in, the United States, an increase o'f 2.3 per cent over the previous year,
and 9,900,000 large carbon lamps, a decrease of
21.4 per, cent from 1927. Of the carbon lamps,
77 per cent were imported and were distributed
largely through chain stores.
These lamps, known to the trade as Mazda,
now are made in twp styles. In one, the Mazda
B lamp gives 8 io 12 lumens per wa,tt, in the C
type, Jhe bulb' is filled 'with an irtert.gas such
as nitrogen, or, more recently, argon. The $
lamp is about three 'times as efficient as the
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old carbon lamp, and the C lamp about four
times as efficient. The C lamp was at first made
only in the largest sizes; later it was made in
all but the smallest standard sizes.
In keeping with the policy of reducing costs
by standardization, these lamps now are made
in only a few sizes, i.e., 15, 25, 40, 50, 60, and
100 watts of which the 50 watt and larger are
of the gas-filled type. The number of standard
voltages has been reduced so that 94 per cent
of the lamps sold are for one of the three voltages, 110, 115, and 120, and 59 per cent are
for 115 volts. The spherical-shaped, tipless lamp
with inside frosting has also been standardized
because this inside frosting reduces its efficiency
so little that it may be used with success where
either clear or frosted bulbs are called for. The
outside frosted lamp was less translucent itself
and accumulated dirt which rendered it still
less

efficient

or

required

frequent

washing.

Along with these improvements, the selling price
of the lamps has been reduced to 50 per cent
of the price prevailing in 1914.
On account of the changes in the shape of
the filament and in the distribution of the direction of the light from these newer lamps, it is
no longer possible to compare lamps by candle
power, which is an intensity in a definite direction.
Therefore, the illuminating engineer has
adopted a definite quantity of light as the standard of comparison and has called it the lumen.
lumen is most easily understood as the amount
of light that would fall on a sheet of paper
one foot square placed so that all parts of it
were just one foot distant from a candle of one
candle power. The paper would then be illuminated with an intensity called one foot-candle.
Thus, lamps are now sold on the basis of the
light they give in all directions instead of in
only one direction, as formerly.
point source
of light of one candle power gives 12.56 lumens.
The average Mazda B lamp gives 8 to 12 lumens
per watt, and the Mazda C from 12 to 18 lumens
per watt. The old carbon lamp gave about 3.4
lumens per watt. Statistics show the growth
of the use of large incandescent lamps and the
improvement in their efficiency:

A

A

1913

1927

Total lamps sold in year

Aggregate wattage
Aggregate lumens
Average lumen per watt

105,000,000
315,000,000
4,700,000,000 18,600,000,000
29,500,000,000 233,000,000,000
6.3

13.5

The effect of this improvement on the pocketbook of the consumer is demonstrated by the
total

expenditure for electric lighting in the
United States in 1927; this was $1,000,000,000
with the new high-efficiency lamp. If lamps
of the low-efficiency type common 15 years ago
had been used the bill would have been three
times as much. The improvement of the incandescent lamp in the last 15 years means a saving of $2,000,0000,000 per year to the users.
New York City alone pays a bill of $4,000,000
annually for current for lighting its 2800 miles
of streets.

measurements of the prevailing inartificial illumination and of the
most desirable intensities have shown that a
very great increase is desirable, profitable, and,
in some cases, necessary to the preservation of
the eyesight of the nation. Thus, in schoolrooms,
an Illumination of three foot-candles used to be
considered good, but now eight foot-candles is
recommended. Investigations in the industries
Scientific
tensities of

ELECTRIC LIGHTING

have shown that by multiplying prevailing intensities three times, the production of a factory
may be increased 20 per cent. There is also a
very close relation between industrial accidents
and quality of illumination, and it is accepted
that an increase in intensity in dangerous locations very definitely decreases the chances of
accidents to industrial workers.

The Illuminating Engineering Society developed a Code of Standard Practice in Illumination which has had a beneficial effect in improving methods, and several States have adopted
codes for the regulation of the illumination of
factories, streets, schools, etc.
great deal of
scientific work was done on the design of fixtures

A

for incandescent lamps, and the name "lumenaire" was officially given to such devices. The
main requirements are to direct the light uniformly in a desired way (downward) and to
eliminate glare. Enclosed lumenaires are now
the usual practice, and some sort of reflecting
surface above or inside the lumenaire is used
to throw the light downward where it is usually
desired and most needed. In the scientific study
of illumination, new measuring devices have been
developed and various forms of illuminometers
are in use. The foot-candle meter is a simple
commercial device by which any person may determine the intensity of illumination at any given
point, in foot-candles, as easily as he may tell
time by looking at a clock.
While the tungsten-filament lamp is much
richer in blue and green than the older types
of lamps, it still falls far short of daylight in
its color content.
The gas-filled, or C, type is
better than the vacuum lamp on account of the

higher temperature of its filament. To overcome
the defect in color, a special lamp is manufactured in which the bulb is tinted a bluish-green,
which absorbs the excess of red and yellow of
the filament and thus gives a reduced amount
of light with a better distribution of colors.
This is known as the daylight lamp. By means
of outside screens, a real reproduction of daylight may be obtained with this lamp. This is
found useful in matching colored cloths, and
physicians employ it in examinations of inflamed
internal membranes, as in the nose and- throat.
To facilitate the making of moving pictures
at night with better color effect than that given
by the mercury lamp, a very large size of tungsten incandescent lamp has been developed which
takes 30,000 watts, 1000 times as much as
the usual lamp in the home; it gives a proportionate quantity of light. The high intensity
gas-filled lamp has been adapted, by giving the
filament a special shape which approximates a,
point source, to use in stereopticons and movingpicture machines for projection purposes. It
is rapidly superseding the arc lamp on account
of the reduced fire hazard.
The improvement in street lighting has been
marked, both in intensity and in artistic effect.
Artistic poles and lumenaires are now the rule
instead of the exception and the various cities
are competing for the reputation of having the
In 1928 Chicago
finest lighted main street.
stood first with 2000 lumens per linear foot of
street, while the average of good practice is
from 500 to 800 lumens per foot.
Electric signs add much to the street illumination and the show effect. New York City is
said to have electric advertising signs aggregating 25 million candle power. The lighting of
airports and airways has received much atten-

ELECTRIC MOTORS

The boundaries of airports are now deby special low-intensity lumenaires, the
tield is illuminated "by flood lights, and the routes
are marked by high-intensity beacon lights every
tion.

fined

10 miles.

A special study of home lighting has been
made, many standard lay-outs have been produced, so that good illumination may be had in
a large number of artistic se'ttings. *Many public utility companies maintain show-rooms for
the education of the householder so that good
illumination may be had in the home without
sacrificing artistic or aesthetic tastes. Many of
these have a distinctly modernistic trend in their
artistic effect.

The neon gas-tube lamp without filament has
been quite widely applied for sign and display
lighting. These operate with alternating current
at a fairly high voltage and are very economical in power consumption. Tarious colors are
obtained by a choice of mixtures of gases. The
hot-cathode neon lamp is a still later development. It gives a very brilliant light and operates on a 115 volt circuit with either direct or
alternating current.

The

realization of the importance of the
ultra-violet light in sunlight to the health of
the human body has led to the introduction of
w
several sources of "artificial sun-light, that is,
a light rich in the ultra-violet rays. The mercury arc in quartz tube is the most noteworthy
of these. It gives a radiation having a wavelength from 220 to 320 millimicrons. Iron ares
also give these radiations and carbon arcs to
a lesser degree. Used without knowledge, such
devices often are dangerous.

The photoelectric cell has been very greatly
improved in sensitiveness and size and is now a
practical commercial device used in broadcasting
television, in sound reproduction, talking movies,
and in photometry. The later tendency is to
use caesium rather than potassium as the lightsensitive metal. This is now applied to analyze
the color of a source of light in an electrical
device which serves as an automatic recording
spectro-photometer.
Bibliography. Recent available works in this
field are Barrows, Light, Photometry and Tllumwatwg Engineering (New York, 1925) ; Croft,
Practical Electric Illumination; Cady and Dates,
Illuminating Engineering (2d ed., New York,
1928) ; Transactions Illuminating Engineering
Society (New York, Current).

ELECTKIC MOTORS IN INDUSTRY.

The
United States gradually have
been replacing their steam and gas engines with
electric motors, even for driving the largest reversing rolling mills, which is the most difficult
service to be provided in such plants. These
steel mills of the

are generally driven by direct-connected, directcurrent motors receiving power from fly-wheel
motor-generator sets vhich vary the voltage
impressed upon the mill motor according to the
Ward-Leonard system. The largest direct-current, mill motor is of 7000 horse power at 40
to 80 revolutions per minute. Many installations of three-phase, alternating-current^ induction motors also have been made, even in still
larger sizes. In case variable speed is required,
the Seherbius system of speed control is used.
In this, a large, induction motor is used to
1

drive the load, and its ^condary electrip circuits are connected to 'a polyphase, alteraatingcurrent, commutator motor, which in turn drives
an induction generator connected to the same
,
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electric mains as the principal motor.
By electrical control of the commutator motor* it is

made

to take more power from the secondary of
the load motor, which therefore decreases in
This power is returned to tbe line by
speed.
the induction generator. By adjusting the power
taken by the commutator 'motor, the speud of
the main induction motor may be controlled
through a wide range without wasting the
energy as would be done with rheostats.
There has been developed a scheme of automatic control of the speeds of all of the motors
driving the various parts of a rolling mill so
that the whole operation is automatic and in the
hands of one man. Automatic control has been
applied also to many large installations of one
or more motors, as in paper mills, so that tbe
operator has merely to press one button to start
and another button to stop the whole machine.
Considerable attention has been given to the
"capacitator" type of single-phase induction
motor, which gives a good starting torque and
has a good power factor as a result of the use of
an electric condenser.

Mining. The mining industry has shown a
notable trend toward the substitution of electrical machinery for steam engines and the use
of purchased power instead of isolated plants.
An average of 40,000 horse power of new electrical motors has been installed annually, of
which about 80 per cent was for operation on
alternating currents. The mining industry is
the third largest customer of the central* stations.
Mine hoists are the largest factor in
size of motor and in power demand.
Mining
locomotives have increased in size to 35 tons
and are now made with electro-pneumatic control, air brakes, dynamic braking, and all equipment sealed in to* protect it from moisture and
to reduce the danger of mine explosions. The
Bingham Mine in Utah has changed to the use
The
of electric shovels and electric locomotives.
bituminous coal mines are now using mechanical
new double-filament inloading of the cars.
candescent lamp has been developed for the miner's cap, giving increased illumination and a
reserve for reliability. The U. S. Bureau of
Mines has issued a list of "Permissible Equipment" advising mine operators of equipment of
various manufacturers which has been tested by
the Bureau of Mines and been found satisfactory
and safe for operation in mines.
Mine Hoists. All new hoists are electrically
driven, and many old steam-driven hoists are
being changed over to electric. Installations
are of three kinds:
(a) Direct drive of the hoist by a large threephase induction motor taking power from the
supply lines. This is the simplest and cheapest
arrangement, but puts a variable load on the
An example is that of the
electrical system.

A

Tennessee Coal and Iron
Ala,,

in which

an

Company at Muscoda,

1800-h.p.,

2200-volt,

three-

superseded a steam engine in
hoisting a load of 27,000 pounds up a slope
of 5000 feet at a speed of 2700 feet per minFor lowering, the motor is reversed elecute.

phase

motor

trically.

tb)

A

direct-current motor

is

used to drive

supplied from an alternating-current, direct-current motor-generator set
operating on the Ward-Leonard system, by
which the control of the speed is most conven-

the hoist, and this

iently

is

and economically accomplished.

The

set

has a three-phase synchronous motor, which by
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its

good power factor assists in the voltage regulation of the distribution system. For example, the Vandalia Coal Company of Indiana has
a number of such sets in which an 800-h.p.,
500-volt, direct-current motor drives the hoist
through gearing, and this motor receives its
power from a motor-generator set having a
synchronous motor operating from the alternating-current supply lines and driving a suitable direct-current generator. By changing the
field current of this generator, the speed of the
hoist motor is regulated. The 3200-h.p. motor
operating on direct current at 79 revolutions
per minute for the International Nickel Company
is the largest of this type.
in
(c) The
Ilgner-Ward-Leonard
system,
which the motor-generator set contains an induction motor, a fly-wheel, and a direct-current
generator.
speed controller so regulates the
set as to cause it to take a fairly uniform
amount of power from the supply lines while
delivering a very variable power to the hoist
motor. An example is the Cleveland Cliffs
Mining Company of Michigan. The duty is to
raise 12,000 ponnds of iron ore per trip, up a
lift of 2700 feet at a speed of 1800 feet per min-

A

ute.

One

900-h.p.,

direct-current motor drives

the hoist and is supplied by a motor-generator
set having a 30-ton fly wheel. The hoist motor
takes, at most, 1700 h.p. from the set, a large
part of which is supplied by the flywheel, so that
the peak demand on the supply lines is only 960

horsepower.
The very general application of electric motors to hoists, cranes, loaders, etc., has resulted
in important changes in the design and a great
development in the machinery and ^ its application. These devices have been built in much
larger sizes than previously. One example of
the
magnitude which such apparatus has reached
is the Baltimore & Ohio coal loader at Curtis
Bay, Md., near Baltimore. This loader will unload 8000 tons of coal per hour from coal cars
and deliver it to the hold of a ship at a somewhat slower rate. The coal is conveyed along
the pier by eight parallel belts driven by electric motors, all controlled by one operator on
the bridge of the pier. The coal is transferred
automatically to transverse belts which drop
To fill the
it into the vessel alongside the pier.
spaces between the hatches in the hold of the
This trimmer throws
vessel, a trimmer is used.
the coal a distance of 50 feet, if necessary, and
each trimmer handles 100 tons per hour. By
this means, a vessel has, been loaded with 9500
tons in 9.5 hours ; this task would have required
200 men for 25 hours if hand trimming had
been used.
Electric Cranes. Electric cranes are being
built in very large sizes, as well as small, and
are equipped with alternating-current motors
or direct-current motors specially adapted for
the purpose. An electric crane of unusual magnitude has been built for service in a shipyard.
It has a maximum height of 230 feet, a length
of boom of 300 feet and a hoist of 170 feet. It
Several
is capable of lifting loads of 350 tons.
motors aggregating 300 horsepower are used
for the various movements, all controlled from
a central point. The electric car loader is a
a whole
type of crane which will pick up
its contents (as
freight car and either dump
coal or grain) into the hold of a .vessel or will
lower the car itself into the vessel. An example
of the former is that of the Baltimore ,& Ohio

It.
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R. at Baltimore, and of the

latter,

the equip-

ment at New Orleans and Havana for loading
complete refrigerator cars in and out of vessels.
This will lift a 103-ton car at 50 feet per minute and uses two 250-h.p. motors for lifting.
Electric Shovel. Electric shovels are replacing the familiar steam shovels and are
built in larger sizes than the steam shovels.
large-sized shovel is rated at 300 tons, has a
bucket capacity of 8 cubic yards, and can be
filled and emptied in 45 seconds.
One man controls all the operations by means of two controllers, one for each hand, and foot pedals.
It contains four direct-current motors for working, aggregating from 500 to COO h.p. These
direct-current motors are supplied by a motorgenerator set in the cab consisting of a threephase, alternating-current-synchronous motor for
4000 volts driving a 250-volt direct-current generator of suitable capacity. Electric shovels
have been built to handle 12 cubic yards and
there has been constructed a shovel for 15 cubic
yards. This weighs 1350 tons, has two 450-h.p.
motors for hoisting and a radius of action of
boom of 100 feet.
Electric Drills. The enormous activity in
the oil industry made it worth while to develop
a standard electric-driven drill in which it is
possible to use a three-phase alternating-current
motor of from 50 to 100 h.p. to drive the drill
by means of gearing and chain drive. The motor can take power from a cheaply installed
transmission line tapping a main transmission
system.

A

Brush-shifting Motor.

A

new

adjustable-

speed polyphase motor was brought out, known
as the brush-shifting motor, in which the speed
may be nicely controlled within a wide range
by shifting the brushes. Its most general application was for blowers in power plants.

Clock Motor.

An

interesting development
a small synchronous motor for* actuating clocks. It is connected with
the alternating current mams of a central station in a customer's house, and as the frequency
of the system is kept constant the clock runs at
constant speed and repeats the time of a master
clock in the power house. Averaged over 24
hours it will keep excellent time, but it may
run a second to the minute fast or slow for
short periods. In a form now used, the moving
part is a disc of aluminium, as in a watt-hour
meter, but this disc has small steel studs punched
into it. These give it the synchronous tendency.
Position Indicator. The position indicator

was the

clock motor,

a repeater which has had an important application on shipboard. It consists of one master
and several repeater synchronous motors whose
fields are supplied with single-phase alternating
current and whose three-phase stators are connected in multiple and located at distant points.
At whatever point in its angular position the
master is set, the several repeaters will show
accurately, and if the circuit is broken, and reestablished the repeaters will adjust themselves
It is used in the control of the locks
correctly.
of ,the Panama Canal to indicate to the chief
operator the position, of each lock and it is being
generally applied in. the industry in connection
is

,

with the

,remot.e control,
JtJ.

of,,

apparatus and ma-

POWER STATIONS AND

GENERATING APPARATUS.

The business

of the electric central stations has been increasing at such a rate that in the United States the

ELECTRIC MOTORS

IN

INDUSTRY

Photograph* courtesy General JSlectrw
1.

Twelve-Cubic Yard Electric Shovel,

2.

High Speed Car Dumper.
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circulating pumps below the turbine.
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output of energy lias almost doubled every five
In 1028 three-quarters of all the power
years.
used in the industries was electrical and two-

came from the censhown in the follow-

thirds of this electrical power
tral stations.
ing table:

The growth

is

1913
1928
Capacity in kilowatts
7,000,000
32,000,000
Output, millions of kw-hrs.
16,800
70,000
Gross earnings
$337,000,000 $1,909,000,000

The

capital invested in these central stations
estimated in excess of 23 billion dollars.
Information for the year 1927 on the purchasers of this energy is as follows:

is
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With the increasing cost of coal, it was found
more economical to generate the electric energy
in large central stations where the coal can be
used most efficiently and where cooperation makes
the load more steady, or, in technical phraseology, where the load factor is better. The
same cause has resulted in a very notable increase in the number and size of the hydoThese are generally operated
electric stations.
in a system containing steam stations, and the
load is allocated by a load dispatcher so that
the most economical stations (hydro) operate
all the time, and the less economical only carry
the peak loads, or when the water flow is in-

adequate.

Generators.

There has been a steady growth

number and size of steam turbo-generator
sets and the practical extinction of reciprocating
steam engines. In 1914 the limit was 40,000

in

The average rate to all consumers was 2.7
cents per kw-hr. Of this energy, 63 per cent
was produced from, fuels and 37 per cent from
water power. By increased efficiency, the consumption of fuel has been brought down from
3 and 4 pounds per kw-hr. to less than 1.8
pounds in 1927. This growth in the use of electric power has exerted an important economic
and social influence on this country by increasing the production of wealth and decreasing
the cost of manufacture as a result of the increased substitution of mechanical power for
manual labor. There is a direct relation between
the mechanical horse power at the command of
each wage earner and the amount and value of
the product of his work.
1900
1914
1925
1928

H.P. per Value of Product Wages
Wage earner
per year
per year
2.13
$2,450
$ 437
590
3.25
3,460
4.27
5.

6,900
....

1,280

Figuring one horse power as the physical labor
of 10 men, it can be seen that each wage earner
in the United States is a foreman directing
the work of 50 slaves. It is worthy of note that
in Great Britain the allowance for power per
man is about one-half that in tne United
States and the value of the product less than
half, and that all other countries are behind
Great Britain in this respect.

horsepower in one set. In. 1928 sets were installed having in one unit a rating of 94,000 kilovolt-amperes (125,000 h.p.) and under construction there were sets of 160,000 kva. (215,000 h.p.)
and 208,000 kva. (280,000 h.p.), the former for
New 'York and the latter for Chicago.
With the increase in size, there also has been
a steady increase in the pressure and temperature of the steam used in the turbines. From
215 pounds gauge and 150 F. superheat, practice advanced in one step to 600 pounds and
725
F. maximum temperature and there are
now machines in commercial operation at 1200
pounds pressure. This makes it possible to obtain one kilowatt-hour with 14,000 British thermal units of heat energy giving an efficiency of
24 per cent.
Many improvements were made in the design
of the electric generator itself, so that this great
increase in power capacity is obtained with only
a small increase in the dimensions and weights.
Recent generators weigh much less per kilowatt
than those of 1914. This was made possible by
pushing the peripheral speed up to about 25,000
feet per minute, by the use of mica insulation
on the armature and asbestos on the fields, and
by improving the ventilation. Efficiencies of 98
per cent and higher are common in these generators.
notable change in practice was the
rapidly increasing use of closed-circuit ventilation.
The air for cooling purposes, after passing
through the generator and carrying off the heat,
is sent through a radiator like that used on an
automobile, except that the water cools the air,

A

Double-deck Compound Turbogenerator of Pacific Gas & Electric Co., of San Francisco, built by General Electric
There
<*<* wted At 50,000 kilowatts and operating afc 1200 .pounds steam pressure.

Co.
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or the air is passed through a spray of -water
to which it gives up its heat, and then is returned in closed ducts to the generator to be
used over again. The advantage of this is that
no dust nor dirt is carried into the generator
to clog its air ducts.
"Tne "development of a successful voltage regulator had a marked effect on the design of
large alternating current generators; freed from
the requirement of good inherent regulation in
the machine, the designer has freer hand in his
work and can economize in material. There

was a steady trend toward 60 cycles as the
standard frequency. It is now possible to obtain synchronous motors and converters of large
sizes which will operate entirely satisfactorily
at this frequency, so that the principal reason
for choosing 25 cycles has disappeared.
As a result of the increase in the size of the
generating units and particularly the increase
in length, the type of set using a vertical shaft
went out of favor and the horizontal shaft came
into universal use. The improvements in the
efficiency of these generating sets was so rapid
that it was the rule to scrap a perfectly good
set after a few years' use and buy a new and
larger one, because the new one would require so
much less coal in a year that the saving in cost
of coal would more than pay the interest on the
new set. Some of these large sets use $1,000,000
in coal each year, so that a saving of 10 per cent
substantial. This is what is meant by obsolescence.
feature of the development of steam turbines was the two-cylindei machine in which
the turbine is divide'd into two parts, one for
high-pressure steam and the other for low-presis

A

sure

steam.

Each part has

its

own genera-

but independent physically. The same steam passes
first through the high-pressure turbine and then
through the low-pressure part to the condenser.
This design is particularly desirable with the
reaction type of turbine which has a tendency
to be long and clumsy in dimensions.
tor, connected in parallel electrically,

ELECTRIC POWER STATIONS

In the design of power stations, a change to
be noted was the smaller number and larger
capacity of the units as a result of the greater
reliability of the newer machines and also of
economic conditions. Central stations cultivated
off-peak load customers, such as those that use
power many hours per day, and therefore improve the load factor of their stations; that is,
they raised their average all-day load to approach more nearly their maximum peak load.
On account of the very good efficiency of large
sired units, as compared to smaller sizes, and a
new business policy on the part of the central
stations resulting in more reasonable rates, the
isolated plant is becoming more and more rare.
all recent new buildings and industries
their electrical energy from a publicservice company instead of installing an independent generating plant. The growth of hydrothe
electric stations was very great because
^of
;
high cost of coal. Many a stat on of this type
which some years earlier faced bankruptcy

Almost
obtain

profit when reorganized, and
stations were built, althoiigh recent
cost of construction has been almost double the
1914 figure. The size of generating units used
increased rapidly. In 1916 the largest waterwheel generators in service were of 18,000 kw.;
1921, 32,000 kw., 1922, 45,000 kw., and 1924,
65,000 kw. The operating speeds were increased
each year so that a (50,000-kw. machine of 1924

showed a good

many new

larger than an 18,000-kw. machine
eight years previous. In 1928 there were
none of greater capacity than 65,000 kw. (87,000 h.p.). The Conowingo Plant had seven
generators of 40,000 kw. each running at 82
r p.m. and, these, because of the low speed, were
larger in bulk than heretofore built.
Circuit Breakers. With the growth in the
size of power units and the increase of station
capacities, it was necessary to develop larger
and more powerful circuit breakers or switches
to open the circuits in cases of trouble or excessive -current. The type breaking the circuit
under oil is most used where high voltages and

was not much
of

Longitudinal section of modern steam turbine and

electric generator

ELECTRIC GENERATING MACHINERY

OourtMV

of

6n#rml

Electric Co.

1KMMM). KILOWATT

TURBO-OENERATOR FOR

NEW YORK

CITY

INTERIOR VIEW OF CONOW1NGO POWER HOUSE
This station contains seven 54,000- horsepower water- wheel- driven generators
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Underground Cable for 132,000 Volts.
Outdoor Switching Station for 110,000 Volts at Elmira, N. Y.
83,333 kllovolt-ampere Auto -transformer.
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large power units are involved. The most noteworthy is one capable of interrupting 2,500,000
kilovolt-amperes in a 220,000-voit system. It
weighs 85 tons. For leaser voltages the quickbreak air switch is very generally used both
for direct and alternating current, but particularly for the supply circuits in heavy direct
current railway operation.
Control and Protection of Circuits. Jn
1914 the practice of protecting generators by inserting reactors or inductance coils in series
with them to limit the current which would flow

on short-circuit was new and not general. Ten
years later every large station had several of
these devices designed to limit the current to
a certain definite maximum value. Some stations connected these in the generator leads as
well as in the feeders; the latter was the more
usual connection. The control and protection of
large distributing systems was furthered by the
development of relays accomplishing innumerable purposes indicated by their names, overload
relay, low-voltage relay, reverse-current relay,

time relay, etc. These were ingenious electromagnetic devices designed to open large circuit breakers when any one of these various

phenomena occurred.

One

of

the

notable developments in electrical engineering is the increase in number and kinds of relays and their
new type of switching equipapplications.
ment came into general use, the truck type
safety switch. This is an oil switch mounted on
a rolling truck and so arranged that when the
switch is open, the switch and its truck may be
rolled out into an open passageway, so that it
is left entirely disconnected from all potential
and is safe and convenient for inspection and
The phase balancer is a machine which
repair.

A

was developed and
systems. It is a

some large power
special form of synchronous
motor connected to the lines of a polyphase system; its function is to maintain a balanced load
on the different phases of the generators even
installed in

if the load on the system is very unevenly distributed between phases. This results in better
voltage regulation and better generator effi-

ciency.

As a matter of good economic policy, it was
found desirable to interconnect all neighboring
power systems, so that in case of an overload
or an accident in one system, energy might be
supplied by another. In the case of systems of
the same frequency, this is done by transformers,
but with two systems of different frequencies,
be
e.g., 60 and 25, a frequency converter must
used. This may consist of two machines of like
power on the same shaft, one having 10 poles
for 25 cycles and the other 24 poles for 60 cyA
cles, but this is an expensive arrangement.
new set was developed in 1923 consisting of a
37,000-kva. induction motor with 14 poles for
the 60-cycle system and a 25,000-kva., 25-cycle
synchronous motor with 10 poles. The induction motor takes power at 60 cycles and tends
to run at 514 revolutions per minute but is
held to 300 revolutions by the other machine.
Thus the secondary of the induction motor generates power at 25 cycles, slip frequency, which
may be turned into the 25-cycle system along
with the power developed by the synchronous
machine. In case the demand is in the opposite
direction, the frequency of that system becomes
slightly less than 60 cycles, and the induction
motor becomes an induction generator and delivers

power

,at

the frequency of the system,

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION

while the 25-cycle machine operates as a normal

synchronous motor.

Bibliography. Among the more notable
works on electric power stations and generating
apparatus published after 1914 were Croft,
Central fttatiotis (New York, 1017)
Fernald
and Orrok, Engineering of Power Plants (New
York, 1927); GeWiardt, Steam Power Plant
Engineering (New York, 102o
Langsdorf,
(New
Principles of Direct-Current Machines
York, 1919); Lawrence, Principles of Alternating-Current Machinery
(New York, 1910)
Morecroft, Continuous-Current Circuits and Machines (New York, 1923) ; Morecroft, Alternating-Current Circuits and Machines (New York,
Rushmore and Lof, Hydro-Electric
11)23)
Power Stations (New York, 1923); Weingreen
:

)

:

;

;

Electric

Power Plant Engineering (New York,

1922) Morrow, Electric Power Stations (New
York, 1927).
Consult also the following journals for special articles in this field: Transactions of the
American Institute of Electrical Enffineers
(New York) ; Electrical Journal (Pittsburgh,
Pa.); Electrical World (New York); General
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AND DISTRIBUTION.

TRANSMISSION

In

the

war period

and the years following, one of the most striking
subjects of discussion in transmission engineering was the movement for the construction of a

super-power transmission system, a forwardlooking scheme for the combination of ail producers and users of mechanical power in a
given geographical district of the United States
into one large electrical network. The advantages sought are reliability, secured by the
ability of the various power houses to help each
other out in case of accident to one; greater
economy, through the use of most efficient stations all the time and the less efficient only when
actually needed; better load factor, from less
variable demand made by a greater number and
variety of users in the system; shutting down
of wasteful stations; reduction in the cost of
fuel by concentrating the load at those places
where fuel can be obtained most conveniently,
and utilization of water, power wherever pracThe plan contemplated several districts
tical.
at first and

a

final interconnection of these dis-

they spread toward each other. California was the heart of the first district where
Here the plan
it went into actual operation.
was well under way in 1924, for on account of
the scarcity of coal, the generation of power
was in the hands of a few corporations which
could cooperate readily.
Another interesting district was that of the
North Atlantic States. Here it was proposed to
install a 250,000-volt transmission line from
Boston to Washington through New York,
and Baltimore, with possible
Philadelphia,
branches to the coal fields of Pennsylvania. It
was proposed that all the large generating
plants in this district should connect up to tl^e
system and supply power, and that all the small
plants of individual factories be shut down,
since they could save money by buying from
the large system. In his report to the Secretary
of the Interior, W. S. Murray estimated that
10,000,000 h.p. was .used in the .industries in

tricts as

this district,

and 7,000,000

h.p., ,by railroads,;

that the load factor of this powpr was about
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15 per cent and that by combination this load
factor could he raised to 50 or 60 per cent. This
meant the 17,000,000 h.p. in use could be replaced
by 6,000,000 h.p. properly located and controlled,
and that 30,000,000 tons of coal could be saved
each year and the railroads relieved of the congestion caused by the useless and uneconomic
transportation of this coal. The same authority
estimated that it would cost about $1,250,000,000
capital to accomplish the change and that the
resultant saving would be $300,000,000 per year,
or 24 per cent on the investment. This was for
only one geographic district. The difficulty was
to get so many different interests together and
assure to each its share of the saving or gain.

ELECTRIC POWEB TRANSMISSION"

with the insulators. This ring was connected to the conductor and reduced the potential
strain on the insulators by giving the electrotric

static field a more uniform distribution.
Authorities disagreed as to whether an overhead
ground wire or lightning arresters were of any
benefit on lines of this high potential. In the

Southern California

line,

the conductors were

0.95 inch in diameter, were stranded aluminium
cable with a steel core, and were spaced 210
inches apart. Experimental research indicated
that with conductors of about one inch in diameter the loss from corona would not be important. The duplicate lines of 6 conductors were
carried on two lines of steel towers so that the

minimum

clearance above ground was 30 feet.
The insulators were of the disc-suspension type,
13 in each string, and shielded with rings.
The outdoor type of switching station became
usual rather than exceptional. With the increase in the potential used the space required
for the switches, circuit breakers, and lightning
arresters became so great that it was expensive
to put them in a building, and they could all
be made water-proof. Oil-cooled transformers
and water-cooled, oil-insulated transformers continued to lead the air-cooled in number of applications and were improved by the addition
of a device known as the oil conservator, a
reservoir attached to the oil tank and above it
so that the transformer tank proper was always full and completely sealed from the atmosphere. This reduced oxidation of the oil,
moisture in the oil, and the danger of explosive
gases. The increase in length of transmission
lines raised a serious problem in the regulation
of the voltage and the power factor of the sys-

tem. This was met by the use of synchronous
condensers with relays controlling the field excitation to hold the voltage and power factor at
predetermined values. In a 220,000-volt line, it
was proposed to place such a device in circuit
every 100 miles. Single units of this character
of 30,000 kva. were placed in service. The use
of the static condenser for alternating-current
distribution circuits grew considerably. These
were oil-insulated static condensers connected
to the end of a distribution system to improve
>*
20'...
the power factor and voltage regulation of the
of
with
line
tower
strings
Elevation of a high-tension
system. They operated at about 2200 volts, and
insulators, ring shields, and conductors.
if the voltage of the system were much less than
Transmission Lines. The most important this, auto-transformers were used to step up
accomplishment in transmission engineering was the voltage.
The oxide-film lightning arrester was brought
the adoption of 220,000 volts as a working
into quite general use. It consists of a numpotential for transmission lines and the^ practical operation of two such lines.
Previously, ber of units in series, depending on the voltage
unit constructed of two con165,000 was the highest potential used in reg- of the system, each
ular practice. Two notable lines were installed ducting plates separated by a short space filled
a powder,
in California. Tire Southern California Edison with oxide of lead in the form of
this material is
Company had a line 240 miles long installed and paste, or pellets.butOrdinarily,
an excess potential breaks
planned in 1924 to extend it. Incidental to the non-conducting,
use of 220,000 volts as a working potential, the through and allows a discharge current. This
the material in the small area
manufacturing companies built transformers for current heats
test through which it flows, and this heat changes
1,000,000 volts for laboratory purposes to
that particular
out the apparatus to be used in the 220,000-volt the character of the material at
the
Transformers in sizes up to 16,000 kva., point into an insulator, thereby healing up
lines.
are used for voltages up
built for commercial purposes, were arranged punctured spot. These
to 135,000.
with 130,000 volt high-tension windings for a
The transmission of energy by underground
connection on 220,000 volts with the neutral
steel cables, as in large cities, was improved by the
grounded. The line itself used large
materials, resulting
towers, eight to the mile, carrying the three con- use of improved insulating
of cables at much
ductors in a horizontal plane, hanging ^ from in the successful operation
Each string of higher potentials.
strings of suspension insulators.
In 1914 the higheit voltage was 13,000, but
insulators was protected by a static shield conseveral installations at 132,000 volts, three1927
and
QQncen.of
9, metal ring surrounding
sisting

Y

'

H

'

m
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phase, were made using cables filled with oil as
an insulating material and the level of the oil
very nicely maintained by ingenious devices.
Testing sets for experimental work and testing
of insulation were developed so that a sustained
alternating voltage of 2,100,000 volts was available and impulsive discharges from condensers
known as lightning generators, as high as 3,600,000 volts were available. This method was also
used for making artificial lightning in a general
study of lightning protection, which has recently
become the main difficulty in high-voltage, longdistance transmission. The cathode ray oscillograph was developed to aid in this study and
this device makes it possible to record on a picture film the change in potential or current in
the circuit, which lasts only a few millionths of
a second. While 220,000 is the highest voltage
in commercial use in the United States, in Germany one line operating at 380,000 volts has been
put into operation.
The size of commercial transformers has been
gradually increasing and has reached that of
40,000 kva. in one transformer at 132,000 volts
and 28,866 kva. for use in 220,000-volt systems.
These transformers have an efficiency of 99.5 per
cent and greater. The use of voltage control of
systems by changing taps on transformers has

become very general. This is accomplished by
having a number of taps on the low-voltage
side of the transformer and an ingenious device
which changes the connection of the line from
one tap to another without short-circuiting any
part of the transformer winding, and by means
of relays this may be done automatically.
Carrier current telegraphy and telephony has
become quite general for the sending of orders
and information from one part of the transmission system to another over the high-voltage
power lines by means of radio-frequency currents
or the so-called wired wireless. The message
goes by a high-frequency current which is put
on the power conductors by a capacity coupling
which avoids any chance of a leak of the power
current. This is really duplexing the power
lines as done in telegraphy and telephony. In
the distribution system, there has been a great
activity in the development and perfection of
the alternating-current distribution by means of
special transformers, regulators, and protectors
which make it possible to inter-connect the
various distribution feeders for normal operation
and maintain good voltage regulation and still
be able to segregate automatically any circuit
or transformer which develops a fault. With
these improvements and the increasing reliadistribuof
the
alternating-current
bility
tion system, the distribution of electrical power
by means of direct currents is being restricted
to a smaller and smaller percentage of customers and even in some of the larger cities the
direct-current distribution is being withdrawn'
and the alternating-current network is being sub'

-

stituted.
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tabulation of steam railroads which have electrified the portion of their route indicated:

DC =

direct current.

*

SP

=

single phase.

The single-phase roads mostly operate with

11,000 volts on the trolley. Some use singlephase motors, some (Norfolk & Western and
Virginian Railway) use a single-phase trolley, a
phase-splitter, and three-phase motors, while
some use direct-current motors supplied by a
motor-generator set on the locomotive (Great
Northern). The later direct-current roads u-e a
high voltage on the trolley, 3000 volts in the case
of the St. Paul.

In other countries, Mexico, Brazil, and Chile
are using high-voltage direct current Germany,
Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland favor the
single-phase while Italy has about 600 routemiles of three-phase railroads.
The Norfolk & Western is typical of the
American alternating-current roads. This covers the division from Bluefield to East Vivian,
W. Va.; the service consists of hauling coal trains
of 3250 tons up a 1.25 per cent grade at a speed
of 14 miles per hour, requiring 3*200 h.p. at the
locomotive. Twelve electric locomotives of 264
tons replaced 33 steam locomotives of the Mallet type.
The electric locomotives take current
at 11,000 volts, 25 cycles, single-phase, from
an overhead trolley. This is converted to threephase current by a phase converter on the locomotive and supplied as such, at a suitable
voltage, to the three-phase induction motors
whicti drive the locomotive. The merit of the
combination was that the three-phase motors
are more efficient than single-phase motors 5 they
are constant speed motors which will regenerate
power on down-grades automatically at a definite speed and thus act as brakes; finally, by
means of this converter, a single overhead trolley may be used to- supply three-phase motors.
The St. Paul Railway put into operation a
section of 440 miles in Montana in 1917 and a
second section of 220 miles in Washington in
1020. The first includes the heavy mountain
grades Of 2 per cent. Both are equipped with
an overhead trolley operating at 3000 volts direct current, from which the electric locomotives
These locomotives
of 290 tons take current.
are capable of hauling trains of 2500 tons up
the grades at 16 miles per hour, giving 3000
h.p. continuously, and each locomotive makes
the entire ran of 440 miles without change or
The train crews are changed in the
lay-off .
middle of the- run. The locomotives 'also use
regenerative electric braking when descending
grades; 'that' is, the electric xbMors act as gen*
;

1

1

1
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erators, hold the train at a desired speed, and
return the energy oi the
descending train to the
line
to
lie
used elsewhere. This railroad

takes

energy from existing publicwhich" in turn derive it mainly
from water power. In Norway and Sweden,
the single-phase system has been considerably extended, and in
Italy the three-phase system has
been further
developed and extended.
Among urban street railways, the rapid and
general adoption of the light-weight or one-man
safety car was the outstanding feature. This
is a
very light car of moderate passenger capacThe
ity, usually having two motors of 20 h.p.
car doors are arranged to open and close automatically, interlocking with the control of the
motors so that the car cannot be started until
all doors are
safely closed. With this precaution, it is safe for one man to act both as
motorman and conductor; this reduces the cost
of labor, and the
light weight reduces the power
its
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electric

utility companies,

required.

The development of the automatic substation

overhead trolley, and uses electric motors driving the axles through a worm drive as used in
automobiles. This gives better riding qualities and higher speed, hence less expensive,
motors.
Bibliography. Consult Morison, Railroad
Electrification (Xew York)
Healy, Electrification of titcam Railroads (New York, 1029);
;

Elcotric

Richey,

Railicay

Handbook,

(New

Transactions of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers (New York); General Electric Review (Schenectady). See RAPID

York)

;

TRANSIT.

ELECTRIC

SHIP

PROPULSION. The

art of propelling ships by electric motors had
practically its entire development after 1913,
when the "first vessel so equipped, the American
She
collier, Jupiter, was put into commission.
had two 3000-h.p. three-phase induction motors
on twin propeller shafts deriving their power

from one steam turbo-generator of 5450 kilowatts. At the time of the Naval Disarmament
Conference, the United States had built and
under construction 20 electrically propelled vessels, mostly of the largest size, 30,000 tons each.
Many of these were discontinued, but the U.S.S.

was an achievement of the period succeeding theWorld War, and the increase in its use was phenomenal. It was employed in many applications
and industries, but its most general and im- New Mexico* Tennessee, California-, Maryland,
portant field was the electric railway. Tliis is Colorado, and TFest Virginia were completed.

a substation for the conversion of the highvoltage alternating-current power of the transmission line to the low -voltage direct-current
power ot the trolley or third rail. The station
contains transformers* converters, and switches,
operated by relays so that the machinery is
started up just when it is needed and shut down
when the demand has ceased, without the intervention of any human labor. The relay controls all the
operations. An inspection of a
few minutes each
day is all the human attention
the station
requires.
There have been many installations (1926-28)
in which
mercury-arc rectifiers have taken the
place of converters. These rectifiers have no

parts, are much smaller and less expensive and at high direct-current voltages are
more efficient than the converters. As they are
still in the status of
development, they are not
yet made in the larger capacities, and have

moving

to prove their superiority.
The nigh-speed or quick-break switch has
been very successful in railway substations. In
case of trouble in
any line, it disconnects that
line before it has caused trouble in
any of the
substation apparatus.
Some interesting tests were made at Erie, Pa.,
in the fall of 1923 to determine the maximum
current which can be collected from an overhead
trolley and the limit to the power of a locomotive on such a
system. Currents of 4000 to
5000 amperes were collected at speeds of 50 to
^
still

60 miles per hour from two No. 000 wires
by one
pantograph trolley pressing upward at a pressure of 35 to 40 pounds. With 3000 volts on
the trolley, this is
eqiuvalent to about 20,000
h.p. per locomotive.

Diesel-electric locomotives and self-propelled
gas-electric cars have become very popular as

they operate electrically without the use of an
overhead trolley, a third rail or a power station.
The power is supplied
by either a Diesel engine
or an
ordinary automobile gasoline-engine driving a generator on the car structure. A new
bus-type street car has been brought out which
has many of the characteristics of a large bus
but runs on a track, derives its power from an

remained

in
commission.
propeller shafts and four
motors aggregating 32,000 h.p. Under construction were airplane carriers having 180,000 h.p.
The battleships all
of electric motors per ship.
use changeable pole induction motors capable
of operating at two different speeds, usually 16
and "21 knots. As an example, the Maryland
had two electric generators of 13,000 kilowatts
each, driven by steam turbines at 2000 revolutions per minute. Her four propeller shafts

These

Each

battleships

of

them had four

were each driven by an induction motor rated
at 7000 h.p. at 175 r.p.m. with 24 poles for
21 knots speed, and 1700 h.p. at 118 r.p.m. with
36 poles for 16 knots. One of the important
advantages of electric propulsion for such vessels is the ability to reverse any propeller with
Steam turbines
full power at a second's notice.
alone cannot be reversed so quickly or with so

much power.

The

ability to operate conveniently

efficiently at two different speeds is another
point in its favor, and the light weight and good

and

efficiency obtained by the use of the high-speed
turbines is a third.
More recently, the U. S. Navy Airplane Car-

Saratoga and Leswngton, have been placed
in service. These are sister ships of 35,000
tons having 180,000 h.p. in eight electric motors.
The Lemngtcm has made a record of 34.82 knots
in a test and a sustained speed of 30.7 knots in
a run of 2228 miles from Los Angeles to Honolulu.
There are now three merchant vessels, the
Virginia, California, and Pennsylvania, of 30,000
tons each, equipped by the General Electric Company which run regularly between New York and
San Francisco. See SHIPPING.
development particularly adapted to freight
vessels was the use of Diesel engines driving
electric generators which in turn drive the motors on the propeller shafts. The Diesel engine
is difficult to start, to reverse, and to build in
large sizes. With the electric system, any number of units may be used, connected into an
electric system, and the engines may run continuously in the same direction, the stopping
and reversing being .done at the motors* A.
large, number of ferryboats are operated wjlth
riers,

A
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Diesel-electric

equipment,

SHIPBUILDING

See

and XAVAL ARCHITECTURE.

ELECTRIC SHOVELS.

See ELECTRIC Mo-

TOES IN INDUSTRY.

ELECTEIC SUBSTATIONS.
ment

The develop-

apparatus for substations kept pace
with other advances. Synchronous converters
were built, of larger capacity and for higher
speeds, and the weight per kilowatt decreased.
of

The improvement in 60-cycle converters was
notable. The substation for converters or motor-generator sets was revolutionized; it was
made independent of all labor for attendance.

the development of ingenious relays, these
automatic substations start up when needed;
the machines are brought up to speed, synchronized with the supply system, and connected to
the load circuit. This idea was first put into
effect in 1916 and hundreds of such stations
have been installed since then, in sizes up to
4000 kilowatts and for voltages up to 3000 on
the direct-current side. This idea was first introduced in the electric railway systems (see
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS) and was so successful that
it was adopted for industries, mines, and even
small isolated water-power plants forming part
of a system. Thus, it is possible to place a
water-power station in some out-of-the-way place
where hydraulic development is cheap, have it
feed current into a system when power is desired, and yet have it require no attendants in

By

the station. An inspector visits these stations
regularly and tests them out; that is all the
attention required. A water-power station of
this character for 100,000-kw. capacity was installed near Louisville, Ky.
ELECTRIC THEORY. See CHEMISTRY;
PHYSICS.
ELECTRIC WELDIUX3-. The uses of electric welding became so important during the
World War that the United States Government
fostered a special organization to study and develop the art. Under this stimulation, research

carried on, new methods devised, and new
large part of the repair
applications found.
work on the German steamers interned in 1914
States in 1917
and taken over by the United
"
was done by electric welding. Ships were built
in which welding was substituted for riveting.
Electric generators were devised which so regulated the current as to give a uniform character of weld. While most of the welding was
done with direct current, alternating current
also could be used. Welded or, as technically
called, "fabricated" structures have taken the
place of castings to a very large extent in the
manufacture of machinery, particularly electri-

was

cal

are

A

machinery; trucks, buildings, and bridges
being built by electric welding instead

now

of riveting.

ELECTROCHEMISTRY.

See

CHEMISTRY,

APPLIED.

ELECTROMETALLURGY.

See

ELECTRIC

FTTRNACES.

ELECTRONS, ELECTRONIC THEORY.
See ASTRONOMY; CHEMISTBY; PHYSIOS.
ELEMENTS. See CHEMISTRY; PHYSICS.
RAILWAYS. See RAPID
TBANSIT.
EL'IOT, THE RT. HON. SIB. CHABLES (NOBTON
An English diplo).
EDGdUMBE) (1864mat and Orientalist (see Vox,; VII). He was
British High Commissioner in Siberia (191819), and British Ambassador to Japan (191920). He was made Privy Councillor in 1&19,
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Knight of the Grand Cross of St. Michael and
St. George in 1923, and a member of the Imperial Academy of Japan in 1026.
He wrote papers
on marine biology and published Hinduism and

Buddhism (1921).
ELIOT, CHARLES WILLIAM (1834-1026).
An American educator (see VOL. VII). He favored the League of Nations and was a strong
supporter of President Wilson and his adminIn his writings and lectures, he has
istration.
stressed in particular his condemnation of the
standardization of education and industry. He
was presented with a medal for distinguished
service by the National Council of Civic Reform
in 1923. He published The Road Toward Peace

(191o), and

A Late Harvest

(1924).
JB. (1893).
An American theatre director and teacher of
drama, born in Denver, Colo., and educated at
Harvard University. He studied the German
and English theatres and went on the stage
with Miss Horniman's Repertory Company in
England. In 1914-15 he was play reader and
stage manager for Winthrop Ames in New York.
In the latter year, he joined the Washington
Square Players: in 1916-17, directed the Indianapolis Little Theatre and in 1917-18, the Cincinnati Art Theatre. He became assistant professor of English at Smith College in 1918 and
has been associate professor since 1926, giving
courses in drama and producing plays. Since
1924 he has directed the Studio Theatre, New
York City. He wrote books on the theatre and
made many translations from Wedekind. His
works include Little Theatre Classics (3 vols.,
1918-21), Erdgeist
(1914), Pandora's Boa)
The three
( 1914 ) , and Tragedies of Sex ( 1923 ) .
last are translations.

ELIOT, SAMUEL ATKINS,

An
ELIOT, THOMAS STEARNS (1888).
American poet and critic, born at St. Louis.
He studied at Harvard, the Sorbonne, and OxFrom 1913 on, he made his home in Lonford.
He attracted attention with his Poems
(1920), containing some of the best pieces of
the decade, and Waste Land, also a poem ( 1922) .
He was preemeniently an ironist and his mocking, possibly only clever, poems stirred and antagonized the modern literary world. In spite
of its obscurities, pedantries, and often perverse
symbols, Waste Land, with its feel of the aridity
of the modern life and its fine poetical passages,
don.

was a memorable work. Mr. Eliot's critical
studies were considered by some even more noteworthy than his poetry. His Sacred Wood
(1920) shows the first English attempt, since
Matthew Arnold, to formulate a thoroughgoing
aesthetic creed applicable to literature and life.
In 1922 he became the editor of the Criterion,
a finely balanced periodical devoted to the arts.
of Poems, 1909-25, appeared in 1925.
His other works are Homage to John Dryden
(1924); An Essay of 'Poetic Drama (1928) ;
Shakespeare and the Stoicism of Seneca (1928),
and For Launcelot Andrewes (1928).
ELIZABETH. A manufacturing and residential city of New Jersey. The population
rose from 73,409 in 1910 to 95,783 in 1920, and

An .edition

to 115,000 in 1928, according to local estimate.
An ordnance was adopted in 1922 zoning the
city into three residential, three business, and
three industrial districts. In 1924 a city-planning commission was appointed to develop a
comprehensive plan for future growth. The city
has ,238 manufacturing establishments and eight
banks, including twp savings banks. In 1926 a

ELIZALDE

four-track bridge of the Central Railroad of New
Jersey was erected over Newark Bay between
Bayonne and Elizabeth at a cost of 15,000,000.
The assessed valuation of property in 1927 was
$140,207,000; the net debt was $4,873,000.

ELIZALBE, RAFAEL HECTOK

).
(1873diplomat of Ecuador born at Guayaquil, and
educated at the National College of San Vicente
del Guayas and the University of Guayas. _ He
was a member of Congress, served in various
South American embassies, assisted in the settlement of the boundary line between Ecuador and
Colombia, was minister of foreign affairs (1914r10), and from 1917 to 1024 was minister to the
United States and Cuba. In 1925 he returned
to the United States to seek recognition of the
de facto government of Ecuador. From 1925 to
1928, he was minister to Chile. He wrote Letlores Diplomdticas
(1912), Organization de
Partidos Politicos (1913), and Mqueza Oblige
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(1914).

An Ameri}.
(1874can lawyer, professor, and banker, born at Murf reesboro, Tenn., and educated at the universities
of Princeton, Berlin, and Heidelberg. From 1898
to 1915, he was successively instructor in Latin
and jurisprudence, preceptor in the department
ELLIOTT, EDWARD

of history, politics, and economics, and professor
of polities at Princeton University. He was also
In 1913
dean of the college from 1909 to 1912.
he went to the University of California as lecturer on international law, and from 1916 to
1920 was professor there. From 1917 to 1920,
he was director of the Federal Reserve Bank of
San Francisco, and in 1921 became vice president
of the Security Trust and Savings Bank of Los
Angeles. He wrote Die Staatslehre John 0. Calhoun (1903) ; The Biographical Story of the
Constitution (1910) ; Selected Documents in International Law (1914) ; American Government
and Majority Rule (1915) ; State Bank Membership in tjfe Federal Reserve System (1919).

ELtlOTT, EOWABD (1860-1928). An American railway official (see VOL. VII). In 1913
he was appointed president of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford Railroad Co., where he
served until 1917, when he resigned and was
made chairman of the Commission on Intercorporate Relations for that road. In 1918 he was
elected president of the Northern Pacific Railway,
serving until 1920, when he was made chairman
of the board of directors. During the World
War, he was a member of the special committee
on national defense of the American Railway
Association. He was active in the American
Railway Association and was a director of many
large railway and financial corporations. He
was president of the board of overseers of Harvard University in 1925, and was also president
of the alumni association. He was a life member of the corporation of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Middlebury College conferred the degree of LLJX on Mr. Elliott in

Consult Savelock Ellis; Philosopher of Love, by
Houston Peterson (1928).

ELLIS, WILLIAM THOMAS (1873-

).

An

American journalist and author (see VOL. VII).
In 1917 he spent six months in Russia and in
the year following was correspondent on the
Persian, Caucasus, Rumanian, and French fronts.

He was

special correspondent for the

New York

Herald and associated newspapers in the Balkans
(1019), for the Chicago Daily News and associate newspapers at the Conference on Limitation
of Armament at Washington, D. C. (1921-22),
and for the Saturday Evening Post and other
magazines in the Near East (1923). He is the
author of Billy Sunday the Man and His Message (1917) ; and Bible Lands To-Day (1927).
ELLWOOD, CHABLES ABKAM (1873).
An American sociologist (see VOL. VII), He
published The Social Problem (1915, 1919), An
Introduction into Social Psychology (1917) ; The
Reconstruction of Religion: A. Sociological View
(1922) ; Christianity and Social Science (1923) ;
The Psychology of Human Society (1925) ; Cultural Evolution (1927). Several of his works
have been translated into other languages.

ELMIRA COLLEGE.

AT*

institution

for

women

at Elmira, N. Y., founded in 1852 and
operated under its present charter since 1855,
is the first college for women to give degrees
upon completion* of a course the equivalent of
that offered in. colleges* for men. The enrollment
for the year' 1927-28 was 595, and for the year
beginning in September, 1928, it was 588. The
faculty numbered 55. The endowment of the
college in 1928 was $776,644 and the income
for the year 1927-28 was $450,174, as compared
with an endowment of $134,572 and an annual
income of $76,635 in 1914. The library during
the same period was increased from 11,000 to
28,275 volumes. Between 1914 and 1924, 10
new buildings were- erected and the campus was
enlarged; in 1926 a library costing $346,968
was dedicated, and in the autumn of 1927 a
dormitory costing $424,000 was opened for ocFrederick Lent, PhJX,
cupancy. President,
D.D., LL.B.

.

ELY, HAJTSON EDWABD

(1867-

).

An

American soldier, who was born at Independence,
Iowa, and graduated at the U. S. Military Academy in 1891. He served in Montana, North Dakota, and Nebraska (1891-97), was professor of
military science at the State University of Iowa
(1897-98), and then served two years in the
Philippines, for a time in command of General
Funston's mounted scouts. After an interval in
other service, he returned to the Philippines in
1907 and remained five years. Arriving in
France as a colonel in the summer of. 1917, he

-in command of the 28th Infantry when it
captured Cantigny in the following year and led
the 5th Division, 3d Army Corps, A.E.F., in forcing the Meuse crossing. He was decorated with
the P,S.C. and D.S.M. and was made Commander
of the French Legion of Honor. He was pro1916.
An moted to brigadier general in 1921 and placed
).
EL'LIS, HENBT HAVELOOK (1859English psychologist and author (see VOL. .VII). in command of the General Service Schools and
Among his later works are The World of Post at Fort Leavenworth (1921-23) ; waa comDreams (1911); The Task of Social Hygiene mander of the Army War College at Washington,
(1912); Impressions and Comments (1914; D. C., with the rank of major general (1923-28),
second series, 1921; third series, 1924); Essays and later was in conimand of the 2nd Army Corps
in Wartime (1916) ; The Philosophy of Conflict, Area '-with headquarters at Governor? Island
and Other Essatfs (1919) ; Little Essays of Love N>w Yqrk Harbor.
EMBRYOLOGY. See Zo5LOGT.
and Virtue ( 1922 ) j Kanga Creek, an Australian
PLEEO? CORPORATION
Idyll (1922) ; The Dance of Life, (1923) ; Sonnets with Folk Songs from the Spanish' (1925). See
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An Ameri).
(1874ican playwright and producer born at Sandusky,
Ohio, and educated in Chicago and New York,
He acted and produced plays for Daniel Frohman, William Harris, the Shuberts, Clj-de Fitch,
and others until 1910. He wrote and played in
The Conspiracy (1912) and Step Lively (1913).
He wrote and produced motion pictures for D. W.
Griffith,
Douglas Fairbanks, Alary Pickford,
Constance Talmadge, and others until 1922, and
later formed the Emerson-Loos Company, writers
and producers of motion pictures.
An
).
EMERTOU, EPHRAIM: (1851American historian (see VOL. VII). He became

EMERSON, JOHN

t

of the

Cambridge Historical Society
Since 1914 he has published Beginnings of Modern Europe (1917), The Defensor
Pads of Marsiglio of Padua (1920), Learning
and Living, essays (1921), and Humanism and
Tyranny: Studies in the Italian Trecento ( 1925 ) .
EMERY, HBNEY CEOSBY (1872-1924). An
American economist (see VOL. VII). In 1916
he- went to Russia to make a study of the commercial, industrial, and financial conditions there
for the Guaranty Trust Company of New York
City, and was returning in March, 1918, when
he was taken prisoner in the Aland Islands by
the Germans. On Oct. 22, 1918, he was released.
From 1921 to 1924, he was manager
of the Peking, China, branch, of the Asia Banking Corporation with headquarters in New York.
An
LYDIA FIELD (1866).
American portrait painter (see VOL. VII). She
was awarded the Philadelphia Prize of the
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts in 1915,
the Corcoran Popular Prize in 1917, the Maynard Prize of the National Academy of Design
in 1918, the Popular Prize at the Newport,
R. I., Exhibition in 1921, the Newport Popular
Prize in 1923, and the Philadelphia Bok Prize
in 1925. She has been a member of the National
Academy of Design since 1912.

rsident
1921.

EMMET,

portant reports in the United States Geological
Survey series, on regionally metamorphosed ore
deposits and the segregated veins, as well as
petroleum geology. He served on the United
States Geological Survey as assistant geologist
during 1906-10 and as geologist, 1910-15, and
was, besides, an associate editor of Economic
Geology.
EMPLOYER'S LIABILITY. See WORK-

MEN'S COMPENSATION.

EMPLOYMENT BUREAUS.

See

LABOE

LEGISLATION.

ENDOCRINOLOGY.

See

IN-

SECRETIONS,

TEBXAL.

A
).
ENELOW, HYMAN GERSON (1877Russo-American rabbi born in Russia, and educated at the universities of Chicago and Cincinnati, and the Hebrew Union College, Cincinnati.
He became rabbi of Temple Emanu-El, New
York, in 1912. During the World War, he
served overseas as commander and general field
secretary of the Jewish Welfare Board (191819). Among his works may be mentioned
Aspects of the Bible (1911); The Jewish Life
(1915) ; The Synagogue in Modern Life (1916) ;
The Faith of Israel (1917) ; The War end the
Bille (1918) ; The Adequacy of Judaism (1920) ;
The Jew and the World (1921) ; The Dfoerse
Elements of Religion (1924).

ENEMY

ALIENS.

See

UNITED

STATES,

under History.

A RuENESCO, GEORGES (1881).
manian composer and violinist, born at Cordaremi. When only seven years of age, he was
admitted to the Vienna Conservatory, where lie
studied under Hellmesberger (violin) and R.
Fuchs (composition) until 1893. He then entered the Paris

Conservatoire, continuing the

under Marsick and composition under
Faure and Massenet, at the same time acquiring
more than ordinary proficiency on the 'cello,
piano, and organ. After graduating in 1899 as
An winner of the first prize for violin, he made a
).
EMMET, WILLIAM LcRoY (1859American electrical engineer and inventor, born very successful concert tour and was appointed
at New Rochelle, N. Y. He was graduated from court violinist to the Queen of Rumania. His
the United States Naval Academy in 1881, left talent for composition showed itself early. In
the Navy in 1883, but rejoined it during the 1897 he gave in Paris his first concert of origiSpanish-American War. He was with the Gen- nal chamber-music works, which impressed
eral Electric Company after 1892. He made Colonne so much that in the following year, lie
important inventions in connection with steam produced the youthful composer's first orchestral
turbines and invented the mercury-vapor power work, Poeme Roumam. After his return from
process. The Edison medal was awarded to him his first tour, Enesco settled permanently in
in 1919, and the Elliott Cresson Medal in 1920. Paris. In 1923 he won emphatic success in
He was a member of the Naval .Consulting Board the United States as violinist and conductor.
in 1915. He wrote Alternating Current Wiring In 1912 he was made chevalier, and in 1924,
and Distribution (1894), and contributed arti- officer of the Legion of Honor. His works
cles to the technical magazines on electrical comprise three symphonies (Ej?, A, and 0)
two
and mechanical subjects.
Rumanian Rhapsodies for orchestra (A and D)
two orchestral suites; Symphonic concertwite
).,
EMM03TS, WILLIAM HAEWY (1876An American geologist, born at Mexico, Mo. for 'cello and orchestra; a quartet and an octet
He was graduated at Central College, Fayette, for strings; three violin sonatas; works in larger
Mo., in 1897, and received his PhJX at* the Uni- forms for one and two pianos. An opera, (Ediversity of' Chicago in 1904. After serving as pus, has not yet been produced.
An Ameran aid in the United States Geological Survey
) .
ENGKEL, eng'el, GAEL ( 1883during 1904M)6, he returned to the University ican musicologist and composer, born in Paris.
of Chicago, where he remained until 1912, having, While .studying philosophy and literature at the
been advanced to the associate professorship of University of Strasbourg, he also pursued tl&e
economic geology in 1909. After that time, lie course in music with Professor Jacobsthal, in
was professor of geology and head of the de- Munich, he studied composition with L*. Tluille
partment at Minnesota, and director, of the, and musicology'witb Professor .Sandberger. He
Minnesota State Geological Survey. His- prin- caine to the United States in 1905, where he
cipal investigations involved a genetic classifi- soon became known as an ardent advocate, and
cation; of minerals, the ore deposits of .various exponent ot futurism, contributing 'to American
mining districts in .Nevada, Montana* 'Colorado, and English periodicals. From, 1909 to 1922,
Maine, and New Hampshire. He published inv he was, editor and musical adviser for the Bosviolin

,

;

;

.
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ton Music Company. In 1922 he succeeded
O. G. Sonneck as chief of the Music Division
of the Library of
Congress. His compositions,
all ultra-modern, consist of smaller pieces for
piano, piano and violin, and songs. He is the

author of

Breve:

Alia,

From Bach

(1021).

to

Debussy

A

German
).
ENGEL, EDUARD (1851writer and student born at Stolp in Pomerania.
He studied Sanskrit and mediaeval languages at
the University of Berlin, but later devoted himmodern literature, especially German. He
edited a selection of Ryrons Tayebucher (1004),
and wrote on the Shakespeare-Bacon problem,
(1904). His later works
NhaJispeare-Rdtsel
are Geschichte der deutschen Literatur (1906);
(feschichte der deutschen Literatur des 19
Jahrhunderts und der Gegenwart
(1908);
self to

(1911);
tloethe, der Mensch und das Werk
Deutsche Stilkutist (1011); Deutsche MeistcrBin
Tagebuch: WUf-W (1020);
prosa (1012);
Die Weisheit Goethes (1920); and Sprich
Deutsch! (1923). He edited a popular history
of German literature and a popular edition of
Goethe's works.

ENGELHABDT, eng'gl-hart, EMIL A. (1887A German clergyman and writer who
).
was born in Nundorf. Most of his works are
concerned with the cultural position and future
of Germany, among them being Die Zukunft
des Austandsdeutschtums (1916) Auf deutschen
Vorposten (1016); Fichtes JErziehungsgedanken und die deutsche Volkshochschule (1918);
Tat und Freiheit, ein Fichtebuch (1918) J. 0.
Mensch und Denker
ein deutscher
F^tche,
(1919); Fichtes Briefe an Brant und Gattin
(1920) ; Erloser Liebe (1920) ; Minne und Liebe
(1920) Rabindranath Taaore (1921) ; Geist der
Freiheit (1922); Die ewige Frau (1923), and
Fichte-vationale Besinnung (1925).
).
ENGERT, Sng'ert, T. JOSEPH (1882A German professor of philosophy and pedagogy. Since his debut with Der naturalistische
Monismus Haeckels (1907), he has written a
number of works dealing with religious problems and with the World War, among them,
Vow, Sinn des deutschen Krieges (1916); Zur
Psychologic und Padagogik der reliffidsen Begriffe (1924) ; Studienssur theologischen Erkenntnisslehre ( 1 926 ) and Das neue Leben (1927).
;

;

;

,

ENGINE,

STEAM.

See STEAM ENGINES AND

TURBINES.

ENGINEERING

FOUNDATION.

See

DAMS.

ENGINEERS,

MILITARY.

ARMY ORGANIZATION.
ENGINES, MARINE.

See ARMIES AND

See SHIPBUILDING.

ENGLAND. See GREAT BRITAIN.
ENGLAND, CHURCH OF. This denomination

represented in the United States by the
Protestant Episcopal Church. It is the established Church of England, and the King of England is the supreme governor, with the right
to fill vacant archbishoprics and bishoprics.
For administrative purposes, the country is
divided into two provinces, the Convocation of
York and the Convocation of Canterbury, each
under the control of an archbishop. In 1914
Parliament provided for the disestablishment
of the Church in Wales, which was delayed
on account of the War until Mar. 31, 1920. The
National Assembly, established in 1919, is composed of three houses, of bishops, clergy, and
laity, and is privileged to deliberate on all
church matters except its doctrines and the
is
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duties of the ministry. An act ratified by
the Assembly is presented first to the House
of Lords, and second to the House of Commons
by their ecclesiastical committees, and when
passed by Parliament, receives royal assent,
and becomes a State law.
In 1027 the Revised Prayer Book Measure,
on which many of the clergy, particularly the
Archbishop of Canterbury, had worked for 20
years, passed the Assembly, was subsequently
approved in the House of Lords, and on December 15, was rejected by the House of Commons
by a vote of 238 to 205. The following month,
the House of Bishops commenced rewriting the
controversial points of the book, and on Apr.
27, 1928, the Assembly passed a new prayerbook measure. Amidst intense feeling, the
House of Commons 'again rejected the book
on June 14, by a vote of 26G to 220. The opponents of the new prayer book believed that
it tended toward Catholicism,
particularly in
the article sanctioning reservation of the Sacrawhile
adherents
the
believed that by
ment,
defining the powers of the clergy the freedom of the laity would be increased. Many
feared that the defeat of so important a measure
would result in the disestablishment of the
church, but the clergy maintained a conciliatory
attitude.
The Bishops, however, placed the
book upon sale in 1928, with a prefatory note
stating that it had not been authorized for use
in the church.
Dr. Randall Thomas Davidson, Archbishop of
Canterbury, resigned, and was succeeded by
the Most Rev. Dr. Cosmo Gordon Lang, Archbishop of York, in December, 1928, The Rt.
Rev. William Temple, Bishop of Manchester,
then became Archbishop of York.
In addition to the controversy over the prayer
hook, several measures relating to the church
were passed, tending to improve the financial
condition of the clergy; and on Jan. 1, 1928,
an act went into effect making the Church of
England in India a voluntary organization.
There were 2,359,599 members of the denomination in 1915, and in 1927 2,528,393 received
Easter communion; in 1915 the Sunday school
pupils numbered 2,541,000, and in year 1927,
1,841,359. In 1927 there were 12,890 incumbents,
5,779,826;
receiving a total net income of
there were from 16,000 to 17,000 clergymen,
and the stipends of the assistant clergy amounted
to
In the 43 dioceses,
1,021,315.
7,113,844
was voluntarily contributed during the year,
and a total of 9,910,683 was received from
all sources.
The Church Assembly budget for
1929 amounted to
146,271. including
32,700
for religious education,
50,000 for a clergy
pension scheme, and 20,000 for training new
candidates for the ministry; the greater part
of the sum was apportioned to the diocese.

ENGLAND,

GEORGE

ALLAN

(1877-

).

An American author born at Fort McPherson,
Nebr. He was graduated from Harvard in 1902,
and a year

later

published

Underneath

the

Bough (1903). Other works of his include:
The Story of .the Appeal (1914); The Air
Tn&t (1915); The Great Crime (1917); Their
Son (1919); The Flying Legion (1920); The
White Wilderness (1922); Dialect Dictionary
Newfoundland (1923); Vikings of the Ice
(1923); Adventure Isle (1925).
ENGLISH HISTORY. See GREAT BRITAIN.
ENGLISH LITERATURE. See LITERATURE, ENGLISH AND AMERICAN.
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EKTN'EKIN'G, JOHN JOSEPH (1840-1916). aphid and potato-leaf hopper with potato-leaf
An American landscape painter. He was born roll and alfalfa and apple-leaf yellows, aphids
in Minister, Ohio, and studied in Munich and with mosaic disease of plants, "etc.
In combating these pests, the entomologists
chiefly with Bonnat and Daubigny in Paris. In
]876 he settled in Boston, where he was closely have adopted strategic means of every kind and
associated with George Fuller and George Inness. the resulting advance in preventive and control
Especially after 1882 his art became increas- measures has been epoch making. Resorting to
ingly subjective. He had a facility in catching legislative means, Congress enacted the Federal
and reproducing atmospheric conditions in his Plant Quarantine Act of Aug. 20, 1912, which
canvases. This facility is illustrated in his immediately became effective as to certain quartreatment of November twilights and forest antines, and up to July 1, 1928, was administered
scenes.
Ralph Davol said of him, "Enneking by the Federal Horticultural Board, consisting
was a modern romanticist combining qualities of five members appointed by the Secretary of
of the impressionist, luminist, and tonalist." Agriculture.
At that time, the work was placed
He is represented in the Museums of Worcester under the newly organized Plant Quarantine and
and Boston and in many New England private Control Administration. A quarantine against
collections.
insect pests and diseases of plants from abroad
ENTOMOLOGY, ECONOMIC. The losses has been established and maintained, inspectors
caused annually by insect pests in the United having been stationed at every port of entry
States alone are estimated by entomological by land and sea. It would not be surprising,
authorities to exceed the enormous sum of $2,- with the opportunities afforded, if, in spite of
000,000,000. \Vhile many factors complicate this vigilance, now and then a foreign pest
the problem, it is the general conclusion that,
in an average year with no unusual attack,
the loss caused to crops is about one-tenth of
the total production. The indirect losses caused
by insect-borne diseases reach a large sum. The
loss of productive labor in the United States
through the sickness and death resulting from
malaria is figured at $100,000,000, or more, and
from all insect-borne diseases at over $350,000,000. With the introduction of new pests from
abroad and with the rise and spread of other
native insects, this loss may be expected to
increase unless the status quo can be maintained through the application of preventive and
control measures by the hand of man.
During recent years, new pests of vast economic importance have been unwittingly introduced into the United States from abroad and
become established, including the pink bollworm,
European corn borer, Japanese beetle, Oriental
peach moth, pine-shoot moth, European earwig,
European red mite, satin moth, Asiatic beetle,
Japanese garden beetle, date scale, and others:
second class, consisting of earlier introduced
pests which have continued to spread and increase in importance, includes the gipsy moth,
brown-tail moth, sugar-cane moth borer, sweetpotato weevil, cotton-boll weevil, alfalfa-leaf
weevil, Argentine ant, Mexican bean beetle, pear

A

thrips,

citrus

Others, which
class,

whitefly,

may

and

.citrus

'blackfly.

be referred to as a third

have risen and assumed alarming promi-

such as the potato-leaf hopper, potato
tuber worm, Arizona boll weevil, cotton hopper,
pea moth, citrus aphid, pea aphid, apple red
bugs, camphor thrips, *and the fruit-tree-leaf
roller. To a fourth class belong untold numbers
of pests of no less importance that are threatening to enter our borders, including the Medi*terranean fruit fly, Mexican fruit fly, and others.
Other pests, such as the codling moth," San
Jose* scale, Hessian fly, chinch bug, spring-grain
aphid, corn rootwonn, bollworm, cotton-leaf
worm, army worm, the grasshopper, cabbage
worm, Colorado potato beetle, grain weevil, And
others continue their ravages and, tnbngh 'they
may at times be checked by climatic condition's
and natural enemies, necessitate' eternal vigilance on the part of the American 'agriculturist.
Still other insects have become' t>f great -importance as agents in the transmission of -pla&fc
diseases, including the beefrleaf "hopper -associated with curly leaf of sugar bfeeta/the spinach
nence,

1
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should make its entry undetected, for they are
often exceedingly elusive in the method of their
introduction. However, with the exception of
the pink bollworm, which gained entrance from
Mexico before its lodgment there was discovered,

no important pest

is

known to have become

established in the United States since tie enforcement of the act.
Not the least important work of the Control
Administration are the quarantines established

and

maintained within the United States
against the spread of a number of our most
important pests. The investigation work is carried on by the Federal Government through
the Bureau of Entomology, which in 1924 had
83 field stations in 32 States and Territories
and 3 foreign countries. In the States, the
work is conducted by the experiment stations,
State entomologists, and, in several instances,
by crop pest commissions. The State experiment -stations have conducted investigations
on hudreds of projects and have maintained
vigilance and afforded local aid in control. The
interstate spread of pests has been prevented to
a large extent through State regulations requiring that nursery stock be free from infestation, and these are enforced by .rigid State in1

spection.

Gipsy Moth.

The gipsy moth was introduced

by accident from Europe into Massachusetts
about 1861. Work against it has been carried
on since the early nineties, at first by the State
of Massachusetts alone and since 1901 by the
Federal Government and the States, but it has
continued its spread. Encouraging results, however, have been obtained in work with native
land introduced parasites.
Investigations have
shown 'that the natural spread of this moth, the
iemale of which is wingless, takes place in large
9
part through young caterpillars being carried
by high winds. The pest in 1914 was entering
the eastern border of New York State in the
course of' its spread, and a barrier zone was
established some 25 miles wide extending from
Ivong 'Island Sound northward and up the Hudson Valley to the Canadian border. More recent
accidental introductions of the pest on nursery
stock *have been successfully eradicated, except
that of l$ld 'in New -Jersey, where work waa
under way in <1928, with every pr6speci of itfc
da/rly eradication in that State.
'

l

.

"

Brown-tail Moth.

>

-

,

The brown-tail moth is
h
defoliating pest which was accidentally
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introduced into the United States, near Boston,
Europe. Since its introduction, about
1892, it has spread as far north as Nova Scotia
and covers practically all of New England.
The moth takes its name from the tuft of golden
brown hairs at the tip of the abdomen. In the
early fall, the young caterpillars spin tents at
the end of twigs, incorporating leaves, in which
they spend the winter, these tents being very
conspicuous after the leaves fall. In the spring,
the caterpillars leave the tents and feed on the
foliage until June, when their development is
completed. In addition to its injury from defoliation, it is a source of great annoyance
from the hairs of the caterpillar, which break
off at molting time and, being carried through
the air, produce a painful rash. Its control is
aided by cutting off and removing the tents in
winter, by the application of arsenate of lead,
and by parasites, many of which also attack
the gipsy moth.
Pine-shoot Moth. ^The destructive pineshoot moth was found in 1914 to have been introduced from Europe and to have become established in 10 localities in three States from
Massachusetts to Pennsylvania, and the following year it was recorded from 20 localities in
nine States, and by 1928 had become quite
abundant in some localities.

from

Codling Moth. Investigations of this inwhich is responsible for the greater part
of our wormy apples and pears, and which
sect,

also attacks the so-called English walnut, causing a loss estimated at $20,000,000 annually,
led to increased activity in the disemination of
information as to the proper dates to apply
arsenicals.

Oriental Peach Moth. The Oriental peach
moth, which attacks the terminal twigs of the
peach, plum, and cherry, stunting their growth,
and which also infests die fruit of the peach and
quince and to a lesser extent the apple, was first
discovered in the District of Columbia in 1916.
192$ it had spread as far north as Connecticut and Rhode Island, south to Florida, and
west to Arkansas and Missouri. It is supposed
to have been introduced with flowering

By
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ducted and a quarantine has been established
to aid in preventing its dissemination. It continued to spread, however, and by 1928 it had
appeared as far east as Massachusetts and
Connecticut, south in the District of Columbia,
and west at Sayre, Pa.

Mexican Bean Beetle. The bean beetle,
which originated in Mexico but has occurred
endemically in the southwestern United States
for 75 years, appeared near Birmingham, Ala,,
in July, 1920, spread rapidly, and became of
great economic importance as an enemy of beans
of all kinds through its defoliation of the
plants. By 1928 it had spread as far north
as Michigan and New York and had reached
the Atlantic seaboard in North Carolina, Virginia, and Maryland.
European Corn Borer. This widely distributed European and Asiatic pest was discovered
in 1917 in eastern Massachusetts, where it
probably had been introduced in shipments of
broomcorn from Europe. It appeared later in

the Hudson Valley in New York, in southern
Ontario, western New York, and northeastern
Pennsylvania, whence it spread westward into
Ohio and Indiana and by 1927 threatened to
invade the whole Corn Belt. This borer, the
larva of a moth, attacks all of the corn plant
above ground except the leaf blades, channeling
out the pith of the stalks of field and sweet
corn and through the ears and into the kernels.
The tassels and upper part of the stalks are
weakened and often break over. There are two
generations in New England, but in New York
and the more western infestations there is generally but one. The winter is passed as a nearly
mature or full-grown larva in burrows in the
stubble or stalks near the ground, cobs, and
the stems of other food plants of which it has a
large number.
Much was accomplished in preventing its
spread through the quarantining of infested
areas and restricting transportation without
such areas of materials in which it might be
carried.

An

extensive

clean-up

demonstration

and campaign of education was conducted in
1927 tinder a 10-million-dollar appropriation by

cherry
Congress. This effort led to the perfection of
This destructive borer in the machinery for the cutting and
shredding and
lower trunk of the peach tree was quite effec- the plowing under of the corn stalks which
tively controlled by the use of paradichloro- serve as effective means of combating the pest.
benzme placed about the trunk and Kept covered
Cotton-boll Weevil. The boll weevil, which
with soil for several weeks. The gas
escaping entered Texas in the vicinity of Brownsville
from the chemical enters their galleries in the about 1892, continued its
spread and by 1924
tree and destroys the borers.
had occupied practically all of the old cottonPear Tfcrips. The pear thrips, which for growing area of the United States.
Approprimany years has been the source of serious in- ations made by Congress for investigations and
jury to deciduous fruits through attacking the control work with it have amounted to more
blossom, particularly of pears, prunes, and than $1,500,000. As a result of the extensive
cherries, in the Santa Clara Valley, Calif., and investigations; a
highly toxic, finely divided
later appeared in British Columbia, was discov- calcium arsenate has been
prepared, which is
ered in New York State in 1911 and has become
in
a
dust
with high-powered dusting
applied
of considerable importance in the Hudson River machines constructed for the
purpose. The use
Valley fruit belt. In 1915 it appeared in of the airplane was found economical in the
Maryland and was a source of injury in the dusting of large fields and by 1925 the arsenical
vicinity of Baltimore.
treatment was applied in that way to some 150,Japanese Beetle. The green beetle PopUlia 000 acres.
japoniea was introduced from Japan with nursThurberia or Arizona boll weeviL In 1913
ery stock and became established near Riverton, a variety of the boll weevil that is resistant to
.N. J., where it was discovered in the summer
arid conditions was discovered in Arizona livof 1916. The beetle attacks the
foliage of many ing on a wild cotton-like plant of the genus
kinds of fruits, vegetables, and ornamental Thurberia. .From this host
plant growing
plants, and the larva feed on the roots of plants in the canyons, it spread to the cultivated cotand on decaying vegetable matter.
Investiga- ton now grown under irrigation and threaten to
tions of its biology and control have been con- -become as
great a pest of such cotton as the
trees

from Japan.

Peach Borer.
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of cotton grown under
the customary humid conditions.
Pink Bollworm. In November, 1916, the occurrence of the
pink bollworm in the Laguna
district of Coahuila, Mexico, within 200 miles
of the Texas border, was discovered, and an
embargo was placed upon the importation of
Mexican cotton. It was found the following
year that the larvae had been introduced in
carloads of cottonseed shipped from Mexico before the quarantine in November, 1916, infestations being found at points in several counties
in Texas and Louisiana. The infested areas
were at onee quarantined and eradication work
boll

is

was pressed with vigor under appropriations
by Congress, apparently with success. From the
infestation in the Big Bend area of the Rio

Grande, it has spread along the Rio Grande
and Pecos valleys in western Texas and southern
New Mexico and into southeastern Arizona.
It appeared in the spring of 1928 in seven new
counties in western Texas on the edge of the
Belt.
In order to prevent its
entrance, houses have been erected at ports of
entry on the Mexican border for the fumigation
of freight cars from Mexico where they may
have served as carriers of cotton and cottonseed, and all cotton from abroad has been fumigated in large cylinders with hydrocyanic acid
gas in vacuum in order to destroy any lame

main Cotton

present.
The pest has been introduced into Brazil, as
well as Mexico, with seed, it being estimated
to have caused a loss of $27,500,000 in Brazil
iu 1018. It was introduced into the Hawaiian
Islands about 1908 and was discovered in Porto
Rico in 1021, where it has spread throughout
the island. This moth, which originated in
India and is now a source of great loss in Egypt,
whence it has spread to other cotton-producing
countries, and which constitutes one of the
greatest menaces that have ever come to the
American cotton industry, had not previously
been known to occur in America, although prevalent in practically all of the other cotton-producing regions of the world, in all of which
it has caused widespiead destruction.

Alfalfa-leaf Weevil.

This European insect,

accidentally introduced into the United States
and first discovered in Utah, in 1902, continued
to spread -and by 1920 had become the source
of considerable injury in Colorado, Idaho, Nevada, and Wyoming, as well as in Utah, and
was entering California, Oregon, and Nebraska.
Appropriations by Congress led to control work,
in which particular attention was given to the
introduction of insect parasites, one of the 10
species introduced from Europe killing as high
as 90 per cent of the weevil larvae in many
localities.

Argentine Ant.

This enemy of field crops,
household supplies, etc.,
which was first discovered in the United States
at New Orleans in 1891, continued to spread,
and colonies were known to be established as
far distant as Georgia, Texas, and California.
Mediterranean Emit Ply. This destructive
enemy of no less than 80 different subtropical
fruits, stored products,

and vegetables, especially citrus fruits,
and particularly the orange, was first discovered
in Hawaii on the Island of Oahu in 1910. Since
that time, it has increased rapidly and spread
into other islands. Control work has led to the
introduction of a number of parasites, several
of which, are responsible for a considerable refruits
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duction in its infestation. This fruit fly has
been the most serious drawback to fruit growing
in the countries where it is established, its introducing into Bermuda many years ago having
resulted in the destruction of the fruit-growing
industry of that island. In order to combat
and aid in preventing its introduction into the
United States on the mainland, several emergency appropriations have been made by Congress, and all means for prevention are being
employed by the inspection service of the Federal Plant and Quarantine Administration, the
Plant Quarantine Act having made it possible
to establish and maintain a quarantine against
The first invasion of Continental United
it.
States by this cosmopolitan enemy of fruits and
vegetables was discovered in Florida on Apr.
Funds for use in combating the pest
0, 1029.
with a view to its eradication were at once
made available by both State and Federal governments. The extent of the infested area in
central Florida was quickly determined and
placed under quarantine.

Other Insects. Among other insects which
have been introduced or become of great economic importance are the European red mite,
first discovered in Canada in 1915 and a source
of injury through its attack upon the leaves of
the apple, plum, etc., in the northeastern United
States; the Mexican fruit fly, which appeared
in Texas in 1927; the European earwig, which
first appeared in Rhode Island in 1911 and in
Washington State in 1915 and is a source of
injury to garden plants and flowers; the poplar
defoliating satin moth, from Europe, which was
first discovered near Boston, Mass., in July,
1920, and in Washington State in 1922; the
Australian tomato beetle, first observed in Mississippi in 1921 and in California in 1026; the
camphor thrips, first discovered in Florida in
1912; the pea moth, which is increasing in
importance in Wisconsin; the sweet-potato
weevil, which was first discovered in this country in 1875 but which began to spread and
increased in importance about 1920; the fruittree-leaf roller, which has increased in importance due to its resistance to insecticides; the
potato-leaf hopper, which causes tipburn of the
potato; the cotton flea hopper, an active insect
which first appeared as a serious pest of cotton
about 1920; and others.
Control Measures. A notable advance has
taken place in the knowledge of biological, insecticidal, mechanical, and other means of inSearch has been made and parasect control.
sites of a considerable number of pests have
been discovered and introduced from foreign
lands. New insecticides have been discovered,
and others have been adapted for more efficient
control. Notable among the new insecticides
is paradichlorobenzine, which has been successfully used in the control of the peach-tree
borer. The lubricating oils have been found to
form, emulsions that are highly effective against
scale insects on citrus, the San Jose scale, etc.
New forms of arsenicals have been perfected,
notably calcium arsenate in dust form, as employed in combating the boll weevil, sodium
fluosilicate which is more toxic for some insects
than are the arsenicals, Bordeaux oil emulsion
spray for citrus insects, etc. Nicotin applied in
a dust form has proved very effective as a means
of control of the walnut aphid and, a large number of other pests. Borax has been found to be
1

effective,

economical, and practical in the de-
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&truction of fly larvae in horse manure, and
hellebore is also effective for this purpose. Corrosive sublimate lias been found to be highly
New methods
effective against root maggots.
of preparation and application of cyanide gas
for combating citrus pests have been developed.
The commercial manufacture of cyanide dust
has led to its extensive use as an insecticide.
New mechanical developments include the use
dusts for control of
in
of the

applying
airplane
the boll weevil, gipsy moth, etc. Xcw machines
for the application of sprays and new hand and
power dusters have been invented or improved,
and numerous mechanical devices have been developed.

bee diseases,
Apiculture. Investigations of
the greatest handicap with which the beekeeper
has had to deal, resulted in a number of discoveries of great importance. A disease of the
brood which has often been mistaken for one
of the foul broods and to which the name "sacbrood" is given has been found to be due to a
filterable virus.

The deadly

Isle of

Wight

dis-

ease of the adult bee, occurring in Great Britain
and on the Continent, was discovered to be
caused by the mite Acarapis woodi in the
tracheae, and an embargo has been placed upon
the importation of bees in order to prevent its
introduction into the United States.
Bibliography. 0. G. Anderson and P. C.

Hoth, Insecticides and Fungicides: Spraying and
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N. Y., 1924) ; C. R. Crosby and M. D. Leonard,
Manual of Vegetable-Garden Insects (New York,
1918) ; C. K. Crosby and M. V. Slingerland,
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Their Relations

Man

to

1926, 2d ed., rev.) ; C.
Disease of Man (Philadelphia,

(New York and London,

Pox, Insects and
1925) ; W. B. Herms, Medical and Veterinary
Entomology (New York, 1923, 2d ed., rev. and
enl.) ; G. W. Herrick, Manual of Injurious Insects (New York, 1925), and Insects Injurious
to the Household and Annoying to Man (New
A. D. Imms, A General
York, 1926, rev. ed.)
Textbook of Entomology (London, 1925) ; H. M.
Lefroy, Manual of Entomology (London, 1923) ;,
C. L. Metcalf and W. P. Flint, Destructive and
Useful Insects: Their Habits and Control (New
York and London, 1928) ; J. G. Needham, S. W.
Frost, and B. H. Tothill, Leaf-mining Insects
(Baltimore, 1928) ; F. C. Pellett, Productive
Bee-keeping (Philadelphia and London, 1923,
3d ed., rev.) ; E. E. Phillips, Bee Keeping: A
Discussion of the Life of the Honeyoee and of
the Production of Honey (New York, 1915,),; JS".
D. Sanderson and L. M. Peairs, Insect Pests of
Farm, Garden, and Orchard (New York and
London, 1921, 2d ed., rev, and enl.) ; R. E. Sn6<*grass, Anatomy and Physiology of the Honeybee
(New York and London, 1925) ; R. J. Tijtfard,
The Insects of Australia and New Zealand (Sydney, 1926); R. A. Wardle and.. Buckle, The
Principles of Insect Control" (Manchester and
New York, 1923).
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E3TVER PASHA

(1882-1922).

A

Turkish

soldier born at Constantinople and one of the
In
first leaders of the Young Turk movement.
1908 he led the revolutionary movement which
forced the Sultan to restore the Constitution of
1876. In the same year, he was appointed military attache at Berlin. In 1909 he helped put

revolution and to depose the
served in the army during the ItaloTurkish War (1911). In 1913 although not in
the Government, he was aetit'e in the coup d'etat
caused by the humiliating peace terms, and in
the following year he became minister of war.
He appointed himself chief of the general staff,
and started a thorough reorganization of the
army. His appointment of the German general,
Liman von Sanders, as a Turkish commander
an
international
incident.
caused
nearly
Throughout the World War, he remained in control of the army and it was largely due to his
influence that Turkey allied herself with Germany. At the close of the War, he was charged

down a counter
Sultan.

He

with profiteering, and fled to escape death by a
Turkish court martial. He became active in
Soviet Russia as a leader against the various
"white" generals, but in 1922 the Bolsheviks announced that he had betrayed them. He immediately started an anti-Soviet movement in
Bokhara and was killed there on, August 4
in a battle with Soviet soldiers.
EPILEPSY. Experience with epilepsy in
soldiers during the World War confirmed the
belief that all manifestations which come under
this head may have a common origin; yet it became increasingly difficult to distinguish between
primary and secondary or symptomatic epilepsy.
Cranial injuries were found able to give rise to

any or

of the

all

disease; in
pear until

clinical

expressions of the

some cases, the malady does not apmore than a year after the injury.

Nor did it appear necessary for the sufferer to
have a strong hereditary predisposition to the
disease; as a matter of fact, the medical selection of troops automatically eliminated
degenerate individuals.

many

Attempts have Jbeen made to bring epilepsy
within the domain of psychoanalysis on the
ground that the disease had a subconscious mental factor. Dr. Pierce Clark of New York pub-

show that these patients
improved by psychoanalysis.
The most sensational advance "in connection with
lished

are

many

articles to

sometimes

epilepsy was the introduction of the synthetic
drug, luminal, allied 'in composition with veronal.
The public was cautioned not to expect
too much from this innovation, but it seems
certain that it could very largely replace bromides with none of the severe constitutional effects of the latter. The dose, which is small,
need not be increased to hold its effect; indeed,
it is too powerful to warrant any
attempt to
increase it. Since 1920 this drug has been tried
out very thoroughly; most reports were distinctly favorabld. It also may be used to spare
bromides and thus diminish the likelihood of
-

bromide intoxication.
Another outstanding advance in the subject
of epilepsy during 'recent years is undoubtedly
the beneficial effects of a special diet, known as
the ketogenous, of high fat and low carbohydrate
composition. This is, based on the fact that the
acidosis or'ketosis which results from starvation
has a distinctly beneficial action on the seizures. The Jsetosis may be produced by the diet
in qufistidn without 'any necessity for fasting;'
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ment, a considerable number remain quite refractory, this indicating that epilepsy may be due
to very different causal factors. The greatest

improvement was seen in children, and for several years only child eases were reported; but
quite recently it has been found to be of no litIt will of course remain to
tle value in adults.
be seen whether there are late relapses in the
arrested cases, whether the treatment can be carried out on a large scale and is free from ill
consequences. It has been shown recently that
a mineral acidosis produced by certain inorganic
salts will also arrest seizures, although in time
the body seems to adapt itself to the treatment

and the

fits
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in theory ketosis is a pathological
state, its ability to arrest the fits over long
periods in some epileptics has been demonstrated.
While in some cases there is improve-

and while

reappear.

EFINEPHBJN.

See ADBENAUN.
An English
(1880).
sculptor (see VOL. VIII ) . Of extraordinary technical resourcefulness, he follows the traditions
of dramatic sculpture by working with ridges
and bosses rather than by the architecture of
his planes. He is peculiar in the vehement
violation of actuality in the individual head.
His later works include "Christ," a very radical
conception which caused much controversy;
"The Sun God"; a series of powerful portrait
heads, including Admiral Lord Fisher (Imperial
War Museum,
London) ; the bronze "American
3*
Soldier,
Metropolitan Museum, New York;
several versions of Mrs. Epstein; the Duchess
of Hamilton, and a number of others in the collection of John Quinn, New York; the memorial
to W. H. Hudson in Hyde Park, London (1925) ;
"Study for a Visitation" (1926), in the National

EPSTEIN, JACOB

Coming to the Communion (1912); Gospel of
John, an Exposition 11016); The Gospel of
The General
Mark, an Exposition (1917)
Epistles (1918); The Acts (1919); Matthew
Luke (1921) Within the 'Gateways of
(1920)
the Far East (1922) Return of Christ (1922) ;
Pastoral Epistles (1923); The Lord We Love
The Spirit of Christ (1026).
(1924)
;

;

;

;

;

EBDMANTST, BEXNO (1851-1921). A German philosopher see VOL. VIII ) His last work,
.

(

Grundzuge der Reproduktionspsychologie ( 1 920 )
concerned itself with the movement of thought
and imagination.
ERG-OSTEROL. See POOD Aim NUTRITION.
ERIE. A manufacturing and summer-resort
city of Pennsylvania. The population rose from
,

60,525 in 1910 to 102,093 in 1920 and, according
to local estimate, to 135,000 in 1928. City planning and zoning are highly developed, with a
commission actively engaged in approving plans
for future developments.
union passenger
station, costing more than $2,500,000, was completed in 1928, and is the first step in the development of the Civic Centre, consisting* of the
station, the proposed station plaza park, Griswold Boulevard, and the proposed Government
post office, for which appropriation has been

A

Condon; and "Night" and "Day"
two figures carved on the face of the
boundary wall of the new Underground offices
over St. James's Park Station, London. Consult the monograph by B. Van Dieren (London,

made by Congress. The public stadium, which
has a seating capacity of 25,000, was erected in
1924~ by popular subscription.
sewage-displant, costing more than $1,000,000, a garand refuge-disposal system, and a stormwater sewer system are under construction.
Presque Isle Peninsula, including about 3200
acres which form a protecting arm before the
harbor, has been set aside as a State park and
is being rapidly developed into one of the finest
National parks in the East. Erie is one of the
most active ports on the Great Lakes in the
handling of grain and other freight. A passenger line connects it with Port Dover, Ontario.
The assessed valuation of property in Erie in
1928 was $142,674,027; the net indebtedness was

1920).

$8,084,507.

(1850-192$). An American
railway official, born in Breslau, Germany. In
1853 he moved with his parents to the United
States.
He was educated privately and in the
public schools of St. Louis. From 1886 to 1898,
he was president of the Western Telegraph Company. He was president and receiver of several
important railroads in the West and South,
constructed and was president of the St. Louis,
Memphis & Southeastern Railroad and was
president and director of the Wisconsin Central
Railroad in 1908-09. He was president of the
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad and the Iowa
Central Railroad for several years and was a
director and official in many important corporations, chiefly connected with railways.

Italian colonial possession
Africa on the west coast of the Bed Sea.
Area, 45,754 square miles; native population
by census of 1921, 402,793. Europeans numbered 4251; of these, 3901 were Italian. Asmara, the seat of government, had 14,711 in*

Gallery,
(1929),

EBB, NEWMAN

EB.D3&AN,
(1866-

).

Srd'rate,

CHARLES

ROSENBDBT

An American 'theologian

Fayetteville, N,, Y.,

born at

and educated at Princeton

University, and the Princeton Theological Seminary. He was ordained in, the Presbyterian ministry in 1891 and, after serving various pastorates,
returned to the seminary at Princeton as professor of practical theology in 1906. 'He has
been a delegate to Presbyterian conventions and
wprld assemblies, was .Moderator of the General
Assembly of the Presbyterian, Ch^irch,-U, S. A*
in 1925, and in -192$ was elected .president, pi
the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions,
He is fte author of pfy jtelwff $1#*r (19Q4) 3
,

Afternoons with Railroad

Men

(190,7) j

A
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in-

habitants, including 2500 Europeans; Massawa,
the, leading port,

12,275, with 137 Europeans*
sea comprises dried hides,

The export trade by

palm-nut seeds, tinned meats, salt, mother-ofpearl, conch shells, flaxseed, rubber, and tanning
materials; the sea-borne import trade, wines,
cotton and cotton goods, mineral oils, cement,
sugar, coffee, fats, and soap. Imports in 1927
were valued at 201,360,446 lire; exports, at 80,196,371 lire. The land transit trade in 1927,
principally with Abyssinia, was valued at 58,413,398 lire in imports, and 36,635,267 lire in exports. At Massawa, 628,104 tons of shipping
entered in 1927.' After 1912, 65 milea of railway were .completed from Asmara to Cheren,
by the end of 1928, the li&e from Cheren had
reached Agordat
(54 miles). At Massawa
Assab, and Asmara, wireless stations have been
%stablished to keep the colony in constant comnctuii cation with Italian Somaliland arid Italy.
For the financial year 1928-29, the revenue and
expenditure of the colony were egtiifcaied at:
Colonial revenue, 42,482^300 lire; expenditure,
civil, ..administiTation, 26,497,050 lire; military,
live. .Efforts -to attract Italian set,
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tiers proved unsuccessful, because the highlands,
the only areas suitable for European coloniza-

were already well filled by Abyssinians.
is not yet self-supporting.
EBIVAH", ARMENIAN REPUBLIC OP. See

tion,

The colony

ARMENIA.

ERMAtt,

German

A

).
er'man, HBINRICH (1857born in Berlin and educated at

jurist,

ERYSIPELAS

gen, Tubingen, Berne, and Berlin. In his first
the one-act plays LumpcnbagascJi and Jra
chambre separce (1898), he was influenced by
the naturalism of Arno Holz, but later found
himself in the volume of poems Poly meter, the
two one-act tragedies Wenn die Blatter fallen
and Der Tod (1899), and the volume of fiction,
Sechs GescJiichten (1900). After a sojourn in
efforts,

the universities of Leipzig and Berlin. In Italy, he published some translations, Altitali1883 he was appointed professor at Lausanne, enische Xovellen (1902), selections from Des
and was subsequently professor of Roman law Knaben Wunderhorn and a special edition of
in Geneva. He was made honorary professor Arnim's Isabella von ^Bgypten (1903). He
at Lausanne in 1002, and later at Mimster-in- wrote a number of novels Die Prinzessin des
Westfalen. His works include: Zur Gesohichte Ostens; Der schmale Weg zum Gltick (1903) ;
der romischen Quittv/ngcn und\ Solutionsakte Der Tod des Cosimo (1912); Die ffochseit
(1883); La Restitution des frais de proces en (1913) ; Saat auf Hoffnung (1915) ; Die Taufe
a volume of
droit romain (1892); Rervus vicariu$, Vesclave (1916); Der Nobelpreis (1917)
dc I'esclave romain (1896) ; Pecht und Prator short stories, Eomodiantengeschichten (1920);
(1903); Bedeittung der Bodenreform, fiir eine and a drama, Premsengeist (1915). His books
aufstrcbende Stadt (1907); Behandlung der of essays, Der Weg zur Form ( 1906 ) and Der ZusAktionen in den nachklassischen Rechtsbiichem ammenbruch des Idealismus (1919), attracted
(1908); Grwidzuge fiir ein Kriegerheimstatte- much attention. His later works include a
volume of imaginary conversations Erdichtete
Gesete (1916); and Yolkssiedlungen (1925).
EBMATINGKER, gr-mat'mg-er, EMIL (1873- GespracJie (1920); some occult stories, OkkulA Swiss author and professor at the tistische Novellen, ( 1921 ) ; Zusammeribruch und
).
University and Technical High School of Zurich, Glaube (1922); Das Kaiserbuch (1923); Gesborn at Schaffhausen. He studied law and chichten aus dem Siiden (1925) ; and Der Schatst
philosophy at Swiss universities, but later de- im Morgenbrotstal (1926).
voted himself to teaching and writing. He
An Ameri).
EBSKI1XE, JOHN (1879wrote Jenseits des Tages, verse (1900), and can university professor of English (see VOL.
several novels, among them Weggefdhrten (1902)
VIII). He published: The Moral Obligation of
and Der Weg ins Leben (1909), but was best the Intelligent, and Other Poems (1915); The
known for his critical, biographical, and his- Shadowed Hour (1917); Democracy and Ideals
torical works, which were: Antike Lyrik in
Collected
(1920) ; The Kinds of Poetry (1920)
modernem Gewande, with R. Hunziker (1898)
Poems (1922); The Literary Disciple (1923);
Wieland Sonata, and Other Poems (1925) Private Life
Die
Weltanschauung des jungen
(1907); Gottfried Kellers Leben, Briefe und of Helen of Troy ( 1927 ) ; Prohibition and
Tagebiicher (3 vols., 1915) ; Die deutsche Lyrik Christianity (1927); Penelope's Man (1928);
in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung (1921); The Delight of Great Books (1928). He has
Das dichterischiche Kunstwerk (1921) ; Wieland edited various works and was educational direcund die Schweiz (1924) ; Weltdeutvng in Griwr tor of the American Expeditionary Forces during
melshausens Simplteissimus
(1925); Barock the World War, and received the Distinguished
und Boko in der Deutschen Dichtung (1926), Service Medal. In 1927 he became president of
and Krisen und Prolleme in neueren deutschen the Juilliard School of Music in New York.
Literatur (1927).
EBVTNT3, ur'vln, ST. JOHN GEEBB (1883An Irish dramatist and novelist, born at
) .
ERNIiE, ROWLAND EDMUND PROTHEKO, FIRST
BABON (1852An English economist, Belfast. His first play, The Magnanimous Lover
).
born at Olifton-on-Teme. He was graduated (1907), possessing a distinctly moral flavor,
from Balliol College, Oxford, in 1873, and was was produced at the Abbey Theatre, Dublin, in
connected with that university as fellow and 1913. Two years later he was manager of the
proctor until 1891. From 1894 to 1899, he edited same theatre. He is the writer said by Arnold
the Quarterly Review. In 1913 he was a mem- Bennett to be "probably unequaled by any other
ber of the Royal Commission on Railways. He playwright" in England, who had in his work
represented the University of Oxford in Parlia- "combined great skill, fine ideas, and perfect
ment (1914-19), in 1915-16 was a member of sincerity with immense popular success." In
important committees on the production of food, 1928-29 he was dramatic critic of The World
and from 1916 to 1919 was president of the (New York). He wrote the following plays:
Board of Agriculture. He was president of the Mixed Marriage (1910); Jane Clegg (1911);
English Association (1921-22), and became an Four Irish Plays
(1914); John Ferguson
honorary fellow of Balliol College in 1922. He (1914) ; The Wonderful Visit, with H. G. Wells
was made a baronet in 1919 and received (1921); The Ship (1922); Mary 9 Mary, Quite
honorary degrees from Oxford, Athens, and Contrary (1923) ; The Lady of Belmont (1924) ;
Wales. His writings include : Pioneers and Prog- Anthony and Anna (1925), and Four One-Act
ress of English Farming (1887) ; Life and Plays (1928). His other
publications include
Correspondence of Dean Stanley (1893) ; Letters the novels Mrs. Martin's Man (1915), Alice and
of Edward Gitoon (1896) Letters and Journals Family (1915), Changing Winds (inS),,The
of Lord Byron (1898-1901) ; The Psalms in Hu- Foolish Lovers (1920), The Wayward Man, and
man Life (1903) ; The Pleasant Land of France The Mountain (1928); the tales Eight o'Clock
(1908); English Farming, Past and Present and Other Studies (1913), and In Inland Seas
(1912) ; The Land and its People (1925); The (1928) ; the political studies 'Sir Edward Carson
and the Ulster Movement (1915), and Pamell
Light Reading of our Ancestors (1927).
ERNST, OTTO. See SCHMIDT, OTTO EENST.
(1925) ; and The Organised Theatre; a Plea in
A German Ctutos (1924) ; and How to write
ERNST, PAUL (-1866).
a Play (1928).
writer of essays, dramas, and fiction, born at ElEBYSIPELAS. This affectioA although not
bingen. He studied at the -universities of Gottin- deadly save in certain types of case is of com;

;

;

;
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occurrence and causes much, disability and
hospitalization. A specific treatment should
not only save some life but should also cut
short the usual period of disability and internment. Quite recently Dr. Birkhaug of Rochester, N. Y., perfected an antitoxin which at first
appeared to give superior results although later
experience seems to have thrown some doubt
on its value. However, in Bellevue Hospital,
New York, which is believed to have the greatest erysipelas contingent in the world, the results have been more than satisfactory. Dr.
Symmers, who reports his experience in the
Journal of the American Medical Association for
Aug. 25, 1928, has tested the serum in hundreds
of cases, is most enthusiastic over its efficacy
and pronounces it a great advance. The only
drawback, if such it can be termed, is the absence
of any immunizing factor; for apparently the
discharged patients can readily contract the disease anew. The total number of cases thus far
treated in Symmers's Bellevue service is over
700 and the mortality was 5 per cent for facial
and only 8.4 per cent for corporeal erysipelas
(which may reach 40 per cent at times) ; the
average duration of hospital sojourn was much
reduced.
ERZBEBGKER, 6rz'br-g6r, MATTHIAS (1875German politician, born at Butthau1921).
sen (Wtirttemberg). He began his career as

mon

A

a school-teacher, then was a journalist, becoming
a member of the staff of the Deutsches VolksUatt (Stuttgart) in 1896. His political career
began in 1903, when he was elected to the Reichstag as representative, of the Catholic Centre
Party. During the World War, he at first made

extravagant efforts to increase German annexabut later became just as active in furthering peace negotiations. It was he who instigated the "Peace Resolutions" drawn up by
the Reichstag in 1917; and when, in 1918, he
succeeded Bethmann-Holiweg as Secretary of
State, he conducted the Armistice negotiations
and signed the agreement on November 11.
Becoming Finance Minister of the Reich in 1919,
he was forced to resign on acount of a legal controversy with Dr. Helffericli, the Nationalist
leader. The Conservatives and National Liberals
criticized him not so much for his peace negotiations as for his financialpolicy, which hit capital
and landed interests. Mis supporters were the
Catholic working classes. The culmination of
the attacks upon him was his assassination on
tions,

Aug.

26, 1921.

ESENWEIN,

JOSEPH:

BEEG (1867-

).

An

editor,
Philadelphia, and
educated at Albright College, Millersville Normal
School, Lafayette College, Bichmond College,
and the University of Omaha. He was president

American

born

in

Albright Collegiate Institute in 1895-96
and later became professor of English in the
Pennsylvania Military College at Chester, subsequently giving up teaching (1903) to become
manager of the Booklovers* Magazine. Two
years later, he was made editor and manager of
of

Lippincott's Magazine, a position which he held
until 1914. In 1915 he became editor of The
-Writer's Monthly, Springfield, Mass. He is
known both as a lecturer and writer. His published works, besides articles contributed to
Warner's Library of the
Charles Dudley
World's Best Literature, include: Songs for
Reapers (1895); Modem Agnosticism (1896);
Feathers for Shafts (1897) ; Short Story Masterpieces (1912); Children's Stories and How to

Tell

Them

pieces

(1917) Russian Short Story Master(2 vols., 1919); Writing Good English
;

(1925).

ESH'EU, REGINALD BALIOL BRETT, SECOND
VISCOUNT (1852An English politician
).
and author, born in London and educated at
Eton and Trinity College, Cambridge. He was
a member of Parliament from Penryn and Falmouth (1880-85), secretary to the Office of
Works (1895-1902), chairman of the Waur Office
Reconstitution Committee (1904), and a permanent member of the Committee of Imperial
Defense. He was deputy governor of Windsor
Castle from 1901 to 1928, when he became governor. King Edward VII appointed him one of
the editors of The Correspondence of Queen Victoria
(1907). Among his publications are
Footprints of Statesmen (1892); To-day and
To-morrow (1910); Influence of King Edward,
Essays (1914); After the War (1918); The
Tragedy of Lord Kitchener (1921); lonicus
(1923); and his reminiscences, Clout Cap't
Towers (1927).
ESKIMOS. See ALASKA, under Natives;
ETHNOGRAPHY, under North America.
ESPERANTIDO. See INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE.
ESPERANTO. See INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE.
notable
ESPI3TA, CONCHA (1879).
Spanish woman novelist. Born in Santander,
where she published verses in the daily El
Atldntico while still a girl, she went in early
youth to Chile. On her return to Spain, she continued to write for Spanish- American papers, but
she had long since turned to prose as her usual
medium of expression, and she has developed
therein a limpid, flexible, vibrant style with
which she seems to be able to do everything she
will.
Her works have brought her prize after
prize, the Royal Spanish Academy alone having
awarded her the prizes known as- Fastenrath,
Espinosa Cortina, and Castillo de Ghirel. In
1929 she was visiting professor at the Middlebury,
The Hispanic Society of
Vt., (Spanish School.
America (of which she is a corresponding mem.ber) has* awarded her its medal for Arts and
Letters. Among her best works
(many of
which have been translated into several languages) are Mis flores (poems, 1904) ; Troses de
mda (articles and stories, 1907 ) ; La nina Lussmela (1909); Despertar para tnorir (1910);
Affua de nieve (1911); La- esfinje maragata
Ruecas
(1914) ; La rosa de los vientos (1916)
de marfil (1917);
jaydn (drama, 1918);
Pastorelas (1919); El metal de los muertos
(1920) ; .Dulce nombre (1921) ; Cuentos (1922) ;
Simientes (1923) ; El cdUz rojo (1924) Tierras
del Aquiton (1926); Las ninas desapareoidas
(1927) ; and La virgen prudente -(1929).
ESTATTNTfi, eVton'S'5/, EDOUAKD (1862French author and engineer who was
) .
born in Dijon and educated at the Jesuit school
there, the Lyce Saint-Louis, and the ficole Polytechnique. He was director of the JScole Sup4rieure de Telegraphic, and of material and construction at the ministry of posts and telegraphs.
In 1923 he was elected tb the French Academy.
His novels showed keen psychological insight
and were usually deeply thoughtful. They include I7i* Simple (1890)
L'Empreinte, crowned
by the Academy (1896); L'tipwoe (1902); La
vie secrete, Prix de la Vie Heureuse (1908) ;
Les Choses voient (1913); L'Ascension de M.
Boatem (1918); L'Appel de la route (1921) ;
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Le Silence dans la, cam(1926), and Tels qu'ils
also wrote Pet its-Matt res,

trique

Les Sources d'nergie &.GGand Traite pratique de tiUcomr

Le Labyrintlie (1923)
pa gne,

short

stories

(1027). He
art criticism (1893)
(lt>95),

;

;

munication (1004).
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See RIVERA Y OB-

DE.

on the Baltic Sea,
Russian government of

republic

of the former

Estland, the northern part of Livland, the islands Saaremaa, Hiiumaa, and Muhumaa, and
parts of the Petseri district of the Pskov government and the Gdowski district of the Petrograd government. Estonia became a republic
on Feb. 24, 1918, after the Bolshevist coup d'&fat.
By Treaty of Tartu with Russia on Feb. 2, 1920,
and by an agreement with Latvia, her sister republic to the south (Nov. 1, 1923), Fstonia's
political borders were extended to coincide with
her ethnographic limits. The area is put at
18,334 square miles, and the population, Jan. 1,

Of
were Estonians and the rest
Germans, Russians, Jews, Finns, Swedes, and
Letts. The capital, Reval, had 160,000 in 1917
and in 1926, 127,000 inhabitants. Narva, tlie
chief manufacturing centre, was credited with
a population of 27,975. Five-sixths of the population were Lutherans, and the rest were Greek
Orthodox and Roman Catholics.
industry. The great portion of the population works on the land. Up to the passage
of the land reform bills of 1919, property was
concentrated mostly in the hands of the Baltic
1020, 1,117,270; estimated, 1928, 1,115,094.

these, 87.7 per cent

barons and the clergy, of
tive Estonians

German

descent; na-

were merely farm hands or small

peasant proprietors. By the Bill of Oct. 10,
1919, an ambitious programme was projected for
the almost complete -confiscation of these large
estates and their allotment among the peasants

figures for 1927 were $28,207,000 and $25,713,The chief exports in 1927 were: Butter
000.

1*7,377,000); boards and planks (82,941,000);
flax { $2,700,000 ) ; and cotton fabrics ($2,325,000). The principal imports: Cotton ($2,406,000) ; sugar ($1,804,000) ; rye ($1,333,000) ;
and wheat ($1,093,000). Germany supplied 26.4
per cent of the imports and purchased 29.8 per
cent of the exports; the United Kingdom, 12.1
and 31.4; Russia, 7.5 and 6.3; and the United

raw

States,

12.0

and

1.2.

Commerce

=

for

1928 ex-

$0.268 ); imports
pressed in krons (1 kron
1,131,373,000 krons; exports, 127,109,000 krons.
During 1927, 2672 vessels of 849,996 tons entered
the Estonian ports of Reval, Narva, Pernau, Port
Baltic, Hapsal, Kunda, Arensburg, Loksa, and
Rohukala. The total length of railways in 1926
was 1130 miles, all owned and operated by the
states.

Education. Elementary education is free
and compulsory. In 1926 there were 1356
elementary schools, 231 higher schools, 81 gymnasia, several normal schools, a technical school
at Reval, and a state university at Dorpat.
The last, reopened in 1919, had, in 1926, 4651
students. The minority nationals, Germans,
Russians, Swedes, and Letts, are guaranteed instruction in their mother tongues.
Finance. In 1922 expenditures were 5,510,300,000 Estonian marks and the revenues, 5,065,300,000 Estonian marks. In 1923 the budget
was estimated at 700,000,000 Estonian
marks or about 10 per cent of the total expenditures of 6,775,000,000 marks; for 1928-29 the
budget balanced at 8,026,661,000, but a surplus
was confidently expected. Estonia's national
debt, all of which is funded, totaled 11,069,600,000 marks ($29,667,000) on Jan. 1, 1928; the
internal debt was only 64,700,000 marks. The
total amount owed to the United States was $19,deficit

717,000.

Some indemnity was provided for,
History. The Russian Revolution brought
but the basis was not to be the real value- but with it a state of uncertainty in Estonia which
the size of the land tax. Lack of capital for was not dispelled until late in 1920. Some
buildings and deterioration of farm stocks im- sentiment inclined toward the Allies; the Baltic
and

soldiers.

lords were openly friendly to Germany. A
republican government, proclaimed on Feb. 24,
1918, had but a brief career before it was put
to flight by the German troops who entered the
'country as a result of the Brest-Litovsk Peace
The acreage under various crops and the harvests Treaty, captured Reval from the Bolshevists,
and restored the Baltic land barons under Gerof 1922 and 1927, compared with the
average for
five pre-war years, 1910-14, are
provisional government, set
given as follows: man protection.
up by the native moderate elements, was disregarded, and German occupation continued unPRINCIPAL CROPS
til the end of the year.
During May, 1918, the
Estonian National Council was accorded proArea in adres
Production in' thousand*
Crop
visional de facto recognition by Great Britain,
of bushel*
France, and Italy. By the Russo-German Treaty
of August, 1918, Estonia's independence was
recognized, but when the Germans withdrew
their troops after the Armistice of November,
1918, .Soviet forces once more poured in, to be
out by local troops with Finnish and
driven

posed almost insuperable

difficulties

on the

real-

ization of the programme Of the total area
of 10,851,500 acres, forest land, owned by the
state, comprised 20.1 per cent; fields, 22.9; meadows, 24.:; pastures, 17.5; untillable land, 15.

A

Live stock in the country in 1927 numbered
224,820 horses, 628,880 head of cattle., 354*000
swine, and 665,510 sheep. There are textile^ hemp
and rope, paper, metal, and shipbuilding works,
but up to 1929 these were languishing because
of deterioration and luck of capital.
Trade. In 1920 exporis wers valued at, $17,544,278 and imports at $19,931,218; simiUar
,

,

The

exiled Estonian leaders rewar-ridden country,, and on
May, 19,, 1919, the National Assembly declared
Estonia a sovereign and independent, nation.
Hostilities with Russia continued until Dec.
31, 1919. Affairs were complicated by the threat
of a German movement on, the Baltic states and
by the .intervention of Allied armies on the
northwest, coast of Russia in the autumn, of
The United States, in an endeavor to
1919,
gain Estonia's support, against the Bolsheviks,
.British, aid,

Metric tons.

turned to their

.

:

ESTONIA

offered the country a loan of $50,000,000, a considerable portion of which was taken. The Russian succession states, Finland, Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia, wearied of the conflict, and
an armistice was signed at Dor pat on Dec. 31,
1919, The Russo-Estonian Treaty of Feb. 2,
1920, put an end to hostilities. The terms were
remarkably favorable to Estonia, The coun-

was unreservedly recognized
and guaranteed by Russia; Estonia received

try's independence

15,000,000 gold rubles, all Russian public property in Estonia, and exemption from any share
in Russian debts. The Constituent Assembly on
June 15, 1920, prepared the country's new constitution.
single house, popularly elected on
the basis of proportional representation and
controlled by the initiative and referendum,

A

was

whose premier was
designated the State Head, was to be elected by
and responsible to the Assembly. The State
Court of Justice was to be elected by the Assembly too. The Assembly, in 1921, had 22 representatives of the Labor Party, 29 of Socialist
parties, and 5 Communists, together constituting the majority bloc; 21 Agrarians, and the
rest Populists, Christians, Baits, and Russians.

By

set up.

The

ETHICS

51 r

cabinet,

the Land Act, the church was separated
state and its extensive holdings con-

from the
fiscated.

On June 26, 1921, the Supreme Council of
the League of Nations accorded the country de
jure recognition. Shortly afterward, on September 22, it was admitted to the League. Recognition by the 'United States was delayed until July 27, 1922.
In May, 1923, the election
of the second Parliament returned a majority
bloc of the bourgeois and peasant parties with
the result that M. Paetz, leader of the Peasants'
League, was entrusted with the formation of a

navian crown, was divided into 100 sents, each
sent having the value of a former Estonian
mark.
In this period changes of ministry were almost an annual occurrence. In March, 1924,
Premier Paetz resigned and was succeeded by
Dr. F. Akel, Foreign Minister. Communist
agitation marked the whole of the year 1024.
In November, 149 Communists were brought to
trial

and most of them were convicted and
to

sentenced

varying

terms

of

prison.

On

December 1, following the conclusion of the
trial, Communists, in an armed uprising, attempted to seize the Government. There was
some fighting, resulting in the killing of the
Minister of Ways and Communications, but the

outbreak was
soon suppressed. M. Akel's
government, however, resigned and was succeeded
by a coalition of all major parties with Jiiri
Jaakson as Premier.
In January, 1925, the foreign ministers of
Estonia, Latvia, Finland, and Poland held a
conference at Helsingfors at which, among other
agreements, a treaty of obligatory arbitration

A

treaty of arbitration was
also concluded between Estonia and Germany
in 1925. In December, 1925, M. J. Teemant displaced M. Jaakson as head of the state. Among
the measures passed by the Diet at this period
were one separating church and state and
another providing for payment of former landowners for land expropriated in 1919. In
December, 1927, the cabinet of M. Teemant in
turn gave way to one formed by J. Toenisson,
under whom the country on Feb. 24, 1928, celebrated the tenth anniversary of its independence.
year later, in November, 1928, Premier

was drawn up.

A

Toenisson, who was a member of the Right,
resigned and was succeeded on December 5 by the
Socialist A. Rej, who formed a coalition cabinet.
government.
Russia's consistently friendly policy toward On Feb. 9, 1929, Estonia, together with. Poland,
her succession states was further evinced by the Rumania, Latvia, and Soviet Russia signed at
Moscow the Kellogg Peace Treaty and, at the
series of discussions among the Baltic states,
"Litvinoff protocol," agree-,
including Estonia, in October and November; same time, signed the
as it
1921, and March and December, 1922. These ing to put the treaty into effect as soon
without
meetings agreed on arbitration of disputes, con- was ratified by the various parliaments,
firmation of existing frontiers, agreement on' waiting for further ratifications by other nations.
a mixed comcustoms, consular, and economic matters; $ In April, 1929, an agreement by
common economic policy toward Russia, and* mission on a. revision of tariff 'rates between
radical disarmament plans involving the cutting Estonia and Latvia was announced.
ETHICS, Recent work in ethics divides itof the Russian Red Army to 200,000. In 1923,
self neatly into, two complementary parts, that
it appeared for a time that Estonia was prebe called scientific and deals with the
pared to join with Finland and Poland in an which may
alliance aimed at Russia, but peace wa-3 main- ways and -means of life, and that which is phildeals with ends and values. It is
tained, so that all energies, in 1923 and 1924, osophical and
were devoted to the solution of domestic prob- only in the 'practical solution of the immediate
lems. Among these, currency stabilization was problems of. individuals or .groups, or in very
one of' the most needed reforms. On June 20,,' abstract metaphysical theory, that the two parts
1924, a law was passed stabilizing the currency, are combined.
The former part lias followed the method and.
at 100 Esthonian marks to the Swedish gold
sciences and has
krona, and providing for an issue on & gold- style of the empirical social
standard basis at a later time. 'Steady im- issued in a summary and organization of their
-to it, there has been
provement in the country's finances was evi-, conclusions. Contributing
of
denced by the balancing of the 1926 budget. In the 'study of. human geography, an account
1925 the debt to the United States was funded, the effects of climate and other natural condithe total being placed at $13,830,000, the -bonds tions on human temperaments and habits. The
for which were to run over a period of -62 years. best-known leaders in such work are Brunhes
The debt to Great, Britain also was consolidated. in France and Huntington in America, both
In 1926 'the government,' with the help' of a loan' taking their cues from -Ratzel in Germany.
from the League of Nations, planned a further Following Durkheim in France and Sumner in
the anthropologists have extended the
monetary adjustment, and tWfe wa4 brought America,
abbut in the following' year. Beginning Jan. 1, theory of invention, and diffusion of culture
.
The methods employed Sn ifche study
1928, the currency unit was made the gold patterns
insects and of investigating primi*
kroon, with a content of 0:403226 gram? of 'proe of gregarious
tire'&uman societies nave established categories
This unit,* Corresponding to 'the
'
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(1922); John Dewey, Human Nature and Conduct (1922); Experience and Mature (1925);
Zenas Clark Dickinson, Economic Motives
(1022) ; Warner Fite, Moral Philosophy (1925) ;
G. S. Fullerton, A Handbook of Ethical
Theory
(1922); Leonard T. Hobhouse, The Rational
Good (1921); Edwin B. Holt, The Freudian
Wish (1915); E. Huntington, Civilization and
Climate (3d ed., 1924); John Laird, Study
in Moral Theory
(1926); Walter Lipprnan,
Public Opinion (1927); A Preface to Morals
ment and support of mystical religious societies. (1929); E. D. Martin, The Behavior of Crowds
The younger generation organizes an interna- (U>20); Alexius Meinong, Zur
flrundlegwiff
tional youth' movement to work out an ethics of der allffemeinen Werttheorie
(1923); R. B.
emancipation for the next generation. Gprdieff, Perry, General Theory of Value (1926 ) Houston
an Anglo-Russian, has founded an institution Peterson, Havelock Ellis,
Philosopher of Love
at Fontainebleau, France, with a programme for (1028); Maurice Picard, Values Immediate and
the full training of the individual in physical, Contributory (1920); D. W.
Prall, .4. Study in
emotional, and intellectual culture. This insti- Theory of Value (1921) ; Edward A. Ross, The
tute has wide influence through centres in New- Principles of
Sociology (1920); Bertrand RusYork, London, and other cosmopolitan cities. sell, Skeptical Essays (1928); W. G. SumCharity organizations ha*ve concentrated their ner, edited by Keller, The Science of
work on a programme for community mental (1927) ; R. H. Tawney, The Acquisitive Society
Society
hygiene. Schools have "become experiment sta- (1920); Religion and, the Rise of Capitalism
tions for colleges of pedagogy where psychology (1926); W. M.
Urban, Valuation end its
and psychiatry hold the centre of the curricu- Laws (1917); Thorstein Veblen, The Place
of
lum. Community welfare work is now called Science in Modern Civilization
(1919); Graham
adult education.
Wallas, The Great Society (1914); Our Social
Out of the experience 'and discussion that Heritage (1921); W. M. Wheeler, Social
Life
these movements generate, there often come very Among the Insects (1923).
ETHWOGKRAPHY. The literature descripimportant theoretical works. The best example
in recent years is the writing of R. H. Tawney. tive of primitive cultures has attained enorHis Religion and the Rise of Capitalism is mous proportions. Although explorations and
written with scholarship, humor, and fine sensi- description were curtailed
during the World
bility, and states the historical case for the War, the subsequent period has. witnessed unpar'British Labor Movement. It presents the gen- alleled activity.
The present ranking- of the
eral thesis which originated in Max Weber's fa- primitive areas in the order of completeness of
mous essay, Die Protestantlsche Ethik imd der ethnographic surveying is roughly North Amerdeist des Kapitalismus, that the shift in domi- ica, Africa, southeastern Asia, Siberia,
Polynenant ethical values from the Middle Ages to the sia, Melanesia, South America, Australia, and
eighteenth century was due to the rise of the Micronesia. In recent years, work has gone formercantile- and industrial class, and the reac- ward in all these fields but was
especially notetion of the ecclesiastical aristocratic class to the worthy in Polynesia and South America, both
economic and social problems that followed. regions heretofore barely known. Only a single
The virtues of chanty, and poverty became vices, general summary has been published, Busckan's
and prosperity and thrift became dominant vir- Illustrierte VQlkerkunde (1922) in a new and
tues.
Other moral values undergo a correspond- augmented edition, although summaries for coning evaluation. This book does more adequate tinental areas were also made available.
iNbrth America. C. Wissler's The American
justice to both empirical and formal ethical
doctrine than any other recent book. ^Together Indian (2d ed., 1922) furnished a
comprehensive
with its forerunner, The Acquisitive Society, view of both Americas although it is far more
it has laid the foundation for both theoretical
for
the
northern,
continent.
adequate
Compleand practical ethics for modern demands.
mentary to this, although less a survey than
There has been growing a doubt whether ethics an analysis of problems, is Anthropology in
is a science at all.
This is the most signifi- North America (1915),
by F. Boas and others.
cant comment that can be made upon recent These inject some order into the maze of disethical theory. It seems that the best ethical crete data presented by the Handbook of Amerdiscussions are to be found in the modern novel ican Indians North of Mexico (1907).
and the literary criticism that follows it. This
Of the nine areas of characterization, (culture
may mean that the artist and the critic have areas) north of Mexico, only the Arctic and
taken over the functions which religious in- the Northwest Coast were reasonably wellstitutions have increasingly failed to fulfill* If known in the first decade of the
century. By
this is true, we may expect very little from the 1915 the Plains could be added to this
category,
professional student of ethics for a long time California and the Southwest have been added
to come. Scientific ethics supplies only crude since, and work has progressed in
every other
material and confusion, and the artist is never quarter. The Great Basin and the interior of
concerned with the morals of his stories.
Canada and Alaska still remain largely terra,
Bibligraphy. C. E. Ayres, Science, the incognita.
False Messiah (1927); Bernard Bosanquet, SoTo the earlier work of Doraey and Hooney
cial and International Ideals (1917) ; C. 0. in the Plains, the American Museum of Natural
Bougie", Legons de Sociologie sur Involution des History added a notable series' of systematic
val&urs (1922); L. M. Bristol, Social Adapta- studies of material culture (Wissler), social
tion (1915); Richard C. Cabot, Social Work organization (Lowie), and ceremonial (Lowie
(1919); Thomas Nixon Carver, Human Rela- and Spier). Wissler*s analysis of Plains costion* (1923); G. C. Cox, The Public Conscience tumes and
riding gear (Anthro. Papers, Amer.
the solutions from psychological prescriptions
for self-improvement to world movements in education and social regeneration. The best analysis and discussion of this sort of ethics is to be
found in the writings of Graham Wallas, Walter
Lippman, and JUverett Dean Martin.
The movements that have resulted from these
programmes and propaganda dramatize and
finally reformulate persistent ethical themes.
Parents worry about the ''younger generation"
and eventually find consolation in the establish-

;
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Mus. Xat. Hist., 1915-16) demonstrates the
development of specific forms of culture traits
under known historic conditions. Lowie's Plains
Indian Age-Societies (idem, 1916) is the most
comprehensive analysis of a socio-eeremonial
system anywhere in the primitive world. The
widespread military societies of the Plains Indians are shown to have become integrated into
a series of age grades among some of the cenlocated tribes. Since the process is
denionstrably due to specific historic circumstances, Lowie objects to Schurtz's and Webster's
of
theories
evolutionary
age grade
formation. Similarly, the Sun Dance of the
Plains Indians (idem. 1921) was shown by Spier
to have grown by the accretion of widely diffused elements. Lowie's monographic study of
the Crow Indians (Montana) must also be cited
as one of the most complete on any primitive
people (idem, 1912-24). Grinnell's Cheyenne
Indiana (1923) and Fletcher and La Flesche's
studies of the Omaha and Osage tribes furnish
new ethnographic accounts. Wilson's Agriculture of the Hidatsa Indians (1917) is one of the
most detailed economic studies of a primitive
people. The southern Plains tribes still remain
trally

unknown.

relatively

A

of similar descriptive works cover
the Indians of the Great Lakes: Radin's Winnebago Tribe (1923), Skinner's study of the
Menomini, Potawatomi, Iowa, and Sauk (Bull.
Public Mus. Milwaukee, 1926), and Michelson's
"Fox" (Bur. Amer. EthnoL, 1926-28). Badin's
Autobiography of a Winnebago Indian (1920) is
a unique piece of primitive self-analysis. Speck
demonstrated "The Family Hunting Band as the
Basis of Algonkian Social Organization" (Amer.
Anth., 1915, 289). The area of southeastern
United States has long been the despair of ethnologists because of the almost complete destruction of native cultures in colonial days. J. R.
Swanton has achieved a magnificent success by
adding to his special studies with The Indians of
the Lower Mississippi (1911), the Early History
of the Creek Indians (1922), and a comprehensive analysis, Aboriginal Culture in the Southeast (1928). He suggests that the tribes at the
heart of the area (Creek et al.) have disrupted
an earlier homogeneous culture area. Gower's
study of Antillean culture (Mem. Amer. Anth.
Assn., 1627) shows that most of the island culture has been derived from South America.
An exceptional opportunity to study an imcontaminated Arctic group resulted in Jenness's
Life of the Copper Eskimo (1922) . Thalbitzer's
further publications on the Ammassalik of
Greenland now makes this the most fully described Eskimo group. An, Anthropo-geogruphioal Study of the Origin of Eskimo Culture9 by
Steensby (1917) bears out Boas's earlier theory
that the Eskimo specialized their culture for
sea hunting, moving out -on the sea-ice, west of
series

<

Hudson Bay. The hypothesis is confimed by
Basmussen's discovery of caribou-hunting Eskimo in that district and especially by Mathiassen's finds of archaic Eskimo remains in the
central archipelago and southward. Similar
archaic cultures have been discovered from
Alaska to Baffin. Land*
Earlier work in the northwest -coast has been,
supplemented by Boas's further study of the
Kwakiutl, now perhaps the most voluminously

described primitive people. The work of the
Canadian government on the west coast tribes.,
interrupted by the War, has unfortunately not

been published. Sapir has sketched some results, however, in The Social Organisation of
the West
Coast Tribes
(1915). Gunther's
Klallam Ethnography (1927) is the first full
study of a Washington tribe. Archosological
Investigations in the Aleutian- Islands, by Jochelson (1926) fail to reveal any trace of ancient
migrations to America by that route.
The Californian area is far from completely
surveyed, yet Kroeber's Handbook of the Indians
of California (1925) will long remain a model
for areal studies. It appears that this area is
not culturally homogeneous, as was formerly believed, but comprised four subcentres; that in
the Northwest affiliates with the northwest coast,
the otherwise distinct southern coast and Colorado River with the Southwest, while the
central valley contains culture of the Great
Basin type. Kroeber maintains that the centralvalley culture* represents the ancient undifferentiated form which once prevailed over the
entire area, the local types to the north and
south being subsequent elaborations (The Sistory of Native Culture in California, 1923).
Detailed studies of California tribes by Kroeber,
Gifford, and others appear in the Univ. Calif.
Publ. Amer. Arch. Ethn. Schenck, in a model
archseaeological report on the Emeryville shellmound, casts doubt on the great antiquity formerly ascribed to the Californian culture (idem,
23, 1926). The adjoining Great Basin area is
barely known beyond Lowie's Notes on Shoshonean Ethnography (1924).
The Southwest was investigated as early as
1885, but it is only within the last two decades
that appreciable progress has been made toward
consolidating the finds in this richest of North
American areas. Ethnographic work among the
Pueblos by E. C. Parsons (XXI Int. Cong. Americanists, 1926) establishes the common background of their intricate ritualism; Kroeber
demonstrating the like for social organization
in an analysis of Zuni Kin and Clan (1917).

Strong sees relations to their social system

among

tribes as distant as south central Cali-

fornia

(Amer. Anth., 1927). Apache linguby Goddard are available, Heichard's
Social Life of the Navajo (1928) ; and a comparative study of Havasupai Ethnography (1928),
by Spier, The prehistory of the region is now
rotter known, than that of any similar primitive
area, thanks to the brilliant method proposed
by Nelson in 1916. The development of historic
Pueblo culture can be traced from a seminomadic base, which while it received germs of
istics

its agriculture; stone house building, pottery,
weaving, and ritualism from Mexico, nevertheless developed in comparative isolation (A. V*
Kidder. Introduction to Southwestern Archaeology 1924; see Ulso a revision in Science, 1927,
489). .The earliest culture (Basket Making) is
placed tentatively .at 1500 or 2000 B.C., the final
shrinkage of the Pueblo area at about 1100 A.D.
Kroeber emphasizes the importance of a nonPueblo culture centre in northern Sonora
and southern Arizona (Unw. Cattf. Publ. Amer.
Arch. Ethn. 9 23, no. 9).
.The several centres of higher civilization in
middle America are viewed by Kroeber as
special developments from a common basis.,
These centres reduce on analysis to two, .Peru
and Mexico-Guatemala, The earliest Peruvian
cultures resemble that of the Maya, but the subsequent history of the two areas shows little
interconnection. The growth of these civiliza-
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tions from an Archaic horizon has been outlined by Gamio, Kroeber, and Spinden {Ancient
Civilizations of Mexico and Central America,

1917).

Gamio's "Sequence of Cultures in Mex-

ico" (Amcr. Anthro., 1924, 307) is (1) the Archaic, (2) Teotihuacan or Toltec, a fusion of the
first with a Xortherii culture, (3) Maya, derived
from this, and (4) Aztec, widespread and deriving its intellectual rather than material culture
from the Teotihuacan. Kroeber has further analyzed the subject in Archaic Culture Horizons in
the Valley of Mexico (1925). While Spinden
thinks the Archaic horizon (which is, incidentally, roughly equivalent to Pueblo culture and
not at all primitive) extends even into South
America, Lothrop has been unable to identify it in
Costa Rica and Nicaragua. An Introduction to
the Study of the Maya, Hieroglyphs (1015), by
Morley, presents the mathematical notation of
the Maya in an elementary way, while Spinden's
The Reduction of Mayan Dates (1924) surveys
what has been learned from these ancient remains of Yucatan.
Since 1914 there has been witnessed an at-

'
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tempt to reduce drastically the aproximately
Isthmus.
eighty linguistic stocks north of the
This has more than philological interest since
historical connections are implied by such groupKroeber and Dixon led the wajr in 1914
ings.
by reducing the twenty-one California stocks
recognized by Powell to five: Penutian, Hokan,
Shoshonean, AlgonMan, with only Yuki as an
isolated tongue (Linguistic Families of California, 1919). Kroeber also classes Serian and
Tequistlatecan as Hokan (Univ. Calif. Pull.
Amer. Arch. Ethn., 11, no. 4). This radical result was obtained by accepting Sapir's identification of Yurok and Wiyot as Algonkian and of
Yana as Hokan (Amer. Anth. t 1913, 617; Univ.
Calif. Publ. Amer. Arch. Ethn., 13, no. 1). He
revived Brinton's theory of a Uto-Aztecan stock
uniting Shoshonean and Kahuatl, and combined
Athapaskan, Tlingit, and Haida into one Nadene
family (Jour. 800. Am6ricanistes de Paris,
1913, 379; Amer. Anth., 1915, 534). Sapir's
tendency was toward a marked break with the
traditional classification, but he did not go to
the extreme of P. Radin's Genetic Relationship
of North American Indian Languages (1919),
which reduced all to one grand stock.
Protests against particular combinations were
voiced by Michelson, Goddard, and Uhlenbeck.
The last maintains that Reichard's Wiyot
Grammar, which appeared (1925) since Sapir
wrote, shows no certain Algonkian affinities
(Intern. Archie fiir Etkn., 28, 153; Mededeelingen der KonimkL Akad. vein Wentewchappen,
1927, 233). Boas's strict-ores were of more
fundamental nature. He questioned the legitimacy of synthetizing these languages, since it
can be .shown that phonetic and grammatical
elements are distributed over continuous areas
among languages of widely divergent stocks
(Amer. Anth. 9 1920, 367;- XXI Int. Cong. Americanists, 1926, 305).
The useful ''Bibliography of American Folklore, 1915-1928" (Jour. Amer. Folklore, 1928, 1)
by A. Lesser, covers the period of tbia survey.
South America. The most noteworthy advances in the South American field -have been
in unraveling the archaeology of., Peru and. in
a series of comparative studies coordinating the
the
continent. Ethnographic
of
ethnology
studies of consequence haye^ppe^re^ for Tw?a
del, FuegO; the Amazon-Quiami, district, and. .the
:

-

1

Chaco (Argentina-Bolivia!. Much of the work
in the South American field is that of European
scholars whose reports are commonly to be found
in the Journal de la Societe des Americanist es
de Paris, edited by P. Rivet. No satisfactory
summary is available, in default of which there
is G. Wissler's American Indian (2d ed. 9 1922),
R. KLarsten's Civilizations of South America
(1927), and T. W. Danzel's Sandbuch der Prdkohtmbischcn Kultwren in Latein Amerika
(1927).
Investigations of Koppers and Gusinde among
the Yagan of Tierra del luego (Unter Feuerland-Indianern, 1924) revealed that the ceremonial life of these people Was not so rude as
their material existence suggested. Initiatory
rites, secret societies, and masks were discovered.
Earlier scanty data oa their material
culture was supplemented in S. K. Lothrop's Indians of Tierra del Fit ego (1928). This author,
in line with prevailing opinion, looks on the
Fuegian culture as similar to that of the earliest
ancestral Indians. An important survey, "Culture Diffusion and Culture Areas in Southern
South America," by J. M. Cooper (in XXI Int.
Cong. Amer., 1926, 406) represents the archaic
culture of the region as like that of the present
Fuegians, somewhat differentiated east and west
of the Cordillera. This was subsequently overlaid by a southerly drift of traits as far as the
Araucanians on the west and the Tehuelche on
the east. Local differentiation occurred in the
extreme south; later influences brought the
plank boat down the west coast and the horse
through Patagonia.
The Amazon-Orinoco Basin has produced several detailed studies, all too rare from South
America,
Animism and Folklore of the Guiana
Indians (1915) and The Arts, Crafts, and Gustoms of the Guiana Indians (1924), by W. E.
Roth, cover the tribes between the Orinoco, Rio
Negro, and lower Amazon in a thorough manner.
Supplemental for this area is \V. C. Farabee's Central Arawaks (1918) and Central
Caribs (1924), and T. Koch-Griinberg's Von
Roroima sum Orinoco (1917-1923). The Indians of Colombia are described by EL. T. Preuss
(Forschungsreise 0u den Kdga&a,, 1926); of
Ecuador, by S. A. Barrett (The Cayapa Indians,
1925), and of the Amazon Country, by T. Whiffen, (North West Amazons, 1915).
The nearest approach, to a general survey for
Sout
America is E. Nordenskiold's series,
Comparative Ethnographical Studies (19191928), which are so replete with information as
to majse a summary difficult.
convenient introduction to the ethnographic literature is to
be fpund in vol. ii. While Nordenskiold's field
work has been largely on the borders of Bolivia,
Brazil, and Argentina (Forsokung&n, wnd AT>entevcr in- Svdamerika, 1924), his perspective
is always continent-wide; witness* The Ethnography of South-America as Seen from Mojos in
^olwio. (1924). Nordenskiold maintains reserve
toward Rivet's and Schmidt's thesis of an Oceanic
,

A

,

origin of South American culture.
The proponents of the Oceanic theory main:
tain that muoih, of the Amazonian and southern
'South American ,culture is of Melanesian and
Polynesian origin. To the earlier, dicta of
Qriebher ,aud 'Schmidt that,, their, Oceanic
lture-strata .can ,be identified ia,.Sauth Ameri^see, ET,HisroLO<5T),,,has come* 'the adhesion of
V^erneau, and others.;?, Rivet claims the
language pf Patagonia to be closely al,

,

>
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Turks seems to have lain in
southern Mongolia, while the region now called
Turkistan was peopled by Iranians.
The original continuity of Chinese culture
with Near Eastern cultures in antiquity is insisted on by B. Laufer (Some Fundamental Ideas
of Chinese Culture, 1914). Laufer has gone far
to document his contention in a series of special
studies, such as a demonstration that Chinese
porcelain (The Beginnings of Porcelain in China,
1917) developed indirectly out of a glazing technique derived from the West. His Smo-Iranica
( 1919 ) traces the myriad cultural connections between these regions. He establishes beyond a
doubt that many borrowings were made by and
from the supposedly isolated Chinese. Shirokogoroff, in his Chmafication of The Social Organization of the Manchus (1924), has shown
ists, 1926, 1),
The delineation of culture succession in. Peru the change as progressive. China was long
is more substantial than these inferential and thought to have had no stone age, its culture
even speculative attempts at culture history. history beginning with the Bronze epoch. NelUhle and Kroeber are agreed that the earliest son and Andersson, however, have discovered sevknown culture (Pre-Tiahuanaco) is that of eral Neolithic horizons (GeoL Survey of China
Nazca on the coast and Chavin in the northern Bull., 5; Amer. Anth., 1927, 177). On the abhighlands. This is a full-fledged, highly elabo- orignes to the east is Torii's "Les Ainou des lies
rate culture, and in no sense primitive. Tello Kouriles" (Jour. Coll. Sci., Imp. Univ. Tokyo.
holds, however, that this was preceded by an 1918).
archaic culture, known typologically but not
Relatively little new material has appeared
placed by statigraphy. The fishing culture on the aborignes of India. The isolated Andafound by Uhle at Ancon and Supe looks primi- manese have received the attention of A. R. Brown
tive but may not be early. Tello stresses the
(Andaman Islanders 1922). Like other Negrito
influences of the interior on the coast in the peoples, the culture of the Andamanese is simearlier periods.
Following Pre-Tiahunaco, Kroe- ple, lacking clans and totemism. Pottery and
ber and Uhle place Tiahuanaco, Pre-Inea, and the outrigger canoe may be acquisitions since
Inca as successive cultures. Pre-Inca is a period the Andamanese reached the islands, but anof local coast developments; Inca, a highland tedate the linguistic differentiation Brown found
culture intrusive on the coast, terminated at the there. Their isolation is obvious in all phases
series of descriptions are
Spanish advent. There is no reason for assum- of their culture.
ing that Nazca is more ancient than 1500 years. newly available for Assam and Burma: GurUhle claims traceable similarities to Peruvian don's The Khasis (1914), Hutton's Angami
culture as far north as the Maya area and even Nagas (1921) and Sema Nagas (1923), Smith's
to the Toltecs and Mississippi Valley, but this Ao Nagas (1925), and Marshall's Karen Peomust be met with reserve. (Kroeber, Univ. ple of Burma (1922), Milne's Home of an
Calif. Publ. Amer. Arch. Ethn. 21 ; Amer. Anth., Eastern Clan (1924) refers to the Palaung of
1927, 625; Uhle, Anales Univer. Central del Ecua- the northern Shan states. The Negritos of
dor, 36 ; Tello, Introduction a la Historia Antigua, Malacca were the subject of a sketch by Schebesta (Bei den Urwaldewergen von Malaya.
del Peru, 1922).
Asia. Except in so far as Russian sources 1927).
Information on the East Indies is somewhat
hitherto inaccessible may be concerned, the Siberian literature remained somewhat weak in scattering. Evan's Among Primitive Peoples of
monographic contributions. There is nothing Borneo (1922) provides data on the northern
to compare with the classic works of Bogoras sector. Kaudern has begun an analysis of culand Jbchelson on the Chukchi, and Koryak pub- ture elements in Celebes. Collet's Terres et
lished early in the century. To these studies on Peuple de Sumatra (1925) is a survey and
the Palseasiatic tribes of northeastern Siberia, SchrSder's Nias (1917) detail, on an island
Jochelson added a series on the Yukaghir and group. Improved information on another island
the Yukaghirized-Tungus. This investigator be- group is Loeb's Mentawei Social Organisation
lieves that the resemblances of Palaeasiatics to
(Amer. Anth., 1928, 408) and Kruyt's De
North American Indians indicates a counter mi- Mentavoaiers (1923).
It is unfortunate that for the East Indies
gration to Asia. Laufer's discussion of The
Reindeer and its Domestication (1917) shows there is no summary corresponding to Kroeber's
the interrelations of the Siberian tribes. The Peoples of the Philippines (1919) which
proreindeer was probably domesticated by the vides a culture history for that archipelago.
Southern Samoyed of Lake Baikal tirca 300 Cultural differences and physical types alike
A.D.
From this centre, its use spread westward suggest the presence of three primary strata.
to the Lapps, perhaps not earlier than the The earliest inhabitants were Negritos, who
may
.tenth century, and eastward among the Palae- have extended over the East Indies as well, but
asiatic tribes (see also Hatt, Notes on Reindeer whose original culture is unknown. The
primiuseful handbook of the so- tive Indonesian culture which followed has also
Nomadism, 1919).
cial and religious customs of Aboriginal Siberia not remained intact, but is
in
the
represented
was issued by M. A. Czaplicka (1914), who fol- mountains of Luzon. The culture of the Malaysilowed it with a special account of TJie Turks of ans who followed in turn may at first have been
Central Asia (1918). The south Siberians of the similar or may have entered the islands
already
Bronze and early Iron ages were identified by heavily -charged with tfce Hindu elements it conher with the Turks, in agreement with Laufer. tains. At
there
then
an
was
any rate,
overlay
lied to those of Australia

(of west-

of the

ern North America) with Melanesian-Polynesian tongues (Bull, $>oc. Ling, de Paris, 26, 23;
Jour. Boo. Amer. de Paris, 18, 141). The evidence is far from convincing to American linguists.
Similarly, it is doubted that there is
justification for asserting the affiliation of the
"Lagoa Santa race" with Oceanic types (A nthro.
Papers, Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., 23, Pt. 7). Contrary to the assertion of E. von Hornbostel that
the scales of Pan's pipes in the Soloman Islands
were identical with those of Peru and Brazil,
C. W. Mead has shown that there is no correspondence save in an accidental case (Musical
Instruments of Ihe Incas, 1924). Rivet has
developed an elaborate system of migrations to
sustain his theories (XXI Cong. Int. American-

A
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(1015), and Garvan's Material and Sociological
Culture of the Manobo (1927).
Something of a survey for the whole continent
is found in Buxton's Peoples of Asia (192*1).
Oceania and Australia. Although the Oceanic languages (except Australian) form a
group with those of the East Indies, the MalayoPolynesian, several distinct culture provinces
are recognized: Polynesia-Micronesia, MelanesiaNew Guinea, Australia-Tasmania.
More fresh material has been added to Polynesia than to any similar expanse in the worl'd,
largely by the instrumentality of the Bishop
Museum in Hawaii. While the ostensible interest is in unraveling the migrations in the
Oceanic area, its excellent monographic material
free from theoretical prejudice. For areas
with typical Polynesian culture, there are the
Tongan data of Gifford and Marquesan of Linton and Handy to add to the early missionary
accounts. Skinner portrays the Moriori of
Chatham Is. at? a marginal group. The first
volume of K. von den Steinen's Die Marquesaner
is

und

Hire Kunst
(1925) describes tattooing.
Williamson's survey, The Social and Political
Systems of Central Polynesia (192.5), describes
the variations from a Samoan norm. The dual
organization of this region is ascribed to the
inilux of a conquering people, following River's
theory. Material on Micronesia offers little beyond Erdland's Die MarshaU-Tnsullaner (1914).
A host of studies of Melanesia have appeared,
Chief among
chiefly from English authors.
these are a group on the Trobriands, by Mai inowski (Argonauts of ihe "Western Pacific, 1922;
Crime and Custom in Savage Society, 1927; Sea?
and Repression in Savage Society, 1927), among
whom wore found the peculiar physiological theories concerning birth hold also by the Australians.
Thurliwald's Banaro Society (1917) gives
a detailed account of the intricate social system
of

a Papuan

people.

Among
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successively of Hindu, Mohammedan, and Spanish
influences.
Of special studies. Barton's Ifugao
Law (1010), backed by his Ifugao Economics
(1022), gives a surprising picture of an elaborate legal code among a people where no political machinery exists.
This is referable to the
Indonesian stratum. So are other studies, such
as Benedict's Bagolo Ceremonial, Magic, and
Myth (1017), Cole's Traditions of the Tinguian

synthetic studies

Eistory of Melanesian Society (1014),
whose thenia of the coalescence of migrating
groups forming a dual structure is reflected in
Humphrey's The Southern New Heltrides (192C).
A -new survey was put under way in Australia and has produced both synthetic and descriptive studies. In 1919 Schmidt provided a
classification of Australian languages (Die Gliedcrung der Australischen Sprachen ) which, however* was impaired by his injection of the culture-strata hypothesis. Kroeber's survey, "Relationship of the Australian Language" (Jour.
Proe. Roy. 8oc. New South Wales, 1923) agrees
as to their unity in a single stock but presents
is Rivera's

a somewhat different picture of their grouping.
Spencer's The Arunta (1927) is an expansion of
his work on the typical central natives, while

his Native Tribes of the Northern Territory of
Australia describes an atypical group lacking
the rich ritualism of the former* The study of
West Australia received an accession in Brown's
"Notes on the Social Organization of the Australian .Tribes" (Jour. Roy. Anth. Inst., vol. 48,
222).

The culture* area concept \vliioli has
served North American ethnographers so well
Africa.

has been applied to Africa by Herskovits. In
his "Culture Areas in Africa * (Amcr. Anth. 9
1924, 50) he defines south of the Mediterranean
littoral; the Hottentot and Bushman areas,
Congo, East African cattle area, East African
Horn, the Desert area, western and eastern
Sudan, and Egypt, each with a characteristic culture. Madagascar also has boon divided into nullculture areas by Lin ton (Amer. Anth.9 1928,
3G3); East coast (fishing and local sibs), plateau (rice terracing; feudal system), and the
west coast and south (cattle 5 absolute mon5

arch).

Meinhof's and Westerman's linguistic investigations have been followed by Johnston's Comparative Btudif of the Bantu and Semi-Banfu
Languages (11)22), surveying not less than 274
distinct languages.
new series of distribution studies in material culture has been begun
by Lindblom (Stockholm, 1926-28). A comprehensive view of African religion, especially
that of the Bushmen and the agricultural
Bantu, is C. Meinhof's Die Religionen der Afrikaner (1920). An excellent preliminary outline is "African Negro Music/' by E. von Hornbostel (Africa, 1928, 30).
Most of the new descriptive material from
this continent is from British domain in West
Africa, pertaining in part to Congo culture, in
part of the Sudan. Rattray's accounts, Ashanti
(1923) and Religion and Art in Ashanti (1927)
are exceeded in detail only by Talbot's Peoples
of Southern Nigeria, each a mine of information.
F. von Luschan's monumental work, Die Altertumervon Benin (1920), argues the independent
character of Benin art, despite suggested connections between southern Europe and the western Sudan. An approximation to an absolute
chronology for the antiquities of Benin was suggested by Struck (Zeit. fur Ethnol., 1923), who
sets an Archaic period from the twelfth to
fourteenth centuries A.D., an Early period to
1500, and the Great period to 1691. Thomas's
Anthropological Report on the Ilo-Spedking Peoples supplements our knowledge of the western
Sudan. On the basis of cephalic index and magical customs on the White Nile, Seligman holds
(Jour. Roy. Anth. Inst., 55, 15) that there
has been an eastward movement of the southern
Sudanese.
The earliest inhabitants of the northeast
Congo were Pygmies according to Czekanowski

A

(Forschvngen im Nil-Kongo Zwischen-Gebiet,
1917-24), who were followed by Bantu from the
Congo, wlo in turn were replaced by Madis,
Azandes, and others. Joint influences of Bantu
and Sudanese' features are seen in the life of
Uganda (The Lango, by Driberg). R. P. van
Wing's Stude Bakongo (1&21) and Torday's On
the Trial of the Bushongo (1925) are of the
Eastern and southern Africa is surveyed "by
Herskovits (Amer. Anth., 1926, 230). The culture of this area centres iii large part in a cattle
complex; the cattle figure as wealth, dowry,
These features are fouild everysacrifices, etc.
where in the -area but enter into varying relations with other elements. Uganda tribes were
recently reported in The Bagesu (1924), The
Bakifara, The Banyanl-ole (1027); and also
Northern Bantu (1915), 'by Koscoe. The 11&Speaking Peoples of Northern Rhodesia, by Smith
and Dale (1920) describes a typical cattle peo-
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study of limited areas, with a minimum of pure
less
emphasis has been
speculation. Much
placed on tracing connections between remote
areas, although these were not barred on prinOf late, there has been some tendency to
ciple.
connect distant elements in the two Americas
by Wissler (The Relation of Mature to Man,
1926) and to give a preponderance of credit to
the centres of higher civilization of Middle
America for the more cultivated arts of the
peripheral
1923).

regions

by Kroeber

(Anthropology,

is the fact that historical renot considered the all-in-all of
ethnological study, but the starting point for
inquiries into the nature of cultural growth.
Wissler 'a studies of Plains Indian costumes show,
of a material
e.g., the manner in which traits
nature are welded to form new cultural entities;
Spier's study of the sun dance is primarily concerned with the differential nature of diffusion
This
ajid the sources of ceremonial elaboration.
historical and psychological aspects of the
spread and growth of the Peyote cult have been
discussed by Radin (3tth Ann. Rep., Bur. Amer.
Ethnology, 1923). These factors of cultural
dynamics have been systematically outlined by
Lowie in Culture and Ethnology (1917), Boas
et al. in Anthropology in North America (1915),
Wissler in Man and Culture (1923), and Dixon
in The Building of Cultures (1928).
Studies from this point of view look on culture
as a set of habits by which the original nature
of man is patterned in conformity with the
modes of behavior of the society in which he finds
older
himself. The
ethnographies described
cultures as though they were patterns of thought
and action to which every individual in the par-

More important

construction

is

A

ticular society conformed absolutely.
change
has appeared in more recent ethnographies,, due
that
the
to
conflicting testirecognition
partly
mony by natives could not always be harmonized,
but chiefly to the realization that new customs
arose from the variant behavior of individuals.

Cultures are now thought of as dynamic, not
no account of standard practices does
justice to the ferment in culture. One such
protest against the typological exposition is
Malinowski's Crime and Custom in Savage
Society (1926). Considering the variability of
human nature, it hits wide of the mark to speak
of an "automatic submission" of the savage to
the dictates of his community. The individual
has a wide variety of mutual obligations to his
fellows: he is subject to conflicting codes and
compulsions of varying degree. His personal
experience determines how far he conforms or
evades. Examples of such conflicts and the
atypical behavior which may lead to new cultural
norms are found in the native autobiographies
static;

now on

record.

Most noteworthy

of these is

Radin's Autobiography of a Wwnelago Indian
(1920). The same writer insists further on
variability in his discussion of Primitive Man
as Philosopher (1927), finding the same distribution of mentality and temperament in all
societies, primitive and modern.
Hence, the
thinker, rationalizer,, and sceptic make themselves felt in even those societies commonly
viewed as containing only dull conformists.
Quite a different approach to the interaction of
cultural patterns of thought and individual
states is Mead's comparison of the adolescent
.

girl in

of Age

Samoa and

m

in

modern America (doming

Samoa, 1928).
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It must not be assumed that this approach is
confined to American students; Marett, independently of any school, suggested, if he did
not himself cultivate, similar lines of research.
in his Psychology and Folklore (1921). Rivers,
a psychologist and physiologist by early training, devoted some papers to this subject, but
was ted in later years to devote himself to historical reconstruction. Two others in England,

Radcliff-Brown and Malinowski, have espoused
a view, which they describe as "functionalist,"
not so different from that of the Americans,
This has been more clearly enunciated by Brown
in his "Methods of Ethnology and Social Anthropology" (South African Jour. 8ci., 1923,
124). Their concern is not to seek origins, but
by induction to summarize in the form of general
laws those interrelations which hold between
the various phases of culture. For example,
with respect to totemism, Brown holds that
primitive societies ritualize things important to
their social life (e.g., economically important
plants and animals by a hunting people), and
that in segmented societies (i.e., with clans,
etc. ) each segment has corresponding observances
of this type. It is doubtful, however, that
Brown's formulation for The Andaman Islanders

(1922), e.g., is anything more than a vaguer
statement of what he has described in detail in
the same work.
Progress also has been made since 1914 in a

number of special fields. The traditional view
of the unilinear evolution of social organizations
was reiterated by Hartland in his MatrUineal
Kinship and the Question of

its Priority

(1917)

and his Primitive Society (1921). This was
countered by Lowie, who showed in The Matrilmeal Complete (1919) that it is a logical, not
historical entity. Lowie's Primitive Society
(1920) showed further that there is no necessary
priority of either maternal or paternal structures: that each has grown independently of the
other from a "loose" family organization as a
result of factors stressing one of the other lines
of descent. Such factors as unilateral residence,
inheritance of property, etc., nascent in many
loosely organized societies, may operate to this
end without that "grand reformation" conceived
by that arch systematist, Morgan. Spier's
"Suggested Origin for Gentile Organization"

a

(American Anthropologist, 1922, 487) adduces
such a case. The important point is that such
sibs (clans, gentes) are the result of specific
historic causes in each section of the world where
they are found and not due to any inherent and
unilinear trend. These have been established by
Strong, e.g., in "An Analysis of Southwestern
Society" (American Anthropologist, 1927, 1),
while Parsons and Boas have shown for the
southwest and northwest coast areas, respectively, that the mixed patrilineal-matrilineal
features of intermediate zones were due to mingling of patrilineal and matrilineal social forms
segregrated at their peripheries (American Anthropologist, 1924, 340). Krober pointed out
that the similarities of Pueblo structure are due
to diffusion (Zuni Kin and Clan, 1917). An
attitude similar to Lowie's was taken by Schmidt,
whose culture-strata scheme rests on the assumption that patrilinear and matrilinear
,

societies

have had different origins, hence that

a

discussion of their priority is futile. Rivers,
as well, moved from the unilinear view of social

development, holding that such a form as a dual
organization in Melanesia resulted from migra-
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tion and cultural conquest (History of Melanesian Society), and going so far as to evoke diffusion for many or most like instances (Social

Organization, 1024).

Kinship proved a topic of interest in earlier
Rivers's Kinship and Social Organisation
(1914) vindicated the correlation between social
customs, especially marriage forms, and relationship terms. Lowie established the validity of
this for North America in Historical and Sociological Interpretations of Kinship Terminologies
(1916). An. important result of this discussion
years.

was the systematic

collection of kinship systems
in this area which resulted in such analyses as
Gifford's
Californian
Kinship Terminologies
(1922) and Spier's Distribution of Kinship
Systems in North America (1925). The latter
discriminates eight types of systems, each with
continuous distribution over a broad area.
An attack on the assumption of the old school
that private property did not exist in primitive
societies was also made by Lowie (Primitive
Society), which in one form or another was
shown to exist even on the rudest levels. In the
same work he showed, contrary to Morgan and
Maine, that the germs of political organization
also existed in the form of the territorial bond
and fraternal associations, but in his Origin of
the State (1927), he was less inclined to see importance in the latter factor.
Progress is less substantial in the field of reAs part of his culture-strata scheme,
ligion.
Schmidt held that a belief in a relatively pure
monotheism was one of the archaic religious
tenets. He projected a series of religious con-

cepts conformable with each stratum (Der Ursprung dcr 0-ottesidee) . Lowie's approach to
Primitive Religion (1924) was comparable to his
pluralistic view of social origins, in that he,
too,

was unable

velopments.
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to find basis for unilinear de-

His special contribution was an

insistence on joint historical and psychological
analyses. Attention also was centred on individual variability. For example, it was suggested that the nature of visions is partially
fixed by the sensory character of the visionary's
imagination. This led to a consideration of
psychic associations, wherein individual and
socially determined connections of ideas bring
about the rationalization of theology and the
growth of ceremonialism. The growth of ritual
in North America was discussed by the same
author (in Anthropology in North America,
1015), and in a restricted area by Spier (Sun
Dance of the Plains Indians, 1921). Totemism
continued to hold interest in the earlier years of
this period, Schmidt arranging an international
symposium in his journal Anthropos. Goldenweiser receded from his earlier admirable stand
that totemism, having no fixed content, must

mere desire to create the beautithe beginning of art. The problem consists
in ascertaining whence the formal element is derived and how significance attaches to it. Some
part of the formal element, the art style, is
derived from technique and its control, which
flourishes in virtuosity.
Symmetry may be due
to sensations of symmetrical manual movements ;
rhythms in space may be really rhythms of
time.
Since acquisition of technical control in
itself brings pleasure, it may be that we have
here the original impulse to aesthetic expression.
A desire for graphic representation may take the
form of realism, or by abbreviation, fixing only
on essentials, that of symbolism. Where these
two exist together, a transfer of significant
meaning may occur. From this point of view,
the unilinear sequences, conceived by Haddon and
and vice
Holmes, from realism to symbolism
*
versa,
appear unfounded. ( See, e. g., van
1D23).
Scheltema,- Die Attnordische Kunst,
Styles develop by the selection of differing principles of symbolic representation and composition
in realistic art, and by differing formal elements
in geometric art. Boas's thorough study is documented not only by his own work but that of
his students, e. g., Haebevlin's "Types of Ceramic
Art in the Valley of Mexico," and Reichard's
"Complexity of Khythm in Decorative Art"
(Amer. Anth., 1919, 61; 1922, 183).
Primitive literature, the folk tale and myth,
have come in for even a greater share of study
than art, but less with respect to their aesthetic
tional states, a
ful, is

qualities

than

their

form

and

history.

In

the result of Boas's stimulation, whose theses are also summarized in his
Primitive Art. It has been abundantly established by Boas, Lowie, and Waterman that folktale material is in a constant state of flux, due
primarily to the diffusion and incorporation of
incidents, plots, motifs, etc. This is subject to
reinterpretation according to the prevailing
modes peculiar to each culture. Among recent
special studies confirming this may be cited:
Reichard's "Literary Types and Dissemination
of Myths"
(Journal of American Folklore,
1921, 269), Boas's Kutenai Tales (1918) and
Gunther's Klallam folktales (1925). Boas has
gone further in his Tsimshian Mythology (1916)
inquiring how the culture, thought, and passion
of a people find expression in their tales. The
"Stylistic
Aspect of Primitive Literature"
(Journal of American Folklore, 38, 329) has
also been scrutinized by Boas. Repetition, frequently rhythmic, is universal in tales, hence
must be laid to the common psychic habits of
man. On the other hand, the similarity of
literary traits which are common to large areas

America, this also

is

but not universal, must rest on historical factors;
such are proverbs, riddles, epic poetry, and
not be regarded as a single socio-religious ex- moralizing tales, which are common in the Old
pression. In "Form and Content in Totemism" World but unknown in the New. Similarly,
(American Anthropologist, 1920, 280) and Early motives of tales are not alike in all areas, nor
Civilization (1922), he took the position that it the tendency to combine distinct tales, but are
is characterized by "the association of the totemic
historically determined by the diverse cultural
content with a clan system," which contra- interests in each area. A different approach to
venes what he had already proven with respect to this problem is Radin's Literary Aspects of 'North
the fluctuating content and its lack of connec- American Mythology (1915). The r61e of myths
in the life of a people was sympathetically destion with exogamic groups.
Perhaps nowhere does Boas's concern with the cribed by Malinowski (Myth in Primitive
conditions under which cultural traits take form Psychology, 1926) and by Smith and Dale (The
find better expression than in his treatment of Ila-speaking Peoples of Northern Rhodesia,
his subject in Primitive Art (1927). Since all 1920).
Several world-wide surveys of language haye
art contains both formal and significant elements,
we cannot assume that the expression of emo- been attempted, of which Meillet and Cohen's
'
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Les Langues du Monde (1924) was undoubtedly
the most satisfactory. Broader groupings were
proposed than heretofore; for example, Delafosse
insisted on a fundamental resemblance of the
welter of Sudanese languages with Bantu, the
most widespread stock of Africa. On the other
hand, Schmidt's Die Sprachfamilien und Sprachenkreise der Erde (1926) was an attempt to make
the groupings of stocks, and even grammatical
a concategories, conform to his culture-strata,
clusion which linguists in general are not prea
pared to accept. Sapir also has fathered
movement for a drastic reduction of the number
of American Indian Stocks recognized, to which
Boas offers a salutary warning ("Die Klassifikation der indianischen Sprachen," in XXI Int.
Cong. Americanists, the Hague, 305). Boas

shows that a number of phonetic and grammat-

elements are distributed over continuous
areas among languages of widely divergent stocks.
This means that these elements tend to spread,
rather than that two stocks with the same element were differentiated from a common protostocks must
type. In fact, the number of early
have been much greater than at present, rather
than that modern stocks are developed from a
few languages.
A wholly new approach in Language (1921)
has been broached by Sapir, which bids fair to
revolutionize
general linguistic studies. He
stresses not only the unconscious character of
linguistic usage, but insists that however unconscious this may be, it conforms to patterns,
both grammatical and phonetic. "This means
that there is something like an ideal linguistic
entity dominating the speech habits of each
group, that the sense of almost unlimited freedom which each individual feels in the use of
his language is held in leash by a tacitly directing norm." The clustering of sounds in phonetic
patterns is significant, not so much because of
their motor or acoustic resemblance, as that the
relational gaps in such a series are necessary
to the psychological definition of the sounds
(Sound Patterns in Languages, 1925). Speechsounds of a dialect tend to run in a certain
habitual groove, so that whatever change these
sounds undergo, they nevertheless conform to the
general system of sounds. But the system itself is subject to "drift," the reasons for which
are obscure but lie in the "genius" of the language. At any rate, their movement is not ranical

be denied, this particular historical reconstruction cannot stand (see Krocber, Amer. Anth.,
1920, 48). Malinowski, among others, has successfully challenged this formulation, showing
among other things, that the CEdipus complex
is not universal (*S'cj? and Repression in Sarage
Society, 1927). Thus,' in the Trobriands, matrilineal organization of society produces a stress

and neuroses of quite different character from
those of patriarchal or paternally dominated societies.
Seligman, accepting Jung's classification
of psychic types, classes various peoples as introvert or extravert ("Anthropology and Psychology," in Jour. Roy. Anth. Int., 54, 13).
Thus, the Nilotic Dinka for their aloofness, gravity, religiosity, and lack of interest in the white
man are classed as introvert ; the Palaeasiatics of
Siberia, noted for dissociation and with typical
savage instability of opinion, are extravert.
This is an interesting classificatory device, but
must not be construed as a historical explanaSee AJSTHBOPOLOGY; ETHNOGRAPHY.
A German
).
(1874composer, born in Lemberg. Because of protracted illness, he did not begin the serious study
of music until 1S99, in Berlin, and in the following year removed to Munich, where he attended the Conservatory. He wrote a string
quartet; a quintet for woodwind and piano; a
violin sonata; a 'cello sonata; Suite and Traume
for orchestra; Weislieit des Orients for soli,
chorus, and orchestra; many songs; and the
operas, Judith (Nuremberg, 1921), two one-act
tion,

ETTINGER, MAX

operas,

Der

and Juana

Tririker

eifersiichtige

Clavigo (Leipzig, 1926),
and Frillilings Erwaclien (Leipzig, 1928).
).
ETTLItfCKER, St'Hn-ger, KARL (1882One of the foremost humorists of Germany, born
in Frankfort, who became editor of the magazine
founded by the late Georg Hirth, Jugend. Among

(Nuremberg,

iii s

1925),

numerous works were Der neue Martial

Owds Liebeskunst (1905); Das Tageluch eines glilcklioh Verlieirateten (1906);
Unsere Donna ( 1907 ) / Der neue Juvenal ( 1907 ) ;
In Freiheit dressirt (1908); Btreifs&ff* eines
Kreuzvergniigten (1910) Die Bydra, a comedy
(1911) ; Schenso, a one-act play (1913) ; Mister
Aus frohem Hersien
(1915);
(jalgenstrwk
(1915) ; Benno Stehkragen (1917) ; a volume of
(1905);

;

war

Lieder eines Landsturmmannes
verse,
(1919); Das Verhaltniss (1920); Die duldsame
Eva (1921).
dom but in a definite direction. This would
ETJCKE1T, oik'gn, RUDOLPH CHBISTOPH (1846German philosopher (see VOL. VIII).
explain parallel developments occurring in re- 1926),
lated languages long after their separation.
After 1914 he published Geistige Forderunger
The inroads of psychoanalysis into other fields der Gegenwart (1918); Der 8ossiali$mus und
are diseernable in anthropology, although the seme Lebensgestaltung (1920); his autobiogpermanent effect does not seem appreciable. raphy, Lebenserinnerungen, ein Stuck deutschen
Freud finds "that the beginnings of religion, Lebens (1920), and Ethik'als Grundfage des
ethics, society, and art meet in the CGdipus com- Staatsburgerl. Lebens (1924). The first thr e
plex." His Totem,. and Talu (1919) explains works were translated into English.
these by acts within the primeval horde,; the sons
).
EUGENE, u-j&i', ARCHDUKE (1863having been prevented by their sire from sexual An Austrian soldier, born in Moravia. In his
indulgence, slew him, but an ambivalent tender- earlier years he served in tjxe.army, but retired
ness, replacing their hate, took the form of re- on account of ill health. At the outbreak of the
morse. "They undid their deed by declaring that World War he again entered the service, and
the killing of the father substitute, the totem, after the Austrian retreat in Serbia in 1914, was
was not allowed, and renounced the fruit of given command of a portion of the Austrian
their deed by
denying themselves the liberated troops. After the entrance of Italy in the War
women." Thus totemism and exogamy are ac- he commanded the southwestern. front, ana
counted for.
achieved great success at Isonzo and elsewhere.
While the importance for culture of that He retired from active service in January, 1918,
part of the psychoanalytic doctrines which and moved to Switzerland.
stresses the influence of experiences of the early
EUGENICS. The term eugenics has come
life of the individual on hia later acts, cannot into common usage and
usually understood

A
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,

,
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means applied human genetics. Genetics (see
One form which the narrow nationalism of
HEREDITY and ZOOLOGY) is primarily concerned the war years took was an exaggerated expreswith heredity as a biological phenomenon and is sion of eugenical doctrines, so perverted and
a true experimental science, but, since for obvious prejudiced as to be distinctly prejudicial to the

social reasons experiments in human breeding are
impossible, geneticists give the problems of human heredity little attention. Several organizations and a 'few institutions have devoted themselves to the consideration of the results obtained
by the study of heredity in general, in the effort
to apply them to man, or at least to point the
way to the betterment of human stock.
The aims of eugeni&ts and thoir analyses of
the present trend vary widely. In general, they

assume that heredity is more potent in human
behavior than social factors; that certain races
and individual types are more desirable than
others: and that eugenical breeding will eliminate the "unsuccessful," the poor, diseased, and
criminal. Their programmes take several forms.
some, certain races are held superior; others
should be eliminated or refused entry to the country, and miscegenation should be prevented. Another programme would eliminate strains having
hereditary defects by sterilization or prohibiting
their marriage. A third method looks to selective mating, in which superior strains would
be encouraged to propagate more freely. In a
succinct article, "Eugenics" (Scientific Monthly,
November, 1016), F. Boas points out that eugenists do not discuss impersonally whether certain features are due to heredity or environment.
For example, it is not clear whether alcoholic
and criminal tendencies in certain families are
due to heredity or to continuing social maladjustment. He holds that the same social functions and participation in the same culture are
open to varied biological types.
In the United States, health boards and charity
commissioners began to advocate legislation for
the segregation and sterilization of incompetents
and delinquents as early as 1010. Laws were
passed in 1013 authorixing the sterilization of
the unfit in North Dakota. Michigan, Kansas,
Oregon, Wisconsin, California, and Iowa. During the same year, legislation restricting marriage? were enacted in England, Spain, New Zealand, and elsewhere. In the United States, fifteen
States had passed such laws by 1924, though

By

much of this legislation was inoperative. The
greatest stimulus to the general consideration of
eugenics was the Wisconsin Marriage Law of
1913, which required medical certification for
all who applied for licenses.
This brought on a
nation-wide discussion and attempts at similar
legislation in other States.
An International Eugenics Congress was held
in London in L9I2, Owing to the World War,
this congress was not reconvened until 1921.
Several similar gatherings have been held since.
While Great Britain and the United States were
among the earliest nations establishing eugenical
organizations, others have appeared in all leading
European and Latin American nations, in Japan,'
and in China. Sweden was the first nation to set
up -an institute for race-biology. In 1018 the
University of Upsala subsidized the research of
H. Lundborg into the lineage of peasant families,
and he received small grants from -the Government. 'His researches were' so promising .that
in 1921 the Riksdag established the institute
without a dissenting* vote. .The result of his
1

investigations

among

soldiers

were published

m

1926 under the. title The Racial Ohamcters of
the Swedish Nation.
,

best interests of the eugenics movement.
Gobineau's The Inequality of Human Rares* which
originally appeared in 18o3, was republished in
1015 to rationalize war prejudices. Other
characteristic works of like tenor were M.
Grant's The Passing of the Great Race (1916),
II. S. Chamberlain's Le plus recent pliilozophe du
vanyermanisme mystique (1917), and L. Stoddard's The Rising Tide of Color Against White
and Racial Realities of
ffupremacjf
1920)
Europe (1924). A judicious analysis and criticism of these extremists will be found in P. H.
(

Hankins,

The

Racial

Basis

of

Civilisation,

(1020).

The examination of recruits to the United
Army during the War was the first opportunity to take stock of physical well-being and
psychological status on a large scale. Maiked
States

were found among various racial, nalocal groups in their performance of
psychological tests. These are discussed by R. M.
Yerkes, Psychological Examining in the U. 8.
Army, (1921) and Yoakum and Yerkcs, Army
Mental Tests (1920). This work led to such extravagant expressions as C. C. Brigham's A Study
While the purof American Intelligence ( 1 023
pose of these tests was to find soldiers with
special capacities for particular work, the con*
trasts noted were interpreted as significant of
racial differences.
Among typical results were
the following (by percentages of each group
above, at, or below the middle score)
differences
tional,

and

) .

:

These values show Negroes at the bottom of the
list; but as Kroeber points out (Anthropology,
1923) suspicion is aroused by the fact that
Italians and .Poles stand much nearer the Negroes than to other whites. A different tabulation shows other results:

Negroes, Northern States

Below
46

Italians

63

Negroes, Southern States

86

Middle

51
36
14

Above
3
1
0.3

Further, comparisons of literates and illiterates
show that New York Negroes are nearly on a
par with Alabama whites, among literates, and
a bit ahead of them among illiterates. "Evidently, the psychological tests are more a gauge
of educational and social opportunity than of
race." Annual summaries on race differences

appear in The Psychological Bulletin.
The Army examination -also showed a surprisingly high proportion nf physical defectives.
They were not uniformly distributed over the
country, nor by race and nationality; so that
social causes may be suspected.
Consult Love
and Davenport, Physical Examination of the
First Million Draft Recruits (1910); 'Defects
Found in Drafted Men {1920). A geiieral programme' for. aims and results in 'Studying the
whole population is F. Boas's "Report on an Anthropometric Investigation of the Population of
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the United States" (Jour. Amer. Statistical
Assn., 1022, 181).
While the alarmists had the public ear so
has been
long as war passions held sway, there
a return to saner views in later years. Typical
of this is F. H. Hankins' The Racial Basis of
Civilisation (1920). He does not deny all the
importance of social and cultural factors in race
achievement, but holds that race itself has some
in cultural
part, indeed a considerable pait,_
endevelopment. .Races arc not equal in native
dowment; they hate fundamentally the same
in differcapacities, but they have these qualities
ent degrees of development. He believes in the
capacity but not the unique value of the Nordics,
in the 'definite inferiority of the Negroids, but
not of the Alpines and Mediterraneans, and insists on the overlapping of all human groups.
There is no living group that is a "pure race,"
not even the Nordics ; but instead of viewing this
fact with consternation, he points out that the
interbreeding of good stocks is to be encouraged.
For in this way, the variability of groups is increased, with the appearance of leaders of heightened degrees of intelligence at the upper end of
the range, and even new and valuable combinations of endowment appear. So far as the internal composition of our population goes, he
hold no alarmist view that the less successful
elements should be stamped out, or removed
from controlling the social structure by some
caste system, but rather that our concern should
be with creating better conditions for the more
successful to continue their contribution to the
biological strain. Applied as an immigration
policy: "America could do no better than to
make itself a world asylum for persons of superior quality regardless of race or color."
Exemplary caution also characterizes S. J.
Holmes's The Trend of the Race (1921) and
Studies in Evolution and Eugenics (1923). In
his view, however, so long as the evidence on
good or evil effects of race-crossing is conflicting, it were preferable to discountenance it.
Biblography. The literature on eugenics is
enormous, as is indicated by the huge Bibliography of Eugenics (1024) compiled by S. J.
Holmes, and new accessions are appearing at an
increasing rate, A brief selection of the more
recent significant works in this compendium was
published by the American Eugenics Society,
(1025). Among recent works are L. Darwin,
The Feed of Eitf/^nic Reform (192G) ; R. Pearl,
The Tliology of Death (1022); E. B. Reuter,
Population Problems (1923); L. I. Terman,
Genetic. Studies of Genius (1925); Estabrook
and McDougle, Mongrel Virginians (1026);
H. H. Lauglilin, Eugenical Sterilization in the
United Stele* (1922) ; H. Olson el al.> Research
Studies in Crime (1025) ; J. W. Jenks and W.
J, Lauck, The Immigration Problem (1926);
and the current issues of The Eugenics Review.
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RACE PROBLEMS.

EULENBURG-,

A German

oi'lgn-bd&rk,,

FRANZ

(1867-

economist; born and educated
in Berlin. He began teaching in Leipzig in 1899.
Prom there he went to Aachen. In 1919 he became professor of political economy and statistics in the University of Kiel and in 1921 in
the Handclshochschule, Berlin. His works include: The Possibility and Results of a Social
Psychology (1!)00); Society and Nature (1905);
The Modern Philosophy of History (1907); The
International Money Market (1908); The Rise
in Prices during the Last Ten Years (1912);
) .

in War (1915); The New Industry
(1919); Arten und Btufen der SozMisierung
(1020), and Weltwirtschaftliche Soldaritat der
\olker (1!>22).

Money

EUPEN, MALMfiDY,

and

MORESNET.

satisfy Belgian demands for protection and
for reparations, Articles 34-39 of the Treaty
of Versailles provided for the cession to Belgium
by Germany of the frontier districts of Eupen

To

(area 08 square miles; population, 26,156),
Malmc'cly (area 314 square miles, population,
34,708), and the disputed neutral district of
Moresnet (area 2 square miles; population,
3038), together with a small portion of Prussian Moresnet. The regions in question had
undergone steady Germanization since their acquisition by Prussia in 1815, so that the end of
the War saw the original Walloon population
so reduced that only one-sixth of the population
could speak French. To the Peace Commissioners, other considerations were weightier than the
question of language, which made the transfer
of territory justifiable. Aside from the strategic argument, it was maintained that the
orientation of the districts was toward Belgium,
that there were profound historical ties, and
that the necessity for compensating Belgium for
the forests destroyed during the War favored the
decision.
For this last reason, too, Germany was
compelled to turn over to Belgium the domanial
and communal woods of Prussian Moresnet.

EUROPE. The World War (1914-1018) and
the revolutions in Russia, Austria- Hungary, and
Germany which attended it led to a profound
metamorphosis in European political geography.
The cataclysmic changes registered in the peace
settlement of Paris (1919-1920) with subsequent
modifications and supplementary arrangements,
surpassed in scope and significance such stages
in the evolution of the modern state-system as
were signalized by the Treaties of Westphalia
(1648), the Peace of Utrecht (1713-1714), and
the Congress of Vienna (1814-1815). The territorial readjustments following the World War
involved directly or indirectly every state in
Europe except Portugal, Spain, and Switzerland. Western Europe was little transformed,
the most notable exceptions being Alsace-Lorraine and Ireland. Central and Eastern Europe, on the other hand, were almost completely
leorganized on a national basis and to a large
extent republicani?ed and democratized. The
three great non-nationalistic empires of AustriaHungary, Russia, and Germany were dismembered and the diminutive state of Montenegro
disappeared. A solid belt of eight new national
states emerged in Central Europe, viz: Austria,
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Lithuania,
Latvia, Estonia, and Finland, while contemporaneously the respective national unifications of
Italy, Serbia, Rumania, and Greece were virtually completed and the nationalistic grievances
of France and Denmark adequately redressed
through the restitution of Alsace-Lorraine and
Northern Schleswig. Such, in broad outlines,
was the territorial resettlement of Europe. See
the articles on the various states of Europe.
.CORN BORER. See ENTO-

EUROPEAN
EUROPEAN

MOLOGY, ECONOMIC.

1914-1918. See
WAR,
EVANGELICAL CHURCH. A denomina-

WORLD WAR.

tion which is Arminian in doctrine; established
in 1922 by the union of the Evangelical Association and the United Evangelical Church* The

EVANGELICAL SYNOD

merger in 1922.

The Evangelical Association increased

in

num-

ber of communicants from 150,380 in 1914 to
167,416 at the time of the merging; the Sundayschool enrollment, from 227,820 to 271,738; and
the valuation of church property, from $11,099452 to $16,281,011. Similary, the membership
of the United Evangelical Church was increased
from 79,292 in 1914 to 92,001 at the time of
merging, and the total value of church property
from $5,47G,f02 to $9,513,328. In 1928 the
Evangelical Church had a total inernbership of
258,214; itinerant preachers numbered 1973, and
local preachers, 475.

Sunday schools numbered

2849 and enrollment amounted to 372,943;
church property was valued at $39,682,707, and
contributions during the year amounted to
$7,040,800, an average of $27.31 per member.
Missionary work, which has always been a
dominant "purpose o f the denomination, found expression in local work and in the maintenance
of foreign missions in Japan, China, Germany,
Poland, Latvia, France, Switzerland, Russia,
Africa, and Canada. The church also maintained the following educational institutions;
North Central' College and Evangelical School
of Theology, Naperville, 111.; Western Union
College, Le 'Mars, Iowa Albright College, Myerstown Pa.; Sehuylkill College and School of
Theology, Reading, Pa. Other philanthropic
enterprises included two orphanages, six homes
for the aged, and several hospitals.
;

EVANGELICAL SYNOD OP NOBTH
AMEBICA, THE. A religious communion,

strictly evangelical in principle as historically
crystallized from the Reformation of the sixteenth century and as embodied in the Reformed

and Lutheran doctrinal statements, accepting
these statements as far as they agree. -Where
they disagree, however, the Evangelical Synod adheres strictly to the passages of Holy Scripture
bearing on the subject and avails Itself of the
liberty of conscience prevailing in the Evangelical Church.
The communion was organized in
1840 at Gravois Settlement, Missouri, and consolidated in 1877 with similar communions,
The church is organized in 19 districts with 'extensive power of self-government. Presidents of
clerical delegates, and lay delegates
in General Conference every fourth year.
quadrennial Conference was held in 1925 and

districts,

meet

A
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Evangelical Association was the outgrowth of a
religious movement started in Pennsylvania in
1800 under the direction of John Albright. Differences arose in the church culminating in a
division in 1891, and a large number of ministers and members organized themselves into
the United Evangelical Church in 18!)2. The
separate existence of the two bodies continued
until it was felt that the two churches should
be reunited to find articulate expression, and a
series of meetings of commissions, appointed to
consider union and federation, resulted in a

an Extraordinary General Conference adopted
a new constitution in 1 927. In recent years, the
organization has remained practically the same
size, communicant members being estimated in
both 1918 and 1927 at 350,000; there were 1131
pastors in the earlier year, and 11 97 in the latter.
The property of the 1400 churches in 1918 was
valued at $l&,281,4 15, and the property of the
1207 congregations in 1927 amounted to $38,463,86(X In the United States, by 1927, there
were over 100 missionaries, men and women, active in- about 135 communities. The Board of

Foreign Missions reported an income of over
$171,522 for 1927, and had 14 men, two of them
medical workers, and IS women as missionaries
in India, in addition to 333 native workers.
In Honduras there were 11 missionaries at two
The denomination maintains four instations.
stitutions of learning: Eden Theological Seminary, St. Louis, Mo.; Elmhurst College, ElniItobinson Academy, Waco, Texas;
hurfat, III.;
and Oakland Institute, Cincinnati, Ohio. Periodicals published are Der Fncdenabote, The
Evangelical Herald, and The Light Bearer.

EVANS,

SIR ABTIIUR

JOHN (1831-

).

A

British archaeologist (see VOL. VIII) . He added
to his studies of ancient Cretan civilization
Palace of Minos I, published in two parts in
1922 and 1928.

EVANS, EDWABD RADCLIFFE GARTH RUSSEIX
A British explorer and naval of).

(1881-

VOL. VIII)
In 1914 he commanded
in the bombardment of the right
wing of the German Army on the Belgian coast
and in 1917 took command of the Broke. In
1921, as commander of the Carlisle (1021-23),
he saved 228 Chinese from drowning in the Hong
Mok disaster. He received the D. S. 0. in 1917
and has been decorated by many governments
and societies. He published Keeping the Seas
(1920), and South with Scott (1921).
An Amer).
EVANS, HUDULPH (1H78ican sculptor born at Washington, D. 0. He
studied at the Corcoran Art School, Washington, the Art Student's League, New York,
iicer

the

(s>oe

Mohawk

Julien's Academy and the ficole cles Beaux Arts,
Paris. He was a pupil of Falguiere and Rodin
and was elected Associate of the National Academy in 1919, when he won the Watrous Gold

Medal. His best-known sculpture is the "Golden
5'
Hour, the original of which is in F. A. Vanderlip's garden at Scarborough, N. Y., a copy in the
Luxembourg Museum, and a marble replica in
Mr.
the Metropolitan Museum, New York.
Evans has the capacity to catch in his portraits
the

aloofness

of

childhood.

Besides

portraits

young people, he has made monuments and
portrait busts of financiers, including Frank A.
Vanderlip, .John D. Rockefeller, Jr., and Thomas
F. Ryan. His superb "Boy and Panther" was
of

exhibited in 1923.

An Amer).
EVANS, WILLIAM (1870can theologian, born at Liverpool, England, and
educated in private schools in England and at
the Moody Bible Institute (Chicago), the Chicago Lutheran Theological Seminary, and the
Theological Seminary of the University of Chicago, lie was ordained in the Congregational
ministry in 1894, was director of the Bible
course at the Moody Bible Institute (190115), associate dean of the Bible Institute in
Los Angeles (1915-18). and director of Bible
conferences for the United States and Canada
He wrote The Book of Books.
(1918).
(1902) ; Personal Soul-Winning (1910) ; Studies
in the Life of the Ohristian (1911) ; The Great
Doctrines of the Bible (1912, 1920); Through
the Bible Series of 10 vols. on Bible Exposition
(1916-18; incomplete); The Book Method of
Bible Study (1915) Epochs in the Life of Christ
(1916); Tlw Shepherd's Psalm: a Meditation
(1921); The Coming King: the World's Neaot
Great Crisis (1923).
An AmeriEVAJtTS, HAL G. (1887).
can author born at Topeka, Kan, After a varied career as rancher, trapper, and licensed
guide, he turned to writing. He published:
;

EVE

The Cross Bull (1920) The Bald Face (1021) ;
Passing of ihe Old West (1921); The Yellow
Horde (1921); Fur Sign (1923); Tumble Weeds
(1923); Spanish Acres (1925) 5 The Painted
Stallion
The Moccasin Telegraph
(192G);
(1927); Tomahawk Rights (1929).
A
).
EVE, ABTHUB STEWART (1802Canadian physicist, born at Silsoe, BedfordHe was educated at Cambridge,
shire, England.
and in 1903 became Macdonald professor of
physics, McOill Univeisity, Montreal, Canada.
He commanded the 143th Overseas Battalion in
the World War, and was director of research,
Admiralty Experimental Station, Harwich, 191718. In 1919 he became director of physics at
McGill University. He has published various
papers (mainly in the Philosophical Magazine)
on radioactivity and ionlzation.
EVERWUM", JAN CHARLES AUGUST (1873A Dutch diplomat born at Noordwijk,
).
Holland. He studied law at Leiden University,
and was a lawyer at The Hague (1897), entering the government service in the following year.
He was president of the Ketherland Organiza;

tion

for

the

International

Chamber

of

Com-

merce (1920); delegate at the Paris Conference
for economic relief (1920); and minister from
the Netherlands to the United States (Aug. 1,
1921-July, 1922).

EVJEW, JOHN OLUP
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(1874-

).

An Amer-

ican educator, born at Ishpeming, Mich., and
educated at Augsburg Seminary (Minneapolis),
the University of Minnesota, and the University
of Leipzig. In 1903 he was ordained in the

Lutheran ministry. He was professor of theology at Augsburg Seminary (1909-19); president of the State Normal School at Mayville,
1ST. D.
(1919-23); and professor of history and
modern languages at Carthage (111.) College,
In 1924 he became professor of the(1 923-24 J.
ology in Hamma Divinity School, Wiltenberg
College, Springfield, Ohio, He wrote Scandinavia and the Book of Concord (1905) ; Lutheran
Germany and the Book of Goncord (1911);
Scandinavian Immigrants in Sew Tori;, 16301074 (1916); Naadegaverne og Embedet (1920);
The Teachers 9 College Its Place in the Educational System (1920); The Berkenmeyer 1AIrary (1925); Work and Requirements of a
Graduate School of Theology (1926).
EVOLUTION. The belief that animals and
plants now on the earth have arisen, not as
was earlier supposed, through separate, independent, and more or less arbitrary acts of
Creation, but through modifications of preexisting species, these from earlier species, and so
on back to the origin of life, that being at
present an unexplained mystery. For a summary of the evidence upon which this belief is
based, consult article EVOLUTION, VOL. VHI.
At the present time, while there is universal
agreement among scientists in accepting the
general theory of evolution, there is a decided
lack of agreement as to the? relative values to
be put on .the proposed explanations of the
process. The condition is analogous to that of
a Protestant and a Catholic who disagree on
points of doctrine but agree on the fundamental
principles of Christianity. In both cases, this
lack of agreement seems? ,to be due to, differences
of temperament or of training, but while in
religion no such conclusion would be drawn, 'unfortunately in the case of evolution- this lack
of- agreement is claimed by hostile critics to
mean that the theory has been largely aban-

When

ologist, at the

William Bateson, the British bimeeting of the American Asso-

ciation for the

Advancement

doned.

of Science in 1921,

emphasized on the one hand his belief in evolution, but on the other hand stated that we are
still ignorant concerning the way in which new
species arise, William Jennings Bryan quoted
the second statement (ignoring the iirst) as
proof that biologists are abandoning the whole
evolution programme or at least show such lack
of agreement concerning it as seriously to discredit the theory. Again, Weismann, through
his critical studies on the effects of use and disuse, founded the school calling itself "Darwinian," but who outdarwined Darwin in claiming
natural selection as the only explanation. The
abandonment of this extreme position
has been misinterpreted by those who fail to
realize that "Darwinism" in this sense is not
the same as "Evolution." Obviously, the presentday problem is the discovery of the factors at
work in the evolutionary process.
Of the various proposed explanations, natural
selection is the one most generally employed, its
severest critics having been forced to accept it
as playing at least a subsidiary part. It would
appear, however, that important modifications of
the original theory must be made. In the first
place, it is probable that the severity of the
struggle for existence has been overestimated.
"Nature is stern but she has her tolerant moods,"
and it is questionable if minor variations have
the rigid life-and-death-determining importance
they were formerly supposed to possess. If this
is the case, we must discover some other cause
for the origin of new species which often differ
from the old in what seem to us unimportant
structural details.
In the second place, difficulties arise through
recently acquired information concerning the
effects of selection on individual variations.
Any group of plants or animals, considered
with respect to any particular character, will
show a considerable range of variability for
that character, varying both above and below
the mean or average. Darwin thought that selection of extreme variates above or below the
mean and a breeding from these variates would
result in a new range of variability in the
selected direction and the establishment of a
new mean. Practically all the results obtained
by experiment along these lines have negatived
this conclusion, and it generally happens, if
not always, that the offspring of an extreme
variant normally arrange themselves around the
mean of the whole race irrespective of the degree of variation of the parent.
A large number of zoologists join with botanists in ascribing the origin of new species and
new adaptations to mutation, a position we
very largely owe to the work of the botanist,
De Vries. The mutation theory supposes that
from some causes uot fully understood but which
certainly exist, there appear at intervals changes
in the hereditary material such as to lead to the
establishment of a new mean with a new range
of variability. Such a change is called a mutation.
mutation may be very slight in amount,
so as to resemble a mere- individual
variation,
or it may -be large as in the fruit fly, when the
normal red eye ia. replaced by a white one. Jn
practical

A

any case it is recognizable by its heritability
and Hs establishment of a. new mean. It is believed that natural selection first
operates after
this mutation has appeared and determines

EVOLUTION
whether or not

Natural seit, "has
nothing to do with the arrival of a species but
determines its survival"
The oldest explanation of evolution is that
of use and disuse, originally proposed by Lamarck, and to a large extent accepted by Darwin. With the rise of the "Darwinian" school,
this Lamarckian factor
(as defined above)
seemed definitely to be disproved, but with the
decline of "Darwinism" it has again come to the
lection, then, as

front.

it

shall

survive.

DC Vries has

The main

it is possible for

difficulty

expressed

is

to discover

how

somatic changes to affect the

germ plasm. Throughout the discussion there
have been many who admitted this difficulty
but who nevertheless felt that such a modification must have occurred, otherwise actually
observed changes could not have taken place.
"Recent work on antibodies, hormones, X-rays,
and radium, seem possibly to point the way to
the desired explanation. Sec HEREDITY.
A conservative statement is that at the present time the theory of use and disuse is stronger
than it has been since Weismann's work in
1839 seemed entirely to discredit it; not so

much in
Weismann

(for before
in an entirely
uncritical fashion), but in that there is now
promise of an explanation of the mechanisms
its
it

general

acceptance

was widely adopted

at work in such a process.
In a strictly natural selection explanation of
evolution, it is assumed that from generation to
generation variations normally appear in all directions around a mean, and natural selection
operates by eliminating all but the most favorable of these.

Eimer

in injects

and Whitman

in

pigeons found reason to believe that in these
animals variations affecting any one organ or
part show a decided tendency to occur in only
one general direction, rather than in all directions.
This jjrinciple, known as orthogenesis,
has been prdpdsed as an explanation of why, in
many cases, organs so obviously disadvantageous
to an animal, have persisted. It is, for example,
generally thought that the enormous unwieldy
horns of an Irish Elk were largely responsible
for its becoming extinct. Spencer attributed
the size of these horns to the inherited effects
of use, but in this case it is difficult to see
why natural selection should not have kept the
size within limits by the elimination of the
most unfavorable variations, and the consequent
preservation of the fittest. Orthogenesis assumes an inherent tendency to vary in one
direction even though the result is fatal to the
race.
Why variations should appear in only
one direction is not, with our present information, any easier to explain than why variations
should appear at all. In the lant analysis, this
must be referred to the unstable structure of
protoplasm, though this is obviously a restatement, rather than a solution, of the problem. It
ia certain that orthogenesis sometimes occurs,
and this fact should be kept in mind in any discussion of evolution.
Evidently, evolution has been an exceedingly
complicated process,, involving several causes, or
factors, sometimes working singly, at other times
in cooperation, and difficulties in interpretation
have arisen because undue emphasis was laid
upon one factor to the exclusion of other*. It

quite possible that further research will bring
light factors at present unknpwn,
^Bibliography. Recent works ,on evolution
that, may be consulted, with advantage are H,

is

'

to.

.

1

,
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<

F. Osborn, From, the

Q recks

to Dartfin, rev. ed,

Shimer, Evolution
(Boston, 1920); Frances Mason, <?d.,
Creation by Evolution, a consensus of pre^ntday knowledge by leading authorities (New
York, 1028) ; H. H. Newman, ed., The Mature of
the World and -Man (Chicago, 1926),
See ANTHROPOLOGY; BOTANY; HEREDITY j ZOOLOGY.
),
u'art, JAMES COSSAR (1851A Scottish naturalist (see Vol. VIII). In 1927
he retired from the Itegius professorship of
natural history at Edinburgh University, a
chair he had held since 1882.
His later books
include: Domestic Sheep and Their Wild Ancestors (1913) ; Development of the Horse (1915) ;
Moulting of the King Penguin (1017); The
XeRthnq Feathers of the Mallard (1021).
).
(1873EWEIiIi, ARTHUR WOOLSEY

(New York, 1029)

and

;

II.

\V.

Man

EWABT,

An American

physicist (see Vol. VIII). He
appointed commanding captain of the
United States "Reserves on Dec. 15, 1017, and
head of the bomb unit of the Air Service of the
American Expeditionary Forces. After the Armistice, he was placed in charge of the experimental development and tests of bombs for the
War Department.
An American
).
EWING, JAMES (1866pathologist (see VOL. VIII). In 1919-27 Dr.
Ewing brought out his monumental work on
tumors, entitled Neoplastio Diseases.
).
EWING, SIR (JAMES) ALFRED (1855A Scottish physicist and engineer (see VOL.
VIII ). Duringfthe World War, he was in charge
of the Admiralty department which successfully
intercepted and decoded important German cipher messages. In 1916 he became principal and
vice-chancellor of the University of Edinburgh.
His latest work is Thermodynamics for Engineers

was

(11)20).

EXCESS PROFITS TAX.

See TAXATION IN

THE UNITED STATES.

EXCHANGE,

FOREIGN.

See

JIIUNCE AND

BANKING.

EXPERIMENTAL

PSYCHOLOGY.

CONSCIOUSNESS AND THE UNCONSCIOUS.
CHOLOGY, EXPERIMENTAL.

See

PSY-

EXPERIMENT STATIONS, AGXICTJLTURAL.
See AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATIONS.
EXPLORATION. Although exploration did
not cease during the World War and the years
following, there was a noticeable diminution in
the number of expeditions during the years
1914-1918. The War and the resulting changed
conditions introduced new aims and methods of
exploration. The use of the airplane, both as
a medium of transportation and as a means of
mapping, was the chief innovation. With the
exception of the Polar Region**, no lands of
great extent remained completely unknown and
post-war exploration has concerned itself with
investigating the natural resources of a particular region or with tracing its past. With the
establishment of mandates, the nations applied
themselves to ascertaining the climate, fauna,
flora, mineral resources' and soil conditions of
their new possessions. Same studies of the natural environment were made to erwiourage emigration. American organizations, which have
Been especially active in the archaeological and
ethnological fields, have initiated research and
enlarged their collections for the use of scientists and public instruction. European' institutions were practically, forced to oease such
,

activity during

and immediately' following the

EXPLORATION

War, but recently they have resumed their old
position in the field of exploration.
Africa. See AFRICA, under Exploration.
Arabia. See ARABIA, under Explorations.
Arctic Regions. See POLAB RESEARCH.
Asia. Central Asia has been the goal of
many expeditions. Andrews, for the American
Museum of Natural History, conducted extensive
geological

and

archaeological surveys in

Mongo-

with a view to ascertaining more about the
early history of man. Sven Eedin returned
again and again to his explorations in Tibet.
Kosloff made some notable archaeological discoveries in the course of his Central Asian expeditions. Roerich made two expeditions to

lia

Tibet for the purpose of painting and collecting
philosophical data. Sir A. Stein spent a number
of years in the little-known parts of Persia,
Afghanistan, and Baluchistan. Expeditions visited the Pamirs and mapped much of that intricate country. The Morden Clark Expedition of
the American Museum of Natural History collected big game in Central Asia, as did the Roosevelts.
great number of Soviet expeditions
have been sent to study the little-known natural
resources and ethnology of the Soviet Eepublics
in Asia. In Siberia," Obruchev discovered a
range of high mountains; Professor Kulik
headed an expedition which located an enormous
meteor. The Lake Baikal region was the centre

A

of

intensified

study.

The

Freer

Gallery

at

Washington conducted several archaeological expeditions in China, In India, a German ethnological expedition made extensive observations.
For archaeological investigations in Asia Minor,
see ARCHEOLOGY.
Australia. Extended exploration in Western
Australia resulted in a more careful classification of the land. Utilization depends on rainfall and irrigation possibilities were investi-

The Great Barrier Reef Expedition
studying the formation and economic potentialSevities of this huge coral reef began work.
eral scientific institutions united for the purpose
of studying the native life before advancing
civilization destroyed their aboriginal culture.
Europe. Excavations in France and Italy
disclosed ancient ruins of unknown periods.
Ethnographic researches were made in southern
France, northern Spain and the British Isles.
The construction of a war railway to the
Murman Coast brought information on the
hitherto unknown region of the Kola Peninsula.
North America. Alaska. The U. S, Geological Survey kept a number of field expeditions
engaged in reconnaissance work each year.
Notable work was that of mapping the Naval
Petroleum Reserve in northern Alaska and of
S. R. Capps, who mapped much of the Mt. Spurr
area. The National Geographic Society sponsored a survey under Jaggar in the volcanic
area of southern Alaska. Hrdlicka in 1926
made a preliminary anthropological survey for
the Smithsonian Institution and this was followed by more detailed studies. In 1928 the
Stoll-McCraeken Expedition of the American Museum of Natural History discovered some early
mummies on an island in the Aleutians. The
U. S. Navy sponsored an extensive aerial mapping expedition in 1926 which photographed
much of the involved topography of southeastern Alaska.
Canada. The Northwest Territories were the
scene of annual government patrols and explorations. Radical changes in the map of the
gated.
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Great Slave Lake area have resulted. Surveys
of the condition of game in this territory \vere

made

in order that provision for the natives
Airplane surveys of much of

might be made.

the pioneer fringe of Canada were made. An
airplane and ice-breaker expedition tested the
practicability of Hudson Bay as a point of export for the Canadian grain crop. Mountain
climbing expeditions have been numerous;
Mount Logan was conquered; Mystery Mountain, the highest in British Columbia, was discovered and the Columbia Glacier was studied.
The Canadian Arctic Archipelago was visited
regularly by patrols of Royal Canadian Mounted
Police and a steamer was regularly sent to
Ellesmere Island and Baffin Island.
United States. In the United States, scientific field research is annually pursued by American universities, scientific societies, museums,
and State and Federal bureaus. This field work
covers all phases of investigation into our natural resources. Recently, there has been great
activity along archaeological lines. See ETHNOLOGY. Some of the principal institutions
sending their expeditions to all parts of the
world are the Field Museum of Chicago, Museum
of the American Indian, Heye Foundation, the
American Museum of Natural History, the Pennsylvania University Museum, the Carnegie Institution of Washington, the National Geographic Society, and the Smithsonian Institution.
Central America, Caribbean. Study of the
natural resources of these countries continued
slowly. Archaeological investigations were the
most significant, especially those in Yucatan,
Guatemala, and British Honduras. The New
York Academy of Science continued its study of
the natural history of the Virgin Islands and
Porto Rico. Barro Colorado Island in the
Panama Canal developed into a centre for tropical research.
Studies of sedimentation were
initiated by Professor Field of Princeton. William Beebe continued his oceanographical studies.
South America. The Amazon Valley was the
centre for a number of prominent expeditions.
The Rice Expedition to the Rio Grande mapped
some of its northern tributaries. Dyott retraced Roosevelt's expedition down the River
of Doubt and later went into Matto Grosso to
search for the missing Fawcett Expedition. Dr.
and Mrs. Dickey made several ethnological trips
into southern Colombia and Venezuela. Mr.
Tate of the American Museum of Natural His-

tory collected birds and mammals at key points.
The Captain Marshall Field Expeditions of the
Field

Museum made

large palaeontological colin Argentina. Mountain-climbing expeditions to the Andes have been numerous and
lections

recently the airplane has been used to map
some areas in detail.
Oceania. The islands of the Pacific* have
been visited by many ethnographical and archaeological expeditions, particularly those from the

Bishop Museum of Honolulu. The Whitney
South Seas Expedition made large oceanographic
collections.
The Burden Expedition to Komodo
collected giant lizards for the American Museum
of Natural History. The Stirling Expedition
of the Smithsonian Institution penetrated the
unknown regions of New Guinea and discovered
a pigmy race. A British Expedition up the Fly
and Sepik rivers was also undertaken.
Oceanography. Marine biology particularly
the breeding and growth and migration of edible
fish occupied much of the attention of ocean-

EXPLOSIVES

ographera, as well as the more routine studies
of currents, depths, and deposits. The United
States thus investigated its own waters and
European scientists, British, Danish, French and
Swedish, explored the North Sea, the Mediterranean, and the Atlantic waters from the English
Channel to Madeira. After 1914 the
United States participated in an International
Ice Patrol of the North Atlantic. The nonmagnetic yacht, Carnegie, started on another
cruise around the world.
EXPLOSIVES. Such developments of the
World War as the tremendous increase in the
expenditure of artillery ammunition for preliminary bombardment of objectives, in barrage fire
for protection of infantry waves advancing to
the attack, in harassing fire directed on enemy
back-areas, in counter-battery work, in putting
up aerial barrages to fend off enemy airplanes,
and the enormous increase in the employment
of machine guns in lieu of the slower-firing
shoulder rifle, all magnified the r61e of explosives.
Progress in their manufacture was
mainly toward quicker manufacture, greater
safety in handling, storage, and transportation,
slower deterioration after manufacture, and
substitution of more abundant raw materials
for those found to exist in quantities too small
for ready conversion on a hitherto unprecedented scale.
Propellants. Smokeless powder in various
forms was in universal use prior to the War,
and except for the substitution of wood pulp
for cotton linters in the manufacture of nitrocellulose and the development of a water-drying
process which was much quicker than the former
air-drying process, no outstanding improvements
in its manufacture were achieved during the

War.
Probably the most important development
since the War was on a smokeless, flashless, non-hygroscopic powder.
Immediately after
the Armistice, demands were made for a new
type of propellant powder to meet such conditions as those of the War. The particular objection to the service powder of the United

work

that it was hygroscopic and
in waterproof containers up to
the time of use. Another very important factor
was that it was a solvent powder, requiring considerable time for drying, even making use of
the so-called water-drying process developed during the War. Several experimental powders of
States

Army was

must be kept

varying

composition

and granulation passed

satisfactory tests. In order to obtain necessary
ballistic properties and yet avoid the use of
solvents, nitroglycerine in very small amounts
was incorporated with the other ingredients.
This powder can be fired within 48 hours after

manufacture but greater uniformity

is obtained
to age for several days. It is
completely non-hygroscopic; samples have been

by allowing

it

fired immediately after submersion in water for
24 hours.
Bursting Charges. Just prior to the War,
trinitrotoluol (TNT) was considered the most

satisfactory bursting charge for mobile artillery
shells.
Because of the scarcity of TNT during
the War, a fairly satisfactory substitute was
developed and used, 8%o amatol, a mixture of
SO parts of ammonium nitrate and 20 parts of
TNT. Small-caliber shells were filled largely
with &%o amatol, but at best, this was a temporary expedient; the standard practice in 1924

was to use

TNT

without dilution.
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The 8%o

amatol was prepared by crushing and drying

nitrate, melting TNT in steamjacketed kettles, and mixing the two components
in the required proportions in a steam-jacketed
mixer.
The resulting product was similar to soft
brown sugar and might be tamped into the shell
cavity by hammer and mallet or. as wu^ done
during the War, by means of the screw shell-

ammonium

filling machine, which consists of a hopper to
hold the amatol in bulk and a sleeve contain-

ing a rotating worm. The shell to be filled was
mounted horizontally on a wheel carriage placed
so that the worm and sleeve entered it within
a few inches of the bottom of the shell cavity.
The amatol was fed into the shell by the rotating

worm

until the resistance to the entrance

more amatol caused the carriage and shell
to back off from the hopper, when the worm was
automatically stopped, since the cavity had been
The remainfilled to a predetermined point.
ing cavity left by the sleeve and worm was filled
with liquid TNT except for a small cavity to
of

take the booster.

See COKE.

D

Ammonium

in the
picrate, called explosive
United States service, is used for bursting
charges of armor-piercing projectiles, since
is not sufficiently insensitive to shock to with-

TNT

stand passage through armor plate on impact
without exploding. Ammonium picrate will do
this and still be in condition to give effective
fragmentation on perforation of heavy armor
plate. In loading ammonium picrate in armorpiercing projectiles, small quantities of the
crystalline explosive are given a preliminary
amount of tamping in the nose of the shell, followed by hydraulically pressing successive increments as needed to fill the shell cavity completely and with proper density. The bursting
charge for shrapnel continued to be black powder, according to standard practice prior to the
War. The ammunition used with trench mortars
developed during the War was filled with a
nitrostarch explosive for the smaller calibres
and either 8%o or 5% amatol for the larger
calibres. Hand grenades were loaded principally

with

nitrostarch

explosives,

and

rifle

grenades with TNT. Aircraft bombs were
loaded with 8%o amatol during the War; subsequent practice was to use TNT without dilution.

Booster Charges. During the War, attempts
were made to load boosters with tetryl around
the fuse socket, filling the remainder of the
booster with TNT. This was abandoned in
favor of completely filling the booster with
This practice later became standard
tetryl.
with the Ordnance Department.
Detonators. Mercury fulminate maintained
its position as the premier military detonator.
It is manufactured by dissolving mercury in
nitric acid, pouring the solution into grain alcohol, and removing and washing the gray crystals
of mercury fulminate thus precipitated. Mercury fulminate is the most sensitive, most pow-

and most expensive of military explosives.
more than twice as much as tetryl
and about five times as much as TNT. The
bursting of an artillery shell is in reality a
series of explosions. On impact with the ground
the firing mechanism of the fuse delivers a
minute flash to the mercury fulminate detonator.
It detonates and transmits the explosive wave to
erful,

It

costs

the tetryl of the booster charge surrounding it.
The booster in turn causes the detonation of

EXTENSION COURSES
TNT

main "bursting charge of the
utilizing this step-up method, small
quantities of expensive and highly sensitive explosives are used to set off successively larger
quantities of less sensitive explosives. Consult
the

shell.

in the

By

McFarland, Ordnance and Gunnery (Xew York,
1929). See OEDNANCE.
EXTENSION COTTRSES. These courses are
organized and conducted in many forms by a
variety of American institutions, educational and
other, and are part of a general adult-education
movement which has been greatly accelerated
since the World War. Since the early nineties,
the universities of the U. S. have been gradually
developing an extension programme. For a
great many years, extension courses -were limited
in most institutions to instruction by correspondence. This form of extension teaching was
developed particularly by the University of Chicago and various large State universities of the
Middle West. More recently, extension classes
have been organized in large numbers and have
attracted enormous enrollments particularly in
the large urban universities. These classes are
held in the late afternoons, evenings and on Saturdays for the benefit of those who through

other

occupations

cannot
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accommodate them-

selves to the requirements of the usual formal

A

curriculum.
popular development has come
in the form of short courses in subjects of interest to a particular social, industrial, or professional group.

There is considerable difference of opinion as
to the advisability of giving academic credit for
extension teaching. In some institutions, partial
credit toward an academic degree is granted;
that is, a certain proportion of the total number
of credit points necessary before a degree is
awarded may be taken through the medium of
extension courses. This proportion varies even
in the institutions where credit is allowed, but
the maximum credit allowed at any institution
is 50 per cent.
The popularity and usefulness of extension
courses is reflected in the heavy registrations,
particularly in the large centres of population.

California, Columbia, Pennsylvania and New
York University have made remarkable strides
in this field and the growing interest in adult
education as a whole is an indication .that the
number enrolling each year will increase rather

than decrease.
In both England and America, university extension began with lectures in the field of the
physical sciences. There is practically no limitation of the scope of the subjects taught at the
present time; and in addition to topics usually
associated with a liberal-arts programme, there

Extension .centres in towns within reach of
the educational facilities of the large universities

have grown in considerable numbers and extramural work has come to be one of the regular
arms of extension teaching. In some cities these
centres have regular equipment, buildings and
laboratories of their own and separate adminisState
trative and teaching staffs are built up.
universities arrange for this extramural work
extensively, and with the development of the
of radio in education, extension
teaching can be carried on simultaneously over
an entire State area. Another modern tendency

possibilities

is to

provide post-graduate professional training.
is possible chiefly in cities where hospital,
library, and laboratory facilities are available.
Methods of administration and conduct of extension courses vary widely. The authorities at
some institutions feel that, to be of greatest
value and usefulness, extension teaching should
be just as much a responsibility of the central
educational authority as any other form of
teaching. At other institutions, it is a policy to
regard extension teaching as a specialty and a
separate faculty and a separate corps of administrators is set up. At institutions where extension teaching has proved its value, instructors
of all academic grades, from lecturer to full proEnrollments are drawn
fessor, conduct classes.
from almost every section of the population, and
ages vary from the late teens to the sixties and
even to the seventies. The most popular subjects are those in education, chosen largely by
teachers in an institution which gives academic
credit for extension work; in English, business,
engineering, and the sciences, where they are
offered; and general liberal-arts subjects.
That extension courses have come to stay and
that they will undergo further development is
well demonstrated by the existence and activity
of the National University Extension Association, the membership of which includes upward
of forty universities which have long conducted
one form or another of extension teaching and
which are constantly seeking to study and interpret the special fields in which their activities
are engaged. This association meets annually
and publishes a report of its proceedings which.
include discussions and reviews of current extension undertakings.
It was estimated that the total number of
registrations in extension courses in colleges and
universities in the United States in the year
1028-29 was approximately 300,000. See EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES.

This

EXTENSION TEACHING IN AGRICUL-

TURE. See AGBICULTUEAL EXTENSION WOBK.
An American
EYRE, LAURENCE (?).

are many demands for instruction of utilitarian
value solely. Extension teaching has therefore
been one of the most important direct public-

actor and playwright born in Chester, Pa. He
made his d^but with the Castle Stock Company
in Boston in 1907, played with Julia Marlowe,
service arms of a modern American university and also leading characters with the Ben Greet
which conducts it. Fields represented in the Company. His best-known plays include: The
average extension curriculum are agriculture, Things That Count (1914) ; Saws Matd&ue
the ancient languages, art, astronomy, chemistry, (first full-length play dealing entirely with
commerce, economics, education, engineering,- Negro life, in which all the characters are colEnglish, geography, geology, German, history, ored, to be produced in America) produced at
household arts, law* mathematics, music, the Atlantic City (1916); Driftwood (1917); Mis'
natural sciences, philosophy, physiology, psy- Nellie of N'Orleans (1919) ; Martinique (1920) ;
chology, religion, the romance languages, and The Merry Wvoes of Gotham (1923) ; One Trip
sociology. The subjects of the short courses, for of the Silver Star
(1925). Mis' Nelly of
which academic credit as a rule is not given, are ^Orleans was also produced -by Dion Boucicault
limitless.
later in London*

.,.

ROBERT (1883-

).

A

Swiss

poet, essayist and dramatist, who was
born in Zurich and studied at the

university there and in Berlin. After
some years of travel in France, Italy,
Russia, and England, he returned to
Zurich and published Zuricher Tdylle (1908),
Odysseus und Nausikaa, a tragedy (1911), Die
offenen Ttiren, (1012), and Die Fassade (1918),
comedies. He wrote verse: A.US tier Brandung:
Zeitgedichte aus der tichweiz (1017), and compiled two anthologies of Swiss poetry: (Jestalten
und Wandhmgen (1920), and Anthologia Helvetica
(1921). His most important critical
works were Paul Ernst und die Keueren Bestre-

FAESI,

lungen im Drama 1913) Karl Spitteler (1917),
Rainer Maria RHke (1919), and Schweiserischer
Diehtung (1922). In 1922 he became professor
(

of German
Zurich.

,

the

at

literature

FAGAN", JAMES BERNARD
Irish dramatist

wrote comedy.

University

(1873-

).

of

An

(see VOL. VIII), who usually
His later plays were The Wheel

(1922), And So To Bed (1926), and The Great
Lover (1927).
An Ameri).
FAHEY, JOHN H. (1873can
banker
and
newspaper
publisher, born
*
_ _
_
__
__
_V
tttat
Manchester, N. H. After receiving a highschool education, he became a reporter in ManChester. He was editor and publisher of the
Boston Traveler 1903-10, finally becoming president of the Boston Traveler Company and of
the State Publishing Company. He also was
president and publisher of the Worcester Post,
and publisher of the ManHe was i-fr
president
TT
*
n nt\t\ e%r*
T.i
1
Chester (N. H.) Mirror, 1922-25, and publisher
1919In
1023.
of the New York Evening Post,
20, he was chairman of the organizing committee
of the International Chamber of Commerce, and'
American
director of the same body,
served as ...
1921-26. In the same period, he was a member
of the Senior Council of the United States
Chamber of Commerce.
FAHBEffKROGr, fa'rgn-krftg, LUDWIO (GAEL
*.

.
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WILHELM)

-

^

_a

(1867-

).

A

German

himself j a history of Gofl-lore, Oott im
Wmtyel
der Zetien (1921) ; and Dschaim Mahqvura
"
'

'

'

DOUGLAS

(1883-

).

An

He first
in Denver, Colo.
On
in New York in 1901.

the legitimate stage, he played Hawthorne of
the U. 8. A., Frenzied Finance, All For a Girl,

A Gentleman of Leisure, Henrietta, The Show
Shop, and others. After 1916 he headed his own
motion-picture productions. His chief successes
include His Majesty the American, When, the
Clouds Roll Tty, The Mollycoddle, The Mark of
The Xut, The Three Musketeers, Robin
Hood, The Thief of Bagdad, Don Q, 9 and The
Black Pirate.
An
BLAIR
).
(1877FAIECHILD,
American composer, born at Belmont, Mass.
Simultaneously with his academic studies at
Harvard University, he took courses in composition under J. K. Paine and W. R. Spalding;
later he studied piano with G. Buonarnici in
Zorro,

Florence. He went to Constantinople in 1901
_
_
i^
_ *
j.i_
*^.
r
A*
j>
as a member of the American Legation and
thence to Persia. Finding that Persian music
'interested him more than his diplomatic duties,
he went to Paris in 1003 for further study
...

_

._

under Widor and Gannaye.

is a comand Oriental
a ballet pan-

His style

bination of French impressionism
elements. Among his works are

tomime, Dame Libellule (Paris, 1021) ; the sym*\1**tv>!,A
.AntM 77t>.*
j.J Yt7oJ ^JLT CH^T* L^iu
phonic poems, East and West, Zal, Shah Fendoun; a sketch for orchestra, Tamineh; Legende

and Etude Bymphoniquc for violin and orchestwo piano trios; a string
quartet; a piano quintet; six Psalms for eoloists and chorus a cappella; two fugues for org&n; and many songs, almost all on Oriental
tra; a violin sonata;

themes.

FALKENHAYN",

falk'Sn-hln,

ERICH

VON

A

Prussian general, born at Burg
Belchau, in Thorn. He entered the army in his
youth and became military attache" to the legation at Paris in 1887. In 1889 he acted as
military instructor and favorite of the Crown
Prince of Germany and Prince Eitel Friedrich.
He served in China during the Boxer Rebellion.
was promoted to lieutenant general and was
Prussian Minister of War in 1913. In
t the outbreak of the World War, he bechief of the general staff of the army,
arid later general of the infantry.
He upheld
the officers whose contact in Alsace resulted in
1

801-1 022 ).

the Zabcrn disorders. He received the credit
for the breaking through Of the Russian lines at
Gorlice-Tarnow in 1915, and also planned the
successful Russian and Serbian campaigns of the
same year,. Insisting that the War must be
fought out 'on the ..Western front, he opposed
vbii Hiridei^burg and LudendoriF, who urged con-

works are Geschichte Meines Olaubens (^006);
the dramas Baldur (1908), WQland (1914),
and Die Oodentochter
Wornegast '(1021),
(1921); the poems Lucifer (1017) an^ ,Qas
Qoldene Tor (1921), the latter illustrated by
'

FAmBAWKS,

American actor, born
appeared on the stage

(

poet-

___
______________
studied at the
painter, born in JRandsburg. He
art academies of Hamburg and Berlin and spent
some years in Italy. His mural paintings soon
attracted attention, among them "Youth as the
Golden Age" in the Girls' High School of Barmen, "Crucifixion" in Mulheim, and "Descent
of (Jurist to Hell" in JKiel. He made a sensatioii at the Munich Exhibition of 1902 with his
"Christ Preaching," in which he presented a
beardless Christ, an innovation which he suosequently justified in his writings. He has since
become better known as an author. His literary

' 100>

FAIBBANKS, CHARLES WAEEEN (18521918). An American politician, Vice President
of the United States, 1904-09 (see VOL. VIII).
In 1914 he was chairman of the Indiana Repubin
lican State Convention for the third time,
1916 he again received the Republican nomination for the Vice Presidency but was defeated.
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Eastern

front.
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successful attack at Verdun of 101G caused his
removal as chief of the general staff, Hindenleaderburg taking liis place. He was given the
at Hermannship of the Oth Army in its lighting
In 1918
stadt, and in 1917 of the Asiatic Corps.
and 1910, the 10th Army was commanded by
him. He wrote: Die obcrste Heeresleitung in

lQUi-16
ihren u-ichtigsten
Entschliessungcn
(1910), giving an account of the German conArmee
der
duct of the War, and f)cr Fcldzug
gcgen die Rumancn and Rumen, IMG-lf (1921).
An
).
FALL, ALBIBT UACON (l^GlAmerican public official (see VOL. VIII). He
was reelectecl to the United States Senate for
the term 11)10-2,"), but resigned in 1021 to become Secretary of the Interior at the request of
President Hauling. In June, 1921, the naval
oil reserves were transferred to the Department
of the Interior, and in 1022 Secretary Fall
Dome
signed a long pending lease of the Teapot
oil district in

Wyoming

to the Sinclair oil in-

FABABEE

the masters of sparkling comedy. The new
works, which had their premiere in Vienna, are
Die geschiedene Frau (1008; in New York as
The Girl in the Train, 1910), Briiderlein fein
(1900), Die schbne Risetta (1010), Die Sirene
(1011), Der yacht schnellsug (1913), Der siisse
Kavalier (1924). The following were first produced at Berlin: Die Studentengrafin (1913),
Jung England (1914), Der kunstliche Mensch

(1915), Die Rose von Stamoul and Die Kaiserin
(1910), Madame 1'ompadour (1922), Die spanFor London, he wrote
ische Xachtigall (1924).
The Eternal Walts (1911).
posthumous
operetta, Juyend im Mai was brought out in
Dresden (192G). In 1924 he visited the United
States and witnessed the American premiere of

A

Madame Pompadour.
PALLA, MANUEL DE

(1876-

ish composer, born at Cadiz.

He

).

A

Span-

studied at the

Madrid Conservatory under Trag6 (piano) and
Fed roll (composition), and while still a student

and also a lease of the Elk Hills le- wrote several zarzuclas which he offered to the
wncs in Calif 01 nia to E. G. Doheny, an oil managers in vain. Unable to obtain a hearing
magnate. Only about one-third of the oil was in his native land, he went to Paris in 1907,
held for use of the Navy. Later, Fall resigned where, after some hard years, Debussy and
In 1024 an investigation was Dukas became interested in him. After his first
his secretaryship.
hegun by the Public Lands Committee of the opera, La Vida Brcre, written in 1904, had been
Senate, and Fall appeared before a subcommit- successful in Nice (1913) and Paris (1914), it
tee and denied that he had received any money was brought put in several cities of Spain and
from Sinclair or Doheny, but on January 24, won recognition for the composer. Do Falla
Doheny testified before the Committee that he then settled in Granada. Although not a prohad "lent" Fall $100,000 without security or in- lific writer, he is the acknowledged leader of
On July 15, Fall was indicted on three Spanish futurists. His other works are the
terest.
counts, the first and third relating to the al- ballets, El Amor Brujo (Madrid, 1915), and
and
leged $100.000 payment, the second charging El Sombrero de Tres Hcos (London, 1919),
conspiracy with Harry F. Sinclair in regard to El Relablo del Maese Pedro (Madrid, 1923) 5
the Wyoming or Teapot Dome leases, and enter- three pieces for orchestra, Noclies en los Jaring into contracts without bids. Fall and dines de Espaua, En el Generahfe, and Dama
Doheny were acquitted by a jury in November, ,Leiana; and piano pieces and songs.
FALL BIVER. A manufacturing centre and
1926, of charges of conspiracy in connection
with the leasing of the Elk Hills reserves. port of entry of Massachusetts. The population
Fall and Sinclair were brought to trial on the rose from 119,295 in 1910 to 120,485 in 1920
second count an October, 1927, but a mistrial and to 134,300 in 1928 by estimate of the Buwas declared November 1 after the Government reau of the Census. In 1923 the city adopted
had charged agents of the defendants with the report of the city-planning board, prepared
shadowing the jurors. Sinclair was retried and after its survey of the city begun in 1920. In
acquitted in April, Ifl28. The United States 1929 the city-manager plan of government beSupreme Court, affirming decisions of the lower came effective. Fall River is the largest cotcourts, decided on Feb. 28, 1927, that the Elk ton manufacturing centre of the United States,
Hills oil leases had been corruptly obtained and the capital invested being $50,000,000. Other
that the property should be returned to the manufactures include webbing, pianos, leather,
Government, and on October 10 that the Teapot belting, hats, jewelry, underwear, absorbent cotDome oil leases were fraudulent and void. Fall ton, braids, twine, paper, boxes, and varnish. In
was again placed on trial in October, 1929, and 1925, 30,590 persons were employed in these inwas found guilty of accepting a bribe of $100,000 dustries and received $28,241,000 in wages; the
from Doheny for the lease of the Elk Hills naval value of the products manufactured was $142,oil reserve in California.
885,000. The largest fuel-oil refinery in New
EALL, LEO (1873-1025). A famous Aus- England, of 1,000,000 barrels monthly capacity,
trian composer of operettas, born at Olmiitz. was built at Fall River in 1922, but since that
After receiving training from his father, a band- time has been changed merely to a terminal and
master, he studied at the Vienna Conservatory, distributing plant. In 1924 the first unit was
For some years, he was operatic conductor at begun of a power plant that would ultimately
Berlin, Hamburg, and Cologne. His first opera, produce 275,000 horse power. Fall River has 27
Frau D anise, was produced in Berlin in 1902, wharves. In 1927 the total volume of its foreign
but made little impression. A second opera, commerce was 209.949 tons. The assessed valuaIrrlicht (Mannheim, 190ft), did not fare much tion of property in 1927 was $188,936,000? the
net debt was $9,893,000. On the night of Feb.
better, nor his first operetta, Der Resell (Vienna, 1906). However, the latter, in a new 2, 1928, fire which started in old Pocasset Mills
version as Der Hebe Augustin, later scored an destroyed a great part of the business section
enormous success (Vienna, 1911). In 1907 of Fall River, with a loss of approximately $4,two operettas were brought out in Vienna, Der 000,000. The city has suffered from the defidele Bauer (July 5) and Die Dollarprinze&sin pression in the textile industry.
(November 2), which immediately made their
FABABEE, WILLIAM CURTIS (1865-1925).
way to all the theatres of Austria and Germany, An American anthropologist who was born in
and placed the composer in the front rank of Washington, Pa. He was in charge of the de
terests,

PAR EASTERN REPUBLIC

expedition, 1913-16, of the
University of Pennsylvania expedition, 1921-23,
and curator of the Museum of the University
of Pennsylvania since 1913. Besides his numerous contributions to anthropological and geographical magazines, he published The Central

Arawaks

(1918).

PAR EASTERN REPUBLIC.

See SIBERIA

AND PAR EASTERN REPUBLIC; RUSSIA; JAPAN.
See ROMAINS, JULES.
A
).
EABMAN, far'man', HENRI (1874French designer of aircraft (see VOL. VIII). He
established the important factory at Billancourt
which supplied many planes to the French and
English armies in the World War.
BUREAUS. See AGRICULTURAL EX-

PARIGOTJXE,

Louis.

FASCISM
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Milhau Harvard

For 16 consecutive seasons, she had been one of
the most popular artists of the company. In
1925 she tried, with enormous success, the field
of light opera, appearing in Lehar's The Love
Spell, and two years later also returned to the
serious concert-stage. Since the sensational success of her film production of Carmen, in 1915,
she has been increasingly active in this field.

In 1916 she published an autobiography,
aldine Farrar (Boston).
CLAUDE. See BAEGONB,

(rer-

CHARLES.

PARWELL,

ARTHUR

(1872-

).

An

American composer, born at St. Paul. Ho
studied with Norris in Boston, Humperdinck in
From 1910 to
Berlin, and Guilmant in Paris.
TENSION WORK.
1913, he was director of municipal concerts in
COOPERATION". See AGRICULTURAL New York City, and from 1915 to 1918, director
He then
of the Music School Settlement there.
CREDIT; COOPERATION.
IF ARMING-.
See AGRICULTUBE.
moved to Pasadena, where he devoted much time
FARM! INSTITUTES. See AGRICULTURAL to community music. He was always deeply
EDUCATION.
interested in the music of the American Indians
TRACTOR. See TRACTOR.
and at various times visited Indian reservations.
In 1901 he established at Newton Centre, Mass.,
).
FARNELL, LEWIS KICHARD (1806An English archaeologist and writer on religion the Wa-Wan Press for the publication of AmerIn 1919 and 1024, he was ican works, especially those based on Indian
(see VOL. VIII).
Gifford Lecturer in the University of Edinburgh, themes. He was the first recipient of the Comand in 1920-23 vice chancellor of the University posers' Fellowship awarded by the Pasadena
of Oxford. His later works include Outline Music and Art Association (1921).
In his comHistory of Greek Religion (1921); The Attri- positions, he employs chiefly Indian themes.
"butes of Ood (1925)
and articles on Greek He published collections of Indian melodies
archaeology, philology, and religion in British and folk songs of the South and West and was
and foreign journals.
known as a writer on his subject, particularly
).
PARNOL, (JonN) JEFPERY (1878through his former associate editorship of
An English writer of romantic fiction, who was Musical America. In 1927 he was lecturer and
educated in a private school. He lived in New conductor at Michigan State College.
York City (1902-10), publishing a number of
PASCISM. Fascism
jascismo)
(Italian,
short stories and for two years painting scenery denotes an ultra-nationalistic regenerative movefor the Astor Theatre. His publications include ment which played a prominent rdle in the postThe Amateur Gentleman; The Honourable Mr. bellum development of Italy, and which spread
Tawnish (dramatized in 1924); Some War Im- to Spain, Bavaria, and other countries. The
pressions (1918); Black Bartlemy's Treasure central impulse of Fascism was nationalism, an
(1920) Peregrine's Progress (1922) ; The Quest ideal generating in turn the determination to
of Youth (1927) ; and Oyfford of Weare (1928). extricate Italy from chaos, to give her moral
An unity, to make her a new state, and to make it
).
FARRANp, LIVINGSTON (18G7American university president, born at Newark, an axiom and a creed with everyone that all
N. J. In 1914 he became president of the Uni- social progress must be through and by the naversity of Colorado, and held that position until tion. Fascism came into power with dramatic
1919. During the World War he was director suddenness. The first groups of Fascist! were
in France of the International Health Board, formed in March, 1919, at the very moment when
in 1917-18, and from 1919 to 1921 was chair- Italy's nationalist claims to Fiume were being
man of the Central Committee of the American disputed at Paris, while within Italy communist
Red Cross. In the latter year, he was chosen agitators were boldly preaching not only social
president of Cornell University. He contributed revolution but also anti-militarism and pacifism.
many articles to psychological and anthropo- The two-fold aim of the original Fascist! was to
logical publications and wrote The Basis of suppress communism and exalt patriotism. TakAmerican History (1904).
ing their names from the Latin fasces, the bundle
An Ameri- of rods wrapped round an ax to indicate power
).
EARRAND, MAX (1869can university professor and research director to punish ofi'enders, the Fascist! assumed the
(see VOL. VIII). He resigned his professorship right to enforce order by using violence against
of history at Yale in 1925. He was director of socialists and pacifists. Unlike members of the
the division of education of the Commonwealth American Ku Klux Klan, the 'Fascist! did not
Fund, 1925-27. Since 1927 he has been director conceal their identity; but like the Klan, they
of research for the Henry E. Huntington Library appreciated the emotional appeal of uniforms,
and Art gallery, San Gabriel, Calif. He pub- organizations, and sonorously titled officers.
Each active member of the Fascist organization
lished Development of the United Slates (1918)
and Fathers of the Constitution (1921).
wore a black shirt, oftentimes decorated with war
An medals; for many had fought with distinction
(1882).
FAR.RAR, GERALDINE
American dramatic soprano (see VOL, VIII). in the World War. The organization, was very
At the height of her artistic powers, she retired elaborate, modeled on the ancient Roman imfrom the operatic stage, appearing for the last perial army. Strict discipline bound rank and
time at the Metropolitan Opera House as Zaza, file to obedience. And at the head of the movein Leoncavallo's opera, on Apr. 22, 1922. After ment was the forceful Ben i to Mussolini, a blackthe fall of the curtain, scenes of wild enthusiasm smith's son, once a socialist, and later editor of
were enacted inside the house and on the street. the patriotic Popolo d'ltalia.

FARM
FARM

FARM

;

;

FASCISM

During the early stages of the movement, two
phases of activity were most notable. First and
foremost, the Faseisti, as has been said, were
patriots, superpatriots, and they expressed their
loyalty to Italy by forcibly suppressing pacifist
demonstrations, by conducting propaganda in
favor of Italy's most extreme territorial claims
to the Tyrol, Istria, Fiume, Dalniatia, Albania,
etc.;

and by inculcating a

spirit of devotion,

almost of worship, toward the Rational state.
One very significant manifestation of this nationalist de\otion was the scorching criticism
which the Fasci&ti heaped on the "outworn and

governments which had become a
menace to the development of Italy and under

incapable

whose rule the authority of the state had fallen
into decadence and decay." Fascist writers
and speakers, with this phase of their movement
in mind, often described Fascism as a "spiritual
revolt." Secondly, Fascism was anti-communFrom 1019 to 1922, it waged a sort of
ist.
guerrilla warfare against socialism in Italy;
Fascisti roughly dispersed Socialist party meetings, raided Socialist printing offices and headquarters, and administered novel and ingenious
forms of physical punishment to leading Communists. Further, it organized labor unions of
its own, found work for the unemployed with
Fascist capitalists, and thanks to its success in
these directions, soon began to accept the affiliation of unions which deserted socialism. To
prevent the landless peasants of southern Italy
and Sicily from joining forces with the social
revolution, the Fascist! took it on themselves in
many localities to cut the Gordian knot of the
agrarian problem by compelling landlords to
subdivide and sell their estates, or by persuading friendly landowners to offer small plots for
sale to peasants. So effective were these measures that communism in Italy was, if not annihilated, at least compelled to work under-

ground, and even the more moderate political
socialism was reduced to impotence. By 1021
Fascism, in the -words of Mussolini himself,
was .no longer "liberation but tyranny; no
longer the safeguard of the nation, but the
upholding of private interests and of the most
groveling and unenlightened classes existing in
Italy."

the organization became more powerful,
entered its political phase. Indeed, now that
it embraced workingmen and peasants as well
as bourgeois and militarists, it could no longer
pursue a clear-cut policy in economic matters,
nor could it survive permanently by merely
talking about patriotism. Political action was
a necessity as well as a logical consummation
of the order's career. Gradually, the Fascist!
gained control of many municipalities, using
violence where votes would not avail. Then
their leaders looked to Home. Mussolini grew
more insistent in his declarations that the existing parliamentary government, headed by a
vacillating coalition cabinet, was unrepresentative and unworthy of Italy.
Soon, he had the
temerity to demand for himself and his followers places in the cabinet. Meeting refusal, he
became but more ambitious. In October, 1022,
he compelled the Ministry to resign and installed
a Fascist cabinet. See ITALY, under History j
also MUSSOLINI.
The Fascist! preserved their organization as
a sort of unofficial militia on which Mussolini
could a if need be, rely; at the same time they

As
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constituted themselves a political party for
and
electioneering
purposes.
parliamentary
Though he had denounced the inefficiency and
unrepresentative character of parliamentary
government, Mussolini utilized Parliament to
carry out his own policies, and after he had
won a sweeping electoral victory, his administration became in form at least a responsible

government, like

its despised predecessors.
difference characterizing Fascist
however, was the fact that force was relied

maiked

an expedient to be employed

if

democracy

One
rule,

on as

failed.

"I declare," said Mussolini in 1023, "that my
desire is to govein, if possible, with the consent
of the majority, but in order to obtain, to foster,
and to strengthen that consent, 1 will use all
the force at my disposal." All else failing,
"there is always force." This was the aspect of
Fascism that appealed so strongly to ambitious
leaders in Spain, Bavaria, Bulgaria, Mexico, and
many another country: if votes fail, there is
always violence.
In economic policy after 1922, the Fascists
emphasized chieily the reform of governmental
For labor, they enacted au eight-hourfinance.
day law and a collective-agreements law de'
bigned to promote collective bargaining between

organized labor and organized capital. State
monopolies, such as telephone service, matches,
etc., were handed over to private companies, in
accordance with the Fascist principle of maintaining private enterprise and combating state
In religion, the Faseisti, in power,
socialism.
were partisans of reconciliation between Catholic and non-Catholic; they restored compulsory
religious instruction; and they succeeded, in
1929, in establishing more cordial relations with
the Vatican all for the sake of that national
unity which, to their way of thinking, should
transcend all else.
In 1926 Mussolini sought to consolidate the
economic gains of his system in the establishment of the Fascist, L e., corporate, state. This
was done through the act called "The Legal
Discipline of Collective Labor Relations" which
established syndicates, collective labor contracts,
and labor tribunals, and prohibited lockouts
and strikes. Fascist syndicalism, like other
Fascist institutions, showed itself to be hierarchical and centralized. The Fascist state arrogated to itself the right to police and superAfter
vise all the activities of the syndicates.
two years, it was seen that Fascism was regarding itself not as a reactionary movement
against communism, but as a continuous revoIt evidently was coordinating Catholilution.
cism, nationalism, pragmatism, and syndicalism
under the banner of imperial Borne. Its syndicalism had nothing to do with Marxian internationalism or class war. Like socialism, however, it was swallowing up the individual in
a scheme pf national production under the
strictest of state control. The corporative idea
was functioning through a bureaucracy responsible to Mussolini, and evidently the individual
was being regarded as an outworn institution.
However, unlike all proletarian Utopias, fascist
Italy was essentially middle-class and the real
gainers of the system were the industrialists.
The workers, it is true, in exchange for .their
liberty, were getting a modicum of security;
but, after all, the slaves under imperial Rome
did not have less.
The logical conclusion, to the political phase,
of Fascism came at the 'end of 1927 when uni.

,

FATIGUE

versal suffrage was abolished. The
form measure also included the following: the
nomination of candidates for the Chamber of
Deputies by economic guilds; the abolition of
all other parties : the substitution of a single
electorial constituency in place of territorial diand the reduction of the size of the
chamber. In effect, the right to vote was held
only by those who belonged to one of the 13

visions;

syndicalist organizations

and contributed

dues.

See ITALY.
scholarly
Bibliography. The
outstanding
work on the Fascist state was published in
1928 by the Oxford University Press. It is
Making the Fascist State, by Dr. Herbert W.

Schneider of Columbia University and, besides
being a dispassionate account of the birth of
Fascism, is fully documented and contains a
bibliography of 21 pages. The same year also

saw the publication

PAYOLLE
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electoral re-

of Mussolini's aiitobiogra-

phy.

FATIGUE.

See PSYCHOLOGY, ABNORMAL.
MrciiAEL TON (1809).
A [Ionian Catholic Cardinal of Munich, Germany, born at Heidenfeld. He studied at the
Universities of Wiirzburg, Home, and Oxford,
was professor at the University of Strassburg,
and became Bishop of Speyer (1910), Archbishop of Munich (1917), and Cardinal in 1921.
He is the author of Petrus Stirbt Nicht (1903) ;
Die Vesperpsalmen (1000): Srhiile und Reliaion (1907); Priest er und Volk (1911); Hirten(1912); Charakterbilder aus der Bir
briefe
Mischen Frauenwelt (1920); Die Freiheit der
Kirche (1913) Waffen des Lichtes (1918) ; Das
Stchwert der Oeister (1918) ; Trennung von
Kirche und Ktaat (1919); Zeitfragen und Zeitaitfffabcn (1920); and Das Papsttum in Unserer
Demokra* schen Zeit (1920).
).
FAULKNER, JOHN ALFRED (1867An American church historian (see VOL. VIII).
Princeton
was
lecturer
at
He
Stone
Theological
Seminary in 1923. He published Wesley as
Churchman
(1918),
Theologian,
Sociologist,
Value of Studj/ of Church History (1920),
Modernism and the Christian Faith (1921), and
Miraculous Birth of Our Lord (1924).
FAUST, CAMILLE. See MAUCLAIR, CAMJLLE.
FAUST, EDWIN STANTON (1870-1928). An
American physician, pharmacologist, and biochemist, born at Baltimore, Md. After preliminary study at Johns Hopkins, he went to
Munich to study chemistry and medicine. On
his return, he was associated with the department of biochemistry at John Hopkins (H. D.,
1907, honoris causa) and later held a similar
position at the University of Michigan. He returned to Strassburg to study pharmacology
under Schmiedeberg and in 1908 accepted the
chair in that branch at the University of Wilrzburg. At the outbreak of the World War, he
moved to Switzerland where he died. While his
work embraced the entire range of pharmacology

FAULHABER,

;

and biochemistry, he

specialized in toxicology.
In 1906 he published his only monograph,
Die tierische.Qifte'&nd. in 1913 he collaborated
with Schmiedeberg in bringing out the seventh
edition of the latter's Qrundriss der Pharmaoolo-

when he

1008,
joined the editorial staff of the
Engineering and Mining Journal. He served
with the Bureau of Mines from 1911 to 1920,
and from the latter date was valuation engineer with the Internal Revenue Bureau. .From
1921 to 1023 he was also head of. the natural
resources division of that bureau. He was con-

suiting mining engineer, 1923-23, and assistant
editor of the Engineering Mining Journal-Press
(New York), from 1925 to 1927 when he again
returned to private practice. He wrote Coal
Mine Fatalities in the United States, 1870 to
1016 (191C) ; Glossary of the Mining and Mineral Industry (1920). He also wrote numerous
technical bulletins.

FAY, HEXEY

An Ameri).
FAY, ALBERT HILL (1871can mining engineer, born in Appleton City,
Mo. He graduated from the Missouri School
of Mines in, 1902, and took post-graduate courses
at Columbia. He was in charge of mining operations in Mexico, Alaska,

18

and Tennessee

until

).

An American

An
).
FAY, SIDNEY BBADSHAW (1876American professor of history. ,He was born
at Washington, D. C., and received the degrees
of A.B. and Ph.D. at Harvard.
He also studied
at the Universities of Paris and Berlin, and held
a teaching fellowship at Harvard. He was professor of history at Dartmouth (1002-14) and
since 1914 has held the chair of European
history at Smith College. He wrote The Origins of the World War (1928), and edited the
Records of the Town of Hanover, N. ZT., 17611818 (1905); A Syllabus of European History
(with Herbert D. Foster; 4th ed., 1912) ; Smith
), and
College Studies in History (1905Fueter's World History (1922),
An
).
FAYANT, FRANK H. (1876American publicist, born at Fort Plain, N. Y.,
and educated at Cornell University. He worked
on various newspapers from 1895 to 1900, acting as war correspondent for the New York Sun
in the West Indies from 1898 to 1900. In the
latter year, he was London correspondent for

the New York Herald and served other Amerlean magazines and journals until 1911, when
he became a member of the editorial staff of
the banking and currency reform campaign,
He was assistant to the chairman of 'the Kational Conference Committee of the Railways,
1916-17, and assistant to the chairman of the
Association of Railway Executives, 1917-20. He
was vice president of Thomas ?. Logan, Inc.,
1919-26, and of Lord & Thomas & Logan after
1926. He is author of Fools and Their Money
(1907), Government and the Railroads (1919),
To Increase Railroad Efficiency (1922), and
other works.

MARIE SMILE (1862fa'yol,
French soldier who was born at Le
Puy, Haute Loire, and educated at the ficole
Polytechnique, where he specialized in artillery,
which ^e later taught at the Superior School
of War. By 1910 he had become a brigadier
.general and by 1914 had retired, but be was re.called to service at the outbreak of the World

FAYOLIiE,

1928).

gie.

(1868-

chemist, born in Williamsport, Pa. He graduated from Lafayette College in 1889 and took
post-graduate courses at Johns Hopkins. He
was instructor at that university from 1893 to
1895, and from the latter date to 1920 was a
member of the faculty of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, becoming professor of analytical chemistry and metallography in 1920.
He retired in 1926. He was also consulting
chemist for several large corporations and was
lecturer at the United States Military Academy
and the United States Naval Academy. He
wrote Microscopic Examination of Steel, 1917,
and contributed articles on chemistry and metallography to various journals.
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War and

given

S!S

command *

i

Corps and then the 6th Army,
Battle of Sonune.
tag himself at the
French
commander-of the Injo'ember, 1017, he became
March, 1818, * as given
aud
forces in Italy,
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PERBEB

building operations wore begun and in 1927 the He became a member of the Bremen BurgerFederal Government began to move to Canberra. schaft in 1920. He is the author of Die ProtesHere Parliament was opened in May 9, 1927, by tantische Kirche in Deutschland (1902); Kirchthe Duke of York. See AUSTRALIA.
licher Liberalismus uncL Radikahnrnus (1908);
COMMISSION. See Konigskinder (1914); Kind und Uottesglanhe
TRUSTS
(1013); Grundriss eines Freien ReligiousunACT. See terricht (1916); Menschcn von Alorgcn (1918);
1m Kampf urn Frieden (1D19J; Die Rimde des
WATEE POWER.
FEDERATION* OF LABOR, AMERICAS. Tattkans (1920); Spiritismus mid, Andere OkJculten Sj/steme
SEE LABOR, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF.
(1920); Ricghaftr Mennchen
An H020), Die Kilnde wider das Yolk (1021), the
).
FEDERN, fa'clein, KARL (1868Austrian critic, translator, and authority on novels Albert Reinkings Hohenflitg (1922), Die
Dante (see VOL. VIII). To the literature of Mantel dcr Licbe (1924), Dcr Quellcnltof ( 192.5),
the World War, he contributed Die Politik der and a biography of Fricdrich Ebcrt, entitled
Dreiverbundeten (1015). His later works in- Eines MenscJicn Weg (1926). He became the
cluded Deutschland, Bergangenheit und Gegcn- editor of tho periodical Es Werde Liclit in 1020.
PELLOWSHIPS. See UNIVERSITIES AND
wart (1025). To his tianslatiotis he added
works of Mesnil, Croce, Cervantes, Balzac, Stend- COLLEGES.
LLOYD DERB (1885An
n
}..
(1027). His most
hal, and Melville's Tj/pre
,
recent works are Mfizarin (1922), and Riche- American physician. He was graduated from
lieu (1027).
The latter appeared in English Johns Hopkins University and became attached
to the Laboratory of Bacteriology and Immutranslation (102S).
).
King of Iraq, nology there and later at Harvard" where he beFEISAL, fi'2l, (1885third son of Hussein, former King of the Hedjaz, came assistant professor of hygiene and prevenborn at Taif, Turkey. He received a modern tive medicine in 1022. In 1924, after researches
education at Mecca and Constantinople and on pursued under the auspices of the Metropolitan
the restoration of his father to the emirate Life Insurance Company, he announced the disof Mecca in 1908, Feisal commanded the Arab covery of an anti-pneumonic serum which had alcontingent in the operations of the Turks against ready shown the ability to reduce greatly the
the Idrisi (1011-13). Lie was elected deputy mortality of that disease.
An
for Jidda in the Turkish Parliament (1914),
).
jETELTON, SAMUEL MORSE (1853commanded the rebels in the Arab revolt against American railway olUcial (see VOL. VIII). He
Turkey in 1910, and supported the Egyptian was appointed director general of military railExpeditionary Force of the Allies. After the roads by the Secretary of War in 1917 and was
Armistice, he set up a temporary government in chairman of the port'and harbor facilities comeastern Syria and represented the Arabian cause mission of the United States Shipping Board
at the Paris -Peace Conference (1910), In in 1918-10 and acting chairman of the board
March of the following year, he was proclaimed in 1919. He was president of the Western RailKing of Syria by the Syrian national govern- way Association and a member of several enment, but the plan was overturned by the entry gineering and patriotic societies. He was
of the French troops into Damascus. The awarded the Distinguished Service Medal for his
British government recognized him as King of war-time services and was awarded also the
Iraq and head of the new state under its man- Cross of the Legion of Honor by the French
date of August, 1021. In 1923 Feisal was made government. Since 1925 he has been chairman
a constitutional monarch by the constitutional of directors of the Chicago Great Western Railassembly, and in 1027 he went to England to road.
FEMINISM. See
WOMAN
SUFFRAGE;
negotiate a new treaty, in which Iraq was recognized by Great Britain as an independent WOMEN IN INDUSTRY; PAINTING, under France;
This treaty was ratified in 1928. See AND SCULPTURE, under United States.
state.
ARABIA, and MESOPOTAMIA.
FEWOLLOSA, MARY McNELt, ("SIDNEY
An Ameri- McCALL") ( ?An American author,
).
).
PELAND, LOGAN (1809can soldier, born in Hopkinsville, Ky. He grad- born at Mobile, Ala., and educated at Irving
uated from the Massachusetts Institute of Tech- Academy in that city. She is the author of
nology in 1892, served in the Spanish-American entertaining stories, some of them dealing with
War and in 1899 was appointed first lieutenant Japan, where she lived for somts years. Her
in the Marine Corps. He was promoted to works include A Flight of Verses (1899), The
he major in 1916, colonel in 1918, and bri- Dragon Painter (1900), The Breath of the Gods
gadier general in 1920- He served in the (190(>, 1920), Blossoms from a Japanese Garden
(1915), Sunshine Beggars (1918), The Stirrup
Philippines, Panajma, Cuba* and Santo Domingo.
He was commander of the 3th Regiment of Latch (1917), Christopher Laird (1919), and
Marines in 1918 and the 2d Brigade of .Marines others. She edited her husband's Epochs of
in Santo Domingo in 1919-20. For distin- Chinese and Japanese Art.
An Amer)
EERBER, EDNA (1887guished service in France, he was three times
awarded the Croix dc Guerre with Palm, and ican novelist and short-story writer, born at
was made an Officer of the Legion of Honor. He Kalamazoo, Mich. After studying at the Applealso received the Army D. 8. M. and the ISTavy ton (Wis.) High School, she became a reporter
D. S. M. for distinguished service. He commanded on the Appleton Daily Orescent, and was later emthe American forces on shore in Nicaragua from ployed on the Milwaukee Journal and Chicago
1026 to 1929, when he was made commander of Tribumc. Mias Ferber's writings are characterized
the Department of the Pacific.
by understanding and alertness of
A thought. She lias published Dawn O'Hara
).
PELDEN, fel'den, EMIL J. (1874German clergyman and author, born at Montigny (1911), Buttered Ride Down (1912), Roast Beef
(near Metz), and educated at the Gymnasium Medium (1913), Personality Plus <1914),mm<z
and the University of Strassburg. He was McChe&ney & Co. (1915), Fanny Herself (1917),
made primate of St. Martini, Bremen, in 190,7* Cheerful ly Request (1918), Half Portions
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The (j iris (1921) the comedy, Our Mrs.
McChesney in collaboration with George V. Hobart; Gigolo (1922); So Big (1924); Show
Boat (1920), and M other Know* Best (1927).

faculty of forestry at the University of Toronto
in the latter year he was retired as professor emeritus.
CBTTA, fg'riiN 5 cr<5o'a, JAIME

KING OF BI-LGABIA (1861-

and
bacteriologist
as 1S85, he wrote on immunization against cholera. In 1893 his work
on this subject was translated into French with
the title Inoculation preventive contre le CholIn 1921 Fernandez, a Spaniard, published
era.
a volume, Woe to Great Inventors, seeking to

(101!)),

FERDINAND

;

I,

After wavering for
(See VOL. VIII.)
over a year, in October, 1915, Ferdinand entered the World War on the side of the Central
Powers. In the crisis resulting from the entry
of Serbian troops into Bulgaria'in October, 1918,
he abdicated in favor of his son, Boris, and retired to Coburg.
).

and

(

FEBRAN Y
10). A

1 852-1

sanitarian.

Spanish

As early

show that Ferran had anticipated by 30 years
MAINBAD, the methods of immunization developed by Koch
KING OF RUMANIA (1805-1927) (see VOL. VIII). and practiced successfully in the World War.
Succeeding to the throne upon the death of his Ferran was deeply interested in tuberculosis and
uncle, King Charles J, Oct. 11, 1914, he led his the possibility of immunization against it.
An
).
FEBRI, fgr're", ENRICO (1856country into the World War on the side of the
(see VOL. VIII). His
Allies, Aug. 26, 1916, and on Oct. 15, 1922, was Italian criminologist
later
works
include II Diritto Staccionata
crowned King of Greater Rumania established
L'Azione di Risarcimento dei Danni
by the peace treaties. He died July 20, 1927, (1916);
9
dell
at Sinaia, of pneumonia aggravated by a maligImputato A&solto contro il Denunziante
nant internal growth. The throne passed to his (1916); Enrico Pessina ed il Pensiero Italians
sulla Giustisia Penale (1917); the report of
grandson, Prince Michael. See RUMANIA.
An Amer- the Commissions Reale per la Reforma delta
).
FERGUSON, ELSIE (1883-

FERDINAND,

VICTOR

ALBEKT

ican actress, born in New York. She made her
appearance at the Madison Square Theatre
in Liberty Belles. She starred in The Outcast,

first

Margaret Schiller, and Shirley Eaye. In 1917
she went into motion pictures in Barbary Sheep
and later did excellent work in Rose of the
World, The Avalanche, The Witness for the DeShe refense, Footlights, and Peter Ibbetson.
turned to the speaking stage in 1020 in Sacred
and Profane Love and appeared in The Varying
Shore (1921). She again entered the movingpicture field in 1922-23; hut in 1924 she played
Kate Hardcastle in She Stoops to Conquer, in
New York, and Camilla in Carnival.
FERGHJSON, FBANK WILLIAM (1861-1926).
An American architect, born at Portsmouth,
N. H., and educated at Dartmouth College. As
a member of the firm of Cram & Ferguson, he
helped plan buildings at the United States
Military Academy at West Point, Saint Thomas's
Church in New York City, Princeton "University,
Richmond College, Williams College, and Rice
Institute at Houston, Tex.
FERGUSON, JOHN CALVIN (I860).
An American in the service of the Chinese government (see VOL. VIII). He was counselor
in the Chinese Department of State in 191517 and became adviser to the President of the
Republic of China in 1917. He was a delegate
to the Disarmament Conference (1021), He has
been editor of the China Journal of Science and

Leggi Penali (Fr. Eng. Ger. trans., 1921);
Mussolini, vomo di stato (1927), and II fascismo in Italia e I'opera di Benito Mussolwri
(1927). With others, he edited La Bcuola,
positiva, a monthly law review (1921).
His Criminal Sociology appeared in a new English
translation in 1917.

A
FEBBIS, DAVID LINCOLN (1864).
Protestant Episcopal bishop, born at Peekskill,
N. Y., and educated at the Peekskill Military
Academy, the Cayuga Lake Military Academy,
Hobart College (Geneva, N. Y.), and the Berkeley Divinity School (then at Middletown, Conn.).
He was ordained priest in 1894, having become
deacon in the year preceding. He held several
pastorates from 1893 to 1920, becoming in the
latter year suffragan bishop of the diocese of
Western New York and in 1924 bishop coadjutor. He served on various religious boards
and committees and was a trustee of Hobart ColIn 1929 he became bishop on the death of

lege.

Bishop

.Brent.

FERRIS, WOODBRIDGE NATHAN
An American educator and public

(1853-1928).
official

(see

VOL. VIII). He was elected governor of Michigan, 1913-14 and 1915-16, and as a Democratic
United States Senator for the term 1923-29.
He was put forward as a Presidential candidate
in the preferential primaries in his State in

and was defeated by Henry Ford by a
narrow margin. He received the degree of LL.D
from Olivet College, the University of Michigan,
Art since 1923.
and the University of Notre Dame.
tfEKN'AIiD, ROBERT HETWOOD (1871).
FERTILIZERS. The so-called natural maAn American engineer, born at Orono, Me. He
such as animal excreta, animal and vegstudied at the Maine State College and at the nures,
etable refuse of the farm,
peat, and the like,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Case
which were formerly the main reliance for ferSchool of Applied Science, and Columbia Unitilizing purposes, are so inadequate to the needs
versity. He was professor of mechanical en- of modern intensive
agriculture that they are
gineering at Washington University, 1902-07,
replaced to an increasing extent by the
and at the Case School, 1907-12, and from 1912 being
more concentrated and active commercial ferto 1921 was Whitney professor of dynamical entilizers.
The use of such fertilizers has theregineering at the Univeratiy of Pennsylvania. fore grown to very large proportions and become
After the latter date, he was director of 'the almost universal. It is estimated that
7,600,Department of Mechanical Engineering at that 000 tons of commercial fertilizers
costing the
university. He was a member of many engi- farmer $249,660,000 was used in the United
neering societies and was the author of many States in 1928, and this country is far behind
reports and bulletins relating to the conserva- European countries in the per-acro consumption
tion of the fuel resources of the United States. of fertilizers.
During and immediately followFERlTCrW, BERNHABD EDTTARD (1851-1923). ing the World War, the price of commercial ferAn American forester and educator (See VOL. tilizers was prohibitively high, with the result
VIII). From 1907 to 1919, he was dean of the that their use was seriously curtailed, to the
1924,
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FERTILIZERS

detriment of the manufacturer and the farmer.
Prices are now stable at or very near pre-war
levels, making allowance for increased cost of

high-grade rock phosphate and results in great
wastes of the lower grades. The Bureau of Soils
of the U. S. Department of Agriculture has delabor and freight. At the same time, the quality veloped a process which utilizes these lower-grade
(plant food content) has steadily improved.
phosphates by smelting the phosphate with silica
The rapid development in production of syn- and carbon and condensing and collecting the
thetic nitrogen compounds and other more con- volatilized phosphoric acid, which, may be used
centrated forms of fertilizing materials has in the prepration of highly concentrated fertigreatly influenced fertilizer manufacture and lizer compounds.
use.
The world's need for inorganic nitrogen is
Potash, the third essential constituent of
now being supplied to an increasing extent by fertilizers, is still largely derived from the
fixation of the nitrogen of the air, and, as a re- natural deposits of potash salts in Germany and
sult of this and other advances in fertilizer France, despite widespread effort to develop
manufacture, highly concentrated fertilizers 3 other sources. The necessities of the War led
such as ammonium nitrate, ammonium phos- to strenuous efforts to develop a potash indusphate, ammonium chloride, urea, and various try in the United States, utilizing for this purothers, are appearing on the market in consider- pose especially certain Western dry lake deposits,
able
The use of such concentrated kelp, aiunite, and dusts of cement works and
quantity.
materials and of higher grade mixed fertilizers blast furnaces, but the industry did not grow to
results in a great saving in cost of transporta- any great proportions and declined when the
tion and handling.
supply from German and French sources again
A large proportion of the fertilizer nitrogen became available. Efforts in this direction, howused is derived from the Chilean nitrate deposits, ever, are being renewed, and hope of developing
and this will no doubt continue to be an im- a domestic potash industry has been encouraged
portant source of supply for many years to come, especially by results of studies by the United
since the processes of working these deposits and States Geological Survey indicating the ocpreparing the product for the market have been currence of extensive and commercially workable
so improved that the cost of production has deposits of potash in the Permian salt beds of
been reduced and the working of the poorer western Texas and eastern New Mexico similar
beds made profitable. There also has been a re- to those of Stassfurt and Alsace.
Progress also
duction in price to the consumer to meet the las been made in the recovery of potash from
various
potash minerals and trade wastes and
growing competition of the synthetic product.
The production of sulphate of ammonia, both as from alkaline lake beds. On the whole, the outlook
for
an adequate supply of fertilizer potash
a by-product and as a product of the synthetic
at a reasonable price is good.
process, is increasing and is one of the chief
The growing relative scarcity of manure has
sources of nitrogen fertilizer. Organic sources
of nitrogen, such as cottonseed meal, slaughter- led to efforts to find an efficient substitute for
house by-products, and the like, are, however, it. The Eothamsted Experimental Station has
more profitably utilized for other purposes, and reported a fair degree of success with an artihence their use as fertilizer is declining. The ficial manure consisting of a fermented mixture
of straw, chalk, and ammonium sulphate, and
plant begun in 1916 at Muscle Shoals, Ala.,
with an appropriation by Congress of $20,000,000
prepared by similar processes have
tested with encouraging results by other
and to have a capacity of 40,000 tons of fixed Clucts
nitrogen per year, was expected to be an im- agencies. Attention also has been turned anew to
the possibility of greater use of green manures,
portant factor in supplying nitrogen for fertiIt has, however, never been completed, peat, and city refuse, to better methods of prelizers.
and its future disposition remains undetermined. serving manure, and to sterilization as a means
A recent Act of Congress, providing for com- of prolonging the efficient use of manure in
culture and market gardening, but
pletion and Government ownership and operation greenhouse
of the plant, failed to receive approval by the perhaps the most notable development in this
President. Meanwhile, progress is being made connection has been the demonstration of the
in production of fixed nitrogen under private large extent to which commercial fertilizers alone
auspices and initiative. The Fixed Nitrogen or in connection with green manures or other
Laboratory of the United States Department of organic substances may efficiently replace maAgriculture has found a catalyst and made other nure.
discoveries which increase the efficiency of the fixBibliography. Representative sources of ination process, and it is believed will reduce the formation regarding fertilizers are E. B. Voorcost of fixation. In general, it appears that hees (revised by S. B. Haskell), Fertilizers
notable progress is being made in* meeting the (New York, 1920) H. Cave, Fertilizers: Their
world's need for fertilizer nitrogen at reasonable Sources, Manufacture, and Use (London and
New York, 1926; A. F. Gustafson, Handbook
cost.
The known sources of supply of phosphates of Fertilisers (New York and London, 1928) ;
suitable for fertilizer purposes are abundant P. Parrish and A. Ogilvie, Artificial Fertilisers:
and are constantly being added to by discovery Their Chemistry, Manufacture, and Application
and exploitation of new deposits. The known (London, 1927); E. J. Russell, Manuring for
and natural deposits of phosphates in the United Higher Crop Production (Cambridge, England,
States alone have been estimated to be capable 1917) ; Report on the Fixation and Utilization
of yielding over 10,500,000,000 tons. The ma- of Nitrogen" (U. S. Department of War, Docuterials and methods for converting these phos- ment ZOjl); F. A. Ernst, Fixation of Atmosphates into superphosphate and other forms pheric Nitrogen (New York, 1928) ; W. H. Wagsuitable for fertilizer purposes also are amply gaman et al. 9 ''Investigations of the Manufacture
provided for. Superphosphate, the form in of Phosphoric Acid by the Volatization Procwhich phosphoric acid is most commonly used ess (U, S. Department of Agriculture, Bulletin
as a fertilizer, prepared by treating the raw 1170, December, 1923) ; J. W. Turrentine, Potphosphates with sulphuric acid, requires a ash: A Review, Estimate, and Forecast (New
;

EESS

P. Krische, Dos Kali
;
(Stuttgart, 1923) ; \V. H. Ross. A. R. Merz, and
C. It. Wagner, "The Recovery of Potash as a
By-product in the Cement Industry" (U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bulletin 572. October,
1917) A. R. Merz and \V. H. Ross, "The Recovery of Potash as a By-product in the BlastFurnace Industry" (U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bulletin 1226, March, 1924); A. J.
Pieters, Green Manuring: Principles and Practice (New York and London, 1927) ; F. E. Cor-

York and London. 1026)

;

rie,

Manures and Manuring

(

London,

1927);

A

W. H.
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Sonnets of a Portrait Painter (1914), The Man
on the Hilltop (1915), Chats on Japanese
Prints (1915), An April Elegy (1917), Spectra,
with Witter Bynner (1917), Out of Silence

and Selected Poems (1920).
FICTION". See LITERATURE, ENGLISH AND
also
BULGARIAN
LITERATURE;
AMERICAN;
CZECHOSLOVAK LITERATURE; FRENCH LITERA(1924),

TURE; GERMAN LITERATURE; HUNGARIAN LITERATURE; ITALIAN LITERATURE; POLISH LITERATURE; RUMANIAN LITERATURE; RUSSIAN LITERATURE; SCANDINAVIAN LITERATURE; SPANISH LITERATURE; JCTGO-SLAV LITERATURE.

Ross,
Bibliography on Concentrated
Fertilisers and Fertilizer Materials (WashingSee CHEMton, D. C. Natl. Fert. Assoc., 1928) .

FIELD, HAMILTON EASTER (1873-1922).
An American artist, born at Brooklyn, N. Y.,

ISTRY, APPLIED.

He

:

A

United
(1861).
States Senator, born in Allen County, Ohio, who
was graduated from Ohio Northern University,
at Ada. He was professor of American history
there { 1889-90 )< head of the College of Law
(1896-1900), and vice president of the University (1900-02). The next five years weVe passed
as a graduate student and lecturer at the University of Chicago. From 1907 to 1917, he was
president of Antioch College at Yellow Springs,
Ohio. He was a delegate to the Ohio Constitutional Convention of 1912, a member of the 63d
Congress (1913-15) from the Sixth Ohio District and of the 64th-G7th Congresses (191523) from the Seventh District, and was elected
to the United States Senate for the terms 192329 and 1929-35. In the closing session of the
70th Congress, he introduced hills for reapportionment and to permit the merging of railroad corporations. He is the author of Outline
of United Stales History (1897); American
Political Theory (11)07) Civics in Ohio (1910) ;
Problems of Xeui ratify (1917).
).
FETTCHTWAirGEB, LION (1884A German writer and dramatist, horn in Miinchen. He wrote the plays Warren Bastings
(1916); Jud Suss (1917); Der holldndische
Kaufmann' (1921); Two Anglo-Saxon Plays
(1928), and the novels Die ffaszliche fferzogin
(1923) ; and Power. He adapted for the modern
stage Basantasena (1915); Der Friede from
Aristophanes (1916) ; and, with Bertolt Bercht,
Edward JI from Marlowe (1924).
A French
HENRI (1875).
dramatic composer, horn in Paris. He received
his musical education at the Conservatoire under
Pugnoa Leroux, Faure and Massenet. His reputation rests on the success of a single work,
Mcnna Vanna, (Paris, 1909; Boston, 1913).
In 1919 he visited the United States for the
purpose of witnessing the world premiere of his
Gismonda, by the Chicago Opera Company. Besides these operas, he wrote Lo Roi Aveugle
(Paris, 1906) La damnation do Blanchefletur

PESS, SIMEON D.

:

'

(Monte Carlo, 1920), L ile d&enchantte (Paris,
1925), and the operettas Agnjks, dame aalante
(1912), La- Princesse et le porcher (1H12), and
Carmosine (1914), all produced in Paris.
).
FEWJCES, J (ESSE) WALTER (1850An American anthropologist (see VOL. VIII).
He had contributed largely to anthropological
and other magazines and was chief of the Bureau of American Ethnology, 1918-28.
An
),
FICKE, ARTHUR DAVISON (1883American author, bora at Davenport, Iowa, and
educated at Harvard and the College of Law
of the University of Iowa. He taught English
at the latter institution and was admitted to
the bar in 1908. Among his recent works are
9

,

studied

at

the

Polytechnic

Institute,

at

Columbia and Harvard universities, and under
Raphael Collin and Fautin-Latour at the ficole
des Beaux Arts in Paris. Shortly before his
death, he inaugurated the Salons of America, of
which he was the first president. He was editor
of Arts and Decoration, editor and owner of The
Arts, the Touchstone Magazine, and The American Art Student. He was director of the
Thurnscoe School of Modern Art, Ogunquit, Me.,
and the Ardsley School of Modern Art, Brooklyn.

FIELD, HERBERT HAVILAND (1868-1921).
An American zoologist, born in Brooklyn, N. Y.,
and educated at Harvard. His published papers
at Harvard were mostly on the embryology of
the frog, but from 189.5 he lived in Zurich
(Switzerland), where he organized and administered the Concilium Bibliographicum, an international

catalogue

of

scientific

literature,

which aims of give in card-catalogue form the
of every paper on zoology published
title
throughoiit the world.

FIELD AHTILLERY.

See ARTILLERY.
A
(1863).
Canadian mathematician (see VOL. VIII). He
became a member of the University of Toronto
Senate and research professor in mathematics
in 1914 and was president of the Royal Canadian Institute from 1919 to 1925. He presided
over the International Mathematical Congress
which met in Toronto in 1924.
FIJI ISLANDS. See PACIFIC OCEAN IS-

FIELDS, JOHN CHARLES

LANDS.

FINANCE AND BANKING-.

The subject

of publJc finance, customarily restricted to include discussion of revenue and expenditure,
also may. be taken to cover the discussion of

public debt; and in recent years has frequently
been employed to include within its scope discussion of banking and credit as well. The
term finance is here used in the latter broad
Finance in its public aspect includes
sense.
two distinct fields of thought; the first covering the theory of taxation and of public revenue in general, as well as the theory and practice of budgetary management on the part of
modern nations, the latter including survey
of actual results attained as to revenue and
expenditure by principal nations. In banking,
discussion is usually divided into two more or
less distinct fields, the first dealing with the
theory and organization of banking institutions, the second with actual banking systems

and results of operation.
Prior to the World War, steady and consistent
effort was made by nations to maintain a distinct line of separation

between public finance

and banking, the principal connection .between
the two types of activity being afforded by the

FINANCE AND BANKING
operation of central "banks in the different counDuring the War, public revenues were
in no small degree obtained through hanking
methods, with corresponding effects upon prices,
while governments practically took possession
of hanking systems with a view to controlling
tries.

supplies of credit, issues of currency and rates
of interest. The result has been that, since the
close of the War, a very intimate connection has
continued to exist between public finance and
banking in actual practice, while levels of prices
and other aspects of the general economic situation have felt the effects of financial and
banking policies compositely, rather than independently. Therefore, much discussion of public finance and of banking is
carried on
today^
jointly, while the bulk of the consideration of
public finance implies specified conditions as to
banking; and, conversely, statements of theory

and practice in banking are based upon
fied

speci-

assumptions made as to financial condi-

tions.

Relation of Finance and Banking. Banking is tho phase of economic organization, or
the economic institution, by means of which the
credit function is exercised and through which
actual wealth is made available as a means of
exchange. Public finance is the science or
method whereby governments obtain the resources they need and apply them to designated
objects.
Evidently, where governments become
large operators of industry, large owners of
wealth, or large consumers, they come to occupy
a very important relationship to banking, inasmuch as they require extensive banking services and must rely largely on banks for the
collection and payment of funds as well as for
the transfer of wealth from individuals to the
government and vice versa, and for the advancement of private resources for government use
pending the time when the government has collected from taxpayers wealth in sufficient quantity to meet its requirements. Moreover, the
increasing use of paper currency and the hazards involved in leaving its issue unrestrictedly
in the hands of the banks have led to the
establishment of an intimate relationship between the government and the banking mechanism with respect to the control of the circulating medium. At the same time, the creation
and retirement of such medium, coupled with
the variations in the volume of bank credit in
other forms, have exerted a direct influence on
prices, and hence on the volume of taxation
required to furnish means for the government's
needs as respects the purchase of commodities

and services.
Expenditure of Principal Countries.
worth while to take careful account also

1

Fiscal year,

* 1913,
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It is

of the

expenditure of the principal Continental countries, not only because of the inferences that
may be drawn from &uch comparisons as to the
causes of growth of public outlay in the different countries but also because" of the light
that is thereby thrown upon the burdens to
which the public of the several nations have
been subjected. The accompanying table furnishes the data necessary for such a. comparison
during the war and the post-war period.
Trend of Finance 1914-29. The war and
post-war period included in the years 1914-29
is too recent to permit positive judgment with
respect to consequent effects upon methods or
currents in public finance. It will require a
much longer lapse of time to reach definite conclusions as to the probable outcome of tie factors which had been set at work as a result of
the War yet, there are outstanding facts which
are deserving of special notice from a descriptive
standpoint and which supply the basis for
inferences with regard to the probable trend
to be followed in the future. Generally speaking, the outstanding feature of the period
is found in the enormous growth of public expenditure which has carried the outlays of substantially all modern governments, whether belligerent or neutral, up to figures that before the
War would have been considered purely imaginative.
This enormous growth of public expenditures was, in the belligerent countries, the
natural result of warfare and its costs, but in
the neutral countries was only partly brought
about as the indirect result of these factors.
Many of the smaller countries, especially those
bordering on the scene of action, found it necessary to mobilize their armies and to keep large
bodies of men ready for defense should such a
step become necessary. Yet this alone was not
a sufficient influence to bring about the tremendous growth of outlay. Added to it was the
fact that the enormous inflation of credit and
currency in the belligerent countries was reflected in the neutral states, while the world
demand for commodities itself tended to raise
prices everywhere; the outcome being a great
advance in the price level of which the net result
was to necessitate corresponding increases in
the amounts of revenue raised for the public
service as expressed in terms of money.
This
state of things, it should be remembered, came
into existence at a time when there was already
a general drift toward higher levels of expense,
which had already made itself apparent not
only with respect to absolute amounts hut also
in proportion to population. The movement,
viewed in the aggregate, may be illustrated by
the experience of the United States, which was
at first a neutral and later a belligerent, its
;
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Federal expenditure, both absolutely and pereapita, moving as indicated below in the table:

This showing is clearly paralleled in the fact
that Great Britain, whose conditions are perhaps closer to those of the United States than
are those of any other country, has seen her national expenditure rise from 2.31 per capita in
1800 to 3.52 in 1900, followed by a very moderate decline to 3.50 in 1910 and an increase
to 22.7 in 1921 then followed by a post-war
decline due to economies which, however, carried
the figure only to about 19.5 in 1928.

penditure* during and after the War greatly
exaggerated this tendency toward the growth of
military outlay, while at the same time it naturally enlarged the proportion of expenditure going to public debt, due to the fact that the War
was necessarily (as will be seen later) so extensively financed upon a borrowing basis.
While some progress was made after the close
of the War, diminishing the amounts directly
spent for army and navy, and while the treaties
which grew out of the Washington Naval Conference of 1924 had a palliating effect, rebirth
of international suspicion occurred after 1925,
and very large naval programmes were put forward both in Europe and in the United States.
It was still true in 1928, if the public debt be
primarily regarded as a legacy of post-war outlays, that the total amount payable for military
and naval reasons far exceeded any other category and was probably on the increase. The
accompanying table reviews the development of
American Federal government outlays at intervals from 1870 down to the situation during the
fiscal

year ending in 1928.

Whether expend!-

* Exclusive of
post&l deficiencies.

Classification of Expenditure. Almost as
important as the gross amount of expenditure,
is its classification as between different purposes. Before the War, there was everywhere a
substantial growth toward an undue outlay for
military and naval expenditure, which gave rise
to much of the demand for a means of
obtaining international agreements for the
maintenance of peace. The drift of public ex-

ture has proceeded more rapidly than the growth
of wealth in recent decades is another point as
to which statistics are verv much less positive.
It would seem in the main that prior to the
War, wealth was increasing slightly faster than
expenditures. War experience
tion far more debatable.

Comparative
much advantage

Beveaues. While there is
to be derived from careful com-

NATIONAL (GOVERNMENTAL) INCOME
(000,000 omitted)

1913.

6

Estimated.

*

Gold rubles for 9 months.

* Gold rubles.

makes the ques-
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parison of the revenues of different countries, the
same difficulty inheres in any such comparison
that has been noted in connection with expenditures. Nevertheless, it is possible to afford a
rough general comparison of outlays particularly for recent years, war necessities and negotiations having compelled a closer basis of
analysis for the purpose of reducing national
expenditures and receipts to somewhat the same
footing in one country as in others. The figures
in the accompanying table furnish comparative
data designed to contrast revenue and expenditure conditions in the several countries.
Local Versus National Finance. In the
United States, particularly, great interest has
always attached to the distribution of taxation
and expenditure between the Federal and local
governments. This is due to the fact that, under
our peculiar system of State and local government, there has been considerable jealousy between the different grades of administration, as
well as more or less conflict in their taxing
The War and the developments after it
policy.
materially affected this relative situation while
they widely altered the relationship existing
between the amount of Federal and local expenditure and income. In 1904 the IT. S. Census
Bureau, in a first report on the subject, showed
that local expenditures were 61. 8 per cent of
all governmental outlays in the United States.
Similar inquiries in Great Britain showed local
expenditures for 1910 as 55 per cent. While
the increase of local expenditure, not only here
but in England and in other countries, has gone
on rapidly, measured in absolute figures, being
augmented by special causes which are perhaps
not permanent in their nature, the relative
proportion of local outlay has been reduced, due
to the fact that national or Federal expenditures
have been so vastly enlarged. For 1927-28
Great Britain's local expenditures were less than
17 per cent of her national total, while those of
the States and larger cities in the United States,
in 1928, were 46 per cent of the total.
Local Bevenues. Local revenues in the
United States have been studied by the Census
Bureau, which furnishes the following figures:

REVENUES FOE CITIES fl4Gl OY OVER
POPULATION

Sources of Public Revenue. The theoretical classification of public revenues employed by
most writers on public finance, omitting* minor
or casual sources of income such as fines and
(1) Prices.
gifts, includes:
By this term is
meant the revenue arising from the sale of
public property such as land and its products,
usually a small proportion of the Income of well
developed states. (2) Charges. By this term
is meant the sums exacted for the particular
services, largely industrial, rendered by the
state, including post office, telegraph, telephone,
railroad, gas and electric light, and sale of manufactured products. (3) Fees. By this term is
meant the sums exacted for services rendered
by public authorities in the course of administration of business. Included are court fees,
licenses, and the like.
They are charged upon
the theory that they represent the return for a
special service which is not enjoyed by the
entire body of the community.
Special assessments are grouped under the head of fees by
most writers. (4) Taxes. By taxes are meant
sums levied upon the citizen as a contribution
to the general welfare or for the support for
the government in the performance of functions
which are so broadly applicable to all citizens
that they cannot be apportioned or assigned.,
while their cost is so great that they must be
paid for on a com ion basis regardless, in some
measure, of specific advantage to the individual.
The characteristic of the period 1914-28 has
been the great growth of the latter revenue
source.

REVENUES FOR STATES
Tear

Revenue Receipts were

30,000

(48)

COMPARISON ov TOTAL AND PER CAPITA REVENUES
Prom taxes
All revenues

All other revenues

classified as follows:

REVENUE RECEIPTS;

1927

For States

For

Cities

Includes revenues collected by the States and apportioned to the minor civil divisions for educational
other purposes.

and
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American Seventies. The following figures
furnish a brief survey of principal sources of
revenue in the United States since 1000:

TOTAL ORDINARY RECEIPTS OP THE UNITED
STATES IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS

FINANCE AND BANKING

Hence,
specified limit was not strong.
fiscal policies which aimed at

most

post-

war

budgetary
economy sought to bring about such economy by
a reduction in the burden of direct taxation.
One outgrowth of this movement was the adoption in November, 1921, of the Income Tax
Revision Law in the United States which eliminated the excess-profits tax, while in Great Britain the budget estimates for the year beginning
Apr. 1, 1922, abandoned the idea of further
debt reduction during the year in question, excess-profits taxes having already been repealed
in 1921.

The post-war taxation on the Continent of
Europe naturally followed a somewhat different

Reliance

on

Direct

Taxation.

Pre-war

finance in many countries relied largely on
In the United States, the
indirect taxation.

Federal government was collecting in normal
years the great hulk of its income from customs
duties and internal revenue charges. During
the early war years, a small income from direct
taxation also was obtained. Great Britain had
long had the income tax in effect and it -was
producing substantially at the opening of the
War.
Nevertheless, Great Britain also relied
on indirect taxes and the same was true

largely
of moat countries. The war necessities changed
all this and hostilities greatly increased the
total burden of taxation and made it absolutely
necessary, in order to get the required funds, to
rely largely on tiie proceeds of direct levies.
Not only, "therefore, was the total burden of
taxation very greatly added to, but also the
amount paid to governments as direct deductions from income not dependent upon purchase
or the performance of specified acts was greatly
enlarged. The effect of this change in method
of taxation was undoubtedly to make the burden of the tax loads very much more obvious,
and to make it seem more serious than would
have been true had it been collected entirely
through indirect sources. Efforts to reduce
budgets after the close of the War did not prove
very successful and it was found in almost all
cases that indirect taxation had been carried
practically to the extreme of its productivity,
while the income and excess profits taxes in
those countries which depended upon these
sources of income predominantly, had been raised
to a point which was interfering with the
growth of wealth. This latter consideration
seemed to be of peculiar force in Great Britain
and in the United States where during the early
post-war years there was an obvious decline in
the amount of saving due to the fact that taxpayers of large income really engaged in business found it a matter of relative indifference
whether to increase their business expenses to a
point which consumed what might otherwise
have been additional net income or to pay the
latter in large part of the Government.
With
rates on incomes running as high as 60 to 70
per cent, the inducement to saving beyond a

course because of the fact that during the War
so great a reluctance to further tax increases
had been made manifest. The necessities of such
countries as France, Germany, and Italy after
the War naturally dictated the imposition of
new, rather than "the withdrawal of old, taxes
because of the necessity of providing means
which would carry the very heavy interest
charges resulting from the borrowing policies
of the War.
Post-war finance, both in the United States
and in Europe, has had three principal objects
the reduction or abolition of the enormous taxation of the war period, the funding and consolidation of the debts created during the War, and
the reduction of government expenditures. Goincident with these it was necessary to find a
means of insuring the restoration of banking
systems to a sound condition, as well as to provide for the placing of foreign exchange rates
upon a more stable basis, and at the same time to
take measures so that the international flow of
trade and of investments should be correspondingly facilitated. One principal obstacle to success in these undertakings has been the tangle of
indebtedness existing between the various counSuch indebtedness represented the aid extries.
tended by one country to another during the
War, but it was early perceived that in the last
analysis there was but one great creditor, the

United States, and one great debtor, Germany.
It was recognized accordingly that the key to the
restoration of a sound system of post-war finance
was probably to be found in the introduction of a
satisfactory system of reparation payments which
should enable the Allied belligerents to collect
from Germany enough to enable them to offset
the bulk of the losses to which they had been

subjected and at the same time to settle with
their external creditors. The Treaty of Versailles had made no definite disposition of these
questions, leaving final settlement to the socalled Reparation Commission, which in March,
1920, announced a scheme of reparation payments 'whereby Germany's total obligation was
fixed at 135,000,000,000 marks (pre-war gold
value). Elaborate details concerning the payment of this sum were provided and the bulk of
the cash proceeds was assigned to France, Belgium, and Italy. The Germans, however, failed
to pay more than approximately enough to cover
the cost of holding the occupied German territory, which had been taken by the Allies as security for the liquidation of their claims.
Accordingly, France and, in a much lesser degree, some of the other countries that relied on
the collection of German indemnities as a means
of meeting their budget requirements were unable to obtain the funds necessary to settle the
budget obligations they incurred in the belief
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that they would be able to transfer the cost to
the Germans. Hence, their budgets failed to
balance and such reductions in taxation as occurred simply cut away the fundamental basis
upon which a restoration of soundness would
necessarily rest.
Great Britain, which did not rely on any considerable receipts from Germany, was able gradually to restore her exporting power, despite
some serious industrial obstacles such as the coal
strike of 1921. Accordingly, in 1024 new reparations conferences were begun and the so-called
"Dawes plan" was the result. Payments under
the Dawes plan were to increase to a standard
payment for 1929 amounting to $5,931,000,000
and the capitalized value of the actual payments
was estimated at 50,000,000,000 marks. In case
Germany should prove unable to transfer the
funds owing to lack of exchange, they were to be
accumulated in German banks.
This plan was carried out until 1920, when new
negotiations were begun. The pressure for reduction of the terrible tax load was severe in all
countries and has resulted in a good many revisions and some alleviation, but the only countries in which material reduction was secured
have been Great Britain and the United States.
In the latter, demand for reduction became formidable soon after the War. The Republican
Party, elected in the autumn of 1920, largely on
a platform of tax reform, adopted in October,
1921, a so-called tax-revision pleasure which,
however, cut the burden of taxation but slightly,

although technically repealing the excess-profits
Later revisions culminating in the Income
Tax Law of 1928 still further reduced the burden, but it everywhere remained far in excess of
previous taxes. Great Britain likewise did
away -with the excess-profits tax and similar action* was taken in other countries.
Nevertheless,
in all the problems of rebalancing, the budget
was seen to rest more and more upon the restoration of sound banking conditions.
Progress toward sound budgetary conditions
was greatest in the United States and in England during 1920 and 1921. In the United
States, ordinary receipts up to November 12, for
the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1921, exceeded
ordinary disbursements by about $155,000,000.
The British budgetary recovery was slower, showing deficits in 1920-21, but continuing steady
improvement up to 1928 when expenditures had
been reduced to 838,000,000 with revenues of
tax.

The funded debt at the opening

was 8,000,000,000 Reichsmarks.
There has been a prevailing
time past

that the

belief for

of

Iftefc

a long

element in, the
existing fiscal difficulties of many countries is
to be found in their great outlay for war. This
statement is true in broad terms, but requires to
be qualified and limited in its application. In
some countries, such as the United States, the
outlay for war, while a very large part of the
total outlay, is in large measure an expense
which serves to carry the cost of past wars in
principal

the form of interest on public debt. While
naval and military expenditure is large in such
countries, it is a relatively moderate part of
the entire budget. In other countries, as in
France, the current cost of military support still
constitutes a very important fraction of the
budgetary outgo. It has, therefore, been thought
worth while to compile statements designed to
show the comparative situation of the budget
in several of the principal countries, with a view
to ascertaining approximately how each stands
in this matter of expenditure for national defense, especially as compared with pre-war years.
Compared with 1913, the last pre-war year,
the amounts of money expended for national defense by the governments of France, Italy, and
Germany show enormous expansion, but it
should be remembered that the purchasing power
of the currencies of these countries has undergone varying degrees of depreciation and that
the larger amounts for the more recent years,
when reduced to 1913 monetary equivalents, will
not show the same degree of expansion as is indicated in the table. During the war "years, the
proportion of the total expenditures made directly for war was in excess of 80 per cent in all
three of these countries. In 1928 the proportion had declined to 25 per cent in Germany, to
22 per cent in France, and to less than 17 per
cent in Italy; in Great Britain and the United
States, the proportion for the fiscal year 1D28
was 21 and 14 per cent, respectively. Nevertheless, the financial burden upon taxpayers iu these
countries due to military expenditures was much
heavier than before the War.
The accompanying table exhibits the post-war
burden of taxation in some of the chief countries
of the world:

PER-CAPITA TAXATION
TTnited States

United Kingdom

842,000,000.
In most of the Continental countries, the
budget situation for some time after the War
showed no real improvement; but recovery gradually set in and has now become fairly well
confirmed in the major states. Budgetary figures for Italy for the fiscal year 1928-29 showed
revenue of 17,643,000,000 lire against outlay of
17,372,000,000 lire. The French government contemplated revenues for 1928 amounting to 42,160,682,000, contrasted with outlays of 41,527,952,000 francs* Of the ordinary receipts,
38,500,000,000 francs were expected from indirect
taxes and monopolies. Ai the opening of 1927,
the total public debt of France was 300,000,000,000 francs, internal, and 220,000,000,000 'francs,
external.
This figure does not include loan's
floated by the cities and industries in the devas-

Australia

$70.96*
70.95*
45.S6t

Canada

36.50 t

Germany

Sl.SOf

France

89.41 1

Italy

25.00*
10.02*

Japan
*

t
t

On
On
On

basis of 1927.
basis of 1926-27.
basis of 1928.

The question whether some adjustment or alleviatipn of this tremendous burden can be dievised Las occupied the attention of statesmen
since the close ,of the War, hut has confirmed
roost in the belief that heavy direct taxes will
continue the chief reliance 'of most countries for
a long 'time to come.

1

Government Activity in Business.

The

participation of the 'government in business,
which before the War had produced a very considerable element in the revenue .system of some

'

tated regions, although the Government is responsible for their interest 'and repayment. In
the ease of Genriany, government expenditures for
1928 were estimated at 10,310,000,000 Reichs-

marks.

cotmtHes
1

otne'rs'jf,

1

and
(e.g., France, Germany, Austria,
received a substantial extension, in
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of necessities at-

consequence of the
tendant thereon, but the success obtained has
been so slender as to produce a reaction of
reopinion among those who in former years
garded public activity of this kind as a probable
source of future increase in revenue yield. Railroad operation, which was undertaken on an
extensive scale both by Great Britain and the
United States, proved an actual source of loss
and was discontinued in both countries. The

operation of ocean-going ships was equally disappointing and state manufacture of various
kinds of commodities turned out even more unInsuccessfully than during pre-war years.
stead of assuming an increasingly important
position in budgets, revenue derived from industrial and business occupations has not only
come to form a smaller and smaller proportion
of total income; but, as just stated, it has been
obtained under circumstances of such difficulty
as to make it clear that it must be regarded
as an inadequate reliance for the future.

The tariff of the United States
adopted in 1922 (Fordney-McCumber Act) with
subsequent administrative changes of duty made
by the President under the so-called "flexible
tariff" sections, has been unexpectedly large in
its yield, the annual income amounting to as
high as $600,000,000. In 1929 a further revision of the tariff was undertaken and the Hawley
Bill was prepared in the House of Eepresentatives.
European tariffs have been steadily
raised, partly under the influence of ^need for
tive purposes.

more

a

revenue*, partly as

result of nationalistic

So extravagant did rates seem in
1926 that an international group of business
men combined to issue a joint letter of protest
against the tendency. The drift toward higher
aspirations.

rates has, nevertheless, continued.
One feature of the tax system of the War
was the great extension of internal revenue

on articles of luxurious
consumption. These taxes proved so unpopular that the greater share of them was abolished.
duties, especially taxes

REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES OP EUROPEAN NATIONS,

1904-1928:

(In thousands of pounds sterling)

Revenues

1904-05
1912-13
1916-17
1918-19
1920-21
1921-22
1927-28

143,370
165,778
578,427
842,050
1,425,984
1,160,521
796,850

2 debt
charges
27,000
24,500
127,250

Expenditures

141,956
165,598

269,965
349,599
332,300
355,000

2,579,301
1,195,427
1,079,186
818,390

Per cent

Expenditures for

Per cent

national defense

14.8
5.9

10.6
30.5
30.0
43.4

66,055
72,436
1,302,603
1,701,545
292,288
189.300
114,000

13.9

1,143,820
2,070,530
34,065,809
35,811,390
26,432,545
5,027,000
4,539,000
8,762,000

33.1
43.9
81.7
73.0
91.7
28.0
18.4
21JL

43.7
54.0
70.0
25.5
18.4

FRANCE
(In thousands of francs)

1905
1913
1917
1919
1920
1921
1922
1928

3,766,346
5,091,744
5,575,845
11,300,000
21,770,243
23,302,584
23,381,334
42,160,682

706,835
5,066,931
41,679,600
793,884
29,882,700
23,262,969
24,687,958
41,527,952

-

*

1,205,124
1,284,079
4,863,686
7,986,823
11,833,174
13,320,000
13,320,000
14,580,000

(In thousands of

34.9
27,2
11.7
16.3
22.7
57.4
54.1

35

lire)

"total expenditures

Tariffs

and Internal Revenue.

Highest

productiveness was believed by some to have
been reached in the tariff system of the United
States prior to the War, with a revenue of about
$350,000,000 as a maximum. In Europe, the
productiveness of tariff duties had declined as
rates increased. During the War, tariff systems fell into disorder and yielded far less than
normal returns, owing to the interruption of international trade or its distortion as a result
of war demands. After the War, a new era of
tariff taxation set in, based upon the nationalistic spirit and essentially intended for protec-

The United States eliminated a large portion
of its consumption taxes from and after Jan.
In all countries, taxes on tobacco and
1, 1922.
liquors continued very heavy with increasing
returns. In the United States, however, -the
adoption of the prohibition system largely
eliminated the regular yield of the liquor
taxes.
State and Local Taxation. As a result of
war demands, local expenses, as well as national,
greatly increased. Such increase in expenditure

was met chiefly through an advance in the rate
levied upon already existing objects of taxa-
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In the United States, however, State
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come and inheritance taxes were given a very
considerable development, while in some cases
surtaxes were added. Real-estate taxation be-

came much heavier both in the United States
and in Europe. Public debts -were largely
added to among local governments and the tendency to increase in that direction was furthered by bonus distributions to ex-service men,
the borrowing for this purpose being rendered
easier through exemption of bonds from taxation.

Budget of tlie United States. In all countries, the importance of budgetary control was
emphasized as a means of economy. An effort
to introduce a budget system into the financial
organization of the United States was made early
in the administration of President Harding, being recommended in a message to Congress on
Dec. 5, 1921: This was the result of about
12 years of discussion beginning during the ad-

ministration of President Taft. On June 10,
1021, Congress approved a law providing for a
national budget system and a bureau of the
budget. Appropriations in Congress, however,
continued in the hands of the numerous Congressional committees vested with the power of appropriation and resulted in preventing the
development of a genuine budget system analogous to that of European countries. In fact,
on various occasions, Congress disregarded the
budget estimates and appropriated money according to its own inclination. On the other
hand, savings which were nominally introduced
as a result of the budget system turned out to
be illusory in some cases, owing to the fact
that they were merely due to curtailments of
allowances for upkeep which eventually had to
be restored although temporarily interrupted.

Changes in Public Debt. It follows closely
from what has been said with respect to public
finance that the period 1914-29 was notable
in its relation to the public debt. Like the
growth in public revenue and expenditure, the
growth in debt was practically universal in all
countries, although not proceeding in the same
proportion in all; but in the main, the experience may be described as a universal advance
in world indebtedness. The outstanding facts in
the situation as affecting the principal countries
are reviewed in the accompanying table.
Taxation in France followed a course rather
different from that pursued in the United
States.
The first new impositions adopted in
1914 were made effective in 1$16 and applied
to incomes in excess of $1000 with excess-profits
rates running up to 50 per cent. On July 1,
1916, a special war levy was made on all citizens
who had not actually served with the troops,
and fees and stamp dues, as well as taxes on
investments were generally raised. In 1917
and 1918 extensive luxury taxes were introduced.
After the War, continuous legislation on taxation was proposed but the situation was never
taken in hand very vigorously until early in
1924 when the absolute necessity of equalizing
the budget became evident. At that time,
general revisions occurred, the actual burden of taxation being greatly increased not
merely by legislation but also by more thorough
and inclusive administration and real collec'

tion.

Germany, in the

belief that the

War would

be

short, attempted to do without new taxation,
but in 1913 provided for a substantial increase,
applicable largely in the several German states.

The Imperial government in 1916 imposed warand others, be-

profits taxes, excess-profits taxes,

DEBTS OF PRINCIPAL NATIONS, AND AGGREGATE FOB ALL NATIONS OF THE WORLD AT
VARIOUS DATES
(In millions of

dollars')

* World debts have
changed so greatly through repudiation, devaluation, etc., and are so much confused
through differences of treatment between foreign and domestic debts that a comparable basis no longer exists.
Many debts moreover, are still in process of readjustment.
Does not include the annuities coming from $5,000,000 in 1925-26 to $36,195,000 in 1956-57 payable by
Italy to the United States in displacement of a war debt of $1,600,000,000.
*

End of 1927.
End of 1926.

EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL DEBT
Approximate value in millions of dollars

conversion at par

* Debts for which figures are given vary somewhat but are approximately representative of conditions at some
date in 1927.
June 30, 1928.
The figure given is merely the so-called
real external debt, see terms of the reparations.
For Germany's
"
'*Dawes loan
* Still
disputed and indebted.
9 Does not include
Italy's annual payments to the United States.
'Does not include reparations.
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and various

objects
revenue
internal
the rates on war
After the War, and

profits were made heavier.
finally as a result of the ultimate reparations
negotiations, a new and far heavier system of

A

taxes was installed.
similar policy of waiting prevailed in Austria, although as the War
progressed advances were made from time to
time. After the close of the struggle, a complete financial reorganization occurred, but the
resources of the nation had been so greatly reduced that its revenues from taxation were

scanty notwithstanding heavy per-capita charges.
Italy, on the other hand, recognized the necessity of heavier taxation practically from the
beginning of the War, but was not very successful until the struggle was nearly over. In
1918 there were great extensions of luxury and
consumption taxes and in 1919 a supplementary
income tax. These were followed by extensions
and changes under the Fascist regime which
brought the average burden to a high level in
1928. In the minor European countries, no
general or uniform policy was pursued, some
taxation
revenues
the
through
increasing
while others relied largely on loans and indirect
taxes.

In the United States, as a result of continuous agitation, the administration of President
Coolidge obtained from Congress at the session
of 1923-24 the adoption of a more thorough plan
of tax revision than that adopted in October,
1921, basing the demand upon the presence of
an expected surplus in the budget for the fiscal
year 1925. This was followed by other minor
reductions and rearrangements, the latest in
1928.

Among the minor European countries budgetary progress was slow, while in Germany
the unsettlement with regard to reparations
and the unsatisfactory industrial conditions resulted in continuous deficits.
As already incidentally noted, this growth in
indebtedness is to be ascribed in part to actual
military expenditure, in part to the protection of
neutral frontiers, and in part to the advance
of prices and wages.
Which one of these factors
was predominant in any given country, is posThe sigsibly a matter of secondary interest.
nificant facts relating to the debt situation are,
first of all, the actual growth of indebtedness
as just surveyed, and secondly the methods by
which the debt position at the end of the decade
was attained as throwing light upon the problem of reduction.
feature which distinguishes the financial
experience of the war period from periods of
similar trial in the past relates to methods of
public borrowing. During the War, a probably unprecedented use was made of the shortterm obligation, "while at the same time the
plan of funding the short-term obligations thus
incurred into long-term debt was carried to
a higher point of development than ever before.

A

The use

of this

method was practically

tical in all of the belligerent countries,

iden-

but natu-

rally was carried on with far greater success in
certain of them, owing to the fact that a greater
degree of responsiveness on the part of the public was achieved in some than in others.
This
method of borrowing, as developed most successfully in England and the United States, was
substantially as follows:
given quantity of
revenue having been estimated as necessary

A
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within a specified period, funds were then obtained direct from the banks through the issue
of certificates of indebtedness or treasury bills,
or the equivalent. These short-term obligations
usually ran for only about three months. The
intent of every issue was to obtain steadily
from the community a proportionate part of its
current earnings and thus to make sure of drawing off from the general fund of commercial income a sufficient amount to provide for public
necessities.
In placing these certificates with
holders, use was usually made of the central
banking mechanism, the method being substantially the same in Great Britain and in the
issued
United States. Certificates
by the
Treasury were placed in the hands of reserve
banks which distributed them at first voluntarily and later by a process of assignment to
members. The proceeds were marked up on the
books of the subscribing banks as a credit to the

Government.

These deposits were then called
necessary, the Government giving as much
notice as possible, and also endeavoring to pay
out the funds as nearly as possible in the parts
of the country from which they were drawn.

when

After a period of some months had elasped, a
general loan was offered to the public and when
subscribed, the proceeds were used to redeem
the certificates and thus to reimburse the
banks for the amounts they had advanced.
Success in the method was dependent upon
payment by buyers of the long-term bonds in
actual cash or bank credit, but, as the War advanced, the practice grew of making a small
preliminary payment, borrowing the remainder
at the buyer's bank. The result then was chiefly
to convert the obligation of the Government into
the obligation of the individual citizen, presumably to be paid for out of his income or
savings. As the floating debt outstanding increased in this way, and as the amount owing
by bond buyers to the banks for the purchase
of bonds increased, inflation naturally resulted,
owing to the fact that bank credit was greatly
outrunning in its rate of growth the rate of
production of commodities. The effect was very
largely the same as that which had been produced in former wars through the issue of irredeemable currency. Upon the close of the
War, the stronger governments took measures
to reduce their outstanding floating indebtedness, but during the first two or three years
after the close of the struggle, the only countries that made any material progress in this
direction were Great Britain and the United
States. Italy later began to take steps along
the* same line but other belligerents met with

no success.
Internal

and

External

opening of the War,

much

Loans.

At

the

discussion developed

in all countries as to the relative advantage of
internal or external loans. Embargoes and
blockades made it possible for some to borrow abroad, but the major belligerents, as the
War advanced, tended more and more to draw

The United States was
naturally regarded as a primary source of such
loans, although during the early years of the
War, London nouses succeeded in distributing a
great many of them. As the War advanced, inupon foreign markets.

grew more and more hesitant, and it became necessary to negotiate not with foreign
investors but with foreign governments, either

vestors

obtaining their permission or when possible inducing them to advance the funds themselves.
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Thus arose the enormous international

obligations which assumed a size that -was wholly
unprecedented and in a very real sense constituted a new phase of national finance. After
the close of the War, there ensued a period of

funding during which the outstanding foreign
debts were converted largely into permanent
bonds. Great changes in amount occurred. This
period

is still

incomplete.

The

table on page 547 reviews for several of
the belligerent countries the situation at about
the middle of 1927 (when conditions were most
critical) as regards the division of public debts
between internal and external obligations.

War Banking and

of

the

entry

of

Finance. From the date
the United States into the

War, the function of the Federal Reserve
System became almost exclusively that of financing the process of borrowing from the people.
During the years 1917, 1918, and 1919,
the Government increased the national debt from
a little over $1,000,000,000 to a little over
$25,000,000,000. These great loans were for the
most part placed first through the banks and
then with the rank and file of the investing
public. It would probably have been impossible
to dispose of the enormous quantities of bonds
which the Government was obliged to sell in
order to provide itself with funds without some
kind of special banking aid. Such aid was particularly necessary in view of the fact that it
had been determined by the Treasury authorities to dispose of the bonds at a rate of interest
quite materially below the prevailing rate in the
market. The first issue of Liberty bonds was
sold at
per cent and as subsequent issues
were put out the rate was gradually raised
until it reached '4% per cent on the fifth, the
Victory Loan (1919) ; although it should be re-

3%

membered that the first loan bearing 3% per
cent had been wholly exempt from taxation of all

while subsequent loans were only parThat the public might be induced to purchase up to the full extent of its
saving power, paying for the bonds it thus
bought on the installment plan, Federal Reserve
Banks were instructed by the Government
through the Federal Reserve Board to fix a rate
for the rediscount of paper equal to the coupon
rate on the Liberty bonds. Commercial banks
generally were induced to discount directly for
their customers at the same figure. Thus a
buyer of bonds who was unable to pay for them
in full, borrowed from his bank the additional
amount he needed, the bank carrying it without
cost to him since the coupons provided for the
borrower's own interest charge. The bank then
rediscounted such paper at the same (coupon)
rate with the Federal Reserve Bank of its disThis policy was very successful in "statrict.
bilizing** the rate of interest, but it also tended
to transfer the principal burden, for the time
being at least, to the banks. The system was
perfected through the steady issue of Treasury
certificates sometimes as often as twice a month,
these certificates running for 90 days as a
rule and being funded at the end of iKat period
into the successive issues of Liberty Bonds which
were then subscribed for and carried as indicated. The burden resting upon Federal Reserve Banks thus became heavier and heavier
as the War advanced and as successive issues
were sold. Hence the reduction of the reserve
ratio (ratio of gold to demand liabilities) of
tae system, which fell from about 90 per cent
classes,

tially so exempt.
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before the War to about 52 per cent at the end
of 1918, shortly after the Armistice. The fifth
Victory Loan, which was floated early in 1910,
was sold upon the same general principles that
had been pursued in the earlier financing and resulted in increasing the burden resting upon the
reserve system still further. The successful
floating of this loan was followed by a speculative development of business and especially of
foreign trade, which continued during tie year
1919,

and although checked early in 1920 did
its peak until about the close of the

not reach

latter year.

Prices during the War had tended to rise
rapidly as a result of a variety of causes. Of
these, the principal was the tremendous demand
exerted by all governments for commodities,
coupled with the natural shortage in production
which resulted from the withdrawal of a large
part of the productive labor of all of the
Western nations for the purposes of war. A
contributing cause of the rise in prices, however, was found in the suspension of specie payments and excessive issue of currency which
produced the condition of "inflation" reflected in

unduly high prices for commodities and services
of all classes. This price and wage advance continued steadily up to a peak in May, 1920, at
which time te index number of prices was approximately 270 measured from a base in 1913
taken as 100* The check to expansion and
wholesale-price advance administered early in
1920 has been variously explained and has been
popularly attributed in the United States to the
fact that Federal Reserve Banks toward the end
of 1919 resolved upon the so-called deflation
policy.

This deflation policy took form as an advance of interest rates above the low levels
that had been established during the Liberty
Bond 'period. It was aided by a more strict
interpretation of the eligibility of paper for rediscount, coupled with an effort to induce borrowers who had obtained advances on Liberty

Bonds as collateral to settle these loans and
thus to take them out of the banks. The inadequacy of this explanation is indicated by the
fact that the recession in business and prices
which set in early in 1920 did not originate in
the United States but was first indicated by the
collapse of the silk market in Japan, while in
most foreign countries no very definite deflation
effort was undertaken until after the business
recession had begun.
Federal Reserve discounts did not reach their
peak until the end of 1920, about eight months
after the business decline had started. At that
time, total assets of the Reserve Banks were approximately $5,000,000,000 while bills discounted
were about $2,700,000,000 and currency outstanding was about $3,336,000,000. As the decline of business became more pronounced during
1921, the price level gradually sank to approximately 140, or a little more than half its level
at the peak, while discounts at Federal Reserve
Banks had been reduced by the end of 1921 to
Notes at the same
less than $7,150,000,000.
time receded to about $2,400,000,000, thus contracting over one-fourth of their maximum
amount.

The inability of foreign countries to settle
their enormous purchases in the United States
had, led during the War to very heavy advances
made by the Government, to foreign governments and expended almost entirely in the
,
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United States. These advances were to be continued until about the middle of 1910, eight
months after the Armistice, and amounted to
about $9,500,000,000. When they came to a
close, there ensued a period of trade expansion
already noted during which considerable advances were made by American "banks and business houses for the purpose of carrying foreign
buyers as long as possible. As it became more
and more evident that foreigners would not be
able to liquidate these debts in full, banks and exthe
porters began to withdraw these credits and
large movement of gold into the United States
which had been very marked during 1916 and
1917 was resumed.
From the opening of the War in 1914 to the
close of 1923, the total net importations of gold
into the United States amounted to about $2,150,000,000 and the total gold holdings of the
Federal Reserve Banks rose to about $3,200,000,000. At the same time, the ratio of reserve
to liability advanced to approximately 78 per
The vast accumulation of gold thus atcent.
tained by the Reserve Banks was maintained for
a year or more nearly intact, but the period of
influx was followed by a transition period in

which irregular and fluctuating movements became characteristic, and this in turn gave way
to an outflow which in 1927-28 took over $500,000 000 of gold out of the United States. Much
of this metal went to France and to other
countries which were reestablishing their vault
reserves preparatory to monetary reform.
The general situation and development of the
Federal Reserve System during the two years
3

following the close of the inflation period was
substantially as follows: Immediately after the
completion of the task of readjusting the discount rates and business which culminated in
the spring of 1921, Federal Reserve Banks endeavored to return to a basis in which their
principal activity would be devoted to commercial undertakings while they sought to divest themselves so far as they could of government obligations and to induce the investment
public to take up and hold such securities.
The result was a steady decline in their activity, since they had consistently refused to enter
into any considerable competition with the larger
member banks which held their stock. Coupled
with this change of policy was a second remarkable transformation, of their position, owing to
the steady and great movement of gold into
the United States, which resulted in building up
enormous specie reserves in the hands of Federal Reserve Banks. When recovery from the
speculation in commodities which had brought
on the depression of 1920-22 was fairly complete, influx: of gold combined with other factors
to induce a period of low discount rates. These
were availed of to aid Great Britain and other
countries in restoring a gold standard of currency,
and through international agreements between
the Reserve System and the Bank of England,
rates were forced still lower. The outcome was
an unprecedented era of stock speculation centring in New York during 1927-29*

Federal Reserve System. The war period
with its sequel had a peculiarly important
relationship to American banking conditions
because of the fact that, simultaneously with
the opening of the War, the United States
had arranged to organize an entirely new banking system -the so-called Federal Reserve.
This banking system had been framed entirely
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without reference to war necessities but was just
on the point of taking efl'ect when the struggle
broke out in Europe. During the first two
years 1915 and 1016 in which the United
States was a neutral, the Federal Reserve Sys-

was practically in process of organization
the task of installing its various elements
in progress. Its business during that period
small; but with the entry of the United
States into the active participation in the struggle early in 1917, the Federal Reserve System
became a war banking system almost exclusively,
and this character it retained until the struggle
was over and the great advances made by the
United States to European countries had been
completed and the Liberty Bond issues largelygrowing out of them had been financed and digested by the banks and the public. Thereafter,
the Federal Reserve System was able once more
to turn its attention to the tasks of peaceful
finance and to assist in restoring more normal
tem
and
was
was

condition.

Immediately after the inauguration of President Wilson in 1913, a bill which had previously been developed under the direction of a
sub-committee in the proceeding Congress was
introduced (June, 1913) and thereafter considered and adopted by the House of Representatives on September 17. This measure was
considerably modified in the Senate, but in conference committee it was amended back into
nearly its original form, becoming a law on
Dec. 23, 1913. As thus passed, the act provided
for the establishment of a Federal Reserve System in which all national banks were obliged
to take membership by subscribing 3 per cent of
their capital and surplus to the stock of institutions to be organized in a number of districts
throughout the country and known as Federal
Reserve Banks. These banks were corporations
chartered for 20 years under Federal authority,
receiving deposits only from the Government

and from their member banks

(though subse-

quently allowed to receive deposits from other
banks under certain conditions), their chief
duties being the issuing of notes and the holding of the reserves of their members. Their
business consisted primarily of rediscounting
paper for their members, although they were
also authorized to buy paper (of the same kind
that had been made rediscountable) in the open
market, should they see fit. In issuing notes,
the Reserve Banks, as they were popularly
called, were authorized to deposit eligible rediscounted paper with their chairmen (the Federal
Reserve Agents), acting as trustees for the Government, which then issued an equal amount of
notes to the Reserve Bank. The latter then
placed them in circulation by paying them out or
handing them to members who had requested
such accommodation. By a later amendment,
gold might also be deposited with the chairman
of the local board in lieu of eligible paper. These
notes were made obligations of the United States
and receivable for all public dues. An organization committee, created under the act, eventually
divided the country into districts and established twelve banks.
Government control of the institutions was
provided for by authorizing the Federal Reserve
Board to name three out of nine directors for
each of the Reserve Banks, the other six members
being required to include three business men and
three bankers, one business man and one banker
being selected by banks voting individually, in
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each of three distinct groups (including the
small, medium, and larger banks of each dis-
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actually opened for business on November 2,
while reserves were paid over on November 14
trict )
It was f urther provided, in order to in- of the same year. The two years 1915-16 were
sure democratic government of the "banks, that occupied largely in developing methods of diseach bank should have but one Tote regardless counting and establishing new plans of note
of capitalization. With reference to reserves, issue. A constructive piece of work carried
the act required that the 25 per cent reserve through during these years was the establishformerly required in central reserve cities be ment of the Gold Settlement Fund at Washingcut to 18 per cent of demand obligations; like- tion; whereby the Federal Reserve Banks were
wise also the 25 per cent formerly required in enabled to clear on the central set of books conreserve cities was cut to 15 per cent, and the ducted b
the board the bulk of their obliga15 per cent in other places was cut to 12 per tions against one another, thereby avoiding the
cent.
Of these reserves, 7 per cent was to be shipment of specie. This clearance, at first carplaced by central-reserve-city banks with their ried on once each week, was later made a daily
reserve bank, 6 per cent by reserve-city banks clearance, and eventually came to supersede in
and 5 per cent by all others. Time deposits large part the work of the local clearing houses.
were made subject to a 5 per cent rate throughWith the entry of the United States into the
Federal Reserve Banks were to be author- War early in 19*17, a new epoch in the history
put.
ized to pay 6 per cent cumultative dividends, of the Federal Reserve System and of the
after all expenses and allowances had been pro- banking system of the United States in genvided for, to their stockholders, and their re- eral opened. The fundamental problem at the
maining earnings were then to be paid to the opening of the War was that of finding means
to supply the Treasury with necessary funds.
Government.
An important feature of the act on its foreign This object was temporarily accomplished by
banking side was found in the authorization direct borrowing from the Federal Reserve
granted the larger national institutions to es- Banks on short-term treasury certificates. The
tablish branches abroad and in its grant of the system of Liberty Loans was then developed and
power of accepting time bills (not over 90 days' the Reserve Banks were made the active agents
maturity ) to national institutions. In their or- of the Treasury in placing them. The Federal
dinary rediscount operations, the Reserve Banks Reserve Act had originally provided for making
were limited to 90-day paper growing out of the banks the fiscal agents of the Government
commercial, agricultural, or industrial transac- and this was now interpreted to include not only
tions, speculative paper being barred.
sub-treasury functions but also those relating
The act as thus adopted was subsequently to the sale and distribution of bonds. The immodified by a series of enactments. The portance of the sub-treasuries accordingly was
important features in these amendments were: reduced and they were eventually closed in
(1) enlargement of the acceptance power to 100
1920, but during the latter part of the War and
per cent of capital and surplus; (2) permission the period just after it, their activity was purely
to National banks to subscribe to the stock of nominal. With the issuance of the First Liberty
foreign banking enterprises formed for the pur- Loan in July, 1917, the activity of the Federal
pose of establishing branches abroad; (3) ter- Reserve Banks was largely transferred to a war
mination of the reserve requirments of the basis, including the management of public finance,
original law and substitution therefor of a pro- and continued so throughout the remainder of
vision requiring all reserves to be kept in Re- the struggle.
serve Banks, such reserve to consist of 13 per
Development of Clearing System, The nacent of demand deposits for central-reserve-city tional system of clearance which has constibanks, 10 per cent for reserve-city banks, 7 per tuted one of the most outstanding achievements
cent for all others, with time deposits at 3 per of the Federal Reserve Board under the mandacent; (4) adoption of the so-called Edge Act tory provisions of the original act had attained
authorizing the formation of corporations, for only a moderate degree of development prior to
the purpose of making long-term investments the close of the War, It was not put into efabroad, National banks being permitted to sub- fect at the outset of the Federal Reserve organizascribe to their stocks;
(5)
enlargement of tion, but first took form in a definite way on
amount of loans permitted to be made on the July 1, 1916, when arrangements were made for
strength of Liberty bonds as collateral; (6)
collecting checks on member banks or on nonmodification of voting arrangements governing members which remitted at par without charge
the elections of directors in Federal Reserve for exchange or collection. Credits and debits
Banks; and a few others. Of these amendments, were entered upon a deferred basis correspondthe only one which fundamentally altered the ing to the amount of tune required actually to
structure and significance of the act was that collect the items. From the time that the
transferring the entire reserves to the central system was fully inaugurated, the totals transinstitutions and the Agricultural Credits Act of ferred by this means rapidly grew, the system
1923 which gave special privileges to paper largely superseding clearing houses in many
growing out of farm credits (see AGRICULTURAL parts of the country, a number of the latter leThe so-called McFadden Act, of 1927, ing closed in the meantime, as a result. OwCEEDIT)
a result of
chiefly designed to relax the restrictions upon ing, however, to the fact that as
National banks, incidentally enlarged the re- the clearance at par without charge many^ small
discounting power and further gave to Reserve banks lost a valued source of income, criticism
Banks "perpetual" or indefinite charters, revoc- arose and during, the years 1920-23, hostile legisable by Congress for cause.
lation was undertaken in eight Southern States
As provided for by the Act of 1913, the Fed- and suits were brought against Reserve Banks
eral Reserve System went into operation- (pre- for the purpose of having their clearance funcliminary details having been arranged by an tion declared unconstitutional. Several of the
organization committee) technically on toe 10th cases were finally carried to the Supreme Court.
of Augustj 1914, the banks themselves being In these, the exercise of the clearance function
.

.

,

was upheld, subject to some important

reserva-

but the tatter resulted in considerably
restricting the power of the Reserve System
and substantially lessened the total number of
banks remitting at par. Nevertheless, the par
collection system has had a normal growth by
reason of its own recognized merits and has
tions,

_

greatly reduced the evil of high exchange charges

the country over.

RESOTJ&CES A2CD LIABILITIES OF THE TJOTLYE
FEDERAL BE SERVE BANKS COMBINED
(In thousands of dollars)
Dec. 26 1928
RESOURCES
1,171,408
Gold -with Federal reserve agents
83,171
Gold redemption fund -with U. S. Treasury
Gold, held exclusively against F.

B. notes 1,254,579

Gold settlement fund with P. B. Board
Gold and. gold certificates held by banks

ISS^S?

579,474

Total gold reserves
Reserves other fcfcan gold

2,584,239
104,588

Toted reserves
cash
ttpn-reserre

2,688,827
64,093

l

)1

Sec/bv U. S/ Government obligations
Other

"bills

Total

discounted

bills

Bills bought in open market
XT. S. Government securities:

52,717
104,759
74,852

Bonds
Treasury notes
Certificates of indebtedness
Total V.

Other

S Government

securities

securities

Deposits:

reserve

Government

bank

Other deposits
Total deposit*

Deferred availability items
Capital paid in
Surplus
other liabilities

1,899,312

728
60,629
7,704

came a pressing question. No interest on them
had been paid from the time of their issue and
Congress eventually passed, on Feb.

Debt Funding
which a commission of
so-called

9,

1922, the

Commission Act in
five, headed by the

Secretary of the Treasury, was directed to make
arrangements for settling the obligations of the
various countries. These obligations growing
out of the War, but not including bonds received
from the sale of surplus war supplies and other
transactions, and amounting to $473,000,000 were
eventually established as follows :

Bonds of foreign governments received under agreements for funding of their debts to the United States,
pursuant to the acts of Congress approved Feb. 9, 1922,
Feb. 28, 1923, Mar. 12, 1924, May 23, 1924, Dec. 22,
1924, Apr. 28, 1926, Apr. 30, 1926, and May 3, 1926.
Belgium
Estonia
Finland
Great Britain

Hungary
Italy

Latvia
Lithuania

Poland

Rumania
Total

$411,130,000.00
13,830,000.00
8,764,000.00
4,480,000,000.00
1,942,200.00
2,027,000,000.00
5,775,000.00
6,218,167.50
178,560,000.00
65,660,560.43
$7,198,879,927.93

Obligations of foreign governments, under authority
of acts approved Apr. 24, 1917, and Sept. 24, 1917, as
amended (on basis of cash advances, less repayments of
principal)
:

Czechoslovakia

Prance
Greece
Russia
Serbia
Total

5,443,401

LIABILITIES
F. R. notes in. actual circulation

M

viding for their definite payment and for the
rate of interest they should bear meanwhile bo-

_

TOTAti RESOURCES

Foreign

232,328
10 1 85
'

Total MB* and securities
I>ue from foreign banks
Uneolleeted items
Bank premises
All other resources

Member bank

713,759
453.820
1,167,579
489,270

discounted
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account

1,910,538
2,409,195
15 '! 8 ?
7,534
22,582

2,455,093
654,553
146,868
233,319
42,730

TOTAL LIABILITIES
5,443,401
Batio of total reserves to deposit and F. It.
note liabilities combined
61.6%
Contingent liability on bills purchased for
327,315
foreign correspondents

Debts. When
the
Inter-Governmental
United States entered the War, it found nearly
All of the Allied powers approaching exhaustion.
England tad previously made large war loans
the Allies; but could no longer continue
to
them. Advances were accordingly authorized
by Congress in 1917 from the Treasury of the
United States. They were steadily made during
the remainder of the War and "were continued
about eig-lit months after the conclusion of the
struggle. Thus a total sum of about $9,500,000,000 "was loaned, the proceeds being used in
large measure for buying in the United States
commodities that were needed for exports. The
debts thus contracted were represented by temporary certificates evidencing the obligations in
question and signed by the representatives of
the various borrowing European countries.
Eventually, the question of "funding" or pro-

61,974,041.10
2,911,507,904.09
15,000,000.00
187,729,750.00
26,052,753.01

3,202,264,448.20

Some relatively small loans had likewise been
made by sundry of the Continental powers to one
another, France advancing nearly $2,509,000,000.
Out of this situation arose in 1919-22 the demand for international >debt cancellation. The
result was a long-drawn series of negotiations
resulting in some settlements but still leaving,
at the end of 1928, many unadjusted accounts.

German Indemnity. The most troublesome
phase of the debt situation produced by the
War grew out of the establishment of an
indemnity or reparation for Germany. (See
REPARATIONS for an extended treatment of this
Because of the inability of the Powers
subject.)
to hasten a settlement, the questions of international debts and reparations passed into a wait-

ing stage which lasted for several years. The
only important progress during the period was
the funding of the British debt to the United
States which was finally effected in January,
1923 (formal agreement, June 18, 1923). Great
Britain recognized the entire indebtedness and
arranged to pay it over a period of about 61
years with an annual interest rate of 3 per cent,
rising after 10 years to 3%. As the United
States had outstanding the bonds which were
issued <to provide the funds advanced to Great
Britain, and was paying 4% per cent on them,
the arrangement with Great Britain was equivalent to partial cancellation, although not technically so. Reparations problems, however, were
growing more and more acute, and' the general
disorganization of economic life in Germany was
so serious and extensive as. to compel resort to
new remedies. The result was an international
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World War Debt Funding Commission, had
negotiated treaties modeled on that with Great
Britain, twelve in number and amounting to a
cancellation of from 35 per cent to 75 per cent
of the debt owing by various countries. All had
been ratified at the opening of 1929 except that
with France. The French treaty was acted upon
by the Chamber in the summer following.

Debts, Prices, and Exchange. The growing
proportion of debt both before and in a mo-re
striking degree after the War, as compared with
the volume of national wealth, became an alarming feature because of the disproportionate absorption of national income in meeting debt
charges. Inasmuch as existing debts were incurred in units of currency of the pre-war gold
value, .attempt to pay them in full at the close
of the period would involve an enormously
greater transfer of wealth than that which was
originally borrowed. Alternative to such a
course would be the partial repudiation of the
debts, either by "devaluation" (change in the
gold equivalence of the currency unit) or by the
co-called

"capital tax,"

which amounts to an

appropriation of enough of the wealth of the
propertied class to pay the state's debt to that
class.
Some settlement of this question would
be necessary if the countries were to attempt
to restore a sound banking and currency system.
The difficulty in the case was particularly marked
in those countries which have heavy foreign
debts because they must usually settle in terms
of gold. This difficulty, so far as internal debt
goes, has been technically met in various ways.
Great Britain, by returning to her old gold
standard at par, accepted the full face value of
her original pound sterling. Germany, on the
other hand, practically wiped out (with some
trifling exceptions and allowances) the whole

"Estimated.
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conference which at Paris in 1024 formulated
the so-called Dawea plan under which German
payments were placed in the hands of a reparations agent who was to collect annual payments
rising gradually to 2,500,000,000 marks in and
after 1929. This plan had been carried into
effect up to the opening of 1929 when a new conference was summoned, which continued until
June when a plan of settlement was announced.
This was the so-called Young Plan. It slightly
reduced the annuities payable by Germany and
received final discussion in an international conference at The Hague which closed at the end of
August. See REPARATIONS.
Meantime the United States, through the

of her internal debts by
abandoning her old currency, which had been almost immeasurably
depreciated in 1924, and substituting a now
unit equal in gold value to her old mark, toit
now called the Reichsmark. France and Italy
pursued the policy of devaluation. Each lad
had before the War a currency unit worth 19.2
cents gold, but Italy stabilized* in 1927 at about
cents and France in 1928 at about 3.94

5%

cents.

Proportion of Loans to Taxation.

Authoron public finance prior to the War had generally taken the view that no public loan should
ordinarily be floated without the imposition of
taxation in an amount sufficient to provide for
interest on the principal thus created and for an
amortization or sinking fund sufficient eventually to extinguish the debt. At the opening
of the War, there was a widespread
opinion
among theorists both in the United States and
Great Britain in favor of restricting loans to
not over 50 per cent of total outlay, the balance
to be raised by taxation. On the Continent,
governments found their populations very restive
under taxation and before the War were disposed to make use of deficit financiering through
public loans because of the already existing burden. During the War, both Germany and
France relied largely on borrowing. No consistities

ent policy of financing in this respect

was pur-

sued during the War.

Change in Revenue Systems. In the endeavor to avoid unnecessary increase in debt,
England and the United States early in the War
resorted to heavy taxation, adopting income and
excess-profits taxes upon a large scale and particularly advancing the rates of surtax up to
Other counfigures never before thought of.
tries were slower to resort to heavy taxes because of the reluctance of their own citizens to
submit to such control, yet it was practically
inevitable that they should eventually do so
and in substantially all countries there was
an effort to get away from public borrowing and
shift over to a basis of budgetary balance.
Only
by so doing, it was recognized, would it be possible to restore a condition of solvency in the
countries. The result of this necessity was to emphasize the finding of new sources
of income and hence the reconstruction of fiscal

principal

systems. How this change worked may be noted
from a comparison of the sources of income in
France, Germany, and the United Kingdom,
shown in the following table.

The

figures are for Great Britain

and North

Ireland.

Belations with Banks.

Owing to the fact with a steady disappearance of specie, notwiththat the War took all countries by surprise, standing an early
embargo upon movements of
bank loans were necessary in nearly every case coin which took effect in nearly all
countries,
in order to furnish funds for immediate requirecomparatively early in the struggle although at
ments. This was an inevitable episode in war slightly differing dates.
finance and was not open to criticism except in
The United States was the last to declare
so far as it might be adopted as a systematic
such an embargo, owing to the fact that it did
of
a
Fear
led
policy.
popular discontent
good not enter the War until the year 1917 was well
many countries to continue the short-term financ- advanced. Heavy borrowing at the banks in

ing much longer than they otherwise would, the
only countries that possessed the real internal
strength to tax severely and effectively during
the War being Great Britain and the United
States. In falling back upon the banks, the
various governments resorted to methods of borrowing that had not been tried in precisely the
same form during the course of former struggles.
Relatively small use of legal-tender paper or
"fiat money" was made but the banks were required to take and distribute short-term obligations which were then funded from time to time
into
longer-term loans, as circumstances seemed
o permit. The fact that the subscribers to
1;hese loans were encouraged to borrow from the
banks the funds which were necessary in order
to enable them to make good their subscriptions
naturally tended to produce in all countries a
highly inflated condition of prices, together

nearly all countries left these institutions at the
close of the War in a very
unliquid condition,
their government paper holdings being "frozen"
owing to inability to find buyers for them either
at home or abroad due to the deterioration of
public credit. But reliance upon foreign borrowing which was characteristic of practically
all European countries that had found themselves able to get access to other markets, left
all of them at the close of the War with tremendous external obligations which they were
in no position to liquidate, owing to the fact
that as a result of the conflict their productive
power had been very greatly decreased. An unavoidable consequence of the
drawing off of a
large share of the population from economic occupation had been in all of the combattant countries a corresponding curtailment of
productive
effort.
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War, therefore, found pracEuropean countries facing a highly

close of the

complex problem in public finance that of reducing the cost of their government to such an
extent as to make it possible to pay the necessary sums from the proceeds of taxation,
thereby avoiding further borrowing while at the
same time enlarging their surplus export power
sufficiently to provide a balance large enough to
furnish the necessary funds abroad with which
to pay interest and maturing obligations. This
latter necessity was the more obvious because of
the fact that for one reason or another it had
been found necessary to "release" a great deal
of gold as the War advanced, thereby reducing
the cash stock and in some cases bringing the
specie available to so low an ebb that it was exceedingly doubtful whether any restoration of
gold redemption could be brought about in the
near future.

It remained true, however, that a good deal
of the gold "released" had been drawn from
circulation leaving the sums in bank reserves
relatively little depleted absolutely,

huge outstanding volume of obligations.

1927-1928,

(WHOLESALE PRICES)
ALL COMMODITIES

Great

specie and currency outstanding. Germany practically repudiated her currency and made a
fresh* start, while in other countries various

measures of devaluation or revaluation were resorted to. With the aid of the Federal Reserve
System, various countries, including France and
England, have been able to reimport specie when
needed for the building up of their reserves.

Figures taken from computations of Federal Reserve Board
to a gold basis.

PRICE MOVEMENTS

of

Britain proved to be the only one of the major
countries which was able through severe taxation and exchange control to bring her monetary
system back to the pre-war base, while in France
and Italy, devaluation on a drastic plan was
used to bring about a bearable relation between

INDEX NUMBERS OP WHOLESALE PRICES (ALL COMMODITIES)

snow yearly averages converted

though

course wholly inadequate, as compared with the

(Bulletin,

Dec.,

1913-1924

1924 and Dec., 1925.

They

Besults of Inflation Policy. The self-conscious inflation policy which was thus adopted
by the belligerent governments soon proved
It was not only exceedingly disturbing to business, but it also defeated the
efforts of the governments which resorted to it
as a fiscal expedient. Price levels rose rapidly
and enormously in nearly all countries, as may
be seen from this table of index numbers.
disastrous.

The

effect of this

advance in

prices,

brought

was by the practice of borrowing
overheavily at banks, was to make commodities

about as

it

services cost enormously more than they
otherwise would. Particularly harmful results
were experienced in the case of those countries
which found it necessary to apply to foreign

and

markets for munitions and supplies. Nearly all
of the European countries had found themselves
obliged at an early stage to buy heavily in the
United States. Although the American price
level had risen considerably even before the
United States entered the War, the advance had
not been comparable to that which occurred at
a later date.

=

New Index 1926 100.
NOTE. These indexes are in most cases published
here on their original bases, usually 1913 or 1914, as
determined by the various foreign statistical offices
which compile the index numbers and furnish them to
the Federal Reserve Board. In several cases, however,
viz, France. Netherlands, Japan, New Zealand, and
South Africa, they have been recomputed from or
bases (1901-1910; 1910-1910; October,, 1900;
1913; 1910) to a 1913 base. Further complete information as to base periods, sources, numbers of commodities, and the period of the month to which the figures
refer may be found on pages 769770 of the BULLETIN
for November, 1927.
,

>

European Banking Development. European banking was in a far more stable and completed condition a*, the opening of the War than
was the banking system of the United States,
but the strain to which it was subjected was
far more severe, relatively speaking, than that
to which the United States was obliged to adjust
In a general way, the principal effect
itself.
of the 'War' was to bring about an extensive redistribution of specie, a great reduction in the
1

bank reserves of some countries, an even larger
relative reduction in these reserves as compared
with outstanding obligations and a very material .alteration in the character o,i the investthis change taking

ments held by the banks,
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MONEY AND CREDIT TS THE
U.

S.

1914-1923

(000 omitted)
All banks, national,

State,

and

trust

companies

General stock Loans and
of

June, 1914
June, 1915
June, 1916-

June 1917
June, 1918
June 1919*
June 1920*
June, 1921
June 1922
June! 1923
June 1924
June 1925
June 1926
June, 1927
June| 1928

money

in

discounts

Deposits

United States
$3,738.288 $15,288,337 $18,517,732
19,135,380
3,9S9,456 15.722,440
22,773,714
17,811,605
4,482,891
20.594,228 26,062,986
5,407,900
22,514.828 27,748,471
6,741,073
32,665,286
7,605,306 25,255.171
31,208,142 37,315,123
7,909.998
8,099,000 28,932,011 34,844,572
8177,477 27,860,443 37,194,318
30,416,577 40,034,195
8,603,732
8 S46.500
31,427,717 42,954,121
33,883,733 46,765,942
8,303,632
36,233,490 48,882,296
8,42*,971
37,270,378 56,735,858
8,667,282
8,118,091
39,542,067 58,413,127

Figures as of last week in month..

form as a great growth in the amount of government paper held by the tanks and discounted
for the several governments with a corresponding (relative) decrease in the amount of paper

A

brief gendiscounted for private citizens.
eral survey of the banking situation of certain
principal countries as it has developed during
the period in question, and as it stands approximately, is shown in the table on financial

on page 558.
Banking- in England. Opening the War
with a well coordinated money and banking sysstatistics

tem, Great Britain shortly found it necessary to
resort to an embargo on gold and an issue of

government notes.

The

result

was immediate

depreciation of currency, inflation of prices, and
disturbance of exchang'e. This latter gave rise
to a "pegging" of the rate, as compared with dollars (and at the same time a pegging of francs
in relation to sterling and dollars), the funds
therefor being first supplied from the British
Treasury and later through loans obtained from
the United States. This situation continued
until March, 1019, when the pegging was suspended and exchange left to take its own course,
the embargo on gold being retained. Almost
immediate reaction occurred in the value of
sterling, steady recession taking place until
Great Britain had been able in a measure to
Thereafter,
rectify her international position.
every effort was directed toward a return to the
gold standard, which was provided for in 1925,
and at last fully made effective in 1928 through
fusion of the war notes with Bank of England
notes. Little change occurred in the general
structure of Great Britain's banking system as a
direct result of the War, although the creation ,of
the Irish Free State separated a portion of the
Irish banks from the general British money market, at least in theory, even while they continued
to be closely associated with it in fact. Scotch

and

notes, which had been made legal
were deprived of that quality after the
Armistice. The Irish Free State in 1926-27
established its own currency system based on a

Irish

tender-,

unit equivalent to British sterling.
The principal obvious mark left by the Was
upon the British banking system is to be found
in the great concentration of banking which has
occurred, there being today only about 25 hankja
in the United Kingdom of which by far .the more
dominating position has been assigned to five
or six of the British institutions with headr
quarters in London,
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Banking. The
European
outstanding
changes in European banking which took place
War
the
in
and
were,
effect, very
theory
during
similar to those iu Great Britain, although usua
form.
more
In France,
extreme
ally assuming
a moratorium was declared shortly after the
opening of hostilities, applying to deposits as
well as notes. This was soon ended, but at no
time during or since the War have Bank of
France notes been convertible into coin. Today
they can be redeemed in bullion in large amounts
but the actual gold franc is still theoretical.
Large support had been given by the Bank of
France to the Government in the form of shortterm loans, the result being an enormous increase in note circulation, although changes in
the actual structure of banking in France have
been fewer than in England. Provisions for the
official control of exchange and prohibition of the
export of capital were early introduced and have
continued in effect. In 1924 France's banking
problem was more than ever intimately associated with governmental budget conditions. The
decline in exchange which carried the franc
down to an ordinary level of about 5 cents
soon after the opening of 1924 (a low point of
3.43 cents having been reached in the late
winter of 1924), merely reflected the declining
confidence of the foreign public in France and
her budget management, due to the continuance
of extraordinary budgets without provision to
meet them, the continued insistence upon reparations at a rate probably out of the question, and
the effort to rely upon inflation and short-term
loans in lieu of taxation. Conditions became
so alarming as to bring about pledges from the
Poincare" Ministry in the spring of 1924 bearing upon the reintroductiou of budget balances
and heavier taxation designed to overcome existing evils. These efforts were successful, the
franc being stabilized at the opening of 1928 at
about 24 to the dollar by a return to what is
called a gold-bullion standard.
In Germany, the shock to the banking system caused by the War was fully as severe as
that felt elsewhere, but technically produced no
great change during the continuance of the
struggle. Early in August, 1914, the Government provided for a legal-tender currency which
was later retired, its place being taken by
Reichsbank notes. All notes and currency were
declared inconvertible and a special type of loan
banks was established. Partly as a result of
strict military control and government regulation of prices, it was possible to maintain,
up to the close of the War, a semblance of
solvency. Immediately after the Armistice, this
semblance largely disappeared, and rapid deterioration began, partly due to loss of specie,
the restoration of the reserves to foreign banks
which had been carried away, the necessity of
paying for large quantities of raw material
abroad and other factors of the same sort* The
outcome necessarily was the steady recession
of the mark, somewhat aided by apparently intentional inflation with shipment of paper
marks and mark obligations abroad. Accord'
ing to expert Committee No. 2, whose report
was rendered to the Reparation Commission in
April, 1924, careful investigation showed that
Germans had in this way disposed of p total
abroad of nearly 8,000,000,000 marks, receiving, of course, goods in exchange to an 'equal
amount, the mttrks in the meantime becoming
1

practically worthless.

Increasing difficulty con.
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tinued and was greatly emphasized by the inability to obtain any balancing of the budget or
any adjustment of reparation claims. The re,sult was the mark was driven to practically nothing, the quotation at about the close of 1923
being $0.00000000000022. At this microscopic
figure, the mark was practically valueless and
its place was rapidly being taken by foreign
currencies.

Decisive deterioration in the quotation of
the mark had set in about the middle of 1922
and continued more or less steadily from that
day onward to the autumn of 1923, when effort
was made to obtain a substitute currency by
organizing the so-called "Rentenbank." This
was a bank whose obligations were secured by
mortgages upon the lands, houses, and industrial
property of Germany, the unit in which they
were expressed being* designated as the "Rentenmark," presumably equivalent to the gold mark.
During the winter of 1923-24, there was also
gradually brought into existence under the
supervision of Dr. Schacht, the so-called Gold

responding tendency to inflation in bank obliAltogether, therefore, the tendency was

gations.

somewhat

parallel to conditions

among

the bel-

although for different reasons. Subsequent to the War, this whole group of
countries found itself better able to resume* the
ligerents,

free payment and movement of specie than before the struggle, yet disinclined to do it because
of the fact that the principal customers were

themselves on a paper basis.

"Colonial" and Oriental Banking.

Condi-

tions in the colonies of the various principal
powers, prior to the War, had been generally dependent upon the situation in the parent countries.
The War for the most part threw their
systems of money and banking out of gear,

partly by cutting off regular trade movements
between them and the parent country, partly
by leading them to declare embargoes, as in
Canada and Australia, in the fear that otherwise they might lose their specie, as well as opt
of a sense of loyalty to the colonizing nation itself.
As a result of these conditions, abnormal
difficulties were encountered in those parts of
the world where the so-called gold exchange
standard had been established, e.g., in India, the
effort being there to bring about a conservation of specie and a fair stability of value.
After the close of the War these difficulties disappeared in some measure, still leaving the dependencies, such as Australia, Canada, and
others, inclined to move parallel to the currency
of the parent country.

Diskont Bank, whose purpose it was to finance
foreign transactions. This "gold" bank was
such only in name as its capital was largely
derived from English sources in sterling, while
its foreign payments were made in sterling, it
being thus really a sterling bank rather than a
gold bank. The reparation committee's plan of
1924 led to the governmentally controlled bank
which superseded both of these emergency establishments, becoming a new Reichsbank and
In Japan, where an independent gold-standreestablishing a gold currency in Germany
with corresponding stability in foreign exchange ard system had existed for many years, the
based on a Reichsmark equal to the previous embargo on gold early established during the
mark. German banking .had not changed greatly War was maintained, notwithstanding that the
in its external form, but the same tendency to stock of metal there was large and foreign
consolidation apparent in England was felt also trade in a fairly satisfactory condition. The
in Germany and resulted in a reduction in the earthquake of 1927 and the resultant troubles
number of independent banks, accompanied by found Japanese business conditions weak and
some increase in the degree of their dependence threw them into complete disorder, a general
reorganization ensuing. No serious changes in
upon the Reichsbank.
In other European countries, where central the structure of banking took place in the
banking systems were in operation practically colonial or Oriental countries upon any considerupon the same general basis as in England or able scale during the post-war period, perhaps
Prance at the opening of the War, very much the outstanding development being the creation
the same war changes were experienced. Prac- of a reserve bank in South Africa, closely modeled
Reserve System.
tically all introduced gold embargoes which were upon the Federal
In India, the introduction of central banking
continued after the close of the War and in
most of them attempts were made, usually with and a theoretical gold standard resulted from
but little success, to control the direction of the work of the Indian Currency Commission of
In other countries, effort was ma.de to
foreign exchange. In Russia, practically the 1926.
entire pre-war stock of specie was taken from popularize the banking systems and so far
the banks and eventually exported. Later, local as possible rather to diminish the power of central oversight so far as practicable.
group
prosecution and seizure of old hoards furnished
a reserve for a new State Bank administrating of new and, rather weak central banks came
and
into
then
there.
as
The
existence
future
10
to
a currency based on the chervonetz, equal
to them is doubtful. Price movements
rubles, each equal to the pre-war gold ruble. relating
Austria, too, lost her entire reserve of coin and in these economically dependent countries were
was obliged to submit to a reorganization of her naturally governed to no small extent by the
finance under the auspices of the League of Na- price movements in the parent country, as may
tions with a gold loan based upon a guarantee be seen by consulting the table of prices printed
by the Allies themselves. In Italy, conditions on page 555.
Post Twar Changes in Foreign. Banking.
more closely resembled those of France, and the
restoration of governmental frugality untfer The War naturally affected the credit system
Mussolini had the effect of, stabilizing the lira of all nations very profoundly, resulting in moat
in 1925 and curtailing bank inflation. Among countries in an enormous expansion of credit
the so-called neutral countries, such as Switzet- both ill tfce form of notes and of deposits, while
the banks of the several
land,. Holland, and the Scandinavian nations, practically everywhere
conditions varied somewhat, but the general drift countries ,,)became overloaded with government
was toward increase of gold owing to payments securities of various kinds either purchased for
made by belligerents lor supplies that, they their own account or -taken as, collateral beHeeded. The result generally was to bring about hind; paper wluch had been left with them by
an oyerexpansion of gold resejrve* with a car- customers for the purpose/ of carrying tbeae bonds

A
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highly concentrated position in banking prior to the War. In Germany,
the Beichsbank became little more than a tool
in the hands of the Government, being used there
for the purpose of floating short-term loans and
later of issuing paper currency in almost unlimited volume to care for the needs of the
Government and avoid the necessity for heavier
taxation. After the War and as* a result of
the reparations discussions culminating in 1924,
the Reichsbank was entirely reorganized but
largely on former lines. In Italy, the whole
power of note issue was placed in the hands
of the Bank of Italy which became a central
institution in the modern sense.
Another phase of post-war banking was seen
in the fact that the portfolios of practically all

already

reached
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ponding gradual liquidation of subscriptions to
them. After the close of the War, the general
development of banking in post countries passed
through considerable changes of volume and
character of transactions but the alteration in
banking structure was comparatively slight.
The decade after the War was a period of restoration of sound conditions in banking rather
than of real change in structure.
The general effect of the War, as noted above,
was to tend toward concentration of hanks
England, for example, reducing the "number of
institutions from upward of 100 to only ahout
25, of which five were of preponderating importance. In France, the drift toward concentration was not so strong because France had
a

European institutions changed greatly. In lieu
of the short-term
which formerly occupajjer
pied so nearly exclusive a place, the primacy
was taken by government obligations and socalled short-term notes, "direct advances to the
state/' and other types of public obligations.
Still a third important change in the situation
after the
was seen in the fact that so
many banks and banking institutions were either
driven into failure or obliged to go out of busi-

War

ness or to amalgamate with others because
they had become overburdened with non-liquid
paper. The banks in such cases frequently were
found to have ventured a good deal of their
funds in foreign trade operations of one kind
or another and there was great mortality and
severe losses among the foreign banks of the
world at large.
In the United States, there was a rapid, but
not very successful, development of foreign banking during the War, owing to the fact that
foreign, and especially English, institutions were
so seriously crippled, and hence so little able
to take care of the necessities of foreign trade.
As a result, the United States enjoyed an unequaled opportunity for the development of its
foreign banking system and business, but it
never succeeded in gaining a strong foothold;
and after the reaction of 1920-21 when foreign
trade showed such extensive and serious net
losses, there began a movement to disestablish
foreign banks which, numerically speaking, went
very much further than in any other country,
while at the same time the serious losses, which
had to be recognized and written off as a result
of the shrinkage of prices, became very pronounced. This, taken in conjunction with the
readjustment of foreign trade, was perhaps the
most striking economic-financial development of
the entire post-war period in the business and
credit world. During the years 1921-28 the
Unites States passed through a period of bank

FINANCIAL STATISTICS OP PRINCIPAL
FOREIGN COUNTRIES
ENGLAND

(In mfilions of pounds)
Dec.

o ,
Bank

*

England:
Gold and silver, coin and bullion

Bank

154
104
301
133

notes in circulation

Currency notes and

certificates

Total deposits

Nine London clearing banks:
Money at call and short notice
Discounts and advances
Investments
Total deposits
Total clearings

Government
Treasury

Apr.
19 29

1922

,

of

156.5
357.3

112.4

106

143

1,030

1,178

360
1,684

244

2,769

1,743
3 667

719
222
941

700
37
737

floating debt:
bills

Temporary advances
Total floating debt
* Less notes in

currency note account.

ITALY
(In millions of

lire)

Nov.
1922

Banks

Apr.

1929

of issue:
Gold reserve
Total reserve
Loans and discounts

1,136
2,039
9,082

5,125
10,256
5,523

Note circulation for commerce
Note circulation for the state

9,782
8,075

16,274

Total deposits

2,638

2,144

781

1,163
8,938
5,091

Leading private banks: a
Cash
Loans and discounts &
Due from correspondents
Participations
Total deposits
*Feb., 1929.
*
Including treasury

8,659
3,568

339

.

**

3,045

11,960

bills.

CANADA
(In millions of dollars)

Nov.
1922
Chartered banks:
Gold coin and bullion
Current loans and discounts

Money

at call

92

Individual deposits

560
524

303
317
170

Public and railway securities

189
2,560
58

2,036

96
251

Gold reserve against Dominion notes
Dominion note circulation
clearings

62
1,560

1,255

and short notice

Note circulation

Bank

Apr.
1929

*

205
1,961

1,619

*Not including gold held abroad.
*

Total for month.

FRANCE
(Amounts vn

millions of francs)

Dec.

1922

Bank

Apr.

1929

of France:

Gold reserve*

3,670

Silver reserve

289

193

advances to the Government 23,600
Note circulation
36,359
Total deposits
2,309
18,794
Clearings of Paris banks
Savings banks, excess of deposits (+)
.
or withdrawals (-)
+33
59.02
Price of 3 per cent perpetual rente

....
62,848
19,159
36,643

War

35,788

4- 87

"Not including gold held abroad.
*Dec., 1928.

JAPAN
(In

-millions of

yen)

Gold abroad, gold' coin and bullion in Japan.

75.6 *
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and bank amalgamation which greatly

reduced the number of institutions-

Banking, Prices, and Finance. The problems of banking, prices, and finance had become
unusually closely intertwined as a result of disturbance to revenue systems and to bank reserve
holdings during the War and there was a disposition subsequent to the struggle to treat
the whole situation as essentially a large problem
of public concern in which a restoration to
soundness could be brought about only through
the direct invocation of government assistance
coupled with legislation. It was generally admitted that permanent recovery from the effects of war finance and restoration of stability
in currency would involve certain standardized
and fairly definite elements. Conspicuous among
these was the restoration of a budgetary balance designed to bring about freedom for the
central banks from constant demands on the
part of government short-term borrowing. At
the same time the necessity of bringing about, so
far as possible, a uniform condition of the
monetary standard in all countries trading with

one another was recognized. It was thought
that this might not necessitate the actual redistribution of gold coin, opinions differing as
to the advisability of such a step, pending the
time of full restoration of commercial and eco-

nomic soundness; but it did imply the restoration of currency and banking" convertibility into
foreign standards of recognized stability and
strength and in so doing it rendered the international monetary problem practically a uniform
matter subject only to variations of local attitude growing out of the varying amounts of
specie that were held, the varying conditions
of public debt, budgetary balance, and the like.
Finally, it was recognized that in some way it
would be necessary to bring about a scaling

down or cancellation of international indebtedness on a fairly large scale, since without such
cancellation, it would be practically impossible
to develop a situation in which the various
countries could meet their foreign obligations
and provide the interest essential to keeping
them alive. The process of carrying out these
changes made considerable advance during the
period after the War and by 1928 had resulted in the restoration of at least temporarily
stable conditions throughout western Europe
and in other parts of the world; but the equilibrium remained uncertain and the overhanging
problem of German reparations had not been
settled.

Not only budgets but international debt and
exchange conditions, as well as the distribution
of specie among the several countries, -were thus

(in 1928) stiff in a transitional condition in
which the development of stability or a return
of soundness must depend upon measures yet to
be taken, some of them of an international

Bogart's Direct and Indirect Costs of the Great
World War-, Anderson, Effects of Hie War on
Money, Credit, and Banking in France and the
United States; Gottlieb, L. R., Financial Status
of the Belligerents and Post-war Finance (a series of four monographs issued by the Bankers'

Statistics Corporation, New York, 1920-21);
Benson, State Credit and Banking during the W<zr
and After; Seligman, Currency Inflation and Public Debts (Equitable Trust Company, Xew York,
1022) Hollander, War Borrowing. Fisk, InterAlly Debts (Xew York, 1924) ; Reports of the Xational Monetary Commission (Washington, 1910II) Reports of the Comptroller of the Currency,
Smith, Trust Companies (New York, 1928);
Willis and Beckhart, Foreign Banking Systems
(New York, 1929) ; Lawrence, Stabilization of
Prices (New York, 1927) ; Gurren-des After the
War (London, 1920) ; Cassel, Money and Foreign
Schacht,
Exchange after J914 (London 1922)
The Stabilization of the Mark (London, 1927).
See TARIFF; TAXATION; AGRICULTUEAL CREDIT,
etc, 5 also paragraphs on Finance in articles on
;

;

;

countries.

KWLAND. Formerly a grand duchy of the
Russian Empire, but since Dec. 9, 1917, an independent republic, situated in the northeastern
part of Europe on the gulfs of Finland andj
Bothnia, Area, 149,608 square miles, of which
popula17,100 square miles are under water
tion estimate of Dec. 31, 1927, 3,582,406, as
1920
count
was
The
1920.
in
against 3,364,807
a gain (for the same area) of 224,399. over the
In 1927 the
last decennial period, or 7.2 per cent.
j

rural population numbered 2,962,000. Racially,
in 1920 the population was divided into Finns,
88.7 per cent;
Swedes, 11 per cent; Russians, 1 per cent; Germans, 0.8 per cent; Lapps,
The national church is Evangelical
0.5 per cent.
Lutheran, but liberty of conscience is guaranteed. At the end of 1926, there were 3,452,933
Lutherans, 60,071 Greek Catholics and Raskolnics, 655 Roman Catholics, 2178 Methodists,
3896 Baptists, and 1715 Jews. During 1916-20,
inclusive, emigrants numbered 16,678 of whom
16,597 went to America. In 1926 emigrants
numbered 6043. The principal towns, with their
populations in 1910 and 1927, were: Eelaing(1910, 147,218);
221,000
fors, the capital,
Abo, 63,000 (1910, 49,691); Tammerfors, 53,000 (1910, 45,442); Viborg, 50,000 (1910, 27,508).
Agriculture. Of the total area of Finland,
5,293,000 acres were devoted to crops in 1926;
2,931,000 acres to permanent meadows and pasture; 15,000 acres to trees, shrubs, and bushes;
and 76,672,000 acres were woods, forests, and
uncultivated land. In 1927 there were 1,871,865
cattle, 417,723 swine, 1,368,173 sheep, 395,968
horses, and 70,000 reindeer. The following
table gives comparative statistics on acreage and
production for 1909-13 and 1927:

nature.

Bibliography. The principal sources of information of war finance are contained in the
financial reports of the various countries. For
the United States, the reports of the Secretary
of the Treasury and the annual reports of the

Federal Reserve Board give the most complete
and authentic information. The League of Nations has published a series of documents which
deal at great length with public finances
dnring die War. Volume IV is perhaps the most

useful

of

these

works also are of

publications. The fpllowing
service in. this, same connection:

*TJnit, pound of fibre.
Unit, metric ton.
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Communications. In 1911 there were 2332
miles of railway; in 1927 the mileage was 3161,
all but 180 miles of which belonged to the state.
the state forests alone include 33 per cent of the In 192C there were 2811 post offices, 8758
country's area. These yield a considerable rev- miles of telegraph, and 114,057 miles of telephone
enue. In 1913, wood and wood products (in- wires. In 1913, 11,901 vessels entered Finnish
cluding pulp and paper) formed 75 per cent of ports, with cargo of 1,668,000 tons, in ballast
the exports of the country. By 1921 these had 2,028,000 tons; 11,937 vessels cleared, with
increased to 79 per cent and in* 1927, to 80.5 per cargo 3,374,000 tons, in ballast 255,000 tons.
cent.
It is estimated that there is 1,800,000 In 1926 a total of 7482 vessels entered, with
horse power available in Finland's water courses, cargo 1,767,000 tons, in ballast 2,256,000 tons;
but these as yet have been tapped only slightly, 7536 vessels cleared, with cargo 3,828,000 tons,
as is indicated by the fact that only 220,000 in ballast 293,000 tons. In 1927 the Merchant
Marine consisted of 342 vessels with a capacity
horse power was in use in 1926.
Mining. Mineral resources are still incon- of 241,355 gross tons. About 166,076 tons were
siderable for want of capital, copper ore, magne- steam and 75,279 tons were sailing vessels.
Finance. On Dec. 31, 1927, there were 1,tite, iron, and pyrite being mined only in small
quantities. In 1923 considerable deposits of 514,407,000 marks of the Bank of Finland in
kaolin, which were available for the manufacture circulation. In 1914 there were 141,724,000
of porcelain and paper, were discovered near marks or $27,352,732. Revenues in 1914 totaled
Wartsila.
169,692,000 marks ($32,777,556); in 1921, 2,Manufacturing. During 1927 the Finnish 887,179,000 marks ($44,260,000) ; in 1929, 4,manufacturing industry was more active than 206,200,000). Expenditures in 1914 were 185,ever before, registering new peaks for production 987,000 ($35,895,491); in 1921, 2,698,135,000
in 1929, 4,232,300,000
values. The gross value of production, esti\ $51,887,211);
($106,mated at $284,800,000, was nearly 3 per cent 654,000). In 1914 the total debt was 171,186,At the end of 1927, it
higher than in 1926. The net value of produc- 038 marks ($33,038,905)
In was $91,400,000, at current rates of exchange, intion, $132,300,000, was 4 per cent higher.
1926 the total value of industrial production cluding $79,000,000 of foreign debt and $12,400,Wood, 000 of internal debt. On July 31, 1929, it was
($275,566,000) included the following:
$71,154,000; paper, $52,628,000; foodstuffs and 29,255,076,500 marks, consisting of 2,579,961,000
$26,248,000. foreign consolidated debt and 345,115,400 marks
textiles,
tobacco,
$49,329.000;
There were 149,367 workers engaged in industrial internal consolidated debt. On Jan. 1, 1926, the
occupations, more thata one-third being employed Finnish mark was stablized at $0.0252.
Education. In 1928 there were three uniin the wood and lumber industry.
Commerce. Imports and exports for typical versities, the Swedish University at Abo being
opened in 1919 and the Finnish University at
years (based on the American dollar) were:
Abo in 1922. There was a total of 4120 stuFor secondary education, there were in
dents.
1926, 116 lyceums, 65 middle schools, 51 high
schools for the people, with a total student body
of 47,388. There were in all (1926) 9277 elementary schools with 620,452 pupils. Besides,
the educational system included schools for the
The year 1922 was the first in the annals of teaching of navigation, commerce, arts and crafts,
Finland to show an excess of exports (13 per argiculture, forestry, etc. In 1926 there were 370
cent). In 1913, the excess of imports had been newspapers and reviews in Finnish, 91 in Swed22 per cent while for pre-war years the import ish, 50 in Finnish and Swedish, and 5 in other
excess had ranged from 15 to 40 per cent. On languages.
the basis of 1913 prices, exports in 1922 were
Defense. The army and coast defense are
93.4 per cent of those in 1913 and imports were recruited on the .basis of universal service. In
74.4 per cent of those in 1913. Nothing can
1927 the effectives included 2080 officers and
indicate more plainly than these figures how 26,205 men. An integral part of the defense is
rapidly Finland was approaching its normal the voluntary Civic Protective Guards Organstatus. Principal imports were in the order of ization, which in 1927 numbered about 100,000.
value: Textiles; cereals; coffee, tea, sugar; By 1929 Finland had no battleships. The army
metals; machinery; oils and fats. Principal ex- and navy budget for 1928 amounted to 423,000,ports in the order of value were: Timber; pulp 000 marks.
and paper; animal products, mostly butter;
History, The World War brought Finland
hides and leather; animals; matches; gums, tar, relief from the Russification policy which had
etc.
In 1913 the following countries figured in been carried on with increasing intensity during
goods sent into Finland, in the order of impor- the decade preceding the outbreak of hostilities.
tance: Germany, Russia, Great Britain, Den- Although the Finns in 1914-17 received no new
mark, Sweden, Holland, Belgium. The United political liberties, industrial growth; especially
States was fifteenth, with $712. In 1927 the in the making of war materials, was considerable.
order was: Germany (32.6 per cent), United The cities thus grew affluent while the countryStates (15.4), United Kingdom (14.2), and side declined. It could not be said that the
Sweden (8.2). In 1913 the following were Finns hoped ardently for a Russian victory, for
countries of destination of Finnish exports, 'by enlistments were surprisingly few. Yet tjtoe Rusorder of value: Russia, Great Britain, Ger- sian Revolution of March, 1917, was hailed with
many, France, Holland, Belgium, Sweden, Den- mixed feelings. The bourgeois classes feared
mark. Nothing was reported for the United the dominance of the workers, much increased
States.
In 1927 the order was: Great Britain in number as they were by the expansion of
(40.4 per cent), Germany (15.7), Netherlands industry and impregnated with revolutionary
ideas by accessions from Russia; One of the
(9.0), "Belgium (6.0), United States (5.4).
The country's chief wealth is in its forests
and its water power. The forests of pine, spruce,
and birch cover more than half the country, and

.
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first steps of the Kerensky government wan to
restore representative government to Finland.
When the Diet met on Apr. 5, 1017, the Social
Democrats were in control. Strikes, a threatened famine, and altercations with Russia induced by efforts of the radicals for the Finnish independence featured the year 1017.
In the new Diet, elected Oct. 2, If) 17 a bourgeois bloc forced out the Social Democrats and
issued a declaration of independence on December 5. The Bolshevik government assented, on
Jan. 9, 1918, and Finland was recognized by
Sweden, Norway, France, Spain, Denmark, and
Germany. The following year was a tragic one.

"White Guards" and "Red Guards" appeared and

war broke out everywhere, beginning with

the
seizure of Helsingfors in January, 1918, by the
"Red Guards,*' the establishment of a soldiers'
and workers' council, and the inauguration of
a Red Terror. The government appealed for
aid to Sweden, which declined to interfere,

approbation of European powers and the United
In the latter pait of 1023, however, a
States.
crisis was precipitated through the arrest of
23 Communist members of the Diet and the
suppression of the Communist Party. On Jan.
16, 1924, the cabinet resigned and a new "cabinet of officials** was formed by Professor Cajander
to act until elections could be held. Elections
of April 1-2 reduced the Communist delegation
from 27 to 18, with lesser changes in the other
parties, the new representation being: Coalition
Party, 38; Swedish People's Party, 23; Farmers'
League, 44; National Progressives, 17; Social
Democrats, CO; Communists, 18. On June 1, a
bourgeois ministry was formed by Professor
Lauri Ingman, and in November, the Cabinet was
reconstructed with Professor Ingman remaining
as Premier. In January, 1925, an Electoral College of 300 was elected to choose a new President of the Republic. It selected Dr. Lauri
Kristian Relander, a conservative, giving him
172 votes, to 109 for the opposing candidate.

and to Germany, which quickly responded by
signing a treaty with Finland on Mar. 7, 1918, He was inaugurated on March 1.
On January 16, a notable conference of tha
which practically made Finland a German vassal, and by sending troops under General von
Foreign Ministers of Finland, Estonia, Poland,
der Goltz to take the Red Forces in the rear. and Latvia met in Helsingfors for the discusVictories by von der Goltz and General Man- sion of problems of mutual concern. They agreed
nerheim, leader of the "Whiter Guards," immedi- upon various cooperative policies relating to
ately followed Helsingfors was retaken and by travel, commerce, etc., and upon a plan for obMay, 1918, the revolution was crushed. The ligatory arbitration of disputes arising among
White Terror then inaugurated accounted for themselves. On an electoral reform issue, the
15,000 to 20,000 victims, and almost 100,000 ministry was forced out in March and was succeeded by a Coalition-Agrarian cabinet headed
men and women were thrown into jail.
The German-controlled dictatorship of Senator by Professor Antti Tulenheimo; but the new
Svinhufvud which followed attempted to erect government lacked support and on December 10
a monarchy under a German prince, Frederick it resigned. M. Kallio, leader of the Agrarians
Charles of Hesse, but these and other plans were became Prime Minister at the head of a cabinet
frustrated when the German Armies collapsed of Agrarians and Coalitionists on the last day
on the western front. In December, the pro- of the year. Without accomplishing any legisGerman, Svinhufvud, resigned and Mannerheim, lative measures of importance, the Government
whose sympathies were monarchistic, was in- retained office for nearly a year, giving way in
;

;

stalled as Regent. In 1919 he tried to bring
Finland into the Murmansk campaign, but the

December, 1926, to a Socialist government, with
Vaino Tanner as Premier, which was maintained
in power by Progressive and Swedish support.
In April, by a close vote, it put through an
amnesties measure to release political prisoners

from Russia

lows: Social Democrats, CO; Swedish Party, 24;
Coalition party, 34 ; Agrarians, 52 ; Progressive^
10; Communists, 20. The Socialist cabinet held
office until December 9, when it resigned and
wan succeeded on December 17 by an Agrarian
cabinet formed by Dr. Juho Sumla. Its span
of life was likewise limited to one year, as a
close non-confidence vote brought about its resignation Dec. 13, 1928. Dr. Oskari Mantere, of
the National Progressive Party, became Premier,

country's interest was now entirely absorbed
by internal problems. The Diet of Mar. 1, 1919,
organized by a bloc of the Progressive-Agrarian
in the 1918
parties (though the Social Democrats had a plu- serving sentences for participating
rality), decided for a republic, and on July revolutionary movement. As the three-year life
25, Prof. Kaarlo Juho Stahlberg was elected of the Diet came to a close in 1927, general
first President, over General Mannerheim, for a elections were held in July, resulting in a gain
of eight seats by the Agrarians and the loss of
six-year term.
Finland was admitted to the League of Na- four by the Coalition Party and of seven by the
tions on Dec. 16, 1920. By the Treaty of Dor- Progressives. The new distribution was as folpat, Oct. 14, 1920, Finland received

the Pechenga region on the Arctic Ocean which
is especially desirable because the Gulf Stream
keeps it open to winter navigation. Eastern
Karelia, on the other hand, was granted autonomy under Russia. A dispute over a local uprising in Karelia in 1921 brought a state of
ruffled feelings between Finland and Russia which
lasted some years in spite of the efforts of the
League of Nations to compose the differences.
Another noteworthy controversy was that over
the Aland Islands, claimed by Sweden on ethnological grounds and by Finland because of their
strategic location at the entrance to the gulfs of
Bothnia and Finland. The matter was referred
to the League of Nations in June, 1920, and a,
year later the islands were granted to Finland.
See AXAND ISLANDS.
Under the moderate Agrarian-Progressive coalition which continued in power after the 'election
of 1922, the country made rapid strides -toward
regaining its stability and earned thereby the

the cabinet, positions with members of
of the Coalition Party and
with nonpartisans.
While this period was marked by few events
of note, the various ministries wrestled, continuously with the two major problems of Communism and prohibition enforcement In February, 1928, the Finnish Diet tightened the profilling

his

own party and

hibition

laws by a

series of

amendments, and

in April, wholesale arrests of Communists were
made on charges of conspiracy. Most of the accused were later sentenced to 'varying terms in
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prison. During 1928 an economic depression
in
prevailed, due in part to overspoculation
industry and building. On Apr. 19, 1929, President Relander dibsolved the Diet when it
failed to support a government bill raising ^ the
salaries of government employees. Elections

were

set for July 1.
In foreign affairs, Finland for the most part
enjoyed peaceful and harmonious relations with
other nations. In 1024 treaties were signed with

Noiway and

Italy relating to frontiers

and

trade,

1925 and 1926 trade and
were concluded with Norarbitration
Latway, Sweden, Denmark, Hungary, Poland,
On Sept.
via, Spain, and the United "States.
15, 1927, Finland was elected to a non-permanent seat on the Council of the League of Nations
PIKTLAY, IXORERT BANNATYNE, FIRST VISA British jurist,
).
COUNT OP XAIBN (1842who was educated in medicine and law at Edinburgh Academy and University. He was a member of Parliament (1885-92, 1895-1906, 191010} Solicitor General (1895-1900) ; Lord Rector
of Edinburgh University (1002-03); Attorney
General (1000-Ott); Lord Chancellor (191618) ; British member of the Permanent Court
and
of Arbitration at the Hague ( 1020) ;
a judge of the Permanent Court of International
He was created a knight
Justice (1921).
in 1895, baron in 1910 and viscount in 1919.
An
).
TINLEY, JOHN HUSTON (18G3American educator and editor (see VOL. VIII).
He was a member of the American Army Educational Commission (1918), commander of the
American Red Cross for Palestine and the Near
respectively,

and

in
treaties

;

(1918-19), and resigned *as New York
State Commissioner of Education in 1921 to
become an editor of the New York Times. He
served as chairman of the Committee on International Justice and Goodwill of the Federal
Council of Churches of Christ in America, 192125.
In 1923 he was appointed exchange lecturer
to Scandinavian countries under the auspices of
the Scandinavian-American foundation. Among
Ins later works are French Schools in War Times
(1917), A Pilgrim in Palestine (1918), and The
Debt Eternal (1923).
PIOBE, fyfiTft, PASQTJALE (1837-1914).
An Italian jurist (see VOL. VIII). II Diritto
Civile Italiano Recondo la Dottrina e la Giurisprudema (2 vols., 1918), which he edited, was
completed by Professor Biagio Brugi. International Law Codified and its Legal Sanction was
translated into English in 1918, and new and
revised editions of his more important earlier
works were published after his death. Consult
"Die Stellung des Menschen im Volkerrecht
nach der Theorie Pasquale Fiores," in VOL. XIX
of VolksbildmtQ. by Josef MiilJer (1921).
FIRE PROTECTION. It is a somewhat
striking commentary on the progress of civilization that, with the 'various means of safeguarding life and property, the losses due to fire in
the United States and Canada have increased
rather than diminished in the period after 1914,
though beginning with 1926 some improvement
in this respect is to be recorded. In fact, the
annual destruction by fire and conflagration
fairly could be compared with that of the World
War (in 1927 alone it was estimated that some
10,000 lives were lost by fire), yet it has been
impossible to arouse adequate public sentiment'
to deal effectively with this great menace. That
this is necessary may be inferred from the fact

East
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that 60 per cent of the iires in the United States
are said to take place in homes and a majority
of these unquestionably are due to carelessness.
An annual property loss of nearly $00,000,000
has been attributed to matches and smoking
alone, a distinctly personal matter.
However,
along with improved building codes and inspection of premises both by municipal and outside
agencies there were certain advances to be
noted in securing more adequate fire protection,
and there is a hopeful movement toward fire

prevention which was becoming more general.
A model arson law has been passed in a number of States and increased activity in securing
convictions for arson was manifested.
In 1928 the fire loss as computed by the National Board of Fire Underwriters was the lowest
since 1920. This was the first year since 1919
that the fire loss was not greater than in the
year immediately preceding. From 1926 when
the fire loss, the worst in the history of the
United States, was estimated at $561,980,751
or in excess of the San Francisco conflagration
year of 190C when it was $518,611,800, the fire
loss declined to $478,245,620 in 1927, and $472,224,568 in 1928. These figures represent the
actual reported loss to which is added 25 per
cent for unreported and uninsured damages and
destruction. It was realized that much of the
work of a municipal fire department should be
in the field of fire protection and securing the
enactment and enforcement of adequate regulations in the interests of public safety.
In 1928 the total estimated fire loss for the
entire United States with a population of 120,013,000 was stated to be $472,224,568, or a per
capita of $3.93, while for 445 cities with a population of 51,836.000, the total loss based on
figures reported by fire departments was given as
$140,038,1 16 or a per-capita loss of $2.70. While
these statistics are only approximate, they may
be compared with the record of the following
cities: London, England, $0.51 per capita; Edinburgh, Scotland, $0.42 per capita; Bordeaux,
France, $0.75 per capita; Stuttgart, Germany,
$0.08 per capita; and Osaka, Japan, $0.43 per
In 1928 there were 51 American cities
capita.
in which the estimated loss, as reported by the
Committee on Statistics and Origin of Fire of
the National Board of Fire Underwriters, exceeded $5 per capita, Fall River, Mass., heading
the list with $21.21 due to its conflagration of
Feb. 2, 1928, followed by Freeport, 111., with
$14.92.

The National Board of Fire Underwriters con$
tinue their inspection of municipal fire departments and water supplies, and from time to time
have made valuable recommendations which were
carried into effect and reacted to the benefit
of the citizens by more favorable insurance rates.
Since 1914 there has been the practical disappearance of horse-drawn fire apparatus in favor
of motorized equipment which had reached a
point where for speed and reliability, as well
as for economy and capacity, it is able to function satisfactorily. By the elimination of the
cost of maintenance for the food and care of
the horses, it is possible to provide more adequate
protection to the smaller cities and towns, and
the increased speed of travel on the road and
capability of achieving greater distances makes
possible cooperative action by the fire departments of adjoining towns. In this connection,
hose coupling, -hydrant connections and other
fittings have been made, interchangeable conform-
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ing to a common standard.

In some of the
larger cities, particularly those on the coasts,
larger rivers, and the Great Lakes, independent high-pressure services were installed
or extended and, with the tall buildings of modern
such
construction,
independent high-pressure
mains were considered abbolutely essential.
In the fire departments themselves, it is interesting to note that along with the increase
of technical interest and training (for example
the Fire College of the New York Fire Department), there has been a marked advance in the
spread of (ire-prevention spirit and campaign.
The old type of fire fighter whose method and
pleasure apparently was the throwing of vast
quantities of water seems to have passed. The
reduction of the number of fire alarms rather
than of the number of fires extinguished is beginning to mark the efficiency of a fire department and its chief, who is becoming both a publicconservation officer and an educator.
For the protection of water fronts, large and
more powerful fire boats have been built with
modern centrifugal and other pumps, and these
are now valuable adjuncts to most of the large
cities with warehouses, piers, and other harbor
facilities, as their pumping facilities can be
brought to bear also on fires not too far distant
from the water front either through hose lines
or permanent pipe sytems. Not only on the
Eastern coast of the United States but on the
Pacific, such cities as Portland, Seattle, San
Francisco, and Los Angeles have acquired large
and powerful fire boats equipped with steam

and gasoline engines and

centrifugal pumps for
protection on their shore fronts.
The seriousness of the annual fire loss has
been appreciated by others than insurance authorities and municipal fire departments. The
United States Chamber of Commerce through its
Fire Waste Council has been cooperating with
such agencies as the National Fire Protection
Association and the National Board of Fire
Underwriters. In 1028 there were nearly 700
chambers of comnierce*in the United States that
were engaged in fire protection work and endeavoring to arouse the sentiment of their respective cities to the serious nature of the situIncreased publicity was developed to this
ation.
end and in many cities Fire Prevention Committees were organised and functioning in 1020.
fire

Clean-up and fire-prevention campaigns were being organized where civic pride as well as a
proper appreciation of the fire hazard, was
aroused. See INSURANCE: FORESTRY.
).
FIRESTONE, HARVEY SAMUEL (1868An American rubber manufacturer, born in

2TISHER

SIR CHARLES HABDISTG (1857).
historian (see VOL. VITI). He was
knighted in 1922 and became professor emeritus
of modern history at Oxford in 1925.
A
).
FISCHER, flsh'er, KUGEN (18S1German writer, born at Balingcn, Wuttemberg,
and educated at the University of Tiibmgeii.
After the World War, he was made j>rcsa secretary of the Reichstag commission inquiring into
pre-war history. He wrote Der Knmpf um (fott,
Das Reich des Lebens, an historical novel "Woodrow Wilsons Entschluss, political scenes; and
Krietisschuldfrage und Aussenpolitik (1923).
A
).
FISCHER, MARTIN HENRY (1879German -American physiologist and pathologist,
He came to the United
born at Kiel, Germany
States in 1885 and took a degree at Rush Medical
He became full professor in the UniverCollege.
sity of Cincinnati in 1910. He was known
especially for his original research into the nature of nephritis and was instrumental in bringing the subject of focal infection before the
German medical men; he also translated into
English a number of German works on physical
chemistry. He published The Physiology of
Alimentation (1907), (Edema, (1910), Nephritis
(1911), and translated Cohen's Physical Chemistry (1903), Pauli's Physical Chemistry (1006),
Ostwald's Handbook of Colloidal Chemistry
(1915), and Ostwald's Introduction to Colloidal
Chcmislry (1917).
An
).
FISH, CARL RUSSELL (1876American historian, born at Central Falls, R. L,
and educated at Brown and Harvard universiIn 1900 he became professor of history at
ties.
the University of Wisconsin, and was research
associate at the Carnegie Institution in 1908-09
and director of the British branch of Historical
His works include DevelopService, 1917-20.
ment of American Nationality (1913), American Diplomacy (1915), The Path of Empire
1919), Guide to the Study of American Diplomacy (1919), History of America (1925), Rise of
the Common Man (1928), and many articles on
educational and historical subjects.
A Rus).
ITSHBEBG, MAURICE (1872sian-American physician and anthropologist,
bom at Kamenetz-Podolsk, Russia. He took
his medical degree at New York University in
1897 and became clinical professor of medicine at
the New York University and Bellevue Hospital
Medical College and chief physician to the
Montefiore Home and Bedford Sanitarium. In
1897 he made a tour of Europe for the Bureau of
Emigration. He is one of the leading authorities
on tuberculosis. His major publications are

FIRTH,
An English

;

The Jew: a- Study of Race and Environment
Columbiana Co., Ohio. He was president of a (1911); Die Rassenmerkmale der Juden (1913),
rubber company in Chicago while still in his and A Treatise on Tuberculosis (1916). He
twenties and in 1900 organized the Firestone translated Gley's work on internal secretions
Tire and Rubber Company at Akron, Ohio. That from the French, in 1917.
business developed rapidly with the growth of
FISH'EB, TUB Rx. HON. ANDREW (1862the automobile industry and within a few years 1928). An Australian statesman
(see VOL.
established branches and subsidiary corporations VIII). He was again Prime Minister of Ausin Canada and England. As president of the tralia in 1914-15 and was High Commissioner
Eubber Association of America, Mr. Firestone of Australia in England, 1916-21.
).
FISHER, DOROTHY CANTTELD (1879organized its activities for the World War. In
1022 he campaigned against the British Crude An American author, born at Lawrence, Kan.,
Rubber Restriction Act. He investigated rubber- and educated at the Ohio State University and
growing in the Philippines and in South America at Columbia University. In 1907 she married
and has undertaken to develop twenty planta- John Redwood Fisher of New York, and in 1911tions for rubber production in Liberia, Africa, at 12 she and her husband went to Home, where she
an ultimate expenditure of $100,000,000. He is made the acquaintance of Madame Montessori
the author of Rubber Its History and Develop- and helped translate her book about her pedagogFrom this experience resulted her
ical system.
went (1922), and Men and Rubber (1926).

FISHER

own book, A Montessori Mother (1913), which
was translated into five foreign languages. During the World War, Mrs. 'Fisher engaged in war
work in France for three years. Her books include The Squirrel Cage (1912); Mothers and
Children (1914), The Bent Twig (1915), Hillsooro People (1916), The Real Motive (1917),

Understood Betsy (1917), Home Fires in France
(1918), The Day of Glory (1919), The Brimming Cup (1021), Rough-Helen (1922), Raw
The Homemaker (1924),
Material
(1923),
Made-to-Order Stories (1925), Her Son's Wife
She
1926 ) and Why Stop Learning ? ( 1 927 )
.

(

,

translated Papini's Life of Christ (1921).

FBFDERICK BOIIN
).
(1882Methodist Episcopal bishop, born
at Greencastle, Pa., and educated at Asbury
College (Wilmorc, Ky.), Boston University, and
Harvard University. He was ordained in the
Methodist ministry in 1903 and in the next year
went to India as a missionary, returning in
From 1908 to 1910 he was pastor of the
1906.
First Church in Boston and in 1910-20, served
on the Board of Foreign Missions and in the
Laymen's Missionary Movement. In 1920 he
was elected bishop. He is the author of The
Way to Win (1915), Gifts from the Desert

FISHER,
An American
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distance of Berlin. He resigned in 1915 on the
ground that the effort to force the Dardanelles
was endangering the British margin of safety
in the North Sea. In 1919 he published a
volume, Reminiscences. He continued as Admiral of the Fleet until his death in London,
July 10, 1920. He was buried in Westminster

Abbey.

FISHER, SYDNEY GEORGE (1856-1927). An
American lawyer and writer (see VOL. VIII).
He wrote American Education (1917), The
Quaker Colonies (1018), and many articles on
nature study and out-of-door life.
).
FISHER, WALTER KEWBICK (1878An American zoologist, born at Ossining, N. Y.,
and educated at Leland Stanford, Junior, UniHe was special field naturalist for the
versity.
United States Biological Survey

(1897-1901);
assistant
(1902-05), acting instructor
(1905-07), instructor (1907-09), assistant professor (1009-20) associate professor (1920-25),
and professor since 192.1 at Stanford. Professor
Fisher was director of the Hopkins Marine
His published work
).
Laboratory (1917was largely on the echinoderms of the Pacific
Ocean.
FISHERIES. A term of varied application
(1916), India's Silent Revolution, in collabora- but used here to designate organized governmention with Gertrude M. Williams (1919), Gar- tal agencies which have to do with the collection
ments of Power (1920), and Which Road Shall of information concerning food supplied obtained from oceanic or inland waters and the
We Take? (1923).
FISHER, THE RT. HON. HERBERT ALBERT application of this information to the problem
ot
An English historian
LAURENS (1865rincreasing or making tliese supplies more
).
and educator (sec VOL. VIII). He received hon- available to the citizens Tn all countries
orary degrees from Cambridge (1920), and other where fishing industries are important, it has
universities. He was a member of the Royal been the experience that there occur periods
Commission on the Public Services of India when there are noticeable decreases in the
(1912-15), President of the Board of Education amount of these supplies to be obtained from
(1916-22), a member of Parliament for Shef- the waters and this decrease is usually laid to
As a result, a largo part of
field (1916-18), and for the English Universities, injudicious fishing.
(1918-26), and a member of the British delega- the work of a fisheries bureau is to devise
methods for increasing the supply, and legislation to the League of Nations Assembly (1920
22). In 1920 he was made a Fellow of the tion governing the methods to be employed in
Royal Society. In 1924 ho gave the Lowell taking it.
Lectures in Boston, Mass., which previously he
In the United States, HIP Bureau of Fisheries
delivered in 1900, and in the next year he be(originally the United States Fish Commission
came the Warden of, New College, Oxford. He but now a bureau under the Department of
edited The Modern World; a Survey of His- Commerce) has general supervision over the
torical Forces in Baltimore
(1920-27). His marine and fresh-water fisheries in United
later works are Studies in History and Politics States territory as well as the fur seal, rein(1920); International Experiment (1921); The deer, and fox industries in Alaska. Under its
Common Weal (1924), the Life of Lord Bryce control are four main laboratories; at Woods
(1926), and Sir Paul Tinoffradoff: a Memoir Hole, Mat*.; Beaufort, N. G.; Key West, Fla.;
and Fan-port, Iowa. In all of these it has been
(1927),
An Ameri- the policy of the Bureau to encourage abstract
).
FISHER, IRVING (1867ican economist (sec VOL. VIII). He was an scientific investigations, as well as researches
officer of many organizations for the advancehaving more immediate practical application.
ment of the public health. His later writings At tjie Woods Hole station formerly there were
include Why/* the Dollar Shrinking? (1914); hatched each year large numbers of lobsters,
Bow to Live, with Dr. JB. L. Fiak; and others which were net free in the neighboring waters;
(1915); SlaUizing the Dollar (1919); The but as it seemed impossible to enlist the coMaking of Index Numbers (1022); League or operation of the fishermen in the attempt to
Warf (1923); America's Interest in World prevent the catching of the "short" or immature
Peace (1924) Prohibition at Its Worst (1920) ; lobftlcrH, the supply decreased so that it was
Prohibition Still at Its Worst (1928,) ; and The difficult to get enough eggs for this work and
Money Illusion (1928). His views on the means it was discontinued in 1010.
of insuring a stable medium of exchange were
Invention of machinery making commercially
the subject of wide discussion.
profitable the manufacture* of buttons from the
FISHEB, LORD JOHN ARBUTHNOT (1841r~ shells of fresh-water mussels led to the estab2920). A British admiral (see VOL. VIII). As lishment of the laboratory at Fafrport, where
First Sea Lord of the Admiralty during .tfce ;first much attention has been given to the problem of
year of the World War, ho supervised the re- the propagation of musnelH and, of the nshos upon
organization and expansion of the British fleet which the young mussels arc parasitic for a
and devised a plan for the invasion of the Baltic peripd during their immature stage, though in
and the landing of an army within striking 1927-28 a technique was perfected for rearing

and

.

;

.
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the larvae in nutrient solutions and thus eliminate the parasite stage.
A large part of the work of the bureau consists of the collection of statistics relating to the
fisheries (including the Alaska fur industries),
and the reports of the commissioner, as well as

the occasional Statistical Bulletins, should he
consulted for this information, which is too
varied and voluminous to be summarized here.
These statistics cover not only data relating to
fish properly so-called, but relate to a wide range
of aquatic products covering oysters and clams,
lobsters, shrimps and crabs, and sponges, as
well as by-products such as whale and fish oil,
shark and porpoise hides, agar-agar, shark fins,

whale skeletons and oyster shells ground up for
use as lime and poultry grits.
Much of the recent work of the bureau has
been extended to cover determination of improved methods for merchandising fishery products, as well as the consideration of better preservation procedures in connection with canning
and freezing, thus broadening the scope of its
operations so as to include the final distribution of the products, as. well .as encouraging f
their incroase.

In Alaska, the predominate fishery interests
have been connected with the salmon, but halibut, herring, cod, and shrimps form an impor-

tant part of the total catch. The taking .of
skins of the fur seals is now under strict supervision, it being decided annually how many
should be taken. This has resulted in a desirable
increase in the size of the herds aud the establishment of the industry on a more durable
basis.

According to the "Report of the Commissioner
for the year ending June 30, 1928, the United
fisheries
States
employ
(including Alaska)
118,600 commercial fishermen with 43,000 persons on transporting vessels, the value to the
fishermen of annual landings of fisheries products being $103,000,000. Seal skins to the
value of $721,152.50 and blue fox skins to the
value of $70,172.50, were sold during the year.
The Conseil Permanent Internationale pour
VExploration de la Mer is a cooperative venture,
composed of all European nations bordering on
the North Sea. Tina was organized in 11)01
and has continued since that time, though interrupted during the War. Their Rapport Jubilee

published in 1027 gives an optimistic Account
of the work the Conseil ha.H thus far accomplished, not only in increasing the value of the
cod, herring, plaice, and eel fisheries, but in accumulating a large amount of hydrographic data
as well. For details, the reports of, the Conseil should be consulted.
An
).
PISK, EUGENE LYMAN (1867American physician and co-founder of the Life
Extension Institute, born at Brooklyn, N. 1?.,
and educated at the medical college of NewYork University. After serving as .medical director of the Provident Savings Life Insurance
Company and the Postal Life Insurance Com-'
pany, he became the medical head of the Life
Extension Institute in 1013. In collaboration
(Fisher and Fiske) he wrote How to Live
(J916) and Health for Soldier and .Sailor. He
is the author of Alcohol: Its Relation to Efficiency and Longevity (WI); ^Health Building
and Life Extension (1923) j, and How to Make
the Periodic Health Examination (1927).
An
).
FISKE, BRADLEY ALLEN (1854American naval officer, retired;, in 1913 (Bee VOL.
.

,

He was

president of the U. S. Naval
(1011-23). He was awarded a gold
medal by the Aero Club of America for the invention of the torpedoplane in 1919. His later
writings include The Navy as a Fighting Machine (1917, 2d ed., 1918) From Midshipman to
Rear Admiral (1019); The Art of Fighting
(1920), and Invention (1921).
A Protestant
).
PISKE, CHARLES (1868Episcopal Bishop, born in New Brunswick, N. J.,
and graduated at St. Stephen's College, Annandale, N. Y. (A.B., 1893) and at the General
Theological Seminary (B.D., 1806). Ordained
in the Protestant Episcopal Church, he served
parishes in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and
Baltimore, Md. In 1015 he was consecrated
Bishop Coadjutor and in 1928 Bishop of Central
New York. He is the author of The Perils of
Respectability; The Experiment of Faith; Back
to Christ; The Faith ly Which We Live; Sacrifice and Service; The Religion of the Incarnation; The Christ We Know; and Confession* of
a Puszlcd Parson.
FISKE, HALEY (1852-1929). An American
insurance official and expert, who was "born at
New Brunswick, N. J., and educated at Rutgers
College (A.B., 1871). He studied law and was
admitted to the bar in New York City, where
1891.
he- practiced until
Becoming a vice
president of the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company in that year, he was elected president
in 1019 and .remained at the head of the company until his death. lie inaugurated various
policies that developed his company as a social
institution and an important agency in publichealth campaigns throughout the coiintry. He
was a leading layman of the ritualistic wing of
the Protestant Episcopal Church and a trustee
of and liberal giver to the Cathedral of St. John
the Divine and other church enterprises.
FISK UNIVERSITY. A coeducational inof
stitution
for Negroes
Tenn.,
Nashville,
founded in 1868. Dormitory limitations prevented much variation in attendance, which was
516 in 1014, and 503 in 1928-29, with an additional 82 in the music school. The faculty in
1028 numbered 35 members and there were 24
administrative officers and assistants. For its
rigid emphasis on high standards in all departments, the University was aided during the
period 1914 to 1928 by the General Education
Board, the Carnegie Foundation, the Carnegie
Corporation, the Phelps-Stokes Fund, the Slater
Fund, the American Missionary Association, the
Harmon Foundation, and the Juillard Musical
Foundation. Fi^k received, chiefly from the
General Education Board and the Carnegie Cororation, the sum of $150,000 in 1917; and in
?920 the General Education Board offered $500,000 on condition that tho University raise
$1,000,000. Thomas Elsa Jones, Ph.D,, was
inaugurated as president in 1926, at ceremonies
attended by, representatives of numerous leading
educational institutions, among whom were
President James R. Angell of Yale, who delivered the principal address, and Chancellor Kirkland, of Vanderbilt University.
An
),
3STTCH, ALBERT PABKJER (1877American educator, born in, Boston, and educated
at Harvard University and Union Theological
Seminary,, He was ordained in the Congre
tional ministry in 1903, subsequently hold
various pastorates, and becoming president
Andoyer -Theological, Seminary at Cambridge in
19094, In 1917, he resigned to accept the proles-

VIII).

Institute

;

,

,

.

.

PITE

sor?hip of the history of religion at Amherst
College, where he was one of those who withdiew trom the faculty on the resignation of
President Meiklejohn in 192*5. He held a professorship at Carleton College, Xorthfield, Minn.,
1024-27, and since 192S has heen minister of
the Park Ave. Presbyterian Church, New York
He is the author of The College Course
City.
and the Preparation for Life (1014), Jteliffion
and the Undergraduate, Can the Church Survive
the Changing Order? (1920), and Preaching and
Paganism (102U).

WILLIAM

PITE,

BENJAMIN
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(1869-

).

An American

educational administration at the University 01
Wisconsin 1919-23. Since li)'24 he has been dean
of the graduate school of Maiquette University,

Milwaukee, Wis., and editor of Hospital Progress
He has published Educational Vietrs and
Influence of De Witt Clinton (1911), Budgetmaking in a Democracy (191S), "Public Administration and the Public Welfare" in Freed man's
t

America- and the New Era (1920), The Scholarship of Teachers in Secondary Schools (1927),
Industrial Citizenship ( 1927 ) Wisconsin (1927).
PITZBOY, RT. HON. EDWARD ALGERNON
,

(1869-

).

An

English soldier and

member

Baron Southampton. He
was educated at Eton and Sandhurst, and attained to the rank of captain in the army. Although nearly fifty, he served throughout the
World War, being wounded at the first battle
of Ypres.
His political career began in 1900
when he entered Parliament as a Conservative.
He has since served continuously except for the
years, 1906-10. In 1922 he became deputy chairFITZGERALD, F(BAXCIS) SCOTT (KEY) man of committees and in 1924, Privy Councillor.
An American author, born at In June, 1928 he was elected Speaker of the
).
(181M3He left Princeton University ,House of Commons.
St. Paul, Minn.
in 1917 to join the American forces in the World
FITJME-ADRIATIC CONTROVERSY. The
War and served as aide-de-camp to Brig. Gen. drawing of the boundary line between Italy
John F. OTxyan (1018-10). Written with re- and Jugoslavia was perhaps the most difficult
freshing verve and promising talent, his hooks problem before the Peace Conference in 1919,
on the younger generation include This Side of and continued to be a cause for dissension in
Paradise (1920), Flappers and Philosophers Europe long after the peace treaties were signed.
(1920), The Beautiful and the Damned (1921), The territories in dispute were: Gorizia and
Tales of the Jazz Age (1922), The Great Gradisca, Trieste, Istria, Dalmatia (all former
Gatsby (1925), All the Sad Young Men (1926), parts of Austria), and Finnic (formerly belongand a play, The Vegetable (1923).
ing to Hungary). These lands, in the main,
ITTZ-GERALD, JOHN DRISCOLL II. (1873- are separated from Jugoslavia by chains of
An American philologist and publicist mountains; in climate, economic, and cultural
).
(see VOL. VIII). He was professor of Spanish activities, with some exceptions, their orientaat the University of Illinois from 1915 to 1925, tion is plainly toward the West. While the
when he became "professor of Romance philology Slavs made up the majority of the population,
there.
In 1922-23 he was visiting professor the Italians predominated in many of the towns
at the University of Madrid and the Centro de and it was for sentimental, historical, and
Estudios Historicos. He has been editor of strategic, as well as economic, reasons that ItalThe Hispanic Slerics since 1916, and consulting ian aspirations envisaged the acquisition of these
editor of Bispania since 1919. Among his recent territories. By the secret Treaty of London
publications are a translation (with Thacher
(Apr. 26, 1915), Italy gained the promise of
Howland Guild) of A New Drama, by Manuel Allied support to an Italian frontier which inTamayo y Baus (New York, 1915); Apuntes cluded Gorizia, Trieste, Istria, Northern Dalmasobre Literatura Americana (Madrid, 1924); tia, and some islands to the south; Fiume was
and Relaciones Eispano-Americanas (Madrid, to remain in Croatia, on the supposition, evi1925).
dently, that it was to continue to form a part
PITZMATTRICE-KEIiLY, JAMES ( 1 857- of Hungary. On Oct. 29, 1918, Italian troops,
1923). An English writer and Spanish scholar at the behest of the Fiumani, occupied the town.
(see VOL. VIII). He was professor of Span- The Allies, in their turn, protested on the ground
ish language and literature at the University of that Fiume had not been
assigned to Italy, with
Liverpool (1009-16),, and at tlje University of the ^result that an inter-Allied army took posLondon (1910-23). Among his later works are session. The course of events before the Peace
Cervantes and Shakespeare (1916)
Cdngora Conference was characterized by a bitter strug(1918) Fray Luis de Le6n (1921 ) ; and Spanish gle that terminated in a deadlock. The Italians
Literature Primer (1922). He edited the Ro- took their stand on the Treaty of London line,
mance section of the Modern Language Review claiming Fiume as well on the ground that the
dissolution of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy
( 1913-20)
Samaniego's Fabulas en verso (1917)
Inarte's Fabulas Lileranas (1917), GarcilafiO de had entirely changed the situation. The
Jugola Vena's Egloyas- (1918), Poesias varias (1918), slavs found a
champion in President Wilson,
Complete Works of Miguel de Cervantes Saave- who stubbornly contested the Italian claims on
dra, and Cambridge Readings in Spanish Litera- the eastern boundary and supported a frontier
ture (1920). He also contributed to the Cam- which ran on the north along the London line
bridge Afodem History.
to Tarvis and then dipped south along the centre
educator, horn in Marion, Ohio.
He studied at Hillsdale College and took postgraduate work at Cornell. After teaching
mathematics in the Academy, he served on the
faculty of Cornell as instructor and assistant
professor in mathematics until 1910, when he
was appointed professor of mathematics at Columbia. He wrote College Algebra and First
and Rerond Courses in Algebra.

of Parliament, son of

;

;

,

PITZPATRICX, EDWARD AUGUSTUS

,

(1884-

American educator and author, born in
New York, and educated at the New York Training School for Teachers and Columbia University.
He taught in New York and in 1919 he became
secretary of the State Board of Education in
Wisconsin. He conducted a seminar on public
).

of the Istrian peninsula, Fiume was to be
internationalized though left within the Jugoslav customs union.
(This was the well-known

"Wilson Line" presented Apr. 14, 1919.) That
the Italians should be embittered was natural:
they had entered the War
[y as a result
of the Treaty of London; they
the support

PITTME-ADBIATIC

of their allies in their claims; they demanded
the territories for important strategical and
cultural reasons. The failure to reach a compromise prompted President Wilson to issue his
famous appeal of April 23 to the Italian people
over the heads of their delegation.
(See PEACE
CONFERENCE AND TREATIES.) But the statement
acted as a boomerang, for instead of winning
over the Italian people, it completely estranged
them, with the result that Orlando's government, on June 19, was defeated in the Italian
Parliament. All chances for a settlement, at
least as far as the Peace Conference was concerned, had thus disappeared. It was no wonder, therefore, that when on Septemher 12
the poet-militarist D'Annunzio, at the head of a
hand of volunteers and Italian regulars, marched
into Fiume, his coup de main should be received
with such exuberant Italian approval. The Supreme Council was spurred into action and during the next few months concerned itself with
various programmes. The scheme proposed on
Dec. 0, 1019, called for the creation of a Fiume
buffer state (for by this time Italy had dropped
Dalmatia), which Italy, however, refused to support; a subsequent combined Italian -EnglishFrench proposal, Jan. 14, 1920, called for the
assignment of Fiume to Italy with League control of its port and terminal connections, but
to this both Jugoslavs and Wilson objected.
Thenceforth, the struggle became localized, and
with the withdrawal of the United States from
world affairs, the declining interest of Great
Britain and France in the Adriatic, and the imminent defeat of the Democratic Party in the
American elections of 1020, it appeare^ evident
to both disputants that only a spirit of conciliation would serve their best interests. In June,
1920, the Italians finally evacuated their last
strongholds in Montenegro and Southern DalmaOn November 12, a treaty was signed by
tia.
Italy and Jugoslavia at Hapallo which showed
how much both had yielded. Italy^ was to annex part of Carniola and all Lstria and push
her frontier east to the confines of Fiume; Fiume
was to be created an independent state, though
Susak was to go to Jugoslavia; Italian claims
to Dalmatia (except Zara) and almost all the
islands (excepting Cherso, Lussin, and Unie)
were renounced. * Ratifications were exchanged
Feb. 2, 1921, and the vexing business seemed
on the verge of settlement when it leaked out
that the Italian government privately had promised to turn over Porto Barros, a portion of
the Fiume port, to Jugoslavia. Again the Italian public was aroused and again Fiume became
the bone of contention. Meanwhile, the D'Annunzio tangle had been straightened out. In December, he was ordered by the Italian government to evacuate -the town, and on his refusal
to do so, the signal was given to attack ( December 24). Realizing the hopeless nature of
his position, four days later lie handed over his
powers to the town council, and by Jan. 2, 1921,
the Italian regulars were in control. D'Annunzio was ejected and steps were taken to
establish the independent government provided
for by the Treaty of Rapallo. Elections were
held in April, 1921, for a Constituent Assembly,
but the Italian Nationalists, being defeated, destroyed the returns, and violence again prevailed.
The Fascist!,, who had organized themselves in
sympathy with Italian Fascism (see ITALY),
seized the city government and established a
Fascist Directory. Difficulties engendered in
^
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Italian evacuation of the Northern Dalmatian
zone necessitated the negotiation of the supplementary convention of Santa Margherita (October, 1022) between Italy and Jugoslavia, though
even this did not much expedite matters, in
particular as far as Fiume was concerned. In
November, 1922, the Fascist government came
into power in Italy and Mussolini at on re indicated that it was his intention to hasten a
settlement. Independent local government in Fi-

ume had proved itself a failure, though thU may
have been due to the interference of the FaftrMi;
economic life also was completely disorganized.
In 1923 Mussolini exchanged a series of notes
with the Jugoslav government relative to the

status of the disputed city. As his demands
for revision of the Rapallo Treaty and assignment of Fiume to Italy were made in the peremptory style in which he had been accustomed
to address the Italian Parliament, rather than
with diplomatic suavity, the negotiations became
increasingly acrimonious. When an Italian military force under General Giardino seized the city,
a rupture of diplomatic relations and perhaps

even graver consequences seemed imminent, but
secret bargaining between Belgrade and Pome
ultimately averted armed conflict. In January,
1924, it was announced that an agreement had
been reached. The treaty, signed at Rome, three
days later, ceded the city and port of Fiume
to Italy, recognized Jugoslav sovereignty over
Porto JRarros, leased to Jugoslavia a port in
the Fiume Harbor, and made the Fiumc rail-

way

station

an

inter nationl

frontier

station.

Additional conventions signed at the same time
recognised Jugoslav sovereignty over Dalmatia
and Italian sovereignty over Venetia Julia. See

PEACE CONFERENCE.

FIVE-POWER NAVAL TBEATT.

See

WASHINGTON CONFERENCE, and NAVIES OF THE
WORLD.

FIXATION OS NITBOGEN.
1

See CHEMIS-

TBY, and FERTILIZERS.

FLAMMARIQJKT,

CAMILLE

fla'ma're-'dN',

(1842-1925). A French astronomer (see VOL.
VIII). Among his later writings were Death
and Its Mystery, in three parts (1020, 1021,
1922), Dreams of an Astronomer (1923), and
Haunted Houses (1924).
An Amer).
FLANAGAN, JOHN (1865ican sculptor (see VOL. VIII). Although his
work included such sculptures as tlic bronze
memorial portrait of Samuel Pierpont Langley,
Smithsonian Institution, and the Bulkley Memorial, ./Etna Life Insurance Building, Hartford, he
was active chiefly as a medalist, especially during the World War. He executed the "AFedaille
de Verdun/' voted by Congress and presented to
that city by President Harding. The fino realism of his portraiture and his subtle handling of
lights and shadows made him preeminent in low
lie won the Saltus Medal of the Amerirelief,
can Numismatic Society in 1021.
FLANDERS, BATTLES IN. See WORLD WAS,
under Western Front.
French
(1874).
FLEG-, EDMOND
writer. His works include the plays Le MesLe
Troublesage (1905); Le CJoison (1906);
fete (1913) ; La Maison du Bon Dicu (1020) ;
and Le Juif du Pape ( 1 925 ) the poems Le Afur
des pleures and Le Psaume de la terre promise
(1919); JfooMfe, I$ral (1921), and Anthologie
juive, from early days to the present (2 vols.,
1923; trans. 1925) ; a French translation of the
Hebrew text of Haggada de Pessah ( 1925 ) ;

A
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L'Enjnnt prophete, fiction (3d erl., 1920), and La as College President (1912), The Sequel of A$Tie de Moiue (1928; trans, as The Life of Moses, pomatox (1919), and The Freedmen's Savings
1028). He edited Judaisme, seven volumes ap- Bank (1927).
FLEMISH MOVEMENT. See BELGIUM.
pearing between 1925 and 1927.
).
FLEMING, DANIEL JOHXSOX (1ST7FLERS, Mr, ROBERT DE LA MOTTE-ANGO,
An American clergyman, born at Xenia, Ohio, MARQUIS DE (1872-1927). A French dramatist,
and educated at Wooster University, Union born at Pont
1'EvSque, and educated at the Lyce*e
Theological Seminary, and Columbia/ Chicago, Condorcet in Paris, who devoted himself to
and Punjab universities. He was ordained in diama both as author and critic.
Among his
the Presbyterian ministry in 1903 and went to theatrical works, which earned him a
in
place
India in 1004 as professor of physics and di- the French
Academy (1920), the undisputed
rector of Forman Christian College at Lahore. masterpiece was Le
Roi, who was Edward VII
He remained there until 1913. In 1015 he was of Great Britain, written with Caillavet and
appointed organizing director of the department Arene* It combined the breeziness of a revue
of foreign service at Union Theological Sem- and the
biting satire of Beaumarchais. His
inary, and in 1918, professor of missions. In theatrical works written with Caillavet include
1919-20 he was a member of the International Le cticur a ses raisons; Les rentiers de la vertu;
Commission on Indian Village Education. He L'ange du- foyer; Miquette et sa
mere; La chance
is the author of Social 8tudy, Ken ice, and Ex*
du man;
Amour veilte; L'eventail; Le bois
hilits (1913), Devolution in Mission Adminsarrc; L*Ane de buridan; Papa; Primerose;
istration (1916), and Marks of a World CJins- L Habit vert, and Monsieur Bretonneau. With
tian (1919).
He collaborated in Village Educa- Etienne T?ey, he wrote La Belle Aventure, and
tion in India, (1920), Schools with a Menage Caillavet collaborated with Flers in
writing the
in India (1921), Building with India (1922),
operettas Les ttavaua d'Uerrule; Le Sire de
Contarts with \on-Chnstian Culture (1923), Vergy ; Monsieur de la
Pahsse; Paris, ou, le
and Whither Hound in Missions (1925).
Don Jufje; Fortunio; Beatrice, and Ciboulette,
An the music for them being by Claude Terrasse,
).
FLEMIire, JOHN ADAM (1877American magneticitin, bom in Cinc-innati, Ohio. Andre Meftager, or
Reynaldo Hahn. With
He graduated from the Urrivoisity ' Cincinnati, Francis de Croisset, he
wrote Les nouveaux
1889; from that year to 1910, was with the messieurs, Le relour, Les vignes du
seigneur, and
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey. Le doctrur miracle. L' Amour veille and PrimeHe was chief magnetician of the Department of roue received the Toirac Prize of the French
Terrestrial Magnetism at the Carnogie InstituAcademy. Among his critical and fictional
tion (1904), chief of the Magnetic Suivey
works may be mentioned Vers I'Oricnt, crowned
Division, 1919-21, and assistant director since by the French Academy; Entre occur et chair;
1922. He wrote reports on terrestrial magnetism Essais de
critique; Ifistoire de la Courtisane
and other subjects for the Carnegie Institution Taia, and La peiite table.
and also contributed numerous articles to reAn eminent
FLESCH, CARL (1873).
views and magazines.
Hungarian violinist (see VOL. VIII). In 1924
A he was appointed head of the violin department
FLEMING, JOHN AMBROSE (1849).
British electrical engineer (see VOL. VIII). He of the Curtis Institute in
Philadelphia, and the
was professor of electrical engineering in Uni- following
year founded the Curtis String Quartet
versity College, London (1885-1920). He in(with E. Zetlin, L. Bailly, and F. Salmon).
vented the thermionic valve, revolutionizing wireDividing his time between the United States and
less telegraphy, and was associated \\ith the
Germany, he accepted, in 1928, the post as head
development of wireless telephony and other of the \iolin department at the Staatliche Hochselectrical inventions.
His work earned for him chule fur Musik in Berlin. He edited Kreutzer's
the Albert Medal of the Royal
Society of Arts and Paganini's studies, Mozart's violin sonatas
(1921) and the Faraday Medal of the Institu- and the concertos of
Beethoven, Mendelssohn,
tion of Electrical Engineers (1928).
Among his Paganini, and Biahms, and wrote an excellent
later publications aie Fifty Years of Electricity method: Die Kunst
des Violinspiels (2 vols.,
(1921 ); Electrons, Electric Waica, and Wireless 1923 and 1928).
Telegraphy (1923), and The Interaction of Sci)FLETCHER, DUNCAN UPSIIAW (1859and Electrical Engineering A United States Senator
entific Research
He
(see VOL. VIII).
I
927
(
was reflected to the Senate from Florida for
FLEMING, WALTER Lrxwoon (1874the thiee
).
1915-33. Jn that period, he was
An American historian, born at Brunclidge, Ala., a member terms,
of the Senate Committees on Commerce
and educated at the Alabama Polytechnic Insti- and
Banking and Currency and of the Joint Comtute and Columbia University. From 1903 to mittee on
Printing. He was also chairman of
he
was
190-7,
professor of history in West Vir- the U. S. Commission on Hural Credits.
ginia University, and from 1907 to 1917, in
FLETCHER, FRANK FRIDAY (1855-1028).
Louisiana State University. In tho latter
He
year, An American naval officer (see VOL. VIII).
he was called to a similar position at Vander- was
promoted to the rank of -admiral in March,
bilt University in Nashville, Tenn., where he has
1915. He was a member of the War Industries
been dean of the College of Arts and Science Board in
1917 and the General Board of the
since 1923. He was one of the editors of the
Navy, and was awarded a medal of honor for disHistorians' History of the World and edited
tinguished conduct in battle. In 1925 he was
Lester and Wilson's History of the Ku Klu$ Klan made a member of the
President's Air Craft
(1905), Documentary History of the Reconstruc- Board.
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tion,

.

2 vols.

(1900, 1907), section six of

South in the Building of the Nation, 12
the* Mississippi

vols.,

The
and

Valley Historical Review. He
the author of Reconstruction of the Seceded
States (1905), The Civil War and Reconstruction
in Alabama (1905), William Tecumseh Sherman
is

FLETCHER, HENRY PRATHER

An American

(1873-

)

diplomat, born at Greencastle,
and educated at Chambersburg (Pa-)
Pa.,
Academy. He was admitted to the 'bar in 1894
and served with the
"Rough Riders" in the
Spanish-American War, His diplomatic career

FLETCHEB

began in 1902 when he was secretary of the
American Legation in Cuba. After diplomatic
service in China, Portugal, Mexico, and South
America, he resigned in 1920, and was undersecretary of State from Mar. 8, 1921, to Mar. 6,
1022.
On the latter date, he accepted the post
of Ambassador to Belgium. He headed the
United States delegation to the Fifth Pan-American Congress at Santiago, Chile, in 1023, and
\\ as a
delegate to the Sixth Congress at Havana,
Cuba, in 1928. From 1924 to August, 1929, he
was Ambassador to Italy, resigning in the latter
year. He was principal advisor to President
Hoover on the latter's pre-inauguration tour of
Latin-America in 1928-29,

FLETCHER, JOHN

GOULD (1886-

).

houses and in 1918 a< many more; in 1927, 2S53
houses were constructed. In 1920 an elaborate

programme for civic improvements, costing 2,215,000, was entered upon by the city. In 1024
these expenditures amounted to $13,323.000 for
streets, sewers* schools, and parks, and to $10,800,000 for public-service facilities. The value
of building permits issued in 1927 amounted to
Four grade schools and a high
$22,087,451.
school were completed the same year. The assessed valuation of property in 1927 was $104,170,000; the net indebtedness was $18.076,000.
Flint is an important automobile manufacturing
home of the Buick Motor Com-

centre, being the

pany, Chevrolet Motor Company, A C Spark Plug
Carburetor Company, and the
Fisher Body Corporation. About 50,000 persons
were employed in these industries in 1928*
FLOATING DOCKS. See DOCKS.

An Company, Marvel

Little Rock, Ark., and
educated at Phillips Aoademy (Andover, Mass.)
and Harvard. He later made England his
home. He has written Fire and Wine (1913),

American author born at

Irradiations
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Sand and Spray (1915), Goblins

FLOODS

AND FLOOD PROTECTION.

The years immediately following the World

War

and Pagodas (1916), Japanese Prints (1918), were responsible for increased attention in many
The Tree of Life (1918), Breakers and Granite parts of the world to the great problems in(1921), and Paul Gauguin, His Life and Art volved in reducing the damage and danger from
(1921), Preludes and Symphonies (1922), Para- floods caused by the overflow of rivers and sudbles (1925), Branches of Adam (1926), John den freshets.
In China, this problem has always
Smitli (1928), The Black Rock and Other Poems been a pressing one, but as damage by flood
(1928). He was one of the first to essay free always had been considered inevitable, hut slight
verse successfully and together with Amy Lowell effort had been made to reduce the hazards by
was considered as leading the so-called Imagist engineering plans and construction. In France,
school of modern poetry.
the overflowing of the Seine and other rivers
has brought temporary inconvenience and dam).
FLEWELLING, RALPH TYLER (1871An American professor of philosophy, born at De age, and in 1910 after the City of Paris had
Witt, Mich., and educated at the University of experienced severe floods due to the rise of the
Michigan, Alma College (Mich.), the Garrett Seme, a careful investigation was made of the
Biblical Institute (Evanston, 111.), and Boston best methods of protecting the city from the
University. He was ordained in the Methodist flood danger. By 1917 a comprehensive report
Episcopal ministry in 1896, holding pastorates dealing with this subject had been prepared
from 1903 to 1917, and in the latter year becom- and officially accepted, and from that time on
ing professor and head of the department of various measures were taken to construct suitphilosophy in the University of Southern Cal- able protection works.
In the United States, the spring floods had
In 1918 he was at the Sorbonne, Paris,
ifornia.
and was appointed head of the department of often brought about vast inundations of farmphilosophy at the American Expeditionary Force ing and other lands, while the sudden rise of
University at Beaume, France. He is the author waters had produced great damage and loss of
In addition to the
of Christ and the Dramas of Doubt (1913), life in not a few instances.
Personalism and the Problems of Philosophy usual spring floods, there were numerous cases
(1915), Philosophy and the War (1918), Bergson where a cloudburst or protracted rain had deand Personal Realism (1919), The Reason in veloped swollen streams which had overflowed
Faith (1924), and Creative Personality (1926). their banks, and in many cases had carried
He also contributed to the Hastings Encyclopaedia- away bridges, dams, and other works.
In this latter connection, great danger has
of Religion and Ethics (1917), and founded and
been increased, as where towns have been loedited The Personahst (1920).
An Amer- cated on river banks they have often encroached
).
FLEXNER, SIMON (1863ican bacteriologist and pathologist (see VOL. upon the channel of the stream, and while the
VIII), In the World War, he was chairman of waterway would be ample in ordinary seasons,
the medical advisory committee of the American yet at time of flood it would be too restricted to
Red Cross and served as instructor of army accommodate the suddenly increased flow, Furmedical officers at the Rockefeller Institute. thermore, by the construction of bridges the
Under his direction, the work of the laboratories channel often was seriously reduced by the
of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research piers and abutments, so that not only were
was increasingly important. After the War, a these structures damaged, or at times entirely
fully equipped hospital was added to the Institute carried away, but the water was backed up with
where research upon specific diseases is carried manifest injury when it overflowed the banks,
where cities or villages were located
on. Dr. Flexner extended his studies to include
poliomyelitis,

encephalitis,

and

experimental

epidemiology.

FLIGHT. See AERONAUTICS.
FLINT. A manufacturing city

of Michigan.
Its population increased from 38,550 in 1910 to
91,599 in 1920 and to 148,800 in 1928, by estimate of the Bureau of the Census. This rapid
expansion has necessitated wholesale building
operations and extensive public improvements.
In 1916 a civic building association built 3000

particularly
in proximity.

The great flood of 1913 in the United States
along the Mississippi and its tributaries resulted
in one of the most interesting and important
flood-control works ever constructed. This flood
was particularly destructive in the valley of the
Great Miami and its principal tributaries, the
Mad and the Stillwater rivers in southwestern
Ohio. Some 360 lives were lost, there was property damage of over $100,000,000, and the esti-
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flood
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hazard

in this area.

this plan

was worked

out, it
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mated depreciation in real estate values due to
flood risks was over $70,000,000.
By 1915, that
is, within two years, the principal cities affected,
D ayton being the largest, had organized the
Miami Conservancy District, had agreed to the
apportionment of costs, and works were planned
which, completed in 1022, remove forever the
became clear

that the necessary protection for a ilood 40 per
cent in excess of that of 1913, which was adopted
as the "flood plan," might possibly be secured
either by retention reservoirs or by channel improvements. By means of large reservoirs having dams with sluice ways, or outlets, of a fixed
size, it would be possible to store up a sufficient
quantity of water during the peak of the flood
so as to reduce the maximum flow through the
outlets to a rate which could be safely handled
by the river channel below. On the other hand,
by the improvement of the river channel alone,
removing obstructions, eliminating bends and the
many encroachments of man, and by improving
the carrying capacity of the channel by lining,
etc., it would be possible to pass great floods without damage. The economical plan, however, was
a combination of these two methods, a problem
involving some interesting analysis of engineering
economics, and both reservoirs and channel improvements were provided.
.Retarding basins or reservoirs were built as
follows:
the Taylorsville on the Miami River,
the Huffman basin on the Mad River, and the
Englewood basin on the Stillwater River. Further upon the Miami was the -Lockington reservoir while on Tivin Creek emptying into the
Miami below the city of Dayton, the Germantown
retarding basin was built. Each of these reservoirs or basins was formed by a large earthen
dike or dam pierced by conduits through which
the water passed normally, but which at times of
flood temporarily restrained the extra water, discharging it gradually at the capacity of the
channel which by straightening and levees was
increased.
In addition to the construction of
dams and channels, extensive changes of location
of railways and roads were also involved.
The
total cost was about $40,000,000.
The protective works of the Miami Conservancy District experienced their first serious teat
in, the flood following the rainfall of Mar. 27Water was stored back of all the
28, 1924.
dams to the following depths above the conduit
floors:
Germantown, 41.0 feet, Englewood, 40.C

have caused much serious trouble, yet it would
have developed considerable alarm among the lowAi u:
'
*-' IJ
lying sections which was no longer felt.
In many cases, it has been extremely difficult
to arouse public sentiment to the necessity for
flood protection works.
Floods, of course, are of
infrequent occurrence and appear to be soon forgotten, while protection works are very costly.
In recent years, however, great floods have occurred with startling regularity the Mississippi
disaster in 1927 and the Vermont flood in the fall
of the same year
and have focused public attention on the flood problem.
The Mississippi Flood Problem. The plan
followed in the Mississippi Valley has been to
confine the groat river to a comparatively narrow
channel, so as to provide depths necessary for
navigation, by levees, or earthen embankments.
Millions have been spent in building up the levee
system. On several previous occasions, the levees
have been almost overtopped, or have actually
failed in part, but in general they have been
successful in confining the flood waters within
the established channels and thus preventing
extensive inundation. The great flood of 1927
proved, however, that the present levee system
would not afford adequate protection from the
higher floods. The flood channel provided was
inadequate to carry off this rorord flow, some
twenty major crevasses or breaks in the levees
occurred, and many square miles were inun1

;

^

-

dated.

The problem of proper flood control on the
Mississippi is complicated by the fact that an
adequate flood channel would not only be too
wide to give navigation depths with normal river
flow but would also require the sacrifice of the
rich lower river lands which in many cases have
been cultivated right up to the back of the levees,
Thus, widening the river channel to peak load
capacity is out of the question financially, due
to the fact that to move the levees back a few
miles would involve taking the most valuable
river lands and would also require great and
costly works. Such a plan would leave normal
flow to clog with silt and deposit a channel
which would be seldom full. Storage reservoirs
may oiler a means of reducing the peak-flood
discharge of some of the five tributaries of the
great river, but all plans so far proposed are
based on providing what might be termed flood
relief channels outside the present channel as
defined by existing banks or levees. In this way,
normal floods will be kept within present channel
lines while floods requiring additional channel
feet; Lockington, 27 feet; Taylorsville, 2.3 feet;
and Huffman, 22 feet. Conduits ran full at all section will be spilled into relief channels. The
dams except Huffman. Maximum discharges need for careful studios to determine flood
poaat the dams were as follows: Germantown, sibilities from various combinations of floods
6650 second-feet; Englewood, 8400 second-feet; from the tributaries of the river, economic conLockington, 5350 second-feet; Taylorsville, 23,- siderations as regards the conditions in the
000 second-feet; and Huffman, 13,000 second-feet, various territories to be benefited and the aelecIn addition to the dams, the improved chan- tion of locations so as to conserve the areas of
nels, which were an important part of the greatest economic value make the
problem very
project, received a test when gauge heights of complicated, and in addition there is alwavs
12.3 and 13 feet were reached at
and
the
of
the
reduction of the
Dayton
present
question
it* _.,,___
A ._. ,
,
,,
....
Hamilton, respectively. At the former point, the capacity of the channel, in the course of time,
maximum discharge was 36,000 second-feet, while by silting, a phenomenon on which exact data
at Hamilton, it was 42,000 second -feet. The are
lacking. It would appear that the main tilan
flood handled, while in no way
approaching the must, as already noted, involve deliberately i^
actual capacity of the system, demonstrated the storing the natural
iloodway of the Tensus and
ability of the flood-control works to moot any Atchafalaya rivers as a means of flood relief,
As the Mississippi problem is probably the
emergency. It was estimated that without the
protective measures, the gauge height at Dayton greatest engineering work ever faced by any
would have been live or six feet higher, as nation,
involving as it does 31 States and 20*000
under previous conditions, and while it would not square miles of
territory, it has attracted unusual
.
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Following the disastrous flood of
1927, plans were proposed both by the Mississippi
River Commission and by the Chief of Engineers
of the U. S. Army.
As far as physical characteristics were concerned, the reports differed but
little, whereas in estimate of cost the former was
$775,000,000 while the latter was only $296,400,000, the principal difference being in allowance
for higher and more extensive levees, etc., and in
an estimate for damages for private property
taken for the work and for which the army en-

made no allowance.
Throughout the year, Mississippi Flood Control
continued to be discussed by engineers and others.

gineers

Engineers in general confined their statements
to the need for careful consideration of the problem rather than any quick acceptance of plans,
and to urging civilian engineering representation on the flood commission instead of leaving
the matter entirely in the hands of government

and military engineers.
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attention.

There was also much

discussion as to whether the work should be
paid for by the Federal Government or by States
immediately concerned.
Final action was taken when President Coolidge
signed the Jones-Reid Bill on May 15, 1928,
providing for flood relief and carrying an appropriation of $325,000,000. The work will be
prosecuted by the Mississippi River Commission
under the direction of the Secretary of War and
Chief of Engineers. While, in general, the plan
proposed by the Chief of Engineers was adopted, a
special committee consisting of the Chief of
Engineers, the President of the Mississippi

purposes can be built to supply, for the five
rivers mentioned, some 280,000 horse power
far
beyond any present market needs. The experience on the Deerfield River in 1027 showed that
such reservoirs, usually at low level in the fall
when floods occur and hence capable of storing
considerable flood flow, were a very effective
means of reducing flood discharge. The removal
of a number of encroachments of man which
obstruct river channels also is recommended, and
it is especially noted that the reservoirs must be
under competent control and operation as spring
floods are not infrequent and, should a flood occur
with reservoirs full, the effect of storage in reducing the maximum flood rate would he lost.
London Flood. A tidal wave or bore in the
Thames Estuary is generally accepted as the
cause of a flood which broke over the Thames
Embankment at London and did considerable
damage, as well as caused some loss of life on
Jan. 6-7, 1928. This is the first time such a
bore has ever been recorded at London and is
the highest water level ever recorded. A barrage
across the Thames below the city, which would
have prevented such a disaster, was dismissed
in 1906 as impractical, but some additions to
the embankment will probably be made.
Other flood projects of importance include the
San Gabriel project discussed under DAMS, and
it is obvious that one of the great civil engineering activities in the coming years will be in
In this connection, it is to be
flood protection.
hoped that the studies and designs will be fully
described and published, as has been done so
completely by the Miami Conservancy District,
so that the literature of the subject may be more

River Commission, and a civilian engineer, was
appointed to consider the different reports and to
recommend action to the President who is given completely developed.
FLORENCE. The most important city of
authority to decide the matter. The work includes the section from the Head of the Passes central Italy. The population in 1926 was 265,at the delta to Cape Girardeau, Mo. The bill 799 and in 1928 was estimated to be 277,688.
stated that the States having spent large sums The metallurgical industry has been revived,
in providing previous levee constructions which iron, copper, and other Tuscan minerals which
were previously exported being refined in the
failed, the cost of the new work would be met
by the Federal Government* Thus, a new era furnaces of Porto Ferraio and Piombino. Chemiof Federal activity in the field of flood prevention cal manufactures have also been introduced, and
the glass works of Colle Val d'Ela are known
is inaugurated.
At this time, General Edgar Jadwin, U. S. A., throughout the world on account of their great
was Chief of Engineers and C. W. Sturtovant production of flasks for Chianti wine. The cenwas appointed as civilian engineer to the board tre of Florentine life is the Piazza della Sigof review. The president of the Mississippi noria, in which stands the majestic Palazzo
River Commission, Col. C. L. Potter, U. S, A. Vecchio, the seat of the municipality. In conwho was of course thoroughly familiar with the trast to the Renaissance Cathedral and Baptisplans of that commission, was retired on June try are the Post and Telegraph Building, erected
11, 1928, and Col. T. H. Jackson, U. S. A. Corps in the Piazza Vittorio Emauuele in 1917, and
of the Engineers, was appointed to succeed the Museo Civico Bardini in the Palazzo Barhim. Colonel Potter has since died, (Aug. 6, dini. The latter contains the valuable art collection of the art dealer, Bardini, which was be1928).
Vermont Flood Belief. In order to prevent queathed to the city in 1922. Until 1919 the
a recurrence of the Vermont Flood of 1927, Palazzo Pitti was frequently occupied by the
in 1922 the entire palace was
causing the loss of 84 lives and over a 30-million- Royal Family, but
dollar damage, it is proposed to construct converted into an art museum in connection with
In the court
storage reservoirs which will serve the dual pur- the famous Palazzo degli UflizL
A of the Ambulance Barracks in the Via Chernpose of power storage and flood retention.
committee appointed by the governor in March, bini, a monument was erected in 1924 in memory
who fell in the
1928, has submitted plans for five watersheds, the of the 200 Italian physicians
in
White, Winoski, Lamoille, Missisquoi, and Pas- World War. On the left bank of the Arno,
of the city, workmen's
sumpsic, and recommends that the study of this the western outskirts
been erected under the auspices
plan be continued to cover all rivers within the dwellings have
of the Ministries of National Economy and PubState.
the lic Works. Three different types have been
Briefly, the commission .points out that
financial situation in Vermont is such that erected. Those in the Via Bronzino are for
reservoirs for flood retention alone, such as were workmen whose daily earnings average about 20
used in the Miami works in Ohio, are economi- lire; those in the Via Pisano are for a better class
estimates of tenant and the remainder are for the poorest
cally impossible. On the other hand,
are given showing that reservoirs for power class. The dwellings, which are built of stone,
,

j
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faced with colored plaster, are grouped around
gardens or courts. One-third of the capital required was contributed by the state, one-third
by the commune, and one-third by a savings
bank. A system of motor roads from Florence
to the Mediterranean coast is under construction
at a cost of 1,000,000 lire per kilometer (about
The Florence-Torre del Lago
$84,200 per mile)

pounds.
(For cotton, see above.) Comparative
figures for 1913 are corn, 10,125,000 bushels;
oats, 900,000; potatoes, 912,000; tobacco, 4,000,000 pounds; and cotton, 59,000 bales. The increase in production of citrus fruits, from 1909
to 1928 was: Oranges, 4,852,967 to 12,000,000
boxes; grapefruit, 1,061,537 to 8,000,000 boxes.

speedway will include 85 bridges, 3 viaducts, 1
tunnel, 60 transverse raised crossings, and 70
transverse sunken crossings.
FLOHIDA. Area and Population. The

eral-producing State. Domestic phosphate-rock
production continues chiefly from this State.
Other resources include clay products, fuller's
earth, mineral waters, and sand and gravel. The
production of phosphate rock in 1914 was 2,138,891 long tons, valued at $7,354,744; in 1920,
3,369,384 ($19,464,362) : in 1921, 1,780,028 ($10,($8,683,508). The
431,642);
1926, 2,708,207
total value of the mineral products increased
steadily from $4,886,010 in 1915 to $22,923,780
in 1920; but fell to $12,597,948 in 1921; for
1926 it was $19,700,522.
Manufactures. Florida is not one of the
important industrial States, although its manuufaetures recently have shown a steady increase.
There are 10 cities with a
more than
population of
15,000, including Jacksonville, Tampa, Miami,
Pensacola, Key West, and St. Petersburg. These
cities for years have furnished not far from
one-half of the State's manufactured products.
The total number of establishments in 1909 was
2159; 1919, 2582; 1925, 1863; 1927, 1912. The
persons engaged in manufactories in those years

.

twenty-first State in size (58,666 square miles),
and the thirty-second in population ; capital, Tallahassee. The population increased from 752,619 in 1910 to 968,470 in 1920, a gain of 28.7 per
cent; 1025 State census, 1,263,549; estimated
population, 1928, 1,411,000. The white population rose from 443,634 (1910) to 638,153 (1920) ;
the Negro, from 308,669 to 329,487 ; native white,
from 409,792 to 595,145; foreign-born white,
from 33,842 to 43,008. The urban population
increased from 219,080 to 355,825; rural, from
533,539 to 612,645. Cities grew thus: Jacksonville (q.v.), from 57,699 to 91,558; Tampa, from
37,782 to 51,608; Pensacola, from 22,'982 to 31,-

035; and Miami, from 5471 to 20,571.
Agriculture. Although Florida is not one
of the leading cotton-producing States, cotton
raising is an industry of considerable importance. Like other Southern States, Florida has
undergone and to some extent corrected the
ravages of the boll weevil, which was well
established in the State by 1916-17.
(See
COTTON.) The extent of this damage is indicated by a comparison of the acreage and production for several years: In 1913, 188,000 acres
and 59,000 bales; in 1916, 191,000 and 41,000;
in 1920, 100,000 and 18,000; 1928, 95,000 and
20,000.

While the population o$ the State increased
rapidly, the number of farms increased 9.7 per
cent, or from 54,005 in 1920 to 59,217 in 1925;
the acreage in farms decreased 3 per cent, or
from 6,046,691 to 5,864,519; and the improved
land in farms from 2,297,271 to 2,022,284 acres.
The total value of farm property showed an increase of from $143,183,183 (1910), to $513,884,122, or at the rate of 259 per cent; while
the average value per farm rose from $2863 to
$8678. In interpreting these statements, however, inflation of currency during the World
War is to be taken into consideration. The index number of prices paid to producers of farm
products in the United States was 304 in 1910
and 216 in 1920. The percentage of the total
area of Florida occupied by farms increased
from 15 in 1910 to 16.7 in 1925. In 1925, of
the total number of farms, 45,386 were operated
by owners; 1010, by managers; and 12,621, by
tenants; while comparative figures for 1910 were
35,399; 1275; and 13.342. The white farmers
in 1925 numbered 47,205, as compared with 35,295 in 1910; colored, 12,012, as compared with
The farms reported as under mortgage
14,721.
numbered 8857 in 1925; and 5160 in 1910. The
number of cattle was 656,217 in 1924, and 845,188 in 1910; dairy cows in 1924 numbered 43 r
638; sheep, 59,729 (1924), as against 113,701
(1910); swine, 497,780 and 810,069, respecThe estimated production of the printively.
cipal farm crops in 1928 was: Corn, 7,891,000
busliels; potatoes, 3,875,000; sweet potatoes, 2,464,000 bushels
hay, 67,000 tons; tobacco,
and peanuts, 25,300,000
9,221,000
pounds;
j

Mining.

Florida

is

not an important min-

numbered 64,810, 82,986, 66,204, and 61,219.
The capital invested was $65,290,640 in 1909,
and $200,293,570 in 1919. In 1909 the value of
the products was $72,889,659; 1910, $213,326,811
1925, $267,000,829; and in 1927, $218,790,152,
The high total in 1919 was in a great measure
due to changes in industrial conditions brought
about by the World War. The principal industries are those connected with lumber and
;

timber products, with products valued in 1909
at $20,803,000; 1919, at $50,409,000; and 1925,
at $43,030,860. Tobacco, cigars, and cigarettes
were high in value: in 1909, $21,570,000; in 1919,
$37,926,000; and in 1923, $36,000,000. Shipbuilding, especially during the War, acquired
t importance, the value of the product risfrom $697,000 in 1909 to $804,000 in 1914,
to $8,428,000 in 1919. Florida is first
among the States in the production of turpentine,
and rosin; in 1909 the value of these products
was $11,938,000; 1919, $21,509,000; and 1925,
$14,110,363. Tampa is the first of the cities
in manufacturing importance, with 182 establishments and products valued at $13,804,000 in
1909; 202 and $14,039,000 in 1914; and 218 and
$55,446,901 in 1925. The number of manufacturing establishments of Jacksonville increased
from 114 in 1909 to 173 in 1914, and 204 in
1925; the value of the products, from $6,722,000
to $10,148,000, and to $49,314,650, respectively.
'Education. Florida has been one of the most
progressive of the Southern States in the development of the educational system. Its advance dates from 1892, the year in which tho
school system of the State was reorganized.
Elementary instruction has been greatly extended, and advance made in high-school education has been still more noticeable. Vocational
education has been greatly developed in the fields
of both industrial and commercial study; and
stress has been placed also on instruction in
home economics. The Legislature of 1923 passed
a teachers' examination certification law, which
aimed at improving the grade of teachers cm"
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ployed. The general progress of this period is
indicated by a comparison of the figures of enrollment for several years. In 1912-13 the total
school enrollment was 164,727; in 1919-20, 225,160; in 1925-26, 342,643. Enrollment in the
white schools in 1912-13 was 106,777; 1919-20,
157,666; 1925-26, 263,458. Enrollment in the
Negro schools in 1912-13 was 57,050; in
and in 1925-26, 79,185.
67,494;
1919-20,
Attendance in the high and elementary schools
of the State was at the daily average of
250,355 in 1925-26. Expenditures for public
day schools increased from $2,713,390 in 191213 to $30,089,478 in 1925-26, of which $14,497,559 was capital outlay. The percentage of illiteracy in the State fell from 15.5 in 1910 to
10.9 in 1920. Among the native white population, it decreased from 5.7 per cent to 3.7 per
cent; among the foreign-born white, from 10.5
to 6.6 per cent; and among the colored, from
28.8 to 24.8 per cent.
Finance. Expenditures in the year ended
June 30, 1927, as reported by the U. S. Depart-

26, 1923, the State Senate, in executive session,
ordered the removal of Sheriff J. R. Jones, of

Leon County, charged with beating prisoners at

county convict camps. On May 14, the Legislature enacted abolition of whipping at the convict labor camps. In 1924 the presidential vote
was: Davis (Democratic), 62,083; Coolidge (Hepublican), 30,633. In 1028 the State broke a
long-established precedent by giving a majority
to Hoover (Republican) who received 144,168
votes to 101,764 for Smith (Democratic). Doyle
E. Carlton (Democrat) was elected governor.
The southern part of the State was devastated
by hurricanes, Sept. 18, 1926, and Sept 15, 1928.

Legislation. In 1915 measures regulating
the liquor traffic were adopted.
special session in 1918 passed measures to enforce the prohibition amendment to the State constitution.
The State tax commission was abolished. The
Legislature of 1919 passed .a measure providing
for the compulsory school attendance of children
under 16. In 1921 a tax of one cent a gallon
was placed on gasoline, the revenue to be used
ment of Commerce, were: for maintenance and for the building and maintenance of State highconstitutional amendment to be suboperation of governmental departments, $14,210,- ways.
985 (of which $1,372,698 was aid to local edu- mitted to the people in 1922 was passed, providing
cation) ; for interest on debt, $566,149; for for the reapportionment of legislative reprepermanent improvements, $23,041,662; total sentation and increasing the membership of both
$37,818,796 (of which $22,252,223 was for high- the Senate and the House; measures were passed
ways, $2,696,272 being for maintenance and substituting electrocution for hanging; the in$19,555,951 for construction). Revenues were fliction of cruel or inhuman treatment upon in$27,390,541. From property and special taxes, mates of State institutions was forbidden; and
20.9 per cent was derived; from departmental a bill was passed to facilitate the cooperative
earnings and payments for officials' services, 7.9 marketing of agricultural products. In 1923 the
per cent; from sale of licenses and from gaso- Legislature adopted a measure declaring that
line taxes, 57.7 per cent. Property valuation "Darwinism, atheism, and agnosticism" should
was $786,054,528; State taxes levied thereon not be taught in the institutions of the State.
were $5,926,584. Net State debt was nil, but
FLORIDA, UNIVERSITY OP. A State instituthe State was under contingent liability of $10,- tion of higher learning for men, at Gainesville,
250,000 for debts of the Everglades drainage Florida; founded in 1905. The student enrollment increased from 349 in the year 1913-14 to
district.
Political and Other Events. While the 2155 in 1928-29, and from 140 in the summer
State continued Democratic in national elections session of 1914 to 1683 in 1928; the faculty beuntil its Republican swing of 1928, in domestic tween 1913-14 and 1928-29 increased from 63
gymnasium was built in
politics there was a serious break in the party to 150 members.
alignment which resulted in the defeat, in 1916, 1919; an auditorium, a unit of the administraof the Democratic candidate for governor. In tion building, was completed in 1924; a unit of
1914 elections were held for minor State officers the new library in 1925; chemistry and hortiand for United States Senator. Duncan U. culture buildings, and an addition to the engiFletcher was the successful candidate for the neering building in 1927; while in 1928 a 179latter post, and the Democrats were uniformly room dormitory was under construction. Among
successful in electing their candidates. In 1916, the important changes which took place in 1925
when a new Democratic primary law was for were the organization of the schoool of pharmacy
the first time put into effect, Sidney J. Catts, into a college, the addition of a school of archicandidate on the Prohibition-Independent ticket, tecture to the engineering college, and the addidefeated W. V. Knott, the Democratic candi- tion of the school of business administration
date, for governor, and Park Trammell, Demo- and journalism to the college of arts and sciIn 1916 ences; the schools of architecture and business
crat, was elected United States Senator.
President Wilson received 55,984 votes and administration were established as separate colCharles E. Hughes, 14,611.
proposed "grand- leges in 1926; a professorship of Southern Hisfather clause" amendment to the constitution, tory was established in the same year; and a
designed to prevent Negroes from voting, was number of scholarship and student-loan funds
defeated at this election. In 1917 the Seminole were given to the university. In September,
Indians of the State were granted an area of 1928, John James Tigert, LL.D. resigned as
100,000 acres near the Ten Thousand Islands. U. S. Commissioner of Education to become
In the 1918 elections, the Democrats were uni- president of the University of Florida, succeeding
formly successful. At this election, an amend- Albert Alexander Murphree, LL.D., who died in
ment to the constitution providing for State- December, 3927.
FLOTATION". See CHEMISTBY, APPLIED.
wide prohibition was adopted. In 1920 Gary A.
FLOTILLA LEADER. See VESSEL, NAVAL.
Hardee, Democrat, was elected governor, and
FLYING BOAT. See AERONAUTICS,
Fletcher was reflected to the Senate; for PresiFLYNN, WILLIAM JAMES (1867-1928).
dent, Cox received 90,515 votes and Harding 44,853. Alleged peonage in the lumber camps of chief of the United States Secret Service, born
the State resulted in investigations by grand in New York, where he was educated at the
juries and other bodies in 1922-23. On Apr. public schools. He entered the Secret Service
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FOCH, FERDINAND

(1851-1929).

A

Marshal

of France and Commander-in-Chief of the Allied
armies in 1918. He was born at Tarbes, educated at the Catholic College of St. Clement at
Metz, and at the Ecole Polytechnique, and entered the army. He advanced rapidly, acted for
a time as an instructor of tactics at the Military
School of Paris, and later became commandant of

the same Academy. During the World War, he
served at the Marne, Ypres, and the Somme, entered the Higher War Council in 1917, and in
the same year became the French commander on
the Italian front. In March, 1918, he was appointed the generalissimo of the Allied armies,
and after the winning offensive which he planned
and commanded, he drafted and presented the
German delegates with the armistice terms of

Nov. 1 1, 1918. Foch was often criticized for halting hostilities instead of continuing the offensive onto German territory, but he held that such
a course would mean a useless sacrifice of life.
He was elected to the French Academy (1918)

and to the Academy of Science, was given the
British Order of Merit (1918), having been
created a Knight of the Grand Cross of the Bath
in 1914, was made a British Field Marshal in
1919, the first foreigner to be so honored, and in
1917 he received an honorary D.C.L. degree from
He received the DistinOxford University.
guished Service Medal of the United States;
France gave him the Grand Croix of the Legion
of Honor, the Medaille Militaire, and the Croix
de Guerre, as well as other honors, but he refused all gifts excepting the Paris house lent to
him by the French Government, living simply, on
his army pay. He was president of the Allied
Military Commission which sat at Versailles, and
in 1021 visited the United States as the guest of
the American Legion. His only son was killed in
active service during the War. On Marshal
Foch's death from influenza and pneumonia, after
an illness of two months, on Mar. 20, 1929, a
state funeral was decreed, the first in thirty years.
On the 24th, his body lay beside that of the Unknown Soldier under the Arc de Triomphe; on
the 23th, it was placed in the Cathedral of Notre
Dame where the requiem mass was said the following day. The funeral procession marched
through the rue de Rivoli and the Champs
lysees to the Invalides, where Premier Poiricare*
delivered the funeral oration. Representatives
of all the Allied nations joined in the ceremonies.
He worked on his memoirs for two years before
his death, but was unable to complete them. His
other writings were Lea Principes de la Guerre
(1003); De la Conduite de la Guerre (1904);
and Moge de Napolfon ( 1921 ) ; Consult Les
Trois Mar^Ghauv, by Le Gome (1919); Le
Marshal Foch, by Louis Madelin (1925j Fooh
Speaks, by Major Charles Bugnet (JSng. trans.,
1929). See WAR IN EUROPE.
K)G SIGNALS. See LIGHTHOUSES; RADIO
TELEGRAPHY.

ANTHONY HERMAK GEDutch- American aircraft
constructor who was born in Kediri, in the

FOKKEB,

BAKD (1800-

f&k'ker,
).
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Department of the United States Government in
1897. In the period 1012-17, he was chief of
the Secret Service; in 1918, chief of the Secret
Service of the United States railroad administration, and director of the Bureau of Investigation of the Department of Justice, 1919-21.
After his resignation, he made his headquarters
in New York City, -where he edited Flyntfs

Dutch East Indies and educated

in Haarlem, Holland.
pioneeer in the construction of airplanes,
his first factory was in Schwerin, Mecklenburg. The Germans made much use of his pursuit planes and devices during the World War.
At its close, he established a factory in Holland,

A

and two in America, (Wheeling, Va. and Hashrouck Heights, N. J. ) . He had a great influence
on new developments in airplane constiuction involving welded-steel tubing in fuselage construcMr. Fokker built his first all-steel fuselage
tion.
in 1911. He became a citizen of the United
States, and was the designer of the plane in which
Commander Richard E. Byrd crossed the Atlantic.
).
POLINSBEE, JOHN FULTON (1892An American landscape painter born in Buffalo,
N. Y., and educated at the Art Students'
League in New York and the Woodstock School
He was a pupil of John Carlson, F. V.
of Art.
DuMond, and Birge Harrison. He is known esin
pecially for his winter landscapes, painted
straightforward impressionistic technique, and
is represented in the Corcoran Gallery at Washington, in the Syracuse Museum, and in the
National Arts Club of New York. His long list
of awards includes the Carnegie and J. Francis
Murphy prizes from the National Academy of
Design in 1921, the first Hallgarten Prize of the
National Academy in 1923 and the U. Francis
Murphy Prize in 1920. He was elected a member of the National Academy of Design in 1928.
POLK, JOSEPH WINOATE (1869-1923). An
American lawyer and public official (see VOL.
VIII). From 1914 to 1918, he was chief counsel
for the Interstate Commerce Commission.
FOLKLORE. See ETHNOLOGY.
FOLK PSYCHOLOGY. See SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY.
POOD
WTJTB.ITION. Ideas as to
what constitutes a complete food have changed
considerably since the early years of the century.
The beginning of this change was perhaps the
discovery that proteins are unlike in composition
and that they are complete or incomplete and
of good or poor biological value in so far as they
do or do not contain in sufficient amounts certain of the amino acids or "building stones" of
which they^ are composed. Fortunately, the essential amino acids which must be supplied in
the food are few in number, and in an ordinary
mixed diet the deficiencies in one protein are
compensated, by an abundance of the necessary
constituents in others. It is essential, however,
to bear in mind that all proteins are not of
equal nutritive value. In general, the cereal
grains contain proteins of lower value than do
meats, eggs, and milk, and should not be used as

AND

the exclusive source of protein.

Vitamins. As an outcome of the study of
the relative nutritive value of the different proteins came the discovery of the vitamins, those
essential food constituents present in natural
foods in such small amounts as to have escaped
detection for many years and the chemical nature of which is as yet uncertain. At present,
six independent vitamins differing in physical,
chemical, and physiological properties are recognized,

and

in all probability

these

do not

complete the list. It has become the custom to
name the vitamins alphabetically, as their independent existence is determined, although deare frequently used to
scriptive adjectives
distinguish between the physiological properties
peculiar to each. Vitamin A, sometimes Known
as fat-soluble A, the anti-ophthalmic or anti-ex-
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vitamin, is essential for growth,
well-being at all ages, and successful reproduction, and more especially for resistance to infections of various kinds. Its complete absence
from the diet of experimental animals is followed by degenerative changes accompanied by
infection in the mucous membranes throughout
the body. The most easily detected of these is
an eye infection, but probably of more frequent
occurrence are abscesses at the base of the
tongue. Infection in the ear, sinuses, lungs, and
alimentary tract often occur. It is thought that
many common suppurative processes in man may
be due to lack of vitamin A. This vitamin occurs in milk (especially in the butter fat), eggs,
green leafy vegetables, and many yellow pigwonted foods. When consumed in excels of requirements, it can be stored in the body for future
needs, and for this reason and because of its
great importance in increasing the resistance of
the body to infection, foods rich in this vitamin
should be eaten regularly and abundantly.
The next in alphabetical order, vitamin B, is
now known to be made up of at least two and
possibly more independent vitamins. The mixture, or vitamin D complex, as it is sometimes
called, is essential for the maintenance of appetite, growth, reproduction, lactation, and the
proper functioning of the digestive tract. Its
complete absence from the diet is followed in a
shoit time by loss in appetite, rapid loss in
weight, and death. Unlike vitamin A, the body
has only a limited capacity for storing vitamin
B. It has recently been found that very much
more of the vitamin B complex is required for
lactation than for growth, and it is thought that
lack of sufficient vitamin B may be the cause of
a high percentage of infant mortality.
The two vitamins now identified in vitamin B
are commonly called vitamin F and G in the
United States and B and Ba in England, Vitamin F is the anti-neuritic vitamin formerly
thought to be identical with vitamin B but now
known to be a part of it. Vitamin G is often
spoken of as the anti-pollagric vitamin for its
absence from the diet of experimental rats is followed by symptoms very similar to pellagra in
man, and human pellagra may be prevented and
cured by substances which are good sources of
this vitamin. Among the few foods which have
been tested for vitamin F and G separately, cereal grains are good sources of P and poor of G,
and milk and green vegetables good sources of G

and poor
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ophthalmic vitamin, or more properly the anti-

of F. Bread and milk thus supplement
each other with respect to those vitamins and
become a richer source of what has been known
as vitamin B than cither one alone. Each of
these vitamins is essential for growth.
Vitamin C, sometimes known as water-soluble
0, or the ant i- scorbutic vitamin, is essential for
growth and well-being in certain laboratory animals and in man. Its complete absence from the
diet leads to the well-known disease, scurvy. An
inadequate supply leads to loss of stamina,
tooth decay, decreased resistance to infection,
and possibly to much of the so-called rheumatism.
The capacity of the body to store this vitamin
is limited.
Citrus fruits and tomatoes arc par*
ticulaily good sources of, this vitamin.
Vitamin I), otherwise known as the anti-raclitic vitamin, resembles vitamin A in that it is
soluble in fats and fat solvents and can be stored
in the body to an important extent. Like the
other vitamins, it is essential to growth and well-

being.
lation

an important part in the assimiand utilization of calcium and phosphorus,
It plays

and thus

in

the prevention of rickets, particu-

larly when these elements are present in the food
in unfavorable proportions.
At present, it occupies the unique position among vitamins in

being the only one which has boon synthesized
in the laboratory from a definite chemical compound. Its inactive precursor or pro-vitamin is
ergo&tcrol, which is transformed into \itamin 1)
by suitable irradiation with ultra-violet light.
The skin also contains eigo*terol so that by the
action of light on the skin, vitamin D can be
formed within the body. Since ergosterol is
present in many food materials, it is possihlo to
synthesize vitamin D in these materials by irradiation.
Cod liver oil is one of the richest
natural sources of vitamin D.
Kgg yolk is iclatively rich in this vitamin, and milk and dairy
products contain it in appreciable though not
large amounts.
Vitamin E, the anti-sterility vitamin, belongs
to the group of fat-soluble vitamins and resembles vitamin
to a marked extent in its

A

physical and chemical properties. As is indicated by its descriptive name, this vitamin is
characterized chiefly by its function in completing the reproduction processes, although it
should be kept in mind that absence of any of
the vitamins, as of any other essential constituent of food, has an indirect influence on reproduction.
Wheat embryo and green lettuce are
among the richest sources of vitamin E.
The increasing evidence of minor symptoms
particularly lack of stamina, a tendency to <ligebtive disturbances, and a lowered resistance
to infection, resulting from an inauflicicncy of
vitamins makes their consideration a matter of
great importance. There is no evidence that
excess of any of the vitamins as present in natural foods is harmful, and, since the absolute
requirements for human nutrition arc as yet unknown, it is well at all times to furnish an
abundance of vitamin -contain ing foods. In this
It is an excellent
respect milk is an ideal food.
source of vitamin A, a good source of vitamin
G, contains appreciable amounts of vitamins C
and D, and is furthermore the best source of calcium for growing children. It is customary in
infant feeding to safeguard possible vitamin deficiencies in milk by the use of a little orange
or tomato juice for vitamin C, cod-liver oil for
vitamin D, and occasionally wheat germ or
yeast extract for the vitamin B complex. In a
mixed diet, plenty of milk and an abundance of
green vegetables and fruits will insure an adequate supply of vitamins.
Mineral elements. Although the necessity
in the diet of certain mineral elements, such as
calcium, phosphorus, and iron, has long been
known, it is beginning to be realized that other
mineral elements present in natural foods in
traces only may be of equal importance. Iodine
is now universally recognised as a food constiIn
tuent essential for the prevention of goiter
goitrous localities, the introduction of minute
amounts of iodine into the diet through its addition to the drinking water or to common salt
has met with success, and iodized salt is now
purchasable at almost any grocery store. Discrepancies in the value of different sources of
iron in the treatment of simple nutritional anaemia have been traced to the presence or
absence of copper, traces of which are apparently
essential for the utilization of iron in lueino,
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globin formation. Some evidence also has been
obtained that small amounts of manganese are
likewise

effective

in

supplementing iron.
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ash of various food materials has been found to
be effective in the cure of severe experimental
anaemia produced by repeated bleedings. It appears probable that a proper balance of many
inorganic elements is essential for successful
nutrition.

Standards of nutrition. In general, the requirements for successful nutrition are included

what might well be called the nutrition
creed, as expressed by Sherman: "(1) Sufficient
of the organic nutrients in digestible form to
in

yield the needed energy, (2) protein sufficient in
amount and appropriate in kind, (3) adequate
amounts and proper proportions of the various
ash constituents or inorganic foodstuffs, and (4)
sufficient of the essential vitamins."
Although
the recent developments, as summarized above,
indicate that information may still be incomplete concerning at least the third and fourth
articles in the creed, there has been a gradual
change in the past few years toward higher
standards of nutrition. With increased knowledge of food requirements, the goal is now
optimal rather than adequate nutrition. The
use as laboratory reagents for nutrition studies
of the rat with a life span only about onethirtieth that of human beings, has made it
possible to show that diets hitherto considered

adequate are capable of still further improvement.
Increasing attention is being given, particularly in the United States, to the nutrition of
school children. Various indices of nutrition
have been proposed and are being used to determine the extent of malnutrition. The most
commonly used is the Baldwin- Wood standard
of height and weight for age. These standards,
while not infallible, serve to indicate roughly
the nutritional status of the child, and considerable success has been attained in correcting malnutrition as thus detected by supplementary
school lunches, usually milk. In Great Britain,
a long-time experiment on a large scale showed
almost as good results from skim milk as from
whole milk. Undernourished children have been
shown to have a high protein requirement, and
the value of supplementary milk feeding is attributed by some quite as much to the quantity
and quality of its proteins as to its content of
calcium and vitamins.
Diet in relation to disease. Diabetes. The
use of insulin with properly controlled diets has
changed the mortality rate among diabetic children from about 80 per cent to 1 por cent. The
necessity for rigid control of the diet has afforded an opportunity to study the effect of
properly balanced diets upon the general nutritional condition of children.
Investigators at
the University of Iowa Medical School have found
the growth response of diabetic children under
careful dietary control to be greater than that
of the so-called superior groups of nondiabetic
children according to the Baldwin standard. It
was found also that children who had been under
dietary treatment for diabetes for six months or
more invaribly showed signs of arrested caries in
place of progressive caries before the treatment.
This was thought to indicate the dependence of
dental caries in children upon recent dietary in-

adequacies and the possibility of checking or
preventing caries by adequate diets. Joslin has
recently emphasized the hereditary nature of

diabetes and the possibility that the disease may
be latent in the parent until after it has appeared
For this reason, he recommends
in the child.
the avoidance of obesity by all the relatives of
a diabetic child as middle life is approached.
Pernicious anaemia. With the discovery by
Minot and Murphy of the beneficial effects of
liver in the treatment of pernicious ansemia,
this disease may now be classed among the nutritional diseases.
The publicity given to this
treatment caused liver eating to become quite a
fad, regardless of the type of anaemias or even
While
definite proof of an anaemic condition.
liver is

undoubtedly an excellent article of

diet,

other foods may be substituted for it in simple
ansemia or as a source of vitamins, but thus far
nothing, with the possible exception of kidney,
has been found to serve the same purpose in perFor this reason, the wave of
nicuous anaemia
popularity for liver has worked a hardship in the
case of pernicious ansemia patients on account of
the exorbitant cost and scarcity of calves liver.

Pellagra. Although it is generally conceded
that lack of a specific vitamin,, vitamin G, is reto a certain degree iii the development
rnsible
pellagra, tho pellagra problem is not yet
solved.
Salmon and his associates at the Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station have
obtained rather convincing evidence that experimental pellagra in rats involves not only a
dietary deficiency but an infection, a comparatively noupathogenic organism becoming pathogenic as a result of a deficiency of the antipellagric vitamin.
Rickets. The possibility of duplicating the
effect of cod-liver oil or other sources of anti-rachitic vitamin by suitable exposure to sunlight
or ultra-violet light has led to the exploitation
of ultra-violet lamps and special glass for windows. While such glass may be of value in
hospital solariums, the expense of installation
is hardly justifiable in ordinary homes, nor are
ultra-violet lamps within the reach of everyone.
In Fjngland and on the Continent, irradiated
crgosterol is being used extensively in the prevention and treatment of rickets. These measures have tended to obscure the fact that ricketa
is essentially a matter of nutritional deficiency,
and that the action of sunlight or artificial light
is probably to form the anti-rachitic vitamin in
the body, the function of which is to promote
better utilization of calcium and phosphorus.
Attention should be paid quite as much to securing an abundance of calcium and phosphorus as
of the anti-rachitic vitamin.
Park, a critical
student of rickets not only under laboratory but
clinical conditions, has stated his belief in the
possibility of abolishing rickets by food and sun"Personally, I believe that if
light as follows:
pregnant women received ample well-balanced
'

which green vegetables were abundantly
supplied and cow's milk was regularly taken,
and kept a sufficient part of their time in the
open air and sun, and if their infants were
placed in the direct rays of the sun for a part
of each day and were fed cod-liver oil for the first
two or three years of life, more could be accomplished in regard to the eradication of caries of
the teeth than in all other ways put together,
and that rickets would be abolished from the
earth."
All in all, the discoveries of the past two or
three decades in the field of nutrition have emphasized the importance of what has sometimes
been called the "infinitely small" factors in nudiets in
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trition,
edge is

and have shaken the

complete concerning what constitutes a
balanced diet. While the requirements for successful nutrition may still be stated in terms of
the four factors referred to above, there is still
much to be learned concerning each of these factors, but more particularly the balance of ash
constituents and the balance of vitamins.
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Several varieties of football
are played, but the term is becoming more and
more restricted to the type of game which has
made such amazing headway in the American
college world. No other sport in modern times
has gained so firm a grip on the college man or
aroused the intense interest of an immense number of spectators among the public at large as
football.
Stadiums of sufficient seating capacity
to care for the hosts that clamor to soc the more
important games arc still being constructed and

each year sees larger and larger amphitheatres
erected. Increasing curtailment of the number
of tickets allowed to alumni and undergraduates
has been made necessary.
The changes made in the rules for the original
game have unquestionably contributed greatly
to football's increased popularity. Mass play
was legislated against and the so-called open
play introduced. It is possible now for the average spectator, as well as the gridiron expert,
to get the drift of what is going on.
Although the rule makers have done well with
of their innovations, their recent

move

in

1927 aroused considerable criticism. This called
for the removal of the goal posts to a place 10
yards behind the last chalk mark, which has
"killed" the drop kick for goal, one of the prettiest manoeuvres of the game in the opinion of

many.

No

now

possible

such thing as a "championship eleven"

is

in

American

college

football.

There is no "world series" between two league
or sectional title holders. The only way that
the question of supremacy could be settled would
be the arrangement of a post-season game between two pree'ininent teams, but the college
authorities have always opposed such a procedure.

But
has

if

football can boast no champions, it yet
elements to aiFord the desired "thrills."

many

With the open game, the little college is put on
a fairly equal footing with the members of the
"Big Threes'* and "Big Fours," etc. Every
gridiron season, therefore, is sure to have its
quota of upsets. The intersectional contests also
afford

much

interest

and much food

for analy-

sis.

The success of the college game led inevitably
to the advent of professional football with the
teams being recruited mainly from former college players of reputation, 'in a few cities in
the Middle West, this movement appears to be
successful in a financial way with the public rallying to its support, but in New York and other
Eastern cities, the professional clubs do not appear to be gaining the necessary followings. See
SOCCER.

FORATN

1

).
(1852, f6'ruN', JEAN Louis
French caricaturist, etcher, and painter (see
VOL. VIII). He was elected President of the
Academie des Beaux Arts in 11)28, and was
President of the Socie"te Nationale des BeauxArts. During the World War, his weekly cartoons in L> Opinion were notable, and later he executed an important series of etchings on war
subjects.
Although most widely known as a
penetrating illustrator of French manners, in
which capacity he has continued to contribute to
numerous periodicals, as an etcher he is styled

A

incomparable, and his work in painting is delicate and delightful. Additional publications include Nous, vous, eux; La Vie; and De la Marne

au Rhin.

FORAKER,

FOOTBALL.

most
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belief that knowl-

An American

BENSON

JOSEPH
legislator

(see VOL.

(1840-1917).
VIII). lie

was defeated by Warren G. Harding in the Republican primaries for a seat in the Senate in

1914. A year before his death, he published
Notes on a Busy Life.
A play).
POBBES, JAMES (1871wright, born at Salem, Ont He went to the
United States in 1884 and was successively
dramatic critic, editor, and press representative.
He first attempted play-writing in The Chorus
Lady (1900), an immediate success. He organized and directed the formation of groups of

professionals sent to Europe to entertain the
American Expeditionary Forces during the
World War, organized the first stock company
of actors to play in repertoire in France, and

originated the plan of organizing other actors
serving in the army into stock comHis later plays include The Show Shop;
panies.
The Famous Mrs. Fair (1919) ; The Endless
Chain (1922)'; and Young Blood (1926).
1

who were

).
FORBES, W(ILLIAM) CAMERON (1870An American public official (see VOL. IX), who

was appointed by President Harding to the
Wood- Forbes mission to investigate conditions
in the Philippine Islands in 1921. He was

overseer at Harvard, 19 14-20. He wrote : As to
Polo (1920) ; The Romance of Business (1921) ;
The Philippine Islands (1928).

FORD, FOED MADOX

lish author, son of a

An Eng(1873).
German, Hueffer, whose

FORD

POBDHAM
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later abandoned, and editor of the
Transatlantic Review. His education consisted
largely in listening to the conversations of the
Pre-Raphaelites and visiting relatives in France
and Germany. Strongly influenced by the Hento
ley group, who considered that one ought
undergo a real struggle with existence, he worked

name he

on a farm for thirteen years. Conrad and Henry
James were in the neighborhood, and he came
under the influence of the latter, and wrote
The Inheritors (IflOl) and Romance (1903)
with the former. Ho was gassed while with the
British forces in France during the World War
and temporarily lost his memory. His biographies were Life of Madox Brown, his grand-

father, the painter (1896), Henry James (1913),
Miscellaneous
and Joseph Conrad
(1024).
works included The Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood
(1907) Ancient Lights (1911) Thus to Revisit;
8ome Reminiscences (1921) Mr. Bosphonts and
:

;

;

the Muses; or a short History of Poetry in England (1923); New York Essays (1927), and
New York is not America (1927). His travel
books were The Soul of London (1905) and A
Mirror to France (1926). The Collected Poems
of Ford Madox Hueffer appeared in 1914 and

1916, and were supplemented by New Poems in
His novels were of two kinds the histori1927.
cal and the modern. The former included The

Fifth Queen (1906); Privy Seal (1007); The
Fifth Queen Crowned: A Trilogy (1908) Ladies
HThose Bright Eyes (1911), and A. Little Less
Than Gods, dealing with the French "Revolution
(1928). Some of his novels of modern life were
Mr. Apollo (1908); A Call (1910); The Good
Soldier (1915); Some Do Not (1924); More
Parades (1925) ; A Man Could Stand Up (1926) j
and The Last Post (1928).
An
).
FOBD, GEORGE BITRDETT (1879American architect and specialist in city planning, born at Clinton, Mass., and educated at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
the ficole dcs Beaux-Arts in Paris. He began
practice in Boston in 1901, afterward continuing
As a specialist in city planin New York City.
ning, he was consultant, at various times, for
Now York City, Passnic, Jeisey City, N. J.;
Omaha, Nebr.; Springfield, Mass.; Cincinnati,
Mansfield, Ohio, and many other cities. In
France, he was consultant to the French govp*nmcnt for the reconstruction of cities in the devastated regions after the World War.
An American
).
FOBD, HENRY (1803manufacturer (see VOL. IX). In December of
1915, he chartered a ship to send a party of
peace enthusiasts to Europe with the object of
organizing a conference to influence the belligerent governments to eeaso warfare. The party
went to Christiania, Norway, and thence some
members proceeded to Stockholm, Copenhagen,
and The Hague, but the entire movement ended
unsatisfactorily; it was not official ly recognized
abroad, and dissension arose in the ranks of* the
members themselves. In 1910 he brought a libel
suit against the Chicago Tribune for $1,000,000
because he had been called an, anarchist in one
of its editorials.
The court awarded him a
verdict of $.00 and the cost of the trial,
controversy arose in 1018 over the results of the
;

IT1TIVEBSITY

Mr. Ford resigned as president
Ford Motor Company in 1020 and was
succeeded by his son. He built and equipped the
Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit at a cost of
$7,500,000. About the same time, he bought
the Dearborn (Mich.) Independent, in which
from time to time he severely ciiticized the Jews.
This criticism he publicly recanted on July 8,
In 1928 he supported Herbert Hoover
1927.
January, 1922.
of the

In that year he made extensive
for President.
purchases of early American machines and implements to be placed in his industrial museum.
He also made a hobby in later years of collecting
early American furniture, household implements,
See MUSCLE SHOALS.
etc.
EORD, HENRY JONES (1851-1925). An

American journalist and professor of politics
In 1920-21 he was a member
(see VOL. IX).
lie
of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
published The Scotch-Irish in America (1915),
The Natural History of the State (1915),
Woodrow Wilson, the Man and His Work (19 1C),
Washington and His Colleagues (1918), and
The Cleveland Era (1919).

FORD,

JAMES

LAUREN

(1854-1928).

An

American humorist, editor, and critic (see VOL.
IX). He wrote Waitful Watching (1916),
Forty-Odd Years in the Literary Nhop (1921),
and II ot Corn Ike (1923), and edited The Porcupine, 1917-18.

FOBD, WALTER BURTON

(1874-

).

An

American mathematician, born at Oneonta, N. Y.
He was graduated from Harvard in 1908 and
took post-graduate courses at that university
and in Europe, lie was instructor of mathematics at the University of Michigan, 1900-03, and
in 1904-05 at Williams College. After 1905 he
was again a member of the faculty of the University of Michigan, serving as professor of mathematics since 1917. He wrote Plane and Solid
Geometry, 1913; First Course and Second Course
in Algebra, 1919; College Algebra (1922); and
Analytic Geometry (1924). He also contributed
various articles to scientific journals and was
editor-in-chief of the Mathematical Monthly,
1923-27.

FOBDHAM

UNIVERSITY. A

Roman

education at
Fordham, Now York City, founded in 1841. It
is under the Society of Jesus and is the largest
Roman Catholic institution in America. The
student enrollment increased from 1500 in 191314 to 7859 in 1928-21), plus 1397 in the summer
session of 1928; the faculty was increased from
140 to 212; and the library from 72,700 volumes
In 1928-29 the law school enrollto 100,000.
ment at the University was 1465 and there were,
A gymnasium
in addition, 175 pro-law students.
was built in 1023; the Seismic Observatory,
which was a gift of William J. Spain in memory
of his son, was completed during 1924; a new
library was erected in 1925; a new building
which provided a biological laboratory, lecture
rooms, and class-room space for about 800 additional students of the college department was
completed in 1927; and in 1028 a new faculty
building was completed with accommodations for
70, and the seating capacity of the chapel was
enlarged to accommodate 1200. In the spring of
senatorial election between Truman .H, New- 1924, the Kev. Joseph Asamuth, from Germany,
berry, Republican, and Mr. Ford, Democrat. became head of the biology department; and in
Ford charged his opponent with excessive ex* 1926 a unit of the Coast Artillery Reserve Officers
penditure in his campaign. Newberry was Training Corps was organized in the college decharged and convicted, but on appeal to the partment. President, the Rev. WilHan J. Duane,
Supreme Court, the decision was reversed in S.J. Ph.D.
.

A

Catholic

institution

for

higher
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FORDNEY-McCTTMBER TARIFF BILL.
An

the United States in particular that forest resources must be conserved in every possible
manner. The World Forestry Conference held

American physirian known especially for his
work in dermatology and syphilography. He was
born in Guernsey Co., Ohio, and received his degree in arts at Adrian College in 1878 and in

in Rome, Italy, Apr. 29-May 5, 1926, was a
striking example of this increasing interest.
total of 58 widely scattered nations were unanimous in their approval of lumber conserva-

medicine at Chicago Medical College in 1881.
Later, he studied at the University of Berlin and
then returned to practice in New York. He was
editor of the Journal of Cutaneous Diseases,
professor of dermatology in Columbia University,
and head of the dermatological clinic at Bellevue
Hospital. When the salvarsan treatment of
syphilis was first introduced, he took it up with
great enterprise and many students were attracted to New York to observe the technic and
results of the treatment. His name is commemorated in an ailment known as "Fordyce's

tion,

See

T \RIFF ix

T

TIIK L NIIED SFAIES.

FORDYCE, JOHN

ADDISON (1858-1925).

Disease."

FOREIGN

EXCHANGE.

See

FINANCE

AND JUNKING.

A

War

clearly showed how vital
a nation's existence. Without
the systematically managed forests of France,
the successful prosecution of the War by the
Allies might have been grievously delayed. Likewise, it was equally true that the forests of

The World

forests

are

to

Germany enabled that nation, surrounded as it
was by blockading fleets and armies, to endure

much

"longer than it could have without them.
of the peculiar results of the War in relation
to forestry was the shutting off for a time of the
vast Russian timber supplies from the nations of

One

western Europe.

English, French,

and German

It is
forests suffered severely during the War.
roughly estimated that in England alone over
1,000,000 acres of private woodlands were cut
down for war needs.

FORESTRY. In no single equal period of
the world's history were the forest resources of
the world so heavily drawn upon as in the years
after 1014. Not only the needs of ordinary
National Forests. In the United States, the
population growth but the enormous demands area of the National Forests showed a net deof war caused an unprecedented use of lumber, crease of 4,367,668 acres from June 30, 1014, to
especially the very finest grades. The serious- June 30, 1028, a loss explained in part by the
ness of the situation in the United States was consolidation of small areas and by the release
indicated in the 1921 report of the Chief For- of lands adapted primarily to agriculture. That
ester, who stated that three-fifths of the virgin the .National Forests are ah important source of
timber was gone, and, worse yet, the people were income to the Federal government was shown by
using the remainder at a rate four times that an aggregate income, during the year ending
of production. The one redeeming feature of June 30, 1028, of more than $5,000,000. The
the situation .was the growing realization value of the forests as recreation places for the
throughout the civilized world at large and la people is beyond calculation. The future of the
RELATIVE STANDS OF SAW TIMBER BY STATES

(From U. 8. Department

of Agriculture.)

of the remaining limber in the United States if in the Sonth and West, far away from
the great industrial and farming States of the Middle West and Northwest, where the need for
timber is greatest. Destructive lumbering has greatly reduced the forests of this reirioa. One of
the, growing of timber on the immense areas
the moat urgent economic problems is relorestatiou
of. rough land best suited for forests*

Most

FORESTRY

FORESTRY
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and improvement are canby failure to suppress fires.
The value of effective fire protection was demonstrated in western Washington when, despite
the destruction of 0,000,000,000 board feet of
timber by a tornado which swept the west side
of the Olympic Peninsula on Jan. 29, 1021, no
public property.
Lumber. Despite the stimulus of war, there fire losses were reported from the tangled mass
has been a consistent decrease in lumber pro- of highly inflammable material. As a means of
duction in the United States since 1906, when a more effective coordination, there was organized
maximum of 46,000,000,000 board feet was in 1028 a national forest protection board com-

National Forests was brightened by the passage
in 1928 ofthe McNary-Woodruff Law which laid
down a definite purchase programme. The importance of increasing federal holdings is sugonegested by the fact that approximately only
fifth of the forest lands of the United States are

This decline in the face of rapidly inin percreasing population meant a sharp drop
in connection with a
capita consumption. Taken
of the source of suprapid westward movement
plies, resulting in evci -increasing transportation
costs, the lumber situation became increasingly
In an effort to reduce waste resulting
serious.
from the use of a multiplicity of grades and sizes,
a committee oil lumber standardization, reprecommittees
senting the lumber trade and similar
from the United States Departments of Agriculture and Commerce, proposed in 1923, as the
reached.

result of joint studies, a series of standard
timber
grades for yard lumber and structural
The Forest Products
of all important species.
of AgriculLaboratory of the U. S. Department
ture has rendered material assistance by deterand
mining economical means of using low-grade
waste lumber. The United States Forester rethe
of
of the country
peatedly warned the people
that efforts be made
decreasing supply and urged
to stimulate timber production in the United
States.

Reproduction. The period since 1914 has
witnessed unusual expansion in forest planting
throughout the world. England, suffering from
the loss of 1,000,000 acres of woodland during
the World War, began actively planting on a
large scale and establishing forest nurseries in
various parts of England and Scotland. In the
United States, not only the Federal government
hut many States and municipalities saw the wis-

dom

of encouraging forest planting, and many
private corporations in Canada and the United
States engaged in various forms of lumber operation began planting on a large scale. New
York and Pennsylvania developed State nurseries
having an annual capacity of millions of trees

for distribution.

Forest Fires. Fire, long conceded to be the
most serious enemy of the forests, continued
during this period to exact its enormous toll of
timber from the nation. The newspapers and
periodicals in directing attention to the fearful
results of forest fires did much to present to the
general public the seriousness of the situation
and lo warn tourists and hunters of the clanger
of careless practices. The first national fire conference ever held in the United States was con-

vened at Sacramento, Calif, during the summer
of 1921. All aspects of forest-fire control were
discussed. Serious attempts made by both the
Canadian and the United States governments to
utilize the airplane as a means of controlling
forest fires pointed to the probability that airplanes would he most effective in detecting rather
than in subduing forest fires. Efforts were made
to develop the radio as, a means of communication in isolated areas. The Weeks Law, providing $400,000 Federal funds annually to assist
the States in fighting forest fires, aided materiIt was generally
ally in the reduction of loss.
conceded by expert foresters that fire control is
really the most vital factor in forestry, since all

efforts in replanting

celed

posed of representatives of the Forest Service,
National Park Service, Bureau of Indian Affairs,
General Land Office, the Biological Survey, the
Weather Bureau, Bureau of Entomology and
Bureau of Plant Industry.
Forest Experiment Stations. Under the
stimulus imparted by the consciousness of the

diminishing forests, research received
unusual consideration during the period subsequent to the War. That there was a significant
awakening was concretely manifested in the
establishment of a series of new Federal forestry
rapidly

stations

as follows:

Southern,

New

Orleans,

La., 1922; Appalachian, Asheville, N. C., 1022

j

Northeastern, Amherst, Mass., 1023; and Lake
States, St. Paul, Minn., 1923. Pacific Northwest, Portland, Ore., 1024;
Ohio-Mississippi
Valley, Columbus, 0, 1027: Allegheny, Philadelphia, Pa., 1928. The immediate purpose of these
new research institutions is to develop better
methods of handling the existing forests and to
encourage the reforestation of vast cut-over lands
now idle, which only a few decades ago were
covered with a splendid growth of forests. The
cut-over land problem is particularly acute in
the Lake States region, where aspen and scrub
oak have succeeded noble stands of pine.
Pulpwood. The replacement of the enormous
quantities of wood used in the manufacture of
paper and paper products presents a problem of
national scope, and one that grows increasingly
acute.
Realizing the seriousness of the situation, the U. S. Department of Agriculture Forest
Service studied the possibility of growing more
pulp wood and also of utilizing species which
hitherto had been considered useless. Some progress has been made in developing means of converting corn stover into paper.
The decline in the forest resources of the mainland of the United States created interest in
other possible sources of supply, notably Alaska.
Figures presented in the 1921 report of the
United States Forester, indicated that the
national forests of that territory comprise 20,000,000 acres, containing an estimated stand of 75,For000,000,000 board feet of usable timber.
tunately, the national forests of Alaska represent
85 per cent of the Territory's lumber supply. In
order to encourage the rational use of Alaskan
timber, the Federal Forest Service offered induce-

ments to

reliable corporations to establish pulp
mills in the national forests, on a basis of permanent production. Contracts were completed in
1927 whereby two large tracts near Juneau and
Ketchikan were opened to development by private

corporations

working under carefully guarded

provisions.

Insects and Disease.

Not

fire alone,'

but

in-

sects and diseases exacted a heavy toll from
the forests of the United States and of all the

world during the period ended 1028.

Perhaps

the most insidious enemy of all was the chestnut
Atlantic
blight, which, gaining a foothold on the
coast of the United States, practically eliminated

FORMAN

FORSTEB

5} !i

the chestnut from the eastern United States
forests.
The white -pine blister rust, long an
enemy of the white-pine forests of the eastern
United States, became established in the western
white-pine forests of British Columbia, WashingThe gipsy and brownton, and northern Idaho.
tail moths continued their slow but menacing
spread throughout New England forests. The
tremendous areas involved in forest-pest control
rendered suppress ive measures exceedingly difficult.
Experiments with airplanes as distributors of poisonous dusts gave promising results.

Land Classification. The agricultural depression following the War forced the attention
of thinking agriculturists, foresters, and business men to the considerable amount of land in
the United States which, though utilized for
agriculture, was for the time being of essentially greater value for the growing of forest
The Secretary of Agriculture named a
committee to classify the lands of the United

trees.

States according to their probable value in the
effort to prevent the vain and futile attempts
of pioneers to establish homesteads on land

primarily unfitted for agriculture.
Micellaneous. The organization in 1920 of
the British Empire Forestry Association, connecting all the scattered units of the vast EmIn addition,
pire, was a very progressive move.
the publication of a quarterly journal by the association, the first number of which appeared in
March, 1922, has helped to promote friendly relations between the various units of the service.
The Journal of Forestry, published by the Society
of American Foresters, continued to develop as
an important medium for the exchange of thought
and knowledge on American forestry problems.
Steady progress was made by the leading forestry
school's in strengthening their research and teaching staffs and improving their curricula.

The growth of scientific forwas indicated by the
appearance of an unusual number of books relating to fundamental subjects. The more significant are F. Roth, Michigan Manual of Forestry, 2 vols. (Ann Arbor, Mich., 1914 and
H. H. Chapman, Forest Valuation (New
1916)
York, 1915) J. W. Tourney, Seeding and PlantR. C. Hawley and A. F.
ing (New York, 1916)
Hawes, Manual of Forestry for the NortheastBibliography

estry in the United States

;

;

;

ern United States (New York, 1918); H. H,
Chapman, Forest Mensuration (New York and
London, 1921); K. W. Woodward, The Valuation of American Timberlands (New York and
London, 1921); R. Zon and W. N. Sparhawk,
The Forest Resources of the World (New York
and London, 1923) ; S. J. Record and C. D. Mell,
Timbers of Tropical America, (New Haven and
London, 1924) ; H. H. Chapman, Forest Finance
(New Haven, Conn. 1926) ; E. P. Stebbins, The
Forests of India, vol. Hi, (London, 1920) J. W.
Tourney, Foundations of Silviculture upon an
Ecological Basis, (New York, 1928).
An
).
POB3SHAN-, HENRY JAMES (1879American author and editor, born in Russia.
He was educated at Harvard and at the 6cole
des Hautes Etudes Soeiales, Paris. He was attached to President Roosevelt at the Ruwso-Japanese Conference as a special correspondent.
Earlier in his career, he was literary editor of
Appleton's Magazine and political editor of the
Literary Digest (1905-06), associate editor and
Review
general manager of the North American
(1906-10), a member of the editorial staff of

Weekly (1913-14), its managing editor
(1914-18), and United States propaganda agent

Collier's

(1918-19). His works include In the
Footprints of Heine (1910), The Ideal Italian
Towr (1911), London An Intimate Picture
(1913), The Captain of His Soul (1914), Fire
of Youth (1920), The Man Who Lived in a Shoe
(1922), The Enchanted Garden (1923), Guilt
(1924), The Pony Express (1925).
FORMOSA, or TAIWAN. An island in the
western Pacific belonging to Japan; area 13,839
square miles; population, in 1926 3,023,752 as
compared with 3,341,217 in 1910 The Japanese increased from 50,000 to 195,769. The
great mass of the population thus remained
Chinese. The chief town, Taihoku, had 195,555
inhabitants in 1025 as against 95,000 in 1910.
Industry and Trade. Rice production is
the chief agricultural pursuit, its yield (two
in 1927 being 12,444,614 hectolitres.
crops)
Sugar, tea, jute, and sweet potatoes are other

abroad

important products. The production of camphor
through a government monopoly was 479,204 tons
in 1926. A greater application to the natural
resources showed itself in increased returns
from mining. The total value of minerals,

principally coal, gold, copper, and silver, was
14,627,334 yen in 1925; in 1913, it was 4,015,102 yen. Japan continued to absorb the greater
part of the Formosa trade, though China and
the United States occupied fairly important positions.
Discounting the unfavorable years of
the World War, the advance was consistent. In
1914 imports from foreign countries totaled 13,013,937 yen and from Japan, 39,879,148 yen; in

1927 imports were 05,840,306 yen from foreign
countries, 121,107,991 yen from Japan; exports,
44,597,707 yen to foreign countries; 202,078,577
yen to Japan. Means of inland communication
have been pushed. "Railroad mileage increased
from 290 miles in 1913-14 to 518 miles of government line and 1327.1 miles of private line in
1927.

Government and History.

Under Japanese

administration, the island's welfare improved
materially. From the point of view of civil
liberties, however, it must be recorded that the
government remained absolute. The cost of administration has mounted. In 1913-14 expenditures were 44,473,781 yen; in 1928-29 (estimate),
109,246,000.
Receipts wore derived from inland
taxes, customs, public undertakings, and Japanese subsidies (from 5,000,000 to 0,000,000 yen

were maintained over
opium, sake, and other
As a result of this action, the use of

annually).

camphor,
spirits.

Monopolies

salt, tobacco,

opium gratifyinaly fell off.
TOBSTEB, B(DWAUD)
).

A

British

author,

M (ORGAN)

(1879-

who was educated

at Tonbridge and King's College, Cambridge.
His novels were Where Angels Fear to Tread
(1905), The Longest Journey (1907), A Room
With a View (1908), Howard'* End (1910), A.
Passage to fndfa (1924), awarded the Prix
Fern ina- Vie lieu re use and the James Tait Black
Other
Prize, and The Eternal .Moment (1928).
works include Alexandria, a History and a
Qwde, Introduction and Notes to the Letter

Mrs. Elista Fay, Anonymity, An Enquiry,
Aspects of the Novel, Clark Lectures,
(1927).
FteSTEB, fur'stSr, FRIBDRICH W. (1869-

of

and

).

A

sociology,

pacifist and social philosoHe studied philosophy,
Berlin.

German

pher, born at

and

political

economy at the univer-

POUSYTH

government's
After the Armistice, he became
one of the spiritual leaders of the new Germany.
In the manner of the idealistic philosophers of
classical Germany, he published an appeal to the
avd
people's conscience. In his World Politics
World Conscience (Weltpolitifc und Wellgevoissen, 1019), he made a penetrating attack
on the policy which Germany had followed
He pleaded for the return to pasince 1870.
From Switzerland he published
cific federalism.
an autobiographical account of his long struggle
with German militarism (Mein, Kampf gegen
das Militawmirs Dentwhland^ 1020), Forster's
other works include Terhmk und Ethik (1905)
Schule und Charakter (1007); Remmlethik und
Sexual pa dag ogik
(1007;
English translation,
Christen turn und
Christianity and Rex, 1908)
Klawenkvmpf (1908); Autoritftt und Fretheit
(1010); Schuld und ftilhne (1011); Pohhsrhe
Ethik und Politische Padagogik (1910); Christentum und Pudaqofrk (1020); Angcwandte
poJitische ethilc (1922, 2d ed., 1024) ; and Franco-

World War.

;

j

(jermtin

Reconciliation

FORSYTH, ANDREW

RUSSELL

.

t

;

;

j

;

.

A

British historian who was librarian at
Windsor Castle (100.7-26). He received honorary degrees from Edinburgh, and Oxford Uni-

was nmdo Knight Commander of
the Royal Victorian Order in 1020. His works
versities, arid

included History of the 17lh Lancers

(lR05)j

Vundonald (1800); The Three Pearls (1910);
Jltotory of the Jtrif.ish

and Military Efiaays (1028); and The
Empire and tJi e Army 1 928 ) He edited The Correspondence of King George the Third, 7760-77N5
(6 vols., 1027-28) 5 The Recollections of Rifleman
Harris (1028); The Note-Books of Captain
Coignet (1928) ; and The Life and Adventures of
torical

Army (12 vols, to 18/59
1899-1921); My Natiwe Devon (1924); Wellington (1925} ; Sice British Soldiers (1928) ; His-
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Daniel Defoe (1928).

of Texas and an
important grain, meat-packing, and oil-refinery
centre.
The population rose from 73,312 in 1910
to 111,536 in 1020 and to 170,600 in 1028 by
city

estimate of the Bureau of the Census. The
area of the city was considerably enlarged by
the annexation of a closely built-up territory at
the outskirts. In 1925 the city-manager plan
of government became effective.
During the
World War, Camp Bowie and three flying fields
were built olose to the city. Shortly afterward,
the discovery of oil fields mar by brought increased activity, and by 1928 the value of petroleum products turned out by the nine refineries in the city was $54,000,000 annually.
The United States helium-gas plant, costing
$5,000,000, was established at Fort Worth, and
the city was named one of the four stations for
The dam across Trinity
dirigible,
airships.
River, begun in 1013, was completed, and on the
lake so formed a municipal bathing beach was
1

opened

(1023).

).
(1858A Britwh mathematician (see VOL. IX). He
became professor emeritus of mathematics at
the Imperial College of Science and Technology
in 1023. His later works include Calrvltus of
Variations (1027). He also edited Cay ley's
Collected Mathematical Papers and Buniside's
Th eony of Probabilii y ( 1 928 )
A French poet,
).
EOBT, PAUL {1872born in Rheims? ^ho continued the tradition of
the symbolist school of tin* eighties and nineties.
Ilia verse style was a sort of rhythmic prose
without any of the ordinary transpositions.
His works, largely published as sub-titles in a
series entitled Ballades Franqaises, include Montagncs, For6ts< Plaines, Hers; Le Roman de
Louis XI; L'Amour J/aru*, Les Nocturnes;
fttponse de 1'A.ule et dc la Nuit; Goxcom.be ou
VHomme tout Nu Tombe du Paradis; Vivre en
Dicu; Deux rhavrnitres au p<tif$ de rYvcHne
Poemes de France (1016) ; La lanlerne(1010)
de Pnollet (1018); Wanton* d /a Oaulotee
(1010) Helbne en fieur et Charlemagne (1921 )
L'arbro ft pobmes (1022); Louts A7, euriei/0
Jiomme (1922), Lcs Comperes du roi Louis
(1023), 3f,sd&eM, chronique de France (1024),
Le camp du drap d'or (102C), and L'or Ruggieri
Fan(1027), all plays; La Tourangclle (1025)
tomes de chaque jour (1025), and) with Louis
Mandin, Htetoire do la, pofisie frangafae dcpuis
M.W < 1920 ) Consult fiftv French Poets, by Amy
Lowell (1015), Retorted Poem* and Ballttds of
Paul Fort, translated by J. S. Newhcrry with an
appreciation of Carl Sandburg (1021), and Paul
Fort^ sa< vie. son OGttrre, by O. A. Masson (1022).
FORTESCTJE, SIB Jonar WILLIA.M (1850-

).
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of Berlin and Freiburg. After teaching
bephilosophy at the Zurich Polytechnikum, he
came in 1012 professor of philosophy at the
University of Munich. Ho resigned his chair in
1020 and retired to Switzerland. Forster opposed
the German
policy all through the
sities

in

1017.

A

filtration -plant

was alo

large office skyscrapers and
many minor buildings were erected, and in the
area that had been Camp Bowie, 3500 houses
built.

Several

were built. In 1928 building permits reached
nearly $20,000.000. The assessed valuation of
property in 1927 was $IG4,9;58,000; the net debt
was $10,803.000. In 19*25 industrial plants gnve
employment to COOS persons who received $8,402,000 in wages. The value of products was
$100,320,000.

POSDICK, HARRY EMERSON (1878An American clergyman and professor, born

).

at
Buffalo, N, Y., and educated at Colgate University, Union Theological Seminary, and Columbia University. lie was ordained to the
Baptist ministry in 1903, holding a pastorate
at Montdair, N. J., until 1915, when he was
named professor of practical theology in the
Union Theological Seminary, in Now York City
(where he had been instructor in liomiletics since
1008). Ho became pastor o the Park Ave. JJuptist Church of New Yotk in 1027, having previously served for several years as preacher for
the First Presbvterian Cluirch of that city. In
1020 work was in progress upon the new Riverside Church, Now York, of which Dr. Fosdick was to become pator. His works include
The Manhood of the Master (1913) ; The A-wrranee of Immortality (1013); The Meaning of
Prayer (1015); The Challenge of the Present
Crisis (1917); The Meaning of Faith (1917);
The Afeamng of flfrwieo (1920), Christianity
and Progress (1022); a Spanish translation of
one of his books, as La Pcrwnalidad del IHvino
Maestro (1923); T wet re Tests of Oharnoter

(1924); The Modern the of the. JHM<!-(in24);
Adventurous Religion (1020); Spiritual Values
and Eternal Life (1927); A Pilgrimage to
Palestine (1027).

(1852-1926), An
VOL. IX). In
his later works, among which zav be mentioned
"Late Summer Moonrise." "Litohfield Hills,"
"Hazy Moonrise," and "From Hill to Hill," his
interest in the misty effects of dawn and twilight and moonlit nights was still conspicuous.
In 1917 he was awarded the Altman Prize, Na*

FOSTBB, BEN (JAMTN)
American landscape painter
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and the gold medal

awarded by the National Arts Club.
).
FOSTER, SIR GEORGE EULAS (1847A Canadian public official (see VOL. IX). In
1916 lie was a representative of the British
government at the Economic Conference in
Paris. After the Armistice, he was Canadian
representative at the Peace Conference (1919),
at the first assembly of the League of Nations
in 1921, of which he was elected a vice president,
and at the seventh assembly (1926). His pub-

and

prize,

lications include Citizenship (1926).

FOSTER, JEANNE ROBERT (Mus. MATLACK
An American editor
(1884).

FOSTER)

and author, born at Johnsburgh, N.

Y.,

and

Boston University, in Harvard
courses, and the Stanhope-Wheatcroft Dramatic
School in New York. After various newspaper
experience, she became literary editor of the
Review of Reviews, 1910-22. She was also
American editor of the Transatlantic Review.
Her works include Wild Apples (1916), Neighbors of Yesterday
(1910), and Rockfiower
(1922) ; all of these are poetry. She edited the
educated

at

John Qvinn Letters (1925).

An
MAXIMILIAN).
(1872American author born in San Francisco and
educated at Andover Academy (Mass.). His
career started in the newspaper field, which he
abandoned for magazine work. Since 1902 he
has published several plays and novels, which
include Keeping Up Appearances (1911), The
Whistling Man (1913), The Trap (1920), The
Silent Partner (1923), Humdrum House (1924),
7 Want to Be a Lady (1926), and various
motion- picture plays. During the World War, he
was official correspondent for the United States

FOSTER,

government in France.

FOSTER, WILLIAM TRUFANT
An American educator (see VOL.

(1879IX). He

).

re-

signed from the presidency of Reed College in
1920 and accepted the directorship of the Francis D. Pollak Foundation for Economic ReHe wrote Should Students
search (1920).
Study! (1917). With Waddili Catchmgs he
wrote: Money (1923), Profits (1925), Business
Without a Buyer (1927), and The Road to
Plenty (1927).
An
).
FOTTGNER, G. SELMER (1884American journalist, born in Chicago, 111. He
was educated at the Sorbonne, Paris, and began
his newspaper career as a member of the editorial staff of the Paris Herald (1906-09).
He was later with the New York Press (190912), the New York Sun (1912-17), London correspondent for the New York Sun (1915), manager of the Press Bureau of New York for the
Liberty Loans (United States Treasury, 191720), director of newspaper publicity for the
second, third, fourth, and fifth loans, and for
organizations and committees of the
World War. He directed the publicity of the
New York Republican campaign for the Governorship in W26. He also edited Paper, The
Publisher's Guide, and L'Bapportateur Amer-

many

ioain.

FOTJLKE, WILLIAM DtnnuGY

(1848).
reformer (see VOL.
a
was
of
he
head
In
IX).
September, 1923,
delegation which visited President Cpolidge and
urged reform of the methods of appointing postmasters. In 1923-34 he was president of the
National Civil Service Reform League. He
wrote: A Hoosier Autoliography (1922); Is
Our Civilization Really Declining f (1923). A

An American

civil-service

Random Record

of Travel During Fifty Tears
(1925); Roosevelt and the Spoilsmen (1925);
Songs of Eventide (1928).
FOULOIS, BENJAMIN DELAHATJE (1879An American army officer, born in Con).

He enlisted in the Army as private, henecticut.
came 1st lieutenant in the Signal Corps in 1908,
and in 1914 was appointed captain of the Aviation
Section of that Corps. From that time he was
constantly on aviation duty and was the senior
military aviator in the point of service. He
commanded the air-service troops on the Mexican border in 1916-17 and in 1917-18 was Chief
He was the Amerof the Air Service, A. E. F.
ican member of the Aviation Committee of the
Supreme War Council from 1917 to 1919, in
1920-21 was assistant military observer for
the American Commission at Berlin, Germany,
and in 1921-24 served as assistant military attache to the American Embassy at Berlin. He
was promoted to be brigadier general in the
Signal Corps in 1917, was appointed commanding officer of Mitchel Field, N. Y., in 1925, and
assistant chief of the Air Corps in 1927.
1

FOUNDATIONS. The interval since 1914
has not witnessed striking developments in the
method of constructing foundations, though
there were naturally many improvements in the
organization and execution of the work, due to
and incidental improvements.
There naturally has been a tendency toward the
more extended use of steel or concrete-steel in
many cases where wood was formerly used. In
foundation construction, reinforced concrete has
become an indispensable construction material.
The foundation work of the most important character has to do with bridge piers and with large
office or public buildings, such as hotels, state
better appliances

or municipal buildings and opera houses.
In modern building construction, the foundation not only supports the skeleton steel frame
which with modern construction is constantly
increasing in height, but also has to be considered in connection with the increased space
in the basement and cellars for machinery for
various purposes. As a result, there are involved not merely the piers to carry the main
columns of the structure, but also a continuous
exterior wall which not only serves as a foundation for the exterior columns but also acts as a
retaining wall or coffer dam to resist the pressure of soil or soil and water on the outside of
the wall and permits the cellar excavation to
be carried below water level.
typical instance
of such modern construction was shown in the
Federal Reserve Building completed in New York
in 1924, where 2,910,000 cubic feet of space, or
182,000 square feet of floor area was provided
below curb level for machinery, vaults for securities, storage of various kinds and other genThe deepest pier in this builderal purposes.
ing went down 118 feet below the high curb
on Nassau Street and the deepest floor was 80
feet below the same level.
In bridge foundation construction, there have
been several notable works since 1914. One of
these comprised the anchorages and piers for the
suspension bridge across the Delaware between

A

Philadelphia and Camden. An essential element
of the Camden anchorage was two reinforced
concrete cribs, each 40 feet by 140 feet in plan,
which were sunk through silt, sand, and gravel
of the river to rock 110 feet below high-water
River. For the river
level on th
piers,

Delaware
pneumatic caissona were employed which
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were

fitted

with horizontal locks
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and. galleries

in the body of the pier so as to -afford safety
access to the working chamber.
These pneumatic caissons weie built of
steel and reinforced concrete 70 feet by 180 feet,
and were sunk to a depth of over 75 feet. This
did not show a very striking development either
in size or method, as the caisson for the New

and more convenient

York and Brooklyn suspension bridge, though
made of timber, was 172 feet by 102 feet, while
that for the Eads Bridge at St. Louis was of
boiler plate, 60 feet by 82 feet, both of which
works were built a half-century ago,
It has been claimed that in building the piers

for the Carlton Railroad-Highway Lift Bridge
over the Kennebec River at Bathj Maine, the
astounding and long-standing record made in
sinking the caissons of Ead's St. Louis Bridge
over the Mississippi in 18T3 was broken. The
east pier of Ead's JBridge was carried down 115
feet below water level, but even this record was
surpassed in the east abutment which went down
130 feet below high water. The pier caissons at
Bath reached depths of 1H.3, 118. and 123 feet

high tide. On Ead's Bridge, however,
there were 600 men in all employed at various
times in the compressed-air work sinking the
huge caissons. The air pressure reached 60
pounds per square inch, and it is said the gauge
was then removed and there is no record of the
highest pressure. Fourteen men died of caisson,
or compressed-air disease and there were 119
cases of the malady in all.
At the present time, however, a great deal of
compressed-air practice has been standardized,
an important addition to the modem caisson being a patented excavating lock through which
an ordinary bucket could pass in and out of the
compressed air without being detached from the
hoisting rope. Improved air compressors are
employed. However, most of the improvements
in caissons for deep foundations involved such
adjuncts as telephones and electric Lights in the
working chamber, and a better understanding of
the physiological effects of compressed air.
There was also developed the use of the hospital
lock so that the workmen were better protected
and less exposed to danger, notwithstanding the
fact that their employment under conditions of
air pressure was regulated and restricted by
local statutes or ordinances,
Thus, on the Bath
Bridge, a pressure reaching 50 pounds, per square
inch was used with no difficulty.
Another foundation method firs} employed on
a large scale in sinking the piers for the Foughkeepsie cantilever bridge iu 188C 3 has been recently used on two notable works. At Poughkeepsie there was 100 feet depth of water, and
rock was 140 feet feelow water level The open
dredging process was used. Open caissons divided into a number of compartments were
floated to position and sunk in place. Excavation was carried on under water through the
open wells, the river bottom being removed by
a clam-shell bucket. After completing the
excavation, the caisson is solidly filled with
concrete. In 1927 unexpected difficulty was encountered in sinking the east pier for the MidHudson suspension bridge just below the
Poughkeepsie cantilever bridge. The work was
being carried out by the same method, open
dredging, but at one time the east caisson was
as much out of plumb as 43% degrees. In July,
1928, it was finally righted and work again rebelow

sumed.
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In the Carquinez Straits Bridge, crossing an
arm of San Francisco Bay and completed in
1927, the fourth largest cantilever in the world,
the same open dredging process was employed
and a record depth, either close to that at
Poughkeepsie or slightly over it, of 132 feet was
attained.
Certainly one of the most remarkable pieces
of bridge-pier work recently carried out was the
foundation construction for the west pier of
the great Hudson River suspension bridge.

Borings showed rock sloping off steeply from
the shore. At the west or shoreward edge of the
piers (there are two piers side by side 89 by 98
feet in size and 153.5-ft. centres) rock averaged
39 feet below mean high tide, while at the east
or river edge the depth averaged 68 with a maximum of 70 feet. Such depth would usually be
reached by pneumatic caissons, but in this case
a huge steel sheet-piling cofferdam, with double
walls on three sides and of course requiring
very heavy interior bracing, was used. The
entire excavation was unwatered, the rock surface cleared off and the masonry tower footings
were built in the dry. This is probably the
largest and deepest bridge-pier work ever undertaken by the cofferdam method.
Pile foundations, of course, continue to be
extensively employed. The modern tendency in
using piles is to substitute those of concrete for
timber piles, and several typos of the former
are being used extensively. One leading advantage is that the concrete pile when properly
made is absolutely permanent under practically
all conditions of use including both wet and dry
service.
Obviously, their use did away with the
possible danger of decay in ease of water level
below the cut-off level which was likely to happen under conditions where much subterranean
construction acts to alter the natural water
level.
The simplest form of modern pile is one
of reinforced concrete which has been cast and
seasoned before driving and is used in the same
manner as one of timber. There was also developed a steel shell and driving mandrel which
was left in the ground and acted as a form in
which the concrete could be poured. Still another type was a pipe which was closed at the
bottom by a loosely fitting cast-iron point. This
pipe was sunk in the ground and then after being
filled with concrete was removed, leaving the
concrete pile and the point in the ground. Another system employed an open pipe which was
driven in the ground and the material inside
excavated by using a jet of compressed air. The
vacant space thus formed could be filled with
concrete, both pipe and concrete filling being
For driving such pipes, a
left in the ground.
hydraulic jack was employed and the method
was found to be particularly useful in underpinning buildings.
FOUNDATIONS, EDUCATIONAL. See UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.
FOURTEEN POINTS. See WORLD WAR,
DIPLOMACY OF THE, under War Aims,
An
).
POWIiER, CHARLES EVAN (1807American engineer, born in Bartlett, Ohio. He
studied engineering at the Ohio State University and in 1880 began active practice. He designed and. built many important railroad and
other bridges and was consulting engineer for
the Williamsburg Bridge in Manhattan. He
planned the Detroit suspension bridge (192021), the arch bridge at Sydney, Australia, and
the 24-mile causeway over Lake Ponchartrain

FOX
at

New

Orleans, La.

He

many

large

plants and performed other work in Manila,
Mexico, Cuba, and cities of the United States.

He was a member

of several scientific engineer-

ing societies and wrote much on building construction, including Engineering and Building
Foundations (1919); World Ports and Harbor
Data (1921).
An Ameri).
FOX, DIXON RYAN (1887can historian and professor, born at Potsdam,
N. Y., and educated at Columbia University.

He was

assistant professor of history there,
1919-22, associate professor, 1922-27, and professor since 1927. His works include Decline
of Aristocracy in the Politics of the United
States (1919); Historical Atlas of the United
States (1920) ; an Outline of Early American
History (1922) Herbert L. Osgood, an American
Scholar (1923); Caleb Heathcote, Gentleman
Colonist (1926). With A. M. Schlesinger, he
edited A History of American Life (1928).
).
FOX, FONTAINE (TALBOT, JR.) (1884An American newspaper cartoonist born in
Louisville, Ky., best known for his creation of
"Fontaine Fox's Funny Folk," "Fontaine Fox's
Cai toons," "The Toonerville Trolley," all collected in book form, and many other cartoons.
He was connected with the Wheeler Syndicate
fiom 1915 to 1920, with the McNaught Syndicate, 1920-2.5, and since 1925 has been with the
Bell Syndicate, supplying humorous cartoons to
;

about 250 newspapers.
An American
).
FOX, PHILIP (1878astronomer, born in Manhattan, Kan. He graduated from the Kansas State Agricultural College

in

1897,

and from Dartmouth in

taking post-graduate courses in Berlin.

1002,

After

serving on the faculty of Dartmouth College, he
became Carnegie research assistant at the Yerkes

Observatory at the University of Chicago in

1903, and was instructor in astro-physics at the
University of Chicago from 1907 to 1909, when
he became professor of astronomy and director
of the Dearborn Observatory at Northwestern
University. He served in the World War as
major of infantry, and as assistant chief of staff
in the 7th Division. Professor Fox is the
author of Annals of the Dearborn Observatory
(vols.

i

and

ii).

FOX, WILLIAM

FRANCE
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also built

A

).
(1879motion-picture producer born in Hungary and brought to
the United States in infancy. He began his
career an a theatrical manager in Brooklyn in
1904 and became president of the Fox circuit
of theatres and the Fox Film Corporation. He
was one of the earliest moving-picture producers,
beginning, like Zukor, with the "penny arcades"
and gradually expanding his interests until he
was maintaining studios in California and New
York. In 1916 he began exhibiting in Europe.
Soon he was showing his pictures in many counHis best-known productions include Les
tries.
Mis6rab1es, Tale of Two Cities, Romeo and
Juliet, A Daughter of the Qods, Salome, Cleopatra, EvangeMne^ Over the Hill, The Queen of
Rheba, etc. He did excellent work assisting the
Rod Cross organization in its drives during the

World War.
)
FRAENKEL, f reN'kel, SIOMUND ( 1868Austrian biochemist, known for his exhaustive
works. Born in Krakau, he received the degree of M.D. from the University of Vienna and
was appointed professor extraordinary of medical chemistry there.
His Arzneimittelsyrithese,
devoted to the synthetic medical drugs and the
.

chemical constitution and
physiological action, appeared in 1901, and has
gone through several editions and a translation
into English.
Descriptive Biocliemie appeared
in 1907, Dynamische Biochemie (1911), Prakticum der Mediminische Chemie, (1918), and
relations

between

Arzneimittelsynthese ( 1 92 7 )
FBAMPTON, SIB GEORGE JAMES (18601928). An English sculptor (see VOL. IX).
He was made a member of the Royal Academy
of Belgium (1926).
Among his later works,
marked by the decorative quality and fine modeling that distinguish his productions, were the
Edith Cavell Memorial, London, the statues of
Queen Mary for Victoria Memorial Hall, Calcutta, and for Government House, Delhi, and the
portrait busts of King George and Queen Mary
for the Guildhall.
FRANCE. A country of western Europe,
bordered on the south by the Mediterranean Sea
and Spain, on the east by Italy, Switzerland,
and Germany, on the north by Belgium and
Luxemburg, and the English Channel, and on
the west by the Bay of Biscay and the Atlantic
Ocean. Since the Treaty of Versailles, its territory has been increased by the addition of
Alsace and Lorraine, which had been in the possession of Germany since 1870.
Before the World
War, France was divided for administrative
purposes into 87 departments (including the
territory of Belfort, the remnant of the HautRhin department left to Franco after the FrancoThe Treaty of Versailles
Prussian War of 1 870 )
in 1919 restored Alsace-Lorraine to France,
adding the three departments, Haut-Rhin, BasRhin, and Moselle. The area of France was
207,054 square miles in 1913, and was increased,
by the restoration of Alsace-Lorraine, to 212,659 square miles. The population of France
(the old area) in 1911 was 39,604,992, with a
population density of 191 persons to the square
mile, but War losses brought the population
in 1921 down to 30,209,518, with an average
density of 184 to the square mile, in spite of
the new territories added, which had in 1021 a
population of 1,709,749, with a density of 305
to the square mile. The population in 1927 was
estimated at 40,960,000 and the density in 1926
at 191.5 per square mile.
About 55,657,000 acres were devoted to crops
in France in 1926, this representing 26.4 per
cent of the total land area (136,101,700 acres) ;
were used for permanent
acres
27,669,000
.

.

meadow and pasture; 5,919,000 for trees, shrubs,
and bushes; 25,567,000 were covered by woods and
forests; and 11,741,000 acres were waste and uncultivated land.

Population.

The

capital and largest city of

France, Paris, had a population of 2,906,472 according to the census of 1921 and in 1026 of
The Department of the Seine, whirh
2,871,429.
comprises Paris and its suburbs, had a population of 4,628,637 in March, li)2C, in an area
of 185 square miles.
Other important cities
are Marseille* (population 652,196 in 1926), the
chief Mediterranean port and in most respects
the leading port of France; Lyons (population
570,840 in 1926), the centre of French silk
manufacture, at the confluence of the* Rhone

and Sa6ne rivers; Bordeaux (population 256,026), the chief port of south western France, the
outlet of the Garonne Valley; Lille (population
201,921), textile and industrial city of northern
France, before the War one of the most rapidly

growing French

cities j

Nantes (population

184,-

FRANCE

;

The average number of births
from 1923 to 1927 was 758,213 and of deaths
689.204, the excess of births being 60,009. The

respectively.

average birth rate per 1000 inhabitants was
In 1028 there were
18.7 and the death rate 17.
745,315 births and 675,110 deaths, or a surplus
In 1927, 59,271
of 70,205 births over deaths.
foreign workers came into the country under
Becontract, and 89,982 such workers departed.
tween 1923 and 1927, the excess of entrance of
such workers over departures was 589,761.
There is no state religion in France, but the
dominant faith is Roman Catholicism. The
higher clergy in France included 17 archbishops
and 70 bishops. In addition, there were 51,000
clergy of various grades. There were also a
number of ecclesiastics teaching in the universities and in the Catholic institutions.
Protestantism in France was represented chiefly by
synodal Presbyter ianism. The Protestant population, of France was estimated at about 1*000,-

Judaism and Mohammedanism (the latter
chiefly in Algeria) were also represented in
000.

France.

Education.

Educational
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509), on the Loire River near its mouth, the
outlet for the yalley of central France; Toulouse
(population 180,771), an inland city on the upper Garonne River, in the centre of an important
agricultural and viticultural region; St. Etienne
(population 193,737), an important centre for
silks, ribbons, and other industries; Strasbourg
(population 174,492), formerly in German territory, an important river port and manufacturing city on the Rhine; and Le Havre (population 158,022) at the mouth of the Seine, a port
of entry for Paris, of rising importance.
The population of France, even in times of
peace, tends to increase with extreme slowness.
Several years in the period before the War
showed excess of deaths over births for instance,
those of 1890, 1891, and 1892, and 1011. In 1920
and 1921 the birth-rate increased, the excess of
births over deaths being 160,000 and 117,000,

freedom

is

pro-

by law 5n France. There are, consequently, a number of private schools maintained by individuals and associations, but all
vided for

have to conform to national standards of learning and morality, and the state alone has the
right to award diplomas and degrees, through
examination of the aspirants. The public
schools formed the bulk of the French educational system; together they made up the socalled University de Franco, divided into three
orders primary education, secondary education,
and higher education. The most elementary
schools in France were the Scales maternelleS)
a hort of kindergarten; in 1912-13, there were
3976 of thewe schools, and in 1926-27 only 3690,
due to the slowness of reestablishing schools of
this type in the devastated regions; the number
of pupils attending was 608,315 in 1912-13 and
303,052 in 3926-27. Next were the primary
schools proper, numbering 83,005 with 159,982
teachers and 5,609,251 pupils in 1912-13, and
80,183 with 3,853,431 -pupils in 1926-27. In
1912-13 there were 83 primary normal schools
each for males and females, with 4629 male
and 4959 female pupils; while in 1926-27,
there were 85 normal schools for males with
5653 students, and 86 for females with 6702
pupils.
Secondary education for boys was given
in 343 schools in 1913 to 100,203 students and
in 862 schools in 1927 to 115,096 students,
while secondary education for girls was given in

138 schools in 1913 to 33,282 students, and in 205
schools in 1927 to 52,459 students. Higher education was given to 60,969 students in 1927 of
whom 17,123 were under the law faculty, 11,182
students studying medicine, 12,820 science, and
13,343 letters. In 1029 there were 17 universities in France, at Aix-en-Provence,
Algiers,
Besancon, Bordeaux, Caen, Clermont-Ferrand,
Dijon, Grenoble, Lille, Lyon, Montpcilier, Nancy,
Paris, Poitiers, Rennes, Strasbourg, and Toulouse.
The oldest was the University of Paris,
founded in 1200, the newest that at Algiers,
founded in 1885. The only illiteracy statistics
available for France were those in connection
with conscription for the army. In 1912 the
percentage of illiterate conscripts was 4,18 and
in 1921 it was 4.07. In the earlier year, 7694
could neither read nor write, and in the latter
year, 6660. In 1020, 9.44 per cent of the conscripts could not write.

Agriculture.

France

is

preponderantly an

agricultural country, notwithstanding tho great
importance of French manufactuied products,
but the proportion of lural inhabitants was

Accordsteadily, though gradually, decreasing.
ing to the 1911 census, the rural population
was 22,096,000 out of a total of 39,605,000, and
according to the 1921 census, for the same area,
the rural population was 20,119,000 out of a
total of 37,500,000; for the new area of France
in 1921, the rural population was 21,004,000 out
of a total of 30,210,000.
The propottion of persons actually engaged in agricultural work was
slightly less; in 1911, the working population
of France was 20,931,000, while the agricultural
workers numbered 8,517,000. Thus, in 1911 the
ratio of agricultural woikers to total workers
was 407 to 1000, and the ratio of rural population to total population 558 to 1000.

Agriculture. The following table gives a
comparison between pre-war production and that
for 1927. It will be noted that post-war acreage and production in most instances have not
caught up with the pre-war figures.

5
Unit, gallon of wine.
* Unit, metric ton.

The value of the principal crops in 1026 was
as follows; wheat, $374,812,000; oats, $192,312,000; potatoes, $265,022,000; grape wines, $202,255. On Dec. 1, 1026, there were 14,482,000
cattle, 5,777,000 swine, 10,773,000 sheep, 1,388,000 goats, 2,894,000 horseK, 185,000 mules, and
264,000 asses. The figures for 1013 wens: horses,
3,222,000; cattle, 14,788,000; swine, 7,036,000.
Fisheries. The French fishing industry was
greatly damaged by the War, not only by the
requirement of fishermen for service in the army,
but also by the requisitioning of boats and
equipment. At the end of 1926, the number of
vessels was only 23,648, in spite of increases
since 1918, as compared with 29,451 in 1912.
The number

of

steam and motor vessels

is

in-
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creasing, but sailing craft (19,812) still pre- Lingerie and clothing made up approximately
dominate. The value of all fishery products in 13 per cent of the total export values.
In 1927 the United States supplied 13.3 per
1926 was placed at 1,057,567,000 franca, and the
cent of the imports and purchased 6.5 per cent
industry gave employment to 134,532 persons.
Minerals and Industries. The leading of the exports; Argentina, 4.4 and 2.1; Belgium,
minerals produced in France are coal, iron, gold, 7.0 and 13.7; Germany, 8.0 and 11.7; United
lead, zinc, silver, copper, antimony, manganese, Kingdom, 12.2 and 18.4; Algeria 4,8 and 7.1.
tungsten, bauxite, iron pyrites, mineral oils, salt The five leading imports in the order of value in
potash, and stone of various kinds, but not all 1927 were wool, cotton, wheat, coal, and wines;
the five leading exports in similar order, silk
of these are produced in important quantities.
The accompanying tables give a comparison of fabrics, cotton fabrics, iron and steel, pearls, and
representative post-war years with the pre-war wool and waste.
In contrast to the favorable trade balance of
year, 1913, for mineral and metal production
and manufacturing industries:
1927, there was a heavy adverse balance in i!)28,
as the imports amounted to 53,448,265,000
MINERAL AND METAL PRODUCTION
francs and the exports to 51,346,799,000 francs.
(Thousands of Metric Tons)
The imports in 1028 were classified as follows:

raw materials,
32,080,027.000 francs; and manufactured arThe exports were:
ticles, 7,000,403,000 francs.
foodstuffs. 6,240,247,000 francs; raw materials,
13,077,023,000 francs; and manufactured articles,
32,020,529,000 francs. The trade with
foreign countries as distinguished from that
with the colonies and protectorates was responsible in large measure for the heavy adverse balance referred to. Imports from foreign countries were valued at 4(5,720,343,000 francs and
foodstuffs, 12,540,775,000 francs;

1913
NOTB.

is

exclusive of Alsace-Lorraine.

Data for 1913 are for production within the
present boundaries unless otherwise noted.

exports at 43,022,282,000 francs. The value of
imports from the French colonies and protec-

MANUFACTURING PRODUCTION
1923

1926

metric tons

1,377.950
2,900
49,000
78,030
717,319

10,370
212.250
52.619
1,224,844
3,700
52,000
47,225
445,368

1000 gross tons

176

97

14,577
223,864
46,006
1,356,064
K,000
80,000
39,217
666,055
111

Product

191.3

Silk (conditioned at Lyon)
Wool (conditioned at Roubaix-Tourcoing)

Wool (conditioned

at

Mazamet)

Cotton cloth

Alcohol
Refined sugar
Vessels launched

18,519

1000 Ibs.
do
1000yds.

204,525
59,842

metric tons
1000 pairs

Artificial nilk

Boots and shoes

lOOOIbs.

(estimated)
.
'

1000

gals.

1927
12,707
229,049
58,387
1,298,103
13,000

42

Data are for seasons ended following year.

Foreign Trade. In 1927 the total value of torates in 1028 was 6,727,922,000 francs, and
French imports was 52,853,000,000 francs ($2,- of exports 8,324,517,000 francs. As in previous
073,052,000), as compared with 50,598,000,000 years, the United States was the principal
francs ($1,932,258,000) in 1926 and 10,724,000,- supplier to' France, followed by Great Britain,
000 francs ($2,070,000,000) in 1913. In com- Germany, Belgium-Luxemburg, and Argentina in
paring 1927 figures with those of 1913, the the order named. Great Britain was the
change in the value of the franc must be taken heaviest buyer of French merchandise, followed
in
1927 were by Belgium-Luxemburg, Germany, Switzerland,
into
consideration. Exports
valued at 55,225,000,000 francs ($2,162,729,000), and the United States. French imports from
as against 59,678,000,000 francs ($1,935,178,- the United States were valued at 6,200,346,000
000) in 1926 and 9,260,000,000 francs ($1,787,- francs and the exports at 3,331,481,000 francs.
the
of
Reconstruction. The
population
000,000) in 1913. The weights of both exports
and imports were much higher in 1927 than in devastated region in the northern and eastern
1920. The lower value in terms of francs re- departments of France which totaled 4,790,000
sulted evidently from declines in French selling in 1914, had fallen to 2,075,000 in 1918, but in
and buying prices abroad following the im- 1928 had increased to 4,645,000. Out of the
provement in the exchange value of the franc. 1,258,053 dwellings and farm buildings, 866,844
Imports of manufactured articles were lower were destroyed; by 1928, 641,011 had been reboth in value and volume in the later year. constructed, the difference being due to concenImports of foodstuffs, particularly wheat, in- tration in building. For the same reason, only
creased in value and weight, due, in a large 8296 factories had been reconstructed, whereas
measure, to the insufficient crops' harvested dur- 9332 out of 11,189 plants employing at least 10
workmen were destroyed. Of the 17,61(5 public
ing 1926.
That the visible trade balance was so favorable edifices destroyed, out of 20,824 which existed in
is

traceable almost entirely to trade with, the

1914, 14,756

had been

rebuilt.

Summing

up, of

French colonies and protectorates. Imports the 1,200,066 buildings of all kinds, contained
from the United States, the largest suppliers, in the census of 1914, a total of '893,792 were
were valued at $276,693,000 in 1927 as against destroyed; these had been replaced by 663,063
$256,698,000 in 1926. Of this total, 36 per cent buildings which, were much superior to the prewas represented by rayr cotton. Total exports to war structures.
In 1914 this area had 2,236,227 hectares of
the United States in 1927 were valued at ,$141,which 1,922,479
462,000, as compared with $126,516,000 in 1926. land under cultivation, of
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hectares were damaged; 1,862,852 hectares, all
that could be restored profitably, were again fit
for cultivation. The number of live stock which
was reduced almost to nothing was greater than
before the war. Of 120,000 kilometers of roads,
practically one-half were rendered unfit for use,
and 2490 kilometers of main railway lines were

destroyed; this damage was practically all repaired. The lines operated by the railways of
local interest were longer than before the war,
and the length of the navigable waterways also
had been increased.
The developments regarding the mining industry are no less striking. In 1914 tne coal
mines of the Departments of Nord and Pas-deCalais comprised 271 pits, 3300 kilometers of
galleries, 1233 kilometers of track, and 220
machines for extraction of coal; the monthly
production of coal averaged 2,260,000 tons.
Though all the j>its were destroyed in 1918, in
1928 the coal-mining facilities comprised 295
pits, 3788 kilometers of galleries, 1321 kilometers of track, and 230 machines for extracthe average monthly extraction has
tion;
increased to 2,700,000 tons. In the iron mines
of the Briey and Longwy Basins, which were also
destroyed, the facilities in 1028 were much
better than formerly, and the output had increased much beyond the pre-war figure.
The work of restoration had included the
filling in of 310,675,000 cubic meters of trenches,
the clearing of 379,000,000 square meters of
barbed wire, the destruction of 22,134,000 tons
of munitions found underground, and the pumping out of 107,000,000 cubic meters of water in
the coal mines and 10,218,000 cubic meters in the
iron mines. The commissions for the evaluation
of war damages had examined 3,092,884 demands
and had rendered decisions covering indemnities
totaling 77,752,750,000 francs. Of this amount
the payments made covered
73,525,870,000
francs. It was estimated that the total indemnities
due would
reach
85,500,000,000
francs and that they would be entirely
in
* paid
*
1930.

Finance. Before the War, French budgets
had a practical balance of receipts and expenditures, though in some years expenses showed a
greater or less excess. The accounts for the
fiscal period, 1913 (i.e., amounts
properly attributable to the year 1913, whether received
or spent in that year or in 1014) showed revenues amounting to 5,103,000,000 francs and expenses amounting to 5,349,700,000 francs, with
an excess of expenses amounting to 246,700,000
francs.
The budget for the year 1914 provided
for a slight surplus, but war expenses
upset the
calculations, and initiated the period of large
budgets which have continued ever since.
The French budget for 1929 as finally passed
on Dec. 30, 1928, varied very slightly from the
proposals of the Government. Expenditures
were fixed at 45,366,000,000 francs and revenues
at 45,430,000,000 francs, leaving an estimated
favorable surplus of 04,000,000 francs. These
totals represented an increase of
approximately
2,780,000,000 francs over the receipts and expenditures of the preceding year. In addition
to the general budget, there were various annexed budgets, which for 1929 amounted to
6,233,674,000 francs. Bach of the additional
budgets included its own independent revenues,
which, as a general practice, correspond exactly
with the expenditures authorised. The following tables show proposed revenues and expendi-
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tures

by categories

for 1929, with comparative

figures for 1928:

REVENUES AND THEIR SOURCES IN THE
FRENCH GENERAL BUDGET FEE 1929
(In millions of francs)

Item

Estimated

1923

Proposed
1929
9,737

Direct and assimilated taxes
Registry taxes
Stamp taxes
Taxes on transactions on the bourse

8,536
3,760
1,850

391

Tax on securities
Luxury tax

347

3,426

3,525

21

24

Customs duties
Indirect taxes

3,677
6,568
8,562
1,135

4,227
6,181
8,509
1,081

Business turnover tax
Sugar and saccharin tax
Monopolies
Public domain

Reimbursements
Sundry receipts

532

Exceptional receipts
in Algeria

Total

557
444

444
2,050
1,186

Amounts recoverable

3,712
1,893

2,181

2,553

342
17

288

42,497

45,281

EXPENDITURES IN THE FRENCH GENERAL
BUDGET FOR 1929
(In millions of francs)

1928

Ministries

Estimated
25,279

Finance

1929
Proposed
25,241

24G
236
736

286
245
888

6,031
2,451
Public Instruction and Fine Arts
2,585
Commerce and Industry (commerce f

6,815
3,091
3,091

Justice

Foieign Affairs
Interior

War

Marine

and industry, aviation and air-j 40
transports)
I 218
959
Labor, Health, and Social Welfare
Colonies
457
381
Agriculture
Public Works
2,034
Pensions
Total

46
317
1,234

561

454
2,180

792

907

42,445

45,225

Below are shown the amount and composition
on July 31, 1926, and JFeb. 29,

of the public debt
1028.

FRENCH PUBLIC DEBT ON JULY
FEBRUARY 29, 1928

31, 1926,

AND

(In millions of francs)
Allocation

INTERNAL

July 31,

Feb. 29,

1926

1928

101,676
43,644
42,262
94,197

101,740
77,579
25,757
77,018

281,779

282,094

17,273
6,122

17,121

665
402
197

'"366

24,609

17,780

74,709
81,002

74,44$
86,957

155,711

161,400

180,320

179,180

J>EBT

Perpetual
Amortizable
Short term
Floating
Total, internal debt

FOREIGN DEBT
Commercial
United States
Great Britain
:

Netherlands
Argentina

Uruguay
Total,

commercial

280
79

Political:

United States
Great Britain
Total, political
Total,

"The

foreign debt

figures for the foreign debt are given
in gold francs at the old parity.
In the above table,
they have been converted into the new franc created by
the law o* June 24, 1928, by using the coefficient 4.D17.
official
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Probably the outstanding event of post-war
French finance was the stabilization of the franc
on June 25, 1928. Until that date, the franc
was worth 19.3 cents. Actually, however, the
franc had, since December, 1926, been worth approximately four cents, and, in previous years,

had declined to two cents. Its fluctuations were
many and varied and worked a great hardship
on many persons, particularly the holders of
securities yielding a fixed income in francs. The
stabilization law created a new monetary unit,
still called the franc, but denned as 65.5 milligrams of gold 0.900 fine, or slightly more than
The gold parity
one-fifth the former weight.
of the franc is 25.52 francs to the dollar, which
corresponds very closly to its exchange value at

the time the law was promulgated.
Aside from budget deficits and the increase in
the public debt, the chief reason for the depreciation of the French currency in 1924 was the
large note circulation of the Bank of France, as
compared with the metallic reserve. Tn 1913
the average metallic reserve of the Bank of

France was 3,342,800,000 francs in gold and
620,300,000 francs in silver, making a total of
3,972,100,000 francs. The average note circulation of the bank in the same year was 5,665,300,000
francs,
making the percentage of
metallic reserve to note circulation just over 70.
On Dec. 21, 19&7, the gold reserve in the bank
was 3,081,000,000 francs, that held abroad, 1,864,000,000 francs and the silver reserve 343,000,000 francs, making a total reserve of 5,836,000,000 francs. On the same date, the note
circulation was 56,551,000,000 francs, and the
percentage of metallic cover to note circulation
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10%. On Jan. 11, 1929, the gold reserve of the
bank had risen to 33,709,000,000 francs, as compared with 28,935,000,000 francs at the time of

on June 25, 1928.
Transportation. France is well provided
with means of communication, internally by
means of railways, rivers, and canals, and externally by the same means and also through
harbors and ports and with the help of an extensive merchant marine. The length of navigable rivers and canals in 1925 was 0706 miles
with a total traffic of 37,105,000 metric tons.
The French railway system comprises six
private lines and one state line with a total
mileage open for traffic in 1928 of 25,947 miles.
This mileage was comprised as follows: State,
5629 miles; Norcl, 2378 miles; Est, 3121 miles;
stabilization

Paris-Orleans, 4651 miles; Paris-Lyons-Mediterranean, 6091 mites; Midi, 2652 miles; AlsaceThe total receipts of the
Lorraine, 1425 miles
seven systems for 1028 was 14,570,975,000 francs
and for 1927, 12,996,071,000 francs. For the
latter year, the operating expenses amounted to
10.903JOO,000 francs and fixed charges to 2,680,900,000 francs, the deficit for the year being
321,700,000 francs. By 1928, 716 miles of

French railway had been electrified in pursuance
The State Railway had 56
of a settled policy.
miles in the suburbs of Paris electrically operated; the Orleans Railway, 144 miles, including
127 miles of the Paris-Vierzon Railway; the
Paris-Lyons-Mediterranean Uailway 16 miles
from Chambery to St. Pierre d'Abigny; and the
Midi Railway about 500 miles. Statistics of
acrailways in 1913 and 1926 are given in the

companying table:
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France had witnessed considerable growth of
air traffic, mileage of airways having increased
from 3556 in 1921 to 6000 in 192o and the mileage flown from 1,400,000 to 3,000,000. The
passengers carried in 1921 numbered 10,011) and
in 1925, 10,708.
Freight by airplane had increased from 577,000 Ibs. in 1921 to 2,092,000
Ibs. in 1925 and mail from 77,000 Ibs. in 1921 to
1,963,000 Ibs. in 1925. See AERONAUTICS.
History. On Dec. 1, 1913, the moderate
Barthou cabinet was overthrown and was succeeded by a ministry formed by Gaston Doumergue, whose Radical-Socialist Party filled seven
of the twelve seats. Joseph Caillaux was the
directing genius of the cabinet, but was kept
from the premiership by the stigma of the
Morocco settlement of 1911. Ho was made
Minister of Finance. In view of the forthcoming elections, the cabinet chose to concentrate
on his financial proposals rather than on the
delicate question of reducing military service
from three to two years, at the time the central issue with the Radical-Socialists. On that
issue, nevertheless, the Radical-Socialists and
Unified Socialists cooperated to form a pacifist
bloc, in clear-cut opposition to the Federation of
the Left which Barthou, Milleratid, and Briand
had organized with a programme of electoral
reform and the Three Years Law. In the latter
part of March, 1914, both Caillaux and his lieu*
tenant, Monis, Minister of Marine, were forced
to resign because of the shooting of Gaston
Calmctte by Madame Caillaux and the subsequent revelation of an old financial scandal.
Meanwhile, the electoral campaign was on, centring for the most part around the Throe Years
Law. In the May elections, the Radical and
Socialist bloc more than held its own, but the
cabinet, in accordance with custom,
resigned before the meeting of the new Chamber,
and a ministerial deadlock ensued in which a
Ribot cabinet was smashed by the RadicalSocialist bloc within 24 hours after its formation.
Finally, Rene* Viviani succeeded in forming a cabinet based on a national-defense policy
which received the Chamber's support.
While the French public was deeply absorbed
in the sensational trial of Madame Caillaux
during the latter part of July, President Poincarc*, accompanied by Premier Viviani in his
capacity as Foreign Minister, set out to visit
France's ally, Russia. The Kronstadt Conference brought a further cementing of the alliance
between
France
and Russia. The French
statesmen returned to Paris on July 29, just
after the Austrian ultimatum had been delivered to Serbia. When war between Russia and
Germany seemed unavoidable, the German government requested of the French government a
definite answer as to the attitude of France
case of a Russo-German conflict. In view of
her alliance with Russia, France felt compelled
to answer that she "would consult her interests." Orders for mobilization were issued in
France ,and Germany on August 1, and two
days later, war was declared by Germany on
France. Sec WORLD WAR.
The French people received the news with
patriotic fervor. Their outward calmness was
marred, outside of a few minor occurrences,
only by the assassination of Jean Jaurex, the

Doumergue

m

Socialist and pacifist, on July 31 by
Raoul Villain, who acted under the influence of
the extreme Royalists. Confronted with a situation which called for the greatest efforts and

great
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sacrifices, the parliamentary factions
all partisan strife and concluded a

abandoned

truce,

known

as the "Union Sacr^e," to which even the Socialists subscribed.
The draining of man power
from all walks of life took place without
friction and a financial panic was averted
by
a moratorium. Measures were taken to provide for the maintenance of an adequate food
supply, and a rigid censorship was imposed.
With the rapid German advance threatening
Paris, Premier Viviani resigned on August 26
and formed a more representative cabinet. General Gallieni, a .capable and resolute soldier, was
appointed military governor of Paris, but the
danger became so great that the government
moved to Bordeaux on September 2 and returned
only in December, 1914. When Parliament reopened in Paris on Deo. 22, 1914, Premier
Viviani
declared
that
France
passionately
would not lay down her arms until Alsace-Lorraine was regained, Belgium restored, and
Prussian militarism broken. Parliament criticized freely the conduct of the war, especially
the handling of medical and munitions supplies
by Millerand, Minister of War.
The Viviani government, however, withstood
all attacks until Oct. 22, 1015, when the. failure
of its Balkan policy brought its downfall.
new coalition government was formed, by Aristide Briand, which included members of practically all political parties.
Reports of lack of
provision in the defense of Verdun in the spring
and summer of 1916 brought a very stormy
secret session of Parliament July 16-22, but the
Government withstood all attacks, and the Battle
of the
Spmme and the great diplomatic success
of securing Rumania's entrance into the War
on the side of the Allies prolonged its life. In
December, 1910, Briand reconstructed his cabinet, giving the Ministry of War to General
Lyautey (q.v.) but when the Chamber shortly
afterward drove
Lyantey from office and
severely criticixed Briand's economic policy, the
cabinet
on Mar. 17, 11)17. The sucresigned,
ceeding miniHtry under Ribot differed from the
outgoing ministry only in that it contained as
Minister of War a Radical-Socialist, Paul Pain-

A

who on May 15, 1917, made important
changes in the army command by appointing
General Petain commander-in-chief, in place of
General Nivelle, and General Foch chief of staff
at the War Office.
During the spring and summer of 1917, the
seemingly interminable duration of the War and
the terrible losses and sacrifices, coupled with
grave economic troubles, seriously affected the
morale of the French people and produced widespread war- weariness. The symptoms of this
state of mind were "defeatism," industrial unSocialists inrest, and mutinies at the front.
creasingly took a stand of opposition to the War.
Caillaux and other Radical-Socialist leaders,
who had always more or less openly opposed
the French war policy, were carrying on a
campaign for a "White Peace," i.e., a peace
without victory. The situation became so critical during the summer of 1917 that immediate
energetic action seemed imperative to prevent a
breakdown. During Auguwt, Georges Clfimenccau made a vehement attack in the Senate on
Minister of the Interior Malvy for the way in
which he permitted the spread of defeatism and
pacifism. This brought about the fall of Malvy
on Aug. 31, 1917, and a week later that of the
entire cabinet. Paul Painleve* succeeded Eibot
leve",
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as Premier on September 12 and inherited all
the troubles that beset the holder of this office.

Upon the speedy fall of the PainlevS ministry,
ClcSmenceau assumed office and began to clean
the Augean stable of treason and of neglect.
He abandoned coalition and the political dillydallying of his predecessors and declared that
he would pursue but one policy, that of vigorously piosecuting the War, In pursuance of
this policy, he assumed, aside from the Premiership, the Ministry of War as the all-important
cabinet post and filled his ministry for the most
part with men who had been little before the
public eye but who stood out for ability and
energy and were thoroughly faithful to his
He put a speedy end to the defeatist
policy.
campaign by ordering the anest of its more
important leaders, At the end of 1917, the
prosecution of Caillaux was ordered, and the
arrest of this former Prime Minister and leader
of the great Radical-Socialist Party took place
on Jan. 14, 1918.
A series of treason trials now followed in
rapid succession. On February 14, the adventuier, Bolo Pasha, was condemned to death for
using German money to invest in Fiench newspapers for defeatist" purposes. Other trials resulted in the execution of M. Duval, editor of
the defeatist newspaper Bonnet Kouge, and
Pierre Lenoir, and the impi isomnent of many
others, while Malvy, lieutenant of Caillaux and
Minister of the Interior in five successive cabinets, was sentenced to five years' exile for
"negligence equivalent to treason." Caillaux
himself was not brought to trial until the spring
of 1920.
He was convicted of giving the enemy
material aid but was exonerated of having guilty
intentions, and was sentenced to two years' im^

piihomnent, which he had already served, loss
of civic rights,

and

five years' residence

in

an

assigned district. The importance of these
tieabou trials lies in the fact that they marked
the temporary conclusion of a struggle, started
long before the War, between the policy which
aimed at a Continental concert under French
and German leadership and that which looked
toward a military victory over Germany and
an entente with England.
Having checkmated the anti-war elements, etc.,
Cllmcnceau set to work organizing all energy
He rein the country to prosecute the War.
fused to follow his predecessors in the policy of
deceiving public opinion and stated to the country the sombre truth as to the military and
He supplied the weakened
political situation.
army with new soldiers by drastically draining
offices, factories, and fields of dispensable manpower. At the same time, he -instituted rigorous measures to ensure an adequate food supHis rationing system had not, however,
ply.
the same success which similar measures had
in Great Britain and Germany because of the
disinclination of the French people to submit
to strict alimentary discipline. Clemenceau also
dealt sternly with' the Socialist and Syndicalist
opposition which raised its head during the

summer

1918.
French morale improved
of
steadily notwithstanding severe trials, such as
the Parisians experienced during the bombardment and air raids in the spring and the summer of the last year of the War. If the desired
end, military victory over Germany, was finally
achieved, it was in no small measure due to the

iron rule of Clemenceau.

ii
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Immediately after the Armistice, the politicians made a determined effort to reestablish
the cabinet system and to divest Clemenceau of
that one-man power which he had exercised
during the War and which had enabled him to
hold the country together till the final victory.
In opposition to such designs, Clemenceau made
clear in the debates in the Chamber during November, 1918, that he had no intention, of giving up his powers as peace-maker and that,
outside of a general outline, he would not take
the whole country into his confidence in regard
In this attitude, he was
to his peace policy.
sustained by the Chamber by a vote of 308 to 93.
Cle'menccau conducted the peace negotiations
(see PEACE CONFERENCE) in secrecy, aided not
by eminent French politicians but by his own
This caused
faithful and trusted collaborators.
considerable resentment in Parliament. Moreover, able as Clemenceau had been as War Premier and as peace negotiator, he had failed in
his economic and labor policies.
Extremist agitation and the failure of the Government to
economic
distress, and particularly the
remedy
high cost of living, brought about a number
of serious strikes during the first half of 191J).
When the Peace Treaty came up for discussion

Chamber in September, 1919, the Left
censured the spirit of harshness in which it
had been conceived, while the Nationalist deputies maintained that it did not go far enough
in the

in providing France with security, especially
since Germany was permitted to retain the loft
bank of the Rhine.
rejection of the Treaty
being out of the question, it was finally ratified
by 372 votes against 52.
Great inleiest centred in the elections of
1919, the fiist since 1914. With the aid of

A

Alcxandre Millerand, Cl&nenceau organized an
electoral phalanx, the National Bloc, composed
of the moie conservative parties, to combat Socialism and Bolshevism. The elections to the
Chamber, held on Nov. 16, 1919, resulted in a
decisive victory for the National Bloc and in a
defeat for the Socialists and the Radical-SoThe balance of power was shifted
cialists.
from the Left and the Left Centre to the moderate Centre and the conservative Right. Moreover, since the two parties which had hitherto

opposed anti-clerical legislation, the Progressists and the "Action Libc'rale," made the greatest gains, the election signified, for the time

at least, a Catholic revival. It was quite evident from the results that the election waa an
expression of the spirit of the War and not of
peace. The most important business before the
new Parliament was the election of a successor
to
Raymond Poincare as President of the

French Republic.

Clemenceau, though not eager,

was induced to stand for election, but was
defeated by Paul De^chanel in the Republican
Caucus ballot which was held before the elecThereupon, the National Assembly chose
Deschaimi by 734 out of 888 votes on Jan. 17,
1920. On tho following day, the Clemenceau
Ministry resigned, and Alexandra Millerand
formed a new cabinet, in the composition of
which he followed CMmenceau's example of
choosing men of practical experience rather than
tion.

brilliant politicians.

The new Government was soon called upon to
deal with very serious strikes which began in
February, 1920. These were caused by extremist sections in the French labor movement and
were unpopular with the great mass

of

the
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French, people; they failed disastrously by the
end of May, dealing a severe blow to the ConThe chief aim
fe"d6ration Generate du Travail.
of the Millerand government was the application of the terms of the Peace Treaty, and
toward this end Raymond Poincare" was appointed President of the Reparations Commission on February 20. The successive Conferences
at Boulogne, Spa, and Hythe produced very fewThe unsatisfactory trend of the Repararesults.
tions policy engendered no little discontent in
Parliament and Millerand might have had to

contend with very strong opposition had it not
been for the success of liis labor policy and of his
Polish policy. In accordance with the French
post-war policy of erecting Poland as a strong
"buffer" state 'between Russia and Germany in
order to prevent a union of interest between
these two former Powers, the Millerand government during the summer of 1020 gave successful aid to Poland in its struggle with Soviet
Russia. The national approval accorded to this
policy made, in conjunction with other factors,
Millerand the logical candidate for the Presidency when President Deschauel was forced to
resign on account of illness on Sept. 16, 1920.
Millerand accepted the candidature and issued
a statement declaring that, if elected, he would
continue the same policy which he had pursued
while Premier. He was duly elected on November 26 by 605 out of 892 votes and immediately
thereafter let it be known that he intended to
increase the powers of the presidential office
and to assume a greater control over foreign
A new
affairs than his predecessors had done.
ministry was formed by Georges Leygues, but
this cabinet was clearly intended as a makeshift and gave way in the middle of January,
1921 to a cabinet under Aristide Briand.
The return to power of the parliamentary
veteran Briand marked a revival of government
by coalition and an attempt to modify the
French Reparations policy and above all improve the somewhat strained relations with
England. Ever since the Peace Conference,
there had been gradually increasing disagreement between France and Great Butain (q.v,)
as to the application of the terms of the Treaty.
The French interpreted the English counsel for
moderation as au attempt to whittle down
France's share after England had been fully
indemnified by the German colonies, markets
and ships. They reasoned, moreover, that the
English could well afford to be lenient with
the Germans since England as a result of the
Allied victory had been secured against any
.

possible

German

aggression,

while France,

sit-

uated on the continent, bad to reckon with a
rapid recovery of a neighbor possessed of great
powers of recuperation. Whatever the merits
of this contention were, it produced on tfrc part
of the French public and government a tendency to use the policy of the strong arm in continental European affairs and it brought discord into the Franco-British relations. This
estrangement was also fostered by other points
of divergence in policy, such as 'Franco-British
diflerenoes in the Near East, notably in Syria;
the conflict between the French pro-turkiali and
the British anti -Turkish policy; the BritiKh negotiations for resumption of trade with Soviet
.Russia and the vehement opposition of the
French to Soviet Hussia because of the Poles
and the Russian debt; the refusal of the British

to follow the French, in giving

unconditional

FRANCE

support to the Poles in the Danzig and Upper
J Sri and made an earnSilesian questions, etc.
est effort to remove the diplomatic friction between the two countries but from the outset he
encountered the opposition of the conservative
elements under the leadership of Poincaie
Further dissatisfaction in France was produced
by the results of the Washington Conference at
the end of 1921. See WASHINGTON CONFERENCE. By virtue of the fact that this Conference concerned itself chiefly with problems of
the Pacific, France was placed at this meeting
in a position of less importance than either the
United States, Great Britain, or Japan. The
Agreement on Naval Limitation, subscribed to
by Briand, was felt to be disadvantageous to
France. This discontent delayed the ratification of the Five Power Naval Treaty by France
until July 7, 1023. The hostility toward Briand in the Chamber, resulting from what was
considered his too conciliatory attitude, reached
such intensity after the Cannes Conference, Jan.
6-12, 1922, that Briand deemed it best to resign
(Jan. 12, 1022).
The reaction against Briand's policy brought
Poincarc'i into office.
The new Prime Minister
stated from the outset that he preferred strong
methods and the old diplomacy to conciliation
and conferences and in consequence a distinct
change for the worse took place almost immediately in Franco-Biitish relations. PoincanS
had inherited from his predecessor a pledge to
attend the forthcoming Genoa Conference (Apr.
10-May 19, 1922), and, while refusing to go
himself, he felt bound, in compliance with the
obligation entered into by Britind, to send a
1

.

delegation which was headed by Louis Barthou,
the President of the Reparations Commission,
as his personal representative. Owing to Poincare"s insistence that neither the Peace Treaty
nor Reparations should be subject to discussion
at the Conference, the Genoa meeting had at
best only a moral effect.
The Hague Conference, held in June of the
same year, which was intended to be a continuation of the Genoa Conference, likewise ended in
failure, since no agreement could be reached with
the Soviets. In the Turkish question, Franco
found herself during 1922 often in a rather embarrassing opposition to Great Britain and it
was only aCter the sweeping Turkish victory in
August 1922, that the two Powers recognized
the harmful effects of their disagreement and arrived at more effective cooperation iu regard to
Turkey; but the Reparations problem, and the
connected problems of the inter- Allied debts and
of security for France, tended more and more
to produce wenous divergence of opinion between
France and Great Britain, all the more so iu
view of Poiiicare's reversion to strong methods
at the close of 1022. At the conference with
Great Britain, held in Paris during the opening days of 1023, Poinoare announced his intention of seizing from Germany productive
guarantees with the view of holding them till
Germany fulfilled her obligations under the
Peat'O Treaty.
Accordingly, French troops were
ordered on Jan. 10, 1023, to occupy the Kuhr,
See REPARATIONS.
This action not only caused anger abroad and
among France's allies, but also evoked pro tents
from the Left groups in the French Chamber,
When it came to a showdown, however, the
Chamber, with the exception of the CorampnistH
and some of the Socialists, supported Polucar

FRANCE

French financial situation. During his premierPoincare strove with zeal to consolidate
French military supremacy by encouraging the
afterward discredited Separatist movement in
the Rhineland and by cementing France's relations with the Little Entente (q.v.). The
French policy toward the latter aimed at the
building up of a wall of defense for France out of
the succession states which had been constructed
by the Peace Conference on the ruins of the
former three great Powers of the European continent.
By rendering political, military, and
financial assistance to these new states, France
bound them to her in close alliance and thereby
sought to prevent the possible rise of these
former Powers in challenge to her own hegemony
on the European continent.
Meanwhile the failure of Poincare"'s Ruhr and
Rhineland ventures and the comparative isolation of France among the Powers resulting
from his policy had greatly diminished his popularity at home.
Already, during the summer
of 1923, a number of by-elections had gone
against the government and the Radical-Socialists and the United Socialists had formed the
Bloc des Gauches for the purpose of offering
a compact political organization in the forthcoming elections in opposition to Poincare^s and
Millerand's Bloc National. Moreover, the Prime
Minister was seriously embarrassed in the early
spring of 1924 by a domestic crisis due to the
dwindling of the value of the franc and the inship,
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in his venture. The Ruhr occupation involved
a heavy drain on French resources and
complicated still further the already very serious

partisan sphere within which the President of
the French Republic is confined
by tradition
and the spirit of Republican French government. The chief reason for their opposition to
Millerand was, however, the fact that the latter was, in conjunction with Poineare*, the
maintsay 'of the Nationalist policy inaugurated
by Clemenceau during the War. Upon the assembling of the Chamber on June 1, the Poincare government stepped out of office. Determined opposition, however, was encountered
from President Millerand, who was not willing
to relinquish his office without a serious fight.
A tense parliamentary crisis ensued in conse-

Millerand attempted to gain time by
appointing the stop-gap cabinet of FrangoisMarsal, on June 8, but the radical opposition,
which numbered by this time 307 deputies,
would have no relations with it and forced it
out on June 10.
message of the President
was met by a vote of 329 to 214 in the Chamber and of 154 to 144 in the Senate in favor of
the technical motion to adjourn all discussion of
the message, whereupon President Millerand resigned his office on June 11. On June 12 the moderate Radical-Socialist Doumergue, President of
the Senate, was elected President by 515 votes
against 309 for the more advanced RadicalSocialist Painleve , President of the Chamber,
and two days later Herriot formed a RadicalSocialist cabinet.
Since the Radical-Socialist
Party, the party of Caillaux, was now in power,
supported by the Socialists, and since the new
Premier had been Caillaux's successor as the
leader of this party, the change in the French
government may reasonably be regarded as a
step in the direction of the policy of Caillaux.
This development was signified by the immediate passage by the Chamber of an Amnesties
Bill of broad scope with
specific clauses under
which the cases of Caillaux and Malvy could
be included, although the Senate did not pass
the bill until near the close of the year. With
a narrow majority in face of the large Nationalist bloc in the Chamber, the Herriot
government had to take into consideration the wishes
of the Nationalists and could not at once abandon the Poincare* policy entirely. On the whole,
the Bloc des Gauches in internal affairs favored
chiefly reduction of taxes and of military servquence.

A

1

crease in the cost of living. Poincare^s proposal
to meet the critical financial situation by an
increase in the taxes amounting to 20 per cent,
while credit to his courage, did not improve his
chances in the impending elections. In the face
of strong opposition, the Government's tax bill
was carried on Feb. 22, 1924. Poincare took
drastic measures to stop the continued fall of the
franc, but the currency crisis was not remedied
until Morgan & Co. stepped into the breach with
a loan. All these measures were used by the
opposition against Poincare in the Chamber and
in the constituencies. When defeated on March
26 on an unimportant issue, Poincare" resigned
but resumed office two days later with a reconstructed cabinet.
In regard to the Dawes Report of Experts,
Poincai-6 after some hesitation signified his ap-

while in foreign affairs it stood for complete
accord with England, a betterment of Franco-

proval, but raised and left open the all-important
of "sanctions" in case of German det.
He also refused to declare his willingnition
ness to evacuate the Ruhr. His attitude was,
however, of less importance than formerly in
view of the results of the elections on May 11,
1924, which indicated a defeat of the Bloc National by the Bloc des Gauches. The composition of the new Chamber was as follows: Conservatives, 11; Republican Entente, 137; Left
Republicans, 92; National Radicals, 34; Radical Socialists, 127; Independent Socialists, 39;
Unified Socialists, 101; Communists, 29. The
government strength was roughly 274, while
the opposition was able to muster at least 296,
The radical opposition immediately brought
strong pressure to bear against Poincar6 and
Millerand. They aimed not only at the fall
of the Poincare government, which was a
foregone conclusion, but at the resignation of
President Millerand as well. Thejr charged the
President with having gone outside the non-

Ruhr.
These foreign policies were clearly in evidence
at the London Conference in July and August,
1924, which provided for the application of the
Dawes Report, and for the time being removed
the vexed question of Reparations from the
field of discussion.
Second in importance only
to Reparations was the evacuation of the Ruhr,
which the Allies promised would take place
within a year if the Germans fulfilled their
obligations under the Dawes Plan. Evacuation,
in fact, began almost at once and by the end
of the year was well advanced.
A happy outcome of the conference was the reSstablishment
of the cordial understanding between France
and England which had seemed on the point of
vanishing before the advent of the two radical
ministries. The Poincar6 party naturally op-

t

1

ice

and a resumption of

anti-clerical legislation,

German relations through conciliatory methods
on the part of France, for international as
against isolated French action in regard to
Reparations, and against the occupation of the
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posed the terms of the agreement, but Harriot
was supported by substantial majorities in both
houses of Parliament.
Various other policies of the Eerriot ministry
French ports
reflected its liberal character.
were opened to German shipping for the first
time since the War. The government's match
monopoly was reestablished. Military manoeuvres due in the autumn were postponed. A
strong supporter of the League of Nations,
Premier Herriot personally attended the meetand
ing of the League Assembly in September;
his ideas supplied the basis for the Geneva Protocol adopted there, providing for arbitration,
mutual guarantees of security, and a future
disarmament conference. On October 28, France
extended recognition to the Russian government,
Russian debts to French
stipulating that the old
bondholders were still considered valid by France
and that there was to be no interference by
either country in the internal affairs of the

On December 4, Leonid Krassin was reother.
ceived as the first Soviet Ambassador to France.
His arrival was made the signal for riotous
demonstrations and for wholesale arrests on the
discovery of an alleged revolutionary plot.
While the opposition to these various measures
was more or less pronounced, the real storm
came over the decision to discontinue French
at the Vatican, and other anti-

representation
clerical moves.
In Alsace-Lorraine, the Government proposed
to put through a programme of secularizing
the schools, all of which offered religious instruction of some kind. The old religious fires
were rekindled and discussion raged throughout
ALSACE-LORRAINE. In
France. See
September, the cardinals of France addressed a letter
to the Prime Minister protesting against the
action with regard to the Vatican and AlsaceLorraine, as well as the Government's strict
application of the laws suppressing religious
orders. Herriot replied rather tartly. The bill
suppressing the Vatican Embassy finally passed
the Chamber Feb. 2, 1925, but Alsace-Lorraine
was left with a special representative at Rome.
The long religious controversy weakened the
Herriot ministry, however, and contributed to
It also alienated some of
its early downfall.
its supporters by the stand Herriot took toward
the question of evacuating the Cologne area in
accordance with Treaty provisions. In December, 1024, the Council of Ambassadors decided
it could not carry out this evacuation because
Germany had not kept faith in disarming, and
on Jan. 28, 1925, JPremier Herriot made a
speech supporting that position and emphasizing the necessity of military security for France.
While Parliament supported him, the Socialists
were none too well satisfied. The troops were
^

t

actually withdrawn a year later.
But the leading issue which led to Herriot's
resignation was one which was to trouble France
increasingly until it brought her to the brink
of disaster. This was the highly critical state
of French finances. Poincard's efforts to check
the depreciation of the .franc early in 1924 had
had only a temporary effect Under the Herriot
regime, with the extremists insisting on a
capital levy and with increased taxes inevitable, the exodus of French capital became more
pronounced than ever. Further falling-off in
exchange and rise in living costs were the immediate results: To raise the thirty-three and
one-half billion of francs called for by the 1925

budget, which was not passed until the spring
of that year, the Government proposed an internal loan of 10 per cent on the country's
entire wealth and an increase in the limits of
note issue by the Bank of France from 41
billion

to

issue, the

45

billion

francs.

On

this

latter

Government was defeated in the Sen-

ate and resigned, Apr. 10, 1925. On April 17,
Painleve formed a cabinet in which he retained
for himself the position of Minister of War.
The formation of the new government was
signalized by the return of Caillaux, who became Minister of Finance. He had long enjoyed the reputation of being almost a miracleworker in finance and the country looked to him
At the
to find a way out of its difficulties.
end of June, he proposed a further note issue
of six billion francs and a loan to be used in
part to consolidate the floating debt. He also
turned his attention to the war debts which
Franco owed to England and the United States.
In August, he arranged in London a settlement
of the former, conditional on the making of a
similar agreement with the United States, and
he then made a somewhat hurried visit to
Washington. He was unable to agree on terms
with the American commissioners. Returning
to France with diminished prestige, he was
eventually forced out of the cabinet on the capital levy issue (Oct. 27, 1925).
The Painleve* ministry itself survived only
until November 22, when it likewise foundered on
the rock of finance. It was succeeded by another Briand ministry with Louis Loucheur as
Minister of Finance, but he soon gave way to
Doumer, and when Briand reconstructed his

ministry in March, 1926, Doumer's place was'
All their efforts failed
filled by Baoul Peret,
to .stop the downward course of the franc.
committee of experts appointed in June made
a number of recommendations which influenced
the Government's later policies, but did not save
the immediate situation. On June 15, Briand

A

again resigned, but once more formed a cabinet,
turning again to Caillaux for the post of Finance
Minister. With the franc down to a value of
about two cents United States currency, tho situation became desperate. There was more and
more talk of an overthrow of the Republic and
the setting up of a dictatorship. On July 17,
Caillaux requested dictatorial financial powers
for a limited period but was refused by a vote of
288 to 243. Briand then resigned. Ilcrriot
formed a cabinet which lasted but a day or two.
President Doumerguc then called upon Poincaro"
to head a government of National Union, and
he succeeded in forming such a coalition, with
six former premiers in his cabinet,
Parliament
willingly rushed through the measures he desired, including notable increases in taxes on
foreign trade, transportation, sales, property
transfers, and foreign investments. As a result
of these and other energetic measures, the franc
rapidly recovered, public tension -was eased, and
the greatest crisis tho country had faced since

War was passed.
During the remainder

the

of the year, the financial
position steadily improved. Tho budget for 1927
was approve^ well before the beginning of the
year, a rare occurrence in modern French his-

A discordant note came from the Left,
which continually reminded Poincar that ho
was put in control to stabilize the franc. As
a matter of fact by December, 1926, the franc
had attained a value of about four cents, and for
tory.
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a year and a half it was actually, though not
legally, stabilized at that figure.
By the middle
of 1928, the floating debt had been reduced, a
gold reserve built up, and other requirements

met and Parliament passed the

bill which put
France on a gold basis again with the value

of the franc fixed at 3.92 cents, or 25.52 to the
dollar.
Premier Poincare continued to enjoy
the support of Parliament and the country, as
evidenced in Senatorial elections on Jan. 16,
1927, and general elections Apr. 22 and 29, 1928.
The latter were held under the new electoral
law of July, 1927, by which deputies were elected
separately by districts, as in the United States,
instead of collectively by "lists."
While the domestic life of the nation was

thus passing through dramatic phases, foreign
were somewhat more felicitous. As Foreign Minister, Briand pursued a course of his
own which often fretted Poincare* but which
he had to accept as the price of Radical support
for his government. On Apr. 29, 1926, M.
Berenger, appointed Ambassador to the United

affairs

States to succeed the veteran Jusserand, had
come to an agreement with the American government on terms of settlement of the war debt
which brought a vexed question one step nearer
The total debt was fixed at $4,025,000,solution.
With increasing rates of interest, it was
000.
to be paid in 62 annual installments rising gradually from $30,000,000 in 1926 to more than
$1 13,000,000 in 1927. Payments were to be made
in gold or United States securities, and were
not to be contingent on payments of reparations

by Germany.
Strong objection to these terms developed in
France, and continual efforts were made by the
Government, urged on by public opinion, to
have them modified. As the United States continued obdurate, French feeling became increasingly bitter toward that country. A growing
anti-Americanism threatened to mount to serious
proportions, when suddenly it was turned into
an almost cordial goodwill by a dramatic and
unheralded event. On May 21, 1927, Charles A.

Lindbergh in The Spirit of St. Louis made his
non-stop, 33-hour flight from New York to
Paris. For weeks he was wildly acclaimed
wherever he went, and the diplomats were quick
to seize on the happy occurrence to bring again
into being a friendly sentiment for America.
See AERONAUTICS.
Opposition to the Mellon-B4renger debt settlement nevertheless continued and found expression in various ways. It was felt by some American commentators that the feeling had much
to do with the action of France in establishing
a higher general tariff rate to apply to American
imports among others, and at the same time
concluding a tariff agreement with Germany
(Aug. 17, 1927) under which certain imports
would enjoy special rates. The United States
protested vigorously, and France finally accorded
American goods the same favors as German.
Action upon the Mellon-Berenger agreement was
finally forced by the fact that $400,000,000 which
France owed the United States for war supplies
was to come due Aug. 1, 1929. This amount
was funded in the debt settlement, and if the
agreement was ratified, immediate payment would
not have to be made. Poincar6 tnrew the whole
weight of his ministry into the fight for ratification, staking the life of Ms government on
the outcome, and on July 21, 1929, the Chamber
approved the terms without reservations by a

majority of only eight votes. The Senate ratified the agreement, and the approval likewise
of the Caillaux-Churchill agreement signed with
Great Britain in 1926 was taken for granted.
Owing to ill health, Poincare' resigned on July
26, 1929, and was succeeded by Aristide Briand,
who formed a ministry representative of the
different parties.

Among the achievements of Briand in the field
his cooperation
with
of
relations,
foreign
other European statesmen to bring into being
the Locarno Pact particularly stands out. By
this agreement, concluded in October, 1925, Germany was admitted to the League of Nations,
her western boundaries were accepted, and mutual guarantees of security were given by the
leading powers. France received the agreement
in somewhat critical mood, but readily accepted
it and accorded to Briand his full measure of
The accord with Germany was still
prestige.
further strengthened by a commercial treaty,
by conversations looking toward a rapprochement, and by the withdrawal of the Inter-Allied
Commission of Military Control from Germany.
Relations with Italy were marked by some
friction when French authorities at Nice, on
Nov. 4, 1926, arrested Colonel Garibaldi and
proved that he was acting for the Italian government in instigating anti-Fascist sentiment
The visit of an Italian
for its own purposes.
squadron to Tangier in 1927 provoked some
critical comment in France and in December of
that year France signed a treaty of friendship
with Jugoslavia, as an offset to the Treaty of
Tirana between Italy and Albania.
Relations with Russia were marked by a certain tension because of the charges freely made
that the Russian Embassy in Paris was being
used as a centre for Communist propaganda.
An incident apparently confirming these charges
occurred in the middle of 1927 and resulted in
the recall of the Russian Ambassador, Hakovsky.
In 1925 the revolt of the itiffi in Morocco under
Abd-el-Krim for a while took on serious pro-

but he was eventually captured and
banished to the island of Reunion. See MpBOCCO. In the same year, a revolt in Syria
culminated in the shelling of Damascus by General Sarrail, bringing criticism at liome and
abroad.
Perhaps the most felicitous development of
this period in the field of foreign relations arose
almost casually, when Briand on Apr. 6, 1927,
the anniversary of the entrance of the United
States into the War, suggested a treaty between
France and the United States outlawing war.
Exchanges of notes developed the suggestion into
portions,

a proposal for a multilateral agreement among
the leading Powers. France at first deprecated
the suggestion but widespread popular interest
led Mr. Kellogg to follow it up, with the result that in 1929 the Kellogg Peace Pact, by
which war was renounced as an instrument of
national policy was signed by practically all
nations.

The year 1929 saw also a great stride forward
in settling the question of German Reparations.
In September, 1928, Briand and Stresemaim, German Foreign Minister, agreed to arrange for a
committee of experts to determine a "final and
definitive" settlement of the Reparations ques-

While the Dawes Report worked out a
means by which Germany could pay reparations
tion.

in given amounts, the actual total to be paid

was

left

undetermined.

Two

experts from each
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of the leading countries concerned were selected,
Owen D. Young and J. Pierpont Morgan, being
the unofficial delegates from the United States.
chose
They met in Paris on Feb. 11, 1029, and
Mr. Young as chairman of the committee. After
four months' work, they arrived at an agreement, signed June 7, 1929, by which the amount
of German payments is definitely fixed over a
the war debts
period paralleling that in which
are to be paid by European countries to the
United States.
All France was plunged in mourning by the
death of Marshal Foch, at the age of 77, on
Mar. 20, 1929. See Focir, FERDINAND.

AKATOLE (1844-1924).
Jacques Anatole Thibault, a
French writer (see VOL. IX), who won the Nobel
Prize for Literature in 1921. His later works
include La rtvolte des anges (1914) Sur la vote
disent
glorieuse, addresses, etc. (1914); Ce que
nos marts (1916); Amyous et Oelestin (1916);
Le petit Pierre (1918) and La vie en fleur
(1922), both autobiographical; Le genie latin;
Le Comte Morin,
La Grece et
paix (1919)
depute (1921); Marguerite (1921); Les noces

MNS,

FBAtfCE,

Pseudonym

of

j

U

;

corwithiennes, a lyrical tragedy with music by
Henri Busser (1922); Dem&res pages inedites
d'Anatole Prance, published by Michel Corday
(1925), and Prefaces, Introductions, and Other
Uncollected Papers (trans. 1928). Nearly all
of his works have been translated into English.
Consult Les theories soeiales d Anatole France,
by Maurice Gaffiot (1923) ; Anatole France, the
Man and his Work by James Lewis May (1924) ;
Pensees d'Anatole France, collected by M. Laussel
Anatole
and Reno Ledoux-Lebard
(1925);
France Himself, by his secretary, Jean Jacques
Brousson (1925) La vie et les opinions d'Anatole France, by Jacques Roujon (1925); Anatole France and his Circle, by Paul Gsell (1926)
Anatole France the Parisian, by Leslie Stewart
1927 ) ; Anatole France d'apres ses confidences
et ses souvenirs, by Michel Corday (1927), and
Anatole France Abroad, by Jean Jacques Brousaon (1928).
3

;

;

(

FBA3STCHET D'ESPEREY,
per'a,
).

fran'sha'

dSs'-

Louis FLIX MABIE FRANCOIS (1856A French marshal, born in Mostag-

anem, Algeria.

He saw

and elsewhere, and

in

North Africa
1913 was commander of
service in

Corps, doing distinguished service
in attempting to hold back the German advance
in the retreat from Mons, in September, 1914.
He succeeded General Lanzarac in command of
the 5th Army before the first battle of the Marne.
In 1916 he was given command of the northern
armies in France, in 1917 of the central armies,
and in 1918 he was made Commander-in-Chief of
the Allied Army in the Near East. He organized, and successfully carried out, a general attack of the armies which forced the Bulgarian
armistice in September, took Belgrade in October, and forced Turkey and Hungary to capitulate in the same month. He was in charge of
the Allied forces in Eastern Turkey and the
Balkans in 1919, was created a marshal in 1921,
and was a member of the Higher War Council
and Inspector General of the African field
Consult Le Marshal Franchet d'Es*
troops.
th

1st

PBANQOIS-MABSAL

to the United States when the
Bolsheviks gained control of the government.
An Amer).
FRANCIS, EDWARD (1872ican pathologist born at Shandon, Ohio. Having received the degree of Sc.B. from Ohio State
University in 1894, he studied medicine at the
University of Cincinnati, graduating in 1897.
Since 1900 he has been associated with the Hygienic Laboratory of the U. S. Public Health
Service, in which capacity he has studied yellow

He returned

fever,
fever,

pellagra,

filiariasis,

year,

FRANCIS, DAVID ROWLAND
An American merchant (see VOL.

(1850-1927).

IX). He became United States Ambassador to Russia in
first
and
was
the
1910
representative of a foreign
nation to recognize the new Republic of Russia.

undulant

he contracted undulant fever Awhile

at

work on that disease and was incapacitated for
some months.
).
FRANCE, KAERY ALVEBSON (1881An American traveler and author, born at
Hunger, Mich. He studied at Michigan, Columbia, and Harvard universities in this country and did graduate work abroad. He is the
author of A Vagabond Journey around the
World (1910), Four Months Afoot in Spain
(1911), Trampmg through Mexico, Guatemala,
and Honduras (1916), Vagabonding down the
Andes (1917), Vagabonding through Changing
Germany (1919), Working North From Patagonia (1921), Wandering in Northern China
(1923), Glimpses of Japan and Formosa (1924),
Roving Through Southern China (1925), East
of Sudan (1920), and The Fringe of the Moslem
World, (1928).
A Gorman).
PKA.NCKE, KUNO (1885American scholar and author (see VOL. IX).
He became professor emeritus and honorary
curator at Harvard in 1917 and was president
of the Modern Language Association of America
(1917). He wrote A German- American Confession of Faith (1915); The 'German Spirit

m

German Literature be(1916); Personality
fore Luther (1916) ; Die Kulturwerte der Dcutschen Litterateur von der Information ois zur
Aufklaung (1922); Die Kulturwerke der Deul-

sehen Litteratur fa Ihrer GeschictlicJien fintwicklung (1923); Kant and Art (1925), and
German After War Problems (1927).

Army

perey, by Alphonse Louis Grasset (1920).

tetanus,

and tularemia. He is best known for his
pioneer work on the latter subject (see TULABEMIA). The American Medical Association
awarded him its gold medal in 1928 for "his
thorough and important scientific contributions
In the same
to the knowledge of tularomia."

friiN'swa-miir'sOl',

(1874-

).

A "French public official,

military man, and financier who was educated
at the Lyc4o Louis-le-Grand and at Saint-Cyr,
the French military academy. After serving in
the army, as a member of the governor general's
cabinet in Indo-China, and in the banking world,
he entered the Senate in 1919 as a Union-Republican. Early in the following year, he became
finance minister under Millerand and Lcygues
(until Jan. 12, 1921), and again under Poincare*
(Mar .-June, 1924), when he floated the peace
loan of 1920 and took measures to consolidate
the floating debt of 70,000,000,000 francs (1924)
of the French Republic. On the fall of Pomcare' with the radical victory in the elections
of 1924, President Millerand chowe Franc.oinMarsal as premier (June 9-13), but the radical
majority in the Chamber refused to accept a
cabinet named by Millerand. Both Millerand
and Frangois-Marsal resigned and Herriot became premier. Francois-Marshal remained a
leader of the opposition and was influential in
causing Herriot's downfall. He was president
of the International Colonial Institute (1927-

FRANK

29), and wrote Trois mois au Rouang-Si, as well
as books and articles on finance and political

economy.

FRANK,

BRUNO

(1887-

A

).

German

writer, poet, and dramatist, born at Stuttgart.
His plays, noted for their psychological study of
social problems, include Die Schwestern unter
der Fremde (1918), and Das Weib auf dem
Tiere (1921). He also wrote the novels Die

Furstin (1915); Der Baron Trenck (1926, Eng.
trans., 1928 ) ; and the biography, Tage des

Konigs (Frederick the Great, 1924).

FRANK, GLENN

(1887-

).

An American

publicist and university president, born at Queen
City, Mo., and educated at Kirkeville State
Normal School and at Northwestern University
(1912). He was editor-in-chief of the Century
Magazine, 1921-25. Since 1925 he has been president of the University of Wisconsin. He published The Politics of Industry ( 1919) , An American Looks at His World (1923), and Thunder
and Dawn (1928), studies in the outlook of

Western

civilization.

He was

co-author of The

Stakes of the War (1918), and The League of
Nations The Principle and the Practice (1919).
A Ger).
FRANK, REINIIABD (18GOman jurist and privy councilor, born at TReddighiiuser Hammer, and educated at the univerIn 1887
sities of Marburg, Munich, and Kiel.
he became lecturer at Marburg, and subsequently
held professorships et Giessen (1890), Hallo
(1900), Tubingen (1902), and Munich (1914).
In 1920-21 he was rector of the University of
Munich. His numerous publications include
Wollfsche Strafrechtsphilosophie und ihr Verhaltnis eur Knminalpolitischen Aufklarung im
Achtsehnten Jahrunderts (1887); Naturrecht,
Gcschaftliches Recht und Bosiales Recht (1891) ;
Strafrechtliche Falle zu Akademischem Gebrauch,
5th ed. (1912); Schutzstrafe und VergeJtungstrafe (1908) ; Die Bclgische Neutralitat (1915) ;
Kann Wilhelm II Ausgeliefert Werdent (1919) ;
and 8inn und Tragweite des Auslieferunggesetees
(1920). He became editor of the Vergleichende
DarstcUung des Dcutschcn und Ausldndischen
8trafrec1its and the Pitaval der Oegenwart. He
was also made a member of the Kommissioyi fur

das Strafffesetstbrauch.

An
.).
FRANKFURTER, FELIX (1882American lawyer and educator, born at Vienna,
Austria. He came to the United States in 1894
and in 1902 graduated from the College of the
City of New York. He studied law at Harvard
and from 1906 to 1910 was United States Attorney of the Southern District of New York.
After 1914 he was professor of law at the Harvard Law School. During the World War, he
acted as major and judge-advocate, and as secretary and counsel of the President's mediation
commission. In 1918 he was appointed chairman
of the War Labor Policies Board. He was also
a member of the board of directors of the Institute for Government Research, and was the
author of Cases Under the Interstate Commerce
Act (J922), Oregon Hours of Labor Case (1923),
District of Columbia Minimum Wage Cases
(1923), and The Case of Sacco and Vanzetti
(1928).

FRANKLIN, EDWABD

CXTRTIS (1862)*
chemist, born at Geary City, Kan.,
Berand educated at the Universities of Kansas,
He was an assistant in
lin, and Johns Hopkins.
chemistry at the University of Kansas, where
in 1899 he attained the chair of physical chemistry. In 1903 he was called to the associate

An American
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professorship of organic chemistry in Leland
Stanford, Junior, University, where in 1906 he
became full professor. He was professor of
chemistry with the hygienic laboratory of the
United States Public Health Service (1911-13),
physical chemist of the Bureau of Standards
(1918), and held similar posts with other government advisory boards. His original investigations, published in chemical journals, have
had to do with liquid ammonia as an electrolytic
solvent, the ammonia system of acids, bases,
and salts, and various other preparations of
which ammonia is an important constituent.

FRANKLIN-BOUILLON, HENKI
A French diplomat and public
).

(

1

870-

official,

born on the Island of Jersey. He was elected
a Radical-Socialist deputy to the French Parliament in 1910 and during the World War was

chairman of

its committee on foreign affairs,
establishing the "committee for parliamentary
action abroad" through which French war propaganda in Austria, the Balkans, and the Orient
was directed. As French representative in Angora in 1921, he negotiated the treaty establish-

ing peace with Turkey. After 1924 he was again
president of the parliamentary committee on
foreign affairs and played a leading part in
the debates on reparations and war debts. See

TURKEY.

FRANKLIN COLLEGE. A

coeducational

institution at Franklin, Ind., founded in

1834.

Tho number of students increased from 206 in
1914 to 309 in the autumn of 1928, at which
time the faculty n Timbered 28, and the volumes
The endowment increased
in the library 31,000.
from $312,500 in 1914 to $860,000 in 1928, and
the income from $49,498 to $108,918 in 1927-28.
Between 1914 and 1924, departments of Biblical
literature, sociology and economics, and art, were
established; and between 1924 and 1928, new
departments of music and public speaking were
added to the curriculum ; a science building was
completed; and a new liberal arts curriculum,
largely prescribed for the first two years and
elective for the last two, was put into effect.
President, Homer Price Rainey, A.M. Ph.D.
An,
).
FRANZ, SHEPHERD IVORY (1874American psychopathologist (see VOL. IX), attached to the United States Government Hospital

the Insane. He edited the Psychological
1914-24, and was associate editor of
Psychobiology. He was a member of the Psychology committee of the National Research Council
in 1917 and president of the American Psychological Association in 1920. In 1925 he was appointed professor of psychology in the University
of Southern California. In 1923 he published
Nervous and Mental Reeducation.
for

Bulletin,

FRANZEN,

AUGUST

(1803-

).

An

American portrait and genre painter (see Vox*.
IX). He became a member of the National
Academy of Design in 1920 and was awarded
the Academy's Portrait Prize in 1924.

FRASER, JAMES EARLE

(1876-

).

An

American sculptor. He was born at Winona,
Minn., and studied at the Art Institute in Chicago and at the JSeole des Beaux Arts and Colorossi and Academie Julian, Paris. He was assistant to Augustus Saint-Gaudens and won the
first prize in sculpture awarded by the American Art Association, Paris, in 1898, and many
medals. Among his best-known works are the
bust of Theodore Roosevelt in the Senate Chamber at Washington, the monument to Bishop
Hotter in the Cathedral of St. John the Divine,

FRAZER
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He was a member

New

caused his death.

land,

Academic Hoyale de Belgique and the Academic

York, the monument to John Hay at Cleve"The End of the Trail" in Tulare County,
Calif., the bust of Saint-Gaudens in the Hall of

New York

University, the portrait bust
of Elihu Root, and the groups "Discoverers" and
"Pioneers" for the Memorial Bridge at Chicago.
He has been instructor at the Art Student's
League, New York, since 1906. He was president of the National Sculpture Society in 192526 and became a member of the National Academy
of Design in 1917.

Fame,

PRAZER,

SIB

JAMES (GEORGE) (1854-

A British anthropologist

).

folklorist (see VOL.
received the Order of Merit (1925).

and

IX). He
His work, The Golden Bough, originally published in 2 volumes in 1890, rewritten and expanded to 12 volumes ( 19111 5 was republished
in an abridged edition in 1022. He is also the
author of The Belief in the Immortality and the
Worship of the Dead (vol. i, 1913; vol. ii,
Essays of Joseph Addison,
1922; vol. iii, 1924)
chosen and edited with a preface and a few notes
Old Testament (1918,
in
the
Folklore
(1915);
abridged ed. 1923); Sir Roger de Coverley
and Other Literary Pieces (1920); Apollodorus 9
with an English translation (1921) ; Sir Ernest
The 'Worship of Nature (vol. i,
Re-nan (1923)
1926), The 'Gorgon's Head, and Other Literary
Pieces (1927) ; and Man, God, and Immortality
)

,

;

;

(1927).

of

the

des Pays-Bas.

FREEMAN, EDWARD

An American

MONROE (1875-

botanist, born at

St.
University of

Paul.

).

He

Minnesota
graduated from the
in 1898 and did graduate work there and at
Cambridge. He became professor of botany and
plant pathology at the University of Minnesota
in 1908 and has been dean of the College of
Agriculture, Forestry, and Home Economics at
that university. Professor Freeman is the author of Minnesota Plant Diseases.
).
FREEMAN, LEWIS RANSOMS (1878An American author, born at Genoa Junction,
Wis., and educated at Leland Stanford, Junior,
University. He spent much of his time in
traveling and as foreign war correspondent, with
the British, French, and Italian armies (191517) and in Germany (1918). He wrote Many
Fronts (1918), Stwi.es of the Ships (1919), Sea
Hounds (1919), To Kiel in the Hercules (1919),
In the Tracks of the Trades (1920), Hell's
Hatches (1921), The Yellowstone to New Orleans

When

Cassi Blooms (1922), The Colo(1923), Down the (Jrand Canyon
(1924), On the Roof of the Rookies (1925),
By Water Ways to Gotham (1926), Water Ways
of Westward Wandering (1927), The Wearing
'North (1928).
(1922),

rado River

An Amer)
FREEMA3ST, ROBERT ( 1878JOSEPH CHRISTIE WHITNEY (1875chemist and educator, born ican clergyman, born in Edinburgh, Scotland.
at Lexington, Ky. He graduated from the Ken- After engaging in mission work in Pennsylvania and New York for four years, he was
tucky State University in 1897 and took postordained in the Baptist ministry in 1900; theregraduate courses at Johns Hopkins. Prom 1901
to 1907, he was assistant and associate in chem- after he held various pastorates until 1910.
Since 1911 he has been pastor of the Pasadena,
istry at that university, and from 1907 to 1911
was chemist at the United States Bureau of Calif., Presbyterian Church. He was moderator
Mines. In 1911 he became professor of chem- of the Synod of California in 1920-21. During
the World War, he directed the first expeditionary
istry at Johns Hopkins, and in 1921 B. N. Baker
division of the Y. M. C. A. and in 1917-18 was
professor. He has conducted -researches on osmotic pressure and vapor tension of solutions, director of religious work in France. He is
author of The Hour of Prayer (1914), The Land
catalysis, and the chemical behavior of surI Live In (poems, 1921), and New Every Morning
faces.
A (1927).
).
FRAZIER, IOTTN JOSEPH (1874FREE VERSE. See LITERATURE, ENGLISH
United States Senator, born in Steele County,
AND AMERICAN.
Minn., who was graduated from the University of
).
3TRENCH, DANIEL CHESTER (I860North Dakota in 1901. A farmer 'by occupation,
he was elected Governor of North Dakota for An American sculptor (see VOL. IX). He was
the term 1917-18, 1919-20, and 1921, but was awarded a medal of honor at the Panama-Parecalled in 1921. He was elected U. S. Senator cific Exposition, in 1915, and a gold medal of
as a Republican for the term 1923-29 and honor by the National Institute of Arts and
From 1910 to 1915, he was a
reflected for the term 1929-35. He was a mem- Letters, in 1918.

FRAZER,
) .

.

An American

ber of the group of Republican senators headed
by Senator George W. Norris of Nebraska
who frequently opposed Administration measures.

FREDERICK, PAULINE (MRS. C. A. RUTHAn American actress,
ERFORD)
).
(1885born in Boston. She made her de"but in New
York in 1902. She played in many Broadway
productions including Innocent and Don't Shoot
and made her screen ddbut in The Sternal City.
She later appeared in film versions of Zaza,
Tosca, The Woman on the Indew, Bonds of Love,
The Paliser Case, Madame X, and The Olory of
Clementina. She reappeared on the dramatic
stage in 1923 in The Guilty One.
PREDERICQ, fra'de-r6k, PAUL (1850-1920).
A Flemish historian (see VOL. IX). The German government exiled him from Belgium during the World War because of his activity in
strengthening the morale of the Belgians. After
the Arniistice, he was appointed rector of Ghent
University, but weakness from imprisonment

member
Arts.

of the National Commission, of Fine
His work after 1914 includes "Sculpture"

(marble', St. Louis Museum) ; figures symbolic
of Manhattan and Brooklyn on Manhattan

Bridge; "Memory" (marble, Metropolitan Museum, New York City), his finest female nude; a
statue of Lafayette, Easton, Penn*; the Dupont
fountain, Washington, D. C.; and especially, a
colossal bronze "Lincoln" for the Lincoln Memorial at Washington.
Consult Memories of a
Sculptor's Wife, by Mrs. Daniel Chester French
(1928).

FRENCH, JOHN DENTON PINKSTONE, FIUST
EARL OF YPBES (1852-1925). A British fieldmarshal (see VOL. IX). He commanded the
British- forces in

the

World War

France from the beginning of
until December, 1915.

On

his

was made Viscount French of
Ypres and High Lake and commander-In-chief of
the United Kingdom, holding that post till May,
1918, when he was appointed Lord Lieutenant
of Ireland.
He resigned in 1921 and was made
resignation, he

FRENCH EQUATORIAL AFRICA

FRENCH

EQUATORIAL

AFRICA. A

French possession

in west-central Africa comprising the colonies of Qabun, Middle Congo,
Ubangi-Shari, and Chad. Its area is estimated

by the French at 912,649 square miles, excluding the Cameroon (See CAMEROON), of 166,489
square miles, which forms a separate colony
joined to Equatorial Africa. By the census of
1926, it had a population of 3,127,707, of whom
2502 were whites. The largest cities had the
following populations Libreville, 20,000 ; BrazzaThe tropical
ville, 40,000, Fort Lamy, 10,000.
products continued the sources of economic
wealth. Caoutchouc, lumber, ivory, palm kernels, palm oil, were the principal exports in
1926. Coffee and cacao were beginning to receive attention. Large herds of cattle, sheep,
camels, horses, and ostriches were the property
of the natives, but the lack of transportation
eliminated them from the export trade. In 1927
total exports were 136,747,844 francs as compared with 21,181,768 francs in 1913. Imports
in 1927 were 172,319,683 francs, as compared with
21,181,768 francs in 1913. The fall of the franc
after the World War made the actual decrease
in trade greater. In February, 1921, a line was
commenced from Brazzaville to the Atlantic
Ocean (300 miles). It is expected to be finished
in 1930.
The general budget' in 1929 called for
an expenditure of 54,500,000 francs. The four
colonial budgets included expenditures of 58,740,000 francs. Colonization has been tardy because of the difficulties of transport. To hasten
the country's settlement, the French Chamber
passed, in 1020, a measure calling for the expenditure of 171,000,000 francs on railway, port,
road, telegraph, and river developments. These
improvements are being carried out gradually.
:

FRENCH ESTABLISHMENTS IN INDIA.

Five provinces in India belonging to the French
empire. These are Pondichery (187,406 inhabitants in 1928), Karikal (57,488 population),
Chandernagore (25,830 population), Mahe* (11,706 population), Yanam (Yanaon, 4743 population). Total area, 196 square miles; total
population, 287,173. The chief towns are Pondichery (47,999), Oulgaret (24,518), and Villenour
(21,774). Principal products are rice, sugar
cane, cotton, manioc, cacao, coffee, ground-nuts.
Imports in 1927 were 10,795,928 rupees; in 1913,
10,837,115 francs. Exports for 1913, were 43,-

The

720,095 francs, for 1927, 28,630,790 rupees.

budget for 1928 was 2,757,550 rupees.

FRENCH ESTABLISHMENTS IN

ANIA.

See PACIFIC

OCE-

OCEAN ISLANDS, under

So-

ciety Islands.

CH GUIANA. See GtllAKA.
CH INDO-CHINA. The

name
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an earl on returning to England. He received
many honors from European governments and
in 1920 was given the Freedom of the City of
London and a sword of honor. See WAR IN
EUROPE, under Western Front.

general

for the French possessions in southeast
Asia. It is made up of the following units:
( 1 ) Colony of Cochin-China, 26,476 square miles ;
population in 1926, 9,119,832; of which 13,452

were Europeans; largest city, Cholon, 198,713
(2) Protectorate of Annam, 39,758
population.
square miles; population in 1926, 5,580,974, of
which 2584 were Europeans; largest city, Binh(3) Protectorate of
Dinh, 147,199 population.
Cambodia, 67,550 square miles; population in
1926, 2,535,178, of which 1901 were Europeans;
largest city, Pndm-Penh, 81,712 population.

(4) Protectorate of Tonking, 40,530 square miles;
population in 1926, 7,401,912, of which 9143 were
Europeans; largest city, Hanoi, 103,235 population.
(5) Protectorate of Laos, 82,604 square
miles; population in 1926, 855,146; largest city,
Vien-Tiane.
(6) Kwangchow Wan territory, 190
square miles; population, 205,000. Total area,
274,385 square miles; total population in 1927,
19,999,423 (18,000,000 estimated in 1914) ; number of Europeans, 34,443. The activities are
largely agricultural, the country being one of
the most important rice districts in the world.
Cinnamon, sugar, and tea were also grown in
central Annam. Minerals mined were coal and
lignite, antimony, tin, wolfram, iron, and 2inc.
Cotton is becoming important in Camhodia. In
1926 total exports were 3,033,440,986 francs;
imports, 2,641,945,471 francs. Leading imports
are cotton tissues, cotton thread, iron and steel,
machinery, and mineral oils.
'In 1926, 878 ships of 1,959,577 tons entered
the port of Saigon, Cochin-China. Other ports,
though of less importance, were Tourane (Annam), Haiphong (Tonking), and Kwangchow
Wan. Railways in 1927, 1485 miles. The general budget for 1927 balanced at 97,500,000
piastres, though excesses, never less than 7,000,000 piastres, occur annually. The debt of IndoChina in 1926 was 434,209,000 francs, Local
budgets for the separate areas totaled 62,137,159
piastres in 1927. Money in circulation June 30,
1927,"

149,412,000 piastres.

In 1918 and 1920, new codes of law were promulgated, while educational progress steadily
made headway. In 1917 the various technical
and professional schools were united to form the
University of Indo-China and in 1918, a European college was opened at Hanoi. During the
World War, France was able to draw upon the
region for troops, money, boats, provisions,
raw materials.

and

FRENCH LITERATURE.

French literature, after the outbreak of the World War in
1914, quite naturally must be divided into two
PERIOD, and the POST-WAR
periods, the

WAR

PERIOD.

From January to August, 1914, the literary
world had remained untouched by the momentous
i.e., the movement started during the preceding decade had continued normally,

political events;

away from dilettantism, sestheticism,
skepticism, and cynicism, toward social reform,
national traditionalism, and Catholicism. For
example, in poetry, Peguy's Eve; in prose, M.
Barres's Grande Pitie des Eglises de France;
Juliette Adam's Ghretienne
(to refute her own
Paienne of some years before) ; E. Baumann's Le
Bapt8me de Pauline Ardel; also Lichtenberger's
Le Sang Nouveau (the blood of those who are
going to win the war), and J. des Gachon's Vive
la Vie!
On the stage, Claudel had scored once
more, with L'dtage, of the most consistent Catholicism; while Curel, La Danse Devant te Mvrovr,
and Croisset in L'Epervier had described the
hyper-sensitive soul of the generation; and Sacha
Guitry affected the tone of indifference which he
one among very few indeed was going to keep

namely:

through the War.
let it be recalled at once, that in France
especially, the war period in literature did not
stop in ^November, 1918; it lasted until about
the end of 1921, since which time only, one can
truly say 'that the effects of the crisis are no
longer the primary element of inspiration;
neither did they ever stop altogether; we shall*

up

all

Now

IFB/ENCH LITERATTTBI2
mention under

War

to the subject to the close of 1928.
War Literature. With the first cannon shot,
all, even periodical, literature stopped for several weeks, except the Revue des Deux Mondes,
L 9Illustration, and Revue Eebdomadaire (the
latter in form of a newspaper) ; and Le Temps,
Les Debats, Le Matin, L'Echo de Paris but
they contained articles from the pens of masters, like Barres (Echo de Paris), Maeterlinck,

Lavedan, Doumic, Gourmont, Maurras, MassonForestier, etc.
Promptly, as soon as the rear was somewhat
reorganized, this war prose came out in book
form. Some of the most noteworthy of these
collections of articles are Barres, the series

L'Ime Prangaise et la Guerre ("Union Sacree"
"Saints de France" "Croix de Guerre", etc.);
Lavedan, Orandes Heures; A. France, Sur la Voie
Glorieuse; Loti, La Grande Barbaric; Maeterlinck, Dtoris de Ouerre; P. Adam, Maurras,
Abbe* Wetterle' (Propos de guerre, etc,), the
Socialist Herv6 (Apres la Mame, La Patrie en
Danger). Marcelle Tinayre, La Veillee des
Armes will remain as one of the fine books of
the great first hours of the War. Then in 1915
Romain Holland published in book form his much
resented Au-Dessus de la Melte, of Tolstoian or
pacifist inspiration, a note sounded again in Le
Temps viendra ( 1921 ) . In the course of the year
1915, the first soldier diaries began to appear,
preceded by the gallant, but hardly very trustworthy volume of fiction Gaspard, by Rene Ben*
jaxnin. One after the other they came out,
especially in 1916, these books which will remain
as a stirring testimonial to the horrors of the
World War: Paul Lintier, Ma Piece; Lettres
d^un Soldat (by the painter Lemercier, but published anonymously) ; R6dier, Meditations dans
la TranchSe; Genevoix, Sous Verdun; etc.
The
year 1917 brought Jean des Vignes Rouges's
Bourr-u, Soldat de Vauquois, one of the notable
war books, Adrien Bertrand's Appel du Sol, Mar1

cel

Kadaud's Chignole, a remarkably alert

ac-

count of military aviation; and also, the same
year the much discussed Le Feu came out, written by Barbusse.
(The chief objection to it in
France was that it was spreading discouragement
at a time when all needed so much courage.)
Finally, the year 1917 was also the year of
Puhamel's Vie des Martyrs (later followed by
Possession du Monde, the Goncourt prize for
1918); Duhamel's books were translated into
many languages; he is one of the great number
Of writers whom the War revealed to the
public,
and one of the very few who remained really
famous after the war. For others who distinctly
forced public attention by their forceful
description of the war, we will just
give a few names
here and refer for titles to the bibliographies
named below: Dieter len, Pe"ricard, Le Bail, Dupont, Tuffrau, Belmont (Lettres), Erlande, MiIan, Franconi, Binet-Valmer, Malherbe (Goncourt
Prize 1917 for Flamme au Poing), Fribourg

.
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Literature all books related

by Zavie, Prisonnier en Allemagne, Hennebois,
Journal ffun Grand Bless6, Blanche, En Represailles, Max, Mes Six Evasions.
Among the books which relate war achievements but were written by noncombatants, a few
must be mentioned here: Le GoflSc, a series of
volumes the first of which is Dixmude, un chapitre de I'Histoire des Fusiliers marins; H. Bordeaux, Les Derniers jours du Fort Vau, and
Les Prisonniers delivres. Jean de Pierrefeu
(who gave out the daily war bulletins), Au
Q. Q. &. (Grand Quartier General); M. A. Leblond, Gallieni; then Bedier's sober and impressive L'Effort Frangais, and Madclin's Verdun.
Here may be added a reconstitution of the
phases of the War by Dumur, in his trilogy in
Zola style Nach Paris, Boucher de Verdun, Les
Defaitistes; and in 1928, by the same, a very
realistic reconstruction of the Rasputin episode,
Dieu protege le Tsar. Books not dealing directly with the War and the army, but with events
in the rear of the fighting zone and yet remarkable, are Isabelle Rimbaud, Dans les remous
de la lataille; Donnay, Lettres a une Dame
Blanche (Red Cross) ; Geraldy, La Guerre,
Madame ... (one of the most widely read for
some time) ; Blanche, Cahicrs d'un Artiste.
It was in 1918 that the since very
popular
Andre* Maurois earned his first laurels with the
witty picture of the English in France during
the War in Les Silences du Colonel Bramble.
:

When the War and victory exaltation came
to a standstill, several talented authors endeavored to have the country realize the problems
of reconstruction; such are, in 1920, Parmentier
9
in L 0uragan; in 1921, Claude Anet in Quand la
Terre tremUa; in 1923 R. Dorgeles in his Le
Rtveil des Morts; and Pierre Hamp in his
series of Les metiers Uesses.
Of the works of fiction, that is, the novels,
which, without depicting actual war episodes,
take the War as background, these are a few
samples: Bourget's Le Sens de la Mort and
Lasarine; PreVost, Adjutant Benoit; Rosny,
L'finigme de Gwreuse and Giraudoux, Siegfried
et le Lvmousin .(two cases of double
personality
in a soldier) ; Bazin, Les Nouveau Olerle, about
Alsace (1919) and Baltus, le Lorrain (192G);
Estauni6, L'Appel de la route; Villetard, Monsieur Bille dans la Tourmente; Folcy, Sylvette
et son Blesst; Colette Yver, Miraoelle de
Pampelune (and other stories), Les Gouttws Riches (the
Americans); Marcel Boulenger, Charlotte en
guerre. Some humorous stories: Be la Foucardiere, Scipion Pegoulade (a sort of Tartariu do
Tarascon) ; M. Pre*vost, Mon chcr Tommy; Boissiere, L'Eatravagant Teddy de la Grow Rouge
anglaise; Dekobra, Sammy, Volontaire Amerioavn; Valmy-Baisse, Le Retour d'Ulysse,
Short stories were published in fabulous number among which are Contes vfridiques des Tranchees,

by many "poilus," and

collections

by Ar-

noux, Bazin, Bordeaux, Farrere, Pawloski, QusBofa, Frapi^, and Mille.
The theatre of the war period is not extremely

(Croire), Giraudoux, Fonck, Pirenne (a Belgian,
Vainqueurs de I'Jser). The fourth year of the
important. At first, old plays exalting dewar was at hand, and while the diaries became less votion
to the mother-country
provided what
numerous, they were often more bitter ; e.g., Leon was needed: Corneillc's
Horace,
Sophocles
Werth (Clwel soldat), M, Berger (Jean Dor- (Edipe roi, Bornier's Fille de
Roland, Sarboise, auMiavre), Barbusse (Clarte).
Of the dou's Patr^ Kistemaeker'a Flambee, Lavedan'B
many decidedly superior war books since the Servvr. Then early in 1915 new plays began to
close of the War, a few of the best are R.
Fronson's Kommandantur, depicting
Dorgsles* appear:
Crows de loin (1920), Girard, Les Vainqueurs the invasion of
Belgium (Fronson is a Bel( 1924) , and L. Dfeltheil, Les Poilus ( 1926 ) , which
gian); Donnay's charming Impromptu du Pawas much discussed. Some sad stories are told quetage; Claudel's Nuit de
NoSl; E, Morand's
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over
spectacular
Rheims and Strasbourg especially. In 1916
Bataille gave an unpleasant description of the
effect of war on women in L'Amassone; while
Hennique and Veber offered a cheerful two-act
vaudeville Le Poilu. In 1917 came Bernstein's
El&vation, hailed by many as the most stirring
war play produced; Farrere and Nepoty offered
La VeilUe des Armes. In 1918 Kistemaeker
wrote Un Soir au front, and Maeterlinck, Bourgeois de Sttiemonde (which was first presented
In 1919 there was F. Porches
in America).

Les

mourning

Paul Fort, Ballades Francoises
(continuation) ; Jules Remains, Europe, Puissances de Paris, and Chants de diw annees.
Two poets had a remarkable revival: Phil6as
les

Sonnets;

Ms Chansons de Margot), and
Paul Valery, who is almost a god of
poetry now; he was received in the French
Academy in 1927; he was a bone of contention
in the controversy over "Poesie pure" which
started in 1925 (see New International Year

Lebesgue (with
especially

Among the best known of the poets of
new generations are L. Mercier and Subervery ingenious and successful allegorical Les ville. To get an idea of the extra-modern
Buiors et la Finette; in 1920, the exquisite poetry, see Paul Morand, Lampes a Arc; and
Maison du Berger by Fleg; the opportune (or the cubists and dadaists, Blaise Cendrars, Du
Book).
the

inopportune) Les Americains, by Brieux; and the Monde, entier; A. Salmon, Prikaz, and Cocteau,
Po6sie$.
two plays both painful for different reasons
(Cf. Schinz, "Dadaisme," in Smith ColDonnay's Chasse & I'homme, and M6re's Les lege Studies, October, 1923). Consult H. ClouCaptives. In 1922 F. de Curel scored with ard, Poesie frangaise modeme des Romantiques
a nos jours (1923) ; de la Vaissiere, Anthologie
Terre Inhumaine.
In the domain of poetry, again relatively few des poetes du sibcle (1924); Tresch, Evolution
collections can be recorded as absolutely above de la chanson frangaise (1924), and especially E.
a la litterature d'aujourpar. It would not be right to leave unnoticed Bouvier, Initiation
Botrel's Chants de Rosalie
("Rosalie" was d'hui.
Drama. In the theatre, we witness early an
the bayonet), Chants du Bivouac t Chants de
Route; he was called the bard of the trenches; attempt to go "back to pre-war subjects:
and Claudel, Trois Poemes de Guerre. In Claudel is continuing the series of L'Annonce
1916: Bataille, La Divine Tragedie; Zamacois Faite a Marie, and L'btage, by Le Pain dur;
9
L'Ineffagable ; Paul Fort, Poemes de France; Bataille gives Sosur d Amour. In 1920 Curel,
and especially Verhaeren, Les Ailes Rouges de L'Ame en Folie; Bernstein, L'Animateur; Saint
In 1917: The exquisite Couronne George Bouh&ier, Esclaves; DuBois, L'fferola Ouerre.
douloureuse, by H. Gh4on; and two of the most dienne; Brieux, L'Avocat, L'Enfant; Curel,
popular productions rightly so L. Mercier, Comdie du genie; Bataille, Chair Humaine;
Prieres de la Tranchee 9 and the instantly famous Bernstein, Judith. In 1921, we have no less than
La Passion de notre Frere le Poilu. In 1918 three versions of Don Juan: Rostand (posthucame out the very striking poems, Nous . . de mous), Bataille, and H. de Rggnier; and in 1925
la Guerre^ by Henry- Jacques; and Mme, Delarue no less than three versions of Joan of Arc, esMadrus, Souffles de Tempe'te; in 1919 Rostand's pecially Porche", La vierge au grand coeur. Then,
Vol de la Marseillaise; and J. Suberville's strong there are those who belong to what may be called
Fifre de Bernadoux and Fosse aux Lions. In an intermediate generation, like P. Fort, Louis
1921 F. Porehe" republished with other poems XT, Homme Curieua;, Gheon, Pauvre sous Z'JSshis "L'Arret sur la Marne" (in the collection calier, G^raldy, Aimer. The younger group
Commandements du Destin), and Suberville, claims attention aggressively: Magre, La wort
Le Soldat Inconnu, which won for the author enchatnee; Lenormand, Les rates, Mangeurs de
the Grand Prix de Poesie. See the anthology Jttoes, Le Svrnoun; Natanson, Enfant Truqu&9
of the war poets, Prevost and Dormer, Le Lvore Amants Saugrenus; Pierre Frond&ie, L'Appassionato,, L'Insoumise,* Le Reflet; J. J. Berfyique.
For bibliography on the literature of the nard, Feu qu4 Prend Mai; Sarment, Marfag e
War, see: Baldensperger, Avant-guerre dans la de Hamlet, Pfoheurs d'ombres; Cromelynk,
Litterature; Albert Schinz, French Literature of Cocu Magnifique; Cocteau, Marias sur la Tour
the Great War (1919) , Jean Vic, La literature Miffel; Regis et Veynes, Bastos le Hardy.
de la guerre, manuel mtthodigne (5 vols. 1918- Among the comedies that scored decidedly, there
3923) ; Thierry Sandre, Anthologie des ecrwaiw are Jules Remains' Knock (1924), Vautel's
Mon cur6 oJiets les riches, from the author's
morts a la guerre (1924).
Post-war Period. Just as the war litera- novel (1925), and Bourdet's Vient de paraitre
ture did not stop on Nov. 11, 1918, so did the (1927). The most famous theatres endeavoring,
post-war literature not begin at this date with changing fortunes, to favor young authors
exactly; as early as 1917 there is a distinct were: L'CEuvre, Le Vieux Colombier, L'Atelier,
tendency on the part of some writers to ignore La Chimere, La Flamme, with such directors as
the monstrous accident of the War.
Lugne Po6 s Copeau, Dullin, PitoSff, and Baty.
Bearing on the question of language in post- Cf. Delpit, Paris Theatre contemporam (1924war Europe, consult Meillet, Langues de I'Europe 25). Several plays stirred up considerable discussion in recent years:
nouvelle (1918).
Raynal's Tom'beau
Poetry. Some volumes from 1917 to the end sous VArc de Triomphe (1924) Obey et Amiels's
of 1923 which cannot be passed without mention, La Oarcasse (1926) ; Bourdet's La prisowniere
if it were only on account of the fame of the
(1926), and Maurice Rostand's Napoleon IV
(1928). See New International Year Book.
authors, are Rostand, Cantique de I'Aigle inTlie Novel. Reaching the chapter of the
cluding war poems, and Verhaeren, Chants en
Rose- novel since the War, we face such a deluge of
forme de dialogues (both posthumous)
monde Gerard (Madame Rostand), Pipeaua works of interest that nothing can be done within
(crowned by the French Academy) ; H. de the space allotted except to group the various
the names of the most important
Rggnier, Vestigia Flammce and Flamma Tenav; tendencies, give
Comtesse de Noailles, Forces Eternelles and writers in each group, and refer for all details
L'honnew de souffrir; Claudel, esse de L&-Bas to the New International Year Book, 1914r~28
and Feuilles de Saints; Fr. Jammes, Let Vierge et (and, until 1923, to "Le Roman Frangais depuis
.

;

;
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la Guerre" by Albert Schinz, in Modern Language Journal, May, 1923
Authors representing the great classical literary style and aiming to create works of last-

and,

.

.

nuit; Proust,

A

Vombre des jeunes

.

;

t

y

R

Gide,

etc; or many diaries of young
who wrote about their years of for-

Willy,

authors

mation so as to present a picture of their whole

The following claimed attention:
Oudart, ,Ma jcunesse; L. Werth, Dix-neuf Ans;
Cazin, Decadi; A. Obey, Enfance inquietc; Chadourne, Inquiete Adolescence; Benj. Crcmicux,
9
Premier de la Classc; Gilbert des Voisins, L Enfant prit Peur; and the pitiful Diablo au corps,
written by Radiguet when he was 17 (it is
said.
He died in 1924). Accounts of travel
have been raised to the level of art in Chadourne's Pot an Noir; by the Brothers Tliaraud
with their remarkable descriptions of the NearEastern nations of Europe; also by A. Bonnard's and Gilbert des Voisin's books on China,
Morand's Ricn que la tcrre, H. Boraud's Ce que
fai vu a Berlin, and Bcraud's, Duhamel's, and
L. Durtain's books on Soviet Ruaaia. A. Clicvrillon's, EncJiantement Breton is another fine
generation.

:

;

A

la,

Tharaud, A I' ombre de la C't'oias. . .
Much has been made lately of Giraudoux's or
Miomandre's books, also of J. Green, Monte
Cinere and Panait Istrati, Mikhail.
Other Literary Genres. One of the most
important during the period under consideration
was that of personal recollections by writers of
fame, which at times are merely poetical evocations of the past, like A. France's Petit Pierre,
Loti's Prime Jeunesse, A. Maurois's Bernard
Quesnay, L. Bcrtrand's J. Perbal 9 H. Beraud's
(Jfcrbe d or, R. Dorgel&s's Mont mar Ire mon pays,
Ph. Soupault's Histoire d'un Uano, Jammes, A.

ing beauty: Ch. Geniaux, Estaume*, A. de
Chateaubriant (Grand Prix du Roman in 1923,
for La, Brier e). Catholics:
Bourget, H. Bordeaux, Ardel, Baumann, and Mauriac (Grand
Prix du Roman, 1920). Novelists dealing with
the world beyond: Marcelle Tinayre (Priscille
&$verac), H. Bordeaux (Fan-tome de la Rue
Michel-Ange), and PSrochon (Les Ombres).
Provincial and regional novelists: Bazin, Perochon (Nene, Prix Goncourt, 1920), J. de PesquiEscholier (Can-tedoux, Bordeu, H. Pourrat,
gril), J. des Gachons, Mine. Jean Balde (Vigne
et Maison), Bouzinac-Caiubon, Domaine abondonne, and the most famous of them all, L.
Hdmon, author of the Canadian novel, Maria,
Chapdclaine. Psychologists: Andre" Gide, J.
Remains, Marcel Proust (Prix Goncourt, 1919),
who still has a tremendous following (he died in
1922) ; Chardonne, L'flpitJwlame ; and Martin
Du Gard, Lcs Thibawlt, eic. Novelists of deep
gloom and sentimentality Arnoux, Jaloux, Chereau, Josepivici, t'Serstevens and three women,
Andre Corthis (Grand Prix du Roman, 1921, for
Pour Moi Seule ) , Machard, and Vioux. Pictures
of moral disequilibrium in consequence chiefly of
the War: Marcel Provost (Don Juanes), Rosny,
Marguerite, and Mme. Colette. Novelists depicting the life of characters outside regular society:
Car co (Grand Prix du Roman, in 1922, for
I/'I/owme traque), Mac Or Ian, Cl. Anet, and KesThe "Indifferents," to use the name chosen
sel.
by one of them, i.e., who take the attitude of interested and amused, sometimes cynical, observers of
our present nerve-racked world: H. de Regnier,
Fr. de Miomandre, Giraudoux, and Paul Moraud. Young Cocteau belongs either here, or to
a group of extreme modernists, some of whom
had adopted the flag of Dadaism, like Aragon,
Ph. Soupault, Delteil. Humorists would be
Tristan Bernard, Duvernois, H. Boraud (Prix
I*
and
Qpncourt for Le Martyre de Obese, 1922),
Billotcy. The great king of the roman d'aventure
is Pierre Benolt
(author of L'Atlantide) ; of
Exotism: Loti, Farrfere, Rhals, and later Barres (Jardm sur I'Oronte) ; and Bordeaux (Yawni^
sous les Gedres).
very special place belongs
to the Brothers Tharaud with their remarkable
East. Historical novels:
the
of
Near
knowledge
Louis Bertrand, Tancrede Martel; H. Be"raud
(Vitriole de Lune, crowned by the Goncourt in
1922). Pre-historical novels:
Rosny, Forbin,
number of serial novels exJean d'Esme, etc.
over
of
years
tending
publication have appeared,
or begun to appear, since Uomain Holland's
Jean Christ ophc; the best known are Marcel
Proust, A la recherche du temps perdu," Roger
Martin Du Gard, Les TUbault; Remain Holland,
L'dme enohantee; Rene* Behaine, Historic d'une
soci&te; Jules Romains, Le dieu dej corps.
If we were to mention the novels which in the
last fifteen years have shown signs of possible
protracted life, we would name, in alphabetic
order Bar res, Jardm sur VOronte; Benolt, L'Atlantide; Boraud, Hois dv, Templier pendu; Beriianos, Sous le soleil de Satan; Francis Carco,
L'homme traque; Chateaubriant, La Briere;
Duhamel, Vie des Martyrs; Estaunie, Au bord
de la route; L. Iltoon, Maria Ohapdelaine ; Em.
Henriot, Aricic Ilrun; Kessel, L'equipaye; lieblond, Ulysse Cafre; Mauriac, Ucnitristf, Dfaert
de I'amour; Monthcrlaut, Les JBestiavres; Mor-
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sample of geographical literature. Tho (so fur
series of the famous barrister M. HenriRobert, Les (J rands Proces de I'Histoirc, have
been much read.
By far the most successful genre in recent
years has been the literary biography, i.e., opposing to the absolutely objective biography the
interpretative biography. A Maurois's Ariel,
Vie de Shelley, soon followed by Pourtales's
Lisst, started the movement. Now there are
a number of collections of "lives", all written
by very well-known authors, and of which four
Roman des Orandes
are particularly successful
existences (Balzac, Rimbaud, Villon, Baudelaire,
Vingy, Montaigne, etc.) ; Nobles vies, tirandes
ceuvrcs
(Guynomer, Racine, Demosthcne [by
Clemenceau], La Pe* rouse, Madame Roland, etc.) ;
Vie des hommos illustrcs (Got'tlio, Stendhal,
Montaigne, Disraeli, Alcibiadcs, Bismarck, Hugo,
Mistral, etc) ; Lcurs amours (La vie amoureuwe
de Tahna, Louis XIV, Musset, Beethoven, La
Fontaine, Cleop&tre, Messalinc, H16ne do Troie,
Madame de Pompadour, Grande Catherine, etc.).
History of Literature and Literary Events.
Bdier and Hazard, Distoire de la Literature
Wrangaise illustree (1024) in two large volumes
has proved very popular, being both leas bulky
and more up to date than the Petit do Jullcvillo
(8 vol.) of 1000.
Simultaneously an illustrated
edition of Lanson's well-known History of Wrench
Literature was published. Most worthy of mention are also volumes xii and xiii (they are
called "flistoire des Lcttres") of Hanotaux's HisVol.
toire de la Nation Frangaise, in 15 vols.
xii, "Des Origmes & tionsard," is by Picavct,
Jeanroy, and B&lier; vol. xiii, "/te fionsard a
nos Jours," is by F. Strowaki. In America,
Nitxe and Dargan, of the University of Chicago,
published an English History of French Literature (1922 2d ed., 1927). For tJie Middle
Ages specially; Ch. V. Langlois, La vie en
five)

,

:
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France an Moyen-Age, as reflected in
4 vols. For modern times, there

literature,

was

Goffic, La Litterature
6
Siecles.
very

Le
au

Frangaise ait- ZIX0 et
valuable publication concerning contemporary writers was Vingt-Cinq
Ans de Litterature Franqaise, de 1895 & 1920,
under the direction of E. Monfort. Not quite
satisfactory on account of the author's frequent
partiality, is Lalou's little book on Histovre de
la Litterature Frangaise Contemporaine, de 1810
& iios jours; (new ed., 1928). Mostly an accumulation of names and titles is found in F.
Parmentier, Litterature Frangaise de 1885 a nos
jours; in America, French Literature of the
Last Half -century, by Cunliffe and de Bacourt.
Other efforts to illuminate the public on contemporary literature are those of M. Braunschvig, La Litterature Frangaise contemporaine
(1025), of A. Billy and of D. Hornet (1927), of
E. Bouvier (1928), and E. See, Theatre conwork on a great scale
ternporain (1928).
which led the author to the Academy even before

XX

A
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completion is Abb6 H. Bremond's Histoire
Sentiment RcligieusD dans la Litterature depuis le XVII* Siecle (8 vols. have appeared to date). Other important works include the following authors and titles Thieme, of
the University of Michigan, Essai sur I'Histoire
du Vers Frangais; P. Champion, Frangois Vil(1914); A. Gamier,
lon, sa vie, son temps
Agrippa d'Aubigne et le parti protestant (3
vols., 1928); Nolhac, Ronsard et I'Humanisme;
Ducros, Rousseau (3 vols.); M. Souriau, Histovre du Romantisme en France (3 vols., 1928,
crowned by the French Academy) ; Vincent,
Georges Sand (4 vols.); Baldensperger, Mouvement des idees pendant Immigration; B. Fay, Esprit re'volutiotwiaire en France et en Amerique &
la fin du 18 siecle; Arbelet, Stendhal (2 vols. in
connection with the new edition of Stendhal's
works) ; J. Larat, Tradition et Exotisme dans
I'CEuvre de Nodier; H. Girard, fimile Desohamps
(2 vols.) ; Sainte-Beuve, Mes poisons (posthumous) ; Ibrovac, Jos6-Maria de S4r6dia. New
valuable editions which render the study of
great French authors more and more profitable
are:
Villon, Ronsard, Montaigne, Pascal, Rousseau (Mornet's Nouvelle ffeloise), Stendhal,
Lamartine (Lanson's Meditations], Hugo (ed.
nationale published by Ollendorff's ) , and Beret's
Legende des Siccles, and Vianey's ContemplaThe Correspondence genSrale de J. J.
tions.
Rousseaw comes out since 1924 at the rate of 3
As to lanvols. a year, edited by Dufour-Plan.
?
guage, Brunot's Histoire de la Langue franea e
des Origmes a 1900 has reached its ninth volume
("Revolution et Empire"); also we may note
here Bonaffe's Anglicismes et AmMoanismes dans

its

du

:

Langue Frangaise, and Mumford
ica, and French Culture.
la
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Jones,

Amer-

time has never been in France without

literary quarrels of some sort. The Goncourt
controversy is ever going on: whether or not to

publish the Ooncourt Journal containing material .offensive to living people or their relatives.
During the World War (1917), there
was the Barbusse episode, many maintaining
that the book had been dishonestly used for
in 1919 Pierre Louys
pacifist propaganda;
startled the world in ascribing to Corneille
some of the best of Moliere's nlays; in 1920
the accusation was brought against P. Benott
that he had plagiarized Sir Rider Haggard's
She, for his L'Atlantide; the same year the episode of Dadaism came to a climax in the ar-

and literary world; in 1922 it was the
shock of Margueritte's 'Oargonne; in 1922-23,
the "querelle des manuels litteraires" (well summarized in Chronique des Lettres Frangaises,
January, 1923); in 1924 it was the attack on
representatives of the Government who were
supposed to use influence abroad in favor of
certain publishing firms (see H. B6raud, Croisade des longues figures) ; and the vile attacks
on Anatole France's memory; in 1925 it was the
Querelle de la Poesie pure (see New International Tear Book, 1925-26) ; in 1920-27, it was
the great battle around the Action Frangaise
and royalist writers; in 1928 it was the accusation that Andre Maurois was a plagiarist on a
great scale; and the Lauth-Boulenger affair regarding the latter's attack on George Sand's
memory. (See also paragraph Drama, above).
Among the innumerable literary prizes, some
are of real importance. Let us recall a very
few: Grand Prix de Litterature went to no
one (1914), B. Nolly (Capitaine d'Etanger,
1915),P-M. Masson (1916), Fr. Jammes (1917),
Mme. Gerard d'Houville (1918), the Brothers
Tharaud (1919), E. Jaloux (1920), Mme. de
Noailles (1921), P. Lasserre (1922), F. Porch4
(1923), Abel Bonnard (1924), General Mangin
Courteline
J.
(1925),
(1926),
Pesquidoux
tistic

1

(1927),

and L. Vaudoyer (1928).

The Grand

Prix du Roman went to P. Acker (1915),
Avesnes (Comte de Blois, 1916), Ch. Geniaux
(1917), Camille Mayran (1918), P. Benolt
(1919), Andre Corthis (1920), Villetard (1921),
F. Carco (1922), A. de Chateaubriant (1923),
E. Henriot (1924), Fr. Euhourcau (1925), Fr.

Mauriac (1926), J. Kessel (1927),
Balde (1928). The Prix Goncourt
Benjamin (1915), A. Bertrand and
1916 ),
( 1914
retroactively and

and Jean
went to
Barbusse
Malherbe

(1917), Duhamel (1918), Proust (1919), Perochon (1920), B,. Maran (1921), Beraud (1922),
L. Fabre (1923), Th. Sandre (1924), M. Genevoix (1925),H.Deberry (1926), M. Bedel (1927),
and M. Constantin-Weyer (1928). The Prix
de la Vie Heureuse, or Prix Femina, went to
Y (Rene Milan, 1917), H. Bachelin (1918),
Dorgeles (1919), E. Goyjon, a poet (1920),
Escholier
(1921), Lacretelle (1922), Jeanne
Galzy (1923), Ch. Berennes (1924), J. Deltheil
(1926), Marie Le Franc
(1925), Silvestre
(1927), and Mme. Dunois (1928).
Many jubilees were celebrated: with special
splendor, those of La Fontaine (1921) Moliere,
Pasteur-~not only a man of science but also a
member of the French Academy (1922), Renan,
Pascal, Ronsard (1924), since 1927 to last
until 1930 Romanticism, and H. Taine (1928).

Many deaths are to be recorded: in 1914,
Lemaltre, Masson-Forestier, Mistral, L. Seche,
Ch. PSguy; 1915, Hervieu, R. de Gourmont,
Stuart Merril, J. H. Fabre <the entomologist) 5
1916, Faguet, de Sgur, de Vogue, Verhaeren;
1917, A. Bertrand; 1918, G. Ohnet, Rostand,
P41adan, Guill, Apollinaire; 1919, Tailhade, Ch.
Morice; 1920, P. Adam, Lintilhac; 1921, Montesquieu; 1922, Bataille, Boutroux, Capus, Lavisse; 1923, Aicard, Loti, Barres; 1924, Anatole
France, Comte d'Haussouville, H. CSard; 1925,
Pierre Louys, E. Bourges; 1926, Jean Richepin,
Le Braz; 1927, R. de Flers; and 1928,
Boylesye,
Franc, ois de Cur el.
In 1928 the heirs of Victor Hugo bequeathed
to the city of Paris, to be turned into &
museum, Hauteville House, on the island of
Guernsey, where the poet lived in exile from

SOMALI COAST

1853 to 1870, where lie wrote, among other works,
Les Miserable^ and La legende des si&cles.
SOMALI COAST. See SOMALILAND.

FRENCH
FRENCH WEST AFRICA. A

single administrative unit of the French colonial possessions since Jan. 1, 1921, comprising the following
colonies:
Senegal, area 74,112 square miles,
population in 1926, 1,318,287 (4650 non- African); Guinea, 89,436 square miles, population,
2,095,988
(2262 non-African); Ivory Coast,
1,724,545
121,590 square miles, population,
(1614 non-African)
Dahomey, 41,302 square
miles, population 979,609 (884 non-Af rican ) ;
French Sudan, 360,331 square miles, population, 2,634,982 (1819 non-African) ; Upper Volta,
3,240,147
142,820 square miles, population,
(425 non-African) ; Mauretania, 154,400 square
miles, population, 239,184 (279 non-African) ;
Niger Territory, 463,200 square miles, populaTotal, 1,247,tion, 1,218,717 (260 non- African).
191 square miles, with a population of 13,541,611,
of whom 11,099 were French and 4300 other
non-Africans. Dakar, the seat of the administration and the leading port, had 32,440 inhabitants in 1921, of whom 2331 were French.
Other towns were: Saint Louis, 18,117 (620
French); Rufisque, 11,307 (168 French); Bamako, 14,496; Kayes, 11,322; Conakry, 8850.
Forest and agricultural products are of greatest
economic importance. In Senegal, the Sudan,
and Guinea, the groundnut is of leading im;

portance. Cotton culture, worked by natives,
figures largely in Senegal, the Sudan, Dahomey,
and the Ivory Coast. Other important activities, as reflected in the foreign trade, are palm
kernels, palm oil, logs, gum arable, hides and
caoutchouc. Agricultural experiskins, and
ments indicated that the following were possible
of development: cacao and coffee in Dahomey

and the Ivory Coast, tobacco, vegetables, etc.
Gold and salt were worked in paying quantities.
Exports for the whole government in 1927 were
1,230,700,189 francs, as compared with 118,567,000 francs in 1912. Imports for the years 1912,
and 1927, were 134,782,000 francs, and 1,407,620,740 francs. In 1927, 20,229 vessels of 16,466,259
tons entered and cleared ports of French West
Africa. Communications are facilitated by the
navigability of the Senegal and the Niger rivers.
In 1927, 3,950 miles of railway were in operation.
The principal systems included: DakarSaint Louis (263 kilometers), TMfcs-Kayes (144
kilometers )
kilometers ) ,
( 1 55
Kayes-Niger
Guinea railways (662 kilometers), Ivory Coast
railways (316 kilometers), Dahomey railways
(375 kilometers). Miles of telegraph lines in
1927 were 14,386. The general budget for the
whole administration was, for 1929, 245,044,000
francs, as compared with 56,250,000 francs in
1911. In 1929 the Jocal budget for the
separate
colonies totaled: revenues, 400,000,000 francs,
expenditures, 375,000,000 francs. At Dakar, the
governor general, assisted by a council of native
chiefs, administers the affairs of the whole government. Lieutenant governors are in charge of
the individual colonies.
,
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that sex was not the controlling factor. In his
writings after 1914, Freud tended to make less
use of the principle of sexual symbolism and
relied more on the direct intuitions afforded by
the psychological situations. The conception of
the libido continued to play an important role,
but without complete identification with concrete
sex experience. See CONSCIOUSNESS AND THE
UNCONSCIOUS; ^ESTHETICS; PSYCHOLOGY, ABNORMAL, AND PSYCHOANALYSIS; PERCEPTION.
Freud's works after 1914 include Totem and
Taboo (1915) Wit and Its Relation to the Unconscious (1916); Leonardo da Vinci (1916);
Delusion and Dream (1917); The History of
the Psychoanalytic Movement (1917); Reflections upon War and Death (1918) ; Masscnpsychologie und Ichanalyse (1921; English translation, Group Psychology and the Analysis of the
Ego, 1922); General Introduction to Psychoanalysis (1921) ; Hemmung, Sympton und Augt
(1926); Zur Frage der Laienanalyse (1926),
and Die Zukunfi eines Illusion (1928). His
works were translated into English, French, and
other languages.
FBEY, fri, EMTJC, (1838-1922). A Swiss
statesman (see VOL. IX), who died near BaRel,
Switzerland. He was one of the technical experts attached to the Swiss delegation at the
Genoa Conference.
DAVID (1876An Ameri).
can economist and educator, born at Colonm,
Mich. He graduated from the University of
Michigan in 1908, and was a member of the faculty of that university from 1908 to 1916, when
he was appointed professor of economics at
New York University. Li 1918 he was head of
the department. He was professor of political
economy at the University of Michigan, 191921; president of the Michigan Agricultural College, 1921-23; professor of political economy in
the New School for Social Research, New York
;

FMDAT,

City, after 1923. He served as statistician and
expert to many important commissions, and was
also adviser to several governmental departments
and boards. He wrote Problems in Accounting,
1915; Headings in Economics, 1915; Profits,

Wages, and Prices, 1920.

FBJEDBEBG, CARL
German

pianist,

(1872born at Bingen.

).

He

A

noted

received

his musical education at the Hoch Conservatory
in Frankfort tinder Knorr, Kwast, and Clara
Schumann, and later attended the University of
Heidelberg. He made his delnit in Vienna in
1892. During 1893-1904 he taught at the Hoch
Conservatory, and from then until 1914 at the
Cologne Conservatory. At the outbreak of the
World War, he came to the United States, where
he immediately established himself in popular
favor. In 1916 he was appointed professor at
the Institute of Musical Art in New York.
Since 1918 he has divided his time between
Munich and New York, teaching and in concert
tours. He is unsurpassed for his poetic interpretations of the romantic composers, especially
Schumann, and equally remarkable as an en-

semble player. With Carl Flesch and Hugo
Becker, he formed a trio which has become internationally famous.

An
FRBXTD, frpit, SIGMXTND (1856).
Austrian physician, originator of the psychoA famous
).
EBXEpMAlfl', IGNAZ (1882analytic method for the treatment of neuroses Polish pianist and composer, born at Podgorze,
The international reputation of near Cracow. After completing his academic
(see VOL. IX),
Freud increased after the World War. The path- education in his native
city, he studied composiological cases in the armies during the War put tion in 1900 under Riemann in Leipzig, and then
Freud's theories to something like an empirical went to Vienna to
develop his remarkable p5a~
test, and it was recognized by his own disciples nistic talent under Leschetizky, making his debut
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1904. Since then, he has met with great
success in all the civilized countries of the globe,
and is especially famous as an interpreter of
Chopin. He first visited the United States in
1920, and at once established himself in the favor
of the public. His compositions, entirely free
from any modernistic influences, possess sterling
merit. He has written a piano concerto, a piano
quintet, songs and numerous pieces for piano solo.
He is the editor of the great Chopin edition published by Breitkopf & Hartel, as well as of the
Schumann and Liszt editions published by the
Universal Edition.
fchere in

FRIENDS,

RELIGIOUS

SOCIETY

OF.

The

Friends, commonly known as Quakers, are composed of four branches: The Society of Friends
(Orthodox), Society of Friends (Hicksite),
Orthodox Conservative Friends (Wilburite) and
Friends
(Primitive). The Orthodox branch,
which is by far the largest, decreased from 92,379 in 1916 to approximately 81,000 in 1928.
This group organized, in 1902, the Five Years'
Meeting which maintained, by 1929, seven colThe American Friend, a weekly, is the
leges.
periodical of the denomination. The Hicksites,

or Liberals, who separated in 1827, following
Elias Hicks, had 17,170 members in 1916, and
16,560 in 1928. They publish Friends' Intelligencer, and a children's monthly, The Scattered
Seeds. The membership of the Wilburites decreased from 3373 in 1916 to 2966 in 1926, and
the Primitive Friends had two churches with
60 members in 1916, and one church with 25
members in 1926. In recent years, the various
branches of the Friends in America have worked
together, and cooperated with the Friends in

England, maintaining several joint organizations.
The Hicksite and Orthodox members held their
first service together in over a hundred years at
New York, in May, 1928. A conference of all
branches of the Religious Society of Friends was
held at Oskaloosa, Iowa, in 1929.
An
).
FRIES, AMOS ALFRED (1873American soldier and engineer, born in Vernon
County, Wis. Appointed in 1894 to the U. S.
Military Academy, he was graduated seventh in
his class. His first army service was in the
Philippines under Pershing against the Moros.

He was made

PBOST

and began his railroad employ in a clerical
capacity with the Ohio & Mississippi Railroad.
For several years he was employed in
various important capacities by the Baltimore
& Ohio Railroad and served as general traffic
manager of the Eastern Lines, 1916-18. His
city

jurisdiction was extended over the entire system.
During the World War, he served as traffic manager to the Railroad Administration. Since 1920
he has been vice president in charge of traffic
and commercial development of the B. & 0. sys-

tem.

FHIESEXE, FREDERICK CARL 1874
An American painter (see VOL. IX). Among
(

)

.

other recognitions received by him during the
period, were a grand prize at the Panama-Pacific Exposition, in 1915, also the Palmer Gold
Medal, Art Institute of Chicago, in 1920; and
a gold medal, Philadelphia Art Club, in 1922.
In his later works, among them "The Blue
5
Gown," "Golden Locket/ "Lady in Rose," he
was still decidedly the impressionist chiefly interested in representing female figures and the
nude.
FBISCHEISENXKOHLER, Msh'izen-ko'ler,
MAX (1878German professor of phil).
osophy and pedagogy. His works include Problems des E wig en Friedens (1915), Grenzen der
JSseperimentalen Methode (1918), and Simmel
he edited Ueberweg's History of
(1919);
Philosophy and translated the works of Shaftes-

A

bury and Hobbes.
FRITCH, Louis CHARLTON (1869An American engineer, born in Springfield,

).

111.

He

took an engineering course at the Univerand was division engineer of
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad in that city
until 1899, when he became superintendent.
He acted successively as assistant to the general manager, assistant to the president, and
consulting engineer for the Illinois Central Railroad until 1909, when he became chief engineer
of the Chicago Great Western Railroad. From
1914 to 1917, he -was general manager for the
sity of Cincinnati

Canadian Northern Railway and was general
manager for the S. A. L. Railway, Norfolk,
Va., 1917-18, and vice president of the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific Railway after 1918. He
was president also of the Rock Island & Oklahoma Railway Company and several other im-

1st lieutenant (1901), captain
(1904), major (1912), colonel (1917), brigadier
general (1918), and major general (1925). In portant corporations.
An Ameri).
1911-14 he was director of military engineering
FROST, ROBERT (1875at the Engineers' School, Washington Barracks, can poet born in San Francisco and educated
and edited Professional Memoirs, the official pub- at Dartmouth and Harvard. After teaching
lication of the Corps of Engineers. For several English in the Pinkerton Academy (Derry, N. H. )
(1911-12) at the
years, he was in charge of the building of roads, and teaching psychology
fortifications, jetties, breakwaters, and dredging New Hampshire Normal School, he went to Engof the Colorado River, but his most conspicuous land and published there his first two volumes
service in this period was in completing the im- of prose. On his return to America, he did
provement of Los Angeles Harbor in San Pedro some active farming at Berry, N. H., and culled
Bay. Going to Europe in 1917, he was made therefrom a knowledge of rural life in New Engchief of the Gas Service a unit that developed land, as was illustrated in his North of Boston
under his direction into the Chemical Warfare (1914), which immediately placed him in the
In
Service, which at the Armistice had 600 officers front rank of contemporary American poets.
and 3000 men. He was awarded the Cross of the most cases, his pictures of Yankee shyness prove
Legion of Honor (1918), the Cross of the Com- an' intimate understanding and love of his neighpanions of St. Michael and St. George (1919), bors which could come only through close contact.
After the World War, And in his hands, the folk speech of these people
and the D. S. M. ( 1920)
he was in command of Edgewood Arsenal in possesses a beautiful and melancholy dignity.
Maryland, and from 1920 he was Chief of the in 1916-20, he was professor of English at AmChemical War Service. He was retired on his herst College; then was poet in residence at the
own application in 1929.
University of Michigan; and in 1923 returned to
An Amer- the faculty of Amherst. He also has written
).
FB-IES, ARCHIBALD (1864ican railway official, born in Cincinnati, Ohio. A Boy's Will (1913), Mountain Interval (191C),
He was educated in the public schools of that New Hampshire (1923), A. New Book of Lyrics
.

FBOTHINGHAM
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(1928), West-Running Brook (1928), and many
poems for the magazines. He won the Pulitzer
Prize for poetry in 1924.
FROTHIMTGHAM, PAUL REVERE (18641926). An American clergyman, born at Jamaica Plain, Mass., and educated at Harvard
University. After preaching for some years at
New Bedford, Mass., he became minister of the
Arlington Street (Unitarian) Church in Boston
in 1900. He was preacher to Harvard University
at various periods between 1899 and 1921. He
was the author of William Ellery Chaining: His
Messages from the Spirit (1907) ; A Confusion
of Tongues (1917); We Believe (1917); Our
Debt to Great Britain (1919) ; Edward Everett,
Orator and Statesman (1925).
FBUIT. See HORTICULTURE.
British
FBYATT, CHABLES (1872-1916).
In 1904
sea-captain, born near Harwich, Essex.
he became chief officer in the service of vessels
of the Great Eastern Railway Company. During the first two years of the World War, he captained the Brussels between Harwich and Rotterdam. His ship was captured by the Germans
and he was executed at Bruges on July 28, 1916.

His works after 1914 include Germany of To-day,
a defense (1915), and a Handbook of Ethical
Theory (1922).
FUWCTIONALISM. See BEHAVIORISM.
FUNDAMENTALISM. See RELIGIOUS CONTROVERSIES.

:

FUNK,

CASIMIR (1884biochemist, born in Warsaw, who

A

).

Polish

with

is credited

(AHMED FUAD PASHA)

the discovery of the vitamins. He received the
degree of Ph.D. from the University of Berne in
1904 and during the next two years did research work in the Pasteur Institute, Paris.
From 1906 to 1910, he was an assistant of Abderhalden's at Berlin and later did research work
at the Lister Institute, London.
Coming to the
United States, he was for a time engaged in research work on cancer at Cornell
University and
later (1917-23) was chief biochemist to the firm
of Metz & Co., New York.
In 1921 he also
became assistant professor of biochemistry at Columbia. When the State School of Hygiene was
established at Warsaw in 1923, he was called to
the chair of biochemistry. From 1910 to 1919,
Funk wrote 28 papers on the vitamins, alone
or in collaboration. His
monograph Die Vitamin was published in German in 1914.

(1868).
King of Egypt, son of the late
Khedive Ismail Pasha. He became Sultan on
Oct. 9, 1917, and after the termination of the

FUBMAN", FRANKLIN DERONDE (1870}.
An American engineer and educator, born in
Md.
He
from
the Stevens
Ridgely,
graduated

A

FTTAD

I,

fob'ad,

British Protectorate over Egypt in
1922, he

Institute of Technology in 1803, and from the
same year was successively instructor, assistant
professor, and professor of mechanism and ma-

of the dynasty of Muhammad Ali, who made himself absolute ruler of Egypt by force of arms in
1805.

at that institution. He was a
of several engineering societies and wrote
History of the Stevens Family of Engineers;
History of Stevens Institute of Technology ;

February,

was proclaimed king (March 16). He
made a tour of London and other European capitals in 1927.
King Fuad was the eighth ruler

FT3TCHS, fuks, EMrx (1866-

).

An Amer-

ican sculptor, painter, and medallist, who was
born in Vienna and studied under Tilgner and
later in the academies of Vienna and Berlin.
He spent five years in Rome, won the gold medal
at Munich with the group "Mother Love/' in
1890, and then executed a series of important
commissions for the British 'royal family. In
1905 he went to the United States, where he
became a naturalized citizen in 1924. He designed medals for the Hudson-Fulton Celebration,
and the Hispanic and Numismatic societies, and
executed the J. Pierpont Morgan Memorial Medal,

and painted a number of portraits of distinguished men and of society women. He wrote
With Pencil, Brush, and Chisel (1925).
FUEL. See CHEMISTRY, ArajED; BOILERS;
COAL MOTOR VEHICLES PETROLEUM.'
SHIP. See VESSEL NAVAL.
;

chine

'

and Problems in Machine Design;
Engineering Drawing, Cams, Elementary and Advanced (1921) Planetary GearQuestions
Questions

FUEBTES, Louis AGASSIZ (1874-1927). An
American illustrator and mural painter (see
VOL. IX)
In his specialized field, bird and
animal life, he illustrated several series for the
National Geographic Magasine, 1914-19; Burgess's Bird Book for Children
(1917), and
Burgess's Animal Book for Children (1920);
and executed paintings for the New York Zo-

;

His later plays include Unter Uns (191 2), and
He added to his translations Shakspeare's Sonnets and Ibsen's Peer
Qynl, and edited Arabian Nights, a collection
of Spanish comedies, and an
anthology of epi:

Dor Dummkopf (1928).

grams.

EULLEBTON

An American
IX)

.

1

,

GEORGE STUABT (1859-1925).

professor of philosophy (see VOL.
His Columbia professorship ended in 1917.

He

also

contributed

articles

to

FTJBNESS, CAROLINE ELLEN (1869).
An American astronomer and educator, born in
Ohio.
She
Cleveland,
graduated from Vasaar
College in 1801 and took post-graduate courses
at Columbia. She became a member of the faculty of Vassar College and after 1915 was Maria
Mitchell professor. She performed research work
at the Yerkes Observatory and in
Europe. She
was the author of several star catalogues and
Introduction to the Study of Variable Stars
(1915). She also contributed articles to American and European journals.
FTTBNISS, HARRY
caricaturist,

artist,

VOL. IX).

(1854-1925).

A

British

author, and lecturer
his later works wore

(see

Our
Among
Lady Cinema (1914) More about How to Draw
in Pen and Ink (1915) ; Deceit, a reply to "De;

feat

39

(1917);

Stains

(1920);

Some

Victorian

Women (Good, Bad, and Indifferent) (1923);
and Some Victorian Men (1924). He alao
gave
many humorous lectures throughout England,
and wrote numerous scenarios.

ological Society.

A
FULDA, fdol'da, LUDWIG (1862).
German dramatist and translator (see VOL. IX).

m

ing (1924).
magazines.

;

FUEL

design

member

A

FTJBTWANGLER, WILHELM
noted

German

Berlin. Having
ich under
Beer-Walbrunn,
Schillings, he
1911 to 1914,

(1886-

).

orchestral conductor, born in
completed his studies in Mun-

Rheinberger,

and

began his career in Zurich. From
he was principal conductor at the
Opera in Lubeck, directing also the concerts of
the Vcrein der Musikfrcunde. In 1915 he succeeded Bodanzky in Mannheim, where he remained four years and established a
reputation
which brought him invitations for
guest-appearances with the foremost German and Austrian

FUTURISM
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orchestras. He was regular conductor of the
Vienna Tonkiinstlerorchester (1919-20) and of
the symphony concerts of the Berlin Staatsoper
Strauss. In 1922
( 1920-22 ) , succeeding Kichard
he was chosen Nikisch's successor as conductor

educated at Pettes College in Edinburgh. His
career in journalism started as a reporter on the
Times in 1889, and after 13 years of holding
dramatic critic,
positions as sub-editor, reviewer,
etc., he edited the Morning Advertiser (1902-

famous Gewandhaus concerts in Leipzig
and of the Philaharmonische Gesellschaft in
Berlin. In 1923 he aroused great enthusiasm
in London, so that for the season of 1924-25
he was engaged by the Royal Philharmonic Society and the London Symphony Orchestra to

The Daily Mirror (1903-07), subseWorld
quently becoming dramatic critic for the
(1905-10), and special correspondent of the
Daily Mail (1907-18). He was a war correin the
spondent (1914-18), honorary attache"
British War Mission to the United States (1917),
lectured throughout Great Britain (1918-22),
He puband edited the Daily Herald ( 1922-26
lished many books and plays, which include A. W.

of the

conduct several of their concerts. On Jan. 3,
1925, he made his American d&mt with the
New York Philharmonic Society with overwhelming success, leading to his engagement as regular
conductor for the spring seasons of 1926 and
1927.

FUTURISM. See Music; PAINTING; and
SCULPTURE.
An Eng).
FYFE, H. HAMILTON (1869lish author and journalist, born in London and

03), and

)

,

Pinero (1902) ; A Modern Aspasia (play, 1909) ;
The Real Mexico (1914); Petrograd (1916);
The Meaning of the World Revolution (1919) ;
The Widow's Cruse (1920); The Making of a,n
Optimist (1921) ; Behind the Scenes of the Great
Strike

The Religion of an Optimist
The British Literal Party (1928).

(192C);

(1927), and

OSSIP

HONOVITSCE (1878-

(SALO-

A Bus-

).

sian pianist (see VOL. IX). Besides being recognized as one of
the greatest pianists of his day,
he won fame as an orchestral conductor. From 1910 to 1914, he was conductor
of the Konzertverein in Munich, but he did not
abandon his career as a pianist. During 191213 he won veritable triumphs in several European
capitals with his series of six historical concerts
of the piano conillustrating the development
*
>
*
A PI
it
certo from Bach to Rachmaninov. After the
outbreak of the World War, he went to the
United States giving the same cycle and arous-

GABRELOWITSCH,

_

1918 he became
ing the same enthusiasm. In
conductor of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra.
He has also appeared frequently as guest-conductor with several of the great sy iphony orchestras.

GhAILOR, THOMAS FRANK (1856-

).

An

American Protestant Episcopal bishop (see VOL.
He became chairman of the House of
IX)
Bishops of the Protestant Episcopal Church in
1916, Presiding Bishop, 1919-26, and president

of the National Council, 1922-25. He has received honorary degrees from Oxford (1920)
and Oglethorpe University (1921).

GAL HANS

(1890poser, born at Brunn.

).

An

Austrian com-

He

studied in Vienna
under _.*'
Adler, and in 1918 beMandyczewski and
..,_
.
came lecturer on musical theory at the uniState
won
Austrian
In
the
1915
he
versity.
Prize with his first symphony. His works include the operas,, Der Ar&t der Sobeide (Breslau,,
1919), Dieheilige Ente (Diisseldorf, 1923), and
Das Lied der Nacht (Breslau, 1926) the choral
,

i

;

works with orchestra, Von ewiger Freude, Vom
Mullein das andere Blatter h<tt gewollt, Phan>
tasbn, Requiem fiir Mignon; incidental music to
Levetzow's Ruth; choruses a cappella and much
chamber music. He also is the author of Anleilung

sum

Partiturlesen

(

1923

)

.

GALE. ZottA (Mns. WILLIAM BBBESE) (1874An American writer (see VOL. IX). She
.

.

.

wrote Neighborhood Stories (1914); Heart's
Kindred (1915); A Daughter of Tomorrow
Peace
Friendship Vil(1917) Birth (1918)
lage (1919); The Secret Way (verse, 1921);
The Neighbors, a one-act play; Miss Lulu Bett,
the dramatic version of widen received the Pulitzer Prize of $1000 as 'the best play of the year
produced in New York ( 1920 ) ; Faint Perfume
to a Life (1926); Yellow Gen(1923); Preface
- ..... ~*
tians wid Blue (1927); Portage
Wisconsin
(1028)
Borgia (1929). Mister Pitt f a dramatized version of Birth, was produced in New
York in 1924. In 1928 Miss Gale was married
to William Breese.
GrALICIA, ga-Hsh'Xa, BAST. In the determination of the southeastern boundary of Poland,
and in particular the disposition of the former
Austrian province of Galicia, the Peace Confer;

;

m

*

f

;

ence following the

by one

of

its

World War was confronted

most vexing problems.

In fact

it was not until March, 1923, that the matter
could be considered as settled, and then only after
a fashion. The question of West Galicia roused
little controversy; the district was solidly Polish, and the Supreme Council, in assigning it to
Poland by the "Certain Frontiers" Treaty of
Aug. 10, 1920, was clearly recognizing Polish
But the eastern
historical and ethnical rights.
two-thirds of the province raised other questions.
In East Galicia, the majority of the inhabitants
were Ruthenians, i.e., Ukrainians; the 1910 census showed a population made up of 59 per cent
s\f JJii^liAvii nvia
OT frr" /+ T>/\loo on/H Q Tni ft/\n4of Ruthenians, 27 per cent Poles, and 13 per cent
Jews. Besides the question of race, religious and
cultural antipathies existed. The Poles are
Roman Catholic; the Ruthenians, Greek Orthodox
Uniate. Ruthenian interest centred in the question of race, while the Poles, in addition to their
I

cultural and commercial dominance, sought East
Galicia for military and economic reasons.
The Peace Conference had tried valiantly to
with the problem. Undoubtedly, as the
jpl*.
British contended, the Ruthenians were entitled
to some sort of self-determination, and it was
manifestly unfair to cede the territory to Poland
outright. No group, however, seemed willingly
to consider a transfer of East Galicia east of the
Lemberg-Drohobycz line to Russia. But the
Poles presented the delegations with a fait accom P li a
was no doubt with relief that
on Jun * ?<J
9 the Poles were authorized to con?
rtrtlla Trial** ivn li*n WT s\tsmn+isw>
n# 4-hn **vUtlAi
tinue their military occupation of
the whole
>

country. Plain justice, nevertheless, demanded
a consideration of Ruthenian claims, and to the
end of 1919 the Supreme Council concerned itsel Wlth P la
for the guarantee of Ruthenian
f
autonomy. But the French succeeded in block*n
g ? ***** attempts. Undoubtedly, the just
disposition of the province had presented almost
insuperable obstacles; the League of Nations
could not handle the task in 1919, for it was not
y et functioning, while none of the European
was in a position to take up the onerous
duty of protection and administration in a region
lrecta were so implacable. As things
Ruthenians were under the doraiwere,

wwm

*atl 4,500,0^
of
* lwh

*

<
no provision
the protection of their liberties or the ascertamment of their wishes. On Mar. 14, 1923, the
capstone was placed on^the situation when the

*r

oul cl1

down

Ambassadors, in

definitely laying
?
J
the boundaries
of Poland, assigned East Galicia
to Poland. See POLAND, under History; WORLD
p.

WAE

-

.

GALIiAOHEB,

MICHAEL

JAMES

(1860-

A Roman

Catholic bishop, born at Auburn, Mich., and educated at Mungret College,
Limerick, Ireland, and at the University of Innsbruck, Austria. He was ordained priest in 1893,
and after filling several pastorates and holding
various offices, he became bishop of Grand Rapids
in 1916. In 1918 he was transferred to Detroit.
).

GALLI-CURCI, AMELITA
brilliant

Milan*
608

(1889-

).

A

Italian coloratura soprano, born at
Among the world's great singers, pres-

GALLE&N1

Mascagni and William Thorner for advice.

In

1909 she made her d6but as Gilda in Rigoletto
at the Teatro Costanzi, in Rome, winning instantaneous success, which secured her appearances
at several important Italian opera houses
during the same year. The next year she made
her first tour of South America, after which she
sang again in Italy. In 1912 she was again in
South America; in 1914 she made her first tour
of Spain, and in 1915 she sang in Havana. Then
came her sensational success with the Chicago
Opera Association (Nov. 18, 1916), of which she

was a regular member until 1924. But all these
triumphs were eclipsed by the ovations she received at her first appearance in New York ( Jan.
28, 1918), when the Chicago company visited the
metropolis for a four weeks' season. These visits
were repeated annually till 1922. Beginning with 1923 Galli-Curci appeared every season as guest artist at the Metropolitan Opera
House. London did not hear her till the fall
of 1924. She was married in 1910 to the painter Luigi Curci, whom she divorced in 1920. In
1921 she married Homer Samuels, her accompanist.

GALLE&NTI,

A

ga'lya'ne',

JOSEPH SIMON (1849-

French general and statesman (see
VOL. IX), who was military governor of Paris
from Aug. 27, 1914, until October, 1915, when
he entered Briand's cabinet as Minister of
1916).

Ill health forced his resignation in March
and he died on May 27 of that year. In
1920 Mtmovres du General Gallieni; defense de
Paris was published. Consult G<Mem parle by
Leblond (2 vols., 1920), and Galliem, 1849-1916,
by Gheusi (1921). See WORLD WAS, under

War.

1916,

"Western Front.

GALLIPOLI.

See

WORLD WAB, under

Twrk*

ish Front.

GALLOWAY,: BEVERLY THOMAS (1863An American botanist (see VOL. IX).
).
In 1913-14 he was Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, and in 1914-16, dean of the State College of Agriculture of Cornell University. After
the latter date, he was pathologist of the office
of seed and plant introduction for the United
States Department of Agriculture.

CHARLES WILLIAM (1868American railway official, born in
Baltimore, Md. He began his railway career
as a messenger in the telegraph department of

GALLOWAY,
).
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ont or past, her case is without parallel as the
only example of an artist achieving distinction
without technical training under a teacher.
While studying at the Conservatory in Milan,
she devoted herself exclusively to the piano, under Appiani, with the ambition of becoming a
pianist, and with such success that in 1903 she
won the first prize. Later, on discovering that
she was gifted with a fine natural voice, she
began a unique system of self-instruction. She
had records made of her voice, and these she
studied carefully, her exceptionally keen ear enabling her to discover and remedy imperfections.
However, she acknowledged her indebtedness to

An

the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad in 1883. He
served that road in various capacities and became superintendent of transportation in Baltimore in 1906. He served as general manager
of the Baltimore & Ohio from 1912 to 1916
and as vice president and general manager of
the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern from 1916
to 1918. He was Federal manager for the Western lines of several railways during the World
War, and after 1920 was vice president in charge

of operation

&

and maintenance

for the Baltimore

Ohio system.

GALLSTONE DISEASE. New

methods

of

diagnosis and treatment of gallstone disease have
been introduced by Dr. Lyon of Philadelphia and
his disciples, which were incorporated in his
large

means

monograph on non-surgical drainage.

By

of the duodenal sound, it is possible to ob-

tain bile under all kinds of circumstances and
subject it to analysis. The discovery that the
bile in gallstone disease may be entirely normal
is contrary to the old belief that stones cannot
form in the presence of healthy bile. The cholagogue action of various substances can be
studied by introducing them into the duodenum
through the stomach and watching their action
on the flow of bile. It becomes evident that
the empirically recognized cholagogue substances
are scientifically justified, for magnesium sul-

phate, olive oil, sodium phosphate, and a number
of other substances appear to possess this property of expelling bile from the gall bladder into
the duodenum. It is also possible by means of
any one of these substances introduced into the
duodenum to cause the escape of stones, or what
is better, to prevent their formation by occasional resort to the sound.

The claim that the use of the latter may
sometimes precipitate a severe attack of gall-

stone colic in a patient in whom the stones might
never have caused trouble if left alone may be
viewed from various angles. Thus, we may entirely disbelieve in this possiblity in the absence
of complete proofs, or we may look on it as a
rare event of little practical importance to the
public at large; finally, we may regard the expulsion of a quiescent stone as a good thing.
Following closely upon the introduction of the
method of non-surgical drainage or duodenal
tubage for the prevention 3-nd cure of gallstone
disease another revolutionary advance has been
made, this time chiefly in the domain of diagnosis and of radiographic diagnosis. While no
advance has been made in increasing the visibility of gallstones, a very marked one is to be
heralded as increasing the visibility of the gall
bladder, both normal and diseased. The chief
credit for this innovation goes to Dr. Graham,
St. Louis surgeon, and its designation is "cholecystography." The earliest reports go back to
1925 and the full description of the method is
found in the literature of 1926.
writer of
the period sums up the discovery as follows:
new
method of investigat"Cholecystography is a
ing the biliary system based on the ability of
the liver to excrete certain dyes which are
opaque to the X-rays. It is a means of studying
the topography of the call bladder in the living;
throws light on its physiology; is of value in
deciding the indication for operation; and is of
equal value with the opaque meal in disease of
the digestive tract and pyelogra;phy in urinary
diagnosis." The rapid advance in the technicsand the universal adoption of the method are
quite characteristic of the age.
GALLWITZ, gai'wltz, MAX C. W. VON (1852German artillery general, born at
).
Breslau, and educated at the Gymnasium and
military academy. He entered the artillery
service in 1870 and was progressively promoted
He
until he became lieutenant colonel in 1896.
was made department chief in the War Ministry
the following year and major general in 1902.
In 1903 he had the direction of the army in the
War Ministry; in 1906 he was made commander

A
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of the 15th Division; and in 1911, general of
artillery and inspector of field artillery. During
the entire period of the World War, he was artillery corps commander. In 1918 he was made
commander-in-chief of several armies. He was
raised to the nobility in 1913. From 1920 to
1924, he was a Nationalist member of the Reich-

golz'wur-TH I, JOHN (1867author (see VOL. IX). In
June, 1929, he was decorated with the Order of
Merit. Among his later works are The Little
Mam (Mid Other Satires (1915) ; The Freelands
(1915); A Sheaf (vol. i, 1916; vol. ii, 1919);
Beyond (1917) Five Tales (1918) ; Saint's Progress (1919); Addresses in America (1919);
Tatterdemalion (1920) ; Captures (1923) ; Caravan (a collection of short stories, 1925) ; Verses
New and Old (1926) ; The Forsyte Saga (1922) ;
The White Monkey (1924); The Silver Spoon
(1926); Two Forsyte Interludes (1928); and
Swan Song (1928), four novels about Forsyte
Saga characters, which were combined and published under the title A Modern Comedy (1J29).
Also the plays, The Mob (1914) ; A Bit o' Love
(1915); The Skin Game (1920); Six Short
Plays (1921); Loyalties (1922); Old English
(1924); The Show (1925), EsGdpe (1926). In
all his later works appear the author's usual
intellectual fineness and careful and thoughtful
weaving. For additional information consult a
biography: John Galsworthy, A Survey, by Leon

SrALSWORTHY,
An English
).

;

Schalit (1929).

GAM'BIA.

cooperative movement, in which British goods,
courts, education, public functions, and
The Mohammepolitical life were boycotted.
dans, enraged at the division of the Moslem holy
titles,

places of Turkey between Great Britain, France,
and Greece, joined the movement. Gandhi was
appointed by the All-India Congress of December,
1921, as sole executive of the non-coOperative
forces.

For his part in various disturbances, he was
tried in March, 1922, and sentenced to prison
for six years.
Many feared a gigantic uprising,
but Gandhi admonished his followers not to resort to arms. He went to prison cheerfully and
no disturbance occurred. During his imprisonment, the Nationalist movement took another diIn
rection, and Gandhi's influence declined.
1926 he announced his temporary retirement from

On Mar.

4, 1929, lie was arrested after
Calcutta caused by the burning of
foreign cloth. From time to time, his theories
and speeches were published. Consult Mahatma
Gandhi , by Remain Rolland (1924), and Lenin
and Gandhi, by Rene Ftilop-Miller (1928). See
INDIA, under History,
GANTS
LTTDASZY, JULIUS (18381923). An Austrian journalist and author, born
in Vienna. He was editor of the Wiener Neue
Freie Presso from 1902 to 1915. His first publication was a thesis, Die Wirtschaftliohe Energie: System der Oekonomistischcn Methodologie
(1893). He later published Also Sprach Con*
Thereafter, he devoted himself to
fucius ( 1900 )

politics.

a riot

iri

VON

.

A

British colony and protectoof the River Gambia in West

rate at the mouth
Africa. Area, of colony proper, 4 square miles,
area of the protectorate
(population 10,000 )
4130 square miles (population in 1921, 200,000). The chief export from Gambia is groundnuts, with a total valued at 967,941 in 1927.
This made up 96 per 'cent of the total shipments.
Other exports are palm kernels and hides. Total
999,887, as compared with
exports for 1927,
926,127 in 1914. Imports for 1927 were 056,741 as compared with 688,097 in 1914. In 1913,
625,132 tons entered and cleared; in 1927, 1,284,664 tons. Revenues in 1913 were 124,990; 1926,
252,419. Expenditures in 1913 were
95,210;
1926, 277,625. The last figure includes 50,000
set aside for establishment of a Reserve Fund.
The natives persisted in devoting themselves exclusively to the groundnut industry to the neglect
of food tjrops. During the World War this
caused a real food stringency because of the lack
;

of shipping.

GANDHI, MOHANDAS KABAMCHAND (1869An Indian nationalist leader, born at
).
Porbandar, India. He went to London in 1888
study law. After careful observation of
Christianity and Western civilization, he returned to India in 1893, but soon afterward went
to South Africa to practice law. Mistreated by
the white men in South Africa, he developed a
philosophy of passive resistance.
Nevertheless, during the World War, he
raised Indian recruits in London and Kheda,
except during his retreat in 1910 at Ahmadabad,
where he came under the influence of the teachings of Tolstoy. In March, 1919, the Government put into operation the Rowlatt Act, which
suspended civil rights and established martial
law in any part of India where disturbances took
In the same year occurred the shooting
place.
at Amritsar of 300 Indians by British troops.
These events led Gandhi to start the nonto

GARBAGE AND REFUSE DISPOSAL

drama and

Among his plays, most of
which were produced in Vienna, are Bessere
Leute (1902), Der Sonnenstaat (1904), and Die
Trennende Briicke (1913); among his stories,
Die Heilige Schlaiigc (1912), Die Macht der
Sohatten (1914), Die Grouse Siinde (1915), Der
Tanssende Stern (1917), and Der Turm der Liebe
fiction.

(1920).

GANT, SAMUEL GOODWIN
American

and

(1869-

).

An

born

at
Knoxville, Mo., and educated at the Missouri
Medical College. He practiced for some years*
in Kansas City, Mo. In 18J)9 he removed to
New York City to become professor of surgery
(proctology) in the Broad Street Hospital Postgraduate School of Medicine. For some years,

surgeon

proctologist,

he conducted private surgical hospitals. He
published numerous works covering diHcases of
the colon, rectum, and intestinal tract: Diagnosis and Treatment of Diseases of the Rectum
(1896; rev. 1902); Constipation and Intestinal
Obstruction (1909), reissued in 1916 in revised
form as Constipation, Obstipation, and Intestinal Stasis; Diarrliceal, Inflammatory, Obstructive,
and Parasitic Diseases of the astro-intestinal
Tract (1915); and Diseases of the Jtectum,,
Anus, and Colon (3 vols., 1923).
A Swiss pianGANZ, RUDOLF (1877).
ist (see VOL, IX).
In 1921 he transferred his
main activity from the field of piano playing
to that of conducting, when he accepted tho
conductorship of the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra, which he directed until 1927. Aftor his
election as vice president of the Chicago Musical
College, in 1928, he took up his residence in
that city.

GARBAGE AND REFUSE DISPOSAL.

The net changes

in garbage and refuse disposal
the various procenseB in much
the same relation to each other as at the beginning of the period, with a strong trend toward
incineration! and a falling off of reduction and
since

1914

left
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hog feeding (garbage only), although the latter
is
still
extensively practiced. The most extensive statistics on garbage and refuse collection
and disposal ever made available in the United
States were gathered by the United States Food
Administration in 1017. They covered, as far as
possible, places of 10,000 population and over.

500-ton incinerators for the Borough
of Brooklyn, where two 100-ton plants were already in use. Chicago ]jut in use in 1028 a
600-ton incinerator consisting of six 100-ton
units.
In the same year, New Orleans contracted for three incinerators, in addition to a
couple already in use.

See discussion in Engineering News-Record, Oct.

The incinerators thus far mentioned lave
mixed refuse garbage and rubbish of various

17, 1918.

In the United States, probably in much lesser
degree in other countries, garbage and refuse
disposal is in many respects the most unsatisfactory of the various municipal services. In
Europe, work in this field is on a more perma-

nent and generally satisfactory basis than in
the United States. It is not so much the collection service that is bad in America, although
that is incomplete in a large percentage of
municipalities and often poor, as it is the final

means of
American

The incompleteness of the
disposal.
service, both as to collection and disposal, is in part due to the variety and extent

demands on American municipal treasurbut the poorness of the service performed
and the constant shifting from one method of
disposal to another and the very frequent abandonment or at best the very poor operation of
disposal plants is due most of all to the failure
of American cities to regard the garbage and
refuse disposal service, and for that matter the
collection service as well, as essentially an enproblem. Shift from one method of
fineering
isposal to another, utterly inadequate operating service of disposal plants, and the abanof the
ies,

donment

of plants representing large capital in-

vestments are common; together they result in
the waste of very large sums of money. So seldom does a city turn to an engineer experienced
in garbage collection and disposal for preliminary studies to determine the best method to
be adopted, for the preparation of plans and
specifications,

and for supervision of contracts,

that there are very few engineers specializing
in garbage disposal, compared with the large
number of waterworks and sewerage specialists.
Methods of Disposal Outlined. The chief
methods of garbage disposal in use in various
parts of the world in 1020 were dumping on
land or into water; earth burial or covering
with ashes instead of with dirt; incineration,
with or without attempts at heat utilization;
reduction, for the recovery of grease and fertilizer base, or in rare cases, for the conversion
of garbage into stock food, which must still be
considered as in the experimental stage; and
fermentation, the end-product to be used as a
fertilizer, a new method introduced in several
Italian cities and tried in a small way in the
United States. Although no exact figures are
available, it is probable that throughout the
world more garbage and other municipal refuse
are disposed of by dumping on land or in water
than by any other method. Water dumping

was long the chief method of disposal practiced
by New York City; in 1896 it was given up for

disposal by reduction, but in 1918, with a political change in administration it was returned
to for a considerable part of the city. In
Richmond and Queens boroughs, most of the

New York

garbage is disposed of by incineraEarly in 1024, a 300-ton incinerating
plant was put in use in Manhattan Borough;
since then, two similar plants have been built
in that borough, and in 1028 four more were
authorized. In the same year, contracts were
tion.

let for three

Refuse salvaging stations, for the recovery of salable paper, rags, and other substances, were in use in 1929 at 15 district stations in the Borough of Brooklyn, at two plants
in Baltimore, and at one in Los Angeles, Calif.
In addition, Los Angeles operated an incinerator for market waste, while its garbage, as
stated further on, was sold to a contractor who
feeds it to hogs. The land dumping of garbage
and refuse, if little or no attempt is made to
take the proper care of the dumps, is likely to
give offense from odors, from scattering papers,
and from smoldering fires in the dumps, but it
is possible so to handle the dumps as to keep
them from being a nuisance. Earth burial or
the depositing of garbage in relatively shallow
layers and covering it with a few inches of earth,
may be an eminently sanitary and satisfactory
method of garbage disposal, but as a rule it is
modification
practiced only by small places.
of this plan, used by cities large and small in
the United States, Canada, and Great Britain,
is to dump both garbage and other city refuse
in successive layers of considerable depth, keeping the final level covered with dirt or ashes.
This method was adopted by Seattle, Wash.,
after the abandonment of three refuse destructors or incinerators in 1913-15, and similarly
at Ottawa, Canada, in 1918. The change from
incineration to dumping and covering with earth
or ashes at Seattle was made by the Health
Department and was called the sanitary fill
method of disposal. Mixed refuse dumps or
"tips" have the sanction of the British Ministry
of Health, which has issued regulations for
Often two objects are
their sanitary control.
accomplished, refuse disposal and reclamation of
sorts.

A

low land.

The plan was adopted

at

Dundee

Scotland in 1028.
Incineration was for several decades the chief
method of disposing of mixed refuse in England,
where anything but dumping was used, but
much British refuse was worked into the soil
for its physical improvement and for such fertilizing value as the refuse might contain.
Following the War, a marked change was made
in British incinerating or refuse destructor
practice; instead of sending all the garbage,
ashes, and other refuse through the furnaces,
the ashes and garbage were screened out for
utilization on land; such low-grade commercial
materials as paper, rags, etc., were picked out
on movable belts, and only the coarser clinker
and unburned coal was passed for burning.
The same general method was practiced for
several years at Paris.
(See Engineering NewsTests on the refuse of
Record, Nov. 22, 1923.)
Munich made by the Bavarian State Institute
for the Growth and Protection of Plants led to
the conclusion that it would be wasteful to use
for fuel the finer portions of refuse having low
calorific value but rich in fertilizing material.
It was concluded that the most economical use
of refuse where soil deficient in humus is at hand
is to devote sifted-fine refuse to agricultural
purposes and to send the remaining refuse only

GARBAGKE
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to the destructor.
(Zcitschrift des Bayerischen
Revisionsvcrcins, Nos. 7 and 8, 1021 )
Reduction as a means of garbage disposal has
been confined almost wholly to the United States,
where the method was employed during a considerable number of years in most of the larger
cities of the country which have what might be
called improved means of garbage disposal.
Originally, all these reduction works were built
and operated by private companies tinder municipal contracts, but for some years, one after^ another was taken over by the city or else, in a
few cases, municipal plants were built de novo
or to replace the old privately owned plants.
In 1029 there were municipally owned reduction
and Rochester,
plants in Schenectady, Syracuse,
N. Y.; Philadelphia and Washington; Cleveland,
Columbus, and Dayton, Ohio; Indianapolis, Ind.,
and Chicago. Such a plant at New Bedford,
Mass., burned down in 1024 and was succeeded
by an incinerator. The Syracuse plant was
leased for operation for a second five-year term
in 1028 to the contractor who built it. At
Chicago, the garbage from a large district was
deviated in 1028 to a new (500-ton incinerator,
built in part because the reduction works were
inadequate for the increased population and
partly because incinerators were considered more
economical under increased operating costs and
decreased operating revenues due to a fall in
the price of the grease and tankage produced
by the reduction works, Other cities where the
garbage was being disposed of by reduction in
.

1929 were Boston, Baltimore, Pittsburgh, and
Detroit, in each case by private companies.
Where reduction is practiced, only garbage, not

mixed refuse, can be disposed of. The same is
almost as true of disposal by feeding to bogs,
although these animals will do much sorting

'
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over of mixed refuse.
Hog feeding as a method of garbage disposal
is the general means which is employed throughout New England, and in many other cities
throughout the United States, notably by the
contractor for the disposal of the garbage of
Los Angeles, Calif., who receives the garbage at
a railway station, has it transported to the
country, and feeds it to some 40,000 market
hogs, under approved sanitary conditions and
with the use of carefully devised mechanical
appliances for distributing the garbage to the
hogs, recovering, drying, and pulverizing the
hog manure. (See Engineering News-Record,
May 3, 11)28, P. 092.) A corresponding method
was long practiced at Providence, R. I., and Worcester, Mass., but in 1927 was superseded by incineration at Providence.
Fermentation by the Beccari 8yntem t named
after an Italian, was practiced in Florence and
some other Italian cities for several years.
demonstration plant was built by American,
of the process at Paterson, N. J., in
Promoters
921. Late in 1923, a work ing- scale Beccari
plant was put in operation by the village of
Scarsdale, N. Y. This was followed in 1928 by
a small plant at Dunedin, Fla. After a short
period of nee, the Scarsdale plant was shut down,
on court order following complaint of nuisance;
it was rebuilt along somewhat
changed lines.
At both these plants, the garbage is dumped into
covered concrete cells from which the moisture
in the garbage is drained out through a false
bottom. Reports from the Italian plants are
that after the garbage has remained in them for
30 days or so, it has been converted by fermenta-

A

tion to a substance similar to garden
humus, with a high fertilizing value.

or
con-

soil

A

siderably longer detention period is required for
American garbage. For a description of the
Beccari system as used in Italy, see Engineering
News-Record, Feb. 15, 1923. For a description
of the plant at Florence, Italy, see The American City, February, 1923, and for particulars
of the Dunedin plant, consult the same journal
for February, 1929.

of

mixed refuse

generally costs
disposal of the material;
for economical service both of collection and of
disposal, the two should be carefully correlated
after engineering studies, which should be continuous in order to make readjustments necessary for economy and efficiency. Increasingly*
motor -drawn vehicles are being used for collection, especially where there is a long haul after
loading is completed. Theoretically, refuse collection districts should be so laid out that the
material collected could be hauled to a central
disposal plant in each district; this would maCollection

more than the

final

terially reduce the haul as compared with that
entailed by the use of only one disposal plant.
Great practical difficulty is experienced in
American cities when an attempt is made to
locate district disposal plants; the people residing or doing business in the immediate vicinity
usually protest that the plant will be a nuisance. The arguments advanced may be fal-

when brought to bear on the councilman, they are likely to be effective, as was
shown by experiences at Philadelphia, MinneMost disposal plants in
apolis, and St. Louis.
America are located in the outskirts of the city
or beyond the municipal boundary lines, but iii
New York City the incinerators are being located each to serve a district. In some cases
the disposal plant is so remote that special transportation after house-to-house collection lias
been effected is required, making use either of
trailers or even or railway transportation,
steam or electric. Although published some
years ago, the most comprehensive book on this
whole subject is Her ing and Greeley's Collection
and Disposal of Municipal Kef use (New York
Among several British books is
City, 1921).
Thompson, Modern Cleansing Practice (London
(1928).
lacious, but,

An Ameri).
GABBER, DANIEL (1880can painter (see VOL. IX). Among his later
awards were the first Altman Prize for figure
painting, 1917, the first Clark Prize and gold
medal, 1021, and the first Altman Prize for landscape (1022 and 1927). In "Buds and Blossoms," "A Summer Phantasy," and "The Hawk's
Nest," he showed a continuance of interest in
nature in her brighter and sunlit moods.
GABD, BOOEB MABTIN DU. See MABTIN DU
GARD, UOGEK.
An AmeriGABDENT, MARY (1877).
can soprano (see VOL. IX). In January, 1021,
she was appointed director general of the Chicago Opera Association. She assumed control
tinder most unfavorable circumstances, when the
company was suffering from complications resulting from a dual directorship with divided
In spite of all handicaps, she
responsibilities.
maintained the high standard of the performances and even added to the glory of the company with a tour which was an unequivocal artistic

success, though it resulted in financial
disaster. During her term as director, she con-

tinued to appear in her usual roles.

When

the
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new Chicago

Government for Indian Students (1920), Jd4es

ized in

et Institutions Politiqueft Americaines (1921),
International Law and the World War, 2 vols.
(1920), Recent Developments in International
Law (1925), American Foreign Policies (1927),
and Political Science and Government (1927).
He edited Essays on Southern History and
Politics (1914). He was Hyde lecturer in the
French universities (1921) and Tagore lecturer
in the University of Calcutta (1922).
Since
1924 he has been associate editor of the American
Journal of International Law.

Civic Opera Company was organ1022, she was engaged as one of the

principal artists.

GARDEN" CITIES.

See CITY

AND REGION.U,

PLANNING.

GARDNER, EDMUND

GARRATT (1869).
English writer and Italian scholar (see VOL.
IX). He was Barlow Lecturer on Dante, University College (1910-26), and Professor of
Italian Studies, Manchester University (191923), of Early Italian Language and Literature,
University of London (1923-25), and of Italian,
University of London (1925- ). Among his
later works are The Book of St. Bernard on the
Love of Cod ( 1916) The National Idea in Italian
Literature (1921); Dante (1923); Tommaso
Gampanclla and his Poetry (1923); Italian
Literature (1927), and The Arthurian Legend
in Italian Literature (1928-29).
GARDNER, ERNEST ARTHUR (1802).
An English classical archaeologist (see VOL. IX).

An

;

He was

dean of the faculty of arts, London
University, in 1913-15 and vice chancellor in
1924-26. During the World War, he was in
active service at Saloniki. His later works are
a Catalogue of the Museum of Oasts of Greek

and Roman Sculpture at Birmingham (1921)
a collection made by him, and The Art of
Greece (1925).

GARFIELD, HARRY AUGUSTUS

(1863-

).

An American

college president, born at Hiram,
County, Ohio, the son of President

Portage
James A. Gar field. He taught Latin and law
and practiced law from 1888 to 1903 in Cleveland, Ohio. Subsequently, he became professor
of politics at Princeton University (1903-08)
and president of Williams College (1908).
He has been chairman of the Institute of Politics,
holding summer sessions at Williamstown, since
1920. President Wilson appointed him United
States Fuel Administrator in August, 1917.
The coal strike settlement did not receive his
approbation, and in 1919 he resigned.
GARIBALDI, g&'rd-UU'dft, GIUSEPPE (1879An Italian soldier, grandson of the
).
great Garibaldi, born in Melbourne, Australia,
and known as Peppino. He took part in the
Greco-Turkish War in 1897 and afterward
fought with the revolutionists in Venezuela,
where he was imprisoned by Castro but escaped.
After working on the Panama Canal under General Goethals, he entered the service of Madero
in Mexico and was made chief of staff. He
served in the Balkan Wars of 1912, and at the
outbreak of the World War raised an Italian
legion of 14,000, which fought with the Allied
troops in France.

When

Italy entered the

he joined her army and served with

War,

distinction*

He was

created brigadier general in June, 1918,
retired from the army a year later. He
openly denounced the Fascists, and was forced
to leave Italy following the establishment of the
Fascist regime. He afterward resided principally in France and the United States.

and

GARLAND, HAMLIN

(I860-

).

An Amer-

ican author (see VOL. IX). Among his publications are A Son of the Middle Border (1914),
Daughter of the Middle Border (1921), The
Book of the American Indian (1923), The Trail
Makers (1926), and Back Trailers of the Middle
Border (1928). He became a member of the
American Academy of Arts and Letters in 1918.
).
GARNER, JAMES WILFOBD (1871An American professor of political science (see
VOL. IX). Among his later writings are Civil

A

GARNETT,

A

CONSTANCE

MBS.

(BLACK)

(1861British translator from the
).
Russian, mother of David Garnett (q. v.). Her
many translations include: All the novels of
Ivan Turgenev (1894-96), as well as his Dream
Tales and Prose Poems (1916) and The Two
Friends and Other Stories (1921); The Kingdom of God is Within You (1894), Anna Karenintt ( 1901 , and War and Peace ( 1904
by Leo
Tolstoy; The Storm, a play, by Ostrovsky
(1899); The Revolt of the Potemkin, by Konstantin Feldraann (1908); all the novels of
Feddor Dostoevski and Nikolai Gogol, and
most of the plays of Anton Chekhov; The Letters
of Anton Tchehov 1o his Family and Friends
The Letters of Anton Pavlovitch Tche(1920)
hov to Olga Leonardovna Knippcr ( 1925 ) 5 My
Past and Thoughts, being the memoirs of Alexander Herzen (6 vols, 1924-27), and Mirgorod,
stories by Gogol ( 1928)
An Eng).
GAKNETT, DAVID (1892lish novelist, a partner in the Nonesuch Press,
who was educated at the Royal College of
Science, South Kensington. He translated and
)

)

,

;

.

edited The Kitchen Garden and its Management,
by Professor Gressant. He wrote Lady Into Fox
(1923), The Man in the Zoo (1924), The Sailor's
Return (1925), and Go She Must! (1927).
).
writer,
GARNETT, PORTER (1871critic, and play producer, born in San Francisco.
He edited the Grove Plays of the Bohemian
Club in 1918 and has published The Bohemian
Panama-Pacific International Exposition, Stately
Homes of California, and A Documentary Account of the Beginnings of the Laboratory Press
became associate professor of
(1927). He
graphic arts at Carnegie 'Institute of Technology
in 1922 and established there in 1923 the Laboratory Press, the first private press devoted to
educational purposes.

A

GAROFAIiO,

ga-ro'fa-16,

RAFFAELE, BARON

An Italian jurist and senator
).
(1852His later publications, many of
(see VOL. IX).
them speeches before the Senate, include Sull*
Ordinamento Oiudimiario (1914); La Neutrality
dell' Italia (1914); Per I'Assicurazionc Obbli9
gatoria contra gl lnfortuni sul Lavoro in Agricoltura (1917) ; "Enrico Pessina, Filosofo e Legislatore" (in vol. xlv of the Atti delta Reale
Accademia di Sciemse Morali e Politiche, 1018) ;
and / Deliquenti Abituali, gli Scioperi, il Bolscevismo (1919). His Criminology (1885) was
translated into English (1914) as the seventh volume of Modern Criminal Science, and a new and
enlarged Italian edition waft published in 1922.
GARRETT, ALEXANDER CHARLES (1832American Protestant Episcopal
1924). An
bishop (see VOL. IX). On the death of Daniel
Sylvester Tuttle in April, 1923, he became preold
siding bishop. At that time, he was 91 years
and totally

blind.

GARRETT, GARET

(1878-

).

An Amer-

ican economist and journalist, born at Pana,

111,

GAREETT

on the New York Sun
Times (1006-07), Wall
Street Journal (1907-08), New York Evening
Post (1909-12), editor of the New York Times
Annalist (1012-14), and assistant editor of the
New York Trilune (1916-10). He has written
Where the Money Grows (1911), Aw Empire Beleaguered (1910), The Blue Wound (1920), The
Driver (1921), The Mad Dollar (1921), The

He was

financial writer

(1903-05),

New York

Cinder Buggy

(1922), Satan's Bushel

(1923),

Harangue (1927), The American Omen (1928),
and many essays of an economic and political

He

nature.

contributed regularly to the Satur-

day Evening Post and other magazines.

GABEETT, JOHN WORK

(1872-

).

An

American diplomat and hanker, born in Baltimore and educated at Princeton. He was appointed Ambassador to Italy on Aug. 5, 1929.
Mr. Glarrett was a secretary to the American
legations at The Hague (1901-03), Berlin (190508), and Rome (11)08-10), and served as Minister to Venezuela (1010-11), to Argentina (191114), and to The Netherlands and Luxemburg
From 1914 to 1917, he was at the
(11)17-19).

American Embassy in Paris as a special agent
of the Department of State, and he was chairman of the special diplomatic mission which
a treaty with Germany regarding
negotiated

prisoners of war, signed Nov. 11, 1918. He also
served as secretary general of the Washington
Conference on Limitation of Armaments (1921-

22). He was a delcgate-at-large from Maryland
to the Republican National Conventions of 1920
and 1924.

GARRISON, FIELDING HUDSON (1870An American physician, known Especially

).

as a

historian, librarian, and editor, horn in Washington, D. C., and educated at Johns Hopkins
and Georgetown universities. He entered the
army medical service and was made a colonel in
the Medical Corps, United States Army, in 1920.
He was assistant librarian in the Surgeon General's Library (1889-1022), and editor of the
Index Medicus from 1903 to 1927, when he became associate editor of the Quarterly Cumulative Indent Mcdicus*
His chief publications comprise An Introduction to the History of Medicine

(1913, 3d ed., 1928); John Shaw Billings, a
biography (1915) Nofes on the History of Military Medicine (I 22) ; History of Pediatrics
(1922)
History of Kcurology (1925) ; and The
Prin-ciplcs of Anatomic Illustration "before Vesa;

fl

;

lius

A

(1925).

GARVIE,

REV. ALFRED ERNEST (18G1-

)'.

British Congregational 1st theologian (see VOL.
IX), principal of Hackney and Now College
since 1924. He was president of the National
Free Church Council (1924-25). His later publications include The Missionary Obligation

(1914), The Evangelical Type of Christianity
(191;>), The Purpose of God in Christ (1919),
The Christian Preacher (1920), The Old Testa-

ment in Ihc, Sunday School (1921), The ftcloved
Disciple (1022), The Christian Doctrine of the
Godhead (1925), and The Preachers of the
Churrh (1920).

An
GABVnr, JAMES Louis (1808).
English journalist and Imperialist, born at
Birkcnhoad, Cheshire. By his early writings in
various papers, he made himself popular as a
brilliant publicist.
lie was editor of the weekly
Outlook (1905-06), the evening Pall Mall Qasctte (1912-1/5), and
Observer (1908- ).
The circulation and prestige of the latter increaaed enormously with his editorship. He pub-
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lished Imperial Reciprocity (1903), Coinpatrioi
Club Lectures (1906), Tariff or Budget (1909),
The Economic Foundation of Peace (1919), and
other books, the majority of them giving proof
In 1920
of his affinity with the Unionist Party.
he was appointed to write the official biography
of Joseph Chamberlain, whom he had supported
since the latter was appointed colonial secretary
in 1895.

GARY, ELBERT HENRY (1846-1927). An
American corporation official (see VOL. IX). In
1917 he was appointed a member of the United
States section of the international high commission, later resigning. He remained at the
head

of the

U.

S. Steel

Corporation until his

death.

An Ameri).
GABY, HAMPSON (1873can lawyer and diplomat, born at Tyler, Tex.,
and educated at the University of Virginia. In
1894 he was admitted to the bar and engaged
In 1914 he
in private practice and politics.
became connected with the Department of State
as a special war counsel. From 1017 to 1919,
he was in Egypt as diplomatic agent and consul
In
general, with the rank of minister resident.
1919 he was in Paris with the American Commission to Negotiate Peace and in the following
year was made Minister to Switzerland. After
1921 he practiced law in Washington, D. C.
GAS, See CHEMISTRY, Applied.
GAS, IN WARFARE. SEE CHEMICAL WARFARE, STRATEGY AND TACTICS.
GAS, NATURAL. See NATURAL GAS.
GAS ENGINES, See INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES.
GASES. See CHEMISTRY.
GASOLINE. See CHEMISTRY, APPLIED; PETROLEUM; MOTOR VEHICLES; NATURAL GAS.
).
GASPABBI, CARDINAL PIETRO (1852A Papal Secretary of State, horn in Uasita,
He was professor of canon law in the
Italy.
Catholic Institute in Paris (1880-86), apostolic
delegate to Ecuador, Bolivia, and Peru (1808),
and was made a Cardinal in 1907. lie l>ecame
Secretary of State in 1014 under Pope Benedict
XV and was continued in that office by Pius XL
He negotiated with Premier Mussolini the treaty
between the Vatican and the Italian govern*
mont, ratified in 1029. See ITALY.
GAS TtTRBINES. See INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINES.
GAS WOBKS. Seo MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP.
An
).
GATJLT, ROBERT HARVEY (1874American psychologist, born at Ellsworth, Ohio,
and educated at Cornell and Claik universities.
He has been a member of the faculty of Northwestern University since 1001). In 1024-27 ho
was temporarily on leave with the National Research Council at Washington, D. 0. Since. 1927
he IUIH been associated with the Carnegie Institution of Washington. In 191 1 he became the editor of the Journal of the American Inslilule
After 1914
of Criminal Law and Criminology,
he also edited Criminal Science Monographs. He
was part author and editor of the report of the
Chicago Council for the Investigation of Crime
(1015).

GAUTHIEK-VILLARS,

GABRIELLE SIDONIE.

MME.
GAT/TIER, g6'ty& CHARLES) LUCIEN

See COLETTE,

A

(

(18J50-

theologian (see VOL. IX),
president of the Pastorale Suissc
(3910-17), the Sootttf Suliwo des Vieux Zoflngiens (19157-19), and the board of delegates of
the South African Swiss Mission (1918-20).
1024).

who was

Swiss
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GELEBT

GKEDDES, THE RT. HON. SIB ERIC (CAMPA British politician, born
BELL) (1875).
in India and educated at Oxford Military College
(
,
and Merchiston Castle School in Edinburgh. He
first acquainted himself with railways in the
United States (Baltimore & Ohio system) and
in 1906 became manager of the Northeastern
).
GAUVAIN", go'viiN', AUGUSTS (1861French editor and publicist, born at Vesoul, Railway Company in England. On the outbreak
and educated in law at the University of Paris of the World War, he became Deputy Director
and the ficole des Sciences Politiques. He be- General of munitions supply (1915-1C), Director
came in 1908 foreign editor of the powerful and General of transportation on the staff of the
conservative Journal des Debats. A member of Commander-in-Chief of the British Armies in
the Academy of Moral and Political Science, France (1915-16), and Director General of miliGauvain was a prolific writer on questions of tary railroads and Inspector General of transcurrent politics. The list of his writings includes portation in all the theatres of the War (1916Les Ongines de la guerre europeenne (1915), 17). To him was credited the efficiency of BritL' Europe avant la guerre (1917), L' Affaire ish communication in France. From 1917-22
grecque (1917), La Question yougo slave (1918), he was a Unionist member of Parliament for
L' Encerclement de V A-llemagne
(1919), and Cambridge. He was First Lord of the Admiralty
L'Europe au Jour le Jour, beginning with the (1917-18), a member of the Imperial War CabiBosnian crisis of 1908-09 and including the net (1918), Minister without Portfolio (1019),
treaties of 1919 (14 vols., six of which were and Minister of Transport, a new position (1019crowned by the Institute, 1917-23). Gauvain 21). He proposed the reorganization bill for the
also wrote Books I and III of the ninth volume railways in the spring of 1921. That August,
of the Histoire Oontemporaine de France and the Chancellor of the Exchequer appointed him
frequently contributed to the French periodical chairman of a committee to advise on all quesHe was
tions of national expenditure ( 1921-22)
press.
).
president of the Association of Trade Protection
GAYLEY, CHARLES MILLS (1858An American author (see VOL. IX). He was Societies of the United Kingdom (1923), and of
dean of the faculties (1918-20) and co-adminis- the Federation of British Industries (1923-24).
trator of the presidency (1919) of the University He was the head of various British tire and
He became research lecturer in rubber industries, and Chairman of Imperial
of California.
1921 and professor emeritus in 1923. Among Airways, Limited.
An
).
his later works are Shakespeare and the FoundGEHRINGr, JOHN GEORGE (1857ers of American Liberty (1917), The Gayley American physician, neurologist, and psychiatAnniversary Papers (1922), and, in collabora- rist, born in Cleveland, Ohio. He was graduated
tion, Lyric, Epic, and Allied Forms of Poetry in medicine from the Western Reserve University
in 1885 and after practicing for some years in
(1919).
GAYLCXRD, FRANKLIN AUGUSTUS (1856- Cleveland did post-graduate work in the UniverAn American clergyman and social sity of Berlin (1891). Returning to the United
).
worker, born at Yonkers, N. Y., and educated at States, he located in Bethel, Me., where since
Yale University, Union Theological Seminary, 1895 he has specialized in functional nervous
and the College de France. In 1887-93, he was and mental maladies, acquiring eminence in these
general secretary of the Young Men's Christian fields. In 1923 he published The Hope of the
Association at Paris, France. In 1894 he was Variant. In 1927 William Bingham II of Bethel,
ordained in the Presbyterian ministry. He was in recognition of the value of Dr. Gehring's work
in St. Petersburg as general secretary of, the in psychiatry, gave $200,000 to the psychiatric
Russian Y. M. C. A. (1899-1911), and in 1911 ward of the Neurological Institute of New York
he was made director of the Russian Society for City.
Moral and Physical Development of Young Men.
GEIKIE, gg'k!, SIB ARCHIBALD (1835-1924).
In 1916 he was secretary of the American Hospi- A British geologist (see VOL. IX). He was
Harrow School
of
(1892-1922).
tal for Wounded Russian Soldiers, and in 1918- Governor
19, secretary of the International Committee of Among his later writings are The Birds of
the Y. M. C. A., which he also represented in Shakespeare (1916), Annals of the Royal SoOdessa, Russia (1919-20), and other cities. He ciety Club in the Eighteenth and "Nineteenth
Centuries (1917), John Mitchell, M.A., F.Ji.8.,
is the author of English translations of Russian
verse.
of Queen's College, Cambridge, 1124-93 (3018),
GEDDES, gSd'Ss, The RT. HON. SIB AUCKLAND and A Long Life's "Work, an Autobiography
British scientist and
CAMPBELL (1879(1924).
).
GEIL, WILLIAM EDGAR (?-1925). An Amerdiplomat, educated at Edinburgh University. He
was professor of anatomy at Edinburgh, Dublin, ican explorer and author, born at Doylest own,
and McGill University, Montreal, and principal Pa., and educated at Lafayette College. He made
of MeGill University (1919-20). He served in journeys into Western Asia, China, and Africa,
the South African War, and in the World War penetrating as far as Mt. Douglas, to study
until 1916, when he became Director of Recruit- primitive races. He lectured on his observations
In 1917 he resigned to become Minister of in Australia, Japan, China, India, Great Britain,
ing.
National Service (until 1919), and he entered and the United States, In 1910-20 lie explored
Parliament as a Unionist (1917-20). He was the five sacred mountains of China. Among his
works may be mentioned The Great Wall of
president of the Local Government Board (1918),
Minister of Reconstruction (1919), president of China (1911) and Adventures in the African
the Board of Trade (1919-20), British Ambassa- Jungle Hunting Pygmies (1917).
GELEBT, gel'ert, GRBTE MEISEL-HESS (1879dor to the United States (1920-24), and chairman of the Royal Commission on Food Prices 1922). An Austro-German writer, born at
at the University
(1924-25). In 1922 he was made Knight of the Prague. She spent five years
of .Vienna in the study of philosophy, sociology,
Grand Cross of St. Michael and St. George.
In 1919 he became a member of the International
Committee of the Red Cross. His later publications include Le Prophete Jeremie 1916
Pflicht
und "Wille, devoir et volonte, with Karl Scheurer
(1916), and Etudes sur la religion d*Israel, edited by A. and L. Gautier (1927).
)

A

.

A

GELS

and biology, and was also a pupil of Freud.
Her reputation rests on her "works on the sex
problem, on woman, and marriage. They are
Die Seajuelle Krise (1909), which has been translated into English; Betrachtungen &ur Frauenfrage (1914) Krieg und Ehe (1916) ; Das Wesen
der Geschlechtlichkeit (1916); Die Bedeutung
der Monogamie (1917) ; and Die Ehe als Erleb;

niss (1919).

G-ELS.

See CHEMISTRY.

GENERAL EDUCATION BOARD.
GENERAL STATE. See ABMIES

See

AND

ORGANIZATION.

GENEBATOBS,

ELECTRIC.

stance and Julian Grande (1920); Der Genfer
Zonen-streit, by Dr. Paul Kohler (1926) ; Baedeker's Switzerland (1928) ; the Annual Report of
the Chamber of Commerce of Geneva; Geneve;

ciU des nations (2 vols., published annually)
and the annual Oompte reudu de I" administration
de la Ville de Geneve published by the municipal
;

council.

GEHEVA CONFERENCE.

The unsuccessGeneva Conference for the limitation of naval
armaments called by the President of the United
States was held at Geneva, Switzerland, June
20-Aug. 4, 1927, with Great Britain, Japan,
and the United States participating. France
and Italy, who had refused invitations, were interested onlookers. The conference failed primarily because the United States and Great
Britain could not agree on the size of cruisers
ful

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.
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See

ELECTRIC

POWER STATIONS AND GENERATING APPARATUS.

GENETICS.

See HEREDITY; ZOOLOGY.
(French Geneve, German Genf).
A city of Switzerland, the capital of the canton
of Geneva (see VOL. IX), situated at the southwest extremity of the Lake of Geneva at the out-

GENEVA.

Rhone River, which divides the city
two equal parts. The number of inhabitants
was 125,520 according to the census of 1910;
let of the

in

135,059 by the census of 1020; the estimated
population in 1025 was 120,000, and 134,350 in
1928. Of the inhabitants in 1920, 50 per cent
were Protestants and 43 per cent Catholics;
while 32 per cent were foreigners. Geneva is
the third city of Switzerland, Zurich and Basel
being larger. It is fast becoming an international city, being the seat of the League of Nations (first Assembly meeting on May 15, 1920),
the International Hed Cross, and the International Labor Office of the League of Nations.
Many international meetings and conferences,
such as that for the non-fortification and neutralization of the Aland Islands (1921), the Passport Conference (1920), or the International
Economic Conference (1927), have taken place
in Geneva. After Paris it is the most important centre of French intellectual life in the
world.
In 1917 an imposing international Reformation Monument, projected in 1907, was finished;
the architects were Swiss; Dubois, Lavarriere,
Monod, and Taillens, and the sculptors French,
Bouchard (q.v.) and Landowaki. It is over 100
yards long, has high reliefs of the leaders of the
Reformation and their political champions, and
bas reliefs of the chief events of the movement.
From 1923 to 1925, a plain concrete four-storied
building designed by Georges Epitaux of Lausanne, was built for the International Labor
Office, close to the Botanic Gardens.
In September, 1929, the cornerstone was laid of the
new $5,000,000 edifice that will house the League
of Nations in Ariana Park. The
dominating
part of the structure will be the Assembly Hall,
which will be connected on the left with the
library and on the right with the council chamber and the Secretariat. The
library is the
gift of John D. Rockefeller, Jr., who donated
an additional fund of $1,000,000 for its maintenance. The plans are the composite work of
fve architects: Henri Nenot and Camille Lefevre of Paris, Julien Flegenhcimer of Geneva,
and Professor Giuseppe Vago and Carlo Broggi
of Rome.
The League was formerly housed in
the Salle de la Information and the old Hotel
National on the Quai Woodrow Wilson:
Bibliography. Catalogue de la, Section des
Archives de la Guerre, published by the Bibliotheque publique et universitaire of Geneva
(1919) 5 Geneva: Its Place in the World, by Con-

they should build in completing the total cruiser
tonnages tentatively arrived at. The Americans
desired to build up a considerable portion of the
allotted tonnage in 10,000 ton cruisers with 8inch guns; the British wished to restrict cruiser
construction almost entirely to ships of 7500
tons, and to construct a larger total tonnage
than the Americans thought necessary. No great
difference developed between the three powers
with regard to the limitation of destroyers and
submarines. The failure of the conference waa
followed by the adoption of an increased naval
building programme by the United States Congress, designed to establish parity with Great
Britain, and other evidences of a growing naval
competition. Lord Robert Cecil, one of the British delegates at Geneva, resigned from the Conservative Government Aug. 27, 1927, in protest
against its policy at the eonferenee. The failure
of the conference contributed to the overthrow of
the Conservative government in the general election of 1929, the Labor Party having as one of its
campaign pledges the elimination of the growing
naval rivalry with the United States. See

WASHINGTON CONFERENCE.

GENOA,

j$n'6-a.

An

important

maritime

centre of Italy. The population in 1926 was
333,320. By a decree of Jan. 14, 1920, greater
Genoa was created, with a population of 541,582.
It is the hope of Italy to make Genoa the
largest
port on the Mediterranean arid the moat important entrepot for sea-borne traffic to and
from central Europe. Since 1923 the port has
undergone a considerable commercial development. Traffic increased from 0,300,712 tons of
goods shipped in 1923 to 8,248,830 tons shipped
in 1925. In 1927, 5103 vessels of 9,107,950
tonnage entered the port, and 5054 vessels of
9,011,057 tonnage were cleared. In 1923 the
Italian government placed at the
disposal of the
local administration a sum of 310,000,000 lire
to be expended for port improvements over a
period of six years, terminating in 1929. These
improvements include a new maritime station
constructed at a cost of about 14,000,000 lire;
a new drydock, 240 meters (787.4 feet) long
and 32 meters (104.9 feet) wide, costing 32,000,000 lire; 800 meters (2024.6 feet) of
quayage
added to the Vittorio Emanuele Dock; and a
protective breakwater built of cycJopean masonry,
the large concrete blocks weighing about 500
tons each. This work has been constructed for
a length of 1450 meters (4757.2 feet), sufficient
to shelter the basin adequately.

Further railway electrification has been accomplished in northern Italy, and the section
between Genoa and Leghorn opened. From
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Leghorn to Mondane on the frontier, the whole
line has been electrified and is the longest

stretch in Europe. An electric funicular railthe districts of Borgoratti and
Apparizione is to be constructed, the total length
of the line being about 4500 meters (2.7 miles)
with an average gradient of 22 per cent. Each
car will accommodate 44 persons. On account
of its location among high hills that reach down
to the sea, Genoa requires several funicular
railways and many elevators to insure easy and
convenient transportation between the lower and
tipper levels of the city. In 1025 a civil air

way between

line

was

inaugurated

between

Palermo

and

Genoa.

The Piazza do Ferrari is the heart of Genoa's
business district. On one side of the square
are buildings of Old Genoa, the walls of palaces
for the most part; on the opposite side is New
Genoa, including the Bourse, the Post Office, and
the Academy of Fine Arts. From the Piazza de
Ferrari starts the most beautiful of modern
thoroughfares in Genoa, the Via Venti Settembre, lined with fine modern palaces and substantial business buildings of recent construction.
This main street leads to the Piazza Verdi where
is the new Brignole Station and to the new city
Near the
district beyond the Bisango River.
Piazza de Ferrari is the house in which Columbus
spent his boyhood and which has been converted
into a historic shrine. When the tenements
that flanked the house were torn down, the
slender building could not safely be left standThe three upper stories were removed, and
ing.
the two lower ones were roofed over. In 1015 a
monument was erected at Quarto dei Mille to
mark the point of embarkation for Sicily in 1860
of Garibaldi and his 1000 volunteers.
CONFERENCE. See PEACE CONFERENCE AND TREATIES ; REPARATIONS. See also

GENOA

sections on History under

GEOGNOSY.

A

GERMANY and RUSSIA.

See GEOLOGY.

GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY,

AMERICAN.

society established in 1852 for the dissemination of geographical information. From November, 1017, to December, 1918, it was the headquarters of a body of experts known as "The
Inquiry," which studied conditions in Europe
during the World War under the direction of the
U. S. Department of State; later the director
of the Society and some of these experts attended

the Peace Conference where they served on various territorial and economic commissions. In
1910 the Society conducted a survey of the boundary between Guatemala and Honduras, at the
requests of the governments concerned, to establish a basis for the recommendation of the
Secretary of State of the United States for a
final boundary in the disputed region. In the
following year, the Society inaugurated a programme of research in the geography of Hispanic
America; in 1025 the first of the publications
devoted to this undertaking appeared under the
title, Map of Hispanic America Publications;
and by 1028 many of the maps of this series,
on a scale of 1:1,000,000, to conform with the
International Millionth Map of the World, were
ready for distribution. The Society in 1921 assisted the Department of Justice in the study
of the Red River Boundary in dispute between
Oklahoma and Texas, and in the same year sent
W. L. G. Joerg on a mission to Europe for the
purpose of studying the status of geography in
European universities and geographical institutions. In 1025 the numbers of the Research

GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY

Series of the Society dealt with the geographical
lore of the time of the Crusades and with BerIn 1026 there appeared two ising's voyages.
sues of the Outing Series; "A Trampers* Guide
to the Palisades Interstate Park" and a "Trampera' Guide to the Vicinity of New York City";
as well as a volume on the physical geography of
the Lesser Antilles, by Prof. W. M. Davis, and
the first volume of another series, Oriental Explorations and Studies, which deals with the explorations of Prof. Alois Musil in the Northern

Hedjaz, Arabia.
The Geographical Review (monthly, 191 G1921; quarterly, since 1921) superceded the Bulletin of the American Geoyraphical Society, in
1916, as the official publication of the society.
Valuable additions were made to the society's
specialized geographical library throughout the
years 1914-1020, and six regular lectures were
delivered annually before the members and their
guests by distinguished explorers or geographers.
The Society recognizes contributions to the development of geographical science and exploration in its election to honorary and corresponding
memberships and in the bestowal of medals. The
President in 1928 was John H. Finley, LL.D.,
and the director, since 1015, has been Isaiah
Bowman, Ph.D. The Society's building is at
Broadway and 156th Street, New York City.

GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY,

NATIONAL.

An

organization founded in

1888 for the increase
and diffusion of geographic knowledge. Among
the most important of its recent activities were
the six expeditions to Alaska, under Dr. Robert
F, Griggs, which, in investigating the eruption
of Mt. Katmai, discovered the new crater and
the remarkable fumarole region described in
The Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, published
in December 1922, as the final step in the Mt.

Katmai research. Further volcanic studies were
carried on in 1928 in the Pavlof volcano region
under
off the Alaskan Peninsula; the
expedition,
Dr. Thomas A. Jaggar, volcanist in charge of the
work at Hawaii, accumulated information which
will aid in forecasting eruptions; discovered
evidence in favor of the continental drift theory;
and found a new type of ice-ash jumble.
The chief archaeological work of the National
Geographic Society was the excavation of Pueblo

Bonito, at Chaco Canyon, New Mexico. During
eight expeditions, under Dr. Neil M. Judrl, the
last in 1027, Pueblo Bonito was established as
the most populous centre of early Indian culture north of the Rio Grande River, The civilization was divided into four periods, those of
the basket makers, the pottery makers, the slabhouse builders, and the apartment-house dwellers; the last-named leaving Pueblo Bonito, a
building at least 1000 years old, which had 300
rooms on the first floor, and was probably about
five stories high.
By means of Dr. A. E. Douglass's discovery of the relation between tree-ring
formations, and the 11-year sun-spot cycle, the
duration of the entire Bonitian period has been
approximated, and a calendar, covering the time
between the old Spanish regime and the present,
drawn; but in order to estimate the age of the
Pueblo Bonito, the lapse between the two civilizations must be measured, and in 1929 Dr. Douglass was still working, with some success, to
find beams or timber grown in the interval.
Although discoveries made in 1925 enabled Dr.
Judd to reconstruct the customs of the Bonitians,
and to ascertain that there was no connection
between the pre-Columbian Indian and the Egyp-

GEOLOGY

tian or any other early European civilization,
it was found in 1926 that the same general
method of irrigation was used in America as in
the earliest known history of the Nile or the Eu-

did and was further illustrated by the growing
participation of geologists in industrial fields,

and natural gas production and minThe literature relating to mineral deposits
has expanded tremendously in consequence. The
economic phases now hold a dominant place in
chiefly oil

ing.

Other important archaeological work
was accomplished under Dr. Byron Cummings in
1925, establishing a mound at Cuicuilco, Mexico, the science, so far as general
as the earliest known human habitation in the cerned.

phrates.
"
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Western Hemisphere, dating back, according to
Dr. N. H. Darton, over 4000 years, pre-Aztec and
pre-Tottec.

An expedition valuable to several sciences was
that under Donald B. MacMillan, who, with the
cooperation of the U. S. Navy, explored North
Greenland and Ellcsmerc Island in 1025. During
that trip Ricliard E. Byrd, piloted by Floyd
Bennett, commanded the first airplane flights
across the North Pole. An extensive study of
Arctic birds, fishes, flowers, and animals was
made and Jacob Gayer obtained the first accurate colored photographs of the region. Useful facts were discovered concerning magnetic

tidal phenomena, and tempeiature and wind
velocity in relation to aviation and weather forecasting. Again supporting polar research, the
Society contributed $25,000 in 1027 for the expedition to the Antarctic undertaken by Commander Byrd in the autumn of 1928.
solar radiation station was established in

and
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at
Brukkaroa, South Africa, under
the auspices of the National Geographic Society
and the Smithsonian Institution, for the purpose
of determining the relation between solar radiation and weather, which would make long-range
weather forecasting possible. In the following
year, it was shown that the fundamental cycles
of the sun's radiation, 25% months, and the
known weather cycles of the past correspond,
and that the prophecies of Dr. Dayton C. Miller's
1J)26

machine for analysis and synthesis of sun and
weather curves have been closely fulfilled. The
theory of the relationship was substantiated by
It was also obfurther observations in 1028.
served that there is a connection between static
conditions and solar radiation.
The membership of the Society increased from
300,000 in 1014 to 1,200,000 at the beginning of
Its chief educational organ is the Na1920.
tional Geographic Magazine, and it also sends
weekly or daily bulletins to newspapers and other
agencies; by 1028 it furnished about 35,000 school
teachers with current geographic news. Upon
request, it sends each year about 80 church and
Sunday-school periodicals information about BibIn 1925 the Society undertook the
lical lands.
preparation of a series of State maps of America.
The president and editor-in-chief of the magazine
in January, 1929, was Gilbert Grosvcnor; vice
president and associate editor, John Oliver La-

Gorce

;

John Joy Edson ; and secretary,
Headquarters are at Washington,

treasurer,

0, P. Austin.

D. C.

GEOLOGY. Progress in this science since
1914 has been substantial. It depended upon
widespread activities in the different branches
and supported in
carried on by many
workcrfj
part by governmental subsidies. If anything
may be described as distinctive in the general
trend of studies, it was undoubtedly the emphasis on the practical phases, economic or political
geology, for which the World War may be held
This tendency still may be disresponsible.
cerned in the output of most public surveys,
which were inclined to give lefts attention to subjects of theoretical interest than they formerly

Among

interest is con-

recent works of broad scope

may

be

named Geology of the Earth, to give the English
title, now in course of preparation by an international body of experts under the leadership
So far the
of the German geologist, Krenkel.
volumes relating to Africa and Europe have appeared (1925-28), and the one for North AmerThe general
ica will be ready at a near date.
plan of the work is to present a comprehensive

summary

of

present-day knowledge about the

structure, stratigraphy, topography,
resources of each continent.

General

Geology.

GEOGNOSY.

and mineral

The

effects

radioactive energy on the cooling of the
earth have been given a quantitative expression; they put a new aspect on estimates of
geological time. The presence of radioactive
substances in all the constituents of the crust
may be regarded as definitely established by
the work of Strutt and others. The heat given
off in this way would appear to counterbalance
almost completely the loss by conduction and
radiation of the original stored heat; perhaps it
exceeds such loss under certain conditions. The
cooling process, anyway, is very slow. Lord
Kelvin's classic studies, made before the discovery of radium, indicated a maximum of 40,000,000 years for the age of the earth; that is,
the time required for it to have cooled to its
existing state, an estimate which geologists for
the most part accepted, even though a more liberal figure would have accorded better with their
own data. On the new basis, the period of earth
evolution would be lengthened to many times
that amount, and 1,000,000,000 years is regarded
as not improbable. Arthur Holmes calculated
fiom the atomic disintegration of uranium,
which proceeds at a known rate, that the oldest
igneous rocks exposed at the surface, largely
granites, probably originated 1,500,000,000 years
ago. The fossiliferous rocks extending back to
Cambrian time, which is the span of historic
geology, were accumulated in a minimum of 550,000,000 and a maximum of 700,000,000 years,
according to Barrell, who would assign a period
of similar magnitude for the Pro-Cambrian formations.
That the earth as a whole has a high degree
of rigidity comparable to steel, was deduced by
Michelson from experimental observations of tidal movements in the solid rocks.
The old theory
of a thin envelope about a fluid body would
appear untenable on a physical basis. It ifl probable that the interior is very hot, sufficiently so
to melt any rock material under atmospheric conditions, but the pressure produces a degree of
immobility approaching a solid for the body as
a whole. Other indications of deep-seated conditions are found in the study or earthquake
tremors, the heaviest of which are world-wide
in their travels but do not pass directly through
the earth in the shortest paths and appear to
pursue a curved course. They indicate a Jtonal
Oldham inferred that throo concenstructure.
tric layers exist, of which the cruBt or lithosphcre
is the thinnest, not more than 40 miles in depth.
The next layer, asthenosphere, is possibly 2000
of
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miles thick and is rigid under stress of short
duration so as to transmit vibrations from distant
sources. The innermost layer, the core, is likewise very thick and seems to effect tremors, indicative of a viscous condition rather than of a
rigid solid. The temperature gradient calculated
from observations made in deep shafts and borings affords a method of estimating the thickness
of the crust. Daly collected data from Europe
and America on which he based the conclusion
that 40 kilometers (roundly, 23 miles) is the
most likely figure for the outer layer. The later

methods and points of view of geophysicists
will be found in Joly's The Surface-History of
the Earth (1925), and Gutenberg's Lehrbuch
der Geophi/sik, the latter issued in installments
of which the first appeared in 1026.
The thesis propounded by Wcgener that the
continents are subject to a slow horizontal displacement by the tidal action of the sun and
moon has been examined by geologists but so
far has found little favor. The main arguments
for its support are the similiarities of rock formations in Europe and North America, also of
the stratified formations and their faunas in
South Africa and South America. Such drift
would imply that the continents are buoyed up
on a heavy "viscous layer, whereas the evidences
already noted indicate a high degree of immobility for the outer earth zone.
Experimentation with mineral melts analogous in composition to some of the simpler igneous rocks has provided some new information
about the crystallization of these materials.
One of the problems that have been given attention is the cause of variation in igneous intrusions, the
so-called.

process of magmatic differentiation,
original mass of magma of uni*
form composition may split during consolidation into several types of variant textures and
mineral ingredients. Bowen in The Evolution
of the Igneous Rocks (1028), would explain
these effects as a result of the crystallizing process, itself a natural inherent influence in all
magmas. The process may be considered as occurring in two stages, an early stage when crystal
settling is the main feature, and a later stage
in which pressure acts to compress the crystal
mass and to squeeze out the residual liquid
which is later cooled to the crystallizing point.
The one or the other agency, or their combined
operation, serves to explain magmatic differentiation. From theoretical considerations purely,
other writers have argued in favor of the effects
of liquid immiscibility, convection currents, and
inmelting of foreign materials; and it is recognized that the subject is still open to investigation.
The structure of coral reefs, about which
Darwin's theories have been generally accepted
as most satisfactory, was given renewed consideration lay several geologists. Daly remarked
certain features of atolls, for example the fiat
floors that characterize some of the basins enclosed by the rings of coral, which seem inconsistent with reefs built around subsiding volcanic islands. He suggested that the corals may

An

have built upward on relatively flat platforms
produced by wave cutting at a time when the
sea was at a lower level than now. The water
stored up in the form of ice during the Pleistocene period may have caused a lowering of tidal
waters by as much as 150-300 feet, when waves
could have eroded benches and platforms well
below the present range of their activity. On
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them, the corals started their operations anew
as soon as the waters reached a favorable temperature.

According to Davis, whose The Coral Reef
Problem (1928) represents the results of new
investigations at first hand, the flat floors of
atoll lagoons can be explained by the leveling
effects of sedimentation in periods of intermittent
subsidence of the islands; coral reefs also occur on many of the Pacific islands that bear
no marks of a cessation of growth that would
if the seas had been lowered and
cooled during Pleistocene time.
Borings on the
Funafuti atoll were interpreted by Skcats as
evidencing a slow, progressive, upward growth,
without any breaks in the succession of coral
rock corresponding to the estimated position of
a glacial platform. Most of the coral species
found at depth still exist in the vicinity. The
evidence from that locality supports Darwin's
conclusions. In the West Indies and Florida,
Vaughan found that all offshore reefs have grown
on recently depressed platforms and that there
are no instances of long-continued submergence
of coral areas or of the development of bairier
reefs from fringing reefs. The work of corals
as constructional agents is not of first importance
in that region; other organisms like bacteria,
foraminifcra, and mollusks contribute more to
rock formation by abstraction of calcium carbonate from sea water.

be expected

ISOSTASY has acquired
Dynamic Geology.
rank as a working principle among most of the
American geologists, apparently, who have given
attention to the problem of slow crustai movements. The work of Ilayford and later of
Bowie, both of the United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey, has given strong support to
the theory. Accurate gravity determinations
were assembled by Bowie from the United States,
Canada, India, and other countries, representing
all conditions of topographic relief, and they were
found to fall in line with previous deductions.
Isostasy, it may be explained, assumes that every
variation of topographic relief is accompanied

by a variation of density of the underlying rock
column down to a uniform level, that of isostatic
compensation. Thus, mountain areas are deficient in density, while oceanic depths are of
relatively high rock density. Denudation of an
elevated surface causes or is compensated for
by a rising of the area, whereas loading of a

depression is accompanied by sinking. Bowie
regards the compensation as practically complete
at a depth about 60 kilometers for the United
States as a whole; in mountain regions the depth
is greater, 05-111 kilometers.
Compensation is
effected by a flow of material at the mentioned
depths, in accordance with the fluctuating load
at the surface. The more recent developments
in this field are included in the volume Isoslasy,
by Bowie (1027).
Exemplifications of the broad crustai swings
both up and down that seem to call for explanation by the isostatic principle is to be found
in the changes of level in northeastern North
America during Pleistocene time. At the beginning of the ice invasion, the region was higher
than it has been at any subsequent period, although the exact relation of the surface with
reference to sea level can be stated only In general terms. Over this surface, which was perhaps from 1000 to 5000 feet higher than now,
spread a thick mantle of ice which collected
first in the Labrador and Laurentian highlands
1
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west, finally covering an area of several hundred thousand square miles to an extreme depth
of perhaps 5000 feet. Following the maximum
ice accumulation, the land surface began^ to
sink under the weight, the movement continuing until the ice had retreated from the southern part of the region and until a considerable
area had been depressed nearly to sea-level and
marine waters invaded a smaller portion of it.
The general withdrawal of the ice from the
whole region so lightened the crust that an
adjustment hy rei levation took place. This last
movement has reached a maximum, according
to Fairchild, of 1000 feet in the area between
the St. Lawrence River and James Bay, the
measurement being based on the altitudes of
marine deltas foimecl by streams that flowed
into the sea at the time of maximum depresThe elevation, increased from south to
sion.
s

north.

The

relation of folds

and faults to

isostatic

adjustment remains an outstanding problem,
about which opinion, as yet, has found little
common ground. The view that they represent
the efl'ects of storcd-up stresses finding sudden
relief is in apparent conflict with the evidences
for a relatively thin crust that responds easily
Folds and overthrust
to variations of load.
faults represent the effort of the crust to adjust itself to a shrinking circumference. R. T.
Chamberlin, in a study of the Colorado Rockies,
found that the amount of shortening was 8
miles in a distance of 140 miles across the axis
of the main uplift. The depth to which the
rocks wore affected by disturbance ranged from
13 miles minimum to 107 miles maximum. In
the Coast and Sierra Nevada ranges, adjust-

ments occurred mostly by faulting, according
to Willis. The faults, which are high-angle
thrusts, resulted from compression that brought
about rotation of the mountain blocks along the
fault planes. The cause of rotation was stress,
set up by erosion and sedimentation, not sufficient to involve

isostatic

adjustment.

Kober explained mountain-making as an effect of comprehensive forces, which have their
source in continued

contraction

of the earth.

Adjustments have taken place by thrusting and
folding in restricted zones, whereas the larger
masses or plates of continental extent have behaved as rigid units. The zones of folding may
receive an excess of material so as to be overloaded, when isostaHy comes into play and the
zones subside, possibly to an extent that brings
them into the range of sedimentation. With a
heavy accumulation of sediments, the isogeotherms eventually begin to rise, and the increase of temperature sets in play chemical reactions and causes expansion, thereby upsetti
equilibrium, which leads to adjustment by folding or thrusting. Crustal movements, in the
view of T. C. Chamberlin, have not effected
widespread interchanges of land and sea. The
continents and oceans are fixed in position, although migrations of shore-line have taken place
frequently and are now in progress. Examples
may be found of the engulfing of crustal blocks

and
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and moved gradually to the south and south-

folds, or of the upraising of the ocean floor
into land, but they are isolated. The Antillean
region, by its position between the two Americas
and the two great ocean basins, has been particularly unstable, as instanced by the occurrence of
deep-sea deposits on Barbados and other islands.
Metamorphism as an influence in the forma-

tion of mineral deposits is a subject to which
practical students of geology have devoted much

attention, with some important contributions
to theory. One of the more significant results
has been the broader recognition of the part
played by igneous rocks in producing changes.
Their field of operation, it is now regarded, may
extend over such areas as are comparable to
those of pressure or regional metamorphism, if,
in fact, they have not been responsible for effects
generally assigned in the past to the latter
agency. Regions in which igneous rocks do not
appear at the surface may still have been under
their influence, for there is every reason to suppose that many deep-seated intrusions, like granite batholiths, are buried in the sedimentary
layers out of sight. The heat, gases, and mineralizing solutions emanating from such bodies in
the crystallizing stages would roach over extended zones, effecting those chemical and physical changes often ascribed to regional metamorphism. For the r6Ie of the igneous rocks in the
formation of ores and valuable mineral deposits,
see Economic Geology.

Stratigraphic Geology. The classification
of the Pre-Cambrian formations in their order
of sequence constitutes one of the outstanding
problems, of geology, about which a great deal
of discussion has centred in late years, with
many solutions proposed. Practically all students of the subject agree that the old idea of
a dual division into Laurentian and Huronian
or Archean and Algonkian, based on the thesis
that there exists an earlier group of igneous
rocks, chiefly granite, on which rests the altered

sedimentary Algonkian or Huronian group, does
not reflect the real conditions. Actually, the
succession is much more complex than that, for
sediments seem to have been laid down at recurrent intervals all through the Pre-Cambrian,
and there are igneous formations of several
different periods of intrusion.
The sequence
varies, also, between one region and another, and
it is doubtful if any classification ean be made,
adapted to meet all conditions. The tendency
now is to apply such methods and terminology as
correspond best with the local features and not
to attempt to correlate the formations of one
area, like that of Lake Superior, for example,
with the Pre-Cambrian of Great Britain or Scandinavia. For the arrangement given in the article GEOLOGY, in the second edition of the New
International Encyclopaedia, may bo substituted the following scheme, which is fairly representative of the later research in the PreCambrian areas of the eastern United States and
Canada. The formations are named in the order of age, the oldest being at the bottom:
6.

Keweenawan.

Continental

and

sediments

lavas.
6. Animikian.
Marine sediments with important iron-bearing formations.
4. Huronian.
Marine and continental beds.
3.

2.

Algoman. Later Laurentian granites.
Sudburyan. Marine deposits.

Includes LauGrenville schists and limestones, Keewatin iron formation and greenstones,
1.

Archean, or basal complex.

rentian

granites,

and Coutchicing

schists.

Sequence

still

unde-

termined.

There is evidence of widespread glacial climates during at least four periods ; two of them
occur in the Pre-Cambrian and two in later
periods. In the lower part of the Hutonian of

021

found slate conglomerates, which
Canada
represent hardened bowlder clays. In the later
Pre-Cambrian, glacial conditions are indicated by
the tillites of Norway and southern Australia.
are

The

in the Rocky Mountains on the one side and
the Sierras and Coast ranges on the other;
also in the Andes as the eastern member of a
zone of which the western part has foundered
and disappeared in the Pacific. The existence
of westward
in the Appalachians
pverfolding
is regarded as indicative of an eastern submerged
member, now a part of the continental shelf.
Detailed studies of the structure and history
of the Appalachian and Rocky Mountain systems were presented before the Geological Society of America (Bulletin, June, 1923). Although written for the specialist, the papers
contain summaries of interest to the general

Permian period contains evidences of
extensive glaciation in the equatorial and southtemperate zones, notably in South Africa, Brazil,
India, and other countries. The Pleistocene was
the last of the great glacial periods. Changes
of land surface are mainly responsible for the
wide variations of climate; other causes are the
variable supply of heat stored in the oceans and
the fluctuating content of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere.
In many parts of America, the Cretaceous student.
Observations in regard to the levels of marine
system shows no well-defined natural boundaries between the Jurassic system below and the beaches in northeastern North America have
Teritary system above. It appears that no gen- practically demonstrated a widespread uplift of
eral uncomformability reflecting a widespread the land surface since glacial time. Fairchild
earth movement exists at the close of the Juras- found that the rise between the St. Lawrence
River and James Bay amounted to as much as
sic, but sedimentation seems to have been continuous in one area or another. Thus, the Mor- 1000 feet. There has been a differential warprison formation of the Rocky Mountain region ing of the surface, the elevation increasing from
has been considered by some geologists to be of south to north, with an up-arching into a dome
upper Jurassic age, by others, lower Cretaceous, south of James Bay. Raised beaches on the
and by still others, as containing members of west coast of Greenland and in Ellesmere Land,
each of the two systems. Correlation with the according to Ekblaw, may be assigned to a simiEuropean Cretaceous is suggested by Osborn as lar uplift since the glacial period, the maximum
the best method of settling the difficulty; he being about 650 feet.
Economic Geology. This department felt
would place most value on the evidence of fossils.
On the question of drawing a line between the the effects of intensive activities in nearly all
Cretaceous and Tertiary systems, the consensus its branches, mining geology, oil geology, and
of opinion is to make the close of the Cretaceous underground waters and engineering phases of
coincident with the passing of the age of reptiles, geology. One of the economic sequels of the
indicated by the extinction of the great families World War was an increased public and national
of terrestrial dinosaurs. This view accords with interest in mineral resources, and there was a
the classification adopted by European geologists. general stock-taking in these possessions all over
As applied to the formations of the West, the the world. The control of the undeveloped oil
plan is to draw the limits at the top of the fields became a matter of especial concern among
Lance formation and to place the Puerco and the larger nations, with the realization that
Torrej on beds containing the remains of the old- they were certain to play a considerable part in
future commercial and naval operations. The
est mammals in the Teritary system.
Structural Geology. Can the varied ele- location and development of petroleum fields
ments of earth structure be fitted into a broad had become almost a distinct department of geplan expressive of the origin and history of ology, with its own technic and practitioners,
the separate features? This is the problem that who had extended their operations into the reunderlies the more interesting or significant stu- mote corners of the globe.
Out of the great volume of contributions on
dies in the recent literature of structural geology,
for which the notable contributions of T2duard economic subjects, a few only may be selected
for mention in this review. In the group of
Suess have been both incentive and guide.
later work is Kober's Der Bau der Erde (1921), general works may be named the Atlas of Ecowhich develops the theory that there are two nomic Geology (1921), published by the United
fundamental units of crustal structure, great States Geological Survey. It is a study of the
distribution of the valuable minerrigid plates serving as buttresses to movement geographic
and narrow elongated zones, separating the als and brings out clearly the political aspects
of the world's supplies. It will be noted that
plates, of weak or labile nature. The latter
serve for relief of deformative forces set up by the United States is well endowed in most of the
the shrinkage of the crust; they define the posi- basic materials such as coal, iron ore, copper,
tion of geosynclines and of the great mountain lead, zinc, and oil, but still has no adequate reof potash or nitrate and is absolutely
systems, shifted somewhat in the course of geo- . sources
Such zones, or orogens, are fre- dependent on other countries for nickel, platilogical time.
and largely for manganese. Great
quently defined by two parallel mountain systems num, and tin,
with folds overturned away from each other Britain with its colonies and its strong commertoward the adjacent rigid plates. Between the cial position in other countries controls the precious metals and in the future is likely to domiparallel systems are broad intermontane regions
cross-section of an orogen nate the oil situation. Political and Commercial
of little folding.
Geology and the World's Mineral Resources
is more or less symmetrical, although each mountain system by itself has the asymmetrical struc- (1920) is a compendium of statistics and special
ture so well described by Suess. The Pyrenees, articles on the important minerals, by American
writers. In the same category is a series of
Alps, Carpathians, Balkans, and Caucasus make
up one parallel system, and the Apennines, Din- short monographs by various British authorities,
aric Alps, the Hellenic, Taurus, and Iranian on the mineral resources of the Empire, which
mountains make up the other, the former over- have appeared from time to time.
In the list of textbooks for students, promthrown to the north and the latter to the south.
Kober believes a similar orogen may be found inent place should be given to the translation
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of Beyschlag, Krusch, and Vogt's comprehensive treatise, of which the English version, The
Deposits of the Useful Minerals and Rooks:
Their Origin, Form, and Content (1916), was
made by Truscott. Leith's Economic Aspects
of Geology (1921) and Emmons's General Economic Geology (1922) also were intended for students. Grabau's Principles of Salt Deposits
(1920) was the most important contribution of
recent date on the salines; potash, soda, and
magnesia salts. Lindgren's Mineral Deposits
appeared in a third edition (1928). Works on
oil geology include American Petroleum Industry
(1916) by Bacon and Hamor, Geology of Petroleum, by Emmons (1921), and Practical Oil QeBoth of these cover
ology, by Hager (1916).
such technical matters as mapping, drilling, and
oil production, as well as the study of the occurrence and distribution of petroleum.
The control of geological structure on the accumulation of oil-pools has been worked out so
completely that it is now a well-established
which is directing the search in all
principle,

new

fields.

Less

is
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known about the motive

often found at some distance from any intrusion
that can be regarded as source and in formations
distinctly older than the deposits themselves.
For such, it is obvious that the ores must have
been transported in fluid or molten condition
out of the parent magma. The agency may
have been highly heated waters and gases evolved
by the intrusion in cooling, the fluids passing
upward and outward from regions of high pressure to those of low pressure; this is the view
commonly accepted. With the gradual cooling
and relief of pressure of the mineralized solutions as they move away from their source, the
dissolved substances are deposited in the reverse order of solubility, and there results a
general zonal arrangement which is frequently
illustrated by the change of the mineral contents of veins in passing downward from the
surface or outward from the igneous mass.
more detailed presentation will be found in the
textbooks on mineral deposits already enumerated, and in the work of Spurr, The Ore Magmas
(1923). See PHYSICS.

A

GEORGE V

(GEORGE FREDERICK ERNEST AL-

(18C5).
King of Great Britain,
Ireland, and the British Dominions beyond the
Seas, Emperor of India, (see VOL. IX). During the World War, King George set an inspiring
example by cutting down his personal expenses

force that impels the oil in its travels underground. Some geologists have sought to explain
this by capillary action, on the basis that water
has a greater capillary force in small openings
than oil has and consequently drives the latter
ahead of it into the larger openings, which are

BERT)

found under domes. Other geologists have
sought explanation in hydrostatic pressure and
in gravity; in any event it is well known that in
most accumulations underground waters have an
important bearing on the localization of the oil.
Another direction pursued by recent investigation is the relation between the character of oil

purse to

relief

work.

German

titles.

On

and the degree

of alteration or metamorphism
Strata that have been
of the enclosing rocks.
much altered by compression or heat have lost
their oil. An indication of the possibilities in
this regard may be obtained, according to David
White, by estimation of the fixed carbon ratios
in the shale or coal that overlies the oil horizon if the ratio exceeds 75 per cent of the total
carbon, there is little likelihood of a productive
Formations with a relatively high fixed
pool.
carbon yield oils of the lowest gravity and most
commercial value. Formations with lignitic
beds are characterized by the lowest grade oils
of all. It would appear that as organic matter
is altered into substances having progressively
higher carbon, through the elimination of oxygen, nitrogen, and a portion of the carbon, the
distillates in the rocks become progressively
higher in hydrogen.
For the study of ore deposits, the most significant feature in the contributions of the last
;

decade has been the general trend toward the
igneous or magnetic theories of vein origin, as.
opposed to the explanation by meteoric (atmospheric) waters which once received wide acceptance. Although nearly all writers are agreed
that the intrusive rocks have supplied the materials out of which veins were formed, there
is not the same unanimity of opinion about the
methods by which the minerals have been transported and finally arranged in the veins and
It is recognized, however, that certain
lodes.
kinds of ores, magnetic, for example, may originate by direct cleavage or differentiation of
the igneous rock during the crystallizing stage.
These occur in their original environment.
On the other hand, many deposits, such as
those of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, are

and by contributing

freely from his private
In 1917 he renounced all

Feb.

9,

1927,

it

was an-

nounced that his title had been changed to the
above from "King of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland, etc/' in conformity
with the status of the Irish Free State. He was
critically ill with pneumonia during the winter
of 1928-29 and six Counselors of States among
them the Prince of Wales, were appointed to
take over his duties. By the following June he
was able to perform the more important of his
functions. A biography King Oeorge V 9 by Sir
George Arthur was published in 1929.
An Ameri).
GrEORGE, GRACE (1880can actress (see VOL. IX). She established
the Playhouse Company in repertoire in 1915
and starred in The New York Idea. Her later
starring vehicles included Major JBarlara, The
Earth, Captain Brassbound's Conversion (191516), Eve's Daughter (1917), L'Elevation (1937-

She Would and She Did (1919), Quick
(1919), The Ruined Lady (1920), The
New Morality (1921), Marie Antoinette, To
Love, The Exquisite Hour, All Alone Susie, and
The Road to Rome (1928).
).
GEORGE, STEFAN (1808Germany's
18),

Work

foremost poet of the neoclassical school who opposed the rising naturalistic movement in his
periodical Blatter fur die Kunst (1900-1919).

His verse is distinguished for exquisite imagery
and musical rhythm. His works are Die Fibel,

Hymnen

(1890), Pilgerfahrtcn (1891), Algabal
(1892), Das Jahr der Scele (1897), Dcr Tvppich
des Lcbens (1899), Lieder von Traum tmd Tod
(1899), Der siebenlc Ring (1907), Dcr Stern deft
Bwides (1914), Der Krieg (1917), and Drei
Oesange (1921). He edited Deutsche Diohtung,
the works of Jean Paul and Goethe, and Datt
Jahrhundert Oocthes, and translated Dante,
Baudelaire, Verladne, Vcrhacren, Mallarme, Kimbaud, de Regnier, Swinburne, Dowson, Jacobwen,
Kloos, de Verweys, d'Annunzio, and others.

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY. A

man

Ro-

Catholic institution for the higher education of men at Washington, D. C., founded in
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The student enrollment increased from
1533 in the autumn of 1013 to 2500 in the

1789.

of 1028, the faculty from 175 members
to about 350. The library in the former year
contained about 150,000 volumes, while in 1028
the ttiggs Memorial Library contained 102,476
volumes, the Hirst Library, 9123, and libraries

autumn

maintained by various departments and professional schools many additional volumes. Additions to the plant during the period under
review included: A dormitory accommodating
244 students, completed in 1920; an addition to
the University Hospital in 1927; and improvements on the campus during 1927-28. During
1910 the university inaugurated a now course
in banking and finance; in 1920 a Morgan en-

dowment

of

$30,000 was received for the De-

partment of American History and in the same
year a foreign service school was formed scholarships were established in this school for all
Latin- American countries in 1922, and the policy
of sending students from the school to foreign
;

countries was continued, 40 such students being
sent to Mexico in the summer of 1922. In 1920
a gift of $40,000, for the Higgs Building of the
Georgetown University Hospital, was received
from Francis and T. Laureson Riggs. In 1922
the entrance requirements for the law school
were changed to one year of college work beginning in 1923, and, two years beginning in 1925.
President, the Rev. W. Coleman Nevils, S.J.,
Ph.D., D.D.

GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY.

A

nonsectarian institution for the higher education of men and women, at Washington, D. C. ;
founded in 1821. The enrollment increased
from 1347 in 1913 to 5308 in the autumn of
1928, and the faculty from 234 in 1910 to 346.

The summer session of 1028 had a total enrollment of 1416. The productive funds were increased during the period under review from
$104.070 to $1.060,540, from which the income
in 1928 was $42,417, and the total income fiom
was $921,367. The University
sources
all
Library, including the law and medical school
libraries, contained 80,000 volumes in 1928.
Among the developments at the University between 1914 and 1928 were the purchase and
equipment of a law school building in 1920; the
acquisition of considerable real estate in 3921
through a bequest from Gen. Maxwell Van
Zandt Woodhull; the establishment in 1918 of
a fund for the education of Filipinos by Mrs.
Larz Anderson; the completion in 1925 of
Stockton Hall, a law building; the acquisition
of a new administration building through purchase; and a gift of $1,000,000 in 1927 from
the Supreme Council of the Scottish Rite Masons,
Southern Jurisdiction, to establish a school of
government, which opened in the autumn of
1928 with general courses in government and a
foreign-service course. William Mather Lewis,
A.M., LL.D., who became president in 1923, was
succeeded in 1927 by Cloyd Heck Marvin, Ph.D.,

LL.D.

GEORGIA. The twentieth State in size
(59,265 square miles) and the twelfth in popuThe population inlation; capital, Atlanta.
creased from 2,609,121 in 1910 to 2,895,832 in
1920, a gain of 11 per cent; estimated population,
1928, 3,203,000. The white population rose from
1,431,802 (1910) to 1,689,114 (1920); Negro,
from 1,176,987 to 1,206,365; native white, from
1,416,730 to 1,672,928; foreign-born, from 15,072
to 16,186. The urban population increased from
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538,650 to 727,859; the rural, from 2,070,471 to
The growth of the principal cities
2,167,973.
was as follows: Atlanta (q.v.), from 154,839
to 200,616; Savannah, from 65,064 to 83,252;
Macon, from 40,665 to 52,995; and Augusta,
from 41,040 to 52,548.
Agriculture. Georgia, one of the leading
cotton-producing States, suffered the ravages of
the boll weevil, but eventually in great part
checked them. The pest had practically covered
the State by 1916. Its effect is indicated by
a comparison of acreage and production for various years during this period: in 1913, 5,318,000
acres' and 2,317,000 bales; in 1917, 5,195,000
and 1,884,000; in 1921, 4,172,000 and 787,000;
In the southern
1928, 3,719,000 and 1,020,000.
part of the State, the yield in 1922 reached a
record low mark. See the articles COTTON, and

ENTOMOLOGY, ECONOMIC.
The number of farms decreased by 16.7 per cent,
from 310,732 in 1920 to 240,095 in 1925. In
1925 the total acreage of land in farms was 21,945,496, as compared with 25,441,061 in 1920.
The improved land in farms fell from 13,055,209
acres in 1920 to 10,695,817 in 1025, while the
total of land in farms declined from 67.7 per
cent in 1920 to 58.4 per cent in 1925. The total
value of farm property in the State showed an
apparent increase, from $580,546,381 in 3910
to $1,356,085,196 in 1920, but fell to $686,673,248 in 1925; and the average value of farm
property in those years, respectively, was $1995,
In interpreting these values,
$43()6, and $2757.
the inflation of currency incident to the War is
to be taken into consideration. Of the farms in
1925, 88,080 were operated by their owners, as
compared with 98,628 in 1910; 1407, by managers, as compared with 1419; 159,008, by tenThe white
ants, as compared with 100,080.
fanners in 1925 numbered 165,018, as compared
with 168,468 in 1910; colored farmers, almost
entirely Negroes, 84,077, as compared with 122,Farms reported as under mortgage in 1925
599.
numbered 24,083, as against 23,135 in 1920, and
18,257 in 1910. The number of dairy cows was:

(1910) 405,710; (1920) 484,122; and (1924)
257,151; "beef" cows, 245,303, 282,067, 272,487;
mules, 294,985, 406,351, and 343,659; while
sheep decreased from 153,250 to 72,173, and 50,The number of swine rose from 1,836,246
503.
in 1910 to 2,178,914 in 1920 (this increased production of pork being typical of a change to
moie diversified farming), but declined to 1,299,711 in 1924. The estimated production of the
chief farm crop in 1928 was as follows: Corn,
38,010,000 bushels; wheat, 1,034,000; oats, 5,300,000; potatoes, 1,682,000; sweet potatoes, 10,234,000, peaches, 10,000,000; tobacco, 84,387,000
pounds; and hay, 521,000 tons. Comparative
figures for 1913 are corn, 03,023,000 bushels;
wheat, 1,708,000; oats, 9,240,000; potatoes, 972,000; hay 350,000 tons; and tobacco, 1,800,000
pounds.
Mining. Georgia is not important as a
mineral -pi educing State. It has but little
metal mining, and of the non-metals, the most
important are clay products, stone, fuller's
earth, and cement. There is also produced a
small quantity of coal, a considerable amount
of bauxite, mineral waters, barite, manganese
The course of
ores, some iron ore, and mica.
early output of the clay products and other
minerals will be seen in the following figures.
In 1914: clay products $2,263,034; stone, $2,238,789; coal, 166,498 tons. In 1917: clay products
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$2,426,671; stone, $1,797,098; coal, 119,028 tons.

In 1920: clay products, $5,572,099; stone, $3651,415; coal, 50,156 tons. In L926: clay products, $5,957,486; stone, $5,470,561; coal, 59,869
tons.
The total value of the mineral production in 1926 was $17,479,967; in 1925, $16,503,-

741; in 1921, $8,650,003; in 1920, $12,178,095;
and $5,704,856 in 1014.
Manufactures. Georgia has shown a steady
increase in the value of its industrial products
In 1919, 12 cities
in the recent census periods.
of more than 10,000 inhabitants, forming 18 per
cent of the total population reported 45.7 per
cent of the value of the State's manufactured
products. There were in the State, in 1909,
4792 manufacturing establishments; in 1919,
4803; in 1925, 2870; and in 1027, 3175. The
persons engaged in manufactories numhcrcd
118,036, 141,012, 141,173, and 154,168, respectively; and the capital invested amounted to
The
$202',777,665 (1909), $448,700,194 (1919).
value of the products rose from $202,863,262 in
1909 to $693,237,097 in 1919; in 1925 it was

$648,852,294, and in 1927 $609,917,660; the increase in 1919 was in groat measure due to
changes in industrial conditions brought about
by the War. The increase shown in tho average
number of wage earners, however, indicates a
in
the
considerable growth
manufacturing
activity of the State. The most important inin
of
of
value
the
products is the
dustry
point
manufacture of cotton goods, the value of which
in 1009 was $48,037,000; 1919, $192,186,000;
1925, $193,424,000 and in 1927, $180,509.344.
Cottonseed oil and cake rank high with products, valued at $23,641,000 in 1909; $99,320,000
in 1919; $21,925,257 in 1925, and in 1928, $27,998,981. Pertilizers amounted to $16,800,000 in
1909; $47,480,000 in 1919; $28,261,583 in 1925,
and 22,093,903 in 1027. Lumber and timber
products rose to second rank; they were $24,632,000 in 1909: $43,0(J6,000 in 1919; $36,705,327
in 1925, and $30,786,387 in 1927. There were
483 manufacturing establishments in Atlanta
in 1909, 423, in 1914; and 429, in 125; with
products valued at $33,038,000, $41,279,000, and
131,230,952,
Savannah, ranking
respectively.
second in industrial importance, had 135 establishments in 1909, with products valued at $6,540,000; in 1914, 128, with $0,343,000; and in
In Macon, there
1925, 101, with $15,118,938.
were 79 establiKhments in 1909, 70 in 1014, and
74 in 1925, with products valued at $10,052,000,
$18,867,000, and $29,478,220 in those years.
Education. Tho development of education in
the State. 3ms been considerable in recent years.
The Legislature of 1918 passed an act codifying
the school laws of the State; providing for a
State Superintendent of Schools, a State Board
of Education, and a State Board for Vocational
Education. Laws for the
of
consolidation
schools were passed by a later Legislature. In
1920 enactments provided for tho physical training of pupils and for compulsory school attendance; and in the same year Federal assistance
to the States for vocational education waa
accepted. The Legislature of 1922 conferred on
several counties authority to levy taxes for
vocational purposes; it provided teachers of
agriculture and home economics in vocational
high schools. The total enrollment in the elementary and secondary schools of the State in
1925-26 was 689,230. Of this number, 448,137
were white pupils, and 241,093 were colored,
out of a school-age (5 to 17 years) population
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of 575,401 white and 424,868 colored. In that
year, the total number in the primary and elementary grades was 623,684. The colored enrollment was proportionately greater in the
elementary and lower in the high-school grades
it was: elementary, 235,476;
secondary, 5617. Of both white and colored, the
enrollment was: elementary, 623,684; secondary,
In 1919-20 according to the census of
65,546.
the Bureau of Education, there were enrolled
in the elementary and kindergarten schools 645,790; in the secondary schools, 45,128. The percentage of illiteracy in the State decreased from
24.1 in 1910 to 18.4 in 1920; among the native
white population, from 9.2 per cent to 6.7;
among the foreign-born whites, from 5.9 to 5.6;
among the colored, from 43.8 to 35.8.
Finance. State expenditures in the year ending Dec. 31, 1927, as reported by the U. S. Department of Commerce, were: for maintenance

than the white;

and

operation of governmental departments,
$19,859,437 (of which $8,191,503 was aid to
local education) ; for interest on debt, $308,832;
for conducting public-service enterprises, $6321 ;
for permanent improvements, $13,255,537; total,
$33,430,127 (of which $15,138,307 was for highways, $2,365,501 being for maintenance and
12,772,806 for construction). Kevenucs were

$29,262,206. Of this, the property and special
taxes provided 24.3 per cent; departmental
earnings and charges for officials' services, 8.1
per cent; sales of licenses and a tax on gasoline,
42 per cent. Property valuation was $1,275,Net
] 97,929 ; State taxation thereon, $6,375,990.
State debt was $9,240,316.
Political and Other Events. Georgia remained strongly Democratic in politics even in
1928. In 1914, following the death of Senator
Bacon, William S. West was appointed to serve
out the unexpired term. It was necessary to
Senator Smith was
elect two senators in 1914.
reflected and Thomas W. Hardwick was elected
to fill the term of Senator Bacon. Nathaniel E.

Harris was elected governor. Leo M. Frank, a
manufacturer, was convicted in 1914 of tho
murder of a young girl in Atlanta. He was
sentenced to be hanged on June 22; on appeal,
the United States Supreme Court, refused to inPetitions were circulated throughout
terfere.
the State and other parts of the country for
commutation of sentence. The State Prison
Commission declined to recommend the commutation of the death sentence. Nevertheless,
Governor Slaton commuted Frank's sentence to
For several days, tho goverlife imprisonment.
nor's home was threatened by mobs. On June
20, he retired from office and was succeeded by
Nathaniel E. Harris. On August 16, Frank was
seized in prison by a band of men, carried to
an isolated spot, and hanged. The Grand Jury
carrfed on investigations, but no clew to tho
In 1916
inntigatorH of the deed was found.
Hugh M. Doraey, who had acted as prosecutor in
the case of Leo M. Frank, was elected governor.
In the presidential election, Wilson received
125,831 votes and Hughes, 11,225 vote*.
The
prohibition laws of the State were upheld by
the court on Jan. 12, 1916, and went into effect.
On Mar. 22, 1916, a serious fire swept over a
large area in Augusta and destroyed many business blocks and residences. The loss wan over
$5,000,000. In 1917 an investigation of the
lynching evil was carried on by a commission
appointed by the governor. The report of the
commission declared that the number of lynch*

GEORGIA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY

1922, Mrs. W. H. Felton was appointed United
States senator to succeed Thomas E. Watson,
deceased. She was the first woman to hold such
a position. The appointment was honorary, as
the election was held for senator within a few
days, and Walter F. George, former judge of the
State Supreme Court, was elected. For president
in 1924, the vote of the state was: Davis (Democratic), 123,200; Coolidge (Republican), 30,300.
L. G. Hardman was elected governor, 1926 and
1928. The presidential vote of Georgia in 1928
was: Smith (Democratic), 129,602; Hoover,
(Bepublican), 99,369.
Legislation. In 1918 the Legislature of
June 26 ratified the Federal Prohibition Amendment, authorized the codification of school laws,
provided a budget system, and passed measures
providing for aid to returned soldiers. Departments of warehouses and archives and history
were created. In 1922 the Legislature amended
the motor-vehicle law, increased the tax on gasoline to $0.03, created a committee to consider
tax measures, and amended the school laws to
provide for Bible reading- in the schools.
racial integrity act, for the recording of inhabitants' racial descent, as a means to prevent
inter-racial marriages, was passed in 1927..

A

GEORGIA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY.

An

institution for the scientific and technical
education of men founded in 1888 at Atlanta, Ga.
The enrollment of the school increased from 1002
in 1914 to 2H4 in 1928-29, in addition to which
there was an enrollment of 544 in the 1928
summer session. The faculty increased from
62 to 157 members, and the library from 13,000
to 23,000 volumes. The endowment in 1928
amounted to $200,000 and the income from ap-

A

and fees to $553,000.
power
propriations
station and engineering laboratory, and an
addition to the mechanical engineering building
were built in 1920; a building for the departments of physics and architecture was completed
in 1923; a new structure to house the department of ceramics was completed in 1924; a
$100,000 addition to the chemistry building and
Julius Brown Memorial Hall, a dormitory, were
constructed in 1925, and in 1926 another dormitory, N. E. Harris Hall. Other developments
during the period under review included a campaign in 1922 which netted over $1,000,000 for
the improvement of the school plant, and in
1924 the addition of a four-year course in
ceramics engineering leading to the degree of
bachelor of science. Marion Luther Brittain,
LL.D M succeeded K. G. Matheson, LL.D., as
president in 1922.

GEORGIA,
One

SOCIALIST SOVIET REPUBLIC OF.

the three autonomous Transcaucasian
republics that emerged in 1917. It is made up
of the former Russian governments of Tiflis and
BLutais and the districts of Batum and Artuin.
Its boundaries enclose an area of 26,381 square
miles; its population in 1926 was put at 2,660,963. The people are largely Christians and
of
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ings in the State was grossly exaggerated. On
Mar. 21, 1917, a disastrous fire in Atlanta destroyed a considerable portion of the city and
caused a property loss of about $5,500,000.
Senator Hardwick was defeated for renomination
in 1918 by William J. Harris, who was elected.
In the presidential voting of 1920, Cox received
107,162 votes and Harding, 42,730. In 1 920 Hardwick was elected governor. In 1922 Governor
Hardwick was defeated for the renomination by
Clifford L. Walker, who was elected. On Oct. 3,

belong to a distinct racial group called Georgian.
The existence of this racial consciousness together with remnants of a certain political
solidarity, whose inspiration centred in an eighteenth-century Georgian kingdom, made for an
advanced cultural outlook. Georgians, speaking
a common language and possessing a tradition,
looked down on the Armenian traders of the
towns and the unruly Tatar mountaineers to
the north. The capital, Tiflis, has a population
of 292,973
(1926). Other cities are Kutais

A

Sukhum, and Batum.
faculties

was founded

at

university with six
in 1918 and in

Tiflis

1926 had 1600 students.

Industry and Trade.

Agriculture

engages

the attention of 90 per cent of the population,
most of whom were a small peasanatry as a reCorn
sult of the partition of the large estates.
is. the most important crop, though other grains
receive attention. Cotton, silk, tobacco, the vine,
and fruits are other agricultural products. Because of the primitive means of tillage, the agricultural possibilities of the country are scarcely
touched. After the Russian Revolution, the disorganized life of the country led to a great dearth
of foodstuffs, so that in 1920 the estimated deficit
was placed at 21,700,000 poous in Tiflis and

Kutais alone.

Its

economic wealth, however,

was established in its mineral deposits. The
greatest manganese deposits in the world, producing 44 per cent of the world's supply in 1913,
were to be found at Chiaturi in the basin of the
Kuiril River. Production, which had been about
66,000,000 poods annually before the War, fell to
3,300,000 in 1919, but rose to 35,000,000 in 1927.
Other minerals are naphtha, copper ore, coal,
It is estimated that the
lead, and iron ore.
country has available for use in industry 4,000,000 horse power in its rivers. All the basic

industries were nationalized by the Soviet regime and the following were used for purposes
of exchange in foreign markets: manganese,
timber, tobacco, silk, and copper. There are
570 miles of railways. A through line, extend-

ing across the country, connects Batum and
Poti on the Black Sea with Baku on the Caspian Sea, by way of Tiflis. Branch lines ran
to the coal mines of Tkhibuli, the manganese
mines of Chiaturi, the mineral springs of Borjom, as well as to Signakh, Telavi, and the
frontier. By way of Batum, communication is possible with the whole Caspian country, as 'well as Asia Minor and Central Asia. A pipe line connecting Batum 'with
Baku brings Europe into contact with the rich

Armenian

oil fields of

Azerbaijan.
After the Russian Revolution, representatives of the three Transcaucasian states
gathered at Tiflis, Georgia, and there on Sept.
20, 1917, founded the federal republic of Transcaucasia. It was inevitable, however, that the
three states should go their separate ways.
Georgia's attempt to rule the destinies of the
new state, Azerbaijan's essentially Islamic outlook, and Erivan's territorial ambitions, were
the rocks on which the federal republic foundered.
On May 26, 1918, with the Bolsheviks
in Baku and the Turks in Batum, as a result
of the Brest-Litovsky Treaty, the federal republic was dissolved. >0n the same day, the Georgian National Council proclaimed the independence of Georgia. Thenceforth, to the conclusion
of the War, Georgia, because of a compact made
with Germany, remained a dependency of the
Central Powers, with its ports, mines, and rail-

History.
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in the possession of German and Turkish
By the Armistice of October 30, the
country was cleared of German and Turkish
troops, only to find itself policed by British.
British force entered Batum in December, and
for presumably strategic reasons, seized the
railways of the country. Control was not relinquished, and evacuation did not come until the
summer of 1920.
From 1920 until 1922, affairs never remained
peaceful for long. In 1919 Georgians had been
menaced by General Denikin's foices; but with
the passing of this peril, ill the spring of 1020,
a Russian Soviet army pushed its way into

ways

forces.

A

Transcaucasia. Baku fell and Tiflis must have
yielded too, had it not been for the distraction
which the opening of the Polish campaign afforded. Russia for the time granted Georgia
peace a even promising the Batum region despite the claims of the Turkish Nationalists.
But the necessity for a Turco-Russian understanding with respect to a common frontier
again made the region the scene of military
operations late in 1920. The Turks invaded
JSrivan and with much bloodshed subdued the
soon
Bolsheviks,
following
population. The
after, overthrew the republican government and
established a Soviet republic. The procedure
Turkin Georgia was very much the same.
ish army entered the country and occupied
Batum against practically no resistance, while
Russian Troops invaded from the opposite diin the
rection and fostered Bolshevik
uprisings
towns. On Jan. 27, 1921, Georgia received belated de jivre recognition from the Allies. In
the course of a few months, however, the Constituent Assembly was dispersed, the Social

A

the university; an athletics building was completed in 1926; and a commerce and journalism
building in 1928. President, Charles M. Suelling, Sc.D.
zher'61'de, PAUL
(1885).
French poet and playwright, most of whose
plays were produced by the Com6die Prangaisc.
Le
His plays include Les Spcctateurs (1900)
Prelude; Les noces d* argent (1917), played in
New York as The Vest (1922); Aimer (1921),
also given in New York in 1922 (To Love)
Left
grands gargons (1922), and Robert eb Marianne
He also wrote Toi et Moi, a very popu(1926)
lar book of poems, and Le grand-pere, a poem
about JoflVe and the World War (1915).
).
GERARD, JAMES WATSON (1867An American lawyer and diplomat (see VOL.
IX). In 1917, on the declaration of war against
Germany by the United States, he was recalled
from his post of Minister at Berlin and took up
the practice of law in New York City. He published My Four Years in Germany (1917) and
JPace to Face with Kaiserism (1918).
GERARD, ROSEMONDE. See ROSTAND, ROSEMONT>E GERARD.
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See

TANGAN-

YIKA TERRITOBY.

The Armistice
which put an end to the bloodiest war in
the history of mankind, was the preludo to a
drama of political reconstruction which not only
changed the map of Europe but led to the removal of social barriers and was accompanied by
economic upheaval. The reaction upon the
minds of the people directly concerned in this
revolution was profound. In Central Kurope
the awakening from a dream of victory, conquest,
and world power produced a state of mind not
unlike what in the vernacular of those countries
The youth that
is called a "Katzenjammer."
had gone through the purgatory of the War disof 1918,

Democratic government headed by Jordiana was
in flight; and supported by Russian arms, a
Soviet government, established by Mdvani in
March, ruled the country. Batum was restored
to Georgia by a Russo-Turkish treaty in March, carded old ethical ideals, scorned the aesthetic
1921.
In December, 1021, the young republic canons of the past and demanded a new social
was incorporated with the Armenian and Azer- code and a new art. Frantically groping in
baijan Soviet republics into a Transcaucasian the chaos of inchoate ideas for something strong
federation, with its capital at Tiflis, with Tiflis and tangible, the young poets rushed into verso
taking orders from Moscow. Thus by the end and stammered sibyllinic cryptic lines which to
of 1921, Russia again dominated the political the uninitiated were little more than "words.**
and economic life of her old Transcaucasian The past had become a nightmare from which
governments. This state of affairs received full they madly hurried to escape by welcoming anyThe condition was
legal sanction in the Treaty of Dec. 30, 1922, thing radically different.
which was signed by Russia, the Ukraine, the not limited to Germany and Austria; France
three Transcaucasian Soviet republics, Bokhara was no little affected by this current of
thought
and Khiva, and which set up the Union of So- and even America was not spared this aftermath
cialist Soviet Republics.
With the treaty's pro- of the War in literature and on the
stage.
Most interesting was this reaction in the
mulgation, Georgia's history as an independent
ended.
state
See
ARMEwork
of
AZERBAIJAN,
the
foremost
writers
of
the
political
period.
NIA, RUSSIA.
Gerhart Ilauptmann, poet, dramatist, and novelUNIVERSITY
A
State
OF.
coover
a
since
of
a
considered
GEORGIA,
ist,
quarter
century
educational institution at Athens, Ga., founded the most dominant literary
personality of his
in 1785. The student enrollment increased from country, turned from the factual
present to an
632 in 1914 to 1736 in the autumn of 1928, with imaginary Utopia in Die Intel der groswn Mutan additional registration of 2667 in the sum- ter oder Das Wunder von lie dcs Dames. Thon,
mer session of the later year, and the faculty in he delved into German lore and cast the dramatic
1928-29 numbered 102 members. The endow- story of Wieland der Schmicd into the form of
ment amounted to $425,000 in 1928 and the a modern tragedy: V eland. A play in his
income for the year from State and other earlier naturalistic style followed: Dorothea
sources was $400,000. During the period from Angcrmann. In the mean time, he had worked
1914 to 1924 about $400,000 was spent on the upon what was to be the chief work of bis life:
erection of new buildings and the alumni sub- Till Bulcnspiegel, an
epic poem, in which he inscribed more than $1,000,000 for endowment vested with the spirit of the mediaeval German
and the building programme; in 1924 Memorial hero a former aviator ace in the German Army,
Hall, erected in memory of those alumni who who had turned tramp, showman, magician, and
fell and those who served in the World War, and
commentator upon the life about him. His ada dormitory for men, were added to the plant of ventures, visions, and dreams presented as in his
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magic mirror a picture of the post-war period,
overcrowded at times with current events but
powerful in its suggestion. After that work, he
returned once more to his earliest manner in
the novel Wanda.
While German drama and poetry groaned
under the weight of the new ideas, fiction

escaped comparatively lightly. Hermann Sudermann, who forty years before had been hailed
as one of the protagonists of a new critical attitude toward antiquated social conventions,
but had been promptly dropped by the young
generation that forged ahead of him, remained
popular and in Der tolle Professor presented a
powerful picture of the Bismarck period.
Thomas Mann, the Hanseatic patrician among

German writers, after some contributions to war
literature paid tribute to the new pseudo-art in
the story Kino, to the pathological trend in Der
Zauberberg, The Magic Mountain, a novel about
consumptives in a sanitarium, and to the interest
in criminal types in Der Hochstapler Felix Kriill.
Heinrich Mann, his brother, who had maintained
a rather independent attitude during the War,
startled his readers by the novel, Der Kopf,
which voiced a protest against the modern hypertrophy of the brain, in Mutter Marie told a highly emotional story of a segment of Berlin postwar society, and in Eugenie oder die JBurger&eit
gave other evidence of his insight into human
souls.
Jacob Wassermann's Fabian oder die
verlorenen Jahre, Landin und die Seinen, and
Der Aufruhr um den Junker Ernst were followed
by a novel which challenged German law and
judicial practice, Der Fall Mauritzius, and like

most

of his recent

works was translated into

English.

Among the younger men who first appeared
during the War, the most interesting figure is
Franz Werfel. Poet, dramatist, and novelist, he
made his debut with a slim volume of verse of
strong individuality, and attracted attention by
a novel with the startling title, Nicht der
Morder, der Ermordete ist schuldig and has continued to cultivate a pathological tendency in
stories such as Der Tod des Kleinbtirgers, Oeheimniss eines Menschcn, and the story of a
youth, Der Abituriententag (Graduation Day),
which is one of the strongest among the many
stories of adolescence now being written in Germany. Frank Thiess seems exclusively to cultivate that theme, his Thor des Lebens and Afosohied vom Paradiese being followed by Warren.
While these novels deal mainly with the problems besetting the life of young men, there has
been no lack of fiction about the adolescent
woman, a notable example of which is Gabriele
Reuter's Tdchter. Clara Viebig, the most popular woman novelist of Germany, is the author
of a school-teacher's novel, Die mit den tausend
Kindern. Arnold Zweig's Sergeant Grisoha inaugurated a flood of war fiction, widely varying
in merit, but amazingly popular with American
readers. Outstanding among these novels is
Erich Maria Remarque's Nichts Neues im Westen,

which was recently followed, by Ludwig

Renn's Krieg.

German Drama.

This department of

litera-

in the throes of a transition which
eventually bring forth a work of lasting
value. The German stagelike the American
seems one vast laboratory, in which every writer
experimenting with innovations may have his
The much discussed protagonist of extry-out.
pressionism, Georg Kaiser, has since his excur-

ture

may

is still
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sion into birth-control and Malthusianism in
Gats, produced nothing to equal the success of
Franz Werfel, by far the
his earlier works.
most talented of his generation, wrote, after his
Juarez und Maasimihan known in New York
through the Theatre Guild, a dramatic legend,
Paulus unter den Juden. Ernst Toller, who in
his Masse Mensch seemed to open new vistas, has
not kept the promise in his later works, among
them Hopla wir leben, in which, a man sentenced
to death for revolutionary activity, is unexpectedly pardoned and becomes insane, Der ent-

Wotan and the marionette play, Die
Rache des verhbhnten Liebhabers. Fritz von
Unruh's Itonaparte, recently translated into English, and his Heinrich von Andernach did not
have the stage success as did some of his earlier
Interesting experiments by newcomers
plays.
were Franz Thcodor Czukor's Die 8 f untie des
fesselte

Absterbens, Harms Johst's semi -historical Thomas
Paine, Bruno Franck's 10,000 which made his admirers compare him with Schiller, Ernst Lissauer's first dramatic attempt: Das Weib des
Jephtha, which was warmly received, Rudolph,
Lauckner's Krisis, which cleverly presents an
individual marriage crisis against the background of a world crisis, Rudolf Fitzek's Mensrhen des Untergangs, a tragedy of defection and
Paul Kalbeck's Wir itagen nns AUes!, an excellent comedy.
Max Me 11 stands apart from all
others by his religious dramas.
Bernt Brecht's
Im Diclcicht der Stadte, a lurid play of Chicago's slums and vice dens may be true to life,
but, like his other works, is hardly true to art.
Among the older playwrights, Ludwig Fulda
burlesqued movie plays' in his Film-ftomantik;
Wijhelm Schmidtbonn presented Der Pfarrer von
Maims; Fritz Philippi, a penitentiary play, Der
Paragraphenteufcl; Hermann Bahr, a farce, Altweibersommer ; Arthur Schnitzler, a poetic

drama, Der Gang mum Weiher; and Hugo von
Hofmannsthal, Der Tiirm. Karl SchSnherr, the
Austrian people's playwright, revived echoes of
the War in Die Hungerblockade and Der Armendoktor. Carl Sternheim wrote the play, Oscar
Wilde; Alfred G. Nagel one on Strindberg,
Charfreitag; and Bernhard Kellermann presented a dramatic picture of the Anabaptists,
Die Wicdertaufer von Munster.
In recent poetry, the older poets reflected little
of the new spirit seething in the younger generation.
Heinrich Vierordt showed Persian influence in his Garten der Ghasele; Alfred Kerr's
Capriooios reflected his whimsical humor; Christian Morgenstern covered the period 1887-1914
in Mensch-WanfJerer; Alfons Parquet drew upon

of travel in Amerika and Hans
Brandenburg published a book of poems, Sonet te.
The Swiss poets were little affected by the trend
of the time, but Jacob Schaflfner's Der Kreislauf,
and especially Robert Faesi's Der "brennende
JSusch, have a certain strength and warmth.
Among the women, Isolde Kurz, always an interesting figure, added to her previous poetical
works two poems on love and death: Der Ruf

impressions

des Pan.

Among the newcomers, Johann Brecher has
been the most widely discussed. A true product
of the revolutionary spirit of the period, his
poem, Der Leichnam auf dem Throne, was suppressed and even the recitation of extracts was
vibrates
Masohinenrhythmus
penalized. His
with the pulse of our mechanistic time. Others
cling to the old forms, as did Josef Ponten,

whose R6miohes

Idyll,

a

lyric epic,

has a rare
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distinction; Alfred Doeblin's Manasis also merIna Seidel is of the new generation,
its respect.
though her Gedichte differ little in form and
spirit from those of her poetical ancestors.
As the German people adjusted their life to
the scholars resumed their task
the new

regime,

of collecting, compiling, and classifying documents and data, and the works of history, biography, literature, and criticism are as numer-

Albert Soergel brought down his
monumental history of contemporary German
literature to date by the volume, fm Banne des
Etcpressionismus, since succeeded by another, covering the last decade. Oscar Walzel's Deutsche
Dichtung der Gegcnwart and Friedrich von der
Leyen's Oeschichte der deutschen Literatur are

ous as ever.

'

Emil
by
Ermatinger's
ably
supplemented
Deutsche Lyrik seit Herder and Krisen und
Probleme der neuen deutsohen Dichtung, and
Walter Rehm's Geschichte des deutschen Romans. Hermann Koster's Gesohichte der deutschen Jugendliteratur is proof of the new interest in the intellectual development of youth.
in der
Ifeiiirich Spiero's Die Ueilandsgestalt
deutschen Dichtung is an interesting study.
Goethe literature was enriched by Walter Jab9
lonsky's Vom Sinne der Goethe schen Naturforsrhung, Heine received a unique tribute in H. W.
Houben's (jenprache mit tteine. Carl Bleibtreu
wrote Geschirhte der cnglischen Literatur.
Since psychoanalysis entered literature some
years ago in the Tragische Motive of Fritz Wittels, not a few studies of writers and^their works
show the influence of Freud and his disciples.
Alfred Winder stein's Der Ur sprung der Tragodie
contains the results of his psychoanalytic study
of Greek drama. The number of books in which
psychological analysis of a character dominates
the biographical material is multiplying, and
there have been produced some very interesting
works, foremost among them Stefan Zweig's
three-volume attempt at a "typology of the
mind" under the collective title Baumeister der
Welt. The first volume presented
Balzac,
Dickens and Dostoevski who ''in the cosmos
of their novels set a second reality beside the one
already existing"; the second showed Holderlin,
Kleist, and Nietzsche driven by a demoniac
power beyond themselves and reality toward
the infinite; and the third, entitled Drei Dichter
ihres Lebens, treated Casanova, Stendhal, and
Tolstoy as three manifestations of the same creative function, self-reflection, Casanova being the
purely material and naive, Stendhal the psychological, analytical, and Tolstoy the religious
and ethical. Ernst Hcilborn's study of that most
fascinating embodiment of versatility, Ernst
Theodor ffofmann, Anton Bettelheim's Balzac,
Julius Bab's 8haw, Julius Meyer Graefe's
Dostojeusky, Dr. Harry Mayxie's Conrad Ferdinand Meyer, Otto Strobl's Richard Wagner, partake of this subtle quality which differentiates

them from mere
Memories of a

"lives."

man who

mystified and agitated
readers sonic thirty-five years ago were
revived by the appearance of the first biography
of Julius Langbehn by the only man who knew
him intimately, Benedikt Momme Nissen, fol*
lowed by Cornelius Gurlitt's Langbehn, der Rembrand l-deutsche. Emil Felden's Ernes Menschen
Weg, dealing with the life of Ebert, recalled the
first stormy days of the German Republic,
Interest in the great spiritual teachers is evident
in Georg Eilinger's book on the Silesian mystic,
Angelus Silesius and in Christoph Schrempfs

German
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life of the Danish philosopher, SQren Kierkegaard. The scholarly Emil Lucka delved into
the history of the Spanish Inquisition in his
Torquemada. Dr. Karl Federn, the prolific
writer of biographical and critical studies, wrote
Richelieu. Stefan Zweig is the author of a
most sympathetic study of the tragic life of the
French poetess, Marcelline Desbordes-Valmore.

Upon Rene" Fulop-Miller's Lenin and Gandhi followed his Dostojewsky, Tolstoy, and Rasputin.

Among other
out.

Tolstoy

lives,

that of Witkop stands

Georg Hirschfeld, poet and novelist, pre-

sented another life, Lord Byron. The tragic history of Charlotte von Mexiko was retold by Curt
Elwenspoek.
The new books by Emil laid wig on Bismarck,
Goethe, and Napoleon, based on his earlier works
on those subjects, are those of an able journalist
rather than serious biographer, and their sucHis
cess in America surprised German critics.
latest

work

is

Der Menschensohn

The Son of

Man.

Contributions to the biography of contemporary German literature are Arthur Kutscher's

Frank Wedekind, Hugo

Ball's

Hermann

Hesse, and \yillibald Kohlcr's Hermann Stehr.
Autobiographical are Hermann Bahr's Die Liebe
der Lebenden, 0. A. K. Schmitz's Der Meister
des flauscs, and Damon Welt and Ernst Toller's
Justly.

Letters have appeared in great numbers.
Close upon the fascinating book of Alfons
Mathes on Fran Aja, Goethe's mother, followed
Fritz Bergemanus Bettina's Leben und Correspondent mit Goethe, and Flodoard von Biedermit
niann's
Unger's
Correspondents Joseph
Goethe. Ernst Haeckel's Uimmclhoch jauchsend, edited by his friend Heinrich Schmidt, offered an intimate picture of the great scientist's

Even more interesting were new
Billow, among them those
addressed to Cosima before and after the separation, and many to his daughter Daniela, which
emotional

life.

letters in

Hans von

bring out the nobility of his character. Am.Anfang war die Liebe is the title of letters of Malvida von Meysenbug, author of the Mcmoircn
einer Idealistin, to Mme Monod, daughter of the
Russian revolutionist of 1848, Alexander Herzen, and widow of the French historian Gabriel
Monod. New letters in Ferdinand Lassallo
cover his period of labor propaganda. The correspondence of the historian in Niebuhr and that

Varnhagen von Ense arc of interest to special
students, while that in Walter JKathenau is valuable as commentary upon recent history.
in

The flood of books dealing with the War was
slow in subsiding. Among them are Carl Bleibtreu's Oeschichte des Wcltkriegs, Hans Del*
briick's Vor und nach dcm Wcllkricg, Hermann
Oncken's Die Rheinpolitik Napoleons HI. und
der Ursprung des Weltkriegs, Ludendorf's Die
Schuld der iiberstaatlichen Machte am Zusammenbruch, Erich Brandenburg's Von Bismarck stum Weltkrieg, Maximilian Harden's
Von Versailles au Versailles, Wahl's Von der
Reichsgrundung bis sum Weltkrieg, Her re's
Weltycfichichte der neuestcn Zeit, Hammaim'B
Deutsche Weltpolitik, Walter Rathenau's <leSchriften und Iteden, and many
German scholars soon
Nevertheless,
turned to the past and delved with gusto
in its archives. Hans von Helinolt's Friedrich
der Qrosse und sein Preussen stimulated
interest in the history of his period.
Upon
Friedrich Kircheisen's Napoleon in Jigypten followed his two volume biography; Napoleon, his

sammelte

others.
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Nelson, Die

leonic period. Professor Troeltsch's Deutscher
Oeist in West-Europa and Geistesgeschichte und
Religionssoziologie, followed Die Bedeutung des
Protestantismus fiir die Entstehung der modernen Welt. An interesting attempt at corre-

lating folklore and history was made by Heinz
Hungerland in Die Volkskunde eine Hilfswissenschaft der Geschichte ihr Wesen und Hire Erstiehungsicerte. Ricarda Huch returned to her
special field, Italy, in her book on Garibaldi.
Dombrowski, a young writer of Polish descent,
attracted attention by his Kopfe der Gegenwart
and Neue Kopfe.
That the philosophers of the country should
join in the interpretation and explanation of
Germany's war policy was to be expected. Bruno
Bauch's Fichte und der deutsche Staatsgedanke,
Die Idee, and Der Geist von Potsdam und von
Weimar follow that trend of thought. But the
number ot works that do not refer to the political upheaval of the past years is far greater.
Among them are H. A. Dingler's Der Zusammenbruch der WissenscJiaft und der Primatur der
Philosophic, Ernst Cassirer's Individuum und
Kosmos in der Philosophic der Renaissance, Jo-

hannes Volkelt's Phfinomenologie und Metaphysik
der Zeit, Muller-Freienfcls's Metaphysik des Irrationalismus, and H. A. Driesch, whose Crisis in
Psychology and The Possibilities of Metaphysics
were published in English. Mtiller Freienfels
also wrote Erziehung zur Kunst and Die JSeele
des Alltags and Ernst Cassirer: Sprache und
Mythus. Wilhelm Bolsche, that unique interpreter of nature who combines the scientist's
knowledge with a poet-philosopher's vision, has
given us Yon Drachcn und Zauberkunstcn, 1m
Bernsteinwald, Lichtglaube, and Die Abstammung der Kunst.
Hermann A. Keyserling's symposium on marriage, Das Ehebuch, and Die neuentstehende
Welt, like some earlier works have become popular in English translations; his latest work is
Menschen als Sinnbilder. Rudolf Steiner, the
founder of anthroposophy, left some posthumously published works, among them: Friedrich Nietzche, ein Kampfer gegen seine Zeit, and
GoetJie's Geistesart in ihrer Offenbarung durch

und durch das Marches von der
most valuable addiLilie.
tion to Nietzsche literature is Nietzsche und sein
Werk, by Elisabeth Forster-Nietzsche and Henri
Lichtenberger. Dr. Karl Joel's Wandlungen der
Weltanschauung, Dr. Karl Fcdern's Das cesthetische Problem, and Wilhelm Giese's Psychotechnik, deserve mention.
Among the works
scinen Faust

Schlange und der
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Bastille, and Die
grosse franzosische Revolution. Ricarda Hueh's
Freiherr von Stein portrayed a commanding
figure among Prussian diplomats of the Napo-

Memoir en, Lord

A

on political economy which have multiplied
amazingly are Lujo Brentano's Konkrete Grundbedingungen der Volksutirtschaft, Georg Max
Jahn's Sozialpolitik and Studienplan der Nationallcckonomie, and Sartorius von Waltershausen's
Die Weltwirtschaft und das staatlich geordnete
Verkehrswesen, and Weltiewtsohaft und Weltanschauung.
Innumerable books of essays on various subjects have come from the printing presses of the
country. Among them are Hans Brandenburg's
Vom schaffenden Leben and Das neue Theater,
Max von Boehn's Empire, Wallenstein, and PoIteei und Mode, Eugen Kalkschmidt's Das alte
Dresden, S. Perzynski's Japanische Masken, Alexander von Gleichen-Russwurm's Von Art und

Unart

ein Zeitspiegel des gut en Tons, Dix's
Gemiitsleben in der friihen Kindheit and Die

Artur Schurig's Kleiner Katechismus
der Lebenskunst, Alfred Kerr's Es sei wie es
wolle, es war dooh so schon, etc. Books on re-

Reifezeit,

ligious problems came from Deissmann, DC
Profundis; Martin Dibelius, Geschichte der ubergeschichtlichen Religionen im Christentum and
Geschichte der urschrist lichen Literatur; Dr.
Joseph Engert's Studien &ur theologischen Erkenntnisslehre and Das neue Leben, and Carl
Stange's, Unser Glaube und Dogmatik.
A redeeming result of the War is the fact that
it brought America into closer literary relations
with Germany. Works of fiction, drama, biography, and philosophy have been published in
translations of varying merit and are likely to
promote not only interest in German literature
but assist in the understanding of the German
mind. Among them are novels by Jacob Wassermann, Thomas Mann, Arnold Zweig, Franz
Werfel and Arthur Schnitzler, whose plays were
already known to the American stage, as well
as the works of those radical newcomers, Ernst
Toller and Franz Werfel, biographies by Emil
Ludwig and Rene Fulop-Miller, the philosophical works of Count Hermann A. Keyserling,
books by Felix Salten, Woldomar Bonsels, etc.
former terGUINEA.
ritory of the German Empire in the western
It fell to Australian troops on Sept.
Pacific.
The Treaty of Versailles partitioned
12, 1914.

GERMAN NEW

A

as follows: those
the islands of the territory
*
north of the equator, the Caroline, Marshall,
Pelew, and Ladrone Islands, with the exception
of Guam, to Japan under mandate; those south
of the equator, the Bismarck Archipelago, the

German Solomon

Islands, and Kaiser Wilhelmsto Australia; and Ger-

New Guinea)
man Samoa to New

land (on

Zealand,

See

PACIFIC

OCEAN ISLANDS and NEW GUINEA.

GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA.

For-

merly the oldest German colony in Africa, but
since 1020 a British mandate territory, administered under the name of the Southwest Africa
Protectorate, by the Union of South Africa.
Under General Botha, leader of the Union of
South Africa forces, the German administration
was compelled to flee the country, so that by

July, 1015, the British occupation was complete.
Germany renounced her sovereignty in the
Treaty of Versailles with the result that in
May, 1919, the Supreme Council assigned the territory under a mandate to the Union. On Dec.
17, 1020, the League Council approved the transSee WOBLD WAB, and SOUTHWEST AFBICA
fer.

PROTECTORATE.

GERMANY. A

federal, republic

organized

under the constitution of Aug. 11, 1919, embracing territory in Central Europe between France,
Belgium, and' Holland on the west, and Poland
on the east. The Treaty of Versailles redefined
Germany's territorial limits and assigned the
provinces of Alsace and Lorraine to France, a
small district comprising the towns of Eupen
and Malmedy to Belgium, North Schleswig to

Denmark, and a large block

of territory to Poland, including parts of East and of West Prussia which were made into the Danzig corridor,
and some parts of the territory of Upper Silesia, which were ceded 'to Poland in accordance
with the decisions of a committee appointed by
the League of Nations after a plebiscite held in
the district in 1922. The Saar Basin was
handed over to the administration of a commis-

GERMANY

See separate articles on the
territory.
above-mentioned localities, in which political and
economic developments are discussed.
The following table gives the area of Germany
before and after the War with a comparison of
the population at the census of 1910 and June
the

1925:

16,

AREA AND

POPULATION
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sion appointed by the League of Nations, and a
plebiscite to be held at the end of 15 years
was provided for to decide the sovereignty of

persons occupied in
35,000,000,

of

Germany was,

whom

men.
Agriculture.

The

54,109,836 hectares.
ritories

in 1927, about

were

17,500,000

area in

total

work-

1914 was

The area of the ceded

ter-

amounted

to 7,021,287 hectares, leaving
a post-war area of 47,008,549. The 1928 area,
inclusive of the Saar Basin, was divided as fol-

lows: arable soil, 51,556,972 acres; grass meadows and pasture, 20,105,870; vineyards, 204,575,
The following indicates live stock before and
after the War:

PERSONS

(BASIS,

PRESENT), BY STATES

a

Total:

*

Present area
180,972 57,798,3(59 62,592,575
Former area
208,825 64,925,993
Saar Basin
737
651,984
770,000 *
Total with Saar, present area
181,709 58.450,353 63,362,575

Waldeek was absorbed by Prussia April

> Estimated.

1,

1929.

Overseas emigration from Germany via Gerforeign ports was as follows: 1913,
25,843; 1920, 8548; 1921, 23,451; 1922, 36,527;
1927, 61,379. In pre-war years the rapid industrial expansion tended to prevent the large
emigration which had characterized the early
part of the nineteenth century. Recent figures
would seem to indicate a. revival of emigrafton
from Germany, the number exceeding a maximum of 115,416 in 1923. This emigration was
of particular significance as an indication of
living conditions within the country. According to the occupation census of 1907, the total
number of wage earners was 30,232,000, of whom
27,274,000 were in the post-war territory. This
included all persons engaged in any kind of
occupation and those living on their own means,
such as pensioners, pupils, institutional inmates,
etc.
The number of workers in agriculture and
forestry for the post-war territory of Germany

man and

was

8,554,000; in mining and industry, 10,451,000; in trade and transportation, 3,220,000; in
personal services, 431,000; in government employ, 1,511,000. The number of workers of 1927
in agriculture and forestry was about identical
with that of 1907; that in mining and industry
increased by about 20 per cent, and in trade
and transportation, fcy 20 per cent.
decrease
took place in the number of government employees through the abolition of compulsory
military service, thus decreasing the army from
800,000 to 100,000 men. The total number of

A

c

Present boundaries.
Spring barley only.
Unit, metric ton.

tTneinployment.

The

number

of

unem-

ployed and part-time workers drawing government benefits in the unoccupied territory of
Germany on Dec, 31, 1027, was 1,188,274
as compared with 1,748,579 at the end of 1926.
Industry. The following table gives the
essential mineral and industrial production for
the pre-war and post-war periods.
It will be ap-

MINERAL AND INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION
Product
Coal
Lignite

Coko

(Thousands of Metric Tonu)
1913
1025
1927
1926
140,753 132,622 145,296 153,599
87/228 139,725 139,151 150,503
31,667 28,307 27,297
32,261

Briquets, coal
Briquets, lignite
Iron ore
Lead"
met, tons

6,490
21,977

do
Copper*
Ziuc*
met. ton
Potash (KyO)
Coal far and tar con-

26,825
88,102
1,389

7,309
51,197

5,591

33,663
5,923
35,849
23.H40
49,121
1,353

5,359
34,358
4,793
45,626
27,158
79,393
1,100

4,971
36,463
6.625
......
......
......
1,240

1,026
1,204 ............
10,916 10,089
9,636
13,102
12,226 16,310
11,7GB 12,051
Rolling-mill products 9,520
9,308
9,017
12,872
g
Shipbuilding
465,826 402,713 171.572 265,554
centrates

Pig iron
Crude steel

Present boundaries*
Metal content of ore.
Gross tons launched.
The coal output for 1928
6
r

tons.

parent from these

made

statistic**

150,876,000 metric

that

Germany has

substantial progress in practically every
field of industry.
There were 23,292 breweries in 1013 producing
00,200,000 hectolitres of beer, or 103 litres per
head of the population. In 1927 breweries produced 51,608,000 hectolitres. In 1013, 133 factories produced 1,083,000 bottles of fruit wine.
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In 1926, 115 factories produced 1,300,000 bottles
of fruit wine.
In 1913, 157 factories produced
11,808,000 bottles of sparkling grape wine; in
1926, 127 factories produced 14,781,000 bottles
of sparkling grape wine. In 1927 the wine yield
from a total of 181,872 acres of vines was 31,-

407,018 gallons. There were 378 factories in
1913, producing 2,716,000 tons of sugar; in 1928,
240 factories ptoduccd 1,040,379 tons. Cigarettes
numbering 12,412,000,000 were produced in 1913
and 31.034,129,000 in the year ending Mar. 31,
1028. According to the industrial census of
1923, there were in Germany 1,852,737 industrial
establishments, with 12,704,135 workers.
The value of German exports for 1928 increased
by more than 1,250,000,000 marks over 1927,
with the result that the adverse trade balance of
3.34*"}, 800,000 marks incurred in 1927 was reduced
Over 78 per
to 1, 992,500,000 marks for 1928.
cent of the increase in exports was attributed to
greater sales of finished goods. The economic
condition of the country during 1928 was, on
the whole, not satisfactory. Labor difficulties,
inadequate support for the domestic market, and

increasing unemployment had a depressing inThe export trade was benefited by generally improved conditions in other European
countries. Another development in the economic
situation was an improved foodstuffs balance for
1928, the 1927 deficit being reduced by more than
300,000,000 marks. Trade in raw materials re-

tering German ports in 1913 under all flags was
115,906, of which 26,637 were under foreign Hags.
The total tonnage was 34,772,177, of which that
under foreign Hags amounted to 13,540,835. Vessels clearing amounted to 117,373, of which 2(5,919 were under foreign flags. The tonnage was
34,921,806, of which foreign flags accounted for

In 1927 vessels entering German
13,645,210.
ports numbered 86,080, of which foreign flags
amounted to 19,636. Tonnage was 39,912,430,
of which 19,450,529 were under foreign flags.
Vessels clearing in 1927 were 89,173, of which
foreign ilaprs were 19,277. Tonnage was 30,050,776, of which foicign flags amounted to 19,179,601. The total sea-borne traffic at the so von

German ports during 1928 showed an
increase of 4.3 per cent over 1927 and of 20 per
cent over 1923. The tonnage figures for 1928
are inward, 32,606,000; outward, 16.306,000.
During the calendar year 1927, 53,711 merchant

leading

aggregating 19,912,096 net tons, passed
through the Kiel Canal.

vessels,

GERMAN IMPORTS AND EXPORTS
1913 AND 1928

fluence.

mained practically unchanged.
Communications. The government railroads
are managed and administered by the German
I Jail ways Co,, but remain the property of the

(In millions of gold marks)
Imports
1928
289.7
145.3

Exports
1913
1928*

1913
Live animals
Foo<l Muffs

7.4

18.7

1,069 5

630.6

6,746.2

8,700.0

101.4

21 9

and

beverages

2,807.8

4,195.5

semi-manufactured articles 6,280.0

7,246.4

Raw material and

In addition to the State Railways, there, Manufactured
were 2277 miles of normal-gauge line in 1926,
articles
which belonged to private companies.
Gold and silver
state.

Total
a

1,392.2

2,458.1

436.4

238.3

11,206.1 14,283.7

*

10,198.6 11,474.8

Including deliveries in kind under Reparations.

*1927

figure.

Commerce. In 1913 the value of all German
imports was 11, 206 ,1 00,000, gold marks and the
value of all exports was 10,198,600,000 gold
marks. After the World War, the value of imports in gold marks dropped to 9,603,800,000 in

Prwcnt boundaries.
6

Figures for rolling stock are for railways of pre-

war Oeimnny.

Including miscellaneous receipts

not slown

sepa-

rately,

A

combination air-and-rail passenger service
in 1020 by the Deutsche Luft
Hansa, effective throughout the German Federation.
PasnengerH may change from airship to
train, or vice versa, without additional expense
or excessive negotiation.
The German mercantile marine, including
steam and motor veR&eta, amounted in 1014 to
2090 ships with, 5.134,720 registered gross tons.
On June. 30, 1928,. it totaled 3,777,251 registered
gross tons. The number of seagoing vessels en-

was inaugurated

21

1925 and to 8,521,700,000 in 1926, rising in 1927
to 11,658,000,000 and in 1928 to 15.012,200,000.
The value of exports fell to 0.994,700,000 gold
marks in 1925 and rose to 7,880.700,000 in 1926,
to 8,100,000,000 in 1927, and to 12,184,800,000 in
1928. These figures include deliveries in kind
under Reparations; also gold and silver.
Currency and Credit. The circulation of
paper money in 1913 amounted to 2,100,000,000
paper marks in Reidisbank notes, 110,000.000 in
currency notes, and 140,000,000 in private bank
notes, a total of 2,400,000,000 marks. Specie in
a
circulation
totaled
marks?
3,700.000,000
grand total of specie and paper money of 0,100,was
in
Jan.
circulation. On
000,000 marks
31,
1928, the number of Keichnbank notes in ciiculation was 4,237,200,000. Private bank notes in
circulation were 170,300,000 marks and notes of
the Rentenbank, 025,700.000 marks, making a
total of paper
money in circulation of 5,030,200,000 marks. The circulation of stable currency in Germany on Jan. 31, 1928, expressed in
gold marks, was 5.922,300.000,
The following tabled from the U. S. Commerce
Year Book give- the results of recent German
budgets and the status of the public debt:
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GOVERNMENT RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
(Thousands

of

Reichamarks)
1924-25, 1925-26,
actual

actual

1926-27,
preliminary

Ordinary *receipts

Income tax
Business turnover tax
Property, corporation income, transport, and other recurrent taxes

Customs
Consumption taxes
All other

Ordinary expenditures

Debt service
Military and naval
Pen.sioub
Labor department
Allotments to States and local governments
Miscellaneous
Transfer to
Extraordinary account
Reparations account

Extraordinary receipts including transfers
Extraordinary expenditures
Reparations account, including transfers
equal expenditures)
Equivalent ($1000) at par:
Ordinary receipts
Ordinary expenditures
*

(receipts

1,784,358

1,706,964

1,758,338

1,976,903

1,800,706
1,619,981

1,837,791
1,794,882

2,030,791
1,983,275

2,062,174
2,062,174

470,898

Surplus brought over from 1925-26.

PUBLIC DEBT
(Thousand*

of JteichsmarJis)

The

table does not include reparations obligations but does inrludo, for the first
time, the item "Government
which coveis the old paper mark debt, revalorized under the law of July 16, 1925 (provisional) and
bonds,
that part of the new 5 per cent loan which was paid in by March 31, 1927.
The amount to be uaid airainst
the revalorized debt during 1927-28 is budgeted at 356,800,000 marks.

bHi

For the year ending Mar. 31, 1928, the total
revenue was 10,412.7 million Reichsmarks and
the expenditures 10,195.8 million Reichsmarks.
Estimates for the year ending Mar. 31, 1929,
placed the total revenue at 10,C34.9 million Reichsmarks and total expenditures at 10,031.2 Reichsmarks.
History. As long as the War was only imminent, there wore immense popular peace demonstrations, organized by the Socialists; but
once it had become an established fact, it
swept
the German people into an
orgy of patriotism
and war enthusiasm which increased with every

new

victory reported.

The

belief of the great

majority of the Germans that the

War was a

national existence was strengthened
struggle
by official manifestos. Even the great Social
Democratic Party supported the War and voted,
for-

on Aug. 4, 1914, for the first war credits
and,
on September 2, for the second,
condemning the

terpellated the Government in the Reichstag on
possible peace terms, the Socialist majority
protested against annexation, and 18 Socialists
voted against the war credits. It was evident
that a feeling was becoming
widespread that a

moderate peace should be made as soon as
posBelievers in the "defensive war" were
apprehensive at the growing Nationalist appetite
for annexations, and
expected internal reforms
were not forthcoming.
sible.

most potent factor in the slackening
the food situation which
daily grew more unsatisfactory.
Dependent on
imports for most of her raw material*! and much
of her food, Germany was reduced
by the Allies'
ever-tightening sea blockade to the point where
13ut the

of

war enthusiasm was

stringent measures alone kept the army supplied
with sufficient war materials and saved civilians
from starvation. See BLOCKADE, ALLIED, The
Government set up a rigid system of centralized
economic control. Food prices continued to
rise in spite of the
fixing of maximum prices,
and drastic action was necessary to check ex-

anti-war activities of the International Socialist
Bureau. This undivided support of thn Government continued until spring of 1915. In March
of that year, the Socialists, Liebknecht and
Riihlc, travagant consumption and speculation.
Early
the Reichstag refused to vote for the
budget in 1915, bread was rationed and similar measures
and others criticized the General Staff, and in were
put in force in the same year, while steps
August, during the debate on war credits, the were taken to increase cultivation and to curb
Socialist leader demanded democratic reforms
On May 22, 1915, the War Food
profiteering.
and expressed the hope for an early peace. In Office
was created and meat and milk were later
December Scheidemann, the Socialist leader, in- rationed. In
July, 1016, the War Clothing Office

m
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meeting the ever-

cost of the War through a series of
long-term loans brought the total debt finally to
161,000,QOO,000 marks and by 1918 German
finances were approaching hopeless disorder.
Only in 1916 and 1917 did the Reichstag impose
new taxes and these were quite inadequate.
The demand for ever-increasing sacrifices
gradually destroyed the early patriotic harmony.
In March, 1916, a Socialist
minority of 18 under
Haase dissented from their party a support of
the U-boat resolution and formed the Social

mounting

Democratic Labor Union, which henceforth uncompromisingly opposed the War. Late in 1910,
Bethmann-Hollweg showed his disagreement with
the military war aims and methods, especially
as to unrestricted submarine warfare, but finally
allowed the military leaders to dominate him.
Von Hindenburg and von Ludendorff, who had
become chief of the general staff and quartermaster general, respectively, at the close of August,
1910, with increasing frequency assumed the
right to dictate governmental policies; indeed,
Ludendorff was little less than military dictator
of Germany from 1916 to 1918, and his influence
was constantly exerted in favor of anncxationist
war aims and political reaction.
In the Reichstag, a majority consisting of the
Centre, the Progressives, and the Social Democrats supported the Chancellor's policy of moderation in opposition to the Conservatives and
National Liberals on the Right and a small
group of ultra-radical Socialists on the Left.
At the end of 1916, the food situation had become
so serious that further restrictions were laid on
many articles, and substitutes, too often ineffecThe year's harvest was
tive, were introduced.
bad. On Dec. 2, 1916, the Auxiliary Service Law
was passed, putting all males between 17 and 60
to work. The stranglehold of the blockade induced a civilian state of mind which gave to
the military demand for more drastic methods
of warfare, especially the unrestricted sub-

marine warfare, a powerful appeal.
Few Germans at this time had any

clear con-

ception of the possible effects of America's entrance into the War. Thus, public opinion
drifted more and more into a spirit of desperate
recklessness and swung over to the viewpoint
of the General Staff. When the Chancellor, on
Feb. 1, 1917, announced unrestricted submarine
warfare, the parties voiced little definite opposition.
However, distrust of the Government and
desire for peace continued, and were clearly
manifest in the great debate on war aims in May,
1917. This sentiment came even more strongly
to the foreground during the following months
because of the disappointing results of the submarine campaign, the energetic participation of
the United States in the War, the feeling that
Germany was facing overwhelming odds, and the
reluctance of the Government to grant electoral
reforms.
On July 16, 1917, Erzberger, leader of the
Centre and the majority, repudiated submarine

warfare and demanded immediate steps toward
peace. The majority parties were now in full
opposition to the Chancellor, who, on the other
hand, was equally opposed by the parties of
the Right for his moderation. He was forced to
resign, on July 14, 1917, and was succeeded by
Dr. Michaelis, who also soon found himself in
On July 39, the Left carried by
difficulties.
90 votes a resolution calling for peace by agreement, no forced annexations, and no policy of

coercion after the War, but declaring that, if
such a peace could not be obtained, the Germans
would stand together and fight as one man. By
autumn, the hostility to Michaelis had become
so strong that all parties except the Conservatives agreed that he was impossible.
He resigned
October 28 and was succeeded by von Hertling,
Bavarian Prime Minister, who accepted the Peace
Resolution as the basis of his policy, but proved
his bureaucratic spirit by introducing into the
Prussian Diet a franchise bill which was but a
tardy step in the direction of electoral reform.
By the opening of the year 1918, milk, meat,
and' fat had become luxuries, profiteering had
grown apace, town and country were increasingly
antagonized, fuel, textiles, and other materials
had grown scarce, and the system of central
bureaucratic control was beginning to break.
The spring military successes and the benefits
accruing from the Bolshevist Revolution temporarily revived the annexation spirit, but
only checked the war-weariness arising from
the economic distress. Great strikes in Janthe dissatisfaction with
uary, 1918, evinced
the Government, which was enhanced by the behavior of the military leaders in the negotiations with Soviet Russia and the failure of the
Russian and Rumanian peace treaties to lead
to a general peace.
Erzberger became increasingly hostile to the Government. Germany's military strength had thus far enabled the government to restrain the peace movement, but in the
summer of 1918, military reverses presaged an
internal crisis. On June 21, Foreign Secretary
Kuhlmann declared in the Reichstag that it

was no longer

possible to attain peace by force of
arms, but the Chancellor repudiated his statement and he was forced to resign.
During the following month came the final
offensive of the Allies on the western front, and
with it the movement for peace in Germany
entered its last stage. With the defection of
Bulgaria, the Hertling cabinet was forced out of
office, and Prince Max of Baden formed a new
government on the basis of President Wilson's
Fourteen Points. The grim course of events
made short work of his plans. After four years
of hardship and sacrifice, the spirit of revolution
had gripped the German people, and in the face of
the impending Allied military victory, their
former discipline had given way to panic and
to a naive confidence that, by complete surrender,
a just peace could be obtained. At the same time,
the Chancellor received frantic requests from the
German General Staff that immediate application
be made for an armistice, since only the cessation
of hostilities could save the German Army from
military disaster. Events followed each other
in rapid succession. The revolution broke out
series
in Kiel in the first days of November.
of mutinies occurred in the navy, and the Republic was proclaimed in the principal seaIn Munich Kurt Eisner set up a red reports.
public on November 7. Two days later, the
revolution had spread to Berlin, and Prince
Max turned the Government over to Kbert, leader

A

The Emperor fled to Holland
on the following day, but did not sign the abdication document until November 28. For the
account of the course of the diplomacy of th
Central Powers during 1914-18, see .AUSTBIAHUNGABY and WAS DIPLOMACY.
The revolution was now in full swing. In
Berlin, the overthrow of the Imperial government took: place without armed resistance from
of the Socialists.
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monarchists. Although the revolutionary
movement had been actually engineered by the
Independent Socialists, and the Majority Socialists had not taken part until the revolution
was an established fact, the latter now assumed
full charge of it and steered it into rather moderate channels to forestall the establishment of
a Soviet republic. A provisional government
was formed in Berlin under the title of the
People's Commissaries, which immediately appointed a cabinet consisting almost entirely of
non-Socialists. Thus, the machinery of governthe

ment was

started

running and Germany was

helped over the dangerous period of disorder
which otherwise would have led to the establishment of an ultra-radical government. Meanwhile revolutionary Workmen's and Soldiers'
Councils had sprung up and assumed power
everywhere in the Reich. The chief element of
opposition to the provisional government was
the Workmen's Council in I3erlin, which claimed
supreme legislative authority for the whole
1

Reich.

In the full realization of this serious situation, the government called a congress of
At this condelegates from all the councils.
gress, held in Her 1 in on Pec. 16, 1918, executive
power was delegated to the six People's Commissaries, who thereupon issued at once a call
for elections for a National Assembly. Thus
the Berlin Council as the chief element of opFoiled in
position was definitely eliminated.
their designs, the ultra-radicals, under the leadership of Karl Liebknocht and Rosa Luxemburg,
organized the Spartacus League and attempted
by force of arms to seize power and to set up
a dictatorship of the proletariat. After minor
disturbances, the Spartacist Sailors* Division
started a revolt in Berlin, on Dec. 23, 1018,
which was subdued by the Government by means
of regular troops on the following day. Primarily as a result of this drastic action of the
Government, the three Independent Socialist
members in the Council of Commissaries, who
favored a more revolutionary policy, resigned
during the last days of December and were relaced by Majority Socialists.
In January,

?919, a new and more vigorous

Spartacist insurrection occurred which was put doxvn by
Noske, the Majority Socialist Minister of National Defense, only after sanguinary fighting
in the streets of Berlin.
Renewed uprisings in
Berlin during March and in various other cities
during April were quelled by the Rcichswchr.
With the close of these revolts, the Maiority
Socialist government had weathered the threatening danger from the .Left for the time being.
The elections to the National Assembly in
January, 1910, showed a great increase in the
Socialist vote, although the recruiting strength
of the Socialist
parties had suffered considerably from their internecine strife. The combined Socialist vote was 13,750,000, against 16,000,000 votes for the bourgeois parties, and the
two Socialist paties secured 185 scats in the Assembly out of a total of 421. The revolutionary

transformation which had occurred in Germany,
and, paradoxically, the continuity of the new
republican regime with the old order, were significantly exemplified in the metamorphosis of
the political parties which entered the National
Assembly, The German National People's Party
(popularly, the Nationalists), with their 42 delegates, were simply representatives of the old
parties of the Right, i.e., the Conservatives

and Free Conservatives; they were opposed to
democracy, to Socialists and Je\\s, and to the
Treaty; they represented monarchist and miliThe German People's Party,
tarist reaction.
with 21 delegates, was the emaciated but influential successor of the old National Liberal
Party, the party of big business, and soon became almost a personal faction representing the
coal
tian

and iron king, Hugo Stinnes.

The Chris-

People's Party, with 88 representatives,
was so clearly recognizable as the quondam
Catholic Centre that the old name was used
more frequently than the new. The Democratic
Party, heir to the old Progressive Party, showed
surprising strength, with its 75 representatives
and distinguished leaders, one of whom was to
draft the new constitution. With the addition
of JO independents, these bourgeois parties mustered 230 votes in the new Assembly, as against
10.3 moderate Social Democrats, i.e., Majority
Socialists, and 22 more radical Independent SoThose returns showed clearly that the
cialists.
revolution, begun by fulmircis of Russian Bolshevism, had taken a nonsocialist turn, but the
danger of social revolution was not wholly
averted.
Fearing revolutionary upheavals in the capital,
Pail lament assembled on Feb. 6,
the new
1019, in Weimar instead of Berlin, and elected
on February 11 the Socialist Kbert as President
of the Itoich.
Immediately afterward, a coalition
cabinet consist ing of Majority Social ists, Centrists, and Democrats was formed by Sdieidemann. The Right, composed of the* Nationalists and the People's Party, and the extreme Left
or Independent Socialists opposed the new government and did their best to block its measures.
It was the ratification of the Treaty of Versailles,
however, which caused the first cabinet crisis in

Republican

Germany,

Scheidemann,

who

by

previous statements had committed himself to
non-ratification of the Treaty, resigned with his
cabinet on June 21, in order to leave the President
free to take the necessary steps for ratification.
After some difficulties, the Majority Socialist,
Bauer, formed a new cabinet of Centrists and
A majority in the Reichstag, consistSocialists.
ing of the Majority Socialists, the Independent
Socialists, the Centre, and some of the Democrats,
thereupon authorized the Government, on June
On June 28, the^Gcr23, to sign the Treaty.
man representatives duly affixed their signatures, and the Reichstag approved the Treaty

on July 9.
On July

31, 1919, the new constitution,
drafted chiefly by Professor Prcuss, was adopted
in the Reichstag by 202 votes against 75.
While it contained all the characteristic juridical features of any modern constitution, it
applied the democratic principle of equal rights
with an almost unprecedented thoroughness and
included a number of educational, economic,
and social provisions which were distinctly novel.
It was divided into two parts: the composition
of the Reich, and the fundamental rights and
duties of Germans. The German Reich was declared to be a republic whose sovereignty was to
be vested in the people. It was provided that
each state should have a liberal constitution and
a parliament elected by universal, equal, and
secret suffrage. All citizens over 20 years of
age were to receive the vote, women as well as
men. To avoid any inequality, elections were to
accord with the principle of proportional representation, and the same democratic franchise was
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to govern elections to every German diet and
municipality. The Reichstag was to be elected
for four years.
The President, elected for seven
years by a direct vote of the people, was to have
power to conclude treaties, receive ambassadors,
etc., hut declarations of war and peace were to be
issued by the Reichstag, and treaties with foreign
states were to be ratified by it. The Chancellor
and the ministry were to be nominated by the
President, and the former was to direct the
foreign policy and to be responsible for the cabinet.
The Imperial Council was to be composed
of the representatives of the states, each of which
was to have at least one vote; the votes of the
large states were to be proportionate to their
populations. The laws were to be submitted to
a plebiscite if the President desired.
Article
18,
permitting the alteration of
state boundaries by the national government
with the consent of the population of the regions concerned, was one of many examples of
the strongly national and centralized nature of
the new government, as contrasted with the federal constitution of the defunct Empire. This
article was later taken advantage of to consoli-

date eight Thuringian duchies and principalities
(Saxe-Weimar, Saxe-Meiningen, Raxe-Altenburg, Saxe-Gotha, Schwarzlmrg-Rudolstadt,
Schwarzburg-Sonderhausen, and the two principalities of Heuss) into a unified state of Thuringia and to unite Saxe-Coburg with Bavaria,
thus reducing the number of states in the Reich
from 25 to 17.
The most important feature of the second part
of the constitution was the article providing
for the establishment of a system of industrial

democracy through works councils and an economic parliament for the Reich. The latter, the
Economic Council, was to give an opinion on all
bills of an economic and social character and was
also to have power to propose such measures.
The Council, however, was not to be a legislative
organ. Important also was the opening provision
'^The ordering of economic life
reconcile the principle of economic justice
with the aim of a civilized life for everybody."
The most unusual clause, in many respects, provided that in the schools of the Reich every
effort must be made to inculcate a spirit
of conciliation with the other peoples of the

of article 151:

must

world.

In September, 1919, the cabinet was enlarged
by the recntrance of the Democrats. At the
same time, the Works Councils Bill was passed
by the Reichstag. As adopted, the bill represented a compromise and did not by any means
embody the radical principles which had been
originally proposed, nor was it applied without
further moderating compromises, bitterly as the
Socialists protested. Another important event
of the legislative session was the Socialization
Law with reference to the mining industry. Republican Germany had taken over a, cheerless
economic heritage from the imperial system.
After the revolution, conditions had become more
desperate month by month. The debt had risen
to 220,000,000,000 marks, the budget amounted
to 15,000,000,000 of ordinary expenditure and to
41,000,000,000 of extraordinary expenditure.
New sources of revenue had to be found, and with
this end in view, Minister of Finance Erzberger
proposed an "emergency contribution" which
amounted to a partial confiscation of wealth.
The measure was passed by the Reichstag on
Nov. 17, 1919, by 238 votes against 43.

The application of the Peace Treaty, which
went into effect on Jan. 10, 1020, caused universal
discontent in Germany. The Allies' demands for
the extradition of the war criminals, including
the foremost military leaders of Germany, and
for the reduction of the German Army in accordance with the Treaty, were especially potent in
arousing national feeling which reacted against
the republican government. The impotence of
the latter in the face of relentless pressure from
the victors served to weaken the Republic, which
had been none too secure from the beginning.
Under the leadership of Dr. von Kapp and
General von Ltittwitz, a counter-revolution broke
out in March, 1920. They seized Berlin on
March 13, but the republican government issued
from Stuttgart an appeal to the workers to call a
general strike, and, when the entire trade-union
movement of Germany responded, the counterrevolutionists were forced to evacuate the capital
after five days of power.
The Kapp Putsch revealed the weakness of
the republican government, but showed also the
strength of republican sentiment among the
masses. Unable to satisfy the demands of the
trade union for far-reaching reforms, the Bauer
government fell from power on March 26 and

was replaced by a new
under Hermann

Miiller.

coalition

government
The Putcsh had in-

more serious than the moveIn the Huhr, the workers organized

direct consequences

ment

itself.

a proletarian army against the monarchists, defeated them, and took possession of the towns
and the mines. Berlin sent troops who with
some bloodshed restored order. In Bavaria, the
March insurrection led to the complete consolidation of the reaction, which had been steadily
marshaling its forces since the overthrow of the
Soviet government, in April, 10 19. Meanwhile,
France had become alarmed at the large bodies
of troops in the Ruhr and had occupied Frankfort
and the Maingau. Germany appealed to the
League of Nations, but without avail. At San
Remo in April, 1020, the French agreed to withdraw as soon aj the German troops in the Ruhr
had been reduced to the required strength.
The elections for the first German Reichstag
on June 0, 1920, were unfavorable to the coalition.
They resulted as follows: Majority
Socialists, 110; Independent Sooalists, 80; Centrists, 67; Nationalists, 65; Gorman People's
party, 61; Democrats, 45; Christian Federalnew coalition
ists, 21; minor parties, 11.
cabinet was formed by the Centrist, Fehrenbach,
consisting of Centrists, Democrats, and members
of the People's Party. It was faced with coercive
measures by the Allies, including reparations demands, the award to Poland of a small part of the
plebiscite area of East Prussia which had almost
unanimously, declared for Germany, and the disarmament of German civilians. In the latter
part of the year, nationalization of the mines was
abandoned for the time being when the joint committee of the Economic Council and the Coal Council adopted a plan favoring the mine owners, one
of two proposed by the Socialization Commission.
Between the Armistice and the end of 1920,
the internal situation of the Reich had changed
very materially. The revolution had mainly
spent its force, but had replaced the old aristoc-

A

oracy with a new ruling plutocratic class and impoverished the workers and the middle class.
With political power directed by democratic and
socialistic principles, the real power was wielded

by a few captains of industry.

Large numbers
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were going to the extreme Right or Left, "both concluded at Rapallo a treaty whereby peace
was reestablished between their countries, and
opposed to the Republic. Nationalist feeling
both sides waived all claims arising from the
gained day by day and Communism became more
and more a factor to be dealt with. Late in War. This pact aroused a storm of indignawhich no assurance of
1920, the majority of the Independent Socialists tion at the conference,
embraced the doctrine of the Third International good faith on the part of the Germans could
and with the Communists formed the United pacify. Both Germans and I \ussians denied that
Communist Party of Germany, which instigated the treaty contained any secret clauses working
serious uprising in Central Germany in March, to the prejudice of the Allies.
In May a moratorium for the year 1922 was
1921. Meanwhile, the reparations policy of the
Allies took its course with fateful consequences granted to Germany by the Reparations Commisfor the German political and industrial situa- sion, in return for which the Wirth government
tion. When the German statesmen refused to promised to take measures toward balancing the
loan was
accept the severe demands of the conference of budget, provided that an international
Paris, Jan. 24-29, 1921, and of London in Feb- arranged in due time. Subsequently, a loan comJ. P.
ruary, the Allies imposed their sanctions. At a mittee, of which the American banker
third conference in London, May 1-5, the Allies Morgan was a member, was formed to study the
work on
presented an ultimatum which forced the Fehren- German finances. Any constructive
the part of the committee was blocked by the
bach government out of office.
The new government under Dr, Wirth, consist- refusal of the French government to make a
the French
ing of Centrists, Socialists, and Democrats, un- loan dependent on the modification of
dertook the fulfillment of the Allies' demands. demands.
While the reparations problem was thus hangIn this spirit, Walter Rathenau, the^ German
Minister of Reconstruction, concluded with Louis ing over Germany like the sword of Damocles,
Loucheur, the French Minister of Reconstruction, the country was sinking ever deeper into the abyss
the so-called Wiesbaden Agreement providing for of political hatred and financial and economic disthe delivery to France of German materials to order. In the summer of 1022, Nationalist conbe credited to the reparations account. The pol- spirators made attempts to murder Scheidemann
icy of fulfillment, and especially the Wiesbaden and Harden and succeeded in assassinating
Agreement, met with bitter criticism from the Walter Rathenau, the Foreign Minister. This
Nationalists, particularly when the expected re- crime created a violent outburst of popular indigThe nation throughout the Reich, and since it was
sults were ultimately not forthcoming.
Government's efforts to pay were seriously im- evidently intended to be a blow at the Republic
Hathenau being the outstanding figure in Gerpeded by the cataclysmic fall of the mark, and
for this reason the subject of reparations came man political life a law for the protection of
up again. The position of the Government was the Republic was enacted. The murder showed
injured still further through the remonstrances clearly the depths of political dissension in
of the Allies concerning disarmament, the dis- Germany. The foes of the Republic made the
banding of secret military organizations, and the revolution and republicanism responsible for
inadequacy of the verdicts rendered by German all the misery which had descended on Gercourts against the so-called war criminals. The many.
Meanwhile, the mark had begun its specintensity of Nationalist feeling at this time became clearly apparent through the murder of tacular downward movement, and in OctoErzberger by a Nationalist zealot, Aug. 20, 1921. ber, 1922, the dollar exchange had mounted to
The worst blow of the year, however, and 3000. The depreciation of the currency prothe factor which more than any other since voked confusion in public finances and a com1918 decreased the industrial strength of Ger- plete revolution in prices with all its disasmany and at the same time served to fan Na- trous consequences. Wages and salaries could
tionalist feeling to white heat, was the parti- not keep pace with prices, and terrible suffertion of Upper Silesia. The plebiscite of Mar. ing befell the population, particularly the mid20, 1921, had resulted in a two-thirds vote for dle classes. The only people who profited by
Germany, whereupon the Poles, perhaps fearing a this lamentable situation were the industrialdecision unfavorable to them, started an insur- ists, the profiteers, and the farmers. The Wirth
rection.
Allied troops interfered only when the government tried vainly to Atablixo the mark,
German population had been given 'full oppor- and conditions continued to grow worse as the
tunity to realize that it was at the mercy of year advanced. At the- same time, changes had
the victor. The final award of the Supreme occurred in the parliamentary situation which
The Majority
Coucil, which was based on the report by a, brought about a cabinet crisis.
commission of the League of Nations, gave the and Independent Social ists had re-united at the
greater and most valuable part of the Upper Unity Conference of Nuremberg, and as a result
Silesian industrial district to Poland. On the the United Socialist Party had taken a turn to
official publication of the verdict, the Wirth
the Left. Chancellor Wirth sought to recongovernment resigned, but it resumed office again struct the coalition government by the inclusion
after a reorganization of the coalition cabinet. of the German People's Tarty. To this, the
For a full discussion of the problem, see SILESIA, United Socialists would not assent, because, not
UPPER.
without justification, they regarded the latter
The reparations problem, the cause of all un- party as officially republican, but unofficially
rest and anxiety, was acute once more at the and in sentiment as thoroughly monarchist and
end of 1921 and assumed an even graver aspect reactionary. The Wirth government fell thereduring the following year. The Conference of upon and was succeeded by a business cabinet
Genoa in April, 3922, lost much of its signif- under Dr. Cuno. This was composed entirely
icance because France agreed to participate only of bourgeois politicians; the German People's
on the condition that reparations should not Party was its driving force.
be officially discussed. On Easter Sunday, Apr.
Although the Cuno government pursued the
16, 1922, the German and Russian delegates same reparations policy as its predecessor, a
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archist

activity.

A

still

more

conse-

fateful

quence was the rapid aggravation of the economic and financial situation. When the Ruhr,
the chief centre of Germany's economic life,
ceased work, production all over the Reich was
seriously impeded, and there was an unprecedented increase in unemployment. Moreover,
inflation continued without interruption, because
the enormous cost of passive resistance in the
Ruhr necessitated an ever-increasing output of
paper money.
On May 31, 1923, the mark sank below
the Austrian crown and collapsed completely
during the following months, in spite of all
efforts

at

The rapidity

stablization.

of

the

mark's decline was equaled only by that of the
rise of prices, with which wholesale increasee
in salaries and wages could not keep pace. With
the growing depreciation of the mark, the food
situation became more alarming, since the
farmers were very reluctant to exchange their
products for worthless' paper money. All faith
in the mark vanished completely during the
summer and fall, and business and labor began
to make loud demands for real money. It
seemed indeed as if Germany were headed for
'

the final breakup. All these internal factors
brought about the fall of the Cuno cabinet on
Aug. 12, 1923; the immediate cause was the
withdrawal of Socialist support in the ReichsStresemann, the leader of the German
tag.

Party, formed a new coalition from
of his own party, the Centrists, the
Socialists, and the Democrats.
The new government assumed office with the

People's

members

promise of taking immediate and drastic steps
to untangle the complicated foreign and domestic
problems, and with this end in view acknowledged defeat in the Ruhr by abandoning passive resistance. Likewise, vigorous action was
taken in regard to the critical problems of taxation and finance, and for a brief period hope
was revived; but the measures adopted led to
renewed difficulties with the Nationalists, industrialists,

and Communists.

By means

of

a

modified form of martial law, serious outbreaks
of the extreme Right and Left were narrowly
averted, but the steady pressure of the moderate
Right, which objected primarily to the drastic
financial reforms of the radical Socialist Minister of Finance, Hilfferding, forced the resignation of the Stresemann cabinet on October 3.
Since no other chancellor was available at this
particular time, the Stresemann coalition re-

sumed

office after Hilfferding had been replaced
by a Centrist. In order to render the government more stable in the face of the extraordinary internal situation, a bill was passed by
the Reichstag on October 13 suspending certain
constitutional rights and liberties and vesting
the government with extraordinary power to is-

sue such decrees relative to the financial, economic, and social conditions as might be warranted by the situation.
-
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deadlock soon appeared between the Reparation
Commission and Germany over a comparatively
small default in the delivery of coal, and as a
result, the French and Belgians, in January,
1923, occupied the Ruhr industrial district.
This action aroused the most bitter resentment
and denunciation throughout the Reich. The
occupation and the passive resistance of the local
population, which was encouraged and actively
supported by the German government and people,
led to a revival of patriotic ardor and mon-

Such drastic measures seemed necessary,

in-

deed, for the misfortunes of the year culminated
in November in a series of events which came near
disrupting the fragile structure of the Republic.
In October, the Rhenish separatist movement ( see
RHINBLAND ) had come to a head, and in the closing months of the year the separatists in the

Rhineland and the Palatinate, who were comparatively few in number and recruited for the
most part from the dregs of the population, succeeded (with the connivance of the French and
Belgian authorities it is charged ) in gaining possesion of a number of towns.
The local population, worn out by the long period of occupation,
was cowed by French and Belgian military force.
But once the armies of occupation, under pressure
from the English and influenced by international
public opinion, withdrew their support, the flimsy
structure of the "Rhenish Republic" fell to
pieces; and the movement petered out in the

months of 1924.
Another danger lay in the rising tide of extreme nationalism, which had found a safe haven
in reactionary and monarchist Bavaria. On
November 8, the extreme monarchists in Munich
under the leadership of Ludendorff and Hitler
early

executed an abortive coup, commonly called the

Although the coup was easily
frustrated and was in itself a rather childish
affair, it served to show the extent and boldness
At the
of the extreme Nationalist movement.
trial of the conspirators, which began Feb. 26,
1924, Ludendorff was acquitted but Hitler and
three other leaders received short sentences.
More serious was the constant friction between
the republican government of the Reich and the
reactionary government in Munich. It was only
through a policy of diplomacy and forbearance
that Belin succeeded in preventing an open break
between the Reich and Bavaria.
While proceeding in the delicate Bavarian
situation with the utmost caution, the Government used coercion against the recalcitrant Communist and radical Socialist governments of
Beer Hall Putsch.

Saxony and Thuringia which were removed by
use of the federal military and replaced by moderate Socialist governments. The summary action against "Red Saxony" and the forbearance
of the Government against monarchist Bavaria
caused the Socialists to withdraw from the cabiThese developments, together with Stresenet.
mann's announcement of the abandonment of all
assistance to the people in the occupied regions,
resulted in a vote of no confidence in the Reichstag and consequently the resignation of the government on Nov. 23, 1923. After a whole week of
fruitless endeavor, a new coalition government,
consisting of the Centre, the Democrats, the German People's Party, and the Bavarian People's
Party, was formed with Dr. Wilhelm Marx as
Chancellor. At the request of the new Ohancellor, the Reichstag, by a vote of 313 to 18, gave
the Government plenary powers without parliamentary sanction for an indefinite period. The
chief purpose of this act was to empower the
Government to take drastic action in regard to
the critical social and economic situation.
Late in 1923, currency reforms were inaugurated whereby a Rentenbank was established which
issued a new currency token, the Rentenmark,
to be covered by a hypothecation of the entire
wealth of Germany. Alongside it, the old
paper mark and the mark of the gold loan in
August were temporarily to remain legal tender.
When the Rentenmark, which was worth some-

.
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than a quarter of a dollar, came into
circulation it was worth exactly 1,000,000,000
paper marks, but with its appearances the inflation of the paper mark carne to a halt. As a
result of the introduction of a fixed-value currency, prices early in 1924 were put definitely
on a gold basis and general confidence in the
currency began to return. At the same time the
food situation and the condition of the middle
and working classes became worse for several
reasons, chiefly the fall in wages and the lengthening of working hours. While the stabilization of the currency had thus been attained
through the issue of the Rentenmark, the balancing of the budget remained an open problem.
Meanwhile, the Dawes Committee of experts had begun its investigation of German
finances, and under its indirect influence an important step was taken in the direction of
budget reform in January, 1924; this was the
temporary repudiation of the public debt until
Further measafter payment of reparations.
ures aiming at improvement of the financial
situation were introduced in the spring of
1924, and as a result, there was a continued
recovery of Germany during the first half of
the year, not only in regard to finances, but
also in a general economic sense. While the
food situation was still grave and there was by
no means cause for rejoicing, yet it was felt
that the worst was over. This feeling was
strengthened by the Dawes Report (see REPABATIONS) and by the results of the French elecThe Dawes Report was retions in Mtiy, 1924.
garded by most Germans as acceptable in the

what

less

^

main, not because of its satisfactory conditions,
but because it seemed to supply a basis on which
in due time an ultimate accord on reparations
might be reached, especially as it was backed
by the prestige of the United States. Even the
Nationalists were not outspoken in their opposition to

it.

The mild form of martial law was ended early
in 1924, and two weeks later, on March 13,
the Reichstag, which had been in session for
four years, was dissolved. New elections were
held on May 4. The results were approximately
as follows: Socialists, 100; German National
Party, 90; Centrists, 02; Communists, 62; German People's Party, 44; People's Freedom Party,
32; Democrats, 25; Bavarian People's Party, 16;
minor parties, 28. The outstanding feature of
this election was the strengthening of the extreme
Right and Left at the expense of the middle
parties supporting the Republic. It is true that
much larger inroads on the republican majority
had been expected; yet the coalition upholding
the Republic had been only a narrow working
majority. At the same time, the German Peothe parliamentary tool of the great
ple's Party,

industrialists, although nominally a member
of the republican coalition, was in spirit thoroughly monarchist. Tims, the Republic rested
on a more precarious basis than at any other
time since its creation, if the line-up of the
political parties may be taken as a criterion.
As a matter of fact, matters were even worse
than the parliamentary situation indicated, for

many Germans wLo had

National 1st and mon-

archist sympathies voted for republican parties
chiefly out of consideration for the Dawes Roport. Ever since 1919 there had been an uninterrupted swing to the Right and the Left.
After the Armistice, the Republic was Jlooked on
by the great majority of the German people as

and the monarchy was to all intents
and purposes dead; but the Peace Treaty and

established,

dismal consequences, reparations, the
occupation, the never-ending national
humiliation, and the resulting economic misery,
had almost destroyed faith in the Republic and
induced Germans increasingly to seek salvation in
monarchism or communism.
In view of the large Nationalist representation,
the Marx cabinet resigned after the election, and
President Ebert turned to the Nationalists for
the formation of a new coalition government, but
the latter, who were perhaps not overanxious to
assume office at this particular time, advanced
such extreme conditions, such as the nomination
of Admiral Tirpitz as chancellor, that President
Elbert fell back on ex-Chancellor Marx. The
latter resumed office for the time being with a
coalition, consisting of the Centre, the Democrats, the German People's Party, and the
Bavarian People's Party. With the support of
the Socialists, this government had a slight
majority in the Reichstag. The attitude of the
Nationalists was due primarily to their unwillingness to take a definite stand for or against
the Dawes Report. Early in June, 1024, the
Reichstag by a majority of 04 voted in favor
of acceptance of the Dawes Report, and immediately steps were taken to draft the laws
required under the plan.
On June 30, 1924, the government of tho Reich
accepted the demands of the Allies made in
March for an investigation of military conditions
in Germany, reorganization of her police force,
etc., at the same time denying emphatically
that Germany was building up a secret military
organization. With Germany's acceptance of the
all

its

Ruhr

Dawes Plan, Premiers MacPonald and Herriot
arranged for a conference in London to formulate plans for putting it into effect. This meeting opened on July 16, with representatives of the
Allied Powers in attendance. On August 5, the
German delegates entered the conference, the
occasion marking the first time since the War
that the Germans had negotiated on a footing of
equality with the Allies. They immediately
began pressing for an evacuation of the Ruhr.
Premier Herriot finally consented to a complete
evacuation within a year and an economic evacuation to begin at once, provided the Germans faithfully fulfilled their obligations, and the Germans
accepted. Other agreements were quickly arrived
at, and Chancellor Marx returned to Germany
to face the task of obtaining ratification of them

by the Reichstag.

The

difficulty

was increased by the

necessity,

of obtaining a two- thirds
vote to pass the bill denationalizing the railways.
In the voting on this measure, the NatfonaliHtH,
who had strongly opposed the Dawes Plan as
a party, had the balance of power and thus held
the fate of the whole plan in their hands, since
it had to be taken as a whole or not at all.
Faced
with this responsibility, they hesitated, and
finally left the decision to their individual members.
Enough of these supported the bill to ensure its passage. With an American, Owen D.
Young, as Agent for Reparations, the Dawes Plan
was put into effect at once, Germany making
her first payment of 20,000,000 gold marks on
September 1. Shortly thereafter, Mr, Young was
succeeded by another American, S, Parker Gil-

under the Constitution,

bert.

With the reparation difficulty thus temporRuhr in the process of being

arily adjusted, the
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liberated, a dependable currency in use, and an
international loan floated with* surprising ease,
economic conditions in Germany showed a
marked improvement and the general prospect became brighter than for many years. But the
opposition of the Nationalists to the Dawes
Plan, agreements had been placated only at the
price of a promise of participation in the government. When other parties firmly refused to
accept this arrangement, a dissolution of the
Reichstag was forced and elections were set
for December 7.
They resulted in a strengthening of the centre parties and a turning away

from both the Communists and the extreme
nationalists.
But the new line-up made the task
of forming a coalition cabinet difficult and Chancellor Marx resigned December 11 rather then
accept Nationalists into his cabinet. It was
not until Jan. 15, 1925, that a new ministry was
formed.
The event had more than the usual significance
attaching to a cabinet change. Supported by the
two Nationalist parties and the Centre Party,
the new government marked a distinct turn
toward the position of the conservatives in domestic affairs and that of the advocates of an asserTo a degree,
tive nationalism in foreign affairs.
it thus reflected popular sentiment, in which a
distinct revival of national spirit was evidenced.
The opponents of the ministry even charged it
with a desire for a return of the monarchy, but
the new Chancellor, Dr. Luther, vigorously refuted the idea in his first speech to the Reichs-

tag and promised to combat any movement that
might be directed toward the overthrow of the
Republic.

to the front, there was
the effect on Germany's
relations with other countries; but it was somewhat allayed when Dr. Luther made it clear that
he supported the policies of Dr. Stresemann,
who remained as Foreign Minister. These

With the Nationalists
much apprehension as to

policies comprised a far-reaching programme
characterized by a consistent effort to reach an
accord with the victors in the late War and to
reinstate Germany in a strong position through
conciliatory rather than intransigent measures.
The adoption of the Dawes Plan and the evacuation of the Ruhr constituted one major step in
the working out of this programme. Stresemann now looked forward to the entrance of
Germany into the League of Nations and the
framing of a pact with France for a mutual
guarantee of security as the next big steps. To
accomplish these ends, he needed a foundation of
domestic support which the advent of the NaDr. Luther,
tionalists threatened to destroy.
leaving to Stresemann the task of carrying on
foreign negotiations, took upon himself the responsibility for preserving his Reichstag majority
by putting through various desired measures
of internal interest.
Before much. could be done In either direction,
the attention of the whole country was diverted
for a while from specific issues by the death of
President Ebert on February 28 and the political
ferment that followed. Although berated by
extremists of both Right and Left almost up to
the moment of his death, the first President of
the Republic had come to be highly regarded
and even beloved by the masses of the people for
the steady strength with which he held the nation
on its course through the stormy post-war years.
The high honors paid to him by the whole nation
were a very genuine testimonial to Ms worth.

Chancellor Luther acted as President until
March 6 when Dr. Walter Simons, president of
the highest court, took over the duties peudirfg
the choice of a new President. After a bitter
campaign, the elections were held on March 29
They resulted indecisively, with no candidate
receiving the required majority. Jarres, the
Nationalist candidate, led in the voting with 10.408,000, followed by Braun, Socialist, with 7,798,000; Marx, Centrist, with 3,885,000; Tliiilmami,

Communist, with 1,871,000; and others with
smaller totals. Further elections, in which a
plurality of votes would decide the choice, were
thus made necessary. The parties of the Right
concentrated on Marshal von Hindenburg, the
aged popular hero of the War, and the Left on
ex-Chancellor Marx. The elections held on April
26 gave von Hindenburg 14,656,000 votes, Marx
When the
13,752,000, and Thalmann 1,931,000.
forir^r leader of the German Armies took the
oath of office on May 12, he professed entire

1

'

loyalty to "the common welfare of the German
people," and neither then nor later gave any support to the newly awakened hopes of the monarchists.

The general result of the whole two months of
was to confirm the strength of
the hold which the republican form of government had upon the German masses. In the
Reichstag, a number of important measures were
political strife

Bills for raising revenue included a
comprehensive tax bill, raising the rates of excise taxes on beer and tobacco but continuing
from the previous year a gradual reduction of
the sales or turnover tax, lowering it from 1^
per cent, the rate applying since Jan. 1, 1925,
to 1 per cent, as of Oct. 1, 1925. The income
tax was likewise cut by 25 per cent. A new

enacted.

law was passed, partly for raising revenue,
partly for protection, and partly for "bargaining
purposes in dealing with other countries. The
new rates took the country back practically to
the position of 1903. The so-called "revaluation bill" provided for a measure of compensation
for holders of government and industrial bonds,
owners of. mortgages, etc., who had seen the
values of these possessions wiped out by inflation.
Political prisoners were freed by an amnesty

tariff

bill

and a number of proposed commercial
were acted upon, including one with the

treaties

United States.
In following through his plans for more cordial
relations with the Allied Powers, Dr. Stresemann
was particularly fortunate in having radical or
liberally

inclined

foreign

ministers

to

deal

with in both France and England. The
agreements of the London Conference had been
made possible by the presence of Ramsay MacDonald at the helm in Great Britain and Harriot
in France, both eager fop a more harmonious
European concert. Briand likewise made a conciliatory attitude the central feature of his direction of French foreign affairs both as Premier
and as Foreign Minister. The Council of Ambas-

sadors, however, introduced a harsh note when,
in December, ] 924, it was announced that the investigation of Germany's military affairs had
disclosed certain unsatisfactory conditions, and
that, as a consequence, the evacuation of the
Cologne area due under .the Treaty on Jan. 10,
1925, provided Germany had lived up to the
Treaty terms, would be postponed.

It was not until June 4 that Germany was
apprised of the particulars in which she had
note of that date from the Allies
offended.

A
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demanded, among other things, the abolition

of

German

general staff, the military police
organization, secret military training of German
youths, and experiments with poison gas; reduction of the security police; destruction of

the

machinery for making war supplies, etc. The
Germans agreed to all these demands in a note
Nov. 11, 1925, and the evacuation of Cologne and
other districts was accordingly ordered.
Early in the year 1925, Stresemann formally
advanced the idea of a "security pact" to the
Powers. It tore fruit finally in the Locarno
Conference of October 5, which both Stresemann
and Luther attended, and in the treaties agreed
to there, which have been universally recognized
as a landmark in European diplomatic history;
but gratifying as the result might be to an imrepartial observer of European politics, the
action among the Nationalists in Germany was
one of intense opposition. The more chauvinistic of the Germans could not lightly give up the

thought of redeeming German losses eventually
through force of arms. Three Nationalist cabinet members resigned and the party went on
record as opposed to the agreements, but the
Socialists rallied to the support of the Government and on November 27 the treaties were
On December 1, they were signed in
ratified.
London. Four days later, the Luther ministry
resigned, as the Socialists refused to continue
in its support. Once again there was a long
interregnum between cabinets. On Jan. 19, 1926,
Luther succeeded in forming a cabinet, but the
jockeying for positions in it among the parties
was so drawn out that President Hindenburg,
with patience exhausted, issued a four-hour

ultimatum to them to settle their differences
with hints of a dictatorship if they failed.
Among the serious domestic questions with
which the Government was called upon to deal
was that of unemployment, which had reached

large proportions. On Jan. 30, 1926, the evacuation of the Cologne district was finally completed
and was celebrated by a tour of the region
some weeks later by President Hindenburg. Although Germany's entrance into the League of
Nations was a part of the Locarno understanding,
the League was slow to act on her application
for membership on February 8. The proposal
to assign to Poland a permanent seat on the
League Council when Germany was accorded that
honor surprised the Germans, who refused to
enter if that should be done. On April 26 a
treaty between Germany and Russia was announced. Based on the Treaty of Rapallo, it
provided that in case either country should be
attacked by a third power or group of powers,
the other would remain neutral, and also that
neither would participate in an economic boycott against the other; but thts point was expressly made that the agreement was not in
conflict with Germany's obligations to be assumed when she entered the League of Nations.
There was considerable objection to the treaty
for a while among other European nations. By
the time of the meeting of the League in Sep-

had been adjusted and
place as a member of the
League with a permanent seat on the Council.
tember,

all

differences

Germany took her

See LEAGUE OF NATIONS.
The great success of the Locarno and League
policies of Stresemann caused the opposition of
the Nationalists to them and to the Government
largely to subside; but the Luther cabinet
nevertheless

lived

a precarious

life

and was

finally forced to resign, on

May

12,

because

it

had ordered that the old imperialist colors
black, white, and red should be displayed by

German

representatives abroad beside the black,
With the Nationthis action was
condemned in the Reichstag by a vote of 176 to
146.
On May 17, Dr. Marx again became chancellor, retaining the whole Luther cabinet aside
from the position of premier. The flag question
was referred to a special commission, but continued for a long while to be a source of bitter
contention. The issue that caused the greatest
political upheaval in 1926, however, was whether
the estates of Germany's former ruling houses
should be confiscated for government uses. The
question for years had been argued over in the
courts, which for the most part had decided in
favor of the royal owners. Early in 1920, a
number of organizations united to force a national referendum, which under the constitution must be held if one-tenth of the qualified
voters should demand it.
Some 12,000,000 signatures, three times the necessary number, were
obtained and after much delay the referendum
was ordered for June 20. An exciting campaign
red, and gold of the Republic.
alists refraining from voting,

was climaxed by a

letter from President Hindenburg opposing confiscation. Although 14,441,000 votes were cast for confiscation and only
585,000 against, the measure was lost because
the total vote fell short by nearly 5,000,000 of

the necessary 50 per cent of the total registered
vote.

On December

17,

the

Marx

cabinet found itself

in a minority in the Reichstag and resigned.
The issues which brought about its downfall
were the activities of Defense Minister Gessler
and Minister of the Interior Kiilz. Gessler had

long been bitterly opposed by the Socialists, who
charged that he was secretly training a big
military force behind the mask of "athletic
clubs" and like organizations with the object of
restoring the monarchy and again challenging
the Allies on the battlefield. Kiilz was opposed
because of the drastic manner in which he enforced the censorship law. Once more President
Hindenburg was confronted with a political
crisis over the year's-end.
Ho took a decided
stand, demanding that a cabinet should be
formed which could be assured of parliamentary
support, and which, moreover, would carry on
the Stresemann foreign policies. He suggested
a Centre coalition, but the cabinet as eventually
formed by Dr. Marx was a combination of Centre
and Right elements, with Gensler remaining as
Minister of Defense. The four Nationalist?* included in it, although bound by a preliminary
understanding that they would accept the Republic and the foreign policy of conciliation,
caused many difficulties by utterances breathing
the spirit of a combative German assertiveness.
The year 1927, however, proved a quiet one
both at home and abroad. Some important
legislation was passed, including a bill restricting
overtime labor and another establishing labor
courts.
The most stirring event of political import was the sharp memorandum to the German
government delivered on October 20 by Agent
General Gilbert of the Dawes Plan Commission.
In it, he stated that while he believed the Government was earnestly trying to meet its reparations obligations, economic disaster and the failure of the Dawes Plan wore threatened unless
the large unnecessary expenditures of the Government and the free negotiating of loans and ex-
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pansion of credit were curbed. In its reply, the
Government defended certain of the expenditures
such as the increase of civil salaries, but confessed that the criticism of federal grants to the
states was well founded. The note resulted in

reforms looking toward greater economy, which
Mr. Gilbert noted in his report for the year.

He

also recommended in his report the setting
of a definite amount of reparations and the ultimate removal of outside financial supervision
such as he was exercising. Germany made her
reparations payment promptly in 1927, partly
from loan and partly from current revenues, and
likewise in 1928.
Early in 1928, it became growingly evident
that the cabinet did not reflect the changed
state of public opinion and that its usefulness
as a governing body was almost nullified by
internal disagreement. The only change made,
however, was the substitution of Lieutenant
General Wilhelm Groener for Dr. Otto Gessler,
who had served continuously since 1919, as
Minister of Defense. The government's support
in the Reichstag grew ever weaker. On March
31, the President dissolved that body and elections were held on May 20. They resulted as
was generally predicted, in a victory for the
Left, but the extent of the swing in that direction came as a surprise. The Socialists
gained 21 seats and led all other parties with
152, the Communists increased their number
from 45 to 54, and the Nationalists dropped
from 111 to 73. The result was taken as an
emphatic indorsement of the Stresemann conciliation policy in foreign affairs, as that was the
important issue in the election.
In accordance with this shift in public opinion, the Marx cabinet handed in its resignation
on June 12 and the Socialist leader, Hermann
Miiller, finally succeeded in getting together a
ministry to take its place. Five parties, the
Socialists, the Democrats, the People's Party,
the Bavarian People's Party, and the Centre,
were represented. The cabinet, however, was
admittedly a provisional one, intended to function while a stronger coalition among the republican parties was being cemented. The

Reichstag passed a bill reducing income taxes, a
general amnesty bill, and other measures of varying importance. Trade agreements were concluded in 1928 with South Africa, China, and
several other countries.
On August 11, the tenth anniversary of the
adoption of the Weimar constitution was cele-

brated with great enthusiasm. The year was
marked by a falling off in trade and industrial
activity, which brought in its train labor disturbances including a dock-workers' strike lasting for months, and in the latter part of the
year a lockout of 250,000 metal workers in the
Ruhr. The latter action was caused by a refusal of the employers to accept an arbitral
award increasing wages. The Reichstag appropriated 20,000,000 marks for the relief of the
workers, who finally returned to work on the
basis of former hours and wages when both sides
agreed to accept the decision of the Minister of
the Interior, Dr. Severing. His award, announced December 21, was in the nature of a
compromise, giving the workers increases of 1
to 6 pfennigs an hour and cutting down their
working time by three hours a week.
Following the formation of the Mtiller government in the middle of 1928, the projected
replacement by a strong coalition proved ex-

tremely difficult to effect. Continual antagonism between the parties concerned prevented
a union on any political programme. In the
meanwhile, the provisional cabinet became daily
weaker in prestige and authority, even the Socialists themselves voting against their Chancellor on the question of building a new 9000-ton
cruiser.

In the early months of 1928, the endless quarbetween parties brought the Government face
to face with a crisis of a most serious nature.
Of the four parties which were to form the
coalition, the Socialists, Democrats, People's
rels

Party, and Centrists, the latter two, particularly
the Centrists, seemed immovably recalcitrant.
The Centrist representative in the cabinet was
withdrawn on February 5 and the party later
refused to meet the other three in a conference
The People's Party
called by the Chancellor.
also, despite the pleas of its most prominent
leader, Stresemann, refused to join the coalition
unless its specific demands were met. There
were many warnings, including one from the
Chancellor himself, that the breakdown of
parliamentary government was imminent, to be
followed inevitably by the setting up of a dictatorship and the eclipse of Liberalism. Following
a February crisis, however, the situation grew
somewhat less tense and the Chancellor continued
to govern with a "cabinet of personalities."
During May 1-3 Berlin was agitated by May
Day Communist riots in three different sections,
in which the police fired on groups of rioters and
other civilians. Twenty-four people were killed.
It was freely charged that the action of the
police was needlessly harsh and the danger of an
,

The final settlement of Germany's most galling
troubles, the reparations obligation and the occupation of German territory by Allied troops,
was brought markedly nearer in the first part of
1929 by the conference at Paris of experts on
reparations. Germany had never ceased to press,
intermittently but urgently, for the liberation
of the occupied regions. In 1928 she had been
met by plain intimations that the question was
With
tied up closely with that of reparations.
to the latter, Mr. Gilbert's statement that
the total amount which Germany was to be
called upon to pay should be definitely fixed
came more and more to represent responsible
opinion, and at the September meeting of the
League a conference of experts to try to arrive
at such a result was proposed. The Paris conference, meeting in February, 1929, ensued and
after four months of labor, with success in doubt
almost to the last, succeeded in 'framing an
agreement. For Germany, it was considered a

most auspicious event, and the harassed country
could at last look forward to a time of release
from the most hampering of the restrictions on
her national life yet remaining from the Allied
This was followed by the conference
victory.
of The Hague.
See BADEN; BAVARIA; PRUSSIA; SAXONY;
SCELESWXB; THURINGIA; Wtft&TTEMBERQ ; LEAGUE
OF NATIONS; NAVIES OF THE WORLD; REPARATIONS.
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G-EROTTLD, GORDON HAIX (1877-

).

An

American philologist, born in Goffstown, N. H.
He was a member of the faculty of Bryn Mawr
College and after 1916 was professor of English
language and literature at Princeton University.
He is the author of The North England Homily
Ootteotion (1902), 8vr

Guy

of

Warwick

(1905),

GEBOTTLD

Selected Essays of Fielding (1905), The GrateDead: The History of a Folk Story (1908),
Saints Legends (1916), Peter Sanders, Retired,
a novel (1917), Youth in Harley, a novel (1920),
Filibuster
A Midsimmer Mystery
(1924),
(1925), and other works. In 1918 lie was a
captain in the United States Army.
ful
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GEBOTTLD, JOHN HIEAM

(1868-

).

An

Stoddard N. H., and
educated at Dartmouth College and at Harvard.

American

zoologist, born at

He was

instructor in zoo'logy at Dartmouth
assistant professor (1915-1918)
Professor Gerould
and professor (1918).
published articles in zoblogical journals on the
development of sipunculids and holothurians, and
on the genetics of butterflies and moths. He
was joint editor of the Journal of Morphology

(1894-1915),

and Physiology.

GEEOTJLD, KATHARINE FULLERTON (1879An American writer, horn at Brockton,
)
.

Mass., and educated at Radcliffe College. She
was a reader in English at Bryn Mawr, 190110.
In addition to many articles in magazines,
she published Vain Oblations
(1914), The
Great Tradition (1915), Hawaii, Scenes and
Impressions (1916), A Change of Air (1917),
Modes and Morals (1919), a collection of essays; Valiant Dust (1923), a collection of short
stories; Conquistador (1923), The Aristocratic
West (1925) , and other volumes. She was a frequent contributor to magazines.

A
).
GERRY, PETER GOBLET (1879United States Senator, horn in New York City,
who was graduated from Harvard in 1901. He
was admitted to the Rhode Island bar in 1906,
was a delegate from Rhode Island to the Democratic National Conventions of 1912 and 1916,
and was a member of Congress for the Second

District in 1913-15. He was
elected U. S. Senator for the two terms (1917-

Rhode Island
29).

GEST, MORRIS

A

theatrical
producer born in Vilna, Russia. He came to
the United States in 1893 and was educated in
the public schools of Boston. He began his
theatrical business in Boston and since 1905 has
been a member of the firm of F. Ray Comstock
& Morris Gest in New York. This firm has

(1881-

GIBBONS
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produced more than 50 plays. Among its most
notable successes are JEaperience (1914), The
Wanderer (1917), Chu Ohin Chow (1918),
Aphrodite (1919), and Mecca (1920). Balieff
and his Chauve-Souris artists were presented to
the American public by this management (1922),
the Moscow Art Theatre (1923), and the Freiburg Passion Play (1029). During the 1923-24
season, it pro'duced The Miracle under Max Reinhardt's direction and plays starring Eleonora
Duse, and Sir John Harvey. In 1926 the firm
contracted with the United -Artists to produce
one motion picture annually for six years, beginning with Belasco's The Darling of the Gods.
"GESTALT" PSYCHOLOGY. See PERCEPTION; PSYCHOLOGY.
GHENT, ge*nt. A seaport and manufacturing
city of Belgium. The population in 1927 was
103,207. A network of canals form of the city
a second Venice, the 26 islands being connected
by GO bridges. The commerce of Ghent is mostly
with England, North America, and South America, the city being connected with the seaports of
Ostend and Zeebrugge by one of the largest
canals in the world. In 1922, 1658 vessels of
1,308,197 tonnage were cleared. Ghent is the
principal centre of the Belgian textile industry.

The

factories, however, are confined to the
suburbs and are not allowed to settle in the
One of the most important unions is the
city.
socialist cooperative society, De Vooruit, which,
corresponds to the powerful guilds of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Ghent is also a
horticultural centre, and its flower shows, which
are held every five years, have an international
reputation. The University of Ghent is a state
institution.
In 1923 a law was passed declaring
that the instruction in the faculties of philosophy
and letters, law, science, and medicine should be
in both French and Flemish. The Germans, dur-

ing their occupation of Ghent from October,
1914 to November, 1918, professedly sympathized
with the Flemings and, as part of their propaganda in achieving a partition of Belgium, urged
the conversion of the university into a Flemish
institution.

Pseu).
GHfiOM", ga'on, HENKI (1875of Henri-Le"on Vangeon, a French poet
and playwright born at Bray-sur-Seine, near
Provins. His pre-war plays, Lo Pain and L'Kau
de Vie, were produced in Paris, and his
other works include Algerie, poems, and Nos

donym

He described his conversion to Catholicism during the World War in
L'Homme n de la Guerre, (4 ed., 1919). After
the War, he founded the Compagnons de Notre
Dame to present miracle and religious plays.
Ghe*on wrote or adapted the plays, which included Les Trois Miracles de Sainte Cecile
(1918); Le Pauvre sous Vescalier (1919); Les
directions, criticisms.

A ventures

de

Qillcs,

ou

le

Saint Malgr6 Lui

La Bergere au Pays

des Loiips (1922) ;
La Merveillcitse Histoire du Bernard dc Menthon, played at the Chateau de Menthon in Savoy

(1921)

;

(1923); Le Triomphe de 8amt Thomas d'Aquin
La Vie profonde de ftaint Frangois
( 1925 ) ;
d'Assisc (1926), and Les trois Sagesses du vieua

Wang (1927),
GIBBONS, FLOYD (PHILLIPS)
An American journalist and war

(1887-

).

correspondent,
and educated at

born at Washington, D. C.,
Gonzala College and Georgetown University.
In 1907 he entered the newspaper field as a
staff member of the Minneapolis Daily News,
later joining the staff of the Milwaukee Free
Press and the Minneapolis Tribune. In 1912 he
joined the Chicago Tribune. In 1917 he was
London correspondent for the Chicago Tribune
and a year later went as war correspondent
to France, where he was wounded in the Battle

awarded the
Chateau-Thierry. He was
French and Italian Croix de Guerre. After the
Armistice, he became foreign director of the
Chicago Tribune and editor of the European
of

edition published in Paris.

GIBBONS,
An American

HERBERT

ADAMS

(1880-

).

author, born at Annapolis, Md.,
and educated at the William Penn Charter
School in Philadelphia, the University of Pennsylvania, and Princeton Theological Seminary.
He was ordained in the Presbyterian ministry
in 1908, and until 1919 was correspondent in
Turkey and in Kurope for various American
From 1910 to 1913, he was profesperiodicals.
sor of history and political economy in Robert
College, Constantinople, and in 3919 was named
honorary associate professor in the Army War
College, Washington D. C. His publications in*
elude The New Map of Europe (1914); The
Foundation of the Ottoman Empire (1915,
1921) ; The New Map of Africa (1916) ; Reconstruction of Poland and the Near East (1917);

GIBBS

Venizelos (1920,
3923) Bases of Anglo-Saxon Solidarity (1921) ;
Lithuanian Recognition (with W. G. McAdoo;
1921); An Introduction to World Politics
(1922); Europe Since 1918 (1923); America's
Place in the World (1924) ; A Selected J?i6Ztography of the World War (1924); Ports of
France (1926); Life of John Wanamaker
(1926); Europe of To-day (1927).
An
).
GIBBS, glbz, SIR PHILIP (1877English writer and newspaper correspondent,
who was educated privately. After four years
of editorial work, he entered journalism (1902),
acting first as literary editor for various papers,
and then special correspondent for the Daily
Chronicle. He served as war correspondent with
the Bulgarian Army (1912), with the French
and Belgian armies (1914), and with the British
;

;

Armies

where he reported
In 1920 he was knighted, and
from 1921 to 1922, he edited the Jteview of Rein France (1915-18),

field operations.

views. He frequently visited and lectured in
the United States. His writings include the
novels Oliver's Kind Women (1912), Back to
Life (1920), Venetian Lovers (1922), The Middle of the Road (1922), Heirs Apparent (1923),
The Reckless Lady (1925), Young Anarchy
(1926), Out of the Ruins (1927), and The Age
the historical works, Men
of Reason (1928)
and Women of the French Revolution (1906),
;

George Villiers, First Duke of Buckingham, and
Some Men and Women of the Stuart Court
(1908), King's Favorite (1909), Adventures of

War icith Gross and Orescent (1912), The Soul
of War (1915), The Battles of the Somme

(1917), People of Destiny; Americans as I saw
them at Home and Abroad (1920), Now it Can
"be Told
(1920), and More That Must be Told
(1921) and the essays The EigJith Year (1913),
The New Man; a Portrait Study of the Latest
Type (1913), Adventures in Journalism (1923),
Ten Years After: a Reminder (1924), Knowledge is Power; a Guide to Personal Culture
(1925), and The Day After To-morrow; What
is Going to Happen to the World f (1928).
GIBNEY, VIRGIL PENDLETOW (1847-1927).
An American pioneer orthopaedic surgeon, born
;

in Jessamine Co'unty, Kentucky. He received
his degree in arts at the University of Kentucky
(1868) and in medicine at Bellevue Hospital

Medical College (1871).

He

entered the Hospi-

Ruptured and Crippled, New York, as resident house surgeon, becoming chief surgeon in
He was professor of orthopaedic surgery at
1887.
the New York Polyclinic (1882-1894) and during
the rest of his career taught the same subject at
the medical department of Columbia University,
where he was successively clinical lecturer,
clinical professor, and full professor. He re*"
signed in 1917. He was the first president of
the American Orthopedic Association and his
textbook on The Hip and Its Diseases (1884)
went through numerous editions.
tal for

GIBSON,

CHABUBJS

DANA

(1867-

).

An

American illustrator (see VOL. IX). During
the World War, he did some notable work as
cartoonist. Later, he purchased a controlling
interest in Life, of which he assumed entire
charge in April, 1920.

GIBSON, HUGH

(1883-

GIDE
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The New Map of Asia (1919)

An American

).

France, and was a member of special committees
or missions in Washington, Santo Domingo, and
the countries of the former Austro-Hungarian
Empire. In 1918-19 he served with Herbert
Hoover in European relief work. In the latter
year, he was named first Minister to Poland.
He was Minister to Switzerland, 1924-27, and
became Ambassador to Belgium in 1927. In
1926-27 and in May, 1929, he was chairman of
the American delegation to the preparatory commission for the Disarmament Conferences at
Geneva. He was also chairman of the American delegation to the Conference for the Limitation of Armament in 1927 and chairman of the
conference. He published A Journal from Our
Legation in Belgium (1917).
One of
).
GIDE, zhd, ANDR& (1869the leading French writers of the twentieth century, born in Paris and educated in the ficole
Alsacienne and the Lyc6e Henri IV. He began
publishing in his twenty-first year. When he
wrote his Nourritures Terrestres (1897), a collection of prose poems, he was acclaimed as an
intellectual poet of the first order.
As a novelist
and an intellectual essayist, Gide showed himself a master of psychological observation, in
many ways resembling Dostoevski. After the
World War, he was among the first to demand
the resumption of intellectual relations with
Germany and engaged in a polemic against nationalistic writers like Barres and Maurras.
His works include: Philoctete (1890); Gahiers
d 9Andre Walter (1891); Poesies d*Andre Walter
La tentative amoureuse (1893);
(1892);
Paludes (1895); Pretextes, essays (1895); Saul
(1898), played at the Theatre du Vieux Colombier in 1922; Promtthee mal encliaM (1899)
L'Immoraliste (1902) ; Amyntas, travel in Algeria (1906); Le retour de V enfant prodigue
(1907); Dostoevski (1908); La porte etroite,
translated as Straight is the Gate in 1924
(1909); Oscar Wilde (1910); Nouveauat pretextes (1911); Les caves du Vatican (1914);
;

La symphonic

pastorale (1919) ; Morceaux choiIncidences, essays (1924) ; Les fauatmonnayeurs (1925) ; Numquid et tuf, miscellany
(1926) ; Voyage au Congo (1927) ; and Le retour
du Tchad (1928). He translated Gitanjali
(L'offrande lyrique) of Tagore (1913), Shake(1921), and
speare's Antony and Cleopatra,
Blake's Marriage of Heaven and Hell (1923),
9
Consult BibUograpMe de I'oeuvre d Andre Gide,
1891-1924, by Raoul Simonson (1924) ; Portraits
sis

(1922)

;

and Sketches, by Edmund Gosse (1912); "The
novels of Andre" Gide," by Francis Bickley in
Life and Letters (London) vol. ii, p. 83-90
(1924), and Andre Gide, son osw&re by G.
Gaboury (1924).

A French
).
(1847VOL. IX), a professor at
the College de France. An independent thinker
on economic questions, Gide stimulated interest
in economics as an art of social administration
rather than as a science of the status quo.
His Eistoire des Doctrines Economiques (190922), written with M. Hist, contained a penetrating criticism of the communist experiment in
Russia. His later works include Premieres Notions d'Eoonomie Politique (1921); De I'wtervention des pouvoirs publics pour la realisation
du juste prix (1922) ; La Russie sovietique
(1924); Les douze vertus de la cooperation
GIDE,

CHABLES

political economist (see

diplomat, born at Los Angeles, Calif., and educated for the diplomatic service at the ifecole
Libre des Sciences Politiques at Paris. Between (1926), and Fourier, preewseur de la coopera1908 and 1919, he held various diplomatic posts tive (1925). He also published many of his
in Central America, England, Belgium, and. lecture courses at the College de France.
.

GILSON
GILBERT AND ELLICE ISLANDS COLGIESE, gS'ze, WILHELM OSKAE FRITZ (1890A German psychologist and author. He ONY. See PACIFIC ISLANDS.
studied philosophy, psychology, and medicine
GILBRETH, FBANK BCJNKEB (1808-1924).
and is connected with a sanitarium near Halle. An American consulting engineer (see VOL. IX).
GIESE
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) .

his principal recent works are Kultur(1916), Der Romantische Charakter
(1920),
(1919), Psychologisches Wortertuch
Psychologische Normung (1920), Wesen und
Ziele der Psychotechnik (1920), Das ausserp&rsonliche Unbewusste (1924), Korperseele (1924),
Cfeist im Sport (1925), and Die Frau als Atmospharenwert (1026).

Among
wende

In July, 1917, he became commanding major of
engineers, and in December of the same year
was on duty at the General Staff College in
Washington. Among his later writings are Applied Motion Study (1917), Motion Study for
the Handicapped (1919), and papers on the reeducation of the crippled soldiers.

GILES,

A Ger- An English
).
GIESEKING, WALTER (1895man pianist, born at Lyon, France, and trained of Chinese

Hanover Conservatory. After winning
recognition as an excellent interpreter of the
classics, he espoused the cause of the modernists.
Since 1926 he has been on concert tours with
great success in the United States.
at the

jilz,

HERBERT ALLEN

(1845-

).

Orientalist (see VOL. IX), professor
at Cambridge University. In 1924
he was elected to the French Academy, and received the honorary Litt.D. from Oxford. Besides works on the Chinese language, he wrote
"China/' in History of the Nations (1913);

Adversaria Sinica
(1914-15);
A cele- and Its Rivals (1915) ; The TravelsConfucianism
(1890).
of Fa-hsien
brated Italian dramatic tenor, born at Recanati.
(1923); Some Truths about Opium (1923);
After completing his studies under Enrico Rosati Chinese Poetry in English Verse (1808, enat the Liceo Santa Cecilia, in Home, he made larged ed., 1923); Chaos in China (1024);
his debut as Enzo in La Gioconda, at Rovigo The Ifsi Yuan Lu (Chinese Instructions to
(Oct. 15, 1915), with striking success, so that
Coroners, 1024), and Quips from a Chinese Jestwithin the next three years he won triumph after Book (1925).
triumph at the principal Italian opera houses.
GILLETT, FREDERICK HUNTING-TON (1851Then followed tours of Central and South AmerAn American
and United
).
ica.
On Nov. 26, 1920, he was heard at the States Senator, born at Congressman
Westfield, Mass., and eduMetropolitan Opera House, in New York, as cated at Amherst College and the Harvard Law
Faust, and since then he has been a regular School. He began the practice of law in Springmember and prime favorite there, succeeding to field in 1877. He was assistant attorney general
many of the principal roles of Caruso after the of Massachusetts, 1879-82. For two terms he
latter's death in 1921.
was representative in the Massachusetts House,
GIL, FORTES. President of Mexico, see POR- and from 1893 to 1925 served as Representative
TES GIL.
in Congress. In 1914 he favored the Panama
Canal Tolls Repeal Bill and was distinctly opGILBERT, ARTHUR WITTER (1882).
An American agronomist, born at West Brook- posed to the Government's Mexican policy. In
field, Mass., and educated at the Massachusetts
May, 1919, he was elected Speaker of the House
Agricultural College and Boston University. He and served in this capacity until 1925, when he
was instructor and assistant professor of agron- was elected United States Senator for the term
omy at the University of Maine, 1005-07, assist- 1925-31.
ant professor and professor of plant breeding at
GILLOTTIiN', REN CHARLES AUGXJSTE (1881A French philosophical writer who was
Cornell, 1909-17, agricultural secretary to the
).
Boston Chamber of Commerce, 1917-19, and born at Aouste, Drome, and educated at the fteole
Commissioner of Agriculture of Massachusetts, Normale Superieure. He entered the municipal
1919He is the author of Plant Breeding, administration of Paris and wan attached to the
with L. H. Bailey (1914), and The Potato cabinet of the president of the city council. As
He edited Food Supply of New England a writer, his affinities were with the nationalist
( 1917) .

GIGLI,

BENIAMINO

.

(

1923)

.

(HLBEHT, SEYMOUR PARKER (1802An American lawyer who served as Agent
eral for Reparation

).

GenPayments. He was born at
was graduated at "Rutgers

Bloomfield, N. J.,
College (1912), and obtained the degree of LL.B.,
cum laude, from Harvard in 1915. He practiced
law in New York City for three years. During
and after the World War, he was a member of
the war-loan staff in the office of the
Secretary
of the Treasury. He became Assistant
Secretary
of the Treasury, in
of
fiscal
charge
affairs, in
1920 and was reappointed in March, 1921, with
the change of administration. From
July 1,
1921, to Nov. 17, 1923, he was Undersecretary
of the Treasury, but
to
reSnter law
resigned
practice with the firm of Cravath, Henderson
& dc Gersdorff in New York. From 1924 to
1929, he was Agent General for Reparation Payments of Germany under the Dawes Plan. In
1927 he issued a warning to Germany on the rise
of military expenditures, which had a
pronounced
effect in determining the national
budget and
to
the Allies
facilitating reparation payments
during the operation of the Dawes Plan. See

REPARATIONS.

Catholic school and the ideology of Borg-son and
His works include Ars et Vita, fltudcs
Litteraires et Philosophiques, La Philosophic de
M. Henri Berg son (1911) ; I decs et figures d\mjourd'hui, and One nouvcllc philosophic de I'histoire moderne et frangaise.
Three of these
received the prizes of the French Academy for
literature and criticism. He was editor of* Pottteia, a library of works on political thought and

LeKoy.

action.

A
GILSOKT, ETIENNE HENRY (1884).
French professor and philosophical writer, born
in Paris and educated at the Sorboime.
lie
taught in the lycees of Bourg, Tours, and An-

and in the universities of Lisle, StrasHarvard, and Paris, and edited filudes
de pliAlosophie medifoale, and AroMven d'histoire
dootrinale et litteraire du moyen tige (102027). As a scholar, Gilson was best known by
his researches in mediaeval philosophy. His
writings include a doctoral dissertation on
gers,

bourg,

La

L^berte' chest Descartes et la Theologic
(1912) ; fitudes de philosophic mtdievale ( 1921 ) ;
La Philosophic au Moyen Age, 2 vols. (1922);
Le Thoumtemc (1923); and La Philosophic de
Saint Bonaventurc (1924),

GINZKE7
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An
).
GINZKEY, FRANZ KARL (1871Austrian author, born at Pola in Istria, and
educated at the Marine Academy and Cadet
School. After serving as officer in various Austrian towns, he was appointed technical director
of the Military-Geographical Institute in Vienna.
Later, he went to Salzburg and devoted himself
to writing. In 1900 and 1920, he was awarded
the Bauernfeld Prize. His later works include
Von wunderlichen Wegen, stories, (1921); Rositta, a novel, ( 1922 ) ; Vom Gastmahl des Lelens,
poems, (1922) ; Es war einmal, ballads (1922) ;
Balladen aus dem alten Wien ( 1922 ) ; Die Reise
nach Konakuku, stories, (1923); Der Weg zu
Oswalds, story, (1924); Brigitte und Regine,
poem, (1924) ; Der seltsame Soldat (1925) Der
Kater Tpsilon (1926) ; Der Gott und die SchausHe edited Die Ropielerin, stories, (1927).
mantik der Weltliteratur.
GIOLITTI, jd-let'te", GIOVANNI (1842-1928).
An Italian statesman (see VOL. IX). When the
World War broke out, he was in favor of strict
neutrality, and when the question of Italian
participation arose in 1915, he attempted unsuccessfully to overthrow the Salandra cabinet.
Throughout the course of the War, he was looked
on as a "defeatist." After the Armistice, he
again returned to the premiership (May, 1920April, 1921). His foreign policy was successful, but his internal programme was dominated
first by the Socialists and later by the Fascists.
He was a moderate opponent of the Fascist
;

regime, favoring Parliamentary government. In
1922 he published Memories of My Life in 2
vols.
See ITALY, under History.

GIRATTDOTJX,

A

zhe'r6'd<5o',

HIPPOLYTB JEAN

man

of letters, born
Haute-Vienne), educated at the ficole
Normale Superieure. Following his graduation,
he devoted himself in turn to teaching journalism, and to diplomacy. In the meantime, he
began his literary career as a writer of poems in
prose, and his first book, Les Provinciates
(1909) won immediate recognition. His Lectures pour une Ombre (1917) was one of the
few war books and of literary merit, Siegfried et le Limousin (1922), a war story of
shell shock and amnesia, was one of the books
awarded the Grand Prix Balzac. His other works
include; Simon le pathMque (1918); Arnica
Olio
Adorable
America
Elpenor;
(1918);
(1920) ; Suzanne et le Paciftque (1921) ; Finale
de Siegfried et le Limousin (1922) Juliette au
pays des hommes (1924); Bella (1926); Eglantine (1927), and Siegfried, a dramatization of
Siegfried et le Limousin, (1928).

(1882at Bellac

).

French

(

;

GIRL SCOUTS. A

national

organization

for girls, founded in 1912, to develop initiative,
self-control, self-reliance, and service to others,
and to meet a fundamental need for recreation
and education in the lives of young girls. The
unit of the organization is the troop which is
composed of one or more patrols, each consisting of six to eight girls. The activities of the
troop are directed through the patrol system,
and the Court of .Honor which is made up of the
patrol leaders, the captain, and lieutenants.
Membership is open to girls between 10 and
18 years who are willing to subscribe to the Girl

Scout Promise and Laws and who have passed
the necessary test. During the World War, the
Girl Scouts entered into and initiated many
forms of war service. No records were kept of
their activities in the first two Liberty Loan
campaigns, but in the third, they sold 12,742

GLASGOW

bonds, amounting to $3,151,000, and in the fourth
campaign they practically doubled this figure, in
the sale of 39,987 bonds, valued at $6,123,550.
The War over, they turned to peace-time activities, such as home-making, the underlying idea
of which is to develop beauty and simplicity, as
well as utility, in the home, and to raise the
standards and ideals of the American homes of
the future. Twelve national summer training
schools for leaders were established, to train
girls for leadership work, through the Laura
Spelman Rockefeller Memorial, by a contribution
from the Julius Rosenwald Fund. Training in
leadership was also given in more than 30 colleges
throughout the country, and summer camps were
conducted for younger girls to train them in the
habits necessary for later life and to give them an
opportunity for out-of-door living. The total
active membership of the organization, according
to the annual report of Dec. 31, 1928, was 190,309, or 22,384 more than in the previous year,
and there were 22,622 volunteer leaders.

An American
).
GISH, DOROTHY (1898motion-picture actress, born iu Dayton, Ohio,
She appeared on the
sister of Lilian Gish.
stage from childhood. Her best-known pictures
are Old Heidelberg, Stage Struck, The Little
Yankee, Children of the Feud, That Colby Girl,
Hearts of the World, Battling Jane, The Hope
Chest, Orphans of the Storm, Romola, Nell Gwyn,
and Madam Pompadour. In 1920 she married
James Rennie, an actor.
An American
).
GISH, LILIAN (1896motion-picture actress, sister of Dorothy Gish,
born in Springfield, Ohio. She appeared on the
legitimate stage at the age of five and after 1913
played in motion pictures. Her best characterizations were in The Birth of a Nation, A House
Built on the Band, Souls Triumphant, Hearts of
the World, The Greatest Thing in Life, Broken
Blossoms, Way Down East, Orphans of the Storm,
The "White Sister, Scarlet Letter, Annie Laurie,
The Wind, and The Enemy.

GLACIAL CONDITIONS.
GIiACKEWS, WILLIAM

American painter and

J.

See GEOLOGY.
).
(1870-

illustrator (see

An

VOL. X).

At the Panama-Pacific International Exposition,
1915, he was awarded a bronze medal and in 1924
he was awarded the Temple Gold Medal. In his

later work, continuing his interest in the more
colorful aspects of life, he maintained his rep-

utation as a remarkable colorist.
GLAJOTD.
See SECRETIONS, INTERNAL; ZOOLOGY, under Physiology*
GLASGOW. The principal commercial centre of Scotland. The population rose from 784,496 in 1911 to 1,034,174 in 1921; in 1928 the
estimated population was 1,160,500. The municipal area is 29,511 acres. The city is governed by
a town council of 113 members and sends 15 members to Parliament. Glasgow's trade in 1924 was
valued at 85,302,000. In 1926 the tonnage of
ships entering was 6,677,722 and of ships cleared,
The work in connection with the rais6,568,831.
ing of the level of Loch Katrine, so as to augment
the city's water supply, was in progress for sevAt the end of 1926, the structural
eral years.
works at the outlet dam at the Trossachs end of
Loch Katrine and also at the inlet basins to the
two aqueducts were completed, and the water was
raised to a level of 14 feet 6 inches. More than
5,000,000 has been expended on this service.
In 1923 the corporation purchased the Glasgow
Subway Railway, opened by private enterprise
in 1896, for 385,000 and has spent a large sum

GLASGOW
money on

substituting electric for cable tracIn 1923 an extension was added to the
municipal building, and in 1927 the George V
Bridge was opened so as to meet the demands of
The People's Palace, combining a winter
traffic.
garden, art gallery, museum, and concert hall,
was built by the corporation in the east end of
the city. The city meets most of its expenses
out of a fund known as the Common Good Fund,
of

tion.

which has been accumulating for 350 years. The
assets of this fund amount to more than
10,It is largely uscsd to further municipal
000,000.
culture, education, and charity.

GLASGOW,

ELLEN

ANDERSON

GHOLSON

An American

novelist (see VOL.
Her later works included Life and Qa)
Iriella (1016) ; The Guilders (1919) ; One Man in

(1874-

X

'

).

.

His Time (1922); The Shadowy Third (1923);
Barren Ground (1925) The Romantic Comedians
(1920): They Stooped to Folly (1929).
GLASPELL, SUSAN (MRS. GEORGE CRAM
An American author (see
COOK) (1882).
VOL. X). She wrote Fidelity (1915); Trifles,
with George Cram Cook (1917); Suppressed
Desires (1917); Plays, a collection including
"Bernice" (1920); Inheritors (1921); Verge
(1922); The Road to the Temple (1926); The
Comic Artist (Collaboration, 1927) ; and Brook
;
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Knighted in 1917, he was made
mander of the Bath in 1920.

a Knight Com-

ALBERT (1858An Amer).
naval officer, born in Nashville, Tenn.,
and educated at the United States Naval Academy. During the Spanish-American War, lie
commanded the torpedo boat Quaking and from
1904 to 1908 he was in charge of the torpedo
station at Newport, R. I. In 191.5 he took command of the destroyer force of the Atlantic fleet.
In 1917 he had charge of convoy operations on
the Atlantic and convoyed the first contingent
of the American Expeditionary Force to France.
From 1917 to 1919, he commanded the cruiser
and transport force of the Atlantic fleet, and
from 1919 to 1921, commanded the Asiatic station, and in 1922 the First Naval District and

GLEAVES,

ican

the Navy Yard in Boston. He was retired by
operation of law in 1922. He was appointed
rear admiral in 1915, vice admiral in 1918, and
admiral in 1919. He wrote Capt. James Laio
rence, U. 8. N. (1904) , History of the Cruiser and
Transport Force (1921), Life of an American
Sailor "William Hemsley Emory (1923), and
Life and Letters of Hear Admiral 8. S. Luce, U.
8. N. (1925).

GLE3OT, MABT WILXCOX (Mas. JOHN M.
An American social
).
GLENN)
(18G9-

worker, born in Baltimore, Md. From 1897 to
See CHEMISTRY, APPLIED.
1900, she was executive secretary of the Henry
CARTER (1858A United Watson Children's Aid Society of Baltimore.
).
States Senator, born at Lynchburg, Va., and ed- In 1900 and 1901 she served as general secreucated at public and private schools there. For tary of the Charity Organization Society of
eight years, he worked in a printing office and Baltimore and in 1915 was appointed president
subsequently became owner of the Daily News of the National Conference of Charities and Corand the Daily Advance of his native town. He rections. In July, 1928, she was chairman of
served in the Virginia Senate from 1899 to 1903, Section III on social case work of the Internaand in the latter year, on the death of P. J. 01- tional Conference on Social Work at Paris. She
ney, he became a member of the United States was president and director in many other social
Congress, to which he was continuously reflected organizations and was the author of Development
until 1918, when he resigned to become Secretary of Thrift (1899).
of the Treasury in President Wilson's cabinet.
An
).
GLENTN", OLIVER EDMUNDS (1878Here he was active in floating the Victory Loan. American mathematician and educator, born
He resigned a year later (November, 1919), and in Moorefielcl, Ind., and educated at Indiana
was appointed and later elected to fill the and Pennsylvania universities. In 1902-03 he
unexpired term of Senator Thomas S. Martin, served as instructor at the University of Indeceased. He was reflected for the term 1925- diana and afterward was acting professor of
31.
Although an advocate of prohibition, he mathematics at Drury College. In 1906 he was
supported Alfred E. Smith in the Presidential a member of the faculty of the University of
campaign of 1928, in which Virginia went Repub- Pennsylvania as instructor in mathematics, aslican.
In 1920 he was chairman of the commit- sistant professor, and after 1914, j>rofeHsor,
tee on resolutions at the Democratic National He was a member of several scientific socieConvention. As chairman of the House banking ties and the author of A Treatise on the Theory
commission, he sponsored and was largely re- of Invariants (1915) and mathematical memoirs
FAILXTBE. See DAMS,
GLEETO
sponsible for the Federal Reserve Act.
GLIDERS. See AERONAUTICS.
GLASS, MONTASUE (MARSDEN) (1877).
An American author, born at Manchester, EngGLOVES. See LEATIIKB.
GOBLET D'ALVIELLA, g6'bla' dal-vyPl'lu,
land, and educated at the College of the City
of New York and
New York University. COUNT EUGENE (1846-1925). A Belgian leginlaAmong other works, he is the author of Potash tor, writer, and minister of state (gee VOL. X).
and Perlmutter (1913), a successful farce, writ- During the World War, he was a member of the
ten in collaboration with Charles Klein. With Belgian cabinet. He published The True and the
J. E. Goodman (q.v.) he wrote;
Object: Matri- False Pacifism (1917). He way killed in an
mony (1916); Business before Pleasure (1917) 5 automobile accident. His will founded the Prix
Why Worryf (1918); His Honor, Abe Potash Goblet d'Alviella to be given every five years to
who wrote the best scientific work
(1919). Other plays are Potash and Perlmutter the
Belgian
Detectives
and Lucky
(1926),
y Numbers on the history of religions.
(1927).
).
GOBLOT, go'blG', EDMOWD (1858GLAZEBROOK, SIR RIOETABD TETLET (1854- French logician and philosopher of science, a
An English physicist (see VOL. X), He member of the Lyons Faculty of Letters. In his
).
was Zaharoff professor of aviation and director Essai fur la classification des sciences ( 1 898 ) , he
of the department of aBrcvs antics in the
Imperial sought to continue the tradition of positive raCollege of Technology (1920-23) and after 1926 tionalism inherited from Comte and Cournot.
foreign secretary to the Royal Society. He This project he carried out more fully in his
to hi? works Science and Industry (1017). later works, Traitti de Logique (1918) and Le

Evans (1928).

GLASS.
GLASS,

DAM

'

A

GODBABD

cism.
Goblot was also the author of Vocabud'Einslaire Philosophique (1901), Les
Theories
tein (1922), and La logique des jugements de

valeur (1927).

GODDARD, HENEY

HERBERT (1866).
psychologist known for his research in feeble-mindedness. He was born in
Vassalboro, Me., and educated at Haverford ColAfter a period of school-teaching, he was
lege.
appointed professor of psychology at the State
Normal School of Pennsylvania. In 1906 he resigned to take charge of the bureau of research
in the Training School for the Feeble-minded at
After 12 years in this capacVinelaucl, N. J.
ity, he was made director of the State Bureau
of Juvenile Research, of Ohio, and in 1022 he

An American

became professor of abnormal and

clinical psy-

chology in the Ohio State University. His major
publications comprise The Kallikak Family
(1912) ; Feeble-mindedness: Its Causes and Consequences (1914) ; The Criminal Imbecile (1915) ;
Psychology of the Normal and Subnormal
(1919) ; Human Efficiency (1920) ; Juvenile Delinquency (1921); Two Souls in one Body?
(1927), and The School Training of Gifted
Children (1927).
An Amer).
GODFREY, HO-LLIS (1874ican educator and engineer, born in Lynn, Mass.,
and educated at Tufts College and Harvard
University. Prom 1898 to 1905, he was engaged
in teaching and from 1906 to 1910 was head of
the department of science of the School of PracHe was consulting entical Arts in Boston.
gineer for several cities and corporations and
was research worker for the New York State
Commission on Hygiene from 1910 to 1917. He
was president of the Drexel Institute in Philadelphia from 1913 to 1921, and after 1921 was president of the Engineering Economies Foundation.
He wrote The Man Who Ended War (1908) ; The
Health of the City (1910) ; Dave MorrelVs Battery (1912), and Creatmg Wealth (1927), as
well as contributions to periodicals.

'G-OETHALS,

go'thalz,
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Systeme des Sciences: le Vrai, I* Intelligible, et
le Rel (1922).
The rationalism expounded in
these works was in direct contrast to the tendency
of the school of Bcrgson toward aesthetic mysti-

GEOBGE WASHINGTON

(1858-1928). An American civil and military
engineer (see VOL. X). He resigned from the
post of Civil Governor of the Canal Zone in 1916
and was made chairman of the board of inquiry in
regard to the Adamson Eight-hour Railway Labor Law. He was State engineer of New Jersey
in 1917 and in the same year was made general
manager of the Emergency Fleet Corporation.
Because of his lack of faith in the wooden fleet,
he resigned after three months. He was then appointed acting quartermaster general of the
United States Army. In 1918 he was made chief
of the division of storage and traffic of the
general staff (in February) and chief of the
division of purchase, storage, and traffic (in
April). He was also a member of the War Industries Board. At his own request, he was relieved from active service in March, 1919, and
later headed an engineering and construction

company. He retired from this work several
months before his death. General Goethals was
associated with the Port of New York Authority
for several years, and 'had much to do with the
planning of the Holland tubes under the Hudson
River between New *orfc and Jersey City, and
with plans for the bridge between New York and
Fort X*e, N. J. In 1915 the Congress of the

United States thanked him formally, in behalf
of the nation, for "distinguished service in constructing the Panama Canal/* and he received
the Distinguished Service Medal in 1918 for
"especially meritorious and conspicuous service"
in reorganizing the quartermaster department.
In 1919 France made him a commander of the
Legion of Honor.
GOITRE. Examination of United States recruits during the World War showed a considerable percentage of cases of this affection. In one
group of 20,000, no less than 6 per cent showed
simple goitre in a considerable degree. It also
became evident that this affection is endemic
in certain areas, such as the belt which runs
south of the Great Lakes. It is here that most
of the intensive study and attempts at prevention have taken place. Thus in the school
children of Akron, Ohio, goitre is known to develop in a considerable number, and it was
learned that the addition of a few milligrams of
iodine to the daily diet was a preventive. At
Rochester, N. Y., the city water supply was
medicated with iodine with the desired result
of preventing the development of the disease.
The problem of prevention is complicated in
France, Switzerland, and India, where the disease
has been endemic for centuries with a high incidence.
Here other factors may be at work in
determining the disease, and the mere addition
of a little iodine to the food or water may be

The iodine ingested
not be absorbed as a result
an abnormal condition of the intestine.
Similarly, there may be some irregularity in regard to the metabolism of iodine, or it may be
too
rapidly eliminated. The preventive action
of iodine has, however, been demonstrated in
school children in Switzerland, and it has been
shown likewise that regions of high altitudes,
remote from the ocean, may not contain enough
iodine in their plant foods and water to prevent
the development of the disease. Simple goitre
must not be confused with toxic goitre or
Graves's disease. In this form, there is not
much enlargement of the thyroid, but the patient
is an invalid who suffers much from rapid pulse
and nervousness.
The First International Congress on Goitre
was held at Berne Aug. 24-26, 1927, and, while
insufficient for prevention.

the patient

may

practically all countries sent delegates, some of
the leading authorities on the disease failed to
attend.
The very large number of exhibits are
to be used as the nucleus for a future goitre
museum. It is difficult to sum up the results
of the Congress, hut there is evidently a great
lack of standardization and uniformity in various aspects of the disease including the nomenclature. It is by no means certain that the problem
of goitre is the same in different localities.
Lack of iodine as a causal element seems to recede despite its use in prevention. The preventive campaign as carried out in the United States
is being carried out in a number of European
countries consisting chiefly in the use of iodine
but too much should not be expected of it as a
cure. Mild cases may disappear but the severe

forms are merely improved and we should not
look forward to eradicating the disease in this
simple manner. See FOOD and NUTRITION.
GfoliD. The World War, with its intensive
economic changes and dislocation of values, produced a depression in the gold-mining industry
that had not been completely overcome 10 years
after the signing of the Armistice. Subsequent
,
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to the war period, certain mines, such as those
in South Africa and Australia, were able to produce gold with considerable advantage, as they
received a virtual premium on their output ; but,
with the strengthening of sterling exchange, their
1
i
T il. TT
_
J

_

i

.

J_

Jl

there are only a few primary gold-producing
mines of importance now operating in the United
States and their output is not increasing. Until
some downward revision in the general commodity
price level takes place, or governmental aid

GOLD

UNITED STATES REFINERY PRODUCTION OP
GOLD FOR 1928
FIGURES COMPILED BY THE BUREAU OF THE MINT,
WITH THE COdPBBATION OF THE UNITED STATES
Gold

Since 1918 the gold production of Canada has
Canada's 102ft gold producsteadily increased.
tion was valued at $38,647,000 as compared with
a $14,463,689 output in 1918. The increasing

importance of Canada's annual gold production

GOLD
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and the gradually declining importance

of the

industry in the United States indicate that in
time Canada will supersede its southern neighbor
as the second most important gold producer in
the world.
The trend of gold production in Mexico has
been downward since 1924. Several of the older
gold mines of primary importance have been
closed down in recent years because of the exhaustion of ore reserves and the generally unsatisfactory political and economic conditions under
which the companies find it necessary to operate.
South African production continues to increase and the production record of the Transvaal
was broken for the fifth consecutive year in 1928.
Mining costs in 1928, however, were slightly
higher and it is not improbable that this upward
tendency of operating costs will continue, particularly when consideration is given to the increasingly adverse operating conditions encountered in the deep mines of the Transvaal. The
outlook for the world gold industry of the future

none too promising and it appears inevitable
that unless the relative value of gold is to increase, the world output must surely decline in
future years.
According to an official estimate, the gold holdings of the 40 principal countries of the world at
the close of 1928 amounted to $9,981,000,000, of
which the U. S. Treasury and Federal Reserve
Banks held 37.6 per cent. The percentage was
reduced from 41.8 at the end of 1927.
"The decrease is chiefly the result of the loss of
$231,000,000 from central gold holdings of the
United States, but it is also attributable to the
fact that the reported gold holdings of all central banks and governments were $446,000,000
larger at the end of 1928 than at the end of 1927,"
the Federal Reserve Board said.
The increase was greater than the total amount
of new gold mined during the year, about $405,000,000, notwithstanding the fact that over $80,000,000 o'f gold was absorbed by India and an
unknown amount taken for industrial consumption, according to the board.
is

$38,000,000; Spain, $502,000,000, decrease of $8,000,000; Russia, $97,000,000, decrease of $5,000,000; France, $954,000,000, increase of $299,000,000;
Germany, $444,000,000, increase of
$206,000,000; Argentina, $529,000,000 increase
of $78,000,000; Brazil, $101,000,000, increase of
$48,000,000; Italy, $239,000,000, increase of $27,000,000;
Belgium, $100,000,000, increase of
$26,000,000; Netherlands, $161,000,000, increase
of $14,000,000; Austria, $12,000,000, increase
of $12,000,000; Poland, $58,000,000, increase of
$12,000,000; Uruguay, $59,000,000, increase of
$9,000,000; England, $742,000,000 increase of
$8,000,000; and India, $119,000,000, increase
of $5,000,000.

An
).
GOLDBERGEB, JOSEPH (1874American physician, born in Austria-Hungary.
He

obtained his education in arts at the City
College of New York and his degree in medicine
from Bellevue Hospital Medical College, New
York, in 1895. After a short term of private
practice at Wilkes-Barre, Pa., he entered the
u. S. Public Health Service, becoming past
assistant surgeon in 1904 and surgeon in 1912.

The

earlier part of his

government service was

preventive medicine and later he
was made director of field nutrition investigation. Although he has studied many of the transmissible diseases, he is best known for his persistent investigation of pellagra over many years
and for his experiments, carried out at times on

devoted to

own

person, with pellagra-producing diets.
British colony of West
Africa which includes within its administrative
area Ashanti and the protectorate of the Northern Territories. Total area, 80,000 square miles;
population, census of 1911, 1,503,386; increased
by 1921 to 2,078,043. In 1915 there were 2206
Europeans, and in 1921, 2165. Chief towns are
his
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Accra (38,000), Seccondee (10,000), and Cape
Coast Castle (15,000). Education, encouraged
by the Government and by foreign missions, made
great strides. There were 22 government schools
and 234 government-aided schools with an
average attendance of 29,640 in 1927. The staple
The unusual growth of monetary gold was ac- products and exports are cocoa, palm oil, kola
counted for largely by the return of gold by the nuts, palm kernels, india rubber, and mangaFrench public to the Bank of France and the ship- nese. Exports in 1913, and 1927 were valued
ment of gold to England and Germany by Russia, at .5,427,106, and 14,350,355. Imports for the
in excess of the production of the Russian mines same years were
4,952,494 and
13,770,542.
and the loss of gold by the State Bank.
Shipping entered and cleared, 4,814,436 tons.
Attention was called to the fact that the Bank Chief imports in 1927 were cotton goods,
of the Nation in Argentina, although not an in- machinery, provisions, apparel, hardware, and
stitution of issue, holds a substantial part of the building materials. The growing importance of
the United States in the Gold Coast foreign
monetary gold reserves of that country.
imFigures given by the board represent physical trade may be gauged from the following:
gold held either at home or abroad by central ports for 1927 from the United Kingdom, 7,1,632,867;
banks and public treasuries. They do not in- 940,917; from the United States,
clude items that are understood to represent exports to the United Kingdom, 4,334,135; to
or include holdings of foreign assets other than the United States, 3,484,756. Cocoa, the chief
earmarked gold; nor do they include gold tech- source of the economic well-being of the native
Exports
nically known as "in circulation,' that is, gold population, continues to gain steadily.
held by commercial banks, business concerns, in 1913 were 50,554 tons; in 1926, 230,840 tons.
and private individuals. The board explained Gold, the leading product of the Ashanti, dethat figures for gold in circulation are difficult clined. In 1912 the production was 352,957
to obtain.
ounces; in 1927, only 9545. Government acAt the end of 1928, the gold held by national counts for 1913 and" 1926 showed in revenues and
banks in the United States amounted to $17,000,- expenditures 1,301,566 and 4,365,321, and 2,000; by the commercial banks of Australia, $126,- 856,347 and 4,328,159. Railroad building con000,000; by the Argentine banks, other than the tinues; a line was completed from Accra to
Bank of the Nation, $11,000,000; and by Can- Anyinam (85 miles), and an extension was comadian banks, $77,000,000,
pleted from this line to Coomassie. In 1928,
Holdings at the end of the year as compared 394 miles of railway were open to traffic, and 98
with 1927 were given as follows: United States, under construction. During the World War, the
of
$3,977,000,000; Canada, $152,000,000, decrease of Gold Coast regiment aided in the reduction
3

GOLDEN

conducted by British Gold Coast officials until
the surrender of the territory to the French in
1919 under a League of Nations mandate.
An Ameri).
GOLDEN, JOHN (1874can playwright and producer, born in New York
He played in stock and repertoire and
City.
was successively comic journalist, student of
music, and song writer. He has composed more
than 1000 songs, written many short plays, and
designed scenery and costumes and composed the
music for about a dozen musical comedies. His
>

best known serious song is Poor Butterfly. The
best plays with which he has been identified include Turn to tlic Right, Lightning Three Wise
Fools, Thunder, Dear Me, The First Year, The

Of a number
shows at the Hippodrome, his best were
Hip- Hip Hooray, Cheer Up, and Everything
Wheel, Spite Corner, and Thank U.

of big

(1918-19).

GOLDFOHB, ABRAHAM JULES

An American

zoologist,

).
(1881born in London, England,

and educated at the College of the City of New
York and Columbia University. He was tutor
in biology (1010-11), instructor in natural history (J911-13), assistant professor (1913-20),
associate professor
(1920-26), and professor
at the College of the City of New
(1026) ;

York. He published articles on experimental
zoology and embryology.
An Amer).
GOLDMAN, EMKA (1869ican anarchist (see VOL. X). She was arrested
and deported to Eussia in 1919. In 1920 she
was reported to have said that she wanted to
come back to the United States, but she was
not allowed to return. On promising to abstain
from propaganda, she was allowed to live in
Germany, but in 1924 she held a protest meeting
in Berlin, in behalf of the non-Communist revolutionaries in Russia, which was broken up by
the police. She wrote My Disillusionment
Russia (1923-24).
GOLDSMITH, ROBERT (1882-1924). An
American writer and lecturer, born at Kingston,
W. Y., and educated at Phillips Academy in
Andover, Mass. In 1907-08, he engaged in publishing, and at intervals from 1909 to 1916 he
was active in the Congregational ministry.
From 19 1C on, he held editorial or administrative positions with the .Russell Sage Foundathe
tion,
League to Enforce Peace, the
Rockefeller Foundation, the Interchurch World
Movement, the New York World, the Bureau of
Political Research) and the Democratic national
committee. He was the author of A League to
Enforce Peace (1917).

m

GOLDWYN,

SAMUEL

(1882-

).

An

American motion-picture producer born in Warsaw, Poland. He organized the Jesse Lasky
Feature Photoplay Company, the Goldwyn Pic3
tures Corporation, the Eminent Authors Pictures, Inc., and the Madison Productions, Inc.,
and was a pioneer in inducing American authors
to work actively for the motion pictures.

Among
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German Togoland, where administration was

the stars he introduced to the screen

were

Mary Garden, Pauline Frederick, and
Geraldine Farrar. He has published a volume
-

of reminiscences.

GOLP. Golf undoubtedly has the largest following of any of the sports. The nature of the
pastime makes it impossible for any great number of spectators to witness important matches,
but their progress is closely watched by countless thousands through the medium of, the press.
The leading newspapers in every large country

devote more space to golf happenings than to
any other branch of sport. Not only are international, national, and sectional tournaments
thoroughly described, but even the outcomes of
myriad local club competitions are carefully
summarized. The principal New York City
dailies, for example, contain as much as three
columns of golf news Sundays and Mondays giving the results of the week-end contests throughout the Metropolitan District.
The United States, Great Britain, and France
lead the way in golfing enthusiasm and it is
natural therefore that the outstanding performers on the links should be found in those countries.
The question of age does not enter so
largely in this sport as it does in other forms of
athletic recreation and competition, when it
comes to proficiency, and the same little coterie
of star players may hold sway for a decade
or more. Among the veteran players who have

succeeded long and gloriously and still figure
prominently in any championship test they enter
are Walter C. Hagen, James Barnes, Francis
Ouimet, Jock Hutchison and Gene Sarazen of
the United States and Abe Mitchell, George Duncan and Cyril Tolley of Great Britain. Other
preeminent competitors are Robert T. Jones,
Jesse Sweetser,
Farlane, George

Thomas Armour, William MacVon Elm, Leo Diegel, Johnny

Farrell, and Horton Smith of the United States
along with T. P. Perkins, Dr. W. Tweddell,
Roger Wethered, and E. W. Holderncss of Grca

Britain.

The widespread popularity of golf is due in
considerable measure to the appeal it has for
womankind.

So keen has been feminine interest in this sport that several women have established course records but little higher than tho.se
set by men.
Miss Joyce Wethered and Miss
Cecil Leitch of England and Miss Glcnna Collctt
of the United States are two whose golf play
has

been

brilliant.
Miles. S. LaL. Le Blan of France also deserve

especially

Chaume and
mention*

Walter C. Hagen is perhaps the most remarkable golf player in the history of the game.
Back in 1914, Hagen captured his first important
championship by winning the U. S. National
Open tournament. Defying the passing years,
this same player gained the British Open title
in 1922, again in 1924, and more amazing still,
both in 1928 and 1929.
Among the younger players, Robert T. Jones
is

conspicuous.

Jones

won

the U. S. National

Open tournament in 1923, the U. S. Amateur
in 1924-25-27-28, and the British Open Tournament in 1926 and 1927.
The triumphant sweep of golf has not ignored
the college world. In the United States, variouw
groups of institutions in the several sections of
the country hold annual tournaments, while dual
golf meets between colleges arc rapidly increasing in number each year. The preparatory and
public schools also have their tourneys.
GOLLAJNTCZ, gftl'unks, Sift LsKAKL (1803An English scholar (see VOL. X), pro).
fessor of Kaiglish Language and Literature in
the University of London, and Leofric lecturer
in Old English at University College, Exeter.
He was knighted in 1919. Besides critical editions of numerous alliterative poems, he wrote
the Hook of Homage to fthakenpearc (1910), The
Sources of Hamlet (1926), and lUe Oaedmon
Manuscript of Anglo-Saxon Biblical Poetry
(1927).

GOMEZ

)
go'mas, JUAN VICENTE ( 1859Venezuelan President (see VOL. X). In 1913
to
ex President Castro attempted
regain power,
and on August 3, President Gomez took command

A

GOMEZ,

.

of the army to restore public order. On Jan.
1, 1914, he returned to Caracas and resumed
the presidency. His term ended on Apr. 19,
1914, and on that day the Venezuelan Congress
elected him commander-in-chief of the national
army. On May 3, 1915, he was reflected president, but remained commander of the army until
1918, while former President Bustillos acted as
provisional President. On May 3, 1922, on the
expiration of his term, he was reflected for the
term 1922-29. Reflected again in 1929, he declined the Presidency and assumed the post of
numcommander-in-chief of the army instead.
ber of revolutionary outbreaks were subdued during his last term as President.

A

GOMFERS,

SAMUEL

American labor leader

(see
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(1850-1924).

VOL. X).

On

An

the

entrance of the United States into the World
War, he was appointed a member of the Advisory
Commission of the Council of National Defense
and in 1918-19, he was a represen(1917-19)
tative of the American Federation of Labor at
the Paris Peace Conference. He was president
of the international commission on labor legislation at the Peace Congress; chairman of the
delegates from the American Federation of Labor to the convention of the International Federation of Trades Unions at Amsterdam (1919) ;
a member of the President's first industrial con;

ference (1919), of the President's unemployment
conference (1921), and of the President's advisory disarmament commission (1921-24). In
addition, he held the presidency of the PanAmerican Federation of Labor. In 1921 he was
elected president of the American Federation of
Labor for the fortieth time.
GONADS. See SECRETIONS, INTERNAL.
GONZALEZ VIQTJEZ, CLETO. See VIQUEZ,

CLETO GONZALEZ.

GONZIA AND GB.ADISCA.

See

ADBIATIO CONTROVERSY.

FIUME-

An
).
GOOCH, GEOBGE PEABODY (1873eminent British historian, a Fellow of the British Academy, who was educated at King's Coland
lege, London; Trinity College, Cambridge,
in Berlin and Paris. A Liberal, he represented
Bath in Parliament from 1906 to 1910. He was
the
joint editor of the Contemporary Review, of
Br^t^sh Documents on the Origins of the War,
(Vol. IV, The Anglo-Russian Rapprochement,
1903-07) and of the Cambridge History of Brvttsh Foreign Policy, H8S-W19 (3 vols., 192223 ) and he edited The Laler Correspondence of
His writLord John Russell, 1840-1878. ( 1925)
Democratic Ideas in
include English
ings
Annals
of
the Seventeenth Century (1898);
Politics and Culture ( 1901 )
History of Our
the
Historians
of
Time (1911); History and
Nineteenth Century (1913); Political Ideas
Germany
from Bacon to Halifax (3914-15);
and the French Revolution (1920) ; Life of Lord
Courtney (1920); Nationalism (1920); History
of Modem Europe, 1878-1019 (1923); FrancoQerman' Relations, 1811-1914 (1923); Germany
(1925), and Recent Revelations of .European
Diplomacy (1927 and 1928).
An
).
GOOD, JAMES WILLIAM (1866American cabinet official. He was born at Cedar
at Coe College
Rapids, Iowa, and was graduated
in 1892. After obtaining 'the degree of LL.B. at
the University of Michigan, he practiced at Cedar
,

.

;

Rapids, where he served three years as City Attorney. He was elected to Congress as a Republican by the Fifth Iowa District for seven successive terms (1909-23), becoming chairman of
the House Committee on Appropriations and the
select committee on the budget in the 66th and
67th Congresses.

He

resigned his seat in 1921

and engaged in the practice of law in Chicago.
On Mar. 4, 1929, he entered President Hoover's
Cabinet as Secretary of War.

GOODALE, HUBERT DANA

(1879-

).

An

American

zodlogist, born at Troy, N. Y., and
educated at Trinity College, in Connecticut, and
Columbia University. He was resident investigator at the Station for Experimental Evolution, Cold Spring Harbor, N. Y. (1911-13) and

research biologist in poultry husbandry at the
Massachusetts Experiment Station (1913-22).
Since 1922 he has been engaged in research work
at Mt. Hope Farm, Williamstown, Mass. Professor Goodale's publications have been on heredity, mainly in connection with domestic fowl.
(1859-1928).
GOOmJSTG, FKANK R.
United States Senator, who was born in England
and taken by his parents to the United States in
1867. At the age of fifteen, he went to California
and six years later to Idaho (then a Territory).
He was a contractor for mining companies and
later operated large farms and sheep ranches.
He ^was a member of the Idaho State Senate,
chairman of the Republican State Central
Committee, and Governor of Idaho (1905-07).
In 1921 he was appointed a U. S. Senator to fill

A

an unexpired term and was elected for two terms
(1921-33). In the Senate, he served on the In-

Commerce Committee.

terstate

He

died in the

second year of his second term.

GOODMAN,

JULES

ECKERT

An American

(1876-

).

dramatist, born in Gervais, Oreg.,
and educated at Harvard and Columbia Universities.

He was

prominent in magazine work for

years as managing editor of Current Literature
and with the Dramatic Mirror and Outing. His
writings include, in collaboration with Montague
Glass, The Man Who Came Back (1916); 06ject: Matrimony (1916); Business oefore Pleasure (1917); Why Worry? (1918); His Honor
Abe Potash (1919). He also wrote The Silent
Voice (1914) andPtefr-o (1919), in both of which
Otis Skinner was starred; The Dreamer (1920) ;
The Law Breaker (1921); Cliains (1923), re-

named Morals when performed in England,
(1924); Simon Called Peter (1924); Treasure
Island

(1926).

GOODNOW, FRANK

An American

JOHNSON

(1859

.).

and university presiHe was president of Johns

legal scholar

dent (see VOL. X).

Hopkins University, 1914-29, resigning in the
latter year.

tutional

He

published Principles of Consti(1916), and China,, an

Government

Analysis (1926).

A

Brit).
GOOSSENS, EUGENE (1893tish composer and conductor, born in London.
He began his musical studies at the Conservatory in Bruges in 1903 and entered the Liverpool College of Music in 1906. In 1907 he
won a scholarship at the Royal College of
Music in London, .where he spent the next four
years under Rivarde (violin) and Stanford
(composition). From 1911 to 1915, he was a
violinist in the Queen's Hall Orchestra and appeared occasionally as conductor of his own
works. In 1915 Beecham engaged him for his
opera company, to conduct Stanford's The
Critic; of this task the young man acquitted

GORDON

so successfully that he remained as
regular conductor until the dissolution of the
enterprise in 1020, when he was engaged by the
British National Opera Company. In the meantime, frequent appearances as guest-conductor
with several orchestras in the provinces and in
London had established his reputation as one
In 1923
of the foremost of British conductors.
he appeared in the United States as guest-conductor of the Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra
Since then, he
for the first half of the season.
has spent a considerable portion of every musical
season in the United States, appearing as guestconductor of several of the leading symphony
orchestras. During the summer of 1926, he was
conductor of Diaghilev's Russian Ballet in London and, in the fall of that year, he began his
duties as conductor of the Rochester Opera Company. As a composer, he is very prolific and
won recognition from the beginning. He is an
uncompromising exponent of ultramodern tendencies.
Among his works are two symphonic
poems, Perseus and The Eternal Rhythm; Symphonic Prelude to a poem by Ossian; an orchestral scherzo, Tarn. O'Shanter; Variations on a,
Chinese Theme for orchestra; Poem for violin
and orchestra; Miniature Fantasy for string or-

himself

chestra; Fantasy Seostct for strings, commissioned for the Berkshire Festival, 1923; a great
deal of chamber music; piano pieces and songs;
an overture and incidental music to Verhaeren's
Philip II and to Somerset Maugham's play East
of Sitea; and a one-act opera, Judith (London,
1929).

CHARLES WILLIAM (1860).
Canadian author (see VOL. X). In 1915 he
was chaplain with the Canadian forces in France.
He served on a special commission for the Imperial government and the Canadian government
in the United States (1917) and on a special
commission for the Canadian government to
Great Britain (1918) and was appointed chairman of the Council of Industry for the Province
of Manitoba by the provincial government
(1920). He was Moderator of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of Canada

A
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GORDON,

GORE, THE RT. REV. CHARLES
An English theologian and prelate

(1853-

).

(see VOL. X).
bishopric of Oxford,
1011. He settled in

In 1919 he resigned the
which he had held since
London and identified himself with the Christian
Socialists.
Among his later works were The
The Epistle of
Religion of the Church (1916)
St. John (1920); Christian Moral Principles
(1921), Belief in God (1921), The Deity of
;

Christ (1922), Belief in Christ (1922), The
Holy Spirit and the Church (1924), Can We
Then Believe? (1926), and Christ and Society
(1928). He edited A New Commentary on Holy
Scriptures, including the Apocrypha (1928).
GOBEMYKIN, g5r'6-mik'In, IVAN LONGINOVITCH (1839-1917). A Russian stateman (see
VOL. X) again premier from 1914 to February,
1916. His opposition to the liberal aims of

the Duma led to his resignation. After the
Revolution, he was arrested and confined for a
short time in the Fortress of St. Peter and St.
Paul. With his wife and brother-in-law, he
was murdered in the Caucasus in December,
1917.

GORGAS, WILLIAM CRAWFORD (1854-1920).
An American sanitarian, and U. S. Army Surgeon General (see VOL. X). He was raised to
the rank of major general in 1915. He died in
London, Eng., on July 4, 1920, and his funeral

was held

in St. Paul's Cathedral.

A

laboratory

Gorgas Memorial Institute of Tropical
Research and Preventive Medicine, for which
funds were provided by the United States and
several Latin-American governments, was dedicated at Panama on Apr. 2, 1929.
for the

The
).
GORKY, gGr'kS, MAXIM (1808pseudonym of ALEX&I MAXIMOVITCII P&SHKOV,
a Russian author (see VOL. X). At the outbreak of the World War, he returned to Russia.
At first he was opposed to the Bolsheviks, but
later became reconciled to their regime; in 1920,
however, he went to Sorrento, Italy, to live.
His later works include three autobiographical
volumes My Childhood (1915), fn the World
About
(1917), and My University Days (1923)
the Devil; Comrades; Reminiscences of L. N.
in 1921. Among his later publications arc The Tolstoy
The Note-Book of Anton
(1920);
No Man's Land Chekhov (1921); Reminiscences of An on
Major (1917), The Sky Pilot
(1021);
(1921), The Chekhov, with Bunin and Kuprin
(1919), To Him That Hath
Oaspards of Pine Croft (1923), Treading the Through Russia, stories (1922) flcrits de RevoWine Press (1925), and The Friendly Pour lution (1922) The Judge, a play (1924) Frag(1927). He wrote under the name of "Ralph ments from my Diary (1924); Lenine; et Lc
Connor,"
Paysan russe (1925) The Story of a Novel and
GORDON, WALTER HENRY (1863-1924). An Other Stories (1925); Sur les Chemins dc ma
American army officer, born in Wilkinson vie (1926); Decadence, a novel (1927); Les
County, Mass. He graduated from the United Artamomov, a novel (1928), Reminiscences of
States Military Academy in 1886, served in the Leonid Andreyev (1928); The Bystander (1927),
Spanish-American War and the Philippines and the first volume of a novel, The End and the
was appointed colonel of the 31st Infantry in Beginning.
1916, and brigadier general in the National
GORMAN, JAMES EDWARD .(1863).
Army in 1917. He served as commander of the An American railway official, born in Chicago.
;

m

I

;

;

;

;

154th rtepdt Brigade at Camp Meade, Md., in
1917, and in the same year was transferred to the
10th Infantry Brigade, 5th Division, Camp ForIn 1918 he was appointed major
rest, Ga.
general commanding the 6th Division. In 191819 he was in service in France and was with the
Army of Occupation in Germany in 1919. In
1920 he was appointed commandant of the Infantry School at Camp Benning, Ga. He was
honorably discharged as major general in 1919,
and was appointed brigadier general of the Reguin 1921.

He was promoted

Army
major
general in 1923 and retired in January, 1924.
In the following April he died.
lar

to

He began

his railroad career with the Chicago,
Burlington &, Quincy road, in 1877. He occupied important positions in several companies
and was with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe in various capacities from 1895 to 1917. In
the latter year, he became president of the
R. I. and P. R. R. and was Federal manager
of this road from 1918 to 1920, when he again

a

became

its president.

GOSSE,

gSs, SIB

EDMUND (WILLIAM)

(1849critic, and biographer
He
VOL.
of
the
was
chairman
board
(see
X).
of Scandinavian studies at University College
in London (1917-1928) and president of the
1928).

An

English poet,

GOTCH

English Association (1921). Many honors were
bestowed on him, and in 1925 he was knighted.
His later works include Collected Poems (1911),
Inter Arma (1916), The Life of Algernon Charles
Swinburne (1017), Three French Moralists
(1918), Diversions of a

Man

of Letters (1919),

Malherbe (1920), Books on ihe Table (1921),
Aspects and Impressions (1922), More Books
on the Table (1923), Silhouettes (1925), Leaves
and Fruit (1927), and Thomas Lovell Beddoes,
edited with a new memoir hy Goase (1928).
An
)
GOTCH, JOHN ALFRED (1852English architect and author. He attended the
-

University of Zurich, and, articled to R.

W.

Johnson

the

practice
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of Melton Mowbray, he
of architecture in 1878.

began

orgaimed charities and benevolent institutions,
donations for humanitarian and cultural purposes having been made by its citizens on a
larger scale than in any other city of Sweden.
It was also the first city in Scandinavia to establish
modern workmen's dwellings. From
May 8 to September 30, 1923, a jubilee exposition

was held to celebrate Goteborg's 300th birthday
and to show the progress which Swedes have
made in manufacture and commerce, education
and music, arts and sciences, at home and in
foreign lands.

GOTHENBURG,

British Architects in 1923-25
He was also a
corresponding member of the American Institute
of Architects.
His books include Architecture
of the Renaissance in England (1894); Early
Renaissance Architecture in England (1901);
The Growth of the English House (1909) ; The
Original Drawings for the Palace at WhiteJiall,
attributed to Inigo Jones (1912); The English
Home from Charles I to George IV (1918) ; and
Old English Houses (1925).

G6TEBORG, yu'tebur'y', GOTHENBURG, or
GOTTENBURG. The principal port, manufacturing centre, and second city of Sweden.
The population in 1928 was estimated to be
233,303. Goteborg is the home port for several
passenger steamers, maintaining services to the
United States, Australia, and England; it is a
terminal for some of the most important railwaylines in Sweden, such as the newly electrified
line from Stockholm to Goteborg; and it is an
important junction on the international air-lines
of Europe, its aerodrome being situated at
Torslanda. The Harbor of Goteborg, part of
which is a free port, is 15 kilometers (9.32 miles)
long and is divided into two portions, the upper
portion accommodating inland shipping and the
lower one being used by coastal and seagoing
The harbor facilities have been greatly
vessels.
improved; several shipyards and repair docks
are located in the harbor district, including a
new floating drvdock of 20,000 tons lifting
capacity. At the beginning of 1928, 281 vessels
of 522,312 grosH tonnage were entered and
The new post office is one of the finest
cleared.
in Europe, and the Lorensberg Theatre is the
leading playhouse of Scandinavia.
Among the principal attractions of Goteborg
are its highly specialized museum collections,
ranging from South American Indian antiquities
and Oriental specimens, collected in the days
when trade flourished with the East Tndies, to
native handicrafts and modernistic art. The
sociological-historical and ethnographical collections are housed in buildings that were once
the offices and warehouses of the East-India
Company, while a new building has been erected
in Slottsskogen, the most famous of G0teborg*s
many beautiful parks, for the natural history
The Rohss Art and Handicraft
collections.
Museum has a complete collection of book-bindings and printings, Chinese art, textiles, and
other hand -wrought wares. The collection of
pictures in the Art Gallery affords a complete
representation of modern Swedish painting, and
the exhibits are regarded as among the best
arranged and most valuable in Europe. Goteborg
is distinguished for its many large and well-

See

GOTE-

GQTZIITOER, gets'Ing-Sr, GUSTAV (1880An Austrian geologist at the Geological
).

He was a

member of the Royal Fine Arts Commission
and was president *of the Royal Institute of

got'en-burk.

BORG.

Moraand educated at the Gymnasium and the

Institute, Vienna, born in Neu-Serowitz,
via,

University of Vienna. He was editor of the
Geographische JaJnesbericht aus Osterreich. In
1900-11 he was oceanographer of the Society for
the Investigation of the Adriatic and in 1912 he
was appointed section geologist of the Geological
Institute at Vienna. He is the author of numerous works, dealing especially with glacial
and marine geology, including Oceanographische
Beobachtungen Nordlicher Adria (1910); Geomorphologie der Lun&er Seen, Oeologie und Morphologic Dinara, Morphologic des Ostliclien
Kalk-hochplateaus (1912); (iletschervermessung
der Alpen (1900); Nordisches Diluvium WestSchlesiens (1914, 1915); Erzgebirge, Osterreichtsche Alpenseeforschung (1916) ; Eis der Lunzer
Seen (1917); Phosphathohle von Csaklovina
(1919); Denkmalpflanzen und Naturdenkmalcr
(1921); Alpenrandgeologie (1923), and Rutschender (Jrasberg (1923).
COLLEGE. A nonsectarian college for women at Baltimore, Md., founded in
1885.
The student enrollment increased from
380 in 1913-14 to 1053 in 1927-28. The faculty
was enlarged from 29 to 103 members (in 1928),
and the library from 12,000 to 40,500 volumes
during the same period. The endowment fund,
begun during the period under review amounted
to $1,500,000 in 1924 and to $2,386,989 in 1928.
site was purchased in 1921 at Tow son, Md.,
and a campaign inaugurated to collect $6,000,000, of which $5,000,000 was to be used to
move the college from Baltimore to Towson. The
remaining $1,000,000 was to be added to the
permanent endowment fund, to which the General Board in New York pledged $400,000 in
1921 and paid an additional $40,000 in cash.
The Board also gave $250,000 to the endowment
fund of the college in 1917. President, William
Westley Guth, Ph.D., LL.D.
An Ameri).
GOULD, EDWIN (1800can railway official (see VOL. X). In 1917-18
he served with Squadron A, New York National
Guard, and in the latter year was major of
ordnance in the 1st Brigade.
GOTTBATTD, gdor'G', HENRI JOSEPH J&TJENNE
French general who was born
(1867).
in Paris, trained at St. Cyr, and served in Africa
from 1894 to 1914. In 1912 he became general
of brigade, and in J914 a general of division.
During the World War, he served first in the
Argorme, where he commanded the 10th Division
(1914), then in command of the 1st Corps of
the Colonial Army (1915), and from Hay to
June, 1915; he led the expeditionary corps in
the Dardanelles, until he was wounded and lost
his right' arm. He commanded the 4th Army
from December, 1915, until September, 1910, with

GOUCHER
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an interim of

six

months

when he was

in 1910-17

resident general of Morocco. In September,
1919, he was Governor of Strassburg, and in
November of that year became commander-inchief of the Army of the Levant and highcommissioner for France in Syria and Cilieia
In 1922 he was appointed
(retired in 1923).
War Council, and in
a member of the

the following year

Higher
lie became Military Governor

of Paris.
He visited the United States in 1929
to attend the reunion of the Rainbow Division,
A. K. F., at Baltimore, as representative of the

French government.

GOYATJ, goy'6', PIEKKB Louis TnltopniLE
A French religious hisGEORGES (1809).
torian who was born at Orleans and was eduand
cole Normale Superieure
cated at the
taught at the ficole Franchise in Rome. As one
of the editors of the powerful Revue des Deux
Mondes and Figaro he wieided an influence in behalf of conservatism and Catholicism. His writings reflected the social Catholic tradition of
Joseph de Maistre. He was elected a member
of the French Academy in 1922.
partial list
of his writings include.'** Le Pape, les Catholigucs,
la question Bociale
et
(1803); Le Vatican
(1895); Autour du catholicisme social (15 series: 1897, 1901, 1907, 1910, and 1913); L'Allemagne Iteligieuse: Le Protest ant ism e, Prix
Bordin of the French Academy (1898); L'Idee
de Patne et Vhumamtarisme (1901); Z/M//Cmagne rdigieuse: le Catholicisme (4 vols., 1905,

A

1908); Bismarck

et

VEglise (4

vols.,

1910-13);

Le Cardinal Mercier (1917); La penste

reli-

gieuse de Joseph de Maistre ( 1921) Sic. Jeanne
d'Arc (1921); ffistoire rfligieuse de la nation
frangaise (1922) ; Une Bpopee mystique (1924) ;
Le Cardinal Lavigone (1925) ; Frtd&rie Ozanam
(1020); Le Visage dc Rome chretienne (1927),
and Raint Louis (1928).
Russian
).
GKRABAR, IGOR E. (1871landscape painter, one of the leaders of the
Moscow gioup who, in reaction against the
realism of the Wanderers, depict Russian scenes
in an impressionistic style, Grabar himself being
a pointillist. He is also a writer ou art. See
PAINTING, under Russia.
;

A

GKRABATT, MARY ANTIN. See ANTIN, MABT.
).
GRAFF, KASIMIR UOMUALD (1878A German astronomer, born at Prochnowo,
Poaen, and educated at the Gymnasium and at
Friedrich-Wilhehn University in Berlin. In
1900 he became a member of the board of directors of the Urania Observatory in Berlin. In
1909 he transferred to the Hamburg observatory,
where he became a professor in 1917. He wrote
(jrwndriss der (Jeographtschen Orittbestimmung
(.1914),; a German adaptation of Fabre, Der
Stemhimmel (3d ed., 1921); an adaptation of
Newromb, Astronomic fur Jedermann (4th ed.,
1922); Afitrophysik, with Scheiner (1922), and
Or under der Astrophysik (1927).
CHARLES
(1862-1929). An
GRAPLY,
American sculptor (see VOL. X), In 1915 he
served on the international Jury of Awards at
the Panama-Pacific International Exposition.
In 1917 he became instructor in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. Among his awards during
the period were the Watrous Gold Medal of the
National Academy of Design, 1918, the Potter
Palmer Gold Medal, 1921, and the medal of
honor of the Concord Art Association, 1922.
EVARTS AMBROSE (1883).
An American surgeon and discoverer of the radioresource
of
who
was
diagnostic
eholecystograpby,

GBAHAM,

born in Chicago. He received the degrees of
A.B. from Princeton in 1904 and of M.D. from
Rush Medical College in 1907. From 1908 until
the outbreak of the World War, lie taught and
did original research work in surgery at Rush
College.
During the War, he served with the
rank of captain and major, was active in the
School of Neurological Surgery in Chicago, and
as member of the Ernpyema Commission at Baltimore made original researches on empyema which
were recorded in a monograph. He was mustered
out of the army in 1919 and became professor of
surgery in the Washington University School
of Medicine, St. Louis, and surgeon in chief to
the Barnes Hospital. In 3925 with several assoof the
ciates, he published his fust reports
method discovered by hi*n of visualization of the
gall-bladder which was at once popularised
throughout the world and has revolution i/ed
knowledge of this organ and its diseases and
greatly en la god the sphere of diagnosis. lie
was awarded numerous honors including the
gold medal and certificate of merit from the St.
Louis Medical Society, 1927, for his work in
i

choleoyatography.

STEPHEN (1884An Eng).
VOL. X). During the World
War, he served as a private in the Scots Guards
(1917-18) and afterward he continued his life
of wandering.
His later works include With
Poor Ewigianls to America (1914) Russia and
the World (1915)
The Way of Martha and the
Way of Mary (1915) Through Russian Central

GRAHAM,

lish writer

(see

;

;

;

Asia (1916), Russia in Jf.9/6* (1917); Priest of
the Ideal (1917); Quest of the Face (1918);
Private in the (Juards (1919); Children of the
Slaves (1920); The Challenge of the Dead
( 1

921

Europe

) ;

Tramping

witJi

a,

Whither

Pod

Bound?

in the Rookies

( 1

92 1

) ;

(1922);

Vender-London (1923); In Quest of Eldorado
(1924) ; Life and Last Words of Wilfred Ewart
(1924); Russia in Division (1925); London,
Nights (1925); Midsummer Mmic (1926); the
Gentle Art of Tramping (1927); New York
Nights (1928) ; The Lay Confessor (1928) ; and
Peter 1he Orcat (1929).
THE RT. HON. WILLIAM (1887-

GRAHAM,
).

A

Briti&h

who was educated

public official and labor leader,
in private schools and at Edin-

burgh University. He was a member of numerous national and local public bodies including the
Edinburgh Town Council and was elected to Parliament in 1918. He was Financial Secretary to
the Treasury in the Labor Government of 1024.
He was named president of the Board of Trade
in the Labor Cabinet formed June 7, 1929.
He
wrote The Wages of Labor (11)21) and has contributed articles on social, industrial, and political quest ions to newspapers and periodicals.
GBAHAME-WHITE, CLAUDE (1879).
An English aviator, writer, and aeronautical
a
VOL.
He
was
comX).
engineer (see
flight
mander in 1914, but resigned to supervise the
of
British
filling
government aeroplane contracts.
His London aerodrome and factory at 11 end on
were acquired by the Government in 1925.
Among his later books are Learning to Fly
(1914); Aircraft in the Great War (1915);
Air Power Naval, Military, and Commerci" 1
(1917) ; Our first Airways, Their Organization,
Equipment, and Finance (1918); and Heroes of
the Flying Corps (1019).
GBAINT, See AGRICULTURE; W~ VAT.
GRAINGER, PERCY (ALDRIDGE) (1882A British composer and pianist, born at
)
.
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Brighton, Melbourne, Australia. He received his
first instruction on the piano from his mother,
continued with J. Kwast in Frankfort (18941900), and was for a short time with Busoni.
After a most successful d6but in London, in
1900, he toured Great Britain, New Zealand,
Australia, and South Africa. Returning to
Europe in 1906, he made tours of the Continent
until 1915, when he visited the United States
and settled there permanently. He served in the
American Army during the World War and was
afterward naturalized. In August, 1928, he
married in Los Angeles the Swedish sculptress,
Ella Viola Strom. As a composer, he became
known first in 1912, when he conducted his Mock
Morris at one of Gardiner's concerts in London.
Almost without exception, his compositions are
"based on folk music, of which he is not only a
profound student but also an ardent collector;
he has taken more than 500 records of folk melodies of all the countries he has visited.
His
choral works with orchestra include Father and
Daughter, Sir Eglamore, The Bride's Tragedy,
and Marching Song of Democracy (for the Worcester Festival, 191 G). He also has written In
a Nutshell, suite for piano and orchestra; for
orchestra, Molly on the Shore, English Dance,
Colonial Song, Shepherd's Hey; numerous pieces
for piano, and a few songs.
Consult I). C.
Parker's P. A. Grainger: A Study (New York,
1918).
STANDARDS. See WHEAT.

GRAIN
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ARMY

OP THE REPUBLIC,

THE. An order formed in 1866 among a number
of former soldiers who had served in the Civil
War. Auxiliary orders are the Woman's Relief
Corps, Ladies of the G. A. R., Sons and Daughters
of Union Veterans, and their auxiliaries.
A national

period a municipal tuberculosis hospital costing $605,000, a high school costing $600,000,
grade schools, a theatre costing $750,000, hotels,
churches, a Roman Catholic seminary, and an

academy were

built.

The William H.

Dean

Bridge, constructed in 1927 at a cost of $435,000,
is a memorial to a private who, during the Spanish American War, volunteered himself to the
medical corps for experiments in seeking to conquer yellow fever. The assessed valuation of
property in Grand Rapids in 1928 was $203,425,606; the net debt was $13,521,294.

Grand Rapids

the furniture-manufacturing
It has GS factories
and craftsmen and
which produce furniture valued at $00,000,000
annually. The 102d semi-annual furniture market, attended by 4000 buyers and salesmen from
all parts of the United States, was held in November, 1928. Grand Rapids has the largest of
all carpet-sweeper, school-seat, window-sash, pulis

centre of the United States.
which employ 13,000 artists

excelsior, show-case, and refrigerator factories in the United States.
Employees in all
factories number more than 30,000.
Grand Rapids is also a large producer of gypsum products,
the mines being to the south and west of the city.
ley,

There are within the city limits 403.28 miles of
streets, 389.70 miles ,of public sewers, and 342.14
miles of water mains. The cost of street improvements completed in 1927 was $1,003,503;
of sewers completed in 1927, $882,330; of water
mains, $237,865; of permanent improvements,
$2,618,698, which includes 50 miles of assessment storm and sanitary sewers constructed by
the sanitary engineering division which also expended $746,537 in bond-issue projects, making a

grand total of $3,365,235.

The

city

has

in-

vested $981,012 in flood protection, not including
buildings and equipment. Grand Rapids with
an absolutely pure water supply taken from
Grand River and treated in a modern filtration
plant is one of the most healthful cities in the
United States. It was on the 1927 honor roll of
43 cities with a typhoid death rate per 100,000
of 0.0 to 1.9 per cent.
The Grand Rapids airport, one of the finest in the United States, is

encampment is held in September, department encampments in June. Delegates to the
national body are chosen by the Department of
Encampments, and those to the Department Encampments by the Posts. The 62d National Encampment was held at Denver, Colo., September,
1928, while the 63d National Encampment was
held at Portland, Me., in 1929. The successive enon county-owned property and is under
campments have had a smaller attendance each
the Grand Rapids Flying Club.
year due to the heavy mortality and the aged vet-

A

lease of

erans are transported in motor vehicles in the
German
).
GBANER, PAUL {1873processions that have been features of these composer, born in Berlin. After a varied career
as operatic conductor in several German cities,
gatherings.
RAPIDS.
city of Michigan, at he went to London in 1896 as conductor at the
the head of navigation on the Grand River. The Haymarket Theatre and taught several years at
population rose from 112,571 in 1910 to 137,634 the Royal Academy of Music. From 1902 to
in 1920 and to 164,200 in 1928 by estimate of 1909, he taught at the Neues Konservatorium in
the Bureau of the Census. The population of Vienna and, from 1910 to 1913, was director of
greater Grand Rapids, according to local esti- the Mozarteum at Salzburg. He then lived in
mates, is 192,256. The area is 23.4 square miles, Munich until 1920 and devoted himself chiefly
or 14,985 acres. Of this acreage, 260 acres con- to composition. In 1920 he accepted the prostitute the area of Grand River within the city's fessorship of composition at the Leipzig Conlimits.
charter providing that Grand Rapids servatory, succeeding Reger. This position he
be governed by a commission of seven members resigned in 1925 and since then he has devoted
and a city manager went into effect in 1917. In his entire time to composition. He is the origi1920 active city-planning work was begun, and nator of Rammermusikdichtung, employing the
since 1923 Grand Rapids has had a zoning ordi- usual combinations of instruments heretofore
nance which limits the height of buildings and used only in pure chamber music for the purpose
the portion of land area they may occupy and of interpreting a literary programme, as Raabe's
sets aside sections to be used for residence, busi- Hunyerpastor by means of a piano trio, or
Grand -Xapids ranks second Sehnsucht an das Mecr by means of a piano
ness, and industry.
among the larger cities of the United States quintet. Among his other works are a symas to percentage of home ownership, 50.2 per phony in D Minor, Sinfonvetta, Musik am
cent of the houses being owned by the families Abend for orchestra, and the operas, Das War*
occupying them. Building permits increased rengericht (Vienna, 1913), Don Juans Letztes
from $3,618,119 in 1914 to $10,204,795 in 1923; Abenteuer (Leipzig, 1914), Theophano (Munich,
in 1927 their value was $8,222,090. During the 1918, rewritten as Byzans, Leipzig, 1922),
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und Gertraude (Dresden, 1920), and
Hanneles Himmelfahrt (Dresden, 1927). Consult G. Graner's volume, Pawl Graner (Leipzig,
tichirin

1922).

per cent in 1923, and 52 per cent in 1924. The
use of graphite in the manufacture of pigments

and paints, pencils and crayons, commutator
brushes, stove polish, and lubricants, was likewise of minor importance before the War, but of
considerable importance subsequent to 1918.
In the United States, Alabama was one of the
most productive states during the War, but following the War its output declined to almost

GRANT, PEROT STICKNET (1860-1927). An
American clergyman (see VOL, X). He continued, until 1924, as rector of the Church of
the Ascension, New York City. Here he maintained a forum in which advocates of all political and social doctrines were permitted to speak
insignificant proportions. In 1926 the Alabama
This was widely criticized and finally, industry experienced a revival and in 1927 three
freely.
in 1923, following action taken by Bishop Wil- Alabama operators reported sales of 3,474,000
liam T. Manning, the forum was greatly modi- pounds of crystalline graphite or two-thirds of
The rector also came in the total output for the United States. The
fied in its character.
controversy with Bishop Manning on the ques- producing States in 1928 were Alabama, Georgia,
tion of divorce. After the latter had refused Michigan, Nevada, Rhode Island, and Texas.
to authorize his contemplated marriage to a
divorcee, in June, 1924, he resigned his rectorHis later books include Fair Play for the
ship.

Worker (1918) Essays and Poems (1922) and
The Religion of Main Street (1923).
An
).
GRANT-SMITH, ULYSSES (1870American diplomat, who was horn at Washingtoil, Pa., and graduated from Washington and
;

;

Jeffer son College ( 1 894 ) .
After graduate studies
at Harvard, he was made director and military
instructor at Trinity Hall School. In 1903 he
entered the American diplomatic service as second secretary of the legation at Constantinople.
He became third secretary of the embassy at
London (1906-08), secretary of the legation at
Santiago, Chile (1908-09), at Brussels, Belgium
(1909-12), counselor of the embassy at Vienna
(1912-17), counselor of the legation at Copenhagen, and charg6 d'affaires (1917-19), U. S.
Commissioner in Hungary (1919-21), negotiating the American-Hungarian Treaty of Peace;
Minister to Albania (1922-25), and Minister
to Uraguay since 1925.

GRANVILLE-BARKER,
BARKER, HARLEY GRAWVILLE.
GRAPHITE. Graphite is

HARLEY.

See

Imports of graphite into the United States in
1928 totaled 17,569 tons, valued at $801,559,
as compared with 16,166 tons valued at $921,233
in 1926, an increase of 8 per cent in quantity
but a decrease of 21 per cent in value.

DOMESTIC NATURAL GRAPHITE SOLD IN THE
UNITED STATES 1914-1927

*

Bureau

of

GEASTY,

An American
extensively

con-

sumed in the United States for various industrial purposes.
The natural product, both in
its crystalline and amorphous forms, entered
into consumption, together with the manufactured product, which is made in the electric
furnace. In addition to the native supply, the
crystalline graphite used in the United States
is produced in Ceylon, Madagascar, Japan, Austria, Bavaria, and Czechoslovakia, as indicated
in the accompanying table. It is used mostly
in making crucibles and as the metallurgical
activities of the War led to extensive mining,
there was abnormal production which was gradually later being absorbed.
The crystalline product, in the form of lump,
chip, or dust, comes mainly from Ceylon, while
most of the imported crystalline flake comes

Minos not at

CHARLES

liberty to publish value.

HENRY

(1863-1924).

journalist, born at Fincaatle, Va.,
educated at the University of Missouri and

and
Washington and Lee University. He was managing editor of the Kansas City Times (1884editor and proprietor of the Baltimore
89)
;

Evening News (1802-08); director of the Associated Press (1900-10); editor and controlling
owner of the St. Paul Dispatch and the Pioneer
Press (1908-09), and of the Baltimore Nun
(1910-14) ; war correspondent for the Associated
Press, New York Times, and Kansas City Rtar
in Europe (1915); and treasurer of the New

York Times (1916-20). During the World War,
he was on the editorial staff of the Now York
Times (1916-21) and was widely recognized as
an independent writer on war and political situations in Europe.
An
GRAVES, CHARLES L. (1856).
Irish author (see VOL. X). Among his later
works are War's Surprises (1917), Lauds and
Libels (1918), Mr. Punch's History of the
Orcat War (1919); Horace's Odes, Hook V, an
English version with Rudyard Kipling (1920),
New Times and Old Rhymes (1921), Punch's
History of Modern England (4 vols. 1921, 1922),
More Lauds and Libels (1925), Hubert Parry;
his Life and Works (2 vols., 1926), Eulogies and
Elegies (1927), and, with JE. V. Lucas, Hustled

from Madagascar and Canada. The amorphous
is used mainly for foundry facings and
paint, and while some is mined in .Rhode Island,
the greater part is imported from Chosen
(Korea) and Mexico.
During the period from 1913 to 1928, the use
of graphite in the United States underwent
radical changes. Before the War, more than
one-half of the supply was consumed in the manufacture of crucibles, whereas by 1924 only 13 History, etc.
per cent of the graphite used in the manufacture
GRAVES, FRANK PIERREPONT (I860).
of finished products was utilized in the manu- An American educator, born in New York
City,
facture of crucibles. A corresponding shift oc- and educated at Columbia University. From
curred in the manufacture of foundry facings 1891 to 1893, he w,as assistant professor of
for which only 10 per cent of the graphite sup- Greek, and
immediately afterward, professor of
ply was consumed in 1913, as compared with 44 classical philology in Tufts College. In 1896graphite

GRAVES
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he
was president of the University of Wyo98,

jurist

education or dean in Missouri, Ohio, Wisconsin, Chicago, Pennsylvania, and Columbia universities.
In 1921 he became president of the
University of the State of New York and Commissioner of Education. He was editor of the
Educational Review, 1920-24. In 1927 he was
awarded the Butler Medal for educational administration. His publications include Burial
Customs of the Ancient Greeks (1891); The
Philoctetes of Sophocles (1893) ; The State University Ideal (1897); A History of Education
before the Middle Ages (1909); A History of
Education during the Middle Ages and the
Transition to Modern Times (1910) ; Great Educators of Three Centuries (1911) ; Peter Ramus
and the Educational Reformation of the 8ia~
teenth Century (1912) A History of Education
in Modern Times (1913) ; What Did Jesus Teachf
(1919). He also published Addresses and Papers (1921-26).
An
).
GRAVES, HENRY SOLON (1871American forester, born at Marietta, Ohio, and
educated at Yale, Harvard, and the University
of Munich.
From 1900 to 1910, he was professor of forestry and director of the Forestry
School at Yale, and from the latter date to
1920, chief of the United States Forest Service.
Since 1922 he has been dean of the Yale Forestry
School. He was provost of Yale University in
1923-27. He was a member of many American
and foreign societies and wrote Forest Mensuration (1906), and Principles of Handling Woodlands (1911). During the World War, he was
lieutenant colonel in the corps of engineers, serving in France.
A
).
GRAVES, ROBERT RANKE (1895British poet and critic who was born in London
and educated at the Charterhouse and St. John's
College, Oxford. In 1923 he and William Nicholson edited The Owl, and in 1926 he was professor
of English Literature in the Egyptian University.
His earlier poems wore vivid, but the later ones

An American

An
).
GRAY, Louis HEBBERT (1875American orientalist (see VOL. X). He was associate editor of the Hastings Encyclopedia, of
Religion and Ethics (Edinburgh 1905-15), editor of Mythology of all Races (1915-18), associate professor of philosophy at the University

Nebraska, 1921-23, and professor of comparaand Oriental languages at Columbia University after 1923. He was in the service
of the American commission to negotiate peace in
Paris (1918) and attach^ to the American Embassy (1920). He edited George Louis Beer's
posthumous African Questions at the Paris Peace
Conference (1923).
).
GRAYSON, GABY TBAVEBS (1878An American physician, born in Culpepper
County, Va., and educated at William and Mary
College and the University of the South. In 1904
he graduated from the United States Naval
Medical School. After service as assistant surgeon of the United States Navy, he was appointed medical director, with the rank of rear
admiral, in 191 G. He was the personal physician
of Presidents Roosevelt, Taft, and Wilson.
Buring the World War, he was a member of many
important commissions and was also connected
with the staff of several hospitals in Washington
and elsewhere. He resigned from the Navy in
1928 and became president of the newly estabof

tive philology

lished Gorgas Institute.

GRAZIE,

grii'tsi-a,

MARIE EUGENE DELLE

An

Austrian poet, dramatist, and
novelist (see VOL. X).
She published Das Buck
des Lei ens and Zwei Wittwen (1914); Die
(1864

blonde

).

Frau Tina, Das Buch des Lebens,

Jugend! and Eines Lebens Stern (1916) Homo,
Donaukind, Der Liebe und des Ruhmes Krauze,
and Die Blume der Acacia (1921), all fiction.
Her later works include Die blonde Frau Tina
und andere Oeschichlen (1921); Die wei&sen
JSchmetlerlinge von Clairvaux, stories (1925);
Vnsichtbare 8trassen, a novel, (1926) and the
play Die Schwelle des Lebens (1926).
GREAT BRITAIN. The United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the
Irish Free State. The former is a constitutional
monarchy; the Irish Free State, a self-governing
dominion. The capital of the United Kingdom
is London, and Dublin is the capital of the
Irish Free State. The term Great Britain is
applicable literally to England, Scotland, and
Wales; the term United Kingdom to Great
Britain, Northern Ireland, the Isle of Man, and
the Channel Islands; and the term British Isles
to the United Kingdom and the Irish Free State.
The United Kingdom with all its possessions
and dependencies, including the self-governing
dominions, crown colonies, protectorates, mandates, ani other territories subject to the control
of Parliament, constitutes the British Empire.
See BBITISH EMPIRE.
Area and Population. The total area of
;

became more and more intellectual and detached.
His verse was collected in Poems, IQlfy-lBIW
(1927) and in Collected Poems (1929). His
prose writings include On English Poetry
(1924);
(1921)5 The Meaning of Dreams
Poetic Unreason and Other Studies (1925);
My Head! My Head! (1925); John Kemp's
Wager, a ballad opera (1925); The English
Ballad (1926) ; Lars Porsena or "The Future of
Swearing" (1927); Lawrence and the Arabs
(1927), and John Skelton (1927). With Laura
Riding, he wrote A Survey of Modern Poetry
(.1927) and
Pamphlet Against Anthologies
(1928).
DOCKS. See DOCKS.

;

A
GRAVING

IN LIGHT OF MODERN THE-

See PHYSICS.

GRAY, ALEXANDER (1882-1921). An American engineer, born in Edinburgh, Scotland, and
educated at Edinburgh and McGill universities.
Until 1904 he was engaged in engineering work
in Edinburgh, and from 1910 to 1915 was assistant professor of electrical engineering at
McGill University. In the latter year, he became head of the electrical engineering department at Cornell. He wrote Electrical Machine
Design (1913) and Principles and Practice of
Electrical Engineering (1914). He was also the
author of a section of the Standard Handbook for
Electrical Engineers.

GEORGE (1840-1925).

and

the United States delegation to the Pan-American Scientific Congress. President Wilson appointed him a member of the American-Mexican
Commission in 1916.

;

GRAVITATION*,

GRAY.

legislator (see VOL. X). He was appointed peace commissioner to Great Britain in
1915, and in the same year he was chairman of

ming; in 1898-1903, president of the University
of Washington, and in 1904-21, professor of

ORY.

GREAT BRITAIN"

British Isles is 121,633 square miles, of
88,745 square miles make up Great
Britain, 27,155 square miles the Irish Free State,
5431 square miles Northern Ireland, and 302
square miles the Isle of Man and the Channel
the

which

,
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when there were only 0,040, f>00 pupils and
164,152 teachers. In 1027-28 there were 20,684 total ordinary public elementary schools
with accommodations for 7,003,578 pupils. In
addition, in 1927-28 there were 670 schools for
the blind and defective with an enrollment of
47,000 pupils, as compared with 25,704 pupils
in 347 such schools in 1013. In 1028 theie were
1320 secondary schools with 21,102 teachers and
440,800 pupils, while in 1013 there were only
1010 such schools with 13,700 teachers and 174,423 pupils. A similar increase was recorded in
June 30, 1028, and 00,815 in Scotland with an teachers' training colleges, of which there were
estimated population of 4,893,182 on the same 80 in 1D13 with 11,870 pupils, and in 1021, 02
date; there were 400,440 deaths in England and with 15,451 pupils, In 102S there were 4542
Wales and 65,203 in Scotland. In 1921 there evening schools with 771,291 pupils, as compared
were 90,720 births in Ireland and 03,838 deaths. with 0870 in 1013 with 798,881 pupils. In ScotThe population of Cheater London was estimated land, there were 3420 public schools with 21, OHO
at 7,700,353 in 1927 and 7,251,358 in 1911. The teachers and 800,084 pupils in 1913, and in 1026
population of the Administrative County of there were 3403 schools with 24,030 teachers
London and City of London was 4,483,523 in and 824,589 pupils.
The 10 leading universities in England are
1921, as compared with 4,521,085 in 1911. The
Oxford, Cambridge, Durham, London, Manlargest cities in the United Kingdom are:
chester, Birmingham, Liverpool, Leeds, Sheffield,
In Scotland, St. Andrews,
Bristol, and Reading.
Glasgow, Aberdeen, and Edinburgh were the four
leading Universities, and in Ireland, Trinity
College (Dublin), Queens University (Belfast),
University College (Cork), University College
(Galway), and University College (Dublin),
were the five leading institutions of higher education. The enrollment in such schools in the
British Isles in the years 1913-14 and 1027-28
was as follows:
The total population of the British
Islands.
Isles in 1021, exclusive of navy, army, and merchant seamen abroad, was 47,307,001, an increase
of 1,937.071 over 1011.
No census was taken in
Ireland in 1921; so the 1911 figure was used in
both years. The number of persons per square
mile was, in 1911: England and Wales, 018.3;
Scotland, 156.0; Northern Ireland, 230,3; Irish
Free State, 115.0. In 1021 it was: England
and Wales, 049.4; Scotland, 100.0. During 1928
there were 000,207 births in England and Wales
with an estimated population of 30,482,000 on

The following table shows the population of
the British Isles in 1911 and 1921 divided according to sex.

Total
* Irish

Irish Free State.

121,633

22,016,661

23,353,869

45,370,530

22,691,256

24,616,345

47,307,001

Census of 1911.

The total movement of travelers from the
British Isles to non -European countries was
270,720 in 1928 and 701,691 in 1013, and the
inward movement was 275705 in 1928 and 372,618 in 1913. Of the outward passengers, 22,345
went to the United States; 54,709 to British
North America; 28,714 to Australia, and 7095
to British South Africa.
Education. Elementary education in under
the control in England and Wales of the Board
of Education, in Scotland under the Committee
of Council on Education, and in Ireland under
the Commissioners for National Education.
Elementary education is free and compulsory
from r> to 14 years. According to the census
of 1021, there were 21,584 elementary schools
in England and Wales with 7,150,000 pupils
and 165,010 teachers, an increase over 1913,

Agriculture. In 1928 there were in the
United Kingdom (excluding Northern Ireland)
13,320,000 acres of arable land, or about 24 per
cent of the total area; 16,901,000 acres of permanent grass and pasture, much of it highly productive; and 14,923,000 acres of rough grazing
land.
Stock raising, including even sheep raisIn 1928
ing, is carried on hv intensive methods.
there were 7,488,58'8 cattle, 3,166,547 swine, 23,968,314 sheep, and 1,204,198 horses in England,
Scotland, and Wales, The production of wool
in the United Kingdom, including Northern Ireland, amounted to 104,821,000 pounds in 1920
and 117,076,000 pounds in 1027. The greater
part of the food supply is imported. The following table gives the leading items in pre-war
and post-war agricultural pursuits*

GREAT BRITAIN

a Unit,
long ton.
6
and Wales.
c
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*

England

Northern Ireland only; very

little is

raised in Gieat

Britain.

Unit, pound.

Mineral Production. The principal econonoraic resource of the United Kingdom is coal,
which servos as fuel not only for industry, hut
also for the British merchant marine and as a
return cargo for vessels entering British ports.
It was one of the principal articles in export
trade, for production was in excess of home
consumption. Recent years have been difficult
because of the war demands and the subsequent
period of depression. The record year for production of coal was 1013; from then a gradual
decline was recorded until 1018, which was followed by two years of slight increase, but in
1021, because of the strike which lasted 88 days,
a very low record of production was shown. The
years 1922 and 102.3 showed decided improvement; 1023 was the second highest year on
record. Employment in the mines followed
somewhat similar lines, except that the lowest
number employed was in 11)13 and the greatest
in 1920. The year 1921 was difficult for miners;
they were out on strike for nearly three months
because of wage disputes. The trouble finally
ended in an agreement to base wages on the costof -living index and the volume of business. In
January, 1924, general dissatisfaction with this
wage agreement lesulted in ballot vote by the
miners to serve the required three months' noIn 1926 there was a general
tice, of termination.
strike which severely restricted domestic and
foreign commerce. See below, under History.
The year 1927, opening with great mining
activity and remunerative trade, was marked
later by intense competition, declining price

productivity was greatest in the
except in food, drink and tobacco
the last quarters of 1928. The output of manufacturing plants, mines, and quarries was
Industrial

first

and

slightly less than in 1927.

Textile Industry. The cotton and woolen
industries of Great Britain are located near
the coal fields, the linen industry mainly at Belfast and Dundee, the lace industry at Notting-

ham, Derby, and Kilmarnock, and hosiery facand Nottingham." The
cotton industry depends entirely on imports of

tories at Derby, Leicester,

raw materials, while the woolen industry has to
.import two-thirds its wool, and the I'inen industry has to import one-half its flax. The
cotton industry suffered more serious disorganization by reason of the World War than any
of the cotton
other industry. A
large part
spinning and manufacturing machinery of France
and Belgium was in the zone of hostilities, while
the cotton factories of Russia were ruined in the
early months of the revolution, and England
suffered a lack of raw material because of the
submarine danger. Following the Armistice,
England, with all her machinery intact, enjoyed
a period of prosperity. Toward the close of 1920,
the boom ended, and a serious depression set in,
from which the industry had not recovered J>y
1929. During 1923 the short crop in America,
plus the increased consumption by American
mills, helped to cause a rapid rise in prices of
raw materials. Economic disturbances in the
chief markets of British cloth, i.e., China and
India, caused them to cut down their purchases.
levels, increasing unemployment, and general In July, 1920, nearly 2000 cotton mills in the
district were shut down as a result
depression. The closing months of 1927 and the Lancashire
of the walkout of 500,000 employees who refused
iirst part of 1928 witnessed a tendency toward
^
basic reorgani/ation of the industry, with cen- to accept a wage reduction of 12% per cent.

tralized control of production, sales,

and price

levels.

The accompanying table gives a comparison
of industrial production in the United Kingdom
before and after the World War:

a China clay only.

o

Years ended July

31.

Shipping and Shipbuilding. The shipping
and shipbuilding 'trades were prosperous during
the War. After the signing of the Armistice,
this abnormal demand ceased, and an excess of
tonnage was the immediate result. The lack of
1

for Great Britain

and

Isle of

Man,

GREAT BRITAIN

for tonnage caused rates to fall, which,
added to the fluctuating exchanges and unsettled economic conditions, caused considerable
hardship to shipowners. The excess tonnage
was further augmented by the tendency to convert many old vessels to the Diesel type, which

gave more cargo space and less fuel space. The
United Kingdom leads the world in size of
merchant marine, which in 1913 consisted of
8514 steam vessels of 18,273,944 tons and 700
sailing vessels

of

422,203 tons, or a total of

9214 vessels (over 100 tons) of 18,090,237 tons;
and in 1927 it was made up of 8210 vessels (of
over

100 tons), totaling 19,309,022 net tons.
During the War, there wore lost through enemy
attack 2197 vessels of 7,038,020 tons. In 1028
there were launched 830 vessels of 2,601,405
gross tons as compared to 728 vessels of 2,237,506 gross tons in 1927. The table shows the
entrances and cl en ranees at ports in the United
Kingdom for 1913 and 1927:
Entrances

1927

Number

of vessels
78,620 76,440
Capacity (1000 net registered tons)
Total
82,149 90442

Clearances

1913

1927

76,648 76,312

,

With rargo
In
*

baUat-t

49,064 60,590
83,085 29,852

82,661 91,297
67,819 68,500
14,842 27,797

Figures for 1926

The

total not tonnage of entrances at ports
of the United Kingdom with cargoes during 1928
was 60,330,721; total clearances were 64,448,551
net tons.
Kailways. The railroads of Great Britain

aro divided into four systems, all privately
owned. The statistics for these are given, in
the
accompanying table. In addition, there aro
765 miles of line in Northern Ireland not covered

by the

c

table.

Exclusive of livestock.
Including miscellaneous

0. I. F.
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demand

The number

of passengers carried in 1928 was
1,190,420,000. During the year, the railways
fell
9,057,732 short of earning the standard
revenue fixed by the Railway Rates Tribunal
under the Railway Act of 1921.
Gross receipts for the year were 205,726,461
as compared to 214,785,989 for 1927.
Total expenditures dropped to 108,876,915 in 1928 from
in
The total net income was
175,888,185
1927.
41,000,115 in- 1928 and
42,622,190 in 1927.
The decreases in revenue* were attributed to

motor competition and the freight shortage
sulting from industrial depletion.

Commerce. Tho outstanding feature of the
oversea trade of the United Kingdom in 1928
was the continued improvpinoiit in the visible
adverse merchandise balance. As a result of
decreased imports and increased exports of
British goods, the total adverse merchandise
balance for the year was 353,160,000, a decline
of
33,148,000 from the 1927 figures and the
lowest since 1924. The annual net excess of visible imports over visible
exports is a common
and expected characteristic of British oversea
trade.
The trend of United Kingdom imports,
exports, and reexports, and the net balance of
visible trade, with movements of bullion and
specie omitted, may be seen from the accompanying table.
Imports into the United Kingdom arc grouped
into five classes, in which the value figures for
1928 show declines from 1927 in imports of
food, drink, and tobacco, raw material 8, and manufactured goods, but increases in the receipts of
parcel-post goods and of animals not for food.
When compared with 1924, the new base year
for trado and industry comparisons in the United
Kingdom, marked declines arc shown in the first
two classes, while increases equally marked are
shown in the remaining classes.

ft

receipts

not

shown

re-

Standaid gauge only.

separately.

VALUE OF IMPORTS INTO THE UNITED KINGDOM BY CLASSES
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The principal countries supplying the 1927
import requirements of the United Kingdom,
with the preliminary valuation for each in comparison with the revised figures for 1925 and
1927, are listed in the accompanying table:

GEEAT BRITAIN

307,000,000, as compared to only 19,000,000 in
1913-14. The budget was balanced at approximately 200,000,000 in 1913, but due to heavy
war charges it was balanced at 1,000,000,000
in 1921, at 900,000,000 in 1922, at 800,000,000

PRINCIPAL SOURCES OF IMPORTS INTO THE UNITED KINGDOM
1925

The real increase in British exports over 1927
somewhat more than is apparent in the total
figures, owing to a further slight reduction in
is

wholesale prices.

1927

1928

in 1923 and at approximately
756,083,000 in
1929.
The table on page 662 shows total 'receipts and
Prioi to 1928-29, the accounts
expenditures. Prior
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other licenses and a share in the estate taxes
assigned for local use. Conversions to dollars
have been made at par.

insurance, and unemployment "doles" for worklabor exchanges, an extension of workmen's
compensation, practical abolition of plural votera,

GOVERNMEKT RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
(Thousands

See

text.

b

Not

available.

f

Total

of

Pounda Sterling)

departmental

year ended Mar. 31, 1928, the
external debt of Great Britain amounted to
1,005,232,000 and the internal debt to 0,432,840,000, making a total of
7,527,570,000 as
compared with 7,554,618,000, at .the end of the

For the

fiscal

previous fiscal year. The total floating debt,
at
680,000,000 on Mar. 31, 1928, marked the
lowest point reached since the War*

HISTORY

The Coming

of the

War.

So vitally im-

portant to the British Empire were the many
changes of the World War and immediate postwar years that they may rightly he considered
as comprising one of the most significant periods
in British history. Isot only was the Empire
itself saved from disruption by a hair's-breadth
but great constitutional changes which, in times
of peace would have required generations were
The enfranchiseeffected almost at a .stroke.
ment of women, the granting of Irish home rule,
the advent of a socialistic Labor government,
the transformation of the empire into a "commonwealth of nations," the stride* toward nationalism in India and Egypt, were changes sufficient to make any epoch memorable.
With all
these liberal developments, the War at the same
time brought gratification to the imperialists by
greatly extending the area of British rule and
raising the name and prestige of Britain to the
highest point it had ever reached.
ftlost of the internal changes were indeed
presaged by the semi-revolutionary character of
events in the decade preceding the War. The
Liberals were in power during the whole of that
period,

first

under

Campbell-Bannerman

and

then under Asquith, with a parliamentary backing .(WIO) of 270 Liberals, 84 Irish Nationalists, and 42 Laborites as opposed by 274 Union*

They had passed an Irish Home Rule Bill
the Commons three times by 1914,
drastically altered the Constitution by curbing
the' House of Lords, enacted a Ian4 reform measure aimed at the very basis of the traditional
ists.

through

aristocratic social system/ provided for old-age
pensions, a minimum wage for miners, sickness

services

and tax

and other

collection

and political re forma. But
these changes had not boon effected without
stirring British society to its depths.
By July, 1914, just before the war clouds
broke, the political atmosphere of Britain was
tense and electric. Suffragettes were attempting to win the franchiac by violent demonstrations; London was in the throes of a building
trades strike; titled landlords were nervously
preparing for the final conflict over land reform; the stalwarts of the House of Lords were
predicting dire civic convulsions if the cabinet
should carry out its announced intention of promulgating the Irish Home Rule Bill and the
ing,

social

all

Welsh Church Disestablishment Bill, which, having passed the Commons a third time by the
spring of 1914, could now, under the Parliament
Act, be presented for royal signature regardless
of the Lords' opposition; high army officers had
virtually mutinied rather than accept responsibility for maintaining order in Ulster; and in
Ireland unlawfully organized volunteer armies,
representing reflectively the Ulster Unionists
and the Irish Nationalists, were arming themselves with smuggled rifles for an apparently
inevitable civil war. Indeed, blood had already
been spilled in Dublin in a clash between Hold Sera
and National Volunteers. Like leaves before a
hurricane, these IKSUOH were swept into Ihe background by the tempest which rose in the Balkan
storm centre in midsummer, 1914.

Entry into the War. There is now hardly
any question that the British Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs, Sir Edward Grey, sincerely

desired to avert the catastrophe of 1914. But
it seems also well established that, through *eeret understandings with France (1004, 1900, and
1912) and Russia (1907 and 1908) he had HO
tied' his hands as to make British intervention in any general war virtually inevitable.
Whether he could have preserved peace by taking
a position more openly and unreservedly either
for -or against France and Ruwsia fo debatable.
Though he had been warned by the German
Ambassador as early as July 6 that the Berajeyo
incident might produce an Austro-Ruftsian crisis,
Grey waited, inertly hopeful, until July 23,
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mier Asquith informed the Commons that Great
Britain was at war with Germany, "to fulfill
a solemn international obligation" (to Belgium)
and "to vindicate the principle that small nationalities are not to be crushed, in defiance of

when he asked

the Austrian Ambassador what
action Vienna intended to take against Serbia.
Although disinterested in the merits of the
Austro-Serbian dispute, Grey feared Austro-

Kussian complications, and on July 24 proposed
mediation by the four other Great Powers.
While the British fleet, which had assembled on
July 16 for practice manoeuvres, was ordered by
the ever-watchful Churchill on July 26 to remain
mobilized, Grey continued during the next nerveracking week to urge mediation, while he urged

international good faith, by the arbitrary will

a strong and overmastering Power." Such
undoubtedly was the feeling of many Englishmen, but it is certainly not less true that England's entanglement in the
Triple Entente
through imperialist bargains with France (1904)
and Russia (1007) was also so strong a reason
for intervening that Grey had favored intervention even before he knew that Belgium's neutralof

the cabinet to decide for intervention or neutrality in the coming struggle; if neutrality, he
added, some other man must be given his portfolio.
But the cabinet, almost equally divided,
could make no decision, and Grey was able
neither to offer unqualified pledges to France nor
to make unreserved threats to Germany. In
fact, as late as July 29 he told the French
Ambassador, Cambon, that Britain's course was
still undecided; to the German Lichnowsky he is*
sued the famous warning that if the issue did
become such that we thought British interests
required us to intervene, we must intervene at
once." When the German government, taking
alarm, offered a pledge not to annex French territory (not including French colonies), Grey
heatedly refused to "bargain away" his loyalty
to France or his interest in the neutrality of
Belgium. If Germany made any "reasonable"

ity

would be

violated.
alike

Navy and army

were prepared for the
Sir John
the
Jellicpe,
navy steamed forthwith to its war stations in
the Nortn Sea. When the army's small Expeditionary Force of four infantry and one cavalry
crisis.

Under Admiral

which Lord Haldane, War Minister,
had organized along with the Home Defence
Force, was ordered to France under Sir John
French in August, it was ready "down to the
last gaiter button." Lord Kitchener took charge
of the War Office and began to organize the
volunteer "Kitchener's Army," predicting that
the war would last three years. Parliament
voted a war credit of 100,000,000, an army increase of 100,000 men, a navy increase of 67,000
men, government control of railways and war
divisions,

fc

and France and Russia rejected
Britain would stand aloof, he later informed
Germany; otherwise "we should be drawn in."
Even on July 31, while Russia and Austria were
mobilizing, while Unionist journals in England
were urging intervention and the Liberal press
was advocating neutrality, while PoinearS and
pacific proposal,
it;

insurance of trade, restriction of liquor

Cambon were

a moratorium, and other emergency measures.
Before adjourning on September 10, Parliament also passed the controversial Welsh Church
and Irish Home Rule Bills, together with a suspensory act postponing their operation. Despite
the latter act, Mr. Redmond in a manifesto ex-

pleading for a definite promise of

Grey was still endeavoring to keep a "free
hand." To a German offer to respect Belgian
neutrality and the French colonies, Grey still
reiterated, "We must keep our hands free." On
August 2, however, Unionist leaders, Lord
Landsdowne and Bonar Law, sent a letter to
aid,

the Premier stating their opinion that to hesitate in supporting France and Russia "would
be fatal to the honor and security of the United
Kingdom/' With this letter before them, the
cabinet ministers authorized a promise to defend France against hostile action of the Ger-

man

fleet.
Four ministers, strongly opposed to
intervention, offered their resignations, but only
two, Burns and Lord Morley, insisted on with-

drawing from a government which they felt was
now committed to war.
Meanwhile, the German ultimatum had been
presented to Belgium, August 2, and Belgium
appealed to England for "diplomatic intervenSuch was the situation on the
tion," August 3.
day when Grey made his celebrated speech before Parliament in revelation of the secret GreyCambon correspondence of 1912 and his promise
of August 2 to defend the French coast; he discussed the menace to Belgium and lightly de-

we shall suffer
aside."
Bonar
Law pledged support; John Redmond, the Irish
Nationalist leader, offered Ireland's loyalty;
clared, "If

but

little

we

are engaged in war,

more than

if

we stand

only the Labor leader, Ramsay MacDonald,
seemed unconvinced. Assured of Parliamentary
backing, the Government on August 4 instructed
Sir Edward Goschen, British Ambassador in
Berlin, to demand from Germany before midnight
a pledge to respect Belgian neutrality. As exPrepected, Germany refused, and on August 5

-

traffic,

horted Ireland to contribute its share of recruits
for Kitchener's Army.
As for the Labor Party,
the pacifist MacDonald was replaced by the patriot Arthur Henderson as chairman and only
a minority continued to condemn the War. Reassembling in November, Parliament granted an
additional war credit of 225,000,000, a 100 per
cent increase in the income tax as well as increased taxes on tea and beer, and an addition
of 1,000,000 men to the army. Continuing to
give the Government full control, Parliament
acquiesced when in November the management
of military and naval affairs was transferred to
the War Council composed of Asquith, Lord
Kitchener, and Churchill, who with the aid of
technical experts decided major questions of
war policy. Even so, tliere was much blundering and more negligence by overburdened ministers, Lord Kitchener particularly insisting on
bearing a load of War Office routine which
bowed even his broad shoulders. The "party
truce" did not prevent the Unionists entirely
irom pointing out the ministry's shortcomings.
With the beginning of 1915, the Government
drew increasingly the fire of the critics. Failure
to provide adequate munitions was particularly
censured, but there were many other grievances.
Inflamed by German submarine outrages in
the spring of 1915 and by the Bryce Committee's
report on German atrocities in Belgium, the war
spirit now burned so fiercely that it demanded
more severe measures against enemy aliens and
a more drastic blockade of Germany. Consumers were beginning to demand rigorous price
control to curb the food profiteers, and the press
was restive under the censorship imposed by
Sir Stanley Buckmaster's Press Bureau. Com-
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made that the voluntary enlistment
plan was inadequate and drew experts into the
army who were indispensable in industry, while
plaints weie

shirkers escaped.

Above all, two military fiascoes brought the
cabinet under fire. The Dardanelles campaign
in the spring of 1915 apparently offered a possibility of decisive strategic gains and was eagerly
sponsored by First Lord of the Admiralty
Churchill, but according to his later contention
was stultified by the vacillation and preoccupation with the western front on the part of Lord
Kitchener, who had approved the plan, and by
tlie opposition of Lord Fisher (First Sea Lord),
the commanding admiral, and other naval offiThe failuie at Gallipoli, so tragically
cials.
short of success, not only evoked bitter criticism
from the public but caused a serious rift in the
War Council itself. This crisis coincided with a
stormy public discussion of the shortage of munitions, provoked by the disastrous battle of Neuve
Chapelle (March, 1915), in which the General
Stall's hope of blasting a breach through the
enemy lines was frustrated by a shortage of high
explosive shells, as reported to the Times in
May, although this report was denied by
Asquith.
Up to March, 1915, the whole record of the
War Office, under Kitchener's direction, with
respect to the production of munitions was not
a fortunate one. lie had failed to organize the
munitions industry effectively, to curb profiteers,
to evolve a policy which would prevent strikes,
to keep skilled workers from enlisting in the
army. The Government's authority to take over
munitions plants, granted in the Defence of the
Realm Act passed in the spring of 1915, remained virtually a dead letter. In April, however, he did permit the organization of a committee to control munitions contracts, headed by
Lloyd George; but a much more thorough-going
change was necessary, and under pressure from
the energetic Welshman, combined with the Opposition's demand and the Churchill crisis,
Asquith finally consented to the formation of a
coalition cabinet with a new Ministry of Munitions of which Lloyd George was appointed the
head.

The Coalition Cabinet.
took

The now cabinet

contained eight
Unionists, including Bonar Law in the Colonial
Office, Balfour in the Admiralty (Churchill becoming Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster),
and Austen Chamberlain in the India Office.
office

in

May,

1915.

It

Arthur

Henderson accepted the portfolio of
Education, and Sir Edward Carson became Attorney General. With characteristic vehemence,
Lloyd George threw his whole dynamic personality into the task of persuading, cajoling, and
coercing, if need be, employers, workers, and officials to collaborate in the supreme task of preparing the means of victory. By a Munitions of
War Act (July 2), he forbade strikes and lockouts, obtained authority to regulate wages and
profits in "controlled" munitions plants, provided for the recall of skilled workers from the
army, and suspended restrictive trade union
It was his personal influence which kept
rules.
labor in line and secured the aid of experts and
organizers, so that by the end of July 100,000
Munitions volunteers were enrolled and 20 national factories established. In the face of
criticism, he vastly expanded the output of
heavy guns and other supplies and was soon
vindicated,

for

in

the

later

months of 1916
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British artillery in France was firing as many
tons of munitions in an hour as it had fired in
a day during the first year.
It was Lloyd George also to whom Asquith
turned in 19 1C, following the Easter Rebellion
in Ireland, to form a plan for putting the Home
Rule Act immediately into force. He proposed
that six Ulster Counties should be excluded
from the workings of the act during the War
and that Irish representation at Westminster
should be preserved only through the War period.
But the Unionists denatured the proposal and
the resulting failure and the repressive Irish
measures which followed enabled the Sinn Fein
movement to win the masses from the more
moderate Nationalist tactics.
In dealing with the man-power question, the
Asquith Coalition was hardly less inept. Vainly
attempting the impossible task of pleasing both
the conscriptionist Northeliffe press and the
anti-conscriptionibt trade unions, Asquith coinpromised at first on a National Registration
Bill; then induced Lord Derby in October, 1915,
to conduct a spirited voluntary recruiting campaign, reinforced with a threat to apply compulsion if this failed; then, early in 19 io, put
through a Compulsory Service Act, applying
merely to bachelors and childless widowers between 18 and 40, excluding Ireland, and exempting clergymen, necessary war workers, sole
supporters of families, conscientious objectors,
and the physically unfit. Both the jingo pre^s
and the trade unions were displeased, for opposite reasons. Assailed by prominent critics
in both Houses of Parliament, the Premier had
to plead for the life of the Cabinet, and prepare a new compromise in April, going a step
further toward universal conscription, but still
with many reservations. This was so coldly received that at length, on May 3, 1916, the Government produced a Universal Military Service
Bill applying to all men between 18 and 41;
Ireland was still excluded, and exemptions wore
so numerous that the Asquith government received little applause for its tardy and hesitant
conversion to universal service.
During its term of office, from May, 1915, to
December, 191G, the Asquith Coalition dealt with
numerous other matters. Parliament should
have terminated in December, 1915, under the
Parliament Act, but it prolonged itself by statThe blockade of Germany
ute, without elections.
was tightened by increasing the list of contraband commodities and finally by abandoning the
Declaration of London, in June, 1910. The Joint
Air Board, representing army and navy interests, was set up in May, 1916, to stimulate
production of airplanes. Huge votes of credit
were granted; the cost of the war increased
from 2,700,000 to 3,500,000 a day in the half
year from March to September, 1915, and to
5,000,000 a day in November. By March, 1916,
the votes of credit for the War reached a total
1,782,000,000. Most of this expenditure was
covered by war loans, but the income tax,
doubled by Lloyd George, was raised 40 per cent
of

more by his successor, McKcnna, in September,
1915; an excess-profits tax of 50 per cent was
applied to war profiteers; duties on sugar, tea,
tobacco, etc., were increased, and heavy taxes
levied on imported motor curs, films, and other

In April, 1916, McKenna again raised
the income tax, to a maximum of 5 shillings
on the pound, the excess-profits tax to GO per
In couracent, and other taxes proportionally.

luxuries.
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geous self-taxation during the War, Great Britain was unique and financially prudent.
The Coalition Cabinet suffered more than one
Sir John
it finally collapsed.
Secretary, resigned as a protest
against conscription; Sir Edward Carson, in
November, 1915, because of the Government's
bungling Balkan policy; Winston Churchill, be-

defection before

Home

Simon,

cause he was excluded from the War Committee
of the Cabinet which was formed on Nov. 11,
Lord Kitchener, en route to Russia, was
191*5.
lost when his ship struck a mine, in June, 1916,
and was replaced as War Minister by the indefatigable Lloyd George. Sir Edward Grey
accepted the title of Viscount Grey of Falloden
and entered the House of Lords, "retaining the
portfolio of Foreign Affairs, but leaving defense
of the Coalition's conduct, in the Commons, to
his able under-secretary, Lord Robert Cocil.

The Lloyd George Government, 191618,

The

fall of the Asquith cabinet was caused by
the long accumulation of ineptitudes, compro-

mises, hesitations, vacillations, some of which
have been chronicled above. It was precipitated
by demands for a small war cabinet instead of
merely the war committee of the cabinet consisting of Asquith, Balfour, Bonar Law, Lloyd
George, and McKenna which had been created in
the autumn of 1915. In December, 1916, Lloyd
George, backed by the Times, demanded supreme
responsibilty for a committee to consist of
himself, Sir Edward Carson, Bonar Law, and a
representative of Labor. Asquith refused, a
cabinet crisis ensued, and Lloyd George re-

Bonar Law, invited by the King to
government, recommended the War
Minister instead, and Lloyd George accordingly
signed.

form

a

headed a new Coalition Cabinet in December,
10 1C. He at once created a small war cabinet
of five members, to sit daily, and to have absolute control of Britain's war effort. The Prem-
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trol of British shipping and built new tonnage
with desperate haste. For zeal in this matter
there was indeed necessity, for in 1917 some
4,009,537 tons of British shipping, out of a total
of 20,000,000, were sunk, as compared with only

1,163,474 built; and in the first nine months of
1918, the Germans succeeded in sinking onlycon1,925,512, as compared with 1,310,741
structed. The submarine campaign, by lessening
the cargo space available for food imports,

threatened England with slow starvation; to
avert this peril, the Government not only established food-rationing and price-regulation, but
also offered bounties for domestic grain production and fixed a
for agricultural

minimum wage

of 25 shillings

When reproached for
Bonar Law declared that in

labor.

not doing more,
1917, while putting 820,600 additional men into
the army, the Government had brought 1,000,000
more acres under the plow, producing 850,000
tons of grain and 3,000,000 tons of potatoes, and
had built over 1,000,000 tons of shipping, as
compared with about 500,000 the previous year.
Furthermore, mines, textiles, railways, and the
liquor traffic were brought under governmental
control, for reasons dictated by war necessity.
Votes of credit, of course, became larger and
more frequent as the cost of the War rose to
almost 7,000,000 sterling per diem in 1917-18.
The total credits granted for the War were
brought by appropriations in 1918 to the stupendous total of
8,742,000,000, of which about
1,465,000,000 was lent to other Allies.
As before, the bulk of the burden was passed
on in the form of debt to future generations,
but Great Britain in the years 1917-18 taxed
The normal income-tax
herself unflinchingly.
was raised to 6 shillings in the pound, with
supertaxes running up to 4s. 6d. ; increases were
put on liquor, tea, sugar, tobacco, luxuries,

Of the many measures adopted
postal rates, etc.
Lord Milner of South African fame, to preserve the morale of labor and industry
and Arthur Henderson were the controlling tri- under the stress of war, perhaps the most sigumvirate, with Lord Curzon, leader of the House nificant was the Whitley Reconstruction Comof Lords, and Bonar Law, leader of the Lower mittee's Report, June, 1917, proposing the
House and Chancellor of the Exchequer, also establishment of Joint Industrial Councils repremembers but more or less preoccupied with other senting capital and labor in each industry, to
Five new ministries were created in settle disputes amicably, and, more important,
duties.
the larger cabinet, Shipping Control, Food Con- to nip misunderstandings and controversies in
Balfour took the bud. The proposal was only a recommendatrol, Air, Labor, and Pensions.
it was volunGrey's place in the Foreign Office, Sir Edward tion, not a compulsory law, but
Carson the Admiralty, and Lord Derby the War tarily adopted in some trades, and it bore witOffice.
Other places, contrary to tradition, were ness to the Government's desire to build for a
future beyond the anticipated military victory.
filled with experts, particularly business exAnother of the Lloyd George cabinet's war
perts, rather than politicians.
Of the Lloyd George government, great things measures, of far less importance in the long run,
were expected, for the name of its premier had was the wholesale Anglic! zation of the royal
become a synonym for patriotic energy. As family, by substituting good English names for
budget-maker, then as Munitions Minister, then hereditary surnames of too Teutonic a flavor;
as War Minister, he had exhibited unsurpassed in July, 1918, the reigning dynasty, the house of
and Gotha, became the house of
vigor and enthusiasm; he had stirred the Allied Saxe-Coburg
world by his ringing, if inelegant, declaration Windsor; a month earlier, the Prince of Teck
that the fight with Germany "must be to a had been ordered to change his family name to
To him, Englishmen Cambridge, and the Battenbergs translated
finish/' to "a knockout."
now looked for miracles. Of these, there was themselves into Mountbattens.
Important Reforms. Constitutional and
none, but of vigor there was much. The German peace offer made in December, 1910, was political reforms of far-reaching significance
in the midst of frenzied efforts to
rejected. During the remainder of the War, were adopted
now conscription laws were passed, raising the win the War, during the years 1917-18. Probremarkable of these was the
age limit, combing over the supposedly exempt ably the most
and unfit, and culminating in the 1918 law Representation of the People Act of January,
which drafted men up to 55 years of age and 1918. The desire for reform of the franchise
had been bruited before Asquith's fall, particuwhich for the first time included Ireland.
To defeat the aim of the German submarine larly by the suffragettes, but the Asquith cabunable to
campaign of 1917, the Government assumed con- inet, divided against itself, had been
ier himself,
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take any decided stand on the issue. The Lloyd
George government took action on the basis of
a report from a Speaker's committee representing all parties, and in May, 1917, presented

a

bill

embodying the committee's proposals and

allowing the Commons to do as they pleased
regarding the controversial questions of woman
suffrage

and proportional representation.
the House incorporated woman

214 to

17,

frage;

but proportional representation

it

By
sufre-

jected, excepting for university elections. The
vote was given not to all women, hut to women
over 30 years of age, who were qualified as local
government electors by occupying land or premises of the yearly value of not less than
5, or

a dwelling house, or whose husbands occupied
such property; moreover, women over 30, graduates of universities, were entitled to votes for
their university representatives in Parliament.
Later in the same year, a bill was passed enabling women to sit in Parliament, and in 1922
three women were elected. The complicated existing franchises for men were swept away and
replaced by a simple six months' residence requirement for all males over 21 (except conof

and sailors and soldiers
(who were included at the age of 19). Plural
voting was restricted; a citi/en could vote for
scientious objectors)

his place of business or for his university as
well as his residence, but not in more than two
constituencies as of old. The registration period
was reduced from 12 to six months. Also all
polls were to be held on the same day, in a general election.
Finally, the membership of the
House of Commons was increased from 670 to
707, the seats being distributed one for each
70,000 inhabitants in Great Britain, and one for
each 43,000 in Ireland. It is hardly an exaggeration to describe this as the greatest of England's historic Reform Bills, for it enfranchised
about 2,000,000 men and 6,000,000 women; and
since only about 8,350,000 had been previously
qualified to vote, the Act of 1918 almost exactly
doubled the electorate.

Other reforms were brought about by the
passage of the Fisher Education Bills of 1917
and 1918 for compulsory education of children,
limitation on child labor in mills, free elementary and continuation public schools, pay increases for teachers, and subsidies for secondary
In the same busy period, Lloyd George
schools.
also endeavored to solve the Trish problem, submitting in May, 1917, a plan for immediate
Home Rule in southern Ireland, or as an alternative the calling of a convention to frame a better
plan. Such a convention met in Dublin July
25, but the Sinn Fein refused to participate
and its report was ignored by the British government, as well as the Irish parties themselves.
Imperial Conferences. The broader aspect*
of imperial statesmanship likewise challenged
attention. On the invitation of the Lloyd George
cabinet, the so-called Imperial War Cabinet was
formed, comprising the premiers of Canada,
South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, and
Newfoundland, the Secretary of State for India,
and the British War Cabinet. The series of sessions from March to May, 1917, were so successful that Lloyd George proposed to make them
an annual affair, and a second session was called
for the summer of 1918. Side by side with the
Imperial War Cabinet in 1017 and 1918, an Imperial Conference met in London, embracing a
colonial representation. The effect of
these conferences was not only to knit more

wider

'
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closely the bonds of imperial political loyalty,
but also to reinforce the tendency toward imperial
economic solidarity, involving, for the mother

country, abandonment of the traditional free
trade dogmas. As early as February, 1917, a

commercial committee headed by Lord Balfour
of Burleigh had recommended additional customs duties, with colonial preference and artificial stimulation of colonial production.
The
Conference of 1918 recommended control of raw

materials, especially minerals, and the safeguarding of essential industries, and the Unionists
boasted that the principle of imperial preference
was at last established. With Unionists predominating in the cabinet and in the Commons,
the defense of the Liberal free trade principle
against protectionism was at least made difficult.
To conciliate India, the Lloyd George government
permitted India to participate nominally in the
Imperial War Cabinet and the Imperial Conference, permitted her to establish a protective
customs duty on cotton, and permitted officials
to draft a scheme for self government which from
the standpoint of Downing Street was scarcely
less than revolutionary.
See INDIA.
Among many other ministerial changes in the
1917-18 period were the resignation of Austen
Chamberlain as Secretary for India because of
mismanagement by the Indian government of
the Mesopotamia campaign and his later appointment as Chancellor of the Exchequer; assumption of the ollice of Food Controller by Lord
Rhondda, in midsummer, 1917, and on his death
in 1918, by a Laborite, dynes; the recall in
July, 1917, of Churchill from his services in the
field as major in the Grenadier Guards to become

Minister of Munitions; appointment of General
Smuts of South Africa, a statesman of recognized
imperial calibre, to the War Cabinet; and in
April, 1918, when the Germans were making
their supreme effort in France, the assumption
of the War portfolio by the able Lord Milner,
whose seat in the War Cabinet was* taken by
Austen Chamberlain.
Victory and Diplomacy. Meanwhile, the exhausting conflict was being pushed to a successful
conclusion, thanks in no small part to the energy of the British people. Although at the
outset Great Britain had sent only five divisions to France, during the entire War the
United Kingdom enlisted 6,211,427 men, of whom
743,702 were killed and 1,<!93,2C2 wounded; the
other parts of the Empire hud supplied 3,284,943
men, of whom 202,321 were killed and 428,044
wounded. For the United Kingdom alone, the
percentage of men mobilized of the total population was 13.6, as compared with 17.9 for France.
11.3 for Italy, and 5.2 for the United States.
British expenditures during the War amounted
to about
2,9,000,000,000 sterling, of which
730,000,000 were obtained by heroic self-taxaabout
tion,
1,360,000,000 by foreign borrowing,
mainly from the United States, and the remainthan
more
half, by floating war loans at
der,
homo. Some 453,000,000 had been loaned to
France,
382,000,000 to Italy,
659,000,000
to other Allies, and
150,000,000 to British
dominions. The British national debt was over
7,000,000,000 sterling at the close of the War,
10 times its amount in 1914. Furthermore,
while British Armies fought in Picardy and
Flanders, in Gallipoli and Macedonia, in Palesthe
tine and Mesopotamia, and in Africa,
British Navy had policed the high turns, safeguarding supplies of troops and materiel, and
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War and

in preserving Allied

solidarity.

No

statesman of the Entente was more determined
than Lloyd George to fight "to the finish," and
to coordinate the military efforts of the Allies.
At the Rapallo Conference in 1917, Lloyd
George succeeded in having the Supreme War
Council of the Allies established, but even
this was insufficient, as he said in his sensational
luncheon speech at Paris in November. After
Clemenceau, a kindred spirit, became French Premier, he and Lloyd George were able to strengthen
the Council, including staff officers in its membership, despite the opposition of Sir William Robertson, British chief of Staff, who resigned in
The credit of achieving a united comprotest.

mand and making Marshal Forh

generalissimo

has been claimed for Clemenceau, Painleve", MilHaig, and others, but to the English
Premier certainly a large share must be assigned when all the evidence has been taken.
Hardly had the booming of the great guns at
the front ceased when the opening salvos of an
electoral campaign were fired in England. The
War Parliament, elected in December, 1910,
should normally have expired in December, 1915,
but it had been kept alive by successive prolongations during the emergency, until a general
election could be held in peace; it dissolved a
fortnight after the Armistice. At last, on Dec.
ner,

14, 1918, the
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slowly starving the enemy. British propaganda
and diplomacy had been influential in bringing
the United States and other neutrals into the

long-postponed election was held;

"khaki election" it was called, because,
oecuring a month after the Armistice, while
millions were still in uniform, it was essentially
a war election in spirit. The Prime Minister,
hoping to obtain an overwhelming nonpartisan
backing on the issue of patriotism before he
entered the Peace Conference, joined with the
Unionist leader, Bonar Law, in an appeal for
electoral support of the Coalition and preservation of national unity in the peace negotiations.
Their electoral promises, official and quasiofficial, were lavish: to hang the Kaiser, obtain
a bounteous indemnity (a- figure exceeding
was popularly mentioned),
$100,000,000,000
create a League of Nations, reduce armaments,

a

foster agriculture, care for veterans, give tariff
preference to colonies, protect "k<?y industries/*
solve the Irish question without coercing Ulster,
grant partial self-government to India, and reform the House of Lords. On this platform the
Coalition won a sweeping victory j 478 loyal
supporters were elected to sit on the Government
side of tho House, against a heterogeneous Opposition of 229 members.
The Labor Party, having seceded from the
Coalition and increased its strength from* 42 (in
December, 1910) to G3, became the official Opposition.
Asquith's forlorn contingent of 28 "Independent Liberals" also opposed the Government
and hoped for better times. From Ireland came
25 Unionists and only seven Nationalists, since
73 seats, almost three-quarters of the Irish
quota, had been captured by Sinn Fein irreconeilables, who refused to sit in the Westminister
Parliament (see IRELAND), On the morrow of
the elections, the Premier reorganized his ministry by transferring the Exchequer from Bonar
Law to Austen Chamberlain, the Colonial Office
to the indispensable Lord Milner, the Admiralty
to Walter Long, War and Air to Churchill, who
was still criticized for the Dardanelles disaster,
Labor to Sir Robert Home, Supply (previously

Lord Inverforth (formerly AnMunitions)
drew Weir), Ways and Communications to Sir
Eric Geddes, and the post of Attorney General
to Lord Birkenhead (Sir Frederick Smith),
The normal practice of full cabinet sittings was
not resumed until October, 1919, after the Peace
Treaty was signed.
Strong in the knowledge of his secure majority nay, spurred on by his ultra-patriotic
to

parliamentary supporters Premier Lloyd George
entered the Paris Peace Conference of 1919 prepared to obtain Britain's full share of the
fruits of victory.
Forgotten now was his celebrated war-aims declaration of Jan. 5, 19 IB, in
which, largely to conciliate Labor, he had promised that self-determination would be applied to
the German colonies, and "their exploitation for
the benefit of European capitalists or governments" prevented; that "reparation" should not
cover an attempt to recover war costs; that the
European settlement should be based on consent of the governed; that an international
organization should be established to limit armaments and prevent wars. At Paris in 1919, his
primary concern was to gratify the demand of
British imperalists for a major share of German colonies, the demand of British tax-

for
a generous indemity, and the
of the British Admiralty for unrestricted sea
power. After these interests
were secured, he could afford to play the
rdle of disinterested mediator between the
French policy of vce metis and the Wilsonian
"Fourteen Points" (so strikingly similar to bis
own war aims of Jan. 5, 1918). With him he
took to Paris some 200 "experts" and assistants,

payers

demand

with as

many

cient to

fill

typists and clerks, a staff suffiHis own will dominat-

five hotels.

ing the British delegation, strictly subordinate
r61es were assigned to the other British pleniBonar Law, Viscount Milner,
potentiaries:
Balfour, and Barnes.
(The dominions and India were separately represented. See BRITISH
As tho history of the Peace ConferEMPIRE.)
ence is told elsewhere (see PEACE CONFERENCE
AND TREATIES), suffice it here to summarize the
successes and failures of the British delegation.
Tho British Premier's warning that any peace
ignoring Russia must be inadequate, his desire
to

effect

an immediate limitation

of

arma-

ments, his insistence on Germany's immediate
or at least early entry into the League, his demand for punishment of the Kaiser and German
war criminals, his proposal for an Anglo-Ameri-

can guarantee of French security, his belief
that Germany should have "full access to raw
materials and markets of the world" (inconsistent with his own earlier pronouncements) and
be "put upon her legs once more" all were either
disregarded or balked. On the other hand, the
British representatives did succeed in somewhat
restricting French designs on the left bank
of the Rhine; Lloyd George himself was responsible for the plebiscite on Upper Silesia; the mandate system, along with several other features
of the League, was of Britibh origin; the British
dominions and India obtained separate votes in
the Assembly, and an Englishman was appointed
first Secretary General of the League.
As regards special British interests, Wilson
was persuaded to drop the freedom of the seas
from his "Fourteen Points'*; reinforced by a
strong telegram in April from 370 Members of
Parliament, demanding reparation for Britain,
the British delegation inserted marine losses and
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pensions into the reparation account; by dramatic appeals from the Dominion delegates, Mr.
Lloyd George frustrated President Wilson's aim
of entrusting 'the German colonies to small
powers, and obtained for South Africa a mandate over German Southwest Africa; for Australia, German Papua; for New Zealand, German
Samoa; for the Empire, the phosphate island of
Nauru; and for the mother country, Mesopotamia, Palestine, full ownership of Egypt and
Cyprus, most of German East Africa, and parts
of
Togoland and Cameroon, Persia (q.v.),
moreover, and the Hodjaz (q.v.), by arrangements independent of the Peace Treaty, had beBritish
come
protectorates. If
practically
Disraeli could boast in 1878 that he brought
home peace with honor, the fiery Welshman
might well have vaunted a greater victory and
richer spoils in 1019.
Signature of the peace treaties brought no
surcease of international problems, but the con-

Opposition by the dominions to a renewal of the
Anglo-Japanese Alliance and by British taxpayers to the cost of naval competition with the
United States, was dexterously dodged by encouraging the latter nation to take the initiative, at the Disarmament Conference in Washington in 1921-22, in proposing naval ratios
and a broader Pacific pact, but a satisfactory
arrangement was achieved only at the cost of
abandoning Japan, accepting, nominally at
least, a naval ratio on a par with the United
States, promising to restore Wei-hai-wci to
China, and admitting failure to curb military,
air, and submarine armaments, of France par-

Even so, the success of this conference tempted Lloyd George to sponsor a more
ambitious assembly, the Genoa Conference, in
the spring of 1922, whose declared aim was the
economic reconstruction of Europe. But, as the
uncompromising Poincare" had just become
French Premier, superseding the more pliable
Briand and repudiating the Anglo-French alliance project which the latter had drafted with
Lloyd George, French policy at Genoa was so
resolutely guided in anti-British, anti-Gorman,
and ant -Bolshevik channels that the Welshman's
grandiose plans of international reconciliation
and reconstruction went on the rocks, and no
one except Lloyd George himself could regard
the conference as more than a disheartening
The breach in the Entente Corditile
fiasco.
seemed irrepaiahle at the time, and one of the
arguments which ultimately overt hi ew the
Lloyd George government was that by ill-considered opposition and by undue charity toward
an undeserving Germany, the Premier had transformed a cordial understanding into irritable
ticularly.

After Premier Lloyd George had returned to London in 1919, there began a series of
frequent meetings of the Supremo Council and
conferences with French premiers, conferences
which enabled the versatile Lloyd George to display his statesmanship at many a European spa
San Remo, Boulogne-sur-Mer, Cannes, Spa,
Lucerne, besides London, Paris, Genoa, Brussels.
Toward Germany, Lloyd George took a niore
lenient attitude than pleased French chauvinists;
his desire to fix the reparation total at a moderate figure and his willingness to accept diminution or postponement of scheduled payments
brought him into continual conflict with France;
likewise in reopening relations with Russia and
endeavoring to restrain the eastward course of
Polish territorial greed, he collided with the pro- antagonism.
Polish and anti-Bolshevik Quai d'Orsai; the
Reconstruction Problems. The four years
same Anglo-French divergence was seen in the following the Armistice presented domestic
difficult negotiations over Upper Silesia, the cesproblems hardly less grave thaii the inteniasion of which to Poland was urged by Paris and tional questions which ha\e been described. The
opposed by London; and again in the Near East cost of living soared in the first post- Armistice*
to 225 per cent of its pro-war level: reachthe two western Powers were at odds, Britain
its peak, 276 per cent, in October, 1920, it
backing the Greek adventure in Anatolia (see
GREECE and TURKEY), while France covertly ensided only gradually to 195 per cent in Nocouraged the Turkish Nationalists against ex- vember, 1921, and 181 per cent in April, 1922.
asperated remonstrances from London. When, The percentage of trade-union members unemPremier Lloyd George in September, 1922, in- ployed was 2.4 at the beginning of 1919, but
before the
discreetly allowed publication of a manifesto instead of decreasing, it rose to
not approved by his Foreign Minister (Lord end of 1920, attained the alarming level of 2.3.1
Curxon), proclaiming his intention of resisting in June, 1921, and was still over 1C at the beby force any attempt of Kenial's Nationalist ginning of 1922. The actual number unemArmy to occupy the Straits zone or invade ployed "in January, 1921, was 1,060,000; in July,
Europe, the rift in the Entente was painfully 1921, it was 2.170,000, plus 988,000 on short
clear, for France ordered her troops to offer no
time; in March, 1923, it was 1,300,000. If
resistance. Great Britain seemed about to face figures can ever be eloquent, these must tell a
the Turks alone, and although an armistice was tragic story of privation and hunger, of silent
soon arranged, the British Premier's precipitate factories and
bankrupt industrialists, of idle
a'nd perhaps high-handed action was resented not workmen and pauperized families losing their
only across the Channel, but still more keenly morale with their hope. A palliative, not a
in England, where it was seized on by his critics remedy, was provided by the Unemployment
as a major reason for a change of ministry. Insurance Bill which the Lloyd George governThere were other discouragements. Persia ment introduced in December, 1019, and pro(q.v.) refused to ratify the Anglo-Persian, Treaty
mulgated the following August, extending preand turned to America for advice and capital. vious lawn and
granting benefits of 15 shillings
Mesopotamia proved rebellious and so surpris- a week for involuntarily unemployed men, 12
ingly expensive that it became a byword in Par- shillings for women, for a maximum of 15 weeks
liament. Afghanistan (q.v.) shook off British a year. The very genuine hardships of unemcontrol, negotiated with Soviet Russia, and ter- ployment and high prices made industrial unrified British imperialism by spreading antirest inevitable; and the stimulus which the
British propaganda in Asia. India, led by Russian Revolution and Socialist parliamentary
Gandhi, met the Montagu-Cholmsford "reform" victories on the Continent gave to all labor
with "passive resistance," while actual rebellion movements was not without effect in England.
in Egypt necessitated a promise of independence. In vain the Government conceded an eight-hour
trary.

i
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the miners demanded a six-hour day, a 30 per
cent wage increase, and nationalization of the
mines. Though the Sankey Commission effected
a truce, wage increases being granted and a Department of Mines established, the miners by
a fortnight's strike in October, 1920, gained a
further increase, and again went on strike for
three months in the spring of 1921. The government survived these and similar disturbances, but more than once there seemed a likelihood that by direct action the so-called "Triple
Alliance" of miners', railwaymen's, and transport workers' unions would use their control of
vital industries as a weapon with which to
coerce the Government and enforce the demand
of

radicals

commun

i

for
cations.

nationalization

of
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to railwayman; in vain it enacted a law
restoring trade practices; in vain it convened
an Industrial Conference (February, 1919) of
employers and workers, and set the Sankey
Commission to investigating coal-miners' grievances. In Parliament the Labor Opposition
was inplacable; outside Parliament, strikes
multiplied.
railway strike in the fall of
1919, ominous though it appeared, was settled
in 10 days.
Of longer duration and graver import were the coal strikes. After the Armistice,

day

mines and

'The increased wages of government employees,
the staggering burden of unemployment insurance, the costly endeavors of the administration
to relieve the grave housing
the misshortage,
cellaneous measures of social legislation designed to ease the pains of reconstruction, and
the continuance of huge military and naval expenditures made it necessary to increase rather
than diminish the weight of war taxation in
1919 and 1920, and though some reductions
were made in 1921-22, taxpayers yearned for
relief, and many hoped that a less ambitious
Premier might also be less extravagant.
While the storm clouds of political opposition
were gathering on Lloyd George's horizon, he
accomplished one more 'of the feats of political
dexterity which had earned him the not altogether complimentary soubriquet of "Welsh
wizard." His earlier attempts to solve the
Irish question during the War had simply made
matters worse in that distracted island. Sinn
Fein, having won the 1918 elections, had proclaimed an independent republic and inaugurated
a guerrilla war against the British Army of occupation. As repressive decrees and reprisals
seemed but to add fuel to the conflagration, the
Lloyd George government in February, 1920,
introduced, and in December carried, a Home
Rule Bill to create two parliaments, one at
Dublin and the other at Belfast, and a joint
council for Ireland, with decidedly limited
powers of self-government. Regardless of Sinn
Fein indignation, Lloyd George endeavored in
1921 to put this law 'into effect, and succeeded
easily in establishing the Belfast Parliament,
but utterly failed in southern Ireland. Undismayed by this check, he now suddenly altered
his tactics, invited the Sinn Fein leaders and
the Ulster Premier to a three-cornered peace
conference in London, and on Dec. 6, 1921,
signed an epoch-making treaty with them, for
the creation of an Irish Free State with dominion status. (See IRELAND.) This political
coup de main will probably go down in history
as one of the outstanding achievements of the
long Lloyd George administration; certainly it
put a new complexion on the Irish problem and

breathless with surprise, if not admiration. But it did not long save tlie cabinet.
The Unionists in Power. As war-time passions cooled and the lustre of Premier Lloyd
George's war services was dimmed with passing
years, the Coalition cabinet, resting on the
"khaki elections" of 1918, began to totter. In
by-elections up to the end of 1921, the Coalition
suffered a net loss of 13 seats. The Labor Opleft critics

grew bolder, and Asquith began to tax
Government with reckless extravagance.
The Near Eastern crisis and the rift in the Entente Cordiale were set down to the Premier 's
imprudence. But the coup de grdce was administered by the Unionist Party leaders who
voted, in a caucus at tho Carlton Club on Get
1922, to withdraw from the Coalition.
19,
Lloyd George immediately, and somewhat inposition

the

dignantly, resigned his

office in

favor of

Andrew

Bonar Law, who proceeded to form a Unionist
cabinet on
party lines, including the Marquis
of Salisburg, Viscount Cave, Stanley Baldwin
(Chancellor of the Exchequer), Marquis Cur/on
(Foreign Affairs), the Duke of Devonshire
(Colonies), Viscount Peel

(India), the Earl of

Derby (War), and other less known Unionists.
Parliament was of course dissolved, October 2(5,
as the Unionists had only a plurality in the
Commons, and new elections were held on November 15. With their campaign slogans of
"tranquillity and stability" (an English version
of the American "normalcy"), economy, conciliation of France, and abhorrence of one-man government, the

Unionists polled 5,300,000

votes

and returned 344 members to Parliament, a safe
majority. Lloyd George, heading his own faction of National

Liberals with a

few Union-

who were

personally loyal to him, pointed
with pride to his war record, scoffed at the desire for less vigorous statesmanship, promised
economy and peace, and delivered philippics
against the menace of socialism, but returned to
Parliament with only 56 supporters. The Asquith Liberals, adhering to traditional policies
and emphasizing free trade and economy, won
60 seats. Labor, enfant terrible of British
scandalised and terrorized the
politics, had
older parties by advocating a socialistic capital
levy, taxation of land values, nationalization of
mines and railways, increased old-age pensions
and unemployment doles, and a radical foreign
policy; to the confusion of overly saguine
ists

prophets, Labor failed to win a majority, alit did increase its delegation to 138 and
polled 4,102,000 votes (as many as the two
Liberal factions combined). It will bo noted
that, with the addition of minor groups, the total is onlv 615; to this figure the Commons was
reduced in 1922, by excluding representatives
from Southern Ireland, but retaining 15 from
Northern Ireland.
With a safe majority of more than 100 votes
(including somo National Liberals), the Union-

though

ist government proceeded first to fulfill a campaign pledge, the enactment of a Constituent
Act and the Consequent Provision Act, giving effect to Lloyd George's Irish Treaty (wo IRELAND) their promulgation on Dec. 5, 1022, accomplished England's part of the bargain.
When, after the holiday recess, Parliament reassembled in February, 1923, Liberal and Labor
opposition relative to the Ruhr and to Mesopotamia was crushed by the ministerial steamroller, and Parliament was plunged into budgetary calculations, made more acceptable by a
;
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reduction of sixpence in the pound on the income tax and by other tax cuts all along the
line.
Business was interrupted in May by
Premier Bonar Law's resignation, occasioned by
sickness which soon afterward caused his death
His successor, Stanley Bald(Oct. 30, 1923).
win, a former business man, had earned golden

opinions by his tactful negotiations in Washington for deferred payment of the British debt to
the United States at reduced interest, and by
his conduct of the exchequer in the preceding
cabinet. Moreover, lie was known to hold opinions unfavorable to French policy in the Ruhr.
Retaining most of the old cabinet, Baldwin entrusted the Privy Seal to Lord Robert Cecil,
who had attracted favorable attention by his
statesmanlike activity in the League of Nations;
Sir Samuel Hoare 'became Air Minister; Sir
William Joynson- Hicks, Financial Secretary to
the Treasury; and Sir Laming WorthingtonEvans, Postmaster General. Subsequently, the

Exchequer was offered to Reginald McKenna,
refused by him, and given to Neville ChamberBaldwin as Premier found
lain, in 'August.
himself face to face with three major problems,

The "unemployment crisis,"
with 1,250,000 persons out of work five years
after the Armistice, was no longer a crisis, but
a chronic malady demanding remedy. The Ruhr
all closely related.

crisis, if it could be so solved as to permit recovery of the German market, might help solve
the unemployment
problem, but Poincare" was
*
adamant to Baldwin's arguments. The third
problem, preferential tarilT protection, was proposed by the Imperial Conference of October,
1923 (see BRITISH EMPIRE), as a remedy for industrial depression, but it proved Premier Baldwin's undoing. As Law had pledged his cabinet
not to tamper with the tariff before the next

honorably but imprudently
Parliament, Nov. 16, 1923, and ordered general elections, December 6. His party,
fighting for tariff reform, polled as many votes
as in 1922 but elected only 259 members. The
reunited Liberals, defending Free Trade, polled
4,217,000 votes and increased their representation from 117 to 155. Labor, opposing protectionism and proposing a modified capital levy,
along with other moderately socialist measures,
increased its poll to 4,338,000 votes and its parThus, no
liamentary representation to 191.
party commanded a majority* Instead of resigning at once, in response to the adverse
referendum, Premier Baldwin waited for the
new Parliament, which assembled in January,
1924, to oust him. His fate was decided by
Asquitli, who aft leader of the reunited Liberals
held the balance of power, and who concluded
that the uncertainties of a Labor government
were preferable to the "confusion, vacillation,
and impotence" of the Unionists. Joining forces
with Labor, then, he helped vote Baldwin out,
the vote being 328 to 256.
election,

Baldwin

dissolved

Labor in Power.

James Ramsay MacDonald,

veteran Labor leader, ostracized as a pacifist in
the War but welcomed back to the fold in less
patriotic post-bellum days, now formed a Labor
cabinet, in which he took the difficult portfolio
of foreign aflairs, and in which were included
J. R. Clynes, former textile worker, as Lord
Privy Seal and leader of the Commons; Philip

Snowden, former

clerk, ardent pacifist

and mod-

crate socialist, as Chancellor of the Exchequer;
Arthur Henderson, former iron worker, as Home
Secretary; J. II. Thomas, a Welsh trade-union-
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as Colonial Secretary; William Adamson,
miner, as Secretary for Scotland; Stephen
Walsh, coal miner, as War Secretary; Noel
Buxton, an ex-Liberal of private fortune, as
Minister of Agriculture; Sir Sidney Oliver,
ist,

a

former colonial official and Fabian Socialist,
Secretary for India, with a peerage;
Brig. Gen. C. B. Thomson, one of the ablest and
youngest generals, a recent convert to Labor,
as Secretary for Air, with a peerage; Sidney
Webb, eminent historian of trade-unionism, as
President of the Board of Trade Lord Parmoor,
as President of the Council; Viscount Chelmsford, Conservative, for the Admiralty; John
Wheatley, Health; C. P. Trevelyan, ex-Liberal,
pacifist, recent convert to Labor, son of the distinguished historian, as President of the Board
of Education; Thomas Shaw, prominent socialist, as Minister of Labor; Col. Josiah Wedgwood, for the duchy; and F. W. Jowett, for
Works. Though a few opponents, notably
Winston Churchill, vainly endeavored to arouse
the country to the peril of a Socialist ministry,
Premier MacDonald showed no inclination toas

;

ward revolutionary fanaticism,

but, rather, accepting the traditions of office, amiably visited
the King, respected venerable ceremonials, and
conducted his policy with irreproachable soHis plans for more generous unemploybriety.
ment relief (which had cost the exchequer
170,000,000 since the Armistice) and for construction of 200,000 houses a year, to rent at
9 shillings a week each, were but extensions of
established policies. The capital levy, Labor's
most radical campaign proposal, was practically
dropped; indeed, Premier MacDonald calmly
permitted the bourgeois parties on April 1 to
pass, by 325 to 100 votes, a resolution condemning the principle. In the budget presented
by the Socialist Chancellor of the Exchequer,
April 29, there was provision for a reduction of
40,000,000, lowered duties on tea, sugar, and
coffee, discontinuance of duties on
imported
automobiles and films, repeal of the corporation
tax, and inhabited house taxes; but not even
Churchill could make social revolution out of
these items. In foreign a flair a, Premier MacDonald displayed a refreshing candor, coupled
with frank pacifism and confessed regard for
British interests. With Poincartf, he exchanged
letters which on his side uttered bluntly England's objections to French armament and Ruhr
policies, but also expressed a transparently sincere desire for reconciliation and cooperation.
He abruptly granted recognition to Soviet Russia, February 2, for commercial reasons, as he
said, though Bolshevism was repugnant to him.
He announced on March 18 that he would stop
fortification of the Singapore naval base, as a
pacific gesture; but he insisted on customary
naval appropriations. All treaties, his government promised, were henceforth to be submitted
publicly to Parliament. Zaghlul Pasha's demands for the abandonment of vital points of
British authority in Egypt and the Sudan received no encouragement, while in Mexico the
British representative was vigorously supported
in protecting British citizens. In short, his was a
radical,
moderately
pacifist,
conservatively
course of action, dictated by evolutionary socialism rather than revolutionary communism,
and scarcely more perturbing to "tranquillity
and stability" than the pre-war social reforms
of an Asquith cabinet, for all its tremulous dignity, or the dazzling political legerdemain of a
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Perhaps the chief item in Ramsay MacDonald's
success in the conduct of foreign affairs was the
reestablishment of the cordial understanding

with France, which Curzon and Poincare between them had almost entirely dissipated, together with the easing of Allied pressure on
Germany. Through the Dawes Plan, a method
had been worked out by which Germany could
pay reasonable annual installments on the reparations account. But international agreement was
necessary before the method could be applied.

In his efforts to effect this, Mr. MacDonald found
a ready coworker in Herriot, out of whose

London in June, 1924, grew the London
Conference in the following month. Not only did
this conference set the official stamp of approval
on the Dawes proposals, but it led directly to the
French evacuation of the Buhr during the
succeeding year and thus helped incalculably in
restoring a measure of harmony to international
relations.
In September, Mr. MacDonald visited
the League of Nations, meeting at Geneva, as a
delegate. He was one of many Prime Ministers
and Foreign Secretaries to attend, thus greatly
increasing League prestige. The Geneva Protocol for disarmament, arbitration, and security
guarantees which was adopted at this meeting
grew out of an informal understanding between
MacDonald and Herriot preceding the London
Conference. On the question of the changing
Dominion status, the Labor government preserved an open mind, but during its tenure of
office, the autonomous position of the Dominions
was still further emphasized by several incidents.
Canada for a while held up the ratification of the
Lausanne Treaty because she had had no hand
in shaping it. She also insisted on separate
representation at the London Conference. Ireland's request for a diplomatic representative
of her own at Washington met with no opposition
on the part of the Government since Canada had
already claimed and received official assent to
such representation. Imperial preference was
defeated through the support of the Government
by the Liberals, who opposed it because of its
protectionist character; but the vole was very
close, one provision being lost by a majority of
only six. As a symbol of a continued sense of
imperial unity, the great British Empire Exhibition which opened at Wembly in April was noteworthy. It was so successful that it was reopened in 1925. The imperial conference, however, was not held in the fall as scheduled,
apparently because of the indifference of the
Australian Premier.
In midsummer of 1924, the dying embers of the
old Irish controversy were once more stirred into
life by the Government's bill to create a Boundary Commission to delimit the boundaries between Ulster and the Irish Free State, Ulster
having refused to appoint a member of the commission already set up in accordance with the
Irish Treaty. The Unionists strenuously opposed
the bill and the question was put over until
autumn, when the legislation was passed by a
large majority. In this as in other important
matters, the support of the Liberals was constantly the deciding factor. As long as the Government held to a moderately Liberal course, it
was reasonably assured of this support; but the
visit to
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Welsh wizard, or the quietist faineance of a
Bonar Law, or the disconcerting protectionism
of a Baldwin "business" government, all of
which had been tried and found wanting in 10
memorable years.

situation

during.

was precarious and obviously unenIt was the Uussiau question which

finally brought Liberals and Laborites to the
parting of the ways. Following the recognition of
the Soviet government, a Russian commission
visited London to arrange for future commercial

relations

and

adjust

outstanding

differences,

particularly that over the payment of Czarist
debts to British bondholders.
Negotiations lasting for months finally resulted
in

a treaty, which was signed by the Prime

Minister

August

7.

Among

other provisions,

paved the way for the guaranteeing
by the British government of a future loan to the
Soviet government. At this, the Liberals balked.
It was evident that they would have combined
with the Conservatives to defeat the Government
on a vote on the treaty; but as it happened the
break really came over a much more trivial
matter, the dismissal by the Government of the
this treaty

case

against

the

editor

of

the

Communist

Workers' Weekly, who had been indicted for
sedition for an article urging tho army to refuse
to fight the workers of their own or other countries.
The Conservatives introduced a motion
of censure, which failed, but they supported a
Liberal substitute calling for a commission of
inquiry, and when the MacDonald government
chose to make a stand on this issue it was defeated, on October 8, by a vote of 364 to 108.
Mr. MacDonald recommended a dissolution of
Parliament, and elections weie set for October 29.
In the campaign which followed, the real underlying issue was whether the attitude of the Labor
government was too sympathetic toward the

Russian Communist regime. The Labor Party
at its annual meeting early in October declared
emphatically that it had nothing in common with
the Communists; but public opinion on the whole
seemed none too favorable to the party, and five
days before the election it was given a decisive
turn by the publication of the famous "Zinoviev
letter."
This letter was purported to have been
writen by Zinoviev, head of the Third International at Moscow, and other officials of that
body, to British Communists urging a campaign
of violence and sedition, the formation of a Red
army, and other measures in preparation for a
workers' revolution. The MacDonald government
sent a sharp protest to the Soviet authorities,

who immediately branded

the letter as an "impudent forgery," and later investigation has left
little doubt that it was such: but it liad its
calculated effect on the campaign, and when the
votes were counted Labor was found to have been
swept out of office by large majorities while tho
Conservatives registered an overwhelming vicTheir popular vote, 7,864,000, showed a
tory.
gain of more than two millions over that of the
previous election. It was significant, however,
that the Labor vote also gained heavily, while the
Liberals lost much ground. In Parliament, the
Conservatives held 413 seats, the Laborities 151,
the Liberals 40, and others 11. The MacDonald
ministry immediately resigned and was succeeded
by a Conservative cabinet under Stanley Baldwin,
with Winston Churchill, a recent convert from
the Liberal ranks, as Chancellor of the Exchequer.

Baldwin Ministry.
proceeded

at

The

once to give a

new

government

distinctly

Con-

servative stamp to national policies. The AngloThe
BuHBiaii Treaty was summarily rejected.
Zinoviev letter was declared to be authentic.
When Sir Lee Stack, Governor General of the
Sudan and Sirdar of the Egyptian Army, was
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assassinated in Cairo on November 20, the British government made the affair the occasion for
tightening the British hold on Egypt and the
Sudan and suppressing nationalistic agitation in
Egypt. Under the term "safeguarding of industry," the Government, as charged by its opponents, hegan edging toward protectionism in
spite of an election pledge by Mr. Baldwin that
protectionism would find no place in his programme. Work was at once resumed on the
naval base at Singapore. Direct participation
by the government in elaborate programmes of
house construction was largely withdrawn.
In the spring of 1025, Austen Chamberlain,
Foreign Secretary, in positive terms rejected the
Gene\A Protocol. On the other hand, Mr. Baldwin in his speeches repeatedly evinced a strong
desire to bring capital and labor together, and
lived up to his words by restraining the extieuiiHtH

of

his

party,

notably when they at-

tempted to put through a bill prohibiting levies
on trade-union members for political purposes.
Within the Conservative ranks, this attitude induced a strong current of opposition, but his
leadership was not seriously endangered. Meanwhile, the other two parties were likewise having their dilficulties. The Liberals, following the
disastrous set-hack in the elections, were reduced
to a small and ineffective group in Parliament.
their party organization, however,
electing Mr. Asquith leader despite the fact that
he had been defeated for the House of Commons

They preserved

and had entered the House of Lords as the Earl
of Oxford and Aftqiiith.
Lloyd George professed
to he quite willing to serve under his leaderWelshman's
the
but
position in the
ship,
House, his personal prestige, and especially his
control of a political "war chest" of $5,000,000
assured him of a loyal following for himself in
Parliament and in the party. Late in 1025, he
advanced a new land policy, consisting in effect
the nationalization of the country's arable
land; but it aroused little enthusiasm either in
the party or in the nation at large.
The Labor Party continued loyal to MacDonald's leadership, although the extremists for
a while were in revolt. At a party conference
held from September 29 to October 2, it strongly
reasserted its aversion to communism. On the
whole, however, the year 1025 was one of comparaIn the spring of that year,
tive political quiet.
the Conservatives lost by death two men who
had for decades been outstanding figures in the
nation's life. On March 20, Lord Curzon, leader
of the House of Lords and president of tiro
Council, died; and on May 13, Lord Milner's full
career in political life came to a close.
Among other notable events of 1025 were the
return to the gold standard, announced April 28 ;
the trial and conviction for seditious conspiracy,
in November, of twelve Communists under an
ancient and long moribund law; the settlement
of Iho Irish boundary difficulty through agreeof

ment on December

3;

and most important of

all,

the signing of the Locarno Treaties in London
on December ]. The achievement of this nearepochal international agreement greatly enhanced
the prestige of Austen Chamberlain, Foreign Secretary, and the King, in recognition of his services and those of Mrs. Chamberlain, made the
former a Knight of the Garter and the latter a
Dame of the Grand Cross. His popularity, however, suffered a severe setback in the following
spring. At the March meeting of the League of
Nations, called especially to admit Germany to
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the League and assign her a permanent seat on
the Council, Poland, backed by France, demanded
a like privilege and other nations immediately
set up similar claims.
Germany refused membership on such terms. A long and bitter dispute
ensued which even endangered the life of the
League. Apparently bound by previous promises, Sir Austen Chamberlain gave his support
to Frauce and Poland and thereby brought down
a storm of critcism on his head from the British public.
Neither he nor the Baldwin government thought it necessary to make concessions
and Parliament as usual supported them, but
there was a definite loss in popular confidence in
the Government's foreign policy which was never
quite regained.
Coal Strike. In spite of the unevontfulness
in domestic matters of the first year or so of the
new Baldwin ministry, theie was a feeling of
foreboding in the air, due to the continued prevalence of unemployment and to the extremely unsound condition of the coal industry. It was
the inevitable readjustment in coal mining which
finally brought on one of the most dangerous
crises in Britain's history and carried the country to the brink of revolution. In 1924 the coal
miners refused to renew a wage agreement due
to expire on April 17, and after intervention by

the Government, owners and workers formed a
new agreement, to run until May 1, 1925, by
which the minimum wage scale was considerably
The higher rates of wages, however,
raised.
proved to be more than the industry could stand
and a joint inquiry was instituted by both parties to seek a
remedy. This it quite failed to
find, and in the spring and early summer of
1925, more and more mines closed down. The
owners finally gave notice that the minimum
wage agreement would be discontinued, and that
on July 31 a new schedule of lower wages and
longer hours would go into effect. The workers, through their Miners* Federation, resolutely
refused to accept the proposed changes, and were
supported in their stand by the trade unions
and the Labor Party.
On July 2/3, the railway men agreed that they
would not transport coal in case of a lockout
after July 31.
Three days later a government
Court of Inquiry made a report which in many
ways supported the position of the workers.
With a national crisis but a few hours away,
Mr. Baldwin on July 31 Raved the situation
temporarily by offering government subsidy to
the industry to enable it to continue the prevailing hours and wages, at the same time proposing to appoint a commiwsion to make
exhaustive inquiry into the wholo subject of the
coal-mining industry. The amount of the sub19,000,000.
sidy as eventually provided was
The commission, headed by Sir Herbert Samuel,

spent some five months in it* investigation, and
its final report on Mar. 10, 1926.
It
recommended that the subsidy should he abandoned on April 30, that the 1924 addition of a
minimum percentage to the basic wage should
be revised downward, that a certain reduction
of wages, particularly in the better-paid grades,
should be effected, that existing hours of work
should not be altered, that miners and owners should negotiate on a national basis, that
owners' royalties, unproved coal, and coal too
deep for present working should be acquired by
the state, that the industry should be reorganized by amalgamations, etc., that it should con**
tinue in the hands of private enterprise.

made
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While disagreeing with some of the recom- necessary. For a whole week, the tense deadmendations, the Government on March 24 prom- lock continued, with the extremists among the
ised to put the report into effect if it should be radicals and the Conservatives waiting in the
accepted by both parties. During the ensuing background, the one straining for a final showmonth, a number of meetings and conferences down with capitalism, the other ready to set
were held in an attempt to arrive at a basis of up a Fascist dictatorship. Yet throughout,
settlement, but to no avail. The owners in- there was on the surface a gay good humor.
sisted on district rather than national settle- Almost no show of military strength was made
ments, while the miners took their stand on the by the Government, and there was practically no
three-fold platform of no increase in hours, no violence, no mob action, no attacks by the police.
decrease in wages, and a national agreement. Seldom has the traditional self-control of the
On April 15, the mine owners announced that English shown to better advantage. The situthe existing wage agreement would be terminated ation, of course, could not long endure; but beon May 1. The situation was made far more fore it reached a breaking point, the trade-union
ominous by the manner in which other big trade leaders in effect capitulated. When Sir Herbert
unions rallied to the support of the miners. As Samuel presented an unofficial memorandum
in the year before, railway and transport work- proposing a national board for revising wages
ers made common cause with them and indeed but no wage revision without the reorganization
went much farther than in 1925 and agreed to of the industry proposed by the Royal Commisgo out on a nation-wide sympathetic strike. sion, the trade unions accepted it as a basis of
They were joined by other unions whose member- negotiations.
On May 12, members of the General Council
ship was so large and whose work was so essential that the nation faced a paralysis of its held a conference with Mr. Baldwin, and followwhole economic life. For the workers' negotia- ing it the announcement was made that the
tions were carried on by the Industrial Commit- general strike would be called off in order that
tee of the General Council of the Trades Union negotiations might be resumed. The strike,
Congress, to which latter body the Miners' Fed- however, did not immediately come to an end.
eration belonged. Mr. Baldwin, who had at first Many of the rank and file strongly objected to
stood aside, felt it necessary to intervene and in the yielding of their leaders. Employers also
the last ten days of April, he brought the miners showed a strong disposition to refuse to take
and owners together in two meetings, but with- back the strikers except at the expense of preout effect.
viously hard-won privileges; but Mr. Baldwin
On May 1, the strike of the coal miners went threw the whole weight of his influence in the
into effect. Coal mining completely stopped, al- scale to prevent a further impasse and largely
though enough workers were left on duty to succeeded. By the end of May, economic activiprevent the flooding of the mines. The support- ties were again functioning almost normally exing unions held off for the moment, but notice cept as they were affected by the lack of coal,
was given that unless a settlement was sooner for the strike of the coal miners continued, and
reached the transport workers would stop work the country, safely past the danger of political
after May 3. In the meantime, the Trades Union revolution, found itself face to face with a "creepCongress and the Government continued to seek ing paralysis" of industry for lack of the necesfor a way out. On May 1 and 2, the Industrial sary fuel.
Week by week the economic machinery slowed
Committee of the General Council of the Congress
was in conference with Mr. Baldwin and some of down, while at the same time the miners saw
his ministers, and on the night of May 2 there their slender resources melt away. The contest
seemed to be some prospect of an agreement; became one of grim endurance between the
but while the Industrial Committee members coal-starved factories and railways and the foodwere laying the Government's latest formula be- starved miners and their families. The Governfore the full General Council and representatives ment proclaimed its neutrality, but it soon
of the miners, they were surprised to receive a became apparent that the influences within the
with the mine
letter from Mr. Baldwin stating that all
nego- ministry which sympathized
tiations were called off until the general strike owners were dominating its policy. The Comnotices already sent out should be withdrawn mission's report was quite relegated to the
and certain "overt acts . including gross in- background. In July, over the fitter opposition
terference with the freedom of the press" should of the Labor Party, the Government put through
be repudiated. The "overt act" referred to an act permitting an eight-hour day in the coal
turned out to be the refusal at about this time industry, and in various other ways took action
of a fejv compositors on the Daily Mail to set which the miners construed as unfriendly to
up an editorial containing objectionable refer- them.
In August, however, Mr. Churchill, temporaences to the workers and the strike. This action
removed the last hope of averting the general rily in charge of the strike situation, rather
strike and on the night of May 3 some 1,400,000 surprisingly championed their desire for a
transport and railway workers, printers, and further conference of owners and workers, alother skilled craftsmen joined the miners and though it came to nothing. With no prospect
of effective aid from the Government, the miners
left their employment.
General Strike. The reaction of the Govern- began drifting back to work in large numbers,
ment was swift and direct. Denouncing the gen- and the strike practically came to an end on
eral strike as not an industrial but a political November 19, when a conference of the Miners*
Federation recommended that district settleeffort, "a challenge," in the words of Mr* Baldwin, "to Parliament, and the road to anarchy ments should be made on the basis of certain
and ruin/' the Government assumed practically stated principles. The action was tantamount
dictatorial powers through a proclamation of to the admission of practically complete defeat.
So cataclysmic a disturbance as the general
the King declaring a state of emergency. Special
constables to the number of 250,000 were enrolled strike and the long-drawn-out coal stoppage
and the military made ready for action if could not help but be followed by a pronounced
.

.
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All three political parties felt the

but particularly the Liberals'. With
Lloyd George attacking the Government during
the general strike and Lord Oxford vehemently
opposing the strike, the rift in the party was
almost complete. In October, 1926, Lord Oxford
resigned the leadership because the party dissension made it too heavy a burden for his failing health to carry. Near dissolution, the party
was revived and partially unified under Mr.
Lloyd George in the following year in the face
of Conservative extremism. The Labor Party
was faced by a division when the radical elements took advantage of the discouragement
strain,

over the failure of the strike to press for more
direct and decisive measures ; but Mr. MacDonald
held his lines well together and there was far
less revolt than might have been expected.
In the Conservative ranks, the victories over
Labor only sharpened the appetite of the "diehards" for greater triumphs. In the full flush
of their success, they proposed to cripple the po-

litical and industrial power of Labor for a long
time to come. Mr. Baldwin apparently was carried along on the tide. Little more was heard of

and the
"new Conservatives" who had supported him in

his capital-and-labor conciliation policy,

In the first half of 1927,
it practically subsided.
the Conservative effort reached its peak in two
measures designed to consolidate their power
once for all. The Trade Union Bill barred the
general strike by making illegal any strike
which had any other object than that involved
in the dispute within the trade or industry concerned. The Laborites charged that such a provision would apply to all sympathetic strikes.
The bill also took action against the "political
levy," forbidding trade unions to collect assessments for political purposes from members without the specific consent of the members. As such
levies had been the great source of revenue for
the Labor Party, the bill was a direct blow at
that party's effectiveness in future elections.
In spite of the violence of Labor opposition in
and out of Parliament, the bill became a law in
July, 1927.
The other proposal, however, proved too much
for even the docile Conservative majority itself
to swallow. It was the long-discussed reform
of the House of Lords. The plan advanced for
discussion gave the House power over money
legislation, equal power with the House of Commons of forcing an appeal to the country by
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was fortunately marked by a period

of quiet,
the chief exception being in China. In 1925 disorders in Shanghai and Canton led to the killing
of a number of Chinese by British police and
marines, and a great wave of anti-British and
anti-foreign feeling swept over the country.
boycott of British goods in Canton and Hongkong lasted for fifteen months and for a time
almost paralyzed Britsh trade in those cities.
In Parliament and elsewhere, the Conservative
government was accused of opposition to the
Chinese Nationalists, who in 1926 made strikingly successful advances. In January, 1927,
large forces of troops were sent to the Far East,
but were eventually withdrawn.
In January, 1926, the Italian war debt to
Great Britain was settled on the basis of a payment of about 4,500,000 yearly for CO years
and on July 12 Mr. Churchill and M. Caillaux
signed an agreement for the payment of the
French war debt, the total of which was put at
600,000,000 to be paid in 62 years. Ratification of the French settlement, however, was held
up in France pending ratification of the American settlement, and was not finally accomplished
until the Mellon-Be'renger agreement was ratiIn September, the League
fied in July, 1020.
impasse of the previous spring was removed in
a way to satisfy Germany, who then became a
permanent member of the League Council.
Russian delations. With the far swing of
politics to the Right, it was inevitable that relations with Russia should become increasingly
cooler.
The ruffled feelings of the Government
when Russian trade unions sent in funds to supthe striking miners in 1926 found an outlet
Sort
a a sharp note of protest to the Soviet government. In China, the anti-British feeling, it was

A

was effectually encouraged by Russian
On Feb. 23, 1927, the British government complained vigorously to Moscow of anticharged,

influence.

British propaganda. On May 12, the latent
antipathy of the Conservative temper for communism and all its works flamed out in a police
raid, sponsored by the Home Secretary, on the
premises of Arcos, the Anglo-Russian trading
company. It was later explained that- the purpose of the raid was to obtain a highly important secret document taken from the War Department files. Adjoining the Arcos rooms were
those of the official Russian Trade Delegation,

and these rooms alao were searched. The IUISHing document was not found, but evidence of
disagreeing with a government measure, and the propaganda was obtained sufficient to cause the
right to reject any bill affecting the constitution Government to announce on May 24 that diploWith certain ex- matic relations between the two countries would
of the House of Lords itself.
ceptions, the members were to be either elected be severed and the trade agreement cancelled.
At the same time, a near crisis arose in Great
by their own order or named by the Crown.
The effect of this reform would obviously have Britain's relations with Egypt caused by a probeen to perpetuate in power a party which would posal in tho Egyptian Parliament to omit apserve as an effective .barrier against future propriations for the Sirdar, or head of tho
radicalism. Even by leading Conservatives, it Egyptian Army. The effect would have been to
was characterized as a crime against the consti- remove control of the army from tho hands of
tution unless passed upon by the people. The the British. The British government protested
opposition was so strong that the proposals were and sent three battleships to Egypt, under whoae
not put into the form of a bill. In other ways persuasive influence the British demands were
than through party changes did the effect of
the 1926 strikes continue to be long in evidence.
The adverse effect on the country's prosperity
was reflected in growing unemployment, while
among the miners themselves and their families,
since great numbers of workers could not be put
back in the mines, distress steadily deepened.
Foreign Events. While these critical events
were going on at home, the foreign situation

speedily accepted. Yet another discordant note
in international affairs was struck later in 1927
when the three-power naval-disarmament conference held at the instance of the United States
ended in utter failure.

Disarmament Discussions. On June 20,
1027, delegates from Great Britain, the United
States, and Japan met at Geneva to seek a basin
for reduction of naval forces. Within the first
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few days, a deadlock between the American and' ing entirely the burden of taxation it was bearBritish delegations developed which all further ing. The greater part of the tax on agriculture
discussion could not remove, the former insist- had been removed already. It was
proposed to
ing on a "global" tonnage limitation within do away with the remaining rates and to cut
which each country might build the type of down the local taxes on industry hy 75 per cent,
cruisers desired, and the latter on a definite with a new valuation to be made for taxation
limitation on each of the specified types of purposes. As given to the public in Mr. Churchcruisers.
The conference broke up on August ill's budget bill of April, 1928, the plan pro4 in an atmosphere of mutual recrimination. vided for reimbursing local governments for the
On August 26, Lord Robert Cecil, one of the loss of these taxes out of a fund to be raised by
British delegates, resigned from the cabinet and a national gasoline tax. The valuation bill was
from his place as delegate to the League of duly passed and the new rates planned to come
Nations in a letter severely arraigning the Gov- into effect in October, 1929.
ernment for the spirit in which it had handled
Two other subjects which came before Parliadisarmament attempts, as evidenced in many in- ment at this period aroused deep interest, alstances other than the three-power conference. though the controversy over them was not along
The Government could not make effective reply. party lines. In December, 1927, the revision
In view of the strong and pronounced sentiment of the Church of England prayer book came
of the country in favor of disarmament and peace up for a vote. For many years the bishops had
movements generally, the incident was a decided been working on changes tending to bring the
blow to the Government's prestige.
prayer book in line with modern religious
On the whole, however, the two years following thought. As the existing form was prescribed
the stirring events of 1926 constituted, on the* by statute, Parliament was required to pass on
surface, a period of comparative political quiet. the revision. The House of Lords readily asForeign relations, if infelicitously handled from sented, but in the House of Commons the revision
the standpoint of those anxious for international failed of approval by 33 votes in the spring of
good will, at least produced no serious crisis. 1928, and in June a modification was voted down
The large parliamentary majority proved tracta- by a majority of 46. The other measure passed
ble.
The working classes decided upon and fol- without party opposition was the extension of
lowed out a course of industrial peace and the vote to women between 21 and 30 years of
reconciliation with employers; but beneath the age. It became a law when it was passed by
Lords in May, 1928. The year
surface, there were many clear signs of impend- the House of
ing change. The high figure of unemployment, 1928 saw the removal by death of two notable
which dropped down somewhat in 1927, gradu- figures in British politics. Lord Oxford and
ally rose again in 1928 until at the end of that Asquith, the veteran leader of the Liberals,
year it stood at more than 1,500,000. The ap- ended a long and most distinguished career on
parent indifference or inability of the Govern- February 15; and Viscount Haldane, former
ment to cope with the situation steadily weakened member of Liberal and Labor cabinets, died on
its
support. Following Locarno, when the August 19. The general elections which had
of the Government in the conduct of been imminent for many months were recogErestige
>reign affairs reached its peak, one maladroit nized as being near at hand at the close of 1928.
step after another produced ill feeling against During the year, two developments in foreign
Britain abroad and a growing body of aroused affairs still further deepened the dissatisfaction
protest at home. Except in spots, the hoped-for with which the British public had come to recommercial prosperity failed to materialize. gard the Conservative foreign policies. In May,
Notably in the textile industries of Lancashire 1928, the Government accepted the Kellogg
did the depression become marked, partly be- peace-pact proposals, hut over the protests of
cause of conditions within, the industries them- both Mr. MacDonald and Mr. Lloyd George, it
selves and partly because of the 1926 disturb- added a reservation which retained freedom of
ances. Indications of dissatisfaction appeared action for Great Britain in certain regions where
in the by-elections to Parliament and in the her interests were held to be vital. The peace
municipal elections, in which Labor continued advocates urged that such a qualification made
to mark up one emphatic victory after another, of the pact little more than a pious gesture.
Much more serious was the attempt to estabIt became evident that, when the next general
elections should be held, the Conservative ma- lish an Anglo-French naval and military underjority would be at least greatly reduced if not standing which, it was charged, would actually
entirely wiped out. In the meantime the party have revived the pre-war Entente between France
in power went ahead with legislation calculated and England. In August, the news was allowed
to benefit industry. The safeguarding duties to leak out to the public that the two countries
were somewhat extended, but they proved so had agreed to pool their navies in case of war,
popular with the Conservative Party members and that England had consented to support the
French contention that she should not be rethat they almost caused a party division.
In Parliament and out, the greatest pressure quired to count trained military reserves in the
was brought to bear on the Prime Minister to total of her armies when questions of disarmaextend these duties to additional articles, ment came up for settlement. At once, a storm
and in foreign
particularly iron and steel; but he took his of protest arose in England
stand on his election pledge not to introduce pro- countries alike. It was all in vain that Foreign
tection (insisting on the distinction between Office spokesmen maintained that the arrange"safeguarding" and protection), and he could ment was merely a harmonizing of views in
not be induced to alter it. Against a pronounced preparation for the coming disarmament conferConservative movement to make safeguarding ence of the League of Nations. The suspicions
the central tenet of the party, he put forward a of other nations could not be allayed and the
"de-rating" scheme for the relief of industry. effect on the friendly relations with the United
This plan proposed to remove restriction upon States was particularly to be deplored. Between
a greater
productive effort by greatly reducing or remov- Great Britain and the United States,
^
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finally

was

moved in November, 1928, to make a statement
which was virtually a withdrawal of the whole

At the close of the year the nation's
attention to politics was diverted for a time by
the very serious illness of King George, who
hovered between life and death for weeks but
by the beginning of the new year was definitely
on the mend. During the winter of 1928-29,
the distress of the starving coal miners, of whom
some 200,000 had been permanently left without employment by the necessary reconstruction
of the coal industry, became extremely acute
and made necessary radical measures of relief.
Elections of 1929. The elections for which
the parties had long been preparing were set
for May 30, 1929, Parliament being dissolved
on May 10. For the three-cornered race, the
parties presented characteristic appeals. Lloyd
George early in March put the Laborites and
Conservatives on the defensive by boldly advancing the plan for relieving unemployment by
engaging in extensive national improvements to
be financed by government loans. The Conservatives chiefly defended their record, but made a
positive bid for support through Mr. Churchill's
budget which rather startled the country by removing the duty on tea, as well as on other
articles of popular use. For the Labor Party,
a scries of statements defined its attitude as
Of
Socialistic but not radically revolutionary.
special interest was a manifesto on foreign policy
which renounced the right of private blockade,
declared for control of the seas through international agreement only, supported the principle of sanctions embodied in the League
Covenant, and declared for disarmament, arbiagreement.

and "pooled security." In March, Mr.
Snowden attracted wide attention by denouncing
tration,

the Balfour principle of balancing war-debt pay-

ments by Great Britain with payments made to
her on war-debt accounts; but he denied any intention of repudiating settlements already made.
The result of the elections was to return the
Labor Party to power with a plurality but again
without a party majority. In the new Parliament, it held 288 seats, as against 260 for the
Conservatives, 59 for the Liberals, and 8 for
other parties. The popular vote gave the Labor
candidates 8,292,000, Conservatives 8,506,000,
Liberals 5,178,000, Independents 251,000, and

Communists .51,000.
The Liberals under Lloyd George thus once
more held the balance of power, and announced
that they would support a Labor government in
putting through Liberal measures and pursuing
a conciliatory foreign policy, but would oppose
any Socialistic proposals. On June 4, the Baldwin ministry resigned and was succeeded by a
Labor cabinet with "Ramsay MacDonald at its
head. Among the leading appointments were:
Lord Chancellor, Lord Justice Sankey; Chancellor of the Exchequer, Philip Suowden; Home
Secretary, J. R. dynes; Foreign Secretary,
Arthur Henderson; Colonies and Dominion's,
Sidney Webb; Lord Privy Seal and Deputy
Leader of the House of Commons, J. H. Thomas,
Miss Margaret Bondficld became Minister of

Labor, the first woman ever to hold a place in
a British cabinet.

The cabinet was everywhere commended as
being an able one and calculated to inspire confidence.
Mr. MacDonald announced that if he
could prevent it, there would be no further gen-

eral elections for two years. Among his first
moves to restore foreign good will was his announcement of a possible visit to the United
States.
In the latter part of July, 1929, he
halted construction on two cruisers and two

submarines at the same time that President
Hoover stopped work on American cruiser construction.
for a new

The way was openly being prepared

naval-disarmament conference. On
July 29, the long-brewing difficulties in the
Lancashire textile industry came to a head in
a stoppage of work involving 500,000 workers
and 1500 mills. The immediate cause was a reduction of 12% per cent in wages. The expected
renewal of relations with Russia was halted
when negotiations were suspended because, as
reported, the British government insisted on an
arrangement for the payment of the Czarist
debts. Despite these and other difficulties, however, the country faced the future in the middle
of 1929 in a distinctly hopeful frame of mind.

GKREAT BRITAIN, COMMUNIST PARTY
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SAINTE MARIE.
ST. JOHN
).
(1859born at West Point, N. Y.,
and educated at the United States Military
Academy. During the Spanish-American War,
he served as captain and as assistant adjutant
general of volunteers and in 1809 was promoted
In the same year, he
to be mayor of volunteers.
was appointed captain in the Regular Army and
was successively promoted to be major, lieutenant colonel, colonel, brigadier gen oral (1910),
and major general (1917). During the American administration of Cuba, he served as assistant
to General Ludlow and to General Wood. From
1910 to 1914, he was a member of the General
Staff in charge of field artillery and commanded
the 6th Field Artillery on the Mexican border,
from 1914 to 1910. In 3917 he was appointed
commander of the 36th National Guard Division,
Fort Worth Texas. In 1918 he was retired on
account of disability incurred in active service.
GKREECE. A republic in southeastern Europe. The Gliicksburg dynasty was deponed
on Apr. 13, 1924. The area is 49,912 square
miles, according to the boundaries fixed by the
treaty signed at Lausanne, July 24, 1923. This
area includes Old Greece, Thrace (west of the
Maritza River), and the islands, with the exception of the Dodecanese, which belong to Italy,
and Imbros and Tcnedos, which now belong to
Turkey, The 1928 census showed a population of
6,204,084, including 1,400,000 refugees from Turkey in Asia and Eastern Thrace. The area in
1914 was 41,933 square miles; the population,
4,363,000. Most of the population belong to
the Greek race. There are some Albanians, Jews,
Vlacks, Slavs, and Armenians. The great majority of the inhabitants are adherents of the
Greek Orthodox Church, which, by the terms of
the constitution of 1864, was declared the religion
of the state.
Complete toleration and liberty of
worship are guaranteed to all other sects, the
greater part of whom are "Roman Catholics and
Jews. The principal cities of Greece are, Athens,
with 452,919 inhabitants; Saloniki, 236,526; Pi-
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rteufl,

soldier,

205,000;

Patras,

61,278;

Corfu, 22,122;

Hermoupolis, 21,156; Herachum, 33,404; Volos,
61,000; Canea, 26,604; Kalamata, 28,955; Cavalla,

49,980.

The principal crops, in addition to cereals, are currants, tobacco, olivts, and
Agriculture.
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figs.
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ley, oats, rye,
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grown arc wheat, barThe production of the

principal agricultural products in post-war years
shown in the accompanying table.

is

(1927), 3,719,833 inland and 995,665 internamiles of telephone line (1927), 4009.
The Greek Merchant Marine in 1928 consisted
of 724 sailing vessels of 58,070 tons and 517
steamers of 1,187,699 tons, with a gross tonnage
tional;

of 1,028,813.

In 1925.

The estimated numbers

of live stock in Greece
at the end of 1927 were 276,741 horses; 135,209
mules; 328,152 asses; 047,143 cattle; 6,441,830
sheep, 5,500,000 goats; and 452,595 swine. The
forest area is nearly 1,000,000 acres. The principal trees are oak, beech, Aleppo pine, and
silver

fir.

Mining.

Greece

possesses

a great variety

of mineral deposits, the most important of which
are salt, lignite, iron, magnesite, iron pyrites,
and santorin earth. The production of these

metals during 1927 was as follows: emery, 15,848 metric tons; salt, 105,000; lignite, 143,346;
iron ore, 123,310; magnesite, 84,484; iron pyrites,
100,050; and santorin earth, 127,384. (1026).
Manufacturing. Industry, after the War,

made

considerable progress in Greece, especially
in the manufacture of foodstuffs, leather, textiles,
and soap.
number of Emigres from Turkey,
who were skilled in the carpet and rug industry,
practically denuded that field in Turkey and
added this industry to those already practiced in
Greece. Factory production in 1927, excluding
wine and olive oil, was valued at $80,726,184 as
compared with $64,214,010 for 1926.
Commerce. The total value in dollars of
imports into Greece and exports from Greece
during 1912-13 (average), 1921 and 1927, was

A

was established.
Education. In 1926-27 there were 7619 primary schools, with 13,747 teachers and 632,833
pupils; 687 high schools with 2823 teachers and
92,735 pupils. There were 28 commercial schools
with 269 teachers and 3013 pupils, 70 agricultural schools with 405 pupils, 6 commercial high
schools with 20 teachers and 388 pupils, 10 military colleges with 1388 students, and 8 naval
In 1921 there were
colleges with 275 students.
10,131 teachers in elementary schools and 2018
in secondary schools, and two agricultural schools
with 150 students. There are two universities in
Athens, the National University and the Capodistria University, with 61 professors and 9799
students, a university at Salonika, founded in
There
1925, with 14 professors and 65 students.
is also the Polytechnic with 22 professors and
170 students. There is an American School of
Archaeology at Athens and a British School of
new educational census was unArchaeology.
dertaken in 1928.
History. At the outbreak of the World War,
the Greek ruling class vacillated between two
King Constantino favored union with
policies.
the German cause or at least a policy of neutralVenizelos, Premier since 1910, saw in the
ity.

A

as follows:
Imports

Exports

Total

1912-1913
1921
1927

Finance. Gold and silver stock on hand in
December, 1927, was 51,000,000 drachmas, which
did not include 25,000,000 drachmas in the
Bank of England. The banknote circulation at
the end of 1913 was 245,893,000 drachmas. This
increased to 1,900,638,000 drachmas in 1920; 2,507,638,000 in 1921; 3,09,14l.OOO in 1022; and
stood at 4,480,482,808 June 30, 11)28. The total
public debt of Greece, according to official government statistics on Mar. 31, 1029, amounted to
38,168,619,208 drachmas. In return for a loan not
to exceed
9,000,000 under the auspices of the
League of Nations in 1927, the Greek government undertook to keep the budget aside from
capital expenditures, within about 9,000,000,000
drachmas until the end of 1929-30 and to maintain a balance budget after that time. The
budget for 1927-28 called for revenues of 8,830,000,000 and expenditures of 8,878,000,000 drachmas. In 1929 the Agricultural Bank of Greece

$32,385,000 $25,589,000 $57,974,000
100,792,000 55,357,000 156,149,000
166,346,000 79,694,000 246,040,000

Conversions for the above table were made in
for espousal of the Allies' cause the realization of
drachmas at par for 1912-13 ($0.193)
$0.0592; 1927, 1 drachma -= dreams of territorial expansion. When the
1921, 1 drachma
$0.0126. Tn 1928 the imports amounted to 12,- Dardanelles were attacked in February, 1915,
488,127 drachmas and exports 6,282,075. The Venizelos considered the occasion an auspicious
average rate of the drachma in 1928 was $0.013. one on which to throw the support of Greece
The trade balance of Greece is generally adverse. definitely on the side of the Allies; but the King
The principal imports into Greece are agricul- persisted in his opposition, and Venizelos was
tural products, textiles, and minerals and metals, forced out of office and the Chamber dissolved.
won a
including machinery and agricultural imple- On the issue of intervention, his party
ments. The principal exports are agricultural clear majority in the June elections, but the
mainly tobacco, currants, olives, Gounaris ministry nevertheless kept itself in
products,
lleturning to power,
raisins, and citrus fruit; minerals and metals, office until August 23.
raw; alcoholic drinks and olive oil. The princi- Venizelos firmly maintained the* Greco-Serbian
a Bulgarian attack
pal countries selling to Greece during 1928 were accord, and proclaimed that
the United States, Great Britain, Italy, and on Serbia would be followed by hostilities.
was
Germany. The principal countries receiving ex- When Bulgaria mobilized in September, he
Greece into the War; but the
ports from Greece were the United States, Ger- ready to take
King stubbornly refused to countenance a war
many, the United Kingdom, and Italy.
Communications. The length of railways in declaration, and aided by the Germanized gen1928 was about 1991 miles, of which 884 be- eral staff, he frustrated any attempts to succor

=

;

longed to the Government. There were 12,009
miles of telegraph line in 1927; total telegrams

Serbia, refusing to let
Saloniki.

French troops land at
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In October, Venizelos was once more dismissed,
and under the Zaimis and Skouloudis ministries
the Greco-Serbian Treaty was repudiated and
the tempting offer of Cyprus by the Allies refused. The King was determined to break the
Venizelist opposition and once more called for
a general election. In the balloting of Decem19, with the Venizelists refraining from
voting, the Government was accorded the confidence of the electorate and persisted, therefore,
in its policy of neutrality.
The Allies, nevertheless, soon came to play an

ber

important r61e in Greek affairs. In December,
1915, an Allied force under General Sarail took
possession of Salon iki, and that city served
throughout the War as the seat of the Allies'
operations in southeastern Europe. On June 3,
1016, martial law was proclaimed in the city.
On June 21, the Allies demanded of Constantine
demobilization of the army and the calling of
The
elections, and enforced a blockade.
Skouloudis ministry fell and on June 27 the
King was forced to yield to all the Allied demands. Although Venizelos himself protested
his loyalty, the Venizelist Party formed revolutionary committees for the purpose of forcing
intervention, and a provisional government was
actually set up. When the Greek government
refused a demand of Admiral du Fournct, in
command of the Allied fleet, for the surrender of
a large portion of the Greek artillery (November
24), Allied forces occupied the Pineus and
marched on Athens. The tone of the Allies
number of
now assumed a marked severity.
reparations demands were followed by a rigorous
blockade and the recognition of the Veni/elist
provisional government at Saloniki. On Jan. 16,
1917, the Greek government accepted the terms,
though the blockade continued.
The nonappearance of a German Army in
Macedonia, the entry of the United States into
the War, and the displacement of Briand by the
more truculent Ribot in France, all contributed
toward the creation of a more docile royal policy;
but with or without official knowledge, the reservists continued to operate and by uniting with
German agents in Thoasaly seriously embarrassed the Allies' purposes. Once more the
Allies coerced Greece, this time at the instance
of powerful French opinion. On June 6, Jonnart made his appearance at Saloniki as commissioner for Great Britain, France, and Italy
and at once despatched a note to Constant ine
demanding his abdication and that of his oldest
son.
On June 12, the King gave in and designated his second son Alexander as ruler.
Known German sympathizers were banished;
the ministry resigned; and on June 27 Veni/elos
was called to head a new government.
Thus, a revolution was effected by Allied intervention, though it is possible that Venice) os, had
he gained the assent of the Entente, would have
brought about the same end for hin adherents
at this time numbered some 50,000. On June
30, Greece formally entered the War on the side
of the Allies. Under the French General Braquet, the army of 250,000 called to the colors was
trained so rapidly that by 1918 they were able
to give the Allies a great advantage on the
southeastern front.
At the Peace Conference, Venizelos was' undoubtedly the most important single eastern

new

A

European figure. He pressed with vigor the*
Greek claims to Northern Epirus, Thrace,
Smyrna, and the Dodecanese, and met at once

with an initial success in the treaty of Neuilly
By this document, western (Bulgarian) Thrace
was ceded to the Allies (in trust for Greece),
and Bulgaria was thus deprived of access to the
Another hope seemed well on the way
^EJgean.
to realization when Venizelos received the Allies'
sanction for the despatch of a Greek force to
Smyrna, nominally for the protection of the
Christians (May 15, 1919). The Peace Conference looked favorably on the Greek claim to the
JEgcan islands and seemed disposed to grant
the Greek requests for the Epirus in view of the
cession of Valona to Italy by the Treaty of Lon-

don of 1915.
The turn in Greek fortunes came, however,
late in 1920. In spite of Turkish protests, so
impressed was the Supreme Council with Venizelos and his apparent hold on the Greek people
that by the Treaty of S6vres, later discredited,
Greek sovereignty was extended over eastern
Thrace up to within 20 miles of Constantinople,
Smyrna was provisionally assigned to Greece;
and the islands of Tcnedos and Imbros, as well
as those in the ^Egcan Sea already occupied by
Greece, were ceded. At the same time the Dodecanese, by agreement with Italy, were promised
to Greece. Never did a statesman see his efforts
crowned with greater success than did Venizelos
when he quit the Supreme Council in the summer of 1920. Yet his long absence from home,
and the high-handed character of the administration, the continuance of martial law, a
drastic censorship, mobili/ation practically continuous since 1912, the effective pro-Constantine
propaganda, and the general war weariness, contributed to his fall. The sudden death of King
Alexander on October 25 at once made the return of Constantine the leading issue for the
forthcoming election. In the light of the returns, the repudiation of Venixelos was complete.
Of the Opposition, 246 were elected against 120

Liberals ( Veil izeli sis).
Venizelos immediately
retired from the country; a new ministry was
formed under Rhallis; and King Constantine
returned in triumph on December 19, after receiving an almost unanimous vote in a plebiscite.

It

was

inevitable

that the Allies'

attitude

toward Greece, hitherto so favorable, should now
be completely reversed. On December 3, the
Supreme Council announced the withdrawal of
In the spring
financial support to Greece.
of 1921, largely at the instigation of the French,
who feared for their own interests in Asia Minor
all

as

the

Turkish

Nationalist

movement under

Mustapha Kcmal took on

strength, the Supremo
Council turned its attention toward a revision
of the Treaty of Sevres as far as Greece wan

By March, it was evident that the
Supreme Council meant to repudiate the cession
Under these circumof Smyrna to Greece.
stances, the Greeks began a war on the Nationalists on March 24 by marching on Afiun-KarahisBoth
ear and Eskishehr, on the line to Angora.
cities moon foil; Eskishehr, however, was retaken
affected.

on April 2 by the Turks; the first offensive thus
without spectacular results. The war
Encourspirit in Greece reached fever pitch.
aged in a belief that- Great Britain was actively
championing their interests arid that surcease
from the pressing domestic problems would be
found in great victories abroad, the Greeks renewed their demands for a continuance of the
war. The second offensive began on June 10.
A bloody, battle was .fought before Kutahla, July
clewed
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16-17, and the Greeks occupied the town. On
July 21, Eskishehr was once more entered, and
the army pushed east on the road to Angora.
Not until after the Greeks crossed the Sakharia
in September did they receive their first check.
In a 10 days' battle early in September, the
Greeks were disastrously defeated and were compelled to fall back with heavy losses on the
earlier Brusa-Afiun Karahissar line. Thus, the
year closed with practically no results.
Meanwhile at home, the newly elected Chamber
had constituted itself a Constituent Assembly
and was confronted by an advanced programme

the complete humiliation of Greece and the dissipation of those hopes of a greater Greece
dominating the Southeast which had been the
dream of politicians since the outbreak of the
War. Eastern Thrace, Smyrna, the Dodecanese,
were lost; those Greek nationals, some 600,000
living in Turkish territory, notably in Asia

Minor, whose commercial activities added much
to the wealth of the fatherland, were to be torn
from their homes and settled lives and deported
to Greece, in exchange for Turkish nationals.
A further blow was struck at Greek prestige
when on August 29 as a result of the murder, at
of political and economic reform prepared by Janina two days -earlier, of the Italian comGounaris. It was idle to hope for any real re- missioners who had been at work on the deconstruction in view of the depletion of the limitation of the Greco-Albanian boundary, Musdelivered
treasury and the Chamber's preoccupation with solini, presuming Greek responsibility,
the idea of indemnifying the victims of the en " an ultimatum to Greece which demanded official
Y
execution of the unknown murderers,
izelist regime
during the War. How precarious apologies,
the situation was immediately became evident. and the immediate payment of 50,000,000 lire.
With the beginning of 1922, the serious nature The refusal of Greece to pay so large a sum at
of affairs, little known at home and abroad be- once led to the Italian bombardment and occupacause of a continuous official mendacity, began tion of the island of Corfu, August 31. Greece
to appear. Turkish attacks on Greeks through- thereon appealed to the League Council, under
out western Asia Minor became frequent, and Articles XII a.nd XV of the Covenant. Exand
imprisonments and deaths were numerous. pressions of disapprobation in the Assembly
These atrocities were merely forerunners of the Council of the League, and, above all, English ininduced Mussolini to
larger movements of the summer. In the last tercession for Greece,
week of August, the Greek Army, inadequately abandon his truculent attitude, accept terms of
commanded, was suddenly beset in the Afiun- settlement proposed by the Council of AmbasKarahissar and Eskishehr districts by an im- sadors, and withdraw from Corfu. Greece acthe terms on September 9 and shortly
measurably superior Turkish force and struck cepted
a staggering blow. Panic at once ensued. thereafter made the required ceremonial apolbesides depositing 50,000,000 lire as a forFlight toward Smyrna was general, while ogies,
thousands of soldiers took to their ships and feit, which wa,s turned over to Italy after an
made for Greece. The city of Smyrna, filled impartial commission had reported that although
with refugees, was turned over to the Allies on not responsible for the murders, the Greek government had been negligent in proceeding against
September 8 and was entered by the Turks three
the assassins. See ALBANIA and ITALY.
days later. On September 14, a fire broke out in
International bankruptcy was merely one face
the foreign quarter and destroyed the whole
section on the water front; some 100,000 were of the shield; domestic affairs revealed the
breakdown. The revolutionary
left homeless.
Thus, in 15 days, the Turks had same deplorable
headed by Gonatas, though Colonel
swept Anatolia free of the invaders and restored government,
a balance that for more than a year had seemed Plastiras was the virtual dictator, continued in
The Greeks were compelled to control throughout 1923, maintaining its uneasy
all but lost.
of the constievacuate, eastern Thrace as a condition for an position only by the suppression
tutional liberties. The Venizelists, the party at
armistice.
The reaction on home affairs was instan- the head of affairs, were hopelessly disunited;
taneous. Beginning in the islands of Mytilene and with a lack of leadership, for both Venizelos
and Chios and spreading to the fleet and the and Zaimis were in political retirement, the
A half-hearted gessoldiers in Thrace and Macedonia, the demand country drifted helplessly.
was made on August 1
for Constantine's abdication gained such headway ture at reconstruction
demobilized.
that on September 27 the King once more relin- when the first army contingents were
In October, a revolt led by General Metaxis broke
his
of
in
favor
this
time
his
throne,
quished
the Peloponnesus, and
oldest son, George. Constantine died suddenly out and soon spread over
able to
at Palermo on Jan. 11, 1923. Until the meeting only with difiieulty was the Government
seemed to
of the new National Assembly, affairs were in cope with it. Again popular opinion
a universal
the hands of a revolutionary committee which, consider a republican constitution
the general
in order to gain popular approval, proceeded to palliative. The weeks preceding
an investigation of the late disaster. A report election of December 16 witnessed a revival of
sentiment; attacks on the dynasty
published on November 8 condemned all the republican
and navy, hitherto
anti-Venizelist governments from 1915 to 1922 even appeared in the army
favorand demanded the indictment of the ex- generally loyal. The elections proved
able to the Venizelists and the republicans 3 two
ministers, Gounaris, Stratos, Protopapadakis,
later George and his wife, Elizabeth, were
Thcotokis, Baltazzis, Goudas, and Stratigos, on days
Ada charge of treason. A speedy trial took place, invited to leave the country, and a regent,
and the following, to the horror of Europe, were miral Koundouriotis, was installed in the palace.
The year 1924 thus saw Greece again about
sentenced to death and duly executed: Gounaris,
Stratos,

Protopapadakis,

Theotokis,

Baltazzis,

and General Hadjianastis, commander of the
Asia Minor. Such an act only
in
forces
strengthened the hand of the French diplomats
who sought to pacify Turkey at the expense of
Greece. The Treaty of Lausanne, as finally
meant
signed on July 24, 1923 (see TUBKET),

commence a new and perilous journey. The
Gliicksburg dynasty was deposed, only temposo far
rarily, it was claimed, but quite definitely
as public opinion was concerned 5 a National
Assembly convened on January 2; and on January 4, Venizelos, the man to whom all Greece

to

looked,

appeared

in.

Athens after an

exile

of
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tliroe years and consented first to head the
National Assembly and then, on the resignation
of the Gonatas cabinet, the Government itself,
on January 11. To Great Britain and the
United States, the new regime appeared to possess all the elements of stability, and recognition
wa3 formally accorded during the course of the
month; but it seemed that Greece's well-wishers
were to be doomed to eternal disappointment
and that despair was to be the lot of those
Greeks who were laboring to save their country

Venizelos was forced to relinquish
post because of illness, and although a
cabinet completely made up of Venizelists succeeded him on February 6, it refused to permit
the National Assembly to abolish the dynasty

from chaos.
his

forthwith but insisted on a popular plebiscite.
Venizelos himself had been won over with difficulty to the need for prompt action, and the
plan of his followers to employ dilatory tactics
so dispirited him that on March 4 he announced
his intention to quit the country. The Republicans and the Military Party now joined forces
with the result that the Government fell, on
March 8, and Papanastassiou, the Republican
leader, was summoned by the regent to form a

new

cabinet.

The Republican ministry, having obtained a
voto of confidence in the National Assembly,
lost no time in changing the name of the "Kingdom of Hellas" to the "Hellenic State," interdicting prayers for the royal family, and
preparing 111 various other ways for the
transition from monarchy to republic. The goal
soon was attained. On March 25, while guns
boomed and Athens rejoiced, the Assembly unanimously voted a resolution proclaiming Greece
a republic, confirming Admiral Koundouriotis
provisionally in hi g powers as regent, and permantly exiling the members of the GHickaburg
dynasty. King George was permitted, however,

GREECE

boring dictatorship designs. A cabinet headed
by M. Sophoulis lasted only a few months and
was in turn succeeded, on October 1, by one with
A. Michalakopoulis at its head. During its
eight months of life, the new government worked
with little success for the restoration of normal
political conditions, urging especially that the
National Assembly should finish drafting the
new constitution. The ministry had elements
of strength, but it could not command sufficient
popular support to keep subversive elements in
check, and it was finally driven from office in
June. Pressure from military groups caused
Michalakopoulos to resign on June 11, but he
reconstituted his ministry and continued in office until June 25, when General Pangalos, under

threat of bombardment of public buildings, forced
his final resignation. Although practically a
dictator, General Pangalos ruled for a while as
constitutional Premier.
The new constitution came into effect on September 30, and on the same day, General Pangalos dissolved the National Assembly, declaring that it had lost the confidence of the people.
New elections were promised for early in the
following year. Hardly had the new government
thus taken entire control of the country's destiny
into its own hands before the belligerent character of the dictatorship almost brought the
nation into a war with Bulgaria. On October
19, Greek forces, following an attack by Bulgarian irregulars, advanced several miles into

Bulgarian territory. The League of Nations immediately responded to Bulgaria's request for
intervention, and besides ordering the withdrawal
the Greek troops, later asKesscd penalties
30,000,000 leva against Greece by way of
damages, a settlement which Greece accepted in
of
of

December.
Early in January, 1926, General Pangalos,
feeling the need of sterner measures* to combat

to retain his title and four-fifths of his income
for life. The Assembly's resolution was overwhelmingly ratified in a plebiscite on April 13,

the growing opposition to hi
rule, threw off
all pretense and openly proclaimed a military
dictatorship. Charging that tho woes of the

758,742 republican against 325,322 monarchist votes, and accordingly Premier Papanastassion notified foreign powers that Greece

country were largely due to its parliamentary
form of government, he abolished the constitution, ignored all political parties, and postponed the promised elections indefinitely. To
preserve his power, he resorted to nevere measures.
The press was censored, a spy system
was set up, and prominent political opponents
wero imprisoned and exiled in wholesale numbers.
By reducing the value of the outstanding
currency, he obtained a forced loan of some $18,000,000, but the advantages to the national
treasury of this revenue and of certain drastic
economies were more than swallowed up by the
heavy increases in military expenditures. Dospite all repressive measures, the growing diwsatisfaction with the new rdgixne made itself
manifest in many ways.
In March, President Koimdouriotin resigned
because his position had become meaningless.
In the elections to choose hin successor, General
Pangalos offered himself as a candidate, and
when his only opponent, Constantino Dimertji,
withdrew, he received tho bulk of the votes and
claimed the result an an endorsement of his
After lua inauguration on April 10, howrule.
ever, the opposition became so strong that ho
was forced into a policy compounded of both
conciliatory and further repressive measures.
On August 22, the end camo with another military cotfp led by General CondyliK. General
Pangalos was arrested, and eventually impris-

by

had become a republic, and that Koundouriotis
was henceforth to be styled Provisional President. On May 18, the draft of the new Greek
constitution was made public. The most vexing
problem confronting the now government was
the repatriation of 1,000,000 or more Greek
refugees from Asia Minor and eastern Thrace,
and this might well have proved insuperable
but for the yeoman work done by the League of
Nations' Commission headed by Henry Morgenthau of Now York. To aid in the settlement of
these unfortunates on the land and in industry,
a loan of 10,000,000 was floated in December,
1924, in England and America, the American
share being $11,000,000. In both countries, the
loan was heavily oversubscribed. Mr. Morgentliau resigned from the commission and was succeeded by another American, C. P. Howland.
While the decisive voice of the electorate left
no doubt as to its republican sentiment, it could
not bring to the front a loader strong enough
to establish tho Republic on a firm foundation.
The next few years were marked by a succession
of ministries and great political uncertainty.
On July 10, the Papanastassiou government fell
because of the activities of General Pangalos,
who in June had succeeded Colonel Condylis as
Minister oi' War, and who was suspected of liar-
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Admiral Koundouriotis was recalled to the Presidency and General Condylis
assumed the position of Prime Minister pending
the holding of new elections. In these elections,
set finally for November 7, the real issue was
once more the question of republic or monarchy.
When the returns were in, the republican parties
found themselves well in the lead in the new
Chamber. It was deemed best, however, to form
a coalition ministry and a cabinet containing
both republicans and royalists began functioning
on December 4, with M. Zaimis as Premier, General Condylis having shown his good faith by
oned in Crete.

according to hia preelection promise.
In the midst of those changes, important treaties
of commerce and friendship were signed with
Jugoslavia and a convention relating to refugees' property with Turkey.
While the coalition government soothed the
bitter partisan strife that had so long prevailed
and otherwise commended itself, it quite failed
to deal vigorously with the country's most pressretiring

the governments there with respect to the new
accord with Italy, and then turned to the task
of establishing cordial relations with the rest of
the neighbors of Greece.

On Mar. 21, 1029, a treaty of friendship between Greece and Jugoslavia was signed at Belgrade, following previous economic agreements,
under the terms of which important disputes
between the two countries are to be referred
to the League of Nations for arbitration and
minor disputes to an arbitration tribunal.
Negotiations with Turkey presented more difficulties and by the middle of 1020 had resulted
in no new treaty.
The National Assembly on
Feb. 13, 1029, adopted the Kellogg treaty outlawing war.
G-REELEY, WILLIAM BucKiiour (1879An American forester, born at Oswego,
).
N. Y., and educated at the University of California and the Yale Forestry School. After 1904
he served with the United States Forest Service
and was at various times inspector of forest re-

anything but satisfactory, with large deficits
and an urgent need for a new refugee loan.
However, in spite of several ministerial crises,
the Government recorded some positive achievements. In February, the Assembly adopted an

serves in California, supervisor in charge of the
Sequoia Natural Forest, and government forester
in Washington. Since 1920 he has been chief
forester of the United States. During the
World War, he served with the American Army
in France as lieutenant colonel of the 20th Engineers and chief of the Forestry Section. He
wrote many bulletins and circulars relating to

amendment

forestry.

ing problems. Intrigues and plots by Pangalist
and military elements kept the public and the
Government uneasy. The financial situation was

to

the constitution

providing for

a Senate of 120 members, although the new
body did not actually hold its first meeting
until more than two years later. On June 2,
the constitution was 'finally ratified. In 1927
agreements were made with Great Britain and
the United States in settlement of the war debts
That with Great
of Greece to those countries.

GREEN", JtiMEN

(1900-

).

A

French

writer, born of American parents and brought
up in France with a classical French education.
He served in the army in the last year of the
World War, and then spent two years in the
United States at the University of Virginia.
While there Le Voyagenr snr la terre appeared

Britain, signed in April, provided for the payment of a total of 21,444,000 in 62 annual installments, and that with the United States,
concluded in December, for the payment of $19,Both
6tfO,000 over a like period of 62 years.
agreements were followed by arrangements for
further loans for refugee, stabilization, and other

in English in an undergraduate magazine.
Later, it was published in French in the collection "Un (Euvre, un portrait." It was the story
of the mental disintegration of an American

By the middle of 1928, economic and political
conditions had become so unsatisfactory that
the aged statesman, Venizelos, felt compelled to
take the helm once more. For some time, he had
been more or less active unofficially in helping

of

with foreign financial negotiations, etc. On
June 28, his sharp criticism of the financial
policy of Kaphandaris, Finance Minister and
Liberal leader, led to the fall of the Zaimis coalition cabinet. Once more at the head of the Liboral Party, Venizelos on July 4 formed a new
Liberal ministry, immediately dissolving the
National Assembly and ordering new elections.
Threatening to resign, he overrode the President's objections to his unconstitutional action
in substituting a straight majority representation for proportional representation. When the
elections were held, on August 19, the overwhelming nature of his victory surprised every
one, his Liberal Party capturing 225 seats out
of a total of 250. Backed by such a popular
mandate, he immediately set about straightening

out the country's domestic and foreign affairs.
On September 2.3, he signed, in Home, a treaty
with Italy providing for neutrality on the part
of either nation when the other was attacked
without provocation and for other measures of

moral support in case of international difficulties.
He then visited Paris and London to reassure

boy. Green's two novels,
translated as Avarice

Mont Cine re

(1926),
(1927), and
Adricnne Meswat (1927), translated as The
Closed Garden (1928), also showed the influence

House

Poe and an interest in abnormal minds.
These were followed in 1929 by The Dark Journey, which won the Harper Prize for 1929-30.
He also wrote Suite anglaise, literary studies.
An
GHREEN , THOMAS EDWARD (1857).
American lecturer and author, born at Earrisville, Pa., and educated at McKendree College,
Princeton University, and Princeton Theological Seminary. From 1880 until 1903, he was
active in the ministry of the Presbyterian and
Protestant Episcopal churches at Mt. Carmel,
Sparta, and Chicago, 111., and at Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. After 1903 he was lecturer and chaplain
1

in various national organizations, foundations,
and universities. During and after the World
War, he was identified with the national speakers
bureau, the U. 8. Treasury campaigns, and with
several movements for peace or war relief.
Among his publications are The Mantraps of the
City (1884); The Bill Called Calvary (1898);

of Valor (1899-J900) ; The War Trust
(1914); The Truth About Japan (1915); Eugenic Democracy (1917) ; The Dream of the Ages
(1921); Guarding the Outposts (1922); The
Mason as a Citizen (1926) ; The Man of To-morrow (1927).
GREECE, ARTHUR MAURICE, JB. (1872An American mechanical engineer, bora
)
in Philadelphia and educated at the University

In Praise

.

,

GBEENE

After serving
of Pennsylvania and in Germany.
as instructor at the Drcxel Institute, be was
appointed professor of mechanical engineering
at the University of Missouri in 1902 and served
there until 1907, when he became professor of
mechanical engineering at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. He remained there until 1922,
when he was appointed dean of the School of
Engineering and professor of mechanical engineering at Princeton. During the World War,
he was a member of the National Research Council.
He wrote Pumping Machinery (1911) ; Elements of Heating and Ventilation (1912); Heat
Engineering (1914) ; and Elements of Refrigeration (1916).
A
).
GOREENE, FRANK LESTEK (1870United States Senator, born at St. Albans, Vt,
After working in the auditor's office of the Central Vermont Railway, he turned to newspaper
work, becoming reporter (1891) and editor
(1890-1912) of the St. Albans Daily Messenger.
In the Spanish- American War, he recruited a
company of the 1st Vermont Infantry. He was
a member of a commission to prepare amendments to the Vermont Constitution and in 1908
was delegatc-at-large to the Republican National
Convention. Sent to Congress in 1912 for the
1st Vermont District to fill an unexpired term,
he was reflected for five terms (1913-23). He
was elected to the U, 8. Senate for two terms
(1923-35). In 1917-23 he was a regent of the

Smithsonian Institution at Washington.
An
).
GBEENE, JEROME DAVIS (1874American banker, born at Yokohama, Japan,
and educated at Harvard and the University of
Geneva. He was a member of the faculty of
arts and sciences at Harvard (1905-11), general
manager of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research in New York City
(1910-12),
trustee and secretary of the Rockefeller Foundation (1913-1/), a member of the firm of
Lee, Higgintion & Co., bankers of New York
), member of Higginson & Co., Lon(1918don (1919-25), executive secretary of the Reparation Commission at the Paris Peace Con-

ference (1919), and a trustee and member of
several prominent institutions and societies.
GEEEWXAJsTD. With Australia classed as a
continent, Greenland is the largest island of the
world. It has an estimated area of 840,000
square miles, of which about 5 per cent is habitable along the ice- free coasts; the remainder
is covered by an unbroken i co-cap, exceeded in
extent and thickness only by that of the continent of Antarctica. In 1921 the population

numbered 14,355, practically all Eskimo. This
was a gain of 896 over 1911. The births and
deaths of the later years showed a steady gain
of natives, probably the only instance in which
a primitive people has thus thriven under a
civilized and alien government.
Fortunately,
the detached natives have come under Danish
form
These
control.
communities living in the
Smith Sound region, between Cape York and
and
in
the
smaller
settlement hi the disEtah,
trict of Angmagfialik on the cast coast.
Almost
the entire population of what is commonly
known as Danish Greenland is concentrated on
the southwest ice-free region, facing Baffin Bay,
extending northward along the coast for 1200
miles from Cape Farewell to Tasiusak. The
two districts, northern and southern, are each
governed by a royal inspector who has magisterial powers and is aided by aHKistants at the
more important places. The largest settlement
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in 1921 was Sydproven (901 inhabitants) and
the smallest, Skanscn (49) in North Greenland.
These officials act under control of the Royal

Greenland Board of Trade (Copenhagen) who
most efficiently guard the interests and welfare
of the natives.
Schools, churches, and hospitals
are maintained, and the Danish Eskimos aic a
Trade is confined
literate, Christian people.
to the summer months, owing to the obstructing
ice.
Imports from Greenland to Denmark in
1926 were 8,301,000 kroner and exports from
Denmark to Greenland, 1,805,000 kroner. Trade
is a state monopoly and the exports are mostly
fox skins and the products of the seal fishery.
Danish energy and daring had explored the
fauna, flora, geology, ethnology, etc., of this
vast region with a thoroughness unequalcd in
any other Arctic land.
In 1921 although Sweden, Great Britain, and
the United States had formally recognized Denmark's sovereignty over the whole of Greenland,
Norway questioned this exclusive jurisdiction
convenwhich entailed economic monopoly.
tion concluded between the nations in 1924
granted trading, hunting and fishing rights on
the northern part of the east coast to Norway.
Danish control rests in the Royal Greenland
Bureau of the Department of the Interior. The
Director resides in Copenhagen. There are two
inspectors, one for North Greenland at Godhavcn
and one for South Greenland at Godthaab. The
62 communities of the west coast arc directed
by natives. The Danish government maintains
a benevolent attitude toward the natives, expending large sums for their education and welfare and regulating or prohibiting harmful intrusions. An interesting experiment is the establishment of a new colony in 1925 at Scores-

A

by Sound.

On Jan. 11, 1878, the Commission for the
Direction of Geological and Geographical Investigations in Greenland was established. The 70
volumes of Meddclclscr (communications) otn
Gronland, which are published by this Commission, form an invaluable contribution to polar refew of the more important expedisearch.
tions of recent years are as follows. In 1912 the
First Thule Expedition under ftasmussen crossed
Peary Land and obtained valuable botanical and
In 1912-13 tho Second
zoological information.

A

Swiss Greenland Expedition under de Quervain
crossing of the ice cap. The Second
Thule Expedition, 1910-17 under RawniusHen and
Lauge Koch underwent groat hardships in surveying the unexplored parts of the north coast.
The Third Thule Expedition under Captain Hansen reached Cape Columbia. A study of Eskimo
folklore was the incentive of the Fourth Thule
Expedition. The 1020-23 Bi -centenary Expedition proved Peary Channel a great depresHicm
with a lake and mapped parts of the north coast.
In 1926-27 I-auge Koch made geological studies
on the east coast from Seorewby Round to Denmark Harbor. In 1026 Norlund studied Norse
ruins in South Greenland and the Cambridge Expedition carried out surveys on the east coast.
The University of Michigan Greenland Expeditions under Hobbs have carried on meteorological studies since 1020 and Dr. Dumbrava, at
Angmagsalik, performed a similar line of re-

made a

search in 1927-28,

aREENOTTGH, CHESTER Noras

An American

(1874-

).

university professor and dean,
born at
Maws., and educated at
Harvard University where he was instructor ixi

Waken" eld,

GREENWOOD

English (1899-1907). In 1907-10 he was professor of English at the University of Illinois
and in the latter year returned to Harvard,
where he has since remained, as assistant professor of English (1910-15), professor (1915), acting dean of the college (1919-20), and
dean (1921-27). He is the author of A History
of Literature in America, with Barrett Wendell
(1904), and English Composition (1917).
A
).
GrREEJTWOOD, ARTHUR (1880British Cabinet official and labor leader. Educated at Victoria University, he became head of
the economics department of Huddersfield Technical College and later lecturer in economics at
the University of Leeds. He was assistant secretary to the Ministry of Reconstruction (191729); a Labor member of Parliament (1922);
Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of
Health (1924) and Minister of Health in the
Labor Cabinet formed June 7, 192D. After serving as general secretary of the Labor party's
advisory committees in 1920-21, he assumed
;

direction of the party's research and information department. Besides works on public health
questions and international relations, he wrote
The Education of the Citizen and Public Ownership of the Liquor Trade,

An English
SIR BEN (1856).
actor-manager (see VOL. X). From 1914 to
1918, he produced and acted in twenty-four of
Shakespeare's plays and fifteen others in the
"Old Vic" Theatre, London, and then at the
request of the Board of Education presented
Shakespearian plays in various parts of London
and the suburbs (1918-22), which were attended
by more than one million school children. After
1922 he continued this movement under the sponsorship of the London County Council. He was
knighted in 1929.
).
GREGORY, AUGUSTA (LADY) (1852An Irish playwright (see VOL. X), a director of
the Abbey Theatre in Dublin. She continued her
translations from the Gaelic, and wrote many
more plays: The Rising of the Moon (1915),

GREET,

The Golden Apple (1916), The Dragon (1920),
The Traveling Man (1921), Three Wonder
Plays (1922), The Story Brought by Brigit: a
Passion Play (1024),

On

the Racecourse (1925),

The Workhouse Ward (1926), Dave (1927), and
She also published
Three Last Plays (1928).
Trtsh Theatre: a Chapter of Autobiography
(1913), The Kiltartan Poetry Book (1919), and
Hugh Lane's Life and Achievement^ with some
account of the Dublin Gallery (1921). For the
"Celtic Renaissance," she collected and arranged

Our

Visions and Beliefs in theWest of Ireland (1920).
).
GBEGORY, CHARLES NOBLE (1851An American jurist, and international lawyer,
born in Otsego County, N. Y., and educated at
the University of Wisconsin. In 1872-94 he
practiced law at Madison, Wis. In 1894-1914,
he was dean of the law schools of the universities

and Iowa and George Washington
University and became one of the editors of the
American Journal of International Law, His
works include The Life of Justice Miller of the
Supreme Court of the United States (1907) and
Abstracts of Cases in Lloyd's Reports of Prize
Cases (1919).
An Ameri).
GREGORY, JOHN (1879can sculptor. Born in London, England, he went
to the united States in 1893. After studying
at the Art Students' League of New York, 190003, and at the cole des Beaux Arts, Paris, 190406, he won a fellowship in the American Academy
of Wisconsin
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Rome, 1912-15. He was a pupil of George
Grey Barnard and Anton Mercie". During the
World War, he was with the camouflage section
of the Navy department.
Until 1925 he was an
associate in modeling at Columbia University.
His art was strongly influenced by the archaic
Greek style, but not to the detriment of his own
individuality. Most of his works are garden
figures of originality and charm, such as "Bacchante," "Wood Nymph," "Orpheus and Dancing
Leopard," a powerful group; and most exquisite
of all, "Philomela," in the possession of Payne
Whitney, Long Island (replica in Metropolitan
Museum, New York City).
in

GREGORY, JOHN WALTER

(1864-

).

A

British geologist and explorer, professor of geology at the University of Glasgow since 1904.
Educated at the Stepney Grammar School, Bow,
he became assistant in the geological department
of the British Museum (1887-1900) and made
geological explorations of the western United
States, British East Africa, and Spitzbergen
(with Sir Martin Conway's expedition, 1896).
He was professor of mineralogy and geology at
the University of Melbourne (1900-04); director
of the Geological Survey of the Mines Depart-

ment, Victoria (1902-04); and headed expeditions to Lake Eyre (1901-02), Cyrenaica (1008),
Southern Angola (1912), and Chinese Tibet
(1922). Made a fellow of the Royal Society
in 1901, he received the Victoria Medal of the
Royal Geographical Society (1910), the gold
medal of the Scottish Geographical Society
(1922), the Gallois Medal of the Socie"te Geographique de Paris (1922), the gold medal of
the Royal Society, Edinburgh (1024), and was
elected president of the Geological Society in
1928.
His works include, in addition to over
200 scientific papers on geology, The Foundation
The Dead Heart
of British East Africa (1901)
The Rift Valleys and Qeof Australia (1906)
ology of East Africa (1921); The Menace of
Color (1925); Human Migration and the Future
(1928), and Elements of Geology (1028).
(1876GREGORY", W(ILLIAM) K(ING)
An American palaeontologist and mor).
After
1921
Dr.
VOL.
X).
phologist (see
Gregory
was curator of the department of comparative
at
American
Museum
of
the
Natural
anatomy
History and professor of vertebrate paleontology
at Columbia University. He was elected to the
National Academy of Sciences in 1929. His
published works include On the Structure and
Relations of Northarctus, an American Eooene
Primate (1919) ; The Origin and Evolution of
the Human Dentition (1922) and Our Face from
Fish to Man (1929).
;

;

;

GREUTFENHAGEN,

An

MAURICE

(18(52-

).

English painter and illustrator, who studied
at the Royal Academy. In 1900 he was appointed
head of the Life Department of the Glasgow
School of Arts. Elected an associate of the
Royal Academy in 1916, he became a fellow in
1922. He won the gold medal at Munich in
1897 and at Dresden in 1901. The University
of
Glasgow conferred on him the honorary LL.D.
192C.
Among his pictures appearing
degree
in permanent collections are The Idyll, in the

m

Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool; The Judgment
of Paris, in the Sydney National Gallery; Portrait of Mrs. M. G., in the Carnegie Gallery,
Pittsburgh; The sons of God saw the daughters
of men that they were fair, acquired by the
Municipal Museum of Ghent in 1909; and the
Royal Academy purchased, with the Chantrey
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bequest, Women by a Lake in 1014, and Dawn
in 1920. He also designed the historical panels
for the Paris and Dunodin exhibitions of 1925.

GBiENABE.

See TRENCH WARFARE, AND
STRATEGY AND TACTICS.
GBENFEIX, SIR WILFRED THOMASON (1865An English medical missionary (see VOL.
).
X , superintendent of the International Grenfell
Association, which \\oiks for the betterment of
conditions among the natives of Labrador. He
received the gold medal of the National Society
)

of

Social

Sciences

of

America in

1920,

was

knighted in 1927, in 1928 was elected Rector of
St. Andrews University, Scotland, and in 1929
received the honorary degree of LL.D. from
Princeton University/ His later hooks include
The Prize of Life (1014) ; Tales of the Labrador
//
(1010); A Labrador
(1916); Labrador
Doctor, an autobiography (1923); Yourself and
your Body (1925), and Labrador Looks at the
Orient (1928). Consult Wilfred (Irenfcll, the
Master-Mariner ; a Life of Adventure on Sea and
(1924), and Grenfell:
Ice, by Hasil Mathows
Knigtit Errant of the North, by Fullerton Waldo
(1024).

GRETCHANTWOV,
A
(18G4).

ALEXANDER

TICIIONO-

Russian composer, horn
at Moscow. He studied at the Moscow Conservatory with Safonov (1881-91) and at the
Petrograd Conservatory with Einisky-Korsakov

VITCII

(1891-93). He never occupied any official position hut devoted his entire time to compopition and appeared occasionally as conductor of
his own works. In 3929 he made a tour of the

United States. His instrumental works show
the influence of the German romanticists, but
iiis sacred compositions rank among the finest
Besides two complete
in all Russian music.
liturgies, a La u date Deum for chorus and orchestra, and many sacred choiuucs a cappella,
the list of his works includes two operas, hotli
produced at Moscow, Dobriuya, Nikititch (1903)
and Socur Beatrice (1912); four symphonies,
chamber music, and incidental music to Ostrovsky's JSnoio Maiden and A. Tolstoy's Czar Fcodor
and Ivan the Teniblc. In 1917 he wrote Cimn
8vovbodni Rossi (Hymn of Free Russia), which
was adopted as the national hymn, replacing the
well-known anthem of Imperial Uussia.
An
).
GREW, JOSEPH CLAKK (1880American diplomat, born at Boston and educated at the Grot on School and Harvard UniIn 1904-16 he was successively clerk
versity.
and deputy consul general at Cairo (Kgypt),
third secretary of legation at Mexico City and
St. Petersburg, Russia, and secretary or counselor at Boilin and Vienna. In 1917, when the
United States broke off diplomatic relations with
Austria-Hunguiy, he was counselor of embassy
and charge d'affaires at Vienna. He was then
attached to the Department of State in Washington and served on various commissions there and
in Europe. In 1018 he was named secretary

'

general of the American commission to negotiate peace, with the rank of minister, and in 1019
was American secretary of the International
Secretariat of the Peace Conference. In 1020
he became Minister to Denmark and, in the year
following, lie went to Switzerland in the same
capacity. In 1922-23 he was American representative in the Conference on Near Eastern Affairs
at Lausanne. He negotiated and signed the
American-Turkish Treaty of 1023. He served
as Under Secretary of State, 1924-27. In May,
1027, ho was appointed Ambassador to Turkey.

He

published Sport and Travel
(1910).

m

the

Far East

EDWARD, FIRST VISCOUNT OF FALLOA British statesman (see
).
(1862VOL. X), Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs
from 1905 to 1916. In the latter year, failing
eyesight and the succession of Lloyd George as
premier caused his resignation after 11 years in

GREY,

DOX

office.

ITe

was created a viscount the same

year.
time, most Englishmen of both
parties had confidence in him, and he exercised
wide influence upon European events. By 1919
he was well enough to act as temporary Ambassador to the United States in connection with the
peace settlement. He was prominent among the
founders of the JRoyal Institute of International
Affairs (1920), and was, with Viscount Cecil,
joint president of the League of Nations Union.

During this

Although no longer very

active, he

remained

in-

terested in the welfare of the Liberal Party.
He opposed Lloyd George's leadership of it, and
resigned from it when the latter's funds were
accepted by the party (Jan. 20, 1927). However, on July 5, 1927, he stood back of Lloyd
George in order to oppose the Conservative

government's House of Lords Reform Bill, which
threatened the power of the House of Commons.
The bill was rejected. Viscount Grey wrote
Twenty Fire Years, 18M-1016 (1925), an account of his years in the public service, Fallodon
Papers (essays, 192C), and The Charm of Birds
(1927), with woodcuts by Robert Gibbmgs. See
WORLD WAR, under Outbreak of the War.
An American
).
GREY, ZANE (1875author, born at Zanesville, Ohio. He studied
dentistry at the University of Pennsylvania and
practiced in New York until 1904, when he
turned to writing. His stories, laid in the West,
include: The Mysterious Rider (1921); To the
Laxt Man (1922) ; and many others, all based on
themes of heroic incident and adventure. Among
Iris more recent works are Tales of Fishing Vir9
gin Seas (1925) \ Tales of the Angler ft Eldorado,
New Zealand (1926); Tales of Swordfish and
Tuna (1927) ; Nevada (1028) ; Wild Horse Mesa
(1928); and Tales of Fresh-Water Fishing
(1928).

GBIEBS01T, grer'son, SIK GEORGE ABRAHAM
An English Sanskrit scholar (see
).
(1851VOL. X). In 1923 the Campbell Memorial Medal
of the Royal Asiatic Society, Bombay, and in
1928 the Order of Merit were added to his long

He translated or edited: Lallti,or The "Wise Raying of Lai Dt>d, a
Jtfyslic Poetess of Ancient Kashmir (1920); A
(Jrammar of tho Chhaltisgarhi Dialect of fiasl
Hindi (1921 ); Oipay Languages (1922) ; The Lay
of Alha: a Raga- of Itnjput Chivalry (1923) j and
UatinCft Talcs; Kashmiri N lories and Songs reIn 192G Rihtir
corded by Kir Aurcl Stein ( 1923)
Peasant, Life, prepared in 1885 under orders
from the Government of Bengal, was published,
and in 1928 the Linguistic Survey of India (20
volfi,), which required 25 yearn to compile and a
knowledge of 179 languages and 534 dialects.
GKBJFFES, Cn ARUga TOMLINHOK ( 1 884-1 920 )
An American composer, born at Elmira, N. Y
He received his entire musical education in
Berlin, studying with Jedlicxka and Galwton
(piano), Klatte and Loewengard (theory), and
From
Biifer and Humperdinck (composition).
1907 till his death, which occurred in New York,
Apr. 8, 1920, he taught at the Hackley School
in Tarrytown.
As a composer, he belongs to the
extreme- futurists. His most ambitious work is
list of

honors.

iCikytini,

.

.
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a symphonic poem, The Pleasure-Dome

of

Kubla

Khan. His other works are a dance-drama,
The Kairn of Koridwcn ; a Japanese pantomimeplay, Skojo; two pieces for string quartet; songs,
and piano pieces. Two of the last, The White
Peacock and Clouds, were also orchestrated.

An
).
GRIFFIN, FBANK LOXLEY (1881American college professor, born in Topeka, Kan.,
and educated at the University of Chicago.
After serving on the staff of the Yerkes Observatory, he was appointed instructor of mathematics
at Williams College in 1906 and was assistant
professor in 1909. After 1911 he was professor
of mathematics at Reed College in Portland,

Oreg. He wrote Introduction to Mathematical
Analysis (1921), and Mathematical Analysis
Higher Course (192G), Periodic Orbils, with
F. R. Moulton (1920). He also contributed
many articles on mathematics and astronomy to
scientific papers.

WILLIAM ELLIOT (1843-1928).
clergyman, educator, author, and
pioneer in intercourse between the United States
and Japan. In 1926-27 he made a visit to
Japan, where he was received by the Emperor
and was decorated with the third-class Order of
the Ixising Sun. He also visited Korea and

GRIFFIS,

An American

Manchuria (see VOL. X). Among his later
works are The House We Live In Architect
and Tenant (1914); The Mikado Institution and
Person (1915); Mallard Filmore Construct ive
Statesman (1915); Bonnie Scotland and What
We Owe Her (1910) Dutch Fairy Tales (1918)
Belgian Fairy Tales (1919); young People's
;

;

History of the Pilgrims (1920); Swiss Fairy
Tales (1920) ; Was Brant at Wyoming? (1921) ;
Welsh Fairy Tales (1921); The Story of the
Walloons (1924) and An American in the. New
He edited Sawyer's History of the
Italy ( 1 925 )
Pilgrims and Puritans ( 1922) and Scheffer's History of the Free Churchmen in Holland (1922).
GRIFFITH, AimiUR ( 1 872-1 922 ) . An Irish
public official, born in Dublin, the son of a comHe studied on the continent of Europe,
positor.
and afterward traveled widely. In 1899 he re;

.

turned to Ireland, where he established The
Untied Irishman. In 1905 he founded the Sinn
Fein movement, and published a weekly, Sinn
Fein. In 1914 the Irish Volunteers, a more
moderate movement, obtained his adherence and
he published its official organ, The Nationalist.
Griffith

was arrested following the Easter reand when he was freed he found

bellion of 1916,

himself at the head of the greatest political
party in the country. However, on the release
of de Valcra (q.v.) the latter's supporters gained
the upper hand and de Valera became president
Griffith was elected a
of Sinn Fein (1917).
member of Parliament in 1918, and was an outstanding figure in negotiations with the British
government for securing Irish independence.

His conciliatory proposals did much to bring
about the final settlement.. With the establishment of an Irish Parliament, he was elected
president in January, 1922. In August of that

year he died of heart disease.

GRIFFITH,

DAVID

(LEWELYW)

WABK

Way Doum East;
Intolerance;
Blossoms;
Orphans of the Storm; America; That Royle
Girl (1926); Sorrows of Satan (1927).
GBIFFITH-BOSCAWEN, THE Tlr. HON. SIB
A
ARTHUR SACKVILLE TREVOR (1863).
British public official who was born near \Vrexham, England, and educated at Rugby and
Queen's College, Cambridge. He was private
secretary to the Chancellor of the Exchequer
(1895-1900), a Unionist member of Parliament
(1892-1906), Parliamentary Charity Commissioner (1900-00), and served in the army in
Malta ( 1 899-1 900 )
He reentered Parliament as
a Coalition Unionist in 1910 (remaining until
1922), was a member of the London County
Council (1910-13), and was knighted in 1911.
lie was parliamentary secretary to the Ministry
of Pensions (1916-19) and to the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries (1919-21); Minister of
Agriculture and Fisheries (1921-22) and Minister of Health ( 1 922-23 )
In 1920 he was made
a Privy Councilor. He wrote Fourteen Tears in
Parliament (1907) and Memories (1925).
CrBIGGrS, FREDERICK LANDSEER MAUR (1876An English etcher, born at Hitchin,
).
.

.

Herts. He studied privately, and later joined
the faculty of engraving at the British School
at Rome. In 1922 he was elected an associate
of the Royal Academy. Examples of his work
hang in the British Museum, the Museum of
Fine Arts, Boston, and in the National Gallery
of Canada, in Ottawa.
He illustrated, among
other books, Collected Works of William Morris;
Life of 0, F. Watts; Memorials of Edward
Bume-Jones; Old Colleges of Oxford (Aynier
Vallance) j History of Eton College (MaxwellLyte) ; and Highways and Byways in the Cotswolds.

JOSEPH
An
(1877).
GKRINNELL,
American zoologist, borii at Old Fort Sill, Okla.,
and educated at Stanford University. At 20
years of age, he became instructor at Throop
Institute,
Pasadena,
Polytechnic
taught ornithology, biology, zoology,

Calif.
etc.,

He

for 22

years in various California institutions and in
1920 became professor of zoology in, the UniverSince 1908 he has been disity of California.
rector of the California Museum of Vertebrate
zoology at the University of California. He was
editor of The Condor and wrote on the birds and
mammals of California and Alaska.
COLLEGE.
coeducational
nonsectarian institution at Grinnell, Iowa,
founded in 1847. The student enrollment increased from 512 in the college and 192 in the
school of music in 1914 to a total enrollment of
755 in 1927-28, and the number of teachers in
the faculty from 50 to 81. An extensive building
campaign was inaugurated in 1914, which resulted in the addition of the Alumni Recitation
Hall, six residence halls for men, and five cottages
and a central hall forming a women's quadrangle,
within the next ten years; and in 1926 a swim-

A

GBINNELL

ming pool and building were constructed. The
elective system was greatly extended during the
period and many new courses were added to the
curriculum,

especially

in

the

departments

of

.An American motion-picture di- political science, history, economics, and busiThe library increased from
rector, born at La Grange, Ky. He was for- ness administration.
merly an actor and for a time was a member of 50,000 to 78,000 volumes, and the endowment
James K. Hackett's company. He became con- from about $1,500,000 to $3,995,298 (total re(1880-

).

nected with motion pictures first as an actor
and then as director for the Biograph Film Company. HiB best productions include The Birth
of * Nation; Hearts of the World; Broken

sources). The income for 1927-28, exclusive of
dormitories, was $334,459. President, J. H. T.
Main, Ph.D., LL.D., 1). Hum.

GRIPPE.
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GRISCOM
GRISCOM, LLOYD CARPENTER (1872An American diplomat (see VOL. X). In
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Wanderungen in Persicn (1910); Das Albanien
und Montenegro (1013); Das Albanische Problem
he was appointed a major in the department
(1914); Deutschland, die Turken, und der
the adjutant general of the United States Army Islam (1914); Die Turken und Ihre Gegner
Das Auswanderungsproblem und die
and afterward became a lieutenant colonel on (1915)
Deutsche Volkswolfahrt (1920); and Bulgarien,
the staff of General Pershing in France.
).
Natur, Slaat und Volk (1920).
GRISWOLD, SHELDON MUHSON (1861).

1917
of

;

A

Protestant Episcopal bishop, born at Delhi,
N. Y., and educated at Union College and the
General Theological Seminary. From 1885 to
1902, he held pastorates at Ilion, Little Falls,
and Hudson, N. Y. In 1902 he was elected and
in the following year consecrated missionary
Bishop of Salina. In 1917 he was made suffragan Bishop of Chicago.
An
).
GROLL, ALBERT LOREY (1866American painter (see VOL. X). His preoccupation with desert scenes with conspicuous cloud
effects continued until 1921, when he reverted to
his earlier interest in foregrounds. In some later
pictures, among them "A Breezy Day California," and "Wind Storm in Nevada," his clouds
no longer dominate.
An
).
GROSSMITH, GEORGE (1874English comedian and author, son of George
Grossmith and nephew of Weedon Grossmith.
He first appeared in an operetta by his father at
the Shaftesbury Theatre (1892), becoming a
popular figure in musical comedy in London and
later in New York, where he first appeared in
The Uirl on the Film (1013). In 1914 he and
Edward Laurillard produced Potash and Perlmutter in En gland. He appeared in Kissing
Time (1910), tially (1921), and The Royal Visitor (19-24).
He was the author or joint author
of many musical plays, songs, and revues.
GROSSMITH, WEEDON (1853-1919). An
English comedian, horn in London. He was
educated to be a painter but in 1885 he turned
to the theatre and joined ftosina Voices'** company, touring in the provinces and the United
States.
His first appearance in London was as
Woodcock in Woodcock's Little Game (1887),
and he gained his first notable success in A
Pantomime Kehearml. In 1804 he successfully
produced his own play, The Night of the Party.
Among his best parts are the roles of Archibald
Benin ck in The blew Boy, Jimmy Jinks in Baby
Mine, the Earl of Tweenwayg in The Amazons, and the Judge in Stopping the Breach
(1917), the last r61e in which he played. He
wrote an autobiography, From Studio to Stage
(

1013 )

.

GROUP INSURANCE. See INSURANCE.
GROUP MIND. See SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY.
GROVER,

An American

FREDERICK WARKEN (1876).
college professor, born in Lynn,

Mass., and educated at the Massachusetts Institute of Technololgy, Wesleyan University, and

George Washington University, and in Germany.
He served on the faculties of Harvard and Wesleyan Universities and Lafayette College, and
fiom 1902 to 1007 was laboratory assistant and
associate physicist for the National Bureau of
Standards. From 1911 to 1920, he was professor of physics at Colby College, and from the
latter date, assistant and associate professor of
electrical engineering at Union College.
After
1918 he was also consulting physicist at the
Bureau of Standards. He was the author of
various scientific articles and bulletins and joint
author of Principles Underlying Radio Communication (1918).
A French
GROVLEZ, GABRIEL (1879).
conductor and composer, born at Lille. He
studied at the Paris Conservatoire under Dimmer
(piano) and Gi'dalge and Faure (composition).
In 1900-00 he taught piano at the Sehola Cantorum and also appeared frequently as a concert
From 1000-00 ho was chorus master
pianist.
at the Opera Comique. He became conductor at
the Th<utre des Arts, and in 1014 one of the
conductors at the Opera. In 1021-22 and 102526, he filled engagements with the Chicago
Opera Company, and in Ifl2f> with the San
Carl6 Opera in Lisbon. He wrote the operas,
La Princcftsc ail Jardin (Monte Carlo, 1020) and
Le Marquis dc Caralas (Monte Carlo, 1927) ; the
ballets, La Fete a, Itobintton, Alaimouna, and
Psycht; the orchestral pieces, Madrigal lyrique,
La Vengeance des Flcurs, Le Itcposoir des
Amants, Dans le Jardin; and many pieces for
piano.

An
GRUBB, WILLIAM IRWIN (18C2).
American jurist. He was bom at Cincinnati,
Ohio, and graduated from Yale (188;$'). After
studying at the Cincinnati Law School, he was
admitted to the bar and removed to Birmingham,
Ala., where he practiced liia profession until 1000,
when President Taft appointed him U. S. District Judge for the Northern District of Alabama. In May, 1020, President Hoover named
him as a member of the National Law Enforcement Commission.

GILBERT HOVEY (1875).
geographer (see VOL. X). Since
1920 he has been president of the National Geographic Society. In 1019 he discovered a lake
in Alaska 28 mites long, which was named
Grosvenor Lake in his honor. He wrote: Flags
GRUBER, L, FRANKLIN ( ?An
).
of the World (1017), Hawaiian Islands (1024), American clergyman, educator, and author, born
Discovery and Exploration (1924), and A Mary- near Reading, Pa., and educated at the Keystone
land Pilgrimage (1927), in addition to articles State Normal School,
Muhlenberg College, the
for the magazines.
Neflf College of Klocution and
Oratory, and the
Mt.
Lutheran
GROTHE, grf/te, A. L. HUGO (1809).
Airy
Theological Seminary. In
A German writer on travel and on political and 1001-02
he was professor of mathematics and
economic problems born at Magdeburg. He English at Wagner
College, Rochester, N. Y.
studied at the universities of Leipxig, Vienna, Ordained to the Lutheran
ministry in 1001, he
Munich, Wurzburg, Kostock, and Berlin. He became a pastor at Utica (1002) and later
wrote Tripolttanicn mid dcr Karawanenhandel at Minneapolis, Minn. He was
pastor of the
nach dcm &udan (1898); TripolHanische Land- Church of the Reformation at St. Paul, 1914schaftsbilder und Volkertypen (1809) ; Die Bag- 27. Since 1027 he ha
been president of the
dadbahn und das Rrhwabische Bauernelement in Chicago Lutheran Theological
Seminary. His
Tramkaukasicn und Paldstina- (1902); Auf works include: The Version of Mil (1003);
Turkisvher Krde,
Reisebilder
und Studien The Truth About Tyndale's Weir* Testament
(1903); Landeskunde von Rumanien (1906);
(1917); Documentary Sketch of the Iteforma-

GROSVENOR,

An American

GUADELOUPE

;

GUADELOUPE, ga'd&-lo"op'. A colony of
France, comprising two islands, Guadeloupe
proper, or Basse-Terre and Grande-Teire, and
five island dependencies, in the Lesser Antilles
in the West Indies. Area, 688
square miles;
population (1920), 243,243, of whom 90 per cent

were Creoles.

The largest towns were Pointe-aPitrc, 26,45,> inhabitants; Basse-Terre, 8379; Le
Moule, 10,000. Leading products, as reflected
in the exports for 1926, were sugar, rum, coJlee,
and cacao. Exports for 1913 and 1920 weie 18,287,489

and

107,663,138

francs,

respectively.
20,174,1)30 and
increased prosperity of

Imports for the same years were

144,849,469 francs. The
the islands was occasioned by the heavy demands
made on them for sugar and rum by France.
The budget for 1927 had increased to 29,018,596
francs, from the 1911 budget of 4,560,000 francs.
tropical hurricane which swept over the West
Indies on Sept. 12, 1928, was the worst in the
history of the islands. Guadeloupe's economic
future received a seiious setback and total damages were estimated between 300,000,000 and
500,000,000 francs.
GUAM. An island of the Marianas or Ladrone group, in the Pacific, belonging to the
United States; area, approximately 226 square
miles. The population of Guam increased from
12,652 in 1913 to 13,275 in 1920. Since the
American occupation in 1901, the population has
increased about 3600. Between 1918 and 1919,
population decreased because of a disastrous
typhoon on July 6, 1918, and an epidemic of
iuliuenza which swept over the island in October and November of that year. From Nov. 1
to Dec. 31, 1918, there were 858 deaths. Of the
population, 92 per cent are called Chamorroes,
a hybrid race with a Malayan strain predominating. The remainder of the population include Filipinos, Japanese, Chinese, blacks, and
whites. Agafia is the seat of government.
Agriculture. Corn is by far the most important agricultural product, representing 60.3
per cent of the total. While there has been an
increase in agricultural production since the
period of American possession, Guam is not selfsupporting. There is more arable land than
the present population can cultivate with the
means at hand. Other agricultural products are
sweet potatoes, yams, tobacco, coffee, rice, cocoa,
and sugar. The live stock includes carabao,
horses, goats, hogs, and cattle. The carabao
in 1916 numbered 6149 and the horses 4367.
The carabao is the chief burden -bear ing animal
and is used both for drawing carts and for plow-

A

ing.

Commerce.

The

chief commercial product of
obtained from coconuts. The
exports of copra to the United States increased
from 259,360 pounds in 1915 to 1,140,924 in
1919.
Considerable quantities also were sent to
Japan. The imports of Guam in the year 1927
were $418,435; exports, $224,987.
Education. Under the early Spanish governors, public education was discouraged; the rulers believed that the natives would be more

Guam

is

copra,
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(1917); The Wittenberg Originals of the
Luther Bible (1918) ; Creation ex Nihilo (1918;
republishcd in 1921 under the title Whence Came
the Universe?); The Theory of a Finite and
Developing Deity Examined (1918) Is the Doctrine of an Infinite and Unchangeable Deity
Tenable? (1921); The Freedom of the Will
(1923) ; The Einstein Theory (1923) ; and What
After Death? (1925).
tion

tractable if they remained illiterate. In later
years, free schools were established, and by the
time the United States assumed control of the
island, a majority of the natives could read
and write in Spanish. The efforts of the Americans to teach the Chamorro children to use
the English language did not prove very successful.
The percentage of illiteracy in 1920
was 21.8 and was especially large among the
adults,
The total number of persons able to
speak English in 1920 numbered 4384. Gradual
progress was made in the development of an
educational system. By the end of that period
in 1923, 14 primary schools, one intermediate
school, and one high school were operated by
the Department of Education. There were also
several private schools.
The total expenditure
for public schools in 1925-26 was: current, $48,923; outlays, $5140. The eniollment in the
schools in 1925-20 was 2913 and the average
daily attendance 2861.
compulsory-education
law compelled the attendance of all children between the ages of 7 and 12.
Finance. The receipts amount to about
$100,000, approximately balancing expenditures.
United States appropriations of $18,000 for the
sick and $12,000 toward education were used in
1928.

A
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gwa'ta-mala. The largest of
the five Central American republics, with an
estimated area of 48,290 square miles, and a
population, according to the 1920 census, of
2,004,900. The population in 1912 was 2,119,000; estimated in 1927, 2,454,000. Guatemala,
the capital, had 115,928 inhabitants in 1927.
Earthquakes from Dec. 25, 1917, to Jan. 24,
1918, completely destroyed the city; but by 1925
the work of restoration had been completed.
Other towns are Quezaltenango (30,125), Coban
(26,774), and Totonicapan (30,888). Education
was on the increase in 1927, with 3297 elementary
schools, as compared with 1837 schools in 1912.
The total number of pupils was 113,308, of whom
3278 were taking professional, normal, secondary, and special courses. In 1918 the University of Guatemala was opened, and by 1928, 645
students were enrolled.
Industry. Coffee planting is the most important single activity, and coffee exports included more than three-fourths of the exports.
In 1927, 112,700,000 pounds of coffee were exported as compared with 76,219,800 in 1912.
Production in 1927-28 was estimated at 82,000,000 pounds. Bananas and sugar come next in
importance as export crops. Food crops are being cultivated more extensively ; especially corn,
Forest products are beginning
rice, aiid wheat.
to play larger rOles in the country's trade, for by
1927 chicle to the value of $484,000 was exported ($142,108 in 1913), and timber to the
value of $684,000 ($247,757 in 1913). Mineral
production is still backward because of lack of
transportation and capital. Chrome was discovered in 1916, and oil seepages were reported
in 1922, but in 1928 only mica and gold were
being produced in commercial quantities. In
December, 1915, the state took over all the ore
lands in the country, to be exploited under leasehold only. Imports and exports for selected
years follow:
1914
1920
1923
1927
1928

Imports

$9,331,315
18,344,463
13.763,499
22,685,000
24,145,181

Exports
$12,754,027
18,102,906
14,725,531
33,951.000
28,211,572
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Proportions by countries of origin of imports
were, for 1928, the United States, 55 per cent
(50 in 1013); United Kingdom, 10.0 per cent
(16 in 1013); Germany, 13.S per cent (20 in
1913). Leading articles of importation are cotton goods, wheat flour, iron and steel manufactures, machinery, foodstuffs, drugs, and medicines.
Proportions by countries of destination
of exports were the United States, 55.3 per cent
(27 in 1013); Germany, 33.2 per cent (53 in
1013). Coffee went to the United States to
the amount of 55.4 per cent, and 37.4 per cent
to

Germany.

Practically

all

bananas

were

shipped to the United States. The importance
of the United States in the carrying trade increased enormously. In 1013, 803 ships entered
Guatemalan ports; in 11)26, 1714 entered.
Communications. In 1014 the International
Railways of Central America, purchased by
American capitalists in May, 1024, acquired a
60-mile railroad from Santa Maria to Las Cruces
and built an extension of 45 miles from Las
Cruces to Ayutla on the Mexican border. This
was part of a larger scheme to build a through
route between Vera Cruz and Panama, extending along the entire western length of Central
America. In July 1920 the connecting link
between Zacapa, in Guatemala, and San Salvador, Santa Ana, and Ahuachapan, in Salvador
was completed uniting these two countries. In
1916 a concession was granted for the construction of an intracostal canal skirting the Pacific
coast for 80 miles from San Jose" to the Enclaves
River. The total railway mileage was 638 miles
in 1027. In 1926, there were 4774 miles of telegraph line and 2913 miles of telephone.
finance. For 1920-27 national revenues
totaled $12,411,000 and expenditures $12,259,000.
The budget for 1928-29 balanced at $12,500,000.
This was an increase of $1,500,000 over 1027-28.
On Dec. 31, 1027, the public debt was approximately $21,665,000, of which $14,818,000 was
foreign debt, floated partly in England and partly
in the United States. In 1918 a National Bank
was established, one of its chief purposes being
the making of agricultural loans. On June 30,
1926, there were in circulation 6,976,000 quetzales, a new unit of currency established on Nov.
Since that
26, 1924, with a par value of $1.
date, there has been little fluctuation in ex-

change.

History* At the expiration of his term in
1916, Estrada Cabrera was once more rcelee.ted
President. On Apr. 27, 1917, Guatemala broke
off
diplomatic relations with Germany and
offered her transportation facilities to the United
States in the prosecution of the War. dn Oct.
Presi3, 1919, peace was made with Germany.
dent Cabrera's virtual dictatorship since 1808
was successfully broken in 1920, when the more
progressive elements of the country organized
to effect a liberal administration. Cabrera was
the first to resort to force, but his army deserted him and he was compelled to resign*
Dr. Carlos Herrera was appointed provisional
President and on Sept. 15, 1920, took the oath
for the uncxpired term, 1916-23. He was immediately recognised by the United States. He
applied himself to repairing the damages of the
earthquake and was also instrumental in having Guatemala form tho Central American. Union (q.v.) together with Honduras and Salvador in 1921. On Dec. (I, 1021, however, he too
was overthrown by a military clique incensed
at the country's participation in the Union, and

GUATEMALA

a provisional government was formed by Gen-

Orcllana was
eral Orellana, chief of staff.
elected President in March, 1922; by July he
was confronted by a rebellion which proved unThe leaders were put to death, and
successful.
two Catholic priests were expelled. It appealed
for a time that the new government had no desire to aid in the formation of a federal Central
American state, and in October, 1922, Orellana
refused to adhere to the pact signed on the
U.S.S. Tacoma on Aug. 20, 1922, by Nicaragua,
Honduras, and Salvador, though his government
participated in the Central American Conference
of 1923 at Washington and signed the conventions
concluded. In June, 1924, however, Guatemala
once again took a forward step in the furthering
of amicable Central American relations when
her Assembly was the first to ratify the important General Treaty of Peace and Amity and
the Convention for the Establishment of International Commissions of Inquiry, both adopted
by the Central American Conference in Washington in 1922.
In May, 1927, Guatemala, Honduras, and Salvador signed a convention agreeing not to take
separate action in examining or settling questions
affecting the general interests of Central America
before their foreign ministers had consulted with
each other. Included among the questions to
which the convention would apply were the making of an agreement by one of the three countries
with any nation outside of Central America
affect Central American nationality,
declarations of war, recognition of new governments in accordance with existing treaties, and
certain questions arising- out of existing international treaties. President Orcllana died Sept.
26, 1926, and in "December Lazaro Chacon was
elected to succeed him.
One of the election promises made by Chacon was that he would take
action to amend the constitution to prevent a
president from succeeding himself. He made his
word good by calling a constitutional assembly,
which held sessions throughout the last half of
1927. Once started, the assembly did not confine itself to the. object for which it was called,
but proceeded to revise the constitution drastically for the purpose, of lessening tho president's
power and preventing a dictator ship.
Among the provisions adopted was one prohibiting the president from holding the office again
for 12 years after his six-year term expired;
another providing that the president and cabinet
could not legislate during the recess of the assembly; and others empowering the Supreme
Court to declare laws unconstitutional and dis-

which might

franchising military officers and men on active,
duty. These changes became effective early in
1928. Revolutionary agitation brought a suspon*
sion of constitutional guarantees by President
Chacon in September, 1928. In January, 1929,
a revolutionary movement in tho northwest was
suppressed by the army. In 1928 a coiittiry-oM
boundary dispute with Honduras was* revived
when the two countries granted conccHMiouH to
different fruit companies for operating in the
disputed district of Izahel. At the request of
both governments, the United States agreed to
act as mediator, and Hoy T. Davis waa appointed

chairman of a mixed boundary commission. The
comminsion made extended investigations but
came to no conclusion, and in Juno Secretary
left to the
International Central American Tribunal. Guatemala accepted the suggestion but Honduras re*

Kellogg Huggested that the dispute bo

GTTCHKOV

A
).
(1862born at Moscow, and educated at the University there and under Profes*
sor Schmoller of Berlin. He led an adventurous
youth as a volunteer in the Boer War (18991902) and with the Red Cross in the RussoJapanese War. The leader of the Octobrists,
in the third Duma (1907-12), he was speaker
in 1910-12, and attacked the Court and the
Ministry of War for inadequate military preparations against Germany. On the outbreak
of the March Revolution in 1917, he went to
GTJCHKOV,

Russian
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In March, 1929, diplomatic relations with
Nicaragua, which had been severed during the
Sacasa revolution, were resumed.
fused.

ALEXANDER

politician,

Pskov to force and receive the Czar's abdication,
and was made Minister of War, but resigned
in the face of the desertions and demoralization
in the army. He eventually took refuge in
Paris and was a member of the group working
against the Communist regime in Russia.
).
GTTEDALLA, gwa-d51'la PHILIP (1889An English author, educated at Rugby and Oxford, who became a barrister of the Inner
Temple in 1913, and practiced for 10 years. He
was legal adviser to the Contracts Department,
the War Office, and the Ministry of Munitions,
and organized and was secretary to the Flax
Control Board (1917-20). He contributed frequently to the London Times, New Statesman,
Daily News, and the American Vanity Fair.
Jgnes Fatui, a Book of Parodies appeared in
1911, but it was not until the publication of
The Second Empire (1922) that he was accorded general recognition. In this work, with
great skill and not a little malice, he succeeded
to a large extent in scaling down the heroic
proportions of Napoleon the Little. His other
works include Masters and Men (1923) A Gallery (1924); A Council of Industry (1925);
Napoleon and Palestine (Davis Lecture, 1025);
Independence Day (1926) ; Fathers of the Revolution (1926) ; Conquistador: American Fantasia (1927); Bonnet and Shawl (1928), and
Gladstone and Palmerston (1928). From 1925
to 1928, he edited Curiosities in Politics; a
;

monographs on remarkable personali18th and 19th centuries.
GTJERARD, g&'rar', ALBERT LON (1880A French philologist, born in Paris and
)
educated there and in London. After an interval
of travel, he became professor of literature and
examiner in history at the ficole Normal e. In
1906 he went to the United States as instructor
in French at Williams College, was assistant professor of French at Stanford University (190713), professor of French at the Rice Institute
in Houston, Tex. (1913-24), and at the southern branch of the University of California (192425 ). In the latter year, he returned to Stanford

series of

ties of the

.

University as professor of general literature.
His principal works are French Prophets of
Yesterday (1913) ; French Civilization in the
Nineteenth Century (1914); Five Masters of
L'Avenir de Paris
French Romance (1910)
(1919) ; French Civilisation from 11s Origins to
the Close of the Middle Ages (1920) ; International Languages (1921); The Napoleonic Legend
(1923); Honor^ de Balstao (1924); Beyond
;

Eatred (1925), and The Life and Death of an
Ideal (1928).

Noteworthy among his

later

works were the

decorations of the Pennsylvania Station, New
York City, and those of the Lincoln Memorial

Building, Washington.
g&-ra'r6, MAnLv (1808-1928).
noted Spanish actress. Born in Madrid, she
early showed an inclination for the stage, which
her father abetted. In 1885, she made her debut
in Sin familia, and was immediately acclaimed
by the public. Later, she went to Paris, studied

A
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under Coquelin, and performed with him and
with Sarah Bernhardt. After her return, to

Spain, she served in various companies, and in
1896 married Fernando Diaz de Mendoza (Marques de Fontana, Conrle de Balazote and Conde
de Lalaing), with whom she had acted on sevIn 1897 they went to Argentina
eral occasions.
for the first time, returning thither yearly there-

In 1898 they toured France and Italy.
after.
Her most notable interpretations were in Manaha
que limpia and El loco Dios, by Echegaray;
Don Juan Tenorio, by Zorilla, La Dolores, by
Feliu y Codina La Leona de Castilla, by Villaespesa; Mariucha, by Perez Galdos; La Estrella
de Revilla, by Lope*de Vega; El vergonzoso en
palacio, by Tirso de Molina; Amorcs y Amorios,
,

by the Alvarez Quintero brothers; La malqueby Benavente; and El Doncel romdntico, by
Fernandez do Ardavin.
An
).
GTTEST, EDGAR ALBERT (1881American press humorist and poet, born at
Birmingham, England, and educated in the public
In 1895 he became connected
schools of Detroit.
with the Detroit Free Press and has since established a reputation as a writer of humorous
verse and sketches. He is author of A Heap
o' Limn
(1916), Just Folks (1917), Over Here
rtda,

9

(1918), Path to Home (1919), When Day is
Done (1921), Poems of Daily Life (1922), All
That Matters (1923), The Passing Throng
(1923), Rhymes of Childhood (1924), The Light
of Faith (1926), You Can't Live Tour Own Life
(1928), and Haroor Lights of Home (1928).
GUIANA, BRITISH. A British colony on the
northeastern coast of South America, forming
the western part of Guiana. Area, 89,480 square
miles; population in 1911, 296,000; in 1927,
308,473. Georgetown, the capital, had 57,416
inhabitants in 1927. On Dec. 31, 1927, there
were 127,017 East Indians in the colony, of whom
58,822 were residents on estates, and 70,142
resided elsewhere. The leading products are
sugar cane, diamonds, balata, bauxite, rice,
cocoanuts, coffee, cacao, wood, and timber. The
steady decline of gold continues; the 1927 output was 6722 ounces as compared with 79,194
ounces in 1913. The diamond output showed
increases with the discovery of new fields in
1922, the 1927 production being 173,797 carats,
valued at
724,152. Imports for 1927 were
valued at 2,657,265; exports, 3,525,274. The
eight principal imports in 1927 were flour, textiles, manure, pickled pork and beef, boots and
These came
shoes, butter, cement, and tobacco.
largely from Great Britain, the United States,
and Canada. Total tonnage entered and cleared
in 1911-12, 1920, and 1927, was 988,663; 899,748, and 1,138,493. Revenues for 1927 were
1,1,068,8<J5; expenditures for the same year,
148,028. The public debt on Jan. 1, 1928, was
2,675,270.

Dutch, Guiana or Surinam. Located beAn AmerJULES (1866).
ican painter and illustrator (see VOL. X). He tween British Guiana on the west and French
was director of color and decoration at the Guiana on the east. Area, ^4,291 square miles;

GUEBIN,

Panama-Pacific International Exposition, 1915:

expopulation in 1910, 86,233; in 1927, 145,763,
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and Negroes living in the
Paramaribo, the capital, had 35,346
inhabitants in 1910 and 45,791 inhabitants in
The leading products are sugar cane (26,1927.
430,000 pounds in 1910; 15,572,r>00 kilos in
1927); rice (4,386,000 pounds in 1910, 14,899,000 kilos in 1926); cacao (3,702,000 pounds in
1910, 215,700 kilos in 1927); coffee (445,000
and
pounds in 1910; 3,036,000 kilos in 1927)
bananas (462,200 bunches in 1910; 372,000 in
1927). Gold production in 1910 was 1,081,476
grams, and only 239,796 grams in 1927; balata,
1,495,300 pounds in 1910 and 563,000 kilos in
1927; and rum, 210,780 gallons in 1910 and
666,300 litres in 1926. Exports for 1927 were
valued at 11,689,685 guilders; imports, 9,288,858
guilders. Leading imports are provisions, hardware, clothing, and manufactured articles. Tonnage entered in 1910 was 210.998; in 1927, 209,784 register tons; cleared, 208,999 register tons.
Revenues, expenditures, and subvention for 1914
were 7,051,800, 6,260,530, and 790,260 guilders.
For 1929 they were 5,051,000, 8,414,000, and
2,463,000 guilders (nominal value of the guilder,
elusive of the Indians

forests.

;

The movement arose in the first decade of
through antagonism to the ruling
collectivism in English radical thought, and
was definitely formulated in 1906. Its first
formal appearance, however, was in 1912. On
Christmas, 1914, the Stoniiigton Document, containing a statement of principles, was drawn
this century,

up.

On

Easter, 1915, the present organization

was completed, and the name of National Guilds"
League was adopted. In the early years of the
War, guild socialism grew slowly; its growth
was more rapid during the last years of the
War and after the Armistice. Although British trade unionists were rather unresponsive
to guild ideas, the movement had nevertheless
a considerable indirect influence on English labor, especially in the restive years after the

War, when there was widespread unemployment,
discontent, and strikes throughout the country.
Guild socialism spread in one form or another,
and with its increasing hold on the more revolutionary elements, it became itself more radical.
The British Miners' Federation was always somewhat in sympathy with guild ideas, and its proposal for the nationalization of the mines em$0.402).
French Guiana. Forming the eastern part bodied a concept of guild socialism. The Union
of Guiana.
Area, about 34,740 square miles; of Post Office Workers and the National Union
of Teachers adopted resolutions to organize on
population in 1911, 49,009; in 1926, 47,341,
Creoles make up four-fifths of the inhabitants. the guild plan. Finally, the guild idea found

In 1926 the penal population totaled 6200 individuals.
Cayenne, the leading town, had 13,527 inhabitants in 1911, and 13,936 in 1926.
Gold is the product of greatest economic importance. Exports are gold, rosewood essence, hides,
and cacao. Kice, manioc, cacao, coffee, bananas,
and vegetables are cultivated in small quantities
for local consumption.
Imports for 1927 were
valued at 61,641,424 francs; exports, 29,769,728
francs. About 90 per cent of the exports are
taken by France and her colonies. Tho local
budget for 1912 balanced at 3,502,000 francs;
for 1927, receipts were estimated at 11,000,000
francs,
{Sub10,500,000
francs;
expenses,

practical application in the Builders' Guilds,
organized in conformity with guild principles.
These guilds proved rather successful for a time.
The guild plan spread subsequently to house
furnishings, tailoring, engineering, and other
trades.
Partly on account of severe competition and partly on account of poor management,
the Building Guild became involved in financial
di faculties, and in November, 1922, it went into
a receiver's hands and was later dissolved. In
May, 1923, the National Guilds' League merged
and
Guilds'
National
with
the
Council,
The Guild Socialist, the official monthly, ceased

ventions from the French government are still
necessary. The rivers allow of steamboat communication.
GUILD SOCIALISM. Guild Socialism was
an English intellectual movement that flourished
largely during the World War and in the four
or five years immediately after its termination.
By 1925 it was reduced to a paper movement.
It never had many adherents but gained considerable popular attention as a result of the
activities of a small group of brilliant journalists among whom the following wore the out-

to seize the popular
imagination because it turned largely on organization detail and could not present a programme
for the capture of the industrial state; because
it concerned itself with matters that the average
workman held of no significance, such us liberty
and other purely political concepts; and because
its proponents were Oxford dons and journalists
and not the stuff of which revolutionary leaders
are made.
G-TTILLATJME, g&'yom', CHARLES SDOCJARD
A Swiss physicist, born in Fleur(1860).
In
ier and educated at Neuchatel and Zurich.
1883 ho was appointed assistant at the International Bureau of Weights and Measures, of
which he became director in 1915* Ho carried
out many experiments bearing on the work of
the Bureau, and in 1920 was awarded the Nobel
Prize for physics. His many publications include Nickel and Tts Alloys (1898); Applications of Nickel-Steels (1904); Initiation to
Mechanics (1909); Metroloflinal JKcncarch on
Nickel-titecl (1927), and The Work of the International Bureau of Weights and Measures

standing figures: Oragc, Pcnty, Colo, Hobson,
Dou'glass, Reckitt, Bechhofer, de Maextu, and
Taylor. Bertram! Russell in his Proposed Roads
to freedom and
J. Laski in his earlier
ITarpld
writings made the aims of the guild socialists
familiar to American liberals. Guild socialism
sought the abolition of the wage system and the
establishment by the workers of self -government
in industry through the agency of the guild.
That is to say, organisation in the new state
was to be on the basis of function. To include
all the functions of an industrial
society there
were to bo industrial, civic, and distributive
Government was to the tho affair of a
guilds.
guild, too. As for the matter of authority or
sovereignty, there

was considerable disagreement

among guildsmen, some holding that complete
decentralisation would take care of all contingencies and others believing that there was need
for a centralizing authority.

publication.
Guild socialism failed

27).
(1021
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WAX/TER EDWARD
S, THE RT. HON.
A British public official, born in
(1880).
Dublin, the third son of the first Karl of Iveagh.
He was educated at Eton, was wounded while
serving in South Africa (1900-01), and was a
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brigade major in the World War, winning the and of the National Commission on American).
Distinguished Service Order. He was a Union- Japanese Relations (1921Among his
ist and Conservative member of Parliament after
works are Evolution (1910) ; The American1907 and held office as Under-Secretary of State Japanese Problem (1914)
The Fight for Peace
for War (1922-23), Financial Secretary to the
(1915) ; America and the Orient (1916) ; AmeriTreasury (1923-24 and November 1924-25), and can Democracy and Asiatic Citizenship (1918)
Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries (1925- The Korean Situation (1919, 1920); Problems
1929). In 1924 he was made Privy Councilor. of the Pacific and the Far East (1921) ; Should
A Congress Enact Special Laws Affecting the
GUISEZ, gwe'sa', JEAN (1872).
French surgeon, authority on the ear, nose, and Japanese? (1922); The Christian Crusade for
larynx and on the use of the bronchoscope. a Warless World (1922); The Winning of the
He has produced a number of authoritative works Far East (1923).
including Du Traitement Chirurgicale de I'EthGTJNNERY, NAVAL. The development of
moidite Purulente (1902) Tracheobronchoscopie naval gunnery during the World War was along
et CEsophagoscopie (1905); La Pratique Oto- lines laid down several years previous.
The
rhino-laryngoscopique (3 vols., 1908) ; CEsoph- sole innovation was "spotting" the fall of proagoscopie Clinique et TJie'rapeutique (1911); jectiles by means of aircraft. This was used
Diagnose, Traitement, et Expertise des Sequelles only on a few occasions and in comparatively
and Diagnose minor operations against works on shore. No
Oto-rhino-laryngologiques (1921)
et Trait ement des Retrecissements de I'CEso- vessels were fitted to carry, send out, and receive airplanes early enough to take part in
phage et de la Trachea (1923).
An purely naval warfare. The German airships did
).
GUITERMAET, ARTHUR (1871American author and poet, born of American much scouting but little spotting (report of
parentage in Vienna and educated at the Col- fall of projectiles), and the use of non-rigid
He did editorial dirigibles and kite balloons by any of the naval
lege of the City of New^ York.
work on the Woman's Borne Companion, Literary belligerents was unimportant except in the viDigest, and other magazines. He was president cinity of naval bases. The general naval sentiof the Poetry Society of America, 1925-27. ment now is opposed to placing any dependence
Among his works are Betel Nuts (1907); The on the use of lighter-than-air aircraft for spotLaughing Mme (1915); The Mirthful Lyre ting work in war time. The reasons are many
paucity of numbers, cost, vulnerability, diffi(1918) ; Ballads of Old New York (1920) ; Chips
of Jade (1920) ; A Ballad Maker's Pack (1921) ;
culty of maintenance in readiness for use, etc.
The Light Guitar (1923); A Poet's Proverbs For spotting, scouting, and other purposes, the
(1924); / Sing the Pioneer (1926); Wildwood great fleets of the principal naval powers are
Fables (1927). These were mostly light verse. now accompanied by aircraft. All large fightMr. Guitermann has contributed to Life and ing ships of the U. S. Navy carry two or more
other periodicals.
planes; and some destroyers and submarines are
A equipped with small folding planes. In other
).
GTTITBY, gi'tri, SACHA (1885French actor and writer (see VOL. X), son of navies, the equipment has not yet been carried
Lucien Guitry. He wrote many of his plays so far, either in planes or in catapults; but
for
who died in 1925, or the general movement is toward the American
his
father,
for Mile. Yvonne Printemps, his wife, and model. All powers are developing airplane spotoften played in them himself. His later plays ting but, concerning the degree of success
include Jean de la Fontaine (1916) ; L'lllusion- achieved, much secrecy is preserved.
"Director" firing, in which guns are laid in
iste (1917); Deburau (1918); Pasteur (1919);
Mon pere avail raison (1919) ; Beranger (1920) ; accordance with directions electrically transUn sujet de roman mitted from a central director station, received
Le grand Duo ( 1921 )
3
(1923) ; L amour masque music by Andre" Mes- ample verification of its importance by the exWar. It was susceptible of
sager (1923); On ne joue pas pour s'amuser periences of the
of
(1925); Mozart (1926); Le miracle (1927), great improvement by the better training
and Mariette (1928). His Deburau and The the men at the guns and in the director station
Grand Duke were successful in New York with and by greater accuracy and efficiency of obLionel Atwill in the leading parts. Consult serving instruments and of the means and methModern French Literature ods of combining their readings. These instruCritical Ventures
ments, consist of telescope sights on the guns
by Arnold Whitridge (1924).
GtrLBRANSSON, gul-bra,n'stin, CLAP (1873- and in the director ortower or station, range
keepers, change-of-range
A German illustrator who was born in finders, range clocks
).
deflection indicators, course indicaOslo, Norway, but lived in Munich after 1902. indicators,
He contributed illustrations and caricatures to tors, and mapping or combining apparatus.
The range nnder most in use during and after
Simplizissimus, and was also esteemed as^ a
Beruhmte Zeitgenossen is a collection the War is the Barr and Stroud. (See NEW
"painter.
INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPAEDIA, VOL. XIX, p.
of his works.
An 542). The range keeper is a dial or other form
).
GTTIiICE:, SIDNEY LEWIS (1860American missionary, born at Ebon, Marshall of register in the central station by which the
indicators at the guns are controlled.
Islands, and educated at Dartmouth College range
and Union Theological Seminary. He was or- Change-of-range indicators are automatic calcudained in the Congregational ministry in 1886 lating machines which, given the observed range
and in the next year went to Japan, where he at two moments, continue to apply the rate of
remained for 27 years doing missionary work. change and indicate the probable range after
At the same time, he held the chair of theology each small interval of time. When new ranges
in
at Doshisha, Kyoto (1906-13) and lectured at are supplied to it, the ranges are corrected
the Imperial University at Kyoto (1907-13). accordance with the new rate. The ranges
He was secretary of the commission on interna- shown on the range keeper and range indicators
tional justice and good will of the Federal Coun- at the guns are derived from the change-ofrange instrument, and it may be directly concil of Churches of Christ in America after 1914
;

;

;

;

;

1

,

^
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GUNS

course, air currents, etc.
Course indicators are used in connection with
the plotting or combining apparatus or diagram
or for solving the enemy's course and speed.
The director tower, or station, is directly connected with the central station or plotting room
and with the guns. The observer at the director
sight fires the battery in whole or half salvos
or singly in accordance with instructions.
The
fall of the projectiles is noted, and if necessary,
corrections are made in range or deflection. The
foregoing gives only a general idea of modern
methods of the control of gun fire such as were
used in the War and since. While the details
of operation and of the instruments are being

constantly improved and much secrecy maintained as regards these improvements, the work

performed is roughly
LKBY and ORDNANCE.

as.

described.

See AETIL-

GUNS, NAVAL. The calibre and power of the
heavy guns of battleships increased steadily
from 1010. By the terms of the Limitation of

Armaments

Treaty, the maximum calibre was
fixed at 16 inches, and guns of this calibre will
probably be carried by all first-class tattleahips
and battle cruisers built in future. Second-class
battle cruisers of high speed, but of 17,500 tons
or less, designed to operate against the 10,000-

ton light cruisers, are under consideration in
France. Such vessels would probably carry guns

of less than 10-inch calibres. The
length of
the guns will be 45 or 50 calibres and the
service muzzle velocity about 300 feet
per second. Higher velocities could readily be obtained, but they would greatly shorten the effective life of the gun; at 3000 feet, the life is
short enough. As "spotting" (of the fall of
projectiles) from airplanes or other .aircraft
will be possible in future naval battles,
highangle and long-range firing is being sought, and
the gun mounts of recent battleships are arranged for an elevation of 30 degrees or more.
The largest calibre of gun that can be carried by
cruisers under the treaty is 8 inches, and all
10,000-ton cruisers of modern design will carry
six or eight 8-inch guns on
high-angle mountings.

The increasing numbers of 10,000-ton light
cruisers has led to improvements in guns of 8inch calibre the maximum size permitted in vessels of this class by the rules of the
Washington
Conference. The changes reported are greater
length,

power,

elevation,

range, projectile ve-

and ease of
operation. New guns of all
calibres show some improvement in
efficiency,
particularly as regards elevation and control.
locity,

As far as practicable, these changes are
made in the mounts of guns on existing-

being
ships

particularly on battleships and battle cruisers.
Since the War, there has been an
increasing
amount of attention given to the development
of anti-aircraft guns. Up to the
present there is,
in the different navies, a wide
divergence in

type and calibre of these, guns.

GKTSTAVTTS
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nected to both; in this case, the corrections to
the range due to observed fall of the shot are applied to the ranges as supplied to the change-ofrange instrument instead of to the range keeper.
Deflection indicators keep track of the observed
fall of the projectiles to the right or left of the
target and transmit it to suitable dials at the
guns, where the gun-sights are set in a new
angle with the axis of the bore in order to correct the ascertained error due to various causes
such as speeds of ship and target, changes of

The aew British

battleships, Rodney and Nelson, carry six 4.7inch anti-aircraft guns, but the 6-inch guns of

the auxiliary battery have exceptional elevation
and might be used against aircraft under favorable circumstances. On other British battleships and new large cruisers, 4-inch guns are
mounted. ^ French and Italian battleships carry
3-inch anti-aircraft guns and some smaller ones.
The new 10,000-ton French cruisers carry eight
3-inch (or 3.5-inch) and some smaller ones. The
new 10,000-ton Italian battleships have 16 guns
in the auxiliary battery all on anti-aircraft
mounts. On nearly all battleships, and on all
the new cruisers and aircraft carriers of the
U. S. Navy, 5-inch anti-aircraft guns are mounted--*8 of them on the battleships; 4 to G on the
cruisers; and 12 on the aircraft carriers. Various types of anti-aircraft mounts are under trial
and development by the U. S. Army and Navy.
One of these is said to give almost complete

automatism. By means of a sound locator and
range control, it is kept on the target continu-

ously and firod at the correct range.
See ARTILLERY; ORDNANCE; VESSEL,

PROJECTILE; NAVIES OF THE WOULD.

NAVAL;

SIEGMUND (1848-1923).
X). He became
editor of the MUnchener Qcographischc Rtudien
in 1896 and published, in the period 1914-24,
Da$ Keitalter der Entdeckungen (1019), 'Gesohichte dcr
Natiirwisscnschaften
(1919) s and

A

GttNTHEB,
German

giin'ter,

geologist

(see VOL.

Lehrcn der Revolution

(

1

020 )

.

GtTRIiITT, gyr'Ht, CORNELIUS (1850).
A German architect,
art critic, and historian,
born in Nischwitz. His work on the art monuments of Saxony appeared in installments from
1894 to 1919. He also wrote Kunst und Kilnatler
am Voralend dcr Reformation (1890) ftcilrdge
;

dcr doihik (1892)
Sir Edward
Burne-Jones (1894); Die Kunst dcs yeuwxelmten Jahrhunderts (1900) ; Oesohichte dcr Kunst
(1902); numerous monographs on cities, including Berne, Zurich, Lyons, Litsgc, and Cambridge (1903-08); Constantinopcl (1907); Das
Fransstisiavhe Sittcnbild im, Achttschntcn Jahrhundcrt (1912); (Schuts der JKunstdenkmalcr
im Kriege (1915); Die Kloftterbauten in Belgien, with Professor Clemen (1D16) ; Jlandbuoh
des SWdtcbaus (1920); Pflege dcr JKirchlichcn
Kunstdenkmaler ( 1921 ) , and Langlehn dcr Rem'brwdtdeutwhe (1927).
GUSEV-OBENBTTBGSKY, S, L (1807A Russian writer whose novels are rea),
listic studies of the life of the "Russian
clergy
in the rural districts, and are filled with revoStories
lutionary feeling, lie wrote Rhorl
(1899-1910), The Land of ike Ftthen over the
Madow (1909), Darkness (1915), The Lessons
of the Burgher War (3921), and The Land of
the Children (trans. 1928).
G-TJSTAVO'S (GUSTAiF)
(GusTAVirs
ADOLPHUS) (1858).
King of Sweden (see
VOL. X). His militaristic policy was considered
by many as a strong factor in Sweden's ability
to remain neutral during the World War. lie
especially emphasized the importance of close
cooperation between the kingdoms of Sweden,
Norway, and Denmark, and he suggested the
first meeting- of their three monarchs, which took
place at Malmo, Sweden, in 1914. Consult Konung Gustav V sextio <Zr, by G. Asbrink (1918).
ssur 'Qeschichte

;

V

GKJSTA'VTTS

ADOM )
1

ADOLPHTJS

(GKTSTAF

Crown Prince of Swe).
den and Duke of Skane, born in Stockholm. He
attended the University of Upsala and under(1882-

GTTTHBIE
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went a strict military and athletic
any other country. Colleges, Y. M. C. A.'s and
He was a clerk in all the important training,
branches athletic clubs carry through ambitious gymnastic
of the Government and traveled
~* programmes during
extensively in
during the winter months. FootEurope, Africa, the Near and Far East, *"~
and bal1 rowin& an(i baseball squads also
+i*~
Tf&
A
Q+T'
TVr
~"Tn-wTr~
IT.
~rZ
incorporate
the United States (May, 1926). A
to
Greece
certain forms of gymnastics into their
trip
training
inspired him to be an archaeologist, a subject curriculums.
in which he became an
He
worked
GYPSUM. The gypsum industry has taken
authority.
on excavations on his estate at Sofiero, raised rank as one of the foremost
of the rock-products
the money
for
and
worked
for
a
month
and a half operations,
1929 di
a realization
AVai-XZiOiLlUJ.! Ui.
of the
_.
,,
lillC SSLo>~
vrv*urvtvUK>, and fcjy Jkl/t/
staat the Swedish dig at Asme, Greece, and became bilization of theby
enterprises engaged therein was
the
Swedish
on
Chinese art, general. The market for gypsum and gypsum
authority
greatest
eseciall
especially ceramics, through his work in the Far products is
of
closely allied with the
'

,

_

^

44IJ.1.U.

>

In 1905 he married Margaret, daughter
ke of P onnau ht (1882-1920), and in
? T
Lady Louise Mountbatten. By the first
marriage, he had four sons and one daughter,
GTJTHBIE, WILLIAM NORMAN (1868).
An American clergyman, born at Dundee, Scotland, educated at the University of the South,
and from 1889 to 1910 lecturer and professor
East.

he

?Lo
1923

:D

r

of

literature at several universities, including
_
the University of Chicago. In 1910 he became
became
rector of the Church of St. Mark's-in-the-BouwHe attracted attention
erie, New York City.
after 1922 by holding services in his church in
which dances were introduced to interpret re-

William T. Manning, head of
the diocese, demanded in January, 1924, that the
ligion.

-LJisnop

services be discontinued and when the rector
refused, he deprived St. Mark's of episcopal ministrations.
Religious dances were still being performed at St. Mark's in 1929. Dr. Guthrie's
publications include: Beyond Disillusion, a Dra-

matic Study of Modem Marriage (1915) Unole
Sam and Old World Conquerors (1915); The
Gospel of Osiris (1916) ; Leaves of the 'Greater
BiUe (1917); The Rehgion of Old Glory (1919) ;
;

From Ragnarock

to the

Immediate Presence of

Qod (1922); The Birth and Progress

Human

Soul (1923)

;

Offices of

of

the

Mystical Religion

(1927).

AnGTTYEJR,
American

MICHAEL

FREDEBIC

(1874-

).

zodlogist, born at Plattsburg, Mo.,
and educated
OUJLU.
at the
w 111 v ci ai v UJL
cu.u.taucu en;
wic University
of JLVZiBSUUI
tilts
I, the
Missouri,
of Chicago,' and the University of
University
K.T.I
i
TTj.
j.
__*
_jT -L-L
ii

Nebraska. He was assistant in zoQlogy at the
University of Nebraska (1894-97), professor of
zoblogy at the University of Cincinnati (19001911), and professor of zoology at the UniverProfessor Guyer
) .
sity of Wisconsin (1911published articles on cytology, genetics, and
the transmission of acquired defects through
the influence of antibodies, as well as Animal

Micrology (1906; rev. ed., 1917), and Being
Well Bom (1916; revised, 1927).
Q-WATHMET, JAMES TAYLOE (1863).

An American physician and specialist in anestheHe received a degree
sia, bom at Norfolk, Va.
in medicine in 1899 from Vanderbilt University.
At the International Medical Congress, London,
1913, he described his method of colonic anaesthesia with ether and oil and in the following year
published the first edition of his book An&sthesiat which has subsequently been much amplified.
During the World War, he tested a method
of anaesthesia for the pain of wounds and in
1923 with Dr. A. B. Davis of the Lying-in Hospital, New York, he published a new method of
obstetrical anaesthesia which had been tested in

that institution.

Dr.

Gwathmey

is

also- clini-

cal professor of oral surgery in the college of
dentistry, N. Y. University.
The United States undoubtedly pays more attention to this sport than

GYMNASTICS.

activity

the building trade.

Competition
among the gyp*
?n and considerable
very
research has been done in recent years in the
development of new products and in extending

sum producers

is

_

gypsum into new fields. Some of the
products developed in recent years and their
trade names are as follows: "Sabinite," a
gypsum product for use in the treatment of walls,
and
mefloors,
ceilings,
columns, piping vents,
chanical equipment: "Structolite," a
load-bearing
the use of

tile; "Setfast," a special cement for laying
sum tile 5 "Rocklath," "Locklath," and

gyp-

"O-i*~

new gypsum lath and plasterboard pr
^

"CalaloSTic,"

^n^^^l^^^Tb^

4
^^ A _in ;-i4.,v
J._~.L
mi__
mocrete," an inside-wall insulation product. The
development of the gypsum-manufacturing industry has been very great since the World War.
The development has been rapid, extensive, and

wrni./+a

possibly beyond present requirements, but probably not inconsistent with the greatly increased
consumption that is bound to come as the public
learns more about the characteristics and quality of gypsum and its various uses.
The production of crude gypsum in the United
States has increased from about 2,000,000
short tons in 1918 to nearly 6,000,000 tons in
1928. New York is by far the largest producer
of crude gypsum in the United States.
Other
important producing States are Iowa, Michigan,
Texas, Ohio, Nevada, Oklahoma, and Kansas.
of crude gypsum
in 1928 amounted
Imports
*
-,*n _,-,
,
..,.,,,
.,-*.
*
*
918 > 588 s rt tons, valued at $1,340,953.
jj?
larcre Tmvnort/inn
of
THA
Tlmf-en
the United Sta/faa
States iTnnnrf.si
large proportion
imports
come from Canada with Mexico of secondary
importance. The gypsum-producing industry of
Canada has expanded very rapidly in the past
decade. In 1918 Canadian production was 152,287 short tons of gypsum; in 1927 the output
was 1,063,117 tons.
,

,

w

,

A

GYPSUM SOLD BY PRODUCERS IN THE UNITED
STATES, IN 1927, BY USES.
(Z7.

S.

Bureau

of Mines)

Without calcining:
To cement mills
3?or agriculture

Por other uses
Calcined :
Stucco

Neat plaster
Sanded plaster
Plaster of Paris, molding, etc.

Keenes cement
To plate-glass works
Plasterboard and wallboard
Tile and blocks
Other purposes

Grand

3,912,211 $39,785,791
42,174,454

total value

GYPSY MOTH.

See

ENTOMOLOGY,

NOMIO.

GYRO PILOT.

See NAVIGATION.

Eco<

H

H

AAB,

ROBERT

(1865-

).

A

President of the Swiss ConfederaHe
tion, born at Waedenswil.

studied law and practiced there,
where he was elected mayor of
the commune in 1894 and deputy
to the Zurich Grand Council. Made a member
of the Supreme Court in 1899, he became president of that body in 1908 and in 1911 director
He was mingeneral of the Federal railways.
ister to Berlin in 1917-18 and on his return
was elected to the Federal Council. In 1922 and
the Conagain in 1929, he was President of
federation.

(1863-1924). An
born at Crown Point,
Ind. He graduated from the United States Military Academy in 1889 and began his military

HAAM", WILLIAM GEORGE

American army

officer,

career as lieutenant in the 1st Artillery. When
the World War broke out in 1914, he was a member of the General Staff. In 1917 he commanded
the 57th Field Artillery Brigade at Camp MacArthur, Texas, and in 1918 the 32d Division
at the Marne, Oise-Aisne, and the Meuse-Argonne offensives. He commanded the 7th Army
Corps in the Army of Occupation in Germany
from November, 1918, to April, 1919. On his
return to the United States in 1919, he was appointed assistant chief of staff and director of

war plans division of the General Staff, and was
made a major general in the Regular Army on
Mar. 8, 1921. He retired from the service one
year later.

An
).
HAAS, hits, AftTiWB B. (1884Austrian professor of physics at the University
of Vienna, born at Bruun and educated at the
universities of Vienna and
He taught at the University of ViGitttingen.
enna in 1912, and in 1913 was appointed professor in the University of Leipzig. He returned

gymnasium and the

to Vienna in 1921. He published many scientific
articles, and also the following works: Hntwicklungsgeschtchte des 8a tees von der Erhaltwng der
Kraft (1909) j Qetet des Hellentums in der Mod-

ernen Physik
(1914);
(Jrwdgleiohheit der
Mechanik, dargestellt auf Qrund ihrer (Ic&chiohtlichen Mntmcklung (1914); }Hnfuhntng iti die
Theoretische Physik (1919); HaturUUer der
Neuen Physik (1920)j Vektoranatysis (1922);
Atomtheorie (1924), trans, in English; Mechdnik
der Massenpunkte und des starren JZQrpers
(1926) Die Welt der Atome (1926).
HAASE, ha/ze, HUGO (1863-1919), A Gorman politician, born at Allenstein, East Prussia,
and educated at the University of Kttnigsberg.
;

He began

practicing law in 1889, and was a member of the Heichstag from 1897 to 1907, being
elected again in 1912.
In 1914 he was the leader
of the Social Democratic Party in the Reichstag,
but in 1910 he became the leader of the Independent Socialists. After the revolution of 1918,
he was chosen to be one of the six commissaries

who conducted the first provisional government
of the new Republic, His socialistic views were

moderate. He was fired on by an assassin on
Nov. 7, 1919, and died from the wounds received.
A
).
HABER, ha'ber, FRITZ (1808German chemist (see VOL. X). He directed the
Kaiser Wilhelm Institut for physical chemistry
in Berlin, specialized on
electrochemical investigations, and received the
Nobel Prize for chemistry in 1919. He published

and electrochemistry

Aus Lelen und Beruf in 1927.
A
).
HABERiBIAffBr, HUGO VON (1849German painter who was born in Dillingen,
studied at the university there and the Academy
Munich, and traveled in France and Belgium.
is valued for his figure pieces, among thorn
"Pieta," "The Monk," "Herodias," and for his
portraits. After 1905 ho was professor and
of

He

honorary member of the Munich Academy and

Munich Secession.
FRANCIS (1883).

also president of the

HACKETT,

A

liter-

ary critic, born in Kilkenny, Ireland. He was
educated in Ireland and came to America in
1900. He was with a law firm in New York in
1902, did editorial work for the Chicago Evening
Post (190C-11), and was associate editor of the

New Mcjwblw

(1914-22).

Besides

xmmeroun

wrote Ireland, A fttudy
Nationalism (19US); Horizons (1018); The
Invisible Choir (1020); The fttwy of the Jrvth
Nation (1922) That Nice Youny Couple (novel,
1924); and Henry Mo Eighth (1928). Ito has
been one of the exponents of the modern school
of literary criticism and has devoted much attention to modern political movements.
articles in magazines, he

m

;

HACKBTT, JAMES

An American
for

actor

KETBLTAS (1860-1026).
VOL. X), bent known

(seo

Shakespearean charactematiouM.

ll

plaved

Macbeth (191C); Out: There (1918); The 1M9
tcr 0lc; The Kise of falas Layliam (1010)
jl/acbelh (m London and Pans, 1020) Othello (Paris
and London, 1022). During the spring of 1024,
he played Macbeth in New tfork, with Clare
;

;

Eamcs as Lady Macbeth.

HADPIELD,
(1858-

).

But ROBERT A, FIRST BARONET
Hlnghnh metallurgist and in-*

An

ventor, chairman, and managing director of llodfields, Limited, iron and steel manufacturers of
He received the disSheflield (see VOL. X).
tinguished American honor of this John Fritz
Gold Msdal in 3921, was elected a foreign associate of the National Academy of Sciences of
the United States in 192S. He was made a

baronet in 1917.

HADLEY, ARTHUR

TWINING (1850-

).

An American

university president (wee VOL. X).
Included among hia later works arc Undercurrents in American Polities (1915); The Moral

Economic Problems
Democracy (1923), and The Conflict between
Liberty and Equality (1925). He resigned from
Basis of Democracy (1919)

;

of

the presidency of Yale University in 1926.
).
HADLEY, HENRY KIMBAI-L (1871An American composer (HOC VOL. X). He resigned as conductor of the San Francisco Symny Orchestra in 1915 and returned to New
"
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York, to devote his entire time to composition.
In 1920, he was appointed associate conductor
of the Philharmonic Society, in 1924 regular
conductor of the Worcester Festival, and in 1925
musical director of Tufts College. In 1921 and
1022 he conducted the first half of the Phil-

).
HAGEK-, ha'gen, JOIIANN GEORO (1847An Austrian Jesuit and astronomer (see VOL.
X). He was professor of mathematics and phys-

ics at American colleges, among them Georgetown University, and in 1906 became director of

the observatory at the Vatican.

He

published

harmonic Society's scries of summer concerts Die veranderlichen Sterne (Vol I, 1912-21; Vol
at the Stadium, and during the winter of 1921- II, 1924).
An Amer).
22, appeared as guest conductor of the San Carlo
HAGEE", WALTER C. (1892Opera Company. In 1924 he conducted several of ican professional golfer, born at Rochester,
his own works in London, and in 1927 scored N. Y. He rounded out a record that never lias
great success with a series of symphony concerts been equaled for tournament play by winning
in Buenos Aires. He wrote four operas, which the British open championship in 1924, 1928,
were all produced soon after their completion: and 1929, after having been the first American
Avora, Daughter of Montezuma (Chicago Op. player to bring this coveted trophy across the
He also has been the American
seas in 1022.
Co., 1917); Bianra (won the Hinshaw Prize,
New York, 1918) The Garden of Allah (New open title holder twice, North and South open
York, 1918) Cleopatra's Night (Met. Op. House, champion twice, Western open champion twice,
1920). The more important of his recent works metropolitan open champion twice, French open
include two overtures, Othello and The Spirit of champion once, and Professional Golf Association
the Elemenls; a tone-poem. The Ocean; two can- champion, 1924-27. In the international competatas, Prophecy and Fulfillment and Mirtyl in tition for the Ryder Cup, at Worcester, Mass.,
Arcadia; Ode to Musio for chorus and orchestra in 1927, Hagen. led the American, golf forces
(Worcester Festival, 1917); an oratorio, Resur- against Great Britain and won.
HAGGARD, SIR (HENRY) EIDER (1856gam (Cincinnati Festival, 1923); and an opHe
eretta, The Fire Prince (1926).
1925). An English novelist (see VOL. X)
made a tour of the world as a member of the
).
HAESCHE, WILLIAM EDWIN (1867An American composer, horn at New Haven, Dominions Royal Commission (1912-17). DurConn. lie studied violin with B. Listemann, ing the World War, he visited the Dominions for
piano with E. Perabo and composition with the Royal Colonial Institute of which he was
He was a memIT. W. Parker at Yale, where he graduated in
elected vice president in 1917.
1897. During 1903-24 he taught instrumentation ber of the Empire Settlement Committee (1917),
at Yale, and then became professor of theory of the East Africa Committee (1924), and of
at Hoi i ins College, Hoi 1 ins, Va. He also was the Council of the Imperial Society of Knights.
conductor of several choral societies in New Among his later works are The Holy Flower
Haven, and in 1907 was one of the founders of (1915); The Ivory Child (1916); Love Eternal
The Ancient Allan (1920) ; The Virgin
the New Haven Symphony Orchestra, in which
(1918)
His compo- of the Sun (1922) ; and lieu-Hen: or the Monster
lie played among the first violins.
sitions include a Symphony in Ab; two sym(1924).
).
HAGGERTY, MELWIN EVERETT (1875phonic poems, Fritjof and Ingeborg and The
South; two overtures, Fritjof Saga and Spring- An American psychologist. He was born at
at
educated
The
was
and
Bunker Hill, Ind.,
Chicago
time; Symphonictla; a dramatic cantata,
Haunted Oak of Nannau; a ballad for female and Harvard universities. After teaching at
in
Red
he
1915,
Indiana
Lovel's
became,
voices and orchestra, Young
Bride;
profesUniversity,
Godwin's Wooing for soprano solo, female chorus sor of educational psychology at the University
of Minnesota. He was director of the psychoand orchestra; arid some chamber music.
educational clinics at that institution, and in
HAFNIUM. See PHYSICS.
An 1920 he was made dean of the College of Educa).
HAGEDOB.N, HERMANN (1882American author, born in New York City, and tion. After the Armistice, he was attached to
educated at Harvard University, University of the Surgeon ConciaVe office, in charge of the
Berlin, and Columbia University. From 1909 reeducation of disabled soldiers. He served on
to 1911, he was instructor in English at Har- the Viriginia Education Commission and on the
vaid. He published, among other works: The school surveys of North Carolina (1920) and
Silver Blade (1907); The Woman of Corinth New York State (1921).
An Amer).
HAGOOD, JOHNSON (1873(1908) A Troop of the Guard, and Other Poems
(1909); Poems and Ballads (1912); Faces in ican army officer, born at Orangeburg, S. C.
the Dawn (1914); You Are the Hope of the He graduated from the United States Military
World (1917, 1920); Theodore Roosevelt (1919, Academy in 1896, and .began his military career
1921); That Human Being, Leonard Wood as second lieutenant of the 2d Artillery and
(1920); Roosevelt in the Bad Lands (1921); was promoted through the grades to major genRoosevelt, Prophet of Unity (1924); Ladders eral in 1925. He served in the Philippines
The Rough (1913-15), and commanded the First Expedithrough the Blue (poems, 1925)
Riders (novel, 1927). He is editor of the Me- tionary Brigade, Coast Artillery Corps, arriving
morial Edition of the Works of Theodore Roose- in France on Sept. 11,. 191 7. He headed the
board that created the service of supply and
velt (1923-25).
A was its chief of .stall until the Armistice. He
).
HAGEMAKTN, C. A. CARL (1871German stage manager and author. He studied took part in the Meuse-Argonne offensive, and
at Rostock, Berlin, and Heidelberg, managed on Nov. 31, 1918, established headquarters at
theatres at Mannheim and Hamburg, and Wies- Ilohr, Germany. He returned to the United
baden, and later became a director of the Berliner States in 1919, commanded the South Atlantic
Rundfnnkenbetrieb, a radio broadcasting station. Coast. Artillery District during 1920-21, and
He has written Oeschichto da$ Theatensettels was sent again to the Philippines in November,
(1900); Regie, die Kunst der scenischen Dor- 1921. In 1924-27 he held commands in the
since Apr. 25, 1927, has been
slellung (1921); Die Kunst der B&hne (1923), United States, but
in command of the Philippine Division. He
a life of Oscar Wilde; and other works.
;

,

;

;

;

>

23

HAGUE
papers.

HAGUE,

THE, The seat of the govNetherlands and residence of the
sovereign. The population, according to the
census of 1920, was 353,286 and, according to

ernment

hag,

of the

the communal population lists for Dec. 31, 1927,
416,179. The municipal government is entrusted
to a burgomaster, five aldermen, and a town
council of 45 members. In the northern part
of the city, articles of luxury such as gold and
silver work and porcelain are manufactured,
while in the western part arc dyeing, chemical,
machinery, and cocoa factories. In 1917 a German Realgyimiasium and in 1923 an Academy
of International Law were added to the city's
educational institutions. The Buitenhof, Binnenhof, and lliddorzual (Hall of the Knights)
have been recently restored, the Riclderzaal being used for extraordinary sessions of the States
General, or Parliament. In contrast to these
mediaeval structures are the Petrolca, and the

Rotterdam IBank, two impressive examples of
modern Dutch architecture. The Hague is the
seat of the highest Dutch courts of justice; of
the Permanent Court of Arbitration, created by
the First Hague Peace Conference in 1899 a
tribunal which has settled some 10 international
disputes; and of the Permanent Court of International Justice (World Court), created by the
League of Nations under article 14 of its covenant, the first meeting being held on Jan, 30,
3922, in the Palace of Peace.

HAHN,

him,

HERMANS

(1808-

).

A

ITc was apsculptor, born in .Bavaria.
prenticed to a woocloarver, then studied indus-

German

and finally entered the Academy at
Munich. His principle works are a "Goethe"
monument in Chicago (1914) "Kmil Rathenau"
in
Berlin
(1910); "Goethe" in Wiesbaden
"Bluchcr" in Kiel (1920) and an equesf 1910)
trian bronze in Hamburg (1919). His most
recent works are a .Bavarian monument for
Munich, a war monument for Ludwigshof, a
monumental fountain for Ca.sacl, a bronze bust
of Walter Rathenau in the Kathenaumuseum of
Berlin, and one of Privy Councilor K. K. Van
trial

art,

;

;

;

Dyck

for the Technical

High School

of

Munich

(1927).

HAIG, DOUGLAS,
An English general,

HAITI
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wrote The Services of Supply a Memoir of the
Great War (1927), and many professional

FIRST EARL

(1861-rl928).

born in Fifeshire and educated at Brasenose College, Oxford. He joined
the 7th Hussars in 1885, and served in the Sudan
(1898); in South Africa (1890-1902), as inspector general of cavalry in India (1JJ03-06),
as director of military training (1900-07), as
director of staff duties at Army Headquarters
(1907-00), again in India, as chief of staff
(1909-12), and at Aldersliot an general officer
in command
(1912-14). He commanded the
1st Army in Franco (1014-15), distinguished
himself in the retreat from Moris, at the Atane,
Yprca, and NTeuvo Chapollo. From December,
1915, until 1919, he was oommandor-in-cliief of
the British Expeditionary Forces in Franco and
in Flanders. He became a general in 1914, a
field marshal in 1917, and served an commander-'
in-chief of the forces in Great Britain (1919-20).
He was created an earl in 1919. In his last
years, he devoted much of his time to aiding
veterans and their dependents. He was chairman of the United Services Fund (1021-28).
The Allied natioim, as well as Great Britain,
awarded him their highest honors. The House

Commons

him a grant of 100,000
(1919), and a popular subscription of nearly
$1,500,000 bought him Bemersyde, the Haig
ancestral estate. He wrote Cavalry Studies
(1907). Consult Lord Haig, by Sir George
Arthur (1928), and Life of Lord Haig, by
Brigadier General John Charteris (1928).
(See
WORLD WAR, 'Western Front).
of

HAINBS,

voted

THOMAS

HARVEY

An American

(1871-

).

psychologist, born at Moorestown,
N. J., and educated at Havcrford College and
Harvard University. He studied neurology and
psychiatry at Munich, Zurich, and London, and
received a medical degree from the Ohio State

University. He was first assisting physician
at the Boston Psychopathic Hospital (191314) and clinical director of the Ohio Bureau

Research (1914-17). From 1915 to
1920, he was professor of nervous and mental
diseases at Ohio State University, and in 192225, was director of the division on mental de-

of Juvenile

National Committee on Mental Hygiene.
Author of the mental deficiency bills of Tennessee and Mississippi, he took an active part in
social work.
His published writings include a
monograph on Mental Measurement of the Blind
ficiency,

(1915).

HAINTSCH,

MICHAEL

(1858-

).

A

president of the Austrian Republic. He was the
son of Frau Marianne Hainisch, a prominent
worker for the advancement of women, became
a lawyer by profession, and served as an official
For many years, ho
of the treasury department.
took no active part in politics but devoted his
time to reading and study. He was chosen Federal President in 1921, largely because of his
friendliness with all political parties, and reflected in 1924. He retired in 1928, having served the
constitutional limit of two terms. Among his
numerous works on sociological and political subjects

(1892)
politik

Zukunft der Deutsch-Ocslrcicher
Der Kainpf urns Dasein uiul die Nosial-

are
;

(1899);

Die

Landflucht

(1924).

See

AUSTRIAN REPUBLIC.

HAITI, ha'te. An independent republic occupying the western four-elevenths of Haiti Island. Sauto Domingo is the name of the remaining portion. See SANTO DOMINGO. Area of
the Republic estimated at from 10,204 to 11,072
square miles. Population in 1912 (estimate*),
2,500,000; in 1927 (estimate), 2,300,000. Negroes make up 90 per cent of the population.
Port-au-Prince, the capital, had about 125,000
inhabitants in 1928, including suburban secThe city property, in 1929, by public
lioiis.
health census, had 79,797 inhabitants.
Industry, Trade, Government. Agriculture
engages the majority of the population. Coffee
culture occupies the place of leading importance,
its export quantity in 1027 constituting 8S per
cent of the total trade. Other important crops
are cotton, sugar, tobacco, the production of the
last named reaching 2,500,000 pounds in 1027*28.
Logwood and other valuable woods enter

into the
foreign trade. In the fiscal year 1027, exports
totaled $15.299,000 as against $20,248,000 in
For the same
1920, and $17,285,485 in 1913,
years, imports were $15,751,000, $18,851,000, *9,870,555. The financial adviser-general receiver
reported for the fiscal year ended Sept. 30, 1928,
exports valued at 113,330,000 gourdes and imports valued at 101,241,000 gourdes or a favorable balance in 1927-28 of 12,095,000 gourdes, as
against an adverse balance of 2,202,000 gourdes
in 1920-27. The gourde te equivalent to $0.20

HAITI
U.

S. gold.
In the calendar year 1928 the exports
totaled $21,546,748 as against $16,549,875 in
1927, being the greatest of any recent year largely due to the coffee crop. The imports in the
calendar year 1928 were $21,316,213 as against
$16,524,938 in 1927. Imports come largely from
the United States, while the exports go to France.
American intervention in 1915 led to the appointment, in the following year, of a group of
American officials to the posts of financial adviser, receiver general of customs, chief engineer,
sanitary engineer, and chief of gendarmerie.
The result was an increased stability in fiscal
affairs.
Expenditures for 1013-14 had been $8,127,000; revenues, $6,282,000. In 1928-29 revenues were $7,580,000 and expenditures $7,579,697. The total customs receipts for the year
1927-28 were 45,082,092.80 gourdes, and the
total export duties, 14,040,033.56 gourdes. The

were levied on coffee, logwood, cacao, cotsugar, and some miscellaneous products.
In 1912, the public debt amounted to $12,763,000
and 119,286,000 francs, besides an unfunded debt
of $7,077,000.
On Sept. 30, 1928, the total
public debt was $18,887,623. By Jan. 31, 1929,
it had been reduced to $17,990,800.
In October,
1922, great interest was aroused in Haitian affairs
by the action of the National City Bank of New
York, which floated for Haiti a bond issue of
$16,000,000 to be secured by a second charge on
customs and a first on internal revenues. The
Haitian government received 92 per cent of the
nominal value. The loan was used for the conversion of outstanding loans, particularly the
French loan. As a result of American activity,
Haiti is provided with a well-trained constabulary, officered by American marines. The conlatter

ton,

stabulary consists of 2720 men.

History. The in' rnal disorders and upheavals which Haiti had experienced in preceding years continued throughout 1914. President
Davilman Theodore was overthrown on Feb. 8,
1914, by Oreste Zamor, but regained control in
October, only to be ousted again by Vilbrun
Guillaume Sam early in March, 1915, President
Sam was killed in an uprising at Port au Prince
in July, 1915, whereupon American troops,
which had previously been landed several times
because of disputes between Haiti and her
English, French, and German creditors, took
possession of the country. Martial law was declared and all armed opposition was stamped put,
although the Haitian civil government remained
nominally in power. On Aug. 10, 1915, Sudre>
Dartiguenave was elected President by the
Haitian Assembly and on Sept. 16, 1915, a convention was signed between the United States
Haitian
the
and
government. Effectively
coerced by American control of all funds, the

Haitian Chamber ratified the convention on Oct.
Pend6, 1915 and the Senate, on November 3.
ing ratification by the United States Senate,
which, took place in May, 1916, a modus vivendi
was reached for the immediate application of
the treaty. The convention established a receivership of customs under American control,
a native constabulary force commanded by

American

officers,

and American control over

Haitian finances to an extent necessary to safeguard the interests of the Haitian people and
their American creditors. It was to remain in
force ten years with the possibility of extending
Haiti
if either signatory should so desire.
thus became what was virtually an American
a term of
political and fiscal protectorate for

it

HAITI
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years, during which the United States agreed
to intervene for the maintenance of Haitian

independence and an orderly government if that
should become necessarv.
On July 20, 1918, Haiti entered the World
War on the Allies' side, ostensibly because of
the sinking by German submarines of a French
Alvessel which had Haitian citizens aboard.
though under the control of the United States,
Haiti became a member of the League of Nations.
In 1918 a new constitution was drafted and,
on submission to a plebiscite on June 19, approved by a large majority. The chief novelty
of this constitution was a clause providing that
foreigners residing in the country and societies
formed by them should have the right to own
real property.
Although constitutional government was formally in existence, the actual administration was in the hands of American of-,
The American occupation resulted in a
ficials.
marked improvement of the economic and social
conditions of the country. Particularly, town
sanitation and construction of modern roads
progressed rapidly. Public order was guaranteed by the establishment of an efficient gendarmerie. These benefits, obvious results of the

American occupation, nevertheless failed to reconcile a large part of the Haitian people with
the existing status. Charges were advanced in
Haitian and American quarters that the American force of occupation, composed exclusively of

was guilty of revolting acts of brutality
against the Negro population of Haiti. The
charges resulted during 1921 in an investigation by a committee of the United States Senate, the report of which, on the whole, exonerated
the American troops. On Oct. 9, 1922, the National City Bank of New York as stated above,
offered a Haitian loan of $16,000,000 in 30-year
bonds, at 6 per cent. This aroused protests from
the Haitians and criticism in the United States.
By the unanimous vote of the Legislature, Luis
Borno was elected President on Apr. 11, 1922, to
replace President Dartiguenave, whose term had
expired. In the spring of 1924, the American
government withdrew its forces from the interior, leaving only skeleton forces in certain
At the same time, it was declared that
seaports.
because of the inability of the Haitians to guarantee the continuance of orderly government,
complete evacuation was not yet in sight.
American control was further strengthened in
June, 1924, by the creation of an internal
revenue bureau, which was to have charge of the
collection of all taxes except customs duties.
Its chief was to be appointed by the President.
In 1926 President Borno was reflected for a
four-year term by the Council of State, whose
21 members he himself had appointed. In the
summer, he visited the United States, meeting
a hostile demonstration in New York from
elements opposed to United States intervention.
Although the programme of political and economic improvement continued to make steady
progress year by year, the sentiment against
intervention among the Haitians appeared to remain as strong as ever. In the United States,
whites,

and anti-imperialist publicists
likewise to denounce the intervenThis feeling was intensified in
tionist policy.
1927 when the Haitian government refused to
permit U. S. Senator King to enter the country
on the ground that his record of strong criticism
of intervention would rally the discontented
elements in Haiti and possibly provoke disorder.
certain

liberal

continued

HALBE
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A

boundary treaty between the Dominican Heand
public and Haiti was signed Jan. 21, 1929,
ratified by both republics in the following month.

both
Survey commissions were appointed from
countries and the boundary was to be determined
after their surveys.

A Ger).
hal'be, MAX (1865dramatist and novelist (see VOL. X). His
later works are Jo, a novel (1018); Schloss
Zeitvorbei, a drama (1918); Hor tense Ruland,
a tragedy (1920); and Kikcriki, a comedy
in
(1921). An edition of his complete works
seven volumes was published (1917-23).
HALDANE, hal'clsin, JOHN SCOTT (1800A British" physiologist (see VOL. X).,
).
He became director of the Mining Research
Laboratory at Birmingham University, was gas
referee for the Board of Trade, president of the
HALBE,

man

Institution of Mining Engineers, and GifFord Lecturer at Glasgow University. His later works
include Organism and Environment (1917) ; The
New Physiology (1919); Mechanism, Life and
Personality (1921); Respiration (1922), and
The Sciences and Philosophy (1929).

HALDANE, TUB

Ifcr.

HON. RICHARD BUB-

DOW, KIBST VISCOUNT OF CLOAN (1856-1928). A
British philosopher, jurist, and statesman (see
VOL. X). In 1915 he resigned from the Liberal
cabinet as Lord High Chancellor, a position
which he held again in 1924 under the Labor
government. He was on the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council, Chancellor of the University of Bristol, a Fellow of the Royal Society,
a Knight of the Thistle, and held the Order of

Merit. He wrote: Before tlie War (1920) which
told of Great Britain's policy toward Germany
in the 8 years preceding the World War, and
of his trip to Germany (1012) in an effort to
The Reign
stop her naval building programme;
of Relativity (1921) in which he sought to link
the physical theory with the general philosophy
The Philosophy of
of idealistic relativism;
Humanism, ( 1922 ) which was the ethical counterpart to the idealistic criticism of science;
Euman Experience; a Study of its Structure
(1926) ; Selected Addresses and Essays (1928) ;

,

French

man

a'la've',

of letters

DANIEL (1872-

).

who was educated

A

at the

Sorbonne, and devoted himself to history and
By family tradition, he inherited a
cultural liberalism which found expression in
the ideology of Dreyfusism. Before the World
\Var, he was affiliated with the group of Charles
Peguy and the Oahiers de la Quinzaine, and
after the Armistice, he tried to revive POguy's
tradition on a more modest scale by editing the
collection of the Cahiers Verts. His works include: Essai sur le mouvement ouvrier en France
(1901); La Vie de Frcdtric Nietzsche (1911,
trans.); Lultes et proUemcs (1911); La Jeunesse de Proudhon; Avco Ics boys Amfricains
(1918); Le President Wilson (1018, tr. 1919) ;
Charles Ptguy et les Cahiers de la qmnsaine
(1910) ; Le Courrier de M. Thiers (1921) ; Une
Visite auw paysatis du Centre (1921) ; and
Yaw&em (1923).
French
).
HAL&VY, ELIB (1870at Etrclat,
philosophical writer who was born
and educated at the Lyce Condorcet and the
Ecole Normale Sup6ricurc. In 181)8 he became
professor at the ficole Libre des Sciences Politiin Paris, and in 192G he received the
quc
honorary D.Litt. of Oxford. His works include
an analysis of Plato's philosophy of science, -La
Theorie Platonicicnne dot Sciences
(1896);
throe volumes on the English utilitarians and
radicals, La Formation dn Kadicalisme Phicriticism.

A

losophique (1900-03; English translation, I vol.,
1928) ; Histoire du Pen pie Anglais au XlXme
Siecle (3 vols., 1913-23), translated into English in 1924r-2G, and continued in Epilogue,
1895-J914 (1920), and The Growth of Philosophical Radicalism (1928).

HALID EDIB

(

isss-

)

.

A

Turkish

movement for emancipation of
women, who was born in Constantinople, and
was the first Moslem girl to graduate from the
American College for Girls in Constantinople
(1901). She married in the same year but
divorced her husband when he married a second
wife. She was an intellectual, a journalist, a
successful fiction writer, a liberal, and a supand Richard Burden Haldane: An Autobiog- porter of the Young Turk movement, wh it'll
leader in the

,

raphy (1929).
HALE, FREDERICK

a

A United
).
(1874States Senator, who was born at Detroit, Mich.,
and graduated from Harvard (1890). He was
admitted to the bar and has practiced at Portmemland, Me., since 1899. In 1905 he was a
ber of the Maine Legislature. He was elected
to the United States Senate as a Republican for
three terms (1917-35), and was a member of the
following Senate committees: Naval Affairs
(chairman), Appropriations, Expenditures in
Executive
Manufactures, and
Departments,
.

Rules.

An
).
HALE, GEORGE EIXBKT (1868American astronomer (see VOL. X). He received the Bruce Modal of the Astronomical
Society

of

the Pacific in

1910,

the Janssen

of France in
the
1917, the Galileo Medal, Florence, in 1920,

Medal of the Astronomical Society

Actonian Prize given by the Royal Institution
in 1921, the Cresaon and Franklin medals of
the Franklin Institute in 1920 and 1927, and
the Arthur Noble Medal for civic service (Pasadena) 1927. In 1923 he retired from the active
directorship of the Mount Wilson Observatory,
which he had organized, becoming honorary
director in charge of policy and devd&pmeai
See PHYSICS.

necessitated her flight from Constantinople in
1909.
Returning in 1916, she remarried, in the
following year became professor of Western
literature at the University of Istamboul, and
after the Armistice, condemned to death by the
Sultan, she and her husband worked with Kemal
She was a delegate
in the Nationalist cause.
to lhe Nationalist Assembly, enlisted in the
army and served in the war with the Greeks,
rising to the rank of sergeant. After the
Nationalist victory, Kemal suspected plots, and
she and her husband fled to London, where they
remained in exile. In 1928 she went to the
United States to speak before the Williamstown
Institute of Polities. Besides novels, she wrote
Memoirs of IlaMe JEdrt (1020), and The
Turkish Ordeal, further memoirs* (1928).

An
).
HAIX, FRANCIS JOSEPH (1857American Protestant Episcopal theologian (see
VOL. X). lie was professor of dogmatic theology in the General Theological Seminary, 1013Among his later works are The Incarnation (1915); The Bible and Modem Grilicism (1915) ; The Passion and fiaaltation of
Christ (1018) ; The Church and the Sacramcntai,
System (1020); The Sacraments (1921); J3$chatology (1922) $ Christianity and Modernism
28.
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STANLEY (1846-1924).
educator (see VOL. X). He became editor of the Journal of Applied Psychology in 1917 and has published Jesus the Christ
in Ihe Light of Psychology (1917) Morale; The

An American

;

Supreme Standard

and Conduct (1920) ;
Recreations of a Psychologist (1920); and Senescence (1922). He was a frequent contributor
to magazines and scientific publications. He
retired from the presidency of Clark University
of Life

in 1920.

HALSTEAD,
1923 )

.

ALEXANDEE

SEAMAN

(1861-

An American naval officer, born at Phila-

delphia, Pa.
States Naval

He graduated from
Academy

in

the United
1883 and was pro-

moted through the

grades, becoming captain in
1911. He served in the Spanish- American War
and took part in the battle of Manila Bay.
After commanding several battleships, he became
supervisor of New York Harbor in 1915. Ha
was commander of the district of Brest, France,

during 1918-19, and commanded the naval forces
in France in 1919. In October, 1919, he became
commandant of the Navy Yard at Portsmouth,
N. H., and remained there until 1920, when he
was appointed commandant of the 12th Naval
District at

San Francisco.

He was

raised to

the rank of rear admiral on July 1, 1919, and
retired on Nov. 12, 1923.
An
).
HAM, CLIFFORD DUDLEY (1861American government official, who was born at
Detroit, Mich., and graduated at Yale (1883).
He was secretary to the Governor of Iowa and
in newspaper work at Dubuque, Iowa, several
years. In the Spanish- American War, he served
as lieutenant colonel of volunteers. He -edited
the Dubuque Herald (1899-1903) and from 1903
to 1911 was in the Customs Service of the Philippine Islands as collector of customs at Iloilo
and surveyor of the Port of Manila. By appointment of the President of Nicaragua, he was
collector of customs for the Republic of Nicaragua and also acted as fiscal agent for the
tended foreign loans of Nicaragua from 1911 to
May 31, 1928, when he resigned. Mr Ham codified the Nicaraguan laws pertaining to customs,
ports, maritime commerce, and vessels.
HAMBIDGE, JAY (1867-1924). An American artist, born in Canada. He was a pupil
of the Art Students' League in New York and
of William Chase, and a thorough student of
classical art. He conceived the idea that the
study of arithmetic with the aid of geometrical
designs was the foundation of the proportion

and symmetry in Greek architecture, sculpture
and ceramics. Careful examination and measurements of classical buildings in Greece, among
them the Parthenon, the Temple of Apollo at
Basste, of Zeus at Olympia and Athene at
JEgina made him formulate the much discussed
theory of dynamic symmetry, as demonstrated
in his work, Dynamic Symmetry; the, Greek
Vases (1920)'. He found a disciple, in Dr.
Lacey D. Caskey, the author of Geometry of
Greek Vases (1922).
>

HAMBURG-, Mm'burg.. Germany's largest
port, the capital of the Free State of Hamburg,
and, after Berlin, her largest city. The population, according to the census of 1925, was
tunnel for pedestrians an4 vehicles
1,079,126.
has been constructed under the Elbe, and. three

A

the newly-opened -two-story
connect ,the banks of the
river.
Among the important new buildings are
the Chile House and the Ballin House,, two 10-

bridges, including
Freihafenelbrticke,

HAMBURG

story office buildings built entirely of vitreous
brick; the Trade Corporation House; the municipal auditorium; and the Museum of Hamburg Antiquities, opened in 1920 and containing
a unique collection of ship models, guild antiquities, arts and crafts, writing and printing.
strong futuristic style of architecture is
characteristic of most of the newly erected

A

In 1919 the University of Hamburg
in a lecture hall
built in 1911. In 1928, 2605 students matriculated.
The University makes a specialty of
the study of foreign countries and institutions.
Hamburg is one of the principal airports of the

buildings.

was founded and partly housed

great air transport net of Europe and is ideally
situated for this purpose because of its important
and advantageous rail and steamship connections.
Direct connections may be made with
Bremen, Amsterdam, Copenhagen, Cologne, Ber-

Hanover, Magdeburg, Kiel, and Wesermuende
and from these cities with any airport of Europe.
Shipping. The Free Port of Hamburg contains 3333 acres, and the quays accommodate
upward of 450 seagoing vessels and 5000 smaller
coast and river craft, vessels drawing 32 feet
of water being able to reach them at high

lin,

In 1913 the shipping firms of Hamburg
vessels aggregating 1,643,000 tons,
but in accordance with the Treaty of Versailles,
the commercial fleet was reduced to 82,000 tons
and consisted of only small vessels, not suitable
The revival of the fortunes
for ocean service.
of the port was one of the most remarkable
features of commercial history. Ships were rebuilt and services reconstructed so that in 1923
the shipping movement of the port surpassed
all
previous records, 15,344,116 tons being
entered and 15,619,172 tons cleared. In 1927,
10,011 ships of 19,595,541 tonnage entered the
port, and 20,088 ships of 19,727,470 tonnage
were cleared. In 1928 the incoming ocean shiptide.

owned 784

ping aggregated 17,267 vessels of 21,290,000 tons.
The table on page 700 shows the comparative
shipping figures for seagoing ships entering the
port of Hamburg.
As the main rdle of Hamburg is the transshipment of goods from and to all parts of the
world, the number of ships which clear the port
In 1913,
is larger than the number entering.
16,627 ships of 14,440,026 tonnage were cleared;
in 1921, 9842 ships of 9,442,798 tonnage; in
1922, 12,782 ships of 13,302,568 tonnage; in 1923,
15,984 ships of 15,619,172 tonnage; iu 1924, 15,137 ships of 15,774,505 tonnage; in 1925,
15,43.5 ships of 16,877,000 tonnage; in 1926,
16,997 ships of 17,638,000 tonnage; and in 1927
20,088 ships of 19,727,000 tonnage.
Hamburg and Prussia, after several years of
interstate friction, finally decided on Dec. 5,
1928, upon an administrative scheme which
would in effect place the entire lower Elbe district under joint management, with revenues
and expenditures to be shared alike and uniform
police regulation and uniform port dues throughout the entire port area. Recent port improvements include the enlargement of the old
petroleum harbor and of the Vulcan Harbor to
meet the increased dock requirements of the
Hamburg-American line and the construction of
the new Waltershof Harbor. By the Treaty of
Versailles, harbor accommodation in the Port of
Hamburg was granted for 99 years to Czechoslovakia,
On Nov. 3, 1928, an agreement was
formulated that parts of the Saale and Moldau
basins should be leased to the Czech govern-
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ment at a rental of 1,500,000 crowns ($44,400)
per annum and should be placed under a freezone regime.
History and Government.
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War

A

The
in a North Sea republic.
city commandant finally accepted the demands
of the Council and was put under revolutionary
military control. On November 12, the constitution adopted in 1906 was suspended, and a
Constitutional Assembly was called, the elections
wig-Holstein

rH~

rH

ft

.J?

The World

placed a heavy strain on the commerce of Hamburg, and in the fiscal year 1917 expenditures
were twice as large as receipts. There was
great unrest, so that most of of the population
joined in a general uprising on Nov. 5, 1018.
United Workmen's and Soldiers' Council was
formed, proclaiming on November 22 the union
of Hamburg, Bremen, (3stfriesland, and Schles-

-

2

to it on Mar. 16, 1919, giving an absolute
majority to the Social Democrats. The Assembly opened on March 24 and two days later
proclaimed a provisional constitution. The republican constitution, adopted Jan. 7, 1921,
placed the legislative power of the now Republic,
of which Hamburg was the capital, in a HOUHO
of Burgesses of 160 members chosen for three
years, and the executive power in a Senate of
15 members chosen by the Burgesses and presided over by two members chosen by the Senate
The Common Council consisted of 20
itself.
members of the House of Burgesses and its
In later elections, the Social Dempresident.
ocrats gradually lost their majority so that by
October, 1924, the Government was in the hands
of a coalition of Social Democrats, Democrats,
and the German People's Party. These parties
also carried the election of Feb. 20, 1928.

A British
).
HAMILTON", COSMO ( ?dramatist and novelist, 'who served in the Royal
Naval Air Service during the World War. His
novels include The Outpost cf Klernily (1912);
A Plea for the Yowigcr Generation (1913) ; His
Friend, and His Wife (1920) ; The Rmilo of tiilh
(1922); Unwritten History (1924); The Three
Passions
(1928); and Daughters of Folly
The Little Gold Ring, short stories, ap(1928)
peared in 1929. Among his plays are The Wisdom of Folly; Arsfme Lupin; The Blind'Hcttx of
Virtue (1013); The New Poor (1924); and
Pickwick in collaboration with Frank C. Reilly
.

O
B

(1927).
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STAN-DISH

Mow-

British

soldier (seo
VOL. X) promoted to the rank of general in
1914.
At the outbreak of the World War, ho
was given command of the 4th Army, whiuh ho
organized in K&ypt. In 1915 a.s comma ndor of
the Mediterranean Expeditionary Force, he was
in charge of the land forces operating at (talli*
poli, but was relieved of thin command in October
of the same year. The failure of the Oallipoii
enterprise resulted in severe criticism of his
plan of campaign. He wrote a defence in the
form of his Oallipoii Diary, in 1920. He was
Lieutenant of the Tower of London (1918-20),
and was created Kniglit of the Grand Orosa of
He also
St. Michael and St. George (1917).
TjElTii).

(1853-

).

The Milleniumt (1019); The Houl
and Body of an Army (1921) and The Friend*
of England (lectures to members of the British.
published

;

i
fflfiflfip

Legion, 1923).

).
HA3MOXO?OK, JOHN MoLuuE (1853An American portrait painter and illustrator

He twrvcd
(see VOL. X), residing in England.
on the jury of awards at the Panama-Pacific
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International Exposition, 1915. In 1918 he was secretary of the committee on Swedish-Norwegian
awarded a gold medal, Pennsylvania Academy union (1895-98), Minister of Justice (1901-02),
of Fine Arts.
book by him, Men I Have Minister of Education (1905), and served as
Painted, appeared in 1921.
Minister to Denmark. As Prime Minister from
COLLEGE. A nonsectarian February, 1914, to March, 1917, he inaugurated
college of liberal arts for men at Clinton, N. Y.; agricultural reforms and sought to maintain
founded in 1812. The enrollment increased Sweden's neutrality in the World War. Since
from 200 in 1914 to 438 in 1928-29, and the 1917 he has been Governor of Upsala. He was
number of members on the faculty from 20 to elected to Parliament in 1923 and became a mem43; the library from 02,000 to 125,269 vol- ber of the Swedish Academy, Swedish member of
umes and 30,000 pamphlets, and the produc- the International Court of Arbitration at The
tive funds from $1,100,000 to $3,943,989. The Hague, president of the League of Nations comcovered playing field, called the Sage Build- mission on the codification of international law,
ing, was completed in 1922; in the follow- and a member of numerous international arbitraing year, six faculty houses were, erected; in tion courts.
1924-25, a biology-geology building, costing
HAMMEBSTEI1T, OSCAR (1847-1919). An
$300,000, was completed, a soccer field was laid American theatre manager (see VOL. X). For
out, and during the summer of 1925 the golf the last 15 years of his life, he worked to
course was enlarged from six to nine holes and conquer operatic inertia in New York City,
in 1925-26, the exterior of Knox Hall was and with his keen understanding of the Amerrestored to its original appearance, the interior ican public, he succeeded in stimulating pubadapted for housing the administrative offices, lic interest in the opera. He built the Manand the name changed to Buttrick Hall, in hattan Opera House and brought out many
honor of its original occupants who were grand- artists of note, among them Mary Garden and
parents of Elihu Root, chairman of the Board Tetrazzini.
of Trustees of the college at the time. PresiJOHN HAYS (1855An
).
American mining engineer (see VOL. X). He
dent, Frederick C. Ferry, Ph.D., Sc.D., LL.D.
was president of the Panama-Pacific Exposition
).
HAMLIN, CHARLES SUMMER (1861An American lawyer and public official (see Commission to Europe in 1912, chairman of the
VOL. X). From 1914 until 1916, he was gov- World Court Congress (1914-15), and chairman
ernor of the Federal Reserve Board, and was of the United States Coal Commission (1922reappointed a member of the board for the terms 23). He is the author of The Truth about the
1916-26 and 1920-36. He published Jndeoo Di- Jameson Raid
(1918) ; and The Engineer
(1924), and co-author (with J. W. Jenks) of
gest of the Federal Reserve Act and the Indea
Great American Issues ( 1921 ) .
Digest of the Federal Reserve Bulletin (1921).'
UNIVERSITY. A coeducaJOHN HAYS, JB. (1888).
tional college under the control of the Methodist An American inventor, born at San Francisco
Episcopal Church at St. Paul, Minn., founded and educated at the Sheffield Scientific School
in
1854. The student enrollment increased of Yale University. He invented a wirelessfrom 251 in 1914 to 500 in 1928, the teaching controlled torpedo for coast defense and a
staff from 15 to 44, and the annual income from system for firing torpedoes from battleships;
$52,000 to $180,000. The endowment during the also incendiary projectiles which were employed
same period rose from $750,000 to $1,450,000, in the World War, a radio system for the control
and a campaign begun in 1924, to raise $1,500,- of ships, and a system of aeroplane coastal
000 for further buildings and increased endow- patrol. He devised several improvements in
ment, was successfully brought to a close.
pipe-organ mechanisms and a new type of renew dormitory for women was completed in 1922 flecting modulator for pianos. He also took
at a cost of $201,851, and an athletic field and out a great number of patents for inventions in
grandstand at a cost of $43,000. President, radio-telegraphy and -telephony, including one
that gives complete isolation of the sender and
Alfred Franklin Hughes, DJX
A German receiver of radio messages, so that there is no
OTTO (1852).
journalist and politican, born at Blankenhain. "listening in" possible. He was president of
He followed a journalistic career from 1877 to the Radio Engineering Company of New York,
1893. From 1894 until 1916, he was director of director of the Hammond Radio Research Laborthe press section of the German Foreign Office, atories, director of the Radio Corporation of
in this capacity acting as adviser to Prince von America, and a member of many American and
Btilow, and, in the nineties, taking the part of foreign organizations.
OGDEN HAGGERTY (1869).
Count Caprivi, the Imperial Chancellor, and
Baron Marshall von Bieberstein, the Foreign An American diplomat. He was born at LouisSecretary, against Bismarck's followers. After ville, Ky., graduated at Yale (1893), and then
the formation o the German Republic^ he pub- engaged in the real estate business in New York
lished three volumes of reminiscences, in which City and New Jersey. He was a member of the
he brought to light much of what he knew about New Jersey House of Representatives (two
the German secret policy: Der neue Kurs, terras, 1914-17), and chairman of the New
33rinnerungen (1918); Zur Vorgeschichte des Jersey State Board of Charities and Corrections.
Weltkrieges (1919) ; Urn den Kaiser, Erm- He was appointed Ambassador to Spain by
nerungen aus den Jahren 1906-09 (1919). President Coolidge in 1925, serving until 1929
Other works published by him are Der miss- when he resigned.
An
WHXIAM ALLETT (1887).
verstandcne Bismarck (1921); Bilder aus der
letztcn Kriegstseit (1922); and Deutsche Welt- American chemist, born at Du Bois, Pa., and
educated at the University of Pittsburgh. He
politik (1925, English trans. 1926).
L. was research chemist at the College of the City
K. H(JALMAR)
A Swedish jurist, diplomat and of New York, 1907-14, assistant to the director
).
(1862the Mellon Institute of Industrial Research at
public official, born at Vaderum. He was pro- of
),
Pittsburgh, 1914-16, and assistant director since
fessor 'of law in Upsala University (1891-

A

HAMILTON

HAMMOND,

HAMLINE

HAMMOND,

A

HAMMANN,

HAMMOND,

HAMOB,

HAMMAESKJOLD,

HAMP

1916. He was major in the Chemical Warfare
Service of the United States Army in the World
War and served in France for 10 months
as assistant chief of the Technical Division of
the Chemical Warfare Service. He wrote:
History of Chemistry (1909) ; The American

The Examination of
Petroleum Industry 1916
Petroleum (1920); American Fuels (1922),
HAMP, PIERRE (pseudonym of BOUEILLON)
A French novelist who was edu).
(1876cated in the French technical schools and became a functionary in the railroad administrawas there that he collected his
It
tion.
)

(

;

observations for his series of impressionistic
novels on La Peine des ffamines (Men in Lalor).
These novels combine, at times very successfully,

sociological

documentation and

artistic

presentation of human experience. His works
Vin de Chaminclude Mar4e fratche (1908)
pagne (1909); Lcrail; Vicille liistoirc (1912);
L'enqutie (1914); Gens (1917); Le travail
invincible (1918); Los metiers Messes (1919);
La victoire me'canicienne ; Les Oherchewra d'Or
(1920); La D6rive du 4WS; Compound 800 H.
P. No. 2Jf 3; Le Cantique dot cantiqucs (1922)
Lc lin (1924) ; Vnc nouuclle fortune (1920), and
Monsieur I'adminislratcur, and Madame la
guerre, plays (1828). Consult "Pierre Hamp,
Prophet of the French Proletariat," by Thomas
W. Bussom in the South Atlantic Quarterly,
Durham, vol. 27, pp. 376-389 (1928).
;

;

HAMPDEN,

WALTER

(1879-

).

An

American actor born in Brooklyn, N. Y. He
studied at Harvard, 1896-97, and received his
bachelor's degree from the Polytechnic InstiHe first appeared on
tute, Brooklyn, in 1900.
the stage in England, with F. R. Benson's company, in classical repertoire, in 1901, and then
for

three

seasons

was leading man

at

the

Adelphi Theatre in London. In 1905 he appeared in Hamlet, succeeding the younger
He came to the United States in 1907,
Irving.
supporting Mmc. Nazimova, and then appeared
in The Servant in the [louse (1908), The Master
Builder, The Yellow Jacket, Salome, and other
plays. He toured the country widely with his
Shakespearian repertoire, his Hamlet in particular being a vigorous, fresh, and princely
interpretation. His greatest single triumph has
been Cyrano de Bcrgerao, which was judged
to be the outstanding play in New York City
during 1923-24. In 1925-29 he appeared in his
own New York theatre co-starring (1925-26)
with Ethel Barrymore in Hamlet and The Merchant of Venice and taking the lead in CaponsaccM, Ibsen's An Enemy of the People, and
Cyrano de Bergerac.

HAMPTON NORMAL

TITRAL INSTITUTE.

AOT> AGKRICTO-

This institution,

sit-

uated at Hampton, Va., two miles from Old
Point Comfort, was founded by Gen. Samuel

Chapman Armstrong
education

of

in

1868, for the practical

and

Indian youth. The
school opened in 1868 with two teacherw and 15
students in a plantation house, gristmill, and
army barracks. By 1928 it had developed into
an industrial village with an enrollment of
1044, of whom 988 were boarding students. In
addition, there was an enrollment of 1132 in
the two summer sessions; and the faculty for
the regular school session ending May 29, 1928,
numbered 125. The institution maintained a
well-equipped trade school and a graduate course
in the building trades; and the normal, agricultural, domestic science, and business schools,

Negro

HABTCTAY
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offered courses of collegiate grade.
The Institute is controlled by a board of trustees of
which Chief Justice Taft was made president in
1914. The productive funds which amounted to
$9,081,969 in 1928, yielded an income of $442,004.

The library contained 64,738 volumes. Hampton
Institute was probably the first school in the
United States to combine successfully the training of the hand with that of the mind and
character. The Rev. James E. Gregg, D.D.,
succeeded the late Hollis Burke Frissell as
principal in 1918.

HAMSUN,

ham'sun,

Norwegian author

KNUT

(1859-

).

A

(see VOL. X), who received
for literature in 1920. His

the Nobel Prize
later publications include Scgclfoss &// (1915;
trans. 1925); Markens grQde (1917; trans, as
Growth of the Soil, 1920) ; Sproget i fare
(1918); Koncrne vcd vandpostcn (1920; trans,
Livct ivold,
as The Women at the Pump, 1928)
a play (1921); Diktc, poems (1921); Msto
Kapitcl (2 vols., 1923); Children of the Age
(1924), and Landslrykcrc (2 vols., 1927). Consult Knut Hamsun, by H. A. Larson, or by
Joseph Wiehr (both, 1922), and Lebensgechichte
See
cines Rebcllen, by A. HolHscher (1924).
;

SCANDINAVIAN LITERATURE, under Norwegian.
An
).
HANEY, LEWIS HENRY (1882American economist, born at Eureka, 111., and
educated at Wcsleyan University, Bloomingtpn,
lie was a lecturer at New York University
III.
in

1908,

afterward teaching in the

universi-

Iowa and Michigan, and from 3912 to
1916, he was professor of economics at the
University of Texas. In 1916 he was in charge
oE the Federal Trade Commission's gasoline
investigation, and in 1920-21 he was in charge
tics of

'

marketing division of the United
States Bureau of Markets. In 1920 he became
director of the New York University Bureau
of Business Research and professor of economics.
He wrote:
Congressional II is lory of Railways (vol. i, 1908; vol. ii, 1910); History of
Economic Thought (1911; rev. c<U, 1919) ; Business Organisation and Combination (1913);
The Business of Railway Transportation (1924) ;
and various articles on economic subjects for
of the cost of

A

periodicals.

A
).
HANIHARA, MASANO (1876Japanese diplomat, who came to the United
States in 1901 as attache, became secretary of
the Embassy at Washington in 1902, was then
secretarial chief at the Foreign Office, consul
general at San Francisco (191H-17), and then
returned to Japan as director of political affairs
at the Foreign Offlce (1917-19). Ho wa
a
member of the Ishii Mission from which came the
Ishii-Lansing agreement, and au influential
member of the Washington Disarmament Conference.
He was Ambassador to the United
States (1923-24). He was recalled after his
protest against the passage of the immigration
law of 1924, excluding Japanese, had been unfavorably received in the U. 8. Senate.

HANTSTAY, THE BEV. JAMES OWKW ("GEORGE
An Irish novelA. BIRMINGHAM") (1805).
ist and clergyman (see VOL. X), who was temporary chaplain to the forces (1016), chaplain to
the British Legation in Budapest (1922*24), and
rector of Mells (1924His publications
).
include Minnie's Bishop and Other Stories
(1915); Oossamer (1915); The Island of Mystery (1918); Up the Rebels (1019) ; (Jood <7onduot (1920) ; Lady Bountiful (1021) ; A Publio
Scandal (1922) ; ISend for Dr. O'Orady (drama,

HANOTAtTX
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Found Money (1923); A Wayfarer m In 1924, after his return to the United States,
Hungary (1925) Bindon Parva (1925) Spilli- he was appointed director of the Eastman
1923);

;

;

1926); Fidgets (1927); and The
Mermaid, an operetta, with Sydney H. Nicholson
(1927).
).
HA3STOTATTX, a'nfrtS', GABRIEL (1853A French historian and politician (see VOL. X),
who was a delegate to the League of Nations in
1921. His later writings included La guerre
des Balkans et I'Europe, 1912-13 (1914); Histoire de la guerre de 1914 (18 vols., 1915-24)
L'ffistoire et les Historiens; Le traits de Versailles du 28 juin, 1919 (1919) ; L'Aisne pendant
la grande guerre (1919); Joffre (1921); La
lataille de la Marne (2 vols., 1922) ; 8ur les
chemins de Vhistoire (2 vols., 1924) ; Le general
Mangin (1925) and La Provence nigoise (1928).
He edited nistoire de la nation frangaise (15
vols., 1920-24).
A noted
HANSE3ST, CECILIA (1898).
Russian violinist, born at Staniza Kamenskaya,
Southern Russia. In 1909-14 she studied under
Leopold Auer at the Petrograd Conservatory.
Before finishing her studies, she made her debut
in 1910, but did not really begin her career
until 191G, when she undertook extensive tours
of Europe winning recognition as one of the
foremost of living violinists. She was equally
successful in the United States, where she was
first heard in 1923.
She married the Russian
pianist, Boris Zacharov.
).
HANSEN, NIELS EBBESEN (1866An American horticulturist, horn in Denmark.
He came to the United States in 1873 and was
Tcins

(essays,

;

;

graduated from the Iowa Agricultural College in

From 1891 to 1895, he was assistant pro1887.
fessor of horticulture at the Iowa Agricultural
College and after the latter date, professor of

horticulture at the South Dakota Agricultural
College and Experiment Station. Professor
Hansen made explorations for the U. S. Department of Agriculture in Europe, Asia, and Africa,
economic seeds and plants,
collecting new
and originating new fruits, especially the Hansen hybrid plum. He also introduced, from

Turkestan and Siberia, new varieties of alfalfa,
and imported the Siberian fat-rumped sheep.
In 1924 he went to Manchuria for the State of
South Dakota. He wrote numerous horticultural bulletins and papers and was also author
of Handbook of Fruit Culture and Tree Plantmg (1890), and Systematic Pomology (with J.
L. Budd, 1903). Professor Hansen was awarded
the George Robert White Medal for eminent
service in horticulture by the Massachusetts
Horticultural Society in 1017.
An Amer).
HANSON, HOWARD (1896ican composer, born at Wahoo, Nebr. Having
received his first training at the Luther Colhe continued his
lege Conservatory (Nebr.)
studies at the School of Music of the University
of Nebraska, at the Institution of Musical Art in
New York, under P. Goetschius, and at the
Northwestern University, Evanston, under P.
Lutkin and A. Oldberg, In 1916-19 he taught
theory and composition at the College of the
Pacific, San Jose", Calif., and 1919-21 was dean
of the School of Fine Arts. In 1921 he was
the first recipient of a newly endowed fellowship in composition, awarded by the American
Academy in Rome. The fellowship, determined
by a composition in a prescribed form and submitted in open competition, provides for a
three years' residence in Rome, with privilege
AAAA
of travel, and an annual allowance of $
'

1

School of Music of the Unhersity of Rochester.
appeared as conductor of his own works
with several of the leading American symphony
orchestras. In 1923 he conducted a programme
of American music with the Augusteo orchestra in Rome. His works include: Nordic Symphony, Symphony No. 2 (with organ); the
symphonic poems, North and West, Lux JEterna,
Exaltation, Before the Dawn, and Pan and the

He

Priest; a

Symphonic Rhapsody; a piano contwo piano quintets; and The Soul of
Sequoia, a festival play for the California Redwood Park Festival (1920). He was commiscerto;

sioned to write a string quartet for the
Berkshire Festival of 1925 and a choral work,
The Lament for Beoi&ulf, for the Leeds Triennial
Festival of 1925. For the Beethoven Centennial,
1927, he wrote Heroic Elegy, for chorus and
orchestra.

HANSON
public

1

,

official,

OLE (1874-

).

An American

born in Racine County, Wis., and

educated privately for the bar. He was elected
of Seattle in 1918 and gained national

mayor

prominence "by prompt and decisive measures in
meeting and overcoming a general strike in February, 1919. He wrote Americanism versus
Bolshevism (1920).
HANU1C (HANIM), HALID^ EDIB. See

HALID^ EDIB.

HAPGOOD,

NOBMAJST

(1868-

.

).

An

American editor and critic (see VOL. X). He
was editor of Harper's Weekly (1913-16), and
Minister from the United States to Denmark
from February to December, 1919. He was
editor of Hearst's International Magazine, 192325,
He published The Advancing Hour (1920),
and collaborated with Henry Moskowitz in Up
from the City Streets, a biography of Alfred
E. Smith of New York ( 1927) .

HABA,

TAKASHI (1854-1921).

He

A

Japanese

served as an official in the
Foreign Office at home and abroad, attaining
the rank of vice minister in 1895. In 1900, he
was one of the organizers, with the late Prince
Ito, of the Seiyu-kai Party and soon afterward
was made Minister of Communications. He'
held that portfolio again in the Seiyu-kai ministry of 1906-08, was Minister of Home Affairs
in 1915, and in 1918 became Premier. As Prime
Minister, lie practically dominated the government, and, in general, was opposed to the too
rapid absorption of .European ideas. Other
features of his policy were the more complete
coBperatipn between the military and other
branches of government service and a spirit of
conciliation in foreign affairs. Many attempts
were made to overthrow his cabinet, the op-

prime minister.

position attacking it for its policy toward
5
China in the matter of the "21 Demands* and
for its Siberian policy, demanding that the

Japanese troops be withdrawn.' Negotiations
with China over Shantung and the policy of
the conference at Darien, in which Japan had
hoped to coino to an agreement with the Far
Eastern Republic of China, tended to sharpen
the hostility between the political parties. His
assassination, which occurred at Tokyo, Nov. 4,
1921, .was just at the time when the Japanese
delegation ,was gathering for the Washington
Conference. See JAPAN, under History.
HABAHAKT, WILLIAM JOHNSON (1867An American railway official born in
).
$Tashville, Tenn., and educated at St. John's

HAKBEK
New

HAKBINGE
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Ifll9).

"stand-pat" element which was bitterly opposed
to the insurgents led by Roosevelt. He was
a strong supporter of President Wilson's war
policies during the conflict, but in the treaty
light, he stood with Senator Lodge and signed
the famous "round-robin" disapproving the linking of the League of Nations with the Peace
Treaty. He voted for the submission of the
Prohibition and Woman Suffrage Amendments,
and in general supported the policies of the
majority of his party. In 1920 through the
efforts of his friend, Harry M. Daugherty, afterward Attorney General, he was put forward
prominently as a candidate for the Presidency.
At the convention, he was nominated on the 10th

X).

ballot, receiving

Orleans.

holding several
important positions, he was appointed chief
engineer of the Illinois Central Eaalroad in 1902.
He became general manager in 1904 and in 1907
was appointed assistant to the president of the
Erie Railroad. He was vice president of that
road in 1911-12 and in 1912-18, was president
of the Seaboard Air Line, of which he was also
Federal manager (1918-20). He was a member of the United States Railway Board of
Adjustment and became president of the Cincinnati and Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley
College,

After

Railway in 1920.

HAB.BEN", WlLL(lAM) NfATHATOEL) (1858ATI American story-writer
(see VOL.
His last three publications were The Inner Law (1915); Second Choice (1916); and
The Triumph (1917).
).
HARBORB, JAMES GUTHRIE (186CAn American army officer, born at Bloomington,
111., and graduated from the Kansas State Agricultural College at Manhattan, Kan., in 1880
and from the Infantry and Calvary School in
He joined the 4th Infantry as a private
1895.
in 1889, and reached tlie rank of colonel (1903),
brigadier general (1918), and major general

(1919).

He

served in the Philippines

(1903-

14), was chief of staff in the American Army
in France (1917-18), and commanded the Marine Brigade near CluUeau-Thierry during June
and July, 1918. Tie also served at Soissons, and

commanded the Service of Supply during 191819.
He was chief of the American Military
Commission to Armenia in 1919. In 1921-22
he served as deputy chief of staff, U. S. Army,
and in December, 1922, was retired, becoming
president of the Radio Corporation of America*
He wrote Loaves from a War Diary (1925).
The Distinguished Service Medal for both Army
and Navy and numberous foreign decorations
were bestowed upon him.
har'den, MAXIMILIAN
(ISIDORE
German jourWITTKOVSKY) (1861-1927).
nalist and author (sec VOL. X). During the
World War, he was probably the most outspoken
critic in Germany of the German government
and its policies, his attacks appearing in his
newspaper, Die Zukunft. He was put in jail at
various times, but no physical harm came to
him till 1922, when an attempt was made to
assassinate him. He was twice suggested for
the post of Ambassador to the United States.,
once in 1919, and again in 1921. His early war
book, Krieg und Friedevt (1918), was followed
by Deutschland Jfrankreicli England ( 1923, English cd., 1924), and a selection from his Xopfe.
Studies of contemporaries published from 1910
to 1924 appeared in English under the title
I Meet My Contemporaries (1925). Another
war book, Von Versailles &u Versailles, appeared
in 1927.

HARDEN,

A

092% votes. His selection was
somewhat of a surprise to the people at large.
The most difficult question before the Republican
candidate was that of the League of Nations.
A strong element in the Republican Party was
bitter against any form of participation, whereas a smaller but more influential body, represented by such men as Mr. Hughes, Mr.
Hoover, and Mr. Root, favored some sort of cooperation. Mr. Harding put forward the idea
of an association of nations to which the United
States would belong but reserving the right of
independent action, and he also favored an international court of justice. During the two
years before his death, signs of revolt against
the Republican organization were evident, and
in 1922 the Republican majority in the House
was greatly reduced in the Congressional elecAn agricultural bloe was formed in Contions.
gress as a result of the dissatisfaction of the,
farmers, especially those in the West. Shortly
before President Harding's death, Shipstead
and Magnus Johnson were elected to the Senate
and a third party movement was threatened.
The conspicuous features of the latter dayw of
his administration were his advocacy of the Permanent Court of International Justice, which
was sharply attacked by Senators Johnson, Borah, and others, and the opening of the Senate
investigation into the Teapot Dome (Wvo.) and
Klk Hills (Calif.) oil leases, which lei to the
prosecution of former Secretary of the Interior
Albert B. Fall, and the lessees, Edward L. Doheny and Harry F. Sinclair. President Harding died at San Francisco, Calif., on Aug. 2,
1923, on his return trip from Alaska.
1

HAKDIim,

WILLIAM

P. G(OULD)
(ISG4banker born in Greene
County, Ala. After graduating from the University of Alabama, he entered the bank of J. If.
Fitts and Company at Tusealoosa, from there
went to the Berney National Bank at Birmingham, Ala., and from 1002 to 1014 was president
of the First National Bank of Birmingham.
JIa
was a member, 1914-22, and governor, 1910-22,
of the Federal Reserve Board at Washington,
(18G5-, and has been closely associated with financial
HABDIlTGr, WARREN GAMALIEL
1923), The 29th President of the United States, transactions of the United States (Government.
elected in November, 1920. He was born at Since Jan. 1, 1923, he has been governor of Die
Corsica, Morrow Co., Ohio, Nov. 2, 1865, and Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, lie was man*
studied at the Ohio Central University. En- aging director of the War Finance Corporation
tering the newspaper business, he became edi- in 1918-19. He wrote The Formative Period
tor and publisher of the Marion (Ohio) Star. of the Federal Reserve ttystwm ( 1025 )
He ran for the office of Governor of Ohio in
HARDIUGE, hiir'dln#, OF PENSHURST,
A British
),
1910, but was defeated. In 1914 he was elected CHAKLKS, FIRST BABON (18f>8a "Republican member of the United States diplomat and public oiJicial (see VOL. X). Ho
Senate for the term of 1915-21. He nominated wau again Permanent Under- Secretary of State
Mr. Taft in 1912 and wa chairman of the for Foreign Affairs from J91tt to 1020, when he
there until
Republican Convention in 1916, making the key- became Ambassador in Paris, serving
note speech. In politics, he belonged to the 1022.
).

An American

.

HARDY
1

medal

THOMAS

Royal Society of Literature. The
J&ynasts was produced in London early in the
World War, and again in 1920. His later works
were Selected Poems (1916) ; Moments of Vision
of the

(2
(poetry, 1917); complete Poetical Works
vols., 1919, .2nd ed., 1923); Late Lyrics (1922);
The Queen of Cornwall (drama, 1923) ; Human
Shows, Far Fantasies, and Songs, and Trifles
(poetry, 1925) ; Winter Words in Various Moods
and Metres, last poems which Hardy planned to
publish on his 1928 birthday (1928); and Old

Mrs. Chundle ( 1928 )
Consult The Technique of
Thomas Hardy, by J. W. Beach (1922) Thomas
Hardy's Universe, by E. Brennecke (1924); The
Life of Thomas Hardy, by his wife, Florence
Emily Hardy (2 vols. vol. 1. 1928): Essay on
Hardy, by H. H. Tomlinson (1928) ; The Landscape of Thomas Hardy, by Donald Maxwell
(1928) ; and Giant and Pygmy, an appreciation
in verse by Hibbart Gilson (1928).
An
HARE, HOBART AMORT (1862).
American physician, born in Philadelphia (see
VOL. X). He resigned as editor of the Therapeutic Qa&ette in 1927. His book, Practical
Therapeutics, published in 1890, reached its 20th
.

;

edition in 1927.

HARKINS, WILLIAM

An American

HARRISON"

70S

(1840-1928). An English novelist (see VOL. X), holder of the gold

HARDY,

DRAPER (1873-

).

university professor and chemist,
born at Titusville, Pa. He was graduated from
Stanford University in 1900, after which he
studied at the University of Chicago, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and at Karlsruhe,
Germany. He was instructor of chemistry at
Stanford University in 1898, and in 1900-12,
head of the department of chemistry in the University of Montana. He was chemist in charge
of the Anaconda Farmers' Association's investigation of smelter smoke from 1902 to 1910, and
did research work for the Carnegie Institution
of Washington in 1911. Appointed assistant
professor of chemistry at the University of Chicago in 1912, he became professor of physical
chemistry there in 1917. He gave many lectures
on industrial research, was editor of the section
on general and physical chemistry of Chemical
Abstracts, and wrote many technical papers giving the results of original reseaches.

down (1919) ; Happily Married (1920) ; My Son
(1921) The Eyes of Love (1922) A Daughter
of Adam (1923); My Book and Heart (1924) ;
As a Woman Thinks (1925) Flapper Anne
(1925),- Happy Pilgrimage (1927).
;

;

;

HARRIS, FRANK

(1856-

An

).

English

and editor (see VOL. X), who was
editor of Vanity Fair. Among his later works
were The Yellow Ticket, and Other Stories
(1914) ; Oscar Wilde, His Life and Confessions
(1916); Contemporary Portraits (1915, 1919,
1920, 1923); Undreamed of Shores (1924); My
Life (1926); Joan la Eomee (drama, 1926);
and Latest Contemporay Portraits (1927).
author

HARRIS, J(AMES) ARTHUR (1880An American botanist and statistician, born
Plantsville, Ohio.
versity of Kansas

He

).

at
was educated at the Uni-

and Washington University
1903). He was assistant in botany
(1901-03) at the Missouri Botanical Garden;
instructor (1903-07) at Washington University;
and botanical investigator at the Station for
Experimental Evolution, Carnegie Institution
(1907-24). Since 1924 he has been head of the
department of botany at the University of Minnesota.
He was awarded the Welden Medal and
Memorial Prize by Oxford University in 1921.
His published work was mainly in biometry.
(Ph.D.,

HARRIS, WILLIAM LAUREL (1870-1924).
An American mural painter (see VOL. X). His
works included the mural painting and
decoration in the Paulist Church, St. Bartholomew's Church, and the Corpus Christi Chapel, all

later

in

New York

City.

HARRISON,

FRANCIS BURTON.

See PHIL-

IPPINES.

HARRISON,

FREDERIC

The

(1831-1923).

leader of the English Positivists, and a man
of letters (see VOL. X). During the World
War, he was active in the anti-German propaganda, having been a constant critic of British
indifference to the German military activities.
Among his later works may be mentioned: The
German Peril (1915); On Society (1918);
Jurisprudence and Conflict of Nations (1919);
0"biter Scripta (1919) ; Novissima Verba (1920).

HARRISON, HENRY

SYDNOR

(1880-

).

An American
works

novelist (see VOL. X). His later
9
include Angela s Business (1915) ; When

HARMSWORTH, ALFRED CHABLES WILLIAM.

I Come Back (1919) ; Saint Teresa (1922) and
VISCOUNT HARMSWORTH. See NORTH- Andrew Bride, of Paris (1925).
An
).
CLIFFE, ALFRED CHARLES WILLIAM HARMSWOBTH,
HARRISON, LELAND (1883American diplomat and State Department official.
FIRST VISCOUNT.
He was born in New York City and graduated
).
HARRIES, GEORGE HERBERT (1860
An American general, born at Haverfordwest, at Harvard (1907). For a year, he served as
in Wales. In 1895-96, he was president of the private secretary to the American Ambassador
Metropolitan Railroad Company of Washington, to Japan. He was then secretary of embassies
and from 1897 to 1915, commanded the military and legations at Tokyo, Peking, London, and
and naval militia of the District of Columbia. Bogota (1908-15), aud in 1915. was assigned to
During the Spanish-American War he was col- duty in the Department of State at Washington.
onel of the 1st District of Columbia Infantry, He was diplomatic secretary of the American
United States Volunteers. In the World War, Commission to Negotiate Peace at the end of
he served as a brigadier general, U. S. Army, the World War. In 1920 he was counselor to
with the A. E. F. He acted as chief of the the American Embassy in Paris, but in the folUnited States Military Mission at Berlin, Ger- lowing year returned to the State Department
assistant
many, in 1918-19, and was appointed brigadier on special duty and served as expert
commissioners at the Conference
general of the Officers' Reserve Corps in 1920, to the American
and major general in 1924. He was national on Limitation of Armament in 1921-22., From
commander-in-chief of the Military Order of the 1922 to 1927, he was Assistant Secretary of
State. In February, 1927, he was appointed
World War, 1920-25.
HARRIS, CORRA MAY (MRS. L. H. HARRIS) Minister to Sweden and in September, 1929, was
An American author (see VOL. named as Minister to Uruguay.
).
(1869HARRISON, PAT (BYKON PATTON) (1881X). Her later books include: The Co-0itteen&
;

FIRST

(1915) ; A Circuit Rider's Widow (1916) ; Jfafcing Her His Wife (1918) ; From Sunup to Sun-

).

A

United States Senator, born at Crysand educated at the Louiai-

tal Springs, Mass.,

HABSHBEEGEB

He

represented the Sixth District of Mississippi
in Congress for four terms (1911-19), and was
elected United States Senator for two terms

(1919-31). In 1924 he made the keynote speech
at the Democratic National Convention. Ho
was a member of the Senate Finance Committee
and w opposed the tariff legislation of 1929.
HARSHBERGKER, JOHN WILLIAM (18691929). An American botanist (see VOL. X).
He was professor of botany at the University
of Pennsylvania (1911-29), and from 1013 to
1921 was in charge of ecology at the Marine
Biological Laboratory, Cold Spring Harbor, L. I.
He was a president of the Philadelphia Natural
History, and a vice president of the Ecological
Society of America. Included among his later
books are "Vegetation of South Florida (1914) ;
The Vegetation of the "New Jersey Pine Barrens
(1916); Pastoral and Agricultural Botany
(1920).

HART,

ALBERT

BTJSHNELL

An American

(1854-

).

historian (see VOL. X). Among
his later works arc Monroe Doctrine (1915);
New American History (1917) ; School History
of the United States (1017); America at War
(1917) ; Causes of the War (1920) ; We and Our
History (1923); Wall Maps of American Government (1927). In addition, he edited American Patriots and Statesmen (19 1C); American
Jear Book (1911-20, 1926-27); Commonwealth
History of Massachusetts (1927-28) ; Epochs of

American History

(4 vols., 1891-1020); American History Told By Contemporaries (5 vols.,
1898-1928) ; American Citizen Series (7 vols.,
1899) ; Source Readers in American History
(5 vols., 1901-27); The American Nation (28

vols.,

1903-18).

HART,

HASTINGS HOENELL (1851).
American social worker, born at Brookfield,
Ohio, and educated at Oberlin College and
Andover Theological Seminary. He was or-

An

dained to the Congregational ministry in 1880.
After 1883, when he became secretary of the
Minnesota State Board of Corrections and Charities, he was identified with social work, later
in the Illinois Children's Home and Aid Society,
and the Russell Sage "Foundation, in which he
was director of the department of child-helping
(1908-24), and consultant in delinquency and
penology after 1924. Among his numerous works
are Preventive Treatment of Neglected Children (1910); A Social Welfare Programme for
tlie State of Florida (1918) ; How to (Hve
Wisely
$$$,000 to $1,000,000 (1921) ; The Third Degree:
Methods of Olt&winff Confessions and Information from Persons Accused of Crime (1021);
Employment for Jail Prisoners in Wisconsin
(1922) ; A Study of the Penitentiaries of Pennsylvania (1923); and an important study on
County Jails (1925).
An AmerHABT, WILLIAM: S. (1870).
ican motion-picture actor born in Newburgh,
N. Y. He began his work in motion pictures
in 1914 after having acted on the legitimate
stage for many years. He has appeared chiefly
in

Western pictures,

among

his

HABTY
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ana State University at Baton Rouge, La. He
began law practice at Leakesville, Miss., in 1902
and later removed to Gulfport in the same State.

best

being:

O'Malley of the Mounted and Travelin' On. His
most recent pictures are Wild Bill Hickok;
Singer Jim McKee; A Lighter of. Flames In
1920 it was stated that Hart had appeared in
27 picture plays, bringing to producers and exlubitorg a return estimated at nearly $10,000,000.

HARTFORD,

The

capital

of

Connecticut.

The population rose from 98,915 in 1910 to 138,036 in 1920 and to 172,300 in 1928, by estimate
of the Bureau of the Census.
The area is 18
square miles. Hartford is the leading insurance
centre of the United States, more than 40 companies being controlled from Hartford offices.
The assets of the Hartford insurance companies
increased from $462,160,129 in 1915 to $1,693,519,555 in 1927, and during this period, they
paid $2,241,865,124 to policyholders and beneficiaries.
Their premium income in 1927 was
$569,712,171. Theae companies employ approximately 10,000 persons, who are paid $22,000,000
in salaries annually. Hartford has 337 industrial establishments employing 30,000 persons
and paying $32,850,000 in wages annually.
Among the products manufactured are electrical
equipment, automobile accessories, airplane moautomatic machines, and pipe organs. In
1927 the value of these products was $113,074,982.
Several large commercial and civic buildings have been constructed recently, among them
being Travelers' Tower, 527 feet high and the
tallest structure in Now England.
The Horace
Bushnell Memorial Auditorium is under construction, and a county court house, costing $1,500,000, has been erected. Hartford has 25 elementary schools, 3 high schools, 1 trade school,
and 9 parochial schools (including elementary
and high schools) ; the appropriation for education in 1028 was $3,320,531. Brainard Field,
the municipal airport located on the Connecticut River, was opened in 1921. In 1928 it contained 105 acres, and an appropriation was
passed which provided that the acreage be douA $1,000,000 bond issue also was voted to
bled.
reclaim 3200 acres of land and provide a dike
so as to keep the iield dry in all seasons. Hartford has 10 State trust companion, & National
banks, and 4 mutual savings banks, whose total
resources in 1927 amounted to $293,901,540.
Bank clearings rose from $201,404, IOC iu 1914
to $832,271,076 in 1027 and dcpositu in discount
banks from about $46,000,000 to $117,490,000;
savings deposits increased from $419.00 per
capita in 1915 to $720.92 per capita in 1928.
The assessed valuation of property in Hartford
in 1927 was $338,789,000; the net debt was $10,tors,

076,000.

HARTS, WILLIAM

WBIQIIT

(1866-

).

American army otticor, born at Springfield,
t the United States Military
111., and graduated
Academy. He had a long and varied career in
the Engineers Corps, and was made a brigadier
goneral in 1924. I'roHidont Wilson appointed
An.

him military aide in charge of public buildings
and grounds, with rank of colonel, from 1913 to

1917. He built the Lincoln Memorial, the Arlington Memorial, and the Red Groan Building.
In 1917 he went to France with his regiment.
He was chief of the American Mission at tlio
British headquarters in 1918, and chief of staff,
Army of Occupation in Germany, during 191920> and from July, 1922, to March, 1023. He
commanded the artillery forces at the Panama
Canal, 1924-26, and waH military attache* of the
American Embassy at Paris after 1920.

A

HARTY, SIR HAMILTON (1870).
noted British conductor and composer, born at
Hillsbofough, Ireland, He received his entire
musical education from his father, an excellent
After filling positions aa organist in
organist.
Belfast and Dublin, he settled, in 1000, in London, where he soon became known as an excellent

HARVAHD
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accompanist and appeared on several occasions
as conductor of the London Symphony Orchestra and with the British National Opera Company. In 1920 he was appointed regular conductor of the Halle Orchestra in Manchester.
He was knighted in 1925. His compositions include the choral works with orchestra, Ode to a
Nightingale and The Mystic Trumpeter; Irish
Symphony; Comedy Overture; two symphonic
poems, A Tinker's Wedding and With the Wild
Geese; a violin concerto in D minor; Phantasy
Scenes for orchestra; and charnher music.

intendents, and for research in educational problems. In 1922, pursuant to an agreement
between the Harvard Divinity School and tie Andover Theological Seminary, the Harvard Theological School, nondenominational in policy, was
organized, with the Rev. Willard L. Speiry as
Dean. The School of Public Health, closely allied with the Medical School, was established
also in 1922, with a gift of $20,000,000 from the
Rockefeller Foundation, its dean being Dr. David
L. Edsall, dean also of the Medical School. The
Dental School raised its standard of admission in
1921, by establishing as a prerequisite for enrollment, at least one year of college work. In the
Graduate School of Business Administration, instruction by the case system, such as was used in

'

HARVARD UNIVERSITY. A

nonsecta-

rian, endowed, educational institution at Cambridge, Mass., founded in 1636. Many changes
were made in the methods of teaching, as well
as in the requirements for admission and graduation, after 1914. Important additions were
made to the library and the several museums.
Various schools were reorganized and several
new ones were established. Many new buildings
were completed. Partly by means of an endow-

the Harvard

Law

School,

was extended

greatly.

Exchange of professors with European institutions and with Western colleges was continued
and in 1923 the exchange of tutors with English

was inaugurated.
physical changes were made in and about
the university. The Harry Elkins Widener Memorial Library was dedicated in 1915, as was
the Cruft Memorial Laboratory for high-frequency electrical work. In 1915 the rebuilding
of the Gray Herbarium was completed, and the
universities

Many

ment-fund campaign, begun in 1917 but postponed because of the War until 1919, and partly
through gift, the productive funds of the university were increased so that by 1928 the total
reached $86,702,875, in which year income to-

Dudley Memorial Gate and Clock Tower was
Three Freshman halls, Standish, Gore,
and Smith, were occupied in 1914 for the first
time, and two new dormitories were dedicated

taled $11,639,715. The teaching staff increased
in number from about 800 in 1914 to 1311 in
1927-28 and in the same period the students
increased in numbers from 4266 to 8110. In
1922 there was inaugurated a system of alumni

erected.

in 1927, one erected in memory of Isidor Straus
voting by postcard ballot for tne overseers, who and the other in memory of George Alexander
form one of the two governing boards of the* McKinlock, Jr., of the Class of 1916. Other
buildings completed since 1914 include the Geruniversity.
Among the important changes in Harvard manic Museum, the Music Building, containing
College was the adoption of a method of selec- the John Knowles Paine Concert Hall, the Duntive admission, instituted as an experiment in bar Laboratory for research in cryogenic engi1923, whereby pupils having satisfactorily com- neering, the Crimson Building to house the unand the alumni weekly,
pleted an approved school course and ranking dergraduate daily paper
scholastically among the highest seventh of their the McKay Engineering Laboratory, the new
graduating class, may, on the recommendation Fogg Art Museum, dormitories, laboratories and
of their school, be admitted without examination. lecture and class rooms of the graduate school
All seniors in Harvard College, except those of business administration, the gift of George F.
a footbridge across the Charles River,
specializing in mathematics or the natural ^sci- Baker,
former Secences, were required to pass general examinations named in honor of John W. Weeks,
in the field of concentration, not only covering retary of War, new chemical laboratories, and
the courses taken by the individual, but out- a medical school dormitory.
side reading as well; an extension of a policy
By gift of Edward S. Harkness, of New York
successfully practiced for a number of years in City, and a Yale graduate, Harvard acquired
other divisions, having been instituted in the in 1928 the sum of $3,000,000 for the erection of
division of history, government, and economics several houses by means of which the college will
in 1916. The plan included the increased use be subdivided into social and residential units.
of the tutorial system.
Early, in 1929, this gift was supplemented by
The Engineering School as such, awarding the an additional sum, from the same donor for
degree of S.B. after four years of undergraduate the same purpose, of $10,000,000. According
the subdivision will begin with
study, as well as higher degrees, was reorganized to announcement,
in 1918, although the teaching of engineering the construction of two houses, others to be
at Harvard dates back to 1847 with the found- added later, in part from existing dormitories.
will contain about 250 students who
ing of the Lawrence Scientific School. In 1920 Each house
new methods of instruction were adopted, the will, as far as possible, represent a cross-section
students training partly in the laboratories and of the entire college as regards subjects of conclassrooms and partly in the neighboring in- centration, finances, and geographical distribudustrial and engineering concerns. In the same tion.. The innovation contemplated no change in
methods of teaching, responsibility remaining
year, it joined with the Graduate School of Busi- the
ness Administration in laying, out a five-year wholly, under the direction of the Faculty of
Arts and Sciences. The plan was expected to
programme of study in business engineering.
Three other schools were established between give an additional stimulus to scholarship and
1914 and 1928. The Graduate School of Edu- intellectual interest, but otherwise was not, an
will
cation, for both men and women, was founded educational but a social change. The plan
in 1920, partly through the assistance of the make possible more personal attention, to the
General Education Board, and largely through individual student. 'President, A. Lawrence
money obtained in the endowment fund .cam- Lowell, ,LL.D.
the professional
HARVEY, GEORGE (BBINTOR MCCLELLAN)
paign., This was a school for
.

.

training of teachers, principals,

and

schopl super-

(186'4-1928).

An

American

editor,

publisher,

HASKELL

and diplomat (see VOL. X). From 1900 to 1915,
he was president of Harper & Brothers, publishers, and during 1899-1921 and 1924-26 was
editor of the North American Review. He was
for many years one of the strongest supporters
of Woodrow Wilson, urging his election as Gov-

ernor of New Jersey, and later as President, in
Harper's "Weekly. Rumors that the weekly was
supported by a special financial group, and that
its campaign on his behalf was harming his
cause in the West, led to a request from Mr.
Wilson that Colonel Harvey withdraw his support, and eventually to a break between the two
men. Colonel Harvey was one of the bitterest
opponents of the entry of the United States into
the League of Nations, thus further antagonizing
Mr. Wilson. In 1920 the editor was a supporter
of Warren G. Harding for the presidential nomination and election, making use for that purpose
of a publication which he had founded, Harvey's
Weekly. Mr. Harding appointed him Ambassador to the Court of St. James's. Three months
after the death of President Harding, he resigned
his ambassadorship
(December, 1923). Upon
his return to America, he edited the Washington
Post for a year. Tn 1920 he relinquished his
r
post as editor of the A orf.fc. American Review,
and subsequently he devoted much of his time
to writing a biography of Henry Clay Frick,
published early in 1928. Colonel Harvey received the degree of LL.D. from the universities

Nevada and Vermont and from Middlebury
and Erskine Colleges, and that of Litt.D. from
Dartmouth College. Consult Willis Fletcher
Johnson, George Harvey (1929).
of

).
HASKELL, WILLIAM NAFEW (1878An American army officer, born at Albany, N. Y.
He graduated from the United States Military

in 1901 ; from the Infantry and Cavalry
and from the Army Staff ColSchool in 1904
lege in 1905. He was made captain in 1916 and
in 1917 was appointed major of field artillery
in the National Army. He served throughout
the World War, becoming lieutenant colonel in
the Regular Army in 1920. In France, he served
as assistant chief of staff with the 77th Division
and participated in several important campaigns.
Following the close of the War, he acted as
head of the American Relief Commission to
Rumania and was later director general of all
relief in the Caucasus.
In 1921-23 he served
as chiof of the American Relief Commission to
Russia, and Red Cross Commimiioncr to Greece
in charge of relief work incident to the Hmyrna
to the United States he was
disaster.^ Returning
commissioned major general in the New York
National Guard in 1926.

Academy

;

).
HASXIJffS, CHARGES HOMER (1870An American educator, born at Meadville, ,Pa.
He graduated from Johns Hopkins University in
1887 and was instructor from 1889 to 1890. He

served as instructor, professor of history, and
profoHBor of .European history at the University
of Wisconsin from 1892 to 1902.
In the latter
year, he joined the faculty of Harvard University
as lecturer on history, becoming successively
profoHtior of history and Gumey professor of
history and political science ( 1 912 ) . From 1908
to 1024, ho served as dean of the Graduate School

of

Arts and Sciences, becoming a member of

many

foreign

ID 1018-19 he

and American learned societies.
was a member of the American

CommiRHion to Negotiate Peace, serving on the
committee on Alsace-Lorraine and the
Saar Valley, and was also on several other comspecial
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missions in Europe. From 1920 to 1920, he was
chairman of the American Council of Learned
He was the author of The Normans
Societies.
in European History (1915); Norman Institutions (1918) ; Some Problems of the Peace Conference (with R. H. Lord, 1920) ; The Rise of
Universities (1923); Studies in the History of
Medieval Science (1924); and The Renaissance
He was also
of the Twelfth Gentwry (1927).
editor of the American Historical Series.
Au Eng).
HASSALL, ABTIIUB (1853lish historian (see VOL. X).
In 1918 he wrote
France, Mediaeval and Modern; in 1919, A Handbook of British History; in 1020, British History
(chronologically arranged, 55 B.C.-A.D. 1919),
and European History (chronologically arranged
476-1920), the latter being an enlarged edition
of an old work.
ASSAM, CIIILDE (1859An Ameri).
can painter and etcher (see VOL. X). Especially interesting among his works during the
decade were his Hag pictures of Fifth Avenue,
in which, with vitality and great effectiveness
he caught the exultant spirit of ilowing banners, as in "Allies Day." His etching was
notable for its reticence and subtlety. Several
important exhibitions of his drawings, etchings,
and water colors were held in New York.
Among his awards were the Altman Prize, National Academy of Design, 1918; the gold modal
of honor, Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts,
1920; and the gold medal of the Seaquicentennial
Exposition, 1920. In 1919 he became a member
of the American Academy of Arts and Letters.
HASTINGS, JAMES (1852-1922). A Scottish
editor and Biblical Hcholar (see VOL. X), who
received the Dyke-Acland Medal in 1913. Besides continuing to edit the aeries of dictionaries and encyclopaedias begun some years ago,
he started another series, (treat Christian Dootrines, of which there appeared: vol. i, Prayer
(1915); vol. ii, Faith (1919); vol. iii, Peace
(1921); and The Children's (treat Texts of the
MUe (1920-21).
(1800-1929). An
HASTINGS, THOMAS
American architect (see VOL. X), member of the
firm of Carrero & Hastings, lie wan a member of the National Academy of Design and the
American Academy of Arts and Letters, and was
president of the Society of Boaux Arts ArchiTn 1924 a design made by him for the
tects.
war memorial for New York City wan accepted.
HATCH, WILLIAM HJKNKY PAINK (1875An American theologian, born in Oamden,
).
N. J. He was graduated from Harvard in IH98
(Ph.D., 1904), and at the Kpiaeopal Theological
Seminary, Cambridge, Mass., and the General
Theological Seminary, Now York Oily. After
ordination to the Protestant Kpiweopal ministry
in 1902, he held chargcn in Cambridge,, MaHH.
r
(1902-03), Lake George, N . Y. (1904-05), and
In 1909 he went
Lexington, Mass. (1005-08).
to the General Theological Beminary, becoming
professor of the language and literature of the
Now Testament there (1913-17) and in the Kpincopal Theological Seminary in Cambridge (1917He wan annual professor at the American
).
School of Oriental Research in Jerusalem, 1022Dr. Hatch hats published many articles and
23.
reviews and is the author of The Pauline Idea
of Faith (1917) and The Idea of JFaith in Christian Literature from the Death of 8t. Paul to
the Clone of the Second Century (1925).
HATTK, MINNIE (1852-1929). An American
soprano (see VOL. X). In the fall of 1012, a

H

HATTPTMANN
false report of her death

was

circulated in all

the musical journals of the English-speaking
world. The fact that this report was unfounded
did not become known until in December, 1919,

some friends issued a general appeal for asas the artist had become destitute
through the World War and was almost totally
blind.
The appeal met with a generous response.
In 1923 it was reported that a successful operation had brought about an improvement in her
She died in Lucerne, Switzerland, Feb.
sight.
sistance,

6,
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1929.

(1910) ; RasseMchcr, Rasse und Rassefragen
(1913) ; Geschichte des Judentums (1921) ; and
other works of a critical and historical character.
He translated Verlaine. Rossetti, Swinburne, Wilde, Van Eeden, and others, prefacing
the translations by illuminating essays. He
compiled anthologies of Chinese, Japanese, and
Scandinavian poetry with appropriate appreciations, and he has published his own works which
include: Bpinoea (1908) ; Alt Wien (1910) ; Der

Hebe
(1921)

HATTPTMANN',

A

houpt'man, GEBHABT (1862-

Augustin (1913); Das
and Atlantis (1921).
;

Deutsche

Among

works are Bibli&clie Sonnette, poems

Herz

his later

(1922)

;

Das Licht der Welt, poems (1922) D as Nilelunist
(see VOL. X). At the outbreak of the genlied (1923); Rasse und Kulter (1924); and
World War, he had a controversy with Remain Der germatiische Cflaube (1926).
Holland, who had challenged him to protest
).
HATJSMAITIT, hous'man, EEICH (1886).

German

poet, dramatist,

and

novel-

against the crime of Louvain. Later, he engaged
in welfare work and was particularly active in
caring for the wounded during the revolution
in Berlin in 1919. His later writings comprise:
Der Bogen des Odysseus (1914); Parsival

(1915); Der Ketster von Soana (1918); Indipohdi (1920); Der weisse Ueiland, a dramatic
phantasy (1920); Anna, a rural epic (1921);
Peter Brauer (1921); Phantom, memoirs of a
convict
Kaiser Havens Brautfahrt
(1922)
(1924); Ausblicke, a volume of essays (1924);
Die Jnsel der grossen Mutter, a novel ( 1924) ; the
tragicomedy, Veland, and the drama Dorothea
Angermann (1926); Till Eulenspiegel (1927);
;

and the

novel,

Wanda

An

(1928).

mantic drama, The Sunken

Bell,

earlier ro-

was used by

the Italian composer, Respighi, as libretto of
an opera, presented at the Metropolitan Opera
House in New York in 1928. English translations of his works appeared in London and New
York, among them Dramatic Works of Qerhart

Hauptmann,

vol. xix, in 1928.

HATJSER, HENBI

(1866-

).

A

French

historian and economist who was born at Oran,
Algeria, and educated at the iSeole Normale
Superieure and passed through the academic
hierarchy until he became professor on the faculty of letters in the Sorbonne. For the year
1922-23, he was the French visiting professor
at Harvard University, lecturing on the history
of capitalism.
An authority on the economic history of the
latter Middle Ages and the Renaissance, Professor Hauser wrote illuminatingly on social
conditions both of the past and present.
His works include Frangois de la Noue
(1893); Ouvriers des temps passes; XVe-XVI*
siecles
(1898); L'Or (1901); L'lmperialisme
amtricain (1905); Les Sources de I'Histoire de

France au AT/ Sieclc (4 vols., 1906-15) Etudes
sur la reforme frangaise (1909) La ffrcmce et
ses colonies (1912) ; Le Trait6 do Madrid et la
cession de la Bourgogne (1912) ; La Guerre Europeenne et le probleme colonial (1915) ; Economic
Germany (Eng. trans., 1915); Germany's Com;

;

mercial Grip Upon the World (Eng. trans.,
1917 ); Les lioutes fluviales de VEurope nouvelle
(1918); Travailleurs et marchands dans Vancienne France (1920) ; Propos d'un ignorant sur
La Nouvelle orir
l'e"conomie nationale ( 1923 )
entation economique (1924); KAmerigue invante (1924); Les problemes du regionalisme
(1924); Histoire de la periods J560 & 1661
(1925); and Les debuts du capitalisme (1927).
An
).
HATTSEB, houz'er, OTTO (1876Austrian writer, who was born at Dianesch, Croatia, and studied at the University of Vienna.
He is the author of Weltgeschichte der Literatur
;

]

;

A

German-American physicist, born in Solinger,
Germany. He was graduated at the Brooklyn

Polytechnic Institute in 1908, then studied at
University. Returning to the Polytechnic Institute, he taught physics and electrical engineering, becoming professor of physics in
1918. In addition, he was a member of the graduate faculty at New York University during
1911-16. He specialized on methods of electrical communication, transmission, and traction,
and on wave propagation along conductors. Dr.
Hausmann has been very active in the Brooklyn
Institute of Arts and Sciences, serving as vice
president of its department of electricity (190921), and later as president. He is the author
of Electric Wave Propagation and Distribution
along Conductors (1911 ; Telegraph Engineering
(1915); Dynamo Electric Machinery (1922);
and, with others, of Alternating Current Machines (1908) ; Direct Current Machines (1909)
Electric Traction and Transmission Engineering
(1912); and Physics Laboratory Experiments
(1917).

New York

)

;

HAVERFORD COLLEGE. An

institution

under the control of the Society of Friends, at
Haverford, Pa., founded in 1833. Haverford
grew steadily during the years 1914-1929 with
the exception of the War years, from an enrollment of 170 to 297; the faculty membership
increased from 22 to 33 ; the library from 62,000
to 107,000 volumes; and the productive funds
from $1,100,000 to $4,188,313. The Isaac Sharpless Science Hall for physics and biology was
built in 1919, and the children of Gideon Scull
gave $146,000 in 1916 to establish a chair in
English Constitutional History. William Wistar
Comfort, Ph.D., LL.I)., succeeded Isaac Sharpless,

LLD M as president in 1917.
HAVRE, ha'vSr; Fr. LE HAVRE,

le a'vr.

The second largest seaport of France, capital
of an arrondissement of the same name in the
department of Seine-InfSrieure, on the estuary
of the Seine, and 228 kilometers (141.6 miles)
from Paris. The population in 1926 was 158,022. Havre is an important cotton market,
four-fifths of France's cotton supply entering
through this port. It is also a leading coffee

mart. Other imports are brass, wool, and tea.
The manufactures include rope, wire, dyes, cloth,
and flour. Since 1926 Havre has entered upon
a vast programme of port extension and the
construction of quays and basins upon ground
reclaimed from the Seine. Among these improvements are the building of a breakwater on the
sea side of the old breakwater of Saint-Jean and
of a dyke approximately 1000 meters (3280 feet)
so
long at the mouth of the Seine to the east,
as to form a new outer harbor and a tidal basin
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approximately 200 hectares (494,2 acres).
In October, 1927, a new drydock, 312 meters
(1023.6 feet) long and 38 meters (124.6 feet)
wide, was opened. The total length of docks
devoted solely to regular shipping is 6000 feet,
and the area of open spaces bordering them totals
225 acres. In 1929 an ocean quay, 2000 feet
long and with a depth of water in the berths of
48 feet, was under construction. The buildings
used for the storage of cotton cover 90,000 square
yards. Havre also has five public warehouses,
covering an area of 550,000 square yards. The
port is autonomous. During the World War,
Havre was one of the great bases for the landing
of

"

of British and American troops.
The seat of
the Belgian government after the fall of Antwerp and Owtend, was transferred to SainteAdresse, a suburb of Havre, the Parliament meeting at the Hotel des Rcgates.
ISLANDS, or HAWAII.
territory of the United States, consisting of a
group of islands in the north-central Pacific
Ocean. Total area, 6449 square miles. The
population of Hawaii increased from 101,900 in
1010 to 255,912 in 1920. The population on
June 30, 1927, was estimated at 333,420. There
is a groat diversification of races among its
population, and with the exception of the native
llawaiiansj all are increasing. The Japanese
form the largest proportion; they numbered
79,675 in 1910, and 109,274 in 1920. The Portuguese arc second, with 22,301 in 1910 and 27,002 in 1920. The number of native Hawaiians
decreased from 20,041 in 1910 to 23,723 in 1920.
The other races forming the population, with
their numbers, in 1910 and 1920, are as follows:
Asiatic Hawaiian, 3734, 6955 Caucasian Hawaiian, 8722, 11,072; Porto Rican, 4890, 5602; Spanish, 1190, 2430, other Caucasian, 14,867 19,708;
Chinese, 21,074, 23,507; Filipino, 2361, 21,031;
Korean, 4533, 4950; Negro, 695,348; all other,
310, 376. 'In 1927 there were 12,296 births and
3929 deaths. The average rates for the fiveyear period, 1923 to 1927, were 39.2 and 13.4
per 1000 inhabitants, respectively.
Agriculture. The agricultural development
of the Territory ia under tho Bureau of Agriculture and Forestry and the College of Hawaii.
In addition to these, there are the Federal Experiment Station, which is assisted financially
by the Territory, and the Hawaiian Sugar Plant-
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sugar cane was harvested in 1926 from 123,000
Tho sugar yield of the cane crop has

acres.

risen persistently, owing to improving methods
of cultivation, although the cane acreage remains nearly stationary. The highest sugar tonnage up to 1924 was 645,000 tons in 1917; in
1926, 787,246 tons were produced; in 1927, 795,850.
Rice is the most important cereal grown.
The acreage, however, decreased after 1909.

Production decreased from 41,827,900 pounds in
1909 to 29,571,845 pounds in 1919. The acreage
planted to coffee increased from 3727 in 1909
to 5687 in 1919, while the production increased
from 9,834,026 pounds in 1909 to 19,883,650
pounds in 1919. The growing and canning of
pineapples has become the second largest inIts cannery output rose from 12,361,695
dustry.
pounds in 1909 to 299,981,433 pounds in 1919.
Canned-pineapple shipments for a year, 1926-27,
were reported as 410,570,332 pounds; in value,
$35,403,305. Other fruits produced were avoThe
cados, bananas, figs, oranges, and papayas.
number of farm owners increased from 963 in
1910 to 1419 in 1920. The managers decreased
from 249 in 1910 to 126 in 1920, and the tenants
increased from 3108 in 1910 to 3739 in 1920.
Tho white farmers increased from 753 in 1910
to 802 in 1920; the colored farmers from 3567
in 1910 to 4392 in 1920.
The Department of Agriculture and Forestry and the Agricultural Experiment Station did work with excellent results,
especially in the period from 1914. Largely
through the efforts of the Agricultural Experi-

ment Station, agriculture became more diversified.
The Experiment Station was particularly
successful in discovering and destroying plant
pests which were destroying sugar cane and
fruits.
The Extension Division was established
in 1914 and has developed numerous helpful
points of contact with the various agricultural
interests throughout the country.
Owing to the
effect of the mountains on tho rainfall, mont of

the prime sugar cane land depends on irrigation.
For this reason, forestry has been carried on in
close alliance with agriculture, as a means of
water conservation. Territorial forest reserves
in 1927 aggregated 916,977 acres.
Manufactures. The
chief
industries
of
Hawaii were based largely on the production
of sugar.
The number of establishments decreased from 500 in 1909 to 490 in 1919. The
ers' Association's
Experiment Station, which wage earners, however, increased during the same
meets the needs of the sugar industry. Up to period from 5904 to 9969. The capital invested
July 1, 1915, tho work of the Bureau was sup- was $23,875,000 in 1909 and $48,851,000 in 1919.
ported by a special income tax. Following that The value of products increased from $47,404,000
year, specific appropriations were made out of in 1909 to $133,096,000 in 1010. There were 43
the general revenues. Tho United States Census establishments iu 1919 connected with the manuof 1910 showed a total area of 305,053 acres of facture of Kugar, compared with 46 in ] 909Tho
cultivated agricultural lauds in the Territory. value of the products of these increased from
The maximum of the possible cultivable land is $35,959,822 in 1909 to $80,236,244 in 1919. In
about 40,000 acres. Between the years 1910 1909 there were 74 establishments engaged in
and 1920, the number of farms In the Territory the cleaning and polishing of rice, as compared
increased from 4320 to 5284. The land in farms with 69 in 3919. The value of the product inincreased from 2,590,600 acres in 1910 to 2,702,- creased from $2,238,667 in 1909 to $5,436,455 in
245 in 1920, while the improved land in farms 1919.- Ten establishments in 1909 were engaged
increased from 305,053 acres in 1910 to 435,- in canning and preserving, as compared with nine
242 acres in 1920. The percentage of the total in 1910. The value of the product increased
area in farms increased from 62,8 in 1910 to from $3,591,073 in 1909 to $18,997,975 in 3919.
65,5 in 1920. The value of farm property in- These industries practically comprised the most
creased from $96,363,229 in 1910 to $151,129,- important part of tho manufacturing done in the
085 in 1920, and the average value per farm in- Territory. Printing and publishing, cleaning
creased from $22,306 in 1910 to $28,601 in 1920. and polishing coffee, the production of lumber,
The chief agricultural industry in tho islands and the making of confectionery and ice cream
was the growing of sugar cane. The acreage were other manufacturing industries. Honolulu
under cultivation in 1909 was 186,230, and the 'and Hilo are the chief manufacturing cities.
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In Honolulu in 1909, there were 236 establishments and 241 in 1919. Hilo had no manufactures in 1909, but had 57 establishments in
1919. The value of the manufactures of Honolulu increased from $10,704,744 in 1909 to $43,611,175 in 1919. The industries of Hilo had a
product valued at $5,012,196 in 1919.
Education. The educational problems of
Hawaii have been peculiarly difficult because of
the mixture of populations and the Territory's
comparatively rapid increase. There were 161
schools in 1913, and 25,C31 pupils.
The cost of
maintenance was $677,799. In 192&-26, there
were 507 schools, and the enrolled pupils numbered 58,860, of whom 54,782 were in kindergarten or elementary, and 4078 in the secondary,
grades. In 1914 there were 10,329 Japanese in

the public schools. This number had increased
in 1923 to 23,947. The Chinese increased from
2638 in 1914 to 4616 in 1923. The Hawaiians
increased from 3288 in 1914 to 3565 in 1923.
The Anglo-Saxons increased from 737 in 1914
to 1448 in 1923. Great attention has been given
to the proper development of the educational
system, especially with regard to agricultural
and manual training. As part of this proceeding, there was a considerable reorganization and
redirection of the public-school curriculum for
the purpose of giving adequate recognition to
branches. Junior high schools were established
some years ago, and these became very popular
among the people and greatly increased the interest in educational work wherever established.
There were in 1927, 62,208 pupils in the public
schools of the Territory, of whom 32,019 were
male. The University of Hawaii, established in
-1907, formerly the College of Hawaii, afforded
opportunity for higher education. The enrollment increased from 144 in 1914 to 840 in 1927.
The relations of the university and the community at large became much closer through
the work of the extension department. Two
industrial schools, one for boys and one for girls,
also were maintained.

Trade and Commerce.
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The development

of

trade and commerce is indicated by annual totals
covering several years. In 1914 the total of
imports and exports amounted to $77,144,329,
of which $41,594,072 represented exports and
$35,550,257, imports. In 1920 the total trade
amounted to $168,063451, exports being $104,779,804 and imports, $63,283,647. In 1923 the
total trade amounted to $147,645,131, exports
being $72,768,317 and imports, $64,876,814. In
1926 tho total trade was $200,342,000, of which
exports amounted to $111,504,000; imports, $88,838,000. The exports to the United- States in
1914 amounted to $40,678,827 and the imports
from the United States to $29,267,699. In 1928
the exports to the United States amounted to
$116,956,090 and the imports from the United
States to $77,823,643. The total amount of raw
sugar exported increased from 1,089,389,928
pounds, valued at $32,108,518 in 1914, to 1,725,481,372 pounds, valued at $70,177,023 in 1928.
Fruits and nuts exported in 1914 were valued
at $5,061,525 and in 1928 at $39,594,090, constiof extuting, with sugar, the two largest groups
were coffee, rice,
ports. Other important exports
and hides. By far the largest trade was -carried
on with the United States, but there were imBritish
portant trade relations with Australia,
United
India, Canada, Japan, Chile, and t the.
Kingdom. The foreign imports consist chiefly of
jutes from India, nitrates from Chile, silks from

Japan and China, native foodstuffs from Japan,
and meat and butter from Australia and New
Zealand. The exports to foreign countries are
largely canned pineapples.

Transportation. The mileage of steam railroads in Hawaii increased from 307.43 in 1914
to 371.55 in 1927.
There were steam railroads
on all the islands operating on regular schedules,
most of them carrying passengers. In addition,
possessed their private railway
equipment for transporting cane and laborers.
Passengers carried on all the railroads decreased from 1,958,548 in 1923 to 1,100,151 in
1927. The only street railway in the Territory
is in Honolulu, where an electric line is operated.
Traffic with the mainland is maintained by a
number of steamship lines from New York and
the west coast of the United States. In 1922
plantations

direct passenger and freight services were established between Los Angeles and Honolulu.
Inter-island service was maintained by large and

well-equipped steamboats.

The number of banks in the Terfrom 19 in 1914 to 23 in 1927,
while the individual deposits increased from

Banking.

ritory increased

$10,371,874 in 1914 to $79,214,000 in 1927.
There were, in 1927, two National banks, a decrease from the five of 1914. One of these was
at Honolulu and the other at Sconeld. Their
combined resources were $9,223,000 in 1927;
resources of all banks $105,643,000.
Finance. The funded debt of Hawaii at the
beginning of the fiscal year 1914-15 was $6,844,000. This was increased, until on June 30,
1920, it amounted to $10,894,000. Further increases brought the total on June 30, 1926, to
of this debt was in$22,070,000.
large part
curred for public improvement and authorized
by the Legislature in successive sessions since
The increase in receipts and disburse1917.
ments since 1914 will be noted by a comparison
of the figures for several years of the period.
In the fiscal year 1914-15, the total receipts
amounted to $4,905,149 and the disbursements to
$4,446,415, In 1923 the total receipts amounted
to $12,996,542 and the disbursements to $11,533,819. In the year ended June 30, 1S26, the
receipts amounted to $30,484,366 and the disbursements to $26,311,921. The gross assessed
value of real and personal property increased
from $161,187,225 in 1914 to $414,064,603 in
1927. The taxes collected on real property increased from $1,068,297 in 1914 to $4,726,256
,in 1923. The total of property and special tax
receipts in the fiscal year 1926 was $7,129,434.
Health, and Sanitation. Nearly all the
public-health work in the Territory was done
by the Territorial Department of Public Health.
The death rate per thousand in population decreased from 15.03 in 1914 to 11.87 for 1927.
Campaigns for the eradication of rats and mosquitoes were carried on as sanitary measures.
For many years, plague had been endemic in the
Hamaqua district and the island of Hawaii, and
the object in these areas was the destruction of
rats which acted as carriers of the germs of
the plague. .In J923 nearly 200,000 rats were
destroyed. Several cases ,of plague occurred each
in a susyear. Material .progress was made
tained campaign against tuberculosis. Education and publicity work were carried on in the
and sanitaria were
public press and lectures,
maintained for persons -suffering from this
The Hawaiian race is especially susdisease.
to tuberculosis. Nearly one out of

A

ceptible
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every 100 persons of this race lias the disease
or traces of it. Institutions were maintained on
the island of Molakai and other localities in the
islands for the treatment of leprosy. The
number of persons living segregated in the
Molokai leper settlement in 1927 was 497. The
installation of sewage systems in Hawaii and
other localities resulted in a great improvement
in the sanitary conditions. The United States
Public Health Service rendered valuable aid
in the decade, having general charge of the
examination of vessels entering the ports. It
also helped the Territorial Board of Health in its
rat campaigns and other functions of that de-

partment.
History.

A
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that it had always been a source of Federal
revenue while it had been uniformly deprived of
the benefits of the Federal appropriations. The
Legislature of 1923 amended the election laws,
revised the Territorial Tax Law, increased the

bonded indebtedness, amended the Workmen's
Compensation Act, and passed a uniform law on
aeronautics. Conferences of Pacific loaders organized by the Pan-Pacific Union and held at
Honolulu have met in various years since 1914.
A conference of scientists was held in 1920, a
conference of educators in 1921, a conference of
journalists in the same year, and a conference
of commerce and finance in November, 1922.
In
addition, a conference on education was held in
connection with the World Conference on Education which met in San Francisco in July, 1923.
The United States Congress created the
Hawaiian Homes Commission in 1920 to administer a project for rehabilitating the Hawaiian
race; the Legislature of 1927 took steps to extend this work and obtain for it further Federal
support. Lawrence M. Judd was appointed
Governor of the Territory by President Hoover

direct primary law, somewhat
similar to the Berkeley system of double elections, was adopted by the Legislature of 1913
and elections were held under this law in 1915
and in the odd years thereafter.
Sessions of
the Legislature also are held biennially. The
Legislature of 1915 passed much legislation of
an advanced character. The laws relating to
taxation were amended and ample provision was
made for the encouragement of immigration in in 1929.
the Territory. In 1916 the Government created
).
WES, HARKY BARTOW (1869the Hawaii National Park, which was the first United States Senator. He was born at Covingnational park lying outside continental United ton, Ky., graduated in law at the St. Louis Law
States.
In this park -were included the three School (Washington University) in 1890, and
volcanoes, Kilauea, Mauna Loa, and Haleakala. began practice in St. Louis. Ho represented
With the entrance of the United States into the the Republic of Hawaii in negotiations resulting
World War, Hawaii took on added importance in its annexation by the United States in 1898.
as a naval station, and it became the largest He was a member of the Missouri House of
the
(1916-17),
military outpost of the United States. The Representatives
represented
National Guard was brought in numbers and llth Missouri District in Congress for three
plan of organization to the maximum that could terms (1921-27), and was elected to the United
be obtained under voluntary service. Four States Senate as a Democrat for the term 1027regiments and other units were organized. This 33. In the World War he was a captain in the
organization policed the islands, thus relieving U. S. Army, and was military attache at Madrid.
the Regular Army of this duty.
In Missouri, lie was active in the agitation for
At the outbreak of the War, there were eight good roads. He was also an organizer of the
German merchant vessels and gunboats interned Lakes to Gulf Deep Waterways Association.
in the Port of Honolulu and several merchantPHILIP BOVIER (1874An
).
men in the Port of Hilo, These were seized by American physiological chemist, born at East
the United States Government and placed at Branch, N. Y. He was graduated in 1898 at
once in commission. The Legislature in 1917 Wesleyan and studied at Yale and Columbia
created a commission to conserve and regulate Universities, taking his Ph.D. at the latter in
the food supply, revised banking laws, and made 1903. During 1901-03 he was assistant in
provision for the citizens absent in the Army physiological chemistry at Columbia and then
and Navy. On July 1, 1018, the first and second went as demonstrator of that subject to the
regiments of Hawaiian Infantry were drafted University of Pennsylvania, lie hold a similar
into the national service. Owing to the greatest professorship at Illinois in 1907-12 ami later
storm in the history of the Territory, a special accepted the chair of physiological chemistry
session of the Legislature was held in this year and toxicology at JelFerson Medical College in
and appropriations made to rebuild bridges and Philadelphia, 1912-22. Bince 1926 he has boon
other public works destroyed by the storm. On president and director of the Food Research
Aug. 21, 1919, the Secretary of the Navy opened Laboratories of New York. Dr* Hawk made a
the new concrete drydock at Pearl Harbor on specialty of such subjects as metabolism, animal
the island of Oahu. There was a serious strike acids, food and nutrition, and the drinking of
on the sugar plantations in February, 1920, water, on all of which lie has published papers.
which lasted until June, when the laborers de- Besides editing the Journal of Metabolic Recided to return to work on the conditions that search, he was an associate editor of (Jttemiml
Abstract ft. lie in the author of Practical Miyaioprevailed before the strike.
At the legislative session of 1921, an act was loffieal Chemistry (1907); What We
and
passed raising the limit of outstanding bonded "What Mapper to It (1919), and The Lottery
indebtedness to $16,600,000. A court of do- of Love (1925).
mestic relations was created and hours of child
HERBERT EDWIN (1872).
labor were regulated. A measure also was An American educator, born at Templeton,
parsed creating an emergency labor commission. Mass. He was graduated from Yale UuiverHity
The Legislature of 1923 authorized the prepar- in 1896 and was instructor of mathematics in
ation of a statement denning and emphasizing that university in 1898. After post-graduato
the status of the Territory, which was entitled studies in Germany, he was appointed assistant
"Hawaii's Bill of Rights." This statement was
at Yale in 1903, servprofessor of mathematics
designed to emphasize the unique position held ing until 1910, when he became professor of
by Hawaii among the Territorial possessions, in mathematics in Columbia University. In 1017-

HA

A

HAWK,

Ml

HAWKES,

HAWKINS

18, he was acting dean of Columbia College and
after 1918, dean. He is the author of Advanced

Algebra

(1005);
(1913);
Higher Algebra
What's the Use? (1927); and the coauthor of several books on mathematics. He
has conducted important researches in hypercomplex numbers.
College,

SIR ANTHONY HOPE
(1863English novelist known as, Anthony
Hope (see VOL. XT), who was knighted in 1918.
He published: A Young Man's Year (1915) 5
Captain Dieppe (1918) Beaumaroy Home from
the Wars
(1019); Lucinda ( 1920 ) ; Little
Tiqer (1925) and Memories and Notes (1927).

HAWKINS,
An

).

;

;

RALPH CHIPMAN

HAWLEY,

An American

forester,

(1880born at Atlanta,

He graduated from Amherst
from

).

Ga.

College in 1901 and

Yale School of Forestry in 1904.
After serving with the United States Forest
Service, he was assistant State Forester of
and professor of
Massachusetts
(1906-07)
forestry at the Yale School of Forestry (1907Professor Hawley is the author of For).
estry in New England (1912); A Manual of
Forestry (1918); and The Practice of Silvithe

culture

(1921).

HAWOBTH,

PAUL

LELAND (1876born at West Newton,

An American author,
He graduated from Indiana

).

Ind.

University in 1899
and took post-graduate courses in history at
Columbia University. He was a member of the

faculty of several schools and colleges, including the Michigan Northern State Normal School,
Columbia University, and Bryn Mawr, "College,
from 1906 to 1911. In 1916 he made explorations in the Canadian Rockies and revisited the
same region in 1919, discovering new lakes and
mountains. In 1918-19, he was acting professor of history at Indiana University and was
a member of the Indiana House of RepresentaSince 1922 he has been protives in 1920-21.
fessor of history at Butler College, Indianopolis,
Ind. He was the author of: The Path of (Jlory
(1911); America in Ferment (1915); George
Washington, Farmer (1915) ; The United States
in Our Own Times, 1865-1920 (revised, 1924) ;
Trail makers of the Northwest (1921 ). He edited The ProUems of the Nations (4 vols).

HAWTHORNE,

CHARLES WEBSTER (1872-

An American

painter (see VOL. XI).
Among his later awards were the Altman Prize,
National Academy of Design, 1915; the Temple
Medal, 1915; the Lippincott Prize, Pennsylvania
Academy of Fine Arts, 1922; the Harris Prize
and silver medal, 1923; the W. A. Clark Prize
and silver medal, Corcoran Gallery Washington,
1923; the Carnegie Prize, Academy of Design,
1924; the Proctor Prize, National Academy of
Design, 1926; the first W. A. Clark Prize, Corcoran Gallery, 1926. In his later paintings,
).

among them, "Fisherman and Daughter," and
"Adoration," there was still
of the Italian primitives.

a

spirit reminiscent

See BEITH, JOHN HAY.
An
WILLIAM HENRY (1860).
American army officer, born in Jefferson County,
Fla. He was graduated from the United States
Military Academy in 1886, entered the United

HAY,
HAY,

HAYES
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IAN.

States Army as second lieutenant of the 3d
Cavalry, and continued in the service until his
retirement in 1923, in which year he was also
made a major general. As colonel, he commanded the 15th Cavalry in the Philippines in
1917; and in the World War, he commanded the
28th Division, participating in the campaigns of

the St. Die sector, the Vosges, the Pont & Mousson sector, the Thiancourt sector, the Meuse-Argonne offensive, and the offensive of the 2d
Army Corps. Later, he served in the Inspector
General's office (1920) and then with the GenHe was chief of staff of the
eral Staff (1921).
American forces in Germany, 1921-22. For his
services, he received the United States Distinguished Service Medal, and the Croix de Guerre

with two palms, and was made a commander
of the Legion of Honor and the Black Star
(French), and the Order of Leopold (Belgian).
SESSUE KINTARO
(1889A Japanese actor and playwright, who
).
was born in Tokyo and graduated from the
Navigation School of Japan in 1907, when he
came to America. He studied political economy
and literature at the University of Chicago and
starred in moving pictures with various comAmong his producpanies, including his own.
tions, of which he is also author, are His Birthright; Hearts in Pawn, and Even unto Eternity.
HAYES, CARLTON JOSEPH HUNTLET (1882An American educator and historian,
).
born at Afton, N. Y. He graduated from Colum-

HAYAKAWA,

bia University in 1904, and after post-graduate
courses at that university became lecturer in
history in 1907, assistant professor in 1910,
associate professor in 1915, and full professor in
1919. In the World War, he served as captain
of the United States Military Intelligence
Division of the General Staff in 1918-19. He
is a member of many historical and other learned
societies and is the author of Sources Relating
to Germanic Invasions (1909); British Social
Politics (1913); Political and Social History of
Modern Europe (1916; revised, 1924); Brief
History of the Great War (1920); Essays on
Nationalism (1926). He is also co-author of
The League of Nations; Principle and Practice
(1919); International Relations (1922); Kod;
History (1923) ; Recent Political Theory

em

(1924); These Eventful Years (1924); Ancient

and Medieval History (1928).

HAYES, DOREMUS ALMT

(1863-

).

An

American theologian (see VOL. XI). He pubJohn and
lished Paul and His Epistles (1915)
His Writings (1917); The Synoptic Gospels
and the Book of Acts (1919) Great Characters
of the "New Testament (1920) ; New Testament
Epistles (1921); Greek Culture and the Greek
Testament (1925); The Heights of Christian
Love (1926); The Heights of Christian Unity
;

;

(1927).

An
).
HAYES, PATBIOK JOSEPH (1867American cardinal, born in New York, and educated at Manhattan College, New York City,
and the Catholic University of America. He
priest in 1892, was president of
Cathedral College from 1903 to 1914, and became rector of St. Stephen's Church in 1915.
He was made Archbishop of New York in 1919.
During the World War, he was appointed Catholic chaplain bishop for the United States Army
and Navy. In 1924 he was nominated as cardinal, and went to Rome to be formally inducted
into the office.
).
HAYES, SAMUEL PERKINS (1874An American psychologist, born at BaldwinsEducated at Amherst College, Union
ville, N. Y.
Theological Seminary, Columbia and Cornell

was ordained

universities,

he became professor of psychology

in 1906. He was also diof psychological research of the Pennsylvania Institution for the Blind, the Perkins

at

Mount Holyoke

rector

HAY FEVEB

HAZEN
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Institution and the Massachusetts School for
the Blind. He specialized in the psychology of
the blind and color blindness and published an

important monograph; Menial Measurement of
the Blind (1015).
PEVEB,. This affection tends to
merge itself in the larger group of foreign protein sensitizations, and to range itself more
and more with the asthmas and food intoxications.
The former plan of inoculation in the
spring with mixed pollens seems to be giving
way more and moro to a policy of identifying
the specific exciter of the disease and immuniz-

HAY

ing against it. Dr. Schlopppgrell of New Orleans
has done groat service in describing all plants
that can set up hay fever and in giving them
something of a rating as to their individual importance. Tn 1022 Dr. Vaughan of Richmond
published the result of his experiments in isolating the offending plant in the individual case.
Only when imnumi/ation with mixed pollens has
failed will it become necessary to take these
In intractable cases, this author found
pains.
that the patients wore especially sensitive to
the short-ragweed pollen, although this does
not mean that the individual is insensitive to
all others.
However, the patients in qucHtiou
recovered under injections of the pollen of this
plant although, instead of the usual weekly injection, he employed daily injection, and it
therefore is suggested that the latter plan be
adopted in the obstinate case. In regard to
the possibility that the patient in such eases
has benefited by previous treatment, the author
states that untreated subjects furnished the
same result. In order to determine sensitiveness to individual pollens, the skin reaction is
employed. The author usually preferred to
make successive routine tests with short ragweed, giant ragweed, timothy, daisy, sunflower,
.corn, orchard grass, goldenrod, etc., although
with most of those plants reaction, will be negative.
This is evidently preferable to attempt
at selection.
Recent experience has shown the necessity of
an occasional revising down of the list of plants
which are noxious or innocuous for hay-fever
suffered. Thus, golden rod, once regarded as
hostile in this respect, has now been given a
clean bill of health; ami conversely, the paper
mulberry, oneo pronounced innocent, has recently been shown to cause hay fever, and quite
a few cases have boon traced to it during the
past two years. Certain Greek emigrants who
had been sensitized to this pollen in the old
country have developed hay fever attacks from
this cause in the United States.
An
HAYS, WILLIAM CIIABLKB (1887).
American architect, born in Philadelphia, Pa.
He giaduated from the University of Pennsylvania and studied in Paris, beginning the practice of his profession in 181)5.
In.
1904 be
removed to California. Ho became assistant
professor of architecture at the University of
California in 1000 and was acting director of the
School of Architecture, 1917-10. Since 1927 he
has been full professor. lie was consulting
architect of that university and designed many
of its buildings.

man of the Republican National Committee, continuing in that office until 1921, when President
Harding appointed him to his cabinet, as Postmaster General. This place ho held for one year
and then resigned to become president of the
Motion Picture Producers .and Distributors of
America. During the World War, he was chairman of the Indiana State Council of Defense.
An
WILLIAM (1877).
American lawyer, born at Nebraska City, Nebr.
He was educated in Munich, (iiM-immy, and
studied law at the University of Nebraska, beginning practice in Nebraska City in 1897. During the Spanish-American War, he served as
colonel of the 2d Infantry of Nebraska,
lie removed to New York in 1011 and became a memII o
ber of the law nrm of Wing & Uussell
was assistant district attorney for 1913-14,
and was appointed member of the Public Service
Commission in 1915. He resigned to recruit
and organize the 13th Infantry (colored), which
later became the 300th United States Infantry,
and he commanded this organi/ation in Kranee.
He was awarded the CroiK de Guerre, also decorations from the United States and foreign
governments. He served as United States Attorney for the Southern District of New York

HAYWARD,

HAYWOOD,

An American

WILLIAM DUDLKY (I8MM928).
He
(HOC VOL. XI).

labor leader

became conspicuous

early in 1917, when, as
Industrial Workers of the
World, with headquarters in Chicago, he wan arlie
rested on a charge of seditious conspiracy.
was sentenced to 20 yeaia* imprisonment and to
pay a fine of $10.000, but was released on bail,
and, in April, 1921, he lied to Russia. In March,
secretary

of

the

group of American members
who received a cowosnion to
operate the Nndojdinsky Iron Works in ItuHniu.
The enterprise was uiihUccoKKfu! and U ay wood
became leader of the Kn/bas autonomous colony,
in Siberia. This, too, failed, and lie returned to
Moscow in 1923, where he spent the rent of hit*
life in minor activities for the Soviet govern1922, ho headed a
of his organization

ment.

An AmerCAROLINE (1850).
During the World
was prominent in the work of tint

HAZARD,

ican educator (ace VOL. XI).

War,

fche

Woman's Council

of National Defense (101(5),
the first Libeity Loan (1010), the War Savings
Campaign (1017), and the United War Work
Campaign (1918). She wrote: The yowmiti'
and Other Verse (1017) Anchors of Tradition
(11)24) ; From College (Jutes (11)20) ; and Nony*
in the 8un (1027).
HAZEN, CIIARLKB DowNRit (1MH).
An American historian (wcs VOL. XI). He wim
of
at
Columbia
JuHtory
profcttHor
University
after 3916 and at tho t'mverwity of Strasbourg,
in
3920-21.
His
works*
later
include:
France,
Modern J&uropcan History (1017); The French
ft evolution
and Napolvon (1917); AhaccLorraine Under German Rule (HU7); The f/iernmenl, of Germany (M)17)j Fifty Yc'ar of
Europe (1919); and Modern IS u row (1920).
He also edited Historical titwayx by Lord Mat (inlay (1921); The Kaiser vs. ItiMnartJc (10*1);
and The
of William Rottcoe Thay&r
(1926),
HAZEIST, SIR (JOHN) DOWLAS (1800).
;

LMws

HAYS, WILL (UM) H(ARiasow) (1879).
An American lawyer and public official, born at
Ind.
He
was
Sullivan,
graduated at VVabash

A

College in 1000, later studying law. Jle became
chairman of the Republican Central Committee
of Indiana in 1910 and in ID 18 was chosen chair-

man

Canadian lawyer and Htatcnwan (HCO VOL.
XI), He represented Canada at the Imperial
War Cabinet in 1917, and in 1917-11) wa chairof the -Canadian Section of the Intorna-

HEAD
tional

Commission.

Fisheries

He

also

became

Chief Justice of New Brunswick in 1917 and in
the following year was knighted.
British
).
HEAD, SIB HENRY (1861neurologist who was educated at the Charterhouse School and Trinity College, Cambridge,
and received his medical degree from Cambridge
in 1892, He also studied at the universities of
Halle and Prague. He made many contributions to neurology and described the sensory
areas of the skin known as Head's zones. For
some years, he was editor of Brain. His work,
Studies in Neurology, appeared in two volumes
in 1919; and in 1926 he published Aphasia and
Kindred Disorders of Speech, alao in two volumes. He attracted much attention through

A

dangerous self-experimentation. He was knighted in 1927.
HEADLAM, hSd'lam, THE RT. REV. ARTHUR
CA.YLEY (1862An English theologian,
).
Bishop of Gloucester since 1923 (see VOL. XI).
Ho was Regius Professor of Divinity, Oxford
University, Canon of Christ Church, Oxford
(1918-23), and Btunpton Lecturer (1920). His
The Miracles of the New
later works include:
Testament (1914) The Revenues of the Church
The tttudy of Theology (inof England (1917)
augural lecture, 1918) ; The Doctrine of the
Church and Christian Reunion (Bamptou LecThe Life and Teachings of Jesus
tures, 1920)
;

;

;

Christ (1923); The Church of England (1924);
Faith and History (1925) ;
Jesus Christ
Economics wid Christianity (1926); and The
Now Prayer Booh (1927). See GLOUCESTER,

m
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TIMOTHY MICHAEL

An

(1855-

).

Irish Nationalist loader (see VOL. XI), and
Governor General of the Irish Free State (102228 )
His later publications are The Great Fraud
The Planter's Progress; and
of (flitter (1917)
.

;

Letters and Leaders of My Day (1928). Consult The, Life of Tim llealy, by Liam O'tflahorty
(1927).
HEARING-. See AUDITION.

HEARST, WILLIAM KANOOLPK

(1803-

).

An American newspaper

publisher (sec VOL.
3C L) .
Although ho took no active part as a candidate in politics after 120, he continued to exercise lull nonce through hit* lint of newspapers,
which was increased to 27 in all parts of the
country. He also was the owner of many magazines of wide circulation, including (food HouseHearst's
International-Oomopohtan,
keeping,
Harper's Rcumr, and Pall Mall Magassine (Lon-

don). Consult W. R. ffeawt: An American
Phenomenon, by John K. Winkler (1028).
HEART DISEASE. The normpua death
rate from heart disease, to Hay nothing of the
anvalidism from the name cauwe, has been responsible for a concerted effort throughout the
United States with the aim of salvaging and re-

habilitating the cardiac cripple. At present,
there are 178 heart clinics in the United States
and Canada, 42 of which are in Mew York City
alone with 1C devoted solely to children* In
192(5 these. clinics cared for about 8500 patients,
in the metropolitan area.
About 1 per cent
of school children have crippled hearts and attempts are in progress to segregate such children
for combined school instruction and medical care.
"Reaults have been sufficiently encouraging to
look forward to extension of this movement toall school children of the metropolis. In quite
recent years, convalescent homes and sanatoria
have been opened to cardiac patients and special

ones are being erected for them ; so that, at preathere are 35 or more of general and special
institutions for this purpose. During the past
five years, about a thousand children have, been
interned in Greater New York. It is far too
soon to predict the effect of these salvage efforts
on the death rate. As to the actual prevention
of heart disease, this question ia not involved, for
this involves the prevention of acute rheumatism,
focal, infection, syphilis, scarlet fever, and other
maladies.
Since 1918 cardiac therapeutics seems to have
been greatly enriched by the introduction o
the drug quinidin, which already vies with digitalis in making it possible for a man with advanced lioart disease to live and labor. Quinidin
is even superior in some ways to the other remedy
because it seems equal to an actual cure of
.ent,

cases of permanent loss of rhythm, indicating
deep-seated disease. See ADKKNALIN.

An
).
HEBEB, CAM, AUOUSTCTS (1874American sculptor who was born iu Stuttgart,
Germany. lie studied with Taft, in Chicago,
and became a member of the National Sculpture
Society iu 1904. fie was also a member of the
New York Architectural League and well known
for his designing of memorials.
His work includes the "Cham plain Memorial" at Crown
Point, N. Y., the "Cham plain Statue" at Plattsthe "Schiller Monument" at
Y.,
burg, N.
Y., the Benjamin Franklin'* at
Rochester,

K

Princeton University and "Pastoral" exhibited
at the Art Institute in Chicago. Among his
awards were a bronze medal from tlie St. JJOIHH
.Exposition in 1904 and a bronxo medal from the
Panama- Paci lie International Exposition in 1015.
An American
).
HECHT, BEN (1893author, born in New York City* He was educated in Uacine, \Vw., and begun his journalistic
career with the Chicago Journal in 1910. lie
was on the staff of the Chicago Daily 'News from
1914 to 11)23. From December, 1918, to December, JO 10, ho was correspondent in charge, of the
.Berlin olJice of the News,
lie WIH publisher of
Hci is the
the Chicago Literary Twnat, 1023-25.
author of JSHch l>om (1921 ); Oarf/oylcfi (1922)
The Wgotutlio
JFantaaiuii
Afallaw
(1922);
The Florentine. Daffgcr; 1001 After(drama)
noons in Chicago ( 19*21?) 5 The Jtiffotwl (drama,
192,'J); flwnpty Dimply (1924); Vomit Jintgn
The Front l>age<
(1920) Broken Nwk* (102C)
a play, with Charles AlucArUiur (1928), and
sbort stories in the mjigaKinctt.
).
H&DXET, bft-dPn, BVKN ANPEIIS (1865Swedish explorer and author (nee VOL, XT),
president of the Royal Swedish Academy of
Sciences. He made a journey around the world
in 1028, and discovered 30 dmowiur skeletons
of the Jurnfwic period on his expedition to the
1028. Ifc was the
country near Bantai, Asia,
ih-fit discovery in Asia of dinoft&urfl of that age.
His works wore translated into many languages.
The later ones include: Kit &rd till "Norffes folk
(1914); With the (forma* Armies in the W&l
;

;

,

;

m

(1015); The

War

(tf/ainitt

jfttwta

(lOlfi); Till

Jerusalem ( 1 1 7 )
ftagdnd, Itafylon, tftnttf*
(1917); Southern Tibet (12 vote., 11H7-9&2);
Mne Routcnaufnahme, dttroh Ostpivww (2 vols.,
1018-26); fin Icimadu tec.knvng (1020) 5 Rcsare
Bengt (1021); Mouni JNvwwt (IWffl); Vrow,
j

My

to Moscow (1024) ;
Ufe r en ti<oplorer (1025); and The ttrwtd V&nyon of Aneono, (1025). Conwult Mein &<w,far /^ven, by
Alma Hoditt (19W).

Pehwg

See AKABIA; CAIOU?IIA 'XII*
(
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WILLIAM (1880).
mathematician, born at Union City, An American zoSlogist born at Decorah, Iowa.
Ind. Ho was graduated from the University He was educated at the University of Chicago
of Michigan in 1896, held fellowships at Harvard, and at the University of Wisconsin (Ph.D.,
and took his Ph.D. at Gdttingen in 1901. Dur- 1908). He was assistant at the University of
ing 1901-03 he was instructor of mathematics Chicago (1905-07), professor of biology, State
at the Sheffield Scientific School at Yale Uni- Normal School, River Falls, Wis. (1907), asversity, but in the latter year became professor sistant in zoology at the University of Wisconsin
of mathematics at the University of Missouri,
(1907-08), and instructor at the University of
where he remained until 1924. Since 1924 he has Michigan (1908-10). In 1910 he went to Johns
been professor of mathematics in the University Hopkins University, where he was successively
He be- assistant professor, associate professor, and proof Southern California at Los Angeles.
came editor-in-chief in 1921 of the Journal of the fessor in charge of the department of medical zoAmerican Mathematical Association) of which ology. In 1921 he headed an expedition for the
organization he was president in 1916. Dr. study of tropical medicine in Porto Uico and
Hedrick edited A. Series of Mathematical Teats Venezuela. He published: College Text Book
and (with D. C. Jackson) the Engineering Sci- of Zoology (1910) ; The Germ Cell Cycle in Anience Series. He wrote A Course in Mathematical mals (1914); and Host-Parasite 'Relations IcAnalysis (1904); an Algebra for Secondary twcen Man and His Intestinal Protossoa, (1927) ;
Schools ( 1908 ) and Application of the Calculus besides works in collaboration with others.
to Mechanics (1909).
HEIBEBG, hfcTbCrg, GUNNAR KDVAKD KODE
A Norwegian dramatist and critic
( 1857)
).
HEFLIN, J(AMES) THOMAS (1869A United States Senator who was born in Ran- (see VOL. XI). His later works include >S c oy
dolph County, Ala., and studied at the Southern hort, essays (1917); Ibsen og Bjornson p<ui
University and the Agricultural and Mechanical scenen (1918); Franske visitter9 biographical
College at Auburn, Ala. lie was admitted to essays (1919); and Norsk tcater (1920). In
the bar in 1893. In 1902-04 he was Secretary 1917 his plays were collected in four volumes.
of State (Ala.) and in 1904 was elected to fill
HEIDENSTAM, hl'den-stan (KABL GUSTAF)
A Swedish poet and
an unexpircd term in Congress as a representa- VEBNER vow (18S9).
tive of the Fifth Alabama District. He was re- author (see VOL. XI), a member of the Swedish
elected for eight succeeding terms (1905-21)
Academy, who in 1916 received the Nobel Prize
and resigned in 1920 to be elected to the United for literature. His later works include Om
States Senate for the unexpired term of John Svenskarnas lynne (1914); Va vilja vi? (1914);
H. Bankhcad. He was re&ected for the term Nya diktcr, verse ( 1914 ; Dct bcfdsta liuset och
1925-31. In the presidential campaign of 1928, andre berdttelser ur "Karolinerna" (1915); Ut
lie bolted the Democratic party following the
drag af Skrifter ( 1922 ) ; Tankar och tcckningar,
nomination of Alfred K. Smith.
essays (1924); and Nya Viktor, poems (1924).
).- A
Many of his earlier works were translated into
HE&ELEB, A. WILIIELM (1870German novelist. He was born at Varel and English. Consult Sweden's Laureate, selected
studied at the universities of Berlin, Munich, poems translated, with an introduction, by
Vienna, and Geneva. He is the author of: Son- Charles Wharton Stork (1919).
A RUHHUIU
(1898); "Nellys Millionen (1899);
niffe Tage
HEIFETZ, JASCIIA (1899),
Pastor Klinghammer (1903); Flammen (1905); violinist, born at Vilna, His is one of the most
Ingenieur Horstmann (1906); Das Aergerniss remarkable cases of precocity on record, for at
(1907); Die Leidenschaft des ft ofrat Horn the age of three he began to receive regular in(1915); Zwei struction on the violin from his father. After
(1914); Die goldene Kette
Freunde (1923); JJer verschfttiete Mensch a little more than a year, he was admitted to
(1923); Der Apfel der Elisabeth Hoff (1924); the Imperial Music School at Vilna, At the age
and Die mwei Frauen dcs Valentin Key (1927). of six, he played Mendelssohn's concerto in pubHe also wrote a monograph on Heinrich von lic at Kovno, scoring a sensational jwcceMH.
Rleist.
Nevertheless, he continued his studios at the
A distin- Music School until 1907, when he becaim* a pupil
),
HEQ-EB, ROBERT (1886guished German conductor and composer, born of Aucr at the Petrograd Conservatory. Kveu
at Strassburg. He began his musical education before he graduated, he made frequent public
at the Conservatory of his native town, con- appearances which spread his fame through
tinued it in Zurich and finished with Max Schil- Itussia. IJis international fame dates from the
lings in Munich. In 1907 he was appointed phenomenal success of his Berlin debut (101:2),
conductor at the opera in Strassburg, and then which lie repeated the next year in Vienna, anil
the following year in all the principal cities of
filled similar positions in Ulm (1908), Barmen
(]909), and at the VolkHoper in Vienna (1911 ). Cermany. .After an equally successful tour of
During ] 933-21 he was conductor of the opera Scandinavia, ho made his American <lc*hut in
and of the Philharmonic concerts in Nuremberg, New York (Oct. 27, 1917). His American tours
after which he went to Munich. In 1925 he were an uninterrupted series of triumpliH. Jn
returned to Vienna as conductor at the Staats- 1921 he made a tour of Australia. Kven beforit
oper. A short season of German opera by the he was out of his teens, he was universally rec
entire company under his direction, in Paris ognized as the equal of the greatest living violinin 1928, aroused such enthusiasm that a similar ists. Auer is said to regard him at? hid greatest
seiiHoii was given in 1929, -which was repeated
pupil.
the same year in Stockholm, Copenhagen, Berlin,
HEIJEBMANS, hryer-mans, HKRMANN
and Milan. His works consist of an opera, JSin (1864-1924). A Dutch dramatist and novelist
Pest auf Iladerftlev (Nuremberg, 1919); two
(see VOL. XI). Among his later work** were
symphonies; a symphonic poem, Hero und Le Robert Bertram et Cie (1914); jfitoa JHonhcur
andcr; a violin concerto in J); Kin Friedenslied (1919) ; Daaeraad (1921) ; Feest, in the Kuglfeh
for soli, ehuriiH, organ, and orchestra; chamber
translation, Jubilee (1923); and tialtimbtink,
and songs.
also in English (1923).

HEDB.ICK, EABLE RAYMOND

An American

(187G-

).

HEGHKTER, ROBERT

;

.

y

)

:
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A
).
HEINZE, hm'tse, RICHABD (1807German scholar and rector of the University of
Leipzig (1921-22). He was born at Naumburg
and studied at Bonn, Leipzig, and Berlin. He
was lecturer at the University of Strasbourg
(1893-99), then professor at the universities of
He is the
Berlin, Konigsberg, and Leipzig.
author of
I)e Horatio Bionis Imitatore ( 1889 ) ;
Xcnokratcs (1893); an interpretation of the
third book of Lucreliiis (1897); Virgils epische
Tetfinik
(1915); Ciceros politiache Anfa-nge
(1909); Tcrt<ulli Apologeticum (1911); Die
lyrisclien Wcrke des Horns (1919); Ovids elegante KrcaMuHffcti (J920); and Von den Ursaclien der Grouse JKoms (1925).
HELFEKRICH, KARL (1872-1924). A German economist and public official. He was born
at Noustadt arid educated at the univermties
of Munich, Berlin, and Strasbourg. He taught
at the University of Berlin and later at the
government school for colonial politics and Oriental languages. In 1902 he entered upon a
diplomatic career. He soon became a leader in
the Uer man government^ policy of economic imperialism, and in 1900 he was appointed director
In 1908 he was made
of the Anatolian Railway.
director of the powerful Deutsche Bank in Berlin.
At Hie close of the Balkan War, he was
the (Herman financial delegate to the international conference (1913). He was Minister of
Finance from 1915 to 1917, and was said to be
responsible for the policy of financing the World
War through loans instead of taxes. After the
Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, he was sent to Moscow
as the (German Ambassador to Russia, succeeding
Von Mirbach, who was assassinated. Elected to
the Reichstag of 1920, Helfcrrich threw in his
influence with the extreme Nationalists and
would have nothing to do with the economic fulPie was killed
fillment of the Versailles Treaty.

African Game Animals and wrote numerous
papers on fishes, reptiles, and birds.
).
HELLMA1X, GEOKGE SIDNEY (1878An American author, born in Now York City,
and educated at Columbia University. In 191819 he served as director of the Department of
Fine and Applied Arts for the Army Rducational
Commission of the Y. M. C. A., iii 1919 as director of instruction in Fine and Applied
Arts of the American Expeditionary Forces,
and in the same year, as director of the American
Expeditionary Force Art Training Centre at
the Bellevue in Paris. He served on several
commissions relating to war memorials and in
1020 became treasurer and director of the Hugo
Ball in Productions.
His writings include Thf
JIvdson atid Other Poems (1909) ; Applied Arts
and Education (1919); Art and the (Jilteen
(1919) ; The Way It Ended (1920) WasJiington
The Tnic tftcvcnttoii
Irving, Msy.
(1925);

in a railway wreck on Apr. 23, 1924. His works
comprise cl'iieily economic and political studies,
and include Die Reform des dcul&chcn (icldwcacns
narH drr (irihidiguny des Iteiches (1898); Handel spoilt ik (1901); U eld und Rank (1003); Die

retired.

:

^^'eltkri<g

(1919).

HELICOPTER. See AERONAUTICS.
HELIOTBOPISM. See ZOOLOGY,

under

Tropittmti.

HELltTM:.

See

AKuoNAunos

;

CHEMISTRY,

Al'PJMJKD.

An Ameri).
HELLER,
can naturalist, born at Freeport, 111. Ho graduated from Leliiticl Stanford, Junior, University in
1001. From that year to 1907, he was naturalwas
ist for the Field Museum in
Chicago and
engaged iu exploration iu California, Mexico,
Guatemala, and East Africa. In 1907-08 he WUH
curator of mammals at the University of California Museum of Natural History, and in 190010, luituraliHt for tho Smithsonian African Expedition in East Africa under the direction of
Theodore RoQHe.ve.lt. Ho wan a member of expeditions in Africa, Peru, and China (1000-17).
During the World War, he served on the photograph ical staff of the OisedioHlovak Army in
Siberia. Ho was a member of the Expedition of
the Smithsonian Institution in Africa (3919-20),
KI>MUKD (1875-

;

Lanes of Memory (1927). He also edpoems of Stevenson and letters of Irving
and contributed poems and stories to inagozineH.
An
).
HELMICK, ELI ALVA (1803American army officer, born at Quaker Point,
Ind. Graduated at the United Status Military
(1925)

;

ited the

in 1888, he was made second lieutenant
in the llth Infantry and rose to the rank of

Academy

major general in 192J. He served in Idaho during the GVuur d 'Alone riots (1892), in the expedi-

tion of Santiago de Cuba (1808), against the
Koros (1002), on the Mexican border (1910
and 1910), and in the Inspector General's ollice,
(1916-18). During the World War, ho commanded the 8th Division with the provisional
rank of major general, and later was in command of the service of supplies at Brest. The
United States Distinguished Service Medal wart
conferred on him. In 1921 ho was appointed inspector general and in September, 1027, he was

A

Cana).
HEMINGt, ARTHUR (1870dian illustrator and writer, born at Paris, Out.,
who came to the United States as a student and

was a pupil of Frank Brangwyn and Frank V.
DuMond. Mr. Hem ing knows his natural scenery and puts it on canvas with a peculiar gift.
the books which he has written and illustrated are Spirit Lake; Drama of the Forest; and The Living Forest. In the Royal Ontario Museum, there are 10 of his pictures on
in the
exhibition and lie is also
represented

Among

Canadian National (iailery. He was awarded
a gold modal for the best work, bronze medal
for best illustration**, and the, Muo/Leuu Prisso for
illustration by the Canadian Society of Graphic
Arts in 1026.
(1880-1913). A French
HlfeMON", Louis
author who was born and educated at Brest,
where his father was a professor. He took his

of Hie expedition

in Oriental languages, but preferred story
degree
writing and sport to a university career. He
won literary prizes with two Rliort stories
(1900). For a* while he lived in the poorer
quarters of London, where he wrote Ltesiv.
lilakcton, published in Le Tempa in J908, and
in October, 1911, he went to Canada, where, he
wrote the novel, Maria dhapdclawe. He was
killed by a train near Chapleau, in western On*

Amazon

tario,

across Peru and down the
Ha mouth (1022-23), and of that to
the Mountain* of the Moon and Gorilla volcato

noes In Central Africa (1024-20). Later, he became asHitttant curator of mammals for the Field
MuHeuni, Chicago. He was the joint author
(with Theodore Roosevelt) of Life Histories of

July

8, 1013.

Maria (Jhapdclaine waH

first

just before the
World War. His other works, published pothumously, include La Mle quo voild, star ion
(1923); Colin-Maillard, tram, as Blind Mart*

published in'Le

Huff

(1924);

Temps

(Paris)

The Journal of Louis UGmon

HENCKELL
M

;

An

neue Jvgend (1924).
).
HENDERSON, ARCHIBALD (1877An American mathematician and author (see
VOL. XI). Since 1920 he has been at the head
of the mathematics department at the University
of North Carolina. His later books include 0.
Henry (1914); Star of the Empire (1919);
Conquest of the Old Southwest (1920); Tlw
Teaching of Geometry (1921); Relativity aRomance of Science (1923) Washington's Southern Tour (1923); and Table Talk of 0. B. 8.
tide

J

(1925).

HENDERSON",

RT.

HON. ARTHUR

(1863-

A

British puhlie official, born in Glasgow, Secretary of the National Labor Party.
He worked as an iron founder in Newcastle,
became interested in the labor movement, and
held various trade-union positions. lie was also
).

a Wesloyan Methodist preacher. He was on
the Newcastle City and Darlington ISorough
Councils, was mayor of Darlington (1903), and

He was
a member of Parliament (1903).
chairman of the Parliamentary Labor Party
(1908-10, 14-17), chief whip of the Labor Party
(1914, 1921-24, 1925-27), and became a Privy

Councilor in 1915. He held cabinet positions
as president of the Board of Education (1915-16), Paymaster General and Labor Advisor to
the Government (1910), and Minister without
Portfolio in the War cabinet (191(5-17). In
the latter year, he wont on a special government
mission to Russia. In Ramsay MacDonald's first
Labor government (1924), he was Homo Secretary and in the second (June, 192!)), he
was Secretary of State for Foreign affairs. He

was

also

an internationally prominent figure in

the labor world, and was president of the Labor
and Socialist International (102(5Ho
).
wrote The Arms of Labor (1918); Industrial Law
(with Sir Harry FUcwaer, 1924), and Trade Unions

and the Law (1927).

LAWRENCE
HENDERSON^
An American
).
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(1924); Monsieur Ripois and Nemesis (1925);
and Battling alone, pug His te (1025).
HENCKELL, henk'el, KAKL FRIEDRICH
A German poet (see VOL. XI)
).
(1864identified with Young Germany of the eighties.
After 1914, he published LyriTc und Kultur
(1914); Wcltmusik (1918); Gedichte (1921);
Buch des Kampfes; Buck der Boat (1923) and

JOSEPH

(1878-

biological chemist born at

Lynn, Mass. He was educated at Harvard (M.D.,
1902) and at the UnivcroHy of fttrasnhurg. He
was lecturer in biological chemintry (1902-0?),
instructor ( 1903-10 ) , assistant professor '(1910at Harvard.
19), and professor* (191 &)
Professor Henderson publiflhed Fitness, of the Environment (1913), The Order of "Nature (1017),
and numerous papers dealing with applications
of physical chemistry to biology.
He is a member
of the National Academy of Sciences and numerous other learned societies,
HENDRICX, BURTON JESSE (1871).
An American writer, born in New Haven, Conn.,
and educated at Yale. For several years, he*
was on the staff of newspapers in New Haven
and New York, He wa associate editor of The
World's Work from 1913 to 1927, Us wrote
The Age of Big Business (Chronicles of America series, 1919); JAfe atod Letters of Writer
Ifines Page (this book won the 'Pulitzer Prize for
tho best American biography of 1922) ; The Jew*
in America (1923); Trawwng of* an Amerio<n.'
The Marker Life and Letter* of 'Walter &..Pa*e
,(1028), which alao won the Pulitzer Erize for
><

the best volume of American biography for that
year. He was co-author, with Admiral William

Snowden Sims, of The Victory At Sea, awarded
the Pulitzer Prize as the best book published in
1920 on the history of the United States and,
with Marie Doughty Gorgas, of William Crawford Corgas, His Life and Work. He was a frequent contributor to magazines*

An
(1861).
XI). In 1917-18 he
studied chemistry at Zurich under Victor Meyer,
and on his return to the United States was
superintendent of the Albany Aniline and Chem-

HENDRICK,

American lawyer

ELLWOOD

(see VOL.

ical Works (1881-84), then, turning his attention to insurance and stock brokerage, continued
in that business until 1915, when he retired. He
was a member of the staff of the research corporation of Arthur D. Little and Company of Cambridge, Mass., 1917-22, and later became curator
of the Chandler Chemical Museum of Columbia
University. Besides being consulting editor of

Chemical and Metallurgical finginccrivg, he is
many articles on science in popular
magazines and published JBveryman's Ohcmittlry
(1917); Opportunities in Chemistry (1919);
Percolator Papers (1919) ; Life of Lewis Miller
(1925); and Modem Views of Physical Science

tho author of

(1925).

An
HENEY, FRANCIS JOSEPH (1859).
American lawyer (sec VOL. XI). In 1917-18, he
served as special attorney for the Federal Trade
CpmmiHRion in charge of investigation of the
high cost of living, with special reference to
the packing industry. In 1924 he was appointed
special counsel for the IT. S, Senate Committee
investigating tho internal Revenue Bureau.
HENRI, ROBERT (1805-1 920). An American painter and portraitist (see VOL. XI).
With the anino sincerity of purpose and simplicity of method which he had in former yours devotod to unsophisticated European types, ho
turned in 1914 toward tho people of California
and the Southwest. Among thette later works
were "Tarn Gan," "Ramon a Mexican," "Jim
Lea," and "A Girl of the Southwest." He was
awarded the portrait prize, Wilmington Society
of Fine Arts., 1920. 11 is influence an a teacher,
preeminently as a personality, continued to bu
of much importance. The Art Spirit (1923) is
a compilation by Margery RyorBon of fragments
of his letter**, and of his talks to students on tho
spirit, technique, and appreciation of pietura
making.

A
HENRIOT, aN'rW, AMILC (1889).
French novelist and literary writer for the
rci;>s, who wag born in Pans and educated at
the ficole Fenelon and the Lyco Coudoreet. In
1924 he won the French Academy's Grand Prix
du Roman with Ancle J?nm, ow tw ver/u* &OMPgeoises, the story of a bourgeois family*
His
other works include Poetncs <l tiyMe (1006);
Eurydioe (1907); Petite tiuite itulicune (1900);
L'inatant et le souvenir (1912); A Quoi r$vmt
fas jeunes gens, a history and criticism of twimticthoentury French literature (1913) 5 Let
Flamme et Us Cendrcs (1915); Garnet
dray*?* dans lea trwwMita (1918);
(1919) ; Ics temps innocent* (1921) ;

WU-mt>

poetry (1922); Ooumor lititraire
(1982); Avenlures de %toatn Uufour (1925J) ;
8ten<lhaliana
(1924); Let livrc* du second
rayon; irrtffuti&rs et Wwtin*, awtory and oritiateia (1925);, Voltaire et JPrtMrio II (1927);
# Provence (1027) ; and Z/ar t d* former tm &i&In 1 926 be *diia, with att fc*
( 1928 ) .

HENRI-ROBERT

troduction and bibliography, Musset's Confession
d'un enfant du siecle.
HEITBI-ItOBERT, ro'bar', JACQUES (1803A French barrister "who was born in
).
Paris and educated at the ficole Fenclon and the
An irresistible speaker, he
Lyce*e Condorcet.
became a criminal lawyer a branch of the law
then in ill repute and rose rapidly, finally becoming the leader of the French bar, a position
rarely held by a member in its criminal branch.
In 1923 he was elected a member of the French

Academy* His well-known literary work was
Les grands proofs de I'histowe (4 vols., 1924?-.
25), an account of the great trials of history.
He also wrote L'cffort de Paris (1007) and Le
marshal Foch (1010), two lectures; L'avocat,
a history of the customs of the bar (1023) Le
;

palais de justice

and Louie

XVI

(1027); Maleshertcs
(1928).

(1027);

HENRY,

PRINCE OF PRUSSIA (HETNKICH
1 862-1 920
A Gei man adALBERT WILHELM
miral and brother of the ex-Kaiser of Germany
(see VOL. XI). He was commander- in-chief of
the Baltic fleet during the World War, was second
in command at the Battle of Jutland, and wad
)

(

) .

ardent in his support of Germany's submarine
warfare. Tie was forced to fi<?o from Kiel when
the revolution broke out there in 1018, and retired to his estate in Rehlcswig-llol stein, where
he died of pneumonia and complications on Apr.
20, 1029.
ROBERT LLEWELLYN, JR. (1882An American profewsor, of law, born at
).
Chicago, educated at tho University of Chicago,
and as Rhodes scholar at Oxford, Knpjland; also
at Heidelberg, Germany, and Grenoble, France.
He held the position of professor of law at several

HENRY,

State universities, 1907-16. During the World
War, he was captain and then major of infantry

in the Officers Henorve Corps; In 1919-20 he
of the War department Board of
Contract Adjustment in Washington. Jle lectured at Oxford, England, during 1921-22.
Later, he was appointed judge of the Mixed Court

was a member

at Alexandria, Kgypt. His writings 'include:
Liens and Pledges (1013) ; Consideration in Contracts 601 AM. 1o ir>M A.D. (1017); AngloSaxon Contracts (1017) ; OonfraHs in the Local
Courts of Medieval England, (1920).
HEN'SOUT, RT. REV. HEKHKKT HENSLB*
An Engliuli clergyman and' au).
(1803*
thor (see VOL. XT), JJishop of Durham since

He was Dean

of Durham ()912fl8),
(1918-20), and honorary
professor of modern history' at Durham UniverHis later publications include: War-Time
sity.
Sermons (1016); KolertttOto of Bt-itjliion, IBIG-^
1853 (1910) j Christian Liberty (1918) 5 Anglicanism (1921); In Defense of the English
Church (1923)j Byron: The Rede Lecture
(1924) ; Quo Tcndimutrt (1J&4) j Noles on Spiritual ffea-linff (192/5); Church and Parson in
England (1027); The Sooth and the Vote
He edited The Naked Tru th, by Bishop
( 1928 )
Croft (1919) ; and Kir William Arisen : a Memoir
(1920). See DURHAM, BISHOP OF,
HEPBURN, A(LONZO) BARTON (1840-1922).
An American banker, philanthropiHt, and 'author
(see VOL. XI ) . He was a mtartfer of the 'Federal
Advisory Council of the Federal Reserve Board
in 1918, and was ft proxnittant memfter of officer
of important associations concerned witt'eecM
omica and political science In 1915 he 'wrote
apd published A Mtetory of Qwvetooy to the

3920.

Bishop of Hereford

.

United States.
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HERBERT, VICTOR (1850-1924). An IrishAmerican conductor and composer (see VOL. XI).
Among the numerous productions of his last
decade, the following achieved conspicuous sucPat (1915) Eileen (1917) ; Angel
Face (1919) ; Orange Blossoms (1921) and The
Dream Girl (1924). In the field of light opera,
Herbert not only towers far above all his American colleagues because of hi.s inexhaustible
melodious invention, splendid orchestration, and
solid technical attainments but has securely established his place by the side of such masters
as Johaim Strauss, Offenbach, Millocker, tiuppl,
and Sullivan.
HEREDITY. An observational and experimental study of the lawH governing the transmission of physical or mental characteristic's
through successive generations of animals, or of
physical characteristics in plants, the laww being
in general the same in the two great groups of
complete theory of heredity
living beings.
must offer an explanation of two sets of phenomena first, the fact that, on the whole, offspring resemble their parents more than they
resemble other members of the rare; and second, that this resemblance is never absolute but
the offspring always show some differences from
the parents, i.e., they show variablity.
An important date in the history of this subject is 1809, when Lamarck formulated his
theory of the effects of uso and disuse of organs and of the effect of environment on the
structure of plants and animals. According to
Lamarck, the increased size of an organ through
use or its decreased size following disuse was
passed on to the offspring, so that in the course
of generations, descendants of the original animals, through accumulation of these structural
changes, would be quite unlike their ancestors.
Similarly, plant structures would be modified in
response to 'climatic conditions, or to changes in
the environment, such as moisture or chemical
composition of the soil, so as to lead in the end
to considerable structural modifications.
Lamarck was arguing in favor of the evolution of species and developed this theory as an
explanation of this evolution, but running, as it
did, contrary to the! generally held belief in
the fixity of aperies, the theory met with nothing
but opposition, and it was only after 1859, when
Darwin's formulation of a theory of evolution
was widely accepted, that it received recognition.
In the evolutionary writings from 1859 to 1890,
there was general acceptance of the doctrine of
use-inheritance. This was, indeed, carried to
cess: Princess

;

;

A

much greater extremes thatx it wa by Lamarck
himself, in that there was a general belief that
sears resulting from injuries, or the effects of
mutilations such aa the IOK of an organ through,
accident,
offspring.

would appear as a birthmark in the
Thus, the child of a German student

had a birthmark reproducing the soar her father
carried as the result of a student duel, and a
cat whose tail was cut off by an accident hence1

forth gave birth to tallies* kittem. OJUWH of
which bad wide acceptance as popular
as illustrating the
legend* were repeatedly cited
method of evolution.

this sort

It was clearly recognized that the assumption
of thfe inheritance of acquired characters carries
with it tlie neeessity of explaining the mechanism,
of the process. How, for example, ia it possible for the removal of a cat's tail to so affect
the aex cells of tyie cat, situated at a considerable
distance from the tail, as to cause her to give

HEREDITY

birth to tailless kittens? Darwin proposed as
an explanation the "provisional" theory of paneach cell of the
genesis, which assumed that
or
body is constantly throwing off gemmules

ultra-microscopic particles which collect in the
sex cells. When these sex cells develop, the
gemmules are distributed throughput the body
of the new individual, and each Agoing to its apcharacpropriate group of cells determines the
ter of their development. These gemmules muldormant for
tiply by fission and may remain
several generations. If through use or disuse or
accident, the structure of a group of

through

cells is changed, the gemmules arising from
these cells will be correspondingly modified and
when they in turn take part in the construction
of a new individual that individual may exhibit the changed character. Herbert Spencer
had earlier attempted to explain heredity and
the inheritance of acquired characters on the
assumption of "physiological units" or ultramicroscopic particles having a definite polarity
which are located in the body cells and by the
form of their polarity determine the appearance of the cells in which they are. Use ^or
disuse may modify the form of this polarity
and thus affect the character of the race.
Neither of the above explanations has any experimental basis and both are purely formal.
Later theories are based on more exact knowledge of the actual phenomena of development,
knowledge not available at the time that Darwin
and Spencer were writing, and a brief summary
of these phenomena will be essential here. The
bistarting-point for each new individual in
parental inheritance is the fertilized egg, a
of two cells, the
single cell formed by the union
ovum from the mother and the spermatotsp'dn
from the father. This fertilized egg divides
into two cells, each of these divides again, and
the process .is repeated until eventually the
with
many-celled adult appears. Coincident
these divisions, a process of differentiation goes
on, by which different portions of the complex
of ceils assume different structures adapted to
different functions. Examination of any one of
these cells under favorable conditions would
show that in its central portion or nucleus is
a substance called chromatin which just before
the cell divides breaks up into rods called
chromosomes, which are arranged in pairs and
are constant in number in any one species.
When the cell divides, each chromosome of a
pair divides, half going to each daughter cell.
Thus, the number is kept constant and each cell
gets a representative of each chromosome present
in the cell from which it arose.
study of the immature sex cells shows that
they also have paired chromosomes, but as they
approach maturity, the members of each pair
unite more or less closely with one another in

A

later to separate and divide with the cells containing them so that the
mature sex cell contains only half the normal
number of chromosomes. This process is. known
as maturation. When these cells unite in the
fertilization process, the number is brought back
to normal and it is quite certain that one member of each pair is derived from each parent.
In fertilization only the head of the spermato*
zoCn, which is practically nothing but chromatin,
enters the egg. Since observation shows that inheritance from the father is as strong as that
from the mother, it seems evident that whatever material is the carrier of hereditary qual-

a very complex fashion,
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must be located in the chromatin. It has
been shown also in the case of a few animals
that the cells which give rise to the sex organs of the new generation seem to be set
aside early in the development and to be quite
distinct from the other organs of the body.
In the light of this further information, Weismann attacked the problem and worked out an
elaborate theory of heredity. He was the first
of the Laseriously to question the validity
marckian principle, and began by investigating
supposed cases of inheritance of mutilations.
For these, he decided there is no evidence whatIn this connection, he dcvelopd the conever.
defined as
cept of the germ plasm. This may be
a material contained in the nucleus of the fertilized egg, whose function is to determine the
character of the individual resulting from that
During development, portions of the germ
egg.
plasm are distributed to the appropriate regions
of the developing organism, each controlling the
ities

Some
differentiation of its own particular area.
of this germ plasm, however, is not distributed
in this fashion but remains as residual material
which goes by the shortest route to the cells
which are to form the sex organs of the new individual and there locates itself in the nuclei
sex cells. Here it remains until
of the
embryonic

at the time of sexual maturity, the cell containwith the
ing it matures, unites in fertilization
cell from the opposite sex, and the process is rethis
peated. While in this dormant condition,
residual material necessarily must receive its
nutrition from the surrounding body, but Weismann supposed that it is so effectually insulated
from the latter as not to be affected in any
qualitative fashion by any activities of the body
itself or by any influence of the environment.
If this germ plasm is thus isolated and unchangeable and determines the character of the
individuals of successive generations, why are
Weisman refers the
not all individuals alike?
origin of variations to the maturation process
of the sex cells in which each cell apparently
shuffles its chromatin and discards a portion of
Since by the
it, before fertilization takes place.
law of chances this discarding is different in
any two cells, it follows that no two mature sex
Further variability is
cells are exactly alike.
produced by the union of the dissimilar chromatin of the two sex cells in fertilization. While
much that is new has been discovered concerning
the phenomena of maturation and fertilization
since Weisraann wrote, nothing has appeared that
His
seriously affects this much of his theory.
further development of hypotheses concerning
the structure of the germ plasm and its behavior
are not of so much importance at the present
time (see bibliography at end of article).
The net results of Weismann's work are two.
In the first place, there is agreement among all
students of heredity that mutilations or their
effects are not inherited, nor is there any reason to accept the validity of reported cases of

maternal impressions and prenatal influences.
In the second place, there is agreement that
without necessarily .accepting Weismann's ideas
as to the composition of the germ plasm, it is
necessary to assume the existence of such a substance as the determiner, of hereditary qualities.
The question as it now stands is this: Is it
possible for this germ plasm, lying in the sex;
cells, to be affected by any activity of the body
or by any influence of the environment so as to
produce

precise

and

permanently

heritable
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changes in the structure of subsequent generations ?
Weismann at first claimed for germ plasm
a complete insulation from external influences,
but later modified this position. He found that
certain insects when subjected to lowered
temperature became darker in color and this
modification was transmitted to subsequent generations. To explain cases of this sort where
animals certainly responded to external changes,
Weismann developed the theory that some environmental influences are strong enough to penetrate immediately through the body and act
directly on the germ plasm, causing changes in it.
These changes ,may be inherited. Only those
agencies that are strong enough thus to penetrate
may affect the germ plasm.
The Neo-Lamarckians on the other hand, who
believe in the transmission of acquired characters, hold that lesser influences, either acting
repeatedly, from without, on the body, or the results of the activity of the body itself, may gradually penetrate to, and affect, the germ plasm.
Admitting that the mechanisms by which such
an effect could operate are not clearly to be
seen, they believe that some observations can
be explained only on the assumption that this
has taken place. Botanists' are rather more apt
to take this position than are zoologists, for in
the animal body are found much fewer protoplasmic connections between the organs, and the
sex cells are more definitely isolated than is the
case in plants. In fact, it is sometimes difficult
to imagine any very complete separation in
plants because of the elaborate arrangement of

it

appears

may

offer

such demonstration lave

excited much interest. The first has to do with
antibodies. If, for example, we inject human
blood into the blood vessels of an unrelated
animal, say a rabbit, the body of the rabbit will
react in a definite and precise fashion, developing

what

is

known as an antibody which has specific
human blood. If the blood containantibody is mixed with human blood a

reactions to

ing the

precipitate will form, but if mixed with blood
from any other animal (except a few of the
higher apes) no reaction occurs. A_ similar
formation of antibodies having a specific relation to whatever material was injected would
follow from the injection of any other "body tissue, or on the entrance of bacteria into the
blood.

Guyer and Smith injected the material from
a crushed lens from the eye of a rabbit into the
blood of a fowl and in that way developed an
anti-lens body in this blood. Some of this blood
was injected into a pregnant rabbit at a time
when the lenses of the embryos were forming,
and a number of them were born with defective
lenses.
This defect persisted through several
generations, being transmitted through the male
as well as through the female and in a Mendelian fashion (see below). This would indicate
that the defect was truly hereditary and not a
case of infection from the mother in each generation, and leads to the conclusion that the
germ plasm of the rabbit had been, modified by
the antibody. Guyer and Smith did not claim
that their results are arguments in favor of NeoLamarckism, but others have so interpreted them,
intercommunicating protoplasmic connections. on the ground that if these antibodies can produce
Among zoologists, the palaeontologists are most such an effect, other antibodies which conceivably
apt to be Neo-Lamarckians because the history may have arisen from time to time in the racial
of many structures seems to show a precise history, as reactions of the body to stimuli of
parallelism between the changes that these organs various kinds, may have had corresponding effects
undergo in successive ages and the changes that on the germ plasm. A second line of argument
would have been set up in them in each genera- is derived from the study of hormones, chemical
tion by the uses to which they must have been substances formed in body cells and poured into
the blood, which modify the structure of other
put.
that some
It is evident that an
apparent case of use in- organs. It is generally admitted
heritance might be explained equally well by secondary sex characters (for example those that
either of the above hypotheses, and thus a con- distinguish the male from the female individual)
dition of deadlock results.
are due to hormones formed by the respective
Most of the earlier writers on this subject developing sex organs. There is reason to think
devoted their time mainly to arguing on what that hormones may be formed by any organ, and
might be considered reasonable explanations of it is possible that a changed use of an organ may
observed phenomena, and conclusive experi- change the character of its hormones, and that
mental evidence is lacking. Brown-Sequard, this might react on the germ plasm.
More recent research has produced results that
whose results were quoted by Darwin and by
later writers, thought that certain injuries to are even more suggestive in this connection. A
the nervous system of guinea pigs would be fol- number of
have found that treatinvestigators
lowed by a condition of epilepsy and this was ment of animals with radium or with X-rays will
transmitted to descendants. This for a long produce structural changes, some of which rank
time stood as a valid case of the inheritance of as true mutations (See ZOOLOGY). Characteracquired characters, but the most recent work istic mutations appear in laboratory cultures of
along this line indicates that the so-called "epi- fruit flies; and at the December, 1927, meeting of
leptic" state of the guinea pig appears under the American Association for the Advancement of
favorable conditions in the perfectly normal Science, the $1000 prize annually given for the
animal, and it seems certain that this case may be most noteworthy paper read at the meeting was
ruled out. Practically all of the supposed cases awarded for a research on the effect of X-rays
to demonstrate this point are either of doubt- on fruit flies, where*, after exposure to these rays,
ful accuracy, or are capable of, two interpreta- mutations similar to those that occur in laborations (see above) and clean-cut, precise evidence tory cultures appeared, but 150 times as freis lacking in favor of Neo-Lamarckism.,
quently. Since X-rays are found in ordinary
Most, if not all, biologists would agree that a light, it is perfectly possible that changes in
>

decisive demonstration that external influences
may produce heritable changes in germ plasm,

their character or intensity
changes in germ plasm*

would greatly simplify some pi our problems

important technique for the
study of heredity was developed by Galton
and later by Pearson in biometry. This is an

of heredity, especially as related to evolution.
For this reason, some recent investigations which

Biometry. An

may

directly produce
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Important practical suggestions arise from
the study of sex-linked characters. It is evident
from a study of the last two diagrams ^ that it
would be possible to determine which individuals
would transmit the sex-linked character and
which would not. If, as is true is some cases,
the character is an undesirahle one, it would be
to eliminate
possible by controlling matings
the character from the race. On the other hand,
if the sex-linked character is desirable, it would
be possible so to control matings as to make it
more common. It is evident from the diagram
matthat, assuming absolute power to control
could be entirely
ings, either color-blindness
all of
eliminated, or a race could be developed
whom would be color-blind, according to which
considered the desirable condition.
or Reversion. These terms should
be considered as synonymous and refer to the
characters not
appearance in one generation of
but present
represented in the immediate parents
In the case just
in some more remote ancestors.
mentioned, color-blindness skips a generation and
if in
might even seem to skip more than one,
the intermediate generations the individual who
would show it did not happen to appear. Another familiar case is where the child of browna blueeyed parents has blue eyes inherited from
In eye
eyed grandparent or earlier ancestor.
is
color, the pigmented (brown or black) eye
dominant to the non-pigmented (blue or albino).
to
If, therefore, the brown-eyed parents happen
be heterozygous for brown, having the blue as a
recessive character, one-quarter of their children
would be homozygous for blue and be blue-eyed
(see diagram above, referring to the guinea pig
which, making the necessary changes in the symSince
bols, would apply as well to this case).
the number of individuals is so small in any
human family, it might happen that several
generations would elapse before the homozygous
individual appears and thus the child seem to in-
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Ova
Or

cR

Spermatozoa

was

Atavism

herit something not possessed by its parents.
This emergence of a previously hidden recessive
character explains one type of atavism.
Another type has a different explanation.
Bateson described a case where two white sweet
this
peas when crossed gave a purple Ft and
when inbred gave in Fa nine purple to seven
white. This purple color was present in the
ancestral Sicilian sweet pea, so that this was an
undoubted case of atavism. This can be explained on the assumption that for the production of the purple color the cooperation of two
genes is necessary. If either gene is present

alone, no color appears; when they are both
present they produce the purple color. In the
history of these two varieties of sweet peas, it
happened that these two genes became separated
and thus two lines of white-flowered plants
arose, one carrying one of the genes, the other
carrying the other. When they were crossed,
color returned. Assuming that one of these

by C with an allelomorph
R with r as allelomorph,
the composition of one plant would be Or and
the other cR. When crossed, this becomes ORor
and color appears. Assuming that this is the
case, the hybrid would form gametes GR, Or
oRs or. Representing the result of crossing by
a diagram, we have the results shown in the next
genes
o

is

represented

and the other by

column.

and R,
of these squares contain both
while none of the other seven has both of them.
Accordingly, nine are colored and seven white,

Nine

as actual observation showed. Again, theoretical expectation and observations are in agreement and demonstrate the accuracy of the theory.

Inbreeding. This is regarded, and with
some experimental evidence in favor of the beas undesirable in that it tends to produce
or degenerate descendants. Many
plants, however, as wheat, rice, barley, pats,
lief,

weakened

tobacco, and beans, are normally self-fertilizing
and experiments on white rats have shown that
no injurious effects follow in. the closest in-

breeding. It now seems certain that inbreeding
in itself is not injurious, but that, if there arc
in a family undesirable recessive traits, these
traits are more apt to become homozygous and
thus visible if two members of this family mate
than if either mates with a more distantly related individual. If a family is free from these
undesirable recessives, no harmful effects follow
inbreeding. On the other hand, "outbreeding,"
or mating of unrelated individuals, is sometimes
followed by an increase in vigor, apparently because it results in a combination of several desirable dominant characters.
The most elaborate experiments ever made in
heredity were made by Morgan and his associates on the fruit-fly, Drosophila, which is ideal
for this purpose as it breeds rapidly and is easily
kept under observation. As a result of these

experiments, they have not only identified a
large number of genes but have demonstrated
the exact location of each of these genes on the
chromosome (consult bibliography).
Of much interest is the question as to the
number and character of these genes. To assume that there is in the sex cell a gene for
each different character of the adult would be
to assume an inconceivable complexity in the

Moreover, it' is known that sometimes one gene may affect more than one body
character or, on the other hand, several genes
may cooperate to determine one character. It
would be possible, therefore, to explain their
action by the assumption of a comparatively
few genes which, reacting on the original material of the fertilized egg, start the process of
differentiation, then by a second reaction on
this primary differentiated material set up a

germ plasm.

further differentiation, and this series of actions
and reactions continue to the end, the process
being more or less modified by the reactions of
one set of genes upon the others. That the
genes are complex chemical compounds, possibly
of the nature of enzymes, acting upon the protoplasm of the body seems a reasonable assumption from what we know of their mode of

working.

HEREDITY

It seems certain, however, that the cytoplasm
of the egg plays some part in heredity and is not
merely an inert mass, molded by the genes in
the chromosomes. Apparently, the general characteristics, e.g., whether an egg shall develop
into a dog or a horse, are determined by the
cytoplasm while the individual characteristics
are controlled by the genes.
If genes are chemical compounds of the nature
of enzymes, it should be possible to modify their
structure by chemical or other means and there
is experimental evidence that this can be done.
If the cases mentioned earlier, where external
forces have permanently modified the race, are
valid, the genes must have been modified. Mutations also (see ZOOLOGY) must owe their origin
to changes in the composition of the genes.
This work in heredity has decidely modified
opinion on one point which had seemed so obvi-

ous as to be axiomatic. This was the principle which underlay all of Darwin's work on
selection, that of the supposed efficiency of the
selection of individual variations. Among the
members of any generation are always found
variations in the degree of development of any
one character. Darwin supposed, and this has
generally been believed until quite recently, that
if extreme variates were isolated from the remainder and allowed to breed, some of their offspring would vary still more widely in this direction and if this process were continued almost
any amount of variability could be obtained.
If this were true, it would mean that the character of genes could be changed by the act of selection, but the evidence indicates that it is
probably not true.
In any species, the range of variability is fixed,
and selection of the greatest or the smallest
variate from the mean of the species would not in
any way affect the range of variability of the
next generation. Where the selective process
seems to be sufficient, it may mean either that the
original group was not homogeneous and selection has isolated different races from one another,
each having its own range of variability, or that
there were genes modifying or interfering with
the action of the genes under consideration and
the selective process has removed these, thus allowing the original gene free expression. The
gene is apparently not modified through selection.
As a result of his study of biometry, Qalton
decided that inheritance is blending, i.e., that the
offspring of two parents unlike in any particular
character would be, with respect to that, charIf
acter, intermediate between the parents.
this were true, it would mean that the genes
from the two parents had modified one another.
The Mendelian interpretation is that in such
a case the apparent blending is due to the
peculiar action of two or more genes. For example, a' brown-chaffed and a white-chaffed
wheat were crossed and Fi was brown. Fa, however, did not have brown and white in the
proportions of three to one, as might have been
expected, but there were fifteen brown to one
white and the browns were not all of the same
shade. This can be explained on the assumption that there are two genes for brown, B and
BI, each capable of producing the color, but
BB 1 gives a more intense shade than either B
or BI alone. Worked out on the checker-board
type of diagram, this theoretical expectation
agrees closely with actual observations and there
is no evidence for a true. blending due to modify
cations in the character of the original genes.
.
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By offering precise information concerning
the results to be expected from any given matMendelism has been of service to practical
plant and animal breeders, and these services
will undoubtedly be extended with advancing
information. In human heredity, because of the
obvious impossibility of experimental matings
and because of the small size of human families,
accurate information is more difficult to obtain,
but enough is known to offer to eugenics much
valuable assistance in its efforts to improve human qualities. This is especially true in the
cases of a number of diseases which are sex
linked in inheritance and which, by applying
the rules mentioned above, might easily be eliminated from the race. See EUGENICS.
Bibliography. The following books summarize the more important works in this field:
Darwin, Animals and Plants under Domestication; Spencer, Principles of Biology; Gal ton,
Natural Inheritance; Thomson, Heredity; Cuning,
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of Research in Genetics; Castle, Genetics and
Eugenics; East and Jones, Inbreeding and Outand
Sturtevant, Muller,
breeding; Morgan,
Bridges, The Mechanism of M&ndelian Heredity;
Weismann, The Qerm Plasm; Skull, Heredity;
Sinnott and Dunn, Principles of Genetics.
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HEBPOBD, her'ford or har'ford, CHAKLES
HAROLD (1853An English scholar (see
).
VOL. XI), fellow of the British Academy of
honorary professor of English literature at the
University of Manchester. His later publications
include:
Goethe (1913); Memoir of Julia
Wedgwood (1915) ; Is There a Poetic View of
the World f (1916) ; Shakespeare's Treatment of
Love and Marriage, and other tfssays (1921);.
Sketch of Shakespeare Investigation, 189S-1923
(1923); and The Post-War Mind of Germany
(1926). He wrote for various papers and edited
the Warwick Library and Shakespeare, and the
critical section. of the Belles Lettres Series.
),
HERG-ESHEIMEB., JOSEPH (1880An American author, born at Philadelphia, Pa.
for
He studied painting
a time, but soon turned
to literature. His first novel, The Lay Anwas
not
which
thony,
published until 1914, was
at once acclaimed as a work of the first importance. There followed in rapid succession a
series of notable books, including:
Mountain
Blood (1915) ; The Three Blaok Pennys (1917) ;
Java Head (1919); Linda Condon (1919);
Cytherea, (1921); The Bright Shawl (1922);
and the collected short stories Gold and Iron
(1918); The Happy End (1919); The Presbyterian Child (1923) ; Balisand (1924) From an
Old House (1925); Tampico (1926); Quiet
Cities (1928).
Possessed of a luxurious style
that is peculiarly effective for his subjects, with
a feeling for exotic backgrounds that he has,
nevertheless, been able to render subordinate to
the essential work of character delineation, Mr.
Hergesheimer, in The Lay Anthony, in Linda Condon> in the first parts of The Three Black Penny* and Java Head, has written fiction little
surpassed or even equaled in the period.
her'man, GEORGE (pseudonym
for GEOEG HERMANN BOBOHABDT (1871).
German novelist* He made old Berlin the
background of most of his stories, which include
Spfolkinder (1897) ; Die JSukunftsfrohen (1898);
Aus dem letzten House (1899) ; JettoJi&n Qebert
(1906); Henriette Jacoby (1907); Atw guter
alter Zeit (1913) ; Eeinrich 8ch8n, Jr. (1915);
;
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wid ungesichcrten Lelen
gesicherten
(1915); Evnen Sommer lang (1917); Schnee
Der doppelte Spiegel, and Tranen um
( 1921 ) ;
Modesto, Za-mboni (1927). His plays include:
Jettchen Gebert; Henriette Jacoly; Mein yaohlor Ameise (1920) ; Die $acht des Dr. Herzfeld
and Frau Antonie (1925). He is also
(1922)
the author of several volumes of sketches Bandbemerkungen; Kleine Erlebnisse (1920); Spaeiergang in Potsdam (1926) ; and Holland, Rembrandt, Amsterdam (1926).
).
HEBMAKNTSSOJff, EALLDOB (1878An Iceland philologist born at VSllur, Iceland.
He entered the University of Reykjavik in 1898

Von

;

:

In

and three years later that of Copenhagen.
1905 he was appointed curator of the Fiske

Ice-

landic Collection at Cornell University Library
and taught Scandinavian languages at the uni-

in .1924. His
The Northmen in America
The Ancient Laws of Norway and Iceland
1909
(1911); Icelandic Authors of To-day (1913);
Icelandic Books of the 16th Century (1916) ; The
Periodical Literature of Iceland (1918) Modern
Icelandic (1919) ; Bibliography of the Eddas
(1920); Icelandic Books of the llth Century
(1922) ; Jon Gudnwndsson and Sis Natural Hisversity,

becoming a

many works
(

full professor

include

) ;

;

tory of Iceland (1924) ; Egg&rt Olafsson (1925),
and Two Cartographers (1926). He compiled a

Catalogue of the Fiske Icelandic Collection (1914,
27) and of Rwiic Literature (1918), and edited
The Story of Griselde in Icelandic (1914) and
An Icelandic Satire: Lof Lyginnar (1915).
,

ABEL (1862-

).

A

French

man

of letters, born in Paris, and educated at
the Iyc4es Bonaparte and Condorcet. He devoted himself ,to journalism and to literature,
writing critical essays, novels, and theatrical
comedies. In all his works, he displayed a keen'
sense for satire and social caricature. One of
his novels, La Carriers (1894), dealt ironically
with the diplomatic "career/' and it is this that
was supposed to have delayed Hermanns election
to the French Academy until 1927. His works
include:
Monsieur Rabosson (1884); Nathalie
1

Amour de t$te (1890); Le
(1895); Les transatlantiques
(1897) ; Trains de luxe (1908) E'cures de guerre
de la famille Valadier (1915) ; Chroniques francaises, 1914-1915 (1918); Histoire amoureuse
de Fanfan (1917); La vie a Paris (1919); Le
roman de Loup (1925) ; La marionnette; "Secondes dosses" (192G) ; Les epaves (1927) ; Comille aux cheveun courts ( 1927 ) also stories of
court life: La carriere (1894); Le sceptre
(1897), and Le char de I'titat (1899) ; a series
of reminiscences, including Les confidences d'une
afieulle (1893); flouvenirs du vicomte de Courpiere (1901); L'aube ardente (1919); La journe'e
"breve
(1920); and Orgpuscule tragique
(1922). He also wrote Le joyeu
g&rgon
(1913); Le cwavanserail (1917); Le rwal far
connu (1918) ; La petite femme (1921) ; L'autre
aventure du joyeu
and the
garden ( 1921 )
short stories: Cosurs a part, Coeurs prwiligie's,
and Daniel (1910); and numerous essays and
dramas. Consult Abel Hennant, by "Peltier
'>
(1924).
A German hisHEBBU, PATJL (1876).
torian, who in 1920 became director- of' the
at Potsdam. He
political-historical archives
was born at Magdeburg, studied at the universities of Berlin, Jena, and Leipzig, and in pursuit
of a commercial enterprise traveled in Germany,
Austria, Italy, and Spain. He was lecturer at'
Madore

(1888);

disciple

dime

;

;

'

*

'

;

,

He is the
Prcussens Befreiungs-und Verfassnngkampf (1914); Spanien und der Weltkrieg
(1915); Weltpolitik, "Weltkatastrophe (1916);
Ge&chichtliche Schlaglichter auf den Weltkrieg
(1916); Aufruf an die Neutralen #ur Geduld
(1918); Bismarcks Staatskunst (1916); Vdlkergememschaftsidee und Internationale Politik
(1920);
Weltgeschichte der neuesten Zeit
(1920); and Die siidtiroler Frage (1927).
HERRICK, MYKON T. (1854-1929). An
American, diplomat (see VOL. XI). During the
the University of Leipzig (190G-20).

author

J

of:

World War, he

established the

American Ambu-

Hospital at Neuilly, France, and was
chairman of the War Camp Community Service
and of the Mayor's War Relief Committee in
Cleveland. Reappointed Ambassador to France
by President Harding in April, 1921, he served
with conspicuous success until his sudden death
on Mar. 31, 1929. At Paris, he was entrusted
with difficult negotiations involving war debts,
limitation of armaments, and the Kellogg-Briand
multilateral peace pact. His handling of Colonel Charles E. Lindbergh's arrival in Paris following the latter's transatlantic flight was
widely praised. It was largely due to his efforts
that adequate quarters for the American Embassy
in Paris were provided for in August, 1928.
During the post-war reconstruction period, he
also served as chairman of the American Commission for Devastated France. Following services
in Paris, his body was returned to America on a
French warship, with full military honors such
as were never before accorded a foreign Ambassador. Burial was in Cleveland.
An Amer).
HEBB.ICK, ROBERT (18G8ican writer and university professor (see VOL.
XI). His professorship of English at the University of Chicago ended in 1923. His later
books include His Great Adventure (1913);
Clark's Field
(1914); The World Decision
(1910); The Conscript Mother (1916); Homely
Lilla,
Waste (1924); Wanderings
(1923);
(1925) ; and Chimes (1926). He was a member
of the National Institute of Arts and Letters.
French
).
HEBBIOT, fiDOUAJBD (1872public official and man x>f letters who was educated at the ficole Normale Supe>ieure, and at
the conclusion of his studies became a professor
of rhetoric and literature at the Lycde of Lyons,
and an instructor at the university there. He
entered politics and was successively counselor
general of the Rhone, Mayor of Lyons, Senator
(1912), Minister of Public Works in Briand's
government (December, 1916 to March, 1917)
and deputy (November 1919 ). After the Armistice, he opposed the reparation policies of the
Nationalist groups in France and favored a rapprochement with Germany and Russia. In 1922
he made a visit to Russia which he described
in La Sussie Nouvelle. He was president of the
Federation of Radical and Radical Socialist
parties, and was one of the leaders of the Parliamentary opposition to the bloc national. The
elections of May, 1924, led to his
premiership,
supported by parties of the left fcloc, from June
of -that ye'ar to April of the
-following. His
lance
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policy

was

conciliatory toward

Germany, favor-

ing the Dawes Plan and allowing German vessels
to enter French: ports -for the* first -time since'
the- World War, and he recognized Soviet -Russia(Oct. 28, 1924)i He stood strongly against inflation, 'so when it w^s discovered that the GoveramenMiad secretly resorted to' it, the ministry
was forced to resign. PainlevS; the President
s
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of the Chamber, became Premier, and Herriot
was chosen President in his place; on July 20,
1926, he left the speaker's chair to overthrow the

Briand-Caillaux government. He again formed
his own cabinet which was defeated on its first
appearance before the Chamber, and then gave
way to Poincare", in whose government he became
Minister of Public Instruction (July 23, 1926In October of that year, he resigned his
)
presidency of the Federation of the Radical and
Radical Socialist parties.
As a man of letters, Herriot was best known
by a work on PhiJon le juif and the Jewish.

and Zurich. He was assistant chemist of the
Georgia Experiment Station (1890-91), adfunct
professor of chemistry at Johns Hopkins (18941901), and from 1901 to 1904, was with the
Bureau of Forestry in the United States Department of Agriculture. During 1905-16, he was
professor of chemistry at the University of North

Carolina. He was the editor of tlie Journal of
Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, 1917-21,
Synthetic Organic Chemical
president of the
Manufacturers5 Association, 192 1-26, and adviser
to the Chemical Foundation, Inc., after 1926. His
principal researches have been in organic chemistry and include the determination of the constitution of inorganic compounds by physico
methods ; also, he invented a new method of turpentine orcharding and a rapid method for the
determination of oil in cottonseed products.

Alexandrian school of philosophy which was
crowned by the Academy of Moral and Political
Un
Science in 1897. His other works include:
Ovrrage fnfdit de lime, de Stael (1904) ; Precis
d'histoire des lettres frangaises (1905)
Agir
A distin).
HEBTZ, ALFBED (1872(1915-16): Grcer (1919); Lyon pendant la
normande
la
Dans
and
for&t
guished German conductor (see VOL. XI), In
guerre (1924);
1915 he resigned his position at the Metropol(1926).
HEBBMA1TN, hSr'man, CONRAD EDMUND itan Opera House and accepted the conductor;

A German writer. He
GUSTAV (1871).
was born at Leipzig and attended the university
there.
He is the author of the plays: Savonarola (1886); Sensation (1906); Der Triumph
des Mannes (1900); Der grosse Baal (1007).
Other works include Vineta, a volume of verse
(1908) ; Und doch (1915); Bakuska, a Russian
story (1919); Lebensfahrt "(1919) ; Withelm
Busch an der Flimmelstiir (1920) ; Gesichte und
Grimassen (1920) ; Der lachende Olymp (1921) ;
Maulwilrfe (1921); the satire Der Affenspiegel
(1923); an edition of 1001 Wacht (Arabian
Nights) (1928).
).
HEBSHEY, AMOS SHARTLE (1867An American educator (see VOL. XI). He beof
came head of the newly created department
political science at the University of Indiana in
1914.
Among his later writings were Modern
Japan, with Frank M, Anderson (1919) ; Handbook for the Diplomatic Relations of Europe,
Asia, and Africa, 1870-1914 (1918) and The Essentials of International Law and Organisation
(1927). He was a member of the staff of the
American Commission to Negotiate Peace,
1918-19.

HEBTEB,

ALBERT (1871-

).

An

Ameri-

painter and craftsman (see VOL. XI).
Among his later mural works were a series for
the Supreme Court room 'of the Wisconsin
Capitol, and an allegorical pageant in the St.
Francis Hotel, San Francisco. At his Herter

can

Looms, he designed and produced

artistic tapes-

tries.

GEORG, BARON VON
German administrator and

HEBTLING,
1919).

A

(1843Catholic

Nov. 1, 1917,
philosopher (see VOL. XI). On
he was appointed Chancellor by the Kaiser, and
skill brought some measure of stability
into the affairs of the German government.
Later, when Bulgaria capitulated at the end of
September, 1918, he was driven from office. See

by his

1

GERMANTjimder

ffistory.

HEBTWIG, heWvlK, RICHARD VON (1850A German zoologist (see VOL. XI). He
).

resigned his professorship at Munich in 1925 and
in 1929 visited the United States, where he was
elected a foreign associate of the National Academy of Sciences. He wrote Abstammungslehre
und neuere Biologic (1927).
).
HEBTY, CHARLES HOLMES (1867An American chemist, born at Milledgeville, Ga.,
of
the
at
and educated
Georgia
University
(1886), Johns Hopkins (Ph.D., 1900), Berlin,

24

ship of the

San Francisco Symphony Orchestra,

which under him soon developed into one of the

great orchestras of the country. He was largely
instrumental in winning recognition for the native composer. While at the Metropolitan, he
produced ail the operas by American composers
produced there. In 1929 he resigned as conductor of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra.
HEBTZOG, her'ts&ff, HON. J. B. M. (1806South African Prime Minister and
).
general (see VOL. XI). At the outbreak of the
South African rebellion against Groat Britain in
1914, he refused to take part on either side.
After the World War, as leader of the Nationalist Party, he headed the opposition of the government of General Smuts, and, on the defeat of
the Smuts ministry early in 1924, became Prime
Minister and Minister for Native Affairs.

A

HEBTZSFBUNG, EJNAB

(1873-

).

A

Danish astrophysicist, born near Copenhagen,
who was successively a professor in Gottingen
"University, in the observatory at Potsdam, director (1919) of the Leyden Observatory, and
professor in the Universitv of Leyden (1920In 1912 he worked at the Mount Wilson
) .
Observatory in California for four months. He
has published much on astrophysics.
HERZOG-, MILE. See MAUROIS, ANDB&

HEBZOG-, RUDOLF (18C9-

).

A German

and poet (see VOL. XI). In the first
two years of the World War, he abandoned fiction
and wrote the following volumes of verse: Ritter, Tod, und Teufel
(1915); Von Sturmen,
8terbenf Auferstehen (1916); and the dramatic

novelist

poem

Stromiiberganff

(1916).

He

later wrote:

Die Sloltenkamps und ihre Fraucn, a novel
(1917); Jungbrunnen, a volume of stories
(1918) Oermaniens Gutter, a book of German
myths (1919); Die Buben der Fran, Opterberg,
a novel (1921); a volume of poems, Windzeit
und Wolfsseit (1919); and the novels Wieland
der Schntied (1927), and Das FaMew, der Versprengten (1927).

An
).
HESS, ALFRED FABIAN (1875American podiatrist known for his original researches into affections

of

childhood,

notably

rickets, scurvy, tuberculosis, blood states, and
affections of the stomach and intestines.
Born

in New York City, he was educated at Harvard
and at Columbia, receiving his medical degree
from the College of Physicians and Surgeons in
1901.

After studying pediatrics in Europe, he
of that chair in the Uni-

was made a professor

HESS

HICHEITS

728

Medical College, New York City,
yersity-Bellevue
in It) 15. The recoid of his work in pediatrics
and experimental pathology is contained in 70 or

J/ edict

in periodical literature.
large share of credit for discoveries in connection with rickets, vitamin D, and effects of
ultra-violet radiation on rickets and on food
substances was accorded to Prof. Hess and in

HEYMAJOT,
A German social

more papers published

A

1927 the Franklin Society awarded him the John
Scott Medal for "producing a vitamin factor in
food by ultra-violet light."
An English
).
HESS, hta, MYRA (1890pianist, born in London. At the age of five, she
began to study the piano and two years later
entered the Guildhall School of Music, where
she graduated as winner of the gold medal.
After further study under Tobias Matthay, she
made her debut in London, in January, 1908,
winning immediate success. She then made tours
of Holland and FranceUpon her American
debut (New York, Jan. 24, 1022) she became a
prime favorite in the United States, not only as
soloist, but also as a fine ensemble player.
An Austrian
).
HESS, VICTOR (1833professor of physics at the University of Graz
and contributor on radioactivity, atmosphere
electricity, and kindred subjects to the publications of the Academy of Science in Vienna.
B'rom 1021 to 1023, he was director of the refieaich laboratory of the U. S. Radium Corporation in Now York, and from 1022 to 1925 consulting physicist in the U. S. Bureau of Mines,
Washington. Since his return to Austria, he has
published Die elcltrischcn LcitfdJngleit der Alwoftphare uncl ifire Ifrttaclirn (102(5, in English
translation: TJie Electrical Conductivity of the
Atmosphere and its Causes, 1028).
A
HESSE, lnVse, HERMANN (1877).
Ociman novelist and poet (nee VOL. XI). He
took up his residence in Switzerland before the
World \Va r TTis later works include
ftosahalde
(1914); In der alien Sonne (1914); Mumk des
Kimamen (1015), Kiiulp (1013);
Wcg
(191G); Briefe ins
(1016); Schbn ist die
Jugend (1016); Marchcn (1910); Kleiner Garten (1010); KUngsors Ictetcr ttommcr, (1020) ;
Zaiathitsiras ITicderlcchr
(1020); Blick ins
C7mo$ (1020); Wandcrung (1021); a poom of
India, Siddharta (1922); a selection from previous books of verse, Aitsycwdhlte Oedichte
(1922) a poetical volume, Jt alien (1923) ; and
the novels. Demian, Sinclairs Notizbuch, and Der
8teppenwolf (1027).
HETERODYNE. See RADIO TELEGRAPHY.
MAURICE HENRY (1861-1923).
An English novelist (see VOL. XI). His later
books include: A Lover's Tale (1015); The
Little Iliad (1015); The Song of the Plow
(1016); Thorgils of Treadholt (1917); Pcridore and Para vail (1017); The Village Wife's
Lament (1918); Flowers in the (Jtass, poems
(1920)5 In & Green Shade (1920); Wiltshire
fissays (1921); Extemporary Essays (1,922);
Last Essays (1024) ; and The Letters of Maurice
Hewlett ; to Which is Added a Diary in Greece9
JMJI, edited by Laurence Binyoa (1926).
A German
HEYCK, EDUARD (1802).
historian, who was born at Doberan and studied
at Leipzig, Jena, and Heidelberg. He was professor at the universities of Freiburg and HeidelIncluded
berg, and librarian at Donaueschingen.
among his later works are Die Kreusmtige and
da-$ Heilige Land (1000); FrauensehSnheit iw
Wandel von deschmaek und Kunsb (1903) WiL
helm von Oranien (1908); Florenz unfl die
:

Am

FM

,

HEWLETT,

,

;

(1909); Das Dcutschland von Morgen
(1917) ; Parlament und Tolksvertretung (1918) 3
and UoJienfcuer (1920).

LILA GUSTAVA (1868).
worker, horn in Hamburg. She
engaged in propaganda for the abolition of the
flittcupolizei, worked for child protection and
was active in municipal and communal reforms
in Munich.
She also wrote works about the sex
problem and hygiene for young people. After
1918 she was co-editor, with Anita Augspurg,
of the magazine Die Fran im 8taat.

HEYWABB,

DuBosE

(1885-

An

).

American writer. He was boui at Charleston,
S. C., and obtained his schooling there.
He
wrote:
Skylines and Horizons (1024); Porgy
(1025); Angel (1020); and Mamhn'* Daughters
(192H), and was co-author (with Ilervoy Allen)
of Carolina Chansons (1022).
Porgy was dramatized in collaboration with Dorothy Hcyward
and produced by the Theatre Guild of New York
in 1027-28.
).
HIBBAB.D, BENJAMIN HORACE (1S70An American agricultural economist, born in
Bremer County, Iowa. He giaduatod from the
.

Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts in 1S9S, and took post-graduate courses at
the University of YUsconsin and in Germany.
In 1010 he was special agent in the agricultural
division of the Bureau of "the Census, and in 1013
was appointed professor of agricultural economthe University of \\isconsin. In 1919
Professor Hibbard became head of this department, lie was a monitor of several societies
and wrote Effect of the (Jrcnt '\Yar on Agriculture (1919); Marketing Affricitllural Products
(1021 ) ; and A History of the Public Land Policies (1024).
ics at

An
).
HIBBEIT, JOHN GRIEB (1801American clergyman and educator, elected president of Princeton University, 1012.
(See VOL,
XI). For his sei vices during the Woild War he
was made an officer of the Legion of Honor
a commander of the Order of the Crown
( France)
(Belgium), and a grand officer of the Order of
,

Sava (Serbia). Ho added to his list of pubThe Higher Palnotixm (1915).
HIBBEN", F ASTON (1880-1928). An American war correspondent and publicist, born at
Indianapolis, Ind. ITc graduated ftom Princeton University in 1003 and studied law at Harvard. In 1006 he was admitted to the bar.
Entering the diplomatic service, he served as
St.

lications

Secretary of Legation in the capitals of Russia,
Mexico, Colombia, Holland, and Chile, retiring
fiom the service in 1012. He acted as war correspondent in Europe for scvcial newspapers and
magaxinea from 1915 to 1917, and in 1921 was
secretary of the Russian Commission of Near
East Relief. During the Woild War, he served,
as first lieutenant of field artillery and also with
the Finance Bureau, and in the office of the
Inspector Geneial. In 1919 he was on duty with
the military mission to Armenia and was staff
correspondent for the Chicago Tribune from 1919
He wrote Constantino 1 and the fireeh
tp- 1920.
The Famine in Russia 0922) ;
People (1920)
and Henry Ward Becclier an American Portrait (1927)
and contributed many articles on
subjects relating to the Near East to .magazines,
;

;,

HICH'EWS, ROBERT SMYTIIE .(1804An English novelist and journalist (see
',

Xl) W-AO was made, a fellow

of the

of

,

t

)'.

VOL.

Royal 89^1-

Literature ,in 192ft. Among
books, are In the Wilderness (J,91/T)
ety

,

,

Jiis.
;

later

HICKS

HILL

) 29

Bite (1919); Mrs. Harden (1919); The Spirit
of the Time (1921); The Last Time (1922);
December Love (1923); Afier the Verdict
(1924) ; and The God Within Him (1926). The
New York play, Business is Business, was his
adaptation of Les affaires sont Ics affaires, and
he wrote The Voice from the Minaret produced
in 1919. In 1920 his novel The Garden of Allah
was played in New York and London.

Ohio; "Pueblo of Taos* and "Indian at Stream'*
in the Los Angeles Museum.
Examples of his
murals are found in the decorations of the Englewood Theatre, Chicago. He won the first Logan
Medal and the first Altman Prize of the National Academy of Design iu 1918. He became
an associate of the National Academy in 1921.
An English
).
HiaOS, HEWBY (1864economist and administrator (see VOL. XI).

He retired from his position of principal clerk
HICKS, FREDEBICK CHARLES (1863).
An American economist and university president, in H. M. Treasury (1921). He was Newmarch
born at Capac, Mich. He was graduated from Lecturer in statistics (1892, 1893, 1916-18, and
the University of Michigan in 1886, where in
1890 hcs also received his Ph.D. During 189192 he was instructor in economics at the University of Michigan, and then for eight years
of history and political economy
at the University of Missouri. In 1900 he accepted the chair of economy and commerce at
the University of Cincinnati. He became president of the latter institution in 1920. In addition to many technical papers, reports, and
monographs, he is the author of Lectures on the

was professor

Theory of Economics (1901) and Competitive
and Monopoly Price (1911).
).
HICKS, FREDERICK CHARLES (1875An American librarian, born at Auburn, N. Y.
He graduated from Colgate University in 1898
and from the Georgetown Law School in 1901.
After several years spent in practicing law, he
was appointed librarian at the United States
Naval War College at Newport, serving from
1905 to 1908. In 1908-09, he was assistant librarian of the Brooklyn Public Library and was
assistant librarian
(1911-1$), law librarian
'), and associate professor of legal
(1915at Columbia Univer)
bibliography (1921He wrote New World Order (1920); Men
sity.

and Books Famous in the Law (1921 ; Materials
and Methods of Legal JKesearch ( 1923 ; and Human Jettison ( 3 927 ) ; and edited several historical series, including Famous American Jury
Speeches (1925) ; and Arguments and Addresses
of Joseph Hodges Ohoate (1926).
HIDES. See LEATHER; LIVE STOCK.
An
).
HICKS-INS, EDWARD JOHN (1862English Salvation Army worker who became
general of the organization in 1929. He was
born at Hidibridge, Somerset, educated at Dr.
Morgan's School, Bridgewater, entered the Salvation Army as an officer in 1882, and by 1896
had become chief secretary in the United States.
In 1905 he was appointed assistant foreign secretary at the London, headquarters; from 19.11, to
1919, he was commissioner for field work in Great
Britain and Ireland, and from that year until
1029, he was chief of the staff of the Salvation
Army. As general, he succeeded W. .Bramwell
Booth. In 1920 he was made Commander of the
Order of the British Empire.
)',
HIGQINS, W(nxiAM) VICTOR (1884rAn American painter and teacher, born at Shelin
at
Institute
Ind.
He
studied
the
Art
byville,
Chicago and at the Academy of Fine Arts there.
In Paris, he was a pupil of Rene" Menard wid Lucien Simon, and in Munich; of Hans von Eyeck.
Among his pictures in pennament exhibitions are
his "Moorland Gorae and Bracken/* in the
Municipal Gallery, Chicago; "Moorland Piper,"
Terre Haute -Art Association j "Juanitcy the
Suspicious<f Cat," in the Union League Club,
Chicago; Women of Taos," Santa F6 Railroad,;
)

)

'

"A Sfirine to St. Anthony/* in the collection, of
the Des Moines Association, of Fine Arts; "Fiesta
Day/' at the Butler Art Institute, Youngstown,

1923-26) in University College, London. His
writings include: Financial System of
The United Kingdom (1914) ; National Economy
(1917) A Primer of National Finance (1919) ;
and Financial Reform (1925). He edited Palgrave's Dictionary of Political Economy (192326).
PBESSTTBE BOILEBS. See BOILlater

;

HIGH

ERS.

HIGH SCHOOLS.

See EDUCATION us

THE

UNITED STATES.

HIGHWAYS.

See ROADS

AND PAVEMENTS;

BBIDGES,

HILDEBBAND,
(1847-1921).

Among

ADOLF B. B.
VoiuXI).
works, the most important was
hil'de-brant,

A German sculptor

his later

(see

the Hubert-US Fountain at the National Museum
in Munich ( 1921 ) . At the time of his death, he
had finished the model for a monumental fountain for Cologne, with Father Bhine as the central figure.

JOEL HENRY (1881)*
American chemist, born at Camden, N. J.
He was graduated from the University of Penn-

HILDEBBAND,

An

sylvania in 1903, took his Ph.D. there in 1906,
then studied for a year in Berlin. During
1904-05 he was assistant, and during 1907-13 an
instructor, in chemistry at the university of
Pennsylvania, after which he accepted a call to the
University of California, where, since 1918, he
has been professor of chemistry and in 1923-26
dean of men. Physical chemistry, and such
topics as electro-analysts, hydrogen electrodes,
vapor pressures of metals and amalgams, dissot

ciation

are

of

among

alcohol,

and theories

those on which

results of his studies.

of

solubility

has published the
During the World War,
he,

he served as director of the laboratory of the
Chemical Welfare Service in France with the
rank of major and later commanded the gas defense school as lieutenant colonel. In 1929 he
was elected a member of the National Academy

He is the author of Principles of
Chemistry (1917) and Solubility (1924).
HILFB.KDIITG, htt'fer-dlng, BTJTDOLF (1877). ,A German economist and public official
(see VOL. XI). A member of, the Social-Democratic Party, he opposed the Government's poliHe was editor-incies during the World War.
chief of Freiheit (1918-2125), Minister of Finance
in the first Stresemann cabinet (1923), a member of the Reichstag ,(1924), and again
Minister of Finance in .the Stresemann cabinet
formed in, June, 1928. In 1924 lie founded and
became editor of Die Qesellsohaft, an iiiteniational review of Socialism &nd politics.
An
).
(1869HILL, ALBERT Boss
American university, president (see VOL. ,XI).
From 1908 to 11)22, he was president of the University of Missouri. During the^ World! War,
he was on a leave of absence until 1922 as diof Sciences.

v

i

of, foreign operations of the American
"/Prose. Since 1923 he has been general

rector
~

HIKTDEMITH

730

manager of the Ward Investment Company of the Association's Committee on enlarged proKansas City, Mo. From 1917 to 1921 he was a gramme in 1919.
JOSEPH ADNA
An
member of the "board of the United States Naval
(1860).
BLILL,
American statistician (see VOL. XI). After
Academy.
chief
as
of
statistician
the United States
A service
).
HILL, ARCHIBALD VIVIAN (1886was educated at Census, he was appointed Assistant Director of
British
physiologist. He
Census
in
the
author of many
the
1921.
He
was
Blundell's School, Tiverton, and Trinity College,
Cambridge, where he was a fellow (1910-16). census reports on child labor, the insane, diHo was H. 0. Jones University Lecturer in phys- vorce, and kindred subjects.
ical chemistry (1914), a fellow of King's College
HILL, LEONARD ERSKINE (1866(1916-25), becoming honorary fellow in 1927,

English physiologist

(see

VOL. XI).

and University Lecturer in physiology (1919- made director of the department of ap
20. He then was professor of physiology at ology of the National Institute of I
Manchester University (1919-23), and at Uni- search, Mount Vernon, Hampstead.
to the
versity College, London (1923-25), and Fouler- lished in two parts (1919-20) as a report
ton Research Professor of the Royal Society Medical Research Commission The Science of
From 1910 he investigated the Ventilation and Open Air Treatment; and in
).
(1926production of lactic acid by exercising muscles, collaboration (Flack and Hill) Textbook of
this study resulting, in 1922, in his sharing the Physiology (1919). During the World War, he
Nobel Prize for medicine and physiology with was a member of the Medical Research CommisOtto Meyerhoft, of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute, sion, His later works include Sunshine and
Berlin, a friend engaged in the same field of re- Open Air, Their Influence on Health (1924);
search. He was Oliver Sharpey Lecturer, Royal Health and Environment (with Argyll Campbell,
College of Physicians (1924), Herter Lecturer, 1925) and Common Colds (with Mark Clement,
;

Baltimore (1924), Croonian Lecturer, Royal Society (1926); Lowell Lecturer, Boston (1927),
He
and* non-resident lecturer, Cornell ( 1927 )
was made an Officer of the Order of the British
Empire. He wrote Muscular Activity (1925);
Lectures on Certain Aspects of Biochemistry
(192(>) ; Living Machinery (1927) ; and Muscu.

Movement in Man (1927).
An
JAYNE
DAVID
).
(1850American diplomat and writer (see VOL. XI).
His later writings include: The People's Gov*
lar

HILL,

(1915); Americanism What It Is
(1916) ; The Rebuilding of Europe (1917) ; Impressions of the Kaiser (1918) ; Present Problems in Foreign Policy (1919) ; American World
Policies (1920) ; The Problem of a World Court
(1927). He was for some years president of
the National Association for Constitutional Government.
).
HILL, EDWARD BURLESTGAME (1872An American composer, born at Cambridge,
Mass. After completing, with highest honors,
all the courses in music under J. K. Paine at
Harvard University, he continued his studies in
Boston with B. J. Lang (piano) and F. F. Builard (composition), and in New York with A.
Whiting (piano) and H. E. Parkhurst (theory).
In 1908 he was appointed instructor in music
at Harvard and in 1918 was made associate proon modern
fessor. He lectured extensively
French music, both in the United States and in
France, and was also a frequent contributor to
various periodicals. As a composer, he began as
an impressionist, but soon drifted into futurism,
and finally into plain jazz. His works include:
two pantomimes, Jack Frost in Midsummer and
Pan and the Star; two symphonic poems, The
Parting of Lancelot and Guinevere and The Fall
of the House of Usher; two orchestral suites,
Stevensoniana, No. 1 and No. 2; Nine Waltstes

ernment

for orchestra; Poem for violin and orchestra;
prelude to Euripides's The Trojan Women; Study
in Jtyte for two pianos; Jazz Bchersso for two
pianos and orchestra; and choruses, songs and
pieces for piano.

1929).

A

HILLER, hil'er, KURT
man writer. He was born

Ger).
(1885in Berlin and studied
at the universities of Berlin, Freiburg, and Heidelberg, graduating as doctor of law. He is the
author of:
Das Recht iiber sich selbst (1908) ;
Die Weisheit der Langeweile (1913); Ein
deutsches Herrenhaus (1918); Unnennbares Brudertum (1918); Oeist werde Herr (1920); LogoJcratie
Schmach des Jahrhunderts
(1921);
Paradtes (1922);
(1922); Der Aufbruch
Verwirklichung des Geistes im StaaX (1925);
and 1st Genf der Friedef (1927). He also compiled the anthology Der Kondor and edited the

mm

posthumous works of

Max

Steiner.

HILLIS, NEWELL DWIGHT

(1858-1929).

An

American clergyman and writer (see VOL. XI).
Since 1924 he has been pastor emeritus of Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, N. Y. Among his later
books are German Atrocities (1918), The Blot
on the Kaiser's 'Scutcheon (1918) ; Rebuilding
the Ruined Lands of Europe (1919) ; The Belter
America Lectures (1921).
An
MORRIS
(1869).
HIIiLQTTIT,
American Socialist (see VOL. XI). He was the
Socialist candidate for Mayor of New York City

to Lenm ( 1921 ) .
A Ger(1895).
man composer, born at Hanau, Hessen. He was
a pupil of Hoch's Konservatorium, in Frankfort.
In 1915 he became concert master at the Frankfort Opera, and in 1927 instructor at the Hochschule fur Musik in Berlin. His first works,
showing influences of Brahms, Beger, and Mahler,
attracted little attention, but when he had developed into an uncompromising futurist, he was
hailed as a new Messiah throughout Germany.
As for ugly and grotesque effects, his music appears as a caricature of the style of Stravinsky
or SchOnberg. His productivity has been enormous, especially in the field of chamber music

in 1917.

He wrote From Mar

HOTDEMITH, PAUL

(sonatas, string quartets, etc.)- His three oneact operas, Nusoh-Nuschi and Hoffnung, Morder
der Frauen (Stuttgart, 1921) and Sankta 8usanna (Frankfort, 1922) were immediately suppressed by the police because of the alleged reof
the text. Cardillao
volting immorality
(Dresden, 1926) has made the rounds of several
stages of Germany, while the one-act Hin und

An
).
HILL, FRANK PIERCE (1855American librarian (see VOL. XI). In 1917 he
was chairman of the American Library Association war finance committee which raised over
$1,700,000 with which to provide library facili- Zuruck had only one performance (Baden-Baden,
ties at army camps.
He was also chairman of 1927).

HINDENBTJBG

HINDENBTJKG, hln'den-burK, PATTL VON
BENECKENDORF UNO VON (1847A German
).
soldier (see VOL. XI). For his victories at
Tannenberg and the Masurian Lakes, on the
eastern front in the World War, he was made
general and, later, field marshal. In
November, 1914, he was given command of the
armies of the East, later of the Austrian front,
and in 1916 he succeeded Falkenhayn as chief
colonel

of the general staff. By that time, "he was the
national idol of the German people, and they
erected an immense wooden statue of him in the

Konigsplatz in Berlin. Money was raised for
charities by charging a fee for the privilege
of driving nails into the statue. After the War,
he was of great assistance in disbanding the
armies. He published his recollections under
the title Aus meinem Leben (1920). After having previously twice refused to become a candidate, he was elected President of the German Hepublic in April, 1925, to succeed Friedrich Ebert
In carrying out his policy of "uniting
(q.v.).
and coordinating the nation's constructive elements for the ^ common welfare of the German
9
people/ he alienated the extreme Nationalists
but gained the support of the liberal groups who
favored the Republic as against a restored mon-

war

LINE.

See

WOULD WAR.

under Western Front.

HINDHEDE, MIKKEL

HINSHAW

731

(1862-

).

A

Dan-

ish physician and dietist, born at Lem bei Ringkjoviug, who during the World War was responsible for the nutrition of the Danish people.
He is known especially as a low-protein advocate.
Up to the outbreak of the War, he was best
known for two of his publications, Protein and
Nutrition (1913) and What to Eat and Why
(1914). These works are known through translations into English and German. His experiences in feeding the populace during the War
were given out in 1920 in an official report of
the Danish Minister of the Interior.

he was assigned to the office of the Chief of Staff
as assistant in the Embarkation Service, which
he headed in 1918. In 1919 he was appointed
Chief of the Transportation Service of the United
States Army. He served at several important
international conferences
following the World
War. In 1923 he was appointed director of tie
Veterans' Bureau. He was awarded the Distinguished Service Medal (both Army and Navy)

and numerous foreign decorations.

An
).
(1868born in White Sulphur
Springs, W. va., and educated at the United
States Military Academy. Commissioned second
lieutenant in 1868, he served during the SpanishAmerican War, in the Philippines, and in the
HINES, JOHN LEONARD

American army

officer,

punitive expedition into Mexico in 1916-17, becoming brigadier general in 1918 and major general in 1921. In 1917 he was appointed assistant
adjutant general in the American Expeditionary
Forces and accompanied the first detachment of
American troops to France. In May, 1918, he
commanded the 1st Brigade Infantry, 1st Division; in October, 1918, the 3rd Army Corps, and
in November, 1919, the 4th Division. He commanded the 5th Division in 1920 and the 8th
Corps Area in 1921. General Hinea succeeded
General Pershing as Chief of Staff of the United
State Army in September, 1924. He was appointed commander of the 9th Corps Area, Dec.
31, 1926.

HINES, WALKEB DOWNER

(187C^-

),

An

American lawyer and public official, born at
Russellville, Ky., and educated at Ogden College
and the University of Virginia. In 1893 he began the practice of law in Louisville. He was
general counsel of the Atchison, Topeka, & Santa
F4 Railroad from 1906 to 1918 and chairman of
the Board of Directors of this road from 1916
to 1918. In 1906-16 he engaged in general law
practice in New York. In the latter year, he
was appointed director general of railroads, serving until 1920, when he was in Europe as arbiAn American trator under the Peace Treaties of questions of
).
HINDS, ERNEST (1864military officer, born in Marshall County, Ala. river shipping. On his return to the United
He was graduated at the United States Military States in 1921, he resumed the practice of law.
Academy in 1887, entered the Army as second In the summer of 1925, he made an investigation
lieutenant in the 3d Artillery, and by succes- of Rhine and Danube navigation for the League
sive promotions attained the rank of major of Nations. He is the author of numerous pamgeneral on Dec. 6, 1922. He participated in the phlets and articles on railroad and governmental
War with Spain in Cuba and later saw duty in problems.
the Philippine Islands. During the World War,
HINKS'ON, MBS. KATHARINE (maiden name
An Irish novelist and
he was chief of artillery of the 1st Army Corps TYNAN) (1861).
and then of the 1st Army in France, with the poet (see VOL. XI). Her later writings inprovisional rank of major general. In 1919-23 clude: The 8tory of Margery Dawe (1915) ;
he was commandant of the Field Artillery School John-a-Dreams (1916); Miss Mary (1917);
9
The Man from Australia
of Fire at Fort Sill, Okla., and in 1923-24 and Herb o Grace (1918)
1925-28, of the 2nd Division and 8th Corps Area
(1919); Love of Brothers (1919); The Second
at Fort Sam Houston, Tex. He received the Wife (1920); The Wandering Years (1922);
United States Distinguished^ Service Medal and Mary Beaudesert, V.8. (1922); Wive* (1924);
the decorations of the Legion of Honor from Memories (1924); Life in the Occupied Area
France, the Order of Leopold from Belgium, and (1925); The Infatuation of Peter (1926) ; and
the order of St. Maurice and St. Lazarus from The House in the Forest (1928).
;

HINSHAW,

Italy.

HIRES, FRANK THOMAS

(1879-

).

.An

soldier, born in Salt Lake City, and
educated at the Agricultural College of Utah.
He enlisted for the Spanish-American War. In
1899 he was commissioned second lieutenant in
the Utah Light Artillery. He then joined the
Regular Army, and rising through the various
grades, became captain of the Coast Artillery
Corps in 1908. He was made brigadier general
of the National Army in 1918 and of the Regular
Army in 1920, resigning the same year. In 1917

American

An American

WirxiAM WADE (1867-

).

operatic baritone and impresario,
born at Union, Iowa. While pursuing tta general academic course at Valparaiso Unpinrity
(Ind.), he studied singing and theory with
R. A. Heritage and later continued with L. G.
Gottschalk and L. A. Phelps in Chicago. He
made his dbut on the concert stage in Chicago during the World's Fair (1893). From
1895 to 1899, he was dean of the Conservatory
of Music at Valparaiso University. After coaching with A* Mareschalchi, he was engaged for
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the Savage Grand Opera Company and made
his operatic dSbut as Mephistopheles in St. Louis
(Nov. 6, 1899) with marked success. In 1903
he opened his own school of opera, which soon
became merged with the Chicago Conservatory,
and until 1907 he was president of the combined
Institutions. In 1909 he organized the International Grand Opera Company of Chicago, of
which he was general manager, stage-manager,
and principal baritone. From 1910 to 1913, he
was a member of the Metropolitan Opera Company and then made guest appearances in various German opera houses. In 1918 he became
president of the Society of American Singers,
an organization devoted to the production of intimate operas, especially Mozart's, in English.
Since 1920 he has been directing his own chamber productions of opera romique. He offered, in
1916, a prize of $1000 for a one-act opera by an
American composer. It was awarded to Hartley's Bianca, produced by the Society of American Singers, New York, 1917.
).
HINTOIT, EDWARD WILCOX (1868An American lawyer and teacher, born at Rocheport, Mo., and educated at Christian College in
Columbia, Mo., and at the University of Missouri,
where he studied law. He began the practice of
law at Columbia, Mo. He was professor of pleading and practice at the University of Missouri
from 1903 to 1913 and after the latter year was
professor of law at the University of Chicago.
He edited Uinton's Cases of Trial Practice
(1915); Hinton's Gases on Evidence (1919);
and Oases on Equity Pleading (1926). He was
co-editor of Cook and Uinton's Cases on Common
Law Pleading (1923).
A GerHINTZE, PAUL vow (18(54),
man admiral and diplomat, born at SchweldtHe
served
for
several
as
milyears
pn-Oder.
itary attach4 at several embassies and was
military plenipotentiary to Eussia in 1908. In
1914 he was in service in the German Embassy
in Mexico and in the same year was sent to
China, where he carried on extensive propaganda
in favor of Germany. He was transferred to
Norway later in the same year. In 1918 he
was appointed Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs and continued in this post until the fall
of the empire.
HHtOHITO, EMPEBOB op JAPAN (1901Proclaimed heir apparent in 1012 when
).
his father became Emperor, he succeeded to the
throne upon the death of his father Yoshihito on
Dec. 25, 1926. He was crowned Nov. 10, 1928,
after a series of traditional ceremonies lasting
three weeks. He was educated under private
tutors at the Imperial Education Institute in
Tokyo, and when he reached the age of 18 was
given a seat in the House of Peers in the Imperial
Diet. His father's ill health caused some of the
imperial duties to devolve on the Prince in 1920.
In the spring of 1921, he was sent on 'a visit to
England, France, Belgium, and Italy, being the
first 'Japanese prince to leave hia native land.
All hope of the Emperor's ability to continue hia
duties as ruler being abandoned, Prince Hirohitd
was difgnated Regent of Japan on Nov. 25, 1921.

In December, 1923, a young student, inflamed- by
radical teachings, attempted to assassinate the
young ruler. On Jan, 26, 1924, he was married
to Princess Nagako, eldest daughter of Prince
Kuni, with ancient Shinto rites.

HIBSCBCFELD,
).

A

German

h$rsh'f$lt,

GEORQ

(1873-

at first chiefly a
prolific novelist (see VOL.

author,

dramatist, and later a

XI). Among his later works are Nachwelt
(1915); Die Geborgte Sonne (1916); Die Deutsche Prinsessin (1920); Das Haus mit der Pergola (1923); Das Blut der Messalina (1924);

Der Mann im Morgen-dammer (1925) Opalritter
(1927); and Frau, Rietschel, das Kind (1927).
He also published a volume of letters and recollections, Otto Brahm, Briefe und Erinnerungen (1925) and a biography of Lord Byron
;

(1926).
An
).
HIBSCHFELD, LUDWIG (1882Austrian, born at Vienna, and educated at technical schools. He was associate editor of the
Wiener Neue Freie Presse and editor of the illustrated magazine, Die Moderne Welt. Hirchfeld
is mainly a humorist but has written several
comedies and texts for operettas, which include:
Der Wetterhan (1911); Der Beriihmte Gabriel
(1916) ; Die titeinerne MasLe (1918) ; Die Grosse
Dummheit (1919); Der Liebting der Frauen
(1920); Die Silberne Jugend (1921); and Das
Buch von Wien (1927), He has also published
Die Klingende Stadt, a volume of Viennese
sketches (1912); Wo 8ind die Zeitenf and Ten
Years of Viennese Life (1920).

HIRSCHFELD, MAGNUS

German

(1868-

).

A

psychiatrist, famous for his exhaustive
studies in sex confusion and allied subjects.
Born at Kolberg, he settled in Uerlin to practice neurology and psychiatry in 1910, and within
a few years he had published the following exhaustive works: Die Transvestiten, 2 vols.

(1910-12); Die Eomosexualitat (1914); Sexual
'

Pathologic, 2Tvols. (1917) ; Sexual Zwischeslufen
(1922); tScruahtat und Krimmalitat (1924);
and Scxual-Eatastrophen, with L. Klauber and
G, Lahnardt (1916).

HXRT, heTt, HERMANN
man philologist (see VOL.

(1865-

).

A

Ger-

XI). Among his recent works are Geschiohte der Deutschen Sprachc;
Fragen des Vokalismus und der Deutschen
Stammbildung im Indogcrmanischen (1914) ; and
der
Neuhochdeulschen
Elymologie
Sprache
(1920).

HIBTH,

FBIEDBICH

(1845-1927).

A

Ger-

man-American Sinologue (see VOL. XI). He
was professor of Chinese and head of the Chinese
department of Columbia University, 1902-17.
In 1917 he wrote The Story of Chang A''te',
China's Pioneer in Western Asia.

HISPANIC SOCIETY OP AMERICA,

An

THE.

international organization founded in New
York City in 1904 to encourage the study of the
history, languages, and arts of the Spanish and
Portuguese-speaking civilizations. Valuable additions have been made to the Society's original
library of about 40,000 volumes, and to its collections of Hispanic
paintings, manuscripts,
maps, handwork, and other objects of art. Besides owning one of the most important collections of the paintings of Ignaeio Sorolla in the
world, the Society has sponsored temporary exhibitions of various sorts, presenting the work
of such artists as Zuloaga, Cervantes, and
Lope

de Vega.

Membership, which

is

honorary,

is

limited to 100, and includes Hispanic scholars
of many nationalities. The Society publishes
the Revue Hispanigue in Paris every two'
months,
and 'it also has published over 200 catalogues,

1

and monographs. The museum and
headquarters of the Society, opened in 1908;
are 'at -156th Street, west of Broadway, New

reprints,

York

City. '-The president is Archer M. Huntand the secretary, George Bird Grin-

ingtori,
nel'L

'

HISTOLOGY

A

HISTOLOGY. See ZOOLOGY.
HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION,

national organization founded in 1884 for the
promotion of historical writing and studies in
the United States. It publishes a quarterly,
The American Historical Review, and the Annual
Report. Under government provision, the association communicates its proceedings and information to the secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution, for transmission to Congress. The
membership, 3500 at the beginning of 1929, was

drawn from Canada, Europe, and South Amercia,

as well as from every part of the United States.
In 1927 the John H. Dunning Prize fund was
added to the four awards regularly offered for
historical
Carnegie Corporation
essays. The
granted the association $50,000 in December,
1928, to conduct a five-year survey of the historical

and
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social courses offered in

high schools.

James Harvey Robinson succeeded James H.
Breasted as president in 1928.
HITCHCOCK, GILBERT MONEIX (1859-

).

An American

lawyer, publisher, and public
official.
During the administration of President
Wilson, he was chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee of the Senate and led in the
movement for the ratification of the League of
Nations in that body, 1910-20. lie was defeated
for reelection to the Senate in Nebraska in 1922.
He has been publisher of the Omaha World-Herald
since 1889*

HITCHCOCK, HELEN SANDOHN SARGENT
An
(MRS. RIPTJEY HITCHCOCK) (1870).
American art worker, born at Elizabeth, N. J.
She studied at the Art Students' League and in
1898 founded the Art Workers' Club for Women,
of which she was president for 11 years. In
1914 she founded and was first vice president of
the Art Alliance of American Women. In 1917
she founded and was chairman of the Art War

cago and was consecrated bishop of that diocese
in November, 1921.
COLLEGE. An institution for
the higher education of men, at Geneva, New
York; founded, chiefly under the auspices of
the Protestant Episcopal Church in 1822, and
permanently chartered by the Regents of the
University of the State of New York in 1825.
William Smith College, a coordinate institution for the separate instruction of women,
administered by the Hobart College corporaand with instruction given by the
tion,
Hobart College faculty, was established in
1908. The student enrollment in Hobart College increased from 102 in 1914 to 312 in
1928, while registration in William Smith
College in 1928 was 138, bringing the total up
to 470. The combined faculty of the two colleges
increased from 21 to 37 between 1914 and 1928;
the productive funds rose from $400,000 to $1,141,000; property and equipment were valued
at. $750,000 in 1928; the income for 1927-28
amounted to $240,000; and the volumes in the
library increased from 55,000 to 82,500. With a
rapid increase in college enrollment following
upon the World War, Hobart College turned its
efforts chiefly to enlaigement of endowment and
expansion of the faculty, rather than to the construction of buildings. Existing property, how-

HOBART

4

ever,

HOBHOTTSE, LEONARD TRELAWNEY

Relief.

).

A Bavarian
).
HITLER, ADOLF (1889reactionary leader, born in Austria, but a naturalized Bavarian. In November, 1 920, he organised
a movement in Bavaria similar to the Fascist
movement

in Italy. His followers wore gray
and brassards with an anti-Semitic Swastika cross in a white circular field on red.
They were armed with blackjacks and, it was
reported, with revolvers. Hitter had great gifts
as an orator and organizer and stood for a
strong united Germany. On Nov. 8, 1923, he
and General von LudemloriT seized the government at Munich, but their power lasted only
a few hours. LudendorfF was captured first;
Hitler was taken on November 12. They 'were
-tried for treason in April, 1924, and Hitler was
sentenced to a short term in the fortress at
Landsberg, Bavaria. See GERMANY, under *'His-

shirts

tory.

HJARNTE,

A

yar'nS,

HARALD

GA&RIKC,

(1848-

Swedish historian (sec VOL. XI).
His later works include Franfonsvarsstriden
(1914 ); Osteuropas kriser och Sverges jorsvar
(1914); Mironsredistenismen (1915); V&rt nuvarande tidslaae (1916); V&r ofverhangahde
(1917); and FinlandsJw frdgor
fara* faro,
1922).

was constantly improved, and a new wing,

costing $50,000, was added to the principal wing
A few
to provide additional classroom facilities.
changes in curriculum, along the lines of modern trends, included an orientation course for
freshmen, a limited number of courses in business administration for third- and fourth-year
students, and a general course in science for students not specializing in scientific study. President, Murray Bartlett, D.D., S.T.D., LL.D.

1

'

'
'

(1920).

HOBAN",

An American

EDWARD

FRANCIS

'

(1878-'

).

bishop of the Roman Catholic
Church, born at Chicago and educated' at 'SI
Ignatius College, St. Mary's Seminary -in Baltimore, and the Gregorian tJniversity at Roriie.
Jfe was ordained priest in 1903. 'lit 1908 he was
appointed chancellor of tlie archdiocese of Chit

A

(see VOL.

British

He

XI).

(1804-

sociologist and philosopher
published in 1918 A Philoso-

phical Theory of the Slate, a work in which he
attacked the metaphysical absolutistie notions
set up by the Hegelian school.
He held that the
habit of conceiving the state as a being led to
He also wrote The Rapolitical conservatism.
tional flood: a Study in the Loaio of Pt notice
(1921 ) ; The Elements of Social Justice (1022)
and Social Development, Us Nature and Conditions (1024).
He was joint author, with G.
C. Wheeler and Morris Ginsberg, of a survey,
The Material Culture and Social Institutions of
the Simpler Peoples (1915).
GerMARTIN (1883).
man professor of history at the University of
Berlin. He was born at Friesdorf, studied in
Heidelberg; Munich, Freiburg, Berlin, and GOttingen, and was lecturer at the University of Kiel
hi 1913 and in 'Berlin in 1914. In 1916 he
fOtMtfled-va buteau for >the repression of chauvinism. 'He became -very active in political life.
Since 1921 he has been' councilor of the State
Archives:' His principal works include: Mae1

;

A

HOBOHM,

1

J

:

chiavellis Renaissance-und Kriegskunst O&12) ;
Tor&tenswn, ate Vorpiinger Friedrichs dev Qrossen,
(l'913)s 'Die Alldeutsche Bewegung; ifene >/V

Uli&oW SMutd -und Gefahr (1915); Viterlanfa'poWik' (lift) J'Wtr Brauchen Kolonien (1918) ;
Chduvintevws <und Weltkrieg (1919),- Delbr&ck,
(1920);
Clausewtiz, >Kritik des Weltkriegs
UniersuclwngBbussGhuss imd die Dolohstosslegcnde (1920),'
) .
HOB'SON, JOHN AtfKlNSOtf ( 1 858An English economist (see Vox/. XI). Besides
'

\

'

'

*

HOBSON

articles in British and American magazines, lie
Government
wrote:
Towards
International
(1915); The New Protectionism (1916); Democracy after the War (1917) ; Richard Cobden:
the International Man (1918); Taxation in the
New State (1919); Problems of a New World
(1921) ; Incentives in the New Industrial Order
(1922); Economics of Unemployment (1922);
Free Thought in the Social Sciences (1926);
and a study entitled The Conditions of Industrial
Peace (1027).
).
HOBSORT, RICHMOND PEABSON (1870An American naval constructor, lecturer, and
author (see VOL. XI). He organized (19210 and
was general secretary of the American Alcohol
Educational Association, and organized the International Narcotic Educational Association
(1923), and the World Conference on Narcotic
Education (1926). Among his later books are
Destroying the Great Destroyer (1015); America in the World War (1917) ; The Great Reform
(1918) ; Alcohol and the Buman Race for Truth
Inoculation of Society (1919); Narcotic Peril

(1925).

JULIUS vow (1859).
Austrian surgeon, known as a leading operator for cancer of the rectum. Having obtained
his medical degree from the University of Vienna
in 1885, he became an assistant to Professor
Albert and in 1889 a private decent in surgery.
From 1891 to 1904, he had a class in surgery in
the Poliklinik of the University, after which he
was made full professor of surgery with charge
of the University Surgical Clinic. In 1906 he
edited Lehrbuch der Spesielle Chirurgie (2 vols.) ,
which was reissued in 1918. His military experiences were summed up in his Eriegschirurgische Mittheilungen in 1919. From time to
time, he has reported his experiences with rectal
cancer in the Vienna journals.

HOCHBNEGrG-,

An

HOCKING
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HOOKER,
German

PAUL OSKAR

(1865-

).

A

publisher of the magazine
Velhagen und Klasings Monatshefter. He was
born at Meiningen, had a university education,
and studied at the Royal Academy of Music in
Berlin. Included among his numerous works
are Fraulein Doktor (1897); Die Frau Rat
(1898); Weisse Seele (1901); Letzter Flirt
(1902); Friihlmgssturme (1904); Don Juans
Frau (1906) ; Die Verbotene Frucht (1908) ; Die
Sonne von St. Moritz (1910); Die Lachende
Maske (1911); Die Meisterin von Euro pa
(1913); Ein Litter Roman (1916); Die Stadt
in Ketten (1917) ; Der Held des Abends (1920) ;
Die blonde Gefahr (1922); Thadddus (1923);
Dicks Erziehung eum Gentleman (1924) ; Modell
Sirene (1925) ; Die Frau am Quell (1926) ; and
Das ungetreue Liebespaar (1927). He also
novelist,

wrote two plays, Die Wappenhanse (1904.) and
Das Volk in Waffen (1913).
HOCKEY. This ice sport has gained an immense hold within a comparatively short period
of time.
Canada, which formerly was regarded
as the home of hockey, has seen its championship
laurels wrested from it by the United States and
the game has attained much popularity in Great
Britain, Switzerland, and France. Professional
hockey, sponsored by the formation of an international league comprising leading cities of
Canada and the United States, has scored an
success.
Madison Square
City, and the arenas constructed in Chicago, Detroit, and other places

amazing
Garden,

financial

New York

have proved inadequate to accommodate the
thousands who enjoy the thrills afforded by a
fast hockey encounter. Several new amateur
leagues have been established with the smaller
cities of Canada and the United States furnishing the teams, and these too have more than
satisfied their promoters in the way of public
GUSTAV support. Hockey has always been played among
h6a'sht6t-er,
HOCHSTETTER,
A German writer, who was born the larger Eastern colleges of the United States
).
(1873at Mannheim and studied in Heidelberg and and many smaller institutions which could secure
Berlin. A humorist, he edited the popular hu- the necessary links have taken up the game enmorous magazine, Die Lustigen Blatter. He is thusiastically. Field Hockey, a variety of the
the author of Das Starr e System (1908) ; Dis- game, has met with favor with women athletes,
kretion Ehrensache (1909); Der Tausendste both in the United States and Europe, and inter(1909); Das Fusschen der Gniidigen Frau national contests arc held frequently.
Hundert
An Eng(1912); Die Heiratsjagd
(1912);
).
HOCKING, JOSEPH (1860Frauen (1913); Wir Bind Wir (1914); Bis- lish novelist and retired nonconformist minister
mardks Historische Karrikaturen (1914); Das (see VOL. XI). His later writings include:
Morse Alphabet (1915) ; Debberitster Briefe The Day of Judgment (1915) ; The Path of Glory
(1916) ; Lachende Qeschichten (1917) ; Das Buch and Tommy and the Maid of Athens (1917);
der Liebe (1917); Venus in Seide (1920); Das The Pomp of Yesterday and The Price of a Throne
Lustige ffundebuch (1920); Lachendes Blond (1918); In the Sweat of Thy Brow (1920);
(1921); Der Musenkinderwagen (1922); and Prodigal Daughters (1922)
Prodigal Parents
Lusuges aus dem Hundeleben (1926).
(1923); What Shall It Profit Mant (1924);
An Austrian Rosemary Carew ( 1925 ) ; and Felicity Trever).
HOCK, STEFAN (1877writer, born at Vienna and educated in Vienna byn (1927).
and Berlin. He was connected with the famous
An
HOCKING, SILAS KITTO (1850).
Burgtheater and was lecturer at the State English novelist (see VOL. XI). His later writAcademy for music and drama. He is the author ings include: The Beautiful Alien (1916) ; His
of Die Vampyrsage (1900) ; Der Traum: ein Own Accuser (1917); Nancy (1919); Watchers
Leben (1904); Die Romantische Schule in in the Dawn (1920) ; The Greater Good (1922) ;
Deutschland (1910); Karl May (1912); Fried- and My Book of Memory (1923).
rich Hebbel (1913) ; Gerhart Hauptmanns OdysHOCKING, WILLIAM ERNEST (1873).
seus ({914) ; and Prinz Eugen, der Edle Ritter An American philosopher, born at Cleveland,
(IQlS^yTle compiled an anthology of Austrian Ohio, and educated at Harvard University. He
verse, wrote a treatise entitled Giebt es eine .was instructor in the history and philosophy of
;

\

Oesterreichische Lileralurgeschichtet and edited
the correspondence of Betty Paoli, Leopold Kompert, Grillparzer, and Hebbel, and translated,
among other works, Macbeth, Anthony and Cleopatra, and plays by Tristan Bernard, Edouard
Bourdet, and Jean Sarment.

Andover Theological Seminary
After 1906 he taught philosophy
successively at California, Yale* and Harvard
Universities. He was appointed to the Alford
professorship at Harvard in 1920, He is the
religions

at

(1904-06).

author of two important works on

religion,

and

HODGE

7

The Meaning of God in Human Experience (1912) and Human Nature and Its Remaking (1918; rev. ed., 1924) also of Man and the
State (1926) Philosophy of Law and of Rights
(1926); and Thoughts on Self, Body, Freedom
( 1928 )
During the World War, he gave a series
of lectures on Morale and Its Enemies ( 1918) .
A
HODGE, RT. HON. Jonx (1855).
British labor leader, born in Scotland. He was

the author of F. W. "Weber, Leben und DichEdmund Hardy, ein Lebensbild
(1903)
(1905); Sprachgebrauch im Volkslied des Vierstehnten und Funfzehnten Jahrhunderts (1908) ;
Das Deutsche Universitats- und Hochscliulwesen
(1912); Die Religidsen Pflichten des Gebildeten
Laienstandes (1913); Religion, Wissenscfiaft,

president of the British Steel Smelters' Mill,
Iron, Tinplate, and Kindred Trades Association,
and of the Iron and Steel Trades Confederation,
which he founded, taking an active part in the
political, municipal, and industrial movements
of Glasgow and western Scotland until the ConHe was
federation moved to Manchester (1892 )
president of the Trades Congress (1892), president of the British Section of the International
Congress at Zurich (1893), and a member of the

hons'brOG, PAUL, COUNT
theologian and writer
on history and allied subjects (see VOL. XI).
His later works include: Zwei Wei ten: Dramatische Bilder (1918); Graf Herlling, Reichs-

ethics,

;

;

.

.

is

tung

Freundschaft

;

(

1921 )

;

and Pro Deo

et

Patria

(1921).

HOEffSBROECH,

(1852-1923).

A

German

kanzler
Ein Stuck Jesuitenmoral
(1918);
(1918); Wilhelm II, Abdankung und Flucht
(1918) ; and Zuruck zur Monarchic (1918). He
died Sept. 9, 1923.

An
).
HOESSLIKT, FRANZ VON (1885City Council (1898-1901). He was a member eminent German conductor, born in Munich.
of Parliament (1906-23), chairman of the Labor pupil of Max Reger and Felix Mottl, he began
Party in the House of Commons (1915), on the his career as operatic conductor in Danzig
Mesopotamia Commission and Minister for Labor (1907) and in 1912-14 was concert conductor in
(1916-17), and Minister of Pensions (1917-19). Riga. After serving in the World War, he was
An concert conductor in Liibeck, in 1919, and in
).
HODGES, HAKBY FOOTS (1860American army officer, born at Boston, Mass. 1920-22 conductor at the National theater in
He graduated from the United States Military Mannheim. He went in 1923 as general musical
Academy in 1881, when he was* made second director to Dessau, and in a similar capacity in
lieutenant in the engineers. He continued in 1926 to Barmen. In 1927 and 1928 he conducted
the Army until December, 1921, when he was re- the Ring des Nibelungen at Bayreuth.
tired with the rank of major general. In 1907
).
HQFPDIira, hevding, HARALD (1843he became assistant chief engineer and a member A Danish philosopher (see VOL. XT), who, at
of the Isthmian Canal Commission.
Continuing 72, resigned his chair in the University of Copenin this position until 1915, he had much to do hagen (1883-1915). In 1921 he helped organize
with the designing of the locks and dams and the Societas Spinozana, an international body for
other regulating work on the Panama Canal, the study and interpretation of the works of the
for which he received the thanks of Congress. great Dutch philosopher. Professor HSffding's
During the World War, he had command of later writings include: Henri Bergson's Philcamps Devens (Mass.), Sevier (S. C.), and osophy and Modern Philosophers (1915); The
Travis (Tex.). He was also in France in com- Great Humor (1916); The Concept of Totality
mand of the 20th Division. Later, he was in (1917); Spinoza's Ethics (1918); Life and Incommand of the North Pacific and 3d Coast terpretation (1918) ; Leading Conceptions in the
Artillery districts until his retirement. He re- Nineteenth Century (1920); The Concept of Received the United States Distinguished Service lation
(1921); The Conception of Analogy
Medal.
(1923); an analysis, Plato's /State (1924);
A British Epistemology and Conception of Life (1925);
).
HODGSON-, RALPH (1872poet who, although he published little, wrote Religious Types of Thought (1927); and Meseveral of the outstanding poems of his time. mories (1928). Many of these books were transHis first book, The Last BlacJMrd (1907), was lated into English.
rather too conventional to draw attention to its
).
HOFFMAN", FREDERICK LTJDWIO (1865VOL. XI).
statistician
(see
author, but he grew rapidly thereafter and his An American
work was awarded the Polignac Prize. Some of Among his later books are Industrial Accident
Cancer
his best known poems were The Song of Honour; Statistics
(1915);
Mortality from
Eve; and The Bull. His small volume of col- throughout the World (1915); A Plea and a.
Plan for the Eradication of Malaria throughout
lected Poem* was published in 1917.
A Czechoslo- the Western Hemisphere (1916); National
HODZA. MILAN (1878).
vak professor and public official. Ho was a Health Insurance in Great Britain (1920) ; Race
Slovak member of the Hungarian Parliament in Amalgamation in Hawaii (1921); Health Con1905 and became known as an author of works servation and Vital Statistics of South American
on Slovak problems. In 1918 he was a member Republics (1921 ) ; "Beoord of Homicide and Suiof the Constitutional Assembly of the new cide" (Spectator, N. Y., 1910-23); Report on
Czechoslovakian state, in 1919 Minister of uni- Lead Poisoning (1927).
).
HOFFSTEB, W. F. JOHANNES (1808fication, in 1920 a member of Parliament, in
1922-25 Minister of Agriculture, and after 1926 A German clergyman and writer, born at DramMinister of Education. He became a professor burg. He studied theology at Halle and Berlin.
in Bratislava University in 1920. He is one After some years as a pastor, he became editor
of the leaders of the Agrarian Party and presi- of the popular magazine, Daheim, apposition
dent of the Czechoslovak Academy of Agricul- which he filled until 1921. He is the author of
Pastorentheologie in Beispielen (1906); Der
ture.
Sinn des Lebens, a volume of stories (1909) ;
).
SOEBER, h5'ber, KABL (1867German pedagogue and editor of the KSlnisehe Frau Rat (3910); Der Scharfe Weingesang
(1909); Elisabeth Goethe, gel. Teat or (1910);
Volk&seitung, born at Diets; and educated at tfce
universities of Freiburg, Heidelberg, and Strass- Der Verschlossene Oarten a novel (1910) ; MiaGideon der Aret (1911); Die
burg. He taught in various colleges and was ericordict (1911);
director of the Teachers' Seminary in Metz. He Treue von Pommern (1912); Aus Biedermeier-
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U

of travel, Amerika Heut und
orgen
(1912) ; Drei Monate in Soviet Russland (1921) ;
Seise durch das jiidische Palastina, (1922) ; Ge~
sang an Paliistina (1922). He also wrote Ek*
statisohe Novellen (1923); Das Theater im
revolutionaren
Russland
(1924);
Lebensgesohichte eines Rebellen, autobiography (1924);
Der Narranbaedeker (1925) ; Der Fall Ravachol
(1925); and Das unruhige Asien (1925). He
translated Oscar Wilde's Ballad of Reading OaoL

books

Functional Neurosis (1920)
Judging HumanCharacter
(1022);
Psychology of Thought
(1926); Mental Growth and Decline (1927);
and Psychology, Its Facts and Principles (1928).
An
).
HOLLIS, HENRY FRENCH (1809American public official (see VOL. IX). He
served in the United States Senate from 1913
to 1919 and during the World War did relief
work in Poland and Siberia. He was decorated
;

by these governments for his services.
).
HOLLIS, W(ILLIAM) STANLEY (1866Protestant theologian, and professor at the An American public official, born in Chelsea,
Karlsruhe Technical High School (see VOL. XI). Mass. He studied at the United States Naval
Like many other German writers, after the World Academy in 1883-84 and left on account of a
War, he turned to Luther for spiritual guidance. gun accident. He served in several capacities
He published Die Bedeutung des Grossen Krieges in the consular service from 1889 to 19 LI, when
fur das Religiose und Kirchliche Leben der he was appointed consul general of Beirut,
Protestanten (1917); Was Verstand Luther Syria. On the entrance of Turkey in the World
unter Religion? (1917) ; and Luther und Calvin War, he had charge of the interest of the Allies
in Syria. lie was also head of the American
(1919).
Red Cross in Beirut and was prominent in reHOLLAND. See NETHERLANDS.
HOLLAND, CLIFFORD MILBURN (1883-1924). lief work in Syria and elsewhere. He served
An American rivil engineer, horn at Somerset, as consul gcncial in London in 1919 ami durMass. He studied at Harvard. Employed by ing other periods and was a representative in
the New York "Rapid Transit and Public Service London of the United Statos War Trade Board
Commissions, he was assistant engineer in the and other important bodies. In 1920 he was

HOLL,

hoi,

KARL (1886-

).

A

German

building of the Joralemon Street tunnel under
the East River, between Manhattan and Brookand in 1906-12, for the Fourth
lyn ( 1906-09
Avenue subway, New York City. Subsequent to
1916, he continued this service as division
engineer in charge of all tunnels built under the

K

East River. He later became chief engineer of
the New York State Bridge and Tunnel Commission and of the New Jersey Interstate
Bridge and Tunnel Commission, directing construction of the vehicular tunnel connecting
York and New Jersey, to which his name
given after his death.

HOLLAND,

RUPERT SABGENT

(1878-

New
was
).

An American lawyer and writer, born at LouisHe graduated from Harvard in 1900
ville, Ky.
and from the Law Department of the University
of Pennsylvania in 1903. He was chief attorney
for the Legal Aid Society of Philadelphia from
1904 to 1910 and lectured also for the. American
Society for the Extension of University Teachwriter of historical works and fiction,
ing.
his publications include Builders of United Italy
(1908) , Historical Inventions (1911) ; Historical
Events of Colonial Days (1916); The Blue

A

Heron's Feather (1917); The Paneled Room
(1921); and Historic Railroads (1927).
).
HOLLANDEB, JACOB H(ARBY) (1871An American economist (see VOL. XI). Sinco
1925 he has held the Hutzler professorship of
His later
political economy at Johns Hopkins.
writings include The Abolition of Poverty
(1914); War Borrowing (1919)j and Economic
Liberalism (1925).
HOLLINGWORTH, -HARRY LEYI (1880An American experimental psychologist,
)
born at DeWitt, Nob.,, and educated at Columbia
University. In 1909 he was appointed instructor
of psychology at that institution, in 1916 he
.

Became associate professor, and in 1921 proHe was one of the leaders in the movefessor.
ment for industrial application of scientific
psychology. His principal works are 'Studies
in Judgment (1913) ; Outline for Experimental
Psychology (1914) ;, Outlines for Applied' and
Abnormal Psychology (1914); Advertising, It$
Principles and Practice (1915),; Vocational Psy'

,

chology
Applied

(1916); Science of
Psychology ( 1917 ) 5
,

,

Taste (1917);
PsyvhQlogy of

appointed consul general at Lisbon, Portugal.
HOLLISTER, NED (1876-1024). An American zoologist, born at Delaware, Wia. He collected extensively in field zoology throughout
the western part of the United States (1902-09)
and was then assistant curator of mammals at
the United States National Museum (1910-10)
and superintendent of the National Zoological
Park (1916-1024). He published Birds of
Wisconsin (1903); Systematic Synopses of
MusJcrats (1011); Mammals of the Philippine
Islands (1912); Mammals of Alpine Club Expedition to Sit. Robson (1013) ; Philippine
Land Mammals in the United States National
Museum (1913); A. Systematic Account of the
Grasshopper Alice (1914); and East African
Mammals in the United States National Museum
(1918, 1919).
HOLM, h61m, FRITS (ViuiELM) (1881A Danish explorer, born at Copenhagen,
).
and educated at Copenhagen University and in
the Danish Royal Wavy. In 1907-08 he^ commanded a scientific mission into 'the interior of
China, the result of which was the bringing to
the Western world of the only existing monolithic
replica of the famous Nestorian Monument of A.D.
781, which was lent to the Metropolitan Museum
of Art in New York, 1908-16. Tliia replica is
now in the Lateran Palace in Rome, Italy.
During the World War lie was a ooriespondeut
and a Bed Cross Commissioner, and received
many decorations for his work. In 1923 he published My Neslorian Adreniure in Ghina.
).
HOLM, GTJSTAV FBEDEJUK (1849Danish explorer (see VOL. XI). An English
translation of Legends and Tales from Auffmasalik appeared in 1914, and in 1925 he published
De islandske Kursforsknflers Svalbarde.
).
HOLMES, HARRT NICBOLLB (1S79An American chemist, born at Fay, Pa., and educated at Westminister College and Johijs Hopkins University. During 1906-07 he was an as-

A

sistant in chemistry at Johns Eopkina aud then
became, professor of chemistry at, Earlharn College until 1914, when he was, called to 'a similar
cha-k at Oberlin College. Dr. Holmes is a specialist* in the chemistry of soaps and in colloid
chemistry.', He ha been a member of the National Research Council since 1923. He is the
,
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author of Outline of Qualitative Analysis (1908)
Laboratory Manual of General Chemistry (1909),
General Chemistry (1021), Laboratory Manual
of Colloid Chemistry (1921), and Introductory
College Chemistry (1925).

,

An
).
(1879American clergyman (see VOL. XI). He was
chairman of the General Unitarian Conference
from 1915 to 1917, president of the Free Religious
Association from 1914 to 1919, and was made
director of the Civil Liberties Bureau in 1917.
He broke from Unitarianism and became an independent in 1919. His later writings include;
Is Death the End? (1915); New Wars for Old
(1916); Religion for To-day (1917) The Life
and Letters of Robert Collyer (1917) ; Readings
from Great Authors (1918); The Grail of Lvfe
(1919) ; 7s Violence the Way Out? (1020) ; New
Churches for Old (1922) ; and Patriotism Is not
Enough (1925). He is editor of Unity (Chicago) and contributing editor of The "World, To-

HOLMES, JOHN HAYNES

;

morrow

(N. Y.).

HOLMES,
An American

OLIVER

WENDELL

).
(1841VOL. XI). He is
known for his numerous minority opinions in,
the Supreme Court representing a liberal feeling
in a conservative court. A Collection of Legal
Papers, by Justice Holmes, was published in
1920 and in 1924 he contributed to the volume,
Selected Essays on the Law of Torts. Consult
Eichardson, Constitutional Doctrines of Justice
Holmes (1924); and Frankfurter, Mr. Justice

jurist

(see

Holmes and the Constitution (1927).
).
HOLMES, SAMUEL JACKSON (1868An American zoologist, born at Henry, 111. He
was educated at the University of California and

HOLT

EntsteJiungszeit der Eimmelfahrt Moses (1919) ;
Entstehungszeit des Buches Daniel (1920); and
a work on the meters of Arab, Summerian, and

Hebrew poetry.
HOLST, GUSTAV (1874-

An English
).
composer, born at Cheltenham. He studied at
the Royal Academy of Music under Stanford and
Parry, then played for some seasons in various
orchestras, and finally settled in London as
a teacher. In 1907 he became director of music
at Morley College and also at St. Paul's Girls'
School. In May, 1923, he conducted several of
his works at the Ann Arbor (Mich.) Festival.
Owing to injuries resulting from a fall, he resigned all positions in 1924 and devoted all his
time to composition. His works include five
operas, The Revoke and The Youth's Choice
(neither of them produced), Kavitri (London,
19 1C), The Perfect Fool (ib., 1923) and At the
Boar's Head (Manchester, 1925); a masque,
The Vision of Dame Christian; a symphony,
Cotswolds; an overture, Walt Whitman; the
orchestral suites, Beni Mora, Phantasies, The
Planets, and Japanese; a symphonic poom,
Indra; a Fugal Concerto for flute and oboe with
string orchestra; The Mystic Trumpeter for
soprano and orchestra; OrnuWs Drapa for baritone and orchestra; the choral works with
orchestra, Clear and Cool, King Estmere, Choral
Hymns from the Rig Veda, The Cloud Messenger,
Christmas Day, Hecuba's Lament, Uymn to
Dionysus, The Hymn of Jesus, Ode to Death;
First Choral Symphony (Leeds Festival, 1925) ;
and chamber music, and a number of songs and
part songs.
An Ameri).
HOLT, HAMILTON (1872can editor and college president (see VOL. XI).
He was editor and owner -of the Independent,
(1913-21). In 1917 he was special lecturer for
the World Peace Foundation, and the Isaac
Bromley lecturer on journalism at Yale University. In the spring of 1918, he visited the
Allied battle fronts as guest of the British,
French, American, Belgian, and Italian governments and represented the League to Enforce
Peace at the Peace Conference at Versailles in
Since 1925 he has been president of
1919.
Rollins College, Winter Park, Fla., where he
established in 1920 the "Conference Plan of
Study."
HOLT, HENRT (1840-192G). An American
author and publisher (sec VOL. XI). In 1915
he became a member of the Harvard Overseers
Visiting Committee on philosophy and psycholFrom 1914 to 1921, he edited The Vnogy.
partisan Review (formerly The Unpopular Review). In 1919 he published The Cosmio
and Immortality, and in 1923
Relations
Garrulities of an Octogenarian Editor.
An
).
HOLT, Lucius HUDSON (1881American author, born iu Atchison, Kan., and
educated at Yale. He was instructor in English
there from 1905 to 1008 and assistant editor of
"Webster's International Dictionary from 1908 to
1910. He became professor of English and history at the United States Military Academy

the University of Chicago (Ph.D., 1897). He
instructor in zoSlogy at the University of
Michigan (1899-1905), assistant professor there
(1905-11), and associate professor (1912-17);
he was professor (1917) at the University
of California. He published Biology of the Frog
Evolution of Animal Intelligence
(1906);
(1911); Studies in Animal Behavior (1916);
Elements of Animal Biology (1918); The Trend
of the Race (1021); Studies in Evolution and
Eugenics (1923); Louis Pasteur (1924); A
Bibliography of Eugenics (1924); and Life -and
Evolution (1926).
).
HOLMES, WILLIAM HENRY (184GAn American anthropologist (see VOL. XI).
He was curator of the department of anthropology at the Field Museum in Chicago, of the department of aboriginal pottery at the National
Museum in Washington, and of the National Art
Gallery of Washington (1910^20). After 1920
he was director of the National Art Gallery. He
has published many works on archaeological and
anthropological subjects. His most recent publication is Handbook of Aboriginal American Antiquilies (1918).
H5LSCHEB. hfil'sher. GUSTAV (1877).
German theologian and authority on the Old
Testament. He was born at Norden and studied
at the universities of Berlin, Munich, and LeipHe lectured at the universities of Halle,
zig.
Gottingen, and Giessen (1904-20) and in 1921 in 1910, and professor of economics, government
became professor of Old Testament science at and history and acting dean in 1920. He was
Marburg. His works include Palastina in Per- a member of several societies and wrote Introsischen und Jlellenisclien Xeiten (1903) ; Quellen duction to the 8tudy of Government (1914);
des Josephus (1904); 8adduzaismus (1906); Leading English Poets (1915) ; History of
Landes- und VolksJcunde Palostinas (1908); Europe, 1862-1914, with A. W. Chilton (1917) ;
Two 'Greek Inscriptions from Ehurbet Harrawi Brief History of Europe 1189-191$, with A. W.
(1909); Geschichte der Juden in Palfotin* von Chilton (1918) ; Military Correspondence, Reports and Orders (1918) ; Elementary Prwoiplesi
Siebssig nach Ohristus (1910) ; Propheten (1915) ;
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of Modern Government (1923);
tion to Ancient History (1927).
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HOLT, L(UTHEB) EMMET (1855-1924). An
American physician (see VOL. XI), who died with an area of about 44,275 square miles, and
suddenly in China, where he had gone to deliver a population, on Jan. 1, 1923, of 773,408. The
a course of lectures on pediatrics in the new capital, Tegucigalpa, had 38,950 in 1920. Other
medical college established at Peking by the important towns are La Esperanza (11,453),
Rockefeller Foundation. He published Food, Santa Rosa (13,000), Nacaome (8152), ChoHealth, and Growth (1922). The Holt treatise luteca (8065), Amapala (2800); La Ceiba
on pediatrics was reissued the same year under (8000), Puerto Cortes (4000). The percentage
the joint authorship of Holt and Howland of of illiteracy among children was 56 per cent and
Johns Hopkins University. His booklet on the school attendance had increased only slightly
feeding and care of infants was translated into since 1911. By the school census of 1919 only
35,912 children, out of the 87,207, were receiving
many languages.
HOLT, WINIFRED (MRS. RUFUS GRAVES instruction. In 1926-27 there were 859 public,
An American sculptor and and 36 private, schools with 35,216 children enMather) (?).
philanthropist, born in New York City. She was rolled.
educated privately and studied anatomy, drawIndustry. The cultivation of bananas and
Her works, ex- coconuts continues as the leading activity.
ing, and sculpture in Florence.
hibited in New York and in several cities of During 1927 more than 19,000,000 bunches of
Europe, include portraits, busts, and bas-reliefs. bananas were produced and exported. The
She founded and was secretary of the New York coconut production in the same year was more
Association for the Blind, and through her ef- than 7,000,000. The coffee production remains
forts several homes for the blind were founded. stationary, while that of rubber has decreased.
She also organized so-called lighthouses for the Cattle and horse raising is also on the decrease.
blind in France and other parts of Europe. In After 1912 the country's trade consistently made
1921 she visited Poland as a guest of the Polish gains, the imports being $10,630,000 in 1927-28
Government for the relief of the Polish blind. as Compared with $5,132,679 in 1912-13; and
During the World War, she did much relief work the exports in 1927-28, $17,546,000 as compared
among those blinded in battle. She was awarded with $3,180,968 in 1912-13. The United States
medals by France and other governments and supplied 77 per cent of the country's imports in
was the author of A Short Lfe of Uenry Fawcett 1927-28 and took 79 per cent of its exports.
Finance. For the year 1929-30, the budget
(1011) ; The Beacon for the Blind (1914) ; The
Light Which Cannot Fail (1922), and numerous was based on an estimated income of 13,101,972.7,8 pesos.
(In 1913-14, this was 4,824,000).
papers.
HOLT CROSS, COLLEGE OF THE. A Roman Receipts for the year 1928 amounted to 12,029,Catholic college for men under the Society of 870.44 pesos and expenditures to 11,365,261.59
Jesus, at Worcester, Mass., founded in 1843. pesos. The national budget appropriations steadThe student enrollment in the regular course ily increased after 1913-14, while both revenues
increased from 597 in 1916 to 1090 in the autumn and expenses were always larger than the budof 1028; the faculty in the same period was in- geted amounts. The 1921-22 budget called for
creased from 44 to 91; and the volumes in the revenues and 'expenses of 6,674,895 pesos, but
library from 60,000 to 100,000. President, the revenues were actually 7,386,979 pesos and exRev. John M. Fox, S.J.
penses 7,196,161 pesos, showing a surplus of
HOLY PLACES. See ARABIA.
190,818 pesos. The interest arrears on the
A German foreign debt were not being paid with the result
).
HOLZ, hfilts, ARNO (1863-.
poet and critic (see VOL. "XI), one of the that the foreign debt totaled $125,000,000 in
founders of the naturalist movement in Germany. 1923. Arrangements for its settlement were
His later works include Eindheitsparadies made in 1927. The internal debt in 1929
(1924); Sieben BUhonen Jahre vor meiner amounted to over $9,000,000, United States
Oeourt (1925) and Gutter und Gotten (1925).
currency. In 1922 the Banco de Honduras beAn came the national bank of issue. In 1918 the
).
HOLZK1TECHT, GUIDO (1872Austrian physician, pioneer in rontgenology, peso was legally fixed at one-half the value of
who attracted attention through his attempts the American dollar. In 1920 an ambitious
to "rejuvenate" elderly women by raying the programme of fiscal reform was launched under
genital glands. Holzknecht is indirectly re- the direction of an American expert, but it was
;

sponsible for Gertrude Atherton's novel, Black
Oxen. Having received his medical degree from
the University of Vienna, just as the Rontgen
rays were coming into use in medicine, he began
to devote himself to this subject and was eventually appointed professor of radiology in the
university. Later, he became director of the

not carried out because of lack of funds, while
the years 1922, 1923, and part of 1924, were years
of political disturbances, which made expenditures for war out of all proportion to other expenses, and created huge deficits. In 1920 the
national railway of 95 kilometers was turned
over to Compafiia Agricola de Sula to secure a
RSntgen department of the Vienna General credit of $1,000,000 to be used in the complete
Hospital, He published the results of X-ray reconstruction of the road. This Compafiia
diagnosis in tuberculosis and diseases of the chest Agricola, a subsidiary of the American Fruit
in 1901 in a volume entitled Die Rontgeno- Company, was changed in 1924 to the Cortes
logische Diagnostik der Erkrankungen der Brus- Development Company, and retained control over
teingeweide. In collaboration (Holzknecht and the national railroad. Slightly over 500 miles
Jonas), he wrote Die Radiologische Biagnostik of railways, in addition to the national line,
der Intro, und Eatraventrikularen Tumoren were the property of American fruit companies
(1908); and in 1921 he edited the large two- operating on the north coast. There were no
volume work, Rontgenologic.
railways on the Pacific coast. There were about
BEADING COURSES. See EDUCA- 200 miles of highways open the year around to
wheeled traffic.
TION IN THE UNITED STATES.
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History. Internal affairs were stormy during and after the World War. In 1919 President
Bertrand's well-prepared plans for his own reelection were upset by a revolt led by General
Gutierrez. Bertrand fled the country; Gutierrez had himself declared Dictator; and, in October, 1919, was elected President. In 1920
disturbances were again reported with the result that United States warships had to proceed to the scene to protect American property.
In 1023 on the eve of the forthcoming election,
civil war again threatened and many prominent
Hondurans sought safety in flight. After a
contest, in which bloodshed and violence were
not wanting, and which was marked by the
continuous interference of the President, General Carias, Conservative candidate, received a
plurality vote. The election was now thrown
into the Congress which, in 1924, declared it
could find for no one candidate. The usual

round was now repeated. American marines
were rushed to the scene but were not able to
change the situation; the President, Gutierrez,
proclaimed himself Dictator, Jeb. 1 1924; the
disappointed presidential aspirants took up arms
in rebellion and waged war intermittently on
each other throughout February. In March, Gutierrez was put to flight, and, after a chaotic interregnum, Dr, Fausto Davilla, Conservative, was
proclaimed provisional President by a group of
revolutionary "generals'*? but the forces defending Tegucigalpa set up a rival in the person
of Zufliga Hueta. In the hope of restoring order, President Coolidge sent Sunmer Welles as
his special representative, in April, to mediate,
and the four neighboring republics were invited
to join in a conference with the warring Honduran factions. This somewhat unusual procedure met with success early in May, when one
of the revolutionary chieftains, Gen. Vicente
Tosta, was elected President and for a brief
space the civil war seemed to be ended.
Elections were held at the end of June to
choose deputies to a constituent assembly.
Early in August, the fires of revolt again broke
out. An insurrection against the provisional
.government of President Tosta, led by the
Minister of War, General Ferrera, proved rather
formidable, and it was not until late October
that the Government, which had received the
full support of the United States, was able to
announce complete victory. At the close of the
year, elections were held to choose a constitutional President, resulting in the choice of Dr.
Miguel Paz Barahona. He was inaugurated
Feb. 1, 1925, and was immediately recognized
by the United States. He fared further armed
revolt in the West, led by General Ferrera, but
by August had restored order. His four years*

administration was comparatively peaceful, in
marked contrast to the long period of disorder

preceding it. In 1928, as the time for a new
election approached, there was intense political
feeling but no armed outbreak, and the polling
of the vote on October 28 was carried out peaceIt resulted in the choice of Pr. Vicente
fully.
Mejia Colindres for President and Rafael Diaz
Chavez as Vice President. They were inaugurated Feb. 3, 1929.
In the field of foreign relations, a. numier of
interesting developments were recorded during
this period. On July 19a 1918, Honduras de-

clared war on Germany and thus became an
Associate Power and an original member of the
League of Nations. Payment of dues in the

League became onerous, however, and on more
than one occasion the country came to the verge
of withdrawing but failed to take decisive action.
Early in 1929, it was still listed among the
members.
The government applied itself toward furthering the union of Central American states and,
with Guatemala and Salvador, signed a pact in
1921 for common action in matters of trade,
communications, and coinage. In 1922 a conference of the presidents of Nicaragua, Salvador,
and Honduras was held on board the U. S. S.
Tacoma in Fonseca Bay, at which the three
countries reaffirmed in part the Treaty of Peace
and Friendship of Dec. 20, 1907 (see CENTRAL
AMERICAN UNION). On July 6, 19*27, Salvador,
Guatemala, and Honduras signed an agreement
to consult each other before working out problems which might affect the general interests of
Central America. Two attempts wero made to
settle the century-old dispute with Guatemala
over the boundary line in the vicinity of the
Montagua River Valley. In 1919 the two
governments submitted the difficulty to the Secretary of State of the United States and
an accurate survey under the auspices of the
American Geographical Society was provided
for.

In 1928 the unsettled question was again
brought to the front by rival concessions granted
"by the two governments in the disputed area,
and again the United States was asked to act
as mediator. That country appointed the Hon.
Roy T. Davis to head a mixed commission, but
when the commission, after a thorough survey of
the region affected had been made, failed to come
to an agreement. Secretary Kellogg urged both
countries to submit the dispute to the Central
American Tribunal established in accordance
with the convention of 1923. Guatemala agreed,
but Honduras refused, and the dispute was still
unsettled in 1929. On Mar. 8, 1926, an agreement, for the settlement of a long-standing
British debt was ratified, and in December, 1927,
a commercial treaty with the United States,
later ratified by both governments, was signed.
On Mar. 11, 1929, there was approved a new
immigration law restricting tho immigration by
providing more rigorous qualifications for entrance.

HONEG-GKEB,,

ARTHUR

(1892-

).

A

French composer, born at Havre. He studied
in Zurich, 1907-09, and then with R. Martins
in Havre and L. Capet in Paris, where he lived
after 1913. He began as an extreme futurist
and was soon recognized as the leader of the
notorious group, "Los Six" (Auric, Durey, MilIn 1929 he visited
baud, Pouleno, and Taillefer)
the United States, appearing as conductor of his
own works. His works comprise incidental
music to Max Jacob's La Mort fa Ste.-Almfenne ;
Morale' Le Koi David; Mfrgl'fi Oil des Jew du
Monde; Gide?s Saul; and Shakespeare's Tempc$t;
a ballet, Verittt Mensongef; a symphonic poem,
Pastorale d'&tt; a mimic 'Symphony, Ho race
Victories ; Rhapsodie for piano, flutes, and
.

,

clarinet; concertino for
two extremely realistic

piano and

-orchestra;
pieces for orchestra,
a
of
locomotive) and
(descriptive
Rugby (descriptive of a foot-ball game) ; three
nondescript stage works (an odd mixture of
opera, oratorio, and ballet), L'Emptiratrice auto
Rochers (Paris, 1925); Judith (Monte Carlo,
1926) and Antigone (Brussels,, J928) ; chamber
music, and songs.
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HERBERT HOOVER

ELECTED PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES,

1928

HOOKER

HOOKER, (WILLIAM) BBIAN (18SO).
American author (see VOL. XI). In 1915 he
was awarded the prize in an American Opera
Association competition for the opera Fairyland,
with music by Horatio Parker. In the same
year, he published another opera, Horven and the
Grail, and a commemorative poem, A.D. 1919,
also with music by Horatio Parker, and a
volume of Poems, 1915. In 1923 he translated
Cyrano de Bergerac from the French. He became
literary editor of the New York Sun in 1917.
HOOVER, C(HABLES) R(TJCLAS) (1885An American chemist, born in Oskaloosa,
) .
Iowa, and educated at Haverford College and
Harvard University, where he held a Carnegie
1912-13. He was
of
fellowship,
professor
chemistry at Penn College in Iowa (1909-10)
and associate professor at Syracuse University
(1913-15). In 1918 he became professor of
chemistry at Wesleyan University, Conn. He
has made determinations of atomic weights of
and
tobacco
elements,
smoke,
investigated
studied the analyses of gases. During the World
War, he served with the Chemical Warfare
Service and invented a gas absorbent and a gas
detector.

HOOVER,

HERBERT

CLARK

).
(1874United States,
born at West Branch, Iowa, the son of a Quaker
farmer. Left an orphan at 10 years of age, he
was sent to his uncle's farm in Oregon to live.
He ran away when he was 14 and went to Portland, Oreg., where he worked for a while in a
real estate office. In 1891 he entered the newly
established Leland Stanford, Junior, University,
working his way through by establishing a
laundry of which he made a success. Specializing in geology and engineering, he was in the
first class graduated by the university in 1895.
To perfect himself as a mining engineer, he be-

The

thirty-first President of the

came a common miner, and acquired

familiarity

In 1897 he went to
of the work.
Australia as a mining engineer for an English
syndicate and was successful in developing mines
there.
In 1899 he was appointed director general of mines by the Chinese government. His
work in China was interrupted by the Boxer
troubles he was in Tientsin when the foreigners
were besieged there. He defended not only his
European co-workers but his- Chinese workmen
too, rescuing them in some cases from the firing
squad. Latery he was engaged in mining operations in various parts of the world. He made
and lost two fortunes and eventually ,won lasting
success. He was living in England at the outbreak of the World War, and his services were
at once required in aid of Americans stranded
there -with their funds cut off. Soon afterward,
he was put in charge of the Belgian relief work
and attracted wide attention by his great Ability and enthusiasm. During three years, he
traveled throughout 'Belgium and visited Brus*
sels, London, Rotterdam, Lille, and Berlin, in
order to confer ,with the heads of governments.
About $1,000,000,QOO was expended on food and

with every part

;

'

,
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relatives and friends in the United States could
draw for relief of the starving people in the

countries desolated by the conflict. In March,
1921, he entered President Harding's cabinet as
Secretary of Commerce, with the understanding
that he was to continue his relief work. In 1921
he assumed general supervision of the relief
work in Russia, on condition that all American
prisoners held by the Soviet authorities should
be released.
He was reappointed Secretary of Commerce by
President Coolidge and greatly extended the
scope of that department's activities and usefulness.
In 1927-28 he served as chairman of
the Mississippi Flood Relief Commission. He
resigned his cabinet post in 1928 after receiving
the Republican nomination for the Presidency,
to which he was elected in November, receiving
444 electoral votes, including those of Florida,
North Carolina, Virginia, and Texas, against
87 for Alfred E. Smith of New York, his DemoIn the interval between his
cratic opponent.
election and his inauguration as President on
4, 1929, he made a tour of Central American and South American countries. The first
months of his administration were marked by the
reopening of the negotiations for limitation of
naval armaments with Great Britain and other
powers, and by his appointment of a National
Law Enforcement Commission, headed by George
W. Wickersham of New York, and of a Federal
Farm Board, established by Congress at the

Mar.

President's request.

President Hoover holds honorary degrees from
seventeen American and nine foreign universities,
has received numerous medals from learned societies, was president of the American Institute
of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers {1920),
the American Engineering Council (1921), the
American Child Health Association (1922), and
served as chairman of a number of government
commissions.
He wrote Principles of Mining (1906) ; American Individualism (1922) and in collaboration
with his wife, who was Lou Henry of Monterey,
Calif., a fellow student at Stanford* University,
he translated into English Agricola's De Re
Metallic^. His presidential campaign speeches
were published under the title of The New Day
in 1928.
;

HOPE, ANTHONY.

See HAWKINS,

ANTHONY

HOPE.

An American
).
(1868born at Augusta, Ga., and
educated at Brown and Chicago universities.
After graduation from college, he devoted all his
time to teaching colored youth. He served on

HOPE, JOHN

college

president,

the faculties of several colleges and universities
in the South and was appointed president and
professor of ethics at Morefyouse College (then
Atlanta Baptist College) in Atlanta, Ga.> in
1906: /In 1918-19 he did war work among the
colored trpops in France. He was a director and
trustee of many institutions for colored people.

HOPKINS, AKTHUB ^MELANCTHOW

A

(1878-

.dramatic producer, born in Cleve) .
transportation, and of this sum one-half of 1
per cent was required for overhead expenses. land, Ohio, who began his work in Hew York'
He, was appointed United States Food Adnunis- City in -1912, His hest productions of later
tratpr in 1917, He announced that the people years include The Poor Uttle I&eh Gftrl; On
of the United States could' diminish their, ex- Trial;, The Deluge; Good Gracious, Annatelle;
penses in the necessaries of life by 00 per cent. The Rescuing Angel; Be Oalm, Camilla; The
He instituted "wheattess days" and "meatless Jest;: Niglvtfs Lodging; Daddy's Gforie a-Huntdays," and urged avoidance of all waste, After .ing; The Olawt Anna Christie; The Bavry Ape;
The Old, Soak;, Rose Bernd; The Laughing
tjie; War, Mr. Hoove? devised a, chain of food
Royal Fan&ctngo; What Prioe
I;
de*p6ts .throughout central Europe,, qn .which
,

.

,

,,
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Glory; The Second Mrs. Tanqueray; Deep
River; and plays by Tolstoy, Ibsen, and Shakespeare.

HOPKINS, E(DWABD) WASHBITRN (1857An American philologist (see VOL. XI).
).

He was

Sanskrit language and
literature and comparative philology at Yale,
1895-1926 (emeritus) and has published Epic
Mythology (1915) ; History of Religions (1918) ;
Origin and Evolution of Religion (1923);
Ethics of India (1924) ; Legends of India (1928).
).
HOPKINS, ERNEST JVlAETiKr (1877professor

of

An American

college

barton, N. H.

He graduated from Dartmouth

president, born

at

Dunin

HORTHY

3>E

NAGYBANYA

America (1918); Old-Fashioned Verses (1919);
Minds and Manners of Wild Animals (1922);
Tales from Nature's Wonderlands (1924); A
Wild-Animal Round-up (1925) ; and Wild Animal Interviews 1928 )
An
HORNBY, LESTER GEORGE (1882).
American illustrator, engraver, and painter, born
at Lowell, Mass., and educated at the .Rhode
Island School of Design at Providence, the Pape
School in Boston, the Art Students' League
of New York, and in Paris he studied with
Laurens and others. Representative pictures of
his are in the Victoria and Albert Museum (London), the Library of Congress (Washington),
the New York Public Library, the Art Institute
(

,

1901 and from that year to 1905 was secretary
to the president there. He was secretary of the of Chicago, Detroit Institute, Carnegie Institute
(Pittsburgh), etc. He has illustrated sketch
college from 1905 to 1910, and until 1916 was
engaged in original research for various indus- books of London, Edinburgh, Paris, Boston,
trial concerns in Chicago, Boston, and other Washington, and Chicago, also Some Old Riviera
He became president of Dartmouth on Towns (1921); Gloucester by Land and Sea
cities.
July 1, 1916. During 1918 he was in charge of (1923) ; and is author and illustrator of Balkan
the Industrial Relations of the Quartermaster Sketches (1927). His war etchings are well
known.
Department, United States Army.
HOPKINS, SIB FREDERICK GOWLAND (1861HORNE, HENRY SINCLAIR, FIRST BARON OP
British
scientist
and fellow of STIRKOKE (1861British soldier, who
).
).
Trinity College, Cambridge. He has been pro- was educated at Harrow and Woolwich and
fessor of biochemistry at the University of Cam- entered the Royal Artillery in 1880. He served
bridge since 1914 and Sir William Dunn pro- in the South African War. In 1914 he was made
fessor since 1921. He became a fellow of the commander of the artillery of the 1st Corps,
Royal Society in 1905, and was the society's and in the following year commanded the 2d
Croonian lecturer in 1915, and was awarded Division. He was sent to Egypt to defend the
the Baly Medal (1915), the Royal Medal (1918), Suez Canal in 1916 and in the same year comand the Copley Medal (1926). In 1921 he was manded the loth Army Corps, and then the 1st
Herter lecturer in New York and Baltimore. Army in Prance where he served with distincHe was elected a foreign associate of the Na- tion. In 1919 he was created Baron of Stirkoke
tional Academy of Sciences (American) and and was given the eastern command (1919-23).
numerous European learned societies, was He was aide-de-camp and general to the King
knighted in 1925, and. holds honorary degrees ( 1920-24 ) and retired in 1926.
from seven British and Irish universities.
HOBNE, SIR ROBERT (STEVENSON) (1871British public official, born in Glas).
HOPKINS, WILLIAM Jos-r (1863-1926).
An American author (see VOL. XI). His later gow and educated at the university there. In
works include Those Gillespies (1916)
The 1896 he was admitted to the Scottish bar and
Clammer and the Submarine (1917) ; and She after 1918 was a Unionist member of Parliament.
He was in the Admiralty in 1917 as assistant
Blows! and Sparm at That! (1922).
World's inspector general of transportation and in 1918
HOPPE, WILLIAM H. (1887).
champion at 18,2 and 18.1 balkline billiards. as director of the Admiralty Labor Department
He was born at Cornwall-on-the-Hudson, N. Y. and Third Civil Lord. Entering the Cabinet as
From 1910 to 1920 and again from 1922 to 1924, Minister of Labor (1919-20), he became presihe reigned supreme as a wielder of the cue dent of the Board of Trade ( 1920-21 ) , and Chandespite the many times he was called upon to cellor of the Exchequer (1921-22). He was
made a member of the Privy Council in 1919,
defend his laurels.
HOPWOOD, AVERT (1884-1928). An Ameri- was knighted in 1920, and in 1921 was Lord
can playwright, born in Cleveland, Ohio. He was Rector of Aberdeen University.
graduated from the University of Michigan in
HORSLEY, SIB VICTOR ALEXANDER HAKEN
(1857-1916). An English surgeon and neurol1905, went to New York City as a correspondent
for the Cleveland Leader the same year and there ogist (see VOL. XI). On the outbreak of the
sold his first play, Clothes, written with Chan- World War, Sir Victor was the head of a hosning Pollock. His plays, which were produced pital which saw service in Egypt. Later, he was
not only in the United States, but in Canada, Eu- made a colonel in the Mesopotamia Expeditionrope, and the Orient, include Fair and Warmer, ary Force and in the course of his duties sucThe Gold Diggers, The Bat, Seven Days, and cumbed at Amara to heat stroke. A biography
Spanish Love, in collaboration with Mary Roberta of him, by Stephen Paget, appeared in 1919.
Rinehart; Ladies Night; The Demi-Virgin; LitDE WAGYBAWYA, NIKOLAUS
tle Miss 'Bluebird;
Why Men Leave Home; The (1868).
Regent of Hungary who was eduAlarm, Clock; The Best People, with David cated at the Naval
Academy at Fiume. During
Gray; Naughty Omderella; Getting Gertie's the World War, he gave efficient service as capthe Night. Virtually tain of the battleship Novara, was promoted to
Garter, and A Thief
every one of his plays was a popular success. be admiral of the fleet and in this capacity
Many of them were broad farces.
surrendered the
fleeVto the
HORMONES. See SECRETIONS, INTERNAL? Allies in 1918. InAustro-Hungarian
1919 he organized a counterrevolution against the Soviet government in HunZodLOGY, Physiology,- HEREDITY.
HOBBTADAY, WILLIAM TEMPLE (1854r- gary, under Bela Kun, and on the fall of that
An American zoSlogist (see VOL. XI). government came into supreme control. The
).
In 1926 he retired from the directorship of the National Assembly elected him regent in 1920
York Zoological Park. He wrote Awake! on the theory that the monarchy in Hungary
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was only temporarily suspended.

By provision
of the laws, he may hold this office for an indefinite period.
See HUNGARY, History.

HORTICULTURE.

The tremendous stimulation given horticulture, as well as other forms
fOf agriculture, by the urgent need of food during the World War resulted in an unprecedented
speeding up of production which was followed
by a disastrous readjustment period following
the close of hostilities. Labor costs which rose
excessively failed to recede to the pre-war scale,
and many other items remained correspondingly
high. The great stimulus to amateur gardening which resulted from war conditions gradually subsided, the trend being to commercial
production. The ravages of introduced insect
and fungus pests necessitated the purchase of
expensive spraying machinery and thus indirectly contributed to the elimination of small enterprises. This trend toward commercial horticulture is clearly evident from statistics compiled
by the U. S. Census which show in recent years
an astonishing decrease in the number of bearing deciduous fruit trees. However, in the Pacific Coast States, where commercial orcharding
prevails at its best, there has been an increase
in the number of trees, the decline occurring in
the Mississippi Valley and Eastern States where
farm orchards used to be the general rule.
Despite the changes in the number of trees,
total production of orchard fruits continued to
increase much more rapidly than might be expected from population growth. Fox example, the
total production of citrus fruits in 1928 was 59,836,000 boxes, as compared with approximately
23,000,000 boxes in 1909. In the decade ended
in 1928, lettuce acreage in the United States
increased sevenfold, spinach acreage, fourfold,
and asparagus threefold, with other crops showing corresponding increments. One of the
outstanding features of the decade was the southward migration of vegetable production to Florida, Texas, and California, necessitating broad
readjustments in the older truck producing areas.
During the latter part of the decade there was
a phenomenal increase in grapefruit plantings
due largely to developments in the Bio Grande
Valley of Texas and in southern Arizona. The
year 1928 was marked by heavy production of
practically all horticultural crops, the white potato and grape attaining records.
The nursery industry of the United States
underwent a material change due to the exclu*
sion of various evergreens, bulbs, and other plants
heretofore almost entirely purchased abroad.
One striking feature of the period following
the War was the rapid replacement of established
varieties of fruits and vegetables by new and
better sorts. The Delicious apple became one of
the leading varieties. The Stayman Winesap
proved so much better than its parent, the Winesap, as to replace it largely in new plantings.
The Golden Bantam and other yellow sweet corns
continued to gain in favor over the older white
Disease resistant varieties of many spesorts.
cies gained ascendancy because of their ability
to survive under adverse conditions. The wilt
resistant Marglobe tomato developed by the U. S.

Department of Agriculture was a striking

ex-

ample.

In respect to the horticultural situation
throughout the world at large, one of the most
striking features was the rapid expansion of the
citrus industry in the Southern Hemisphere, important plantings being made in "South Africa,

HORTICULTURE

Australia, and South America. Another feature
was the rapid recovery of the European fruit
industry which naturally suffered severely during the War and the difficult post-war period.
That foreign countries contribute vast quantiof horticultural products to the United
States was indicated in over $129,000,000 worth
of horticultural products- imported during 1928.
Of this vast sum, the banana constituted over
$35,000,000.
Protective Measures. One of the most important developments of the period was the organization of the Federal Horticultural Board,
as the result of the Plant Quarantine Act of
August, 1912. This board, reorganized July 1,
1928, as the Plant Quarantine and Control Administration, has power to promulgate and enforce necessary protective measures for preventing the entrance of insect and fungus pests into
the United States, and to control the movement
of potentially dangerous plant materials between
the States. That such protection is needed is
shown by the entrance in the past of many serious pests, including the San Jose" scale, gipsy
ties

corn borer, Japanese beetle,
white pine blister rust, etc.
The enactment of Quarantine 37, effective on
and after June 1, 1919, prohibiting, with certain
exceptions, the importation of nursery stocks
and other plants and seeds into the United
States, has had and is having a very great effect

moth, European
chestnut blight,

especially on those
branches concerned in the propagation of ornamental plants. As a result, the American nurserymen have been forced to propagate many
species of plants hitherto imported from foreign

on American horticulture,

countries.

The continued spread, despite vigorous control
of the European corn borer, Japanese
beetle, and many other serious pests entering
the United States previous to the organization
efforts,

of the Federal Horticultural Board, caused serious alarm. In many cases, the pests spread so
rapidly that their eradication was considered
out of the question. The gipsy moth continued
its westward march throughout New England,
in spite of the vigorous efforts made to stay its
Efforts were continued to eradicate
progress.
the Parlatoria date scale, an insect capable of
wiping out the infant date industry of the Southwestern States.
Material advances were made in the knowledge
of protecting horticultural plants from various
insect and fungus enemies. The utilization of
dry insecticides and fungicides, known as dusts,
steadily increased, until in many parts, of the
United States and Canada their use lias become
an important part of the protective programme.

The discovery that many economic

plants, in-

cluding the potato, tomato, raspberry, etc., are
subject to a serious form of disease commonly
known as mosaic caused a great deal of conCareful studies indicated however, that
cern.
healthy vigorous stocks could be maintained by
Disastrous
field.
in the
selection
rigorous
freezes occurring during the blooming periods of
certain years caused serious losses to the fruit
growers in many parts of the country and reawakened an interest in orchard heating as a means of
protecting fruits from disastrous loss. Tests of
the value of the airplane as a means of distributing poisons to control outbreaks of insects
featured the period.
Improved Transportation. Material advances were made in the shipping and handling
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of perishable products.
The cooling of fruits vated fruits, the peach being a notable excepand vegetables previous to placement in refriger- tion.
ator cars became a general practice and enabled
Bibliography. A few of the large number of

distant growers to get their products to the consumer without material loss in quality. The
motor truck practically replaced the horse in
the truck garden industry in the vicinity of
large cities, making possible not only a geographical expansion of the trucking industry
but also a quicker movement of highly perishable
products. Greenhouse growers of lettuce, cucumbers, tomatoes, and other "vegetables, suffered
severely as a result of improved transportation
facilities which enabled Southern and Western
produce to reach Northern markets in excellent
condition at all seasons.
Marketing. No phase of horticultural activity has exhibited such radical changes as that of

marketing. Literally hundreds of eoSperative
agencies sprang up in various parts of the country and in most cases rendered material assistance to the long-suffering grower. The outstanding success of the California Fruit Growers*
Exchange, even under the adverse conditions of
the War, greatly stimulated the cooperative
plan of marketing. A new system of selling
fruits and vegetables arose.
This is the f. o. b.
auction, in which the product is inspected at the
point of origin by government authorities and
sold on this basis while in transit to market.
Another striking development is the tremendous
growth of roadside markets in the vicinity of
cities and along important highways.
These
markets have become highly important factors
in the disposal not only of fruits and vegetables,
but also of flowers, canned products, cider, etc.
Marketing was greatly aided by the development
of better grading and packing practices, stimulated not only by greater demand for selected
uniform products but also by the enactment of
various Federal and State laws on the marketing and branding of fruits and vegetables.
Activities. Despite
the
Investigational
serious disrupting forces of the War, scientific
investigation rapidly recovered in the post-war
The theory advanced in 1918 by the
period.
Oregon Experiment Station, namely,' that growth
and fruitfulness in plants are directly related
to the balance between carbohydrates and nitrogen within the plant, proved of great benefit in
assisting in the explanation of many cultural,
pruning, and fertilization practices and furnished
the basis for
important subsequent studies. Of
the several fertilizers commonly applied to fruit
trees, nitrogen was found to be the only material
giving an adequate return, and then for the most
part only on poor soils or where the trees were
growing in sod. Some indication was noted that
phosphorus indirectly benefits fruit trees by increasing the growth of the cover crops which
are grown in the orchard as a source of organic
matter.
Studies in fruit storage contributed greatly
to the knowledge of the proper time for picking
and of the best methods of handling fruit in
the storage. The work of the' U. 8. Department
of Agriculture in the standardization of fruit
and vegetable packages did much to- protect- the

books appearing recently were
The Strawberry in North America
(New York, 1917); V. R. Gardner, F. C. Brad-,
ford, and H. D. Hooker, Jr., Fundamentals of
Fruit Production (New York and London, 1922)
U. P. Hedrick et al., The Cherries of New York
(Albany, 1915), The Peaches of New York (Albany, 1917), and The Pears of Xew York (Albany, 1921) ; W. Poponoe, Manual of Tropical
and Subtropical Vegetable Gardening (New
York and London, 1916); E. A. White, The
Principles of Floriculiure (New York, 1915);
U. P. Hedrick et al., The Small Fruits of New
York (Albany, 1925) ; E. H. Wilson, Aristocrats
of the Garden (Boston, 1920); E. H. Wilson,
More Aristocrats of the Garden (Boston, 1928).
).
HOE.TON, ROBERT FOEMAN (1855An English Congregational minister, president
of the National Free Church Council (see VOL.
XI). His later writings include Reconstruction
(1915); An Autobiography (1917); The Capacity for God (1920) ; and The Mystical Quest of
horticultural
S.

W.

Fletcher,

;

Christ (1923).
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HOT7BEW, HEINRICH
German author and

HTJBEBT

(1875-

).

director of the literary

department of the annual Leipzig book

fair.

He

was born at Aix-la-Chapelle "and studied in
Bonn, Berlin, and Greifswald. He founded the
Deutsche Bibliographische Gesellschaft and was
literary director of F. A. Brockhaus* publishing
house (1907-19). He is the author of Karl

Gutekow (1899-1901) Emil Devrient, Leben und
Wirken (1903)
Jungdeutschlands Sturm und
Drang (1911) ; Die Deutsche Revolution (1919) ;
Hartmanns Revolutiondre Erinneriwgen (1919)
;

;

;

Karl Schura's Befreiung Kinkels (1920); Adele
Schopenhauer, Tagebuch einer Einsamen (1921) 5
Ottilie von Goethe, Erlelnisse und Oestandnisse
(1923); and Gesprache mit Heine (1925). He
also compiled Beruhmte Autoren des Verlags
F. A. Brookhaus and edited the works of Sven
Hedin.

HOTTDIM1, HABBT (1874^-1926). An American magician, born at Appleton, Wis. He began his career as a trapeze performer in 1882.
He invented a diving suit, was interested in
producing moving pictures, and was awarded a
prize by the Australian Aeronautic League in
1910 for the first successful flight in Australia.
He made many tours of the world and gave performances before the notables of various countries.
He gained fame by exposing the tricks of
mediums, as well as by his own remarkable
achievements as a magician. He wrote The
Right Way to do Wrong (1906) ; Handcuff Secrets (1907) ; The Unmaskvng of Robert Houdmi
(1908<); Miracle Mongers (1920); Spooks and
Spiritualism; Rope Ties and Escapes; A Magician Among the Spirits (1924), Houdini: His
Life Story, by Harold Kellock, was published in
192&

HOTTGH, EMEBSOW (1857-1923). An American writer, born in Newton, Iowa, and educated
at the University of -Iowa (A.B., 1880). He
spent many years in traveling over the West and
consumer from fraud. Experimental results dis* wrote much on the protection of game and other
proved one popular and costly fallacy, namely, subjects relating to the public domain of the
that fruit trees require severe annual' pruning. United States. He was responsible for the pasWidely extended studies of self- -and- cross- sage of th'e act of Congress for preserving, buf*
fruitfulness in apples, pears, and, other fruits falo in Yellowstone. Piark., He wrote The Singdefinitely established the fact- that self-sterility mg Mouse -Stories (1895); The, Story of -the
is

a common condition in 'most varieties of

culti?

Cowboy

(l^

;

Miswsippi.pul>Ue (.1902); The
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Lady and

(1913);
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American clergyman

(see
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The Magnificent
Adventure (1915); The Way Out (1918); The
Covered Wagon (1922); North of 86 (1923);
and the posthumous Mother of Gold (1924).
The Covered Wagon, as a moving picture was
the most successful made up to that time. It
ran steadily for over a year in New York City.
the Pirate

(1877VOL. XI).

An
).
He was

president of Northwestern University, 1919-20;
pastor of the Ceutial H. IS. Church, Detroit,
1920-28; and pafctor of the American Presbyterian Church of Montreal after February, 1928.
Among his later works were: The Quest for Wonder (1915); In the Valley of Decision (1916);
The Little Old Lady (1917); The Significance
of the Protestant Reformation (1918) ; The Clean
Sword (1918); The Productive Beliefs (Cole
lectures at Vanderbilt University; 1919); The
Eyes of Faith (1920); The Opinions of John
CHearfM (1021); Life and History (1922);
fft/nthctio Christianity
(1023); The Imperial
Voice (1924)5 Evangelical Humanism (1925);
and Adventure in the Minds of Men -(1927).
ALANSON BIGELOW (1863-

HOUGHTOW,

An American manufacturer and diplo).
mat, born at Cambridge, Mass., and educated
at Harvard University, in Germany, and in Paris.
in the manufacture of glass at Corning, N. Y., and became president and official
in several important glass companies and other
concerns. He was a Representative in Congress,
1919-23, but resigned on his appointment as
Ambassador to Germany by President Harding
in February, 1922. He resigned in 1925 and
wa appointed Ambassador to Great Britain
by President Coolidge In 1928 he resigned that
and was an unsuccessful candidate for
His resignaS, Senator in New York State.
tion was not accepted by President Coolidge,
however, and he returned to his London post,
from which he again resigned following the inauguration of President Hoover on Mar. 4, 1929.
In 'England, he was esteemed for his quiet but
efficient work.
OF LABOB. Since the beginning
of the World War, there has been evidenced a
marked general reduction of hours of labor.
That long hours do not pay has been coming
more and more to be believed. The experiences
of the War and particularly the report of the
British munition workers' commit'teq' established
this general principle beyond doubt.' Moreover,
the influence of the forces of labor was- steadily
gaining and culminated in considerable economic
power during the War. These two circumstances combined. not only to stimulate legislation for the limitation of working hours, but
also to decrease hours of work in the. industries
which were not affected by the protective laws.
According to the Census of Manufacturers of
1914, 11.8 per cent of the workers covered worked
in eight-hour establishments. In the 1919 census, 48.6 percent did so, wliile figures compiled
for the 1924 census showed that 51. 5 per cent
worked in eight-hour plants.
Hour legislation in the United States is still,
due to constitutional limitation, largely confined to the protection of vomen and 'children.
'Since the beginning 'of the War, however, were
enacted the LaFollette Seamen's Act' of 1915
an4 the Adamsoh Act of 1916, regulating respectively the hours of maritime and jnteMfcte
railway workers. Numerous eiSg-ht-h'pnr Testric-tioner oa work undertaken'* ttit the States and.

He engaged
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several special prohibitions of long working hours
in certain particularly dangerous occupations
such as mining and caisson work also have become law. By amendment, in 1923, the Oregon
statute provides for an eight-hour day in the

lumbering industry when the adjoining States
California. Idaho, and Washington have adopted
similar restrictions. Within the decade, 19141923, 16 States were added to the ranks of those
which regulate the working day or week of women
either generally or in certain occupations, while

the scope of many other laws and orders which
applied only to specified employments has been
made more general. At the beginning of 1929,
only five States (Alabama, Florida, Indiana,
Iowa, and West Virginia) had placed no re-

on women's hours of work. Many
had limited hours to eight or nine a
About thice-fourths had a weekly limit

strictions

States

day.
of less than sixty hours.
Legislation, however, has not been limited to
the restriction of daily or weekly hours of work.
In addition, sixteen more jurisdictions now
prohibit or regulate the night work of women,
while of the eight night-work laws already in
effect in 1914, several have since been enlarged
in scope. New regulations pioviding for daily
rest periods and a weekly day of rest also have
been adopted, while the effect iveness of many of
those previously operating has been increased.

See

WOMEN

IN INDUSTRY.

The working hours

of children are limited to
eight in 35 jurisdictions a substantial gain over
1914 while every State now regulates to some
extent either the daily or weekly hours of child
labor.
Some of these restrictions, however, are
generally regarded as inadequate, such as a 60hour week in Louisiana, Georgia, Maryland, and
Kentucky. Some are difficult to enforce, while
others permit a large number of exceptions. The
recent child-labor amendment will, when it has
been ratified by the necessary three-fourths of
the States, enable Congress to enact an adequate
universal restriction of hours of labor for children (see also CHILD LABOR).
In addition to these statutory limitations, on
working hours in the United States, union pressure, as well as public sentiment, has worked
toward a general reduction of hours in fields
not affected by legislation. Perhaps tho most
outstanding example of this was the final adoption in 1923 by the steel industry of a three-shift
eight-hour system instead of the former twoshift system, in deference, according to the executive head of the United States Steel Corporation, to^ "public sentiment, however created."
'

See TRADE UNIONISM; LABOR ORGANIZATIONS,
INTERNATIONAL; LABOR LEGISLATION; LABOB
ARBITRAIION; STRIKES.
A French
).
HOUBTICQ, Louis '(1875art critic, born at Brossae, in .Charonte, and educated in Paris at the ficole Normale Superieure.
He was appointed professor of aesthetics and history of art at the "Boole des Beaux Arts and was
'

also a member of the Superior Council of Public
Instruction.
His writings include Rubens (tr. 1918) ;
'

!

<:

'

France, Histoire Generate
(prix Fould) j Les fraMteawD
'

tie

du,

VArt franqate
Louvre; Rfoits

d'un combattant (prix Montyon);
Titien (prix'F&uld) ; Initiation
arti&tique: Manet; fflstoire de la Peinture\ des
origines-ati JTy/e tiecle; La, GaleMe'&e Mediate
CM Louvre; 'Every One's History .of French Art
(tr. 1919) De Powt&n & WMtew* (1921); De

et V&fleaiions

La Jeunesse de

:

HOTJBWICH

Quebec a Vancouver; a travers le Canada d'aujourd'hui, with G. L. Jaray (1924), and JSrcyclopedic des beauts-arts (2 vols. 1925).

HOTJA'WICH, ISAAC A(ABONVICH) (18601924 ) . An American statistician ( see VOL. XI ) .
His later works include Mooted Questions of
Socialism (1917) ; he was also editor of a Yid-

dish translation of Das Eapital, by Karl Marx
(1919).
).
HOUSE, EDWARD MANDELL (1858An American publicist, born at Houston, Tex.,
and educated at Cornell University. He engaged in business in Texas and was at the same
time active in Democratic politics as adviser,
though not as an active participant or candidate for office. He was among the most promient of those who worked for the nomination of
Woodrow Wilson for the presidency in 1912, and
he gained the confidence of Mr. Wilson to a
marked degree. The President relied on him for
advice in matters of appointment and policy. In
1914 at the outbreak of the World War, he
visited the warring countries in an effort to find
a basis for peace. During the years following,
he made several other visits to Europe with
the same purpose. When the United States
entered the War in 1917, he attended the meetings of the Supreme War Council of the Allies
in London, as chairman of the American Commission, and in that capacity communicated the
views of the American government in regard to
the conduct of the War to the Allied premiers
and foreign ministers. As the end of the War
approached in 1918, he was designated by President Wilson to act for the United States in
negotiations for an armistice with the Central
Powers. He was a member of the American
Commission to Negotiate Peace at Paris, and
during the absence of President Wilson from the
Unijed States, was practically in charge of
American negotiations. On President Wilson's
return to Paris, a break occurred in the relattionship, and Mr. House ceased to take a prominent part in the deliberations. Following the
War, he retired from public life. He was joint
editor, with Prof. Charles Seymour, of What
Really Happened at Paris (1921) and also published an autobiographical novel. The Tntimaie
Papers of Colonel House, edited by Professor
Charles Seymour of Yale, were published in 192?28 in four volumes.
An
HOTTSE, ROT TEMPLE (1878).
American university professor, born at Lexington, Nebr.. and educated at Miami University and
the University of Michigan. He taught French

and German

in several schools and colleges until
when he was appointed head of the modern language department at the Oklahoma Southwestern State Normal School, where he served
until 1910. In the following year, he was ex-

1905,

change professor in Germany.

came professor

In 1911 he

be-

German and

in 1918 head of
the modern-language department of the State
University of Oklahoma. He was director for
the Commission of Relief in Belgium in 1910.
of
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His published writings include Three French
Comedies (1905) and Classroom French (1910).
He also translated several foreign plays and
contributed book reviews to periodicals. Since
1927 he has been editor of Books Abroad, a
quarterly book-review magazine.

HOUSING-. The housing problem even before
World War was rapidly becoming serious.

ithe

Already overcrowded conditions were being aggravated by the normal increase in population

and the concentration in industrial

centres.

The

providing houses to rent at a figure
attractive to workmen was discouraging now
building by investors, and the tradition of home
ownership by workers appeared to be dying out.
War conditions brought the situation to a crisis.
For a time after the opening of the War, there
was practically general suspension of building
activities, on account of the shortage of material
and labor and the highly increased costs. Repairs were neglected, replacements were not made,
adequate provision was not supplied even for
the normal increase in population, to say nothing
of the emergency concentration at industrial
centres.
The congestion reached the previously
unaffected middle classes. The return of the soldiers after the Armistice increased the urgency,
and those governments which were not forced
to deal with the situation during the War were
unable to evade the issue in the years that folbrief account is given below of the
lowed.
widespread legislation, marking the post-war
difficulty of

A

period,

which aimed fully to

utilize

existing

curb profiteering, and to encourage
building. Although by 1921 the house shortage
was still serious, not only in every important
country but even in centres as remote as Bagdad and Bombay, it was generally held that the
crisis then had been passed, notwithstanding the
fact that it would take many favorable years to
make up the deficit.
United States. In 1917 the acute scarcity
of housing accommodation, especially in munitions and shipbuilding centres, made Federal
action imperative. The United States Shipping
Board was given an appropriation to provide
housing for its workers ($10,000,000 was spent
at Hog Island alone in that year) ; and in 1918
an additional $95,000,000 was granted for this
purpose, $20,000,000 of which was to go to transar Department also
portation facilities. The
built temporary villages adjacent to inaccessible
.
munitions plants. The United States Housing
Corporation, with a total appropriation of $100,000,000, carried on construction for the Bureau
of Industrial Housing and Transportation in
128 communities, housing 25,000 families and
25,000 single laborers; after the Armistice, 0000
-families and 8000 single laborers.
Although it
was estimated that between $150',000,000 and
$250,000,000 was spent for workers' housing
throughout the country in 1918, rents continued
high, and in 1919 it was estimated that 1,000,000
additional houses were needed. There was a
shortage of 35,000 apartments in New York City,
and Chicago reported facilities 20 per cent less
than requisite. To alleviate the situation, New
York passed laws to permit the remodeling of oldtype buildings, to protect tenants, and to stimulate building; the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce formed a $2,000,000 building association;
North Dakota launched a programme of State
aid for houses not exceeding a cost of $5000.
The effort to stimulate building produced laws
exempting new structures from taxation; and
other laws attempted to control profiteering by
setting a maximum percentage of increase within
a given period and by limiting the landlord's
arbitrary right to dispossess. In 76 cities,
profiteering committees were formed; in 50
others, the Bureau of Industrial Housing and
Transportation adjusted rent disputes. Although, after some improvement in conditions
during the summer and fall, the crisis was believed to have been passed toward the close of
facilities, to

W
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1920, the United States in 1921 was still facing a deficit of about 147 per cent of its normal

building programme, which affected about 4,000,000 people. It was true that building costs had
fallen, but private builders were still holding
off awaiting a still further decrease.
As for
investors, with building costs still 100 per cent
above the pre-war level and rents only 25 per
cent above, home-building did not attract their
capital; and while investigation pointed to from
13 to 14 per cent gross as the minimum return
from any rented property, it was claimed that
legislative interference kept rents at a figure
that did not encourage building as an investment. About this time, price-fixing combines
among contractors and producers of material,
in some cases working in conjunction with corrupt labor leaders, were uncovered in New York
and in Illinois.

The accompanying table comparing home-ownership statistics for the years 1910 and 1920 as
given in the census shows a decrease, slight yet
of some significance, in the economic independence of the population of the United States:
Percentage of

all

homes

Percentage of

owned homes
Tear

Bented Owned Owned Owned Free
Free Encuxn-

1920
1910

54.4
54.2

45.6
45.8

28.2
80.8

bered
17.5
15.0

Encum-

61.7
67.2

beted
38.3
32.8

Investigation of housing conditions and legislation for their control were much stimulated
and guided during the years after 1910 by the
activities of the National Housing Association.
Other attempts to improve the type of workers'

homes were made by limited dividend companies
(formed by philanthropic organizations, cham-

bers of commerce, etc.), cooperative housing associations, and by both Federal and State authorities.

Cooperative housing showed a

little

progress. There were some successful experiments in the larger cities and Wisconsin passed
an act promoting it. There had been no tendency in the United States to follow that European policy under which the Government builds

workers' homes; for, although Massachusetts
did, with State money, build and sell 12 houses,
the experiment seemed to have been abandoned
afterward, and the Federal government's construction, during the period was concerned only

with war industry. Those forms of encouragement most in favor seemed to be the elimination
of taxes on mortgages, tax exemption on new
buildings, and government aid in the financing

of local activities; construction itself was chiefly
in the hands of contractors, although a considerable activity was shown by building And

loan associations.
Total expenditures for new buildings were less
in 1927 than for any year since 1923, according
to the permits issued in 257 cities of the United
States having a population of 25,000 or over.
Permits issued in these cities in 1921 showed
an estimated expenditure of $1,573,127,938 for
new buildings. A peak of money expended for
new operations was reached in 1925 when the
estimated expenditure was almost $4,000,000,000, or 141.9 per cent more than in 1921. Permits issued in 1927 indicated an estimated expenditure of $3,137,789,130, which was 99.5 per
cent more than the 1921 expenditure. The expenditure for residential buildings in 1921 was
$937,352,739. In 1925, it was $2,461,546,270, or

HOUSING

162.6 per cent greater than tho 1021 expenditure.
In 1927 it was $1,906,003,260, or 103.3 per cent

greater than the 1921 figure. The number of
families provided for by new homes in new
buildings was 224,545 in 1921. In 1925, 491,222 families were provided for; in 1927, the
number of families provided for was 406,095.
An index number weighed by population (that
is, taking care of the increase in population),
showed that with 1921 as 100.0; the index for
families provided for in 1922 was 163.8; in
1925, 198.4; and in 1927, 157.3. Later figures
collected by the Federal Bureau of Labor Statistics showed the same continued trend downward in residential building construction for
the first half of 1928. The same source made a
study of costs of one-, two- and multi-family
dwellings for the period 1021-27. In 1921 the
average expenditure for a one-family dwelling
was $3972; by 1927 it had reached $4830, or
an increase of 21.6 per cent. The average expenditure for a two-family dwelling also ciimbed
until it reached its peak in 1926. In 1921 the
average expenditure per family was $3762; in
1926, $4480; in 1927, $4368, which was 16.1
per cent greater than the 1921 figure. For
apartment-house dwellings, the average cost per
family was $4019 in 1021; in 1927 it was $4170,
or only 3.8 per cent greater than in 1921.
Records for the same 257 cities showed that
there was an increase in apartment-house construction.
In 1921, 24.4 per cent of families
provided for by new construction were living
in multi-family dwellings; by 1927, this figure
had increased to 48.3 per cent. The number
in one-family dwellings had dropped from 58.3
per cent in 1921 to 38.3 per cent in 1927. These
proportions were much greater in the large
cities than in the small.
It was found that
in 14 cities in the country with a population
of a half-million or more, only 25.8 per cent of
the families housed in new dwellings in 1927
were cared for in one-family dwellings, while
60.8 per cent were housed in apartment houses.
In 1921 only 34 per cent of the new housing
units were in apartment houses, while 44.2
per cent were in one-family dwellings. It was
apparent that if this tendency kept continuing,
the American urban population would soon approximate that of the European populations

who were apartment-house

dwellers.

Consult

Housing Problems in America (1929), Proceedings of the Tenth National Conference on Housing, Philadelphia, Jan. 28-30, 1929.

Great Britain. Following the outbreak of
the War, two housing acts were passed in 1914,
but these being limited in scope were not generally productive of results. Investigations in
1917 uncovered an immediate need of 400,000
dwellings in England and Wales and 109,000
in Scotland. Since it was evident that private
enterprise could not meet the situation, the
Housing Bill /of 1919 was passed, making it incumbent on local authorities to carry out housing schemes, with the Government assuming the
annual deficit in excess of a penny rate. In the

same year, an additional act went into force,
providing a subsidy of 15,000,000 for private
is building email houses; checking luxury
and the wrecking of dwellings; and
facilitating construction. This undertaking to provide for a shortage of from 500,000 to 800,000 houses was abandoned in 1921, in
an effort to cut down expenditures. The netf
policy called only for the completion of 198,000
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74*
houses already undertaken, at a cost of 10,005,000, and an expenditure of 200,000 in improvement of slum areas. This discouraging outlook,
however, was lightened by the activities of about
60 local building guilds. A rent law fixing
the percentage of increase and controlling dispossession had been extended in 1919, and replaced by a new law in 1920. Further extension
of these provisions became a definite political
issue in 1923, when general decontrol was deferred to June 24, 1925, and the protection of
the tenant extended to 1930. Nevertheless, under the 1923 Kent Law, it was much easier for
landlords to evict tenants, and since with the
coming in of a new tenant a house was "decontrolled," thereafter the landlord could charge
what rent he pleased, subject only to a vague
review by the courts. The housing shortage
continued to be acute during the period after
the War and, as late as 1929, played an important r6Ie in the politics of' the country. In the
general election of 1929, both the Liberals and
the Laborites condemned the Conservative government for its failure to provide adequate housing for the working populations.
Trance. In 1919 there were still 550,000
buildings to be supplied in the devastated area,
and there was much overcrowding in the larger
towns. A Cheap Dwellings Bureau made some
progress with garden suburbs outside of Paris;
and the destruction of the Paris wall and military zone was ordered, making available about
3025 acres. Government aid was given in 1921
to about 2000 cooperative societies of reconstruction.
Rent-limiting legislation had been found
necessary; also some control over lodging and
boarding houses. The housing shortage actually
reached the stage of a crisis after the War and
the Government was compelled to take extraordinary measures. Because of the necessity for
the rebuilding of the devastated areas, .the financial uncertainty, the movement of, the rural
populations to the cities, the influx of foreigners, etc., the French Parliament in 1928 found it
necessary to pass a law making provision for the
construction of 260,000 dwellings during the
period 1928-33. The bill was passed by a unanimous vote in both Houses. Of these dwellings,
200,000 are to be sold at low prices and 60,000
are to be rented.

ties, which had been checked in 1923 by inflation,
were resumed in 1924 and by 1926, 199,084 new
buildings had been erected in the year.
In 1920 Italy was trying to meet
Italy.
the situation through cooperative societies and
building clubs in the North and by the building
of garden suburbs around Rome (where one-third
of the population were without permanent
homes), building activity being encouraged by
a government subsidy of 100,000,000 lire, a drastic Rent Law passed in 1919, and certain tax exemptions. In 1928 the Government took further
measures to improve the situation in Rome when
it authorized the Finance Minister to advance

48,000,000 lire to the Institute for Tenement
The national Government also
subsidized the construction of workingmen's
dwellings in the cities of Venice and Bolzano.

Houses in Rome.

Other Countries. Housing shortages were
to be found in all the countries of Europe during and after the War and, despite governmental
measures to check rent profiteering and to encourage the construction of new dwellings, the
situation was still abnormal in most of the
countries in the spring of 1 929.

HOITSMAJSr, ALFBED EDWARD

).
(1859English Latin scholar (see VOL. XI), who
also wrote poetry. Besides magazine articles,
he published Last Poems (3922) and edited
Book IV of Manilius (1920) and Lucan (1920).
Au
).
HOTTSMAH, LAURENCE (1865English artist and author (see VOL. XI). His
later publications include; Bird in Hand (1910) ;
The Sheepfold (1918); St. Francis Poverello
(1918) ; The Heart of Peace (1919) ; The Wheel
(1919) ; Ploughshare and Pruninghook (1919) ;

An

The Death

Orpheus

of

(

192]

A

)

;

AngcU and Mm-

m

ParaPeep-show
Little Plays of St. Francis (1922)
dise (1921)
Dethronements ( 1922 ) ; Moonshine and Clover
(1922) ; A Doorway in Fairyland (1922) ; False
Premises (1922); Echo de Paris (1923); Trimllerigg (1924),; The Death of Soeratcs (1925)
Ironical Tales (1926) ; The Comments of Juniper
Bias Plays from the Life and Legend of St.
isters (1921)

;

Possession:

;

;

'

;

9

(1926); The "Little Plays'
(practical notes for producers of the

Francis of Assisi

Handbook

plays, 1927); Uncle Tom Pudd (1928); The
Love Concealed, poetry (1928); and The Tjifo
Of H. R. If. The Duke of Ffomlorough (1928).
.HOTTSTOM". A city and port of entry of
Germany. The situation in Germany was
complicated by the unsettled financial and labor Texas., The population increased from 85,784 in
1910 to 138,278 in 1920 and to 285,000 in 1928,
conditions.. In a number of towns, house room
was rationed and civilians were billeted in pri- according to local, estimate. The area is 70
vate homes; and letting or selling was subject square miles, or 44,800 acres. In 1927 and 1928
to regulation. In 1921 a national law required the communities of 'Park Place, Kennington, Harall States to spend at least 30 marks per head
risburg, .River Oaks, and Memorial were added,
on house construction, in 1921-^22. Nevertheless, increasing the population by 15,000. The governby 1922, construction had practically ceased; ment is .vested in a municipal commission, conThe owners, with only aboutoo of $&&* in- sisting of a mayor and four commissioners,
terest left to them by the Bent-fixing, Law, had with a ity manager, appointed by the mayor
been practically expropriated. An attempt to and serving as his first assistant, The entrance
raise a special fund for building was. made in to the port of Houston is through a tidal chan1923 by levying a housing tax, fixed at 30 times nel extending from the Gulf of Mexico through
the pre-war rent of houses. A law .passed in the jetties between Galveston Island and Bolivar
1923 to protect tenants was to have force until Penninsula across Galveston Bay, a distance of
1926. The shortage remained acute in the post-? 25 miles, thence up the, San Jacinto Biyer through
war period. A census' made in 1927 showed that, low-lying majshea and shallow bays, to Lynchin towns of more than 5000, inhabitants, there burg,' a distance' o{, 9 miles, then up the historic
was a shortage of 776,000 dwellings. It was Buffalq Bayou to ,t&e turning basin at Houston,
found that in cities of from 5000 to 0,000, popu- a further distance of 18,, miles, making a total
lation, families having no independent house- distance' of 50 miles, from the harbor to the Gulf,
hold formed 6.3 per cent, of the total -families; From 1919 to 192$, tfce, natural channel extendand in the large towns (over 100,000), ,the pro- ing. from Galveston Bay to the, turning .basin
portion was 10.3 per cent. The building activi- within the .city limits was deepened, widened,
,

%

,
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and straightened at & total cost of approximately of streets, 646 miles of gas mains, 566 miles of
$20,000,000, which was contributed by the citi- sewers, and 335 miles of water mains. The
zens of Harris County and the United States water-works system, supplied by deej> artesian
government. Of this amount, $7,700,000 was wells, is owned and operated bv the city and is
expended for wharves, warehouses, a public grain valued at $8,446,822. Since 1925 the school board
and other port facilities the remainder has expended approximately $7,000,000 for the
represented the cost of dredging the channel to construction of 34 new school buildings, the renoa depth of 30 feet and a bottom channel width vation of 23 others, and the installation of new
of 150 to 300 feet.
The waterway, or Houston equipment. More than 42,000 children are enShip Canal as it is generally called, will be con- rolled in the Houston public schools. In 1927
nected with the Mississippi River by the Intra- a junior college was established as part of the
coastal Canal which is under construction. In public-school system. The assessed valuation of
1920 the total business of the port amounted to property in Houston, according to local estimate,
elevator,

;

1,210,204 tons; in 1928 it had increased to 12,979,826 tons, a gain of 900 per cent.
As a result of the inauguration of deep-water
commerce, an extensive industrial development
has taken place in Houston. Since 1915 there
have been constructed on the banks of the waterway more than 50 industries representing a
capital investment of $150,000,000, and on the
light-draft channel above the turning basin are
located 32 industries whose estimated capital
is more than $20,000,000.
For many
Houston has been the centre of the Gulf
Coast oil section, and among the 38 companies

investment
years,

located there are five of the world's largest producers of petroleum. The city is also one of
the largest lumber markets in the United States,
marketing approximately 50-,000,000 feet of
lumber annually. In addition to being the largest spot cotton market in the world, Houston
has become, as a result of its port development,
the second ranking cotton port in the United
States.
The 22 high-density cotton compresses
which operate in Houston have warehouses with
In
<a total capacity of 1,145,000 bales of cotton.
1919, 43,391 bales of cotton were shipped from
Houston to foreign countries; during 1928, 1,968,969 bales were exported. In 1924 the city
celebrated the exportation of its millionth bale of
cotton for one snipping season. Approximately
44,000 persons are employed in Houston's 611 industrial establishments and receive $81,850,000
in wages ; the value of products manufactured in
1928 was estimated at $178,842,961. Bank
clearings in 1928 amounted to $1,825,696,000.
From 1924 to 1929, Houston completed the
greatest building programme in its history, the
valuation of building permits issued during
the period being $175,867,117". This construction
included a number of large office buildings in
the city's business district. In addition to this
private construction, Houston carried out such
'civic improvements as street paving, extension
of waterworks, sewers, bridges, etc., authorized
by 'a $7,000,000 bond issue, and the erection of
the Museum of Fine Arts, a magnificent public
library, an outdoor theatre, and a mammoth

auditorium with a seating capacity of about
15,000, which was constructed expressly for the
1928 National -Democratic Convention. In -1929
an agreement was reached between the city officials and the Southern Pacific Railroad, assuring the construction of a new passenger station
which with other proposed improvements, such
as street widening and opening, stream reloca1

tion,

and grade-crossing elimination, would*

cost

approximately '$7,000,000.- The Houston' airport
has been in operation since October, 1927. The
landing field; which is 2620 feet square, ie usefl
by the air mail, 36th Division (Texas National
Guard) Air Corps, and commercial and' privately

$285,000,000, an increase
over 1927; the net debt in 1027

is

HOUSTON

1

,

of

$18,000,000

was $35,744,000.
DAVID FRANKLIN (1866).

An American

public official (see Vol. XI).
February, 1920, to March, 1021, he was
Secretary of the Treasury. He was also chairman of the Federal Reserve and Farm Loan
Boards. From 1916 to 1920, he was a member
of the Council of National Defense. After retiring from public life, he became president of
the Mutual Life Insurance Company of New
York. He wrote Eight Years with Wilson's
CaUnet (2 vols, 1926).
J
EOTJVILLE, GERABD D . See BECNIER* MABIE LOUISE ANTOINETTE.
An
).
EOVGAARD, WILLIAM (1857American naval architect, born at Aarhus in
Denmark. He graduated from the Naval Academy of Denmark in 1879 and from the Royal
Naval College at Greenwich, England, in 1886.
After serving in the Danish Navy from 1897
to 1901, he went to the United States and became professor of naval design and construction at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He was employed in the Bureau of Construction and Repair of the Navy in 1917-18,
and was consulting naval architect for the Bureau in 1919-26. He became a member of many
naval and scientific societies, including the National Academy of Science (1929), and wrote
T
Submarine Boats (1887); Voyages of the 2\ or*emen- to America, (1914) Btruclure and Design of
Warships (1915); Modem History of War&hips
1920 ).
( 1920) ; and General Design of Warsliips
THE RT. HON. SIB ESM (WILBritish diplomat who was
LIAM) (18C3
).
born at Greyatoke Castle, Cumberland, educated
at Harrow, and passed the examination for the
diplomatic service in 1885. After being attached to the embassies in Rome and Berlin, he
retired from the service (1892), -was assistant
private secretary to the Secretary of State for
and served in the
Foreign Affairs (1894-95),
Boe'r War.
He was then honorary second secretary to- the Embassy at Rome (1903), Consul
General for Crete (1903-06), Councilor -of the
Embassy at Washington (1906-08), and Consul
In 1911 he beGeneral for Hungary (1908-11 )
came' Minister to Switzerland, in 1913 'Minister to
Sweden, and, after being on the British delegation to the Peace Conference and British Commissioner on the Special Interallied Mission to
Poland -in February and March of 1019, he became- Ambassador to Spain. In 1924 he was'

From

;

(

HOWARD,

A

.

<

appointed. -Ambassador to- Washington. He was
made Knight Cpittiaander of the Bath (1919),
and was- later raised to Knight Grand Cross
of- the- Order of the, -Bath- ( 1928 ) .
,

An
),
-.-H30WABD, JOBS' GALEK (1864American .architect (see VOL. XT)-. 'From- 1901
owned planes. The airport, was- formally dedi- to 1025, he- JWaa Supervising Architect and from
cated cm Mar. 2; 1928. Houston lias $6-1 miles IMS- to 1327* director of the School of Architec:

1

<

;

HOWABD

ture of the University of California, for which
he designed the Greek Theatre and other buildings. He was a member of the National Institute of Arts and Letters and was formerly
president of the Society of Beaux Arts ArchiIn 1918-10 he served as captain in the
tects.
American Red Cross in France.

An
).
HOWAI&D, SIDNEY COE (1891American dramatist. He was born at Oakland,
graduated at the University of California
and for a year engaged in special dramatic work under George P. Baker at the Harvard "47 workshop." In tlie earlier part of
the World War, he served with the American
Ambulance Corps on the western front and in
the Balkans. After the United States entered
the War, he became a captain in the U. S. Aviation Service. After the Armistice, he was on the
Calif.,

(1915),

and Hearst'g International Magathe following plays: Simrds
(1921); Casanova (adapted from the Spanish
of de Azertis 1923); Bewitched (with Edward
Sheldon, 1924) They Knew What They Wanted
(Pulitzer Prize, 1925); Lucky Sam McCarver
(1925); Ned McCoWs Daughter (1926); The
Silver Cord (1926); Salvation (with Charles
MacArthur, 1927); and Yellowback (1928), besides various translations and adaptations. He
is also the author of The Labor Spy (1921),
and Three Flights Up (fiction, 1924).
staffs of Life

zine.

He wrote

;

HOWARD "UNIVERSITY. A non-sectarian

institution principally for the higher education
of Negro men and women in Washington, D. C.,
founded in 1867, and largely supported by the

Federal Government. In 1918 all the secondary
schools of the University were abolished and the
entire plan of undergraduate work changed.
The four-year college course was divided into
two periods of two years each, the Junior ColThe semester
lege, and <the Senior Schools.
system was abolished in June, 1919, and the

system substituted. Departments of
architecture, of public health, and of physical
education were established. In 1928 the University was comprised of the following: College
of liberal arts; college of education; school of
applied science; school of music; school of reschool of medicine;
ligion; school of law;
academic evening classes. Despite the loss of
secondary students in 1918, the total enrollment
of the institution rose from 1463 students in
1914 to 2384 in the autumn of 1928, including
an enrollment of 402 in the summer session of
that year. The faculty in the autumn of 1928

quarter

numbered 183 members. Congressional appro*
priations in the period under review increased
from $117,937 to $240,000 -annually, and $150,000 toward the construction of a chemistry
building in 1928-29, with an additional $240,000
to be appropriated by the second session of the
Seventieth Congress, for the same purpose.
dining hall with classrooms for the department
of home economics was built in 1921 at a cost
of $301,000, and plans formulated in that
year
provided for a gymnasium for which Congress
made appropriations in subsequent years, as
well as for a medical
building.
greenhouse
was erected in 1919, and Howard Hall, for
many
years used as a detention house for

A

A

children, was renovated
for girls; many

HOWELL
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incorrigible

and made a dormitory
improvements also were made

on the campus. Appropriations of
$150,000,
and $40,000 in 1928, provided for the construction of a dormitory for women. Total endowment in 1928 amounted to $843,018, and the

contained 46,389 volumes. President,
W. Johnson, S.T.M., D.D.
FEEDEEIC CLEMSON
(1867).
An American lawyer and public official (see
VOL. XI). From 1914 to 1919, he was Commissioner of Immigration at the Port of New York.
He wrote Socialised Germany (1915); Why
War? (1916); Revolution and Democracy
(1921) ; Denmark, a Cooperative Commonwealth
(1921) ; Confessions of a Reformer (1925) ; and
other economic and political works,
GEOBGE (1876An American
).
University professor, born at Wilmington, N. C.,
and educated at Princeton, the University of
Halle, Oxford, and the American Classical
School in Home. He became professor of Latin
at the University of North Carolina in 1903, and
from 1919 to 1922 was dean of the College of
Arts. Professor Howe was the author of several
textbooks and co-author of Greek Literature in
Translation (1924), and Latin Literature in
Translation (1925).
HARBISON ESTELL (1881An
).
American chemist, born at Georgetown, Ky.,
and educated at Earlham College and Michigan
and Rochester universities. After a period as
industrial chemist, he became asistant to the
president (1915), and later department manager
of the research concern of A. D. Little in Cambridge, Mass. In 1919-22 he was chairman of
the division of research extension of the
National Research Council and also served as
consulting chemist to the Ordnance Bureau. In
1921 he became editor of the Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, and in the
same year published the New Stone Age. Among
his later publications are Profitable Science in
Industry (1924) ; Chemistry fa the World's Work
the Home (1927). He
(1926); Chemistry
edited Chemistry in Industry (vol. i. 1924; vol.
ii, 1925).
library

Mordecai

HOWE,

HOWE,

HOWE,

m

HOWE, MASK

ANTONY DE WOLFE

(1864reditor and author (see
VOL. XI). His later works include: The
Humane Society of the Commonwealth of Mas).

An American

sachusetts

(1918); The Atlantic Monthly and

Its Makers (1919) ; Qeorge von Lengerke Meyer,
his Life and Public Services (1919); Memoirs
of the Harvard Dead fa the War against Germany, 5 vols. (1920-24) ; Memories of a Hostess

Barrett Wendell and His Letters
(Pulitzer Prize for biography, 1924) ; Causes
and Their Champions (1926). "He was the
editor of Harvard Volunteers in Europe (1916) ;
Marching with Sherman Letters and Campaign
Diaries of Henry Hitchcock ( 1927 ) ; Later Years
of the Saturday Club (1927); Classic Shades
(1928).

(1922);

HOWELL,

K(OBERT) BEECHER (1864).
United States Senator, who was born at
Adrian, Mich., and graduated at the United

A

States Naval Academy in 1885. Having resigned
from the Navy, he studied law at Detroit and in
1895-96 was State Engineer of Nebraska, becom-

ing City Engineer of Omaha in 1896-97. He
served as a lieutenant in the Navy
during the

Spanish-American War (1598). While a member of the Nebraska State Senate (1903-05), he
obtained legislation that resulted in public ownership of the Omaha water plant in 1912 and he
personally managed the plant until 1923, He
was also director and general manager of the

Metropolitan Utilities District (including Omaha
and adjacent municipalities) for ten years (191323)

and was

active

in

establishing

Omaha's

HOWELLS
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municipal ice plants. He was a member of the
Republican National Committee for twelve
years (1912-24) and was elected to the United
States Senate for two terms (1923-35),
HO WELLS, JOHN MEAD (1868An
).
American architect, born a-t Cambridge, Mass.,
son of William Dean Howells. He graduated
from Harvard in 1891 and afterward studied
at the ficole des Beaux Arts. From 1907 to
1917, he was a member of the architectural firm
of Howells & Stokes of New York and Seattle.
In 1922 he was associated with Raymond M.
Hood in designing and erecting the Tribune
Tower Building in Chicago, winning in an inter-

HUBBARD, HENKY

VINCENT (1875).
landscape architect, born, at
Taunton, Mass. He graduated from Harvard
University in 1879 and afterward studied landscape architecture there and also at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. From 1906
to 1918, he was a member of the firm of Pray,
Hubbard & White, Boston. He was appointed
instructor of landscape architecture at Harvard

An American

in 1906, assistant professor in 1910, and professor in 1921. He was a founder and chief editor

Landscape Architecture and the Ci1y Planning
During the World War, he designed
and built several cantonments and also assisted
national contest for the best design. He de- in designing housing communities. His works insigned and erected buildings for Harvard, Yale, clude Introduction to the Study of Landscape
and Columbia universities and for various banks Design^ in collaboration with Theodora Kimliall
and other financial institutions. He con- (1917, 3d ed., 1927). In 1919 he edited the
tributed frequent articles on technical and report of the United States Housing Corporation.
).
literary subjects to magazines.
HTTBERICH, CHAKLES HENRY (1877HOWITZERS. See ARTILLERY.
An American lawyer, born at Toledo, Ohio. He
HOWZE, ROBEBT LEE (1864-1926). An was educated privately and studied law at the
American soldier, born in Rusk County, Tex. University of Texas and in Germany. In 1898
He graduated from the United States Military he was admitted to the bar. He was a member
Academy in 1888, served as a volunteer in the of the faculty of the University of Texas from
Spanish-American War, was major of the Porto 1900 to 1905, and assistant professor and proRico provisional regiment, 1901-04, and was fessor of law at Leland Stanford, Junior, Unicommandant of cadets of the United States versity, 1903-12. In 1909-10 he was professor
Military Academy, 1005-09. After further serv- of law at the University of Wisconsin. He was
ice in Porto Rico and as colonel of the llth a member of several legal associations and is the
Cavalry, he was detailed to the General Staff author of The Trans-Isthmian Canal (1004);
in 1916. The same year, he was appointed Law Relating to Trading with the Eenmy
and volumes on the commercial law of
(1918)
brigadier general in the National Army and
commanded the 2d Cavalry Brigade on the Mexi- Australia, New Zealand, Canada, and other
can border. He became major-general in 1918 British dominions in the Commercial Laws of
and was given command of the 38th Division. the World
A GerWith this, he served in the Meuse-Argonne cam).
HUGH, hodg^, RICABDA (1864paign and then was commander of the 3d man poet, novelist, and historian (see VOL. XI).
Division with the Army of Occupation in Ger- Her later works include a war novel in three
many until Aug. 14, 1919. Upon his return, he volumes, Dcr grosse Erieg in Deuischland
was assigned to the Mexican border, commanding (1014) Natur und Geist als die Wurseln des
the 1st Cavalry Division. He was made a major Lelens und der Kunst (1914); Wallenstein
general of the Regular Army in December, 1922. (1915) ; Das Judengrab (1916) Luthers Olaube
).
(1916) Der Fall Deruga (1917) ; Der Sinn der
HRDLICKA, dlich'ka, ALES (I860An American anthropologist (see VOL. XI). He Heiligen Schrift (1919); Entpersdnlichung
was the Huxley Medal lecturer in London in 1927. (1921); Bakunin und die Anarchie (1925);
His later works include 2Vof es on the Pathology of Freiherr von Stein (1925) ; and her novel of
the Ancient Peruvians (1914); The Most An- Garibaldi, his life and times, published in
cient Skeletal Remains of Man (1914)
Physical English under the title Defeat (1928).
An
).
HTTDDLESTON, SISLEY (1883Anthropology in America (1914) Anthropology
of the Chippewas
(1916); Physical* Anthro- English journalist and author, born at Barrowpology of the Lenape, Delaware and Eastern in-Furness, and educated at the Univerbity of
Indians
General (1916); The Old White Manchester and in Paris. Becoming a resident
American (1917) ; The Genesis of the American of Paris, he was for several years correspondent
Florida there for the London Times and afterward for
Indian
of
(1917)
Anthropology
(1922); The Old Americans (1925). He was the Christian Science Monitor of Boston. Befounder and editor of the American Journal of sides contributing articles o international politics and economics to numerous British and
).
Physical Anthropology (1918HTTARD, FRANCES WILSON (BABONESS American newspapers and periodicals, he wrote
An American writer Peace-Making in Paris (1919) Poincare: A BioHUABD)
(1886).
and relief worker, born in New York City. She graphical Portrait (1924) ; Those Europeans;
was privately educated and in 1905 married France and the French (1925) the volume on
Baron Charles Huard, a painter and illustrator "France" in The Modem World Series (192G) ;
At the outbreak of the World War, and Louis XIV in Love and War (1929).
of Paris.
HUDSON RIVER TUNNEL. See TUNshe turned her chateau over to the French
government for hospital purposes. When this NELS.
).
HTrGOENBEROER, ALFRED (1807building was destroyed, she transferred the
was boru at Bewangen. His
hospital in 1917 to Paris, where she maintained A Swiss writer who
100 beds through funds collected during lecture publications include Liede und Balladen (1895) ;
tours in the United States. She wrote My Hinterm Pflug (1908); Die Stdle der Felder
of

Quarterly.

;

;

;

;

;

;

m

;

;

;

Home in the Field of Sonor (1916) ; My Home
to the Field of Mercy (1917) ; Lilies White and
Red (1918) ; American Footprints in Paris (with
Francois Boucher, 1921). She was co-author of
French Rustic Furniture (1927).

Wenn der Marzwind Weht (1920) and
(1913)
Lebenstreue (1923), poems; Von den, JMnen
Leuten (1909), Bauernland (1913), Dorfgenossen
(1914), Aus meinem Sommergarten (1917), and
Die heimliche Macht (1919), short stories; the
;

;

HUDSON

novels Die Bauern von Steig (1913) : Die Geschichle dcs Reinrich Lents (1915) ; Jochems crste
und Ictstc Liebe (1022) : Die Fraucn von Sidenaclcr (1925) ; and, besides many one-act plays,
the longer &ie Hand icieder Eitie (1020).

MANLEY OTTMEB (1886).
lawyer and educator, born at St.
Peters, Mo., and educated at William Jewell
College. Harvard University, and the Harvard
Law School. He was assistant in history at
Harvard and Rarlcliffe colleges from 1907 to
1910, and from 1010 to 1919, professor of law at
HTOS03ST,

An American

the University of Missiouri. He joined the faculty of Harvard as assistant professor of law
in 1919, was made full professor in 1921, and

Bemis professor of international law in 1923.
He was a member of many important commissions on State laws and in 1917 TV as attached
to the office of the Solicitor to tho Department
of State. He was counsel of the United States
government inquiry on the terms of peace,
1917-19, and acived in other capacities at the
Peace Conference in Paris. In 1919 he was a

member

of the legal section, of the Secretariat
of the League of Nations and acted as legal adviser to the International Labor Conferences in

Washington and Genoa. Since 1024 he has been
American Journal of International
Law. He is the author of The Permanent Court
of International Justice (1025) ; The Next War
editor of the

(1925)

;

Prospects for International

Law

in the

Current InterTwentieth Century (1925);
national Cooperation (1027).
HUDSON, W. H. (1841-1922). A British
naturalist and author, born at Quilmoa, Argen-

American parents who had settled there.
He remained in South America till the age of
twenty-nine, when he moved to England. Apart
from his reputation as an understanding writer
in natural history, which began with the 7>ublication of Argentine Ornithology (1888-89), he
tina, of

also attained a high place in English literature.
It was in his writings on South America that lie

was most

In
effective, poetic, and colorful.
Green Mansions (1904), by far his finest literary work, he produced a masterpiece of vivid
description and delicate literary style. His
published works include also: The Purple Land

A

Kaluralist in
Crystal Age (1887)
(1892); Idle Days in Patagonia- and
Birds in a, Village (1893); British Birds
(1895); Birds in London (1899); Xaliire in
Downland (1900); Birds and Man (1901); El
Ombti (1902); Hampshire Days (1003); A
Little Boy Lost
(1007); The Land's End
(1908); 4/ooi in England (1909); A Shepherd's Life (1910); Adventure Among Birds
(1913) Far Away and Long Ago and History of
My Eathj Life (1918) ; Birds in Town and Village and The Booh of a Naturalist (1919); A
Traveller in Little Things and Dead Man's
PlucJo (1921)
and A JTind in Richmond Park
(1922). Mr Morley Robert* in W. //. ffvdson,
A Portrait (New York, 1024), while expressly
disc] a] m ing the office of biographer supplied a
valuable body of in formation and personal rem-

(1885);

;

La Plata

\

;

See FORD, FORD

BAROIT vow
FRIEDKICH,
Austrian-English wiiter on
religion (see VOL. XI). Jn 1916 he wrote The
German Soul; in 1921, Essays and Addresses
on the Philosophy of Religion; and in 1927 Se-

HTTGEL,

(1852-

MILLER

hu'gel,

).

lected Letters.

Au

-

-

.

J.

(1880-1929),

Profes-

sional baseball player and manager, born at
Cincinnati, Ohio. His first big league engage-

ment was with the Cincinnati National League
Club where he served from 1904 to 1909, when
he was traded to the St. Louis Club of the same
League. He managed this club for five years
and was then made manager of the New York
American League Club, his team, the "Yankees"
winning pennants in 1921, 1922, 1923, 1920,
1927, and 1928, and the world's championship in
1923 and 1927.
HUGHES, huz, CHARLES

EVANS (1862-

).

American jurist and public official (see VOL.
XI). He resigned from the Supreme Court, to
which he had been appointed in 1910 by President Taft, to become Republican candidate for
the presidency in 1916. He was defeated by
Piesidcnt Wilson, who received 277 electoral
votes to his 234, and he then returned to tho
practice of law. In 1918 by appointment of
President Wilson, he investigated alleged irregularities in the building of army and navy airplanes during the World War. He was Secretary of State in the cabinets of Presidents
Haiding and Coolulge (1921-23) and wan chairman of the Disaimamcut Conference held at
Washington in 1921-22. As Secretary of State,
he negotiated the peace treaty with Germany,
and handled issues involving mandates and
American participation in the World Court,
which he advocated in 1923. In 1926 he was appointed by President Coolidge a member of the
Permanent Court of International Justice at
in September, 1928, he was
elected a judge of the Court by the Council and
Assembly of the League of Nations to succeed

The Hague and

John Bassett Moore. He assumed his duties at
The Hague May 1, 1929. He was chairman of
the United States delegation to the Pan-American
Conference at Havana in January, 1928, and for
his outstanding services during that year

was

awarded the Roosevelt Medal of Honor. Although he had refused to be considered as a
candidate for the Republican presidential nomination in 1928, he played an active and iniluenlial part in the campaign in support of
Herbert Hoover, the party's nominee. After
1916 he was president of numerous legal
societies, including the American Bar Association (19S4-23), and other organizations.
He wiote The Pathway of Peace (1925) ; The
Supreme Court of the United Stales (1927);
and Our Relations to the Rations of ihe "Western
Hemisphere (1928). In 1929 his Pan American
Peace Plans, lectures given at Yale University,
was published.

HTTGHES, CHARLES FREDERICK (1866).
An American na\al officer, born in Bath, Me.
He giaduated fiom the United States Naval
in.
1884. During the Spanish- AmerWar, he served on boaid the Monterey, participating in the battle of Manila. He was on
duty with the Bureau of Equipment from 1904
to 390C and seived as Chief of Staff of the At-

Academy
ican

lantic Fleet in 1913-14.
He was a member of
General Board of the Navy Department
from 1914 to 1916 and served with the British
Grand Fleet in the North Sea in. 1017-18, In
the latter year, he was promoted to the rank of
rear admiral and was placed in command of the
Navy Yard at Philadelphia (1918-20). lie was
commander of the >2d Battleship Squadron of
the Atlantic Fleet (1920r-21) and of Divisions
7 and 4 of the XL S. Battle Fleet (1921-23).

the

iniscences.

HTJEFITER, FORD MADOX.
MADOX.
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HUGHES
He was commandant

of the Naval War College
(1923-24), director of fleet training (1024-25),
and later comniamlaiit-m-chief of the U. S.
Battle Fleet and chief of naval operations.

An AmeriHUGHES, HATCHER ( ?).
can playwright, born in South Carolina and
educated at the University of South Carolina
and Columbia University. In 1912 he started
giving courses in the drama and playwright ing
at Columbia. Tor four years, he directed the
Morningside Players, an organization of Columbia University, which was the first to
present a play by Elmer Rice. Since 1922 he
has been assistant professor of English at Columbia. In 1921 with Elmer Eice, Mr. Hughes
wrote 'Wake Up, Jonathan, in which Mrs. Fiske
starred on tour for a solid season after three
months in New York. In 19:22 Mr. Eughes's
Hell-bent fer Heaven was awarded the Pulitzer
Prize. He also wrote Honeymooning (1927).

An
).
HUGHES, HECTOR JAMES (1871American engineer and educator, born at CenHo graduated from Harvard in
tralia, Pa.
1894 and later studied at its Lawrence ScienSchool. In ] 899-02 he was connected
tific

professionally with the Chicago, Burlington, &
Quiiicy Railroad in Chicago. In 1902 he returned to Harvard as instructor in civil engineering, becoming in 1914 professor of that
subject, and in 1920 dean of the Engineering
School. He is the author of
Treatise on Hydraulics, with A. T. Safford (1911) ; Roads and
Toll Roads in America- (1913); and Highway

A

Engineering Education (1914-27).
An Ameri).
HUGHES, RUPERT (1872can writer (see VOL. XI). His later works
include: Empty PocJceta (1915)
Clipped Wings
(1916); The Thirteenth Commandment (1916);
In a Little Toivn (1917) ; We Can't Have Everything (1917); The Unpardonable Sin (1919);
Long Ever Ago, a volume of Irish stories
(1919) ; What's the World Coming To? (1920) ;
Souls for Sale (1922) ; Destiny
Beaut}/ (1921)
(1925); George Washington (biography, 192027). He wrote and directed many motion pictures, including Scratch My Back (1920); The
Old Nest (1921); Dangerous Curve Ahead
(1921); The Old Home Town (1926); The
Patent Leather Kid (1927).
;

he became a leader of the Labor Party. He was
Minister of External Allah's (1904)', chairman
of the Royal Commission on the Navigation Bill,
a delegate to the Imperial Navigation Conference (1907), and Attorney General (1908-21,
with a break in 1909 and 1913). As Premier
from 1915 to 1923, he met with three temporary
defeats, two of them during the World War as a
result of his attempt to force through conscription.
He was a member of the Imperial War
Cabinet, spoke in Great Britain and Canada
urging united resistance of the Empire to Germany, and was a delegate to the Paris Peace
Conference, In 1921 he became Minister of
External Affairs again. With W. T. Dick, he
wrote On the Federation of the Australian
States and The Case for Labor. In 1929 lie
published The Spenldid Adventure: a Review of
Empire Relations* Consult Douglas Sladen's
From Boundary Rider to Prime Minister
(1916). See AUSTRALIA.
).
HULETT, GEORGE AUGUSTUS (1867An American chemist, born in Illinois, and educated at Princeton and Leipzig. He was an
assistant in chemistry at Princeton, then an
instructor at the University of Michigan ( 18991904), and again at Princeton, where in 1909
he became professor of physical chemistry. He
was also chief chemist of the Bureau of Mines
(1912-13). During the World War, he was a
member of the foreign service commission of
the Natural Research Council and visited
France and England to study the origin and
development of scientific activities in connection
with warfare. His original investigations were
almost entirely in problems of physical chemistry, e.g., isomorphism in precipitates s occlusions in electrodeposits, and decomposition poSince 1923 he has served as assotentials.
ciate editor of the Journal of Physical Chemistry.

HULL

HUGHES, THOMAS WELBUBN

(1858;-

(officially,

Kingston-upon-Hull).

A

seaport city of England. The population at the
census of 1921 was 287,150; in 1927 it was estimated to be 296,600. Hull is. the principal seaport for shipping the manufactures of Yorkshire and Lancashire, the docks extending along
the Humber for nearly 7 miles and having a
total water area of 247 acres. The largest doeks
are the King George and the Alexandra, each
containing about 53 acres. In 1926 the net
tonnage of ships engaged in foreign trade was
4,922,904 for arrivals and 4,517,580 for departures; the value of sea-borne trade in 1924 was

;

An
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).

American lawyer and teacher, born in Canada and educated there and at the University
of Michigan. From 1892 to 1898, he "was instructor in law at that university and later
121,186,307. Hull has large warehouses for
served on the faculties of the University of Illinois and Louisiana State University, From the storage of woof and factories for the manu1912 to 1915 he was dean and professor of law facture of soap, lard, and starch. One of its
at the University of Florida and since 1915 has principal industries is the extraction of oil from
held similar positions at Washburn College of cottonseed. The Art Gallery, the gift of the Rt.
Law, Topeka, Kans. He was the author of Hon. T. R. Femes, and the Guild Hall fcave been
Hughes on Evidence (1906); Hughes on Crim- recently constructed. In April, 1928, the founinal Law (1913); Cases on Evidence (1920); dation stone of the new University College was
Cases on Criminal Law and Procedure (1921); laid by the Duke of York.
An
).
HULL, ALBEBT WALLACE (1880Was Jesus Guilty? (1927); and many pamphAmerican physicist. He was born at Southinglets and magazine articles.
graduated from Yale in 1905
HUGHES, THE RT. HON. WILLIAM MOBMS ton, Conn., and was was
instructor in physics and
An Australian Premier, born in (PhJX, 1909) He
).
"

(18C4Wales, who emigrated to Australia in 1884.
After his admission to the bar, he devoted himself to the organization of maritime unions, becoming general secretary of the Wharf Laborers

and presidenb of other allied unions. He was a
Labor member of the Legislative Assembly of
JSTew South Wales (1894r-1901), resigning to
enter the first Federal Parliament (1901), where

.

assistant professor at Worcester Polytechnic In-

(1909-13). Since 1914 lie has been research physicist for the General Electric Company at Schene'ctady^ N. Y. He devised a
method of X-ray crystal analysis and in 1923.
was awarded Potts' Medal by the Franklin Institute for work in that field. He was elected to
the National Academy of Sciences in 1929*
stitute

HULL
HULL,

CORDELL (1871(see VOL. XT).

An American

).

He

served as a
public
member of Congress, 1907-21 and 1923-29.
From 1021 to 1024, he was chairman of the DemoIn this
cratic National Executive Committee.
capacity, he called to order the Democratic
National Convention of 1924 and was chairman
of the platform committee at that convention.
otticial

HULL, HARRY EDWAKD

(1864-

).

An

American Congressman and Commissioner General of Immigration. He was born in Allegany
County, N. Y., and obtained a public-school education at Cedar Rapids, Iowa. He engaged in the
grain business and served, successively, as alder-

man, mayor, and postmaster of Williamsburg,
Iowa (1897-1914). For five terms (1915-25),
he represented the 2d Iowa District in Congress.
Since 1023 he has been Commissioner General
of Immigration.

A
).
HULSE, HIBAM RICHABD (1868Protestant Episcopal bishop, born at MiddleOrtowii, N. V. and educated in Philadelphia.
dained in 1 896, he was for several years vicar of
the Pro-Cathedral in New York and from 1899
to 1912,

He was

was rector of St. Mary's Church there.
also Secretary of the American Church

Missionary Society and archdeacon of New
York. In 1915 he was consecrated Bishop of
Cuba.
A
).
HtfLSEN, CIIBISTIAH- K. F. (1858-

German

historian

and

archaeologist.

m

(1927).

EVOLUTION".

See

ANTHBOPOL-

OGY; EVOLUTION".

HUMBERT, uN'ber', GEOBGES
A French general, who

Louis (1862-

was born in
Gazaran, entered Saint-Cyr in 1881, joined the
army in 1883 and served in Indo-Ghina, Madagascar, and other French colonies. He was in
service in Morocco in 1913 and 1914, and was
placed in command of the , Moroccan division
at the outbreak of the World War. Later in
1914, he commanded the 23d Army Corps, and
was given command of the 3d Army in 1915.
This post he held for three years, with distinguished success. In 1919 he was made governor of Strassburg, a position which he held
at the time of his death, and in 1920 a member
of the Superior War Council.
HTJ3STEKER, JAMES GIBBONS (1860-1921).
An American musical and literary critic (see
VOL. XI). In 1921 he published Steeplejack,
largely autobiographical. His death cost American letters one of its most discerning critics
whose large and contagious enthusiasms succeeded, more than any other single force, in
1921).

familiarizing Americans with
artistic movements.
write of Gauguin,

He was

modern European
oue of the

first

to

Wagner, Nietzsche,
France, Faguet, Van Gogh, and George Moore.
he
was
In this sense, possibly
only a reporter,
Ibsen,
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LITERATURE. Decent
Hungarian literature has not been so rich in
monumental works as the period of Petofi, Arany, J6kai, Kemeny, Katona, and Madach. In
lyrics, novels, and dramas, we have only smaller
epigons in the past 20 years, though quite a
host of poets and writers arose who enriched
the literature with works of permanent value.
Most of the first magnitudes in the lyrics
are followers of Arany and PetOfi, or at least
regard their works as a sacred inheritance of
the "Golden Age" of Hungarian literature. Of
the older and more conservative generation, Szabolcska (Mihaly), Vargha (Gvula), and Yakab
(Odbn), are worthy of mention, then Andor
Kozina by his poetical name, MiklGs Bard, also,
Geza Lamperth. Besides these most popular
poets, there are two different groups in recent
Two new tendencies became prevaliterature.
lent during the past 20 years. One is the result
of a rising admiration of the Western naturalists, more definitely speaking, the French decadents; the other tendency is an outgrowth of
War

or its consequences.
close of the nineteenth
century that a small group of young poets turned
their faces to the West and gathered around
their flag. This feeling is expressed in their
magazine, Nyugat (The West). They revolted
against the prevailing ideals, as well as the old
school, of the rather retrospective and secluded
national literature. Their leader and incomparably the most prominent figure in this group was
Endre Ady (1877-1919). He had an interesting personality around which a very hot battle
was fought, not only while he lived but after
his death. Almost a whole library was published, including a host of articles and books

;

HUMAN

A

It

He was

;

but he reported the advent of new genius with
discrimination, a rare gift.
representative collection of Huncker's Essays with an introduction
by H. L. Mencken was published in 1929.

the World

born in Berlin and studied at the university
there under Mommsen. After teaching several
years, he was appointed director of the German
Archseologieal Institute in Rome; in 1917 he became honorary professor at Heidelberg. He received the honorary D.Litt. degree from Oxford
and Columbia universities. He is the author of
Die Thermcn des Carcalla (1898); Forum Romanum (1904) Topographic der Stadt Rom
Alter tum (1897); Die Thermen des Agrippa
(1910) ; U Lilro di Giuliano di Sangallo (1910) ;
JRoms Antikcngdrten (1917); Forum und Palaand a volume on the mediaeval
tin (1926)
churches in Rome, in Italian, Le Chiese di Roma

nelMedEvo
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'

was at about the

that are still appearing, and portray the literary value of his works. Though this so-called
Ady problem is an unsolved riddle as yet, owing to the contradictions of his life, as well as
of his political attitude and religious thoughts,
it is generally accepted that the Hungarian
lyrics obtained a real, new strength and tone
through his poems. Others of the same school
are Mihaly Babits, who is at the same time
perhaps the best translator of Dante's Divina
Cpmmedia; and Dezso Kosztolanyni, who, besides
his original poems of deep feeling, also translated many American, English, French, Italian,
and Spanish poems into Hungarian. These were
published in three volumes under the title Modern Poets. The other tendency in Hungarian
lyrics was born in the War and post-war times.
Since Hungarians felt no real enthusiasm for
the War, no poet arose to inspire its continuation. Yet a few poets were influenced at least
by the awful experience which they went through
during the terrible catastrophe. The very best
known among them is Geza GyOni, who has been
called the "Petdfi" of the World War. His Letters from the Calvary were written during his
imprisonment in Russia, where he died. Two
other volumes of his poems were published during the World War.
Owing to the tragic end of the War for them,
the dismemberment of the thousand-year-old
country, a very noteworthy group of Hungarian
poets arose both in the torn off parts and Hungary proper. The most popular of these irre-
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ems

of permanent value.
In the field of novels, after the long interval
of sterility that followed KernSny, Jokai, and
Mikszath, the most important and popular novelwriter is Ferenc Herczeg, whose works are characterized by an extraordinary variety of subjects
and simplicity of style. He is most successful
when writing about the middle class of the last
century. Geza Gurdonyi also is very famous
and widely road to this day, as a novel writer.
He has a* master hand, especially when dealing
with the problems of the intelligentia of the
village life. Mtfricz Zsigmond, on the other
hand, is more interested in the life and tormenting problems of the Hungarian peasants, depicting them often with realism leaning toward dark
pessimism. DezrfS Szabo also is weeping and
lamenting over the tragic fate of the agricultural
Other popular novelists are
class of Hungary.
Margit Kaiffka, feenee Erdos (with her charac-

Mikl6s Suranyi, Aurel Ktfrpati,
Istvdn Tomorkenyi, Zoltan Ambrus, Gyula
Torok, Cecil Thormay (some of her works published also in English), Kalman Csath6, Janos
Komaromy, and Ferencz Mora.
The most important representative of the modern Hungarian drama is Ferenc Herczeg, whose
The Seven Sisters (Cyurkovics Lanyok) was the
first Hungarian drama on the American stage.
Both his historical and social dramas had the
best reputation in the theatrical world, not only
in Hungary but in other countries. From the
standpoint of fame in foreign lands, Ferenc Molnar made a still more wonderful career. His
dramas, due to their finely-spun and witty dialogues, became world renowned. The Devil,
Liliom, The Guardsman, Fashions for Men, The

teristic realism),

Swan,

etc.,

had uncommon success
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dentist poets are Sandor Reme'nyik (who wrote
under the poetic name of "Vegvary"), with his
poems collected and published under the title
Save Us!; then, Gyula Diak (anonym), Laszld
Mecs, with his Slaves Are Singing (Berlin,
1925) ; Elemerne Papp-Vary, and Lajos Aprily,
who enriched the Hungarian literature with po-

especially

on

the American stage. Menyhert Lengyel had almost the same success with his Typhoon, Sancho
PaiMa, Antoma, etc.; so had Fata Morgana, by
Ern5 Vajda. Other modern dramatists of good
name are JenO Heltai, Frigyes Karinthy, Sandor BrCdy, Zsigmond M6ricz, and Lajos Zilahy.
In miscellaneous literature, Sandor Petho's From
Vildgos to Trianon, Aladar Sch&pftin's work on
modern Hungarian writers, Ferencz Zsigmond's
Life and Work of Jtkai, the Pet&fi of Frigyes"
Eiedl (one of his works published in English),

on Dec.

The
1927, was 8,525,725.
principal cities are Budapest with a population
of 1,217,325; Szeged, 119,100; and Deforcczen,
103,186.

lation

Agriculture.

31,

Hungary

is chiefly

an agiicul-

ture country. The acreage and yield of the principal crops for pre-war and post-war years was
as follows:

a

6

Within present boundaries
Unit, metric ton

1911-1915 average
Unit, gallon of must
Unit, pound
According to the census of 1928, the livestock
was as follows: horses, 917,974; cattle, 1,811,647;
d

sheep, 1,566,451; pigs, 2,661,589.
Commerce. According to figures published in
1929, the trade balance for 1927 showed an excess of imports over exports of $60,502,000, as

compared with an adverse balance of $14,379,000
in 1926. Imports and exports in 1927 were valued at $200,345,000 and $139,843,000, respecSimilar figures for 1926 were $166,282,tively.
000 and $151,903,000, The leading articles of
imports according to value in 1927 were cotton
and woolen fabrics, wood and coal, and iron and

The leading articles of export were wheat
and wheat flour, cattle, rye, and sugar. The

steel.

chief suppliers of the imports were Czechoslovakia. Germany, Austria, and Eunmnia; and the
chief purchasers of Hungarian products, Austria,

Czechoslovakia, and Germany. In 1928 imports
continued to be in excess of exports amounting
to 1,188,976,000 pengos, as against 818,711,000
pengos. The average exchange value of the pengo
in 1928 was 0.1744.

Mining and Manufacturing-.

The Hunga-

rian production of coal in 1927 totaled 7S4,000
tons of bituminous and 6,243,000 tons of brown
coal.
The chief Hungarian industries are those
that are allied with the agricultural resources
of the country and consist of grain mills, distilleries, sugar refineries, and plants for the

and The Development of the Hungarian Drama,
manufacture of hemp and flax. Some iron and
by GyOrgy Lukacs are counted among the most
successful studies since the World War. Besides steel are produced.
Transportation. The total length of Hunthese, there are great historical works, namely,
Francis Rakoaxi II, by Sandor Mark, and The garian railways, Dec. 31, 1927, was 5388 miles,
Period of the Arpdd Dynasty, by Ldszl6 Erdelyi; of which 1897 were owned by the State. Of the
also JenO Cholnohy's monumental Geography of total railways, 618 miles are of double track.
The fiscal year ends June 30. Figures in the
America and the literary studies of GySrgy
table (page 756) are on the gross basis; totals
Kiraly.
HTHTGAItY. A republic of Europe from include both ordinary and extraordinary items.
Nov. 16, 1918, to Mar. 23, 1920, when the coun- Actual expenditures by classes for recent years
are not available. Conversions to dollars have
try was declared a monarchy. The throne, howbeen made at par inasmuch as the deviations in
ever, was vacant. Under the terms of the Treaty
the pengo in
of Trianon, the area of Hungary is 35,875 square exchange since the establishment of
miles. It is bounded on the north by Czechoslo- 1926 (par $0.1749) have been slight.
The total debt on Dec. 31, 1926, according to
vakia, on the east by Rumania and Poland, on
the south by Jugo-Slavia, and on the west by privately published sources, amounted to $426,Austria. The population, according to the cen- 605,000, of which $235,325,000 represented presus of 1920 was 7,980,143. The estimated popu- war debt.
^
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GOTERNMBNT RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
(Thousands

History.

Under the government

of

Count

of

Pengos)

alliance between the Social

Democrats and the

Hungary participated in the conduct of Communists, the only well-oigaiiizcd parties.
From March 22 to August 1, the doctrine of
the Woild War, unquestioningly so far as the
Magyars were concerned, but with reluctance hy the dictatorship of the proletariat ruled the disbecame
Garbai
the other nationals. The death of the aged Em- tracted
country. Alexander
Tisza,

peror Francis Joseph (Nov. 21, 191C) loosed all
those dissident forces which had yielded only a
reluctant allegiance. The independent spirit of
the Prime Minister quickly antagonized the new
King, who, listening to the counsels of the court
Weaker
cabal, dismissed Tisza in May, 1917.
men assumed control, with the result that the
country was rent by political dissensions. Count
E&terhazy became 'Premier for a time but was
soon succeeded by Herr Wekerle. The agitation
over the extension of the political franchise attracted attention away from more pressing concerns, with the result that the hardships of the
civil population increased with the failure of the
Government to buy up the harvests, etc. All the
familiar customs were now to go down before
the new revolutionary spirit that gripped the
Hungarian people as the War dragged on. The
demand for reform became increasingly insistent and gaiiied importance from the personal
prestige of Count Karolyi who had assumed
leadership of the forces of discontent. His hand
was strengthened by the royal manifesto of
Oct. 16, 1018, which was tantamount to a dissolution of the Dual Monarchy. Thenceforth,

Hungary went her separate way. Believing
that Karolyi was in a position to gain more
terms from the Allies, Hungarian
statesman yielded to his advice and on Oct. 25,
Five days
1918, formed a National Council.
later, Karolyi was summoned to head it as
Minister-President. In accordance with his liberal, nay, republican professions, he recalled the
Hungarian troops from the front and viewed
with complacency the formation of workers' and
soldiers' councils in Budapest.
The revolution
took a more violent character when, on October
30, Count Tisza, the leading representative of
the old regime, was killed. On November 16,
the National Council proclaimed Hungary a
republic; on Jan. 11, 1919, it elected Karolyi
provisional President. Karolyi's hopes that his
anti-war and republican sentiments might serve
to gain more favorable peace terms for Hungary received & rude check when a new armistice
deprived Hungary of large territories in favor
of Rumania and Serbia. This setback, the invasion of Hungarian lands by Rumanian and
Czech troops, the increasing war-weariness that
made any regime other than the one in power
desirable, the growing turbulence of -the workers, and the example of the successful Russian
Revolution, united to undermine the Government.
ICarolyi, with more prudence than courage,
yielded up his post, and on Mar. 22, 1919, Hungary became a Soviet Republic dominated by an
favorable

President

of

the Republic, though the

actual

was Bela Kun, commissary for foreign
Other
affairs, and friend of Trotsky and Lenin.
leaders were Szamuelly, Pagany, Bohm, and
Varga. Initial measures were rigorous. The
ruler

revolutionary goveinment council proclaimed
the socialization of large properties, mines, industries, banks, and other commercial institutions.
All ranks and titles were abolished and
church and state separated.
strict censorship of the press was imposed. Money was
sent into Vienna in an attempted to spread the
Bolshevik propaganda there. The middleman
was singled out for attack; all raw materials
were made a state monopoly. For the conciliation of the peasantry, private property in holdings of 100 acres or less was permitted.
The career of the Soviet Republic was short.
The closing of the factories for want of materials
stirred the workers into hostility, while the
persecutions of the church and the placement
of Jews in high offices antagonized the devout
peasants.- The nobility was naturally embittered and intrigues soon led to the formation of
a counter-government with an army recruited
by Vice Admiral Horthy. Bela Ktm's failure to
come to an understanding with the Supremo
Council's representative, General Smuts, and his
policy of militant opposition to Hungary's
enemies, hastened his downfall. His Red Army
was soon at war with the troops of Rumania,
Jugoslavia, and Czechoslovakia,. An initial victory against the Czechs brought down the wrath
of the Supreme Council on Bela Kun, and
Hungary was threatened with military and
economic reprisals. To conciliate the Peace
Conference, B61a Kun withdrew his forces from
the conquered Slovak territory, only to be confronted by an advancing Rumanian Army on
the east. Resistance was useless; the Rumanians advanced on the capital with the tacit consent of the Allies; and beset by obstacles everywhere, the Soviet government resigned and took
refuge in flight, finding a haven .first in Vienna
and later in Russia.

A

A

White government, except

for

a brief

in-

now

succeeded the Reds. As a result of
the intercession of the Allies, a moderate Social
Democratic government was at once overthrown
on August 7, and the reactionary Archduke
Joseph was set up as regent of the state with
Herr S. Friedrich as premier. All interest was
diverted from internal affairs in the face of the
terval,

advancing Rumanian Army: On August 3, after
having pillaged the countryside, the Rumanians
entered the suburbs of Budapest; on August 5,
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against the injunction of the Supreme Council,
the army took the city; on August (5, an ultimatum was served on the Hungarians demanding 30 per cent of the harvest, farm animals,
and farm tools, 50 per cent of the rolling stock,
and the equipment for an army oE 300,000 men.
Not until after they had stripped the country
bare did the Rumanians yield to the reiterated
remonstrances of the Allied Supreme Council
and quit the capital, November 11, and the
country entirely, February, 1920. Meanwhile,
reaction was in the saddle. Archduke Joseph,
at the order of the Allies, was compelled to quit
the regency only to be succeeded by the virtual
rule of Admiral Horthy backed by his White
army. For a time, Friedrich stayed on as premier; he was succeeded for another brief period
rapid succession of
by Herr K. Euzztir.
ministers during 1020-21 availed the country
nothing in view of the- economic demoralisation, the hostility of her neighbors, and the
loss of the rich agricultural territories of the
Banat, the Backa, and the Little Alfiild.
On Jan. 25, 1920, a general election chose
delegates to the National Assembly. Hostility
toward the Socialists accounted for heavy vicIn March,
tories for the parties of the Eight.
Admiral Horthy was formally chosen regent,
the step being dictated by the antagonism of
the Little Entente toward the creation of a
monarchy. An indication of the bitterness of
the reaction was revealed in the obstructions
placed in the way of the trade unions' participation in politics. To lift such discrimination's,
the International Federation of Trade Unions

A

ordered an economic boycott against Hungary
and Hungarians retaliated "by boycotting Austria.
Demonstrations against the Jews occurred
frequently and even the Government participated
by restricting the number of Jewish students in
the universities. Monarchist sentiment continued to prevail, and on Mar. 2<>, 1J)21, believing
that the country favored his accession, the exto
asCharles
K.in#
suddenly
appeared,
cend the throne. The Regent refused to countenance IUH restoration, with the result that
Charles left for Switzerland, only once more to
appear in Hungary on October 22. The hostility
of the Little Kntciite again proved disastrous for
hi a hopes, with the result that Charles wna compelled to surrender himself to the British and
suffer internment on the island of Madeira
which ho reached November 10, and where he
died, Apr. 1, 1922, of pneumonia.

The

situation, possibly moro
factor, contributed to the
prevailing hopeless temper. On June 4, 1920,
a Hungarian peace delegation, of which Count
Albert Apponyi was the chief, was compelled to
sign away, by the Treaty of thfc Trianon, 'at
least two-thirds of the former Hungarian kingdom to the new success iou states. Hungarian,
groupw were left in OscechoBlavakj Jugoslav,
and Rumanian districts, while the new frontiers

international

than any other single

cut across railways, roads, waterways, and
long-established administrative units. In the
7 Jack a and the Banat, rich maize and wheat
lands were lost, and in the Little Alfold north
of the Danube, barley and sugar-beet fields, and
pastures. With the cession of the Carpathian
and Traiisylvanian country, Hungary saw taken
from her all her salt deposits, four-fifths of her
iron ore. and many coat fields, as well as her
woxirces of water power and a large share of
her valuable forests. The continued hostility
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of the Little Entente prevented the formulation
of an economic accord between Hungary and
those territories upon which her industries so

much depended.

In August, 1021, Hungary's
burdens were increased by the cession of the
Burgenland to Austria, at the bidding of the
Allies.

The events of 1922 and 1023 proved how profoundly Hungary was shaken by lier unhappy
economic and political status. The Republic
was continually being threatened by the agitations
of
the royalists, headed by Coimts
Aiulrassy and Apponyi, who proclaimed Prince
Otto heir to the throne after the death of
Charles. Hortliy, quite as reactionary as the
royalists, attempted to reduce the electorate by
one-fourth, and to uulmtituto open voting for
secret.
A rigorous censorship of tlie press was
maintained which applied, too, to tlio publication and circulation of the writings? of such men
as Marx, Lenin, and Walt Whitman.
move
was originated for the practical suppression of
the civil liberties, its purpose being the imprisonment or banishment of all those suspected of
questioning the prevailing political, economic,
and religious beliefs. Two disturbing factors
were alMo evident in 1023; that the courts had
become the mere instruments of the authorities
and that conscription had been practically restored. The populace wart daily irritated by the
presence of the Inter-Allied Coimniflsiou of Military Control which was being maintained at
Hungary's expense. Anti-Semitism was on the
incrctiHo and Hungarian Fascist! were being recruited.
Nothing indicated better the broken
morale of the people than the case with which

A

lawless bands incessantly operated. The most
powerful, led by one ticjjaH, terrorized .Tews,
trade unionists, and Communists, and led forays
into the Burgenland in the summer of 1922.
Attempts to suppress them legally were unavailLiberals hi other countries believed that
ing.
Hungary had been given over to a "White Terror," which was character i/ed by reactionary
violence as cruel, perhaps, as any revolutionary
terrorism.

The deplorable economic and financial situafrom the War and, hardly less,
from civil turmoil and territorial transfers after
the War, presented HO grave an international
problem that in peccmlrer, 1023, at the instance
tion resulting

CKcchoHlnvakm, the leagues Council proposed to undertake the financial rehabilitation of
Hungary on a basis similar to that which had
proved so HUccGHAful 5n Austria. Jn return for
an international loan of 250,000,000 gold crowns,
floated under the League's auspiuics, Hungary
wan to accept League* Hupervisiou of her finances,
RHHigii to the League the revenue from customs
and state monopolies, abide by tire terms of
the Treaty of Trianon, and pay the war indemnity in 20 annual im<tallments of 10,000,000
gold crowim. Lhvnuliating a
they were to
Hungarian Nationalists, these torms were accepted by Premier Beth ion in February, U)24, and
an American banker, W. P. G. Harding, was
invited by tlio League to act as its CommiHHf onor
On
Gtoneral in charge of Hungarian finances
Mr. Harding'8 refusal, the post WSLH accepted
by Jeremiah, Smith of Boston, who was cordially
of

Budapest, May 1. Meanwhile, destubborn Bocialint opposition, Premier
Bethlen'had carried through Parliament, April
18, a acne* of bills authorizing liis government to
received in

spite

fulfill 'this tigreeTHeiit.
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With the path thus cleared, the plan was immediately put into effect. A new bank of issue
was opened June 2 and shortly thereafter an
international loan of about $50,000,000 was
It was
floated, chiefly in England and America.
secured by revenues from the customs, from the
State tobacco and salt monopolies, and from the
sugar tax. These revenues proved unexpectedly
large and together with proceeds from new and
heavy taxes quickly brought the national finances
to a good position. Early in 1925, Mr. Smith
was able to report that although two and a half
years had been allowed for balancing the budget,
the task was actually accomplished in six months.
It was necessary to use only a part of the international loan. After two years of operation, the
plan had fully restored the financial health of
the country and at the end of June, 1926, Mr.
Smith resigned, giving his two years' salary of
$100,000 to Hungary's poor. 'League control
was accordingly brought to an end.
Attempts to negotiate commercial treaties with
Hungary's neighbors met with only limited success, because, as alleged, of the mistrust of Hungary's reactionary government and of the Fascist
factions.
This reactionary spirit was manifested
in many ways. In 1925 Count Bethlen, tjie
Premier, forced through a new election law
abridging the right of suffrage and providing for
open instead of secret voting. In September,
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passed a law reviving the Upper House, which
was made to consist of 240 members representing
and chosen by the nobility, the churches, the
business and professional interests, etc., with
limited legislative powers. In December, Count
Bethlen had so consolidated his power that he
it safe to call new elections.
Amid
charges of government corruption and intimidation, the elections were held and resulted in an
overwhelming victory for the Premier, who could
count on controlling nine-tenths of the members
of the Lower House.
Parliament thereupon be-

deemed

came hardly more than an agency for carrying
out the will of the Government. In March, 1927.
it ratified a treaty of arbitration and friendship
with Italy, marking a rapprochement with that
country which was to be continuously in evidence
in following years.
A commercial treaty with
Czechoslovakia was likewise ratified. Early in
1928, a flurry was caused throughout Europe
by the discovery of a disguised shipment of
machine-gun parts from Italy to Hungary. When
the League and the powers moved to investigate,
the material was destroyed and the affair blew
over.

Chief among the questions which agitated the
public mind of Hungary at this period were the
continued insistence on a revision of the Treaty
of Trianon, a matter especially close to the
heart of the Premier, and the restoration of the
monarchy. The latter question became especially
prominent on Nov. 20, 1928, when Archduke Otto
became of age. In October Count Bethlen, who
opposed the Legitimists, predicted an early
referendum to determine the form of government';
but in May, 1929, he asserted that the existing
situation was satisfactory and would probably
continue as long as the Regent, Admiral Horthy,
lived.
On June 12, 1929, Count Andrassy died.
He was a leader of the Legitimists and had long
been an outstanding figure in Hungarian national

1925, large numbers of Communists were arrested
conclusive 'evidence to support the
charge of plotting against the Government. It
-was constantly charged by the opposition that
the courts were unusually severe in dealing with
liberals and radicals, but very tender toward
Fascists and other reactionaries.
source of
continuing disorder rising occasionally to the
point of bloodshed was the militant anti-Semitism fostered by the Fascists and by secret
organizations. It found expression in a national
law limiting the number of Jewish, students at life.
the various universities. When the League of
See also LITTLE ENTENTE;
BURGENLAND;
Nations objected to the law as a violation of the BANAT; TRANSYLVANIA; FIUMB- ADRIATIC CONtreaty clause relating to the rights of minorities, TROVERSY, HUNGARIAN LITERATURE.
it was slightly modified, but Jewish students
HtTNGKERLAND, HEINZ F. W. (1873).
were driven by violence from the universities.
German writer, born at Bremen and educated
Had it not been that the Conservative ex- at the universities of Greifswald, Gsttingen,
tremists were divided into two factions, they Kiel, and Munster. He traveled in
England and
might have carried their cause much farther. Scandinavia, did some work at the universities
One of these factions was the Legitimist Party, of London, Copenhagen, and Lund, and was insupporting the claim of the young Otto, son of structor at Lund. He specialized in Old Gerthe late Emperor Charles, to the throne. The man language and Old Norse Literature. He is
other, composed of Fascisti elements largely, the author of Zeugnisse ur WQlsung- mid Nibebacked Archduke Albrecht, and became so strong lungensage aus der Skaldenpoesie
(1903); Das
in 1925 that they threatened the establishment WissensohaftUche
Rtudvum,
der
Deutschen
of a Fascist dictatorship; but in December and Sprache (1906); Deutschland und die DeutJanuary, they received a severe blow which for schen (1913) ; Siegrunen, Kriegsgedichte (1915) ;
the time being effectively silenced them.
huge Die VolksTiochschule, DeutsMwids Rettung
counterfeiting scheme involving the forging of
(1919); Herkunft und Bedeutung des HakenFrench francs was uncovered, and it was dis- kreusses (1921) ; Spuren altgermawischen tidlterclosed that all the leading actors were closely dienstes in und um Osnabriick
(1924) ; Die Osnaconnected with Fascist and Royalist factions. Mloker Mausesage (1924); Die
Sage <oon der
When brought to trial in May, they pleaded the Ankumer Totenmette im Lichte der
Volkskunde
patriotic motive of revenge against France. AlDie
Volkskunde
eine Hilfsvyissenschaft
(1925);
though Count Bethlen himself was not proved to der Qeschichte (1926) ^Auslandstum und Heimbe implicated, the Government was not
unsym- atsbewegung (1927). He also compiled an anpathetic toward the offenders and they received thology of Scandinavian
lyrics, which he had
light sentences.
translated.
sensational
and
its
aftermath
had
plot
^The
An
HTTOTSAKEIt, JEROME C. (1886).
violent political repercussions, both at home American
aeronautical
born in Creston,
and abroad, but Count Bethlen weathered the Iowa, and educated at engineer,
the Naval Academy and
storm and indeed profited by it. With the Fasc- the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. He
ists in a chastened
he
became
mood,
practically studied aerodynamics in Europe and in 1914-10
a dictator. In November, 1926, Parliament was instructor
at the Massachusetts Institute

without

A

A

A

HUNT

ment, 1910-23. He designed the first modern
airship produced in the United States, as well
as the C and D class Navy airships. He also
designed the NO flying boats with Westervelt
and Richardson. In 1017 he was a member of
the joint Army and Navy Technical Board to
frame an aircraft programme and in 1938 was
attached to the Inter-Allied Naval Armistice
Commission. Later, he became affiliated with
the Bell Telephone Laboratories in New York.
Among his published works are ft table Biplane

Arrangements; Aerodynamic Properties of the
Triplane; and Aeroplane Stability.
An
).
HUNT?, CLARA WIHTKIIILL (1871American librarian, born at Utica, N. Y. She
graduated from the New York State Library
School in 1898 and for several years taught in
In 1898 she organized the
in the Apprentices' Library in Philadelphia and from that year
to 1902 was with the Newark Free Public
Library. In 1903 she became superintendent of
the Children's Department of the Brooklyn
Public Library. She lectured much on library
topics and was the author of What Khali We
Read to 1lie Children? (1915); About Jfarriet
(1916) ; The Liltle House in the Woods (1918) ;
and Peggy's Playhouse (1924).
An
).
HUITT, EDWARD EYRE (1885American sociologist, born in Nebraska and educated at Harvard. From 1912 to 1914, he was
on the editorial staff of the American Mayasine
and was also war correspondent in Kurope.
From 1914 to 1916, he was American delegate of
the Commission of Relief to Belgium in charge
of the province of Antwerp. He was a director
of publicity for tho American Red Crows in 1917
and was head of the economic rehabilitation
work of the Red Cross in France in the year
following. In 1920 he was a member of the
engineer*}' commission on the elimination of
waste in industry. In 1921 he -acted u secretary of the conference on unemployment and in
the following year, at* secretary of the U. S. Coal
Commission. His published writings include
War Rread A Personal Narrative of the War
and Relief
Belf/ium (1910); Tales from a
Famished Lo,nd (1918); Waste in Industry,
with Herbert Hoover and others (1021 ); and Con*
the public schools.

work with

children

m

ferenoes and How to Run them (1925). lie wan
also co-author .of Business Oyelcs and Unemployment (1923) and Seasonal Operation in the
Construction Industries
(1924). Ho edited
Moientifio Management 8inc<* Taylor (1924) and
What the Coal Commission Found (1925).

HOTTT, GBOROK WYLKY FAU& (1859An American public official and diplomat,

).

born

at llunttsville, Mo,, and educated in the public
For several years he wa engaged in
schools.
ranching in Arizona. In IBM he wag elected a
member of the Legislature of that State and of
the Senate in 1897 and was reflected for several
terms. He wag president of the Constitutional
Convention (1910) and in 1911 was elected
He was
first' Governor of the State of Aris&ona.
reflected for terafe from 1913 to 1919 and was

25
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of Technology in that subject. He translated
much of Eiffel's work, including Resistance of
the Air, and built the first wind tunnel at the
Institute where original research was conducted,
the results of which were given to builders. Under him, graduate students were trained as aSronautical engineers. Commander Hunsaker was
in charge of the aircraft division of the Bureau
of Construction and Repair of the Navy Depart-

meanwhile United States Commissioner of Conciliation to negotiate settlement of the miners'
strike in Arizona (1917).
lu 1020 lie served
as Minister to Siam, resigning in the following
year. He was again elected Governor of Arizona
in 1922 and for successive tcruiH until 1020.
Tn
1927 he was elected chairman of tlie Arizona-

Colorado River Commission.

HUNT, HENBY THOMAS

(1878-

).

An

American lawyer, born at Cincinnati and educated at Yale and the Cincinnati Law School.
Admitted to the Ohio bar in 1903, he took ail
active interest in civic and State politic** and
was a member of the Ohio House of Representa-

1900-07. From 1908 to 191 1, he was prosecuting attorney of Hamilton County and from
1912 to 1914, mayor of Cincinnati. During the
World War, he served in Prance and as a member
of the War Department Claims Board in Washington. In 1920-21 lie was a member of the
Railroad Labor Board.
HTJ3STT, TIIOMAM FOBSYTU (1802-1927). An
American agriculturist, born at Riclott, Til., and
educated at the University of Illinois. He was
assistant agriculturist for the Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, 18HS-01, on the- faculty of the Pennsylvania State College as
professor of agriculture, 1891-92, profowsor of agriculture at the Ohio State University, 189390, and doan of the College of Agriculture and
Domestic Science there, 1894M003. I Its was professor of agronomy at Cornell University from
1903 to 1007 and dean of the- School of Agriculture and director of tho IVnusylvtuiia Agricultural Experiment Station of tlw'PcmiHylvania
State College from 11)07 to 1<)12. Jii tho latter
year, lie became profossor of agriculture and
dean of the College of Agriculture at the UniUntil 1911) lie was alwo
versity of California.
director of the Agricultural Experiment Station at that university. Professor Hunt wrote:
History of Agriculture and Kural JKaoHoniicf
(1899); How to Choose a Farm (IDOtf); and
Warm Ammnk, with Charles W. Burkctt (1!)17).
HTJNTEB, OEOKXHS LKIAND (1807-1927).
An American art authority (HO VOL. XI ) . During the last fifteen yearg of his life, lie published
Inside the J/oitse That Jaok ftuUt (1914); Italian
Furniture, find Interior* (1917) ; /iMwraliwc Textiles (1918) j Decorative Fiirnilurc (1923) ; Praotical Book of Tapestries (19:25); yapcttMen of
Clarence II. Mwkay (192**)) and contributed to
the iimga/aneu many article on related Hubjeutw.
tives,

;

'

HmSrTEK, WALTER SAMUEL
Au American psychologiHt, born at

(18H9JVoainr v

).
111.,

and educated at the univerHitioH of TexuH arid
Chicago. Ife taught at the Univwrtuly of Texas
from 1912 to 101(1 and from 1910 to 1025 at the
Dniverwty of KunyuH. Hinco 1925 he haw been
G. Stanley Hall professor of genetic psychology
at Clark University, Worcester, Man. From
1916 to 1924 he wan atwociate editor of Hie /'#;</ohologieal Bulletin, and BUICC 1921, of the Journal
of Comparative Psychology. Ife was the author
of various ntudiea in animal behavior, Hpace
perception,

and

social

pMycliolo#y.

Mis

bent

known work
(1919;

IB liiB textbook, (icnontl Psynlwloffy
lie also lias edited <Jomrevised, 1923).

paratwe Psychological Monographs, Payuholoyi*
oal Indeoot and Psyvholoyival Abstravtx.
).
HtWTEB,, (WOJEB) ItOBBRT (1874An American sociologist, born a,t Turre Haute,
and
at
the
of
educated
Indiana.
Tnd,,
'University
He was for several yean* an official of tho ChiBureau
of
Charitiea
aud a resident at
cago

HUNTER

)

;

.

lish at the University of California

HUNTER,

WILLIAM (1861-

(1918-22).
).

A

Brit-

ish physician, credited with priority in the recognition of buccal infection (oral sepsis) as an
extensive cause of disease (neuritis, anaemia,
His announcement of this doctrine apetc.).
peared in 1901, years before that of Billings and
others in the United States. After studying
at the University of Edinburgh, he spent several years as a research student at Cambridge.
He then became associated with Charing Cross
Hospital and was dean of the medical school
He was also physician to the
there, 1910-15.
London Fever Hospital and in 1915 was sent
by the British government to Serbia to study
the epidemics of typhus and relapsing fever.
Serbia recognized his work by making him a
grand officer of the Order of St. Sava. His major
writings comprise Pernicious Ancemia (1901),
expanded in 1909 to Severest Anosmias. He also
wrote Historical Account of Charing Cross Hospital and Medical School (1914); The Great
Serbian JEpidemic of Typhus (1919) ; and Nervous Disorders in Anaemias (1922).

HUNTER COLLEGE OF THE CITY OP

NEW

A

YORK.
college of liberal arts established in 1870 for the education of women. "'It
is supported by public funds; tuition, textbooks,
and other supplies are furnished without cost
to the students; the degrees of A.B., A.M., B.S.
in Education, and M.S. in Education are offered;
and summer, evening, and extension sessions,
in which courses of college grade are conducted,
are partially supported by the payment of small
matriculation and tuition fees. The student enrollment in the regular day sessions increased
from 1400 in 1915 to 5204 in 1928, and the
teaching staff from 121 to 335 members. The
summer session increased from 894 students and
55 instructors in 1923, to 3190 students and 125
instructors in 1928. The evening and extension
sessions increased from 3265 students and 110
instructors in 1924, to 7775 students and 273
instructors in 1928. New buildings to accommodate 12,000 students were in process of construction in the Borough of the Bronx in 1928.
James M. Kieran, LL.D., who became acting
president on Feb. 1, 1928, following upon the
resignation of Dr. George S. Davis, was elected
president and assumed office on Feb. 1, 1929.
,

HUNTING,

GEOBGE COOIIDGE

(1871-1924).
Protestant Episcopal bishop, born at MilwauHe studied theology at the Virginia Theokee.
For
logical Seminary and was ordained in 1897.
several years, he was engaged in missionary work
in Nevada and Utah and from 1899 to 1902 was
rector of St. Paul's Church at Evanston, Wyo.
For the five years following, he was superintendent and chaplain of St. Mark's Hospital at
Salt Lake City and again engaged in missionary
work until 1914, when he was consecrated Bishop
of Nevada.
From 1909 to 1911, he was editor
of the Nevada Churchman.

A

HURLEY

7

Hull House from 1899 to 1902. After doing
settlement work in England, he became head
worker a.t the University Settlement of New
York City in 1902-03. From 1902 to 1906 he
was chairman of the New York Child Labor
Committee. He was president of the Berkeley
Commission of Public Charities in 1921. His
books include: Tenement Conditions in Chicago
Poverty (1904) ; Violence and the labor
(1901
Movement (1914); Labor and Politics (1915);
Why 'We Fail as Christians (1919) 5 The Links
He was lecturer on economics and Eng( 1926 )

,

ANXA HYATT.

See HYATT,

VAUGHN.

HUNTINGKTON, EDWARD VEBMILYB (1874An American mathematician, born at
).
Clinton, N. Y., and educated at Harvard and
in Europe. In 1901 he joined the faculty of
Harvard, where he became in 1919 professor of
mechanics. His scientific work has had to do
with various systems of postulates forming the
bases of elementary mathematical theories. He
was editor of Annals of Mathematics during
1902-11 and was president in 1918 of the Mathematical Association of America. In addition to
editing various scientific memoirs and works, he
is known as author of Four-Place Tables of

and
Functions
Logarithms
Trigonometric
(1907) "The Fundamental Propositions in Algebra," the fourth in Young's Mathematical Mongraphs (1911); Essentials of Elementary Dynamics (1916) ; The Continuum and other Types
of Serial Order ( 1917) ; and Handbook of Mathematics for Engineers (1918).
).
HUKTINGTOIT, ELLSWORTH (1876An American geographer and educator (see VOL.
From 1910 to 1915, he was assistant proXI).
fessor of geography at Yale and after 1917 was
research associate. During the World War, he
;

served as captain of the Military Intelligence
Division. His later books include The Climatic
Factor (1914) ; Civilisation and Climate (1915) ;

World Power and Evolution (]919) ; The Red
Man's Continent (1919)
and Principles of
Human Geography, with S. W. Cushing (15)20)
The Character of Races (1924); West of the
;

;

The Pulse of Progress (1920)
;
and The Human Habitat (1928). With Leon
F. Whitney executive secretary of the American

Pacific (1925)

;

Eugenics Association he wrote Tlie Builders of

America (1928).

HtTNTTINGTOlT,

SUMNER

GEORGE

(18(>l-

1927). An American surgeon and anatomist,
born at Hartford, Conn. He received his A.B.
degree at Trinity College in 1881 and his M.D.
degree at the College of Physicians and Surgeons,
Columbia University, New York, in 1884. Ho
was professor of anatomy at Columbia (18891927) and American editor of the Journal of
Anatomy and Physiology during the same period.
His chief publication was a large work on the
surgical anatomy of the peritoneum.

HTTBD, HENRY MILLS (1843-1927). An
American physician and psychiatrist, born in
Union City, Mich, (see VOL. XI). lie remained
editor of the Modern Hospital and also one of
the editors of the American Journal of Insanity
until 1920. He also edited a four-volume work,
Institutional Cwe of the Insane in the United
States and Canada (1917).

An
).
HTTBLB'O'T, JESSE LYMAN (1843American clergyman and. writer (see VOL. XI).
His later books include Traveling in the Holy
Land through

(1913); HurlStory of the Clvris(1918); and The Story of Ohauthe

Stereoscope

lut's Story of Jesus (1915)

tian Church

;

tauqua (1921).

HURLEY, EDWARD NASK

(18C4-

).

An

American manufacturer and public official, boru
in Galesburg, 111. He was educated in the public;
schools of Chicago, served as engineer and traveling salesman for several companies, and organized
and developed the pneumatic tool industry in
the United States and Europe. From 190H to
1915, ,he was president of the Hurley Machine
Company of Chicago. In 1913 he was appointed
trade commissioner to the Latin-American re-

HURRICANES

publics and served as vice chairman and later
as chairman of the Trade Commission until
1917, when he was appointed chairman of the
United States Shipping Board and president of
the Emergency Fleet Corporation. This post he
resigned in 1019. Since 1924 he has been a member of the World War Funding Commission. He
wrote The Awakening of Business (1016) ; The
New Merchant Marine (1920) ; and The Bridge
to France (1927).

HURRICANES.

See METEOROLOGY.

HTTRST, FANNY (MRS. JACQUES
WON)

(1889-

).

An American

S.

DANIEL-

author, born

in St. Louis, and educated at Washington and
Columbia universities. Her short stories were
an immediate popular success. Collected in book
form, they include daslight Sonatas (1910);
(1918); and The Vertical City
Jhnnorcftqiie
1921 )
An early novel, tftar Dust 1919) , won
.

(

(

Her Lummow (1923), at once
little attention.
raised Miss Hurst to the front rank of American
iictionists.
Undoubtedly showing the influence
of May Sinclair, Lummoco nevertheless presents
the working of a mature and confident mind.
Miss Hurst wrote The Untamed Lady (1926), as
a photoplay. A President Is Born, regarded by
many critics as her most important novel, appeared in 1928, and Five and Ten in 1929.

HTTSE, HARRY MCLAREN PINCKNEY (1858An American naval officer, born at West
Point, N. Y. He graduated from the United
States Naval Academy in 1878 and was appointed
)

.

Tn 1906 he served as professor
mathematics at Annapolis and was promoted

ensign in 1882.
of

to be commander in 1907, captain in 1909, and
rear admiral in 191(>. In 1919 he served as commander of the Atlantic Fleet Train and was on
special duty in London and Paris. In 1920 ho
commanded the United States naval forces in
TCuropciin waters, with the rank of vice admiral,
and from July 26, 1921, to Dec. 3, 1922, when

he was retired, was a member of the General
Board of the Navy.

HtTSSEIN*

IB3ST

ALI,

hfite-san'

ib'n

Si'18,

First King of the Ilcdjaz, who
was recognized by the MohamtncclaiiH as senior
descendant of Mohammed. From 1800 to 1908,
bo WUH a prisoner at Constantinople, where he
gave his four sons, Ali, Abdullah, Feial, and
their half-brother Zeid, a modern education.
After the Turkish "Revolution of 1908, he was. appointed Grand Sherif of Mecoa, and gained great
influence over the Arab troops. He refused to
proclaim a Holy War on behalf of Germany
and WUH invited by societies in Syria and Mesopotamia to lead au Arab revolt. He subsequently
took the nide of the. Allies and rendered efficient service with the British troops in Arabia
and Mesopotamia. In recognition of these services, he was proclaimed King of the Hedjaz
on Oct. 29, 1916, and King of Arabia on June
With the assistance of Groat Britain,
21, 1017.
he established and maintained a well-organized
government in his new kingdom, which was
recognized by the Allies. In 1924 he refused
to sign a treaty with Great Britain because the
Htatu* of Jerusalem was not satisfactory to
him. On Mar. 7, 1924, he was proclaimed Caliph.
An invasion of the Wahabis under Xbn Saud in
September, 1924, caused his abdication both as
Caliph and King on October 4 of that year.
Bis son ALI IBN HuasEttr (1878), ruled
for a year, but was defeated and succeeded in
December, 1925, by Ibn Saud. Bee CALIPHATE
and AltABiA, History.

(1850-

).

HtTTCHESON"
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1 862-1 92C).
HTTSSEY, WILLIAM JOSEPH
astronomer, born at Mendon, Ohio,
and educated at the University of Michigan.
During 1884-89 he was principal of various
schools in Ohio and Illinois and in the latter
year went to the University of Michigan aw an
instructor of mathematics; in 1801, he became
acting director of the Detroit Observatory and
a year later, went to Stanford University, where
in 1894 he became full professor. During 18001905 he was astronomer at the Lick Observatory,
but in 1905 returned to Michigan where he liecame professor of astronomy and director of the
observatory. Dr. Hussey was director of tlio
(

An American

;

Argentina National Observatory at La Platsi
(1911-17), of the Lick Eclipse Expedition to
Egypt in 1905, and of La Plata Eclipse Expe-

dition to Brazil in 1912. He discovered inoie
than 1000 double stars; in recognition of this
achievement, he received the Lalande Priz-c of
the French Academy in 190G. In addition to
many minor contributions to scientific journal H,
he was the author of Logarithmic and Other

Mathematical Tables (1891, 1895); Matliematical Theories of Planetary Motions (1802); and
Micrometrical Observations of the Doiiblc ft tars
Discovered, at Pulkowa, (1901).
An
).
HTTTCHESOMT, ERNEST (1871American pianist, born at Melbourne, Australia.
He received his first instruction there from Miix
Vogrich and was exhibited as a wonder- child at
the age of five. After graduating from the
Leipzig Conservatory, whore he had been a pupil of Reinecke, he studied for some time with
Stavenhagen in Weimar. During the next 10
years, he devoted himself mainly to teaching.
After a successful tour of Germany and Russia
in' 1900, he came to the United States, wlicri lie
taught at the Peabody Conservatory in Baltimore until 1912. His second European tour
(1912-14) established his reputation a one of
the foremost contemporary pianists. At the conclusion of this tour, he returned to the United
In the
States, making hi a home in New York.
season of 1924-25, he attracted attention with a
remarkable historical cycle of seven recitals, presenting 112 compositions, illustrative of the development of piano musi<j from the sixteenth century to the present day. In 1027 lie was appointed dean of the Juillard Foundation of New
York. He composed Symphonic ftuile: Piano
Concerto: Rymphonio Poem (produced in. Berlin) ; Two-Piano Concerto (world premiere, 192<f,
Philadelphia); Symphony; Violin (Jonacrto, and
many put
piano pieces.
An
HTJTCHE! N, CROTE
(1862).
American soldier, born in Cincinnati, Oliio. He
graduated from the United fttatew Naval Academy in 1884, served in the Spanish-American
War and in various command]-} In the Regular
'

Army, and became

He was made
Army in 1017.

colonel of cavalry in 1010.
brigadier general in the National
In 1018 he created and organised

and
ports of embarkation at Newport N< w
Norfolk, Va. He was promoted to be brigadier
general in the Regular Army in 1020, was on
duty in and around New York City in 1(>21-2;J,
and at Schofield Barracks, Hawaii, 1023-24, and
was made a major general and retired in July,
1924. He was awarded the DiHtinguiulied Service
Medal for specially meritorious service in the
administration of the Port of Embarkation. Jle
saw service, during law career, against the Jndiaru*, and in Porto Rico, China, aad the Philj

ippines.
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).
professor of zoology at King's College, London,
HTJTCH1NS, ROBERT MAYNAED (1899An American university president, who was born becoming honorary lecturer there in the latter
in Brooklyn, N. Y., and studied at Oberlin and year. In 1926 he became president of the NaYale (A,B., 1921; LL.B., 1925). He was master tional Union of Scientific Workers and Fullerian
of English and history at Lake Placid (N. Y.)
professor of physiology in the Royal Institution.
School (1921-23), secretary of Yale University Besides articles for periodicals, he wrote The
(1923-27), lecturer in the Yale Law School Individual in the Animal Kingdom (1011) ; EsThe Stream of Life
(1925-27), acting dean (1927-28), and professor says of a Biologist (1923)
of law (1927-29). During the World War, he
(1926) ; Essays in Popular Science (1926) Rewas in the American Ambulance Service, and ligion wit7iout Revelation (1927); and, with
with the Italian Army. He was decorated with J. B. S. Haldane, Animal Biology (1927).
the Croce di Guerra of Italy. In April, 1929,
An EngHUXLEY, LEONABD (1860).
in his thirty-first year, he was appointed presi- lish writer and Greek scholar, eldest son of
dent of the University of Chicago.
Thomas Henry Huxley, and father of Julian and
A BTHUB )
S ( TUART ) Aldous Huxley (q.v.)
He was educated at UniHTJTCHIM'SON",
1880An English novelist, versity College School, St. Andrews, and Balliol
)
(ONTETH )
born in India, the son of a British army officer, College, Oxford, and was assistant to the proand educated on the Isle of Thanet, Kent. He fessor of Greek at St. Andrews (1883). After
studied medicine at St. Thomas's, but gave it being reader to Smith, Elder & Co., he was ediup to become a journalist, rising to be editor tor of the Cornhill Magazine, which that comthe Daily Graphic for four years, before serv- pany founded. He wrote Life of Huccley (1900) ;
pf
Hooker (1918)
ing in France for nfour more.* If Winter Comes Life of Sir Joseph
- ; Anniversaries
(1921) was his first popular success. Other and Other Poems (1920); Thomas Henry Huxworks were Once Aboard the Lugger, a humorous ley, a Character Sketch (1920) Charles Darwin
book (1908); The Happy Warrior (1912); TJie (1921) ; and Progress and the Unfit (1926). He
Clean Heart (1914) This Freedom (1922) The translated Hausrath's New Testament Times,
Eighth Wonder and Other Stones (1923) and part ii, and Time of the Apostles (1895); and
One Increasing Purpose (1925).
edited The Uttermost South (1913); ftoott'8
A Last Expedition (1913); and Jane Welsh CarHTTTIEB, OSKAB E. VON (1857).
German soldier, born near Erfurt. In the Ger- lyle, Letters to Her Family (1924).
man advance in France in 1914, he commanded
HTTSrSMAN'S, u'eVmaN', or hls'mans, CAthe Prussian Guards and was one of the most ag- MILLE (1871A Belgian political econo).
gressive and skillful of the German leaders in mist, professor in the New University of Brusthat movement. In 1915 he was given command sels. He was a member of the town council of
of the 21st Army Corps and in 1917 com- Brussels (1905-21) and in the
following year
manded Army Group D. Xater in the same year, became a member of the town council of Anthe was assigned as commander of the 8th Army, werp. He entered the Chamber of
Representaand, with this, occupied Riga, He was trans- tives in 1910, was Minister of Sciences and the
ferred to the
on
the
western
front
from
Arts
in
and
the
latter
1925-27,
^18th Army
year he
and took an important part in the great Ger- was Minister of Education. His works include
man advance which began in March, 1918.
des
au
Parti
ouvrier
L'affiliatfon
syndicats
Etude sur les Assurances sooiales
HUXLEY, ALDOUS (LEONARD) (1894).
(1907) ;
An English author, son of Leonard, and brother (1912); The Policy of the International (1910);
of Julian Huxley, who was educated at Eton Rech&rches
politiques; 2)e Menschwordingh: Mysand Balliol, Oxford. He entered journalism, ttore de Michel de Swaen (1027).
writing for The Athenceum (1919-20), and The
HYATT, ANNA VAUGHN (MBS. AKCIIEB M.
Westminster Gazette (1920-21). His 'published Huntington)
An American
- sculp,
=,-, (1876__ ).
works include poems, essays, and novels. The tor (see VoL/XI). Her "able" cmftVmalishh)"iii
better known are Limbo (1920); Leda (1920); the
sculpture of animal life, consistently eviOn the Margin (1923); Little Mexico and Other denced in such later works as "Great Danea,"
Stories (1924); Along the Road (1925); Jesting '"Colts in a Snowstorm," and
"Reaching ,Tar>,r-,- ,,oo*v
....
.._
Pilate (1926); Essays Old and
guars/' gave her a f oremost position in thU field
Proper Studies (1927); Point Counter Pomt in the United States. Her achievement in the
(1928); Diverse Laws (1928); also the novels, statue of Joan of Arc, Riverside Drive,
York
Orome Yellow (1921); Mortal Coils (1922); (1915),, notable among such for its truth of
Antio Hay (1923); and Those Barren Leaves detail, its simplicity, and
turned
her
dignity,
(1925). Possessed of a lively wit and a feel- interest somewhat toward equestrian subjects,
ing for the unusual, his characters were vivid, with noteworthy results. Among her award**
his situations piquant, and his intelligence mor- were the Rodin Gold
Medal, Philadelphia, 1917,
dant and unrelenting.
and the Saltus Gold Medal, 1920 and 1922. She
JULIAN
SOKELL
a
became
A
HXTXliEY,
member
the National Academy of
(1887of
).
,.
Jf
British biologist and writer, son of Leonard and Design in 1922, and a chevalier of the
Legion
brother of Aldous Huxley (q.v.). He was edu- of Honor (France), in 1922.
cated at Eton and Balliol College, Oxford, was
M.
ABTHUR
An
AmeriHYDE,
(1877).
lecturer in
zpblogy at that College (1909-11), can Governor and Secretary of Agriculture. He
and traveled in Germany as research associate of was born at Princeton, Mo., and was
graduated
Rice Institute (1911-12). He then
spent four at the University of Michigan in 1800 (LL.B.,
the United States as assistant profes- State
of
Iowa, 1900). He practical
University
T
nor at Rice Institute, Houston, Texas, did war kw at p rinceton Mo for fiftuen
^
^
years> serving
service in England and as staff lieutenant at as
for
one
mayor
term, and then moved to TrenG.H.Q. in Italy (1916-18), and in 1919 became ton in the same State. He was elected Govera fellow, of New College and senior demonstrator nor of Missouri as a
Republican for the term
in zoology at Oxford University. In 1921, he 1921-25.
On Mar, 4, 1920, he was
was a member of the Oxford University Expedi- Secretary of Agriculture in President appointed
Hoover's
tion to Spitzebergen and, from 1925 to 1927, was cabinet.
;
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An
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HYDE, CHARLES CHENEY (1873American lawyer, born in Chicago, and educated at Yale University and the Harvard Law
In 1898 he began practice in Chicago.
was solicitor for the Department of State

School

He

at Washington, 1923-25, professor of law at the
Northwestern University Law School, 1907-25,

and Hamilton Fish professor of international
law and diplomacy at Columbia after 1925. His
several works on international law included International Law, Chiefly as Interpreted and Apthe United States (1922); "Charles
Evans Hughes as Secretary of State" (in vol. 10
of American Sectaries of State, 1928).
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HYDBOAEROPLANE.
HYDROCARBON'S.

HYDBOELECTBIC

See AERONAUTICS.

See CHEMISTRY.
STATIONS. See ELEC-

POWER STATIONS AND GENERATING APPARATUS: POWER PLANTS; POWER,
TRIC

HYDBOGEN.

See CHEMISTRY.
See PHYSICS.
EYDBOPHONE. This name has been applied to any instrument for listening to sounds
transmitted through water. Before the World
War, such instruments were used for receiving

EYDBOGEN ATOM.

signals from submerged

bells.

The hydrophone

as usually fitted consisted of a small water-tight
box of which one side was a metal diaphragm
operating a microphone enclosed in the box.

The box

itself

was suspended

in a tank built

against the ship's outer plating which formed
one side of it. Early in the War attempts were
demade to use some form of hydrophone
^for

the

presence

of

vessels

(particularly
submarines) within sound range of their internal machinery or propellers. 1 or some time, no

tecting

great success
of

was attained but the effectiveness
was materially improved.

listening devices

Several fish-shaped hydrophones, 12 feet apart,

towed astern and electrically connected for receiving the sound on board the vessel, gave fair
results; but the Walzer hydrophone (the indention of a French naval officer), which attained its final form early in 1918, was said to
have given greater satisfaction and was much
used after March of that year. The receiving
diaphragms were arranged at regular intervals
over the surface of a hemispherical bulge built
into the hull on each side toward the bows.
The system acted as a sound lens, the sound
focus occurring at a point where the sound paths
by alternate routes were equal. Prom the results

received,

HYVERNAT
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the direction of the source of

sound could be calculated.
Hydrophones have been improved in recent
years. The U, S. Navy uss the K-tube fish
type (acoustic radius 30 miles) 'and the SO

and auxiliaries must be stopped; the builton the other hand, may be used without

gines

in types,

stopping the ship,

An Ameri).
EYLAN, JOHN F. (1868can public official, born at Hunter, Greene Co,,
N. Y. He was educated in the public schools
and engaged in various occupations in Few York
from the New York law
City. He graduated
School in 1897 and in the same year was admitted to the bar. From 1906 to 1914, he was
of the
city magistrate and in 1914-15, judge
county court. Mr. Hylan became mayor of New
York City in 1918 and was reflected in 1922 for
the term ending 1925.
).
HYMANS, S'masr, PAUL (1885Belgian diplomat, who was born in Brussels,

A

and educated at the university there. He pracCourt of Appeals after 1885. In
1900 he became a Liberal member of Parliament
and professor of law at Brussels University, in
1911 a member of the Royal Academy, and
in 1914 a Minister of State. Ho was then Ambassador to London (1915-17), Minister for
ticed at the

Foreign Affairs (1918-20), first Belgian plenipotentiary at the Peace Conference ( 1919) President of the first Assembly of the League of
Nations (1920) and of the Council (1022), Minister for Foreign Affairs (1924-25), Minister of
Justice (1926-27), and again Minister for Foreign Affairs (1927- ). He signed the KelloggBriand Peace Pact on behalf of his Government
at Paris, Aug. 27, 1928. He was president of
the Commission of Conciliation and Arbitration
between Finland and Norway, and between
Switzerland and Rumania. He wrote Histovre
parkmentaire de la Belgique (1880-1910), with
Alfred Delcroix (3 vols.); Brwselles modeme;
and Frbre Orban (2 vols., 1906-10). In 1927 he
was made a Knight Grand Cross of St, Michael
,

and

St.

George (British).

HYTEE

CONFERENCE.

See

REPARA-

TIONS.

HYVEBNAT

XAVIBE Louis)
French Orientalist who
studied at Lyons, Paris, and the Pontifical University of Rome. He was professor-interpreter
of Oriental languages for propaganda and profes-

HENRY (1858-

(EuotoE

).

A

of Asayriology atid Egyptology in Rome,
1885-89, and in 1889 went on a scientific mission to Armenia for the French government.

sor

He

then came to America as professor of Orienand archeology at the Catholic
University. He is the author of les actas ties
martyred de Vfigyptc (1886); Album &es paUo*
graphie copte, an introduction for the previous
book (1888); Du C&ucase au fjolfe pcrsiquc
(1892) ; A Check IAst of Coptic Murmcripls in
tal languages

tube and MB-tube types (acoustic radius 3 miles) the Pierpont Morgan Library (1019) ; and edited
which are built into the hull and insulated a 57-volume catalogue of the Coptic Manuscripts
against noise. In using the fish type, the en- in the same library.

I
BLASCO.

See

BLASCO

IBANEZ,

inhabitants. Besides Reykjavik, there are six
other towns with a total population of 11,377.
There is no immigration to, and very little emi-

VICENTE.

A
JACQUES
).
(1890composer, born in Paris. He
studied at the Conservatoire in 1911-14,
and in 1919 won the Prix de Rome with
a lyric scene, Le Poete et la, F6e. In his orchestral works he is a decided impressionist,
while his chamber music shows strong sympathy
with the neo-classicists. He has written two
symphonic poems, A'oeZ en Picardie and La Ballade de la Geole de Reading; an orchestral
fantasy, Persee et Andromede; three sketches for
orchestra, Escales; a symphonic scherzo, F6erique; an orchestral suite, Le Jardinier de Samos;
a concerto for 'cello and wind instruments; a
IBEB.T,

Frendi

IBANEZ,

a violin-sonata and a
Lea Rencontres (Paris,
farce, Angelique (Paris,

quartet for wood-wind;
flute sonata;

a

ballet,

an operatic
and pieces for organ, piano, and harp.
IBN SATTD, ib'n soud (1882).
King
of the Hedjaz and leader of the Wahabi Mohammedans, who, as Sultan of Nejd, allied himself with Great Britain during the World War,
and by 1918 was master of Central Arabia.
192f>);

1927)

;

When Hussein (q.v.), King of the Hedjaz, pronounced himself King of Arabia, Ibn Saud ani/iioiv
nounced that
uuu.uvrcu.
he was
uv
WCLB unacceptable
Central
uiicujvc^uauic to vjcuiacbJi
Arabia, and declared war, soon conquering Mecca
iivi

(1924). By the close of 1925, his success was
assured, and in January, 1926, he was proclaimed
King of the Hedjaz at Mecca. His government
was recognized by the leading powers interested
in Arabia, except Italy and Egypt. Deeply religious, one of hia first efforts was to make the
pilgrimage to Mecca as easy, safe, and cheap
as possible; heretofore, pilgrims had been fre-

quently robbed and attacked. He extended his
power over several tribal chiefs, and on May 20,
1927, signed a treaty with Great Britam which
recognized the independence of his Government.
See AJRABIA, under History, and CALIPHATE.
A Kor).
IBSEN, Jb'sen, SIGURD (1859wegian statesman and author (see VOL, XI).
THo ia+j.
Aij A Robert
**..+ XT
Z.
i
His
later w/ujn.
include
works f*.
Frank, a
(1914), and Tempel der Erinnerung (1918),
translated into German and the former into Eng-

M

ICE CREAM. See DAIRYING.
ICELAND. An island in the

formerly a Danish possession but since 1918
a separate kingdom united to Denmark under
a single crown. Its area is estimated at 39,709
square miles. The population rose from 85,183
in 1910 to 94,690 in 1920; in 1927 it was esti103,317.

The population density of

2.5 per square mile is
misleading because

much

of the country is uninhabitable; the
practical

density is about 11.1 per square mile in populated districts. Of the 1920 population, 54,245
lived in rural districts, and the rest in towns
of over 300. Except for 706 persons, the
population was entirely native born. Almost onefifth of the total
lives
in
the
modern
population
.AMwJ4.nl T3^ml* _-.!!..
J-I-T- _iJ
_*
t Afky> 1
s*t\ f* j j
capital, Reykjavik; this city in 1926 had 23,244
.

There is little manufacturing in Iceland, although the country has great potentialities because of its innumerable waterfalls. Is has been
estimated that from the Thjorsa River alone
1,000,000 horse power could be developed. Howliot o^uAiigo
H.UQ juui/
wium auuiuiu.
abound in audit
Iceland
iu.
ever, the
cvti,
springs which
are beginning to be utilized, and in the last few
years cures of rheumatism, gout, and kindred
ills have been effected,
although the methods
and appliances used were of the moat primitive
kind. A new use for the hot springs has been
found in the heating of buildings and of the soil
I

of gardens,

making

_l

it possible to raise vegetables

throughout the year. The first heating installation of this kind on a large scale was made in
1920 in the Alafoss Cloth Mills near Reykjavik.
Other possible manufacturing developments are
electro-chemical plants for the production of
nitrates and aluminium.
In 1926 exports were valued at 53,070,455
kr6nur and imports at 57,767,346 kr6mir, Great
Britain and Denmark being, as in pro vioufl
years,
Iceland's leading trade factors. Financially, this
was, in many respects, a poor year, because the
summer was unusually wet and for that rcaon
haymaking and the drying of fish were done

under great
^Torth Atlan-

tic,

mated to be

gration from Iceland.
Only one-quarter of one per cent of the land is
under cultivation, mainly in hay, potatoes, and
turnips. In 1926 the crops were hay, 3,458,000
cwt, potatoes, 66,000; turnips, 23,000. Live
stock has shown an increase, with a 1926 figure
of 52,800 horses, 27,900 cattle, 590,000 sheep,
and 2800 goats. In 1925 the total value of the
fisheries, the most important single industry,
was 46,791,000 krflnur, of which the cod catch
alone was valued at 43,378,000 kronur. Three
products belonging almost exclusively to Iceland are eider down, taken from the nests of
the eider duck; Icelandic moss used by pharmacists; and the double-refracting crystals of Iceland spar used by opticians, the world's sole
quarry of this material being situated near
Eskifjordur in the southeastern part of Iceland
and owned by the Icelandic government.

difficulties.

mate

The 1928 budget

esti-

listed revenues at 10,451,600, and expenditures at 10,453,878, krtfnur. The largest
charges
were for communications, 3,225,930
and

kr6nur,

for instruction, 1,404.076 kr6nur.
ning of 1927, the public debt

At the beginwas 2,020,588
the most part in Denmark.

kr6nur, held for
There are no railways in Iceland, but there are
379 miles of carriage roads in excellent repair.
In 1927, 81 vessels of 23,788 gross tonnage were
flying the Icelandic flag.
History. By the Act of Union of Nov. 30,
1918, Iceland was granted home rule under the
Danish Crown. Complete sovereignty was vested
in the home government; foreign affairs alone
were to be the charge of the Danish government
j_l

tt\j/\

until 1940.
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established, and no armed force or fortifications
were permitted her. Danish goods in Iceland
and Icelandic goods in Denmark were to receive
no more consideration than the products of other
countries. By the new constitution promulgated
in 1920, the executive rests in the King through
a responsible ministry of three, the chief of whom
is the president of the council.
The ministry
consists of the Prime Minister and Minister of
Finance, Minister of Industries and Commerce,
and Minister of Justice and Ecclesiastics. The
legislative power resides in a bicameral House
(Althing). The Lower Chamber of 28 members
is elected; the Upper of 10 members is chosen,
six by proportional representation at large and
eight by the Lower House. All bills must be sent
to Denmark for the King's approval. For ad-

ministrative purposes, the country is divided into
seven urban municipalities and 16 provinces or
prefectiires, which are, in turn, subdivided into
226 parishes with a certain amount of autonomy.
The franchise is enjoyed by all Icelandic citizens
(men and women) of good reputation (unless
they are indebted for poor relief ) who are over 25
years of age and have resided in the country during the previous five years. At the head of the
local judicial system is the Supreme Court stationed at Reykjavik; this is the court of last
appeal. The 100th anniversary of the establishment of the Althing was to be impressively celebrated in 1930.
Consult Knut Gjer set's History of Iceland
(London and New York, 1924) W. A. Craigie's
Easy Readings in Old Iceland (Edinburgh 1924) ;
and SnaebjOrn Jdnsson's Primer of Modern Icelandic (Oxford, 1927).
ICELANDIC LITERATURE. See SCAN;

DINAVIAN LITERATURE.
IDAHO. The twelfth State in size (83,888
square in i ley) and the forty-second in population; capital, Boise. The population increased
from 325,504 in 1910 to 431,866 in 1920, a gain
of 32.6 per cent; estimated population, 1028,
546,000. The white population rose from 319,221 (1910) to 425,668 (1920); Japanese, from
1363 to 1569; and native white, from 278,794
to 386,705. The number of foreign-born whites
decreased from 40,427 to 38,963 ; of Indians, from
3488 to 3098; of Chinese, from 858 to 585. The
urban population mounted from 68,898 to 119,037; the rural, from 255,696 to 312,829. The
chief cities are Boise and Pocatello. The former
grew from 17,358 to 21,393; and the latter from
9110 to 15,001.
Agriculture. The number of farms decreased
3.6 per cent, or from 42,106 in 1920 to 40,592
in 1925; while the acreage in farms fell from
8,375,873 to 8,116,147, and the improved land
in farms from 4,511,680 to 3,714,336 acres. The
total value of farm property showed a decrease,
from $716,137,910 in 1920 to $451,884,713 in
1925; and the average value of farms from $17,*
008, to $11,132. In interpreting these values,
the inflation of the currency in years immediately
previous is to be taken into consideration. Tho
index number of prices paid to producers of
farm products in the United Stated was 104 in
1910 and 216 in 1920. The total percentage
of land used for agricultural purposes in 1920
was 15.7; in 1925, 15.2. Farms reported as
under mortgage numbered 20,060 in 1920; 30,195 in 1925; the change was due to the agricultural depression following the War. Of the
farmH in 1920, 34,647 were operated by owners,
as compared with 30,195 in 1925; 758, by man-

agers, as compared with 511; and 6701, by tenants, as compared with 9886. The area, under
irrigation had increased from 1,430,848 acres in
1909 to 2,488,806 in 1919, The total number of
cattle on farms in 1920 was 714,903; in 1925,
605,604; sheep numbered 2,356,270 in 1920; 1,-

745,769 in 1925; dairy cows numbered 138,768
in 1925. The estimated production of the chief
farm crops of 1928 was: Corn, 2,438,000 bushels;
wheat, 28,792,000; oats, 6,439,000; barley, 6,192,000; potatoes, 19,720,000; liay, 2,766,000
tons; and sugar beets, 285,000 tons.
Comparative figures for 1913 are corn, 448,000 bushels;
wheat, 14,094,000; oats, 15,112,000; barley, 7,560,000; potatoes, 5,780,000; and hay, 2,044,000
tons. Apple trees of bearing ago numbered 1,'
005,668 in 1910 and 2,380,523 in 1920. In 1919,
3,C45,(540 bushels of apples were grown ; in 1925,
5,000,000.

Mining . Idaho is one of the important
mineral-producing States, especially for its metal
mining. The products in the order of their value
are lead, silver, zinc, and stone. In addition,
there are produced copper, sand and gravel, and
a considerable amount of gold. The condition
of the mining industry in the decade 1914-24
is shown by the following comparison of production for several years: 1914, lead, 348,526,069
pounds, valued at $13,592,517; silver, 12,479,51(>
1

ounces, $6,901,172; gold, $1,152,315; zinc, 42,012,435 pounds; 1917, lead, 393,559,521 pounds;
silver, 12,029,338 fine ounces; gold, $804,809;
zinc, 79,854,136 pounds; 1920, lead, 249,609,970
pounds ; silver, 7,326,794 fine ounces ; gold, $485,590; zinc, 27,932,326 pounds; 1028, lead, 290,645,905 pounds; silver, 8,998,330 ounces; gold,
$410,000; zinc, 62,526,648 pounds. A considerable amount of copper is produced tlie output
in 1928 was 2,072,165 pounds, compared with
2,538,396 pounds in 1920 and 6,445,187 pounds
in 1914. The State ranked third in 1926, in
respect of the amount of lead that was produced
yearly. In addition to thono, minerals which
have been mentioned, there have been produced
;

antimony, bismuth, tungsten, cobalt, nickel, molybdenum, mica, asbestos, and coal. The total
value of the mineral products in 1026 was $31,752,821; in 1925, $31,611,166; in 1921, $1(1,502,273; $32,449,783; in 1920; $10,044,567 in 1919;
$36,872,270 in 1918; and $24,913,223 in 1914.

Manufactures. Idaho ia not aa important
manufacturing State, although its industries
have increased considerably in number and in
value of products. There arc only two cities
having a population of more than 10,000, Boise
and Pocatello. These cities, with 8.4 per cent of
the total population of the State, in 1019 reported
11.4 per cent of the total value of products. The
number of establishments in the SUtc in 1909
was 725; 1919, 922; 1925, 487; and 1027, 470;
manufacturing wage earners numbered 13,917 in
1919; 15,782 in 1925; and 13,513 in 1927. The
value of products rose from $22,390,960 in 1909
to $80,510,749 in 1919; and to $%,f$41,797 in
1025; but fell to $80,256,390 iu 1927. This increase was partly due to the change in the industrial conditions brought about by the War.
The increase in the number of persons engaged
in manufactories and iu the number of manufacturing establishments, however, indicates a
large increase in the industrial activities of
the State. The chief products in point of value
are those from the manufacture of lumber and
timber, which in 1909 were valued at $10,689,000; 3919, $30,643,000; 1925, $40,304,157, and

IDAHO
in

1927,

$31,660,296.
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Political

and gristmill

Flour-mill

and Other Events.

During recent

years, political control in the State has fluctu-

products rank high, amounting to $2,480,000 in
1009; $3,396,000 in 1914; and $13,501,000 in
1919; and $6,001,897 in 1927. Dairy products

parties.

totaled $10,974,381 for 1925, and $11,543,060 for
1927.
Education. Idaho has always been in the
forefront of the States in educational progress.
In 1912 a constitutional amendment was adopted
which established the so-called Idaho System.
This, in brief, provided for unity in the educational system; it established a State Board of

ful also in 1916, when they elected their State
The Republiticket by a plurality of 572 votes.
cans, however, elected two representatives to
Congress. In the presidential election of 1916,

Education which has charge of both the higher
institutions and the public schools. The school
code of 1913 provided that the State Board of
should consist of five members ap-

Education
pointed by the governor. This board was made
also 'the board of regents of the universities;
board of trustees for the normal schools, the
Technical Institute, the School for the Deaf and
Blind, and the Industrial Training School and

had general charge

of the entire public-school
It has since been made also the State
Board for Vocational Education. This system
had admirable results from the year in which it
was inaugurated, and in subsequent years still
further advances were made. One of the most
important of these was in 1917, when it was
provided that thereafter candidates for the

system.

the Republican and Democratic
For the greater part of the time, the
former party was in control. In 1914 J. H.
Brady, Democrat, was elected to the Senate,
while Moses Alexander, also a Democrat, was
elected governor.
The Democrats were successated between

Wilson received 70,021 votes; Hughes, 56,368.
new irrigation project was begun during that
year to develop the territory known as the Bruneau country, about 400,000 acres in extent, and
an electric railroad through this territory was
begun. Several anti-alien bills were introduced

A

in the Legislature of 1917, but at the request
of the Secretary of State, followed by the protest of the Japanese Ambassador to Secretary

Lansing, they were not passed. These bills
would have prevented any Japanese from owning
In the election of 1918, Senator Borah
land.
was reflected and John F. Nugent, Democrat,
was elected to the Senate, to complete the term
of J. H. Brady, deceased.

As a result of legislation in 1919, the State
administration was reorganized. For 46 boards
and commissions was substituted a commission
or cabinet of nine officials representing the departments of agriculture, commerce and industry, finance, immigration, labor and statistics,
law enforcement, public investment, public works,
public welfare, and reclamation. In 1920 the
Republicans elected D. W. Davis, governor and
Frank R. Gooding, United State Senator. At

teaching profession must have completed courses
in one of the high schools of the State, or have
equivalent education, and must have had at
least some professional training before being
certified to teach.
The Legislature of 1923
passed several important measures affecting education, among them one abolishing county institutes and several amending the tax laws relating to education. One of the most notable this election, several constitutional amendments
features of education was the growth of the were adopted, one increasing the membership of
Technical Institutes. Under the cooperative the Supreme Court from three to five. In 1922
agreement with the United States, vocational C. C. Moore, Republican, was elected governor.
education was carried on with great efficiency The question of the direct primary, the chief
after 1917; and work on the rehabilitation of issue in this election, occupied the attention
persons injured in industry was also begun. of the Legislature in 1923. The primary law,
The enrollment in the public schools increased so far as it related to State officers, had been
from 92,437 in 1914 to 117,656 in 1925-26. In repealed by the previous Legislature, which had
the high schools, there were enrolled in the latter a Nonpartisan-Democratic majority, and the govyear 21,825 pupils. The expenditure for educa- ernor had been elected on a platform which ention in public day schools in 1925-26 was: cur- dorsed the repeal.
new primary law was
The per- passed ; but it was vetoed by the governor. The
rent, $8,376,301; outlays, $646,206.
centage of illiteracy in the State decreased from vote of the State in 1928 favored constitutional
2.2 in 1910 to 1.5 in 1920. In the native white amendments to extend terms of elective State
population, it remained at 0.3 per cent; and in officers to four years and to give the State
the foreign-born white population it* decreased authority to limit the use of streams for water
from 6.9 to 6.5 per cent. Illiteracy among the power. -H. C. Baldridge, elected governor in
Negro population decreased from 6.4 per cent 1926, was reflected in 1928. The vote for presito 5.4.
dent in 1928 was: Hoover (Republican), 97,322:
Finance, State expenditures in the year Smith (Democrat), 52,026.
ended Sept. 30, 1927, as reported by the U. S.
Legislation. The Legislature in 1910 passed
Department of Commerce, were: for maintenance an anti-alien land ownership bill similar in its
and operation of governmental department's, $5,- provisions to the California measures prohibiting
135,756 (of which $629,704 was aid to local the ownership of land in the State by alien pereducation); for interest on debt, $333,231; for sons, firms, or associations. A State-wide propermanent improvements, $3,163,260; total, $8,- hibition bill, effective in 1915, also was passed.
632,247 (of which $3,497,600 was 'for highways, A workmen's-compensation measure was vetoed
$846,705 being for maintenance and $2,650,895
by the governor. The same Legislature profor construction). Revenues were $8,160,495. vided for absentee
In 1921 measures
voting.
Of this, property and special taxes furnished 28.9 were passed authorizing the school districts to
per cent; departmental earnings and charges provide for the education of adult residents who
for officials' services, 5.6 per cent; sales of were unable to read and write;
creating a -bureau
licenses 'and the tax on gasoline, '24.5 per cent. of budget and taxation;
providing for cooperaProperty valuation was $482,690,646 ; State taxa- tive marketing; and establishing a teachers' retion thereon, $2,980,138, Net State funded debt tirement fund. The
Legislature of 1923 .created
on Sept. 30, 1927, was $4,783,106, chiefly high- a small-claims court and
provided that where a
way debt.
person had been three times convicted of a felony,
'

A

'

1

.
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whether within or without the State, he might
be sentenced to prison for not less than five years.
A measure was passed extending the absent-voter
privilege to persons who, because of physical disability, expect to be confined ,to their homes on
election

day.

Another

measure

reserved

the

mineral rights of State lands to the State, and
provided for their lease on a royalty basis. An
act to establish primaries for county and legislative nominations was passed in 1027.

A

State institution
IDAHO, UNIVERSITY OF.
for the higher education of men and women at
Moscow, Idaho, founded in 1889. In the period
from 1914 through the autumn of 1928, the enrollment at Moscow increased from 747 to 2109,
with an additional registration of 309 in tho
summer session of the latter yar. At the- Southern Branch of the University at Pocatello, the

1928 autumn enrollment was 581, the summersession enrollment, 111. The faculty increased
from 80 to 153. In the period under review,
the library was increased from 32,000 to 90,000
volumes; productive fuuda iu 1928 amounted to
$2,Olt>,4CO; and income to approximately $1,250,000. Tho School of Mines and the School of
Forestry were established in 1917; the School of
Education in 1920, and the School of BiiHiness
Administration, and the Graduate School in
1925. Lindley Hall, a men's dormitory was
erected in 1920-22, Mary E. Forney Hall, a dormitory for women, was opened in 1923; accommodations of the College of Engineering were
augmented in the same year by the purchase of
the plant and equipment of a Moscow industrial
concern, including several shop buildings; the
Science Hall was completed in 1925 at a cost of
$400,000 a $300,000 armory-gymnasium, in memory of Idaho's service men and women in the
World War and other wars, was added in 1927-28
through the joint efforts of the University alumni
and the Idano department of the American Legion; a science hall was built on the campus of
the Southern University, and other building im;

The Southern Branch,
effected.
which was established by act of the legislature
and opened its first academic year in 1927, had
formerly been the Idaho Technical Institute,
which in turn had replaced the Academy of Idaho
in 1915. A forestry experiment station was esprovements,

tablished at the University at Moscow in 1928.
President, Frederick James Kelly, Ph.D.

An
).
ropKNTG-S, EDWARD JOHN (1879and animal husbandman,
born at Peru, Ind., and educated at Butler College in Indianapolis and Colorado Agricultural
College. He was a member of the faculty of
the latter until 1910, when he joined the faculty
of the University of Idaho. In 1910-11 he
American educator

was

principal of the School of Practical Agriculture and assistant in animal husbandry, and
in 1911 lie became professor of animal husbandry. Since 1918 he has been dean of agriculture and director of the Agricultural Experiment Station and since 1924 director of
extension service. He is the author of numerous
bulletins and articles relating to live stock.
IIXX See INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE,
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See CHILD WELFARE.
twenty-third State in size
(66,605 square miles) and the third In population:, capital, Springfield. The population increased from 5,638,501 in 1010 to 6,485,280 in
1920, a gain of 15 per cent; estimated population
1928, 7,390,000. The white population rose from
5,526,902 (1910) to 6,229,353 (1920); Negro,
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from 109,049 to 182,274; native white, from 4,324,402 to 5,092,382; foreign-born, from 1,202,560 to 1,206,951. Tile urban population mounted
from 3,476,926 to 4,403,153; the rural decreased
from 2,161,662 to 2,082,127. The growth of the
principal 'cities was as follows Chicago ( q.v. ) ,
2,185,203 to 2,701,705; Peoria, 06,950 to 7(3,121;
East St. Louis, 58,547 to 66,767; Rockforcl, 45,401 to 65,651.
Agriculture. Illinois is one of the most important of the agricultural States and conditions
after the World War, therefore, were afl'eetorl by
the general agricultural situation in regard to
wheat and other products. (See AOELCULTDEE,
CORN, and WHEAT.) The number of farms decreased 4.8 per cent, or from 237,181 in 1020 to
225,001 in 1925 ; the acreage in farms decreased
from 31,974,775 to 30,730,497. Tho improved
land embraced 27,294,533 acres in 1020; crop
land totaled 21,314,837 acres in 1925. The total
value of farm property rose front $3,905,321 in
1910 to $6,660,707,235 in 1020, but foil to $4,627,964,933 in 1925. The average value per farm
was (1910) $15,505, (1920) $28,108, and (1925)
$20,514. In interpreting these values, tho inllatioii of the currency incident to the War is to be
taken into consideration. The percentage of laud
in farms decreased from 90.7 in 1910 to 80.1 in
1920 and 85.7 in 1925. Of the total number of
farms in 1925, 129,074 were operated by owners;
1877, by managers; and 94,650, by tenants;
while the comparative figures for 1010 wore 145,107; 2386; and 104,379. The white fanners in
1920 numbered 236,288, compared with 250,447 in
3910; foreign-born farmers, 22,111 and 33,394;
colored farmers, 893 and 1425. In 1920, 51,030
farms were reported as under mortgage; in 1925,
The number of dairy cows in 1920 wtis
45,814.
1,148,173; in 1925, 833,097; "beef" QOWH numbered 501,034 in 1920, 403,897 in 1925; mulea,
168,274 in 1920, 167,760 in 11)25 hogs, 4,039,182 in 1920, 4,249,101 in 1925; and sheep, 037,685 in 1920, 5(J6,079 in 1925. Tho estimated
production of the principal farm crops in 1928
was: Corn, 367,488,000 bushel*; wheat, 24,200,oats,
20,000,000;
000;
174,338,000;
barley,
potatoes, 7,700,000; and hay, 4,091,000 tonn.
1913
for
are
corn, 282*150,Comparative figures
000 bushels; wheat, 41,888,000; oats, 104,125,-*
000; barley, 1,404,000; potatoes, 5,750,000;, and
hay, 2,450,000 tons.
Mining:. Illinois, although it produces practically no metals, in one of the moat important
:

j

'the
mineral-producing States. It ranked
seventh in the value of itH mineral products in
1920. These, in the order of their value, are
Tho
coal, clay product**, petroleum, and 'cement
movement of mineral production hi the period
starting with 1914 is indicated by the figures
given below. The production of coal in 1014
was 57,589,107 short tons, valued at $64,093,529; 1917, 86,199,387 and $162,281,822; 1918,
89,291,105, and $206,860,291; U)JQ, 00,862,608
and $140,075,9(59; 1920, 88,724,893 and $273,509,000; 1921, 69,602,703 and .$100,986,000; 1922,
58,467,736 and $168,925,000; 3926, 69,366,023 and
$148,604.000; 1927, 46,848,224 and $101,350,000.
The declines of 1921-22 and of 1927 were largely
the result of protracted strikes in the Middle
West coal fields. Production of petroleum decreased with comparative steadinetw after 1914.
In 3914 there were produced 21,919,749 barrels,
valued at $25,426,17j in 1910, 17,714,235, at
$29,237,168; 1918, 13,365,974, at $33 ,230,000;
1922, 9,383,000, at $19,201,000
1027, 7,024,000

of

j
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barrels at $11,800,000 (estimated). The value
of clay products on the whole increased; in 1914
they amounted to $13,318,953; 1918, $12,459,777;
The
1920, $26,138,419, and 1926, $37,030,004.
production of cement, exclusive of natural cement,
increased gradually, ranging from 5,401,605 barrels in 1914 to 7,017,047 in 1927.
It was 5,538,558 in 1920, and 5,587,825 in 1921. The value
of the product, however, greatly increased, owing
chiefly to the decreased purchasing power of

money and the consequent higher prices. The
value of shipments in 1914 was $4,848,522, while
in 1921, for practically the same production, the
value was $9,992,982. The 1927 cement shipments totaled $11,312,783. The State produces
large quantities of coke, sand and gravel, and
stone, and smaller quantities of asphalt, mineral
waters, and natural gas. The total value of the
mineral products in 1927 was $180,288,060, compared with $237,241,600 in 1926; $373,926,540
in 1920; $213,701,212 in 1919; $271,244,365 in
1918, and $117,166,370 in 1914.

Manufactures. Illinois is one of the most
important manufacturing States. It has 44 cities
with populations of more than 10,000, which form
Of the
58.7 per cent of the total population.
total value of the manufactured products in 1919,
these cities reported 84.3 per cent. In 1909 there
were in the State 18,026 manufacturing estab-

$57,075,000. Similar figures for East St. Louis
were: in 1909, 138 establishments with products
valued at $18,104,000; in 1919, 157, with $77,293,000.

Education.

Illinois

has always been one of

the most aggressive States in the development of
educational systems, and its progress has continued during recent years. Prior to 1924 an
active campaign was carried on by the State
Teachers' Association to secure an annual distribution of $20,000,000 from the State and the
various counties for educational purposes. This
movement had a great effect in turning the attention of taxpayers and lawmakers to the principles underlying the educational State distributive fund. The Legislatures from time to time
enacted
several
including
important laws,
measures providing for humane education; physical education; the teaching of all elementary
subjects in the English language only; and, in
1921, a measure for making the teaching of
representative government in the public schools
and other educational institutions in the State
compulsory. In 1923 a State continuationschool law became effective, requiring that continuation classes be organized in districts having
as many as 20 boys and girls between the ages of
14 and 18 out of school, unless such individuals
have completed a four-year high-school course.
Vocational education was carried on successfully
during this period and included, under vocational
home economics, courses in home-making, nursThe Legislature of 1921 creing, and dietetics.
ated a State Educational Commission to investigate the entire educational system of the State
with a view to the standardizing, unification,
and correlation of its various efforts, policies,
and agencies, and for other purposes.
teaohers'-pension law was enacted by the Legislature
of 1915.
In 1923, 325 school districts had been
consolidated, in the elementary schools of which
7332 were enrolled, and in the high schools,
1337. Vocational courses, including courses in
industrial education, and home
agriculture,
economics, were being conducted in 199 cities in
1923; and $435,327 was disbursed from Federal
and State funds for their support. The enrollment in the public schools increased from
1,007,894 in 1911 to 1,331,329 in 1925-26; in the
elementary schools, from 941,549 to 1,095,618; in
the high schools, from 66,355 to 235,711. The
total expenditure for education in the public
day schools of the State in 1925-26 was: for
current expenses, $106,382,345; outlays, $31,968,339. The percentage of illiteracy in the
State decreased from 4.7 per cent in 1910 to 4.3
per cent in 1920; among the native white population from 2.2 to 1.4 per cent; among the Negro
population, from 12.4 to 7.9 per cent. Among
the foreign-born white population, it increased
from 10.3 to 11.7 per cent.
Finance. State expenditures in the year ending June 30, 1927, as reported by the U. S. Department of Commerce, were: for maintenance

lishments; in 1919, 18,593; in 1925, 14,104, and
in 1927, 14,711; while wage earners engaged in
manufactories numbered 506,943 in 1914, 653,114
in 1919, 622,127 in 1925, and 623,468 in 1927.
The capital invested amounted to $1,548,170,701
in 1909 and $3,366,452,696 in 1919. The value of
the products in 1909 was $1,919,276,594; in 1919,
$5,425,244,694; in 1925, $5,317,635,887; and in
1927, $5,386,003,235; the increase up to 1919
was due largely to changes in industrial conditions brought about by the War and cannot be
properly used to measure the normal growth of
manufactures, but the increase shown in the
number of wage earners clearly indicates a decided growth in the manufacturing activities of
the State. The most important industry in point
of value of products is that connected with
slaughtering and meat packing, the value of its
in 1909 was $389,593,000; in 1919,
froduct
1,294,167,000; in 1925, $680,591,940; in 1927,
$663,054.31. Foundry and machine-shop products amounted in 1909 to $138,579,000; 1914,
$141,329,000, and 1919, $421,969,000. The manufacture of men's clothing in 1909 amounted to
$89,473,000; in 1914, $89,144,000; in 1919, $201,816,000; and in 1927 to $130,482,815. Industries
related to the manufacture of iron and steel
attained a yearly output of $86,608,000
Eroducts
a 1909; $173,345,000 in 1919; $295,342,113 in
1925. In 1927 the output of blast furnaces was
valued at $70,943,000 and of steel works and
rolling mills at $208,563,956.
The chief manufacturing cities are Chicago,
Peoria, East St. Louis, and Rockford. In Chicago in 1909, there were 9656 manufacturing- establishments with a product valued at $1,281,- and operation of departments, $44,037,302 (of
171,000; in 1919, 10,537, with $3,657,242,000; which $8,485,637 was for local education)
for
in 1925, 9112, with $3,439,163,000; in 1927, 9955 conducting public-service enterprises, $39,022;
establishments
for
interest
on
for
manufacturing
reported products
debt, $5,944,465;
permanent
valued at $3,478,753,623. In 1909 Rockford had improvements, $20,768,850; total, $70,789,639 (of
205 manufacturing establishments with products which $19,275,200 was for highways, $2,556,918
valued at $22,226,000; in 1914, 265, with $26,- being for maintenance and $16,718,282 for con371,000; and in 1919, 312, with $74,919,000. In struction). Revenues were $79,483,126; of this,
Peoria in 1909, there were 283 establishments, property and special taxes formed 51.2 per cent;
with products valued at $63,061,000; in 1914, departmental earnings, 3.8 per cent; receipts
283, with $64,689,000; and in 1919, 253, with. from licenses, 38.4 per cent. Assessed property
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was $4,195,581,136; State taxation
thereon, $27,271,277. Net State debt on June
30, 1927, was $140,158,985.
Political and Other Events. In the elections in 1914, women participated under a law
of 1913, voting for all but constitutional officers.
Lawrence Y. Sherman was reflected to the Senate.
The Republicans also elected 16 members of the
House of Representatives, including Joseph G.
Cannon. In 1915 Carter H. Harrison, five times
elected mayor of Chicago, was defeated for the
Democratic nomination by Robert M. Schweit/er,
who in turn was defeated by William Hale
Thompson, Republican. Frank 0. Lowden in
1916 was nominated by the Republicans for
governor and was elected. In the election for
President, Charles K. Hughes received 1,152,316
votes; President Wilson, 950,081. In 1916 a
serious race riot in East St. Louis occurred on
June 8 between Negroes and white men; it lasted
for three days. The killed numbered 29 persons,
of whom 25 were Negroes; over 300 houses were
burned. The riot began when a Negro attacked
an automobile which contained several policemen.
grand jury declared in its findings
that the police had been grossly negligent and
could have prevented the riot. In the elections
of 1918, Medill McCormick was elected United
States Senator, defeating Seantor James Hamilton Lewis, Democrat. In 1920 Len Small,
Republican, waa elected governor, and William
B. McKinley, also Republican, United States
Senator. In the voting for President, Warren
Gk Harding received 1,420,480 votes; J. M. Cox,
543,395. In 1920 a constitutional convention
was called. The new constitution proposed by
the convention was rejected by popular vote, Dec.
On July 20, 1921, Governor Small
12, 1922.
and Lieut. Gov. Fred E. Sterling were indicted
for conspiracy to defraud the State and for embezzlement of public money during their respective terms a State Treasurer. Those indictments
were based on charges that the accused officials
had retained for their own use large sums paid
them as interest on State funds. Governor
Small was acquitted on June 24, 1922, but was
later held accountable for the retained interest,
in civil actions. During 1922, the State suffered
from coal-mining strikes which were accompanied
in several cases by riots. In Herrin, a mob of
striking coal miners killed 50 nonunion miners,
after they had surrendered their arms, under the
most brutal conditions. In 1923 William E.
Dever, Democrat, was elected Mayor of Chicago,
valuation

A

succeeding William Hale Thompson. Fred Lundin, the political boss of the city during the
Thompson administration, was tried for fraud
in 1923 and acquitted. Len Small was renominated for governor by the Republicans in 1924
and elected. The vote for President was*. Coolidge, 1,453,321, Davis, 576,975; LaFolIette, 432,027. Serious trouble arose early in 1924 in
Williamson County, the scene of the Herrin
murders of 1922, over attempts to destroy illicit stills and to suppress related forms of lawlessness.
Conflicts took place between the police, alleged members of the Ku Klux Klan, and
other citizens.
number of States brought action in 1920 to
restrain the Chicago Sanitary District from
drawing water in excess of its permitted allowance through the Chicago Drainage Canal. The
U. S. Supreme Court ruled in 1928 that the withdrawal of water was excessive, but allowed time
for the construction of sewage disposal works*
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Frank L.

Smith,

Republican

was

candidate,

elected Senator in 1926, but owing to alleged excessive expenditures on behalf of his campaign,

the U. S. Senate refused to admit

him

in 1927.

William Hale Thompson was elected Mayor of
Chicago Apr. 5, 1927, by the Republican vote,
and his administration proceeded to oust the
city school superintendent, William McAndrew,
a step that was widely condemned. In Xpril,
1928, a Republican element opposed to Mayor
Thompson and Governor Small gained tlie nominations and in November were elected: U. S.
Senator, Otis F. Glenn; Governor, Louis L.
Emmerson, and other State oflicials, all Republican.
The Chicago Crime Commission promoted
action against alleged corrupt alliances of officials and commercialized criminality hi that
The vote of the State for President in 928
city.
1

was:

Hoover

(Republican),

1,768,141;

Smith

(Democratic), 1,313,817.
1 u 1 1 7 the Legislature adopted
Legislation.
a State civil administrative code by which
branches of the government were readjusted.
The Legislature also enacted a "blue sky" law.
The Legislature in 1019 ratified the Federal suf'
frage amendment; passed a "search and seizure
bill for the enforcement of the Prohibition Law;
entered on a road-building project involving the
expenditure of more than $87,000,000, abolished
the State Board of Equalization, substituting the
State Tax Commission of throe members to lie
appointed by the Governor. In 1921 the Legislature passed measures providing for equality
in voting between men and women. An act also
was passed providing for compensation to veterans of the War, to be paid out of a bond iHRue
of $55,000,000.
The act was duly approved by
vote.
The Legislature in 19i!8 pawed it
to facilitate cooperative marketing of agrinular
cultural products and made proviHion for c*roating associations for this purpose. Capital piinishnient by the electric chair waa adopted in 1027.
ILLINOIS, UNIVERSITY OF. A State institution for the higher education of men and women,
at Urbana-Champaign, 111., fontuUtcl in 1H07.
The enrollment increased from 5500 in 1014 to
32,150 in the autumn of 1028, \vith an additional
enrollment of 2270 in the Hummer session of the
The faculty increased from 704 in
latter year.
1914, to 743 above the rank of assistant, 418 of
the rank of assistant, or lower, and 20 administrative oilicers; the library was hicrcaHod from
310,000 volumes to 702,187 volnmcH and HiO,5G<>
pamphlets in 1928; and the income of the itiHtitution from $2,775,000 to $7,730,842, of which,
$5,722,113 waa from the Htato. Among additions to the physical plant during the period
under review were a goncticH build nig- and the
1)

5

vivarium erected in 1910, a women's rpHulomi*
hall in 1917, an educational building in 1917, tlu*
Smith Memorial Music Building in 1919, and the
medical research laboratory and library at Chicago. The horticultural aiul agricultural buildings and stadium wore begun in 1922; buiidlngH
under construction in 1924 included a new com-

merce building, a new library building, and a
gymnasium; a hospital was completed in 192ft
and construction way begun on an architectural
building, and addition to the library, gymnasium, and armory; in 1927 addition B were modes
to Lincoln Hall and the Library; and In 1928 a
building for architecture and kindred arts wan
constructed, and a laboratory of applied moehunics and an addition to Lincoln Hall wore under
construction. David Kinley, Ph.1)., LL.D., HUC-
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ceeded Edmund J. James, Ph.D., LL.D., in 1919,
as president.

ILLINOIS CANAL. See CANALS.
ILLINOIS COLLEGE. The oldest collegiate

are

Das

Altenglisclie Menologium (1902) ; Layo(1906); Der Deutsche Krieg un& die EngUsche Literatur (1915) ; Forsohungen eur Altenglisohen Poesie (1920) ; a history of English

mon

and translations

Byron and Brown-

institution in Illinois, founded in 1829 at JackThe student enrollment increased
sonville, 111.
from 131 in 1914 to 519 in 1928-29; the faculty
numbered 24 members in the autumn of 1928; and

literature;

the library contained 22,000 volumes. The invested endowment in May, 1928, amounted to $1,174,012, and the income for 1927-28 to $131,380,
exclusive of boarding departments. The science
building was partly burned in 1920 and was reconstructed at a cost of $50,000; departments of
psychology, economics, education, and business
administration were established between 1914
and 1924; the Department of Music was merged
with a similar department of Illinois Woman's
College of the city of Jacksonville in 1927-28;
and a new library, to cost about $200,000, was
under construction in 1928, to be dedicated at
the celebration of the centenary of the founding
of the college in 1929. President, Charles Henry
Eammelkamp, Ph.B. Ph.D.

which was increasingly successful from 1914 to
1929, seemed to indicate the abandonment, at
least temporarily, of the time-honored theory
that the United States should be a refuge for
those persecuted and in distress; the stand was
definitely taken in this period that immigration

ILLINOIS

WOMAN'S COLLEGE. An

in-

women founded

in 1846 at JacksonThe number of students registered
ville, 111.
in the regular college courses increased from 185
in 1914 to 341 in the autumn of 1928, special
students numbered 11, and others in music and
junior courses not already counted brought the
total enrollment up to 694. The faculty in the
autumn of 1928 numbered 42. The number of
volumes in the library increased from 3000 to
15,506 volumes and the productive funds exceeded $600,000. New courses were added during
the year 1928 in nurses' training, kindergarten
training and German, a science hall was completed at a cost of $251,000, and an athletic field
was under construction. President, Clarence
Paul McClelland, S.T.D., D.D.
stitution for

ILLITERACY.

See

EDUCATION

IN

THE

UNITED STATES.

ILLOiaNATION.

See ELECTMO LIGHTEN*.
EUDOLF H. R. (1879).
A German writer and specialist on the English
in
and
and
born
Berlin,
literature,
language

IMELMANN,

educated at the universities of Jena, Bonn, Berlin,

and Freiburg.

He became

lish literature at Rostock.

professor of EngHis principal works

of

ing.

IMMIGRATION.

for the restriction

The widespread agitation
and control of immigration,

should be regulated primarily in accordance
with the need and best interests of the country
itself.
The growth in this sentiment for restriction was based not so much, perhaps, on actual
increase in the number of alien immigrants (although fear, of flooding after the War had much
to do with bringing the issue to a head) as on
the changed character of the immigration. It
was the rapidly increasing proportion from
southern and eastern Europe, a class regarded
as less easy to assimilate, which gave rise to
fears in some quarters that the problem of assimilation, already serious, would grow quickly
out of hand unless restrictive measures were
taken. Some groups saw in a flood of this divergent type a danger to the fundamental character
of the population and a menace to cherished
nstitutions. Labor fought against the overcrowding of the market with workmen whose standards of living and inaccessibility for organization had a tendency to lower wages and living
standards. The steady growth of this sentiment against so-called unassimilable elements in
immigration, and the success of the attempt to
check their influx, made the period important in
the development of a definite immigration policy.
See ANTHROPOLOGY; ETHNOGRAPHY; RACK PROBLEMS.
The tendency in immigration before the War
was generally to increase numerically. For
1905-14 the average was 1,012,194 aliens entera,
ing in one year. With the War, there came
sharp decline in numbers and the annual average
for 1915-18 dropped to 257,887; but in 1921, the
number of alien immigrants admitted was again
over 800,000. In 1928-29- 279,678 immigrants

NET INCREASE OP POPULATION BY ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF ALIENS, FISCAL YEARS ENDING JUNE 30, 1908 TO 1928
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arrived, the smallest number since 1919. The
table giving the net increase of population by
arrival and departure of aliens, 1908-29, shows
an equally sharp curve.
The number of alien immigrants admitted in
the decade ending in 1910 was 8,795,386, or
116 per 1000 of the initial population. For
the decade ending in 1920, the number was
While in 1910, out of
5,735,811, or 62 per 1000.
a total population of 91,972,266, the foreignborn numbered 13,345,545, or 14.5 per cent, in
1920, out of 105,710,620, they numbered 13,712,754, or 13 per cent, practically the same
(See POPULAproportion as in I860 (13.2).
The lessening of the proportion of
TION.)

foreign-born during the decade was no doubt
due in large part not only to the falling off in
immigration during the War but also to the unusually high rate of emigration among aliens.
In 1916, 129,765 aliens left the United States;
in 1917-21, the average annual emigration
amounted to 164,083; in the two years following the War, the outward movement to Europe,
largely to the southern and eastern sections,
practically offset the immigration from that continent, lu the latter part of 1920, however,
the tide began to turn, and by 1921 the annual
increase in population because of immigration
wan well on its way to the peak figure.
It was the marked change in the character of
the immigration, however, which seemed the
main case of uneasiness. In 1882, 85 per cent
of the European immigrants came from the
northern and western parts; by 1907, 85 per cent
was coming from the eastern and southern parts.
For a considerable number of years before L914,
the normal annual number of alien immigrants
from northern and western Europe had been 185,000, as compared with 750,000 from the eastern
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ion on governmental policies abroad; but the
measure was passed over his veto, This bill
required that all aliens over 16, who were physically able, in order to be admitted must be
able to read English or some other language
or dialect, although it allowed for the bringing
in of father or grandfather over 55, wife,
mother, grandmother, unmarried or widowed
daughter, and for the entry of those persecuted
for religious reasons, even if illiterate. It also
contained a clause restricting Oriental immigration and increased the poll tax on entering
aliens to $8.
The effect of this bill is shown
in the fact that while between 1908 and 1917,
1,617,000 illiterates over 14 had .been admitted,
and while in 1913 illiterates made up 26.(5 per
cent of the entering alien immigrants, in. 1920
this class numbered only 15,094, or 4,4 per cent
of the total number admitted.
There is some
significance also in the increased proportion of
rejected applicants: 2.3 in 1914; 5.3 in 1915;
4.9 in 1916; 4.2 in 1917; 3.3 in 1918; 3.6 in
1919; this, although due in some measure to

the more rigid inspection possible when immigration had fallen low during the War, was
also attributable to the new requirement.
In 1920, with a marked increase in immigration toward the end of the year, the fear of a
flood from the war-stricken countries of Europe
was intensified, and the demand for still further restriction became insistent. Au emergency
measure presented to Congress in 1920 provided
for the practical shutting off of immigration for
14 months. The bill, finally passed in 1921,
was based on the percen turn-limit plan; it provided that the number of aliens of any nationality
admitted in any fiscal year was not to exceed
3 per cent of the number of foreign-born residents
of that nationality in the United States in 3010,
nationality to be determined by country of birth.
It applied only to Europe and the Near East,
Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Asiatic Russia,
and islands of the Atlantic and Pacific not adjacent to the mainland of the Western Hemis-

and southern Europe. Although immigration,
from Aiistria, Hungary, Germany, and Russia
fell off to practically nothing in the years immediately after 1917, and although about this time
there was a striking increase in immigration
from Mexico and Canada, in 1920-21, 66.7 per phere.
This plan was designed to decrease the number
cent of the total number of immigrants admitted
were of races and peoples peculiar to southern and of immigrants from eastern and southern Eueastern Europe and Asiatic Turkey. With the rope and'to increase proportionately the numbers
turn of the tide in the latter part of 1920, and from western and northern European countries;
the prospect of increasing numbers from south- whereas in the years before 1914, the normal
ern and eastern Europe, the feeling against this number of immigrants from northern and western
type of immigrant grew stronger. Because of Europe had been about 185,000 and from southracial differences, they were not easy to assimi- ern and eastern Europe about 750,000, under the
late; they showed a greater tendency than the new quota arrangements these figures were limnorthwestern Europeans to crowd in urban cen- ited to 200,000 and 155,000, respectively* Durtres and thus oversupply the labor market; they ing ] 913-1 4, for example, from southern and
brought with them more often the danger of eastern Europe there came 75.6 per cent of the
radicalism.
country's immigrants and from northern and
The growing movement to control immigra- western Europe, there came 20.8 per cent; in
tion, which up to 1910 had developed only so 1922-23, under the Quota Law, the proportion
far as to exclude the morally and physically for the former was 31.1 per cent, as against 52.5
undesirable and the contract laborer, to bar per cent for the latter. In May, 1922, the life
Chinese, and practically to bar Japanese by of the 1921 Quota Law was extended to June, 30,
virtue of the "Gentleman's Agreement," at first 1924, and at the same time the requirement of
contented itself with efforts to set a literacy one year's residence in an adjacent country, to
The struggle for this restrictive measure escape the quota restriction, was raised to five
test.
dated back to 1897, when Cleveland vetoed the year*.
On May 26, 1924, a new Quota Law was signed
proposal; it had become prominent again in
1906. Taft vetoed such a bill in 1912, Wilson by President Coolidge for the purpose of further
In 1917 Wilson vetoed 'the proposal restricting eastern and southern European immiin 1915.
for the second time, on the ground that it gration. This law limited immigrants to 2 per
punished the immigrant for what 'was no fault cent 6f the nationals of any country who had
of his, and because, in allowing for the exemp- been in residence in the United States in 1890.
tion of refugees from religious persecution, it By this, measure, the aggregate immigration from
might lead to embarrassing expressions of opin- outside' the Western Hemisphere was limited to
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161,000 persons annually for three years and to
150,000 thereafter. Under the new quotas, 75
per cent of the immigrants were to be drawn
from the countries of northern and western
Europe. Wives, minor children (of 18 years

and under) and elderly parents were privileged
nonquota class. All quota and nonquota immigrants were to be in possession of
immigration visas issued by American consuls
to enter as a

at the port of embarkation. The act further
provided that after July 1, 1927, quotas were
to be baaed on "national origins/' i.e., the annual quota of any nationality was to be a number
which was to bear the same ratio to 150,000 as
the number of inhabitants in continental United
States in 1920 having that national origin bore
to the number of inhabitants in continental
United States in 1920.
The National Origins Commission, made up of
the Secretaries of Commerce, Labor, and State
was to prepare the table of quotas. The Commission found the task attended by the greatest
difficulties and Congress was twice called
upon to
postpone the promulgation of the new regulations (in 1927 and 1928).
On Feb. 27, 1929, President Coolidge sent to
Congress a table of quotas based on these national origins as worked out by the experts of

the commission with the following noncommittal
statement of the commission's members: "We
wish it to be understood that we neither collectively nor individually are expressing any opinions on the merits or demerits of this system of
arriving at quotas." Mr. Hoover, when a member of the commission, had many times expressed
his disapproval of the national-origins plan and
there was considerable speculation whether he
would issue a presidential proclamation inaugurating the new quotas or call upon Congress to

abandon the method.
Late in March, 1929, President Hoover issued
;

a presidential proclamation putting into operation the national-origins quotas as of
July 1.
Though he had consistently opposed the method
for establishing quotas, he had learned from the
Attorney General that the law gave him no
other recourse. His proclamation said: "The
Attorney General has advised me that in failure
of Congress to suspend action, it is now mandatory upon me under the Immigration Act to issue
the proclamation establishing 'national
origins'
as, the basis of the immigration
quotas. The proclamation must be issued prior to April 1 and
will be issued at once. It will
go into effect
on July 1, unless action is taken by
Congress in
the meantime."
In the table that follows, the national-origins
quotas submitted by President Coolidge are
shown in column A; those submitted on Feb. 27,
1928, are shown in column B; the quotas
based on the law of 1924 are shown in column
C (1890 census); and those based on the law
of 1921 (1910 census) are shown in column D.
With restrictive immigration in operation for
seven and one-half years, it was
generally agreed
that the system had been of benefit to the
country.
There were still certain aspects of the matter
that nevertheless were cause for criticism. The
law was considered unduly harsh upon the relatives and children of aliens in the
country in
that it did not make it easy for families to be
united, with the result that each year saw more
emigrations of the nationals of certain southern
and eastern European countries than there were
immigrations; the favoring of the northern and

Totals

153,714 153,685 164,647 357,803

A

The totals for columns
and C include 37 minimum
quotas of 100 each for 87 minor geographical subdivisions; column B's total includes 16, while column D's
includes 32.
* Includes the Irish
Free State.

western Europe as against other sections was
interfering with the flow of unskilled labor into
the country with the result that Mexicans were
encouraged by industry to migrate to the United
States; inadequate administrative machinery was

making

it

possible for

some individuals to carry

on a lucrative trade in the
bootlegging of immigrants, etc. All these matters wore receiving
public attention toward the close of the period
being surveyed. Jn 1927-28, for example, the
immigrants from the Northern Hemisphere numbered almost half those, admitted. Mexicans and
Canadians alone made up 43 per cent, the Mexicans totaling 59,016 and the Canadians, 73,154;
as against 45,778 immigrants from
Gtermany 24,544 from the Irish Free State; 19,958 from' Croat
Britain; 17,728 from Italy; and 16,184 from the
Scandinavian countries.
As already stated, the total of immigrant aliens
admitted in the fiscal year 1928-1929, 279,078,
;

was the lowest

since 1919. The decrease for the
year 1928-1929 was largely confined to three
countries, namely: Irish .Free State, Canada, and
Mexico. Immigration from the Irish Free State
dropped from 24,544 in 1928 to 17,672 in 1929,
or 28 per cent; from Canada it dropped from 73,154 to 64,440, or 12 per cent; and from Mexico
from 59,016 to 40,154, or 32 per cent. There
was an increase from nearly all of the other
countries, particularly from 'England, Scotland,
and Sweden, the total immigrants from all Kurope being 158,513 in 1928 and 158,598 in 1929.
Aliens debarred during the year 1928-29 numbered 18,127, or 3.6 per cent of the 497,454
applicants at all ports. The
percentage of rejections
at the seaports was only six-tenths of 1
per
cent; it was still smaller at the port of Now
York where 300,467 aliens sought admission, of
whom 939, were debarred, or 3 denied admission
out of every 1000 aplicants. Aliens reported in
1928-29 under warrant
proceedings totaled 12,.
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The largest number of these deportees were
908.
sent to Mexico, 5481 going to that country, while
4227 went to Europe, 2185 to Canada, 370 to
Asia, 308 to the West Indies, 235 to Central and
South America, and 102 to the other countries.
In some quarters, the sixe of the Mexican im-
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Beginning with July 1, 1928, the Department of
Labor ruled that all aliens were to carry their
passports as a source of identification, in this
way hoping to control the later arrivals. In view

of the fact that this did not aifect those who had
gained admission prior to that date, it was
migration was regarded with alarm and bills difficult to see how the regulation was to help
were before Congress for the purpose of placing matters for at least a generation. In fact, the
Mexicans on the restricted list (the Box-Harris enforcement of the Immigration Law was largely
It was estimated that there were 1,200,- similar to the status of prohibition enforcement:
bills).
000 Mexicans in the country who had become in- the job was either to be done thoroughly by comtegral parts of the life of Texas, Arizona, and plete administrative control (at a gieat expendiCalifornia, and, to a lesser extent, of New Mexico, ture of money), or, in the course of events, it was
Colorado, and Kansas. The Mexicans worked as inevitable to expect leakages. This AVUS, of course,
unskilled laborers on large farms and on the always one of the penalties of government by
In fact, the railroads of the South- legislation as against government by consent.
railroads.
Asiatic Immigration. Under the Chinese
west were demanding that the pro vail.ing restrictions (head taxes and visa fees) be lifted rather Exclusion Bill, and the "Gentlemen's Agreethan quotas be imposed and pointed out that ment" (1907) by which Japan bound herself to
Mexican labor was seasonal, the Mexicans re- give no passports to laborers coming to the
turning to their own country during the winter. United States and to limit the number to Canada
In 1924, 89,339 Mexicans entered the country, and Mexico, the inllux of Asiatics had already
as against 69,685 in 1927 and 57,705 in 1928. been greatly restricted. The 71,531 Chinese
Opponents sought restriction on the grounds of residents in the United States at the census of
On the
racial purity and insisted that the Mexicans 1910, had decreased to 61,680 in 1920.
were of low intelligence and were the recipients other hand, the number of Japanese had inci eased 53.80 per cent in the 10 years, from
of charity. The Secretary of Labor (Mr. Davis)
opposed free Mexican immigration because it 72,157 to 111,025, an increase of about 30,000
stood for cheap labor; the Secretary of State in California and about 4000 in Washington. A
(Mr. Kellogg) was opposed to restriction be- growing protest against Oriental immigrants because of the effect of this policy on the prevailing gan to make itself heard. In 1914 two amendfriendly relations with Latin-American countries. ments to the general immigration bill were
Beginning with June, 1925, in Great Britain proposed and rejected, one to exclude all
and the Irish Free State, the United States im- Asiatics except those with rights under existmigration service inaugurated the policy of ex- ing agreements, and the other anti-Japanese.
amining immigrants at the port of embarkation The Immigration Bill of 1917 contained a clause
before the granting of visas. The result of this excluding Oriental laborers and directed chiefly
policy was at once felt.
By the end of 1926, at Hindus and Malays. Meanwhile, on the Paabout 90 per ceu$ of the quota immigration was cific coast, feeling against the Japanese had
arranged for at European ports under American been growing more intense. Not only was the
technical advisers, so that for that year the Japanese, like other Orientals, considered unratio of immigrants barred from entry at the aHHiui liable; the American farmer wtiu not able
to compete with his gift for intensive cultivaout of 1000 a
port of New York was only
againat 40- 30 per 1000 before the system was in- tion, Ins unflagging energy, and lower working
augurated. By the end of 1927, the ratio of and living standards his growing numbers, and
barred immigrants was 4 per 1000. Technical increasing success at the exponse of other farmadvisers wcro attached to the consulates of 24 en*, changed uneasiness into alarm. The deEuropean cities in the following countries: Bel- sire for protection was reflected iu State laws in
gium, Northern Ireland, Norway, Germany, Irish California, Washington, Arizona, and Oregon.
Free State, Denmark, Italy, Scotland, Sweden, Not only the right to own land was taken from
the Japanese; the right to lease it for three
Kngland, Czechoslovakia, Holland, Poland.
As a result of the quota law, bootlegging in years, which had previously been allowed, wsia
aliens became one of the country's outstanding denied in 1920; in 192,3 even croppage contracts
unofficial industries.
The Secretary of Labor were forbidden. Following thi, there was input the number of immigrants who had gained corporated in the immigration bill in 1924 a
Cuba clause excluding would-be immigrants who were
illegal entry into the country at 1,500,000.
and the Bahamas served as relay stations in the not eligible for citizenship, in abrogation of the
It "GentI<uiuii'H Agreement." During the lively deillegal traffic with Florida as the objective.
was estimated that as many as 170,000 aliens bate that followed, the Japanese Ambassador,
wore being smuggled into the country annually. Hanihara, in a letter to the State Department,
In 1924 the immigration service
inaugurated the asked that Japan be given the opportunity to
bolder patrol to combat this situation. Patrols arrange the matter by treaty and called attention
were divided into 1 1 districts scattered along the to the possibility of "grave tJonHequenees" if the
Northern and Southern borders. An idea of the Japanese were subjected to the indignity of such
cffectivencHti of this service may be gained from discrimination.
His letter aroused much criticthe fact that during 1927-28, there were appre- ism, and wa ntylcd an attempt to intimidate and
hended 25,534 persons seeking unlawful entry to dictate legislation on a domestic matter. Coninto the country of whom 18,000 were wmuggled trary to the advice of Secretary Hughes that
aliens and 330 were smugglers of alieiw. The Japan be placed on the quota basis, the lull was
Secretary of Labor (Mr. Davis) during the period
paswed by the Senate by a vote of 70 to
The House had previously passed the bill by
besought Congress to pass legislation for the rickly
registration of aliens as the only complete method a vote of 370 to 71. All Japanese, except minisof coping with the situation.
The measure was ters, members of the learned professions and artn,
strenuously combatted on the score that it would and students, with their wivea and children, were
mean unnecessary bureaucratic surveillance. barred. President Coolidge favored the genera}
f

;
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principle of exclusion but recommended a delay
March, 1925, to arrange the matter by treaty
with Japan, if possible. Congress, however, refused by a large majority to accept this recommendation, and the President, moved by other
considerations, gave the bill his signature as it
It was pointed out that Japan
originally stood.
was willing to cooperate in excluding any or all
of her citizens and desired only that it be by a
law putting her on a par with other nations or
by a treaty. Perhaps the most convincing argument against the clause was the claim that it was
till

unnecessary. Secretary Hughes had advocated
that the Japanese be included in the 2 per cent
quoto provision, calling attention to the fact that
the entailed admission of 250 immigrants a year
was virtual exclusion. The President, in favor
of settlement of exclusion by treaty, styled the

measure "unnecessary and deplorable." There
was much comment on the fact that in so vital
a matter, affecting sensibly the general attitude
of Japan toward the United States, the definitely
expressed opinion of the President and Department of State could be overridden by a Congress
without party control. The wiser counsels
(though unheeded) of the President and the
Secretary of State were borne out by subsequent
events. During the year 1927-28, for example,
2957 more Japanese left the country than had
entered it, and the decrease in the Chinese for the
same year, as a result of heavier emigration, was
stated at 1361. See RACE PROBLEMS, UNITED
STATES.
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ISH EMPIRE.

IMPRESSIONISM.
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See PAINTING;
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and Music.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

See ELECTRIC

LIGHTING.

INCE, THOMAS HARPER

(1880-1924).

An

American moving-picture director, born at Newport, R. I., and educated in the public schools.
He was for several years an actor under Charles
Frohman. In 1909 he was appointed general
director of the New York Motion Picture Corporation and was later president of the Thomas
H. Ince Studios and other companies. He directed

many

successful pictures.

INCHCAPE

OF STJBATHNAVER, JAMES LYLE

MACKAY, FIRST EARL (1852-

).

A

British

born at Arbroath, Forfarshire, and
educated at Arbroath and Elgin. Going to India
in 1874, he was a member of the legislative
council of the Viceroy (1891-93) and of the
Council of India (1897-1911). As the King's
special commissioner, he signed a commercial
treaty with China in 1902. During the World
War, he served on committees for imperial deindustrialist,

fence, food production,

and port facilities. He
Government in the sale of
its standard
ships (1919), the 418 ex-enemy
ships allotted to Great Britain by the Peace
Treaty (1920-21), the Mesopotamian war craft
(1920), and vessels taken during the War as
(1921-23 and 1927). In 1921-22 he
prizes
served as a member of the Geddes National
Economy Committee and in 1922-23 as chairman
of the Indian Retrenchment Committee. When
his daughter, Elsie Mackay, lost her life in an
attempt to fly across the Atlantic, he gave her
$2,500,000 estate to the Empire as a memorial.
He was created a baron in 1911, a viscount in
1924, and an earl in 1929.
INCOME TAX. See TAXATION IN TEE
UNITED STATES,

was broker

for the

INDIA
INDEX NUMBER. See

THE UNITED STATES.
INDIA. The peninsula

COST OF LIVING IN
of

Hindustan and

the regions to the North, including all those
territories governed directly and indirectly by
the
British.
Total
area,
1,805,332
square
miles; total population in 1911, 315,156,396; in
1921, 318,942,480; gain in population for the
decade, 1.2 per cent. Of the British provinces,
losses for the decade 1911-21 were shown by
Bihar and Orissa, Bombay, Berar, and the
United Provinces of Agra and Oudah. Among
the native states and agencies, the following declined:
Central India Agency, Hyderabad, Kajputana Agency, and the United Provinces States.
The heavy ravages of famine, the plague, and
other diseases accpunted for the population's
remaining almost stationary. In 1919, for example, births were 30.24 per 1000 to 35.87
deaths; for 1920, births were 33 per 1000 and
deaths were 30.8. The 1918 losses of population
as a result of harvest failures and the influenza
epidemic were among the severest recorded.
The death rate in that year mounted past 02
per cent per 1000. Populations of the largest
cities in 1921 were (1911 figure in parentheCalcutta, with suburbs, 1,327,547 (1,222,Bombay, 1,175,914 (979,445); Madras,
520,911 (511,660); Hyderabad, 404,187 (500,623); Rangoon, 341,962 (203,316); Delhi, the
winter capital, 304,420 (232,837). By religions,
the population in 1921 was divided as follows
(1911 figure in parentheses): Hindus, 216,734,586 (217,586,900); Sikhs, 3,238,803 (3,014,406);
MohamBuddhists, 11,571,268
(10,721,449);
medans, 68,735,233
(66,623,412);
Christians,
4,754,079 (3,876,196); Animists, 9,774,661 (10,295,168).
Education. The 1921 census indicated that
in spite of recent educational progress, the total
ses)

:

313);

In Bengal, the
illiteracy remained enormous.
most advanced of the provinces, 43,000,000 out
of the total 47,000,000 were classed as wholly
illiterate.
Only some 500,000 of the women of
Bengal might be classed as literate. The increase in education may be seen from the fact
that in 1919-20, in a total of 202,981 institutions, there were in attendance in British India
7,612,839 (1,306,711 of these female), as compared with 6,128,725 (875,660 female) in 1912.
The cost of maintenance of educational institutions

in

1913-14 was

6,696,585; 1919-20,
well-attended colleges and
seemed strangely out of place
in a system where primary education was so
largely neglected. This feature is one of the
leading preoccupations of the administration
during recent years, with the result that more
attention is being applied toward reaching the
masses. University supervision over the
colleges
is exercised by the six universities of
Calcutta,
Madras, Bombay, the Punjab, Allahabad, and
Patna (established in 1917) ; the three residential universities of Dacca, Lucknow, and Hangoon; the two denominational universities at
Benares (Hindu, established 1917) and Aligarh
(Moslem) ; and the two universities in Indian
states at Mysore (established 1916) and Hyderabad.

The
14,889,696.
secondary schools

Agriculture.

India

is

primarily

an

agri-

country. The monsoon, which 'lasts
from June to September, is the chief controlling
factor in crop production. The
crops harvested
(around "February)' are
during the winter
rice, sugarcane, castor beans, and groundnuts.
cultural

'
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Wheat, rape, and mustard are gathered in the
spring and sesame is harvested in the fall. There
are two crops of cotton, one in April and one in
In 1027 India enjoyed the sixth succesIn the British Provinces
in 1925-26, there were 304,811,000 acres of arable
land (43 per cent of the total)
1,471,000 acres
of trees, shrubs, and bushes; 86,934,000 acres of
October.

sive favorable monsoon.

;

forest; 151,809,000 acres of uncultivated productive land; and 150,187,000 acres of unproductive land.
In 1920 in the same provinces, there

were 120,353,000

cattle, 30,480,000 buffaloes, 23,201,000 sheep, 39,295,000 goats, 1,684,000 horses,
and 1,478,000 mules and asses. In the Indian
states in 1925 were 28,821,000 cattle, 7,433,000

and 11,248,000 goats.
The cooperative movement in India is making

buffaloes, 13,591,000 sheep,

comparatively rapid progress. At the end of
1926-27, there were in India 89,071 societies with
a membership of 3,422,000, and a total capital
of 679,400,000 rupees.

CROPS: ABBA, PRODUCTION, AND YIELD PER

ACRE

(Including Indian States)

INDIA

281,113,909 imperial gallons. Mica production:
1914, 4,537,000 pounds; 1921, 3,639,000; 1927,
2,043,394.
Progress was thus inconsiderable.
The average number of workers in the mines was
250,000, of which, in 1921, 65,786 men, 42,000
women, and 1171 children were engaged in the
collieries.
Legislation affecting mine workers
prohibited the employ of children in the mines;
fixed the maximum hours of labor at 54 hours
a week; and gave the government power to regulate the conditions of women employed underground. In 1927 the average number of workers
in the coal-mining industry was 180,532, with
an output per capita of 122 tons.
Manufacturing. The weaving of cotton
cloths continues the most important single industry and shows increases, too; the production of cotton cloth mounted from 1,104,292,000
yards in 1913-14 to 1,954,460,667 yards in 1926.
Similarly, the manufacture of gunny bags and
jute cloth rose from 487,848,000 bags and
447,309,000 yards of jute cloth (1914) to 500,000,000 bags and 1,482,107,000 yards of jute
cloth (1926). The impetus that the World War
gave to industry in India by cutting off the foreign sources of supply, and the encouragement accorded to industrialization by the existence of
such large stocks of raw materials, were immediately perceptible. From 1917 to 1922, rice
mills increased 12 per cent, engineering works
30 per cent, woolen mills 50 per cent, sugar factories 37 per cent, and flour mills 25 per cent.
In all, the 4939 establishments of 1917 increased
to 6140 in 1922; 1,252,606 workers* of 1917 increased to 1,367,136 in 1922. The increased
capitalization of joint-stock companies reflected

6

d
*

Not including Indian

States.

Unit, long Ion.
Incomplete.

Unit, pound.

The following comparative figures
reveal the state of the mining industry over the
period under discussion. Coal production: 1914,
17,565,000 tons; 1922, 19,010,986 tons; 1927, 22,082,330 tons. Gold production: 1913, 595,761
troy ounces; 11)27, 384,272 troy ounces. Silver
production: 1914, 236,440 fine ounces; 1921, 3,587,587 fine ounces; 1927, 6,024,806 fine ounces.
Iron ore production: 1914, 441,674 tons; 1921,
942,084 tons; 1927, 1,840,735 tons. Manganese
production: 1914, 622,808 tons; 1921, 679,286
tons; 1927, 1,129,353 tons. Petroleum production: 1914, 250,342,710 imperial gallons; 1927,

Mining.

* Including currency notes since 1922-23.

the trend toward industrialization. The total
paid-up capital of such companies increased from
750,000,000 rupees in 1913 to 2,770,319,000 in
1927. It ia becoming evident that with encouragement of trade unionism, readjustment of
wages, decreased cost of living, better housing
conditions, and increasing interest in technical
education, the status of labor is taking on an
optimistic cast.
Commerce. During the World War, it did
not take long for India to become readjusted to
the new conditions. The insistent demand for
foodstuffs, cotton materials, bagging, and hides
from the Allies immediately put Indian raw materials at a premium.
But for the depression of
1921, India's commercial activity showed an unbroken advance as is evidenced by the accompanying table.
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Railway line on Mar. 31,
amounted to 39,711 miles, of which 28,426
miles were Imperial State lines, and 4988 miles
belonged to Indian States, and the remainder to
Transportation.

1928,

private companies. Additions to the lines totaled 871 miles in 1927-28 and several important
new lines were commenced. Construction of
7000 miles during the five years ending Mar.
31, 1932, is planned.

000,000 rupees, so that the estimated national
debt amounted to 9,755,400,000 rupees on Mar.
31, 1927, as against 4,110,000,000 rupees in
1914. It should be noted, however, that 310,000,000 rupees of the annual deficit were covered by the inflation of the currency. Total
revenues for 1913-14 for imperial and provincial
governments, with the rupee rated at 15 to 1,

were
82,895,000.
85,207,000;
expenditures,
Revenues for 1922-23 for the imperial government alone, with the rupee rated at 10 to 1,
were
142,391,000.
133,228,000; expenditures,
By the devolution rules, the following heads of
revenue were allocated to the central government: opium, salt, customs, income tax, tributes, post office and telegraph, railways, mint,
military services; the following to the provincial governments: land revenue, stamps, excise, forest, registration, irrigation, and civil
Provincial governments were re-

departments.
quired to pay annual contributions to the central government.
For the years 1924 to 1929, India's finances
have prospered. Budget deficits have been turned
a

Including

miscellaneous

receipts

not

shown

sep-

arately.

into surpluses, provincial contributions have been
abolished, the cotton excise duty lias been re-

moved, and the rupee has

.been stabilized.

With

ENTRANCES AND CLEARANCES OF VESSELS IN FOREIGN TRADE
Clearances

Entrances

Item

Number

of vessels

191314

192425

4,294

3,932

192526

1926-

191314

1924-

1925- 192626
27

3,783

3,682

4,323

25
4,090

8,302
7,103
1,199

8,345
6,982
1,363

8,762
8,252

9,042
8,590

8,834
8,181

510

452

653

27

3,840

3,756
8,694
7,890
804

Capacity (1000 net registered tons):
Total

With cargo
In

ballast

8,624
6,785
1,839

8,614
6,989
1,625

Finance. Beginning with 1921, a policy of
devolution was applied to the Indian budget
whereby the provincial revenues and expenditures were separated from the central government accounts. Incidentally, the budget of
1921-22 was the first submitted to the Legis-

the improved situation, India is now looking
forward to greater expenditures in national development. The revised budget of 1926-27
estimated a surplus of 29,600,000 rupees and the
estimates for 1928-29 anticipated a surplus of
20,300,000 rupees. The public debt which in-

Remitted for 1927-28.
Including 63,807,000 rupees transferred to reserve.
Stores and manufacture suspense balance transferred from capital expenditures met from revenue to
capital expenditures not charged to revenue.
* Conversion, rates:
1918-14, $0.3257; 1924-25, $0.3317; 1925-26, $0.3651; 1927-28, $0.3633 (calendar
i

lative Assembly.
Strenuous measures to check
the advancing expenditures, the chief 'concern of
Indian financing for the five years, 1919-24,

were of no

The annual

avail, for deficits steadily mounted,
deficits of the period totaled 1,000,-

-

creased rapidly from 1919-20 to 1923-24 has
since increased relatively little.
Immigration. In 1910 it was announced by
the Indian government that the policy of providing for the eventual abolition of indentured

INDIA
labor

in

Jamaica,

Dutch Guiana, and

Trinidad,

British

Guiana,

had been accepted by
the Secretary of State for India. The system,
which had been inaugurated in 1842 and had
been pressed by licensed agents, had led to annual migrations of 10,000 coolies, on an average,
for work under contract. The permanent setFiji,

tlement of these coolies in Africa, in particular,
led to vexing internal problems.
(See
KENYA; SOUTH AFRICA, UNION OF.) The result had been the prohibition of such emigrations to Natal and Mauritius (1910) and then
(1917) to the areas cited above. The decision
to put an end to this system wa's received with
approval by the Indians, who had always regaidod contract labor as a form of slavery.
Government. In 1919, in order to hasten a
more effective native participation in Indian
u (fairs, the Government of India Act was passed,
effective for 1919-29.
It was based on the report formulated by the Secretary of State for
India, Mr. Montagu, and by Lord Chclmsford,
the Viceroy. The keynote of the report was
the recommendation of a progressive movement
toward responsible government founded on a
native ministry. With this as its purpose, the
Act incorporated the idea of a dual form of
government for the major provinces, i.e., the
Piesidencies of Madras, Bombay, and Bengal;
the United Provinces, the Punjab, Bihar, Crissa; and the Central Provinces, Assam, and
Burma. This system, called "dyarchy," consists o'f the division of provincial matters into
two groups, viz., "reserved subjects" over which
the governor-in-council of the province retains
control, and "transferred subjects" over which
the provincial ministry is the final arbiter. The
transferred subjects include local self-government, medical administration, public health and
sanitation, education, public works, agriculture,

had

cooperative societies, excise, registraadulteration, weights and measures, and
religious and charitable endowments. The #ovcrnor-in-couucil was in charge of the reserved
subjects ; the governor and a responsible ministry
wore in charge of tho transferred subjects. The
purse for both branches was held in common, and
definite sources of revenues were assigned the
provinces (see above, Finance). Responsible government was assured by making the provincial
ministers, appointed by the governor of each
province, answerable to the provincial legislative
council, at least 70 per cent of whoso members
were to be elected. Kepresenta/tion by special interests was provided for; the franchise was extended, and in Madras (by statute) and in
Burma, women were given the ballot. For example, of Bengal's 130 members, 113 were elected,
20 were nominated officials, and 6 were nominated
fisheries,

tion,

non-officials representing special interests.

The

governor's powers remained large; he was permitted to withdraw from consideration or to
pass over tho heads of the council any legislation which ho considered jeopardizing the tranquillity or safety of his province. Incidentally,
he was the focal point to which the affairs of

the

executive council,

the legislative

council,

and the larger concerns of the central government radiated.
Responsible government was not the rule of the
'

central government. In place of the unicameral
House, there was the two-chamber Legislature,

made up
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of the Council of State and 'the Legislative Assembly. The Council of State consists of 60 members, only 29 Of whom were to

nominated members. The Legislature Assembly was to be made up of 144 members, of
whom only 26 of the 41 nominated members
could be officials; the other 103 were elective.
The Governor General, or Viceroy, was not a
member of the Legislature, but for the direction
of affairs, he was to have to aid him an Executive Council consisting, in 1023, of 8 members.
The Governor General had the power of enactbe

ing legisation, subject to the approval of Parliament, and of vetoing legislation that affected
the tranquillity or safety of the country. Within clearly defined limitations, the animal budget
was to be submitted to the Legislative Assembly
and Council of State for their approval, though
the Governor General might certify iiny item in
the budget, or even the whole of it. The Act of
1919 also provided for the appointment of a high
commissioner for India resident in London. For
the visit of tho Simon Commission to India in
1928-29, see below, under History.

History. The outbreak of the World Waifound India tranquil. The pledges of loyalty and
the offers of money and munitions which poured
in reassured the home government that any effort
in the war prosecution would not meet with an
organized opposition. The result was that India Was stripped of its internal defenses to a
remarkable degree, so that men and war materials might be dispatched to the theatres of
war. By 1916 upward of 300,000 men, both
British and natives, had left tho country. Indian contingents saw service in France, Egypt,
East Africa, Gallipoli, and Mesopotamia. Thu
campaign in Mcsopotami was under the exclusive control of the Indian government.
Even
the entry of Turkey into the War failed to stir
up any considerable discontent. Recruiting
was pushed vigorously; a war munitions board
controlled the output of materials
and a loan
of
100,000,000 was floated for the aid of tho
Empire. The active measures takon by tho
government in the regulation of priwK and exports and the increased prosperity \vhiuh came
to the population from the wale of raw materials served further to assure tranquillity.
Lord Hardinge was followed by Lord Chelmsford as Viceroy in 1910. The latter s ad;

'

J

was confronted by an awakened
nationalistic sentiment taking on greater
proportions as the War progressed, and echoed in
a growing regressive policy on the part of the
Indian government. Under the lead of the National Congress and the Moslem League, the demand for Indian Home Rule became widespread,
ministration

lu 101 G the proposals formulated at the meeting
two organisations at Lucknow became
the. official statement of policy of the dissidents
'and received wide currency as the agitation
continued. Unfortunate official tactics* added
Mrs. Annie Besant was in
fuel to the flames.
1917 compelled by tho Madras government to
quit the city and confine her activities to certain
of the

delimited areas. It became increasingly necessary for the home Government to make a clearcut pronouncement of its policy as Lord Chclmaford's position

became more

diflieult.

In 1017, Edwin Baimiel Montagu, who had just
come to the Indian Office after the resignation
of Austen Chamberlain, realizing tlie changed
state of affairs in India, as well aw tho new attitude toward the country in the whole Km pi re,
made a declaration promising radical reforms.
The chief point of his statement was that an Increasing measure of self-government for India,

was
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held extended hearings in India, resulting in
the Montagu-Chelmsford Report. The findings
be
set forth the proposal that
self-government^
tried just in the major provinces under a limited scheme, and that, for the whole of India,
complete home rule was as yet inadvisable because of the dissimilar elements in the population and the general uupreparedness. Some
moderate elements in the Indian population expressed their approval, but their attitude was
overshadowed by the pronounced disappointment and indignation of the thoroughly conscious Indian Nationalists, who regarded the
reforms as utterly inadequate. On
proposed
Sept. 1, 1918, the Indian National Congress at
Bombay unanimously rejected the reforms.
Counter-proposals demanded the extension of
the dual government idea to the central government of India and the abolition of the Council
of State. Other resolutions passed called for
a guarantee of full responsible government within 15 years, equal rights for women, and a
large proportion of native Indians in the civil
service.
Meanwhile, the suggestions embodied
in the report had been incorporated in the Gpvernment of India Bill, which passed the British
Parliament in December, 1919. See above,

Government.
India's

war

effort

may
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In the winter of 1917 and into
1018, Montagu, together with Lord Chelmsford,

inevitable.

be summarized here.

In men, India had contributed upward of 1,250,000 recruits, of whom some 30,000 had died
overseas as a result of wounds and disease. A
loan of 100,000,000 had been guaranteed. India had been the sole source of supply for the
operations in India, Mesopotamia, and Egypt
in respect to a great variety of commodities,
including butter, oatmeal, tinned beef, mutton, biscuits, boots, wearing apparel, as well as
1500 miles of railway, 4500 vehicles, and 250
engines. Strong measures in 1918 had prevented
an invasion of India from the North after the
collapse of Russia, and the friendly relations
with Afghanistan had kept that country well
disposed during the War. In all, considering
the usual poverty of the great proportion of
India's population, the effort had been extraordinary. No doubt the following unrest was engendered by the after-effects of the War.
The years immediately following the War saw
increasing disorder. Matters were brought to
a head in March, 1919, by the passage of file untimely anti-sedition Rowlatt Acts giving the
Governor General extraordinary powers in acting
against revolutionary suspects. They created a
furore. Indian leaders universally condemned

them and the Indian National Congress denounced them and passed resolutions of a radical
tenor, including a demand for self-determination
and the appointment of a commission comprising

Tilak, Gandhi, and Hassan Imam to put the
Indian case before the Peace Conference. As a
result of the activities of M. K. Gandhi, the Passive Resistance League was formed at Bombay.

The movement quickly spread through northern
India and frequent disturbances followed, with
rioting and fighting at Delhi, Amritsar, and otjier
Martial law was declared over the displaces.
trict of Lahore, from April to June.
The nowadmitted intemperance of the British in supthese
disorders
and
such
incidents
as the
pressing
arrest of Gandhi further inflamed the populace.
On Apr. 13, 1919, an outbreak which reached
tragic proportions occurred at Amriijsar. As a

result of the zeal of General Dyer, British soldiers
fired on a meeting' of unarmed Indians, with the
result that 400 were killed and at least 1000

See GANDHI, M. K.
were rendered more serious by the
outbreak of the Afghan War, following the
accession of the Amir Amanulla, who attempted
to surprise the Indian Army by moving his troops
into the Khyber Pass, but was checkmated by a
hasty mobilization. The Capture of Dacca arid
the bombing of Kabul and Jalalabad brought
him to terms and a treaty was signed in August,
1919.
The Waziristan campaign against neigh-

wounded.
Affairs

boring tribes, however, was not concluded until
May, 1920. The cost of these two operations
was 15,000,000. Meanwhile in India, the Nationalistic agitation continued. Late in 1919
Gandhi inaugurated a "noncoBperation" movement which received the approval of the Indian
National Congress in 1920. Boycotts against
the courts by lawyers, against the legislative
councils by public men, against foreign imports
by consumers, against educational institutions
by students, became the rule. The hostility was
reflected in

England where Montagu was sevcrly

attacked in the House of Commons and General
Dyer was penalized by retirement and a vote
of censure.

The anti-Mohammedan character of the Treaty
of Sevres was responsible for serious disorders in
southern India, rioting in Malabar being frequent
throughout 1921. The influence of Gandhi
showed no signs of weakening. His "civil disobedience" policy, marked by a refusal to pay
taxes and to cooperate with the Government, was
approved by the Indian National Congress of
1921, which discountenanced a policy of violent
resistance. The boycott of English cotton goods,
When the Prince
etc., spread over the country.
of Wales visited India in November, 1921, rioting
occurred all along his route. Among the
Liberals in England, the methods employed by
the British -government in putting down these
outbreaks aroused unsparing criticism, and quite
evidently the policy enlisted only a reluctant
consent from Montagu and Lord Heading, the
new Viceroy. Montagu, finally, was asked to
resign following his publication of a dispatcli
from the Indian government setting forth
Moslem objections to the Treaty of Sevres.
In spite of Gandhi's protests, Indian resistance
frequently took the form of violence, tax collectors particularly being subjected to indignities.
On Feb. 9, 1922, the Government took the ummary step of ordering Gandhi's arrest on the
charge of sedition. After a brief hearing, he was
found guilty and sentenced to prison for six
years. For the moment, this act only strengthened the resolve of the Nationalists, who, late in
1922, formally rejected the proposal to seek
seats in the Legislative Assembly; but it became increasingly evident in 1923 that noncoSperation was doomed. The boycott waa a failure,
and Gandhi himself advised the Indian National
Congress meeting at Delhi in September, 1023,
to abandon, it, and to relinquish noncoSperation
at least temporarily and contest seats in the
national and provincial assemblies. In the elections for the second Legislative Assembly late
in 1923 the Swaraj Party headed
by Das announced a programme of obstructionist tactics
in their participation in the
government, and
secured. 50 out of the 145 seats, as well as a
preponderating majority in the Central Provinces.
Disorders did not abate. They were, however,
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due to other antagonisms as well as the resistance to British rule. Communism was gaining
a sure foothold in India, as indicated by the
Government's energy in dealing with suspects,
while the perennial Hindu-Moslem feud broke
out frequently in open fighting.
In July, 1923, the last session of the first
Legislative Assembly closed. Its initial steps
had been taken with so much caution that doubt
was expressed in British circles as to whether
its work was of a nature to justify its existence.
The rise of the Labor Party to power in Great

Britain did not materially affect the situation.
True, Gandhi was released, on Feb. 4, 1924, because of illness, and Sir Sidney Oliver, appointed
to the Indian Office, was a champion of equal
rights; but the British Labor government proceeded to reject the native Assembly's demand
for a round-table conference on home rule, and
point was given to this general attitude when
.Ramsay MacDonald issued a warning against
the entertainment of too sanguine hopes. Hostility thus became general and outspoken once
more. On March 17, the Swaraj majority rejected the Government's budget in the Legislative Assembly, which had convened January 31;
three days later, in spite of the recurrence of
disorders, the Assembly voted to deprive the
Government of summary power. The only answer the British government could give to all
this was the appointment of a commission to
consider defects in the Government of India
Act of 1919, and not a wholesale revision.
The committee reported early in 1925 that
tire time was not yet opportune to consider constitutional changes. While the Nationalist agitation was passing through these various phases,
the Communist menace continued to be more and
more in evidence. In 1924 the Government discovered what appeared to be a
widespread
revolutionary conspiracy, especially prominent
in Bengal, and special powers were given to the

Bengal government to deal with it. When on
Dec. 24, 1924, tlie executive committee of the
Indian National Congress accepted Gandhi's
advice to abandon the noucooperation movement,
the beginning of the end of that line of tactics
was seen. It may be considered as having come
definitely to a close in 1925 when the Council
of the Swaraj Party, to which the centre of gravity of Indian resistance had gradually shifted,
announced that under certain conditions it was
willing to work with the Government if a Dominion status should be granted to India by Great
Britain.

In June, 1925, the Swarajist leader, 0, K. Das,
died and his party position in the Legislature
was taken by Pandit Motilal Nehru. With
Gandhi in retirement, a period of comparative
political quiet ensued in. India, broken chiefly by
ever-recurring religious riots. In the spring and
summer of 1020, they were especially frequent
and resulted in the death of more than. 100 persons.
Both the Indian Nationalists and the
British authorities endeavored to bring the opLord Irwin,
posing- religious bodies together.
who succeeded Lord Reading as Viceroy in April,
1926, continually urged the importance of harmony between them if the country expected to
assume greater control of its own affairs. The
elections hold in December, 1926, further confirmed the decline of Nationalist feeling, as the
Swarajists lost 9 of their 46 seats in the Legislature.
However, the extremists controlled the
meeting of the Indian Congress at the close of
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the year at which a favorable attitude toward
noncooperation measures was taken.
It was the continuance of the tense religious
antagonism, according to report, which induced
the British government, toward the close of
1927, to take the important step of appointing a
commission to investigate the whole subject of
the government of British India. This anticipated by two years the action provided for in the
Government of India Act of 1919, under which
a 10-year experiment was to be carried on in
gradual transfer of governmental functions
from British to Indian shoulders. The commission appointed was a distinguished one, headed
by Sir John Simon. When its personnel was
announced in November, the fires of nationalism
blazed up hotly again in India because of the
fact that no Indian representatives were included
on the commission. The British government,
however, had provided for systematic cooperation
in the investigation by committees of the national
and provincial legislatures of India, and for a

hearing of the presentation of the Indian
by a parliamentary joint committee before
any action on the report should be taken.
These provisions were deemed inadequate by
the Nationalists in India. A wave of opposition
swept over the country and in December the
Indian National Congress proclaimed a boycott
on the Simon Commission and took its stand for
full independence for India.
At this Congress
and elsewhere, renewed efforts were also put
forth to obtain greater Hindu-Moslem unity, but
with no great success. The Moslems, greatly
in the minority in the country, held back from
the Nationalist movement because of the fear
of oppression by the Hindus under a Hystem of
self-government, and in general supported the
British authorities and opposed the boycott of the
Simon Commission.
Tho year 1927 was marked by further refull

case

ligious rioting.

The Simou Commission made a

preliminary visit to India in February, 192B,
returning to England April 7. Its presence
served to accentuate the opposition which had
flamed up on the announcement of its appointment, and the hostility found expression in
strikes and riots, in the refusal of the Legislative
Assembly to cooperate in the investigation, and
in a general increase in popular resllessnoHS,
fn
October, the commission returned to India and
entered in earnest on its work of touring the
country and taking evidence* While it received
the help of committees of practically all the
the strong reaction
legislatures,
provincial
against it throughout the country continued to
be pronounced, and waa reflected, among other
things, in the unhelpful attitude of tlie National
Legislature on other matters than the work of the
commission. On September 24, the Govonimont'it
much desired bill to permit the deportation of
alien Communittts or other dangerous agitators*
was lost when the President of the Aftsemldy
broke a tie vote by casting his ballot against the
bill on the ground that it was unnecessary.

Communist agitation, nevertheless, had become
particularly troublesome. JExtendod labor difficulties also marked the summer of 1028, particularly in the textile industry in Bombay, -where
a strike lasting from April to October slowed
down the city's whole industrial life, and alno
in the steel industry and in railway activities.
Toward the close of 1928, two important conferences took action bearing on the home-rule
question. Jn December, tlie annual nutting of
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the National Congress fully indorsed the report
of the Nehru committee, which in May, at a conference in Bombay of representatives of many
parties, had drawn up a proposed Constitution
for India providing among other things for a
Dominion status for the country. At this December meeting, a resolution offered by Mahatma
Gandhi was adopted stating that unless the Nehru
Constitution should be put in force before the
end of 1929, the noncooperation movement, including nonpayment of taxes, would again be revived. An important All-India Moslem conference also met in December for the purpose of
formulating a political programme for the protection of the rights of the Moslems of India.
It declared for a federal system for India and
for various safeguards of Moslem minorities,
and resolved to oppose any constitution which
did not incorporate these provisions.
While the Simon Commission was at work,
a special committee presided over by Sir Harcourt Butler was also busy with an important
collateral inquiry into the relations between the
British government and the larger number of
native states which maintain a semi-independent
status under their own rulers. Comprising about
one-fifth of the population of India, these states
are bound to the Empire by ties defined in various
treaties.
They are represented in a Chamber of
Princes, which, has only conference powers but
serves as a voice for their common interests. In
February, 1929, this Chamber declared unanimously against any form of government for India
which would dissolve the British connection. In
May, a conference of representatives of subjects
of these native states declared for a unified
federal government for all India, a proposal to
rulers themselves are cold. The Butler
which^the*
committee, however, had already reported on
April 17, stating that it could find no practicable
method for bringing the native states and British
India together in a federated commonwealth, and
that two Indias must continue to be recognized.
The first part of 1929 was a period of great
agitation in India in which all the chief causes
of unrest had a part. Communist propaganda
increased to such an extent that the Government
felt it necessary to make a hundred arrests for
sedition in the principal cities. The Government
also introduced into the National Legislature
the Anti-Communist Bill which. had been defeated
in the year before, with a further provision permitting the seizure of funds brought into the
country for Communist propaganda purposes.
While this bill was being debated, on April 8,
with Sir John Simon present, two bombs were
exploded among the Government members, while
Communist leaflets were dropped from the balcony. Several members were injured. Four days
later the Viceroy passed the bill by ordinance.
In February, religious warfare again broke out in

Bombay, where several hundred people were reported killed, and the rioting spread over the
whole land. Mahatma Gandhi again led a movement against the use of British cloth, and although he was arrested and fined, the movement
went on with various damaging results. The Simon Commission returned to England in April
and its report was awaited with the keenest interest.

INDIANA. The thirty-seventh State in size
(36,354 square miles) and the eleventh in population; capital, Indianapolis. The population
increased from 2,700,876 in 1910 to 2,030,390 in
1920, a gain of 8.5 per cent; estimated popular
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The white population rose
2,639,961
(1910) to 2,849,071 (1920);
Negro, from 60,320 to 80,810; native white, from
2,480,639 to 2,698,203. Foreign-born whites decreased in number from 159,322 to 150,868. The
urban population mounted from 1,143,835 in
1910 to 1,482,855 in 1920; the rural fell from
1,557,041 to 1,447,535. The principal cities grew
as follows: Indianapolis (q.v.), 233,650 to 314,194; Fort Wayne, 63,933 to 86,549; Evansville,
69,647 to 85,264; South Bend, 53,684 to 70,983.
Agriculture. Indiana is one of the chief
agricultural States and general conditions in the
years since the War have reflected fluctuations
in the local production and prices of the chief
tion, 1928, 3,176,000.

from

products, particularly grains. For a full discussion of this general situation, see AGRICULTURE, CORN, WHEAT, OATS, etc.
The rural population declined from 65.7 per
cent in 1900 to 57.6 per cent in 1910 and to 49.4
per cent in 1920. The number of farms decreased 4.5 per cent, or from 205,126 in 1920 to
195,786 in 1925; the total acreage in farms
from 21,063,332 in 1920 to 19,915,120 in 1925.
The improved land in farms embraced 16,680,212 acres in 1920; crop land acreage in 1925
was 11,981,079. The total value of farm property rose from $1,809,135,238 in 1910 to $3,042,311,247 in 1920, but declined to $1,931,742,483
in 1925; the average value per farm was (1910)
$9867.
$8396;
(1920)
$14,831; and
(1925)
Prices of farm land increased greatly, stimulated by war-time prices for products. In interpreting these values, the inflation of the currency
incident to the World War is to be taken into
consideration. The percentage of land in farms
decreased from 92.3 in 1910 to 91.3 in 1920. Of
the farms in 1925, 137,429 were operated by
owners; 1268, by managers; and 57,089, by
tenants. The comparative figures for 1910 are
148,501, 2297, and 64,687. White farmers in
1920 numbered 204,554, compared with 214,680
in 1910; colored farmers, 572, compared with
805. The farms reported as under mortgage in
1920 numbered 51,474; in 1925, 49,960. The
total number of cattle in 1920 was 1,540,095; in
1925, 1,281,810. Dairy cows numbered 946,401
in 1920, 596,379 in 1925; swine, 3,613,906
1920 and 2,939,074 in 1925; sheep, 643,889 in
1920 and 595,461 in 1925. The estimated production of the principal farm crops in ] 928 was :
Corn, 161,322,000 bushels; wheat, 9,590,000; oats,
93,684,000; rye, 946,000; potatoes, 6,649,000;
tobacco, 11,234,000 pounds; and hay, 2,504,000
tons.
Comparative figures for 1913 are: Corn,
176,400,000 bushels; wheat, 39,775,000; oats,
36,380,000; rye, 1,566,000; potatoes, 3,975,000;
tobacco, 11,925,000 pounds; and hay, 1,800,000
tons.

Mining. Indiana ranked eleventh among the
States in the value of its mineral products in
1927. These are almost entirely nonmetallic;
in the order of their value, they are coal, cement,
There is also a large
stone, and clay products.
quantity of petroleum. During the period starting with 1914, coal production showed considerable fluctuation, indicated by the following
comparative values: In 1914, 16,641,132 short
tons, valued at $18,290,928; 1917, 26,539,329 at
$52,940,106; 1918, 30,678,634 at $70,384,601;
1919,20,912,288 at $46,345,750; 1920, 29,350,585
at $92,867,000; 1921, 20,319,509 at $52,269,000;
1926, 23,186,006, at $45,889,000; in 1927, 17,935,758, at $36,381,000; and 1928, 16,378,580, at
$29,212,000. The production in 1922 and again
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in 1927 showed a decrease, due chiefly to protracted coal-miners' strikes in the Middle West.
Cement ranged from 9,595,923 barrels in 1914
to 10,050,433 in 1916 and 5,291,851 in 1918.
The value of clay products showed a considerable
change, largely the result of the fluctuating purchasing power of money,, and the consequent
shifts of prices during the period.
The value
in 1914 was $7,655,285; in 1920, $15,494,795; in
1921; $11,199,024 in'l926, $18,747,825. The output of stone increased in value from $4,136,132
in 1914 to $22,797,189. Petroleum production
during the period varied from 1,335,456 barrels
in 1914 to 769,036 in 191G; 1,158,000 in 1921;
1,087,000 in 1922; and 852,000 in 1927. In addition to the minerals noted above, the State
produces coke, sand and gravel, and pig iron.
The limestone produced for construction in 1928
amounted to 14,520,060 cubic feet valued at $17,700,022. The total value of the mineral production in 1926 was $118,692,304; compared with
$146,736,294 in 1920; $82,270,784 in 1919; $96,558,784 in 1918, and $42,804,267 in 1914.

Manufactures. Indiana is an important
manufacturing State. It has_ 31 cities with a
population over 10,000, and six of these, "Evansville, Fort Wayne, Gary, Indianapolis, South
Bend, and Terre Haute, have 50,000 or more.
Of these cities, 29, with a combined population
of 37.8 per cent of the total for the State, in
1919 had 62.5 per cent of the value of the manu-

factured products. There were 7969 manufacturing establish ments in the State in 1909;
7916 in 1919;; 4762 in 1925; and 4726 in 1927.
Wage earners engaged in manufactories numbered 277,580 in 1919, 280,633 in 1925, and 280,717 in 1927. The capital invested in 1909 was
$508,717,197; in 3919, $1,335,714,103. The value
of the products in 1909 was $579,075,046; in
1919,

$1,898,753,387;

in

1925,

$2,125,382,017;

and

in 1927, $2,153,479,432.
The increase in the
value of the products about 1919 was clue

largely to the change in industrial conditions
brought about by the War and cannot properly
be used to measure the normal growth of manufactures; but the increase in the number of wage
camera clearly indicates a decided growth in the
manufacturing activities of the State. The first
industry in point of value of products is that
connected with iron and steel works and rolling
mills, the value of which was $38,652,000 in 1909 ;
$109,274,000 in 1919; $343,236,625 in 1025.
Slaughtering and meat packing attained a total
of $47,289,000 in 1909; $51,022,000 in 1914, and
$134,029,000 in 1919. Automobile production
was valued at $23,764,000 in 1900; $179,005,000
in 1919; $233,589,813 in 1925. The manufacture
and repair of steam railways had products in
1909 worth $9,498,000; in 1914, $21,570,000,
and in 1919, $86,021,000. Indianapolis is first
among the cities of the State in manufacture**,
having 853 establishments in 1900, with a product of $126,313,000; 1004, with $398,667,000 in
1919; and products totaling $344,925,000 in
1925. There were 218 establishments in South
Bend in 1909, with products valued at $27,855,000; 250, with $31,180,000 in 1914, and 214, with
$75,339,000 in 1919. Similar figures for Fort
Wayne are 230, with $23,687,000 in 1909; 228,
with $30,205,000 in 1914; 247, with $76,713,000
in 1910.
Education. Indiana has always been in the
forefront among the States in the interest of its
citixentj in education, and great progress was
made of late years. In 1913 the Legislature
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enacted three measures which had an important
effect on the schools of the State; the Vocational
Educational Law, the High-school Inspection
Law, and a Compulsory-attendance Law. Succeeding Legislatures amended these laws and
passed others. The Legislature of 1920 enacted
the Minimum-wage Law for teachers, fixing the
minimum at $800, which became effective in
1920-21. The general Senate of 1921 enacted the
Compulsory-attendance Law providing that employment certifications shall not be issued until
a pupil has completed the elementary school
course.
The establishment of a division of
teacher training, doing excellent work, was followed by improvement in ability of the teaching
force.
In 1921-22, 98 school corporations conducted schools in one or more of the fields of
agriculture, home economics, and industry, with
nearly 20,000 pupils enrolled. The Division of
Vocational Rehabilitation, charged with the duty
of returning physically disabled civilians to profitable employment, was eminently successful.
In 1922-23 the General Echication' Board made
a comprehensive investigation of the publicschool system of the State and recommended
sweeping changes in regard to a State school administration, local school administration, and
the training and certification of teachorn. The
enrollment in the public schools in 1914 was
548,497, including both elementary and high
schools; in 1925-26 it was 035,227; of this number, 488,780 were in elementary and 14(5,447 in
high schools. The expenditures for education in
the public day schools of the State in 3925-20
were: current, $50,776,806; outlays, $10,452,228.
The percentage of illiteracy in the State decreased
from 3.9 in 1910 to 2.8 in 1920. Aincwg the
native white population, it fell from 3 per cent
in 1910 to 1.8 per cent in 1920; among the Negro,
from 17.5 to 11.7; among the foreign-born population, illiteracy increased from 11.8 to 12.4.
Finance. State expenditures in the year
ending Sept. 30, 1927, an reported by the U. S.
.Department of Commerce, were: for maintenance
and operation of governmental department, $2l>,194,760 (of which $5,233,413 was aid to local
education); for interest on debt, $77,000; for
permanent improvements, $13,846,010; total,
$40,118,382 (of which $17,287,205 was for highways, $6,839,494 being for maintenance and
$10,447,711 for construction). Revenues were
$43,078,196. Of this, property and special taxes
furnished 34.7 per cent;, departmental earnings
and charges for officials' wervicefl, 10 per cent;
and sales of licenses and the tax on gasoline
39.8 per cent,
Property valuation was 95,188,356,739; State taxation thereon, $11,033,220.
Net State debt on Sept. 30, 1927, was $1,640,500.

and Other Events. In 1914
Political
though the Democratic vote showed a decrease
of about 10,000, Senator Shively, Democrat, was
The Democrats also elected 11 reprereflected.
Hentativcg to Congress. In the presidential election of 19 1C, both candidates for vice president
were residents of Indiana. As a result of the
election, the Republican Party was returned to
power; James P. Goodrich was elected governor.
Owing to the death of Senator Shivuly in 1 91(5,

Jamea
it was necessary to elect two senators.
E. Watson and Harry
New, both Republican**,
were elected. For President in 1916, Charles IB,
Hughes received 341,005 votes j President
334,003, In the elections of 1018, the Aepublieans elected the entire State ticket. On Aug. 2,
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1918, the State

came

tinder tlie operation of the

"bone dry" Prohibition Law. Warren T. McKay,
Republican, wa elected governor in 1920, and
James E. Watson, Republican, was reelected
United States Senator. In the voting for Presi-

Warren G. Harding received 690,370 votes;
James M. Cox, 511,364. In 1921 a special election was held on September 26 and an amendment conferring full suffrage on women and
dent,

prohibiting aliens from voting until they were
Samuel M. Ralfully naturalized was adopted.
ston, Democrat, former Governor of the State,
was elected Senator in 1022. On Mar. 31, 1921,
the Mayor of Gary, Roswell C. Johnson, and other
officials, were found guilty of a liquor conspiracy
and were sentenced to fines and terms of imprisonment. Gov. Warren T. McCray was indicted for fraudulent misuse of the mails and for
other offenses in 1923, and in 1924 he was found
guilty and sentenced to a term in the Federal
prison in Atlanta.
In the election of 1924, the vote of the State
for President was: Coolidge, 703,042; Davis,
492,245; LaFollette, 71,700. The Republican
candidate, Ed. Jackson, was elected governor.
He was charged in 1927, while in office, with
having offered a bribe to McCray when the latter
was governor. Tried on this charge in 1928,
Jackson was acquitted under the statute of
limitations. In 1920 and 1927 inquiries were
conducted, concerning alleged corrupt practices
connected with officials of the State Ku Klux
Klan organization, of which the former Grand
Dragon, D. C. Stephenson, had been sent to prison
on a criminal charge. Mayor John L. Duvall
of Indianapolis was convicted in 1927 of having
made a corrupt political bargain in 1925 ; he was
deprived of office and condemned to prison for
30 days. In 1928 the vote of the State for
President was: Hoover (Republican), 848,280;
Smith (Democratic), 562,691. Harry G. Leslie

(Republican) was elected governor; A. JR. Robinson (Republican) was elected United States
Senator.
1915
several
Legislation. In
important

measures were passed, relating to electoral reform and liquor regulation, and also a workmen'scompensation law. The Legislature of 1917
passed an act providing for a constitutional convention, granted women the right to vote, and
enacted the State-wide "bone dry" Prohibition
Law which went into effect on Apr. 2, 1918. In
1919 a measure was enacted giving the State
Board of Tax Commissioners power over State
and local levies and municipal bond issues, and
women were given the right to vote for President. The Legislature recreated the legislative
reference bureau which had been permitted to
lapse in 1917. Measures also were passed forbidding the display of the 'red flag or any other
symbol or emblem calculated to excite hostility
or violence against the Government. The Legislature of 1921 enacted the Pure Agricultural
Seed Law, provided for the creation of an executive State budget, and authorized cities to create
city-planning and zoning commissions'. In 1923
the Legislature passed a measure for establishing equal rights for women, abolishing the legal
disability of married women to make contracts
and allowing them to hold property as if single.
At this session, the penalties for violating the

Prohibition Law were increased, and a uniform
stock transfer act was- passed. In 1927 the
Legislature repealed the requirement of registration as a prerequisite to voting; redefined the
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crime of voluntary manslaughter; and
sible State sterilization of defectives.

made

pos-

INDIANAPOLIS. The

capital and largest
The population rose from 233,650 in 1910 to 315,746 in 1920 and to 382,100
in 1928, by estimate of the Bureau of the Census.
The area is 50.43 square miles. A city planning
commission of nine members was created in 1921,
and in the year following a comprehensive zoning plan with distinct use, height, and area districts was adopted.
In 1927 at a special election,
Indianapolis voted to adopt government by commission and manager, the change to take effect
Jan. 1, 1930. The city purchased the privatelyowned reduction works in 1918; in 1924 it built
city of Indiana.

a new sewage plant using the activated-sludge
system. Indianapolis has 796.84 miles of streets,
591.60 miles of sewers, and 609.34 miles of
water mains. Two municipal theatres, in which
free entertainments are given, were established
in 1922. The national headquarters of the American Legion have been established in Indianapolis,

and an impressive World War Memorial has been
constructed by the city, Marion County, and the
State of Indiana. The base of the building,
which is constructed of Indiana limestone, is
180 feet square; and the tower, which rises to
a height of 230 feet, is 50 feet square. The
building and Memorial Plaza, covering five city
blocks, will represent, when completed, an exmunicipenditure of more than $10,000,000.
pal airport has been established on a 1000-acre
field seven miles from the city.
The number of industrial establishments in
Indianapolis increased from 886 in 1914, employing 31,791 persons and making products
valued at $39,700,016, to 1215 in 1922, employing 56,000 persons and making products valued
at $427,100,000; the capital investment rose from
$87,569,251 to $220,250,000. In 1928 Indianapolis had 850 industries that produced more
than 1200 different commodities, the leading ones
being automobiles, slaughtering and meat packing, metal trades and machine shops, automobile

A

accessories, wearing apparel, canning, printing
and publishing, and grain and cereal products.
These industries employed 45,752 persons who

received

approximately

$74,000,000

in

wages.

The value of products manufactured in 1928 was
$435,000,000. The resources of 4 National, 24
State, and 13 trust-company banks in 1928 were
$293,017,222, and the total assets of 58 building
and loan associations were $90,680,167. Approximately 10 per cent of the membership in
building and loan associations in the United
States is listed in Indianapolis, and approximately 40 per cent of the families own their own
homes. Building construction in Indianapolis
grew from $7,933,081 in 1914 to $23,669,315 in
1928. During 1928, 4200 permits were issued
for new buildings at a cost of $23,669,315. The
assessed valuation of property in Indianapolis in
1928 was $672,689,970; the net debt was $31,419,575.

OTDIAMTA UNIVBBSITY. An institution
for the higher education of men and women at
Bloommgton, founded in 1820. In 1928 it had
the following divisions: College of arts and
sciences, graduate school; law; commerce and finance; music; education; medicine; .dentistry;
nurses' training; and social service. During, the
period 1914 to 1928-29, the attendance increased
from 2620 to 4233; the faculty from 155 members at Bloomington and 50 at Indianapolis in
1923, to 299 in 1928; the volumes in the library
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from 99,760 to 197,700; and the income from
$396,216 to $2,000,000 from State and private
sources, the endowment amounting to $774,778
A new commerce building
in, the latter year.
costing $235,000 was finished in 1923, and a
stadium with a seating capacity of 22,000 was

completed in 1924. Other new buildings ready
or under construction in 1924 were a men's dormitory with a capacity of 115 ; a women's dormitory

with a capacity of 250; James Whitcomb Riley
Memorial Hospital (Indianapolis), dedicated.
A new wing of the library was begun in 1925
and additional appropriations were given for
library equipment in both 1926 and 1927. In
the latter year, the Legislature appropriated a
mill tax that was expected to yield $350,000 per
year, for 10 years, to be used exclusively for the
construction of new buildings and the purchase
of land. In October, 1928, a new home for the
Nurses* Training School, costing $500,000, the
gift of Ball Brothers, of Muncie, Ind., was dedicated.
In 1925 by act of the legislature, Indiana
Dental College was purchased for the University
and the four-year dental course was changed to
a five-year course to take effect in the ensuing
President, since
1902, William Lowe
year.
Bryan, Ph.D., LL.D.
INDIAN PROBLEM. See 'KENYA COLONY;
SOUTH AFRICA, UNION OF.
INDIANS (UNITED STATES). The Indian
population seems to have increased in the period
since 1914.
According to the U. S. Bureau of
Indian Affairs, the number of Indians was 331,250 in 1914 and 354,940 in 1927, a gain of 23,690.
For certain intervening years, their numbers were: 1921, 340,838; 1922, 340,917; 1923,
344,303; 1924, 346,902. The difficulty with accepting these figures on their face is' that part
of the increase may be due to the inclusion of
large numbers of mixed-bloods with increasingly
small proportions of Indian blood, and to the
notorious inexactness of Indian census records.
Part of the increase is undoubtedly real, duo to
improved health conditions resulting especially
in fewer infant deathH. The U. S. Census of
1910,

available in

1915,

gives

in

265,083

United States and 25,331 in Alaska.

the

While

it

be possible that "Indians" in the census
sense (i.e., those having an appreciable amount
of Indian blood) are increasing, it is obvious that
there has been no general increase in tho number

may

of full-bloods.

The current figures may be contraHted with
estimates of the population at the time of exploration. There is a high degree of probability
in the figures given by J. Mooney (Aboriginal
Population of America North of Mexico 1928)
as follows: United States proper, 840,000; British America, 221,000; Alaska, 73,000; Greenland,
10,000; total, 1,153,000. Of these, the greatest
number were in California (260,000), the Plains
(141,800), and Gulf States (114,400). Kroebcr
estimates a smaller number for California 133,000), but agrees that its density was greatest
(Indians of California, 1925). Mooney's estimate is smaller than that of K. Sapper ( JJC/
Int. Congr, Am&r. t The Hague, 95). Of a total
of forty to fifty million for both Americas, there
were in North America north of the limits of
cultivation, one-half million; to the Mexican
boundary, two to three million ; Mexico, twelve to
fifteen million; Central America; five to six million; West Indies, three to four million; tropical
Andes, twelve to fifteen million; tropical 'East
South America, two or three million; and in ternt

'(
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perate South America, one or two million. For
aboriginal life, see ETHNOGRAPHY.
The present distribution is very unequal, Indians residing principally in the Western States.

Those having largest populations in 192(> were
Oklahoma, 120,487; Arizona, 44,729; South Dakota, 24,676; New Mexico, 22,527;

in their order;

California, 18,913.

Hybridization is in progress among the IndiThe proportions of full-blooded and mixedblooded Indians were established with accuracy
for the first time in the U. S. Census of 1910, prepared under the direction of a competent anthropologist, R. B. Dixon (Indian Population of the
United States and Alaska, 3915).
ans.

United States
Per cent
56.5
150,053
35.2
93,423
8.3
22,207

Number
Full-blooded

Mixed-blooded
Not reported

Alaska

Number Per cent
21,444
3,887

84.7
15.3

Those of mixed ]>lood were predominantly Indianwhite (including Mexicans); mixtures with Negroes were only 1.5 per cent of the total. In five
adjoining States (New Mexico, Utah, Arizona,
Colorado, and Nevada), comprising the interior
arid plateau, and in Iowa and Mississippi, tho
proportion of full-bloods was more than 85 por
cent.
In California, Idaho, South Dakota, and
Wyoming, the proportion was more than 70 per
cent; in Louisiana, Montana, Nebraska, Oregon,
and Washington, more than 55 per emit. Oklahoma, which contained one-third of all Indians,
had only 36.0 per cent of full-blooded. Principal
tribes with the highest percentages of full tribal
blood wore; Hopi (Arizona), 90.8 per cent;

Navajo (Arizona-New Mexico-Utah), 09.0 par
cent; Zufii (New Mexico), 08.4 per ccmt; Papago
(Arizona), 95.8 per cent; Pima (Arizona), 95.3
per cent; Laguna (New Mexico), 94.8 per cent;
Ute (Colorado-Utah), 03.0 per cent; Moliavc
(Arizona-California), 91.3 per cent; Arapaho
(Oklahoma-Wyoming), 89.4 per cent. Those
iigures are an index of the extent to which tribal
solidarity lias boon preserved. AH of tlus
tribes, excepting Arapaho, live in relative isolation from white settlements. Tlicne data for
1910 are probably representative of conditions
in 1928, except that the percentage of mixedbloods may be slightly greater.
Several studies of inheritance of physical traits
among mixed-bloods have recently been made.
Jenk'H
Indian-While
Amalgamation
(1910)
showed that among descendants of Ojibwa and
French-Scotch, breadth of face and head varied
between the ancestral extremes according to tho
preponderance of one strain or the other. A
more extensive study was Sullivan's Anthropometry of the Riouan Tribes (1920). It appeared
here also that there was a tendency among the
offspring to inherit tho wide face of the Indian
or the narrow face of the white parent, but not
to form an intermediate type. Narrow heads
and narrow faces tended to be inherited together.
In characters such as skin, hair, and eye color,
and in hair form, the half-bloods approached
Indians more closely than whites. TlalM>loods
were taller than full -bloods. ThcHO confirm
earlier observations of the same nature by Boa.
Fecundity and vitality among Indian* arc related to the percentage of mixed blood in the
parents. The percentage of stertto woman in tlio
to,tal ip 8.6; in full-Hood marriage, 10.7; in
mixed marriages, 0.7. Sterility further decreases in direct proportion to the amount of
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Mixed marriages

also

show a

greater fertility, although the proportion of
mixed blood does not affect the result; average
number of children in all marriages, 4.8; in fullblood, 4.5; in mixed marriages 5.1. Vitality
is also greater among children of mixed marriages per cent of children surviving in all marin full-blood, 69.7; in mixed
riages, 74.7;
marriages, 79.0. The vitality of the children
increased proportionately to the white blood of
the parents. It is not clear whether this relative superiority of mixed unions is due to social
or racial conditions.
A measure of changing social conditions among
Indians appears in the records of school attendance and illiteracy. School attendance is obviously related to the facilities provided. "The
number of school children in 1910, in 389 schools,
was 31,930; in 1900 (329), 26,771; in 1890
(246), 16,377. This varied with tribes from
Hopi, 79.3 per cent of children in school, to
:

Public Health Service and State boards, which
materially improved the situation. The Bureau
had also requested extension of existing Federal
and State laws to include minor crimes committed on reservations and which did not fall
under Federal statutes. These had previously
fallen in the jurisdiction of reservation courts,
whose authority was meagre and punishments
mild.

The Indian's legal status and property rights
were brought sharply into public focus by the
introduction in Congress of the Pueblo Land Bill.
This provided that white claimants to Pueblo Indian lands and water rights in New Mexico should
be recognized without regard to the rights of the
Indians and that should the Indians thus be
deprived of sufficient land to support themselves,
they were to be removed to other lands. The
outburst of public sentiment was such that the
bill was withdrawn.
About the same time, the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs issued a proscription against all
Indian dances (which have both social and
religious significance). The demands for the

Navajo, 8.9 per cent. Illiteracy among Indians was 45.3 per cent in 1910, compared with
It has
7.7 per cent for the entire United States.
decreased, however, from 1900 (56.2 per cent). piohibition came largely from religious organizaThis varied with tribes from Navajo (95 per cent tions, although Indians and their advocates
males, 84 per cent females) and Zufii (95 per cent maintained that this was a punitive act for havmales, 60 per cent females) to Chickasaw (21 ing blocked the Pueblo Land Bill. The previous
per cent males, 6 per cent females). The Hopi policy of the Bureau had been not to interfere
and Zufii are Pueblo peoples concentrated in a with native ceremonies, except with respect to
few fixed villages; the Navajo, a widely scat- unlawful practices, which were rare. Thus, the
tered desert people; the Chickasaw live on terms question of religious freedom was raised. Opof equality with the Oklahoma whites.
position spread rapidly to white citizens, as well,
Social conditions vary enormously among the and several associations for their assistance were
Indians, from that of the Five Civilized Nations organized, notably the Indian Defense Society.
of Oklahoma and the Indians of New York State, Public opinion forced the Commissioner to recede
whose status is substantially that of -whites, to from his position. See also G. E. F. Lindquist,
the Indians of Arizona, Nevada, and Utah, where The Red Man
the United States (1923).
their existence in remote districts is still on a
These two acts had the salutary effect of
For
primitive level. Hence, their problems and those re-arousing public interest in the Indian.
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, charged with the first time, the general public became aware of
their protection and development, are highly vari- the wretched condition of these people.
Knowable.
The general policy of the Government is ing .only by repute of the great wealth of a single
to fit them as rapidly as possible for complete tribe, the Osages, derived from oil-land royalties,
amalgamation with white communities, gradually the popular impression had been that Indians
withdrawing from the capacity of guardian. generally were well-to-do. The organizations
Progress has been much slower than was antici- friendly to the Indians soon remedied that mispated, partly owing to the handicap of poverty apprehension and the public conscience deand ill-health of. the Indians, partly to their iso- manded a new policy on the part of tho Indian
lation in many instances, and partly to the in- Bureau.
An outgrowth of this agitation was the investieptitude and vacillating policy of the Indian
Bureau. A large part of the gain made by In- gation of the condition of the Indians and The
dians in 1914r-28 is indirectly due to the rapid Problem of Indian Administration (1928), by
expansion of automobile roads in the West open- the Institute for Government Research, at the
While this report
ing up the more inaccessible districts.
request of Secretary Work.
For some years, the policy of the Bureau has was primarily concerned with the Indian Bureau,
been to declare individual Indians competent to it is a mine of information on the present status
manage their own affairs as rapidly as possible, of its wards.
rather than wait for whole tribes to reach this
The conditions it reported were shocking.
status. In* 1917 the Bureau declared for in- Indians are
miserably poor. While other recluding all having one-half white blood or more sources vary from one reservation to another, it
in this group, but in 1921 the Commissioner of may be noted that their cash income per capita
Indian Affairs annulled this .blanket policy as per year is under five hundred dollars (Carson,
unworkable. The Bureau had also for some years $15 to Colville, $418), except for Klamath,been
contracting with the States to include $1523, and Osage, $19,119. Per-capita earned
Indian children in public schools. This had the incomes vary from $8 to $351 j>cr annum. The
advantage of hastening their induction into white concomitant of this poverty is disease. The
communities and relieving the Federal Govern- tubercular are estimated at one in ten. Deaths
ment of many administrative costs. In 1927 the from it are 6.3 per 1000, as compared with 0,87
number of children so placed was about thirty- for the general population. Trachoma, which
four thousand. The Bureau was aware that its causes blindness, is widespread and venereal dishealth programme had not kept pace with prog- ease rife. Infant mortality is high: deaths of
ress elsewhere, due to financial neglect of the children under one year constitute 26.2 per cent
service and the high turnover of underpaid work- of all deaths; of those under three years, 30.9
ers.
Cooperation was arranged with the U. S. per, cent .(compared with 10.6 per cent and
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per cent in the general population). The total of the inadequate training and personality of its
death rate in abnormally high, 25.6 per 1000, as local staffs, which are also insufficient in numbers
compared with the general 16.2. The highest to serve its purpose. It is recognized that this
Indian death rate (39.2) is in Nevada. Hospi- is the result of unattractive salaries. Accordtals, sanatoria, and the like, maintained for them
ingly, higher salaries are recommended, which
are insufficient in personnel, equipment, manage- are to be paid, however, only for more adequately
ment, and design. Boarding schools are not only prepared individuals.
Immediate action is recommended to feed the
overcrowded, but the children are undernourished, routinized, made to labor for the main- generally undernourished school children; then
tenance of the school, taught subjects unrelated to proceed in turn with the Division of Planning,
to their life, and turned back on reservations improving the present personnel and equipment,
without aid in establishing themselves. The per the health and economic programmes, and obtaindiem for food in these schools is eleven cents, ing new specialists for the purpose. While a
totally inadequate to feed them. Legal protec- general estimate of additional appropriations is
tion is inadequate, although much of the best not made, it appears that more than seven milwork has been done by the Indian Service in this lions a year will be needed over a period of five
field.
Indians are despoiled of their holdings to ton years. The current appropriation. (1028)
by designing individuals. Others are ignorant is $14,991,485, including $2,151,800 from tribal
of the value of land placed in their hands by funds. This addition would create an efficient
patent, and dispose of it to their own harm. organization, the upkeep of which would diminThere is hardly a phase of Indian life in which ish year by year as the Indians merge into the
they are not below the standards of even the general population.
Late in 1928, a senatorial committee began
poorest whites. This is not a fault of their own
creation, but is due to the encroachments of hearings on the Indian question in California.
whites and the lack of any broad and sustained The 1928 platform -of the Republican Party favored a commission to inquire into any infringeplan on the part of the Indian Bureau,
On the basis of their report, the Institute for ments 'Of the rights of Indians. It remains to
Government Research made 'recommendations to be seen if anything comes of thin. See RACK
improve conditions among the Indians and in- PROBLEMS; EUGENICS; ANTHROPOLOGY; ETHNOcrease the effectiveness of the Indian Bureau. GRAPHY.
"The fundamental requirement is that the task
INDIA RUBBER. See RUBBER.
of the Indian Service be recognized as primarily
INDUSTRIAL ARBITRATION AND
educational . .
devoting its main energies to CONCILIATION. See LABOR ARBITRATION.
the social and economic advancement of the InINDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRT. See CHEMdians, so that they may be absorbed" or be fitted ISTRY, APPLIED.
to live "at least in accordance with a minimum
INDUSTRIAL DEMOCRACY. During arid
standard of health and decency." It is recog- immediately after the World War, vttriouH pronized that this cannot be achieved without a grammes "were considered, and some adopted, for
material increase in the Congressional appropria- the purpose of giving the workers a greater share
tion.
To use this effectively, a Division of Plan- in the management of industry. None of these
ning and Development should be created, the had a real success though sonic of them did, for
expert members of which should be able to advise a time, stabilise working conditions iu a number
.

.

the Jiureuu, prepare programmes of local development, and check the effectiveness with which
they are carried out. Recognizing that local
problems are highly variable, they recommend
a maximum decentralization in planning and
supervising the Bureau's activities.
Among the immediate improvements, health
conditions stand first, since these effect not only
the Indians but the whole population. Public
health clinics are recommended, extensions of
hospital service, periodic examination of children, and material improvement of the children's
diet.
Educational improvements are possible by
a programme better suited to- the children's needs
and by raising the qualifications of teachers*
Routin ization in the schools, which destroys individual initiative, should be abolished. Simi*
larly, much of the labor of the pupils for schoolcondoned as giving industrial
inajntainance,
training, should be done way with. Provision
Hkould be made for after-school placement in'
order that the pupils may not revert to reservation conditions.
Economic conditions can be
improved by creating opportunities for remunerative work; withholding fees from unearned incomes as conducive to pauperism. Improvement
in the homes is possible by a more adequate

home-demonstration and public-health service.
A check on exploitation can be had 'by legal

services more in the Indian's interest, and by
preventing the sale of inherited lands which
leaves the Indians landless. The most drastic
criticism of the Indian Service is on the ground

of industries.
Theoretically, the concept of industrial democracy aimed at -the introduction of
democratic principles in industry and the control
of the means of production by the producers,
-What is was to be, in short,
i.e., the workers.
was a form of syndicalism. Expression was to
be given to the idea through the organisation of
workers' committees in the shops not only for the
purpose of exercising control but to perfect
profit-sharing devices. In Great Britain and
Germany, some organizations were sot up; in the
United States, the only thing to emerge wan a

paper plan (the so-called Plumb Plan) which
soon dropped out of sight.
In Great Britain, under war conditions, shop
stewards, as they were called, assumed leadership in many factories and represented their
fellow-workers in discussions concerning hours,
wages, and shop conditions. The movement wan
syndicalist in character and had as its real aim
the setting up of control by the workers, and because the shop stewards were largely to be found
in the engineering trades (which were so vital
in the production of munitions), they played
very important rdles. With the end of the War,
however, the shop-steward movement declined
and trade unionism once more assumed ita leadership of the working-claws movement. The same
was the fate of the Whitley Councils which first
appeared in Great Britain in 1918 as the result
of a governmental committee investigation.
This
body recommended joint standing industrial
councils as the means for adjusting relations be-
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tween employers and employees. There were to
be in the system district councils and work committees, as well as national councils. During
1918-20, these councils spread and, at the end
of the two years, there were 72 councils and 11
interim reconstruction committees; but the idea
never took hold in the important industries and
the council languished, as trade unions, freed

from war restrictions, once more gained control.
The fact is, in Great Britain and Germany,
too, where the working populations were organized on political lines, it was recognized that the

present industrial situation of private ownership partook more or less of the nature of a
truce. The trade-union position was this: the
State, increasingly, was to be used as an instrument in giving the worker security against unemployment, sickness, and old age; it was sooner
or later to take over the key industries; and
trade unionism was ^the only weapon of the
worker in the protection of working conditions.
In the individual shop, everything was in favor of
management; hence, the individual worker had
to have back of him the organized effort of the
whole working class and not merely that handful
with whom he had an affinity of interest through
propinquity. English industrialists were realists and showed that they appreciated the situation when, as a result of the efforts of Lord
Melchett, the English Conference on Industrial
Relations (1928) insisted upon the recognition of
trade unionism and sought to maintain peace in
industry not through the so-called democratization of industry but by treating with trade
unionism as a component element in the
situation.

In 3920 Germany provided for the creation
of works councils in all establishments where
20 or more persons were employed. The functions of the councils were: to cooperate with
employers to increase efficiency; to promote industrial peace and adjust grievances; to supervise
the
adjustment of awards affecting
employees and agree on working rules; to pro-

mote safety and good health; and to cooperate
in the administration of welfare programmes.
For a brief time, the councils functioned. During the inflation period (ending November,
1923), they helped in the stabilization of wages;
but, with deflation and the resulting unemploy-

ment, the position of the trade unions was seriously weakened and the works councils were
shorn of most of their power. In 1925 the trade
unions had recovered and works councils began
to reappear in larger establishments. In smaller
plants, they continued to disappear and, in ordinary commercial establishments, they were
practically nonexistent. The works councils
have largely acted to enforce trade agreements
made by the unions with the employers and to
protect workers against unjust dismissals. The
system has fallen very far short of its expectations when its advocates said it was going to
give the workers a share in the control of management.
In the United States, immediately after the
,

War, much attention was given to the Plumb
Plan, whose purpose was the setting up of a system of workers' control among the railways.
This plan, named- after its author Glenn E.
Plumb, who was the general counsel for the railway brotherhoods in the United States, proposed
government purchase of the railways and the
creation of a national railways operating corporation, the board pf directors of which was to
1

INDUSTRIAL WORKERS

members, five chosen by the workers,
by the officials of the railways, and five by
the Government. The Interstate Commerce Commission was to fix rates and wages were to be
fixed by a wage board. Profits were to be divided between the Government and the corporaconsist of 15

five

The railroad brotherhoods sponsored the
plan and succeeded in gaining the endorsement
of it by the American Federation of Labor at the
conventions of 1920 and 1921, but nothing came
tion.

of the plan.

Another scheme that received attention was
Baltimore & Ohio plan for the unionmanagement cooperation in the running of the
railway shops of the system. The plan was first
inaugurated in 1923 and by 1929 was in operation in the 45 shops of the Baltimore & Ohio, as
well as on the Canadian National Railways, the
Chicago & North Western, and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. The essentials of the Baltimore & Ohio plan were as follows: Each shop
is organized as a unit.
Trade unions are recognized, and management and the unions are
to develop written agreements governing wages,
working conditions, adjustment of disputes, etc.
There is to be cooperation between management
and the unions for the purpose of increasing
the

The
efficiency and the elimination of waste.
workers, on the other hand, are to be assured
that employment will be stabilized. In other
words, for greater efficiency, the worker is promised security in employment, better working conditions "and sharing in the gains of cooperation."
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. See EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES.

INDUSTRIAL WORKERS OF THE
WORLD. A labor organization founded in

Chicago in 1905, by a group of radicals who
were discontented with the conservative policies
of the trade unions. It was based on industrial
unionism as opposed to the craft unionism, of
the American Federation of Labor, and in this
sense it was a form of syndicalism. It drew its
strength largely from the unskilled and migratory labor of the West, that is to say, the men
from the logging and railroad-construction
camps and those who followed the harvesting
season from the South to the North. It worked
with some degree of success among dockworkers
and seamen. During the period of the War and
immediately afterwards, the organization was
prominently identified with a series of important
strikes in the West. It was associated with the
disorders in Bisbee, Ariz. (1917), as a result of
which a large group of workers was deported
into the State of New Mexico; its leaders were
charged with interfering with the prosecution of
the War and in 1918, 95 of them were tried and
found guilty of conspiracy. They were sentenced to serve twenty-year jail terms and pay
fines of $20,000.
I .W. W, leaders were charged
with having fired on a parade of veterans in Centralia, Wash., Nov. 11, 1919, and a round-tip of
I. W. W. members resulted.
In the years immediately after the War, a number of the Western States dealt harshly with the movement and
made membership in it a criminal offense.
Notably, California and Washington led an these
prosecutions.
After 1924, the movement declined and by the
close of the period surveyed (1928), the I. W. W.
had passed from the industrial and political
sceneIts decline may be attributed to the following, reasons: the defection of its leader,
William D. Haywood, who deserted Ms fellow

INFANTILE PARALYSIS

and more scientific by carrying 011 surveys in key industries, etc.; official
persecutions in the West; the falling out with
the Red International. This last probably was
less revolutionary

the chief reason for the disappearance of the

movement. The success of the Russian Revolution had seized the imagination of the radicals
in the country and they became convinced that
the methods of Communism and affiliation with

Moscow (a thing
leadership had steadily refused
to do) were more likely to produce success than
the more intellectual methods of the I. W. W.
After 1924, therefore, the Workers' Party supplanted the I. W. W. as the radical organization
in the United States.
I3STFA3STTILE PARALYSIS. In 1921 a new
serum treatment for this disease was announced
by Dr. Rosenow of the Mayo Foundation, and
artificial sera havo been tested extensively, but
despite many favorable results published the
tendency at present is to depend on the use of
natural convalescent serum when this can be obtained. The possibility of the recurrence of the
epidemic incidence of the disease as witnessed in
1007 and 1916 has caused this malady to take
on renewed interest with the lapse of time. An
intensive campaign, chiefly of education, was
planned in 1929 by a body of practitioners and
research men and funds have been supplied for
the collection and preservation of convalescent
serum. The details have not yet been worked
out but the movement has been sponsored by the
Rockefeller Institute and the campaign proposed
is international in scope, with Dr. W, H. Park
as chairman. Reports in which the early use
of Heruiu treatment has appeared to cause a
great sparing of life and function have recently
been published, but credit is given almost entirely
to convalescent serum and it does not appear that
manufactured sera can duplicate results from the
latter.
It is so difficult not only to make a cor-;
rect early diagnosis and Institute treatment at
the proper time, but also to make certain of a
large supply of convalescent serum that too much
must not be hoped for should the disease appear
in wholesale incidence*
the Communist international at

which

I.

W. W.

HflTFANTRT. See ARMIES AND ARMY ORGANIZATION; STRATEGY AND TACTICS.
INFLATION". See FINANCE AND BANKING.
IMTFLUEKTZA. The pandemic of 1918 wrote
a new and significant chapter in the history
of this contagious disease.
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prisoners and fled to Russia wliile out on bail;
the internal strife that had been part of the
movement since the Russian Revolution; an
attempt on the part of some to make the I. W. W.

Up. to that period,

had been regarded commonly as an air-borne
affection, proof against isolation and quarantine
it

;

spread by personal contact in now acknowledged by health authorities. Before the pandemic, influenza had been generally viewed as a
relatively harmless but very annoying .malady,
dangerous chiefly to weaklings and through occaits

sional complications. When influenza ia deadly,
it ia because of the complication of pneumonia,
and HO prevalent was this cpxnpUcation in the
pandemic that some clinicians came to regard the
disease as essentially pneumonic, although under
ordinary circumstances this feature is quite
latent or suppressed. The custom of keeping the
influenza patient in bed for a week, despite the
Insignificance of the symptoms, is due very
largely to the belief that -every case of influenza
id a potential pneumonia and that the latter Is

apt to assert itself if the patient is up and about.
Of great importance is the relationship between
pandemic influenza and ordinary seasonal winter

The latter in most localities has been
regarded as a legacy of the older pandemic
of 1890, although winter grippe is known to have
existed in certain localities, Minnesota, for example, long before that year. There are notable
differences in epidemicity, for while winter
grippe, as the term implies, is an ait'cction
peculiar to cold weather, true influenza appears
just as readily in the spring, summer, and
autumn as in winter. Winter grippe is not
highly contagious, although in cold months
there are better opportunities for the spread
of a disease.
In regard to the bacterial cause
of winter grippe, four or five separate germs have
been accused at different times, notably Pfeiffer's bacillus, the pneinnococcus, streptococcus,
micrococcus catarrhalia, etc. That is, eaeh of
these organisms seems capable at times of setting
up a relatively benign epidemic catarrh without
any special tendency to dangerous complications.
Tn pandemic influenza, none of the above organisms can be associated with the contagion of
the disease, although its, deadlines is due to
the special virulence of the pneumo- and streptococcus, responsible for the peculiar type of
fatal pneumonia so often seen.
To explain the
pandemic, we must invoke the existence of a
highly diffusible contagious principle which in
addition to smiting the great majority of those
exposed further lowers the resistance to the ordinary ubiqiiitous disease-bearing germs, so that
under, the circumstances these acquire unusual
virulence.
The pandemic of 1918 lasted from
May of that year to May, 1010. During this
period, there were at least three distinct waves.
The first, which occurred in late up ring and
early summer, was dintinctly mild. The second
wave, in late summer and early fall, was very
The third wave, in
severe, decidedly malignant.
the winter of 1019, also was malignant, masking
the ordinary seasonal grippe. Honce, judging
from analogy, the virulence of the disease, at
first mild, gathered force during the HOCOJUC! and
third outbreaks, as a result of continuous passage through human bodies. This law of increasing virulence is familiar in experimental and
clinical pathology.
Did the pandemic of 1018 originate in Spain?
There is no evidence to support HUH belief. Influenza watt common in fighting trooptt during
1917; in the United States Army alone, more
than 40,000 men were attacked, both at home and
in Franco. Influenza of decidedly virulent type
wa seen again in March, 1018, in widely different
parts of the world America, France, and the Far
Kast. The disease gradually gathered force and
enhanced to break out in Spain during- May on
a lingo scale. The weight of evidence favors the
belief that, the scattered episodes in the United
States early in 1918 played a major rdle in canning the European outbreak through the crowning
oi our soldiers at this period.
know that
contagious difteaaew flourish when foreign troops
are moved a.bout. Influenza was often likened
to the plague in deadlittesa, but this rwtult m
apparent only. Inilueuza may attack nearly
every one, but the death rate does not utwally
exceed 2 per cent of those attacked; those attacked by pneumonia may have, a death rate of
40 per cent. Plague pneumonia attacks relatively few, but with a mortality almost or quite
100 per cent. Since the pandemic, there lm&
grippe.

,

W

INGE

been only a regular succession of outbreaks of
seasonal grippe, varying in severity.

INGE,

inj,

(1860-

).
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THE VERY REV. WILLIAM RALPH
British prelate and man of

A

VOL. XII), dean of

since

St. Paul's (Lon-

He was Commander

1911.

of the

Royal Victorian Order, Fellow of the British
Academy, Honorary Fellow of Jesus and King's
Colleges, Cambridge, and of Hertford College
Oxford, Gilford lecturer (1917-18), and Romanes
and Hilbert lecturer (1920), Rede lecturer
(1922), and Hulsean lecturer (1920). In the
front rank of contemporary British essayists, he
ia known, on account of his vigorous criticism of
certain modern tendencies, as "the gloomy dean."
His later writings were: Types of Christian
Saintliness (1915) ; The Philosophy of Plotmus
(1918); Outspoken Essays (1919), 2d series,
(1922) ; The Idea of Progress (1920) The Vic;

torian Age ( 1922 )
Personal Religion and the
Life of Devotion (1924) ; The Platonic Tradition
;

injunctions and at the same time to punish
violence severely. Minnesota forbade the issuance of injunctions in trade disputes except to
prevent irreparable injury to property and prohibited their issuance to prevent termination of
employment. The act does not curtail the
power of the courts if irreparable injury to
business or property is threatened by violence
or unlawful acts or acts involving criminal
syndicalism. Utah passed a law similar to the

act, adding that injunctions must
not interfere with "peaceful persuading." In
1919 legislation was passed in Iowa, North Dakota, Oregon, Washington, and Wisconsin to
limit the use of injunctions. Nevertheless, the
courts, both Federal and State, continued to
issue injunctions in labor disputes in ever in-

Minnesota

creasing numbers and in terms

While is it the established law in the
United States that laborers may under no circumstance be enjoined from quitting work,

was

Libels (1929).

the

A

INGHELBBECHT,

D. E. (1880).
French composer and conductor, born in Paris.
After his graduation from the Conservatoire he
began to attract attention through his interpretation of impressionistic works, especially those of
Debussy. In 1908 he became conductor at the
Theatre des Arts, and four years later went to
the Theatre des Champs Elyse'es. In 1925 he
was appointed musical director of the Opera
close personal friend of Debussy,
Comique.
he espoused the cause of impressionism also in
his compositions. He wrote a ballet-opera, Le
Diable dans le Beffroi (Paris, 1927) ; a symphonic
poem, Pour le Jour de la premiere Neige au vieuat
Japon; Le Cantique des Creatures de Saint Frangois d'Assise, for chorus and orchestra; Rapsodie
de Printemps, Automne and Trois Poemes danses
for orchestra;
Greco, Evocations symphoniques; a quintet for strings and harp; chamber
music, piano pieces and several collections of
He also orchestrated a number of piano
songs.
works of Couperin and Albeniz.

A

1

t

ALEXANDER JAMES (1879-1924),
educator and author of educational books;
born at Middletown, Conn., and educated at
Wesleyan University (Conn.). He became assistant professor of education in 1914, and in
1919, professor of education at Harvard University.
During the World War and later, he
was engaged as expert in important educational
investigations and surveys for both the Federal
and State governments. Besides textbooks for
Latin courses, he wrote Rise of the High School
in Massachusetts (1911); Principles of Secondary Education (1918); Virginia PubUc Schools
(1919); Intelligence Quotient Values (1921);
and The Inglis Tests of English Vocabulary
(1924; rev. ed., 1927). He also edited a series
of books on the theory and practice of education.
INHERITANCE TAX. See TAXATION IN
THE UNITED STATES.
INJUNCTION. When Congress in 1914
passed the Clayton Act, greatly restricting the
use of injunctions in labor disputes, its action
was hailed by labor as an important victory in
its long fight to curtail the use of injunctions.
In the years immediately following, encouragement also was given to labor in State legislation.
In 1917 an interesting tendency was disclosed in the Northwest to free strikes' from

IWGLIS,

An

more and more

strict.

(1926); England (in Modern World Series,
1926); Lay Thoughts of a Dean (1926); The
Church in the World (1927); and Labels and

M
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still

in

some injunctions "conspiring to quit"
The courts resorted generally to

enjoined.

conspiracy theoiy in issuing injunctions
against acts not in themselves unlawful in labor
In some notable injunctions, union
disputes.
officers were prohibited from advising or ordering workmen to go on strike or from paying
strike benefits.
notable injunction of this
type which aroused widespread interest was
secured by the Federal Government during the
bituminous coal-mine dispute of 1919.
More injunctions were issued in connection
with labor disputes in 1922 than in any previous year. At least twice as many were 'issued
by the Federal courts in this year as in the
entire 10 years preceding.
Included among the
1922 injunctions was a judicial order which
prevented the officers of the Brotherhood of
Railway Station Employees from calling a
strike sanctioned by a referendum vote.
Another was a judicial order, subsequently maa
modified
terially
by
higher court, which
enjoined the United Mine Workers from atto
unionize
a
West Virginia coal distempting
trict.
But overshadowing all others was the
which
the Attorney General of the
injunction
United States secured from a Federal judge in
the
Chicago against
railway-shop crafts. This
injunction, which aroused a storm of public diswas
so broad that it practically forbade
cussion,
the strikers from doing anything, peaceful or
otherwise, toward winning the strike. The use
of injunctions in labor disputes, which labor
maintains is an 'abuse, was increasing to such
an extent that by 1924 it had become a political
issue of considerable importance.
The platform of the independent candidate,
Senator Robert M. LaFollefoe, declared vigorously in favor of abolishing the use of injunctions
in labor disputes, although the Republican and
Democratic party platforms ignored the teue
until 1928. 'Meanwhile, several States adopted

A

minor regulations and Illinois and New Jersey
passed so-called anti-injunction laws. Congress,
in 1926, abolished the railroad labor board and repealed the Act of 1913 providing for arbitration
of disputes between railroads and their employees
and established therefor machinery for aettlement of disputes which fail of adjustment by
usual means of conference. The 70th CongresH
had before it for consideration the Shipstoad
Anti-injunction Bill. Extensive public hear'mgw
were held on this measure and the sub-committee

INMAN

prepared an elaborate substitute bill which was
referred back to the full committee but no
further action was taken.

Important among recent court decisions is that
handed down by the United States Supreme
Court (Apr. 11, 1927) in the case of Bedford
Cut Stone Company vs. Journeymen Stone Cutters' Association, as a result of which it must
be regarded as settled law that all strikes against
the use of non-union material are unlawful, and
that, in moat cases, the anti-trust laws can be invoked against them. More encouraging to labor
id the case of Interborough Rapid Transit Co. vs.
Luvin, et al,, 247 N. Y. 65, upholding the right
of a union representative to solicit membership
among workers belonging to a company union
and parties to a "yellow dog," or individual, contract.

INMAN,

SAMUEL

GUY

(1877-

).

A

clergyman and writer on South American topics, born at Trinity, Texas, and educated at Columbia University. He engaged in educational
and missionary work in Mexico in 1006, and
after 1915 was secretary of the Committee on
Cooperation in Latin America. He wrote Cliristian Cooperation in Latin America (1917); Intervention in Mexico (1919); Through Santo
Domingo and Haiti (1919); South America Today (1921); Problems in Pan-Americanism
Ventures in Inter-American Friendship
(1921)
and other works on Latin America. He
( 192,'5)
founded and directed the monthly magazine, La
;

;
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Dcmocracia.

INSANITY.

Insanity, to judge from reports
of various localities since 1914, has been increasing more rapidly in the United States than the

population, and the housing shortage cannot explain the overcrowding of institutions and the
use of property intended for other purposes to
shelter the insane. Krctschmer has shown that
the individual who develops precocious dementia
and he who becomes a victim of manic-melancholic insanity have- opposite types of mind and
physique. All men, in other words, have schizoid
or
characters. Others have taken up this
cycloid
teaching with modifications, notably Bleuler and

Jung, and a large literature on temperament and
character has sprung up.

True progress in the direction of the actual
euro of forms of insanity generally regarded as
beyond aid, including congenital mental .defect,
is naturally slow and uncertain; but within the
past few years, progress has developed where
most unexpected. The cure of paresis a sequela of syphilis hitherto regarded as not only
incurable but rapidly fatal through inoculation with blood from a malaria patient, as
originated by the Vienna alienist Wagner von
Jauregg, has resulted in the cure of 30 per cent
of all cases treated. Very recently, Doctors
Lovenhart and Lorenz have devised a method
which as yet has not been fully made public for
rousing patients from katatonic stupor, a condition common to the endogenous insanities of
youth. This method involves the use of an inhalant vapor and its details have not yet been
discussion.
aufliciently perfected for general
While the actual gain is slight, it is possible that
a new era IB foreshadowed lor the control of
certain insanities. Another step forward seems
to have been made by Dr. W. Timme in the improvement obtained by him after 10 years of ex-

.

periment on children with Mongoloid idiocy, a
condition hitherto regarded as hopeless. These
results have been accomplished by the use of inter-

nal secretions and in a number of patients the
mental condition passed from idiocy to a much
higher intellectual plane.

INSECTS

AND

INSECT CONTROL.

See

ENTOMOLOGY ECONOMIC; and FORESTRY.

INSTALLMENT

SELLING.

What

is

known as installment selling, since 1014 has assumed a place of great importance in the American system of business practices and umnagemcnt.
It has recently been estimated that of a total of
about $40,000,000,000 of merchandise annually
sold at retail, probably $8,000,000,000, to $9,000,000,000, is annually marketed in this way. It is
an undoubted fact that the adoption of this
method of selling has greatly increased the vol-

ume

of sales, and consequently in many caH.es,
the rate of turnover and profits enjoyed by the

enterprises which have adopted it. Accortlingly,
the new system of selling has made rapid progress, and has, of recent years, spread outside of
the United States and into several Kuropeun
countries besides gaining a foothold in the
Orient.

Definition and scope. By installment selling is meant, as the term indicates, the transfer
of goods from seller to buyer, without full payment, either on the spot, or within a designated
period, but instead, upon the has IB of u. limited
cash payment made at the time of taking possession, followed by a series of cash payments at
indicated periods, until the whole purchiiHc price
Prior to the adoption of the inis liquidated*.
stallment plan, prevailing methods of salo included chiefly transfers of goods for cash, transfers for signed obligations, such as notes or
acceptances, and transfers on open account based,
therefore, upon the buyer's general credit, and
usually limited by the practice of the trade to
such -period s as 30, (SO, or 90 days, according to
custom. It is true that in a few 'lines of business,
such as the sale of sewing iiuu'hineH, agricultural
implements, and the like, a practice of allowing
payments to be made at so much per week or
month over long periods had been established.

These were usually founded upon investigation
of the income-earning power of the buyer, and
were sometimes accompanied by liens upon wages,
so that the payments really became an anticipation of wages. In a few instances, the buyer
of such commodities signed an agreement to
surrender the article in the event of default
any installment, even though the article might
be very nearly paid for. Purchase of real estate
was also generally made on a partial-payment
system.
Origin. The installment plan is thus not
new in conception, but is new AH application and
Tts growth
in the working out of iis technique.
iu recent years has been largely due to two
factors: (1) The increasing ability of manufacturers to cut unit costs by mass production,
provided they could obtain a wide distribution,
and (2) the increasing number of high-priced
mechanisms which might be brought within the
reach 'of a consuming public, liberally paid and
generally employed, provided that that public
could be induced to save for the purpose of buying a desired object. To these two factors might
be added the increasing flexibilitiy and ingenuity
in the use of credit-extension devices which has
resulted in the creation of numerous enterprises,
designed to "carry" or finance obligations made*
by those who purchase on the installment plan*
The types of installment-plan sell ing vary
somewhat, but may be clarified under a few
of

,
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There still exists a considerable body of goods, in which delivery is made
without the signature of any documents or execution of any obligations, but merely with the oral
agreement on the part of the buyer to remit at
stated intervals, usually monthly, until the entire
(2) A more common
purchase price is settled.
variation of this plan is found in the execution
by the buyer of a bill of sale of the commodity in,
favor of the "seller, so that the latter is in a posi(I)

ment finance system must eventually depend upon
the character of this paper and the extent to
which the credit system is soundly based. While
there has been much talk of the "moral" effect

^

tion to recover possession of the article at any
time he sees fit, usually in the event of default on
still further variation
any installment. (3)
is afforded by the practice of requiring of the
buyer the signature of a series of notes representamount of his various installments, while
ing the
these notes are themselves secured by the bill of
sale of the commodity or a chattel mortgage
thereon.
(4) In some cases, the buyer signs a
qualified form of agreement in which he undertakes to make payment, but with the understanding that he may at any time discontinue^ the
payments and turn in the article in its condition
as then existing.
Study of Credit Fundamental. It is evident that the successful working of this plan
implies rather careful scrutiny of credit on the
part of those who make the sales. Accordingly,
it generally necessitates a selling mechanism, in
which actual sales are made and credit tested

A

local representative or dealer. This representative or dealer may grant the credit on behalf of the producer of the article, or in other
cases, he may be called upon to pay cash to the
producer, and then grant the credit on his own
responsibility. In the former case, the producing concern, if it succeeds in obtaining a large
distribution, evidently has a very widely diffused
body of assets, and a very complex problem of
collection.
In the latter case, its continued
sales depend upon the prosperity of the local
dealers, and upon their success in maintaining
their sales upon a high level. This in turn
necessitates provision of means whereby the
dealers may succeed in disposing of, or "financ^
ing" the paper which they receive from their
customers. The latter necessity has resulted in
the organization of a large number of "financing
companies," "acceptance corporations," and other
enterprises of a similar character. In these concerns, a definite form of financing is arranged in
behalf of the dealers who are selling given kinds
of commodities to the public. These dealers are
encouraged to sell to them, the acceptances or
notes growing out of their transactions (with
or without their own indorsements as the case
may be) and the company then undertakes to
"finance" them. It has various ways of accomplishing this object. One way is to put in the
bands of a trust company, the notes, chattel
mortgages, etc. growing but of the operations of
the dealers, and then to issue against these its
own collateral notes which are sold to investors
or banks. Such a buyer of these collateral notes
then has as security: (1,) the signature or obligation of the buyer of the commodity, (2) a mortgage upon the object which he has bought and
is using, coupled with insurance thereon, (3) the
endorsement or guarantee of the dealer to whom
the note was originally given by, the buyer, (4)
the obligation, in many cases, of the acceptance
or finance corporation which has purchased the
paper and is reselling it to the investor.

by a

1

System, Tested
It

is

by Soundness of Paper.
evident that the. general effect of the install-

of the installment system, of its alleged incitement to extravagance, etc., a careful analysis of
the situation largely eliminates these fictitious
elements in the discussion. Those who are dis,

posed to be extravagant in one way are likely to
be extravagant in another and vice versa, so that
the question whether the credit has been soundly
issued and used, appears to be in the last analysis
the final test of the desirability of the procedure employed. Unfortunately, thus far, experience has not been long enough to afford a
positive conclusion on this subject. Losses have
been comparatively small. They have however
been large enough to indicate where the danger
lies.

be described somewhat as
sale of goods on the
installment plan is practically nothing more
than the anticipation of future income, or rather
the appropriation of future income to specified
objects, the real question clearly is whether
there is a probability that future incomes will
continue. The reply made by advocates of the
installment-sale system is that, with a very wide
distribution of sales, it may be expected that
future income will be undisturbed. To this, the
response is naturally made that while that may
bo true as a general assertion, the probability,
or at least possibility, of periodically recurring
business depressions renders it always within
the bounds of reason that there may be a general
condition of unemployment, in which case it is
highly improbable that installment payments
could be generally maintained. Further, since
This danger

follows:

may

Inasmuch as the

the security of the seller in cases of non-payment
is found in the recovery of the object sold, and its
resale at second hand, such sales would be likely
to reach their peak at a time when public demand
was smallest. The result might easily be that
enterprises whose capital is very thinly spread
out, in carrying industries financed on the installment-sales plan, would be unable to protect
themselves against loss, and would be left with
great numbers of half-used and half-worn goods
as their only means of protection. In the cane,
of articles which are to be regarded as semi-'
luxuries, rather than necessities, such for example as automobiles, this criticism applies
with substantial force. On the other hand, in
those industries which turn out goods not of
very standard quality, or which lose a large
fraction of their market value through a short
period of use, such for example as clothing, furs,
and the like, the possible, protection to be obtained from recovery of the goods and resale is
likely to be a small and unsatisfactory one.
There is, therefore, a large possibility of failure
in these lines whenever a great quantity of goods
has been placed on the installment plan, followed
by a period of relatively slack employment and
'

poor collections.

Banks and Installment Selling. The danger arising out of installment selling on the credit
side has been most pronounced when the installment paper was purchased by banks, and was
by them used as the basis for protecting obligations supposed to have been founded upon liquid
credit.
Exactly how much installment paper is
now held by banks is a matter of dispute, and
there is no way of definitely determining it. The
figure, however, Jxas been set as $2,500,000,000
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or $3,000,000,000, and these figures do not seem
be overestimates. Installment paper has
figured in an important way in a good many

to

failures, and has also been complained of,
although without adequate or final proof, as an
influential if not a decisive factor in enlarging
the number of commerqial failures, which has
risen to unprecedently high figures of recent

bank

years.

There

is

thus no warrant for the assertion

made by some economists that installment credit
is a new discovery, or has the effect of such a discovery, inasmuch as it is a means of financing or
providing for consumption. There has always
been a disposition on the part of lenders to finance
consumption whenever that could be safely done,
and the point at issue has been whether the credit
so granted could be protected in such wise as to
render it reasonably liquid and sound. Modern
installment selling does not present any new
phase of the situation, in theory, but merely affords a slightly new technique, modified by the
fact that through mass production and consumption, a much larger field of purchase and sale has
been built up than has ever before been rendered
available.
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shall have been thoroughly tested as a result of

business recession or depression.
Bibliography. A large literature of fugitive
character, much of it controversial, has developed with reference to the subject of installment
An elaborate study of installment sellselling.
ing will be found in the two-volume work, The
Economics of Installment Selling (New York,
1929), prepared under the direction of Prof. E.
R. A. Seligman, of Columbia University, at the
request of the General Motors Acceptance Corporation. This work also contains an extensive
bibliography.

INSTINCT. As used in psychology, the
term indicates an inherited psyche-physical disposition on the part of the organism which
serves as a determinant of activity. As defined
by McDougall, an instinct is purposive in character; that is, it goes out to accomplish a definite
It is, therefore, distinct from the
biological end.
motor mechanism, which serves simply as a
means for the accomplishment of the biological

Under such a definition, there naturwould be as many instincts as there are

purpose.
ally

hereditary purposes.
In McDougalFs Outline of Psychology (1923)
is given a list of 14 major instincts and ft lialfdozen minor instinctive responses so mechanical
in their nature that they are not accompanied
by any display of emotion. The list, including
synonyms, is as follows: instinct of escape (of
self-preservation, of avoidance; danger inatinct) ;
combat (aggression, pugnacity) repulsion (repugnance) ; parental (protective) pairing (matspecific

Cost of System. It also should be remembered that the effect of installment selling is to
add very materially to the cost of goods. This
addition is conservatively estimated at the
present time at from 18 to 25 per cent. The cost
of distributing goods is increased by that amount,
and the consumer's ability to pay is correspondingly reduced, since so large a part of his re*
sources is diverted into the bearing of excessive ing, reproduction, sexual); curiosity (inquiry,
financial expense. The question, therefore is discovery, investigation) submission (self-abaseassertion (self -display) ; social or greoften raised whether the alleged advantages of ment)
installment selling to the consumer and the ap- garious instinct; food seeking (hunting)
acconstruction;
parent advantages enjoyed by the seller, in con- quisition
(hoarding instinct);
sequence of greater turnover and larger volume laughter. Around these major instincts arc
of sales, are not in the long run more than offset grouped the corresponding primary emotions
by the reduction of the consumers' actual buying (such as fear, anger, disgust, etc.) and in this
power, reuniting from the extraordinary expense way, a certain air of system in given to the treatinvolved in the various safeguards necessitated ment of the affective life which is lacking in most
by the process of disposing of goods through the other psychological textbooks.
installment plan. The question also is naturally
In addition to these specific dispositions of the
raised, whether, when the consuming community mind, McDougall postulates nonspecific tendencies
shall have committed itself fully in the purchase and faculties. Included among these are intelliof goods, with respect to future income, the as- gence, defined as "the capacity to improve on
sumed advantages in enlargement of business, native tendency in the light of past experience/*
believed to have existed during the early period sympathy, etc. It is evident that the nonspecific
of installment sales will not come to an end. dispositions serve as the link to -bind up the
In other words, serious doubt is felt whether the isolated instinctive rewponsos into the unified
installment plan may not have very definite activity of the organism much as the general
limits an a business builder, so that after the staff of an army directs the movements of the
lapse of a moderate period of time, its capacity specific arms and branches.
as a means of expanding sales may be exhausted.
Professor McDougall first formulated his genOpinion is undoubtedly swinging to the view eral theory of instincts in 1008, in his classic
that this in fact will be the outcome to be ex- Social Psychology. At that time, the only rival
pected, so that as a result the installment method conception was that of Tliorndike, wlio in his
of disposing of goods will have proven merely Educational Psychology conceived the inRtinct
a temporary expedient in enlarging the volume as a chain of reflexes, a very complicated chain
of sales. It remains true, no doubt, that in cer- of reflexes, but withal a mechanical system.
tain kinds of industry, installment selling would Professor McDougall say a of an instinct that
continue to be regarded as partially necessary "when brought into play, it generates an imbecause of the indisposition of consumers to save pulse, an urge, or a desire for some change lu
continuously for the purpoHe of making a single the situation that evoked it, an impiil&cs which
large cash expenditure for the purchase of some keeps the organism uneasy, restless, striving in
desired object.
this way and that so long as it in not inhibited
As an economic device, therefore, installment by a stronger impulse or satisfied by the attainselling still occupies a somewhat dubious posi- ment of its natural goal, the changed situation
To Professor Thorndike, on
tion, with many arguments presented both for of a specific kind/'
and against it, and, as already stated, the even- the other hand, such a view smacks of "magic
tual decision probably dependent upon the out- potency/' He prefers to describe th operation
come as to its effect upon credit,* when this effect of a particular instinct as a series of situations
;

;

;

;

;

26
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and responses.

are determined, are predictable in the same way
that the reactions of chemical elements are predictable.

No room
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These responses, because they

is left for potentialities, for

changes in fundamental reactions, or for profiting by experiences in the way that Professor
McDougall allows. The Thoindike conception
nevertheless has for its advantage, .or for what
may be claimed as an advantage, its -scientific
disinterestedness from morality, purpose, and
value. McDougall's conception is a dilficult one
to employ in a scientific scheme modeled on a
positivistic or rather a materialistic interpretation of physics and chemistry. It is a conception
that fits in better with a practical system of
moral conduct, preferably of the conservative sort.
Strange to say, the violent polemical discussions of the problem of instincts during the
decade and a half following the publication of
the Social Psychology were never able to get
beyond the popular antithesis of mechanistic
science
^and practical morality. On the medianistic side, positions have been put forward even
more radical than those of Professor Thorudike.
Among these might be cited as typical the point
of view of Z. Y. Kuo. Refusing to accept even
the Thorndike conception of instinct as an integrated series or reflexes, he would explain all
human activity on the basis of nonspecific
"units of reaction." "The reaction units are
what we find in the child's spontaneous activi-

work

McDougall and Thorndike,
between whose theories lie drew no distinction, as
laying the basis of a new social science. "Henceforth," he said, "our social psychology is placed
~~ ^
J ~
Li
* *~ J--*-- J i
on
the sure ground of observation of instinctive
hailed the

of

1

-

behavior." Scarcely two years later in his
Princeton lectures of 1918, published iu book form
under the title Human Nature and Conduct
(1921), lie expressly repudiated McDougall's
theory in the interest of his own belief of social
radicalism and did not see fit to adopt the Thorndike conception of reflexes. The view which he
did elaborate, while admitting the probable existence of instinctive roots for human conduct,
tried to explain this conduct on the basis of a
succession of impulses and habits. The instinctive part of our habits, he appeared to maintain,
does not come into being until the habits are
formed under the stress of environment. In this
manner, he avoided committing himself to McDougall's fixed classification of instincts, which
had been the subject of much attack, without
offering any other classification. The artifice
of placing the chapter on instinct after the
chapter on habit is open to critioiHm, inasmuch
as, in mechanistically
tialities are treated

determined systems, potenas fixed quantities long
before they pass into the active state. The
beauty of physical science lies in the fact that
potential energy may be measured just as accurately as it is possible to measure kinetic energy,
ties and random acts. . . . Such
spontaneous or energy in motion.
and random acts are all that we can credit to
Almost any philosophy of instincts tends to
the native endowment of man. These are non- undermine the prestige of the intellect and inA theory of mechanical refluxes
specific instincts, for they are reflexes in chartelligence.
acter and involve few, if any, complex neural tends of course to abolish
intelligence altogether;
patterns."
biit, under the conception of iixod instincts, tho
In his emphasis on reflexes, Mr. Kuo was fol- intelligence is reduced to the r6le of a helpless
.? V. . J.T. i^_j
TXT^ j._ __
j .LI
r_i
i* j
..
.*.
lowing the lead of Watson and the Behavioristic mediator between the imperious inborn tendenmovement, but even Professor Watson assumed cies of human nature. The notion of the sublimthat, beyond the mere random reflexes, there ation of instincts, which has been so
extensively
rou P of innate reactions, or instincts,
used by the psychoanalysts and psycopatholoF. W. Allport (Social Psychology, 1924) may gists,
consecrates
antl-intellcetualimu
into a
DO said to occupy an intermediate position be- dogma. It
might be said that the metaphor of
tween the extremes represented by McDougall and sublimation was invented in order that it
might
Kuo, in which lie substitutes the concept of be misinterpreted. At any rate, it owes its
groups of reflexes for instincts. Upon this con- popularity to the ease with which it lends itcept, he builds a unique social psychology.
(See self to distortion. When the highest mtellceK. a. Woodworth, "Social Psychology: A Re- tual achievements of
humanity are defined as
Vlew
of Abnormal and Social Psyohol- mere sublimations of primitive instincts, it is
1925, for a criticism of Allport's work.)
only a short step in the popular mind to deIne notion that there exists any fixed entity
throning these achievements altogether and preas an acquisitive instinct
naturally irritated fcrring "self-expression" via the HO-eallml inthose who had
hoped to find in social psychology stinctive urges. In this respect, tho genius of
a support for their
radical views on social prog- modern social
psychology works directly opnoress, and at the same time it seemed to lend
site to the genius of dogmatic
religion, which,
"scientific" color to the eternal
necessity of a while adopting an almost identical Juerurehiea
The instinct of pugnacity, if division of human nature into instincts and
capitalistic order.
taken with the same seriousness as the laws of
faculties, regards the instincts as the domain
mechanics, automatically condemns pacifism, of the deviled "sublimations" as the
striving
K
Many similar difficulties arise in connection with for divine perfection.
* . j_

_..c

_

-i

<.

i

.
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the other instinctive concepts. For a
long time,
sociologists and social psychologists were in turmoil over the
question whether there really existed any such instinct as the instinct for imita'

the

entire

-'

scheme of

French psychologist,
*" wwt
wv jOVCG
movement. And
Thorndike and

T ~v
social

&^^m$!"-*P
enT^
McDo
So
&^m*^.

^SWfi:

Purring to ^expMn the
unitation^by the concourse of inace with the specific instincts.
Addressing the American Psychological Association in December, 1810, Prof. John
Dewcy

To sum up the present situation in the doctrine
of instincts, we should
say that thore exist two
dogmatic poaitionw the theory of sped lie instincts and the
theory of mechanical reflexes.
Of these two, the instinct
theory is the
eXible and 00uld b
COUWtiHl
will into
!
dogmatism Jfor morality
or into a ""K
"**11'*
clomnati
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can be conciliated into the scheme of science if Its volume increased with the rise in
prices and
we throw out, on the one hand, the prejudice of the extension of general business activity.
New
purpose and, on the other, the prejudice of me- forms of coverage were originated and old forms
chanical predcterminism. Neither of these has a adjusted to
changes in the need for protection.
place in a descriptive science. The instinct be- Within the insurance business, there was concomoB tho larger unit and for that reason harder siderable activity in the
organization of new
to measure; the reflex is the smaller unit and companies and in the
forming of groups of commore accurately determined, but it is too small panies under a single management particularly
for social computation. It is as if we were to in the
property insurance field, where individual
try to formulate the principle of the pulley in insurance interests aimed to offer as wide a
terms of electronic vibrations. While the notion variety of coverages as practicable. An imof purpose and inner striving is thus excluded portant feature which for a time was most farfrom descriptive psychology, it need by no means reaching in its influence on insurance, was the
bt banished from the world of thought as a World War with its effects on
prices of securities
delusion and a fraud. It finds its place in those and property. During the World War and imdisciplines which aim to cultivate inner develop- mediately following it, the Insurance Commisment: art; religion; the philosophy of religion. sioners permitted insurance companies to adjust
It is not necessary for the science of man to be the valuation of their investments on the basis
religious in order to cooperate with the religious largely of intrinsic worth and thus avoid in some
striving, just as it is not necessary for the science measure the unfortunate effects of market flucof physiology to be healthy in order to further tuation. The increase in prices brought about
the interests of health.
a corresponding increase in the amount of inBibliography. Consult: W. McDougall, Out- surance required to cover the risk of loss of
line of Psychology (1923); E. Thorndike, Mdu- property and of other values.
The War also
ca I tonal Psyrfioloyy, 3d cd. (1913); C. Josey, had a marked effect on the moral hazard; it
The Social Philosophy of Instinct (1922) John tended, in general, to decrease the losses of inDowey, Human Nature and Conduct (1921); surance companies where property was covered
W. H. Rivers, Jus Knot and the Unconscious whose loss would result in the cessation of large
(1020) James Drever, Instinct in Man (1917). profits to business men. After the War, howPeriodical discussions may be found in The ever, when a period of adverse conditions in busiPsychological Review, Journal of Philosophy, ness followed deflation, the preservation of propand The Journal of Abnormal Psychology and erty was less a matter of concern to its owners
Social Psychology, beginning with the year 1920. consequently, there was an increase in insurance
For a simple presentation of the various aspects losses, which must also be attributed, in large
of the instinct controversy, consult A. I. Gates, measure, to the moral hazard which was in evidence for six years.
Momentary Psychology (1025).
Governmental regulation of insurance steadily
INSTITUTE OP INTERtfATIOtfAIj EDUincreased its scope and effectiveness, The NaCATION. See UNIVEBSLTIES AND COLUSCIEB.
nrSTTLIN". On account of tho powerful ac- tional- Convention of Insurance Commissioners,
tion of this drug on the diabetic, it has been succeeded in offsetting in some degree the disadtested in a great variety of pathological states vantages of regulation by the individual States
and some favorable reports have been published through its efforts toward uniformity hi superwhich will require further corroboration before vision and in laws; but much remained to be
they can be finally endorsed. Next to diabetes, accomplished in this direction. After the recovthe condition which seems most amenable to its ery from deflation, the rise in market values of
action is emaciation in certain forms and there securities resulted in large profits to insurance
have been numerous miscellaneous reports of companies other than life-insurance companies,
weight gain following a course of injections. and their stock advanced greatly in price. The
Further experience has shown that insulin is no public began buying insurance-company stocks
general anti-lean remedy and in all probabil- eagerly with the result that they became widely
ity the field of its usefulness in this direction is distributed. Many established companies ina relatively narrow one* Attempts to give in- creased their capital and, especially in 1027 and
Hiilin and alleged substitutes by the mouth, thus
1028, organization of new companies on a large
dJHpenftiug with the hypodermic method, give scale became active.
A feature of the period following ,the War was
It* which are not very convincing, but the
;

;

;

mm

Since insulin is an impxtre
been made to isolate it in the pure state and in 1925 Abel and
(Jeiling reported the first attempts to obtain an
exact substance which might be synthetized, possibly with a great reduction of cost, for at present tho supply of the drug is far from adequate
to meet the needs of many thousand diabetics.
hi 1920 Abel announced that he had obtained
insulin in crystalline form, but further information him .been lacking. See also DIABETES; DIET;
FOOD AND NUTRITION; SECRETIONS, INTKBNAI*;
alHo SUROKUY (iiiHuHn in shock).
IMfSTTRAKCE. Since insurance, although
an independent business activity, is a financial
tool for the furtherance of the more fundamental economic precedes, itn development may
be expected to follow closely the outstanding developments in those processes. The history of
the btiBineft* after 1912 illustrates this tendency.
Hiibject i* still open.

mixture,

many attempts have

the increased interest in insurance education.
Many institutions of higher learning added insurance courses to their curricula and various
organizations of insurance men provided instruction for those engaged in the business.
Life Insurance. On Dec. 31, 3928, 311 legal
reserve life-insurance companies had insurance
in force amounting to $93,888,281,725, as compared with $50,200,710,] 80 in force in 286 companies at the end of 1922 and $27,189,009,697 in
force in 241 companies at the end of 1917. Thus,
the increase in 11 years was 245 per cent.
These figures are taken from the Insurance year
Hook.
careful estimate made by the Association of Life Insurance Presidents placed the total
amount of legal reserve life insurance in force at
the end of 1928 at approximately $95,000,000,000.
By July 31, 1929, it was estimated that the total
insurance in force had reached $100,122,085,000.
To meet .their obligations as they become due,
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these companies had admitted assets of $15,947,09r>,f>94 at the end of 1028, as compared with $8,652,318,490 in 1922 and $5,940,622,780 in 1917.
The amount of new legal reserve life insurance
written and paid for increased from $4,891,037,043 in 1917 to $9,774,271,118 in 1922 and to
$17,135,438,992 in 1927, an increase of 299 per
cent in 11 years.
Among the principal reasons for this increase
in new business are the inflation of prices, necessitating the purchase of more insurance to provide a given standard of living to dependents;
increased ability of policy holders to pay premiums; the discovery of new uses for the application of life insurance to both personal and
business affairs, and a remarkable improvement
in the selection and training of life-insurance
salesmen. Except during the period of the influenza epidemic in 1918-1919, the general tend-

ency of mortality has been downward. It has
long been recognized that the American Experience Table of Mortality, on which the premium
rates of American life insurance companies are
largely based, is no longer accurate, as it indicates a considerably higher mortality rate,
especially

among younger

lives,

than the insur-

ance companies are actually experiencing. The
American Men Table of Mortality, reflecting
more recent experience, has been worked out by
eminent actuaries, and the State of Connecticut
has authorized its use in computing rates and
reserves, but other States will have to amend
their laws before its use can become general.
By reason of the fact that the actual mortality
has been much more favorable than that indicated by the American Experience Table and the
further fact that the rate of interest earned by
life insurance companies since the War has been
much in excess of that assumed when their premium rates were made, companies issuing participating policies have been able to make very
liberal returns in dividends to policyholders and
non participating companies have been able to
reduce their premium rates.
There has been a remarkable development of
groxip insurance since it was introduced in 1911.
While originally designed to insure employees
under one policy, the premium on which was paid
by the employer, the premiums on a vast amount
o*f the
group insurance more recently written are
paid jointly by employer and employees, and
group policies are now written covering members
of societies, labor unions, and other organizations.
As this insurance is written without
medical examination and members of groups who
are advanced in years are admitted, the system
has extended the benefits of life insurance to
great numbers of persons who otherwise would
have been denied them. According to the Insurance Year Book, 2895 group policies for insurance aggregating $1,910,939,193 were written in
1928 and at the end of that year 17,158 policies

amounting to $8,034,289,884 were in force.
More group insurance was written in 1928
than in any previous year, and a careful esti-

mate placed the

total

amount

of insurance in

end of that year at approximately
$8,000,000,000 on the lives of 6,000,000 persons.
The figures given in reports published in 1929 by
the Bureau of the Census of the U. S, Departforce at the

ment

of

Commerce represent only member com-

Association of Life Insurance
there are 44, comprising
approximately 82 per cent of the life insurance
in force, but these same companies handle an
panies

of

the

Presidents, of which
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equally large percentage of the group insurance.
The following table shows the number ( A) and
value (B) of group certificates issued 1913 to
1928 inclusive:

Another important development in life insurance
in the past few years has been the adoption by
a number of companies of the practice of issuing
policies for limited amounts on the lives of persons who have not been subjected to medical
examination but have been recommended as fit
by experienced agents in whom the companies
have special confidence. Several companies have
reported satisfactory experience under these policies and increased the limits.

The safeguarding

of funds paid to beneficiaries
policies has had much atwithin a few years the "life-insur-

under life-insurance

tention and
ance trust" has taken a prominent place. Many
trust companies and leading life-insurance agents
have cooperated in presenting to persons carrying large amounts of life insurance the advantages of making their life insurance payable to
a trust company to be paid by it to the beneficiaries in such manner as the assured provides
in the deed of trust.
Fire Insurance. Increase in the amount of
property insured and increase in property values
in terms of money resulted in an increase in the
fire insurance in force in, companies reporting
to the New York Insurance Department from
$78,396,546,465 on Dec. 31, 1917. to $121.552,779,774 on Dec. 31, 1922, and to $177,145,140,742 on Dec. 31, 1928. Fire premiums written
by these companies increased from $4.54,135,1 IS
in 1917 to $635,542,309 in 1922 and 9709,800,0(14
in 1928. The fire losses paid by the same coniwere $209,895,691 in 1917, $345,951,143
1922 and $338,857,706 in 1928. Meanwhile,
ries
the admitted assets of these companies, had increased from $896,728,088 on Dec. 31, I HI 7
to $2,654,496,211 on Dec. 31, 1928. Their combined capital ,and surplus, however, increased in
a greater ratio, rising from $366,244,023 on Dec.
31, 1917, to $1,076,643,548 10 years later, and to
$1,361,535,514 on Dec. 31, 1928. The period of
the War and about three years following wer
very profitable as fire losses were low, moral
hazard being almost entirely absent; but when
deflation came, serious moral haxard developed,
fire losses rose to a high point, and insurance
'

companies suffered an underwriting

loss.

These

conditions ceased only late in 1926.
In 1927 the losses decreased and in 1928 they
were even lower than in 1927. The fire loflKen
of the United States and Canada as compiled
by the Journal of Commerce, of New York (those
of the United States separately not being available), during this period were as follows: In
1917, $267,273,140; in 1918, $317,014,385; in
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1910, $269,000,775; in 1920, $330,856,625; in
1921, $332,654,950; in 1922, $410,889,350; in
1923, $389,192,200; in 1924, $377,529,250; in 1925,
$373,500,550; in 1926, $393,020,000; in 1927,
$320,595,600, and in 1928, $301,267,580. While
lire-insurance companies suffered a loss on underwriting from 1921 to 1926 inclusive, their earnings from investments were large, as securities
rose in value and interest rates were good, and
these earnings were the chief factor in increasing
surplus although a large amount of capital has
been invested in companies at a premium since

the War.

One of the most remarkable developments in
American fire insurance has been the affiliation
of companies in groups, thus enabling one staff
of officials and one office organization to serve
a number of companies. But few companies of
prominence are now without these affiliations.
This system has been extended until many fireinsurance companies now also have casuality

and surety companies

with them. Recent years have witnessed unusual activity in
the purchase of stock of fire-insurance companies
affiliated

by the general public. The various organizations working for the reduction of fire loss in
the United States have been active and have
made their efforts more effective.
Marine Insurance. For the year 1918, the
total net premiums received for marine insurance within the United States were estimated
at slightly less than $110,000,000 by Dr. S. S.
Iluelmor. The Insurance Year Book reports $39,396,354 ocean marine premiums for 1922 and
$46,419,760 for 1928.
subject to

War was
enemy

ume

activities,

of war-risk

Ocean shipping during the

new

hazards, partly due to

and developed a very large

vol-

INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINES

insurance on the basis of profits and not of
premiums written, thus lightening the burdens
on American companies.
Inland marine insurance has been developing
somewhat rapidly, the premiums, according to
the Insurance Year Book, being $23,644,089 for
1922 and $39,688,160 for 1927, with only moderate losses.

Miscellaneous Insurance. Under this classimay be grouped the various kinds of
insurance and bonds written by casualty and
fication

surety companies, the principal classes being accident and health, automobile, workmen's-compensation, liability, burglary and robbery, plate

steam boiler and machinery breakdown,
credit and live-stock insurance, and the numerous
classes of fidelity and surety bonds.
Miscellane-

glass,

ous insurance has made a very large growth in
a relatively short time, due largely to the enactment of worknienVconipcnsation laww and tlie
great increase in the number of automobiles,
of cars more hazardous and
necessitating liability insurance for the protection of their owners against loss due to claims
for personal injuries to others.
According to
the New York Insurance Report, in which are
included the statements of most of the leading
companies writing miscellaneous insurance, tho
premiums written by these companies in 1917
amounted to $221,804,779, in 1922 to $415,783,884, and in 1928 to $750,146,100. The admitted
assets of these companies increased from ,$282,078,822 at the end of 1917 to $(12!) ,301,9(10 at the
end of 1922 and to $1,289,751 ,23 at the end
of 1928.
There was considerable activity (luring the decade in organizing new companies,
especially institutions to write automobile insurance.
See FIRE PROTECTION, OLD- AGE PENSIONS, SO-

making the driving

insurance to cover the hazards not covered by ordinary ocean marine
The extent and even the nature of CIAL INSURANCE, and WORKMEN'S COMPKNRATION.
policies.
thono hazards were unpredictable, and they
INTELLIGENCE TESTS. See RPTTCATIO.N
could be assumed by insurance companies only IN THE UNITED STATER; MENTAL MEASUREMENT.
to a limited extent.
Governmental bureaus were
INTERALLIED DEBTS. See 1 IBP ABATIOWB
established in the United States and in other and FINANCE AND BANKING.
countries to insure shippers against losses from
INTERMEDIATE CREDIT BANKS. Soo
war hazards. Without such aid, shipping by AGBiom/riTBAL CKEDIT.
private interests would have been, in large part,
INTERNAL-COMBUSTION
necessarily discontinued. Increased activity in Engines in which fuel is introduced into tho
foreign commerce during and after the War led cylinder and power is obtained by the resulting
to the organization of many new marine-insur- combustion of fuel and air make
up 80 per cunt
ance companies and to the development of ma- of the total number of
engines of all kinds in
rine insurance by older companies. After a use in the United States. Each of tho
twenty in ilperiod of feverish activity, many of the new lion automobiles, the thousands of farm tractors,
organizations disappeared. When international the innumerable motor boats, and nuiny oceantrade became depressed, the volume of available going vessels
employ internal-combustion engines,
business was greatly reduced and the large num- making up a total of
approximately 750,000,000
ber of insurance companies seeking it entered horse power. In fact, the
average person IH more
into fierce competition. Policy forms were familiar with the gasoline motor than he is with
broadened and inadequate rates were charged, other forms of power.
The advent of the automobile brought with
rewriting in severe underwriting losses. Through
the efforts of leading companies, especially in it a demand for,
engines of light weight, 5 to
Europe, conditions have been improved some- 10 pounds per horse power, and of extremely
what but they are still far from satisfactory. favorable balance. Consequently, for all wave
Jn 1919 Congress became concerned with the cheap farm units, the gasoline engine is built
preponderance of alien interests in the marine- with cylinders placed vertically and ranging in
insurance business. An investigation was made, number from 4 to 16, with a few having cylinders
a a rebuilt of which a model marine-insurance set in y style. Engine speeds vary, depending
law, designed for the encouragement of American upon the service, from 60 to 3000 revolutions
marine insurance, was adopted for the District per minute. A modern automobile engine apof Columbia. With the cooperation of the com- pears in the illustration.
It will be observed
panies and of Congress, three syndicates were that the most obvious characteristic is compactorganized for the purpose of increasing marine- ness, closely followed by that o! accessibility.
insurance facilities, largely in the interest of See MOTOR VEHICLES.
American carriers. Recently, New York and
The present tendency is toward tlie en-bloc dePennsylvania have enacted laws to tax marine sign, ixi which, all the cylinders and the upper
;

ENGINES.

'
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part of the crank case is in one casting. This
reduces the machining operations and also reduces the engine length without sacrificing the
cylinder water-cooling space. Pistons are made
mostly of cast iron, but for the hetter class of
automobiles, especially when the engine has a
high rate of revolution, the pistons are made of
aluminum. Connecting rods are usually steel
castings, although a few cars use steel drop
forgings; in high-speed engines, duralumin rods
are being used. Bearings are either babbitt
shells set into recesses in the frame and connecting rods or, in the cheaper engines, the babbitt
is cast into the recesses and is then reamed or

INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINES

The increase of engine speed involved more
than merely reducing the unbalance of the enAs a mixture of
gine's reciprocating parts.

and

fuel

air

does not ignite instantaneously,

always a lag between the appearance
of a spark at the spark plug and the creation of
a gas pressure in the cylinder. One of the best
methods of increasing or accelerating combustion
in automotive engines is by designs of cylinder
heads to produce combustion chambers that will
promote turbulence. A violent turbulence means
a more thorough mixing of the liquid particles
and the air stream, and engines employing this
in
principle give better combustion, though
there

is

FORMS OF AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE COMBUSTION CHAMBERS AND TYPIOAti
VALVE PLACING
At left: Head with side valve head and combustion chamber to promote turbulence. At right: Overhead valves to permit quick charging

and exhaust of

broached

to size.

Crank shafts are universally

forgings of high-carbon steel. As there are alforces to produce vibrations unless the cranks are balanced, the better grade
of automobile engines has balance weights on
few engines make use of dampthe cranks.
eners to reduce the torsional vibration of the

ways secondary

A

crank shaft.

gases.

some cases they do not permit of as heavy
charges being inspired, because of the throttling
effect of the passages through which the gas
must pass in reaching the cylinder interior on
the suction stroke.
For this reason, there is a return to the It
design of cylinder head in which the valves arc
placed in at one side of the head, but instead of
a narrow passage combining the valves and the
cylinder space, the combustion cavity is shifted
from the cylinder proper and is massed into a
dome space over the valves. Kecardo is credited
with the origination of this idea. Few of the
modern engines use the overhead valves and
plain combustion chamber, for tho Recardo
design proved to be more efficient and permits
carrying higher 'compressions without preignition or "early spontaneous ignition.'*
Automobile engines, save those of the most
modern design, compress the fuel-air mixture
to a pressure of 90 pounds per squaro inch* As
the efficiency E of the Otto cycle engine is expressed by the equation:
Ti
Tfi
when Ti Is the absolute temper*
J3
,
Tx
ature at the end of the compression stroke and
Ta the temperature of the charge at the beginning of the compression stroke, it is apparent
that increasing Ti would increase the efficiency,
or in other words, increase the horse power produced per gallon of fuel. The temperature of Tt
depends upon the final compression pressure and
the endeavor has been to raise this pressure from
90 pounds. The usual gasoline, however, will
explode spontaneously if the compression is
90 pounds, save in extremely.
,

=
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high-speed engines where the time interval is
have
scientists
small.
spent
Consequently,
much time in evolving a fuel that is free from
pre-ignition and detonation. The addition of a
small amount of tetracthyl lead to gasoline is
said to permit of using twice the accented com-

pression pressure without pre-ignition and
"knocking."
Others have found that special cylinder-head
designs will permit higher compression, while
still others use a small amount of benzol with
the gasoline. Today, many automobile engines
are using compressions ranging from 120 to 150
pounds, although this higher pressure will produce "knocks" if the engine is run at- slow speed
on a rich mixture, as when climbing a hill, which
mixture ignites rapidly. On a lean mixture,
such as exists when idling, the high-compression
engines work satisfactorily.
Aviation Engines. The rapidity with which
aviation has developed since the World War has
taxed the ingenuity of the engineer in producing
a satisfactory gasoline engine of high efficiency,
and inherent reliability. The
light weight,
first aviation engine was a heavy two-cylinder
opposed-cylinder type unit, whicli was quickly
succeeded by engines with 0, 8, and 12 cylinders
placed in line. During the World War, in order
to produce a plane having high speed and lightness, engines were brought out with cylinders
placed in either two or three rows, having the
appearance of a V engine with an extra row of
cylinders placed vertically, as shown in one of
the illustrations.
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makes wore used. Certainly the
different
weight of the engine and accessories is naturally
low.

In both these types, the number of cylinders
range from three to nine when but a single
row is used and up to 18 in double-row machines.
It is necessary to have an odd number of cylinders in a row if a single crank is used, which is
customary. The firing order will follow the
direction of rotation in a radial engine with
fixed cylinders and will be in the opposite direction in rotary-cylinder machines. In all cases,
alternate cylinders are skipped in the firing
order, so that it takes two complete revolutions
of the cylinder assembly for all cylinders to fire.
The advantage of the rotary engine is first
that air cooling is possible, thereby reducing the
Aveight by 40 per cent. The length of the engine

is much 'decreased, giving greater space in the
fuselage. Tn addition, it is easier to mount
and to dismantle. On the other hand, the overall diameter is greater, which necessitates the
widening of the plane body. It uses more
lubricating oil, for much drips into the cylinders
from the crank. In large sizes, there is a considerable gyroscopic action, which is a hindrance
in maneuvering, for the engine resists the
change, in direction of its plane of rotation.
The fuel consumption also is greater than with

the
advantages,
fixed-cylinder
engine. The
however, outweigh these several objections.
Such engines are being built up to 300 horse
power in single row units and 600 horse power
in double-row designs. Where powers go over

KtfGINB 10 8BQTO8 OOMPAOTMTE&6 OF DDSICtN IN
MULTIPLE OrblNMEft FORMS

ABEANOEMBNT OF CYLINDERS XK AVIATION

All of these engines employed water cooling
for lightmwn, designers
produced both rotary- and radial-cylinder engines that depend upon air cooling. While the
wtill being- built, the tend"in-line'* engine i
ency JH toward the universal acceptance of the
rotary and radial engine, with the latter predominating. In the majority of recent longdistance flights, the radial engines of several

and an the demand wan

300 horHe power, it is possible that the V type
engine or the X type, sncth as the Packard, is
better.

1929 the radial engine i the general faand liaa thrust the rotary typo into the
background.
Originally, automobile practice was followed
and all cylinders and pistons were of <:ant Iron.
Iii

vorite

Improvements

in materials, as well as iu design,
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Pistons

now made

of aluminum, and the cylinder
is generally a mild-steel
tubing. The jacket for

water cooling

is formed by welding thin alumior steel sheets to the tubing. The upper
end of the tube is threaded and the aluminum
cylinder head is screwed on to the tube. With
aluminum heads, the valve seats are steel rings
placed in the mold when the aluminum is
poured. As the exhaust-gas temperatures are
high, ranging from 000 to 1600
I\, cast-iron
valves will not suffice. Modern engines employ
valves of tungsten steel or chromium steel.
Connecting rods are duralumin castings and the
crank shaft is of high-carbon steel. Usually,
the shaft is made from a single forging, but in
the rotary engines, the crank is built up of three
pieces to permit disassembling.
Aviation engines operating at other than low
altitudes require a highly volatile gasoline that
will vaporize at a lower temperature than will
commercial gasoline. The carburetion of gasoline is difficult in an aviation engine for the
reason that the ratio of fuel to air will vary
with the altitude, so that at high altitudes the
engine may cease firing although the gasoline
lines are clear and the carburetor is in
working
order.
The rate of flow of gasoline through the
carburetor jet is dependent on the pressure drop
between the atmosphere and the intake manifold.
Even if the mixture is perfect at ground level,
it may fail off at
high altitudes; if the air
density becomes one-half, the fuel feed drops
probably 75 per cent. See AEBQNAUTICS.
Superchargers. Superchargers are especially
valuable on air craft operating at high altitudes.
As the engine reaches altitudes where the air
is lighter, the weight of the
charge decreases and
the power is correspondingly reduced. This loss
of power is stated to be very great in engines

num
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The diagram herewith shows

clearly the way
such a supercharger operates. The exhaust gas
from the engine is led through a manifold, a,
into a nozzle box, 6, containing a series of noz-

Through these nozzles the gas expands
and reaches a high velocity before entering the
buckets of the turbine wheel, d, which it drives
at high speed. Air enters the
impeller, e,
through inlets, /, at the centre and is thrown
by centrifugal force to the tips of the blades.
At this point, a series of vanes surrounding
zles, c.

the impeller converts the velocity of the air into
pressure and guides it in a spiral path to the
supercharger outlet and then through the aircooler into the carburetor intake, 7t.

Explosion Turbine. Some engineers believe
that the explosion turbine otters possibilities
for future development, because one of the
drawbacks of reciprocating piston engines, i.e.,
the inefficiency due to incomplete expansion after
In some
ignition, is not inherently present.
forms of explosion turbines, the mixture is
drawn or forced into a special combustion
chamber where it is exploded, and the pressure
thus produced causes the gas to escape through
a nozzle and impinge upon a turbine wheel. A
sectional view of an internal-combustion turbine built and operated in Germany by Holzwarth is shown. The design is ingenious, as
the turbine is directly connected with a generator.
Owing to the possibility of expanding

A

not

equipped with superchargers.
Liberty
airplane engine that will develop 400 horse
level
at
sea
will
deliver
but
200
horse
power
power at 15,000 feet and not quite 90 horse

TURBINE
EXHAUST

DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING THE OPERATION OP A
SUPERCHARGER

power

TTJTtBO-

at

25,000 feet. While reciprocating,
and centrifugal air pumps have been
suggested and experimented with, the centrifugal type is best adapted for air-craft motors
because of its simplicity, lightness, and freedom
from pulsation. The supercharger
may be geardriven by the engine to which it is
attached, or
it may be driven
by a gas turbine using exhaust
gas which otherwise would be wasted by disrotary,

charging it directly into the air.
bine-driven supercharger had been
ful to date.

The gas turmost success-

SECTIONAL ELEVATION OF THB HOLZWARTH VERTICAL"
EXPLOSION TURBINE
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the gas to atmospheric pressure, this turbine
would have a theoretical energy utilization
about 67 per cent if the combustion and fuelsupply processes were the same as in a reciprocating piston engine.
One of the weaknesses of turbine design is
that the compression of the charge prior to ignition does not take place in the explosion
chamber but must be furnished by an outside
compressor. Owing to the inefficiency of the
compressors and the fact that a turbine rotor
actuated by a gas with constantly falling pressure cannot be more than GO per cent efficient,
the theoretical thermal efficiency of a turbine
drops from 67 per cent to a practically realized efficiency of but 13.8 per cent, or considerably less than that of the usual forma of reciprocating piston engines. Several inventors have
tried to do away with compressors in gas turbines, or, if a compressor was used, to drive it
by steam raised by the exhaust of the turbine.
One of the advantages of the reciprocating type
of engine is that the piston servos UH a pump
to draw in the gas; then as a compressor to
compact the charge before ignition; then as a
power element when forced down by the pressure of the exploded, expanding gas; and lastly
as a scavenging medium, when it pushes the
inert or exhaust gas out of the working cylinAn explosion turbine is not a true interder.
nal-combustion engine, and its low efficiency
makes its commercial prospects not particularly
bright.

INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINES

The
cylinder it is ignited by the temperature.
flow of oil is regulated by a needle valve, so that
it enters comparatively slowly without increasing the pressure beyond 500 pounds. Any oil
can be burned.
From the first engine of CO horse power built
in America in 1898, the use of the Diesel has
extended until in 1928 over 400,000 horse power
was sold, for practically every kind of power use.
Of the Diesels so far built, 30 per cent is used for
marine purposes. The "injection" or Diesel
engine is broadly divided as to types into the
two-stroke cycle and four-stroke cycle, both
These broad divisions
single and double acting.
may be separated into air-injection and pumpinjection types. In the former, air at 1000
pounds is used to blow the oil into the cylinder,
while in the latter engines, a pump forces the
oil through the spray nozzles at a pressure of
about 5000 pounds per square inch. The airinjection type was the lirst to come into use,
but at the time of writing (1929), the pumpinjection engines represent about 75 per cent of
the yearly sales.
Two distinct combustion processes are employed in pump-injection engines. For twostroke-cycle engines, it has been found that tlio
oil cannot be pumped directly into the cylinder.
It is necessary to inject it into a cavity in the
cylinder head, where it is partly vaporized and
blows tli rough an orifice into the cylinder propel*.
The separation of the oil and air gives time for
the oil to be vaporized before combustion begins.

FUEL OIL

CHECK

VALVfcS

SCHEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF DIESBL-ENGINK MECHANISM

Diesel Engines.

The

efficiency

of

any

in-

ternal-combustion engine is dependent upon the
As gasoline, oil, or
final compression pressure.
gas cannot bo compressed beyond the extreme of
180 pounds per square inch on account of preiguition, Dr. Diesel proposed and built an engine
in which nothing but air was compressed, and
the fuel was not introduced until the piston had
completed the compression stroke. As there
was nothing but air in the cylinder, pro-ignition
could not occur. The Diesel engine has a final
compression pressure of approximately 500
pounds per square inch, and as the temperature
raiaea with compression, the final temperature
of the air in the cylinder is about 1200 F.; this
is so hot that when the oil is sprayed into the

In four-stroke-cycle, jmm|>-injection engines, the
fuel may be injected either into a separate cavity
or into the cylinder proper.
For powers up to (H)0 liorne power, the solidinjection engine is used in preference to the airinjection engine, mainly bccatme of lirwt t'out.
Above this size, the air-injection engine's bettor
performance oft'wets its higher cost at present.
Beyond 3000 horse power, double-acting, airinjection engines are preferred. The largest
Diesel built up to 1929 is a 0-cylinder air-mjetttion engine installed in the Hamburg, Germany,
light plant; pump-injection ongineH of 11,000
horse power were built in 1928 in Germany and
Denmark. In the United Ktatea, the largent
engine so far built is a six-cylinder, single-
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of
two-stroke-cycle unit with cylinders
and 56-in. stroke, rated at 4000 horse
power at 125 revolutions per minute.
As an example of novel designing, the accompanying illustration gives a sectional elevation
through one of the cylinders of a three-cylinder,

acting,

42-in. bore

double-acting,
two-cycle engine. This power
plant has a cylinder bore of 17 2,%2 inches and
a stroke of 27 3}o inches and delivers 850 horse
power at 120 revolutions per minute. The

problem of packing the piston rod against the
explosion pressure is met by a very ingenious
and carefully worked-out stuffing-box which permits the piston rod to reciprocate through the
head of the lower cylinder. The stuffing-box is
very deep and contains 11 sections of metallic
packing; grooved rings divide them, to facilitate the distribution of lubricating oil. Each
section consists of two rings split in halves
which fit closely around the rod without springs,
but they are kept close to the rod by a springclip ring carried in a retaining ring clear of the
The 11 sections are entered into the stufrod.
fing-box and held in position by the gland ring.
The fuel consumption of the average Diesel
engine is 0.45 pounds per brake horse power
per hour. This is much better than the gasoline
engine, few of which type show a better performance than 0.75 pounds, but high-compression aviation engines have developed a horsepower-hour at an outlay of 0.5 pounds of gasoline,

which

fuel,

however, has a greater heat

value, 20,000 B.t.u. per pound, as compared to
fuel oil with 18,000 B.t.u.
Gasoline costs 17 to
20 cents per gallon and fuel oil but 4 to 6 cents.
Until recently, the Diesel operated at slow

UPPER CYLINDER

f
I
LOWER CYLINDERSTUFFING BOX
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At
speed, 150 to 250 revolutions per minute.
present, many engines operating at speeds up
to 1200 revolutions per minute are being built.
The special fields of applications of these highspeed engines are shovels, excavators, rail cars,
and locomotives.
The attempts to build light-weight Diesels
for aviation have not been an entire success.
To bring the engine weight down to 2 or 3
pounds per horse power, it is necessary to use
high-unit stresses. As combustion cannot be controlled at high speeds, the cylinder pressures at
times reach 1800 pounds per square inch, and certain parts are stressed almost to the elastic limit.

In Germany, the Junkers' opposed-piston, twostroke-cycle Diesel promises to be a successful
venture for aviation work. In the United
States, none of the engines built tip to 1029 had
been successful, but the Packard Motor Company
in 1929 built a 9-cylinder radial air-cooled
Diesel that operated satisfactorily in flight tests.
lighter-than-air craft, where lightness of
engine is not so imperative, several Diesels are
suitable and have been used. Ultimately, a lightweight Diesel will be produced, because it offers,
for aviation application, the advantages of

For

less fuel used and less fire risk, but has the
disadvantage that it is less responsive to the

throttle.

Compound Diesels. Various attempts have
been made to compound the Diesel since Dr.
AlDiesel's original patents on compounding.
most invariably, the designer has confused the
oil and steam engine.
Because a steam engine is
more economical when compounded, by reason of
the decreased cylinder condensation, many engineers feel the same applies to the Diesel. This,
however, is not true; for in the internal-combustion engine, it is necessary to cool the engine
to prevent burning of the metal. The only advantage that compounding offers is the better
applications or use of the metal in the engine.
The final compression reaches 500 pounds per
square incli and the pressure exists during part
of the working stroke, the remainder of the
stroke takes place at a falling pressure, but the
entire engine must be built to withstand the
500-pound pressure. If the low-pressure part
of the compression and expansion could be
carried on in a separate cylinder, this cylinder
could be made less heavy and the high-pressure
part of the stroke would take place in a small or
On the surface, compounding soem
cylinder.
feasible, but the disadvantages of high internal
temperatures in the high-pressure cylinder, due
to the burning of a heavy charge of fuel in a
small volume of dense air, and that of the heating of the transfer valve more than offset ita
advantages. So far, no success has attended
the scores of compound engines that have been
and tested.
The Sperry compound

built

oil engine, alo illusThe
trated, is still in the experimental stage.
arrangement of the engine consists of two high-

pressure, four-cycle cylinders and a simple lowcylinder. The high-presHunj pistons
plain-trunk type. The
low-preHure
piston has an extension of smaller diameter than

pressure
are of

main

piston. The annular space between
this extension and the main piston serves as an
air pump. The pump compresses air from at-

the

A THREH-OYLINDER, DOUBLE -ACTING, TWO-OYOLB
BRAKtt-HO&BE-POWXR DIESEL ENGINE
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mospheric to a moderate pressure into a small
receiver.
On the down or inlet stroke of the
high-pressure pistons, air under pressure from
the receiver passes through the inlet-valve Sleeve
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and

cools

it,

the stroke.
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Soi

value ; so the point where the greatest gain can be

until the pistons are at tlie end of
air is then compressed on the

made

The

is

in fuller utilization of exlaaust gases.

installations, when hot water is
needed, it is possible to take the jacket-cooling
when fuel is injected.
The resulting combustion and expansion of water and, after passing it through an exhaustthe gases drive down the high-pressure piston gas heater to further increase the water temto the end of its stroke, when the low-pressure perature, to use it. It is possible to recover in

In

up-stroke to about 500 pounds per square inch

many

way about 4500 B.t.u. per horse-powerhour developed by the engine. If steam instead
it is possible by passing
cylinder through the traansfer port that has of hot water is needed,
been opened by lifting the transfer valve from a part of the warm water from the jacket
its seat into a water-jacket cavity so that only through an exhaust-gas boiler to obtain 1.25
its lower surface is washed by the passing gases. pounds of steam at 50 pounds pressure per horseTo prevent any serious drop in pressure between power-hour developed in the engine.
Still Oil-Steam Engine. An attempt to
the high- and low-pressure cylinders when the
transfer takes place, the exhaust-valve is closed utilize the waste heat of the exhaust gas is the
somewhat before the low-pressure top centre and Still engine, which combines steam and oil power
the gases are cushioned to a pressure equal to GO advantageously that the brake thermal eifithis

piston, which is on the beginning of its working
stroke, receives the gases from the high-pressure

DIAQBAM (PARTLY

XMT

8KOT10N) OB SMBBBV COMPOUND ENCIISB

war
EXPANSION

\EXHAUST-!-SIMPLE SNGINB

TYPICAL INDICATOR

OAftD

OF gPBEJtY OOMPOTTND TDNGINB

that being transferred from the high-pressure
cylinder. The cranks of the two high-presHure
cylmdorH are set together and 180 degrees from
crank. The
tiio
high-prcHHUre
low-presHure
into the
(lylimk'rH fire and transfer alternately

low-pressure cylinder, HO that every down-stroke
of that cylinder i a working Htroke.
Waste-Heat Recovery. Jn internal-combustion enginefl of either the constant-volume or
losses
eoriHtant-preHHure type, the combined heat
in radiation, cooling water, and exhaust gases
range between 05 and 75 per cent. It wiH be
evident that any practical attempt to utilize the
wa*U> heat will increase the thermal efficiency.
Heat JO*HC due to the cooling water or radiation
cannot be. reduced beyond a certain minimum

44
ciency of such an engine may go as Mgh as
the
per cent. Its primary object is not to use
waste heat for raining steam, but first to use it
in improving the thermal conditions of the working cylinder and so to insure the maximum
it and as a
efliciency from the fuel burnt within
tbat
consequence, to diminish the heat lost in
is oboperation. Since the maximum efficiency
tained when the jacket losses arc at a minimum,
it ia evident that the larger the quantity of
steam which can be generated per horse power
developed by the combustion cycle, the lower
must be the heat efliciency of the whole machine.
In the Still engine, the jacket and cooling
water form part of the circulating system of a
steam generator, which may be an integral part
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STOP VALVE

COMBUSTION EXHAUST
TEMPERATURE 900 F.

/HOWTEK-WOT.
PMWHOTVfflLL
FINAL

COJWBIWnm EXBAUST
TEMP. 150

STILL COMBUSTION

F.

AND STEAM-ENGINE ACTION

of the engine or external to it.
The cooling
water therefore enters and leaves the jacket at a
constant temperature, regulated by the pressure
of the steam; the cooling is effected by converting the water into steam without raising its
temperature. Excluding the radiation losses,
which are kept low by lagging, all the heat
which passes through the walls is thus usefully
recovered in the water as steam. During compression, because of the walls being at steam
temperature, the incoming charge picks up heat
instead of losing it, during the greater part of
the stroke. This is an advantage of the greatest
value to the heavy-oil types of Still engine,
where an air charge is taken in at the full outstroke and is compressed to a pressure where its
increased temperature insures the certain ignition and combustion of the fuel which is injected into it. During combustion and expansion, the uniform and higher mean temperature
of the wall reduces the heat lost to the jacket
water. Some of the heat thus economized adds
to the useful work on the piston, the remainder
passing out in the exhaust gases for recovery.
The steam developed is directed to a special
steam cylinder, that may be the lower end of
the oil engine or may be a separate engine. It is
believed that there is a future for the combination of the steam and combustion cycles. It
has the disadvantage, however, of extremely
high first cost and with the present cost of fuel
oil does not seem to be commercially advantageous. See MOTOR VEHICLES; CHEMISTRY, APPLIED; PETROLEUM.
INTERNAL WATERWAYS. See CANALS.

INTERNATIONAL LABOR OFFICE. See
INTERNATIONAL LABOR ORGANIZA-

LABOR ORGANIZATION, INTERNATIONAL.

TION.

See

LABOR

ORGANIZATION,

INTERNA-

TIONAL.

INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE.

The

ini-

tiative in establishing a sort of clearing house
for all questions connected with the problem of
a world language belongs to the International

Research Council. They created a Committee
on International Auxiliary Language, located in
Washington, D. C., under the direction of Dr.
Nichols and Dr. Cottrell, which undertook to
send out information generously to any serious
inquirer. In 1924 the two chief solutions wore
an arrangement that would favor living languages, and an artificial language. The basin
for discussion of an established living language
to be used as an international language remained the "Projet Chappelier," suggesting an

agreement between English- and French-speaking
countries, that the first require in all their
schools the teaching of French, and the second
the teaching of English. This would force other
nations to teach at least one of the two, and
thus the goal would be reached. Famous men
gave their support to the idea, among them
Wells, Richet, and the great linguist, Br6al. The
best explanation of the plan is found in Daussat'w
Le Frangais et VAnglais, Langues Internationales
(1010). It is unfortunate that Dauzat hurt hia
cause considerably by indulging in very un intelligent criticism of other solutions of the

problem; nobody can see in him an impartial
student. The
was from 1915 endowed by
INTERNATIONAL. See COMMUNISM; SO- the well-known plan
critic, Ernest Charles, and by the
CIALISM.
American philosopher, Mark Baldwin. For
INTERNATIONAL AERONAUTIC FED- some details and references, see the various isERATION. See AERONAUTICS.
sues of the New International Year Book.
INTERNATIONAL BANK. See REPARAThere were, of course, many projects of artiTIONS.
ficial languages before the public, but three
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION, INSTI- really counted: Esperanto (for information in
TUTE OF. See UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.
America, address Esperanto Association, BOHINTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF AG- ton, Mass. ) ; Ido (American headquarters in
RICULTURE. See AGRICULTURE, INTERNA- Pittsburgh) ; and Esperantido (Washington,
TIONAL INSTITUTE OF.
D. C). In 1922 the Institute of International
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Education launched a movement in favor of a
modernized Latin, not so much, it seems, because of belief in it, but rather out of fear that
an auxiliary language might otherwise triumph.
From the first weeks of the World War, Esperanto rendered extremely valuable service both
in the Red Cross divisions, and in the work of
the prisoners' camps. At the same time, the
Germans took advantage of Esperanto to spread
much propaganda among neutrals, which naturally hurt the cause of Esperanto in the eyes of
the Allies (who were slow at hitting back with
the same arm). In 1916 the Chappelier plan

was
some

seriously revived, and Dauzat suggested
interesting modifications to it. In some
quarters, the end of the War was expected for the
end of 1916 or beginning of 1917; in view of this,
the Board of Trade of London favored the study
of the question of an international language to
help business to pick up rapidly. At the same
time, the Germans, seeing things take a favorable turn for them, began to talk about German
as an international language, and spoke of a
"Welt-deutsch," a natural organ for Pan-Germanism. But the War went on, and remarkable headway was made in 1917 and 1918 by
artificial languages, especially Esperanto, in the
Far East. Then, as the War ended, a lively race
began between the chief rivals, Esperanto and
Ido.
Esperanto seemed to see a chance for
victory in winning to its cause the exploited
classes and even the Russian Soviets, while the
Idists seemed to prefer to win the intellectuals.
Lord Northcliffe, in England, and the philologist,
Meillet, in France, agreed that, as a language,
3 do was
superior to Esperanto. This discussion of actual linguistic superiority prompted
Dr. Rene" do Sausaure, of Berne, Switzerland, to
offer his system, combining, he maintained, tho
oxecllent points of both Esperanto and Ido, and
which ho called Esperantido. Later, in 1925, he
withdrew his new plan to rally to Esperanto
not he can HO he thought the latter perfect, but
for the sake of a united front.
The plan of a
simplified Latin, proposed that same year by
ProfcHsor Feuno of the University of Turin, had
a moderate following.
Together, these groups tried to bring the
question before the Peace Council in Paris, and
having elicited a note of "interest" from Wilson,

worked with more vigor than ever. Aftcj- the
Peace Council, the League of Nations was approached several times. In 1921 the League
delegated Dr. Nitobe to tho Congress of Esperanto that was to be held in Prague, August

20 to September 0. Tho report, made on 8cptember 12, brought about the nomination of a
committee to in ventilate the matter. The problem was finally turned over to the committee
on intellectual corporation, of which Huch persons as Bcrgson, Eiuatein, and Mme. Curio were
members; and these finally decided, in a report
of Aug. 1, 1923, not to recommend an artificial
language. Meanwhile, the International Re.search Council, which had met in Brussels in
1010, appointed a committee to investigate the
matter of an artificial language "of the typo of
Kffperanto" and which would be "placed under
HciwitUic control." After that time, tho committee on international auxiliary language, at
WiiHhi ugtcm, became active. They aakcd tho
Philological AHHOciation and the Modern Lanto
AHHoeiation
committees
guage
appoint
Both made cool replica, but Washington wont
Tho question was brought up and discussed
on.

at the meeting of the American Association for
Advancement of Science at Toronto, in December,
1922, and again at their meeting at Cincinnati
in December, 1923. The study of the problem
was endorsed. Some meetings in New York,
April, 1923, with a view to fostering the cause,
and counting among their supporters several
names famous in the scientific world, must also

be recalled. The artificial languages received
severe rebukes in 1925, in Ann Arbor, and in
1926, in Cambridge, Mass., at the meetings of
the Modern Language Association not officially
as a body, but by individual members; in December, 1925, it was in the president's speech,
Dr. Collitz, of Johns Hopkins; in 1020, it was
at the hand of Professor Mykl, of Marquctto University. In 1925, thanks to a gift of $2,500,000
by Mrs. Dave H. Morris, an International
Auxiliary Language Association (lala) was
formed at Columbia University with Prof.
H. N. Shonton, as secretary. It amounts to a
sort of clearing house with sales service and
information service for all ideas connected
with the problem of international language.
Its first Bulletin, was published in May, 1925.
That year also witnessed a continuation of the
endeavors to gain ground in Geneva, the seat of
the League of Nations. An elaborate Esperanto
Congress took place there in August, promptly
followed by an Ido Congress; while G. de Reynold
tried to ward off both in advocating Latin once
more, in a vigorous article of the Itevuc do
Geneve. This was up to 1929 the last ilare-up
of tho cause.
The annual congresses of Esperanto and Ido still take place, .but arouse
little interest; the attempt to use radio did not
succeed much; and the attempt on tho part of
some women (oven women's colleges such an Van-

and Mount Holyoke, see New Tntenwltonal
Tear /foofc, 1925) to make it one of their goals,
seems to have harmed the cause rather than

sar

helped it. Owing to the political prestige of
the United States, English is gaining more and
more adherents as a future world language.
The most interesting bibliographical material
bearing partly on this problem includes tho
very suggestive book of A. Moillet, of the Coll6go
de France, Los Langues dc l*J$uropc Nouvclle
(1918), last chapter; A. L. Gktfrarci, Miorl
History of the International Langwif/c Movement (London and Now York, 1922) ; a very
valuable article by ProfesHor Sapir, in tho
Romania Review of June, 1925 (claiming that
both Esperanto and Ido could stand serious improvement) ; Henrietta Roumiguiore, "Lo fraiiqaia (lonfl los relations diplomatiques," forming
No. 4 of vol. xii of tho University of California
Publications
Modern PUlology, 1028; which
gives, however, often less than F. Brunot in his
Mistoire de la Langwt FranQvise, or Scott in hi
book on the same subject and in much briefer
form. See PHILOLOGY, MODERN.
INTERNATIONAL LAW. See BLOCKADE;
LKAQUK OF NATIONS, under Progressive Codification of International Law,

m

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY tfOR COHMUSIC. Boo Music.
INTERNATIONAL TRADE-UNIONISM.

TEMPORARY

See TBADE-ITNIONISM.

INTERSTATE
SION.

COMMERCE

COIOtlS-

See RAILWAYS.

INVESTMENT TRUSTS.

The term

"in-

vestment trust" has been well known in Great
Britain for a good deal more than half a century.
In that country, active development of invest*

INVESTMENT TRUSTS

ment trusts as a means of applying and collecting
comparatively small sums under conditions of
relative

safety proceeded vigorously after the

year 1860 and has finally reached the highly
developed stage in which the resources of British
investment trusts of all classes (land and finance) were estimated at 400,000,000. In the
United States, the term "investment trust" was
hardly known prior to the close of the World
War (the first recorded instance of such a trust
dating only from 1907). Since the year 1920, a
substantial growth of investment trusts has taken
place, partly as the result of foreign investment
in the United States, and partly because of the
constantly widening interest of American investors in stocks and bonds as a means of applying savings. Estimates made as of June 30,
1928, showed fully 199 trusts then operating with
$1,200,000,000. Later estimates, based on the
great growth which occurred during 1928-29, indicate a tentative total of at least $1,000,000,000
more added during the year closing June, 1929.
Probably most of those that have been established
in the United States, however, have headquarters,

or at all events, an

office,

in

New York

City.
is what its name ima trust fund established by contributions
from individual investors who want to turn over
the business of managing their funds to others.
The management of an investment trust may
thus be individual or corporate. In the latter

The investment trust

plies

a management corporation is formed
case,
whose purpose it is to receive, invest, manage,
and eventually to distribute the earnings of,
moneys placed in its hands by investors. There
are still various cases in which persons have
merely acted in their individual capacity as
trustees for funds deposited with them by others
which they have pooled as received and have
used for the purchase of securities which, in
their opinion, were sound.
In order to establish confidence, the individual
or management corporation engaged in operating
an investment trust often follows the plan of
placing the securities growing out of successive
operations with a recognized trustee institution
usually,

pany.

An
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under American law, a trust comindenture specifying the conditions

under which funds will be received, investments
made, and the resulting securities set aside and
from time to time withdrawn and sold, is drawn
up and, upon the basis of this indenture, the
trust company which has been selected as holder
of the securities "accepts" the trust, agreeing to

carry out the provisions of the indenture in so
far as the holding and disposing of securities
are concerned. This leaves the management
company, with its board of directors, responsible
for altering the securities of the trust, taking in
the resultant proceeds, determining what securities to buy, making the purchases, placing
stocks and bonds thus acquired with the trust
company, and from time to time determining
upon a withdrawal and sale (if so permitted by

the indenture). But the funds may be, and
often are, retained in the hands of the manage-

ment company.

In its simplest form, the investment trust
assumes the shape of a so-called "fixed fund"
which is invested in a specified list of securities.
Titles to ownership are represented by shares,
or certificates. Thus, for example, the investment trust may undertake to purchase 100
shares each of 10 named companies and to de-

posit the whole 1000 shares with a trust company, thereafter selling, let .us say, 1000 shares
or certificates each of which entitles its holder
to a proportionate share or ownership in the
entire body of securities so deposited. In this
case, management is reduced to a minimum,
since the purchases are made in a specified way,
and it is usual to provide that in the event a
given issue of stock is retired or must otherwise
be disposed of, the resulting funds shall be reinvested in the remaining securities of the original
The holder of the investment trust shares,
list.
or certificates, thus becomes entitled merely to
his pro-rata share of the entire icceipts and to
a corresponding pro-rata distribution of the proceeds at the time when the trust matures or
ends, or is dissolved.

A

more complex form

of undertaking is af-

forded by a so-called "managed" list of investments. In such a trust, the management company merely undertakes to buy any securities
it pleases and to sell them when it thinks fit.
This form of management may be accompanied
by published statements of holdings from time
to time, as a, matter of good faith, or may be of
the "blind pool" type, in which the managers
are obviously stock-market operators, buying
and selling when and as they deem best. Of
course, in such a case, the investment trust usually announces, or at all events guides itself,
by an "investment policy" which may involve
merely more or less mechanical diversification,
such as (in one actual case), the keeping of
the funds in not less than 400 different securities distributed in specified proportions between
industrials, rails, government issues, and other
types of obligations. Most of the recent discussion of investment trusts has centred around
this question of investment policy and method of
using and accounting for the funds received.
The latest development of the investment trust
in the United States has been its use for the
placing of funds in certain fields such, for instance, as oil shares, chain-store stocks, and the
like, dividing them among the more promising
enterprises in these fields.
It should be noted that in many investment
trusts, particularly of the English type, the
practice of depositing with a trust company is
omitted. In this case, the management corporation either increases its stock from time to
time; so that the investor becomes a stockholder
of the management corporation (and buys no
certificates or debentures), or else it issues debentures which bear a fixed rate of interest and
in some cases are accompanied by warrants enholder to receive shares in the cortitling the
poration, junior to those of the organizer H and
contributors of capital. In this case, the debenture holder gets a fixed rate of interest first of
all and then a division of profits is made between him and the managers of the corporation
who presumably hold its senior stock, or a substantial share of the junior stock, or both.
It is evident that whether the latter type or
one of the other forms be employed, the profit
to the managers of the investment truwt COUIOH
from the fact that they sell participating rights
(in income or capital) to investors at a figure
higher than is necessary to acquire the securities
which are bought for the trust. Tu the bestmanaged and most straightforward investment
trusts, the actual cost to the investor is usually
made plain. It may run from (J to 7 per
cent of income, and varying percentages of
gain

INVESTMENT TRUSTS

to any amount to which managers onn induce
investors to assent. The remainder of earnings
from appreciation may, in some cases, be continuously reinvested in securities, thereby enhancing
the worth of the main body of the trust, or may
be periodically declared as dividends to stockholders.
One of the latest and also the most regrettable
developments of the investment-trust movement
is its use by the bond and security-issuing houses
as a means of relieving themselves of left-over
or unsalable fag-ends of issues not fully disposed of to the public. These remnants of unsalable issues are dumped into an investment
trust controlled by the issue house, and the certificate or stock issues
representing it are then
sold to the buyer of investment-trust obligations.
This procedure naturally neutralizes the expected effects of diversification and careful in-

up

vestment choice.
Investment policy is a vague phrase which
has no well-defined meaning. In general, its objects are to obtain the maximum return which
is consistent with safety.
The object of the Investment trust, however, is not primarily safety
in the culinary sense of the term, but is that of
enabling the owner of small resources or the man
who is too much occupied with his. own aii'airs
to give thought to the question of investment
to obtain access to the earnings which come
from business profits, rather thai) to be obliged
to content himself with more interest on his
w

**nioney.

The protection

of the investor is thus

found in wise investment, or wise use of funds,
and there is danger that success will bo taken
as the only test of wisdom, so that invostmonttrust managers who speculate successfully will
be regarded as the Houndewt elements in the
profession. Recognizing this danger, most investment-trust managers deem it wise to make,
a plain statement at the outset as to the general
direction in which they propose to apply their
funds, as well as to the markets in which they
intend to operate.
In some cases, they also commit themselves
AH to policy with respect to the purchase of
dividend-paying securities and as to the course
they intend to follow in using earnings derived
from appreciation of capital whether in distribution or in improving and enlarging the
value of the main
body of the trust. Diversification in some one of its manjr forms is thus at
the bottom of investment policy of most of the
trusts, while other questions bearing upon the
methods of selection are dealt with in varying
ways, American trusts 0*1 the whole have emphasized turnover and rapid profit from sales
and purchases, while British trusts have in the

main

laid emphasis upon making good individual
choices, relying on the directors' information and
purchasing for a "long pull."
The so-called Edge "Act, adopted in 1919 as

an amendment to the Federal Reserve Act, provides for the organization of Federal inventnumt
trusts, but only one such trust existed in 1028.
State laws, for the most part, havo reference
to conditions of trnstoeship and provide
only
little regulation of the operations of tlte management companies. The Attorney General of New
York, after a lengthy investigation in 1027, published a report containing a variety of suggestions for investment-trust control, none of which

was
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seriously considered, and none of which has
resulted in positive action. The management of
investment trusts also was seriously discussed

by the Investment Bankers Association during
the year 1028, but without practical results.
Bibliography. Among recent books dealing
with investment trusts may be mentioned
Fowler, American Investment, Trusts; Grayson,
Investment Trusts, Their Origin, Development

Operation; Robinson: Investment Trust
Organization and Management; Keane, Manual
of Investment Trusts; Speaker, The Investment
Trust; and Steiner, Investment Trusts, American

and

Earpericiice.

lORGA,

yflr'gii,

NICOLJE

(1871-

).

A

Rumanian historian and political leader (see VOL,
XII). As head of the National Party, he followed an independent course, refusing to unite
with the new National Peasant Party formed following the World War. He continued liis activities as editor of the Neamul Rom&nese^ the
weekly organ of his party, and in 1910 also became editor of Reviftta fstorica, a historical review. In 1920 he was director of the Rumanian
School of Paris. His later works included Hisloirc des JStalti Balcaniqucs a I'cpoque moderne
(1014).

IODINE.

See

FOOD AND NUTKITION;

and

GOITKEL

IOWA. The twenty-fourth State in size
(50,147 square miles) and the sixteenth in population; capital, Des Moincs. The population
incroabod from 2,224,771 in 3910 to 2,404,021 in
1020, a gain of 8.1 per cent; estimated popula1028, 2,428,000. The white population
tion,
rose from 2,209,101 (1910) to 2,384,181 (1920);
Negro, from 14,973 to 19,005; native white,
from 1,935,707 to 2,158,534. The foreign-born
white population showed a decrease, from 273,484 to 225,M47. The urban population mounted
from 080,054 to 875,495, whita tho rural fell
from 1,5-U,717 to 1,528,820. The population of
the principal cities iiuwised aw follows: Dos
Moim's (q.v.), H0,3(58 to 120,408; Sioux City,
47,828 to 71,227; Davenport, 43,028 to 50,727;
Cedar llapids, 32,811 to 45,500.
Agriculture. As Iowa is one of the chief
agricultural States, conditions in the period
since the World War have reflected fluctuations
in production and values which marked tho
epoch.

(Sec AaRiouLTURKt CORN, and

The number
213,4.39

WHEAT.)

farms changed but slightly, from
in 1920 to 213,490 in 1925; the acreage*
of

declined front 33,474,896 to 33,280,813 in 1925.
in farms embraced 28,00(5,951 acres In 1920. Crop land totaled 21,997,075
acres in 1925. The total value of farm property
rose from $3,745,800,544 in 1930 to $8,524,870,951J in 1920, but declined to $5,002,077,895 in

The improved land

1925; the average value per farm was .$17,259
1910, $39,941 in 1920, and $2(5,240 in 1925.
Prices of farm land increased greatly in the war
Jn
period, stimulated by prices of products.
interpreting these values, the inflation of the
currency incident to the World War IB to be
taken into consideration. The total percentage
of land nwcl for agricultural purposes decreased
from 95.4 in UNO to 94.1 in 1020, nnd 93.<5 in
1925.
Of the total number of farmw in 1925,
11(5,444 were operated by owners;
1050, by
managers; and 95,390, by tenants. The corare
1910
for
1920;
133,003;
responding figures
ami 82,115, The white farmew in 1020 numbered 213,330, compared with 210,843 in, 1910;
<to in
colored
fanners,
109,
pared with 201.
KarniH reported as under mortgage iiumtorerl
00,090 in 1920; 04,781 in 1925. The total number of cattle in J920 was 4,557,708 j in 1025, 4,in
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264,403; dairy cows numbered 1,519,510 in 1920
and 690,411 in 1925; swine, 7,864,304 in 1920 and
8,567,131 in 1925; sheep, 1,092,095 in 1920 and
818,403 in 1925. The estimated production of
the principal farm crops in 1928 was as follows:
Corn, 476,012,000 bushels; wheat, 8,270,000; oats,
240,040,000; barley, 27,068,000; potatoes, 10,935,000; and hay, 4,516,000 tons. Comparative
figures for 1913 are corn, 338,300,000 bushels;
wheat, 16,395,000; oats, 168,360,000; barley, 10,000,000; potatoes, 7,200,000 bushels; and hay,
4,440,000 tons.
Mining. The principal mineral products of
Iowa are coal, cement, gypsum, and clay products.
There is practically no metal mining in
the State. The coal production during the
period starting with 1914 showed considerable
fluctuation, as will be noted from the followshort
tons,
7,451,022
1914,
ing
figures
valued at $13,364,070; 1917, 8,965,830, $21,096,408; 1918, 8,192,195, $24,703,237; 1919, 5,624,692, $17,352,620; 1920, 7,813,916, $30,794,000;
1922, 4,335,161
1921, 4,531,392, $17,256,800;
tons; 1926, 4,625,487 tons, $14,214,000; 1927,
2,949,622 tons, $9,304,000. The decreases in
1921-22 and 1927 were due to the protracted
coal-miners' strikes which affected all the Middle
Western coal fields. Shipments of cement rose
:

during this period. They ranged
from 4,224,076 barrels in 1914 to 3,188,669 in
1918 to 4,421,783 in 1920 and 5,415,144 in 1927.
The value virtually doubled in the period of the

moderately

World War because of the decreased purchasing
power of money and the consequent higher prices.
Clay products fluctuated from the value of
$6,401,745 in 1914 to $5,313,394 in 1918 and
$4,459,724 in 1926. ,Gypsum is one of the most
important mineral products: there were produced in 1914, 480,404 short tons; 1918, 327,927;
1920, 571,895; and in 1926, 802,910. In addition
to the minerals noted, the State produces mineral
waters, sand, and gravel. The total value of the
mineral products in 1926 was $35,971,787, compared with $57,250,480 in 1920; $37,882,183 in
1919;

$38,742,009 in 1918; and $26,287,115 in

1914.

Manufactures. Although Iowa is not one
most prominent of the manufacturing

of the

States, it is
tance. There
of more than
of the total

of considerable industrial impor-

are 18 cities having a population
These form 25.1 per cent
10,000.
population of the State, and in
1919 they reported 78.4 per cent of the total
value of its manufactured products. There
were in the State, in 1909, 5528 manufacturing
establishments; in 1919, 5683; in 1925, 3219;
in 1927, 3061. The wage earners in manufactories numbered 80,551 in 1919, 74,257 in 1925,
and 73,692 in 1927; and the capital invested
amounted to $171,218,604 in 1909, and $403,205,513 in 1909. The value of the products in 1909
was $259,237,637; in 1919, $745,472,697; in 1925,
$746,329,586; in 1927, $769,340,610. The chief
industry in point of value of product is that
connected with slaughtering and meat packing,
with a value of $59,045,000 in 1909; $226,865,000
in 1919; $213,741,084 in 1925; and $212,353,210
in 1927. The manufacture of butter, cheese, and
condensed milk ranks second: in 1919, $25,850,000; in 1919, $57,800,000; in 1925, $78,110,309.
Car construction and repair, in third place, had
products valued in 1909 at $10,269.000; in 1914,
$11,434,000; and in 1919, $33,099,000. Flourmill and gristmill products were valued, in 1909,
at $12,871,000; 1914, $14,337,000; 1919, $21,-
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325,000; and 1927, $13,288,322.

The increase in

value of products about 1919 was due largely to
changes in industrial conditions brought about
by the War, and therefore cannot properly be
used to measure the growth of manufactures.
An increase, however, in the number of wage
earners from 63,113 in 1914, indicated a decided

growth in manufacturing activities. The chief
manufacturing cities are Cedar Rapids and Des
Moines. There were in Des Moines, in 1909, 387
establishments, with a product valued at $23,585,000; in 1919, 379, with $59,831,000; in 1925
335, with $83,624,093; in 1927, 300, with $76,108,331. In Cedar Rapids, there were 153
establishments in 1909, with a product of $24,824,000; 170 in 1914, with $34,989,000; and 208
in 1919, with $92,118,000. Other important
manufacturing cities are Council Bluffs, Dubuque, Fort Dodge, and Muscatine.
Education. No State has devoted more attention to education than has Iowa. Tho result
of this is indicated by the fact that it is lowest in percentage of illiteracy and that although

the enrollment in the public schools decreased
after 1900, as the State lost in population, the
average daily attendance showed a large increase.
Particular attention was given to rural-school
problems, and in the supervision of rural schools
great improvement was shown. The General Assembly established the Standard School as a
means of taking care of children and teachers
in the rural schools, the Evans-Smith Law making an appropriation of $100,000 annually to
help the one-room school. The consolidated
school had been in operation in the State for
about 15 years, but only latterly had rapid development begun in it. From 1938 to 1922, the
number of consolidated schools practically doubled.
Vocational education was introduced aw
a part of the educational system and work
started in agriculture, trades and industry, home
economics, and teacher training; and in connection with this work, civilian rehabilitation was
carried on. In 1922 courses in vocational agriculture were given in 43 high schools. A law
enacted by the 38th General Assembly requires
that the subject of American citizenship shall
be taught in all public and private schools in
the State. In 1000 there were enrolled in tho
public schools 566,223, and in 1925-26, 556,270,
students, when the average daily attendance
was 445,935, as against 373,474 in 1890-1900.
Of the total enrolled in 3925-26, 444,370 were in
elementary, and 111,894 'in secondary, grades.
Expenditures for public day schools in 3925-26
were: current, $50,996,065; outlays, $0,284,000.
The percentage of illiteracy decreased from 2.2
in 1910 to 1.4 in 1920; among the foreign-born
whites from 10.3 per cent to 10.2; among the
Negroes, from 15.9 to 11.2.
Finance. State expenditures in the year
ending June 30, 1928, as reported by tho IT. fcj.

Department of Commerce, were for maintenance
and operation of governmental department*,
$22,504,088 (of which $796,987 was aid to local
education); for interest on debt, $888,503; for
permanent imporovements, $17,255,799; total,
$40,648,389 (of which $18,322,415 was for highways, $3,908,499 was for maintenance and $14,413,916 for construction). Eevenues were $41,Of this, property and special taxos
183,371.
formed 27.8 per cent; departmental earnings and
charges for officials' services, 13.8 per cent; and
sales of licenses and a tax on gasoline, 38.0
per
cent.
Property valuation was $1,495,674,319;
:
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State taxation thereon, $9,610,800. Net State
funded debt on June 30, 1928, was $18,847,990.
Political and Other Events. As the chief
interest in the State is agriculture, which was
greatly affected by conditions following the War,
the radical group which demanded legislation
for the benefit of the farmers developed great

power. It succeeded in electing its candidates
for the United States Senate and other offices.
In 1914 Henry Vollmer, a Democrat, was elected
to the House, and George W. Clarke, Republican,
was elected governor. Senator Albert B. Cum-

mins was reflected. The political campaign in
19 1C was particularly bitter, and local interest,
to a large extent, superseded interest in the
presidential election. W. L. Harding, Republican
candidate for governor, was elected, together
with the entire State Republican ticket. For
President, the vote was 280,499 for Hughes and
221,009 for Wilson. In 1918 W. L. Harding
was reflected governor. In 1920 elections were
hold for governor and other State oflicors and
for United States Senator. Albert B. Cummins
was reiilected to the Senate, and N. E. Kendall,
Republican, was elected governor. For President, W. G. Harding received 634,674 votes and
In 1922 William S. Kenyon,
J. M. Cox 227,921.
United Statew Senator, resigned to become Federal judge, and Charles A. Rawson was appointed
to succeed him. Smith W. Brookhart, the candidate of the radical Republicans, defeated the
Democratic candidate, Clyde L. Herring. Governor Kendall was reflected for a second term.
The people at this election voted in favor of
the soldiers' bonus. John Harmnill was elected
governor in 1924; D. F. Stock, Democrat, defeated Brookliart for senator in an election fol-

lowed by a protracted contest. Brookhart, however, gained the States' other Senate seat in

192fi, wbon HammUl was reflected governor.
Tn 1 928 the presidential vote wan : Hoover, 623,818; Kmith, 378,936. Hammill wan again elected
governor.
Legislation. The most important acts of
the Legislature in the period from 1914 are
noted Mow. The Legislature of 1915 passed
Heveral incaKuroH relating to liquor reform and

liquor regulation. Tho so-called "mulct liquor
A bill providing for the
law*' was repealed.
HubmisKion of the question of prohibition to the
people was paused, and also a measure providing
for the HubmiHflion of a woman-Hiiffrage amendment in 1917. The Legislature also enacted a
Htringetit child-labor law and abolished the contract prison labor HyRtem. In 1916 the Legislature provided a moratorium for men in the mili-

tary and naval services. The Legislature of 1919
pawed special provisions permitting women to
vote, for President; it alno passed statutes defining and ptmifthing criminal syndicalism and
sabotage. In 1923 the Legislature passed a
measure making a crime of the possession of
drugs illegally obtained. It also enacted a law
assembling activities relating to crime into a
single department and a measure making the
sale of narcotics a felony; it abolished distinctions in voting between men and women. The
law against the sale of cigarettes was modified
by permitting the sale of cigarettes to adults in
the State. The Legislature in 1927 transferred
responsibility for roads from the counties to the
Ktate, and in 1928 provided for a $100,000,000*
road-bond IHRUC.
IOWA, UNIVKRHTTT OF. A State institution
of higher learning for men and women, at Iowa

City, founded in 1847. The student enrollment
increased from 2669 in all departments in 1913The summer-session
14, to 9249 in 1927-28.
registration in 1928 totaled 4473. The faculty
in the autumn of 1928 consisted of approximately
600 members, as compared with 275 in 1914; the
library was increased during the same period
from 174,000 to 279,575 volumes in the general
library and 47,866 in the law library. The income for 192728, including revolving funds, was
The period under review brought
$6,440,898.
many improvements to the University campus,
including: a dentistry building erected in 1917;
a men's dormitory in 1919; the Children's Hospital, the Psychopathic Hospital, and a nurses'
home in 1921; and a chemistry building in
In the latter year, the restoration of
1923.
the first Statchouse of Iowa, the university's
administration building, was nearly completed,
and a large recitation hall of Bedford limestone
was begun. The campus also was increased during this period from 50 to nearly 300 acres. Tn
1925 a university observational school building
was completed and put into service, a large
medical laboratories building was under construction, and plans formulated for the construction
of a new hospital to bring the capacity of the
hospital up to about 1200 beds; the iirst unit
of the Iowa Memorial Union was under construction in the same year, as well as the Quadrangle
with a capacity of 700 men. In 1927 two wings
of the nurses' home, a new field house, second
unit of the Iowa Memorial Unit, and second unit
of the chemistry building were under construction or completed; and in the following year,
the new $5,000,000 general hospital was completed and occupied.
By gifts of the General Education Board and
the Rockefeller Foundation, matched by equal
amounts appropriated by the Htato Legislature,
the sum of $4,500,000 became available in 1922
for the extension and reconstruction of the plant
of tiic medical school, making possible the construction of the new laboratory, and the increase
in floor space in the Children's Hospital, construction of new nurses' homes, and the construction of the above-mentioned general hospital.
In 1917, the Iowa Child Welfare Research Station was established for the scientific study of
normal children, and in 1021 the school of commerce was reorganized as the college of commerce. Thomas H. Macbride, Pli.D., LL.D., retired from the presidency in 1916, and wan
succeeded by Walter Albert Jewtup, Fh.U., LL.D.
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coeducational institution at Amen, Iowa; established in 1868. The total number of student H
in attendance rowe from 3458 in 1014 (including
short-course students) to 4022 regular students
in the autumn of 1928, with an additional registration of 23.53 in the summer sessions, and the
faculty from 217 to 373; the library wan expanded from 45,000 to 160,000 volumes ; and the
annual income increased from $3,000,000 to $4,267,000. The endowment in 1028 amounted to
$695,000. The following buildings were among
those erected during the period: Four women's
dormitories, plant propagation building and
greenhouse, science building, hospital, armory,
animal husbandry laboratory, agricultural engineering building, poultry laboratory, dairy judging pavilion, sheep, horse, hog, and dairy baron,
a library of 250,000 volumes' capacity, a home
economics building, a dormitory for women, and
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1928, a dairy industry building, chemical
and memorial union.
building,
engineering
President, R. M. Hughes.'
in
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A

British

mandate

territory, lying between the Tigris and Euphrates
rivers and made up of the former Turkish vilayets of Bagdad, Basra, and Mosul. Area, 143,250 square miles; population in 1920, 2,849,-

The population is largely Arab by race and
Mohammedan by religion. Turks, Kurds, Jews
282.

(in the towns), Christians belonging to Roman
Catholic and Syrian Catholic churches, and
some Persians were also to be found. By relithe population was divided into 1,146,84 Sunnis and 1,494,015 Shiahs (both Mohamfions,
medans), 87,488 Jews, 78,792 Christians, and
42,302 others. Basra, at the head of the Persian
Gulf, is the chief town; Bagdad is next in impor-

tance.

Industry and Trade. Agriculture is the
leading activity of the population, and wheat,
barley, and rice are grown in considerable
quantities. Irrigation is indispensable even in
the northern regions and is a constant concern of the Government. There is an Irrigation
Department which operates canal systems, while
pumps are worked by private individuals or
In 1919
tribes, irrigating some 800,000 acres.
the ancient canal, Saqlawiyah near Felliyah on
the Euphrates, was reopened for the service of
some 70,000 acres in winter and 36,000 acres in
summer. Other canals opened after the War
were the Yousoufieh to serve Bagdad, the New
Khalis from the Dial River, the Beni Hassan,
and the Georgivah, both from the Euphrates.
Agricultural experiments indicated the feasibility of cultivating cotton, tobacco, and groundnuts. Dates, as always, figure in the economic
life of the country, and sheep are tended in
The lack of farm labor and
the, Mosul region.
limited funds retard development. Local industries, concerning themselves with tanning and
weaving, are to be found in the towns. Into
the export trade, dates, grains, carpets, and
wool, of the native products, enter largely, while
piece goods, carpets, sugar, and tea are reexported from Bagdad particularly via the caravan routes. Total imports for 1927-28 were
valued at 3,455,242 rupees; total exports, 61,540,544 rupees.
Communications. River transportation continued to occupy a prominent place even after
the War; particularly extensive improvements
were made in the Tigris. The navigation of the
two rivers is as before, controlled by a British
company. Basra was the scene of great harbor
developments as well. In 1927, 740 vessels of
3,943,892 gross tons entered this port.
Up to
1914, the only railway line was the standard-

reduced freight rates and thus facilitated intercourse.
On Mar. 31, 1928, the total route mileage
was 752 with 182.52 miles of siding in addition.
Railway earnings for 1927-28 were 9,802,330
rupees and operating expenses 8,546,803 rupees.
Bus and airplane services are being rapidly introduced and developed.

Minerals. Oil is known to exist in rich
quantities north from Mandali to Bagdad. The
Anglo-Persian Oil Company obtained concessions
to work some of these fields. Wells were sunk
at Quaiyarah, but in 1929 the yield was still
inconsiderable. Asphalt is found at Hit on the
Euphrates.

Revenues for 1918-19 were
1,117,000; for
expenditures,
1926-27 revenues were 56,700,473 rupees and expenditures, 53,671,711 rupees. Customs revenue
which forms about half the annual receipts
amounted in 1927-28 to 22,929,835 rupees. The
British forces stationed in the country are under
the control of the Air Ministry. While there is
in addition an Iraq Army, comprising 3 cavalry
regiments, 2 field batteries and 3 pack batteries,
7 infantry battalions, and technical and depot

Government.
and

2,080,000

troops.

History. This Turkish province had been a
Anglo-German imperialist rivalry from
about 1899, but in the summer of 1914 secret
agreements were reached whereby a compromise
The outdisposition of interests was made.
break of the World War, however, preceded and
the necessary ratifications. On Mar.
field for

Prevented
1, 1917, British and Indian troops occupied
Bagdad, the capital of Mesopotamia or Iraq,
In the occupied area, the British courted the
favor of the native Arabs by making concessions
to native customs, by tactful treatment of Mohammedan religious interests, and by generous
promises to Arab nationalism. After occupying
Bagdad, General Maude issued a proclamation
inviting the people to participate in the government, so that they might unite with the Arabs
of other regions in realizing their political aspirations.
Meanwhile, however, by the secret SykewPicot Treaty of 1916, Great Britain and France
had made an anticipatory division of the spoils,
assigning Mesopotamia to Great Britain. The
unratified peace Treaty of Sevres (1920), and
likewise the definite Treaty of Lausanne (1923),
deprived Turkey of sovereignty over Mesopotamia; and the latter treaty left for future
solution the problem whether the Mosul vilayet,
reputed rich in oil, should be included in the
ceded area. Mosul had been allotted to France
by the Sykes-Picot Treaty, but transferred to
England by another Anglo-French bargain in
December, 1918. At the San Remo Conference
of April, 1920, the Allies conferred on Great
gauge branch of the Bagdad Railway from Bag- Britain a Class A mandate over Mesopotamia,
dad to Samarra (75 miles). However, military including Mosul, though Turkey claimed the
exigencies caused the construction of the follow- latter area on the ground of national self-detering: Basra to Nasiriyah (140 miles), Basra to mination. See MANDATES. At the same conAmara (109 miles), Kut-el-Amara to Bagdad ference, an Anglo-French oil agreement was con(105 miles), Bagdad to the vicinity of Khanikin cluded, whereby a 25 per cent share of the
(103 miles), and thence to the Persian frontier. future oil output of Mosul was granted to France,
The Bagdad Railway line was extended to and a pipe line was to be constructed through
Tekrit, and then, after the Armistice, on to Qalat Syria as an outlet for Mesopotamia!! oil.
Sharqat (total 186 miles). In all, some 1100
Against this oil agreement, the United States
miles of line were built for military purposes. government entered a vigorous protest, in a
An outstanding event was the opening of the note dated Nov. 20, 1920 1 at the Lausanne Conline from Basra to Bagdad (354 miles) in Jan- ference in 1923, the American delegation blocked
uary, 1920, which made possible a comfortable a British attempt to obtain Turkish confirmation
train ride of 22 hours from city to city. The of the predominantly British-Turkish Petroleum
line from Bagdad to the Persian frontier at once Company's monopolistic concession. The contro-
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was further hammedanism the state religion and Arabic the
vcrsy regarding the Mosul
complicated by the Chester Concession and by official language, but assured equal civic rights
claims advanced in behalf of Abdul Hamid's to all, regardless of creed or race. Its political
The British oil interests conciliated clauses provided the customary machinery of
heirs.
Washington by offering several American claim- parliamentary government, with a responsible
ants minor shares in Mesopotamia!! oil. In the cabinet and a bicameral legislature. This legmeantime, the uncertainty prevailing in regard islative body consists of two Houses, the Senate
to the future status of the country had en- composed of 20 "Elder Statesmen" appointed
couraged the development of a strong Nationalist by the King, and the Lower House of 88 elected
agitation by young Arab officers, who quoted deputies. The first Parliament, with 52 ProgresWilson's speeches and various English and French sives and 33 Nationalists, met July 10, 1925.
In 1924 the dispute with Turkey over the
manifestoes to prove Mesopotamia's right of selfdetermination. Popular antipathy to the effi- Mosul frontier was referred to the League of
ciency of British tax collectors, to forced labor Nations. The League decided in December, 1925,
on irrigation works, and to British disregard in favor of Iraq, provided England's tutelage
of tribal and religious leaders, provided addi- of the kingdom were extended 25 years. Accordtional fuel for the smoldering fires of discon- ingly, the new Anglo-Iraq Treaty was signed
oil field

tent which burst into open
The British Army of 60,000
creased to 90,000 before the
in December, 1920.
Under these unfavorable
British endeavored to create

rebellion in 1920.
to be inrevolt was quelled,

men had

circumstances, the
the administrative
machinery to fulfill their mandate. In the autumn of *1020, the Council of State was set up,
under the tutelage of Sir Percy Cox, the British
High Commissioner. Insistent Arab demands for a native government, reinforced by
equally insistent protests by English taxpayers
against the large military expenditures in Mesopotamia, whose cost, from the Armistice to the
end of 1921, was estimated at 100,000,000, led
the British government to consider favorably the
claims of Prince Feisal, son of the King of
Hedjaz. The Council of State on July 11, 1921,
unanimously offered him the crown, and after
an almost unanimously favorable but hardly
democratic plebiscite, 9(> pur cent for Feisal,

he was officially proclaimed King of Iraq, at
Bagdad, Aug. 23, 1021. See FEIBAU
From tliiH time on, the British gradually with-

drew their

the

British battalion
battalion
and five air .squadrons of 12 planes each remained, in addition to an Iraq Army of about
10,000 men. The new Kingdom of Iraq, nominally a sovereign state, was nevertheless subject
to British supervision under the mandate, and
to clarify this relationship, a 20-year treaty
waft signed on Oct. 10, 1022 (not ratified by
Iraq until Juno, 1924 ) by which Iraq agreed
to bo guided
by the advice of the British High
CoijimiHsioncr in financial, military, and international matters, and Great Britain promised
to facilitate Iraq 'a entry into the League of
Nations, in due course.
subsequent protocol, signed Apr. 30, 1923,
provided that the treaty was to terminate either
on the entry of Iraq into the League, or in any
ease not later than four years after the ratification of peace with Turkey (i.e., 1928).
The independence granted to Iraq wan evidently of a very limited nature. The British
continued to supervise native administration
in the vital departments, a British Civil Administration continued to function temporarily
Hide by
with Feiftal'ft government, and the
British Koyal Air Force remained in military
control of the country. In 1022, to giv one
liiHtumit of BritiHh policy, the Minister of the
Interior wan exiled to Ceylon beoatiBe of hit* too
pronounced Nationalist views. The conntitutjon,
or Organic Law, drafted in 1023, approved by
the Council of Miniate, and accepted by the
Constituent AHsembly in June, 1924, made Mo-

leaving

in

forces,

March, 1927.

A

Me

last

One Indian

Jan.

13, 1926, extending the duration of the
original treaty of 1922 for another 25 years from
Dec. 16, 1925. It was to terminate, however, at
any time before its normal expiration, if Iraq
became a member of the League.
Throughout 1927, then, there was agitation
in Iraq to secure its admission to the League.

The Iraq government favored the introduction
of conscription, so that it could guarantee the
preservation of internal order and protection
against foreign aggression. In the fall of 1927,
King Feisal and Prime Minister Jafaar Pasha
went to London to try to convince the English
authorities of the need for conscription and
another revision of the treaty. The result was
the treaty of December 14, in which Iraq was
recognized as an "independent sovereign state."
England, furthermore, promised to support her
candidature for admission to the League in 1932
if all "things go well in the meantime."
The treaty caused dissatisfaction in Iraq, as
did also the new Prime Minister's (Jafaar
Pasha) attempt to push through conscription.
But Jafaar resigned on Jan. 9, 1928, to be succeeded by Saadun Pasha, who pledged adherence to the treaty and dropped all talk of conIn the elections of May, 1928, tho
scription.
Government received 70 greats out of the 88 in
the Lower House. On Jan. 21, 1929, Saadun
resigned over the question as to whether Iraq
should pay part of the cost of the maintenance
of the British forces in the land. Toward the
end of April, 1929, Taufiq Bey became Prime
Minister, the twenty-first in eiglit years. In
a speech to Parliament on May 6, he promised
an attempt at speedy settlement of the difficulties with England, a census, reorganisation
of the army, and attention to such matters as
housing, irrigation, and education.
In foreign affairs, Iraq's chief difficulties have
been with Nejd and Persia. The Ncjd Wahabis
were making life miserable for the Iraqis who
live near the border, but a conference hold be-

tween British, Iraq, and Nejd

officials

toward

the end of 1928 was thought likely to improve
conditions.
difficulties
resulted
Iraqi-Persian
from an attempt of some southern Iraqis to
acquire Persian citizenship in order to escape
conscription, .from a quarrel over the treatment
of Porman subjects in Iraq, and from Pernia's
claim that Iraq is a refuge for Persian bandits
and rebel*. In April, 1929, however, Pcrwia
finally recognized Iraq and relations bet-woon the
two neighbors are improving steadily. The British High Commissioner** in Iraq, have been Sir
Percy Cox to 1023, Sir Henry JR. C. Dobb* from
1923 to 1929, while Sir Gilbert Clayton was
appointed in March, 1929,
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island of the British Isles
The pop-

with an area of 32,586 square miles.

ulation in 1911 was 4,390,219. No census was
taken in 1921. By the Government of Ireland
Act (1920), as amended by the Irish Free State
Act (1922), Ireland was divided politically into two parts, Northern Ireland and the Irish

Free State.

Kingdom;

in the United
the latter has constitutional status

The former remains

as a dominion.
recent history,

For

statistical information and
articles on IBELAND,

consult

NORTHERN, AND IEISH FREE STATE.
History. On the eve of the World War,
which was destined to affect the fortunes of Ireland no less decisively than those of Europe,
three-quarters of the Irish population were solidly backing Redmond's Nationalist Party in its
agitation for home rule, while the rest, defiantly
Unionist, were ready to take up arms against
the British government, if need be, rather than
permit that government to include Protestant
Ulster in an autonomous Ireland. For loyal
support of Asquith's Liberal cabinet, the 84
Irish Nationalists in the Commons had been rewarded with the introduction, by the Premier
himself, of the Government of Ireland Bill (the
famous Home Rule Bill), Apr. 11, 1912, which
had been passed by the Commons twice, twice
rejected by the peers, and passed a third time
by the Commons in the spring of 1914. Under
the terms of the Parliament Act, this bill could
now be promulgated by the Crown as law, notwithstanding the Lords* veto, but the Prime
Minister, moved doubtless by either the threats
or the entreaties of the Unionists, decided with
characteristic indecision to compromise on a
middle course. Accordingly, he introduced an
Amending Bill, which would permit the Ulster
counties, at their option, to exclude themselves
provisionally, for six years, from the proposed
Irish government. Feeling ran high, in Parlia-

coast from a German submarine on the eve of
the rising, was tried for high treason and hanged
on August 3. The executions, far from settling
the matter, aroused such a storm of indignation
on both sides of the Irish Sea that Premier
Asquith promised to investigate conditions in
Ireland personally.
few days' visit convinced
him that the government there had completely
broken down, and he accordingly delegated Lloyd
George to arrange for the immediate application
of the Home Rule Act of 1914; but the negotiations begun by Lloyd George met shipwreck when
it became known that the Government had promised Sir Edward Carson the definite exclusion of
the six Ulster counties from the act.

A

When

Lloyd George became Premier of Great

Britain in December, 1916, he announced that
he could not force home rule on any part of
Ireland to which it was repugnant, but in May,

1917, he offered either to grant immediate home
rule excluding six Ulster counties for five years
or to summon an Irish Convention to propose a
solution. As the former alternative was unpopular, the Premier succeeded with the second,
although Sinn Fein repudiated it in advance.-

The Convention was composed partly of elected
and partly of Catholic and Protestant

delegates

clergy, merchants, labor leaders, representatives
of Irish parties, and two Irish peers, nominated
by the British government; it was to be an inclusive rather than a democratic body. During
its protracted deliberations, from July 25, 1017,
to Apr. 5, 1918, the economic reasons for Ul-

ster's intransigence figured even more prominently than religious or political factors; and
the final report, recommending a united Parliament for Ireland, without control of excise and
customs taxes, was passed only by 44 to 20
votes, with Ulster and several Nationalists in
the opposition. This report was of course disment and above all in Ireland.
regarded. For its part, the British government
After the English declaration of war on Ger- in April, 1918, extended the conscription law
many, the Nationalists vied with Ulster Union- to Ireland, heedless of warnings. Thereupon
ists in protestations of loyalty; but when in the Nationalists, led by John Dillon, successor
September, 1914, Premier Asquith decided to of John Redmond, who died in March, walked
put the Home Rule Bill on the statute books, out of the Westminster Parliament and joined
and simultaneously to pass a Suspending Act Sinn Fein in a protest against the draft. Sinn
to suspend it for 12 months, or until the ter- Fein, by this time, had become a puissant ormination of the War, he at once angered Ulster ganization; at its convention in October, 1017,
and weakened Redmond's control over the ex- representing 12,000 Sinn Fein clubs with 250,000
tremists in his party. The organization, known members, it had voted a republican constituas Sinn Fein ("we ourselves"), led by Arthur tion for* Ireland and elected as President Kamonn de Valera, the only surviving leader of
Griffith, had originally designed to promote a
Nationalist cultural risorgimento, but now re- the Easter Rebellion. De Valera was imprispublican in aim, organized a separate body of oned in May, 1918, escaped in February, 1010,
"Irish Volunteers,*' captured the Gaelic League, and spent the years 1919-21 in America, when*
spread its anti-British propaganda through ham- he won sympathy and raised funds for the
"Irish Republic." In the general election of Delet and heath, and prepared for the day of independence. Sinn Fein, however, was still but an cember, 1918, Sinn Fein won 73 out of the 105'
active minority when in April, 1916, the Easter seats in the British House of Commons, while
Rebellion occurrred in Dublin. Members of the almost defunct Nationalist Party retained
Irish Volunteers and the Citizen Army seized only 6, and Unionists filled 20.
Considering
the Post Office, the Four Courts, and other this victory as a plebiscite for Irish independin
of
the
the
and
the
Sinn
Fein
heart
M.
of proceedinstead
P.'s,
buildings
city,
pro- ence,
claimed Ireland a republic. British machine ing to Westminster, met at Dublin as the "DaiJ
guns and field artillery soon compelled the re- Eireann" (Irish Assembly), adopted a formal
publicans to surrender. Swift and heavy was Declaration of Independence in January, 19H),
England's vengeance. Some 3400 men and 79 and nominated delegates to the Paris Peae
women were arrested as suspects; Padraic Conference.
Pear tie, Thomas Macdonagh, and 13 others were
The refusal of the Peace Conference to reccondemned by court-martial and summarily exe- ognize these delegates, and President Wilaon'fl
cuted; and about 100 were sentenced to im- unwillingness to demand their admission, turned
prisonment, while over 1800 were interned. Sir Irish and Irish-American sentiment against
Roger Casement, who was landed on the Irish Wilson, the Peace, and the League, and led
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began wrecking shops and burning villages by

way

of reprisal.

Under such disquieting circumstances, Premier Lloyd George persuaded his Parliament to
enact, in December, 1920, a new Home Rule
Bill, creating separate parliaments and ministries; for the six Ulster counties of Northern
Ireland and the remainder, inaccurately styled
Southern Ireland, with a joint Council of Irehind to harmonize the two. Neither Parliament
was to have power to control customs and excise duties, army and navy, treaties, titles, external trade, cables, coinage, trademarks, or
Ulster accepted the law forthwith,
religion.
elected its Parliament in May, 1021, organized
its cabinet under Sir James Craig, and was
congratulated by King George in person.
Southern Ireland likewise held elections in
May, but the Sinn Feinora elected by all constituencies except Dublin University were pledged
not to accept mere home rule. Encouraged,
Sinn Fein intensified the irregular warfare it
had been waging against the British and especially against the "black-and-tans,"* ex-service
enrolled as auxiliary police and clad in

men

khaki with black hats and black armbands.
The shooting of British soldiers and constables
and seizures of arms by Sinn Fein troops increased, and the burning and pillaging of Irish
towns and villages by the British grew more frequent. Sinn Fein courts and police were organized, and "Castle" government, the British government, ceased to have any real functions of
administration.

At length, Premier Lloyd George in desperation invited the Sinn Feiners, hitherto regarded
as rcbclti, to negotiate with him. Through the
mediation of General Smuts, a "truce" was
England's offer of Dosigned, July 10, 1921.
minion sla'tuH, at first rejected by de Valera
and the Dail Eiroann, was ultimately accepted
in principle a.s the basis for a tripartite conference of Sinn Kein, Ulster, and British deletfatew, October to December, and incorporated in
u definite treaty dated Dec. 0, 1921. Article 1
conferred on the Irish Free State the same constitutional status aft that of Canada and other
dominions. Ireland was to have her own Parliament and an executive responsible to it (Article J), its own army (Article 8), and, in
Hhort, tlie almost complete independence of a

dominion

(HOC

BitiriNii

EMPIRE), but with a

proviso against religious discrimination
(Article 10) and transitional fiscal and naval
restriction* (Articles 5-6 and 10). Ulster was
permitted either to accept inclusion in the Free
Htate, with local autonomy, or to continue as a
part of Great Britain with the Northern Ireland Parliament retaining the rights granted
by the Home Itulo Act of 1920. Naturally, UlHtor chose the second alternative, and the government of Northern Ireland remained precisely
as established in 1921. The provisions of the
11)20 Act regarding a joint Council for Ireland
also remained in force, as a result of Ulster's
choice (Article 12).
Tiiis treaty, liberal as it was, compared with
earlier British oilers, failed to placate President de Vatara and other Sinn Fein irreconeilablcs, who still cherished the ideal of a united
ttlrict
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disappointed Sinn Feiners in Ireland to resort
to violence as their one remaining weapon.
With increasing frequency, attacks were made
on the Royal Irish Constabulary, the British
troops, and British officials, while British troops

independent republic, and bitterly assailed Article 4 of the treaty, requiring members of the
Free State Parliament to swear allegiance to
King George. On the other hand, Arthur CJriffith, Michael Collins, and other Sinn Fein leaders who had signed the treaty believed it to be
as much as could practically be obtained, and
persuaded the Dail Eireann to accept it by 64 to
57 votes. De Valera indignantly resigned from
the Presidency, to which Griffith naturally fell
heir, in January, 1922, and the Southern [risk
Parliament formally ratified the treaty. As
Great Britain also had ratified, tlie Free* State
carne into being on January 1(J; its provisional
government, with Michael Collins as Premier,
took over Dublin Castle from the British administration and joyfully watched (i(),00l) British soldiers depart from Ireland.
Soon, however, de Valera's uncompromising Republican
adherents took up arms against the provisional
government, and Ireland was once more in the
throes of guerilla warfare. The deatli of President Griffith on August 12 and the killing of
Premier Collins on August 22 by Republicans
might well have discouraged tlie Free State
forces, but the latter event seemed to have
the contrary effect of arousing indignation
against the Republicans. William T. Cosgrave
succeeded Collins as head of the Government.
Meanwhile, a provisional Parliament favorable
to the treaty had been elected in June, and in
the autumn, this body adopted a constitution on
October 11, making Gaelic the official language
of the Free State, guaranteeing personal and
religioiis liberty, and creating the bicameral Free
State Parliament (Oircachtas) with the Executive Council or cabinet of ministers responsible
to the Lower House. The House of Representatives (Dail Eireann) of 153 members was to bo
elected for four years, unless dissolved, by universal suffrage of men and women over 21,
with proportional representation. The Senate
(Seanad Eireann) of GO members was to be
chosen, one-fourth every three years, by a vote
of citizens aged 30 and over, with proportional
representation, from a list of prominent citizens nominated by the Irish Parliament. The
constitution was confirmed by the British Parliament early in December, 1022, and the new
Government wan at once established; the provisional Parliament now became the first I rouse
of Representatives, and the first Senate was
chosen, half by the House and half by the President of the Executive Council.
GoHgruve became President of the Executive Council, and
Timothy Healy was appointed by the Grown an
Governor General, an almost purely honorary
post.
Tlie Republicans,
a rival government,

minority,

refused

meanwhile, had proclaimed
and though obviously in a

to abandon

their

irregular

warfare against the Free State until thousands
had been killed or wounded, 35,000 Republicans
imprisoned, and scores executed in roprinal for
He publican deeds of violence. In April, 1 02IJ,
de Valera ordered a truce, in view of approaching elections; he was, however, ar rented nu August 14*, to be subsequently released in tlie July

Though large numbers of Republicans were released in courwc of time, Heireral
thousand were held in jail regardless of hunger
strikes.
By 1024 the country WIH fairly wcll
pacified, arid the Free State government WUH
functioning in an orderly fashion. Elect IOHH
for the House held on Aug. 27, 1023, had givou

following.
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the Cosgrave government G3 seats; Republicans,
44; Labor, 15; Farmers, 15; Independents, 16.
As the 44 Republicans absented themselves
when the new Parliament met in September, the
Government had a working majority and addressed itself earnestly to the difficult tasks^ of
extending peasant proprietorship and balancing
an unbalanced budget. On Sept. 10, 1923, the
Irish Free State was admitted to the League of
Nations, and the once despised Gaelic tongue
was heard as a national language in the assembly
See IRISH FREE STATE.
of nations at Geneva.

An English
).
(1879Inglewood, Bowden, Cheshire.
He was a pupil in composition of Stanford at the Royal College of Music. From
1901 to 1909, he wrote several choral works with
orchestra, orchestral works in the larger forms,
and much chamber music, all of which he later
discarded. His principal works, published after
1909, included a prelude for orchestra, The Forgotten Rite', a symphonic rhapsody, Mai-Dun;
two piano trios; two violin sonatas; a 'cello
sonata; pieces for piano; and songs.

IRELAND, JOHN

composer,

born

IRELAND,

at

NORTHERN.

The

official

name

of

that part of Ireland remaining in the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. It is
made up of the following counties and county
boroughs: Antrim, Armagh, Belfast (County
borough), Down, Fermanagh, Londonderry, Londonderry (County borough), Tyrone. Its area
is 5238 square miles; its population in 1911

was 1,250,531; on Apr. 18, 1926, 256,561.
mated population on June 30, 1928, was
000. See GREAT BRITAIN; IRELAND.

Esti1,248,-

HIP6LITO
A
(1850).
IBIGOYEN",
President of Argentina, who was born in Buenos
Aires and entered Congress in 1880. After the
Revolution of 1890, he became the leader of the
Radical Party and struggled to wrest power
from the rich landowners. In 1911 he got a
law passed which provided ,for compulsory and
secret voting in elections, and in 1916 he was
elected President by two votes, having refused
to campaign for himself.
In spite of great
popular feeling for war with Germany in 1917,
he rejected this course because he felt that war
would interrupt his labor reforms. In 1922 he
retired, as required by law, but in 1928 he was
reflected for the term 1928-34, again without
campaigning and without a platform, by a two
to one vote. He lived simply, refusing to occupy
the presidential palace while in office, gave his
salary to charity, and was considered almost a
prophet by the masses.
IBISH
STATE. A dominion of the
British Empire, with an area of 26,592 square
miles and a population, in 1911, of 3,139,688.
According to the census of 1926, the population
1

PREE

was 2,971,992.
The Irish Free State

is essentially

an agricul-

country. In 1927 there were 4,047,013
cattle, 1,177,737 swine, 3,120,308 sheep, 185,810
goats, 428,502 horses, 197,004 asses, and 19,065
mules. The principal crops are hay, potatoes,
oats, turnips, barley, and wheat.
The completion
of the Shannon River hydroelectric plant in
1929, which was to develop 90,000 horse power,
was expected to assist materially in the industrit
alization of the country. Industries, such- as
exist, are confined chiefly to the preparation of
dairy and meat products, boot and shoe making,
tural

and brewing and

distilling.

In the calendar year 1927, the exports of the
Irish Free State were valued at $214,701,000
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and the imports at $295,565,000. The adverse
trade balance in that year was the smallest in
the four years since separate trade statistics
had been maintained, imports having declined
slightly and exports having gained by nearly
$15,000,000, or 7 per cent, as compared with 1926.
Exports in 1926 were valued at $200,087,000,
and imports at $295,896,000. Great Britain supand
plied 66.8 per cent of the imports in 1927
purchased 84.6 per cent of the exports.
The budget for the fiscal year ending Mar. 31,
carried revenues of
22,914,000 and
1929,
26,080,681. The public debt
expenditures of
17,074,on Mar. 31, 1927, amounted to
There are approximately 3028 miles of
300.
railway line in the country. In 1927, 13,494
vessels* of 9,262,000 net registered tons entered
the ports of the Free State in the foreign trade,
and 13,368 vessels of 9,282,000 tons cleared.
History. Outstanding events in the history
of the Irish Free State after its establishment
were the settlement of the boundary dispute with
Northern Ireland in 1925, the rise of Eamonu De
Valera's new Republican Party, the Fianna Fail,
as the principal opposition party in the Dail
Eireann, and the pacification and stabilization
of the Free State in the status of a British
dominion.
Provision for the settlement of the boundary
question by a special commission had been made
in the Anglo-Irish Treaty of 1921, but the commission had not been established and the question remained a fertile source of animosity between the people of the Free State and Ulster.
Several times civil war appeared imminent. The
Free State government laid claim to the counties
of Tyrone and Fermanagh in Ulster and several
towns along the border in which Roman Catholics
were in the majority. The Ulster government,
contending that it had no part in the treaty of
1921 and that the six northern counties had been
placed within its jurisdiction by the Government
of Ireland Act of 1920, repeatedly refused to appoint a representative to the commission.

The commission was finally established in 1!)24
through the intervention of the British government. The Free State member, Professor John
MacNeill, resigned toward the end of 1925,
shortly before the report was to have been submitted, asserting that the other two members
failed to respect the provisions of the AngloIrish Treaty in their deliberations. It was forecast tha't the commission would not only reject
the Free State claim to the extension of itn
boundary but would also allot a portion of Donegal to Northern Ireland. At this juicturc, the
issuance of the report was forestalled by an agreement for the settlement of the dispute which was
signed Dec. 3, 1925, after the premiers of both
the Free State and Northern Ireland had 'conferred with Premier Baldwin in London. The
agreement Amended the treaty of 1921, revoked
the powers of the boundary commission, and fixed
the boundary permanently as it had been fixed
provisionally in the Northern Ireland Act of 1920.
The financial obligations assumed by the Free
State toward the British government tinder the
Anglo-Irish Treaty were remitted in consideration
of the payment of
5,000,000 as compensation
for damages done in the Free State area
during
the Anglo-Irish struggle after Jan. 21, 10 J 9.

had

The agreement was ratified by the British, Free
State, and Northern Ireland parliaments but was
repudiated by the Irish Republicans.
The refusal of the Republicans originally
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elected to the Dail to take the oath of allegiance
left the Government without effective opposition until August, 1927, when De Valera and his
Fiaima Fail deputies decided to accept the oath
and take their seats. They announced, however,
that they did not consider the oath binding.
Pianna Fail was organized by De Valera in Jan-

uary, 1920, when

lie

broke with Sinn Fein over

tactical measures for securing the abolition of
the oath of allegiance. In the election of July
9, 1927, he doubled his 22 members in the old
Dail, largely at the expense of the Sinn Fein Republicans, who lost 18 of 23 seats. The Government, which lost 12 seats, was no longer able to

command a

majority.

Premier Cosgrave continued in

office, however,
president of the Executive
Council. The seating of the Fianna Fail deputies was followed by an attempt to form a coalition government of Labor and National League
members with the support but not the participation of Fianna Fail. The defection of one National League deputy saved the Government.
Shortly afterward Premier Cosgrave called a new
The two
election, which was held September 15.
main parties gained atthe expense of minor groups,
the Government and Fianna Fail winning 01 and
57 seats, respectively. With the aid of the Farmers' Group and the Independents, the Government
continued with a small but safe majority over
Fianna Fail and Labor during 1928 and most of
In the latter year in several important by1 929.
elections, Government candidates defeated their
Fianna Fail opponents. "While denying sympathy with a wave of political terrorism which
swept the country early in 1929, De Valeni and
his chief lieutenants declared that violence would
probably continue as long as candidates for the
Free State Parliament were required to take the
oath of allegiance to the British King.
Internal peace was disturbed early in 1924 by
a mutiny led by officers in protest againwt the
reorganization and reduction of the Free State
Army. The Government failed to deal firmly
with the situation and in the following December was obliged to discharge a number of soldiers
and civil servants who had continued the agitation.
Republican raids upon police barracks
and rioting occurred again in November, 1920,
apparently aw a result of the Government's participation in tho Britinh Imperial Conference
held at that time. The Public Safety Act, establishing a virtual state of siege, was put into effect in the affected
Homo fifty arrests
^districts,
were made* and tho disturbance quickly subsided.
On July 10, 1927, at the conclusion of the bitter political campaign, the country was aroused
by the assassination of Kevin 0*Tlig#in, vice
president of the Executive Council, by three men
believed to be agents of an unknown secret soThe Government adopted drastic measures
ciety.
against political crime, including the death penalty for tho carrying of arum. After an interval
of peace these were repealed in Decemtar, 1928*
In October of that year, a few <lay before Princes Mary paid a visit to her huBband'f* entato
at Portumna, County Galway, incendiaries attempted iniflucocfisfully to burn Portumna Castle.
There wan a revival of political terrorism early
in 1929; jury member* were threatened, injured,

and was
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reflected

and murdered and armed guards were aligned
to protect tiie memberH of the Government. The
Government again adopted severe measures and
appealed for popular support but barely carried a

North Dublin fought on this issue.
Early in 1928 Premier Cosgrave visited the
United States and Canada and was enthusiastiThe same year Government
received.
cally
spokesmen declared that the cabinet did not favor
an Irish republic, believing that greater freedom
and security could be found within the British
Commonwealth of Nations, (jovernor General
Timothy M. Hcaly resigned in December, 1927,
after completing his five-year term, and was succeeded by James McNeil, Free State High Commissioner in London. Timothy Sniiddy, Free
was then
State
Minister at Washington,
appointed High Commissioner in London, being
replaced at Washington by Michael McWhite.
Tho Free State was one of the original signatories of the Kellogg-Briand Treaty for the renunciation of war and the pact was ratified by the
Pail on Feb. 22, 1929, although opposed by members of the Fianna Fail. In August, 1029,
Charlefl Bewley, of Dublin, was appointed the first
diplomatic representative to the Vatican City.
IRON AGE. See ANTHKOPOLCKJY.
by-election in

IBOUT

AMD

STEEL.

Since

1913 the iron

and
a
of

steel industry of the world has furnished
notable illustration of the intimate relation

the

resources and
activity to the maintenance

development of natural

modern industrial
of conditions of
of iron and steel

civilization.
The importance
manufactures to modern civili-

was generally

realized before the World
any further proof were needed, it was
found in the demands made on these industries
during the great struggle. The forced operation
of the iron and steel industries on a war basis,
and the possession of raw materials for these industries was naturally an important military

zation

War, but

if

After the Armistice, France secured the
return of the valuable iron basin in Lorraine.
As a result, the importance of France as an
iron- and steel-producing nation has shown an
appreciable relative increase.
feature of the European iron and steel trade
during the post-war period has beeu the general
adoption of the cartel idea of production control and, within the individual nations, the
asset.

A

widespread tendency toward industrial rationalization*
Despite the loss of important rawmaterial-producing regions in the geographic and
economic readjustments that followed the War,

Germany was

in

some respects in better position

than either France or Belgium, whoso industrial
plants were, in large part, within the zone of
operations, and required complete rehabilitation.
The United States has beeu the leading producer of iron and steel for many years. In
19 18 the world's production of pig iron was
77,174,000 long tons, of which the United States
produced 30,053,000 toiiH; Germany, 19,000,000;
Great Britain, 10,200,000; France, 5,120,000;
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In 1921 the world's pro- was started. Early in 1929, it seemed
4,536,000.
duction of pig iron was only 37,401,000 long that some step in this direction would be taken.
The German iron and steel industry reported
tons, of which the United States produced 16,500,000; France, 9,890,000; Great Britain, 6,630,- that iron and steel production costs have grown
so much so
308,000; Great Britain, 2,616,000; and Russia, substantially since 1923 and 1924,
new world-production record was that in 1928 they practically balanced the econo112,000.
established in 1928, when the output totaled 86,- mies attained by the rationalization of the infavorable report of the reparations
130,000 long tons. Of the 1928 total, the United dustry.
States produced 37,400,000 tons; Germany, 11,- committee* meeting in Paris in the early months
500,000; France, 9,890,000; Great Britain, 6,630,- of 1929, seemingly was needed to assure any
000; Belgium, 3,815,000; and Russia, 3,290,000. marked future expansion or prosperity for the
The production of steel ingots and castings German industry. An appreciable decrease in
has shown a much greater increase since 1913 production was recorded in 1928, as compared
than that recorded by pig iron. In 1913 the with 1927, largely accounted for by the labor
world's production of steel ingots and castings disturbances resulting in a lockout in the Rhenamounted to 74,687,000 long tons. The leading ish- Westphalian district late in 1928. These difcontributors to this total were the United States ferences were patched over and productive
with 31,301,000 tons; Germany, with 18,632,000; operations were resumed at the beginning of
Great Britain, 7,664,000; France, 4,614,000; and 1929, but the fundamental controversial point reRussia, 4,181,000. In 1928 the leading contribu- mained unsolved and it seemed likely that further
tors to the record output of 107,210,000 long tons disturbances might be expected.
The iron and steel industries of France and
were the United States, with 51,400,000 long
tons; Germany, 14,000,000; France, 9,170,000; Belgium have experienced steady growth since
Great Britain, 8,495,000; Russia, 4,150,000; and the Armistice. In considering this record, however, it should be remembered that France gained
Belgium, 3,865,000.
In Great Britain, the failure of the iron and vast resources from Germany at the close of
steel industry to assume a position of relative the War.
On the other hand, many of the existimportance in the world trade similar to that ing plants in France and in Belgium were razed
held prior to the War has been a great disap- by the Germans during the period of hostilipointment. The general strike of 1926 naturally ties and, as a result, post-war reconstruction
resulted in a decrease in productive operations was expensive and time-consuming. The imin the iron and steel industry of Great Britain, provement in operating conditions is largely attributable to the control to which continental
BRITISH IRON AND STEEL OUTPUT AND EX- iron and steel makers have submitted themPORTS DURING PEACE YEARS
selves with respect to production.
Industrial(In Gross Tons)
ists in France and in the neighboring countries
Year
Steel
Pig iron
Exports
1912
8,748,000
6,792,000
4,807,200 also have adhered to a number of agreements
1913
10,260,000
7,688,000
4,969,200 with regard to the sales of their products in
1919
7,404,000
7,896,000
2,223,200 their
respective countries that did something
1920
8,034,000
9,067,200
3,250,800
1921
2,611,200
3,625,200
1,706,400 toward removing barriers between continental
1922
4,899,600
5,880,600
3,400,800 nations owing to the complicated tariff system.
1923
7,440,000
4,320,000
8,481,600
United States Iron and Steel Industry.
1924
8,221,200
7,318,800
3,852,200
1925
7,396,800
6,236,400
3,730,800 Despite the fact that a vast excess of capacity
1926
2,441,500
2,987,700 for iron and steel production and manufacturing
3,497,000
1927
7,320,000
9,170,000
4,220,000 had been
developed in the domestic industry
1928
6,630,900
8,542,000
4,205,000
during the War, the larger corporations in
for not only was the industry directly affected the trade made a practice of turning back large
by the walk-out but it was indirectly affected shares of their profits into additions to plant
for several months after the general strike ended equipment tip to 1927. The advisability of this
by the continued unsettled conditions in the procedure seemed highly questionable at the
coal industry. The immediate result of this time, but the great increase in consumption restopping of production was to throw open the corded in 1928 and 1929 utilized, in large part,
domestic market to continental steel, which, all the existing production capacity.
A feature of the domestic industry since the
imported in .unprecedented tonnages during and
immediately after this period was, of course, War has been the numerous mergers and conexceedingly difficult to dislodge once it had at- solidations, so that, in 1928, over 90 per cent
tained an extensive foothold. Exports of iron of the entire ingot production of the United
and steel products from the British Isles reached States was controlled by 10 companies. About
their highest point since the War in the 1927 45 per cent of the entire capacity is controlled
trade a circumstance due, no doubt, to the in- by the United States Steel Corporation, with
tensely stimulated production accomplished in the Bethlehem Steel Corporation next, with
the early months of the year and to the presence slightly over 15 per cent. The Youngstown-Inof a number of orders held over from 1926 which land interests, a consolidation not
entirely comthe British steel makers had been unable to fill pleted by 1929, is next in size with about 10
over the duration of the coal strike.
and
Jones
&
per cent,
Laughlin follow with about
In 1928 the leading political and industrial 6 per cent. Other companies of the first 10 are
factors apparently began to realize that the con- the Republic-Trumbull companies, American Rolldition would be permanent unless corrective ing Mills
Company, Central Alloy Steel Corpomeasures were taken within the industry. Con- ration, Wheeling Steel Corporation, Colorado
were
taken
to
reduce
Fuel
Iron
&
sequently, steps
Co., and the Corrigan, McKinney
operating
inevitable

and Russia,

A

A

.

and manufacturing

costs, numerous consolidations were reported and, as unfavorable trade
barriers and foreign tariffs took more and more
from the British export trade, agitation and
propaganda for a tariff to protect the home trade

Steel

Company.
The year 1928 was a remarkable one for the

steel industry in the United States,
for its high production rate, in the

remarkable
stability of

the market under increased output, in a Bteacli-
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demand which permitted an unusually
uniform and thus more economical operation
of mills, and finally in the almost unprecedented
scale of steel output in the summer months.
Rated in figures, 1028 was an 86 per cent production year, while 1927 was a 75 per cent
year, and 1026 was an 81 per cent year. A new
record in steel output featured the year despite
the poor railroad demand.
In an effort to surmount barriers set up by
ness, of

the abolition of Pittsburgh plus, steel producers
took greater advantage of water transportation
in 1028. Among the unusual cross movements
were shipments of steel from Buffalo to Chicago
and Detroit by the Great Lakes; transporta-

pared with 1026. The stocks of iron ore in this
group of States decreased from 403,742 tons in
1926 to 366,000 tons in 1027. These stocks arc
considerably less than usually carried over at
these mines, being about 201,000 tons below th<
average for the preceding five years. The average
value of the ore in these States in 1027 per ton
was $3.37; in 1926 it was $3.28.
The Western States that ordinarily produce
iron ore named in the order of their importance
are Wyoming, Utah, New Mexico, Colorado,

4

Montana, and California. Occasionally, Tdaho,
Nevada, and Washington contribute small quantities.
All the ore from Wyoming, New Mexico,
and Colorado and most of that from Utah is
tion of wire products from Pittsburgh to Minne- used for the manufacture of pig iron. Much of
the remainder is used as a flux in smelting
apolis via the Ohio and Mississippi rivers and
indiheavy loadings of pipe and other products from copper and lead ores. Reliable estimates
Pittsburgh mills to Memphis and New Orleans. cate that the Western States mined and shipped
Iron ore produced in IflBI. The iron ore mined in 1027 approximately 1,007,000 tons of iron
in the United States in 1027, exclusive of ore ore, valued at $1,523,000. The ore comprises
that contained 5 per cent or more of manganese hematite, magnetite, and brown ore.
in the natural state, was, according to the U. S.
Bureau of Mines, 61,778,000 gross tons, a deIEON ORE SHIPPED FROM MINES
crease of
per cent as compared witli that mined
BY STATES (U. S. Bureau of Mines)
in 1920. The ore shipped from the mines in State
1928
1927
k

1927 is estimated at 61,232,473 tons, valued at
$151,125,820, a decrease of 12 per cent in quantity and of 13 per cent in total value, as compared with the figures for 1026. The average
value of the ore per gross ton at the mines
in 1027 was estimated at $2.47; in 1026 it wan
The stocks of ore at the mines, mainly
$2.51.
in Michigan and Minnesota, increased from !),565,880 tons in 1926 to 10,104,673 tons in 1927.
About 83 per cent of the iron ore shipped
in 1027 came from the Lake Superior district,

which 52,357 gross tons were mined and 51,183,000 tons were shipped. The ore shipped in
1927 was valued at $130,453,000. The ore !H

in

The average value of the ore
at the mines in the Lake Superior district in
1927 wag $2.55 a ton; in 1026 it was $2.56. The
southeastern States, which constitute the second
largest iron-ore-producing area, including the
chiefly hematite.

Birmingham and Chattanooga

districts,

mined

6,455,061 gross tons of iron ore in 1927, a decrease of 6 per cent, as compared with 1926. It
The average
is mainly hematite and brown ore.
value of the ore produced in these States in 1927
per gross ton was $2.04; in 1026 it was $2.07.
The northeastern States, which include the
Adirondack district, New York, and the Cornwall district, Pennsylvania, in 1027 mined 2,248,000 tons of iron ore and shipped 2,269,000 tons
valued at $7,049,000, increases of 16 per cent in
quantity rained, 16 per cent in quantity shipped,
and 19 per cent in value of shipments, as com-

G-roHK tons

Value
Gross tons
6,159,863 $11,599,176
(*)
52,713
209,877
147,068
73,052

Value

Alabama 6,508,419 $12,973,507
Colorado
Georgia
Michi-

,'J2,206

50,;m
14,532,831

37,135,364 34,241,102

37,039,644

35,563,177
Missouri
78,605
Montana
2,837

87,935,099 38,129,018
94,890
315,670
1,640
10,156

94,258,899
377,847
5,900

350,616

1,357,877

gan
Minnesota

NewJersoy

202,720

Mexico

214,747

New
New

York

860,393

184,623

767,743

2,906,055

2,559,196

1,013,791

2,411,114

274,620

286,524

172,877

128,478
320,655
27,970

2,567,078

1,394,371

936,850

4,568,224

32,528

81,753

1,124,883

121,220
222,879
66,897

No., Carolina*

Pennsylvania
Tennensoe

Utah
Virginia

Washing

550

ton

1,012

<*)

Wiscon-

937,935
602,877

sin

Wyoming

<*>

3,700,797

491,280

Undistrib-

uted

<*>

1,524,005

'1,551,833

61,232,473 151,125,820 63,432,826 155,788,657
* Included under "Undistributed."
* Includes value for States entered as

As

(

*)

above.

generally known, the ore after being
mined is transported to blast furnaces where it
A part of the pig iron
is made into pig iron*
of rolled and
is utilized in the production
is
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wrought-iron products, and for the manufacture

The greater part,
of castings in iron foundries.
however, is utilized in the making of steel by
the open hearth, Bessemer, electric, and crucible
processes, which produce ingots, blooms, billets,
bars, and slabs which are then rehandled by the
rolling mills, forges, and presses, by which various products such as rails, sheets, pipe, etc., are
derived. The proportion of iron ore to be treated
by one or more of the various methods of beneficiation in common use continues to increase.
In 1927, for example, about 38 per cent of the
ore shipped from the Mesabi Range of Minnesota
was beneficiated; most of this was crushed
merely, a lesser amount than usual was washed,
some was dried, and none was magnetically

separated.
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tures, $83,662,000 of steel mill products classed
as finished manufactures, $82,558,000 of advanced

manufactures, excluding machinery and vehicles,
and $861,000 of ferro-alloys. Imports of iron
and steel semi-manufactures and of steel -mill
products in 1928 were valued at $28,174,000, a
slight decrease from 1927, while advancing iron
and steel manufactures imported totaled $8,835,000, an increase of 23 per cent over the 1927
total.
Ferro-alloying materials valued at $13,886,169 were imported in 1928, as compared with
$16,440,003 in 1927. The most important raw
material imports were iron ore, $5,428,000;
manganese ore, $5,396,000; ferro-manganese and
other manganese alloys, $4,806,000; chrome ore
chromite, $1,705,000. Pig iron, structural
shapes and building forms, steel bars, iron and
or

TOTAL UNITED STATES PRODUCTION OF ALL KINDS OF FINISHED ROLLED IRON AND STEEL
1914-23

'

Imports and Exports. The imports of foreign
iron ore into the United States in 1928 were
2,452,646 gross tons against 2,620,717 tons in
1927, and 2,190,697 tons in 1925. Over 75 per
cent of all the imported ore came from the
Bethlehem Steel Corporation mines in Chile and
Cuba and was consumed at their plants. Most
of the balance of the imported ore came from
Northern Africa and Sweden. The exports of
iron ore in 1928 amounted to 1,282,306 gross
tons, as compared with 898,793 tons in 1927, and
630,521 tons in 1025.
As in the other years, practically all export
iron ore was shipped to Canadian furnaces. The
of iron and steel products from the
exports
United States in 1928 were 2,889,546 tons, or
687,577 tons greater than they had been in 1927,
while the imports at 774,213 tons were higher
than the previous year by 52,438 tons. The
increase in exports over 1927 was generally
reflected by the trade as a whole and, as in
former years, the bulk of the exported iron and
steel products

was taken by Canada.

steel scrap, cast iron pipe, and manganese alloys
in the order named provided the largest tonnage
among imports. The bulk of the exports consisted of iron and steel scrap, structural steel,
steel sheets, rails, tin plate, piping, steel bars,
pig iron, and skelp iron or steel.

An important development in 1928 was the
beginning of a joint effort, on a large scale, to
develop American foreign trade in iron and steel.
To cultivate markets abroad more effectively,
the United States Steel Corporation joined with
the Bethlehem Steel Corporation to form a common export organization, the Steel Export Association of America, thereby providing a single
outlet for 75 to 80 per cent of the rolled steel
shipped out of this country.
Electric Steel. Prior to 1913, only two or
three countries made any electric steel. As early
as 1908 and 1909, steel was being produced in
electric furnaces, particularly in

France,

Germany and

and in the United States.

In

1913

when the industry first really attained any
Japan was magnitude, Germany was easily the leader* The

the next largest purchaser of steel, followed by peak in production
up to and including the
China, Argentina, and Italy.
close of the War was in 1918, when 1,149,600
The total tonnage of imports of iron and steel tons were produced.
In 1913 Germany produced over 50 per cent
products in 1927 decreased almost 25 per cent
from that of 1926; in 1928 imports increased of all the electric steel made in that
year. In
slightly in tonnage over 1927. Belgium at- 1925 the German production was loss than 12
tained the lead in export of iron and steel to the per cent. In Italy, the electric-furnace steel
United States during 1927, with 209,126 tons; industry has expanded about 300
per cent in
followed by France, with 132,878; and Germany, the period since the War.
Japan has shown
with 129,103. These three countries shipped about the same
percentage of growth. In Sweabout 63 per cent of the iron and steel imported den also, large gains have been imwlo
though the
into the United States.
country's industry as a whole has not yet regained
In 1928 the total value of iron and steel its pre-war volume in either pig iron or steel.
exports was $267,872,000, as compared with
satisfactory and complete up-to-date sta$238,379,000 in 1927, $189,255,000 in 1922, $663,- tistical review of the electric-furnace steel in280,000 in 1920, and an average of $139,440,000 dustry for the last fow years is impossible, as
in 1910-14. Of the 1928 total, $4,798,000 con- adequate information is not available. Howsisted of iron ore, $95,993,000 of semi-manufac- ever, it is known that the electric-steel
industry
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in the United States is growing more or less in
direct proportion with the iron and steel industry as a whole. In 1927, for example, the production of electric steel in the United States
totaled 660,087 long tons of which 371,278 tons

(1927); Herbert Hoover: a Reminiscent
Biography (1928) and The House That Shadows
Built (of Adolph Zukor and the motion-picture
industry, 1928).
ISHERWOOD SYSTEM. See SHIPBUILD-

wore ingots, and 204,809 tons were castings.
Working Conditions. The long hours which

ING.

had prevailed in the iron and

steel

industry
for certain classes of labor were almost completely abolished by the end of 1923. President
Harding was perhaps the leading factor in securing this change. The principal objection against
making the change had been the probability
of a shortage of labor.
When the change from
the two- to the three-shift day was actually
placed in effect in 1923, conditions were quite
favorable to making the change, as most of
the plants were not operating at capacity, and
consequently, though there was a shortage of
labor, it was not a preponderating condition
in the industry.
Since the change became operative, its effect has been most apparent. In
the last few years, considerable work has been
done along the lines of mechanizing operations
in the hope of cutting costs, but the high rate
of productive operations has obviated the possiGeneral
bility of an unemployment problem.
conditions among the industry's labor appear to
be highly satisfactory.
IRRIGATION. See DAMS; RECLAMATION.

IRWI1T, WALLACE (1876-

).

An Amer-

ican humorous writer, born at Oneida, N. Y.,
brother of William Henry (Will) Irwin. He
studied at Leland Stanford, Junior, University,
1896-99, and became editor of the Overland
Monthly Magazine in 1902. As a writer of
burlesques and topical verse, he drew wide- attention, especially by The Love flonnets of a
Hoodlum (1902). Other successes soon followed, including Nautical Tales of a bandsman
and At the Nign of the Dollar (1904), and Chinatown Jlallads (1005); but the most widely
cited of his writings was the humorous series
of papers dealing with an imaginary Japanese
youth called Togo and collected as Lellers of
a Japanese Schoolboy (1909), and Mr. Togo,

Maid

Work

of All

(1913).

Among

his later

books may be mentioned: Pilgrims into Folly
(1917) ; Venus in the tiast (1918) The Blooming Angel (1919); Suffering Husband (1920);
Rccd of the tow (1921) ; Afore Tetters of a Japanese Schoolboy ( 1923) ; Lew Tyler and the Ladies
;

tan

;

ISMET PASHA
soldier

).

bom

He

A

Turkish

in Smyrna.

served in the Turkish Armies throughout
rising to the rank of corps commander, -and in 1920-22 was commander-iu-r
chief of the Western Turkish Army in Asia
Minor which routed the Greeks. He was
Turkish delegate to the Mudania Conference in
1922 and in 1923 was chief of the delegation to
the Lausanne Conference. He was successful
in negotiations there and shortly after his return
was named Prime Minister, serving through
1924. He again became Prime Minister in 1928.
He is president of the People's Party, a radical,
the

World War,

nationalist, protectionist party founded by Kemal
Pasha in 1923. The abolition of the caliphate
and of the sultanate took place during his first

term as Prime Minister. See TURKEY, under
History; CALIPHATE.
ISOSTASY. See GEOLOGY.
ISOTOPES. See CHEMISTRY; PHYSIOS.
.
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retrospective

glance cast over Italy from the dawn of the
twentieth century up to the present time discloses', first of all, a loosely organized but courageous government struggling to lay the foundations to a nationalistic regime which resulted
in a conscious and intensified nationalism during the World War, and culminated eventually
into aggressive nationalism striving for recognition on a par with the leading nations of
Europe. Parallel with the political and national
readjustment is the development of philosophical thought which is constructed to a marked
degree along a "nationalistic consciousness."
Contemporary thought finds its impetus in the
historical idealization or neo-idcalism of Benedetto Croce which in turn gives rise to "activism" and reaction. What characterizes all the
branches of Italian thought since 1900 is an
evident self-assertiveness gained through t,he

and
a period of

careful examination of its social, political,
intellectual life.

re-orientation

We

might

call it

and reconstruction

of

its

his-

torical, traditional, and intellectual heritage.
If the.. first 15 years of the twentieth century

in Italian literature

(1928).

(1884-

and Prime Minister,

were distinguished by the

IRWItf, WILLIAM JtaRT (WILL) (1873- development of Crocean thought, wo may say that
An author and war correspondent, born the following years were dominated by Benedetto
) .

at Oneida, N. Y., brother of Wallace Irwin..
He graduated at Leland Stanford, Junior, University in 1899 and was on the staff of the San
Francisco Chronicle in 1901-04, and of the New
York 8un, 1904-06, and managing editor .of
MoOlure'6 Maga&inc, 1906-47. After 1908 he
was mainly engaged in writing -for the magazines.
During the World War, he was with
the Allied Armies aa correspondent for the various American periodicals, 1914-15, and for the
Saturday Evening Post, 1916-18. Among his

mentioned: The Hamadryads
The City That Watt (1907) Old
Chinatown (1908); Oonfewionti of a Von Man
(1909); The Readjustment (1910); Where the
Heart Is (3912) ; Men, Women, and War (1915) ;
Latins at War (1910); The Thirteenth Chair,
a play, with Bayard Veiller (1916) A, Reporter
at Armageddon (1918); The Neat War (1921) ;
Christ or Marsf (1023) ; Highlight* of Manhatbooks

may

(vcrne, 1904)

be

;

;

;

Croce and by the men, such as Giovanni Genwho either continued and perfected his
philosophy or reacted against it, Croce's mont
novel and influential ideas were in the field
of asthctics, which, furthermore, he approached
from the angle .of literary criticism. His Philosophy of the Spirit, had had the effect of making virtually all educated Italians under 45
years of age amateur philosophers and professional literary critics. At any rate, the balance
of literary production was shifted in the later
yoars in the direction of "thought" and away
from what might be called "creation."
The typical Italian experience had been that
of Gioyanni Papini, as portrayed in his autobiographical confession*) published in 1012, Un
uomo fwito (The Failure). Tliiw is a record
The problem
of a, strenuous philosophical life.
of the young man is to find his place in the
universe, acquire a satisfactory solution of the
tile,
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questions that life puts to him. The mood is
one of passionate research, with ups and downs
of exalted hope and anguished disillusionment.
What distinguishes the European mind in general and the Italian in particular from a common American outlook on life is the sense of
individual impotence before the weight of tradition, the feeling of being caught in an unescapable fixity. The young Italians had made and
were making frontal attack on this situation.
The yearning for freedom, in Papini among
others, takes on violent and almost incoherent
forms; and it furnishes the motive for much of
that thinking of a neo-idealistic character which,
inspired by Croce and perfected by Gentile, is
fashionably known as "activism."
This is one characteristic that tends to separate the young from the old, the new from the
old, in Italian literature; a gap, or rather a rift
more or less perceptible, of which the War is
made to serve as an unsatisfactory marker. The
men who came forward in the decade proclaimed
their denial of the "three crowns" of the generation preceding : of Carducci, of Pascoli, of d'Annunzio wo may even add Fogazzaro. It is a
denial, one must understand, not so much of
these masters themselves, as of their followers
and imitators, and of the influence, tending to
express itself in precept, which they exert on
the future.
The spirit of revolt is variously formulated.
The young poets (conveniently presented in
Olindo Giacobbe's anthology Le pifa belle pagme
dei poeti d'oggi The Poets of Today) raise the
standard of "pure art" an art that is pure
1*
impression, pure image, pure "intuition
(to
use a Cvocean phrase), as distinguished from
the art of Carducci, which is thought of as
"parasitically exploiting" various practical emotions engendered by the liberal and national
risorgimento. Carducci, in fact, expresses in
poetical form an ideal of Italian citizenship; and
he glorifies the Italian past to sustain that ideal
of citizenship. How much of his fame does the
poet owe, therefore, to his morality and how
much to his poetry? The indictment of Carducci
was drawn, curiously enough, by a critic who
had stood aloof from the Crocean tradition and
had even been scorned by the young men for
his fogyism: by Enrico Thovez, a Piedmontese
writer, author of Mimi dei modern* (Mimes of
the Moderns) II pastore, U gredde e la ssampogna
(The Shepherd, the Flock, and the Reed), Jl
viandante e la sua orma (The Trail of the Wayfarer), L'arco d'Ulysse (The Bow and Quiver of
Ulysses), and various volumes of verse.
The poets who may be taken as objectifying
this reaction are, among others, Sergio Corazzini
(1887-1907), author of Lvriche (Lyrics) ; Ettore
Cozzani, author of Orassione ai giovam (An Address to Youth), La siepe di em&raldo (The
Emerald Hedge), Le sette lampade accese (The
Seven Lighted Lamps), and other things; Aldo
Palazzeschi, author of I cavalH Uanohi (The
White Horses), Lanterna (The Lantern), Uw>
cendiario (The Incendiary), and a famous whimsical romance, II codice di Perela (The Code of
Perela) ; Corrado Govoni, author of 11- volumes
of verse, and in the later years of novels and
short stories; Luciano Folgore, a Futurist, and
Guide Gozzano (-1883-1916), who, with Corazzini, was regarded as among the greatest of these.
No review of Italian poetry could, of course,
omit Filippo Tomaso Marinetti, author of
Mazurka, of a play, II twrnlwro di fuoco (The
,
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iFiery

Drum

) ,

and various manifestoes of Italian

futurism of which he was founder and publicity agent.

In prose writing, "activism" expressed itself
as a king of anti-d'Annunzianism a preference
for
"substance" as against "rhetoric," for
"things" as against "words," d'Annunzio being
taken as a symbol for "rhetoric" and "words."

A

keen contemporary critic, Adriano Tilgher, had
pointed out that d'Annunzio's sensual dilettantism, with its passionate affirmation of the autonomy of the individual spirit, is really closer
to the new moods of the Crocean era than had
been supposed. In fact, d'Annunzio is the man
who connects this later period with its roots in
the old romanticism. However, both the kind
of life that d'Annunzio seemed to exemplify,

and his florid, splendorous, gold-dripping sentence no longer pleased. The younger men sot
up the plain, solid, meaty novels of Giovanni
Verga (1840-1922, author of the cycle called
I vinfi The Vanquished) as a better expression of the Italian literary ideal; just as they
leaped over Fogazzaro to go back 'to Manzoni,
to find a
congenial expression of a religious
ideal.
As significant of the changing trend as
these "revivals" are one or two rehabilitations
of living men: of Alfredo Panzini (born 1863)
who reached maturity in the Carduccian spirit,
but won the favor of the young men (his best
novel, II padrone sono me! The Boss? That's
me!); and of Luigi Pirandello, whose Jl fu
Mattia Pascal (The Late Mattia Pascal) Hold
to 2000 copies in 20 years, and later to 100,000
in five years.
Not that the young men produced much that
is truly exceptional in the field of the novel.
The closest approach to an artistic sensation
was the Filippo
(Rube) of the critic-scliolarpoet-journalist, G. A. Borgese, who reviewed the
pre-Fascisti period of Italian reconstruction in
the manner of Stendhal and with something of
the sweep of imagination with which Stendhal,

RuU

a century before, reviewed post-Napoleon i<j reconstruction. But the promise of
was
in Borgese's subsequent I vivi c i
hardly

RuM

kept

morti (Living and Dead). So a temporary
excitement welcomed Gino Rocca's L'uragno
(Hurricane). Much was expected from ROHHO
di San Secondo after the collection of talcs
called Ponentino (West Wind)
but apart from
;

a certain lubricious perversity in Le donnc artisa
amore (Women without Love) and some pretty
pages in La fuga (Flight), his novels had prove'd
in no sense as interesting as his.
plays (see below).

Some

faithful workers and accomplished techcame forward in the latter yearn: Marino
Moretti, in, for example, La wcc di Dio (The
Voice of God), / pwri di cuore (The Pure of
Heart), and II trono dei poveri (The Kingdom
of the Poor) ; Maria Puccini, in Dotfo il
pcvcato

nicians

e Dio

(The Miracle); Salvatore Uotta, in II
mquieto (The Restless Child)
Corrado
Govoni, more famous as a poet, in La terra contra il cielo (Earth Against Heaven); and Vir-

figlio

;

in II posto nel mondo (Hi Place
gilio Brocchi,
in the World), and II sapore della vita (A Taate
of Life) which is a
from the author's

departure

optimistic view on life.
For the rest, the public that reads for amusement continued to depend upon older writers of
established reputation who had not indulged to
any great extent in poses of novelty: Luciano
Zuccoli, in two of his best things, L'amore di
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Loredana (The Love Affair

of Loredana), and
cose piti grandi di lui (Things Bigger Than
He) ; Grazia Deledda, in II dio dei viventi (The
God of the Living), and Annalcna Bilsini (Coun-

Lc

try Folk). Deledda is enjoying a real eminence
in her declining years; she was awarded the
Nobel Prize in 1026; Antonio Beltramelli, whose
patient studies among the customs of Romagna
gained a certain actuality from the triumph of
Mussolini, a Romagnolo see Oil uomini rossi
(The Heels and the Blacks); Annie Vivanti, a
woman of international culture having lived in
New York and Wyoming, as well as in Ireland,
England, and Germany who continued her gai-

ety and humor in Kingarefica, in (ttoia (Joy),
and in Alca culpa (My Fault
Guido da Verona,
in spite of everything, has to be regarded (see La
vita cominflia dotnani
(Life Begins Tomorrow) an one of the masters of the European
novel of large canvas and close-worked detail,
who, as Tilgher again has said, has expressed
certain Iduropean states of mind in enduring
form and even created moods of life which hosts
of people have imitated.
Da Verona's vogue
was waning, imd perhaps his power too; though
La- mid' vita in UH rayf/io di
Life in a
sole^ (My
Hay of Sunshine) is worth reading.
The real recent discovery in the field of the
novel was Kederico Toz/a (1890-1020), whose
premature death did not prevent the revelation
of a great genius in the style of Dostoevski in
Tre oroci (Three Crosses), Jl podcre (The
)

.

Farm), Ad occhi chiusi (With Eyes Closed), and
Ainore (Love).
In the world of the theatre, the old and the
new came into self-conscious conflict, with

new

authors,

new

styles,

and a new

criticism

combating old authors, old styles, old conceptions of the drama. The critic who emerged
in this connection is Adriano Tilgher (Studies
on the (loutcrnporary f)rama> trans., New York),
whoso works are fundamental for a knowledge
of the new tendencies (see also Ricognissioni
Reconnaissances). Tilgher connects the Italian
movement with its romantic origins and with
the French drama of Sarmcnt, tli Belgian drama
of Oonmiclinck, the German "impressionistic"
theatre, the Russian plays of Andrtfev, and the
English work of Synge (The Playboy of the

Western World)

To

strike

.

the

contrast:

the

"old"

Italian

drama, as represented by Roberto Bracco, Sa~
batino Lopez, Dario Hiccodemi, Marco Praga,
Nalvatore di Oiacomo, etc., was more or less the
"bourgeois" drama of Pariw, reformed by Ibsen
(set* especially the works of JHJ. A. Butti, who
1007). It accepted the social organization of Europe as a fixed organism and pressed
the dramatic emotion from the conflict of the
individual with the unbreakable restriction that
licanmcd him in : he could evado them the everrecurring aalaoioun comedy of the triangle; he
could Huccumb to them the ever-recurring
"drama," or tragedy, of sentimental motivation.
The now drama, in keeping with the revival
of Hegelian idealism (Croce-Gexitile), but alHo
(lied in

by Bergson (anti-intellectual ism and
th "dynamic spirit"), by American pragmatism
("the world is what we make it") and by the
forces of which Kiustein is at once an interpreter
and a creator (relativism), is a philosophical
approach to life: What it) reality? What is
poraonality? What in morality? Where the
old drama looked primarily at what is Axed
and unchanging, the new centres its attention
irifluOTtwl
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on

contradictions, incoherences, mutations:
a flux therefore reality is never fixed,
even people are not today what tliey will be tomorrow and what they were yesterday. We are
phantoms labeled with a name we are, as Pirandello says, "one, no one, a hundred thousand."
The dramatists of the new tendencies are
numerous: Luigi Chiarelli, in La maschera e il
volto (The Mask and the Face) ; Rosso di San
Secondo in Marionette che passional (Love's
Puppets) and La bella addormwbtata (The SleepFausto Maria Martini, in Kidi
ing Beauty)
Pagliaccio (Laugh, Clown, Laugh) ; Ponsuti,
L'uomo di legna e la donna di cera (The Wooden
life

life's

is

:

;

Man and

the

Wax Woman);

arid

Cavaochioli,

author of a host of plays; but overtopping them
all for the power and variety of his production,
1

for success at home and international fame, Luigi Pirandello: Rix Oharaoters. in Search of ati
Author; JSenry TV; The Pleasures of Howest'i/:
Right You- Are; Naked; Each in His Own Way;
Think 11 Otter, (jimmy; which are known iu
every capital of the Western world.
Pad or permanent contribution as the new
theatre might be, it bore witness to an activity
which had proved stimulating to all factions of
the theatre. Nino Berrini and (Jiovacchino
Forzano came forward in a type of poetic, postromantic historical drama in which Hem Heiiclli
was still a recognized master, though Bonolli. had
never surpassed his old La tiynola (Bookworm),
and Areigogolo (The Hour Glass) is inferior to
his sensational La cena dellc ocffe (The Jest).
One real masterpiece, moreover, distinguished a
new type of fantastic classical drama the (jltturo
of Krcolo Luigi Morselli (1881-1921), author
also of Orionv, of three one-act plays and the
very readable AYwo/e per i re d'ofltji (Fables for
the Kings of Today). The epigrams of (ila'Uvo
'

are already numerous: lot UH mention only IM
tela di Penelope (The Keturn of Ulyssen), of
RafTaele Cabsini.
Two historical dramas of distinction have been
contributed in Knrico CorradiuiVt Julius GVfwzr,
and Gellio Cassi's The Exile of Wan Caaciano
(a play on the life and political activity of
Both these plays have been writOVtachiavelli )
ten in the nationalistic vein and have liecu dedicated to the Fascist regime.
However, in the Italy of this period, we arc
confronted with a fascinating inmirgpiicu of new
forces of which the political munifeHtutioim astounded everybody in the triumph of PaHcfeiuo,
and of which the literary manifestations eonntituted, as was said above, the immt disti active
feature of recent years. AriHtocrauy a agaiiiHt.
democracy, nationalism as against liberalism and
internationalism, discipline and ohwJitMU'e as
against the "rights of man"; counter-Itoformation
aH against Kef ormation, "spirit" as agahiHt "stomach," Latin ism as against Anglo-Saxon indimtrialism, materialiHm, and liygiunie "eiviciHin."
Much ideas and wlogaiiH were being bandied about
by young I tali an H with genius or without genius,
in a language full of the strangest and wildest
.

technicalities
cerebration.

and

in

a style taut with draining

With

these youngster**, logic i in
bad repute. What one must do it* "experience."
Loltiwmo!
Struggle is the law of life!
If the War helped to individuate these new
tendencies and give them <UtitinctivuneB, they
go back fully 20 years to self-eonBdoiw movements dating from the ttrnt lustrum of the century.

The

idealism

first

by

corollary

Itapini

and

drawn from Croceau
Giuseppe

Prc/^oiini
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(founders, in 1903, of the review called Leonardo,
later La voce) was that life must be lived
or created and not accepted or taken for granted :
hence rebellion against passive politics, passive
Here are to be found
religion, passive culture.
the remote origins of Fascism, as indeed the immediate origins of proletarian insurrectionisni
(the Mussolini of that day), of anti-parliainentarianiam (the Mussolini of the present), of

and

Catholic modernism (Ernesto Bonaiuti). In this
connection also there were revivals and rehabilitations: if philosophical thought was influenced
by Croce, political thought found its Old Testament in the Sociology of Wilfred Pareto (18441923) and its New Testament in La rivolta
ideale (The Ideal Revolt) of Alfredo Oriani,
who lived in the last half of the nineteenth century and who was also the author of La lotta
politico in Italia, a history of Italian revolutions and of an influential novel, La disfatta
(The Defeat). Over against a militant proletariat inspired by Karl Marx, there thus developed in Italy a militant middle class which
accepted the class struggle in socialistic terms
and fought the Socialists on their own grounds

laloriosa (The StreuuouH Life and The Laborious Life) ; the tales of Ferdinando Paolieri
(the real successor, perhaps, of Renato Fucini
in the Tuscan spirit), the varied work of Enrico

Pea, Spaventacchio (The Scarecrow), and a play,
Judas, and the delicate humor of Giuseppe
Zucca, II morbo della virtu (The Disease of
Virtue). A young critic from whom something
was to be expected was Piero Gohetti (soc La
frusta teatrale, The Theatrical Whip).
And now, collecting some loose but important
ends, we may add that Lorenzo Viani throws an
enigma in the recent literary output in his
novel, Angio, uomo d'acqua (Angi6, Man of the
Seas) which deals with a wonderful picturization of sea dregs that know no law except that
of instinct; no reality except that which borders
on tragedy and on the grotesque. Another
puzzling author is Achille Campanile who has
thrown Italian critics into confusion in his two
books, Ma che cosa b quest o amoret (What is
This Thing Called Love?), and Sc la luna mi
porta fortuna (If the Moon Brings Me Luck).
Both arc humoristic novels abounding in comic
situations

and

libertine

observations.

Critics

are at variance with regard to Campanile's
with their own weapons.
This mental unrest may be sensed most fully humor which has been denounced, for the most
in Papini, as above suggested read in addition part, with unsavory adjectives such as, "slapto The Failure, II crepuscolo della filosofia (The stick," "in. the manner of Chariot," ''asinine."
Twilight of Philosophy) ; and Four and Twenty In the meantime the public has "devoured" close
Minds, especially if Papini's world-famous Life to a hundred thousand copies of his two books.
Roman poet Trilussa (Carlo Alberto
of Christ is to be appraised with any under- The
standing. But hardly less important is the Salustri) has continued, in his screamingly funny
recent trapainter-poet, Ardengo Soflfici, author of Lemmo* sonnets in Roman dialect, the more
nio Boreo (a novel that anticipates Fascism to ditions of Pascarella (author of The Discovery
the letter), of ArleccMno^ and many critical and of America and Villa Gloria), Augusto Sindici,
Domenico Giuliotti, author of and the immortal Oronzo Marginati (Luigi
political essays.
a frantic and paradoxical Catholic diatribe
Lucatelli, a proso "columnist," and author, for
L'ora di Baralba (The Hour of Barabbas)
instance, of Come ti erudisco cr pupo
Bringing
well styles himself the "wild man" in the Dic- up the Kid; and Cosi parlano due imbccill*
Maurice
translated
Two
in
lie
colThus
a
Man
which
wrote
Wild
Fools,
by
Spake
tionary of
laboration with Papini. Giuliotti's histrionic Bishop as Theodore the Rage). The great
violence stands out in contrast with another "dime novelists" still remained, Mario Mariani,
Catholic writer of a real mystic temperament, Pittigrilli, and Carolina Invcrnizio (1S57-1917).
Giosufc Borsi (1888-1915), author of Letters Authors of children's books, since the classic
from the Front. Certain characteristic and in- Pinocchio of Collodi, were Vamba, Beltramelli,
fluential states of mind may be found ia Curzio and Barzini.
One of the best works of historical
Suckert, L'ltalia vivente (The Living Italy). scholarship is Corrado Ricci's Beatrice Cenoi.
Though in this connection we must not forget The editor Formiggini of Rome has published an
the speeches and editorials of Mussolini himself Italian Who's Who Chi d?
(It is curious to
now collected in volume form, with his war note that in the notices on the important women,
diaries.
as .a special courtesy, the date of birth IK not
But when the tumult and the shouting dies, given ) . The beat foreign study on contema certain bulk of unquestionably sound and-co- porary Italian literature is Benjamin Cr&uieux*
herent achievement will be left as the permanent Panorama de la literature italiennc contemrecord of this Italian period. Already the porame (Paris). And last but not least among
Letters and critical essays of Renato Serra the loose ends is the Notturno (Nocturne) of
(1881-1915) had acquired an almost classic Gabriele. d'Annunzio.
In conclusion we may write a few words
prestige.
Giuseppe Prezzolini (read La coltura
itaUana Italian Civilization) lived all Ma witJi regard to the ever-increasing activities and
life of thought and passion and worked it into.
efficient reorganization of the publishing houses.
a literary product that has judgment and fair- These houses are not only offering a
steady
ness and character, as well as brilliancy. He has market and lucrative returns to the lettcrati of
made two important contributions in I maggiori established reputation, but are actually render(Most Important Authors of Italian Literature), ing invaluable service to the young men by
and Machiavelli, an appreciation on the, life and opening their doors to them, even though fremilieu of the Florentine statesman! Mario quently they speculate with losses in
giving the
Missiroli is a publicist who saves himself many youngsters a chance. The houses vie with
he
before
one
writes.
in
another
palinodes
by thinking
establishing prizes for the difGaetano Salvemini entered political and social ferent literary genres, thereby stimulating
with
the
of
the
historian
and
the
polemics
sobriety
directly
production in general, indirectly,
the courage of a warrior.
they are contributing in no small degree to the
In pure literature, we may mention the work establishment of a vast reading and diHorimiof Massimo Bontempelli, / sette savi (The nating public without parallel in the
hfctory of
Seven Sages) ; La vita intensa and La vita Italian publication. The Fascist cry of "eft*
.

.

,
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government made up

of

members

of the

same

family, a family of poWico-lett'erati.

ITALIAN 'SOMALILAND.

See

SOMALI-

LAND.

ITALY. A

constitutional

monarchy

of

southern Europe; area before the World War,
110,032 square miles; population (census of
1911), 34,671,377; population for the same area
by the census of 1921, 37,276,738; population
per square mile (1921), 336.9. The annexed
territories by the Treaty of St. Germain were:
Venexia Tridentina, area 4027 square miles,
population (1921) 648,208; Oorizia and Gradisea
and districts, area 1138 square miles, population (1921) 310,642; Trieste, area 37 square
miles, population (1921) 238,655; Istria, area
2035 square miles, population (1921) 342,979;
Zara and islands annexed from Dalmatia, area
113 square miles, population (1921) 18,719.
Total area in 1921, 117,982 square miles; total
population, 38,835,941; estimated, at the begin-

ning of 1928, 40,796,000.
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ficiency" has reached the publishers with the result that their systems have been completely
For the first time in the history of their
recast.
existence, the Italian publishing houses have
dared detach themselves from their sterile and
traditional
if you please, have dared
policies, and,
he enterprising and original. The influence
which Italian editors will have on the future
output will not pass unnoticed. This is a
period of stimulation, of work, and results a
period of literary production supported by a

Comparative vital

sta-

the period discussed were as follows
(figures for 1912 and 1922, based on ratio per
1000 of population and applying only to prewar boundaries) marriages, 7.6 and 8.74; living birthH, 32.38 and 28.55; deaths, 18.15 and
The influenza epidemic of 1918 raised
10.06.
the mortality to 32.97 per 1000 inhabitants
(exclusive of war deaths). The average number
of births from 1923 to 1927 was 27.8 per 1000
inhabitants; deaths, 16.5 per 1000. .Emigration,
which had reached its peak in 1913 with 872,598,
fell oir during the war yearn, dropping to its
lowest lovol in 1918 with 28,311; but by 1921,
emigration had once more mounted to 255,166,
tistics for

:

and in 1927, to 228,052. Whereas, in 1913, almost two-thirds of the emigrants had migrated
overseas, in 1927 only a few more than one-half
did so. In 1927 emigrants overseas totaled
136,094; to Europe, etc., 91,958. This was oecawioned by the fact that many Italians sought
work in the devastated French areas, although
the restriction imposed on immigration into the
United States was a contributing cause. Before the War, tho ratio of immigrants (i.e., returning Italians) to emigrants varied from onethird to one-half. In 1927, 140,625 Italians
returned, of which number 43,787 were from the
United States and Canada. The population of
the large cities in 1921 (1911 figures in parenthesis) were as follows: Naples, 780,220 (678,000); Milan, 718,304 (599,000); Rome, 691,314
(542,000); Turin, 502,274 (427,000); Palermo,
400,848 (341,000); Genoa, 300,784 (272,000);
Catania, 255,394 (211,000) ; Florence, 253,565
(233,000); Bologna, 210,969 (173,000); MeaHina, 176,794 (127,000); Venice, 171,665 (161,000); liari, 131,143 (104,000); Leghorn, 114,813 (105,000). Principal cities in the annexed
were:
238,655
territories
Trieste,
(1921);
Pola, 49,900; Trento, 35,125; Oorltift, 25,576.
Local Government. Following the census of
there were certain changes in the local gov-

ernment of Italy and several small communes
were annexed to the older communes so that on
Aug. 20, 1928, there were 7915 communes. In all

of the various communes there is a podestA at
the head of the communal organization, except
in the cases of Rome, which has a governor, and

Naples, which has an extraordinary royal commissioner. The podestt t nominated for live years
by royal decree in the larger communes, may be
assisted by one or two vice-podestfos or deputies;
while associated with him tlie prefect of tho
province may nominate for a corresponding term
a municipal council drawn from persona designated by the local syndical associations. The
nomination of such a council, the function of
which is advisory and concerned with such subjects as the budget, imposition of taxes, etc., is
obligatory in communes which are the capital of
provinces, or have a population of more than
20,000.
Education. In recent yearn, the State has
applied itself seriously to the problem of illiteracy and in 1919 set up a national institute
for the instruction of illiterate adults.
Many
districts, notably in the provinces of Novara,
and
could
record
the
fact
Como,
Turin,
Cuneo,
that all young people 20 years of age were able
to read and write. Under Mussolini, educational
legislation, while frequent, took on a reactionary tinge. Compulsory religious education, conducted by teachers receiving the approval of
the Church authorities, and the displaying of
the crucifix in all schools, were ordered. Limitations were also placed on the number of free
students, and, to this end, severe competitive

examinations

were

fixed.

In

all

schools, public and private, there
pupils in attendance in 191 5-1 G,

waw

elementary
were 4,523,183

The

increase

over the previous recorded year,
1907-08, as is indicated by the fact that there
wore 3,002,168 attending public elementary
schools in 1907-08, and 3,167,245 in 1915-16.
Jn
all
government and private secondary
schools, the enrollment in 1919-20 was 346,218.
The increase in technical schools was particularly noteworthy, attendance in government
schools In 1919-20 being 173,206 as compared
with 103,118 in 1910-11. The eagerness for
higher education was even more marked in the
universities, for the attendance increased from
21,615 students in 1911-12 to 41,176 in 191920.
The number of pupils unrolled in elementary public schoola in 1920-27 was 3,690,698,
and the number in other educational institution**
of all grade**, other than infant schools, was
slight

about 525,000.
Agriculture. Recovery in the field of agriculture was rapid after the War, though government requisitions of crops in 1910 and 1020
made resumption somewhat tardy. The table
on page 822 furnishes a basis for comparison.
Orchards, yielding large crops of oranges, lemons, chestnuts, pomegranates, quinces, apples,
and pears, aw well as walnuts and almonda,
continue to flourish, though by 1929 tho crops
Bilk culha<i not yet reached pro- war levels.
ture, after a period of decline, assumed its prewar importance in 1923. In the three-year
period, 1910-12, the Milk-cocoon crop averaged
41,200 metric tons. In 1922 it was 31,000 tons;
but in 1923, 755,100 tons. The decline prior to
1923 was due to the clout ruction of the mulberry
treea in Piedmont, Lomburdy, and Venetia the
chief centres. After tho War, the factory capacity of the Bilk mills similarly declined, as
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of employees by principal industries was as follows Textiles, 636,687 ; transport and communications, 514,729; clothing 490,798; machinery
:

and related industries, 468,699; foodstuffs, 339,520; construction, 328,734; lumber and wood'
working, 284,931.
The total value of mineral production proper,
The value of
in Italy in 1926 was $29,773,000.
the principal metallurgical and mineral products in that year was as follows: Pig iron,
$14,383,000; crude steel, $61,286,000; coke, $7,031,000; mercury, $3,639,000; and lead, $3,685,000.
Unit, metric tons.
*
c

Within former boundary.

d

Unit, gallon of oil.
Unit, gallon of wine.

Includes land carrying also one or more other crops.

plants were sold during the War for
metal. Live-stock figures for 1926 revealed (1908 figures in parentheses)
horses,
1,001,000 (955,878); asses, 505,000 (1,238,060);
mules, 955,000 (1,230,060); cattle, 7,150,000
(0,198,861); pigs, 2,750,000 (2,507,928); sheep,
12,170,000 (11,162,926); goats, 3,130,000 (2,714,878). The wool yield maintained an average of 33,000 tons and had to be supplemented

many

their

:

by importations.

Mining and Manufacturing. The

capacity

of the hydroelectric plants of Italy in 1926 was
2,117,000 kilowatts (equal to about 2,839,000
horse power) as compared with 1,239,000 in
1922. The output in 1926 was 7,281,000,000
kilowatt-hours. In addition, there are steamelectric plants with a capacity in 1926 of 555,000
kilowatts and an output of 363,000,000 kilowatthours. In view of the fact that Italy produces
practically no coal, the hydroelectric developments are of great importance. The potential
capacity of the waterfalls of the country, developed and undeveloped, is estimated at 3,800,000

horse power.

According to the industrial census of Oct. 15,
1927, there were in Italy 728,150 establishments
employing 3,965,500 wage earners. The number

MINERAL AND METAL PRODUCTION
(Metric Tons)

a
*

Including anthracite,

etc.

Not including crude bitumen.

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION
Product
Pig
_

mm

Crude

steel

Ferro alloys

1913
metric tons 426,755

1926

1927

513,425

596,100
933,500 1,779,519 1,530,600
4,700
45,111

do
do

Coke, metallurgical
Silk, raw
Rayon

Cotton yarn
Cotton fabrics

Woolen fabrics

do
1000
do
do

498,442
591,528
10,366
9,625
331
37,000
386,956
431,772
1000yds 710,450 1,022,320
do
71,000
98,370
Ibs

9,837
48,400
404,844
983,700
88,533

Commerce. Imports in 1913 were valued at
$707,664,101; in 1927, at $1,051,000. Exports
in 1927 were $806,000,000, as against $500,241,667.
(The 1927 figures are converted from the
In 1913
average exchange rate for the year.)
countries of origin of Italian imports ranged in
the order: Germany, Great Britain, United
In 1927 the order was: United
States, France.
States, Germany, Great Britain, and France.
Countries taking Italian exports in 1913, in
were: Germany, Switzerland, United
order,
States, France, Austria-Hungary, Great Britain.
In 1927 the order was, Germany, United States,
Great Britain, France. In 1927 the United
States' sales to Italy amounted to $204,252,000;
from Italy amounted to $84,873,000.
Purchases
fcalian imports continue to be such basic raw
materials as wheat, raw cotton, metals and minerals, mineral oils, hides, tobacco, lard, and bacon.
This dependence on foreign countries for
wheat and scrap

iron, particularly, continually
operates to Italy's disadvantage. 'The tendency
after the War for nations to restrict their exports of important articles or to charge higher
prices abroad than those asked at home, accounted for a bitterness of feeling that often
was publicly voiced. Leading exports wore, in
order of value (1927), cotton manufactures,

raw

silk, silk manufactures, hemp, spun cotton,
automobiles, wines, hats, etc. Leading foodstuffs exported were lemons, olive oil, cheese,

fruits,

vegetables,

tomato

conserve.

In

1914

the Italian merchant marine consisted of 644
steamers of 1,534,738 gross tons and 523 Railing
vessels of 237,821 net tons; in 1927 the marine
consisted of 1329 steamers of 2,972,672 gross
tons annd 3064 sailing vessels of 187,290 groHK
tons.
During the War, Italy's shipping IOKHCK
were the severest, proportionately, of all the
combatant nations. Thus, 677,207 tons were
lost by sinkings alone, while in all, 1,076,171
tons were lost, made up of sinkings, sale to foreigners, those broken up for material, etc.
However, Italy was compensated by the accretions of Austro- Hungarian ships, as well as the
active building carried on over the whole of
1915-27. In 1911, 173,437 vessels of 56,056,30(1
tons had entered Italian ports; 173,353 vessel*
of 56,082,448 tons had cleared. Nothing indicates better the tardy commercial recovery than
the fact that in 1919 only 98,189 vessels of 24,093,639 tons entered and 98,144 vessels of 24,143,487 tons cleared Italian ports. In 1027
243,378 vessels of 67,810,006 tons entered and
243,281 Vessels of 67,542,887 tons cleared.
Communications. In 1913 there were 11,015 miles of railway; in 1928, 13,355 miles. In
1913, 8540 miles were under government manserious conagement; in 1927, 10,300 miles.
cern after the War was the sad state of disinto
which
the railways had fallen. The
repair
loss and depreciation of
railway stocks, the

A
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overmanning of the entire system (employees
had increased 46.6 per cent between 1914 and
1920), the eight-hour day and the lowered effi-

The low state of the finances and the fact that
Italy had not fully recovered from the Libyan
War (see LIBYA) together with a belief that

ciency of the workers, all contributed to a general deplorable condition. The deficit of the
fiscal year 1920-21 was 1,034,000,000 lire, and of
1921-22 was 906,000,000 lire; this in spite of
the continually rising tariffs.
(Freight rates
from 1915 to 1922 increased 400 per cent.)
Electrification of railways was a theme of continual discussion, though the unfavorable financial situation militated against any extensive
It was proposed to electrify nearly
projects.
4000 miles of line. As a way out, the Mussolini
government expressed itself as favoring the
resurrection of private management, but, while
extensive reforms and reductions of personnel
were carried out, no definite move, by 1929, was
made toward private operation, possibly because

hostilities against her erstwhile allies

by that time the State railways were on a paying
basis.

Finance. Italian budget estimates for 192829 showed an estimated surplus of 271,000,000
lire.
The estimates for both revenues and expenditures indicated a considerable reduction
from the estimates of the 1927-28 period and a
still greater decline from the actual returns for
the 1920-27 period. The revenues were placed
at 17,043,000,000 lire and expenditures at 17,372,000,000 lire. The public debt at the beginning of 1929 was 86,300,000,000 lire.

GOVERNMENT RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
(Million* of Lire)

1924-

1925-

25,
actual

26,
actual

Receipts
20,440
Direct taxes
5,531
Registry, stamp, and transfer
taxes
3,199
Indirect taxes
3,156
Tax monopolies and lottery
3,767
(gross)
All other
4,787

21,044

Expenditures
Debt sorvico
National dofonso
War pensions
Public instruction
Tax monopolies and lottery
other

Equivalent ($1,000,000)
Receipt*
Expenditures
*

28,

5,909

budget
19,621
5,426

3,074
3,190

3,704
4,438

4,018
4,253

4,092

20,023
5,174

18,775
3,874

3,042

3,449

19,829
4,652
4,062
1,138
1,150

<)
1,170
6

10,812

10,282

3,118
7,203

85ft

825
73C

1,095
1,079

(

AH

1927-

)

:

841

Including 1,500,000,000 lire, estimated additional
to be collected in paper lire to cover duties as-

sum

soHKod on gold basis.
*

Not

available.

History. Although Italy had been linked
with Germany and Austria-Hungary in the
Triple Alliance since 1882, the Italian government, on Aug. 3, 1014, declared its neutrality
in the War, on the grounds, first, that since
the War had been caused by the aggression of
the Central Powers, the casua f&dcri* provided
for in the strictly defensive Triple Alliance

had

not arisen; and, second, that by failing to acquaint Italy, in advance, with the terms of the
note to Serbia, Austria-Hungary had disregarded
the terms of the Alliance. As a matter of fact,
by secret agreements with France (1902) and
Russia (1009), Italy had pledged herself not to
aid Germany and Austria-Hungary in an agwar. Moreover, the entrance of Great
gresflive
Britain into the struggle removed all thought
of participation against the Entente. The neutralist attitude at first was strongly championed.

27

must be

contemptuously regarded, were the more important factors

contributing to

tliis

view.

Some

measures were taken to relieve the stringency
that war conditions brought in their train,
Exports of cereals were prohibited; a moratorium was declared; and steps were taken to further a ready importation of raw materials.
Meanwhile, the war establishment five classes
had been mobilized necessitated great outlays
of money, and a cabinet crisis
precipitated over
the need for tapping new sources of revenue
resulted in the formation of something like a
coalition government with Baron Sonniuo at the
Foreign Office.
As the War, however, took on ever-increasing
proportions and as the intrigues about the Italian Foreign Office became more numerous, it
began to appear that a change had taken place

in Italian public and official opinion.
The character of the sentiment, with 1915, took on a
more bellicose hue; Italy meant to join the EnThe recovery
tente, every one saw, at a price.
of the northern provinces had of course
always
had a certain appeal to popular sentiment, but
that Italy's entry into the War was to be purely
a matter of diplomatic arrangements was not to
be concealed. Germany, sensing this, sent the
astute Prince von BUlow to Rome in order to
keep Italy neutral if possible. Austria was
urged to satisfy Italian demands for territory
as far as she was able. Protracted negotiations
were carried on between Austria and Italy, but
neither of Austria's offers came up to the' miniof Italy's demands.
See TYIW>L, GERMAN
SOUTH. The result was, Sonnhio terminated
the conversations and turned to the Entente.
On April 20, the secret Treaty of London was
signed.
By it, for full participation in the War,
Italy was to receive the Trentino and South
to
the Brenner Pass, the city of Trieste,
Tyrol
Gorizia, Istria, Dalmatia as far as Cape Planka,

mum

Valona

(which had already been occupied on
1914), the Adriatic islands, and the
Dodecanese including Rhodes. Other promises
of territory included a sphere of influence in
Asia Minor, and grants in Africa.
That the anti-war party was still strong was
shown when Premier Salandra resigned because
of the failure of Giolitti and his followers to
approve of his policy; but war demonstrations
and the agitations of d'Annunzio had touched
the popular temper with the result that Signor
Salandra once more assumed the reins of office,
and boldly asked the Parliament for a war declaration.
On May 20, 1915, the Chamber invested the Government with complete powers; on
May 23, the army was ordered mobilized; and
on May 24, war was declared against Austria.
Later in the year, Italy declared war ou Turkey
and Bulgaria, but it was not until August, 1916,
that she broke relations with Germany.
Italy's r61e in the World War, at least down
to the latter half of 1018, was hardly glorious.
Her loss in men was 050,000 killed, with close
to another quarter-million permanently incapacitated. By November, 1918, however, Italian
troops occupied all the territories assigned to
Italy by the London Treaty. See WOBID WAR.
In the discussions of the peace, Italian public
opinion centred not only in the necessity for
the rectification of the northern frontier line
Oct.

30,
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a preponderance of alien popula(in spite
tions in some sections) but also in the need
for retaining Fiume and Dalmatia, which had
been occupied at the close of the War. On this
matter, the hostility of the Jugoslavs was encountered so that the settlement of the question
continued to absorb Italian attention for the
next three years. Italy's representatives at the

by maintaining a precarious balance of p'ower,
continued in office. The year 1920 was characterized by an intensification of the same problems.
The question of the Fiume settlement was
no nearer a solution. The hard feeling engendered by President Wilson's insistence upon his
scheme of a Fiume Free State and the fact that
Italy's counter-proposal, though acceptable to
Peace Conference were Orlando, Sonnino, Salan- the Supreme Council, was wholly rejected by
dra, Barzilai, and Salvago-Raggi. These readily Jugoslavia, were elements that made the tangle
acquiesced to the partition of the German Africa more and more snarled.
colonies between France and Great Britain, acThe revolutionary disorders of the year, accepting, by way of compensation for Italy, only companied by rioting and anarchistic outbreaks,
promises of slight additions to Libya and the and the mounting cost of living, indicated that
Italian Somaliland, but on the questions of Dal- Italy was living on a volcanic crater. These
matia and Fiume, they stood firm. Jugoslavia, uncertainties were reflected in the political life.
however, had gained a friend in President Wil- A cabinet crisis in the spring forced a reconof

son.
On Apr. 23, 1919, after protracted conversations among the Big Four had yielded no
results, President Wilson issued a public statement to the Italian people in which he counseled
renunciation of Fiume and Dalmatia. Instead of
having the desired result, President Wilson's
action only served to solidify all branches of
opinion. Orlando, having withdrawn from the
Peace Conference, received an overwhelming vote
of confidence in the Chamber, even the Socialists
and the Laborites giving him their support.
The failure, however, of the delegates to gain
any concessions on this point resulted in a negative vote of confidence in the ministry with
the result that Orlando was compelled to resign on June 19, 1919. Signer Nitti accepted
the Premiership. The increasing difficulties at
home because of the lack of raw materials and
the ever-recurring labor disturbances only added
to the trials of the Government, but interest, in
large part, was diverted by the Adriatic ques-

struction of the Nitti government; on May 12,
the Premier was compelled to resign, and after
several unsuccessful manoeuvres, was supplanted
by Signor Giolitti. The entrance of the Albanian question into prominence involved Italy iu
another international controversy. In 1917 Italy
had proclaimed Albania her protectorate, but
the status had been refused recognition by her
allies.
Up to 1920, an- army had been maintained in the country to the general dissatisfaction of the populace, with the result that lighting broke out between Albanians and Italians
in the summer. The universal attention given
to the controversy, together with the support the
Albanian cause found among the Italian Socialists, forced Giolitti to open negotiations with
the Albanians. The result was the evacuation of the country, Valona, which had been
held since 1914, being given up on Sept. 2,

tion.

ment

The failure of the Peace Conference to bring

1920.
It was not until late in the year that the settleof the Adriatic dispute

appeared a possi-

The disappearance of President Wilson
out a settlement that could be acceptable to from the scene, and the realization by both
Italian opinion strengthened the hand of the Italy and Jugoslavia that an understanding could
irreconcilables, with the result that d'Annunzio, more easily be reached by agreement between
on September 12, entered Fiume at the head themselves, led to the signing of the Treaty of
of a small force and confronted the peace- Eapallo (Nov. 12, 1920). By it, Italy gave up
makers with a fait accompli. Public support Dalmatia and restored to Jugoslavia two small
rallied to him at once. In spite of Nitti's offi- territories lying to the southeast of Istria, but
cial disavowal, the heated protests of the Peace received the town of Zara.
Ou their part, the
Conference, and the frequent clashes between Jugoslavs agreed to an Italian frontier enclosJugoslavia and Italians, d'Annunzio stayed on. ing all of Istria and extending as far as Monte
Even the very favorable treaty witli Austria, Nevoso. Fiume was made a Free State and was
signed at St. Germain on September 10, by which connected with Italy on the west by a territorial
Italy gained her northern frontier, elicited no corridor along the sea. It was also stipulated
real enthusiasm.' Fiume was the question of the that the city of Susak (together with the small
day.
Barps Basin) was to be joined by .Jugoslavia.
On Nov. 16, 1919, the new elections were held. Ratification immediately followed. Tt was necesThe results marked the entry of a new force sary to apply force before d'Annuriisio could be
into Italy's political life, for 103 members were dislodged. In June, 1921, Italy and Jugoslavia
elected who belonged to the (Catholic) Popular signed an agreement for the creation of a port
Party. For the first time since, 1870, therefore, board to regulate the commerce of Fiume and
the Catholics as an official body took their place other harbors in the territory. For the ultimate
in the country's political activities. Their pro- solution of this dispute, see Friww- ADRIATIC
bility.

in large part the typical CONTROVERSY.
There were other foreign problems which occuproposals of the Centrist and Christian Socialist parties with which continental Europe alpied the attention of the Government in 1020 and
ready was familiar. The Socialists were the 1921. Italy in August, 1920, signed -the later
only other well-integrated force,- and succeeded discredited Treaty of Sfevres with Turkey by
in
Their stand was which Italy received important eonceHsionH in
electing 160 members.
frankly revolutionary: they looked to Russia for .Anatolia and the right to exploit the JUeniclea
inspiration, and the econo'mic chaos of the mo- coal mines. In turn, Italy, by a separate underment gave them strength.
standing, agreed to relinquish the Dodecanese to
The opening session of the Parliament was a Greece, except that Rhodes und two others were
to
from
be held for 15 years. A plebiscite was to dethe
throne
the
King's speech
noisy one, and
was greeted with derision; but in >spite of the termine their disposition later. In 1921 a comweaknesses of the constitutional parties, Nitti, .mereial agreement was signed with Soviet Hu$-

gramme resembled

ITALY
sia

and the Ukraine and treaties also were
Germany, Czechoslovakia, and

concluded with
Poland.

Between Italy and France an ever-widening
breach, not surprising in the light of the old
hostility,

was becoming

perceptible.

A

French

decree which denied Italian citizenship to the
many Italiatis residing in Tunis was bitterly
resented, the il] feeling manifesting itself in
the attacks on the French military mission
which visited Italy in October, 1921. These
matters, naturally, were overshadowed by the
grave internal Hituation which developed in
1920. Throughout the whole of the year, Italy
was in the grip of disputes that took on
the character of civil war: the seizure of
the factories, the agrarian uprisings, the street
lighting, and the local disturbances that, in
Bologna in particular, took on all the familiar
forma of a people torn by internal dissension,
contributed to the general feeling of uncertainty.
In the light of these happenings, it was inevitable that a violent form of dissidence should
manifest itself. Armed bands, strongly nationalistic in spirit, and bearing the name Fascisti,
appeared in the industrial cities of the centre
and north and openly attacked Socialist and
Uibor halls and assemblies. In Bologna, where
Socialists controlled the local government, hostile

attacks destroyed the labor exchange and forced
into (light the Socialist officials. The same
events took place at Modena, Ferrara, and elsewhere. Fascisti were meeting Socialists on their
own ground, with the result that blood was frequently spilled. The reaction made itself felt
in the internal j>olieies of the Socialist Party.
In January, 1021, the reformist Socialists and
the Communists parted company, the points of
disagreement being adherence to Russia and the
espousal of violent means. The Communists
tuul tho Fascist! now came into conflict at Florence, Palermo, and Spezia. There was fighting
in Rome in July and again in November, but
everywhere it began to appear that Fascisti and
not Communists were gaining the upper hand.
The events of tho next year were being fore-

shadowed with remarkable clearness.
M'can while, tho Government was in
The, pricto of

difficulties.

fixed by the Governcompelled to make purchases

bread,

still

ment, which was
abroad at great losses, was the greatest cause
for dissension. This and the feeling that Parliament no longer represented the country, hastened Giolitti'B decision to dissolve the Cham-

The now election, held on May 16, 1921,
not produce any startling results. Of the
f>tff>
members, 107 returned were Catholics, 122
wore Socialists, 10 Communists, and 275 ConstUutionaliHttt of various shades.
In the new
Parliament, the Government's foreign policy met
with the sharpest criticism, with the result that
Giolitti resigned.
Signor Bonoini new constituted a cabinet that represented all parties except the Socialist. His tay waw not long, for
ber.

<U<1

eritieisnw appeared from all quarters. The failure to secure participation in the Four Power
Treaty, the inability to ope with the economic
problems and the ever-present lawlessness of

ComnmniKtH and Fascist!, and the antagonism
what seemed a too friendly attitude, toward Catholicism, precipitated a crisis.
On Feb. 2, 1022, Bonomi resigned and only
with difficulty could a new ministry be formed.
Signer Facta eventually constituted a cabinet
that greeted
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which fell on July 10 but was compelled to return because no other group could gain the confidence of the Chamber. The menace to the
state was not Communism now, but Fascism.
See FASCISM.
The strength of the Fascisti waxed greater as
the year progressed. Fascisti and Communists
continued their warfare openly amid a general
There was lighting in Rome, Bohelplessness.
logna, Genoa, Trieste, Alessandria, and Parma
and a Fascisti force took Fiumc and drove out
T

the provisional government (March 3). New
recruits were continually filling out the ranks.
On Aug. 21, 1922, the syndicate of railway men
went over to the Fascisti; in the same month,
with the connivance of the transport workers,
Fascisti seized the ports of Genoa and Naples.
On September 1, a body of 4000 moved on the
town of Terni and captured it. In October, the
Fascisti took it upon themselves to Italianize
the German populations of the Trentino which
racial
autonomy. The
and the local councils dismissed while the military was unable to inter-

had

been

accorded

schools were closed

vene.
It was thus evident that Fascism was exerting
a force far superior to that of the constituted
authorities. Signer Mussolini, the leader of the
movement, demanded for his party the cabinet
portfolios of Foreign Affairs, War, Navy, Labor,
and Public Works. An offer of several minor
cabinet posts was tartly refused, and at the annual convention of the Fascist! at Naples,
Signor Mussolini declared, "Either the government of the country must be given peacefully
to the Fascisti, or we will take it by force." As
the cohorts of black-sliirted Fascisti began to

the capital, Premier Facta
the. impending storm and resigned
ottice, October 2G,
Thereupon, Mussolini, summobilize

against

bowed before

moned by the compliant King, entered Rome in
triumph, formed a cabinet on October 30, and
declared, "Today Italy has not only a cabinet,
but a government." His successful intimidation
of the Chambers gained him a vote of complete
authority.
In the emuing years, the career of Mussolini
was, in lai'ge part, the history of Italy. The
conciliatory tone of the new government surprised many, and the strong measures for the
economic reconstruction of the country gave a
new impetus to manufacturing and trade. Opposition was stilled, the fear of the swift arm
of the black-shirted Fascisti succeeding in overawing dissident groups. On December 16, Mussolini, not as head of the state, but as leader
of the Ftisciflti, moved against all armed organisations through the creation of a newly nationalised militia of 80,000 men.
Fascist! organ**
frankly advocated the suppression of the freedom
of the press and the .death penalty for the opponents of Fascism. Throughout the year 11)23,
Mussolini's hold tightened. The parade of reform**
executed made a brave show. The.
situation
wa man hilly
desperate financial
tackled and tlie budget for 1023-24 showed a
mnaller deficit than any previous |>oHt-war year;
the middle clasHCH were conciliated -by the
abolition of
out of the 13 sources of direct
taxation; the inheritance tax: was dropped;
many onerous duties* on uecwttBitiea were removed; expenditures were cut down through the
elimination of useless f unction a ricn and the dismissal of extra employees, on the rail way H in
particular. In the field of public works,
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new railways

in

Kailways,
something unheard of before, ran on schedule
in
the Deachieved
reforms
were
time, notable
partment of Justice, as many as 500 local courts
and four of the five courts of cassation being
suppressed. In educational matters, the changes
were far-reaching. Religious education was made
compulsory; vocational guidance was stressed;
and, as a move against too zealous an application of the democratic dogma, a limit was placed
on the number of free students in state institustructing
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were allotted for the rebuilding of Messina, the
construction of aqueducts in Sardinia, the rebuilding of the harbor at Naples, and for conSicily.

tions.

The state, too, proceeded to relinquish its
state monoparticipation in industry. Several
some telepolies, notably the match industry,
phone services, and concessions for buildmg
railways, were surrendered. In administration,
the process of centralization went on speedily:
five ministries concerned with internal affairs
were consolidated into one, as were also the
ministries of Finance and the Treasury; the
former practice of ministerial reports to Parliament was replaced by a single message for all
the departments from Mussolini himself; the
rule of merit was applied to promotions; working conditions for state employees were improved.
Never were relations between Italy and the Vatican more cordial. In short, in every field of
activity the new administration could point
with pride to some just change or some alleviation of old distresses. Whether, however, reforms of this character had any claims to permanency or whether they had the whole-hearted
approval of the Italian population, it was impossible to say, at least in 1923, for the free
exercise of opinion and the give and take
through which a democracy functions were al-

of the Greco- Albanian frontier Was immediately
followed by a drastic ultimatum to Greece

which demanded full apologies and an indemnity of 50,000,000 lire. Greece's desire to discuss the matter first, before yielding up, as she
believed, her national honor, was sternly rejocted, with the result that an Italian fleet was
sent to Corfu and ordered to open fire. In the
bombardment of the island, 20 refugees were
slain and 30 others wounded. Mussolini's refusal to consider the matter as lying within the
jurisdiction of the League of Nations and his
defiance of Great Britain even in the face of a
threat to cut off his coal supply, for the moment seemed to threaten an international crisis.
prevailed, when Musto accept the Council of Am-

For a week, uncertainty
solini

was induced

bassadors as arbiter. On September 7, the
Council decided in favor of practically all of
the Italian claims: apologies were to be rendered to the Allied representatives as well as
naval salutes to the flags of the Allied ships;
official mass for the dead was to be celebrated
at Athens; and military honors bestowed on
the Italian victims. Inasmuch as the search
for the murderers had been carried on halfheartedly, Greece was ordered, on September 26,
to pay the 50,000,000 lire demanded as an indemnity. On the other hand, Italy agreed to
evacuate Corfu before October 1.
Toward Jugoslavia, Mussolini applied something of the same methods. The execution of
the Treaty of Rapallo he regarded as a surrender
of Italy's just claims and upon Jugoslavia's
insistence that the matter be brought to a clone,
Mussolini on August 30 dispatched, a peremptory
note to Belgrade in which he declared that the
only settlement acceptable to Italy would be the
inclusion of Susak (including the Bares Basin)
in the Fiume Free Port area. Jugoslavia refused to be intimidated. The result was the dismost wholly lacking.
The Communists were moved against with patching of an Italian force into Fiume on
On February 10, leaders of the party September 16 and the establishment of a miliseverity.
were seized and arrests in all parts of the coun- tary protectorate. It is true that this did not
try followed. On January 25, on a charge of change matters any, for it merely gave official
interfering in politics, the General Workers' approval to what had been a virtual Italian
Union of Turin was dissolved; and in March, occupation by the Fascist! over the preyioun 18
the editor of the radical Socialist Avanti was months. In the face of so trying an incident,
arrested by order of the Prime Minister. At the Jugoslav government remained cool, conVenice, Rome, and Florence, Communist disor- tenting itself with tho statement that the matter
ders were put down with a high hand. A gen- was to be submitted to the League of Nation*
eral order prohibited the publication by news- which had, only shortly before, registered the
The crisis, however, was
of false or biased reports, or reports Treaty of Rapallo.
apers
""
to excite class hatred, or subvert the settled without recourse to the League, J>irw*t
due to national institutions, the Pope, negotiations led to the signature at Rome in
the State. By the passage of an electoral January, 1924, of a treaty whereby Fiuriro wan
reform measure in July, 1923, Fascism's hold yielded to Italy and the River Eneo fixed a a,
was strengthened, for the act gave the party boundary. Porto Barros, however, was included
polling a plurality of the votes in an election in Jugoslavia, and arrangements were mado to
two-thirds of the seats in the Chamber. On facilitate Jugoslav commercial accoss to the sea
December 10, a decree, was promulgated dis- through Fiume and Porto Barros. Furthersolving the Chamber and ordering a new elec- more, each nation pledged neutrality in case the
tion. Mussolini made it plain on that occasion other should be attacked by a third powr; and
that he would request a renewal of his dictato- both agreed to maintain the peace settlement.
See FIXJMB-ADBIATIO CONTROVERSY.
rial powers from the new Parliament.
In the eastern Mediterranean, the same BUCC&HH
In the domain of foreign affairs, the same
resoluteness of purpose was marked. It be- attended Italy's efforts. In the fall of 1922, a
came increasingly evident that Mussolini's for- Turkish success over Greece scorned ttBHured, tho
eign policy was aimed at a speedy intimidation Italian government repudiated the Treaty of
of Jugoslavia and the establishment of Italy Sevres by which it had consented to the evacuin a commanding position not only in the Adri- ation of the Dodecanese and indicated that it
atic but in the Mediterranean as well.
Several meant to prolong its occupation of the ittlands.
events pointed to this end. The murder on The Treaty of Lausanne of 1023 jwt the Htamp
Greek soil, in August, 1923, of Italian officers of approval on this act. By it, the 13 inland**
on their way to participate in the delimitation in question, including Rhodes, were yielded up
;
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to Italy and not to Greece, in spite of the prevailingly Greek population. Other incidents of
the year pointed to the fact that Italy meant
to assume a more important position in world
affairs.
In November, the Spanish royal family,
accompanied by Rivera, was received at Rome
and the conversations carried on pointed to the
fact that both nations meant to adopt a common

Mediterranean and South American policy.
This was indicated by the insistence of Italy on
representation at the Tangier Conference, and
later, in January, 1924, by the sending of a mission to South America for the creation of a more
cordial attitude toward both Italy and Spain.
That Italy was drawing away from France
and once more assuming her traditional hostil'

was evident. On November 16, Mussolini
declared that his Government was opposed to
further occupations of German territory; on
November 30, he indicated that he was sympathetically disposed toward granting Russia de
jure recognition. By the adoption throughout
1023 of commercial treaties with Spain, Albania,
the Baltic States, Russia, Switzerland, Austria,
Canada, and Czechoslovakia, it was seen that
attempts were being made to shake off the old
economic dependences and turn to new sources
for raw materials.
The year 1024 opened auspiciously for
Fascism. Italy, by the Treaty of Rome, had
gained Fiume and was firmly established in the
Adriatic. Mussolini's foreign policy continued
ity

meet with triumph after triumph. First
Jugoslavia, then Russia (which was granted
de jure recognition, February 7), then Poland
(which wan promised, in April, a loan of
400,000,000 lire), then Czechoslovakia (as a result of the treaty of friendship of May 17),
were drawn into the Italian European system
and the hold of France on central and eastern
Europe greatly weakened; also, Mussolini, in
June, had conic to an amicable understanding
with Great Britain over the Jubaland question,
to
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the King; ordering Parliament to empower him
to issue decrees which would have the force of
law; establishing complete press censorship;
abolishing secret societies, and, in 1026, abolishing all opposition parties.
Further, a law of 1928 vested supreme power
in the Fascist Grand Council, controlled by
Mussolini. This council was empowered to draft
all new legislation, fill its own vacancies, and
name the successors both of Mussolini and
Victor Emmanuel. By a policy of "purification,"

all anti-Fascist lawyers and professors were
disbarred, and prominent opponents, like Signer
All children's organNitti, forced into exile.
izations, even the Catholic Boy Scouts, were
suppressed, and replaced by the Balilla organization which includes boys between the ages of
8 and 14. At 14 the boys transfer to the Advance
Guard where they receive military training.
When they reach 18, some of the members of the

in as regular members
of the Fascist Party.
In 1926, too, the process whereby Italy was to
bo converted into a "corporate state" was begun.
law of Apr. 3, 1920, recognized as legal 13
syndicates or associations l> of employers and
7 of employees, including one of the nonnianual

Advance Guard are taken

A

workers. These syndicates were grouped into
seven "corporations," each corporation including
the employers and workers of the particular
industries.
Thus, there is the Agriculture Corporation, the Industries Corporation, the Maritime and Aerial Transport Corporation, etc. The
same law prohibited strikes and lockouts, and
established a labor eourt to settle disputes. To
further improve labor conditions, a "Fascist

Charter of Labor" was promulgated April 21,
1927. It asserted the state's undisputed right
to exercise complete control over labor and capital and all the forces of production in the interest of the nation, the Fascist state. And
then, under a law of May 21, 1928, Italy's transformation into a corporate state was completed
(sec AroiCA) and negotiations were under way' by provision for a legislative body based directly
with Rumania for the settlement of the long- on economic representation. According to the
Htandiug dispute over the repayment of the terms of this law, all Italy was formed into one
loan. In
internal
Fascism single constituency with the right to elect 400
Italian
affairs,
In the election of deputies. The candidates, to the number of
Hecined firmly entrenched.
April tf, the Fascist! polled 05 per cent of the 800, are nominated by the 13 syndicates, each
vote cunt and returned 375 Beats to the new syndicate nominating a definite number. From
Chamber. The Opposition wan hopelessly divided, this list of SOO nominees, the Fascist Grand
being mode up of 40 for Popular Party, 25 Social- Council chooses 400. The Council's list is then
submitted to the people who may vote yes or no
ists, 22 Maximal tats, 17 Liberals, 37 Commun*
on the whole list. Ff a majority of the votes
isiH, 12 for Constitutional Opposition, 11 Social
Democrats, 7 "Republicans, 3 for Peasant Party, cast is in favor of the list, the 400 men take their
2 Slavs, 2 Germans, 2 Sardinian autonomists. seats in the Chamber of Deputies. If a majority
The new Parliament was opened with the old of the votes opposes the list, then now elections
pomp, May 24, and King, Court, and Mussolini must be held under a complicated and roundbasked in the approbation openly manifested by about system. Universal suffrage was abolished
and certain qualifications for voters set up. In
the Roman, populace.
Trouble soon developed. The chief opposi- the first elections held under this new law
tion in Parliament wan led by the Socialists
(March 24, 1019) the list presented by the
at whose head stood Signer Matteotti. In June, Government received about 00 affirmative votes
1024, Matteotti was murdered after it was out of every 100 votes cast. See FASCISM.
rumored that he woxild uncover instances of
Mussolini continued' to follow a strong, and at
graft touching member*) of Mussolini's cabinet. -times blustering, foreign policy. An incessant
The murder caused a storm of indignation Italian propaganda campaign for a greater poputhroughout Italy since it was only the worst lation, together with a host of oblique references
to Italian rights in certain areas bordering on
ettwe in a nonet* of acts of violence or "squadritiui."
MusBolhu quieted the Htorm by dismiss- the Mediterranean, canned much uueamneMH to
ing thoHc connected with the scandal and by various statesmen in the Balkan**, in North
p remitting various reforms. Hereupon, he pro- Africa, and elsewhere. A vigorous and oftenLtaJianteation
ceeded to make himself supreme in Italy by for- times unreasonable policy of
bidding Parliament to initiate legislation; among tire quarter-million Germans in the South
making the Prime Minister solely responsible to Tyrol (see TYBOL, SOUTH GBEKAN) led to several
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IVOGttN

Cardinal Gasparri for the Pope. The Accord
set up a sovereign state known as the City of
the Vatican, under the exclusive jurisdiction of
one of the chief sore spots of Europe.
Relations with France approached a breaking the Holy See, As a result of this settlement, the
Italian government secured the cooperation of
point in 1927 over the Garibaldi incident. Garibaldi was an Italian who migrated to Trance the Church in Italy, thus adding materially to
the strength of Fascism. A concrete example of
ostensibly because he was hostile to the Fascist
this cooperation was afforded in the elections of
regime. But the French police discovered that
he was a Fascist secret agent sent by Italy to March, 1929, when the clergy advocated the acsee what France was doing for Italian emigre's. ceptance of the list of candidates presented by the
A break was averted by Briand who preferred Fascist Grand Council, and the priests and
to smooth the matter over, and in the same year bishops set an example by going to the polls in
the two countries came to an agreement over large numbers. Moreover, the Fascist Party
the question of Italian emigration to France. could now feel fairly safe from attack by the
Relations were still further improved in the ecclesiastical power which, in Italy, was a real
spring of 1928, when Italy was allowed to share power.
IVAMTOV, e--ya'n6v, VYATCHESLAV I. (1806in the international government of the free city
A Russian poet, historian, philologist,
).
of Tangier on the west coast of Morocco.
Mussolini further fortified himself by a num- and philosopher. Joining the Decadents as a
ber of treaties of conciliation and arbitration critic and essayist, his first volume of poems,
concluded with Great Britain, Switzerland, Guiding Stars, was published in 1903. He
three later volumes, the last one in
Jugoslavia, Austria, Hungary, Germany, Spain, published
Rumania, Czechoslovakia, and Albania. The 1917. After Pushkin, he was perhaps the greatlatter country almost became an Italian pro- est molder of the Russian language; in his
In that year, President earlier poems, he used Greek words and syntax
tectorate in 1925.
Ahmed Zogu of the Albanian Republic called to a point of incoherence, but his later works,
upon Mussolini for financial aid to help him put the majority lyrical, showed no trace of this
down numerous revolts. Italy acquiesced with pedantry. His models were Pushkin, Dante,
alacrity and then, in June, 1926, handed Zogu a Petrarch, and especially Goethe. The son not
treaty which would have given her complete con- was his favorite poetic form. Besides v,erse, he
trol over Albania.
Zogu refused to sign at the wrote essays and tragedies. Consult The Path
time, but after another serious revolt in north- of the Modern Russian Btage and Other Essays,
ern Albania, he finally affixed his signature to by Alexander Bakshy .(trans. 1926).
what became known as the Treaty of Tirana, on
Hun).
IVOGtrW, MARIA (1891Nov. 27, 1926. Under the terms of this treaty, garian coloratura soprano, born in Budapest.
Italy could land troops in Albania whenever In 1907 she became a pupil of Irene SchlemmerZogu so requested, and Zogu really became but a Ambros at the Vienna Akademie, where Bruno
puppet of Mussolini much to the chagrin of Walter discovered her and secured her engageprotests from Austria, Bavaria, and Germany,
notably in 1926 and 1928. This area remains

A

Jugoslavia. See ALBANIA.
On Feb. 11, 1929, the representatives of the
Kingdom of Italy and of the Holy See signed
three documents comprising the Lateran Accord
which apparently solved the seemingly eternal
"Roman question." This question of the relations between the Kingdom and the Pope dated
from the occupation of Rome by Italian troops
on Sept. 29, 1870. Mussolini, however, realized
that the support of the Church was invaluable
to the continued dominance of Fascism, and in
1926 he authorized conversations with a Papal
representative with a view toward some settlement of the outstanding differences between the
Church and the State. As a result of these
negotiations, a treaty of reconciliation, a concordat, and a final convention were drawn up
and then signed by Mussolini for Italy and

ment

for the Mozart Festival in Munich in 1913,
at the Staatsoper. Her extraordinary success
led to a permanent engagement there and she
remained until 1925. Richard Strauss was so
much impressed with the rare beauty of her
voice and the flawless technical execution that
he rewrote the difficult coloratura r6*le of
Zerbinetta in his Ariadne auf Nacoos arid engaged
her for the premiere of the revised version in
Vienna (1916). He even made her engagement
as guest a condition for all performances of
that work in all Austrian and German theatres.
In that role, she made her London debut in 1924.
Her American de*but was made with the Chicago
Opera Company as Rosina in Rossini's Barbiero
di Sivifflia (Jan. 14, 1922).
Her success as a
concert singer has been equally remarkable.
In 1921 she married the tenor, Karl JSrb,

A(BRAHAM) V(ALENTINE) WIL-

UAMS

(1862-

).

An American

Ori-

entalist (see VOL. XII), professor of IndoJ ran inn
languages at Columbia UniverHo traveled in India,
sity since 1805.

JACKSON,
Persia, and

Central Asia between 1901
In 1920 he again made a journey of
research in India, Afghanistan, Baluchistan, and
Kastern Persia. He is editor of a History of
Persia and, among other works, of Early Persian
Poetry (1020).
An
).
JACKSON, CHEVALIER (1805American laryngologist, born at Pittsburgh, Pa.
He obtained his medical degree at Jefferson
Medical College in 1887 and was appointed professor of laryngology in the University of Pittsburgh, resigning in 1016 to accept the chair of
laryngology at Jefferson Medical College. He

and

11)18.

was also professor of bronchoacopy and esophagowopy at the University of Pennsylvania. Dr.
Jackson is one of the pioneers in the new development of laryngology known as tracheo-

post he held from 1916 to 1920. He became
president of the National Community Board at
Washington, IX C., and later president of the
Social Engineering Institute of New York. His
writings include: Benjamin West, his Life and
Work (1000) ; Great Pictures as Moral Teachers
(1010); The Legend of the Christmas Rose

(1014); The New Chivalry (1915); A Community Center, What It is and How to Organise
It (1918); The League of Nations (101!)); A
Community Church (1010); What America
Means to Me (1920); Robinson Crusoe, Social
Engineer (1922); The Thomas Jefferson Bible
(1023).

,

JACKSONVILLE. A

city of Florida.

The

population increased from 57,099 in 1910 to
91,558 in 1920 and to 140,700 in 1928, by estimate of the Bureau of the Census. A new
charter was
in
granted by the, State Legislature
1917 providing for an elected council of 21
members and a commission of five members.
The mayor is elected for two years. In 1021 a
bridge 3800 feet long with a vertical lift draw
was built across the St. Johns River at a cost

bronchoseopy, having studied under Professor
Kilian of Germany, the inventor of the bronchoseope, an instrument which is of great value
not only in diagnosis but in the location and
removal of foreign bodies in the deep air-pasHe has been a prolific contributor to
sages.
periodical literature in various subjects which

The city owns and operates its
electric-light plant, thereby offering one of the
lowest electric-light rates in the South. Through

pertain to laryngology, bronchoscopy, rhinology,
otology, etc. His first textbook, TrachrobronGhoRtvpyi appeared in 1007; Pcroral Endoscopy
and Lan/nycal Surgery in 1014; and RronchosIn 102.3, there
cop;/ and JK&opJwLgotiQOpy in 1022.

tons.

appeared

in

chirurgic

dw

French the volume findoscopic

JACKSON,
).

A

et

larynx.

KKKDKRICK JOHN FOAKES (1855-

Kritish- American theologian,
born^at

Ipswich, England.

He graduated from

Trinity

College, Cambridge, in 1870, and was fellow of
Jesus College from 1880, and dean and assistant
tutor at the same college from 1805 to 1010.
In the latter year, ho wan appointed Briggg
graduate professor of Christian institutions at

In 1010 he
was alwo Lowell lecturer in Boston* Ho wa a
the

Union Theological Seminary,

of several learne,d societies and was the
author of The Christian Church (1801); Bibli*
oal History of the. Hebrews (1003); 8t> Luke
and a Modem Writer (1910); Introduction to
Church History (1021) Anglican Church Principles (1924) ; Studios in the Life of the Early
Church (1024); Life of fit. Paul (1020); Msc

member

of $1,250,000.

its natural harbor, which has a 30-foot channel
depth at low water, Jacksonville carries on an
extensive deep-sea and foreign commerce. Its
total foreign commerce in 1927 was 494,429

Jacksonville is the financial, manufacturing,

and jobbing centre of the State and next to the
largest naval-stores market in the world.- It
has more than 400 manufacturing establish*
nients that produce commodities valued at approximately $142,000,000 annually. Some of
the major industries arc naval stores, lumber

and wood products,

fertilizers, cigar

manufactur-

ing, coffee roasting, shipbuilding, and steel and
stone products. The resources of Jacksonville's
10 banks in 1927 wore $96,764,000; the deposits
1

The assessed valuation of
1928, according to local estimate,
was $99,004,820. All property is assessed on a
basis of 50 per cent of the fail* market value,
the city tax rate being 24.3 mills. The net debt
in 1927 was $14,930,000.
were $80,120,449.
property in

'

An Amer).
JACOBI, FREDERICK (1891ican composer, born in San Francisco, lie studied in New York, piano under Gallico and
JosefFy, and composition under R, Goldmark and
he was assistant conof (Jcntilc Christianity (1027) ; Peter, Prince of E. Bloch. During 1912-17
ductor at the Metropolitan Opera llouwe. lli
Apostles (1027). Pie also edited several theoworkrt includn Ansj/rian Nymphonyt a symphonic
logical worka.
).
poem, The Pied Piper; a symphonic preludo. The
JACKSON", HENRY EZEKIEL (1860An American clergyman and author, born in five of $*. Affndft; an orchestral suite, California;
Chewier County, Pa., and educated at Lafayette Festival Prelude; Nocturne, for string quartet j
and a string quartet on Indian themes.
College and Princeton Theological Seminary,
An AmerJACOBS, THOBN WELL ( 1 877)
He was ordained to the Presbyterian .ministry
in 1H9G, and after holding Hcveral pastorates, ican educator, born at Clinton, S. C. He was
the Community Organisation of the United graduated from the Presbyterian College, ClinStates Bureau of Education at Washington, ton, S. C,, in 1894, and from Princeton TheologiIX C., secured his services as special agent, which cal Seminary in 1899. In the same year, he was
;

1

'

.
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oidained to the Presbyterian ministry and was
pastor in North Carolina for several years following. In 1915 he founded at Atlanta, Ga.,
Oglethorpe University, and was its president
from that date. He is the author of The Law
of the

White

Circle (1908)

;

Midnight Mummer,

poems (1911); The Oglethorpe Story (1916);
Life of Plumer Jacobs (1918) ; The New Science
and the Old Religion (1927) 5 Islands of the
Blessed (poems, 1928).

JACOBS, WILLIAM WYMABK

).
(1863English novelist and writer of short stories
of the sea (see VOL. XII). His later novels include The Castaways (1916)
Deep Waters
(1919); and Sea Whispers (1926). He also
wrote, in collaboration, The Monkey's Paw and

An

;

other plays.
ya'K$p-s<5on, SIEGFRIED (1881writer. He was born in BerHe belin and studied at the university there.
came dramatic critic of Die Welt
Montag and
in 1905 founded his own magazine devoted to the

JACOBSOHW,

1926),

A

German

am

drama, Die Schauluhne (changed in 1918 to Die
Weltbuhne), through which he exercised considerable influence over the theatrical life of Ger-

many. He was also dramatic correspondent for
Die Zeit and other Viennese papers. He wrote
Das Theater der Reichshauptstadt (1904) Mass
Remhardt (1910); Der Fall Jacobsohn (1913);
and Die erst en Tage (1917).
).
JACOBY, HENRY SYLVESTER (1857An American engineer, born at Springtown,
Pa. He wag graduated from Lehigh University
in 1877. During 1879-85, he was chief draftsman in the United States Engineer's Office in
Memphis, Tenn. In 1886 he returned to Lehigh,
where until 1890 he was instructor of civil
engineering; ,he then accepted a call to Cornell,
where in 1897 he became professor of bridge
;

He retired in 1922. Besides nupapers on his specialty of bridge
engineering, he wrote Notes and Problems in
Descriptive Geometry (1892); Outlines of Deengineering.

merous

Geometry (part 1, 1895; 2, 1896; 3,
1897); Text Book in Plain Lettering (1897);
with Mansfield Merriman, Teat Book on Roofs
and Bridges (1890-98) ; with R. P. Davis, Foundations of Bridges and Buildings (1914) ; and
Structural Details, or Elements of Design in
Timber Framing ( 1 919 )
An Amer).
JAXTWXN", EDGAR (1865ican military engineer and army officer (see VOL.
XII), He held tne temporary rank of brigadier
general in the World War and organized and
commanded the 15th U. S. Engineers, the first
American regiment to pass under arms through
England in 1917. He was at first director of
light railways and roads for the A. E. F. in
France and later directed a general construction
programme employing 160,000 men. He was a
member of the American Mission to Poland and
observer in Ukraine, in 1919. Returning to the
United States, he became engineer of the 8th
Corps Area at San Antonio, Tex. (1920-22),
division engineer of the Southeast Division at
scriptive

,

Charleston, S. C. (1922-24), assistant to the
Chief of Engineers, with the rank of brigadier
general (1924-26), and in 1926, Chief of Engineers with the rank of major general. In that
capacity, he formulated the Mississippi River
flood-control plan that bears his name. He was
retired Aug. 7, 1929, with the rank of lieutenant
general. He was senior member of the American
section, Joint Engineering Board, St. Lawrence

Waterway

Project.

A

ERICH R.

F. (1883).
director of the psychoat
logical institute and philosophical seminary
Marburg. He strove for a closer relation be-

JAENSCH,

German philosopher and

philosophy and psychology and has
among other works Mnige allgemeinc
Fragen der Psyohologie und Biologie des Denkens (1920).
).
JAGGAR, THOMAS AUGUSTUS (1871An American geologist, born in Philadelphia,
Pa. He was graduated at Harvard in 1874,
(Ph.D. in 1897) and also studied at Heidelberg
and at Munich. In 1895 he became an instructor and later assistant professor of geology at
Harvard. In 1906 he accepted a call to the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, whore he
was professor of geology (1904-17) and head
of the Department (1906-12).
During 18981904 he also served the United States Geological
Survey as an assistant geologist. He was
director of the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory
(1912-19) and in 1919 became volcanologist to
the United States Weather Bureau, stationed in
Hawaii. He has studied the volcanoes of the.
Aleutian Islands, Hawaii, Japan, Italy, New
Zealand, and Central America, to most of which
he has made expeditions and descriptions of
which he has published. Since 1926 he has been
chief of the section of volcanology of the U. S.
Geological Survey. In 1928 he led the National
Geographical Society's Paulof expedition.
JAGGER, CHARLES SAEGBANT (1885).
A British sculptor, born in Yorkshire and trained
at Sheffield and the Royal College of Artn. His
works include the British memorial to Belgium
in Brussels; the Royal Artillery memorial, Hyde
Park Corner, London; the Great Western Railway memorial, Paddington Station a statuette of
the Prince of Wales. In 1924 he was awarded
the Rome Prize in sculpture and in 1920 the gold
medal of the Royal Society of British Sculptors.
(1888-1028).
JAG-IC, ya'glch, VATROSLAV
An Austrian philologist (see VOL. XII). Hi
recent works are Beitrag ssur Erforschwig der
altkirchenslamsohen Evangelientextc: Kvange*
Hum Bucoviniense (1916) and %um altkirchenslavischen Apostolus
(1919-21). He also
edited Johannes Paprek's 8lavische Brautwerbungs-und Hochsseitsgebriiuche (1014).
).
JAQOW, yii'go, GOTTLIEB VON (1863A German diplomat
He wan
(see VOL. Xll).
State Secretary for Foreign Affairs from 1013 to
1914, and was retired in 1916. He added to the
literature of the World War with his Ursavhen
und Ausbruch des Weltkrieges (1919).
A
).
JAHW, yan, GEORGE MAX (1885German political economist, professor at the
University of Halle since 1924. He wan born in
Leipzig and studied history, philosophy, and
political science at the univerflitieB of Leipzig
and Jena. He was director of the municipal

tween

written

,

;

high school for girls in Jena and lecturer on
political economy at Leipzig and at the technical high school of Braunschweig. ITe IK the
author of: Die Gewerbepolitik der deut&chen
Fursten vom 16, bis stum 18. Jahrhundert

(1909) ; VerstaatUohung und Vcrgesellschaftigung (1910); Grundzuge der Volkswirtwhaft*
slehre (1920); Sozialpolitik (1026); and D'er

Sludienplan der Nationaldkonomie (1927).
A French
).
JALOTTX, EDMOJSTD (1878novelist who was born in Marseilles. In 1027
he became editor of the Revue des arts Q$iu>In 1920 he won the Grand Prix de
tiques.
Litte*rature. His works include: L>Agonic fo

JAMAICA
V amour

8;

Sangsues (1904); Le
jeunc 7iomme au masque (1905); L'ficole des
mariages (1907) ; Le Demon de la vie (1908) ;
Le Reste est silence (1909); Le Boudoir de
Proserpine (1910) L'tiventail de Crepe (1911) ;
Fumces dans la campagne (1915); L'Incertaine
Les Amours perdues (1919); Vous qui
(1918)
faites Vendormie (1920); L'Ennemi des femmes
(1921) ; L'Escalier d'or; Les profondeurs de la
mcr; Les Barricades mysterieuses ; Le Roi
Oophetua (1922); Le coin des cypres (1925);
toi
Pierre Laprade, a critical study (1925);
que fcusse aimee! (1926); Soleils disparus
(1927); La Iranchc morte (1928); and a
volume of literary criticism, De Pascal a jBarres.
Les

(1899);

;

;

JAMAICA. An island of the British West
Indies; area 4450 square miles; population in
1921, 858,118 and in 1927, 953,768. According
to the census of 1921, the East Indian population was 17,494, as compared with 17,380 in
1911, and the Chinese 3G96, as compared with
2111. Kingston, the capital, had 62,707 inhabitants in 1921 and 57,379 in 1911. The leading
activity of the population is agriculture. Sugar
cane is of great importance, the acreage under
cane being 43,005 in 1927-28 (31,753 in 191213). Other crops with their acreage in 1927-28
arc (1912-13 figures in parentheses): bananas,
88,974 (81,071); coffee, 19,195 (22,275); coconuts, 39,070 (17,377); cocoa, 4782 (11,236);
ground provisions, 56,238 (99,032). The values
of imports in 1912 and 1927-28, were, respec6,001,768. Exports for
3,040,500 and
tively,
the same years were valued at 2,709,283 and
4,257,750. There has been no change in adWomen were enfranchised in 1919,
ininiHtration.
Government accounts for 1927-28 follow (191213 figures in parentheses)
revenue, 2,275,094
1,980,888 (1,549,(1,432,400); expenditure,
GG7): public debt, 4,922,330 (3,843,974).
:

JAMES,

HEBMAN

GEBLACII

).
(1887An American lawyer and author, born at Philadelphia, Pa. He was graduated from the University of Illinois ia 1906 and studied law at the
Harvard Law School, In 1909 he was admitted
to the bar and after official service in Santiago,
Chile, wa lecturer at the University of Leipzig
From 1912 to 1925, he was professor
in 1911.
of government in the University of Texas. He
wa a research associate of the Carnegie Institution of Washington to study Brazilian government, 1922-23, and since 1925 has been professor

of political science ami dean of the college of
arts and sciences, University of Nebraska (dean
of the graduate college since 1926). He was
the author of A Handbook of Civic Improvement (1915); Municipal Functions (1917); Local Government in the United States (1921 ) ; The
Constitutional System of Kraeil (1923); and
Jtrafsil after a Century of Independence (1925).
He was editor of the Southwestern Political Science Quarterly, 1923-25.

A
).
JA1OS, MONTAGUE RHODES (1862British clasnicist, who was educated at Eton
and King's College, Cambridge. He was director
of Kitscwilliam Museum (1804-1908), provost of
King's College (1905-18), vice chancellor (191335), and ftchweich lecturer before the British
Academy ( 1927 ) . He compiled catalogues of the
iminuHuriptH at Peterhouse, Trinity (4 vols.),
Clare, ChriHt'B,

and Queens

Oonvillo and Caius College

(2 vola.),

Emmanuel, Pembroke,
<iOlUkgt8,

Corpus Christi (College (7 part), St. John's
College, ami various other public and private
collections.

Other publications include Ancient

of Canterbury and Dover (1903);
chapters in the Cambridge Modern History, the
Cambridge History of English Literature, Cam"bridge Medieval History, and Medieval France;
Biblical Antiquitities of Philo
(1927); The
Apocryphal New Testament (1924) ; Life of St.
Allan (1924); The Carew MSS. (1927); Eton
and King's, 1875-1925, and many other translations and descriptions of ancient documents.
).
JAMESON, JOHN FRANKLIN (1859An American historian (see VOL. XII). He
retired as director of the department of historical research of the Carnegie Institution of
Washington and also as managing editor of the
American Historical Review, in 1929. Since
1929 he has been connected with the Manuscripts
Division of the Library of Congress, He projected the Dictionary of American Biography.
He wrote Privateering and Piracy (1923) and
The American Revolution Considered <t a Social
Movement (1926).
A French
).
JAMMES, FRANCIS (1868poet and novelist, born in Tournay (HauteaHis
was
almost
as poetic as
Pyrenees).
prose
his verse, and in both he was usually a chronicler
of the country side. Feuilles dans le vent
(1914) contained the best of his first-period
poetry. His other poetry includes Clairicrcs
dans le del (1906); Georgiques chr&iennes (8
vols., 1911-12); CEuvres de Francis Jammes,
some of his poetry (1913) ; La vierge et Ics nonnets (1919); tipitaphes (1921); Le tambeau dc
Jean de la Fontaine, followed by Poemen mesurcs
(1921), and Quatrains (3 vols,, 1923-24). His
novels and other prose include Clara ti'Mltbeuse
(1899); Le roman du Wvre (1903); Ma ftlle
Rernadotte (1910) Le rosaire au soldi (1910) ;
AI. le cure d'Oss&ron (1918); Le poetc runtiquc
(1920); Lc livrc de 8ainl Joseph (1921);
timoires (3 volt*., 1921-23) ; Cloches pour deux
mariages (1923); Brindillcs pour r&llumcr la
foi (11)25); Ma France poetique (102(5); Cardinal Lavigcrie
(1928); and Divino douleur
(1928). In 1925 his works were published in
two volumes. Consult 8i& French Poets, by
Amy Lowell (1915); Les chapelles Utteraires:
Claudel, Jammes, Pguy, by Pierre Lasserre
(1920) ; Choix dc poemes, with a study, by Leon
Moulin (1922); and Francis Jammes, by E,
Pilon (1924).

Libraries

;

M

JA^ACfiK, LEOS (1854-1928). A Czech
composer, born at Hukvaldy, Moravia. He received his musical education at the Organ School
in Prague and at the conservatories of Leipzig
and Vienna. After unsuccessful efforts to win
a reputation as a piano virtuoso, he settled in
1881 in Brfinn, as conductor of the Philharmonic
Tn the same year, he opened there his
Society.
own Briinncr Orgelschule and in a ahort time
he was recognized as a teacher and choral conductor of exceptional ability. When the Brtinn Conservatory was founded in 1919, lie became
professor of composition there, retaining that
poat until his death. In 1884 he wrote his first
opera, tfhe Beginnings of a Romance, followed,
in 1887, by flarka. Unable to secure their performance, he became discouraged and turned to
the composition of choral works, which immediately found great favor with his countrymen
and established his reputation as the foremost
national composer. For almost twenty years, he
made no further attempts at opera, until the
very effective text of Jenufa aroused his interest.
However, the premiere of this work 'at Briinu, in
1904, passed almost unnoticed, and during the

8
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next 12 years only sporadic performances on
provincial stages can be recorded. But when
Jenufa was heard at Prague, in 1916, it scored
an overwhelming success, so that from then on
the composer devoted his energies chiefly to the
stage. After numerous productions in Austria
and Germany, Jenufa was produced at the Metropolitan Opera House, New York, (Dec. 6, 1924),
but failed to make an impression. Jandcek's
musical idiom is, in the main, impressionistic,
with a strong admixture of Czech folk elements
producing a certain individuality. The operas
following Jenufa are: Fate (written 1905, not
produced) ; The Adventures of Mr. Brucek (two
parts: Mr. Brucek's Excursion to the Moon,
and Excursion into the Fifteenth Century,
Katya Kabanova
1920);
(Briinn,
Prague,
1921); The Sly Little Vixen (Bninn, 1924);
garka (written 1887; Prague, 1925); The
Makropulos Case (Prague, 1926), and The
House of tlie Dead (completed just before his
death, not yet produced). The principal nondramatic compositions are the choral works with
orchestra, Amarus, Our Father, The Eternal
Gospel; the symphonic poems, The Musician's
Child, Taras Bulba, and The Ballad of Blanik;
Sinfonietta; a string quartet a sextet for woodwind; male choruses; a cycle of 22 songs, The
Day-Book of One "Who Vanishes; piano pieces
'

;

and

songs.

A
).
JA3STET, zha'na', PIERRE (1859French psychologist, born in Paris. Like Freud,
he was the pupil of the great French alienist,
Charcot, but he developed the latter's theories
along lines much more sober than those of his
Viennese colleague. After teaching philosophy
in a Iyc6e at Le Havre, he began to devote himself to a clinical observation of psychopathic
cases.
His first work, L'Automatisme psychologique (1889), singled him out as a leader in
field.
Then followed in succession researches on hysteria, L'Etat mental des hysteriques (2 vols., 1893) and on neuroses, Nforoses
et idees fixes (2 vols., 1898).
On the death of
J
Ribot, he succeeded to the latter s chair at the
College de France (1896), and in 1903 he
founded the Journal de PsycJiologie, which he
directed. He was elected in 1918 to the Acade*mie des Sciences Morales et Politiques.
Professor Janet made two visits to the United
States. On his first visit, he delivered a course
of lectures on The Major Symptoms of Hysteria
(published 1908).
Without building a system, M. Janet oriented
his psychology around the notion of a hierarchy

this

^

states of consciousness, ranging from conscious reflection to a biological automatism that

of

is almost indistinguishable from the mechanism
of a machine. No attempt is made to "construct" consciousness, but all analyses are made
from within conscious
experience.
Besides the works mentioned above, his works
include Les Obsessions ct la psychasttnie (2
vols.,

1903); Les Nevroses

(1909);

Les Medi-

cations psychologiqucs, translated as Psychological Healing (3 vols., 1919-21); La Medetine
psychologiquc, translated as Principles of Psy-

chotherapy (1923)

;

and De I'angoisse a

I'esetase,

Vol. 1, Un delire reUffieuss, la croyance (1926),
Vol. II, Les sentiments fondamentawn (1928).

See PSYCHOLOGY, ABNORMAL.

JANEWAY,

THEODORE CALDWELL (18721917). An American physician, son of the late
Dr. E. G. Janeway. He was born in New York
City, took his bachelor's degree at Yale and re-

JAPAff
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ceived his medical degree from Columbia (ColHe
lege of Physicians and Surgeons) in 1895.
followed in the footsteps of his father as diagnostician and consultant, was visiting physician
to St. Luke's Hospital and in 1907 became professor of the practice of medicine at the College
of Physicians and Surgeons, resigning in 1914
to occupy the chair of medicine at Johns Hopkins, where he was also physician in chief of the
University Hospital. Dr. Janeway did much to
promote the study of blood pressure. His only
publication in book form is Clinical Study of the
Bloodpressure (1904).
).
(BIERBOWEB), ELSIE (1889actress born in Columbus, Ohio.
She first appeared on the stage as Cain in The
Charity Ball (1897); played in vaudeville (18981903) ; then starred in The Belle of New York
(1904). She appeared later in The Fortune

JANIS,

An American

and The Duchess, and starred in The
Vanderbilt Cup (1906-08). Under the management of Charles B. Dilliugham, she took the leading r61e in The Hoyden, JPair Co-cd, The Slim
Princess, and also in Elsie Janis and Her Gang
(1920), of which she is the author. A revue
by Miss Janis, Puszles of J925 was produced in
New York.
MAYEET ISLAND. Located at about
71 north latitude and 8 west longitude, this
desolate isolated island of only 142 square milew
is dominated by the semi-active, ice-clad volcano,
Beerenberg. Probably known to the Norsemen,
Jan Mayen was a centre for Dutch whaling
activities in the early part of the seventeenth
century. After the extinction of local whaling,
only occasional explorers visited the island until
1921 when Norway established "a wireless and
meteorological station to aid in foreciiKting
storms on the mainland. Jan Mayen is considered by Norway to be within her sphere of
Teller

JAW

interest.
yiin'son, KBISTOFEB NAGEL (1841Norwegian author (sec VOL. XIT).
Among his last works were: Aftpama, novel
(1914) ; Norske Evenlyr son talctikstcr (3915),
and Mangcslags kjacrlighcd, published in 102,'J.
A Ger).
JA3STTZEN, HEKMANN (1874man writer, who was born at Breslau and .stud-

JANSOET,

1917).

A

ied at the university of that city. Ho wa,s director of the Victoria Institut of Itawlau
(1000-05), then went in the same capacity to
the Konigin Luiae Institut at KOnigHberg.
His
works include: Crcachichtc das dcutscdicn
gcdichte im Mitlelaltcr (1890) (lolinchv Nprwh-

MmJ-

;

denkmaler (1898); 8axo (Jrammalicua (U)0l);
Deutsche Liieralurgcschichtc (1004); JKftnigin
Luise (1910); Oslpreussisclie Mayan (1912);
Von deulscher Rchule und Eraichuny (1915);
Uelcr JBrxichund und TJntcrricht (1018)
/. #. A,
Poetry and Prose, an anthology (1923); Win
altschlcsisches Osterspiel (1925) j Martmann von
der Aue und Gottfried von fttrasbury (1925);
Wolfram von fifichenbach (1925). He also ed;

ited: Lileraturdenknialcr des HI* und 13. 7a7irhunderts (1903); Goethe's Mgmont (1914);
Hebbel's Nibelungen and Agnes Bernauer (1010).
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An Empire of the Tfar EaHt. It
Japan proper, made up of the islands
(mainland), Shikoku, Kyutihu, and
Hokkaido (Yezo), and of Chowen (Korea), Tai.

connists of
of Honshu

wan (Formosa), Karafuto

(Sakhalin), an well
as COO smaller islands, including the four archithe
Pescadores, Agasawara (or Bon in
pelagoes,
Okinawa (or Linchu group), and Chi'up),
(or Kuriles). The total area ia 205,120
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square miles. The total population of Japan, according to the census of 1925, was 83,456,629, an

copper, $23,921,000; coal,
petroleum, $7,055,000.

increase from 76,988,379 in 1920, distributed as
follows: Japan proper, 59,736,822; Formosa, 3,-

MINERAL AND METAL PRODUCTION

993,408; Karafuto, 203,754; Korea, 19,524,945.
The population of Japan proper at the end of
1926 was 63,006,595, or a density of population
of 428 to the square mile. About one-sixth of
the land is under cultivation, and the population
is predominantly rural.
According to the census
of 1920, 41 per cent of the people live in villages
of between 2000 and 5000 inhabitants, 19 per
cent in towns of between 5000 and 10,000 inhabitants, and 9 per cent in towns of between
10,000 and 20,000 inhabitants. Only 12 per
cent of the population were in cities of over
100,000 inhabitants. In 1926 there were 640,099
Japanese residing abroad: 267,191 in Asia; 3360
in Europe; 229,734 in America; and 148,734 in
Oceania, principally in the Hawaiian Islands.
Principal cities with population in 1925: Tokyo,
l,09fl,r>G7; Osaka, 2,114,804; Kobe, 644,212; Nagoya, 768,558; Yokohama, 405,888; and Kyoto,
679,903.
Agriculture. In 1926 there were in Japan,
out of a total area of 94,289,000 acres, 7,2(J9,OQO
acres of rice fields, 6,765,000 acres of upland
farms, 4,099,000 acres of moors and pastures,
and 20,980,000 acres of forests. All agricultural
statistics here presented are for Japan proper
unless otherwise noted. Agricultural conditions
were more favorable in 1927 than in the previous
year. The rice crop, by far the most important,
was officially estimated at 317,952,000 bushels
of brown rice (550,175,000 bushels of rough
rice) an increase of 11.7 per cent, compared
with 1926, 7.6 per cent above the five-year
average, and the largest crop since 1920. The
production of rice in Chosen and Taiwan also
showed an increase over 1926. The wheat crop
wa larger than the year before, but production
of barley showed a decrease, partly on account
of reductionH in area planted. Under normal
conditions, lrge crops in Japan tend to increase
the purchasing power of the, landlords and farmers

who

ooiiHtitutu

approximately one-half of

I Upturns
the total population.
from agriculture
in 1 927 were, greatly reduced, however, as farmei*H had difficulty in financing their crops beeauHe of a bank crisis and were forced to sell at

low priceH.

The production of ailk cocoons was 610,275,*
000 pounds in 1924; 701,060,000 pound** in 1925;
717,350,000 pounds in 1926; and 753,309,000
pounds in 1927. On Dec. 31, 1926, there were
in

Japan proper, 1,465 ,000- cattle, 621,000 swine,
18,000 sheep, 170,000 goatrt, and 1,444,000 horwR.

crude

$108,867,000;

(Japan

Proper)

19 13
1927
1926
troy ozs. 178,075 292,519 299,569

Product
Gold

1000 troy ozs.

Silver

4,702
66,501

met. tons

Copper
Pig iron

4,334

4,477

67,365
240
1,179
Steel ingots n
305
1,499
Iron pyrites
mot tons 114,576 417,513
Coal
3000 met. tons 21,316 31,427
Crude petroleum
1000 bbls.
1,922
1,698
met. tons
Sulphur
59,448 47,775

'

1000 met. tons

Including

the

in

production

Chosen

and

Y,245
1,601
3l',266

1,594
58,464

Man-

churia.

Fisheries. The annual catch of Japan is
valued at about 250,000,000 yen. In 1926 the
total catch was valued at 227,291 yen, while
manufactures of fish amounted in value to 183,204 yen, including edible preparations, fish manure,

and

fish oil.

The industrial population of
slightly over 5 per cent of the total
adult labor power of 31,000,000, amounting in
1921 to 1,086,353 people and 016,252 in 1913.
Of this 1021 total, 945,788 were engaged, as
against 609,638 in 1916, in textile factories;
249,102 in machine and tool factories, compared
with 146,477 in 1916; 171,249 in chemical works
and 105,139 in 1916; 143,554 in breweries, teadrying establishments, flour and rice mills, compared with 44,908 in 1916; and 154,908 in
Industries.

Japan was

printing, woodenwarc, gas and electric works,
and foundries, compared with 79,188 in 1916.
Government works employed 10,752 in 1921, a
tremendous reduction from 157,902 in 1916,
most of whom were in military factories.
Wages paid laborers ranged in 1921 from 40
cents per day paid female silk spinners to $1.50
per day for bricklayers. In 1913 the former
were paid 14 cents per day and the latter 55
cents.. Japanese labor was relatively inefficient
compared with European and^ American labor,
four or five persons being required, as a rule, to
do the work of one skilled Western workman.
Hydroelectric power is of large and growing
importance in Japanese industry. The potential
1

water-power resources, developed and undeveloped, in Japan, are estimated at 4,500,000 horse
power. The capacity of water wheels and turbines in central electric plants in 1926 was
1,082,000 horwe power, in factories, 21,000, and
in mincH 80,000 horse power, representing onethird the total capacity of prime movers in those
three classes of establishments, which amounted

CROPS: AttKA, PRODUCTION, AND YIELD PER ACRE
Area (thousands of acres)
192110091926
1927

Production

(

(Japan Proper)
thousands of units bushels except as
indicated)

Unit, pound.

Minerals. The total value of mineral prod- to .3,271,000 horse power. Nearly all the water
ut in Japan proper has been a follows: 1913, power and much of the Kteani power is applied
$72,719,000; 108ft $175,687', 000; 1920, $200,710,- electrically, the capacity of electric motors in
000. The value of the leading mineral products
in 1920 wen-. (fold,- $0,01 6,000; silver, $2,838,000 ;

electric

plants, factories,

and minea, lu 1920,

being 2,681,000 horse power.
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Years ended Mar. 81.

Communications.

6

1915.

In 1927 Japan had 185,-

256 miles of telegraph, and 2,165,243 miles of
telephone wire in operation, all under government ownership, compared with 121,677 miles
of telegraph and 503,302 miles of telephone in
1914. Japanese-owned cables connected Japan
with China, Siberia, the Philippines, Guam, and
the outlying possessions in the Pacific. Danish
and American-owned cables entered Japan, but
the Government operated the radio stations.
Japan had 300,000 miles of roads, but few were
highways wide enough to permit use of automobiles, most of them being built for narrowtread native carts and rickshaws. The 351,000
bridges, except those on the 1500-mile Tokkaido
highway, extending from Nagasaki to Tokyo,
and a few other wide roads, were mostly too
narrow and too light for motor vehicles. An
extensive programme of road construction along
standard specifications was under way. There
were 11,345 miles of railway in Japan in 1927,
3337.58 miles, mostly short lines, being privately
owned, and the balance, mostly trunk lines,
being government owned. Only a few miles were
as yet electrified. In 1913 there were 5987
miles of railroad. There were in 1927 2042.11
miles of municipal and private electric tramway
lines.
Canals are important only in the areas
around Tokyo and Osaka, which are located on
plains near shallow bays. Canal systems in
these cities are important transportation factors.

Shipping. In 1927 Japanese steamer tonnage amounted to 4,033,304 compared with 1,513,000 tons in 1913 and sail tonnage to 1,259,934 compared with 487,000 tons in 1913. After
1920, Japanese shipping was greatly affected by
decrease in tonnage which had fallen to Japanese ships as a result of withdrawals of European ships during the War. In 1922, 13,451
steamers and 447 sailing vessels entered Japanese ports, representing 35,795,276 and 65,037
tons, respectively. During the same year, 13,421 steamers and 489 sailing vessels cleared,
representing 35,556,897 and 69,561 tons, respecIn 1927, 16,899 steam vessels of 49,294,tively.
455 net registered tons and 126 sailing vessels
of 17,819 tons entered Japanese ports. In the
same year 17,031 vessels of 49,811,000 tons
cleared the ports of the country.

'
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Foreign Trade. In 1927 Japan's foreign
trade amounted to $1,981,448,735, or $96,991,086
less than the 1926 figure.
Exports during 1927
totaled $946,350,653, against $961,022,109 in
1926, while imports were valued at $1,035,089,082, against $1,117,417,712 in 1926 thus developing a decrease of 7.4 per cent in imports
and 1.5 per cent in exports as compared with
the preceding year. The leading exports in order
of value in 1927 were raw silk, cotton and silk
textiles, cotton yarn, and fish; the leading imports, raw cotton, iron and steel, lumber, wool,
and oil cake. Japan's exports to the United

States during 1927 amounted to $396,057,022
against $404,613,872 in 1926, and imports from
the United States were valued at $320,000,805
as compared with $319,687,308 in 1926.
Finance. Because of the failure to pass a
budget law for 1928-29, the 1927-28 budget providing for a total expenditure of over 1,730,000,000 yen was to be in force for another year.

There was also a supplementary budget of 16,000,000 yen provided to cover the expenses of
the Emperor's coronation. The national debt
increased about 4 per cent during 1927, entirely
in internal debt. On Mar. 31, 1928, the total
debt was 5,397,866,581 yen (equivalent at par
to $2,689,000,000 ) . The state revenues estimated
for 1928-29 were 1,484,365,834 yen ordinary receipts and 301,163,679 ven extraordinary receipts,
while ordinary expenditures were 1,199,986,670
yen and extraordinary 509,139,579 yen. The
table shows receipts and expenditures for earlier
years.

GOVERNMENT RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
(Thousands of "Sen)
1913-14, 1925-26, 1927-28,
actual

Ordinary receipts
Income tax

Land and

actual

estimated

575,428 1,443,235 1,458,151
224,160
35,591
234,972

business tax

Customs
Liquors, sugar,

and

tex-

tiles

Stamp receipts
All other taxes
Posts, telegraphs, and tele*
phones (gross)
Monopolies (net)
Other public enterprises
All other
Extraordinary receipts
Ordinary expenditures
Debt service

Army and

navy-

Public instruction

Communications (gross)
All other

Extraordinary

expendi-

tures

157,998

508,699

574,444

Ordinary receipts
286,851
Ordinary expenditures 207,195
Extraordinary receipts
73,054
Extraordinary expenditures
78,762

719,453
506,620
313,125

720,888
590,486
J 49,058

253,586

286,360

Equivalent
par:

($1000)

Effects of the
1923,

Japan was

at

Earthquake. On Sept. 1,
by one of the greatest

visited

catastrophes in history. An area 50 inilew
square was completely devastated by an earthquake and a much larger area severely affected;
most of the buildings were injured or destroyed,
and many were burned, while the rails on the
railway were twisted and telephone and telegraph wires were thrown down. The total
losses were officially estimated at from $3,800,000,000 to $5,000,000,000. Tney included the
total destruction by fire of the City of Yokohama and the destruction of 70 per cent of
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Tokyo. Property in these cities insured to the
extent of $050,000,000 was a total loss to its
owners because of the so-called "earthquake
clause" in insurance contracts protecting the insurance company against "fire resulting from
earthquake." It was estimated that 150,000
persons were killed by the quake and at least
half a million houses were burned and a like
number wrecked. The chief economic result of
the disaster was the necessity for Japan to find
immediately large supplies of lumber, iron and
steel, hardware and other construction mateIn the four months after Seprials abroad.
tember, 1923, import statistics indicated a purchase of nearly $150,000,000 of these materials.
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events of the War, it was dissolved by Imperial
Decree.
Following the complete victory of the ministerial party in the elections of the! next March,
the budget was adopted by a large majority.
The opposition first attacked the Government's

Chinese policy and then charged it with corrupWhen the latter charge was partially substantiated, in particular through the disclosure
of the bribing of deputies by a cabinet member,
Count Okuma resigned (July 30), but on tho insistence of the Mikado resumed office with a
reconstructed cabinet. However, he was finally
forced out in the summer of 1916. As his successor, he designated Viscount Kato, leader of
Early in 1024, Japan floated two new foreign the newly foinied Kenseikai, or Constitutional,
loans, one for $150,000,000 in the United States, Party, which had a majority in the Diet; but
with a share subscribed in dollars in Europe the Genro, or Elder Statesmen, who wielded the
and one for 25,000,000 in England. All of the real power in the Japanese Empire, brought
25,000,000 loan and about $60,000,000 of the about, on October 9, the appointment of Marshal
dollar loan were to be set aside to take up two Terauchi, Governor General of Korea, who had
outstanding issues of 4V2 per cent municipal the reputation of being an arch-militarist. This
bonds of the City of Tokyo coming due early in disregard of constitutional rule highly incensed
1925. The gold holdings abroad of the Govern- the Diet, whose sharp opposition brought its disment and the Bank of Japan on Jan. 15, 1924, solution early in 1017. The following elections
were $227,500,000, and this, together with about of April 20 resulted in a victory for Marshal
used Terauchi and the military party.
$00,000,000 of the dollar loan, was to be
The Terauchi government remained in undisto finance purchases of raw materials for reconA reconstruction programme was puted power until the fall of 1018, when a politistruction.
adopted by the Japanese Diet in December, 1923, cal explosion occurred which in many ways
for widening streets in signified the evolution of a new Japan irreconcalling for expenditures
recilably opposed to the party and the spirit which
Tokyo, providing for fire-prevention zones,
This was the ministry represented. Japan, had enjoyed
streets.
building walls, and paving
to cost $350,000,000 covering a period of five an era of great prosperity during the World War.
Manufacture of war materials for the fighting
years, or $70,000,000 a year.
The earthquake also profoundly affected nations had greatly expanded Japaireso industry,
also social and industrial complications
Japan's foreign policy, both economic and diplo- bringing
matic. Money for the exploitation of Manchuria and a demand for democratic reform. In the
would not bo available for some years, and the early fall of 1918, a shortage of rice and its high
markets itt China for Japanese cotton goods price, causing great suffering among the poor,
and in the United States for raw silk became loosed the accumulated forces in a storm of serisuch important factors in maintaining a volume ous disorders known as the "Rice Riots," which
of reconstruction materials, that the good will with other manifestations of unrest brought
of these markets had to be assiduously culti- about the fall of the Terauchi cabinet on Septemvated. The result was apparent, in the studious ber 29. The appointment of Takaehi Hara was
foreboarance from any action that might tend a concession to this new spirit. Hara was the
to affect good will toward Japan in cither China first commoner to become chief of tho cabinet
or the United States. The fact that 65 per and he was, moreover, the leader of the Seiyukai,
cent of Japan's exports were marketed in China the party which had for a long time opposed the
and the United States and that in neither case war policy and the Siberian policy of the
were tho commodities making up most of this Japanese government.
amount of such a nature as to prove essential,
Already in March, 1918, popular demand had
or incapable of substitution in time of war or brought an extension of the franchise lowering
boycott, was a tremendous factor leading Japan, the property qualifications for voters and increasdominated by military clans, along the path ing the electorate from 1,500,000 to 3,000,000.
Since this latter figure, however, represented only
of peaceful settlements.
one-twentieth of the total population, this measure failed to satisfy the people, who early in the
HISTORY
following year renewed their loud demands for
Domestic Affairs. Social unrest and the de- universal suffrage. In various ways, the Hara
mand for constitutional government and demo- government showed itself sympathetic, but when
cratic reform grew apace in Japan with the the opposition in 1920 offered bills for universal
increasing modernization and industrialization suffrage, the ministry opposed them as preThis* tendency became strongly mature, and on that ground dissolved the Diet
of the country.
manifest in the beginning of 1914, when a wide- by Imperial Decree when the bills came up for
spread opposition to proposed naval increases final consideration on February 26.
In the elections of May, 1920, the- government
was intensified by the exposure of extensive corruption among high naval official*. The scandals party won 280 seats against 199, 39, and 29 for
forced the resignation, on March 24, of the the three opposition parties, but notwithstanding
Yamamoto government. On April 16, Count the victory and the vote of confidence given the
Oknma formed a cabinet with a programme call- Government on the question of national defense
ing for economic reform, the elimination of cor- in February, 1921, active agitation for universal
ruption and true constitutionalism. When the suffrage continued throughout the country*
On Nov. 24, 1921, the Crown Prince Hirohito
Jx>wcr House in December, 1914, rejected the
budget increases for the army induced by the was appointed Begent, the Emperor Xoahihito
1

1

tion.
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The

having been long incapacitated by
Regent was born in April, 1901, had been proclaimed Heir Apparent in 1912 on the accession
of his father to the throne, and had been conillness.
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on a greater
and more modern scale. The supplementary estimates, amounting to 468,438,849 yen, for the
rebuilding of the destroyed cities

preliminary work of reconstruction for the period
Crown Prince in 1916. Already, in 1923-29, were passed by the Diet, as was also
and procedure
May, 1920, his father had handed over to him a bill concerning the organization
certain functions and had sent him on a mission for town planning in Tokyo and Yokohama,
The plans for rebuilding these cities were drawn
to Europe.
After holding office for three years, Prime up with the assistance of the American expert,
Minister Hara was assassinated on Nov. 4, 1921, Dr. Charles A. Beard, who came to Japan for
at a time when the Washington Conference was this special purpose by invitation of Minister
about to begin and problems of the utmost im- Baron Goto. In a statement to the Diet, the
Finance estimated the damage
portance for Japan were pending, A new min- Minister of
caused by the earthquake at between seven and
istry was formed by Baron Takahashi, who
had been Minister of Finance in the Hara cab- ten billion yen.
On Dec. 27, 1923, an unsuccessful attempt
inet and who continued in substance the policy
Lack of harmony among the was made on the life of the Prince Regent as
of his predecessor.
ministers brought about the early fall of the he was on his way to the D'ict to deliver a
secrated

Takahashi cabinet in June, 1922. Thereupon, speech from the throne. Since no such attack
Admiral Tomosaburo Kato, a member of the on the Imperial House had occurred in modern
Liberal Party and an opponent of the militarists, times, the entire ministry felt coin pel ld in conThe Prince
agreed to head a new government, constituted sequence to hand in its resignation.
on a nonpartisan basis, on the condition that Regent refused to accept it, but the cabinet perthe army leaders submit to a reduction of the sisted and its resignation was finally accepted
army budget by 40,000,000 yen. After some on Dec. 29, 1923. The position of the Yanmminor reductions before that time, the Govern- moto government had boon precarious for Home
ment took final steps on Nov. 25, 1922, for the time, due to the opposition of the Seiyukai. A
retirement of 60,000 men and an annual saving new cabinet, formed by Viscount Kiyoura on a
At the same time, nonpartisan basis, came into oflice on Jan. 1,
of the before-mentioned sum.
Japan, having ratified the Washington Treaties 1924. It received little support in the Diet and
on July 6 of the same year, reduced its naval its early fall would have been certain, had not
budget on assurance from the United States gov- a split occurred in the Seiyukai and had not the
ernment that its own naval budget would be seceding group, which adopted the name of Seiyuframed in accordance with the treaties of the honto, or Original Constitutional Party, and
Washington Conference. In pursuance of this mustered 148 votes in the Lower House, thrown
AH a result
policy of retrenchment, further substantial econo- its support to the Kiyoura cabinet.
mies in connection with military and naval ex- of the attempted wrecking of a railroad train
penditures were made in the budget for 1923-24. which had three opposition leaders aboard, a
An important forward step in juridical reform storm broke loose in the Diet which led to the
was a measure for the introduction of a limited dissolution of the Diet on Jan. 31, 1924.
The first loan placed by Japan on the Amerjury system. The bill was laid before the Lower
House on Feb. 10, 1923, and passed the Upper ican market since the Russo-Japanese War was
House on March 10. Its provisions, however, offered on February 11. The American share of
this loan was to be $150,000,000 and another
did not go into effect until Oct. 1, 1928.
On August 28, Admiral Baron Kato died and it section offered to the English public amounted
devolved upon Foreign Minister Count Uchida to 25,000,000. Both issues were greatly overto conduct the government as prime minister, subscribed. The proceeds of the American and
ad interim. Count Yamamoto undertook imme- English shares of this loan were intended to lie
diately the formation of a new cabinet and he used for the retirement of the remainder of
was still engaged upon this task when Tokyo sterling 4% per cent bonds and the balance was
and surroundings were visited, on Sept. 1, 1923, to be applied to the financing of reconstruction
by one of the most disastrous earthquakes in the measures growing out of the earthquake disaster,
the total cost of which was placed at approxihistory of the country.
The earthquake affected an area extending mately $700,000,000.
Elections for the Lower House were held on
some 80 by 120 miles, and the resulting destruction to life and property was terrific, May 10 and resulted in the defeat of the. HeiyuYokohama was practically wiped out by the honto, the newly-formed party supporting Predisaster and Tokyo was partially destroyed. mier Kiyoura. The returns were reported as
The toll in killed and missing amounted to follows: Kenseikai, 146; Seiyuhonto, 120; Heiynnearly 150,000 lives. The Government which at kai, 101; Kakushin Club, 30; Business Men's
the time was in process of formation, and which Party, 8; Independents, 57. An outstanding feaheld its first meeting in the open air amid smok- ture of the election was the defeat of many meming ruins, now faced the vast problem of recon- bers of the preceding Diet and the return of 250
struction. The people and officials alike put deputies without parliamentary experience.
The
themselves to the task and in a surprisingly resignation of the Kiyoura cabinet, necessitated
short time reconstruction was begun. The whole by the adverse vote, was postponed until after
nation, from the Imperial Family down to the the celebration of. the wedding of the Prince
last laborer, rallied heroically 'to ,the assistance Regent on June 5.
Since no party commanded a
of the Government and by generous contributions majority in the Diet, Viscount Kato formed
helped in allaying misery and repairing the subsequently a coalition cabinet which reprelosses.
Relief poured in from all parts of the sented the Kenseikai, the Seiyukai and the
world, especially from the United States. The Kakushin Club.
The new American immigration policy and
Capital Restoration Council and the Restoration
Board, established by an Imperial edict, took the discrimination against Japanese resulting
under consideration immediately plans ,for the therefrom aroused a storm of indignation in
,
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Japan. Protest meetings were held, five Japa- labor and agriculture was dissolved in the fall
nese patriots committed hara-kiri in protest, and of 1025. It was reorganized in the following
the anti-exclusion organization, called the "Ko- spring, professing purely constitutional aims,
kumin Taibeikai," was formed. A boycott of but enlisting only lukewarm support, and two
American moving -picture films, which had been years later it faded away. A new Labor Party
instituted in retaliation, had to be subsequently with a yet more moderate programme was orabandoned as a failure. On the whole, the ganized in 1928.
American measures had the effect of creating
In July, 1925, Viscount Kato reconstructed his
a wave of anti-American feeling in Japan which cabinet by accepting the resignations of the
the Government strove earnestly to keep within .Seiyukai members over a question of tax reducbounds so as to prevent any untoward inci- tion. Baron Tanaka succeeded to the leadership
dents which might further strain Japanese- of the Seiyukai Party when that position was
American relations. Japanese indignation was relinquished by K. Takahashi and attempted
not .so much aroused by the general exclusion without success to unite it with the Seiyuhonto
policy of the United States as by the special dis- Party in a coalition which was intended to discrimination between Japanese and other aliens place the controlling Kenseikai Party. In Janand by tho placing of members of the proud uary, 1920, Premier Kato died. R. Wakatsuki,
Japanese nation on the same level with other Home Minister, assumed the premiership, reAsiatics whose government* did not sit at the taining the Kato cabinet and policies, and he
council table of the great powers of the world. also became the leader of the Kenseikai Party.
The feeling of friendship and gratitude generated The ministry's position in the Diet was someby American generosity on the occasion of the what precarious, as it could obtain a majority
earthquake was seriously impaird by the policy only with the help of a part of the Seiyuhonto
of the United States. 'While the Immigration Party, In
the
June,
sought to
premier
Bill was under consideration, the Japanese govstrengthen his cabinet by a reorganization, but
ernment took steps to bring about, and actually it remained entirely of Kenseikai complexion.
effected in July, 1024, a change in the laws of
Perhaps the most prominent piece of legislacitizenship whereby the "dual citizenship" was tion enacted Tinder this government was the new
abolished and Japanese nationals would hence- land act made effective in November, 1926. It
forth lose their Japanese citizenship upon natu- gave to aliens the right to acquire land in
ralization in another country. Tt was a measure Japan, except in certain defensive areas, where
of the deep hurt inflicted on Japanese national the consent of the army and navy heads was
pride that for years the issue continued to be a required. Aliens of countries which discrimilive one, and an late as 1 920 was discussed in the nated against Japanese in extending landpremier's official statement of policy. On July ownership rights might be similarly restricted
in Japan, but only by Imperial edict. Among
1, 1025, a day of "national humiliation" was observed, that date being the anniversary of the the other legislative enactments of this period
day on which the American law went into effect. were an act prohibiting the employment of chilTho attitude of people and Government alike dren under 14 in factories, an act providing for
remained one of refusing to consider the matter large increases in the duties on wheat and flour,
and the grant of increased subsidies for educaas permanently closed.
In the evolution of Japanese political and tion.
On Dec. 25, 1 920, tho nation was saddened by
social life, it became manifest that the ideals of
Western democracy wore making continued head- the death of the Emperor Yoshihito, after a long
way, while at the same time the populace re- illness, at the age of 47. Elaborate funeral
tained its strong sense of loyalty to the Imperial ceremonies were held in February, and the rest
tradition and on the other hand were not greatly of the year was observed as a period of mournswayed by communist doctrine. The outstanding ing.
While the nation rested in the shadow of this
political change of the first post-war decade
came in March, 1025, when the long-demanded event, it was confronted with disaster in tho
measure for universal manhood suffrage was shape of the severest financial depression it had
adopted. It increased the electorate from about ever known. Jffor a long while, a number of
3,000,000 to 14,000,000, giving the right to vote factors had combined to bring ever nearer a wideto ovory male over 23 years of age who had lived spread liquidation. The reaction from abnormal
in his locality one year prior to the election, war activity in industry brought a continuing
and the right to become a candidate to every instability to many lines of manufacture and
male over IJO. Property qualifications for voters trade, and this was sharply accentuated by tho
woro practically abolished, and voting was to be disastrous earthquake. Early in the year 1027,
many .commercial failures were reported. The
by secret ballot.
While this was a striking advance toward a crisis came in March and April, reaching its peak
more democratic practice, full parliamentary gov- on April 5 in the failure of Suzuki Company,
ernment was still a matter of future develop- Ltd., with grow liabilities of $250,000,000. The
ment. The ministry continued to be responsible crash led to the fall of the Wakatsuki governto the Kmporor alone, although in practice cab- ment, whose proposal to extend aid to the Bank
inets did not continue in ottlce in the face of a of Taiwan, heavily involved in the Suzuki
vote of no conQdunce by the Diet. The step in crash, was disapproved by the Privy Council.
the direction of political liberalism wat* accom- The cabinet resigned on April 17 and on the folpanied by Hcvero restrictions against radical lowing day Baron Tanaka, leader of the Seiyukai
economic agitation.
Party, took over the reins of government, with
In March, 1025, a law was passed providing a cabinet drawn entirely from his own party
severe penalties for orgaixiziug or belonging to a except for the portfolios of War and Navy.
The new ministry, representing the Conservaparty which attacked private property or the
established social and political system centring tives, could number among its assured supporters
in the Imperial house. Under this "peace- only a minority of the Lower House, the Kenpreservation" law, a new party representing seikai on March 1 having united with a part of
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opened.

The Tanaka government continued in power
after the short special session of the Diet in May
had adjourned, but a ministerial crisis was expected when it should meet in the following
January, as the opposition controlled a clear
majority against the cabinet. On January 21,
the first day of the session, however, the premier was able to secure a vote dissolving the
Diet and making new elections necessary.
These were held on February 20. The Governfor indorsement of its domestic
policy of extending aid to banks and business
nouses during the panic and its foreign policy
of assuming a strong "positive" attitude toward
China, and the electorate responded by giving
the Seiyukai Party a small plurality but not a
majority. It won 221 seats as against 214 for
the Minseito. The Independents won 16, Labor
8, the Business Men's Party 4, and the Shinsei
Club 3.
The election was the first under the new man-

ment appealed

hood suffrage law, and the interest of the new
voters was shown by the fact that four-fifths of
the eligible electorate went to the polls. While
the Government could command a slender majority on major issues, it could not prevent the opposition from forcing out Mr. Suzuki, the Home
Minister, in April. In August, the premier's
hand was strengthened by the secession of T.
Tokonami and some 30 followers from the MinIn November, party politics were
seito Party.
momentarily forgotten in the three weeks of
festivities beginning November 10, that marked
the coronation of the new Emperor, Hirohito.
An item of much concern to the Government
in 1028 wate the continued activity of communist
elements. In February, 84 Koreans were sentenced to prison for communist plotting in the
previous summer, and in the spring and summer months many arrests were made because of
alleged plots against the Government. In June,
the Emperor by ordinance made the maximum
sentence under the peace-preservation law the
death penalty instead of 10 years imprisonment,

and the Diet in its 1929 session readily confirmed
the amendment. A special police organization
was set up to ferret out offenders. Wholesale
arrests of communists following the 1928 elections resulted in the sentencing of 99 persons
to prison terms.

On July

2,

1929,
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the Seiyuhonto to form a new Liberal Party,
the Minseito, which controlled some 30 or 40
more votes than the Government. Party lines,
however, were not strictly drawn and the cabinet could count on support for its emergency
measures in the special session which was called
in May. These included an immediate moratorium of three weeks and the providing of funds
by which the banks could receive help through
the Bank of Japan. A heavy increase in the
note issue of the Bank of Japan, made possible
by the high gold reserve it had previously, maintained, helped supply desperately needed finanConditions slowly improved, although
cial aid.
the strain on the financial structure had been so
severe that, one year after the April crash, a
large number of the banks affected had not re-

Premier Tanaka and his

cabinet resigned. The action was precipitated
not so much by any single issue or occurrence
as by a rising liberal sentiment
throughout the
country which objected to the "strong" policy
toward China. There was also an undercurrent
of dissatisfaction over the premier's maladroit

handling of a number of incidents in such a way
as to appear too careless about preserving the
Imperial dignity.

He was

Hamaguchi, president

succeeded by

Yuko

of the Minseito Party

and

formerly Minister of Finance and Home Minister.
The new cabinet brought Baron Shidehara back to the direction of Foreign Affairs.
The ministry faced a very uncertain future, as
the Shinto Club, a minor party, held the balance
of power in the Diet.
Late in July, it was reported that it had joined the opposition, and
general elections were freely presaged for the
near future.
Foreign Policy. In 1914, before the outbreak of the War, Japan was confronted with
two great international problems, the effects of
the unsettled conditions in China on SinoJapanese relations and the difficulties with the
United States arising from the treatment of
Japanese citizens on the American Pacific Coast.
The outbreak of the War pushed these issues
temporarily into the background and supplied
the astute statesmen of Japan with a great opportunity for which they had been patiently
waiting for a long time. Within a fortnight

commencement of hostilities between
Great Britain and Germany, Japan delivered an
ultimatum to the latter demanding the immediate withdrawal of all German warships from
Chinese and Japanese waters and the surrender
of Kiaochow to Japan, with a view to the
after the

eventual return of this territory to China.

A

week later, Japan declared war on Germany and
on Nov. 7, 1914, the German force at Tsingtao
capitulated to the Japanese Expeditionary Force.
Already, during the previous month, Japan had
occupied the Marianne, Caroline, and Marshall
Islands in the Pacific. The rapidity of tint*
move came rather as a surprise to the Germans,
and even to other nations, in view of the wellknown German sympathies in certain influential
Japanese circles. As its reason for entering the
War, the Japanese government cited its treaty
obligations with Great Britain.
more convincing reason, however, was the
Japanese desire to dislodge a Western power
from a position that was dangerous to Japanese
hegemony in the Far East. Ever since 1895,
when the combined action of Russia, Germany,
and France compelled Japan to forego part of
the spoils of the War with China, guaranteed
to her by the Treaty of Shimonoseki, she had
been biding her time. In the case of RuHHia,
the opportunity had come with the RUSHOJapanese War, and the outbreak of the European
conflagration presented now the occawion to hold
a reckoning with Germany. Behind the Hcrccn
of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, Japan ued the
preoccupation of the Western Powers in Europe

A

to establish herself in a practically impregnable
position in the Far East. No doubt Japan fulfilled faithfully the obligations arising out of the
Anglo-Japanese Alliance, helped in removing all
vestiges of German power from the Pacific, and
even sent a naval squadron to the Mediterranean
for convoy duty; but with much more faithfulness did she apply herself to the task of emerging
from the War as the Power in the Far East, and
of using her position of economic vantage an bent
she could, with the result that the close of
the War found her financially in excellent condition and industrially greatly developed. Bee
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Ostensibly, Japan had seized Kiaochow to restore it eventually to China; but when China
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Japan peremptorily presented the well-known Twenty-One Demands, and
when China failed to act on them sent an ultiterritory,

matum which

forced the signing, on May 25,
of treaties and agreements embodying
fifteen of the twenty-one.
In the meantime,
Japan constantly increased her military forces
on Chinese territory. Such serious encroach1915,

ments on Chinese sovereignty could hardly be
reconciled with Japan's previous declarations of
the absence of aggressive intentions and aroused
the suspicions even of her own allies. By a
number of secret treaties, as well as open agreements, Japan now consolidated her position. In
1916 the last of four secret treaties with Russia
following the Treaty of Portsmouth stated that
"the vital interests" of the two countries required
"the safeguarding of China from the political
domination of any third power whatever having
hostile designs against Russia and Japan."
In the autumn of 1917, through the LansingIshii Agreement, the United States recognized
the special interests of Japan in China arising
out of geographical propinquity. Secret agreements with China provided for a common military defense against Soviet Russia (May, 1918)
and for far-reaching railroad concessions to

Japan
not

in China.

These agreements, which were

disclosed officially
Powers until after the

to

the

other

Allied

opening of the Peace
Conference, caused great resentment in China
when they became public and also proved injurious to the Chinese claims at the Peace ConOf far greater significance, however,
ference.
were the secret agreements concluded between
Japan and the Allies early in 1917, whereby the
British, French, Russian, and Italian governments, which wore at the time greatly in need
of Japanese naval assistance, pledged themselves
more or less unconditionally to support at the
Peace Conference the Japanese claims with regard to the disposal of the former German rights
in Shantung and the Pacific Islands north of the
equator.
The military collapse of Russia and the Russian Revolution riot only delivered Japan from
her greatest rival in the Far East, but also
gave her an opportunity to pursue a policy of
her own with regard to Siberia. Already early
in 1918, Japan had landed troops in Vladivostok
for the protection of Japanese nationals and
interests.
In the subsequent Allied intervention in Siberia during the fall of 1918, Japan
was an active participant, but at no time did
she manifest any genuine concern for the establishment of a strong and stable anti-Bolshevik
government. In fact, sho refused to extend her
intervention to the region east of Lake Baikal
where she had no special interest. At the same
time, there was strong evidence of Japanese un-

acknowledged dealings with such semi-independent Cossack leaders and notorious brigands as
Scmenov and Kalniikov who were far more of a
liability than an asset to the White Russian
movement and served to further materially the
designs of Japan in Siberia. Thus Japan, by
her policy of obstruction, seems to have contributed materially to the final collapse of the
anti-Bolshevik government and to the failure of
Allied intervention in Siberia. See SIBERIA*
At the Peace Conference, Japan was represented by a strong delegation headed by Marquis SaionjL The Japanese representatives took
part in all the important sessions on a footing
of equality with those of Great Britain, France,
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Italy, and the United States; and Japan was.
one of the powers which formed the all-powerful
Council of Ten. The Japanese delegates presented two separate claims. Of these, the demand for the recognition of racial equality met

with strong opposition, primarily on the part
of the United States, and hence was eventually
rejected (see PEACE CONFERENCE). Japan was
more successful in her claims with regard to
Shantung and the former German islands in the
Pacific north of the equator. The arguments
advanced by the head of the Japanese delegation
in favor of retention of these territories were in
substance as follows: Japan had taken these
places from Germany during the War in fulfill-

of her treaty obligations; she held them
in occupation at the time; they should form
Japan's just compensation for her contribution,
to the Allied victory. After much delay and discussion, the former German rights in Shantung
were finally awarded to Japan on Apr. 30, 1919.
The withdrawal of Italy from the Conferencehad given Japan an opportunity to threaten with
a refusal to sign the Peace Treaty unless her
claims with regard to Shantung were favorably
It was then that Messrs. Clcmenconsidered.
ceau and Lloyd George voted in accordance with
the pledges given to Japan in the secret agreements of February and March, 1917, and thus
overrode the opposition of President Wilson, who
declared he was ignorant of these understandings.
See PEACE CONFERENCE. On May 7, 1919, the
Council awarded to Japan the islands in the
Pacific north of the equator to be <ad ninistercd

ment

under the mandatory system.
The Japanese sovereignty over the Island of
Yap, contained within this group, was disputed
by the United States, which based its objection
on the ground that it had never ratified tho Peace
Treaty of Versailles. A final adjustment of the
matter took place at the Washington Conference
at the end of 1921, in tho form of an agreement
whereby the United States recognized Japanese
sovereignty over Yap and was accorded in return full rights and facilities in connection with
the cables and other matters. See YAP and also
WASHINGTON CONFERENCE.
The allocation of German rights in Shantung
to Japan caused a storm of protest in China
and general indignation throughout tho world,
coupled with apprehension at the manner
in which astute Japanese statesmanship had
in
grasped more or less firmly a vast territory
the Far East comprising Eastern Siberia, Sakhalin, Kamchatka, Manchuria, Inner Mongolia,
and Shantung. Post-war history marks Japan's
as
gradual retreat from these territories partly
the result of international public opinion and
of Japanese
partly because of a reorieutation
anforeign policy. On May 7, 1920, Japan
nounced her readiness to withdraw her reservations in Mongolia and Manchuria, bringing these
territories under the authority of the Chinese
Loan Consortium consisting of American, British,
French, and Japanese banking groups.
Far greater difficulties were encountered in
the settlement of the Shantung problem. Repeated attempts of Japan to negotiate with,
Peking were blocked by China's steadfast insistence that the territory and the rights connected with it must be returned to her before,

A

the subject could be discussed.
treaty was
finally signed at the Washington Conference on
Feb. 7, 1922, by which the former Gentian port
and concessions were to be immediately returned

'
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payment of a monecompensation and the grant of certain
rights to Japan. See SHANTUNG; also WASHINGTON CONFERENCE. At the same time, Japan
signed the Treaty of the Open Door in China by
which she gave up other reservations there, but
refused to abandon her hold on Manchuria and
Mongolia (see WASHINGTON CONFERENCE). She
also bluntly refused a Chinese request of May
to China in return for the

tary

10, 1923, to negotiate for a modification or abrogation of the Treaties and Agreements of May

25, 1915.

In spite of various declarations and promises,
in the withdrawal of
the Allied Expeditionary Force in Siberia after
the Kolchak debacle early in 1920, but consolidated her position east of Lake Baikal. Representations by the United States and, more
particularly, the progress of Soviet power in
Siberia caused the Japanese in the following

Japan did not participate

years slowly to retrace their steps and withdraw
to the Maritime Province and Vladivostok, and
then to prepare for total evacuation. However,
they occupied northern Sakhalin in retaliation
for the Nicolaievsk massacre early in 1920.
Following the failure of a lengthy conference
between the Japanese and representatives of the
Far Eastern Republic in Dairen, Japan announced her intention of withdrawing her troops
from the mainland of Siberia by the end of October, 1922.

Another conference at Changchun, in Manchuria, with representatives of the Far Eastern
Republic and Moscow in September, 1922, broke
up because of Japan's refusal to evacuate northern Sakhalin and recognize the Soviet government. However, when the latter soon thereafter
took over control of the whole nminland of Siberia and adopted a definite policy with respect
to Mongolia, China, and the Far East in general, signs began to appear that Tokyo and
Moscow were seeking a modus vivendi. Thus,
the year 1923 was taken up with private and
semi-official conferences between Russian and Japanese high officials looking toward the conclusion of a Russo-Japanese commercial treaty,
the recognition of the Soviet government by
Japan, and the evacuation of northern Sakhalin,
the last-named issue being the chief stumbling
block.

On July 24, 1924, the Japanese cabinet
adopted a plan submitted by Foreign Minister
Shidehara embodying, in addition to these three
provisions, the granting of concessions to Japan
for exploiting oil and minerals in northern Sakhalin, apology for the Nicolaievsk massacre, and
recognition by Russia of the Portsmouth Treaty.
Negotiations continued during the rest of 1924.
On Jan. 20, 1925, a convention was finally signed
which with attached protocols contained all the
above provisions. It was put into effect on
February 2C and Japan completed her evacuation of northern Sakhalin by May 15. In July,
1925, a Japanese delegation visited Moscow to
arrange for the concessions granted by thfe
treaty in Sakhalin and on Dec. 14 contracts were
signed for Japanese exploitation of oil and coal
fields there.
In April, 1927, a further concession was given to a Japanese syndicate -to exploit more than 2,700,000 acres of timber land
on Tartar Strait. Following these agreements,
relations
between Japan and Russia were
marked, in some aspects, by an almost cordial
friendship. In certain other respects, however,
sharp differences appeared, notably in connection
1
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with proposed railway development in Manchuria
and with Soviet propaganda in China, which
Japan vigorously opposed.
Japan was one of the chief participants in
the Washington Conference, Nov. 12, 1921-Feb.
im6, 1922, in which agreements of outstanding
portance to Japan were arrived at. The treaties and agreements affecting Japan, aside from
those specifically relating to China such as
the Shantung agreement, the Nine Power Treaty
of the Open Door in China, the tieaty pertainrelaing to the Chinese tariff, the agreement
tive to the withdrawal of foreign control of
post offices in China were the Four Power
of the PaTreaty, dealing with the problems
and the
cific; 'the Five Power Naval Treaty,
agreement between the United States and Japan
island of Yap.
relating to the status of the
The Four Power Treaty aimed at the settlement
of problems arising out of Japan's need for expansion in the Pacific by an agreement between
the contracting powers for the mutual protection of island possessions and dominions in the
The Five Power Treaty provided for
Pacific.
naval limitation on the basis of the 5-5-3 naval
ratio, Japan limiting herself thereby to the
maximum of 10 capital ships of 312,700 tons,
as against 20 of 582,540 tons for Great Britain
and 18 of 525,850 tons for the United States.
On the part of Japan, these treaties represent
a sincere effort at an amicable understanding
with the view of preventing questions arising
out of Japan's astonishing growth as a power
within the last 10 years from developing into
armed conflict. A further manifestation of this
spirit was the faithful carrying out of the
Washington agreements and the adoption by tho
Japanese government of a policy of military
and naval retrenchment.
A direct result of the Washington Conference
was the cancellation of the Lansing-Ishii Agreement in March, 1922, because in view of the Nine

Power Treaty, a new understanding had become
By the Four Power Treaty, the AngloJapanese Alliance was definitely superseded.
possible.

Subsequently, there occurred in Groat Britain
criticism of Japan and apprehension at
the growing power of that country in the Far
East. Concentration of British naval units in
the Pacific and the drafting of a plan for a
naval base at Singapore caused increased watchfulness on the part of Japan.
Perhaps the most serious factor in Japanese
foreign relations was the status of Japanese iu
the United States and especially their treatment in the Pacific States. Difficulties arising
therefrom had been to some extent regulated by
the "gentlemen's agreement" concluded between
Japan and the United States. After a comparative lull in tho situation clue to the exigencies of the War, new friction arose in 1020 with
the passage by California on November 2 of an
act by which "ineligible aliens" forfeited all
rights of holding land in that State. Thin was
followed by anti -alien land legislation in other
Western States. With the Washington Conference, the 'generous extension of aid to Japan by
the United States on the occasion of the great
earthquake, in 1023, and the manifestation of
sincere 'gratitude on the part of the Japanese
government and people, au era of better understanding between the two countries seemed to
be approaching. But whatever ground for hope
in that direction might have existed was hopelessly blighted by decisions of .the United States

much
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Supreme Court on Nov. 12 and 19, 1923, sustaining in full the alien land laws of California
and Washington.
Much more serious, however, was the effect of
the new American immigration law, effective
July 1, 1924, which carried a Japanese exclusion clause and amounted to an abrogation of
the "gentlemen's agreement." This measure
caused a storm of indignation in Japan. The
Japanese government, however, proceeded with
caution and did everything in its power to avoid
cause for conflict. It prevented too extreme
expression of public indignation and took steps
to abolish "dual nationality." On April 10,

Masanao Hanihara, Japanese Ambassador
"Washington, wrote a letter to Mr. Hughes

in.

in

which he referred to the "grave consequences
which the enactment of the measure" would inevitably bring upon the otherwise happy and
mutually advantageous relations between the
two conn tries. This statement provoked hostile
criticism in the United States. On May 31, the
Japanese Ambassador presented a lengthy note
of protest of his Government to the American
government. Secretary Huglies's reply was well
received in Japan but failed to satisfy public
opinion. The departure of the Japanese Ambassador to Japan on June 11 was interpreted in
many circles as a direct result of the Immigration Bill. Whatever right the United States
might have possessed to pursue such a policy
and whatever merits the bill had from the standpoint of American domestic policy, there can be
no doubt that the new policy seriously impaired
the beneficial results of the Disarmament Conference, in spite of the fact that the Japanese
government preserved a very calm front. Jt was
significant that the Japanese Minister of the
Navy declared on July 7 in the Diet that a
decided, expansion of the Japanese naval air
forces, "necessitated by recent developments at
home and abroad,'* was contemplated. While
public feeling continued highly sensitive on the
-

felt
subject for many years and
necessary to continually reatUnn their position
that it remained an open question, no further
diplomatic moves had been made up to the sumofficials

mer
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Influenced by the pressure of world opinion
and by the general drift toward democratic
ideal** following the War, Japan adopted an attitude toward China much more liberal than that
initiated by the Twenty-One Demands., For the
most part, this attitude wan maintained during
the chaotic yearn throughout which China was
struggling for national unity. In 1924 Foreign
Minister Sliidchara declared the policy of Japan
to be noninterference in the domestic affairs of
China with concern only for the maintenance of
Japanese rights in that country and the extension of Japan's aid if desired. He professed close
adherence to the spirit of the Washington treaties.

In the following year, ho reiterated these sentiments in his address before the Diet in January.
Ju May, however, a long juried of anti-foreign
disturbances in China began with disorders at
{Shanghai occasioned }>y the killing of a Chinese workman in a Japanese cotton mill, and
Japan was obliged to make many moves with
armed forces to protect her nationals. Curing
the fthaughai strike Japan declared a policy of
"watchful waithig," and sent destroyers to the
city, later landing marines along with other
foreign powers. The boycott against Japanese

goods following the Shanghai incident did great
damage to Japanese merchants and manufacturers, but did not materially^ alter the Government's
attrtude, which the opposition criticized strongly
as too mild.
In October, 1925, Japan took part in an international conference for the purpose of readjusting Chinese customs tariffs prescribed by the
various treaties with foreign countries. The
conference readily agreed to grant China full
tariff autonomy, beginning in 1929, but in the
controversy over ad-interim ratea, Japan stood
out firmly against high surtaxes which would
affect her trade more than that of any other
country. While the conference sessions continued, attention was diverted from them to
Manchuria, where civil war broke oiit .between
Chang Tso-lin and Kuo Sung-ling. Japan immediately increased her forces in Manchuria and
occupied Mukden in December. Replying to protests from many quartern over her apparent military intervention in Manchuria Japan denied
any purpose of violating the Washington treaties.
At the close of the year, Chang Tso-lin
achieved an unexpected victory and it was
charged that Japanese aid had made it possible.
Early in 1926 the additional troops sent to

Manchuria were withdrawn and Mukden was
evacuated. During the warfare between North
and South in China, Japan attempted at first
chiefly to safeguard her commercial interests and
the lives and property of Japanese residents in
China, making a show of force only when obviously necessary. One such occasion arose when
the Taku Fort was captured in March, 1920, by
the warring Chinese factions. .Japanese destroyers were fired upon and a number of casualties
resulted. Japan sent a cruiser to Taku and demanded apologies, and with the other Powers
forced the evacuation of the fort and the freeing
of the river it commanded.

On Jan. 37, 1927, Foreign Minister Sliidchara,
in his address to the Diet, declared that Japan's
whole policy toward China might be summarized
by saying that Japan would "reapect the sovereignty and territorial integrity of China and
scrupulously avoid all interference in her domestic strife; promote the solidarity and economic:
rapprochement between the two nations; entertain sympathetically and helpfully the jusfc
aspirations of the Chinese people and cooperate
in efforts of realization of such aspirations; and
maintain an attitude of patience and toleration
in the present situation in China and at the
same time protect Japan's legitimate and essential rights and interests by all reasonable
means at the disposal of the Government."
This conciliatory policy was the object of
vigorous attack from the opposition. When the
financial crisis brought Baron Tanaka to the
helm in April, 1927, a more aanertive policy was
assured, as he was known to be a Conservative
with strong militarist tendencies. Ho immediately took stops to strengthen Japan's hand in
China. Military forces were Bent to Tfliugtao
and Tsinanfu with the avowed object of protecting Japanese interests there, but in September,

they were withdrawn from

tine

latter city.

Japan demanded the restoration of the Japanese
consulate at Nanking, which had bccti looted
and occupied in March without reprisals from
Japan. In June, a Japanese consulate was reestablished there.

In Manchuria, the Japanese government initiated a "forward" policy, emphasizing Japanese
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interests and the right to protect them as against
other foreign interests. Reprisals were threat-

alist flag

was

raised over the government build-

mteings in Manchuria, which thus became an
ened for the continued anti- Japanese boycott, gral part of the Chinese Republic,
When the Nanking government demanded the
which was seriously injuring Japanese trade.
of the "unequal" treaties with various
Troops were sent from Tsingtao to Tsinanfu and abrogation
from Manchuria to Tsingtao, supplies were countries, all acquiesced except Japan. Japan s
for
landed at the latter port, and military railway refusal to agree to full tariff autonomy
and telegraph men were sent there from Tokyo. China was continued u]j until the day before the
On demand of the Peking government, however, new tariff rates went into effect, Feb. 1, 1929.
the troops were removed from the two cities. Although Japanese forces in Shantung were
In Manchuria, an ambitious plan for extending progressively reduced following the ending of the
the South Manchuria Railway was projected and civil war, it was not until May 20, 1929, that
the last transport sailed. This evacuation was
negotiations begun for a large loan by J. P.
on
Morgan & Co. to a Japanese syndicate for that in accordance with an agreement reached
on the issue of the Tsinanfu incident
purpose. Violent opposition arose among the March 28
Chinese. The Nanking government charged that of the preceding May, the settlement also prothe loan was in direct furtherance of Japanese viding for a commission to pass on claims for
imperialism and protested by cable to Secretary damage by both sides
On May 30 Japan formally recognized the now
Kellogg. The plan was finally abandoned.
In 1928 the final victorious campaign of the Government of China. The end of the forceful
for
Nationalists in China brought a number of militaristic policy of Japan toward China,
the
clashes with Japanese forces. When Chiang the time being at least, came with the fall of
Kai-shek advanced into Shantung in the spring Tanaka government on^ July 2, 1929, and the
to
of 1928, Japan, proclaiming the need for pro- accession of the Minseito or Liberal Party^
new cabinet included Baron Shidctecting her interests in the province, once more power. The
sent troops to Tsinanfu and Tsingtao. On May hara as Foreign Minister and it was expected
that his policy of conciliation and friendship
1, Chiang's army captured Tsinanfu, and two
days later fighting began between his forces and toward China would again prevail,
While Japan readily accepted in principle the
the Japanese stationed there. It continued inof war, a contermittently for a week, resulting in several Kellogg Treaty for the outlawry
hundred casualities. The Nationansts were fi- siderable delay in ratifying it occurred because
names of their respective
nally driven out on May 11. Four days later, of the phrase, "in the
the Japanese government forbade all military peoples" as applying to signatories. This was
for
activity within seven miles of the Shantung held to reflect on the Imperial prerogative
Railway, and demanded an apology from Chiang concluding all treaties. The Emperor, however,
Kai-shek and the punishment of subordinate of- finally ratified the treaty on June 27, with an
ficers.
Fearing a general uprising against Ja- accompanying statement that the phrase in quespanese throughout China as a result of the tion did not apply to Japan, In the abortive
in 1928,
fighting in Shantung, Japan rushed a full war- three-power naval conference at Geneva
strength division of troops to the province and Japan's attitude was favorable to naval reducsent two cruisers and 27 destroyers to the tion, and in 1929 the Government continued to
maintain consistently an attitude strongly favorYangtze to protect Japanese nationals.
The occupation of Shantung did indeed pro- ing disarmament.
JAPANESE BEETLE. See ENTOMOLOGY,
voke wide protest among the Chinese but no
anti-Japanese action more violent than a number ECONOMIC.
An
of incipient boycotts occurred. The fighting,
).
JARBIMTE, WILLIAM M. (1879however, had a pronounced and possibly a deci- American agronomist and public oflicial, born in
sive effect in crystallizing Chinese opinion in Oneida County, Idaho. He was graduated from
the Agricultural College of" Utah in 1904 and
favor of the Nationalist cause.
With the occupation of Peking early in June took postgraduate studies at the University of
the civil war practically ended, and Japan was Illinois. In 1904 he was appointed asHistant
presently able to recall part of both the land and in agronomy at the Agricultural College of Utah,
naval forces in China. Meanwhile, Japan had and became professor in 1905-06. He wus apronalso taken a firm stand in Manchuria, warning omist_at the Kansas State Agricultural College
both the Peking and the Nanking governments and Experiment Station in 1910, and in 11)13
on May 18 that no extension of the civil war was acting director of the Experiment Station
into Manchuria would be tolerated. Early in and dean of agriculture at the Kansas State AgriJune, Chang Tso-lin, ruler of Manchuria, was cultural College. Professor Jardine was director
killed on his retirement from Peking when his and dean of agriculture at that institution
train was bombed as it approached Mukden. from 1913 to 1918, and from 1918 to 1925 was
Japanese troops guarded the section of the rail- its president. He was Secretary of Agriculture
way where the bombing occurred and circum- in the cabinet of President Coolidge, 1925-29.
stances pointed strongly to official Japanese
A Belgian
JASPAR, HENRI (1870).
connection with the affair; but if Japan in- lawyer and Prime Minister, born in Schaerbcck.
tended to remove Chang Tso-lin as a preliminary In 1919 he was elected to the Chamber at* an
to establishing a protectorate over Manchuria, anti-Flemish Catholic member for Liege, and
the aroused hostility of public opinion prevented. from 1920 to 1924, he was Foreign Minister, folFrom the date of the Nationalist occupation of lowing a policy of close cooperation with France,
Peking, in fact, Japan saw whatever dreams she which
occupation of the
'
" included the joint
- *
" Rtihr
may have had of hegemony in China fade rapidly.
She abandoned them reluctantly. In Manchuria,
Japanese influence for many months held back
the new ruler, young Chang Hsueh-liang, from he formed a Ministry of Pufiiic 8afcty
openly joining fortunes with the new republican of four Catholics, four Socialists, and one Libgovernment; but on Dec. 29, 1928, the Nation- -eral, thus reducing the number of ministers from
'

'
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Socialists resigned because of the military serv-

and M. Jasper formed a new government
See BELGIUM, under History.
A
).
JASTBOW, yas'tr6, IGNAZ (1856professor of the science of government at the
University of Berlin (see VOL. XII). His works
after the World War deal mainly with economic
problems. They include: Krieg&sustand (1914);
Mittclcuropaische Zollannali-erunff vnd MeisfbeQeld und Jtredit im Kriege
giintttigung (1915)
(1915) Die Handelspolitische Zukuuft Deutschlamds (1917); Volkerreichtum und Wirtschaftskrisc (1917) VolksvermGgen im Kriege (1920) ;
Reform der staatswissenschaftUchen Studien
ice bill

in November.

;

;

;

(1024).

JASTBOW,

JOSEPH (1863-
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In the middle of 1927, the

fourteen to nine.

).

An Amer-

ican psychologist (see VOL. XII). He retired
from his professorship at the University of Wisconsin in 1927. His later work comprises analytic studies of the sentiments and higher mental
complexes. His published works include Charactcr and Temperament (1915) and The Psy-

chology of Conviction (1918).
JASTBOW, MOBRTS, JR. (1801-1921). An
.American philologist and Orientalist (see VOL.

fact that the

aboriginal African melodies are
characterized by the absence of any regular periodic structure and the presence of several crossrhythms, whereas jazz clings to regular fouror
eight-bar
periods
supported
upon one

predominating rhythm.
The first jazz compositions, which appeared
in 1919, were crude enough; in fact, little more
than degenerate rag-time. This is not surprising, when one considers that these pioneers were
men who elaborated their tunes by ear on the
piano and required the aid of some musician to
fix them in musical notation.
As these tunes
quickly superseded, and even drove out, the older
dances, the dance orchestras naturally became
the principal factor in the development of jazz.
'

To remedy to some extent the crudities of the
printed score, embellishments of various kinds
were introduced ad libitum (vulgarly called
"
"libbin* ) during actual performance.
The conductors soon began to realize the necessity of
reducing to a system this free improvisation
by a number of players, if the performance was
not to degenerate into chaotic noise. Thus,
there sprang up a group of regular arrangers,
skilled musicians, able to recognize the possibilities of certain jazz tunes and capable of
altering, harmonizing, and embellishing, so as
to render them acceptable to the popular ear.
From this point on, it was the arranger,
rather than the composer, who became the important factor in the development of jazz. Effective orchestral coloring became a prime consideration, and this brought about a radical
revolution in the constitution of the former
monotonous dance orchestra, so that the jazz
band is capable of a considerable variety of
tonal effects. The average combination of instruments for a small band is a piano, two or
three saxophones (the typical jazz instrument),
a violin, two trumpets, a trombone, a tuba, a

published works were The Civil
and Assyria (1915) ; The War
and the Bagdad Railroad (1917) ; The War and
the Coming Peace (1918); A (lentle Cynic, an
abbreviated translation of the Book of Koholeth
or Jficclesiastes (1919); and The Eastern Question avd its Solution (1920).
JAVA. See DUTCH EAST INDIES.
An
).
JAY, PETER ATTQUSTUS (1877American diplomat, born in Newport, R. I. He
wag graduated from Harvard College in 1900
and in 1902 entered the diplomatic service as
third secretary of the American Embassy in
Paris. He served as secretary at several embassies, including Constantinople and Tokyo.
From 1909 to 1913, he was diplomatic agent and banjo, and drums. Finally, largo symphonic
He served as secretary jazz orchestras were formed which consisted of
couHiil general at Cairo.
of the American Embassy in Italy in 1913, the almost complete classical symphony orand at the same time was counselor at that chestra with, the addition of the indispensable
embassy. He was Minister at Salvador in 1920; saxophones. Briefly, jazz may be described as
Minister to Rumania, 1921-25; and Ambassador light music with melodious themes elaborately
to Argentina, 1925-27. Jn the latter year, he embellished and adapted to some popular dance
rhythm.
very common practice is to give the
resigned from the diplomatic service.
JAZZ. Immediately after the close of the principal theme to the violin, against which the
World War, a new kind of popular music made saxophone executes a counter-theme. Several
its appearance in the United States and at once arrangers have not hesitated to jazz themes of
attained enormous vogue, taking complete pos- famous composers ( Beethoven, Wagner, Schubert,
HOHHion of the dance halls, the theatres, the mov- Saint-Sae'ns, etc.), a practice that has called
ing-picture houHca, and the hotels. Jazz is a forth violent protests from lovers of serious
natural development of the older rag-time, which music.
A special form of jazz, which had its origin
llnally became transformed through the amalgamation of variouH elements. During the War, in Memphis, is the "Blues," so-called from the
the ftoldiers amused themselves by doing "stunts" fact that the music illustrates a text describing
on their musical instruments. Some one dis- some melancholoy talo of disappointed love. On
covered that very funny effects could bo produced the musical side, this form derives directly
charby laughing, catcalling, wailing, or uttering short from the Negro spirituals, and its special
exclamations through brass instruments. After acteristic is a triplet appoggiatura before the
their return to civilian life, these ex-soldiers bass note of the principal accent in each measintroduced these stunts into the dance orches- ure. In recent years, otherwise serious AmeriThe circus bands contributed their weird can composers have introduced occasional jazz
tras.
imitationn of Oriental music. Real Oriental ef- rhythms into their works and George Gershwin
fects were contributed by musicians who had even wrote a Jazz Concerto in F for piano and
which he played with the New York
played in orchestras in San Francisco and other orchestra,
Western cities. The influence of the Negro melo- Symphony Orchestra under Walter Damroach
Of the innumerable jazz bands through( 1925) .
dies of the South also is very noticeable. Even
Futurism SB responsible for some queer har- out the country, that of Paul Whiteman won
monic combinations Some attempts have been a national reputation on two transcontinental
made to trace the origin of jazz to African tunes. toursEuropean tour in 1925 was reHponsia veritable craze for jazz in
Comparison, however, at once establishes the .ble for creating
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Germany, so much so, that several modernistic
German composers were tempted to try their
hand at the new idiom. One of the extremists,
Ernest Kfenek, wrote a jazz opera, Johnny spielt
auf, which, after its premiere in Leipzig (1927),
successfully made the rounds of a number of German stages, found its way to Paris (1928), and
was produced even at the Metropolitan Opera

House (Jan. 19, 1929).
Bibliography. Consult: H.
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JAMES HOPWOOD (1877and mathematician,

British astronomer

).

edu-

cated at Trinity College, Cambridge. He was
university lecturer in mathematics at Cambridge
(1904), professor of applied mathematics at
Princeton University (1905-09), Stokes lecturer
in applied mathematics at Cambridge University
(1910-12), Haley lecturer at Oxford University
(1922), and research associate at Mt. Wilson
For his astronomical work,
Observatory ( 1923 )
he was awarded the royal medal of -the Royal
Society (1919) and the gold medal of the Royal
Astronomical Society (]922). His publications
include The Dynamical Theory of Gases (1904) ;
Theoretical Mechanics (1906); The Mathematical Theory of Electricity and Magnetism (1908) ;
Radiation and the Quantum Theory (1914);
.

Problems of Cosmogony and Stellar Dynamics
(1919); Atomicity and Quanta (1920); Astronomy and Cosmogony (1928) and Bos, or
the 'Wider Cosmogony ( 1929 )
He was knighted
in 1928. See ASTRONOMY; PHYSICS.
JEBEL SHAMHAB. See ARABIA.
JELLICOE, jSl'I-ko, THE RT. HON. JOHN
RUSHWOBTH, FIRST EARL AND VISCOUNT BROCAS
or SOUTHAMPTON (1859An English na).
val officer see VOL. XII )
Shortly after the outbreak of the World War, he was placed in command of the Grand Fleet, and in 1915 was created
a full admiral. He was in supreme command of
the British. Fleet at the Battle of Jutland (May
31,1916), and in November of that year became
First Sea Lord, Admiral Beatty succeeding him
as Commander of the Fleet. Lord Jellicoe es.

(

.

tablished the anti-submarine division of the Navy
Staff, became Chief of Staff (1917), and Admiral
of the Fleet (1919).
He was Governor General

and Commander-in-Chief of the Dominion of New
Zealand from 1920 to 1924, when he retired.
Among the many honors he received were the
Order of Merit (1916), and the Freedom of the
City of London, with a sword of honor (1920).
He was made Viscount Jellicoe of Scapa (1918)
and Earl in 1925. He wrote TJie Grand Fleet,
19J.4-16; its Creation, Development, and Work
(1920), and The Crisis of the Naval War
(1920).

An
(1866).
VOL. XII). In addition to editorial supervision of the New York
Medical Journal, Journal of Nervous and Mental
Diseases, and Psychoanalytic Review, and of
translations and new editions of books on psychiatry, etc., Dr. Jelliffe collaborated with Dr.
W. A. White in the preparation ,of a textbook,
Diseases of the Nervous System (1915).
JEZIXKTEK, yel'li-nk, KARL W. K. (1882An Austrian professor of analytical
).
chemistry at Danzig Technical High School. He
wrote textbooks on analytical chemistry; Weltengeheimniss, a work on the harmonious union
JELLIFFE, SMITH ELY

American neurologist

(see
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philosophy, art, and religion (3920); and
Weltather und RelativtJieorie (1922).
).
JENKINS, BURKIS ATKINS (1869An American clergyman, born in Kansas City,
Mo. He was graduated from Bethany College
in 1891 and took postgraduate courses at Harvard. Ordained to the Christian (Disciples)
ministry, he was pastor in Indianapolis from

of

1896 to 1900. He was president of Kentucky
University from 1901 to 1907, and from the
lie was
latter date was pastor in Kansas City.
editor and publisher of the Kansas City Post,
1919-21. He wrote The Man in the Street and
(1917); It Happened Over There
Religion
(1918); The Brace-Girdle (1922); The Beauty

New Testament (1925).
JENKS, ALBERT ERNEST (1869-

of the

An

).

American anthropologist. He was born in Ionia, Mich., and studied at Kalamazoo College,
the University of Chicago, and the University
He has boon chairman of the
of Wisconsin.
department of anthropology at the University
He has contributed
of Minnesota since 1918.
to anthropological and ethnological magazines
and has published, among other works, IndianWhite Amalgamation: an Anthropomctric Study
(1916), and Chart of Prehistoric Man and Vulture

(1927).

JENKS, JEREMIAH WHIFFLE (1850An American economist and educator (see

).

VOL.

XII). He founded and was director of the Far
Eastern Bureau from 1913 to 1921. In 1917 he
became research professor of government and
oC the divipublic administration and director
sion of Oriental commerce and politics of New
York University. Since 1918 he has been a member of the High Commission of Nicaragua, aluo
director of the Pacific Railways of Nicaragua
and the National Bank of Nicaragua. His later
books include Business and Goveriimen t (1917);
9
Jesus Principles of Living, with C. H . Kent
(1920) ; Great American Issues, with John Hays
Hammond (1921) j Science of Kusinaw (1927).
He was a frequent contributor to period leal H
on literary, economic, and political quest ioim,
1
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(1867-

).

An

He- was graduated from the
botanist.
University of California in 1889 and took postgraduate studies at Cornell and Harvard unilie
versities, and in England and (tarmany.
was appointed assistant in botany at the University of California in 1891, and was HUCCCHsively assistant professor, associate profensor,
and after 1919 professor, lie explored the remote mountains and desert regions of California
and conducted botanic expeditions in Alaska and
the Bering Sea. He was. a member of many
scientific societies and the author of:
of

American

Mom

Western Middle California (1901); The Trcw
of California (1909); The Kilva, of California,
(1910); A Flora of the Economic Plantit of
California (1924); An Illustrated Manual
the Flowering Plants of California (1925).

MARIA

of
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AUH(1893*
),
JEBITZA,
trian dramatic soprano, born at Brfum. She
attended the Musikschule there and studied Hinging privately with Professor Ivrejci, then continued her lessons with Professor Auspitzer for
three years. After her d6but as Elsa, in hohviigrin at Ohnfitz, in 1910> she sang there for five
months, when she was engaged for the Volkaoper in Vienna, where she rapidly rose to
prominence, so that Strauss chose her to create
Ariadne in the world premiere of his Ariadne
auf Naaos at Stuttgart (1912). In the same

JEROME

continuing with the Metropolitan Opera Company, she enjoyed a notable reception in Vienna
in 1929. While her voice is one of rare beauty
and power, she fascinates her audience primarily
through her unusutil talent as an actress. Her
repertory comprises more than 50 roles. Consult

W. von Wymetal, Moria Jentza

(Vienna,
autobiography, tiunlight and
Bong: A Rinffcr'fs Life (New Vork, 1024).
JEROME, jor'um, JEROME K(LAPKA) (18591927). An English humorist and novelist (see
VOL. XIT). His health was broken by having
driven an ambulance on the Verdun front during
His later
the. early part of the World War.
works include The Great Gamble (1914); MaiVina of Brittany (1917); Cook (1917); All
Rondst Lead to Calvary (1910); Anthony John
(1923); A Miscellany of Ncnsc and Nonsense,
The Noul
a selection from his writings (1924)
of Nicholas Rut/dors, a mystery play (1925);
The Celebrity, a play (1920), and My JAfe and
Times, an A iitobioyraphy ( 1926 ) .
JERSEY CITY. The second city of New
tlersey in population and the chief seaport of
tho Stale. The population increased from 207,779 in 1910 to 298,103 in 1920 and to 324,700
in 192S, by estimate of the. Bureau of the Census.
Tho port, which forms part of New York Harbor,
has 11 miles of waterfront. During the World
War, it wtia a dripping point of greut importance,
and its need of larger dock capacity was greatly
emphasized in thin period. Wince 1922 various
dock and harbor improvements have been carried
out, and about 20,000 lineal feet on the western
waterfront of tho city has been made available
for steamship docking facilities.
Jersey City
in a terminal for 9 trunk railroads and BO steamship lines. Among the municipal improvements
which have been carried out since. 1920 are the
opening of Pershing Field, a great park and
recreation centre embracing a large area of what
was previously waste land; tho development of
Journal Square by the enlargement of tho Pennsylvania Railroad station at a cost of $1,000,000 and the construction of Hovcral bank and
office buildings, including the new Labor Bank
and Trust Company of New Jersey buildings;
and the repaying of a largo mileage of streets
and laying of sewers, so that in 102*) Jersey City
had 204 miloH of streets within the cit.y's limits
and 145 miles of Hewers. During this period
the health department also was active. The City
made a Community
Hospital was enlarged and
Health Centre from which the varioun health
In 1929
activities of the city were directed.
a 17-story extension was added to the hospital
and an 11 -story extension, to tho Nnrwefl' Home.
Tho same year the r.ackawanna Railroad

1922)
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year, while still in her teens, she was engaged
for leading roles at the Vienna Hofoper, at
first as guest, but from 1913 as regular member, after the Hofoper had paid the forfeit for
her unexpircd contract with the Volksoper. In
1917, she was made Kammersungerin, being the
last artist on whom that title was bestowed.
She created tho principal r61es in most of the
novelties produced at the Hofoper, which in
1910 became tho Staatsoper. On Nov. 19, 1921,
she made her American debut, with sensational
success, at the Metropolitan Opera House as
Marietta in the American premiere of Korngold's Die tote Stadl, establishing herself immediately as a prime favorite. In addition to

and her

;

dratted a new dry-storage warehouse costing
$13,000,000. Jersey City itf one. of the most im-

portant manufacturing cities on the Atlantic
Coast, the principal industries being metals, oils,
In 1925, 30,607 persons
foods, and chemicals.
were employed in approximately 1300 manufacturing establishments and received $42,49 6,000 in
wages; the value of products manufactured was
$340,735,000. On May 2, 1029, the Claremont
Bank and the Trust Company oi New Jersey
were consolidated, bringing about the formation
of the second largest banking institution in the
State.
Tho total combined resources of Jersey
City's banks, as of Dec. 31, 1928, was $371,004,961 and deposits Were $303,417,062. In ]928,
14f>7 new buildings were erected at a coat of
$15,400,000. The assessed valuation of property
in 1927 was $014,399,000; the net debt was
The Jersey City municipal airport
$150,547,000.
is located at 1) rover's Point and, constitutes one
square mile of reclaimed meadow land. On Nov.
13, 1927, tbe Holland Vehicular Tunnel between
New York and Jersey City was put into operation and functioned successfully.
This tunnel
wa* erected at a coat of $48,400,000 half of
the expense of construction and maintenance
being borne by each State. It consists of two
tubes, tbe north tube accommodating west-bound
trallic and the south tube, east-bound traffic.
See TUNNELS.
JESPERSENT, yos'per-sen, (JENS) OTTO
A Danish philologist
(HAURY) (1860).
(see Vou XII), rector of the University of
Copenhagen (1920-21) and president of the
Modern Humanities Research Society (1921).
In 1925 he retired as professor of philology at
the University of Copenhagen.
His later works,
besides tracts of the Society of Pure English,
include Negation in English and Other Languayes (1917); Language, its Nature, /)cvelop01 CM*, (Mid Origin
(1922); The Ilittosophy of
(jrammw (1924) ; Mankind, Nation, wid Individual
Modern EnffUsh Orammarr
(192f>)
;

(192S)

;

and

JEWETT,

An American

An

Tnter-national

PRANK

language (1928).

BALDWIN

(1879-

).

electrical engineer, born, at

Pasa-

dena, Calif. Ho was graduated from Throop
Polytechnic Institute in I.S98, and then became
a research assistant at tho University of ChiDurcago, receiving his Ph.D. there in 1902,
ing 1902-04 he was instructor of physics at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, then
entered the service of tho American Telegraph
and Telephone Company as transmission and
In 1912 ho joined tbe
protection engineer.
Western Electric Company of which he became
chief engineer in 1910 and' vice president in 1922.
During tbe World War, be was a lieutenant
colonel in tbe United Stales Signal Corps, receiving in 1910 a Distinguished Service Medal.
In 1925 he became president of the Boll Telephone Laboratories, Inc. He was chairman of
the Division of Engineering and Industrial Kesoarch of the National Research Council* 1923-27.

JEWISH
K8TTNK.

JSTATIOMAI*

AND

HOME.

See

PAL-

JTTPAISM. The period from
JEWS
1914 brought a radical transformation in the
position of Jewry throughout the world. Tho
two chief gains resulting from the War were
the recognition of the Jews as eltixons in countricw such as "Russia, Poland, and Rumania,
where they had hitherto been legally oppressed,
and -the creation of a national Jewish Homeland
in Palestine. On the other hand, the distress
and turmoil incident to the War wrought great
havoc among the communities of eastern Ju~
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of refugees in interior cities.
Further
promise of better conditions in Russia accompanied the Russian Revolution, which emancipated 5,000,000 Jews within the boundaries of
the Empire. The revolutionary Government
abolished all restrictions on Jews and granted
them full liberty and equality; but the activities
against the middle class affected the Jews, particularly and there was much distress in the
cities.
The Bolshevist government made efforts
to give land to the unemployed, but as the
financing of such an agrarian programme neces-

dren,
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rope which had always contained a majority of
the race and caused the destruction of much life
and property. The situation of the Jews in the
war areas of eastern Europe during the actual
military operations was, from an economic and
political standpoint, little less than desperate,
The suffering in Galicia and Russian Poland in
1915 worked especial hardships on the Jewish
populations of those regions. The economic
misery and commercial ruin continued in 1916
and was emphasized by the entrance of Rumania
into the War and by "the invasion of Bukowina
and a greater part of Galicia by the Russians,
In Russia, however, they enjoyed a freedom which
*x._
T... __.. ,,__,. t
T_ A
._^__
they had not hitherto known. In that country,
numerous schools were established for the chil-

In the United States, attacks against the
Jews were largely the work of Henry Ford's
Dearborn Independent, but these came dramat-

a close in 1927, when Henry Ford made
a public apology to Louis Marshall for his having published the old slander of a secret Jewish
conspiracy that was worldwide in its efforts (the
so-called "Protocols of the Wise Men of Zion").
Henry Ford had been considerably embarrassed
because of a libel suit fqr one million dollars
that Aaron Sapiro, the leader in the movement
for the creation of agricultural cooperatives,
had at that time been successfully prosecuting
against him. Ford's recantation put an instant
end to the ?ubHc attacks on Jews in tho country.
Anti-Semitism nevertheless continued to exist,
but covertly. Jews, for instance, found it hard
to obtain positions on college faculties, were
barred from many clubs and summer hotels, .etc.
The result was a necessity to maintain a coinplicated communal machinery for the protection
ically to

of their interests.

Work. The Jews of the United
made extraordinary efforts to relievo the

Belief
States

distress of their kinsmen in the regions oC
eastern and central Europe that had been devastated by the War. The chief American
agency for the carrying on of this work was tho
United Jewish Campaign, which from 1915 to
the close of 1926, had raised and expanded almost $05,000,000. By the end of 1929, more
than $80,000,000 will have been spent according
to plans announced in the spring of the year.
Up to 1921, the programme frankly wns concerned with relief. It was estimated that the
homes of fully 50 per cent of the Jews in eastern
Europe had been destroyed; that immediately
after the War there were 50,000 refugees in
Poland, 60,000 in Rumania, etc. In Poland, in
one year (1925), the United Jewish Campaign
helped 165,000 persons with small loans, spent
$35,000 on the feeding of unemployed workingmen, spent $52,000 on the feeding of school children, and distributed free milk to 151,000
nursing children. After 1921, the campaign oonccntrated its activities on the laying out of a
programme of rehabilitation. It financed Jewish cooperatives, helped in the building
up of
industries, and made possible the settlement on
the land of 35,000 Jewish families in Russia. It
also interested itself in the economic restoration
of Palestine. In 1926 the campaign announced
the launching of a drive for another $25,000,000
for the continuance of those projects, and, by
1Aft
**" " Art "^ -* **-*- *--* ---*1028, $21,000,000 of this had been raised.
Statistics. It was estimated by tho Amcri<wn Jewish Year Book that there were 15,324,515
Jewish persons in the world. The following

sitated large funds, progress was slow.
Beginning with 1921, there were some evidences of improvement. The Soviet governments, working in close cooperation with the
American Joint Distribution Committee, began
to settle Jewish families in agricultural colonies
in white Russia, the Crimea, and the Ukraine.
By 1928, more than 35,000 Jewish families were
In 1928
tilling the soil in 160 of these colonies.
the Soviet governments announced they would
contribute $10,000,000 toward the extension of
this work if Americans would match the sum;
Julius Rosenwald immediately pledged a personal contribution of $5,000,000.
Indeed, the year 1929 saw improved conditions in almost all of central and eastern Europe,
with the exception of Hungary and Rumania.
to 1925, the lot of the Jew in Poland had
Up
u
-uj
i.,. A
js
it.
.
._L
been
hard, but from thence on a conciliatory
spirit evidenced itself. Under the Pilsudski
regime, official anti-Semitism abated, the. numerus claiisus in the universities was rescinded
(1927), the State announced that 5t would support Jewish schools, a Jewish chair was- created
at the University of Warsaw, and a more liberal
attitude was adopted toward the Jewish artisan
and small merchant. By 1928 the Jewish bloc
had disappeared in the Polish Sejm and Jews
had rejoined their old parties. There was a
decided increase in the number of Jewish members in the municipal councils. In Rumania, were the more important Jewish populations:
however, the State made few attempts to sup- Austria, 350,000; Canada, 126,196; British Empress the anti-Semitism of the student societies pire, 514,442; Czechoslovakia, 354,342; France,
and excesses against Jews were characteristic 200,000; Germany, 564,379; Great Britain, 279,of the whole period. At the close of 1027, a 000; Hungary, 473,330; Lithuania,
155,125;
student assembly at Oradeamare viciously at- Palestine, 157,800; Poland, 2,854,000; Rumania,
tacked the Jewish population and desecrated 900,000; Russia (U.S.S.R.), 2,820,429; and
synagogues. In Hungary, the situation was United States, 4,228,020. In 1915 the Jewish
very much the same. The numerus clausus population of the United States had been placed
prevented Jewish students from studying at the at 2,500,OOQ. In 1927 New York City had 1,765,univcrsities and so flagrant did official anti- 000 Jews (one-third of the city's population),
Semitisra become that in 1925 Hungarian Jews Chicago had 325,000 and
Philadelphia, 270,000.
appealed to the League of Nations for relief. An interesting phenomenon of the period under
In 3928 the Government Dromised to remedy the survey was the gradual
dispersion of the Jews
situation, but student riots at Budapest and over the United States.
The result was tho dUpther places showed that the situation was not appearance of the old ghettos and the settlement
in hand.
of Jews in newly-developed middle-<jlass areas.
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This was notably true of New York City. The
same tendency resulted in the movement of
Jewish families to smaller communities. See
ZIONISM; PALESTINE, under History.
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the pathological laboratory in 1910 and a larger
building was completed in 1923 through a gift
of $400,000 for this purpose from the General

Education Board. An alumni memorial dormiJOSEPH JACQUES C^SAIBE tory and a women's clinic were also built in tho
A French soldier (see VOL. XII). same year. In the summer of 1923, construction
(1852).
He was Commander-in-chief of the French was started on a chemical laboratory to cost
Armies on the western front from the outbreak approximately $500,000; a new building for the
of the World War until December, 191C, when School of Hygiene and Public Health, constructed
he was transferred to Paris as "technical adviser at a cost of $1,000,000, was occupied in Septo the Government" and made a Marshal of tember, 1925; and the new Welch Medical LiFrance, the first to receive that title since 1870. brary, for which Dr. William H. Welch spent
Tn the spring of 1917, he was sent on a mission two years in Europe selecting books, was the outto the United States, then to the IFar East, and standing addition to the physical plant in 1928.
after the War, to Spain and Rumania. In 1920 This building houses the libraries of the school
he returned to the Higher War Council. He was of medicine, hospital, and school of hygiene and
elected a member of the Acacl&nie Franchise in public health.
Joseph de Lamar, who died in 1919, be1918, received the British Order of Merit in
1919, and wrote La Preparation de la Guerre queathed $2,500,000 for instruction and research
in medicine, and the General Education Board
ct la Oonduitc dcs Operations (-/.W/-/5) (1920).
Consult Marcchal Joffre et scs batailles, by Re- added $100,000 to the William H. Welch Encouly (1910) and Joffre, by Hanotaux and Fabry dowment for Clinical Education and .Research
in 1917, in order to make possible more work in
(1921).
A the department of pediatrics, and also gave
).
JOHN", AUGUSTUS EDWIN (1878British painter (see VOL. XII), president of the $250,000 to strengthen the work in the laboraNational Portrait Society. With his vivid tory departments of the medical school. The
manner of portraiture and his ability to catch William H. Collins Vickers chair in arcluvology
unerringly aome striking and usually unfamiliar was founded in 1920; $200,000 was received from
estate of Eugene Mcrgenthaler for scientific
aspect of 'his subject, he sujjerscclod Sargent as the
England's fashionable portrait painter. He was research; and $20,000 from the estate of Mrs.
commissioned by Canada during the World War J. A. J. Creswcll, for instruction and research in
to paint Canadian soldiers on the western front. international law. During 1925 friends of Dr.
In 1921 he was made an associate of the Royal William H. Wilmer made a gift of $3,000,000 to
Academy, and in 1928 a member. Among his establish at the Johns Hopkins Hospital an
later works may be mentioned "Symphonic ophthalmological clinic and at the school of
medicine a department of ophthamology. The
Espagnole," "Robin," "The Mumpers," "The
Tinkers," and "Madame Suggia," which was pre- Rockefeller Foundation also made a gift for the
Sir Joseph establishment of the Institute for Biological Refcsented to the British nation by
search, and in the following year, the General
Duvcen.
Education Board gave $175,000 for this insti).
JOHN", Sin WILLIAM GOSCOMBE (1800*-;
A British sculptor, who was born at Cardiff and tute, as well as $200,000 to establish a profcsKortrained at the Cardiff School of Art, London ship in the history of medicine. In tho autumn
School of Art, the Royal Academy Schools, and of 1928, the new Institute of Law was established,
in Paris. His principal works include the President, Frank Johnson Goodnow, LL.D. restatues of Edward VII at Cape Town; Prince signed in 1929 and waa succeeded by Professor
ChriHtian Victor at Windsor; David Lloyd George Joseph Sweetman Ames, Ph.D.
An Amer).
at Carnarvon, and equestrian statues of .Edward
JOHKSOW, ALLEN (1870VTI at Liverpool Viscount Wolscy, Horse Guards ican historian and editor, born at Lowell, MJIMH.
Parade, London and General Sir Stanley Maude He was graduated from Amherat College in 1892
at Bagdad. Alno the memorials to the Marquis and took postgraduate courses in Germany and
Ho was
of Salisbury and the Earl of Cromcr in West- in Franco and at Columbia University.
minister Abbey; Dean Vaughan in Llandaff appointed professor of history at Iowa (now
Cathedral ; Viscount Leverhuhne in Christ's Grinnoli) College in 1898, serving until 1905,
Church, Port Sunlight; Sir Arthur Sullivan in and from that year to 1910 WUH professor of
His history and political science at Bowdoin College
St. Paul's Cathedral', and numerous others.
works arc in the Tato Gallery, London; Glasgow In the latter year, he became Lamed profcKwor
Art Gallery National Museum, Cardiff. He was of American history at Yale. He renignod that
position to become editor of the Dictionary of
knighted in 1911.
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. This American Biography in 1926. His published
non-sectarian institution for men and women writings include: The Intendant Under Louis
(women arc excluded from some undergraduate XIV (1899); Stephen A. boufflas (1908);
couriMM ) at Baltimore, Md., was founded in 1876. Readings in American Constitutional //i<*/.f>r//
The student enrollment increased from 1374 for (1912); Union and Democracy (1915); Jeffertho summer and autumn serious of 1914-15 to son and His Colleague* (1921); T7ic //tftforiern
5575 in the autumn, and 1107 in the summer and Historical Evidence (1920); Jtcu.dinya
seasons of 1028; during the same period the Recent American Constitutional History (with
From 3918 to 1921, he
faculty increased from 208 to 57*5. The library W. A. Robinson, 1927).
was incrcaned from 174,777 to 300,000 bound was editor of Chronicle* of America.
).
JOBGffSONV ALVIJST SAUNUERW (1874?volumes, the productive funds from $0,226,287
to $24,047,011, and tho income from $521,205 to An American economist (ROC VOL. XII). From
wa profeHSor of economic
$2,110,221. The School of Hygiene and Public 1912 to 1910, he
Health was established by the Rockefeller Foun- at Cornell University, and from 191G to W1H
dation in 1010 and opened in 1018; in 1022 the was professor of political science at Lcland
Foundation gave $600,000 to the school for en- Stanford, Junior, University. After 1917, ho was
dowment and building funds. Fire destroyed also editor of the New Republic, Mow York City,
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after 1923 director of the New School for SoResearch there. His later books include
Professor and the Petticoat* a novel (1914) ;

tion (1916)

;

Principles of Ocean

(1917); The Ocean Frciyhl Ncrvicc (with G. G.
The
Huebner, 1925) ; Interpretative fissai/s on China
John Stuyvcsanl, Ancestor (1919). Since 1927 and England (1927); Prinoiples o/ Transportahe has been assistant editor of the Encyclopedia tion (with Grover G. Huebner, and G. Lloyd
Wilson, 1928).
of the Social Sciences
).
).
JOHNSON, HIBAM WAKBBW (I860JOHNSON, DOUGLAS WILSON (1878An American geologist, born at Parkersburg, W. An American lawyer and legislator (see VOL.
Va. He was graduated from the University of XII). He served as Governor of California for
New Mexico in 1901 and received his Ph.D. at the term 1911-15 and was reelocted for the term
Columbia University (1903). After teaching 1915-19, but resigned in 1917 following his elecin public schools, he entered the United States tion as United States Senator from Ciiliforiiia
was reflected in 1922
Geological Survey as a field assistant (1899), for the term 1917-23. He
and was later an assistant professor of geology at for the term 1923-29 and in 1928 for the term
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology until 1929-35. Senator Johnson was a leader of the
1907. He was also lecturer in physiography at Progressive element of the Republican Party in
Harvard University during 1906-12. Returning the Senate and in 1920 was one, of the leading
to Columbia in 1912, he became associate pro- candidates for the Republican nomination for
fessor of physiography and after 1919 was pro- the Presidency. He was also a candidate in
fessor.
During the World War, he was connected 1924 for the nomination, but practically abanwith the intelligence work of the American Ex- doned his efforts in April of that year.
).
JOHNSON, JAMES WELDON (1871peditionary Forces with the rank of major; and
also served with the American Commission to An American editor and author, born at JackNegotiate Peace. In addition to many scientific sonville, Fla. He was graduated from Atlanta
papers and bulletins, he is the author of Lettre University in 1894 and took postgraduate courses
d'wn Americain a vn Allemand (1916)
Topog- at Columbia University. After acting as prinraphy and Strategy in the War (1917); Perils cipal of a high school for colored pupils in Jackof Prussianism (1917) ; My German Correspond- sonville, he was admitted to tho Florida bar in
1897. In 1901 he began practice in New York.
SJlore Processes and Shoreline
ence (1917)
Development (1919); Battlefields of the World He served as United States Consul in Venezuela
War (1921); The New England-Acadian Shore- and in Nicaragua from 1900 to 1912, and then
became secretary of the National Association
line (1925).
A dra- for the Advancement of Colored People. With
).
JOHNSON, EDWARD (1881matic tenor, born in Guelph, Canada. He stud- his brother, J. Rosamond Johnson, he wrote for
ied in New York under Frank Dossert and J. A. the light-opera stage. He was awarded tho
Galloway and began his career as a concert Spingarn Medal in 1925. His publications insinger in 1908. The next year he went to clude The Autobiography of an Kx-Golorcd Man
(1912); Fifty Years and Oilier Poems (1017);
Florence, where he continued his vocal studies
under Lombardi, and made a most successful and The Book of American Negro Poetry ( 1921 ) ;
Book of American Negro Mpiritualit
operatic debut at Padua as Andrea Chenier (Jan- The
(1925) Second look of Spirituals (1920) ; (jod's
uary, 1912), under the stage-name of Edoarda
di Giovanni. In the same year he won triumphs Trombones (poems, 1027).
in several Italian cities, so that in the fall of
).
JOHNSON, MARTIN (ELMER) (18841913 he was engaged for I,,a Scala, in Milan, An American explorer, who has recorded tho
where he created the title r61e in the Italian wild animal life of Africa in moving pictures
of Parsifal, under Toscanini (Jan. 1, He was born at Hockford, 111., and attended the
schools of Independence, Kan. Kince 11)10
Premiere,
914). In 1910-17 he sang in Buenos Aires,
c has made, with IUH wife, (tea Helen J-aghty
Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, and Montevideo, and Eublic
the next year was heard in Madrid and Lisbon. Johnson, six expeditions around the world. He
He made his American de"but with the Chicago- lived many years in the South Sea Islands and
Opera Company as Loris in Giordano's Fedora in Africa. He was the only member of Jack
London's Snark expedition to complete, tho voy(frov. 20, 1919) and remained with that organization until 1922, since when he has been a age in 1017. In 1924-20 he made a film record
member of the Metropolitan Opera House. On of the vanishing wild life of Africa For tho
coming to Chicago, he resumed his real name. American Museum of Natural History, New
He ranks among tlie foremost oratorio and con- York. He is the author of Through the Mouth
cert singers of the day. In 1920 he was made Seas with Jack London (1912) ; Cannibal Land
Officer of the Crown of Italy.
Among the many (1017) ; Camera Trails in Africa (1924) ; Safari
roles that he created are the principal tenor
(1027) and/^ow (1929).
roles in Montemezzi's Amore del tre Re and La
).
JOHNSON, JlOBERT UNDERWOOD (1853Nave; Puccini's Tabarro, Suor Angelica, and An American poet and editor (see Von. XTT).
Gianni Schicchi Pizzctti's Fedra and Pra Gher- During the World War he organized and wa
chairman of the American Poctn* Ambulance
ardo; Taylor's The King's Henchman.
This organisation presented 312 ambu).
Italy.
JOHNSON, EMORY RICHARD (18G4An American educator (see VOL. XII). Since lances to the Italian Army in four montliH. In
1919 he has been dean of the Wharton School of 1918-19, ho was president of the New York ComFinance and Commerce, University of Pennsyl- mittee of the Italian War Belief Fund of Amervania. Ho was assistant director of the Bureau ica. Since 1919 he has been director of the Hall
of Transportation of the War Trade Board and of Fame (New York University ). IFe served an
also acted as expert and adviser to several other Ambassador to Italy from April, 11)20, to July,
important government boards during the World 1921, and represented the United Htat*H as
War. His later books include History of Do- observer at the San Kcmo Conference of tin*
mestic and Foreign Commerce in the United Supreme Council of the League of Nation*, In
States (1935) The Panama Canal and Commerce April, 1920. For his War services, ho wa deco(1916); Principles of Railroad Transports- rated -by the Italian, French, Belgian, and Serbian
cial

.
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His later books include Poems
of War and Peace (1916); Italian Rhapsody
and Other Poems of Italy (1917); Collected
governments.

Poems (1019); Remembered Yesterdays (1923).
).
JOHNSON, TREAT BALDWIN (1875-

An American chemist, born at Bethany, Conn.
He was graduated in 1898 from Yale, where he
also received his Ph.D in 1901. He became ,an
instructor of chemistry at the Sheffield Scientific
School of Yale and in" 1908 was advanced to the
assistant professorship of organic chemistry of
which branch he became full professor in 1913.
He has published papers on organic synthesis as
applied to therapeutic substances, on phrenanthrone and its relation to morphine, an account
of new local anaesthetics, histamin, tyramin, and
He is a member of the Nacyclic polypetids.
tional Academy of Sciences. In 1915 he received the Nichols Medal of the American

Chemical Society.

U

Profes888).
JOHNSON, WALTER
sional baseball player, born at Humboldt, Kan.
He is recognized as one of the most effective
pitchers the American National game has ever
known. After a brief sojourn in an obscure

Tlocky Mountain league, he joined the Washington Club of the American League in 1907
and has been the mainstay in the box for that
club ever since, contributing much to the winning of the world's championship by his team in
1024.

JOHNSON, WILLIAM EUGENE

).
(1862An American publicist and reformer, born in
Coventry, N. Y. He was educated at the University of Nebraska and for several years was
engaged in newspaper work. As chief special
officer of the U. S. Indian Service (1908-11),
he earned the sobriquet of "Pusnyfoot" by securing more than 4400 convictions, chiefly of persons selling liquor to Indians. He edited
several prohibitionist newspapers and after 1919
was director of the London oflico of the World
League Against Alcohol. He lost an eye at a
prohibition mooting in London in 1919 when
struck by a missile. He has written several
books and over 40 brochures on the alcohol
problem.
).
JOHNSON, WILLIS FLETCHEU (1857An American editor, born in New York City.
He was graduated from New Yprk University in
1879, was on the editorial staff of the New York
Tribune and its successor, the New York Herald
He was also its literary
Tribune (1894).
editor (1917-20) and a contributing editor of the
After
"North American Review
).
(19141914, ho was honorary professor of the history
of American foreign relations at New York University. He was a member of many societies
and was the author of- Four Centuries of the
Panama Canal (1906) ; America's Foreign Relations (1916); America and the Great War for
Humanity and Freedom (1917) ; Tjife of "Warren
#. Harding (1922) ; Political and Governmental
History of the State of New York (1923).
JOHNSTON, SIB HARRY HAMILTON (18581927). An English public official and author
(see VOL. XTT). His later books include A Gallery of Heroes and Heroines (1915) ; The Truth
A lout the War (1910); The Black Man's Part
in the War (1917); The Study of Bantu and

Semi-Bantu Languages (vol. i, 1919, vol. ii,
1922); The Gay-Domleys (1919); Mrs. Warrant Daughter (1920) The Veneerwgs (1922) ;
;

(1923) ; The Story of
Life (1923), and Relations (1925).
Little

Life-Stories

My
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JOHNSTON, JOHN (1881-

).

An Amer-

ican chemist, born at Perth, Scotland. He was
a Carnegie scholar at St. Andrews, Scotland, and
Comalso studied at Breslau during 1905-07.
ing to the United States, he was a research associate in physical chemistry at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in 1907-08, and during
1908-16, chemist at the geophysical laboratory
He
of the Carnegie Institution of Washington.
had charge of the research department of the

American Zinc, Lead, and Smelting Company
during 1916-17 and was chemist to the United
States Bureau of Mines in 1917-18. In 1919-27
he was professor and chairman of the department of chemistry at Yale. Since 1927 he has
been with the Department of Research and Technology of the U. S. Steel Corporations. During
the World War, he served as secretary to this
National Research Council. His original investigations have had to do with topics in geochemistry and physical chemistry on which he
has published the results of his studies, juotably
in the Journal of the American Chemical Society.

JOHNSTON, MARY

(1870-

).

An Amer-

ican novelist (see VOL. XII). Her later books
include: The Fortunes of Gavin (1915); The

Wanderers (1917); Foes (1918); Uiehael Forth
(1919); Sweet Rocket (1920); fli/iw Cross
(1922); Oroatan (1923); The
(1922);
t V'
Slave Ship (1924); The Great Valley (192G)
and The Exile (1027).

U

;

JOHORE.

See

MALAY

STATES, Noir-FfcDEB-

ATED.
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JONES, EDGAR DEWITT (1870American clergyman and author, born at lioarnc,
Texas, and educated at the University of Missouri and Illinois Wesleyan University, lie became a minister of the Diwoiplos of Christ
denomination in 1001 and held pastorates in
Kentucky, Ohio, Illinois, and at Detroit. During 1915-16 he was president of tho Illinois Convention of the Disciples, and from 1017 to 1919
of the International Convention of the Disci pltw.
From 1922 to 1928, he was on the wtaff of tlic

Detroit News. Since 1927 he has been a member of -the Christian Century staff*, his writings
The Wisdom
include: The Inner Circle (19 14)
of God's Fools (1916) ; Fairhope, the Annuls of
a Country Church (1917); The Tender P&yritns
(1917); Ornamented Orthodoxy (1918); When
Jesus Wrote on the Ground (1924) ; The Wisdom
of Washington and the Learning of Lincoln
(1924) ; Roses of Bethany and Lilies of Ariniathca (1928).
;

JONES,

HENRY ARTHUR

(1851-

).

A

British dramatist (see VOL. XII). His later
works include the plays Oock o> the Walk (1915),
and The Pacifists (1917); and the books Theatre of Ideas (1915); Bliakespcaro and Germany
(1916) ; Patriotism and Education (1018); My
Dear Wells (1921, 2<L ed. 1922); What is
Capital f (1925).

An
).
JONES, HILARY POLLARD (1863American naval officer, born in Virginia. He
graduated from the United States Naval Academy sin 1884, fterved in the Span inn-American
War, and was in command of the Navy Yard in
Washington from 1900 to 1909. He served on
shore and afloat in many important capacities,
and in 1917 was made commander of Rquadrou
One, Patrol Force, Atlantic Fleet. In the same
year, he was appointed commander of DiviHion
One, Cruiser Force, Raider Guard, of the Atlantic
Fleet, and was director of the Naval Overseas

JONES

Division from January to July, 1919. He was
vice admiral of the 2d Battleship Squadron of
the Atlantic Fleet, from 1919 to 1921. He became an admiral on July 1, 1921, and from the
latter date was commander-in-chief of the Atlantic Fleet and during 1922-23 of the U. S.
Fleet.
He was appointed Minister to Brazil on
a special mission in 1922, a member of the General Naval Board in 1923, and delegate to the
Conference for Limitations of Naval Armaments
at Geneva in 1927. He was retired from active
service in 1927.
An
).
JONES, LAUDEB WILLIAM (1869American chemist, born at New Richmond, Ohio-.
He was graduated at Williams College in 1892,
and received his Ph.D from the University of
Chicago in 1897, In the same year, he became
an assistant in chemistry at Chicago, where he
remained until 1907. From 1907 to 1918, he
was professor of chemistry at the University of
Cincinnati, and from 1918 to 1920, he was dean
of the School of Chemistry at the University of
Minnesota, after which he accepted a call to the
chair of chemistry at Princeton. He has devoted his attention chiefly to organic chemistry

and has published papers on nitro-paramn
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salts,

alkyl derivatives of hydro-oxylamin, preparation
of hydroxamic acids from hydroxylamin of organic acids, electron conception of valence, and
preparation of electromeres. During the World
War, he served with the Chemical War Service
as chief of the research section of offense. Dr.
Jones is the author of A* Laboratory Outline of

Jones Act increasing penalties for violation of
the Prohibition Law.
JONES
(MERCHANT MARINE ACT ov
1920). See SHIPPING.
An eminent
).
JONGEN, JOSEPH (1873Belgian composer, born in Liege. While a student at the Conservatory there, he won prize
after prize, finally carrying off the Prix de Rome
with his cantata Gomala (1897). The next four
years he spent in further study in Berlin, MunIn 1903
ich, Dresden, Leipzig, Paris, and Rome.

LAW

he became professor of harmony and counterpoint at the Conservatory of Liege, but resigned
the following year and settled in Brussels, devoting his entire time to composition. At theoutbreak of the World War, he fled to England,
where he remained till 1919. In 1920-25 lie was
professor of counterpoint and fugue at the BrusConservatory, and then became its director.
strives to follow the ideals of
Cesar Franck, but has not been able to withstand the influence of impressionism. His works
comprise a symphony; two symphonic poems,
Lalla Roukh and Impressions d'Ardennes; Tableau pi+toresgues and Fantaisie 8ur deux Novltt
gallons for orchestra; Sinfonia concertantc for
organ and orchestra; a concerto for violin and
one for 'cello ; Fantaisie rapsodique for 'cello and
sels

As a composer, he

orchestra; a mirno-symphonic logond, ffArktt
(Brussels, 1912) ; and numerous works for
chamber music.
JONNART, zh5n-ar, C&LERTIN AucuaTiN
CHARLES (1857-1927).
French diplomat, who
was born at Flechin, Pas de Calais, and educated
Organic Chemistry (1911).
An in the law. In 1882 he entered upon his polit).
JONES, ROBERT EDMOIJD (1887American artist born in Milton, N. H., and edu- ical and diplomatic career by becoming chief of
cated at Harvard University. He started his the cabinet of the Governor General of Algeria.
career of designing for the theatre in New York He subsequently was director of Algerian afCity in 1911, and among his notable works are fairs in the Ministry of the Interior, Minister of
his designs for The Man Who Married a Dumb Public Works, a deputy from the Pas de Calais,
the general council, Governor
Wife-, The Jest; Richard HI; The Birthday of president of
the Infanta; Macbeth; and Redemption.
General of Algeria (1903-1911), and Minister
An for Foreign Affairs (1913). During the World
).
JONES, ROBERT TYRE, JR. (1902American golfer. He was born at Atlanta, Ga., War, he was the Inter-Allied High CommifiHloner
and in childhood was handicapped by a poor in Greece, and was instrumental in causing King
physique. Engaging in outdoor sports, and Constantine's abdication and bringing G'reoeo
especially in golf, at an early age, he became into the War on the side of the Allies. In 1917
sturdy so that at fourteen he was able to com- lie left the Chamber for the Senate, was Minister
pete successfully with older players. In 1923 he of Blockade until the Armistice, again Governor
won the American Open Championship in golf, General of Algeria, and chairman of the Reparain 1924 and 1925, the American Amateur Cham- tions Commission. In 2921 when the French
pionship, and in 1926 the American Open and government resumed relations with the Vatican
the British Open Golf Championship, being the after 17 years, he was made Ambassador at the
first amateur in twenty-nine years to gain that
Holy See, but Herriot withdrew the Ambassador
coveted honor. In the following year, he again and he was recalled in 1924. He was elected to
took the British Open as well as the American the French Academy of Political and Moral SciAmateur Championship. In 1928 (at the age of ences in 1918, and to the French Academy in
twenty-six) his record was summarized as fol- 1923. Consult M. Jonnart en Qrecc et Vabdtotlows: He had won eight national titles at tion de Constantin 9 by Recouly.
match and medal play and a total of twentyJOJOTESCO, THOMAS (1861-1926). A Ruthree out of twenty-four matches in which he manian surgeon for many years
professor of
had competed. He thus held first place among surgery in the University of Bucharest. He was
living golf players. In the meantime, he had known especially for his attempts to cure certain
completed a course at Harvard (S.B.," 1924), diseases by dividing some part of the cervkoengaged in the real estate business, and studied thoracic sympathetic nerve and reported eurs
law. He has since practiced in Atlanta'. In col- of angina pectoris
usually regarded an purely
laboration with 0. B. Keeler he wrote Down the a degenerative affection
by this resource. His
Fairway: Golf Life and Play of Robert T. Jones. major writings comprise La Raclwinetthteie (MnJr. (1927).
erale
(1919), and Le Sympathique CewicoThoracic (1923), The division of the ympaJONES, WESLEY LIVSEY (1863).
United States Senator (see VOL. XII). He was thetic verve by his, technique is known a Jonelected to the Senate from the State of Wash- nesco's operation.
ington as a Republican for four terms (1909JOSLIN", EIXIOTT PBOCTOE (1869An
),
33) and was chairman of the Senate Committee American physician and authority on
diabetcB,
on Commerce. In 1929 he was the author of the born at Oxford, Mass. He received
degrees in

A
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arts and science at Yale (1890-91) and in medicine at Harvard (1895). He was assistant professor of theory and practice of medicine at the
Harvard Medical School from 1912 to 1922, when

became clinical professor. His standard
books, The Treatment of Diabetes (1916), and
Diabetic Manual (1918) have gone through
several editions.
he

A

JOTTVE1TEL,
HENRI)

DE.

GABRIELLE

SIDONIE

(MMB.

See COLETTE.

JOWETT,
(1864-1923). A
British-American Presbyterian clergyman (see
VOL. XIII). In 1918 he returned to England
from New York, where he was Minister of the
Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church (1911-18),
and became minister of Westminster Chapel.
His later writings include The Spirit of Christwas (1914); My Daily Meditation for the
Circling rear (1914) ; "Come Ye Apart;" Daily
ISvercises in Prayer and Devotion (1920) ; The
Eagle Life and Other Studies in the Old Testament (1922) ; and The Friend on the Road and
Other Studies in the Gospels (1922). Consult
John Henry Jowctt, by Arthur Porritt (1924).
An Irish au).
JOYCE, JAMES (1882thor, who was born and educated in Dublin, but
spent his manhood in Rome, Trieste, Zurich, and
Paris. His works were few: A Portrait of the
Artist as a Young Man (1914) ; Chamber Music,
a book of lyrics; JEsciles, a play (1918) ; DuUiners, a collection of short stories about the slums of
Dublin; Ulysses (1922); and Pomes Penyeaoh,
poems, (1927). His first novel, A Portrait was
well received; it contained lyrical powers and a
dignity and honesty that marked it off: but it
was Ulysses that made him the storm-centre of a
bitter literary controversy. The novel has almost 500,000 words, little plot in the accepted
sense, telling only of one day in the life of Mr.
Bloom, and marks a violent break with the current technique. It was attacked for its crudities
JOHN

and

its

HENRY

formlessness; and it was extolled for its

frankness and the epic quality of its portraiture.
He became a leader of Surr4alisme, which held
that one should write very quickly and never rewrite.

JOYNSOMXEICKS, RT. HON. SIB WHXIAM,
FIRST VISCOUNT (1805An English pub).
lic official, who was born Hicks but assumed his
present name on marrying Miss Grace Joynson
in 1895. A Unionist, he stood for Parliament
twice before ho was elected in 1908. He was defeated in 1910, and reclected in 1911. He was
active in clmrclx affairs and transportation and
air problems, serving on many committees dealing with these matters. Ho was created a baronet in 1919, a member of the Privy Council in
3923, and a viscount in 1929. In 1922 he entered
the Cabinet as Parliamentary Secretary of the
Overscan Trade Department, and in the next
year was successively Postmaster General and
Paymaster General, Financial Secretary to the
Tranry (with a seat in the Cabinet), and
HiniHter of Health, holding the latter office until
the resignation of the Baldwin government in
January, 1924. In November of the same year,
on the return to power of the Conservatives, he
became Home Secretary. In this position, he
had an important part in the conditions and
orderliness* of the country during the coal and
gonoral strikes of 1926, in the Arcos raid of
1927, which led to the break between Russia and
England, and in the Prayer Book dispute. BewdeH temperance pamphlets, he wrote The Law
of Traction on Highway*; The Command of the
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Air, speeches delivered in the

House

of

Commons

(1916); and The Prayer Book Crisis (1928).
An
).
JTJDAH, NOBLE BRANDON (1884American soldier and diplomat. He was born
at Chicago, trained in the public schools of that
city, and graduated from Brown University
(1904). After a law course at Northwestern University (LL.B., 1907) he was admitted to the
bar.
In 1911-12 lie was a member of the Illinois
Legislature. He was commissioned first lieutenant of Illinois Field Artillery at SJLU Antonio,
Tex., in 1916 and promoted to the rank of captain in the same year. In the World War, he
served as major of the 149th Field Artillery,
42d Division, becoming lieutenant colonel in
1918. He was also asistant chief of staff, 1st
Army Corps, A. B. F. He received the D.S.M.,

Legion of Honor, and Croix de Guerre with
Palm. He engaged in law practice at Chicago
(1919-27) and" in December, 1027, was appointed
Ambassador to Cuba. He resigned that post in
June, 1929.
JUGOSLAVIA. Jugoslavia, or as it is
officially known, "The Kingdom of the Serbs,
Croats, and Slovenes," comprises the old kingdoms of Serbia arid Montenegro, combined with
certain provinces originally belonging to the
Austro : Hmigarian Monarchy. The country is
situated in southern Europe, bordering on the
Adriatic Sea; area, 96,134 square miles; population, census of 1921, 12,017,323.
Jugoslavia
is primarily an agricultural state, the great bulk
of its population being agrarian, and most of its
income is derived from farming and stock raisRacially, the population is divided into
ing.
Jugoslavs* 10,900,000; Germans, 500,000; Magyars, 450,000; Albanians and Turks, 550,000;
Kumanes and Vlachs, 200,000; the remainder
confuting of Italians and other nationalities.
There is no dominant religion in tlic country, and
freedom of worship is guaranteed. The majority of the people, however, are either Orthodox
or Roman Catholic. The population is distributed by religions as follows: Orthodox, 5,002,227;
Catholic, 4,735,154; Moslem, 1,337,687; ProtesCities of
tant, 235,000; and Jewish, 64,159.
over 20,000 are Belgrade, 250,000; Zagreb, 150,000; Ljubljana, 60,000; Sarajevo, 75,000; Novi
Sad, 45,000; Spalato, 35,000; and Nish, 30,000.
Agriculture. In ]02tt there were 35,080,000
acres of arable land, 24 per cent of the total
area; 11,239,000 acres of permanent meadow
and pasture; 1,366,000 aercH of trees, ahrulm,

and bushes, and 18,745,000 acres of foreat.
While there arc many small landowners, there
are still many large estates, particularly in the
provinces of Slovenia, Voivodina, and filavonia.
The problem of the breaking up of these large
holdings is the chief problem of the agrarian reform. Pre-war grain yields in bushels were:
wheat, 63,006,000; rye, 10,142,000; barley, 20,280,000; oats, 33,500,000; and corn, 111,892,000.
The crops of all these cereals declined, as was
shown by the 1927 production, wheat being then
50,508,000 bushels; rye, 5,923,000 bnaliels; barley,
14,449,000 bushels; oats, 20,114,000 bushels;
and corn, 84,344,000 bushels. This decline in
yield may be accounted for through the conversion of the land to other xiaes, principally
fruit growing and stock raising. Besides the
principal cereals enumerated, Jugoslavia, also
cultivates, in lesser quantities, buckwheat, milThure arc
let, rice, lentils, beans, and peas.
also increasingly large crops of tobacco and sugar
beets, tobacco production having grown from,
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85*
3,000,000 pounds, pre-war, to 14,748,000 pounds
iu 1927. Production of sugar beets in 1927 was
691,000 metric tons.
Mining. Mining was little developed in

Jugoslavia in 1929, although a great diversity
was known to exist. The industry
only began to assume any real importance within
the last century, with the exception of the provinces of Slovenia and Croatia (formerly parts
There were,
of the Austro-Hungarian Empire).
however, many traces of old workings for gold
and copper dating back to the days of the Roman
Empire, and also to the Middle Ages. The prinare brown
cipal minerals found in the country
coal, anthracite, bauxite (used in the manufacture of aluminium), lead, iron, copper, sulphur,
antimony, silver, and gold. Petroleum and asphalt also occur in various parts of JugoThe large
slavia, but not in large quantities.
coal deposits are of great advantage to the industries of Jugoslavia, the principal mines being located in the provinces of Slovenia, the only
drawback being that they consisted almost enof minerals

is inferior
tirely of brown coal and lignite, which
to the British, Belgian, and Silesian black coal,
and in many cases is unsuitable for industrial
consumption. All coal so far mined in Slovenia,
Croatia-Slavonia, or Bosnia is of this inferior
quality, the only anthracite being found in
Serbia. Coal production for 1928 was 5,051,800
metric tons; for 1921, it was 2,949,103 metric
Production of iron ore in 1928 was 439,tons.
480 metric tons, copper ore was 327,800, and
bauxite 49,260 metric tons, as compared with
101,000 in 1927, and 132,000 in 1926.
Forest. The forests of Jugoslavia coyer
about 32 per cent of her entire area, lumbering
being one of the principal industries of the counThe forests are particularly valuable astry.
sets to the country because of their close proximity to the Mediterranean, whereas most of the
other countries bordering on it had been more
or less deforested, and the demand for Jugoslav
timber is constantly increasing and exports of
construction wood in 1928 were valued at $1,184,000. The principal varieties of trees found
are birch and oak, and in lesser quantities, fir,
The provinces of Bosnia and
pines, and spruce.
Slovenia are the principal timber sections of
the country.

The prinItaly, Hungary, and Great Britain.
are Italy,
cipal countries of destination of exports

Austria, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary. Exports to the United States were valued at $1,048,000 and imports from the United States at $6,784,000. The principal items of import are
textiles, metals and metal products, machinery
and vehicles, and chemical and pharmaceutical
products. The principal items of export are
lumber, grain, cattle, meat products, eggs, and
dried prunes.
Shipping. When the merchant marine of
the former Austro-Hungarian monarchy was
divided between Italy and Jugoslavia, the latter country obtained about 100,000 gross tons
of shipping, though failing to secure any of the
large steamers of important steamship comThis merchant fleet had increased until
the end of 1928 it totaled approximately
Eies.
,000 gross tons. The various shipping companies receive subventions from the state, the
total in 1927-28 amounting to 30,300,000 dinars
(the dinar being valued at $0.0170). The merchant marine early in 1928 in Jugoslavia aggregated 153 vessels with a combined gross

tonnage of 242,000.

Of this total number, 22

of 110,000 tons, each over 4000 tons
formed 45.2 per cent of the total. There are
seven important steamship companies which
control approximately 66 per cent of the total
tonnage, the largest having 22.9 per cent in its
fleet of 14 vessels.
Finance. Bank-note circulation at the end
of 1927 was 5,743,000,000 dinars; gold reserve,
89,000,000 dinars. Average exchange rate of
the dinar, 1913, $0.193 (par); 1921, $0.0237;
1922, $0.0133; 1927, $0.1702. The foreign prewar debt, converted at par, was (156,445,000 in
1927, but would be much less if discharged in paper currency of the several countries, due to
War debts to the
their depreciated currencies*
British, French, and American governments, at
par, were $564,077,000 ; pre-war debts of Austria
and Hungary (assumed), converted at agreed
exchange fates, $23,074,000. In addition, there
were several foreign loans negotiated after the
vessels

War.

The

140,000 in

total debt was approximately $8(J2,1926. Government receipts for the

year 1927-28 amounted to 10,772,030,400
dinars and expenditures to 10,513,128,300 dinars
while the budget for the year 1928-29 contemplated revenues of 11,555,794,000 dinars and expenditures of 11,592,794,000 dinars. For 192$)30 corresponding figures are 12,158,721,000
dinars and 12,158,672,800 dinars.
Education. Elementary education is compulsory and in the schools under the Ministry
of Education is free. In 1920, there were 7208
elementary schools with 17,57ft teachers and
786,324 pupils; number of secondary schools was
173, with 3595 teachers and 83,399 pupil**; there
are three universities located at Jtalgructa, Zagreb, and Ljubljana, with a total of 3MO professors and 10,320 students.
Gtovernment. Jugoslavia IH a constitutional
monarchy, whose ruler in 1929 was Alexander
The present constituI, former King of Serbia.
tion was adopted on Jan. 1, 1921, and provide***
fiscal

Industry. The manufacturing industry of
Jugoslavia is still in the early stages of its
development and consists principally of flourmilling, weaving, tanning, boot making, pottery
manufacturing, and iron foundries. In view of
the immense water-power resources of the country, a great development in this phase of the
industrial life is hoped for. One of the greatest difficulties in the development of manufacturing is the lack of proper railway facilities,
In 1927 there were 0200 miles of railroads all
owned by the state with the exception of 636
miles. In 1927 telegraph had 55,911 miles of
line and telephone, 98,818 miles of line.
Commerce. The foreign trade of old Serbia
in 1911 was: imports $22,277,000, and exports
$22,564,000. These figures, however, do not afford a proper basis of comparison with statistics
011 foreign trade for post-war years, in view of
for a single chamber called Narodna HkupStiua,
the much greater present area of the country. consisting of 313 representatives elected for four
Imports for 1928 were $137,900,000. Exports for years on the basis of one member for every 40,000
the same year wore $1 13,400,000, making for the inhabitants. The military defense of the counsecond consecutive year an unfavorable trade try is provided for by a peace-time army of 7000
balance. The principal countries of origin of officers and 120,000 men recruited on the. IM-BIB
imports are Czechoslovakia, Austria, Germany, of universal service. Compulsory wervice is cri-
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forced for men between the ages of 21 and 45
in the first line, and for men between 18 and 21
years and 45 and 50 years for the second line
defense.
The navy consists of 12 torpedo boats,
G mine layers and 2 submarines.
History. While the new kingdom of the
Serbs, Croats, 'and Slovenes did not become a
reality until December, 1918, the idea ot a unified Jugoslavia had been broached at intervals
throughout the nineteenth century, Jugoslav
unity, however, had siuTered a serious setback
in the creation of Austria-Hungary, which country played off Serbs against Croats and treated
Herbia practically as a tief, and at the beginning
of the twentieth century the idea was completely

submerged. But from '1005 on, it grew steadily,
fostered in the Dual Monarchy by Serbian influence.
It was further promoted by Serbian
victories in the Balkan War, and the hot-headed
proposals of the student organizations, to which
the assassins Princip and Cabrinovitch belonged,

on unnecessary excesses. Throughout
the War, Slavs in Austria-Hungary suspected of
any sympathy with the patriotic propaganda
were treated with the utmont cruelty. Thousands died in internment camps, wholesale confiscations occurred, and except in Croatia, every
semblance of government disappeared from the
bi ought

provinces.

Abroad, the Jugoslav Committee headed by Dr.
Trumbitc'h and Mr. Hupilo kept confronting the
Allies with the idea of Jugoslav freedom. Although it learned immediately of the terms of
the Treaty of London of April, 1915, which
brought Italy into tho War through what was,
in effect, a territorial betrayal of the Jugoslavs,
its loyalty to the Allied cause suffered little inasmuch as the invasion of Serbia by the enemy
occurred soon after. In 3 017 'the Jugoslav
Club, made up of sympathizers in the Austrian
Tleiohsrat, and the exiled Serbian government
under Mr. Psishitch gave added support to the
Jugoslav Committee. By Mr. Pashitch for the
government, and Dr. Trumbitch for the Committee, the Corfu Declaration was signed, July
Tt sot forth the principles of Jugoslav
20, 30 J 7.
unity under tho Karageorgevitch dynasty together with tlu* democratic tenets of universal
HUlFnige and freedom of religion.
In 1018 Jugoslavs and Italians agreed to cooperate hi defeating the Dual Monarchy, and the
ensuing disaffection from the Austro-Hungarian
forces and their final collapso mado certain the
creation of a Jugoslav kingdom. Despite Italian
disapproval and the efforts of Serbia to found
a kingdom with itself an nucleus, an act of union
was promulgated on Nov. 23, 1018, at Zagreb,
on pi la J of tlio ex-Austrian Slav provinces, and
Prince Alexander was invited to take the throne
At tho same time, King
of a united Jugoslavia.
Nicholas of Montenegro was deposed and Montenegro joined the union. See MONTBNKCJRO.
Tho path of the new state was to be a thorny
one in the beginning. Italy consistently refused
its recognition of the accomplished fact of the
Jugoslav state and at the Peace Conference
unalterably insisted not only on the Treaty of
Ixmdoii line but, in addition, Fiume. To the
Jugoslavs, mediation by President Wilson of the
whole Adriatic question was perfectly acceptable;
to the Italians, aware of President Wilson's
doctrines of soli-determination and also understanding that on such a basis not all their
claims could be substantiated, there was no way
out but the Treaty of London, WUHOIJ'H pro1

1
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posals.they hotly rejected and Wilson's sensational declaration of Apr. 23, 1919, over the head
of the Italian government, infuriated the Italian
The Adriatic question continued interpeople.
mittently to trouble the progress of southern
European affairs for the next four years. For
the D'Aimunzio escapade, the succeeding conversations with the Supreme Council, the patched-up
Treaty of Kapallo of Nov. 12, 1920, and finally
the threatening gesture of Mussolini and the
Peace of Rome of January, 1924, see the article
FiUME-ADUiATic CONTROVERSY.
Jugoslavia was, in a sense, the victor, for,
excepting the cession of Fiume to Italy, the new
lino followed substantially Wilson's proposals of
There were other questions that served
1011).
to distract attention from domestic concerns and
to prevent that reconstruction that was so sorely
needed. The division of the Banat of Tenieavar,
which both Jugoslavia and Rumania claimed on
ethnographic grounds, was not consummated
until 1020, when, by the Treaty of the Trianon,
Jugoslavia finally gained the western country
(Torontfil) as well as the Backa district containing the large city of Szabadka. To the
southwest, the Pan-Serbs agitated for the annexation of the Scutari region (northern Albania). Not until 1921 did Jugoslavia agree
to relinquish her claims to this rich district,
which included the valleys and outlets of the
Drin and Boyana Rivers. Again, the settlement
of the Austrian boundary line presented difficulties.
By the treaty, a plebiscite had to be
held in the Klagenfurt area before its disposition
could be finally determined. In October, 1020,
one of the two zones voted to remain in Austria,
with the result that the whole area, was restored.
By the Treaty of Neuilly (November, 1010) , Bulgaria was forced to give up to Jugoslavia, on the
oast, 'the Strumitaa district as well as the

Tsaribrod and Bosilegrad districts.
Thus, not until 3921 was Jugoslavia ready to
turn to the business of setting her house in
order. In November, 1920, elections were held
for members of a Constituent Assembly, and
the meeting of that body, the first to represent the opinion of the new state, indicated
something of the new loyalties. Cleavages were
largely on racial and then on economic linos,
although religious animosities were also apparfavored
ent.
Decentralisation was
particularly
by the Catholic Croats and Slovenes, who feared
the supremacy of the Orthodox Serbs. The
Communists gathered about them the dissident
rits from the late enemy provinces, especially
r" Backa, as well as the Mohammedans of
Bosnia. The character of the new groupings
may be adduced from the parties represented in
the Constituent Assembly. There were 102 Radicals, 94 Democrats, 42 Communists, 51 Croatian-Agrarians, 33 vSerb Agrarians, 25 Mohammedans, 21 of the Catholic People's Party.
As a result of these fundamental differences,
the establishment of the new state proceeded
slowly. Government by bloc was the only way
out and could be carried on only as a result of
the alliance, of the .Radicals and the Democrats,
strengthened by tho adherence of the Bosnian
Mohammedans and the Slovene Agrarians. It
was only on June 28, 1921, that the constitution, embodying the notion of a centralized Serb
state, finally passed through the Assembly.
Kveu then, this result could hardly have beeu
Achieved had not the entire Croat delegation of
'

JG1

members quit the body.

Throughout
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however, the new constitution was not promulgated, the rump Assembly remaining in control
and the Government under Mr. Pashitch continuing in office despite well-authenticated charges
of disregard for ministerial responsibility.
Communist outbreaks in 1921 added to the
general uncertainty and were followed by harsh
measures of reprisal in which the Communist
members were expelled and the constitutional
guarantees annulled. However, the increasing
growth of the Peasant Party indicated the true
temper of the country.
Jugoslavia is essentially agricultural and its
problems centre in the development of its natural resources and the spread of its means of communication. To these, the country increasingly
devoted itself and made as rapid headway as the
vexatious administrative questions would permit. In the field of foreign affairs, the prevailing policy was conciliatory. By a series of
conventions with Czechoslovakia and Rumania
in 1920 and 1921, the Little Entente was constituted to check the Hapsburg pretensions; in
1923, Jugoslavs gained Greek permistheir use of the port of Saloniki; in
understanding was effected with Italy
amicable settlement of the Adriatic
problem. The friendliness of France contributed
much toward strengthening the financial structure of the new state and the security of its
national integrity. Jugoslavia was assured of

a respectable place among Central European nations.

The first general election, March, 1923, gave
the same groups that had controlled the Constituent Assembly, ascendancy in the national
Parliament. Mr. Pashitch remained at the head
of affairs, his party and that of the Democrats
backing vigorously his resolute attitude toward
the separatist Croats. Though in February,
1924, 96 Croats once more appeared to take their
seats in the Parliament after an absence of four
years, their policy continued hostile, as was
shown by their opposition to the Fiume Treaty
and their continual demands for ^Croatian independence. In March, and again in April, 1924,
by combining with the other Opposition groups,
the Croats succeeded in compelling Premier
Pashitch to resign. Thanks to the King's continued confidence in him, the veteran leader
returned to power, each time, with a reconstructed cabinet; but the significance of Croatian, opposition was larger than mere cabinet

July a number of arrests were made.
The return of Croatian representatives to the
Assembly in the spring of 1924 so strengthened

the opposition that on July 18 the Pashitch
ministry resigned. The Croats were not included in the succeeding Davidovitch ministry,
but supported it for a time. Ever-growing dissension led to its resignation in October and in
November the King decided to call general elections, meanwhile putting the government again
in the hands of Pashitch.
Toward the close of
the year, the premier took drastic measures in
dissolving the Croatian Peasants' Party. The
year 1924 was signalized by an agreement with
Bulgaria and an important treaty negotiated in
January with Italy. The latter was a five-year
treaty of friendship by which Jugoslavia granted
to Italy full sovereignty over Fiume and received balancing concessions.
In the elections held in February, 1925, the
Radical Party won 140 seats, which with the
support of one of the minor factions gave it a
slender majority. During the spring, however,
a series of negotiations brought the Radical and
the Raditch parties together and in July they
formed a coalition government. Mr. Raditch
with several other Croat leaders had been imprisoned since the first of the year. He was now
set free and later received the post of Minister
of Education in the cabinet and represented the
country at the League of Nations meeting. For
a while, political harmony seemed to reign, but
the antagonism between the leading factions was
too great to be permanently suppressed and
in April, 1926, the premier resigned following
the resignation of Croat cabinet members, including Raditch. The ministry was reorganized
under M. Uzunovitch, with the Raditch Party
represented in the cabinet although Raditch
himself remained out.
The new Government maintained an uncertain
lease of life until December. The storm that
broke when the Treaty of Tirana between Italy
and Albania was published swept out of office
the Foreign Minister, M. Nintchitch, who had
consistently followed a policy of accord with
In the
Italy, and the whole cabinet followed.
midst of efforts to form a new government, the
aged M. Pashitch died, leaving the already
tangled situation still more involved. At this
close of the year, M. Uzunovitch succeeded in
bringing Radicals and Raditch Party loaders
together once more in a new cabinet, but in its
short life of four months, it had sufficient
strength only to put through the budget.
The excitement over the Albanian situation
continued to run high and was in part responsible for the ministry's resignation in April.
It was succeeded by a coalition of Radicals and
Democrats headed by V. Vukitchevitch. Elections held in
September brought no particular
changes, the existing government parties obtaining a substantial majority. Aside from the
perennial political strife in domestic affairs, the
Government at this time was occupied chiefly
with strenuous efforts to form an alliance which
would at least partially offset the advance of
Italy in the Balkans. This was finally accom^

October,
sion for
1924, an
for the

jugglery would indicate.
The important fact revealed by more than four
years of Croatian obstruction was that the
Croats, though willing to unite with their kinsmen in a decentralized Jugoslav nation, were irreconcilably opposed to the continued dominance
of the Serbs in the new and enlarged nation.
Territorial consolidation had proved to be but
the first step toward genuine national unification, and the other steps remained to be made.
The head of the Croat movement was Stephan
Raditch, whose whole-hearted devotion to the
cause of the Croat peasant earned him the regard
of all the Balkan peoples. By 1924 he was a
leader of the first importance in southeastern
Europe. His strong leaning toward Russia,
strengthened still further by a visit to Moscow
in June, brought renewed fears on the part of
the Government of a Communist uprising, and in
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plished on Nov. 11, 1917, when a treaty of
friendship and alliance was signed with France.
Relations with Bulgaria became increasingly
strained at this time because of the incessant
border raids by bands of Macedonian "comitodji,"
which Bulgaria seemed quite unable to suppress.

The murder

of the Jugoslav General

Kovacho-

vitch on Oct. 5, 1917, brought the situation to a
most serious stage, but an actual clash between
the two countries was happily avoided.
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In 1928 the issue which had divided the country since its founding, the reiterated demands of
the Croats, and to a lesser extent the Slovenes,
for full autonomy, became more than ever a
source of discord. It found expression particularly in ttye bitter opposition to the ratification
of a pending treaty with Italy negotiated in
1925, which the Croats claimed sacrificed their
interests to the Government's desire for support
for a loan. In May, rioting and anti-Italian
demonstrations became frequent. The climax to
all the disorder came on June 20, when a Radical
deputy, Punica Ratchitch, shot down five Croat
party leaders, killing two outright and wounding Stephan Raditch and two others. ImmediThe Croat
ately, the land was in an uproar.
deputies withdrew in a body from the Assembly
aud returned to Zagreb. There they declared a
boycott on the Government, refusing even to
recognize its envoys as long as any party in any
way connected with the murders was in office.
The Government did all it could to placate thorn.
When the crisis brought about the resignation
of the ministry on July 4, the King requested the
wounded Raditch to form a cabinet, but he refused. Anton Koroslietz, a Slovene clerical,

ministers, etc., and having practically none but
advisory powers. The Government was reorgan-

Several newspapers were suppressed. On June 7, Puiiica
Katchitch was given a twenty-year prison term
for the murders of a year before.
By the people of Jugoslavia, the setting-up of
the dictatorship was accepted without enthusiized in the interests of efficiency.

asm and without

particular protest, Jn foreign
relations, the chief immediate reaction was
Italy's declaration that no new treaty could
be negotiated to replace the five-year pact of
friendship which had expired in January, 1929,
until the political situation should become more
settled.
Although the sponsors of the new
regime professed to look forward to a resumption
of parliamentary government, they admitted that
it might be a long time before such objective
could be realized, and in midsummer of 1D29 the
country faced an indefinite continuation of one-

man

rule.

JUGOSLAV LITERATURE.

The

unifica-

tion of the literature written in the various sections of the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats, and
Slovenes has been vfty difficult to achieve and its

progress has depended nmch upon the political
then organized a government. On August 8, relations between the different provinces. BeStcphan Uaditch died and the whole of Croatia fore the World War, there was a growing tendwas plunged in mourning. In the absence of the ency for young Serb writers to publish at Zagreb
Croat representatives, the Government readily and, vice versa, for the Croats to havo some of
put through the ratification of the Italian agree- their works in the Serb journals. Witli this in
ment. During the following months the Serb- mind, we must remember that there was an acCroat hostility grew more and more bitter, with tive literature in both sections of the country.
In Croatia, older writers, such as Anton Trcsic
frequent riots and much bloodshed. The Koroshetz ministry made several vain attempts at Pavicic:, a poet and novelist of Dalmatia, had
conciliation, even offering Croatia partial auton- largely withdrawn from the field and turned the
omy. In December, steps were taken apparently literary output over to men of the younger
looking toward placing Croatia under military schools which followed rather closely tho prerule.
With the Croatian situation but reflecting dominant tendencies in western Europe. Those
the condition of, helplessness to which the whole in Serbia had been more largely under Russian
civil government had arrived, it became apparent
influence, but there was a number of prose
that the long years of party dissension and par- writers and poets, among whom were Jovaii
liamentary inaptitude had brought governmental Dusic*, Milan Kakic, and Mili&c*. Again, the
On December 30, only author who has become known abroad is
affairs to the breaking point.
the KoroHhetz cabinet resigned, and after a Bishop Nikolaj of Ochrida, who, as the Ecv.
week's futile effort to find in the political welter Nikolaj Vclimirovic', won fame as a preacher in
St. Paul's Cathedral, London, where he had gone
sufficient Htrcugth to form a stable government,
the King at one stroke swept the whole parlia- in connection with the education of Serb refuinto
the
the
abolished
discard,
mentary system
gees.
Slovene literature has developed rather apart
constitution, aud set up a military dictatorship
with General Zivkovitch as premier.
from the other groups. Ivan Cankar, the leadAlthough the coup and the dictatorship that ing writer, died in 1918. He had long been
followed it were quite iifc line with similar over- moved, as it were, by a religion of beauty and
turns in Italy and other countries, it differed was a genuine meditative lyric poet. Since his
from them in that the King himself took over all death,* the leading noet is Oton Xupancifi, who
power, and also in that he professed with ap- continues the tradition of love for Iris country
parent sincerity a devotion to democratic gov- and a real and serious attitude toward his art.
ernment and an intention ultimately to return There arc at present no outstanding prose
to it. In his proclamation of Jan. 5, 1020, he authors.
Modern Jugoslav literature, taken as a whole,
assorted that "parliamentary government, which
was always my own ideal as it was that of my has not yet reached the heights attained in the
unforgetable father, has been so abused by blind Middle Ages; yet we can be sure that the vigor
party passionw that it prevented every useful and the energy that are being put forward will in
development in the State." On January 0, de- a short time bring forth a national contribution
crees were issued making the King sole source to world literature.
A Swiss
of power with a ministry responsible to him
).
JtTKTG, CARL GUSTAV (1875alone, prohibiting communism and unduly na- psychologist and psychoanalyst. Jung, who was
tionalistic parties, limiting the freedom of the the earliest convert to the new doctrines of Freud,
press, and doing away with all local elective was at that time assistant to Prof. Paul E. Bleubodies.
ler the psychiatrist of the Zurich "University,
During the following months, successive meas- who also was favorably disposed to the new deparnew
All of his works arc in JUnglish translature.
ures were taken to safeguard the
regime
and make it workable* Ou February 18, the King tion: Pay otology of Dementia Pracoao (1909) ;
by decree created a Legislative Council to suc- Theory of Psychoanalysis (1912); Analytical
ceed the former Parliament, consisting of ex- Psychology (1910); Psychology of the Uncon*

JUNIOR COLLEGES

(1916); Studies in Word Association
(1918)5 Psychological Types (1923), and Contributions to Analytical Psychology
(1928).
During 1925-20 he studied primitive psychology
among the natives of North Kenya, Africa.
Jung has divided all mankind into extraverts
and introverts with many subdivisions. See
scions

PSYCHOLOGY, ABNOBMAL, and PSYCHOANALYSIS;
ASSOCIATION TESTS.
JUNIOR COLLEGES. See UNIVERSITIES

AND COLLEGES.

See EDUCATION

IN THE UNITED STATES.

JUSSERAND,

ahu's'-raN',

JEAN ADRIEN AN-

A French diplomat
TOINE JULES (1855-*
).
and scholar (see VOL. XIII), Ambassador to the
United States (1902-25). He had profound
knowledge of English literature and life, and
was a member of many American and British, as
well as French, learned societies and academies.
His later works include: A Literary History of
With A wricans of
the English People (1913)
Past and Present Days (1916); The School for
Ambassadors, and other Essays (1924); and
"The Historian's Work" in -The Writing of History (1926). Consult Great Men and Great
Days, by Stephane Lauzanne (1921).
;

BATTLE

OP.

See

WORLD WAR,

Naval Operations.

JUVENILE COURTS.

Although the first
courts were established about 1900,
from 1914 there was great activity in the formulation of principles and the development of
methods of administration. In 1914 a report of
the special committee of the National Probation
Association, appointed to consider juvenile courts
and their administration, was published in book
form under the title Ji&venile Courts and. Probation, by Bernard Flexner and Roger N. Baldwin. This statement of the aims of the juvenile
court and detailed discussion of the means by
juvenile

which its purposes may be realized, together
with the educational work of the National Probation Association, of State organizations supervising juvenile court work, and of individual
judges and probation officers, brought increased
recognition of the importance of the movement
and the administrative standards that must be
maintained. In 1923, following a series of studies made by the Children's Bureau of the United
States Department of Labor and conferences held
under the joint auspices of that Bureau and the
National Probation Association, a detailed statement of Juvenile Court standards was published by the Children's Bureau and widely distributed.

Since it aims to save, rather than to punish,
the delinquent child and to protect the neglected
and dependent child, the ideal function of
the juvenile court is not to .determine whether
or not a child has committed a specific offense,

but through social investigations and physical
and mental examinations, to ascertain the needs
of each child and determine the treatment to be
Children are to be kept in their own
possible and, if institutional care
is needed, it must be educational and not
punitive.
To attain these ends, the procedure in
children's cases must not be criminal in nature,
and the court hearings must be entirely separate from the trials of adult offenders. The
hearings must be private and informal, and
must be held before a judge or referee who understands problem children and is able to use intelligently the resources which the community
given.

homes

if

and the State provide; and skilled probation
service and facilities for expert study of the
child's physical and mental condition must be
available. It is desirable to keep children in their
if possible, pending the hearing and
determination of their cases and, if detention is
required for their own welfare or the public
safety, it must not be in jails or police stations,

own homes,

but in family boarding homes or special detention homes adequately equipped for constructive
service.

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS.
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These are the ideals of the juvenile court, but
their realization, even in the larger cities, is far
from complete and, in many small towns and
rural districts throughout the country, children
are still subjected to publicity, criminal procedure, jail detention, and treatment that can
not be effective because of the absence of facilities for the study of the child and for skilled
probation service. Nevertheless, real progress
has been made in the extension of juvenile-court
principles and practice. In 1910 legislation authorizing probation in children's cases was on the
statute books of 38 States and the District of
Columbia, but the application of this legislation
was mainly confined to the larger cities. Eight

years later, juvenile-court laws having been
passed in every State except two, and laws
authorizing probation in children's cases in every
State except one, a survey was made by the Children's Bureau of the United States Department of
Labor, covering 2034 juvenile courts and other
courts hearing children's cases. This study
showed that of an estimated 175,000 children's
cases in 1918, 125,000 were heard by courts

with some degree of special organization, and
that such service existed in all the large cities
and in 71 per cent of the cities having populations of

from 25,000 to 100,000.

The minimum

specialization used as a basis of
comparison in this survey was separate hearings for children, officially authorized probation
service, and the recording of social information.
Only 321 courts, or 10 per cent of those reporting, had even this minimum; and almost half
these courts were in five States. It was found

degree

of

States were not fully carrying out
From at least one court in every
State came reports of detaining children in jails,
and in 37 courts in 18 States, no effort was mtule
to separate children detained in jails from adult
offenders; more than one-fourth of the courts
with probation service reported that no provision whatever was n&de for physical examination and relatively few courts had facilities
for mental examinations. Although authorized
in every State but one, probation service was
known to have been used during the year in only
45 per cent of these courts with jurisdiction
over children.
Unfortunately, in many of the States, the
juvenile court has been converted into a general
catch-all.
Here has been assigned the jurisdiction over mothers' pensions, adoptions, cases involving feeble-minded children, even domestic
relations.
In very few instances has the complete attention been concentrated on the original
definition of the juvenile court, I.e., as an agency
for preventing and treating delinquency.
In
one respect, a technique has been developedthat
of the -probation worker.
It has become a
regular, paid service whose workers, if necessary,
are prepared to reconstruct the child's family,
school, and vocational and recreational relation-

that

many

their laws.

ships.
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kan, GUSTAVE (1859French novelist and critic (see
VOL. XIII). In 1024 he became
editor of Menorali, a semi-monthly
later
Zionist
publication. His
works include La Childebert (1926)
and Fantin-Latour (1927).
A Ger).
KAHB, GUSTAV VON (1862man public official, born at Weissenburg. He
was active in the establishment of the Bavarian
Republic, and from March, 1920, to September,

A

was Minister-President.

He came

ZALLEN", HORACE MEYER

into con-

with the Reich government over questions of
authority and resigned his post, largely as a
result of the opposition of General Ludendorff
and other reactionaries. In 1923 he was appointed general commissioner of state in full

A

and engaged in commerce at Buenos Aires.
After 1901 he devoted himself to the drama. He
is the author of Die Burger von Calais (1914) ;
Von Morgen bis Mitternacht (1916, produced in
New York in English translation, 1919 ) Die
Koralle (1918); Gas (1920); Gilles und Jeanne
(1923); Kolportage (1924); Zweimal Oliver
and Die Sorina (1927).
(1926)
Swiss
KAISER, ISABELLE (1866-1925).
author, who wrote in German and French (see
VOL. XIII). Her later works include Le Vent
des Cimes (191C) Rahels Liebe (1921) ; Hilda,
die Hexe (1921)
and Die Ndchte der Konigin,
short stories (1924).
KALEDIN , ALEXEI ( 1861-1918 ) . A Russian
general born at Ustj-Chozer (Dongebiet) of a
Cossack father. In 1914 he led the 12th Division of Cavalry, in 1915 he was wounded and imprisoned in Austria, and in 1916, free again, he
commanded the 8th Army. His masterly conduct of the campaign of Volhania and the capture
of Lutsk gaining for him the title of "Hero of
Lutsk." On the outbreak of the Revolution in
1917, the Cossacks elected him commander-inchief
When he found that his struggle against
Bolshevism was useless, he committed suicide in
February, 1918.
EALINnr. MIKHAIL IVANOVTCH ( 1875)
A Russian Communist chairman of the Central
Executive Committee of the Russian Socialist
Federation of Soviet Republics since 19-19. He
went to work in a Sfc, Petersburg cartridge factory at the age of fourteen, joined the SocialDemocratic Party in 1898 and for his political
;

;

A

;

;

1

.

.

activities was exiled to Siberia a number of
times, the first in 1899. Released from prison
following the revolution of 19,17, he took an active part in the Bolshevist movement. In 1919
he was elected a member of the central committee
of the Communist Party. He wrote, in German,

(1882-

).

An

19).

When

the

New

School of Social Research

in New York City, he was apis the author
pointed lecturer in philosophy. He
of William James and Henri Bergson (1909);

was organized

flict

charge of the government and held this position
during the attempt of Adolf Hitler and General
Ludendorff to overthrow the Government. The
failure of this attempt resulted in the arrest of
Hitler and Ludendorff. See BAVARIA.
).
KAISER, kl'zgr (F. K.) GEORG (1878German playwright of the expressionist school.
He was born at Magdeburg, attended college

VerwirUichung

American philosophical writer. He was born in
Silesia, Germany, was taken to the United
States at the age of four, educated at Harvard
He was
University, the Sorboime, and Oxford.
named by William James as editor of his unfinished book, Some Problems in Philosophy
(1910). After teaching at Harvard (1908-11),
he went to the University of Wisconsin (1911-

KAH2T,

1921,

tut die Sovjelmacht fur die

der Demokratie? (1926).

1

Creative Intelligence, with John Dewey and
others (1916) ; The Structure of a Lasting Peace
(1918); Zionism and World Politics (1021);

The League of Nations, and To-day and Tomorrow (1921) Culture and Democracy in the
United States (1924)
Education, the Machine
and the Worker (1925) Why Religion? (1927) ;
and Freedom in the Modem World (1928).
KAMENEV. LEV BOMSSOVITSOH (1883A Russian Communist journalist, dip).
lomat, and political leader, born in Moscow. A
;

;

;

former coeditor of the Pravda, Petrograd, several
times banished from Russia for his revolutionary
activities, he became a member of the central
committee of the Communist Party in 1917 and
was one of the negotiators of the Brest-Li to vsk
Treaty with Germany in 1918. From 1918 to
1925, he was president of the Moscow Soviet and
from 1924 to 1926 president of the Council of
Labor and Defence. In December, 1925, and
again in 1927, he joined with Trotsky and
others in opposing Stalin, the Soviet chief executive.
He served as Ambassador to Italy (192027) and was also president of the All-lluHsian
Central Executive Committee. In 1921 he wrote
The Soviet Republic in the Capitalist World.
KAMERTTN', ka'me-roon'. Formerly a German protectorate on the west coast of Central
Africa, but since its capture by BritiHh and
French troops in 1916, part of the British and
French Empires under the names of British
Cameroon and French Cameroon. See CAMEROON,
BRITISH; and CAMEROON, FRENCH.
KANAVEL, ALLEN BUQKOTER (1874).
An American surgeon, born at Sedgwick, Kan,,
and educated at Northwestern
Uni varsity
(Ph,B. 1896; M.D. 1899). After studying in
Vienna, he joined the faculty of Northwestern
University where he was successively lecturer,
assistant professor and, after 1919, full profwHor
of surgery. He became widely known through a
classical monograph entitled Infections of the

Hand, which was passed throtigh several

editions.
also associate editor of Surgery, Gynccolo.gy and Obstetrics.

He

is

An
KANDEL, ISAAC LEON (1881).
American educator, born in Rumania. He studied
in Manchester, England,
and at Columbia
and Jena universities. For several years, he
taught in universities in Ireland and from 1908
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Mining. The principal mineral products of
the State are petroleum, zinc, natural gas, and
coal.
There is considerable production of lead.
bia University, after 1023 professor of education The progress of the petroleum industry during
there, and in 1914-23 was specialist of the the period since 1914 is indicated by these figures:
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of production in 1914, 3,103,585 barrels; 1916,
Teaching. He is the author of Elementary 8,738,077; 1917, 36,536,125; 1918, 45,451,017;
Education in England (1914) ; Federal Aid for 1920, 39,005,000; 1922, 31,766,000; 1926, 41,Vocational Education (1917); Education in 498,000; 1927, 41,069,000; 1928, 38,596,000. The
increased production in the later years indicates
Germany (1918) ; and Reports on Education
Great Britain, Ireland, Germany and France a remarkable development in the new petroleum
He edited : Twenty -five Years of Ameri- fields throughout the State. The coal produc( 1919 )
can Education (1924); Educational Yearbook tion in 1914 was 6,860,988 short tons, valued at
of the International Institute
(1925); The $11,238,253; 1917, 7,184,975, $16,618,277; 1918,
Classics in Germany, England, and France 7,561,947, $22,028,142; 1920, 5,926,408, $22,923,(1925); and French Elementary Schools (1926). 000; 1921, 3,46(S,641, $13,333,300; 1927, 3,442,KANSAS. The thirteenth State in size (82,- 762, $9,648,000; 1928, 2,809,724, $6,861,000. The
158 square miles) and the twenty-forth in popula- value of clay products has varied widely from
tion; capital, Topeka. The population increased $1,905,961 in 1914 to $2,064,520 in 1918; $4,921,from 1,690,949 in 1910 to 1,769,257 in 1920, 740 in 1920; and $3,969,040 in 1926; the ina gain of 4.6 per cent; estimated popula- creased value in years coinciding with the \Var
The white population rose was due largely to the decreased purchasing
tion, 1928, 1,835,000.
from 1,634,352 (1910) to 1,708,906 (1920); power of money and the consequent higher prices.
Negro, from 54,030 to 57,925. Foreign-born Shipments of cement, exclusive of natural cement,
whites decreased in number from 135,190 to 110,- varied from 3,237,906 barrels in 1914 to 4,158,The urban population mounted from 493,- 399 in 1920; 3,643,582 in 1921; and 6,141,937 in
578.
790 to 617,964; the rural fell from 1,197,159 to 1927. In addition to products mentioned above,
1,151,293. The growth of the principal cities the State produces a considerable quantity of
was as follows: Kansas City (q.v.), 82,331 to gypsum, natural gas, and sand and gravel. The
101,177; Wichita, 52,450 to 72,217; Topeka, 43,- total value of the mineral products in 1926 was
684 to 50,022.
$165,060,612, compared with $198,097,758 in
Agriculture. Kansas is one of the most im- 1920, $120,759,783 in 1919, $149,902,091 in 1918,
portant of agricultural States. Conditions since and $25,866,351 in 1914. In 1927 the mineral
the War have been greatly affected by the general production was valued at $120,368,526. Kansas
agricultural situation in regard to wheat and ranked tenth among the States.
Manufactures. While Kansas is chiefly an
other grains, for accounts of wliich, see AGRICULTURE, CORN, WHEAT, etc. The number of farms agricultural State, it is also important industriincreased very slightly, from 105,286 in 1920 to ally. There are 17 cities which have a. popula165,879 in 1925. The total acreage in farms tion of more than 10,000, the combined populawas 425,179 in 1920, but fell to 43,729,129 in tions of which form 23.6 per cent of the total for
1925. The improved land in farms embraced the State. In 1919, 72.1 per cent of the total
30,600,760 acres in 1920. The acreage of crop value of the State's manufactures were reported
land in 1925 was 23,896,507. The total percent- from these cities. There were in the State in
age of land in farms decreased from 86.8 in 1920 1914, 3136 manufacturing establishments; 3474
to 83.6 in 1925. The total value of farm property in 1919; 1860 in 1925; 1856 in 1927. Persons
rose from $2,039,389,910 in 1910 to $3,302,806,- engaged in manufactories as wage earners num187 in 1920, but declined to $2,504,339,779 in bered 41,259, 61,049, 46,078, and 45,368, respec1925 ; the average value per farm being $1 1,407 in tively, iu those years; and the capital invested
1910, $19,982 in 1920, and $15,097 in 1925. In in- amounted to $163,789,752 (1914) and $357,534,terpreting these values, the inflation of the cur- 129 (1919). The value of products iu 1014
rency incident to the War is to be taken into con- amounted to $323,234,194; 1919, $913,667,094;
While
sideration. Of the total number of farms in 1925, 1925 $698,096,115; 1927, $681,570,334.
95,149 were operated by owners; 729, by manag- the increase in the value of the product iu 1 OHThe comparative IO was in great measure due to changes in iners; and 70,001, by tenants.
figures for 1910 are 131,108; 3335; and 65,398. dustrial conditions brotight about -by the War,
White farmers in 1920 numbered 164,048, com- the increase in the average number of wage
pared with 170,150 in 1910; native-born, 146,- earners clearly indicated growth in manufactur859, compared with 150,346; foreign-born, 17,187, ing activities in the State. The most important
compared with 25,804; colored, 1238, compared industry in point of value of products is that
with 1691. In 1920 the number of dairy cows connected .with slaughtering and meat packing,
was 681,267; in 1925, 380,150; "beef" cows, the value of the product being $131,647,000 in
912,892 in 1920, 923,148 in 1925; mules, 243,332 1914; $427,663,000 in 1919; $240,46.5,685 in
1927. Flour-mill and gristmill products ranked
in 1920, 260,163 in 1925; sheep, 361,102 in 1920
and 314,894 in 1925. The number of swine had second; they were valued at $72,895,000 in 1914;
decreased greatly during a decade (from 3,037,- at $206,881,000 in 1919; at $133,625,683 in 1927.
000 in 1910 to 1,816,000 in 1920) ; but it rose to Petroleum refining, in the third place, amounted
2,196,569 in 1925. The estimated production of to $8,923,000 in 1914 and to $73,878,325 ia 1927.
the chief farm crops for 1928 was as follows: The chief manufacturing cities in the State are
was scholar and teaching professor at
Columbia University. In 1915-23 lie was associate in education at Teachers College, Colum-

to 1010

m

.

Corn, 179,118,000 bushels; wheat, 177,833,000;
37,729,000; barley, 17,661,000; potatoes,
7,560,000; and hay, 4,646,000 tons. Comparative
ligurew for 1913 are corn, 23,424,000 bushels;
wheat, 86,983,000; oats, 34,320,000; barley,
1,994,000; potatoes, 2,920,000; and hay, 1,350,000 tons*
oatH,

Kansas City, Topeka, and Wichita. In Kansas
City, there were 165 establishments in 1909, with
a product valued at $164,081,000; 196, with

$468,686,000 in 1919; products totaled $290,646,000 in 1925. In Topeka in 1009, there were
202 with $17,821,000; 161, with $20,685,000 in
and 169, with $45,708,000 in 1919; in 1900,
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Wichita had 223, with $10,267,000; 199, with
$11,668,000 in 1914; and 199, with $57,789,969 in
1927.

Education. Educational progress has been
sustained in recent years. The Legislature
passed at various times many measures designed
to improve the educational system.
rural
high-school measure of 1915 permitted legal
electors residing in territory containing not less
than 16 square miles and comprising one or more
townships or parts thereof to establish rural
high-school districts. Under this law, over 240
rural high schools were soon organized. The
Legislature of 1923 passed an act reorganizing
the county high-school system, abolishing normal
county high schools and creating community high
schools and providing for the payment of tuition
in connection therewith ; and by the end of 1923,
26 such high schools had been established. The

A

same Legislature passed a measure for carrying out the law of 1917 relating to vocational
education; and useful legislation relating to the
blind and deaf and dumb. The name of the normal schools of the State was changed to teachers*
A Board of Administration was authorcolleges.
ized to make a survey of the southwestern part
of the State and to determine tlie advisability of
establishing State teachers' colleges. The school
population of the State (minors from 5 to 17

years, inclusive) was, in 1925-26, 473,694; the
public-school enrollment was 424,967; in 1023 it
was 427,310. Kansas has always been among the
States with the lowest percentages of illiterates.
Its percentage decreased from 2.8 in 1910 to
2 in 1920; among the native-born, from 1.1 to
0.7 per cent; among the foreign-born, from 10.3
to 10.2; among the Negroes, from 15.9 to 11.2.
Finance. State expenditures in the year
ended June 30, 1927, as reported by the U. S.
Department of Commerce, were for maintenance
:

and operation of governmental departments,
254,973 (of which $691,604 was aid to

$14,local
education) ; for conducting public-service enterprises, $440,562; for interest on debt, $1,215,202;
for permanent improvements, $9,105,088; total,
$25,015,825 (of which $9,773,112 was for high-

ways, $1,789,743 being for maintenance and $27,983,369 for construction). Revenues were $27,086,679. Of this, property and special taxes
formed 39.3 per cent; departmental earnings
and charges for officials 9 services, 11.5 per cent;
and sales of licenses and the tax on gasoline,
34.8 per cent. Property valuation was $3,674,105,303; State taxation thereon, $9,502,190. Net
State debt on June 30, 1927, was $24,836,544.
Political and Other Events, In 1914 there
were elections for United States Senator and
governor and other State officers. Senator Bristow, a candidate for renomination on the Republican ticket, was opposed by Charles Curtis
and by Victor Murdock, Progressive leader of
the House of Representatives. Mr. Curtis received the Republican nomination and was elected.
Arthur Capper, Republican, was elected governor.
A constitutional amendment providing for the
recall of public officials was adopted.
In 1916
Governor Capper was reflected. In spite of
this fact, President Wilson carried the State,
receiving 314,588 votes, to 277,658 for Charles
E. Hughes. In 1918 Governor Capper was elected
United States Senator on the Republican ticket,
and Henry J. Allen, Republican, was elected
governor. In 1919 a general strike in the coal
fields of the State resulted in the taking over of
thfe mines by the State authorities under the

KANSAS

direction of Governor Allen and their operation
by volunteers. The Legislature in tliis year
created an Industrial Court, before which should
be brought all matters in dispute between employers and employees in what the law describes
as "basic industries/' including food, fuel, cloth-

and all public utilities. In 1920 Senator
Curtis was reelected to the Senate, and Henry
In the presiJ. Allen was reelected governor.
dential voting of this year, Warren G. Harding
received 396,195 votes; James M. Cox, 185,447.
Constitutional amendments were adopted at this
election, relating to promotion of farm homeowning, against the increase of farm tenancy, and
for the promotion of good roads. The Kansas
Court of Industrial Relations was reorganized
and, at the close of the year, 28 industrial cases
had been filed, 20 of these by labor organizations,
and in 13 cases wage increases had been granted.
On Apr. 9, 1920, strikers in the coal mines were
arrested and placed in jail for ignoring the summons of the Industrial Court. On April 30, the,
Industrial Court was declared constitutional by
the State Supreme Court. On Feb. 7, 1921, Alexander Howat, the leader in the coal-mining
strike, was arrested by the authorities of the
Industrial Relations Court for calling a strike
in violation of an injunction. He was convicted.
In 1922 the Democrats came into power,
Tn IIIH
electing as governor Jonathan M. Davis.
campaign, he spoke .against the Industrial Court
and promised a reduction of taxes. Although
the Legislature did not act adversely, the functions of the Industrial Court were greatly curtailed by a decision of the United States Supreme
Court on June 11 that the court had no power to
fix wages.
See LABOR ARBITRATION.
The vote for President in 1924 was: Coolidgi',
407,671; Davis, 156,319; LaFollette, 08,401. Bon
S. Paulen, Republican, was elected governor in
1924 and reelected in 1926. In 1928 the presidential vote was: Hoover, 513,672; Smith 103,003. Clyde M. Reed, Republican, was elected
governor.
Legislation. Several measures panned, in
1915 were designed to strengthen the prohibition
laws of the State. The Legislature of 1017
amended the laws relating to the administration
of the State government and created a Stato
manager for State institutions; enacted a #wieral prohibition law; and amended the childlabor law. The Legislature of 1921 abolished
the Industrial Welfare Commission and conferred its powers on the Court of Industrial Relations; created a State aircraft board; inacta
provision for the establishment and maintenance
of city planning commissions in cities of the first
class; and imposed a penalty for the failure to
employ the English language exclusively in teachPublic Utiliing in the elementary schools.
ties Commission was created and provision was
made for the organization of rural high-school
districts and for the consolidation of school din*
tricts for educational purposes.
An election wan
authorized to be held in 1022 on the question
of compensation of veterans of the War.
Thin
proposal, carrying $25,000,000 in bonds, was carried by the people. The Legislature of 1923 accordingly passed a, soldiers'-bonus law. It also
authorized a board of administration to make
contracts for the drilling of oil and gua wells on
land under its control belonging to the titatu,
where there is a State institution on such land
within two miles of one or more producing oil
Ttoe Legislature of 1923 submitted to the
ing,

A
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on at the general election of
1024 a constitutional amendment permitting the
Legislature to distinguish among subjects of taxation.
A law of 1909 prohibiting cigarettes was
repealed in 1927; life imprisonment for persons
convicted of a third felony was provided.
special session in 1928 framed a constitutional
amendment to give the highway administration
adequate control of funds.
pcoj)le to be voted

A

A

coeducational
KANSAS, UNIVERSITY OF.
State institution of higher learning at Lawrence,
Kan., founded in 1864. Between 1914 and 1928,
student enrollment increased from 2812 to 4224,
with 1683 in the summer of the latter year;
faculty membership from 200 to 280; and the
library from 100,000 to 200,000 volumes. Chancol lor, Ernost Hiram
Lindley, LL.D.

KAWSAS CITY. The largest city in Kansas.
The population increased from 82,331 in 1910 to
108,851 in 1920 and to 118,300 in 1928, by estiof the Bureau of the Census.
This includes
the suburb of Roscdale, which was annexed in
1922. The area is 22 square miles. In 1924 a

mate

city-plamring and zoning ordinance was adopted,
designed to take care of the growth of the city
for the next 40 years.
Since 1924 several buildings of unusual architectural interest have been
erected in Kansas City. Among these are the
Commercial National Bank Building in Italian
lleuaiMsanoo style, the $500,000 War Memorial
Hall in Roman Doric style, and the Wyandotte
County Court House erected at a cost of $1,000,000 in Greek Doric style. The William Rockhill
Kelson Gallery of Art, named for the man who
was instrumental in beautifying Kansas City,
is under construction on the site of his home
at Brush Crook. In the main business districts
of the city, 22 commercial buildings, including
four large oflice buildings, have been erected
since 1024. Tn 1926, 1703 building permits,
valued at $3,423,676, were issued. Extensive
improvement alwo have boon made of the city's
water and light facilities, $2,600,000 of a $4,000,000 bond issue having been expended for this
purpose. A 125-acro airport has been constructed in the Fairfax district, one of five industrial districts distributed throughout the
In 1925 there were 160 manufacturing
city.
establishments in Kansan City, employing 14,336
persons who received $17,871,61,3 in wages; the
value of productH manufactured waa $290,790,150. The asfle-Hsed valuation of property in
Kansas City in 1927 was $138,991,000; the net
debt wan $12,870,000.

KANSAS CITY, An important industrial
and railroad centre of Missouri. The population
increased from 248,381 in 1910 to 324,410 in 1920
and to 391,000 in 1928 by estimate of the Bureau
of the GtrnflUB. The area is 58 square miles. In
1020 IiQine-mlo charter-making powers were
acquired by the city, and in 1026 the citymaiwger plan of government was adopted. According to this plan, a council of nine members
in elected, one of whom acts as mayor, while the
city manager is ehoaen by the council. Between
1014 and 1024, a viaduct and double-deck bridge,
a 14-mile boulevard, a 15-mile newer system, and
a dyke for flood protection were built by the
Bond inane* far municipal improvements
city.
Hinco 1024 include $8,500,000 for the construction
of trunk Hewers, $11,000,000 for a new municipal water syntom, $1,000,000 for the purchase
and improvement of a 688-acra municipal airport, $500,000 for a municipal river terminal,
and $280,000 for Swope Park, one of the largest

municipal parks in the United States. Kansas
City is the home of the Federal Reserve Bank of
the tenth district, and one of its finest structures
Other
is the Federal Eeserve Bank Building.
edifices which have been recently constructed are
the 24-story Southwestern Bell Telephone Building, the R. A. Long Building, tlie Commerce
Building, the First National Bank, the New England National Bank, and the Kansas City Life
Insurance Building. In 1927, 470 building perThe
mits, valued at $15,215,875, were issued.
Liberty Memorial, including a shaft with a crucible at the top in which, a fire is to burn constantly, a liall of records, and a fraternity house,
was dedicated on Armistice Day, 1926. The
value of manufactured goods rose from $189,732,860 in 1923 to $221,349,000 in 1927. In 1025,
25,570 persons were employed in approximately
500 manufacturing establishments and received
$32,884,000 in wages. Kansas City has 60 national and state banks and trust companies with
total resources of $302,657,674 and 61 building
and loan associations with total resources of $72,084,620. The assessed valuation of property in
1927 was $500,879,000; the net debt was $43,430,000. In June, 1928, the Republican National
Convention was held in the great
Convention Hall.

A

KANSAS WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY.

coeducational institution under the auspices
of the Methodist Episcopal Church, founded in
1885 at Salina, Kansas. The number of students
increased from 149 in 1919 to 966 in the fall of

1928; in the same period, the faculty increased
from 20 to 35, and the number of volumes in the
library from 12,000 to 16,000. A physics laboratory was equipped in 1920 and an administration
building, with an adjoining auditorium seating
1500 persons, the total cost of which was $250,000, was completed in 1928. Departments of
liberal arts, commercial science, music, and
fine arts are maintained leading to the degrees
of bachelor of arts, bachelor of science, bachelor
of music and bachelor of science in commerce.
special gift of $25,000 for the retiring of the
bonded indebtedness of the University was made
in 1928 by Walter P. Chrysler. The General
Educational Board pledged $100,000 toward en-

A

dowment provided

all

indebtedness be liquidated

by Jan. 1, 1930, and that an additional $200,000
endowment be secured. President, the Rev.
L. B. Bowers, D.D.,
XAPP, kap, WOLFGANG

A

VON

(1858-1022).

revolutionist, born in New York City,
where his father, Fried rich Kapp, a well-known
Liberal leader, was in exile. He founded the Agricultural Credit Institute of East Prussia, which
was very successful. During tho World War,
he was one of the leading representatives of the

German

Junkers and bitterly opposed all measures taken
to establish a republic. In March, 1920, he
headed a conspiracy to obtain control of the Government* This was at first successful, and he
installed as Imperial Chancellor. He endeavored to form a government but was frustrated largely by a universal strike, which
rendered him powerless. The movement collapsed on March 17, and he fled from Berlin,
escaping by airplane to Sweden.
KAPP PUTSCH. See TRADE-UNIONISM,
GVmetny; GERMANY, under History.
XABAFITOO, See SA.KIIAMN.
A RusLEO M. (1880).
sian Communist journalist, diplomat, and public
He was a member of the Bussian delegaofficial.

was

KARAKHAN,

KARELIA CONTROVERSY

latter year has been Assistant People's
sary for Foreign Affairs.

KARELIA

CONTROVERSY.

Commis-

See

FIN-

LAND, RUSSIA.

KARL

GARY.

I,

EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA AND HUN-

See CHARLES

KAROLYI,
(1875-

).

A

I.

stay. He wrote Fighting the World vol. i, The
Struggle for Peace (1924), See HUNGARY, under History.
).
KARPINSKI, Louis CHARLES (1878An American mathematician, born at Rochester,
N. Y., and educated at Cornell University, Colum-

and Strassburg.

He taught mathematics

at Berea (1898-1900) and at the Oswego (N. Y.)
Normal School during 1903-04, but in 1904 accepted a call to the University of Michigan
where in 1919 he became full professor of mathematics. Dr. Karpinski has devoted his attention chiefly to the history and pedagogy of mathematics. An authority on the history of science,
lie was collaborator on the Archivio di Storia
della Sciensa and author of The Hindu-Arabic
Numerals, with D. G, Smith (1911) Robert of
Chester's Latin Translation of the Algebra of
Khoicansimi (1915); and Unified Mathematics,
with H. Y. Benedict and J. W. Calhoun (1918).
Professor ICarpinski also wrote History of Arith;

metic (1925).

KASPROWICZ, JAN

regarded as a check to the military party. See
JAPAN, under History.
KATTFFMAN", REGINALD WEIGHT (1877An American author (see VOL. XIII).
).
He served on the Mexican border in 1916 and
His later
enlisted in 1917 for service in France.
books include The Latter Day Saints, with Ruth
Wright Kauffman (1917); The Azure Rose
Victorious
(1918); Our Navy at Work (1918)
The Ranger of
(1919) ; Money to Burn (1924)
the Manor (1924); Spanish Dollars (1925);
Seventy-Six! (1926); Overland Trail (1027);
Man of Little Faith (1927).
KAUTEMAW, RUTH WRIGHT (MRS. REGINALD WRIGHT) (?An American writer
).
and war correspondent, born in New York City,
and educated at Bryn Mawr and in Paris, at
the College de France. During 1905 and 1900,
;

COUNT
MICHAEL,
Hungarian stateman born in

ka'rd-lyS,

Budapest of a family historically prominent.
In 1910 he became a member, and in 1913 chairman, of the Independence Party, and urged universal suffrage. Before and during the World
War, he manifested strong pacifism and outspokenly condemned German policies. When
defeat was realized, he was called on (Oct. 31,
1918) to form a ministry, his first task being
to conclude an armistice with General D'Esperey,
commander on the Macedonian frontier. In January, 1919, he became provisional President of
the Hungarian Republic. His endeavors to restore order were frustrated by the Bolshevik
propaganda under Bela Kim, and he resigned in
March, 1919, living in exile thereafter. In 1925
when his wife became ill in the United States, he
applied for a visa to join her and was given one
on condition that he refrain from political activity while there. The action of the Government
was severely criticized by liberals in the United
States. In September, 1928, he' visited that
country again, but was permitted only a limited
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tion which signed the Brest-Litovsk Treaty,
served as Minister to Poland ( 1921-22 ) and Ambassador to China (1924-26), and since the

(1860-1926).

writer, born at Szymbork,

A

Polish

His principal works

were Ohristus (1891); Von bauerlicher 8cholle
(1891); Weltuntergang, a play, (1891); Liebe
(1894); Johannisnaohtsmarohen (1900); Der
untergehenden Welt (1901). He also translated
works of Shakespeare, Goethe, Shelley, Byron,
Tennyson, Rostand, and Hautmann.
KATANGA. See COPPER.
KATO, ka'td, TOMOSABURO, BARON (18591923). A Japanese admiral and statesman (see
VOL. XIII). In the World War, he was
commandcr-in-chief of the First Fleet which
guarded Allied transportation from German raiding in the Pacific. After the War, as Minister
of Marine, he began to build up Japan's
navy.
He headed the Japanese delegation to the Disarmament Conference at Washington and afterward won his government's consent to the treaty.
His appointment as Premier iij. June, 1922, was

;

she investigated women's
stores, offices,

and domestic

work in department
service, and in 1909

she investigated "white slavery" in the United
States and Europe. During the World War, she
was correspondent for Leslie's and for the
Christian Herald and was the first woman correspondent at the American front in France.
In 1918 she was connected with the publicity
department of the American Red Cross. Her
writings include: Women War Workers (1919) ;
Three Little Kittens (1922) ; The Boundary Line
(1923) ; The "I-Don't-Want-To" Scries, for children (1924) ; Route Bwree (1925).

An
).
KAU'PMAN, GEORGE S. (1889American playwright, born at Pittsburgh, Pa.
For several years he conducted humorous daily
columns in the Washington Times and the New
York Evening Mail and was subsequently on the
dramatic staff of the New York Tribune and of
the New York Times. Ho was the author, with
Marc

Connelly, of many succcsafxil plays, including Dulcy (1921); To the Ladies (1922);
Beggar on Horseback (1924); The Butter and
Egg Man (1925); and with Edna Ferbcr, The
Royal Family (1927).
KATTTSKY, kout'skl, KARL JOIIANN (1854-

An

Austrian Socialist (see VOL. XITI).
one of the most important and prolific
writers among the Social Democrats of Germany.
During the World War, he supported the Government. In 1919 he published four volumes of
documents, pertaining to pre-war history, with
marginal notes by the ex-Kaiser, which raised
a storm in Germany. In 1 920 Kautaky appalod
to American Socialists to help reestablish iho
).

Hq was

Socialist Internationale.
He was strongly antiBolshevik. His later works include Der Jf*oJitische Massenstreik
(1914); Die Vfiroinigtcii
8taaten Mitteleuropas (1916); Die Bcfrciwiff
der Nationen (1917); flerbicn, und Bulgarian
in der Gesohichte (1917); Haptburfiti (Iliick
und Bnde (1918) ; Dcmokratic odor DikMurf

(1918); Die So&ialisirunff der Landwirtschaft
(1919); Wie der Weltkrieg EnMeht (1919);
Delbruck und Wtthclnt, II (1020); Georgian
(1921); Von der Demokratie stur fllaalssklaverei (1921); Die proletarteche ftevolution und
ihr Programm (1922) ; Die matcrialistisehe Qeschichtsauffassung (1927).
K. K. (1875),
Japanese writer, born in Tokyo, who was educated
in the law in Japan. In 1901 he came to the
United States an4 studied at the universities, of
Iowa and Wisconsin. In 1905, engaged in journalism, he traveled extensively in China, Siberia,
and Russia. He was a correspondent for loading
newspapers in Tokyo and a frequent contributor
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KATE-SMITH

American magazines and newspapers. In
1921-22 he covered the Washington Disarmament
Conference for the New York Herald Syndicate,
and in 1927 he went to Europe for Japanese
newspapers. In English his writings include:
Political Ideas of the Modern Japan (1903);
Asia at the Door (1914); Japan and World
Politics (1917) Japan and World Peace (1919)
The Real Japanese Question (1921), and Japan's
Pacific Policy (1922).
An Eng)
KAYE-SMITH, SHEILA ( ?Her
lish novelist, born at St. Leonard*s-on-Sea.
first published novel was The Tramping Methodist (1908).
This attracted wide attention and
was followed by Star Brace (1909); Spell-land
(1910); Isle of Thorns (1913); Three Against
the World (1914)
Sussex Gorse (1916) Little
England (1918) Tamarisk Town (1919) Oreen
Apple Harvest (1920) ; Joanna Godden (1921)
The End of the House of Alard (1923); The
George and the Crown (1925) Joanna Oodden
Married, and Other Stories (1926); Saints in
Sussex; Poems and Plays ( 1927 ) and Iron and
She was at her best in country
Smoke ( 1928 )

to

;

;

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

,

.

novels in which the influence of native traditions and environments on her characters was
vividly portrayed.

KAZAK REPUBLIC.
KEDAH.

See

MALAY

See SIBERIA.
STATES, NON-FEDEB-

ATED.
).
KEEN, WILLIAM WILLIAMS (1837An American surgeon (see VOL XIII) His later
works include Treatment of War Wounds
(1917); Medical Research and Human Welfare
.

(1917) ; / Believe in God and Evolution (1922) ;
Selected Papers and Essays (1923) ; and Everlasting Life (1924). Also Keen's System of
Kurgery, issued in 8 vols. (1906-21). He has
delivered numerous lectures defending animal
experiments and was very active during the
War in behalf of the Allies. He received special
honors from England and Prance. In 1917 he
was appointed a member of the National Research Council.
An
).
KEITH, keth, ARTHUR (1864American geologist (see VOL. XIII). As a member of the U. S. Geological Survey, he was in
charge of the Geologic Atlas of the United States
oast of the 100th meridian (1913-21). In 1926
he was appointed a professor in the graduate department of the University of Texas. In 1927 he
was president of the Geological Society of Amerwas elected to the
ica and in the
following year
National Academy of Sciences. He wrote Outlines

of

KELLOGG-BRIAtfD PACT

S63

of Appalachian Structure and

Handbook

New England

Geography.
A Brit).
KEITH, SIB ABTIICB (1866and
ish anatomist
anthropologist (see VOL.
XITI). He was Fuller ian professor of physiology at the Boyal Institution, 1917-23, and its
secretary from 1922 to 1926. Later, he was Conservator of MuBcum and Hunterian professor of
the Royal College of Surgeons. In 1927 his
address, "Darwin's Theory of Man's Descent,"
delivered as president of the British Association
for the Advancement of Science,
provoked widespread discussion and led to his publishing
Darwinism and What It Implies (1928). He
also edited and wrote numerous works on anatomy and anthropology, including: Antiquity of

Man (1914, 2nd ed., 1025); Menders of the
Af aimed (1919); Engines of the Human Body
(1920, 2d cd., 1920); "Nationality and Race
(1920); Religion of a Darwinist (1925); and
Concerning Man's Origin (1927).

KELANTAN.

See

MALAY

STATES,

NON-

FEDERATED.

KELLOGG, FRANK

BILLINGS (1856).
lawyer and diplomat (see VOL.
XIII). In 1916 he was elected United States
Senator from Minnesota for the term 1917-23
but was defeated for reelection in 1922. In 1923
President Harding appointed him American Ambassador to Great Britain to succeed George B.
M. Harvey. On Mar. 4, 1925, he became Secre-

An American

tary of State in President Coolidge's cabinet.
In 1928 he negotiated the multilateral treaty renouncing war, known as the Kellogg Pact. The
honorary degree of LL.D. was conferred on him
by Harvard University in 1929.
An
).
KELLOGG, JOHN HARVEY (1852American surgeon and hygienist (see VOL. XIII).
His later works include Colon Hygiene (1915) ;
The Hygiene of Infancy (1916); The New
Method in Diabetes (1917) ; Plain Facts, a summary of some of his older writings (1917);
Auto-intoxication (1918); Rational Hydrotherapy (1918); The Itinerary of a Breakfast
(1919); The Health Question Box (1920); The
New Dietetics (1921); Tolaccoism (1922); The
Natural Diet of Man (1923).
An
).
KELLOGG, OLIVER DIMON (1878American mathematician, born at Linwood, Pa.,
and educated at Princeton and Gottingen. During 1902-05 he was an instructor at the John C.
Green School of Science at Princeton, and during 1905-20 he was at the University of Missouri, where he became full professor in 1910.
In 1919 he became a lecturer on mathematics at
Harvard and in 1920 an associate professor

a full professorship in 1927. He
has been interested in various problems of inte-

there, attaining

gral and differential equations, potential functions, and functional theory, on all of which he
has published papers in mathematical journals.

KELLOGG-BBIAin) PACT. This pact,
also referred to as the multilateral treaty for
the renunciation of war as an instrument of

national policy, was ratified by the United
States Senate Jan. 15, 1929, and by most of the
nations of the world. Described as "potentially
the biggest event in modern diplomatic history/' the pact was the result of nearly two
years of negotiation between the major powers.
The American Secretary of State, Frank B.
Kellogg, and the French Minister of Foreign
Aristide Briand, were its principal
affairs,
sponsors. The negotiations were inspired by the
fact that the arbitration treaty between France
and the United States was due to expire Fob. 27,
1928.

M. Briand took the initial step on Apr. 6,
1927, in a statement to representatives of the
press, in which he suggested the abolition of war
as between France and the United States.
Interest in this proposal led to the exchange of
six notes between M. Briand and Mr. Kellogg
beginning in December, 1927. Secretary Kellogg
desired to enlarge M. Briancl's proposal to include a general multilateral treaty, not only between France and the United States, but between all the powers, Mr. Kellogg wished to ban
all war, whereas M. Briand desired to limit the
ban to wars of aggression. On Apr. 13, 1928,
Secretary Kellogg invited the British, the German, the Italian, and the Japanese governments
to join France and the United States in an
agreement to sign a treaty the spirit and substance of which* was that these governments
formally condemned war as an instrument of

KELLOOG-BBIAttD

their national policy and renounced it in favor
of the pacific settlement of international disputes.

To

this,

KELLY

864

France made the following reserva-

(1) that the proposed treaty should not
become effective until all countries had signed
it;
(2) that the right of "legitimate defence"
still remained; (3) that violation of the pledge

tions:

not to engage in war by one country would automatically release all other countries; (4) that
the treaty should not interfere with the previous obligations of France under the League
Covenant, the Locarno agreements or any of her
neutrality treaties. In the United States, Senator Borah suggested that if a multilateral pact
was not to become an instrument of oppression,
the failure of any one signatory to observe its
engagement should automatically release the
other signatories from their engagements toward
the defaulter. It was with these qualifications
that the French statesman agreed with the
United States to the submission of the draft
treaty for the consideration of the German,
British, Italian and Japanese governments. The
French reservations were not, however, referred
to in the Kellogg treaty or letter of transmission.

Thus there were wide differences between the
American and the French positions. Mr. Kellogg rejected the French reservations and the

ARTICLE II
The High Contracting Parties agree that the settlement or solution of all disputes or conflicts of whatever
nature or of whatever origin they may be, which may
arise among them, shall never be sought except by pacific means.

ARTICLE ni
treaty shall be ratified by the High Contracting Parties named in the preamble in accordance
with their respective constitutional requirements, and
shall take effect as between them as soon as all their
several instruments of ratification shall have been deposited at Washington.
This treaty shall, when it has come into effect as prescribed in the preceding paragraph, remain open as long
as may be necessary for adherence by all the other
of the world.
Every instiument evidencing the

The present

powers
adherence of a power shall be deposited at Washington,
and the treaty shall immediately upon such deposit become effective as between the power thus adhering and
the other parties hereto.
It shall be the duty of the Government of the United
States of America to furnish each G-overnment named
in the preamble and every Government subsequently adhering to this treaty with a certified copy of the treaty
and of every instrument of ratification or adherence. Jt
shall also be the duty of the Government of the United
States of America telegraphically to notify such Governments immediately upon the deposit with it of each instrument of ratification or adherence.
In faith whereof the plenipotentiaries have signed
this treaty in the French and English languages, both
.

texts

having equal force, and hereunto

affix their seals.

Fifteen nations signed the treaty in the Salle
de THorloge in Quai d'Orsay, Paris, on Monday
afternoon, Aug. 27, 1928, a year and a quarter
after M. Briand sent his message to the Ameri-

French opposed Mr. Kellogg's plan without resMr. Kellogg proposed to renounce can people. The government heads who signed
war as an instrument of national policy without for the various nations were Dr. Gustav Rtreseconditions. The French reserved for themselves mann for Germany; Frank B. Kellogg for the
the right to make war under the war clauses of United States; Paul Hymans for Belgitim;
the Covenant of the League of Nations, the Aristide Briand for France; Lord Cuahendun for
treaties of Locarno, and their treaties of alliance. Great Britain; William Lyon Mackenzie-King
Mr. Kellogg was offering a substitute for alli- for Canada; Alexander John McLaolilon for
The French proposed to adhere to their Aiistralia; Sir Christopher James Parr for Now
ances.
alliances.
On Apr. 21, 1928, M. Briand made Zealand; Jacobus Stephanues ftmit for South
for the Irmh
public an alternative draft of the Kellogg treaty Africa; William Thomas Coagrave
embodying the French reservations. He then Free State; Lord Cushendun for India; Count
approved the transmission to the Governments of Gaetano Manzoni for Italy; Count Uchida for
Great Britain, Germany, Italy and Japan by Japan; A. Zales for Poland; Dr. Edward BGIIOH
the United States of the original Briand pro- for Czechoslovakia. M. Briand, in the only
posal, and the six notes and other correspondence speech delivered at the ceremony, described the*
covering the subject subsequently exchanged be- treaty as a "general reinsurance" of the work of
tween France and the United States. Mr. Kel- the League of Nations. He said that henceforth
logg*s statement that the right of self defence war, branded with illegality, "is by mutual acwas inalienable and unimpaired by the treaty cord truly and regularly outlawed BO that a
provided the ground upon which the other culprit would incur the unconditional condomgovernments announced their willingness to nation and probably the enmity of all its coGreat Britain on May 19, 1928, accepted signatories."
sign.
the treaty without reservations, but pointed out
On the day following the Paris ceremony, the
that for the British Empire the right of self- United States government sent a note to 48
ervations.

:

included that of protecting "certain
regions of the world" vital to its welfare. A
revised draft of Mr. Kellogg's original treaty
was then sent out from Washington to fourteen
other governments, including the signatories of
the Locarno agreements and the British Dominions.
It carried a new preamble embodying the
French proposal that violation of the pact by
any one signatory released the others and was
accompanied by a covering letter setting forth
the various reservations made and stating that
the United States found them acceptable. The
draft treaty, which was finally agreed upon,
follows

defence

:

ARTICLE I

The High Contracting Parties solemnly declare in. the
names of their respective peoples that they condemn recourse to war for the solution of international' controversies, and renounce it as an instrument of, national
policy in their relations with one another.

nations, inviting their adherence to the pact.
The invitation to Russia was forwarded through

France, inasmuch as the United States had no
diplomatic relations with the Soviet Government. By Jan. 1, 1920, 21 nations had ratified
the pact and on January 15 the United Statw
Senate ratified it by a vote of 85 to 1. fn recommending ratification of tire treaty, the Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations wubmitiod a report explaining (1) that the right of Bclf defence was not impaired, (2) that the Monroe
Doctrine points to a possible menace again nt
which this .right of self defence might be exercised, and (3) that the treaty does not bind
the United States to take forcible moaftures
against a country that may be deemed to have
disregarded it. Consult David Hunter Miller,
The Peace Pact of Paris (New York, 1028).
Aw AmeriKELLY, GBOBGE (1887).
can dramatist, born at Philadelphia and trained

KELLY

in private schools. He went on the stage in
juvenile parts in New York in 1912 and later

played in touring companies. For five years he
appeared in one-act vaudeville features that he
composed himself. He then produced a series
of plays beginning with Finders Keepers and including The Torch Bearers-, The Show-Off;
Craig's Wife (Pulitzer Prize, 1925); and Daisy
May Me.
An
).
KELLY, HOWARD ATWOOD (1858American surgeon (see VOL. XIII). Since 1919
Dr. Kelley has heen emeritus professor of gynaecology at Johns Hopkins University and consulting gynecologist at the Johns Hopkins Hospital,
Baltimore. He is the author (with W. L. Burruge) of Dictionary of American Medical Bioyraphy (1920, 1928) and he also wrote A Scientific Han and the Bible (1925); Gyn&cology
and Some American Medical Botanists
( 1928 ) ;

made, the offenders being severely dealt with. In
1927 the newly elected National Assembly unanimously reflected him to another four-year term
as President. See TURKEY, under History.
).
KEMMEREB, EDWIN WAI/TER (1875An American economist (see VOL. XIII). Rehis
of
and
fieconomics
taining
professorship
nance at Princeton, he also served as financial
adviser to the Governments of Mexico (1917),
-Guatemala (1919), Colombia (3923), Union of
South Africa (1925), Chile (1925), Poland
(1926), Ecuador (1926-27), Bolivia (1927), and
China (1929). In 1925 he was a member of the
commission which formulated the Dawes Plan.

His later works include: Modern Currency lieforms (1916) The United States Postal Savings
System (1917); Monetary System of Meseico
(1917); The A B C of the Federal Reserve
System (1918); and High Prices and Deflation
;

(1920).

(1929).

KELSO, JAMES ANDERSON

KENLY

865

(1873-

).

An

American theologian, horn at Kawal Pindi, India.
He studied at Washington and Jefferson College, the Western Theological Seminary, and in
Germany and was ordained to the Presbyterian
ministry in 1898. In 1897 he was instructor
in Hebrew at the Western Theological Seminary
and was successively professor of Hebrew and
Old Testament literature, acting president, and

He
).
president of this institution (1908was lecturer at the American School of Research
in Jerusalem, 1922-23. He wrote many books
on theological subjects, including A History of
and A Hebrew
the Hebrews in Outline (1923)
Prophet and His Message (1922).
KE3&AL PASHA, kernel pasha', GIIAZI MusA Turkish Nationalist
TAPHA (1880).
leader and President, who was born at Saloniki,
and graduated from the military staff colleges
in Constantinople with the rank of captain. A
1 ibi> nil,
he founded the "Union and Progress
Committee" which caused the downfall of Abdul
llamid and the proclamation of the constitution
in 1908.
At the outbreak of the World War,
when he was military attache" in Sofia (1912-14),
he opposed Turkish intervention, but fought
brilliantly in Gallipoli, the Caucasus, and Syria.
In 1920 he organized a rival government at
Angora which gained control of Anatolia, and
refused to accept the Treaty of Sevres, signed
by the Sultan in Constantinople (later replaced
by tho more advantageous Treaty of Lausanne,
1923). By treaty with the Soviet Republics of
tho Caucasus, Kemal Pasha added a portion of
Armenia to the Angora government, and by
treaty with France, he regained Cilicia (1921)
In September, 1922, by his signal defeat of the
Greek Armies in Asia Minor, he became virtual
master of Turkey, and in November the Sultan
was dethroned. In August,, 1923, Kemal was
chosen president of the newly elected National
Assembly, and in March, 1924, first president of
Uu Turkish Republic, proclaimed Oct. 29, 1923.
McMisuri's of the National Assembly which were
inspire! by him wore: the exchange of Turks
from the Balkans for Christian* from Turkey?
the abolition of the Caliphate, and the resultant
separation of church and state (1924) the abolition of the fess, of polygamy and the veil for
women (1925 and 1926); tho introduction, of
the new civil and penal law codes, based on
those of Switzerland and Italy, respectively
census of 1927, and the substitution
) ; tho
of the .Roman alphabet for the Arabic, (1928).
Frequent attempts to assassinate Kemal were
;

f

j

An
).
KEMP, HAKRY HIBBAED (1883American author, born in Youngstown, Ohio,
and educated at the University of Kansas. He
traveled all over North America in the guise
of a tramp and made special studios of night
life in London and New York.
He wrote Judas,
a play (1910) ; The Cry of Youth, poems (1914)
The Thresher's Wife, poems (1914) ; The Passing
John Gregory, a novel
God, poems (1919)
The
(1922) Tramping on Life, a novel (1922)
Sea and the Dunes, poems ( 920 ) ; More Miles,
a novel (1927) ; The Bronze Treasury (anthology,
:

;

;

;

;

1

1927).

KENDALL, EDWARD

CALVIN (1886).
chemist born at South Norwalk,
at
He
and
educated
Columbia
Conn.,
University.
was research chemist for Parke, Davis & Co., of
and
also
at
St.
Luke's
Detroit, Mich.,
Hospital,
New York, 1911-14. In 1914 he beeame head

An American

of the section of chemistry at the Mayo Clinic in
Rochester, Minn., and also professor of biochemistry at the University of Minnesota under
the Mayo Foundation. His chief studies have
been on the secretions of the human body, especially of the pancreas and the thyroid gland; his
valuable researches have included the isolation
of the active principles of the latter.
For his

work on thyroxin, he received the John Scott
Prize of the city of Philadelphia in 1921 and
the Chandler Medal of Columbia University in
1925.

KENDALL,
).

XIII).

(

WILLIAM)

SERGEANT

(1869VOL.
1924

An American figure painter (see
Among his awards from 1914 to

was a gold medal

for painting, from the PanamaInternational Exposition in 1915, He
was dean of the School of Fine Arts at Yale
University, 1913-22. Among his later works
may be mentioned Crosslights and Intcrtneesto,
Pacific

JOHN BENJAMIN (1857).
States Senator, who was born in Cherokee County, Tex., and received a public-school
education. Since 1885 he has been a cattle man
in northern Wyoming and southern Montana,
owning a large range ranch. He was a member
of tJie Wyoming Senate (1910-14), Governor of
Wyoming (1915-17), and U. B. Senator (Democrat) for three terms (1917-35).
KBNLY, WILLIAM LACY (1804-1928). An
American soldier, born at Baltimore, Md, He
was graduated from the United States Military
Academy in 1889, and was commissioned second
lieutenant in the 4th Artillery. He served in
Cuba in the Spanish-American War, and later
Before the United State*
in the Philippines.

KENDMCK,

A United

KENNEDY

866

KENTUCKY

World War, he had studied aviation, University. After an apprenticeship as reand although he landed in France in command porter on the Baltimore American, he went to
of the 7th Field Artillery, he soon became chief the Baltimore Sun in 1898 and was political reof the air service, American Expeditionary porter, Washington correspondent, and managing
Forces. He held the post from August, 1917, to editor of that newspaper (1898-1921). Since
November, 1917, and then, as brigadier general, 1921 he has been vice president. He is editor
was in command of the 2d Field Artillery and owner of the Maryland Almanac and has
Brigade, until Jan. 4, 1918. Ordered to the written: The Story of Maryland Politics (1911)
United States in March, 1918, he was appointed The Great Game of Politics (1923) The Demoand Political Bedirector of military aeronautics, with the rank cratic Party: History (1928)
of major general in the National Army. He havior (1928).
An
served in this capacity until March, 1919, and
).
KENT, NORTON ADAMS (1873in the following October, he was retired from American physicist, born in New York City, and
active service. He was prominent in the or- educated at Yale and Johns Hopkins Universiganization of the Army Air Service Association ties. During 1901-03 he was an assistant at
in 1918 and was its first president. His war the Yerkes Observatory and then held the chair
services were rewarded by the Distinguished of physics (1903-06) at Wabash College. In
Service Medal of the United States, a Command- 1906 he was called to Boston University, where
ership of the French Legion of Honor, the Order in 1910 he became full professor. He had made
of the Bath of Great Britain, and the Italian original investigations of such subjects as electric
Order of the Crown (Grand Officer). After his sparks in liquids and in air at high pressure, the
retirement from the Army, he was vice president shift of spark lines due to changed conditions,
vacuum tube discharge in magnetic field, and
of the Marland Oil Company.
).
magnetic separation of lithium doublets, on all
KENNEDY, DANIEL JOSEPH (1862An American clergyman and educator, born in of which he has published the results of his
Knox County, Tenn., and educated in schools in studies.
An Amerithe United States and in Europe. He was or).
KENT, RooKWEtx. (1882dained to the Roman Catholic priesthood in can artist. He was born at Tarrytown Heights,
1884. He filled chairs in the faculty of colleges N. Y. His art studies were followed at Columin Europe and in 1906 became lecturer on sacra- bia University, and under Chase, Henri, Hayes
mental theology at the Catholic University of Miller, and Thayer. He first attracted attenAmerica. From 1920 to 1923, he was professor of tion in 1907 with his pictures of Maine, such
dogmatic theology at this university. His sev- as Winter and Seiners, realistic marines notaeral books on theological subjects include Samt ble for their strength of outline and massing of
color.
In 1913 he visited Newfoundland and
Thomas and Medteval Philosophy (1919).
KENNEDY, MARGARET (MRS. DAVID DAVIES) brought back works which included the imaginaA British novelist who was edu- tive Souse of Dread, A Newfoundland Dirge,
).
(1896cated at Cheltenham and Somerville College, Ox- and The Voyage Beyond Life, pervaded by a
In 1922 shortly after her graduation from dark atmosphere of mystery. Thereafter, (lurford.
entered the

;

;

;

'

A

Somerville, she published
Century of Revolution, which was long used as a school history
text. Up to this time, she had been writing fiction and destroying it all because it was not up
to her standards. But in 1923 The Ladies of
Lyndon, the first novel she thought worthy of
preservation, was published, and in the next year
The Constant Nymph. In 1926, with Basil Dean,
she dramatized the novel, and it was a success
also in this form. Other books were Red Sky
at Horning (1927), and Come With Me, a play
with Basil Dean (1928).
KENOTB.ON. This device, in the interval
between 1914 and 1924, was developed from a
scientific laboratory toy to a practical article
of commerce. It will rectify small alternating
currents (0.25 amperes) at 100,000 volts. Four
of them have been arranged to rectify both halfcycles of 0.25 amperes at 200,000 volts. The
kenotron consists of a hot cathode, platinum,
tungsten, or impregnated tungsten,, and a cold
plate or anode in a high vacuum. The heated
electrode emits electrons which are carried to
the cathode by the correct potential, but as the
cold electrode does not emit electrons there' can
be no current in the opposite direction. It is
based on the Fleming valve. Variations and
derivations of this type have been constructed
to rectify currents as high as 1500 amperes.

1

These tubes, however, have a small amount of gas
in them. Consult a paper by Hull in Trans.
A. 7. JS. B., 1928.

KENT, FRANK

RICHARDSON- (1877-

).

An

American journalist. He was born at Baltimore,
Md., was trained in public and private schools,
and studied for a short time at Johns Hopkins

ing a sojourn in Alaska in 1918, he produced

work of a symbolic and spiritual quality which
was highly reminiscent of Blake. Among these
decorative, clean-lined drawings, the At ad Hermit
series was particularly noteworthy.
His trip
to Tierra del Fuego in a lifeboat in 1922 was
productive of mystical impressions*. His
is represented in the Metropolitan Muaeum,
New York, the Art Institute of Chicago, and
other museums. He was the author of Wilderness (1920); and Voyaging (1924), and was
editor of Creative Art.
KENTUCKY. The thirty-sixth State in sixc
(40,598 square miles) and the fifteenth in popuThe population inlation; capital, Frankfort.
creased from 2,289,905 in 1910 to 2,410,630 in
1920, a gain of 5.5 per cent; estimated populaThe white population rose
tion, 1928, 2,553,000.
from 2,027,951 (1910) to 2,180,500 (1920); the
also

work

native-white, from 1,987,898 to 2,149,780. The
number of foreign-born whites fell off from 40,053 to 30,780; that of Negroew, from 261,656 to
235,938. The urban population increased from
555,442 to 633,543 and the rural from 1,734,463
to 1,783;087. The growth of the principal cities
was as follows: Louisville (q.v.), 1910, 223,928
and 1920, 234,891; Covington, 53,270 to 57,121;
Lexington, '35,099 to 41,534. Newport fell from
30,309 to 29,317.
Agriculture. The number of farms decreased 4.5 per cent, or from 270,626 in 1920 to
258,524 in 1925$ the acreage in farms decreased
from 21,612,772 to 19,913,104, or by 7.9 per cent.
The improved land in farms embraced 13,975,746 acres in 1920. Crop land acreage was 6,
827,313 in 1925. The total value of farm

KENTUCKY

867

property showed an increase from $773^797,880
in 1010 to $1,511,001,077 in 1920, but declined
to $903,508,910 in 1925; the average value per
farm being $2980 in 1910, $5587 in 1920, and
$3727 in 1925. In interpreting these values, the
inflation of the currency incident to the War
is to be taken into consideration.
The total percentage of land used for agricultural purposes
decreased from 86.3 in 1910 to 84 in 1920 and
77.4 in 1925. Of the total number of farms in
1025, 175,442 were operated by owners; 281, by

managers; and 82,801, by tenants. The corresponding figures for 1910 are 370,332, by owners;
093, by managers; and 87,860, by tenants.
White farmers in 1920 numbered 257,998, compared with 247,455 in 1910; colored farmers,
There was a de12,628, compared with 11,730.
crease in the colored population which noticeably

KENTUCKY

and 74,912,
invested
respectively.
Capital
amounted to $172,778,805 in 1009 and $276,535,-

395 in 1919. A great increase in the value of
products occurred prior to 1920. It was due
chiefly to the change in industrial conditions
brought about by the War. Yearly values of
factory products were: 1914, $230,249,000 1910,
1925, $453,731,042; and 1927,
$395,660,000;
$447,764,061. Flour-mill and gristmill products are important in point of value, with $22,365,000 in 1909; $45,774,000 in 1919; and
$29,940,276 in 1925. The lumber and timber
industry is extensive, amounting in 1909 to $21,381,000; 1919, $34,456,000; 1925, $12,570,228;
1927, $12,201,912. The construction and repair
industry ranks high, with products in 1909
worth $6,535,000; 1914, $13,344,000; 1910, $30,598,000. In 1926 tobacco manufactories produced 85,172,000 cigars, 459,060,000 cigarettes,
and 38,112,000 pounds of tobacco and snuff. The
value of tobacco products in 1927 exclusive of
cigars and cigarettes which were $8,886,400 was
;

Farms reaffected the farm-labor situation.
ported as under mortgage numbered 40,615 in
1020; 34,688 in 1925. The total number of
cattle was 1,003,453 in 1920; 904,983 in 1925;
dairy cows, 659,794 in 1920, numbered 387,592 $20,047,231. The chief manufacturing cities of
in 1925; swine, 1,504,431 in 1920; 919,304 in the State -are Louisville, Covington, and Newport.
1025; sheep, 707,845 in 1920 and 695,962 in In Louisville, in 1909, there were 903 establish1 925.
The estimated production of the principal ments with products valued at $101,284,000; in
farm crops in 1028 was as follows: Corn, 66,638,- 1919, 767, with $204,566,000; in 1925, products
000 bushels; wheat, 920,000; oats, 7,930,000; valued at $263,693,000. In Covington in 1909
potatoes, 5,085,000; sweet potatoes, 1,246,000; to- there were 196, with $8,712,000; in 1914, 101,
bacco, 306,000,000 pounds; and hay, 1,725,000 with $8,265,000; and in 1919; 133, with $17,tons.
Comparative figures for 1013 are corn, 121,000. In 1909 Newport had 144 manufactur74,2f>,000 bushels; wheat, 9,860,000; oats, 3,- ing establishments with products valued at
168,000; potatoes, 2,450,000; and tobacco, 281,- $6,491,000; 1914, 100, with $8,306,000 5 1019, 81,
with $16,935,000.
200,000 pounds.
Education. The educational problems of
Mining . Kentucky is an important producer
of minerals. It ranked eighth in the value of Kentucky are unusually difficult because of the
these products in 1927. Its resources are lim- isolation of many of its communities and the
ited almost entirely to nonmetallic minerals, difficulty of administering to their needs through
Hi nee there is but little metal mining in the
schools.
Much progress has been made toward
{State; in the order of their value, they are coal,
surmounting this difficulty. In 1919 a measure
petroleum, clay products, and natural gas. The created a survey commission, providing for a
progress of the industry during the period from State educational survey. The services* of experts
1914 is indicated by comparative figures. The under the employ of the General Education
Coal production in 1014 was 20,382,763 net tons, Board were secured and more than 18 months
valued at $20,852,463; 1016, 25,393,097, $30,- were spent in making the survey. The General
103,047; 1017, 27,807,971, $00,297,653; 1918, Assembly in 1920 enacted laws increasing the
31,612,617, $80,666,642; 1020, 35,600,762, $146,- salaries of teachers and county superintendents
570,000; 1021, 31,588,270, $85,092,600; 1926, and providing means by which money could be
62,924,402, $100,740,000; 1927, 60,123,998, $119,- obtained, a compulsory-education law, and a
240,000. The increased value of production in law providing for health education in schools.
the War years was largely due to the decreased The most important of all, was the county school
purchasing power of money and the consequent administration law, creating county boards of
higher prices received for commodities. The out- education to fix the rate of the school levy and to
put of petroleum has varied in recent years from appoint a county superintendent. In 1918 the
502,441 barrels in 1014 to 3,088,160 barrels in minimum salary for teachers was made $45 a
1017; 4,367,968 in 1918; 8,738,000 in 1920; 9,- month, and in 1920 this was increased to $75 a
012,600 in 1021; 8,973,200 in 1922; 6,274,000 in month. In 1916 there were 149 high schools
1020; 6,710,000 in 1927; and 7,359,000 in 1928. with an enrollment of 18,850; in 1925-26, 707
Tn addition to the minerals mentioned, the State secondary schools, with an enrollment of 45,486.
feet of natural The junior high-school movement made progress.
produced in 1926, 10,410,000
gas; altto gasoline, sand and gravel, and stone. Enrollment in the schools has steadily increased.
The total value of the mineral products was The total enrollment in the schools in 1914 was
$152,614,177 in 1027; $146,768,273 in 1026; 517,290; in 1925-26 it was 575,482. Expendi$105,920,036 in 1020; $110,305,840 in 1919; tures for schools were $13,615,133 in 1921; in
1025-26 they were: current, $15,641,080; outlays,
$104,165,045 in 1918; and $26,668,474 in 1914.
Manufactures. The census of 1920 reported $1,958,274. The percentage of illiterates deeight cities of more than 10,000 inhabitants, the creased from 14.5 in 1910 to 10.6 in 1920 among
combined populations of which were 17.0 per the native white population, from 12.8 to 9.2;
cent of the total for the State. In 1919 these among the foreign-born whites, from 8.2 to 7.5;
cities reported 72.7 per cent of the value of the
among the Negroes, from 34.7 to 26.4.
Finance. State expenditures in the year
State's manufactured products. In 1909 there
were in the State 4776 manufacturing establish- ended June 30, 1927, as reported by the U. S.
ments; In 1010, 3057; in 1925, 1860; and in Department of Commerce, were: for maintenance
1027, 1851. Persons engaged in manufactories and operation Qf governmental departments, $17,"
in those years numbered 79,060, 83,954, 76,562; 971,201 (of which $5,421,646 was aid to local
1
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education); for interest on debt, $618,388; for
permanent improvements, $11,143,001; total,
$29,732,590 (of which $11,116,658 was for high-

ways, $2,599,000 being for maintenance and $9,517,658 for construction). Revenues were $30,719,702. Of this, property and special taxes
formed 36.8 per cent; departmental earnings and
charges for officials' services, 7.5 per cent; sales
of licenses and the tax on gasoline, 39,5 per cent.
Property valuation was $2,923,088,336; State
taxation thereon, $10,193,642. Net funded State
debt on June 30, 1927, was $2,503,153.
Political and .Other Events. Republicans
made gains in certain recent election years.
In 1914 two United States Senators were elected;
they were J. N. Camden, elected to fill out the
term of Senator Bradley, and J. C. W. Beckhara,
both Democrats. In 1915, when A. 0. Stanley
was elected governor, the Democrats retained all
the offices except that of Secretary of State. In
1916 the Republicans made a strong effort to
carry the State. In the presidential voting of
this year, President Wilson received 269,990
votes; Charles E. Hughes, 241,854. On Sept. 4,
1916, the Lincoln Memorial at Hodgensville,
built over the log-cabin birthplace of Abraham
Lincoln, was formally presented to the nation by
the Lincoln Farm Association; the speech of acceptance was delivered by President Wilson. On
Nov. 5, 1917, the United States Supreme Court
declared unconstitutional a race segregation
ordinance passed by the city of Louisville in 1914.
In 1918 Gov. A. 0. Stanley, Democrat, was elected
United States Senator. In 1919 the Republicans
elected their candidate for Governor, B. P. Morrow. In 1920 the Republicans were again successful, electing R. P. Ernst, Senator ; for President, J. M. Cox received 456,497 votes; W. G.
Harding, 452,480. In 1923 the Democrats elected
as governor William J. Fields. The presidential
vote of 1924 was: Coolidge, 398,966; Davis, 374,855; LaFollette, 38,465. Flem D. Sampson, Republican, ran for governor in 1927, proposing
that the State supply free textbooks, and was
elected, though other State offices went to
Democrats. Movements made progress, in 1927
and after, for the preservation of Mammoth Cave
and Cumberland Falls. The vote for President
in 1928 was: Hoover, 558,064; Smith, 381,070.
Legislation. The Legislature of Kentucky
meets biennially, in even years. The Legislature
of 1916 created the Workmen's Compensation
Board, and passed several important laws relating to the regulation of the liquor traffic. In
1917 a modern tax was enacted. The Legislature
in 1918 provided for a State bar examination.
In 1919, State-wide prohibition was adopted. In
1920 the child-labor laws were amended, a State
department of roads and highways was created,
a prohibition-enforcement act was passed, a
measure providing for the suppression of mob
violence and the prevention of lynching was
enacted, the State school system was modernized,
a Department of Charities and Correction was
created, the election laws were amended, and provisions were made for a State tuberculosis
sanitorium. In 1922 a State cooperative marketing act was passed. In 1924 the Legislature
passed a law requiring daily readings from the
Bible in the public schools, restored the forestry
department, and created a State park commission.
In 1028 was enacted a law for purchase of school
textbooks at State expense. A five-cent gasoline
tax was rendered permanent,, and a State judicial
council

was

created.
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State inKEOTtTCKY, UNIVERSITY OF.
stitution for the higher education of men and
women at Lexington, founded in 1858. The enrollment increased from 1245 in 1914 to 2450
in the autumn of 1928, with an additional 1309
in the- summer session of that year. The faculty
increased from 75 to 237 members, and the library
from 30,000 to 85,757 volumes. During the same
period, the income increased from $400,000 to
The courses in economics, sociology,
$1,364,573.
botany, zoology, music, art, and agriculture, were
enlarged; courses in public health and hygiene
were established; a college of education was

created in 1923; and following upon changes in
curriculum and faculty organization in 1925,
Prof. Edward Wiest, formerly head of tlie department of economics and sociology in the arts
and science college, became dean of the school
of commerce, organized in that year.
Art and
chemistry buildings were constructed, also a
new residence hall for women; additions to the
plant in the following year consisted of a wtock-

judging pavilion, a new theatre, and an engineering shop. A gift of 15,000 acres from the K. 0.
Mountain Fund in 1923 provided opportunity for
experiment in re-forestation, horticulture, farm-

and stock-raising in the mountains of eastern
The University in 1928 comprised
seven colleges: Arts and sciences; agriculture;
engineering; law; education; commerce; and the
graduate school. Frank Le Round McVey,
PhD., LL.D., succeeded Henry Stites Barker,
ing,

Kentucky.

LL.D., as president in 1917.

KEWWORTHY, JOSEPH MONTAGUE
A British sailor and member of
).

(1H8GParlia-

ment, who was trained at the Royal Naval
Academy. He entered the British Navy in 1902
and retired in 1920 with the rank of commander,
after having served throughout the World War.
Elected to Parliament from Central Hull as a
Liberal in 1919, he joined the Labor Party in
1926 but retained hia seat. He in the author of
Will Civilisation Crash? (1927); and Freedom
of the Seas, with George Young, (1028).

KENYA, ka'n$-a, COLONY AND BOTECTORATE. A British Crown colony in

Africa, formerly known as the "East Africa Protectorate, but after July, 1920, as the Kenya
Colony. The protectorate is a strip of territory
along the coastline 10 miles broad, leased from

the Sultan of Zanzibar. The area is about 225,100 square miles; the population, in 192(1, WHS
estimated at 2,736,517, of whom 12,529 were
Europeans, 80,688 Indians, and 10,557 Aralm.
The largest city, Mombasa, had a population of
39,824 in 1926; the capital, Nairobi, 1)2,864.
Most of the highland area suitable for -white
settlers was preempted by 1921.
The land was
being sown in maize and coffee in increasing
quantities, while livestock breeding, dairying,
etc., were
coming in for more and more attention.
The colony continues to prosper; imports and exports increased steadily from 1914 on, except for
a passing setback in 1919-20. In 1913-14, imports were valued at
2,147,937; in 1920-21,
they were
6,911,858; in 1927
hi
7,697,180.
1913-14 exports were 1,482,876, while in 192021 they were 5,000,920, and in 1927 5,397,210,
Shipping increased somewhat, or from 3,5(55,795
tons entered and cleared in 1913-14 to 8,015.985
tons in 1927. Leading exports were hides and
skins, grain,
copra, coffee, and fibre. Kvenues and expenditures mounted after 1914.
In 1913-14 revenues were 1,133,798 and expenditures;
1,115,899; in 1022,
1,649,032 and
1>-
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972,212; in 1927,
2,515,115.
2,846,110 and
State railway, by 1928, liad been increased to 1109 miles. The annual railway
surplus, beginning with 1920, was devoted to
the railway construction fund. In connection
with the trade figures above, it should be noted
that in 1917 Uganda and Kenya were united in
a customs union. See UGANDA.
History. In 1020 this protectorate, formerly
known as the East Africa Protectorate, was
changed to a Crown colony with the name
Kenya Colony and placed under the British
Colonial Oflice. The year before, in July, 1919,
a measure of self-government was granted the
territory when Europeans were permitted to
elect 11 members to the Legislative Council; Indians were to be represented by two nominated

The

members, and Arabs by one. The Government
maintained its ascendancy by reserving the right
to nominate enough members of the council to
assure its control. Kenya became the storm
centre of a famous controversy, reverberations
of which soon were to bo heard all over the
British Empire. From 189G on, Indians had
come to the country in increasing numbers in the
roles of money lenders, traders, and artisans,
so that after the World War there were 22,822 of
them to 9501 Europeans. The restrictions placed
on them by the whites were onerous. In particuIndians in Kenya objected to the reservation
Highlands for Europeans; commercial
and residential segregation in the towns; the
limited franchise; and restrictions on Indian
Indian
derived
immigration. The
position
strength from the significant resolution passed
by the 1921 Imperial Conference, favoring
citizenship for Indians in the Empire. The
question was whether the Indians were to be
recognized as citizens of the Empire or as a
subject race. Disagreement, continuing until
lar,

of the

A

1923, became daily more bitter.
programme
of 192*3 which included a further extension of
the franchise for Indians, based on a white
majority of seven to four, and the abandonment of segregation and embargo on immigraThe danger of open
tion, pleased neither side.
violence now spurred the British government to
action.
conference was called, and the Colonial Office decided to compromise by establish-'
ing the principle of an Imperial trusteeship,
baked on neither European nor Indian self-government. The settlement, as finally effected,
called for a communal franchise with five elected
Indians and 31 Europeans, though with the
official majority retained; the continuance of
immigration regulations than in existence; the
reservation of the Highlands for Europeans; the
abolition of all segregation.
new constitution was adopted in December,
1925, under which, the executive council consists of eleven members in addition to the
governor, while the legislative council consists
of eleven elected European members, five elected
Indian member**, one member nominated to repre*
writ African interests, one elected Arab member,
and a Huflicient number of cx-officio and nominated official members to give these a majority:
treaty signed between Great Britain and Italy
in July, 1024, resulted in the transfer, in June,
1028, of the Juba River and a strip 50 to 100
miles wide on the British side of the river. Bur-

A

A
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He was president of
(see VOL. XIII).
the British Academy (191721), professor of
ancient history in the Royal Academy (1018),
and president of the Society for the Promotion of
Hellenic Studies (1910-24), the Bibliographical
Society (1924-26), and the Union Acade"mique
Internationale (1928). In 1925 he was knighted
and made warden of Winchester College and in
] 927 he was Romanes lecturer at Oxford.
During
the World War, he served in France as a lieutenant colonel in the Territorial Force. He was the
author of Ancient Books and Modern Discoveries
(1928).

KEMTYON",

An American

WILLIAM
jurist

SQUIRE

(1869-

).

He was
from Iowa in 19U

(see VOL. XIII).

elected United States Senator
and, being successively reflected, served until
1922, when he resigned following his appointment by President Harding as judge of the
United States Circuit Court. While in the Senate, he was leader of the so-called "farm bloc"
and was an aggressive supporter of progressive
In May, 1929, President Hoover aplegislation.
pointed him a member of the National Law En-

forcement Commission.

KENY03ST COLLEGE. An

institution

at

Gambier, Ohio, for men, founded by Philander
Chase, first bishop of the Protestant Episcopal
Church in Ohio, and incorporated in 1824. The
corporation maintains two schools, an undergraduate college of letters and arts, and a divinity school. In the college, the student enrollment increased from 136 in 1914 to 253 in the
autumn of 1928, the enrollment being limited

The faculty increased from 14 to 24,
and the library from 27,000 to 45,000 volumes.
The endowment was increased from $520,000 to
$1,024,000, the income in 1928 being $208,000.
A total of $000,000 was added to the endowment
fund in 1921. In 1923 a dormitory, designed to
house 100 students, and to be known as Leonard
Hall, in honor of the Bishop of Ohio, was under
construction at a cost of $200,000; a central
heating plant was under construction at the
same time. In 1926 the Samuel Mather Science
Hall, a gift of Henry G. Dalton of Cleveland,
Ohio, and costing $350,000, was dedicated. President, William F. Peirce, L.H.D., D.D.
to 250.

XERENSKY,

ker-en//ke, ALEXANDER (188]Knssian Socialist leader, born in
Siberia and graduated in law from the University
of Petrograd, where he practiced for some years.
He entered the Third Duma in 1912, was an impassioned and forceful speaker and became a
leader in the Fourth Duma by 1917. After the
overthrow of the Czar, Kcreiisky was Minister
).

A

Lvov coalition ministry until
May, when he became Minister of War. In July,
he became premier. He attempted to reorganize
the Russian Army and niake it a potent factor
of Justice in the

again in the struggle against the Central Powers,
but was hampered on every side by the activities
of the Bolsheviks and disgruntled military
In September, 1917, he was able to
leaders.
crush an abortive revolt led by General Kornilov,
but by November, he watt unable to withstand the
Bolsheviks, who drove him from power. After
A
his downfall, he visited many of the capitals of
Europe, finally establishing an anti-Bolshevist
newspaper in Paris. In 192B he lectured in the
United States on anti-Bolshevik propaganda.
ing 102(5 and 1927 a commission investigated the See RUSSIA, History.
A German
boundaries of the ceded territory.
).
KERB, ALFRED (1807KKNYOH, SIR FWBWBRIO GKOEOB (1863- critic, born at Breslau. Ho edited the magaAn English classical scholar and archae- zine Pan, and his published works include;
)*
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Davidsbiindler: das Neue Drama (1904); Die
Harfe (1918) ; Die Welt im Drama, (1918) ; Die
Welt im Licht (1920) ; Der Kramerspiegel, a
play with music by Richard Strauss, New fork
and London (1923)
Spanien! (1924) ; Yankeeland (1925); Caprichos, poems (1926); and a
book of reminiscences and reflections, Es sei wie
es wolle, es tear doch so schon (1927).
An
).
KERB, JAMES MANFOBD (1851American legist, born near Tippecanoe City,
Ohio, and educated at the National Normal University, Lebanon, Ohio. He began to practice
law in Ohio in 1877. He edited several law
periodicals, founded the American Law Journal,
and became editor for the Bender-Moss Company
and the Bancroft- Whitney Company, law book
;

publishers of San Francisco, Calif. His numerous writings include: Before and at Trial
(1889) Business Corporation (1890) j Cyolopozdio California Civil Code, 2 vols. (1905) ; Cydopcedic California Penal Code (1906; 2d ed.,
1921); Cyolopcedio California Political Code
(1906; 2d ed., 1921) ; Cyclop&dic California Code
of Civil Procedure, 2 vols. (1907; 2d ed., 192122 ) Kerr^s Wharton on Criminal Law, 3 vols.
(1912); California Digest, 10 vols. (1915-17);
Biennial Supplement (1917); Kerr's Wharton 9s
Criminal Procedure* with Forms, 4 vols. (1918) ;
Kerr's Pleading and Practice under the Procedural Codes, 2 vols. (1919) ; Biennial Code Supplement (1923).
j

;

KERB,

SOPHIE

(Mas SOPHIE KERB UNDER-

An American novelist,
(1880).
born at Denton, Md. She was educated at Hood
College, Frederick City, Md., and the University
of Vermont. She began to write stories at 18
years of age and did newspaper work in Pittsburgh, Pa., for a few years, and then went to
WOOD)

New York

City, where she was managing editor
of the Woman's Home Companion. She contributed stories to practically all the major magazines in the United States. Her novels include:

Love at Large (1916); The Blue Envelope
(1917) The Golden Block (1918) The See-Saw
(1919) Painted Meadows (1920) ; One Thing Is
;

;

;

Certain (1922); Confetti (1927).
XESSEL, JOSEPH (1898).

A

).

Institut
in
Hamburg in 1910. He wrote
Die Hansa in England im Viereehnten Jahrhundert (1890); Die Aufgabe der Genealogic
(1899) ; Der Grosshandel im Mittelalter (1902)
;

ProUeme (1904); BritHandelsffeschtliohe
ische Reichsprobleme und der Krieg (1914);
Entstehung des Britischcn IVeltreiolis (1915;
Das Britische Kolonialreich (1915); and Der
Deutsche Stoat des Mittelalters (1918).
).
KEY, PIERRE VAN RENSSELAER (1872An American editor, born at Grand Haven,

Mich., and educated privately and at the Chicago Musical College. For several years, he was
music critic on the staff of newspapers in Chicago, and from 1907 to 1919, he was music editor of the New York World.
In the latter year,
he founded and became editor of the Musical DiHe contributed many articles on musical
gest.
subjects to newspapers throughout the country, compiled the Music Year Book, 1926-27, and
wrote biographies of McCormack and Caruso.

KB YES,

FREDERICK GEORGE (1885).
American physical chemist, born at Kingston in Canada, and educated at Rhode Island
College and Brown University. After teaching
chemistry at Brown, he went to the Massachu-

An

setts Institute of

Technology as rcasearch associchemistry in 1909. During
1913-16 he was chief engineer of the Cooper
Hewitt Electric Company and then returned to
the Institute of Technology, where in 1920 he
became director of the research laboratory in
physical chemistry and in 1922 head of the department of chemistry. His own researches have
included equilibrium measurements, gas and
ate

in

physical

liquid phase,

thermodynamic properties of am-

monia, and low temperature in connection with
the kinetic theory of development, which he has
published in technical journals. During the
World War, he was director of the research and
control laboratory of the Chemical Warfare Service at Puteaux, France.
He is the author of
The Thermodynamic Properties of Ammonia
(1916).

KEYNES, kanz, JOHN MAYNARD

French

writer, of Russian descent, whose best novel was
L'tquipage (1923). His other works include
Les rois aveugles, with Helene Iswolsky (1925) ;
Terre d'Amour (1927) ; Les coeurs purs (1927) ;
and Nuits de Sttfrie (1928), short stories.

KETTERINQ, CHARLES FRANKLIN

organized and became lecturer at the Kolonial

(1876-

An American electrical engineer and inHe was born in Ashland County, Ohio,

( 1883)
English economist and publicist. He was
educated at Eton and King's College, Cambridge,
and then entered the civil service in the India
Office (1906-08).
He was on the Royal Commission on Indian Finance and Currency (191314), and in the Treasury (1915-19), acting as
its principal representative at the Parin Peace
Conference (1919), besides being the Chancellor
of the Exchequer's deputy on the
Supreme Economic Council. His work in Paris gave him
world-wide distinction. He was among tlw fti'Bt

An

ventor.
after receiving technical training in Ohio
State University (E.E. and M.B., 1904), joined
the electrical department of the National Cash to protest
against the rigorous proviaionw
Register Company- at Dayton, Ohio. In 1914 he of the reparations clauses of the Versailles
organized the Dayton Metal Products Company Treaty. He
wrote
Economic
Consequences
and later became president and general manager of the Peace
Revision of the
(1919) and
of the General Motors Research
of
Corporation and Treaty (1922).
the
former conchapter
president of the Dayton Engineering Laboratories tained the now famous attack on the
vinionary
Company. He invented a starting, lighting, and character of President Wilson's programme.
ignition device for automobiles which came to be His other writings include Indian Gurrcno}/ and
known as the "Deico." He also invented and Finance (1913);
Treatise on Probability
put on the market the Delco light for farm
(1921); Money and Foreign Exchange (1928);
houses. He was elected to the National
Academy A Short View of Russia (1925) ; and The find of
of Sciences in 1928.
Laisse^Faire (1926). He was editor of the
KETTTGKEW, FRIEDRICH WILHELM E. (1861- Economic Journal (1912chairman of
),
German historian and professor of The "Nation (1923).
), and secretary of the
history at the University of Hamburg. He was Royal Economic Society.
born at Bremen and studied at Giessen, G&ttingen,
KEYSEB, CASSIUS JACKSON
).
and Strassburg. He was lecturer at Johns Hop- An American mathematician and (1862philosopher
kins University in Baltimore in 1904r-05, and (see -VOL.
His
XIII).
works
after

and

A

A

A

A

published

.

KEYSERLING-

KEYSERLING,

kl'zer-lmg,

HERMANN

AT.KK-

A leading Ger).
ANDER, COUNT VON (1880man social philosopher, born at Konno in Livonia.
ILis family came from the wealthy German-speaking nobility of Baltic Russia. After his education at the universities of Dorpat, Heidelberg,
and Vienna, he took a trip around the world.
He interested himself in natural science and. in
philosophy, and before the World War, he was
known both as a student of geology and as a popular essayist. The Russian Revolution deprived
him of his estate in the Baltic, and with the remains of his fortune, he founded the Gesellschaft
fur Freie Philosophic (Society for Free Philosophy) at Darmstadt. The mission of this
school was to bring about the intellectual reprientation of Germany. Although not a doctrinaire
pacifist, Iveyserling believed that the old German
policy of militarism was dead for all time and
that Germany's only hope lay in the adoption
of
international, democratic principles. His
political and social writings include: Europas
Kukunft (1918) Dcutschlands WaAre Polilische
Mission (1919); Was Uns Not Tut und Was
Ich Will (1919); Peace or War Everlasting
(1920); and Politih, Wirtschaft, und Weisheit
(1922). His more speculative writings include:
Das Iteisetagebuch emer Philosopher (1919);
Philosophie als Kunst, (1920); Weisheit und
Sinn (1922); ftchb'pferische ErJccnntniss (1922,
published in English in 1928 as Creative Understanding) ; Wiederaeburt (1925); Die neuentstcliende Welt (1925, in English trans., The
;

World in the Making 1927), and Menschen

als
also compiled a symposcalled in English, The Book of Marriage

Ninttlrildcr

ium

(192(>).

He

(1920).

KIAOCHOW.

dor

See

JAPAST, un-

SHANTUNG;

Ifin tort/.

KIDNEY DISEASE.

See NEPHRITIS.

A

(JirHTAV (1800-1921 )
German
laryiitfolotfirtt, born in Mainz, and educated at
the University of Freiburg-im-Breisgau. He

KILLIAN,

.

made

revolutionary advances in the diagnosis
of affections of the infralaryngeal
passages, especially in the diagnosis and removal of foreign bodies in the bronchial tubes,
by means of his new art of bronchoscopic control.
Hift iirHt college appointment was as assistant to Professor Hack of the chair of otolaryngology in Mainz. The sudden death of
Hack led to his succession by Killian. His
revolutionary activity in bronchoscopy gained
him an appointment as professor of laryngology
in the University of Berlin; this was the first
professorship of such scope in Germany. Killian introduced another innovation known as
suspension laryngoncopy into the technic of his
He wrote no monograph on the
specialty.
bronchoficope, and the omission has been supplied by his pupils. His book, Die Schwebe*
laryngottcopie appeared in 1920; in collaboration with Voss, he wrote a volume on military
experience, (JehGrogan, Obere Luft, und SpeisenFestschrift volume was pub*
(1921).

and treatment

A

in 1020.

JOYCE (1886-1918). An American journalist and poet, born in New Brunswick, N. J. Following his graduation from
Kutgcrs College and studies at Columbia Uni-

ILMER,

KING

871

1914 include The Human Worth of Rigorous
Thinking (1916); Mathematical Philosophy, a,
Study of Fate and Freedom (1922); Thinking
about Thinking (1926); Mole Philosophy, and
Other Essays (1927).

he taught for a time and then entered
newspaper work in New York City. He contributed to many newspapers and magazines on
many subjects, but he was chiefly distinguished
for his verse and was recognized as one of the
most prominent of the younger American poets.
At the outbreak of the World War, he enlisted
as a private in the 165th Infantry (69th New
York), and in August, 1918, was killed In the
course of the American advance which drove the
Germans from the Marne salient. His books
include Summer and Love (1911); Trees and
Other Poems (1915); and Main Street and
Other Poems (1915).
).
KIMBALL, (SIDNEY) FISKE (1888An American architectural author, born at
Newton, Mass,, and educated at Harvard University,

and in Europe. He was assistant in
Harvard and instructor at the University of IlIn the latter year,
linois from 1909 to 1913.
he was appointed instructor in architecture at
the University of Michigan and was later assistant professor of architecture and assistant
professor of fine arts there. In 1919-23 he was
professor of art and architecture at tie University of Virginia, and since 1925 has been director of the Pennsylvania Museum and School of
Industrial Art. He wrote much on architectural subjects and was an editor of Art and
Archaeology (1916-23). He designed the McIntire Amphitheatre in West Virginia and many
other buildings. He was engaged in the restoration of Monticello, the home of Jefferson, and
of old mansions in Fairniount Park, Philadelphia.
His writings include Jefferson and the First
versity

Monument of the Classical Itevival (1915);
Thomas Jefferson, Architect (1910) A History
;

Architecture, with G. II. Kdgell (1018);
Domestic Architecture of the American Colonies
(1922); and American Architecture (1928).
of

KINDERGARTEN ASSOCIATION,

NA-

TIONAL. The Association's work of providing
kindergarten training for all children ;has kept
approximately even with the increase in popuIn 1929, as in 1924, about 4,000,000
lation.
children were not provided for. The number of
kindergartens, however, increased from 502,
located iu 322 towns, and training 209,734 children in 1923, to 9G2 kindergartens, located in
592 towns, and training 357,100 children in
1928. In order to convince the public of the
value of early schooling, the association has secured the cooperation of such organizations as
the Parent-Teacher Association, and the FedWomen's Clubs, in advertising
eration of
through pamphlets and charts. Continuing the
practice started in 1937, it sent by rcquoHt, with
the aid of the U. S. Bureau of Education,
articles on home education to 1341 periodicals
in the United States and 46 other countries. By
1929 laws facilitating the establishment of
kindergartens were passed, on the investigation
of the association, in 14 States.
Headquarters
of the National Kindergarten Association are at
8 West 40th Street, New York City.
KINDERGARTENS. See EDUCATION IN THE
UNITED STATES.

KING, ( WILLIAM BENJAMIN) BASIL
An American author (see VOL.

(1859XIII).
His later books are The Side of the Angels
lifted,
(1016); The High Heart (1017);
1928).

Ww

The City of Comrades (1919) The
Abolishing of Death (1919); The Thread of
Flame (1920)j The fimpty 8ach (1921); The
of ffewr (1921); The Dust Flower
Veil (1917)

;

;

KING

The Discovery of God (1923); The
The High Forfeit (1925);
Faith and Success (1925); and The Spreading
(1922);

Happy
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Isles (1923);

(1927). In Ms later years, he paid much,
attention to the hypothesis of the survival of
life after "bodily death; he embodied his theories
in some of his stories in a motion picture^

Dawn

Earthbound.
KING, RT. HON. WILLIAM LYON MACKENZIE
A Canadian public official, who
(1874).
was Prime Minister, President of the Privy
Council, and Secretary of State for External Affairs (1921-26, and 1926)
(see VOL. XIII).
During the World War, he was active in adjusting the relations between workers and employers,
at the same time investigating these relations
for the Rockefeller Foundation (1914-17). In
1919 the National Liberal Convention chose him
to succeed Sir Wilfred Laurier as leader of the
Liberal Party, and he was reflected to the Canadian Parliament in the same year. On Dec, 29,
1921, he took office with his new Liberal government. He was made a member of the Privy
Council in 1922, and received honorary degrees
from Queen's, Toronto, Harvard, Edinburgh,
Yale, and Oxford. He represented Canada at the
Imperial Conference in London in 1923, at the
same time receiving the Freedom of that city and

He wrote Industry and Humanity
Study of the Principles Underlying Industrial
Recon struction (1918).
An
).
(1878KINKELDEY, OTTO
American musicologist, born in New York.
After studying music at Columbia University
under MacDbwell (1900-02), he went to Berlin,
where he took various courses in inusicology at
the University, under Kretzschmar, Friedlander,
Wolf and Stumpf, at the same time continuing
the study of the organ under Egidi and filling
the position as organist at the American Church
( 1902-05
Having received the degree of Ph.D.
Sheffield.

A

) .

with his dissertation Orgel und Klavier in der
Musik des 16. Jahrhunderts, he was appointed,
in 1909, teacher of organ and theory and librarian at the Institut fur Kirchenmusik in Breslau.
In 1910 he became dozent of musicology
at the University there, and before the end of
the year was advanced to the rank of professors.
He resigned in 1014 and returned to New York,
where, in 1015, he was appointed Chief of the
Music Division of the New York Public Library.
During 1923-27 he was professor of music at
Cornell University, and then returned to 'his
former post at the New York Public Library.
He edited Erlebach's Harmonische Freude for
the Denkmaler deutscher Tonkunst (vols. 4647).

and received the gold medal of the
of Literature
(1926). During
the World War, in which his only son was killed,
he wrote much on subjects connected with the
British Army and nation. His writings include
New Armies in Training (1914); Sea Warfare
The
(1916); A Diversity of Creatures (1017)
(1924),

Royal

Society

;

(1918); Inclusive Verse (1910
and 1927) ; Letters of Travel (1020) ; The Frish
Guards in the Great War (2 vols., 11)23) ; Land
and Sea Tales for Scouts and Guides (1923)
Debits and Credits (1926); and A Book of
Words, containing the first collection of Kip-

Years Beti&een

;

on
ling's speeches and addresses, his vicws^
modern materialism, art, international relations,
dreams,

etc.

(1928).

An Ameri).
(1874can cartoonist. He was born at Galva, 111., and
had a public-school, training. He became a
magazine illustrator in New York (1001-10)
and then contributed cartoons, both social and
political, to the New York Mail (1911), the Sun
(1912), and the World (1913). Since 1914 he
has been political cartoonist of the New York

KIBBY, ROIXIN

He was awarded the Pulitzer Prize of
"World.
$500 for cartoons in 1921 and 1924. In addition
to being a cartoonist, he is a writer of verse,
articles, and sketches.
KIK.CHEISEN",

FuiEDRlCrt

klrK'i-zCn,

MAX

A German historian, born at
).
(1877Chemnitz. He studied history and international
law at the Universities of Leipzig and Paris,
specialized in the Napoleonic era, and became
known also for his geographical and literary
researches. His writings include a bibliography
on Napoleon which was published in German,
Die Kahriften von
English, and French (1902)
und uber Friedrich von Gents ( 1 900 ) ; "Napoleon: Auswahl aus Seinen AusspriUJiwi (1007);
Napoleon, SeinLclen und Seine ZeU (1014) ; 7><?r
Vttkming (1915-17); Die Behtoeht an der
Marne (1915) ; Lord Nelson (1920) ; Die Bastille
(1927) Memoircn Napoleons (1927) 3 Die grosso
fransosiscJic Revolution (1028).
KIRCHWET, GEORGE ( ASHINOTON ) ( 1855An American legal scholar (nee VOL.
)..
XIII). In 19] 5-10 he nerved as warden of
Sing Sing Prison and after 1917 was head of the
Department of Criminology of the New York
School of Social Work. Pfe renigued a
Kent
;

;

W

lie senwd
professor of law at Columbia in 1910.
on various committees investigating priHOiiK and

in 1918-19

Employment

was

United State*

director of the
Service.

KIRGHIZ AUTONOMOUS SOCIALIST
SOVIET REPUBLIC. See SIBERIA.

KISTEMAECKEBS, HKNBY

(HITHKRT? Atisx-

A Franco-Belgian writer
FBEDEBIOK JOSEPH (1868ANDKE) (1872).
).
An American clergyman and writer, educated at born 'at Florcffe and educated at the Athtinfo
St. Paul's School at Concord, 'N. H., and at Royal and the University of Brwwelft.
He was
Keble College, Oxford. He was Protestant Epis- best known for his plays, which include Merrot
(1890); Aerroahe-Gfrura (1803); Lo
copal Bishop of Delaware from 1908 to 1919, amoureu
but resigned to become a Roman Catholic and premier client (1903); tflnstmol (1005); La
was appointed professor of modern church his- Marehand de bonbeur, taken from hta novel of
tory in the Catholic University at Washington. the same name (1910); La. JPlambfa (1012);
He wrote: Principles of Anglicanism (1910)
L'Emtuscade (1913) L'Exilee (1918) ; Un Noir>
.
Prayers for the Dead (1914); Issues before au front
(1918); Le Roi des pataoctt
the Ghuroh (1915) ; Outlines of the History of
(1920) ; La Passante ( J921 ) ; fin flombal ou Un
the Church (3916); Catholic and Protestant mari s'est- tchappt ( 1 923 ) ; and
Amour ( 1024
(1918) ; Salve Mater (1920J Americanism and His novelw include fJAvofattw sentiment ale, a
Catholicism (1024).
de femmc*
(1892-98);
trilogy
Confidences
94? ; Les J/eures supremes (1897) ; L*
KIPLING, (JOSEPH) KUDYAKD (1866).
(1894?
An English novelist and poet (see VOL. XIII). son du passt (1900); tSApprentiwage do Lord
He was Rector of the University of St. Andrews Will (1904); Will, Trimm et Cie (1906); and
(1922-25), Doctor of Philosophy at Athens
Will, wwtew (1909),
KINSMAN,

'

;

;

.

.

V

;

'

) .

KITCHENER

KITCHENER, kioh'en-er, HORATIO HERBEBT,
EARL OF (KITCHENER OF KHARTUM) (18501916). A British soldier and administrator (see
first

VOL. XIII). When England entered the World
War, Kitchener was* at home on leave from
Egypt and was appointed Secretary of State
for War. He built up an army of over 2,000,000
men. Having undertaken to help in the reorganization of the Russian forces, lie sailed from
fcJcapa Flow, on the British warship Hampshire,
on June 5, 191G, to consult with the Czar. His
ship struck a German mine off the Orkneys, and
he and most of his staff were drowned. Consult
JfUchcner in his own Words, by J. B. Rye and
Horace J. Grosser (1917); The Life of Lord
Kitchener, by Sir George Arthur, Kitchener's
private secretary 1914-16 (1920); The Tragedy
of Lord Kitchener, by Reginald, Viscount Esher
(1021); and The Truth about Kitchener, by
Victor Wallace Germains (1925).
).
KITTREDGKE, GEORGE LYMAN (1860An American philologist (see VOL. XIII). He
has been professor at Harvard for many years
and is a very prolific author. In 1924 he received an honorary Litt.D. from Yale University.
His later works include: Chaucer and His
Poetry (1935); Oawain and the Green Knight
(19KJ); Shakespeare (1916); Concise English
Grammar, with F. E. Farley (1018) ; Dr. Robert
Child, the Remonstrant (1919); Sir Thomas
Mallory (1925); Witchcraft in Old New England (1928).
KLAGEOTTTRT, klii'gen-f5rt', BASIN. This
region on the southern boundary of the Austrian
Republic in the basin of the Drave, with an area
about 1200 square miles, was one of the districts
jnoHt stubbornly contested in the making of the
poaco after the World War. Although the
whole region is a political and economic unit,
since the Valley of the
pravc, enclosed by highlands, here widens out into a long corridor, its
disposition nevertheless presented a peculiar
problem, for the northern aide of the valley was
by German Austrians and the southern,
Slovenes. Its total population was about
r)lod
150,000, the majority Slovenes but of no pronounced Slavophil sympathies; Klagenfurt, the
town, had 28,958 inhabitants (1910), 25,582 of
whom were Germans, The failure of the Austrian armistice terms to fix an occupation line
:

for the province of Carinthia, and the desire of
the Jugoslavs to push their boundaries as far
north as possible, made this region the scene of
turmoil and bloodshed for more than six months
after the actual close of war. This turn of
affairs compelled the Peace Conference to take
Articles 50 of the Treaty of St. Geraction.
main of Sept. 10, 1919, therefore made provision
for the dividing of the basin into two zones,
and B. In the southern and larger zone (A), a
plebiscite was'jfco be hold first, and the disposition
of the whole region was then to be thus determined by the vote in this zone: in the event of
was to go to Jugoa favorable Jugoslav vote,
slavia and a plebiscite was to be held in B; in
the event of a favorable Austrian vote the
whole wan to go to Austria without further
action. ATI inter- Allied commission took charge
on July 21, 1920, and on Oct. 30, J920,
of Hone
the voting took place. In spite of the fears
entertained by Austrians for the loss of the dis-

4

A

A

predominantly Slovene popuabout 70 per cent, and the fact that Jugoslavs had administered the zone from September,
1919, the vote was in favor of Austria-; 22,025

trict because of the

lation,
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ballots

were cast for the Republic and 15,279 for

Jugoslavia.
Austria.

The Basin,

KLEIBER, ERICH

reverted to

therefore,

(1890-

).

An

Aus-

trian conductor, born in Vienna. After graduation from the Prague Conservatory, he began his
career as assistant conductor at the Deutsclies
Landestheater there. In 1912-18 he was conductor at the Hoftheater in Darmstadt, and for
the next two years in Barmen-Elberfeld, where
his reputation as an operatic and concert conductor was such that he was called to Dusseldorf
and then to Mannheim. In 1923 he became the
general musical director of the Berlin Staatsoper.

KLEIN", JULIUS

(1886-

).

An

Ameri-

He was born

at San Jose",
Calif., and graduated at the University of California.
Later, he studied at the University of
Berlin, the Sorbonne
(Paris), and Harvard
(Ph D., 1915). He was an instructor and assistant professor at Harvard ( 1915-23 ) , chief of the
Latin-American Division of the U. S. Department of Commerce (1917-19), U. S. commercial
attache in Argentina (1919-20), and director of
the U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce (1921-29). He has been Assistant Secretary of Commerce since March, 1929, He is the
author of Afesta: a Study in Spanish Economic
History (1920).
Ger).
KLEMPEKER, OTTO (1885man conductor, born in Breslau. In 1901 he entered the Hoch Conservatory in Frankfort, but
completed his studies under Kwast and Pfitzner
in Berlin. Upon Mahler's recommendation, he
was appointed conductor at the Deutsclies Laiidestheater in Prague, in 1907, and two years later
became first conductor in Hamburg, whence ho
was called to Strassburg, and in 1917 to Cologne,
where he was made general .musical director in
1923. The next year he went in a similar capacity to Wiesbaden. In 1926 he was guest -conductor of the New York Symphony Orchestra,
and after his return to Germany he accepted the
post of conductor and general director of tho
Preussische Staatsoper in Berlin (there are
three great opera houses in Berlin, the Stildtische Oper [Charlottenburgl, director Bruno
Walter; the Staatsoper, Erich Klciber; the
Preussische Staatsoper, Klemperer).
).
KLEWAU, PAUL Axraasr (1883distinguished Danish composer and conductor,
born in Copenhagen. He began his musical
studies there under Hilmer (violin) and Mailing
(composition), then continued in Berlin under
Halir (violin) and 'Max Bruch (composition),
and in 1904 went to Munich for further study
of composition under Ludwig Thuille. In 1907
he became conductor in Freiburg, but the next
year resigned and studied conducting with Max
Schillings in Stuttgart. In 1914 he returned to
Freiburg as first conductor. In 1920 he became
conductor of the Philharmonic Society in Copenhagen and at the same time one of the conductors of the Vienna Konzertverein. His compositions comprise three symphonies; a symphonic
poem, Paolo und Francesco,, later expanded into
three movements under the title, Zn/erfto-JWte-

can public

official.

A

A

a symphonic fantasy, Jahrmarht b&i London; a ballad for baritone and orchestra, fflbbe
Skammelsen; a choral work, Die Weise von
lAebe tmd Tod des Kornets Jtilke; Qesprache
mit dem Tod, for contralto and orchestra; the
operas Sulamith (Munich, 1013), Klein Idas
sie;

Blumen

.(Stuttgart,

1916),

Kjwtw

md,
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run (Mannheim, 1918; rewritten as Gudrun auf
Island, Hagen, 1924); and Die Lasterschule
(Frankfort, 1927).

and in 1923 this opportunity was extended to
members of the Order. In accordance with
a plan evolved in 1922, the Knights of Columbus

all

much of their resources to work among
and in June, 1926, the first class wan gradstudied classical philology at the university of uated from the two-year Boy Guidance course
Cracow. He became professor of philosophy at Notre Dame University. A programme and
and of the history of philosophy at the Uni- ritual for a junior order, the Columbian Squires,
versities of Cracow and Innsbruck and in 1920 was accepted in 1925, and further development
was called to the Gregorian University in Rome. the following year; the Circles of Squires inHis writings include: Der Deutsche Materialis- creased steadily through 1929.
The Supreme Council, in August, 1920, authormusstreit im 'Neunzehnten Jahrhundert (1907) ;
Der Mensoh (1908) Hauptprobleme der Weltan- ized the directors of the Knights of Columbus
schauung (1910); Der Monismus und Seine to assess its members to the extent of $1,000,000
the
Philosophischen Grundlagen (1911) ; Monistische to finance an educational campaign against

KLIMKE, FRIEDBICH A. (1878-1924). An
Austrian Jesuit. He was born at Golleow and

devoted

boys,

;

Eintieitsbestrelungen in der Katholisohen Weltanschauung (1912); Monismus und Pddagogik
(1918); Unsere Sehnsucht (1922).

KLIMSCH,

FRITZ (1870-

A

).

German

sculptor who was born in Frankfort, and
studied at the academies of Frankfort and Berlin.
Among his best works are Salome, in a
private gallery in Berlin; the Niobid in Leipsic;
a Dancer and the Virchow monument in Berlin,
and a bust of Max Liebermann.

KLOTZ, OTTO JULIUS (1852-1924). A Canadian civil engineer and astronomer (see VOL.
XIII). He was director of the Dominion Observatory at Ottawa (1916-24), chairman of
the National Committee of Canada of the International Astronomical Union in 1920, and
president of the American Seismological Society
during 1920-21.
).
KLtTCK, kluk, ALEXANDER voir (1846A German general (see VOL. XIII). He led
the campaign of the Marne in 1914, was wounded in 1915, and retired in the following year.
General von Kluck wrote of his participation
in the World War in the volume entitled Fiihrung
und Taten der Erste Armee (1920).
An Amer).
KNTAPP, BBADFORD (1870ican agricultural educator, born at Vinton, Iowa,
and educated at Vanderbilt University and in
law at the University of Michigan. For several
years he practiced law in Iowa and until 1911
was engaged in cooperative demonstration work
for the Bureau of Plant Industry. In 1911 he
was appointed special agent in this bureau and
from 1915 to 1920 was chief of extension work
in the South for the States Relations Service
of the United States Department of Agriculture.
In 1920-23 he was dean of the College of Agriculture of the University of Arkansas and director of the State Experiment Station. Since
1923 he has been president of the Oklahoma
Agricultural and Mechanical College. Professor
Knapp wrote Safe Farming; How the Whole
Country Demonstrated; and publications for the
United States Department of Agriculture.
KJSTEISEL QUARTET. See Music, under
Chamber Music.
K3STIG-HTS OF COIiTJMB'O'S. A Roman
Catholic fraternal and benevolent society founded
in 1882.
In addition to the Supreme Council
and the board of directors, there were, on June
30, 1929, 61 State councils and two territorial
jurisdictions; and in the 2544 subordinate councils, the insurance members numbered 247,040,
and the associate members 390,083.
Carrying out its notable World War relief,
the Knights of Columbus opened, in 1919, free
evening courses to ex-service men in academic,
commercial, trade, and technical subjects. As
the number of schools increased, correspondence
and home study courses were instituted in 1921,
,

of Soviet Russia, particularly against
such Bolshevistic activities as were exhibited
by the Mexican regime. To this end, approximately 4,000,000 pamphlets on the Mexican situation were distributed through 1928, and numerous lectures delivered throughout the United
policies

States.

Benevolence outside the United States included
the gift of $25,000 to aid those suffering from
the earthquake in Japan in 1925. In the same
year, managers of the society's $1,000,000 endowment fund for welfare work in Italy completed the fifth large playground erected by the
Order in that country. The Knights of Columbus
publishes the Columbia, a monthly magazine of

general character, which had a circulation exceeding 700,000 in 1928. The headquarters of
the Supreme Council are located at New Haven,
Conn., and in 1928 Martin H. Curmocly wus tlic
supreme knight; William J. MeGinley, the secretary; and D. J. Callahan, the treasurer.

KNIT GOODS.

See TEXTILE MANUFACJTUK-

INQ.

KNOX, PHILANDEK CHASE (1853-1921). An
American lawyer and statesman (see VOL. XTI I )
He was reflected to the Senate in 1010 for the
term ending 1923. He took a prominent part
in debates on the Versailles Treaty and th
Covenant of the League of Nations and was
the author of the Knox Resolutions, which pro.

posed the repeal of the joint resolution of Apr.
6, 1917, declaring the existence of a state, of
war with Germany, and in its place the declaration that the state of war was at an end, on th
condition that the United States should liavo
possession of the property of the (jcriuau government in the United States, and of its su?>This
jects, until a treaty should bo rail lied.
resolution was defeated. Senator Knox was emu
of the chief opponents of the Versailles point;
treaty in the Senate.
COLLEGE. A coeducational institution at Galesburg, Til., founded in 1837, The
student enrollment increased from 340 in 1913 14 to 0(54 in 1927-28, the faculty was imwiuuxl
from 26 to 42 members, and the library from
10,000 to 50,000 volumes. The productive* funds
were increased in the same period from $402,601 to $1,7150,000, and the yearly income from
$53,851 to $310,000. Lyman Kay Seymour Hall,
a men's dormitory, union, and commons, costing
$150,000, was erected in 1021; tho Henry 'M.
Seymour Library was finished in 1928, comThe college
pletely equipped in every detail.
had adopted a policy of owning all fraternity
houses, which are leased for a long torni to the
fraternities; two new fraternity houses worts
built; and three largo residences were made
over for fraternity purposes. President, Albert

KNOX

Britt, A.B., Litt.lX

KODALT
KODALY,

).

A

promi-

nent Hungarian composer, born in Kecskemet!,
He received his musical education at the Hochschule in Budapest, where he has been a teacher
of theory and composition since 1907.
From
the beginning, he was fascinated by the Hungarian folk-songs, of which he has collected up to
date (1920) nearly 4000. The intense study of
these exerted a profound influence upon the
formation of hia own style as a composer, which
ia an intimate blending *of the characteristics
of this folk-music with elements of impressionism, which latter he absorbed from his contact
with Debussy during a stay in Paris in the
winter of 3906-07. This enthusiasm for folksong he shares with his compatriot Bela Bartok
in collaboration with whom he has published
two volumes of these songs, followed by three
more volumes edited by himself alone. Besides
a treatise, The Pent atonic flcale in Hungarian
Folk-music (1917; in Hungarian), lie also wrote
numerous articles on the subject for Hungarian,
Italian, and French journals. His original compositions are mainly in the field of chamber

music (sonatas, string quartets). His most ambitious work is Psnlmtw Hungaricus (Psalm LV)
for tenor, chorus, and orchestra; his best-known
work, an orchestral suite arranged from incidental music to Garay's JJary Janos.

A

KOEHLER,

ke'lcr,

WOLFGANG (1887-

).

German

psychologist, born at Reval in Estonia, and educated at the universities of Tubingen, Bonn, and Berlin. After teaching in German schools, lie found himself during the World
War at an anthropoid research station in German South Africa. There, he conducted investigations on the perceptive capacities of chim-

and apoR. After the War, he was
professor at the University of Berlin. On leave
of absence in 1924, he lectured at Clark University, in the United States, His researches
in animal psychology led Koehler to become one
of the leaders of the new school of German
psychology known at the Gcstaltpsychologie
or psychology of forms. His published work
comprises, in addition to a number of monographs, the volume, Die PJiysischcn Qe&talten in
Huhe und im tftationarcn Kustand (1920), and
JntclliffcnffpriifwHgcn an Afcnsohenaffen (1921).

panzees

KQESTER, FIIANK ( 1 870-1 927 ). A GermanAmerican Engineer, born at Stcrkrade, Germany.
Trained in his profession in Germany, he came

to the United States in 1902. IJis, first engagement was with the New York Subway Construction Company, after which lie served as engineer
with the Guggenheim Exploration Company,
the American Smelting and Refining Company,
and similar corporations. In 1911 he entered
coBsulting practice in New York City and was
lighting expert for Allentown, Seranton, and
other cities in Pennsylvania. Besides patenting
numerous improvements in plant engineering,
Lc wrote Steam Electric Power Plants (1908) ;
Hydroelectric Developments and Engineering
(1009); Electricity for the Farm and Home
(1018) ; The Price of Inefficiency (1913) Modern City Planning and Maintenance (1914) ;
Newels of German Progress (1915) ; Under the
Divert Stars; and The Gods of the North (1923),
,-

KCXFPKA, KUKT

(1886-

KOO
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ZOLTAN (1882-

).

A

German

psychologist, born at Berlin and educated at
tho University of Berlin and at Edinburgh. He
became prof&mor of psychology at the University
of GioHBeu and founded the periodical, Psycholo*
gische Forschuny, with a new orientation for

His published writEasperimentaluntersuchungen BUT
Lehre vom Rhythmus (1908); Ueber Vorstellungen (1911); Zur Analyse der Vorstellungen und Ihrer Gesetise (1912); Beitrage sur
Psychologic der Gestalt (1919) Die Grundlagen
der Psychischen Entwicklung
and
(1921);
experimental

psychology.

ings include:

;

Growth of the

Mmd

(tr.,

1924).

An
(1886).
Austrian poet, painter, and dramatist, conspicuous among the modernist artists. He became a
professor in Berlin. Since the publication of
Die traumenden Kn&ben, a poem in free verse
illustrated by himself (1908), he has written
the plays
order, Hoffnung der Fray en (J907)
Der Irennande Dornlusch (1911); Siob (1917);
Orpheus und Eurydike (1919).
A well-known
).
XOLAIfc, VICTOR (1888violinist and composer, born in Budapest, of
Bohemian parents. After graduating from the
Prague Conservatory, where he studied violin
under Kubelik and composition under Dvorak,
he came to the United States in '1004. In
1905-07 he was one of the first violinists of the
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, then joined the
New York Symphony Orchestra, becoming assistant conductor in 1915, and from there went to
Detroit, in 1919, as concert master and assistant
conductor of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra.
He wrote SympJiony in D; two symphonic poems,
Hiawatha and A Fairy Tale; two orchestral
sujltes, Americana and Lyric; a string quartet
in E minor; pieces for violin; and songs.
XOLCHAK, kol'chak, VLADIMIR VASILIEVTTCTT
(1874-1920). A Russian admiral and soldier.
During the Russo-Japanese War, he distinguished
himself in the defense of Port Arthur, and from
1906 to 1916 he was on the general staff of the
navy. During the World War, he showed military ability and became rear admiral in 1916,
later being given an independent command in
the Baltic and a promotion to vice admiral and
commander of the Black Sea Fleet. Following
the Revolution in 1917, he became an anti-

KOKOSCHKA,

OSKAB

M

Bolsheviflt

leader,

;

and

his

brilliant

successes

at first gained him virtual leadership. In 19] 9,
however, he gradually lost ground, and at the
end of that year, following brief successes, he
was obliged to retire to Vladivostok, -where, in
January, 1920, an anti-Kolchak revolution broke
out. On June 24, he surrendered to the revolutionary forces at Irkutsk and was executed,
See sections on History in the articles RUSSIA

and SIBERIA.

An Ameri).
KOWTI, ISIDORE (1862can sculptor (see VOL. XIII). Among his later
works, in his refined and decorative manner,
were a fountain in Audubon Park in New Orleans, the memorial to Bishop Potter in St.
John's Cathedral, New York City, and an ideal
work in bronze, The Genius of Immortality, in
the Metropolitan Museum, New York City,
).
KOO, Vi KirsruiN WELLINGTON (1887A Chinese statesman and diplomat who studied
at Columbia University and received the degree
of doctor of philosophy. He was successively
English secretary to President Yuan Shi-kai,
councilor in the Foreign Office, Minister to Washington (1915), China's plenipotentiary and then
head of her delegation to the Paris Peace Conference, Chinese representative in the Assembly
of the League of Nations, Minister to Great
Britain (1921), a delegate to the Washington
Disarmament Conference (1921-22), Minister of
Foreign Affairs at Peking (August, 1922-24),

KOREA

Finance Minister (192G), and Premier and Minister for Foreign Affairs (1926-27).^ In 1927
he was appointed China's representative on the
International Court of Arbitration at the Hague.
KOREA, OE CHOSEN. A dependency of Japan, occupying the peninsula on the mainland
of Asia opposite the main island of Honshiu.
Area, 85,241 square miles, 82,939 being on the
mainland and 2302 in neighboring islands. According to the census figures of Oct. 1, 1925, the
population was 19,519,927, as compared with

17,288,989 in 1920. The foreigners numbered
slightly more than 45,000, the vast majority of
whom are Chinese. The largest cities with their
populations at the end of 1926 were: Seoul,
Pusan, 106,323
(81,559 Japanese);
306,363
(40,803 Japanese); and Pyong-Yang, 114,371
(23,545 Japanese).

Production and Industry.

Korea

is

almost

entirely an agricultural country; the cultivated
area at the end of 1926 was 11,276,115 acres.
The chief crops are rice, barley, wheat, beans,
grain of all kinds, tobacco, and cotton. In 1927
the rice crop amounted to 84,998,445 bushels;
in the previous year, the barley production was
35,410,630 bushels; agricultural products also
included 21,757,687 bushels of soya beans, 157,489,981 pounds of upland American cotton, and
57,149,750 pounds of native cotton. The native
industries include .textile fabrics, paper, pottery,
metal ware, manufactured tobacco, brewed drinks,
and leather. All the industries are of the cottage variety. The chief mineral products are

copper, lead, iron, tungsten
quartz, and kaolin. The
total value of mineral products in 1926 was
24,130,350 yen.
Foreign Trade. 1927 imports amounted to
$181,778,000, consisting principally of cotton
gray sheeting, coal, lumber, machinery, cotton
gold,
ore,

silver,

zinc,

graphite,

coal,

fabrics, Chinese

and cotton yarn.

KOREA
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hemp

fabrics, petroleum, sugar,
1914 imports were $31,61 5,000.

Similarly, 1927 exports amounted to $170,166,000, consisting principally of rice, beans, raw
silk, including tussah silk, iron and steel, fish,

ginseng, fertilizer, cotton, gold, cowhides, catpaper, and pulp. In 1914 exports were $17,194,000, consisting of rice, beans, peas, cowhides,
ginseng, cotton, and leather manufactures.
Communications. The total mileage of government railways open for traffic on Mar. 31,
1928, was 1456.5 miles, and the total mileage
of private railways at the same date was 513.8
miles. On Oct. I, 1928, there was celebrated
the completion of the Tanko Railway line between Genzan and Kwainei, a distance of 388.4
miles. Work was also being pushed on the HoiGen line between Heijo and Genzan, a route that
when completed would cross the north of Korea.
Provision was made for the construction of
further new lines and the addition by purchase
of 210 miles of private railways to the government system. The lines under construction and
projected were designed to transport forest products from the upper districts of the Yolu River,
tle,

minerals from northern Korea, marine products
from the eastern coast of the peninsula', and
agricultural products from southern Korea. It
was estimated that within 10 years the total
mileage of all railways in Korea would amount
to 3500 miles. All of the lines were well
equipped with modern rolling stock.
Mining. The principal mineral products of
Korea are gold, silver; copper, zinc, lead, iron,
tungsten ore, graphite, coal, quartz sand, and

Gold mining on a large scale has been
on by Europeans and Americans, but
more recently, mine owners in Japan have begun
mining various metals and other minerals in
kaolin.
carried

various parts of the peninsula, so that there is
a tendency to expand the mining industry more
and more each year. The total annual yield
of all the mines in Korea in 1916 was 14,078,188 yen. It increased in 1918 to 30,838,074
yen and after the War declined to 14,503,781
yen in 1922, increasing by 1927 to 24,169,229 yen.
Forestry. The total area of forests and
plains has been estimated at 15,867,762 hectares
of which 5,454,545 hectares is occupied by State
forests, while the remainder is hilly districts
with young trees or bare of trees. The government has encouraged afforestation and the annual cutting of forests amounts to about 1,255,000 cubic meters. In the fiscal year 1927,
the receipts from State forests were 6,027,004
yen, the expenses, 4,271,274 yen, leaving a balance of 2,355,730 yen.
Government Enterprises. Among the monopolies maintained by the Government is the
culture of ginseng, the annual production of
which is estimated at 21,000 kilograms and the
value at 2,200,000 yen. The manufacture of
salt, another government monopoly, has an annual production capacity of 120,000 metric tons.
Tobacco also is cultivated as a government monopoly with profit to the Government in 192728 of 13,589,159 yen.
Budget and Pittance. Total expenditure**
and revenues for 1927-28 were $157,852,000
1,
(1913-14: $31,546,744); total debt Mar.
1927, was 298,619,147 yen ($148,852,000) 1010:
$36,801,000.

History.

Under Japanese

adini n wtration, _tlu
i

province progressed materially. Bare hill-sideH
were afforested, agriculture received the benefit
of scientific supervision, and railways were built.
Advances were startling in every line of economic activity; but the absolute character of
the Japanese authority, the dominance by tho
military, the refusal to heed the demands for a
larger measure of popular government, all contributed to a feeling of resentment which the
democratic doctrines of the War finally fanned
into open hostility. Throughout 1919 there were
everywhere marked evidences of unrest; meaiiH
of communication were cut; cities were tho
scenes of

mob

violence; public officials were at-

tacked and some even killed. The Japanese, on
the other hand, retaliated by increasing their
garrisons and by employing rcprennive measures.
By April, the riots had taken on HO much of the
character of actual rebellion that the Japanese.
Privy Council was spurred into action. A programme of reform introduced during the year
included the extension of civil government at the
expense of the military and responsibility of tho
governor to the Japanese Ministry. Korea wan
made an integral part of the Japanese Empire,
and Koreans were put on the same footing as
Japanese, nominally at least. Membera of tho
former Korean dynasty and cabinet received
Japanese patents of nobility. In 1020, the
Korean tariff was assimilated to that of Japan.
Meanwhile a revolutionary party, through a
committee at Shanghai, promulgated a republican constitution for the "Provisional Government of the Korean Republic.'* An attempt wa
made to interest Soviet Russia in the struggle
of the Koreans for independence, while nativen
and friends of Korea in other countries, enpe-

KOH2STGOLD
cially in the
sympathy for
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United States, endeavored to show
Korean aspirations by giving pub-

to acts of oppression, violations of the
right of pro-Korean missionaries, summary executions of Korean patriots,, etc., alleged to have
been committed by the Japanese in Korea.
Disorders were suppressed with severity by
the military. On Apr. 25, 1926, Prince Yi
Wang, the deposed Emperor, died and the Japanese government took extraordinary precautions
to prevent an ensuing outbreak. On April 29,
Alderman Takayama was assassinated and Alderman Kato stabbed by a Korean. The Japanese
tried to placate Korean national feeling by giving the ex-Emperor a most elaborate funeral and
decreeing June 10 as a day of mourning throughout the Japanese Empire; but the move did not
prevent threats of rioting in Seoul, and some
hundreds of arrests were made. In spite of the
licity

KOIfcOSEC,

ANTON

(1872-

).

A

Jugo-

public official, leader of the Slovenian
People's Party. He was head of the Slovene delegation to the Croatian-Slovene National Council
which voted for union with Serbia in 1918.
From July until November, 1924, ho was a member of the Jugoslav cabinet headed by Davidovic.
His party advocates an autononiistic regrouping of the kingdom.
slav

KOSSAK, WOJCIECH, ADALBERT VON

A

(1857-

Polish painter, born in Paris, who
studied under his father and at the Munich Academy. He became widely known for his battle
pictures which won the highest awards at MunHis works are
ich, Vienna, Berlin, and Paris.
in the National Museum at Cracow, the Royal
Gallery in Budapest and in the galleries of
Vienna and Berlin. He has lived in Paris since
).

1902.

A
).
K6STER, ke'stcr, ABOUT (1883German writer and public official, born at Verfor independence den and educated at the universities of Halle,
continued. Lacking other outlet, it appeared to Marburg, Heidelberg, and Zurich. He was leclink itself with communist movements, at least turer at the University of Munich, traveled in
iu the cyos of the Japanese government. In England, America, Asia, and Africa, and during
April, 1927, the courts decided that 99 Koreans the World War was correspondent for Socialarrested in tne previous summer must stand Democratic papers. He was Minister of the
trial on the charge of communism.
The case Interior from October, 192], to August, 1923.
dragged on and was not finally decided until He has written Die Ethik Pascals (1906) Der
February, 1928, when most of the defendants Junge Kant (1913); Die Zehn Schomsteine
were sentenced to prison. In the same month (1909); Die Range Naoht (1913); Dcr Tod
33 other communists were arrested in Seoul and in Flandom (1915); Brennendes Blut (1916);
in June an attempt was made on the life of the Der Kampf urn SMeswig
(1920); Kb'nnen
marked improvement

in almost every

department
under Japanese rule, the

of the country's life
restless suppressed agitation

;

Governor General.

wir

dissatisfaction, however, brought

Dolchstichlegcnde
(1923).

These evidences of continued
no concessions
from the Government and the outlook continued
to be apparently most unpromising for the hopes
of

Korean Nationalists.
KOBNG-OLD, EBICH WOLFQAING (1897-

).

Austrian composer (see VOL XIII). In
1919-26 he was conductor at the Stadttheater
in Hamburg. He then returned to Vienna, where
he was appointed, in 3927, professor of theory
and conducting at the Staatsakademie fur MuHik.
He added to his works the operas Der
Jting dcs Polykrates and Violanta (both in
Munich, 1910; the former in Philadelphia, the
latter in Now Vork, 1927); Die tote Stadt
(Hamburg, 1920; New York, 1921); Das Wunder dor Heliane (Hamburg, 1927); incidental
music to Afuch Ado about Nothing; a symphonic
overturn, ISursum Oorda; a piano concerto in
C# minor for left hand alone (for the one-armed
platiiftt Paul Wittgenstein) ; a string sextet in D;
a string quartet in A and a piano quintet in E.
KOBNILOV, LAVB GEOttarEvrrcn (1870A Kussian general who entered the army
1918)
in 1888 and served in the Rugae-Japanese War,
an Russian military agent in China (1907-11),
and us commander in Siberia. On the outbreak
of the World War, he commanded a division in
Galum Captured by the Austrian**, he escaped
and in 11)16 assumed command of the 25th
Army Corps. At the outbreak of the Revolution
in March, 1917, he was made conimander-in-chief
of the troops in Petrograd, but resigned on account of lack of discipline and was assigned to
the command of the 8th Army Corps. In September, 1017, he attempted to establish himaclf
UH dictator by marching on Petrograd, but the
movement oollapHed and he surrendered. Escaping to the Caucasus, he gathered a force of
;

.

Soviet

and was

forces

under llislory*

in

killed in action against the
1918. See RUSHIA,

March,

'

KOSTROWIECKI,

A.

VON.

See

APOLLI-

NAIBE, GUILLAUME.

An

(JOHflacks

(1921); Port mit der
(1922); and Unser Rccht

weitcrkampfenf

SERGEI
(ALEXANDROKOTTSSEVITZKY,
A Eusaian conductor and
vrrcn) (1874).
virtuoso on the double-bass (see Vor,. XIII )
In
1910 he founded a publishing house devoted al.

most exclusively to tne publication of modernistic
works (Skriabin, Stravinsky, Prokofiev, Medtner,

The revolution of 1917 ended all his activin Russia. The orchestra was disbanded
and the publishing firm confiscated by the provisional government. In 1920 he left Russia and
settled in Paris, where he immediately established a series of concerts for the production of
modernistic works, and also conducted Russian
operas at -tine Opera, at the same time undertaking extensive tours as guest-conductor of Germany, England, Italy, and Spain. In 1924 he
became conductor of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, which under his direction fully regained
He was decorated with the
its former prestige.
cross of the Legion of Honor (1924), in 1920
was made Mua.I)oc; by Brown University. In
1929 he received an honorary LL,D. degree from
etc.)
ities

.

Harvard University.

KOWEIT. See ARABIA.
KRAJEMEB, HEJSTRY 1868-1924)
(

.

An Amer-

ican pharmacist, born at Philadelphia, Pa., educated at the* Philadelphia College of Pharmacy

and Columbia and Marburg

wa

universities.

He

the New York College of
Pharmacy and during 1895-97, professor of botany at Northwestern University. In 1897 he accepted the chair of botany and phannaeognosy
at the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and
became also director of the microscopial laboratory, These places he held until 1917, when he
accepted a similar chair at Michigan, where he
served also as dean. In 1920 he became direcinstructor

of

KRAEEELIKT

tor of the Kraemer Scientific Laboratory. He
editor of the American Journal of Pharmacy, 1898-1917, and in 1900 became a member of the committee of revision of the United
States Pharmacopoeia. He is the author of A.
Teasfboolc of Botany and Pharmacognosy (1902) ;
Applied and Economic Botany (1914) ; and
Scientific and Applied Pharmacognosy (1915).
GerKRAEPELIN", EMIL (1856-1926).
man psychiatrist who revolutionized some of the
conceptions of insanity. After receiving his degree in medicine, he studied in the psychological
laboratory of Wundt and was assistant under
Flechsig. He was professor of psychiatry successively at the Universities of Dorpat, Heidelberg, and Mtmich, and then retired to devote
himself to his Research Institute. Kraepelin
made trips to the tropics of both hemispheres
to study insanity in primitive peoples. His
first work on psychiatry was issued in 1883 and
he published numerous volumes which were translated into English and French. All of his work,
revised to date, was published in four volumes
between 1909 and 1915. Kraepelin brought most
of the endogenous insanities under two heads,
dementia prsecox or early mental failure and
manic-depressive insanity.

was

A

(1886).
kriift, ZDENKO VON
Austrian writer, born at Gitschin, and prito
educated
with
drama
attention
special
vately
and music. His works include: Adagio Oonsolante (1910); Maria Theresa (1918); Missa
Solemnis (1920) ; and a trilogy of novels on the
life of Wagner, Barrikaden (1920); Liebestod
(1921); and Wahnfried (1922). Later works
are Alljeder9 stories (1922); Lord Byron's Pitgerfahrt, a novel (1924); Michael Unbekannt,
novel (1925); Bruder falverius, novel (1925);
and Der Sohn der Mutter (1927).

KRAFT,

An

KBALIK

VON
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MEYEBSWALDEN,

RICHARD

eral years as an instructor of English at the
Horace Mann School and in Teachers College.
In 1907 he was adjunct professor of English
at Columbia and, from 1908 to 1910, was a proIn the
fessor at the University of Cincinnati.
latter year, he was appointed professor of EngHe was a member of many
lish at Columbia.
learned societies and author of The Elements
In Oldest England
of English Grammar (1908)
(1912); Pronunciation of Standard flnghsli in
America (1919) Tales of True Knights (1920)
First Lessons in Speech Improvement (1922);
The English Language in America (1925) ; ComThe
prehensive Guide to Good English (1927)
Knowledge of English (1927).
An
)
KRAUS, CHARLES AUGUST ( 1875American physical chemist, born at Knightsville,
Ind., and educated at the University of Kansas,
Johns Hopkins University, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where he was a
research associate in physical chemistry during
1908-12 and assistant professor during 1912-14.
In 1914-24 he was professor of chemistry and
director of the chemical laboratory at Clark
University. Since 1924 he has had a like posi;

;

;

;

.

Brown University. The subjects of soluorganic radicals, and vapor electric apparatus have received his attention. He was
Nichols Medalist in 1923. He is the author of
Electrically Conducting Systems.
tion at
tions,

KRATJS, EDWABD HENRY (1875-

).

An

American mineralogist, born at Syracuse, N. Y.,
and educated at the Universities of Syracuse
and Munich. During 1896-99 he was instructor
in German and mineralogy at Syracuse, where
he became associate professor of mineralogy in
1902, and in 1902-04 he was in charge of the
department of science at the Syracuse High
In 1904 he was called to the University
School.
of Michigan, where in 1910 he was appointed
to the chair of crystallography and mineralogy.

An Austrian writer, born at Ele).
(1852onorenheim in Bohemia and educated at the He was also director of the m moral ogical laborauniversities of Vienna, Bonn, and Berlin. His tory (1908-19), dean of the summer session
works include: Maximilian, a drama (1885); (1915- ), and dean of the College of Pharmacy
Deutsche Puppenspiele (1885); Kaiser Marcus (1923- ). Besides many papers on chemical
Aurelius in Wien, a drama (1897); Veronica, and physical crystallography and the optical
& drama (1898); Rolands Tod (1898); Die constants of crystal at varying temperatures,
Revolution (1908); Die Katholische Literatur- he has written Essentials of Crystallography
bewegung der Gegenwart (1909); Oeschichte (1906); Descriptive Mineralogy (1911); Tables
von Wien (1911) ; Geschichte der Neuesten Zeit for the Determination of Minerals, with W. K.
(1914-20); Die Neue Staatenordnung (1918); Hunt ( 191 1 ) ; Elementary Mineralogy, aim) with
Grundriss und Kern der Weltgeschichte (1920) ; Hunt (1920); and Gems and Gem Materials,
Abraham a Santa Clara (1922); WeltUteratur with E. P. Holden (1925).
der Q-egenwart (1923); Heinrich von Ofterdin*
KRATJSKOPP, JOSEPH (1858-1923). An
gen, a novel (1923); and the plays Kaiser American rabbi, born in Germany. In 1872 lu*
Julianus (1923) ; Belsasszar (1923) ; Theophratus emigrated to the United States and received
Paracelsus (1925) ; Der letzte Nibelung (1925) ; his degrees from the University of Cincinnati
Der wahre Samaritan (1927).
and the Hebrew Union College, both in 1883.
An He was rabbi in Kansas City from 1883 to
),
KRAMER, A. WAI/TEB (1890American composer, born in New York City. 1887 and went to Philadelphia in the latter
Ho studied violin with C. Hauser and R. Arnold, year. He was the founder of the Jewish Publibut in composition he is practically self-taught. cation Society of America and of the National
In 1910 he joined the staff of Musical America, Farm School. In 1898 he wan appointed special
leaving in 1922 to go abroad. He has contributed relief commissioner to Cuba and was special
to other periodicals
His compositions include commissioner and agricultural commissioner in
a symphonic poem, The Tragedy of Nan; four Europe for several years following. In 1904Sketches for orchestra; a Rhapsody for violin 05 he was president of the Conference of Amerand orchestra; a suite for string orchestras; The ican Rabbis and was an official of other sociHour of Prayer for baritone, chorus, and orches- eties. He wrote The Jews and Moors in Spain;
tra; a string quartet; compositions for organ My Visit to Tolstoy; The Seven Ages of Man;
and for piano; and songs.
The Service Manual; The Service Jtitual; and
An many volumes of lectures* From 1017 to 1020,
).
KRAPP, GEORGE PHILTP (187&American teacher of English, born at Cincinnati, he was representative of Jewish organization**
Ohio, and educated at Wittenberg College and at in the Food Conservation Department in WashJohns Hopkins University. He served for. sev- ington.
.

1

.

,
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KBEGEB, EDWARD

An American army

ALBERT

officer,

).
(1868born at Keota, Iowa,

and graduated from the Iowa State College in
1890.
He enlisted for the Spanish-American War
with the Iowa troops, was commissioned first
lieutenant of the llegular Army (1901) and
then served in the Philippines and in Cuba.
From 1914 to 1917 he was professor of law at
the United States Military Academy and in
1917-18 was assistant to the Provost Marshal.
He was acting judge advocate general with the
Army in Franco in 1918-19, and was acting

judge advocate general of the United States
Army in 1919-21, holding the temporary rank of
brigadier general iu 3918-20. He was judge advocate of the 3d Corps Area, 1924-25; legal
adviser in the Tacna-Arica Arbitration, 1925-27 ;
and judge advocate of the 2d Corps Area after
1927. He received the Distinguished Service
CroHS for heroism in action in the Philippines and
the Distinguished Service Medal for distinguished
service as acting jxulge advocate general.
KBEHBIBL, HKNRY EDWARD (1854-1923).
An American music critic (see VOL. XIII )* In
1,917 he published A. Second Book of Operas
and in 1919 More Chapters of Opera and Parsi*
fal, an English Version for Performance, which
waH used by the Metropolitan Opera Company.
In 1921 ho published The Ufe of Beethoven,
in 3 volumes, being a condensation of the 5 volumes of Thayer's German original.
An Aus).
XBENEK, ERNST (1900trian composer, born in Vienna, A pupil of the
extreme modernist, Schreker, he succeeded from
the very outset of his career in surpassing his
master and most of the other extremists in sheer
extravagance. Being able to feel the pulse of
the times, and alert to seize the psychological
moment, he capitalized the craze for jazz, which
swept all Germany after the tour of Paul White-

man

iu 1920, and wrote the farcical jazas opera,
spielt auf, which scored an enormous
success in Leipzig (1027), quickly made the

Johnny
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A distin).
(1893guished Austrian conductor, born in Vienna. He
came of a very musical family, for the famous
star of the Paris Opera, Gabriele Krauss, was
his grand-aunt, and his own mother, Clementine,
was one of the principal dramatic sopranos of
the Vienna Volksoper. At the age of nine, he
was a singer in the Imperial Court Chapel, and
later studied under Reinhold (piano) and Gradeiier and Heuberger (composition) at the Vienna
Conservatory. After graduation, 1 9 1 2, he became
chorus master at the Stadttheater in Briinn,
then second conductor at the Deutsches Theater
in Riga (1913-14), in Nuremberg (1915-16),
first conductor in Stettin (1916-21), and then
conductor at the Opera and of the symphony
concerts in Graz (1921-22). In 1922 he went
to Vienna as conductor at the Staatsoper and
director of the Kirchenmusikschuie connected
with the Staatsakadeinie fur Musik, and the
following year also succeeded Furtwangler as
conductor of the Tonkunstlerverein/ In 1924
28 he was intendant of the Opera and conductor
of the Museumskonzorto in Frankfort, while retaining at the Maine time his connection with the
Stantsakademic and the Tonkunstlerverein in
Vienna. In 1929 he appeared in the United
States as guest-conductor of the Philadelphia
Symphony Orchestra and the New York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra. Returning to Vienna in the fall of 1929, he became director of the
KRAUSS, CLEMENS

rounds of the principal German opera houses
and even found its way to Paris (1928) and
the Metropolitan Opera House (1929). His
other stage works are Der Sprung uber den
Schatten (Frankfort, 1924), Orpheus und Euridike (KasseL, 1926), and the three one-act operas
Der Diktator, Das geheime Konigreich, and Die
Ehre der Nation (Kassel, 1928). All these
works confirm in many minds the impression
that his only object in writing is caricature or
buffoonery. Nor are his numerous instrumental

works worthy

of serious consideration.

KBETSCHMEB,

ERNST

(1888-

),

A

German

physician, anthropologist, and professor
of psychiatry at the University of Tubingen.
He became distinguished through his writings,
the best known being Korperbaw und CJiarakter
(1921), which had an English translation, and
Medisinische Psychologic (1922), which was
translated into French. Two of his earlier works
have recently been reissued, Der Sensitive Bcsiehgswahn (1918 and 1927) and Ueber Bysterie
(1918 and 1926).
).
KROEBER, ALFRED L(OCJIS) (1876An American anthropologist (see VOL. XIII).
In 1917 he founded and was president of the
American Anthropological Association. He became professor of anthropology at the University of California in 1919 and director of its
Anthropological Museum in 1925. He also made
anthropological expeditions to Mexico (1024)
and Peru (1925-20). In 1928 he was elected
a member of the National Academy of Sciences.
His later publications include: SSufli Potsherds
and Hokan (1915) ; Moral Relations among the
Galapagos Islands (1916) ; Zuili Kin and Clan
(1917); Tribes of the Pacific Coast (1017);
The History of Philippine Civilization as Reflected in Religious Nomenclature (1918); Kinship in the Philippines (1919); Peoples of the
Yunnan Tribes of the Lower
Philippines (1919)
Colorado (1920); Basketry Designs of Hie Mission Indians (1922); Anthropology
(1923);
Archaic Culture Horitsons in the Valley of Mexico
(1925); Archceoloffical Explorations in Perw,
;

Part I (1926).

KROEG-ER, ERNEST RICHARD (1862An American organist and composer, born

).

at

After completing his entire musical
St. Louis.
education under local teachers, he served n.s organist in various churches in St. Louis and as
conductor of several choral societies. He travHis
eled extensively as a concert organist.
principal compositions are the overtures, Thanatopsis, Pittoresquc, JKndymion, Sardanapalus,
Hiawatha, Atala, and Festival; a symphonic
poem, Mississippi; four string cjuartets, a piano
quintet, a piano quartet, a piano trio; many
pieces for organ and for piano, especially in the
larger forms; and over 100 songs.

KBOGH,

krok,

AUGUST

Danish physiologist, born

in

(1874Greiisa

).

A

and edu-

cated at the University of Copenhagen. He devoted himself to the study of anatomy and
physiology with special reference to comparative
biology and in 1916 was appointed professor
of zoophysiology at the University of Copenhagen, in the same year becoming a member of
the Danish Royal Society of Science. He published two well-known works which were translated into English and German The Jtettpiratory
Exchange of Animals awl Man (1916 and
Anatomy and Physiology of Capillaries (1922).
In the same year, he published the SilUman Lectures given at Yale University (2d ed., 1928).
:
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In 1903 he received the Seegen Prize from the and was appointed head of the propaganda dewere put in the
Academy of Science of Vienna, and in 1920 he partment. Numerous agents
was awarded the Nobel Prize for medicine and field to organize in 40 States. They were callod
Kleagles. Each member enrolled paid $10, of
*

physiology.

A

KBUEGEB,

).
kni'ger, FELIX (1874German philosopher and psychologist. He succeeded to the chair of Wundt at the University of
known
Leipzig on the latter'a death in 1920. Best
for his Unlersuchungen tiler Entwicklungspsychologie (1915), in which he studied social psyhe was
chology from a historical point of view,
also the author of several philosophical works.
These include 1st Philosophic olme Psychologic
MQglichf (1890) Der Begriff des Absolut Wertvollen (1898); and Der Strukturbegriff in der
;

From Leipzig, Krueger directed a group of researches and studies under
the general title of Entwioklungspsychologie

Psychologic (1924).

(Development Psychology)
A
) .
KtTCHLER, K. F. WALTHEB ( 1877German writer and professor, horn at Essen and
educated at the University of Leipzig. He was
.

instructor in

German at the University

of

Nancy

and at Cornell, lecturer at the University of Giessen, and professor of Romance languages at
Wurzburg, and, after 1922, at the University of
Vienna. He is the author of Marie Joseph
Cheniers Lyrisohe und Dramatisclie Dichtungen
(1900)j Die Cent Nouvelles (1906); Framedsische Romantik (1908); Lifauisa (1919); jRomain Holland, Henri Barbusse, Fritz von Unruh
(1920); and Ernest Kenan (1921).
).
XtteLMAWET, RICHAED vow (1873-

A

German

diplomatist.

He

entered the diplo-

matic service in 1889 and after serving in various
capacities, became councilor of the German Embassy in London in 1908. He was sent as German

Ambassador to the Hague

in April, 1913,
served at Constantinople in 1916-17. He

then

and
was

secretary to succeed
Zimmermann and held this position until his
resignation in July, 3918. He was largely responsible for the treaties of Brest-Ldtovsk and
Bucharest.

appointed

foreign

XTT KLtTX KI/AW. An organization founded
In 1915 by William Joseph Simmons, of Atlanta,
Ga ; While in a measure it is a revival of the
society of the same name which flourished in the
South during the reconstruction period, its aims
and purposes are, in a larger sense, distinctly different;
The organization of the modern society is
claimed by Simmons to have been undertaken by
him as the result of a vision. He preserved the
regalia and some of the nomenclature of the original Klan, but to these he added other designations, all of which begin with the letters kl; e.g.,
Klokard, lecturer; Kladd, conductor; Kleagle, organizer; Klavern, meeting. The activities of
the original Ku Klux Klan were directed almost
entirely against the Negroes in the South, for
the purpose of preventing their participation
in social and political affairs. The modern Ku
Klux Klan, although it theoretically avoids
stating such as its purpose, is hostile chiefly
to Jews and Roman Catholics.
The fundamental doctrine of the Klan is "100 per cent Americanism." This, with its corollary principles
of "no foreign allegiance" and "white supremacy," means in practice a campaign against
Catholics, Jews, and Negroes, particularly the
first.
The growth of the movement was slow,
until after the end of the Great War, when Edward Young Clarke, a former newspaper man,
conceived the possibility of organization on a
largo scale. He was made Imperial Kleagle

.$4 and the
King
Kleagle $1 the remaining $5 was sent to the
Imperial Treasurer. As a result of these efforts, the Klan spread with marvelous rapidwere soon apparent. Tho
ity, and its effects
organization soon began to function as a censor
of personal conduct in many localities and imposed punishment as it saw fit. The result was
an outbreak of lawlessness in many States under the name of discipline. This lawlessness
reached a climax during the summer of 1922,
when murders were charged to its members in
There
Iiiglewood, Calif., and Mer Rouge, La.
were also outbreaks of violence in various towns
in Texas, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and other
Governor Parker of Louisiana made a
States.
strong effort to bring about Federal Action to
suppress the Klan in that State, but was not

which the Kleagle received
;

successful.

The entrance of the Klan into politics was a
further step in its development. It was especIn
ially strong in the South and Middle West.
Texas, it was charged, Earle B. Mayfiold was
elected United States Senator in 1922 through
the Klan's support. In Oregon, the Klan was
sufficiently powerful to put through legislation
banning parochial schools. In Oklahoma, its
activities and the attempt of the governor to
control them led to the latter's impeachment
and removal. (See OKLAHOMA.)
At the height of its power in 1024, the Klan
membership was put at between two and onehalf and three millions. The following estimated
memberships were to be found in the States where
the order has its greatest strength Indiana, 500,:

000; Ohio, 450,000; Texas, 415,000; California,
200,000; Oregon, 200,000; New York, 200,000 Oklahoma, 200,000; from 50,000 to 100,000 wicli in
the following States: Arkansas, Washington,
Kansas, Minsouri, Michigan, Illinois, Kentucky,
West Virginia, Maryland, New Jersey, LouiHiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, Georgia, and
Tennessee. Internal dissension and wcawlalu involving prominent Klansmon began to sap the
order's strength, so that Senator Carter 01aH&
of Virginia in 1927 could report that already
the Klan was losing its hold in tho South,
liy
1028 it was estimated that the Klan had dwindled
to one-third its size in 1924 and that it.H power
had been lost in such former strongholdH aH
Georgia, Mississippi, Louisiana, Indiana, and
Colorado. There wore positive ovidcncoK that
the Klan was on the decline as the period under
survey closed (spring, 1J)29). The following
were among the more important reasons for tho
waning 'influence of the order: internal trouble,
scandals, a falling treasury, municipal and State
action in compelling the Klan to tinmank, tmd
general ridicule. In the summer of 1029, tho
Klan definitely quit the North when it announced tho return of its hoadquartorfl from
Washington to Atlanta.
During the period under discussion, the Klan
played- an important part in national elections
At the Democratic .Convention of 1924, the* attempt of the enemies of the Klan to name it in
tha party platform as an agent of bigotry almost disrupted the convention. The final vote
against naming the Klan, after a hysterical night
of balloting, was 540.15 to 541.85.
In tho 1028
election, the Ku Klux Klan undoubtedly played
;

KtJLPE

the gospel of intolerance.

During 1926, 1027, and 1928, tlie order figured
in a number of unsavory scandals that did much
to hasten its decline. In Indiana, where it had
been a power in politics, it received practically
its death blow as a result of the conviction for
murder of D. C. Stephenson, the State's Grand
Dragon. In Alabama and Pennsylvania, the
Klan gained a good deal of unwelcome public
attention as a result of internal fetuls. In the
latter State, in 1928, a Federal judge threw
two law suits involving disputing factions out
of court because all concerned had come before
him with "filthy hands." The court denounced
the order as having "stirred up racial and religious prejudices, fomented disorders and unlawful assemblies . . . and that sucli unlawful
assemblies and riots have in many instances
been brought about for the avowed purpose on
the part of the officers in control of increasing
the membership of the organization."
Following tho lead of New York State in
1 023,
many States passed laws to strip the order
of its secrecy.
Those laws, as a rule, wore so
phrased as to require all organizations, except
trade unions and fraternal orders, to give publicity to their regulations, oaths, and memberThe Klan fought these laws in the courts
ships.
and took the New York act up to the Supreme
Court which, however, found the order for unmasking not unreasonable (Nov. 19, 1928). This
decision was a serious blow to the order.
3 n 1923 dissension broke out between W. J.
Simmons, the so-called "Rinperor" and H. W.
Evaim, the Imperial Wizard. Their dispute was
taken to court and resulted in the triumph of
Dr. Jfivanrt who, through 1928, continued the
woman's organiactive genius of the order.
zation affiliated with the Klan ia called the

A

Kamelia.

KtTLPE, kul'pe, OSWALD (1862-1916). A
German philosopher (ee VOL. XIII). ,He died

in 1915 before completing a treatise on psychological theory embodying the contentions of the
imngeloHs thought school. His unfinished work
was published posthumously by his pupil Karl
Btlhler under the title, Vorlesungen &ber P$#-

cholovw (1922).
).
KTHOCER, FREDEUIO ARNOLD (1873author and playwright, born in
His
works
inMd.
beat-known
Oatonsville,

An American
clude:

Plaster

Saints

(1921);

When

the

Earth was Young ( 1922-23 )
The Voice, in
which William Courtenay starred (1923). He
often wrote under the pseudonym of Arnold
;

Fredericks.

Besides Ins

work

for the legitimate

he wrote many motion-picture scenarios,
including The Slave Market, The Yellow Pawn,
Motherhood, The Ivory 8ivuff Boo;, and The Bel-

fltagti,

gian.

A Hungarian
).
KTTN, B#IA (1886Communist loader, born in Cohen. He was in
Russia during the World War and led a corps in
the Uod Army. Returning to Hungary early in
1919, lie wan arrested as a Communist agitator.
He

XTTRDISTAIT
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an important role in the defeat of Governor
Smith. As a Catholic, a New Yorker, the friend
of immigrants and Jews, he stood for everything
repugnant to the Klan spirit and it was generally conceded that in the South and Middle
West, the Klan did yeoman service in spreading

organized a revolution at Budapest, in February, 1919, which brought about the resignation
of the Karolyi cabinet, and was appointed commisgary for foreign affairs in the

Soviet government in March. As recognition of
this. government was refused by the Allies, he
made a military alliance with the Russian Soviet

government. The Communist government was
overthrown in August, 1919, and he fled to
Austria, whose government refused to give him
up. In July, 1920, he went to Russia where he
was a government commissary in Crimea until
1921, when he became a member of the executive
committee of the Communist International. On
Apr. 26, 1928, he was arrested in Vienna, where
he had established headquarters in a drug store
two weeks previously. On June 26, he was sentenced to three months imprisonment (two of
which he had already served) on a charge of belonging to a secret society and entering Austria
on a false passport. At the close of his term, ho
was deported to Russia. His trial nearly caused
a cabinet crisis. Consult Die Sowjetfiihrcr (Jngarns by Zempteni (1924). Sec HUNGARY, under
History.

An
XITN'Z, GEORGE FREDERICK: (1856).
American mineralogist (sec VOL XIII). Among
his later writings are IS. Roty and His Work
(1914) Magic of Jewels (1015) ; Ivory and the
Elephant (3915); SJiakcftpeare and Precious
Stones (1916); and The King (1917).
KTJPBIN", ALEXANDER IVANOVITCTI (1870A Russian writer, belonging to tho rea).
listic school.
He was an officer from 1890 to
1897, and his most famous novel was The Duel
a
(1905),
story of barracks life. He also wrote
delightful tales for children, and many sketches.
His writings include Rhort Rtorics (1893-1918)
Sulamith (1908); The Pit (1909-1913); A
;

;

Bracelet of Qarncts (1911); Leaystrygoiiians
(1912) ; The Black flea Coast; Moloch', At Rest;
A Slav Soul, stories (191(1) ; Reminiscences of

Anton Chekhov, with Gorky and Bunin (1921 );
and Gamorinus (1925). After the Bolshevik
Revolution, he lived in Paris.

KUBDISTAM*,
eastern Asia

k<5or'de--stun.

A

region

in

Minor comprising for the most part

the Turkish vilayets of Mamuret-ul-Aziz, Diarbekr, Bitlis, Van, but also the northern section
of the vilayet of Mosul in the now independent
State of Iraq or Mesopotamia, and part of western Persia. It is inhabited by the Kurds, a seminomadic people related to the Persians in race
and language, but belonging to the Surmi sect.
The total population was estimated at 2,500,000. It had been the consistent policy of the
o}d Turkish government to settle the Kurds
among the Armenian populations, and thus, by
singling them out for special favors, to create
strong Mohammedan centres in these unruly
The independent fipirit thus fostered
vilayets.
naturally rendered the Kurds indifferent to the
War,, with the result that their participation
was negligible. The Russian policy, once the
Russians were in control of Erzorum and Bitlia
after 1916, was designed along the same lines,
and the Kurds were played oft against the Armenians. The entry of the British into Mesopotamia, and the promisea held out by British
political officers of a Kurdish independent State,
naturally made Kurdish leaders gravitate toward Great Britain. By the Treaty of Sevres
( 1 920 ) provisions were made for the satisfaction
of Kurdish national aspirations. An inter- Allied
commission was to erect an autonomous govern*
ment within the area east of the Eujuiratos,
south of the future boundary of Armenia, and
north of Byria and Mesopotamia; a commission
of Allied representatives acting with Kurds and

KTTRZ

Persians was to rectify the frontier between
Kurdistan and Persia. If within one year from
the coming into force of the treaty, the Kurds
gave evidence to the League Council of their
desire for complete independence, and if the
council approved, Kurdistan was then to he
raised to the dignity of a separate sovereign
state, and, in that event, Great Britain must
permit the voluntary adhesion of the Kurds in
Mosul, part of the Mesopotamia mandate, to
the new State. The failure of the Sevres treaty
and the realignments effected in subseqent years
caused the hopes of the Kurds for independence
to be forgotten; the final treaty of Lausanne in
1923 made no mention of a free Kurdistan; and
the Kurds remained subject to alien rule. Like
pre-war Poland. Kurdistan was divided among
three alien nations, namely, Turkey, Persia, and

Mesopotamia.
In February, 1925, a Kurdish revolt under
the leadership of Sheik Said, a former revolutionary, broke out and gained support among those
who felt that the Turkish government had
tampered with the Sacred Law of Islam as well
as among adherents of the deposed Sultan (See

TURKEY) and the Caliphate. This movement
which began in the region adjoining the Mosul
vilayet on the north and northwest, affected all
the Kurdish vilayets and martial law was proclaimed by the Ministry of Fethi Bey. Still
more energetic measures were demanded and a
new ministry undertook severe military action
together with a summary tribunal possessing
powers of life and death so that by April the
uprising was put down after the insurgents had
been defeated and their leaders captured near
the town of Mush. The more important were
tried at Diarbekr and Sheik Said and 47 of his
followers after conviction were hanged on June
This suppression of the revolt did not entirely stop the guerilla warfare of the Kurds,
but the situation after a year or so gradually
29.

calmed down.
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KTJRZ, kurtSj ISOLDE CLARA M. (1853German writer, born at Stuttgart, the daughter

of Hermann Kurz, novelist, translator, and librarian at the University of Tiibingen. She
lived for many years in Florence.
She wrote
Uedichte (1888) Die Stadt des Lelens (1902) ;
Neue Qedichte (1905) ; Hermann Runs, a biography (1900); Lelensfluten (1907); Die Kinder
der Lilith (1909); Cora und Andere Novellen
(1935); Schwert aus der Scheide, a volume of
verse (1917) ; Aus Meinen Jugendland, an autobiographical work (1919); Traumland (1920);
Nfiohte von Pond (1924) ; Der Despot ,(1925) ;
Tom Strande (1925) ; Der Caliban (1926) and
the autobiographical volume Meiner Mutter
(1927). She also translated much from the
French, English, Italian, and Russian, and received the degree of doctor honoris causti, from
the University of Ttibingen.
;

;

KURZ, SELMA

(1877^-

born

).

An

Austrian

in

Biala, Galicia.
She made her de"but at the Opera in Frankfort,
where, after a short time she attracted the attention of Mahler, who, in 1899, engaged her
Extensive leave of
for the Vienna Hofoper.
absence enabled her to appear as guest at the
leading European opera houses. In 1921 she
made a coaat-to-coast tour of the United States,

coloratura

soprano,

arousing great enthusiasm everywhere through
the natural beauty of her voice and the perfection of her art, but she confined herself exShe is married
clusively to the concert stage.
to Professor Halban, a Vienna physician.
KUT-EL-AMARA. See WORLD WAR, under
Turkish Front.
Ger).
KUTSCHEB, ARTUB (1878man critic and historian, born in Hanover, and
educated at the University of Munich. After
1915 he was professor in the University of Miinchen. He wrote Natiirgefuhl in GoctJics Lf/rih
(1906) ; Hebbel als Kritiker des Dramas (1907)
Die Kunst und Unser Leben; Grwidstcln su
einer Kritik (1909) ; ScMller und Wir (1900)
Die Ausdrucksmittel der Biihne (1910) ; Hclbcl
und QraWe (1913); Kriegstageluch (1915);
Frank Wedekind, 8ein Leben und 8cin Wcrk
(1921); and other works. He complied an
anthology of soldier songs, Das Richtige Roldatenlied (1917 ), edited the works of Frank \Vedekind (1921), and made many stage adaptations.
).
KTTYBYSHEV, VALERIAN V. (1888A Russian Communist and Soviet public official,
chairman of the Supreme Economic Council since
1927. Joining the Social Democratic Party in
1904, he was arrested in 1900 and banished to
Under the Soviet regime,
Siberia, but escaped.
he served as Commissar for Workers' and Pennants' Inspection, president of the
political
bureau of the Communist Party, Soviet Plenipotentiary to Bokhara, and head of the 8tatc
Electrification Committee.
WAN". Sec FRENCH INDOCHINA.
An
).
KYN"E, PETER BERNARD (1880American novelist, born in San Francisco, Calif.,
and educated in the public schools and in a business college of that city. For several yea,, ho
was engaged in the lumber business, lie nerved
in the Philippines during the Spanish-American
War and was captain of the 144th Field Artillery during the World War. His books, whicli
are widely popular, include Three Grandfathers
(1913) ; The Long Chance (1914) ; Cappy #>*'*
(1916) ; The Valley of the (Hants (1918) ; Kindred of the Dust (1919) ; The Green Pea Pirates
(1920) ; Pride of Palomar (1921 ) ; The Go-(!c,ttrr
(1922); Never the Twain Shall Meet (1028);
The Enchanted Hill (1924) ; The TfndcnlanMnff
Jffeart (1920); They Also Rervcd (1927); Tide,
of Empire (1928). He was a frequent contributor of short stories to magazines.

A

;

;
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ABOH, AMERICAN

A

FEDERATION

non-secret confederaton
governing trade unions

OP.

of

self-

in

the

United States, Canada, Porto Rico,
and Panama, comprising five industrial
departments: the building
trades, metal trade, union label trade, railway
employees, and mining. Its paid-up membership
increased nearly 300 per cent between 1910 and
1920, from 1,562,112 to 4,078,740; but after 1920
it began to fall and reached 2,026,468 in 1923.
Tt was 2,933,545 in 1929, a gain of 37,482 over
the previous year. The number of local unions

1914 was 21 ,460; in 1921, 36,247; in 1928,
Samuel Oompers long held the presidency, being elected to that position at the 44th
annual conference, in 1924, for the 43rd time.
Following his death in December, 1924, William
in

29,128.

Greon became president. During the World War,
the organization made every effort to work with
the Government of the United States; every
single act of the president and executive council
in connection with the War was unanimously
approved without discussion. Its^ loyalty was
strengthened by government recognition of tradeunion standards and by such appointments as
that of Samuel Gompers as an important member
of the Committee of Council of National Defense

and that of the first vice president as member of
the Commission to the Russian People. This
recognition on the part of the Government, and
to some extent a, rise in the cost of living,
strengthened the leadership of the Federation
during the war period. On the other hand, its
influence was .somewhat weakened in that the
Labor Board frequently dealt directly with disaffected groups, iiwtcjad of through the central
organisation of the Federation. Later, industrial instability, together with the prevalence of
high wagon, drew many workers away from the
unions. In 1923 efforts were redoubled for the

the Federation taking the position that
who seek to destroy the legitimate labor
movement must do it from without." In its
tives,

"those

attitude toward social development through intervention by the State, the Federation likewise
has maintained its traditional policy. This may
be briefly outlined, in the Federation's own
words, as favoring laws to protect the helpless,
to abolish special privilege and to free industry
for the working out of its purely industrial
problems, to make government more responsive
to the needs of the people and to deprive courts
of the power to rule as well as to adjudicate.
Thus, the Federation has worked for protective
laws for women and children, for seamen, and
for government employees. It supported safety

and health measures and adequate workmen's
accident insurance legislation. It urged the advance planning of public works as an aid to
combatting unemployment and the development
of a t permanent, effective public employment
service, though it was hesitant aboiit joining in
the movement for unemployment insurance.
It applauded the decision in 1920 against the
Kansas Court of Industrial Arbitration and in
many ways opposed the principle of compulsory
arbitration strenuously.
constructive feature
of the Federation's policy was its aid to coftperative schemes and its promotion of frieiulliness
with farmers* organizations.
disappointing
legal achievement was the clause that Congress
put in the Clayton Anti-trust Law in 1914, a
recognition of the principle that the labor of a
human being is not a commodity or article of
commerce, and thus a guarantee of certain rights
in connection with labor organization and the
use of the boycott. It proved to be an empty

A

A

victory.

Among the measures of broad social import
advocated by the Federation were the restriction
of immigration; gradual reduction of Army and
Navy; regulation of large industries; extension
of popular control of government; limitation of
the power of the Supreme Court; and an amendment to the Volstead Act permitting the manufacture and sale of beer. It protested against
the ship subsidy bill and military education in
the
schools. It
an unfavorable
expressed
opinion of the Ku Klux Klan as an unconstitutional organization and a detriment to labor.
In connection with Negro labor, an effort was
made to prevent the drawing of a color line,
and a special organizer was sent to work among
the Negroes in the South. The Federation
officially declared its sympathy with India and
Ireland; it favored the entrance of the United
States into the League of Nations and tho World

organization of nonunion labor, with much
propaganda directed against the *open shop.
In general, the American Federation of Labor
haw held firmly to its policy of nonpartisan
political activity. Despite a serious movement
beginning in 1918 to form a national labor
party, and the election of two United States
Senator** in one State by the newly organized
Farmer-Labor Tarty, the Federation maintained
its political activity on the nonpartisan basis of
"reward your 'friends; punish your enemies."
In 1924 the Federation leaders wholeheartedly
end or Bed the candidacy of LaFollctte.
The organization did not abate its hostility
toward socialism, syndicalism, the I. W. W., and
other radical labor movements. Although in
1920 the more radical clement within the Federa- Court.
tion triumphed over the conservative in favor of
Although the Federation sent no representagovernment ownership and operation of railways, tive to the Inter-Allied Labor Conference at
curried on distinct opposition to the conservative London- in 1018 or to the conference in Borne
administration through 1921, and demonstrated after the Armistice, although its proposition for
in 1922 over the question of recognition of the an inter-Allied labor conference at Paris wan
Russian Soviet government, the policy of the not accepted, and although it could not be
Federation is wMly directed by the conserva- officially represented at the meeting of the Labor
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Department of tho League of Nations at Washington in 1919, its international relations
widened appreciably during these years. In
1916 steps were taken to cultivate friendly relations with organized labor in Mexico, South.

A

Pan-American FederaAmerica, and Japan.
tion of Labor Conference Committee was created
in that year. In 1918 small groups were sent
to Europe to confer unofficially with organized
labor in Allied countries, and in 1919 the Federation was represented at the International
Trade Conference in Amsterdam. While the
peace terms were under discussion, the Federation formulated its official attitude on 'the
matter; this was based largely on the declaration of President Wilson, which included in its
suggestions that the treaty bar from shipment in
international commerce all products involving
the labor of children under 16 and that it declare
for the basic standard of an 8-hour day. In
1923 affiliation with the International Federation of Trade Unions was strongly recommended, but year after year action was delayed.
The Federation's fear of radical thought is
shown in its consistent fight against recognition
of Soviet Russia, and in its withdrawal of support in 1928 from Brookwood Labor College.
Federation's
significant development is the
Union Labor Life Insurance Company which,
since its incorporation in 1925, has written a
vast amount of life, accident, and health insurance for its trade-union members. See TEADEXJNIONISM.
ARBITRATION". The period after
1914 witnessed an increased recognition of the
imperative necessity of applying methods of arbitration and conciliation to industrial disputes.
Concentrated efforts were made during that period to prevent by the wider use of arbitration
the harmful effects of strikes, lockouts, and other
violent means of settling industrial controversies,
and, although many attempts were unsuccessful,
there were marked advances toward industrial
peace. Public opinion at least had been awakened to the undeniable desirability of the substitution of peaceful action for violence. The more
complex nature of industrial problems in the
later years, the importance of unobstructed production during the World War, the stronger organization and the increased sense of power of
the trade unions, the unsettled industrial conditions after the War and the resulting unrest,
the growing demands on the part of the workers,
the steadily increasing specialization and interconnection of industries, all combined to bring
about a realization of the imperativeness of labor
arbitration. This realization found expression
not only in governmental action, but also in numerous attempts on the part of employers -and employees to find a modus vivendi in industry.
Thus, the period was characterized by a
constantly increasing number of trade-union
agreements making provision for various methods
of conciliation.
The "United States. During 1914 a number
of serious strikes and labor disputes were successfully settled by arbitration. The most important event of that year in arbitration legislation was the enactment by Alaska of an
elaborate law relating to the adjustment of trade
disputes. In 1915, a year of many strikes, the
Department of Labor offered its services as mediator in 32 labor controversies, of which 24 were
amicably settled, the most important being the
Western Railroad case. In the same year, Col6^

A
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rado passed a law setting up an industrial commission with wide powers to arbitrate. John D.
Rockefeller, Jr., advanced his Industrial Representation Plan, a comprehensive scheme for the
handling of all relations between employeis and
employees. Of far-reaching importance was the
effective trade agreement made in the New York
clothing industry, whereby a two years' peace

was established.
The year 1916 brought an

increase in sentiment
for the amicable settlement of labor disputes,
which was manifested in the various attempts to
terminate by arbitration the troublesome strikes
and conflicts of that year, and in the arbitration
machinery agreed upon between the Boston Ele-

vated Railroad Company and its employees, and
in another case between the Hart, Schaffher
& Marx Co. in Chicago and the Amalgamated
Clothing Workers; but the moat notable event of
the year was the passage by Congress of the
Adamson Eight-hour Law. After unsuccessful
attempts at arbitrating the disputes which
threatened to bring about a strike of the four
railroad brotherhoods, a law was passed providing that after Jan. 1, 1917, "eight hours shall,
in contracts for labor and service, be deemed as
a day's work," and empowering the President to
appoint a commission of three to investigate for
a period of six years the workings of the law.
Opponents of the AdaniHon Law criticized it as
being a result of intimidation by the brotherhoods and as imperiling the principle of arbitraOn Dec. 5 , 1916, President Wilson made a
tion.
plea for full public investigation of industrial
disputes as an effective means for the prevention
of strikes.

With the entrance of the "United States into
the War, prevention of labor disputes became,
especially urgent and a labor policy toward that
end was entered upon by the Government. A
a consequence, the Committee on Labor of tho
Advisory Commission of the Council of National
Defense began in June, 1917, the establishment
of local committees of mediation and conciliation, composed of representatives of the employIn
ers, the workers, and the general public.

August of the same year, an important agreemetit was reached between the Government and
the international unions engaged in American
shipyards. Under this compact, the National
Board of Adjustment was created at) tho final
arbiter as to wages, 'hours, and conditions of
work, and the unions agreed not to strike an lo#
as the agreement was in force. The final stop of
the Government in the prevention of trikp WIIH
the creation of the National War Labor Board in
April, 1918, The functions of this board wore to
be: to bring about the settlement of labor dinputes by mediation and conciliation in all industries essential to the effective conduct of the War,
to establish the necessary machinery for this
pur*
pose, and in case of failure of local mediation to
on
the
arbitration
themselves.
The board
carry
was to be composed of five representatives of tliu
five
of
the A. j<\ of
employers' organizations,
,
ana two impartial chairmen, one for the emand
the
other
for
the
workers. The board
ployers
served successfully as a means of Bottling <lilabor
troubles
turbing
during the War. The year
1918 saw also the Altschuler award in the Chicago packing industry, which provided machinery
for tfie settlement of grievances and under which
the workers bound themselves not to strike
ponding the attempts at peaceful settlement of their
disputes.

L
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The very

serious industrial troubles which
broke out after the Armistice led to the calling
by President Wilson of the First Industrial Conference on Oct. 6, 1919, for the purpose of considering the fundamental means of bettering the
whole relationship between capital and labor.
After its failure, the Second Industrial Confer-

ence was called, which presented on Dec. 28, 1919,
a plan proposing the establishment of the National Industrial Tribunal and of Regional
Boards of Inquiry and Adjustment. On Mar. 3,
1019, the conference issued its final report, in
which it recommended as the best means for the
prevention of industrial conflicts such agencies as
had already been established in various trades;
namely, shop committees and councils, work councils, etc., and, in case these failed, adjustment by
the above-mentioned boards. The programme of
tlio conference did not, however, find practical application, although mediation through the Government had proved rather successful during the
War. Arbitration was resorted to with satisfactory results in a number of important disputes
case in the packing industry was
during 1921.
adjusted by a conference in Washington of the
representatives of the employers and employees
and the Secretary of Labor. The executive council of the International Typographical Union dec'idcd to maintain arbitration in the printing
industry in New York and to submit its wage
disputes to arbitration. On Jan. 1, 1921, the
Pennsylvania Railroad system set up a joint
reviewing committee "for the amicable settlement,

A

by joint conference, of all controversial questions
affecting the engine and train-service men."
A Court of Industrial Relations on the principle of compulsory arbitration was created in
'touinas in 1920. The court affected a number
of industries and was composed of three judges
appointed by the governor. It was given wide
powers, such as to make reasonable awards, invent igate industrial conditions, bring suit in the
Supreme Court of the State to enforce obedience
to itH orders, and to take over and run industries
in case of emergency and limitation or actual
HiiKponaion of production. Organized labor was
strongly opposed to the court and serious difficulties arose from the conflict between the court
and the trade unions in the State. In 1923 the
United States Supreme Court unanimously held
wage fixing by the Kansas court to bo unconstitutional.
(See KANSAS.) Machinery for the adjustment of labor disputes on the railroads was

sot up under the Transportation Act which was
paused by Congress in February, 1920. The act
provided for the settlement of controversies and
grievances between the railroad workers and the
managements by the establishment of the United
States Railroad Labor Board, which was, comof nine members, appointed by the PresiThe board attempted unsuccessfully to
ont*
arbitrate in the great strike of the railway shop-

man

in 1022.

The Railway Labor Act was pasned by Congress
and signed by the President, May 20, 1920. The
new law abolished the Hail road Labor Board set
up by the Transportation Act of 1920 and repealed the mediation, arbitration, and conciliation provisions of the Newlands Act of 1013.
The machinery that is created is, briefly, th'is:
Adjustment boards to deal with grievances' or
of
disputes over the application or interpretation
exiwting agreements are to be <*stablished njFederal Board of Mediation
joint agreement. A
is created, to be appointed by the President, with,
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the duty of intervening at the request of either
party or on its own motion, in any unsettled
labor dispute, including disputes that the adjustment boards have failed to settle, as well as
disputes over changes in wages, rules, or working
conditions which are not within the jurisdiction
of the adjustment boards. If the Board of Mediation is unable to bring about an amicable
adjustment between, the parties, it is required to
make an effort to induce them to consent to arbitration.
Boards of arbitration are provided for
when both parties consent to arbitration. Resort to a board of arbitration is voluntary, but
its decisions are compulsory and enforceable.
If
a dispute is not settled by any of these methods,
and if in the judgment of the Board of Mediation the dispute threatens substantially to interrupt interstate commerce, the board shall notify
the President, who is thereupon authorized in his
discretion to create an emergency board to investigate and report to him. After the creation
of the emergency board and for 30 days after it
has made its. report to the President, no change,
except by agreement, shall be made by the contending parties in the conditions out of which
the dispute arose. Unlike the defunct Railroad
Labor Board, the new Board of Mediation was
to hand down no "decisions," but only to serve
as an aid in bringing about voluntary agreements. The last-resort function of the emergency board is to enable the President to inform
the public on which side to lay the blame for
failure to roach an agreement.
Perhaps the moat comprehensive means so far
for the peaceful settlement of industrial disputes
is found in the agreements between the
Amalgamated Clothing Workers and the clothing manufacturers. Especially notable here is the Trade
Board established in Chicago, consisting of two
representatives of the union, two of the employers, and an impartial chairman.
Practically all
the deciflions rest virtually with the chairman,
Great Britain. Due to the powerful organization of British labor, methods of arbitration
have progressed further in Great Britain than in
the United States.
great advance was made
in the former country
by the establishment of the
Industrial Council, which was composed of 13
representatives of the employers, an equal number of representatives of the workmen, and Sir
Ceorge Aakwith as impartial chairman. The latter arbitrated in 1014 the strike of the unskilled
workers near Birmingham. At the Treasury
Conference of 1915, the trade-union officials and
the Government concluded au agreement for the
purpose of regulating the relations between employers and workers for the duration of the War.
The compact stipulated that all disputes should
be settled by conferences between the parties or,
in case they failed to agree, by three other possible means of arbitration.
The miners were the
only ones who remained outside of this pact.
The Treasury Agreement, however, did not prevent serious unofficial strikes during the remainder of the War. The establishment of the Joint
Industrial Councils during the latter part of the
War and immediately after the Armistice served
effectively to preserve industrial peace in a great
number of trades. Probably the most important
measure, however, regarding the relations between capital and labor was the Industrial Courts
Act of 1018. It created a standing Industrial

A

Court, composed of independent persons and representatives of the employer and employees, all
of them appointed by the Government, The court
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is a permanent industrial tribunal and as such
has settled a great number of disputes by making awards, the most important of which was the
Dockers' Court of Inquiry early in 1920. Although the court has no power to compel compliance with its decisions, the number of awards
repudiated by the losing side has been negligible.
The most momentous single arbitration case in
Great Britain was the Coal Commission of March,
1919, which was set up on the demand of the
miners for the six-hour day, higher wages, etc.

It consisted of six representatives of the miners,
six of the mine owners, and an impartial chairman, and dealt with wages, hours, and nationali-
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cussed under that title, which led to the establishment by labor of cooperative banks did not
take definite hold in the United States until
1920. The first bank in this country to be
owned and controlled by a labor organization
was the Mt. Vernon Savings Bank, Washington,
D. C. (1920). In that year, also, the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers founded at Cleveland, Ohio, what was then said to be the only
National bank in which depositors shared earnThe success of this considerable venture
ings.
(in 1928 it still had the largest total resources
of any single labor bank in the United States)

stimulated the establishment of similar institu-

The interim report on wages tions. The expansion of the movement in the
and hours was published in three parts. The succeeding years is shown by the accompanying
part that called for the seven-hour day, and which table, from the Monthly Labor Review of the
was signed by the chairman and three representa- U. S. Department of Labor, October, 1928.
tives of the employers, was adopted by the GovThe labor bank is distinguished from the orernment, None of the reports on nationalization dinary commercial bank chiefly in that (I) it
was put into effect. It was thought by many is owned and controlled by labor; (2) it limits
zation of mines.

that with the trade boards, the Industrial Court,

and the joint industrial councils, Great Britain
had three effective agencies for the prevention of
industrial disputes by arbitration; but on May
4, 1926, there came the calamitous General Strike,
lasting eight days, and the continuance of the
coal strike additional months, with disastrous
effects upon the labor movement of England as
well as upon her major industries. See STBIKES
AND LOCKOUTS.
LABOR BANKS, UNITED STATES. That extension of the principle of cooperation, as dis-

the dividend payable to stockholders to 10 per
cent; (3) it pays a higher rate of interest on
deposits (generally 4 per cent OH savings, and
2 per cent on checking accounts above $500),
and computes interest from the first day; and
(4) it pays to the depositor, over and above
The
interest, dividends from its net earningfl.
labor bank is chartered in .the regular way,
under State or Federal laws," and is subject to
the usual strict examination. Control rests
with the labor union (or unions) and its membership: (a) through possession of the majority
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of the voting stock of the bank; and (b)
through union officials and other men in sympathy with labor, who constitute the majority
of the officers and board of directors.
The labor
union itself, as an organization, operates the
bank, assuming the usual financial liability to
Business and administrative affairs
depositors.
are in the hands of experienced bankers, acting
with the trade-union oflicials. The fact that
labor leaders in the banks were not only legally
responsible as bank officials but were also re-

sponsible to the labor organizations

made

for

unusual care in choosing competent bankers to
administer affairs, and so for conservative policies.
The temptation to take risks was further
lessened by the limitation on the number of
shares to be owned by an individual, usually to

enact laws regulating child labor throughout
the country. This came after two attempts of
the Federal Congress to restrict the labor of
children, both of which were declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court. See CHILD

LABOR.
Beginning with 1912, fifteen minimum- wage
laws were enacted and passed through a period
of economic trial and judicial test until, in 1923,
the United States Supreme Court found the District of Columbia law unconstitxitional for women
There has been progress
(see MINIMUM WAGE)
.

form and method of
wage payments and establishment of wage preferences and mechanics' liens.
in the regulation of the

There were at the beginning of 1 929 only four
States in the country Alabama, Florida, Iowa,

three.

Without

and West Virginia

banks

up

to regulate the hours of

any known exception, labor
to 1928 were having considerable
financial success. Notwithstanding the limitation on dividends, the market value of labor-

bank stocks was above

par.
In addition to offering unusual advantages to
the depositors and stockholders, the labor bank
WAR a source of strength to the trade union.
For one thing, it earned for the union, on its
defense and insurance funds, a profit in excess
of the interest that these funds ordinarily drew

from commercial banks; and not only was it
able to supply funds for the sound enterprises
of other unions or cooperatives which
might
otherwise be left unaided, it was in a position
to discriminate in granting its loans between
employers who were favorable and those who
were unfriendly to labor. Moreover, the existence of the labor bank weakened the pressure that commercial banks might exert on individual employers during strikes, by withholdnumber of the labor banks were
ing credit.
depositories of State and city governments and
members of the Federal Reserve system.
Toward the end of the period being surveyed,
there were evidences to indicate that the labor
banks were not increasing as rapidly as the
sanguine originally believed they would. For
one, organized American labor had become more
and more conservative and was giving up a large
part of its activities as entrepreneur; again,
private bankers were not as hostile as they had
formerly been. During 1026 and 1927, for examples the following labor banks were either sold
to private interests or discontinued: Brotherhood

A

Locomotive Engineers' Cooperative Trust Company (N. Y.), Brotherhood Savings & Trust Co.
(Pittsburgh), Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers' Title & Trust Co. (Philadelphia), Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers* Bank & Trust
Co. (Birmingham, Ala.), and the Brotherhood
State Bank (Kansas City), In this period,
only two banks made their appearance, viz.,
Gary Labor Bank and the Brotherhood National
of

Bank

(Flan Francisco).
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Although Amer-

law was enacted in 1813, when
up an edticational requirement
for working children, and although the development has continued steadily since that time,
by far the greater part of effective labor legislaica's first labor
Connecticut set

.
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tion is the fruit of the period since 1910.
significant recent effort is the constitutional
amendment passed by Congress in 1924, which,
if it is accepted by three-fourths of the States
(live States, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Montana, and Wisconsin, had done so by Jan. 1,
1929), will make it possible for that body to

A

29

that had no law whatever

work for women (see
HOURS OF LABOR and WOMEN IN INDUSTRY ).
Legal regulation of men's working hours has
by no means been confined to public works and
public utilities
although during the past twenty
years many laws have been passed regarding
hours in public employments. Legislation limiting the hours of men in dangerous private employments has made a considerable advance.
Oregon recently moved on to the eight-hour clay
in the lumbering industry, but with a reciprocal
provision that the new law goes into effect only
after adjoining States Lave adopted the same
restrictions.
See HOURS OF LABOR.
The first accident-reporting law dates from
1886, but most of the scientific gathering of accident statistics is the work of the past twenty
years. The first law requiring safety devices
in factories was adopted in 1887, but it is only
since about 1910 that universal progress has

come in accident prevention.

Mining codes also

wliile during the
year 1924, the Industrial Commission of Utah,
after a mine explosion at Castlo Gate which
took 172 lives, adopted a set of mine-safety
regulations unique in its comprehensiveness and
in its application of the best thoughts on the
Much public interest in industrial hysubject.
giene was manifested in the year immediately
following 1910, and since then most of the States
have adopted new regulations of factory sanitation and ventilation or improved their former

have been enacted or improved,

laws.

The United States witnessed the successful
operation of the Federal Employment Service for
about a year and a half during the World War,
and a subsequent decline in its effectiveness
through enormously reduced appropriations. It
has witnessed as well the establishment of many
State public employment services and a considerable development in the regulation of private
fee-charging bureaus. Three States, by specific
law, have officially recognized the importance of
long-range planning of public works to provide
employment in periods of business depression.
See UNEMPLOYMENT.
Another important development during the

period since 1910 is the legislation providing
accident compensation for those injured in the
course of employment. By Apr. 1, 11329, fiftyone United States compensation laws had been
passed, including the three Federal statutes.
The legislation was in effect in all but four
States (Arkansas, Florida, Mississippi, and South
Carolina), since North Carolina adopted it early
Most of the older laws of the country
in 1929.
have been liberalized in one way or another since
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they were originally passed. See WORKMEN'S
COMPENSATION. In addition, 41 States, between
1920 and 1929, voted to cooperate with the Federal government in the vocational retraining of
industrial cripples.

As an outgrowth of the same social spirit,
pioneer legislation in more than half-a-dozen
States has established old-age pensions. See
OLD-AGE PENSIONS. Mothers'-pension systems
were in operation in 43 States, while 45 States
had accepted the Federal appropriation for maternity protection offered by the SheppardTowner Act of 1921 by 1929. See MOTHEBS' PENSIONS and MATERNITY PBOTECTJON.
The legislation affecting collective bargaining
has not been of great importance. The power
of the Kansas Court of Industrial Relations
compulsorily to arbitrate conflicts between employers and employees was practically annulled
by a United States Supreme Court decision.
See LABOR ARBITRATION. A number of States
during the World War and shortly after enacted laws defining and penalizing criminal
syndicalism and sabotage; but several States
also officially recognized trade unions and declared human labor is "not a commodity." See
TRUSTS.

One

of the outstanding developments has been
in the field of labor-law enforcement and administration. All States now have some provision for the special administration of labor legislation, while most of them have some central
body for the purpose. In numerous States, industrial commissions modeled after that of Wisconsin not only enforce the labor law but issue
orders which have the compulsion of law, after
the Legislature has laid down the general principles which the regulations are to follow* An
industrial commission, which also makes constant investigations, is in a far better position
to determine the detailed application of a statute

than is a body of miscellaneous legislators meeting but once in two years.
The principle hindrances to labor legislation
in the past have been ( 1 ) the opposition of business interests; (2) the after-war reaction; and
Fourteen times
(3) adverse court decisions.
during the period 1914-1924, the United States
Supreme Court decided cases affecting labor by
four-to-five or by four-to-four decisions.
Helpful influences in labor legislation include
the more general spread of knowledge of
the need and practicability of legal protection;
(2) the development of effective scientific prop9
aganda organizations such as the Consumers
League, the Child Labor Committee, and the
American Association for Labor Legislation; (3)
the more active participation of women in public
activities; and (4) the application of FederalState financial co5peration which had within
three years after the Federal provision led to
the adoption of vocational rehabilitation of industrial cripples by three-fourths of the States
and the rapid extension of maternity protection
in an even greater number of jurisdictions. By
Jan. 1, 1929, only three States (Connecticut,
Illinois, and Massachusetts) and the territory
of Alaska, had failed to enter into the FederalState cooperation in maternity protection; only
seven States (Connecticut, Delaware, Kansas,
Maryland, Texas, Vermont, and Washington)
were not cooperating in rehabilitation of cripOnlv five States (Alabama, Georgia, Misples.
sissippi, New Mexico, and South Carolina) were
without mothers'-pension laws.
(1)
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A

brief survey is sufficient to show how modindeed is most of our labor legislation.
Probably all of it is in need of improvement to-

em

day, but considering the rapidity with which
fundamental changes in legislation have spread
over the country since 1010, the prospect seems
favorable for future advances wherever the need

and the opportunities for public enlightenment are available. Sec IMMIGRATION.
Supreme Court Decisions. Decisions by the
United States Supreme Court have shown an
is clear

increasing tendency to overrule legislation for
the protection of labor and to curtail labor's
organized activities. In the later years, many

important

decisions

were handed down by a

divided court. A survey made by the
United States Bureau of Labor Statistics of
the decisions by the Supreme Court, in which
cases affecting labor were involved, disclosed
the fact that within 40 years there had been 2L
cases decided by a vote of four to five or four
to four; 13 of these, or nearly two-thirds of the
total, falling within the ten years beginning
with 1914. It appeared that members of the
court were with increasing frequency unable to
agree as to whether or not an act of legislation
closely

is "plainly and palpably, beyond all question,
in violation of the fundamental law of the Constitution."
Many of the court's decisions in the early
years of the decade 1914-24 were favorable to
labor, particularly in the field of protective
legislation, but in the later few years, measures
of far-reaching importance to the welfare of
wage-earning men and women were mi Hi lied
by the opinions of a bare majority of the court.
Perhaps the most important favorable decisions of the Supreme Court during this period
were those in favor of the constitutionality of
workmen's-compensatiou lawn. In giving its
final assent to this form of protective* legislation, the court took the advanced ground of
upholding laws providing for compulsory and exclusive State funds for workmen 'B-ocaiditnt insurance. In its decision sustaining the 1 0-hour
day for factory employees in Oregon, tho court
for the first time recognized the power of a
State to enact laws limiting the hours of work
of men in private employment, as well a
of
women and children. In the Adamwon cighthour-law decision of 1917, the court held that
Congress had the power to limit the number of
hours to eight for trainmen engaged in inter-

State commerce. A New York law prohibiting
night work for women in restaurants WIIH upheld, as was also a law of Oregon entabl inning
a minimum wage for women and minors. See

MINIMUM WAGE.
On

the other hand, the Supreme Court in a
divided decision finally blocked the efforts of Congress to provide accident compenHation for longshoremen and other local harbor
workers under State laws. In two decision**, it
nullified attempts by Congress to abolish child
labor (see CHILD LABOR) and in another later
decision which aroused widespread interest, it
declared unconstitutional a Federal law providing a minimum wage for women and children
in the District of Columbia*
Among the important decisions of the Hupreme Court which tended to weaken organized
labor in the field of collective bargaining wore
those in the so-called Danbury hatters' tuid
third

Arkansas coal-miners' cases which eHtablittlied
the principle that labor unions and their Individ*
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ual members are responsible, without limit, for
the unlawful actions of the union officers and
agents which they have in any manner authorized or sanctioned; the Coppage v. Kansas decision which declared unconstitutional a State
statute aimed to prevent an employer from,
forcing his employee to agree not to join a trade
union during his term of service; the Hitchman
Coal and Coke Company v. Mitchell decision
which held that where an employer has compelled all of his employees to sign a contract
that they will not join any labor union, it is
illegal to make any effort to organize them;
the Duplex Printing Company decision in which
the court clearly distinguished for the first

time between "primary" and "secondary" boyand declared that the Clayton amendment
to the Sherman Anti-trust Law had not legalized the secondary form; the United Mine Workers of America v. Coronado Coal Company decision in 1022 which held that trade unions are
cotts,

suable in their

own names

the

first

case of

importance in America permitting a suit against
an incorporated union.

The

fact that an increasing number of fardecisions of the Supreme Court in
affecting labor had checked protective

reaching
cases

and trade-union activities and had
been handed down by a closely divided court
made a political issue of the contention that the
court is the chief obstacle to social progress in
America and that action should be taken by
Congress to limit the power of the court to
pass upon the constitutionality of laws. See
LAW, PROGRESS OP THE.
LABOR LEGISLATION, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR. Founded in 1900, this national
scientific membership society approaches social
from the general welfare viewpoint,
?roblems
ts membership includes representatives of employers and employees, public officials, economists,
social workers, and other public-spirited men
legislation

and women.

Its

programme includes workmen's

compensation, old-age pensions, weekly rest day,
promotion of mine safety including rock-dust-

employment and effective
The Association,
which is supported by voluntary contributions
of members and friends, maintains an information service for its members, publishes special
reports and the quarterly, American Labor Legislation Review^ and holds conferences. Headquarters are at 131 East 23rd St., New York
ing,

stabilization
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of

administration, of labor laws.

City.

LABOR OFFICE, 'INTERNATIONAL. See LABOR ORGANIZATION, INTERNATIONAL.
LABOB ORGANIZATION, INTERNATIONAL.
One of the most significant and novel features
of the Paris peace settlement of 1911) was the
incorporation as Part XIII of the Treaty of
Versailles of a special Labor Convention setting
forth a chapter of principles for labor legisla-

on March 24.

Following detailed consideration,

and revision by the Council of Four, this report
was adopted on April 11. It consisted of two
parts, one creating a permanent organization
for international labor legislation and the second enunciating a veritable bill of rights for
Recognizing that the existence in the*
various countries of special circumstances arislabor.

ing from differences of climate, habits, and customs of economic opportunity and industrial
tradition made strict uniformity in the conditions of labor difficult of immediate attainment,
the essential methods and principles were affirmed to be: (1) Consideration of labor not as
a commodity; (2) right of association for lawful purposes for both employers and employees;
(3) payment of a wage adequate to maintain
a reasonable standard of life; (4) adoption of

an 8-hour day or 48-hour week; (5) adoption
of a weekly rest of at least 24 hours, including
Sunday whenever practicable; (6) abolition of
child labor and continuation of the education
and proper physical development of children;
(7) equal remuneration for men and women for

work

of equal value; (8) equitable treatment
in every country of all workers lawfully resident therein; and (0) adequate systems of inspection in which women should participate, to
insure enforcement of protective regulations.
These aims and purposes were sanctioned in the
League of Nations Covenant (Article XXIII,

Section

A

)

.

of the International Labor Organization as created by the Convention embraced two major organs, a periodic InternaConference and a permanent
tional Labor
International Labor Office. The Conference, composed of four delegates from each member state,
two appointed by the Government and one each
by the most representative organizations of em-

The machinery

and workmen, respectively, was to meet
least once a year, to consider labor problems,
to discuss standards of labor welfare, to debate
feasible measures for the attainment and maintenance of these standards, and to formulate
decisions either as conventions for ratification
or rejection by the national parliaments of the
world, or as recommendations to be submitted
to and considered by these national parliaments
or local legislatures. These conventions might
then be executed by means of appropriate doployees
itt

mestic legislation.
Up to July, 1929, the Labor Conference had
met eleven times. The first meeting was held
at Washington, D. C., Oct. 20-Nov. 29, 1919.
Though the United States was not officially represented, 321 delegates from 39 other countries
were in attendance. Germany and Austria were
admitted to membership by a vote of 71 to 1.
Six draft conventions and six recommendations
were adopted; the most noteworthy achievement
was an 8-hour-day convention. The other conventions dealt with unemployment, care of female workers in industry before and after childbirth, prohibition of nocturnal employment of

tion and providing for the establishment of the
permanent International Labor Organization.
This labor section of the treaty represented a
signal triumph for the came both of interna- women in industry, prescription of a minimum
tionalism and of labor. A commission on inter- ago of aclrnirtHion of children to employment, and
national labor legislation with 15 members, in the prohibition of night employment for children
eluding such prominent leaders as Samuel under 18. The second sens ion was held at Genoa,
Gompers, the president of the American Federa- Italy, in Junes, 1920, when 7 nutioiM were reption of Labor, and Vandcrvc-ldo, the patriotic resented by KpeeiulinlH competent to deal with
Three convenBelgian Socialist, was appointed by the Peace condition** of maritime labor.
Conference in January, 1910, to formulate suit- tions were adopted, dealing with seamen's emable treaty provisions for labor welfare and un- ployment agencies, payment of unemployment
employment. The Commission made its report insurance iu canon of shipwreck, and prescription
Si
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of a minimum age of 14 years for employment
of boys at sea; recommendations also wore made
on employment insurance, enactment of national
seamen's codes, and regulation of hours of work
in the piscatorial industry and inland navigation.
The Permanent Joint Maritime Commission was
constituted to further the work of improving
maritime labor conditions.
The third session of the Labor Conference held
at Geneva, Switzerland, during October, 1921,
dealt mainly with problems of agricultural labor.
Strenuous French objections to any consideration of these problems as alien to the
jurisdiction of the Labor Organization were overruled and subsequently the Permanent Court of
International Justice at its first session in July,
1922, definitely established the competence of
whole series of conventions
the conference.

A

and recommendations were adopted dealing with
labor in general and specifically extending to
agriculture. Legislation had hitherto been restricted rather narrowly to urban industrial
labor. These 1922 measures included limitation
of hours of labor, unemployment insurance, improvement of working conditions, and protection
of women and children.
The fourth annual meeting, at Geneva in October, 1922, adopted a recommendation calling for
more adequate and accessible information regarding transit and migration of persons from one
country to another. Also adopted for submission to the League of Nations was an amendment to Article 393 of the Treaty of Versailles;
it elaborated and liberalized somewhat the governing body thereby set up to control the International Labor Office. The fifth session, hold

in October, 1923, was principally concerned with
the general principles of the organisation of
factory inspection. At the sixth session, in
June, 1924, great satisfaction was expressed at
the steadily improving industrial conditions of
Europe; but decision was made to extend the

study of unemployment.

The seventh

session, in 1925, dealt with international standards for workmen's compensation;

the eighth in 1926, with inspection of immigrants aboard ships, and the ninth, the same
year, with seamen; the tenth, in 1927, with
health insurance and the minimum wage; the
eleventh, in 1928, with minimum-wage-fixing
machinery and the prevention of occupational
accidents. Twenty-four draft conventions and
26 as commendations have been adopted.

The International Labor Office was subjected
to the control of a governing body of 24 members appointed annually by the Intenational
Labor Conference; the 1922 amendment had proposed a body of 32 triennially selected members
at least 12 of whom should be non-European.
This body had the functions, first, of preparing
the agenda of the conference; secondly, of conducting the correspondence and negotiations involved in the execution of its decisions; and
thirdly, of making technical investigations and
collecting and disseminating general information about labor conditions in all parts of the
world. Organized first at London in January,
1920, the Labor Office, in July, 1920, was transferred to the seat of the League of Nations at
Geneva; for the Labor Organization, although
autonomous, was placed tinder the aegis of the

League and

is

supported financially by grants

LADD
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French Socialist and labor leader, who had been
an exceedingly capable Minister of Munitions
during the War. Under his able supervision,
staff of experts, men and
different countries, was recruited
trained and continues to function.

an administrative

women from
and

LABOR

ORGANIZATIONS.

See

TRADE-

UNIONISM.

LABOR PARTY, AUSTRALIAN. See
LABOR PARTY, BRITISH. See GREAT

AUS-

TRALIA.

BRITAIN; SOCIALISM, under Great Britain.
.LABRADOR. A dependency of Newfoundland, and the most easterly part of the British
North American mainland; area, 120,000 square
miles; population, 4054 in 1927, as compared
with 3905 in 1913. The leading activities of the
population, mostly Eskimos and Indians with
some whites, continues to be the fisheries and fur
trapping. Tho Grenfell Mission among the
whites, and the Moravian Brethern among the
Eskimos to the north, continue to make lift!
supportable for the population. The settlement
of the long-outstanding boundary dispute between Canada and Newfoundland in this region
resulted from the decision on the part of both
governments in 1920 to submit the matter to
the British Privy Council. A survey commission in December*, 1020, revealed the importance
of the contested region by the discovery of rich
forest lands and minera'l areas.
The decision
of the Privy Council was not rendered until
March, 1927, when the boundary between Quebec

Newfoundland was definitely delimited.
line as finally determined was the watershed of the rivers flowing into the Atlantic
Ocean, the coastal boundaries being from Blanc
and
The

Sablon, on the south, to Cape Chidloy, on the
north. As a result of this decision, an estimated
area of some 110,000 square miles was confirmed as under the jurisdiction of Newfoundland.

LACQUERS. See
LACRETELLE,

A

CHEMISTRY, APPLIED.
la'kr'-tel',

JACQUES

DB

French psychological novelist
who was born at Cormatin { iSaone-et-Loire ) and
educated at the Lyce Janson-de-Sailly. In 1922
his Silbcrmann, the story of the persecutions of
a Jewish boy in France, received the Prix
Femina-Vie Heureuse. His other works include
La vie inquiete de Jean ffermelin, memories of
his childhood (1920); La morl d'Hippolyte and
La belle journte, both short stories; La 'lioniftis
(1888-

(1925);

).

Lettres

caoMe (1928)

eftpagiioles

(1927);

L'ume

and Vie politiqne dv Victor Huyo
(1928), Silbermann and La Ronifas were trann;

lated into English.

LACROSSE.

Although lacrosse originated
the Americas that the game
is now making its greatest
headway. Canada
and the United States turn out the strongest
teams, recruiting from various clubs and colleges.
The growing popularity of lacrosse in the United
States college world is evinced by the
constantly
increasing numbers of apectatoYg attracted to
these contests.
The high schools of the larger
cities also are showing much enthusiasm for this
Johns Hopkins University of Maryland
sport.
has almost invariably presented the most powerful lacrosse teams. The lacrosse
competitions
at
Games (q.v.) of 1928 aroused
tjie Olympic
in Europe,

it is in

considerable interest.

money made by the League Assembly. The
LADD, ANNA COIKMAN (MBS. MAYNAHD
first director of the Labor Office, who in 1929 LADD)
An American
(1878).
was still in charge, was Albert Thomas, the born in Philadelphia, Pa., who studied sculptor,
in Paris
of

LADRONE ISLANDS
and Rome and

was

means of the modeling. Her work has
strength and originality, and her preference is
for imaginative subjects.
She has, however,
executed many successful portrait busts (Duae,
and bas-reliefs.
Pavlova, Ethel Barrymore)
Among her sculptures are the "Spirit of Serbia,"
exhibited at the Rhode Island School of
Design, "Bronze Lady," at the Gardner Collection, Boston, "Wind and Spray," in the Borghcse
Collection at Rome, and the fountains in the
Boston Public Gardens. During 1018, Mrs. Lacld
conducted a studio in France for portrait masks
for mutilated soldiers.
by

LADRONE ISLANDS.

See PACIFIC OCEAN

ISLANDS.

An Ameri).
LAESSLE, ALBERT (1877can sculptor, born in Philadelphia, Pa., who
studied at the Spring Garden Institute, Drexel
Institute, and the Pennsylvania Academy of
Fine Arts. He was a pupil of Charles Grafly
and studied in Paris with Michel Bequine. He
is best known for his studies of animal life, of
which good examples are exhibited in the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, where three
and Lizards," "BlueEyed Lizard," and "Chanticleer" are to be found,
and from which he received the Fellowship Prize
(1915), the Widener Memorial Gold Medal
(1918), and the Fellowship Gold Medal (1023).
He was awarded the gold medal of the Philadelphia Seaqui centennial in 1926. At the Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh, his study, "Heron
and Fish," is on exhibition. Other examples of
his work are "Victory'* and "Turning Turtle,"
at the Metropolitan Museum, New York, "Penof his sculptures, "Turtle

guins," at the Philadelphia Zoological Gardens,
"The Bronze Turkey" and "Billy," at the Philadelphia Art Club, and three small bronzes, "An
Outcast," "Locust and Pine Cone," and "Frog
and Katydid," at the Peabody Institute, Balti-

more.

IiA

FARGE,

CnniSTOPiiEB

GEANT

(1862-

An American

architect (see VOL. XIII).
From 1910 to 1915, he wa a member of the
firm of La Farge & Morris, and in 1918 became investigator and assistant general manager
of the United States Housing Corporation in
Washington. Since Jan. 1, 192(>, he has been a
member of the firm of La Farge, Warren &
Clark, New York City. He was an associate
).

of the National Academy and was formerly president of the Architectural League of New York.
Ele was also a member of the Advisory Board
of the School of Architecture of Princeton University and of the Advisory Council of the
School of Architecture of tho Massachusetts

of Technology. He was made honorary M. F. A. by Princeton in 1921.

Institute

LAFAYETTE COLLEGE. A

college and
of engineering for men at Kaaton, Pa.,
founded in 1820. The enrollment grew from 580
in 1914 to approximately 1000 in the autumn
of 1028; the facxiHy from 50 to 95; and the

school

library from 30,000 to 71,000 volumes. The
productive funds were incraaed from $770,900
An endowment
in 1917 to $2,800,000 in 1928.
campaign in 1920 netted $1,000,000, The Helen

H.

P.

Manwm

chair

of

Biblical

LAGEELOF
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elected an associate
member of the National Society of Sculptors.
One of her masters was Charles Grafly, an able
technician.
In most of her figures, Mrs. Ladd
is concerned with the proper disposition of light
in 1915

literature,

$200,000 from Fred M. Kirby and the Fred Morgan Kirby professorship of civil rights, the Simon

Cameron

in
chemistry,
professorship
$500,000 from John Markle for a mining engineering building with its endowment, and Easton
Hall, a dormitory for freshmen, a gift of the
citizens of Easton, were addo4 during the period.
Nine acres were acquired as an addition to the
campus in 1922, and a new gymnasium was completed in 1924 as a memorial to Lafayette men
in the War. William Mather Lewis, LL.D., succeeded John Henry MacCracken, Ph.D., LL.D., as
president in 1927.

Long

LA EOLLETTE,
A

ROBERT MARION

(1855-

United States Senator from Wis1925).
consin (soe VOL. XTII). He was reelected successively from 1910 to 1923, and during that
entire period dominated the Republican Party
in Wisconsin.
He actively opposed, in 1916-17,
all war preparations, and an attempt was made
by the Legislature of Wisconsin to deprive him
of his office as Senator (see WISCONSIN).
In
spite of these efforts, he was reelected. Although he was absent from the Senate on account of illness for a large portion of the time
in the latter part of the decade, his influence
in the Senate continued to be great. In 1922,
1923, and 1924 he was able, by his control of
so-called blocs in both the Senate and the House,
to decisively affect the functioning of those
bodies. In the Senate, lie led a group of members from the Western States who, in 102324, on account of the small margin between the
Republican and Democratic membership, held the
balance of power, and were able to affect legislation to a large extent. This was true also
in the House, where the Republican Representatives, from Wisconsin and other States,
who were controlled by him were able, by combining with the Democratic Party, to overthrow
attempts of the Republican majority to pass
important measures and to modify others. In
1924 he announced his candidacy for the Pres-

idency on an independent ticket. He had previously organized the so-called Conference for
Progressive Political Action, composed chiefly
of insurgent Republicans aud Democrats and
some members of the Farmer-Labor Party. At
a convention in Cleveland, in July, 1924, he was
nominated for Prenident. He also received the
nomination of the Socialist Party, although he
had never been identified with Socialism. In
the election, he received the electoral vote of
Wisconsin. Roe UNITKI) STATES, History.

LA FOLLETTE, KOBEUT MARION, JR.,
A United States Senator, born at
).

895Madi-

( 1

From an early age, he was closely
son, Wis.
associated with his father, IT. S. Senator [Robert
M. La Follette (soe above), in political matters,
becoming his secretary at Washington and serving as secretary of the Senate Committee on
Manufactures, of which the elder La Follette
was chairman. After his father's death in 1925,
he was elected to the Senate, being the first
son of a U. S. Senator to take his father's seat
by direct succession. In 3928 he was rocketed
for the term ending in 1935. He succeeded his
father as chairman of the Senate Committee on
Manufactures, and is a member of the committees on commerce, foreign, relations, Indian
He is editor of La, toilette's
affairs, and mines.
Magazine,

LAGEBL6F,

(OTTILIA LOVISA)
Swedish novelist (see
She took an active interest in comVOL. XIII )
munal affairs and served as a member of the

SELMA (1858-

la/ger-lSf
).

A

.

municipal council in her native county,

Warm-

LA GORGE

LAMKIN"

892

land, where with the aid of the Nobel Prize,
she restored the ancestral estate. Her later
publications include: Astrid (1914); Dunnungen, a comedy (1914); fin Emigrant (1915);
Silvergrievan (191) ; Drinvnan (1916) ; The
Outcast (1918) ; Ingmarssdnerna (1919) ; Zachris
Topelius (1920) ; Maroacka, the Tale of a Manor
(1922); The General's Sing (1925); Charlotte

of gifts since 1924, including the Helen Rockwell Morley Memorial Music Building costing
$271,000, an organ for the same costing $47,000,
a central heating plant and laundry costing
$111,000, and $312,000 for increasing the endow-

Lowensk'dld (1925); and Anna Svard (1928).
Consult Selma Lagerlb'f, by M. Kristensen ( 1918 )

tional institution, with Presbyterian affiliations,
founded at Lake Forest, 111., in 1857, as Lind
University, and known since 1876 as Lake Forest
The student body increased from 230
College.
in 1923 to 385 in 1927-28 and the faculty from
21 to 33 members in the autumn of 1928. Reid
Memorial Library in 1928 contained 38,500 volumes; the productive endowment of the college
was $1,521,847; and the income from endowment
for 1927-28 was $89,429. Between 1914 and

.

LA GORGE,

(1846-

).

A

PlERRE-FBANgOIS-GUSTAVE
French historian, born

DE
at

Vannes and educated at the Institution Saint
Jean (Douai) and the University of Paris. He
began his career in 1872, at Rocroi, as juge
suppliant, and held positions subsequently at
various places, but resigned in 1880, finding
that he could not follow his conscience in judging cases. He then practiced law for several
years, but finally gave that up, too, and devoted
himself thereafter to historical studies. In
1895 he was awarded the Prias Alfred
by
the French Academy, and in 1900 the Academy's
Grand Prix Go'bert. In 1907 he was admitted
to the
Academic des Sciences Morales et Polltiques, and in 1914 was elected to the French
Academy, being received in 1917. He belonged
'
to the "classic" school of historians. His works

Ne

contributions to periodicals:
Histoire de la seconde Republique frangaisc, 2
vols. (1887) ; Histoire du second Umpire, 7 vols.
(1894^-1906) ; Histoire religieuse de la Rfoolution frangaise 5 vols. (1909-23); Paul Ouirard
(1911) ; A travers la France chrttienne (1920) ;
Saint Vincent Ferrier (1924) ; and Louis XVIII
(1926).
include,

besides

LAHM, FRANK

PUBDY

(1877-

).

An

ment.
LL.D.

President, Vivian Blanche Small, Litt.D.,

LAKE FOREST COLLEGE. A

coeduca-

1928, the curriculum was adapted to modern
demands, including the development of courses

in business administration leading to the degree
of bachelor of business administration. In 1028
there were 26 buildings in use on the campus,
including 11 houses for professors, four of which
were constructed in 1927. President since 1920,
Herbert McComb Moore, D.D., a graduate of
the Class of 1896.
MODERN VIEWS OF.

LAMARCK THEORY,

See HEREDITY.

LAMB, ART HUB BECKET

(1880-

).

An

American chemist, born at Attleboro, Man. He
was graduated from Tufts
" College -in 1900, and
studied chemistry at Harvard, Leipzig, and
Heidelberg. He was instructor in electrochemistry at Harvard (190f>-OG), assistant professor
and professor of chemistry at N*w York University (1906-12) and at Harvard (nince 1912).
During tho World War, he was tho chief of tho
.

.

.

American airman, born at Mansfield, Ohio, and
educated in France and at the United States chemical defense division of the Chemical WarMilitary Academy. He won the first Gordon fare Service with the rank of lieutenant colomtl
Bennett Balloon Race at Paris in 1906 and the and later was also director of the Nitrogen
National Balloon Race in 1911. Also, he organ- Research Laboratory (1!)1S)-20). His original
ized the Army Air Service in the Philippine studies have been varied and include
Islands. He was on active duty in France, on such topics as the dehydration of
periodic

1917-19, being in charge of the Air Service of
the 2d Army, A. E. F. (1918-19). In 1922
he was air-service representative of the War
Department. He was 9th Corps Area Air Officer,
1924-26, and in September, 1926, was appointed
brigadier general for a period of four years, and
at the same time assistant to the chief of Air
Corps, to organize and command the Air Corps

mines, removal of carbon monoxide from air, and
active charcoal, on all of which he has published
the results of his investigations. In 11)17 lie
became editor of the Journal of the American
Chemical Society. He is a member of the National Academy of Science and various chemists

Training Centre.

societies.

1

A

BritLAIRD, lard, JOHN (1887).
ish philosophical scholar, Regius professor of
moral philosophy at the University of Aberdeen,

He was educated at Edinburgh, Heidelberg, and
Cambridge universities, and then became pro-

of Dalhousie University, Nova Scotia
(1912), and later held the chair of logic and
in the
wuu University
^twwwMM
metaphysics
"T'j .* *at Queens's
College
wjkAvgv iij.
vjjui.voiB.il/jr
of Belfast (1913-24). He was Mills lecturer
for 1923-24 at the University of California,
1 ^ 11
nclude Problems of the Self
?? i
(1917); A Study in Realism (1920) ; The Idea
(192 4)
Their
2f
/fnol and, A
/
Bodies
Moral Theology
(1925);
Study
(1 2 6
T A
ERIE COLLECTS. An institution for
the higher education of women at Painesville,
Ohio, founded in 1898. Student enrollment in
the fall of 1928 was 190; in the same year there
were 33 members of the faculty, 20,000 volumes
in the library, and productive funds
amounting
to $793,890.45. The college received a number

fessor

T^JT

^

^ M^^md
m

i^.r^^

LAKE

acid, isomensin in conmoric acid derivatives, tlio
potential of iron, equilibria among coftaltam-

3

A British
LAMB, HOEACE (1849).
mathematician (see VOL. XIII).
^** A/ . ^
Hev retired
WW wu
from his Owens College and University of Man-

Chester professorship in 1920. He was Copley
Medalist in 1924 and president of the Britten
Association in 1925. He is the author of Higher

------

Mechanics (1920).
vEL YV ALTER (1877""
An
TlATVLjSjLJM,
)
American public-school official. He was born at
at
California, Mo., graduated
Clinton (Mo )
Academy, and studied at the University of Mi*.
souri. He taught in the public schools of
Clinton (1897-1906); was chief elerk and
highschool inspector of the Missouri State Departmorxt of Education (1907-09), and served as
county superintendent of schools for Henry Coun-

Mo. (1909-15). He was State Superintendent of Public Schools in 1910-18, and in 1919
transferred his activities to the Federal Board
of Vocational Education, first as chief of the
division of rehabilitation and later as director.
Since 1921 lie has been president of the Northty,

LA3KCME

He was also a great
many investigators through-

outstanding inventions.

and inspired
In 1923 the Ohio State University awarded him the Joseph Sullivan Medal.
During the World War, ho represented the Amerteacher,

out the world.

ican

Institute of

LAN-Q-
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Missouri State Teachers Collage at Maryville.
In 1028 he was president of the National
Education Association.
LAMME, BENJAMIN G. (1864-1924). An
American electrical engineer, born on a farm
near Springfield, Ohio, and educated at the Ohio
State University. He was one of the four greatest electricians of his time, ranking with Edison, Steinmetz, and Tesla.
Beginning with the
Wcstinghouse Company in 1889 at .$30 a month,
he became its chief engineer in 1903. He had
been but six months in the employ of the company when he had designed the double-reductiongear railway electric motor. Later, he devised
the great "umbrella" generators which made
possible the use of the power of Niagara Falls,
the high-tension system of power transmission,
the alternating-current system, and many other

Electrical Engineers

on the

Naval Consulting Board and was chairman of
the board's inventions committee. He was the
author of Electrical Engineering Papers (1919).
His autobiography, edited by Mansfield Dudley,
appeared in 1920.

LAMCXKTT, ROBERT PATTERSON (1867-

).

An American manufacturer and Secretary of
Commerce. He was born at Detroit, Mich., was

LAND BANKS. See AGRICULTURAL CREDIT.
LAND GRANT COLLEGES. See AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION; AGRICULTUBAL EXTENSION.
).
LANDIS, KENESAW MOUNTAIN (1866An American jurist (see VOL. XIII). He served

as judge of the Northern District of Illinois
from 1905 to 1922, resigning in the latter year
to accept the position of commissioner for the
American and National Leagues of Professional
Baseball Clubs, and National Association of Professional Baseball Leagues.
In 1927 he investigated charges of betting on games brought

against two leading players, Cobb and Speaker,
and exonerated both of those veterans. In 1921

he acted as arbiter of building-trade disputes,
fixing the wage of all classes of building trades
in Chicago,

LAND RECLAMATION.

See

RECLAMA-

TION, LAND.

LANDSBEB/G-ER,

lants'bSrK-er,

ARTHUR H.

A German wiiter, born at Berlin
(1870).
and educated at the universities of Berlin, Greifswald, Munich, Heidelberg, and Paris. He spent
some years in traveling and in 1907 joined Georg
Brandes, Hugo von iEofmannsthal, Prof. Werner
Sombart, Prof. Richard Muther, and Richard
Strauss in the establishment of tho magazine
Morgen, which during its comparatively brief
existence was at the head of German periodical
literature.
He is the author of Das Kind rnit
den vier Milttem (1911) ; IFass (1016) Laehe,
Bajasaso (1010); Die neue Oesellschcft (1917) 5
Frau Dime (1918); Wie Ratan starb (1919);
Miss Rockefeller filmt (1920); Was die Nacht
mir eutragt (1920); Gott Satan, das Ende des
Christentums (1923); Lachendes Attien, Fahrt
nach dem Ostcn (1924); Asiatcn (1926); and
some novels of varying merit.
;

graduated in civil engineering from the University of Michigan, and worked as an engineer on
the World's Fair grounds at Chicago (1891-92).
For five years, he was secretary and engineer for
a firm of contractors. He then engaged in manufacturing, becoming president of American Steel
Foundries in 1912, and later chairman of the
board of the Griffin Wheel Company. In the
World War, he was commissioned major in
the National Army and later became chief of the
Procurement Division, Ordnance Department, at
Washington with the rank of coloneL In March,
1029, lie was appointed Secretary of Commerce

LANE, FRANKLIN KNIGHT (18(54-1021). An
Ameriau cabinet officer (see VOL. XTII). He
was appointed Secretary of the Interior by
President Wilson, in 1913, and during his tenure took an active part in many important
measures, and was considered one of the most
efficient members of the cabinet.
He gave es-

in President

pecial

Hoover's cabinet.

LAMONT, THOMAS

An American

WILLIAM

(1870-

).

banker, born in Claverack, N. Y.

attention to the conservation of public
He retired from office on Mar. 1,

resoxirces.

1920, on account of

ill

health.

Shortly after,

was graduated from Harvard in 1802, and he became vice president of the Pan-American
a time was engaged in newspaper work. Petroleum and Transport Company. His letters
From 1903 to 1000, he was secretary and treas- were published in 1922.
urer and vice president of the Bankers' Trust
LANE, RALPH NORMAN AWGELL. See ANCompany. He joined the lirm of J. P. Morgan GELL, NORMAN.
& Co. in 1011 and was also a director and ofLANE, SIB (WILLIAM) ARBUTHKOT (18S6lie
for

financial corporations.
in Paris, he was
one of tho chief financial advisers of the American delegation. lie alHO took a prominent part
in tlio diHcusaions on reparations held in London in July and August, 1924, and in Paris in
the spring of 1020. During 1012-25 ho served
aa an overseer at Harvard University.
ficial in

many important

During the Peace Conference

LANCHESTER, HENRY VAUOHAN (1803A BritiHh architect. Privately educated,
) .

he commenced practice in 1880 and in the course
of IUH career drew plans for the Cardiff City Hall
and Courts; the Wwleyan Central Hall, Westminster; the Council Hall, Lucknow, India; and
Leccltt

University,

He

also

made

the 'town-plan-

ning schemes for Delhi, Madras, Rangoon, and
Zanzibar. He was editor of The Builder (101012), vice president of the Jtoyal Institute of British Architects (1013 and 1027), and president of

Town Planning Institute (1922-23). He
published a number of works on town planning.

tho

A British surgeon, born at Fortr George,
Brunswick. He received his medical degree from Guy's Hospital Medical School, London, later becoming a surgeon to the hospital.
He became widely known for his operative treat)

.

New

ment of
and for

fractures, his cleft palate operation,
his researches into intestinal obstruction, constipation of mechanical nature, and
autointoxication and his operative treatment
of these conditions. He advocated with great
persistence and originality his theory of the
uselessness of the colon and its general harm-

fulness.
He has published monographs on the
treatment of fractures, cleft palate, and intestinal obstruction.

Arch).
LANa, COSMO GORDON (1804bishop of Canterbury and Prelate of tile Order
of St. John of Jerusalem. Ho was educated at
Glasgow University and BalHol College, Oxford.
After studying at the Inner Temple in London
(1883-89), ho entered the church and was curate'

LANGKD03ST
at Leeds

He was

LANSING
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and dean
Oxford (180396), served as vicar of St. Mary's, the Oxford
University Church (1894-96), and as vicar of
Portsea (1896-1901). He was created Bishop
of Stepney in 1900, was canon of St. Paul's
Cathedral (1901-08), and in the latter year
became Archbishop of York. He was particularly noted for his work and preaching in industrial centres.
He visited the United States in
1918, received degrees from many universities,
and in 1023 the Eoyal Victorian Chain. On the
resignation of Archbishop Davidson of Canterbury, he was elected in his place and installed
on Dec. 4, 1928. His publications include The

en, and educated at the Lyce"e St. Louis in
Paris and the ficole des Chartes, where he was
graduated with honors. In 1901 he was appointed professor at the Faculty of Letters of
the University of Paris, and in 1912 director
He was admitted to
of the national archives.
the Institute of France in 1917 as a member of
the Academy of Inscriptions and Belles Lettres,
and was also a member of the Commission for
the Literary History of France. He wrote Le
Rcgnc de Philippe HI (1887); Les Archives de
Vhistoire de France, with H. Stein (1891); Introduction aux etudes historiqucs, with C. Seignobos (1897, trans. 1912); Manuel de bibhographie historique (2 vols., 1896, 1904); Histoire

Miracles of Jesus as Marks of the Way of
Life (1900); The Parables of Jesus (190G);
The Opportunity of the Church of England
(1906).
LANG-DON , STEPHEN HEKBERT (1876).
An American Assyriologist. He was born in
Michigan and studied at the Michigan State
University, at Union Theological Semniary in
N"e\v York, at Columbia University, the Sorbonne
and College de France in Paris, in Leipzig, and
in Oxford. He was deacon of the Church of England in Paris, 1905, and after 1908 was Shillito
professor of Assyriology at Oxford. In 192327 he was director of the Oxford and Field Museum Expedition in Mesopotamia. He is the
author of Annals of Assurbanapal (1905); Les
Inscriptions du Wadi Brisa (1905); Babylonia,
and Palestine (1906); La Syntasse du Verbe
Sume'rien (1907); ftumerian and Babylonian
Psalms (1909); A Sumerian Grammar and
Chrestomathij (1911) Neu-Babylonische Ktinigsinschriften (1912); Babylonian Liturgies (1912)
Tammuz and Ishlar (1914); Sumerian Epical
and Liturgical Texts (1915-17); Le Poeme
Sume'rieii du Paradis (1919)
Sumerian Liturgies and Psalms (1919); Babylonian Wisdom
(1922); Excavations at Kish (1925); Babylonian Penitential Psalms (1927); and was editor of Babyloniaca (Paris, 1908-14); Oxford
Editions of Cuneiform Texts (1923) ; BabyIonian Epic of Creation (1924).
IiANGE, lang'e, CHRISTIAN Louis (1869A Norwegian peace advocate, born at
).
Stavanger. He has been general secretary of the
Interparliamentary Union since 1909, and was
Norwegian delegate to the second Hague Peace
Conference (1907), and to the League of Nations
(since 1920). In 1921 he won the Nobel Peace
Prize. He wrote Histoire de I'lnternationalisme.

du moyen age

(1800-93).

of divinity at

Magdalen

fellow

College,

1

;

;

1 to 1648.

LANGFELD,

HERBERT SIDNEY (1879).
experimental psychologist. He
was educated
,
wasj3orn ^Philadelphia, Pa.,juid
at Haverford College and the University of Berlin.
In 1902-03 he served as Second Naval
Attache* at the American Embassy in Berlin.
He returned to academic work and in 1910 became associated with the department of paychology at Harvard University. In 1919-22 he
was director of the experimental laboratory there,
Since 1924 he has been professor and director of
the psychological laboratory at Princeton. His
publications include, in addition to experimental
monographs, a manual, Experimental Psycholf\ftAt
(\{\ln\ and
nits-l n vi Sliw. n{<!nn 1
J.vj3n
AA.AJ 1. J-J ***,
an empirical study
of aesthetics,
(1010),
The Esthetic Attitude (1920).
f A ii. vnw*
i
LAJtfGLEY AEROBBOME. See A^RONATJ-

An

American

.C

i

LANGLOIS,
(1863-

).

A

CHARLES VICTOR
laN'glwa',
French historian, born at Rou-

(1901); L'Inquisition (1902);
Questions d'histoire et d'enseiguement (1902);
La societe frangais au XIII* siecle (1903) Histoire de Vecriture en France (1905); La connaissance de la nature et du monde au may en
age (1911) ; Un memorialiste pansien: Laurent
Boucher (1912) Les hdtels deClisson, de (linse
et de Rohan-Soubise au Marais (1922); and La
9
vie en France fiu moycn age de la fin du XII
au milieu du XIV 6 siecle (3 vols., 1925-27).
An
).
LANGMUIB, IBVINQ ( 1881American chemist, born at Brooklyn, N. Y.
;

;

He was graduated from Columbia

University and
studied in Gottingen, where he received
his Ph.D. in 1906. He was instructor in cheinistry at Stevens Institute of Technology, but in
1909 became research chemist to the General
Electric Company in Schenectady, N. Y., where
he devoted much attention to the development
of gas-filled tungsten lamps and electron discharge apparatus, and devised a high-vacuum
pump. These won for him the Nichols Medal
of the New York Section of the American Chemical Society in 1915 and in 1920, the Hughes
Medal of the Royal Society of London in 10 IS,
the Rumford Medals of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences in 1920, and the Pcrkin
Medal in 1928. During the World War, he made
special experiments on devices for the detection
of submarines at the Naval Experiment Station
later

'

'

Nahant, Mass.

LANGUAGE,

See CHEMISTRY.
See ETHNOLOGY;

PHILOLOGY

MODERN.

LANKESTEB, laN'kcs-ter, SIR EDWIN KAY
1847-1929). An English naturalist and zoologist
He was Linnean Medalist in
(see VOL. XIII).
1920. His later works included The Diversions
of et Naturalist (1915); Science and Education
(1919) ; Secrets of Earth and Sea (1920) ; and
Oreat and Small Things (1923). He continued
his work as editor of the Quarterly Journal of
Microscopical Science until" his death Aug. 15,
111 JJUIIUISII.
London.
1929, in
_i7A</,
HENRY

LANS'DOWWE,

CHARLES

KEITH

PETTY-FITZMAURICE, FIFTH MARQUIS
(18451927). An English public official. lie served
as minister without portfolio in the coalition
cabinet in 1915-10. At the end of the World
War, ho took a moderate attitude in regard to
peace, and published sdveral proposed plann,
parts of which were incorporated in the Treaty
r

of Versailles.

LANSING, KOBERT

(1864-1928).

An Amsr-

ican lawyer and public
official (see VOL. XIII h
*
1>N1
It
.
- f
Shortly after assuming the office of counselor for
the wi/ww^
State .WJ./CWA
he
Ji*o
succeeded William
euVbWUCU
TV iJ,U**Ui
VIAJUUU,
Department,
Jcnning Bryan as Secretary of State, holding
<

.

.<.

.>.

by President Wilson for alleged usurpation of
the latter 's authority by calling cabinet meet-

IiANSING-ISHII

AGREEMENT

ings during the latter's illness. He was a member of the American Commission to Negotiate
Peace at Paris in 1919 and published The Big
Four and Others at the Peace Conference (1921 ) ;
The Peace Negotiations (1921); and Notes On
Sovereignty (1921). Following his retirement
from the cabinet, he practiced law in Washington.

LANSING-ISHII AGREEMENT.

See JA-

PAN, iinder History.

A

laN'sSN', GXJSTAVE
(1857).
literary critic (see VOL. XIII), form-

erly a professor at the Sorbonne. He was director of the Ecole Normale Superieure from 1919
to 1927, when he became honorary director. In
November, 1917, he was one of the founders of
the Ligue Civique, an organization politically
of the Hight. His later writings include Culture
aUemande, humanite nisse (1915); Trois mois
d'enscignemcnt ausc lats Unis ( 1917) ; La democratic amerioaine (1918); Esquissc d'une histoire de la tragedie en France (1920); and
Mcthodes de Vhisioire Utteraire (1925). He
edited, with an, introduction, variations, and

notes, Premieres meditations poctiqucs of

Lam-

and the second series of Les
grands ec.rinains de la France (6 vols., 1922-25).
Consult Melanges offer Is par ses amis et ses
elcvcs a M. (Jfustave Lanson, which has a bibliography (1922), and Le victorieux XX* siecle,
by Pierre Morcau (1925).
artine

(1917),

LAOS.

See

FRENCH

INDO-CIIINA.

A French
(187G).
composer, born at Bordeaux. He studied at the
Paris Conservatoire under Faun'* and Massenet,
and won the Prix de Rome in 1903 with a cantata, Ulysse. He gained international reputation with his opera La Habanera (Paris, 1908;
Boston, 1910; Metropolitan Opera Company,
1924). His other operas are Peau d'ane (Bordeaux, 1899), La Jota (Paris, 1911) ; Le Joueur
do Violc (Paris, 1925) ; and two not yet produced (1929), Amphitryon and L'Avcnture pittorcHquc. His also wrote incidental music to
El Conquistador, an orchestral suite, Vn Dimanclic ftasquc; a violin sontata, and interesting pieces for piano.
LAPLACE, ERNEST (1861-1024). An American surgeon, one of the pioneers of the new
antiseptic surgery. He was born in New Orleans and received his degree in arts at Georgetown University, Washington, D. C., in 1880, and
his degree in medicine at Tulane University,
New Orleans, in 1884. Going abroad for postgraduate work, he studied under the direct supervision of Pasteur, Lister, and Koch. lie was
appointed professor of surgery at the MedicoChirurgieal College, Philadelphia, in 1802 and
later held the name chair in the graduate school
of medicine of the University of Pennsylvania,
He became well known through his forceps for
intestinal anastomosis, his extensive writings on
LAPARRA, KAOUL

antisepsis and intestinal surgery,
in brain surgery.

LARBATTD, VALERY

(1881-

and
).

his

A

work

French

novelist, one of the leaders of the modern psychological school. He was a cosmopolitan, writ-

ing from a world, rather than a national point
view. A. 0. Barnabooth, his diary, begun
1902, finished 10 years later, and published
1913, presented perhaps his mpt famous
character. Larbaud'a other works include En(1918); Samuel Butler, a
fantincs, stories
lecture (1920); tfermina Marguez, for children
(1920) j Amants, houreuse amants, three stories
of
in
in

(1923); and Jaune, lieu, Uanc, essays (1927).
In 1924 A. 0. Barnabooth was translated into
English.

LARDNER,

RING

W.

(1886-

).

An

at Niles, Mich. He
served as a sports writer for many different
newspapers, including the Chicago Tribune and
Boston American. His books include. Bib Ballads
You Know Me, Al (1015);
(1915);

American

born

writer,

Gullible'* Travels (1917)

IiANSOW,
French
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;

Own Your Own Home

(1917); Treat 'Em Rough (1018); The Real
Dope (1918); The Young Im m iff runts (1919);
The Big Town (1921); How to Wrile Short
Stories (1924) ; What of It? (1025) ; The Love
West (1920); The Story of a Wonder Man
(1927); Roundup (1928). As a fictionist, he
was first known for his humorous and slangy
genre sketches of the sporting world, his baseball
players and Broadway hangers-on being depicted
with fidelity and kindliness. His II ow to "Write
Short Stories and Roundup seemed to be approached in the same light spirit, but the storios
which composed the volumes indicated a matured
artistic attitude and a seriousness of purpose,
in the handling of his typical American lower
middle-class characters, that at once prompted
critics to group the works with Master's Spoon
River Anthology and Anderson's Winesburg,,
Ohio.

LARMOR, Hr'mor, SIB JOSEPH
A British physicist see VOL. XIII
(

)

.

).
(1857Continuing

his work as Lucasian professor of mathematics
at Cambridge, he was awarded the Royal Society's
Royal Medal in 1915 and the Copley Modal in
1921. He served as Unionist member of Parliament from Cambridge University (1911-22), as
president of the London Mathematical Society
(1914-15), and was made an associate of numerous foreign learned societies, including the National Academy of Sciences of the United States,
He wrote Mathematical and Physical Papers
(1929).

IiARSEN, JOHANNES ANKER.

See

ANKEK-

LARSEN, JOHANNES.

A

lARSEU-TODSEN" NANNY L

(1884-

).

celebrated Swedish dramatic soprano, born in
Hagby. She received her musical education at
the Conservatory of Stockholm (1900-00), and,
after her most successful ddbut at the Royal
Opera there, she was engaged permanently in
1907.
She won a great reputation as one of the

foremost living interpreters of Wagner. When
the Bayreuth Kestival was resumed in 1 924, she
sang Brfiimhilde in the Ring cycle. She made
her American debut at the Metropolitan Opera
House as Briinnhilde in Qottcrdammcrung (Jan.
31, 1925) and has sung there since.
An
).
XASKI, las'kS, AHOLD J. (1803English political philosopher, born at Manchester and educated at New College, Oxford. He
was lecturer in history at McGill University
(1914-10), and at Harvard University (191620). In 1920 he returned to England to join
the London School of Economics, in 1923 he became political science reader at tlie University
of London, and in 1926 professor of political
science there. He was vice chairman of the British Institute for Adult Education, on the council
of the Institute of Public Administration, and
political science lecturer at Magdalene College,
Cambridge (1922-25). His works on the problem of sovereignty in the modern state, with their

H

on political and economic decentralizaProblem of Sovereignly (1917); Awthority in the Modern State (1919) ; and Foun-

insistence
tion The

LASKY

dations of Sovereignty (1921)
were considered
most important contributions to the political
of
the period. He showed his familithought
arity with the history of political thinking in
his masterly summary, Political Thought from
Locke to Bentham (1920). He edited a volume
of Burke's Letters (1922); Morley's Essay on
Burke (1924) ; the Autobiography of J. 8. Mill
(1924); and the Library of European Political
Thought (1926-28). Besides writing for various periodicals, he wrote A Grammar of Politics
(1925) and Communism (1927).
An AmeriLASKY. JESSE L. (1880).
can moving-picture producer, horn at San FranHe was educated in the schools of
cisco, Calif.
San Francisco and was for a time reporter on
newspapers in that city. After experiences in
Alaska and Hawaii, he entered the theatrical
business with Henry B. Harris in New York City.

and became president
Lasky Feature Play Company,
which afterward merged as the Paramount
Famous Lasky Corporation, having large studios
at Hollywood, Calif. He was one of the most
important figures in the development of moving
In

1914 he

organized

of the Jesse L.

pictures.

LASSITEB,

WILLIAM

(1867-

).

An

American soldier, horn in Petersburg, Va. He
was graduated from the United States Military
Academy in 1889, and was commissioned in the
artillery, in which he served during his mili-

He saw service in the SpanishWar and was on duty with the
Staff in 1911 and 1913. He was com-

tary career.

American

General
missioned

brigadier general in the National
Army in 1917, and major general in the following year. In 1922 he became major general in
the Regular Army. He was chief of artillery for
the 1st Corps in 1918 and served in the same
capacity with the 2d Army later in the same
year. He was commander of the 32d Division
in 1918-19, and was chief of artillery of the 3d
Army in April, 1919. In August of that year,
he returned to the United States. From 1921 to
1923, he was assistant chief of staff in charge of
operations and training. He was appointed commander of the Panama Division in 1923 and succeeded General Pershing as head of the TacnaArica Plebiscite Commission in 1926. Since 1927
he has commanded the 6th Corps Area, with,

headquarters at Chicago.

XATANfi

An American
He graduated

JOHN

HOLLADAY

(1869-

).

educator, born at Staunton, Va.

from Johns Hopkins University in
1892 and after serving as acting professor of history and economics in the Baltimore City
College, he became master of history and English at the Military College at San Rafael, Calif.
From 1898 to 1902, he was professor of history
and economics at Randolph-Macon Woman's College, and from 1902 to 1913, professor of history at Washington and Lee University. In
1913, he became professor of American history
and head of the Department of History at Johns
Hopkins, and in 1919, dean of the college faculty. He was a member of many learned societies and wrote From Isolation to Leadership
(1918); The United States and Latin America (1920); and History of American Foreign
Policy (1927).
TBEATY, THE, With the advent of 1929 came rumors that quiet negotiations
had been going on for some time looking to a
settlement of the Roman question and to a treaty
of reconciliation between the Holy See and Italy
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in which there could be recognition of the sovereignty and independence of the Pope and a
concordat between the Holy See and Italy. This
was confirmed by Cardinal Gasparri, the Papal
Secretary of State, in an address on February 7,
to the members of the diplomatic corps accredited
to the Holy See. The treaty of conciliation
settling the CO-year-old controversy between the
Church and the Italian state was signed in
the Lateran Palace, on Feb. 11, 1929, by Cardinal Gasparri, acting for Pope Pius XI, and
Premier Mussolini, on behalf of King Victor Emmanuel, thus marking one of the most momentous
events in the history of the Papacy.
According to the official communique" issued for
publication on February 12, the settlement consisted of three documents: (1) a treaty elimi-

nating the Roman question, (2) a concordat
regulating the conditions of religion and the
church in Italy, and (3) a convention systematizing the financial relations between the Vatican
and Italy arising out of the 1870 events.
The preamble of the treaty reaffirms the principle in the first article of the "Italian kingdom's
constitution'* by which Catholicism is the only
state religion in Italy. The treaty creates a new
state called the "City of the Vatican" in which
territory the Holy See is the sole authority. The
piazza in front of St. Peter's is in Vatican territory, but will continue open to the public and be
subject to the Italian police. Italy will provide
the Vatican City with a railway station, and direct communication to the other states by telegraphic, telephonic, wireless, and postal services.
Persons with permanent residence in the Vatican
City will be Papal subjects. Immunities will be
granted to church dignitaries, persons attached
to the Papal Court, and Vatican officials. Territorial immunities will be provided for patriarchial basilicas and other ecclesiastical edifices
outside
Vatican 'City. Italy recognizes the
the^
Vatican's right to send to foreign countries and
to receive diplomatic representatives according
to international law. Italy will accredit an ambassador to the Vatican, and the Vatican a nuncio
to Italy. The Italian government will (at the
Vatican's request) see to punishment in Italy of
crimes committed within the Vatican City. The
Vatican will deliver to Italy refugees accused of
acts considered criminal by the laws of both
state and city.
clause declares that the Vatican will remain
extraneous to temporal competitions with other
states unless the conflicting parties appeal to its
mission of peace. The Vatican territory will
always be considered neutral and inviolable.
The Vatican recognizes the Italian Kingdom
under the dynasty of the House of Savoy, and
Italy recognizes the state of the Vatican City
under the Supreme Pontiff's sovereignty. Italy
recognizes marriage as a sacrament regulated
by canon law in its relation to civil law, Ca>s
concerning nullity and dissolution of marriages
celebrated but not consummated are reserved to
ecclesiastical courts.
The Vatican consents to
civil authorities' judgment on
separations. Keligious instruction in elementary and secondary
schools is made compulsory. Italy recognizes
organizations forming part of Italian "Catholic
action," which must be nonpolitical.
The Vatican accepts in the financial convention
750,000,000 lire in cash and 1,000,000,000 lire in
Italian state bonds bearing 5 per cent interest
as indemnity for loss of temporal power in 1870
and for its consequences.
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The new Vatican
extent. On March

state is about 160 acres in
13, the Italian Council of
Ministers approved a bill for the fulfillment of
the treaty, and, on May 27, King Victor Emmanuei signed the bills giving effect to its stipulations.
On July 25, Pope Pius XI passed
through the bronze doors of St. Peter's to take
part in an elaborate Eueharistic procession, and

thus ended the voluntary imprisonment within
the Vatican confines that had extended from
1870, through the pontificates of his four predecessors, Pius IX, Leo XIII, Pius X, and Bonediet XV.
It is estimated that 100,000 spcctators filled St. Peter's Piazza to witness this
ceremony. See ITALY, under History; KOMAN
CATTIOLTO CHURCH.
LATEUBr, FRANK. See STEEUVELS, STUN.
LATOTTRETTE, KENNETH SCOTT (1884-

An American clergyman and
Oregon City, Oreg. He was

).

professor,

born at
graduated
from Yale in 1906 and was a member of the facthat
of
until
For
1009.
a time,
ulty
university
he "served as traveling secretary of the Student
Volunteer Movement of Foreign Missions, and
from 1010 to 1917 was a member of the faculty
of the College of Yale in China. In 1914 he
became a member of the faculty at Reed College,
Portland, Oreg., afterward going to Denison UniIn 1021, he became professor of misversity.
sions at Yale and since 1927 his professorship
has included Oriental history. He was ordained
to the Baptist ministry in 1918. Among his
works are History of Early Relations Between
Ihc United Slates and China, J784-/&M (1917) ;
Development of Japan (1918); The Christian
Rasis of World Democracy (1919); A History
of Christian Missions in China, (1928).
LATTER-DAY SAINTS, CHURCH OF JESUS

XATVIA

and about 87,500 members, and approximately
28,000 members in Europe, and 14,000 in the
In the United States, there
Pacific Islands.
are seven temples, while the church maintains
Brigham Young University (q.v.) at Provo,
Utah, six junior colleges, two collegiate institutes, one high school, and 72 seminaries, small
schools adjoining high schools and providing special religious instruction.
The auxiliary bodies
include a women's relief society numbering about
61,820, which cares for the poor and sick, Sunday schools with 257,967 pupils, including 26,250
officers and teachers.
The two Mutual Improvement Associations, composed of young persons,

had an enrollment of 101,444. The primary association had 106,903 children under 14.
Religious classes had an enrollment of 59,574. The
church holds general conferences in the first
week of April and of October of each year, at
Satt
Lake_City,_Utah.

LATTEB-DAY SAINTS,

REORGANIZED

CHURCH OP JESUS CHRIST OF. This is the
smaller of the two bodies known as Latter-day
Saints, bearing the distinctive term "Reorganized" as part of its church title.
Founded in
Wisconsin in 1852, it represents a reorganization
of soniG of the scattered congregations which
developed among the Latter -day Saints after
the death of Joseph Smith in 1844. The Reorganizcd Church is identical hi faith and religious

practice with the original church, but rejects
polygamy as inconsistent with Joseph Smith's
levclation.
Its membership increased from 73,899 in 1915 to 103,174 in 1928; the number of
ministers from 6136 in 1923 to 6732 in 1928;
the number of Sunday schools from 037 in 1915
to 714 in 1928; and
pupils from 33,0(52 to 37,841. The denomination maintains Qraceland
College at Lamoni, Iowa, the Institute of Arts
*iul Sciences at Independence, Mo., homos for the

CIIKIRT OF. A religious body commonly known
as the Mormon Church, existing chiefly in the
Uni fort States. It was organized Apr. 6, 1830, aged, a sanitarium, a powerful radio broadcastat Fuyette, N. Y., by Joseph Smith, whom his ing station at Independence, Mo., and publishes
followers credit with having discovered, through the Saints' Herald, a weekly periodical. Its
a divine revolution, a set of plates, buried in a headquarters are at Independence, Mo., and the
president is Frederick M. Smith, a grandson of
hill, from which by a special power received from
God, be translated the text of the Book of thc^ founder, who succeeded his father, Joseph
Mormon, the special sacred book of the church. Smith, in 1914.
LATVIA. One of the Baltic Succession
The Mormon articles of faith include belief in
God, JeHUfl Christ, arid the Holy Ghost, the pun- States arising out of the War, formerly part
ishment of xnn for their own sins, the atone- of the Russian Empire. It is made up of the
ment, divino authority, baptism, laying on of former Russian province of Courland, the southhands, prophecy, salvation for the dead, the era half of the former province of Livonia, and
Bible "as far as it is translated correctly," the the western part, amounting to about onecommon virtue**, and obedience to constituted third, of the former province of Vitebsk. It
covers 25,402 square miles of territory, with a
authorities. The membership of the church i
chiefly in the Mountain States, owing to the coast line of 338 miles and a total frontier line
early migrations of Mormons and their final of 1040 miles, bounded by Estonia^ on the
settlement in Utah.
north, KuRsia on the east and Lithuania on the
The administrative divisions of the church"~""south. Total' population, 2,552,000 in 1914;
are known an the stake* ward, branch, and mis- 1,883,189 at the census of 1928. Capital, Riga,
stake comprises wards and branches, For administrative purposes, it is divided into
sion.
and is directed by a presidency of three.
ward four districts. The census of Jan, 1, 1925, diifl
frequently a part of a city, and is directed vided the population in to the following ethnic
by a binhop and two counselors. The branch, groups: 75.6 per cent Letts, 12.3 Russians, 4.5
similar to the ward, is directed by an elder. In Jews, 2.5 Germans, and 0.9 Poles. Of the total
1928 the dniroh coiiKiRted of 101 stakes, 939 population, 76 per cent was rural. Density per
wards, and 72 independent branches. Member- square mile was 74.6. By occupations: 56 per
Hhip increased from 403,388 in 1916 to about cent agricultural, 18 per cent in industry, and
040,000 in 3928. Tlie work of the church IB di- 6 per cent in trade. About 60 per cent of the
Catholic majorities
reetecl by the Melohizotlck priesthood, which -population was Protestant.
numbered 78,882 nmmbcra in 1928; there in also were to be found in Latgale and parts of Cowan Aaronic, or junior prioHthoorl, which totaled land. Population of chief towns, 1925: Riga,
72,H!M) in 1028.
Missionary work also has gen- 337,700 (517,552 in 1913 and 330,997 in 1928);
erally increased. In 1928 there were 11 missions Libau, 60,702; Dvinsk, 40,640; Mitau, 28,321;
in the United States, with 1267 missionaries, Windau, 16,384.
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Production.

Latvia

is

primarily

an

agri-

cultural country, although in recent years
there has been a strong trend toward industrialization.
The area and production of the principal crops in 1927 were as follows: Wheat,
145,000 acres, 2,636,000 bushels; rye, 633,000
acres, 10,189,000 bushels; barley, 458,000 acres,
5,975,000 bushels; oats, 754,000 acres, 12,205,000
bushels;
211,000 acres, 26,358,000
potatoes,
bushels; flax and linseed combined, 156,000 acres,
46,965 pounds of Has and 655,000 bushels of
linseed.
In the same year, tlieie were 967,000
cattle, 535,000 swine, 1,128,000 sheep, and 369,000 horses. At the end of 1926, there were
2732 industrial enterprises employing 49,672
workers. The total value* of industi ial production in 1926 was $59,226,000. Among the chief
industries are food, drink, and tobacco, wood-

working, chemical, textile, metal working, and
paper and printing. Latvia has virtually no>
mineral resources.
Trade. The volume of trade is growing year
by year, as shown by the following comparison:
Tear
1921
1922
1923
1927

Imports
Exports
(la lats ;llat
$0193)
70,097,355
29,264.991
107,370,110
101,992,006
211,872,025
101,920,052
249987,549
221,245,682

=

The

chief articles of import in 1927 consisted
semi-manufactured goods, i.e., wool and
woolen yarn, iron and steel products, hides
and leather, petroleum; manufactured goods,
cotton and woolen goods, machinery,
i.e.,
implements; foodstuffs, i.e., grain and iiour,
sugar, herrings, tolmeoo. Chief among commodities exported weie: lumber, other wood materi-

of:

and flax tow, precious metals, butter.
countries of origin, 1927 imports were distributed as follows:
Germany, $19,044,000;
als, flax

By

United Kingdom, $5,086,000; Lithuania, $1,40(5,000; Netherlands, $1,444,000; Poland, $2,793,000 Kussia, $3,542,000. Main countries of destination of exports: United Kingdom, $14,437,000;
Belgium, $4,587,000 ;
Germany, $1 1 ,252,000 ;
Prance, $945,000; Russia, $724,000. The United
States bought $1,317,000 worth of Latvian products and supplied goods valued at $1,054,000.
Transportation. Length of railioads, 3850
;
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7542 teachers. There were 122 secondary schools
with 22,066 pupils. By the census of 1920, it

was established that 70 per cent

of the population could read. National minorities are taught
their native languages in government schools.
In 1919 the Riga Polytechnic was raised to be
the Latvian University. In 1927-28 there were
7561 students and 320 instiuctors.
History. Early in 1918, as a result of the
uncertainty engendered by the Russian Revolution and the threatening gestures of the peasants, German forces were invited by the Baltic
barons to occupy Latvia. The Bolshevik troops
were compelled to retire, and German troops invested the country.
Geiman Army of Occupation was allowed to remain even aftor the
Aimistice, for the Allies were not yet prepared
to guaid the countiy against Russia.
(See BALTIC PROVINCES.)
On Nov. 18, 1918, however, independence was declared, and a government, con-

A

trolled
set up.

by the moderate, or peasant, element s

Bolshevik troops at once invaded tho
captured Riga early in January, 1919,
expelled the Latvian government, and set up a
Soviet government. War was waged intermittently throughout the year, the chief Latvian
force being a Baltic Landwchr, officered by Germans. In May, the Bolsheviks were driven from
Riga, but the fear of German preponderance made
the native Letts seek aid from the Allies. The
Ulmanis government (the peasant parties) was
recognized and an Englishman was placed in
charge of the Landwchr, which thus became the

now

state,

official

Lettish foice.

Latvia became a battleground as a result of
the Allied determination to attack Russia by
way of the Baltic provinces, and not until 102*0
did the Letts succeed in clearing their territory
of foreign troops. On Aug. 11, 1920, then, the
Russo-Liitvian Treaty was signed at Riga. Its
main provisions weie: an ethnographic frontier
for Latvia; a large timber concession to Latvia;
nonliability for Russian state debts; disarming
of anti -Bolshevik troops in Latvia; free transit
for Russian goods across Latvian territory; payment to Latvia of 4,000,000 gold rublen. Then,
after recognition by the Supreme Council, Latvia
was admitted to the League of Nations on Sept.
22, 1921.

The Constituent Assembly, called in 1920, com(1927). Number of locomotives, 326; pleted a national constitution on Feb. 15, 1922.
freight cars, 5682; passenger cars, 671. On June The Parliament (tiacima) elected by univc.iKil
30, 1927, Latvia's shipping included 88 vessels suffrage and based on proportional representaof 100 tons or more with a total gross
tonnage tion, which chooses the state President, was proof 88,782. This represented quite a
long stride vided for. Tho Prime Minister, in turn, was to
toward restoration of the country's pre-war be designated by the state President. The iirni
merchant fleet, which on Jan. 1, 1914, comprised Parliament, elected on Oct. 7, 1922, wa eon59 steamers of 77,626 registered tons, and 274 trolled
by a Social Democrat 1)1 oc, with the peassailing and motor vessels of 49,093 tons, but ant and minority parties in the opposition. Of
which by the end of 1921 had decreased 75 per the last, there were no less than 17 distinct
cent, or to 34,021 tons. Vessels entering Lat- groups having a total of 41 members.
new
vian ports in 1927: 4041 of 1,761,000 net tons
government formed June 10, 1923, was supported
a
coalition
capacity; cleared, 4047 of 1,760,000 tons.
of
the
Peasants' League, Demo-,
by
finance. For the year 1928-29, the budget crats of the Centre, and
Right Socialists, with
balanced at 164,110,000 lats. The state clobt at the
Premiership held by the head of tho Peasthe beginning of 1928, was 84,110,000 lats, of ants'
League.
which 28,404,000 lats were due the United States.
The second Parliament was elected in October,
There were in circulation, Dec. 31, 1927, 70,- 1925, and at its
meeting in November it re-elected
963,000 lats. On Nov. 1, 1922, the Bank of Jan Chakste for his second
three-year term as
Latvia, in which the Government was the chief President. Chakate died on Mar. 14,
1027,
stockholder, was opened. In Juno, 1922, the lat whereupon Parliament, on
April 8, elected Gus($0.193) became the unit of currency, and has tavo Zemgals to be Latvia's second President.
remained continuously at par since that time.
The Conservative, Peter JunaHamwHkf, Ixwame
Education. In 1927-28 there were 1904 Prime Minister on Jan. 14,
1928, after the fall of
elementary schools with 157,206 pupils and a Socialist- Populist coalition. The elections of
miles
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Oct. 7, 1928, however, in which there were 44
political parties in the field, went against the
Government, and Junaszewski therefore re-

LAVIS.

An American
(1871).
railroad engineer, horn in England. After attending St. Luke's Middle Class School at Torsigned, to be succeeded, on November 3D, by quay, Eng., he went to the United States at the
Hugo Celmins, an Agrarian.
age of sixteen. He held minor positions as an
The Latvian government adopted a paternalis- engineer in New England and Cuba and then
tic attitude, especially toward the farmers, and
engaged for 15 years in railroad location and
the country prospered. Nevertheless, there was construction in the United States, Mexico, Cenconsiderable discontent. Communist activities tral America, and South America. In the buildwere rife, particularly in 1927 and 1028. In the ing of the Pennsylvania Railroad tunnels into
first half of November, 1927, the
police arrested the City of. New York, he was resident engineer
several members of the Comintern of Latvia, who and after their completion in 1909, he
practiced
possessed written instructions from Moscow. On as a consulting engineer (1909-28), specializing
July 24, 1928, a number of Communists were in the economics of transportation, finance, and
court-martialed for treason and given long sen- location and construction of railroads. He was
tences at hard labor. An offer made by Russia chief engineer of the
Argentine Railway Comto exchange these prisoners for Latvian political pany, consulting engineer to the Bolivian govprisoners in Russia was refused. Then, a gen- ernment, and consulting engineer to the American
eral strike was called for Aug. 22, 1928, in protest International Corporation during that period.
against the closing of the offices of extremist In the years 1924-28, he devoted most of his time
unions because of their plots against the Latvian to the design and construction of New Jersey's
constitution and government. A vigilant police super-highway through the congested areas in
and a drenching downpour cooled the ardor of Jersey City and Newark, to connect with the
the strikers and made the attempt look farcical. Holland Tunnel under the Hudson River to New
Again, on Nov. 13, 1928, an attempt was made York. In 1911 Mr. Lavis examined tlie properby extreme radicals to assassinate President ties now forming a part of the International
Zemgals, but the police frustrated the scheme.
Railways of Central America for the National
Despite such happenings, the influence of .Rus- City Bank of New York and became consulting
sia in Latvia was quite strong, and in September, engineer for the directors of that organization
In 1928 he was made president of the
1027, a commercial treaty was signed by the two in 192G.
countries, whereby, among other things, they set International Railways. He wrote the following
up a dual control of the international flax mar- books: Railroad Location, Surveys and EstiThis and other manifestations of an ap- mates (1900); Subway Construction in "New
ket.
prochemcnt with the Bolshevists have served to York (1015); Railway Estimates (1917); and
act as a check upon the organization of a con- Inttlructions to Locating Engineers (1919).
templated Baltic Confederation among Russia's
LAW, THE RT. HON. ANDREW BONAB (1858succession states. There were almost a score of 1923). A British statesman (see VOL. XIII).
Baltic conferences between 1920 and 1929, and On the formation of the first Coalition Cabinet in
the movement for confederation was led by M. 1915, he was appointed Secretary of State for the
MeirovicB, a Latvian Foreign Minister; but the Colonies and in the first Lloyd George ministry
latler's death in September, 1925, postponed, if in December, 1916, he became Chancellor of the
it did not prevent, the fruition of the project.
Exchequer. Owing to the constant absence of
Meanwhile, tiea have been strengthened between the Prime MiniHtcr during 191619, he acted as
Latvia, Finland, Estonia, Poland, and Lithu- leader of the House during that period, and was
ania by a series of commercial and trade treaties. also a member of the War Cabinet. In 1919
Moreover, on Jan. 10, 1927, Latvia and Estonia he was the plenipotentiary to the Peace Consigned a draft convention for a ciutoms union ference. In the same year, he became Lord Privy
and general coordination of their economic and Seal and leader of the House, positions which he
social legislation.
resigned in 1921, along with the leadership of
LATTDER, STB HARRY MAcLENffAN (1870- the Unionist Party. In 1922 he headed the ConScottish singer and comedian ( see VOL. servative revolt from the Coalition Cabinet, con)
XITI), who was knighted in 1910. He is the tributed largely to the victory of the Conservative
author of Harry Lander's Loffio (1017) A Min- Party in October of that year, and was chosen
strel in Franco (1918) ; Roamin' in the Oloamin', Prime Minister.
II c resigned on account of ill
an autobiography ( 1928 ) .
health in May, 1923, and died on October 3D of
COITFEBEITOE A3STD the same year.
TREATY. See PEACE CONFERENCE AND
LAW, INTERNATIONAL. See BLOCKADE.
TREATIES; TURKEY, etc,
LAW, PROGRESS OF THE. Law may be said
I<A VALLfiE POTTSSIN*, CHARLES DE. See to be the totality of rules proscribed by the
VALISE PoirssiN, CHARLES DE LA.
proper authority for the regulation of society.
LAVEDA1T, l&'ve-diiN', HKNRT LtiON SMILE One of the inherent qualities of law is its
A French author, bout known for stability. There is a practical reason for the
(1859);
his plays (see VOL. XIII). Uis later works in- rigidity of positive law. The common law is
clude Lcs ffrandes heurcs (C voln., 1015-21); a barrier against arbitrary decisions of the
Dialogues de guerre (1916); La famille fran- judiciary. .Safety demands certainty in the ad$ai$e, a survey (1917); La Idle hisloire de ministration of law, but the doctrine of stare
(Jenevicve, a play (1919); a series entitled "Le dccisis and the form of precedent are not alone
chemin du saHit" which includes Irene Olette based upon the assumption that individualiza(1920), Oa^dias (1921), Panicau, (1923), and tion is unwise ; society postulates a body of legal
Madame Lcsoir (1925), all excepting the first rights and duties which are predictabie, vested
being in two volumes; Lydie (1921 ) ; Catherine interests which are determinablc and fixed.
It does not follow, however, that the law is a
(1922) ; Monsieur (tasters (1926), and Monsieur
Vincent (1928), the last three being plays. Ho static and unchangeable pictxire. Law must
sometimes wrote under the pseudonym of
possess a considerable degree of rigidity, but it
also possesses elasticity and adaptability in orcourt.
.
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individual activities by law are found in the
interpretation of the recent statutes passed by

New York and New Jersey.
New York, by statute, forbade

the resale of
theatre tickets at an advance of more than fifty
cents above the box-office price. This statute
was passed to protect the public against extortionate prices and was premised upon the assumption that a theatre was a place of public amusement, was affected with a public interest, and,
therefore, could be controlled in the matter of
the resale price of tickets.
This statute was declared unconstitutional
by the United States Supreme Court in 1927,
the majority judges denying the assertion that
a theatre was a public business and arguing
that the statute regulating the resale of tickets
in an enterprise fundamentally private could not
be constitutionally enacted. A strong dissent
by four justices emphasized the contrary view
that public opinion, crystalized into a statute,
should not be dismissed upon the shadowy ground
of liberty of contract.
Again'in 1928, a New Jersey statute, regulating the fees charged by employment agencies in
obtaining employment for applicants, was declared unconstitutional.
Here, also, the divergent views of the constitutionality of legislation
among the members of the Supreme Court may be
clearly noted. Mr. Justice Sutherland, writing
the opinion of the court, rejected the contention
that employment agencies are "affected with a
public interest." That abuses exist in the operation of these agencies was conceded, but these
evils, while sufficient to justify regulation of

all of

which have been declared to be constitu-

are modern illustrations of the lawful
invasion of the individual's property rights.
An interesting illustration of the const itutional,

This statute was passed authorizing the State to
order the owners of red cedar trees to cut the
same down, when infected with cedar-runt.
Cedar-rust is an infectious plant disease in the
form of a fungoid organism and originated in
cedar trees, without, however, injuring them.
The cedar-rust was transmitted to apple trees
and worked great damage. No provision was
made in the Virginia statute for compensating
the owner of the cedar trees for the full value
of the trees cut down.
The question considered by the United States
Supreme Court in construing the constitutionality

of

the

Virginia

cedar- rust

statute

was whether the State could destroy one
of

property

without

adequate

class

compensation

therefor, when the destruction was necessary to
protect another class of property. It appeared
that the apple trees of Virginia, in the judgment
of the Legislature, were of greater value to the
public than the cedar trees. The Supreme Court
decided that the preponderance of public interest
in the preservation of the apple trees carried
with it the necessary right to order the destruction of the cedar trees.
Another recent illustration of the power of
the legislature to qualify the property rights of
an individual is found in the zoning laws gener-

by municipal and town legislatures.
ordinance of the village of Euclid, Ohio,
excluded all industries from a certain area of
this village, without reference to their harmless
or harmful character. The Supreme Court of
the United States, reviewing this zoning law,
held that it was constitutional even though industries were totally excluded from a given ami
evils.
If tlie validity of the legislative
This' survey indicates that the predominant in the village.
view of the Supreme Court at the present time classification for zoning purposes is fairly de(1929) is to distinguish sharply between public batable, the legislative judgment will not be
and private business, to resist the entry of exces- disturbed by the courts. In the Euclid case, it
sive regulations in the border-line enterprises, is admittedly a difficult matter for the Supreme
and to enunciate as a controlling principle of con- Court to determine definitely that the exclusion
stitutional law the paramount right of indivi- of all industry from a given area is per
unuals to contract without meddlesome interference reasonable. This typical decision is in accord
with the general policy of the court H to uphold
by State or Federal governments.
Property Rights. The conservation of the zoning laws fixing the heights of buildings, the
right of property is clearly within the purview materials to be used, and the user of the buildof the due-process clause of the Constitution. ings after erection.
Problems of health and lire
This right, however, is not absolute, but may risk are inevitably involved in the erection of
be partially or even completely extinguished when these structures and are proper subject H for
the public interest requires it. The most strik- legislative action provided only that the
legislaing example of the relativity of property rights, tive action is not arbitrary or unreasonable.
the
of
eminent
be
Protection
the
Laws.
Th<
domain, may
Fourexcluding
right
Equal
of
noted in the operation of the Eighteenth Amend- teenth Amendment, in addition to its provision
ment prohibiting the manufacture and Rale of establishing and guaranteeing due process of
intoxicating liquors. This amendment automa- law, provides that all persons within the juristically prevented the use of property and in- diction of the State shall be accorded "equal
strumentalities for the forbidden purposes and protection of the laws." This important phrase
thereby materially lessened the value of these secures equal treatment to all persons in the
properties without compensation. Similar laws enjoyment of their rights and privileges
Equal
and statutes restricting or prohibiting the sale of protection does not prevent the State from
food products have been held to be constitutional
the
people according to
classifying portions of
since they were passed to safeguard the public their particular relations, but this classification
A familiar restriction is. the "blue sky" must be based upon some real difference which
health,
law which conditions the sale of securities with- separates the class affected from the other
out a State license. Laws regulating the height groups in the social order. This constitutional
of buildings, "zoning" laws, and ordinances pro- guarantee was originally incorporated to secure
hibiting or taxing the use of land for billboards, to the colored race, then recently emancipated;
agencies, would not permit regulation of the fees to be charged by these agencies.
Against this view, the minority of judges
stressed the necessities of the persons seeking
employment, their inability to bargain on equal
terms with the employment agencies, and the
prevalence of legislation seeking to correct these

employment

ally passed

A recent
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the complete enjoyment of their freedom, but
the Amendment is not confined to racial inWithin its original purpose may he
equalities.
noted the cases that consider the constitutionalof legislation which establishes separate
schools for white and colored children, separate
coaches and stations in railroad service. These
statutes have been validated on the ground that
equality of laws does not necessitate intermixture of the races socially, provided that both
races are given similar accommodations; but
when a State passed a law prohibiting a colored
person from buying property in a white district, and imposed the same restrictions upon a
white person purchasing property in a colored
section, the Supreme Court held that this provision, although aimed to lessen racial strife,
exceeded the power of the State and violated
the guarantee of equal protection of the laws.
Laws that classify distinct groups in the community are valid provided that the distinction
For instance,
is not arbitrary or unreasonable.
the State may pass special regulatory statutes
controlling insurance companies, banks, grain
Such legislation may imelevators, and mines.
pose various forms of licenses, different rates
of taxation, and varied modes of control without offending the equal protection clause. The
employer-employee relation has been especially
subject to particular legislation. Laws control
hours of labor, working conditions, and safety
appliances; but arbitrary discrimination will
be inhibited in industrial legislation. In a recent case, the Supreme Court held a statute of
Arizona to be unconstitutional which prohibited
the uso of injunctions in labor disputes, although a vigorous dissent to this decision was
registered by four justices.
Police Power of Government. The police
power inherent in government balances and limits the liberty of the citizen for the common
good. The boundary of the police power is
shadowy and uncertain. It sometimes includes
a consideration of the limits of legislative
power, sometimes a discussion of the conflict of
State and Federal authority, and frequently the
vague definition of the public welfare and individual right. Police power lies at the base
of all those laws which curtail the freedom of
contract, regulate the conduct of business, impose restrictions upon the use of property, and
protect the health and safeguard the morals of
the citizenry.
This necessary power of government is broad
and flexible. It was recently invoked to curb
the property rights of landlords during the

ity

housing shortage by the passage of emergency
rent legislation. Congress was exercising the
police power when it passed the temporary wage
scale for railroad employees in connection with
the Adamson Eight-Hour Law. The States also
are possessed of a similar power which the Federal government must respect within its proper
limits.
The dividing line between the State and
Federal police power is sometimes rather uncertain. The Congress may not, under the
guise of taxation or regulation of interstate
commerce! usurp the police power of the State.
An important application of this principle of
the separateneas of the police power may be seen
in the child-labor cases*. In these cases, Congress attempted to bar from interstate commerce in the first cane, and to tax in the second
cttBc, the products of child labor in the States.
Obviously, the primary purpose was not to reg-
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commerce or to tax, but simply to reach
out and to control interstate affairs. Both
statutes were declared to be unconstitutional
as an invasion of State sovereignty.
The strong stand of the Federal judiciary
against the covert entry and domination of
State business by Congressional acts is wise and
necessary. The palpable need of child-labor
ulate

laws is generally conceded; but the duality of
our scheme of government negatives the right
of Congress to infringe upon the reserved police
power of the States to accomplish a worthy end.
If this pronounced trend toward centralization

were to continue, local government would become a mere name. The Federal government
could through the extension of the power to regulate commerce virtually dominate the remote
activities of the State.
These excursions into
States' rights have reached the peak, and the
attitude of the Supreme Court gives support to
the belief that further encroachments will not
be successful.
The police power of the State, however, is not
without limits even in its local environment.

The exercise of the

police power must bear a tangible relation to the governmental power and a
due recognition of individual rights. Thus, a
State may lay a tax upon or forbid the manufacture and sale of obnoxious and harmful foods
such as oleomargarine, or the use of benzoate
of soda in non fermented beverages.
wide
latitude even to the
point of caprice has seemingly been allowed in State legislation; but
the line against excessive and arbitrary prohibition is still drawn, although the separation
is often difficult to define.
The German language cases, decided in 1023, illustrate the possible misuse of pojice power by the State. Several

A

States passed laws forbidding the instruction
in any foreign language of any children under
a certain age or school grade. Without questioning the power of the State to compel attendance and to make reasonable regulations
for all schools, the Supreme Court held that
the restriction was beyond the power of the*
State and violative of individual rights.
more extreme form of the same radical exercise
of State control is the Oregon Compulsory Public
School Law, which prohibits the instruction of
children between the ages of 8 and 16 in private
schools and compels attendance in public schools.
Supported by the attitude of the Supreme Court
in the German language cases, the United States
Supreme Court declared that the Oregon Compulsory School Law infringed upon the liberties
of the parents, invaded the property rights of the
private institutions affected, and usurped the
natural and inherent rights of parochial and
private schools to each. These laws indicate
in the field of State legislation a present tendency to strain the powers of sovereignty to
the breaking-point, and to transgress unduly
the reserved rights of the people in accordance
with the Bill of Rights, most of which are found
in the first 10 amendments to the Federal Con-

A

stitution.

The Eighteenth Amendment. The advent of
a national policy has presented
many important and original legal questions.
The Supreme Court upheld the validity of the
Eighteenth Amendment and the constitutionality of the National Prohibition Act which was
passed to enforce the Amendment*
The Eighteenth Amendment provides that
Congress and the several States shall ha,ve conprohibition as
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current power to enforce this Amendment by
appropriate legislation. Pursuant to this concurrent jurisdiction, many States passed local
enforcement laws. This dual administration of
prohibition raised the question whether an individual could be punished twice for the same
violation, once by the Federal and again by
State authorities. The question was answered
by the Supreme Court to the effect that the
Eighteenth Amendment was a limitation and
not a grant of power to the States, and that the
same act may be an offense against both the
State and Federal governments without offending the "double jeopardy" provision of the Fifth

Even the law of property, however, is not
wholly free from force of external changes in the
march of events. No longer can we say with
Blackstone that the rights of private property
cannot be invaded even for the general good of
the whole community. Property is losing its
individualistic coloring and is gradually becoming socialized. This does not portend the
overthrow of private property, but it indicates
rather the realization that the ownership of
property is a trusteeship in which society has a
latent interest. The owner of property is subject
to the control by the State in its acquisition,

Amendment.
Under section 21 of the National Prohibition
Act, any house, building, or place where intoxicat-

are

ing liquor

is

manufactured, sold, kept or bar-

tered, is declared to be a common nuisance, and
by section 22, the said nuisance may be abated
through the exercise of the "padlocking" power
of the courts.
Interesting questions have arisen
with reference to the extent of this padlocking
power against the landlord of a tenant who has
been convicted of violation of the National Prohibition Act. Generally stated, the courts -have
not hesitated to exercise the power of padlocking

against a landlord when he actually knew, or
ought to have known, that the leased premises
were being operated by his tenant in violation
of law. The tenor of the decisions indicates
that the landlord is under a duty to exercise
reasonable diligence in preventing the leased
premises from being used contrary to the provisions of the National Prohibition Act.
Again, under section 26 of the National Prohibition Act, any vehicle used in the transportation of intoxicating liquor may be seized.
Obviously, no difficulty arises in the lawful, seizure and 'sale of any vehicle owned by the person
violating the National Prohibition Act. Questions have arisen, however, with reference to the
right of the Government to seize and sell vehicles
owned by third persons. The trend of judicial
'decisions indicates that established innocence on
the part of the owner of the vehicle will be folOn the
lowed by a return of the vehicle to him.
other hand, if he colluded directly or indirectly
with the operator of the vehicle, no protection
will be offered to him simply because he did not
actively operate the vehicle at the time. Frequently, it appears that third persons, not the
owners of the vehicle, have .liens against it.
While the courts have not allowed these liens to
interfere with the sale of the vehicle being -used
in violation of the National Prohibition Act, the
lienors, acting in good faith, have been allowed to
obtain the amount of their liens out of the sale
price which was obtained for the vehicle by the
'

Government.
Property. The initiative, and enterprise of
man are dependent upon the recognition of his
right to the fruits of his labor, the privilege of
acquiring property from his accumulations and
the guarantee that the State will protect his
goods from unlawful aggression. Hence, property law has its proper place in the legal order.
In the development of the law of property,
changes are less frequent than in other branches.
There is manifest an emphasis upon certainty
and rigidity in the rules governing the acquisiThis
tion, enjoyment, and transfer of property.
stability is necessary in order that the legal
consequences of action concerning property may
be definitely determinate.

and disposition.

Charitable corporations
as to the quantity
of land which they may acquire; the use of
land is dependent upon the effects of such user
upon the public; and the disposition of property
is subject to stringent rules against entangling
provisions which tend to suspend its transferThe "dead-hand" influence is reprobated
ability.
by statutes which prohibit stipulations preventing alienation. These limitations are of ancient
use,

frequently

restricted

lineage, but their principle is visible in moro
recent extensions of the same fundamental prin-

ciple.

The shortage of homes, incident to the War,
resulted in the passage of emergency rent legislation which took from the owners the right to
fix the rental value of their properties and
transferred this property right to administrative boards with power to adjust controversies
between landlords and tenants. This power,
operating to diminish materially the rights of
ownership, was upheld as necessary in view of
the public need; but it was plainly limited to
the present emergency and the Supreme Court
.of the United States refused to continue its
provisions in the absence of proof thut the emergency still existed in the District of Columbia.
An event which is not without considerable
interest in the development of the law of property in America is the comprehensive and fundamental codification of the English property law.
This law aims at simplification and clarification
of property rights, reduces materially the number
and complexities of common-law estates, and
renders obsolete a great part of the daswie rules
of property.
It is symptomatic of the* general
recognition that the law has lagged behind Urn
progress of society and requires a thorough overhauling to bring it down to date. The suecesrt
of the English experiment will be followed with
interest in the United States and will probably
arouse American jurists to initiate similar reforms.
America is beginning to recognize the Imperative need for a readjustment of the property law
governing the descent ancl distribution of property.
typical illustration of the tendency to
.reform property laws is found in the report of
a commission appointed in New York in 1U27,
delegated with the duty of proposing changes
and drafting a law in the matter of the descent
and distribution of real and personal property.

A

This commission filed a report in 102B outlining
the following changes in the law of property:
,(1) The removal of distinction between real and
personal property, and the assimilation of a uniform plan for the inheritance and distribution
of real

and personal property. (2) Tho wuimtaiithe present dower right of the

tial increase of

widow and the elimination

of the exiHting in-

choate right of dower as a burdensome rcHtra&nt
on the conveyance of real property.
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In support of this general movement of reform,
to the end that the present distinctions between
real property and personal property may be
eliminated, it may be said that the present distinctions between real and personal property are
mainly based upon historical reasons no longer
important. Sound policy dictates that the property of an individual after death should pass to
definite beneficiaries without reference to the
character or kind of property so transferred.
Again, personal property has become more common with the expansion of credit and the purchase of stocks, bonds, and other securities by
the public. Land no longer constitutes the
major portion of inherited wealth. Hence, the
wisdom of treating all property, whether real
or personal, in accordance with similar rules of
descent is generally conceded and will make for
simplification and equality in the inheritance of
property in general.
Contracts. Social, economic, and commercial changes cause corresponding changes in
the branches of the law immediately affected.
In an era of expanding commerce and industrial
growth based upon credit and confidence, it is
inevitable that contracts should enter into a
majority of mercantile transactions. The preliminary agreement, the sale of goods, the conveyance of land, the issuance of instruments of
credit, the guarantee of payments, the formation of partnerships and corporations, all these
business relations necessitate the passing of
promises which form the central field of contract law. Due to the fluctuating problems of
commerce, the law of contracts discloses re-

newed signs of activity.
The 'fundamental questions of offer and acceptances consideration, and the like are being reopeiicd and debated in the light of modern business requirements. One of the litigated enigmas
of contracts is the definition of the real elements
of a promise which will render the promisor
Is it necessary
liable to the promisee.
for the promisee to give or to promise to give
an equivalent value to the promisor? Or is it
sufficient that the parties make a business bargain independent of the relative value of the

respective promises or acts? Or does it suffice
that a promise is made which is relied on by the
promisee without the promisor's assumption of

any affirmative obligation?

Those queries outline the conflicting theories
the nature of consideration. Dean Roscoe
Pound has styled them respectively as (1) the
equivalent theory, (2) the bargain theory, and
of

The leading
(3) the injurious-reliance theory.
theory today is the bargain theory, which validates all promises which arise out of a giveand-take bargain. Under this view, it is not
fatal that the more exacting requirements of
the equivalent theory arc missing; but there
is a perceptible effort being made by the courts
acto enlarge the scope of contractual
liability
cording to the mandates of the so-called injurious-reliance theory. Thirt latter theory may
Hwm to bo too idealistic in that it seeks to impose a liability for a promine which is not balanced by a corresponding promise from the other
party to the agreement; but it is predicated
upon the sound ethical doctrine that it is not
right for a man to violate his promises even
when they are gratuitous. Certainly, it is unfair to do so when the promisee acts upon the
uBfwwptiou that the promise will be fulfilled
and suffers damage by reason of his reliance.

Despite the undercurrent of support for the reliance theory, the prevalent definition of consideration includes the element of mutual undertakings by both parties.
Standardization of the law of contracts has
made appreciable progress in certain branches.
Insurance contracts have been made uniform
by legislation. Negotiable instruments, sales,
bills of lading, warehouse receipts, stock certificates, and partnerships have been subjects
which are governed by uniform acts in many
States. Ambitious attempts have been made in
a few States to reduce the whole field of contract law to a code; but the attempts have been
premature and generally unsuccessful. Codification must involve a restatement of the law;
and the difficulty is that one cannot restate that
which has not yet been definitely stated. The
conflicting theories must first be evaluated and
weighed before a complete code can be successful.
Torts.
tort has been defined as "a wrong
independent of contract." It may be said that
the law of torts embraces the liability of individuals for the invasion of the rights of others
when this liability is not based upon a contract.
It includes the invasion of noncontractual
rights of person and property, whether the transgression is willful or negligent. One of the
marks identifying a common-law tort has heretofore been the proof of some fault on the part
of the defendant. A tortious wrong connoted
a
no personal culpabilAvrongdper. Assuming
ity, no willful or negligent action or inaction,
the common-law rule was that there could be
no liability without fault. If the damage was
purely accidental, the maxim, damnum absque

A

injurid, applied.

Exceptions are being engrafted upon the cardinal principle of no liability without fault.
It is no longer true that
liability presupposes
a wrongdoer. Laws frequently impose absolute duties which eliminate the necessity of
proving fault as an ingredient.
typical ex-

A

ample

is

workmen's-compensation legislation,
now generally operative in the United States,
which fixes liability on the employer for injuries to his employees incurred in the course
of their employment. The absence of due care
of the employee or the absence of negligence on
the part of the employer are of no consequence.
The employer is an insurer and must reimburse
the injured employee. Apart from statutes,
many American courts have broken down the
common-law rule by holding that a person may
be liable for damages due to his keeping in-*
strumentalities which are inherently dangerous
if they escape.
If these agencies actually cause
damage, liability follows without any proof of
concurrent fault on the owner's part. Other
courts stubbornly resist the expansion of the
principle of liability without fault and assert
that

it is hostile

to the course of the

common

law.

The pragmatic school of jurisprudence, arguing for a sociological interpretation of law,
disputes the contention that liability should be
premised on fault. It is said that the correct
approach to the question of legal liability
should be the balancing of the whole circle of
conflicting social interests and the recognition
of the predominant claims of society. If social
progress and economic interests will be advanced <by the enlargement of individual responsibility, there is no barrier against the
consequent liability. The elevation of social
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prominent in the tenets of modern
legal philosophy, is a reaction against the rigid
interests,

individualism of the nineteenth century. It
has a proper place in the formulation of rules
of legal liability, but it is possible that, in our
zeal to promote the general welfare, we may unduly submerge the individual welfare. Excessive paternalism is just as dangerous as excessive individualism.
In the judgment of many,
we are rapidly approaching the danger point of
unwise and futile attempts to correct human
failings by the compulsion of law. So also it
may be suggested that the complete abandonment of the common-law principle of no liability without fault is fraught

with potential

harm.
It is generally stated that there is liability
there is fault accompanied by actual damage; but this proposition is sometimes debatable.
lively controversy exists regarding the
right to recover damages for mental fright due
to the negligent conduct of another when no direct physical impact is present.
Some courts
contest the existence of any right to recover
damages owing to the difficulty of tracing the
damage and the dangers of malingering and
If this practical objection can be
falsification.

when

A

removed,

it

is

arguable that the form of the

damage should not be an
dress.

Medical

science

is

obstacle to legal reprogressing to the

as a victim of environmental and hereditary
for the purpose of correcting criminal
tendencies in the individual by means of observation and treatment. These two trends to some
extent overlap and contradict one another.
Under the first, protection of society is deemed
more important than the correction of the criminal; under the second, the primary object is to
save the criminal from himself by study of criminal tendencies and the removal of the causes
which make for violation of the criminal laws.
At the present time, the tendency seems to be
to enact laws which increase the degree of punishment under the theory that severity of punishment stays the hand of the criminal.
typical
illustration of this development is found in
statutes which have been recently passed in New
traits

A

York, Vermont, North Dakota, California, and
New Jersey eliminating all judicial discretion
in the matter of sentences to be imposed on
criminals who have been guilty of four or more
major violations of criminal law. Recidivism,
or the lapse by the criminal into prior criminal
habits, is now recognized as a material factor
to be taken into consideration in fixing the
punishment for the particular crime committed
by the criminal. Under the modern application
of recidivism, it is frequently provided that
fourth offenders must be sentenced for life on the
theory that it is dangerous to society to permit
these individuals to be at large.
vigorous dissent is to be noted against the
policy of stringent criminal laws. This dissent
emanates from those criminologists who argue
that prevention of crime cannot be accomplished
by enhancing the severity of punishment; that
the true remedy lies in the reformation of the
criminal and the removal of the
temptation of
criminal violation by education, religious train-

point where it is possible to distinguish between
real and feigned nervous disorders. The result is noticeable in the gradual enlargement of
cases allowing recovery for fright negligently
or willfully caused by the defendant's conduct.
somewhat similar question arises when an
unborn child is alleged to have been injured by
the negligence of the defendant before birth.
Has the unborn child a right to sue for damages? The almost unanimous view of the ing, and home influence.
courts is that no recovery will be allowed. The
Investigations of the Bar. The truism that
practical objection is that it is impossible to the practice of the law is a profession, not a busiprove the source of the injuries. It is also ness, calls for the elimination of practices
said that the unborn child is not a legal entity recognized as
-permissible in the business world,
at the tirfce of the injury; but this treatment but
highly unethical in the confidential relation
of the child yet unborn as beyond the pale of of
attorney and client. Of late, the legal prolegal rights has been subject to established ex- fession has faced the realization that members
ceptions in the criminal law and the law of of the bar have been pursuing methods smacking
property. If the cause of the damage is certain of the market-place in an effort to obtain clienta.
and can be traced to the willful or negligent acts Ambulance
chasing, the hiring of runner H with
of another, it is somewhat artificial to find the the inevitable
sequence of fee-splitting, the manulaw protecting the property rights of an unborn facture and prosecution of
fake claims in neglichild, punishing criminally pre-natal killing of gence litigation,
perjured testimony all them*
the child, and denying a civil remedy to the evils have become more evident in recent
years.
child after birth.
While these practices have been strongly conLaw Beform. The progress of the law is demned by representatives
groups of the legal
indicated not only by the course of decisions and profession, no
appreciable steps have been taken
legislation, but also by movements to reform the to remove these
movement waB
shortcomings.
law which are visible in society.
study of law instituted in New York in 1928, originating in
reform serves two purposes: it portrays short- the Bar Association of the
metropolitan district,
comings in the administration of .the law, and it which culminated in a sweeping investigation of
discloses the tangible form of the proposed rem- so-called
ambulance chasing and attendant
edies.
Six major tendencies or agencies which evils. The
investigation was conducted by the
are destined to shape juristic development are judiciary on the
theory that attorneys, as officer*!
prominent at the present time: (1) Reform of of the court, were subject to the court in matters
criminal law; (2) investigation of the bar; (3)
concerning their professional conduct. A searchthe American Law Institute; (4) uniform State
ing inquiry followed and disclosed that the abovelegislation; (5) reformation, in legal education; mentioned evils were prevalent
among a restricted
and (0) law enforcement.
number of attorneys. Disbarment proceeding*
Reform of Criminal Law. There are two have followed the discovery of
unprofessional
notable trends visible in the reform of criminal
practices, and it is confidently expected that the
law: (1) The increased protection of
will bring about an
society result of the
from crime through the enactment of more increased senseinvestigation
of the responsibility of the bar to
laws
and
increased
in
stringent
matters the public as agents for the administration of
severity
of punishment, and (2) the study of the criminal

A

A

A

A

LAW

of law.
Jt is often difficult for lawyers to predict the outcome of lawsuits owing to the
multiplication of diverse and overlapping rules
and the inconsistent principles in different
States, and sometimes even in the same State.
Useless litigation is frequently the result of
this confusion, or the compromise of valid
claims. The remedy is to simplify and to clear
away the accumulated mass of contradictory
precedents; to make a new start by building up
a body of legal formulas that will restore the
power of predictability. The proposal is the-

oretically

sound, but its practical accomplish-

ment offers many difficulties.
The American Law Institute was formed to
face these problems and to attempt their soluThe object of the Institute is: "To promote the clarification and simplification of the
law and its better adaptation to social needs,
to secure the better administration of justice,
and to encourage and carry on scholarly and
scientific legal work."
Its members include the
leading judges, lawyers, and law teachers of
America, and in addition an active corps of
specialists who are assigned particular topics
of the law for intensive study. The perplexities of the task of restating the law in clearer
form are frankly admitted by the members of
the institute, bifE the need of the restatement
has inspired the organization to make every effort to insure the success of the work. The institute was formally organized at a meeting held
in Washington, Feb. 23, 1923. Many years must
elapse before the concrete results of this important reform can be definitely determined.
Uniform State Legislation. The work of
the National Conference on Uniform State Law
deserves special mention in the consideration of
reforms. This
conference,
legal
comprising
delegates from all the States, meets annually
for the purpose of promoting uniformity in
State laws. This is accomplished by the drafting, after careful study and analysis, of uniform
statutes covering particular parts of the law.
The acceptance of the drafts and their enactment by the State legislatures are purely voluntary, but the response, particularly in the field
of commercial law, has been gratifying. Since
these uniform acts contain many simplifications
in the common-law and statutory principles,
they have exercised considerable influence in
ameliorating and unifying American law.
Reformation in Legal Education. Law schools,
as the training centres of future lawyers, wield a
potent influence upon the moral and intellectual
calibre of the bench and bar. To appreciable degree, the standards of the lawyer and judge are
formulated during their law-school course. Agitation for the elevation of the scholastic requirements in the law schools is a result of this close
relation between legal education and legal prac*
tion.

The American Bar Association has recommended that the study of law should be preceded
by at least two years of college work. The proaroused some opposition on the ground that
posal
it would result in closing the doors of the law
tice.

school to ambitious students; but the majority of
tho profession accepted the validity of the recomxnewdation and the law schools, with few exceptions, are requiring this additional period of

study.
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The American Law Institute. One of the
most widely held criticisms of the law is its
present uncertainty and confusion of principles
which impede the 'orderly and exact application

Law

Enforcement. It cannot be doubted
that disregard of law and disobedience to law
have greatly increased in recent times. This
unfortunate situation is still increasing, if we
may judge by statistical proof and careful surveys of the times. In an attempt to determine
the causes and to find a remedy, the American
Bar Association appointed the Special Committee
on Law Enforcement. This committee sent out
a country-wide questionnaire to prominent members of the bar and bench. The collated answers point to many causes for this breakdown
of law enforcement: the demoralizing influence
of war, the passage of legislation which the
State cannot enforce, the spread of irreligion,
the disintegration of family life, political influence in the administration of justice, and the
tardiness and technicalities of legal processes.
These multiple and varied influences complicate the task of law enforcement. Indeed, it
may be safely stated that one of the primary
difficulties is that the law has gradually been
burdened with duties which properly should be,
and in the past have been, borne by other agencies ot social control.
There are limitations on
the efficacy of law as a means of rectifying and
leveling the inequalities and hardships of so-

The home, school, and church
cietal existence.
have their respective parts to perform in upholding the respect for authority and obedience
to law. If the home is invaded with the evils
of divorce, if the school fails to implant moral
principles in the youth, if the influence of the
church is weakened by internal dissension, it is
futile to transfer to the State the obligation of
social reformation.
There are, however, regions where the law has
failed to do its part. In the province of criminal law, we are in need of a general simplification of procedure and substantive law. The
law's delay is a potent factor in bringing about
the present distrust of law. Time is of the
essence in criminal and civil actions.
delay
in the establishment of rights or the punishment of crimes is often as fatal as their nullification or destruction. The English practice
combines speed and certainty in the detection
and trial of criminal offenses'. Its adoption
in America would result in considerable improvement in the direction of law enforcement.
The future development of law is problematical and doubtful.
There is abroad the settled
conviction that the law is approaching a critical stage which necessitates a thorough reorganization. It is a hopeful augury that the
legal profession recognizes the current shortcomings in the legal order and is offering concrete proposals to simplify and to clarify
juridical principles, but the cooperation and
support of the people are needed to restore and
sustain the orderly progress of law. The sanctity and primacy of law rest upon the willing
acquiescence and submission of the people,
their spirit of obedience to lawful authority,
no less than upon the successful installation of
the stated devices of law reform. The problem
for the future is not merely one 'of legal reformation; it also includes the preliminary and im-

A

portant task of social, domestic, industrial, and
In these larger spheres,
political purification.
the law can assist, but it alone cannot cure the
failings of

humankind*

LAWN" TENNIS.

LAWRENCE,

An

See TENNIS.

DAVID HEBBBRT (1885-

English novelist,

bom

).

at Eastwood, Netting-

LAWRENCE

ham. He attended the Nottingham High School,
and when 16 years old became a teacher. He
later matriculated at the Nottingham Day
Training College, and taught in London. Mr.
Lawrence's works are profound studies of the reactions of human nature. His numerous publications, include: Love Poems and Others (IQIB) ;
Tortoises (a creative animal study, 1921) ; Birds,
Beasts, and Flowers (poems, 1923) ; Amores
(poems, 1925) ; the plays The Widowing of Mrs.
Holroyd (1914); Touch and Go (1920); and
David (1926); the essays Twilight in Italy
(1916), Psychoanalysis and the Unconscious
(1921); Fantasia of the Unconscious (1922);
Studies in Classical American Literature (1923) ;
and Mornings in Mexico (1927) ; and the novels

The White Peacock (1811); Rons and Lovers
(1913); Women in Love (1921); Aaron's Rod
(1922); Kangaroo (1923); St. Mawr (1925);
The Plumed Serpent (1926); Glad Ghosts
(1926); The Woman Who Rode Away (1928);
Collected Poems (1929); and Pansies, poems
(1929).

THOMAS

LAWRENCE,

EDWARD

A

(1888-

British soldier, archaeologist and
author, and, since 1919, a research fellow of All
Souls College, Oxford. He was born in Wales,
educated at Jesus and Magdalen College, Oxford,
and went to Arabia, where he lived with the
tribesmen, to write an archaeological thesis.
After four years at the British Museum's excavation on the Euphrates, he joined the Secret
Service in Cairo (1914). When the Arabs revolted against Turkey (1915), he determined to
unite their forces with the British Army fighting
the Turks. He obtained permission to enter the
).

Hedjaz, where only Mohammedans were allowed, and became the director of the Arab revolt, although nominally only a friend of the
native chief Emir Feisal. Winning the confidence of the Arabs, he was able to unite the
tribes into an effective army, which contributed
greatly to the British succsscs against Turkey.
t

He was known

LEAD
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110 to $1,381,642; and the total income from
$134,527 to $496,328. Whereas the library in
1923-24 contained 42,892 volumes, it had attained 46,000 volumes in 1927-28. During the
period under review, a chapel with a seating

a new
capacity of 1600, a dormitory for women,
athletic field, and a gymnasium, under construction in 1928, were added to the equipment of the

departcollege; the campus was enlarged;
of business administration was merged
four
with
with the department of economics,
full-time teachers; a chair of Spanish was added
to the faculty; and a general museum and a hisThe scholartorical museum were established.
the

ment

ship funds were doubled during the years 192428 and by 1928 totaled approximately $100,000.
President, Henry Merritt Wriston, Ph.D., LL.D.
An American
).
LAWRIE, LEE (1877He was
sculptor, born in Rixdorf, Germany.
was edubrought to America in infancy and
cated at the public schools and Yale University
and studied sculpture under St. Gaudcns and
Martiny. He is a member of the National Soand 1927 was
ciety of Sculptors and in 1921
awarded gold medals by the American Institute*
His work includes the sculptural
of Architects.
United States Military
decorations in the

Academy at West

Point, reliefs and statues for

churches throughout the country, includfor the
ing the Church of Saint Vincent Ferrer,
large reredos of St. Thomas' Church, New York,
and the Harkness Memorial Tower and Archway, Yale University.
A
).
LAZZARI, lad'zd-re, SILVIO (1858French composer, born at Bozen, Switzerland.
He studied at the Paris Conservatoire under
Pranck and Guiraud. During 1885-94 he wrote
for various French journals advocating the cause

many

of Wagner. He later lived in Paria, devoting his
entire time to composition. On the occasion of
the world premiere of his Le tiauteriot (Chicago,
1918), he visited the United States. His other

works

the

include:

operas

Armor

(Prague,

and La Tour
de Feu (Paris, 1927); a pantomime, Lulu; a
(Paris, 1923); a symphonic
ballet, Melanis
poem, Effet de nuit; an orchestral suite, Impressions; Konzertstuck, for piano and orchestra
a string quartet, an octet for woodwind, arid a
violin sonata; piano pieces; choruses and son#.
of Iraq. He refused all honors, including a
LEA, FANNIE HEASLIP. See AGEE, FANNIE
peerage, and in his effort to shun publicity he HEASUP LEA.
served, under assumed names, in the air force
).
LEACOCK, STEPHEN BUTLER (ISO!)and in the tank corps, remaining in both until A Canadian writer and educator (HOC VOL.
his real name was discovered. With C. Leonard XIII
He continued as head of the department
Wooley, he wrote The Wilderness of Zin (1915), of political economy at McGill University. His
and Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities, Depart" later works include: Arcadian Adventures with
mcnt of Carchemish (2 vols., 1914-21), two the Idle Rich (1914); Moonbeams from the
archaeological reports. He alone wrote The Seven Larger Lunacy (1915); Essays and Literary
Pillars of Wisdom, for private circulation Studies (1916); Further Foolishness (1916);
(1926), and Revolt in the Desert, an account of Frenzied Fiction (1917); The Hohewsollcrns in
his Arabian adventure (1927).
Consult With America (1919) The Unsolved Riddle of Social
Lawrence in Arabia, by Lowell Thomas (1924), Justice (1920); Winsome Winnie (1920); My
and Lawrence and the Arabs, by Robert Ranke Discovery of England (1922); Over the FoolGraves, the poet (1927).
lights (1923)
College Days (1923) ; The Garden
"The Uncrowned King of
Arabia" and. was permitted to wear the curved
dagger of a native Mohammedan ruler. He was
the chief Arab representative at the Peace Conference (1919), and was adviser on Arabian affairs at the Colonial Office (1921-22), where he
had a great deal to do with making Feisal King
as

1898),

La Ltpreuse

(Paris, 1912),

;

) .

;

LAWRENCE

COLLEGE.

A

;

coeducational

institution comprising a college of liberal arts
and a conservatory of music, at Appleton, Wis.,
founded in 1846. The student enrollment increased during the years 1914-28 from 439 to
800 in the college, and from 175 to 525 in the
conservatory of music. The faculty during the
same period was increased from 47 to 85 members.
The endowment increased from $905,423
to $1,849,902; the value of the plant from $490,-

of Folly (1924); Winnowed Wisdom (1026);
Short Circuits (1928). Lc&cook's life in Makers of Canadian Literature (1923), was writtn
by Peter McArthur.
LEAD. Many changes and developments in

the lead industry have taken
place since 1914.
The industry was called upon during the World
War to supply lead for munitions, but the uses
of this metal in times of peace were far more
important and are constantly growing with the

LEAD

development of industry. In the order of their
importance in 1937, the industrial uses of lead
may be ranked as storage batteries, pigments,
cable covering, building, solder, ammunition,
bearing-metal, and

Lead
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foil.

produced in many countries of the
world (see table), but the principal sources of
supply are the United States, Mexico, Australia,
Spain, and Germany; and of these, the United
States easily leads. In the United States, Missouri, Utah, Idaho, and Oklahoma were the leading sources of production in 1927. Utah
increased its output considerably between 1924
and 1928, as a result of the new improvements in
is

selective flotation and ore-dressing practice, and
consequently displaced Idaho in second position
as a lead producer. The production estimates of
the U. S. Bureau of Mines for 1928, however, indicated that Idalio had regained its former position

Missouri and
comparatively free from silver, whereas the so-called
complex silver-lead-zinc ores come from Idaho,
Utah, and the "inter-mountain region of western
United States.
In 1913 the United States produced 462,460
short tons of primary lead from domestic and
foreign ores; in 1923, 628,517 short tons of primary lead were refined; in 1927 the output was
812,545 short tons, of which Missouri produced
210,366 tons; Utah, 155,199; and Idaho, 150,618.
The higher prices for lead recently prevailing
have stimulated production, and research work
has developed the selective flotation process to its
present high state of perfection and widespread
application. As a resutt of this new development, much lead is now recovered from ores that
in the past could not be treated profitably.
as, the

second producing State.

Oklahoma supply the

soft lead ores that are

PRODUCTION OF REFINED PRIMARY LEAD IN THE UNITED STATES
1919

1920

1921

1922

1923

1924

1925

1926

1927

1928

(Short

(Short

(Short

(Short

(Short

(Short

(Short

(Short

(Short

(Shert

(Short

tons)

tons)

tons)

tons)

tons)

tons)

tons)

tons)

tons)

tons)

tons)

1918
Domestic

desil-

verized lead

Domestic

282,024 208,701 220,327 187,962 185,191 291,760 299,343 345,429 366,413 378,889 346,199

faoft

lead

Domestic

210,4163 147,744 189,854 157,513 209,250 190,749 203,615 260,560 258,565 233,944 225,003
desil-

verized
lead

._

soft

47,418

Totals

67,938

66,668

52,747

74,305

W332

63,449

48,932

55,707

55,487

55,000

539,905 424,433 476,849 398,222 468,746 543,841 566,407 654,921 680,685 668,320 626,202

Foreign desilverized lead

100,290

57,787

52,808

50,367

63,916

74,481 124,086 112,048 118,256 128,210 154,869

Total refined
640,195 482,220 529,657 448,589 532,662 618,322 690,493 766,969 798,941 796,530 781,071
primary lead
Antimonial lead 18,579 13,874 12,535 10,064
8,075
14,190 20,787 19,667 22,524 24,347 33,058
*

Distribution in part estimated.

LEAD PRODUCTION OF THE WORLD
(Smelter production in metric tons)

*

From

official

JBstimated.

*
reports of countries unless otherwise denoted.
Exports.
*
a tfrom Bnff. Min. Jow,
Am. Bur. Metal Stall

fc

Including Upper Silesia.
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The production of red lead in the United
States reached a maximum of 42,550 short tons,
valued at $9,181,072 in 1926. The maximum for
white lead was 194,991 short tons in 1922, valued
at $35,513,395. The maximum output of litharge came in 1925, when a production of 86,546
tons, valued at $18,587,399, was recorded. The
year 1927 witnessed the maximum imports of lead
into the United States, when the total content
of lead in ore, base bullion, pigs, bars, and sheets,
reached 324,646,263 pounds.
LEAG-TTE OE NATIONS. The organization
and establishment of a definite agency of international cooperation designed to further concerted action both in the preservation of the future peace of the world and in the promotion of
general human welfare-fthe League of Nations
was the greatest constructive achievement of the
Peace Conference at Paris. For the origins of
this significant institution, one is obliged to seek
far beyond the council chamber of the Peace
Conference. However, for the present consideration, it is desirable without further introduction
to recall the First and Second Hague Peace
Conferences (1899, 1907) which to optimistically
minded pacifists seemed extremely auspicious
"the real beginning of an organized international
state,

with

its

capital in
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The Hague, with

its

regular congresses, with its statutes and codes,
with its permanent court of arbitration." Whey
infailed to perceive the essential anarchy
creasing tension of international relations, the
ominous forces of nationalism, imperialism, militarism, secret diplomacy, and systems of alliances potently operating to disrupt the state
system and to produce the most stupendous catastrophe in all history the great World War of
1914-18. The precipitation of this vast conflict
was a shock and a disillusionment, but to hundreds of thousands in the Allied countries, the
protracted struggle gradually took on the aspects
of a great and disinterested crusade for eternal
peace and righteousness. It became "the war to

aM

end war.*J^r
Statesmen in all the Allied countries from
time to time gave voice to idealistic pronouncements regarding war aims. Premier Asquith
spoke of a "real European partnership" and the
passing years witnessed ever-increasing cooperation on the part of the Entente governments. It
is safe to say that Anglo-American advocacy was
the moftt important* factor in promoting the definite formulation of the League concept. Colonel
House's (see HOUSE, EDWARD M.) famous prewar mission in 1914 for the furtherance of a
general agreement between the United States,
Great Britain, France, and Germany had in it
the germ of a world concert^of Powers and House

subsequently evolved into *a zealous and indefatigable champion of the League of Nations
ideal.

With the lessons of the Serajevo crisis fresh in
mind, Sir Edward Grey, British Foreign Minister, in numerous letters to House, emphasized
ceaselessly his belief that the future peace of
the world was contingent upon the substitution
of regular and permanent international conferences and concerted organization for the existing nationalistic anarchy. Most significant of
all, however, was the progressive espousal of the
project by President Woodrow Wilson. In December, 1914, he planned the negotiation of a general Pan-American pact for the preservation of
peace in the Western Hemisphere, the basic
formula of which should be "mutual guarantees

of political independence under republican form
of government and mutual guarantees of territorial integrity."

These

negotiations

continued through

and 1916, but never reached

fruition,

1915

largely

because the diplomatic crises with European
from
belligerents distracted Wilson's attention
American affairs; but these very crises, so destructive of any mythical concept of national
isolation, impressed upon him the r61e which
the United States might play in an association
of nations not merely American but world-wide
in character. Utilizing the substance of the
Grey-House discussions, the President, in a
stirring address before the American League to
Enforce Peace on May 27, 191C, laid down three
general principles which prefigured his international aims during subsequent years:
(I)
Every people has a right to choose the soversmall
The
live.
it
shall
(2)
eignty under which
states of the world have a right to enjoy the
their
same respect for
sovereignty and for their
territorial integrity that great and powerful nations expect and insist upon.
(3) The world
has a right to be free from every disturbance
of its peace that has its origin in aggression
and disregard of the rights of peoples and nations.

Here was Wilson's fundamental creed enunciated a year before America intervened in the
great World War; his subsequent addresses represented merely the elaboration and refinement
In his note of Dec. 18, 1910, sugof details.
gesting that the belligerents state their peace
conditions, he intimated that "a concert of nations immediately practicable" should be the
chief purpose of a settlement.
Speaking before
the United States Senate on Jan. 22, 1918,
he advocated "a covenant of cooperative peace"
and demanded the replacement of the old system
of alliances by a general concert of Powers.
His War Message of Apr. 2, 1917, emphasized
American determination to fight for a "universal dominion of right by such a concert of
free peoples" as should bring peace and safety
to all nations,
The project for a league was incorporated in
his address of Jan. 8, 1918, as the Fourteenth
Point, viz., "a general association of nations
must be formed under specific covenants for the
purpose of affording guarantees of political independence and territorial integrity to great and
small states alike." Reiterated in an address
of July 4, 1918, President Wilson's advocacy of
the project reached its war-time culmination in
his address of Sept. 27, 1918, when he insisted
that a league of nations would be an "indispensable instrumentality" of a secure and lasting peace and must constitute "the most essential part of the peace settlement itself." At
the time of the Armistice, this stipulation,
among others, was accepted by Germany and by
the Entente Powers as a legal basis for subsequent negotiations. The President's momentous
resolution to attend the Peace Conference in
person expressed his unswerving determination
that a league should be created.
President Wilson waited long before proceeding to anything like a draft of the frame work
of the proposed league.
Nevertheless, organizations such as the American League to Enforce
Peace and the British League of Nations Association had
long been engaged in drawing up
plans for keeping the, peace* Men like exPresident Taft, Elihu Root, Lord Robert Cecil,
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and Lord Bryce had given the matter

careful
consideration, examining with a fresh interest
the famous schemes propounded in previous centuries by Pierre du Bois, St. Thomas Aquinas,
^

Marsiglio of Padua, King Henry IV, the Quaker,
William Penn, the Abbe" St. Pierre, the philosopher,

Immanuel Kant, Czar Alexander

I,

and

others. In September, 1917, Lord Robert Cecil
wrote to Colonel House suggesting that the time
had come to appoint a commission to study
feasible plans; but Wilson discountenanced the
proposition and during the winter of 1917-1918
no official steps were taken to institute public

discussion that might crystallize opinion upon
the character of the proposed league; but after
his famous Fourteen Points pronunciamento,
Wilson, though asserting his personal conviction
"that the administrative constitution of the

League must grow and not be made," finally
commissioned House to discuss the elements of
a league with the most eminent of its American
proponents Taft, Root, and the distinguished
university executives, Butler and Lowell.
meantime, the British government,
largely under the stimulus of Lord Robert Cecil,
had taken the definite step of appointing a committee, headed by Sir Walter Phillimore, to
inquire, from a judicial and historical point of
view, into the various schemes for establishing,
by means of a league of nations or other device,
some alternative to war as a method of settling
international disputes. The Phillimore Committee submitted a draft convention on Mar. 20,
1918, outlining a plan pledging each of the Allied
states not to go to war with another Allied state
without previously submitting the matter in
dispute to arbitration or to a conference. Any
In

the

covenant-breaking state would ipso facto be at
Allied states, which should
be bound to take jointly and severally all such

war with the other

measures military, naval, financial, and economic as might best avail to punish the breach

Provision was likewise made for
with or between outside
states, which also might apply for admission to
the League. The Convention of the League was
automatically to abrogate all treaty obligations
inter se inconsistent with its terms. Thus, the
Phillimoro plan, despite its limitations, foreshadowed much of the substance of the final
covenant.
A short time later, on June 8, 1918, a French
government committee under the chairmanship
of Lgon Bourgeois reported a draft essentially
similar to that which was subsequently introduced by the French at the Peace Conference.
It provided for an annual International Council,
and a permanent committee or secretariat. Juridical disputes were to go to the International
Tribunal, other disputes to the Council. Diplomatic, juridical, and economic sanctions were
provided and the decisions of both the Tribunal
and the Council were to be enforced, if need be,
by joint economic, military, and naval measures.
The forces of the League were to consist of contingents supplied by member states, and were to
be under a permanent international military
This report was sent to both the British
staff.
.and American governments.
Wheu President Wilson received a copy of the
Phillimore plan, he was absorbed in other problems and therefore requested 'Colonel House to
consider and rewrite the proposed constitution.
With some assistance from David Hunter Miller
and Sir William Wiseman, Colonel House drafted
of covenant.

handling

disputes
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his own lines, though incorporating several of the salient provisions of the
Phillimore plan, and dispatched it to the President on July 16. Colonel House's plan provided
for a more elaborate organization of League
machinery, including not merely a conference of
delegates, but a secretariat and an international
court. The sanction of physical force was
omitted in favor of recourse to blockade' or

a covenant along

economic

coercion.

A

mutual guarantee of

definite though flexible
territorial integrity and

was incorporated, and the
League was also to have the function of assuring
peace through limitation of armament. Wilson
approved the House draft almost in its entirety,
but when rearranging and revising it in his own
first draft, he conspicuously omitted the international court and restored the sanction of physical force.
After discussing the revision with
House in August, 1918, the President, though
continuing his public advocacy of the League
principle, seems to have let the matter of draftpolitical independence

ing a definite constitution rest until after the
Armistice. In fact, he systematically and successfully opposed all efforts ('e.g., those of the
British government) to transfer discussion of
the specific details of a covenant to the forum
of general public opinion.

Once on board the George Washington en route
to Europe, Wilson resumed consideration of the
problem, announcing himsolf (Dec. 10, 1918) in
favor of League control of territories conquered
from the enemy. After his arrival in Paris, the
President received, but was wholly uninfluenced

by, certain suggestions from Ms Secretary of
State, Robert Lansing, who championed the theoretical equality of all states and favored legalistic methods of settling international disputes.

More important were two new

projects, both
British and based in large degree upon the
Phillimore report, but each with characteristic
features of its own one by General Smuts of
South Africa and the other by Lord Robert Cecil.

Profoundly impressed by Smuts's. plan, which
was expounded in a brilliant pamphlet, Wilson
utilized it in revising his own, taking over a
whole new scheme of organization establishing
a smaller executive council in addition to the
general conference and secretariat embodied in
previous plans, more definite ideas concerning
limitation of armament, arbitration and its
guarantees, and also a definite mandatory system
for the supervision and control of conquered territory.

The Inter-Allied Labor and Socialist proof February, 1918, had looked forward

gramme

to the international administration of all coloempires, but Smuts, to whose- mind the

nial

mandatory concept had thus been suggested,
limited its scope to territories dismembered from
the Russian, Hapsburg, arid Ottoman empires.
Wilson, attracted to the central idea which had
such deep roots in historic American policy (e.g.,
Cuba), advocated

German

its

application to the former

colonies.

Cecil's plan, which proposed domination of
activities by an executive council composed exclusively of the Great Powers, did not

League

much influence the President, but powerful
currents of world opinion represented by the
labor movement and Jewish propaganda caused
Wilson to insert in his second draft provisions
according more recognition to the interests of
labor in the determination of world affairs and
requiring all new states to grant equal rights to
so
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(January 27) which was then subsequently revised by the legal advisers of the two delegaThis so-called Hurst-Miller draft, though
tions.
wholly satisfactory to neither side, provided a
broad basis of agreement between them. Wilson,
it is true, prepared (February 2) a fourth draft
of his own, but owing to opposition from Lord
Cecil, this draft failed to supersede the compromise.
"Practically nothing

not a single idea

in the

Covenant of the League was original with the
President. His relation to it was mainly that
of editor or compiler, selecting or rejecting, recasting or combining the projects that came in
to 'him from other sources. He had two great
basic convictions, that a League of Nations was
it must be brought into immedinecessary; that
5'
ate existence,
Thus wrote K. S. Baker in

Woodrow Wilson end World

Settlement

(vbl

i,

1922, p. 214).

In December, 1918, Premier Clemenceau of
France had openly expressed his desire to retain
the old system of alliances; at the same time,

Winston

Churchill,
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their "racial or national minorities." In compliance with Wilson's request, this second draft,
when printed and circulated on Jan. 10, 1919,
brought forth a number of comments and criticisms, some of which (e.g., those submitted by
General Bliss and David Hunter Miller) impelled him to prepare a new revised draft completed on January 20. Certain vital differences
between this third Wilsonian draft and an official plan transmitted to him from the British
delegation, led to a collation of the two into a
compact plan by D. H. Miller and Lord Cecil

of

the

British

,

cabinet,

mouthpiece of reactionary militarism had declared that the League -was no substitute for
British sea power. At Paris, most of the Allied
Powers, including Japan, wanted the territorial,
military, and economic settlements made first and
in accordance with the provisions of the old
secret treaties, before any attempt should be
made to set up the League. The French, in listing the subjects to be considered by the conferWilson, warmly
ence, placed the League last.
supported by Cecil and Smuts of the British delefirst
that a League
it
and
insisted
gation, placed
of Nations should be made "an integral part of
the general treaty of peace."
resolution to
that effect; passed by the Council of Ten on January 22, was accepted by the second plenary
session three days later, and a commission was
appointed, composed of two representatives from
each of the five great Powers (United States,
Great Britain, France, Italy, and Japan) and one
from each of the five, later nine, small powers
(Serbia,
China, Brazil, Portugal, Belgium,
Chechoslovakia, Poland, Greece, and Rumania).
President Wilson became chairman of this commission, the membership of which, as ultimately
constituted, embraced such leaders as Premier

A

should execute the decisions of the League and
supervise all military affairs including reduction
of armaments. The Italians opposed any attempt to incorporate a provision for the abolition of conscription. The Japanese, supported
in this sole instance by the Chinese, insisted upon
of racial
explicit recognition of the principle
equality. Both the French and the Japanese
suggestions were rejected as was likewise a religious toleration clause sponsored by Wilson, the
most important single alteration being the reinsertion of an article calling for the establishment of a Permanent Court of International
Justice. A complete tentative draft of the covenant was submitted to the third plenary session
of the conference on February 14 and adopted
unanimously.
Meanwhile, a keen struggle in the Council of
Ten (January 23-30) had resulted in the reluctant acceptance of a resolution providing for
the application of League mandates to the administration of former German colonies rather
than cessions in absolute sovereignty as demanded by the British, French, Italians, and
Japanese.
The battle over the League was by no means
at an end. During Wilson's absence from Paris
in late February and early March, the projoe t
was necessarily in abeyance, though by no means
side-tracked as has been alleged. While in
America, the President became acquainted at
first hand with Senatorial opposition to the
Covenant, and after consulting with his Democratic advisers and certain leading pro-League
Republicans including Taft, Root, and Lowell,
he returned to Paris determined to secure throe
amendments designed to cover American criticism. They embraced: (1 ) Specific recognition of
the Monroe Doctrine.
(2) Provision for voluntary withdrawal of any state (e.g., America)
from the League upon stipulated notice. (#)
Specific exclusion of domestic questions from the

purview of League activity.
Arriving at Paris, March 14, Wilson quickly repudiated a project which had gained ground during his absence, to impose preliminary general
peace terms upon the enemy without immediately

establishing the Leaguo. On March 1H, in conference with Lord Cecil, he agrocd upon certain
changes in the covenant. On March 20 and 21,
a sub-eomniittee of the League of Nation** Commission held meetings with the repreneiitu liven
of 13 neutral Powers to <HMCUHH the Covenant,
the, restilt being a number of proposed textual

amendments.

The

full

commission resumed HH

deliberations from March 22 to April 3 1, holding
five night sessions during the moat critical
period
of the Peace Conference. See PEACE CONFERKNC'B

AND TREATIES.

V

Wilson
desire to have the Covenant altered
in accordance with American interest**
reopened
the former
struggle with French and Japanese
over the respective plans for an international
military organization and recognition of racial
Even the British (with certain exequality.
ceptions) opposed specific mention of the Monroe
Doctrine, but they were eventually won over

Orlando of Italy, Baron Makino of Japan, Cecil
of the British Empire, Hoxise of the
United States, Bourgeois and Larnaudi of
France, Vemzelos of Greece, Hymans of Belgium,
and Wellington Koo of China. Using the HurstMiller compromise plan as a basis of discussion and,
through a personal understanding with
in preference to drafts submitted
by the French Clemenceau over other French claims beforo tlie
and Italians, respectively, the commission held conference, Wilson secured sufficusnt
baekwg to
ten meetings, February 3-10.
have his amendments adopted and the French
The French desperately endeavored to convert and Japanese
proposals rejected. Revision of
the
projected league into a buttress of French t.he Covenant being thus finally completed by the
security by advocating an international army commission on April 28, it was
accepted by the
directed by an international general staff which fourth
plenary session for subsequent ineorpora-

and Smuts
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but without avail.

On June

28, 1919,
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tion as the first section in each of the major
treaties of peace.
When the tentative terms of peace were submitted to the Germans at Versailles (May 7),
they proceeded among other things to formulate
(May 9) an alternative project for a league of
nations with an elaborate machinery for mediation, arbitration, and adjudication of disputes.
Its membership, they contended, should embrace
all the recent belligerent Powers, as well as
After careful consideraeligible neutral states.
tion by a committee, this counter plan was
rejected by the Allies (May 22). Again on May
29, the German delegation protested vigorously
against the proposed non-admission of Germany,

was signed

the

epoch-making Treaty of Versailles formally
embodying the Covenant of the League of Nations.

The Covenant of the League of Nations as
thus framed was a comparatively brief document
sotting forth in 26 articles the rights, obligaand privileges of the member states. The
32 Allied and Associated Powers convened at
Paris (see PEACE CONFERENCE AND TREATIES),
of which the United States, Ecuador, and Hedjaz alone subsequently refused to join, were
designated as original members, and 13 neutral
states, viz., Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Denmark, the Netherlands, Norway, Paraguay, Persia, Salvador, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and
Venezuela, were invited immediately to acceed
to the Covenant. The desire of the British and
Americans forthwith to admit the enemy Powers
was frustrated by the opposition of France and
Belgium. Certain other states notably Russia
and Mexico whose governments had not been
formally recognized by the Powers generally,
were also temporarily excluded. Provision was
made for the admission of any fully selfgoverning state, dominion, or colony as a new
member by a two-thirds vote of the General
Assembly of the League, and for the withdrawal
from the League of any member on t^vyo years'
notice, "provided that all its international obtions,

and all its obligations under this
Covenant shall have been fulfilled." In accordance with the former provisions, Austria and
Bulgaria, as wtll aw Finland, Luxemburg, Costa
Rica, and Albania were admitted to membership
in December, 1020; Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania in September, 1921; Hungary in September, 1022; AbyHsmia and the Irish Free State
in 1023; the Dominican Republic in 1924; and
(termany in 1020.
ligations

In accordance with the latter provision, Costa
Rica on Dec. 24, 1924, announced an inten*
tion to withdraw, effective Dec. 31, 1926,
During 1028 steps were taken to induce her to
reverse this decision. Brazil, likewise, gave
notice effective June 13, 1028, of her withdrawal
though ntill professing devoted collaboration
with the League. Spain gave notice on Sept.
II, 1020, but before it became effective was induced (March, 1028) t'o rescind her decision.
other principal sovereign states still out'I he
Hide the League in July, 1029, were Afghanistan,
Kcuador, Kgypt, Mexico, Sultanate of Nejd.
Turkey, Union of Socialist Soviet Republics, and
the United States. All of these states, however,
or committees
participated in specific conferences
of the League and frequently responded to invitations to accede to its international conventions.
Throo organs of administration and control
and one judicial organ were to be established;

namely, an Assembly, a Council, a Permanent
Secretariat, and a Permanent Court of International Justice. The Assembly was to meet at
stated intervals at the seat of the League and
was empowered to deal with any matter within
the purview of the Covenant, each member state,
including the British Dominions, being entitled
to only one vote in its meetings though privileged to send at most three representatives.
The Council, as originally provided, was to
consist of representatives of nine states comfive
first,
prising,
permanent members the
United States, the British Empire, France,
Italy, and Japan and secondly, four others to
be selected or superseded by the Assembly "from
time to time at its discretion, " tlie first non-

permanent members being provisionally desigby the Covenant as Belgium, Brazil,
Spain, and Greece. Each state represented
on the Council was to have one delegate
and only one vote. Additions to either of
the two classes of members permanent and nonperrnanent might be made by the Couiicil if
such action secured the approval of the Assembly, and it was also stipulated that any member
of the League might be represented at meetings
of the Council whenever any matter specifically
affecting its interest should come up for consideration.
Parties to disputes were to have no
vote, however, and decisions by the Council
normally had to be unanimous. The Permanent
Secretariat, comprising a secretary general and
such secretaries and staff as might be required,
nated

was

to-be established at Geneva, the first seat of
the League.
The purposes of the League as set forth in the
preamble to the Covenant were "to promote international cooperation, and to achieve international peace and security." The Covenant
embodied pointed endeavors to mitigate or eliminate the general forces alluded to above as
operating to cause wars in the state system,
namely, nationalism, militarism, imperialism, secret diplomacy, and systems of alliances, and
also to provide agencies for the settlement of
To this end,
specific disputes between nations.
the signatory Powers pledged themselves (Art.
10) "to respect and preserve as against external aggression the territorial integrity and
existing political independence of all members
of the League." The members of the League
recognized that the maintenance of peace required the "reduction of national armaments to
the lowest point consistent with national safety
and the enforcement by common action of international obligations." To the Council was
instrusted the important function of formulating
decennial plans for the reduction of armaments,
which having once been accepted by the particular governments concerned were not to be
changed without the consent of the Council. The
Council also was empowered to suggest means
for preventing the evils attendant upon the
.'

manufacture by private enterprise of munitions
and implements of war. Members of the Leagjue
undertook to interchange full and frank information as to the scale of their armaments
and their military, naval, and aeronautical pro.

grammes.

Any war

or threat of war, whether directly

not, was declared to
be a matter of concern to the whole League;
and at the request of any member, a meeting of
the Council should be summoned forthwith. Each
member possessed the friendly right of calling

affecting

any member or
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the attention of the Assembly or of the Council tration of international areas, such as the Saar
any circumstance threatening international Basin and the Free City of Danzig and the conas those in North
peace or good understanding. Members of the duct of certain plebiscites, such
and
League were pledged to submit all potentially Schleswig, Allenstein and Marienwerder,
dangerous disputes, which could not be satis- Upper Silesia, which are discussed under their
factorily settled by diplomacy, either to arbi- respective heads.
Members of the League pledged themselves
tration or to inquiry by the Council and in no
case to resort to war until three months after to cooperate in the reciprocal establishment of
the award of the arbitrator or the report of freedom of transit and equitable treatment for
the Council. The Permanent Court of Inter- commerce, in the improvement of labor condinational Justice, for whose establishment pro- tions, the international prevention of disease
vision was made, was to be endowed with power and mitigation of suffering, the suppression of
to determine any international dispute sub- the arms traffic, the traffic in women and chilmitted to it by the contestants and also give dren, and in opium and other dangerous drugs.
an advisory opinion on any matter referred to To the League were to be transferred all interit by the Council or by the Assembly.
Danger- national bureaus and commissions. Provision
ous "disputes not settled by diplomacy, or sub- was made for the amendment of the Covenant
mitted to arbitration, were to be referred to at any time by a unanimous vote of the Counthe Council or through it to the Assembly, and cil and by a majority of the Assembly, though
the somewhat faulty drafting of the Covenant
if all efforts at conciliation failed, the facts and
recommendations were to be published. Mem- was manifested by omission of any reference
bers obligated themselves not to go to war with to ratifications.
The League of Nations formally came into
the party to the dispute which accepted the sugwith the exchange of
gestion of the conciliating agency, but any existence on Jan. 10, 1920,
member resorting to war in violation of its cove- ratifications of the Treaty of Versailles. Durnants was ipso facto to be deemed to have com- ing its early years, League activities developed
Establishment,
(1)
mitted an act of war against all other members, along three main lines:
who bound themselves immediately to sever all operation, and development of its organs of ad(2) The promotion
commercial, financial, and personal relations ministration and control.
(3) The parwith the nationals of the covenant-breaking of general international welfare.
state and to prevent any intercourse between tial elimination of general causes of war and the
that state and any other state whether a mem- attempted solution of certain specific disputes
ber of the League or not. The Council was in- arising between nations.
vested with the duty of recommending what
Development of Organs of Control. First
effective contribution each member of the League convened on Jan. 16, 1920, the Council up to
should contribute to the armed forces to be June, 1929, held 55 sessions in various places
used to protect the covenants of the League. though customarily at Geneva. Official rules of
In the event of a dispute between a member procedure were early adopted and the Council
of the League and an outside state, or between rapidly demonstrated itself to be a lloxiblc organ
two or more nonmember states, the League was of action well adapted to the requirements of a
to offer its services; and if the invitation should constantly changing situation. Starting- with
be rejected and a member of the League at- three items in the first session, the Council
tacked, all other members were to come to its handled some 2400 items up to 1928. In 1922,
with the subsequent approval of the Assembly,
aid.
The Covenant expressly affirmed the validity the Council increased its noiipermaueut memberof international engagements, such as treaties ship from four to six states, and in 1926 from
of arbitration or regional understandings like six to nine. Germany was accorded a permanent
the Monroe Doctrine, for securing the main- seat upon its admission to the League in 1920,
tenance of peace, but all other obligations or so that in 1929 there were five permanent memunderstandings inconsistent with the terms of bers (a permanent place is reserved for the
the Covenant were to be abrogated, the Assembly United States under the Covenant and another M
being empowered to advise the reconsideration probably available for the Soviet Union) and
nine nonpermanent members.
of treaties which had become inapplicable.
At first, it was the practice of the Assembly
blow was dealt to secret diplomacy by the requirement that henceforth every new treaty to elect its representatives to the Council
or international engagement should be forthwith annually though the same states might be r<sregistered with the Secretariat and published by elected indefinitely. After an amendment to
Art. 4, par. 2 of the Covenant, which became
it; and no such pact was to be considered bindeffective July 29, 1926, the Seventh Assembly
ing until so registered.
As territorial greed and colonial rivalries had proceeded in September of that year to adopt a
been prolific causes of war in the past, the new set of rules whereby three of the (now)
Covenant provided a new system for controlling nine nonpermanent members were to be elected
the German colonies and dismembered portions each year to serve normally for three years and
of the Turkish Empire, which were not to be then to be ineligible for an equivalent period undivided among the victor's as spoils but admin- less the disability be removed by a two-thirds
istered as sacred trusts of civilization for the majority of the Assembly which in any case
benefit of the peoples concerned. The various reserved full power to make a sweeping change
areas were to be intrusted to various members of all nine in any one election. The states
of the League under mandates prescribing the which have served are as follows, the asterisk indegree and kind of authority that they might dicating the nine members in August, 1929 : Bel*
exercise, guaranteeing certain rights to the gium (1926-28); Brazil (1920-20);
Canada
* Chile
natives and requiring annual reports from the
(1920-29);
(1026-29); China (1921-23,
mandatories. In other ways, the League was in- 1926-28); Colombia (1926-28); * Cuba (1927*
Czechoslovakia
Finland
extricably interwoven with the general peace 30 ) ;
( 1924-27 ) ;
settlement. To it were intrusted the adminis(1927-30); Greece (1920); Netherlands (1U26to

A
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and

*

Persia

(1028-31);

*
reeligible;

*

Poland
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(1926-29,

Rumania (1926-29); Salvador

(1920-26, 1928-31, and reSweden (1923-26); Uruguay (1923-

(192H-27);
eligible);

*

Spain

Venezuela (1928-31). In August, 1923,
Council decided that henceforth regular
meetings would be held quarterly in December,
March, June, and just prior to the annual meeting of the Assembly. Since 1926 the AugustSeptember meeting has split into two sessions,
the Council reorganizing after the election of
nonpermanent members by the Assembly.
The First Assembly, summoned by Woodrow
Wilson as authorized in the Covenant, met at

26);
the

Geneva on Nov. 15, 1920, its session lasting until
December 18, with 41 states represented. Henceforth, regular meetings were held annually in
September and one special session was held in
March, 1926, to consider Germany's admission
to the League (see below). Though not possessing the flexibility and initiative of the Council,
the Assembly came to occupy a place of considerable importance in the League. Its membership embraced men of experience in public
affairs, often endowed with keen powers of
criticism and in some cases real constructive
ability
premiers, foreign ministers, members of
parliaments and diplomatic corps. By prescription in the Covenant and by practice, the Assembly came to perform three duties exclusive to it,
i.e., passing the annual budget, admitting new
nfcmberfl, and electing
of the Council. By an

nant, Art.

nonpermanent members

amendment

to the Cove-

par. 5, effective Aug. 13, 1924, the
Assembly was to decide upon the proportion of
the expenses of the League to be born by each
member. The League budget for 1929 totaled
27,020,280 gold francs. Annual reports of the
work of tho Council and Secretariat, submitted to the Assembly for review, criticism, and
approval, elicited discussions constituting an extremely useful appraisal of international progress and a challenging symposium of world
opinion upon important questions. Indeed, the
centre of gravity in the League slowly shifted
from the Council to the Assembly with broaden6,

ing democratic consequences.
.By an annex to the original Covenant, Sir
James Jflric Drummond of Great Britain was
named first Secretary General and during the
next decade an elaborate but highly efficient and
flexible Secretariat was developed under his direction.
The Secretariat was charged with the task
not only of preparing' the work and executing
the decisions of the Council and Assembly, but
also of placing at their disposal extensive, detailed, specific, and up-to-date information upon
the various topics and problems confronting one
or the other. An admirable organization was
developed to direct the multifarious and
intricate activities falling

under

its supervision,

the Secretariat being divided into various technical sections and administrative services with
a technical staff of about 475 men and women
experts drawn from some 40 nationalities. These
members of the Secretariat acted in an international capacity and were not in any sense
representatives of their own country.

Commencing with a treaty filed by Denmark,
Norway, and Sweden on July 5, 1920, the secretariat had registered 2000 treaties by May, 1929.
The League's Treaty Series, to which the United
States government likewise in the course of time,
decided to send its international engagements,
thus became a vast compendium of the new in-
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ternational law and organization of the world.
About 500 public and private international
agencies and commissions also had been, placed
under the segis of the League.
In February, 1920, an advisory commission of
12 eminent international jurists was appointed
by the Council to draft a statute organizing the
Permanent Court of International Justice authorized by the Covenant (Art. 14). With
the exception of the provision for obligatory
jurisdiction and certain minor details, their report was approved by the Council during the
summer of 1920 and adopted by the Assembly
at its first meeting. Thirty-six nations made a
futile effort to secure compulsory jurisdiction
for the new court, but the Great Powers refused to engage themselves to submit all justiciable disputes thereto, although subsequently
numerous smaller states signed an additional
optional clause for compulsory jurisdiction, or
entered into mutual agreements to that effort.
"The jurisdiction of the Court," ran Art. 36
of the statute creating it, "comprises all cases
which the parties refer to it and all matters
specially provided for in the Treaties and
Conventions in force." The new court was designed to be an impartial, permanent judicial
organ, capable of settling international disputes of a purely legal character without the
intrusion of political considerations. It was not
intended to duplicate or supersede the Court of
Arbitration created by the First Hague Peace
Conference (1899). The two courts continued
to exist side by side, the old court having the
function of arbitrating a difficulty, tlie new
one, the function of deciding what law applied
in any given case. It was not intended, as
were the Council and Assembly, to devise ar-

rangements, adjustments, and compromises as a
method of harmonizing conflicts between states,
but simply to interpret, explain, and apply international laws and conventions. Following a
suggestion made by Mr. Root of the United
States, the statute provided for the election of
judges for a term of nine years by an absolute
majority in the Council and Assembly voting
separately, thereby appeasing the demands of
both large and small states for commensurate
powers of choice. In September, 1921, 11
judges, including Prof. John Bassett Moore
of the United States, and four deputy judges
were chosen in this way. The first regular session of the Court was opened at its permanent
seat (The Hague) on June 15, 1922.
Promotion of International "Welfare. Up
to 1929, perhaps the chief service performed by
the League of Nations had been the promotion of
international welfare. Its humanitarian work
proved varied and efficient and by extensive
technical investigations it threw much light
upon unsolved social and economio problems.
The Assembly and Council were assisted in
specific phases of League business by what are
known as "technical organizations." The fully
developed technical organization devoted itself
to a single field of international relations and
consisted of three parts: (1) a section of the
Secretariat serving as an exploring, recording,
and secretarial body; (2) an advisory or technical committee composed of experts serving to
form to the material placed before
give definite
it by member states or the Secretariat; and (3)
conferences of representatives of member and
other states convened on the advice of the committee and on invitation from the Council, result"
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ing in international conventions submitted by
signatory states to their appropriate internal
organs for ratification.
In addition to the work of the International
Labor Organization, discussed under LABOR
ORGANIZATION, International, the following activities of the League of Nations may be noted:

Economic
This

included

and

Financial

the

creation

of

Organization.
economic and

committees of various types; the
sponsoring of the Conference on International
Cooperation in Statistics at London Aug. 14-15,
1911), before the League was formally in being,

financial

and the continuation
Statistics

Monthly Bulletin of
hitherto published by the Supreme
of the

Economic Council; the convocation of the International Financial Conference at Brussels, Sept.
2 4 -Oct. 8, 1920, attended by representatives of 39
states, which helped to clarify financial problems
of reconstruction.

Of unusual significance was

the summoning by the Sixth Assembly of an
International Economic Conference which sat at
Geneva, May 4-23, 1927, attended by delegates
and experts from 50 countries, the personnel
including industrialists, merchants, bankers,
economists, agriculturists, experienced officials
and representatives of workers' and consumers'
organizations and cooperative societies. This
conference, after a general exchange of views on
existing economic conditions and difficulties,
adopted a final report embodying recommendations subsequently accepted in whole or in part
by some 30 governments as a practicable international programme for economic peace and progTwo annual sessions of an economic conress.
sultative committee were held at Geneva, Hay,
1928, and May, 1929, to survey the international
economic situation as it developed subsequent
to the conference. Numerous other conferences
adopted conventions or protocols dealing with
,

import and export, prohibition and restriction,
simplification of customs formalities, arbitration
of commercial disputes, unfair competition, and
other aspects of international commercial intercourse.
The financial committee proved to be a medium
through which the League of Nations contributed
in a vital way to the financial reconstruction of
Europe. By common consent, the aid of the

League saved Austria and Hungary from bankruptcy, disaster, and anarchy, and restored them
to their place in the world with their automony
intact. Assistance, through loans floated under
League auspices, was likewise rendered to the
Free City of Danzig; to Estonia; to Bulgaria;
and to Greece, as is discussed in the articles on
.

exhaustive
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attention.

signed at

Lausanne, July 24, 1923, practically neutralized
the Dardanelles, Sea of Marmora, and Bosporus,
and the commission created to administer this
regime was placed under the supervision of the
League.

The Health. Organization. Acting through
the General Health Advisory Commission, a standing committee and a section of the secretariat,
the League incalculably furthered the work of
promoting sanitation, fighting epidemics,

collect-

ing and disseminating epidemiological intelliof
gence, arranging international interchanges
public health offices, standardizing sera and investigating the problems of infant mortality,
cancer, and health insurance.
Intellectual
Cooperation. In compliance
with a resolution of the Second Assembly, the
council decided, Jan. 14, 1922, to appoint a
committee on intellectual cooperation with 12
members (increased to 15 in 1928). Henri
Bergson, the French philosopher, H. A. Lorentz,
the Dutch physicist, and Gilbert Murray, the
Oxford Greek scholar, served successively as
chairman of the committee, whose membership
embraced such eminent scientists aa Kobert A.
Millikan, the American physicist, Albert Einstein,
the German physicist, and Mine. Curie, codiscoverer of radium. After affording assistance to
intellectual workers, in numerous central European states, who confronted hard conditions as a
result of the post-war derangement, the committee
developed a programme for permanent work
touching such important subjects as university
relations, science and bibliography, arts and
letters, intellectual rights, and instruction of
youth. Upon the invitation and with the support of the French government, the International
Institute of Intellectual Cooperation was established at Paris in 1926.
Suppression of Opium Traffic. Continuing
pre-war efforts to abate the opiuiu-trailic evil,
the League appointed an advisory committee in
1921 and held two opium conferences in 1924-25,
the convention of which became in 1920 and 1928
the starting point of its work in this field.
Traffic in Women and Children. The
League held an International Conference at
Geneva, June 30-July 5, 1921, with 35 states
which reaffirmed and suppleparticipating,
mented pre-war engagements for suppressing this
evil.
An advisory committee on the trail! r in
women and children appointed in 1922 wan re*
organized in 1924 as the Advisory Commission
for the Protection and Welfare of Children and
Young People, with two sections, one dealing
with the traffic in women and children and the
other with child welfare. Energetic mensureH
were set on foot to investigate the methods of
traffickers.
special convention for suppressing
the circulation of obscene publications signed at
Geneva, Sept. 12, 1923, by 43 states, entered into
.

these countries. Elaborate investigations into
the vexatious problems of counterfeit currency,
central bank statistics, and double taxation were
launched.
for
Communication and
Organization
Transit. Under this head are to be noted
sessions of the General Conference on Freedom of force on
Aug. 7, 1924.
Communications and Transit at Barcelona in
Befugees and Belief of Distress. The firist
at
Geneva
in
1923
and
and
the
crea1921,
1927,
great humanitarian accomplishment was the
tion of an advisory and technical committee; the repatriation of 430,000
prisoners of war belongConference of Press Experts at Geneva, 1927, the ing to 26 different nations at the
phenomeof
conventions
and
recommendations
adoption
nally low average cost of $5 per permm. The
with
freedom
of
dealing
transit, passport and Greek Refugee Settlement scheme dealt with
identity certificates, use of maritime ports and 1,500,000 people, the Bulgarian with 200,000.
vessel
navigable waterways,
measurement, an Over 1,500,000 Russian refugees scattered
international regime of railways, transmission
throughout Europe and Asia required much atof electric power, the development of hydraulic tention. The same
problem existed for 300,000
and
the
international
circulation of motor Armenians and other lesser
power,
groups. All of
vehicles. The calendar reform problem received these situations were handled with iuraaue cfllr
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cicncy by League commissioners. Moreover, an
International Relief Union was established (by
convention and statute of July 12, 1927) for immediate action in case of disaster anywhere in
the world regardless of race, nationality, or political or religious considerations.
Mandates and Backward Peoples. See
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MANDATES.
Administration

an atmosphere of mutual confidence and securThe existence in the Covenant of Art.
ity."
10 did not seem to inspire "mutual confidence
and security." Indeed, strangely enough, attempts were made (1920-23) to interpret away
the significance of (and even to cut out by
amendment) "the heart of the covenant," as Wilson had described it. In 1923 the Temporary
Mixed Commission reported a draft treaty of
mutual assistance (written largely by Lord
Robert Cecil) to the Fourth Assembly which
perfected the text for submission to the governments. Eighteen states approved it in principle,
but various criticisms were leveled against it,
one of which was that it did not take into sufficient account existing machinery for the pacific

cation of International

settlement of international disputes.
The deliberations of the brilliant Fifth Assembly (1924) were dramatized and vitalized by
the brief attendance of Premiers ftdouard Herriot of France and J. Ramsay MacDonald of
Great Britain. These men had already given a

of Territory. See SAAB
BASIN, DANZIG.
Progressive Codification of International
Law. The Committee of Justice appointed by
the Council in 1920 to draft a statute for the
Permanent Court of International Justice, also
reported a resolution of its own dealing with the
codification of international law. After some
delay, the Council in response to a resolution of
the Fifth Assembly (Sept. 22, 1924) appointed
a committe of experts for the Progressive Codifi-

Law

(Dec.

12,

1924),

which held annual sessions beginning in 1925
and made systematic preparations for a future
codification conference to be held at The Hague.
Of interest also was the establishment at Home
on May 30, 1928, of the International Institute
for the Unification of Private Law, endowed by
the Italian government and operating under the

more friendly complexion to European diploFresh from the achievements of the
London Conference on Reparations (see REPARATIONS), which launched the so-called Dawes
"Plan, they were imbued with the true League
control of the League.
The result was the adoption of the faspirit.
Achievement of Arbitration, Security, and mous Geneva Protocol for the Pacific SettleDisarmament. Praiseworthy as had been the ment of International Disputes opened for signaactivity of tho League of Nations in the promo- ture on Oct. 2, 1924. By a series of solemn
tion of international cooperation and general pledges, the signatory states were committed to
human welfare during the first decade of its arbitration, they were to sanction the principle
existence, it nevertheless did not fulfill alto- that aggressive war was no longer a recognized
gether satisfactorily its basic function of elimi- method of settling disputes, and they were to
nating the general causes of war and settling agree that a state was an aggressor when it respecific disputes between states.
During the fused to submit its case to arbitration. These
pence negotiations, the Allied plenipotentiaries in principles were tantamount to acceptance of
response to the German delegation's protest compulsory arbitration. When a certain numagainst unilateral disarmament had made tho fol- ber of states should have ratified tie Protocol,
lowing categorical reply: "The Allied and Asso- the International Conference for Limitation of
ciated Powers wish to make it clear that their Armament was to meet at Geneva and, as soon
requirements in regard to German armaments as any plan for reduction adopted by that conwore not made solely with the object of rendering ference went into operation, the protocol was to
it impossible to resume her policy of military agbecome effective; but the downfall of the Macgression. They are also the first step toward the Donald ministry in Great Britain (see GREAT
general reduction and limitation of armaments BRITAIN, under History) brought into power a
which they seek to bring about an one of the new Conservative government which deemed it
most fruitful preventives of war, and which it necessary to reserve the right to use force in
will be one of the first duties of the League of remote parts of the world to which British rule
Nations to promote.*' Efforts to make the cove- and trade extended (witness the drastic ultinant-prescribed (Art. 8) agreement upon the sub- matum to Egypt December, 1924), arid which
ject were continuous after 1920, but up to 1929 was reluctant to promise cooperation in any economic punitive measure, the chief reliance for
had led to no general result.
When the League went into operation, nearly enforcing the Protocol, while the United States
remained outside the League. On Man 12, 1025,
all states felt that the control of national armament was one of the most saered attributes and Sir Austen Chamberlain, tho new British Forefficacious guarantees of their independence. On eign Secretary, announced to the Council his
May 9, 1920, the council set up the Permanent Government's decision not to ratify. The Geneva
AdviHory Commission on Armaments (consult Protocol was dead.
Art 9 of Covenant) coiiRiHting of military, naval,
Already a new project was in the offing, this
and air officers appointed by the governments time one initiated by Germany. For some years
represented in the council. The First Assembly, after the War, most Germans looked upon the
however, revived to entrust the problem to the League of Natipiin as a tool in the hands of their
Temporary Mixed CommiflHion, so as to take it enemies, pointing in confirmation of this view
out of the hands of strictly professional military to the Eupen-Mahn&ly plebiscite, the influence
experts. The tiocoml Assembly (1921) urged of France in the Saa'r Governing Commission,
this commission to make proposals in the shape and the advantages given to Poland in the Upper
After the adoption of the
of a draft treaty, but the commission found that Siberian award.
a general tattling of insecurity was the chief Dawets Plan, however, and under the realistic
obstacle to action. The Third Assembly (1922)
leadership of the brilliant Foreign Minister,
emphasized this view in resolutions stating that Gu&tuv Stresenwnn, the German attitude slowly
"moral dmarmament in an essential preliminary altered. Obtaining the endor Moment of his cabicondition of material diHarmument, and that net, Stresemann began to lay plans for taking
this moral disarmament can only be achieved in Germany into the League* Encouraged by primacy.
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vate inquiries, he made formal application for
admission on Dec. 11, 1924, stipulating four prerequisite conditions: (1) Germany would expect
a permanent seat in the Council and general
equality of treatment; (2) as a temporarily disarmed state, she could not be expected to contribute armed support to League measures against a
defiant state; (3) in pledging herself to keep
her obligations, she should not be understood
as renewing her acceptance of the war-guilt
affirmation (Art. 231) of the Treaty of Versailles; and (4) she would expect in due time to
be given an active share in the working of the
mandate system. On Mar. 14, 1925, the Council
made a generally favorable reply; though asserting the impossibility of allowing special privileges to a nation coming into the League, it
pointed out that there were provisions in the

conferees reconvened at

ceremony of acceptance.

a

London for the formal
The Locarno pact was

reality.

The stage now seemed set for Germany's entrance into the League of Nations. In February,
1926, the German government made formal ap-

A

plication for admission.
special meeting of
the Council summoned a special meeting of the
Assembly for March 8. Then developed an amazing situation. Spain and Brazil, both nonpermanent members of the Council, determined
to block Germany's admission to a permanent
seat until they received similar recognition:

Poland, supported by France, advanced the same
claim.
The climax of absurdity was reached
when Czechoslovakia, China, and Persia evinced
similar ambitions. Stresemann, profoundly chagrined at these unforeseen complications and
overwhelmed by the reproaches of fire-eating
Nationalists at home, let it be known that Germany would not join the League at all unless
she obtained a permanent seat in the Council
with its significance undiminished by the accordance of such a position to any other state at

Covenant by which Germany's unarmed condition would be taken into account. The note
concluded by expressing the desire of the Council
to see Germany in the League and "thus play,
in the organization of peace, a part corresponding to her position in the world."
Meanwhile (Feb. 9, 1925), Stresemann pro- the same time.
As March 8 approached and none of the conposed to the French government the negotiation
of a general pact guaranteeing the security testants relaxed her pretensions, the situation
of the existing frontiers in western Europe.
became tense and strenuous. At Geneva, ChamGermany, moreover, would undertake not to go berlain and Briand, whose secret manipulation
to war to change any of her eastern boundaries had in some measure caused the deadlock, endeavas fixed at Versailles, but she reserved the right ored unsuccessfully to arrange a compromise
to submit their modification to courts of arbitra- through private negotiations. The prestige of
tion or to the League of Nations. Briand, the the League was being
sadly impaired by "the la*
French Foreign Minister, after securing a mentable spectacle of intrigue and indecision," as
promise of British cooperation, replied to Berlin one journalist described it. Finally, a face-sav(June 18, 1925) suggesting that success de- ing arrangement was agreed upon, which cleared
pended upon Germany's assuming the obligations up the difficulty in part. Sweden magnanimously
and enjoying the rights laid down in the Cove- relinquished her nonpormancnt seat in the Counnant of the League.
further exchange of cil in favor of Poland upon condition that a
views followed definitely preparing the way for pro-French state retire in favor of Holland.
a conference. A preliminary meeting of jurists (Czechoslovakia made the sacrifice.)
jSpain and
at London (August 31) threshed out technical Brazil remained adamant, however, and Briand,
legal points.
Chamberlain, and other leaders were obliged to
The Sixth Assembly of the League (September, confess defeat. To prevent irreparable
injury to
1925), while reaffirming the cardinal principles German feelings, the Locarno Powers issued a
of the defunct Geneva Protocol, gave its support statement
declaring that morally speaking, they
to the proposed security pact. On Oct. 16, 1925, considered
Germany a member of the League.
a treaty was tentatively signed at Locarno, The Special
Assembly convened, but consideraSwitzerland, by high-ranking representatives of tion of Germany's application for membership
Belgium, France, Germany, Great Britain, and was deferred until the regular Sop tern her meetin.
Italy, pledging the maintenance of the existing
committee on the composition of the Counboundaries in western Europe. Four arbitra- cil was
appointed to study the problem.
tion conventions were concluded between Ger- sisted
by belated French and Spanish ratification
many and Beligum, Germany and France, Ger- of an amendment to the Covenant (proponed in
many and Czechoslovakia, and Germany and 1922) giving the Assembly power to determine
Poland, respectively. As one of the essential the method of election and to
prescribe condiconditions of the pact, it was agreed that Ger- tions of
reeligibiljty for nonpcrmanent members
many should join the League of Nations. The of the Council, the committee conceived a plan
conference at Locarno then adjourned, while
whereby Germany alone was to be admitted to a
parliamentary sanction for its engagements was permanent seat, the number of
nonpernmnent
in
the various countries concerned. In members was to be increased
sought
to nine (8ee above)
France (see FRANCE, under History), where irre- elected for
one-third
three-year terms,
retiring
concilable "Poincarism" was still
strong, there each year and then being ineligible for three
were many who mistrusted any acceptance of
years unless specifically declared ree'ligible by
Germany's word, but the prestige of Briand and a two-thirds majority of the
Assembly: Brush
the intense longing for peace supervened. In
gave formal notice (June 10, 1020) of intended
Great Britain (see GREAT BRITAIN, under His* withdrawal from the
League (in accordance with
tory), the Locarno settlement received the sup- Art. 1 of the Covenant).
port of the Conservative majority and of most of
The Committee's report was approved by the
the Opposition. In the small nations on the con- Council and submitted to
the Seventh Assembly,
it
was popular as offering a possible basis which met
tinent,
Sept. 6, 1926. Two days later, Gerfor enduring peace. The bitterest
struggle oc- many's application' for membership was passed
curred in Germany, but Stresemann finally (Noby a unanimous vote. The award of a permavember 27) secured a decisive victory in the nent seat to
Germany coupled with the increase
Reichstag. Four days later, on Dec. 1, 1925, the of nonpennanent Council scats was
approved*
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was
welcomed to membership. Stresemann mounted
the tribune and delivered an address lauding the
aims of the League and pledging the loyalty of
Germany. Briand followed with a felicitous
10,

the

delegation

speech extolling the prospect of durable peace

between France and her age-old enemy. On
September 11 came Spain's formal notice of
withdrawal from the League, but this was destined to be reconsidered (March, 1928) before it
became effective. The Assembly then proceeded
to adopt the plan for remodeling the Council
as outlined
the committee, adding to it, howby;
ever, a provision that the Assembly might, if it
saw fit, change the entire complement of nonpermanent members. Not only was the League
now a more democratic organization, but it likewise embraced all of the ex-enemy powers except
Turkey. In 1027 Germany was allotted a
representative on the Permanent Mandate Commission. Surely much water had flowed under
the bridge since 1919.
Resuming the story of the long struggle for
disarmament and security, it may be noted that,
at a conference of 45 states held at Geneva, a
convention was signed (June 17, 1925) providing (when duly ratified) for the establishment of a general system of supervision
and publicity for the international trade in
arms, munitions, and implements of war, and
a special system for areas where measures
of this kind were generally recognized as
particularly necessary. A protocol signed the
same day, prohibiting the use of asphyxiating,
poisonous, or other gases and of bacteriological
methods of warfare, came into force for certain
states (e. g., France) on Apr. 2, 1927, with others
acceding subsequently. Preliminary investigations were set on foot to facilitate the ultimate
suppression of private manufacture of arms and
munitions. On Sept. 26, 1925, the Council established the preparatory commission for the Disarmament Conference which, during the ensuing
years, continued the study of the armaments
problem.
The negotiation of the Locarno Pact and the
adhesion of Germany to the League gave a new
impetus to the Assembly's continuous attempt
to realize the formula "arbitration, security, and
reduction of armament." The Seventh Assembly stated that the principles of conciliation and
arbitration and "security by the mutual guaranteeing 'of states against any unprovoked aggression," should "govern the policy of every
civilized nation."
The Eighth Assembly (1027) declared in a
resolution: (1) That all wars of aggression are
and shall always be prohibited; (2) that every
pacific means must be employed to settle disputes of every description, which may arise bethat the states memtween states; and (3) . .
bers of the League are under an obligation to
new Committee
conform to these principles.
on Arbitration and Security was appointed whose
essential duty should be "to consider ... the
measures capable of giving all states the guarantees of arbitration and security necessary to enable them to fix the level of their armaments at
the lowest possible figure in an international disarmament agreement/' This Committee submitted to the Ninth Assembly (1928) a series
of reports and draft conventions which were per.

.

A

fected by it. The result was a multilateral
general act; and three model bilateral conventions for conciliation, arbitration, and judicial

30

settlement,
assistance,

.LEAGUE OF NATIONS
a model

a

collective treaty of mutual
collective and bilateral treaty of

nonaggression, and a model treaty to strengthen
the means of preventing war. Meantime, the
multilateral Briand-Kellogg Pact for the renunciation of war had been signed at Paris (Aug.
27, 1928) further altering the political conditions in which the armament problem was envisaged. The drafting of the Young plan for
definitive solution of the Reparation problem
(June 7, 1929) prefigured further progress
toward European amity. Moreover, the longdrawn-out and tortuous Anglo-American negotiations on limitation of naval armaments took
a definite turn for the better in July, 1929.
During the years 1920-29, while wrestling
with the thorny problem of achieving security
and reducing armament, the League of Nations
was simultaneously experimenting with its machinery and developing a technique for the
adjustment of specific disputes between nations
in accordance with Articles 11 to 17 of the Covenant. This system did not contemplate handling any dispute until the resources of direct
negotiation between the parties should be exhausted. Moreover, as it proved, not all wars
or threats of war were referred to the League
for action 'e.g., the Rnsso-Poliah War ami the
Greco-Turkish War. The explanation for the
undoubted impotence of the League in these and
other instances is to be sought in the fact that
the Allied Powers strove, somewhat unsuccessfully on the whole, to deal through the Council
of Premiers or Conference of Ambassadors with
questions arising from the peace settlement.
Civil wars, such as the momentous revolutionary
upheaval in China, were outside of the jurisdiction of the League.
Nevertheless, despite some discouraging setbacks, the League of Nations had a few not inconspicuous achievements to its credit. A controversy between Finland and Sweden over the
Aland Islands (see FINLAND and SWEDEN, under
was successfully adjusted (1920History)
22 ) ; the intervention of the League in the
Albanian question (see ALBANIA) was marked
by at least temporarily beneficial results (192123) ; and the compromise solutions of the question of portioning Upper Silesia between Germany and Poland (1921-22) and of the possession of Morul at issue between Turkey and
Great Britain as mandatory for Iraq (192420) were both fairly statesmanlike. A bitter
controversy between Poland and Lithuania over
Vilna (q.v.) was less satisfactorily handled
(1920-24), though a dispute between the same
two nations over the port of Mcrael (q.v.) was
settled (1924).
Greco-Bulgarian border clash
which developed to the verge of belligerency was
expeditiously and firmly settled (1925 & Most
of the foregoing topics are discussed elsewhere
in these volumes either separately or in the
articles on the individual countries.
Undoubtedly, the most thorough-going and disheartening rebuff which the League experienced
resulted from the bellicose and defiant attitude
of Italy during the Corfu incident (AugustSeptember, 1923). It is important to note that,
throughout its career in settling eontrovcrtiios,
the council never used or threatened to use military or economic warfare, but rather placed reliance upon persuasion, conciliation, tactful
guidance of direct negotiation, and at most the
mobilization of public opinion. It was not the
super-state of perfervid 1919 imagination.
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As

the League of Nations was thus beginning
to develop the prestige and integrity of an enduring institution, the policy of the 'United States
government toward it was undergoing substanThe attitude of "fearsome
tial modification.
aloofness," of the early Harding-Hughes regime
American colwas impossible of continuance.
laboration with the League, its secretariat, its
committees, commissions, and conferences, proved
neither contaminating nor entangling and what
originated as a grudging experiment subsequently elicited approval and even encouragement. If the evolution of the League did not
correspond in all respects with the prediction
of Woodrow Wilson, it certainly had not fulfilled
the dire prophecies of his opponents. Moieover,
it should be pointed out that Wilson himself
had "particularly emphasized the importance of
relying on experience to guide subsequent action." The future had yet to reveal whether
or not the League of Nations would draw the

remaining non-member states (the United States,
Russia, Turkey, Mexico, etc.) into its fold, but
if no millennium had dawned, at least the lesson
of Armageddon had not been wholly lost.
Bibliography. In the following list are
given the more significant and general works
dealing with the League of Nations: R. S.
Baker, Woodrow Wilson and World Settlement,
3 vols. (Garden City, N. Y., 1922) ; J. S. Bassett,
The League of Nations (New York, 1928); C.
Howard-Ellis, The Origm, Structure, and Working of the League of Nations (Boston, 1928),
to be followed by two cognate volumes by the
same author; C. P. Howland, Survey of American Foreign Relations-1928 (New Haven, 1928),
a valuable and comprehensive study of the period, 1917-27; D. P. Myers, "Nine Years of the
League of Nations 1920-28," World Peace Foundation Pamphlets, vol xii, no. 1
(Boston,
1929); D. H. Miller, The Drafting of the Covenant, 2 vols. (New York, 1928); E. M. House
and C. Seymour, What Really Happened at
Paris (New York, 1921); C. Seymour (ed.),
The Intimate Papers of Colonel House, 4 vols.
(Boston, 1926-28); H. W. Temperley (ed.), A
History of the Peace Conference of Paris, 6 vols.
(1920-24).
LEATHER. The leather industry in the
United States in the period from 1914 underwent
many vicissitudes in which the production of live
stock, the demands due to the World War, and
the general changes in business and industrial
conditions figured. In 1919 and 1920, as a result
of the War, which developed a huge production
and accumulation of hides, skins, and leathers,
there was a drastic deflation and hides were
forced upon the market. Furthermore, with the
increased use of the automobile and changes of
style in footwear, new kinds of leather were required, while there, was a decline in the output
of harness leather.
At the same time, technical
improvements have been made in tanning and
leather-making technology and processes.
The United States ranks first among the nations of the world in the production of leather,
tanning as it does at least 50 per cent of the
world's output. Its total production of finished
leather is estimated to be equal to that of all the
rest of the world combined, but nearly half of
the cattle hides and calfskins are
imported, and
almost al] the sheep, lamb, goat, and kid skins.
The production of cattle hides, cattle skins, and
sheepskins in the United States has not increased proportionately with the demand for

leather,

and American tanneries are forced

^to

import a considerable amount of material. For
example, in 1928, while there was a large produc-

tion of hides and skins (the number readied 135,895,000), yet about 45 per cent of the raw material entering into the manufacture of leather was
imported, with the exception of goatskins, of
which 98 per cent was imported. Normally, in
the United States, there is a greater production
of leather than the domestic markets can consume and this production must be taken care of
by substantial exports, which in 1919 reached a
peak value of $218,783,300, declining to $31,787,275 in 1921, and rising to $55,105,000 in 1928.
The United States easily leads the nations of the
world in leather exports, Germany being second.
It is quite apparent that the condition of the
leather industry is more or less connected with
world conditions, and in few American industries
are there such serious fluctuations as in those
connected with the production of leather.
In the United States, the finished product of
the tanning industry consists of whole hides,
sides, backs,

bends, butts, and offal skins,

and

the four main groups of finished leather products
divided into ( 1 ) sole, belting, side upper, patent,
harness, bag, and upholstery; (2) calf and kip
upper leather; (3) goat and kid upper and fancyleather; (4) sheep and lamb upper, lining, glove,
and fancy leather. The leather industry, according to the Bureau of the Census, 1025, ranked
eleventh among the 16 leading industries of the
United States when considered from the viewAH alpoint' of the total value of the product.
ready stated, it is necessary for the United States
to import approximately 50 per cent of tho calfskins, 30 per cent of the ealf hides, 99 per cent
of the goatskins, and C3 per cent of the sheepskins used in its tanning industry: or, in other
words, fully 50 per cent of the hides and skins
entering into international trade are taken by
the United States, exclusive of those originating
in the country.
In 1927 the American tanning industry consumed 132,217,000 hides and skins, of which 77
per cent was used in the production of shoo
leather; 5 per cent, in fancy bookbinding and
kindred leathers; 10 per cent, in glovo leather; 3
per cent, in belting, bag, harness, and upholstering leather; and the remaining 5 per cent in miscellaneous leathers. The consumption of the
various hides and skins in 1923 was as follows:
cattle hides, 21,820,000; calf and kid skins, 10,987,000; goat and kid skins, 50,736,000; sheep,
lamb, and cabretta, 30,062,000; and other hides
:

and skins, 7,556,000.
The American leather production in tho period
from 1914 to 1928, as summarized by the Bureau
of the Census, is given in the table on page 022.
The imports of raw hides and skins into the
United States in 1927 amounted to 447,142,000

pounds, valued a> $112,846,000, the imports coming from widely scattered sources with South
America and particularly Argentina ranking as
the chief source of imported cattle hides; ami
Asia, especially British India and China, of goatskins; New Zealand, United Kingdom, and Argentina being the principal sources of sheepskins and lamb skins.
The exports of leather in 1927 totaled $54,004,000, which was the largest amount since If) ID
when the extraordinary figure of $218,783,300
was attained. In 1914 the exports from the
United States totaled $44,975,996. It will be apparent from the outline summary of the imports
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Includes "whole-hide grains" and "machine buffed"only. For 1914 "whole-hide grains" only.
Figures are not strictly comparable with later years, owing to the omission of certain classes in 1914 which

were not

called for on the schedule.
Source: Bureau of the Census.

and exports

of the United States that the indusvitally concerned with the question of
tariff duties and that hides and leather must he
carefully considered in any legislation in this
Held.
The situation is complicated by the diverse
interests represented and these schedules were
seriously discussed in the preparation of the
tariff bill of 1929.
The United States Census of Manufactures

try

is

<*This value includes much duplication.
Source: Bureau of the Census.

for 1925 gave for leather
tures* a total production

involved

and
of

considerable

;

*

leather manufacgoods valued at
91,7(18,000,000, though it was stated that this

figure

industry, $1,768,000,000, finished leather products
were valued at $1,306,000,000, or 74 per cent of
the total. Of the finished products, the boot and
shoe industry represented 70.8 per cent boot and
shoe cut stock and findings not made in shoe
factories, 10.4 per cent; trunks, suitcases, and
bags, 4.7 per cent; pockethooks, purses, and card
cases, 3.3 per cent; gloves and mittens of leather,
2.8 per cent; leather belting, 2.4 per cent; sad-

duplication.

The

output of the tanning industry for 1925 was valued at $402,000,000, which was a decline in value
of 5.8 per cent from 1923. The figures of the
CCIIHUH for leather and leather manufactures are
given in the accompanying table.
Jn the total value of products for the leather

Not

called for in schedule for 1921.

dlery and harness, 2.3 per cent; and leather goods
not otherwise specified, about 3 per cent. Among
the States, Massachusetts ranked first in 1925,
while New York and Missouri were second and
third, respectively. The accompanying table
gives a comparative view of the United States
leather manufacturing industry for specific years
with comparative totals. Sco BOOTS AND SHOES ;

LIVE STOCK.

LEATHER MANUFACTURES TOTALS AND SELECTED INDIVIDUAL INDUSTRIES
Estab-

Year and industry

lish-

ments

Wage

Primary

earners
(average

power

number)

horse

Wages

Cost of
materials

Value of
products

Value
added
"by

man-

ufac-

ture

In thousands of dollars

Not called for in schedule for 1921.
Source: Bureau of the Census.

LEBANON
LEBANON, GREATER. A
See SYMA.
1, 1920.
LE BABON, WILLIAM

State proclaimed

in Sept.

American
111.

He

editor

(1883-

).

An

and playwright, born at Elgin,

studied at the University of Chicago

and at New York University, and served as
managing editor of Collier's Weekly, director

general of Cosmopolitan Productions (1919-24),
and associate producer of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation (1924-27). Since 1927 he
has been vice president of the Film Booking
He was the author of several sucOffice Studio.
cessful plays, including The Very Idea; Her

Regiment; Back to Earth; Apple Blossoms; Nolody's Money; The Scarlet Man; and The Love
Letter.

and ABY
MABITJS (1877)
French brothers who formed a
literary partnership, signing their works Marius-

LEBLOND,

(1880-

).

Ary Leblond. Their novel, En France, won the
Prix Goncourt for 1909. After the World War,
their books were often full of a lofty idealism.
They also wrote the sociological studies: La
grande Ue de Madagascar (1907); La Pologne
vivante (1910); and La France detent VEurope
(1913). Their novels include La Sarabande
(1904) ; Le miracle de la race (1918) ; Ulysse,
cafre, ou I'histoire doree d'un noir (1924);
and Les
amour sur la montagne (1925)
martyrs de la rpublique, a contemporary novel
(3 vols., 1926-27). Other works include La
societ6 frangaise la troisieme rpublique d'apres
les romanciers contemporains (1905);
Pemtres^
Oallieni
de races, a history of painting (1909)

U

;

;

parle (2 vols., 1920), and Fetiches, short stories
(4th ed., 1923).

LE BON, \e b6N', GUSTAVE (1841A
).
French ethnologist and psychologist (see VOL.
XIII). His most important later works were:
La vie des verites (1914) Enseignements psycHologiques de la guerre curopeenne (1915);
Premieres consequences de la guerre : transformation mentale des peuples (1st series, 1916; 2d
series, 1917); Bier et demain: pensees Ireves
(1918); Les opinions et les croyances (1918);
(1920); Le
Psychologic des temps nouvcau
;

de&equilibre

du monde (translated as The World
and L evolution actuelle du

Unbalanced, 1928)
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illusions et rfalites (1927).
BRAZ, le bras, ANATOLE (1859-1926).
French poet and novelist (see VOL. XIII).
His later works included La Bretagnc, an anthol-

monde;

LE

A

ogy (1925), and Poemes votifs (1926).
An
(1878LEE, JAMES MELVIN
).
American editor, born at Port Crane, N. Y. He
was graduated from Wesleyan University in
1900 and in 1901-02 taught at the Western
Reserve Seminary in Ohio. He then entered the
newspaper business and was editor of many
periodicals, including Outing, Leslie's Weekly,
and Judge. He was lecturer on journalism at
the New York University in 1910-11, and in
the latter year became director of the depart-

ment of journalism in that university. He
wrote How to Be Self-supporting at College
(1903);
History of American Journalism
(1917); Opportunities in the Newspaper Business (1919); Business Ethics (1925).
LEEDS. An important manufacturing city
of England and centre of the British woolen and
wholesale clothing trade. The population at the
census of 1921 was 458,232; in 1927 it was estimated to be 482,000. The municipal area is
30,137 acres (more than 47 square miles). In
addition to factories for the manufacture of rope,

thread, linen, glass

and machine

tools,

and earthenware, machinery
steam engines, and railway

wagons, the city has the largest share of the
leather trade of Great Britain. The city government is in the front rank among progressive local
governing authorities. It has provided extensive
hospital accommodations^ for the treatment of
infectious diseases and tuberculosis, and the
treatment of children up to five years of age.
In addition, there is an institution for the employment of tubercular persons. The water
supply is obtained from reservoirs in the Washburn Valley, with a storage capacity of 3,270,000,000 gallons, and the daily consumption is
new reservoir has been
18,266,000 gallons.

A

constructed at Leighton with a capacity of 1,050,000,000 gallons. In 1922 the corporation
purchased the Temple Newsam estate, comprising
935 acres, together with the historic mansion
of Temple Newsam, birthplace of Lord Darnley,
the ill-fated husband of Mary, Queen of Soots.
The mansion is on the site of a preceptory of the.
Knights Templars and was the original of
Templestome in Scott's Ivanhoe. It contains a
fine collection of books and paintings, among
which are portraits of Darnley and Mary.

LEE OF FAREHAM, ARTHUR HAMILTON,
A British soldier
).

PIBST VISCOUNT (1868-

and public official, who was bom at Bridport
and educated at Cheltenham and Woolwich, lie
entered the Royal Artillery in 1888 and remained
in the army until 1900, when he had reached the
rank of brevet major. He served in various Htations, and was in Canada from 1893 to 1898 a*
professor of strategy and tactics at the Koyal
Military Academy, during the period also organizing a military survey of the Canadian
frontier and acting as special correspondent for
the Daily Chronicle during the Klondyke gold
rush.

U. S.

Ho then was military attache with the
Army during the Spanish-American War

(1898), and at Washington (1899). On retiring from the army, he entered Parliament an a
Conservative (1900-18), serving as Civil Lord
of the Admiralty (1903-05), chairman of the
parliamentary Aerial Defence Committee (HHO-14), parliamentary military secretary to the
Ministry of Munitions (1915-16), personal military secretary to Lloyd George, who wan then
Secretary of State for War (1910), and directorIn 1918
general of food production (1917-18).
he was made a baron, and lie entered the cabinet
in the following year as Minister of Agriculture
and Fisheries (1939-21), later becoming First
Lord of the Admiralty (1921-22). He was a
member of the Imperial Cabinet (1921), a dolegate to the Washington Conference (1921-22),
and served as chairman of the Uoyal Commissions on the Public Services in India (1923-24)
and on Thames Bridges (1920). In 1014 he reentered the army for a time as a colonel, lie
received many honors, including that of Knight
of the Grand Cross, Order of the Bath (1920),
was prominent in the world of art as a member
of museum boards, and in 1921 gave, the Chequers
estate, used as the country scat of the Premier,
to the nation.
ISLANDS.
group of Inlands
in the British West Indies, constituting a colony. They comprise Antigua, Monitor rat, *St.
Christopher, and Nevis
(usually called >St.
Kitts), a part of the Virgin group, Dominica,
and their dependencies. Total area, 715 square
miles; population, 222,242 in 1021 (127,103 in
1911). The leading products are sugar, mo-

LEEWARD
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lasses, lime-juice, coconuts,

fruits.

Imports

for 1913-14 and 1927 were 588,362 and S42,464. Exports for the same years totaled 563,963 and 662,492. Revenues and expenditures
of government follow for 1926-27 (1913-14 figure in parentheses): revenue, 289,303 (174,331); expenditure, 259,037 (171,128); public
debt, on Mar. 31, 1927, 278,850 (244,689).

LE GALLIEtfNE, EVA

(1899-

),

An

actress born in London, England, the daughter
of Richard Le Gallienne.
She was educated in
France at the College Sevigne" and started her
stage career in London at the Prince of Wales
Theatre in 1915 in The Laughter of Fools. The
next year, she went to New York and gave her
first American performance in The Melody of
Youth. Other successes included: McLazarua

(1916-17); Off Chance (with Ethel Barrymore
1917-18) ; Not 80 Long Ago (1920-21) Uliom
(1921-22); The Swan (1023); The Assumption
of Hannele (1923); Jeanne d'Arc, by Mercedes
de Acosta (1925) ; The Call of Life, by Schnitzler (1925); The Master Builder, by Ibsen (192526). Miss Le Gallienne was the founder and
director of the Civic Repertory Theatre, which
was opened 111 New York in 1926. She edited
Civic Repertory Plays (1928).
An Amer).
LEGGE, ALEXANDER (1866ican manufacturer and public official, born in
Dano County, Wisconsin, His family moved to
a Nebraska farm while he was a youth and he
worked there for ten years before entering the
employ of the McCormick Harvester Company at
Omaha in 1891. He rose rapidly in the company
and its successor, the International Harvester
Company, becoming general manager in 1913 and
president in 1922. During the World War, he
served as chairman of the War Industries Board
and also as manager of the Allied Purchasing
Commission. In 1029 he resigned as president of
the International Harvester Company to become
chairman of the Federal Farm Board by appointment of President Hoover.
ZjEGINSKA, ETHEL (real name LEGQINS)
An English pianist, born at Hull.
( 1890)
After studying four years at the Hoch Conservatory in Frankfort, she continued her studies
with Leschetiisky in Vienna for three years more.
Her successful dubut in London was followed by
extended tours of Europe. She made her American dgbut in New York (January, 1913), but did
not establish herself as a really great pianist
until the next year, when she began to play colossal programmes, well calculated to show her
transcendent technique and masculine power.
Overwork brought on a nervous breakdown in
1917, obliging her to retire temporarily from the
concert stage. During her convalescence, Abe became fired with the ambition to win laurels as
a composer, and for this purpose studied composition with Ernest Bloeh in New York. She returned to the concert stage in 1921, but her
appearances as a pianist after that time were
rather infreqeunt. In 1924 she made her de*but
as an orchestral conductor in Munich, with the
Konzertvercin, appeared as guest-conductor with
the Conservatory Orchestra in Paris and the
;

.

Symphony Orchestra. The following
year, she returned to the United States, making
her American d6but as conductor with the New

London

(January 9), and
BueeeBH ae a conductor also in Boston and
at the Hollywood Bowl* In 1926 she became
the regular conductor of the Boston Philharmonic
Orchestra and the Boston. Women's Symphony

York Symphony Orchestra

won
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and

since 1927 has also made regular
appearances as guest-conductor of the Women's
Symphony Orchestra of Chicago. Her compositions, which are decidedly futuristic, consist of
(after
songs, pieces for piano, Four Poems
Tagore) for string quartet, a symphonic poem,
Beyond the Fields
Know, and Four Barbaric
Subjects for orchestra.
LEG-ION, AMERICAN.
society of veterans
of the World War, organized Mar. 17, 1919,
in Paris, France,
members of the Army and

Orchestra,

and

We

A

by
Marine Corps serving with the American Expeditionary Forces. On Sept. 16, 1919, it was
incorporated by Act of Congress, declaring itself
to be "patriotic, nonpartisan, nonpolitlcal, nonmilitary, and permitting no distinctions due to
rank or place of service." Membership was open
to any soldier, sailor, or marine who served hon-

orably between Apr. 6, 1917, and Nov. 11, 1918,
and women enlisted or commissioned in any
branch of service during that period. The
Legion held its first national convention at MinIt adopted
neapolis, Minn., Nov. 10-12, 1919.
a constitution, elected Franklin D'Olier, of
Philadelphia, national commander, and began its
career as an established body.
The Legion has conducted a campaign against
political radicalism, and at the seventh annual
convention, in Omaha, Nebr., in 1925, repeated
its conviction that the United States should
maintain forces adequate for defense, and that
a Federal law should provide for a universal
draft in war time. The Legion pronounced itself in favor of the United States, adhering to a
permanent court of international justice, cooperating with the League of Nations, and taking part in other international conferences. It
recommended expansion of aviation, tie establishment of an aerial mail service between the
United States and Panama, and the creation of
a medical corns within the Veterans' Bureau.

John M* McQuigg was elected to succeed James
A. Drain as commander.
The Legion completed, in 1926, the $5,000,000
fund which it had originated the previous year,
to endow work for veterans and orphans of exservice men. At the convention in Philadelphia,
Pa., it again endorsed the principles of the National Defense Act of 1920, but declined to restate its approval of a court of international
General John J, Pershing was elected
justice.
honorary commander of the Legion for life, and
Howard Paul Savage was made national commander.
The convention of 1927 was held in Paris,
France, September 19-24, where the 20,000 members and their families, including the 1077 delegates who attended, were entertained by the
French government and by veterans' organiza-

tions. At the close of the convention, 250 members made a good-will trip, and were received
in Rome by King Victor Emmanuel III, in
Brussels by King Albert I, and in London by
,

King George V. During the year, the Legion
had carried out a programme of community
service, and it again expressed itself in favor of
a universal draft bill. Edward E. Spafford was
elected commander.
In 1928 the convention met at San Antonio,
Texas, and a review of the year's work showed
that $2,788,301.15 had been recovered for the
disabled; and that the Legion had been influential

in

advancing child-welfare

legislation;

and in the enactments of a Federal allotment
of

$15,000,000 for

new

hospitals,

a

bill

pro-
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viding for the retirement of disabled emergency
officers, and liberal improvements in the Veterans' Bureau Act. The Legion also worked for
the passage of a universal draft bill, and continued its community service. Paul V. McNutt
was made commander. Following the convention, a committee of Legionnaires visited Mexico,
where they were received by President Calles.
The membership of the Legion increased from
450,000 in 1919 to 751,721 in 1928. The American Legion Auxiliary, formed in 1921 by the
mothers, wives, sisters, and daughters of Legion
members numbered 297,957 in 1928. Other organizations connected with the American Legion
are La Soci^te des 40 Homines et 8 Cheveaux,
and La Boutique des Huit Chapeaux et Quarante
Femmes. The official publication is the American Legion Monthly. Permanent headquarters
are at the War Memorial Building in Indian-

in September of the latter year on a new library
structure designed to increase the library facilities approximately fourfold.
Evening schools
in business administration and naval architecture were established in 1920; a university
health service, providing dispensary service and
annual physical examination for all students,
was opened in 1923; and an endowment campaign
for $4,000,000 was started. In September, 1925,
a new curriculum was inaugurated, leading to
the degree of bachelor of science in industrial
engineering. This course was offered to meet
the needs of those students who intend to enter
industries essentially technical in character, but
who do not intend to go into the mechanical or
Charles BURS Richards,
technical departments.
M.M.E., Eng.D., LL.D., succeeded Henry Sturgis
Drinker, LL.D., E.M., as president in 1922.

apolis, Ind.

German dramatic soprano

LEGTJIA,

la-goo'ya,

A Peruvian President

AUGUSTO B.

(

1863-

LEHMANTT,

) .

May

vian Congress. The constitution was twice
changed so that he might remain in office: in
1923 to permit a President two consecutive
terms, and in 1927 to allow unrestricted reelection.
He was reflected in 1924 and again in
1929, his term to expire in 1935. See PERU,
under History.

;

enna, 1924).

LEHIG-H XT1TIVEKSITY. A

nonsectarian

institution for the higher education of men at
Bethlehem, Pa., founded in 1866. The student
enrollment increased from 672 in 1914 to 1477 in
the autumn of 1928, and for the summer session
of the latter year, there were 466 registered;
the faculty increased from 75 to 155 members;
and the library from 133,200 to 127,902 bound
volumes and 61,307 pamphlets. The productive
endowment in 1914 was $1,314,000, and the income $240,000, as compared with an endowment
of $5,123,112, and an income of $1,125,158, in
1928. Copp<?e Hall, named in memory of the
first president of the University, Dr. Henry
Coppee, and Taylor Gymnasium were built in
1914; an extension to the chemistry laboratory
was completed in 1920; and the Alumni Memorial Administration Building, a memorial to the
men of the University who died in the War, was
completed in 1924. During 1926 a building for
the college of business administration was
erected, linking Christmas and Saucon halls;
a building was renovated for the Armory; and
an additional large athletic field was acquired.
In 1927 announcement was made of a gift of

$1,000,000 from James

Ward

Packard, founder

of the Packard Motor Car Company, to be used
for the erection of an electrical and mechanical
engineering laboratory, the corner stone of which
was laid June 9, 1928. Construction was begun

A
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In the full
She died in Berlin, May
possession of her glorious powers, she continued
her dramatic career until 1914, when she bade
farewell to the stage as Donna Anna in Mozart's
Don Giovanni at the Salzburg festival, but continued her recitals till 1921. After that, she
still taught almost to the day of her death.
During her career, she actually sang on the stage
170 roles in 114 operas, in German, Italian, and
French, while her concert repertory included
all the standard oratorios and over 000 songs.
From all available records, it appears that no
singer ever rivaled her in extent or variety of
repertory. As a coloratura soprano, she equaled
Patti or Melba, as an interpreter of Wagner,
Materna, Sucher, or Klafsky. She combined all
the supreme qualities of singer and actress: a
glorious natural voice, faultless technique, iiery
temperament, penetrating intelligence, queenly
stage-presence, plasticity of pose, and grace of
movement. Not only was she a high-priestess of
art, but she also possessed, in an eminent degree,
the gift of imparting the technique of her art to
others, as is proven by such pupils as Olive
Fremstad, Geraldine Farrar, Melanie Kurt,
(see
17, 1929.

On
(see VOL. XIII ) .
18, 1919, a disputed election led to the arrest of
Dr. Jose" Pardo, former President, and the assumption of that office by Leguia, whose election
was later confirmed and legalized by the Peru-

An
).
LEHAR, la'har, FRANZ (1870Austrian composer (see VOL. XIII). He added
to the list of his works: Der Sterngucker (Vienna, 1916); Wo die Lerche singt (Budapest,
1918); Die blaue Masur (Vienna, 1920); Die
Tangokonigin (Vienna, 1921 ) ; Friihling (Vienna, 1922); Frasquita (Vienna, 1922); La
dansa, delle libeUule (Milan, 1922) ; Die gelbe
Jacke (Vienna, 1923); Clo-CIo (Vienna, 1924);
Paganini (Vienna, 1925) Friederieke (Berlin,
1928). Consult E. Decsey, Frams Lehar (Vi-

la'man, LILLI (1848-1929).

'

Marion Weed, and Florence Wickham.
LEITH, CHARLES KENNETH (1875).
An American geologist, born at Trcmpcaleau,
Wis.

He

studied at the University of Wisconin 1900 became assistant geologist
with the United States Geological Survey, which
position he held until 1905. Meanwhile, lie wan
called to the University of Wisconsin, whore in
1903 he became full professor of geology.
In
1905 he became lecturer on pre-Carnhrian geology at the University of Chicago. Dr. Loith
sin,

and

specialized on pre-Cambrian, structural, mtitaznorphic, and economic geology, and is an accepted authority on the iron districts of the
United States and on the origin of iron ort'H.

During the World War, he wa an advisor OKI
minerals to the United States Shipping, War
Trade, and War Industries boards (101H) and
later (1919) to the American Commission to
Negotiate Peace in Paris.
An
LEJETTNE, Joim ABCHER (1867).
officer of the U. S. Marine
Corps, who was born in
Pointe Coupee Parish, La., studied at the
Louisiana State University, and wan graduated
from the U. S. Naval Academy (18H8). For
two years, he was at sea as a naval cadet, being
shipwrecked on the U. S. S. Vandalia in the
hurricane at Apia, Samoa, in March, 1889. He
was commissioned second lieutenant of the 0. S.
Marine Corps in 1890 and promoted through the
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(1916). He commanded marines on board the Cincinnati in the
Spanish-American War, on the Isthmus of
Panama (1903-04), in the Philippines (190809 ) , and during the capture of Vera Cruz, Mex.,
in 1914. In the next two years, he served as assistant to the commandant of the Marine Corps
at \Vashington and in September, 1917, was
appointed commander of the Marine Barracks
at Quaiitico, Va. In the World War, he was
on duty with the 35th Division in the Alsace
sector in June, 1918; commanded the 64th Brigade, 32d Division, on the Swiss border, and the
4th Brigade (marines), and the 2d Division,
A. E. F., from July 28, 1918, to Aug. 8, 1919.
He took part in the battles of St, Mihiel, Blanc

grades to brigadier general

Mont Ridge (Champagne

offensive), and MeuseArgonne, and after the Armistice, in the march
to the Rhine and the occupation of Coblenz
bridgehead. He returned to the United States
in command of the 2d Division in August, 1919*
In 1920 he was placed iu command of the Marine Corps as a major general. He was retired
at his own request in July, 192,9, effective November 12, and immediately took up new duties
as superintendent ot the Virginia Military Institute.

LELAND STANFORD JR. "UNIVERSITY. See STANFORD UNIVERSITY.
An
).
LEMAN3ST, MONTE M. (1884American lawyer, who was born at Donaldsonand graduated at Tulane University,
Orleans, and the Harvard Law School
(1906). He was admitted to the bar in 1907
and practiced at New Orleans until 1918, when
lie was called to
Washington to aid in settling
legal problems that arose in connection with the
World War. After six months of such service,
he returned to New Orleans, where he continued
practice, held a professorship of law in Tulane
University, and became president of the Louisiana Bar Association. He has long advocated the
ville, La.,

New

simplification of our legal system. In May,
1929, he was appointed a member of the National

Law Enforcement Commission by President
Hoover. He has contributed articles to the
(Jycloptrdia- of

Law.

XfEMBERGr.

See GALICIA and UKRAINE.
A French
).
XiBXTGXiBir, SUZANNE (1899tennis player, born near Paris 'and educated at
the Jnstitut Massena, Nice. She won the
Women's Olympic singles championship in 1920
and was recognized as the greatest woman tennis
player. Became of ill health, she was unable to
defend her laurels in 1924 either at the English
championship at Wimbledon or the Olympic
(james at Paris, but with the exception of that
year, she was champion of France and England
from 1921 to 1925, and of France in 1926. In
the following year, she became a professional
She wrote Lwcn Tennis, the (fame of
player.
Nations (1925), and The Love-Game, a novel
(1020). Consult Suzanne Lcnglen, by Claude
Anet (1027).

LENIN. NIKOLAI

(VLADIMIB ILYITCII ULY-

(1870-1924). A Premier of Utissia and
loader of the Bolsheviki in the establishment of
the Soviet government.
He was born at Simbirsk on the Volga, the son of a councilor of
state of the Government of Simbirsk. He was
Creek Orthodox by religion and was educated at
lh HimbirHk Gymnasium and the University of
Kaniin.
After 1890 he was a leader of the
radical Social Democrats and, in 1903, when the
Russian Social Democratic Congress, held in

ANOV)

London, split into Mensheviks (minority) and
Bolsheviks (majority), Lenin became the leader
of the latter faction. He agitated in various
European countries, occasionally going back toRussia, and he attempted to turn the World War
into a war against the bourgeois. He returned
to Russia shortly after the March, 1917, revolution, and worked for the advent of the Bolsheviks, which he successfully engineered in
November of that year. He was chairman of
the Council of the People's Commissaries, head

Communist Party, and managed to become the embodiment of the principles of the

of the

Soviet Republics. At the close of 1921, he beill to take a very active part in the
government, so that others ruled in. his name.
On his death in January, 1924, his body was
preserved and placed behind glass in the Kremlin
at Moscow, his tomb becoming a Communist
shrine. He wrote a great deal about his theories
for newspapers and reviews, and made many
speeches about them, which were published in
1928 as Lenin Speaks.
collected edition of
his works was begun in 1927. Consult Lenin,
by Leon Trotsky (1925) ; Mar$, Lenin, and the
Science of Revolution, by Max Eastman ( 1920 ) ;
Lenin and Gandhi, by Rene Fulop-Miller (1927),
and Lenin, by Valeriu Marcu (1928). See
RUSSIA, under History.
(formerly Petrograd, Saint
Petersburg). The most important commercial
centre of Soviet Russia and former capital of
the Russian Empire. The population at the
census of 1926 was 1,614,008; in 1928 it was
estimated at 1,676,800. After the October
(1917) revolution, Leningrad was redivided into
six districts : Central, Moscow-Narva, Volodarsky,
Petrograd, Vasilevsky Ostrov, and Viborg. Leningrad was probably more greatly affected by
the revolution and the consequent blockade than
any other large Russian city. The shutting off
of foreign trade, the shortage of fuel and provisions which caused thousands to leave the city,
the heavy loss of life in the World War and the
revolution, and the moving of the capital to Moscow resulted in reducing the population of the
city from about 2,415,000 at the beginning of
1917 to 722,229 in 1920. With the advent of a
new economic policy and the beginning of the reconstruction process in 1921, the population begradually to increase, reaching 1,007,328 in

came too
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Commerce and Industry. The port of Leningrad has played an important part in the
Before the World War,
city's economic revival.
it handled about 16 per cent of Russia's total
foreign trade. In 1928 this figure had increased
to 19.4 per cent, owing to the fact that part of
the trade formerly going by way of other Baltic
ports had been acquired by Leningrad. In 927
the amount of freight handled by the port
amounted to 1,850,000 tons, as compared with
429,000 tons in 1921. The number of vessels
using the port increased from 308 in 1921 to
1804 in 1927. There are two channels for the
entry of ships into the harbor: an artificial
sea canal 19.8 miles long and 350 feet wide for
vessels of deep draught and a smaller canal for
The grain
vessels of a draught of only 11 feet.
and timber harbor has 10 quays, allowing for the
simultaneous berthing of 40 steamers. There
are also a coal harbor with an area of 4,900,000
square feet and a sea quay for oil cargoes and
large timber logs. The total length of the Leningrad quays is 21,000 feet. The warehouses ae1
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commodate about 100,000 tons. Port improvements since 1923 have included dredging the
larger sea canal to a depth of about 9.5 meters
(31 feet), so that vessels with a draught up to
28 feet may enter the harbor, the development
of railway lines, the building of six reinforced
concrete warehouses, and the construction of
additional piers and a new large harbor on
Gladky Island for the handling of timber exports*

The rebuilding of the economic life of Leningrad, has been largely the result of an extensive
The value of proelectrification programme.
ducts manufactured increased from 700,000,000
rubles in 1924-25 to 1,500,000,000 rubles in 192728,
The textile industry accounted for 17.4 per
cent, the clothing industry, 9.2 per cent, and the
shoe industry, 4.7 per cent of the total output.
The manufacture of electrical apparatus, such as
high-powered generators and turbines, etc., which
in 1913 accounted for only 2.5 per cent of the
total production, made up 8.6 per cent in 1927.
In 1926-27, 232,502 workers were employed in
485 manufacturing establishments in Leningrad.
Their average monthly wage amounted to 80.74
rubles which, reduced to pre-war value, indicated
that wages were 25 per cent higher than those
prevailing in 1913.
Educational Institutions and Museums.
Leningrad has 50 higher educational institu-

tions, 151 scientific institutes, and 102 scientific
societies serving the entire country.
Among
these institutions, the more important are the
Ail-Union Academy of Science, the Pulkova and

rections of the nineteenth century; considerable
space has been allotted also to the revolutions of
western Europe. In this palace, the apartments
of Nicholas I, Alexander II, and Nicholas II are
shown as historical memorials. The Tusupov
Palace, in the basement of which the monk
Gregory Rasputin was murdered in December,
1916, was made into a museum in 1919.
History. At the outbreak of the World War,
the German-sounding name of the city, Saint
Petersburg, was changed to Petrograd, which is
the Russian expression meaning the City of
Peter. In consequence of the expanded war industry, the number of industrial workers grew
from 233,000 in 1914 to 378,000 in 1917. Leningrad was the fountain head of the social revolution.
The Soviet of Workingmen's and Soldiers'
Delegates, formed immediately after the outbreak
of the revolution in February, 1917, was the
model for the formation of councils throughout
Russia. After the return of Lenin and Trotsky
from exile, the Bolsheviks gained in power and
used the Red Guards to execute a coup d'ttat

against the Kerensky provisional government.
8, 1917, the second All-Russion Congress
of Soviets recognized the Soviet government.
Council of People's Commissars was established,
with Lenin as Premier and Trotsky as Commissar for Foreign Affairs. The attacks of Kerensky
and Krasno which followed shortly after the
establishment of the Soviet power were defeated,
as well as the attacks of General Yudcnitch in
the summer and autumn of 1919. The advance
of the Germans into the Baltic provinces on the

On Nov.

A

reopening of hostilities in February, 1918,
brought about the removal of the Soviet government to Moscow. The death of Lenin, whose life
had been so closely connected with the revoluand the Leningrad Communist University tionary history of the city, was the occasion for
founded in 1921 and housed in the Uritsky changing its name to Leningrad in March, 1924.
(formerly the Taurida) Palace. The Leningrad See RUSSIA.
Government Law Courts have been erected on
).
LENOBMAirp, HENRI Ttafi (1882the site of the building of the famous Third A French dramatist who was born in Paris and
Division of Secret Police which, after its organi- educated at the Lycee Janson-de-Sailly. lie was
zation in 1838, led the fight against the revolu- successful in his introduction of psychoanalysis
and Freudianism to the Paris stage, where
tionary movement.
The museums which have been founded by the Pitoeff was his most understanding interpreter.
Soviet government are playing an important His plays include Les Possedts (1909); Pouspart in the life of the people. The Museum of siere (1914) ; Lea Kates; Le Temps cat un aongc;
Art Culture, founded in 1918, is a centre of Le Simoun (1921); Le mangeur do rdvcs
modern art. The Museum of the Bed Army, (1922) La Dent rouge (1923) ; Une Vic aecrfttc;
founded in 1920, illustrates the development of A I'omlre du mal (1924) ; L'Homme el sea fan*
the army. The Permanent Exhibition of the tdmes (1925) ; L'Armee secrete, suivi de Fid(Hit4
Supreme Economic Council spreads industrial et du Ju-ge intcrieur (1925) ; Le Mohe (1020)
and technical information among the workers. Mixture (1927). Consult ffur le Tht&tre de
The Central Theatrical Museum, established in H.-It. Lenormand, by Daniel Rops (1920).
Au Ameri1918, is a means of preserving the chief memoLBNTBLLI, LEO (1879).
rials of the Russian theatre.
The Museum of can sculptor born in Bologna, Italy, who was
Comparative Religious Thought, opened in 1922, formerly instructor, of drawing at the Art Stucontains originals and reproductions of various dents' League, New York and of sculpture at
objects of worship from Egypt, Assyria, Baby- the California School of Fine Arts. lie is best
lonia, India, and some of the Siberian tribes. known for his figure of the Savior and 10 figure*
The Central Geographical Museum, founded in for the reredos of the Cathedral of St, John the
1919, depicts Russia's physical characteristics. Divine, New York. He also designed groups for
The Museum of Ways of Communication, founded the Panama-Pacific International Exposition in
in connection with the Institute of Engineers, San Francisco in 1915.
Among his award** wan
illustrates the historical development of trans- the gold medal for sculpture ottered
by the New
portation. The Museum and State Institute of York Architectural League in 1922. lie became
Ceramics, in connection with the State Porcelain a member of the National Society of Sculptors
Factory, is playing an important part in the in 1907.
development of a new type of Russian ceramic
LEOtfABI), AOTA WMGHT (1874).
art.
The Winter Palace has been transformed Methodist Episcopal bishop, born at Cincinnati,
into a Museum of the Revolution, the chief part Ohio. Be was graduated from New York Univerof the collection consisting of objects connected sity in 1899 and from the Drew
Theological
with the Russian Revolution and various insur- Seminary in 1901. In 1889 he was ordained to
the Physical observatories, the Physico-Technical Institute, the Institute of Decorative Arts,
the Leningrad Institute for the Science of Books,
the Institute for the Observation of Childhood,

-

;

;

A
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more than 1000 of the colony have been discharged with the disease brought to arrest is a
testimonial of the wisdom of segregation. The
Philippines Health Department is unable to
appropriate the large amount of money necessary
for the upkeep of this colony, so that the matter
has been taken over by private benevolence, the
movement being known as the Leonard Wood
Memorial for the Eradication of Leprosy, tho
late General Wood having taken great interest
in the colony during and after his administration of the Philippines.
Although the Wood Memorial has no illusions
concerning the leper population of the world,
several high schools in New York and in which is placed as at least 3,000,000, it has reMassachusetts, and in 1906 was appointed in- cently been shown that nearly all countries understructor of English at the University of Wiscon- state their leper population. Thus, India is supsin.
He was successively assistant and associate posed in some quarters to have only 100,000 lepers
professor of English in that university. {Since in place of the million which should be credited to
1926 he has been full professor. He was a her and the same shrinkage is found in numerous
member of many learned societies and is the other countries. Whatever may be said of good
author of Sonnets and Poems (1906) ; The Poet results in small select material, it is staggering
The Lynching Bee and Other to think of curing millions of lepers.
of Galilee (1909)
LE BOY, le-rwa', SDOUAED (1870Poems (1920); The Locomotive God (autobio).
He also French philosopher, born at Paris. He was adgraphy, 1927 ) ; A Son of Earth ( 1928 )
translated many important plays and works mitted to the iSicole Normale Superieure in 1892,
and devoted himself first to mathematics and then
from foreign languages.
the Methodist Episcopal ministry and held pastorates in Porto Rico, Rome, and several cities
in Ohio. From 1910 to 1916, he was pastor in
In the latter year, he was elected
Seattle, Wash.
He is the author of The Shepherd King
bishop.
(1911); Evangelism in the Remaking of the
World (1919); and Hearthstone League: a
Book of Remembrance (1925).
).
LEONARD, WILLIAM EIXERY (1876An American teacher of English, horn at PlainHe was graduated from Boston
field, N. J.
University in 1898 and took post-graduate courses
at Harvard, at Boston University, and in Germany. He served as instructor and principal in

that

;

A

.

IiEONCAVAI/LO,

RUGGIEBO

la'6n-ka-val'16,

to

philosophy,

receiving his

doctorate

in

the

(1858-1919). An Italian dramatic composer
He added to the list of his
(see VOL. XIII).
Goffrcdo
operas: La Candidata (Rome, 1915)
MameU (Genoa, 1916) ; Prestami tua moglie
A cU la Giarrettieraf
(Montecatini, 1916)
(Rome, 1919); and the posthumous Edipo Re
(Chicago, 1920), and 11 prinio Bacio (MontecaAn opera, Tormenta, remained untini, 1923).
fhiiHhed.
From posthumous material, Salvatore
Allcgra arranged an operetta, La Maschera nuda
(Naples, 1925). He was one of the few composers who became famous through a single work
This was his earliest, Pagliacci, which is tho
only one that has maintained itself in the stand-

philosophy at the College de France. In 1923
he was visiting professor at Columbia University,
New York. In his general philosophy, Le Roy,
like Bergson, opposed the stereotyped formal
intellectualism, which was fashionable at the
end of the nineteenth century. He held that
there was no essential distinction between scientific rationalism and the religious aspiration for

ard repertory.

salvation

;

;

mathematical sciences in 1898. After serving as
professor of mathematics in various lycees, he

was

called to take Bergson's place in the College de France in 1914. In ] 91 9 lie was elected
to the Academy of Moral and Political Sciences,
and in 1921 was appointed to the chair of

and

perfection.

In addition to studies published in the Revue
An
(1864).
Italian composer, born at Milan. He studied at de Metaphysique and in the Annales de Philosthe Milan Conservatory under Dominicetti and ophic Ghr6ticnne, Le Roy published in 1911 an
In 1892 he moved to London. He exposition of the Bergsonian method in philosPoneliielli.
owes his reputation mainly to his very success- ophy, line Philosophie Itiouvelle: Henri Bergson
ful opera L'Oracolo (London, 1005; New York,
(translated into English in 1913).
).
1915). His other operas are Raggio di Isitna,
LETTSCHITER, ARMIN OTTO (1868(Milan, 1888) ; Rip Van Winkle (London, 1897) ; An American astronomer, born at Detroit,
Fran- Mich. He was graduated at the gymnasium at
Ib and Little Christina (London, 1901 )
cesca da Rimini (Paris, 1914) ; Massemarello, Cassel, Germany, and in 1888 from the University
Lc Raruffe chio&niotte> Falene and La Terra del of Michigan, receiving his Ph.D. degree from the
Sogno (all in Milan, 1920). He also wrote the University of Berlin (1907). He was an incantatas Sardanapalus, The Gate of Life, and structor of mathematics at the University of
California, where in 1907 he became professor of
Golgotha, and composed many songs*
LEPROSY. With the advance of knowledge astromony and in 1913-18 and 1920-23 dean of
and experience, this affection is slowly passing the graduate school. During the World War,
he was connected with the Chemical Warfare
from a hopeless to a relatively curable one.
system of parole prevails among the cured lepers Service with the rank of major and was also
in some localities, and the number that return for associated with the division of physical sciences
treatment gives an inkling as to the success of of the National Research Council. Dr. Leuschncr
the latter; thus, of the paroled lepers in the gave much attention to the perturbations of the
Hawaiian Islands under charge of the United Watson asteroids and for his studies on this
States government, only 8 per cent return for subject he received in 1915 the Watson Medal
of the National Academy of Sciences. He also
further treatment.
The most impressive news under this head made valuable improvements in the methods of
for Home years past is the project to raise a fund determining preliminary orbits of comets and
of $2,000,000 to combat leprosy in the Philippines, planets, and published various papers on theoretwhere all lepers have been segregated in the ical astronomy* He wrote Celestial Mechanics
(1922).
Island of Culion to the number of 6000. This
An Amer) .
LEVERETS, FBANK (1859colony serves both to prevent and cure, and at
ican
the
furnishes
time
the same
geologist, who was born at Denmark, Iowa,
greatest opportunof Ms life on a
ity for scientific study of the disease. The fact and passed the first 20 years

LEONT,

la-o'ne",

FRANCO

;

A

'

LEVEBHOBE

c

farm. He taught one year in the public schools
and four years (natural sciences) in Denmark

He was graduated from Iowa Agricultural College in 1885, and in the following
year entered the U. S. Geological Survey, becoming assistant geologist (1890-1900), and
geologist in 1901. He has specialized in glacial
geology and in water resources. He was elected
the National Academy of Sciences in 1929.
to^
His contributions include: Water Resources of
Academy.

Wafer Resources of Indiana and
The Illinois Glacial Lobe (1899)
Glacial Deposits of the Erie and Ohio Basins
(1901); Flowing Wells and Municipal Water
Supplies of the Southern Peninsula of Michigan
(1906), Comparison of North American and
European Glacial Formations (1910); Surface
Geology of Michigan (1911, 1912) The Pleistocene of Indiana aAid Michigan and the History
of Hie Great Lakes (1915) and Surface formations and Agricultural Conditions of Minnesota

Illinois

(

1896)

Ohio (1897)

;

;

;

;

;

(1915, 1910, 1918).

LEVEBMOB.E, CHABLES HERBERT

(1856educator and peace adMansfield, Conn. He was

An American

1927).

vocate, born at
graduated from Yale in 1879, and after serving
as teacher in history in several schools, he became professor of history at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in 1888, serving until
1893. From 1896 to 1912, he was president of
Adelphi College, Brooklyn, and from 1913 to

1917, director of the College and University
Bureau of the World Peace Foundation. He
was a member and official in many other peace
organizations and lectured much on subjects
relating to peace. In 1924 he was awarded the

Bok Peace

Prize of $100,000 for the best plan
for insuring peace among the nations. He was
the author of The Republic of "New Haven

Forerunners and Competition of the
( 1886
Pigrim and Puritan (1912); series Year Books
of the League of Nations (1919-22); Life of
Samuel T. Button (1922) ; and the compiler of
)

;

several students' song books.

SYLVAHT
A
la've-',
L3SVI,
(1863).
French Orientalist (see VOL. XIV). In 1921 he
lectured at Tagore's University in Santiniketan,
He was a contributor to periodBengal, India.
icals devoted to Orientalism and the author of a
number of books, among them: Literary History
of Sanskrit Buddhism, with Winternitz and
Huber (1920) ; a translation and introduction to

La Legende

de Nalaet Damayanti

(

1920 )

;

a

preface and vocabulary for E. Chavannes' Con tea
et Legendes du Bouddhisme Chinois (1921);
Dans VInde (1925), and L'Inde et le Monde
(192C).

LEVHTSOMT, SALMON
An American lawyer and

was born at

OLIVER

(1865peace advocate,

).

who

Noblesville, Ind., and graduated at
Yale (1888). He studied law at Lake Forest
University and. was admitted to the Illinois bar

in 1891.
He has since practiced at Chicago,
specializing in the reorganization of railroads
and industrials. Mr. Levinson is chairman of
the American Committee for
Outlawing War.
He is the author of the Levinson Plan for readof
German
justment
reparations, allied and interallied debts, European
appeasement,
peace, issued in 1927.

and world

LEVI3STTHAL, BERN-AED Louis (1806).
An American rabbi, born at Vilna, Russia. He
was educated in the schools of Russia and came
to the United fltates in 1801.
Since that year,
he has been minister of the United Orthodox

LEWIS

8

Hebrew Congregation of Philadelphia, and was
the founder and president of the Orthodox Rabbinical Association of America. He was a
member of the delegation of the American Jewish Congress to the Peace Conference in Paris in
1919 and a member of the faculty of the Rabbinical College of America in New York.

LEVTTZKI, MISCHA
sion

(1898-

).

A

RUH-

born

at Krementchug
Having
begun his musical studies under A. Michailovwki
in Warsaw, he continued under S. Stojovski at
the Institute of Musical Art in New York
For the next four years, lie studied,
(1907-11 )
at irregular intervals, with E. Dohnanyi at
the Konigliche Hochschule in Berlin, winning
the coveted Mendelssohn Prize. Although he
had played in public as an infant prodigy, his
career as a full-fledged pianist dates from his
detmt at Antwerp (1912). He then made touia
pianist,

.

Belgium, Germany, Austria, Hungary, and
Scandinavia. His American debut took place
in New York (Oct. 17, 1916). In 1021 lie
made a tour of Australia and in 1025, of the
Orient, He is recognized as one of the masters
of the keyboard.
One
).
LVY-BBT7HL, LTJCIEN (1857of the leading French philosophers of the soof

ciological

school.

He was

born in Paris, was

educated at the ficole Normale Suplrieuro, in
1899 was called to the faculty of the Sorbonno,
and in 1918 was elected to the Institute (Academic des Sciences Morales et Politiques).
Originally attracted in the direction of idealistic
metaphysics, Professor Levy-Bruhl transferred
to the sociological and objective study of the
moral sciences. The publication of his book,
La Morale et la Science des Mceurs ( 1903 ) created
a philosophic furor, owing to the boldness with
which he attacked all attempts to rest ethicn on
metaphysics. He pleaded for the recognition of
the relativity of moral laws and customs to the
structure of societies. In pursuit of the sociological programme, Dr. Ldvy-Bruhl undertook >ui
interpretation of the mental life of primitive
peoples, and published three important works
on that subject: Les Fonctions Mental en dun a
les Societes Inftrieures (1910); La Mentalitt
Primitive (1922, Eng. trans., 1923) ; and ISfime
UIH other
primitive (1927, JEhg. trans., 1928).
works are L'ldee dc responsaWitt (1HS4);
L'Attemagne depuis Leibnitz (1890) ; La /'httoriophie de JacoU (1894) ; Lettres Inedilcs da John
Stuart Mill a Auguste Comte (1899) ; History of
Modern Philosophy in France (1899); La,
Philosophic d'Auguste Comte (1900) and Jean
Jaures; esquissc Uographique (1924).
An
LEWIS, GILBERT NEWTON (1875).
American chemist, born at Wcyiuouth,
He was graduated from Harvard University and
studied at Leipzig and Go'ttingen. Ho taught
chemistry at Phillips Academy and wa instructor at Harvard during 1899-1900 and 1901-0(5,
being on leave during 1904-05 to take charge
of weights and measures at the government
laboratories in the Philippines. In 1907 he became connected with the 'physical chcmiwtry research work of the Massachusetts Institutes of
Technology, where in 1911 he was made professor.
In 1912 he became profesnor of phynical
chemistry and dean of the School of Chemistry
at the University of California. During the
World War, Professor Lewis waa chief of the defense division of the Gas Service with the rank
of lieutenant colonel, and chief of the training
division of the Chemical Warfare Service. He
;

Ma.

LEWIS

published papers resulting from his studies on
the therm odynamic theory and its application
to chemistry, electric potentials of the common
elements, specific heat of electrons, the structure of the atom and the molecule, and the theory
valence. The French government conferred
on him the Legion of Honor. He is the author
of Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of
Chemical flubstances (with M. Randall, 1923);
Valence and the Structure of Atoms and Molecules (1923)
The Anatomy of Science (1926).
An
).
LEWIS, ISAAC NEWTON (1858American soldier and inventor born at New
Salem, Pa. He was graduated from the United
States Military Academy in 1884 and was commissioned second lieutenant in the 2d Artillery.
By successive promotions, he rose to the rank
of colonel in 1913, and was retired in that year
of

;

He early
made himself an authority on ordnance and
was sent to Europe in 1900 to study that subfor disability incur led in line of duty.

his report resulting in the re-armainent
The machine gun bearing
of the field artillery.
his name was invented by him and after its re-

ject,

jection by the United States was accepted by
the British government. During the World War,
it was used by the Allied Armies, by the United
Slates Navy and the airplanes of the United
States and the Allies. The royalties, amounting
to at least $1,000,000 on guns made for the
United States after it entered the War, were declined by him. His other inventions have included a time-interval clock and bell system of
signals a replotting and relocating system for
coast batteries, an automatic sight, quick-reading
mechanical verniers for use in coast defenses,
electric car lighting, and windmill electric lighting systems
An
).
LEWIS, JAMES HAMILTON (180CAmerican legislator (see VOL. XIV). He served
,H
I Tinted
States Senator from Illinois from
1913 to 1919, as a Democrat. He was candidate
for (Governor of Illinois in 1920 but was defeated.
Tu 191 4 ho served as United States Commissioner
at London to execute treaty laws for safety at
H< a.
He wrote The Two Great Republics: Rome
and IJio United 8 tales (1913) and History of
International Law. In 1918 he was engaged in
Hpocial work in France.
LEWIS, PAUL A. (1879-1929). An American research pathologist who was associated
with the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Rek

Born in Chicago, he received his preliminary education at the University of Wisconsin and graduated in Medicine at the University
of Pennsylvania in 1904.
He was an associate
in pathology at the Rockefeller Institute (190810), director of the laboratory of the Phipps
Institute, University of Pennsylvania (1910-23),
and professor of pathology at the university
He was summoned to New York
(1921 -23).
City in 1916 an one of a commission to fight in*
fan! He paralysis and from 1917 to 1921 was a
commander of the U. S. Naval Reserve. In 1923
he returned to the Rockefeller Institute's animal
pathology divinion at Princeton and in 1925 became allied with the research committee of the
National TiihcntuloHfc Association. Upon the
outbreak of yellow fever in Brazil in 1928, he was
Mint by the Rockefeller Institute to Bahia, Brazil,
to Htudy the disease, which he contracted. He
died June 30, 1929.
An Ameri).
LEWIS, SINCLAIR (1885can author born at Sauk Center, Minn. He received his bachelor's degree from Vale UniverHvarch.

LEWIS
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sity in 1907 and worked on newspapers in New
Haven, San Francisco, and other cities. He was

successively assistant editor of the Transatlantic
Tales, Volta Review, Adventure, Publishers
Newspaper Syndicate, and editor with the Geo.
H. Doran Company to 1916. He became universally known in 1920 through his novel Alain
Street, which for the first time in the history of
the novel in the United States treated with utter
seriousness and perspicuity life in a small town
in the Middle West. This was the manifesto
for a new school of Western writers which had
been growing since shortly before the World
War, and the Middle West assumed a dignified
and assured place in the literature of this counHis Babbitt (1922) treats of the developtry.
ment of a man's bourgeois soul in the Middle
West, his one attempt at revolt, and his subsequent return to the respectable fold. 01 her
novels are Our Mr. Wren (1914); The Trail
of the Hawk (1915) ; The Job (1917) ; The In1

Aw

nocents (1917); Free
(1919); Dr. Arrowsmith (1924); Mantrap (192C); Elmer Gantry
(1927); Dodsworth (1929). He wrote a play,
Hobohemia, produced in New York City in 1919,
and he has contributed short stories to maga-

zines.^^

LEWIS,

ish

SIR

THOMAS (1881-

).

A

Brit-

in

heart diseases.
Born in Cardiff, Wales, he was educated in the
local university, and received the degree of M.B.
in 1905 from the University of London. He
subsequently lectured on cardiac pathology there
and when the periodical Heart was established,
physician

specializing

became its editor. He was knighted in 1921.
Lewis has written much on the heart, his major
publications comprising The Mechanism of the
Heart Beat (1911); CUnical Disorders of the
Heart Beat (1912); Clinical Electrocardiograph^
(1913); Lectures on the Heart (J915); The
Soldier's Heart and the Effort Syndrome (1919) ;
The Mechanism and Graphic Representation of
the Heart Beat (1921).
An
LEWIS, WAIUREN KENDALL (1882).
American chemist, born at Laurel, Del. He was
graduated in 1905 from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and in 1908 received his
Ph.D. degree at Breslau. In 1908 he became a
research associate in the laboratory of applied
chemistry at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, where in 1915 he became professor
of chemical engineering.
During the World War,
he was an assistant in charge of defensive problems of the research division of the Chemical
Warfare Service. Dr. Lewis contributed articles on chemical technology to Thorp's Outlines
of Industrial Chemistry and also to various scientific journals.

An
).
LEWIS, WILLIAM MATHER (1878American college president, who was born at
Howell, Mich., and graduated at Lake Forest
(1900). He waa instructor in
(1900-03) and in Lake Forest
College (1903-OC). For seven years, he was
head master of Lake Forest Academy and was
president of the Lake Forest Board of Education
(1911-13). He later served as mayor (191517) and as member of the Board of Review.
During the World War, he was executive secretary of the National Committee of Patriotic
In 1919-21 he was director of the
Societies:
Savings Division of the U. S. Treasury Department. He acted as chief of the education service
maintained by the Chamber of Commerce,
U* 8. A., in 1021-23, was president of George
(111.)

College

Illinois College

LEWISOHK*
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(1923-27), and since
J927 has been president of Lafayette College,
Easton, Pa. He edited Selected Readings from
the Most Popular Novels (1904)
The Voices of
Our Leader's (1917); and Liberty Loan Speak3

Washington University

;

Hand Books
LEWISOHN",

ers

(1918).

LUDWIG-

(1882-

).

A

German-American author, born in Berlin. He
was taken to the United States in 1890, and received his education in the public schools and
at Columbia University. He taught German in
the University of Wisconsin (1910-11) and at
Ohio State University (1911-19). During his
teaching years, he devoted

much time

to writing

and in 1919 was dramatic editor for the Nation,
becoming associate editor of that magazine in
1920. He made several translations from the
German, chief among which are the dramatic
works of Gehart Hauptmann (1912-17). His
best-known book is Upstream (1922), an autobiography in which

is set forth a searching
criticism of the intellectual and artistic life of
this country. His novel, Don Juan, which appeared in 1923, deals with the problem of divorce. Other of his works are An Introduction
to the Siudy of German (1910); The Modern
Drama (1915); The Spirit of Modern German
Literature (1919); Poets of Modern France
(1918) ; The Drama and the Stage (1922) ; The
Creative Life (1924) ; Israel (1925)
OiUes and
;

Men

(1927);

Roman Summer

(1927);

The

Island Within (1928).
A German
LEXER, ERICH (1867).
surgeon, known especially for his efforts in
transplanting joint surfaces and other plastic
work of the same kind. Born in Wiirzburg, he
received his medical degree from the university
of that city in 1890 and was made professor of
surgery at the University of Jena in 1910, at
Freiburg in 1920, and at Munich in 1927. His
first work on surgery was his Lehrbuch der A.Ugemeine Chvrurgie (2 vols., 1904-05, 17th ed.,
1928). At a later period, with GarrS and Kiittner, he brought out the Handbuch der Praktische
Chirurgie, which was reissued in six volumes,
1921-23. He also summed up his World War
and post-war experiences in his Wiederherstellungschirurgie (1920).
).
LEYEM", FBIEDKICH VON DEB (1873-

A

German

writer,

professor

of

Old German

at the University of Cologne since
?hilology
920. He was born at Bremen and studied at
Marburg, Leipzig, and Berlin. Included among
the many works he published are Indische Marohen (1898) ; Das Marchen ifo der Gottersage der
Edda (1899) ; Gutter und GQttersagen der Germanen (1909); Das Marchen (1911); Die
Deutschen Heldens&gen (1912); Das Studium
der Deutschen Philologie (1913) ; Das Deutsche
MaroJien
Die Deutsche Dichtung
(1917);
Neuer Zeit (1922,
(1918) ; Deutsche Dichtung
2d ed,, 1927); Geschichte der Deutschen Dichtung (1926). He also edited works of Herber,
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piassaba fibre, and palm oil and kernels. Imports are rice, gin, tobacco, cotton piece goods,
building materials. Trade is mainly with the
United Kingdom, Liberian exports in 1913, 1920,
and 1925 being 56,709, 537,362, and 382,211,
and imports for the same years, 90,258, i27l,9!)2,
and 423,004. Trade with the United States in
1916 was $263,717. In 1912-13 revenues were
$618,800 and expenditures $529,548. In 191718 these had dropped to $273,000 and $255,700.
For 1925-26 revenues totaled $962,570 and expenditures $939,978. In 1918 customs duties
brought in $162,120; in 1920, $314,690- in 192(>,
$518,504. The customs office is administered by

an official appointed by the United States. The
police force, maintained for the security of the
revenue, cost $120,000 in 1925. The only mtsaiiH
of inland communication is a motor road 24
miles long. There are no railways or telegraphs.
There are two wireless stations at Monrovia and
cable lines from there to Europe and New Yoi k.
The entry of the United States into the World
War paved the way for Liberian participation.
In August, 1917, Liberia declared war on (Germany and seized the opportunity to eject the
Germans, who up to that time had controlled
more than 75 per cent of Liberia's trado. Tn
1918 a German submarine, in retaliation for the
seizure of German property, shelled Monrovia
and sank the single vessel which constituted the
the
1920,
country's navy. Beginning with
United States began to occupy the leading role
in Liberia's affairs. The direct occasion for thin
move was the fact that, in 1018, the United
States had placed to the credit of Liberia for war

expenditures the sum of $5,000,000. Only $26,000 was used before the War terminated, with
the result that a proposal was made that the
whole be carried as a government loan to
United Status*
Liberia. The Senate of the
and
failed to approve the loan, however,
Liberian finances are in a precarious position.
The President for 1916-20 was Daniel Ifl.
Howard; for 1920-24, 1924-28, and 1028-32,
C. D. B. King.
LIBERTY BONDS. See FINANCE AND

BANKING.

LIBERTY TITNITEL,
TUNNELS; PITTSBURGH.

PITTSBURGH,

Ree

LIBRARY ASSOCIATION", AMERICAN.
The growth of the Association wince 10)4 IIUH
gone hand in hand with the growth of American
libraries during that time.
During the World
War, the Association organized and adnnniBtered library service for the Anny, Navy, and
Marine Corps at the request of the United States
government. Five million dollars and Heveral
million books and magazines were collected.
Fully equipped libraries were maintained in the

camps and stations, collections of bookrt
and magazines were sent to small camps and
posts, and service was rendered to the overHeas
troops. Hospital library service wan an imporand
others.
Schlegel, Wackenroder, Hertz,
tant feature in 1920-30. At the end of the War,
LIBERIA. A Negro republic on the west the War and
Navy Departments took over the
coast of Africa. The area is estimated at service, and
later, the Veterans' Bureau took over
43,000 square miles. The population is esti- the library service for men in hospitals.
mated at 2,500,000, of which American LiberFor 1919-30, the Association prepared a great
ians numbered 20,000; the capital, Monrovia, extension
programme, but the financial campaign
has 10,000. In 1927 the enrollment in all the was not
fully organized and resulted in donaLiborian schools was placed at only 3000.
tions of less than $100,000 for the new work.
ricultural methods are still primitive and
Some increase <in the Association's extension
country's economic resources, e.g., minerals, service was made possible, however, and the pubivory, hardwoods, have hardly been tapped. licity for the campaign greatly stimulated interLeading products include cocoa, cotton, coffee, est in the development of libraries.

m
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is

issued monthly, except in July and August.
large part of the work of the Association

A

for library training, the Council

done by

64 voluntary committees.

Some

of the Association in 1924 created a permanent
Board of Education for Librarianship. Since

is

that time, the board has made a survey of library
schools; stimulated an interest in library training endeavored to bring into the profession young
people especially suited for it; and has acted as a
clearing house for information about the library
schools in operation throughout the country.
In 1923 the American Committee for Work in

past few years have been the publication of the
Children's Library Year-Book, by the Committee
on Library Work with children; the "brailling"
of a number of books through the efforts of the
Committee on Work with the Blind; the publication of the report, Reading Interests and Habits of Adults, in cooperation with the American
Association for Adult Education, through the
Committee on the Study of the Development of
Reading Habits; and the compilation of the
Union List of Serials through the eoSperation of
the Committee on the Union List of Serials.
Beginning in 1922, the Children's Librarians'
Section of the Association has awarded the Newbery Medal annually for the most distinguished
children's book published in America during the
year. The medal is the gift of Frederick Melcher.
It has been won by the following authors
Hendrik Willem Van Loon, for The Story of Mankind; Hugh Lofting, for The Voyages of Dr.
Dolittle; Charles Boardraann Hawes, for The
Dark Frigate; Charles J. Finger, for Tales from
Silver Lands: Arthur Bowie Chrisnian, for Slien
of the 8ea; Will James, for Svnoky; Dlian Gopal
Mukerji, for Gay Neck; and Eric P. Kelly, for

;

Devastated France founded the Paris Library
School, conducted under the auspices of the American Library Association, to train librarians
to carry on the libraries established by the committee after the War. The committee provided
funds to carry on the school for two years, and
at the end of the second year, a gift ot $37,500
was received from John D. Rockefeller for the
year 1920-27. Since that time, it has been sup-

ported by internationally minded friends. It is
hoped that an American university will take over
the responsibility fortlie Schoolin thefall of 1929,
otherwise it will bo forced to go out of existence.
The Committoo on Library Extension reported
the iindingti of a survey in Library Extension.
LIRKARY PKOGRKSS. ) The publication
(Sec*
brought to the attention of the members of the
Association the need for libraries among rural
people. The goal of the committee is to provide
adequate library service within easy reach of
every one in the United States and Canada.
There were 50,000,000 people without such service, most of whom are in the rural districts.
The survey indicated that the county library system is the most etticacious and economical way
known at present to get books to rural people,
and the committee is bending its efforts to bring
about the establishment of county libraries
throughout the country.
A Commission on the Library and Adult Education was appointed in 1924 to study the relation
of libraries to adult education. The study resulted in the publication of a report, libraries

and Adult Education.

On

the completion of the

report, a Board on tho Library; and Adult Education was established and has wince that time been
engaged in gathering material and serving as an
information centre. The board publishes a quarAn
terly, Adult Education and the Library.
adult-education venture in which the board has
been particularly interested is tho "Reading with
a Purpose" series. This Is a series of reading
courses, published by the Association, on differ-'
ent subjects, each one written by an authority.
Tho courses are distributed chiefly through libraTho first courses were mainly of a cultural
ries.
nature, typical examples being French Literature, by Irving Babbitt, and Psychology, by
Everett Dean Martin. Recently, practical courses
on such Hubjectn as Nalenmamthip and Advertising
have becm added. Over half a million of the
courses have boon sold. There were in 1929 41
titles in the series.
In addition to issuing the reading courses, the
Association publishes books and pamphlets on
for libraries, etc.
library work, Jmyin#-list
Ovor one million copies of American Library
Association publications were distributed during
Mont of them wore sold. Typical publi1028.
cations are Public Library Administration, by
John Adams Lowo, the Manual* of Library fioonomy, A Nurvey of Libraries in the United Rtates,
and The Hospital Mbrary, edited by Edith Kathleen Jones. The Booklist, a guide to new books,
'

its

of the activities of the committees during the

:

The Trumpeter of Kratow.
The membership of the Association has increased from 2905 in 1014 to over 11,000 in 1929.
Annual conferences have been held in different
parts of the country. In 1026 the fiftieth anniversary conference was held in Atlantic City.
Librarians from many foreign countries attended
this conference as the guests of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace and of the Association.
The Association derives its revenues
from membership dues, Booklist subscriptions,
sales of publications, endowment funds, and
grants for special projects.

LIBRARY PROGRESS.

The development
throughout the United States
has been the outstanding feature in the library
world since 1914. Although the movement for
libraries in schools had been under way before
1917, the matter was given new impetus at that
time by the adoption by the National Education
Association and the American Library Association of the report of a joint committee on library
organisation on "Standard library organization
and equipment for secondary schools of different
sizes."
Many accredited library schools have
of school libraries

established courses for the training of school
librarians, and standards for such courses have
number of research studies* have
been fixed.
been under way notable among them the study
of the North Central Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools and Lucile Fargo's The
Library in the Rchool, one of a flerics of textbooks
prepared by the American Library Association
curriculum study. Excellent buyhig-lintH of literature suitable for uae in school libraries also
have been published. Close cooperation has been
maintained between the national educational and
library associations and has retwlted in raising
the standards of school libraries and in establishing libraries, not only in high schools but in

A

elementary and junior high schools. School
boards and public-library boards are becoming
convinced of the need for school libraries and
appropriations for them are inereafthig year after
States have appointed State
year. Several
school-library supervisors.

PROGRESS
The success

of library service for soldiers dur-

ing tlie World War turned the minds of librarians
to the possibilities of the library as a factor in
adult education. The Chicago Public Library in
1923 created a Readers' Service Bureau, the particular function of which was to increase the
usefulness of the library to men and women who
wished to continue their education after their
formal training was over. Since 1923, 27 libraries in 18 States have established readers'
bureaus similar to the one in Chicago. Roundtable discussions for readers' advisers were held
as a part of the American Library Association
conferences in 1927 and 1928, and in 1929 a twoCommission on the
day institute was held.

A
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A

number of American librarians have been
upon to help solve the library problems of

called

W. W. Bishop, librarian of the
University of Michigan Library, J. C. M. Hanson, of the University of Chicago Libraries, and
Charles Martel, chief of the Cataloging Division
of the Library of Congress, at the request of Vatican authorities and by means of a grant from the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace,
spent several months in the Vatican Library making suggestions for the revision and enlargement
of the catalogue and conferring with Vatican authorities about the collection of printed books
and incunabula. Milton Ferguson, of the California State Library, and S. A. Pitt, of the Glasother countries.

Library and Adult Education was appointed in gow, Scotland, Library made a survey of library
1924 by the American Library Association to conditions in South Africa for the Carnegie Corstudy the relation of adult education to libra- poration.
The number of students attending library
ries.
The study resulted in the publication of
a report, Libraries and Adult Education, in 1926. schools has been steadily increasing until in
The report was included in a series of Studies 1928-29 there were over 1000 students enrolled
in Adult Education, sponsored by the Carnegie in the schools. There are now fifteen schools acLibniriuuCorporation. Tn this same series, two other vol- credited by the Board of Education for
umes of value to the library world appeared, The ship of the American Library Association which
Reading Interests and Habits of Adults, by Dean are offering courses for graduate and undergradW. S. Gray and Ruth Muroe, and Adult Learn- uate study. In addition to these schools, there
are at least six or eight other schools, some of
ing, by E, L. Thorndike.
Since 1926 the work of the American Library them only recently opened, which are offering a
Association Commission on the Library and Adult full year's curriculum in library science for
Education has been carried on by the Board on school-library work. Every summer, many of the
the Library and Adult Education. One of the accredited schools and a number of universities
important projects of the Commission, and later are offering summer courses in library Hcionce.
of the Board, has been the publication of the The first school to be devoted exclusively to grad"Reading with a Purpose" series of reading uate work in library science was established at
courses. Forty-seven of these courses have been the University of Chicago in the fall of 1928.
issued. Each course is prepared by a specialist
Probably the most notable bibliography ever
and contains a short essay, followed by four or sponsored by American librarians, tho I'nion List
of Serials, was published in 1927. It includctf
five books recommended by the author, in the
event the reader wishes to pursue the study of entries for over 75,000 titles of serialw and lothe subject further. A study by Emma Felsen- cates holdings in over 225 American libraries.
thal which resulted in the publication of Read- The volume involved nearly six years of labor.
Over 60,000,000 people in tho United States,
able Books
Many Subjects in 1929 is proving
valuable to libraries with and without readers' that is, 57 per cent of the population, have publiclibrary service, according to the report on liadvisory sei*vico.
Several important conferences, which called brary extension published in 1026 by the Ameriforth an international exchange of ideas, have can Library Association Committee on Library
been held since 1914. In 1926 the American Li- Extension. Whereas only 7 per cent of the urban
brary Association held its Fiftieth Anniversary population is unserved, this report disclosed that
Conference which was attended by delegates from 82 per cent of the rural population is without
many foreign countries, through the generosity of adequate library service. A nation-wide effort is
the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. being made to provide books for rural people
In 1927 the British Library Association cele- through tax-supported county libraries. JvIoBt
brated its fiftieth anniversary with the Jubilee States have laws permitting the establishment of
Conference which was attended by a, number of such libraries and State-lihrury-exteiiHion agendelegates from the United States. At this con- cies which foster their growth. There wen* iu
1929 206 county libraries in 33 fttaten ami tho
ference, the International Library and Bibliographical Committee was formed. Several Amer- number is increasing rapidly.
icans were on the Committee. In 1929 this
The field of special library work haw developed
Committee called the first world's library and to an extraordinary degree since 3014, The liBibliographical Congress in Rome and Venice. brary has become an important factor in many
Sixty-seven librarians from the United States at- business concerns. Membership in the Hpecial
tended the congress and a number of them con- Libraries Association numbers over 1000. Finantributed to the programme. In response to an cial, insurance, museum, newspaper, commercial,
invitation tendered personally by delegates of the and technical librarians, together with librarians
American Library Association to the Mexican Li- of public libraries, make up the membership of
brary Association, six delegates appointed by the the Association.
Minister of Education of Mexico were present at
Other important developments of the pant few
tlie Fiftieth Annual Conference of the American
years are an increase in library Her vice to the
Library Association as guests of the Carnegie En- blind, both to adults and children ; a tendency to
dowment for International Peace and the Americooperate with moving-picture and other hiatiHcan Library Association. The meeting was made tries to promote education through visual aidHj
the occasion for a discussion of Mexican Library an experiment being carried on in MuHHUchuHt-ttH
affairs and resulted in an interchange of biblio- where a young man librarian IH
living among
graphical information between the United States prisoners working with priwon ofliciulH in an atand Mexico.
to
solve prison-library problem** of long
tempt

m

LIBYA

standing; greater emphasis on library publicity;
to work with the foreign-born.
There were in 1929 over 12,000 library buildings in the United States. Among the large libraries built since 1914 are the Widener Library,
Harvard University ; University of California Library; University of Minnesota Library; and the
Sterling Memorial Library at Yale University;
the Public Libraries at Detroit, Mich.; Wilmington, Del.; Cleveland, Ohio; Los Angeles, Calif.;
Philadelphia, Pa. and Queens Borough, N". Y.;
and the California State Library, at Sacramento.
number of gifts have been made for erecting

more attention

A

library buildings
lections of books.

and for building up special
The Carnegie Corporation

col-

dis-

continued the giving of money for library buildings "in the belief that so many of these have
been provided, and so many communities have
received the impulse for library facilities, that
the purpose which Mr. Carnegie had in view has
been in large measure accomplished."
LIBYA. An Italian colony on the north
coast of Africa, between Tunis and Egypt. It
consists of the two provinces of Tripolitania and
Cyronaica. Its area is estimated at 406,000
square miles; its native population (census
of Doc. 1, 1921) was 509,093. The total estimated population was put at 1,000,000 divided racially into 30 per cent Arabs, 40 per
cent Negroes, 23 per cent Jews, 7 per cent
Europeans. The civil European population in
li)21
numbered 28,304, made up mostly of
Italians and Maltese.
Tripoli, the capital of
Tripolitania, had 73,000 inhabitants; Benghazi,
capital of Cyrenaica, 35,000. The country is
largely desert, but in the coastal region and in
the highlands, agricultural and pastoral activities are carried oil.
Barley IH chiefly grown,
but henna and dates also are cultivated. Other
art id OK of trade consist of sponges, tumiy fish,
ostrich feathers, potatoes, matting, fats, honey,
and hides of camels, ox an, sheep, and goatt*. For

want

of

restricted.

irrigation,

is necessarily
into the Sudan,

agriculture

The caravan trade

formerly very important,
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is

being diminished

because" of the French occupation of Timbuktu
and the, presence of the Kano-Lagos Railway in
British Nigeria. Principal exports into Sudan
iiro cotton and wool on good a, blankets, rugs, tea,
coffee, sugar, and paper.
Imports from the Sudan are ivory, ostrich feathers, hides, skins and
leather objects. Imports by soa into the colony
include wines and liquors, oils, sweetmeats,
chemical products, cotton, woolen, and silk yarns,
iron and steel
manufactures, tobacco, and
matches. Total exports in 1927 for Tripolitania
wore 24,259,201 lire; imports, 240,056,377 lire;
revenue and expenditure for 1928-29, 233,7 J 9,250 lire. The exports of Cyrenaica in 1927 were
14,908,800 lire; imports 378,238,195 lire; revenue and expenditures for 1928-29, 205,490,250
lire.
The Italian government maintains 19,680
mon in Tripolitania and 18,000 men in Cyrenaica
for defense purposes.
Thero are in aU 189 miles
of railway in operation to aupplement the princi-

went on during 1014 and 1915 and so successful
were the insurgents that the inland garrisons
had all to be abandoned and Italy was once more
reduced to her coastal possessions. In 1916,
with Turkish aid, the Senussi brought the
fighting into the coastal region, and but for the
failure to unite all the insurgent forces, might
have succeeded in expelling the Italians entirely.
The end of the War found the local chieftains
unable to effect a common understanding among
themselves. To gain over the local tribes, the

War, deemed it necessary to
autonomy. A parliament was set up,
and as a result of peace being established with
the Senussi in November, 1920, the Italians
were able to resume once more their penetration with only occasional molestation. By arrangement with France in 1919, the western
frontier of Tripoli was laid out to extend in a
curve from west of Ghadamcs to south of Tummo. Similarly, as a result of an understanding
with Great Britain, Jarabaib, on the Egyptian
In 1928 tlie terrifrontier, was ceded to Italy.

Italians, after the

grant

tory in effective occupation was extended to
the southward and a number of important oases

were occupied.

LICHWOWSKY, KAEL MAX, PRINCE
A German diplomat. He served

(1860in important capacities in several embassies, and at
the outbreak of the World War was German
Ambassador in London. He endeavored, by
every means in his power, to prevent the outbreak of War, and afterward went into retirement. Here he wrote an account of his "mission
to London/' which was privately circulated.
Ifixtractw appeared in a Swedish, newspaper, in
March, 1918, and shortly afterward were published in book form under the title Heading
Towards the Abysm. In this, he brought serious
charges against the German government for its
pre-war policies. The book made a great sensation and General Erich Ludendorff urged that
proceedings be taken again wt Liclmowsky, but
nothing was done.
An American
).
LIE, JONAS (1880landscape and figure painter (see VOL. XIV).
He won the silver medal of the San Francisco
Exposition in 1915, the Groenough Memorial
Prize at Newport, R. I., in 1916, and the gold
modal, Art Week, at Philadelphia in 1925. Mr.
Lie became a member of the National Academy
1928).

He is secretary of the New Society of
(Nnw York).
LIEBERIVUSLJO, 15'ber-man, MAX (1847A German painter who was* born in
).

in 1925.
Artistrt

Berlin,

and studied at the University of Berlin,
Academy of Weimar and with Mun-

the Art

kaosy in Paris, Millet in Barbizou, in Holland,
and in Munich. He was professor at the AcadHe is highly valued
emy of Berlin ( 1 898for groups like "Potato Harvest," "Darning
5*
Women," "Peasants Saying Grace, "Old Men's
Home in Amsterdam,'* and alsp for portraits,
bt*st known among which are thowo of Ctarhart
Hauptmann, Vifcliow, and his "Self-portrait."
pal means of communication, i.e., caravan routes. He received medals in Berlin, Munich, prenden,
By the Treaty of Uuiwinne (Oct. 18, 35)12), the Venice, and in Paris, and also the ribbon of
He was president of the
Tiirkitth evacuation of Libya paved the way for the Legion of Honor.
Italian occupation. The pacification of Tripo- Academy of Arts iu Berlin, waw recognized as
litania proceeded without difficulty, so that by loader of the North German Secession arid was
11)1 f> the coastal region was well under Italian
honorary member of numerous foreign art
In Cyrenaica, however, great difficul- aeaclemiw and societies.
control.
TJw Sonussi continued
ties w(*n wncounterecl.
LIBBKNECHT, Mip'knfKl, KARL (1871A Gorman Socialist Icuclor (HOC VOL.
iu poHWSHioii of th interior ami gtubboraly con301i)):
tented the scheme of Italian ixatiou.
Fighting XITJ). (Jailed to the army hi J015, he served
) .
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on the western front, which brought upon him
violent censure from his party. Attacking the
militarism of the Government in open session of
the Diet in 1916, he was expelled and soon after
convicted of high treason for participation in
a Socialist May Day celehration. He was sentenced to four years of penal servitude and loss
of civil rights, but was released in October, 1918.
Engaging at once in revolutionary activities, he
was killed by the Nationalists in the Berlin revolt of Jan. 16, 1919. Among his later works
are
Oegen den Bilrgerlichen Militarismus
(1920) j Politisohe Aufsatsse aus Seinem Nachlasse
(1921); Reden und Aufsatee (1921):
Studien uber die Beicegungsgesetze der Gesellschaftlichen Entwicklung
(1922). See GERMANY, under History.
LIECHTENSTEIN". One of the smallest independent European states lying between the
Austrian province of Vorarlberg and the Swiss
cantons of St. Gallen and Graubtinden. Its
area is 65 square miles; its population (1912),
The revenue for 1926 was 685,651
10,716.
francs and the expenditure 552,555 francs. In
October, 1921, a new constitution providing for
a Diet of 15 members, elected by direct vote on
the basis of universal suffrage and proportional
representation, was adopted. In 1924 the principality, heretofore the ward of Austria, joined
the Swiss Customs Union and turned the administration of its posts and telegraphs over to
Switzerland, besides using the Swiss currency
On Feb. 11, 1929, Prince Johann II,
since 1921.
who had ruled Liechtenstein for more than 70
years died at the age of 38 and was succeeded
by his brother, Prince Frances I, born Aug. 28,
1853.

LIEFMANJST, ROBERT (1874-

).

man

A

Ger-

A

political economist, born at Hamburg.
professor of economics at the University of Freiburg since 1904, he has written Die Unternehmerverlande (1897); Schutsasoll und Kartelle

(1903); Kartelle und Trusts (1905, 4th ed.,
1920) Erlrag und Einkommen auf der Qrundlage
einer rein subjektiven Wertlehre (1907) ; Beteil;

igungs und Finamsierungsgesellschaften (1909) ;
Die Untemehmungsformen (1912)
Orundsatze
der Volkswirtschaftslehre (1917, 3d ed., 1923);
Allgcmcin Volkswirtschaftslehre (1924).
LIENHABD, len'hart, FKTEDIIIOH (18651929). A German poet and novelist (see VOL.
After 1925 he was doctor of theology at
XIV)
the University of Miinster. His later works included D.er
Eimiedler^ und Bern Volk (1914), a
volume of short stories; Lelensfrucht, his collected verse (1915) ; Jugendjahre, recollections
of his youth
(1918);
Weslmarle, a novel
(1919); Der Meister der Menschheit (1919);
Wer Zuletzt LacHt (1921) Aus Pouters Tagen
(1924); the novels Unter dem Ro&enkreu*
(1925) and JDes Meisters Vermaohtniss (1927);
and a volume of causeries, Das Plauderbuch
;

United States, after various duties, ho was sent
to the Army War College, where ho was graduated in 1910 and of which he was president
in 1913. In 1914 he served on the Mexican
border and in 1917 commanded the Department
of the Philippines.
During the World War, he
was in France as commander of the 41st Division (1917-18) and then with the 1st Army
Corps (1918-19) with the rank of lieutenant
general. Later, he was on the Rhine in command of the 3d Army (1919). Ho took part
in the second Battle of the Marne and participated in the engagement at St. Mihicl and in
the Meuse-Argonne campaign. On his return
to the United States, he was assigned to the
command of the Western Department with San
Francisco as his headquarters. In 1921 ho was
retired from active service with the rank of
major general. For his services iu the War, he
received the Distinguished Service Medal of the
United States, the decorations of the Lotion of
Honor from France, the Order of Leopold from
Belgium. General Liggett wrote Cow ma tiding
an American Army; Recollections of the World
War (1925).
LIGHT. See PHYSIOS.
LIGHT, MEASUREMENT OF. See ELECTRIC
LIGHTING.

LIGHTHOUSES, AND OTHER

AIDS TO NAVI-

After the restoration of normal conditions following the World War, there came important developments iu lighthouses ami their
equipment, as well as in other aids to navigation
in most of the countries of the world.
Such developments are mainly in the provision of improved illuminants and signaling devices, in increasing the number of such marks UH gtiK buoys,
and particularly in installing radio apparatus for
In the consignals and for communications.
struction of notable light towers or other structures, not much of importance wan done between
1914 and 1028, but the improvement of equipment
in the interest of better navigation, AH well as
general efficiency and economy, WUH ft ign if leant.
Thus, in the United States, the improvement .of
lights on rivers and bays wan marked and the
placing of acetylene buoys to mark the Ambrose
Channel of the New York Harbor in 1020 WUH a.
distinct advance. On the MiflHiwsippi and Fhulnon
GATION.

rivers also there was a marked improvement in
the lights. With the oxtennive development of
.
aeronautics, lighthouse authorities were giving
consideration to the utilization of coast lighthouses in aSrial navigation, but little had bocn
done in determining modi fi cat ionn needed for exFor the American Transcontiisting equipment.
nental Mail and other routes, elaborate syKtonm
of illumination and light marka were dcviHed.
At the end of the fiscal year 1027-28, 5877 mllra
;
of airways were lighted, with 1275
lightn in operation.
The number of lights was constantly being increased as new airways were provided for
(]927). He edited Der Turner, a magazine night Ay ing. See AJ&KONAUTICFL
Automatic Lighting. In the period follow*
published in Weimar.
An Amer- ing the War, automatic lighting WUH a leading
LIGGETT, HUNTER (1857).
ican army officer, born at Reading, Pa. He was consideration for the
IxghthoiiHe Her vice of the
graduated at tho United States Military Acad- various countries of the World. It wan extenemy in 1879 and was made a second lieutenant sively introduced, even at the more important ntain the 5th Infantry. By successive promotions, tions,
although in the latter instance.** one keeper
he reached the rank of major general in 1917
usually was retained, and the installation was
and was retired in 1923. He served in cam- quite
Such lightw for the most part em*
costly.
paigns against the Indians and during the War ployed dissolved acetylene, and for tho
hlgtatr
with Spain was iu Cuba, with the rank of
illuminating power, there wan a leas revolved by
major of volunteers. Later, he was in the the gas pressure, while tho flame was
produced by
Philippines, and subsequent to his return to the the combustion of a mixture of
acetylene ami air
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under an incandescent mantle, with automatic
mantle exchanger. European automatic lights
and light sectors were in many cases more complicated than those employed in the United States.
Automatic lighting hy incandescent electric lamps
had been extensively developed in some countries
for unwatched or semi-watched stations, even
those of primary importance. Here were often
employed large light bulbs approximating 1 foot
in diameter, with spirally wound filaments in
The large current required was
gas-filled bulbs.
supplied from commercial sources or by automatic power units at the station. In some of the

United States Lighthouse Service. On
June 30, 1928, there were maintained by the
United States Lighthouse Service, which is by far
the largest lighthouse organization in the world,
18,607 aids to navigation, including 6761 lights
of all classes and 1313 fog signals of which 55
were radio signals and only 36 were submarine
The accompanying table gives a sumsignals.
mary of the aids to navigation under each class
in commission at the end of the fiscal years 1914

and

apparatus, particularly that for the coast of Holland, where this system was extensively introduced, the electric light had a reserve gas light
which was automatically set in operation on the
failure of the electric light.
The United States Lighthouse Service in 1928
had in commission more automatic apparatus
than similar services in any other country in the
world. Of 6761 coast and lake lights, 2210, or
33 pei cent, were automatic, doing the work of
many lighthouse keepers and assistants. This
includes 803 lighted buoya, which could not be
maintained by human attendance and which were
invaluable aids to mariners, were automatically
operated, and aided night navigation on many
important rivers and channels. This tendency
to provide automatic intallations is indicated by
the fact that during the fiscal year 1928, 158 stations were put on an automatic basis, with an annual saving estimated at three-quarters the cost
of the changes. Thus, in addition to many automatic gas buoys, new automatic lighthouses were

In the period between 1910 and 1020, there was
a net increase of 4611 in the total number of aids
most
developimportant
Fog Signals.
to navigation in the United States. The number
ment in the way of improving coastwise navi- of gas buoys increased two and one-half times and
the
of
radio
use
was
which
by
gation
fog signals
the number of lighthouses, equipped with brilwore to send out from transmitting stations sig- liant
oil-vapor lights, increased four times. The
nals appropriate to the locality. Therto could be number of automatic
gas lights ashore increased
detected on vessels equipped with ordinary receivnearly seven times, effecting an important econthe
in
The
firnt
radio
fog signals
ing apparatus.
omy in the cost of attendance. By 1928 radio
United States were placed May 1, 1921, on the
equipment had been placed on more than half of
Ambrose Channel light vessels at the entrance to the tenders and telephone communications beNew York Harbor, on the If ire Island light ves- tween shore stations. Acetylene buoys were in
sel, and on the Sea Girt (N. J.) lighthouse, all in
standard use and were placed at important chanthe vicinity of New York Harbor. By 1028 there nels.
were 55 radio beacons in operation, most of the
In Alaska during the period from 1914 to 1928,
important light stations and lightships being many new aids to navigation were established, so
thus equipped. These instruments furnish, with that on June 30, 1928, there had been provided a
installed at important points.
1

A

proper precautions, bearings approaching the
accuracy of visual bearings, and were available at
greater distances. See RADIO TELEGRAPHY.
In 1024 a power-tube radio fog signal transmitter was placed in commission on Ambrose
Channel lightship. This was the first tube transmitter used in the United States for fog signal
purposes. This transmitter was installed by the
United States Lighthouse Service after extensive
tests indicating freedom from directional distortion, lessened interference, and increased
Installations of radio fog signals
ciency.

effi-

had

been provided in France, Spain, Norway, Scotland, England, and Holland, though less extensively than in the United States. It was univernally recognized that instruments for determining
the radio bearing should be located on shipboard,
arid the radio compass
(see NAVIGATION) a
simple means of securing direction and position,
ia rapidly becoming standard
hip equipment.
Aside from the use of radio, the principal advance
noted in fog signals was the further introduction
of automatic apparatus for minor signals, such
as 'bells, along the lines dene ri bed or similar.

total of 770 aids to navigation in this Territory.
This was a steady growth from 1010, when there
were but 160 such aids. In 1028 there were 284

gas buoys, 16 fog signals, 283 buoys,
170 day marks, and 2 radio beacons. The United
States Lighthouse Service had been active in the
other Territories and outlying districts, where increased commerce rendered additional aids to
navigation essential. Thus, in 1021 there was
built a new light station and buildings at Point
Borinquen, at the northwestern extremity of
Porto Rico, at a location where the necessity of a
landfall light was emphasized by the opening of
the Panama Canal and its increasing use. This
new light was placed on a reinforced concrete
ntructure of cylindrical form located 233 feet
above sea level. It was simple in design and
heavy and strong enough to resist earthquake
shocks. It was built oil a concrete foundation 25
feet square by six feet deep, and the main tower
was 15 feet in diameter with walls 1 5 inches thick
and rising to a height of 46 feet; above it was a
lights, 2(J

service room and a standard helical bar lantern.
The illuminating apparatus consisted of a third*

LIGHTNING

order 12-panel flashing lens on a mercury float
with a 55-mm. type-A incandescent oil-vapor
lamp. This light shows a group of four white
flashes of 32,000 candle power every 30 seconds
and is visible 24 miles. At Guam, a valuable new
light was installed at Hole-in-the-Wall in 1923
by the United States Lighthouse Service. Lights
also were maintained at both Guantanamo and

Samoa.

At these last three points, the aids to navigation are maintained under the direction of the
Naval Commandant by means of allotments
from the appropriations for the Lighthouse ServAlso in 1928 an important new light was
completed by the Government of the Philippine
Islands on Tubbataba Reef in the centre of the
Suzu Sea about 90 miles from the nearest land.
In this construction, a light steel tower about
120 feet high carries the light, and concrete
buildings at the base are provided for the three
keepers and two boatmen and their families.
The coastwise light and aids to navigation in
Great Britain are under the control of Trinity
House, the oldest brotherhood of seamen in Great
Britain* incorporated under Henry VIII in 1514.
This organization in 1929 administered 64 large
and 27 minor lighthouses two fog signal stations; 46 manned and two unmanned lightships;
139 lighted and 479 unlighted buoys; and 55 beacons.
There are nino lighthouse tenders which
steam upward of 100,000 miles a year. Trinity
House is constantly conducting experiments in
ice.

j

lighting and fog signaling, and many of the
lightships are fitted with wireless telephony for
communication with the shore.
LIGHTNING. See METEOROLOGY.

LIGHTNING ABRESTER.

See ELECTBIG

POWER TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION.

LIGHTSHIPS.

XIGN

IS'ny',

the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of
the Congo State until that was made a Belgian
colony (1908). He then entered the Colonial
Office, but in 19 IX returned to the diplomatic
service, going to Holland as counselor of the
Belgian Legation, to Luxemburg as charge, and
returning to Holland as Minister (1920-26).
LILIEOTEIN, le'H-en-fin, HEINBICH (1879A German dramatist and novelist. He
)
was born at Stuttgart and studied history and
philosophy at the universities of Tubingen' and
Heidelberg. He became general secretary of the
Deutsche ScMllerstiftung at Weimar in 1920*
His principal works were the dramas Maria
Friedhammer (1903); Der Herrgottswa.rter
(1906); Der Stier von Oliver* (1910); Der
Tyrann (1013); Hildetrand (1918); Caffliostro
(1922); Der Erlo&u-ng des Johannes Parricida
(19.20) ; and Theater (1927) ; and the novels Ein
Spiel

im Wind

(1916)

;

Die

(1919); Das Trunkene Jahr
Welt ohne fteele (1927).

feurige

Wolke

(1923); and Die

An
LILLIB, RALPH STAYNEB (1875).
American Physiologist, born at Toronto, Out.,
Canada. He was educated at Toronto University, at the University of Michigan, and at

the University of Chicago (Ph.D., 1901). He
instructor in physiology and histology
(1902-03) and adjunct professor (1903-05) at
the University of Nebraska; instructor in phys-

was

iology at Harvard (1903-06) ; -instructor in
and asphysiology and zoology (1907-11)
sistant professor (1911-13) at the University
of Pennsylvania; professor of biology at Clark
University (1913-20); biologist at the Nela
Research Laboratory, Cleveland, Ohio (192024) ; professor of general physiology at the University of Chicago since 1924; and instructor
in physiology at Woods Hole, Mass., from 1902.
He published extensively in scientific journals oil
osmotic pressure of colloids, physiology of
growth processes, and articles on protoplasmic

transmission.

LIMBURG. Upon the region of South Limburg, in southeastern Holland, centred the chief
Belgian demand for territorial compensations
after the World War. This Dutch province,
with an area of 847 square miles and a population (Dec. 31, 1927) of 521,662, had been given
to Holland by the Treaty of 1839, against the
protests of the Belgians. At the Versailles Conference, Belgium once more pressed her claims,
not on grounds of ethnography, for the people
are plainly Dutch, but for historical, strategic,
and economic reasons. Limburg had taken part
in the Belgian Revolution of 1830. It was
vitally necessary for the protection of the Belgian frontiers, for it dipped south to touch
Belgium on the east and thus controlled
of the
the defense of the Meuse.
^The position
Meuse in the disputed district was perhaps
the most serious of the Belgian grievances, for the
Dutch possession of this waterway, witli its important bridgehead at Maestricht, imposed an
effective check on the progress of Belgian commerce. Similarly, Limburg seemed vitally necessary to Belgium if the Rhine-Scheldt Canal,
which was guaranteed by the Peace of Versailles,

was ever

See LIGHTHOUSES.

ALBERT &DOUARD EUGENE
A Belgian
LAMOBAL, PRINCE DE (1874).
diplomat, Ambassador to the United States
He started his career as an at(since 1927).
tache" in Vienna (1890), was posted at Berlin
(1898-1903) and Lisbon, and then served under
;
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to become a reality. Limburg, formerly neglected by the Dutch, became a source
of real interest during the War; the lignite
mines opened up there wore producing 1,425,017

tons in 1918 and some 9,323,012 tons in 11)27.
The Peace Conference, however, refused to countenance the transfer of the territory; the only
step it would take was the establishment of an
international commission to investigate the
matter of the Treaty of 1839. Territorial compensation was thus out of the question. Only
after lengthy negotiations was it possible for
the two disputants to come to terms on the matter of waterways. In 1920 an agreement wan
reached on the administration of the Scheldt,
the Antwerp-Meuse-Rhine Canal, and two other
water systems; with this, Belgium had to re-

main

content.

LIME.

The number of plants engaged In
the production of lime in the United States decreased from 530 in 1922, to 430 In 1928.
Keener competition in recent years has featured
the lime industry and numerous consolidations,
with elimination of the less efficient producers,
has resulted. The more important producing
districts are in southern Pennsylvania, the Toledo district of Ohio, and the Shenamloah disTn 1922
tricts of Virginia and West Virginia.
a total of 3,030,617 short tons of lime wan produced. The value of this production w
$33,In 1928 production
255,039, or $9.14 per ton.
had increased to 4,458,412 tons, valued at $36,About one449,635, or a value of $8.40 per ton.
half of the lime produced is uned in the building trades. The consumption of agricultural
lime has not shown a relative increase in recent
years, being about 7.5 per cent of the total.

LIMING-

use of lime in building and agriculture, various
chemical industries, such as paper mills, glass
works, tanneries, metallurgical plants, sugar
factories, and various other chemical and semichemical industries- are important consumers of
lime.
By means of the air separation process,
a very pure lime product is secured that is
easily handled and shipped, all of which aids
in the development of new markets, and the
extension of old markets for lime products in
the chemical manufacturing industries. Recent
developments in the technology of lime production indicate a trend toward more general adoption of the rotary-type kiln, and a more general
tendency to seek a market for the waste-rock
products and spalls that must be handled in
connection with the production of lime.
LIMING. See FERTILIZERS.
).
LINCOLN, JOSEPH CROSBY (1870An American story writer (see VOL. XIV). To
his list of talcs of the Cape Cod region, he has
added: ThankfuVs Inheritance (1915); Mary
'Gusto, (1916); Extricating Obadiah (1917);
Shavings (1918) ; The Portygec (1919) ; Calusha
the Magnificent (1921); Fair Harbor (1922);
Doctor Nj/c (1023); Ragged Water (1924); The
Big Mogul (1920); The Aristocratic Miss
Rrwostcr (1927) Silas Bradford's Roy (1928) ;
and (with Freeman Lincoln) Blair's Attio
(1929).
An
).
LIND, SAMUEL COLVILLE (1879American chemist, born at McMinnville, Tenn.
He was graduated at Washington and Lee University in 1899 and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and received his Ph.D. at
Leipzig, Germany. He was assistant in chemistry at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and assistant professor of general and
(1 905-15).
physical chemistry at Michigan
;

Meanwhile, he became interested in radioactivity and studied in Paris (1910) and at the
Radium Institute in Vienna (1911). In 1913
he was appointed chemist for the United States
Bureau of Mince in charge of radioactivity, and
in 1918 he became physical chemist f^r that bureau. lie was associate director of the Fixed
Nitrogen Research Laboratory at Washington,
1925-20, and since 1920 he has been director of
the school of chemistry at the University of
Minnesota. Dr. Lind published papers on radium extraction and measurement, on the influence of radiation on chemical action, and relation of gaseous ionization to chemical action;
ho is alno the inventor of the Lind interchangeable electroscope for making radium measure-

CHARLES AUGUSTUS (1902aviator. He was born at
Detroit, Mich., graduated from the high school
at Little Falls, Mich., and studied mechanical

LINDBERGH,
).

LINDSAY
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In addition to the important and essential

An American

engineering at the University of Wisconsin
(1920-22). At the age of twenty, he enrolled
in an aviation school at Lincoln, Nebr., and
there took his first airplane flight (April, 1922).
In 1924 he enrolled as a Hying cadet in the U. 8.
Air Service Reserve at Brooks Field, Ban Antonio, Tex*
(lie was later advanced to captain,
and then to colonel, of the Air Corps Reserve ).
In 1925 he was commissioned first lieutenant
of the Missouri National Guard and later was
promoted to colonel. In 1926 he entered the
Air Mail Service as pilot from Chicago to St.
Louis. On May 11, 1927, he took off from San
Diego, Calif*, in an airplane made to his order

and called the Spirit of St. Louis. Stopping
25 minutes at St. Louis, he landed at Ourtiss
Field, N. Y., on the following day (flying time,
21 hours and 20 minutes). On May 20, he took
off alone in the same plane on a non-stop transatlantic flight from Roosevelt Field, N. Y., to
Paris, France, covering an estimated distance
of 3600 miles in 33^ hours. His reception at
Paris and later at London and Brussels was
unprecedented for cordiality. After his return
to the United States and an official welcome
from President Coolidge, he made an air tour in
the Spirit o/ St. Louis to 75 cities in the interest
of commercial aviation.
On the invitation of
President Calles of Mexico, he made a non-stop
flight of 2100 miles from Washington, D. C.,
to Mexico City in 27 hours and 10 minutes. He

America and the West Inwas awarded the Congressional
Honor (U. S.), the Distinguished

later visited Central
dies.

Medal

He
of

Flying Cross, the Distinguished Service -Cross,
the Woodrow Wilson Medal and $25,000 for the
good-will flight to Mexico, Central America, and
the West Indies, the Roosevelt Medal of Honor
(1928), the Langley Medal of the Smithsonian
Institution, the Hubbard Medal of the National
Geographic Society, the French Legion of Honor,
and many other decorations. He was the winner of the Orteig $25,000 prize for the first New
York to Paris non-stop flight. Colonel Lindbergh
was made chairman of the technical committee of
the Transcontinental Air Transport, and in this
capacity has given much attention to the planning and, location of commercial air routes
throughout the United States and Latin AmeriIn 1929 ho married Anne S., daughter of
ca.
Dwight W. Morrow, then American Ambassador
to Mexico. He wrote We (1927), the story of
his transatlantic flight.
S. ABVID ACHATES (1862).
Swedish admiral and Prime Minister, born at
Osterby. He served in the navy from 1882 to
1891, when he entered business. Elected to Parliament in 1005, he became Minister for Navy the
same year, and Prime Minister (1903-11). He
was Minister for Foreign Affairs in 1917 and
then was leader of the Conservative Party in the
Second Chamber until called to head the Conservative cabinet formed Oct. 1, 1928.
LINDSAY, (NICHOLAS) VACHEL (1879An American poet and artist (see VOL.
).
XIV). In 1910, when he published the Village
Magazine, he was almost unknown, but since
then, he has been recognized as one of the main
hopes of American poetry. Technically and
aesthetically, he is full of inaccuracies, but his
poetry is strong and vital and many of his poems
have the true ballad ring. He is one of the
strongest forces in the development of the epic
of the West in the United States. He has re-

A

LINDMAN,

cited before many school audiences in this counand in England. His chief works are

try

for Beggars (1916); The Art of
Moving Picture (1915); and the volumes
of poems entitled Ueneral Booth enters Heaven
(1013); Congo and Other Poems (1914); The
Chinese Nightingale and Other Poems (1917);
The olden Whales of California and Other Poems (1920); The Golden Book of Springfield
(1920); doing to the Bun (1923); Collected
Poem (illustrated by himself, 1925); Going
to the Stars (1926); The Candle in the Cabin
(1926); The litany of Washington Street
(1928)
Johnny Appleveed and Other Poems;
Every tioul is a Circus, poems (1929).

Handy Guide
the

;
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LINDSAY, WALLACE MARTIN

(1858-

).

Scottish classicist (see VOL. XIV), His more
recent
Notce
Latince
include
publications
(1915) ; edition of the Corpus Glossary (1921) ;
Corpus, fipinal, Erfust, and Leyden Glossaries
(1921) ; Ancient Lore in Medieval Latin Glossaries

(1922); Early Latin Verse (1922); Julian
1-3

of Toledo (1922); Glossaria Latina, vols.
(1926) ; edition of Terence (1926).

LINDSEY,

BEN(JAMIN)

B(ARR)

(18G9-

An American purist and reformer (see
XIV). He was active in the organization

).

VOL.

Party and was a member of
National Committee in 1912. Judge Lindsey
served in the Juvenile Court of Denver until
July 1, 1927. He lectured much throughout the
country on children's problems. He was the
author of The Rule of Plutocracy in Colorado;
The Doughboys 9 Religion (1919); Pan-Germanism in America (1919); The Revolt of Modern
youth. (1925); and The House of Human Welfare: The Companionate Marriage (1927).
An
).
LIPPMAKN, WALTER (1889American writer (see VOL. XIV). He resigned
of the Progressive
its

as a member of the staff of the New Republic,
in 1915, to become assistant to the Secretary of
War. He served also as secretary for the organization directed by E. M. House to ^prepare
data for the Peace Conference. During the
World War, he served as captain of the Department of Military Intelligence. He was attached
to the 2cl Section of the General Staff at General
Headquarters in France. He served also in Paris
during the Peace Conference. His later books
include The Politioal Scene (1919); Liberty
and the News (1920); Public Opinion (1922);
The Phantom Public ( 1925) ; and Men of Destiny
1929 ) . He joined
( 1927 ) ; A Preface to Morals (
the editorial staff of the New York World and
in 1924 became its chief editorial writer.
Ger).
LISSATTER, ERNST (1882man poet. He was born in Berlin and studied
at Leipzig and Munich. He first attracted attention by his lyric volume, Der Acker (1907),
which was followed by Der Strom (1912), a
tribute to the centenary of the Wars of LiberaAt the
tion, entitled 1813, and Zyklus (1913).
outbreak of the World War, he published a series
of pamphlets, Worte an die Zeit (1914), and attained notoriety by his Hymn of Hate. He later

LITERATURE

tect and town planner for Yorkship Village, a
permanent industrial town of 1700 houses built
during the World War for the Emergency Fleet
Corporation and the New York Shipbuilding
Company. He is a member of several architectural and other societies.
LITERATURE. See FRENCH LITERATURE;
GERMAN LITERATURE; HUNGARIAN LITERATURE;
ITALIAN LITERATURE?; RUMANIAN LITERATURE;
RUSSIAN LITERATURE; SCANDINAVIAN LITERATURE; SPANISH LITERATURE; SLAVONIC LITERATURE; and LITERATURE, ENGLISH AND AMERICAN.
LITERATURE, ENGLISH AND AMERICAN.
Any survey of English and American literature
from the outbreak of the World War must nec-

essarily take count of the fact that for the first
four years of the period the world was in arms.
No less must it premise discussion on the statement that though the stream of letters was stirred
to its depths by the contest, it has followed
since the conclusion of the struggle the direction
in which it was setting when war broke.
The
War stimulated the revolt which was under way
against established conventions of thought and
action; it crystallized discontent, fructified emo-

and unfettered expression, but it marks no
watershed in literary annals. Its results to
the present have been rather to nurture seriousness than to transform letters.
tion,

Viewed in the perspective of today, the literature of the war years themselves 'appears, for
the most part, ephemeral. Of that vast mass
of publications which, as the struggle progressed,
ranged from inquiry into its causes to description of the manner and incidents of its waging
and eventually to discussion of the peace, few
have had currency beyond the lustrum that called
them forth. Even the correspondence from the
men at war, which derived so moving a quality
from the idealism which tempered its grim chronicle, and which, at its best, as in the letters of
Victor Chapman, Alan Seeger, Rupert Brooke,
or Donald Hankey, had so impressive an eloquence, has passed to the limbo of topical literature.
Into similar oblivion has gone the. great
part of the narratives of the war correspondents,
the travelers beleaguered in Europe, and unofficial observers, records whose precarious popularity must henceforth rest upon their value as
secondary sources of history. A few exceptions
wrote two dramas, Eckermann and Yorcfc there are to this rule. In Maseficld's (jallipoli,
(1921); a series of one-act plays, Oesichte an imagination capable of conveying the epic
(1922) ; the essays, Von der Sendung des Dich- nature of the drama unfolding before it transmuted a recital of events into literature that
ters (1922) and Festlicher Werktag (1922);
Flammcn und Winde, poems' (1922) 5 Gewalt, still has power to'Stir. T. E. Lawrence, in the
a comedy (1924); Die dritte Tafel, a legend remarkable Revolt in the Desert, furnished a
(1927). He edited an anthology Deutsche Bal- chronicle of experience that stands as one of the
lade n (1923) and works of MSrike, Kopisch, most effective as well as one of the mont fascinating works born of the War. In H. W. NevLingg, and others.
LITCHFIELD, ELECTUS DARWIN* (1872- inson's The Dardanelles Campaign, Philip Oibbs's
An American architect, born in New The Battles of the Somme, and the reports of
).
York City. He was graduated from the Brook- Richard Harding Davis and Frederic Palmer,
lyn Polytechnic Institute in 1889 and from the there was guflioient of literary cffectivexui&a to
Stevens Institute of Technology in 1892. He be- attach to them a degree of permanence.
It is, however, to other sources we must look
gun his professional work with Carrere & Hastings in Now York and was afterward associated for the war literature that must be liiwtory.
with several other architectural firms in that So long as the conflict was in progress, the neIn 1910-26 he was a member of the cessities of the situation imposed an obligation
city.
firm of Klectus D. Litohfield & Rogers. Since to silence; but the conclusion of peace released
the pens of the diplomats, and lifted the embargo
1 920 he has been in practice under his own name.
He designed the United States Post Office and on the utterances of military leaders, Front tho
Courthouse in Denver; the St. Paul Public Li- United States in 1918 came Brand Whitlock'H
brary; the James J. Hill Reference Library in St. Belgium, one of the most notable books proPaul; and many important buildings in Wash- duced by the conflict,, a work of importance
no little literary qualington, Brooklyn, and other cities. He was archi- historically and possessing
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Vivid and revealing as it was, the outstanding diplomatic memoir of the war period
was not, however, that of Mr. Whitlock, but
The Life and Letters of Walter Hmes Page, by
Burton Hcndrick, a collection of letters impresity.

sive for their recital of Anglo-American relations during the war epoch and for the mellow
personality and grace of style that invested
their record with abiding interest. Together
with these reminiscences may be placed as of
lesser but nevertheless high interest Ambassador Gerard's My Four Years in Germany and
to Face with Kaiserism, Ambassador Mor~
genthau's Story, Lewis D. Einstein's Inside Consianlinolple, and Hugh Gibson's A Journal from
Our Legation in Belgium.
Close upon the end of the conflict, the military leaders entered the literary lists, some of
them to combat criticism, others merely to tell
the story of their experiences. Viscount French,
Sir Frederick Maurice, Julian Corbett, Admiral
Jellicoe, Field Marshal Haig, Commander Bellaire, Admiral Fisher, Admiral Sims, Sir Ian
Hamilton, and others of their associates on land
and sea published narratives that must hold
permanent place as history. Supplementing
these more personal chronicles and of hardly
less value as source books of the future, there

Face

appeared a stream of works of which some of
the most notable were Winston Churchill's The
World Crisis; The Economic and Social History
of the War, edited by James T. Shotwell; Charles
Seymour's A Diplomatic Background of the War
and Woodrow Wilson and the World War; Charles G. Dawes's A Journal of the Great War;
Lord Beaverbrook's Politicians and the War;
H. W. V. Temperlcy's A History of the Peace
Conference al Paris; Ray Stannard Baker's
Woodrow Wilson and the World Settlement and
Life and Letters of Woodrow Wilson; and Robert
Lansing's The Peace Negotiations, a Personal
Narrative. Of the first importance, The Intimate Papers of Colonel House, edited by Charles
Seymour, reveals a remarkable personality at
the same time furnishing a rich quarry for future hiHtory. Valuable also for the light it
sheds upon his associates of the war years is
the Karl of Oxford and Asquith's Memories and
Inflections.
Definite histories of the war it is too soon
to expect, but several preliminary treatises presenting panoramic surveys of the contest have
made their appearance. Such are Nelson's

History/ of the War, by John Buchan; Buchan's
History of the (jriat War; Conau Doyle's History of the Great War; and Frank Simond's
The Great War. While giving rie to a vivid
curiosity as to the period immediately antecedent to its outbreak, the War at the same time
directed attention to the more distant past.
Specialized fields of interest came suddenly to
the fore, as when the doctrine of self-determination brought the smaller nationalities into prominence, or discussion of a league of nations threw
emphasis on earlier experiments in restraint of

war.

On the other hand, the entire pageant of
history asumcd a new significance and, subjected to painstaking research, was made to
yield frewh import as its data were interpreted
not as by the older luHtorianw, through the
medium of personal or national prejudice, but
with the detachment of scientific investigation.
Ancient times, a well as modern, were tapped
at their sources, with the result that the recent

LITERATURE

years have seen a steadily growing body of
authoritative history. The important series of
Cambridge histories the Cambridge Medi&val
History, the Cambridge History^ of Modern Times,
the Cambridge History of India, the Cambridge
History of the British Empire; the series ontitled The Legacy of Greece and Rome and OurDebt ^to Greece and Rome; the Chronicles of
America, edited by Allen Johnson; The Second
Empire, by Philip Guedalla; Tlie Evolution of
Parliament, by A. F. Pollard; The Age of the
Reformation, by Preserved Smith; Modern Democracies, by Viscount Bryce; The History of
British Civilization, by Esme Wing field Stratford; The History of the United States since
the Civil War, by Ellis Paxon Oberholtzer; The
McKinley and Roosevelt Administrations, by
James Ford Rhodes; The Declaration of Independence, by Carl Becker; The History of Modern Europe, by G. P. Gooch; The Beginnings of

New England, Revolutionary New England, and
New England in the Republic, by James Truslow
Adams 3 The Supreme Court

in United States
History, by Charles Warren; The Rise of American Civilization, by Charles A. and Mary R.
Beard; The Turn of the Century, by Mark Sullivan; The History of American Life, edited by
Arthur Schlesinger and Dixon Ryan Fox; and
The Origins of the War, by Sidney B. Fay are
works representative of the range and character
of historical research during the period under
consideration.
That in an age of specialization, and at a
period when history more uniformly than ever
before had become categorical and documentative, the "outline" should spring to such wide
as it has attained in the recent past
Eopularity
i H. G. Wells's The Outline of History, Hendrik
Van Loon's The His lory of Mankind, and the
books in related fields that followed their fashion, may at first glance seem an anomaly. Yet
it is in truth but the logical result of the

development of historical study. For
grown too complex in the light of
contemporary research, and in its conjunction,
with economic, social, and environmental factors,
to be followed in detail by any but the scholar.
The outline, with its swift portrayal of the
march of mankind from primitive beginnings to
scientific

history has

the highly organized society of today, provides
the means to that bird's-eye view of human history which is a minimum essential to the understanding of the present; and when invested
with the dramatic quality which the daring of a
Wells bestowed upon it, the success of the epitome of history is easily comprehensible.
If history has flourished in the period under
consideration, biography has had no less robust
a growth. No longer ago than when he finished
the preface to Eminent,
Victorians, Lytton
Strachey could bemoan the fact that the writing
of biography had fallen upon evil <lay in England; and not much later Philip Guedalla leveled
the shafts of his wit upon the "historians' English" which was not "a style but an industrial
disease," and which was at it unhappiest to his
mind when it dealt with character. Both Mr.
Strachey and Mr. Guedalla, however, were writing before thcmnelvos ; since their emergence, pun-

gency and Freud have lent an enormous vogue
to biography. More than any Jfield of literature
except fiction it liat* responded to the interest
in the new psychology which has been the dominant preoccupation. Biographical writing has
advanced far indeed from its old conception of
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a life as a mere succession of incidents to the
analysis of such a book as Van Wyck Brooks's
The Ordeal of Mark Twain. Under the handling
of writers who, like Brooks, Lytton Strachey,
and Gamaliel Bradford, apply though in differing fashion and degree the psychological method
to career and personality, it has become an essay
in interpretation rather than a chronicle. ,As a
result, it has gained hrilliance and suggestiveness and grown in favor, but it has laid itself
open to the charge of eccentricity when written
by the less scientific and to the danger of being
considered an argument to a thesis even when
practiced by the ablest of its exponents. Mr.
Strachey, whose Eminent Victorians and Queen

Viotona have not only brought biography but
almost the Victorian age into favor, achieved
equal success with Elisabeth and Essea now bids
fair to win similar interest for a more distant
period, and Francis Hackett, whose Henry the
Eighth, is a biography in which accurate historical detail bears all the picturesq^ueness of
romance, applies impressionism to an epoch as
well as to personalities, while Mr. Bradford in
American Portraits, Damaged Souls, and Bare
Souls, uses a psychological, as Mr. Brooks does
a psychoanalytical, method in his characterization.
As a result, biography as it is being written today by its most brilliant popular expo-

nents represents not detached description and
appraisal but an evaluation in which the personality of the author inevitably fastens its
stamp upon that of the hero.
Curiously enough, in a period which began
in violent reaction against its philosophy and
practice, much of the biographical writing since
the War has dealt with the Victorian era. Victorian gods may be dethroned, but their shadow
is

still

mighty in the land.

From
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the pains-

Nevinson; The Adventure of Living, by J. St.
Loe Strachey; My Life and Some Let Cent, by
Mrs. Patrick Campbell; Letters and Papers of
John Addington Symonds, edited by Horatio F.
Brown; John Buskin's Letters to William Ward,
and The Early Life of Thomas Hardy, by
Florence Emily Hardy.
American personal history since 1914 has in
some of its most important expressions been
autobiographical. Close to the opening of the
period, Thayer's Life and Letters of John Hay
wove into a rich pattern achievement and literary accomplishment, furnishing interesting commentary on contemporary political annals. Few
biographies of recent years have equalled in interest, from the point of view of psychology,
The Education of Henry Adams, a remarkable
human document, in which the author depicts

the play of quintessentially New England inLike the Life
fluences upon a sensitive nature.
and Letters of John Hay and The Education of
Henry Adams, the volumes of letters by William
and Henry James constitute permanent contributions to literature, one portraying a inind of
widest philosophic scope, sturdy in its Americanism, and the other, a personality finding
fulfillment possible only outside its native land,

but for

all its

of

nation.

cosmopolitan overlay, essentially
Racy of the American background, though in widely variant fashion, arc
Hamlin Garland's A 8on of the Middle Border,
A Daughter of the Middle Border, and Bank trailera of ihe Middle Border, with their vivid depiction, in the earlier volumes, of pioneer life and
the reflection of a literary career in the last.
Theodore Dreiser's A Book about Myself; Theodore Roosevelt's Letters 1o His Children and
Diaries of Boyhood and Youth; Robert Underwood Johnson's Remembered Yesterdays; William Dean Howolls's My Life in Ijet tern, edited by
his daughter, Mildred Howells; Booth Tarkington's The "World Does Move; Ocorge W. daMc:
His Life and Letters, by Lucy Letting well Bikle;
M. T. Werner's Bamum, the record of a career
unthinkable outside of America, and his ttrigham Young; Royal Cortiasoz'a Life of Whitelaw
Reid; Henry Watterson's Recollections; Kato
Douglas Wiggin's My Garden of Memories; the
Life of E. J5T. Harriman; The Americanization of
Edward Bok; Michael I. Pupin's Prom Immigrant to Inventor; Jim Tully'w Jtcflyars of fAfc.
and Shanty Irish; Robert H. Fuller's Jubilee
Jim; Sherwood Anderson's A Rtory-Tdlcr'tt
and Paxtou Hibbcn's II wry Ward
fttory;
its

taking research of Monypenny and Buckle's monumental life of Disraeli and the informed chronicle of Lady Gwendolen Cecil's Life of ttobert
Marquis of Salisbury, through the audacious
egolatries of Margot Asquith: An Autobiography with her recollections of artists, actors, and
musicians, Victorian reminiscence has run the
gamut of politics and the arts. Government and
diplomacy, Victorian and later, have found spirited reflection in such works as The Private
Diaries of the Rl. Hon. Svr Algernon West,
edited by Horace G. Hutchinson; the Diaries
of Wilfred Scawen Blunt; The Letters of Lord
and Lady Wolseley, edited by Sir George Arthur;
Laxly Paget's Embassies of Other Days; A. G.
"Gardiner's The Life of Sir William Hareourt; Beecher.
Lord Frederic Hamilton's The Day before YesterSince the War, American political biography
day-, Sir Harry Johnston's The Story of My has added to its credit Joseph Itackliri BiHhop'ti
Viscount Morley's Recolleotions ; Lord Life of JKoosevelt; the authorized biography,
Life',
Asquith's Fifty Years of British Parliament ; Grover Cleveland, by Robert MeKlroy; ttamucl
Viscount Grey's Twenty-five Years; J. A. Spend- Adams, Promoter of the American JZwolnlion,
er's Life, Journalism, and Politics, and the Earl by Ralph Harlow; lives of Washington by W. B,
of Birkenhead's Law, Life, and Letters.
Liter- Woodward and Rupert Hughes; Claude Bowern'B
ature and art are represented in biographical Jefferson and Hamilton; W. E. Woodward's Meet
or autobiographical form in Unpublished Letters General Grant; Allan Nevins's Fremont, Trail
of Matthew Arnold, by Arnold Whitridge (a Blaster; The IAfe of Jtoger Brooke Tanw, (Jhief
book written and originally published in Amer- Justice of the United HMes Rupreme (.?ourt> by
ica) ; the three-volume life, Carlyle, by Davis Bernard C. Steiner; and Beveridge's exhaustive
Alec Wilson; Letters of Thomas Carlyle to John life of Chief Justice Marshall, indiBpemmhle to the
Stuart Mill, John Sterling, and Robert Brown- student of his period. Quite an jndjHpenHabln,
ing, edited by Alec Carlyle; Thackeray and His though unfortunately left uncompleted by the
Daughter, edited by Hester Thackeray Ritchie; death of the author, is Beveridgc's Life of /jinthe Life of Shelley, by Walter Edwin Peck; coln, a work projected on a comprehensive acale
W. 8. Gilbert, ffis Life and Letters, by Sidney and exhaustive in its research into the career of
Park and Rowland Grey; Changes and Chances, Lincoln as a legislator. Less animated in style
and More Changes, More Chances, by H, W* and with, nothing of the poetic sentiment that
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lent so much of its appeal to Carl Sandburg's
Abraham Lincoln: The Prairie Years, Senator
Beveridge's work is a work far more scholarly

and notable.
One of the fruits of the new biography, so
far as America is concerned, is an enormous interest in some of the minor figures of the counThe annals of crime, of business, of
try's history.
adventure, even of love, have been combed with
the result that there has been an outcropping of
melodramatic chronicles. Such books as The
Saga of Billy the Kid and Tombstone, by Walter
Noble Burns, The Making of Buffalo Bill, by
Richard J. Walsh and Milton S. Salisbury; Calamity Jane, by Duncan Aikman; The Terrible
Siren, by Emanie Sachs, a biography of Victoria
Woodhull, are indicative of the types of character which have been exploited.
Some of these

many

studies arc of distinct historic value.

Perhaps of all forms of literature, the essay
most demands for its fertilization the quiet and
contemplative mind. War and the aftermath of
war in radical thought and propaganda were
little conducive to armchair philosophy, and the
dearth of outstanding work in the field of the essay during the years following it is easily explicable in view of the prevailing turmoil. Both
in England and America, however, the essay and
the essay in criticism have increasingly been coming into their own. In the United States, indeed,
criticism has had a development which is one of
the most striking features of contemporary American literature. Never before in this country has
there been so widespread a public for critical
writing or so many organs devoted partially or
predominantly to its uses. The late Stuart P.
Sherman, Paul Elmer More, H. L. Mencken, Henry
S. Ganby, Joseph Wood Krutch, Mary Colum,
Carl Van Doren, Van Wyck Brooks, and a goodly
fellowship of able if less noted critics have pro-

duced works of genuine distinction.
In the former country, J. B. Priestley, Virginia Woolf, Rebecca West, Edmund Gossc, who
up to his death continued to practice an art that

had long been notable for its learning, its grace,
and its nice discrimination, Arnold Bennett, Frank
Swinnorton, and Wyndham Lewis, to name but
a few of many, have lent vigor and interest
to critical writing. Tn the United States, such
writers as Lewis Mumford, with his 8 ticks and

Stones and The Ooldcn Day, Elmer Davis with
Show Window, Simeon Strunsky, with his journalistic and literary essays, and Leo Wilson
Dodd, with the Ooldcn Oowpfea?, have turned
acute intelligence and active pens to the depiction of contemporary events and culture,
while in numerous essays Christopher Morley
has carried on the tradition of the English essay at its most graceful and mellow period. To
America may be accredited two of the outstanding studies in literary interpretation of recent
years Amy Lowell's John Keats, an exhaustive
and painstaking biography and analysis of the
poet, and John Livingston Lowes 'a The Road to
Xanadu, a life of Coleridge which is primarily a
discussion of the genesis and operation of the
In a work of distinguished
poetic imagination.
merit Lewis Mumford presents the most searching and illuminating study of Herman Melville
yet to have made its appearance.
Since 1014, especially during and immediately
following the War, except for the development
of fiction, the period has been most striking for
the renascence of interest in poetry; and in
poetry, as in fiction, it has been the American
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contribution which has been of peculiar interest.
When the War broke in 1914, it found America
riding on the crest of a wave of poetical experimentation which derived
primarily from Prance,
but which struck its roots deep into American
Free
soil, and drew from it sinews and strength.
verse, as the new poetry was termed, and as it

was expounded by Amy Lowell and practiced by
Edgar Lee Masters, Carl Sandburg, Vachel Lindsay, and other of its serious exponents, is "a
verse form .based on cadence." It eliminates the
recurrent rhythm of the line, and regards the
lines as the unit of verse.
It claims
thereby to attain a flexibility and compass im"Free
possible to poetry in traditional meters.
verse," said Miss Lowell, "within its own law of
cadence has no absolute rules; it would not be
'free' if it had."
Nor has it regard for the restrictions imposed in the past on the content of
poetry. It holds to a belief in "exteriority" or
"objectivity," rejecting the traditional abstractions of poetry for the concrete and the scientifically accurate. And it strives to convey its
meaning through a clear-cut imagery which, in
the hands of an essential classicist like H. D. or
an artist with the craftsmanship of Miss Lowell,
produces poetry of genuine beauty and, in those
of a Carl Sandburg or an Edgar Lee Masters,
verse of rugged power; but free verse has not
been consistently at ease in the house of its
friends; it has been torn and tortured by the
wilder experimenters like Kreymborg and Pound,
and it has been the excuse for the entrance into
the lists of poetry of numbers of persons whose
only qualification for its writing is the ability to
shuffle off conventional forms.
Nevertheless, it
has been a vigorously fructifying force in American literature, and though it is safe to say that a
reaction has set in against it, there is no doubt
that it has to its credit not only new valuable
metrical achievements but the sudden outcropping of magazines of verse and poetical criticism
that have both reflected and stimulated the
growth of interest in poetry.
That the Imagist precision of diction and
sharpness of impression are capable of attainment without sacrifice of traditional metrical
forms, the work of Edwin Arlington Robinson, by
many critics adjudged the greatest contemporary
American poet, and of Robert Frost abundantly
prove. Robinson's ironical and analytical intelligence, playing upon rustic characters and
scenes, has produced poetry of highly realistic
power in his portrayal of New England life.
His method, however, which is indirect, and the
frequently difficult texture of his thought, have
prevented his works from capturing the popular
fancy as did the grim realism of Edgar Lee Master's epitaphs in the Spoon River Anthology.
Robert Frost, on the other hand, who wraps the
commonplaces of New England life in a kindly
irony, has won popular favor as well as critical
approval with North of Ronton, Mountain Interval, and Wcst-Runnmg Brook.
Amy Lowell her*
self, vers librtet, imogist, and originator of what
she termed polyphonic prose, showed herself
competent to produce as admirable effects in
conventional meters as in the new. Hers was a
versatile talent, at its prime when cut off by
death. Most of the American poets of standing,
Conrad Aiken, Witter Bynner, William Kose
Bendt, Stephen Vincent Ben6t, Louift Untermeyer,'to mention but a few, have written at
times in free verse, though perhaps their best expression Is found in the old forms* An interest-

group of

^
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ing experimenter of a different sort lias been
Vachel Lindsay, who first in the Congo and
Other Poems and later in other interesting narrative poems, attempted to approximate his lyrics to a chant, employing various typographical
devices to develop his effects.

Perhaps the most significant single contribution to American poetry of recent years has
been Stephen Vincent Bene*t*s John Brown s Body,
a long narrative poem of the Civil War. In in9

trinsic

and

interest

of

subject

matter,

in

variety

flexibility of metrical forms, in

high quality
of imagination and the glow and range of its
it
takes
rank
as
emotion,
poetical work of unusual calibre. Here is a poem racy of the land

from which

surprising in its virtuTogether with another outstanding narrative poem of 1928, Edwin Arlington Robinson's Tristram, it makes
that year a notable one in American poetry.
Some of the most distinguished poetical work
since 1919 in America has been done by two
women, Elinor Wylie, whose Nets to Catch the
it sprang,

osity, stirring in its content.

"Wind and Black Armour preceded a succession,
of novels as striking in execution as her verse,
and Edna St. Vincent Millay, whose Second
April, Renascence, Harp Weaver, and Figs from
Thistles were followed by the lyrics for an opera

by Deems Taylor. Miss Millay's
strength lies in the abundant lyric beauty of
her lines, in a sort of naivete* combined with
passion, and in a technical proficiency that cloaks
the cleverness of its performance in the case
Mrs. Wylie's work, cut
of its accomplishment.
short by death on what seemed to be the threshold of its highest achievement, had a remarkable
precision and chastity of outline, perfection of
form and brilliance of execution, an emotion that,
as one of her critics said, "burns with cold fire,"

composed

and more depth of thought than Miss Millay displays. If in the last volume of poems issued before her death, Trivial Breath, there appeared to
be a tendency toward more abstruscness than in
her earlier books, the posthumous Angels and
Earthly Creatures revealed hers as a talent of the
first order.
No survey of recent American poetry would
be complete that failed to take notice of Robinson Jeffers, whose Roan Stallion and Cawdor
are regarded by some as works of genius and
by others as beyond the bounds of legitimate
poetry; nor should it omit mention of William
Ellery Leonard's

Two Lwes, a sonnet

sequence

of indisputable poetical merit, conceived in agony
of spirit and born in bitterness, or of the remarkable work of the 'child poet, Nathalia Crane, or
the genuine gift of George Dillon, whose Boy
Against the Wind marks him out as the most
promising talent at the moment rising above the
horizon.
The English poets have in the main been less
influenced by the new verse forms than their
American fellows, and have correspondingly less
sought their subjects in the commonplaces of
life.
Imagism under the influence of the transplanted Americans, H. D., Ezra Pound, and T. S.
Eliot, has been productive of interesting results
and, in the case of H. D., of its most perfect expression; but in England, as in America, a re-

action against
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it is under way.
English poetry more than American has
sought its interest in narrative themes, having
achieved in the work of John Mascfield probably
the most significant poetic output of the AngloSaxon world during the decade. The sea and

have engaged Maseand an intense concern for man
at his coarsest and most humble has lent an
imaginative and moving quality to verse of often
noble diction. Had he survived, Rupert Brooke,
whose war sonnets gave evidence of growing
beauty and power, might have written his name
large in the annals of English poetry. The
War, indeed, developed a notable output of
verse, the most able of its exponents being James
the

English

field's

countryside

efforts,

Elroy Flecker, "the last of the Parnassians,"
Robert Graves, Robert Nichols, Wilfred Owen,
Edmund Blunden, Isaac
Sassoon,
Siegfried
Rosenberg, and Richard Aldington.
In striking contrast to the bitter mood of the

war period

the pastoral character of the work
Graves and Blunden have been
doing. The lyric tradition of British poetry has
further been carried on by Wilfred Wilson Gib-

that

men

is

like

son, John Drinkwatcr, Ralph Hodgson, and
Walter de la Mare. Some of the most considerable contemporary poetical work has come from
Humbert Wolfe, whose poems have excited an
interest in England rarely equalled since Tennyson's day.
Hardy, until his death, and Bridges
and Kipling have continued to write and A. E.
Housman in Last Poems, published 28 years
after his previous volume of verse, A Mhropshire Lad, has added a permanent contribution

to the poetical literature of England. At the
other extreme from these poets stand the Sitwclls, the representatives of tho most revolu-

tionary poetical doctrine.
Interesting as has been the course of poetry
during recent years, the developments in fiction
and, more recently perhaps, in biography, havo
held the centre of the stage. Again in fiction, as
in poetry, it is in America that the most striking evolution has taken place. The War found
the English realists in command of the Hold
and the post-war period has seen the continuance of their sway. Sex and, more latterly,
psychology have supplanted the interest in social
problems and injustices which were so donrinantly the preoccupation of the cloning' period
of the Victorian era and the opening year* of
tho twentieth century; yet such writers as H. <*.
Wells and John Galsworthy still continue the
Wells, with his exubersociological tradition.
ant fancy, his perennial zeal for reform, his
distinguished didacticism, and his clarity in upplying scientific doctrine to romance, has produced a series of novels which, like tho plays
of the no less ardent moralist, Bernard Shaw,
are the vehicle for the promulgation of tho
author's social and spiritual gospel. Mr. JMfling Sees It Through, the most successful war
novel of the Anglo-Saxon world, no less than
Joan and Peter, The Secret Places of the Heart,
William Clissold, Meanwhile, or Mr. Blettsworthy
on JRampole Island, revealed Mr. Wells himself.

Mr. Galsworthy*s preoccupation has remained
predominantly social, even where, as in his war
novel, Saint's Progress, he has become immersed
in an emotional situation. In his Foray to Huya,
an analysis of the possessive instinct as exemplified in an English family, both hi** art and Ms
social outlook have found expression in a scries
of novels that take rank with Arnold Bennett's
studies of the English countryside* as among
the most notable contributions "to Anglo-Saxon
fiction of the century.
From Old Wiwu? Tales to
Rioeyman'n Steps, despite several insignificant
novels, Bennett's realism has translated the commonplace from dullness to dignity by lifting it to
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the plane of the universal and thereby investing it with poignance lacking to such work, for
instance, as the quiet annals of Archibald
Marshall.
If social relationships have continued primarily to interest certain of the English novelists,
it is the pastures of the soul that have captured the interest of more of them. J. D.
Beresford, May Sinclair, Compton Mackenzie,
Rebecca West, Frank Swinnerton, Dorothy
Richardson, Sheila Kay e- Smith, H. G. Wells, and
Aldous Huxley all have set themselves to its
exploration with the result that the psychological novel, now frequently the psychoanalytical
novel, has beome the most conspicuous type in
English fiction today. In such novels as May
Sinclair's Mr. Waddinglon of Wyck, Rebecca
West's The Return of the Soldier, Sheila KayeSmith's Joanna Godden, or H. G. Wells's Secret
Places of the Heart, it differentiates itself sharply
from the specifically sex novel as written by
George Moore and in its extremest form exemplified by D. H. Lawrence, while in the work of an
author such as Aldous Huxley, it becomes naturalism. Indeed, in such a work as his most
recent novel, Point Counter Point, it becomes a

philosophy of despair.
A remarkable example of the psychological
novel is to be found in James Joyce's Ulysses,
the hundreds of pages of which chronicle the
stream of consciousness as it passes through one
man's mind over a period of 24 hours. Variously considered a work of genius and a dull
abnormality, it is at least important in its
influence on the development of expressionism.
So, too, both puzzling and impressive is Wyndham Lewis's (Jhildermass a cross between a

a

and a philosophical treatise.
of contemporary English
fiction was undoubtedly Joseph Conrad, whose
novels of the sea and adventure draw their deepeat interest not from their incident but from

novel,

The

satire,

largest

figure

their splendid projection of the conflict of human emotions under the play of forces extraneous to themselves as well as inherent. It is a
noble psychology which Conrad has outlined,
moving, pregnant, and touched by a profound
compassion, presented in rich and virile manner,

and transfused by a high imagination. Work
that stands out by roanou of it singular subtlety
is that of The (farden Party and The Dove's
Nest, by Kathorine Mansfield, whose delicate
art was ripening into fuller achievement at the
moment of her untimely death. In their ability
to suggest the shifting play of mood and feeling,
and their clear-sighted understanding of human
reactions, her short stories gave promise of a
genuinely high talent.
Despite- the predominance of the interest in
psychology, the purely romantic and the fantastic still hold their own in English fiction.
In the case of Walter de la Mare, a gifted and
richly endowed poetic fancy in combination with
broad human sympathy have produced in The
Memoirs of a Afidget^ a work which, easily capable of grotcsquerie, is in actuality a tender and

convincing characterization. So, too, in David
Garnctt's Lady into Pox and A Man in the Zoo,
the improbable and the fantastic are welded into
harmony with a conceivable reality through a
singularly unified conception and execution,
ftylvia Townsend Warner in her Lolly Willowes
and Mr. Fortune's Maggot has used the fantastic
an a vehicle for searching criticism; while Edith
Olivier in the Love Child demonstrates the charm
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medium when adroitly used. In
a tour de force of quite remarkable character,
Orlando, Virginia Woolf uses the fantastic as
a means of portraying the entrance into English literature of the feminine influence.
In Anne Douglas Sedgwick's The Little French
of her delicate

Vera and Escpi&tion, Virginia
Mrs. Dalloway, Rose
Macaulay's Potterism and Dangerous Ages,
E. M. Delafield's The Way Things Are, and G. B.
Girl, Elizabeth's

Woolf's Jacob's

Room and

Stern's Matriarch, it handled the stuff of conlife with a discernment that eschewed
sentimentality and that projected the social
scene through the medium of a delicate satire.
Like a breath of fresh air through the field of

temporary
all

came Margaret Kennedy's The Constant
Nymph, one of the few novels really to strike

fiction

an original note in

literature,

remarkable for

the vigor and vivacity of its character drawing, the freshness of its situations, and the animation of its narrative. Miss Kennedy's Red
Sky at Morning followed the earlier book and
while not as striking a performance, nevertheless proved hers an art worth the watching.

Like The Constant Nymph, the romances of
Michael Arlen, Those Charming People, The
Green Hat, and Lily Christine, stories and novels
which depicted a society more or less prurient,
created considerable of a sensation, as did also
the Dusty Answer of Rosamund Lehmann. In
The Good Companions, J. B. Priestley by returning to the ample scene and varied characters in
which Dickens might have delighted produced a
novel at once robust and interesting.
The War etched its mark deep into English
fiction despite the fact that during its progress
the novel, to a great extent, eschewed description of its horrors. The impress of battle was

upon it in the background and
mood, if not in the incidents, of its narrative.
Once the conflict was over, the inhibition to
discussion of its various aspects was removed,
and a succession of novels began to appear in
which the agony of spirit that had so lately held
the world in sway was translated into terms
of romance. The more important part of this
fiction grist was animated by an intense hatred
of war and a resolute determination to strip
In such
it of what glamor might yet remain.
trilogies as Ford Madox Ford's No More Parades
and R. J. Mottram's Spanish Farm, realistic
interpretation spoke with impressive accent,
while in a work such as S. E. Montague's Right
off the Map, the last to come from the pen of its
author before his death, a profound and moving
conviction and an eloquent pen, combined through
the medium of imaginative romance to point the
manner in which nations are plunged into war
and public opinion manipulated for its support.
Noteworthy as a large part of contemporary
British fiction has been, and distinguished as is
its craftsmanship, on the whole, the English novel
has been flat in comparison with the American;
for in America, forces that were stirring before
the War, and that were brought to full growth
in the heat of battle, resulted in the years
immediately succeeding the struggle in a literake for its vigor and
ture of revolt remarkable alike
its vehemence.
A generation after the influence
of Zolaism had passed in France and England,
the novel in America arrived at naturalism. It
no longer acquiescently accepted the world, an4
nevertheless

especially its particular corner of it, at its own
valuation, but it took to investigating it for
itself scientifically;

and great was

its disillusion-
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and its Negroes. Elizabeth Madox Roberta's
Time of Man, Maristan Chapman's Happy Mountain, and T. S. Stribling's Teeftallow have painted
realistic yet sympathetic pictures of the. mounits uniformity as desperate monotony, and its
It set it- tain folk of Kentucky and Tennessee, while
complaisance as promise of disaster.
Du Bose Heywood's Porgy and Julia Peterkin's
self to the high task of saving America from
Black April and Scarlet Sister Mary are but
itself by joining battle with the dullness, the
ment. What formerly it deemed fair it now discovered to be at bottom ugly and binding. The
ease of American life it read as stultification,

restrictions, the narrowness, of its life. Espeit turn the power
cially against the village did
of it attacks, and in its efforts to come to grips
with realities, it introduced into American litera-

ture an acerbity completely foreign to its past.
Sinclair Lewis's" Main Street, Babbitt, and Elmer
Gantry, Sherwood Anderson's Wineslurg, OUo,
and Poor White, Zona Gale's Miss Lulu Bett,
and Floyd Dell's Moon-Calf burned with a passion of indignation. They were tracts as much
as novels tracts against monotony, against convention, against rigid social codes. Their propwas their limitation as well as their

agandism
strength.

.

Embittered by the same sudden awareness of
the ugliness of life were the works of the writers
of the more extreme expressionist school, Evelyn
Brown, Carl Van Vechten, Waldo Frank, Ben
Hecht, and a group of lesser novelists whose concentration on the abnormalities of life converts
their fiction into pathology. No less a challenge
to existing conditions was the attitude of the
"younger generation" to whom Scott Fitzgerald's
This Side of Paradise set a model for depicting
the breakdown of decorum and convention, and
Dos Passos's Three Soldiers established a norm
for frank speaking,
Side by side with the naturalistic movement
has continued a milder realistic stream, as evidenced in the work of Booth Tarkington, Edith
Wharton, whose Age of Innocence with its acid
delineation of a New York that had not yet acquired self-consciousness confirmed her position
in the forefront of American novelists, Joseph.
and
Hergesheimer, Willa Gather, Edna Ferber,
Ellen Glasgow, whose delineation of American
life displayed its nature without the social criticism implicit in the work of Sinclair Lewis,
Dorothy Canfield, Fannie Hurst, Robert Herrick,
Charles G. Norris, and Louis Bromfield, who
have proved the virility and closeness to life of
fiction in America.
Playing on another plane is
the unique talent of James Branch Cabell, whose
theory that art should be based on a dream of
life as it should be and not as it is, and that it
must therefore tend "to become more or less of
an allegory," has .resulted in a richly tapestried
series of romances of the Middle Ages and of
present-day Virginia. Christopher Morley's realism and fancy produced Where the Blue Begms
and Thunder on the Left, novels of distinction
that veil a barbed criticism of life .under a gay
In Robert Nathan's Jonah and The
Bishop's Wife, a mordant wit plays through succinct and tender sentiment.
very genuine gift
for fiction showed itself in Elinor Wyiic's Jenifer
a
"sedate extravaganza" that sustained the
Lorn,
manner and style of the eighteenth century with
amazing success throughout its fantastic course
and in her later novels, The Venetian Glass
Nephew, The Orphan Angel, and Mr. Hodge and
Mr. Hazard. An iridescent and highly charged
style, an amazing erudition, and a fertile fancy
gave distinction to Mrs. Wylie's work.
The South within the past decade has sprung
o prominence in American literature, some of
the most notable work of recent years having
gone to the portrayal of its poor white folk

good humor.

A

outstanding examples of novels projecting the
Southern Negro against the background of his
native scene. The Negro, indeed, has come to
the forefront of literature both as writer and
subject, the march of interest sweeping on from
the plantation Negro to the resident of Harlem,

and holding a new focus of

interest in

American

letters.

Despite the seriousness which has become the
most marked characteristic of American fiction,
and despite its absorption in the commonplace,
the story of mystery, of adventure, the society
and the love story pure and simple continue to flourish. In both England and America, there has been an amazing output of mystery and detective tales, and in both countries
the most wretched sensationalism attains commercial success.
Briefly to summarize Anglo-Saxon fiction,
while it has produced no masterpiece, it has
shown a sturdy development and a constantly
closer approximation to the problems and inIn America, the trend
terests of everyday life.
to naturalism, and, on both sides of the Atlantic,
the application of the findings of science and especially of the new psychology to the interpretation of life have been the outstanding developments of the period. While the British novelists
have displayed a surer and more accompliHluxl
craftsmanship, the Americans have shown more
ruggedness and intensity and a more bitter attack upon the strongholds of custom.
In drama, the notable fact has been
thp passing of the closet play, and the concern with the
of the day. Bernard
interests and
problems
Shaw has remained the outstanding satirist and
moralist of his time, while Galsworthy IUIH continued to use the stage as a means for protest
against social abuses and injustices. Barrie,
novel,

Lord Dunsany, and Lady Gregory have produced
work of delightful whimsy and fancy, while

Drinkwater with his Abraham Lincoln, Clomence Dane with her Will Shakespeare, and
Bernard Shaw with Saint Joan have brought the
Shaw's amazing
historical play into favor.
tour de force, Bach to Methuselah, should have
In the opinion of many critics,
special mention.
the most considerable dramatic work of the
decade in America has been that of Eugene
O'Neill whose work, Strange Interlude, lias furnished the American stage. with a powerful and
morbid psychological study. For discussion of
the drama in detail, see the article, THEATRE.
It is interesting to note that economic and
social science has much advanced in public interest under the handling of such writers at*
Graham Wallas, R. H. Tawn-ey, John Maynard
Keynes, and other writers whose scientific accuracy is in no -way impaired by their ability
to write for the lay reader. Their work, however, falls without the scope of an article on
literature.

In concluding a survey of the period begun
by the War, attention must be drawn to the
increase of interest in foreign literature which
followed in the wake of the conflict. International-mindedness indeed is one of the most
strongly marked trends of the time. The fiction

'
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of Spain, Scandinavia, Holland, and Russia, as
well as that of France and, lately, of Germany,
The critilias been translated and widely read.
cism and art discussion of foreign lands has
had broad currency, and the war memoirs and
older biographies of the European nations have
taken place beside similar chronicles in the English tongue.
America, at least, has broadened
its horizons in these years as never before in
a century and in that fact, as well as in its
sudden waking to self-realization, lies rich
augury of future achievement.
No survey of contemporary literature in Eng-

land and America would be encompassing if it
omitted mention of the completion of the Oxford
English Dictionary in the former country and
of the issuance of the first volume of the Dictionary of American Biography in the latter. These
works, while not in themselves literature in the
uaual interpretation of the term, are of such inestimable value to it as to demand recognition
in any consideration of Anglo-Saxon letters.
No record of literary developments in America
would be inclusive which failed to take account
of the rise of the book clubs, such as the Bookof-thc-Month Club, the Literary Guild, and the
liook League of America. These organizations,
purely commercial in origin, through enlisting
the support of the leading critics of the country
on their selecting committees, and through the
influence exerted by their sending the chosen
books to tens of thousands of subscribers, are
exerting a constantly growing influence upon
the taste of the public. Through a disagreement
arising over the choice of a book by one of the
clubs for June, 1029, one firm of publishers withdrew their cooperation from all book clubs and
made public criticisms -which resulted in a libel
Other publishers have followed this lead
suit.
and have declined to submit manuscripts to the
clubs in future, claiming that the clubs make
proilts only for themselves and cause losses to
publishers and booksellers.
I/ITEBATTTRE, PRIMITIVE.

See ETHNOLOGY.
One of the new
SuccoHfliou States, created out of the former
KiiHRian Empire after the World War. The
claims of the Lithuanian government included:
tho whole of the former Russian province of
Kovno; -the Province of Vilna, minus the districts of Diana and Vilcika; a part of the Province of Grodno north of the Niemen River;
the Province of Suvalki; part of the Province of
According to
Courltiixl; the Meinel district.
1014 figures, this territory had an area of 151,401 square kilometres (50,033 square miles) and
4,800,000 inhabitants* The eastern frontier was
defined in the Kusso-Lithuanian Treaty of July
was
12, 1020; the fixing of the northern frontier
provided for in a convention with Latvia on Sept.
28, 1920, by which the line was to be laid down
by an English arbiter. To the south, however, no
agreement was reached by 1929 (see below).
Both Poland and Lithuania laid claim to part of
the Province of Suvalki, the Province of Vilna,
and Grodno Province. The actual area under the
control of tho Lithuanian government is only 31,052 square mites, and the population (1928 estimate) 286,308, of which about 80.7 per cent was
rural.
Ethnographical Litlmiania, i.e., the territory Included in the claims of the Government, is
comprised of 73*5 per cent Lithuanians, 12 per
cent Jews, 4.3 per cent Poles, 2.5 per cent White
Russians, 1.5 per cent each Germans and Russians.
Vilna, the capital, claimed by Lithuania,
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had in 1914, a population of 214,600; other large
towns are Kovno, the temporary seat of government (95,771), Grodno (61,600), Memel (36,454), Suvalki (31,600), Shavli (21,878). These
towns are in both political and ethnographical

Lithuania.
Religion, and Education. In the most important provinces, Vilna, Kovno, and Suvalki,
Roman Catholics form 85 per cent of the population; Jews, 7.7 per cent; Greek Orthodox, 2.7
per cent ; Protestants, 4 per cent. In the Memel
Territory, Protestants form 90 per cent and
Roman Catholics, ,5 per cent, of the population.
In 1928 there were 2401 primary schools with
124,578 pupils and 159 secondary schools with
23,112 pupils. The University of Kovno was
opened in 1922 and in 1028 had 258 professors
and teachers and 3580 students.

Industry and Trade. The population is
preponderantly rural in character. Of the total
area, it is computed that 49 per cent is arable
land, 26 per cent meadow and pasture land, 17
per cent forest, and the rest unproductive and
waste. In 1927, 1,240,000 acres were under rye
and 297,000 acres, under wheat. Principal crops
in 1928 yielded, in metric tons: rye, 483,500;
wheat, 198,000; barley, 160,300; oats, 401,900;
potatoes, 1,220,000; peas, 64,400; flax fibre, 35,000; flaxseed, 34,960. In 1928 there were 011,400 horses, 1,199,300 cattle, 1,467,800 sheep, and
1,060,400 pigs. Poultry farming and bee keeping also are important. Forests cover 1,956,000
acres.
By the treaty with Russia, Lithuania
received 247,000 hectares of forests as compensation for damages. The leading internal question was the 'distribution of the large landed
estates and by 10&2 it was evident that expropriation was to be the plan adopted, without

compensation. The agrarian law of February,
1022, provided for the expropriation of all holdings in excess of 80 hectares. The want of
capital and the unsettled conditions of Central
Europe made the reversion to an exclusive agricultural economy the only means for the maintenance of an ordered national life. Tlie Government applied itself to this purpose, adopting
the following measures: the teaching of the
principles of scientific agriculture, the replenishment of the herds, the increasing of the arable
area, in order to make possible greater export
of agricultural products. These plans met with
success, for by 1920-21, 10 per cent of the barley, rye, and wheat, half of the flax, and a good
deal of the poultry were exported.
Immediately after the War, there was no revival of industry, the destruction caused by
belligerent armies and the lack of raw materials,
together with ( the dismantling of the larger
plants, being insuperable obstacles in the way

of a resumption of activities. What commercial
intercourse there was partook of the nature of
an exchange of agricultural products for finished manufactured articles. Tlie trade for

1922, 1924,

and 1928 was:

~
Exports
Imports

,

1922

1924

1928

$7,690,000
7,490,000

$26,658,360
20,653.380

$25,688,130
29,109,140

Chief exports are corn, cattle, hams, dairy
products, flax, linseed, timber, hides, and wool.
Chief imports are manufactured articles, agricultural machinery, fertilizers. In 1927, 53
per cent of the imports came from Germany;
England supplied 7 per cent; the United States, 2
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per cent. Principal countries of destination of
exports were Germany, 51 per cent; England,
25 per cent; Lativia, 9 per cent.
Communications. There are about 25,461
miles of road in the country. There were 958
luiles of railway in 1927.
The most important
lines arc the Wirballen-Kovno-Koszedari line;
the Janov-Shavli ; and the Koszedari- Jewie. Also
3C4 miles of waterway are navigahle for steamboats, and 1242 miles for smaller craft. The

most important, the Niemen River, was internationalized by the Treaty of Versailles. See

MKMEL.
Finance. In 1921 the revenues were 672,582,658 Lithuanian marks and the expenditures
885,725,375 marks. For 1922 the budget estimates balanced at 4,312,280,089 marks (roughIn 1927 the actual receipts
ly, $7,000,000).
were $20,936,000 and the actual expenditures,
$23,000,000. Estimated receipts and expenditures for 1928 balanced at $26,322,000 and those
for 1929 balanced at $25,996,620. Up to 1923,
th depressions of the German mark seriously
affected the Lithuanian currency because much
of the discounting business was done in Germany, On Oct. 1, 1922, a new currency law
provided for the creation of a national currency
based on the gold standard, with the lit (equal
to one-tenth of the American gold dollar) as
unit. Paper currency in circulation on Dec. 31,
1927, totaled 96,008,000 litas backed by gold
reserve of 84,764,000 litas The Lithuanian debt,
on Dec, 31, 1927, was $8,897,200, of which $6,207,132 was due the United States government,
$1,846,350 to Lithuanians in the United States,
and the rest was mainly internal.
Government. After working for two years,
a constituent assembly finally promulgated a
constitution on Aug. 1, 1922. This provided for
the nationally elected Parliament, chosen every
three years on the basis of universal suffrage
and the proportional system, to make the laws,
ratify treaties, approve the budget, and choose
the state President. The ministry was to be
selected by the President but was to be held
responsible to the Diet. Cultural autonomy
was provided for national minorities, viz., Jews,
White Russians, and Poles, and religion and
education were to be unhampered. The economic clauses provided for state regulation of
lands and estates; state insurance for the aged,
infirm, and unemployed; freedom of organization, and the right to strike.
History. In 1915 Russia's grip over Lithuania was loosened and replaced by German conFor the next three years, a German Army
trol.
held the land, and impoverished it by exploiting its resources and scrapping its factories.
Nevertheless, a Lithuanian National Council, the
Taryba, was set up in 1917, and Lithuanian in-

dependence, as proclaimed on Feb. 10, 1918, was
finally recognized by Germany on Mar. 23,
1918. German administration, however, continued for sometime longer, and Prince von Urach of
Wurttemberg was nominated as the future King.
WhiJe the outcome of the World War put an end
to these intrigues, Bolshevist forces soon succeeded the German, and fighting was sporadic
throughout the whole of 1919. Meanwhile, in
January, 1919, a conference of Lithuanian patriots reestablished the Taryba which proceeded to
ortfaniise a cabinet, and then, on April 4, made
Antona ftmetona President of a provisional government. This government, however, was driven
from Vilna, its capital, to Kovno,, which in turn

was soon threatened by Bolshevist invaders. At
the same time, the Bermondt branch of Von der
Goltz's army had to be beaten oil while Polish
1

,

troops were continually being engaged in 1919-20.
By the spring of 1920, the situation had improved to such an extent that a constituent
assembly could be convened, to reiterate the declaration of independence, begin work on a constiThe
tution, and open negotiations with Russia.
first ray of hope for the young nation appeared
in July, 1920, when Russia came to terms with its
succession state on a remarkably liberal basis.
Lithuania was freed of its share of the Russian
state debt; was compensated with 3,000,000 gold
rubles; received 100,000 hectares of forest land;
and had its ethnographic frontiers recognized, including the right to Vilna and Grodno.
Constituent Assembly met on May 15, 1920,
and on Aug. 1, 1922, it adopted a constitution
which, as amended on May 26, 1928, provided for
responsible government, with a Parliament or
Seimas elected for five years on a universal suffrage basis, and a President elected for seven
years. On Dec. 17, 1926, however, the Socialist
government of President Grinius and Premier
Slezevicius was overthrown by a military Nationalist coup d'etat, and Parliament, in an
emergency session, reelected former President
Smetona for a three-year term. Prof. Augustinas Valdemaras became Premier.
Although Lithuania's northern boundary was
fixed by agreement with Latvia in 1921, it took
much.longer to come to terms with Germany over
the disposition of the Mcmel district, comprising
about 950 square miles. By the Treaty of Versailles, the district north of the Memol River, including the port of Menicl, was turned over to an
Allied commission presumably in trust for Lithuania. In 1922 a movement for a free state, encouraged by Poland, was under way with the
result that the French in charge refined to cede
the district to Lithuania. Not until the Mcmel
Convention of May 8, 1924, did the former Allies
definitely settle the qiiestion by creating an au-

A

tonomous Momel under Lithuanian sovereignty.
Even more difficult of settlement was a dispute with Poland over the Vilna territory. Vilna
was occupied by a free-lance Polish Army in
October, 1920, with the result that recount!*
had to be taken to the League of Nations.
Though the Polish government disavowed the
raid, the insurgent

army

could not be dislodged

and it was necessary late in 1920 to dinpatch
an international force into Lithuania to end the
conflict.
Nothing was accomplished and it wat*
not until November, 1921, that the rebel leader,
Zeligowski, voluntarily withdrew. Throughout
the years 1921-23, all attempts to adjudicate the
Vilna controversy were fruitless. The plebiHcite
plan first broached by the League of Nation** had
to be abandoned in 1921 in favor of direct negotiations between Lithuania and Poland but, thoHC
proving unsuccessful, wan adopted again. Finally on Jan. 8, 1922, an election was held In the
Vilna district and Parliament than chonen decided on February 20, by a vote of 9G to 0, for
union with Poland. Lithuania refused to accept
the result on the ground of irregularities and in
this was upheld by the League of Nations Council; but on July 18, Vilna wan incorporated into
the Polish nation, and the League of Nation**, accepting the fait vccompli, appointed a commission to fix the boundary line. On Mar. 10, 1028,
the Council of Ambassadors, in laying out the
eastern and northern Polish boundaries included

LITTLE

the Vilnu district, despite the still strenuous objections of the Lithuanian government. See

LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

A

technical state or war, with the frontiers
closed, continued between the two countries for
four more years, coining to a head on Oct. 4 and
5, 1927, when the Polish authorities, to avenge
the alleged mistreatment of Poles in Lithuania,

arrested 20 Lithuanians and closed 43 Lithuanian schools in Vilna. On October 19, Lithuania appealed to the League, claiming that Poland was acting in violation of the minority
treaty that slio had signed in 1920. At the
December meeting of the League Council, both
Valdemaras and Pilsudski were present. The
Council unanimously adopted a resolution on De-

cember 10, ending
which had endured

'the state of

"peaceful

for seven full vears;

war"

but the

Council said nothing about recognizing Poland's
claims to Vilna, and so conditions remained unsettled.
Indeed, Lithuania's amended constitution of 1928 referred to Vilna as the capital of the
Republic, thus increasing the ill will in Poland.
The two countries next attempted to reach an
agreement at Tvonigsberg in the spring and summer of 1928, but Lithuania rejected a Polish

lumaggrcssion treaty, and in November, Poland
rejected a Lithuanian proposal to put Vilna

under an international administration. Finally,
at the mooting of the League Assembly at Lugano
in the fall of 1928, both parties agreed that the
Vilua question should cease to be a political issue
between them, though it remained as a "moral"
issue.

E!N"TEU"TE

fensive purposes in case of an unprovoked attack from Hungary, but in reality it embodied
an all-embracing policy aiming at tlie maintenance of the status quo on the European continent resulting from the Peace Treaties of Ver-

Germain, and the Trianon. In her
became at the Peace
Conference the sponsor of the most extreme
sailles,

St.

desire for security, France

claims of the Czechs, the Poles, the Serbs, and
the Rumanians, in order to make the new states
formed by these peoples as strong as possible
and to create out of them a bloc as France's ally
against Germany. Hence, the new states were
given contiguous frontiers and direct railroad

communications and practically no regard was
shown for the wishes and the economic necessities of the inhabitants of the border districts.
The Succession States, on the other hand, when
they found themselves so generously endowed,
were quite ready to fall in line. The result of
the settlement was a patchwork of new states
saddled with alien minorities counting many
millions and faced with political unrest and economic chaos. This being the situation, security
for France and the Succesison States lay only in
the closest coQperation toward a continuation
and consolidation of the existing status by
1

military effort.

The most essential prerequisite for the success
of this policy was the conclusion of a definite
alliance betweeii the Succession States baaed on
community of interests and the cooperation of
this compact group with the French policy.
On
13, 1920, a convention was signed between
Czechoslovakia and Jugoslavia which provided
for mutual help in case of unprovoked attack.
When the efficacy of this alliance for the maintenance of the status quo had been sufficiently
demonstrated on the occasion of the prevention
of the restoration of Emperor Charles to the
throne of Hungary, Rumania joined on Apr. 23,
3021. The immediate concern of this tripartite
defensive alliance, or Little Entente, was the con-

Aug.

In the winter of 1928-29, plots were discovered for the overthrow of Valdemaras because
of his alleged subservience to "Russia and Poland
and because of a recently signed trade treaty
with Germany. On May C, 1929, an attempt was
made to assassinate the Premier, with the result
that martial law was established. In July, 1929,
Lithuania, in a seeoncl note to the League of
Nations, charged Poland with fomenting trouble
In September, Valilemaraa was
in Lithuania.
forced to resign and prospects for an agreement
with Poland on Vilna appeared even more reLithuania was admitted into the League
mote.
She signed comof Nations on Sept. 21, 1921.
mercial treaties with Great Britain in May, 1922,
and with Germany in June, 1923, and in 1928.
On Sept. 28, 1920, a nonaggresaion pact was signed
with Russia, and on Sept. 18, 1927, a treaty of
friendship and conciliation wan signed with Italy.
Lithuania also adhered to the Kellogg Pact.
See VILNA DISTRICT.
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LITTLE,

W.

(1873-

).

An

in New
York City. He wa educated in private schools
and in 1891 joined the company of his father,
He served in the
J. ff. Little & Co., printers.
State. (Juard in New York from 1891 to 1912.
In the World War, he served in France with
the ;W9f,h United States Infantry, colored, -as

American printer and publiher, born

regimental adjutant and major, and took part
He
in all actions' with Oonraud'ft 4th Army.
was wounded in action Sept. 12, 1918. He was
made a Chftvaliar of the Legion of Honor and
received the Croix de Guerre with two palms,

and two

KlarK.

LITTLE ENTENTE. The
ments and

scries of agree-

entered into by Czechoslovakia, Jugoftlavia, Ku mania, and on occasions Poland, for the protection of their mutual
intoriiHtH, wan commonly called the Little Entente.
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It

treaties

was ostensibly an

alliance

for

de-

solidation of its position, which was successfully carried out during the following years.
Its intervention frustrated, in September, '1921,

a second Hapsburg Putsch in Hungary, and it
cooperated with France in blocking the union
of Austria with Germany.
By means of a coercive policy, Austria and Hungary were subto
submit
in every respect
sequently compelled
to the wishes of the Little Entente and to seek
a closer accord with it.
The Italians were not without justification in
sensing in the formation of the Little Entente
a veiled threat against their interests in central Europe and the Adriatic. Although some
of the difficulties between the Little Entente
and Italy were subsequently ironed out by the
Treaty of Kapallo l>etween Italy and Jugoslavia
and by the Flume settlement on Jan. 27, 1024,
it remained an open question how far these and
other pacts had actually removed the deeprooted friction between the Little Entente and
Absolute accord seemed impossible so
Italy.
long as the Little Entente remained the guardian of French interests. Poland never joined
the Little Entente officially. She did, however,
on all important matters cooperate with the
latter to an extent which made her an unofficial
fourth

member

of the alliance.
Czechoslovakia,
in maintaining and
the
Little Entente in order to
strengthening
stabilize conditions in the Danube area and a
number of conferences were held in 1927 at

in particular,

was active

LITTLETON

Jochymov and Geneva. The solidarity of the
Little Entente was even more manifest in 1928
when a Little Entente Inter-Parliamentary Association was established. See CZECHOSLOVAKIA;
FBANCE; ITALY; JUGOSLAVIA; POLAND; and RUMANIA,

LITTLETON, MABTIN

Wps

(1872-

).

lawyer, horn in Tennessee. He
self-educated and after studying law was
admitted to the bar in 1891. For several years,
lie practiced in Dallas, Tex., and then removed
to New York, where he at once took a prominent
Becoming active in polplace in legal circles.
itics, he was assistant district attorney of Kings
County from 1900 to 1904, and president of
Brooklyn Borough in 1 904-05, He served as delegate from New York to the Democratic National
Convention in 1904 and presented the name of
Alton B. Parker for President. From 1911 to
1913, ho was a member of Congress for New York.

An American
was

A
).
LITTIHANJSr, lit'man, MAX (1802German architect who was born in Chemnitz
and studied there and in Dresden. He traveled
in Italy and after 1888 was a resident of
Munich. He was the designer of the new
Schack Gallery, the Hofbrauhaus, the new
Psychiatric Clinic, and the Prince Regent
Theatre at Munich, the Court Theatre at Stuttgart, and the Schiller Theatre at Charlottenburg. He was Privy Councilor and professor,
and received silver medals in Paris and St. Louis.
LITVINOV, MAXIM MAXIMOVITCH (1875A Russian Communist, Assistant Peo).

Commissar for Foreign Affairs since 1921.
jgined the Russian Social-Democratic Party
in 11303 and lived many years in exile, mainly in
Great Britain. In 1918 he was Soviet representative in Great Britain, in 1920 he was appointed
Minister to Estonia, and in 1922 he was Russian
delegate to the Genoa Conference. He presided
over the Moscow Disarmament Conference of
1023 and in 1928 was head of the Soviet delegation sent to the Preparatory Disarmament Conple's

He

ference.

LIVERPOOL. The

principal

seaport

of

for the Atlantic trade and one of the
greatest trading centres in the world. The
population at the census of 1921 was 802,940;
in 1927 it was estimated to he 872,900. The

England

municipal area is 24,102 acres (about 33 square
miles). The net tonnage of British and foreign
ships engaged in ocean trade arriving in the
port during 1920 was 14,033,955 and of those
departing, 13,297,474. In 1927 there were 87
docks and basins and 22 dry docks with an area
of 1H25 acres and a linear quayage on both sides
of the Mersey of 39 miles. In that year on July

the new Gladstone Dock was opened by King
This dock has a total water area of
58 acres, including the Gladstone Dry Dock which
was completed in 1913 and which it encloses.
In 1928 an 80-foot river entrance lock was constructed at the Alfred Dock, Birkcnhead, so as
to provide increased facilities for ships of deep
draught engaged in trade with the Near East.
The lock provides a depth of 48 feet 4 inches at
high-water ordinary spring tides and of 42 feet
9 inches at high- water neap tides, thus enabling
the largest ships afloat to go in and out on every
tide of the year. A new landing stage a) HO has
been constructed, consisting of a floating structure 2534 feet long supported on 200 iron pontoons and connected with the shore by bridges.
The total cost of these new works was approximately, 8,000,000.
19,

George.
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Overlooking the harbor are three new largo
buildings: the Royal Liver Building, a
skyscraper containing the offices of the Royal
Liver Friendly Society with two towers, 295
office

crowned with figures of the liver bird;
and the Dock Board
Jn front of
Offices with a dome 230 feet high.
the Cunard Building is a bronze equestrian
statue of Edward VII, by Sir W. Goscombe John,
which was unveiled in 1921. The Liverpool
subway crosses under the Mersey by tunnel and
traverses the territory on the south side of the
It was originally constructed for steam
river.
railroad service, but was subsequently electriThe Mersey Road Tunnel has been under
fied.
feet high,

the

Cunard Building;

construction since 1925. When completed, it
will be the largest vehicular tunnel in the world
44 feet in diameter and 2 miles long with
room for four lines of traffic. The volume of

water which can be drawn from Lake Vyrnwy,
the city's main reservoir, has been increased by
construction of the Aber Tunnel.
On July 19, 1924, the first portion of the
Liverpool (Church of England) Cathedral, consisting of the chancel, east transepts, and chap-

ter house, was consecrated. The cathedral,
situated on St. James's Mount, was begun in 1904
and, when completed, will be the largest eccleThe architect
siastical structure in England.
is Sir Giles Gilbert Scott, whose designs were
accepted when he was only 21 years of age and
who is responsible also for almost every detail
In composition, the building is
of tho interior.
classical and symmetrical, the conditions of tho
site calling for a structure which would bo sufliciently solid in mass and strong in outline to contrast with the great rectangular blocks of office
buildings in the business section* The style Is

Gothic, though freely interpreted. When finished,
the cathedral will have a total area of 100,000
square feet with an external length of 61$) feet.
LIVE STOCK. Conditions in tho livo-wtock
industry have iluctuated considerably wince 1014.
Prior to the World War, there was an incroitting tendency toward a reduction hi the percapita consumption and production of meat in
tho United States and in the world in general.
The War, however, acted as a great siimuluH
to meat production in the United States. At
first, the effects of rising feed prices tended to
start a temporary liquidation of animals in 1015
and 1010, but as the world's shortage of meat
became evident, prices of meat animals wcna,sed.
As early as 1913, the dwindling per-capita production of meat also stimulated production in
the more remote and thinly populated areafi of
the world, where previous eviaeuce had indicated

that beef production might thrive. Consequently,
the United States packers began to establish
plants in South America. In tho United Statett,
tho calculated per-capita consumption of mealH,
including lard, amounted to 168 pounds in 1007,
dropping off gradually to 132 pounds in 1017,
and increasing again to 105 pounds in 1024, Hi nee
which time there has been a gradual decrease to
153 pounds per year. The annual pur-capita consumption of beef was rather stable at 05 to 70
pounds from 1917 to 1027. Pork coriHurnptiou
rose from 50 pounds in 1017 to 75 pounds in 14)23.
A peak of meat prices was reached in 15)19
with practically all classes of animals, and livestock producers were enjoying a more proftperoua
position probably than ever before, although a
severe drought in the Southwest, ending in 1018
and followed by one in the Northwest, tended to
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handicap feeders and breeders alike in those
sections.
Following the prosperous conditions
of 1919, there was an
irregular decline in both
pork and beef prices during 1920. The situation
became critical for beef and hog producers, but

during the War finally resulted in the passage
of the Packers and Stockyards Act
by Congress,
which became a law in August, 1921. This act
for
the
of
provided
supervision
public stockyards,

live-stock market agencies, and dealers in live
sheep breeders was even stock and live-stock products, to prevent mismore demoralizing. Wool dropped from $0.72 leading or
illegitimate practices, and to enon the range to a condition where no market at
courage fair competition.
all existed.
The prices of live stock continued
International Conditions. There were many
to fall through 1021, reaching low levels at the
changes in the live-stock situation in the differend of the year. Although the European coun- ent countries of the world
following the War.
tries were still suffering from the loss of
many The beef industry developed rapidly in Argenof their animals during the War,
were
unNew
they
tina,
Zealand, Australia, and South Africa,
able, due to poor exchange rates and a lack of New Zealand and Australia were also the world's
credit facilities, to purchase any great amounts
largest exporters of lamb and mutton. The
of
^meat. At the end of 1921, however, con- development in those countries was rendered
ditions began to show more promise, and some possible
by the rapid improvements in methods
meat products, especially pork, were exported of refrigeration and cold
storage of meat proto western Europe.
ducts and by the opening of large slaughtering
Conditions
1922 were somewhat better, plants. Much of the Australian and New Zeaespecially for the slieep raiser, and the passage land products was shipped to England and
of the McCumber-Fordney Tariff Bill placed a
Europe, though considerable New Zealand lamb,
heavy duty on all mutton, lamb, and wool im- coming to tlie United States prior to and after
1923
a
situation
tlie
ported. During
peculiar
War, met with much favor. Since 1022 and
existed which apparently was unexpected, re- the passage of the
McCumber-Fordney Tariff
suiting in an unprecedented slaughtering of hogs Bill, imports of lamb and mutton have been less
and a reduction of hog prices to low levels of than 5,000,000 pounds, though there were more
less than $7 per 100 pounds in December.
There than 25,000,000 pounds imported in 1921. The
was a steady annual reduction in the number of extreme depression in the beef-cattle market
beef cattle in the United States from 1922 to which began in 1921 and continued
through 1923
1928, with a steady increase in the price of beef, was keenly felt in several of the beef -exporting
about
the
countries.
and
general complaint
high price
lack of quality in beef culminated in the latter
In Argentina, where cattle raising for export
of
1927
in
a
recommendation
part
by certain is the main industry, the situation became so
Eastern hotels and restaurants that their acute in 1923 that the cattle men organized and
patrons eat meats other than beef. Swine pro- were instrumental in having a law passed on
duction fluctuates more rapidly than beef pro- October 15 to set a minimum price for beef in
duction, so that the number of hogs on farms, the export trade. The fallacy of such procedure
following the record slaughtering of 1923, was evident when the law began to operate and
reached a low point in 1925.
stimulation in the British and American packing companies in
the prices again resulted in a heavy production Argentina refused to buy cattle. For the relief
in 1927, with a lowered foreign demand. The of similar situations in Australia and South
numbers of sheep have increased each year since Africa, the respective governments offered boun1922.
The accompanying table indicates the ties on. export beef of %d. ($.005) and %d.
annual fluctuations in the numbers of animals ($.01) per pound. Bounties also were offered
slaughtered under Federal inspection in the for live cattle exported* Conditions were much
United States from 1913 to 1928
improved in 1927 and 1928.

the outlook for the
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MEAT ANIMALS SLAUGHTERED ANNUALLY IN THE UNITED STATES UNDER FEDEBAL
TION AND PE&-OAPITA CONSUMPTION OF MEAT
Tear

Oattlo

Calves

Sheep

Swine

Goats

INSPEO-

Per capita
Horses
consumption of

meats and
lard

Number

Number

Number

Conditions in pork production were complicated in 1026 by the heaviest outbreak of hog
cholera that had occurred In many years. Outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease in 1024 and
1925 seriously threatened the live-stock industry
in certain sections of the Kar Went. The supervision of the packers and stockyard agencies

Number

Concurrent

with

Number

Number Number

development

of

the

beef-

and sheep industries in the Southern
Hemisphere, the European countries were rebuilding their live-stock industries which were
largely demoralized during the War. To complicate somewhat the European situation in 1920,
Great Britain prohibited imports of fresh meats
cattle
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from continental Europe, due to foot-and-mouth.
disease.

This
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made necessary the curing of

about 92,000,000 pounds of fresh and frozen
pork ordinarily shipped from the Netherlands

mental animals such as the rat and the guinea
pig, with sufficient comparisons with larger animals to make it evident that the same fundamental principles of inheritance are operative.

much

aloue.

Fundamental investigations

Canadian stock raisers were somewhat affected
by the United States tariff and by the raising
of the embargo on Canadian cattle by Great

value on the effect of inbreeding in ratn and
inbreeding and crossbreeding in guinea pigs were
carried on at the Wistar Institute and the U. S.

Britain in 1923. Most significant in the meat
export trade of the United States was the reaction to the European demand for meat during
the War. In 1916 and 1919, the exports of both
beef and pork reached the largest amounts in
history, although the United States has long
been the leading exporter of pork. In 1914 less
than 400,000,000 pounds of pork products, ex-

clusive of lard, were exported, but this amount
was more than doubled in 1915 and continued

to increase to nearly 1,750,000,000 pounds in
1918. From a similar figure in 1919, the pork
exports of the United States, exclusive of lard,
declined irregularly until they were less than
300,000,000 pounds in 1928.
The major part of the pork exported consisted of bacon, which was over 1,000,000,000
pounds in both 1918 and 1919. Over 50 per cent
of the bacon and about 75 per cent of the^ham
and shoulder exports were to the United Kingdom. The lard exports were close to 500,000,000
pounds up to 1919, when they were 750,000,000.
This amount was steadily maintained through
1922, but in 1923 and 1924 over 1,000,000,000
pounds were exported, since which time the lard
exports have been maintained rather constantly
at about 700,000,000 pounds. The exportation
of lard to Germany, which was entirely stopped
from 1915 to 1918, was resumed in 1919, with
gradual increases in the amount exported each
year to nearly 377,000,000 pounds in 1923, followed by a decline to approximately 180,000,000
pounds in 1928. There was a remarkable increase in the fresh beef exports of the United
States from less than 7,000,000 pounds in 1913
to 514,000,000 in 1918, with a gradual decline
to 2,000,000 pounds in 1928.

Trends

in

Research. Experimental
ina more complete realization
of the importance of fundamental research.
Notable advances were made in the physiology
of nutrition and knowledge of qualities which

quiry

indicated

A

influence the value of feeding stuffs.
better
understanding of the importance of vitamins,
minerals, and the different kinds of proteins in
the rations for live stock tended to explain why
certain feeds and feed combinations produced
unsatisfactory growth or gains. The relation of
sunlight and ultra-violet radiation to mineral
metabolism also was brought out during this
period.
Undoubtedly, one of the most extensive
cooperative projects ever undertaken was initiated in 1925 for a study of the factors influencing the quality and palatability of meat.
This study increased in popular, as well as
scientific, interest and in 1928 there were more
than 20 of the State agricultural experiment
stations and the U. S. Department of Agriculture engaged in studies of the effect of feeding,
breeding, age, and sex on the quality of the meat
of the various classes of animals.
The attainment of results in breeding experiments with the live stock of more economic im-

portance is necessarily a slow process, and the
expciiHo of such investigations is often prohibitive.
Much progress in breeding hafl been
made through {he use of the smaller experi-

of

practical

respectively. Both
studies indicated that inbreeding tends to increase the percentage of homozygosity of the
stock.
The latter study dealing with the effect
on fertility and vigor showed that such conditions seem to depend mainly on dominant
factors and that crossbreeding brings together
a greater variety of dominant factors and thus
results in increased vigor. In less extensive
experiments with swine and poultry, these
results were largely confirmed.
Interesting studies of sex determination in
animals have indicated that 'sex is not only due
to differences in the sex-determining power of
chromosomes, but that the sex also may be modified by other factors which tend toward the production of intersexuality in certain cases. K.
Goldschmidt in Germany, working with gipsy
moths, has carried this analogy further than
other investigators, although recent results with
goats, pigs, chickens, and pigeons in Scotland
and the United States have partially, at least,
corroborated his results. Theoretical studies of
growth, senescence, and production in dairy
cattle and hens indicated that the curves of milk

Department of Agriculture,

production, egg production, and growth and
senescence in dairy cattle and senescence in
fowls tend to follow the course of a monomolectilar chemical reaction. It is thus concluded that
these physiological operations arc limited by
chemical reactions.
Events of outstanding interest were the

Second and Third World's Poultry Congresses
held at Barcelonia, Spain, and Ottawa, Canada,
in 1924 and 1927, which were attended by representatives from about 40 foreign countrieH.
Problems of poultry marketing, nutrition, breeding, and diseases were discussed from the practical and scientific points of view.
See VET-KUINABY MEDICINE.
Bibliography. Important references to livestock subjects which have been recently published are F. W. Powell, The Bureau of Animal
Industry: Its History , Activities and Organ**
[

A. W. Sampnon, IAVO
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Packmg Industry (Chicago, 1927) ; W, H. Tomhave, Meats and Meat Products (Philadelphia
and London, 1925); R. S. Curtis, The Fundamentals of Live-stock Judging and Selection
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(Philadelphia, 1925, 3d ed., rev.) ; H. P. Arnwby
C. R. Moulton, The Animal as a Converter
of Matter and Energy (New York, 1925) ; <3r.
Schwarznecker, Lehrbuch der Pfcrdcssueht (Berlin, 1920, 6th ed., rev.); R. R. Snapp, Beef
Cattle: Their Feeding and Management in the
Corn Belt States (New York and London, 1025) ;
D. J. Slater, Market Classes and Grades of
Cattle s U. S. Department of Agriculture Bull*
(1927) ; L. J. Horlacher, Sheep Production
(Netf York and London, 1027); W. 0. Davis
and J. A. Burgess, Market Classes and (trades
of Dressed Lamb and Mutton, U. S. Department
of Agriculture Bull. 1^0 (1927); 0. K. Day,

and
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Productive Swine Husbandry (Philadelphia ami
London, 1924, 4th ed., rev. and reset) ; J. J3. Rico
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and H. E. Botsford, Practical Poultry Management (New York and London, 1925) Proceedings of Second and Third World's Poultry Con;

See also DAIRYING.
See BALTIC PROVINCES.
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LLEWELLYN, SIR WILLIAM (1863A British painter. He studied at South Kensington under Sir Edward J. Poynter and in Paris
gress (1924-27).

LIVONTA.

under Cormon, Lcfcbre, and Ferrier. He became
an associate of the Royal Aeademy in 1912 and
an Academician in 1920. He has 'painted many
portraits, including several of Queen Mary besides the State Portrait of her made in 1910.
Field Marshal Sir George White, Sir Francis
Hopwood, and Lord Colville of Cnlross were other
He was knighted in 1918 and was made
subjects.
president of the lloyal Academy in 1928.

LLOYD GEORGE, RT. How.
A British statesman and
).

DAVID (1863-

reformer (see
VOL. XIV)
At the outbreak of the World War,
as Chancellor of the Exchequer, ho took
measures which enabled British credit to withstand the immediate needs brought about by the
beginning of the struggle. Early in 1914, he
was appointed Minister of Munitions, in which
office he displayed ceaseless energy and remarkable ability for organization. Following the
death of Earl Kitchener, in 1916, he was ap.

pointed Secretary of State for War, He proposed the limiting of the War cabinet to a
smaller membership, but failing to bring this
about, he resigned, and as he was supported by
the Unionist leaders, Mr. Asquith, the Prime
retired, and Lloyd George became
Premier and First Lord of the Treasury. From

Minister,

1917 to

the.

conclusion of peace,

cally dictator of

government

lie

policies.

was

practi-

Following

the.' Armistice, he called for a general election,
and on being returned to power by an immense
majority, he was one of the leading figures at

the
the

Peace Conference.

Home

In

1920 he introduced

and largely through his
the Irish Free State was established.

efforts

"Rule Bill,

aggressive support of Greece in 1922, and
the success of the TurkiKh Armies in that year,
brought about his defeat, together with that of
the Coalition cabinet. He was, liowever, returned to Parliament and was leader of the
Liberal policy in the House of Commons until
1923 and again after 1925. He visited the
United States in 1023. After September, 1925,
he talked continually, and with detriment to the
Liberal Party funds, for his new land policy;
Lloyd George proposed that the Government buy
out the landlords, and act as tire necessary
capitalist in financing the farmers. In 1927
Lloyd Gcorge'H offer to put the old Coalition
f mult* under his control at the unconditional
disposal of the Liberal Party was accepted, but
not without dimension. Later in the year, the
party was reunited under Sir Herbert Samuel,
who worked in accord with Lloyd George. The
Ilia

latter wrote The (treat Crusade; Mont-racls from
tipeccJws Delivered 'during the War, arranged
by K. L. Rtevcnnon (1918) ; Where are Wo do-

Confilings and Arrows (1029).
Lloyd (Jtorge, by 33. T, Raymond
David Lloyd (leorge, War Minister, by
(1922)
,T. fl. Mitts (1924) ; Lloyd (Jeorgc, by H. Spender
(1924), and David Lloyd Vcorge, by J. Hugh
Edwards (1929). See GREAT BRITAIN, under
ing f (1023)
sult

j

Mr.
,

Uixtory,
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administrator, -who
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(1879-

).

A

British
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gomeryshire, Wales, and educated at Eton and
Cambridge. He became a, student of Oriental
politics, traveling widely in Burma, India, Little
Tibet, the Himalayas, Egypt, Morocco, and Asia
Minor. Having served as attache* to the British
Embassy at Constantinople, in 1908 he acted as
special commissioner for Great Britain on British
trade in Turkey, Mesopotamia, and on the
Persian Gulf. During the World War, he served
in Egypt, Gallipoli, Mesopotamia, and the HedHe won the D.S.O. in 1917. From 1910 to
jaz.
1918, he was a Member of Parliament (Unionist)

West Staffordshire. He was Governor of
Bombay from 1918 to 1923, was elected to Parlia-

for

ment

for Eastbourne in 1924,

and in 1925 was

appointed High Commissioner for Egypt and tlie
Sudan a post that he retained until 1929. He
resigned at the request of the Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs in the MacDonald ministry.
LOANS, INTERKTAL AND EXTERNAL. See

FINANCE AND BANKING.

LOCABNO CONFERENCE. See GERMANY,
under HISTORY; LEAGUE OF NATIONS.
An
).
LOCKE; WILLIAM JOHN (1863English novelist (see VOL. XIV). His later
works include: Far Away Stories (191C); Tke
Wonderful Year (1917); The Rough Road
(1918); The House of Boltasar (1920); Tke
Mountebank (1921) The Tale of Triona (1022)
The Kingdom of Thcophilus (1927); Joshua's
;

;

(1928); PereHa (1928).
A Dutch
B. C. J. (1849).
jurist, who practiced law from 1873 to 1908,
Vision,

LODER,

when he became a

justice of the Supreme Court
He was
of the Netherlands, serving until 1921.
president of the Confederation of Scandinavian
States, Switzerland, and Holland in 1920 and,
in 1922-24, of the Permanent Court of International Justice, of which he is still a member.
He was a founder of the International Maritime
Commission (1896), and of the International
Intermediary Institute at The Hague (1918).

LODGE, HENBY CABOT (1850-1924). An
American legislator and historical writer (see
VOL. XIV). He was reelected to the Senate in
1910. In the same year, he served as chairman
of the Committee on Resolutions at the Republican National Convention in Chicago. He was

the leader in the Senate in opposition to the
Versailles Treaty and the Covenant of the
League of Nations in the form in whicli they

were presented for

ratification.

He proponed

reservations and amendments which President
Wilson refused to accept (see UNITED STATES).
He served as temporary and permanent chairman of the Republican National Convention of
1920, and in the same year was chairman of

the United 'States Pilgrim Tercentenary Commission. In the Sixty-seventh and Sixty-eighth
Congresses, he was chairman of the Committee
on Foreign Relations and was the Republican
leader of the Senate. He was appointed, by
President Harding, delegate 'and special ambassador to the Conference on the Limitation of
Armaments, 1921-22. In 1922, he was again rea greatly reSleeted to the Senate,
though by
duced majority. His opposition to several of
,the important policies advocated by President
Coolidge in 1924 caused him to be severely criticized.
His later books include Democracy of
War
the Constitution and other Essays (1915)
Addresses (1917).
LOPGE ; SIB OLIVES (JOSEPH) (1-851).
,

;

A

British physicist, philosopher, and student of
(see VOL. XIV). In 1019

was born at Dolobran, Mont* psychical phenomena
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LONDON. The capital of England, co litre
ho was made Albert Medalist of the Royal
Society of Arts as a pioneer in wireless teleg- of the government and commerce of the British
raphy. In the same year, he resigned his Empire, and largest city in the world. The
1921 was 7,47(J,10S;
position as principal of the University of Birm- population at the census of
ingham. In 1926 he was the Halley Stewart in 1027 it was estimated to be 7,790,353. The
Trust lecturer, his talks being published in the area comprises 700 square miles and consists of
next year as Science and Human Progress. the City of London and 28 metropolitan
His publications immediately after the World boroughs. The growth of London Las never
War were devoted exclusively to psychical re- been more rapid than since the World War. Old
as Charing Cross Station and
search.
Raymond (1916) purports to reveal landmarks, such
communications between Sir Oliver and his son Little Britain and Bartholomew Close, are diswho was killed in the War. Christopher (1919) appearing before demands for space to relieve
is a study in human personality on the spirit- traffic congestion or for the erection of new
istic hypothesis.
Besides contributing a number buildings and extensions to existing buildings.
of articles to journals on psychical phenomena, Typical of this new era in London's architecture
Atoms and are Bush House, an international sales building
he wrote Making of Man (1924)
Ether and Reality ( 1925 ; erected in 1020, and the new Lloyds' Building.
Rays ( 1924 )
Electrical
Precipitation Other important buildings which have been
(1925);
Relativity
t

j

;

)

(1925); Talks about Wireless (1925); Evolution and Creation (1927) ; Modern Scientific
Ideas (1927) ; The Natural History of a Savant
(translated from Charles Richet, 1927) ; Science
and Human Progress (1928).
LOEB, JACQUES (1859-1924). An $ American physiologist and experimental biologist (see

His later major works were The
Organism as a Whole, from the Physicochemical
Viewpoint (1916) ; Forced Movements, Tropisms
and Animal Conduct (1918) ; and Proteins and
the Theory of Colloidal Behavior (1922).

VOL. XIV).

LOEB CLASSICAL LIBRARY.

See PHI-

LOLOGY, CLASSICAL.

An
).
LOENESTG-, GBOVER C. (1888American aeronautical engineer born in Bremen,
Germany, and educated in New York. He is
best known for his invention of the first flying
boat, the monoplane flying boat, and the first
American short-hull flying boat. He introduced
steel construction in the Sturtevant biplane
(1916) and the next year began the designing
and development of the Loening monoplane and
seaplane. In 1922 the Collier Trophy was
awarded him for the Loening air-yacht. Among
his books are Monoplanes and Biplanes (1917) ;
Military Aeroplanes (9th ed., 1916-18); Memval of the Monoplane and many papers and
articles.

An
LOESCH, FRANK JOSEPH (1852).
American lawyer. He was born at Buffalo,
W. Y. and received the degree of LL.B. from the
Union College of Law, Northwestern University

m

1874. After admission to the
(Chicago)
bar, he practiced at Chicago, specializing in
estate ana corporation law.
Since 1886 he has
been counsel at Chicago for the Pennsylvania
Railroad. Prom 1898 to 1902, he was a member
of the Chicago Board of Education. In connection with the first direct primary (1908), he
served as special State's attorney to investigate
and prosecute frauds. He was vice president of
the Chicago Crime Commission in 1928. In
lAay, 1929, President Hoover appointed him ajs
one of the tea members of the National Law

since the World War are Austral in
House, India House, the Canadian Government
House, and the House of the British Medical

erected

Association.

congestion is one of Lonpressing problems. One step in
meeting this is the construction of new bridges
and the widening of existing ones. In ]f)29 a
new bridge was erected across the Thames to
take the place of the Lambeth Suspension Bridge
Plans call for the construction
built in 1862.
of a new bridge to take the place of the Charing
Cross Railway Bridge and the llungcrford Foot
Bridge, which together adorn the iiriest bridge
in London. This bridge, a two-story
site
structure, will tap Waterloo Itoad on the south

The

don's

relief of traffic

most

side of Thames, discharging part of ita traffic
into the Strand on the north side and currying
another part overhead across the Strand to bo
discharged farther north at the foot of Charing
Cross Road. Waterloo Bridge IH to be widened
so as to accommodate four lines of traflic. Another scheme to relieve traffic has been the construction of a series of circular roads, The most
important of these is the North Circular Rood

which rounds the north of London from the
docks at Woolwich on the lower Thames to Kew
Bridge on the upper Thames. Tho mont difficult
engineering feat in constructing thin rond wan
the building of a half-mile viaduct over the Lea
marshes. This viaduct, which was completed
in January, 1927, at a cost of 120,000, carrioH
a 40-ft. roadway with 10-ft. sidewalks on either
The embankment on the south side of the
side.
Thames is to be developed and a boulevard constructed as fine as the one on the north side.

This embankment will begin at WeHtniiniHtor
Bridge, where the Albert Embankment ends, ami
will run round the great bulge on tho south
side of the river to Blackfriars Bridge.
London's housing problem is receiving a
happy solution through the establishment of
garden cities, such as Letchforth, Welwyn, and
Hampstead, and the adoption of slum-clearance
schemes. Since 1919 the London County Council has undertaken and partly completed schemes
Enforcement Commission,
LOGUE, MICHAEL (1S40-1924). A Roman for the clearance of 92 acres of slums which will
Catholic cardinal, born in County Ponegal, Ire- displace about 25,000 persons, rehousing 18,180
land. He was consecrated Bishop of Raphoe of them within the same area and 5089 elsein 1879 and in 1887 was made Roman Catholic where. The cost of clearance and roadwork IB
Primate of all Ireland. He was created Roman estimated at 1,145,200 and the cost of rehousCatholic Archbishop of Armagh in 1888 and ing at 2,000,000. One of the most important
Cardinal in 1803. He took an active part in features of the council's work is the developbringing about settlement between the opposing ment of suburban estates. At Becontree, 0000
parties in Ireland prior to the formation of the houses are being erected for the accommodation
Irish Free State, and his influence was con- of 25,000 to 30,000 person**. On the Belliugbam
stantly exerted against violence and bloodshed. estate, 2090 working-class houses and flats, with,

LONDON

accommodation for 10,000 persons, have been
In 1923 the London County Council and
the Minister of Health reached an agreement
which is considered the greatest definite legislative advance ever made by any public authority toward slum clearance in London.
Under it, the Government contracted to pay
pound for pound 'with the Council to a total
annual loss of 100,000, the programme to con-

built.

tinue for CO years.

London retains its title of first commercial
port in the world. During 1928 the net tonnage
of ships entered and cleared was 52,500,000, an
increase of more than 3,000,000 tons over the
preceding year. In 1026 the net tonnage of
ships engaged in foreign trade was 21,110,101
for arrivals and 19,832,850 for departures. In
1929 the port improvements at Tilbury and Millwall, begun in 192C, were
completed at a cost of
"
more than 5,000,000. The new Tilbury Dry
Dock, with a width of 110 feet at the entrance
and a depth over the sill of 30 feet 6 inches at
high tide, is the largest dock in the port of London and is surpassed in size only by the Gladstone Dry Dock at Liverpool. Although at present only 750 feet long internally, this dock can
be lengthened in the future to 1000 feet. At the
Millwall docks, the last of the three communication passages linking the West Indian dock
aystcMii and the Millwall docks was completed
in 1928. A new entrance lock, forming the main
approach to all the docks in the Isle of Dogs,
has been constructed at Blackwall. Other improvements include the construction of a floating passenger landing stage and the new riverside station at Tilbury and the construction of
a new entrance to the Southwest India Dock,
which is 550 feet long, 80 feet wide, and 35 feet
deep at high water.
Along with the improvement of the port of
London has been the development of its airport.
The Croydon Airdrome is gradually being transformed into one of the finest and best-equipped
airports in the world. The principal features
are the large main building housing the Air
Ministry's administrative offices and the offices
of various British and foreign companies using
the airdrome; the two large hangars, each covering au urea of 300 feet by 150 feet and accommodating 35 of the largest passenger planes; and
the new hotel which has been constructed for
the use of air passengers. The airdrome, comprising landing field and buildings, occupies an
area of nearly 400 acres.
London's rapid-transit system has played an
important part in the development of the meOn Dec. 10, 1928, the new undertropolis.
ground station at Piccadilly Circus was opened.
The platforms at three different levels have been
rearranged, and a new booking-hall has been provided on the Htreet level. The cost of the work,
which was started in 1925, was 500*000, The
original station was opened in 1906 and was
designed to serve both the Bakerloo and PiccaIts annual traffic then was approxdilly tubes.

By 1928 this
passengers.
figure had reached 25,000,000, owing to the
development of the Piccadilly Circus district as
a theatrical centre.
In 198 a subway for carrying mall between
Whitochapel in the eastern part of the city and
Paddington in the western part was inaugurated.
Tho tunnel is 50 to 00 feet below the street and
has a total length of six and one-half miles.
Each station has spiral chutes for carrying the
imately

1

,300,000
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mail down and elevators for carrying it up.
The automatic cars are each capable of carrying
1120 pounds. A saving of about
40,000 annually is expected through the use of this system, which ultimately will form a network
throughout the city.

Another important transit development has
been the electrification of all suburban railways
south of the Thames. In 1925 a new electric
railway from Baker Street to Watford was constructed, and in 1926 the extensions of the City
and South London Railway from Clapham to
Morden and of the London Electric Railway
from Charing Cross to Kennington were opened
to traffic. In 1925 the metropolitan water
system was considerably augmented by the
opening of the Queen Mary Reservoir at Littleton. It is the largest entirely artificial reservoir of its kind and contains, when full, 6,750,000,000 gallons of water. The water surface at
top water level is 723 acres.
Since 1925 St. Paul's Cathedral has been
under restoration. The work is expected to be
completed in June, 1930. The vast weight of
the cathedral 60,000 tons or more rests upon
eight massive piers. On account of the construction of water mains, sewers, etc., the strata of
sand and clay upon which the cathedral is built
have shifted and the massive piers wrenched
away so that the dome was no longer level.
The work of restoration has consisted of grouting the main piers that support the dome and
placing a chain of steel around the dome as an
added precaution, thus adding, it is estimated,
200 or 300 years to the life of the structure.
For this work, a sum of about 400,000 was
raised by contributions from all parts of the

Empire.
In 1920 a replica of Augustus Saint-Gaudens's
statue of Lincoln in Lincoln Park, Chicago, was
erected in the grassy enclosure of the Houses
of Parliament.
Among the many war memorials
which have been erected in London, the most
impressive is the Cenotaph, commemorating in
dignified simplicity the Glorious Bead of the
World War. The monument, designed by Sir
Edwin Lutyens, was first erected in plaster at
a saluting point for the Allied Victory March
of Nov. 11, 1919, and was rebuilt in stone and
unveiled by the King on Nov. 11, 1920. The
tomb of Britain's Unknown Warrior is in Westminster Abbey. The body was brought from
Flanders and interred in the Abbey on Nov. 11,
1920, as representative of all the nameless British dead of the World War.
LONDON", TREATY OF. See FITJME-ADRIATIO
CONTROVERSY; ITALY; REPARATIONS; TYROL,

GKRMAW SOUTH; WORLD WAR, DIPLOMACY

LONDON* CONFERENCES,

OP.

See

TIONR.

LONE SCOUTS

OX*

AMERICA. An

organ-

ization for boys, incorporated in Washington in
1015, and merged with the Boy Scouts of AmerSince its
ica as a separate division in 1924.

organization, there had been 563,000 members,
about 90,000 of whom were active at the end
With only two adult leaders, the Lone
of 1924.
Scouts had developed a national organization.
In addition to its official magazine, the Lone
Scout, discontinued after the merger, there were
40 amateur publications. The Lone Scouts of
America now provides an opportunity for boys
to whom troops are inaccessible to join the Boy
Scouts organization. Headquarters are in New
York City. See BOY SCOUTS.

LONGFELLOW

LONG-EELLOW, ALEXANDER WADSWOBTH
An American architect, born at
).

(1854-

Portland, Me. He was graduated from Harvard
in 1880 and studied architecture at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and at the
He began the practice
IScole dcs Beaux Arts.
of his profession in Pittsburgh and Boston in
1887, form ing the firm of Longfellow, Alden &
Haiiow. This firm designed the Carnegie Library at Pittsburgh and the City Hall at Cambridge. In 1895 he formed a partnership with
He designed
his brother, R. K. Longfellow.
Phillips Brooks House and other buildings for
Harvard University and several buildings for
Radcliffo College. He was the designer of the
original Boston elevated railway stations.

LONGLEY, HARRY SHERMAN
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(1868-

),

An American

Colby College, Waterville, Me. (1884). He engaged in newspaper work and served as clerk
of the ways and means committee of the House
of Representatives at Washington until 1898.
He was appointed major and paymaster of volunteers in the Spanish-American War, and captain, U. S. Army, in 1901. ^He was promoted
through the grades to brigadfer general (1919).
In 1918 he was made assistant to General
Goethals, with the title of director of finance,
and became chief of finance, U. S. Army, 1920.
During the World War, he served as army liberty loan officer. In 1922 he was retired from

the Army and succeeded Gen. Charles G. Dawes
as director of the budget. He resigned that
office

in

May,

1929.

LORD, ROBEBT HOWARD

(1885-

).

An

Protestant Episcopal bishop, born
at Cohoos, N. Y. He was graduated from St.
Stephen's College in 1891 and from the General
Theological Seminary in 1894, was ordained in
1895 and served as rector in churches in Massachusetts, Now York, and Illinois. In 1912 he
was consecrated suffragan Bishop of Iowa. He
was elected coadjutor bishop in 1917, and in
1920 became presiding bishop of the Province
of the Northwest.

American educator, born at Piano, 111. He was
graduated from Harvard, University in 1906 and
took post-graduate courses in Austria, Germany,
and Russia. He was successively instructor, assistant, and associate professor of modern Kuropean history at Harvard, and in 3924 became
full professor of the same subject.
He resigned

EVELYN BEATRICE
(MAEY)
(1874(Mrs. Nathaniel Horton Batchelder)
An American sculptor (see VOL. XIV).
).
Among her later awards were the French Gold
Medal fiom the Art Institute of Chicago, 1020;
the Widener Gold Medal from the Pennsylvania
Academy of Fine Arts, 1921 ; the Watrous Gold
Medal from the National Academy of Design,

vard technical

1923; the Charles Noel Flagg Prize, Connecticut
Academy, 1025, and the Shaw Memorial Prize,
National
Academy of Design, 192G. She became a National Academician in 1919.
GUNS. See ARTILLERY.

(wo VOL.
physicist
the Oopley Medal of
XIV).
the Jiritish Royal Society in 1918, was the smmd
chairman of the League of Nations Committee
of Intellectual Cooperation, and in 1923 lectured
in English universities as uu exchange professor
of the Aiiglo-Batavian Society, receiving the
honorary degree of D.Sc. from Cambridge.

LONGMAN",

LONG RANGE

An
LOJSTGWOBTH, NICHOLAS (18G9).
American public official, born at Cincinnati, Ohio,
and educated at Harvard. He was admitted to
the bar in 1894, and served in the State Legislature of Ohio from 1899 to 1903. During 1903-13
he was a member of the United States Congress
and was reelected for the C4th-71st Congresses
(1915-31) as representative from the First Ohio
District.
He was floor leader of the House of
Representatives, 1023-25, and speaker of the
69th and 70th Congresses (1925-29). In 1900
he married Alice, daughter of President Theodore Tloosevelt.

LONSDALE,

FREDERICK

(1881-

).

A

British dramatic author, who, besides being a
and adaptor of stories for musical
comedies, wrote many successful plays of his
own, most of them light comedies. His plays,
with the dates of production, include The Best
librettist

People; Aren't We Allf (1923); The Fake
(1924) ; The Street Singer (1924) ; Spring Cleaning (1925); The Last of Mrs. Cheyney (1926);
On Approval (3927); The High Road (1927).
An Austrian arLOOS, ADOLF (1870).
chitect who has successfully attempted to introduce a modern style of architecture in Vienna. He was educated at the State Industrial
School at Brihm, and the Technical High School
at Dresden, and spent three years in America
and Home eight years in Paris.
LOPEZ PI3STILLOS, Jos (1875-1922). See
under SPANISH LITEKATURE.
American army officer and budget director. He
LORD, HERUEJIT MAYIIEW (1859An
).
was born at Rockland, Me., and graduated at

in 1927 following his conversion to Roman Catholicism and in April, 1929, was ordained a priest

Roman

In 1918-19 he was FTaron Polish affairs with
the American Commission to Negotiate Peace in

of the

Church.

expert

Paris, and a member of the American InterAllied Commission to Poland (1910).
Ho wrote
The tfrcond Partition of Poland (1915) and,
with Prof. C. H. Haskins, Some Problems of the
Peace Conference (1920).

LOBENTZ,
(1853-1928).

A

lo'rGnts,

HENDUIK

AISTOON

Dutch

He was awarded

An Austrian
).
LOBENZ, ADOLF (1854orthopedic surgeon (see VOL. XIV) who has received unusual publicity in the United States
and elsewhere, because identified with a successful method of bloodless treatment for a
congenital dislocation of the
special deformity
At the close of the World War, f^orenx
hip.
divided his practice between the irnite,<l Wtai.en
and his home city of Vienna. His free orthopaedic clinics wore held in some of the largo
cities of the United States.
LOBENZEN. ERNEST GCJSTAV (1870).
A German-American lawyer and educator, born
at Russee-Kiel, Germany. He came to the
United States in 1892 and studied law at Cornell
in
University, taking post-gwduuto studies
France and Germany. After practicing law in
New York City from ]901 to 1003, he was appointed professor of law at the University of
Maine. In 1904 he became professor of law and
in 1910, dean of the Law School at
(Jeorge Washington University. From 1911 to 1914, ho was
professor of law at the University of Wisconsin, and from 1914 to 1017, at the University
of Minnesota.
In the latter year, he was appointed to a similar chair at Yale, lie was tho
author of several books on legal subjects and
contributed articles to American and European
reviews*

LOS ANGELES,

Ifa iing'ha-las.
Th largest
California. The population rose from
319,198 in 1910 to 570,673 in 1920 and to 1,427,-

city of

LOS ANGELES

480 in 1029, according to local estimate. The
area was 441.23 square miles. In May, 1924,
a new city charter was adopted, the outstanding
features of which were the enlisting of citizen
service on a great number of administrative
hoards, with hoards of expert administrators attached, and the intrusting of large administrative powers to responsible executives, subject to
these citizen boards. The following departments,
each administered by a board of five salaried
and
commissioners, were created:
building
safety; city planning; efficiency and personnel;
finance; harbor; health and sanitation; parks
and playgrounds; county affairs; police and
fire;

public

utilities;

welfare;

public

public

and
and viaducts; water

works; street opening and widening;
lighting; tunnels, bridges,

traffic

and power. The mayor, the city attorney, controller, and members of the council and of the
board of education were to be elected by popular
Provision also was made for the creation
vote.
of boroughs within the city, whereby any annexed section, not a part of the original central
4000 acres or 40,000 population, might
become a borough by action of the city council
and a vote of the residents of the proposed
borough territory.
In 1028 the new Los Angeles City Hall was
dedicated. The building consisting of a large
lower portion, rectangular in plan, with a high,
central tower for the municipal offices, was
erected upon a site planned as a Civic Centre
at a cost of approximately $7,000,000. The Hall
of Justice, built by Los Angeles County, is another important new building that houses a number of the county government offices, the sheriff's
department, jail, etc. In 1926 the new central
city, of

public library was opened. Several viaducts
and bridges over the Los Angeles River, carrying
the city's main thoroughfares to the east, have
boon built since 1920. A major traffic plan also
was adopted for relieving the congestion of thcne

thoroughfare^ a special feature being the construction (under a $350,000 bond issue) of 44
pedestrian subways at the most dangerous crossings and near school buildings. In 1925 the first
subway was opened from the junction of First
and (Hendale Boulevard through the hills to
Hill Street between Fourth and Fifth streets,
where the Subway Terminal Building was erected.
This subway provides easy access to the business
flection for Hollywood, Olendalc, JBurbank, and
other suburbs in the Han Fernando Valley.
During 3922 and 1923, $0,900,000 was spent on
harbor improvements, and LOB Angeles became
a regular port of call for 01 different freight
In 1929
arid passenger lines and five tank lines.
the main channel was widened and a second
breakwater was built from the Long Beach end
of the harbor so as to meet the needs of 157
^

The cost
lines that served the port regularly.
of these improvements was estimated at $18,000,000, part of which was to be met by the
Federal government. Imports increased in value
from 91,042,047 in 1010 to $0,897,336 in 1020
and to $40,388,142 in 1927, while exports showed
an even more remarkable climb from $135,911
in 1010 to $18,000,121 in 1920 and to $110,901,047 in 1927. In 1924 bonds were voted by the
for the following purposes: $34,600,000 for
wliool sites, buildings, and equipment; $8,000,000 for waterworks; $1,000,000 for police stations Aiul Higrial system; $1,000,000 for bridges;
9000,000 for incinerators; and $400,000 for fire
boata In addition, $35,000,000 was voted by the

<iity
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county for flood control. The total cost of all
public works constructed during 1927 was $27,537,920; of this amount $17,019,688 was spent
for street improvements, $4,445,707 for sowers,
$5,052,137 for storin drains, $74,500 for pedestrian subways, and $045,796 for bridges.
In 1927 Los Angeles ranked eleventh among
the manufacturing cities of the United States.
Approximately 66,500 persons were employed in
its 2961 industrial establishments and received
$90,746,854 in wages; the value of products
manufactured was $610,106,093. The manufacture of aircraft is an important industry
which has followed in the wake of Los Angeles'
development as an air centre. In 1928 planes,
motors, and accessories to the value of $4,000,000 were produced in Los Angeles County. The
city of Los Angeles has a Department of Aviation, the director of which has jurisdiction

over the three airports located at the harbor, at
Griffith Park, and at Mines Field.
Through the
financing of the Daniel Guggenheim Fund for
the Promotion of Aeronautics, a model air line
was established between Los Angeles and San
Francisco in May, 1928. Its primary purpose
was to prove that an air line, carrying only
passengers and express, could he financially
successful and could maintain reliable schedules.
Another use of the Guggenheim Fund was the

establishment of a weather service, consisting of
39 reporting stations, -between the two cities.
In 1929 Los Angeles County had 27 schools of
aviation with a student enrollment of approximately 1500. It is estimated that 30 per cent
of the total air-mail traflic of the United States
flies in and out of Los Angeles
County's 50 airBank clearings in Los Angeles increased
ports.
from $1,145,167,110 in 1914 to $7,024,888,783 in
1923 and to $10,825,705,000 in 1928; building
permits increased in value from $21,684,100 in
1910 to $60,023,600 in 1920 and to $123,027,139
in 1027. The assessed valuation of property in
1028 was $1,723,154,405; the net debt was $203,403,390.

LOTI.
1923).

PIERRE (JULIEN VUin>) (1850French novelist (see VOL. XIV). In

16'te"'

A

1914 he reentered the service of his countiy,
being appointed to the General Staff of the
Annies of the East as inspector of the defense*
against airplanes. Resulting from his war experiences were numerous articles, published in
the following collections: La, hyene cnragec
(1016); Quelques aspects du verlige mondial
(1917); L'horrcur alletnande (1918); La, mort
de notre chcre France en Orient (1020). During these latter years, he also published several
autobiographical works, continuations of his
earlier ones: Mane jewcstte (1019); Supr&mes
visions d'Orienb (1022); and Un jcunc officier
pauwre (1923). The lat two works were revised and published by his son Samuel. Consult
Pierre Loti; the Romance of a Great Writer, by
1

Kdnmnd B. D'Auvergnc
LOTTCHETTR, Louis

(1026).

A French
(1872).
politician, born at Roubaix,
and educated at the lycdta of Lille and the ]Scole

induHtrialist

and

Graduating as an engiinterested in industrial enterprises,
and did not come to the fore until the World
War, when he became Under-Secretary of State
for war industries (December, 101 G), and for coal
supply (March, 1917), Minister of Armaments
(September, 1917), and for industrial reconstruction after the Armistice. He tried unsuccessfully
to bring French and German industrialists to-

Polytechniquc in Paris.
neer, he

was

LOUDEBBACK

Chambre as a member

of the radical
He again beMinister for Reconstruction of the devas-

entered the
left,

becoming one of

came

its leaders.

tated regions, under Briand (January, 1921- January, 1922), signing the Wiesbaden agreement.
He was Minister of Trade in PoincarS's cabinet of
March to June, 1924, represented France at the
League of Nations Assembly (since 1924), was
Minister of Finance in Briand's cabinet (November, 1925-March, 1926), Minister of Trade in Herriot's three-day cabinet in July, 1926, and represented France at the World Economic Conference
held in 1927. He was proprietor of Le Petit
Journal, a Parisian daily paper.
).
LOtTDERBACK, GEOEGE DAVIS (1874An American geologist, born at San Francisco,
. He studied at the
University of Califorreceiving the Ph.D. degree in 1900. He
became professor of geology at the University of
Nevada in 1903. In 1906 he returned to California, where after 1917 he was professor of
geology and in 1920-22, dean of the college of

Calif.

nia,

letters

and

science.

During

1914-15
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gether on a programme of mutual interest, was
active in drafting the economic sections of the
Versailles Treaty of 1919, and in that year he

he was

consulting engineer of the Standard Oil Geological Expedition to China and in 1918-19 he held
consulting relations with the United States
Bureau of Mines and the -United States Geological Survey.
During the World War, he was a
member of the Pacific coast committee on geology
of the National Research Council. Dr. Louderback made a specialty of the basin range structure and west coast stratigraphy and was the
discoverer of several new minerals, including
benitoite. He was president of the Seismological
Society of America in 1914.
LOUIS III, LEOPOLD JOSEF MAMA ALOYS
ALFRED, last KING OF BAVARIA (1845-1921).
He was forced to abdicate in
(See VOL. XIV.)
November, 1918, when the people of Bavaria inaugurated the Bavarian Free State.
LOUISIANA The thirtieth State in size
(48,506 square miles) and the twenty-second
in population; capital, Baton Rouge. The population increased from 1,656,388 in 1910 to 1,798,509 in 1920, a gain of 8.6 per cent;
estimated population,
The
1928,
1,950,000.
white population increased from 941,086 (1910)
to 1,096,611 (1920); the native white from
889,304 to 1,051,740. Foreign-born whites decreased in number from 51,782 to 44,871 : Negroes,
from 713,874 in 1910 to 700,257 in 1920. Both
urban and rural populations increased: the
former from 496,516 to 628,163; the latter from
1,359,872 to 1,170,346. The growth of the principal cities was as follows: New Orleans (q.v.),
339,075 (19 10), 387,219 (1920); Shreveport, 28,015 to 43,874; Baton Rouge, 14,897 to 21,782.
conditions
in
Agriculture. Agricultural
Louisiana have been affected, as in the case of
the other Southern States, by the ravages of
the boll weevil, which first became serious about
1905. The effect is apparent in the following
comparison of the acreage and production ,of
cotton for various years during the period. In

1904, the acreage was 1,745,865 and the production 1,089,526 bales; in 1908, 1,550,000 and 470,
130; in 1921, 1,168,000 and 279,000; in 1922,
1,185,000 and 357,000; in 1928 (estimated),
3,985,000 and 685,000. In addition to the devastations of the boll weevil, army worms in
iziariy sections of the State have been prevalent
in some seasons. See BOLL WEEVIL and COTTON.

The number

of farms decreased from 135,463
in 1920 to 132,450 in 1925. The acreage of land
in farms in 1920 was 10,019,822; but it fell by
11.8 per cent.
The improved land in farms was
5,626,226 acres in 1920. Crop land acreage
(1925) was 4,279,528. The total value of farm
property rose from $301,220,988 in 1910 to
$589,826,679 in 1920, but declined to $385,010,-

844 in 1925; the average value per farm was
$2499 in 1910; $4354 in 1920; and $2914 in
In interpreting these values, the infla1925.
tion of the currency incident to the War is to
be taken into consideration. The total percentage of land used for agricultural purposes decreased from 35.9 in 1910 to 34.5 in 1020, and
30.4 in 1925. Of the total number of farms in
1925, 52,386 were operated by owners; 503, by
managers; 79,561, by tenants. The comparative
figures for 1910 are 52,989,950, and G6,607.
White farmers numbered 73,404 in 1020; 72,937 in 1925; the native white farmers (1920),
71,081; Negro farmers, 62,036. The 1.0 per cent
decrease in Negro population, 1910-20, quite seriously affected the farm-labor situation. The
farms reported as under mortgage numbered 1 1 ,783 in 1920; 14,424 in 1925. The number of
dairy cows was 217,690 in 1920; 97,791 in
1925; "beef" cows, 316,518 in 1920 and 207,024
in 1925. The number of swine declined from
911,600 in 1920 to 517,551 in 3925. Mules numbered 180,115 in 1920; 173,458 in 1925; sheep,
129,816 in 1920 and 108,581 in 1025. Tlie estimated production of the chief farm crops in
1928 was follows: Corn, 21,114,000 bushels; oats,
1,078,000; potatoes, 2,870,000; sweet potatoes,
peanuts,
6,660,000; rice, 18,392,000 bushels;
8,100,000 pounds. Comparative figures for 1013
are corn, 41,800,000 bushels; oats, 990,000; rice,
11,760,000; potatoes, 1,750,000; hay, 240,000
Louisiana is
tons; and cotton, 444,000 bales.
the most important cane-sugar-producing Stati*.
In 1928 the crop of caue used for sugar making
totaled 2,243,880 tons, grown oa 138,000 acres,
and produced 330,781,795 pounds of sugar and
14,600,927 gallons of molasses.

Mining.

Louisiana

is

an important producer

of minerals, especially of petroleum, sulphur, and
natural gas. There is no metal mining in thu
State.
The petroleum industry is mont important. Its progress during the period from
1914 on is indicated by the following figures:
In 1914 there were produced 14,309,435 iuirruls,
valued at $12,886,897; 1915, 18,101,530, $10,804,653; 1917, 11,392,201, $J7,224,(J02;
1018,
16,042,600, $27,535,060; 1920, 35,714,000, $112606,000; 1021, 27,103,000, $42,400,000; 102ti,
23,201,500, $38,200,000; 1927, 21,061,000, 938,700,000 (estimated). The increased production
in the years 1920-22 indicated the discovery and
development of new oil fields. In the production of sulphur, Louisiana has lad the list of
States.
Production figures are 1914, 874,470
tons; 1918, 918,700; 1020, 37,635; 1021, 706,980 ;
and 1922, 1,146,860. The chief sulphur mine
shut down in 1924, but continued shipment** from
a large stock. The production of natural gas
also is of great importance. In 1015, 2*V>40,ftOg
M. cubic feet were produced; 1018, 30,004,132;
1020, 58,274,000; 1926, 357,423,000. The output of natural-gas gasoline hag increased steadily, rising from 2,113,159 gallons in liltt to
10,609,629 gallons in 1920; 15,340,374 gallons
in 1921; and 46,200,000 gallons in 1927.
In addition to the minerals mentioned above, tho State
produces clay products, salt, and sand and gravel.

LOTJISIAITA

in 1920; $38,851,509 in 1919, $54,769,225 in 1918,
and $21,890,025 in_1914.

Manufactures. "While Louisiana

is

not one

of the chief manufacturing States, its industrial
progress, in the past 20 years, has been great.
Six cities in the State had in 1920 populations
of more than 10,000 each.
These in 1919 contained 27.6 per cent of the total population and
produced 32 per cent of the total value of the

manufactured products. In 1909, there were in
the State 2516 manufacturing establishments;
2017 in 1919, 1742 in 1925, and 1625 in 1927.
Persons engaged in manufactories numbered 86,563, 112,523, 88,058, and 82,415.
Capital invested amounted to $221,816,398 (1909), and
$462,209,056 (1919). The value of the products
in 1909 amounted to $233,948,638; in 1919, $676,189,770; in 1925, to $710,050,000; and in 1927,
$688,361,215. The increase in value of the products about 1919 was due largely to changes in
industrial conditions brought about by the War,
and therefore cannot be properly used to measure
the growth of manufacturcH during the census
period of 1914-19; but the increase shown in
the number of wage earners clearly indicates a

growth in the State's manufacturing

A
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The total value of the mineral products in 1926
was $62,203,543, as compared with $138,745,725

activities.

loading industry in importance in point of
value of products is the refining of sugar. This,
in 1909, amounted to $63,775,000; in 1914, to
$57,948,000, and in 1919, to $141,843,000. The
manufacture of lumber and timber products is
important; in 1909 such products were valued
at $62,838,000; in 1919, at $130,521,000; and in
1925, at $121,896,611. Since 1914, when there
were 21 refineries, the refining of petroleum has
become one of the groat industries of the State.
The value of the product in 1919 was $75,023,726.
The manufacture of cottonseed oil and
(take has diminished in point of value: in 1909,
in 1925,
in
1 1 3,085,000;
1919, $57,162,000;
$7,702,000. The chief manufacturing cities are
Now Orleans (q.v.), Shrcveport, and Lake
CharloH. In 1909 there wore in New Orleans
848 manufacturing establishments, with a product valued at $78,794,000; 873 in 1919, with a
product of $182,790,000; and in 1925 the manufactured product was $155,106,000.
Education. Educational progress from 1914
on has been well maintained in Louisiana. The
Legislature of 2914 passed, among other important measures, a compulHory-education- law affecting all cities of over 25,000 inhabitants. In
1910, measures were passed authorizing the acceptance of the terms and provisions of the
Smith-Hughes Bill providing for vocational education.
The State colony and training school
for feeble-minded was created in 1918. In 1920
parish school boards were authorized to create
The Legislature
Hchool districts at any time.
of 1 922 passed an act providing for the State
Board of Education and parish school boards,
Refilling their powers and providing for the
adwmJBtration and supervision of the public
HchoolH of the State; the board to include 11
members, three appointed by the governor, and
eight elected for tormH of eight years. In the
same year, an inclusive compulsory-attendance
weanure was passed, providing for the attendance in Hchool of every child in the State between the ages of 7 and 14; and the Legislature
alrto provided for the promotion of vocational
rehabilitation. In 1914 the total enrollment in
the school* was 288,972, including both white

and colored pupils; in 1925-26, the number enrolled had increased to 395,007
of whom 264,129 were white and 130,878 were colored; the
j

total enrollment

of

elementary colored pupils

was 126,993; of secondary colored pupils, 3885.
The expenditure for day public schools in 1925-

26 was: current, $15,548,612; outlays for new
The percentage of
etc., $4,192,556.
illiteracy in the State decreased from 31.1 in 1910
to 24.9 in 1920: among the native whites, from
16.8 per cent to 13,5; among the foreign-born
whites, from 23.2 to 22.6; among the colored,
from ,52.2 to 43.8 per cent.
Finance. State expenditures in the year ending Dec. 31, 1927, as reported by the TJ. S. Department of Commerce were: for maintenance
and operation of departments, $19,663,230 (of
which $5,420,558 was for local education
for
conducting public-service enterprises, $58,832;
for interest on debt, $723,400; for permanent
improvements, $8,981,125; total, $29,426,135 (of
which $10,812,821 was for highways, $3,469,605 being for maintenance and $7,343,216 for
buildings,

)

construction).

;

Revenues were $28,126,095;

of

property and special taxes formed 35.9
per cent, departmental earnings, 4.4 per cent;
and trade licenses, severance tax, and gasoline
tax, 41.5 per cent. Assessed property valuation
was $1,724,954,042; State taxation thereon,
$9,918,486. Net State debt on Dec. 31, 1927,
this,

was

$16,459,287.

Legislation.
ified

was

In 1916 a State Board of Edu-

In 1918 the Legislature rata State prohibition amendment and the Fed-

cation

created.

eral Woman-suffrage

Amendment.

Cities

were

authorized to adopt the commission form of government when their population exceeded 5000.
Laws were passed regulating the sale of narand the child-labor laws, also were
cotics,
amended.
law requiring instruction in the
common schools to be conducted only in the English language was enacted.
The Legislature of
1924 enacted a measure prohibiting the wearing

A

masks by members of secret societies. The
Legislature of 1926 provided for revision of the
criminal code.
Political and Other Events. Louisiana was
one of the States in which, after the War, the
Ku Klux Klan was active; repeated attempts to
control and regulate members of this body were
made by the governor and other State author-

of

ities.

In 1914, though Democrats were success-

ful in other Congressional districts, one elected

a

Progressive candidate. In 1915 over $4,500,000
was expended in New Orleans to rid the city
of rats in order to prevent the reappearance of
the bubonic plague. In 1916, R. G. Pleasant,
Democratic candidate, was elected governor. In
the presidential voting in this year, President
Wilson received 79,875 votes; Charles E. Hughes,
6466, In 1020 E. S. Broussard, Democratic candidate, was elected Senator; for President, J. M.
Cox received 87,354 votes; W. G. Carding, 3$,On Dec. 21, 1922; the bodies of two men
538.
were found in a lake in Morehouso Parish. It
was alleged that these men had been flogged by
members of the Ku Klux Klan and their bodies
thrown into the lake. Owing to lack of evidence,
the grand jury then failed to bring indictments
against them; but on Apr. 18, 1923, the district
attorney of Morehouse Parish lodged 30 informations against prominent citizens for the alleged
participation in the murder. Four members of
the Ku Klux, Klan were found guilty of "carry91
In
ing firearms on the premises of another,

LOUISVILLE
May,

M. Fuqua was inaugurated govThe vote for President in 1924 was:

1924, J.

ernor.

Davis,

24,670. Governor
Coolidge,
in office Oct. 11, 1927, and Lieut.
Simpson succeeded. Tlie presidential

93,218;

Puqua died

Gov. 0. H.
vote of 1928 was: Smith, 164,055; Hoover, 51,1GO;
Hucy P. Long was elected governor. The criminal law of the State was recodified in 1928 and
a measure to prepare the way for a $30,000,000
bond issue was voted upon favorably.

LOUISVILLE. The

largest

city

of

Ken-

tucky and the second most populous south of the
Ohio and the Potomac rivers. The population
rose from 223,928 in 1910 to 329,400 in 1928, by
estimate of the U. S. Bureau of Census. The incorporated area of the city was increased to
25,101 acres by the annexation of Highland Park
and Oakdale in 1922. The cities of New Albany,
Ind., and Jeffersonville, Ind., with an additional
population of 45,000 are immediately across the
Ohio River. In point of value of manufactures,
the city is shown by the U. S. Census of Manufactures to be the most important industrial
centre in the South. The -value of its manufactured products increased from $200,500,000 in
1919 to $263,693,000 in 1925, and in 1927 the
Louisville Industrial Foundation estimated the
value of its industrial output at $$64,257,894.
Louisville is supplied with transportation service by nine trunk-line railways, eight interurban
In conelectric railways, and the Ohio -River.
nection with the Ohio River development by the
U. S. Government, a dam, with a lock for navigation and affording a maximum head of 37 feet,
was completed in 1927. This also contained a
power station of the Louisville Gas & Electric Co,
Jn 1929 a new highway bridge over the Ohio
River was completed. Bank clearings increased
from $1,153,048,000 in 1920 to $1,930,031,000 in
1928 and the assessed valuation of property
from $207,000,000 in 1914 to $600,000,000 in
1928, according to local estimate. The net debt
in 1927 was $21,171,000.

LOTJVAIW LIBRARY. A

LOWELL

958

famous

institu-

tion connected with the University of Louvain
in Belgium. During the Gorman invasion of
1914, the university together- with its library,
which contained 120,000 volumes and 250 incunabula, was ruthlessly destroyed. When Cardinal Mercier, its head, visited the United
States in 1919, he was asked of what particular
aid Americans could be in the .work of Belgian
reconstruction; he suggested that the schools,
of the younger and
colleges, and univerwities
larger country should join in the restoration or
rather rebuilding of this monument of the
smaller and older land. Under the terms of the
Versailles Treaty, Germany was to return as
many volumes as the old library contained.
Whitney Warron was the architect of the new
building, erected through public subscription at
a cost of more than $500,000. On July 4,
1928, the library was opened with appropriate
ceremonies by Mgr. Ladeuzc, rector of the university, despite the attitude of the architect on
account of the omiwsion of the Latin inscription,
1

Teutonico ^Diruta: Dono Americano
A suit to enforce
Jlestituta," which he desired.
the use of the original inscription was decided
in favor of the architect by a Belgian court in
October, 1929. Germany replaced 300,000 yol*
umea, including a number of rare manuscripts

"Furore

tion of about 55,000 books was the largest.
The Japanese section, which was given by the
Mikado himself, contained manuscripts dating
back to the ninth century. Franco contributed
33,000 volumes. The only reminder of the tragedy to which the new building owed its existence
is a small bas-relief above Our Lady of Victory
depicting the burning of the old library. See
BELGIUM, under History.

LOVE JOY, ARTHUR ONOKEN

(1873).
philosopher (see VOL. XIV). In
1920 he collaborated with a group of oilier
American philosophers in the publication of
Essays on Critical Realism. The common
ground of the authors is the distinction between essence and existence, which is not usually stressed by the so-called naive realists.
During the World War, Professor Love joy was an

An American

He colactive propagandist for liberal ideals.
laborated with Prof. Albert BiiHhnell Hart in
the publication of Handbook for the 1 Var for

Public Speakers (1917).

An
).
LOVBTT, ROBERT MORSS (1870American editor and teacher, born in Boston,
Mass. He was graduated from Harvard in M2
and iu the same year became assi.stant in Eng1

He served as assistant
professor of English from 1890 to 1004; as associate professor from 1001 to 1009, and after 1900
as full professor at the University of Chicago.
Prom 1907 to 1920, he was tleiui of junior
lish at that university.

colleges.

He was a member

of

the National

Institute of Arts and Letters and was the author
of Tlie History of jfaffluth Lit era fun; with W. V.

(1002); Richard Urcithatn, a novel
(1904); The First View of Kiifflixh Literature,
with W. V. Moody (1905); A Wwyni PiVforj/,
a novel (1907) Coirardit, a play (1014) Kdiih
WhartoH, a criticism (1025). lie served as editor of the Dial in 1919 and joined the editorial
board of the New KrpnMw in 1921.
An
).
LOVETT, ROBERT SCOTT (1800American railway president (see VOL. XIV).
During the World War, ho filled important positions in the management of railroads and \VJJH
choaeu president (1010-20) and chairman (1980)
of the Board of Directors of the Union J^cilic
System.
An
).
LOWDEN", FRANK OKKBN (18<MAmerican public oilicial, born in Sunrise City,
Minn. He was graduated from tho Iowa State
University in 1885 and studied law at the I'liion
College 'of Law hi Chicago. JI< began practice*
in that city in 1887, continuing until 1IUHI.
UP
took an active part in politics and WUK a member
of the Republican National Committee, front
1904 to 1912. In 11)00 he was elected a Representative in CougrcHH and wtw twice reflected.
In 1017 he wan elected Governor of IHtimiM,
serving until 1924. He was one of the prominent
candidates at the llcpubliean National Convention in 1020 and in J024 refused the wwumiUott
lie wan candidate for the
for Vice President.
presidential nomination before the Kcpuhlicart
National Convention of 102H, but withdrew hw

Moody

:

;

name.

LOWELL. A

manufacturing city of MitMtAThe population row* from 100,204 in
ehusetts.
1010 to 112,759 in 1020, hut decreased to JIOmi
1025.
in
memorial
auditorium
cxmthtg
$1,000,000 was erected In 1021 in memory of the

A

Lowell wen and women who took part 5
the
wars in whlojh the (Tinted KtutcH IMH been enternational contribution added 350,000 volumes gaged. In the same year, after 10 yearn of the
to the German contribution. 'The British dona- commission form of government,
the city

and fifteenth-century

prints!

The combined

in-

5&

LOWELL
to

the

881,000.

LOWELL, AMY (1874-1025). An American
poet und critic, born at Brookline, Mass., and
educated iu private schools, hi 1017-18 sbo
gave lecture courses at the Brooklyn Institute
of Arts mid Sciences; in 1021 she was the
Francis Bergen Foundation lecturer at Yale
and Marshall Woods lecturer at Brown UniverAs a champion

of free verse, as well as
one of its foremost writers, her influence in this
movement in the United States was of great
sity.

importance.

(See/

LITKIIATUKK,

"KNGUSH

AND

published works during the
post-war period were flirorrt Itladcs and Poppy
ASW (1914); 8i,v Frewh /'or to (1015);
(1910); Tmdctiri
IVowtrw, awl (Ihoalft
AFodrni, American- Poclry (19J7); Can
Vastlr (1018); rictitrwt of the Moatinff World
(1010); Iwiuts (1021); Mr-floirrr Tablets
Pocmfi Tmnitlatwl from the Chinatc, with Floreni'o
Critical Fable
(1021); A
Ayeseough
(1022); niKl ,/o/fH, Kctt I* (1025).
LOWELL, (,'IIY (1X70-1027). An American
architect (set* VOL. XIV). His design for a new
muninpiil courthouse in New York was ac-

AMKKICAN.)

Jlcr

From 1017 to 1019, lie was
cepted in 1010.
director of the Department of Military Attain*
for "the American lte<! (Voss hi Italy and received scvenU decorations from the Italian government. He was the author of various books
on arehitw'ture.
An
).
LOWES, JOHN LiviwiHTOff (1WJ7American educator, born at Dccatur, 3 rid. He
wiiH graduate*! from Washington and Jetforaori
College in 18H8 and took post-grad mite courses
After
in tierinany and at Harvard University.
serving on the faculties of several colleges, he
was appointed, in 1000, professor of KngliHh at
Washington University, Ht. Louis, serving until
In thai, year, he became professor of Eng1 018.
lish at Harvard University, H<;rving as dean of
the graduate* school in 1024-25. Ho was Jx>we,ll
the author
JnHtitttte, lecturer in 1919 and wa
and Rrvolt in roclry (11)10), and
of rMprnrt
The ttwtd to Xamdtt (1927). He edited, both
alone a nil with others, Hoveral texts of Shakonpea re.

LOWXE,

RofiKRT

HfflRRTcm

(1883-

).

(ee. Vox* XTV).
Since 1021 he IMH been, KUecenHively, aHBociate
at th<%
profoHHor and jirofwwor of anthropology

An Aiwrtouii anthropologist

Hm

principal workB
I'nivtTHity of (California.
include: HoHctiw of thv Arilttura Indiana (1914)
/towrft and Hwfotir* of the PMni Nhotthonw
(1015); Nottw on the. tiowtl Orffanissation and
(hwtom* of the Mandan, Hidutsa, and Crow /w;

rJfN

(li>17);

UMw

Indian Ayu

and Klhnolaw (1017);

Ht>ei<t(i<'

LTTDEJTDORFF
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mayor-and-council form. A
.$2,000,000 high school was completed in 1922.
In 1027 there wore approximately 240 manufacturing establishments in the city, employing
IS,7H7 persona who received $18,888,518 in
wages; the value of products manufactured was
Since 1025 Lowell has changed
$(>!), 17 1, 107.
from a cotton textile centre to a city of diversified industries.
In 15)27-28, 27 new industries
were established, replacing the cotton textile
plants which liquidated or removed to the South
following the slump in the textile business of
New Kngland. The assessed valuation of property increased from $87,277,6*13 in 1013 to $130,402,851 in 1023; in 1027 it was estimated to be
$141,759,000. The net debt in 1027 was $5,190,000.
Bank clearings hi 1028 amounted to $02,-

returned

U<U7)

j

Mj/tte and

Crow Indians (1018); The
Matrilmeal Complex (1919); Primitive Society
( 1919) ; The Religion of the Crow Indian ( 1922
The Material Culture of the Crow Indians
(1922); Grow Indian Art (1922); Psychology
and Anthropology of Races (1923) ; Primitive
Religion (1924); and The Origin of the State
Traditions of the

)

(1927).

LtrBARSCH, OTTO
pathologist

(1860-

).

;

A German

and writer who was born in Berlin

and educated at the universities of Lcipxig,
Heidelberg, Jena, Strassburg, and Berlin. He
was professor of pathology and director of the
Pathological Institute at the University of Berlin (since 1917).
He wrote IfntrrttuchugcH uber
die Ursachcn der . . . Immiunilat (1891)
and
Zitr Lclire von den (ieftchwiitsten und Infektionitkrankhcitcn (1899). lie is best known as tluj
editor of the #reat work Ergcbnisse der allgemcwcn Pathologic und pathologischcn /l?ialomie, which, begun in 1895, lias now run
through 30 large volumes and lias also furnislicd
a model for numerous other works of the same
;

,

DAVID (1840-1919). American agriand merchant, lie waa for

cultural specialist

many years in business at Sacramento, Calif.,
but interested himself in improving the system
of marketing agricultural products, promotion
of complete and systematic statistical information, and development of rural credits, national
marketing, etc. He succeeded in bringing before Congress a proposal for an international
convention for the establishment of the International Commerce Commission on Merchant Marine (the measure passed Sept. 1, 1914)
and
he also secured the introduction of a measure
for improving the parcel post service, facilitating direct dealing between produeern and
consumers (1916). ITw proposals for the International Institute of Agriculture we.ro embodied in that institution, which has since supplied world crop, import, and export rcportH,
;

etc.,

gate.
1919.

TUTE

and to which he. was the American deleMr. Lubin died at Rome, Italy, Jan. 1
See ACJBICULTURK, INTERNATIONAL INSTIOF.

An
VKREALX, (1808).
Kngltoh essayist, biographer, writer on travel,
and publisher (HOC VOL. XIV). His later volumes of essays include Cloud and Hilvcr (1910);
Twfat &afflo and Dove (1918); Mixed Vintage*
(1919); Adoenturm and MnthwrimmM (1!20);
LUCAS, EDWARD

:

flMng <nid Rcoctoinff (192*2); MMMWI hirtt and
IHfttersiom
(1924); fivcnta and J3m,broidcri<to
Frondcd Isle (1927). Hiw later
(1920); and

A

London Iteyiftilvtl (1910);
Roving Kant and ttomny Went, in fiuliu, Japan,
and America (1921 ) ; Zigsaffn in France (102)
Introducing London (1925); A Wanderer in
Rome (192(5); and Introducing Paritt (1928).

travel books were:

;

On

art,

btjHides

brief

sketches

in

The

(trait

wrote Vermecr of Delft
(1922); A Wanderer Antony Molwre* (1024);
and John Constable, the Painter (192;5). Otlier
later works include: Quoth the Raven: An UnG. Morrow,
official History of th* War (with
1919); London, Lavender (IftlO) ; Vcrcm in the
A/atilvrtt

tivrieif,

he

(1920), ilm last two bein^ fiction; and
Oolvim and their Friends (1028). Consult
V. Luvaft: Apinwialimui, )>y John Karrar,
/<?.
K. K. Sherwood, Orant Overton, and Llewellyn
Mitlnt

n&

June* (1925).

LtTBBNBOBPF,
Fruawian

general,

Kiacn
born

at

(1805Krusaevnia,

).

A

near

LTOWIG
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LUTHERANS

He worked

out the last great German
passed by the Reichstag in 1913.
On the outbreak of the World War, he was first
sent to the western front, where he took the
citadel at Liege. On Aug. 22, 1914, he was sent
to the eastern front as chief of the General
Staff and shared with Hindenburg the credit of
the great victories at Tannenburg and the Masurian Lakes. During the progress of the War,
Poaen.

Army

Bill

his advance was rapid and constant.
He organized the great German offensive of the spring
and summer of 1918, whose final collapse led to
the German defeat. After the War, he was a
leader of those seeking the return of the mon-

archy. He published among other works Meine
Kriegserinnerungen, (1914-18); Kriegsfiihrung
und Politik (1919); Die Verschielung der
Vcrantwortlichkeit (1919) ; Die Schuld der uberstaathchen Miichte am Zusammenbruch (1927).
Idot'viK, EMU,
).
(1881-

A

Friedrioh

von Preussen

(1914);

Bismarok, a

trilogy of plays (1023). His novels are Manfred und Selene (1911) ; Diana (1918) ; Meeresstille und gluckliche Fahrt (1920).
He is also
the author of the essays, Der Kilnstler; Bismarch, cine psychologische Studie
(1911);
Goethe, Geschichte eines Menschen (1920); the
lyric volume Rdmischc Sonette (1921); Genie
und Charakter (1925, English trans., 1927);

During the period, foreign mission and educawork was carried on extensively. After
the World War, many mission fields which
formerly had been supported by the Lutheraim
of Germany were aided through the National
Lutheran Council.
The outstanding events of the period among
the Lutherans of the United States and Canada
were: the celebration in 1917 of the 400Ui
tional

anniversary of Luther's posting of the NinetyFive Theses; the formation of the Norwegian
Lutheran Church of America by the merging of
three Lutheran organisations in 1917; the formation by the merging of several other bodies
in 1918 of the United Lutheran Church in
America, which included in its membership
more than one-third of all the Lutheran** in the
United States and Canada; and the formation of
the Evangelical Lutheran .Joint Synod of Wisconsin and Other States; the appearance in
1917 of the Lutheran Common Ncrvirc. Kook;
the organization in the same year of the National

Lutheran Commission for Soldiers* und

Sailors' Welfare, which was supported by Iho
Bismarck, a biography (1926, English trans., various
general bodies and churches; anil thn
an
translation
of
Goethe:
the
1928);
English
organization in 1918 of the National Lutheran
a
Man
Der
Menschensohn
(1928);
History of
Council, an agency for two-thirds of the Lu(1928), ih English, The Son of Man: The Story therans of the United States and Canada for cara
Jesus
Juli
the
of
outbreak
of
(1928)
34,
study
rying on the regular work of representation, ataof the World War (1929); Art and Destiny
tistics, reference, and publicity, and also emerand
two
volumes
(1929*;
(1929).
Diana,
gency relief work. This latter agency gave at
LTJMBEB. See FORESTRY.
least $6,500,000 including more than $2,800,000
.
See ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
in the form of clothing, and over $3,700,000 in
LUMINESCENCE IN ANIMALS. See the
-form of cash, for the relief of Lutherans
under
ZoSLOCiY,
Physiology.
in Europe. In 1027 at the World Conference
SINKING
OP.
See
WORLD
LUSITAM1A,
WAR, on Faith and Order, the Lutheran
reprsentativoa
DIPLOMACY or THE; SUBMARINES AND THEIR
from all parts of the world united in their conWAR ACTIVITIES.
servative views of faith and doctrine.
;

LUMEN

__

1

_n 1648, historic records
showing
Lutherans in America as early as 1502. The

Jho Diet of Worms, of the appearance of
Luther's translation of the
Testament, and
of the introduction of congregational
Hinging
and the development of hymnology under tlm
influence of the Reformation; and the anniversaries, 175th, 100th, 75th, and 50th, respectively,
of the Pennsylvania Ministerium, the
Maryland
Synod, the Missouri Synod, and the Svtuxlioal
Conference, The Muhlenberg
Building waH dedicated in 1924 by the United Lutheran Publication House. Led by the veteran, Dr.
George U.
Wenner, the Lutherans reempliasized religious
education, especially promoting the idea of weekday religious instruction after school hours.
Tens of millions of dollars were wiliflcribeU for
endowments of Lutheran educational institutions, and millions of dollars were ganwwHly
contributed to the Ministerial Belief and Pension Funds.

Nw

congregations, the central units and seat of final
authority, were organized in synods or general
bodies.
The Lutherans of the United States
and Canada accept the Canonical Scriptures of
the Old and New Testaments as the
inspired"
Word of God and as the only infallible rule and
standard of faith and practice. They
accept
and confess the three ecumenical creeds, namely,
the Apostles, the Nicene, and the Athanasian,
They accept and hold the Unaltered Augsburg
Confession as the correct exhibition of the faith
and doctrine of the Evangelical Lutheran Church,
founded upon the Word of God. All accept and
use Luther's Small Catechism. None
reject any
of the other Symbolical Books of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church,
namely, the Apology of
the Augsburg Confession, the Smalkald
Articles,
the Large Catechism of Luther, and the FormThe Lutherans of America took part in the
ula of Concord. Many accept all of these.
first Lutheran World Convention held at KiaenThe following statistical table shows the totals ach,
Germany, Aug. 19 to 26, 1923. Thoro
of the parochial reports made in 1914 and 1928; were 160
delegates and representatives from 22

LTJTYEKTS

or more nations of Europe, Asia, North America,
With the exception of the
and Australia
Sy nodical Conference of North America, with
about 1,000,000 members, they represented the
Lutherans of the world, or at that time about
80,000,000 members. Carefully prepared papers
including doctrinal and practical themes of
fundamental importance were presented, followed by free discussions. The Rt. Rev. Ludwig
Ihmcls/O.l)., 15ishop of (Saxony, was made chairman of the convention. The following doctrinal

statement was unanimously adopted: "The Lutheran World Convention acknowledges the Holy
Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments as
the only source and the infallible norm of all
Church "leaching and practice; and sees in the
Lutheran Confessions, especially the Unaltered
AuftKhurg Confession and Luther's Hmall Catechism, a pure exposition of the Word of God."
Kinal preparations were made in H)*28 for the
Lutheran World Convention, to be held in June,
]!)21), the -100th anniversary of the year of the
publication of Luther's Small Catechism. According to the statistics of the United Lutheran

Church

for

1020,

there wore

70,000 Lutheran

(tongrcgatioiiH throughout the world, with 49,000
pastors, and K1,0:),1RO baptixed members.
).
LTJTYENS, KlB 1<7WVIN L. (180!)-

A

British
lie

was

architect, who was educated privately,
architect for the (lovcrnmcut House at

Delhi, India, and designed the Whitehall Cenotaph; the British School of Art at Rome; the

and South African War Memorial, Johannesburg, and various other buildings.
Jn 10:20 he was selected as architect for the
"Picture (Jallery

proposed Koman Catholic Cathedral in Liverpool,
lie was knighted in 11)18 and made a member of
the loyal Academy in 1020.
liTTXEMBtTBG. This Grand Duchy, bounded
liy <iVrniany, Belgium, and France, has an area
!)!>!)
o'f
s(|uare miles and population of 285,r>iil
(1027). The population in 1010 was 250,*W. The capital, Luxemburg, had 52,440 inhabitants in 1027, as compared with 20,848 in
010.
The activities of the population are
equally divided between agriculture and indusTin principal crops are oatw and potatoes,
try,
while the vino is cultivated in the Moselle
Valley region. The economic wealth of the country in, however, centred in its iron fields which
continue to average an annual yield of 7,000,000
form (7,>M,000 in 1027). The iron ore is emI

1

1

ployed in the manufacture of pig iron and steel
In 1012 the production of pig
by "local worlcK.
iron WUH 2,gr>2,S20 tons; in 1018 it was only
I,2ii<.li71 tons; but after the War it recovered,
reaching 3,704.300 tons in 1020 and 2,770,001
The production of steel continued
toiiH in H^H.
HtozuUIy to low ground; 1,206,407 toiw were produced 'in 1010; by 1020, only 81)2,035 ton*.
Starting with 1024, however, it exceeded prewar production nnd reached 2,507,080 tons in
HUSH.

Although, hi accordance with the Treaty of
(1867), Luxemburg, like Belgium, was

London

pcnnuwntly

lu'utrai'uswl,

and

LYATTTEY
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its

integrity

and

Independence ^uuruntccd, nevertheless, like Belgium ugiitrt, the grand duchy wan invaded by
OiTttiiin' troops,
1914, and occupied
Aujr, 2,
throughout tin* War. The conelunUm of the
War HMW the appearance of a new independent
Agitation in particuHpiril in the population.
lar WUH jiinittd at th HcwraiMHs of tli economic
union with Oormimy, in extetenco since 1B42,
UH well a for the erection of a more liberal

frame of government.

Tho result was the abdication of the Grand Duchess Marie Adelaide
on Jan. 12, 1919, the ascension to the throne
of the Princess Charlotte, and the holding of
a plebiscite in September for the determination
of the political and economic status of the connThe vote on the former indicated that
try.
the Luxemburgers preferred the continuance of
the ruling dynasty to a republic; on the <juestion of a now economic union, 60,133 votes wore
cast in favor of alliance with Prance agaiiiHt
22,242 in favor of a Kelgian alliance*. In 1!)21,
however, France yielded up her rights to Belgium with the result that a treaty, completed
on July 25, 1021, effected an agreement between
Belgium and Luxemburg by which the two agreed
to level their customs barriers for 50 yearn.
The agreement went into effect May 1, 1022.
LUXEMBURG, luks'mn burg, KORA (18701919). A Gorman-Jewish Socialist and revolutionary leader, horn in Poland. She entered
Germany in 1S95 and after employment on various sociali t newspapers, she wont to Poland
to aid the Russian revolutionary movement there*
in 1905, but soon returned to Germany and ongaged in extreme propaganda. With Karl L.iobknocht, she founded the Spartacus League. Jn
1914 at the outbreak of the World War, she was
sentenced to a year's imprisonment for inciting
insubordination. Throughout the War, she remained in preventive custody. When set at
liberty again, she instigated street fighting in
Berlin and was beaten by a mob and shot to
death on Jan. 13, 1910.
TAXES. See TAXATION IN THE
1

LUXURY

UNITED STATES.

LVOV,
(

IVof,

1801-1 925).

A

GEOHOE EITGKNIEVITOIT, PRINCES
Russian

statesman

who

re-

ceived his law degree in 3885. He owned great
estates and devoted much of his time to the orof the ZemstvoBj or
ganization and

development

agricultural cooperative societies. He wus a
member of the right wing of the Constitutional
Democratic Party, and, in 1005, of the iirwt
Duma. Dxiring the Russo-Japanese War, ho organized relief among the 3JemstvoH, and also carried on this work during the World War. In
March, 1917, at the outbreak of the HUH si an.

Kcvolution, he was chosen Premier and Minister
of the Interior in the provisional Government,
but hi opinions were so frequently at variance
with those of the Socialists that he resigned in
July. The Bolshevists arrested him and took
him to Bkatcrinberg, but he escaped and finally
settled in Paris, where he was a. leader of the
ant 'Bolshevist movement.
I

LOOT* HUBERT GOITZAGB
French soldier, adniiuiHtrator,
(flee VOL. XTV), a member of the
French Academy. In 1012 he WPS appointed

LYAUTEY,

(1854and writer

).

li-5't&,

A

resident Minister in Morocco, holding also the
office of Minister of Foreign Affairs.
He administered this office with great efficiency and was
successful in promoting the agriculture and trade
of the colony. In 1910-17 he served for a short
time as War Minister in tho cabinet of Briand,
but on the fall of that cabinet he was reanpointed
to Morocco by Ribot and PainlcrtL Ho was
made a Marshal of France in 1 020, the only one
ever created who had not fought in France, and
in 1028 he received the gold medal of the English African Society, the first recipient* not an
KngliHhman. He was recalled in October, 1925*
His later publications include Leitres de Tonkin
et de Madagascar, 1894-99 (1020); I/a- rtwion
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de la Lorraine & la France ( 1926 ) ; and Paroles
1900-26 (1927). Consult La France
aw Maroc. L'ceuvre du general Lyautey, by
Gaulis (1919) and Le marshal Lyautey, by
Britsch (1921).
LYDST03ST, GEORGE FRANK (1858-1923).
An American surgeon and publicist born at
Tuolunmio, Calif., and educated in medicine in
the New York University (M.D., 1879). After
several years in New York, he settled in Chicago
and was appointed professor of genito-minary
surgery and venereal diseases under the medical
department of Illinois University. He was the
first to write at length on the subject of sex
gland-grafting in the male. His major writings
comprise Lectures on Syphilis (1885) ; Addresses
and Essays (1892); Stricture of the Urethra
(1893) , Gonorrhea and UrethHtis (1892); Surgical Diseases of the Genito-wrinary Tract (1899190-1), The Diseases of Society (1904); Sex
Hygiene for the Male (1912); Implantation of
the Sex Glands (1914) ; Impotence and Sterility
(1917).
).
3JYMAN, EUGENE WILLIAM (1872An American theologian, born at Cummington,
Mass. He was graduated from Amherst College
in 1894 and took post-graduate courses at Yale
and in Germany. After teaching in several
schools, he was appointed professor of philosophy at Carleton College, Minn., in 1901, and
was professor of theology at the Congregational
College of Canada, Montreal, in 1904-05. From
1904 to 1913, he was a member of the faculty
of Bangor Theological Seminary, and from 1913
to 1918, professor of the philosophy of religion
and Christian ethics at Obcrlin College. Tu
1918 he became professor of the philosophy of
religion at the Union Theological Seminary in
New York. He wrote Thcotogy and Human
Problems (1910) ; God of the New Age (1918) ;
Experience of God in Modern Life (1918) ; The
Meaning of Selfhood and Faith in Immortality
(1928).
THEODORE (1874An Amer).
ican physicist, born at Boston, Mass. He was

d'aotion,

LYMAW,

graduated from Harvard in 1897, where he also
received his Ph.D in 1900. He became an assistant in physics at Harvard, where he remained, becoming full professor (1917-26), anjl
where he was also director of the Jefferson
Physical Laboratory (1908-17). He is now
emeritus. Dr, Lyman made important studies
on phenomena connected with diffraction gratings, on the wave lengths of extreme ultra-violet
light discovered by Schumann and also on the
_

itself in (a) the attitude of the press of the
country, particularly the editorial policy of the
leading newspapers, in speaking strongly against
it; (b) expressions of religious denominations,
particularly through the Federal Council of
Churches; (c) expressions of organizations of
white women of the South; (d) agitation for
the enactment of laws against lynching; and
(c) the passing of laws by a number of States
for the suppression of lynching. The agitation
for suppressive legislation liad its strongest expression in the eifort to have a Federal untilynching law enacted. This effort extended over
the entire period, though after 1924 demands
for it had become less insistent. In 1920 an
anti-lynching measure, later known as the Dyer
Anti-lynching Bill, was jointly introduced in the
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House and Senate of the United States Congress.
The press of the South strongly opposed the
properties of light of extremely short-wave hill on the ground that it wan an invasion of
length, on all of which he contributed valuable States' rights; and a Democratic filibuster in
papers to the literature of physics in the pro- the House of Representatives in 1021 nwvtmtwl
ceedings of scientific societies. During the World its coming to a vote. On Jan. 2(5, 1022,* however,
War, he served in France with the American the House passed the hill by a voto> of 230 to
Expeditionary Forces, holding the rank of major 110. When the measure reached the* Senate, tlw
of engineers.
See PHYSICS.
question of its constitutionality was brought forLYNCHIMTGS. According to the depart- ward. On July 28, 1922, the ftonato Judiciary
ment of records and research of the Tuskegee Committee ruled that it WU.H constitutional. A
Institute, there was a total of 6C1 lynchiugs well-organized lUibiiflter by the Jtaniotiratit! memin the United States during the period 1914- bers of the Senate prevented it, however, from
28.
Of the victims, 64 were whites and 597 coming to a vote and on Pec. 2, 1022, the Ucwere Negroes. The number of lynchings by puhlican caucus agreed to drop the measure and
years and the alleged causes for the perpetration not to call it up again during that session of
of these crimes are shown in the accompanying
* Congress.
tables.

The period 1914-28 was notable for (1) a
growing sentiment against lynchings and (2) a
largo (lecreafw in the number of lynchings. The
growing sentiment against lynchings manifested

With the

defeat of the !>ycr Anti-lyn<*1thi#

newspapers and women's organisations of
the South urged that it was 'now up to the States
to take preventive measures. Such action wan
taken hy 30 States, either by the enactment of
Bill,

LYNB
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now laws

or the strengthening of existing legislation against lynching. These States were Alabama, Kansas, Kentucky, Minnesota, New Jersey,
North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, West
In 1028 Virginia, which
Virginia, ami Virginia.
had been particularly harsh against mob rule,
passed a law making lynching a State offense.
Prosecutions against persona involved in lynchings were to bo handled by the attorney general
or by special prosecutors appointed by the govIn other States, notably Kentucky and
ernor.
Florida, law otticcrs defended their prisoners
against mobs with every effort in their power,
sometimes culling out the State militia.
The decrease in lynch ings over the period
being reviewed is shown by the following table:

OF

COMPARISON

LYNOIIINGS

BY DECADES

1884-1928

two large plants of the General Electric Company.
The assessed valuation of property in 1028 was
$137,259,350;

LYCXNT,

of the entire subject is to be
White, Kopr, and Faggot (New York,
See lUoM PKOBLKMS, UNITED STATUS.
U)i>0).
An Irish jour).
LYND, ROHKKT (1870in

He was
nalist, essayist, and literary eritic.
born in Belfast, educated at the Royal Academical Institution and Queen's College, Belfast, and
then moved to England to live and work. His
many

publications, largely
Irish nntl Knglitih:

made up

of essays,

Portrait* and Im}>r<w*io/w (1908); ItambJctt iti. Ireland (1912);
Thv, Honk of Thin and That. (1918)
// Hie <^rmtnia Cntnuwrcd Itinyland, and Other Kssdys
(UU7) ; /ir/rinr/ a Notion (11)10) ; The Mratiwro
of IgnoriniM (1021); The Itluc Lion (1023);
The* Moin'v-ltof (IDS. *); The fAttle Angel
(IB); />r. Johntton and His World (1027)?
77* r
/*/* of f/ivi/w* (U)27); The (loldflvh
inc.liido

;

1

and />r. Johmon and dompany (li)28).
LYH3ST. A manufacturing c.ity of MassadiuThe population increased from 89,336 in
Hctls.
1010 (o 00,148 in 1020 and to 105,500 in 1028, according to the estimate of the U.H. Bureau of tho
CCNMUH.
In 1018 the city government was changed
frotri the commission form, adopted In 1010, to the
form, with one councilor
niuyor-an<i-ttoiiii<*iJ
from each ward and four elected at large. In
the city spent $1,500,000 cm newer
!02(i ii7
development; the school-building programme
called for an expenditure of $3,000,000. The
value of boots and shoes manufactured in Lynn
in 1027 was $2M0M(l#; of leather, including
tnmicd, curried, and finished products, $9,133,03.'), and of allied manufactures, such an blacking, lasts, and boot and shot; findings, $10,400,020.
The eity ranked fifth among the cities of the
rnite.d States in value of bouts and HUOOH manufactured, being surpassed by New York, St.
Louis, Milwaukee, and Boston. The total value- of
nil manufactures rose from $05,031 ,<M3 in 19*21 to
Of them tli<i most imporJU27.
$10(l,K<i;j,774
tant w**n* automobile* acccssm-icM, foundry product*, win* goods, elwtricul machinery, high(H)i>H)

;

i

apparatus, ineandeHcctnt lainj)K f
fr<*<{iieiiey
in 1027, 20,703
H, iu(<Ii<'hu\ a tut Hoap.

in ##H indUHtrial eHtabHwhd $^8,510,520 hi wage*. ApW,OOU purBona were omployvd in

wen* employed

and

are
]er-

r^<'< k iv(

k

).

gastrointestinal di.seaHos. lie has done much
original work in connection with tho diagnostic and therapeutic use of the duodenal sound,
collaborating for a time with the late Dr.
Meltzer, and in 1J)23 first appeared his pioneer work, Nonsurgival Drainage of the (Jail
Ducts, which haa given rise to much contro-

IiYOlTS.

discussion

$0,050,991.

physician, gastroenterologist, who
has introduced into clinical medicine a new
method of diagnosis and treatment of gall-bladder disease, termed by him "nonsnvgical drainage of tho gall bladder"; which is seemed
through the introduction of the duodenal sound
through the stomach. Dr. Lyon received the
degree of M.D. from Johns Hopkins in 1907 and
was appointed professor of clinical medicine in
Jefferson Medical College, in the department of

An

important manufacturing city
of the Department of tho
llhone, and 4(58 kilometers (21)0.8 miles) from
Paris. The population at the census of 1920
was #70,840. Lyons ia becoming an important
inland shipping centre, the quays along the
llhonc and 8aGnc extending more than 30
of

A

was

An American

versy.

found

the net debt

BETHUEL B. VINCENT (1880-

France,

capital

kilometers (18.0 miles).

The completion of the

Mar soilles- Rhone Canal has done much to

in-

crease the water traffic of Lyons, 1 500-ton barges
now being able to reach it from Moditerranomi

See MAKSEILLKH. Since the World War,
plans havu been under way for the development
of the water power of the Uhone River, which is
estimated at 750,000 horse power, or the equivalent of 5,000,000 tons of coal, per annum.
The leading industries of Lyons are glassware,
chemical products, perfumery, sulka and artificial fabrics, glue, gelatines, shoe polish, fertiliser^ dyes, plastic material^ iron and steel, brass
articles, automobiles, furniture, gloves, embroideries, hats, wines, confectionery, biscuits, paper,
and watches. As the centre of the -I<Ycnch ailk
trade, Lyons continues to wield an influence over
the entire industry, although it is no longer moat
important from the standpoint of actual producIn the design of fabrics, in the regulation
tion.
of their sale, and in relation to the silk consumption of the world, the leaders of the LyoxiH silk inThe production of
dxistry play a leading part.
silk fabrics in Lyons und vicinity readied a total
value iu 1027 of 4,58(5,000,000 francs which, converted to gold francs, amounted to 935,000,000
gold franca or $180,000,000. The value of exports of silk fabrics was 2,200,000,000 francs.
J)uring the War, many induHtries from northern
France established themselves in Lyons and viports.

The most important of these were strucand mechanical steel plants, steam-engine

cinity.

tural

An annual Internafactories.
tional Manufacturers' Sample "Fair was established in 1910 at Lyons, the total number of
exhibitors at the 1028 fair being M<>2. The Urgent number of foreign exhibitors were from Ger-

and automobile

many, the

l-nitcd States, Switzerland, England,
Belgium, Italy, and Japan. A permanent exhibition building has been erected oil the banks of
the Rhone. The great volume 'of bu.sines.s transacted in Lyons is evidenced by the development
of important financial institutions; of Uusc, tlie
Credit Lyonnais, which has more than 1000
brandies distributed throughout tho world, is the

best known.

